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PREFACE
—i

—

Tins Dictionary of the Bible, as stated in the Preface to Volumes I. and IT. already

published, is intended as a contribution towards furnishing the Church for the great

work of teaching. It is a Dictionary of the Old and New Testaments, together with

the Old Testament Apocrypha, according to the Authorized and Revised Versions, with

constant reference to the original tongues. Every effort has been used to make the

information it contains as full, reliable, and accessible as possible.

1. As to fulness. In a Dictionary of the Bible we expect an explanation of

all the words occurring in the Bible which do not explain themselves. The present

Dictionary meets that expectation more nearly than any work hitherto published.

Articles will be found on all the Persons and Places that are mentioned in the

Bible, on its Archaeology and Antiquities, its Ethnology, Geology, and Natural

History, its Theology and Ethics, and on such words occurring in the Authorized or

Revised Version as are now unintelligible or liable to misapprehension. Much
attention has been given to the language, literature, religion, and customs of the

nations around Israel. The Versions have been fully treated. Articles have been

contributed on the Apocalyptic and other uncanonical writings of the Jews, as well

as on such theological or ethical ideas as are believed to be contained in the Bible,

though their modem names are not found there.

2. As to reliability. The writers have been chosen out of respect to their

scholarship and nothing else. The articles have all been written immediately and

solely for this Dictionary, and, except the shortest, they are all signed. Even the

shortest, however, have been contributed by writers of recognized ability and

authority. In addition to the work upon it of authors and editors, every sheet

has passed through the hands of the three eminent scholars whose names are frund

on the title-page.

3. As to accessibility. The subjects are arranged in alphabetical order, and

under the most familiar titles. All the modern devices of cross-reference and

black-lettering have been freely resorted to, so that in the very few instances in

which allied subjects have been grouped uuder one heading (such as Medicine in

this volume) the particular subject wanted will be found at once. Proper Names

are arranged according to the spelling of the Revised Version, but wherever it

seemed advisable the spelling of the Authorized Version is also given, with a cross-
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refeiehfce. The Abbreviations, considering the size and scope of the work, will

be seen to be few and easily mastered. A list of them, together with a simple

scheme for the uniform transliteration of Hebrew and Arabic words, will bo found

on the following pages.

It is with devout thankfulness that the Editor sees this third volume of an

arduous though congenial work issued within reasonable limits of time. The fourth

volume iB in progress, and may be looked for next year. He has pleasure in again

expressing his thanks to many friends and fellow-workers, including the authors

of the various articles. But especially he desires to thank the members of the

editorial staff, the publishers, the printers, and (without mentioning others whose

names have already appeared in the Preface to Vols. I. and II.) Mr. (}. F. Hill of the

Department of Coins and Medals in the British Museum for assistance and advice in

*he preparation of the illustrations to the article on the Monky of the Bible.

**' Messrs. Charles Soribner’s Sons, New York, have the sole rtjrht of publication of this

DicmoHABT of rax Bible in the United States and Canada.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

L General

Alex. = Alexandrian.
Apoc. = Apocalypse.
Apocr. = Apocrypha.
Aq. = Aquila.
Arab. = Arabic.
Aram. = Aramaic.
Assyr. = Assyrian.
Bab. = BabyloniaL.
c. = circa, about.
Can. = Canaanite,
cf, = compare,
ct. == contrast.
D= Deuteronomiat.
E— Elohist.

edd. = editions or editora.

E«yP- = Egyptian,
ling. = English.
Eth. =Ethiopie.
f. =and following verse or page ; as Ac 1084*-

ff. = and following versos or pages ; os Mt ll29®*

(Jr. = Greek.
H= Law of Holiness.

Heb. = Hebrew.
HeL = Hellenistic.

Hex. = Hexateuch.
Isr. = Israelite.

J= Jabwist.
J" 2= Jehovah.
Jems. — Jerusalem.
Jos. — Josephus.

LXN= Septuagint.
MSS = Manuscripts.
MT = Massoretic Text,
n. — note.
NT» New Testament.
Onk. = Onkelos,
OT= Old Testament.
P= Priestly Narrative.
Pal. = Palestine, Palestinian.
Pent. = Pentateuch*
Pers. = Persian.
Phil. = Philistine.

Pham, a Phmnieian.
Pr. Bk. = Prayer Book.
R= Redactor.
Rom. = Roman.
Sam. = Samaritan,
Som. = Semitic.
Sept. - Septuagint
Sin. —Sinai tic.

Symm. — Symmachua,
Syr. =s Syriac.
Talm. = Talmud.
Targ. — Targum,
Theod, sssTheodotion.
TRssToxtus Uoeeptus.
tr. = translate or translation.
VSS* Versions.
Vulg. = Vulgate.
Whs Wbstoott and llort’s text.

II. Books of the Bible

Old Testament.

Gn= Genesis.
Ex = Exodus.
Lv =s Leviticus.
Nu= Numbers.
Dt s= Dent eronomy.
Jos= Joshua.
Jg- Judges.
Ru = Ruth.
I S, 2 S« 1 and 2 Samuel.
IK, 2 K« land 2 Kings.
1 Ch, 2 Ch — 1 and 2

Chronicles.
Ezr=Ezxa.
Neh= Nehemiah.
E$t=* Esther.
Job.
Ps* Psalms.
Pr= Proverbs.
Ec= Ecclesiastes.

Ca =: Canticles.
Is= Isaiah.

Jer =3 Jeremiah.
La s= Lamentations.
Ezk-KzekieL
Dn = Daniel.
Hos= Hosea.
J1 ==Joel.

Am =2Amos.
Ob=Obadiah.
Jon= Jonah.
Mic-Micah.
Nah»Nahum.
Hab— Habakkuk.
Zeph as Zeplianiah.
Hag=Haggai.
Zee =sZechariah.
Mai—MalachL

Apocrypha.

1 Es, 2 Es = l and 2 To«Tobit
Esdras. Jth=Judith.

Ad. Kst » Additions to

Esther.
Wi«» Wisdom.
Sir as Sirach or Ecclesi-

asticus.
Baras Baruch.
Three - Song of the
Throe Children.

Bus* Susanna.
Bel m Bel and the
Dragon.

Pr. Man » Prayex of

Manassas.
1 Mae, 2 Mae»l and 2
Mareaboon.

New Testament.

Mt*Matthew.
Mk » Mark.
LksLuke.
JnaJoim.
Ac = Acts.
Ro =# Romans.
1 Co, 2 Co * l and 2

Corinthians.
Gal = Galatians.
Epli a Ephesians.
Ph s Philippian*.
Col* Cokmsians.

I Th» 2 Th » 1 and 2
Thess&lonians,

1 Ti, 2 Ti « 1 and 2
Timothy.

Tit» Titus.
Pltiliuu - Philemon,
lie* Hebrews,
da* James.
1 P, 2 P» 1 and 2 Peter*
l Jn, 2 Jn, 3 Jn»l, %
and 3 John.

Jude.
Rev« Revelation*
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III. English Versions

Wyc. « Wyclifs Bible (NT c. 1380, OT c. 1382,

Purvey 5

s Revision r. 1388).

TincL = Tindale’s NT 1526 and 1534, Pent. 1530.

Cov. = Coverdale’s Bible 1535,

Matt, or Rog. =* Matthew’s (i.e. prob. Rogers')
Bible 1537.

Cran. or Great=Cranmer’s ‘Great 5

Bible 1539.

Tav. = Taverner’s Bible 1539.

Gen. s= Geneva NT 1557, Bible 1560.

Bish. = Bishops' Bible 1568.
Toni. = Tomson's NT 1576.
Rhem. =- Rheruish NT 1582.
Dou. = I)ouay OT 1609.
AV= Authorized Version 1611.
AVm =Authorized Version margin.
RV= Revised Version NT 1881, OT 1885.
RVm = Revised Version margin.
EV=Auth. and Rev. Versions.

IV. Fob the Literature

AJETT=s Ancient Hebrew Tradition.
AT** Altes Testament.
RX=Hampton Lecture.
BM~ British Museum.
Blip ** Biblical Researches in Palestine.
C76r= Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum.
CIL=s Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum.
C7£*= Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum.
<70T== Cuneiform Inscriptions and the OT.
DBs= Dictionary of the Bible.
/£////= Early History of the Hebrews.
GAP= Geographic des alten Paliistina.

GGA = Gdttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen.
GGN~ Nachncliiten der kdnigl. Gesellschaft der

Wissenschaften zu Gottingen.
GJV= Geschichte des Jiidischen Volkes.
GVI= Geschichte des Volkes Israel.

ROM as Higher Criticism and the Monuments.
i/A—Historia Ecclesiastica,
IIG1IL= Historical Geog. of Holy Land.
///= History of Israel.

TXJP= History of the Jewish People.
HPM=z History, Prophecy, and the Monuments.
//PA= Hebrew Proper Names.
XJG= Israelitische und JUdische Geschichte.

= Journal of Biblical Literature.
JDTh=*Jahrbiichcr fiir deutsche Theologie.
JQE=Jewish Quarterly Review.
JBAS^z Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

JML^z Jewish Religious Life after the Exile.
JTSss Journal of Theological Studies.
KAT~X>i% Keilinsehriften und das Alte Test.

KJB = Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek.
LOBI* Literarisches Centralblatt.
LOTz* Introd. to the Literature of the Old Test.

A small superior number designates the particula

NKWB— Neuhebraisches Wdrterbuch.
NTZG= Neutestamentliche Zeitgeschichte.
0A= Otium Norvicense.
OP= Origin of the Psalter.
OTJC— The Old Test, in the Jewish Church.
PB= Polychrome Bible.
PEF= Palestine Exploration Fund.
PEFSt = Quarterly Statement of the same.
PSBA = Proceedings of Soc. of Bibl. Archaeology
PEE= Real-Encyclopttdie fiir protest. Theologie

und Kirelie.

QPB= Queen’s Printers’ Bible.

EEJ— Revue des Etudes Juives.
PP= Records of the Past.
ES= Religion of the Semites.
SBOT= Sacred Books of Old Test.
PA=Studien und Kritiken.
SP= Sinai and Palestine.
SWP= Memoirs of the Survey of W. Palestine,
ThL or ThLZ— Theol. Literaturzeitung.
r/ir=Theol. Tijdschrift.
TSBA — Transactions of Soc. of Bibl. Archaeology.
TU =Texte und Untersuchungen.
WAI= Western Asiatic Inscriptions.
WZKM= Wiener Zeitsehrift fiir Kunde des

Morgenlandes.
ZA « Zeitsehrift fiir Assyriologie.
ZAW or ZATW= Zeitsehrift fiir die Alttest.

Wissenschaft.
ZDMG = Zeitsehrift der Deutscken Morgen

Iftndischen Gesellschaft.
ZJDPV= Zeitsehrift des Deutschen Pal&stina*

Vereins.
ZKSF-= Zeitsehrift fiir Keilschriftforschung.
ZKW~ Zeitsehrift fiir kirchliche Wissenschaft.

edition of the work referred to, as KAT3
, LOT*.

PLATES AND MAP IN VOLUME III

(Plates) Corns current in Palestine c. b.c. 600-a.d. 135 . between pages 424 and 425

(Map) St. Paul’s Travels .facingpage mi
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DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE
t

KIK (Tp).—The name of a country and nation.
It occurs in the following passages :—(1) Am 97

l£ir is the land from which God brought the
•Vranueans (Syrians), as lie led the Israelites from
Egypt, etc. It must, after this analogy, be a
country remote from the principal seat (i.e .

Damascus) of the Arammans in Amos’ time. The
LXX reads ‘depth,’ ‘pit’

(/360po$ ,
i.e. -lyp). (2)

- K 10° After the capture of Damascus, the Ara-
tmeans were carried captive to I£ir by the king
(Tiglath-pileser III.) of Assyria. This would in-
dicate that l£ir was under Assyrian dominion, and,
again, at a considerable distance from the region
of Damascus near the borders of the Assyrian
empire. But the name of tho country was wanting
in tho LXX originally (B), and inserted later (A,
etc. K vprjvifjvde) from the Hebrew text (after Sym-
maehus). Therefore this passage is suspicious

; see
Field, 1frump. pp, xxii, (582. (3) Am l

8 threatens
indeed : the people of Aram shall go into captivity
unto Kir (LXX ‘the one called as ally,’ <hrLK\rjTos,

NipV). But this passage also seems to be inter-

polated from Am 97. if Kir was the original home
of the Aramaeans (Am 97 ), the Assyrians would
never have deported them back to their old country,
where they would have found remainders of the
original stock of their nation, and would have,
by union with them, become strong again and
dangerous to tho king of Nineveh. The Assyrians,
as well as other nations, deported their captives
always to countries where they were strangers,
separated by language and race from the inhabit-

ants of tho new country, and therefore forced to

rely upon the government which had settled them
there. Consequently, the name Kir in this passage
is strange, and to be used only with caution. (4)

Is 22(i an attack on Jerusalem is described, evi-

dently that of the Assyrian army under Senna-
cherib (of. 2 K 18) :

‘ And Elam bare the quiver with
chariots of men * and horsemen, and Kir (LXX
crvvaywr/it of, *np?) uncovered (rqy,) the shield’ (i.e.

prepared it for fighting). Consequently, Kir was
among the allies or subjects of the Assyrians, and
was a warlike nation. (5) Also Is 228 seems to

belong here : j*W) -ip nprjpt?, RV ‘ a breaking
down (others, surrounding) of the walls (sing. !) and
a crying to the mountains,’ LXX dirb puicpov

Byakov irXavmrat M rh 6py f Vulg, ‘scrutans murum
et magnificus super montem.’ The passage was
rendered by Choyne (following Delitzscn, Paradies,

280), * Kir undermineth, and Shoa is at the mount.’
Klostermann, Bredenkamp, Comill, Winckler

(AIttest, Untermeh. 177, who conjectures, ‘who
# ‘ Of men ’ may be a gloss, see Duhm.

vol» in.—-i

stirs up l£oa' and Shoa* against the mountain*
have, however, given up the paronomasia and
corrected Kir to Koa' (itfp), a nation mentioned
together with Shoa' in Ezk 23^; the gutd or,

K'd of the Assyrian inscriptions, a warlike
nomadic tribe S.E. of Assyria, chiefly on the
banks of the modern rivers Dij hid (the Gyndes of
the classics) and Adhem adjoining the 6lut'd, i.e.

the biblical Shoa*. This agrees with Is 228
, where

Kir is a neighbour of Elam. It results that we
have to try the same emendation also in this

passage (Is 228
), and indeed the LXX reads there

consonants which come nearer to yip than to Tp,

likewise in Am 9 (where nyp= original rip). See,
further, art. Koa, footnote.

It is very probable, then, that in all passages the
same pastoral people Koa’ rip, were originally
meant. The corruption* of one may have caused
that of the other places. (For the Assyrian and
Babylonian texts see Delitzsch, Paradies

, 233;
Schrader, KATa 425). The country Gutium, Guti,
which is mentioned as early as B.C. 3000 in in-

scriptions, seems to he the same as %Cuti, gutti,
Kti, which is only the later spelling.* The in-

habitants seem to have been always Semites, so that
their relationship to the Aramaeans, who appear in
cuneiform inscriptions first in Southern Babylonia,
is very plausible. Otherwise, the cuneiform inscrip-

tions have been searched in vain for a nation Kir.
The ancient versions (Aq., Vulg.

?
partly LXX,

Targum) were guessing when they introduced the
Libyan Gyrene , which is absurd.+ By those to whom
the emendation of J£ir to Koa' seems too bold, the
conjecture may be hazarded that some day the name
Kir will he discovered in the same region E. of the
Lower and Middle Tigris, where various nomadic
tribes roamed with the rapacious Shoa' and Koa'.
But the emendation seems more plausible.

W. Max MBlleb.
KIR (OF MOAB) (3^yvp,rdreixos'H7s Mwap(e)£riflo$,

murus Moab ).—One of the chief towns of the land
of Moab, coupled with Ar of Moab, Is 151. Since
in the Moabite tongue Hr=Heb. 'tr or

*

dr, it is

conceivable that Kir of Moab and Ar of Moab are
identical. The almost universally accepted identi-

fication of Kir of Moab with the modern Kerak

* Perhaps occurring also in Egyptian texts as Gut, see W, M.
Miiller, Aden, p. 281.

t More modern guesses : the Kvpoe or Kuppot, river of Armenia,
the modern Kur (Michaelis). But this name has k not k, and is

too far north. Bochart proposes Kauprvt] (Ptol.) in Eastern
Media, but this place is obscure and too far east. Furrer
suggests the region near Antioch called K&ppes, Kvppumxt, but
tins name was given only in later times in imitation of a
Macedonian city (see MannertY.
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rests upon the Targum on Isaiah, where Kir is

rendered by Kerakka (so also apparently Ar of

Moah). This may have been a native name which
has survived, or it may be a rendering of that
name which has supplanted it. The modern name
of Kerak can be traced back as belonging to the
place in early times. Under the form XapaicpGpa
it appears in the acts of the Council of Jerusalem
A.D. 536, and in the geographers Ptolemy and
Stephanus of Byzantium. The Crusaders discerned
tlie strategic importance of the place as command-
ing the trade route from Egypt and Arabia into

Syria. Under king Fulco of Jerusalem, a.d. 1131,

a castle was built there, of which extensive re-

mains may yet be seen. Saladin in a.d. 1183
unsuccessfully besieged it

;
it fell into his hands

in a.d. 1188. The contributions which the
Chroniclers of the Crusades make to the local-

izing of the site are full and interesting ; it was
then the chief city of Arabia Socunda, or Petra-
censis; it is specified as in the Boiled, and dis-

tinguished from Moab or Rabbat, and from Mons
Regalis or Montreal. The Crusaders further
identilied it with Petra, or gave that name to
it; an error which the Greek Church has per-
petuated, for the Greek bishop of Petra has his

- seat at Kerak. ft is frequently referred to in

writers of the Christian period as Gharak-Moha
(also Malm - Charax), corrupted to Ohara/coma,
Charagmncha, Karach

,
and Kara . On the ques-

tion of the identity of Kir of Moab with Kir-
haresoth or Kir-heros see art. on these names.
The Wady el-Kerak runs S.E. from the head of

the bay of tho Dead Sea, which lies east of the
peninsula el-Lisdn, uniting with the Wady Ain
Franji about 10 miles up. Kerak is situated on
a lofty spur between these two ravines, and is

about four thousand feet above the level of the
Dead Sea. The sides of the hill descend steeply
some thousand feet to the bottom of the valleys,
but the height on the other side is much greater,
so that the town is commanded by bills on every
side. (This may explain 2 K 3^ <md

). Such a
position was for ancient warfare almost impreg-
nable. Tho great weakness must have been want
of water, and there are remains of enormous roek-
liown cisterns. The city was surrounded by a
wall of great thickness, which had but two
entrances—one on the N.W., the other on the
S., each being approached by a long tunnel cut
through the solid rock. There are remains of five
great towers; hut further investigation seems
needed to decide what is ancient Moabite work,
and wliat is due to medieval engineers.
A map of the town is given in de Saulcy, La

Mer Morte, 8, 20.

Litbratueb.—

R

eland, Pal. 468, 668, 706 ; Bohaeddin, Vita
Salad, ch, 26 ; Georgius Oyprius, ed. Gdzer, 68

, 108 ; Quatre-
m&re, Hut. Sultans Mamlouks, ii. 286 ; Schultens* Indm Geo-
graphica

, a ‘Oaracha’; Robinson, BRP% ii. 167 f. ; Stanley,
Sinai and Palestine

,

p. 407 ;
Seetzen, Ileum, L 412 1, ii.m

:

Burukhardt, Travels, 870-800; Irby, ch. viL ; de Saulcy. La
8
5.
6t I Schwarz, 217 ; Tristram, Land of Moab

,

08 ft ; Duo de Luyrtes, Voyage, i. 90 ff., ii. 106 ff. ; and for
modern aspect Baedeker, Palestine8, p. 191 L

C. H. W. Johns.
KIRAMA (A Ktpaud, B Keipd/xa, AV Cirama),

1 Es 520.—The people of Kirama and Gabbe re-
turned from Babylon under Zerub., 621 strong.
In Ezr 226 Ramah and Geba (np-jq, A TWL B
Apd/i); ef. Neh 780 CAfOfU). The fonn in 1 Es is
due to the definite article n being read as q.

KIR-HARESETH (n^qq*Tp, rots Karoucowt McreO
geAm^et?, Yulg. murm cocti lateris. Is 167 ; in

f
K 320 pausal form AY Kir-haraseth,

LXX row \Wovs ro9 rolxov KaQmrgx&ovs, Yulg.
murus fetilis) or KIR-HERES mprp, fcetpddw
atxpod, murv- fictilis, Jer 4881 * 80 ;* in Is 16u

pausal form fcniywp, AV Kirhnresh, 1 A' \
iveKalvuraS) Yulg. ad murum cocti lateris). Th<< e

two names art) to bo taken as alight vauanf •

of one and the sn.mo piopor name denoting a pi, mm*

in the country of Moah, evidently regarded a n

place of the first rank, of groat MrengUy and
importance. The natural conclusion that Kir of

Moab is meant is a oonjocture, hut. has recount
general assent.

The LXX and Vulgate regard these name.,
however, as phrases, the meaning of which m
sought by an attempted Hebrew etymology.
That they were so regarded when tho \o\\«4

points were added to tiny text need m*t he

I

assumed, though some traditional etymology may
have influenced the pointing, Certainly, the «*t \ -

mologies suggested connecting them with kh\ ‘

a

wall, and some Hebrew word denoting 'clay,* or

its manufactured products such as ‘bricks* or

‘pottery,’ do not lead to any convincing result,

Tliat/v/* also denoted a ‘fortress or walled city
*

in Hebrew seems assumed to^ meet the ease;

a ‘city of potsherds * or a ‘ brick fortress/ even
with the explanation * because the chief rent of

Moabite pottery/ is too obviously lame,
.

Such a
meaning would go against the blent ith-nt ion with
modern Kerak, The top of a steep hill is unlikely

to be a ‘seat of pottery/ and the accounts of the
remains there point to the ancient walls being of

stone, not brick.

There does not seem any call to seek a Hebrew
etymology. If it was a Moabite name, and the
variations in spelling and vocalization Migge t its

being foreign to the Hebrew scribes/ then we
must turn to the native tongue for an etymology.
There wo find that for is the Moabite for ‘town/
walled or fortified. The second element of tlic .e

names is not, however, preserved in the scanty
remains of the Moabite tongue (ef,, however, the
place name Mf/MVin line 14 of Meshi/s hmeript ion «,

Palmer (The Desert of the Exodus, p, 472 f. i h,**v*

that %&ri( means 1 mound * in the language of tic*

modern inhabitants. The obvious difficulty i < that

an interchange of t> and * is unusual ; we Mmuld
expect rather /jareS than hares as representing

,

modern harit^ The modern language of Muitb
would need detailed examination Indore a dm five

rule could bo laid dovm.t Of a somewhat similar
Assyrian word for ‘mount/ (often a wooded Idllj,

both forms, fyurtiu and hurmt, exist side by aide,

If the commonly received identification of the

S
lace with Kir of Moab and that with modem
Cerak bo correct, we might regard ‘ mountain

fortress * as a suitable name ; but that does not
establish the etymology in the absence of direct
evidence from native sources. All that k said of
Kir-heros, etc., seems to suit Kerak well enough,
and the 'Targum on Isaiah renders Klrdmmeth
by Kerak to/cpdmi, which perhaps taunts to a
‘cIUF fortress of some kind. Hue, further, art
Km of Moab. C. Ii W. Johns.

KIRIATH (nyjpJ.—A town not iced with Gllmah rut

belonging to Benjamin, Jos 18*. Both the text ami
the site are uncertain, but the latter may jw»wihly
be found at Jfuriet, dGEnah ,

4 town of grapes/ w*»4
of Jerusalem, which is often called simply ((imrh
by the inhabitants. Sea MWP vol id, rdumt xvii.
This village, on the road from Jaffa to Jerusalem,
is also now called Atm Ghosh, from a celebrated
chief so named. It la remarkable for its firm Nor-
man church, built in the 12th cent, A. in.

It is held, however, by most OT scholars that' in
Joa 1828 Ifiriuih is a mistake for ^mathfrnrim,
* ‘fiarosheth of tho Gtntllfi' (Jg 4«. is. 16

) it * thnllar umiur,
and both it and llareselh may go wsk to €tett*tft#

/ There in a Ipm fiaraia mil, M minutos* walk afmvt ta>ra*s
(ZBP V, 1806, p. 69 ff.).
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nny; having been dropped through confusion with
the following any. Not only does nnp hear the ap-
pearance of a construct, hut the same conclusion
is supported hy the LXX, B kclI Tr6\a$ teal Tap-
a(s)0Lapel/j, (where Gibeath and Kiriath-jearim are
mixed up), A 7r6Xts ’lapip,, Luc. ir6\ts ’lapetp (cf.

Bilim, ad. loo., and Bennett in SHOT).
C. R. Conder.

KIRIATHAIM (annp).—1. A town in a ‘plain
’

(nw) inhabited by the Emim at the tim<* of Cliedor-

laomer’s campaign (On 14 5
), mentioned with 1 Teshbon

and Elealeh as built hy Reuben (Nu 32:{7

), also
mentioned with Kedcmoth and Mephaath, farther
south, and with Beth-peor, Baal-meon, and
Beth-jeshimoth (Jos 1318.10. ao). It appears as a
Moabite town in Jer 4823

,
Ezk 259

,
and on the

stone of Mesha (line 10) is called Kiryatlien. It

may he distinct from Kerioth (which" see). Accord-
ing to the Onomasticon (s, KapiaQael/j,, Kapi&Qa),

it lay 10 Roman miles west of Medeha. The
site is uncertain, although many identify Kiria-
tliaiin with the ruin called Jfarth/dt, lying S.W. of

Makaur (Machmrus) and S. of febel 'Attdrtts. It

is probably to he sought towards the south of the
Moab plateau, hut may have been near Heshbon.
Burckhardt’s identification with et-Teim , 1J miles
W. of Medeha, is now generally abandoned.
Literature. — Porter, Handbook, 300 ; Tristram, Land of

Moab
, 276, 305 ;

G. A. Smith, IIGEL 667 f. ; Buhl, GAP 276 L;
Dillmann on On 14» and Nu 32*7.

2. A city in Naphtali, given to the Gershonite
Levites, 1 Ch 676 [Hob. 61

). In the parallel passage,
Jos 2

1

82
, it is called Kartan (which see).

C. R. Conder.
KIRIATH-ARBA (wn& nrjp, in Neh ll20 'p).

—A name which occurs repeatedly in the OT,
always except in Neh II25 with the explanation
that it is another name for Hebron, Gn 232 3d27

(both P), Jos 1410 1518 (both JE) 1504 207 21» (all P),

Jg l
10

. For the situation and history see art.

Hebron. Kiriath-arba is probably— Tetra'polis,*
* four-towns*

5

(cf. yzy ‘ seven wells ’), the name
possibly implying that the city had four quarters
occupied by four confederate clans. If the name
Hebron means ‘confederacy,’ it may have had a
similar origin. In the MV

JD of Jos 1518 21n 1410

Kiriath-arba is taken as= ‘city of Arba,’ the latter

supposed founder of it being called ‘ the father of

the ‘Anafo’ or ‘the greatest man among the 'Ana-
kim.’ As Moore points out, however, the LXX
Has preserved the original reading in the first two
of these passages, 'kppbK p^rpcnroXls

(
i.e. oyt not

\?s$) !<><£*, and in 1410 Vn§D is another mis-

correction. It may be noted further that these

last two words gave rise to a curious piece of

Rabbinical exegesis, ‘ Im’adam haggadol’ being
supposed to imply that Adam was buried at

Kmath-arba (Hebron), ‘the city of four saints,’

namely, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Adam.
J. A. Selbie.

KIRIATH-ARIM, Ezr 220.—See Kiriath-jearim.

KIRIATH-BAAL [*m nrjp ‘city of Baal 9).—See
KlRIATH-J KARIM.

KIRIATH-HUZOTH (nten rv\p ‘ city of streets ’
(?),

LXX 7r<$\m which perhaps implies a read-

ing nmn instead or msm).—One of the places to

which Balak first went with Balaam, Nu 2239
.

It seems to have been near Ir of Moab (v. 8
®), and

may have been a suburb of that city.
#
Tristram

(Land of Moab, 305) is inclined to identify it with

Kiriathaim, others (e.g. Knobel, Keil) think it is

the same as Kerioth. C. R. Conder.

* So e.g* Moore and Hommel, the latter of whom identifies

Kiriath-arba with the Ituhilti of the Tel el-Amarna letters

(AET 234 f.), hut sea Kfinig’s art. on the Hahiri in Expos. Times,

March 1000# Sayce and Petrie make Rubfiti =*Rabbah of Jos 1660.

KIRIATH-JEARIM (any; nnp * city of thickets ’).

—One of the chief towns of the Gibeonites, Jos 917
,

on the border of Judah and Benjamin (assigned to
the former tribe in Jos 159, 60 i.8

14
, Jg 1812

, to the
latter in Jos 1828 if Kiriath [which see]= Kiriath-

j
earim). The position is more particularly described
m Jg IS12

,
where the Mahanch-dan (‘camp of Ban’),

which was near Zorah and Eshtaol (Jg 1325
), is said

to have been ‘behind’ (i.e. west of) Kiriath-jearim.
Kiriath-jearim appears also to have been near
Beth-shemesh (1 S 621

), which was near Zorah. It
may have been the city beyond the border of Ben-
jamin where Saul first met Samuel (IS 95 *

®, cf.

Ip2
). When the ark was sent back by the Philis-

tines, it remained at Kiriath
-jearim till the time

of David (1 S 7lf
*, 2 S 62

, where the city is called
Baale Judah [but ^3 is an error for ^3]). In
Jos 1560 it bears the name Kiriath-baal, ‘city of
Baal,’ and it is the same place that is called in Jos
159 * 10 and 1 Ch 13® Baalah. Its inhabitants seem
to have been related to the Hebronites, 1 Ch 250

.

After the Captivity it is mentioned as re-peopled
(Neh 729

; Ezr 225
, where Kiriath-arim n;-]p] is

a clerical error for ICiriath-jearim [any^'p]
; I Es

519
, where it appears as Kariathiarius). It is prob-

ably Kiriath
-j earim that is referred to in Ps 132®,

where ‘the field of the wood’ is mentioned as the
place where the ark was found. The prophet Uriah
ben-Shemaiah, who was put to death by Jehoiakim,
was a native of Kiriath-jearim (Jer 2620fl;

). In the
4th cent. A.D. ( Onomasticon,

s. ‘ Cariathiarim ’), it

was shown 9 Roman miles from Jerusalem, on the
way to Biospolis (Lydda), hut this would not he
near Beth-sliemesh or Zorah. In the upper part of

the valley of Sorek an ancient ruined site called

'Erma exists, on the south side of a very rugged
ravine. It is evidently a town, with a remarkable
rock terrace, and wells in the valley to the east.

This site (suggested by Henderson) is suitable,

being within sight of the mouth of the ravine,
beyond which lies Beth-shemesh in the more open
part of the valley, east of Zorah and Eshtaol, which
appears to answer to the ‘ camp of Ban ’ (Mahaneh-
dan). The ruin is on the ridge on which Chesalon
(which see) stands, and therefore in the required
position on the border which appears to have run
north from Kiriath-jearim to Chesalon (Jos 159* 10

),

or to have left Chesalon in Benjamin, north of the
border which followed the valley of Sorek. The
whole ridge is covered with copse to the present
time. Possibly, Kiriath-jearim is noticed in the
Tel el-Amarna letters (No. 106 Berlin) as BU4 Belu
or Beth Baal, a city revolting against Jerusalem
(others suppose Jerus. itself to he so called in this

passage); and it is remarkable that it was one of

the few cities that submitted, without fighting, to

the Hebrews.
Robinson’s identification of Kiriath-jearim with

Kuriet eVEnab or Abu Ghdsh does not meet the
requirements of Jg 1812 and 1 S 6.

Literature.—The whole question of the site is fully discussed
in SWP vol. iii. sheet xvu. : see also Henderson, Palestine
(Index) ;

G. A. Smith, EGKL 225 f.
;

Moore, Judges
, 393 f.

;

Dillmann on Jos 917 • Buhl, GAP (Index) ; Robinson, BMP* ii.

II f. (Smith, Moore, Dillmann, Buhl, all speak with more or
less suspicion of the correctness of Robinson’s identification with
guriet eVEnab, but decline to commit themselves to the
*Erma site, which Buhl pronounces to he still more improb-
able, and Smith remarks that it would place Kiriath-jearim
very far away from the other members of the Gibeonite league.
Neither of these writers, however, gives due weight to the
position near Chesalon). C. R. CONDER.

KIRIATH-SANNAH (n$p nnp, 7ro'Xts ypafipdroop)

occurs once (Jos I549 P) as another and presumably
an older name for Debir (wh. see). A third name
was Kiriath-sepher (which see for site)

;
and this,

not Kiriath-sannah, was the reading of the LXX
here.

To those who retain the Massor. reading the
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meaning is obscure. Gosenius (Tkes. ) takes Samiah

for a contraction of Sanaannah, and translates

‘palm-city 7

; but, besides that the contraction is

unlikely, one hardly expects a palm city in ‘ the hill-

country.
7 Suyoe (tWM 54), following a suggestion

mentioned by Kwald (Gesch, i, 347 n.), translates

‘city of instruct ion,
9 and uses tho name to support

his very precarious theory that Debir was a library

and archive town of the Canaanitos. He further

suggests that the name may be present as Bit ’Sani

in a fragmentary letter from Kbod-tob the vassal

king of Jerusalem, in the Tel el-Amarua collection.

A. C. Welch.
K1RIATH-SEPHER (ip nnp, tr6Xtf ypa/Aftirw,

Kapia<rcd)<j>ap tt" V', B in Jg l11
) is twice mentioned

in the parallel passages (Jos 1510*-, Jg 1U
J',

J)

as the older name of a town which the victors

called Debir. It is frequently identified with the

present ed-Dh&herfyeh, a village which lies ‘4 or

5 hours S.W. of Hebron,’ on a high road down
Wady Khulil, and which is on tho frontier of tho

hill-country towards the Negeb (see, however,

Debir).
Many commentators from the earliest tunes,

accepting the word as Hob., have translated with
various shades of sense ‘ book town ’ (of. LNX
above, Vulg. civitas littemmm

,
Targ. ’jrjfc "p).

Sayce (MOM 54) has based on this a theory about
tbe condition of literary culture among the early

Canaanites. Tho three town names yield him
proof of the presence of an oracle, which gave
rise to a library, and so attracted students to a
university, ft is utterly unwarranted to lmild so

much on* the uncertain etymology of a non-Hob.
word. Smith (Hid. Geogr. 279 n.) suggests that the
sense may bo ‘ toll-town,

7 and he compares for the
translation 2 Ch 217

, and for tho toll the town’s
position on a road into Syria. But the sense given
to *isd is somewhat artificial. It is much more
likely that traces of tho same foreign root are to

be found in Sephar of S. Arabia (Gn HP) and
Sepharvaim (2 K 1734 ). See the whole subject very
fully and fairly discussed by Moore, <fudges, 20 f.

A, 0. WELCH.
KISEUS (Keurcuos )'—The form in Ad. tint W of

Kish (Est 2s
), the name of the great-grandfather of

Mordecai. See Kish, No. 4.

KISH (^p).—1 The father of Saul the first king
of Israel (1 S 91 10al 1481 , Ac I3al

), Ho was the son
of Abiel of the tribe of Benjamin. In 1 Ch 8*'

9s® Ner and not Abiel is said to have been the
father of Kish,* but there seems to have been some
confusion in the text, due perhaps to the very
elliptical character of tho record or to the frequent;
recurrence of the same family names. The home
of Kish and of his family was at Giboah (rendered
‘the hill of God 7 and ‘the hill

7 both in A? and
BV of 1 S 10s and HP). He does not seem to have
been in any way prominent, but to have been living
the simple life of a small farmer, when his son was
called to be king. 2. The uncle of the foregoing,
the son of Joiel or Jehiel (1 Ch 8so CP). 3. The
eponym of a family of Merarite Levites ( 1 Ch 2321 *

24m
, 2 Ch 2912

). 4. A Bcnjamito ancestor of Mor-
decai, queen Esther's cousin (EsS6

). See Esther.
*W. Muir.

KISHI —A Merarite Levite, ancestor of
Ethan, 1 Ch [Heb.^]. In the parallel passage
1 Ch IB11 tlie MT lias Kushaiah. In all

probability the latter is the correct form of tho
name. It is supported by Luc. Koucrd in the first

of the above passages. Kittel (in SBOT) prefers
or rather pointing out that the LXX

(B) in 1 Ch 644 has Ketcralzx '&p, and in 1517 Keurdias

=R^’P (?)* J. A. Selbies,
* Kittel (in ITaupt'a SBOT) and Kautzsch read tho first

Abuse of these verses, * And Nor hegat Abner/ See Amu.

KISHION (f»^p).—A town allotted to iHsaeha*

(Jos HP), given to the Levit.es (2H\ where A V
has Kishon). The parallel passage, 1 Ch tP

(Heb, 67
J, reads Kcdcsh, which is taken (perhaps

wrongly) by Dillmaim and others to be a textual

error for Kisldon. The latter name has not been

recovered, while there is a large ruined mourn!

called Tell Jfcedes near Toanach in Issachar, See

SWP vol, ii. sheet viii. C. it. CoNHKu.

KISHON (jtehp Voj; B 6 xeWd
h'“
m <,tlier

forms Konir, Kio*cri&v).—-This is tm* ancient, name of

tho stream which drains almost the wlmloot the

great plain of Ksdraoiou ami the, suirmindmg
uplands. All the waters from ’labor ami the

Nazareth hills, which reach the plain eastward of

a line drawn from Iksdl to Nam, together with

those from the N. slopes of Little Lennon, are

carried into Watty ayh-Sherr(lrf and thence to tho

Jordan. The district between Litt le 1 ionium and
Gilhoa, reaching as far west as el-b'ideh, also

1

inclines eastward, tho waters flowing down AW/r
Jahid past Bi'i'tfin into the Ghdr. The torrents

from Little Iimimn hot\vt*en Shunem and Nain,

ami all from the Calilman hills west of Jtpmt,

make their way through the noli noil of tho plain,

to join the deep hhlden How of Kislum. The main
supplies, however, come from tho southern aide.

Tho longest branches of the liver stretch up the

lofty stoops of Uilboa away to the east of Jenin.

They are dry torrent-beds, save only in the rainy

season, when they carry down foaming Hoods to

swell t he central stream, Tlu» tuo^t distant peren-

nial source is 'Ain Jenin, which rises in tin* glen

behind tho town. It. is carried by a conduit to a
well-built fountain in the centre of tin' places and
thence is distributed for irrigation among the

gardens and orchards. By these much of t he water
is absorbed 5 and in summer the bed of the river a

mile away is as dry as the surrounding plain.

Copious springs in the neighbourhood of Tuunuk
and KMn Lejjun, and many smaller sources along
the southern" border of Urn* plain, send contribu-

tions to the volume of Kishon. About 3 miles

east of Iftdfu it is joined by the streams from the

great fountains of Sdmllym, which rise under tbe

northern base of Mount Carmel, on tho edge of

the plain of Acre.
The Kishon (‘crooked or tortuous *(?|) purMicn

a tortuous course, in a north-westerly direction,

keeping well into the centre of the plain, ft

sweeps round by Tdl el-Ktmk, breaks through a
narrow pass on the north of Carmel into the plain

of Acre, and enters the sea a little to the north of

IJtiifa. M*Mukal(d, ‘ the watercourse/ w the
Arab name for this stream. Tho old name Kwhm
seems to have quite disappeared ; but of its

Motility there is no reasonable doubt* li tbe
4 waters of Megiddo* (tig 5W), by which clearly the
Kishon and its branches in the neigh hourbood of

that city is meant, became a popular name, the
Arabs may have exchanged Mtunddt^ which was
meaningless to them, for ho cloudy
resembling it in sound, tho moaning of which they
knew (G. A, Smith, 110ML^ 8*7), and which,
besides, was every way appropriate i for */
MufoiMd is par §mdkmm Hue watercourse* of
the district* * In the yielding soil of the plain It

has hollowed out a great trench, often not Ivm
than 15 or 20 foot In depth, along the bottom of

which the waters may creep almost unseen to the
sea.

In the higher reaches the waters swiftly dis-

appear with the advancing summer. The surface
of the plain grows hard in the heat, and cracks In

all directions, save only in the vicinity of springs,

* Moore (Judges, 168 n.) rtjtote deoidntly tht afcfctuipfe to tod
the name Megmlo in MuhatJJ.
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where, owing to the depth of adhesive mud, travel-

ling is always dangerous. After entering the plain

of Acre it is seldom dry, and from the fountains of

Saadiyeh it flows in a constant sluggish stream,
between deep banks, surrounded by thick jungle
and marsh-land. This part has been reputed a
haunt of crocodiles. In recent years Macgregor
stands alone in claiming to have seen one of these
reptiles while descending to the shore in his canoe
{Bob Boy on the Jordan

, pp. 398-404), A short

distance from the sea the river is spanned by a
wooden bridge; but save in times of flood it is

easily forded along the sandbank thrown up by
the waves at its mouth. From the bank south-

ward, fringing the coast, stands a grove of beautiful

date palms. Northward are great tracts of barren
sandhills. The main ford is where the road crosses

from IJaifa to Nazareth. Here a succession of

bridges has been built, whose workmanship guaran-
teed their speedy demolition by winter spates.

The means of crossing now are not different from
what they were in the days of Sisera. The fords

higher up are mostly safe m summer for those who
know the locality o*f springs. In winter they are

often quite impassable ; to attempt them at that
season without a qnalifled guide is to court disaster.

The conditions change with great rapidity, inten-

sifying the treacherous character of the river. A
few hours of such rain as at times falls on the
encircling mountains are suflieient to change the

dry bed into the channel of a rushing stream, and
the baked earth along the banks into a quagmire.

If G. A. Smith’s translation {UGIIJJ 395} of Jg
5al,* Horrent of spates,’ be correct, it is entirely

appropriate,
The tides of conflict often rolled along the banks

of the Kishon in this great battlefield of the

ancient world, but its name is seldom mentioned
in history. The first probable reference to it is in

Jos 1911 ‘ the brook that is before Jokneam * (RV)

;

Jokneam of Carmel being identified with Tell

Keimtin, the allusion seems clear (but see Dillm,

ad loc.), Kishon next appears in the account of

Israel’s victory over Sisera and his hosts (Jg 47
,
cf.

Ps 83°), and is enshrined in the song celebrating that

glorious event, as an ally of the triumphant army
(Jg 5 1U * al

), where a most realistic picture is given

of the enemy’s rout. The storm heat hard in the

faces of the foe ; the moistened soil, firm enough
for the passage of footmen, yielded to the tread of

cavalry ; the terrified plunging of the horses as

they sank in the deep mire threw their ranks into

confusion, leaving them exposed to the onrush of

the eager and agile highlandmen. The pitiless

rain sent down swift cataracts from the hills, and

soon Kishon in dark and sullen flood rolled onward
to the sea, Any ford would then be difficult. The
foreign horsemen knew none of them, and in vain

efforts to escape they simply plunged into the

river to die. The ground in the neighbourhood of

Megiddo, where this battle appears to have been

fought, is extremely treacherous, as the present

writer had occasion to prove, even as late as the

month of May (1892).
,

Kishon again figures in the narrative of Elijah s

encounter with the false prophets (1 K 1840
). The

scene of this famous contest is, with tolerable

certainty, located at el-Mah/raTcah, ‘the place of

burnt sacrifice/ a rocky plateau at the eastern end

of the Carmel range. Thence the doomed men
were led down for slaughter in the Kishon. A
path, steep hut practicable, leads to the river just

at the base of Tell el-Kassts ,
‘ hill of the minister,’

or ‘presbyter.’ The bed of the Kishon after the

prolonged drought was, of course, dry ; but the

* On the very obscure expression D'PPi? (AY, RV ‘that

ancient river’ ; LXX zufx^i 8eti>
further, Moore, ad

loc.

KISS 5

down-rush from the coming storm would soon
efface all evidence of the prophet’s ghastly work.
Close by this hill the grim tragedy was probably
enacted. Kishon is not mentioned again in the
sacred records, and the name does not occur in

J osephus. Eusebiusand Jeroine mistakenly describe
it as rising on Mount Tabor ; Benj amin of Tudela
(A.D. 1173) speaks of 'pnj as descending from
Mount Carmel. He evidently applies traip Vq:

(Jg 5-1

) to the Belus, Nahr Naam&n , near Acre.
Literature.
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KISS (verb, psh, and KaracfrChtu

;

subst.

npV}, <f>L\yjjaa ).—A mark of affection or favour,
given upon the lips, cheek, brow, beard, hand,
clothing, even the ground trodden upon, etc,,

according as it bore less or more of the idea of

respect or fear. As a common form of salutation,

it had a place in the social life of ancient times,

and still has in the East, which it no longer
possesses in modern European countries, being
limited by our latter-day reserve to the more
tender relationships of life. The OT affords no
phenomena regarding the kiss distinctive from the
usages of ancient peoples other than Hebrew : in

NT we find one peculiar form (see below, 5). The
various circumstances and occasions in which the
kiss, in some form or other, finds place may be
enumerated as follows ;

—

1. The kiss as a token of domestic affection.

The mother caressing her infant, fondling it with
hands or lips, is so natural that probably we need
not go further for the origin of ldssing : we have,

however, no instance of this mentioned in the
Bible (but cf. 1 K 319*r

*). The extension of the kiss

to other family relationships (in law and blood
alike) is hut natural : we may distinguish three

cases, {a) Parents kiss their sons and daughters,

Gn 31-8 * 55 4810 (grandchildren), Iiu 1°. (6) Brothers
and sisters kiss each other, Gn 334

, Ca 8 1

;
in Gn

2911 Jacob kisses Rachel as her cousin ; the male
cousin having the same right as the brother (as

among the Bedawtn, Wetzstein, ZDMG xxii.

93, 108). (c) Children kiss their parents, Gn 27ae

50 1 (Joseph kisses his dead father, on which see

Schwally, Leben nach d. Tode, p. 8, and cf. the
solemn kiss at the end of the orthodox rite of

burial [Neale, Holy East . Ch. ii. 104b
]), Ru l

14
.

2. Connected with (a) we have (remembering
that the relation of father to child was not without
a stern element : in older times he had the power
of life and death; see Benzinger, Heb. Archaol.

148) the kiss as a mark of condescension, 2 S 15s

(Absalom kisses the people) 1939 (David kisses

Barzillai) ; the king or prince as father of his

people.

3. From
(
b

)

we may derive the kiss offriendship.

From among brothers the privilege of kissing is

carried into relations outside of the family strictly

taken, Gn 2933 (Laban and Jacob), To 7h (Raguel
and Tobias—cousins once removed); then among
friends as such, 1 S 2Q41 (Jonathan and David).

Meetings and partings were naturally the special

occasions for the kiss ;

—

a fortiori for the family

kiss as under 1—1 K 192
°, To 10“ Lk 7 4fl* Ac 2087

;

a still more fitting occasion was the reconciliation

of friends, Gn 4$6
, 2 S 1438, Lk 1520

. Here, too,

belongs the false kiss, Pr 27®, Sir 29B
, Lk 2247 * 48

;

also the kiss in a metaphorical sense, Ps 8510
,

Ezk 318 (AVm).
4. Again, from (<?) we have the kiss as a mark ot

respect growing into reverence , 1 S I0\ Pr 2428, Lk
7s8 * 45b . see ajgQ Q.n 4140 (^t cf. Dillmann, Genesis ,

ad loc.) ; cf. the kissing of the royal hand, or the
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pope’s sandal ;
slaves kissing the sleeve or skirt of

their master, as still in the East; the conquered

kissing the conqueror’s feet, or the ground lie treads

upon (‘licking the dust,’ Ps 729
,

Is 4933
,
Mic 7 17

).

Idols were kissed by their worshippers, 1 K 19ia
,

Hos IS3
, to which may he compared the kissing of

the Black Stone in the Ka’ba at Mecca ;
towards

the heavenly bodies as deities a kiss was thrown
with the hand (Job 31w).*

5. In NT and the subsequent usage of the Church
we find the kiss as a token of Christum brother-

hood : a holy kiss clyiop), Ko IG 10
, 1 Co Ui 3<>

,

2 Co 1312
, 1 Th 526 ;

a kiss of love dybvw),

1 P 514. In time this became a regular part of the

Church service as the * kiss of peaee^ (dcnracrphs

elp^vTjs, osculum pacis, Const, Apost. ii. 57. 12,

viii. 5. 5; Tertull. de Orat. 14). At first it was
given promiscuously; later the men kissed the

men, the women the women.
6. Finally must be mentioned the kiss as a token

of love between the sexes, naturally seldom men-
tioned even in OT (Ca l

3
, and in a bad sense

Pr 718), and, as might be expected, not at all in NT.
A. Ghikvk.

KITE.—There are two passages in AV (Lv ll 14
,

Dt 1418)f where ‘ kite’ occurs as the tr. of
’

ayt/dh

.

In another passage (Job 287
)
AY gives ‘vulture’

for 'ayydh. In all BY gives * falcon.’ In the first

two passages BY tr, hot dd'dh and nn dayydh,
‘kite.’ In both AY tr. ‘vulture.’ In Is 34r° BY
tr. dayyOthf kites,’ AY ‘vultures.’ Dd’dh, dayydh,
and 'ayydh refer to birds of prey of the falcon tribe.

It is evident from the passages in Lv and Dt that

the words are generic, and it is a waste of time to

endeavour to fasten specific meanings on them.
There are throe kites in Bible lands : (I) Milvus

ictinus
,

Sav., the lied Kite, which may be the

'ayydh. It is called in Arab. sa-f. It is common
in winter, and in rainy weather the flocks of red
kites sit motionless in rows on rocks and trees.

(2) M. migrans

,

Bodd., the Black Kite, perhaps the
dd'dh or dayydh. It is very common in Egypt,
where it perpetually hovers over the towns and
feeds upon garbage. It comes to Palestine and
Syria in March, and soon spreads over the country.

(3) M. JEgyptius, GmeL, the Egyptian Kite . It is

distinguished from the former by its yellow bill

and more deeply forked tail. It is found in Pales-

tine chiefly m the Jordan Valley and adjacent
ravines. G. E. POST.

KITRON (pTpp).—A Canaanite town in the terri-

tory of Zebulun, Jg l80. See Kattath.

KITTIM (D’59, i.e. prop. ‘Kitians’ [note opflp in

Is 2312 Kt., Jer 2X0
], people of ro [CIS I. i. 11], more

usually Kition [I. l. 10, 11, 14, 19, 88 etc.]

;

* 1 Kiss the son * Ps 2*® (AV, RV text), is an extremely doubt-
ful passage. The MT *13 is prob. corrupt, and nothing is

gained by simply substituting- Heb, J3 for Aram, ">3. Aq, t

Symm., Jerome (although in his Oomm. on Ps he gives adorate
filiwm) take "D* 4 pure/ ‘ choice

'
(of. RVm), and tr., respec-

tively, tutroupiXfiermrt ixXtxraSg, frpeerxuvvirtcTi x&UupSs, adoratepW6.
The LXX bpAfardt ireubtiats (of. Targ. tosViK Vulg. appre-
hendite disciplinam, and RVm), ‘lay hold of Instruction,’ may
imply a text "ipiD ?np. Lagarde emends (in^D) Vipta iptfj * put
on his bonds *

(cf y.»), and this has been adopted by Kamphausen
and Gheyne (Origin of Psalter. 851), But in his latest view of the
passage {Book of Psalms, 2nd ed., and Jeunsh Religious Life
after the Exile, 1898, p. 112) Gheyne substitutes (' kiss ’

m

‘ do homage ’) for (‘ rejoice ’) in v.n, and drops *U, which,
he says, is really a fragment of the word rendered ‘with
trembling * (rruna) ; thus—

Serve J" with fear,

And do homage with trembling,
Lest he be angry, and your course end in ruin.

t The text of Dt 14*3 is corrupt. For rrfjrr read nyyp, and
delete n;?rr (so Oaf. mb. Lex., Siegfried-Stade, Dillm., Driver,
Bteuernagel, following Sam. and LXX).

AY ChitUm, ho also BY in 1 Mae 1* 8 fl

). •>

people described in (in 1(9 as de .rended Rom
Javan, and therefore belonging to Urn Greek or

Graw.o- Latin races of the. West, occupying tern*

torios stretching along the coast s of t lug Med Her*

ranean Sea. KlishalgTarshiHlgand Bndamm(Twum
in LXX, better than Dodanim of MT), named in

that passage alongside of Kittim, ere now gener-

ally identilied respectively with Kicilj and Southern

Italy ,
Spain, and Rhodes. As these are all Bland <

or coast lands in the West, it js natural to look

to the same region for the localizing oj the Kittim.

Tlmt they were islanders is explicitly asserted by

the plira.se current among the prophets, ‘the

isles of Kittim’ (Jer 2 l

°, Ezk 27®). But though

distinctly Westerns in respect of geographical

situation, they are represented as having horn

from the earliest times intimately associated

with the civilized and commercial peoples ot the

extreme eastern limits of the Mediterranean coast.

Thus Ezekiel (27
n
)
mentions 1 the isles of K. as

supplying Tyro with boxwood, or more probably

shorbm wood, a species of cedar, out of which the

benches or decks of their costly and luxurious

ships were constructed. And further, we find that

the prophet in this passage places * the uJe-t of Kd
between Bashan and Kiishah, therefore uest of

the former and east of the latter, i,e. between
Palestine on the east and Sicily or Italy on the

west. In Is 23 l * w Tarsi* ish or Spain is Haiti to hear

from the land of K. of the fall of Tyre, which ho-

lies that the land of K. lay somewhere between
’yre and Tarshish. The country of the K., t hero-

fore, must have been an island situated somewhere
in the eastern part of the Mediterranean, to the

east at least of Sicily, and not very far removed from
the coasts of Tyro. Josephus (Ant. 1 . vl J) points

to the name of the city Kition or Citium in

Cyprus as a memorial of* the residence of the K.
in that island. This writer also, most probably-

drawing his information from tradition current
among the Jews of Ids day, states that the ancient
name of Cyprus was Oothima, and that it received
its name from Cethimus, the third son of Javan,
who had settled there, and whose descendants held
possession under the name of Kittim. Emphamtu,
bishop of S&lamia in Cyprus, whose fife covers
most of the 4th cent., makes use (/Arc, x\x. 2d) of

the name 1C, in a wider sense, to include not only
the inhabitants of Cyprus, hut also those of Rhodes,
and even of the coastiands of Macedonia. This,
indeed, is quite in keeping with the later Jewish
usage of this word* ‘The ships of KJ in I)n llm
are evidently those of the Homans, and 4 the land
of IV in I Mac l1 8® is evidently that of the Mace-
donians. In this late period the name wan applied
generally to the lands and peoples of the wont.
The reference to the Romans in Du II* la quite
distinctly to the expedition of Cains Popiliu#
Laenaa. This Roman general was sent in AAh I <18

against Antiochus Epiphanes, who had entf-red
Egypt and attacked that country, quickly reduc-
ing him to submission and causing him hastily to
withdraw to Syria, The story of the campaign hi

told by Polybius (xxix, 11) in language singularly
like that employed in Daniel. See also Livy, J/w$»
xliv. 19, xlv. ll. This wider application of tlm
name K. is quite in accordance with the usage of
Josephus (Ant. 1. vi, 1}, who says that it is from
the possession of the island of Oothima or Cyprus
by Ccthmms that *

all islands and the greater t

part of the scacoasts are named Cethim by the
Hebrews. 1 At the same time, just m here also In
Josephus, it appears to be the unanimous opinion
of antiquity that the original location of the K«
was m the island of Cyprus.
In very early times the Phoenicians had Mailed

up and down in the Mediterranean, and while
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trafficking in their wares far and near, they estab-
lished colonies in several of the islands, and at
points along the coast convenient as depots for
their foreign carrying trade. From its natural
situation Cyprus must have early attracted their
attention, and must soon have become their prin-
cipal station in the conducting and extending of
their trade with the West* Herodotus {Hist. vii.

00) distinctly states that most of the Cypriote
cities had originally been Phoenician colonies.
The Phoenician origin of Kition, a city in the
south-east of the island, now Larnaka, is plainly
witnessed to by Cicero (de Finibus, iv. 20), and
naturally enough the Phoenician settlers in other
parts of the island would carry with them the
name of their oldest and principal foundation.
These Phoenician settlements in Cyprus date from
a very early age—it may be even before the days
of Moses (Diodor, v. 55. 77; Iierodot. i. 105;
Pausan. i. 14. 6). After a time it would seem
that these Phoenicians in Cyprus were joined by
certain Canaanitish refugees, who had been driven
out by the Philistines, and that they brought with
them their moon goddess Atergatis (Derceto),
whoso temple was built at Old Paphos, while that
of the Phoenician Baal was at Kition (see Ash-
TORKTH). The existence of such Phoenician colonies
in Cyprus is witnessed to also by the occasional
references in history to the Kittnn as subject to,

or at least as claimed as subjects of, Tyre. It
would seem that even as early as the days of king
Solomon the K. were subject to the Tyrians, and
compelled by Hiram to pay tribute (Jos. Ant. vm.
v, 3, c. Apwn. 1. 18). Josephus also tells how
Eluheus, king of Tyre, sailed against the revolted
K., and reduced them again to submission (Ant.
IX. xiv. 2). In the annals of Sargon the Cypriote
kings are referred to as put under tribute in B.c.

709 (Schrader, COT 2
ii. 90).

It is not, however, to these Phoenician colonists

that the name is given in Gn I04
. The Phoenician

K. may rather he set alongside of the Caph-
torim (Gn l()

u
), who are represented as Cushites,

and of the sons of Ham, and as inhabiting some
island or coastland near to Cyprus, in all proba-
bility Crete. The Japhethite K., as sons of

Javan, belonged to the Greek family of nations—
whether to the ancient pre-Hellenic Carian popula-
tion of the island, or to some Hellenic tribe which
had in early times settled there, can scarcely now
be determined. Interesting inscriptions have been
discovered near Larnaka, the ancient Kition,

which, although figured in Phoenician letters, are

yet composed m a Greek dialect. This seems to

indicate that the people from whom these inscrip-

tions have come down to us were a Greek people,

ethnographically belonging to the family of Javan,
retaining their language and modes of thought,
but largely influenced by the presence of a
Phoenician immigration. That they adopted the

Phoenician letters and mode of writing is just the
sort of result we should have expected, seeing

that the Phoenician colonists were enterprising

merchants, who would naturally lead in matters of

commerce and correspondence with those around.

The last recorded words of Balaam are a pro-

phecy of the destruction of Asshur and Eber by
some conquering power coming in ships from * the
coast of Kittimy(Nu 2424

). It is quite evident that
here the term d'$i$ 1:9 is used, not to describe the
island of Cyprus, or any other exactly defined

territory, but as indicating quite generally some
great Western people which had made themselves
a name, and become a terror among the nations.

No doubt Asshur and Eber stand for the great

powers of the East collectively, and the prophecy
is a foretelling of the utter overthrow of the sove-

reignty of the Eastern monarchies by the advanc-

ing power of the great empires of the West. The
beginning of the fulfilment was seen in the cam-
paigns of Alexander the Great, but it was much
more truly and permanently realized in the de-
velopment and growth of the empire of the Romans.
The phrase ‘coast of Kittim,’ therefore, does not
mean Macedonia, nor Rome, but simply the
Western power which, for the time being, is to the
front, or gives promise of prominence and perman-
ence in the immediate future. See CYPRUS.
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KNEAD, KNEADING-TROUGH.—See Bread,
vol. i. p. 317a.

KNEE, KNEEL (to [Assyr. birku], in Dn 610

Aram. TO* once &6 Aram, ft;:™; ‘kneel' is

expressed by vb. to in 2 Ch 613
,
Ps 956 [all],

cf. Aram. ptep. 1119 in Dn 610 and Hiph. 1119:1 used
in Gn 24n of causing camels to kneel. The LXX
and NT terms are 76w, ‘ knee,

5 and yowirereLv, .

‘kneel 5

).—The knees appear repeatedly in Scrip-

ture as a seat of strength, and hence as weakened
through terror. Job 44 (‘thou hast confirmed the
feeble knees 5

; cf. Is 35s, He 1212); Ezk 7
17 (‘all

knees shall be weak as water 5

; cf. 21 7 [Heb. 12
])

;

Dn 56 (the appearing of the handwriting upon the
wall so terrified Belshazzar that * his knees smote
one against another 5

; cf. Nah 210
). A psalmist

complains that his knees are weak through fast-

ing, Ps 10924
. Amongst the plagues denounced

upon disobedience to the Deuteronoinic law is this,
‘ The Lord shall smite thee in the knees . . . with
a sore boil,

5
etc., where the reference appears to he

to some form of elephantiasis (see Driver, ad loc.).

Kneeling down to drink (from their hands) was
the attitude adopted by a portion of Gideon’s
warriors on the occasion of the famous test, Jg
78,

0

(where see Moore’s note). One of the stages

in the measurement of the depth of the river which
Ezekiel saw issuing from the temple was that ‘ the
waters were to the knees 5 (Ezk474). Delilah made
Samson sleep Jg 1619

; the Shunammite’s
son sat upon his mother’s knees till he died,

2K 420 ; children were dandled upon the knees,

Is 6612
.

Gn 4812 (E), ‘And Joseph brought them out
from between his knees’ (i'to opk k#Vi), is

not perfectly clear, but the meaning probably is

that Joseph took his sons away from Jacob’s knees,

before himself bowing down to receive the bless-

ing (v. 10 connects directly with v. ia in E’s narra-

tive, the intervening vv.13* 14 being from J).

In Gn 308 (E) Rachel gives Bilhah to Jacob ‘that
she may bear upon my knees’ ('TO“^ *»2D)) ; in

5028 (also E) the children of Machir the son of

Manasseh were horn upon Joseph’s knees (nj>;

qt?V ; Job (3
12

) asks, ‘ Why did the knees
receive me? 5

(o:s“]9 srnp). In the first two
passages at least + there appears to be an allusion

to the custom of placing newly-born infants on the
father’s (or grandfather’s) lap as a token of his

recognition or adoption of them (cf. Horn. Od. xix.

401). Rachel thus undertakes to acknowledge
Bilhah’s children as her own, and Joseph recog-

nizes Machir’s children as his descendants (see

* The other conjugations have the sense of ‘bless* (Piel),

‘bless oneself* (Hiph. and Hithp.), ‘be blessed* (Pual). The
pass. ptep. QcU 1TO also occurs 71 times with the meaning of

‘blessed.’

f In Job 312 Dillmann finds nothing more than a placing of

the newly-born child on the knee of the midwife or the father,

without any symbolical meaning (but see Duhm, ad loo.).
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Bilim, on all these three passages ; also art. BIRTH
in voli. p. 300b

;
Floss, J)mt Weib*, ii. 17711'.;

Stade, ZATW vi. (1880), 143 IT.).

Kneeling as an attitude in worship is repeatedly

mentioned in Scripture, l K 8n4=2 (Jh 61S (Solomon
at dedication of the temple) ; 1 K 191H (‘tho knees
which have not bowed to Baal 5

; ef. Bo 1

1

4
) ;

Ear
9® (Ezra in confessing the iniquity of the foreign

marriages) ;
Is 45a8 (‘ to me every knee shall bow ’

;

ef. Bo 14n,
“Fh 210

,
on which last see Lightfoot’s

note); Bn G 10 (when Baniel prayed three times a

day)
;
Ac 7

60 (the dying St. Stephen) ;
9'i0 (St. Fetor

before the raising of Dorcas); 20 8<$ (St. Paul pray-

ing with the elders of Ephesus) ;
21® (a similar

scene at Tyre) ; Eph 314 (St. Paul’s prayer for the
‘Ephesians.’). A variation from this attitude is

found in 1 K 1842, where Elijah in praying for rain

•put his face between his knees ’ (v$rp p vjp c^i).

The same mental feeling underlies the adoption of

kneeling in addressing an entreaty to a fellow-

creature, or in doing homage to a superior, 2 K l13

(Ahaziah’s ollicer in entreating Elijah to spare his

life) ; Mt 1714 (the father of the epileptic hoy came
kneeling to Jesus [yopw/rertop aMv]) ;

Mk l
4t) (the

leper); 1017 (the rich young ruler); Mt 27,jy (the

soldiers mocked Jesus by kneeling down before

Him lyopvTreT'fjffavres L^irpocrOep cu/roe, of. Mk lfl
ly

riO&res ydvarcL wpocreKtivovv aiJry]). In Lk 5s Simon
Peter falls down upon his knees {TTpoa-tircviv roh
ydmcTLP) as he cries,

£ Depart from me : for I am a
sinful man, O Lord,’

For the doubtful ‘ Bow the knee ’ of On 41 43 see

Abrech. J. A. Sklmk.

KNIFE (irjn, n
v̂
s).—Knives were originally of

flint or sharp stone (Ex 4rli

ix, Jos 5a - 3 DpK nbnn),

Flint knives have been found in a cave at
Antelias, near Beirut, amongst hones and char-
coal ; and also in a calcareous deposit on the old
road along the sea-coast near the Nalir el-lvclb.

It is said that flint knives are still used by the
Bedawin of the Syrian desert. The knives gener-
ally used in Syria are sheath-knives, and are stuck
in the girdle. They are from 8 to 10 in. long,
including the handle. They are used for every
purpose for which a knife is required, and are
formidable weapons. W, Oarslaw.

KNOCK.—See House, vol. ii, p, 436.

KNOP (a variant of knob and of knap [in knap-
weed], Old English maep) is used by our translators
to render 1 . nhr? kaphtdr

,
the spherical ornament

on the stem and arms of the golden lampstand in
the tabernacle (Ex 2G32"8® and parll. pass. 0717"255

),

The Greek translators have <rd<upwrifip
t the Vulgate

sphmrula
, Luther Knauf (a kindred word). The

* knops ’ are easily recognizable in the familiar re-

presentation of the later * candlestick ’ on the arch
of Titus. For their relation to the rest of the
ornamentation see Tabernacle (sec. dealing with
the golden candlestick). A similar knop is seen
on the stem of the chalice which appears on the
obverse of certain Jewish coins (see Money).
The same word, kaphtdr

, occurs in two other
passages of the OT, viz. Am 91 (AV ‘smite the
lintel of the door,’ marg, ‘chapiter’ [so BV] or
‘ knop ’), and Zeph 214 (AV ‘ the upper lintel,’ marg,
‘ knops or chapiters ’

; the last is the rendering of
BV). In the former passage the reference is clearly
to the capitals or chapiters of the pillars in the
schismatic temple of Jr at Bethel, in the latter to
those of the columns in the ruined city of Nineveh.
The feature common to these capitals and the
knops of the lampstand was doubtless the circular
or rather spherical form (of, the spherical capitals
of the two pillars Jachin and Boaz, 1 K 741 $ see
art. Chapiter).

KNOWLEDGE

2. In our EV ‘knops’ is also the trap hitioa

of an entirely difleront word o'ypo, pilauo, of

which the precise signifleation is still unem tain.

It is used to describe the ornamentation on the

cedar lining of the temple walls ;
‘ Ami then* was

cedar in the house within, earveil with knops

(marg. ‘gourds’) and open flowers’ (l K fl
bi U\ ).

This must refer to some egg-shaped (ct. Targum,
in lor..) ornament, carved in low relief, perhaps as

the margin proposes, the fruit of the vitrufhtu

colorj/nthu,s*, which appears to bear in Hebrew the

cognate name pakkiuth -the, ‘wild gourd
'

of 2 K
4yy. * Two rows of the same ornamentation were

introduced ‘ under the brim ’ of the great
^
molten

sea’ which stood in the temple court (1 K 7M. In

this case, however, the knops wore not the produet

of the artist’s chisel, but wore east with the sea

{ilh). See Sea (Brazen). A. B. S. Kennedy.

KNOWLEDGE. —The word ‘ knowledge ’ is here

considered, not generally, but only in the ethieo-

religious sense, or so far as there, is an approxima-
tion in Scripture to a technical (theological) use of

it. At the very beginning of the OT the probation

of man is connected with the trey of the know ledge

of good and evil (On 2 17
). The view of ‘ knowledge’

underlying this mythical narrative, seems to be that
which 'is brought out in Wellhausen's interpreta-

tion {PrtrftitfoMt'm*, p. 3 1 (if.). To know good and
evil does n<it moan in Hebrew to have the moral con-

sciousness developed ; it means to he intelligent,

‘to know what's what/ The desire to know is the

desire to bo like God—to possess His secrets, to

wield His power, and so to ho independent of Him.
But the gratification of this desire, ho the mm id

would originally run, always defeats itself. The
impulse to know, the impulse which creates .science

and civilization, is indulged at a great cost. We
build Babylon, and become conscious that we have
lost Eden. That this appreciation of * knowledge/
which pervades the sceptical passages in Keete i

antes, underlies the third chapter of Genesis, is not
to bo denied ; but neither can we deny that t he
myth is so treated by the writer as to make it

yield an explanation of the transition in human
history from innocence to guilt. The eating of

the forbidden fruit was an act in which man led
the knowledge of God and acquired the knowledge
of sin.

i. The OT everywhere assumes that there is

such a thing as the knowledge of God, but it is

never speculative, and it is never achieved by
man. uod is known because He makes Himself
known, and Ho makes Himself known in His
character. Hence the knowledge of Uod is in the
OT ss‘true religion ; and as it is of God's grace that
Ho appears from the beginning speaking, com-
manding, active, so as to be known for what lie
is, so the reception of tins knowledge of God U
ethically conditioned. The secret rno, lit./mmfly

conversation) of the Lord is with them that fear
Him (Ps 2fl

14
) ; the spirit of knowledge and of the

fear of the Lord are one (Is ID). On the other
hand, an irreligious man is described tot one w ho
does not know God; and that though he m the
priest ministering at the altar (I B ii

18
). The

moral corruption of the last days of Israel ii

described by Mosea when he writes, 1 There is no
truth, nor loving-kindness, nor knowledge of Oml
in the land’ (Hos 41

). The ethical content and
value of this knowledge are mm also in eh. 1

1

desire mercy and not sacrifice, and the knowledge
of God more than burnt-offerings/ It ii in thw
sense of an experimental acquaintance with God s

character, and a life determined by it, that a
* It Las been pointed oat (Wt, Aram. p,

278) that nap? in the MMma, denotes % Mi of yam («m flak

word and njpp? in Levy, Afeuheb. WMerb.
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universal knowledge of God is made the chief
blessing of the Messianic age. ‘The earth shall
be full of the knowledge of the Lord’ (Is ll9);
‘They shall all know me, from the least to the
greatest’ (Jer 3184

). And this again is not because
men have achieved it by speculative elicits of their
own: ‘All thy children shall be taught of the
Lord 5

(Is 5413
). Side by side with this practical

knowledge of God the OT makes room for any
degree of speculative agnosticism. God is great
beyond all our thoughts : His ways are unsearch-
able (Job 5°). He is a God who hides Himself
(Is 4515

), and gives no account of His matters.
But such agnosticism is not a rival of religion, of
the knowledge of God: it is a part of it. The
knowledge or God includes a recognition of His
immensity, and part of man’s worship must always
be silence (Ps 65*). This is especially brought out
in the Book of Job. The conception of true
religion as the knowledge of God is probably the
true antecedent and parent of some NT expressions
for which affinities have been sought in the
phenomena of Gnosticism. John (6

43
)
quotes Is

6413 (see above)
;
and the key to the emphasis

which he lays on * knowing ’ God, or the truth, or
Jesus Christ, is more likely to be found in such
passages as are referred to above, than in modes of

thought alien to Christianity.

ii. In the NT it will be convenient to take the
different sections apart, (a) In the Gospels Christ
appears first in the character of a teacher, moved
with compassion for a people left without the
knowledge of God, excluded from His kingdom
because the key of knowledge

—

i.e. knowledge
itself, the key which should open the door of the
kingdom—has beon taken away by its guardians
(Lk ll82

). Ho represents it as the chief privilege

of His disciples that to them it is given to know
the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven (Mt 1310“17

)—mysteries which kings and prophets had longed
to see, but could not. He represents it as His
own unique distinction that lie alone has, and can
communicate, the knowledge of God as the Bather,
in which true religion henceforth consists (Mt
ll 215 *27

). But here, as in the OT, it is no abstract
conception that Jesus wishes to impart; to know
God as Father is in reality to know that wo are the

children ol God, and in knowing it to become His
children. The now knowledge has to give a new
character to our life, and if there is no trace of

such a new character it is vain for us to say that

we know the Fathor : we are in darkness in spite

of all God has done to make Himself known. The
ethical conditions of this knowledge are plainly

stated in Mt f>
8

,
Jn 717

;
and in Jn 17^ it is identified

with eternal life, the perfect Messing that the Son
of God has come to impart. The proper relation to

God is always conceived by St. John to be involved

in the true knowledge of God ; to know Him that

is true and to be in Him that is true are all one.

It is exactly this sense that the knowledge of God
has in II os 4, 6, or in Jer 31 : there is no schism

between the intellectual and the practical for the

apostle or the prophet ; the two are united in the

integrity of the heart, which in Scripture is the

organ of knowledge. When we read in Jn 832 * Ye
shall know the truth, and the truth shall set you
free/ the freedom spoken of is probably not so

definite in its application as in many places in St.

Paul. The idea rather is that to be right with
God puts one right, sets one free, in all other

relations*

(h) In St. Paul 1

s writings knowledge appears in

many aspects, (a) In contrast with the wisdom of

this world the gospel as a whole is conceived as a

wisdom of God, which God has revealed in His Son
and interpreted by His Spirit. There is, indeed,

ox there might have been, a natural knowledge of

God (Ho l 19f
*, Ac 1417), but a knowledge of God in

any sense bringing salvation is possible only
through the reception of God’s Spirit (1 Co 2).

Such knowledge every Christian possesses ; Christ
is made to him wisdom (1 Co l

30
), and he is chosen

in sanctification of the Spirit and belief of the
truth (2 Th 2 13

). But St. Paul speaks of knowledge
in another sense. There are degrees of insight
into the one great truth of God ; there are truths
which are not imparted to babes, but only spoken
‘ among the perfect’ (1 Co 23

) ; there is a xdp^pa, a
special spiritual gift, called ‘ the word of know-
ledge’ (l Co 128

), in which the Corinthians were
rich ; and though a x^p^/xa was given to one for

the good of all, we see that knowledge might be
the possession of a few, or of a circle, not of the
whole Church. To judge from 1 Co 2af

- one of the
subjects with which this higher knowledge was
concerned was eschatology— ‘ all that God has pre-

pared for them that love him,’ But it had also

more directly practical applications. An enlight-

ened conscience in regard to the use of things in-

different was one mode of it. ‘ As touching things
offered to idols, we know that we all have know-
ledge ’ (1 Co 8 1

). Christian intelligence generally
was sufficiently developed to know that an idol is

nothing in the world. But in some it was not
sufficiently developed to know that this mere
perception of a principle is no adequate guide to

Christian conduct. It is not by principle merely,
but by consideration of persons, circumstances, and
consequences, that a Christian must act ; in other
words, not by knowledge but by love. Knowledge
in this abstract sense is not without moral peril

;

it inflates the individual, whereas love builds up
the body of Christ. All through the First Ep. to

the Corinthians, knowledge as a gift distinguishing
one Christian from another is subordinated, in this

way to love (chs. 8. 12. 13. 14).

(]&) When we pass to the Epp. of the Captivity,

knowledge lias quite another position and emphasis.
The gospel is confronted with a (pCXoaocpLa., which is

at the same time a ‘vain deceit,’ something deter-

mined by human tradition and agreeing with * the
elements of the world,’ Jewish or pagan (Col 28

)

;

and in opposition to this philosophy, or as it would
now be called theosophy, the Christian revelation is

defined and expanded as the truewisdom of God. As
a formal indication of the extent to which the gospel

is here put under the point of view of ‘ knowledge,’
Holtssmaiin {NT Theologie

,
ii. 237) quotes the fol-

lowing list of words from the Ep. to the Ephesians :

<iKotiav
, dXrfdeia, dXrjSefaw, d>TOKd\v\pcs, cwro/caXtfTrreij',

dTroKptiTTGw, &<ppcx)v, yivtbtnceiv, yvuxns, diSacrKaXla,

didduTKav, eidivai, irriyivtiersew, iTrLyvuxns, /xavddveiv,

pixTT'ppLOVy votiv, vovs, rrXdv7), (rKorl£ecr0aL
t
ckI>tos

>
aocpLa

,

<TO(pb$ n crtivecris, (rwiivcu, <pavepoQ(rdcu
,
<pus

}
<ptrrt£av. This

knowledge centres in Christ. He is the mystery
of God, in whom are all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge hidden away (Col 22

). All the
questions which man has to ask in the sphere of

religion—questions as to the origination of the
world, its natural unity, the place in it of the
human race ;

questions as to the relation of

humanity to Goa, its sin, reconciliation, and glory
—must find their answer in Him. The doctrine of

Christ in these Epistles is expanded into a Christian
interpretation of the world, and this is the object

of Christian knowledge. It is not to he the
property of a class. St. Paul warns every man and
teaches every man in every wisdom, that he may
present every man perfect in Christ (Col l 28 ). As
in the earlier Epistles, there is a certain eschato-

logical reference in the knowledge or wisdom which
is so emphasized here ; Christ is conceived among
the Gentiles as ‘ the hope ofglory

1 (Col l27 ), and St.

Paul prays that the Ephesians may have the eyes

of their hearts enlightened to know what is ‘ the
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hope of Ms calling, and what the riches of the glory

of his inheritance in the saints’ (Eph l 18 ). Such
inward illumination indeed is the aim of the
letters ; they can he Hummed up (Weiss, NT Theol.

p. 428) in the prayer * that the God of our Lord
Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give unto
ou a spirit of wisdom and revelation in the
nowledge of him ’ (Eph l17). In this last passage

knowledge is iirLypcoo-is, a word which as opposed
to yvQais denotes full or further knowledge, and
which, though frequent in St. Paul, is used besides

only in He and 2 P. According to Cromer, it is

always used of a knowledge which has the strongest

influence on the religious life ;
it is combined with

such expressions as rod Oeou, akrjOdas, rod vlod rod

0eod, rod fwtrrriplov rod Oeod, rod OeXIjpLaros rod Oeod,

rod Ku/>. ij/dop *1. X. It does not therefore suggest
an abstractly intellectual view of Christianity—

a

theology, so to speak, as distinct from a religion

;

just as in the OT and in St. John, knowledge
includes the spiritual and moral relation to its

object,which answers to the nature of that object.

Truth as truth is in Jesus is not only to be believed

and known but done by the Christian
_
(1 Jn I6 ).

What St. Paul calls h tirCypua-is rou Oeou is not only
a deeper comprehension of the Christian revelation

in itself, but a deeper insight into its practical

signilicance and obligations.

(y) In the Pastoral Epistles Christianity is con-

ceived as a teaching or doctrine (dtdavKakla) more
definitely than in any other part of the NT.
Christians are those who have repented and come
to the knowledge of the truth (1 Ti 24 43 ). To
oppose the gospel is to resist the truth (2 Ti 38

).

But though the truth can be stated by itself, it is

always of moral import. It is the truth ‘ which is

according to godliness
5

(Tit ! l
), a SidatrmXLa mXf;

and dyiatpovcra. When men abandon it or reject it,

it is from some moral unsoundness; they turn
from the truth, and with itching ears heap up
teachers ‘according to their own lusts.’ The
‘knowledge falsely so called’ (1 Ti 020

), whether
the &vTL04<rei$ justifies a reference to Mareion or
not, is conceived as a morbid phenomenon opposed
to the morally wholesome teaching of Christianity,
and whoever is misled by it ‘ errs concerning the
faith*—his religious life misses the mark.

(c) In the other boolos of the NT knowledge is not
a characteristic conception. In 2 P it has a certain
prominence (Pf* 2ao 31H

), in a sense more akin to
that which it bears in the Pastorals than else-

where ; the iTlyvutn* or full knowledge of God, or
of Jesus our Lord, is saving knowledge. We grow
in it as we grow in the grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ; the two processes of growth are one. It
is morally efficacious for our deliverance from the
pollutions of the world. In the Ep. to tlio Hebrews
yvGxm does not occur at all, and iirLyvoxns only in 1020

(cf. Tit l1, 1 Ti 24 43), But the whole Epistle may
be regarded as a specimen of a particular kind
of Christian yp&cns. It recognizes the distinction
between a less and more perfect apprehension of
Christianity (5

Uff
* and the writer exhibits his

own ‘ knowledge ’ in that interpretation of the OT
which makes its institutions and characters typical
of Christ, This typological yvQ<rts is quite different
from the iwlypeaens of the mystery of God, even
Christ, which we find in the Pastoral Epistles ;

yet as a mode of representing the organic unity of
the NT and the OT it may also contribute to a
Christian philosophy. And some such thing—not
in the sense of a speculation a priori

, without
ethical inspiration, but in the sense of an expres-
sion and interpretation of Christian faith, which
shall be pervaded throughout by the spiritual virtue
of that faith—seems to be set before us by the NT
writers as the ideal of ‘ knowledge.’

J. Denney.

KOA (pip; *Txove B, Aovd A, Koi* Q ; Targ. "m?j

Syr. ^QjO; Aq. Kopvtpaior

;

Vulg. principe*).— In

Ezk 2328 * the children of Babylon and all th 3 Chai

<hean.s, Pekod, and fthon' (yw), and all the chib

dren of Asshur with them/-- mini, probably the con-

tracted form of lyut d, Jfuti, the name <>i a people

(also called Gutium
,
(Inti), often mentioned in the

Assyrian Inscriptions, whose home wan to the M.

of fjabylon, in the mountainous district between

the upper Adhem and the I)ijahl(Moe the map in

Del. Parodies ; KA T2 ad lot:.).* Tim following are

the grounds for this conclusion. "Hie inscriptions

speak often of a country Puddin, Pudium, or

Puti; and as Ezk names together Pekod (also

Jer 5Q2i
) and Skoal, ho Sargon (Khom inner. L 10 *

K1B ii, 55 ; cf. 11. 82, 123, 135f.) mentions together

among his conquests Pu/cudu and Puli ; elsewhere,

moreover, in the inscriptions, the shorter form Pm
is found for Pu-edin, Pu-t,ium : on these grounds,

therefore, it is probable that the Phna* of Ezk are

the Puti of the inscriptions (S, E, of lyutu, in the

direction of Elam). Further, as Ezk. couples to-

gether Phoa' and Jfoa\ so the inscriptions often

couple together Puddin or Puti with $u£u:f a
presumption trims arises that as Phoa* correspond#

bo Puti or Put it, so Kod corresponds to Jfutu, tho

only link in the complete proof that is missing

being the fact that (according to Dob) the shorter

form Ifu (corresponding to Pu) is not known bo

occ.ur in the inscriptions. Nevertheless, the identb

iieation is a very probable one; and if, m Hil-

preeht’s discoveries appear to have sliowint the

Chobar was ‘a largo navigable canal near Nippur/
Ezekiel would not, speaking comparatively, have
been far distant from any of the three peoples

named in this verso. Both Sutu and (vatu are, a#

Winoklor (AUtcsL (Inters#. 1802, 178) remarks, th#
standing foes of Assyria ; the word# in Ezk. 4 all

the children of Asshur,’ are not, however, umm-
sarily in apposition with these two nauuw.§

Gee. {The#,) defends the appellative msttm firw-
cipes

;

but his etymology, though ingenious, must
be owned to be far-fetched and improbable. Hue,

further, (Schrader, KAT 2 ad toe.; and especially

Delitzsch, Parodies, pp. 234-0 ; and cf. ark Km in

the present volume. 8. Ik Diuveh.

KOHATH (nnp) is known to us only from V and
the Chronicler, According to these writers, he was
the second of the three sons of Levi (Ex 0W, Nu
317

, 1 Oh 6X* W 23°), He had four sons, Amram,
Izhar, Hebron, and Uzziei (Ex 0 18

,
Nu i\

w
, l Oh

0s * 18 2312
), and lived to the age of 133 years (Ex

In 1 Oh (FJ Amminadab is said to be the son of
Kohath, but this is probably a clerical error for
Izhar (cf. O28 ). His sister was Joehebed, the aunt
and wife of Amram, and the mother of Moses
(Ex 020, Nu For the rebellion of hi# grandson
Korah (Nu 10) see Kouah. Nothing further is

related of K. personally, but we have fuller par-
ticulars of the fortunes of hi# descendants. Their
history falls into three periods - (I) the wilderness
wanderings and the settlement in Canaan, (2) Hie
monarchy, (3) the period after the Exile.

1. At the time of the census taken by Moses
in the wilderness of Sinai the KohathHe# were

* Or two. to Winekler ((Interm. mr alter. (tmeh. 181), tikith#
Suti, a nomadic tribe of the MwopotamUin plains,

f Of. KIB i, p, 6, whore the ‘widespread (inti * ami the *Kutl*
arc named in successive lines among th# tribe# iubjugated bv
Kammto-nlrWi u (e, 1325 »,o.). Bo Sargon, U. (KIM II, ftftj,

mentions Gxttimn, three line# before Pukudu and PutL
t Bab. Pxped. of the (Into. cf Pmnsyh. lx, (WM), p.Sffi; of.

JrJsiJtS&f Jim* X80S| p* 5Sd

| Winekler (with Bredenkamp and Klesfcennawi) would rmt
gip for Tp (with ynd m pr. name) In It This li tm mirwi
also by W. Max Muller (In art. Em above) ; bet the two name#
are difficult to harmonize with npnpo, exoept by giving this vita
arbitrary meanings like ‘ surround ' or * stir up/
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divided into four families, the Amramites, the
Izharites, the Hebronites, and the Uzzielites
(Nu 327). The whole number of males from a
month old was 8600 (3-8 ), and between 30 and 50
years of age 2750 (4

2 * a * S4“S7
). Their position in the

camp was on the side of the tabernacle southward
(3

29
), and their chief at this time was Elizaphan

the son of Uzziel (3
s0

). The oflice assigned to them
by P during the wilderness wanderings was the
carrying of the sanctuary and its furniture, after it

had been prepared for travel by Aaron and his
sons (3

SX 44'18 1021 ). In this respect the Kohathites,
the family of Aaron, had a more honourable office

than that given to the descendants of Gershon the
elder brother, and they consequently precede the
Gershonites in Nu 4, Jos 21, 1 Ch G. 15, 2 Ch 2912

. In
consequence of the greater holiness of their burden
they carried it upon their shoulders (Nu 79

), in con-
trast to the Gershonites and Merarites, to whom
waggons and oxen were given (7

7 * 8
). The Koha-

thites are also mentioned at the time of the census
taken by Moses and Eleazar in the plains of Moab
by the Jordan, when the whole number of Levites
was 23,000 (26i37

).

At the allotment of Levitical cities by Joshua
and Eleazar after the settlement in Pal., thirteen
cities out of the territories of Judah, Simeon, and
Benjamin were assigned to the Kohathite descend-
ants of Aaron (Jos 214’ 1S“19 [P]=l Ch G87-60

) ;
and

ten others out of the territories of Ephraim, Dan,
and Western Manasseh to the rest of the Kohathites
(Jos 21 8 * 20“28 [P]= 1 Ch C63U 07”70

).

2. In the reign of David, as narrated by the
Chronicler, we have several references to the
Kohathites. The Kohathite family of Heman,
together with the Gershonite family of Asaph and
the Merarite family of Ethan or Jeduthun, were,
acc. to this writer, specially set apart to administer
the temple music (of. I Ch G31

“47 164L 42 251"7
,
and see

Heman). In accordance with this, at the bringing
up of the ark into Jerus., of the large number of

kohathites who are said to have been present
( 1 Ch 158,

8

* ®' 10
), Homan and certain others took

>art in the music (1517- 19
). Descendants of the

our Kohathite families are mentioned as ‘heads
of the fathers’ houses’ when David divided the
Levites into courses (1 Ch 2312-20

), and in 1 Ch 261 -

the particular offices held by descendants of the
first three families are given in detail. Kohathites
are spoken of as taking part in the temple ser-

vices m the reigpi of Johoshaphat (2 Ch 2019
), and as

co-operating with the other Levites in cleansing

the temple under Hezekiah (2912a4).

3. In the period after the Exile we find very few
traces of the Kohathite family. The Berechiah,
son of Asa, son of Elkanah, mentioned in 1 Ch 910

,

was probably a Kohathite. So also were the
‘children of Shallum’ who accompanied Zerub-
babel (Ezr 242

; cf. 1 Ch 917- 19
, Neh 1228

,
in last

Meshullam).
The Kohathites ptimpD; in Nu 1021

,
1 Ch 2019

d^W) are mentioned Nu 327- 80 418 - 84* 37 1021 2687
,

Jos 214* l0
, 1 Ch 6s8* 84 982, 2 Ch 2019 2912

. Also called
* the sons of Kohath,’ Ex 618

, Nu 319 * 29 42< 4 * 18
(
2

) 79
,

1 Ch 62* 18’ 22* 81 * 00- 70 158 2312
, or ‘the children of

Kohath,’ Jos 218* 2O
(
2)* 20

. For their history see

above. W. C. Allen.

KOHELETH.—See Ecclesiastes.

KOLAIAH (n^p).-l. The father of a false

prophet named Ahab, Jer 2921 [Gr. 3621
;

vldv

KouXcoD only in Qm»]. 2. The name of a Benjamite
family which settled in Jerusalem after the Cap-

tivity, Neh ll7
; B Ko5id, A KwXetd.

KONA3 (Kuri, Jth 44).—So B calls an unknown
town of Palestine. But N reads KwXd (as A in

Jth 154, for Xco\d)

;

A has Kwas. Some MSS
read Kcb/tas, whence AY ‘ the villages.

5

F. C. Porter.
KOPH (p).—The nineteenth letter of the Hebrew

alphabet, and as such employed in the 119th Psalm
to designate the 19bli part, each verse of which
begins with this letter. It is transliterated in
this Dictionary by k.

KORAH, DATHAN, ABIRAM (nip, jrn, dtuk).—
Most readers of the Eng. Bible are familiar with
the story of Korah’s rebellion, and of the terrible
fate that overtook him and his followers. When
we turn, however, to the record of these events
(Nu 16), it is by no means easy to reduce it to a
consistent or continuous narrative. The thread of
the story is strangely broken, and we encounter
remarkable repetitions (vv. 5* 8 * 16

). Here, as in
many other cases, we are helped by the labours of
those critics who have analyzed the contents or
the Hexateuch.
There is reason to believe that three strata are

present in the composition of Nn 16 and 17. This
conclusion, which had been previously reached by
various critics, was first placed onathoroughly satis-

factory basis by Kuenen {ThT (1878), p. 139ff.)i

whose analysis has been substantially accepted by
critics of such different schools as Baudissin, Cornill,

Dillmann, Driver, Robertson Smith, and Well-
hausen. Of the three narratives, the first two were
originally quite independent of one another, while
the third works over the material from the stand-
point of a later age than that of the second writer.

L We have a narrative from the well-known source JE,
which has suffered very slight mutilation at the hands of the
final redactor. It tells how JDathan and Abiram, descendants of
Reuben, the oldest of Jacob’s sons, rose against Moses

,
because

they were jealous of the authority he claimed, and were dis-

appointed with the results of his leadership. On being informed
of their murmuring^, Moses cited them to appear before him

;

but they refused to obey the summons, and repeated to his
messengers their complaints (Nu 1612-14). Moses, m anger (v.*5),
wont to their tents in company with the elders of Israel, and
solemnly warned the people to withdraw from the neighbour-
hood of Dathan and Abiram, who, with aU their households,
were then swallowed up by the earth (w.28-34

). ‘This is a
rebellion of laymen against the civil authority claimed by
Moses * (Driver).

II. The author of the priestly narrative (P) relates quite a
different story. Korah, at the head of 250 princes of the con-
gregation, instigates a rebellion against Moses and Aaron

,
in

the interests of the people at large against the tribe of Levi.
‘ All the congregation are holy,’ says K. (v.3), and as much en-
titled as the Levites to discharge religious functions. Moses
invites them to put the matter to the proof by coming on the
following day with their censers to offer incense. They accept
the challenge (w.is. uv and, in the act of offering, they are con-
sumed by nre from the Lord (v.33). Their fate provokes the
people, who murmur that Moses and Aaron had killed the people
of the Lord (v. 4*). A plague breaks out in consequence, which
is only stayed by the atoning offering of Aaron (v.48), The story
of ch. 17 is the sequel, and comes from the same source, P. The
blossoming of Aaron’s rod is meant to establish, not his rights

in opposition to those of other Levites, hut to establish the
prerogative of the tribe of Levi as represented by Aaron, in

opposition to the other tribes as represented by their respective
princes. Here, again, we have a rebellion of laymen, but
directed this time against the ecclesiastical authority claimed
by the tribe of Levi.

III. Another writer of the priestly school, whom we may
designate, with Cornill, P*, worked up the narrative at a !ater

S
eriod. In his version of the story. K., at the head of 250
>evite8

t
opposes, in the interest of the tribe of Levi, the monopoly

of the priesthood claimed by Aaron (vv.s-ii). The test proposed
by Moses is the same as in the second narrative (w.*8* l7

, which
are a repetition of wA 7), and P’s account of the fate of the
rebels is adopted (v.3®) without change. From the hand of the
latest writer come also vv.38*48

,
which relate how the censers of

the 260 were made intoaoovermgfor the altar, to be a memorial
of the fate of the rebels.

It is evident that the two priestly narratives have quite
different aims. In P there is no opposition between Levites and
priests, but between non-Levites and Levites, whereas in P*
there is a sharp distinction between the tribe of Levi and the
family of Aaron. (Note especially v.40

, where the moral of P*’s

narrative is thus given, ‘ that no stranger which is not of the
seed of Aaron come near to hum incense before the Lord, thathe
be not as K. and as his company ’). On the other hand, it is not
quite certain whether, according to the original narrative of P
even K. himself was a Levite, for the words in v.1 ‘ the son of
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Izhar, the son of Kobath, the son of Levi,’ may well come from
the hand of the redactor. But in any case it is clear enough
that all his 250 followers were not Levites ;

a conclusion which is

confirmed, if confirmation wore necessary, by Nu 273, where the
daughters of Zelophelmd plead that their father had no part in

the rebellion of Korah. As Zelophehad belonged to the tribe

of Manasseh

,

this plea need not have been offered if all K.'s

followers had been Levites.

The differences between JE and P, and the original independ-
ence of their narratives, are equally apparent. JE knows only
Pathan and Abiram, P knows only Korah; and, accordingly,
the author of Pt llfi, who is acquainted with the JahwisUo
but not with the Priestly document, mentions only Pathan and
Abb am.
The analysis of the two chapters may be given as follows

(practically alter Driver)

JE lfllb-Sfc 12-18. 25-20. 27b-34.

p 2l>-7u. 18-24. 27it. 82b. 88. 41-80. ch. 17,
px 16-17. 80 40.

The composite character of the narrative is borne out by the
separation, after ltd, of the two parties, Dathan and Abiram on
the one hand, Korah and his company on the other. They act
separately (of. vv. 8-4 with vv.12-16)

;
they are addressed separately

(cf. w>7 with vv.25 20)
; they are punished separately and differ-

ently (of. v> with v. 88).

Traces of the welding process by which the narrative has
assumed the comparative smoothness of its present form may
be detected in v.d> (‘ye sons of Levi'), and in v.3*'b (‘and all the
men that appertained unto Korah, and all their goods ').

It cannot be over-emphasized that all the in-

dications in the narrative point to the above
result, and that literary differences combine with
differences of agents and of motives to establish

three distinct elements in the composition. * Of
course in itself a difference of motive is no ground
for supposing that the narrative in which it appears
is of composite authorship ; that inference follows
solely from the manner in which the difference is

introduced ... In itself an alliance bid.ween an
ecclesiastical and a civil party is perfectly intelli-

gible
;
but the literary analysis shows Nu 10 to be

composite
;
and when the component parts havo

been separated into two groups, it is found that
the actors in one group represent ecclesiastical

interests, while they represent civil interests in

the other. Such a coi ncidence cannot bo accidental

;

the differences of person and motive (though they
might have been combined in such a manner as to
arouse no suspicion whatever that the narrative
was composite) so coincide with literary differences
as to corroborate the conclusion to which these
point’ (Driver, AO?’5

,
App. 523 f, [of. i]

p. 051),

We have thus disentangled three distinct narra-
tives, of which the last two are memorials of the
struggles that took place, and of the various stages
that were passed through before the prerogatives
of Levi were admitted by the other tribes, and
those of the house of Aaron by the other Loviticol
families At whatever date we place those last

results, we may be certain that they were not

reached without fierce opposition.

One or two remarks have still to he made on the

text of Nu 10. In v. 1 npn, for which the LXX
offers 4kd\r)<rcv, and which AY and UV both render

Hook mod (supplying t he last word), can scarcely ho

the correct reading. There is probably a copyist s

error also in P#] ‘ami On the son of iVleth.
1

There is no mention of On in t he subsequent- narra-

tive, nor does his name occur anywhere else in the

OT. For Prfeth we should doubtless read, as in

Ex (>
14 etc., Pallu, and perhaps, us Graf suggests, v. lb

should run thus : pneyp mlgrp \p QTSfcp PT*
In vv. 24 and 27 Well hausen and Driver agree in

holding that the original reading was probably
‘ tabernacle of «JV

Litkuatcrb.—Driver, LOT* 59 ft, Ann. 529!, {«, 03 ft. 1 ; Umf,
(inch. B. (L AT, SI) ff. ; BaudMn, <*n. d. AT Priest, llni, ;

Wellh. Comp. 100, 939: IUjuhw, AT, iii. 34, 454; W. ft. Himfh.
OTJC't 402; Kuemin, ThT xii, (1878), p, UWff., Ilex. jW ,

Oort and Ilooykoaa, Bible for Young People, iv, Mil; <WmU,
Einleit.% 59 f. ; Kitfcel, Hist, qf Hebrews, i. 219.

2. Korah, a son of Esau (On 30 ft

). 3, A 1 duke * of

Edom (Gn 3U lf!
). 4. A son of Hebron (1 Oh 2w b

»1. A. Sklwk.
KORAHITES (p*p), or SONS OF KORAH

nq’p)
;
A V has in Nu 25ftH Korathites, and in Kx tr 4

,

1 Oh 12« 20 h 2 Oh 2() ,u Korhlws. -
- The inference

from Nn 10:w
,
that the whole family of Korah

perished along with their head, is cheeked by a
note in 20u to the (‘fleet that the ‘sons of Korah
died not.* This explanation was called for in view
of the fact that a well-known guild connected with
the second temple traced their descent to Korah,
At one time the 4 sons of K.' appear to have con-
stituted one of the two great temple choirs, the
Asaphites composing the other (see Asaph), We
have two groups of Pss (42 -49and 84, Kf>, 87* KKj who e
superscription n7p MfV shows that they were taken
from what was once the hymn-book of the Komhite
choir. The musical service of the temple had been
remodelled by the time of the Chronicler, whim
three guilds (ll email, Asaph, Ethan) had replaced
the original two (Asaph, Korah), Tim Kornhite^
have now become a guild of doorderriwrs (t Oh 9U

20L w etc. ), although a reminiscence of flour former
functions as singers is found in 2 ( ‘h 20n* (W. K.
Smith, QTJP* 2U3m)« «f. A. Selbik,

KORE—-1, (to)?) The ejxmym of a Korah lie guild
of door-keepers, 1 Oh IF. 2. (aqip) Hon of Ixmudt,
a Lento in the time of Uezeki&h, 2 Oh 31u.

KUSHAIAH. --Hoc K.)tm
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L
L.—1. This symbol was proposed by de Lagarde

(Genesis graice, 1808, p. 12) to denote the illumin-
ated Purple Manuscript of the Greek Genesis at
Vienna, one of the chief specimens of Christian
book-ill animation. The manuscript is designated
VI by Holmes, and the text has been edited by
him from a copy of Alter, 1795, in a publication
preparatory to the great Oxford Septuagint (title :

Jlonorabdi
,

et admadam reverendo , Smite Bar-
rington, LL.D. Episcopo Dunelmensi

, Epistola
,

compicm GENESIN, ex codice purpurco-argcnteo
Cwsarco - Vindobonensi expressa?n; et Testamenti
Veteris Greed

, versionis septuaginta - viralis
,
cum

variis lectionilms demco edendi
,
Specimen. Dedit

Hubert us Holmes, S.T.P. Oxonii, mdccxcv fob).
It is a parallel to the famous Codex Cottonianus
Genescos in the British Museum, and has not been
used Joy Swote for his edition of the Greek OT
(vob i. 2nd od. 1895),* because at that time it was
not yet published in full facsimile. This has been
done since in the splendid work, Die Wiener
Genesis herausgegeben von Wilhelm Bitter von
11artel und Emm Wickhoff. Beilage zum xv.
urid xvi. Bando des Jahrbuches der Kunsthistori-
schen Sammlungon des Allerhcichsten Kaiser-
liausos. Mit52Lichtdrucktalfeln,etc. Wien ( Prag,
Leipzig), F. Tempsky, 1895 fob (the Greek text in

transcription, pp. 102-125). An exhaustive mono-
graph on the pictures of the MS has recently
been published by a pupil of Prof. V. Schultze of
Greifswald, Willy Liiutke, Untersuchnngen zu den
Miniaturen der Wiener Genesis (Inaugural Dis-
sertation, Greifswald, 1897, 50 pp.). Liidtko con-
siders the volume as the first known manuscript of

the Bible in which pictures are connected with the
text, the first illustrated book of Bible story, and
is inclined to assign it to the latter half of the 5th
emit, lb M* Thompson {Handbook of Greek and
Latin Ealwography, 1893, p, 154) makes it prob-
ably of the latter half of the 6th cent. ; Kenyon,
of the 5th or 0th cent. The text is sometimes
abbreviated, and several passages are very difficult

to read ; the MS is therefore loss important for the
textual criticism of the Greek OT

;
but it is a monu-

ment of the first rank in the history of Christian

art. Attached to the codex are two leaves from
the purple MS of the New Testament, called N.

2. In the criticism of the NT the symbol L is

used to designate the Codex Begins, a manuscript
of the Greek Gospels preserved in the National
Library of Paris, now numbered 62. It was known
already to Stephen, who called it p, as is stated in

the volume by a later hand, * Roberto Stephano rj.
}

Scrivener (Introduction to the NT, 4th ed. (1894)

p. 138) overlooked this p, and misunderstood, there-

fore, this entry when he wrote, * it was even
then in the Koyal Library, although “Itoberto
Stephano” is marked in the volume.’ Griesbach
rated the MS very high : Tischendorf published it

in full in his Monumenta sacra inedita, 1846. It

is ascribed to the 8th cent., and was for a long
time unique, as giving two alternative endings to

the Gospel of Mark, namely—besides and before

the received one, which is introduced by the head-

ing l<mi/ 8k ml raura 6ep6peva perd r6
m £<popovvro ydp

,

a shorter ending, printed by* Westcott-Hort after

the one just mentioned. This wretched supple-

ment, as Scrivener styles it, is separated in this

MS from the words of the text (£<popovyro ydo) by
an ornamented line, and introduced by the head-

* Its readings will find a place In the Apparatus of the larger

edition, which Is now being prepared by Brooke and M‘Lean.

ing (plperal irov ml raura. Recently it has been
found in several Greek, Latin, Syriac, and Ethiopic
documents, the nearest ally to L being a manu-
script on Mount Sinai (A12

), ascribed to the 7th
cent. The latter has the subscription etiayy£\lov

mrd Mapsou immediately after £<poftouvro ydp
;
then

follows the shorter supplement (whether intro-

duced by the same formula as in L is not certain,
the MS oeing defective at that place) with slight
variations (om. mi before &XPL

> adds dpijv after
crcorppia) ; after this comes %<rnv 8k sal raura etc.

On the questions connected with the end of St.

Mark see the monograph of Dean Burgon (1871 )

;

P. Martin, Introduction d la critique textuelle du
NT, Partie pratique, tome ii. (1884]; Westcott-
Hort, NT, App. 28-51, with the additional notes to
pp. 38 and 51 on p. 142 of the reprint of 1896 ; J. R.
Harris, ‘ On the alternative ending of St;. Mark’s
Gospel,’ Journ . ofBiblical Literature (1894), pp. 96-

103; Ii. B. Swete, The Gospel according to St.

Mark (1898), p. xeviffi ; Th. Zahn, Einleitung in
das Neue Testament (1899), ii. pp. 227-235, 237-
240. The shorter ending had its origin probably
in Egypt ; there also L seems to have been written.
On Hie third leaf of the MS is a note by a later

hand, which might show where the MS was before
it came to Europe, if it could be read and inter-

preted with certainty (a Georgios rod Ai&oncSpirp

left some MSS ds rov’Iwdvvov rod llatiXov rb txnrlnov ).

Facsimiles are to be found in Tischendorf, plate
i. n. 7, plate iii. n. 7 ; Scrivener, plate ix. n. 21 ; P.
Martin, Description technique des manuserxts grecs

relatifs au NT conserves dans les bibliotMques de
Paris (1884), plate 1. Eb. Nestle.

LAADAH (rrny^).—A Judahite, the ‘father’ of
Mareshah, 1 Ch 421 (B UaSdB, A Aadd).

LABAN (p£, Aapdr).—1. Son of Bethuel (Gn 285),
grandson of Nahor, Abraham’s brother (2220* 22 24s4

,

—in 295 * son ’= grandson), and brother of Rebekah
(242U ; 2520

), uncle of Jacob on his mother’s side

(27
48

; 282
), and (after his marriage with Leah) his

father-in-law as well. When Abraham and Lot
migrated from IJaran (on the Belikh, a tributary

of the Euphrates, in Mesopotamia) into Canaan
(Gn 124 * 5

), Nahor remained behind in $aran ; here
his family grew up around him (2220

"24
; the names,

except in the cases of Bethuel and Rebekah, are,

however, those of tribes)

;

and IJaran (cf. 294
),

though the identification is not made expressly,

is, there can be no doubt, the ‘ city of Nahor ’ (24l5),
to which Abraham’s servant took his way, when
sent by his master to find a wife for Isaac from
the land of his nativity. Laban’s home (Gn 2410

)

was in ‘ Aram (AY Syria) of the two rivers * (the

Euphrates, in its upper course, and the IJabor)

;

ana so, like his father Bethuel (2520 288), he is called

specifically the * Aramaean * (AY Syrian), 2520 3120* 34

(cf. of Jacob, Dt 26s
). It is in connexion with the

negotiations for Rebekah’s hand that we first read
of Laban. He is evidently the moving spirit in

his father’s house. He comes forward to receive

Abraham’s servant, listens to what he has to say,

and takes the lead in the subsequent negotiations
(2429-88. so. 68b. 6B)

# jt is no doubt true that in the
East (cf. Gn 3411 * lfl

, Ca 88) a girl’s brothers have
a prominent voice in the disposal of their

sister’s hand; but, independently of this, Laban
seems clearly to throw his father Bethuel into

the background. It has been observed that Laban
already displays the grasping disposition which was



manifestedmore fullyafterwardsin his dealings with
Jacob : he is attracted bv the ring and bracelets

which Abraham’s servant had given his sister (24S0 ).

What we read about Laban subsequently relates

exclusively to his dealings with Jacob (29K)-3156
).

These have been described so fully in the art.

JACOB (vol. ii. pp. 528-9, 533) that an outline will

be sufficient here. Laban must now be pictured as

quite an old man. Jacob, sent by his mother to

her brother, arrives at tlaran, and quickly finds

his uncle’s house (291"13
). He remains with him a

month (29
14

) ;
at the end of which time Laban, no

doubt discovering that his services as a shepherd
are likely to prove valuable to him, asks him on
what terms he will remain with him. He replies

that he will serve him 7 years for his younger
daughter Rachel. At the end of the 7 years Laban,
by a ruse, passes off upon him his elder daughter
Leah; and only permits him to have Rachel as

well, on condition that he serves him for 7 years
more (2916

'so
). At the end of the second 7 years

Jacob is anxious to return home ; hut Laban,
reluctant to part with a profitable servant, invites

him, with a show of disinterestedness, to name the
terms on which he will continue in his service

(3028
’28

). Jacob thereupon proposes an arrangement
by which, ostensibly, he will gain little or nothing,
andwith which,therefore, Laban immediately closes,

but which, it soon appears, his son-in-law knows
how to turn to his own advantage (3(F"48). Laban,
envious of Jacob’s increasing prosperity, now shows
ill-will towards him

;
his sons (mentioned also in

30s5
)
complain that Jacob has taken away all their

father’s possessions : accordingly Jacob, after con-
sulting with his wives (who both agree that their
father has shown them no real affection, #!«•«)*
takes flight, accompanied by his family and their
belongings (31

:

l

"21
). His father-in-law, considering

that he has some kind of claim on the services and
belongings of his son-in law, and vexed besides at
the loss of the teraphim (which Rachel had stolon),

starts in pursuit. On the way, apparently on the
night before he came up with Jacob, * as if an evil

conscience preyed secretly upon him ’ (Ewald, Ilwt
i. 356), he is warned in a dream not to proceed
against Jacob too violently (3P4

). Overtaking
the fugitives on the borders of Gilead, Laban
remonstrates with Jacob on his ungrateful treat-
ment of him, and especially for having carried
away his daughters secretly, which was both an
affront to them (3la0b), and an injury to his own
feelings (3128

). Jacob, in reply, declares that he
was afraid, if he told Laban, that he would retain
his daughters by force ; and then, after the incident
with the teraphim (in which Laban is outwitted by
his own daughter), he goes on to remind him of
the long years which he has spent ungrudgingly in
his service, and of the repeated attempts ’ that
Laban had made (31 7f

*) to deprive him of his lawful
earnings (31

31 '43
). Laban, conscious of the truth

in Jacob’s reproaches, makes no attempt to reply

:

he contents himself with protesting that everytiling
which Jacob has is really his ; and then seeks to
close the dispute by representing himself as con-
cerned for his daughters5

welfare. Accordingly lie

proposes a covenant, the terms of which are—( 1 ) that
Jacob will in no way ill-treat his daughters

; (2) that
neither he nor Jacob will pass the boundary, marked
by a heap of stones then thrown up, with hostile
intent towards the other (see, further, on the object
of this ‘covenant,’ above, ii. p. 529). The covenant
having been solemnlyratiliedby both parties, Laban
returns home, and is not mentioned again (3148

”8
®).

The character of Laban is not an amiable one.

* 'A»d hath also quite devoured our money,” i.e. the price
paid for tie by our husband, the gains accruing to Laban from
Jacob's 14 years* service, some part of which he would* if
generous, have naturally allowed his daughters*

His sister and daughters all show duplicity and

acquisitiveness ; ana Laban displays an exaggera-

tion of the same qualities. His loading motive

is evidently self-interest ; and he is not particular

in the choice of means for securing Ins ends. The
ruse by which he passes off Leah upon his nephew

instead of Rachel, is an unpardonable piece of

deceit. In his subsequent dealings wit h his son. in-

law, he does not treat him equitably. It is ad-

mitted by him, expressly in J (30,J

H, and by impli-

cation in E,—for the statements in 3Lw * il
,
cf. vj*

t

pass unchallenged,—that Jacob is a good servant.

;

but Laban seeks to make out of him more than

fair prolits. In 3l)
a‘MS he betrays his grasping

disposition by closing with an arrangement which,

if carried out fairly, could not but have proved an

inequitable one for Jacob, and in winch, therefore,

Laban had no right to be surprised if ho found him-

self circumvented. In the narrative of K (3D“4a
)
-

which (vv.a
"Ja

) differs from that of J in not represent-

irig Jacob as taking any unfair advantage of hta

father-in-law (cf. ii. p. 533, wotej—Laban in charged

with defrauding Jacob, and arbitrarily changing t he

wages that had been agreed upon, to suit his own
ends (vv. 7* 41

). And his daughters own (3

1

14 w
) that

he is a hard and unnatural parent.

2. A place mentioned in the obscure verse, Dt V
(see Comm.; or above, art. I >i«zauab). Nothing
can be said about it, except, that if the wr.m
describes a locality in the ‘steppes of Mouhd Laban
will he the name of a place in that neighbourhood,

otherwise unknown ; while, if, as others suppose,

the verse, at least in its original context, described

places passed by the Israelites by their previous

wanderings, it may he identical with the Lins* All

(which see) of Nu.TH0 (which, to judge from vdq was
near a JJa%$roth, as was the case also with the

Laban mentioned in l)t H). S. K. I >tct

LABANA (Aapavd), 1 Eh GP*- LKBANAlf, K/.r

LABOUR.—As a milmt. ‘labour’ is now at mod,
confined to what is called the abstract use tin* net

or state of labouring. Formerly it expressed a I ho

the fruit of labour, as Ex 23 tff * when thou hunt

gathered in thy labours (n'yvp) out of the field *

;

JUab 3*7 ‘The labour (npyp) of the olive shall fail
1

(Davidson, 4 the produce of the olive’). Hence the

word is frequently in the plural, as Jn *P ‘other
men laboured, and ye are mitered into their lainmen 1

(els rbv k6wov aerwr, UV ‘ into their labour J* Knox*
Hist, 92, has the word in the sense of ‘effort,

‘Great labours were made to make them have a
good opinion of the Massed
The verb is used with a trans. force in 2 Mae

‘But to use brevity, and avoid much labouring
of the work (rb t$epya<rrtKdv rfyt wpttyfmr{c}lm wnptu*

retcrdcu, UV ‘to avoid a laboured fulness in the
treatment’), into be granted to him that will make
an abridgement’ So in beg, of Href, to AV Hill,
‘ Zeale to promote the common good, whether it be
by devising any thing our Helves, or revising that
which hath bene laboured by others, deserve! h
certainly much respect and esteems, but yet
findeth but cold intertainment in the world,

1
Vf,

Hall, Works, ii, 100, ‘these are the men whose erne
wee must labour’ ; Href, to Rheum NT, 1852, 1 The
poore ploughman, could then in labouring the

f
round, sing the hymnw and jmalmes either in
nowen or unknowen languages, m they heard

them in the holy Church, though they could
neither read© nor Know the hciihc, meaning, and
mysteries of the sained J, Haktinoh,

LAGCUNUS (Aaxxo0jvw f AV Lacunas), I Eh iPK
—The name in Ear 1080 ii Cmklal, to which the- * uv MWMMV *** U,

Vulg. form (Mens in 1 Eg approaches
IL BT, J. TiHACKRItAV
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LACE.—Lac© is from Lat. laqueus, a snare,
through the Old French lays, las

,
and it is used in

the sense of snare in Chaucer, Spenser, and others.
Thus Chaucer, Legend of Good Women

,
600—

* But love had broght this man in swiche a rage.
And him so narwo bounden in his las,

A1 tor the love of Oleopataras,
That al the world he sette at no value.’

Then it is used for any cord or band, as Fuller,
Roly Warn, 123,

4
Fitie it was that Rahabs red

lace was not tied at his window.’ This is the
meaning of the word in AV, where it occurs
only as tr. of p&thil* Ex 2828 (‘And they shall

bind the breastplate by the rings thereof unto the
rings of the ejmod with a lace of blue ’) 2887 39‘21 * 81

;

and of /rXcDcrga in Sir 630 ‘ her bands are purple lace *

{KWcrfia batdvQivov, AVm ‘ a ribband of blue silk
’

;

KF ‘ a ribband of blue 5

; Fritzsche, ‘ purple-blue
threads’; Bissell, ‘hyacinthine threads t

). Cf.

Shalts. Winter's Tale, III. ii. 174—
* 0, cut my lace, lest my heart, cracking it,

Break too.’ J. HASTINGS.

LACEDAEMONIANS* — The word AaKedcuphvm
occurs only once in LXX, and its Eng, equivalent
only once in RV, viz. 2 Mac 59

. Jason, the head
of the Hellonizing party in Jerus,, who had bought
the high priesthood from his brother Onias ill.

during the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes, was
himself outbidden and expelled from the office by
MonolauH his brother (Jos. Ant. XII. v. 1 and
XV. iii. 1), or, according to 2 Mac 423

,
the brother

of Simon, a former governor of the templo. On a
false report of the death of Antiochus, Jason made
an unsuccessful assault upon Jerus. ; but, after

causing great loss of life among his fellow-citizens,

he was driven an outcast to the land of the Am-
monites, from there to the court of Arotas an
Arabian prince, then into Egypt, and lastly to the
L., in whose country he died a dishonoured exile.

The reason of his ultimate recourse to the latter

people was the alleged kinship between the Jews
ana the Greeks, resting on the supposed connexion
between Pelog and the Polasgiatis, a prehistoric

people mentioned as living in diflbrent parts of

Greece and coasts of the Aegean Sea. Pelog, how-
ever, or Phaleg, whose name implies ‘division’

(Jos. Ant. i. vi. 4), the ancestor of Abraham and
the son of Hober,—the eponymous ancestor of the
Hebrew race,—was (Jos. %(>.) the great-grandson of

Noah, and belonged to the Semitic family. The
Polasgiaris, on the other hand, were part of the
Indo-European stock, and afterwards mingled with
the Hellenes in Greece, and with the Carians,

Lydians, and Phrygians in Asia Minor.

LitRitatuhh .
—liftwlinson’s Uerodotm, vois, i. and iii., Appen-

dixes md Notes. C. H. PRICHARD.

LACHISH LXX Aavels, twice with the art.

ryv Aaxdt Job 10m , in Jos 1589 B Mc^s, Bab

Aaxtfs; Vulg. Lachis). —An important fortified

town in Judah. Its king, Japhia, formed a league

with four other Canaanite Kings, viz. those of

Jerus., Eglon, Hebron, and Jarmutb, to smite the

Gibeonites, as they had made peace with Israel

(Jos JE mainly). Joshua overcame the

united forces, and the kings fled to a cave in

Makkedah, where they were pursued by the

Israelites, who rolled stones against the mouth
of the cave. Later, the kings were taken out,

humiliated, and hanged on five trees. At sunset,

by command of Joshua, their bodies were taken
down and placed in the cave, at whose mouth
stones were again rolled. The siege of L. by

* Elsewhere pdthU is rendered in AV ‘bound* Nu 19*5
;

* ribband * Nu (RV * cord ’) : ‘ thread ’ Jg 16» (RV ‘ string’)

;

‘Hue* Eric 40®; ‘bracelets ’ Gn 3818 (Rv ‘cord’) 3g2S (RV
krdi ’) ;

‘ wires ’ Ex 39».

Joshua, according to Ds
, occupied parts of two days

(w. 81* 82
). When it was taken, all the inhabitants

were put to the sword.
The place is next mentioned in the list of

cities built by Rehoboam for defence, by which it

may be understood that he re-fortified the town
(2 Ch ll 9

). Amaziah fled to L. from a conspiracy
in Jerus., but he was pursued and slain there

(2K 1419
1|
2 Ch 25s7

). The prophet Micah inveighs
against L. as ‘ the beginning of sin to the daughter
of Zion, for the transgressions of Israel were found
in thee’ (Mic l18), an enigmatical utterance, the
conjectures regarding the meaning of which will he
found in Nowaclc’s Comm, ad loc. When Sen-
nacherib made his raid on the kingdom of Judah,
he took all the fortified cities, including L. (2 K
181S * u

. Is 361 ). The scene of the siege is depicted in

an Assyr. sculpture,now in the British Museum. To
this place Hezekiah sent messengers with immense
gifts and promises of submission, to induce the
Assyr. king, who was there encamped, to abandon
the campaign (2 K 181J“10

). In reply, Sennacherib
despatched a great host against Jerus. (2 K IS 17

1|

Is 362
). But his forces were miraculously destroyed,

and he returned to Assyria, abandoning his con-

quests (2 K 1986, 88
|| Is 378(J * 87

, 2 Ch 3221
). The

account in 2 Ch 329 mentions the envoys sent to

Hezekiah, but not the expedition against Jerus., as *

it says of Sennacherib, ‘ but he (himself laid siege)

to L., and all his power with him.’ When c. 120
years later, Nebuch. king of Babylon, destroyed
the kingdom of Judah and carried the people into

captivity, L. was one of the cities taken (Jer 347
).

On the return of the Jews, L. was one of the
places re-occupied, but it is noticeable that while
each of the other places is spoken of as being
occupied ‘with the villages thereof,’ ‘Lachish
and the fields thereof’ are referred to as if the
occupation was but feeble (Neh ll30 ). It is not
mentioned in the NT, nor in the Apocrypha.

Scholars are now generally agreed that L. is to

be identified with Tell el-ljesy, a mound in the
rolling country between the maritime plain and
the Judaean hills, 16 miles E. of Gaza, a little to

the north. This identification was first proposed

by Conder, who sees in the radicals of the modern
name a reminiscence of the ancient, though the

change in the second radical from d to n is unusual.

The position of Tell el-ljesy corresponds fairly with
Jerome’s description of L. m the Onomasticon. He
says :

‘ Lachis m tribu Juda . . . et nunc est villa

in septimo milliario ab Eleutheropoli euntibus

Daromam.’ Eleutheropolis is the modern Beit

Jihrin , 10 miles from Tell el-3Jesy, which nearly

coincides. Daroma may be the Shephelah, or low
country, in which Tell el-ljesy is situated. Another
equally important mound, Tell en-Nejileh, is found

3| miles to the south of Tell el-Hesy, about the

same distance from Beit Jihrin. Both have springs

at their base. These two mounds seem to represent

L. and Eglon, which were within easy marching
distance, as Joshua took Eglon on the day that he
left L. (Jos 1085 ). As Eglon disappears from history

earlier than L., and as the remains on the top of

Tell en-Nejileh are earlier than those on the top of

Tell el-Hesy, Petrie regards the former as Eglon
and the later as Lachish. However, until syste-

matic excavations are conducted at Tell en-Nejileh,

the matter should not be held to be finally settled.

The site of Tell el-Uesy is admirably suited for

a town, as the original dwellings stood on a blufl

facing east, some 60 feet above the Wady el-ljesy,

and were further protected by ridges to the west
During the course of centuries the remains accumu

* dated, until the last occupation stood some 120 feel

above the stream-bed. In 1890, Petrie, excavating

for the Pal. Explor. Fund, studied the tell, during

a short season, in cuttings around its sides, arriving
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at conclusions which the present writer’s more ex-

tended work, covering four seasons, modified, but
did not materially alter. One-third of the mound
being chosen, it was cut down, layer by layer, each
layer representing a distinct occupation, until the

virgin soil was reached. We have thus the plans of

eight cities, the second built on the ruins of the first,

the third on the ruins of the second, and so on.

This series of superimposed constructions is due to

the material. Each city was built of mud-brick,
which requiresnothing but mud-brick for its founda-

tion The cities were approximately dated by the

objects found in situ. The first three or four towns
occupied an area about i mile square, while the

iater towns confined themselves to a space about
100 yards square, and may thus be regarded as a
series of forts, as almost all are flanked by thick

walls. The earliest town was distinguished by
peculiar stylos of pottery, which have been named
Amorite. It also contained a group of unique
bronze implements. It is fortified by a strong wall
and tower, and may be dated at about u.C. 1700.

City II. is dated by scarabs at about B.C. 1500.

City III. was buried under a thick bod of ashes.

Outside one of its chambers was discovered a cunei-
form tablet, which from its style and contents is

shown to belong to the period of the Tel el-Amarna
tablets, which wore letters sent to Amenhotop nr.

and XV. of Egypt, about B.C. 1450, by their allies

and dependants in Syria, Palestine, ami farther
east. It mentions the name of Zimridi, who, as
we learn in a tablet from Jorus., was governor of

L., murdered in that city by servants of the Egyp.
king. The hopes suggested by the discovery of
this tablet are far-reaching. The date B.C. 1450
for this city is confirmed by scarabs found here.
In City IV. (B.C. 1400-1000) Blimn. pottery prevails.

Here iron objects first appeared, but these were
found in all the superimposed cities. In City V.
(about B.C. 1000) and City VI. (about 800) Jewish
ware is prevalent. City VI. has a great accumula-
tion, from which we infer a long occupation. The
red and black figured Greek pottery is common in

Cities VII, and VIII,, suggesting B.C. 500-400 as
the limits of these occupations. The absence of
coins and of Roman and Soleucidan remains shows
that the site was deserted after B.C. 400.
The remains at Tell el-Rosy thus correspond

admirably to the history of Lachish. One of the
earlier cities undoubtedly fell a prey to Joshua, a
later one was fortified by Uehoboam, and wo may
point with considerable confidence to the thick
walls of City VI. as the fortifications taken by
Sennacherib, whose sculptures commemorating
the event bear a striking resemblance to Tell
el-ljesy.

We have, however, in considering the identifica-
tion, ^to count with the phrase of Jerome, 'nunc
est villa.’ While the tell shows no late remains,
the adjacent fields are strewn with Roman pottery,
and 3 miles away is the slight ruin of Umm-Lakis
[but see Clermont-Gannoau, Bibl. lies, in Pal . L
(1896) p. 438], containing Roman remains, which was
formerly identified with L. and which Petrie trans-
lates, ‘ her [? ; see Mound of Many Cities

, p. 141]
mother was Lachish.’ He suggests that soon after
the return of the Jews from exile they removed
tho settlement to Umm-La/ds. The name is pro-
nouncod Laggis by the Arabs, who pronounce a p
like hard g,

*
A change from 3 to p is not common.

But either in the fields near Tell el-Resy, or at
Umm-Laids, we have late mins which may easily
represent the town still inhabited in the time of
Jerome.

d-Emy (LmhUh), by W. M. Flinders Petrie:
A Mound qf Mmy GitUx, or Tell el-Emy Excavated, by P. J.
Bliss; both published for the Committee of thePEF by Alexander
P. Watt, London. J BLISS

LACK is both a subst. (
= want) and verb ( ?=b€

deficient in, want). Thus as suhsf., Ex 16 1M

/
h<;

that gathered little had no lack'; Job 4 n 4 The
old lion perisheth for lack of prey ' ; Ph ii^Mo
supply your lack of service toward mo 1

(n) b/ncv

vcrrlpiyx^ » RV ‘that which was lacking in \our

service’) ; I Tli 4 ia f that ye may have lack

RV ‘need’) of nothing.’ Of, Pivot, (Dnrnwm
,

ii. 203, ‘To the one and tho other is required the

vortue morall (willed fortitude, whielie as morhe
as it is a vertuo is a Medioorilio or meaue betwene
two ext nullities, tin*, one in surplusage, the other in

lacked ; T. Lever, Sermons, p, 83, \Somedoo rnveyn

ami spoyll that which is not their owne, and he

over iu laeke and needed Lever uses the subst,

in the phi. also, Sermons, p. 74, ‘ These be verje

small thinges towardes the amendment of ho many
lackes, in so great a multitude,’

Ah a verb ‘lack’ is both trails, and intrant

Thus Jn l6 ‘ If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask

of God.’ Cf. Ho 'f ind., ‘ An informer of them
which laeke discre.cion ’

; Br. Bk, i5t9((’onin»union),
* And if there ho any of you, whose conscience is

troubled and grieved in any thing, lacking comfort
or counsel, lot him come to me, or to some other

discreet and learned priest, taught in the law of

God, and confess and open lus sin and grief secretly,

that he may receive such ghostly counsel, advice,

and comfort, that his conscience may he relieved.'

The intrans. use, though Abbott (Slinks, Crum,

§ 293) gives it in his list of ‘trails, verbs rarely

used intransitively,* is often found in A V . Thus
Ps 34 10 ‘The young lions do lack, and sutler

hunger’; l Go 12* 1 ‘having given more abundant
honour to that part which lacked.’

^

(If* Pr. Bk.

1552 (Oom.), ‘there lacketh nothing hut the

guests to sit down’; and Hall, IVorkx, Ii. 51,
‘ Either will or ability lacked in them.’

Karla (PxaUer of p. 2(17) point* cut that, in pte’a of
* lack ’ of previous version*, AV oitan law ‘want/ Hr
P« 2*9 ‘therefore can I lack nothing’ in tt:m, *1 Khali not
want' in mil ; Jg 1H 1L Lk LBK And ha explains that tho wont
‘lack* had in the meantime suffered depreciation from tho twit

of it as a common intcriHsllation by stall kwpors to p*wm*d»y

;

What d'ye lack, what d’ye lack? To Kartes examples add «Jn l 4

Tlnd. ‘lacking nothing, AV 1 wanting nothing
' ; and for tim

jhu but*, ‘for looke of kuowlago ’ in tho (Jamb. M8 of Ridley’#
lirefe Declaration, reprinted by Houle (i>. lift), changed in wit
Oxford and * modernised * M8 into * want/

J, Hahtxnhh.
LAD. -In OT the only word tr4 ‘ lad ’ is nyj mt'nr

(33 tiling), and in NT TratSdptw (once, Jn tP), Like
naWr in II eh., ‘lad* has always been used eolle*

quially in Eng* for ‘servant/ Once RV changes
* lad * into 1 servant/ 2 K 4 lu * And he said to a lad

(TWO, RV ‘bis servant’), Garry him to his mother/
Timlale uses the word of Joshua, Ex 33u 1 And
when Moses turned agayno in to the hoste, the hold
JoHua his sorvaunte the sonne of Nun departed
notout of the tabernacle ’ (AV * his servant (RV
‘ minister ’] Joshua the sou of Nun, a young man ’).

Once the Itlmm. version translates rtut by Mad/
Mt 17 18 ‘ the huhle was cured from that houro* (AV
and all previous versions ‘child/ RV 4 boy *).

J* tlkwmm,
LADAN {\W2)« — 4. A name occurring in the

genealogy of* Joshua, 1 Oh TM ( A«M<te), 2* A
Uershoiute family name, l Gh 237* 8 (B ’Kids,

A AtMr) WUcr (B XaSdv, A A A%*&*»*,
Aaad&v), In 6*7 it appears as Libni (win see)*

LADDER (nta, xXtgaf).—1, Jacob in bis dream at
Bethel saw a * ladder set up on the earth and
reaching to heaven (Gn 28 U!

). The Hub. word
occurs only here, and though LXX renders it by
kMjm£ it has been doubted whether 1 ladder ’ eon**

veys its exact meaning.* The heights near Bethel

* Henderson (JEfagw*. Timm, Jim. 1803, p. 161 f,) mmtmuk
that Jacob's / ladder ' was really a t»mplt»towur similar to the
Babylonian E-tiagila



LADDER OF TYRE

are said to present the appearance of steps from
certain points of view, and it has been conjectured
that in Jacob’s dream the piled-up rocks around
him were transformed into avast stairway on which
angels went and came (I)ilim. and others note that
the angels are conceived as wingless. See Angel,
vol. i. ]). 94a ). The visionary 4 ladder ’ was a symbol
to Jacob of the communication with God which
was open to him, and Christ alluded to it in

claiming that this communication between heaven
and earth would be perfected in Himself (Jn l

51
).

See Bush, Notes on Genesis ; Bods, Genesis, in loc.

2, In 1 Mac 530 ladders are mentioned among the
preparations for the siege of Dathema. The use
of scaling ladders for attacking fortilied walls was
general in ancient warfare. Such ladders are repre-

sented on Egyptian and Assyrian monuments, as
well as on later classical remains. See Wilkinson,
Ant*hint Egyptians, i. 243 ; J&rman, Ancient Egypt,
533 ; Layard, Nineveh, ii. 372 ;

Kiistow u. Kdclily,

Geschie/ite des GriecMschen Kriegswesens, 205, 320

;

Rich, Horn, and Gr. Antiquities, s.v. ‘ ScaheJ
Jambs Patrick.

LADDER OF TYRE (dirk ttjs tcXlyatcos Ttipov;

Vulg. a terminis Tyri

;

Syr. ‘from the borders

of Tyre,’ 1 Mac IP9
; Talm. nun nd^d; ‘ icXLyaros

in Alex. 04, 93 ist vielleicht vorwitzige* Aende-
rnng des unvorstandenen Ausdrucks, 5 Grimm,
llandbueh zu den Apokryphen, loc. cit.).—This was
evidently a prominent landmark ; it is given as the
northern limit of the territory to the captaincy of

which Antiochus VI. promoted Simon Maecabmus
(l Mac 11 K9

;
Jos. Ant. XIII. v. 4). In describing

t he situation of Acre, Josephus mentions it again,

as a mountain lying about 100 stadia to the
north (BJ II. x. 2), The mountains stand round
tlm plain of Acre almost in the forni of a semi-

circle, terminating S.W. and N.W. in the bold

promontories of Oarmel and JUls an - NaMrah,
which drop precipitously on the shore. Between
the base of Garmcl and the beach there is a strip

of land, leaving room for a highway, which affords

free communication between the plain of Acre and
that of Sharon. The dills of Ms cn-NaMrah, on
the contrary, plunge straight into the waves, and
the journey northward is made with difficulty over

the ‘height. This has led many to identify Ms
t'n*Nakumh with the 4 Ladder 5

to he scaled before

the land of the Tyrians could bo approached. But
when this obstacle is surmounted, a not less for-

midable harrier is interposed between the traveller

and Tyre by Eds el-Abt/ad, ‘the white promon-
tory,’ fTmy’s Provwntonnm album, at a few miles’

distance, (in the northern edge of a pleasant vale.

The dills of this headland ‘of white indurated

marl interlaced with scams of dark-coloured Hint,
5

fall from a great height, sheer into the sea. Along
the face of the precipice a pathway has been cut,

to be traversed not without danger; the crags

rising steeply from the edge on one hand, and
on the other a perpendicular descent, the waves
booming among the rocks and caves 200 ft. below.

The ascent to this path is cut after the manner
of a staircase. This, perhaps, has led some to

identify the Ladder of Tyre with Ms el-Abya4.

But the same was true of lids en-NaJptirah before

certain recent alterations (BEF Mem. i. 192).

Asher hazards the conjecture that Benjamin of

Tudda intended this place by nx ntfin (vol. ii. p. 75).

A study of the locality together with the state-

ment of Josephus (BJ II. x. 2) has convinced the

present writer that the name Ladder of Tyre was
not applied to either of these promontories alone.

Speaking in succession of the mountains of Galilee

and Garmel, Josephus says that which the natives

call the Ladder of the Tyrians ‘ is the highest of

all/ Ms en-Na/fdrah, which is only 223 ft, high,

* Suggested perhaps by opwv which follows.
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LAHAI-ROI 1?

does not answer the description ; neither does Eds
cl-Abyad, which, in addition, is not visible from
Acre. It could apply only to the lofty ridge N.
of the plain, measuring some 8 miles across, and
rising to a height of over 1000 ft., which,’ as it

sinks seaward, throws off three distinct headlands,
terminating abruptly on the shore : Eds el-Mu-
sheiri/eh, lids en-Nakurah, and Eds el-A byad. The
two former, being close together, are often spoken
of as one under the name of the second. These
western spurs, barring the approach to the Phoeni-
cian plain, doubtless suggested the name, ‘ Ladder
of the Tyrians,

5

applied to the whole mountain.
Literature.—

R

obinson, Later Researches
, 66, 89; Stanley

Sinai and Pal. ‘264, 266, 209 ;
Thomson, Land and Book

,
h.

246, 268, 265; Neubauer, Gdog. du Talm. 89; PEFMem. i.

148, 192; Maundrell, Early Travels in Palestine (Bohn);
Baedeker, Pal. and Syr.2 271. \\T. EWING.

LADE.—The mod. form ‘load 5 occurs in AY
1611 twice, Is 46 1 ‘your carriages were heavie
loaden/ and Ps 6819 ‘Blessed be the Lord, who
daily loadeth us with benelits.

5 Elsewhere the
form is ‘lade,

5 which is now used only of ships. T.
Fuller, Holy and Profane State, p. 359, says, ‘ The
ship may have Castor and Pollux for the badge,

yet notwithstanding have S. Paul for the lading.
5

J. Hastings.
LADY.—This word occurs six times in AY,

translating three different words. ( 1 ) n-pj gebhereth,

which means ‘ mistress 5 and is so translated every-

where else (viz. Gri 164* 8 * 9
, 2 K 5s

, Ps 1232
,
Pr 3(P3

,

Is 242
), is translated * lady 5 in Is 475 * 7

, a trn which
has come dovyn from Wyclif. RY retains ‘lady,

5

but Amer. RY prefers ‘mistress.
5

(2) rn^ sdrdfi, the name of Abraham’s wife,

signifies ‘princess,
5 which is its tr. in 1 K ll 3 and

La V in AV and RY. But in Jg 529, Est l 18 AY
gives ‘lady/ which RY changes to ‘princess’ in

the second passage ; the same change should have
been made m the first also. In Is 4923 both have
‘ queen,

5 with AYm ‘ princess.
5

(3) In NT Kvpia, which occurs only 2 Jn1 * 6
, is

translated ‘lady,
5 a tr11 winch again comes from

Wyclif. In this case the trn is much disputed,

some taking the word as a proper name. Bee art.

John, Epistles of, vol. ii. p. 740 f.

As in the sense of master ‘ lord ’ has nearly passed out of use,

except in its application to Christ, so ‘ lady ’ m the sense of

mistress is rapidly passing away, except in reference to the
Virgin Mary.* The I>ouay version of La l1 was originally ‘ How
doth the citio ful of people sit sohtarie : how is the ladie of the
Gentils become as a widow?’ But the modem editions have
‘mistress’ for ‘ladie.’ Of. On 104 Wyc. ‘And Agar seigh that

sche hadde conseyved, and sche dispiside hir lack ’
;
and Is 47?

Cov. ‘ and thou thoughtest thus, I shalbe lady for ever.’

J. Hastings.
LAEL (^n*?, BA AaljX. Luc. Aaov^X

; O.L. [Lyons
MB] Dael;—apparently an error extending through
all known copies of the LXX, and earlier than the

O.L.).—A Gershonite Levite, Nu 324 . The name
means ‘ belonging to God, 5and is interesting as being

almost the only example in OT of such a formation

(preposition + divine name). The idea expressed

by it ‘ appears to rest on a reflection which must
have been foreign to the highest antiquity 5

(Nol-

deke, WZKM, 1892, p. 314, quoted in Gray, Heb.

Proper Names, p. 207 ;
cf. also Wellhausen, Ecste1

,

. 7). The nearest Semitic parallel to it adduced

y Nhldeke is the Palmyrene wnwb ‘belonging to

the sun.
5 J. A. Selbie.

LAHAD (irA).—A Judahite family name, 1 Clx 4J

(B Aad6, A Add).

LAHAI-ROI.—See Beer-lahai-ror
* In the * glosses ’ as they were called, i.e. marginal notes, to

the fragment of NT printed by Tindale in 1525, there occurs at

Mt l28 ‘it followeth not that Joseph knew our lady afterward.*

In the notes to the NT of 1538, * Mary * is substituted for ‘ out

lady.’
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LAHMAM (ron\ peril, textual error for D?n^, which

is adopted by KVm Lahmas, following LXX Maxis
and Luc. Aa/i/j,d$).—A town of Judah, noticed with

others near the foot of the hills, Jos 1540 . There is

a ruin called el-Lahm, near Beit Jibrin, which is a

possible site (cf. Tobler, JDritte Wandcrung, 120;

§FF.PvoL iii. sheet xx.). C. It. Condrr.

LAHMI. — The name given in our copies of

Chronicles to a certain Philistine giant. The
statement is: ‘And smote Elhanan . . . Labmi
the brother of Goliath the Gittifo’ (I Ch 20®).

But the parallel statement is :
‘ And smote Elhanan

. . . the Bethlohemite Goliath the Gittite ’ {2 B
21ls)

). Any one who will compare these, as written

in Hebrew characters, will lind reason to think
that one is a copy of the other, and that one
copyist or the other misread his copy. Probably
the reading in Samuel is correct, and the word
Lahmi is properly a part of the word
Bethlehemite [v$Q a’3), the giant in question being
a relative and namesake of the Goliath whom
David slew (hut see art. David, vol. i. p. &62b, and
cf. Driver, Text ofSam, p. 272),

W. J. Beecher.
LAISH (a^).—1. The original name of the town

of Dan (wh. see), Jg 187-

*

4* a7* 29
. The variation

Leshem (wh, sec) occurs in Jos 1 O'
17 lns

. 2. The
father of Palti or Paltiel, to whom Miehal, David’s
wife, was given by Saul, I S 2544

, 2S

LAISHAH (r#ji). Is IQ30.—The name of a place

connected with Gallim, and mentioned here along
with other localities in Benjamin and Judah. If

Gallim be Beit Jdla near Bethlehem, Laishah
would also be in that neighbourhood.

LAKE.—The inland waters which may he classed
under the term lakes are of two kinds—open and
closed. Open lakes, in which the water is fresh,

have an outlet in the form of a river or stream by
which the unevaporated waters escape ; while, in
the case of closed lakes having no outlet, the
water they recoive from streams or springs is

evaporated as fast as it enters, and as a general
result the water of such lakes is salt or brackish.
Of both of these varieties we have examples in the
cases of the three principal lakes of Palestine;
those of Hflleh (Morom), Galilee (Tiberias), and
the Dead Sea. In the case of the first two, the
waters of the Jordan descending from their sources
in the Lebanon, augmented by many other streams
flowing in from the east and west, enter from the
north and pass out from the south j finally enter-
ing at the northern end of the Dead Sea, they pass
oft into the air by evaporation, there being no
outlet from this great reservoir (see Menow,
Waters of ; Galilee, L, of ; Deajd Bea). These
lakes being each described under their own names,
only a few points by which they are connected with
each other need be noticed here.

(1) Thephysical origin of the Jordanic lakes,—As
the great line of fault and dislocation of the strata
known as ‘the Jordan-Arabah fault’ is now recog-
nized as the primary cause of the valley, or line of
depression, or that name, it may be inferred that
the existence of tho lakes is due to unequal sub-
sidence in the primeval floor of this line of valley

;

the lake basins representing portions where the
depression of the original bed was greater than
the intervening portions now occupied by the
river Jordan.* In addition to this cause, which
may be called mechanical

,
it is not improbable

should be recollected, however, that these supposed local
depressions occurred not from a nearly horizontal door, but
from one inclined from north to south ; in other words, from
the sources of the Lebanon to the original floor of th© Dead Sea—a slope of over 2000 feet In a distance of about 150 miles.

that volcanic action during the Miocene and

Pliocene pencils may have played nn important

part in tno formation of those great hollows.

The evidences of volcanic action all along tin*

eastern side, and, to a limited extent, along the

western side, of the Jordan valley are shown in

the vast sheets of lava of the Jauldn, Gilead, and

Moab; and it seems a fair inference that the

withdrawal of such enormous quantities of matter

from the underground magma, and its extrava-

sation at the surface, may have resulted in pro-

ducing subsidences in tho bed of the Jordan

valley similar to those known to exist in other

volcanic regions, such as Auvergne in (Vntiai

Prance and tho countries bordering the Mediter-

ranean.
. w .

(2 ) Relative levels,—The surface of the Lake of

Hflleh is 7 feet below that of the Mediterranean,

and its depth slight; that of the Sea of Galilee

082 feet below the same level; and that of the

Dead Sea 1292 foot; thus the fall between the

L. of H filch and that of Galilee is 075 feet in a

distance of 10 miles, being about
t
07 feet per

mile, that between the B. of Galilee and the

Dead Sea (510 feet in a distance of <55 miles, being

at the rate of nearly 9*4 foot per mile ; the Jordan

is therefore, at least in its upper section, a rapid

stream. The above distances are measured in a

direct line.

Besides these throe most important lake**, we
may mention -

(t) L. Phiala (Birket er-Khm), lying at the

southern foot of Hermon, a lake, circular in

! form and about half a mile in diameter, which
,
occupies the crater of an extinct volcano; one of

;

the great group of Tmehonit is.
#

(b) Birket d-dish*-- Another small lake of vol-

canic origin, occupying the ernter of a tt unrated

cone called Jebet dish, not far from Bated, mi the

western side of the Jordan valley.

(e) The Damascus Lakt'$*~-'Those shallow sheet*'

of water, which in summer are converted into

swamps, are fed by the Altana (Nnhr Burmin)
end Pharpar ("Nahr Taura) ‘rivers of Damascus*
(2 K 5W ). These streams, issuing from the ravines

in the Lebanon, by whose springs they am ted,

pour their life-giving waters over a tract of the

Syrian Desert in which the city of Damascus is

situated; and, assisted by an ancient system of

canals and conduits, spread fertility over an area
of several hundred square miles, converting it into

a garden remarkable both for tho richness and
the variety of the vegetation, which has been a
theme of admiration for all travellers. The Aharm
traverses the city itself, and its waters are dis-

tributed by seven canals and conduits (mm DaMam*
cun). Booking at the beneficent effects of the
waters of these rivers on th© soil of Hyrht, N tinman
seems to have bean fully justified from his point
of view in exclaiming, ‘Are not Abano cud
Pharpar, rivers of Damascus, better than all the
waters of Israel ? * K, II dll,

LAKKUM (d^, B Awctdg, A m$mt% Luc. Awumtyh
-—A town of Kaphtali, Jos HR It is mentioned
in the Ommastmm as Aam% but tho site has not
been recovered,

LAMA.—See Eu, Eld, Lama Sawachthahl

LAMB is used to render various Hebrew terms,
of which the most frequent are the following i

i, bM kebc.% LXX ifAvfa, with Its feminines kilmah
and knbsah, dgMf, BY ‘ewe iamb/ whine© by
metathesis th© less common forms ato km$b and

kisbfih. Kebm is said to occur 17 times in

Described by 8. Merrill (Mm of the Jw&m, 14 <!»»
Tristram (Land of Israel, 5S0, tod ed,).
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Ex, Lv, and Nu (all in passages belonging to P) in

connexion with the ritual of the various sacrifices.

It most- nearly corresponds to our ‘lamb,’ being
very frequently employed with the qualification
4 of the first year 5 (n^-p lit. ‘son of a year 5

). In
a number of passages the Revisers have sought to

bring out more clearly the distinction between
the masc. and the fern, forms by rendering kehes

more uniformly ‘he -lamb’ (as opp. to kihsdh
‘ewe-lamb/ Nu 614 etc.), see Nu 283ff

* 29211
-,

Lv 1418, »
2. n'7 seh, which strictly denotes ‘ a head of small

cattle
5
(pte), i.c. a sheep or a goat, and therefore

lacks the precision of kebes (cf. Ex 12fi £ Your [Pass-

over] lamb (rfy) shall be without blemish, a male of

the first year, ye shall take it from the sheep (w?J>)
or from the goats ’). In a few passages our EV
have ‘sheep’ where, as in Ex ISP just quoted, the
context points to ‘lamb 5

as the more appropriate
rendering, so e.g. Lv 22'27

.

3, *13 Icar, perhaps a ho-lamb at a stage inter-

mediate between the kebes and the
9

ayil fe) or
ram. Karim are mentioned as delicacies I)t 3214

,

Am 64, as coveted spoil 1 S 15{)

,
and as tribute

Is 161
,
2 K 34 (Mesha’s to the king of Israel ; cf.

RVm and Comm . in loo.).

In three passages of the Greek translation the
obscure word tvptyp kMtah is wrongly translated

‘lambs’ (see art. Kksitaii).
Wo have seen how frequently lambs are men-

tioned in connexion with the sacrifices of the
Priests’ Code. Of these may be singled out the
daily morning and evening sacrifice—the tdmid
of later Judaism ; of. I)n 8nff- and Mishna^amw,*—
at each of which ‘ a male of the first year, without
spot,

5 was offered (Ex 2988ff
*, Nu 28 8lr

*) ; the Sabbath
when the number of lambs was doubled

(Nu 28f)f
*) ; the sacrifices at the great festivals such

as Pentecost, when nine lambs in all were offered,

and Booths, when the daily number rose to four-

teen (Nu 291M% but seven only on the eighth day,

v.M ). To a different category belong the mother’s

offering of a lamb after childbirth (Lv 12°), and the

leper’s of ‘ two lie-lambs and one owe-lamb of the

first year 5 (Lv 1410ir
*). Eor the special case of the

Passover lamb, see art. Passover.
"Hie flesh of the lamb was naturally esteemed a

delicacy among the Hebrews as elsewhere (Dt 3214,

Am 04 ; also 2 S I28fr% Nathan’s parable of the ewe-

lamb). It was forbidden, however, to kill a lamb
till it was a week old (Ex 22:1

°, Lv 2227), and even

then the dam and her offspring must not he killed

on the same day (Lv 2228
). %

It was inevitable that so familiar and character-

istic a creature as the lamb should supply Hebrew
writers with a variety of figures. Thus the gam-
bolling of lambs in the spring-time suggests itself

to the author of the Book of Wisdom as a suitable

figure for the exuborant and praiseful joy of the

Hebrews on the occasion of the exodus from Egypt
(Wis 19®

;

cf. a similar figure in'Mai 42 [Heb. 320
]).

In Hebrew, as in other literatures, the lamb
is the symbol of innocence and gentleness, as

opposed to cunning and ferocity. ‘ What fellow-

ship,
5 asks bon-Sira, ‘hath the wolf with the

iamb! 5
(Sir 1317 ; cf. Horace, Dpod. iv. 1) ;

yet one

of the most striking features of the Messianic age

is the cessation of this hereditary antipathy, when
Hho wolf shall dwell with the lamb 5

(Is 11®
; cf.

68®*). The lambs are the special object of the

Messiah’s care (Is 40u ert^ep teld’tm, ftpms). In the

spirit of this prophecy we find that ‘ feed my lambs 5

(rk Apvla pov) was part of the Master’s threefold

charge to Peter (Jn 211B
).

The lamb as the synonym of guileless innocence

and gentleness, further, is appropriated by Jere-

miah, who, all unsuspicious of the wiles of his

enemies, describes himself as ‘a gentle lamb’

(Jer ll19 RY), a figure repeated in the familiar
portrait of the suffering Servant of J", who is also
portrayed ‘ as a lamb that is led to the slaughter

5

(Is 537 RV).* The influence of the latter passage
in shaping the Messianic Hope of Judaism cannot
he over-estimated. Thus it is generally admitted
that it, above all, was in the Baptist’s mind when
he pointed to our Lord with the words, ‘Behold
the Lamb of God + (6 dfivbs rod 6eov) which taketh
away the sin of the world 5

(Jn l39 - SG
; cf. Ac 882 ).

It is not impossible, however, that there may also
ho included a reference to the lamb of the daily
sacrifice and even to the lamb of the approaching
Passover (see Westcott, in loc.), since the writer of
the Fourth Gospel beyond a doubt declares the
Saviour upon the cross to be the true Paschal
Lamb (see esp. Jn 1986

;
cf. for St. Paul 1 Co 57 ).

This expiatory aspect of our Saviour’s death is also

emphasized by St. Peter in his application to Christ
of the technical attributes of the sacrificial victim,
‘ a lamb without blemish and without spot ’(IP
l 19 ; cf. Ritschl, Die christl. Lehre v. d. Keehtfer-
tigwng\ 1882, ii. 176, 177).

There remains the oft-recurring (twenty-seven
times) symbol of the Book of Revelation, in which
our Lord is figured as the ‘ Lamb ’ (note dpvLov

throughout, not &p,v6s), first introduced in 5° ‘as

though it had been slain
5
(dpvlov . . . iaupaygivov).

This is not the least striking of the points of con-

tact-even though the terms used are not identical

—between the Apocalypse and the Fourth Gospel
(see the latest commentary, Bousset, Die Offen-
barung Johannis, 189G, p. 206), and in so far

supports the opinion of those who seek the source
of the apocalyptic symbol in the Paschal Lamb
rather than in Is 53^ (for the whole question see

the commentaries and works on NT theology).

The lamb in early Christian symbolism is beyond
the limits of a Dictionary of the Bible (see art.

Lamb in Smith’s Diet . of Christian Antiquities ).

A. R. S. Kennedy.
LAME, LAMENESS—See Medicine.

LAMECH (rio), MpexYX—1. A descendant of

Cain, Gn 418ff
- (J). He is said to have married two

wives, Adah and Zillah (v. 19 the first mention of

polygamy in the Bible), the former of whom became
the mother of Jabal and Jubal, the latter of Tubal -

cain (v. 20ff
-), Legend ascribed to Lamech the fol-

lowing somewhat enigmatical utterance, which
has been preserved by J in poetical form :

—

* Adah and Zillah, hear my voice

;

Ye wives of Lamech, hearken unto my speech

;

For I slay (have slain?) a man for wounding me,
And a young- man for bruising- me.
If Cain shall be avenged sevenfold,'

Truly Lamech shall be avenged seventy and sevenfold.'

The above is frequently called ‘the sword-lay,

being supposed to oe a glorification by Lamech oi

the weapons forged by his son Tubal-cain, by the

aid of wnich he can defy his enemies and defend
himself, instead of having to look, like Cain, to

God for protection. This is the generally accepted

interpretation of modern scholars (those who are

curious to make acquaintance with Jewish and

* The terms are different, however, in the original : in

Jer liw, rty in Is 53L

f Of. also the pseudepigraphio work, The Testaments of the

Twelve Patriarchs

:

* Honour Judah and Levi, for from them
shall arise for you the lamb of God (o «,pvas rod Osod), saving all

nations by grace ' (Test. Josephi 19).

X Dillm. and Holzinger agree (against Budde) that the name
•p 1

? is unintelligible from Hebrew, but that Arabic may give

the meaning juvenis robustus. Ball (‘Genesis,* in SPOT),
following Hommel (PSBA, March 1893), considers Lamech ‘to

be an easy adaptation of Bab. La/mga, “the Servant” (of

Merodach), another title of Sin, synonymous with Ubara in the

name Ubara-tutuy
“ vassal of Merodach,” the (or rather

’Qxuprw) of Berosus, and father of &erov6po«, the hero of the

Flood, who corresponds to the Hebrew Noah.'
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patristic fancies may refer to Smith’s DB, s.

‘Lamech’), and there can he little doubt that it is

mainly correct. Wellhauaen
(
Composition d. Ilex.

305), it is true, thinks it is precarious to explain

the lay from its present context, with which it

may have a purely accidental connexion. That is

to say, he sees no necessity for connecting Lamech’s
language with Tubal-caih’s invention, but would
recognize in it only apiece of characteristic Oriental

bravado (the calling m of the wives is characteristic

too, parallels being found amongst the Arabs)
uttered by one clan (or chieftain) against another.

Holzinger substantially accepts Wellhausen’s ex-

planation.

2. A descendant of Seth and father of Noah,
Gn 5251 - 28 * aof

* (P), 1 Ch la . From the coincidence of

the names Lamech and Enoch in the Cainite

genealogy of J (Gn 4) and the Sethite genealogy
of P (ch. 5), as well as the very close resemblance
between a number of other names in the two lists,

it is generally held that we have before us two
recensions of one and the same list, the object of

the one being to trace the descent of the human
race to an ancestor called Cain, the other to one
called Seth. Dclitzsch, while opposing this, agrees
with Wellhausen, that, together with tin*, genealogy
416“22 terminating in Lamech and his three sons,

there was in the Jahwistic document another
genealogy which started from Adam and termin-
ated in Noah and his three sons, and that this has
been displaced by the genealogy of P (ch. 5).

Wellh. linds the conclusion of J’s narrative in 5““,

its opening perhaps in 4r5t\

Literature,—Buttmann, Mythology#, i. 152 IT.
; Buddo, Bib.

U'rgeacMchte, 102, UiOff.
;
Wellh. Comp. 5, 305 ; Kucnen, llexa-

tench (Macmillan), 252 ; Rouhh, A

T

213 f. ;
Kindt 1

,
ZATW (1804),

2^,3, 205 If.; Comm, of Del., Dillm., and Holzinger, ad loo.

J. A. SBLBIBJ.

LAMED
(7 ). —The twelfth letter of the Hebrew

alphabet, and as such employed in the 1 H)th Psalm
to designate the liith part] each verse of which
begins with this letter. In this Dictionary it is

transliterated by L

LAMENTATION.— See Mourning.

LAMENTATIONS, Book of—consists of five

poems, whose subject is the sufferings of Judah
and Jerusalem during the siege and subsequent to
the capture of tho city by the Ohnldmans (R.O.
586). The description of the woes of the people
is interspersed with confessions of sin, exhortations
to repentance, and supplications for a return of
the divine favour.

I. Name and place in the Canon.—In Hebrew
Bibles the title of the book, taken from its opening
word, is ’Ekhah (n^ = Howl). Another name,
which occurs in the Massorotic subscription and in
the Talmud and Kabbinieui literature, is Kinfith
(mpj?), to which correspond the Oprjvoc of the Sept,
and the Threni, Lamentations, Larmnta of
Jerome and the Fathers. In tho Hob. Canon
(according to Gorman MSS) the hook is placed
among the KUhftbhlm or Hagiographa, and forms
one of the five Megillfith or Kolls (Canticles, liuth,
Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, Esther). These were
read in the Synagogue service on stated occasions
every year, Lamentations on the 9th of Ab, the
anniversary of the destruction of the temple. In
the Sept, as in the Eng. Bible, Lamentations im-
mediately follows Jeremiah. That this was not tho
position in which the Sept, translators found it,

is held by some to be proved by the circumstance,
noted by Nfildoke, that the trtt of tho two books is
not from the same hand, Jer being a compara-
tively free rendering of tho original, while Lamenta-
tions is rigorously literal and marked by numerous
Hebraisms. When the latter book attained to its

present position in the Alex, (’anon, it came to be

regarded more and more as an appendage to its

predecessor, until Jeremiah-Lamentations could be

reckoned a single book like Judges Hut h. Thus

result was reached all the more readily in some
quarters owing to a fancy for reckoning the

canonical books of tin* Od as twenty- two, the

number of letters in the II eh. alpha bet. (See

Kyle, Canon of the 0 7', 219 fM and Wildeboer,

Entstehung dot A T Kanons, 76 f.).

II. Structure of the Book.- -The first four

chapters are acrostic, poems, of which the first,

the second, and the fourth contain each 22 verses

which open with tho Hob. letters in succession.

Eli. 3 contains 66 versos, and each letter is re-

peated thrice, having three successive verses

assigned to it. Ch. 5 is not acrostic, but con-

tains 22 versos. In chs. I and 2 the verses consist

of three members, in 4 of only two, while in 3

each verse has but a single member. It is the

division of these members, however, which char-

acterizes tho four poems we are discussing. The
Jyt'nah or elegy is marked by a peculiar rhythm
which differentiates it from ordinary Hebrew
poetry. Do Wotto, Koil, Ewald, and others helped

to elucidate tho nature and laws of tho elegiac

measure, hut to Buddo belongs the merit of having,

thoroughly investigated and explained the sub-

ject. His conclusions are. set forth mainly in an
essay in the ZATW (1882, pp. I 52 j ; hut the

Eng. reader will find all that is essential in an
interesting art icle contributed by the same author
to the JS

rnn World- (March 1893), under the I file

‘The Folk-Song of Israel in the mouth of the

Prophets.’
Tliocharaetorist ic feat urns of the elegiac measure

arc that each verse-member (there may be one or

more members in averse) in divided by a raw tint

into two unequal parts, of which the second in the
shorter (the proportion is generally 3 :2i, and that

this second part, instead of
^

balancing and re

inforcing the first, as is usual in the Hein poetry,

is frequently an imperfect echo of it, or not

parallel in thought to it. (See Drivers fJJV H

458). Buddo has proved that this was the strain

affected by the * mourning women ’ in their

lamentations for (ho dead. In Jer 9 t?
,
where

these are summoned to utter a dirge, the 1 limp-

ing verse,’ as Buddo calls it,, is introduced with
great efibet (vv. ]S,# al *

"*) alternately with the ordi

nary evenly-moving verso. There are numerous
other instances of its occurrence in the OT, of

which we may cite, the magnificent passage Is M*h 'w

(ode on the king of Babylon), H/.k 19, and Am 5y
(ttf,

Driver’s note on this last passage). The prophets
seem to haves adopted this measure whenever they
desired to make an unusually deep impression.
It is obvious that all the associations connected
with it rendered its employment in Lamentations
specially suitable. 4 The singer or singers em-
ployed this versification because it afforded them
the surest way of putting their listeners into a
mood corresponding to their melancholy utter-
ances. High and low, learned and unlearned, old
and young, man and woman, all understood this
melody, all felt themselves transported by it to
the bier of their relatives or neightwmrs, arid were
carried away by it to bewail their people, their
city, themselves

’
(Buddo), Tho plaintive melan-

choly cadence can be fully appreciated only in the
original Hebrew* but its efleet can be approxi-
mately reproduced even in English, Take m am
example P—

.

1 Her adversaries are become the head,
Her enemies prosper

;

For the Lord hath afflicted her
For the multitude <4 her tran«ffrM«toM *

Her young children arc gone into captivity
Before tho adversary.*
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lit is greatly to be regretted that this peculiar

rhythm is not exhibited in the KV, although in

Kautz,sch’s AT it is reproduced very effectively in

German by Baethgen).
The text of Lamentations is in some instances

corrupt, and it is not easy to bring every verse
under Budde’s scheme. Still, not a little success

has been achieved by this critic and others in

restoring the original text of the Ifclnah. See,

further, art. Poetry.
From all this it is evident that in poems such

as those that make up Lamentations we have no
simple spontaneous outburst of grief, but the
result of conscious effort and of not a little

technical skill. While oh. 5 is not in the JCinah
measure (it is only accidentally that vv. 2* :f * 14

conform to it), something of the same effect is

produced by the assonances (u, nu, arm
,

an a,

%nu> unu\ which recur 44 times (Keuss), and to

which there is no parallel in the OT except in

Ps 124.

III. Analysis of the Contents.—Each of the
live poems is complete in itself, and forms a well-

rounded whole, independent alike of its pre-

decessor and its successor. This was admitted
oven by Eicbhorn, who ascribed all the live to

Jeremiah, but held that they were composed by
the prophet at different times and when in dif-

ferent moods. Attempts have indeed been made
to trace a progress either in the historical situation

(de Wette), or in the thoughts (Ewald), from one
chapter to another. The former failed completely
to accomplish his self-imposed task, and the scheme
of the latter can be carried through only by dis-

covering in the Lamentations features that are

absent and ignoring others that are present.

Ewald certainly lays himsolf open to the sarcastic

romark of Tlionius, that upon such principles a
connexion could be established between the most
disparate elements in the world. Let any careful

student judge whether it is correct to say with
Ewald that chs. 1 and 2 contain the bitterest

and, as yet, hopeless complaints ; that in ch, 3,

which is the turning-point, the poet reaches comfort

at least for himself ; that in ch. 4 lamentation
indeed recurs, but now the people break in with
the language of prayer and hope ; while in ch. 5

we have nothing but prayer, ollored by the whole
community, whose tone is sad indeed, yet com-
posed amt hopeful. No doubt Ewald exhibits

here an attractive model from which the author

or authors might have worked, but they have
not done so. Nay, so far from there being any
traceable connexion betweon the different poems,
it is no easy matter sometimes to discover con-

necting links between the verses of the same poem.
The truth is that the nature of the subject did not

readily admit of logical development, and it may
have been partly for this reason and as a mne-
monic device that the acrostic scheme was adopted
in the lirst four chapters (its absence in ch. 5 has

never been satisfactorily explained). In chs. 2

and 4 the verses have the firmest, in 1 and 5 the

loosest connexion. In the light of the foregoing

remarks it will be understood that the following

scheme of analysis, which is mainly Lehr’s, is

largely provisional

Ch. 1 contains two divisions—(os) vv. 1'ub spoken

by the poet (with the exception of 9c
) ;

(b) vv. 110"22

spoken by the city (with the exception of 17
).

The ever-recurring themes are the^ abandonment
of the city by lier allies, the distress of her

inhabitants, the pride of the enemy, In v. 8 there

is already a confession that Jerusalem has been

justly punished for her sins, and in 90 already a

cry to God, which is repeated in no
. In vv. 12’16

,

where the city is supposed to speak, we have an

appeal to passers-by, to whom under a variety of

figures the misery of Zion is described In v. 17

the poet suddenly speaks again in his own person,
but m vv. 18 * 19 it is once more the city that appeals
to all peoples, and in vv. 20-22 addresses a prayer to

J" to execute vengeance on the foes who had
gloried {n Jerusalem’s misfortunes.
In ch. 2 the situation reminds us of Jer 1415"18.

There are two main divisions—(a) vv. 1"12
. The

daughter of Zion has been crushed down by the
judgment of J", all her political glory has faded,
her temple has been destroyed, the city and its

inhabitants have suffered alike. The agonies of

the siege, the despair of the citizens, the terrible

scenes due to famine, are realistically depicted

;

(6) wJs-22
% The poet turns to the people with

mingled warnings and consolation. The sin of

Jerusalem, especially of her false prophets, and
the scorn that has overtaken the latter, are held

up to view ; the nation is invited to turn to J" in

supplication (vv. 18* 19
), and it responds in the prayer

of vv. 29-22
.

Ch. 3 is the most important from a religious point

of view, and is also constructed with the most art.

It differs from the other chapters in being spoken in

the 1st person singular, although we should perhaps
understand the 4

1 ’ not of an individual, but of

the people collectively, after the manner of Pss 31.

34. 35. 51, and many of the later psalms.* The
chapter may be arranged under three divisions.

{a) vv. 1"18 touchingly describe the utter desolation

of the people, but at the mention of God in v. 18 a
ray of hope darts into the soul of the speaker, who
after the parenthetical passage (vv. 19"21

)
passes on

to fulfil in ( b ) a didactic function (vv. 22"® 1
). The

inexhaustible compassion of God is insisted upon,

the purposes of grace which He may have in His
visitation are suggested, all tending to enforce the

call to repentance, (c) In w. 62-54 there is a return

to the tone of complaint, which soon passes, how-
ever, into joyful confidence (vv. 65"68

) that God will

hear and deliver, while vv. 69'66 breathe a prayer

for vengeance on the nation’s foes. (As to the

interpretation of vv. 5Cff
* and the question of a

prccative perfect, see Ewald’s Heb. Syntax, Ken-
nedy’s tr. p. 15 ; Driver’s Heb. Tenses 3

, pp. 14, 25 ;

Davidson’s Heb. Syntax
, p. 63).

Ch. 4 closely resembles in structure ch. 3.

There are two main divisions, the first of which
falls into two subdivisions, (a) Vv. 1"11

, of which
vv. 1 "8 exactly balance vv. 7"11

. The fry of the

one is parallel to the of the other ; in both

sections there is a description of the sufferings

occasioned by famine, ana a tracing of these to

the anger of J" (v.12,
which breaks the connexion,

probably owes its origin simply to the necessities

of the acrostic scheme). In (b) there are three

subdivisions—(1) vv. 18"16 treat of the sin and the

punishment of the priests and the prophets
; (2)

vv. 17* 20 of the sin and the punishment of the Idng

and his courtiers, who looked in vain to Egypt for

help ; (3) vv. 21 * 22 address a word of threatening to

Edom and of comfort to Israel.

Ch. 5, like ch. 1, is wanting in consecutive

thought. It opens with a prayer that J" would
look upon the reproach of His people, which
is described from a variety of points of view

(vv. 2"18
). Zion’s desolation suggests, by way of

contrast, J"’s abiding power, upon the ground
of which the poet repeats his appeal for help

(vv. 20 "22
). The last verse being considered one

of ill omen, the Jews were accustomed in read-

ing to repeat after it the preceding verse. For a

similar reason the same usage was followed in

* So Calov, Hupfeld, Reuss, Cheyne, Smend (see esp. ZATW.
1882, p. 62 ff.). On the other hand, Budde (Klagelieder

, 921)
contends for the individual sense of the *1/ by which he
supposes the author of the poem to have intended an eye

witness (most likely Jeremiah) of the destruction of Jerusalem
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connexion with the last verse of Isaiah, TVfalachi,

and Ecclesiastes.

IV. Authorship.—Both in Jewish and in Chris-

tian circles a tradition has long pievaded that
the hook was written by Jeremiah. We will

examine—
>

*

(a) The External Evidence . — While the Hcb.
Bihleis silent as to the authorship of Lamentations,
it is otherwise with the Sept., where the hook opens
thus : koX iyivero perk rb aix^dhooTLcrO^vai rhv AcrpaijX

ml ’lepovcrak^ii tyrjfiooOyjvcu iMurev ’lepcplas tcXaltor

ml iOpr)rr}(r€P rhv Opijvop rodrop iirl 'lepowa'Xtyfjt, ml
ehrev ( * And it came to pass, after Israel was led

into captivity and Jerusalem laid waste, that
Jeremiah sat weeping, and lamented with this

lamentation over Jerusalem, and said’). Tt has
been urged that these words, which sound like

the rendering of a Heb. original, imply a notice

to the above effect in the Hob. MS from which the
Sept, translator worked. The Vulg. opens with
words which reproduce in Lat. the above Gr. sen-

tence, with the additional phrase et amaro ammo
mspirans et efulans, and these words in italics

imply, ace. to some, the existence of yet another
Heb. original. In eh. 5, moreover, Vulg. has the
heading Oratio Jeremice prophetm. The super-
scription of the hook in Posh, also supports the
same tradition.

There are, however, two circumstances that
greatly weaken the force of the above evidence.
Firstly, the absence of any allusion to Jeremiah
in the MT would be utterly inexplicable if such a
notice as occurs in the Sept, had ever stood in

the Hebrew. As every student knows, it was
far more the tendency of copyists to add than to
suppress. Secondly, the place of the book in the
Heb. Canon, not attached to Jor, bub included
among the KUMhMm, is hard to reconcile with
its prophetic authorship. As Driver remarks,
at least three centuries separated the Sept, from
Jeremiah, and its notice quoted above may ho
merely an inference founded on the general re-

semblance of tone which the Lamentations exhibit
to such passages as Jer 818-9, 14-15, and on the
reference assumed to bo contained in 3U 6S“M to
incidents in the prophet's life (Jer 207 It
was doubtless a similar feeling that gave rise to
the extraordinary conflate reading r$ AavlS *Upe-
ju,lov, which is the title in some MBS of Ps 137
(Cheync). According to Lbhr and Gorlaeh, the ml
tytvero, etc., of the Sept, was written in order
to connect Lamentations with the prophecies of
Jeremiah, probably at the time when it was an
object to reduce the number of books in the Canon
to twenty-two. It need scarcely be added that
the statements of the Fathers, the superscription in
the Targum, and the citations from the Talmud, I

have no independent value as evidence in regard
to the authorship.
There has been much discussion as to the

meaning of 2 Ch 35 s* * And Jeremiah lamented
for Josiah, and all the singing men and singing
women spake of Josiah in their lamentations unto
this day, and they made them an ordinance in
Israel, and behold they are written in the lamenta-
tions, The question is whether the words we
have italicized refer to our book of Lamentations.
If so, we should have a tradition as early as the
days of the Chronicler (c. B.CL 250) in favour of
Jeremiah’s authorship of at least a portion of its
contents. Thonius answers the above question in
the negative, holding that the Kindth referred
to were a collection of lamentations for the dead
sung on the occasion of the burial of the kings
of Judah. In this collection Jeremiah’s lament
for Josiah may easily have had a place, but our
book never formed part of it. On the other
band, a great many of the leading OT scholars

of the day understand the Chronicler to refer

to the canonical hook of Lamentation*. Lohr

offers three reasons lor this conclusion; (1) it< is

hard to believe that there were ext suit other

lament at ions by Jeremiah outside the Canon; (2)

the <'lmmidh*r' might readily have referred such

passages as La 2° and <P to Josiah
; (B) an un-

critical writer like the. Chronicler might easily

have committed a blunder into which Jos. {Ant,

X, i. 5) probably and Jerome ceitainiy fell The
words ol the latter in commenting on Zee 12n are,

‘super quo (Josia) lanumtalionesyeripsit Jemmas,
qmc leguntur in Ecclcsia et se.ripsisse cum Para-

lipomenon testatur liber.’ The same interpreta-

tion of the Phronicler’s language is supported by

Nbldeke, Cornill, Wildeboer, \V. It. Smith, and
Buddo.* If H bo correct, it gives us a testimony

in favour of Jeremiah’s connexion with Lament a-

tions, dating from about the same period, nod en-

titled to much the same consideration as the testi-

mony of the Bepfc. which we have just examined*

As the external evidence is* manifestly iimuUL

cient to decide the question, we are thrown buck
upon—

(It) The Internal Evidence,—At the first glance

this may seem to bo in favour of Jeremiahs
authorship, which has been strongly maintained

by Keil and others, Tim verdict oi modern criti-

cism, however, is given for the most. part, against

the traditional view. The undoubted affinities of

all the live chapters with Jer (see a list of simi-

larities in Driver, LOT" 4i\2d) are recognized by
critics of all schools, but are explained an the

ground that this prophet’s works were the favourite

study of the author or authors of Lamentations,
who* were in such sympathy with his spirit that
the hook might bts entitled ‘Lamentations of the
sons of Jeremiah ’ (Ohoyue).
There are several passages which militate

against Jer.’s authorship. La (• Her prophets
find no vision from the LokiP) might almost be

pronounced decisive. In this same verse, more-
over, fmj is used in a special sense which meets us
for the first time in Kzk 12®7* A number of other

instances arc cited by Comill (EmleitA 247) where
the language shows such a dependence upon
Kzeldel (who did not publish his prophecies before

n.O. 570), that Jeremiah’s authorship seems out
of the question. La 4 17 does not sound like the
language of Jeremiah, who never shared the hopes
of those who looked for help to Egypt. La 4 4*

could hardly bo spoken of Zedokiah by one who
judged him as Jeremiah did* (Tin. 1 and 5 imply
an acquaintance with Deutero- Isaiah, while ch, 3
contains echoes of the later psalms and ol Job
(which probably dates at the earliest from the
Exile). In his Job and Koltmon

t
Obeyno adduces

the following parallels with the latter book •—

La 37* # =aJob W, La 3Wob 30s* La 3**«Job 10«*
La 313, 14*Job 7 s* 16la* u

, La 3*’*«Job 30*. The
dependence of the elegies upon Job is more likely
than the converse supposition.
A circumstance that may have some bearing on

the question of authorship, is that the order of

the letters v and u is different in elm. 2-4 from
what it is in ch. 1. In the latter the normal ordei
is followed, in the other three chapters is precedes
V (a phenomenon which occurs also in the correct
text of Ps 34 as well as in Pr 31 faccording to the
LXX], probably also in Ps 91, ami, according to

:

Bickell, in Nan 1 j ol Budde, Ktmdimhr, 701)*
Even if we suppose, with Thonius, Kwaid, Nilgais-
bach, and others, that at one time the order of
the Heb, alphabet was not definitely fixed, it is

* Budde points out, however, that the Ohrontolar does not
attribute all five poems to Jeremiah, hut apparently only one of
them, the other four being assigned to the ‘singing nuiri and
singing women ’ (KlagelUdert p, 78).
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hardly likely that one and the same author would
have followed different orders in two successive

poems. This would indicate, then, that at least

ch. 1 is from a different hand from chs. 2-4.

In regard to the linguistic aspect of the ques-

tion, it may bo mentioned that Lijhr (ZATW,

1894, Heft 1 ; cf. Driver, LOT0 463) subjects the
vocabulary of Jeremiah and of Lamentations to a
comparison, the result of which is that while the
words common to both are four times as numerous
as those found only in Lamentations, yet the latter

contains a great many words not found in Jere-

miah. These words, moreover, are without ex-

ception important, while the common use of words
like it’s or p, of course, proves nothing as to com-
munity of authorship (e.g, for w, which occurs

in La'2ls - iy 49 518
,

is unknown to Jer). Many of

the above considerations tell not only against

Jeremiah’s authorship but against

—

V. The Unity of the Book.-—While there is

comparative agreement amongst modern critics

that Jeremiah is not the author, there has been
much diversity of opinion as to the number of

authors whose work is to be traced in the book.

W. R. Smith argued strongly that the book is

a unity (art.
4 Lamentations r

in Encycl. Brit. 9
),

but the prevailing tendency at present is decidedly

adverse to this opinion. It is pretty generally

agreed that at least ch. 3 is by a different and
later hand than the rest of the book. Budde
formerly (ZATW, 1882) agreed with Stade, who
is content to go this length, and who assigns L 2.

4. 5 to a single author. Tlienius holds 2 and 4

to be Jeremiah’s, while L 3. 5 are assigned each

to a separate author. A considerable number of

modern critics divide the book into three groups

in the following chronological order (2 and 4)

(1 and 6) (3). This, which was the scheme of

NOldeko, has gained the adherence of Lohr,

Cornill, Wildeboer, and now (Klagelieder, 1898,

pp, 74 ff.) substantially of
_
Budde.* Another

arrangement of the book is that of Clieyne

(Jeremiah in 4 Mon of the Bible’ series), which also

recognizes three groups (I. 2. 4) (3) (5). On this

question criticism haw not yet spoken the last

word.
VI. Place and Date of Composition.—Upon

these two points there are differences of opinion

even amongst those who support Jeremiah’s

authorship of the book. The freshness of the

pictures has often been adduced as an argument

lor an early date. It may be said, however, that

while there is something that appeals to the

imagination in the old picture of the faithful

prophet sitting down to lament the fate of the

city which had turned a deaf ear to his warn-

ings, it is a psychological improbability that a

man of Jeremiah’s spirit should have turned out

acrostic poems, and especially such a laboured

work of art as ch. 3 amidst blackened ruins where

the fire had hardly cooled, and in streets where

the blood had hardly dried. Hence, even if the

poems were Ms, we should have to think of a

relatively late date for their composition, when

the bitterness of the moment had given place to

calm reflection. (With this tallies 520
4 so long

time*). Thenius, who regarded 2 and 4 as genuine

productions of Jeremiah, dated the one at about

B.c. 581 (prior to the third deportation after the

murder of Gedaliah), and the other at a later

period, during the prophet’s sojourn in Egypt.

Lohr formerly fixed upon 550 as an approximate

date for the completion of the book. This would

* Who assigns chs. 2 and 4 to an

the calamities they describe, datei

hands) about 680 (or later) and 66

the date of ch. 8 much later, in

the 3rd cent. B.c.

eye-witness (not Jeremiah) of

3 chs. 1 and 6 (from different

-0 respectively, while he fixes

the pre-Maccabeean period in

allow sufficient time to account for the references
to Ezekiel. In a later work (1893) Lohr is willing
to come down as late as 530, hut objects to a
post-exilic date, because he holds that the Ifinah
measure, although found in Deutero-Isaiah, can-
not be traced in any post-exilic work (not occur-
ring in Hag, Zee, Mai, Jl, or Jon). Wildeboer
finds nothing in the contents of the book to compel
us to fix upon the close of the Exile as the ter-

minus ad quern for the publication of Lamenta-
tions. Some of the elegies might well have been
composed in Babylon by an exile who did not
share the sanguine expectations of Deutero-Isaiah,
or even in Judsea by one who had returned with
Zerubbabel in 536. Wildeboer thinks, however,
that the latest possible date is 516, the year when
the rebuilding ot the temple was finished. But if

the possibility of Lamentations being post-exilic is

admitted, some plausibility must be conceded to
Oheyne’s suggestion (Founders of OT Criticism,

356) that as the church of the second temple
composed its own psalms, it is far from impossible
that it preferred to indite fresh elegies for use on
the old fast-days. There were details enough in

the historical books to enable a poet possessed

of dramatic imagination to draw the pictures in

Lamentations. The tone of the book, however, is

inconsistent with the contention of Fries (ZATW,
1893), that chs. 4 and 5 belong to so late a period

as that of the Maccabees. This is conclusively

proved by Lohr (ZATW, 1894), who exhibits the
complete contrast between the Maccabsean Psalms,
where the people protest that they suffer in spite

of their innocence, and the Bk. of Lamentations,
which confesses throughout that the nation’s

suffering is due to the nation’s sin.
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LAMP (T$i>, X&xyo$, Xa/xrds ).

—

The first of these

words is trd
4 torch ’ in Nah 24 and Zee 126

(AV and
RV) ; and in Gn 1517,

Jg 710
,
Job 4I 19

,
Ezk l18 the

same trn is adopted byRV in place of 4 lamp * of AY.
The other Heb. word, as well as the Gr. Xafxir&s,*

may mean torch likewise, but is more properly

lamp, with oil and wick, as in the description of the

golden candlestick (Ex 2581
’87

) of the tabernacle,

and those made by Solomon for the tempi© (2 Ch
420. an which were kept burning all night (Ex 30T* 8

,

Lv 242).
The common lamps of Pal. were of terra-cotta,

as we have abundant evidence from the numerous
specimens found in all parts. Glass lamps of Egyp.
or Phoen. make might have been known, and bronze

lamps are not infrequently found. Very little is

known of the lamps used in Egypt. Herod, (ii. 62)

describes them as flat saucers filled with a mixture

of salt and oil, on the top of which floated the
wick. The oldest form of lamp found in Pal. is not

unlike that described by Herodotus. It is like a
shallow saucer, the rim of which, on one side, is

pinched together, forming a narrow channel through
which the wick passed (see Fig. 1). TMs style is

* Bee under art. Lantern.
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called Pham., and is found in the tombs and ruins
of the oldest cities in Phtemeia and Palestine
(PEFtS7, 1893, p, 14 ;

and Bliss, Mound of Many
Cities, p. 87). The more common forms are oblong,
but not open like the above. There is a saucer-
like depression in the upper surface, at the bottom
of which there is an on lice for the admission of
the oil into the lamp, and another opening at the

Fio. 1,

extremity for the admission of the wick. At the
opposite end there is often a small handle (see
Pigs. 2 and 3 : Pig, 3 is bronze). Sometimes the
form is circular, an open saucer-shape, with a
smaller saucer inverted in the larger (see Pig. 4).

This form of lamp, especially No, 2,* with or with-
out the handle, is called Roman, and was doubtless

Fig. 2.

commonly used in the time of Christ, and is most
probably the kind referred to in the parable of
the Ten Virgins (Mt 25). They hold little oil, and
would soon need replenishing. The peasants of
Syria and Pal use these lamps still, although petro-
leum has in most places taken the place of olive oil

for lighting. An open glass or terra-cotta cup with

Fig. 3.

a piece of rag for a wick is often seen in the poorer
peasants’ houses, and this they frequently keep
* S®e an interesting paper by F6re Lagrange in llev. MhMqm

(Oct. 1808) on.two Pal. lamps to which his attention was called
by Clormont-Oarmeau. These are figured in the Revue.

LANDMARK

burning all night. The people, of t he count ry do
not like to sleep without some light in tin*

and a dim one furnished by such a lamp suil s ( heir

purpose. In illuminations at weddings and on
feast-days this open style of lamp is much cm
ployed.

' The wick used is a small one drawn

Fto.
4.

j

through a niece of cork and left to float mi the
j

surface of the oil.
^ j

Lamps appear to have been kept burning before
\

the t('.mphun> (images of ancestors
)

;

hence the I

words ‘uk) lamp of the wicked is put out' (dob IK*
1

j

21 n ) may have originally meant that t he wicked
J

shall have no male descendants to fulfil this duty
!

of placing a lamp before his image (so Seliwally, !

Lehen nui'h dem /Wr, *40). 11. Poirnm,*
j

LAMPSACUS ( l Mac LY*K Vm). See

S

amps, vmm.

LANCE,—See Speak.

LANCETS (nips 1 K 18®**).— A mistaken corm-
tion in modern edd. of the original reading of the
AV of Kil l,

4 lancers/ %m * lances/ properly spears 1

used for hurling. Both forms of the word are
j

old, Dauncetis’ being the later Wye li file form in
this passage. AV of Kill adopted the * luiiiiserH

*

of the Bishops* Bible/ spelling it
4 lancers/ how-

ever), and the changejn to ‘ lancets* was not made
before 1702* (T, Scrivener*# IniTotiuviitM in iktt

A V
, pp, xlvi, xlviL See Si’KAlt#

W. K, Bahnm,
LAND CROCODILE (Lv Uw KV). -See RiIAMIv-

LEON.

LAND LAWS#—See Law (in OT)and Bamj

a

Tie*a u
Yeah.

LANDMARK (Vo|)*~~An object, such as a stone*
a heap of stones, or a tree with a mark in its
hark, intended to fix Urn limit, of a field, a
farm, or the property of an individual. In
Palestine these landmarks are scrupulously re
speeded

; and in passing along a road or pat)*way
one may observe from time to time a stone placet!
by the edge of the field from which a shallow
furrow has hem ploughed, marking tlm limits of
cultivation of neighbouring proprietors.

]

In order to perpetuate the observance of the
rights indicated by landmarks in t he Mosaic rit uni
a curse is pronounced against the surreptitious

j

removal of a landmark belonging to one’s neigh
hour ( f)fc KM4

, for the meaning of which see 1 driver,
ad loc. ). In Egypt the laud had to lie re*measured
and allotted after each inundation of the Nile, and
boundary-stones placed at the junction of tvw>
properties# A collection of such objects is to be
seen in the Amjricm Room, British Museum.

E. Hex L* I
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LANGUAGE OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.—

L

Nam.cs.-~ (a) The greater part of the Old Test, is
written in the language called by the Assyrians
4 the tongue of the west country 5

(Winckler, Vie K.
I- Sargons, )). 72, 1. 423, etc.)/ by biblical writers
‘the lip of Canaan

’
(Is 19 18

), or
4 Jewish’ (2 K 18a(i * 28

;

of. Neh 13M ), by the Rabbis 4 the Sacred Tongue’
(Sotah, vii. 2, etc.), or 4 the Text ’ as opposed to ‘ the
Targum’ (Bab. Megillah

, 18a, etc.), or 4 the lan-
guage of the Law ’ as opposed to 4 the language of
tho doctors ’ (Weiss, Sindian zur Mischnahsprache

,

p. 9). The Palestinian f Rabbis further apply to it
the term ‘Hebrew’ (Jerus. Megillah

, p. 19, etc.),
and tho absence of this name in the OT can be due
only to accident

;
it is the term regularly em-

ployed by Greek-speaking Jews (lirst occurring, it
would seem, in the Pref. to Sir

; used also by
Josephus, Ant. i. i. 2), and it can only be through
ignorance that Philo substitutes 4 Chaldee’ for it.

The name 4 Hebrew’ was adopted by early Chris-
tian writers (e.g. Ac 2140

), and with the spread of
Christianity it migrated into Asiatic, African,
and European languages

; some of which have also
adopted from the Rabbis the name 4 Sacred Tongue.’

(b) The portions of the OT which are not in
Hebrew are in the language called Aramaic in the
•Bible (2 K 18 s® etc.) and Talmud (Bab. Shabbath,

126, etc.), and not infrequently 4 Targum’ in the
latter (Bab. Megillah

,,
lx.),

4 Syriac ’in the LXX
and sometimes in the Talmud (Jerus. Sotah, vii, 2).
It would seem that tho name 'Chaldee’ does not
belong properly to this language, although the
Aramaeans and Chaldees are sometimes juxtaposed
in old inscriptions (Sennacherib, ed. G. Smith, p.
30). It is probable that the use of the name for
4 Aramaic’ is due to the comparison of Dn l

4 with
24

; and the identification of the two appears in the
notes of Jerome and Ibn Ezra on the latter pas-
sage, though the LXX translator of Dn 211 appears
expressly to avoid it. In Syriac works, probably
through similar reasoning, 4 Chaldee 5

is sometimes
said to moan 4 Old Syriac’ ( Thcs . Syr. s.v. ‘ Kal-
daya 9

); but in very late times the 4 Chaldmans

’

are identified with tho 4

Nestorians,’ probably on
tho ground of their geographical position (Badger,
Nestorians, i. 181; of. Rassam, ‘Biblical Lands,’
in tho Proceedings of the Victoria Institute). In
Aramaic are written (1) Dn 24~728

, (2) certain docu-
ments quoted in Ezr 47-618 and 712’2a

, ostensibly in
their original language

; it is, however, noticeable
that the connecting narrative is also in Aramaic

;

(3) Jer 10u, regarded by some as an interpolation,
while others endeavour to account for the transi-
tion on rhetorical grounds. There are besides
several places in the OT where the writers appear
to lapse into Aramaic, possibly through the fault
of their copyists. In Jos 1525 the adjective
in the name 4 New Razor, ’ is Aramaic ; in 148 an
Aramaic word (Boon) is substituted for the Hebrew
of the word 4 melted ’ in the phrase 4 melted our
heart ’ (cf. Dt P8

). Sporadic cases of words which
are Aramaic both in derivation and grammatical
form occur in Is 3028

, Ezk 242S 33:K)

, Ps 1I61
*
2
, pos-

sibly Job 37 18
,
Dn 11s3

, and elsewhere.
(c) The employment of other languages than

those in the OT does not exceed the quotation of

isolated words and phrases, or calling attention to
varieties of nomenclature. Besides the Aramaic
equivalent for Gilead cited in Gn 31 47

,
Egyptian is

quoted ib. 4148 * 48 (JE), Moabite Dt2n, Ammonite
w. v. 20

,
Sidonian and Amorite ib. 39,

Tyrian 1 K
918, Persian (?) Est 87, Babylonian (?) Dn 46

,
per-

* Doltach (Bandwbrterbuah, s.v. * &ilani *) suggests that
Hittito is meant her®. It would seem, however, that the words
are easily explicable as Oanaanitish (cf. Jer 2214), and B.
Meissner (Nodi dnmal dm Bit ffillmi, 1893) thinks this does
not admit of a doubt.

t In the Babylonian Gemara nay at any rate sometimes
means a foreign language, e.g. Shabbath, 115a,

haps Philistian Is 26
. Moreover, it may be observed

that, in speaking of dignitaries, biblical writers
are ordinarily (not invariably) careful to give them
their native titles : see Ex 1515

,
Jos 133"21

,
Ezk 236

,

Hos ID5
, Est V 412 810

, Dn 32 etc.

2. Antiquity.— The Hebrew language may be
appropriately termed the Israelitish dialect of
Oanaanitish. Outside the OT the chief pre-Alex-
andrian monuments of the Israelitish dialect which
we possess appear to be an inscribed weight in the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, found at Nablfts,
and the Siloam inscription (Driver, Notes on
Samuel, p. xv), probably of the age of Hezekiah.
But of other Oanaanitish dialects we possess far
earlier monuments. The oldest of these are the
glosses of the Tel el-Amarna tablets (see Winckler’s
edition in the KIB, 1896). The writers of these
epistles sometimes accompany their Assyrian with
a Oanaanitish equivalent, using, of course, the
cuneiform character for both (examples are 181. 5
hhalhaat, explained by abada,

4 perished ’
; 189. 16

ana shame by shamima
, 'heavenward’,* 191.24

sise by suusu, ‘horse’; 189. 18 kakJeadunu by
rushunu,

4 our head’). It may be noted as a
peculiarity of the writers’ dialect that the sub-
stantive verb in it would appear to have drawn
some of its tenses from the stem in use in Phoen-
ician (and Arabic), and others from the stem in
use in Hebrew (and Aramaic). 4

If you say kuna,’

says one writer, 4 1 will answer yahija ’ (149. 36).
These tablets are assigned to the 15th cent. B.C.,
but the existence of the Oanaanitish language
is certilied for a yet earlier period by some of
the loan-words found in Egyptian monuments,
sorne of which go back to the 16tlx century or
earlier. The bulk, however, of these loan-words
occur in papyri of the I4th and 13th cents.
B.c. Maspero, who first brought this fascinating
subject into prominence (in bis Epistolographie
Egyptienne, 1873), thought that during those
centuries the employment of Semitic words was in
fashion among the upper classes in Egypt ; and if

this opinion be correct, it follows that the Canaan

-

itish language must by then have reached a high
state of development. This opinion, however,
was not shared by J. JBL Bondi, who, in his disser-
tation on these words (Leipzig, 1886), collected as
many as sixty-five of them ; while a still greater
number was collected by W. Max Muller (in his
Asian und Europa

, 1893), who has since (in the
volume dedicated to'Ebers, 1897) tracked out a few
in the celebrated Papyrus Ebers, which deals with
medical prescriptions.' Whether their introduction
into Egyptian was the work of the upper or the
lower classes, the variety of the spheres of thought
to which they belong is such as to allow of their
being compared with the words afterwards borrowed
by the Copts from the Greeks. The unsatisfactory
nature of the Egyptian transcription renders them
somewhat less amenable to grammatical analysis
than the Tel el-Amarna glosses. Of the remain-
ing monuments of the Oanaanitish language, the
inscription on a patera dedicated to Baal-Lebanon
in Phoenician [CIS i. No. 5) is probably the oldest,
while the Meslia stele (of the time of Jehosliapliat
of Judah) approaches most nearly to the Israelitish
idiom, being in Moabitic ; of the other Phoenician
inscriptions, that of Byblus {CIS, i. 1) approxi-
mates to Hebrew, but the most important is

doubtless the Eshmunazar inscription [CIS i. 3),

about the time of Alexander the Great. From
Palestine the Oanaanitish language was carried by
Phoenician colonists to Africa, the islands and
harbours of the Mediterranean, and Spain, Here
it was supplanted first by Greek, and then more
extensively by Latin; but would seem to have
survived as a spoken language down to the 5th
cent, b.c., and perhaps later.
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3, Origin.—The Canaanitish language belongs

to the Semitic family, and is closely allied to tho
Arabic, i.e. the language made world-famous by
the conquests of Mohammed and liis successors.

These are the only languages of the Semitic family
that have, in regular use, (1) a prefixed article,

leading to a variety of syntactical rules; (2) an
interrogative prefix of a single letter,* as well as

a syllabic prefix of the same import (JDb 32' 5

) ; (3)

a series of passive conjugations, formed by a
change of vowel from the active;! (4) a regular
conjugation Niphal ;

%—Canaan itish has, moreover,
considerable remnants of (5) a case system ; (0) an
infinitive system ; (7) a mood system identical with
those of classical Arabic. The theory represented

in the grammar of J. Olsliausen (Brunswick, 1861),

according to which the relation of Hebrew to

Arabic is that of daughter to mother (in the sense

inwhich these metaphors maybe used of languages),

is that which best suits the facts ;§ and indeed
the proximate ancestors of Hebrew forms can in

the great majority of cases be easily found in

Arabic, The apparent absurdity of deriving so

ancient a language as Canaanitish from one of

which the earliest monuments in our possession
are so recent, disappears in the face of the over-

whelming evidence which comparative grammar
can produce. The earliest specimens of classical

Arabic that have come down to us are not, indeed,
earlier than the 6th cent. A. I).

; and though
numerous inscriptions in other dialects have been
discovered in both S. and N. Arabia, the dialect
of the Koran is scarcely represented in any stone
monuments earlier than the composition of that
book. There is, however, no doubt that the Mo-
hammedans inherited a literary language, which
prevailed over the greater part of the Arabian
peninsula, with slight difierencos of dialect. But
for the early history of that language we cannot
go to Mohammedan writers, but are left to what
we can infer.

The line of investigation to be followed is the
same as that applied by M. Pictet to tho Indo-
European languages, and which employs tho
assumption (called by M. Lonormant ‘the true
principle

1

) that, where kindred nations which have
separated call objects or institutions by the same
names, and there are no signs of those names
having been borrowed independently, they must
have possessed the names and the objects, etc.,

before they parted. A comparison therefore of the
Hebrew and Arabic names for a variety of things
should give us something like a connect idea of the
state of Arabian society when the Canaan. iten
first migrated northward. The result would seem
to be the following
The nation from which the Canaanitish colonies

emanated must before that event have attained as
high a level of development as any Oriental State
uninfluenced by Europe has reached. Society was
already organized on the basis of the family, for
the languages have identical names for ‘ father-in-
law, 1 * mother-in-law,

1

‘son-in-law,’ and ‘daughter-
in-law,’ which necessarily imply it ; but the family
was polygamic, since the relation of ‘fellow-wife’
is indicated by the same name with the proper
phonetic changes. The treble system of naming
m use in Arabia would seem to have existed also,
since the Canaanites retain all three words for
* The Aramaic of Daniel also has this,

t The biblical Aramaic as well as that of the papyri shows
some traces of these passives. Tho Hebrew of the OT shows
considerable relics of a passive of the first form, which the
grammatical tables cannot recognize. The punctuators identi-
fied it with Pu'al, the passive of ii. Is 14a and Lv 6^
are striking cases.

4 “ 4

t This conjugation is given in the Assyrian paradigms.
$ Voilers, in his review (ZA, 1897) of Nffideke, Zur GrammaUk

dm KL ArabiscMn, thinks that work will tend to modify this
view

;
hut see the author’s reply in the same volume.

‘naming’ and ‘ names,
5 * hut have apparently

ceased to distinguish between them accurately;

and the castes ot freemen and slaves were already

distinct. Tho life of the people was passed partly

in villages, partly in towns, with streets ami
squares, and defended hv walls. The same cereals

were cultivated in the fields, many oi i he same
pot-herbs in tho gardens, mostly the, same fruits

m the orchards and plantations, and the same
animals domesticated as afterwards in Canaan

;

and the chief agricultural processes had already

been invented and mimed. Various trade* were
exercised in tho towns; there were, smiths and
carpenters who understood this use of the saw, the

axe, and the adze; there were money-changers
with scales,! and there were money-lenders.! The
last two trades imply some acquaintance with
arithmetic, and the Arabs before the Canaanitish
migration possessed special names for * thousands ’

and ‘ myriads.’ Money-lending implies the calcu-

lation of days, and this is based on astronomical
observation/ the beginnings of which already ex-

isted, for some of the constellations $ were already
named. Writing already existed,!! and, it would
seem, an alphabet, 11 and certain styles of elegant
composition wore already practised, 11 # Religion had
already taken shape: men could distinguish be-

tween* tho sacred and the profane, they luu/ a
pilgrimage, and learned various ceremonies, in*

eluding, probably, genuflexions and prostrations.

The prophetic profession seems to have existed in

a variety of forms. Custom had already to some
extent become stereotyped in the form of law.

It is probable, therefore, that thy Canaanites
issued from a country where a classical language
was spoken and written. Some tribes may have
carried that language with them into their new
homo; but, in the case of those whom we know
best, it would appear to be a vulgar dialect of
Arabic which formed the basis of the language.
Many curious parallels can be found between the
language of the Bible and the dialects of Amide
spoken “in Egypt, and Syria in the present day. ft
While in general simplifying the structure of the

* nj3 in Arabic, ‘to address by an Indirect name/ £«, to exit

a man by his son's name
,

4 father of so-and-so,’ Instead of by hl»
own. In the Aghmi the narrators often xmint out how the
Caliph kannunl.

4 called mo Abu so-and-so ' to do mo honour. In
Syriac tho word merely moans to ‘name 4

; in Hebrew, It* 4IA
to call by a family name/ Jot) 1 to flatter. * It would scorn

clear that tho Arabic practice’ (extraordinary as it in) lien behind
both tho Hob. ami Syr, usage. The word takab. In Arable
4
title,’ serves to give a verb to the Hebrew C&* ; ntr'tf

1 whose names have been mentioned/ Nu X*?.

t DgpD Is a case of popular etymology. The root jr being
lost in Hebrew, the word was popularly derived from Jjk *tm
ear/ The Carthaginians have a similar word, Unh Am* V* 11

t The Hob. ecu, of which the construction Is peculiar, »#m*
evidently connected with nrnVah, 4 deferred payment/

I See Hommer* article in the ZDMu\ Wi,
8 The word 19D seems to be the Arab, tfbrt which occurs In

the earliest Arabic known to us. See of Uhid.
The Assyr. mtar is used in early Arabic also. Tim meaning * to
write 4

is lost in Hebrew, but lies behind tho sens# of

IF nan has tho sense of Arab, he A,
4
to articulate/ In several

passages : Pr &7, Is 59»* U».

** It seems difficult to separate the word pjffe mw-d with
Hob 97, Jot (of, 2 JC W% from the Arab,

4 rhymed prose/ the traditional stylo of the X&hinn, The Hob,
jtytf was compared by Meter with the Arab, hifa. tyo and
matkal appear to be also independent.

ft Borne examples are given by W. Wright in hits ArahU
Grammar (2nd ed.) and his C&mpamtim Grammar. The form

(Nu 20&) is vulgar QtaiaUUn® for kataltmnmui). The
uses of can be illustrated by those of yoCnUu languages that
borrow from Arabia The xm of m a final and explanatory

particle would seem to be a vulgarism. is so wed in

some Arab, dialects, and likewise in modem Armen, the relative
war has taken the place of ytfhA ‘that/ Perhaps tin* Hub.
nfcty

* to do/ is the Arab, ghashiya vulgarly used ; at IMn
al-arab

,
xix. 863, 6
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ancient language, they contain many relics of the
classical rules. The classical language from which
both are derived must therefore have flourished
long before the 15th cent. B.C., for which time
the existence of the later language is certified.

The elaborate syntax and accidence which the
early poetry of the Arabs exhibits would seem to
have been codified more than two thousand years
before that poetry was composed. It is in favour
of this result that the Arabs have no accurate
notion of the commencement of their literature,

or of the time when any of their classical metres
was invented. Yet those metres imply the whole
of the grammatical system, which can only have
been the product of organized study. That all

trace of the schools and colleges of early Arabia
should have perished is noteworthy, but scarcely
extraordinary, if we consider what such isolated

monuments as the Mesha stele or the Iguvine
tablets imply as to the extent of literatures that
have wholly perished.

The evidence for the priority of Arabic grammar to the de-
velopment of the Cannamtish language is to be found partly
in what may bo termed the residues which Oanaanitish exhibits.

Of these, examples are to be found (1) in the spelling, (2) in the
grammatical forms, (2) in the syntax.

(1) As examples of orthographic residues, we may notice (a)

the employment of to represent the sign of prolongation of

the vowel o in a number of words in which the Arabic

has the consonantal tt preceded by a short a (e.g.

Jfrtjf, *i£tb
;

see Bottchor, Lehrbuch, i. p. 245). In some

other words the letter N is still written without affecting

the pronunciation. It would seem clear that the tribes who
migrated from Arabia to Canaan had already found diffi-

cultly in pronouncing the consonantal Aleph , which indeed
many still regard as the hardest of the Arabic consonants.

They pronounced d for a\ a pronunciation which indeed the

Arabic grammarians tolerate m poetry. But while this a in

Arabic was either retained or reduced m the direction of e, the

immigrants pronounced it as well as other Arabic a’s (with rare

exceptions) as <3. The writing jtist for z8n therefore is a case ia

which an old spelling is retained after it has become doubly
unsuitable to represent the correct pronunciation ;

and in all

cases where this letter represents anything but the soft breath-

ing, it must be regarded as a remnant from an earlier language,

or due to false analogy. The perpetual interchange wkioh we

notice in the OT between roots n"
1

? and roots n"? shows that

the consonantal N could no longer be pronounced at the end

of a word. But from etymological orthography of this sort we
can infer with certainty the existence of a literature in which
the orthography agreed not only with etymology, but with the

actual pronunciation ;
in other words, the existence of written

documents in Arabic earlier than the Oanaanitish migration.

(p) Of no less interest as an etymological remnant is the em-

ployment of the letter n at the end of words to represent the

lengthening of a vowel, a peculiarity which the Phoenician

dialects apparently do not share with the Hebrew and Moabitic.

Tins mode of writing has two obvious souroes. In Arabic the

ptmsal form of nouns ending In atun is ah, and in this form the

h Is pronounced as a consonant (Heb. Pi), as we learn from its

treatment in verse : thus martabah is made to rhyme with

intabah,
In which the h is radical (Hariri, ed. X, p. 64), etc. This

pausal form has in Hebrew ousted the other. That it is every-

where pronounced d for ah is a phenomenon to be easily illus-

trated from Hebrew itself (in which the ah of the feminine

suffix has a tendency to sink into 8), and from many other

languages. But the Phrenicians did not adopt this pausal form,

retaining the t in the absolute as well as in the construct state.

Hence one of the sources of this employment of the letter h was

wanting in their language.
, , , . . . ,,

The second source of this phenomenon is to be found m the

masculine suffix of the third person. Relics of the Arabic Am

are not infrequent, but ordinarily (as in modern Arabic locally)

that suffix is reduced to 8. When modem Arabic is written,

the h is retained (see e.g. %a{a’if eO-toM/V Cairo, 1894, p. 51,

etc.), and the same is the case frequently in Hebrew and in

Moabitic. In all these cases, however, it is an etymological

(a) As a third case of etymological writing, we may not* the

employment of the sign v to represent a. This orthography

is characteristic of the older forms of Hebrew, Phoenician, and

Aramaic, falling gradually into disuse in all of them. Now we

know that the words which ih Hebrew are written with w

almost invariably correspond to Arabic words with sh. Since a

great number of the words which in Arabic have the sibilant

that corresponds with p have that letter in Hebrew also, the

desire to avoid confusion may well have perpetuated the old

spelling in the oases where a ah had come to be pronounced s.

We learn, moreover, from the well-known passage in Jg 126 that

inpaits of Palestine only one of these sibilants could b3 pro-
nounced.

(2) Of the grammatical residues, which are numerous, we
need merely notice the variation m the second and third per-
sons plural of the imperfect between the forms un and u. All
distinction in meaning between these forms is clearly lost ; at
most it can be said that some writers have a predilection for
one form rattier than the other. Classical Arabic, however,
distinguishes them very decidedly : the dropping of the n with
its vowel is a sign of the subjunctive or jussive mood, and is

not an isolated phenomenon, but belongs to a system. What
renders the treatment of these forms by the Hebrews peculiarly
interesting is that the vulgar Arabic written by Jews, Chris-
tians, and even Mohammedans, exhibits the same phenomenon.
Such writers as Jephet Ibn All are well acquainted with both
forms : only the sense of their proper employment fails them.

(3) As a syntactical residue we may instance the treatmen b

of the numerals. Here the Arabic rule is very simple, and its

ground can easily be seen. One part of it is that the numbers
11-99 take after them the accusative singular. If the usage of
the Hebrew OT be tabulated, the only expression for it seems
to be that with words which from their nature are constantly
coupled with numerals the Arabic rule is fairly regularly
observed

;
with others the plural is more common, but the

singular optional. Thus in Jg S2^ i The land rested forty year,’

but v.so * Gideon had seventy sons ’
; Jg 92 speaks of ‘ seventy

man,’ but v.2* ‘the seventy sons of Jerubbaal,’ v.w ‘his v
seventy brothers.' In Jos the rule is sometimes observed
with the word * man,’ but other variations occur which stamp
the language as patois-like and ungrammatical : the following
examples of the syntax of the word ‘twelve' taken from Jos
3 and 4 show how unsettled was the usage in even so ordinary

a matter. 312 ^ vjc^, 42 44

;
4»- 9 rni^ c\rc^, 4» 'k The rule seems

to be similarly observed when numerals precede the word
0X ‘a thousand,* owing to ancient calculations, whereas the

j

old rule about the syntax of words following *]*?« seems to be
equally often observed and forgotten. From the practically

regular observance of the Arabic syntax in the case of the
word * year,’ which from its nature must be constantly coupled
with numerals, it seems reasonable to infer the antiquity ofthe
Arabic rules. The ordinary style of the OT exhibits therefore

in this case, as in the last, a survival from an older language.

At what time the Oanaanitish language first

began to he written cannot he determined ; but it

seems certain that there can have been no break of

any length between the writing of Arabic and the

writing of Oanaanitish ; the etymological rem-
nants would otherwise be inexplicable. Thus
the writing of aiment in French for aime must
he inherited from a generation who both pro-

nounced and wrote aiment or amant ; had French
been first written by persons who pronounced the

word aime
,
the nt could never have been intro-

duced. We cannot know either whether the

Oanaanitish orthography was gradually formed
or became fixed at a definite epoch. The evolu-

tion of Ethiopic from Sabaean, which offers some
striking analogies to that of Oanaanitish from
Arabic, is in favour of the latter supposition.

Those who made Ethiopic a written language

abandoned some of the Sabsean letters and intro-

duced others. Thosewho gave Oanaanitish a litera-

ture omitted some six or seven of the letters of the

old Arabic alphabet, hut added none. It is prob-

able, then, that the double pronunciation of the

six letters naanas, with which we are familiar in

Hebrew, Phoenician, and Aramaic, was not yet

noticeable. The lost letters are to some extent

the same as those which are no longer pronounced

in many of the countries where Arabic is spoken,

albeit they are still written. In Oanaanitish th

coalesces with v, dh with 1, kha with n, dad and zd

with x, ghain with y. This rule holds good ordi-

narily, out human speech is subject to fiuctua^

tions, and irregular correspondence (as e.g. Tin

Arab, hhadhala,
Tip Arab, tdadhdhara ) need no*-

always imply independent roots, where the signifi-

cations are clearly akin. In the case, moreover,

of the other letters the Oanaanitish dialect shows
considerable deviation from the Arabic, sometimes
in a manner that can be paralleled from dialects

the peculiarities of which are noted by Arabic
grammarians. Thus^ it would appear that there

was a tendency to shift from meaice to tenues (e.g.

“jdd, Arab. atD ;
"»rw, Arab, ina

;
qn, Arab. ;

*pv
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Arab. akb
;

ysu), Arab. ]nw
;
ms, Arab. Yd), which

can be paralleled from what lias happened in other

languages {e.g. modern Armenian as compared
with ancient). The Canaanitish language shows
further considerable confusion of the gutturals

:

besides the tendency to pronounce p for 3 {e.g. npa

for "iD3, aypy for eoy, pros for inx), we lind n for y

(nmp, Arab, nyip), n for n {e.g. run, Syr. nn, Aral),

mo), 3 for n {333 for Arab, inn), etc. There is also

considerable confusion of the sibilants (d for » m
j?dd, d for h in pso, 1 for x in vyi, etc.), and of the

liquids {e.g. 3pj for np
1

?, pi for aen, n!?D for neo);

moreover, the letter n is frequently displaced

by the emphatic a, e.g. bap for *?np, etc., and a by 3

{e.g. 3m for am, imij? for diidiy, yrn for jno).

Further phenomena which often inept n» in

vulgar dialects are the frequent assimilation of

the nasal n before another consonant (cf.
^

Itab
mese for mensem

,
mod. Armen, gigni for ghg/ni ,

‘ he falls ’), and the misplacement of the aspirate.

Indeed, in Canaan itish as well as in the older

Aramaic and in some of the S. Arabian dialects,

an initial breathing seems regularly to be aspir-

ated when it is a grammatical preiix, and some-
times when it is radical (so isn for isk) ; but, on
the other hand, the Hebrew sometimes substitutes
the soft breathing for the aspirate (cf. n&'tf with
Arab. roM), especially in the middle of a word (so

12 ‘a witness* for my ‘ one who knows’; cf. dor
29s8 ijn ynv

;
in through ini for im), Where two

of these irregular changes occur in the same word,
it often becomes unrecognizable ; and the occa-

sional transposition of radicals introduces great
difficulty

:
just as some mod. Armenian dialects

have tepur for phefJmr, so Hebrew has ms for nisi, m^
for nb 1

;
cf. nxy for Arab, j*oy. The chief gram-

matical differences between Arabic, and Hebrew are
due (1) to the loss of the linal vowels, which in the
older language have syntactical value ; (2) to the
exaggeration of tho accent, resulting in the
strengthening of some vowels and the loss of
others

; (3) to tho tendency to simplify, which
explains the loss of whole scries of forms in many
of those languagos that have grown out of the
decay of classical idioms. Tn the opinion of some,
the language has by these changes gained in
vigour what it has lost in finesse— a matter which
must be left to the individual taste.*
Of the families of words in use in Canaanitish,

it would seem that more than half can be identified
with roots known to the lexicographers of classical
Arabic; but the waywardness winch characterizes
human speech has not failed to leave its mark on
the treatment of the old words in respect both of
their

^

preservation and tho evolution oC their
significations. Thus Canaanitiah and classical
Arabic have the same word for ‘peace,’ but dif-
ferent words for ‘ war ’

; the same for ‘ to eat/ but
different for ‘ to drink’; the same for ‘near,’ but
different for ‘far’; the same for ‘low,’ but dif-
ferent for ‘high’; the same for ‘gold,’ but dif-
ferent for ‘silver’; tho same for ‘to ride,’ but
different for ‘ to sit’ and ‘ to stand ’

; the same for
‘ass,’ but different for ‘horse,’ though the same
for ‘horseman.’ In several of these eases, and
in numerous others, while the same words or
the same families are retained in both lan-
* Of many of the elegances of Arabic grammar there are

faint traces m the OT. The Arab, rubba * many a,' appears
<mca, Pr 200, Of the broken plural the only real example in
the OT appears to be 3)3} plural of ; in other cases its

moaning is lost, even though its form be present, e.g. btfbp
•Nil 21®. In Bottcher’s Lehrbue.h the most is made of these
relics as well os of supposed remains of the dual of verbs and
pronouns. The syntax of the Book of Joshua seems to show
that there was a time when the old rules of the article were in
danger of being lost (8^ 721 S^as), but this (like Is 80S. M)
may be due to corruption of the text. A remarkable relio is in
Jer 2218 which resembles the ah added in Arabic,
wa Zaiddh

%
* alas, Zaid !

* (Vernier, Gram. Arabe, § 605).

guagos, tho moaning in <>no or other hns boon

so generalized or specialized as to rentier the,

introduction of another necessary in onh*r to

represent, the original meaning. In some nee.
it is likely that neither language retain* the

original sense ; hut in most it would seem that, m
spite of the late date of our Arabic document -*,

the Arabic signification is prior ; and good M*niee
has been done by those acquainted with both lan-

guages since the days of the Talmudists in t inch-

ing out the development, of these signiimat

A few familiar cases are - (l) Hie Hebrew for

‘to say’ "ids, in Arab. * to command that ‘to

command’ is the original sense is shown by occa-

sional relics of that meaning in the OT (2 S T)

and by tho derivative icunn 1 to he proud/ a -e*n c

which can scarcely he connected with the Hebrew
‘to say/ but derives very naturally from tin*

Arab, ‘to play the prince or commander/ like

the words twh (Nu HE 5

), atnnn (/A Hi55

). (2) it, in

Hob. ‘to act insolently/ in Arab. Mo increase'

;

a relic of the older usage seems to he found in lit

IB*0 ‘the prophet who shall add to speak in my
name words which 1 have not commanded him ' ;

the Latin loguetur ultra would exactly illustrate

tho transference of ideas. (3) The Hebrew Mn
‘ to profane/ and Wi ‘to begin/ seem both trace-

able to tine Arab, kn *to loosen/ whence both
ideas How by a course of reasoning exactly
similar to that il lust-rat ed in the evolution of the
Aramaic me*. In several eases what wo have in

Canaanitish is apparently an expression current,

in tho mouths of the vulgar exalted into a
classical phrase: the Hebrew words for MmmE
maid’ and ‘family’ would appear to have a wry
obvious etymology in Arabic (cf /Corn;/, iv, 2H*
Mamanee of tftrif, i, 28), which, however, would

!

exclude them at the first from the mouths of the
well-bred. A certain number of alteration'* in

meaning can bo explained by popular mi mppit-
cations, e.g. tho Oamumites \im tor ‘blind’ tin*

word which in Arab, means ‘ one,-eyed/ for ‘dent

'

the word which in Arab, means ‘dumb/
It is not in our power to gauge the whilom

wealth of the Hebrew language,* and far more of

tho copious Arabic vocabulary may have been
retained by the (’anaanites than is ordinarily
supposed. Most of the hooks of Urn OT offer

examples of hapax legomnut that can bo sat in.

factonly explained from the Arabic, whether in

the form of antiquated phrases for which tie*

ordinary language employs other synonyms by/,
Dt 27° naon, Arab, nskut, * be silent/ in every way
parallel to the herald’s ‘O yez’}, or of dialectic
words {e.g. axa, Arab, ni$aht Jg U»), or of words
which there is no reason to suppose to have been
rare, but which for one reason or another the
biblical writers have not elsewhere occasion to
employ {e.g. ‘sneezing/ Job 4iw).

Arabisms in this sense can he found not only in
the latest biblical writers,f but even in the trng*

* In the Concordance published at Warsaw, !«, m*(» art-

given in large type, mrm (counting wh eonj tiffin ion «rpn,
rately) are marked with a circle, and mmm with a «*u»r.

According to computations made fur this article, the uumn. r<
arc respectively mm> iiiUtO, HUU7.

t 80 Ko id 313 4 to try/ Arab, Inim \ In LMn aVamh, v. n.il,

several curious passages of old authors arts cited In which fhH
word occurs. The etymology in given by Um, Vfu%, hot
omitted in the Qstf. Heb. Lex. ef#; om scarcely have
been thought out by the writer from the biblical vmh but
must represent an old word (Arab, yaHm). A few utrlkmg
Arabians may be collected here, (in dJ*d ‘a Ktuiiva-e.

'

Arab, mllam
;
40M *“)h ‘white bread/ Arab, fyuwmtri; i'X'i

‘baggage/ Arab. amftTot, plur. of matte (it k mnmm
that Mohammed um this word in Kmm

, xll. *46, where this
verge is represented 1 when they opened their liaggage fruit**
'ahum

h

The change of y to n is caused by the foPowing
n; in Egypt it is now customary to lay nnob for nyoe%
nnnns for nyaiH [Tant&vy, Gmmutalre, p, v.j)

; Ex
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merits of Ben-Sira, and in the New-Hebrew of the
Mishna. K As borrowing from the Arabs is highly
improbable, and in many cases shown by the pho-
netic changes to be impossible, the whole stock of

words common to Canaanitisli and Arabic must
have constituted the linguistic capital of the
former language. The parallelistic style, which
is probably earlier than the migration, served to

retain in use many synonyms which might other-

wise have disappeared ; f but without a far greater

mass of literature than has come down to us we
could not pronounce without hardihood on the
original bulk of the Canaanitish vocabulary, or

deny any genuine Arabic root a place in it.$

4. Secondary Sources.—Of the roots and words
which the Hebrew vocabulary contains, a great
number cannot be identified in the Arabic dic-

tionary. Of these, however, some seem to have
been current in Arabia before the migration, for

we find them in the Ethiopic language, which we
know to have sprung from a S. Arabian dialect.

§

A few more are stamped as Arabic by their

occurrence in S. Arabian inscjriptions.il But this

still leaves a great number unaccounted for. We
have therefore to recognize in Canaanitish a non-
Arabic element, and must endeavour to account
for its origin.

According to the biblical account, the patriarchs

and their families having acquired Hebrew in

Canaan, sojourned in Egypt, but retained their

own language, which was brought back to

Canaan. Although the seclusion of the Israel-

ites in Egypt, on which some of the narratives

insist, would account for their failing to adopt the

languago of Egypt, their dependent position there

would lead us to expect that their Hebrew would

* ye make idle,’ Arab, tufrighuna; 2GB Arab.

mukdlnldt ; Lv 1923 nprq, Arab, kildbat
; Nu 1010 TD>

‘a cover’ or ‘M,’ Arab.’ stmdd; 25« npp ‘a tent,’ Arab.

Jpubbah
;

i>b G7 * thou ahalt teach them,’ Arab, sanna ‘ to

proscribe,' whence ‘the sunnah’; 18C7 Arab. saZa
;
Jos

Uibi dh ‘remain,’ ‘abide,’ Arab, dum
;

Is 101® I’lbp, Arab.

mimhdr ‘saw* ; S3-0 jys ‘to migrate,’ Arab, za!ana ;
32*1^

Arab, 'ilj ‘barbarous* ;
4126 p'lj? ‘truthful,’ Arab. §iddlk ; Jer

1 *»h yny, Arab, dabu'un
;
Ezk 1C9 ‘ loud-tongued,’ Arab.

milt,at.

* No mpnj/ Itikkurdth
,
vi. 11 ;

TUN ib. vii. 6.

t So Job lOW *my witness Qig) is in the heavens, and my
testis in the heights’ ;

18® parallel to *fiN; Pr 2225

parallel to ;
27** parallel with ipb. The reten-

tiot/of piq (Pham,) and (Egyp.?) as namos for ‘gold’ is

perhaps duo to poetical necessity,

J.
Nome parallels between the expressions of the Arabs and

the OT are put together by U. Jacob, Studien in Arabisohen

JHchtern
,
iv. (Halle, 1897), and by E. Nestle, Marginalien

, p.

OHflP. A longer list could bo got from the commentaries of

A. Nchultens and F. Hilzig, Nome curious cases are :
‘ when

their foot slippeth ’
(l.)t 32a® etc.), for ‘when misfortune befalls

th<*m,’ in Arabic zalla n-kadam (Koran, xvi. 90) ;
commencing

letters with ‘and now* (2K 66 10s), in Arabic ammti ba'du,

%,<>, ‘after compliments’: ‘swallowing my spittle’ (Job 719)

used for ‘resting a moment’ as in Arabic; ‘hast thou listened

in the council of Qorl/ etc. (Job 168), bears a curious likeness

to the theory that the Jinns used to listen there and so learn

mysteries (Koran, xv. 18). The phrase n>ri ‘to curry

favour *
is perhaps to be explained from the Arab, khald m

Koran, xii. 9, ‘ the fao© of your father shall be clear (
yakhlu)

for von,' Much of the ‘eloquence’ of the Koran can be illus-

trated from that of the OT, e.g. ‘ask the village’ for ‘the

people of the village ’ in Koran
,
xii. 82, resembles JDt 028,

§ Nee the Hebrew dictionaries, s.vv. pit, m, WN, K13,

inn, can, pri, m\ m1

,
inn, id 1

?, mu, bu,

qDD, my, *py, ms, ids, ids, 129, pi, pm, ysn, mv, ant?,

DD^, ypn. Specially interesting identifications are those of

the Heh. CPpip ‘men,’ (2 K 1022), (Ps 687). With

the familiar Hob, ‘he told,’ perhaps Eth, aghada should

be compared; with yip ‘a paranymph ’ mafawl^nuptiator;

with byp ‘to rebel' ma'let-defectio.

|| So, e.g., the preposition -MJBp, and r^n (with the same

meaning as in Eshmunazar’s epitaph) in the glossary to

Mordfcmann’s article in Mittheilungen dei K. Museums zu

Berlin, 1893.

be affected by their long exile from Canaan, and
that their literaturewould show traces of Egyptian,
which other Canaanitish monuments would tail to
exhibit. This expectation is not fulfilled. If the
hieroglyphic vocabulary * be collated with the
Hebrew, the cases in which they show any cor-

respondence axe extremely rare, and these cases
seem to belong to a period prior to the separation
between the Egyptian and Semitic races : in any
case, the fact that they are mostly Semitic and
not specifically Hebrew words, shows that they
were not learned by the Israelites m Goshen. The
Coptic vocabulary is indeed far more illustrative

of Hebrew ; but this is due mainly to the exten-
sive borrowing of Canaanitish by the Egyptians at
a period to which reference has been made ; and
in many cases the words are Semitic with purely
Canaanitish forms, and words which, while
isolated in Coptic, belong to extensive families
in Semitic. The few words in Hebrew which may
be justly regarded as Egyptian are such as may
easily have been brought by travellers.t It is,

however, surprising that the historians of the
Egyptian episode in Exodus are acquainted with
scarcely any of the Egyptian technicalities which
we should have expected them to introduce, e.g.

the words for taskmasters, magicians,£ pyramids,
and that one of the writers excerpted should sup-

pose that the Egyptians spoke Hebrew (Ex 210
).

One of the authors copied in Gn is better in-

formed on this point (422a
), but even his employ-

ment of Egyptian words is inconsiderable. Very
d liferent is the amount contributed to Canaanitish
by the language of Assyria. We learn from the
Tel el-Amarna tablets that in the 15th cent.

B.C., while Palestine was under Egyptian suze-

rainty, the official language of communication was
Assyrian, albeit the Canaanites had a language of

their own. The employment of Assyrian as an
official language points, however, to a yet earlier

period of Assyrian supremacy. The language
known as Assyrian is indeed Semitic, but greatly

mixed with foreign elements, and with the con-

sonantal system seriously deranged : it is there-

fore probable, where Canaanitish and Assyrian
have words in common which are unknown to the

other Semitic languages, that the former has
borrowed from the latter. These words have
been the subject of some classical monographs ;§
and they are such as affect the whole character of

the syntax, pronouns, conjunctions, prepositions,

* Pierret, Vocabulaire Uiaroglyphique, Paris, 1876.

t One of the few philological observations of interest in the

Haggadah is the suggestion of R. Nehemiah (first occurring in

Pesikta, ed. Buber, p. 109^) that 'plN is the Coptic anok : Cod,

he thought, addressed the Israelites (Ex 202) in Egyptian
because they had forgotten Hebrew. This view appears for

the last time, perhaps, m Peyron’s Lex. Copt. Egyptian words
occurring as such in the OT were collected m the last century

by Jablonski (OpusciUa, vol. i., republished Leyden, 1805);

Wiedemann’s Samrnlung Mgyptischer Worter (1883) reduces

the list bo meagre dimensions. A great collection of kindred
Egyptian and .Semitic words was made by Schwartze in his

dates Mgyptm, 1842 (p. 1000 sqq.) ;
whereas Uhlemann, de Vet.

Mgapt. lingua (1851), endeavoured to collect those which
might reasonably be supposed to have been borrowed by the

Hebrews. If we take no account of (a) proper names, (b)

words of pre-Semitic antiquity, (c) words borrowed by the

Egyptians, the number left is small
;

i*q, Copt, iaro ;

(Gn 412), Hier. Copt. azi ;
Tpi (a shrine), Hier. teber,

Copt, tabir, Abel, Kopt. ITntersuchungcn, 422 ;
if the theories

expounded in that work be correct, it will be difficult to deny

Dip (Ex 216 etc.
;

cf. Copt, kros) and inn an Egyptian origin

;

and the last has been regarded as Egyptian by good authorities.
-
1J/S0 of Gn 2612 seems to be rightly compared with Copt, shaar,

and pp
* a species ’ with Copt, mini (a native Egyptian word

according to Abel, l.c. 28). Be Roug6 (Chrestom. i. 56) sug-

gests that ‘island’ is Egypt, aq, and (ib. 40) identifies

snehem with Dj/pq (Lv 1122).

t Wiedemann, while offering an Egyptian etymology fof

Bin, allows that it is probably Hebrew.

§ Frd. Belitzsch, Hebrew and Assyrian and Prolegomena.
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numerals, familiar adverbs, as well as political,

commercial, legal, and religious terms.* It is not

improbable tliat one of the most characteristic of

the Hebrew idioms is due to the influence of

Assyrian, t The study of the Assyrian monarch**’

annals and letters also reveals phrases which
form part of the rhetorical capital of the Hebrew
authors,$ which it is probable were originally

imitations of the Assyrian style. The Aramaic
language has also inherited some of the Assyrian
wit which the Canaanites did not adopt.

§

There remain, however, a number of Canaanitish
words which cannot be identified from any of the

sources that have been enumerated. Several of

these were probably tribal words of the com-
munities that migrated northwards, and, though
ancient and Semitic, never formed part of the old

classical language ; while others may have belonged
to the classical language, though they have become
obsolete in all its oilier descendants. It is likely,

moreover, that a considerable number of Canaan-
itisli words were learned from the Canaanitish
aborigines. A race that may he named in this

connexion, the Hittites, has left monuments the
decipherment of which has occupied many scholars
without as yet leading to any satisfactory result.

An eminent Assyriologist has recently endeavoured
to identify the Hittites with theArmenians (Jensen,
llittiter und Armen ter, 1808) ; and since the Mittite
race at one time played an important part in Pales-

tine, we should expect, if Jensen’s conjecture were
correct, to find some considerable illustration of the
Canaanitish vocabulary in (ho Armenian language.
The mixed nature of that language (of which the
basis is Indo-germanic) renders its employment for
the explanation of Hebrew extremely hazardous ;

and many tempting identifications of words can be
shown to be due to pure accident.

||
The local

names of Palestine, of which the Bk. of Joshua in

particular furnishes a great number, throw loss

light than might he expected on the character of
the aboriginal languages employed there. The
greater number seem very certainly Semitic, albeit
they not infrequently, both in vocabulary 11 and

* In Frd. Delitzsch's Handwtirtcrbuch acme 100 words and
roots can be illustrated from Hebrew, but not from Arabic.
Examples of the words referred to above are sha (Hob. ri,

whence, perhaps, n^), H4 p?), ulu (perhaps *4lN), itti

(nt& a-a-ka (n^N), a-ta-a (ru?y), toh-ti (wy), ma-a-du (ity),
u-m-ri (*iss), na-H-ku ("pj). Other examples of common words
in which Canaanitish and Assyrian agree against the 8, Semitic
group are : ui$, "rtK, 3:.K, ahs, 2am

;
mrt •

PI (dart)
;

nfl'
;

np*?
; BpD,

; nto, NU (hinder) peh
(kiss); 7DD (fool); 1DD (mourn); http, Tap (produce); *i*w

(body) ; TO (guard) ; "]Dn (maintain), fan is said to be a
Sumerian word, borrowed first by the Assyrians, and from
them by the Canaanites.

t i.e. the waw commrnve. Most of the Assyrian chronicles
exhibit only one tense, the Heh, imperfect. It would seem
possible that the annalistic employment of this term in Hebrew
was at first an imitation of the Assyrian, which then developed
idiomatically.

*

t So ‘to open the ear* (K. 96. 15 in S. A. Smith, KT Amir-
oanvpals)

;
* to break in pieces like a potter’s vessel * (Sargon,

passim)
; 27 3b for ‘ cheerfulness/ 3$' as an epithet of

the Deity, etc. Many cases are collected by Karppe in his
articles in the Journal A$%atique

y ser. 9, vot, x.

§ The phrase 'jnp !?dk ooours in the Tel el-Amarna tablets.
In Budge’s notes to ‘ Eabban Hormizd ’ some interesting illus-
trations of this are given.

II Jlfif is Armenian, according to Lagarde (Ges. Abh . p. 8). A
word that may possibly be Armenian is py ‘a stele’ or ‘monu-
ment ’ (2 K 2817, Jer 3121, Eric 3915), Arm. Hun ‘ a pillar.’ This is
an old Armenian word™Greek tufa with the proper changes
Lagarde first thought i£*> (Hos 10® etc.) ‘ a priest/ borrowed from
the Arm. khurm, but afterwards reversed his judgment. *An
‘a mole* is temptingly like Arm. khlourd ‘a mole/ which might
seem a derivative of khlem ‘to pluck up/ * root out’ ; but from
Lagarde s Arm. Stud, it appears to have another derivation.

IT e.g. Jos 1944, perhaps Arab, iltUpd • battle/ Koran,
m 11, etc. Perhaps the form has preserved the tanwln.

grammatical form,* exhibit traces of an older

language than that known to us as Oanaaiuf Eh.

A considerable number of those names can bn

traced to the loth cent. B.C., and oven earlmr, m
Egyptian and Assyrian records. An un-Smmtie

remnant there is, hut its linguistic character is

difficult to fix-

f>. /Vw/rm of the Language,.-- I he lei el-

Aiuarna* tablets represent the country ns settled

in States, somewhat as we find it described in the

Bk. of Joshua. The States in which (lanaaniti F
was spoken must have acquired the

^

language

either prior to their separation, or posterior to it if

that consisted in the hegemony of the community
whose native language It, was.

Dialectic differences developed as the Dmnuuiil oh

began to write, each dialect preserving something

which the others discarded/)* hut also evolving

peculiarities of its own. It would not, however,

appear that the Canaan it es down to a late period

had any difficulty in understanding each other,

Jeremiah (27
:t

)
expects lus message to he understood

by Edomites, Moabites, Ammonites, Tyrians, and
Sidonians; and the tombstone of Kshmumi /nr con-

tains phrases which seem to imply some acquaint-

ance on that king's part with Urn Hebrew Scrip.

turos4 When David succeeded in welding togrt her

an Israelitish empire, it would seem that ho took

steps to make the language of Israel § (rather then
that of Judah) otiieial; and to the extent of the

elements of grammar such as were taught in the

schools the Israelitish language was thereat! er

uniform. These elements would, however, appear
to have been exceedingly meagre. The seionlitie

spirit would seem to have failed the ancient Israel-

ites absolutely ;|| and it is the same habit of mind
which seeks to codify the order of nature mid to

find regularity in human speech. The Israelites

could indeed distinguish and despise a foreign

pronunciation, 11 and set value on correct speech ;

,s *

but it ih improbable that their power at judging
this matter went beyond questions of intonation
and accent: throughout the OT there is scarcely a
grammatical term to he found ; and though several

of the writers have a fondness for etymologizing, * f

the oases in which modern scholars regard inch*

efforts as successful are rare. The result of the
want of grammatical training is ajroarent in even
the most classical portions of the OT, Whore the
writers have to do with quite ordinary words and
notions, their language is regular; hut so soon as
this region is left, it becomes tentative, and it is

partly due to the variety of these experiments
that the Hebrew grammars reach a bulk that m
out of all proportion to the literature with which
they have to deal Thus, where the prophets have
to address companies ofwomin, we find no certainty
about the grammatical terminations ; Isaiah (;i*i

fM ^)

tries three different ways of forming the imperative
to be employed in such a case

; Ezekiel
tries three ways of forming the pronominal suffix.

The attempts made to form the infinitives of the
conjugation Niphalt and indeed of all the derived
conjugations, are very varied. Other curious

* «.£. Jou -mi am
„t Bo in a Oman inscription we find the pluperfect fenttwf by

apposition of p Mm m in etoM Amble ; Hob. bus neither
the old substantive verb nor 1 the construction,

t Compare especially linn 12. with I» 8?si rqpps 6^1#

; cl80wlH‘re die adverb used with In rw (ib.)

in the sense of * beauty’ occurs I# 53*. not Is a favourite

S
brass with Kohelofch, who, however, to probably !»tor than the
lsoription. The emmueneeuient beam a curious Ukmrm to

Hezduah’s hymn, In 8»w,

I Of. Winckler’8 GmMchte Israels.
exoopfcion ghouldb<3 made In favourofgecgriq>hy.

** Hob. [5 Jg 120.

ft B*k 2029 is perhaps the most curious.
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specimens of uncertainty as to the right form
are to "be found in Jos 617* ~5

, Iff 235 37
, Jer

51° etc.

The state in which the text of the OT has come
down to us renders it difficult to speak positively

on this matter ; but perhaps the result of a com-
parison of the few duplicate texts which we possess
is such as to show that philological considerations
did not concern the editors and copyists who were
also the authors of the historical texts. The
alterations introduced merely through the absence
of any idea of accuracy and without any religious

or political interest, such as are to be observed in
the parallel texts of Jos IS13

" 19 and Jg l
11-15

, Is 22'4

and Mie 41"8
, or Is 3G-39 and 2 K 18—20, suggest

the impossibility of basing a grammatical system
on books so preserved; for it is clear that the
copyist’s licence extends so far as the substitution
not only of synonyms, at least for ordinary ideas,

but of what to the copyist seemed optional gram-
matical forms for one another, this latter licence
including not only orthography, but what seem to
us most serious syntactical variations, resulting in
what to the rigid grammarian might seem grave
errors, though the general sense is not affected.

It is unfortunate that the duplicate texts of lJs 14
and 53, Fs 18 and 2 S 22, and of the oracles
common to Nu, Is, and Jer, in which the language
is from the nature of the subject choice and
obscure, reveal an amount of licence on the
copyist’s part that is far greater than what appears
whore the texts are easy. How much, therefore,

that is abnormal in our text is due to the original

authors and how much to the hands through which
it has passed, cannot without fresh discovery of

MSS be ascertained ; but it seems likely that if

there had been Hebrew grammarians as well as
writing-masters in any pre-Christian century, the
sphere of the optional in Hebrew grammar would
have boon reduced to narrower limits. There are
forms in the existing text of the OT which might
suggest vast surmises as to the extent to which a
Palestinian could have observed the rules of Arabic
grammar without being unintelligible.*

Owing to tho fact that the language was never
fixed by organized study, tho distinction of dialects

and periods is hazardous; and the very different

opinions that excellent scholars have held about
the time and place to which portions of the OT
belong, show that there is little definite to be said

about these matters. We learn from Jg 12° that

an Ephraimite could not pronounce the letter

correctly ; but it by no means follows that his writ-

ing would show any signs of this inability. Some
scholars have attempted to distinguish two dialects

in the OT, others three (North Palestinian, South
Palestinian or Simeonic, and Jewish : so Bottcher,

lehrb, i. 15 ffi), but it may be doubted whether there

is a single grammatical form which can with safety

be said to belong to one dialect rather than another.

If it be the case that revisers have introduced

uniformity where there were previously marked
differences, we cannot now get behind their work.

It is, however, possible to note in several of the

OT narratives peculiar words or usages which may
have been characteristic of the tribes from which
those narratives emanated, though the extent of

the literature at our command does not justify us
iu asserting this positively. Thus rrfiD (Jg 13B)

may be Danite for ‘ razor
5

(Arab, mum), x&V (Jg

ll19
)
Gileadite for * witness 7 (Eth. sama l ; cf. Pr

21 s*8
), jp3 Manassite for ‘to rule

7 (Jg 91S
). Several

other curious phrases occur in the history of

* e.g. Jer 15*0 Schultens) ; W3D

Job# (mnvMm) ; I6a Apparently, the use of in and

im to form the plural was optional, see Mic 312 quoted in Jer

2018. From Jor 2P and Ezk it might seem that the pre-

formative of the 4th and 7th conjugation might be pronounced M.
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Gideon, and several in those of Ehud (Jg 315"29
) and

Samson (Jg 13-16)
;
perhaps some of those in the

last two narratives are not Israelitish at all, but
Moabitic and Philistian

; and indeed in Jg 1623 the
form pm? seems clearly intended to be Philistian,
but is certainly not exclusively so. In the parts
of the 2nd Bk. of Kings which treat of the northern
kingdom, scholars have tried to detect much local
phraseology

; and the same has been tried with
the prophecies of Hosea, Amos, and others. The
general uniformity of the language renders the
term £ dialect 7 inapplicable to these minute nuances
of style, which for the most part may be char-
acteristic of individual writers rather than of
regions.

The chief characteristics of the Israelitish dialect
were probably fixed by the time of the consolida-
tion of the united kingdom under David ; and it

is not probable that from that time to the first

captivity it altered very seriously. The com-
paratively settled state of the country being
favourable to the growth of the arts and the
development of professions, a certain number of

words continued to accrue from foreign sources,

chiefly Assyria* and Egypt, but to some extent
also India t and Greece^ while old words were
utilized to express new ideas, or old roots to form
fresh derivatives. In the case of the sacerdotal
profession we can apparently trace the formation
of a terminology on somewhat the same lines as

that by which the terminology of Mohammedan
tradition was afterwards formed. The inability of

the language to form conrpounds somewhat limits

the resources of the inventors of words ; the same
form has to do duty for f to contaminate 7 and c to

declare impure, 7

the same for ‘ to expiate
7 and ‘ to

offer as an expiatory sacrifice.’ Lexicography is

slightly more represented in the OT than grammar,
albeit it is curious that in the one ease where a

technical term is defined at length (Dt 152
) that

term (naotp) does not recur elsewhere. The wealth,
however, of the old Arabic language seems to have
been so great that the preservation rather than
the invention of words was desirable.

§

6 . Periods.

—

With regard to the periods of the
language of the OT it is generally agreed that
the Bks. of Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther,
Ecclesiastes, and Daniel display sufficient difference

from the style of most of the remaining books to

justify the application of some term like New
Hebrew to the language in which they are com-
posed. All these books have in common the

* e.g., Ezk 1638 m3, Bab, nidit (Meissner, Babyl. Fnmtrecht,

p. 149) ;
pop, Assyr. isku (ib. 127) ; D'DDi nfleasu, ib.

f For India see Coinm. on 2 K 1022. Lagarde (Ges. Abh. y first

Essay) suggests an Indian origin for jSN, DD13 (Ga 416), and

TDD.

t One of the early Rabbis suggested that hmo in On 495 was

the Greek word (U%oupce. (R. Eleazar quoted in Levy, NEWB,
iii, 110). The identification is tempting, as the word is exceed-

ingly obscure
;
but it is not certainly right. One other pre-

exilic word ia cortainly identical with the Greek jr*xx**k

(known to Homer) ;
it is un-Semitic in form, and would seem to

belong to a monogamous community ; and can be derived with-

out much difficulty from Greek roots. The word (Ex 2018

etc.) seems to be a contraction of the Aram. Tsp 1

?, which in its

turn can scarcely be anything but the Greek
;
for it

has no Semitic affinities, and means * a meteoric light/ which is

the very sense the word has in old Greek writers (e.g

.

Aeschylus,

Choeph. 590, XctjUtrJch? xti&opot, mentioned among physical

terrors). How tnis word got into Hebrew and Aramaic seems a

mystery. of 2 K 9$o etc. seems to be the Greek <puw, and is

certainly identical with Lat. fucus ; but the meaning of the

Greek word does not quite agree. In post-exilic times the
immigration of Greek words is easily intelligible, but very few

can be detected with certainty. mpE*] of 2 Oh [EngJQ] has

a Greek appearance, but cannot be identified ; of Ca 39 is

in the same case. The identification of with Xtsw has

found little favour.
» § See the collection in Freytag’s Einleitung ins Studium de»

Arab. Sprache.
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employment of Persian* or Aramaic + words for

ideas which the older Hebrew was quite equal to

expressing, as well as for ideas which perhaps

were not known to the older Hebrews ; and
Ecclesiastes in particular is marked by the intro-

duction of several particles t which seem foreign to

the older language, and which seem to imply that

the writer had been schooled in some very different

vehicle of expression. These particles were in-

herited by the post-biblical literature, with some

otherswhich are probablyasold as Kohelcth, though

not employed by him. Whether some of his turns

of expression were suggested by the necessity of

translating from the Greek cannot at present be

determined; this ingenious writer has every ap-

pearance of being a great innovator in language,

and indeed seems to say so (12°). Esther shares

with Ecclesiastes some of the new particles, and
' from the nature of its subject-matter exhibits the

Persian element very markedly. The Hebrew of

l)n, though marked by conscious imitation of ‘ the

Bible’ (9
a
), which is not always, perhaps, felicitous

(10
16 compared with Is21 3

), lapses occasionally into

phrases that are characteristic of the very latest

style,§ and also has some Syriasms that are peculiar

to itself.il The language of the four remaining
books is practically the same, although the Persian

clement is less apparent in Ch, which, on the

other hand, exhibit grammatical formations which
seem MishnicIT rather than biblical, ami Syriac**
rather than Hebrew.
Were more of the historical parts of the Apoc-

rypha preserved in their original language, it is

probable that it would chieily differ from this New
Hebrew in the introduction of Greek words, such

as are found in great numbers in the Minima, lmt
the occurrence of which in the later Hebrew of the

OT as a characteristic of lateness seems doubtful.

If the Bk. of ltuth belongs to the early part of this

period, its author has kept it free from the most
characteristic phrases of the New Hebrew, while
employing several expressions which, though isol-

ated, appear to be antique.

It is certain that a considerable portion of the
rest of the OT was already known to the writers
of these works and constituted their classical

literature
;

and of this collection the largest
amount that can be assigned to a single period
with certainty consists of the Bks. of Jeremiah,
Ezekiel, and Deuteronomy, the genuineness of the
greater portion of the first two being ordinarily
admitted, while there seem cogent reasons for

assigning the fifth book of the Pentateuch to about
the same epoch. This may therefore be called tho
* classical* period of the language, though the
jortions of Isaiah which belong to the close of the
ihdle seem to surpass them in brilliancy. All
these books show signs of literary ambition:
4

Isaiah ’ claims, with justice, the possession of
a scholar’s tongue (504) ; Jeremiah is conscious of
the effects of his oratory (23

atl

), and dictates for a
reading public (36

a:!

) ; many chapters of Ezk reveal
study and preparation ; the value which I)t claims
for its ‘words’ could scarcely be more strongly

* qn$> for Eat and Ec
; rn for Kzr and Eat

;
nep$

(perhaps Assyrian rather than Persian) for (2 K 5B) Neh,
Eat, and Ch ; or for rr$p Eot and Ksfc.

f ]7pT for n,y Neh, Eat, and Ec
;

for rpe Ec, Est, Oh

;

TW, for nysip Ec. In Bah. Megillah, 0*, attention Is called to the

occurrence of Dans and np\

t^ (also in Est)
;

1^, and ^ and p nrv

(also in Est)

;

$ 0% (10*0 only in Oh besides, rpri (1117) only in Est

besides, ngi, rrtn'^p, lyy.

| psa (n4{s
),
pjD(iiM), own (lisi).

% 2 Oh SOU is the Mislmic noun act.
** ntyyi 2 Oh 17J~ seems to be a Syriac diminutive.
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expressed than in (><M0. These writers inhmited

some prophetic phraseology from earlier prophets

(Jer 2,TU
,
where a verb ‘to tir'itm' ih coined, meaning

to use the characteristic phrase ot the prophets),

and, indeed, Home prophetic commonplace [m Jer

25<K> seems to give (lie traditional proem to a pro-

phecy, the words recurring Hum Am Hand .11 KM
;

but it is piobnhle that in tho main their language

represents that of the ruling and official class at

Jerusalem in its last century ot independence. It

is not unnatural that, there should he a group of

words and phrases which are peculiar to l)t and
Jor, and another group peculiar to Jer and K/k.

The greater portion of the OT, however, doe.,

not consist of works produced by single indh iduids,

embodying their ideas in their own language, but

of the work of schools or societies, who compiled,

abridged, and edited. 'The main streams have
perhaps been separated by critics with success ;

but each of these main streams is made up of n

variety of smaller rills, so to speak, which cannot
ho localized. Owing to the variety of the docu-

ments, written and oral, poetical and prose, which
are utilized in one place or other of the series which
extends from Gn to 2 K, we have a great, variety of

idioms exemplified, of which only in rare eases we
can deliiio either tho time or the locality. The
only cases which deserve much attention are, of

course, those for which tin* ordinary language has
synonyms. In the Bk. of heviticus a word L
used eleven times for ‘neighbour' v hieh may be said

to occur nowhere else ; this must, clearly be hidieu*

tive of dialect, but it is not known which. In

tho Maw of the slave’ (Kx2l l * l

y), a phrase (tos)

for M>y himself’ occurs three times which is not

known elsewhere. In the episode of Esau {tin 27)
words occur for such common notions as 1 to touch

’

(tfID), ‘ to plot’ (crunch * a quiver" ffrfi),
1 a deceiver

’

(gnjmD), ‘a superior
1

("vaa), which occur nowhere
else. All of these would seem to be dialectic;

and the hist, which is the masculine of a Word that,

occurs frequently in the feminine, is certainly so.

Tho story of Joseph (Gn 37 T>0) has a whole
vocabulary of its own ; as dialectic there may he

characterized tho words for 4 just
1

{{3), ‘sack*
(nnnDK), ‘ restore to Ids place* (nr? ty aW), Mend *

(pe).. The word for ‘just/ which occurs five times
in this narrative, hut for which in the same sense
wo have to go to Syriac authors, must certainly

have met us elsewhere in the OT, if we possessed
other documents of the same place and the wane
time as those to which the original story of Joseph
belonged. Although many of tin* expression#
which tho documents employed by the compilers
contain must have been as uniat efligihle to them
as they are to us, the eases in which they en-

deavour to interpret, or to emend them are rare, A
ease of an emendation occurs in J g ;F* hut both
alternatives are obscure to us, In 1 H 9 lu attention
is called to tho ancient import of a word, and in
Gn t4 14 a hard word is glossed, but in neit her ease
is the ancient philology unequivocally confirmed by
modern. Where we have parallel narratives {m in

Gn Ifr
5 * 8

, I)t I
4l

?
and Nu t4 4

*} we can sometimes
trace tins remains of ancient interpretations iff

difficulties. The reason that these glosses are so
few is probably to be found in the fact that with
tho Hebrew# as with the Arabs a book w rat her
the possession of an individual or a family (1H 81’*)

than of the public ; the skeleton writing almost
necessitates an authorized exponent. A second
reason is probably to he found in the tendency to
abridge, which has reduced the IsraoUtish literature
to so small a compass.
Whether it is possible to obtain any fixed lino

guistic epochs in the classical and awttwdaHmeal
literature seems exceedingly doubtful. It is indeed
possible to tell Araraakms by phonetic rules ; but
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as Aramaisms meet us in very early literature,

—

e.g.

one of the characteristic words in the story of

Jephthah is an Aramaism, a word which occurs
also in Deborah’s song/—no argument as to date
can be drawn from their occurrence, except when
they belong to the classes already noticed. From
the fact that the Canaanitish and Aramaic peoples
have the same modification of the old Arabic alpha-
bet, which they, indeed, subsequently developed
somewhat differently,—from the fact that the oldest

Aramaic most resembles Canaanitish, and that one
ot the oldest Canaanitish inscriptions which we
possess contains an Aramaic word,t it would seem
that the two nations though speaking different

languages migrated simultaneously, ana, until the
final extinction of Canaanitish, did not cease bor-
rowing from each other’s vocabulary. We should
obtain more fixed points from the internal growth
of the language, if the literature were sufficiently

large to enable ns to name with precision the
inventors of words ; but this we are not able to
do. Most of the passages that might seem of use
for the history of particular words, turn out not to
be so. In Jer 23®K the use of the word massd for
* oracle ’ is emphatically forbidden

; but we find it

employed nevertheless by authors far later than
Jeremiah (Mai l 1

). The words of Dt 248 seem to
imply the existence in some form of the technical
rules of Lv 13 and 14, but it is impossible to say
how many of the terms there employed existed in

the time of the Deuteronomist. A very little of

the sacerdotal terminology can be traced back to
those ancient times before the Canaanites separated
into nations/ but for the origin of most of it we
have no data.

The poetical books have been left out of the
above considerations, because choice and archaic
language is characteristic of the poetry of all

nations, and the widely divergent dates assigned
by the best scholars to various psalms show the
difficulty that is felt in distinguishing the really

archaic from affected archaism. The five poetical

books of the OT would seem to have emanated
from different schools, and the Psalms and Proverbs
probably also contain materials collected from very
different ages. That they emanated from schools

is shown by the predominance in each of a peculiar

vocabulary, which in the case of the Psalms would
seem to have boon inherited by the authors of the
much later Psalms of Solomon. The obscurity and
rarity of the expressions is in other cases no clue

to the date of the Psalms, for some of the least

intelligible phrases are found in compositions which
are agreed to be exceedingly late.§ The Proverbs

are remarkable as professing to embody the com-
positions of non-Israelites, but the chapters in

which these are collected may perhaps have been
translated, as indeed the text of Pr 251 implies that

the proverbs of Solomon were. The nature of the

collection prevents it from preserving much of the

popular language, as the proverbs of most nations

do, and as a collection of sayings current among
the Israelites, such as those to which the prophets

occasionally refer (cf. Jer 2329 3PU
,
Ex 11;), would

undoubtedly have done. But these exhibit the re-

Moore in his valuable commentary says such an

Aramaism is impossible in Old Hebrew ; but is not this a * Macht-

8i >ru«h’ t Similarly,DiUmann tries to explainaway taw in Gn 420.

a*]p of 2 8 17H, np; of Jer 20®, are also Aramaic. If the form

kttttfil be everywhere Aramaic, as it seems to be, it would be
difficult to point to any portion of the OT that would be
certainly free from Aramaism (see Hos 8°, 1 8 15. 19). Another
striking* case of a word known only from the Aramaic is

W?ip in Hezeldtth’s ode (Is US1®).

tmm in the patera of Baal Lebanon.

t e.g. nW, Wu, (at any rate the verb). Wa would seem

to have been borrowed by the Egyptians, whence the Copt.

chliL

§ See e.g. Pss 74. 80.
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mains of a somewhat developed philosophical, or
perhaps we may say mystic vocabulary, and are
marked by the further recurrence of several phrases,
which, though not technical, seem to have been
employed only in the school of the writers/ The
Book of Job, which is ostensibly non-Israelitish
throughout, is probably, from a linguistic point of

view, the most remarkable in the OT, though to
what extent (if at all) it contains non-Israelitish
materials cannot with the present evidence be de-
termined. Choice and obsolete phrases seem to be
paraded here, as in the artificial poetry of th%
Arabs ; but the commentary which may originally
have accompanied them has not been handed down.
Modern criticism is inclined to ascribe this bvok to
a series of writers ; but if so, they must have had
access to the same sort of literature, for eren a
portion of such doubtful authenticity as the Elihu
speeches differs from the rest, not so much in the
quality of the language as in the quantity of ob-
scure and striking expressions, many of which can
here be interpreted (like those in the rest of the
book) from the Arabic and Aramaic languages. It

is probable that the Canticles preserve more of the
popular style than any other portion of the OT
poetry. The matter is such that the employment
of a rustic dialect lends it a special charm ; but the
dialect cannot any more than the others be located.

The language of the Lamentations has some
peculiarities of its own, but also has much in
common with that of the Psalms, t
The separation of the sources and the fixing of

the dates of the pieces composing the OT has been
attempted with varying success by modern critics.

Neither the earliest nor the latest verse in the OT
can be named with certainty, but there is probably
none either earlier than 1100, or later than 100 B.C.

That the earliest fragments were in verse must not
be hastily assumed, since the Oriental peoples
employ verse not only to commemorate, but also to

glorify the past
; £ and, owing to the considerations

that have already been urged, the verses which are

occasionally quoted in the older historical books
in connexion with particular events must, until

further discoveries of literature, be located rather

by religious and political than by linguistic data.

The continuity of the Hebrew language would
seem to have been finally snapped with the taking
of Jerusalem by the Homans ; circumstances having
forced the survivors of that catastrophe to adopt
some other idiom for the ordinary needs of life,

though it has not ceased to carry on a sort of

existence to this day, partly as a learned language,

partly as a vehicle of communication for members
of the Jewish community throughout the world.

The commencement of its decay is no doubt to be
dated from the time when acquaintance with
another language was necessary for high offices

of State ; and this would seem to have been the

case in Hezekiah’s time (Is 3611
), and was prob-

ably the case earlier. During the first exile and
after it, acquaintance with some other language
was requisite, not only for the official, but for

the ordinary householder
;
and though Nehemiah

busied himself with the maintenance of the Jewish
language in its purity (1321ft

*), his own style gives

us no exalted notion of his standard in that matter.

The question, however, of the precise epoch at

which Hebrew ceased to be a living language is

fraught with considerable difficulty, owing to the

dearth of materials for settling it. Josephus, who
survived the Fall of Jerusalem, says (BJ

\

Preface,

* e.g. jns ‘ to despise,' n'S' for
4 a witness ' yVinn.

f Driver's Introduction to the Literature of the OT contains
important observations on the usage of the different writers.

X Thus the author of the historical manual Al-Fakhri (tire.

1250) quotes the verses of the poet at Al*RaqlI (circ. 100W on
Omar ji. (oft. 720).
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g 1), that being a Hebrew, he had written a history I

of the war in his native language; but when he

proceeds to state that the whole East, down to the

remotest of the Arabs, had access to that work,
such a description applies better to Aramaic than
to Hebrew. The passages in the writings of the

Rabbis which bear on this question are too late to

give trustworthy information.*

7. Biblical Aramaic.—The earliest Aramaic docu-

ments which we possess are the inscriptions first

published by E. Saehau in the Collections of the

Berlin Museum for 1893, which certify the existence

of a written Aramaic language for the early part

of the 8th cent. B.C., or earlier, just as the inscrip-

,

tions on weights and indorsements on Assyrian

contracts, collected in the second volume of the

CIS, certify it for the latter half of the 8th cent,

and later. The opinion of M. Maspcro, (l.c.) that

evidence for the existence of the Aramaic language
|

is to be found in far earlier Egyptian documents, is

now accepted by Egyptologists. As has already

been observed, the oldest Aramaic is without a
number of the characteristics that serve to dis-

tinguish the later language from Canaanitish ; but
it seems possible that this phenomenon is in part
due to the influence of the Canaanitish orthography,
since the Aramaic representation of the letters th

and dh does not seem derivable front the Canaanitish
and old Aramaic sh and z, whereas it is easily deriv-

able from those letters themselves. In grammar
this language shows some striking aflinity with
the S. Arabian dialect Sabman

;
but in vocabulary

the earliest Aramaic seems to agree remarkably
with Canaanitish, and though several words which

:

are ordinary in Aramaic only figure in poetical 1

language in Heb., this is what is frequently found
in the case of kindred nations.
The area within which the Aramaic language

was employed seems oven in Babylonian times to

have been very great; wo have Aramaic inscrip-

tions and papyri found in Syria, Babylonia, Egypt,
and Arabia, which there* are good grounds for
regarding as earlier than Cyrus. Its employment
even in the 8th cent. B.G. as a diplomatic language
(Is 36u ) implies an Aramaic hegemony either In
politics or litorature of some previous century ; for

it seems clear that the only languages ever em-
ployed in this way are such as "have for one of
these reasons become important to members of
many nationalities. The Aramaic verse in Jer
(I0n

)
is shown by the form of the word * earth,’

and the termination of the word * shall perish,’ to
belong to the earliest form of Aramaic of which
we have cognizance

; but the fact that the ordinary
Aramaic for * earth ’ occurs in the second half of
the verse shows that no confidence can be placed in
the tradition, and it is highly probable that the old
Aramaic forms should be restored throughout.
The influence of Assyrian on the old Aramaic was
very considerable in matters affecting vocabulary-
such as to leave a permanent mark on the language

;

but on the grammar and syntax it would seem to
have had either less effect or a different effect from
that which it exercised on Canaanitish. The
accession of the Persians to world-empire seems to
have again largely affected the Aramaic vocabu-
lary :and the documents in Ezra which belong to
the Persian period bear witness to the influx of
Persian words, which, if these documents are
genuine, the language must almost at the com-
mencement of that period have undergone. The
idiom of these documents agrees remarkably with
that of the papyri edited in CIS (ii. Nos. 145 ff.),

which some scholars have suspected of Jewish
origin# The Aramaic parts of Daniel are char-

* Weiss ia Ms Studim zur Miechnahzpmche (in Hebrew),
collects some passages which, though of interest, lead to no
definite conclusion.

acterized by a distinctly more modern idiom than

that of Ezra ;
and, indeed, contain such decidedly

Hebrew constructions that it is evident that* either

their author thought in that language, or they

represent, a translation from it. Of the Aramaic

inscriptions which have been discovered, perhaps

those of Palmyra approach most closely to the

language of Daniel# The language has begun to

assimilate Greek words, but^ there is as yet no

i
regular system of transliteration. The language

is rigidly distinguished from the later Christian

Aramaic by the preservation of the old passive

forms, by the fact that 1 lie emphatic hum still has

!
the force of the definite article, m well an by

!

certain peculiarities of grammar and orthography.

The later Jewish Aramaic, while in some ol these

matters it has developed uniformly with the

Christian dialect of Kdossa, in others has retained

the older forms, and in vocabulary differs widely

from all Christian dialects, save that known iw

Palestinian Syriac. Unlike the language of (human,

Aramaic held its ground during the integrity of

the Roman Empire in the East, developing a
variety of dialects and of scripts, ami, though ousted

in the seventh and succeeding centuries by Arabic,

it has still representatives in the dialect of the

Christians of Mesopotamia, which the mission-

aries Sfcoddart, and, more recently, Madeline, have
endeavoured to provide with grammar and vocabu-

lary, and in some other less known dialects.

LtTRiuwau.—The history of the wllwt grammatical studies

In Hebrew is sketched by W. Bucher, ‘die Actuate dor Heb.

Gnimmatik,' in XW/(/ xlix. 1-tHi arid IM iftui ; for the few

notices of (grammar to he found in the Talmud# see further

A. Berliner, Ikitmpe zur Jhb. (Jrammatik im lulmmt «,

Midmuch, Beri. 187S. Bucher's papers carry the hi dory of

Hebrew grammar and lexicography down to the end of the mm
|

cent,; while the invention of the vowel-jmihta is connected
with the lalxmrH of the Massureto*, the first actual author of a

grammatical treatise warn the Goon Soadyn {oh, $Ht), whonc work,

however, exists only in quotations ; to the mth cent, belong

the Rimlah of Jehudah ffm Karamh, ed. Barges ana tbwlU in,

Paris, 1842, the MMmth or dictionary of Monahem ffm Hinuk
(ed. II. Mlipowski, Bond. 1854 * see also Hlegimtnd Gross, Mmu •

hem IK Saruk. Breslau, 1872), and the Tmhtdduth or * *

of Dunosh XU Labmt (yd. It, Hchroter, Breslau, 1866 : of. H, th

Stern, * Liber UcspouHieuum/ Vicuna, IH70); to the Uth cent,

the * Book of Hebrew Roots' of R, donah, called Abu 74faffVf

Merwan (ed. by A, Neubauw, Oxford. 1H76, of. Nrubtumr,
1 Notice aur la lexicographic JWbmlque,* In Jmm* A flat, I wi|>,

and his grammar, called Uarnkmah (od, OOldhorg, Frank f*

18(10). See further for this early period Kwald u, l Hike#,

fldtrtige mr (imhichU dm* Mmtm Autkffuitff uj.w, dm A,
Tmtamentm, Stuttgart, 1844. Wo am brought nearer to nmdom

!
times by the works of Abraham ffm Bmi, Mm'm tmhm hak*
\odmh (ed. Hetdonhohn, oftVnhaeh, 1701), AV/or Snhuth {wu
Lippmann, Fiirtli, 1827), and Mafah B'nirah fed, Uppmicm,
Furth, 1880); moo

'

also Bnoher, A braham Ibn mm ttb drum*
matdkad Stnmshurg, 1881. To the same century belongs the
lexicon of Solomon Ibn Parhon, completed at Salerno, mitt
(ed. H. <4. Stern, l*remlmrg, 1844 ; of. M. Weiner, Purehm tit*

IframmaUtor u, Often. 1870). Still more im-
portant were the grammatical and lexicographical works of
David Klmhi (1180*1285), whoso MUhkl has neon often printed,
first at Constantinople, 1684 : see also J. Tauber, Stmulfmnld w.
Lmdung dm It. Jb. Kimht ak Ommmatitmt, jlreMau, WIT#
His dictionary, called Sefnr hmhtAmtwhim* ban also tunm
repeatedly printed, most recently by BlMttthftl and Uhrectit,
Berlin, 1847.

The European study of Hebrew and Chaldee commences with
the grammars and dictionaries of Sebastian Mined or ami
Pagnirum, ifiM-XMB; In the next century the Thrmmrm
Gtrammatims of J, Buxtorf, Basel, 1668, v«i of oonridwithin
lmmrtanoe. In this century the works of W*. Uisenht* have,
notwithstanding many rivals, maintained their popularity ; hh
Hebrew grammar, which first appeared at Halle, tlhl gobmvrd
by the more elaborate Kt$ht§mmli% Ltlpsslg,, 1817), hurt re-

peatedly been re-edited and translated ; the 86th edition,

revised by K. Kautwoh, appeared In IHOfi at Lef|«dtr, and wits
translated by Collins and Cowley, Oxford. 1898. Of Oeumtui*
rivals Hie most eminent was K* Bwald, im author of both a
larger and a smaller grammar; the 8th edition of the former*
called Autf&hrltehm Mirbuch mr h$h. 8pmcM> appeared at
Gdttlngen, 1870, the Syntax of which was translated by
Kennedy, Edinburgh, 1879. Other important works on fl«l»row
grammar are 3. Olshausen's Bnmswick, 1861 ; IV,
Bcfeteheris AuifilhrUohmi JUhrbmh^ Uiprig, IW (in many
respects the fullest that has yetappeared)

;

B. i'kdt*i LehTtnieh*
Leipz. 1879 (these three do not touch the syntax): P* Khulg.

UhrgMu&e, LMprig, tmi-lW* Oriveris
Temm (3rd ed., Oxford, liw); HarjieriB Mtmmte $Mmm
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Syntax (London, 1890); and Wickes’ Treatises on Hebrew
Accentuation (Oxford, 1881-1837), are of great importance.
Lexicography is mainly represented by various editions of the
dictionaries of Gesenius (tlandwbrterouch

,

Leipzig, 1810, 13th
©d. by Buhl, 1899 ;

new edition by Brown, Briggs, and Driver
in course of publication

;
Thesaurus, 1835-1858, finished by

E. Rodiger)
;
while these can be supplemented by the Con-

cordances, of which that by Mandelkern, Leipzig, 1896, is the
newest and fullest. The grammar of the Aramaic parts of the
OT has been treated most recently by K. Marti in Petermann’s
series, Leipzig, 1896, and H. Strack, Leipzig, 1896, Some of the
more important monographs on special questions have been
noticed above ; but the various journals devoted to the study
of the OT, e.g. the American Hebmica and the German ZATW,
as well as those devoted to Jewish literature and to Oriental
study, contain more articles of importance than can be noticed
here—1899. D. S. MARGOLIOUTH.

LANGUAGE OF THE APOCRYPHA.-The Apoc-
rypha may with fair accuracy be described as a
collection of works emanating from Jewish com-
munities in the period between the close of the OT
Canon and the commencement of that of the NT.
Most of these books seem to have been composed
in Hebrew, a few in Aramaic, and the rest in

Greek ; but as they wore preserved in the Chris-
tian community, the Hebrew and Aramaic originals

were at an early time lost or neglected, and their
place taken by Greek translations

; and in the case
of some, which never acquired lasting authority,
the Greek translation itself has been lost, and the
work preserved, if at all, in secondary versions.

This has occurred in the case of the Books of

Enoch and of Jubilees, which are known chiefly

through Ethiopic versions ; while the Fourth Book
of Ezra, the Apocalypse of Baruch, and the
Assumption of Moses, are known in secondary
translations,—in the first case in a variety of lan-

guages, in the second in Syriac, and in the third

m Latin. Books 2 and following of Maccabees are
known to have been written in the language in

which we possess them (Greek)
;
and the same is

probably the case with the Epistle of Jeremy

;

bub the remaining hooks would seem to be all

translations, though it is not always easy to dis-

tinguish Hellenistic Greek from translated Hebrew.
The most ambitious in point of style is the Wisdom
of Solomon, which few even now regard as a
translation

;
yet the proof that it is one is difficult

to elude ; for* 1410
4
for that which is made shall be

punished together with him that made it’ is

clearly a mistranslation of a sentence that is

quoted in the Midrash on Gn 48 (Babba, § 96) dbg

nayan p pjnw "p *i:nyn p j'jn&a*
4 just as the wor-

shipper is punished so is that which was wor-

shipped/ the translator’s mistake being due to his

giving the verb nay its Aramaic sense.
4 to do or

make/ whereas the author used it in its Hebrew
sense 4 to worship.’ It may be added ^that the

Greek of this verse {rb ttpa%6h abv r$ dpdcravn

KoXaffOrfamt), which really means "that which has

been done shall be punished together with him
that did it/ shows signs of mistranslation that

could have been detected without the aid of the

original. It is, however, certain that the trans-

lator’s object was rather to provide a masterpiece

of Greek rhetoric than to reproduce his original

faithfully ; and in the absence of materials it seems

impossible to fix with precision the limits of the

work translated, or the character of the original

language, which must in any case have shown
signs of Greek influence,

That the book called Ecclesiastious ortheWisdom
or the Proverbs of Jesus Ben-Sira was originally

written in Hebrew we know from the statement of

the Greek translator in his preface
;
but the date

of the disappearance of the original is a matter of

obscurity. Jerome professes to have seen it. The
writings of the earlier Rabbis contain a certain

number of quotations from it, which are collected

by Cowley and Neubauer (A portion of the Orig.

Hebrew of Ecclus., Oxford, 1896) ;
this collection,

however, requires considerable reduction. The
reason, for its disappearance is doubtless to be
found in the passage in the Gemara of B. San-
hedrin (f. 1005), in which it is asserted that a Jew
would risk his eternal salvation by reading it ; the
passages, however, which are cited there both for
and against this opinion, seem very inadequate for
either purpose. From these quotations we should
gather that the author used a language similar to
that of the Mishnic authors, i.e . a highly developed
New Hebrew ; and this there seems no reason to
doubt, though it is likely that the quotations
are not scrupulously accurate. In an essay by
the present writer, published in 1890, reasons
were brought forward for thinking that many of
the differences between the Greek and the Syriac
versions, both of which were made from the
original, could be solved by the assumption that
the writer used New Hebrew words

;
and that the

writer used a nine-syllable metre, of which the
base was a foot called in Greek Bacchic, consisting

of a short, a long, and a short : the middle syllable

being invariably long, whereas the others were
common. Ben-Sira, however, professes to be in

the main a compiler from the OT (24-°), which he
doubtless imitated constantly ; but in this he is

doing himself an injustice.

In 1896 a leaf was brought over from Cairo con-

taining a portion of Ecclus. in Hebrew, followed by
the discovery of other portions, published in the
work mentioned above, while yet other portions

await publication. * The present writer has shown
grounds {The Origin of the Orig. Heb. of Ecclus.,

Oxford, 1899) for thinking this Hebrew a retransla-

tion made in the 11th or 12th cent. A.D., partly
from the Syriac and partly from a Persian version

of the Greek, f
The remaining poetical book in this series, the

Psalms of Solomon, would seem to have been ren-

dered into Greek by a specially skilful hand : had
we the original, it is probable that it would reveal

little difference iu expression from many Psalms in

the Psalter ascribed to David.
Of the post-biblical historical writing of the

Jews occasional fragments are to be found in the
Talmud, e.g. B. Kiadushin, f. 66ft. The old forms
are still retained, though the writer introduces

without scruple vulgarisms of his own age. It is

probable that the historical portions of the Apoc-
rypha were in a style similar to this, but of

course we cannot be sure. The Book of Judith is

known to have been written in Hebrew from 39
,

where the word 4 saw 5

evidently is a mistransla-

tion of a Hebrew word signifying 'plain
’
(nwo)

;

the statement of Jerome that Chaldee was the
original language of the book, must therefore be
regarded as inaccurate. Attempts that have been
made to find mistranslations from the Hebrew in

the other books, e.g. in Tobit by F.. Rosenthal

(
Vier Apocryphische Bucher, 1885), and in 1 Mac by
the same scholar (das erste Mahhahderbuch, 1867,

p. 6) seem to have produced no convincing result.

The title of the latter, which is handed down by
Origen, sarbeth setrbane

4
historise historiolarnm

’

seems certainly Aramaic, and indeed Syriac {Thes.

Syr. col. 4323. 4), and it is unlikely that a Hebrew
book would have a title of this sort.

The prophetic and apocalyptic style is repre-

sented by works ascribed to Baruch, Ezra, and

others. The Book of Baruch consists very largely

of phrases taken from the OT, and hence the

elaborate reconstruction of the originalby Kneucker
(Leipzig, 1879) probably gives a correct idea of the

author’s style. In the Apocalypse of Baruch some
* See now Wisdom of Ben Sira, by Schechter and Taylor,

Camb., 1899 ;
and G. Margoliouth in JQR, Oct. 1899.

f See Konig and Margoliouth in Expos. Times
,
August 1899

and foil, months ;
also Smend in TKL, Sept. 1899 ; IAvt in REJ,

Ap.-June 1899 ; and Bacher in JQR, Oct. 1899.
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relics of tlie original Hebrew can, it lias been known as the ‘ Common I'iiiWt ’ (v kihvi'i, x<\ otd\r-

thought (II. H. Charles in his edition, pp. xliv- ictus), a prominent abode of which tor two ocnturtvH

liii) be discerned in errors of the translation ; and or more before the Christian ora was t lie empire of

the sameis said to he the case with the Assumption the Ptolemies and their capital Alexandria, Here

of Moses (R. H. Charles in his edition, pp. xxxix- dwelt myriads of expatriated Jews, to whom m
xlv). Too little of the original language can in time their native or aneest ntMongue became so

any case be recovered to enable us to speak with unfamiliar that a Cr. translation ot then* sacred

certainty of its character. hooks was prepared to immt then* needs (approxi-

D. S. Maugoliouth. mately between B.(i. 2K5 and B.C. lot) *» see, SKBTt’A-

BANGUAGE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.—The oint). To this version much of the reverence felt

subject of this article is the species of Creek in for the Ileh. originals was soon transferred, and its

which our canonical NT Scriptures are written. common use by all dews resident outside of I Hea-

A person familiar with Attic Greek, who should tine did much to fix and perpetuate the type of

take in hand for the first time a Greek NT, Greek it represents. That Greek, after undergoing

could not fail to he struck by its peculiar the modified ions msultiug inevitably from the use

idiom. Apart from traits which distinguish of separated localities and intervening geuerat ions,

one portion of the volume from another (see V. furnished the vehicle by widely the revelation of

p„ 41 below), the language in general would seem God through Jesus Christ was given to the world,

strange to him—by reason of the admixture of Its origin discloses its fitness tor its providential

popular, not to say plebeian, terms in its vocalml- office. It embodied the lofty conceptions of the

ary; by its occasional outlandish and hardly Hob. and Christian faith in language which

intelligible phrases and constructions; by the brought them home to molds business and bosoms,

meagre use of the connectives and other particles It was an idiom capable of such use as not to

by which the earlier writers give balance, shading, forfeit the respect of the cultivated (sen, for

and point to their periods; by the comparative example, Ac 17aa,r* 26‘i4tL
) ;

yet, in substance, it

avoidance or irregular use of the genitive absolute, was the language of
^

everyday life, and hence

attraction, and other syntactical devices for scour- fitted for the dissemination of tin* gospel by
ing compactness and gradation in the presentation preaching wherever Greek was spoken. It dillyrs

of thought; and throughout by a style which, evidently from the language of writers like Philo

though often monotonous, is conspicuous for its and Josephus, who, though of Hub. extraction,

directness and simplicity; a style which, while it addressed themselves to ilia educated elass«*s and
shows occasionally the digressions and broken or aspired after idiomatic elegance of expression. It

anacoluthic sentences characteristic of colloquial occupies apparently an intermediate position be-

am! uneducated utterance, is seldom encumbered tween the vulgarisms of the populace and the
with parentheses or protracted and entangled studied style of the litterateurs of the period,

periods ; a style obviously the expression of men Halfords a striking illustration of the divine policy

too simple, self-forgetful, and earnest to pay much in putting honour on what man calls ‘ common.'
heed to literary elegancies or the established rules (c) Kiatonj* —The true nature, however, of this

of the rhetorician. noteworthy idiom was for a time in certain quarters
Before considering in detail the characteristic5H of unrecognized. This is surprising in view of the

this variety of Greek, thus distinctly marked in deviations from the classic standard which stare one
vocabulary, construction, and style, we must notice in the face from every page of the NT. Moreover,
briefly its name, its origin, and its history, the educated man among the apostles frankly eon-

{a) Name, — Some of the names proposed for fosses his lack of the graces of classic diction f 1 Go
this peculiar idiom are evidently too restricted in 2 1 * 4

l
17

, 2 Co ll B
); and competent judges of Greek

their reference^ as respects time or place or both among the early Christians, such as Ongeu (c. ( VAv.

(as, ‘the ecclesiastical dialect/ ‘the Alexandrian vii. 59 f., Philomlia
,
iv., ed. Robinson, p, 41 f.) and

dialect/ ‘Palestinian Greek’). Others, like ‘Jewish Chrysostom (Ham. 3 on 1 Co 1
J7

), not only are for*

Greek/ * Jowish-Christian Greek/ though intrin- ward to acknowledge the literary inferiority of
sically appropriate, have failed to gain currency, the biblical language, but find evidence in that fact
But the appellation ‘Hellenistic Greek/ first sug- both of the divine condescension to the lowly and
gested apparently by the younger Sealigor, is now of the surpassing dignity of the con ten Ik of revela*
almost universally accepted. Protests on the Lion in that, though destitute of the charms of
ground that this name not only fails to indicate polite literature, it could yet command the idle*
in what direction the language deviates from glance of the cultivated, Loading scholars of the
ordinary Greek (and consequently is less descriptive Reformation period also { Erasmus, Lul her, Melan*
than ‘Hebraic’ or ‘Aramaic Greek’ would be), ehthon, Bom) held in the main the same correct
hut is also inherently tautological or meaningless, opinion. But early in the 17th cent, thin opinion
because tantamount to ‘ Greekish Greek/ are encountered emphatic dissent, which led to a din-
powerless to dislodge it. Its adoption has been mission (known as the ‘ Purist Cont roversy ’) which
favoured, doubtless, by the use of 'BMijvicrrijs was protracted for more than a century, and con*
in Ac (0

l 9a9 IP0 mr. tec.) as the designation of ducted at times with no little heat. The heat was
grecizmg or Greek-speaking Jews, The applica- largely due to the circumstance that those who
tion of the term/ dialect’ to the Gr. of a particular denied the classic purity of NT Greek were thought
locality and period is infelicitous, since that term hv their opponents to dishonour the divine author
has already been appropriated by the idiom of the of the hook. But If these over*zealous champions
several branches of the Greek race. of the divine honour had had their way, they would

(o) Origin.—The literary supremacy of Athena have disproved the claim of the volume to ho the
vf*

oOO-B.C. 300) had caused her dialect, the production of Greek-speaking Jews of the 1st cent.,
Attic, gradually to supplant the forms of the andhave nullified the philological evidence it affords
language used by the other families of the Gr. that, at that epoch, there entered a new ami tram-
race; and the diffusion of Greek was much forming energy into the realm of human thought,
furthered through the conquest and colonization Wo see the foolishness of God to \m wiser than
of the East by Alexander the Great and his sue- men. (A full bibliography of this instructive
®e

ff.
ors * la this process of diffusion, however, the controversy, with a critical estimate of the

Attic dialect itself was modified by the speech and arguments advanced on both sides, is given in
usages of the nations among which it spread, till Schmiedel’s Winer

, § 2).
at length there arose a cosmopolitan type of Greek The peculiarities of the NT language will V
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most conveniently exhibited in connexion with the
several elements entering into its composition,
viz.

—

f
. The later or * Common ’ spoken Greek.

II. The Hebrew or spoken Aramaic.
ITT. The Latin and other foreign tongues.
IV. The religious or distinctively Christian element.

To the consideration of these will be subjoined

—

V. A summary view of the peculiarities of Individual Writers.
VI. Some of the linguistic Problems in the NT, with the aids

to their solution.

VII. A glance at the Bibliography of the subject.

The peculiarities noticed in the first four divisions may be
classified as (A) Lexical, and (B) Grammatical :—The former
comprising—a. New Words, and b. New Meanings ; the latter,

a. Peculiarities of Form, and b. Peculiarities of Construction or
Syntax.
At the outset it should he noted that not a little uncertainty

still exists with regard to many points of detail
;
and the limits

of the present exposition will restrict for the most part the
examples and specifications given to a few representative par-
ticulars.

I. The ‘Common 1 or Spoken Greek.—(A) In
its Lexical relations:—a. New words, A few of

the NT words commonly reckoned as belonging to
later Greek are the following:

—

d/Sap^s, dyaXXido/iai, dyvbrfjia, ddijXbrrfS, dBeerptos,

d$er4oo, &K<up£ofx.cu, bmrdXvros, dKardiraverros, dXeicropo-

epoovla, dXXqyopico, apterdOeros, dfierapbifros
,

dvdSeigis,

dvaBeoopioo, dvavripprjTOS, dvairoXbyijros, avdxvtns, avn-
8iarlQrffu, dvroepBaXpoboo, dvvirbraKros,

dirapd(3aros, direX-

irlfa, direpLerirderrejos, dirodijeravplfa, diroKapaSoKla
,

diro-

KeepaXtfa, dirpbcriros, derroxboi, drevlfa, fipafie'iov,

yoyyijfrw, yovvirer4oo, 8eieridaifiopla, diayveoplfa, diayprj

-

yopfa, 8cavydfa, SiaepypiLfa, 8iepfj.r)veb(jo, SiBdXacrcros,

dioSeboo, 8l\pvxos, 8ovXayooy4oo, 8verepp.i)vevros, 4yyIfa,
iyKCLKfa, iyxplco, 40viKb$, 4K8airavdoo

,
4k8lk4oo (etc.),

fbcOa/jifios, iKirX'bpooens, iKriveia, ipaprifa, 4^urx^ca
t

iiuOavdnos
,

4iri<rKr)vbea, 4irixopr)yeoi), irepbyXcjoereros, eia-

peerreex), eiSoKioo, eb0v8popi4<j), ebmipboo, eiiKoiros, rjpuelipiop,

ijpepios, Orjptofiaxio), Opiapifieboo, ljj.arurjj.bs, lerbrifios,

KaB'rjpi.eptvbs, Karaftapew, KarayuvL^ofjai, KardKpip.a,

KardXvpLa
,

Karavrdeo, Karairoveoo, Karoirrplfrojjai, kgpo-

8o%la, Kepp.arurr'fjs, KcofxbiroXis, jjeBepjjrjpeioo, p,erap.oppboo,

pterptoiraOboo, vecorepuebs, bSrjybs, oIkoSo/j.'/j, bxpiAviov,

iraXivyeveerla, irdvrore, irapax^^ia, irapelcraKros, irapeier-

ipxo/iac, iraparldrjjjQS, irepLXdp.irto, irepiax'th iroptajjbs,

irpoeXirlfa, irpoereyylfa, irpbcrKatpos, irpocrKXrjpbe*), pq.81
-

obpyrjjm, cnyxeibta, <rKcoX7)Kb(3pooros, crrparoXoyfa, errpa-

roweSdpxrjs, ervvKardBeens, awpaeriXebco, ervvjjeplfa

,

<rvPo8la
,
ervvirvlyea, crvvviroKplvojjai, reX&viov, rerpdSiov,

Terpdpxw, rplerreyos, vloBeeria, virepirXeovdfa, iiroypajj-

jibs, iiroXifurdvoo, iirorbirooms, eplXavros
,

epiX'fjSovos

,

X€Lp6ypa.(f>op. Several verbs in -6w
(e.g . dvaKaivbea,

80X1600, dvvapibco, %apir6co), -Ifa {e.g, alxpdkearlfa,

dvadejiarlfa, dvepilfa), -eboo {e.g. alxvctXwretfw, yv-

jivireboo, jjaBijrebeo, pLecrireboo) are either of later

coinage or modifications of earlier endings.

Those may serve as specimens of the difference

between the vocabulary of the NT and that of

the classic writers. But it must be remembered
that our imperfect knowledge makes it impossible

to sav how many such words, apparently late, are

merely old words reappearing after a period of

disuse—a phenomenon often exemplified in our

own vernacular; or how far, again, they may
have been long current in colloquial speech, al-

though remaining foreign to the language of litera-

ture, as, for example, the swarm of everyday

deities catalogued by Augustine in his de Civitate

Dei, iv. 8, 11, 21, are alien to the Jupiter, Juno,

and the rest that make up the literary ‘properties

of the poets.

But this list of specimen words brings to view

certain general characteristics of the NT vocabul-

ary ; for example, its employment of terms which

in the earlier Greek are distinctly literary and

even poetic. To some such already given may
be added the following ; dyiXyj, d8diravos, ddnpopfa,

alaBijTtfpiov, dXvcnreX'/js, djidw, dfie/airros, djjbpijjpos,

dvaddXXea, dvaKpdfa, dv/}p.epos, diraXXorpibu), dirbpavros,

dir68r)p,os, dirocpOiyyofjLcu
,

diroroptia (-fieos), diro\pbx^t
dcrdXeuros, ao’x'b^P, draKros, arijudfa, aiydfa, auBddijs,

avfa, avr6x€LP, depavros, d<pplfa, (3apbu,

(SacrT&fa, (3p<~xoo, PpcbcrifjLos, yever7], 8ecriuos, 8iavyij$,

Slt]P€kt}$, S6\io$
} 4k8t)Xos, 4K/jidcrcrco

,
4kt€X4co

,
4/M^areica, 4/J.-

iralfa, ifMpaplfa, ipdXios, 4tcut4o}, 4ira.KpodojJ.aL
,
4mKeXXo)

f

iTri<r<paX'ti$, 4pel8oj, ipidlfa, 4<rQ,
f} s, ev8la, eiax^jJocrvvi},

efapocrtipT), ijircos

,

(feos), 6apd(njio$, deoaTvy^s,

dtieXXa, dvpLoiJLaxfa, iKjxds, ijuLeipoficu {o/x.), Kart-

Xm^a, K€p6lo, KXavdfj.6s, kX4os, kXvouv, /coXXdca, Kparaibv,

Kvpbco
,

Xdfj.ir
^

(xayeiju, jiacrrlfa, jirjrpoXcpas, jibxBos,

g.veXbs, fj.oofj.dojji.aL, wardfa, oduvij, olKnpfj.bs, 8peteris,

oipavbBev, rravoiKel
, irapirX'ffdel

,
irapaXoylfroficu (etc.),

iraporpivea, irzpixpbs, iridfa,
iroXviroUCKos, irpoireTiris,

purlfa, pvirapbs, crairpbs, erKopirlfa , ervfiiraQ^s, ttjXavyobs,

rpbfaos, rpbpXiop, rvpj3dfa, birep'fjepapos, epaprafa, epeyyos,

epL/abco, XGWdfofJtai, XeLPayvy&w, xkiapbs, &8lvoo.

Conspicuous in it also is the later Greek fond-
ness (agreeably to the popular striving after strong
expressions) for compounded and sesquipedalian

words. Of these the following may serve as addi-

tional representatives : dpeKbi'rjyrjros, dvexXdX^ros,

dp€^€peip7)ros, apeiralerxvPTos, dPTairoKpipofj.at, Svcrfid-

erraKTOs
,

4jj.irepLirar4co, 4%ayopdfa, 4%aKoXov64oo, 4%ava-

riXXoo, 4%ofJoXoy4oo, imyajj^petjoj, faoyopdeo, Karappapieboo,

KarabvpaerTeico, Karaeroeplfofjiai , Kanerxi<*> Xt9o(3oX4oo,

fjtaraLoXoyla,
fjeroiKterla, olKo8e<nror4oo, dXiybxpvxos,

irarpoirapdSoros, irpoeravafiaivao, irpocravairX'rjpboo, irpoer-

avarlOiffu,
irpoerKaprepboo, irpoeriropebofxai, ervpapajaiypvfu,

ervpevooxbofj.ai, ervvKaraxprjeplfa, <rvpa,PTi\aju.(3dpojJ.<u, ctvpv-

iroKplpofJLaL, ervpvirovpyico.

The biblical writers indulge this partiality still

further
;
as witness such words as tlie following

:

dyeveaXbyrjTos, alfiareKXoerla, dXXorpLoeirlerKoiros, dvepl-

KaKos, dvOpooirdpeerKos, 8ievdvfJ.4oji.ai, eKfarioo, 4kjj.vktv}-

plfa, 4Kir€Lpdfa, i^aarpdirTOo, 4iravairaico, 4iri8iaTdo'erojj.ai,

4TTi8iop9bco, 4mcrK€vdfa, 4mcrvvrp4x<*>, lepovpybea, Kara-

KXrfpo8or4oo, KaraKXTjpopofJiico, KaraXiddfa, mrepovenafa,

KareeplerrrjfU ,
KaroLKrjriipLov, fuer6airo8ocrla, 6p0orojj.4oo,

bpKoofioerla, bxXoiroidoo, irapairiKpalvoo, irepLacrrpdirroo,

7T0Tajj.0<pbprjT0s, irpoevdpxofJLai, ervvaixf^dXmos, iirepeK-

irepurooos, virepevrvyxdvoo, xPV^dXoyla, %/)U(ro5a/cruXtos.

Moreover, not a few decomposite words are found
in it—as in general in the later Greek—which
have been formed by prefixing a preposition (as

4irl, 8id, irapd, irpb, irpbs,
eriv, iir4p) to a word already

in use. Conversely, simple verbs are sometimes
substituted for their compounds more usual in the

classic period ; as, 4poordoo for iirepoordea (Mk 85
),

Kpbirroo for diroKpiirroo (Mt II25
), dOpolfa for ervpaOpolfa

(Lk 2433
), deiyptarlfa for irapa8eiypearIfa (Mt l 19

), 6xX4oo

for 4poxX4oo (Ac 518 ), rp4<pw for dvarpbepoo (Lk 416
).

Another characteristic of NT Greek (as of

modern Greek, and indeed of popular speech in

general) appears in the disproportionate number
of so-called diminutives its vocabulary contains

:

dpvlov
,
yvvaiKdpLOP, iplepiov, dvydrpiov, lx&

b

8iov, KXivdpiov,

kXlp18lov, Kopdcriov, Kvvdpiov, dvdpiov,
bpdpiov, {iratSlov

)

iraiddpiov, mpaKlSiov, irXoidpiov
,

irolp.piov, irpop&riov,

eravddXioP, errpovBlov, erxoivlov, epoprlov, rpixlov, \poop.lov,

cbrdpiov, Mov are among them ; and even pijBXaptdiov,

a diminutive of a diminutive, occurs. Several of

these words have quite lost any diminutive force—
if indeed they ever had it (cf. e.g. Byptov, Kpaviov,

etc.). For cbrdpiov (Mk 1447
,
Jn 1819

), tirlov (Mt 2651
),

Lk (225u )
substitutes ovs.

b. But not merely had later Greek, as it dis-

closes itself in the NT, enlarged its vocabulary by
the introduction of new words (or the revival of

those long disused), it had also modified more or

less the meaning of many retained from the classic

period. This is exemplified by the meanings sub-

joined to the following words : dKaraerraerla ‘ politi-

cal disorder/ dvdKeip.ai and dvairlirroo ‘recline at

table/ dvaXtfw ‘depart (from life)/ dvaerrp4<pofj.ai

‘conduct one’s self/ dvrlXjfpjpis
( help/ dirordcr<rofi.aL

‘bid farewell/ ‘renounce/ depavlfa ‘render un-

sightly/ yevtipeara ‘fruits of the earth/ 8wjia ‘bouse-
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top,
5

&'re»;£ts ‘petition,
5

^vrpoirl}
‘ .shame, 5

ip( I'lyo/xai favoured by the gradual obse.unition of the dia-

‘ speak out,’ ipiordw * request,’ dj&xipMP
4 honour- tinction between the purled and the aoxist (see

able’ of rank, etfxaptor&tf ‘ thank,’ faciroUt*) ‘cause in b below), to which cause also may he hue the

to live,’
4 quicken/ mra(rroXi) ‘apparel,’ %tiXov

4 a occasional appearance of the cm 3my •Kfj wt'Kai

tree,’ rd irepiepya ‘magic,’ Trepicrirdopat ‘be dis- in the 2nd pom. sing, of the pel tret-. I he dual

tracted’ (with cares, etc.), wrw/*o (without adjunct) number has disappeared, and the word do itself

‘a corpse,’ pvpy 4 a street,’ artXKopai ‘withdraw,’ tends to become indeclinable. I articles ut rest

<mypi ‘moment,’ crvvKplvw ‘compare,’ ‘interpret,’ (ttou, Sirov, etc.) have superseded those of motion

crvvLcrrypi ‘establish,’ ‘prove,’ crx^Xi ‘school,’ tT&pa/ra (to?, throt, etc.); eh has encroached largely njon

(without adjunct) ‘slaves,’ Tp&yu i.q. icrOLca, <pOdvu the province of m, and Tforepo* {-pop, except m
‘come to,* ‘arrive at,’ xoprd^w ‘feed’ (of persons), Jn 7") has disappeared.

_ ,

iiTa.p%u nearly i.(j. dpi, xpy!1 ‘he styled’ or Negligent or variant pronunciation appears m
* called.

5 And when the modification is not so irregularities of spel ling ; such as the retenf mn of

marked as in these cases, there is at times a p in sundry forms and derivative** of Aaq Umv (as

change in frequency of use which indicates a Xi'/pf/t orOcu, dpdXyp^ts, etc.); the neglect < » t n •iini-

change at least in connotation. This is lllus- lation in compounds of eV and <rw ;
the doubling

trated in the use of gXtVw, deupfa, and dpdu to or non-doubling of/, p, and some other Idlers,

express seeing; of Spxopcu, rropetiopat, and virdyoo to tf.y. yivypa; inconsistency respecting p movable,

denote going ;
of XaXtw and \£yu in reference to elision, and tin? final s in Axpts, ecncv. The

speaking. The caste or social status, so to speak, interchange of sundry letters, as iu pmtrm and

of words varied in ancient as it does in modern patrOos, ffivvvpt and vftvpvfu, &<}>vph and uiregfv, vrPth

times with ago and locality. and oi’Sth, irorardv and voffairfa
;
ami ('specially in

Many verbs, moreover, which in the earlier lan- the case of the vowels «,/, y, <> as well as an e, a
guage were commonly transitive, assumed a re- tendency to that obliteration oi distinctions w hit'll

flexive or neuter sense ; c,.g. dirtyu (Lk 15*°), diropinroj culminated in itaoism and the pronunciation of

(Ac 2748
), a&£dpu t aDfa (Mt (r8 , Eph 2ai

), (Ac modern Greek.
919 ), ^TnfidWu} (Mk4w ), kXLpcj (Lk9

la
), irapaSldivpc (peril. Many of thews iregularities, and others both of

Mk 4-°), crTptcjxx) (Ac 7
42

)
and its compounds. On form and pronunciation, have been adopted by the

the other hand, some neuter verbs came to he ust'd editors of the text of the NT iu conformity with
transitively or causatively; as, tfXao-rdvco (da 51H

), the usage of the oldest extant MSS; hut how tar,

ff\a<r<j>7)p£ta'(Mt 27 ;{!,

)> yopwreriea (Mt 17w ), StxJ/dco and in any given case, they are to he set down to the

iravdo) (Mt 5 fI

), ipiropedopat, (2P 2a ), cvdoKko (Mt 121H
), account of the originaf authors or of later scribes,

posOyretiw (Mt 28 iy
). An interesting extension of is a question to be nettled only after the other

this usage appears in d ydp dirtOapev . . . d di fij nearly contemporary writings have been edited

(Ro 615
). with equal attention to such details, ami iu the

(B) But this brings to our attention the Gram- light oi the accumulating testimony of marrip*
matiaal peculiarities which the language of the thins, papyri, and other relics.

NT exhibits in common with later Greek. Been- b. The 'tiyntactiiml peculiarities which the NT
liaritios of this class, whether relating to form shares in common with later and spoken Greek,
or to construction, are much less numerous than though less numerous than the formal, are not
those which, agreeably to tbe general law of loss noteworthy. They appear particularly in the
growth in language, affect its vocabulary. constructions of the verb. Besides those alluded

a. The peculiarities oi form are some of them to in the opening paragraph of this article, m«y
common to the different dialects of the earlier he mentioned :~«tno general disuse of the opt ait \*i

Greek; as, f3o&\ei, Si56a<ri, tiQ4clcti, 48a<tnod<rtp, in dependent sentences; the weakening of mm*
idwdpyy, ifpeXke, ^ovM\dyv, to the Attic; dat. struotions with tva (a particle which had nearly
ytipa, gen. and dat. in -97?, «#, from nouns in -pa (as supplanted ttrm), which often have the force merely
gaxatpa,9rp(ppa,7rX95p.gupa,<r«?pa),thepresents7feoga4, of the classic infinitive; the Interchange of die
yivtLcncu], also eTrev (etra), after the Ionic

;
d^eWrac and dr

; the use of tirau with the. indicative (Btw
(for dfyeivrtu), ijr(o (for &rrw), 6pv$ (flpm), hold to ho and in dependent clauses to denote indefinite ire*
Doric; GdwdcrOyv, collat. form of idvw/jOyp, Mppwa, (money; an extended use of an, and uKo of the
{mpptio)), fficrcru (pdcrata), Epic; dwoKrivvu (-/creirw), final infm., the genitivalinfm,, ami the infill, with
JEolic. Others may be traced to the popular pro- 4v and vh

;

the seanty employment of interrogative
ferenco for regularity of inflection : #,</. the yliango particles, and the use of d in direct ({ueMdoUH
of verbs in pi mto verbs inw; the termination -urn (perhaps a Hebraism); the ordinary fuDwfcUuUon
in the 2nd pers. sing., as di'ivacrat,, xavx&crat. ; the in- of the present participle for the future, and in
flection otSa, -$as, -^are, etc.

; the aorists I5axra, general a fondness for the present tense (especially
$ty<ra,

}
fypdpryo-a, $fa from &yu, J}£a(t) from tffcw, \£yu, fyx^cu, etc.) agreeably to the love of vivid-

and the like, rhore is also a propensity to omit ness ami directness
; a lax use of the florist parti*

the augment of the pluperfect, and especially to tuple, iu fact a tendency to blur the distinction
give the 2nd aor. the endings of the first, as between the aor. tense find the perfect; the two
ctdapep, -ov, dira.v, t-Trecra, ~av, fjXOap, tXOdru), etc.; of ti<pe\op as a particle of wishing; the prefixing
and 111 the imperfect of #xw we find dx™ and of dfa to the hortatory subjunctive, ami Urn plco-
dx°<rav (so Mdojrav, idoXcowav), due doubtless to nastic \xm of the imperatives of 6pm t

ttXiwnv (m
the love of assimilation m form. Sundry nouns 6p8.re f)\ir*re M, etc. Mk B») 1 the tendency of pihave varymg genders, as 6 and y fidros, \yv6s, Xigos ; to encroach on the province of m\ cspcr*ittlfy with
6
^
nd rdJXeos, fflXos, ix°* (?), OepiXws -Xior, TrXoCroy, infinitives and participles, and to prevent a lilntiw j

(tkotos
; ^
y vUy and rb vikos ; and even a twofold the use of the compound negative 06 pi; employ-

declension, as 5ecrp6$ plur. -pot and -pd, Aeos -ou ment of dpi with the participle as a periphnwii
and *ovs, ctk6tos -ov and -ovs, also nouns ending in for the simple verb; and the freq. omisnlon of the
-apxos, -dpxya (as iKardvrapxot &na fKarorrdpxys ) ; copula dpi

; carelessness in placing particles {fjp dtm*
others show a preference at times for the uncon- Lk ye Lk 1L«, rohw llo ( ja j fp//
tracted forms, asWa, tertw. The same tendency The popular striving after eraplwmk which au-
to assimilate explains, probably, the fondness for pears in many of these usages shows itself, further,
terminal v bothm nouns, as dpvevav, prpav, dertpiv, m the use of the active voice with the reflex ivt
d<r<pa\iv, crvyye^y, x«pav; and in verbs, as 3rd pronoun instead of the middle; of Bm instead of
pers. plur. of the perfect, ytyovw, typujaiv, etpymv, the simple possessive pronoun ; of dt for the In-
iupamv (ttpaKap), irbrTwmv {irtirump). Here it was definite «*, and, in general, a needless multi pifm*
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tion of pronouns ; of devices for strengthening the
forms of comparison, e.g. iXax^rbrepos, fietforepos,

f&dXXov nepurdbrepov, and the use of irapd and vnip
with comparatives instead of ij (yet ij alone is at
times used with comparative force, e.g. Mt IS9

,

Lk 157, 1 Co 1419
) ; of prepositions to reinforce the

simple cases. The use of the neut. sing, of an
adjective with the art. as a substitute for the
ab*>tract noun, though not unusual in the classics, is

more common in Paul and Hebrews, and in the later
Gr. writers became a striking literary mannerism.

II. The Aramaic and Hebrew Element.—It
i« usual to distribute the Hebraisms of the NT
into two classes : * perfect ’ or pure Hebraisms,
which consist of such words, phrases, and con-
structions as have no precedent or analogue in
extant Gr., and hence are held to be directly
transferred to the NT from the mother tongue of
the Jews; and ‘imperfect’ Hebraisms, consisting
of Hebraistic expressions to be found, indeed, for
substance in Gr., but the use of which by the NT
writers is most naturally traced to the influence
of their native language. The limits of this latter
class, however, our scanty knowledge of the his-

tory of the later Gr. language makes it difficult

to fix ; and for our present purpose it will be more
convenient to follow the classification adopted by
us hitherto. A just impression, moreover, of this
element of the NT language requires that our
presentation of facts should be liberal and in-

clusive, rather than rigorously restricted. For
example, the word <nripjia with the meaning pro-
geny may be traced as far back as ACschylus and
Pindar ; but the more than thirty instances of its

use in this sense in the NT fairly entitle it to be
enrolled as a Hebraism.

(A) Lexical Hebraisms:—not all of which, he it

remembered, first make their appearance in the
NT.

a. New words.—Of these, some are (1) Semitic
words simply transliterated; as, dj3(3d, dXXrjXovid,

dyijv, ya/3(3a0df yoXyodd, Kopfidv, 7r<fcr%a, pa{3{3ei etc.,

paicd, (raficubO, crardv, crticepa
,
rdkeiBd, %<?pov/3e£j' ; others

are (2) Grecizcd by some slight change, generally

of termination; as, (3dros, yievva, £i£dviov, (and as

is commonly thought) KdjarjXos, Ktvvdfiaj/iov (to which
may prob. be added the names of several other
plants and spices, as well as of precious stones;

as, Kdpuvov, Xlftavos, avKdfUPos, tio-cruros, crdnQapos),

Kbpos
,
pta/Mavds, ydvva, rdrov, <rd(3f3arov.

b. Far more numerous are the words and phrases,

Gr. In fornd which under Heb. influence have
taken on a new meaning ; as, dyyeXos (dpxdyyeXos),

6 alcbv ofrros (iKelvos, b fiiXXcov), dvdOeya {-rlfeiy),

7\w<rcra ‘a people,’ Skip and XiSav ‘to forbid’ and
‘permit,’ d di&poXos, 86%a ‘brightness’ (rod purbs,

Ac 22u ), SbpcLfus rod obpavod (or the stars), ivtimov

rod Oeod ‘in the judgment of God,’ iiopoXoyeladai

‘give praise,’ i^opKarr^s ‘an exorcist,’ inuTKoiri} of

the divine visitation, fw.Kpodvp.ix ‘be long-suffering,’

vdfMj>n
1 daughter-in-law,’ olKodopteiv in trop. sense (?),

bvoya ‘authority,’ 6(p6aXp.bs novrfpbs of envy, <50et-

Xirys {-Xijpara, m reference to sin), nepnrareiv and
bUs in a technical sense, of a course of life, {noieiv

vbyop in classic Greek ‘to make a law’) noieiv jbv

vbyop ‘to do, keep, the law,’ iropetecrdcu ‘to die,’

also 7r. bwlcrx rtvbs to ‘ become one’s follower’ xop-

vebuv {-pda) of idolatry, Trpbcrxnop Oavjudfap and
Aapfidpup, also ds npbcrxnov pXiweiv, etc., of exter-

nals, (XKdpbaXov (-Xtfetp) in a fig. sense, cirtpya ‘off-

spring,’ (purlfu of spiritual enlightenment.

Not a few are due to national institutions,

usages, historic incidents, and the like ; as, d/epo-

(3v<rrla, dnodeKarbx, dnocrvpdycjyos {apx^vvdyxyos,

etc.), ol dproi rfys wpoOicexs,
ypafiparebs, biad'/jicr),

dtacrnopd
,
dxdewdcpyXop, ivKalvia {-vlfx), iTnyap.($pebx,

ebvov%ltx
t

6v<rmJvf)p!Lov9 rb IXacrnfjpLOv, Kadapl^x and
tcotvbx levitically, KXypovop^ix in its technical use.

Xarpela the ritual service, Xvrpbx in its theocratic
sense, p.oo'x^oLix, vofiodiddcrKaXos, oXombrxp.a, Trarpi-

dpx7? 5? Trei>TrjKO(jrr

bi npeafivTipiov, TTpocrrjXvros, npo^jrrfs,
npXTOKadebpla. TrpxrorbKia, (TKTjPOTTTjyla, vlbs rod dp *

dp&Trov (rod OeoD
j, <pvXaicT'ifjpLOP . There are indica-

tions, however, that some of these terms [e.g,

Ka&aplfa, TTpecrfivTipiov, TTpocptfrys) were known t<3

heathen usage in a religious reference (Deissmann,
Neue Bibelstudien

, Marburg, 1897).
Others spring from the Oriental love of pictorial-

ness and circumstantiality ; as, aneplrpLryros ry Kap-
SLg.

}
ip /capdlq, Xiyeiv, y icapbia ypCov TeTrXdrvvTat, iv

yevvyrois yvvcuKxv, iv ipaipeus TlpySou, ivxrlfeadat,
icncaipe Kal ifiddvve, tpyreip rr\v ^vxjfv nvos

,
Kaprrbs txv

XecXixv, 7rorifipLop in a fig. application, crdp£ Kal afyia,

cnrXayxvlfccrdai, arypl^eiv rb npbcrxTov, rropa paxalpys,
vlbs or riicvap with the gen. especially of an abstract
{e.g. elpyvys, (3povr7js, <p(arbs

f bpyys, biraKorjs, etc.),

XdXos ttjs OaXdcrcrTjs.

But some of these phrases may with equal pro-
priety be ranked with—

{B) Grammatical Hebraisms. — The great dis-

similarity in structure between the Heb. and the
Gr. operated as a barrier to the fre'e introduction
of the characteristic idioms of the former language
into the latter. The grammatical influence of
their native tongue shows itself in the NT writers
rather in their general style of expression; in
particular, a marked inaptness in the use of
moods (even as compared with contemporary Gr.
authors), simplicity of construction, and a co-

ordination of clauses which would have seemed
monotonous if not illogical to a Greek. Still,

usages are not wanting which distinctly recall the
Hebrew. Among them are the following:—An
extended use of prepositions; for instance, iv (cf.

^) : not only in construction with verbs, as etdoiceip,

bjxvteiv, etc., but particularly with instrumental
force, as tepdfap iv <f>u>vy p,eydXri (Rev 1415), 7roieiv

Kpdros iv (3paxiovi (Lk I61), TroXe/aeiv iv ry po/aipaiq, rou
arb/iaros (Rev 216

).
—els (cf. $>) : in such phrases as

ylveaOai els oiidiv (Ac 536
), Aafifidveiv els icXypovofilar

(He ll8
), Xoylfco-daL els Trepiro^v (Ro 226

) ; and in
general, its insertion before the second accusative
after verbs signifying ‘make,’ ‘hold,’ etc., as, els

rrpocp'brrjp abrbv etxov (Mt 2148
).
—dirb (cf. |)?) : as,

(pebyeiv dirb, etc. (Mt 37
, Jn I0C

).
—ini (cf. : as,

iXirL^eiv ini, etc.—jierd (cf. D#) : fieyaXbveiv, woie'iv

,

iXeos jaerdy etc. (Lk l
58,72

).
—Periphrastic expansions

of prepositions :

—

by the use of b<f>daXfibs (cf. 7 ^:5)

Mt 2H2
, Lk 1942

;
—7rpbo-unov (cf. \4S^?) Ac 541, Mk ia,

Ac 1324 ;—rrbfia (cf. 'D?) Mt 44
,
Lk l70

, (’$ *n) 2 Co
13l

, Mt 1816
;

—

xdp (cf. t?) Jn 1039
,
Gal 319

, Ac 223

733
.

—

The employment of ipnrpocQev (Mt ll 26 1814),
ivibniov (Ac 65

), Karevibrnov (Eph l4), Karivavr1 (Ro 417
),

bnlcrw (Lk 1427), as prepositions.—The pleonastic use
of pronouns (see above, I. B. b, sub jin.), especially
at)rbs {e.g. Rev 27» 17

), which is even added in a
relative sentence (Mt 312, Mk 725, Rev 72,

9

etc. ).

—

The use of a limiting genitive to express quality
(Lk 188

,
Ja 24 125).

—The use of (a superfluous) Kal

iyivero (or iyivero Si) before a specification of time
or occurrence.—An imitation of the Heb. infinite

absolute by a cognate dative prefixed to the verb
(as iiridvfilq, ineddfiyaa Lk 221S

,
%ai/>a Jn 329), or

(in quotations) by a prefixed participle (as (3Xiirovres

BXiipere Mt 1314, cf. the pictorial dvaards or nopevdels

before a verb).—el (cf. Heb. m) in sentences with
suppressed apodosis as a formula of swearing or to

express emphatic negation (He 4s - 5
, Mk 812

).
—A lax

use of dnoKplvop.ai (cf. n$) when no proper question
has preceded.—7rpoo-rldypu (cf. f]D;) with an infin. to

express repetition {e.g. irpoaidero rplrov nipiApat. Lk,
20(XIri2).—A superfluous use of 6vofia (Mt I 21

, Lk
221

;
found in papyri as early as B.C. 260).—The,

repetition of a numeral to give it distributive force

{e.g. Sbo 5do Mk 67 ; ,
cf

.

' crvfMrbtrta avfiirbcrca, npacLal

npaatal Mk 639f-, (and probably) ijybpg. Kal y/iipg.

2

Co
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410.

—

0 i) . . , ttcls equivalent to oddets.—Such phrases

as rt £/jloI real (rot (Mk l
24

, Jn 24
), irepl dfxaprlas, sc.

Owlet (Ko 8s
?).

The majority of these Hebraistic forms and con-

structions appear in the LXX also, which as a tr.

—in parts servile, and made by persons some of

whom evidently had but an imperfect acquaintance
with the Gr. language—is far more Hebraistic in

its east than the NT. But it would be a mistake

to assume that this tr. in its peculiarities repre-

sents a type of Gr. established and in actual

currency at the time. Such an assumption would
reverse the historical process. While its language
reproduces fundamentally, no doubt, the popular

Gr. of the Ptolemaic period, its distinctive char-

acter is due rather to the translators
5 exaggerated

deference to the Heb. sacred text, and their

mechanical reproduction of it. Yet beyond all

question the idioms of this Gr. reproduction of the

earlier Scriptures, made familiar as they were by
the religious use of the version for generations

among the Jews of the Dispersion, must have had
great influence in forming the type of Gr. current

among people of Jewish stock. Indeed, owing to

the cosmopolitan relations of that race during the

time intervening between the origin of the two
bodies of literature, it need not surprise us to

encounter idioms having a distinctly Hebraistic

flavour even in nativo Gr. circles. Consequently
our classifications here, as elsewhere, are more a
matter of convenience than of rigorous historical

accuracy. We must not forget the uncertainty
arising from our present defective knowledge.
We must not interpret the fact of prior occurrence
into clear proof cither of primary origin on the
one hand, or direct derivation on the’ other. We
must not overlook the truth that coincidences of

popular expression are to he found in many widely
separated and unrelated tongues. But, notwith-
standing all uncertainties and abatements, the
general influence of the LXX upon NT Greek was
indubitably great. (See Schmiedel’s Winer, § 4.

16. A good Lexicon and Grammar of the LXX
are pressing needs of the student of Biblical Greek,
and are now made possible by Sweto's edition of
the text, and Hatch and Eedpath’s Concordance.
Help on one minor point may be found in C. W.
Votaw’s comprehensive lists of The Use of the

Infinitive in Biblical Greek, pp, 5, 9. Chicago, 189(5.

See Viteau as mentioned in the Bibliography,
VII. below).

But not all the influence on the language of the
NT writers came from Hebrew and Aramaic or
from the LXX. Other languages foreign to the
Gr. had left their traces on that language by the
1st cent, of our era, some of which can 'with
tolerable assurance be pointed out.

IIL Other Foreign Elements. — (.A

)

The
supremacy of Koine, and its multifarious official

relations with the populations under its sway, in
which relations it naturally employed its vernacular
(see Latin Language), would prepare us to expect
to find not a few traces of Latin in the popular
language of the apostolic period,

a. The Lexical Latinisms in NT consist chiefly
of judicial and military terms, names of coins,
articles of apparel, utensils, etc, ; as, dcredpLOp,

Sypaptav, mstimo, mvrvplav, krjpcros, Kodpdvrrjs,

KoXwta, tcovcrruSla, Xeyerhv, XIptlop, XtpepriPos, Xlrpa
(Lat. libra ?), f,

i&kgXXop
, fteftjSpdpa

, ftlXtov
,

p,68lo$,

fccrrris, rpairtiptop, (rtndpios, cnpu/dp&cov, <rov8dpioy
,

<T7reKOvXdrcjp, at rafiipvai, rirXos
,

<peX6vr)$, (pdpop,

<ppay4XXtop (-X6x), x<£pr>7s?, %&poj.

More than two score Lat. names of persons and
places occur, as well as the technical terms 6

ZeBaar&s (Augustus), and KaXaap.
Latin phrases reappear in tpyacluv dovuai (operam

dare), rb imvbv Xaftpdyeiv (satis accipere), rb Isavbp

rroLtiv (satis faccrc), <n>{i(3oi>Xiop Xafifttvttv (caus'dtrm
capcrc). Notice also <ri> (Mt 274

t tt cutters),

ItyecrOc abrol (Ac IS 14
').

b. The influence of the Lat. language upon the

Grammar of NT (Jr. is much more difficult to Iiiums

with confidence than in the case of the U«fl>., owing
to the closer .structural affinity between the Lat.

language and the Greek. Traces of that influence,

however, may he. detected, it is thought, with more
or less distinctness in the following construction ,

*

—The preference for /m and iva over the accusative

and infinitive (cf. the growing use of ut niter

impero, rogo, etc., lequmn est, inos mt, etc.) 1 the

encroachment of the subjunctive on the optative

after an historic tense; the tendency to obscure
the distinction between the perfect and the aorirt ;

the use of dir& before the genitive after tpvXdx&nr

and other verbs of fearing (of, cavern ah) ; the

exclusive use of the infinitive (even of the 'ml.

passive) after KtXtdeiu
;
the use of the accusative

after rpatpxtvOai (cf. prteire aliquem), of the dative

after yapiu (cf, nubore alicui), of tic after hkum p L
victoria,m ferre ex) ; the coxit inuutivo <U equivalent

to teed obros (cf. quu-ef hie) in a co-ordinate clause ;

the anticipatory position of dire and wpb in speci-

fications of time and place; the general omis-

sion of the interjection (w) before tie* vocative*

the use of the preposition trtV as tantamount, to

jtai

(/{) But the current Gr. of our Lord's day had
appropriated other foreign elements from the
languages spoken in the various provinces of the

empire. These, again, were chiefly names of local

objects or usages. Among such are reckoned Urn
following: - piatop, fitftXos (JiiyiXm), trleturt

,
tnMv ()et

cf. ’Ir56s, Sind), recognized ns Egyptian; Kpd
}
1urrm

(cf. Lat. (jrahatus), 1rapt/xfioXb, fwpii) ? t ns Mate-
(Ionian ; dyyapcvu (yet hoc /Eseh. Agam, 2821,

aavddXiov (-oaXop), as Persian ; d/ymfJtfrr as Phtemebm

;

fiidy (-da) as Gallic or Celtic
; ftamk as Cyremue ami

Sicilian. Several of these words, however, had
long before become naturalized in Greek.

IV. But the element which most conspicuously
distinguishes the Gr. of the NT is the Ukmuuu 8

Element. Here wo come to the very centre and
soul of our subject. For the NT language is no
mere medley of miscellaneous linguistic sur-
vivals, no mechanical mingling of diverse in-

gredients; its vitality resides in the spirit that
quickens it. This discloses itself on every page.
It ushers a reader into a new realm of thought*
and introduces him to a new type of life. Both
had their natural client on the speech of the first

believers. Yet just because the essence of the
language consists in its new spirit, it escapes
anatomical dissection. It is as pervasive its the
atmosphere, but as intangible as a perfume*
Hence it is most inadequately exhibited by nay
catalogue of specifications. The few particulars
that can hero bo set down will servo, at the host

,

as mere suggestions of its character,
(-d) The religious element in its lexical aspects.

Many of the NT words denoting concrete objects
or external institutions and relations were in-

herited from Judaism, ami have been illustrated
under II. A . a and b above. We will here, there-
fore, confine ourselves mainly to those of a more
internal or spiritual character.

a. The words wholly now are, from the nature
of the case, comparatively few, and any list of
them that may be attempted is subject to doubt
and revision by reason of present imperfect know-
ledge. Butamong the more distinctive the following
may perhaps be mentioned: dyaOmrmia, aixxpmipBdn,
d/card/epiros, dXtayrtpa, dvaxatvdw t,

dyrlxpccrros, dirfabms, dreXrygd?, abromr&Hpirm',
dtpiXdyaOos, dtpiKdpyvpos, /SarroXoyfo, B<ujA<ani&9yt t

diKaiOKpicrta, otXoyos, hdtKrgs, 6o*t/uij, 4ryK0ftft6o/Mit
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40€\o9pv}<Tida, eldwXoXarpla etc., 4Tiobcno$, irepoBida-

OTcaXew, 0)0-77eXiar^s, evjieradoros, edirpocwTriw, 6eo8l~

Satcros, iadyyeXos, KaXodiddaKaXos, KapdLoyvdjamjs,

Ka.TaOe/m'rlfa, Kevo<pwvla, Xoyopaxeco («xkt), dXLybmaros
(-maria ), dpOoirodtw

,
dff>QaXpo8ovXLa , irXrjpocf/opla, 7roXb-

cTTrXaTX^oJj TrpoacoTroXrjfXTTTTjs
(
-XrjjirrTew, -Xrjjui.il/La),

wpwTOKaOi&pfa, <7w^wotiWw, avvmKOTraOiw, avvKa -

xouxew, <rwaraupbco, advxl/vxos, (ppevawar&cd (-tvdrrjs),

<f>v<nbw (-crltoats), xPr
}a

"r€tiop,ai, \j/ev8d8eX<l>o$, xj/evdairb-

0toXos (and other compounds of \pev8o-).

Incomparably more noteworthy are

—

^ The Acw Meanings with which the new faith

has freighted the old terms.

A few of these meanings are of a technical or
ritual character ;

as, d8eX<pbs of fellow-Christians,

tA dvrlrvirov (rdiros), diroarokfi (-Xos, in the official

sense), d/>xcd, 6%ovalai, etc. of angels, ^dimaj/ua,

yX&<r<ra of the * gift of tongues/ Std/com, iKKXrjala

(cf. 4kX€ktoI, KXyrot), cirlaKOiros, edayydXiov (-Xiar'/js),

lepec? of Christians, irapadacros (2 Co 124), 6 Trapd-

kXrjros, irpo(prjrevw (-(p’/jrrjs) of a Christian function
(cf. II. A. b. above), 6 xpL<?rb$,

But the aggregate influence of Christianity is

shown in modifying, more or loss, the mass of the
NT vocabulary. It has elevated, spiritualized,

transfigured words previously current. It has set

old terms in new relations. It has added lustre to

conceptions already radiant. It has made sub-

stantial, and clothed with divine majesty, ex-

pressions embodying the instinctive judgments
and aspirations of men. Its transforming power,
being diffused and a matter of degree, cannot (as

has been already said) be adequately exhibited in

isolated particulars. The attempt, furthermore,

to illustrate it would require space not here at

command. Only a few terms, therefore, will be
set down, the study of which, it is believed, will

more than verify the statements just made : such

words as dydinj, elp'fjvrj, £wfj, ttlaris, avveLSrjais, awrrjpla,

xdpis are monuments of its power to raise language
to a new level. Words of secular reference like

Kbajxos, of national application like ol tiyioi, 6 Xabs

rod 0€oO (lie 4U
), Tcrpa^X (Ro 96

), of everyday life

like 686$, irayls, irpbaKojipa, <poprlov, even the very

component parts of man’s being— adp£,

rrvedjia, take on an ethical significance, of which
in this last case the later philosophic use furnishes

but a forogloam. A servile wordlike raneivo^poabvrj

is ennobled; a term like aravpbs, suggestive of

infamy, is crowned with a halo of glory. The
emphasis given to other words has made them the

cardinal terms of doctrinal discussion through the

Christian centuries: witness diKaibw and its cog-

nates, diroXbrpawns, dir&Xeia, imaTpiepeaQai, 4py&>

Odvaros, jxerdvoia, etc.

(B) Even the Grammatical influence of the new
religious thought bears witness to its fertilizing

power. Take as an instance maredw with its half

a dozen different constructions in the NT (viz.

absol. ; with the dat, ; with els and the accus .

;

with 4ttL and the accus. or the dat. ;
with iv and

the dat. ; with an object accus.). ’EXirLfav, 8jio-

Xoyeiv, and other words experienced a similar

enlargement of construction under Christian con-

ceptions (see A. Buttmann, Gram. of NT Greek,

§ 133, 4 sq., Eng. tr. p. 17311); and the wealth

of suggestion made to reside in such phrases as

4p XpiarQ, iv fcvpttp
,
is full of instruction (cf. G. A.

Deiasmann, Die mutest Formel * in Christo Jesu 9

untersucht, Marburg, 1892).

V. But the circumstance that the NT forms a

body of literature having its own distinct linguistic

peculiarities, must not make us overlook the fact

that it contains within itself considerable diversities

of language as well as of style. The uniqueness

of the volume, and the practice of using it as the

one authoritative source and test of Christian

truth, tend to make us isolate it unhistorically
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from the literature that immediately preceded and
followed it, and, on the other hand, to unify it

unwarrantably. It is a library comprising the
works of, perhaps, ten or more different authors
The statement that ‘they all use the same lan-
guage 5

requires at once the qualification € but they
do not all use it in the same way.’ The first three
Gospels, for instance, with all their indications of
a common basis, exhibit in their present form
indubitable marks of the individuality of their
several authors. The frequent use of rbre (dird r6re

—some 90 times), rj paaiXela rwv odpavwv (some 33
times), tva (8ttws) 71-Xrjpwdrj (rd prjQh, etc., some 12
times), 8 rvartjp 6 6v (rob) odpavois or 8 odpdvios (20 times),

7rpo<r£pxecr6cu. (51 times), awdyeiv (24 times), dvaxwpeiv

(10 times), etc., mark distinctly the personality of

Matthew. The use of ebdds (some two score times),

of the pictorial participle, of diminutives and
Latinisms, and, notwithstanding his terseness, a
proneness to emphasize by the repetition of

equivalent phrases (e.g. 8iairavr8s wkt8$ Kalfjjxipas,

5®
; iataOev 4k ttjs Kapblas, T21 ;

vdv 4v r<p Kaipip rodrip,

1080 ; (rijfjuepov radry rrj vvktL, 1480 ), etc., are some
of the traits that characterize no less distinctly

the second Evangelist. A comparison of the sec-

tions common to Luke with the other two shows
the distinctively literary cast of his phraseology.

The identity of topic but throws the difference m
language into greater relief. He distinguishes

himself from the other Synoptists by his fondness
for infinitives (iv rep with the inf. 37 times, rod

with the inf. 25 times), for Kal iyevero or iyevero 84

(43 times), 84 Kal (29 times), Kal avrbs (28 times), adv

(25 times), iropedopai (50 times), mroarpicpeiv (22

times), tvdnriov (20 times), ijxrvpoaQev (10 times).

The strikingly Semitic complexion of his first

chapter, and the variations between his language
in the Gospel and in the Acts, are doubtless attrib-

utable in large measure to his sources. The terms
X6yos, <TKorla (<jk6to$), <pw$, (akbvios), dXijOua,

86%a, Kpiais
,
Kbajxos, jiaprvpiw (-pla), yivibaKW, wtarebw,

the phrases djuijv djxijv, ajxaprlav 4x€LV> 7evvrjdrjvai 4k

(rod) deou (or Twed/xaros), elvai 4k (rod Kbajxov, etc.),

rj icrxdrrj rjfxipa, 8 1/lbs, 8 Tvarrjp, etc., are at once
recognized as characteristic of John; and not less

so are his short and simple sentences and their

asyndetic collocation, his co-ordinateness and

E
arallelism of construction (note drreKpldrj /cal elrrev),

is verbal reiterations, his Hebraisms (xaP$ xa^PfL

329,
viol <f>orrbs 123a, 0 vlbs rrjs dirooXeLas 1712

), his

emphatic demonstratives, his combined particles

(mLroLye, 8jlus ja£vtoi), his weakened IVa, and
especially his recurrent odv, which often marks
mere transition instead of logical sequence.

The distinctive vocabulary of the creative Paul
is too salient and well known to be dwelt upon
his abstracts : dyaducnjvrj, ayuaadvrj, dyvbrrjs, dirXbrrjs,

StKaioKpirla, dtKalutns, Sokl^, ivipyeia, hbrrjs, 4%avd-

ffraaLS, iTTLTrbdTjorts, ebo-xv^trdvrj, Uavbrrjs, IXapbrrjs,

Kaivbrrjs, KevoSo^la, jxedobLa, jxwpoXoyla, 6<pdaXjio8ovXLa,

TreTroidrjcns, TnQavoXoyla, Tvibrrjs, TVpoaaycoy'/j, (TKXrjpbTrjs,

vloderta
;
—his compounds : dKaraKdXvTrros, dXdXrjros,

dpLerafxtXrjros, dfxeravbrjTos
,
dvaTVoXbyrjTos, dveKdiijyrjTos,

dve^epedvrjros, dve^ixrLaaros, dvOpooirdpecrKos, dvrava-

TrXrjpbu*, dTrapacrKebacrros,
dwompadoKla, divop<pavi^<a,

diroToXpidoj, ideXodprjcrKla, iTvavap.Ljxv'rjcrKW, erepobiSacr-

KaX4a, 4repo£vy4(j3, ehrpo<ru7r4w, drjptojxax^, larbipvxos,

6Xiybij/vxos, Karappapetiw, KaroirTpL^opui, KevoSo^La,

KoajxoKpdrojp, jxeraaxn^rl^, dpdorroSba), TrapeurtpxojxaL,

Tpoevdpxojxat, TrpocravaTrXrjpbw, crvvvTrovpybw, awmvo-

Kplvojxai, vTvepevTvyxd'v(j3 J

—

his particles : aXXa jxev-

ovvye, dpa odv, 4dv re ydp, 4kt8s el pAj, ov jxbvov 86 dXXd

Kal, rk 7dp . . . bpoltos 86 Kal, iTepeKTrepuraov, waivepel,

ws 8tl. Not less familiar are the characteristics

of his style:—his long and sometimes involved

sentences^ his participial appendages and amplifi-

cations, the irrepressible crowding of his thoughts,

his imperial disregard for niceties of construction
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in his determination to ‘wreak his meaning on
expression.’

Very different is the studied rhetorical period-

icity of the writer to the Hebrews. The nature

of his theme, indeed, leads him to use many words
and constructions found in the LXX

;
but the

general air of his vocabulary, no loss than of liis

style, is literary. Keminiscences of classic phrase-

ology meet us in his u>s giros ciiretv and ?/jlolO€p a<p' &

v

$t&6€v* His varied use of particles— fiijwou, tduircp,

K&Oibcrwep, mhrep
,

k<xLtol, ger^Trara, re (re 7dp), and
the affectedly indefinite irov (2

6
,
44 )—further attests

his culture.^ So do the periphrastic phrases dpxhv

Xa/xfidvecp (La. &px£<r&cu), ireipcLP Xapfidptw (yet ef.

{jTb/ivi)cnv X. 2 Ti l 6
, X^Orjv X. 2 P P, etc. ), and such

terms as alcrdrjT'fipLov, airabyacr/xa, Hyyvos, f-Xcyxos,

eh rb Scppeic^Sy trpbcr(paros, rpaxyXlfav, %a/3a/crrj/).

Still, he betrays conspicuously the later Gr. fond-

ness for sonorous words (sec p. 37 above); as,

AyepmXbyrjroSf algarer^uoda, amrdXvros, dpardOeros,

&va<rravp6o>, dvnmOlcrrTifJu, dirapdfiaros, a</>o/xoioucr0at,

dvtTepjx'fjvevTOs, iireujaybjy^^ euireplcTaros, Karayuvi-

$ec6cu, fierpLoiraOeiv, pucrdairodocrla, optcta/xocrla, crvvan-

pLaprvpeip
, etc. , bear witness. One or the noteworthy

grammatical peculiarities of the Epistle is its use
of the perfect tense as nearly tantamount to the
aorist (e.g. ll 17 - a8

;
note the co-ordination of the

two in the former passage), in accordance with
the laxity of the late and less cultivated writers
(cf. e.g. fiev 57

,
8R

etc.).

In some respects the Ep. of James shares the
characteristics of that to the Hebrews. In stylo,

to be sure, it is very different : torso, abrupt, vivid,

incisive, at times picturesque, not to say poetic.

But its vocabulary exhibits a similar variety and
amplitude; and m the skilful use of the Gr.
language its author is inferior to no NT writer.
Peculiar to him are the compounds ddidupiros,

dtearderraros, dvbXeos, diretparTOS, dironvho, dtpwreptu,
8cufxopub67]$

} 0aparv}<fi6po$, mtcoTraOla, mnbo/MUt vojxoOi*

rrj
s, iroXbcnrXayxvoS) cnirSftpojTos, xpucrodaKrtikios, the

bookish terms dTO(fdacrpetty fipi'm, tipupvrof, 4vdXtoy,

KaT'J)<p€ia
} # 11/t.fios, TapaXXaytf, fivimpta, rpoir^ rpoxfo,

rpv<pdo)
t
and the pictorial dvep,l£«, avxdo, dlftvxos,

ebirptweicc, dXoXtifa, pL7rl^(a
t

(r^icw, <f>\oyllp<at (f>pl<r<r<a,

xaXivaywyiu. His Ep. contains some seventy words
that are peculiar to him; while the Ep, to the
Heb., nearly three times as long, exceeds that
number by scarcely one hundred

;
and 1 P, nearly

identical m length with James, falls short by some
ten in the number of its peculiar terms. Some of
James’s words, e.g. ToXdcrirXccyx^os, x/H/<ro5am$Aicu,
are thought to he of Ms own coinage.
Jude, when its diminutive extent is considered,

is quite as characteristic as James in its termin-
ology. Such words and phrases as dicofaoplfa,
dirraurros, iKiropveijco, iraywvlfopat, £ra<pplfa

}
pcepupt-

/xotpoSf rapaerddto, crnXds, tpdcvoircopivbSy irpb irtxvrbs

rov alQpos, Oavfxdfovres irphcrwra, sufficiently mark
its individuality.

The vocabulary of the Petrine Epistles presents
the phenomenon that of the one hundred and
twenty-one words found in them, and nowhere else
in the NT, only one (cbr60e<m) is common to both
Epistles, while each Epistle exhibits about the same
number of peculiar terms,—viz. the first some sixry-
three, the second fifty-seven, while in length their
relation is nearly seven to five.

The Apocalypse, the most distinctly Hebraistic
and Oriental specimen of literature m the NT,
owes its linguistic individuality not so much to its
vocabulary—although such words and phrases as
pacravurfibs, Spdtcwv (of the devil), iyxpLw, Mtbfmj<ns,
prjXetiu), J)p.l(apop

}
b Qdvaros b Seibrepos, deubdr)*, rb bna*

k6p, KardOp./xa, Karrfywp, KoXXotipiov, x/>ycrraXXt>, 2)
Kvpiaitii ^doa, fieaavpdrrgAa, Srov . . . d/cei, vreXe/c/fw,

irortt/xo<p6prt w
os;

t
rb crcpLKbv. crrprjvidcj, rcpu6rr}$, are

peculiar to it—as to its intrepid disregard ot the

conventionalities of Gr. grammar, of winch 6

dirb b CbP ml b ?jp ml b ipxfifuyoSt dvd <h cMtaros, oh

jxvpiddesy tifiotop vlbp dvOfM&irov, tfiwi) Xtyiw, y obal
t

obal followed by the accusative (B 13 12 U:
), t'Ubthj go<

Kd\ap.os . . . Xbytov, etc., are specimens and to

them may be added a propensity to lapse into the

use of the nominative, although this case is thus

loft suspended in mid-air (cf. P 2 1H 3 13 7
A

t)
u

1413* 14
IS)

11
). 1 ts deviations from the ordinary laws

of Greek construction are at times so hold and
capricious as to start the query whether the work,
in parts at least, is not the mechanical reproduction

of an Aramaic original.

The undeniable individuality of the several NT
writers may put us on our guard against too confi-

dently over-pressing slight variations in phrase-

ology into proof of difference in authorship or of

substantial difference of thought. Changes in a
writer’s vocabulary, even in Ids style, may he dim
to the topic treated, or the character and circum-
stances of the persons addressed ;

or may ho
nothing more than those varying mauueti* urn

which temporarily bear sway with till writers

except the most practised, nor example, it him
been noticed (see W. H. Simcox, 77m Writers of
the New TnianiMdi p. 37) that Paul to express * in

every thing’ uses & imvri in the Epistle-) to the
Thess. ami Cor. (twelve times), butiu tlie Pastoral
Epistles (V itcurcp (six fhv«»| times), while in that
to the PhilippiauH (•!*") he unites the two; 6*

iravrl ml tv vdiuv (cf. 2 Co U a
). On the other

hand, the similarities, even coincidences, in

language to be noted at times in different

NT writings (on comparing, for instance* the
Paulino Epistles and 1 P, or l P and da, or the
writings of Luke and the Ep. to the Heb.) present
a problem which this is not the place to discuss.

Suffice it here to say, that they suggest the early
growth of a distinctive religious terminology which
largely became the common possession of the
brotherhood of believers; and remind uh also that
not all the reciprocal influence of the Christian
leaders upon one another was exerted through
their writings. Moreover, as wadi coincidences m
differences in vocabulary may admonish us afresh

;

that NT Greek is not an isolated language, luff can
bo correctly appreciated only by being studmd in
its relation to the written and spoken Greek of the
apostolic period.

VI. PiumuSMN.— It haw been intimated more
than once already in the course of this article that
considerable ignorance still exists respecting sundry
details belonging to the NT language. This ignor-
ance should not be exaggerated, It is not rnieh m
to throw uncertainty over the general tenor of
biblical teaching. Nevertheless, the student and
the Christian are alike concerned in its removal
The frank recognition of it is an indispensable
preliminary to tine patient study and resen reh by
which alone it can be diminished, < Ivor and above
matters clouded in uncertainty by reason of our
scanty historical knowledge—such as « baptism
for the dead ’ (l Co im> * the gift of tongues 1

(1 Co 14, etc.), the apostles * thorn in the flesh
*

(2 Co lW) t etc,—there are points both of lexk*o»
graphy and of grammar respecting which unanimity
has not yet been reached by loading ex|Hn4tomp

and which consequently appeal invitingly to the
enterprising student.
Among the former may be enumerated &pmyuk

(Ph 2s ; how far, if at all, k the distinction
between verbal nouns in */«*. tw, and «m obliter-
ated or obscured in NT Greek?), dpxP (Jn 8s

®),

itififttpAopm (Mk 1* Jn etc.), i(owia (t Go 11**),

totfbidip (Mk 147S), iwwdmm
(Mt O1

], Lk 11% ttiwmlfmrm (He 121

), mrmrpli®m
(2 CoS18

), KfxpaXtbu (Mk 12H, Kotrpxm (He iMw
iroietp (or bdawomv, Mk 2»), vaftopvmep (He 2l

),
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wpoex<fyte0a (Ro 39), <nri\d<5es (Jude 12
), crvvaXifrojxai

(Ac l4 etc.), (TWKplvovres (1 Co213
), rpoirijs dirocridao-pLa

(Ja l 17 ), rpoxbs 7evicrews (Ja 3G
). Further, what is

the distinction, or how far is it regarded by the
JSfT writers, between &XKos and Zrepos (e.g. Gal l6f-),

ftofiXo/aaL and 64\i>3 (e.g. Mt l19), d/xl and tiir&pxw (&-{?•

1*11

2

6
), etc. ? How far do the uses of ds and 4v tend

to approximate, and the difference in the classics

between the several cases after prepositions (e.g.

grow indistinct? Does els r6 with the infin.

always express purpose ? What is the difference

between dye and? el'rep ? Is Mn ever equivalent to
the simple /or? Is 6n ever tantamount to the
interrogative why (Mk 911- 38

), or does el introduce
a direct question? Does Paul use the 1st pers.

plur. of himself alone ? etc. etc.

Turning to points more strictly grammatical,
we may mention—the use and force of the article :

how far (if at all) does it deviate from the classic

standard?—with was (e.g. Eph 221 38
,
Ac 23(}

, 1 Ti
l18) ; with v6p.os

;

with irved/xcL (&yiov) ;
in such pas-

sages as Ho 57 380 , 1 Ti 215
. Is the classic law

requiring an article before an attributive participle

which follows a definite antecedent rigorously
observed (cf. IP 319* 20

) ? Is there any difference

in meaning between 6 tf^Aos woAtfs and 6 toXBs 0%Xos

(cf. Jn 129* J2 and Mk 1237) ? What is the difference

between aMs and iKewos in 2 Ti 226
? Are cuJrov,

etc., used reflexively? Is bans ever a pron. of

simple reference (i.q. bs, cf. Mt 222 1823
) ? What is

the force of the genitive in the phrases bimioa^vrj

Oeov (cf. Ro l
17

),
Trlaris T^crou Xpurrov (Ro 322)?

Docs a/coi'iew <f>uv?i5 differ in sense from fyuvty tucotieiv

(cf. Ac 94 - 7 227 * 9 2G14
,
and see Buttmann, NT

Grammar
, §§ 132, 17 ; 144, 16) ?

r

rixc matters above specified are called c problems,’

because difference or opinion about them still

exists in reputable commentaries ;
although it may

be questioned whether several of them have not

been already disposed of in the judgment of

scholars. To them may be added the stock exe-

getieal problems, such as Mt 613
,
Lk 1249 187

,

Ac 202Hf
*, Ja 4®, 2 P P° ;

together with more general

questions, such as, What effect, if any, had amanu-
enses on the style of the NT writings? What
indications, if any, of the locality of their origin

do the NT writings disclose ? What influence, if

any, had the Hob. parallelism in obliterating for

the Jewish-Greelc mind the delicate shades of

difference between Gr. synonyms? What in-

fluence, if any, had the use of Jewish manuals in

producing agreement in the form or the employ-

ment of OT passages? (Note the agreement m
combined quotations, deviating in the same par-

ticulars from the LXX, which occur in Ro 9s2 * 38

and l P 2°“8
; cf. Ro 1219 with He 1030

).

The uncertainties still cleaving to the NT
language it is by no means over-sanguine to hope

may be gradually, and in the end greatly, reduced.

Not a little help towards this result is yet to be

drawn from the literary relics of the centuries

immediately preceding and following the Christian

era. The more accurate editing and careful study

of these relics, which is already engaging the efforts

of scholars, is yielding results which both justify

and augment expectation. Particulars, individu-

ally slight, amount to a considerable gam.m the

aggregate. Meantime, noteworthy accessions to

our knowledge of the language of the Alexand.

and Gr.-Roman period have already come from the

inscriptions, ana especially the papyri (some of

them going back to the days of the Ptolemies),

which the last few decades have unearthed, and

which it may reasonably be hoped are but the first-

fruits of a rich harvest ol discovery. Resemblances

in phraseology are instructive even where the

intellectual and religious quality of the concep-

tions cohered may be widely different (cf. e.g. vibs

6eov} tctipLos, (rojT’fjp, as used of the Roman emperors,
and in the vocabulary of the Stoics). Moreover,
the unalterableness, and in many cases the definite

date of many of these sources, lift their testimony
above the suspicion of possible clerical modification
from which the text of even our best extant NT
MSS is not always quite free.

VII. The Literature of our subject requires little space here.
Suffice it to refer the reader to Schmiedel’s 8th ed of Winer’s
Grammatik

,
of which the first part {Einleit. und Formenlehre

,

pp. 194) appeared in 1894, the second m 1897, and where almost
no publication of moment is left unmentioned. A careful review
of Pt. i. by W. Schmid in the GGA, 1895, No. 1, pp. 26-47,
deserves also to be consulted. The comparison of the NT
language with the later Gr. has been greatly facilitated by the
last-named scholar’s elaborate work, Per Atticismus in seinen
Bauptvertretem von Dionysius von Halikamass bis auf den
zweiten Philostratus (vol. i. 1887, vol. ii. 1889, vol. iii. 1893,
vol. iv. 1896, Index 1897), by the treatise of William Schmidt,
de Flavii Josephi elocutione, etc., in Fleckeisen’s 1 Jahrbucher
fur classische Philologie,’ 20ter Supplementband (1894, pp. 345-

550), by the Subsidia ad cognoscendum Grceeorum sermonem
vulgarem e Pentateuchi versions Alexandrina repetita of H.
Anz in * Dissertationes Philolog. Halenses,’ vol. xii. (1894)

pp. 261-387, and by G. A. Deissmann’s Bibdstudien (Marburg,
1895), which contains, pp. 57-168, an instructive study of the
Gr. of the LXX in the light of the results furnished by papyri
and recently-discovered inscriptions

;
supplemented in 1897 by

Neue Bibelstudien ; new ed. in Eng. tr. by Grieve, 1900.

Other noteworthy recent works dealing directly with the
language of the NT are : Joseph Viteau, Etude, sur le Greo du
Nouveau Testament: Le Verbe ; Syntaxe des Propositions

(pp. 240, 8°, Paris, 1893), especially convenient owing to the
summary of NT peculiarities given at the close of every
chapter

;
particular attention is paid also to the usage of the

LXX, which is made still more prominent in his Etude, etc.

:

Suyet, Compliment et Attribut (pp. 248, Paris, 1896) ;
F. Blass,

Grammatik d. Neutest. Griechisch (pp. 329, 8°, Gottingen, 1890

;

Eng. tr. by Thackeray, 1898), which has the exceptional merit
of recognizing the characteristics of the several writers, and
of frequently noting variant readings from the MSS., and
citing parallels from the Apostolic Fathers ; E. W. Burton,
Syntax of the Moods and Tenses in N21 Greek, 2nd ed. pp. 215,

1893 ; H. A. A. Kennedy, Sources of NT Greek, pp. 172, 1895

;

Dalman, Worte Jesu, 1S98.

Interesting light is thrown on sundry details also by Arnold
Meyer, Jesu Muttersprache, pp. 176, Leipzig, 1896 ; and Edward
Hicks, Traces of Gr. Philosophy and Pom. Law in theNT, pp.
187, Lond. 1896.

The multiplying of manuals of a popular character (Oombe,
Huddilston, Moulton) indicates a growing interest in the
language, and emphasizes the demand for a new work by a
master hand which shall combine the excellencies of the
standard treatises of Winer and Buttmann, utilize the knowledge
of the subject which has accumulated during the last thirty

years or more, and furnish a student with a compact yet com-
plete handbook.—[1897]. J. H. THAYER.

LANTERN occurs only in Jn. 18® ‘with lanterns

and torches and weapons/ where it is the tr. of

<jbavbs ,
a word which occurs only here in biblical

Greek, and is not common elsewhere. That
1 torch ’ would be a more accurate rendering than
‘lantern’ seems clear from Xenophon’s i/rrb <pavov

TtopdevBai (Rep. Lac. v. 7). The word is formed
directly from (pobLvia ‘to give light/ The Eng. tr.

is from Wyclif, ‘with lanterms and brondis and
armys/ who thus translates the Vulg. ‘cum laternis

et facibus et armis/ and all the versions follow

with * lanterns ’ (except Cov. who has ‘ with cres-

hettes, with lanternes, and with weapens ’). ‘ Lan-
tern ’ was formerly used with more freedom than
now. Wyc. translates Jn 5s5 ‘Sothli he was a
lanterne brennynge and schynynge ’

(Tind. ‘He
was a burninge and a shyninge light*; Geneva,
‘candle*), and Ps 119100 ‘Lanterne to my feet thi

woord ;
and light tamyn pathis* (13S8 ‘ Thi word

is a lanterne *) ; so Cov. ‘ Thy worde is a lanterne

unto my fete, and a light unto my pathes/ and
this is the form in which the verse is quoted at

the time; as, Tind. Expositions (Parker Soc.),

p. 149; Ridley, Brefe Declaration, 96, ‘by the

lanterne of thy worde*; Knox, Works
,

iii. 301,

‘The bryght lantarne to the fete of these that

by nature walke in darkenesse ’
; and Davenant,

Fast Sermon (Fuller’s Life, p. 276).

Trench in his NT Synonyms, p. 157 ff., endeavours to dis>

tinguish the five words <pSs, <?>*yyw, kO%vof, and !
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but he seems to have forgotten <pavk. <!>£>* and <ptyyof mean
‘light,* the former chiefly the light of the sun, the latter

chiefly that of the moon. is a luminary. Au%yoc-, he
thinks, should always he translated * lamp,’ and ‘ torch.*

These distinctions are valid, though it is not possible to ob-

serve them invariably. How far the RV has done so may he
seen from the following list :

—

<£&?£ is everywhere ‘light* in AV and RV, except Ja l1? AV
and RV ‘ lights ’ (‘ the Father of lights/ (pti™*), Ac 10^ RV
(‘he called for lights/ (para); m Mlc l#4 AV renders irpk ro

<p£s * at the fire/ and in the par. passage Lie 2256 ‘ by the fire/

RV both ‘ in the light of the fire
’

; in Kph f>y eiid. prefer 6 xxpvoe
rov (pairoe for TR rav rvtCpcaroi, whence RV ‘the fruit of the
light * for AV ‘ the fruit of the Spirit.’

<pa)trTy\p is ‘light/ Rev 21U, and in plu. ‘lights/ Ph 2*6
, in both

versions, with RVm ‘ luminaries.*
qiyyof occurs only in Mt 242&, Mlc 1G24,

Lk 11S3, and both
versions have ‘light.’

Xxanr&e is in AV translated ‘lamp* in Mt 25U3.4.7.8, and RV
retains with marg. ‘torch/ also in Rev 4s ,

which RV retains

without margin. In Rev 810 RV turns AV * lamp ’ into * torch/
but retains AV ‘ torch ’ in Jn 18I{ and * light’ in Ac 20s.

\uvm has been translated ‘lamp ’ in RV in all its occurrences,
but AV varies between * candle’ in Mt 515, Mk 4-1

, Lk 86

158, Rev 18» 225; and ‘light’ in Mt 6*», Lk llM 1285, Jn 5«,
2 p ii9, Rev 2123. J. Hastings.

LAODICEA {Aaoduda, Tisch. and WH, as appears
in everywhere, and in B Col 2 l

,
Rev I

n 3 14
:

Laodicia or Laudicia often in Latin Versions. B
has Aaodlueia in Col 418 * lf5 ‘ 10

; so TR everywhere.
Aaodhceia is certainly the correct Greek form ; it is

the practically universal form in Greek literature,

Stralbo, Steph. Byz., Philostratus, etc., also an
inscription dated [dnA Aaodijicelas A.D. 120.* The
good Latin form is Laodicea , not Laodicia. The
early Turkish form Ladhik t [compare Ladik

,

still

used of the Pontie and Lyeaonian cities] points
to ActodUcia. The forms Aavdlncia and AaSfma
occur later).—Laodicea, distinguished from other
cities of the same name as M ry Aiky, or ad
Li/cum, was founded probably by Antiochus II.

Tlieos, B.c. 2G1-24G, and named after his wife
Laodike. It was placed on a spur of the low hills

fringing the Lycos valley on the south, about 2
miles south from the river. It is close to the
station Gonjelli on the Ottoman Railway, and
the branch line to Denizli runs up the valley of the
little river Asopos, close to the western gates of
the city. It was distant only G miles from II iora-
polis, and 11 from Colossm (Col 413* 1({

). Behind the
Iiills to the south, only a few miles away from the
city, rises the great range of Mount Salbakos
(BabaDagh), and to the south-east Mount Kadmos
(Khonas JDagh), both reaching to the height of
about 8000 ft. above the sea, while the city is

only about 800 or 900 ft. above the sea. Before
Laodicea was founded, the chief town or village of
this part of the valley was certainly situated at
Denizli, 6 miles south, close under Salbakos, where
the natural water - supply was extraordinarily
abundant

;
and after Laodicea decayed, about the

end of the 11th cent., Denizli again took its place
as the chief city of the whole valley.$ Laodicea
was dependent for its water on an aqueduct whose
maintenance required more skill and prudence
than could be applied in the 12th cent. It has
ever since been called Eski-llissar, ‘ the Old
Portress/ as distinguished from the modem city
Denizli, £ Full of Waters/
The site of Laodicea is now utterly deserted.

The ruins are not conspicuous or imposing; the
site has been rilled to build and repair Denizli,
and in recent years much injury has thus been
done to the old city.

The city Laodicea was founded to be a garrison
and centre of Seleucid power in the country, and
* See quotations Cities and Bish. qf Phr. i. pp. 82, 37, 88, 44,

47, 64. The form Arnhem occurs chiefly in tne genitive case,m which the accent of Axobmmt falls on the same syllable m
that Of Axohxixs.

t Op. alt p. 26. Ladhik implies an original A««*/«*«, not
axooixtx.

t Op. cit. p. 201

population was selected and planted then* likely

to be loyal to tin* Seleucid kings. Hence then* arc

some traces of a Syrian clement in the populat iom*
Jews also formed* part of the citizens; these may
have been brought there by the founder, or been

settled there by Antiochus the Great towards tu*.

200, when he sent 2000 Jewish families from

Babylonia to the cities of Phrygia and Lydia
(Josephus, Ant. xir. iii. 4).+ In n.a 02 Ktaccun, the

governor of the province Asia, refused to let the

money which was regularly sent to Jerusalem by

the Jews go out of the country, because lie feared

that the loss of specie might be dangerous. At
Laodicea, by the governor’s orders, 20 pounds
weight of gold, which had been collected by the

Jews, was seized ; and at Apameia 100 pounds
weight (Cicero, pro Flacco, OK), A letter of the

Laodicean magistrates is preserved by Josephus
(Ant. XIV. x, 20), promising to obey the Roman
orders, and grant full religious freedom to the
Jews.
Laodicea was a small city until after the Roman

period had begun; then it rapidly became great

and rich. Destroyed by an earthquake in A.n. Go,

it disdained to seek help from the liberality of the

Emperors, as many of the greatest cities of A*.ia

had done
;
proprm opibm rrmduit (Tacitus, Ann.

xiv. 27). lienee its boast, Rev 3n 1
1 am rich, ami

have gotten riches, and haviyneed of nothing,/ It

was renowned for the beautiful glossy black wool
of its sheep, and carried on a great trade m
garments manufactured from /bis wool, Owing
to its central position at the point where the great
trade-route from the. Rust wars joined by several

branch-roads, and its importance as chief city of

the Cibyratie conventu^ to which, at stated inter*

vats, the. people of many cities and a large district

flocked, it became a centre of banking and ftnanehl
transactions ; and Cicero intended to cash t here
his bills of exchange ( ICp. ad Fam. iii. 5. 41 lienee
Uov3'H ‘ I counsel thee (not to take the gold of thy
bankers, but) to buy of me gold refined by lire,

and (not the glossy black garments made m tlm
city, but) white garments/

Laodicea was not far east of the temple of
Men Karou, connected with which was a famous
school of medicine in the century immediately
before and after Christ. Then* was an article

called
* Phrygian Powder/ used to cure weakness

of the eyes ; it is very probable that this mm
made at Laodicea,;]: Hence 1

1 counsel thee (not to
use thy 4 Phrygian Powder/ but) to buy of me
eyesalve to anoint thine eyes that thou may*t
see * (Rev 3W ).

Very little is known about the history of
Christianity in Laodicea, Timothy, Mark, and
above all Epaphras (Col l

7
), are likely to have boon

first instrumental in spreading the new religion in
the Lycos valley; after them came Philip the
Apostle, and (according to late tradition) John,
Archinpus, Nymphos (Col 4 18

), and IHotreptnw
(3 Jn 5

), are named by untrustworthy tradition m
the first bishops of Laodicea, Sagans, a bishop of
Laodicea, died a martyr alwiut A, 0. 1 (HI Skintmw,
a bishop, and Artemon a presbyter, under Dio.
cletian, are mentioned in tins Acta A. Artemonk
(Oct. 8), a late and poor production^ Few < *hna-
tion inscriptions are known, Laodicea was repre-
sented by its bishop Nounechkw at the Council of
Niema, A.D. 825 ; and a council was held in the
city about 344-368, It was the leading bishopric;

* Op. dt. |>, 33.

f On the history of the Phrygian Jew* (who »#em to hav*
bean far more numerous in Apameia and Canted Phrygia than
in Laodicea) see op. dt. pfe, It, oh. xv.

| So the famous Pokraon of Laodicea wa§ called ‘ th«
Phrygian ’ by his admirer Merodo® Attica®,m dt m, 44,

j Other pwtyr® at Lao(ito«, op. m* p£ it, pp. m, m
Add Trophimus and ThaUu®, Acta Sand., flth March.
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of Phrygia throughout the Christian period. The
subscription at the end of 1 Ti, 4ypdf>v) curd AaoduceLas,
has no authority, and is certainly false. The
Epistle called i] 4k AaodiKslas (Col 4lb

) is perhaps the
existing Epistle to the Ephesians (wh. see). The
so-called JEpistola ad Laodicenses is a late and
worthless forgery. St. Paul himself had never
visited the Lycos valley (Col 21

).

Laodicea is classified by NT writers under the
geographical name Asia. Zahn, however, and
Blass consider that St. Luke reckoned it, not
under Asia, but under Phrygia (see Lydia, against
this view).

Literature.—-Most of what has been learned about Laodicea
i* collected by Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phn/gia. pt. i.

PP* 1-83, 842 f.; pt. ii. pp. 612 ff.. 542 ff
, 785 f. Anderson in

journal of Hellenic Studies (1897), p. 404 ff., and Weber in
Jahrbuch. des Arch. Institute (1898), pt. i., supplement that
work. Among- the older travellers Hamilton gives the best
account; but Smith, Pococke, Chandler, Arundell, Fellows,
Texier, are all worth reading. jyp RAMSAY.

LAODICEANS (AaoSiKeis, Latin Laodicenses) is

the correct term for the people of Laodicea (Col
4 1(5

). Aaoducefo is the invariable form on coins.
AaodcKpyds is used in the sense of 4 made in, or
belonging to, Laodicea ’

; and in Latin Laodicenus
also occasionally is used for a man of Laodicea.

W. M. Ramsay.
LAPPIDOTH (rrtT*)? ‘torches,

9 ‘flames/ cf. Ex
2018

; B Aa<j)€L8(bO
} AAa4>i5djO ).—Husband of Deborah,

Jg 44. For the form of the name, with the fern,

plur. ending fith, cf. Naboth, Meremoth, Meraioth,
JoromothjMikloth; prob. an intensive plur. (Konig,
Syntax d. lleb. Spr. § 261), perhaps with a figura-

tive meaning (Bottcher, Lehrbneh
, § 719a). J ewish

commentators, e.g. D. Kimchi, Levi ben-Gershom,
identify Lappidoth (‘flames’) with Barak (‘light-

ning’); so Hilliger, Das Deborah-lied p. 11;
\Vollh., Composition p. 223; Budde, Bicht . u. Sam.
p. 09. Other Jewish interpretations explain that
l)oborah was ‘a woman of torches/ i.e. made wicks
for the sanctuary, or, ‘a woman of flames/ refer-

ring to the fiery or energetic character of her
prophesying, Tiiese explanations are improbable.

G. A. Cooke.
LAPWING.—See Hoopoe.

LARGE.—Like Lat. largus, ‘large’ formerly
expressed abundance rather than bulk. Its mean-
ings in AV are all practically obsolete, and are
apt to be missed. 1. Spacious

, of great extent
,
as

Jg 1810 ‘When ye go, ye shall come unto a peoule
secure, and to a large land’ (d?t njqi pv^rj], RV
‘ and the land is large ’

; lit. ‘ spacious on’ both
hands’); Neh 419 ‘The work is great and large,

and we are separated upon the wall, one far from
another ’

; Is 3023 ‘ In that day shall thy cattle

feed in large pastures’
;
Jer 22** *1 will build me

a wide house and large chambers’ (oyiJT?

AVm ‘through-aired chambers’; RV ‘spacious

chambers’); Rev 21 18 ‘And the city lieth four-

square, and the length is as large as the breadth’
( It

V"
‘as groat as the breadth’). Cf. Howell,

Letters, I. i. 5, ‘ I pray God bless us both, and
send us, after this large Distance, a joyful meet-
ing/ 2. Unconfined, free ,

as 2 S 2220
1|
Ps 1819 ‘ He

brought me forth also into a large place,’ (nens,

trd ‘a large place/ also in Ps 1185
,
Hos 416

, but in

Ps 318 ‘a large room/ RV ‘ a large place’ ; except
in Hos (where see Cheyne’s note), it is an expres-

sion denoting great prosperity. De Witt trans-

lates Ps 181” ‘He brought me forth into room
unconiined/ and points out that the opposite is

the ‘calamity/ or ‘sore pressure’ of the previous

verse) ; 2 Es l
18 ‘ I led you through the sea, and

in the beginning gave you a large and safe pas-

sage’ (plateas vobis in invio mumtas exhibui,’RV
‘where there was no path I made for you high-

45

ways’). Cf. Mt 713 Rhem., ‘Enter ye by the
narrow gate, because brode is the gate, and large
is the way that leadeth to perdition.’ So Hall,
Works, ii. 2, ‘ None but a sonne of Aaron might
offer incense to God in the temple ; and not every
sonne of Aaron, and not any one at all seasons :

God is a God. of order, and hates confusion no
lesse than irreligion : albeit he hath not so straitned
himselfe under the Gospell, as to tie his service
to persons, or places, yet his choice is now no
lesse curious because it is more large ; he allowes
none but the authorised, he authoriseth none but
the worthy/ Cf. also Shaks. As You Like It, II.

vii. 48

—

* I must have liberty
Withal, as large a charter as the wind,
To blow on whom I please

31

;

and Hamlet, IV. iv. 36

—

* Sure, He, that made us with such large discourse.
Looking before and after, gave us not
That capability and godlike reason
To fust in us unused.'

3. Liberal in giving
,
only Mt 2812 ‘They gave

large money unto the soldiers’ (Tindale’s tr.,

Gr. apytipia iKavd). This meaning was once very
common. Thus Shaks. 2 Henry VI. I. i. Ill—

* the poor King Reignier, whose large style
Agrees not with the leanness of his purse 11

;

and Dryden, Brit. Bed. i. 86

—

* Large of his treasures, of a soul so great
As fills and crowds his universal seat.’

In Gal 611 we have the nearest approximation to the modern
use, 4 Ye see how large a letter I have written unto you with
mine own hand.’ The Gr. is xvjl.tx.cis ypetpepboteny, which RV
translates ‘with how large letters,’ introducing the modern
meaning of * large ’ unmistakably. Field (Otium Norv. iii. 117),
who calls the RV the only possible rendering, says, * St. Paul
was a very indifferent penman, and when he did not employ an
amanuensis, was obliged to write in very large and, probably,
ill-shaped characters.’ He illustrates from Plutarch’s Cato:
* In describing Cato’s method of educating his son, the historian
tells us that he wrote histories for him with his own hand and
in large characters’ QZtcp %ttpt xoci puya.xois ypocpcpuconv). The
Eng. word recalls Milton’s Sonnet ‘New Forces of Conscience’

—

‘New Presbyter is but old Priest writ large.’

The phrase ‘at large’ occurs Wis I99 ‘For they
went at large like horses’ {ivepfidrjcrav, Vulg. de-
averunt [escam]; RV ‘they roamed at large’);
ir 4712 ‘After him [David] rose up a wise son,

and for his sake he dwelt at large’ {Kar4\v<rw 4v

ir\aTvcrp.Lp : Bissell explains, ‘ He was no more
full of care for this and that; lie gave up all

to the management of his wise son/ But Ball
[QPB\ ‘Solomon enjoyed ease and freedom for
David’s sake ’)

;
2 Mac 230 ‘ To stand upon every

point, and go over things at large, and to be
curious in particulars, belongeth to the first author
of the story’ ( irepl Travruv iroietardai \6yov, RV ‘to in-

dulge in long discussions/ RVm ‘ to provide a place
for discussions/ Fritzsehe prefers the reading of

codd, A and V Teplrrarov Troisier6at \6ywv
s ‘to make the

round of matters
’
). Cf. Rhem. NT, p. 204 (Argument

to John’s Gospel), ‘the intent of this evangelist
writing after the other three, was, to omit the
Actes of Christ in Galilee, because the other three
had written them at large; and to reporte his
Actes done in lurie, which they had omitted.’

Largely, in the sense of freely, occurs in 1 Mac
1618 ‘ when Simon and his sons had drunk largelv’
[ijuediicrdT}, RV ‘ had drunk freely’ ; Ball and Bissell,
‘ were drunk/ which is the only possible meaning).
Cf. North’s Plutarch

,
‘Alexander/ p. 687, ‘Then

did Alexander offer great presents unto the god,
and gave money largely to the priests and ministers
of the temple.’

Largeness occurs only 1 K 429 ‘And God gave
Solomon wisdom and understanding exceeding
much, and largeness of heart’ (3^ non), where the
meaning is not, as now understood, a charitable
disposition, but breadth of intellectual interest,
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the difference being due, however, to the differ-

ence between the Heb. and Eng. uses of ‘heart.’

Thus the marg. of the Geneva Bible (copied into

the Bishops’ Bible) explains the phrase, ‘able to

comprehend all things,’ where the tr. is ‘a large

heart.’ But it is probable that as first used by
Wyelif the Eng. phrase meant liberality in giving,

as the marg. note to the 1388 ed. has Hargenessc

of herte, to spende in greet worsehip.’ Cf. Elyot,

Governour, ii. 104, ‘Croesus, the riche king of

Lidia . . . saide on a tyme to Cyrus, when he
behelde his liberalise, that suche largeness© as

he used shulde bringo hym in povertio, where,

if he lysted, he mought accumulate up treasure

incomparable.’ J. Hastings.

LASCIVIOUSNESS is the tr. in AV and RV of

dctXyeia in Mk 7
s2

, 2 Co 1221, Gal 5™, Eph 4W, 1 P 4s
,

Jude 4
. The Gr. word is found also in Ro 1313,

where both versions have ‘ wantomiess,’ and three

times in 2 P, viz. 22 TR iroXXoi t£aKoXovOfoowiv
avrQv rats dirtaKdats, AV ‘many shall follow thoir

pernicious ways,
3 but edd. daiXydcus, whence RV

‘their lascivious doings’ ; 27 tv dveXydq. dvacrrpocp'fj,

AV ‘filthy conversation,’ RV ‘lascivious life’;

and 218 dcreXyelcus AV ‘ through much wantonness,’
RV ‘by lasciviousness.

5 In LXX dcrtXyua occurs
only twice, Wis 1428 AV ‘shameless unclean-
ness/ RV ‘wantonness’; and 3 Mac 226 ‘acts of

impiety.’

The etymology of datXyeta has had a curious
history. The derivation from a priv. and ^iXyrj, a
Pisidian city, is still mentioned by lexicographers,
though it is doubtful if it was for morality or
immorality that that city was famous ; Thayor-
Grimm, ‘whose citizens excelled in strictness of

morals ’
; Trench, * whose inhabitants were in-

famous for their vices.’ The favourite derivation
is, however, a and criXyu, ie. OtXyoj to charm. But
the use of the word in NT alone is sufficient to fix

its meaning and to show that ‘ lasciviousness ’ is

too restricted and definite to cover it all. The
meaning is absence of restraint, indecency; and
although that is generally regarded as shown in
sensuality, there are passages, as Mk 7 2<i and
1 P 48

, where sensuality is not yet in sight. In
the latter passage, as Salmond points out, the
writer begins with a general term (‘excesses’)
sufficient to include unbridled conduct of all kinds,
and then passes to particulars. Trench thinks
‘wantonness’ the boat rendering, ‘standing as it

does in a remarkable ethical connexion with
dcrtXyaa, and having the same duplicity of mean-
ing,’ i.e. indecency in general and sensuality in
particular. See Trench, NT Synonyms *

,
p. 54 ff.,

and Thayer, NT Greek Lex., s.v. Tlie leading idea
in the word is probably conduct that is shameless.
It is thus joined with wopvela and dmOapula in 2 Co
I2ai and Gal 519

,
where ropvda is a special form of

impurity
;
amOapcrla uncleanness' of any kind that

may, however, be unseen; aaiXyeia uncleanness
that shocks public decency. See Lightfoot on
Gal 519 and 1 Th 2s (the latter in Notes on Epp , of
St. Paul

, p. 21). It is remarkable that in all the
places in which ‘lasciviousness’ is found it has
been introduced by the AV translators. The
earlier word is nearly always * wantonness’ (except
in Wye. and Rhom. following the Vulg. too closely
and giving ‘lechery 3

or ‘impurity 3

mostly). RV
has carried the mistake still further by changing
* wantonness’ of 2 P 218 into ‘lasciviousness. 3

J. Hastings.
LASEA (Adcraia) is never mentioned by any

ancient author except St, Luke; but in the
‘hundred-citied 3 Crete it is not strange that an
unimportant town should be only one© mentioned.
Lasaia was neai Fair Havens (Ac 278

); and as
St. Paul’s ship lay for some considerable time in

the Havens, it would be necessary to purchase

stores from the city, on which account it comes to

bo mentioned by the historian. The ruins of the

city were examined in 1850 by the Rev. <?. Brown.

They are about 5 miles east from the Havens, and
1 mile east from Cape Leonda or Leona ; and
according to Mr. Brown are still called Adnata by
the Cretan peasantry. This may probably be the

Lisin mentioned in the Pou linger Tables as 16

miles south from (fortyna, In an air line the

distance on the map seems hardly more than 12

miles ; but in mountainous Crete the road may he

16 miles. Mr. E. Falkoner has published an old

Venetian description of the island of Crete, which
mentions in this neighbourhood a place Lapsea,

with a ruined temple (Mr. Brown mentions two
temples).

Litrratuhh.—

S

mith, Voj/etpf’ and tfhipurwk of SU, Paul,

3rd ed. p. ytffif. ; Falkoner in Mtmtnn of Plan*. An!of
p. 287. W. M. Ramsay.

LASHA (y$$>, A Adcra, E and Luc. Atom). — Men-
tioned only in Gn 10 la

,
as forming the boundary of

the Canaanites towards the east. Jerome and
Jorus. Targum identify with the famous

#

hot

springs of Callirrhoe in the Wddy Zerka Main to

the east of the Dead Sea; but this appears to he

too far to the north, and, as Dillmann remarks, we
rather expect a situation on the west side of the

Dead Sea or of the Uhdr. Wollh. {JlWth xxL
403 f.) would change w) into or Cf!?, i.c. Laish
(Dan) on the northern boundary of Canaan ; but
the boundary from north to south seems to have
been sufficiently given in the words * from Y/uUttt

. . » to (3am,’ and we expect a boundary now in a
new direction, namely, from west to east. One
might think of the promontory d»hisfln at the
south cud of the Dead Boa, but if this were in-

tended, the art, would have been found, m
in Jos 152. J. A. Bkwuk,

LASSHARON.—Amongst the kings subdued by
Joshua, the MT (followed by AV, RV) include*
the king of Lassharon (AVm Sharon). In the
Onomas. (s. ‘ Baron ’) the name Sharon is applied
to the region between Tabor and the Lake of
Tiberias, stated to be *

still eailed Baromu* The
name Sarfma is at the present day applied to a
ruin on this plateau, which is a possible site for
Lassharon (SWF vol. L sheet vi,), Harona in

mentioned on the list of Thothmes in. Bee
Palestine.
The text of Jos 1218 appears to lie in some dis-

order. While MT has TjJp iijj?, B of the
LXX has ftaeaXia ’()$6c r4}» *Apd>K (A simply fimtAin
"A<f>itc), where

rA/><*k is doubtless a corruption of
Xap&v, The Heb. text before B would thus appear
to have been jhflf ‘king of Aphek in
Sharon,’ the Sharon being not the plain of that
name on the coast, but the district in Galilee
above mentioned (so Dillm. on Jos 12 lH

; of, Wollh,
Sam. p. 55). C. It. CONDKIL

LASTHENES (Aa<r04vw), an officer of high rank
under Demetrius JL Nikator. He bears the honor-
ary titles of ‘kinsman’ (<nryyf«}s 1 Mao ilw ) and
‘ father

3

(raHip ih. H») of the king, the former not
necessarily implying near relationship to Demetrius
(of* 1 Mae 1(F), and the latter pointing to his
superior age, and to the advice (cf, Gn 45* of
Joseph) and protection which he afforded to the
young prine© (cf. Rawlinson and Zfiekler). Himself
a Cretan, he raised a body of Cretan mercenaries,
and enabled Demetrius to land in Cilicia, and
wrest the throne of Syria from Alexander Raimi
(Jos. Ant. xm. iv. 3, of. 1 Mm 10% From the

kmg Lasthones seems to have received some
official position, possibly that of governor of Cade*
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Syria (of. 1 Mac 1009). Hence when Demetrius
was endeavouring to make terms with Jonathan
the Maccabasan, he wrote to Lasthenes in favour
of the Jews, and forwarded a copy of his letter to
the Jewish prince (1 Mac IP9-87

, Jos. Ant. xiii. iv.

9). It is probable that Lasthenes was the powerful
favourite, who, by encouraging the luxury and
tyranny of Demetrius, eventually brought about
his overthrow by Tryphon (Diod. xxxiii. 4, and
Vales, ad toe.). H. A. White.

LATCHET (ifnft Ijuds).—The word refers to the
leather thongs used for tying on sandals. (See
Dress, vol. l p. 627 tt

). In Gn 1428 Abram tells

the king of Sodom that he had taken an oath
that he would not accept at his hands ‘from
a. thread to a shoe-latchet’ (feriVnp ninp), i.e.

nothing of his most worthless possessions, much
less anything of value. In Is Sr it is stated that
the army to be brought from afar against dis-

obedient Israel would be of such disciplined energy
that no loose girdles or broken latchets would be
seen in it. John the Baptist indicates his relation-
ship of inferiority by saying that he is unworthy
to loose tli© latchet of the shoes of Christ (Mk l7,

Lk 3 10
, Jn l

27
). Among Orientals everything con-

nected with the feet and shoes is defiled and
debasing, and the stooging to unfasten the dusty
latchet is the most insignificant item in such
service. G. M. Mackie.

LATIN.—In Jn 1920 (Lk 23s8 inferior text) it is

stated that the inscription on the tablet placed upon
the cross by Pilate 4 was written in Hebrew, and in
Latin, and in Greek.’ There seems to he no clear

evidence that the affixing of such a tablet to the
cross was a legal requirement, or even the ordinary
usage. But a tablet or placard announcing a
criminal’s offence was often carried before him on
his way to execution, or hung about his neck, and
sometimes he was preceded by a herald proclaim-

ing his crime (cf. Suoton. Ofdig. 32, Domit . 10

;

Dion Cass. Octav. 54. 3. 7 ;
Euscb. HE 5. 1. 44

;

Minima, Sanhedr. 0. 1, 10. 6). Inscriptions and
proclamations in two or more languages were not
uncommon (sec Jos. Ant. xiv. x. 2, 3, xii. 5). The
tablets set up in tho temple at Jerus. forbidding

any foreigner on pain of death to enter the Holy
Place, were some in Latin, some in Greek,* Jos.

BJ Y. v. 2, vi. ii. 4 (one of the latter, unearthed
about twenty-five years ago by M. Clormont-
Ganneau, is reproduced and described in the Bevue
ArcMologiqm for 1872, p. 214 If.; cf. PEE, Twenty

-

one Years Work
, p. 167 L)- Although Greek

formed a part of tho training of every educated

Roman, and was the widest medium of communi-
cation even in Palestine, yet Latin was especially

employed as tho legal, official, and military lan-

guage, and Roman pride was disposed to be ten-

acious of it in intercourse with provincials (see

Val Max. 2. 2. 2; Dion Cass. 57. 15. 3), The
emperor Claudius, for example, who was fond of

Greek learning, and an adept in the use of the

language (Sueton. Claud. 42), deprived a pro-

minent Greek of Roman citizenship for ignorance

of Latin (ibid, 10). Abundant reff. may be found

in Mayor’s note on Juvenal, xv. 110.

Respecting the influence of Latin upon the later

Greek, see Language of the New Testament.
J. H. Thayer.

LATIN VERSIONS, THE OLD.*-Among those

* Abbreviations used in this article

0L*»01d Latin Version (or Versions).
, ,

Arehiv. -^Arohiv fUr lateinische Lexihographu, ed. by E.

Wolfflin.

OSMltm Corpus Seripiorum Mcclesiasticanm Latmorum,
pub* under auspices ol Vienna Academy.

OGAmQMtkwische Gelehrte Anzeigen.

witnesses which are of primary importance for

determining the text of NT, and, in a modified
sense, that of OT also, the early Lat. VSS occupy
a foremost place. Hitherto, perhaps, their im-
portance has not been sufficiently recognized. Hut
the rapid developments in the science of textual
criticism which tliis century has seen are bringing
more clearly into view their unique value. This
consists mainly in their high antiquity, on the one
hand, and their extraordinary faithfulness to the
text which they tr., on the other. The last-named
characteristic has never been disputed. As to the
other, there is, at least, a general agreement that,
at the latest, a Lat. tr. of the Bible already existed
in the middle of the 3rd cent. A.D. But tliis means
much. The oldest Greek MSS which have, as yet,

come down to us, cannot be dated further back
than the 4th cent. The great majority of them
must be placed at a much later date. The early
Lat. VSS, therefore, as extant in MSS or biblical

quotations in the Fathers, supply ns with evidence
prior to any contained in Gr. MSS. But this

comparison must be made with caution. Other-
wise it would only mislead. Our extant Gx. MSS,
of course, witness to a text far earlier than the
date of their own origin. The evidence of a
version is only second-hand. And, besides, it is

always more or less local, presenting us with im-
portant data for determining one particular type
of text, but restricted as to the value of its general
hearing. From another point of view, however,
this limitation has advantages. The history and
character of the version must, of necessity, shed
light upon the history of the Church in the definite

area over which its influence has spread. And this

is pre-eminently true of the Lat. VSS. They are
closely bound up with the origin and diffusion of

Western Christianity. Through the influence of

the Lat. Fathers they have, to a great extent,

moulded its theological conceptions and its current
theological terms. Finally, to the history of the
Lat. language their contributions are invaluable ;

for they preserve the late Lat. renderings of

an extant Gr. original, using many varieties

of synonyms, many abnormal constructions, and
many strange formations, all of which reveal

the tendencies of the later language, and fix

with more or less certainty particular dialectical

variations.

1. Name.—The name Old Latin is used here to

denote the Lat. VS or VSS which existed previous

to, or independent of, the great revision made by
Jerome at the close of the 4th cent.* The desig-

nation is derived from the Lat. Fathers themselves,

who speak of 4 uetus editio,’ ‘antiqua interpre-

tatio,’ ‘uetus translatio,’ and the like. It seems
time now to abandon the misleading term ‘Itala,’

or even * uetus Itala,’ to denote the pre-Hierony-

mian type of text. For, as we shall see later, the
name 4 Itala ’ is most ambiguous, and forms the

central point of one of the keenest controversies

which has ever arisen on this complicated subject.

The expression 4 Old Latin’ makes no assumption,

but simply states an admitted fact. Under this

heading there might fall ‘mixed’ Lat. texts, in

which OL and Vulg. readings are found side by
side. As a rule, however, such texts have a Vulg.

Stud. Bibl.= Studia Biblica, by Members of Univ. of Oxford
4 vols.

SK= Theologische Studwn und Kritiken.

T. u. U. = Texte und ITntersuchungm (Gebhardt and Har«
nack).

ZwTh- Zeitschrift fur ivissenschaftliche Theologie.
* See Wordsworth, OL Biblical Texts, i. p. xxx : * Old-Latin

texts . . . mean all early Latin versions of the Bible which are

not Hieronymian, of whatever date the MSS may be which
contain them, or in whatever country they were current.’ It

is surely refining too minutely when Sittl (Bursian-Muller’*

Jahresbericht, vol. lxviii. p. 249) asserts that the term *pre-

Hieronymian * ought to be applied only to the biblical quotas

tions of the older Fathers.
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base, and it is only when the OL element in them
is of marked importance that they will he noticed

below (see Vulgate).
2. We have spoken above of the OL c Version or

Versions This brings before us a much-debated
question. Was there originally only a single tr.

of the Scriptures into Lat., or were there several or

many distinct versions V Before discussing, the

point, let us guard against certain misconceptions.

No one has ever argued that one type of OL text,

whether of OT or NT, presents itself in the Lat.

MSS or Fathers from the time of Tcrtullian on-

wards. The most casual comparison of our exist-

ing authorities disproves this at once, For while,

as we shall find, both MSS and Fathers may be,

with caution, classified by groups, even, within

those provisionally separate classes,, a considerable

amount of variation appears. Still greater and
more distinct are the differences which seem to

justify us in shading off those groups from one
another.* That is to sav, even those who main-
tain that one original VS lies at the basis of all

subsequent OL texts, are quite willing to admit the
existence of various recensions of that version, made
at different times and in different countries.

.

In
addition to this, it would be admitted on all sides

that this assumed original tr. was by no moans the
work of one hand : that separate books were done
into Lat. by separate translators, both in OT and
in NT, and that some, in all probability, were trd

at a later date than others. But those scholars
who adhere to the hypothesis of a single original

version hold that, admitting many minor differences

both in readings and renderings, there appears,
through the complexity of variations, one funda-
mental groundwork. While the various authorities
seem to move on different lines through several
verses, they return to an agreement sufficiently

striking to demand the assumption of a common
source. t Equally important names can be adduced
in support of the opinion that there were, at least,

several distinct OL versions..*}; And certainly, at
first sight, there seems much to justify the hypo-
thesis. The same passage often appears in very
different forms in the various MSS and Fathers.
To gain some impression of those variations, we
have only to turn to the formidable array of
parallels from MSS and Fathers given in such
works as II. Linke’s Studien zur Jtalat% or Ziegler’s
Die lat. Bibelubersetzungen vor Hieronymus. IIow
is the question to be decided ? Quite naturally, an
appeal has been made to the expressed opinions
ox the Lat. Fathers themselves, more especially
Augustine and Jerome. And some passages in
their writings sewn to have a real connexion with
the problem. Thus Aug. de Doctr, Christ, ii. 11 x

* Qui scripturas ex Hebrma lingua in Grrncam
uerterunt numorari possunt, Latmi autem inter-
pretes nullo modo : ut enim cuique primis fidei
temporibus in manus uonit codex Grcecus et ali-
quantulum facultatis sibi utriusciuo lingua* habere
uidebatur, ausus est interpretan.’ Two chapters
further on, in the same treatise, he says :

4 quoniam
et quae sit ipsa sententia quam pluros interprets
pro sna quisque facultate atque indicio conantur
eloqui, non apparet, nisi in ea lingua inspiciatur,
quam mterpretantur.’

[| He also speaks of an 4
in-

hnita uarietas Latinorum interpretum/ if and uses

* It must be noticed that we are not here separating- differ-
ences of reading from differences of rendering. See some im-
portant remarks by Sanday, OL Bihl. Texts, ii. p. xlii,

t See, e.g.
f
Iteusch, Tiibing. QnartaLSchrift, 1802, p. 244 ff,

;

Frftesche in Herzog, RLP vfii. p. 430 ff.
; Zimmer, SK. 1889, ii.

p. 331 ff. ; Haussleiter in Zahn'e Forschtmgen. iv. pp. 72, 73.

J See, e.g. y Kaulen, G'esch. d. tula. p. 107 ff.
;
L. Ziegler, Die

lat. Bibelmemtzmgen, etc. , Munich, 1879, p. 4ff. ; P. Oorssen,
Jahrbdcherf. protest Theol. 1881, p. 607 ff,

§ Breslau. 1889. It bears only upon the Apocalypse.
I De Doet. Christ, ii. 13.

IT Lb. ii. 11.
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1 many other similar expressions.* It is quite evi-

dent that Aug. believed in a large number of

separate OL versions.

t

In the writings of Jerome the lads are pre-

sented somewhat differently. Thus, for example,

in his Prtvf. in lib. Parafip. ;
4 cum pro annotate

regionum diuersa fernnt-ur exompbina, et gennana

ilia antiquaque trnnshitio eonupta sit, atque

uiolata, nostn arbitrii put as ante pluribus iudieare

quid uerum sit aut nouum opus in nete.ri <q>ere

cudoro.’ And again, KpisL ad Hamasum ;
‘ si enim

Latinis exemplaribus tides estudhibenda, respondo-

ant quibus: tot sunt pmne quot eodicen.,}; Sin

autem ueritas est- qumrenda de pluribus, eur non
ad Gneeam originem reuertenten ea qua* md a
uitiosis intorprctihuH male edita uel a priemtmp-

toribiiB impentis emendataperuersius uel a librariiH

dormitantibuH aut addita sunt aut mutata eor-

rigimus ‘l
’ See also his Pnvf, in lib . doth It

seems as if, in the passages quoted, Jerome is

thinking rather of separate and most corrupt re-

censions or copies (exemplar ia) of the tru than of

several distinct versions. For in the brat- he con-

trasts the 4 germana antiqnaqne translate)’ with
the 4 diuersa oxemplaria’ of it which have arisen

through corruption and local variations. And he

could scarcely speak of there being almost as many
separate trm as then) wore MSS. On the other

hand, many passages can be quoted from bin writ-

ings which give colour to the opposite hypothesis.

So, e.g.y in his Pnrf, in Prmvrb. he talks of 4 im*

periti translatores *
; in Epist, 18. 21 of rinterpre-

turn uariofcaiom.’S In what way can the apparent
confusion of the evidence be harmonized ? Perhaps
wo are not justified in treating these statements of

the Fathers as authoritative on the subject. There
is much force in the words of Zahn : II

' It is a
thoroughly short-sighted attempt to seek in the
occasional utterances . * . of a Jerome or an Augus-
tine regarding the Latin Bible an answer to the
questions winch bear on the date of its origin, the
original unity or multiplicity of translators. These
men would not have kept hack from us a definite

tradition regarding the place, the time, the origin-

ator of the version or versions, if they had pos-

sessed such. . » * What they say has neither in

form nor meaning the slightest resemblance to an
historical tradition or an ancient report. It is

rather the scanty result of a more or less intelli-

gent view of the actual facts which they had before
their eyes.’ Wo cannot, at least, he blind to the
rhetorical exaggeration in the passages quoted.
And it seems quite reasonable to suppose that
Jerome and Aug. are simply putting forward their
own hypotheses to account for the state of tilings

which they find existing. Probably, they could
give no more definite answer to the question before
us than that which Jerome gave as to the use of

Theodotion’s tr. of Daniel by the Church in place
of the LXXi 4 et hoe eur accident neseio ’

( Pnef.
in Dan.). It is along other lines that the problem
must be approached.

It has been already observed that a comparison
of the extant OL texts, whether in MSS or Father*,
reveals clearly enough a large number of more or
less important variations. These are of different
kinds. Sometimes the variant consists in the use

* See the large collection of quotations bearing on thin paint*
from Aug., in Ziegler, op. dt pp. 040,

t Wiseman's attempt (Fmayn on Various Nuhkct$, i p. 24 ff.)

to show that * intorprotari * and itsmpmUm tmm fm wed, awl am
used, by Aug., of rreemUm# as well as translations, to mm dto*
credited even by defenders of the one*v«r«d<m theory,
Fritzsche, op. dt p. 430,

1 ‘Of no passage to this Judgment more true than of this actual
sentence itself, which to hardly quoted In the name way In anysentence aseif, wmen m hardly quoted In the name way in any
three MBS' (If. J, White in BorlvMwFs Intrmlrnthm, voL II
p. 42. Bee also Wordsworth and Whits*® Vulgate, Fwc, h p. #)

§ Bee Ziegler, op, dt p, 13.

I Gesoh. d. NT Kanom, hd. h p. S3.
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of a synonym : sometimes it presupposes a differ-

ent underlying Gr. text: sometimes it shows
another form of construction : sometimes it lies in

an addition or omission, while, at times, it is merely
an inversion of the order of words in a sentence, or
a difference of spelling. One or two examples will

make our meaning clear.

followed is found on almost every page of the OL
versions of OT. The same cause would also be at
work in NT. Add to this the carelessness of

scribes and the independent efforts at translating
the original, either deliberately introduced into the
text or gradually gliding into the text from the
margin, and we nave causes which seem, at least.

Matthew 21*4
.

k (Cod. Bobiensis).

Et cum hi8 natus esset

in bethlem iudsese in die-

bus herodis regis ecce

magii ab oriente uener-
unt hierosolima dicentes
ubi est qui natus est

rex iudseor uidimus enim
stellam . , . Set autem
rex herodes turbatus ost

et tota hierosolima cum
eo. Et conuocatis omni-
bus sacerdotibus et scri-

bit plebis qusnrit ab eis

ubi nascitux.

a (Ood. Vercellensis).

Cum ergo natus esset

Jesus in bethlem ciuit-

ate iudsese in diebus
herodis regis ecce magi
ab oriente uenerunt
hierosolyma dicentes ubi
est qui natus est rex
iudseorum uidimus enim
stellam eius in orientem
et uenimus adorare eum.
Audiens autem herodes
rex turbatus est et omnis
hierosolyma cum ipso.

Et [congregjauit omnes
principes sacerdotum et

scribas populi et interro-

gabit ab eis ubi Christus

nascitur.

b (Cod. Veronensis).

Cum ergo natus esset

Jesus in bethlehem ciuit-

atem iudeee in diebus
herodis regis . . . oriente
uenerunt in hierosoly-

ma dicentes ubi est qui
natus est rex iudseorum
uidimus enim stellam
illius in orientem et
uenimus adorare eum.
Audiens autem rex He-
rodis turbatus est et

omnes hierosolyma cum
illo. Et congrega . . .

sacerdotum et scribas
populi et interrogauit ab
eis ubi Christus nas-
ceretur.

/(Cod. Brixianus).

Cum ergo natus esset
Jesus in bethleem iudeae
in diebus herodis regis

ecce magi ah oriente ue-
nerunt hierosolyma di-

centes, ubi est qui natus
est rex iudseorum uidi-

mus enim stellam eius
in orientem et uenimus
adorare eum. Audiens
autem herodes rex tur-

batus est et omnis hiero-

solyma cum illo. Etcon-
gregauit omnes principes

sacerdotum et scribas

populi et requisiuit ab
eis ubi Christus nas-
cerebur.

Exodus 3217
-20

.

Cod. Wirceburgensis.

Et audiuit ihs uocem
populi clamantium dixit

ad Moysen uox pugnse
in castris auditur, Et
dixit Moyses non est uox
de principumcum uirtute

sed noc uox de principum
fugse sed uocem prim
cipatus uini ludentium
ego audio. Cumque
adpropinquasset castrse

uiciet uitulum et choros
populi. Et iratus animo
Moyses proiecit demanib
suis duas tabulas et corn-

minuit eas sub montem.
Et sumcns uitulum quern
fecerant combussit igni

et comminnit eum minu-
tatim et seminauit eum
in aqua et potauit fflios

istrahel.

Cod. Lugdunensis.

Et cum audisset Iesus
clamorem populi claman-
tium, dixit ad Moysen

:

non uox pugnse in castris

auditur. Et dixit Moy-
ses : non est de principi-

bus cum uirtute, sed nec
uox de principium fugoe

sed uocem principatus

uini ego audio. Cum-
que adpropinquassent
castrse uident uitulum
et choros populi: et iratus

animo Moyses proiecit

de manibus suis duas
tabulas et comminnit eas

sub montem. Et sumens
uitulum quem fecerant,

combussit eum igni et

conteruiteum minutatim
et seminauit eum in

aqua, et potauit illud

films Istrahel.

The above instances are taken entirely at random
to give a general idea of the agreements and

differences of the parallel texts. It must be said

that in many passages the differences would be

found to bo far more considerable than in either of

those above. Yet, as the total result of numerous
comparisons of the various texts with each other,

one is bound to admit, at least, the increasing pro-

bability of the conclusion that at the basis of all

the types of text there is one original version which

has determined, in great measure, the character of

ail the subsequent revisions.* For surely the

differences can oe reasonably accounted for. In OT
we know that at this time the MSS of the LXX
were in a state of hopeless confusion—a confusion

whichhad been intensified by the misuse of Origen’s

critical signs. A proof of the mixture of Gr. texts

wo types of text seem far

jpels and Apoo.
;
while in

there is a much closer

neb. This suggests one of

followed in investigating

tting each group of books

separately.

* There are some books in which t

nore marked, e.g. the Synoptic Gos

>thers, such as the Pauline Epp.,

'©semblance between ill types of tc

;he most important methods to be
;he Oh Bible—that, namely, of tree

sufficient to explain the numerous variations.* As
an instance of what was possible, the Psalter which
Jerome had corrected according to the LXX was so

corrupted by scribes in his own life-time that he
was compelled to emend it a second time.+ But
after all, as Burkitt puts it : $ ‘ whether there were
one or two independent versions is a compara-
tively minor question in face of the undoubted
fact that the independent versions were few in

number. *

3. The problem which is of paramount importance
in this subject is, Can we trace the history of the

version (or versions) ? For the sake of the subse-

quent discussion we will here subjoin a list of the

extant authorities for the OL Bible.§

Old Testament.—Hexateuce.—I. Cod. Lug-
dunensis [6th cent.]. At Lyons (MS 54). Gn 169"16

171-18 198-at) 2633-85 27-3315 377-3822 4286“end Ex 1-719

2P-35 2525-26ls 276"end
, Lv 1-1

8

80 2516'end
, Nu, Dt, Jos,

Jg 1-1

1

31
(?). Published as far as Dt ll4

,
by U.

Robert, Pent. Versio Lat. Antiquissima,
etc. Paris,

1881. Remaining part discovered by Delisle in

autumn of 1895. See ‘ Academy,’ Nov. 30th, 1895.

For the romantic history of the MS, see the 4 Avant-
Propos 5

of Robert’s work. 2. Fragments in Cod#

Ottobonianus, No. 66 [8th cent.]. In Vatican.

Fragg. of Gn from chs. 37, 38, 41, 46, 48-50 ; of

Ex from chs. 10, 11, 16, 17, 23-27. Pub. by C.

Vercellone in Varice lectiones Vulg. etc. Tom. i.

pp. 183 ff. 307 ff, Rome, 1860. 3. Cod. Wircebur-
gensis [6th cent. ?]. Univ. Libr. of Wurzburg (MS
64a). Gn 362'7 * 14' >24 4012'20 414*6

,
Ex 227~28 2530-26ia

3215-88 3313-27 35i3_3ei 392-4080
,
Lv 428-58 510~& 72

’11 *

10-17. 22-27 gl-S. 0-18 117-9. 12-15. 22-25. 27-47 17H_lg21 1931_20®

2012, 20-212 2219"29 235’9
, Dt 2S42

’58 3111
-20

.
#

Pub. by E,

Ranke, Par Palimpsest. Wirceburgensium, Vienna,
1871. 4. Cod. Monacensis [5th or 6th cent.]. Hof-
Bibliothek at Munich (Lat. 6225). Ex 915-1024

1228-144 1610-205 3116-337 3613-4082
,
Lv ^-4^ 1112-13«

1417-1510 1818-208
, Nu 334"48 431-58

7
37~73 1120-1214 296-

303 3114-353 364”18
, Dt 819'1012 227-234 281"34 3016-3229

.

Pub. by L. Ziegler, Bruchstucke einer vorhieron.

Tfbersetz. d. Pent. Munich, 1883. 5. Fragg. of

Genesis (2520-288
), from a Lat. VS of the Queest. of

* See Wellhausen in Bleek’s MinUitung in d. AT\ p. 695.

t See P. Corssen, Epist. ad Galatas^ p. 3.

i Old-Lat. and Itala
} p. 5.

§ Books marked with an asterisk the writer has not had the
opportunity of seeing.
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Philo. Pub. by P. C. Conybeare, Expositor,
4th

series, vol. iv. pp. 63 ft.
,
129 ft’. 6. Gn 1217-1314

152-12 in Palimpsestus Vindobonensis, pub. by J.

Belsheim, 1885.

Historical Books.—±. Ruth. Cod. Complu-
tensis [9th cent.]. Univ. Libr. Madrid (MS 31).

Pub. by S. Berger, Textes Lat. inCd. de VAnc.

Test . Paris, 1893. 2. Jg5 fr. Com. of Vereeundus
in Vercellone. 3. Fragg. of Jg, also 1, 2 S and
I, 2 K, being notes on margin of Cod. Gothicus

[10th cent.]. At Leon. Pub. from copy in Vatican

by C. Vercellone, Varies Lectiones, Tom. ii. The
hitherto unknown Marginalia of Cod. Goth, have

been transcribed by Lmke from the Vat. copy,

though not yet published. See Archiv , viii. 2,

pp. 311-12. f 4. 1 S 2s-10 from MS No. 2 at

Einsiedeln [15th cent.]. Pub. by S. Berger, op. cit.

8. Some verses of 1 and 2 S ana 2 K from soveral

Corbey and S. Germain MSS. Pub. by P. Sabatier,

Bibliorum . . . latince Versiones, vol. i. Paris,

1751. 6. 1 S 91"8 1510’18
,
2 S 229-3s

,
1 K S3

*9
. From

two leaves at Magdeburg and Quodlinburg.
First two Fragg. pub, by w. Schum, AK, 1876,

p. 121 ff. All four by Weissbrodt, Index lectt ,

Brunsbergcnsis, p. lift’. 1 K 59-67. Pub. by
A. Diming, Ein news Fragm. d. Qnedl. Xtala-

Codex, 1888. 7. 2 S 1018~1117 1417"80 [7th or 8th
cent.]. Parchment leaves at Vienna. Pub. by
J. Haupt, * Veteris antehieron . vers. libr. II. Itegum
fraqmenta . . . Vienna, 1877. 8. 1 S l 14-2ls

63-ib 9al-107 1016-1118 1413"34
,
2 S 470-525 1018-11 18 1318-

I44 [5th cent.]. Palimpsest at Vienna.
Pub. by J. Belsheim, *Palimpsestus Vindobonensis,
1885. 9. {a) Cod. Corbeiensis, No. 7 (now MS, lat.

11549). At Paris. Book of Esther, t Pub. by
Sabatier, op. cit (b

)

Cod. Yallicellanus, B. viL
Est 1-2. Pub. by Sabatier, by Tommasi, more
accurately by Biancluni.§ (<:) Cod. Pechianus.
Fragg. of Est 3-end. Sabatier, (d) Cod. Lat.
Monacens., 6239 [9th cent.) Eat. Pub. by J* Bel-
sheim, Libras Totem, ludit, Ester ... ex Cod.
Monac.y Trondhjem, 1893. (e) MS of Lyons, No.
356. Beginning and. conclusion of Est. Pub. by
S. Berger, Notice

,

pp, 31-32. This ancient r6sum6
of Esther also found in Cod. Complulends, Cod.
Casimnm

, No. 35, Cod. Monae. 6225, Cod.
Ambrosianns E. 26 inferior, of which second alone
has been pub. (Biblioth. Casin . T. i. 1873).
Political Books.—1. (a) Fragment of Fleury.

Job 408
~®.|| Pub. by Sabatier, Tom. i. p. 904. See

also Berger, Hist, de la Vulg. p. 86. (b) Fragg. of
Job from margin of Cod, Gothic,us at Leon [lQfch

cent.]. First few lines pub. by Berger, Notice
, pp.

21-22, 2. (ct) Cod. Yeronensis. At Verona. Book
of Psalms. Pub. by Bianchini, Psalterium duplex
cum Canticis

, in his Vindicim Canon . Script.
Rome, 1740. (b ) Cod. Sangermanenais, Lat. MS
No. 11947. Bibliothkque nationale, Paris, Pub.
by Sabatier, op. cit Tom. 2. (c) Fragg. of OL
Psalter in Palimpsests at Carlsruhe. See F. Mono,
*Latein. Messen, p, 40 ; also *De libris palimps. p,
48, Carlsruhe, 1855. (d) Considerable extracts
from OL Psalter in Mozarabic Liturgy (Migne,
Patrol Latina, T. 85), See Kaulen, Gescfc d.
Vulg. p. 199 ff. Gams, Kvrchmgesch. Spaniem

,

i. p. 86 ff. Readings, fr. 4 Psaftt: Camuten&e,
Corbeiense, Mediolanense, Coislinianum in Sabatier.
See on OL Psalter generally, Lagarde, Probe
einer neuen Ausgabe dir latein. Ubersetzung desAT

,

1
t£

t?
e Tw* ef Samuel, pp. Ixxvii-

lxxxii ; Wellhausen in Bleeps EinUitung in a. AT*, p.
671 ff. Schepss, Zeits. /. Kirchmgmoh. xv. pp. 660-8 refers to
two MSS with OB readings in 1 ana 2 S.

t It should he stated that, in the OL Bible, we have not an
exact trn, but only a r4sum# of Esther. See Berger, Notice, p. SI.

|
Vindxcice Canon. Script, , Borne, 1740.

fi continuous text of Job, pub], as OL by Sabatier, is not
J>L at all, but a revision taken from a Vulg. MS and pub. by
Martianay injlieronym. Opp. T. 1, whence Sabatier derived it.
Bee Ranke, Fragmenta . . . Antehieron., Faso. 1, p. 13.

1885. See also H. Ehrensberger, Psalterium Vetw
(Tauberbisehofsheim, 1887). 3. (a) Cod. No. 954.

Palimps. Imperial Library, Vienna. Pr2MM 197
"87

.

Pub. by A. Vogel, Beitr. z. Herstell. d. alt lat

Bibcliibersetzung
,
Vienna, 1808. {b) Palimpn, St.

Paul in Lavant-thaio, Garintbia. Pr 1639-

1712
. Pub. by F. Mono, *De libr. palimps. (r) CckL

11 of St. Gall [8th cent.]. Fragg. of Pr, Ko, and
Ca. Pub. by S. Berger, Notice, p. 23 ft', (d)

Marginal readings from Pr in MS, Lat, 11553,

Biblioth. Nat. Paris. Sou Berger, Hist, de la Vulg ,

p. 65, (6) A few Fragg. of Pr in Sabatier, 'bom.

2.+ Fragg. of Ke and Ca, disc, by Amolli. Still

unpub. See Ziegler, Latein. Bibelhbers. p, 1 67, n. 6.

PROPHETICAL books.—1. Fragg, of a Worn,
garten MS at Fulda, Darmstadt, and Stuttgart

[prob. 6th cent,]. Hos 4^ 54* 7 7W 8 l"«- 12,

portions of vv ,
3 * 7* 9 * 19 13 u 8 134-I48

,
Am fr1 0H 8 UMF

9Ml)y
,
Mic P-38 4*~7S0

, J1 l
1 ' 14 28“* 4a"4- I0 " i7

»
Jon l

u-

48 , XV/Ak 10Ba~l7 tt 17 19-18® 24*a-25w 26w «277 27n' lfi

28 1'17 42s - 14 43aM4s 44 10-459 46y“-a 47 a*w On
21H-S3 9«l.iou. Ihib. in full, with Appendix* by E.

Ranke, Fragm. Vers. , , . antehieron . Vienna,

1868. His previous work, Fragm. Hos. Am. et

Mich. Marburg, 1856, is included in that above
named. So also Vogefs Fragg of Ezek. from At.

Paul in the Lamntdhtd. Additional Fragg. of

Prophets. Weingarton MS, Stuttgart. Am 7 1:1

8» Itok 189
’ 17 20 lH'yl 277“ 17 33^*!W 8 * lM

,
Dn ilw '»

Pub. by E. Ranke, Fragm. Stutgardutna, 1888. 2.

Cod. Wirceburgensis. Palimps. [prob. 6th rent. 1.

Univ. Libr. of Wurzburg (MS (Ha), Hoh P 2*8

4**~7 l

,
Jon 3 10~4U

,
Is 29 l«3U(! 45yo-46u , Jet 12 ly I3 ly

U»-M. Fragg. ofl5, 16, 17,

2P-2388 35 IS~37n 38^40® 4V**, La 2 if!»348
, Ezk 24*

26 l0-274 34l0-35° 37 19'88 38«-«° 40M2W 45M09

Dn [Sus] 3w10
l
m-2u 3 1S ‘‘W (including Oratio A ,aria )

8M)ly 108-1

1

4
1

1

30" 111 - »-«• «*43
( ltd et Brae. }.

Pub. by K. Rankti, Par Palimpsest )Vircebur>

gensium , Vienna., 187Lf$ 3. Fragg. of Is ami J»*r

discovered in a Bobbin Lectionary at Turin by U.
Amolli. Still unpublished. See Ziegler, Die lat ,

Mbcliibers. p. 105, n, 2. 4, Fragg. of Jorem. from
Cod. Sangallonsis, No. 912. Pub. bv Teschendorf,
Mon. mer. et prof p. 231. More fully by F. O.
Burkitt as Appendix to Old Latin and tm ltnla

t

{>, 81 ft. Oamb. 1806. 5. A few Hkmtira 1 from the
Prophets in Sabatier, Tom. 2.|| Some M ’ant tea’

also' published by Fleck, Wusemchaftilehe Heke
Bd. a. Abt 3, p, 337 ft*. See further, llamann,
Canticum Moysi

,
Jena, 1874, and Bianchini, Vindi*

cm, etc., who pub. 7 ‘ Oantiea' fr* Verona MS oi Pa,

Apocrypha.—1. Fourth [SVem^j Msdnm. Com*
plete text ed* by Bensly and James, Cambridge
Texts and Bttuhw, iii. 2, 1895. For particulars
regarding MSS see the Introduction to the above,
and also The Missing Fragment of the Fourth Boom
of Ezra, by Ii L. Bensly, Oamb. 1876. % Third
[First] Esdras. Two OL Texts* Ordinary Vulg.
and another contained in MS lari 111 of Biblioth.
Nat. at Paris (printed in Sabatier) 1 in Mazarine
MS 29 f Donat 1

;

Vienna 1191 , Madrid E. R. H,

Fragg. of another text in Lagarde, Aeptuaginta,
Studim, 1892, Theil 2. fr. Lucca MS, 3, TtMh
OL version found in MSS Biblioth. Nat. lat* 6, 93,
161, 11505, 11553; in Cod. Gothieus at Leon ?

t Berger points out that there aw a viuife mmUssr of vniianti
from the OL in Vulg, MSB of the Sapiential booto, Parii
MS, 1X553, Rioted above ; Bible of TOtdoduIfe

;
M8 No* 7 at MoU

i Bm a very important contribution by OornlU, Dm Buck
dt's Propheten MmcMd, Broleg, pp. 25-36. Clomill dimotm the
Weingarton Fragg. by w, the Wurssburg PalimpH. by h
polvnm). Two new Fragg, Of Weing,, Rtk Dn Il»»,
pub. by P. Oomen, Zwtimm Fmgmmil®. m, Berlin, mm.

§ This includes the Fragg. pub. by M{inter, Pmmn* Vers.
AnMiienn. eto., IWil «1sV.

If,The Fragg. of the Prophet! pub. from Lat itIaimm to ft

palimps. at (Irotta Ferrata, by J. Oosm, Rom#, 1807, aw not
considered to be genuine OX even by Qmm himself. He
supposes that they are a version mad# partly from the Ola
but brought into strictest agreement with theawek.
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Cod. Complutensis at Madrid
; Bible of Huesca

(Museo Arqueologico of Madrid) ; MS 6239 at
Munich ; MS 7 at Metz ; E. 26 infer, of Ambrosian
Libr. ; Cod. Regio-Vaticanus, No. 7. Of these,
MSS 93, 11505, 11553 of Bibl. Nat. and Cod.
Regio-Vat. have been pub. by Sabatier. Munich
MS 6239, pub. by J. Belsheim, Libros Tobise . . .

etc., Trondhjem, 1893. 4. Judith. MSS Biblioth.
Nat. lat. 6, 93, 11505, 11549, 11553 ; Cod. Gothicus
at Leon ; Cod. Complut.

; Bible of Huesca
;
Auctar.

E. infra 2 of Bodleian ; Metz 7 ; Munich, 6239.
Of these, 93, 11505, 11549, 11553 of Bibl. Nat. have
been pub. by Sabatier. Mun. MS 6239, pub., as
above, by J. Belsheim. 5. Wisdom of Solomon
passed into Vulg. unrevised. See Lagarde,
Mittheilungen, i. 241-282, Gottingen, 1884. 6.

Sir also passed into Vulg. unrevised. See
Lagarde, op. cit. 283-378. Another version in
a Fragm., embracing 2120*81 221'7

, from MS at
Toulouse, pub. by C. Douais, Une ancienne Version
latino, etc., Paris, 1895. 7. Baruch. Also pre-
served in Vulg. Another OL version in MSS Bibl.

Nat. lat. 11, 161, 11951 (pub. by Sabatier) ; Arsenal
65 and 70 ; Vallicellanus B. 7 (pub. by Sabatier and
also Bianchini, Vindicice)

; Cod. Casinensis 35 ;

Reims MS No. 1 (in Sab.). 8. 1 and 2 Mac.
passed into Vulg. unrevised. Another text con-
taining 1 Mac 1-13, pub. by Sabat. from MS 11553
of Bib. Nat. Text of 2 Mac from MS E 26 infer,

of Ambrosian Lib., pub. by A. Peyron, M. Tull.

Oic . Oral, fragm. incd. Stuttgart, 1824, i. p. 70 ff.

Both books complete in Cod. Complut. Extracts
from OL version in Cod. 356 of Lyons. See for

one or two other Fragg., Berger, Notice
, p. 38.

Extracts from all OT books except Ru, Ob, and
Jon ; and from all Apocr. books except 3 and 4 Es
in Liber de diuinis Scriptttris siue Speculum,
erroneously ascribed to Augustine [8th or 9th
cent]. Pub. from Cod. Sessorianus, No. 58 (now in

Biblioteca Vittorio Manuele at Rome), by A. Mai
(1) in Spicilegntm Bomanum, ix. 2, pp. 1-88 ; (2) in

Nova Patrum Bibliotheca, i. 2, pp. 1-117, Rome,
1852. Pub. from six MSS by F. Weihrich, vol. 12

of CSEL, 1887. See especially Weihrich’s dis-

sertation, Die Bibel-Excerpte de diuin. Script, etc.

Vienna, 1893. This authority quoted as m.
Lagarde in Septuaginta-Studien, 1892, Theil 2, pp.
6-44, pub. some OL Fragg. containing genealogies

from thewhole Bible. These are partly from aMS in

Cathedral of Lucca=M (c. A.D. 570) ;
partly from a

Bobbio MS at Turin, dependent on M=C. He
there states that those Fragg. belong to the Ch. of
N.W. Afkica. Several Fragg. published by Ver-

cellone in Dissertationi Accademiche, Rome, 1864;

also Gustafson, Fragm. Vet. Test., Helsingfors,

1881*
New Testament.+

Gospels.—a. Cod. Yercellensis [4th cent, orperh.

later]. Cathedral of Vercelli. Four Gospp. Many
words and letters mutilated or missing. Want-
ing in Mt 2449-2516

, Mk l
22'84 417

"25
;
aim. entirely

42C.519; 1515-167
, Lk l1

"12
; ll 4-11 aim. entirely;

llia-w X288
"59

. Pub. by J. Irico, Sacrosanctus

Evrngg. God. S. Euseb. etc. Milan, 1748 ;
by Bian-

chini, Evangeliarium Quadruplex,
Rome, 1749

(reprinted in Migne, Patrol. Lat. xii.); also by
J. Belsheim, Cod. Vercellensis,

Christiania, 1894.£
a*. Fragmenta Curiensia [5 or 6], Raetisches

Museum at Chur. Lk 1211
'39 1316'34

. Pub. by E.

Ranke, Fragm. Antiquiss. Evang. Luc. Curiensia,

Vienna, 1873 ; also in OL Bibl. Texts, ii, Oxf. 1888.

Recognized as having the same original as a. It is

part of the same MS as n. b. God. Yeronensis

[5 or 6]. Chapter Libr. Verona. Gospels. Want-

t The NT MSS of the OL are, as a rule, designated by the

email letters of the alphabet. ThiB originated with Lachmann
In his critical ed. of the NT.

T . „ . _
t But see review by Gregory, Theolog. Lit. Zevt. No. 21, 1894.

ing in Mt l1
'11 1512'23 2318"27

, Mk 139
*19- “-IS20

, Lk
1926-212

\ Jn T
44^12 (erased). Pub. in Bianchini’a

Evangeliarium, and Migne, op. cit. c. Cod Colber-
tinus [13]. Paris (Lat. 254). Gospels (rest ofNT is

Vulg.) Pub. by Sabatier, T. iii. ; also by Belsheim,
Cod. Colbertinus, etc. Christiania, 1888. See
Ranke, Fragm. Curiens. pp. 9-10; Burkitt, Old
Latin and Itala, p. 35 ft*, d. Latin Yersion of
Cod. Bezae.t [6]. Cambridge. See Rendel Han is,

Study of Cod. Bezae

,

Camb. 1891, and his Four
Lectures on Western Text of NT, London, 1894,
F. H. Chase, Syriac Element in Cod. Bezae, Lond.
1893, and Syro-Latin Text of Gospels

,
Lond.

1895 ; F. Blass, Acta Apostolorum, Prolegomena,
Gottingen, 1895 ; J Acta Apost. sec. Formam . . .

Bomanam, Leipz. 1896, SK, 1894, pp. 86-120, and
Hermathena, xxi. p. 121 ff. Especially Sanday
in Guardian, May 18 and 25, 1892. e. Cod Pala-
tinus [prob. 5]. Vienna. (Pal. 1185). Single leaf

at Trin. Coll. Dublin. Fragg. of e in a copy in Valli-

cellian Libr. at Rome. Extant: Mt 1249-1313

(
1313-23 Dublin leaf), 1411 (

u‘21 in copy at Rome),
22-2449 282"20

, Jn li-i812* 25-Lk s30* 48-!!4* 24^53
, Mk

120_48. 19_69 !237-40 132. 3. 24-27.33-38, (This is USUal
* Western ’ order of Gospp. ). Pub. by Tischendorf,
Evangelium Palatinum, Leipz. 1847. Leaf at
Dublin by Abbott in Par Palimpsest. Dublinens.
Lond. 1880. 1411

”21 by H. Linke, Neue Bruchstucke
desEv. Pal., Sitz.-Berichte of Munich Acad., 1893,

fasc. 2, pp. 281-287. Pub. anew by Belsheim,
Evang. Palat. etc. Christiania, 1896. f. Cod.
Brixianus [6]. Chapter Libr. Brescia. Wanting

:

Mt 8 16"28
, Mk 125-13S2 1453

"62 * 70-1620
. Pub. by

Bianchini, op. cit.', Migne, op. cit. ; also by Words-
worth and White in their Vulgate, ffj. Cod. Cor-
beiensis [prob. 10. See Gregory, Protegomen. iii,

pars. ult. p. 957]. At St. Petersburg (Qv. 3, D.
326). Belonged to Lib. of Corbey, near Amiens,
Matthew. Closely related to Vulg. Pub. by Mai
tianay, Vulg. Ant. Lat. et Itala, etc., Paris, 1695 ;

byBianchini (op. cit.); bySabatier ; andby Belsheim,
Christiania, 1882. ff2. Cod. Corb. ii. [6 or 7]. Paris.

(Lat. 17225). Gospels. Wanting: Mt l1-!!16
, Jn

1715-189 2022-218
, Lk 948-1021 114M28

. Some w.
wanting in Mt 11, Mk 9, 16. Pub. by Belsheim,
Christiania, 1887. Collations pub. by Bianchini, op.

cit. gj. Cod. Sangermanensis. [9]. At Paris. (Lat.

11553). Formerly at S. Germain des Pr6s. OL
only in Mt. Other Gospp. have Vulg. text mixed
with OL readings. Collation of readings pub. by
Martianay in ed. of ff1? and reprinted by Bianchini.
Pub. by Bp. Wordsworth, OL Bibl. Texts, i. Oxf.

1883. g2 . Cod. Sangerm. ii. [10]. Paris. (Lat.

13169). Appar. mixed OL (?) and Vulg. text. Ber-
ger {Hist, de la Vulg. p. 48) considers it to belong
to the Irish recension, h. Cod. Claromontanus
[6 or 7]. Vatican. (Lat. 7223). OL only in Mt.
Wanting: Mt F-313 1483-1812

. Excerpts in Sabatier.

Pub. by Mai, Scriptor. Vet. Nova Collectio, iii

p. 257, Rome, 1828. By Belsheim, Christiania

1892. i. Cod. Yindobonensis [6 or 7]. Vienna.
(Lat. 1235). Once at Naples. Lk 10®~2319

, Mk
217-329 44-101 * ^-U36 1538

'40
. Pub. by Alter in Nenes

Bepertorium, etc., vol. iii. pp. 115-170 (Mark),

Jena, 1791, and in Paulus* Memorabilia, vii. pp.
58-95 (Luke), Leipz. 1795. Collation in Bianchini.

Also in full, by Belsheim, Cod. Vindobonensis,

Leipz. 1885. j. Cod. Saretianus [5]. Discovered
at Sarezzano. Now at monastery of Monte
Cassino. Jn l88^33 629

’49
;
4iMJ7 - e8-?32 8®-921.

See G. Amelli, *Un Antichissimo Codice biblico

Latino purpureo

,

Monte Cassino, 1893. k. Cod*

Bobiensis [prob. 5]. Turin. (G. vii. 15). Mk
88-11* 14-16. i9_168) Mt R-310 42-14w 1520

-86
. Pub. by

t See art. Text of NT.
X See also import, review of Blass by Holtzmann, Theol. Lit

Zeit. 1896, No. 3, and other notices referred to there. Ocraaen
GGA, 1896, No. 6.
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F. Fleck, Anecdota Sacra, Leipz. 1837, pp. 1-109
;

byTischendorf,
Jahrb. dorLiteratur ,A « ze/iga- Blatt ,

various vols. Vienna, 1847-49 ; by Wordsworth
land Sunday, 0L Bibl Texts

,
ii. Oxf. 1880. 1.

Cod. Rehdigeranus [7]. Breslau. Once belonged
to T. von Rehdigor. Wanting : Mt F-215

, Jn l
1
'

18 082-61 ii«LX2 L0 13M~1428 15s
' 15 1613-21~\ Mt and

Mk pub. by Sehoibel, Breslau, 1703. Collation of

readings inserted by Scheibel in ed. 3 of Gries-
baoh’sNT.^ Pub. by H. F. Haase Evangdior. . . .

veins Lat. interpretatio (in Index lect. univ. Vratis«

lay.), Breslau, 1865-6. m. Extracts from liber de
div. Script sive Speculum, of which the chief MS is

Cod. Sessorianus, No. 58 [8 or 9], at Rome. Errone-
ously ascribed to Aug. Quotations from all NT
books except Philom, He, and 3 Jn. See p. 51.

n. Fragmenta Sangallensia [5 or 0], St. Gall,

(MS 1394). Mt 17M820 1920-218 26mwJ0- 68*74 27®*-

283 * Mk 718
"81 8sa-9w 133"20 1623-1618

,
Jn HP“42

.

Fragg. of Jn 1913”27
. Pub. by P. Battifol, Fragra.

Sangallensia, Rev. ArcMol. Paris, 1885, vol. iv.

pp. 305-321. (Fragg. last named above in separate
‘ note/ 1884). Also by H. J. White, OL Bibl Texts

,

ii. Oxf. 1886. Recognized now to belong to same
MS as a2 . o. St. Gall Frag. [7]. In same vol. as
n. Mk 16 14-20

, Same editors, p. St. Gall Frag.
[7 or 8]. (MS 1394, vol. 2). Seems to belong to a
mass for the dead. Jn jl1(HW. Pub. by Forbes,
Arbuthnot Missal

,
Burntisland, 1864 ; by Haddan

and Stubbs, Councils
, etc., vol. i. Append. (4. p.

197, Oxf. I860; by H. J. White, OL Bibl Texts
, in

q. Cod. Monacensis [7]. Royal Libi\, Munich.
(Lat. 6224.) Gospels, Wanting: Mt Sla 4-s

f>-
8-

64* >28~7 8
, Jn 10n-i288 Lk 23JKW8 24^, Mk

17-21 153-33. Pah. by H. J. White, OL Bibl Texts
in. Oxf. 1888. r. Cod. Usserianus [6 or 7]. Trim
Coll. Dublin. (A. tv. 15). Wanting : Mt l 1-
1510. 3U1018. 214-21 2gl6-20

>
Jn Jl-W Mk I4C8458 . 2M(JW

Pub. by T. K. Abbott, Evangel vcrsio Antelder,

Dublin, 1884. (A collation of a second Cod, Usser.
is given jn which the parts of Mt extant are appar.
OL, while in the other Gospp. the text iB aim.
Vulg). s. Ambrosian Fragg. [6]. Ambrosian
Libr. Milan. (C. 73 inf.). Lk 178

’28 IS^-R)47 2O40-
21aa

. Pub. by A. M, Cenani. Mon. Sacr. i. pp, 1-8,
Milan, 1861 ; also in OT Biol Texts

, ii. t. Berne
Fragg. [5 or 6], Berne. (MS 611). Mk Is

*28 22y-37

31
• Pub. by H. Hagen, ZwTh. xxvii. pp, 470-

484
; also in OL Bibl Texts

, ii, y. Fragmentum
Yindobonense [7]. Vienna. (Lat, 502). Jn 1987-
20u . Pub. by H. J. White, OL Bibl Texts

, ui.
Two leaves of a Gospel MS [0], bound up with
Ambrosius ‘ De Me Catholiea/ in Benedictine
Libr. of S. Paul in Carinthia. See Von Gebhardt,
Theol Lit. Zeit. 1894, No, 17. Perhaps there
should also be added the interlinear Lat. tr, of the
Cod. Sangallensia (A), See Eendel Harris, Cod.
Sangallensis

, Lond, 1891.
Acrs.~~&, As in Gospels, e. Lat, version of Cod.

Landianus (E) of Aots.f g. Cod. Gigas Holmiensis
[13], Stockholm. Ae and Apoc in OL version.
This portion pub. by Belsheim, Christiania, 1879.

J®}?®,
or 11]. Ambrosian Libr,

Ac a8-?2* 61-84. Pub, by Ceriani, Mon. Sacr. etc.
T. i. fasc. 2, pp. 127-128. h. Palimpsest of Floury
[6 or 7]. Paris. [Lat. 6400 Gl. Ac 3a~418 S28-?2-

4?~82 9*1
-28 145"23 17&-1819 23s"24 2620-2718 Rev P-21

87-91J 11 18-1214 14ia~165
, 1 P 417-514

, 2 P F-28 1 Jn
Once at Fleury on the Loire. Fragg. of

3*4 fa Sabat. (iii, p. 507). Further portions
pub. by Van Sittart, Journal of Fhilol (ii 240-

• r> 5* . ^ (2 leaves of Apoc)m Bibhoth. de TScale des Chartes (vol. 44, pp. 445-
451). Pub. by Belsheim, Appendix Epp. Paulin

.

ex Cod. Sangerm. Christiania, 1887. Most
accurately by S. Berger, Le Palimpsests de
EUury, Pans, 1880. m. As in Gospels, s. Cod.

t See art. Tbxt ok N'T.

Palimps. Bobiensis [5 or, more probably, 6j.

Vienna, [Lat. 16]. Ae 23^ 24'* 25- 26-

278J 28 ad Jin. MutiL in parts. Partly pub.

by Tisebdf, \Vimer Jahrb. d. JJterat. i»d. cxx.,

Anz. Bl. pp. 36-42, 18-17; by Belsheim, Fragmenta
Vindob

.

Christiania, 1886; and by H. J. White,
OL Bibl Texts ,

iv, Oxf. 1897. tfragm. of Ae in

Vulg. MS of Perpignan. [UJ. MS lat, 321 at
Paris. Ac 1M3® 28 1,WE Pub. by S. Berger, lhi
ancim texts Latin des Actus, etc. Paris, 1K95. Also
MS at Wornigerode. See Blass, SIC, 1896, p. 436.

Contains import readings. I la mack (77a Lit.

Zeit. 1898, No. 6, sp. 172) gives sew vv, of Ae from
Miscellanea (Jassinese, 1897.

Catiiouc Epistles.—*fb Cod. Corblenensis [10], St
Petersburg. (Qv. i. 39). Kp. of St Jamas. Pub,
by Martianay along with ff

x ;
by Belsheim, Per Brief

des Jac. Christiania, 1883 ; ami by Wordswortb,
Stud. Bibl l pp. 113-150, Oxf. 1885, Reputed
in Commentary on St. James by J. B. Mayor.
See a dissertation on it in Stud. Bibl L, by Asu-
day. (But of. OL Bibl Texts, ii, p. colv). h. See
under Acts, m. See under Acts. q. Munich
Frag. Clm. 6436 [6 or 7]. I P '£»W 4M-$«
2 P l

1-4
, ,1 Jn 3H-5‘il

. Iriagg. of St, Peter pub. by
L. Ziegler, Bruckstucke cimr corkieron, lUmrsetz.
des Petr. Briefs ,

Munich, 1877. Fragm, of St John
also pub. by Ziegler, ltalafragments, Marburg,
1876. s. Ah in ‘Acts/ Ja VA\*- W- » ad Jin .

1 P 04- 10
%

Pauline Emutlks.—d. Lat. version of Cod, Claro-
montanus. See art Tkxt of NT. e. Lat ver-
sion of Cod. Sangermancnsis. t Lat. version of
Cod. Augiensi8. j* g* Lat. version of Cod, Bmmeri-
anus, bee an elaborate diseusHion of the double
Latin renderings of Cod. Bourn, by IL Rdnseh,
ZwTh, 1882 “1883, gue. Cod. Guelferbytanus (6),
Palimps. at Wolfenbhttel. ( Weissenb. 64). Uo

12l7-131{ 14N» i Ti 4“. Pub. with
Gothic Fragg, by Knitted, Brunswick, 1762, and
also by Tischdf, Anmlota Sacr* etc. Leipz, 1855,
up. 153-158. in. See under Acts. r. Freiilngim
Fragg. [5 or 6], Munich. (Clm. 6436), Uo

1 Co P-38 6 l-77 16w“48 2 Vt> P
317-5 l 7 i8-8» 9A0—1

1

30 P2t4-13w
,
Gal 28^* «. 3# Kph

! 10-aa. 0-30 ph )!.» 1 Ti ns.ow Jjw.jjis jj,, ,j-i

7
8‘ 8-8 l 9«-lR Pub. by Zicglor, linlofnujmmtft,

oto. Marburg, 1878. Two mlilidonut Iouvom <«m-
Gaining Oat 3M» 05-», Kph !“•<“, pub. by K.
Willfliin, Nr.m linwhstucke. <hr I’re.in. UnUt in
K. U. of Munich Aoiulomy, Hoft Si, pp, “HU,
1893. r\ Fragra. from Munich. Clm. (Him [71.
I'll 4»-“ 1 lli l'-w. Pub. along with r. r*
Gottwcig Fragg. [0 or 7]. Uo 8 18

-fl*- «“, Oal -»*>»•

“-•f.
Pub. by Rilnmiii, ZwTh. xxiii, pp. Shi-t 'J38.

AmoAi.YvsK~%. Sm» under A«U m. Hoc itmlor
AetM, h, Koo under Aotn. On Apoc. in gonoral,
boo IL Lmko, Ztudkn zur Utda. Ilmlau, 1889.

Fathkbh.3:

Alcimm Ariiiii.—Arciibp. of Viimn«, o, 450-
517 (?}. important witnonn for Oallican type of
toxt. See Burger, Itvtt. da In Vuly, p. *2,

Ambrose.—B{>. of Milan fr. 374 to 397. See

mo°n m" J‘ /Mor‘ T,mL 18<5tt’ w>- 484Hl7U f

Amlrosituter—Name given to author of Comm,
on the thirteen epp. of Paul. Written toward* end
of 4th cent. Bee Marold, ZwTh. 1883, p. 2? if.

Amooius.—African preabytor. Begin, of 4th cent.

IfpTOLU. pp
0
®,®^?

1 Qlf-L*t'm “* W™hwtt and tlort,

.J Tlita'lirt glm only thow o« the Lat. Patlww whom, work*
Important oxtnoU twin ot,

version, or shedding mm$ ilfht ipi Its history* i«e. m the

mS S,
S
th& iiSlJ?

5 ff* mmrrnern
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Anetor Exhortationis depcenitentia. Erroneously
ascribed to Cyprian, See Wunderer, Bruchstuche
einer African . mbelubersetzung, Erlangen, 1889.

Auctor libri
4 De aleatoribus ’—Harnack would

place this treatise at least as early as Cyp. See
T. u. U. v. 1, 1888. Miodonski, Anonymus adversus
aleatores

,

Leipz. 1889, makes the author depen-
dent on Cyp. See also Haussleiter, Th. Lit. Bl.

1889, 5, 6, and 25.

Auctor libri
4 De Pascha Computus.’—Africa,

A.D. 243.
f

Auctor libri 4 De promissionibus —Erroneously
ascribed to Prosper of Aquitania. Written appar.

c, 450, perhaps in Campania. Writer has close

connexion with Africa. See Corssen, Der Cyprian-

ische Text der A eta Apost. Berlin, 1892, p. 5.

Augustine.—Bp. ofHippo, 354-430. See Ronsch,
Zeits. f. histor. Theol. 1867, pp. 606-634; CSEL
vol. xxviii. sec. iii. pars 3, ed. Dy Zycha,* Preface,

p. v If. ; see also his Bemerhungen zur Italafrage
m Eranos Vindobonensis, 1893, pp. 177-184 ;

Des-
jacques in Etudes Peligieuses, 1878, p. 736 ff.

;

Wexhrich in Berta Harteliana
,
Vienna, 1896 ; Pet-

schenig, Berl, Phil. Woch.Schr. 1896, 24.

Barnabas

.

—Lat. version of Epistle. Prob. before

end of cent. 5. See Gebliardt and Harnack, Patr.

Apost. Opp. Ease. 1, pp. xvi, xxix.

Capreolus.—Bp. of Carthage, .fl. 431. See L.

Ziegler, Itala -jragmente der paulin. Briefe, pp.
26-28.

Cassian .—Monk at Marseilles, ob. c. 435. See
CSEL vol. xvii. ed. by Petschenig, Preface, p.

lxxviii II ; Vollmoller, Homan. Forschungen

,

li.

p. 392 If.

Clement.—Latin version of his First Ep . ad
CorintMos. See G. Morin, Anecdota Maredsolana,

ii. Maredsous, 1894.

Commodian.—Perhaps middle of 3rd cent. See

Corssen, GQA , 1889, i. pp. 311, 312.

Cyprian.—Bp. of Carthage, ob. 258. See Sanday,
OL Bibl. Texts

,
ii. p. xlii If. ;

Ronsch, Zeitsch. f.

histor. Theol. 1875, p. 8511; Dombart, ZwTh, 1878,

p. 374 ;
Lagarde, Symmicta , i. 74.

Didasealia Apostolorum. — OL Version. See

Hauler, Sitz.-Bcrichte of Vienna Academy, Pliil.-

Hist. Classo, Bd. cxxxiv. Abt. xi.

Fulgentius.—Bp. of Ruspe, c. 408-533. See

S. Berger, Le Palimpseste de Fleury, pp. 16-18.

GUdas.—Qi Britain. Perhaps end of 6th cent.

See Haddan and Stubbs, Councils, etc., Appendix G.

Jlermm Pastor.—Lat. version. See Haussleiter,

De Versionibus Pastoris E. Latinis, i., Erlangen,

1884*

Hilary. — Bp. of Poitiers, ob. 368. See A.

Zingerle, Die latein. Bibelcitate bei S. Hilar, von

Poitiers

,

Innsbrtick, 1887.

Irenwus.—Bp. of Lyons, fl. 180. Lat. tr. of his

irpbs alpl<rets. Date tlotibtful (Tischdf., Gregory;

end of 2nd cent.; WH 4th cont.).+

Jerome.—Presbyter, ob. 420. See art. Vulgate.
Laclantius.—African writer, c. 260 -c.' 340. See

Rbnsch, Zeit. f. histor. Theol. 1871, p. 531 ff.

;

Brandt, Archiv, v. 2, p. 192.

Lucifer.—Bp. of Cagliari in Sardinia, ob. 371.

See Dombart, Berliner Wochenschrift

,

1888, p. 171.

Maternus, Julius Firmicus, fl. peril, c. 345.

Aovatian.—Heretical bp. at Rome, fl. 252.

Optatus.—Bp, of Milevis in Numidia, fl. c. 368.

PhUastrius.—Bp. of Brescia, fl. 380.

Primasius. — Bp. of Adrumetum, N. Africa.

Middle of 6th cent. See Haussleiter in Zahn’s

Forschungen,
iv. pp. 1-224.

* Unfortunately, most unsatisfactory as regards biblical quota-

tions. Z, corrects Aug. according to an arbitrarily chosen text

of LXX. See E. Preuachen in Thaol. Lit, Zeit. 1897, 24.

t The Clarendon Press announces Novum Testamentwn £>.

Trencet, containing a full collation of its readings with those of

OL authorities, edited by prof, Sanday. Will be published as

one of OL Bibl. Texts senes.

Priscillian.—Bp. of Avila in Spain, fl. end of 4th
cent. See Schepss, CSEL

,
vol. xviii. Introduction,

and in ArcMv, iii. 3 u. 4, p. 307 fl’.

Salvian.—Of Marseilles, fl. 450. See^ J. B,
Ullrich, De Salviani scripturce sacr. versionibus

,

Neustadta, Haardt, 1893.

Tertullian. — Of Carthage, c. 150-c. 240. See
Ronsch, Das Neue Testament Tertullians, Leipz.
1871. See also import, criticism of Ronsch Jby

J. N, Ott, Fleckeisen’s Jahrbucher
, 1874, p. 856 ff.

Tyconius.—African, fl. c. 390. See F. C. Burkitt,
Pules of Tyconius, Camb. 1894 ; Haussleiter, Der
Urspr. des Donatismus, Th. Lit. Bl. 1884, 13.

Victor.—Bp. of Tunis. Middle of 6th cent.

Victorinus .—Bp. of Pettau in Pannonia, fl. c.

300. See Haussleiter, Luthardt’s Zeitsch. f. kirchl.

Wisscnschaft , vii. pp. 239-257.
Vigilius.—Bp. of Thapsus (Africa), fl. c. 484.

We may add here Fritzsche, Liber Judicum

,

Turici, 1867 (containing quotations in Fathers from
Jg).

The above lists of MSS are believed to be fairly

complete. For further particulars regarding NT
MSS, see H. J. White in Scrivener’s Introduction*,

p. 45 ft'. ; C. R. Gregory, Prolegg. to Tischdf.’

$

NT8
, vol. iii. pars ult. p. 953 ff. Numerous details

of importance are to be found in S. Berger's Hist,

de la Vulg., Paris, 1893. We have attempted to

make the OT list as full as possible, since hitherto

there has been no convenient survey of the materials
in hand.*
The earliest attempt to collect the fragments of

the OL version was made by Flaminius Nobilius

(assisted by others), Vetus Test. sec. LXX latine

redditum, Rome, 1588. This consisted of quota-
tions from the Fathers, with the gaps filled up by
the editors. It was entirely superseded by the
great work of the Benedictine, P. Sabatier, whose
Bihliorum sacrorum latince versiones antique seu

uctus Italica appeared at Reims 1739-1749. t It is

made up, partly of extracts from the Fathers, and
partly (to a less extent) of fragments of MSS,
chiefly at Paris. It is a monument of painstaking,

self-denying work. But it req uires to be used with
caution, as the critical ideal of that time was
necessarily somewhat crudeA

Strangely enough, it remains the only full col-

lection of quotations from and fragments of the OL
version of OT and NT, although a rich abundance
of material has come to light since Sabatier’s day.

A new work, however, on the lines of Sabatier,

is being prepared under the auspices of the Munich
Academy. It is to deal with OT.§
We must return to the problem already stated.

Can we trace the history of the Latin Bible ? It is

needful to deal very cautiously with our small

group of data, lest our conclusions should go
beyond the facts. Much of the discussion has
centred round the origin of the Latin Version.

Was the Bible first trd. into Latin at Rome or in

N. Africa, for these were the two great centres of

Western Christianity? Or is there any other

alternative? Various hypotheses have been put

forward with confidence. Some scholars, such as

Kaulen,|| Reinkens,H and Gams,** decide for Rome
on the supposition that the lower stratum of

members in the Christian Church of the Metropolis

* This was written before the appearance of Nestie’s art. in

Herzog^, hi. 24 ff.

f Reprint at Paris, 1757.

t See E. Ranke, Frag. Vers AnteUeron. 1868, pp. 7-14.

§ See Linke, ‘ Ueber den Plan einer neuen Ausgabe der Itala,’

Archiv
,

viii. 2, pp. 311-312. For the various collections of

material in addition to Sabatier, see the lists of MSS above,

where the works which contain the several fragments ere

enumerated.
H Qesch. der Vulg. p. 109 fl.

3
\
Eilarius von Poitiers, p. 338*.

* Kirchengesch. Spctniens, i. p, 80 sq.
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would, from the earliest times, require a Lat. tr.

of the Scriptures. And yet we know that Greek
was the language of the Roman Liturgy, even
within the 3rd cent.* Since the appearance of

Wiseman s Two Letters on some parts of the con-

troversy concerning 1 John v. 7 (reprinted in Essays
on Various Subjects, i, pp. 5-70), perhaps the
majority of critics have accepted Africa as the
hnlhplace of the Lat. Version. As we shall find,

there are several important facts in the history of
' he 0 L which give countenance to this hypothesis.
Hie earliest form of the version to which we can
assign a definite date, namely, that used by
Cyprian, plainly circulated in Africa. The lan-

guage ana style of the trn.
}
taken generally, find

their closest parallels in African writers, indeed
it is this latter point which has, in the minds of

many, led to a definite decision in favour of Africa.

I Jut there are certain cautions which deserve
attention. To begin with, k, the oldest MS
authority for the specially ‘African’ type of text,

is considered by the best paleographers to have
been written outside the hounds of Afrlea,t and
Ui e same is true of h

,
another leading witness.

But, further, too much stress must not be laid

on the ‘Africanism’ of OL Bible. It must be
home in mind that the Lat. literature of the 2nd
and 3rd centuries which we possess is almost
exclusively African. And so we are in danger of
labelling with that name a type of diction which
may well have prevailed throughout the Latin-
speaking provinces of the Rom. Empire. A
definite foundation is given to this last hypothesis
by the fact that there arc numerous points of
contact between the OL Bible, the Campanian
Potronius, the Church Fathers (chiefly African),
the Jurists, Papinian, Ulpian, and Paulas, and the
Lat. Inscriptions of Africa.;}: And the dialect of
the Spanish and Gallican Lat. writers, so far m
we possess it, cannot he separated by any well-
marked boundaries from that of Africa. § In
short, the current investigation of Late-Latin is

more and more tending to reduce* the so-called
‘ Africanisms,’ and to establish a wider basis for
their occurrence.il

Perhaps it is possible to obtain some light on the
origin of the Lat. Bible from a different direction.
What other texts are usually found in its company?
The answer is not far to seek. A glance at the
apparatus critims of any of the larger odd. of NT
shows us an almost constant grouping of the OL
MSS with D (Cod. Bezos), some other Gr.-Lat. MSS,
and the Syr. VSS. That is to say, the OL MSS
form an important branch of the authorities for
the so-called ‘ Western ’ text of NT. IF

Now Hort, whose authority is unrivalled on a
question of this kind, in speaking of the term
‘Western,’ says:** ‘It has become evident that
readings of this class were current in ancient times
in the East as well as the West, and probably to a
great

^
extent originated there. On the whole, we

are disposed to suspect that the “ Western ” text
took its rise in North-Western Syria or Asia

* See a concise summary of evidence for the prevalence olweek at Borne in Sunday and Headlands Homans, pp. lii-liv,^wss^is^s:s^^.
t See’ Sarnlay, Academy

, May 11, 1889, who quotes Maunde
Thompson in favour of Italy. Oorasen, 00

A

1889, i. p. 8J.8,
thinks it denves its origin from the ‘ hohen Norden.*

o 1 oJKKler
’ ?? P* 202* TJbuelmann, ib. viii.

Umport. parallels with younger Seneca andOolum-
ella, both of Spanish origin).

Bursian-Miiller's Jakresbericht, lxviil. p. 246. Of.Note by Mommsen, of Rom. Bmp. (Eng. tr.) ii. 343 ff.

*
Dit}0)Slm VwMhiedenhdten der lat. Sprache,

Sfw liL 569-590*
R nXU

' A(Menda
’ p* 139 * KrolI,jRAsi».

J See art. NT Ota.
** Introduction, p. 108,

Minor, and that it was soon carried io Rome, and
thence spread in different directions to N. Africa

and most of the countries of Europe.’ Already
E. Ranke (Par Pal'unpscstnrum IVinrhuryms. p.

432), in dismissing the origin of the Wurzburg
Palimpsest of OT, had concluded from the use of tin*

word ‘legati’ for yyt part ? (Gu 3 (>
l& vt at.) that, its

birthplace was to he sought in one of the, Imperial

provinces which were,governed by ‘ legal id* Now
Syria is virtually the only one of those which
could well satisiy the requirements of t lie ease.

But this assumption has some valid reasons in its

i
favour. It is an undoubted fact that here and
there throughout OT the OL agrees in a, remark-
able way with the Luc. recension

t

of the LX X, a

recension intimately connected with Antioch in

Syria,f Of course this recension was much later

than the origin of the OL, hut one of the marked
(dements in Lucian’s text is also present here and
there in the OL. Kaulen,|: also had pointed out

that the trs. of the OL seemed to have an aeeurate
knowledge of Hcb. or Aramaic. This would mo 4

easily he accounted for by assuming them to he

situated either in or near or in intimate connexion
with the Rom. province of Syria, which included
Palestine. But, further, there is tim ext raordina ry
agreement, even in rare and isolated readings, of

the early Syr. VSS with the OL,§ Accordingly,
putting those various threads of evidence together*
wo had been led to the hypothesis that in Syria*
and probably at Antioch, a most Important re*

Iigious and theological centre, wo must look tor

the home of the original Lat, Version as well as oi

the ‘Western’ text. Since coming to this eon
elusion, we find that the same theory is supported
hv most powerful arguments in a brilliant review
of Ueiulol Harris’s Study of God, Jtcur in the
Guardian of May IB amt 25, 181)2, by Ham lay, ’)

Let us give the briefest summary of his main
conclusions.

In order to explain the relations of the OL MSS
among themselves and to the Syriac VSS, II ho
believes that the starting-point must have been
not a single MS bilingual ** or other but a workshop
of MSS—that at the very threshold of the Lat.
VSS there must have been several MSS copied in
near proximity to each other, and aiVeeted by allied,
but yet different, Gr, texts. He then asks in
what class the version was likely to arise, and
Hinds the answer in the ‘notarii/ public copyists
who had not only to do with copying but with
translating. ‘And where could this class of copy-
ists congregate most thickly but in the suite of
the governor of one of the most important pro*

* This fact is also rioted in an article in the Guardian,
May 25, 1892, by Prof, Holiday,

f See> Owiani, Le remutioni dd LXX § to mrdmm Mina
detta ftala (Nota , . . lotto al It, intitule Lombardo , * * 1 8th
Fob. 188C), own. pp. 4-8.

1 Gaeh. dor Vxuy. p. WO &
§ Surely this cannot bo accounted for on the supposition of

Zahn {thick, dee Canons, L p. in), that NT won a gift brought
by Tatian to bis fellow-countrymen from Home, it is difficult
to imagine that the Christians of Syria, no Jong tins very cmitm
of diffusion for the Faith, had to depend cm a ehimect ootsurmmi
for their version of the Sorhaures, although, at the wting time*
the intimate connexion of Tatian with the earlkit stages of the
Syrian Bible cannot Isa doubted,

I! F. H. Chase comes to the same conclusion regarding tht
birthplace of the ‘Western* text from a totally different point
of view, namely, the attempt to prove that behind the * Western *

text there existed certain Gr-Nyr. Mllngual M8M, in which tht
Syr. exercised a powerful influence on the Creek. In summing
up, he also quotes the review above mentioned In support of his
conclusions. See Syriac Mmmid in Cod. Bern, pp, 1.T.M49

:

Syro-Lat. Text of Gospels, pp. 138-142. The arguments hi
brings forward do not depend on the validity of his general
theory.

y Guardian, May 25, 1892. p, 787*
4* This is the theory of Bcndel Harris, Cod. Bam, p.m mu

Beach believes that the archetype of Cod. Bex,, Syr,, ard OL
was a redaction of the ecclesiastical G<fcpel*Canon marie about

es

P’ 10
*35

S
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Au88ercanoniache Bamllef^exte,* 5L V, x, i,
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vinces?’ Valuable evidence is adduced to show
that the OL was the work of some one possessing
ft special acquaintance with the administrative
arrangements of Palestine.* Further, it is pointed
out that the author or authors of the ‘ Western 5

text
had a knowledge of Heb. and Aramaic. And finally,
the numerous interpolations which appear in this
text, as derived either from oral tradition or from
some early fragmentary written source, could have
no more probable birthplace than the province of
Syria. As to the relations of the Syr. VS, Sanday
thinks that it

* took its rise in the very midst of
the development of the Lat. Version.’ Of course
this is only theory; but a theory which seems
adequate to account for the phenomena in question
is the only basis on which successful investigation
can be reared.
We come, however, to actual facts when we

make inquiry as to the first certain traces of the
OL Version. How far back can it be traced? We
can speak with absolute certainty of Cyprian.
His works (especially the Testimonies) abound in
biblical quotations. What is of greater import-
ance, Cvp. usually [perhaps always] adheres to one
particular type of text. This provides us with a

* fixed date and a standard. We can affirm that in
the year 250 A.D. a Lat. trn of the Bible, whose
characteristics we are able to determine, circulated
at Carthage. But this is virtually identical with
the OL Version of the Gospp. preserved in Cod. k,

with Cod. h of Acts, a text used by Aug. in the
Acta

t
cum Felice Manichmo and Contra Epist.

Manich., and that of the Comment . on the Apoca-

li/ps6' by Primasius.f It stands also in a close

relation with Cod. e , though a certain distance
separates them.!' It is found in the biblical

quotations of Lactantius, Firmicus Maternus, Op-
tatus, Commodian, Auctor libri de Promissioni-
bns

,
and, to a certain extent, Lucifer. § These facts

may quite reasonably suggest that in Cyprian’s time
there was some official, ecclesiastical recognition
of a particular type of text.|| But is it possible to

go behind the days of Cyprian ? Certainly, in the
earlier Father, Tertullian, whom Cyp. called
* magister,’1[ there are some expressions bearing
on this point which have to be reckoned with.

Adv. Mara. v. 4 (Gal 4M): IIsoc sunt enim duo testamenta,
slue,

4 duio ostonsionos,’ sicut inuenimus interprotatum. C.

Prax. G : ideoquo jam in usu cat noatrorum, per aimplicitatem
interpretationis,

1 sermonem * diccre in primordio apud deum
fuiSHQ cum magi8

4 rationem ’ competat antiquiorem haberi.

De Monog. II : sciamus plane non sic esse in Gneco authentico,

quomodo in uaum oxiit per duarurn syllabarum, aut callidam

aut siraplicem eucrsionem :
4
si autem dormiorit uir ejus *

(1 Go 7% Adv. Mara. iv. 1*. ‘alterius instrument uel quod
mogis usui cat dioero testament!.’

These passages seem to show clearly that some
definite usage already existed; that there was
already some standard of trn to follow. But there

is more marked evidence than this. E.g. Gal 3s8

is thus quoted by Tert.** (Adv. Marc. v. 3)

:

f Omnes
enim filli estia ndeV Here, plainly, ‘Jidei

9 must be

a variant of the Lat. * dei ’ and not of Greek deov

.

Tort, had a Lat. text before him, and evidently he

* Guardian, May 25, 1892, p. 787,

f See Sanday in OL Bibl. Texts, ii. pp. xlii-cxxviii
;
Oorssen,

Der Cyp. Text der Acta Apost., Berlin, 1892, It is of interest to

note mat the text nearest to h of Acts ia the margin of the

Philox. Syr., which has a most intimate relation with the OL.

On the text of the Testimonia
,
which is a most important ques-

tion for the OL Version, see Sanday. ci£. p. 42 ff., and
Appendix II. p. 128. Also his essay in Stud. Bibl m. The
Cheltenham List,’ etc. Dombart, ZwTh. 1879, p. 879 ff.

t Cod, e> which has certainly an ‘ African' base, has suffered

from the intrusion of other elements. See Sanday, loo. cit.

§ Mr. F, C. Burkitt, however, who has kindly read this article

in proof, holds that the biblical quotations in these writers are

solely from the Testimonia.

|| See Watson’s remarks on Cyprian’s low. estimate of the OL
Version, to which, nevertheless, he rigidly adhered. This

suggests that the text he used had some official sanction.

Stud, Bibl. iv. pp. 194-195.

•If Hieron. de Vir. illustr. 58.

* See Zimmer, SK, 1889, ii. p. 889.
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had not compared it with the Gr. original. Now
Tert.’s quotations from the Bible are numerous.
What can be said of their relation to the Bible of
Cyp. ? The most rapid survey of Tert. ’s quotations
puts us on our guard against hasty inferences.
For,his method of quoting is most fickle. * Often his
words are a mere paraphrase ; often a more or less
distinct reminiscence of the text : while constantly
the same passage is cited in the most varying
forms. The general impression which his bibiicai
extracts leave is that of a trn which he uses, but
does not regard as in any sense authoritative:
which, perhaps, has only been for a short time
known in Africa and is only gradually coming into
use.

.

This would find an adequate explanation if

official sanction only ratified the version either a
little before or in the days of Cyp. And yet the
existence of such a trn is almost necessary to
explain the richness and fulness of Tert.’s theo-
logical vocabulary. We have endeavoured to make
a somewhat full collation of Tert.’s quotations
with those in the Testimonia of Cyp.,fusing mainly
that part of Tert.’s works which has appeared in
the Vienna Corpus of the Latin Fathers (vol. xx.
pars 1), ed. A. Reifferscheid and G. Wissowa, and
in addition Ronsch’s Das NT Tertullian The
results are rather vague and confusing. Evidently,
in the Epp. Tert. and Cyp. use the same Lat. text.
For the Gospp. the case is different. There is,

indeed, a frequent agreement of Tert. with Cyp.
and k

,
and, again, a frequent disagreement. In

the latter instance, Tert. coincides pretty often
with a

, b against Cyp., k.% In OT Tert. has some
important points of contact with Cyp.’s text of
Psalms. As regards the Pent, and the Prophetic
books, it is not easy to speak definitely. In tbe
former (in which the range of our collation has
been very narrow), the differences seem mostly to
consist in the use of synonyms. In the latter, the
quotations come fairly close to each other, except
in Dn, where Tert. uses the LXX, while Cyp.
usually follows Theodotion.§
Even before a thorough investigation of the

subject had been made, Ilort, with his wonted
grasp and insight, had undertaken a classification

of the extant NT documents. The earliest group
he named African, consisting of texts which
agreed, on the whole, with the quotations of Tert.
and Cyp. To this he assigns k3 e, and h of Ac and
Apoc. The second class he designates European

,

to embrace a type of text which may be either a
revision of the ‘African’ or a separate tru

, but
which circulated at all events m North Italy
and the West of Europe generally. Under this

heading he would probably place a} a2 , b, c, ff2 , h,

i, n ,
r

y and p of Gospels
; g , g2 , and s of Ac

;

perhapsff of Ja and g of Apoc. The third family
he names ‘ Italian.’ The name is derived from
the famous passage of Aug. (de Doct. Christ, ii. 15),

in which he recommends a trn (interpretation

which he calls
(Itala

3 and which is presumably the
text which he usually follows. Now this is found
often

||
to be a revision of the ‘European’ text.

* An excellent example is his citation of 1 Co IS4?, which
appears in three of his separate treatises in three distinct

forms. One of these is identical with Cyprian’s text.

f Vol. iii. of CSJSL, ed. Hartel. The Vienna Corpus furnishes

by far the most trustworthy texts for the Lat. Fathers, and
has been used for this article where available. But see on the
text of the Testimonia in Hartel’s ed. the references under
n. t in preceding column.

X Perhaps Tert. may have become acquainted with a * Euro-
pean ’ form of text at Borne.

8 For a full discussion of this last point, see F. C. Burkitt,

Old Latin and Itala, p. 18 sq. Oorssen, Zwei neue Fragments
d. Weing. Propheten-MS, Berlin, 1899, pp. 45-47, believes that
not only did Tert. use various texts, but texts which already
had mixed elements.

||
Not always. The Bible of Aug. is a most variable quantity

See Oorssen, Der Cyp. Text
f
etc. p. 25 ; Zycha, CSEL,

vol. xxviii

sec. 8, pars 3, pp. v-vii.
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To this class lie refers f and q of Gospels
; q (?),

r, r2i rz of the Epp, This enumeration omits many
of the texts given in ortr list, some of which he

hesitates to classify, while others, such as the Eat.

texts of the bilingualMSS (Cod. Bcz®, Claromorit.

etc. etc.), he does not regard as strict evidence for

OL Bible.* Let us brieily examine this classifica-

tion in the light of recent investigations. As we
have already seen, the earliest traces of the OL
Bible are found in Africa. Perhaps the trn came
there by way of Rome, whose connexion with

Africa and Carthage at this time was as intimate

as can be conceived.!* Perhaps it travelled west-

ward through Upper Egypt. Tndeed, certain

phenomena bearing upon the underlying Gr. text

might seem to favour this hypothesis, notably a

remarkable affinity hero and there in OT with the

recension of Hcsycnius, and in both OT and NT with

Cod. Alex4 In any ease wo are quite justified in

giving the name ‘ African
3
to the group of texts

mentioned above in connexion with Gyp., although
this makes no assumption as to their origin.§ It

is at this point that wo enter on more uncertain

ground. Are the ‘ European 5
texts a. separate

family from the ‘African'? We believe that

Sunday’s suggestion quoted above, that a * work-
shop 7

of MSS existed at the origin of the OL, is the
most adequate yet put forward to account for the

facts. Eor this is very much the impression made
on an unbiassed mind. There are, assuredly,

marked differences between the ‘African
1 and

‘European 5

texts, but they are not separated by
any hard-and-fast lines. There are points at which
they shade off into each other. Perhaps it may be
allowable to regard a\\ (in Matthew, at least) as

a connecting link between the ‘African 5 and
‘ European 5

families. A credible tradition associ-

ates it with Eusebius, Bp. of VoreelH, situated
between Milan and Turin, a part of I taly to which
Gr. influence had not, in any powerful degree,
extended, and where a Lat. Bible woidd bo early
required. Hero, in Italy, it would be quite natural
that many of the roughnesses of the original trtt

should be toned down, and that is, indued, the
character of ‘European 5

in so far as it may
be distinguished from ‘African 5

Latin. IF The
vividness of the latter gives place to a certain
insipidity

;
there is a loss bold use of compound

expressions; some words have a large extension
given to their meaning; there is a more normal
use of the commoner parts of speech, such asSsitions and pronouns. Accordingly, the so-

* African 5 elements in a may bo" merely the
more marked traces left of the original fcr

u or of
one type of it. From a careful collation of the
readings of the Lat. trtl of Irenams ** with the
leading MS authorities,ft while Iren . Lat. stands
constantly alone, there seems to bo a more than
accidental connexion between his text and that of

* See, for Hort’s classification, Westcott and Ilort’s NT, ii.

pp. 78-84.

f See Caspari, Quellen z, Gesch. d. TaufsyrriboU, ill* p. 466 ff.

t Perhaps this affinity is better explained by later revision.

L
it ought here to be noticed that P. ThMmarm aligns to
class, and with good reason, the bat. trn of Whs and Sir.

See ArcMv, viii, 2, p. 235 IF. ; 4, p, 501 ft

||
Including a 2 . It is interesting to find that the quotations

of Novation nave a close resemblance to a. He was schismatic
Bishop at Romo, and a contemporary of Oyprian. See Burkltt,
Old Lat. etc. p. 10.

1 See Thielmann, ArcMv, is. 2, p. 247 ff.

** Surely there is a great deal of evidence for the earlier date
of the Lat. tr» of Iron. See Harnaek, Altchristl. Litomtur,
vol. i. p. 207, ii. p. 667. Llpsius, Met, of Christian Biog. ii. p,
260. Massuet’s Dimrtatio, ii. § 68, as reprinted by Sfcieron,
Iren. Cm, Tom. ii. pp. 280-288.

ft This was made possible by means of the full conspectus of
variants printed in Novum Tmtammtum & Irmm, ©d. by
Sunday, and in course of publication by the Clarendon Press.
Through Mr. 0. H. Turner's great kindness, and th© courtesy of
the Clarendon Press, the writer has seen the proofs for the four
Gospp.

a* Perhaps r/f (Lat. of (W. Bern) Is not for

removed from this stage in tin* history ot the text,

and it is not improbable that fW. lie. tv w;s

written in Lyons where Iremeus was bishop. If

should also he home in mind that. Irenteuk a

native of Asia Minor, was in closest connexion

with the East. And, as bearing upon this the sug-

gestion of lb of. Armilage Robinson mud.be noted,

that already, in A.P. 177, a Lat. VS of the Bible

was known to tho narrator of the story of the

martyrdoms at Vienne and Lyons. $ Tht urhs
seem’ to hint at a connexion between the enilient

branch of the ‘ European’ family and the South of

(huil.§ A remarkable cluo to tho whole hLtmy of

the version, as well as this special point, would
be furnished if Blass’

||
theory of a tumble recen-

sion of Luke’s writings were made good. The
rough draft first mailt* by Luke is seen, he holds,

in the CotL Beets especially and its allied docu-

ments. The second and more polished copy Is the

received text. But Luke has always been closely

associated with Antioch. This would therefore

be another line of evidence pointing to the birth-

place of the version.

The most representative text of the ‘ European 5

group is the Verona MS h
,
which seems to haw* a

close affinity with all the other members of this

family.11 And vet here again we are reminded of

the danger of sharply distinguished groups. For
in some parts of b there are, possibly, signs of the

‘Italian
5

revision already to he found,** while some
markedly ‘African 5 phenomena also reveal t h**m

selves.ft An important suhdivEion of this group
is that embraced by/*:{$ and n.p They seem to

contain a specially IHuh or British form of text

which appears repeatedly in various Vulg. MSS, ij

They often agree with the mint a them of Fuat him*
and (Hildas. And this goes far to suggest a British

recension of the OL.IIIf It is quite imt ural that t I»h

British type of text should have intimate relations

with tho ‘ European’ family, seeing Unit there nos
an established line of communication between
Ireland especially and monasteries such an Boh Ido

and St. Gall in the North of Italy and Switzer-

land. Perhaps there is a hint to he gained in Huh
direction hearing upon the whole history of the
version. It is ‘ possible that every region of

importance, ecclesiastically, may have had its own
recension.

*

## There arc certainly traces of < hm i

n

Spain also. And an important contribution to its

history is made by tho biblical quotations of

Priscillian, whoso works have \mm lately doe
covered by Dr. (L Schopss, and edited by him in

* Thera {« ft distinctly Isolated element in Iranians. It fchl#

specially Mlalllc'V

f 8©<i Itendel Harris, Cod. item, p. ICO Iff.

i Ben lUmUm of A. Perpetm, pp. 87 AW.
| Pcrham there may have lo-m even a * ckJlican * racta»l«n of

the tr». The evidence for this to oonildcmhly augmented by
biblical quotations from recently discovered lb toyatmb of
Hilary and PmgHmtUh Hoc Bernard, Pm3. eg HttytM Irish
Acad, 3rd gw, vol il. No. 2, p. 156 ff.

|| He© references under Cm. 1km In Hit of MHB, But fit**
himself would assign the origin of fcho * Western ' text to Known
Sec Acte Apmt mc.fmmm Hmmmm, IM t>, 7.

1! Perhaps its moat Intimate etmruiximt k with & and L
** See ()h Texts, il. Append, III, p. 186,

ft /?. Addenda, \\ 1

if Jn the European group, r k mid to atertd eloaeftt to A, krtm
collationsm have imuie, Ifchas certainly a great riwmbiam** to h.

§| See OL ttihl Texts, it. pp, 21KI4K1, Points of nontnot are
ihown between p md 4.

11 H Many readings In the Book of Mulling reeaU n Hem
H. J, Lawlor, Bmk of Mulling, Edin, 18P7, etij*. np tM$, 194,
144. Most thorough dUtcuiKum of affinltiei of M»h Oh text.
Concludes that Irish ¥8 wm prob, not Indigenous. Tht VS on
which it was founded, and from which ifci Atrlmn, ItelUm* and
a elements are derived, may have t»me from the mrfm wh,
gave birth to h. Another distinctively Irish text In Book of
Armagh, which seems to have a definite relation to the Bpanlsh
texte Bee Berger, Jim. d§ la Vutg. pp, 84 ft 8*.Nf.

tiu
i

mo8
|
Important, Apj^nd. il In ffaddan

and Htubhs' Councils. eh?, vol i pp. 170* Bik
*** See Wordsworth, Academy, Kov. 18, 1868,
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vol. xviii. of CSJSL. Those quotations, indeed,
bear a great resemblance to the ‘ Late-African *

group, which will be glanced at immediately, but
they present special points of affinity with typical
Spanish MSS, especially those of Leon.* Of the
other ‘European 5

texts, g and y 2 of Ac agree
remarkably with that found in the numerous
quotations of Lucifer, Bp. of Cagliari + (in Sardinia).

u of St. James $ appears also to be of this family,
although there is probably an African colouring
in its text. It is of importance to notice that
‘ European 5

texts were those most commonly used
in Gaul. For this the chief witness is Hilary,
Bp. of Poitiers.

There is a less marked distinction between the
‘European* and ‘Italian ’ groups than between the
former and the ‘African. For, admittedly, the
‘Italian* is a revision of the ‘European. 5 We
have already referred to the derivation of the name
from Aug.’s celebrated dictum, de Doct. Chris, ii.

15 : in ipsis autem interpretationibus Itala ceteris
praiferatur, nam est verborum tenacior cum per-
spicuitato sentontise. A keen discussion lias
centred round the expression ‘Itala.* Bentley
went the length of proposing to read ‘ilia . . .

quto* for ‘Itala . . . nam.* This proposal has been
revived by Corsson,§ who seeks to show that it fits

in with the context. But this is merely to cut the
knot.. We cannot help believing that the true
solution is that suggested by an admirable article

in the Thmlog. Review for 1874 by Kenrick, who
proves beyond doubt that Northern Italy by the
end of the 3rd cent, was regularly known under
the name ‘ Italia, *|| But this was the very region
in which Aug. had first become acquainted with
the Scriptures. And the quotations of Ambrose,
his teacher and guide, agree with this ‘Italian’

type of text. Is it not, at least, probable that this

revision was mode in N. Italy, and so naturally
became known to Augustine ? if

Burkitt lias recently essayed to prove that Aug.
hero means nothing else than the Vulg. of Jerome.**
His main argument is the Gospel quotations in the
De Consensu Evangelistarum and a passage in the
Contra Felie.em. It cannot he doubted that the

text of the Gospp, in the former stands in closest

agreement with the Vulg. ;
while the latter also

appears to bo Jerome’s revision, though it stands

side by side with an ‘ African * text of Acts. Yet
it must bo remembered that, in tlio Gospels, texts

like/and are in close agreement with the Vulg.,

and there would always bo the tendency to correct

Aug/s text according to Vulg. readings. This

latter hypothesis would quite account for the

phenomena in Contra Felicem. But, even supposing

Aug, did (as he quite well may have done) use the

Vulg, in this treatise, how can this be used to prove

that ho designates it by the name * Itala ’ m the

celebrated passage quoted ? Surely the data are

insufficient 1o justify so wide a generalization.ft

* Um Berger, Hist, de la Vulg. pp. 8 ff.. (eap. pp. 27-28).

The Frag, of Sir, lately published by Douais, belongs to the

Spanish family, and Berger’s Perpignan Frag, of Acts has

apparently a connexion with the Spanish text. It is or some

Importance to And that the poet Juvencus, prob. a Spaniard by

birth, is nearest, in his biblical text, to a and h.

f When Lucifer has an ‘African ’ text, lie is usually quoting

directly the works of Cyprian,
, , . , ..

fin this Bp, the remarkable resemblance between the

Speculum ' (m) and Priscillian is very clear.

previously made by Iteuss in the 2 and 8 edd
r
of hmjlietory of the

jVT, that the 1 Itala' of Aug, might be Jerome’s first tr* of the

Bible from the TAX. See also 0. A. Breyther, v%, quam
antiq. Versa. . , , lat. in crlsln evang. iv. habeant

,

Merseb. 1824.

ft Would not the fact, which Burkitt adduoes, that the Vulg.

Gospels were published under the auspices of Pope Damasus,

have suggested, almost inevitably, the epithet Romans, ? But

so weighty an authority as Berger is mclmed to believe that

the solution of the Question may be found in the direction

This ‘ Italian * revision has regard both to read-

ings and renderings. It is an attempt to soften the
harsher Lat. trM, while, at the same time, the Lat.
text is corrected according to a non-Western And
late group of Gr. MSS.*
The leading representative isf. q is also usually-

assigned to this family
; but, as Mr. White f has

shown, ‘ if it be Italian in its readings, it is

European in its renderings.’ Indeed q shows a
mixture of various elements,f having close relations
to k, b, f, gl9 and a. The other most important
representative of this group is to be found in the
Freisingen Fragg. of the Epistles. § These exhibit
a remarkable resemblance to the quotations of
Aug. and Capreolus, Bp. of Carthage. Perhaps we
ought to mention here an interesting type or text
found chiefly in the Catholic Epp. ft is the Late-
African of the epoch of the Vandal supremacy.

|J

It is found in h of Cabh. Epp.
; apparently in 1 J IT

of the Freisingen Fragg., and in Fulgentius, Bp. of
Ruspe. It was probably derived from the ‘ Italian*
type, but greatly modified by its transference to
Africa. The important text of the ‘Speculum * (m)
probably belongs to this group,** and, though not
entirely of the same type, we may assign to it the
Fleury Apocalypse {h). Berger would place the
text of Priscillian as the transition between the
‘ Italian * family and this ‘ Late-African 5 group.
There still remains a large number of texts which

have not been classified. These are the Gr.-Lat.
MSS, in which the Gr. text must, of course, have
had a powerful influence upon the Latin, ft There
is Cod. Colbextinus (c), a MS of Languedoc, which
has ‘African,* ‘European,’ and Vulg. elements.

g-i XX seems to be distinctly ‘ European * in St.

Matthew, although ‘ Italian"
5

and, at times, Vulg.
readings appear. I lias apparently a Vulg. base
with numerous OL readings intermixed. §§ The Lat.
interlinear version of Cocl. Sangallensis (d) is shown
to contain, at least, a very important OL element,
which sometimes goes back to the earlier stages of

the ‘ European ’ text.fl ||
The latest OL text of Acts

discovered by Berger in a MS of Perpignan occupies
‘ a central position in the midst of the various re-

censions.’ TIF It seems to have a Spanish colouring,

but yet to belong to the same general family as the
Gigas (y), s (Bobb. Frag.), the Frag, in the Rosas

indicated by Burkitt. See Bulletin Critique

,

Sept. 5, 1896. So
also Zahn in Theolog. Lit.-Bl. xvii. No. 81, and Corssen, Bericht
iiber die latHn, Bibdiibnseizungen

,

p 5.
* * The “ Western ” MSS DG (m the Epp.) are usually found on

the side of those readings which the “Italian” MSS have
rejected.’ See Zimmer, SR, 1889, ii. p. 354.

f OL Bibl. Texts,
iii. p. xxi. t ‘Ein sehr buntes Ding' (Corssen).

§ Perhaps this text had an official sanction, as is assumed with
reason for the version of Cyprian.

||
See Berger, Le Palimpseste de Fleury

, pp. 15-18.

This text seems almost identical with the * Speculum.'
** But see an import, article in Classical Review, iv. pp. 414-

417, by Sanday, in which he suggests that ‘ the Speculum waa
put together somewhere in the circle in which Priscillian moved,
and from a copy of the Bible which, if not exactly his, was yet
closely related to it ’ (p. 416). This is cei fcainly borne out by a
comparison of OT passages in Priscill. and the ‘Speculum.’

ft But is not Hort’s estimate of the value of the Lat. texts too

low ? (Introduction , p. 82). There is a very close agreement; in the

Epp. between the Lat. of Cod. Clarom. and Cod. Bcamer. and the
quotations in Victorinus and Ambrosiaster. On the basis of this,

Zimmer has made out, at least, a strong case for three types of

text in the Epp. (1) ‘Princeps’=text found in Tert. and Gyp.

(2)
‘ Communis text of Clarom.-—Bmrn.—-Victorin.—Ambrose,

being a revision of (1), with closer adherence to Gr. original. (3)

Bible of Aug., Freis., and Gottweig Fragg. A typical example
of the ‘ Italian ’ revision. See SR, 1889, ii. p. 331 f. Also, JDer

Galater-Brief im alt. lat&in. Text
,
Konigsberg, 1887.

Jt Thus, e.g., in Mt 2, a minute collation of authorities shows

that a b q respectively are closer to g t than to each other oi

any of the remaining Lat. authorities.

§§ [‘Vulg. in Mt and Mk, OL in Lk, mixed (but chiefly Vulg.)

in Jn’—Burkitt].
UK See Harris, Cod. Sangall. p. 19.

See Berger, Un ancien texte Latin, pp. 11-18. He aska

whether in Acts there is any distinction between ‘ European *

and ‘ Italian ’ texts. We are inclined to think that the same
question might be relevant as regards the Pauline Epp.
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Bib! 3,* and Cod. e (Laudianus) of ‘Acts,’ i.e. to the
* European * group.
For NT authorities, Sort’s learni*ig and judg-

ment have laid a sound basis of claaeification. In

the case of OT MSS such a grouping does not yet
exist. And any attempt at furnishing principles

of genealogical relationship seems beset on every
side with no ordinary difficulties. Tlie reasons are

plain. Only in rare instances havewe a variety of

documents covering the same ground- Even when
this is the case, their fragmentary mature renders

it unsafe or impossible to generalize. In QT the

quotations of the Fathers are, as a rule, specially

perplexing, because, by this time, tlie text of the

LXX had reached an almost hopeless state of con-

fusion. It is only when a thorough examination of

the principal cursives of the LXX has been made
that order can be brought into the chaos.

.

We do
not propose, therefore, to attempt a classification.

All we can do is to give the results of a more or less

minute comparison of the leading witnesses for

OT. Let us follow the order in the list of MBS
above.
Hexatmch.—We have here our best opportunity

for comparing various texts, as there are four
authorities which cover, to a great extent, the same

f
round. These arc Cod. Lugdim oils in, Cod. Wirco-
urg., Cod. Monacans., and the Fragg. of Cod.

Ottobon. A comparison of the four texts reveals,

at first sight, some strange phenomena. In On
there is a close agreement between Cod. Ottob. and
Cod. Lugd. In Ex, Cod. Lugd, and Cod. Wired),
apparently belong to the same tr., while the
Munich MS seems to stand by itself. Cod. Ottob.,
which appears to have sulierod grievously by cor-

ruption, has a possible resomblauco bo the two first-

named MSS. In Lv there is a good deal of varia-

tion between the three chief texts (Ottob. not
extant). In Nu and Dt we find that Cod. Lugd,
and Cod, Monac. have, without question, the same
source, while the relation to them of Cod, Wired), is

difficult to determine. When we coi u, pare patristic

quotations with the texts, it is striking to dis-

cover that those of Lucifer have a remarkable re-

semblance both to Cod. Lugd. and to Cod, Wired).
What can be said of such complex results? We
believe the solution lies in taking into account the
underlying Gr. text. Accepting the classifications

made fiy Ceriani + and Lagardef: in reference to the
Luciamc, Hesychian, and Palestinian recensions of
the LXX, we find phenomena such as the following.
In a section of Gn in which we have compared Cod.
Wirceb. with the chief Gr. authorities, the result
shows the most extraordinary mixture. On the
whole. Cod. Wirceb. comes closest to the ‘ Cotton 5

Genesis (D), but the Bodleian E also finds a place.
There are distinct traces, in addition, of ‘Lucianio’
readings, and the Pal. recension is not wanting.
A similar collocation in iftr confirmsthe mingling of
elements in the text. Here, Cod. Wirceb. shows
an intimate relation with Ah" and Jlosychius, but
there is also a Lucianio strain througl lout. Follow-
ing the same method with Cod. Lugd. in Lv, we
reach a like result. From the definite facts already
stated, and the total impression left by repeated
comparison of texts, we are led to believe that in
this group of writings the extant documents
probably go back to an original tru of which they
are recensions. Only, the extraordinary variety of
LXX texts prevalent in the agewhen the MSS were
transcribed caused an unusual amount of correction
and mixture of readings in the various documents.

§

* See Berger, Hut de la Vulg. pp. 24, 25.

t See A. M. Oeriani, he reams, aei LXX $ la vers, lat detta
Xtala (Rendiconti del R. Istituto Lombardo, Feb. 18, 1886), and
the numerous references to his other works given there.
$ See Lagarde, Anhdndigung einer neuen Amg. tier griech.

Ubersetz. din AT, Getting. 1882, esp. pp, 25-40, Also his Libr.
Vet Test, Canonic. Pars Prior, Getting. 1883, pp. iii-xvi.

| See Wellhausen, Bleek’s Binleit. in das A r*t pp. 686-694.
1
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This is quite sufficient to account for the manifold

differences. And it is to be observed that some
portions suffered from this process far more severely

than others. Probably, we might not be w rung in

placing the above-mentioned MSS parallel to the

later ‘European 5

texts * of NT, if not to the

‘Italian.’ They have something in common both

with the quotations in Ambrose and those of the

‘Speculum

’

(m). The Fragg. of On pub. by Cony-
bearo come closest to Cod. Lugd. and S. Ambrose,

Historical Books. * According to our list,, these

consist of Ruth, Fragg. of Samuel and Kings, and
Esther. Apparently, the text of Jiu, which in

‘ Spanish,’ agrees almost exactly with the quota-

tions of Ambrose, and so may he designated
‘ Italian.’ t The Fragg, of Samuel and Kings,

while having their origin in different countries,

are linked together in various ways. They all

seem to have an intimate connexion with the re-

cension of Lucian,;!; while they have the closest

resemblance to the quotations of Lucifer, Ambrose,
and Claudius of Turin, Accordingly, they may he
clawed, perhaps, as early * Italian.' $ In Kst much
confusion is found among the extant texts, perhap-i

arising from the fact that only a ‘resume,’ an
Berger calls it, and not a complete version, existed

in the OL Bible. We have compared Sabatier’#

text, which is from a Potboy MS No, 7 (at Paris),

with that of the Munich MS pub, by Bolsheim, the

Vallicollinn text {in Saha tier), and the extracts

given by Berger from a Lyons MS, Probably,

this last is the best.. It resembles closely

the Vallieellmn text and that of BoMl (which
appear to us to bo almost identical), while the
Corb, text in Sabnt,, owing to mutilations and
corruptions,

||
seems a long way interior to all the

others. Here, again, we may perhaps go t he lengt h

of saying that one tru see,ms tolio at the foundat ion,

but it has undergone much revision and corruption
from a comparison with (Jr, texts which had been
subject to an exceptional amount of mixture.
From an almost entire lack of quotations in the
Fathers it is impossible to attempt to localize the
text. There are frequent traces of the < Lucianio #

recension.
Poetical llooktt.—The extant remains of Joh are

so scanty that it is difficult to come to any con-
clusion regarding the text. Apparently, the Frag*
of Floury, which is found both in the ‘ Speculum *

and Priscillian, belongs to the earliest form of the
Lat. VS, following the same type of Ur. text tin

Cyp. and LuciL, ’ and therefore, perhaps, being
entitled to the designation * African,’
According to Burkitt,11 a second type of OL in

found in the quotations of Ambrose, based on the
loading uncials of the LXX and in intimate con-
nexion with the Greek. The Fragg, which Berger
has pub. from the margin of the Leon < 'ml also
reveal a close

^

attachment to the Greek (esp, God,
A), and coincide most frequently with the quota-
tions of Ambr, and Aug, Perhaps the two last
types of text ought to be. called * Italian/
Fora genuinely ‘ African ’ text of Ps our most

trustworthy authority is MB JL of Cyprian’s TmU*
monia, Tlie Verona and Bt. Germain Psalters
both exhibit a later type of text# although the
former has suffered less revision, ft would be
rash to specify either text definitely as 1 European *

* Rendel Harrispoints out some very curious rmmblftnw* l«
spelling’ between Cod. 4 and Cod. Lugd,, which go t« mtggftn,
he thinks, that both were UhOmevulley MSB (Study of Cod,
Ikz. pp. 29, 80k

t Bee Berger, Notice, pp, 12, 13,

t See Lagarde, Sejdwtirinta-fflttdien, 1802, t pp, 71, 78 j

Driver, Notes on Eeb, Text of Samuel, pp. IxxvlMxxxfl j Bur*
kitt, Old*Latin and (tala, p. 0,

I Bee Berger, op, dt pp. 14, 15.

I Still more defective appears to

p. dt pp. 14, 16.

ectlvo appears to be the Odd, Pochlantu which
Sab, gives for the latter part of the book* OL of Ms

t

is to he
pub. by Thielmann,

If Old*Latin, eta pp* 8, 82*84.
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or 4 Italian.’ A noteworthy feature is that the
Verona MS shows a striking agreement with
Aug.’s text of Fs, while decidedly marked is the
affinity between the St. Germ. Psalter and the
quotations of Cassiodorus the Calabrian. The
portions of the OL Psalter found in the Mozarabic
Liturgy belong to this latter type of text.*

Proverbs.—Here we can distinguish two recen-
sions. The one is represented by Vogel’s Fragg.,
which agree with the quotations of Cyp. and
Vigilius of Thapsus, having also a close resem-
blance to the ‘ Speculum. ’ It may be designated
* African.’ The other is seen in the Fragg. of

the St. Gall MS, No. 11. These have their chief
parallels in Jerome, Ambrose, and Augustine.
They therefore belong to the ‘ Italian ’ family.
The Fragg. of Ecclesiastes and Canticles named

in our list are of precisely the same character as
the second recension in Proverbs. We may here
note that for OT it seems even more difficult than
in the NT to draw a line between * European ’ and
‘ Italian ’ texts. Often, indeed, there appears to be
none.

Prophetical Boohs.—In attempting to classify the
extant OL texts of the Prophets, we are met, as
in the lloxateuch, by the difficulty of conliicting

evidence. Fortunately, part of the ground has
been cleared by Burkitt m his Rules of Tyconius.
Much of what follows depends on his important
investigations. The extant Fragg. of the Prophets
plainly do not belong to the oldest stratum of the

OL trn. It is needful, therefore, to begin as usual
with Cyprian

;
as we have seen, Tertullian’s quota-

tions are of doubtful value. Now, Burkitt has
clearly provodf that Tyconius the Donatist (c. a.d.

400) used an OL version of the Prophets (in

Isaiah at least X) almost identical with that of Cyp.,
the only diilbrence being a slight revision of the

Latin. How does this writer stand towards our
two chief MB authorities, the Weingarten (w) and
Wurzburg (A) Fragg. ? At many points he is in

close agreement with both, but especially, perhaps
(e.g. in Fzk), with w. Now, a comparison of w and
A shows so many agreements in proportion to

diTerences that we cannot help believing that they
are copies of the same tr11 of the Prophets, whose
variation is accounted for by varying elements in

the Gr. texts by which they ’were revised. § In A,

e.g. in the midst of a great mixture of types, the

Luc. strain is considerably more prominent than

in ic.il Accordingly, we may perhaps call h an
* Italian’ text ;1f its coincidences with Ambrose, and
to a less extent with Augustine, are noteworthy.

u> is possibly an earlier revision of the same trn.**

* There Rooms to ho a close resemblance in Ps between Pris*

cillian and the * Speculum.* The Latin Psalter with Anglo-

Saxon paraphr. pub. by Thorpe, Oxf. 1835, is almost identical

with the so-called ‘ Roman ’ Psalter of Jerome, although

occasionally it diverges. The text of Oassiod. has also a most
intimate connexion with Roman Psalter.

f Rules of Tyoonius. pp. lii-cvii.

X It must be noted that there is a considerable difference

between Tyconius' text of Is and of Ezk. See important table on

p, «vl of op. cit. Burkitt suggests that perhaps there was ‘a

partial revision of the African Bible anterior to Cyprian,’ the

result of which is seen in the text of Ezk in Tyc. This point has

been already broughtforward in connexion with the quotations

of Cyprian.

$ See also Ooraill, Das Buck d. Proph. Bzech. p. 81 ff. But

see Oorssen’s most important discussion of the two MSS in xwei

mm Fragmmte d. Wring. Prophden-MS, Berlin, 1899, in which

he shows that the variation is largely due to the insertion of

glosses in the texts*

II May it be that the infusion of this element into OT texts

corresponds to the ‘Antiochene’ revision of NT? Since this

was written, we are interested to see that Sanday is inclined, to

assign the above-named revision to Lucian (Oxf. Debate, p. 29).

Streane, Double Text, of Jeremiah, p. 870, shows that for

Jer h is non-African and prob. Italian. His searching in-

vestigation goes to confirm our hypothesis.
** Ranke shows that w has points of contact with Arnobius,

Lucifer, Ambrose, and Hesycnius (a Dalmatian bishop). See

BVagmenta * * . Antehieron. faso. 2, pp. 122, 123. This, would

suggest a very wide diffusion. An attempt to trace points of

It is interesting to note that Tyc. has a text
essentially the same in the Prophets as anothei
Donatist, Habetdeus, whose quotations can be
assigned to the year A.D. 411. And to make the
coincidence still more important, it is found that
the St. Gall Frag, of Jeremiah has remarkable
points of connexion with the biblical text used
by a Donatist in the pseudo-Augustinian Contra
Fulgentium Donatistam. This goes some way to
establish a Donatist tradition of the OL version.*
A comparison of Tyc. with the £ Speculum 5

re-

veals a far greater amount of difference than be-
tween the former and Cyprian. But there is so
much important resemblance that the variation is

probably due to a gradual revision of the language
m m. This, as Burkitt points out, greatly enhances
the value of the ‘ Speculum,’ though a late text, for

the criticism of the LXX.f
In some passages the ‘Spec.’ has a very close

connexion with A, while in others it is entirely

different. In comparing the quotations of Tertull.

and Cyp., with reference to the Gr., for another
purpose, the writer was surprised to find that in

the Book of Daniel
,
while Cyp. sometimes used

Theodotion’s version and at others the LXX,
Tert. seemed invariably to follow the latter. The
whole subject has been thoroughly investigated by
Burkitt,

t

who proves beyond question, that while
Theodotion was followed as early as the 3rd cent, by
Auctor de Pascha, Computus, and thenceforward
throughout the Lat. Church (also in A and w of

Prophets), Tertull. adhered to the LXX, as also,

to some extent, did Cyp., whose text is mixed.

§

This shows the varying histories of the several

books of Scripture, a fact which has been already
noticed in regard to NT.
APOCRYPHA. Fourth [Second] Esdras.—The

texts of this book have been accurately studied,

with the result that the leading authorities fall

into two groups. Two MSS, Cod. Sangermanensis
(pub. by Sab.) at Paris (Bibl. nat. lat. 11504-5)

and Cod. Ambianensis (Amiens, Bibl. Communale
10) have a ‘ French ’ text ; the other two, Cod.
Complut. (Madrid Univ. 31) and Cod. Mazarinseus
(Paris), present a ‘Spanish’ type of text. The
other extant texts are related to these two
families.il

Third (First) Esdras.—Here, again, we possess

two types of text, both of which are represented

in Sab.
,
and one of which is the Vulg. Both texts

are evidently of great antiquity, presenting many
of the most typical characteristics of the ‘African*

group. Probably, Vulg. is an emended form of the

other version.

Tobit.—As appears from out list, there are many
MSS extant of the OL version of Tobit. So far as

we can judge, they all go back to one trn, though
considerable differences exist. A rough comparison
leads us to believe that the leading texts are re-

lated somewhat as follows : Sabatier’s text (derived

from MSS lat. 93 and 11505 at Paris) seems closest

to the quotations of Lucifer. Slightly different

from it are Paris MS lat. 11553 and Munich 6239,

which agree closely. Cod. Regio-Vat. No. 7 is

more independent of the other texts, and may be,

perhaps, a separate translation.1F It contains only

chs. i.-vi. The rest is Vulgate. The quotations

in Speculum seem to show a third recension.

agreement and differences between the two texts (w and h) and
the Fathers has led, on the whole, only to confusing results.

Clearly, we have much yet to learn regarding the OL version (or

versions) of the Prophets.
, ^

* Of. Rendel Harris on the Montanist character of Ood. Beztt

(Study of Cod. Bez. p. 148 ff.).
i

f Rules of Tycon.b. lxiv.

t Old Latin and Itala, pp. 18-81.

$ Tins mixed text also found in LactantiuB and Firmicus

Maternus.
|| See Fourth Book of Ezra, by Bensly and James, pp. xii-xxii.

f See Fritzsche, Hdbuch zu. d. Apokryphen, ii. pp. 6, 1L
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Judith.—As in To, the OL of Jth appears in a
variety of MSS. While one original lies, appar-

ently, behind all the texts, it appears to us that

Mun. MS 6239 has the oldest type of text. A some-
what longer and perhaps later form is found in the

text of Sabatier (Paris MSS lat. 93, 11505). The
Paris MS 11553 seems to have a mixed text, now
agreeing with Mun. MS, now with Sabat. MS
lat. 11549 (at Paris), while somewhat mixed, agrees
perhaps more often with Mun. MS.*
Wisdom of Solomon.—As already pointed out,

this is proved to be an ‘ African 5

text. It seems
to be fully as old as Cyp.f

'Sirach. — The Yulg. text of this book is also
* African * Latin. Curiously enough, however, ehs.

44-50 are shown by Tlhelmann $ to have boon tr*.

later than ehs. 1~43, 51, and they belong to the
* European ’ type of text. The Prologue is also
* European/ The Frag. ed. by DouaiH is appar-
ently a ‘ Spanish * text, being a revision of the
primitive * African 5

version.

Baruch.—Two main types of text, so far as we
can judge from the published MSS, are extant in
this boolt. The one is the Vulg., which agrees with
the quotations of Cyp., Vigiliua, and, as a rule,

Enlgentius. The other, which is not far removed,
is represented bv Paris MS 11951, Rhoims MS No. 1,

and Yallicell. B. 7 (all in Sab.). Wo cannot say
much as to patristic evidence, but at times, at
least, it is corroborated by the quotations of Hilary
and Augustine.

§

Maccabees.—In 1 Mac two forms of text can bo
traced. The one is the Vulg. The other, which
in many passages is identical with the Vulg. and
then disagrees to a great extent, is found in Paris
MS lat. 11553, pub. by Sabat. It agroes uniformly
with the quotations of Lucifer, which are very
numerous in this book. Berger points out that
this latter rests on the same tradition as that of
Cod. Complut., while there are readings in the
Leon Palimpsest (Chapter Lib. No. 15) which seem
to lie behind the St. Germain text in Sab. H A
mixed text, according to Berger, is found in the
Lyons MS No. 356.

In 2 Mac we find several versions more or less
distinct. The Yulg. stands by itself. A mixed
text is that of Lyons MS 356.11 The text of Cod.
Complut. is of a different type from the Yulg. Wo
have not been able to see the text from Ambrosian
MS E. 26 infer., pub. by A. Poyron,** Berger
{Hist, de la Vulg. p. 138) says of it :

‘ The version
. . . preserved by our MS is not found elsewhere,
and is of extreme importance. 7

ft
A few words ought to be said, before we conclude

this article, upon the Gr. text which underlies the
OL version. For, after all, its primary importance
consists in the evidence it furnishes for the original
Gr. text of both OT and NT. Obviously, the in-
quiry is very wide in its range. We can only

* Scholz in Comm, iiber dag Buck Judith (Wurzburjr, ISMS)
p. xxiiif., considers that Paris MS 11549 (Cod. Oorb. in Sab.) £
a private tr«, though closely related to the other, Ho would
aluo assign importance to Ood, Peohianuu (in Sab.), which he
believes to be directly trend, from a Greek text with the help ol
the OL. It stand s closest to Paris MS 11653 and agrees with

W

quotations of Lucifer. The quotations of Putgentius most ro-
semble the text of Sabat. which is a ‘ Gallia ' text. Perhaps the
Munich MS may* be * African/ See also Prlfczacho, Bdbmh. il

P*!19’
apd Thielmann, Bcitr. z. Twt-KHt. d. Vulffata. Speier,

1883. Thielra. is to pub. OL of Tob, Jud, Sap, and Sir.
*

f See Thielmann, Archiv, viii. 2, p. 235 it.

JAreh 2
’ P- 247 n- A m0Bt important and valuable

“fticle. But see a noteworthy criticism by Geyer in Bursian'i
Jahmbencht, xcviii. p. 83.

§ See also Kneucker, Das Buck Baruch, Leipz. 1879.
If See Berger, JVotdoe, pp, 83-38.
If Its base is Vulgate.
** As an Appendix to his MT Cimronis Orationwm, pro Soaurc
. , Jragm. vnedd,, Stuttgart, 1824.
ft On OL of Apoor. see also Scliurer's valuable art. ‘ Apokry.

phen in PRM, and the introductions to Kuutzsoh's ‘Lie
Apokryphen u. Pseudepigraphen d. AT/

give the barest outline ;
and oven tiffs, in the

present condition of the investigation, is incom-
plete and provisional. Two most important and
suggestive statements arc made by Hurt as to the
type of Gr. text circulating at the period with
which wo are here concerned. ‘The text of I)

presents a truer image of the form in which the
Gospels and Acts were most widely read in the

3rd and probably a great part of the 2nd cent,

than any other extant Gr* MS/ And again: * A,
both in the Gospels and elsewhere, may serve as a
fair example of the MSS that,, to judge by patriotic

quotations, were commonest in the 4th cent/ (/a*

trod. pp. 149, 152). Those words, in our view,
have a very significant hearing on the question
before us. For it lias become sufficiently dear
that the period from the middle of the 2nd cent,

to the end of the 4th is the most important for the
OL version. Keeping them in mind, let us come
to the actual facts, In so far as we are able to

present them.
The NT must be our starting-point. What can

be said as to the earliest group of texts, presum-
ably the ‘African

7 family 'i God, k, winch, as we
have scon, agrees with Gyp., is the:

most important
witness. Fortunately, Sunday, in the work so
often quoted, 1ms a valuable Appendix on * the Gr,
text implied by/;/* Elaborate lists showing the
relation of k to the leading Gr. authorities plainly
declare that the main elements in its text are the
‘Western 7

(as represented bv i))and the ’ Neutral’
(a B in particular). The ‘ Western * strain slighGy
predominates. Ah regards the kindred God, t\ a
collation we have attempted of several long see-

lions from the Gospp, reveals a close relation with
B and one almost as intimate with D, a, and A.
The one fact which strikes us in comparing the two
sets of results is that A has become an important
factor in Cod, tu When the 1 European * group is

investigated, it is interesting to note the changing
of places by t he MSB. We have taken a and h
as typical texts, and the results for both are, on
the whole, congruous, except that a seems to have
a much more important place in h than In <t. In
both, B loses Lie prominent position which it

occupied in the 4 African ’ group. I) 1ms, of course,
a predominating influence, but it Is closely fol-

lowed by A. Indeed it looks as if, in the Gospp,
at least, the influence of A were among the chief
forces in differentiating the * European from the
‘African’ group. And this seems to coincide
remarkably with Wort’s hypothesis of a Syrian
recension, perhaps made at Antioch, almut the
beginning or a little before the beginning of the
4th cent., whose influence spread in all directions*
For, in the Gospp., * A has a fundamentally
Syrian text/ In any case, the great increase
in the A element is plainly no accidental dr*
cumstaneo, but, as we shall Bnd in the OT, a fact:

intimately bound up with a certain stage of the
OL version.

We have taken f as representative of the
‘Italian’ texts. The facte which a minute ex-
amination of long sections in Mt, Mk, and Lk
brings out are of the kind wo might expect. There
is, apparently, a great mixture of elements in tlm
underlying Greek. One of the most noteworthy
of these is represented by Cod. L, itself a very
mixed text, containing early readings mingled
with ‘Alexandrian, 1

* Western, * and * Syrian 1

elements. Cod. 0 is also prominent, which again
is composed of most various forms of text. An
invariably, D is still an important factor, while A
also appears to have lost little ground, h and II
have not regained the place they occupied in the
* African ’ group. In Ac, at wo nave seen, wo can
at least distinguish between the ‘African 1 and

# OL BibL Text9
t il Append, I, pp, »4»,
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* European 5
texts, represented most typically by

the Eleury Palimpsest (the text of Cyp.) and the
Gigan (the text of Lucif.) respectively. From
Oorssen’s investigation* it is plain that the former
depends on a ‘ W cstern ’ text even more uniform
than D. The latter, so far as a rough survey of its

readings can reveal, has a very mixed character.
D is a prominent factor in it, perhaps the most pro-
minent. Of the other more important uncials, E,
and at some distance A and C, seems the best re-

presented,f One has the impression of a text be-
longing to a time of revision. And the phenomena
found here appear to justify Berger’s query as to
whether, in Ac, there is any distinction between
1 European’ and * Italian

5

readings.$ Space for-

bids any further examination of the NT books
except that we may point out that the chief of OL
versions of the Epistles § (except Ereis. Fragg.)
seem to depend for their text mainly on D and G,
whether separate or combined, and often on the
group DGK L.|| The Ereis. Fragg. have a far
greater mixture of elements, being apparently
revised from MSS such as C A L (while their basis
is D G). In the Apoc, the text of Primasius seems IF

to approach closest to that of Andreas of Csesarea,

and Cod. P ; but there remains an important
element peculiar to himself.**
As regards the Gr. text underlying the OL of

the OT, our statements must be even more general
and provisional. For the leading uncial MSS of

the LXX have never been grouped, and we cannot,
with any definiteness, state their mutual relations.

And the cursives, which in the LXX are of unique
importance, have received little investigation.

Hence there are few ascertained data on which to

base any reasonable hypothesis. Certainly, the
classification into families of texts, and the marking
dX of stages in their history, would be a difficult

task. For this trn must have undergone from
first to last; the most varied treatment. The
original Gr. VS, tbe rival trm of Aquila, Theodo-
tion and Symmnchus, the attempt of Origen to

purify the text, the subaeauont recensions of

Eusebius, Lucian, and Hesycnius, all have con-

spired to produce a chaos in the MSS of the LXX.
This has a bewildering effect on the comparison of

the OL with the underlying Gr. No doubt we may
say that the earliest Lat. VS of the OT must have
been made from the pre-hexaplar Gr. text which
was in common use.It But we know little of its

history. It must also have been subjected to

various forme of corruption. We cannot identify

it. with the genuine LXX. We are also unable to

state definitely the relation borne to it by the

great extant uncials and those groups of cursives

which are assumed (with more or less reason) to be
particular recensions. Accordingly, the following

notes must ho somewhat vague and hypothetical.

In the books which apparently preserve a
fundamentally ‘African

3

text, such as Sirach,

we might expect to find a relatively pure Gr.

text at their base. Nor are we, on the whole,

disappointed. This OL text shows a close rela-

tion to Cod. 248, which is here, perhaps, the best

representation of the original Gr. text.JJ But,

* Dcr Gyp. Txxti d. Acta Apost, Berlin, 1892. See esp. p. 18 ft,

t The Floury text has a very intimate connexion with it,

while it share® many readings also with the text of Aug. and
with that of the Vulgate.

t (In mcUn tmte , . . dm Adas, p. 18.

§ Oodd, Olaromont. and Boomer, and the texts of Victorinus

and Ambroslaster.
, . , «

|| In this group they are often Joined by Jerome in his Oom-
mentarios. See Corssen, Eptet. ad Galatas, pp. 62, 68.

II This result is provisional, as our investigation only embraced
two or three chs. of Apoc. See Bousset, Textkritische Studien

,

pp. 1*44.
** See Hausslelter, Zabn's Fonchungen, iv. pp. 207-224.

ft Designated by tbe Fathers * uulgata editio
rand xom.

ti See Byssel in Kautzsch’s ‘ Apokrvphen,’ pp:
244-249, and

Herkenno, 1)$ Vet bat Bodes. Oapp. L-xliii., Leipz. 1899.

in the words of Lagarde,* ‘all the MSS of the
Gr. trn of the OT are either directly or indirectly
the result of an eclectic procedure,’ This is the
key to the phenomena of the OL version of the
OT. t When we come to examine the large group
of OT texts which we have designated either
‘European 3

or ‘Italian 3 (and the boundary be
tween them is, at least, a fluctuating one), the
result is most confusing. In the Hexateuch, as
already observed, there appears an almost in-

definite amount of mixture. It is, perhaps, useless
to ask to which of the great uncials the leading
MSS are most nearly related. For other elements
intrude continually. Here and there, indeed, a
definite relationship reveals itself, as, e.g., in
Exodus where Cod. Wirceb. has a distinct connexion
with the group A F. But, as a rule, both in it, in
Cod. Lugd., and in Cod. Monac. there are constant
traces of Hesychian£ and Lucianic readings, as
well as relations of an nndefinable kind to the
leading uncials.

In the Historical books it can, at least, be
affirmed that the recension of Lucian is one of the

P
rominent elements lying at the basis of the text.§
'his is specially noticeable in the Vienna Fragg.

of Samuel and the Leon Fragg. of Kings. Ceriani
had observed the agreement of ‘Lucianic’ MSS
with the text of Ambrose and the ‘Speculum.’
And thus he is led to believe that the ‘Italian’
revision of OT (which perhaps includes the ‘ Euro-
pean’) had, partly at least, for its standard,
some MSS ox the same type as those used by
Lucian in his recension. At the same time, A
and B cannot be ignored. Indeed, as Lagarde
has pointed out,J| Cod. A has a specially close
connexion with the OL text of OT* which asserts
itself here and there. IF When the Prophetic hooks
are examined, this becomes more evident. In
Ezk, e.g., Cornill has shown that the text both of
h and w has close relations with A, although
these are sometimes obscured by Hexaplaric omis-
sions and insertions, or confused by later cor-

rections and corruptions.** The same holds of
other books, e.g. the OL of Job

.ft It is a note-
worthy fact, and suggests a real connexion between
the OL of OT and NT at a certain stage, as we
have already seen the prominent place A occupies
in all but the oldest NT texts. Considerations
of space prevent ns from lingering on this most
important hut complicated department of onr
subject. We cannot do better than close with a
quotation from Burkitt’s summary of conclusions

* Anmerkungen zur griech. Uebersetz. der Proverb, p. 8.

t Thus, e.g., Vogel’s Fragg. of Proverbs, which are plainly
‘African,’ agree 18 times with A rather than B, 17 times with
B rather than A ; they have 18 readings only found in cursives,

while 110 are peculiar to themselves.

X Cornill connects Cod. A closely with the Hesychian recen-
sion (see Ezechiel, p. 67). Silberstein (ZAW xiv. p. 26), after an
elaborate investigation, comes to the conclusion that the origin

of ;the form of text in A must be referred to the recension of

Origen. He agrees, on the whole, with Cornill as to B.

§ See Vercellone, Fame Lectione8
}

ii. p. 436. Driver, Notes
on Samuel

,

pp. lxxvii-lxxxii. Cenani, JRecensio7ii dei LXX,
etc., p. 4. It is now generally admitted that MSS 19, 82, 93,

and 108 (in Holmes ana Parson’s ed. of LXX), agreeing, as they
do, with the quotations of Theodoret and Chrysostom, represent
the recension of Lucian. See also Lagarde, Vet. Test. Greece,

Pars Prior, G8tt. 1883, Preface.

||
Septuaginta-Studien, i. pp. 71, 72.

T A question which still awaits investigation is the relation of

A to Lucian. This would shed much light on the OL. It is of

interest to find that the prevailing type of text in quotations
from the LXX in the Gospels is that of A and Lucian. B is

scarcely observable. See Staerk, ZwTh. 1893, i. p. 97 ff.

** Cornill would connect A with the recension of Hesychius
(Ezechiel, pp. 67, 71). Unquestionably, those cursives which
contain in all likelihood this latter text are an important
element for the criticism of the OL of the Prophets along with
the kindred Cod. Marchalianus (Q), which has copious marginal
notes from a Hexaplar copy. See Ceriani’s moat important
dissertation, De Codice Marchaliano Commentatio, Home, 1890.

He compares the various texts of the LXX from sections of the
Prophets, both mutually and in relation to the OL.

ff See Berger, Notice
, p. 23.
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as to the relation of the OL to the Gr. text in the

Prophets.* For, in all probability, similar pro-

cesses and results would appear in the other

groups of writings. ‘ The OL brings us the best

independent proof we have that the Hexaplar
signs introduced by Origen can be relied on for

the reconstruction of the LXX. . . . Together
with the Hexaplar text/ it ‘often agrees as to

omissions with the text of B. ... Yet the same
authorities convict B here and there of interpola-

tions, . . . When we turn from questions of in-

sertion and omission to questions of rendering of

the Heb. and the substitution of one Gr. word for

another, we find that the OL in the Prophets
sometimes supports “Lueianic ” readings. ’ And
finally, ‘there are renderings found in the OL
representing Gr. readings which have disappeared
from every known Greek MS, hub which, by com-
parison with the Hebrew, are shown to preserve

the genuine text of the LXX from which the
readings of our present Greek MSS are corrup-

tions. In these passages the OL is sometimes, but
not always, supported by one or both Egyptian
versions.’

One subordinate department of our subject has
not been touched, as, to a great extent, lying out-

side the scope of the present article, and also as
requiring far more space than could be afforded.

We refer to the Latmity of the OL versions. It

seems advisable however, to give references to

some of the leading authorities.

A large collection of material is to be found in

Itala und Vulgata
, bv H, Ronsch, ed. 2, Marburg,

1875. This work deals with peculiarities of forma-
tion, inflexion, grammatical structure, and mean-
ing. See a penetrating criticism of it by J. N.
Ott (Fleckeisen’s Jahrk f. Philologie, etc. 1874,

p. 778 ff., 833 ft'.). Rflnsch also contributed a great
number of articles to various journals. See especi-
ally his ‘ Sprachliche Parallolon’ and * Itolo-8tuition’
in ZwTh . 1868, 1881-82 ;

‘ Zur vulgiiren und bibli-

schen Latinitiit/ in Zeitsch.f die ostcrrcich. Gym-

nasien , 1879, No. 11. There are further studios on
this subject in his Semasiologische Beitrdge

, 1887-89,
and Collectanea philologa, 1890. Of great import-
ance js the unfinished work of G. Rodman©,
Geschichte des Kirchenlateins, Breslau, 1870-81
(only 2 parts of vol. i. have appeared). It devotes
special attention to the Christianizing of Late-
Latin, and the moulding of it to biblical use.
H. Schuchardt’s elaborate Vokalismus des Vulgar-

Lateins, Leipz. 1866-67, contains much that is

suggestive for the language of the version. More
directly hearing on our subject is K. Sittl’s Pie
lokalen Verschiedenheiten der latein, Sprache, Erlan-
gen, 1882. It deals largely with ‘ African * Latin,
with special reference to the Bible. The llandbuch
zur Vulgata, by F. Kaulen, Mainz, 1870, also pro-
vides material for study. Valuable collections of
linguistic facts are to be found in some of the
edd* of the MSS. See, especially, that of the
Lyons Pentateuch, by IT. Robert, pp. xli-lxxxv,
cxxiii-cxxviii, which contain an examination of
the grammar and orthography of the text, as well
as giving tables of . Hellenisms and new words;
E. Ranke’s Par Palimpsestorum Wirceburgensium.
pp. 412-427, with copious grammatical notes ; and
Sanday’s dissertation on Cod. k, OL BibL Texts, ii.

§ 14.
^
Perhaps we ought to mention also Rondel

Harris’s Study of Cod. Bezce, ch. iv. v. xii. xxvL,
and Burkitt’s Pules of Tyconius

, pp. Ixviii-cv.
Sanday has an important appendix in Studia
Biblica, ii. p. 309 ff., and in vol, iv. of the same
series there is a valuable essay on the Style and
Language of S. Cyprian

, by E. W. Watson. See
also Ehrlich, Beitrdge z. Lat. der Itala

, 1895. By

Texf^jXSaTnQ^Wi
CXVi> CXvii* 866 11180 streaoe

> double

far the richest storehouse of matter bearing on

the Latinity of the OL is the Archiv fur latein.

LcxiJcographic, ed. by Wblfllin (pub. at Leipzig),

The following articles are of special importance s

‘Die erston Spuren des African. Lateins/ by
Wollllin (Jahrg. VI. Heft i. p. 111*.); * Die iloimath

der Appendix Probi/ Sittl (vl 3, p. 557 it)

;

‘ Die

Sprnche ITLseiliian’s/ Schepss (in. 3, p. 307 it);

‘Lucifer von Cagliari und sein Latein/ Bartel (Hi.

1, p. l ff.) ;
‘ Lexikographinches aim dem Bibellatein/

Thielmaim (i. 1, p. 68 11*.); ‘Minueius Felix/

WoKUin (vii. 4, p. 467 11'.); ‘Hie latein. Spraehe

auf. african. Inschriften/ Kiibler (viii. 2. p. 161 it\;

‘Spuren gallisehen Lateins bei Marcellas Kmpiri-

cus/ Geyer (viii. 4, p. 409) ; articles on ‘ Wisdom
of Solomon ’ and ‘ Siraeh/ by Thielmami, already

referred to; ‘Die europaisehen Bestandtheile des

latein. Siraeh/ Thielmaun (ix, 2, p, 247 U'. ). See also

the ‘ Jahresbericht fiber Vulgiir-nnd Spiiilatem/ by
K. Sittl in Bursian-Iwnn Muller's Jahresbericht,

Ixviii. pp. 226-286, and that on * Die ehriHtlieh

latomische Litteratur von 1886 87 bis Kudo 1894’

in the same series, by 0. Weyman, 1896.* For
further references to the language of particular

authors sec the list of Fathers. We have omitted
mention of the numerous works which clou! with
the Latin language in general
This article has dealt only with the early history

of the Latin translations of the Bible. Their
later developments from the time of Jerome on-

ward are treated under VcrmiATK,
For the general literatim* of the subject, see

the authorities referred to throughout the article,

NosUo’sarfc. in Herzog* (ill. 2411) which appeared
while this was in the press, ami ( •orsseu’s admirable
Benefit liber die latein. Bibclubemizumjcn (Bur*

sian’s tfahresk Bd. el), published only in time to

admit of a few footnotes being added from it during
final revision. It. A, A. Kknnkdy*

LATTER,—The adj. ‘late’ Is now regarded an
having two forms for the compar. ami superb,
later, latest, and latter, last, and a difference in

meaning is usually observed. But the distinction

is quite recent In modem editions of AV the
only spelling is ‘latter/ but the ed. of 1611 had
* later ’ in four places, Is 477, Jer 48* 4lP, ami
there is no diflenmee in meaning, Bhakespuare
has ‘later’ twice (ace. to Bartlett’s Concordance
once in ref. to time, * And she goes down at twelve
—I take’t, Tib later, Sir’ (Macbeth n, h 3), once
as equivalent to ‘latter’ as it was then used,
K. John XXL I. 288-

* Therefore thy later vows against thy first

Is in thyself rebellion to thyself.*

He also uses ‘ latest * for ‘ last/ as Lords Labour's
Lost, v. ii. 797,—* At the latest minute of the
hour/

In AV as in Shakespeare ‘latter* in always
(except when distinctly opposed to ‘ former )

equivalent to ‘last’ Thus m AV, Job UP ‘For
I know that my redeemer liveth, and that he
shall stand at the latter day upon the earth’
(UV ‘at the last upon the earth J ; 2 V2P ‘the
latter end is worse with them than the beginning*
(RV ‘ the last state is become worse with them
than the first’); and in Shake, llmry V. IV, l
143, ‘ All those legs and arms and heads, chopped
off in a battle, shall join together at the latter
day ’

; and 1 Henry VL XI. v* 38—
1 And In hfe bosom upend my letter ga»p/

The expressions ‘latter end’ and 'last end’ are
thus equivalent, and both old-fashioned redun-
dancies.

For Latter Bain see Rain. J, Hastings.
* For later lit. see • Jahresb. flber Vulg&r-und Sp&tlatebi ' by

P. Geyer, Bunsian's JakmberiM, xovlfi. pp. 38- 117.
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LATTICE.—See under Window in art. House,
vol. ii. p. 435b.

LAUD (taken directly from Lat. laudare, to

E
raise) as a synonym for ‘praise* seems never to
ave been very frequently used, either as verb or

subst., though the latter was more common than
the former. Shaks. has each twice. In AY the
subst. does not occur, and the verb was retained
only once, Bo 15n ‘ Praise the Lord, all ye Gentiles;
ana laud him, all ye people.* The Greek verbs
here are different (alvioj and frraiv&ui), and no doubt
Tindale, from whom the tr. comes, introduced the
variation purposely ; but AV seems simply to have
accepted it from the immediately preceding versions,
for in Ps 1171 of which this is a quotation, the Heb.
verbs are again different, and Coverdale’s tr. was
again ‘ praise * and ‘ laud,* but the Geneva version,
followed by the Bishops, changed ‘laud* into
‘praise,* and AY has ‘0 praise the Lord, all ye
nations: praise him, all ye people.’ BV obliter-

ates the distinction between the Greek verbs in
Bo 15n giving ‘praise’ twice, but restores it in

Ps 1171
; and in Ps 1454 BV again introduces

‘laud’ for ‘praise’ to tr. the same Ileb. verb.

But in Ps 147 12 BY has taken over the AY tr.

‘Praise the Lord, 0 Jerusalem; praise thy God,
0 Zion,’ though the Heb. shows the same dis-

tinction in its verbs. Driver (Parallel Psalter
,

1898) is more consistent, rendering nztf by ‘ laud ’

wherever in the Psalter it can be so rendered (63
3

117 1 1454 14712
), and keeping ‘praise’ for

Tindale uses the verb m Lk 1987 ‘the whole
multitude of the disciples began to rejoyce, and
to lawde God with a loude voyce ’

; and the subst.

in IP l7 ‘ that youre fayth . . . myght be founde
unto lawde, glory, and honoure at the apperinge
of Jesus Christ,’ and 214 ‘for the laude of them
that do well.’

It is doubtful if even the verb can be used now
without affectation ; but if it can, and the Bevisers

seem to have thought so, it is a pity it was not
consistently used for tiratvtw (Lk 16*, lto 15u , 1 Co
ll3- 17* a2

), to distinguish it from the more common
aIvia, to praise. J. HASTINGS.

LAUGHTER.—The laughter mentioned in the
Bible is of three kinds, (1) loud laughter as opposed
to demonstrative weeping, (2) wondering or in-

credulous, and (3) derisive.

(1)

Jfoheleth allows that there is a time to

laugh as well as a time to weep (Ec 34), but he
reckons sorrow better than laughter (7

s
), and calls

laughter madness (2
2
). Bildad offers Job the pro-

spect, if he be really upright, of a time when God
will fill his mouth with laughter (Job S21

) ; the

returning exiles enjoyed such a time (Ps 1262 ‘ Our
mouth was then filled with loud laughter ’—De
Witt) ; and Jesus promises it definitely in the

Bestitution to those who weep now (Lk 621 ). In

every instance it is the Oriental loud laughter,

which is rarely heard, and only upon occasion of the

utmost glad surprise. Christ’s woe is pronounced

on those who laugh now when no such surprise is

possible (Lk 62B
).

(2)

More frequent is the laughter of wonder or

incredulity. So Abraham (Gn 1717
) and Sarah

(1812) laughed when they heard the promise of a

son. Ana even when the promise could not be

doubted longer by themselves, they knew that all

that heard would laugh at them (21°), they were

so old.

BV retains in Gn 210 theAV translation * all that hear will laugh

with me.' But 'V*po^ can mean only ‘ will laugh at me ’
;

cf.

Job S22 807.18* 22, Be 508. Still it is not derisive laughter that

Sarah fears; she does not fear the laughter at aU; she only

knows that when people hear of id they will laugh, it is so aston-

ishing as to he stul almost incredible. ‘ Laugn with me ’ is the

rendering of the ancient versions and of all the English versions

from Wyclif, except Tindale, ‘And Sara sayde, God hath made
me a laughinge stocke* for all that heare, will laugh at me.*
Coverdale has even, * God hath prepared a joye for me, for who
so ever heareth of it, wyll rejoyse with me,' and is followed by
the Geneva translators and the Bishops. Kalisch defends the
AV tr., on the ground that 1 no other sense is adapted here but
the smile of surprise and admiration.’ But Dillmann, DeL,
Kautzsch (uber mich), Segond (de moi), and most modern com*
mentators translate ‘will laugh at me*—meaning, however, to
express surprise rather than derision.

(3)

But the most frequent occurrence of laughter
is in derision. The feeling ranges in expression
from the gentle mocking of Daniel (Bel ly

) to the
judicial laughter of Him that sitteth in the heavens
(Ps 24

).

There are three Heb. verbs translated ‘laugh,* p£J¥ (except

Jg 1625 Ezk 23s2, conlm-ed to Pent.), its later form prt^\ and

All three are occasionally rendered in AV ‘ laugh to scorn,*

but esp. the last, which does not properly mean to laugh but to
scoff at or scorn. In 2 Es 221 claudum inridere noli is tr*
‘laugh not a lame man to scorn,’ and the expression ‘laugh
to scorn’ is found in tike Gr. Apocr. as the tr. of xaTcvyOM*,
Jth 1212, sir 711 20^ (cf. also 1 Mac

1

1070 <i am laughed to
scorn for thy sake,* iy» 3s lysvyOvv tk xoc.ru.yiXcuroe)

;
ixytXo&ai,

Wis 4l8
;
xatrxf/MxaofjMiy Sir 137 • and 2 Mac 72? ; cf.

also Sir 64 ‘ Shall make him to be laughed to scorn of his enemies/
ivrizapfjtM l%6pZv jrotnau c&Mv. In NT xoc.ra.yiXa.oj is so trd where it

occurs (Mt 024
I!
Mk 640 If Lk 853 at the raising of Janus*

daughter), so that a distinction is maintained between the
simple yeXuai (only in Lb 621 - *) and its more emphatic com-
pound. The phrase is due to Tindale in these places, who thus
improved on Wyclif ‘ the! scomeden hym.* Tind. was fc.lowed
by all the versions.

The phrases ‘laugh on* and ‘laugh upon’ are

now obsolete, though we retain the equivalent
‘smile upon.’ They occur once each, Job 29s*4

‘ If I laughed on thfcm, they believed it not ’ (po^$
orr^x, BYm ‘ I smiled on them when they had no
confidence ’

;
the AY tr. comes from the Geneva

Bible, which explains its meaning by the marg.
note, ‘ That is, thei thoght it not to he a jest, or

thei thoght not ttiat I wold condescend unto
them ’), 1 Es 431 * if she laughed upon him, he
laughed also ’ (Solv TjHxxyeXdcry avry, ye\$).

J. Hastings.
LAUNGH is now transitive only. In AY it

occurs intransitively and only so. BV has changed
the word into ‘set sail’ (Ac 21 1

), ‘put to sea’

(Ac 272* 4
), or simply ‘put’ (Lk 54

), and once has
retained it (Lk 822

). The transitive use must he
the older, as the verb is formed from ‘lance,’ and
means primarily to ‘hurl a lance,’ and then to

send (a ship) into the water. Spenser uses it fre-

quently in the simple sense of * to pierce,’ almost

as we now use ‘lance,’ as FQ n. iv. 46, ‘For since

my brest was launolit with lovely dart.’ Shake-

speare has the word only once, and it is transitive,

Troil. and Cress. II. Ii. 82

—

* Why, she is a pearl.

Whose price hath Bunch’d above a thousand ships.*

The Greek is either (I) the compound form isr which
occurs in MT only thrice, Mt 2118 in the sense of returning into

a oity, and Lk 58* 4 in the sense of * put out ’ (BV) to sea (in P
AV has * thrust out,’ after Tindale) ; or (2) the simple avayafMtt,

which is found only in the writings of St. Luke (though the

active kmyoj ‘bring up* occurs in Mt 41, Bo 107, He 1320,
as

well as in Lk and Ac), but there it is of frequent occurrence.

AV varies in its tr. between ‘launch forth* (Lk

8

s2
), ‘launch’

(Ac 211 272- 4), ‘ loose » (Ac 1318 ign 272i), * sail * (Ac 182i 20* 13),

‘set forth’ (Ac 2

1

2
), and ‘depart’ (Ac 272 2810* U). BV has

usually ‘set sail’ (Ac UP® iflii 182i 203-18 211- 2 2721 28U), but

also ‘launch forth’ (Lk S22), ‘embark’ (Ac 27^, ‘put to sea*

(Ac 274-

1

2
), and simply * sail* (Ac 2810). The idea expressed in

the prep, kvk is not rup*to the ship, but up to the high sea

from the lower harbour or coast-line ;
cf. xarafiaim ‘go down*

to the coast from the higher land. J. HASTINGS.

LAYER (nV? or n5?; LXX Aoimfa).—
1This is the

name given to the ten brazen basins made by
Hiram for Solomon’s Temple, 1 K 7

ao,38* 4S (=2 Ch
40 - 14).* They were raised on high stands, and
furnished with wheels. Anything beyond this ifl

difficult to ascertain with certainty. Keil and

* In 1 K 740 nn^n should be emended to niTipo (cf. v.« |

2 Oh 411-

1

6 and LXX AtomwX
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others make out the bases or stands (nbhn) to

have been square boxes with ornamented panels.

Nowack (Heb. Arch. ii. pp. 44-40), following Stade

(ZATW iii. 159 IF.), corrects the text, which at

present is unintelligible in parts, and, further,

utilizes for comparison the vessels now known to

have been used m Semitic antiquity from the evi-

dence of the Assyrian monuments.
^

He thus

arrives at a more probable reconstruction, though

he is perhaps over-bold in venturing on a con-

jectural sketch of a laver as he understands it. In

the following description of the details Nowack is

followed in the main.
The base or stand was made up of a lower and an

upper division. The lower division was a square

framework, of which the sides were partly open.

If they had been massive plates of metal, each

3x4 cubits, the whole would have been too heavy

to move. Moreover, the Assyrian examples show

a much lighter kind of stand than those used in

supporting the Greek amphora. The sides were

like an unglazed window-frame, with horizontal

borders or panels (niojpp) and vertical ledges or

crosspieces (ogi^). At the corners were under-

setters or shoulders
,
i.e. square pillars whose lower

extremities wore extended to form feet, in which

were fixed the axles, on which the wheels turned.

tower part of the base boing itself 3 cubits high,

its top edge was 4^ cubits high. On the top of

this lower part was a pedestal {l K7*) consisting of

a round compass or ring (v.
85

) something like the

capital of a column (v.
3j

). The outside measure-

ment of this ring was 1J cubits across, and the

inside measurement 1 cubit, while it
(

was raised

half a cubit above the base proper (v.*% ). As the

diameter of the latter was 4 cubits, the supports

(stays or hands) of the ring must have sloped in-

wards very considerably. These supports seem to

have sprung from a square frame*work (v. :n
) resting

on the top of the base. As a dome with a central

circular window is often built "over four square

walls and supported by four ribs from the corners

sloping inwards, so this open metal frame had a
square base and a round opening or ring, into

which the basin or laver fitted. The borders and
stays were ornamented with lions, oxen, and
cherubim, and with embossed wreaths.

It is remarkable that these ton lavers do not
reappear in the sketch of the new temple put forth

by Ezekiel, or in the temple of Zerubbabel, nor is

anything like them found in P’s representation of

the tabernacle. The last we hear of them is that
Ahaz cut off the borders of the bases and took the
laver off them (I K 1617

). From this the suggestion
has been supported that the connecting parts of

the framework were, as in some similar construc-
tions of which Semitic archaeology has evidence,

hollow, or that they were wood inside plated over
with brass. As for the discarding of the molten
sea and ten movable lavers, which seems to indicate

some prejudice against them, it has been con-
jectured that they nad some mythical associations
which had now become distasteful. The great
molten sea is connected with the deep (ofirm) and
the lavers with the clouds." It is observed that
Ezekiel, who describes no wheeled lavers orna-
mented with lions, oxen, and cherubim, yet has a
vision (ch. I) of living creatures, uniting the char-
acteristics of lion, ox, man, and eagle, and of
wheels closely associated with them, the whole
imagery suggesting the personification of the

LAW IN OLD TESTAMENT

No hint is given in the elaboratei
description of

any means for drawing oil water.
^

I he symbolical

interpretation gives a line HUggostivenesH to those

vessels. The priest of J" drawn near to Him m
Lord of the furthest abyss and of the rolling storm

Cl

Although, as wo have seen, the molten sen and

ten lavox's have no parallel in the account of the

tabernacle, yet wo find there a single, laver. It m
mentioned only in passages which are secondaiy in

relation to I’«.(ICx ;«)«"-> 31* 315“ Ml* -111».

and nothing is said as to its size or shape. It

consist eel or two parts, the basin and its pedestal

(15 ), The word ‘base’ taia?) i« not used. In Lx

38a it seems to be stated that it was made of the

mirrors of the serving women. Others, wit h some

violence to the Hebrew, render ‘ (provided) with

mirrors for the serving women.’ Its purpose was

definite, viz. that the priests mightwash their hands

and feet there before entering the tabernacle, by

the door of which the laver stood on Urn inner side

of the brazen altar. Bo in He HP the unngery is

applied to the true worshipper, and m I it d the

laver becomes a type of the baptismal tout, by

which (oti \ovrpoO raXtyycvctrtas) believers have

access into the Church of t he first-born, in Zerub*

babel’s and Herod’s temples there was, m accord-

ance with P’s representation, a single laver,

IjiTHftATUitR.—Kell, Nowack, and Ktmsbwr on lUbl Arrhwo*

lotfy (only tho Hrsfc translated) ; Ummiu«» Then. ; inn com*

numUiricaon Kxodu* and 1 Kings.

U. H AH»OUX>-BATTKttftHY.

LAW (in Old Tkhtamknt).—

i. History at fclio term ‘Torah/
il Torah threefold—judicial, ceremonial, moral

Hi. Kimt and history of written Torah.

iv.

hukfath; (a) mituuih

;

(4

ovAdtkh ; (5) jnk/fitdim.

v» The different owic*n of Hebrew law :

A . JK: (1) Urn Pomkipi© ; (St) ll»*ok of tho t Covenant > «

summary of IU provisions dim * Little hook of tun

Covenant’—age and character of the honk *f tint

Covenant.
S. 0oute‘ronomy—summary of its provisions

in the laws repeated from JK~ Urn now provisions

Introduced,
. ,

.

0. The Law of Holiness (H> -summary of Its prevision#

—compared with hook of the Covenant.

D. The Priests’ Code (l*)- summary of its provisions

P ohameteriml and compamd and contrasted with

earlier cwlr# and with institutions of i»Uu*r Homltin

peoples- danger of abuse of ceremonial law—jmjda*
RORla Ottk'.c of the Uuv,

Literature.

The Heb. word for Maw’ is tftrdh from

Mrfth (ffjVr), to point out On 40ttH
, or to direct

tig 13H
,
moaning properly, a pointhut out, or direc-

tion, and being used specially of authoritative

direction
,
given in Jehovah’s name -primarily, no

doubt, by priests, though it is by no means limited

to what is given by them-—<m points of moral*

religious, or ceremonial duty.

The root ynruh sign ides properly to thrrn or omt
\
md hmm

it is possible, tut has been conjectured (Wellh, Hist. or*

Hkimm, iii, 1U7, ed. % Hill Nowack, Arch it 97 5 iteuw.iRW,

Arotu 40M), that Hi© primitive meaning of h(mth in this eon*

noxion was to cast the naeml lob- or arrows used m lots at

a sanctuary, for the purport of Moartatainfr the will of the
- deity on behalf of those who cam© to con-mi t, it (the word l»

used of Mating lots Jos 18*1, and of shooting arrow* I H Stl*» ahX
Comp, too use mad© by the priest of the Kphcd me1 tfrlm and

’ Thummton 18 MM* (LXX) u tap. LXX) « etc. TdrdA, It
1

thin view be correct, will have denoted originally ton *diiw*
, tion’ obtained by means of the aaored lot : it nsitaliwl a duty

,

of the I»r. priest to teach Jf*’» tfinlh, though this particular

r
method of ascertaining it no doubt fell early into alswanoo,

- and the term acquired a more general m, Oomp> tbf pr.

i names *Terebmth(s) of JCoreh/ or # tb# teaoher* IS*# Dt
i

litfl), and « Oiboath-iforeV * Hill of the teacher* (Jg 7»X moet

and the term ac<pdrod a more vetieral m. Oomp> the pr.

names 4 Tcrebint.h(o) of ICoreh/ or # tb# temohor* (im IS*» PI
1X30), and * Oibeato-MorehJ 4 lull of the teacher* (J# 7»X moet
probably the seats of ancient Oammnito oracles.

i. The word had. a history ; and in order to under-
stand it properly, the Btagw of its history must
he briefly rioted. (1) One of the earliest pasaagei
in which it occurs in Ex 18**** (K), where tha

clouds borne on by the storm blast. The explana-
tion of the Chronicler (2 Ch 48), that the lavers
were used for washing the sacrifices, has nothing to
support it in Kings, and it is hard to see how such
lofty basins could have been put to practical use.
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decisions given by Moses on disputes £ between a
man and his neighbour ’— evidently on secular
matters—are termed the 4 statutes ’ and ‘directions’
of God. This passage sets before us Heb. law
in its beginnings. ‘It is to be remembered that
in early Semitic life government was largely ad-
ministered by means of “ Toroth,” authoritative
decisions, delivered by the chief or judge, who
gave his verdict upon the basis of custom or pre-
cedent. It was the reign of Themis, or of what
we might call Consuetudinary Justice.* A picture
of such an administration, actually conducted by
Moses on such lines, stands before us in the narra-
tive of Ex 1818"27

’ (Kyle, Canon of the OT, p. 32).

Decisions given in this way, especially on difficult

questions (of. Ex IS 110

), would naturally form pre-

cedents for future use (cf. 01JC 2 304); and thus
an increasing body of civil and criminal law would
gradually grow up. (2) In the prophets the term
is used of teaching given in Jehovah’s name

—

sometimes by priests, but more frequently by
prophets—on questions of religious or moral duty.
Jrlosea (4

6
) attributes the crimes prevalent in Israel

(vv. 1 * a
) to the priests’ forgetfulness of the Torah

of their God (cf. 81 * 12
) : this passage is important,

as showing that the priestly ‘ tdrfih ’ included a
moral element (ef. Ex 231 'y

,
Lv 19), and was de-

pendent for its effectiveness upon the ‘knowledge’
of God, The word is used similarly, of moral and
spiritual teaching, in Am 24

, In Is l 10 the ‘ T6rdh
of our God’ is the exposition which follows (vv. 11*17

)

respecting the true character of religious service

;

Is fr4 the Tdrdh which Judah has rejected consists

of the precepts of civil righteousness and morality,

the disregard of which the prophet has been de-

nouncing (vv. 8“28
) ; Is 818 * 20 it denotes the half-

political half - religions advice just given by the

prophet (vv. 12~16
) : it is used similarly in 309 (see

v. lu**
; and ef. v. 20

,
where the prophets are called

by the corresponding participle, the ‘directors’

[teachers] of the people of Jerusalem). In Jer619

9 US ldn 2(>
4 32‘28 4419 * 23 the reference may be partly

(ace 2G4
)
to the preaching of the prophets, partly

(notice the context, and the addition m 9Lt 2U4 4410

of ‘ which I set before you ’) to the teaching of

Deuteronomy. Other examples of the same gene-

ral sense of direction, though not specially given

by pro] diets, are I
>
s 78 1 (of a didactic Psalm),

Job 22~- (‘ Receive now direction from Ms [God’s]

mouth’); in the mouth of a mother, Pr l 8 6ao ;

of a teacher of practical wisdom, Pr 31 42 628 (cf.

RVm) 72 1314 ; of the model woman, 31 26 (‘law,’

in all these passages, is a misleading rendering).

It is also used of the guidance, or direction, to be

given by J", or Jlis representative, in the future

ideal age : Is 28
(
= Mic 42

), Jer 31 33
,
Is 424 (of the

preaching of J"’s ideal servant), 514
. (3) Side by

side with this broader prophetical application of

the term, there was, however, a narrower one,

in which it was particularly associated with the

priests, and (like the cognate verb hdrdh) denoted

the oral direction given by them in Jehovah’s

name, especially on matters of ceremonial observ-

ance, such as the nature of the different kinds of

sacrifice, the cases in which they were respectively

to he offered, the criteria of leprosy, the conditions

upon which it depended whether a thing was
‘clean’ or ‘unclean,’ etc,; the laity came to the

priests for instruction on all such points, and the

answer given to them was tdrdh, ‘ direction.’ Hag
2n , though a late passage, shows what ‘ tOrah

was very clearly: the prophet is told to inquire

of the priests whether m two particular cases an

object becomes ‘holy/ or ‘unclean,’ in the words

‘Ask now direction of the priests’ [not as RV,
‘ concerning the law ’

: there is no art. in the

Heb.], the answer to the inquiries being the ‘direc-

* Of. Maine’s Ancient Law

.

ch. i.

vol. hi.—

5

tion’ or tdrdh (cf. Mai 26 ‘truthful direction was
in his mouth’; v. 7 ‘they seek direction from his

mouth ’
; v. 8 ‘ ye have caused many to stumble

by your [false] direction
3

; v. 9 ‘and have respect
of persons in direction

3

[not ‘in the law’]). For
earlier instances, partly of the subst., partly of
the cognate verb, see Dt 17 11 (of decisions given
by the supreme court of priests and lay-judges on
eases of civil or criminal law) ‘ acc. to the direction
wherewith they direct thee, and acc. to the judg-
ment which they tell thee, thou shalt do,’ 248
‘ take heed that thou do according to all that the
Levitical priests direct you ’ (in the case of leprosy),

3310 ‘they teach Jacob thy judgments [Ex 21 1
],

and Israel thy direction Mic 311 ‘her priests

direct for hire,’ Jer 28
(‘ the handlers of the tdrdh

[rninrt %flh], i.e . the priests, know me not’), 18 18

‘ direction will not perish from his mouth,’ i.e. the
priest and his functions will never come to an
end (said by those who disbelieved Jeremiah’s pre-

dictions of disaster), Zeph 34 (‘her priests have
profaned what is holy, they have done violence to

tdrdh,
3—rnin iddij), Ezk 728 (‘ direction shall perish

from the priest, and counsel from the elder ’
: cf.

La 29 ‘without [priestly] direction’), 2226 (‘her

priests have done violence to my tdrdh, they have
profaned my holy things, they have made no
difference between the holy and the common’),
4423 (cf. Lv 1457) ‘they shall direct my people
between the holy and the common, and make
them to know between the unclean and the clean

’

(notice in these two passages the connexion of

tdrdh with ceremonial distinctions), Hab l4 ‘ there-

fore tdrdh is numbed’ (i.e. is paralyzed, ineffec-

tual : the violence and disorder, vv. 2* 8- 4b
,
incap-

acitates even the priests in the discharge of their

duties). These passages show clearly the associa-

tion of tdrdh with the priests (cf. also 2 K 1727 * 28
,

2 Ch 158
) ; they show not less clearly that, although

it denoted a simply oral direction, this ‘ direction
’

was regulated by certain fundamental principles,

which might be neglected or violated by unfaithful

priests. (4) In process of time, tdrdh came further to

denote a body of technical direction ou a given sub-

ject : in this sense it occurs frequently in P, esp.

in the expression ‘this is the tdrdh (‘law’) of the
burnt-offering, of the cereal offering, of leprosy,

of the Nazirite,’ etc., Lv 69* 14 * 25 n * 37 II46 127

1359 142. 32. 54. 57 1532 2640, Nn 529, 80 618* 21 192 * 14 3121
.

As, however, Wellh. has pointed out (Hist. 59,

395 ;
cf. Nowack, ii. 98), the more original sense

of tdrdh even here will have been that of direc-

tions given to the laity, not (as in Lv 6-7) rules

regulating the priests’ own praxis at the altar.

In Dt (1
B 48, 44 1718* 19 27 3 * 8 * 26 2858 * 61 2921* 29 3010

3

l

9 * u- 12- 24 * 38 3248
)
the term, esp. in the expression

* this law,’ is used somewhat ambiguously : some-
times it denotes more particularly the code of

laws embodied in Dt ;
sometimes it is used more

generally of the exposition of an Israelite’s duty
contained in the book, and consisting partly of

the actual laws, partly of the hortatory introduc-

tions and comments accompanying them, in other

words it denotes the Deuteronomic legislation

generally ; in the last-named sense it also occurs

repeatedly (often in such phrases as ‘ the book of

the law,’ ‘ the law of Moses,’ * the law that Moses
commanded,’ etc. )

in the Deuteronomic sections of

Jos and Kings (Jos l7* 8 831 * 82 * 84 22« 238
, IK 28

,

2 K 1081 148 17 13 * S4* 87 218 228* 11 2324* 25
).

After the time of Ezra,* when P had been com-
bined with JED, and the Pentateuch had assumed
(virtually) its present form, the term is used, yet
more generally, of the Pent, as a whole, as 1 Ch
I640 (with reference to Ex 2988ff* P), 2 Ch 31® etc.,

Ezr 32
,
Neh 8lff\ In the Psalms it is used often

* The reference in Malachi (4s) is to Deuteronomy: se<

OTJC* p. 425 f.
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of the legislative parts of the Pent, in general, as

Ps l2 IW 37S1 4G8 (perhaps here with particular

reference to Dt), 9412 1191 * 18 etc.

ii. Prom the preceding survey of passages, it

will he apparent that Hebrew tOrah had a three-

fold character : it was judicial, ceremonial ,
and

moral. The ceremonial turdh is most prominent
in the OT ; but the judicial and moral tOrah was
not less a reality, esp. in early times. Nor is it

doubted by critics that this tOrah

,

under all its

aspects, originated with Moses. Wellhauson writes
(Hist. 396, 397 n., 438) : ‘The priests derived their

Torah from Moses : they claimed only to preserve

and guard what Moses had left (Dt 334* t,f
-)- . . *

Prom the historical tradition [of the Pent.] it is

certain that Moses was the founder of the Torah. 5 *

Moses, however, did not create a linished code : he
was the founder of a principle, and of a tradition ;

he was * the first to call into activity the actual
sense for law and justice, and to begin (Ex 15-B 18)

the series of oral decisions which were continued
after him by the priest.

5 And Montefiore, after

emphasizing the fact that from the beginning J"
was a moral God, a God of justice, continues
(Eibb. Led. pp. 45, 641), ‘Most original and
characteristic was the moral influence of Yahveh
in the domain of law. Yahveh, to the Israelite,

was emphatically the God of right. . . . Prom the
earliest times onward, Yahveh’s sanctuary was
the depositary of law, and the priest was his

spokesman. The oracle of Yahveh, of which the
priests were the interpreters, decided suits and
quarrels, and probably gave guidance and advice
in questions of social* difficulty. The Torah—or

teaching—of the priests, half-judicial half-peda-
gogic, was a deep moral influence

;
and there was

no element in the religion which was at once
more genuinely Hebrew and more closely identified
with the national God. There is good reason to
believe that this priestly Torah is the one religious
institution which can be correctly attributed to
Moses. . . . Though Moses was not the author
of the written law, he was unquestionably the
founder of that oral teaching, or Torah, which
preceded, and became the basis of, the codes of
the Pentateuch. 5 That the priest, in giving
judgment, was J"

5

s spokesman, is evident from
the term of Ex 181M* (the people come to Moses
to ‘inquire of God 5

for the settlement of civil

disputes, and his decisions are ‘the statutes and
tdrOth of God 5

) 21 8 228 * 9 (comp. IS 220
).f Questions

of ceremonial also fell naturally within the priests
5

province ; and their answers on this subject were
regarded similarly as the judgments of God. It
resulted further, from the ethical character of J",

that the tdrdth of Moses and his successors, even
on judicial and ceremonial matters, were always
permeated by a strong moral element. The de-
cisions framed by Moses and his successors accum-
ulated: they were from the first the expression
of the same, or similar, principles : the result was
thus a fixed tradition

,
having a definitely marked

character, which exerted naturally a regulative
influence upon the new decisions which, as time
went on, were found necessary for the purpose of
meeting new needs.

iii.
1 TOrah 1 was originally oral,—handed down

orally from one generation of priests to another, and
delivered orally by the priest to those who came to
seek it of him (cf. Mai 26 * 7

; also Job 2222
,
Pr 31 28

).

The question arises, When was it first committed
to writing? An examination of the Pent, shows
(1) that the laws contained in it are not homo-
geneous, but fall into groups, differing from one
another in style, in contents, and in scope; and

* Comp. W. B. Smith, OTJC2 803, 889.

t Of. It, i. 2881, ix. 981 (ds/mrrsa intrusted to the king’ by
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(2) that the different groups cannot he regarded an

the product of a single general ion, but must spring

from different periods of the history. These and
other indications make it clear that the process of

writing down the oia.l TOrah was a gradual one.

First of all, small collections of priestly Toruth on
particular subjects were written down : then these

were enlarged, or supplemented by others; till the

final result was the body of tOroth embedded in our

S
resent Pentateuch. These different colled ions

id not often remain in Choir primitive form ; new
provisions were introduced into them; they were
revised and adjusted to suit the requirement of a

later age: in some eases, they wore largely ex-

panded by puronetie or other additions.^ The
frequently loose arrangement of subjects in the

various groups is a sufficient proof that we no
longer possess them in their original form. The
process of writing down began, no doubt., at an
early elate; though we cannot say definitely how
early. The Book of the Covenant is an early

written collection of such ttmUh

;

it is true, the

name is not actually given to it; but the analogy
of Ex 1818 * 20 shows that it would correctly describe

it. The ritual section of this collection (23UM9}

appears in a different recension in Ex
>
34 u'* a<{

.

Other collections of tOroth are those forming the

original nucleus of the ‘Law of Holiness* (sec

below). The laws forming the basin of the Dent,

code were also doubtless, at least in the great

majority of cases, taken by the writer from a
written source (or sourcesb The existence of

written tOroth is implied distinctly m I low 8 12 UV
(where 0" says that, however many * directions 'He
writes for Ephraim, His people treat them as some-
thing with which they have no concern) s 1 he con-

text, however, and 4 ({ (see above) show that the

allusion hero is not to ritual, but to ethical and
religious precepts, especially those relating to civil

righteousness.

Thoro is an interesting, but obscure, passage bearing on thin

subject, in Jer 8H ‘ How say ye, We are wise, ami »l'"s liiar-

tion is with us ? Surely falsely hath It wrought, the fatae pen of

the scribes.’ The priests here claim that they jhwmomh the
legitimate tradition, and principles, of J"’a Utah; Jeremiah
replies that the scribes—which must denote here those who
committed this tOrah to writing—had dealt falsely, i.c. (appar-
ently) had been untrue to the principles which it wan their duty
to maintain, had in some way perverted or falsified the bim/i.

of which they wore the exponents (of. 2H,
though there is u<*t

hero any reference to writing). Wo do not know more pre-

cisely what Jeremiah alludes to; perhaps to heathen rites, for

which, in the Hyncrctlstio fashion of the day, the false priests

sought thus to gain the sanction of J"’b name*

Other priestlylaws were written down by Ezekiel,

in his draft for the worship of the restored corn-

mnnity, esp. in chs. 43-45 (cf. VTJ(J“ 374-377;
Eyle, Canon, 73) ;

but the great hulk —those, viz,,

embraced in what is now generally known as the
‘Priests

5 Code 5—were not, it seems, codified till

somewhat later, when, the temples having boon
destroyed, and the worship interrupted, the priests,

that the traditions of their order might not be for-

n:en, reduced to writing and systematized what
hitherto been familiar to them from the daily

exercise of their profession (cf. Welih. HwL 59 L,

404 ; Eyle, Canon, 71-74 ; Montefiore, Mibb. Led.
234 f.).

iv. Synonyms of * Law, 9 +— 1* mishpdt,
‘judgment 5 (sometimes rendered ‘ ordinance *),

properly a decision given in an individual case,

ana then established as a precedent for other
similar cases. Mishpd

$

occurs in this sense in

JE, Ex 15 i5 (‘there made he for it (Israel) a
statute and ordinance, and there he proved it,

5—
* Wellh. ad he. :

* Offenbar Wcfoungen fiber file P*n*?K njn
(41 ), die also damals schon aufgesseichneb vorlagtm *

; cf. /list

57 ; Oheyne or Nowack, ad loo.

;

Konljr QJfmb.~Jkgr, il $29 ; Eyle
Canon of OT, 88.

t Of, Briggs, Higher Crit. of the Bea.% (1897), p. 242 ff
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a noticeable passage, witnessing, like Ex 1810* 20

above, to Moses’ work as a framer of laws for his
people *), 211 and 24s (of the enactments in the cBook
of the Covenant ’ prescribing penalties for particular
oilences, introduced by if or when, and contained
chiefly in 2P-2217

) ; in ft (always combined with
nipn * statutes ’) Lv 184* 8- 2(5 1937 2022 2518 26 16 * 43* 48

(here n'pn) ; in Dt, usually with ‘ statutes 5
(o'prr,

not as in H nipn), of the provisions of the Deut.
code (chs. 12-20), 41 - 5 - 8* 14* 45 51 * 31 61 * 20

7 11 * 12 811

ll1 * 83 121 2616, 17 3016
; also in the Blessing of Moses,

3310 (as pronounced by the priests
: ||

‘ direction ’)

;

in P rarely, and in the specific sense of Ex 211 24s

only Nu 2711 3524* 29
, cf. 3613

. t The primary sense
of the word is an enactment of the civil or criminal
law ; but it is also (as in H) applied to enactments
of the moral or ceremonial law, which might be
viewed analogously as Divine ‘decisions.’ (The
word occurs also frequently in other books besides
the Pent.) X
In Gn 147 Kadesh is called * En-mishpat,’ ‘ spring of judgment,'

—either, it seems, because it was the site of an ancient oracle,
at which decisions were given for the settlement of disputes, or
(Wellh. Hist 343, 897 n., 430, 439) from its having been the
scene of Moses’ legislative activity, during what appears to
have been Israel’s long stay there (Driver, Deut p. 32 f.).

Miskpat also occurs sometimes in the enlarged
sense of right (‘Recht’), as a rule of action in
general : it thus becomes virtually equivalent to
religion

,
regarded as a system of practical duties

;

Jer 54 ‘they (the poorer classes) know not the way
of J", nor the miskpat of their God,’ v. 5 87

,
Is 421

* he shall bring forth (publish) right (i.e. religion) to
the nations,’ vv> 4 51* (|| tdrah), 582

; cf. 2 K 1726 - 27

(AV and RV, poorly, * manner ’).

2. ph, npn, hok, hukJpdh, ‘statute,’from ppn to cut
in, inscribe, ‘engrave (Ezk 2314

,
Job 1923, Is 10\ Pr

81® [AV and E V ‘ decree ’]), and therefore denoting
properly something engraven on stone, or other
durable surface, though applied in' usage to any
kind of fixed ordinance. It was a common practice

in antiquity to engrave laws upon slabs of stone or

metal (arrrjXai), and to set them up in some public
place—and the same custom is presupposed in the
use of these two words in Hebrew. Both terms
occur frequently in H, Dt, and P. The earliest

examples (JE) are Ex 1234 1310 1525 - 26 1816- 20 (E);

cf, (in a different connexion) Gn 4720
,
also Jos 2423,

Jg ll89, I S 302B
. The combination ‘statutes

and judgments’ is common in H and Dt (see

above). For instances in P (often in the ex-

pression, ‘a statute [EV frequently, ‘due’] for

ever’), see Ex 2721 28^ 29fl *

», Lv 317 618 - 22 1629 * »• 84

etc. §

3. mipwah, ‘commandment,’ a general term,

implying something commanded (viz. by J"). Most
frequent in Dt (43 times), as 42* 40 529

* K Rare in

the other codes : in JE, Ex 1526 1628 208 (prob. from
Dt), 2412

; in H, Lv 2231 26s- 14- 15
; in P, Lv 42 - 18* 22* 27

617 27s4
, Nu 1522.31* BA. 40 3618.

4. niiy 'Sdwoth or 'Moth, * testimonies ’
: in the

Pent, only Dt 4^ 617* 30
; a theological term, denot-

ing generally moral and religious ordinances,

regarded as an attestation
,
or solemn declaration,

of the Divine will. In P the sing, testimony is

used frequently of the Decalogue, as a statement

mr’ i&xfiv of God’s will for man, esp. in the ex-

pressions ‘Ark, tables, or tabernacle, of the testi-

mony,’ Ex 2516, 21, 22 2721 3118 3429, Nu l
eo - 63

, and
elsewhere.

5. u'i\p%pikkudim, ‘precepts’: on)y in the Psalms

(I98 10318 1117
, and 21 times in Ps 119).

v. Hebrew law falls into distinct Codes, those

* Of. Wellh. Hist. 848 : and Dillm. ad loc.

t Of, Ex 219* 81, Dt 2117, Jer 827.
8, Ezk 1038 23«

% See further Baentsch, Das JBundesbuch (1892), 29-84.

0 Both these words are also used sometimes of laws of nature

:

as Jer 8138, Job 2820, ps 148« (ph) ;
Jer 624 3185 3320

,
Job 3833

(npij>

viz. of JE, Dt, H, and P, and the characteristics
of these must next be examined.*
A . In JE we have (I) the Decalogue (wh. see),

Ex 202’17
, a concise but comprehensive summary of

the fundamental duties of the Israelite towards
God and man. We have (2) the ‘Book of the
Covenant’ (Ex 2020-2333

; in explanation of the
name see 247), the laws contained in which com-
prise two elements (243), the ‘words’ (or commands)
and the ‘judgments’: the ‘judgments,’ expressed
all hypothetically, and relating to the civil and
criminal law, being comprised in 21 1-2217* 25-27

, and
the ‘ words,’ consisting mostly of positive injunc-
tions of the moral or ceremonial law, and introduced
by thou shalt or thou shalt not

,
being comprised in

2()23-26 2218-24* 28-31 231-19
. With the/orm of the laws,

and the parenetic additions which they sometimes
exhibit (as 2223-24

), we are not here concerned : the
laws themselves are designed to regulate the life

of a community living under simple conditions of
society, and chiefly engaged in agriculture. They
may be grouped as follows +:

—

i. Enactments relating to civil and criminal law:
1. The rights of Hebrew slaves (male and female), 211-H.

2. Law of murder and manslaughter w. 12-14 0f violence
to a parent v.15

, of man-stealing v.i&, of cursing a
parent v.17.

3. Bodily injury caused by men w. 18-27 (bodily injury in-

flicted in a quarrel v.l8f.
; beating a slave to death

v.20f.
; injury done in a quarrel to a pregnant woman

v.22 or other bystander w.23-25 ; striking out the eye
or tooth of a slave v.26f.).

4. Bodily injury due to animals, or neglect of reasonable
precautions vv.23-36 (injurydone by an ox to a free man
or woman w.28-31, 0r to a slave v.S2

;
injury caused by

neglect in leaving an open pit v.33f.; injury done by an
ox to one belongingto another person v.35f. ; in the
first and last of these cases, the penalty, where the
neglect is culpable, is materially increased).

5. Theft 221-4 (theft of ox or sheep v.l
;
burglary vv.s-4).

0. Compensation for damage (damage done by stray-
ing cattle v.5 ; damage done by fire spreading to
another man's field v.&),

7. Compensation for loss or injury in various cases of
deposit or loan vv.7-15 (cases of deposit w.7-9. 10-13

;

case of injury to a borrowed animal v.i4f-).

8. Compensation for seduction v.i6f

.

ii. Moral
,
religious , and ceremonial enactments:

1. Law relating to altars 2O24-20 (altars to be of earth or of
unhewn stone, and not to be approached by steps).

2. Sorcery and bestiality to be punished with death 22l8f-.

3. Sacrifice to * other gods’ to be punished with the * ban

'

2220.

4. Humanitarian laws 2221-27 (fcfie g£r, or resident for-

eigner, the widow and the orphan, not to be oppressed
2221-24

; interest not be taken from the poor 2223
; a

garment taken in pledge to be returned before night-
fall 2226f.).

6. God not to be reviled, nor a ruler cursed 2228.

0. Firstfruits and firstborn males to be given to 3" 2229f.

(cf. 1312, where it is added that the firstling of an
ass is to be either redeemed with a lamb or killed,

and the firstborn of a man is to be redeemed) ; and
flesh torn of beasts not to be eaten 2231.

7. Veracity and impartiality in giving evidence in a court
of law 231-3.

8. An enemy’s beast to be preserved from harm 234f*.

9. Justice to be administered impartially 230-9 (bribes not
to be taken : the poor and the g£r not to he oppressed).

10. The seventh year to be a fallow year, and the seventh
day a day of rest 23i°-i2 (the motive in each case is a
philanthropic one).

11. God’s commands to be honoured, and * other gods' not
to be invoked 2313.

12. The three annual pilgrimages (of Unleavened Cakes,
Harvest, and Weeks) to be observed 2314-17 (all males
to appear before 3" at each).

13. Three closing regulations 2318.19 (sacrifice not to be
offered with leavened bread, nor its fat to remain un-

* The literary characteristics of the Codes do not fall within
the scope of the present article ; but it may be remarked in

passing that each possesses distinctive literary features of its

own, and that even the form of the laws sometimes differs in

the different codes : thus, while in Ex 21-23 a law commonly
begins in the form rcr '31 (2120

. 22. 20 etc.), in P the form

’D DTK or '3 B03 is frequent (Lv 12 21 42 etc.), and in H the

form sp'N (Lv 17s - 8. 10. 13 etc.).

f Comp. Stade, Oesch. i. 030 ;
Holzinger, Einl. 243. Many of

these laws seem to fall into groups of ten
,
which L. B. Paton

has endeavoured recently to restore in their (supposed) original

. completeness ; seeJBL , 1893, p. 79 ff. (an abstract inLOT$ p. 40)

,

I
and cf. Briggs, l.c. p. 211 ff.
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burnt until the following' morning; firstfruits io be
brought to ‘the house of J"’ ; a lad not to bo boiled
in its mother’s milk).

The ceremonial provisions contained in 2310“19 are
repeated in 34 10‘ 2(I—a section sometimes called the
‘Little Book of the Covenant/ and sometimes also
(from 34s8

)
the ‘Words of the Covenant’—with

changes of order, and slight verbal variations, and
with the addition in 34 1-"17 of more specific injunc-
tions against idolatry.*

The ‘ Book of the Covenant ’ is the oldest Code of
Hebrew’ law with which we are acquainted—older,
no doubt, than the narrative (E) in which it was
incorporated ; it embodies, to use Cornill’s expres-
sion, the ‘consuetudinary law of the early mon-
archy/ and embraces (in accordance with the
sense of turah and mishpat, explained above) the
formulated decisions which had accumulated gradu-
ally up to that ago. That the community for
whoso use it was designed had made some progress
in civilization is evident from the many restrictions
imposed on the arbitrary action of the individual

;

on the other hand, that it was still in a relatively
archaic condition appears from such regulations as
21 18C

* and 21^’-® (the lex talionis), or the conception
of God as the immediate source of judgment (21

<}

228* a
: cf. 1 S 2-fi

).
^

The stage of .society for 'which
the Code was designed, and the characteristics of
the Code itself, are well indicated by W. It. Smith
(OTJCa 340 If.). ‘The society contemplated in it

is of very simple structure. The basis of life is

agricultural. Cattle and agricultural produce are
the main elements of wealth; and the laws of
property deal almost exclusively with them. The
principles of criminal and civil justice are those
still current among the Arabs of the desert, viz,

retaliation and pecuniary compensation. Murder
is dealt with by the law of blood revenge; but*
the distinction—which in Greece was still not
recognized in the ago of Homer—is drawn between
murder and manslaughter, and ‘the innocent
man-slayer may seek asylum at God's altar (21

1;
»,

comp, with v.»: _ef, 1 K 2asf
*). With murder are

ranked man-stealing, offences against parents, and
witchcraft. Other injuries are occasions of solf-
help, or of private suits to be adjusted at the
sanctuary (229 [cf, 2l6

]). Personal injuries fall
under the law of retaliation, just as murder does.
Blow for blow is still the law of the Arabs

; and in
Canaan, no doubt as in the desert, the retaliation
was usually sought in the way of self-help. Except
in this form, there is no punishment, but only
compensation, which in some cases is at the will of
the injured party (who has the alternative of direct
revenge), but in general is defined by law. De-
grading punishments are unknown, and loss of
liberty is inflicted only on the thief who cannot
pay a fine (228). Definite rights are secured for the
slave. He recovers his freedom after 7 years,
unless he prefers to remain a bondman, and seals
solemnly his determination at the door of the
sanctuary. His right of blood revenge against his
master is, however, limited (2120£

*); though, in-
stead of the lex talionis for minor injuries, he can
claim his liberty (212®*-). Women do not enjoy full
social equality with men. Women slaves were
slaves for life, but were often, it may be inferred,
married to members or servants of the family
(21/ ™). The daughter was her father's property
(21 7

), who received a price for surrendering her to
a husband ; and so a daughter’s dishonour is com-
Pensatod by law as a poouniary loss to her father

*34*S«2Bn5a; 84l9*20ft»18l2.l8; 8420ba 2310b * 3421 = 2812- 342
=2318; 34®- 21117; 34®

=

2318
; 84®=23« (in most cases, wit!

Blight verbal differences). For attempts to recover from thcs<

BrT a

J/ 8ee (briefly) L0T 87 (° 89>» more hllly

* iee, further, art Chimbs and Punishments in vol. i.

To many of the laws then*, are interesting paral-

lels in the early codes of other nations (r.y. in

Solon’s (lode at Athens) : these are pointed out in

the commentary of Dillmann. Some of the pro-

visions seem to us harsh (2l 21 22 1H
), hut account

must be taken of the age for which they weio

!

prescribed; and a huuiano regard for the unpro-
tected and the helpless is unquestionably the domi-
nant spirit of the ( lode.

Turning now to the more distinctively moral and
religious aspects of the Code, we observe firstly t he
regard paid to the claims of humanity and justice.

An emphatic voice is raised against those crying
vices of Oriental government, the mahuhninistrat ion

of justice and the oppression of t he poor. The yn\
or foreigner living m Israel under the protection of

a family or a community, has no legal status, but
ho is not to be oppressed. The fciabbath is enjoined
as a day of rest for men and cattle ; and the pro-

duce of every field or vineyard is to be left to the
poor one year in seven. Religious institutions are
in a simple, undeveloped stage. He who sacrifices

to any god hut Jehovah falls under the ban. The
only ordinance of ceremonial sanctity is to abstain
from the llesh of animals torn by wild beasts.

Altars arc to be of simple, almost rudimentary,
structure. The sacred dues are firstlings ami
first fruits; and the former must be presented at
a sanctuary on the eighth day. This regulation
of itself presupposes a plurality of sanctuaries,
which also agrees with the terms of 2i*v4l\ Tim
three pilgrimages, at which every male is to appear
before J", mark three periods of the agricultural
year—the beginning and the close of harvest, and
the end of the vintage* The only points of sacri-

ficial ritual insisted on are abstinence from leaven
in connexion with the blood of the sacrifice, and
the rule that the fat must lie burnt the same night.
The only sacrifices named are hurnt-ofierings and
peace- (or thank-) ofierings (20"4)»

Jt. The next code which has to be considered is

that of Deuteronomy. Erom a literary point of
view, Deuteronomy (disregarding the few short
passages belonging to P, and the two poems in
chs. 32. 33) consists of a code of laws accompanied
by hortatory introductions and comments. Here
we arc concerned only with the laws as such* A
comparison of the laws embodied in Dt with those
of the ‘Book of the Covenant’ at once shows that
they are designed for a community living under
more fully developed social conditions. Dt, sneak-
ing generally, may be described as a revised anti

enlarged edition of the Book of the Covenant,
adapted to the requirements of a later age, With
the exception of the compensations to he paid for
various injuries (Ex 2i w~22 It5

), nearly all the pro-
visions of Ex 20---2338 are included in lb; anti
there are in addition many entirely new ones, A
complete tabular synopsis of the two codes will be
found above (vol. L p, 600 f.) ;

here, therefore, it will
he sufficient to give a brief outline of the Dent.
Code, and to make some general remarks on the
Deuteronomic changes and additions.

Outline of laws in Deuteronomy :~~

l mmwws vcmmmcm:
X* baw of single aanotua:

floes pooco-offon
(flrstfrults, and other uutmj™ uum immune oi
the soil], vows, freewill offerings, and flrstlinp, all
to he offered at the central sanctuary i blood not to
bo oaten),

a Laws against the worship of ‘other gods' 12*4W
8. Sanctity of the laity 14**21 (person not to bo disfigured

in mourning 14*r.
; law of clean and unclean animals

14aao * flesh of animals dying of themselves not to
be eaten 1421).

4. Laws tending to ameliorate the condition of the poor
1454518 (disposition of the charitable tithe 14»»

\

relief secured to debtors every seventh year IflM*

;

law of slavery 15*2-18
),

5. Offerings and festivals (firstling males to be offered to
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ii
’ rotations respecting1 the observance

of the three annual pilgrimages lb-1--1?).

The Of,ce-bearers of the Theocracy :

1. Judges, 1<U«-2G (to bo appointed in all cities
; and to be

strictly impartial in judgment).
oHhorahs and ‘ pillars ’ prohibited ; 171 sacri-

lices to be without blemish
;
172-7 an Israelite,

convicted of idolatry, to be stoned to death!.
2. The supreme central tribunal 178-13.

8. The kmg 1714-20.

4. 'Priests IS1-**.

6, The Prophet 189*22 (v„10f- against different forms of
magic and divination),

iii. Criminal Law
1. Manslaughter and murder 19i*is 211-9 (cities of refuge

191-13
; symbolical rite of expiation for an untraced

murder 2li-i>).

2. Law of tho landmark 1914.

8. Law of witness 1913-21.

[Four laws designed to secure self-control and for-
bearance in the conduct of war, c. 20. 211o-14J.

jv. Miscellaneous Laws
, relating ehiejly to Civil and Domestic

wr«.—21l»-?B * e.g. primogeniture 2113-17
;
treatment of un-

dutiful son 211® 21
j lost cattle or other property to be restored

to its owner (based on Ex 234f-) 221 *4
;
law of * tassels * 2212

;

slander against a newly-married maiden 2213-21
;
adultery 2222

;

seduction 2223 2!)
j prohibition of marriage with step-mother

2233
j
usury (interest) 2319- 20 • vows 2321-23

;
divorce 241 *4

; man-
stealing 247 (based on Ex 2118) ; leprosy 248- 9 * pledges 246- IG-13 •

family of a criminal not to lie punished with him 2413; ex-
cessive severity in punishment forbidden 251-3; Levirate-
marriago 253-10

;
just weights and measures 2513-16.

Note also the moral and religious duties which form the sub-
ject of the imprecations in 27lSff. (all with parallels in JE, H,
or JDt

;
see Driver, Deut. p. 299).

This outline will suffice to give an idea of the
greater variety of subjects included in the Code of
Dt as compared with that of JE, as also of the
renter detail in which they are mostly treated.

#
Tm organization of society is more complex ; and

institutions at once more numerous and more
varied are needed to regulate it. The following
are the principal changes in the laws repeated
from JE. In Ex 2I 7 a daughter sold by her father
into slavery does not go free in the 7th year : in

Dt 1512* 17 she does; since the law of Ex was
formulated, society has advanced ; a father’s power
over his daughter is less absolute than it once was,
and it is no longer usual for a Hebrew girl to be
botight to be the wife of her master or his son. In
Ex 21 13 tho asylum for manslaughter is J"’s altar :

in Dt 19 six cities are set apart for the purpose.
In Ex 22M* seduction is treated among cases of

injury to property; in Dt (2228C
*) it appears among

laws of moral purity. In Ex 223() firstlings are to
be offered on the 8th day from birth ; in Dt 1520

they are to be presented annually-—a change ren-

dered necessary by the substitution of a single

central place of sacrifice for the local altars. In
Ex 23i0f

* the sabbatical year is essentially one of

rest for the soil, in Dt 151"6 the institution is so

applied as simply to form a check on the power of

the creditor.

In other cases, the principle of the older law is

merely extended, or fresh definitions are added.
Thus Dt 13 and 172

”7 may be regarded as expan-
sions, with reference to particular cases, of the
brief law against idolatry contained in Ex 2220

;

161 "17
, as compared with Ex 2314‘17

,
adds fresh

regulations for the observance of the three annual
Pilgrimages ;

1810£
* (against divination and magic)

extends the principle of Ex 22 18 (sorceress alone) to

other analogous cases ; 1915*21 (the law of witness)

is a development, with special provisions, of the
general principle of Ex 23*; 221-s extends the prin-

ciple of Ex 28* to other cases of lost property as
24c. 10-18 (pledges) does that of Ex 2226f-

; 22*-*>

(seduction) particularizes with greater precision

than Ex 2216£* the cases which might arise. There
are also instances in which the older law is

repeated without further modification than that

of form, as 161M - (Ex 236* 8
), 23m (Ex 222S ), 247

(Ex 21 10
).

Those provisions of Dt, which are without
parallel in JE, relate mostly to conditions which,

in the age when the laws of JE were drawn up,
were not yet regarded as demanding legislative

regulation : the greater variety of subjects in-

cluded in the Code is evidence both of the growth
of civilization in itself, and also of more systematic
and maturer reflection upon its needs. A funda-
mental principle of the Deut. legislation is opposi-
tion to the heathen practices ot the Canaanites

:

this is particularly prominent in the parenetic
parts of the book, but it also determines several of
the laws. The law of the single sanctuary (ch. 12),

it cannot be doubted, is largely prompted by the
desire to free the worship of J" from the heathen
elements by which it had been contaminated at
the local shrines ; the essential aim of the law of
the king (17

14”20
) is to guard this most important

office against the influence of foreigners or par-
ticipation in foreign policy; the laws of 12-9-1318

14i* 3"20 1621 * 22 172'7 1810,11 225 2317f
*, are also, some

obviously, others, it is probable, implicitly, directed
against heathen observances. Of ritual and cere-

monial laws there are but few in Dt, though more
than there are in JE. Sacrifices and other dues are
to be brought to the central sanctuary (ch. 12), hut
little (v. 27

) or nothing is said of the ritual with
which they are to be presented. Only blood is not
to be eaten (1216 - 23 1523

), in accordance with an old
practice in Israel (1 S 1482 * 34

), though no provision
on the subject occurs in the legislation of JE.
The laws regarding firstlings, and the observance
of the three Pilgrimages (15

19-23 161-17 ), are fuller

than the corresponding ones in JE. Regulations
of a ceremonial character without parallel in JE
are those relating to clean and unclean animals
(148

-20
), tithe (14

2>29
), the offering of sacrifices

without blemish (17
1
), the dues of the priests

(18
1-8

), the brief note on leprosy (248f*), and the
liturgical forms to be used by the Israelite at
the central sanctuary, when he presents his first-

fruits (261-n ), and after payment of the triennial

tithe (2612
’15

). It need only be added that it would
be a serious mistake to suppose that the laws of

Dt were the creation of the age in which the book
was composed. This may be the case with one or

two : but the majority are beyond question much
older, the aim of Dt being merely to present them
in a new literary setting, and to inculcate them
with fresh motives.

C. We come next to the Law of Holiness (H),

Lv 17-26. This consists substantially of an older
body of laws, which have been arranged by a later

editor in a parenetic setting, the whole thus
formed being afterwards incorporated in P, with
additions and modifications designed for the pur-

pose of harmonizing it more completely with the
system and spirit of P. Eor details see Leviticus,
or LOT 6

p. 47 ff*. ;* here our attention must be
confined as far as possible to the older body of

laws thus imbedded in this part of Lv.
Outline of the original nucleus of the Law of

Holiness :

—

173a. 4 (partly). Domestic animals, when slain for food, to be
presented at a sanctuary.

179 (partly). All sacrifices to he offered to J".

1710. iSf. (partly). Blood, whether of domestic or wild animals,
not to be eaten.

IS0’23
. Laws of chastity (four pentads of laws : v.6-10 kinship

of the first degree ;
vv.u-15 kinship of the second degree ;

vv.is-19

relationships through marriage
;

vv. 20-23 purity outside the
family, and Molech-worship).

193 -4 . 9-20. 26-86
, Religious and moral duties : vv.3-4 laws parallel

with the first Table of the Decalogue
;
vv.n-12 laws parallel with

the 8th and 9th Commandments ;
vv.is-is. 32-36 laws of conduct

towards one’s neighbour,—justice in judgment, freedom from
malice, respect of elders, justice in trade, etc. ; w.26-31 nothing
to be eaten with the blood, divination and other heathen
superstitions not to be practised.

[Vv.5-8 on peace-offerings, v.19 against dissimilar mixtures,
v.20 a special case of unchastity, are unrelated to their present

* For chs. 18-20, 21-22, also, the valuable discussions cf L. B
Paton, JBL> 1897, p. 31 ff.; 1898, p. 149 ff.
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context, and probably once stood elsewhere in H. V.flf* (glean-

ings to be left) is better placed in 21V22 ;
and vv.23-25 (fruit of

newly planted trees not to be eaten till the fifth year) is a

ceremonial regulation more akin to ch. 23, or 252*7, than to the

main topic of ch, 10J,
202*21. Penal ties forMoleeh-worship, and necromancy(vv>«. 27),

and for different cases of unlawful marriage and unchastity
(similar to, and in many cases the same as, those prohibited in

ch. 18).

Ohs. 21-22 (with the exception of some redactional additions)

ceremonial regulations respecting priests and offerings (restric-

tions in domestic life obligatory upon the priests 2U-15;

physical imperfections disqualifying from the priesthood 21^-24 •

conditions for partaking in ‘holy’ food 224-40
;
animals offered

in sacrifice to be free from imperfections 2217*25
; three special

regulations regarding sacrifices 2226 30).

2310*12' 15-17. wj-io (partly) 20 (mostly) 22. so (middle part),
40. 41a. 42 (regulations for the observance of the Feasts or Un-
leavened Calces, Weeks, and Booths). The rest of the chapter
consists of supplemental regulations relating partly to these

Feasts, partly to other sacred seasons, incorporated from the

point of view of P.
24.i5b-i6tt. 17-21 (laws on blasphemy, and certain cases of injury

to man and beast).
252b-7ft, parts of w.8-85 perhaps in particular vv>te- 10*. 13 15.

17-22, 2i-2e. 3Q.40a, 43. 47. 53. 05. Land to lie fallow in the sabbatical

year vv.2b-7
;
land not to bo sold beyond the next Jubilo v w l#

;

and four regulations for the relief of the impoverished Israelite

v.25, v.35-38 (usury not to he exacted of him), vv,y»- 40&. 43
f

W.47. 53. 55.

(certain fundamental religious duties).

To the original Law of Holiness belong also, in all probability,

Lv H2 7 . 9-jo. 13-22. 41 (animals permitted, and prohibited, for

food)
; of. 2025.

The nucleus of Ex 3H344a
(on the Sabbath); and of Nu 1638

(the law of 4 tassels’)

The original nucleus of H, when compared with
the Book of the Covenant, will be seen to deal

very much less fully with civil and criminal law,

ana more fully with the moral and ceremonial law.
The only regulations relating to criminal law are

those in 2417“al
: those in ch. 25 might bo classed as

belonging formally to civil law ; but they are re-

garded more properly as expressions of religious or

humanitarian principle. In chs. 18-20 the funda-
mental moral principles underlying the Decalogue
and parts of the Book of the Covenant are applied
to a much larger number of individual cases than
is the case in the earlier legislation. Ceremonial
legislation has evidently advanced : the number of

regulations relating to priests and sacrifices is

noticeable. The only species of saoriliecs men-
tioned are, however, the same as those mentioned
in Dt, viz. the burnt- and the peace-offering.

The characteristic feature of this group of laws
in its present form, viz. their subordination to the
principle of holiness— partly ceremonial, partly
moral—seems not to attach to the laws in their
original form, but to be an addition due to the
compiler (Kh).

D. The legislation of the Priests’ Code
,
properly

so called (I*), is confined almost entirely (see ex-
ceptions in Nu 27M1 35. 30) to ceremonial observ-
ances, especially those relating to sacrifice and
purification. The following is an outline of the
subjects treated in it (directions for the construc-
tion of the tabernacle and its parts omitted)

Gn 17 Circumcision.
Ex 121*13 the Passover • vv.14-20 Feast of Unleavened Oakes

;

w.43-49 qualifications for partaking in the Passover.
28 the dress of the priests.
201*37 ritual for the consecration of the priests.
2038-42 the daily burnt-offering.
$1)2248 composition of the anointing oil, and the incense.
8112-17 (expansion of II), 854-3 the Sabbath to be observed

under pain of death,
hv 1 ritual of the burnt-offering.

2 „ ,, meal- (or cereal-) offering.

8 „ „ peace- (or thank-) offering.
4-513 ritual of the sin-offering, and cases in which it is to

be offered.

514-67 (Ileb. 614-28) cases in which a guilt-offering (D$$ is

prescribed (the ritual of the guilt-offering follows in
7l*7).

' 68-30 (Hob. 61*28) 78-88 regulations, in the main ancillary to
those in 1-07 (Heb. 1-5), relating to the sacrifices there
prescribed

08*13 the dress of the priest who offers the burnt-offering

;

fire to be always burning on the altar of burnt-offering.
014*18 the priests’ portion of the meal-offering.

Lv Oh’'22 the lugh priests daily meal-ottering.
021 30 disposal of the flesh of the sin-offering.

78-10 the pnests’ share of the burnt- and meal-offering.
>

7li 21 on the species of peace-offering, and the condition*!

under which the flesh is to he eaten,
72227 fat and blood not to he eaten.
723 3* the officiating priest’s share of the peace-offering.

lip2)' 141'. the priest's share of the meal- and peace-offering

(substantially a duplicate of (i
1,! and 7**31).

1016-20 the llesh of the people’s sin-offering (41321) fco Iki

eaten by the priest.

11-16 Laws of Purification and Atonement *

11 Clean and unclean animals.
Hi 2.i. 4i 47 animals clean and unclean as food (IPs law on

the subject, with slight expansions).
1124-40 on uneleanness caused by contact with the carcase#

of certain animals.

12 purification after child-birth,

10-14 Leprosy (in man, clothing, and houses; diagnosis* of

symptoms, arid ritual of purification).

15 Purification after certain natural secretions.

10 Ceremonial of the annual Day of Atonement.
17-20 Supplementary additions in various parts (as 1021*);

redactional additions harmonizing ehs. 21 22 with (ho

S
rinciples of P ; in ch. 211 the parts not assigned above
> II (the Day of Atonement, vv>*32 ;

and regulations

for the observance of the other sacred seasons, fuller

than those of II, hut not so minute as those of Nu
28-20); 24 1*4 the lamps in the tabernacle; 2tB1» the
shewbrcttd ; in oh. 26 additions, partly consisting of

more detailed regulations, esp, regarding the redemp-
tion of land, and partly extending the benefits of the
Jubilo from lands to persons,

27 the commutation of vows ami tithes.

Nu 64*4 Lepers, ami other persons ceremonially unclean, to b#
excluded from the camp.

65-8 a supplement to Lv fd'Mff (Heb, 614410), pmterihiug
that, in case the defrauded person is dead, and there

bo no next-of-kin, the compensation is to hi' paid to

the priest offering tho guilt-offering.
53*13 Dedicated things to belong to tho priest teeming

them.
git .u jaw of ordeal for a woman suspected by her husband

of unfaithfulness,
01*21 tin* law of the Nazi rite.

022 27 the formula of priestly bonediethm,
8 l*4 instructions for fixing tho lamps upon the golden

candlestick,
85*26 the consecration of tho Lovites, and (v.»’3ir.) their

period of service.
0944 (a iftW arising out of the incident, ffl M) the supple-

mentary or ‘ Little’ Passover (to he observed by Urns#
accidentally debarred from keeping the regular Pass-
over).

15 4- hi Dm meal- and drink-offering to accompany every
burnt- anil peace-offering.

1517*24 a cake of the first dough of each year to be offered
to J".

1022*31 the sin-offering, to be offered by the community,
or an individual, for sins of inadvertence (a parallel to
I,V 413*21. 27 31),

1&3/-41 the law of 4 tassels ’ (expanded from the shorter law
of II),

18 1 *7 the duties, and relative position, of the priests and
the Levltes.

18848 the revenues of the priest h.

Igatm distribution of the tithe between priests and
Lovites.

10 tho rite of purification, by means of water mingled
with the ashes of a red heifer, after defilement with
a corpse,

271*41 th<' law of the Inheritance of daughters, in families
in which there is no sou.

28-20. A priestly calendar, prescribing the public sacri-
fices to be offered at each season. Of, Lv 2ft,

80 the law of vows*
8121-30 the law of the distribution of spoil taken In war

(after purification, to be divided equally between the
soldiers engaged and the community,-' the priests,
however, to have tbtt of the former, and the Lovites

At of the latter).
851*8 Forty-eight cities appointed for the residence of th«

Levitan.
853-34 Law of murder and manslaughter (cities of refuge

with regulation* for their use),

80 Heiresses possessing landed property to marry tote
thdr own tribe (supplement to 274* lJ

).

The highly systematized character of the legis-

lation of r will be apparent from this outline. It
centres in the ‘tabernacle,’ the prototype of tho
later temple

; its aim is to secure the holiness of
Israel, to maintain a community worthy, both
collectively and individually, of the consecrating
presence of God in its midst (of. Ex 2D44"4*3

, Nu IP
35s4

), The priests, with the Lovites as their mini-
sters, serve the sanctuary j they maintain there,
on behalf of the community, the suitable sacrifice*
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End ntes of atonement and purification
; they are

also at hand to present the sacrifices, and perform
the purifications, obligatory from time to time
upon individuals. The sacrifices are numerous

;

and the details are minutely regulated. P exhibits
the idea of a holy people dedicated to God, and
realizes it on a large scale. The ‘ congregation ’

{•TJX) is not a nation, but a church. This idea is
substantially the same as that which underlies Ezk
40-48; but it is worked out in greater detail.
The principles most prominent in the Code are
those of atonement (ts?) and purification (™,

; the sacrifices most frequently prescribed are
the guilt-offering ($$) and, especially, the sin-
offering (mtao), neither of which is mentioned at
all in any of the other codes, though both occur
in Ezk* (see further Sacrifice). The great aim
of the Code is, in fact, by means of these rites,
to remove the sins and defilements which are in-
consistent with the presence of J" in His sanctuary
in Israel’s midst.

4
The silence, or the contradiction, of the earlier

literature + makes it probable that the Priests’
Code, in the form in which we have it, or, in other
words, the completed Priests’ Code, is the work of
the age subsequent to Ezk. When, however, this
is said, it must not be understood to be implied
that all the institutions of P are the creation of
that age. On the contrary, there are allusions in
the earlier literature to many of them (though
sometimes with evident variations of detail) which
show that, at least in a more rudimentary form,
they were already in force.

Examples: Gn 821 (J) ‘savour of contentment* (Lv 19, and
often in P) : Jg 134- 7 * unclean’ food ;

Jg 13B-7, Am 2^f. Nazir-
ites; IS 2^8 r

fire-sacrifices* (Lv 19, and frequently); 33 the
‘ lamp of God * (Ex 2720) ; 03ff- a guilt-offering (ct^n) ;

21« the
shewbread

; Am 44- 6 tithes, thanksgiving offerings, and free-

will offerings ; 8® (so Hos 211 ,
Is lie) observance of the * new

moon ’ (Nu 2&U-15)
; Is 1*3 a * convocation * (Lv 282- 3 etc.) ; 2 K

1618 (but no evening burnt-offering, as in P ;
cf. Ryle, Canon

,

p. 84 f.). And in Et, not only the parallels with II, t but also
tithes (though with regulations very different from those of P),
* heave ’-offerings (126 etc.), vows, freewill offerings, ceremonial

* uncleanness in persons (1218 - 2‘2
) as well as in things (143-20), and

produced by particular causes (2123 [Nu 3634] 23iof
- [Lv 15*6]

244 [Nu 613] 2614 [Nu 19U. 14
; cf. Hos 94]), the

'
azireth

, or
‘ solemn assembly * (168 ; cf. Am S22, Is l13), a tdrah for leprosy
(248). Ezk also, esp. in chs. 43-45, alludes to a still larger
number of usages of the same kind, and, moreover, employs
a priestly phraseology which presents many affinities with that
ofP(cf. LOT*Uh£).

A priesthood in itself implies the existence of

a ceremonial, more or less developed, as the case

may he : the oldest traditions of the Hebrews
mention repeatedly an * Ark ’ and 4 Tent of Meet-
ing ’ as existing in the Mosaic age ; and there

are early allusions to Aaron, to a hereditary
priesthood descended from him, and to the duties

—consisting partly in giving decisions on points

of civil and criminal law, partly in the mainten-
ance of ritual observances—discharged by the tribe

of Levi (Ex 414 1812
, Dt 106b 3310

; cf. Jg 1713
). The

simplest and earliest ceremonial regulations are

those contained in Ex 2024-28 2229"81 2314“19, and the
parallel code of Ex 3417“26

: hut these are obviously

of a rudimentary character ; and it is only natural

to suppose that, as time went on, fresh definitions

and distinctions would he introduced, and more
precise rules would he prescribed for the method of

sacrifice, the ritual tolie observed by the priests,

the dues which they were authorized to receive

* Ezk 4039 4218 4429 4623 : the also, 4319. 21.22. 26 4427

4617. 19. sa. 23.28. Neither, it is to be observed, appears as a new
institution in Ezk.

f See LOT 129-132 (8 136-139). The most noticeable contra-

dictions with Dt relate to the position and revenues of the

priestly tribe, the disposal of tithes and firstlings, and the

manumission of slaves (ib. 771, 6 821 ;
Driver, Dent, xxxviii.-

ix., 169-172, 185, 187). In 2 K 1216 observe that the guilt- and
in-offerings consist in money payments (cf. MS 402 f., 2 423).

t See vol. i. p. 6001

from the people, and other similar matters. After
the priesthood had acquired, through the founda-
tion of Solomon’s temple, a permanent centre, it

is probable that the process of development and
systematization advanced more rapidly than be-
fore ; the allusions in Dt imply the existence of
priestly usages beyond those which fall directly
within the scope of the hook, and Ezekiel, being
a priest himself, refers to such usages more dis-

tinctly. Although, therefore, there are reasons
for concluding that the legislation of P did not
assume finally the shape in which we have it

until after the age of Ezk, it rests ultimately upon
an ancient traditional basis ; it exhibits the final

development and systematization of elements and
principles, which in themselves are of great an-
tiquity; and many of the institutions prominent
in it are recognized, in various stages of their
growth, by the earlier pre-exilic literature, by Dt,
and by Ezk.*

The question is not one of great importance in the present
connexion

;
but it should be added that it is doubtful whether

the legislation of P springs throughout from the same age;
there are indications that it exhibits sometimes the usage of
different periods side by side. Of. Dillm. Ex-Lv, 413 (

2 455 : on
Lv 4), Nu-Lt-Jos, 84, 181 (on Nu 28-29), 635, 641 f., 643; Kuen.
Hex. §§ 6. 13-15; 15. 28-30; Holzinger, Einl. 418-25, 453 f.;

also Ryle, Canon
,
84-88.

In its general features

—

i.e. the general principles
of sacrifice, tithes, annual festivals, purification,

etc.—the ceremonial system of the Hebrews did
not differ essentially from the systems prevalent
among other Semitic nations, and indeed among
ancient peoples generally, as, for instance, the
Greeks.+ It is not improbable that elements in
it were borrowed from the Canaanites. Some of
the Heb. sacrificial terms (mi, o

W

d, who, ^2)

are found in the Carthaginian inscription, relating
to sacrifices, preserved now at Marseilles

; % and
vows are also frequently mentioned in other Phcen.
inscriptions. There are analogies for the Sabbath
among the Babylonians ; and even CIRCUMCISION
(which see) was not a rite peculiar to the Hebrews.
The Levitical ritual, though its form is late, is

based ultimately ‘ on very ancient tradition, going
back to a time when there was no substantial
difference, in point of form, between Heb. sacri-

fices and those of the surrounding nations’ (US
198,

2 215). Of course, among the Hebrews, these
common Semitic institutions received, as time
went on, many modifications and special adapta-
tions. But the really distinctive character, which
they exhibited in Israel, consists in the new spirit

with which they are infused, and the higher prin-

ciples of which they are made the exponent. The
aim of the Heb. legislation was ‘ not so much to
create a new system as to give a new significance

to that which had already long existed among
Semitic races, and to lay the foundation of a higher
symbolism leading to a more spiritual worship*
(ftyle, Canon, p. 28 ; cf. Ottley, Bampt. Led. 229).

The most conspicuous feature in the legislation

of P is perhaps the multiplication and specializa-

tion of ceremonial observances, which has been
already touched upon.
Another characteristic, which ‘Wellh. has empha-

* W. R. Smith (OTJC2 372 f., 377, 382-4) points also to the
evidences of ancient ritual law in the hands of the priests;

cf. Stade, Gesch. ii. 66 (who instances in particular Lv 1-7.

11-15. 17-26, Nu 6-6. 9. 15. 19, as being for the most part
‘ Niederschrift vorexilischen Gebrauchs’)

; Cheyne, Jewish Eel.

Life after the Exile
,

81. There are also many examples of

archaic ideas and usages embedded in P, not less than in the
other codes: see, e.g., Lv 11 (‘uncleanness*

;
cf. ES 428ff..

2 447 ff.), 147.53 (ib. 402, 2422), 102if., 216 al. (the ‘bread of

God’ : ib. 207, 2 224), Nu 5Uff.
( ib

.

164 f.,
2 180f.), 192®.

t W. R. Smith, ES, Lect. vi. (on sacrifice), and elsewhere

;

Ryle, Canon, v>' 27 f. Of. the ‘Sacrificial Calendar from Cos,'

published by E. L. Hicks in the Journ. of Hellenic Studies,
ix. (1888) p. 323 ff.

X CIS l i. 165 ; see the transl. in Hogarth’s Archaeology and
Authority (1899), p. 77 f.; and cf. ES 200, 219 n. (

2217, 237 n ).
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sized, is the statutory character of religion in the
Priestly Code, as contrasted with its more spon-

taneous character in the earlier codes. In the

earlier codes religious observances arise largely
out of the circumstances and incidents of daily

life. Sacrifices are the spontaneous outcome of the
religious feeling of the worshipper

;
the leasts are

occasions of religious observance fixed by the
annually recurring seasons of harvest and vintage ;

the Sabt>ath is an institution designed expressly for

humanitarian ends. In P this is all different : the
observances are systematized ; their original signi-

ficance is obliterated; they are to be regarded
simply because J" has enjoined them ; the Sabbath
is made not for man, but for God, ami the slightest

infringement of its sanctity is to he visited with
death (Ex 31 15

,
Nu 15ao)- A system of ceremonial

observances of this kind manifestly lies in great
danger of being abused : except in persons of more
than ordinary spiritual vitality, it tends to stille

and sterilize real spiritual life. Among tho later

Jews (as allusions in the NT and the Minima show)
it led actually to these consequences, and a religion

of excessive formalism was the result. The
fundamental conception of the priestly legislation,

that of a people ever serving God in holiness and
purity, is, in tho abstract;, a great; one ; but the
means adopted for its realization, viz. a routine of

external observances, are not those which, in the
long-run, can succeed. The routine degenerates
inevitably into externality and formalism. There
is also another point to be observed. In the ideas
of holiness and purity, ritual and moral distinctions
were confused. Exactly the same penalty is im-
posed for infringements of ritual (Ex 30®3* 38

, Lv
174 ’ y * 14 198

) as for grave moral ofibnees (Lv 18-*’).

Death is the penalty, alike for murder (Nu 35s l

)

and for Sabbath- breaking (Ex 31 15
3f>

a
). Purifica-

tion from sin is prescribed after purely physical
defilement, as through contact with a corpse, and
even lor a house which has been affected by leprosy
(Lv Nu [tho Ileb. in these pas-
sages for cleanse-, purify is properly to 4 free from
sin’]). A sin-olfering is also sometimes enjoined
for merely ceremonial uncleanness [cjj. Lv 5y,G

,

Nu 6fl
‘u

). Mr. Monictiore comments on tho in-
difference to bloodshed, combined with zeal for
ritual purity, displayed by the singular—and, we
may bo sure, ideal — narrative of the war with
Midian in Nu 31 (vv. 17-m m

*). The principle of
ceremonial cleanness and uncloannosa, it may he
noticed, was the point on which our Lord broke
most decisively with the Mosaic law (cf, p. 75b).*

The priestly legislation, however, though it

bulks largely m the Pentateuch, never, it must bo
remembered, formed the sole rule of life for the
Israelite, The codes of JE and I)t were nob
abrogated by it; the warm moral and spiritual
teaching of I )t possessed exactly tho same authority
as the ceremonial of P; and tho teaching of I)b
was supported by tho indirect, but by no means
indistinct, testimony of the non-legislative parts
of the Pentateuch. The prophets, moreover, re-
mained the eloquent and moving exponents of
spiritual religion, and of the paramount claims of
the moral law above all ritual observances. The
corrective for the ceremonialism of P was thus
close at hand, in writings acknowledged by the
Jews themselves as authoritative. Tho Jews were
never exclusively under the rule of the ceremonial
system of P. On its ceremonial side, the ‘law’
was undoubtedly liable to be misapplied, and to
lead to formalism ; but even its ceremonial institu-

* On the sense in which our Lord came to ‘fulfil’ the law
(Mt 617) ~i.e. in so far as it was imperfect, to complete it,

especially by disengaging from its limited and temporary forms,
and placing in their just light, tho ethical and religious truths
of which it was the expression,—see also Kirkpatrick, Divine
lAbrary of the OT, 134 ff.

tions were the expression of profound religion*

ideas, and furnished an outlet for varied find

genuine religious feelings; while, treated ns a

whole, the Maw/ as tin*, later Psalmists abund-
antly attest, provided an atmosphere in which a
religious spirit—for sound lung’, of course, in such

matters, depends upon the temper of the ^wor-

shipper— could breathe freely, and draw in spiritual

refreshment. The ceremonial legislation never

had a separate existence of its own; and the

Jewish Maw/ if it is to he judged properly, must
he judged as a whole, and not with exclusive

reference to one of its parts.

In the earlier codes the broader duties of

humanity, justice, and morality are chiefly ami
sufficiently insisted on. They were adapted to

create a righteous and God-fearing nation. The
Israelite who obeyed loyally the precepts of I>t

could not deviate widely from the paths of truth

and right. As time advanced, a ceremonial system
was gradually developed, and this, though the

earlier provisions just referred to were not abro-

gated, became ultimately the more formal and
distinctive expression of Israel’s faith,

^
And this

system played an important function in the re-

ligions education of mankind* Mt enforced and
deepened the sense of sin. It declared the nets!

of restoration and forgiveness. It expressed in the

form of institutions the great principles which
regulate man’s converse with God. It; emphasized
tho significance of sacrifice under its

^

different

aspects* as ouehanst ic, dedicatory, propitiatory.'*

It taught more and more distinctly that an atoning
rite must precede the acceptance of the worshipper
by God. It thus established tho principles which
in the fulness of time were to receive t heir supreme
and final application in tho sacrifice of GhriM, In

all its stages, the Mosaic; law held before tin; eyes

of Israel an ideal of duty to be observed, of laws

to be obeyed, of principles to be maintained ; it

taught them that; human nature needed to be re-

strained ; it impressed upon them the necessity of

discipline. And in tho post-exilic ago, when tho

disintegrating influences of Hellenism might have
operated disastrously upon tho nation, the insti-

tutions of the law bound together the majority
of its members in a religious society, strong enough
to resist the forces which threatened to dissolve

it/ f and able to guard efficiently the spiritual

treasures with which it had boon intrusted. Through
the ordinances of the law, imperfect in themselves
though tiny might he, God thus trained ami dis-

ciplined His people, till it should he ripe to east off

the yoke of external ordinances, and be ruled by
principles operative from within (Jer 3bm ) rather
than by commands imposed from without. And
this is tho sense in which St, Haul speaks of the
law as a 7rai$aytoybs eh Xparrtv (Gal 3* 1

). The
iraidayuryds was the ‘tutor’ (RV), or superior slave,

intrusted with the moral education of a child ;

and the law was similarly an agency for discip-

line, or moral training, holding the nation in a
moral constraint G#ovp©ity*e0a, v. 98

)
till it was fit

for the freedom of mature ago, to be secured by
Christ, And the means by which the law acted in

this capacity was partly by quickening and discip-

lining man’s moral sense, partly by bringing to

light transgression, and so awakening the sense of

sin and tho need of forgiveness, which in view of

man’s moral weakness it could not itself provide.
On the view taken of the Maw’ in the NT see

the following article; and on the law in post-
biblical Judaism (the Mishina, etc,), see Tokail

* It ought not in this connexion to be forgotten that only
unintentional sins were atoned for by the sin-offering, not mIms
committed ‘ with a high hand ’ (Nu ItSWfc). &#. in deliberate
defiance of God’s will.

t Driver, tkrmme on the OT, p. 131 1 ; of. Scuaday, BL
ifttflf.: Ot-tley, IWmt
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Lrnitatore.—Kuenen, Belig. of Isr, (1875) ii. 250-286 (on P),
Bibb. Lect. 1882, 82 ff. (priests and tdrah), 156-167 (the priestly
law), Ilex. § 10. 4 (meaning' of tCrdfi) ; Wellhausen, Hist,
passim, esp. clis. i.-iii. ix. (see Contents, pp. xi-xvi), x. (the
Oral and the Written Torah), and pp. 435-440, Isr. u. Jud. Gesch .

(1894) pp. 134 IT.
;
W. R, Smith, OTJC* p. 298 ff. (TOrah), 428-

430, and Lectures xi. (laws of JE) xii. (Deut. and P) : Ryle,
Cation of the OT (1892), 22-33, 48 f., 57-60, 71-4, 75-91 ; Monte-
fioro, Bibb. Lect. 1892 (see Index, * Torah ’ and ‘ Law ’)

;
Smend,

Alttest. Bel.-Gesch. 1893 (see Index, ‘ Thorah ’ and ‘ Gesetz ’)

;

Schultz, OT Theol. L 188 ff. and ch. xvin. (sacred institutions
of Israel, acc. to P) ; Nowack, Arch. (1S94) n. passim (sacred
institutions described according to the different Codes, see Con-
tents) ; Briggs, Higher Crit. of the Hc%2 (1897) ; Bruce, Apolo-
getics (1893), pp. 208 it., 261 ff.

; Sanday, Bampt. Lect. 1893,
Lect. iv. (np. 168-188) ; Ottley, Bampt. Lect. 1897, Lect. v.
(religious ideas and symbolism of P)

;

Cheyne, Jewish Bel. Life
after the Exile, 1899, p. 72 ff. g. Driver.

LAW (in New Testament).—

Use of term * Law ’ in NT.
I. Relation of Jesus to the Law.

(1) His recognition of its divine origin and authority.
(2) His critical attitude towards the Law.

II. Attitude of the Early Church to the Law, and especially the
practice and teaching of St. Paul.

A. Practice of the earliest Christian society.
B. Practice and doctrine of St. Paul.

(a) His practice during his Second Missionary
Journey.

(b) His practice during his Third Missionary Journey.
(c) St, Paul’s use of the term ‘ law.’

(a) His teaching in his Four Great Epistles as regards

(1) the place of the Law in History
; (2) the

mode in which it acts in the individual who
lives under it

; (3) the relation of Law and
Gospel, and esp. the relation of Christ’s Death
to the Law

; (4) the relation of the Christian
to law.

(e) St. Paul’s action on his last visit to Jerusalem.

(/) Teaching of his later Epistles.

III. The Law in the Epistle to the Hebrews.
IV. The Law in the other NT Books.

Literature.

The word law (v6/xos) is used in the NT of ‘ any
law whatsoever 5 (Grimm, Lex. s.v.), but when
* the law ’ is spoken of without qualification, it is

always the law of God which is meant. This
is not a classical meaning or use of the word,
and explains the fact that in the NT (with the
exception of a quotation from the LXX of Jer
31 (38)

153 in He8l0 10 J6
) it is always found in the

singular. ‘ The law of God, 5

or 4 the law of Moses, 5

or * the law 5

simpliciter
,
is the style of Scripture

;

a classical writer would say ‘the laws 5

of Athens
or of Solon. But ‘the law,

5 and ‘law 5 without the
article, are religious conceptions, and it is as such
that they are treated here. The word occurs some
190 times in the NT, hut it is not found in Mk,
in Th, 2 Co, Col, Tit, 2 Ti, Plrilem, 1 and 2 P, Jude,
the Epp. of John, and Rev. To bring out its

significance in the NT it will be convenient to

examine (1) the relation of Jesus to the law;
(2) the attitude of the early Church to the law,
and especially the practice and teaching of St.

Paul
; (3) the peculiar view of the law taken in the

Ep. to the Hebrews; and (4) the indications in
other NT books of legal or antinomian tendencies
in the first century of the Christian era. The
necessary preliminary to the understanding of all

these points is a knowledge of the contents of the
* law 5

of the OT, for which reference may be made
to the preceding article.

I. The Relation of Jesus to the Law.—
To begin with, the relation of Jesus to the law
was passive, like that of every Jew. He was
horn under the law (Gal 44

) ;
the requirements of

the law in regard to circumcision and purification

were complied with in His case as in that of any
child of Jewish birth (Lk 221f

*). He was taken up
to the temple when He had completed His twelfth
year (Lk 24aflr

*), and became, like other Jewish
youths, rrVinri ]n (or

-
13 ) a son of the law. He

would he instructed in it, and its responsibilities

would be laid on Him, simply because it was the
law of the nation of which He was a member. He

must have accepted it as part of the national
inheritance to which He was born. The NT gives
us no means whatever of judging how the passive
unconscious relation to the law was changed into
the conscious and responsible one which we see
when our Lord entered on His public work. No
doubt He grew into that powea* of judgment and
liberty of action which characterize His ministry ;

hut we cannot tell what effort and perplexity, or
whether any effort or perplexity, accompanied this

growth. When we consider the shortness of His
ministry, it seems extremely improbable that we
should be able to trace within its narrow limits
any ‘evolution

5

or progressive change in His
attitude to the law. That attitude was really
determined by His character, by the spirit of son-
ship, of free appreciation of God’s will, of un-
restrained love to man ; and His character was
complete when He identified Himself with our
sinful race in His baptism, and received there the
attestation of the heavenly Father as His beloved
Son. No doubt, as one thing in His life led on to
another, and as opposition defined His attitude, it

became more and more clear what His relation to
‘the law, 5 both as a divine institution and as a
divine institution administered and corrupted by
man, must be ; but in principle this was deter-

mined from the beginning. Hence it is nob
necessary, under the idea that clear self-conscious-

ness is the last result of action, to attempt to

trace in detail the practical impulses under which
our Lord’s attitude to the law was gradually
defined, or to assume that He was learning His
own mind all the time (so practically Holtzmann,
NT Thcologie

,
i. 130-160) ; we may take the

Synoptics as they stand, and aim ' at a more
systematic view.

(1) Speaking positively, Jesus recognized the law
as a whole as a divine institution, and therefore
as invested with indefeasible divine authority.

He expressed His sense of this authority in the
strongest possible language ; and, with the idea of

the law as embodied in writing present to His mind,
declared that ‘ till heaven and earth should pass,

one jot or one tittle should in no wise pass from the
law till all should be fulfilled

5 (Mt 5Ig
, cf . Lk 1617

).

It has been asserted that Jesus, whose attitude (as

we shall see) to certain parts of the law was at
least critical, could not have used such language,
and that it belongs to the Judaism of the First
Gospel. But it is found also in the Third, which
is Gentile or Pauline rather than Jewish, and the
assertion is pedantic. Jesus certainly believed
that the law embodied a revelation of God ; it was,
in short, God’s law; and without considering in

what respects it might be subject to modification
or expansion, He could say broadly that just

because it was God’s law, not the dot of an i or the
stroke of a if could he abrogated by any power on
earth. And when confronted, as He is on both
the occasions when He uses this strong language,
with the deformed righteousness of the Pharisees
(Mt 520

,
Lk 1614-17

), by which the law of God was
virtually annulled, we can easily believe that He
could and did express Himself thus vehemently.
This seems truer, psychologically, than to say with
Wellhausen {Israelitische u. Judische Geschichte 2

,

p. 382) that He found room everywhere for His
soul, and was not straitened by what was little in

the law, so highly did He exalt the worth of that
which was great: the latter one should do, the
former not leave undone. It is a more placid and
controlled statement of Christ’s relation to the
law in principle which is found in Mt 517, the text
or theme of the Sermon on the Mount: ‘Think
not that I came to destroy the law or the prophets

:

I came not to destroy, but to fulfil.
5 The law and

the prophets is a compendious expression for the
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ancient religion as emliodied in tho OT. To no law, lie was conscious of its imperfection
; _

this

part of tills—neither to tho statutory elements in is implied even in His having come to fulfil it.

it nor to the elements of promise, neither to its Of tins there are various indications,

morality nor to its hopes—was Jesus in any sense (a) He speaks of tho old revelat ion as a whole,

hostile. There must have been something in Ilis as of a thing which has had its day. ‘ The law

conduct or teaching to raise the question, some- and the prophets were until John; from that time

thing which created difficulty for men who the kingdom of heaven is preached
5

;
it is a new

identified the law with the current interpretation era,
^

in which they have no longer the same
of it in the Rabbinical schools or in the religious significance (Lk 1G 10

, Mt 11 rx ). There is a para-

practice of the day ; hut when it was fairly stated, bolic hint of this also in Mk 2alt* and II Mt Ul7
f

it created no diilieulfcy for Jesus. In His con- Lk 5:n
.

science there was no sense of antagonism or (6) Ho delights in summaries of the law, in

antipathy to the old revelation either of God’s which it is at once comprehended and trail-

will or of His purpose.
,

On the contrary, He had soonded. ‘ Whatsoever ye would that men should

come to identify Himself with that revelation, and do to you, do ye even so to them ; for this is the

to consummate it. The ‘irXijpwcrcu in Mt 517 applies law and the prophets * (Mt 712
,
of. MfcihF"40

), Such
to the OT in both its parts. It is true that in the summaries lift the soul above all that is statutory

rest of Mt 6 it is the law alone which is taken and positive in the law
; ^

in other words, they
account of, and this has made it possible to doubt enable it to conceive of religion as the keeping of

whether ir\yp&cr<u means ‘ to show the full meaning law, and yet as without any element of legalism.

of,
5

or ‘to keep perfectly
5

; but the very absence (c) Ho presents a positive new standard of life

of the object in v. X7
,
and the disjunctive ^ (tho law from which legalism has disappeared. Sometimes

or the prophets), show that Jesus was thinking of it is His own example (Jn HP), interpreted m in

the OT as containing elements at once of require- Jn 13:54 into a new commandment of love like His
meat and of promise, and asserting that all it own, Sometimes it is the example of the heavenly
meant in both lands would be brought to its con- Father, whose love, impartial and inexhaustible,

summation in Him. Hence in principle there is is the pattern for His children (M,t b43*^). It is by
no antagonism between Jesus and the law, be- this standard of love that all the nations are un-
tween tho NT and the OT. For the conscience of consciously judging themselves now, and will be
Jesus they needed no reconciliation. The New judged by Him at lastTMt Sometimes it ia

Testament was in Him, and He was thoroughly represented as ‘the will of my Father who is in

at home in the Old. heaven * (Mt 7S1 128t)
). All these inodes of eoneoiv-

It agrees with this that Jesus refers freely to ing tho standard of disciple life, though not
the law as a religious authority, arid as the way to annulling ‘the law 5 but fulfilling it, are novorUie*
life, ‘If thou wouldst enter into life, keep tho loss indifferent to it, either as a historic document
commandments 5 (Mt H)17

),
* What shall I do to or as a national institution,

inherit eternal life? Jesus said to him, What is (d) Jobuh distinguishes within tho law between
written in the law ?

5 (Lk IQ20).
* They have Moses its weightier matters-—judgment, mercy, end faith

;

and the prophets; let them hear them* (Lk 1(F). and its more trivial ones—tue tithing of mint, anise,

It agrees further with this, that in the most un- and cummin (Mt 23^
||
Lk ll 42

), Thin is not

f
aring denunciation of Pharisaism and hypocrisy, exactly tho same as to say that lie subordinated
e safeguarded with scrupulous care the sanctity tho ritual to the moral, though no doubt He did.

of the law they ‘hedged’ and abused: ‘The Nothing could put tips more forcibly than Mi (PL ,

scribes and the Pharisees sit in Moses’ seat : all A man is to leave his gift before the altar, to be
things therefore that they say to you do and reconciled to his brother. There is no law except
observe

5 (Mt 23s
). Like Mt 5 l8 this saying has love

; no statute that ean bo pleaded against it,

been impugned on tho ground that Jesus could no rite so solemn but must give way to it, Tho
not, in consistency with His real opinion, have tendency of legalism is to reduce all command-
spoken thus. This is the criticism of persons who meats to a level ; they are all parts of a divine
have never spoken to a crowd, and who do not law, and it is not for men to pick and choose lm-
know that the large consistency of leaving a sound tween them ; and the Jewish conscience, to which
and homogeneous impression on the mind is in- tho law was one law and God’s law, could not find
different to the abstract precisian consistency itself at homo in the division of it into ritual and
which dictates such doubts. Why should not moral. For it there was a moial obligation to
Jesus say, ‘As interpreters of the law of God, keep what wo call the ritual law. But m this
show them all due reverence; as keepers of tho distinction of Jesus mastered the mind, the hoime
law of God, beware of following their example 5

? of moral proportion came back, and it was felt, by
They were poor interpreters, no doubt, but the some at least, that there were dements in the law
function itself was a legitimate one, and all that which were waxing old and ready to vanish away,
they did in tho exercise of it was, primd facie, (e) Jesus expressly and formally enthused the
entitled to respect. Even if it were not so without law as it was interpreted in the conscience and
qualification (and in part, of course, it was not, as practice of Ilia countrymen* In Mt 521

*48 we have
Jesus immediately goes on to show), the qualifica- a series of illustrations. The sixth commandment
tion could be loft to take car© of itself ; the main (v. 21flf

*), the seventh (v.a7ff,
)> the law of perjury

interest of the moment was to expose the Pharisaic the lex talionis (v. 3^), the law as to the treatment
practice by which the law was so wickedly of neighbours and enemies (v.

48% are discussed In
annulled. That making void (&KvpoOv) the law of succession. It is not always clear when it is the
God (Mt 158

1|
Mk 713) which Josus laid to the letter of the OT itself, and when it is only the

charge of the Pharisees was exactly the opposite current legal rendering of it, which is under
of the irXypQarai, which He used to define His own review

; but in either case Jesus adopts a free
relation to it. With them," in spite of all the critical attitude towards it, and exalts it to a new
hedges which guarded it, it lost its rights ; with power. On one of the subjects touched in this
Him, in spite of all His freedom, it came to its chapter, in connexion with the seventh command-
righfcs.

< ^ <
ment, namely, the law of marriage and divorce,

(2) Besides this positive attitude of Jesus to Jesus on another occasion tacitly withdrew a per-
the law as a whole, we have to take account in mission which He recognized m conceded by the
His life of what may be called a more critical Mosaic law (Mrpfnf/ev Mwu<r^s), in the interest:
attitude. Without any sense of hostility to the of the ideal of marriage. * Because of your hard*
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' ness of heart- Moses allowed you to put away your
:

wives, but from the beginning it was not so’ (Mt
198

1|
Mk). The guestion was one on which Jewish

schools were divided, and Jesus legislates upon it
- in independence, indeed, of Dt 241

, but in harmony
, with the law embodied in the creation narrative,
;

Gn 224
. From the point of view of legalism it is

;

impossible to say why the authority of Dt should
be relative and that of Gn absolute; and the

1 positiveness with which Christ pronounces marriage
indissoluble, except by the sin which, ipso facto,

i annuls it, shows that He has completely tran-
scended the legal standpoint. (See, further, art.

, Markiage). The same holds of His criticism of
;

the Sabbath law, the subject on which He came
most frequently into conllict with His country-

1 men : of. Mt 121"12 (the disciples plucking the ears
,

of corn
; the healing of the withered hand)

; Lk
1310-17 (the woman with a spirit of infirmity), 141 "8

(the dropsical man); Jn 51"17 (the paralytic at

|

Bethesda)
; Jn 9 (the blind man restored to sight).

Cf. Lk 6° (D ; the incident of the man working on
the Sabbath). Here it is impossible to say that Jesus

< was hostile to the law of God, or to any ideal of the
Sabbath having its roots in the OT. But He was
irreconcilably hostile to the accumulation of tradi-

' tional human precepts into which the prohibition of
labour, in the interest of man and beast, had been

1 expanded by the perverse ingenuity of the scribes
(cf. Schurer, GJV* ii. 470 if. [HJP n. ii. 96 ff.]).

He was hostile to the method of interpretation
which defeated God’s purpose in giving the law, and
changed a blessing into a burden. He was espe-
cially indignant that on a day which was made
for man He should be forbidden to do works of
humanity, by exercising His power to heal. As
Son of Man, the head of the kingdom in which
humanity was to come to its rights, He claimed

, to be Lord of the Sabbath, and to judge all

i statutes concerning it according to their agreement
or disagreement with its humane intention. It is

|

in connexion with conflicts of this kind that we
1

first read of His enemies plotting His death (Mk
3 t!

) : He wounded their pride in their legal holiness

too deeply to be forgiven. It is one of the defects
of legalism that the less the grounds of the law
can be discerned—in other words, the more positive

and arbitrary it is—the greater seems the merit
of punctually observing it. Hence the numberless
prohibitions into which the fourth commandment
had been developed had a greater importance for

the legally-trained conscience than the weightier
matters or the law ; and the assumption of free-

dom toward them, as by Jesus, was regarded as

1 the most daring impiety. How far the teaching
and practice of Jesus were immediately grasped

j

by His followers we cannot tell ; there are indica-

tions in the Gospel (Lk 1317
) that there were many

prepared to appreciate them. But if in relation to

the Sabbath and to the law of marriage we can
' say that Jesus criticised the legalistic practice of

His time by reference to the ideal enshrined in

the OT itself, we are on different ground when we
come to consider

—

[/) The attitude of Jesus to what we should
call the ritual law—that part of the law and
custom of the Jews which was purely positive, and
in which there was really no ethical content. As
far, indeed, as this was represented by the cultus

of the nation, He treated it with at least silent

respect. We do not know that He was ever

present at a sacrifice, but neither do we hear that
He ever denounced sacrifice. He certainly spoke
of the temple as His Father’s house, and as destined

to be a house of prayer for all nations ;
and in a

flame of zeal He drove from it the traders who
made it a market-place and a den of robbers (Mt
21 18

1 |). He paid the temple tribute, not, indeed,

because He was bound to do so,—on the contrary,
He, and His disciples also, as the king’s children,
were free from such imposts,—but to avoid offence
(Mt l724-27). He did not shrink from touching
the leper (Mt 81 "4

), being raised above the thought
of ceremonial pollution; but He told him to go
and show himself to the priest, and offer the
gift which Moses commanded, for a testimony to
them. There is a combination here of inward
liberty and indifference, with a formal outward
respect determined by circumstances, and neces-
sarily ceasing with them. Cf. also Lk 1714. (In
this connexion it may be noted that the idea of
crKcipdaXov as a thing to be avoided in conduct is

part of the new moral ideal of Jesus, dependent on
the primacy He gives to love ; we are bound to
consider others—as He did, for instance, in paying
the temple tax—with a consideration which we
'may not need ourselves ; and to deny this con-
sideration, and out of selfishness injure others
or lead them into sin, is denounced by Him in
the most passionate words, Mt 186f

*)- Hut there is

one point in which, according to the evangelic
tradition, Jesus completely broke not only with
the practice of His time, but with the law or Moses !

itself—the distinction, namely, between clean and
unclean foods, and the observance of various ritual
purifications by washing, Mk 7 1'23

,
Mt 151"20

. The
discussion here starts from the violation by His
disciples of ‘ the tradition of the elders .

5 To this,

naturally, Jesus could allow no authority; but
He went further, and assailed it as a morally
malignant thing which practically annulled the
law of God. He appealed to Scripture (e.g. to the
fifth commandment, Mk 79f

*) against this tradi-

tion—to the law of God against the ordinance of
man—precisely as the Reformers appealed to the
Bible against the Church (Holtzmann, NT Theol.

i. 141). But in explaining to the people (‘Hear
me, all of you, and understand ’) the principle on
which He acted, He went further still, and, as
the evangelist expressly asserts, ‘made all meats
clean ’ (tcadapLfav tt&vto, ra (3pib/jLara} Mk 719 ). In Lk
ll 37 the same subject is treated more from the
point of view of indifference ; it is only when the
dish is filled with the proceeds of rapine that there
is anything offensive in insisting on its being out-
wardly (i.e . Levitically) clean

; but in Lk 107 (the

mission of the Seventy) there may be a reference
to the more thorough view. The missionaries are
to eat and drink what they are offered, with no
needless scruples. This decisive breach with the
law was felt to be what it was both by the
opponents of Jesus and by Jesus Himself: ‘ Then
came the disciples and said unto him, Knowest
thou that the Pharisees were offended when they
heard this saying?’ . . . ‘Let them alone

,

5 He
answered ;

‘ they are blind guides
;
and if the blind

guide the blind, both shall fall into a pit
5 (Mt

1512ff
*).

It is at this point, where this decisive breach with
legalism is accomplished, that Jesus is compelled
to leave Palestine (Mt 1521

1|
Mk), to give up the

attempt to win the people, and devote Himself to
the training of the Twelve. It was only to a select

company that His mind could now be unfolded ; a
great gulf had been fixed between Him and the
worshippers of the law, across which no under-
standing was possible. Nor do the Gospels give
us the means of knowing how far He was able to
carry the education of the Twelve on this subject.

The ‘ meats and drinks and divers washings ’ were
part of a system ;

what of the remaining part of

it? What of all that element of the law which
was identified with the temple and its worship ?

What of animal sacrifice? What even of the
covenant sign, circumcision ? As for the temple,
He predicted its fall, and with it the collapse of
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the ritual worship. Bub was this element in the
law to have fulfilment through Him, or was it

only to be destroyed ? The one hint we have of an
answer to this is the faet that Jesus spoke of His
own death as the basis of a (new) covenant between
God and man—that covenant which Jeremiah fore-

told (31 31ir>
), which has as its fundamental blessing

the forgiveness of sins. To connect the forgiveness
of sins with the shedding of blood is in the. Bible
inevitably to conceive the shedding of blood as
sacrificial ; only sacrilicial blood atones for sin.

In the great word spoken at the Supper, therefore,

Jesus hints at a fulfilment in Ills own person of

that whole side of the law which has to do with
approaching God in worship, Ml 2(>

M
. He gives

the impulse and the justification to that inter-

pretation of His life and death in relation to the
(Levitical) law which we afterwards find in the Ep.
to the Hebrews.
On the whole, then, it may be said that the

attitude of Jesus to the law was that of entire

loyalty to it as the revelation of God’s will, entire
comprehension of it in its principle and aim, entire
subordination of every expression of it to its prin-
ciple, entire superiority to all human interpreta-
tions of it, as designed perhaps for its greater
security, but actually making it of no effect

;
and

entire indifference, not indeed to the law as con-
stituting an order for approaching God in worship,
but to those elements in the law which, because
in themselves without ethical significance, operated
to corrupt conscience, and to divide men from one
another without moral ground.

II. Tiik Attitude of tub Early (hitmen to
the Law, and especially the Practice and
Teaching of St. Paul.—/!. At Jfntt the law
presented no problem to the Christian society.
All the members of that society were Jews, and
devout Jews, The Ananias who baptized St. Paul
is described as et’Xa/% /card rbv and as having
testimony borne to him by all the Jews inhabiting
Damascus (Ac 22 1

-), and this character was no
doubt typical. The early Christians, in company
with the apostles, assiduously frequented the
temple (Ac 240 31 5la* ao

) ; the observance of the
law, so far as it was observed by common people,
would be a matter of instinct witn them—-a part of
their nationality, the relation of which to their
religion never presented itself to their minds. The
charges made against them by the priests have
never any reference to the law, anil the proofs
adduced for the Mossiahship of Jesus, which seem
to have filled a considerable space in apostolic
preaching, were related not to the law, but to
prophecy. As far as the Bk. of Acts gives us
any indication, difficulty first emerged in connexion
with the preaching of St. Stephen. He was
charged with speaking * blasphemous words against
Moses and against God ’

; with incessantly 4 speak-
ing words against this Holy Place and against
the law’; with saying that ‘Jesus of Nazareth
will destroy this place, and change the customs
which Moses delivered to us’ (Ac 6). From these
accusations we can only infer that the new wine
was beginning to burst the old bottles, and that
the enemies of Christianity, with senses sharpened
by hatred and fear, saw perhaps sooner than its
friends that it was essentially irreconcilable with
the established legalism of the Jewish Church. It
was divine and human

; Judaism was national and
traditional ; it could not harmonize finally with the
traditional and national framework. But in the
Christian society itself, so natural was it for Jews
to live as Jews, even after they accepted Jesus as
the Christ, that the difficulty was not felt.

This difficulty was first forced on the attention
of every one by the circumstances attendant on
the reception of Cornelius into the Church. While

St. Peter, divinely led from Joppa to Givsarea,

was yet preaching the gospel in Cornelius’ house,

the 'Holy Spirit fell on all those who heard the

word (Ac 10U ). The circumcised believers who
were there were amazed, but St. Peter saw (he

significance of the event, and at omic had them
received into the Church by baptism, ami associ-

ated familiarly with them (Ac IP). When his

conduct- which really meant that the ceremonial

law, as a Jewish national law, separating the dews
as God’s people from all others, had eeased to have
religious significance—

1was called in question at

Jerusalem (Ac XP<r
*), he defended it apparently

with the full consciousness of what it meant. * If

God gave them the same gift as he gaviy us also

when we believed in the Lord Jesus Christ, who
was I that 1 should obstruct God?’ (cf. Ac He 11 *).

It is implied here that the gift of God—in other

words the Holy Ghost—is the essential of Chris-

tianity, and the only one; where it is found,

nothing else counts, and no questions are to he

raised ; circumcision is nothing a,ml unejreumeision

is nothing. But if this is so, then (so far as it is a
term of communion and a condition of salvation)

does not the law as a whole, to which men were
hound by circumcision, cease to have any religions

significance? Is it not possible already to define

Hie Church as a society m which there is neither

Jew nor Greek?*
This inference, which was involved in Hi, Peter’s

conduct, and in his defence of it, was not, however,
clearly drawn at once. The exceptional case of

Cornelius was regarded as exceptional ; one man
and his family could not make a Church, and this

isolated instance might perplex rather than en-

lighten the simple-minded. But with the ex-

tension of the Church to Antioch, and especially

with its extension beyond Antioch through the

mission conducted by Paul and Barnabas, the
subject was brought up with greater urgency. In

the account of the first mission of these apostles,

we have a hint of the peculiar Paulino attitude to

the law: * in this man (Jesus) every one who be-

lieves is justified from all things from winch ye could
not he justified by the law of Moses, ’ Ac HP. It

is not in this, however, but in the doctrine of a
crucified Messiah, and perhaps in personal jealousy,

that an explanation may bo found of Urn opposi-

tion offered to the mission en route. Not* Jewish
Christians attached to the law, but Jew’s who won*
not Christians at all, resisted the preachers.

When Paul and Barnabas returned, they summed
up the result of their mission in the words* ‘God
lias opened the door of faith to the Gentiles,’ Ac
1438

. But this * conversion of the Gentiles,’ though
the news of it caused great joy in Phienicia and
Samaria (Ac 1F>

H
), awakened very different feelings

even in Christian circles at Jerusalem. Emissaries
from Jerusalem insisted on teaching (46idmK®v

t Ac
HP) the brethren at Antioch—men who had be-

lieved in Jesus Christ and received the Holy Ghost
—that without circumcision they could not he
saved. It was a deliberate challenge not only to
the work of Paul and Barnabas, but, as they
believed, to the work of God; and as it involved
the unity of the Church, it was arranged that Paul
and Barnabas with some brethren from Antioch
should go to settle it with the apostles and elders
at Jerusalem. It was not a ouestion on which the
apostles to the Gentiles could compromise

|
and

everything depended, not indeed for the future
of Christianity, but for the present peace of the
Church, on the conciliatory spirit and Insight of
the leaders of the Church at Jerusalem. Hoorn wan
given for discussion (Ac 157 ), but the question was
settled by the argument of St* Peter—an argument

* We have assumed above that the Cornelius episode Is

historical, and also in its right place.
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identical in principle with that of eh. 11: ‘God
who knows the heart bore witness to them (the
Gentiles) in that lie gave them the Holy Spirit
just as lie did to us

; and he made no distinction
between us and them, in that he purified their
hearts by faith.’ For the Gentiles, at all events,
a place in the Church and a part in salvation is in
no way dependent on circumcision, or on keeping
the. law of Moses. This was the principle for
which St. Paul contended

; and it was in consist-
ency with it that he refused to have Titus cir-
cumcised on the occasion of this visit to the
Jewish Church (Gal 24

), and that he withstood
St. Peter to the face when, during a subsequent
visit to Antioch, he yielded to Jewish pressure,
and withdrew from fellowship with Gentile be-
lievers.

The recognition of this principle on both sides
does not discredit the decree of Ac 1522ff

-. The
decree is a measure of expediency, necessarily of a
temporary character, but one to which (in the in-

terests of peace and of the Church’s unity) St. Paul
could easily enough agree—once his principle had
been recognized. Where Judaism was focused,
in Jerusalem for instance, the law would assert
itself as inevitably as nationality or patriotism;
in purely Gentile Churches no question as to its

place in revelation or its religious significance
might ever be raised ; in places where Jew and
Gentile were much in contact there would no
doubt be inconsistencies, misunderstandings, and
practical compromises and accommodations of
various sorbs. Of these the decree is a specimen.

B. The centre of interest in the NT is now in
the practice and the doctrine of St. Paul.—[a) In
the course of his second mission he visited Europe,
and in a few verses of the 1st Ep. to the Corinthians,
written to a Church founded in the course of this

mission, lie gives a clear and precise account of the
principles on which he acted. ‘Being free from
all, I made myself a slave to all, that I might gain
the more. And I became to the Jews as a Jew,
that I might gain Jews; to those under law, as
under law, not being myself under law, that I

might gain those under law ; to those without law
{i.c. the Gentiles as ‘outlaws’ from the Jewish
point of view), as without law, not being without
law to God, but under law to Christ {hvojios be-

cause the Christian lives in the law, he is not
under it as one to whom it speaks from without
and from above, and whom it oppresses), that I

might gain those without law’ (on the whole
passage 1 Co 919

“2a see the masterly note of

Edwards, Comm . ad loc.). It is in pursuance of

this policy that St. Paul at the outset of this

journey circumcises Timothy (Ac 16s), and delivers

to the Churches on his route the decree of the
Jerus. Council (Ac 164) ;

it is still in pursuance of

it that he preaches at Corinth a gospel to which
everything is indifferent bub Jesus Christ crucified

(1 Co 211
*), and declares that circumcision is nothing

and uncircumcision nothing (1 Co 718£
').

In these verses in 1 Co it may be assumed that
St. Paul is interpreting the principle on which he
had acted when at Corinth, and on which he acted
everywhere. The man who is called (i.e

.

who
becomes a Christian) uncircumcised is not to cir-

cumcise himself ; the man who is circumcised when
the call comes to him is not to undo or disguise the

fact : as far as the gospel and membership in the
Church are concerned, circumcision and uncircum-
cision are neither here nor there. It is of this

principle and practice that St. Paul says: so I

ordain in all the Churches (1 Co 717
). The Jewish

opposition to St. Paul at Corinth seems also to

have fastened on this aspect of his work: it no
longer flowed from personal jealousy, as probably
in Galatia. The charge laid against him before
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Gallio was that he persuaded men to worship God
TrapcL rbv v6/jlop (Ac 18 i3

), by which is no doubt meant,
in violation of the Mosaic law. Judaism was a
religio licita> and as the teaching of St. Paul was
frankly indifferent to the national character in
virtue of which the law possessed this public
standing, his enemies thought to bring him within
the scope of the Roman law as violating it. Yet
with all this he was anxious to maintain com-
munion with the mother Church at Jerusalem, and
at the close of his journey formally paid his re-
spects to it once more (Ac is22

).

(b) To the third mission of St. Paul, which is

ordinarily dated as commencing 55 or 56 [Turner,
52] A.D., belong the great controversial Epistles,
1 and 2 Co, Gal, and Ro, in which his doctrine of
the law (for he was obliged both by his spiritual
experience and by the challenges of his adversaries
to have a doctrine) is expounded in all its aspects.
Law in a sense is the subject of all, but especially
of the two last named. The very frequency with
which the word occurs is significant. It is found
32 times in Gal, 76 times in Ro, 8 times in 1 Co ;

elsewhere in the Epistles ascribed to St. Paul only
6 times. In Gal the reference is mainly to what we
should call law in its ritual aspect, for the claim
made on the Christians of Galatia by the Judaizers
was that they should submit to be circumcised ; in
Ro, on the other hand, it is the moral law which
is the subject of discussion. Yet this distinction
is not one which would be present, at least vividly,

to St. Paul’s mind. He thinks of the law as one,
and as the law of God; and his point is that
statutory obedience is not the way of salvation.
Much or the difficulty which his opponents had
in understanding St. Paul must have been due
to the apparently (and inevitably) equivocal atti-

tude which he assumed to the religion of Israel.

On the one hand, the gospel was a specifically new
thing. It was independent of the law. If did for

him what the law could not do (Ro 83). It had to
be defined by contrast with the law ; sometimes it

seemed as if*it could be defined only by opposition
to the law, as in 2 Co 3 where they are confronted
as yp&fA/JLa and irvevfia, as aTroKrtvveLv and {uoiroieip,

as icaT&Kpi<ris and ducaiocrvvT), as rb Karapyotipevov and
rb ptvov. Even in Ro, which is written in a more
conciliatory mood, pains are taken to show that
in principle the two religions (the law and faith,

works and grace, wages and promise) are mutually
exclusive (Ro 4). On the other hand, the con-

nexion of the new religion with the old is as in-

dubitable. The diKaiocrijvr] 6eov preached in the
gospel may be p6/jlov, yet it is witnessed to by
the law and the prophets’ (Ro 321

,
cf. I2* 17 IQ5**).

The last passage referred to is particularly striking,

for in it St. Paul applies to the gospel words
spoken by Moses about the law, and that for the
very purpose of pointing the superiority of the
gospel to the law. In other words, he read the
OT as a Christian book, and yet proved from it

the thesis that the OT religion was not Chris-

tianity. But though this inevitable formal diffi-

culty must often have led to misunderstanding in

controversy, it is no more than formal, and the

apostle’s position is intelligible enough. The OT,
if regarded as a code, is not Christian, is indeed
antichristian, as every religion based on statutes

and therefore legal in spirit must be; but as a
revelation it has the promise of Christianity in

it, and bears witness to the gospel.

(c) Before examining St. Paul’s doctrine, or the

various suggestions of his Epistles, on the law, it is

necessary to observe more closely his use of. the

word, (a) He sometimes has it with, sometimes
without, the article. The question has been
raised whether the meaning is the same in the two
cases. If we ask questions which were not present
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to the mind, of tho writers whom we are interpre-

ting, we are apt to get unreal and unreliable

answers ; and in answering this question there has

been little agreement among scholars. No doubt
when St. Paul says 4 tho law,’ without any quali-

fication, he is thiniring of the law of Moses. ' There
was nothing else in the world to describe by that
name. The one specimen exhausted the species.

Is anything else meant when he speaks of ‘ law ’

without so defining it ? The answer given by such
scholars as Lightloot and Gifiord is that in such
cases what St. Paul has in view may indeed be the
law of Moses, but it is that law not definitely as

Mosaic, not as the historical institute with which
the Jews were familiar, but indefinitely, and
simply in its character as legal. In spite of the

objections of Grafo, this view seems thoroughly
sound. Even what is regarded as a decisive case

on the opposite side (Eo 5-° v6/j,os 5k v) is

much more effective and relevant to the apostle’s

argument if we render 4 Law came in,’ instead of

‘The Law.’ St. Paul is writing of the great
spiritual forces which have dominated the history

or humanity, Sin, Law, and Grace, and it is in

their character as such, not in their historical

definiteness, that he is concerned with them. It

is only when this is admitted, that what St. Paul
says of law has any interest for others than Jews.
It was because lie could conceive of the law of

Moses not as Mosaic, but simply as legal, that ho
could find an analogue to it among the Gentiles,

and preach to them also a gospel (and the same
gospel) which meant emancipation from legalism.

The Gentiles, he says, in explaining liow it is

possible for them to be judged by God, though
they have no law (in the sense in which Israel had)
yet do by nature the things required by tho law,
and so display 4

the work of the law written in

their hearts’ (Bo 214f>
). They have the idea of a

task to be done, just as the Jews have ; and there
is a ‘natural legality,’ to use an expression of
Chalrners, in men which disposes them to aim at
achieving righteousness in this way. Tho first

thought of man, Jew or Gentile, is that ho will do
the things that are required of him,—in other
words, keep the law,—and on tho ground of what
he thus achieves claim as of right the approbation
of God. This is what St. Paul means by attaining
righteousness <•£ ipyuv v6^ov, by works of law, Tho
Mosaic law is included, but it is included not as
Mosaic, but as legal, and it does not exhaust the
concept. The law may bo the form that haunts
the mmd of the 4 natural legalist ’ the world over ;

and to all such alike, Jew or Gentile, St. Paul
declares that the way they axe treading can never
lead to acceptance with God, It does not matter
what the special content is which is embodied in
the legal form ; it may be mainly what we call
ritual, as in the Ep. to the Galatians, or mainly
what we call ethical, as in the Ep. to the Eomans

;

in no case whatever can statutory obedience con-
stitute a claim on God or command His approba-
tion. ‘By works of law shall no flesh be justified
in his sight 9 (Eo 3,J0

).

(£) There is another point to be cleared up in St,
Paul’s use of the word. There are passages in
which ‘ the law ’ is used with a genitive in a way
which suggests to a modern, perhaps especially to
an English reader, that the word is used with some
approach to the sense it now bears in physical
science. Thus ‘the law of sin which is in my
members’ is interpreted as the sinful mode in
which ‘my members’ normally or habitually act
(Bo 7s8

) ; similarly also ‘ the law of the spirit of
the life in Christ Jesus’ (Eo 8a

). But the passage
most relied on^ to prove this sense is Bo 7S1 eityicricu

doa rbv vbfiov, r<p QiKovrt, ifxol iroi&v rb KaXbv, 6tl kfxol rb
a tKbv Trapdtmrat. This is often interpreted to mean,

*T find therefore this regularly recurrent pheno-

menon,—this “ law ” in the sense uf modem science,

—that when 1 would do good, evil U present with

me’ (so Winer, ed. Moulton, p. 607, who renders

rbv vbfxov norma m.

;

and ef. Meyer or Sunday and
Jleadlam, adlo<\). But tho 4 law ’ of modern science

belongs to an intellectual world which was not then

in being, and there can be little doubt that by t bnurKw

dpa rbv vbpLov Sb. Paul means to say, ‘this is what l

find as far as tho lawis concerned, -~1 mean well,

but am perpetually battled by the presence of evil,
5

(So Vaughan), fine words rbv vtinov refer to the

law of Moses, under which St, Paul had hist

experience of legal religion; butjt is the experi-

ence also of every one who has tried legal religion

in any shape, Mosaic or another. So in the other

passages referred to above, Mho law’ is to be

conceived as related to a legislator, and not as

in modern physics. ‘Tim law of God* (Bo 7””) is

the law which God enjoins; tho law ‘of the

mind’ (v. 29
)

is tho law which tho rods or practical

reason of the man prescribes, or the law of God
as re-enacted in conscience; the law of sin is the

mode of life (not in which sin is normally ex-

hibited, but) which Sin, personified as a rival to

God, enjoins upon man and compels him to follow*

;

the law of the Spirit of tho life In Christ, Jesus is

the mode of life (not in which spirit acts auto-

matically, and on tins analogy of n physical bare,
but) which the Spirit authoritatively prescribes,

and, as being in its essence impulse as well as law,

enables man freely to realize,

There are, however, eases in which the genitive

with vbfios is of a different kind, and in which nfyua

itself seems to bo used in a larger' sense, almost ,*

‘religion,’ as something instituted by God* Thus
in Bo 3a7 St. Paul Hays boasting is summarily
excluded, and asks && volov rbjuou

;

through what
sort of law? In other words, What sort of char
acter must we suppose Christianity as a divine

institution to possess, in order that this result,

must follow? Is it to be characterized by works,
or by faith? The latter, says Sfc. Paul ; the gene
tives in tho verse being those of the characterizing
quality. In v. 81 of the same chapter vbjuov is

ambiguous. It may refer to tho OT religion as a
whole; and then the answer to the question, Do
we annul (the) Law through faith? would be given
in ch. 4, where St. Paul shows that the juste
fication of Christians has its prototype in that of

Abraham,—in other words, that the old order is

confirmed (Ictt&voijlw), not subverted, by the new.
But vbfxov may be generic, and the question may
moan, Do we then annul Law—all that lias over
been known as moral order, all that has ever been
supposed to safeguard morality whether of Mosaic
or other origin—by our faith, ijt, by our new
Christian religion ? In this case, the proof of the
assertion that we do not annul but establish Law
by Faith—that the Christian religion is the only
effective guarantee of morality—is given, not in

ch. 4, but in die. 6-8, where Christianity is shown
to involve the possession of the Holy Spirit.

(
d) We may now proceed to notice more part icu-

larly what St. Paul teaches about Law, bearing in

mind that it was through the Mosaic law that he
obtained the experience out of which ho speaks,
but that he speaks for the benefit of mm who may
have had a similar experience although they had
never heard of Moses ; in other words, that even
where he is formally discussing tfm Law, It is Law
itself, in all that is characteristic of it as legal,
which he is really concerned with.

(1) As regards its place in history, it is an
entirely subordinate thing. Tho 'great spiritual
powers which have had dominance in the life of man
are Sin and Grace

;
in comparison with them, Law

is a minor matter. Sin entered the world (ihrj\0tv
9
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Ro 512), and so did Grace, but Law only irapeujr}\dev~
entered as an accessory, or in a subordinate capacity
(Ro 520

). To a Jew, the most important figure in
religion was Moses; St. Paul argues that the
importance of Moses in the spiritual history of
humanity is an entirely inferior thing when com-
pared to that of Adam or of Christ. This is the
purport also of the argument in Gal 315ff

*, where he
aims at showing that the Promise—'i.e. the Chris-
tian religion as it was announced to Abraham,
and in a sense imparted to him—was not con-
ditioned bv the Law, which came 400 years after-
wards, and that not by the immediate act of God,
but 'ordained through angels, by the hand of a
mediator.’ It is not so clear whether St. Paul
regarded Law, or the reign of Law, either in its
more statutory form as in Israel, or in its vaguer
form as present to conscience among the Gentiles,
as a positive preparation for the gospel. The
figures of the prison-house and the rcu8ayuy6$ in
Gal 3m hardly amount to this. As Lightfoot
remarks, ‘the tempting explanation of iradayuybs
els Xpurrdv, "one to conduct us to the school of
Christ,” ought probably to be abandoned. 5

Efe
XpLcrr&v really means 4 until Christ came. 5 During
the pre-Christian stage of our life we were 4 shut
up and kept in ward under the law 5

; it was our
prison and our moral guardian, but St. Paul does
not regard it as leading us to Christ. The Trcuda-

yuybs was a slave who had to exercise a certain
moral restraint over the boy under his charge

; the
law, too, was servile, an inferior type of religion,

and all it could do by itself was to attempt a
similar restraint.

b (2) On the mode in which Law acts in the indi-

vidual who lives under it, St. Paul has much to
say. (a) It brings the knowledge, especially the
full knowledge (HHypca<ns) of sin, Ro 320 416’, and
esp. 7

7ff- ‘I had not known sin, but through the
law, 5

etc. The description of spiritual experience in

Ro 77'2S is not to be mechanically interpreted ; it

belongs towhat may be called 4 ideal biography. 5

It

is neither the experience of the regenerate nor of

the unregenerate man, but the experience, if one
might say so, of the unregenerate man seen through
regenerate eyes, interpreted by a regenerate mind.

;

it is individual experience, but universalized
; it is

not a deposition for a law court, but some kind of

essential eternal truth. It contains much of St.

Paul’s doctrine of the law—a doctrine resting on
experience of Ms own. The starting-point is

purely ideal.
4 1 was alive without the law {xwpls

v6fjt,ov) once.
5 This is not a date which can be fixed

in any one’s life. There is not really a golden age,

a happy time to which we can look back, when we
had no conscience, and therefore no bad conscience.

It is, however, the assumed starting-point of the
spiritual life for St. Paul. It lasts till its peace is

invaded by the Law. When the commandment
comes, sin wakes up to life, and the man dies.

The prohibition of the Law reveals to man his

antagonism to it. The Law comes to him, from
without, and it is without : man and the law, the
very moment the law appears as such, are dis-

covered to be in some kindL of antagonism to each
other ; conscience first exists as a bad conscience.

(p) The law not only brings the full conscious-

ness of sin, it also brings its doom. The law works
wrath, Ro 415

. There is a 4 curse of the law 5 which
comes upon all who violate it. To know that one
has broken the law is to know that he is subject

to this curse. The doom of death stares him in

the face. St. Paul nowhere gives an analysis of

O&varos, or tcar&pa, or /carck/uga, or any of the words
he uses in this connexion, and it is merely mis-

leading to introduce such distinctions as physical,

spiritual, and eternal death to interpret his mean-
ing. That death which is the doom or curse of
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the law is one awful indivisible thing, which only
a despairing conscience can realize, and which is

too overwhelming to be the subject of such dis-

tinctions. It includes in every case the feeling
that God, whose the Law is, is against those who
have broken it.

.
(7) The Law,_ according to St. Paul, stimulates

sin, and was given for that very purpose. 4 The
Lawcame in beside, that the trespass might abound, 5

Ro 520. The Law was added t&v Trapapd&ewv x&PLV >

Gal 317
: where 4 because of transgressions 5 must be

interpreted on the analogy of Ro 520 tva TrXeov&a-r)

rb Trap&TTTujAa. Of. also Ro 718
4 that sin through the

commandment, 5

i.e. through the law in one of the
injunctions or prohibitions composing it, ‘might
become exceeding sinful.

5 This is one of the most
daring points in St. Paul’s doctrine, yet it rests on,
the familiar psychological fact that prohibition
provokes resistance. When the law— any law
whatever—says 4 Do not,

5 there is something in
man which is inclined to say ‘I will.

5 The
peculiarity is that St. Paul represents God as
availing Himself of this characteristic of human
nature in order (indirectly) to prepare man for
salvation. When he says that the purpose for
which Law came in was that the trespass might
abound, the purpose is conceived as God’s. It is

as though God saw that the only way to get man
to accept His righteousness was to make him
despair of his own, and the way to make him
despair of his own was to subject him to a dis-

cipline under which the sin that was in him
would reveal its exceeding sinfulness, its irresistible

tyrannical strength, and annihilate all his hopes.
It is in this connexion of ideas that St. Paul says
the law is the strength of sin, 1 Co 1556

. No doubt
it was at this point that his doctrine would seem
most impious to a pious Jew. The Law, his

adversary would naturally assume, was given to
be kept. It was given to guide man in the way
of life, to be a light to his feet and a lamp to his

path. It was a kind of insanity—so it would seem
to him—to represent it as given to stimulate sin,

to counteract its own nature, defeat its own pur-
pose, and lead to its own supersession by a new
religion. But, in reality, Law is used in two
different senses by the parties to this controversy.
The Jewish interlocutor whom we have supposed
is thinking of the whole OT revelation, which is

not necessarily legal at all; St. Paul is thinking
of it specifically as legal, as that system of statutes
and traditions to which it had been reduced in the
Pharisaic circles in which he had been brought up ;

and he is interpreting God’s purpose m giving the
law through his own experience—surely an ex-
perience in which the hand and purpose of God
could be traced—under those conditions. If ex-
perience proved anything, it proved that God
could mean nothing by the law (as St. Paul had
known it) except to make a full revelation of sin.

It was not meant to bring salvation, it was meant
to bring despair.

(5) But though the law acts in this paradoxical
way, and does so in pursuance of God’s purpose,

God is not to blame for the sin which is multiplied,

nor is the character of the law itself in the least

degree compromised. The law is spiritual and
holy. Both Trvevimracks and ayios are words which
indicate the connexion of the law with God. The
commandment, the prohibition or precept in which
the law expresses itself, is holy

(
= divine), just

(
= answering to the relations which subsist be-

tween God and man, or between men themselves),

and good
(
= morally beneficent). The explanation

of the disastrous working of the law (disastrous,

though God’s grace makes it an indirect prepara-

tion for the gospel) is to be found in man himself,

and especially in his nature as flesh: 4 7 am
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cr&pKivos, a creature of flesh, Hold under sin,’ Ro
7
14

.

The law, perhaps, ought to he aide to do for us
something quite different from what it actually
does; but it cannot do that other thing; it is

weak 4 through the llesh,’ Ro 88
. St. Paul nowhere

explains how the flesh has come to have this

peculiar, native, invincible antipathy to the law,
and this is not the place to inquire ; it is enough
to notice that it is on his conception (which like
all his other conceptions is not an abstract but an
experimental one) of what the llesh is, that the
most characteristic part of his doctrine of the law
depends. It is because the llesh is what it is that
the law stimulates sin, plunges man into despair,
and so prepares him for the gospel, i.a. for a divine
righteousness to which 4 works oi law 5

contribute
nothing, though witness is borne to it ‘ by the law
and the prophets.

5 The llesh and the law together
explain the universal need and the universal
craving for redemption.

(3) It is necessary, however, to define the relation
of law and gospel more closely. It is true that the
law contributes nothing to the gospel : no statutory
obedience whatsoever enters into the duccuoatipy}

Oeou preached by St. Paul to sinners whom the
law has brought to despair. But the law is not
ignored by the gospel. It is Cod’s law. It is

enforced by the most terrible sanctions: its sen-
tence of condemnation, its curse, its doom of death,
are awful realities, and cannot simply be passed
by. Nor in St, Paul’s gospel are they passed by.
The very heart of that gospel is Christ's relation to
the law—His relation to the law, not merely as a
law which issues commandments, hut as a law
which has pronounced sentence upon man. When
Christ is said to he made under law, to redeem
them that are under law, it is this which is in

view: St. Paul has a gospel to preach to men
under the condemnation of the law, because that
condemnation has been taken on Himself by Christ.
This is the idea which explains all the formula* the
apostle uses in describing the redeeming work of
Christ, and which explains above all the fact that
flic redeeming work of Christ is so constantly
identified with His death. Death is the doom of
sin, the sanction, the curse, the sentence of the
law ; and in dying for us Christ recognized without
abatement the utmost claims of the law as ex-
pressive of the holy will of God. It is in this
sense that He is said to havo become a curse for
us, and to have been made sin for us by God ; it is

in this sense also that God is said in Him to have
condemned sin in the flesh. All these passages (Gal
318 44f

-, 2 Co 521
, Ro 88

) describe the same tiling : the
absolute honour paid to the law by Christ in freely
submitting to that death in which the law’s con-
demnation of humanity is expressed.We do not discredit this connexion of ideas by
saying that death is merely physical, and that the
conception of it as the doom of sin is fantastic or
mythological. Nothing that happens to man is
merely physical All that happens to a spiritual
being has in the last resort a spiritual meaning

;

and when death is interpreted (not through its
physiological antecedents or conditions, but as it

must be by the philosopher, the moralist, and the
theologian) through the conscience, it will be hard
to find for it any other significance than that which
St. Paul accepts. It is the dreadful experience in
which conscience sees not the debt of nature, but
the wages of sin ; and it is as such that Christ is

conceived as submitting to it.

The same holds of the more elaborate passage
Ro PlmM

. Christ is there represented as set forth
‘ as a propitiation, ... in his blood, with a view
to demonstrate God’s righteousness, owing to the
passing by of foregone sins in the forbearance of

God.’ The idea is that God’s treatment of sin

hitherto— II is suspense <>t judgment east a shadow
on His righteousness: it might he questioned
whether God was really concerned about the

difference between right and wrong. But at the
cross His righteousness has been cleared from this

shadow, IlowV Because there the doom of sin

has fallen upon Ills own Son. Nothing could
show more conclusively that God was inexorable,

irreconcilable to sin —that God’s law was an in-

violable law. There is nothing in the argument of

Weiss [Comm, on Bo IP) that punishment ami pro-

pitiation are alternatives between which God had
to choose, but which had nothing to do with each
other, God chose to make propitiation for the sin

of the world, and He did it, according to St. Paul, —
not in this passage only, but in all the others cited

above,—in the following way: He sent His Son to

take the sin of the world upon Him in all those
consequences of it in which His condemnation and
the sanctity of Ilis law are expressed, and (‘.speci-

ally, therefore, in death. Death in Christ's ease
has propitiatory significance,— in other words, it is

the oasis of gospel, — because it is the bearing of

sin, the full recognition, in their full extent, ol the
Law’s claims upon man. To dissolve the relation

between the Death of Christ and the sentence of

the Law— to take the curse and condemnation
out of the Cross -is to annihilate the gospel as
St. Paul understood it. ft is essential to a doctrine
of atonement that it should in this sense at least
‘ establish the law.*

(4) But the question remains, What is the relation
of the Christian to the Baw, or to law in general?
Much of the paradox of St. Paul's teaching gat hers
round this point. In all religion, of course, from
the point of view of ethics, there is sound lung
paradoxical. It belongs to religion, as such, to
transcend the ethical point of view, yet to con-
serve and promote, indeed to he the only effective

means of conserving and promoting, ethical in-

terests. Hence moralists are the most severe, if

at times the most inept, critics of religion, and St.

Haul ’ft idealism and his paradoxes together pro*
voked ami still provoke infinite comment. Yet Ids
position is quite clear. On the one hand, the
Christian lias nothing more to do with law in any
way. * I through law died to law that I might live

to God.’ An exhaustive experiment of living under
law convinced him that thorn was neither life nor
righteousness to be found that way, and he was
done with law for ever, 4

1 am ‘crucified with
Christ ; and it is no longer I who live, hut Christ
who lives in mod The old end of life is not
renounced

; his aim is still righteousness * hut
the old means are renounced. Righteousness is

not to be achieved out of his own resources,
and brought to God for His approval ; it is to
be the work of Christ dwelling in him through
Ilis Spirit. Law was weak through the fieri),

and could not do what was wanted ; hut the
Spirit is stronger than the flesh, and can secure,

in spite of it what the law failed to secure;
in us (Christians), as we walk not after the
flesh but after the spirit,

4 the just demand (rb

diwlujua)' of the law 5

is fulfilled, Ro 84
» Bin has

not dominion over ns, for we are not under law
(the working of which has been explained above
under 2 (7)), but under grace ; law only enslaves to
sin ; but grace gives the quickening spirit and
liberates.

Hence in the Christian religion, as St Paul
understood it

?
nothing statutory could have any

place. To give a legal authority to any formal
precept, ethical or ritual, is to shut the door of
hope, and open again the door of despair. It is

to contemn the Spirit, which is Christ’s gift, and
the cross, by which He won it, and to renounce the
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liberty with which He has made us free. St. Paul
was not an an*inomian (for the just demand of the
law is to be fulfilled in all Christians), but he was
certainly an anomian. He recognizes no law in
the Church but the law of the spirit of the life in
Christ Jesus, and while that is both law and im-
pulse it is essentially personal, and can never be
reduced to statutory form. He can speak of
Christianity indeed (to which circumcision is no-
thing and uncircumcision is nothing) as 'the
keeping of the commandments of God, 5

1 Co 719
;

but all legalism is eliminated when the law is
described as having its fulfilment in love, Ro 1310

,

Gal 5 14
,
and ‘the law of Christ

5

is explained as

)
bearing each other’s burdens,

5 Gal 62
. Legalism,

in short, and Christianity (life in the Spirit) are to
St. Paul mutually exclusive ideas

; and though in
a formally constituted society, i.e. in sense a cor-
poration in the eye of the law, a legal creed and a
legal organization might become necessary, the
idea that the existence of Christianity depended
upon them could only have seemed to him a fatal
contradiction of all that Christianity meant.

(a) At the close of his third mission, St. Paul
came again to Jerusalem. He had with him the
collection from the Gentile Churches, and was most
eager to maintain brotherly relations between the
< Gentile and the Jewish sections of Christendom,
though he had grave misgivings as to what might
happen. Cf. Ac 21 17ff

-, 2 Co 8 and 9, Ro 1525ff\ The
opposition to his * lawless 5 Christianity, which had
followed him in all his churches and been combated
in his four great Epistles, had been busy in Jeru-
salem also. The native Christians there were
devoted in their attachment to the law in its

national aspects (?rdvres friXural rod vdjuiov, Ac 21 20
).

They had been sedulously instructed (/car^x^-

tirjaav) that St. Paul was teaching the Jews who
lived abroad to apostatize from the law, neither
circumcising their children nor keeping the tradi-

tional customs. This was undoubtedly the logic

of St. Paul’s gospel, though there is no evidence,
apart from this unscrupulous assertion, that St.

Paul ever sought to denationalize his countrymen ;

and it is a fair question whether St. James and his

elders did not ask him to do something which
would leave an essentially false impression when
they asked him to associate himself with certain

men in a vow, that all might know that none of

the things which they had been drilled to believe

about him were true, and that he himself also in

his conduct was an observer of the law (v. 24).

Probably, in yielding to this request, St. Paul was
carrying to an extreme the conciliatory principles

of 1 Co 920fF
-

; but the tumult which ended in his

imprisonment and transference to Rome prevented
any further development of the controversy about
law between the apostle and the Jewish Christian
party.

(f

)

The later Epistles hardly enable us to add
anything of importance. In Eph the law as a
national institute—the law of commandments con-

tained in ordinances, cf. Col 214—is regarded as a
dividing wall between Jew and Gentile; it has
been broken down and annulled by the death of

Christ, and with it the enmity which severed the
two great branches of the human family ; they are

now one new man. In Col what St. Paul has to

deal with is a movement which in its requirements
resembles the ritualistic legalism with which he
had been confronted in Galatia; the difference

is that in Galatia the legalism attached itself

directly to the law of Moses, in Colossse it seemed
to be connected with some philosophical or theo-

sophical system, possibly of Essene affinities, and
therefore more exacting in its demands than the

letter of Moses 5 law* Cf. Col 216fl'*. St. Paul was
equally irreconcilable to it in both cases, and for

vol, hi.—

6

the same reason. As dead with Christ, the Christian
was dead to that whole mode of being, that whole
conception of life, which allowed order to be pre-
scribed from without. It was worse, of course,
when the multiplied prohibitions, ‘Touch not,
taste not, handle not,’ had no divine sanction
the Mosaic law had) or even the pretence of it, but
were merely a tradition of men. The conscience
which has received the Spirit of Christ is shirking
its own responsibilities when it allows others to lay
down the law for it. To be perfectly free, and to
take the whole responsibility of freedom, is the
only way to wholesome morality and to Christian
sanctification. ‘ Therefore let no one judge you in
eating or drinking, or in respect of a festival or
new moon or Sabbath. 5 All laws and customs as
such tend to extinguish the feeling of personal
responsibility, tu blunt the keenness of individual
conscience : hence to bind them on the conscience,
in their character as legal and customary, is anti-
christian. In Ph 31 "11 there is a sudden fierce flash,

provoked we cannot tell how, of the ideas and tem-
per that belong to the great controversial Epistles.
In the Pastoral Epp.

,
which represent a considerably

later date, we can see that questions connected with
law still engaged attention, though there is nothing
indicative either of the passion or the interest in
principle which characterize the earlier years of
the apostle. Titus (3

9
) is warned to decline /tenets

po/juK&s, as though the whole subject were prac-
tically settled; and we catch the same half-con-
temptuous tone in 1 Ti l7 ,

where persons are
referred to, Judaizing no doubt,who wish to be po/jlo

-

8idd<ricaXoi though they have no idea of the functions
of law. It may be questioned whether the two
verses following come up to the insight of Ro 7,

but they have their own truth, and probably served
the writer’s purpose. When the battle was prac-
tically over, and the victory won, even St. Paul
mayhave expressed himself in this almost indifferent
commonplace

;
perhaps he despaired of gaining

access to the general mind for any profounder
statement of the truth. The legalism of the persons
who forbade to marry and commanded to abstain
from meats (1 Ti 43 ) cannot have been Mosaic, but
must have been of some philosophical type, akin
to that found in Colossse.

III. The Law isr the Epistle to the Hebrews.
—The Pauline affinities of the Ep. to the Hebrews
cannot be denied, but the conception of law in it is

very different. Law here is sometimes expressly
the law of Moses (7

28 919 1028
), but it is regarded

not so much as a set of statutes to be punctually
obeyed, as a religious constitution under which the
nation had to worship. Cf. the use of the verb vof^o-

dereiv in 711 86
. The fundamental idea of the book

is that there is one people of God through all ages,

though it has stood at different times in different

relations to Him. Its relation to God, its nearness
or distance, depends on the kind of priesthood it

has ; and when the priesthood is changed there is

necessarily also a change of law : that is, t he re-

ligious constitution is altered, 712. The old law

—

the religious constitution under which the people
of God lived when mediation was that of the
Levitical priesthood—‘made nothing perfect 5

(7
19

);

there was no absolute or Anal religion then, no
purgation of conscience, no sure immediate joyful

access to God. Christianity, on the other hand

—

the religions constitution under which the people
of God live now, when mediation is that of the
Melchizedek priest, the Son of God—is the reXd-

uo-if of what was promised of old. The new
covenant is legally constituted on the basis of

better promises (8
6
). It has, with the definite

outline of reality, the good things of w^,ich the
law had only a shadow (101

).

There is nothing in St. Paul which exactly
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corresponds to thin : not eveui in Col 2' 7
, still loss

in what, ho says of the promise in (ial 3 or of
tho promises in 2 Co I-‘>. In fact, we do not iiml
in ot. 1 aul any conception of Le.vitie.al ism aw pos-
sessing a rel igious sign] tteaneo, as dealing even in
a, pathelically disappointing way with spiritual
neyes si tics m man, which would lii'ul their adequate
satisfaction only in Mlmsl. In (lie Kp. to the
Jlcbrews Christ is still regarded as making pro-
pitiation ior sins (iT7

), hut Uis death is not put, so
prominently as in Bt. Paul, in 1 elation to the Law.
y ot in ll)

r,ll

% where such emphasis is laid on ( Christ’s
obedience, it is to he noted (see v. M

') that the
obedience required of Christ is specifically that of
a nodcomer : ijt. ex kt/pofhetti, the obedience of
One who becomes one with the sinful not only in
nature hut m experience and in lot (<mo of ‘the
Jojwlmg t houghts of the ICpistlo, lT'

MK
), taking onH inme 1 1 their llesli ami hlood, their temptations

and discipline, the whole hurt Ion, eunse, and doom
of their sins, and so setting them free. Vet the
diflcronce between the ooneopiion of Law lime andm St. Paul is seen in this, that while St. Paul ilk-
presses the result of this red e i np t i ve d i »al 1 1 h> oucumb,m Hebrews it is expressed by uyutynv. In other
words, the result, to St, Paul is that tile, re. is no con-
demnation, fho elaim of the Law against Mm indi-
vidual is annulled; to the writer to the Hebnms
the result is that worship is made possible ; the sou!
is able now, as it was not before, to diaw near to
Lod; true religion is put wifhin ibs reach. Tills
distinction justifies us, after all, in saying (hat the
distinction between moral and ritual law belongs
to the N . St. Paul dors mainly tliink of law as
moral—Hod s demand for righteousness

; llebievs
thinks of it as ritual —the medium through which
<>i the constitution under which we worship. Butm both eases the law comas to an end with the
gospel. Christ iimshew it as a way of attaining
righteousness, Bo to>, Hebrews finishes it also as
a mode ot worshipping Mod,

IV. Tub Law in thk otiihu NT Looks..-
AmotiK tho rotminimi' 1m»1<h of Uio NT, flu,no wlu.-li
ox lu bit inoHt ludinitiouH ot I ho controvorsv nhich
luul ragwl hotwon Jowinh and Ontllo OllrisUnmi
Jim the Apuciilypso and tho Up. of Jamnw. In (.!,«
form or (2-") Urn Church in Thyatirn is threatened
because it tolerates ‘ the woman dejsebel who
teaches and seduces my servants to commit form-
cation, and to eat things ottered to idols,’ it. to
violate tho compact of Ac 15^*, of, Uev 2lM

. Therenmy have ton a spurious, ant.inomian ilillwmco
at work here, which anpenled to St. Paul's name,

absurd Mvddi Kenan, titmt Paul, pp. ;to:b
, LAntexhmt P. mil) to regard Mils as adermnegation of St P&ui’s doctrine. Although,

too, the Apocalypse lays great stress on works, it“ov,°r
,

veh,’urds them as having the character of“g !uy ofoWfanoo : in other words, thny
aie IlOt legal. Thoxr c i

v"'* (uuiwiimim, r/mL h 405 . A
mvonnto expression for tho Christian life (tho

T,°
(,l>»uuinndmnnt» of God, 1217 14M, of.

i
) as probably borrowed, like other things in the

a mwardW, , im
nI ( 1 C<>^ The ~P«<m ofa n ward (22“ 11“) no more proves legalism in the

author of thw hook than m Joans Himself (Mt S 11
).

1 1 therein a future which is determined acoordintr
to man h works, and tliis is tho tuachin" not of

n

A
0yi-yyy nt, it i* n<dtR«r i<Wnor semfo, but only sane to lot it toll on the pro-

- t

+

1
,

U! ( r“Si>ol Of fet. John tho numerous
references to tlifi law, with the exception of l 17

wint 'h I
8,«I0U

?
infcor®sfc : And there it is contrasted

«m) g
)

0SP^ A® A less porfoet revelation, grace

o?God
th W ^ beinfe' t,le essentiaI Attributes

Tim Bp of .Tames is more difficult.. If. has often
been liealyd as a document, of legal Pin iofumit \

,

the aim of which is to retut e the Pauline doe! unr
ot justification by faith .apart hum w 01 k, , <n law.
But it is remail.iible flint (he erifie.il pu 4t * c

in which faith and wuiks are dmeu i>*d m
their relation to ea.eh other, never once u the
Pauline expression t’/r/a vo/uw. If (be wilier i,

cont roverting SI.. Paul, it. must be admit led Mint
ho has not grasped flu* Pauline point ot view, and
that Luther"* verdict, on his work was ju tipH.
Misconception of ia.ithis not the satin* as St. P,nd
and fluttr is w h\ h<i has to sujipl<*m<*nl if hy woi k -

aiul file works'hy wlu<*h if is supplemented, aod u>
which indeed it is exhibited, are not what St. Paid
meant by works of law. They are not ueU ot
obedience Jo any statutory embodiment of divine
will. As illustrated in v. 1 * ,ir

* they aie rather whaj
St, Paul would have culled fruit*’ of the KpinL
They are, it we ehoose to say no, tin* fulJilment of
a law, but the writer lakes rare that we do not
conceive, flm law legally. Il is a, law v, hieb mu t,

be actually obeyed, no doubt, but it. is at o the law
of liberty (l-*

1

ii
11

), w hieh (Ihristiaim freely aut)
spontaneously fullil ; it is eomlensed, ;u ui t he
teaching of desus, Ml. gg ut

, into the ‘io\al lav,,
1

Thou shall love thy neigh hour as thyself; and it

is perfect. The law, in short, is the *ume as the
word of t !nd, and to St. dame.., t hi , is not estei mil
and preceptive, d’here is a native attimH be
I'M ecu man and the word; when he receive** it, if

becomes mi implanted word, a thing Unit -ink.*,
roof in Ids nature and turn power to ia\e hi
sold (I- 1

), With this word Mod Ima begotten bun ;

if is in his heart,, as desus promLen, ".piiit cud
Hte (da

; the law, that is, is impuLe as well a-,

la,w to Hm Mlirisiinn, and the keeping of it i

perfect freedom. Formally a contradict inn of
Pauliuism, it is at bottom the same kind of ex
perience which is here described. T<i St. Paid
Christianity is a new religious relation to Mod,
which Im defines by cout<vast to legalism * to SI.
dames it, is rather a new ethical life, which he
describes in terms of law, but* of law from which
legalism has been eliminated. See, further, d AM j s
(Phstlkop),

<

Thi‘ conception of SI. .lames is that, from which
the phenomena of nascent Mat holicism cun be b be
unde.rHUxsl, and this is a strong argument- ior
putting the book late. In the other Mathobe
hpistloH Law is not menfiom-d, but it is chair tiwm
dude, 2 P njul 1 du, that there were tendencies to
antinoinianism at work in many places. Such
tendencies seem insiuutrable from ‘every revival of
religion,yeligiou, as already remarked, trim icemliug
even wliilu it. gun.mnfetw morality. 'To cmmtcmcf
them without reintroducing legalism and la lining
irom a Christian to a pred ’hrisimn tytinof religion,

’

was not, easy; and the use of vtym by St. dames,
the habit of eoiieeivimf f.tin MT U,.,

, , {>. : j vfd rvfwt tty Monies,
the habit of conceiving tho OT ns a revelation of
Moiu will for the ordering of life, and of regarding
Jesus as the Legislator by whom Mm revelation
was made perfect, led inevitably mid not- slowly to
the conception of Mbristianity itself us a m'\v law.
I his conception is common to MhrwUnn writers
from Barnabas onward. 'Hie new law might have
tou, and at first was, akin to 1 Mm law of lihert y

'

in ht, datnoH, ‘ Urn law of faith/ ‘ the law of Mltri/i /
* tho law of the spirit of the life in Christ dewus ’ in

xi, 5 Vu^.a8 ^ie heeamo a Htate, mid
orthodoxy took tho place of irtspimUoib the n«*w
law- was correspondingly degraded, and in the
early and the medieval (Jatholie Mhurch the
very idea of spiritual liberty was lost. The
religious idealism of BL Paul was far aiiovo out
of its HLght, and it was not till the Mlmroh wiih

I

b(?rn again in the 10th (sent, that the gospel,
winch brings a righteousness of Mod to wliicii
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works ot* law con tribute nothing, fairly found
access into the human mind.

LiTHitAT

i

frk.—'The NT Theologies of Baur, Woiss, Beyaohlaff,
Iloltznuim; Ewald, HI, voln. vi. vn. vni. of the Eng1

, tr.

,

H<*him*r, G./T ! * ii. 4G41L [11JP n. ii. 90 ff.]; Wellhauscn,
Jsraehtische u. Jiidisrhe (iesahichtcN, pp. 342-300; Wmsacker,
Dm aposlolisehe Ze it,alter, p. 024 IT. and passim

j
fckij*. tr.

u. 30311.1; JMHfilTort, Hist, of Christianity in the Apostolie Age,
Bee Index, s.tw. Law, Liberty; Hurt, Jndaistie Christianity,
passim

;
RiLsehl, Reehlf. u. Versohnwng, vol. ii., and Die

Mntsiehung der tilth. Kirehe (2nd ed.)
;
Baur, Paulas, vol. ii

jy.'. U0~bS3, etc.. ; Bmoe, The Kingdom of God, pp. 03-84, and .

Rl. Paul’s Conception oj Christianity
, Wendt, Die Lehre Jesit,

V- 207 IT.
;

tSehurer, Die Predigt Jesu in ihmn Verhaltniss
zvm AT ; HolsLui, Znm Mogul, des Paulas u. des Petrus

;

Grabs Die paulinisehe Lehre vom Gesetz; Zahn, Das Gesetz
Gottes naeh der Lehre u. Mrfahnuig des Ap. Paulus

,

M&iegoz,
he Peeh l et la Redemption d'aprbs R. Paul; A. Sabatier,
L’a pot re Paul', Plloidcror, Der Pauhnismns, and Das tlr~

ehristenthum
; Jmvott, ‘ Essayh and JUBsortations’ (vol. ii. of

hw Comm, on Rt. Paul's Hpp. toThess. Gal. Rom.); Gifford on
Romans (Appendix to Introduction) ; Mackintosh, Christ and
the Jewish Law

;
('lemon, Die Christliche Lehre von der Runde,

vv J. Denney.

LAWGIVER occurs six times in AY of OT
(<in 4<M°, Nu s2i

1H
,
l)t 33" Ps (5()

7 m^WslOS8

Is ,WU
) and once in NT (Ja 4 1

-). In the OT it is

the trn of pphp, in NT of votLoOtrys. The root
ppn means ‘to cut in,’ ‘inscribe/ ‘engrave,’ and
hence, from the practice of inscribing a decree
(pn, npn) upon tablets [see JAW (IN OT) above,

]>. 07M, ‘to enact or command,’ Thus we find in

Jg 5 S) ’ppinas * the commanders of Israel.’ The
J*oH ptep. PpnD appears to have two distinct

senses : (a) that of ‘leader/ ‘commander’ (‘law-

giver’ is too narrow a term, especially as in the
mind of the English reader it is associated so

closely with the Mosaic law). This is the meaning
of the word in l)t 33" (‘a commander’s portion

was reserved’), where it is used of the leader of

the warlike tribe of Gad ; in Jg 514 (‘out of Machir
came forth hinders’ [D'pprn?

||
D'pjrtn of v.9]) ;

and in

Is 33Ma
,
whore nppn^ 4 onr lawgiver’ (LXX tLpxuv)3%

used in parallelism with < our judge’ and
‘our king/ {b) The other meaning which it

appears to ho necessary to postulate is that of
* ruler’s or commanders stall/ which it would
bear in (in 40 10 (where pprra is parallel with »}b>),

‘ rPhe (royal V] sceptre shall not depart from Judah
nor the ruler’s stall* from between his foot’; in

Nu 21 1B
(||

njj$p ‘stair’), where KV ‘with the

sceptre
5

is plainly more appropriate as a rendering

of ppmp9 than AV and RVm ‘ by direction or order

of the lawgiver ’ (LXX 4v ryj BairikeLq, atirQv, Vulg.

in datore login)

;

and in Ps GO — 1088 ‘Judah is my
sceptre/ although LXX has fiaviXefc ‘king’ (simi-

larly Posh, and Vulgate).

The most controverted of the above passages is

Gn 49 10
. For p$o pph^ the LXX has teal Tjyoti-

fJt€V0S €K T&V JfW&V Ctl’jTQV, Vlllg. &t duX do fCIHOTC

egus, Targ. Oiik. ’man \pD n”isdi, all three
_

taking

pphD in a personal sense, and understanding

r to be a promise of an unbroken succession of

descendants. But the parallelism between pprnp

and KQtf demands that these two words have

similar senses (the LXX is consistent in this

respect, rendering tone? by &px ;
an<* there

can be little doubt that ‘(royal?) sceptre’ is the

meaning of ‘ ruler’s stall*’ seems a very ap-

propriate sense for ppm?. Then again the expres-

sion psp, which is parallel to may mean
‘ from before him ’ (cf. ps used of Jael in Jg 5*1

),

referring to ‘ the actual position of the long stall,

grasped* in the right hand as the chief walks or

stands still’ (Ball in SHOT, ad loc.). The mention

of the ‘feet’ rather than the hands Ball explains

as due to the fact that it is not a short ornamental

sceptre that is in view but a long staff reaching to

the ground, and he compares the Egyp. hieroglyph

for ‘groat man,’ ‘chief/ ‘king’ (urn), -which is a

figure holding the stalf as described above. He

notes, further, that similar insignia of authority
are still carried by the Bedawin sheikhs and head-
men of villages, and considers that the idea of a

sitting figure, with the staff held between the feet,

as seen in some ancient sculptures, does not har-

monize so well with the context which suggests
movement. In any case the meaning of the couplet,

‘The sceptre shall not depart from Judah nor the
ruler’s stalf from before him/ appears to be that
Judah is to retain the hegemony among the tribes

of Israel (or probably the royalty [note tariff ab-

solutely]), nGtr nt '3 -iy, on the meaning of which
last words see art. Shiloh, and cf., above all,

Driver in Carnb. Journ. of Philology, xiv. (1880),

and in Expositor

,

July 1885, p. 10 if See also

Dillm. and Spurred, ad loc.

The only NT occurrence of ‘ lawgiver’ is, as we
have said, in Ja 432, where vo/aoderps is coupled
with Kpirrjs, the tAvo terms being used of God as at

once the Supreme Lawgiver and Judge. This is

the only instance in which vo,uod4rr)$ is used in the

NT, although the Amrb vogoderiu occurs in He 7U

S6 and the noun vopoOecria in Ro 94 ,
in all these

three passages the reference being directly or

implicitly to the giving of the law to Israel.

On the work of Moses as the lawgiver of Israel

see Law (in OT), above, p. 6G, and Moses.
J. A. Selbxe.

LAWYER [vopuKbs).—In the NT the name usually
given to the scribes is ypa/i/xareds (man of letters) ;

hut vopuizbs (‘lawyer’) and poptodiddurizahos (‘doctor

of the law’) are also occasionally used. Of the
tAvo latter terms, the second is found only in

Lk 517
,
Ac 534

,
and 1 Ti l

7 (Avliere it is used of

Avould-be teachers of the laAV in the Christian

Church) ; Avhile the first occurs most frequently
in Lk (7

30 1(F U45 - 46 * M 143 ), once in Mt (2235), and
noan’here else in the NT except in Tit 313

. A com-
parison of Lk 517 with v. 21 and Mk 2° Mt 93 sIioavs

that the three terms were used synonymously,
and did not denote three distinct classes. The
scribes were originally simply men of letters,

students of Scripture, and the name at first given
to them contains in itself no reference to the laAV ;

in course of time, hoAvever, they devoted them-
selves mainly, though by no means exclusively,

to the study of the laAV; they became jurists

rather than theologians, and received names which
of themselves called attention to that fact. Some
would doubtless devote themselves more to one
branch of activity than to another ;

hut a ‘ lawyer ’

might also be a ‘doctor’ ;
and the case of Gamaliel

shows that a ‘doctor’ might also be a member
of the Sanhedrin (Ac 534

).

Long before the time of our Saviour, the law,

written and oral, had become the absolute norm
of JeAvish life. Every detail of life, civil as well

as religious, Avas regulated in the minutest manner
by the law. It Avas impossible for the ordinary
Jew to be fully acquainted with the innumerable
statutes referring, e.g., to Levifcical purity or the

keeping of the Sahhatli, ancl to apply them to

the fresh cases that emerged daily; and yet his

standing before God depended upon his scrupulous

observance of these statutes. It was absolutely

necessary, therefore, that a special class of men
should devote themselves expressly to the study
of the law. These Avere the ‘scribes/ ‘lawyers/
or ‘ doctors of the laAV.’

(a) Their first and main function was to study
ancl expound the laAV, including the innumerable
‘traditions of the fathers’ ;

they had so to explain

it as to shoAV its application to the circumstances

of the present time ;
for every new case that

occurred they had to find out some pertinent

statute or precedent ;
and, in the absence of such

a statute or precedent, they had to deduce some
rule from their knowledge of what was legal
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They wore thus men whose special calling it was
to know what was legal.

(b) Their special knowledge of the law naturally
qualified them for holding the office of judge;
and in all probability the members of the various
Sanhedrins throughout the country were chosen,
as far as possible, from among 'their number.
From Hindi passages as Mt 1G S1 2018 21 15 2741

,

Mk 831 IP7 14‘13 * 88 151
,
Lk 0** 2G 1 22<5

*, Ac 4®, in

which they are named among the supremo Jewish
authorities, it is evident that some of them were
members of the Sanhedrin in Jerusalem. Though
they had no official standing in the synagogues,
their knowledge of the Scriptures generally and of

the law in particular would lead to their being the
principal speakers in religious assemblies (Mk 18S).

(c) The teaching of the law was also one of their

essential functions. In the time of our Saviour
there were special academies [both hammidrash)
in various parts of the Jewish world ; in Jerusalem
certain halls and rooms of the outer court of the
temple were set apart for this purpose (cf. Lk 24(f

).

The pupils sat in a semicircle round their teacher,
who also sat on a slightly raised bench. The
teaching was mostly oral and catechetical ; it

consisted mainly of a constant repetition of the
various ‘traditions of the fathers

5

dealing with
all manner of real and imaginary cases

;
the pupils

were encouraged to put questions to their teachers

;

they also attended the discussions that leading
Rabbis held among themselves, and were probably
also allowed to bo present at meetings of the
Sanhedrin.
For their judicial and teaching activity the

4 lawyers 5

or 4 doctors 5 wore understood to receive
no payment. Some of them would therefore
maintain themselves by following a trade (cf.

Ac 18*), and doubtless many men of means would
adopt a profession which was almost universally
held in the very highest esteem. They wore not,
however, always so unaellish as Jewish sources
represent them (cf. Mk 1240=Lk 2047

). They were
also exceedingly ambitious of honour (Mt 23°"n

,

Mk 1238 * 89
, Lk *ll

43 * 48 2046 ). More especially they
demanded, and received, suck honour from their
pupils. According to the Talmud, one’s teacher
is to be more reverenced and honoured than one’s
father, if the latter is not also a man of learning

;

4 for his father has only brought him into this
world, while his teacher, who teaches him wisdom,
brings him to life in the future world’ (quoted
in Scherer, IIJP n. i 317). See, further, art.

Scribes.

Literature.—

T

he article ‘ Schriftffck'hrto " in Herzogs
by Struck, in Schonkd’s MbeUIexihm by Kloppor, in Riobm’s
lUvlt a by Schuror

; of. also the latter writer's GJV* ii. 312 if.

[IIJP n. i 312 ff. ] ; Edersheim, Life and Times of Jmm the
Messiah, i. 93 R. ; 0. Boltzmann, N(intent. ZeitgescMcMe, 161 ff.

;

H. J. Boltzmann, JSfeutmt . Theol. i. 3<HL; Wellhauwm, Isr. u.
Jild. Gcsch.% 193 ft, and pamm

;

Weber, Jild. Thcoloyie avf
Grund des Talmud, etc., 1897, p. 106 ff., and passim.

D. Eaton.
LAY.—An abrupt use of the simple verb to lay

is found in Mt 8U 4 He saw his wife’s mother laid,

and sick of a fever,’ It is a literal tr, of the Gr.
fiefJKruiivpv teal irvpteraowav

;
RV gives ‘lying sick,

5

ignoring the tea.

i

The full form occurs in Mk 780
4 She found the devil gone out, and her daughter
laid Upon the bed’ (fieftXTynivyv 4wl rijs icXlvys (odd.
rb TraiUov ^efiXr)/atvov iiri ri)v kXLvtjp)). Cf. Ac 133®

4 David . . . fell on sleep, and was laid unto his
fathers 5

(wpoereridr) irpbs robs rrarSpas abrod). Hall,
Worths

, it 52, says, 4 His servant is sick
; he doth

not drive him out of doores, but layes him at
home.’
The simple verb to lay is used in Jon 3® in the

sense of 4 lay aside,
5 ‘He arose from his throne

and he laid his robe from him. 5 The expression
is irregular, and due to the word 4 from 5

following.

To lay means to ‘impute 5
in Job 24ls ‘God

layelh not folly to them* (D'pftt'?, RV 4 impufoth

it not lor folly
5

; cf. IS 22 lf> ‘Let not the king

impute anything unto his servant,
5 Hob. DcySx)

So Jonson, Scjantts, ii. 1—
* So prepare the poison

As you may lay the subtle operation

Upon sumo natural disease of his/

Some phrases demand attentions 1. Lay along,

see Alonu. 2. Lay apart, Ja l
sl ‘Wherefore lay

apart all filthiness’ {diroOtpavoi, RY ‘putting away,’

a metaphor from the putting oil of clothes—
Mayor). 3. Lay at, meaning ‘strike at,

1 Job 41 2®

‘Tlio sword of* him that layelh at him cannot
hold.

5

Of. Holland, Furtonlud Caligula, <*. 2d,

‘With her perilous lingers sheo would not stieko

to lay at the face and (yes of other small Children

playing together with her.
5

4. Lay away, i.n. lay

aside, Ezk 2G 1® ‘Then all the princes of the sea

shall come down from their thrones, and lav away
their robes’; Ad. Kst 14a 4 Esther . . . laid away
her glorious apparel.’ Cf. Spenser, FQ I. via.

49—
4 Such the sight

Of fowlc Duessa, when her borrowed li^ht

Ih hud uway, and oounlerfesiumoo knowne/

5. Lay down, meaning to stake or deposit, Job 17*
4 Lay ‘down now (tt? apv, RV 4 Give now a pledge ’),

put* me in a surety with thee.’ Of. Is 14 lB
,
Gov,

‘ Yet darre l Inyo, that thou slmlt he brought downe
to the dope of hell.

5

6. Lay hands on* The verb

Kpariu ‘to gain power over/ ‘seize/ is so trd hi

Mt 18s8 2l 4<!

,
and irtdfw ‘to seize/ ‘capture/ in

«ln 8-°. For Kparlu RV prefers the more modern
4 lay bold of/ and for Trcdfa

4

take.’ 7. Lay open, Pr

IIP®
4 A fool layelh open his folly

5 (RV 4 sproadm,

h

out/ as AVm). Cf. Fuller, Holy Warm, v. 2 (p.

231),
4
1 will lay open my cause, and justice shall

be done without any by -respect/ 8* Lay out,

2K 121X ‘And they gave the money, being told,

into the hands of them that did the work , , *

and they laid it out to the carpenters and builders/

a compromise between the Gen, version 4 payed it

out’ and the litoral trtt ‘brought it forth/ RV
‘paid it out/ 9. Lay wait occurs often. The
more modern form ‘lie in wait 5

is also found, as

well as ‘laying await 5 and ‘laying of wait.
5 See

Wait. J. Hastings.

LAYING ON OF HANDS {M$ans xeywv, Vulg,
impositio manus or mmmum), Ac 8 IH

, 1 Ti 4*4
,
2 Ti

1®, He 0s
.—The ceremony thus described is men-

tioned frequently both m OT and NT, where it

appears in connexion with religious acts of widely
different character.

i. Old Testament.—(a) lb occurs as a symbol
of benediction in Gn 48 I4tr* ‘Israel stretched out
his right hand and laid it (n^i, MftaXev *) upon
Kphraim’s head . . . and Joseph said . . , Put (ons\

MOes) thy right hand upon his (Manassoh’s) head/
In giving the high priestly blessing to the con-
gregation ‘Aaron lifted up his hands toward the
people 5 (Lv 9W t£dpas ) ; bub the action, t hough
ritually distinct,t seems to have had in this ease
the same significance as the imposition of hands
upon an individual (cf. Nu 6s7 4wi$^<rowm rb
bvopd yovM robs vlods ’Icrpa^X, /cal fryib Kdptos ebXoyrftm

abrods). (b) The laying on of hands occupies an
important place in the sacrificial system of P
(Kx 2910, 18* « Lv l

4* u (LXX) 3s -

*

13 44 * «• » 814*1*

16s1
; cf. 2 Oh 29s8

). It is prescribed in the ease of

(1) the bullock and the rams offered at the conse-

cration of Aaron and his sons ; (2) private offerings

of quadrupeds on all occasions ; $ (3) sin offerings

* mpakitv tks xtipett usually—in the NT always—implies
hostile action.

f Of. Diet Ghr. Ant. i. p. 767 f.

j See Dillmann on Lv 1* 7%
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made on behalf of the whole congregation, in the
event of a common ayvh'pp.a

;

(4) the goat * let go
for Azazel. 9

(c) Witnesses laid their hands on the
head of a person charged with a capital offence
(Lv 2414

,
Bus 81

). (<£) The tribe of Levi at their
dedication received imposition of hands from repre-
sentative members of the other tribes (Nu 810

).

(e) Moses appointed Joshua to be his successor in

the same manner (Nu 2718- 23
, Dt 349

). In all these
cases except {a), tdd, LXX imndfrat, is used.

It is not easy to grasp the common idea which
underlies the various OT uses of this primitive
ceremony. In («) and (e) the laying on of hands
seems to denote the imparting of a personal gift or
function

; see I)t, l.c. * Joshua . . . was full of the
spirit of wisdom, for Moses had laid his hands upon
him,** But in (b), (r), (d) the prominent thought
is that of the devotion to God of the object on
which hands are laid, to which must perhaps be
added in the case of certain offerings the idea of a
transfer of responsibility or guilt to the victim
(Lv 1621

: ef., however, Schultz, OT Theology, Eng.
tr. i. p. 391 ff., and W. It. Smith, JRS2

p. 422 f.). On
the whole, it would appear that the fundamental
meaning of the symbol was identification by con-

tact, with the subsidiary idea of transference,

whether from man to man, or from man to God.
By laying his hands on a child or disciple, the patri-

arch or prophet signified that he desired to impart
to the younger life powers or gifts which had been
committed to himself ; by laying his hand on an
offering, the offerer solemnly identified himself

with the victim which he dedicated to the service

of God ; by laying their hands on the head of a
criminal, tfie witnesses of the crime delivered him
over to judgment.

ii. New Testament.— (a) This symbol was
once employed by our Lord in an act of benedic-

tion (Mt 1913* 10=Mk 10 18, 1(5=Lk 1816
) : ‘then were

there brought unto him little children that lie should

lay his hands on them and pray . . . and he laid

his hands on them/ As the desire originated with
tho friends of the children, it must have had its

origin in the custom of the time (cf. Buxtorf, de

Synag . p. 138). The blessing of tho ascending

Lord’was given to the Eleven in the manner pre-

scribed to Aaron (Lk 24s0 iirdpas rhs yapas atroD

€fi\6y7)<xev odirotis). (b) Our Lord habitually laid His

hands on the sick as a sign of healing (Mt 918=
Mk 523

,
Mk 6° 7

82 823 * » Lk 44t
> 1318

) ;
we may prob-

ably add the passages where dirrea-Bai is used in

similar contexts with or without iicrelvas rfy %eTpa

(Mt 88=Mk l
41

,
Lk 518

,
Mt 815 929 2084

,
Mk 733 , Lk

2251).+ This practice was continued by the apostles

and their followers (‘Mk’ 1618
,
Ac 9& 17

;
cf. Iren-

£6US, ap. Eus. ME V. 7, robs K&yvovTas did tt)s t&v

Xetp&v imdicrecos l&vrai). (c) The Apostles used the

laying on of hands with prayer in the act of im-

parting the Holy Spirit to the baptized (Ac 817 - 19

196). The Lora had breathed upon them when
He communicated the Spirit (Jn 2022

), and this

4/i<l>fov)(ns was peculiarly appropriate (Jn 37 ,
cf.

Gn 27
) ; but as it symbolized a divine power and

a personal relation to the Spirit of God which
‘was incommunicable, no attempt was made to

repeat it; when the Apostles passed on to other

believers the gifts which they had received, they

were guided to the ordinary symbol of benediction.

It is to this use of the imposition of hands that

reference appears to be made in He 62 pairrur^uv

didaxty imBtaefo re xGLP&v (cf. v.4 (jxaTurdtvras yeucra-

* A somewhat different account appears in Nu 2718, < take

thee Joshua ... a man in whom is the spirit, [lit. ‘there is

spirit/ the necessary endowment for the office in view], and

lay thine hand upon him/
f In several of these instances hands were laid upon the

part affected and not upon the head. The communication of

healing power by contact (Mk 5aof-) is probably the thing

signified.

yivovs re rrjs Scopea?, /e.r.X.). (d) The imposition of

hands was also used by the Apostolic Church on
certain occasions when members of the Church
were set apart to a particular office or work (Ac 66

133
,
1 Ti 414

,
2 Ti 1°). The occasions specified are

those of the appointment of the Seven, the sending
forth of Barnabas and Saul, and the subsequent
sending forth of Timothy to accompany St. Paul
(Hort, Ecclesia, p. 215 f.). Of the use of the rite

in the ordination of presbyters and deacons there

is no direct evidence, if we except 1 Ti 522 (on

which see below) ; for in Ac 1423
x<eLP0T0V€

''

LV doubt-
less refers to the election of presbyters in the
various churches, and not to the ceremony of their

admission to office. Nevertheless, as Dr.
.
Hort

points out, ‘Jewish usage in the case of Rabbis and
their disciples * renders it highly probable that (as

a matter of fact) laying on of hands was largely

practised in the Eccleske of the apostolic age as a
rite introductory to ecclesiastical office.

9 In the

post-apostolic Church the rite was practically uni-

versal ; the exceptions which have been observed

admit of an intelligible explanation,t (e) The
context of 1 Ti 522 (xeZpas rax^w peydevi iiriridec, fxijdk

kolv<j)V6l afiaprlais aXhorpiais) has led some eminent ex-

positors (Hammond, Ellicott, Hort) to see in that

verse a reference to the use of the imposition of

hands in the reconciliation of penitents. The
custom was undoubtedly early, if not primitive

;

cf. Eus. ME vii. 2 ;
Const. Ap. ii. 41 ; Cypr. de,

laps. 16, ep. 15. On the other hand, the main
current of patristic interpretation is against this

explanation of St. Paul's words, and it is not im-

possible to explain them in reference to ordina-

tion without doing violence to the context ; see,

e.g . Theod. Mops, ad loo. :
* non facile ad ordina-

tionem quemquam. producas sine plnrima pro-

bation ... si (inqnit) te nt convenit probante
ille deliquerit, non est tuum crimen.

9

For the post-apostolic history of the ceremony
see Morinus, de Ant. Eccl. Bit. (

passim

)

;
Suicer,

Thes . s.vv. x€LP0T0V^c° > xGLP°^e<jr^CL >
Diet. Chr.. Ant .

art. ‘ Imposition of Hands 9

; Mason, Eolation of
Confirmation to Baptism. H. B. Swete.

LAZARUS OF BETHANY.—The name Lazarus

is an abbreviation of the Heb. Eleazar= £ God
hath helped. 9 In the LXX we find both ”E\ea£dp

and ’EXe&fapos; in Josephus commonly ’EXedfapos.

But A&fapos occurs BJ V. xiii. 7

All that we know of L. is told us in the Fourth
Gospel. He was the brother of Martha and Mary,
who are mentioned by both St. John and St. Luke.

In Jn ll 5 the names are probably given in order of

age, ‘ Martha, her sister, and Lazarus. 9 In both

Gospels Martha seems to be the eldest, and the

mistress of the house ; and the fact that Luke
does not mention L. points to his being younger,

and perhaps much younger, than his sisters. All

three were specially beloved by Christ (Jn ll 5
).

We know that He visited them more than once

(Lk 1038 "42
, Jn ll 1"53

), and it is probable that He
often did so when He was at or near Jerusalem.

They were probably well-off. The number of

condoling friends from the city, and the costly

ointment used by Mary, point to this. That they

had a funeral vault of their own may be true, but

is not stated. Luke does not give the name of the

village in which they lived, probably because it

was not stated in the source which he used
;
but

John tells us that it was Bethany, which is barely

two miles from Jerusalem. He calls L. * a certain

* See Buxtorf, Lex. Chald. et Talm. s.v. rtp'DD; Hamburger,
Real-BncyclopMie , s.v. ‘ Ordinmmg ' : a Rabbi could make his

scholar a Rabbi by the use of a formula which was ordinarily

accompanied by imposition of hands.

t On the occasional omission of the ceremony in the ancient

Church (Hatch, Organization, p. 133 f.) see T. A. Lacey, Vimpo
sition des mains dans la consecration des ev&ques, Paris, 1896.
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man, Lazarus of Bethany, the village of Mary
and her sister Martha 9

(li 1
). Then* has never

been any doubt about its site, and the modern
name is derived from Lazarus * - til-Azcnjch, or

Litzarieh* Here Christ raised Lazarus from (hr

dead. Here Mary anointed His feet. Here He
begun 1 1 is triumphal entry into .Jerusalem. Hen*
lie rested during several of the days he,fore, His

Passion. And from some spot near to Hethany
He ascended into heaven. L. was sitting at meat
nilh Him when Mary anointed His loot, and his

presence attracted many ot
4
tin* common people of

the Jews’ to the village, that, they might son, not

only Jesus, but the man whom He had raised from

the dead : and the hierarchy in their plots against

Christ ‘look counsel that they might put L. also

to death, because that by reason of him many of

the Jew's went away and believed on Jesus' (Jn
123.9-11). The multitude that bad boon presold,

when Jesus called L. out of (he tomh were enthusi-

astic. in bearing witness during the triumphal
procession, and attracted others Horn the city to

meet Him (Jn 12 17 * 1,s

).

Here all that we know about L. ends. The
chief interest, in the brief account- of him lies in

the miracle of which he was the subject. The
raising of L. is commonly regarded as the climax
of Christ’s miraculous activity; and perhaps no
portion even of the fourth Gospel has been more
vigorously assailed by hostile critics. Not only
the miracle as a whole, hut a large number of the
details, have boon made the objects of rigorous

and minute criticism. It would bo. hardly too

much to say that every objection, reasonable or
unronsonabio, that ingenuity could devise has
been urged. And the reason for this is intelligible.

The consequences of the truth of the narrative are
so considerable. Spinoza is said to have declared
that, if he could be convinced of the truth of the
raising of L., ho would break up his system ami
become a Christian (Bayle, JHrt, .v. a.). That is

not a logical statement, for the Christian faith
depends, not upon t he raising of L., but upon tho
resurrection of Jesus Christ. Yet such a declara-
tion show's that, as at the time when it was
wrought, a miracle of this character is capable of
exercising a mighty inlluonce upon the intellects

and hearts of men. It cannot fail to raise the
question, £ What manner of man is this, that even
death and tho grave obey Him V
The two most reasonable objections to the nar-

rative as a whole are (1) tho silence of the Bynopt-
isfcs, and (2) the amazing character of the miracle.
It will be best to take them in this order ; for
injustice may be done by taking the second to
augment the weight of the first. It may bo
doubted whether any one evangelist w'as over
induced to record any particular miracle by the
thought that it was of a specially surprising
character. They give us samples of all Christ’s
mighty works, especially those which had a
marked effect upon His disciples and oilier hearers.

(1) The difficulty respecting the silence of the
Synoptic Gospels as to the raising of L. has keen
seriously exaggerated even by apologists. Thus
Trench says,

4
It must always remain a mystery

why this miracle, transcending as it does all

other miracles which the Lord wrought, so memor-
able in itself, drawing after it the consequences
which it did (Jn 1IM), should have been passed
over by the throe earlier evangelists’ (Miracle#*,
p. 394). The Synoptic Gospels have been more
minutely studied since these w'ords were written
(1846), and the fact that in the main they give us

* Schwarz seems to be alone in disputing the site
; but many

modern travellers are incredulous about the vault at the
bottom of 26 steps, in the middle of the village, which is shown
as tlie tomb of Lazarus.
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one ami the same tradition, and Hint a, \er> flag*

menlary one, is now much more fully reuli/oj,

It, has 'been seen that, this common fragmentary

leeoid has preserved hardly any particulars about

(he interval between the cIom- oi Hu* minis! ry iij

Galilee (which is its child theme) and the last

Passover. SI. Luke alone has done any I lung; con-

siderable (o till this blank, and (lie silence of the

Kynopfi.sls should rather be called M he silence of

SI. Luke. 1 \nd here, again a, similar explanation

is applicable. ‘Tho great, interealat ion ’ in (he

third Gospel (If*
1 IS 11

)
is itself veiy t ragmen! ary

,

and seems (.« come from more, than one source ;

and there, is nothing very astonishing in the fact

that- St. Luke had no source which mentioned flu*

raising of Lazarus. Indeed (here is nothing un
reasonable, in tho conjecture that, it he bad u ed

a source which mentioned it., he would still have

omitted it; for 1m had already recorded two
instances of Ghristi performing this mhnele. And
we misunderstand Jn lt ,,a

if we Mippo-e that it,

was the raising of L. which determined Hie

hierarchy to put Jesus to death. Some time

before this His enemies decided to kill Him, and
tried to do it., as St. John himself tells us (7

l# : '* ,u

Sfll> HP 1

, ami even in this very narrative 1

1

N> Ut
). The

raising of L. was the, cause, neither of the cut hud
asm of tin* people at the triumphal entry, nor of

the deadly hostility of the priests. It merely

augmented the one ’and quickened the activity ot

tile, other. Both would have existed and have
been efficacious, even if L. had not been mi. ed,

None of the evangelists need tho story of L t> to

make tho narrative intelligible. John, knowing
that the others had omitted it, tells us what, he

himself hrnl lmard and seen. It was of special

interest, to him, because of its effect in convening
some, of * the lews’ ; and he had recorded no othei

instance of (Christ's raising the dead.

(2) Is it correct to say that the raising of L,

‘transcends all other miracles which the Lord
wrought’? It would be safer to affirm that it

SWUM to u# to transcend them. But is this view
correct ? In Urn main it is a modern view. To
us raising the dead seems to he a miracle mil

m; and raising a man who has been dead
four days seems to be a stupendous Instance of

a stupendous kind of miracle. But to the philo-

sophic believer in miracles all genuine miracles

are alike. When natural causes are inade-

quate and a supernatural cause is admitted,
all detjree# of diJ/inUlj/ are excluded. One who
has Omnipotence to aid him cleanses lepers and
raises the dead as easily as he heals ordinary
diseases. If any miracle is credible, raising a
man who has been dead four days is credible.

It is illogical to say that the evidence would
warrant ns in believing a miraculous cure, hub
does not warrant us in believing in tho raising
of a dead man.
The objection, that -In ll 47’^ is inconsistent with

the fact that in accusing Jesus before the Sanhe-
drin and Pilate no mention is made of the miracle,
is not reasonable. It would have paralyzed the
Sanhedrin to admit that Jesus hint worked such a'

sign. The dismay of the priests at the miracles,
and their silence about it at the trial, are entirely
consistent.

Some of the criticisms of the details require
notice. Very different views are taken about the
‘four days’ (see Andrews, Life ofmr Lord, p. 405),

Probably L. died the day that Jesus heard of hist

illness, and was buried almost immediately (2 K
9*S Ac 5e * 10

). This would be all the more neces-
sary if he died of some infectious disease. Them,
after two days (II0 ), Jesus set out for Bethany,
and was part of two days on tho road. But
this is unimportant. It is urged that His wait*
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ifltf Tnys jukI allowing1 L. lo die, in order to
pro\C! (he sisters ami reveal His own glory more
signally, was heartless. So far as we know, lie
did not. ad. thus. Had He started at once, He
would probably have arrived too late to see L.
alht‘. ‘Hut he could have healed him from a
diHance.’ No doubt He could, if it had been
Hods will. .But lie ever worked in accordance
with the divine plan

;
and in this plan the raising

of 1 4. was. to do three things: (ft) strengthen the
disciples’ faith;. (A) convert many of the Jews;
(r) cau^e the priests to hasten their movements,
ho

:

LS
,

*>0 rea,dy when 4
his hour had come ’

( 1 1
a. <u». r.:^ Healing L. from a distance would

have been less efficacious for the first of these, and
would have done little towards the other two.
The indignation and sorrow attributed to Him

(ll 33 * 35
)
any said to be unworthy of the incarnate

Logos. Evidently St. John, the exponent of the
Logos doctrine, did not think so. To those who
believe in the reality of Christ’s humanity there is

nothing strange, in His being angered by the
hypocritical wailings of His enemies, and shedding
tears of sympathy with the sisters (ll33).
Wo are told that i}8r) 8&1 (ll 39

) expresses, not
merely Martha’s expectation, but a fact. And are
we prepared to maintain that Christ restored a
putrid corpse.to life? The reply to which is, that
vc have no right to dogmatize, but that we have
full right to believe that God, who had determined
that. L. should bo raised, had preserved his body
from corruption.

When the stone was raised, Jesus lifted up PTis

(‘yes to heaven and said, ‘ Father, I thank thee
that thou didst hear me’ (ll41

). It is maintained
that such words on the lips of the God-Man are
unreal. Only those who think that the incarnation
involves the extinction of the human nature by
the divine can so think. Christ here intimates
whom they have to thank for the immense mercy
that is before them. The Son can do nothing of

Himself; His power is from the Father (5
llM2(J

).

The words are parallel to f declare how great
things God hath done for thee’ (Lk 83y

).

Our intellectual difficulties would not be at an
end if wo wore to admit that no such miracle ever

took place. The hypothesis that the story is a

fiction is quite incredible. The narrative holds

together with the closest consistency (ll 1-16 and
17-w W ith 89-44

) ; and the story as a whole not only

harmonizes with what follows, but explains it

section by section (ll43-53 * 54-37 121*8 - 9"n * 13"19
), The

people who take part in it are intensely real, and

?

uito beyond the evangelist’s powers of invention,

n particular, the characters of the two sisters are

not only very true to life, but receive remarkable
confirmation from the entirely independent sketch

of them by St. Luke (1038"42
). There, in utterly

different circumstances, the practical Martha and
contemplative Mary are as real as in St. John’s

narrative. The only reasonable explanation of

the harmony between the two pictures is that both

are taken from life (Lightfoot, Biblical Essays,

p. 38; Fairbairn, Expositor
, 1st series, ix. p. 189).

The narrative with its evidence of the miracle

is there, and must be explained. How did the

report of such an event arise? We have our

choice of various suggestions. (1) The old Ration-

alism offers us a remarkable coincidence. L. was
in a trance, from which he was recovering just as

Jesus reached the tomb. When the stone was
removed, Jesus perceived that he was not dead, and
cried, * Lazarus, come forth.’ (2) Renan sees

clearly that something really did take place at

Bethany which was looked upon as a resurrection

;

but be rejects the idea of mere coincidence. The
family of devoted disciples arranged that L. should

pretend to be dead, m order that Jesus might
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overwhelm His foes by seeming to restore him to
life : and Jesus allowed Himself to take part in
this imposture. (3) Keini regards the whole as
undoubtedly a fiction, made up largely of Synoptic
materials, and composed partly as a great final

picture of Christ’s powers, partly as an exposition
of His saying that Jews who did not listen to
Moses and the prophets would not he persuaded
though L. rose from the dead (Lk 16J1

). It is

a parable translated into fact. (4) Others take a
similar view, but differ as to the central germ.
These make the whole story an allegorical illus-

tration of Christ’s declaration, ‘ I am the Resur-
rection and the Life,’ etc. (Jn ll-’

5
), which is the one

substantial factor in the composition. (5) Strauss
falls back on his usual expedient of treating the
narrative as a myth. There are many variations
in explaining details, but these five are typical of

the expedients employed by those who regard a
miracle as wholly incredible. Each person must
judge for himself whether any of these explana-
tions is more satisfactory than a belief in the
reality of the miracle. The first two are revolting
even to those who hold that Jesus was only the
best man who ever lived, and they entirely fail to
explain either ll1’16 or 17’38

. The others ascribe
to the evangelist a creative power which would be
a miracle in the literature of that age. For, even
if he got some ideas from the other Gospels or
from popular imagination, the form of tlie nar-
rative, with its impressive reality and vividness,

its internal consistency and its harmony with the
rest of the Gospel and with St. Luke, is his own.
The Apoer. Gospels show us what kind of stories

early Christians could invent,when they tried to add
to what was known about Christ. 4 No narrative
of NT bears so completely the stamp of being the
very opposite of a later invention ’ (Meyer, ad loc.).

‘The Johannine narrative is both unexplained
and inexplicable, unless its historical character be
accepted’ (B. Weiss, Leban Jesu, bk. vi. § 6).

In particular, the silence of the narrative is as
impressive as its contents, and is in marked con-

trast to fiction. Nothing is told us of the emotions
or experiences of Lazarus. No word of his is

recorded. Not even his amazement, or joy, or

trouble at being restored to life is described ,*

and he makes no revelations about the other
world. Would a writer of romance have denied
himself this attractive theme? Would he have
been thus careful to avoid gratifying unhealthy
curiosity? See art. Jesus Christ, vol. ii. p. 625.

Various untenable identifications have been made in con-

nexion with the story of Lazarus. Mary has been identified

either with Mary Magdalene, or with the sinner in the house
of Simon the Pharisee, or with both. Almost certainly they
were three different persons. Simon the Pharisee has been
identified with Simon the leper, in whose house was the meal
at which Martha served, Mary anointed the Lord’s feet, while

L. was one of those who reclined with Him at table. This also

is highly improbable. All these identifications, however, have
been suggested by some patristic writers as well as’ by some
moderns. It was reserved for the imagination of a modern
scholar to identify L. himself not only with the young ruler

who had great possessions (Mt 1918 ,
Mk 10U, Lk 18*8), but with

the young man with a linen cloth about him, who was near

being arrested with Ohrist (Mk 1451). We do not know that

L. was young ; it is most improbable that he was a ruler ; and
although the family seems to have been well-to-do, there is

no evidence that L. had great possessions. And were there so

few young men in Palestine that wherever we find one men-
tioned we must assume that he is the same as some other one?
To identify the ruler of Lk 1818 with the young man of Mk 1451,

and both of these with L,, is against all probability. The inter-

esting article on Lazarus in Smith’s DB is an excellent example
of spinning ropes of sand.

In various forms of early Cb ristian art the resur-

rection of Lazarus was a favourite subject. It is

found, from the 3rd cent, onwards, very often

in paintings and sculptures, and sometimes in

mosaics. And there is evidence that it was also

woven or embroidered on clothing. In early ex
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amples Christ is a large figure and Lazarus a very-

small one, and the latter is wrapped tightly in

grave cloths. Small images of Lazarus were some-
times fastened outside tombs. See the authorities
quoted in Trench, Miracles, § 29 sub Jin . ;

Smith’s
Viet, of Chr. Ant . ii. p. 949 ; Kraus, li. p. 280.

Legends about Lazarus are less common than
one might expect. The Jews arc said to have
sent, him and his sisters with other disciples to
sea in. a leaky boat, which took them safely to
Marseilles, where he became a bishop. Writers
of mcdimval romances sometimes made him their
mouthpiece in publishing their ideas about the
unseen world (T. Wright, St. Patrick's Purgatory

,

p. 167 ff., London, 1844). No trust can bo placed
m the tradition preserved by Epiphanies that
Lazarus was thirty when he was raised, and lived
thirty years afterwards {IIair. ii. 2. 652). Tn short,

nothing historical can be added to the brief narra-
tive of St. John, which has never ceased to impress
the mind of Christendom.

.
In conclusion, it is worth noting that this narra-

tive contains important evidence respecting Christ’s
human consciousness. Supernatural knowledge
was within His reach (Jn ll4* 11* 34

); but when Ho
could acquire the necessary information in the
usual way lie did not make use of supernatural
means (ll 17- 34

). A. Plummkr.

LAZARUS AND DIYES.—In this parable alone
is a name given to any of the persons introduced.
The name Lazarus may be a later addition, to
connect the parable with L. of Bethany, who did
‘go to them from the dead,’ and still they did
not repent. More probably, the name suggests the
helplessness of the man, so far as his fellow-men
were concerned. Tertullian argues that the name
proves, that the story is historical, and that the
scene in Hades eoniirms his view that the soul is

corporeal (de Animd, vii.). In this parable also
popular usage has given the other chief character
a name. In the West ‘Dives’ has become almost
a proper name

; and this in spite of the fact that
tradition had given the name of Nineuis to the
rich man (Euthym, Zig. on Lk 1C30

).

This parable is the counterpart of the parable
of the Unjust Steward, That teaches what good
results may be won by a wise use of present
advantages. This teaches how calamitous are the
results of failing to make a wise use of them. It
illustrates also the preceding saying, that what
is exalted among men may be an abomination in
the sight of God (Lk 1615

). It is not ‘ Ebionitic.’
It neither states nor Implies that it is wicked to
he rich. Dives is condemned, not for having been
wealthy, but for having found in wealth his highest
good, and for not having used it to win something
better. Out of this mammon he might have made
L, and others his * friends,’ and through them have
secured ‘eternal tabernacles.’ Both halves of the
parable are original, and each is needed to explain
the other. It is a grave error to suppose that the
scene in Hades is the only part of the parable that
is significant, or that its purpose is to teach us
the nature of the unseen world. The one thing
that it teaches is that our condition there depends
upon our conduct here, and that this may produce
a complete reversal of human judgments. The
details of the picture represent Jewish ideas about
Sheol, but they in no way confirm those ideas.
In order to enable us to realize the picture, dis-
embodied spirits are described as if they were
bodies. The finger, the tongue, the flame, etc.,
are figurative, for the actual linger and tongue
were in the grave.
In both halves of the parable L. (like his name-

sake in all the scenes at Bethany) is silent ; and
his silence is instructive. It indicates that, just

as Dives is not punished for his wealth, so L. ia

not rewarded for his poverty. lie is rewarded for

his patient submission. In life he does not mur-
mur at God’s unequal distribution of goods, nor

rail at Dives for lus neglect of him. In Sheol he
does not triumph over Dives, nor protest, against

the idea of his being at his heck and call. He
loaves Abraham (a righteous rich man) to decide
everything; and Abraham points out that as the
one had had uninterrupted luxury, and the other
uninterrupted misery, m life, so there can he no
interruption in the reversed conditions of cither

in Sheol.
The hypothesis that Dives and his five brethren

represent six of the Ilcrods (father, sons, and
grandsons being called brethren for simplification)

is incredible. Those who hold it consistently
maintain that the parable is wrongly attribute!!

to Christ, and is a later composition. Christ cer-

tainly would not have made a personal attack of

this kind on any one, although lie did not hesitate
to censure Antipas publicly (Lk l#w )*

The belief that Lazarus was a leper has produced such words
as lazzaro for leper and lazzanitto or tazar-houm for leper-

hospital. During the Crusades an order of knights of St,

Lazarus was founded (1110, 1255), with the special duty of

protecting and tending lepers. It lasted till modern times, hut
is distinct from the much more modem order of Lazarists or
Lazarians. A. PUJMMKU.

LEAD (m
y9« 'ophernth) is often named among the

spoils from Syria under Tahutmes in.; and it was
common enough by H.C. 1201) to bo used in Egypt
for the sinkers of fishing-nets. This use was
familiar to Israelites, as the Song of JMohoh has
‘sank like lead in the mighty waters’ (Ex In 1").

Lead in the litoral sense is mentioned in Nu 31**

(P) along with brass, iron, and tin, and along with
the same metals is used figuratively of Israel in

Kzk 22 18
(cf. v. 30

); and it appears in Ezk 27 13 along
with silver, iron, and tin as an article of commerce
brought from Tarshish to Tyro, in Job 19al the
sufferer exclaims, ( 0 that with an iron pen and
load [my words] were graven in the rock for ever !

’

There may bo a twofold reference here : (a) to the
use of a leaden tablet to bo written on with an iron
pen, (b) to the cutting-out of an inscription on a
rock, but more probably there is but one figure

before the mind’s oyo of the speaker,—that of

pouring molten lead into the letter-forms sunk in

the stone. (See Davidson and Dillmaim, ad for.).

See, further, under Minkh, Mining.
W. M. Klindkiw Pktiur.

LEAH (ni^, Ada).—The elder daughter of Laban,
and one of Jacob’s wives. The ruse by which she was
palmed off by her father upon Jacob', who imagined
that ho was marrying Radiol, is described in

Gn 29“. As to her personal appearance, we are
told that her eyes were nisi, which the LXX
render by derQweh, and EV by ‘ tender,’ i.e. weak or
dull. Die context and the etymology of the word
both favour this meaning rather than that of
4
beautiful,’ which is attributed to the word by
Onk. and Sa'odya, who imagine that the sense
intended is, that though Leah had fine eyes she
was otherwise not so handsome as Rachel, By
her marriage with Jacob, Leah became the mother
of six sons, Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issaehar,

Zobulun, and a daughter, Dinah, Gn 30 lh- al
.

See Jacob, vol, ii. p. 528. Along with her sister she
expressed sympathy with Jacob on account of his
treatment by Laban, and agreed to accompany
her husband in his flight from her father, 3.1> l "L y;\
When the meeting between Jacob and Esau was
about to take place, Leah and her children were
placed in an intermediate position between the
handmaids with their children in the front and
Rachel with her children in the rear, 33L %7 . Leah
is mentioned in 4931 as having been buried in Uni
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cave of Maehpclah, having evidently died prior to
Jacob’s going down to Egypt. In Ru 411 the
women who invoke a blessing on the union of
Boaz and Ruth, make honourable mention of Leah
and Rachel as having ‘ built

5

the house of Israel.
It is clear that the most ancient division of

Israel distinguished Leah tribes and Rachel tribes.
Wellhauseri

(
Prolog . 150 ;

cf. W. R. Smith, Kinship,
195, 257 ; Stadc, ZAT

W

i. 1121!.) regards Levi as
a patronymic derived from Leah. See Levi.
The meaning of the name Leah is somewhat un-

certain. Gray [Ilab. Prop. Names
, 9G) accepts the

meaning * wild cow 5

(so W. R. Smith, Kinship
, p.

119 [‘ bovine antelope 5

] ; Frd. Delitzsch, Proleg. 80,
and [doubtfully] Noldeke, ZDMG

, 1886, p. 167).
Others, asliaupfc

(GGN, 18S3, p. 100), compare the
Assyrian li’at in the sense of ‘ mistress.

5 Upon the
ground that the narrative in Gn 29 17 describes the
one sister as ugly and the other as beautiful, Ball
(in SHOT, ad loe.) suggests a connexion between

n^2 (and perhaps and the Arab, root ‘to

be ugly, 5 n. ‘to look ugly or malignantly. 5 See
Lane, p. 2677. J. A. Selbie.

LEANNOTH, Ps 88 (title).—See Mahalath under
art. Psalms,

LEASING is the Anglo-Saxon ledsung, ‘a lie,
5

and comes from leds, ‘false,
5 which Skeat believes

to be the same word as leds
,
loose, so that ‘ leasing 5

is literally ‘ looseness of statement.
5 In the Acts

of James I. of Scotland, 1424, ‘ It is ordanyt—that
all lesingis makaris and tellaris of thaim, the
quhilk may ingener diseorde betuix the king and
his pepill,—salbe ehallangit be thaim that power
has, and tyno lyi! and gudis to the king 5—Jamie-
son’s Scottish' Dictionary, s.v. ‘Lesing-makare. 5

And still older, in the Preface to king Alfred’s

Laws, the 44th article is, Onschna tlifL & ledsunga
= ‘ Shun thou ever leasings.

5 Wyclif uses the word
often. Thus, Jn 844 ‘ Whanne he [the deuel]

spekith a lesinge, he spekith of his owne thingis

;

for he is a lyiere, and fadir of it.
5 He also has

the forms ‘leasing-maker, 5 Pr 21 tf

,
and ‘leasing-

monger, 5

as Sir 2027 ‘Betere is a theef than the

customablenesse of a man, a leesyngmongere 5

(1382,

‘than the besynesse of a man Here 5

). With
Wyclifs translation of Jn 844 cf. Knox, Historie,

p. 288, ‘ But who can correct the leasings of such

as in all things show them the sons of the Father
of all lies

5

; Elyot, The Governour, ii. 217, ‘And
the devill is called a Iyer, and the father of

leasinges. Wherfore all thinge, which in visage

or apparaunce pretendeth to be any other than
verily it is, may be named a leasinge ;

the execution

whereof is fraude,whiche is in effecte but untrouthe,

enemie to trouthe, and consequently enemye to

f
od

5

; and Twysden, Decern Script, col. 2650, ‘For
efore that the fende fader of lesynges was lowside,

was never this gabbyng contryvede.
5

The word occurs three times in AV, Ps 42 ‘ how
long will ye love vanity, and seek after leasing ?

5

(TIeb. wj?3$, Wyc. ‘sechen lesing,
5 Cov. ‘seke

after lyes,
5 Gen. ‘ seking lyes,

5 Douay ‘ seeke lying,
5

Bish. ‘ seeke after leasing,
5 RV ‘ seek after false-

hood 5

[so also Driver, Parall. Psalter, with note

*i.e. probably vain plans (2
1
)
for the ruin of the

Psalmist, and false charges or calumnies against

him,
5

to which he adds on p. 487, under Corrigenda,

« Or better, perhaps, false and baseless imputations
5

by impatient and distrustful companions, ‘ reflect-

ing discredit upon the Psalmist ’]) ; 5s ‘ Thou shalt

destroy them that speak leasing
5 (ap nn'-i, Wyc.

‘Tlnu schalt leese alle that speken leesyng,
5

Cov.

< Thou destroyest the lyers, Gen. ‘Thou shalt

destroy them that speake lyes,
5 Dou. ‘ Thou wilt

destroy al that speake lie,
5 Bish. ‘Thou shalt

destroy them that speake leasing,
5 RV ‘Thou

shalt destroy them that speak lies
5

) ;
2 Es 1418

‘ For the truth is fled far away, and leasing is

hard at hand 5

(appropinquabit mendacium, RV
‘ For the truth shall withdraw itself further off,

and leasing be hard at hand 5

; the AV is again
the trn of the Bishops). In Is 593 Cov. has ‘ leasing 5

as trn of ip;? (AV and RV ‘ lies
5

).

The word, which is frequently used by Spenser in
his antiquated English, is found only twice in
Shaks. (Twelfth Night , I. v. 105, and Coriolanus,
v. ii. 22), and by the time of Thomas Fuller had
dropped out of use. In Ch. Kist. III. i. 33, Fuller
says, ‘ Amongst the many simoniacal Prelates that
swarmed in the land, Herbert, Bishop of Thetford,
must not be forgotten

; nicknamed (or fitnamed
shall I say?) Losing, that is, the Flatterer; our old
English word leasing for lying retains some affinity

thereunto, and at this day we call an insinuating
fellow a Glozing Companion. 5

J. Hastings.

LEATHER, LEATHERN ("lip
K

6r, Sip/j,a, depg&rtvos).

—Elijah and John the Baptist wore a girdle of
leather (2 K l8 tip “rtm, Mt 3% Mk l6 lepixarivr).

In the last passage AV needlessly introduces the
variety, ‘girdle of skin’). Although mentioned in
EV only in connexion with girdles, leather must
have been used for many purposes. The Heb. and
Gr. words properly mean s/cin

;

and in such passages
as Ex 255 (‘rams’ skins dyed red, and badgers’ skins’

)

they clearly refer to tanned skins, and perhaps in Nu
3120

(‘ all that is made of skins ’) they do the same.
Leather was used for thongs, latchets of sandals,
etc. Water-bottles and wine-bottles were often
made of leather, as at the present day in Syria and
Palestine. The Egyptians used it for many pur-
poses besides those mentioned, such as coverings
for shields, seats of chairs, etc. (Wilkinson, Anc.
Egyp . ii. 185-189) ; also for writing

(
ib

.

183), rolls

being made of it like papyrus. See, further, SKIN,
Tanner. H. Porter.

LEAYE.—The verb to leave is often used in AV
in the sense of ‘ desist,

5 ‘ leave off,
5 as Gn 1833

‘ And the Lord went his way, as soon as he had
left communing with Abraham 5

; Ru l 18 ‘ When
she saw that she was stedfastly minded to go with
her, then she left speaking unto her 5

; Ac 2132

‘ when they saw the chief captain and the soldiers,

they left beating of Paul. 5

Cf. Tind. Expos.
p. 106, ‘He that buildeth a costly house even to
the tiling, will not leave there, and lose so great
cost for so small a trifle more. 5 So Latimer, Serrn.

of the Plough, ‘ If I might see any such inclination

in you, that you would leave to be merciless, and
begin to be charitable, I would then hope well of

you 5

; and Shaks. I Henry IV. V. v. 44

—

4 Let us not leave till all our own Be won.’

* Leave of!
5
is also found in AV, as Sir 2317 ‘ All

bread is sweet to a whoremonger, he will not leave
off till he die

5

; 4722 ‘ But the Lord yffil never
leave off his mercy. 5 And it is used both with the
pdep. in 4ng, and with to and the injin., as Gn 1722

‘ And he left off talking with him 5

; IK 1521 ‘he
left off building of Ramah 5

; Gn ll8 ‘ they left ofl

to build the city
5

; Hos 410 ‘ they have left off to
take heed to the Lord. 5 In Gn 1722 Tindale’s
Pent, of 1530 has ‘ left of talking,

5 but the ed. of

1534 ‘ left talking.
5

In Ac 1818 and 2 Co 213 dwordo-copai is tr*
1 ‘ take

leave of.
5 RV retains this tr. and introduces it in

Mk 64S for AV ‘ send away 5

; but in Lk 961 RV
retains ‘ bid farewell

5

of A V, and in 1483 (the only
other occurrence of the Gr. verb in NT) changes
AV ‘ forsake

5 into ‘ renounce. 5 The verb dcnrcL^opai

is once (Ac 21 6
) rendered ‘take leave of

5

in AVf

when RV prefers ‘hid farewell.
5
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With the expression in Ac 21 s e Now when we
had discovered Cyprus, we left it on the left hand 5

:

cf. Ac 2016 Rhein. * Paul had purposed to saile
leaving Ephesus 5

; Nu 3412 Tind. £ And then goo
downe at the lordayne, and leve at the salte
sea

5

; and especially Guylforde, Pylgrymage

,

p. 14,
c

whiclie yle we lefte on our lefte' hande towardes
Grece. 5

J. Hastings.

LEAYEN (‘W, fermentinn).—The Hebrew
word s&or (*w), which probably expresses the idea
of fermentation, is found only live times in the
OT (Ex 12ls* 19 137

,
Lv 211

,
Dt 1C4 ) ; more commonly

we find a word from another root, denoting to
be sour, and hence to be leavened (pn hamez).
Bread, kneaded in a baking trough (mxwD Ex S3

1234), and leavened, probably by means of a lump
of fermented dough, must have been a common
article of food among the Israelites

; but as time
was required to allow the leaven to work (Hos 74),
bread of another kind was used when food was
required at short notice. This took the form of
unleavened cakes (Gn 193

, Jg G 19
, 1 S 28-4

), called
mazzoth (map), either as being sweet, unsoured
(i'S9=

e to suck,
5

so Ges.), or on account of their
dry, insipid character (Fleischer in Levy, NHIVB
iii. 315 ; Nowack, Heb. Arch. ii. 145). It was,
according to Ex 1234 - 39 (JE), unleavened cakes of
this kind that the Israelites baked for themselves
on their hurried departure from Egypt, since they
had not time to leaven their dough.

In early times leavened bread, as a common
article of food, probably formed a part of a sacri-
ficial meal, and of the gifts ofiered to the Deity
by the worshipper (cf. IS 103 ). In the Northern
kingdom leaven was an accompaniment of the
thank-offering, though Amos seems to refer to the
custom in terms of disapproval (Am 45

). Traces of
a similar usage are to be found even in P

; for the
shewbread (Lv 245'9 [P]) was probably leavened,
while leavened cakes, as bread of the first-fruits,

formed part of the sacred gifts presented at the
Feast of Weeks (Lv 2317

, cf. 20 [H]), and also
accompanied the peace-offering, when offered as
a thanksgiving (Lv 7

13 [P]). In none of these
cases, however, was the leavened bread actually
placed upon the altar. On the other hand, to eat
anything leavened, or even to keep it in the house,
was strictly forbidden during the seven days of
mazzCth (Ex 133

'7 2316 3418 [JE], Dt 163 4- 8
, Ex

1214'20
, Lv 236 "8

,
Nu 2817 [P]), a festival which was

originally distinct from the Passover, though Dt
shows a tendency to combine the two (Dt 168, and
cf. Driver, ad loc.). A historical explanation of
the prohibition is given in JE, where, as we saw,
the use of unleavened cakes is connected with the
events of the exodus (Ex 1234-39 ), and a connexion
between the exodus and mazzoth is suggested else-
where (Ex I33ff- 23 15 3418

). Similarly, in Dt 163

the unleavened cakes of this season are termed
‘the bread of affliction,

5 from their association
with the Egyptian bondage of the Israelites, and
their hurried departure. Probably, however, the
feast of mazzOth was originally the opening festival
of the harvest season (cf. Dt 169

, Lv 239ff
*) ; in this

case the use of leavened cakes may be explained
from the use of new corn, hastily prepared for
food in the busy time at the beginning of harvest,
and from the desire not to mix the first-fruits with
the last year’s dough (see Wellhausen, Proleg.,
Eng. tr. pp. 85-87 ; Nowack, Heb. Arch. ii. 145 f.).

The more general prohibition of leaven in sacri-
fices was doubtless due to the association of the
processes of fermentation and putrefaction. Leaven
was regarded as a source of corruption ; and ac- :

cordingly P excludes it from any meal-offering
(Lv 2ir 617

,
and cf. Dillm, adlgc.), and lays down

(

the principle that nothing leavened, nor even j

honey, which might produce fermentation (cf.

Pliny, 11, 15), was to be burnt as an offering to

J". The laws in JE (Ex 2318 SI25
)
also forbid the

use of leaven in a sacrifice, but in both passages
a special reference is made to the Passover, and
it is possible that the prohibition was originally
confined to this feast (cf. US p, 203 f.).

The association of leaven and corruption is not
confined to the OT. Pin Larch explains on this

ground why the Flamen Dialis was not permitted
to eat bread prepared with leaven {Qaces. Horn.
109) send fermentum is used in Perbius for 4

cor-

ruption 5

(Sat. i. 24). In the NT there is, indeed,
the parable of the leaven, where its unseen influ-

ence and penetrating power is taken as a symbol
of the growth of the kingdom of heaven (ML 1333,
Lk 1320f>

); but elsewheie our Lord warns His
disciples against the ‘leaven 5

of the Pharisees
and of Herod (Mt 16'-12

, Mk Lk 121
) ;

and St.

Paul, emphasizing its secret and expansive work-
ing, quotes the proverb, 4 A little leaven leavens
the whole lump 5

(Gal 59
,

1 Co 56
), to warn his

converts against the contagious example of evil-

doers, and exhorts them to purge out the old leaven
of malice and wickedness (1 Co 58 ). Similarly, in
Rabbinical writers leaven is used as a symbol of
evil : thus R. Alexander prays against ‘the leaven
in the dough, 5

i.e. the evil inclination in the heart,
which prevents man from doing the will of God
(Talm. Berachoth, 11a ; and ct. Lightfoot, Hor.
Heb. on Mt 16 (>

). H. A. White.

LEBANA (*»*>), Neh 748, or LEBANAH (ruA),

Ezr 245
.—The head of a family of returning exiles,

called in 1 Es 5-9 Labana.

LEBANON (in prose with art. pi^D, except 2 Ch 28b

[Heb.7b
] ;

in poetry 18 times with art., 20 times
without. LXX Alpavos, generally with art.

;
Vulg.

Libanus).*—Derived from root *[p^]
4 to be vlnte, 5

either from the snow which covers the summits
seven months in the year, or from the light colour
of the limestone in its upper ranges.
Lebanon is mentioned m the OT over 60 times,

but almost two-thirds of the references occur in
poetical passages. It is not mentioned in the NT.
While included in the land assigned to the Israel-
ites, Jos 135 (D2

), these mountains were never con-
quered by them (Jg 31 '3

), the actual limit of con-
quest being ‘Baal-gad in the valley of Lebanon,
under Mount Herinon 5

(Jos ll 17
). This valley of

Lebanon was known to the Greeks as Ccele-Syria,
and is the modern Bukd. Anti-Libanus proper
is mentioned but once in the OT as ‘Lebanon
towards the sunrising 5

(Jos 135). The Hivites are
said to be inhabitants of the Lebanon (Jg 33

}, and
the Giblites dwelt at Gebal (the modern Jebail,
Greek Byblos

, at the base of the mountains) (Jos
135 * 6

). During the reign of Solomon, the Lebanon
appears to have been subject to Hiram king of
Tyre, who contracted to bring cedar trees, firs,

and almug (algum) trees by sea to Joppa for the
temple (IK 56

, 2 Ch 28). On the other hand,
Solomon appears to have erected buildings in the
Lebanon (1 K 919

, 2 Ch 8C ). At the rebuilding of
the temple, after the restoration, cedar trees were
again brought from the Lebanon (Ezr 37). See,
further, art. Cedar.
Mt. Lebanon runs N.N.E.-S.S.W. for 95 miles

from Nahr Kasmiyeh, lat. 33° 20' (known as the
Lit&ny, the classic Leontes, alongits upper course),
to Nahr el-Kebir

,
the ancient Eleutherus. The

E
lam of the BuJcd separates it from the Anti-
fibanus, which, starting from the Barada, runs

for 65 miles roughly parallel to the Lebanon.

J*®1® ^‘^P®*1'?“ Assy- “ Labndmt, eta (see Schrader
COI^onl K m, and in Egyp. perhaps as Ramann

u

(see W
Max Muller, As. u. Europ. 1981, 2(H).
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Strabo (xvi.) represents the two ranges as parallel,
but Is hi error instating their direction : Lebanon,
according to him, beginning at Tripolis, and Anti-
Libnnus at Sidon, both running towaids Damascus.
The loot-hills of Lebanon—the western range

—

rise abruptly from the seashore, except for the
narrow strip of. plain at Sidon, and for the tri-

angular projections of the promontories of -Boy-
rout and Tripoli. At its southern end the mam
ridge is divided into two ranges, roughly parallel,
by Die brook ZitJumlm, which, after flowing south-
wants, turns abruptly west and enters the sea
south oj Sidon. The eastern ridge is known as
Jebel Iii/t/iti, and the western as jebel Tauva (alt.

4590 ft.). Both are more or less wooded. Near
I be plateau on which stands Kefr Houni

,
these

tw'o ridges merge into one, which is separ-
ated from the twin peaks Taumdt Niha (alt.

56-5 ft. and 5550 ft.) by a notch GUO ft. deep. The
ridge now becomes higher and more pronounced,
rising to an altitude varying from 5500 to 7000 ft.

I Is various parts are locally named from the larger
villages, as label Niha, and <label Barfik. North
of the hit ter the ridge falls to an altitude of 4700
ft., and is crossed by a transverse ridge, Jebel
Kiuu'Mh (alt, 0900 ft.). A narrow watershed con-
nects this with <label Sannin, a triangular-shaped
nmmitam- one face being parallel to the sea, one
in the line of the main ridge, and the third or
nort hern one running roughly east and west. Its

highest point is on the eastern face. From a
distance the top appears to be level, but it is

exceedingly rough owing to numerous conical

depressions, in which snow may be found late into
the summer* For some distance beyond Scmnin
the top of the main ridge is really a tread, rolling

plateau, called Jebel Naneitri, varying in altitude

from 5800 to 0000 ft. North of the village 'Akiimh
the altitude increases rapidly, and the western
part of this broad mass is broken up by a series of

intricate ridges, suddenly breaking down into the
great amphitheatre of the Nahr Kadhhct. This
is bounded on the east by the narrowed main
ridge, joining on to the huge mass which forms
the’ northern side of the amphitheatre. This is

named as a whole I)ahr d-Kadib, and is sur-

mounted by two series of peaks, roughly parallel,

varying in height from 9800 to 10,225 ft. The
highest peak is called Jebel Mukkmal by Burton,
but no local trace of the name appears to have
been recovered by later travellers. The western

face of this northern mass is a series of sheer

cliffs. To the north another great amphitheatre
opens oat, in which are found the head waters of

the northern branch of the Nahr el-Bdrid. Be-
yond this rises the Jebel el-Abiadh (alt. 7380 ft.),

after which the mountain breaks down to the

valley of the Nahr el-KeMr, and the low, rolling

hills joining the Lebanon to the mountains of the

Niutcirlyeh.

With veryfew exceptions all the Lebanon streams
rise on the western face. South of Beyrout the

main rivers have their sources in high valleys be-

tween ridges approximately parallel to the main
ridge. Their course is thus first southerly, then
westerly, to the sea. They are the Zaharani

,
the

Ammtt (Bostrenus), and the Bamdr (the Tamuras
of Strabo, and the Lammas of Polybius). North
of Beyrout the head waters of the rivers are in

wide amphitheatres, separated from each other

by narrow watersheds, in places 5000 to 6000 ft.

high
;
and in their course to the sea they break

through the spurs of the great bill in narrow
gorges. The western face of the Lebanon is thus

extremely rugged and varied in contour. The
main streams are—Nahr Beyrout (the Magoras),

with its two branches, rising on the face of

Kuneiseh, and between Kuneiseh and Sannln

respectively, Nahr cl-Kelb (Lycus flumen) drain-
ing Sanntn

; Nahr Ibrahim (the Adonis) with its

main sources at Afka and 'Akilrah ; Nahr ej-Jauz

;

Nahr Kadisha, draining the Cedar amphitheatre,
and entering the sea at Tripoli

;
Nahr el-Bdrid;

and, finally, the boundary river, Nahr cl-Kebir
,

which sweeps around the northern end of the
mountain. The eastern face of Lebanon presents
a very different aspect from the western, as it

slopes directly down to the plain of the Buka c

,

sometimes with no foot-hills, and unbroken by
any important valleys, except at the south end of
Kuneiseh and at Zatleli, where the Nahr Berdafini
comes out of a wild gorge. There are several large
fountains at the base of the main ridge, and the
Lake Yamm finch, with its inteimittent fountains,
lies in a depression between the main ridge and
the partly wooded foot-hills, north-west of Baalbek.
A few words as to geology. The Lebanon is com-

posed of three conformable series of strata, all of

which are sometimes exposed on the sides of the
deepest valleys. The lowest is regarded by some
authorities as lower cretaceous, by others as upper
Jurassic. Tt consists of several thousand feet of

hard, thick -layered limestone, containing few
fossils, among which are sponges, corals, brachio-
pods, and, most characteristic, Cidans glandaria

,

from which the formation has been named the
Glandaria limestone. While forming the bottom
of the deepest valleys, by foldings it is in

places elevated to the height of from 4000 to

5000 ft. It weathers into grand castellated

rocks, whose bluish-grey sides are beautifully
fluted by the frosts and rains. The second series

of strata lias been named from a characteristic

fossil, Trigonia syriaca, the Trigonia zone. It

consists of sandstone, soft limestone, and clay,

with here and there small quantities of poor
bituminous coal and bituminous limestone, with
pyrites and efflorescent salts. The sandstone is

from fifty to several hundred feet thick, and by its

red colour serves readily to distinguish the other
series of rocks. Most of the Lebanon pines grow
on this sandstone. The limestone and clays of the
Trigonia zone may attain a thickness of from 500
to 1000 ft., and ’are very rich in fossils. The
third series lias been named the Hippurite lime-

stone, as some of its strata are almost entirely

composed of fragments of hippurites, which in

places are found well preserved. There are also

many nerineas. The hippurite limestone occurs
on the sides of Lebanon, where, with the other
formations, it is extensively faulted and folded,

and it forms the summits ox all the highest moun-
tains, where it is in most cases nearly level.

Its greatest thickness must be nearly 5000 ft.

At low levels near the sea are found chalks,

with and without flint, which are the uppermost
of the cretaceous rocks, and which appear to have
been deposited after the mass of the mountains
was well above the sea, since they are in no case
found in the centre of the range. In several

localities the chalk has yielded numerous finely-

preserved fishes. Upon the chalk is found soft

miocene limestone, and a porous sandstone of a
quarternary date which is largely calcareous.

From the above description it will be seen that
the Lebanon presents some magnificent scenery.

It is no wonder that the salient features of this

border-land to their country seized upon the im-
agination of the Hebrew poets. The deep and
sudden gorges, the sweeping amphitheatres, the
variety of colouring in the soil, the towering
snow-covered peaks, the gushing fountains,—all

unite in producing pictures of almost bewildering
variety. Villages are scattered everywhere ; some
nestle at the mountain base, others cling to the
steep sides, while still others are perched on ridges
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over 4000 ft. above the sea. Many of the bald
promontories of rock are crowned by bolfried
monasteries. The extent of cultivation is extra-
ordinary, and the system of terracing is carried
to a height of almost 0000 ft. Wheat, the vine,

the olive, the mulberry, and the walnut all abound.
The water from the various fountains is carefully
stored up and led off in irrigation. A consider-
able quantity of silk is manufactured. The
Lebanon was once well wooded, but the charcoal
burners and the browsing goat are now powerful
destructive agents. The valley of the Nahr Ibra-

him, however, is still thickly wooded with oak and
pine, while the stream is shaded with plane trees,

besides the historic grove of the cedars above
Boaherroh, there are still small groves on the ridge
south of Kuneiseh, and a more extensive forest at
el-Hadoth, south of the Nahr JEyadisha. Jackals
abound, but hymnas, wolves, and panthers are fast

disappearing.
Of ancient buildings there are very few traces,

the principal ones being the ruin at Deir el- Kulaa,
above the Beyrout river; Kuldai el-Fukm, near
Sanntn ; and the temple of Venus at A flea, the
source of the Adonis. This was destroyed by
Constantine owing to the licentious rites practised
there. The site is striking: behind the temple
there rises, for 1200 ft., an almost perpendicular
cliff, richly coloured, at the base of which is

a large cave, from which in the spring-time a
volume of water gushes forth, immediately joining
the perennial stream, which plunges down in a
series of three cascades. The water is said to be
at times impregnated with mineral salts, giving
a red colour, typifying to the ancients the blood
of Adonis. At the mouth of Nahr ol-Kelb are in-

scriptions in Assyrian, Egyptian, and Creek. At
the bottom of the wild iyadtsha gorge there are
many early anchorite caves ; in front of some of

them convents have been erected—notably lym-
nubin, the traditional seat of the Maronite patri-
arch.

The feudal system lasted in the Lebanon far into
the present century. In consequence of the
massacres of 1800 the government of the mountains
was reorganized, with a Christian governor under
the general protection of the Powers. The popula-
tion is about half a million, and includes the
following sects, which are given as nearly as pos-
sible in the order of their numbers, the most
numerous being first :

—

Maronites.
Greek Orthodox.
Brasses.

Papal Greeks.
Mntawileh.
Mohammedans.
Protestants,
Byrlao and Armenian.

In general the Druzos are to be found south of
the Beyrout river, while the stronghold of the
Maronites is to the north. (For details as to
the Maronites, see PEFtit, 1892, Bliss). Owing
to recent efforts of missionaries, both Protestant
and Roman Catholic, the number of schools is
very large. The natural abilities of the Lebanese
are decidedly above those of the rest of the
peasantry in Syria and Palestine.

The Buka\ — The Lebanon is divided from the
Anti-Libanus by a broad valley known in its
southern part as the Buka' el-'Aziz, and in its
northern part as Sahl*Ba'albeh It is drained by
two rivers, the Litdny (Leontes), which rises in
the neighbourhood of Baalbek and flows south,
and by the Asi (Orontea), which rises a short
distance farther north, and flows northward. The
watershed is almost imperceptible. The Buka'
pioper is very fertile, and supports a large popula-

tion in the villages scattered over it, and especially

in the valleys along its sides. The northern end
is much less fertile. (For the splendid ruins of

Ba'albvk sec roll, at end of this article). At its

southern end the plain suddenly contracts into

a narrow gorge, through which the Litany Hows.
Both the plain and Anti-Libanus are subject to

the Governor of Damascus.
Anti-Libanus, Jth l

7 only (’AvnXUiaPos. In Dt V
3“r> ll“4 and Jos l

4 9 l the lleb. is rendered by
’AvnXlpavos ).

—
'The southern limit of Anti-Libanus

may he conveniently placed at the Itarada river

ami Damascus, leaving the mountains to the soul h

to he considered as part of the system of Mount
ilermon. It runs roughly parallel to the Lebanon
for 05 miles, terminating rather abruptly at the

plain of Hums. The main ridge is separated from
the plain of Ooclo-Syria by a small plain and ridge

at the north end ; by a rough mass of low ridges,

called Jehel Jyusha'a/m the mitral part ; and by
the plain of Zebedhni with ridge in the southern
part. At the north the main ridge is narrow, but
broken by a series of prominent peaks ; the central

mass is broader, higher, and rougher ; while, the
southern part is diversified by long wadis leading
off to the east, with a single wady (IJariri) leading
to the south. To the east of the main ridge there
is a descending series of plateaux, gradually
dropping to the level of the plain of Damascus,
and separated by live ridges which spread out
somewhat like a fan, and which, if produced,
would meet in the main mass of Ilermon.
The highest plateau (alt. 5255 ft.), which is

called *Asal dAVard, drains northward, past the
towns Yabrftd and Nebk, and is watered by a num-
ber of line fountains. The principal peaks of the
Anti-Libanus are : llalhmt Kdfm (8250), JJafinud
Jydrah (8150), and JJallmat J£umtU (8150) at. the
northern end; Tdta'at MCtm (8755) in the central
mass; Abu el-11in (8135) and the Mftdlln ridge

(8090) farther * south. The only considerable
streams of Anti-Libanus are the Ynhffifah% empty-
ing into the Lifftny ; }/elluhi

y flowing eastward to

the Damascus plain ; and the Barada (Abana of

Scripture), This important river has its main
upper source in the south end of the plain of

Zebedhni, in a beautiful pool fed by many springs,

but drains the whole of that plain; the volume of

water is much more than doubled by the fountain
of

% Ain Fij'eh, which joins it less than half-way to

Damascus.
Liamatum—The geographical and geological description#

are condensed from unpublished notes made by Professor
West and Professor Day respectively, both of the Syrian
Protestant College, Beyrout. The table of population in taken
from the Book of Statistics of the Lebanon, published in Arabic,
1898. The reader may refer further to such works as Robinson,
BRPZIL 436 ff., 493 ;

G. A. Smith, lWUbmt. ; Buhl, GAP U0

;

Burton and Drake, Unexplored tyrkt ; de Saulcy, Journey
round the Dead tiea, etc., ii, 668ft (especially on the ruins
of Baalbek). F. J, Buss.

LEBAOTH (rrtK^ perhaps ‘lionesses’),—A city In

S. Judah, Jos 158a. Site unknown. It is called in
Jos 196 Beth-lebaoth, and in I Oh 4iU (perhaps by
textual error) Beth-biri (wh. see).

C, It CONDKR.
LEBBAEUS {Aeppatos) is the name given to one

of the Twelve in AV of Mt 10s , but rejected by
liV as without sufficient authority. The reading
and the meaning of the name will be fully discussed
in art. Tbaddjkus. Bee also WIP, Notes, pp. 11,

24, 144, and Dalman, Worte Jcm, p. 40. The greatest
obscurity prevails regarding him, but theview which
identifies him with the Thaddams of Mk 3 lH and Mt
10s (It V), the Judas of James of Ik G 10 and Ac 1

l8
, and

the Judas, not Iscariot, of Jn 148s}

, may be accepted
without serious hesitation. There are no refer-
ences to him in NT except those in the lists of the
Twelve and the question recorded by St. John, whe
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carefully distinguishes him from the traitor, and
nothing whatever is known of his ultimate career.
See, further, art. Thaddjeus. W. Muir.

LiEBONAH (np:A, Ae/3tavd).—A place near Shiloh
on the way to Shochem, Jg 2119

. It is the ruin
called. Khan d-Lubban, about 3 miles W.N.W.
of Seihln (Shiloh), See SWP vol. ii. sheet xi.

;

Robinson, BMP* 271 f.
; Gudrin, Samarie

,
ii. 164 f .

;

Baedeker-Socin, Pal.
8
, 217. C. R. Conder.

LECAH (np!?).—A name occurringin the genealogy
of Judah (1 Ch 421

) as the ‘son’ of Er. Most
probably it. is the name of a place, although
it is impossible to identify it. See Genealogy,

LEECH.—See Horseleech.

LEEKS.— The word vyii hazir is usually tr.
‘ grass * (see Grass) or 4 hay 5

(see Hay), but in one
passage (Nu IX 5

) it is tr.
4
leeks.’ Its occurrence in

this passage with the other two alliaceous plants
onions and garlic, and the authority of the LXX
Trpdcra, Vulg. porri, ancient Syriac and Arab.,
have caused most interpreters to .accept the AY
and RY 4

leeks.’ The plant is Allium Porrum
, L.

It is extensively cultivated in the East. It has an
ill-defined bulb, leaves about an inch broad, and
a stem about 2 ft. in height. The young stem,
enveloped in its leaves, is banked up, as in the case
of celery, and plucked up while tender, before the
dowering head is developed. It is eaten raw, or
made into a salad, or used as a flavouring for
cooked dishes. It has a more delicate flavour than
onions or garlic. It is known in Arab, by the
name Jcurrath. G. E. Post.

LEES.—This is the tr“ in AY and RY Of Heb.
in Is 256 M4r

, Jer 4811
, Zeph l 12 ; in its only

remaining occurrence, Ps 75° [Eng. 8
] it is rendered

4
dregs.’ The word 'lees’ is a plur., formed from

Fr. he (the sing, seems never to have been used in

Eng.), which is defined in Cotgrave’s Fr. Did. as
4 the lees, dregs, grounds, thick substance that
settles in the bottome of liquor.’ The further
derivation from Low Lat. lia, accepted by Skeat, is

rejected by Bracket. In Is 258bi4f the word is used
in an apparently good sense, 4 a feast of wines on
the lees, of fat things full of marrow, of wines on
the lees well refined ’

; and that passage, being
most frequently quoted, has given 4 lees

5 a some-
what less offensive meaning in mod. Eng. than
4
dregs.’ But there is no difference between the

words, as may be seen from Shaks. Troil. and
Cress. iv. i. 62—

* Drink up
The lees and dregs of a flat tamed piece.'

Macbeth, n. iii. 100

—

4 The wine of life is drawn, and the mere lees

Is left this vault to brag of.'

And in Is the sense of sMmMm is the same as

elsewhere, the fences or dregs of wine. But wine
that, after fermentation, is allowed to stand long
on its dregs, gathers strength or body, and when
filtered before drinking is superior to recently
fermented wine. The figure in Jer and Zeph is of

one who has had little trial in life, has been too
long at ease, and grown indolent and indifferent.

See Wine. J. Hastings.

LEFTHANDED (in 1611 two words) is the trn in

Jg 316 2Q10 of ppyi: n®#, which is literally 4 shut up
(or bound) as to the right hand,’ as in AVm. The
Heb. phrase, which occurs nowhere else, is used
first of Ehud and then of

4

700 chosen men’ of

Benjamin, who ‘could sling stones at an liair

breadth, and not miss.’ The adj. -ibn is in New
Heb. 4 lame,’ and the AV translation is no doubt
right. It comes from the margin of the Geneva
Bible at 315

, the text being 4 lame of his right
hand,’ and from the text of the same at 2016

. The
LXX gives a/juporepod^ios, 4 double handed,’ and the
Vulg. 4 qui utraque manu pro dextera utebatur ’

(in 2016 4 ita sinistra ut dextra pradiantes’),
whence Wyc. 4 the which either hoond reside for

the right’ (in 2016 4 so with the lift as with the
right fightynge ’). Cov. has 4 a man that mighte
do nothinge with his righte hande.’ The Douay
follows the Yulg., ‘who used both handes for the
right.’ J. Hastings.

LEG.—1. [sna New Heb. from root jna 4 bow’ or
4 bend’] The sing, is not found in OT, but the
dual fern. n;jrp occurs repeatedly in the ritual of

P, Ex 129 2917
, Lv P- 13 411 821 9U (chiefly in the

collocation 4 the inwards and the legs’) ; in Lv ll21

of the long bending hinder legs of the saltatorial

Orthoptera (see Oxf. Heb. Lex. s.v., and the illus-

tration on p. 84 of Driver’s Joel and Amos). The
only other occurrence of the word is Am 312 (of

the shepherd rescuing two legs of a lamb out of

the mouth of a lion).

2. bpv3 lit.
4
foot.

5

1 S 176 Goliath had greaves
of brass 4 upon his legs ’ (v^rrtjz ; LXX ebrdvea tQv
ffKeXcov abrov).

3. pi®, denoting the upper part of the leg, in-

cluding, or sometimes synonymous with, the thigh
(Tv), (a) Of animals. This word is wrongly
translated 'shoulder’ by AV (cf. LXX rbv ftpa-

Xlova) in Ex 2922 - 27
,
Lv 7s2 - 83 * 34 825 - 26 921 1014 * 15

,

Nu 620 1818
,

1 S 924 , in all of which RY correctly
renders 4 thigh.’ The pi® was a choice piece, and
as such is mentioned in 1 S 924 as having been
reserved by Samuel for Saul. One of the chief

points of difference, in the matter of the priestly

revenues, between the Deuteronomic and the
Priestly Code, is that in the latter the priest’s

share of a sacrifice is the breast and right thigh
(Lv 7

3 ‘2_S4
), whereas in the former it is the head,

maw, and shoulder (jrni, lit.
4 arm,’ Dt 18s

). See
\V. R. Smith, OTJC2 383 note 3, and Driver,
Deut. 215. (b ) Of men. In Dt 28s5 one of the
curses threatened on disobedient Israelites is that
they will be smitten ‘upon the knees and upon
the legs with an evil boil,’ where the reference
is probably (see Driver, ad loc.) to a species of

elephantiasis.—In Ca 516 the Shulammite compares
the legs of her beloved to pillars of marble.

—

Nebuchadnezzar’s image had his legs (Aram, v'w)
of iron, Dn 238

.—In Pr 267 the pointing of the text
is somewhat doubtful. The MT has noap r(n

(AY 4 the legs of the lame are not equal’ [AVm
4 are lifted up’], RV ‘the legs of the lame hang
loose’). If we adopt RY trn

,
probably we ought

to point (so Ewald, Siegfriea-Stade, and [doubt-
fully] Oxf. Heb. Lex . ). Delitzsch (Comm . ), followed
by Kamphausen (in Kautzsch’s AT) and Wildeboer
(
Comm. ), points "ibi, which he takes to be a noun
= 4 a hanging down.’ The trn of the verse would
then be,

4 as the hanging down of the legs of the
lame,’ etc. In any case the general sense of the
passage is clear, namely that a ‘parable’ is as
useless in the mouth of a fool as are the legs of

a lame man.—In Ps 147 10 ‘legs’ are a symbol of

strength, 4 (The Lord) delighteth not in the
strength of the horse, he taketh no pleasure in

the legs of a man.’—For Jg 158 ‘He smote them
*11^2 P'

1®,’ lit. ‘leg upon thigh,’ see art. Hip.
4. in Is 472 is wrongly translated ‘leg’ m

AY. The correct rendering is ‘train.’ The proud
daughter of Babylon is called upon to assume the
guise of a slave, to take the millstones and grind
meal, to remove her veil, to strip off hei train,

to uncover her leg (pi® ‘thigh’), i.e. to gird up
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her garments that she may wade through the

rivers.

5. In NT cndXos—only of the breaking of the

legs to hasten death, which was practised on the

two crucified robbers but not upon Jesus, Jn 1931ff\

This practice, known as cnceXoKOTrla (cf. the hap. leg\

o-KeXoKorreu in Ev. Petr. 4) or crurifrttgium ,
is referred

to in Aur. Viet. Cces. 41 ;
Plaut. Asm. II. iv. 68 ; Cic.

Bose. Am. 20 ; Seneea, Ir. iii. 22, etc. (see full list

in Keim, Jesus of Nazara ,
Eng. tr. vi. 253 note 3).

J. A. Selbie.
LEGION.—This word, familiar as it is to us,

was not a familiar word to the inhabitants of

Palestine in NT times, for the legions wpre
stationed in the frontier provinces, and nothing
happened to bring them into Judina until the
outbreak of the Jewish war in A.D. 66 (see

Augustus’ Band). Aeynbv (so spelt in r* B* D ;

Xeye&v usually in AC) occurs in NT only in Mt
2653

, Mk 5 9 - 15
, Lk 830—and even so never in its

proper sense of ‘ a legion of Homan soldiers
5

;

it never occurs in LXX (so Hatch-Redpatli)

;

and it is rare (if it occurs at all) in Josephus
(rdyga stands for * legion

3
in BJ ii. 544, iii. 8,

97, ed. Niese, et passim)J Nor, again, is there
much evidence that the word in its Semitic
form (twra^ or p'A, pi. aurA or pnu 1

? or rmuA) was
well known in Palestine early in the Christian
era. It is found (S. A. Cook Glossary of Aram.
Inscr.) in the Palmyrene Inscriptions (1st -3rd
cents, of the Christian era), and at least once
in the OT Peshitta, Nu 2424 ‘Legions shall go
forth from the land of the Kittim 5

(similarly

Targ. Jer. ih.). On the other hand, the word
is fairly common in Talmudic and Midrashic
literatuie (from 3rd cent, of the Christian era
onwards), and some instances may be quoted in

illustration of Xeyulov in NT.
(1) It connotes a great number. ‘It is easier

to feed one legion in Galilee than one sucking
child in the land of Israel

5

( Genesis Bab . xx. 6

fin., ed. Wilna, 1878).

(2) Connoting special and severe punishment.
The waters of the Blood are compared to a ‘ cruel
legion’ (Gen. Bah. iv. 6 ;

cf. also v. 6).

(3) Connoting (under certain circumstances) un-
cleanness. A legion on the march is unclean
because skulls to be used as charms are always
carried with it (Talm. Bab., Hull. 123a).

(4) Connoting attendance on a king. God
speaks of Israel at the passage of the Red Sea
as ‘My legions’ (Exod. Bab. xxiii. 7). The tribe

of Levi is the legion which stands in God the
King’s presence (Ahim. Bab. i. 12). God when He
goes forth ‘for peace’ is attended by multitudes
(potaiN) and legions

(
Num. Bab. xi. p. 89, col. a

,

ed. Wilna).
These references illustrate both Mt 2653 (‘Twelve

legions of angels’) ; cf. (1) (4) ; and Mk 59
(‘ legion;

for we are many 3

); cf. (1) (2). The idea of un-
cleanness is not prominent in the word.
A Roman legion in our Lord’s time was an

army complete in itself, consisting of both infantry
and cavalry, and amounting to upwards of 5000
men; cf. Marquardt, Bom. Staatsverwaltung, ii.

p. 430 if. See also Schurer, HJP I. ii. 49-51
;

Swete, St. Mark 59 note; Plummer, St. Luke 830

note ; J. Levy, NHWB, s.v. pu 1

?.

W. Emery Barnes.
LEHABIM (Gn 1013

, 1 Ch l
11 Aaftietu, kafietv,

Vulg.Laabim) occurs as the name of a nation de-
scending from Mizraim, i.e. nearly related to the
Egyptians. Scholars always have noticed the
great similarity of the name to that of the Lubim,

* Asyu&v (x.ytvv) does not appear in the Index Voc. Grcec.
in Havermmp’s ea. of 1726, nor is Josephus cited s.v. in Liddell
and Scott (ed. viii.), or in Stephanus (ed. Hase-Dindorf), or in
Sophocles, Lexicon (ed. 1870).

Libyans. Some suppose Lehabim to be merely a

corruption for original ; others, a double

writing of this name, which they suppose to be

hidden in the nmV Ludim connected with it

;

others suppose Lehabim and Ludim (Lubim ?) to

have been different tribes of the same nation,

therefore, with similar names. Certainly, the

graphic similarity between h and u is small, only

might form a transition.
_

An insertion of

h for phonetic reasons is anything but probable ;

the insertions of h in other cases are not sufficiently

analogous. Therefore, the origin of the present

form remains obscure. On the other hand, it can

hardly be doubted that the Libyans are meant
(see LUBIM). Strange etymologies such as from
inn, ‘flame,

3

i.e. those living in a flaming hot

country (!), or wild guesses such as the translation

of Walton’s Arabic version, ‘the inhabitants of

Behnesa’ (Middle Egypt, near Oxyrhynclms of

the Greek time), deserve no consideration.

W. Max Muller.
LEHI On

1
? * jawbone, 3 ‘ cheek 3

;
LXX Aeife)!,

Ae%£, Hiay&v ; I/uc. Ae^et ; ’A. 2.0, Jos. Ant. V. vni.

8, 9 Eia-ywit').—A place in Judah, the scene of

Samson’s slaughter of the Philistines, Jg 159"19
.

In 2 S 2311 rnV ‘ to Lelii ’ (LXX Luc. <hrl (nay6m),

is to he read for n;nb ‘ to the troop (?).’ The site is

unknown. Schick \ZDPV x. 152 f.) suggests

Khurbct cs-SijjCtgh (tnaydov), 2 m. S.S.E. of Soi'ah

;

hut see Smith,HGHL 222 n., and Moore, Judges 348,

where other identifications are quoted. The name
‘jawbone 3 must have been suggested by the forma-

tion of a prominent rock ; cf. "Ovov yvddos, the name
of a peninsula on the W. of Cape Malea, the S. E.

promontory of the Peloponnese (Strabo, p. 363, ed.

Casaub.). Perhaps Beer-lahai-roi (Gn I011
)

is to

be explained in the same way, ’tn ’iV ‘the jawbone
of the antelope,’ Arab. 3ummyc ‘mountain goat’
(Wellh. Prolog. 2 339 and n.

;
Ball, ‘ Genesis

5

in

SBOT 66) ; cf. also the place-name in Arab., laluj

gamal ‘ camel’s jawbone. 3

The Philistine marauders made Lehi their head-
uarters for attacks upon the Hebrews of the

i strict ; the name of the place was suggestive ;

and tradition attached to it the story of Samson’s
exploit with the ‘ fresh jawbone 3

(lehi) of an ass.

Popular etymology explained Ramath-lehi, Jg 15 17
,

‘ the height (from rum) of Lehi, 3 as the place where
Samson threw away (rttmdh) the jawbone

; a
hollow basin in the hill-side, shaped like a ‘ mortar 3

(maktcsh v. 19
,
cf. Zeph l11

, Pr 2722
), which held the

water of the ‘Partridge Spring 5 (fn hakkbre
, cf.

IS 2620
, Jer 17 11

), became the spring which God
granted when Samson called (hard’) for help in

his exhaustion (see En-HAKKORE). Thus the
legend was founded upon the popular explana-
tion of these names; indeed the word v. 18

might mean either ‘in Lehi 3

or ‘with a jaw-
bone 3 (Moore, Judges 347). It is noteworthy
that the exploit of Shammah, one of David’s
mightv men, also took place at Lehi, 2 S 2311

(see above), and bears considerable resemblance
to the story of Samson. Cf. also the story of

Shamgar, Jg 331 . G. A. Cooke.

LEMUEL (^D^ or VjoeA).—

T

he name of a king
otherwise unknown, to whom his mother addressed
the words recorded in Pr 312’9

. Most moderns
understand Pr 301 (see RVm) to imply that Lemuel
was ‘king of Massa 3

in Arabia; where lived the
descendants of Massa, the son of Ishmael men-
tioned in Gn 2514

, 1 Ch l30. See Ague. The
name Lemuel may be compared with Jemuel in

Gn 4610
, or Nemuel 1 Ch 4s4

; and in meaning
with Lael, a man consecrated ‘ to God,’ in Nu 3^
(see Gray, Heb. Prop. Names, 207).

W. T. Davison.
LENDING.—See Debt.
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LENTILS (cn^iy 'rtddshlm, <pak6s, l(ms). —- The
authority of the LXX and Vulg., and the identity
of the Aral). 'adtis, make it certain that the grain
intended in the four passages where 'addshim occurs
((in 25**, 2 S 17* 23“ Ezk 4«) is the Until

, Ervum
Lens, L. It is an annua, 1, of the order Leguminosas

,

with pinnate, tendril-bearing leaves, of 5-6 pairs of
oblong- linear leaflets, 1-4-{lowered peduncles,white
corolla,, a rffi ovate-rhombic, 1-2-seeded pods half an
inch long. The seeds are lenticular, with a reddish
outer coal. They are cultivated everywhere in the
East. They are usually stowed with onions, rice,
and oil, or small hits of meat and fat, and seasoned
to the taste. This dish, which is known as nm/ed-
drrah, is universal among the poor. It is by no
means unpalatable, and is common enough on' the
tables of the rich also. The colour of it is a
darkish-brown. It would seem that it was red in
Esau’s day (On 2530

). The term red, however, is a
somewhat indefinite one in the East, and applies to
a number of shades of red and brown. It was
* pottage 5

of lentils, similar to if not identical with
inmjeddemh

,
for which Esau sold his birthright (v.84).

Leht.il Hour is still made into bread in Egypt by
the very poor, as in ancient times (Ezk 4!l

).

G. E. Post.
LEOPARD (*i^ ndndr^ ir&pBrikis,pardm).—A well-

known animal, Felis pardns, L., still called nimr
in Arab., a mime which, however, it shares with
the tiger. It, is a tierce carnivorous creature, often
attaining a length of 4 ft. from tho tip of the nose
to tho insertion of tho tail. It is a type of ferocity

(Is 11°). It is exceedingly agile, and swift in its

at tracks (II ah l
8
). A four-winged leopard is used as

a type of the Macedonian, or,"according to another
interpretation, of the Persian Empire (l)ri 78

). It is

specially noted for the patience with which it waits,

extended on the branch of a tree, or a rock near a
watering-place, expecting its prey, on which it

springs with a deadly precision. Hence 4 a leopard
shall watch over their cities’ (Jer 58 ), and 4

as a
leopard hy the way will f observe them 5

(IIos 137 ).

Tho blaofc spots on the yellow ground of its fur

(.lor l,Ta
)
make it one of tho most beautiful of

animals. Tho skins sometimes sell in Syria and
Palestine for as much as £10. They are used as

rugs and saddle covers. Some dervishes wear a
leopard's skin over their back. Leopards are still

found in Lebanon (ef. Ca 48
), though rare. One

was shot near Kofr Malta, within 15 miles of

1 loir (it, in tho winter of 1866-7, after it had killed

00 goats. A young one was taken at Bano, about
15 miles north of Tripoli, the same winter. One
was seen at Jisr ©HCfUji, about 10 miles from
Beirht, a year or two before. They are not rare

along the Litany (Leontos), and in the Antilebanon,

and the ravines which open into the Jordan Valley.

Another species of leopard, Felis jubata , Schreb.,

the chetah, or hunting leopard
,
the fehd of the

Arabs, is found in Galilee and Gilead. It is

occasionally domesticated, and used by the Arabs
for hunting. Both Nimr and Fehd are names
commonly given to boys, as emblems or presages of

strength and valour.

The word ndmir, in its feminine form nimrah
,

and its plural form nimrim
,
is several times used

in the names of places, as 4 Nimrah 5 and 4 Beth-

nimrah (Nu 32s* 8
®), now Nahr Nimrin

,
and the

‘waters of Nimrim 5

(Is 156
,
Jer 48s4

), and 4 the

mountains of the leopards ’
(
nimrim, Ca 48

). The
leopard is also alluded to in Sir 2828 and Kev 132

,
r

G. E. Post.

LEPROSY (nsny or njny yy zdra'ath, negd zdrd'ath

;

LXX and NT \<br/>a).—A genus of diseases with

which, in a special degree, the element of unclean-

ness was associated. The removal of other maladies

is spoken of in NT as healing
,
but the removal of

leprosy is called cleansing (Mt 88 108 II5
,
Mk l43 ,

Lk 427 7
22 17 17

). The only case in which the verb
iaadcu is used in this connexion is in Lk 17 15 in the
case of the Samaritan, whose relation to the cere-
monial law would perhaps not be recognized by a
Jew : in all other passages it is icadapifav. Leprosy
also involved exclusion from the community as did
no other disease

; and the leper was looked upon,
not only as defiled himself, but as a source of
defilement to his neighbours.
There is an initial difficulty in the identification

of these diseases, as the Greek word \4irpa is used
by the early physicians as the name of a skin
disease, now called psoriasis, characterized by an
eruption of rough, scaly patches. Hippocrates,
Polybius, and Paulus iEgineta treat it in general as
a curable disease of not very serious import. This
skin disease is neither contagious nor dangerous to
life, nor, in most cases, productive of much incon-
venience or suffering to the individual ; and, ex-
cept for the sense of disgust engendered by the
disfigurement which it causes in the rare ease of
its affecting the face, it is not injurious to the
community. And yet the LXX translators and
St. Luke must have known of this use of the word
which they employ as the equivalent of zdrdath.
On the other hand, the disease now called leprosy
must have been known in Bible times, and could
scarcely escape notice. Besides, other diseases of
the skin did not produce ceremonial uncleanness,
and this group of scaly eruptions which the Greeks
called lepra was not necessarily associated with
dirt or vice, and could scarcely be singled out from
allied diseases as divine visitations ; also the
scalinoss which, from the first, is distinctive of
these, is not mentioned as a specific character.
The true leprosy has been known in India since

the days of Atreya, about B. C. 1400 ; and it is said
to be referred to in Japanese records about 500
years later. In the Egyptian papyrus Ebers,
written in the reign of Amen-hotep I., about B.c.

1550, there are over a score of prescriptions for an
apparently intractable disease called uk/iedu, which
attacked the head, the limbs, the face, and the
body generally

;
which was attended with the

development of bean-like nodules (hanhun ), open
sores, or skin spots, which were liable to ulcerate,

and had to lie covered with plasters. The singular
form of this word was probably khed, and in

Coptic the derivative chot is used for a swelling,

and, with the status construetus of the verb or

prefixed {erckot), it is used for a sore or an ulcer.

There is little doubt that this disease was leprosy.

In the Coptic version of Leviticus another cognate
word is used, geht, to denote leprosy.

The first classical reference to the disease is in

the Prorrhetica of Hippocrates (ii. ), where, after

referring to lepra
,
he mentions the Phoenician

disease as a far more serious malady. There is

also a reference to leprosy, although not by name,
in a fragment of Hesiod quoted by Eustathius in

his Comment, in Odgss. v. p. 1746. Galen men-
tions it under the name elephantiasis

,

and says
that it is common in Alexandria, on account of

the coarse food of the people. To this also
Lucretius (vi. 1114) refers

—

‘Est elephas morbus qui propter fluminaMli
Gigmtur ^Egypto in media neque praeterea usquam.*

Some have supposed that the Xetxty \evic6$ of

HCschylus (
Choephoroi

, 281) is leprosy, but it is

more probably the scaly psoriasis, as is the same
word in Eumenides, 754. Tliemison is said by
Cselius Aurelianus, iv. I, to have described it about
B.C. 100, but his description is lost. The scanti-

ness of the references in classical literature before
the beginning of the Christian era support the
statement of Pliny (xxvi. ), that it was brought into
Europe from Syria by the army of Pompey(B.C.
CL). Others of the Greek and Latin physicians
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of later date describe it under the name elephanti-
asis (CoIsuh iii. 25, and Soranus, according to Mar-
cellus, xix.). Paulus /Egineta compares it to
cancer of the whole body. Aretmus also gives a
graphic description of its loathsome later stages.
For an account of the characteristics of the
advanced stages see Thomson, Land and Book,

ii. 530.

Tiie first biblical reference is in the account of

the signs given by God to Moses whereby he was to
prove to Pharaoh his divine commission (Ex 4(i J)

;

but in Ex 7
l0'w (P), whore his interview with Pharaoh

is reported, there is no mention of this sign being
shown. The reason of this omission is not difficult

to understand. This incident may be the founda-
tion of Manetho’s story quoted by Josephus (<:. Ap.
i. 31), that Moses was a leper, and was expelled
from Heliopolis on this account. Manetho also
said that the Jews were driven out of Egypt be-
cause they were afllicted with this disease (ib.

i. 26).

The second historical mention of it is very
significant. In Nu 1210 the smiting of Miriam
with leprosy is recorded. Ilero we have a graphic
reference to the effects of the disease in Aaron’s
prayer for his sister, when he says, * Lot her not,

1 pray thee, he as one dead, of wliom the flesh is

half consumed (eaten away) when he oomelh out
of his mother’s womb 5

Jv.
w

).

In Lv 13 there are minute instructions given for
the recognition of those diseases in their early
stages. Here the name is used with negd pre-
fixed to indicate that it is regarded as a*

4 stroke
from God 5

(cf. Vulgate rendering of 4 smitten 5 by
Inprosum in Is 534

). There are here apparently
seven varieties of the disease to be distinguished.
(1) nNip scclh, LXX otfXi), a rising of the skin or
subcutaneous nodule, (2) nnso mppahalh, LXX
cyfACLcrLa, a scab or cutieular crust. (3) rnns baherdth

,

LXX 7-17X0. a bright or shining spot. These
are the earliest appearances, and even at this stage
the disease k said to exhibit the two distinctive
features of being really subcuticular, and of turn-
ing the hairs white. If these diagnostic marks
are present when the suspect is brought before
the priest, he is to ho pronounced unclean at once

;

hut xf not, he is to bo shut up for seven days, and
then again inspected. Should the disease have
undergone no change during this period, ho is

again to be isolated for another week, and again
examined. (4) Another form, or perhaps a later
stage of the disease, is that in which 4 quick raw
flesh,

5

that is, rod granulation tissue, appears in
the tumid spot (v. 10

) ; this was to be recognized as
a sure sign, and the person declared unclean, (5)
One of the most singular provisions of the law is
that in v. is

,
referring to the cases in which the

white efflorescence becomes universal from head to
foot

; when this occurs, the person is pronounced
dean. It is probable that in this case the priest
was to consider it as a form of psoriasis

,
and not

as a genuine leprosy, which is rarely universal
until a late stage, and then is not white. If,
however, any sign of the coexistence of leprous
ulceration with the whiteness should appear, he is
to be declared unclean (v. 14f

*). To provide for the
case in which this redness or sore is only a
temporary pustule, such as often occurs in almost
any sldn disease, the patient is to come again to
the priest as soon as the sore is healed, when he is
again to be pronounced clean (v. lf{M.

In all these cases the diagnosis in the early
stages is between leprosy in which the infiltration
is dermal and the hairs lose their colour, and
eczema or psoriasis in which the swelling is chiefly
epidermal and the hairs do not change. If, during
the periods of quarantine, the spot appears to be
fading (nps kahah, RV 4 dim, 5AV 4 somewhat dark, 5

following LXX a/xavpd), and not spreading, he is to

be pronounced clean, and the disease is said to be
only nnspp mispahath

,
a scab, ie, psoriasis, unless

on further inspection it appeared to he spreading.

(0) Another variety, described in \v H
, is tliafc

which attacks the cicatrix of an ulcer or a boil,

pit;? shchin
,
in which there is a white rising, sil'rth

Icbhdntlh
,
that is, a smooth shining snot, red in

patches; the description seems to indicate some
one of an obscure group of diseases of the skin,

called by various names, cicatricial keloid, acted -

asis, etc. Between all these diseases and leprosy
there are many points of resemblance, but there is

no evidence that they are contagious. In doubt-
ful cases the priest is to require a week’s quaran-
tine in order to decide whether it is true leprosy
or only ztirebeth hashshcMn (RV ‘the scar of the
boil,’ AV ‘a burning boil ’), a temporary swelling
from the irritation of the scar, or else only the
cicatrix itself (v. a:{

). A similar form of the disease
may attack the scar of a burn (v.* 1

), and is to be
treated in the same way.

(7) The form of disease affecting the hairy
scalp (v. 80 )

is called pjjj netlick (LXX Opadaga, AV
‘a dry scall

5

), and is to he diagnosed by the
presence of thin yellow hairs. Every suspicious
ease is to be inspected, and if there he no black
hair in the spot whereby its nature may ho tested,
the person is to be subjected to a week’s quaran-

I

tine, after which, if the disease is not spreading,

i

all the hair is to ho shaven except that on the
scab. If, after another week’s send union, the Htsall

still appears to lie spreading, he is to ho pronounced
unclean, whether there he yellow hair or not, In
the Tract Ncgaun, x. 5, it is directed that two
hairs should be left in shaving the part, outside
the margin of the scab, so as to test its spreading.
Yellow thin hair and yellow crusts are character-
istic offmms or crusted ringworm, which is a very
contagious disease), due to the presence of a fungus,
Achorion ScJmnleiniL The presence of black hair
in any diseased patch is usually sufficient evidence
that no parasitic fungus is present.

In v.“* rules are given for the diagnosis of
bchdroth Ubh&nbth, white shining spots on the
skin, —whether another variety of disease or not it

is difficult to say. If these are dim or dull in
colour, they are only ‘freckled spots’ (AV, ‘tet-
ters

5 RV). This eruption, which is called peto hoiatk
(?ahar in Jorua. Targ,, LXX dX^fo), is probably the
\t-rrpa of the older Greek physicians, the wit illyft of
Celsus, and docs not render the sufferer unclean,
A common eczematous skin disease is called in
some places in Arabia by this name still; see
Forskal’s note to Niebuhr’s Arabia

, 1774

,

lilt
According to Minch, a form of vitiligo Is prevalent
among the Barts of Turkestan anil is called by
them pyez. Those afflicted with it are segregated
from the community along with the lepers, as it

is regarded as contagious. Baldness and forehead
baldness are distinguished from leprosy in vv. 4tMl

,

unless they arc complicated by the other signs
of leprosy, in which case the man is to be pro-
nounced utterly unclean, as the plague is in the
head.
The Rabbinic comments on these regulations in

Neaaim, Siphra
, and MecMlta are very' prolix, and

add nothing to our real knowledge of the disease,
R. Chanina recognizes 16 kinds; R, Down, 32; and
Akiba, 72. In Jalkut on Job 28 ,Jfi man is said to
be made up half of water and half of blood ; if h©
sin, this balance is disturbed,—either the water
becomes excessive and he is dropsical, or the blood
increases and he becomes leprous. Many of the
later commentators, medical and otherwise, are
not much better* See Mason Good, Study of
Medicine

, iv.

For those pronounced unclean there w*»h n~
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further seclusion ; but they are to be excluded Theophylact in Mt 26 ; Nicophorus, HE i. 27). In
from the community, to live outside the towns, the early stages there are often few symptoms and
with rent clothes (in the ease of men

; women were little discomfort, and sometimes * the eruption
not to rend their garments, Sola ii. 8), and the may vanish altogether, giving rise to illusory
hair of their head going loose. They are directed hopes of cure’ (Abraham). It is therefore easy to
to cover their upper lip, and to cry * unclean.’ This understand how a great general like Naaman
exclusion is represented as put in practice when might retain his office although a leper (2 K 51

).

the tabernacle was constructed (Nu 52
, P), and (See in this connexion Jos. Ant. m. xi. 4). King

Miriam was one of those temporarily shut out Robert the Bruce, who according to Ker (ii. 357)
in the oarly^ days of the law (Nu 1214

, JE). The died of this disease, was apparently suffering
T/ouloronomic code refers to these laws (Dt 248

). from it when he held the Parliament at Carnbus-
The four lepers of 2 K 7

8 were thus outside Samaria kenneth, and organized his last invasion of Eng-
even during the siege. According to Negaim xii. land. According to a doubtful tradition the
11, if lepers entered into a house, they rendered it emperor Constantine was a leper ; see Zonaras,
unclean (see also Kelim i. 4

)

;

or, if under a tree, Annales, xiii. c. 3.

they deliled any one passing beneath its shade.
_

The sudden infliction of leprosy as a divine
As they could not enter a walled town, they were judgment is recorded not only in the case of
excluded from synagogue services there ; but in Miriam, but also in that of Geliazi (2 K 527

), which
unwalled towns there was often a place set apart could not be due to infection, although it is called
for them in the synagogue, into which they could the leprosy of Naaman, as in all known instances
enter before the rest of the congregation ; but they the incubation period is much longer. There is

could not leave until every one else had departed, also the example of Uzziah (2 K 15s
, 2 Ch 2G23

).

Any transgression of these rules was punished by Of him it is said that he lived in a n'tfaijo jv? beth
40 stripes (see Otho, Lex. Rabbin. 324). hahophshith, LXX oTkos an^ovo-cod (or a<p<povcrd6, or
/The Jews regarded leprosy as a contagious a00ou<rt&v), *a several house’ or (RVm) ‘a lazar

disease, and recent investigations have confirmed house.’ According to Jos. Ant. ix. x. 4, this judg-
this opinion, although it is not communicated very ment was accompanied by an earthquake (see Zee
easily, and seems to have a long incubation period. 144* 5

). This author also states that, being a leper,

It is produced by a specific sehizomycetous fungus, Uzziah was buried in his own garden
;
but another

Bacillus leprae, discovered by Hansen in 1871, account is given in Ch. Herodotus says that the
which is of very minute size. These organisms re- Persians believed that a man was afflicted with lep-

tain their vitality for a long time. Kobner found rosy for having committed some offence against the
thorn living in a piece of leprous tissue that had sun

;
that every stranger who had the disease was

lain forgotten, wrapped in a piece of paper, for driven out of the country
;
and that they even

ten years. It is a peculiarly human parasite, the destroyed white pigeons, thinking them to be
result of many experiments showing that it is not leprous (i. 138). For other references to leprosy as
communicable to animals by inoculation. The a judgment see Erachin 16 ; Baba Bathra 10. 4

;

bacillus has been found, though sparingly, in the Midrash Rabba on Lv 14, etc. Chrysostom says,

earth of a pathway frequented by lepers at the however, that in his day lepers were not excluded
Alrnora Asylum. Cases like that of Damien show from the cities ( Vidi Domimtm, etc. iv. ).

that it is communicable to healthy persons. For
.

The heredity of leprosy was generally believed
other instances see Abraham in Alloutt’s System in by the Jews ; it is referred to in the curse on
of Medicine, ii. 41. It is interesting to note that Joab (2 S 329 ), and in the punishment of Gehazi
Calmet long ago supposed leprosy to be due to (2 K 527). The Leprosy Commission in India could
organisms, which he describes as animalculse that discover a history of heredity only in 5 per cent.

;

eat the skin from within {Comm, on Levit.). and of the 108 cases in the Tam Taran Asylum
It was probably a fairly common disease among only 16 had a leprous parent or grandparent.' No

the Jews (Lk 427
), although not many cases are treatment is referred to in the Bible

;
the washing

mentioned; but there are more references to it of Naaman was a trial of faith, not a remedy (in

than to any other ailment. It has been supposed, connexion with his speech about Abana and
though without any reason, that the kiln-work in Pharpar see Strabo, viii. 3. § 19, concerning the
Egypt fostered it in the days before the Exodus, river Alpheus). Jehoram, from his ejaculation in

Buxtorf, however, says it is not as common among 2 K 57, evidently thought leprosy beyond human
the Jews as among other peoples, and ascribes skill to cure.

this to their separateness, and to their abstinence The date of the spread of the malady to Western
especially from swine’s flesh (see Tacitus, Hist. Europe is unknown, but it was in Britain before

v. 4). In the NT there are records of only twelve the first Crusade, as the leper house at Canterbury
cases : the ten lepers in Lk 17 12

,
the leper m Mt 82 was founded in 1096, the year of the starting of

whom our Lord touched (cf. Mk l40, Lk 512
), and the Crusade. Between that date and the building

Simon the leper (Mt 266
, Mk 148

) ; but these are of the last in 1472, one hundred and twelve such
only specially selected cases, for He commanded asylums were set apart for lepers in England. In
His disciples to cleanse the lepers (Mt 108

; see early Christian times there were special rules for

also Mt ll 5 and Lk 722
). lepers. The Council of Ancyra (314) excluded them

The course of the disease is slow, especially in from the churches, and ordered them to remain out-

the early stages ; there are cases on record of side with demoniacs and those guilty of unnatural
persons who lived as lepers for 40 years. Observa- crimes, all of whom were called hiemantes (xgijjlac-
tions in Trinidad gave an average of nearly 9 pevoi) on this account (Martene, Coll. Ampliss. vii.

years as the duration of the disease (Beavan Rake), p. 1365). It is supposed that the small skew window
According to Danielssen, in Norway, and Carter, often seen mold churches, and commanding a view
in Bombay, the average duration of life in the of the altar, was for the purpose of allowing the
nodular form is about 9 years, and in the form hiemantes to see the mass, hence these squints

which affects the nerves and causes anaesthesia are often called leper windows or hagioscopes. The
(the commonest form in the East) it is 18J years. Third Council of Orleans forbade lepers to wander
Cures are rare

;
the official report for Norway from one diocese to another ; and Gregory n.

,
in his

gives 38 cures during the period 1881-85 (the total letter to Boniface in a.d. 715, directed the adminis-

number of lepers there in 1892 was 500), Simon tration of the Eucharist to them by themselves,

the leper may have been one of those cured by The bishops were also ordered to supply them with

Christ (for traditions see Ambrose, Comm, on Lk 6 ;
food and raiment out of the Church fund*.

VOL. 111.-7
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There is no reference in the Bible to leprosy as a
type of sin ; the nearest approach to this is in Ps
61% where the reference is to the ceremonial
cleansing of the leper. Among the Bathers, also,

there are few who take note of a similitude so

familiar in modern homiletics. Origen (Horn. vii.

in N'U) speaks of heretics outside the Church as

having leprosy of mind ; and Chrysostom (Mom. iv.

in Ti 2) is one of the earliest writers who directly

compares the defilement of sin to leprosy.
.

The
one part, indeed, of the Levitieal law which is

most often noticed, is the cleanness of the man
who is all leprous, and this is used to illustrate the
most diverse lessons hy Tertullian ( tie Pudicitia ,

xx.), Theodoret (Quatdiones in Lv 13), and Origen
(in Levit. viii. 231). In one of the epistles doubt-
fully attributed to Jerome, he treats of the various
kinds of leprosy (Ep. xxxiv.). Leprosy was most
commonly regarded as a type of heresy rather
than of other sin (Rupertus Tuitionsis, j>. 271

;

Bede, in loco
,

* Lepra doctrina falsa est *
; see also

Rabanus Maurus, Allegoria
,
s.v.

* Lepra’).

When a leper became cured of his plague, he
did not resume his place in the community until

he had been ceremonially cleansed. The priest

went outside the city to look on him, and if he saw
that he was healed (1) ho commanded that two
living clean birds be brought, with a rod of cedar
wood (probably juniper, the wood of Juniperus
oxycedrus supposed to be incapable of decaying)
a cubit long (Meg, 14. 6), scarlet (wool), and
hyssop (‘the humblest plant for a disease gener-
ated by pride/ Midra.sk ttabba, KohXath 10. 4).

One bird was to be killed, in an earthen vessel,

over running water—that is, water from a run-
ning stream is to he put into the earthen vessel to

keep the blood liquid, and as a typo of purifica-

tion. The living bird and fclio cedar, to which the
hyssop was to be tied with the scarlot woollen
band, are to be dipped in the blood, and the leper
is to he sprinkled therewith seven times. Some
have supposed that, as ‘the blood is the life/ this

signifies the imparting of a new life to one who
has, ceremonially, been dead. He is then declared
clean, and therefore permitted to come into the
city ; and the living bird is set free in the open
country—a symbol of the carrying away of the evil

(see Frazer, Golden Bouak, ii. 161). (2) The leper
is then to wash his clothes, shave off all his hair,
and bathe ; but must stay outside his house for 7
days ; he then repeats the ablutions and shaving,
and (3) on the 8th day makes his final offering at
the temple. This consists (a) of a guilt-offering

of a he-lamb, which with a log (about 3 gills) of
olive oil was to be waved before the Lord, and the
lamb was to be killed. The priest was then to
take some of its blood, and to touch with it the
right ear, the right thumb, and the right great toe
ofthe cleansed man ; the priest was then to pour
the conseorated oil into the palm of his left hand,
and, dipping his right forefinger in it, he was to
sprinkle some of it seven times before the Lord,
and then to touch with it the places upon which
the blood of the guilt-offering had been put, and the
rest of the oil was to he poured on the leper’s head.
This offering was a reparation to God for the loss
of service during the time of his seclusion—the
blood and oil typifying atonement and reconsecra-
tion. (b) A second lie-lamb was to be offered as a
sin-offering, as an atonement for sin on his re-
admission into the congregation, and afterwards

(
c

) a ewe-lamb was to be offered as a burnt-offer-
ing, and f^ths of an ephah (about 7J quarts) of
flour as a meal -offering. During these ceremonies
the man stood in the Nicanor gate between the
Court of the women and the Court of Israel, into
which he was not free to enter until the purifica-
tion was accomplished, A poor man was allowed

to substitute two doves for the second pair of

lambs, one for the sin-offering and one for the

burnt-offering, and needed only to bring t
l

ff
th of an

ephah of Hour for the meal-offering (Lv 14 1
"32

).

In mediaeval times a man who was a leper was
formally excluded from the Church hy a funeral

mass, in which earth was thrown on Ins feet as a
sign of symbolic burial, the priest saying ‘sis

mortuus inundo, vivens iterum Deo/ The leper

then laid aside his garments in the church and put
on a black habit. An account of the rituals oh«

served in connexion with lepers is given by
Martone (de Hit. Antig. iii. 10). The ceremonies
for the readmission of those healed were similar

to the penitential and reconciliation ceremonies
for the other Mmiantes.

Opinions are divided as to the nature of Job’s

disease. The Talmudists called it hakok or scratch

ing leprosy (Baba Katnma 806). From the descrip-

tion of the symptoms (2
7f>

) and of his isolation

(1914~ai
), it has been supposed to be some form of

leprosy* (see Medicine). For older. opinions on
the subject see Wedol, da Morbo Ifiobi, Jena, 1087,

Leprosy in Garments.—In Lv 1347ir
* .ls a descrip-

tion of certain reddish or greenish discolorations

in garments, woollen, linen, or leathern, which are
called qara'ath mam’ercth (v. 51

), a fretting leprosy,

eating a hole in a garment. It is probably the
effect of a fungus or mildew, said, but with slight

evidence, to ho from the use of the wool of dead or
diseased sheep (Miehuelis, Corn, on Jnws of Mom\\

iii. 290), or from the skin of a diseased animal ; but
this would not account for its attacking linen.

Whether it is due to a specific parasite (as Form-
steelier supposed, fsr. desnmnsehntcnJahrhundnis%

1847, No. 32) or not is uncertain, but this is im-
probable. If after a week’s seclusion the stain

spreads, the garment is pronounced unclean, and is

to be burnt. If it have not spread, the fabric is to

be washed and shut up for seven days more, when,
if it remain unchanged, it is to be burnt *, but if it

fade after washing, the spot is to be tarn out and
burnt, and the rest of the garment is to bo washed
and pronounced clean. Whore garments are worn
for a long time, as they often are in the East,
fungus growths are not unlikely to occur* It has
beon supposed that the ‘garment spotted by the
flesh’ of Jude 28 refers to this; perhaps also there
is a reference in Job 13a8 and 3(F,
Leprosy in the House.— Certain discoloured

I

>atohes on the inner walls of a house are said to be
eprous (Lv 14<w*)- These are described as hollow
strakes, sMMfib'Urdth, that is, depressed spots,

coloured greenish or reddish* When discovered,
the occupant is to empty the house, lost, if pro-
nounced unclean, all in the house be defiled. The
riest is then called to inspect, and he shuts up the
ouse for a week, If it spread in this time, the

stones are to betaken out and cast into an unclean
place

;
the plaster is to he scraped off the walls,

and the house re-plastered. It no return take
lace, the house is clean ; but if it recur, the whole
ouse is to be destroyed. Before the cleansed

house is inhabited, a cleansing ceremony similar to
the first part of the cleansing ceremony of the
leper is to he performed. It is probable that this

disease is the formation of a flocculent mass of

calcium nitrate, such as often takes place when
the gases set free from decaying animal matter
act on the lime of plaster, and is sometimes
called mural salt. This, with an accompaniment
of mould or other hyphonivcctous fungus, produces
an appearance like that described (see Blechrodt,
Theoret. - Tract. Abhandl. uber die Urmchen der
FeucMigheit in Gehauden, Weimar, 1889, 46),

Jerome spiritualizes this plague, * Arbitror cum in

* So Davidson, Dillmann, and most modern commentators \

cf. Dt 2S27.
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parietibus domus lepra esse rcferatur, haereticam
poriidiam notari 5

(Ep. xxxiv.).

Literature.—-The bibliography of leprosy is immense, but
most of the older treatises are of little value. The best are
Bartholinus, de Morbis Biblicis , I-Iafniee, 1671

;
also the treatises

of Borndorf (“Zurich, 1728), Withof (Duisburg, 1758), Eschenbach
(Rostock, 1774), Ohamseru (Mdm. de la society d3emulation,
Baris, 1810, iii. 335), Jahn (mblische Archaologie

, Wien, 1818,
ii, 355), Zensler (Geschichte ties abendlandischen Aussatzes).
For the modem literature the most useful works are Abraham,

to Allbult’s System of Medicine, ii. 41 ; Report of the Leprosy
Commission to India

,
London, 1893; also Report of the Com-

mission to the Cape of Good Hope. 1894-95
;
Hillis, Leprosy in

British Guiana, 1881; Carter, Leprosy and Elephantiasis
,

1874; Rake, Reports of the Trinidad Asylum
,

1889-1893;
Daniolssen and Boeck, TraiU de la Sp&dalshhed

,
Paris, 1898

;

Minch, Prokaza na Tuge Ilossii, Kiev, 1889 ; Fox and Far-
quhar, Endemic Skin Diseases of India, London, 1876; Wolters
in Centralblatt fur Bakteriologie, xiii. 1893 ; Simpson, Edin-
burgh Medical Journal, 1841-42, vols. lvi., lvii. ; Thin, Leprosy,
London, 1893 ; J. R. Bennett, Diseases of the Bible, 1887. For
an account of the Knights of St. Lazarus, who had always a
leper for their Grand Master, see EMyot, Ordres Monast. 1721

;

Mochsen, de mod. equit. dignit. omat. p. 56.

On the Lovitical prescriptions regarding leprosy, see, above
all, Dillmann-Ryssel, Ex-Lv, p. 553 ft, where further refer-

ences to the literature of the subject will be found.

A. Macalister.
LESHEM (nt^).—A form, occurring only in Jos

I947 && 0f the name Laish (which see). "VYellh. {de

Gentibns
,

etc. 47) emends nfy, which is admitted
by Bilim, to have been ‘ perhaps 3 the original

pronunciation.

LESSAU (A Aeovaotf, Aeeaaoti).

—

A village

(jctf/wf) whore an encounter took place between the
Jews and Nieanor, 2 Mac 1416

. The site is un-

known, and the text is uncertain. Dessau of AV
may be due to the frequent interchange of A and
A in uncial Greek, or (as Ewald conjectured) it may
be another form of Adasa (cf. 1 Mac 7

40
).

LET,—There are two Anglo-Saxon verbs some-

what alike in spelling but directly opposite in

meaning, leutan to permit, and let,tan to hinder.

In middle English Icetan became leten, and lettan

became letten, and they were still distinguishable.

The double t was kept by careful writers in the

verb meaning 4 to hinder
,

3

or the subst. meaning
‘ hindrance,

3

as by Milton in Areopagitica (Hales ed.

p, 57, 1. 1), ‘evill hath abounded in the Church by
this lett of licencing .

3 But when it was dropped
there was no way, except by the general sense of

the passage, of distinguishing two words whose
meanings were so different that a mistake was
equivalent to the insertion or omission of a not .

In AV the verb occurs six times with the sense

of ‘hinder/ and is always spelt in the ed. of

1611 with one t, Ex 54 ‘ Wherefore do ye, Moses
and Aaron, let the people from their works ?

3

BV ‘loose’); Nu 2210 maT«- ‘Be not thou

letted from coming unto me 3

(text, ‘ Let nothing

hinder thee 3

) ;
Is 4& 18 * I will work, and who

shall let it?
3 AVm ‘shall turn it back,

3

RVm ‘reverse it
3

) ;
Wis 7

22 ‘an understanding

spirit . . . which cannot be letted
3
(dKc&Xvrov, RV

‘ unhindered 3

) ; Bo 11S * oftentimes I purposed to

come unto you, (but was let hitherto)
3

{iicuiXtidriv,

BV ‘was liindered
3

) ;
2 Th 27 ‘ only he who now

letteth will let,
until he be taken out of the way 3

(6 Karlxuv, BV ‘ one that restraineth
3

). The verb

occurs also in Pr. Bk., Collect for 4th Sun., in

Advent, ‘ we are sore let and hindered in running

the race that is set before ns.’ In the Pr. Bk. of

1552, 1559, and 1604 (Communion), we read, ‘ It is

an easy matter for a man to say,. I will not com-

municate, because I am otherwise letted with
worldly business

3

;
but in 1662 ‘ letted

3 was
changed into ‘hindered.

3 Examples from the

earlier versions which have been changed in AV
are Job 3181 Cov. ‘Yet they of myne owne hous-

holde saye : who shal let ns, to have oure bely ful

of his flesh ?
3

1 P 37 Tind, ‘that youre prayers be

not let.

3 Cranmer is fond of the word, frequently

using it along with one or more synonyms,, as

Works, i. 82, ‘ she wrote letters to the Pope, calling

upon him in God3

s behalf to stop and let the said

marriage 3

; j). 85, ‘ do not interrupt, let, or hinder

the said David.

3

As a subst. ‘let
3

is found in AV only in the

heading to Dt 15, ‘ It must be no let of lending or

giving .

5

It occurs occasionally in Pr. Bk. In

the Preface to the Scotch Liturgy of 1637 we read,
‘ After many lets and hindrances, the same cometh
now to be published, to the good, we trust, of all

God’s people, and the increase of true piety, and
sincere devotion amongst them .

3 ‘ In all our pro-

mises ,

3 says Tindale {Expos, p. 57), ‘it is to be

added, If God will, and If there be no lawful let .

3

J. Hastings.
LETHECH occurs in AVm and BVm of Hos 3a

instead of ‘an half homer 3 which is read in the

text of both AV and BV. Both the original read-

ing of the passage and the capacity of the measure

(?), called lethech, are uncertain. For the. MT
nyty 1C1 *? the LXX reads v£pe\ olvov,

‘ a skin of

wine ,

3 which may or may not imply that a different

Heb. text from the present lay before the Greek
translator (see Nowaclt, ad loc.). According to

Jewish tradition, the lethech= J homer=4 bushels.

See art. Weights and Measures. It has been
computed that the whole amount of grain here

mentioned would have been equal in value to 15

shekels of silver, so that the price paid by Hosea in

money and kind together would be 30 shekels.

He thus re-acquired his wife for the cost of a slave

(cf. Ex 21s2
). J. A. Selbie.

LETTER.—See Epistle.

LETUSHIM (cwtaA, Actrovcnelp) and LEUMMIM
(ov?$, Aoo)fa{i)eifji).—Sons of Dedan, Gn 2

5

8
. The

MT gives the names of Dedan’s sons as Ashurim,
Letushim, and Leummim ; but the LXX prefixes

to this list Baguel {'Payovtf'K) and Nabdeel (Na/35e^A).

The three given by the MT are pointed as plurals,

and hence were regarded by some ancient inter-

preters as descriptive epithets (so Targ. Onk.);

and the third of the names, Leummim (‘nations’

in Heb.), lends itself well to. that explanation;

some races which the ethnologist chose to classify

among Dedanites may have been known as

‘nations
3

or ‘hordes ,

3 just as the Berbers are

called by the Arabs KabaHl or ‘tribes ,

3 and their

language l£abili. For Letushim the Babbis (Bashi,

ad loc.) suggest an etymology from the Hebrew
verb meaning ‘scattered

3

; they can indeed

point with justice to the interchange of b and 2

at the beginning of words, but this explanation

does not seem satisfactory. The apparent con-

nexion of this word with the verb e?
4 to sharpen 3

is rather in favour of the view (taken by Steiner

in Schenkel’s Bibel-Lexicon) that the words repre-

sent names of trades; and such a classification

would bear a curious likeness to that of the S.

Arabian Parias, some of whom are called lla’ik,

‘weavers
,

3
etc. (Maltzan, Eeisen in Arabien, i.

190, 191). The greater number of authorities,

however, regard these words as proper names, and
Letushim has been compared with wa? of some
Nabataean inscriptions (Ley, ZDMG xiv. 403, 404),

while a name resembling Leummim has been found

in a Sabaean inscription {Oxf. Heb. Lex.). If they

are personal names, the final could be more
easily explained from Sabaean than from Nabataean.

Glaser (Mizze9 ii. 461) thinks the home of the

tribes thus designated is to be sought in the

Sinaitic peninsula, but he throws no new light

on the name. D. S. Margoliouth.

LEYI (')!?, LXX Aeu(e)/(v)).—Son of Jacob and
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Leah. The meaning and derivation of the name are

uncertain. (1) In Gn 2034 («J) Levi is interpreted an

joined, is. husband to wife
;
the root la,oak is used

with this meaning in the reflexive conjugation
(INiphal), Is 563* 6

, Vs 838
: in Arab. it=‘ turn, bend.’

In Ku 182* 4 (P) there is a word-play
; the tribe of

Levi is joined to, attendant on, Aaron. After the

establishment of the Lovites as subordinat e temple
ministers, this meaning was read into their name ;

it does not, of course, represent an etymology in

the strict sense. (2) Lagarde, Orimtalia ii. 20,

Mittheihmgen i. 54 11'., explains Lcuites as those
who attmfled themselves to, accompanied

,
the Israel-

ites at the Exodus from Egypt ; like Moses, they
were Egyptians. The name might also mean
those who were attached to the ark. Thus Levi
is not a name like the names of the other patri-

archs, but an adjective
;
and^it need not have borne

the same meaning in the time of Ezra as in the
time of Solomon or Moses. (3) Baudissin, Gcsch.

AT Priestertkums 72 n. 1
,

finds in the name an
original abstract meaning, lev— * following, escort,’

from which the adj. lovi was formed, in the sonso
of one who escorted the ark. The name was thus
first given to the tribe of priestly servants, and
from them to the ancestor of the tribe. Against
these views see Kautzsoh, PK, 1890, 771 f., who
points out that the manner in which Levi is con-
nected with Simoon by a merely genealogical and
political relationship, such as exists in the case of

the other sons of Jacob, makes it impossible to

see in Levi the special character which the above
views presuppose. The name of the tribe was not
derived from the name of any official function

;

the escort of the ark was not the prerogative of
the Lovites only, for in the older narratives it is

the priests who have this charge. Similarly, Stado,
ZATW i. 1881, 112-110, insists, with reason, that
no diileront origin can be allowed to Levi than is

given to the other patriarchs. Against deriving
led from lavah, he urges the form of the noun with
e ,

and the fact that in early times Levi was a
purely secular tribe, Gn 495 *7

, (4) Ilommel, Auf-
sdtze w. Abhandlungen 30 f., Slid-Arab, Ghrestom.
127, ART 278 f., connects levi with lavi'u (fern.

lavi*at) spriest, on the Mirnean inscriptions from
el-Ola, K of Medina; and Mordtmann, Bcitrdge
z, mindischen Epigraphik

, 1897, 43, and Sayee,
Early Hist. of the Eels. 1897, 80, agree with him.
The usage of the word in these inscriptions (* a priest
of Wadd,’ 1 his priestess

3

)
is, however, very different

from the usage of Levi in the OT. Such an ex-
pression as

4 a Levite of J" 9
is never found ; and

the primary meaning of Levite is not * priest,
3 but

* a member of the tribe of Levi.’ (5) Weilhauson,
Prolegomena 8

146, proposes an etymology which
has been widely accepted, and may be considered
the most plausible yet put forward : Levi is simply
a gentilic form of his mother’s name, Leah = ‘ wild
cow 3

(Arab, la1

ay, Wat). So Stade, ZATW L
112-116, GVIi. 146, 152 f.j Gray, Hehr. Pr . Names
96, etc. Noldeke on the whole accepts this, though
not without hesitation, ZDMG xl. 1886, 167.*
Bobertson Smith, who maintains that ‘the most
ancient division of the Israelites is between Kaehol
and Leah,’ both animal names, detects in this
family history the presence of the matriarchal
system of reckoning descent, and the custom of
calling tribes after the names of animals (totemism);
Kinship and Marriage 30, 195, 219 f., 257. (6) Two
other etymologies may be mentioned. Wellhausen,
Skizzen u. Vorarbeiten iii. 114n. [the note is

omitted in the second edition (1897), p. 119], alludes
to the ancient Arabic custom of consuming the flesh

* Of the sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons of Levi, almost
half have names with this gentilic ending, e.g, Merari, Mahli,
Mtishi (from Mosheh, Moses). Libni, Shimei, Bukki, Uzzi, Kiski,
Itc. (Hu 8X7.21 2688, i Oh 61-%

of a sacrifice at a family meal. A portion of the

flesh was sot aside for a guest whom it was desired

to treat with special honour (ef. I ft
9";l

), and called

the tarijja (Agh. vii. 76. (>). ThoJitnjja would he

this priests’ portion
;
hence possibly the origin of

Mm name Levi. In this connexion wo can hardly

tail to remember the Min.-can lari' it -*
4
priest.

1

U. II. ftkipwith, in the JQJl xi. 1899,261, ingeni-

ously connects led with ledaflutn, the root Ltcah

describing the coils of tho serpent. This suggests

that Levi derived his name from a serpent god, and
may explain why the Levite Moses selected the

brazen serpent, Nclmshtan, as an emblem of the

God of Israel 1

Early history of Levi.—An incident in the early

history of Levi is preserved in Gn 3L The young
Canaanito chief, Shoehorn, Inul conceived a passion

for Dinah, the sister of Simoon and Levi, and bail
4 humbled 3

her, to the indignation of the sons of

Jacob (vv.‘Jb ’ **• 7
). The two brothers undertook

to avenge the outrage themselves ; they assassin-

ated ftheehem, and carried oil Dinah out of his

house (vv. ii8b * 1J(,

). That this action of Simeon and
Levi was treacherous and savage is implied in J,

the earlier of the two documents which are com-
bined in Gn 34. ftheehem had accepted tin* terms
imposed upon him by the father and brethren of

the damsel (vv.n ' ia* Iw
). What the {mans were is

not stated; possibly the circumcision of the bride-

groom before marriage (Well hausen, Prolog? 355 u.,

Composition 319: ef. Ex 4*Nt" ,w
,

and Robertson
Smith, UP 310), or the grant of a piece of territory

to Jacob near ftheehem (Gormll, ZATW, 1891, 12,

ef. Gn 37 lti,r
*)* Whatever the agreement was,

Simeon and Levi violated it, and acted independ-

ently of their brethren, who took no part in the

deed of violence, anil of their father, who bitterly

resented it. We may notice that Jacob’s reproof

is prompted by instincts of self-preservation, and
not by moral displeasure. The two brothers, how*
ever, take up a moral ground in their retort, evi-

dently with the sympathy of the narrator {*Mm* SJ
).
#

The story may be understood to describe an
episode in the early struggles of Israel in (human
after the Exodus. The attachment of ftheehem,
son of XIamor, to Dinah, daughter of Jacob, will

then represent an alliance between a branch of t he
Israelite family and the city of Shoehorn

; a,ml the

action of Simeon and Levi may he interpreted

cither as an attempt to seize by force this important
city for themselves, or as a blow struck to free the
Israelite element in the city from the danger of

being swallowed up by the Canoanite majority.
Whatever the motive may have been, the tradition

is clear that there was treachery and violence on
the Israelite side, and that in consequence Simeon
and Levi received a repulse from which they never
recovered. Simeon became merged in Judah, with
undefined possessions on the S. frontier (of. Jos
10 1"9 with 15,J<f"M- though the tribe does not seem
to have been so completely shattered as Levi
(Jg X

3* l7
) ;

while Levi also found shelter in Judah,
but for the most part became a homeless wanderer
in the territory of the other tribes.

This is the state of things implied in Gn 49s*1

‘I will divide them in Jacob, and scatter them in

* The above follows th© earlier narrative, J. In the ©the*
account, by some assigned to K (Wellh., Gondii, HoWnger), by
others to P (Dillmann, Driver P powibly based on K, Ball I*),

Earner, on behalf of his son, negotiate® a general marriage
alliance, vv.a ® ; the circumcision of all males is stipulated and
accepted as the condition, vv, W47. ao-iu*, and all the sons of

Jacob wreak their vengeance with wholesale slaughter vv,
27-as (of, the later narrative® of the conquest of Canaan). Per*
baps the vengeance was ascribed to all Israel because of the
later feeling about mixed marriage®, cf, Nu 25** S17«U (P). Bar
912 xo. If this narrative belongs to B. an editor of th© school
of p fw.ite,m,24) has worked over the whole after to© com-
bination of J ana Ii. See especially on this oh* Kuenen, Thf
xiv. U7tstGemmmdte Abhm&lungm vi. ; Wellhausen, Com-
position 812*819

; GorniU, ZATW, 1891, 1-16.
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IfiraeL The verses express, in the language of
vigorous denunciation, the popular verdict upon
the offending tribes. It must have taken shape
not lonj* after the deed was done ; and as the inci-
dent of Gn 34 belongs most probably to the early
days of the conquest of Canaan, this will agree
very well with the date generally accepted for the
Blessing of Jacob, the period of the Judges, Samuel,
and David. Neither Simeon nor Levi is mentioned
in the Song of Deborah, Jg 5.

Levi ana the Priesthood.— The next important
evidence for the early history of Levi is furnished
by Jg 17 and 18, a most ancient document. Here,
for the first time, the Levite is a priest. The follow-
ing facts are to be gleaned from these chapters.

(1)

The Levite comes from Judah, the headquarters
of the tribe, Jg 177

"9
. Both in these chs. and in

191* 18 the Levites are connected with Judah ; two
of them come from Bethlehem 177* 8.* We can
detect traces of this connexion in the names of
some Levitical families, such as Libni, Hebroni,
£orbit

^

(2) But if the Levites had found a home in
Judah, their dispersion had already begun; the
pressure of circumstances was driving them to seek
a maintenance where they could find one, Jg 178 * 9

.

(3) At this period any one might become a priest.
Micah could consecrate one of his sons to the priest-
hood, 175. But if a Levite could be found, he was
much preferred, as being specially qualified for the
office, Jg 1710,1S 1810

. The Levite ministered in
any private or local sanctuary where his services
were paid for, Jg 17 4, 10 * 12 184 - 80

. His special skill

lay in consulting and interpreting the sacred oracle
(185f

*), and in conducting the ritual of the ephod,
toraphim, and graven or molten image (17

5 IS18*

(4) Two points about the family of the Levite
(or Levites) in this story call for special notice.
In 177 it is said that 4 the young man 5 was 4 of the
family of Judah *

;

in 1830 that the Levite Jonathan
was a grandson of Moses. The former of these
statements raises a difficulty : how could a Levite
be described as belonging to the family of Judah ?

It has been suggested (Wellhausen, Moore) that
4 Levite ’ here denotes the office, not the race ; the
point of importance in early times being not the
pedigree but the art of the priest. If this could
be established, the difficulty is disposed of. But
it is hard to believe that at this early period,

which cannot be far removed from the date to

which Gn 34 and 496*7 belong, the Levites as a tribe

had disappeared, and that their name had been
given to a priestly caste which was open to the
member of any tribe who might care to enter it

(see Wellhausen, Prolog.
8 146 ; Hommel, AET 268).

No satisfactory explanation has been given of the
words 4 of the family of Judah’ as they stand.

They seem to be omitted byLXX B, and are treated

by Kuenen and Kautzsch {EeiL Schr.) as a gloss ;

but a scribe would hardly invent such a statement
about a Levite. Budde, Richter 116, suggests
(after Studer) that the words have been altered

out of respect for Moses,

t

and that the original

reading was 4
of the family of Levi/ or 4 of the

family of Moses/ For want of any better explana-

tion, this correction may be provisionally accepted.

At the close of the story (1830 )
it is stated that

* Two narratives are interwoven in ch. 17. According to one

there is a young Levite (nj^n) residing in Micah’s neighbourhood,

whom Micah treats as a son, consecrates and makes his priest

(w.7. lib. 12ft). The other narrative tells how a Levite (k^kh)

from Bethlehem comes, in the course of his wanderings, to

Micah's house, and is hired by him as his priest (vv>iQa. 12b. 13).

f Wellhausen, Isr. u. Jiid. Geschichte* 191 n. Korah (Korab)
seems to have been originally a clan of Judah, 1 Oh 243.

X The same motive, to avoid connecting the priest of Dan
with Moses, instigated the Jewish correction of Moses into

Manasseh in 18yo. Perhaps this is the reason why LXXB omits
the words here.
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Micah’s Levite, who had been kidnapped by the
Danites, became the founder of a line of priests
who ministered at the chief sanctuary of Dan
until the exile of the ten tribes in 722, or of the
N. tribes in 734 (2 K 1529). Jonathan’s priesthood
was therefore hereditary,* and, what is more, his
descent is traced back through Gershom to Moses.
It is probable that we have here a clue to the
obscure problem, How did the Levi of Gn 34 and
49 become the Levi of the sanctuary ? Most likely
the answer is, Through the influence and position
of

^
Moses. Moses was the founder of Israel’s

religion, the chief minister of the sanctuary ; and
Moses was a Levite. His own clan supported and
followed him (Ex 3226‘29 E). The sacred lore of
the priesthood, the traditions of public worship,
the usages of the oracle, were preserved in his
family and handed down to his descendants. Thus
we find the Mosaic families of Gershom and of the
Mushites (probably from Mosheh, Moses) mentioned
in the genealogies of P, Nu 317f- 21 * 33 2657f

*, 1 Ch 61* 17- 19
.

The priesthood, however, was not confined to the
family or tribe of Moses ; but the prestige of his
name, the importance of his position in the history
of the national religion, induced those priests, who
did not necessarily belong to his race, to call them-
selves Levites, and to justify the title by some kind
of genealogical fiction, or by the common Semitic
practice of regarding membership of a guild or
order as equivalent to sonship.f In this way
there grew up a priestly tribe of Levi which looked
upon Moses as the founder of their order and the
ancestor of their race.J The formation of such a
tribe was rendered all the easier because there had
existed an ancient tribe of Levi, which, although
it was broken up in the early days of the occupa-
tion of Canaan, nevertheless produced one famous
son who became the ancestor of a new Levi with a
changed character. When the change began it is

impossible to say
;

it must have come about by
degrees. Those who maintain that the Levite of
the early period of the Judges (Jg 17. 18) could
belong to 4 the family of Judah ’ and at the same
time claim to be a grandson of Moses (1830 ), do not
appear to allow sufficient time for the official sense
of Levite and the artificial connexion with Moses
to have established themselves.
A different account of what may be called the

conversion of Levi from the barbarous tribe to the
priestly caste is given by van Hoonacker in his

work, La Sacerdoce LSvitiqice, 1899, 304-311. His
view may be mentioned as representative of those
which differ from the account given above. He
takes Gn 34 as referring to an incident of the
first immigration of the Hebrew clans into Canaan.
Gn 49 is also assigned to a pre-Mosaic date, chiefly

on the ground that it is unlikely that the tribe to
which Moses belonged would be spoken of in the
terms of vv. fi'7 so soon after his death, if the Bless-

ing of Jacob be assigned to the period of the
Judges. In the early days of the settlement in
Canaan after the Exodus, the tribe of Levi pos-
sessed not only the prestige of its connexion with
Moses, but the prerogatives of the priesthood
which it owed to him. Not much later, in the
period of the Judges, we find Levites popularly
regarded as priests: the interval is not long
enough for the change in the character of the

* Similar establishments of hereditary priests are mentioned
at Shiloh (Eli) and at Nob (Ahimelech), 1 S l3^ 21. The priest-

hood of Shiloh was traced back to the family of Moses (1 S 227,

though this is a post-Dt. passage) through Phinehas, son of
Eleazar, son of Aaron (Nu 2513 P, i g 230, Jos 2433 E). Well-
hausen regards Eleazar as=Eliezer, son of Moses (Ex 184), and
so makes the priesthood of Shiloh directly Mosaic, Proleg.s 144.

t In the oldest documents the descent is traced back to Moses
rather than to Aaron. Moses, not Aaron, is the chief minister
of the sanctuary in Ex 337-n E. The designation of Levites as
* sons of Aaron ’ belongs to P.

X See Benzinger, Heb. Archdol. 416 ff.
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tribe to have taken place. Accordingly, van
Hoonacker believes that the * conversion ’ of Levi
occurred during the sojourn of Israel in Egypt,
and supposes that Levi developed not only a
capacity for assimilating the culture and civiliza-

tion of Egypt/ but a special zeal for the national
religion, in linkway tlie Levites naturally rallied
round Moses in his great religious enterprise, and
because of their superior culture became recognized
as the spiritual organ of the community. Against
the view of van Hoonackor it may bo said that
the evidence is no more in favour of the conver-
sion of Levi having taken place in Egypt than
in the period which followed the stniggle for
Canaan

; while the historical and geographical
conditions implied in the Blessing of Jacob are
not those of the pre-Mosaic but the post-Mosaic ago.

It does not fall within the scope of this article
to deal with the later developments and organiza-
tion of the priestly tribe of Levi, which will be fully
treated of m art. Priests and Levites. Besides

.
Jg 17 and 18, 19 and 20, the only other places in pro-
exilic historical books where Levites are mentioned
are 1 S 6% 2 S 15% 1 K 84 12% and all of those ap-
pear to be secondary or Deuteronomic.t One other
important passage, however, requires mention, to
complete the early account of Levi, I)t 338"u. The
Blessing of Moses * breathes the bright and happy
spirit of the earlier narratives of the Kings,’ and
may be dated shortly after the separation under
Jeroboam I. By this time, then, we find that
Levi has become thoroughly established as the
priestly tribe, enjoying the priestly rights of
administering the divine oracle and instruction
(torah), and offering incense and sacrifice

; though
it appears that the exclusive priesthood of the
Levites was not without its opponents even at
this period (Dfc 33n ). The Blessing describes the
character of the ideal Levite by an allusion to
past history when the fidelity and disinterestedness
of the tribe were conspicuously proved. Though
Levi is not mentioned in connexion with the
events of Massah and Meribah (Exl7M

, Nu 201(M8),

yet it is possible that another version of these
incidents was current in which the tribe was in
some wav tested by Jehovah.# The other past
event alluded to is that in Ex 3287’% when the
Levites distinguished themselves by remarkable
disinterestedness. The reference to this occasion
is, however, disputed ; for the verbs in J)t 330ttbo

may be translated as presents and not as pasts,
and the statement may bo merely a general one.
Nevertheless, the allusion to Ex 3^ may be implied
at the same time.
The principal authorities have been cited above.

Besides these may be mentioned Graf, Geschichte
d&s Stammes Lem in Merx, Archiv. 1867, i. 68-
106, 208-236; Edu. Mover, Geschichte des Alter-

ihums, 1884, i. 377 ft; Fr. v. Hummelaucr, S.J.,
Las vormosaische Priesterthum in Israel

,

1899.

G. A. Cooke.
LEYIATHAN te)? liwyfithan) .—Tlie description

<£ leviathan (Job 41) clearly points to the crocodile
(LXX dp&Kw). Again, the mention of leviathan
(LXX dpdKovres, Ps 7414) is in the middle of an
allusion to the miracles connected with the Exodus
of the Israelites. Leviathan here is to be under-
stood as the crocodile, the emblem of ‘Pharaoh,
the kmg of Egypt, the great dragon {tanntm) that
lieth m the midst of his rivers

5

(Ezk 298). ‘ The
people inhabiting the wilderness ’ (Ps, U.) are the
wild beasts of the desert

, to which Pharaoh’s host

_ * Tfn,%wL^ker tIi°!
t'ic

1

es the Egyptian proper names among
Leyitical families, Rhinehaa, Putiel (Ex m, Moses : and the
unique expression about the ancestors of Eli’s family, 1 S 227

'when they were in Egypt, servants (LXX) to the house of
Pharaoh.*

t Nowack, 27e&. Archiiol. li. 91 n.

t Driver, Deuteronomy 400.

became a prey (comp. 4 people,’ ‘folk,’ PrOO20-*).

On the other hand, leviathan of the sea (Ps 104%
LXX Sp&KOjp) cannot be the crocodile. It is probably
the whale. Whales are net rare in the Mediter-
ranean, which is doubt less the ‘ sea great and wide’
(v. 25

), Parts of skeletons of two rorquals are pre-
served in the Museum of the Syrian Protestant
College at Beirftt. One was thrown on shore near
Tyro, and the other at Boirftt itself. In Job 3a

'leviathan ’ of KV and AVm (AV ‘their mourn-
ing’) is taken by most modern commentators to
refer to the dragon, which in popular mythology
was believed to darken or eclipse the sun and
moon by ‘ throwing its folds round them or swallow-
ing them up. Enchanters were supposed to have
power to set this dragon in motion’ (Davidson,
Job, p. 20). The same mythological allusion
underlies Job 2618 (see Dillmann’s note) ami Is 27*

(see Cheyne, ad loc.). G, E, Post.

LEYIRATE LAW.-See Marriage.

LEYIS (A Aevfe, B -eh), 1 Es 9% — Wrongly
taken as a proper name in this hook ; in Kzr ltd8

‘Shahhethal the Levite * stands in place of
4

Levis
and Sabhateus.’

LEYITES.—See Levi and Priests and Levites,

LEYITICUS (called by the Jews, from its open-
ing word, trjj?n

; other names found in the Minima
are o'jnb mto (‘Law of Priests’), npp (‘Book of
Priests *), ntosqjj npp (‘Book of Oficrings ’), of.

Mcnach. iii. 4 ; Megilia, iii, 6 ; Aiphrtt, etc. ; LXX
Aev(e)trtK6v (of. Philo, Amruch ptftXos)

;

Vulg. LevitU
cns).—Leviticus is the third part of the sixfold
work now generally known as the Hexateueh.
It belongs m its entirety to tlm Priestly school
of writers (P). For the explanation and proof of
this statement see art. Hexatkuch.
As the whole book can be ascribed to a single

‘document,’ it might seem that the literary prob-
lem was a simpler one than in the case of Genesis
and Exodus. In fact, however, the questions that
demand solution are, though in large measure
different from, yet no less complex than, those of
the earlier books. The geologist who has settled
to what ‘formation’ the rocks of a district belong,
has yet to investigate the composition and relative
order of the perhaps dislocated and contorted strata
which are comprised under the same general title.

In the art. on Exodus (§ JY.) we have already
seen how documents after being separated from
others may be again resolved into distinct com-
ponents, The extent to which this process is

carried out below may seem unwarranted, for,
though many of the points are fully treated in
well-known works like Kuenen’s Ilex, and Driver’s
LOT, it has not been usual to press the analysis
so far. It is, however, believed that the main
lines are firmly laid on grounds that have proved
generally convincing, even though details may be
regarded as unsettled.

LITERARY STRUCTURE,—The 27 chapters fall

readily apart into four divisions which are suc-
cessively discussed, i.c. (1) the Law of Sacrifice,
1-7 ; (2) the Consecration of the Priesthood, 8-10 j

(3) the Law of Clean and Unclean, with appendix
on the Day of Atonement, 11-16; (4) the Law of
Holiness, with appendix, 17-27.

For explanation of abbreviations and
signs see Exodus).

I L 1-7 : The Law of Sacrifice.

A. Analytical Swrmart/.
R* denotes material eonsli

codified before Rg, and subs*
Rs marks section* written

consisting- of priestly teaching
l subsequently Incorporated,
ritten alter R«.

or torttlk
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+ ta any column Bhows supplements of the same school and
period.

X Many similar titles or introductory clauses, added by the
compi lor, are lett to the student to notice.

lSb-O

I
10-13

i + 14-17

‘21-3

-1-413

-f.
14-17

31-5

0-11

12-16

17

A Manual fob Worshippers.

Rp Title, t
Burnt-offering of the herd.
• • . . of the flock.
• . . . of fowls.
Meal-offering of fine flour.

. . . . baked, etc.

• • . .of firstfruibs.

Peace-offering of the herd.
. . . . of the flock : sheep.

goats.
. . . . eating fator blood forbidden.
Sin-offering for anointed priest.
. . . for whole congregation.
. . . for a ruler.
. . . for any person (a goat).

(a lamb).
Sin-offering for any person (lamb or goat).

(fowls for poor).

(meal for poorer).
Guilt-offering for trespass in holy things.
. . . . for unknown sins.'

. . . . for trespass against a
neighbour.

A Manual for Priests.

Rp Title.

Ritual of Burnt-offering.
. . Meal-offering.

of the priest.

Rp Title.

Ritual of Sin-offering.
Supplement to above.
Ritual of Guilt-offering.
Priest to have skin of the burnt-offering.
Priest to have meat-offering.
Sons of Aaron to have all meal-offerings.
Ritual of Peace-offering.
Eating fat or blood forbidden.
Wave breast and heave thigh for priests.

Anointing portion of priests.

Oolophbn.

B. Critical Notes

.

With regard to this division there are two ques-

tion^ to answer. (1) Does it form part of the
great Priestly writing (Pff

)
which contains Ex 25-

29 ? (2) If not, what is its relation to it ? Is it,

like Ex 35-40, later, or is it in the main earlier ?

Let the facts decide. The process of exhibiting

them will bring out other points requiring special

attention in these chapters.

a. The directions in Ex 29 for Aaron’s conse-

cration ordered burnt-, sin-
?
and peace-offerings.

Now the ritual there prescribed precisely accords
with the requirements of Lv 1-7, which are there-

fore already assumed in a passage which precedes.

b. AfterEx 35-40 (or the shorter account of the

erection of the Tabernacle which it has replaced)

we expect to hear of the fulfilment of the other
command, in Ex 29, to consecrate Aaron. But
Lv 1-7 comes in before Lv 8, the account of the
consecration. It appears, that is, as an inter-

ruption.

c. At the same time, Lv 1-7 is linked with P*
by a practical identity of sacrificial terminology.

d. Certain elements, however, which are often

mentioned and constantly presupposed in Pg and
P*, are either absent from these chapters, or appear
in clauses which can be readily removed as inter-

polations, or find place in passages otherwise

marked as exceptional. Such are the presupposi-

tions that the people are living in a camp, that

their sanctuary is the Tent of Meeting, and that

the only priests are Aaron and his sons.

For instance, the Tent of Meeting is unmentioned from l10 to

81®; in I® its occurrence is plainly an interpolation, for it

Interrupts the connexion (for the acceptance of the victim

depends, according to 2213-25
, on the absence of blemish)

Again, in 1-3 the priest occurs 11 times, and Aaron’s sons the
priests (or an equivalent phrase) 11 times. The facts, that
each paragraph reverts to the singular, that sing, verbs follow
plural subjects l5f- llf- etc., that LSX twice, and Sam. once,
correct to pi., all go to prove that the priest was the original
term, and that the peculiar phrase Aaron’s sons the priests,
15. 8. u 22 32

,
is an adaptation of the simple term the priest by

prefixing Aaron’s sons and altering sing, to pi. Contrast the
uniform formula of Pg Aaron and, his sons.

e. Moreover, the conspectus A, given above, on
the face of it suggests that 1-7 is not itself

homogeneous. It falls apart into two codes, each
of which treats the whole round of offerings, but
without reference to the other, and with a different
aim and plan. Again, the two codes 1-67 and
Q8—7®8 have been themselves subject to revision and
enlargement. The nucleus of 1-67 is 1-3, a little

code which perhaps never dealt with sin- and
guilt-offerings. In any case 5-67 are distinct in
form, and much more so 4 (PB

).

A few instances of the clues which have been followed may
be given as illustrations of method. 24-15 is marked as sup-
plementary, for (1) it repeats i-3

,
and (2) it uses thou and ye

instead of he os in the rest of 1-3.—4 distinguishes the altar
of sweet incense from the altar of burnt-offering (see art.
Exodus, IV.), and elaborates ceremonial

;
it is therefore given

to P» (perhaps better to P*'). In Ex 29 Pg and Lv 8 P* even
at the consecration of Aaron the blood of the sin-offering was
not as here (45f», cf. I7f.) brought into the holy place.—

5

1-® is

older than 4, because of the variety of cases in view, and the
absence of ritual direction. It has features that connect it

with PR.

—

£14-16 and 61-? are not by author of 51-6, for the guilt-
offering, which in 5 is confused with the sin-offering, is here
clearly assigned to cases of damage done to the interests of
Jahweh or a neighbour.—517-19 interrupts the connexion, and
completes H not 14-16. jn i-b atonement is provided for
unconscious offences after discovery; but what if calamity
vaguely convicts of unknown guilt? Here is the remedy.

The remaining section 68-7 has also been edited
afresh with several additions. The original work
is easily separated by following the clues given by
the introductory formula This is the law of . .

and by the list of subjects given in the colophon
787, which concludes this little

4
Priests’ Manual.’

Both the order of subjects (see A above), and
the framework in which they are set, support the
view that this section is not based on 1-67

, nor
by the same author as 1-3.

f. Except in 4, where the indications point to
a later date than Pg

, there are no clear signs that
any of the sections in 1-7, The Law of Sacri-
fice, formed part of P* or were subsequent in
date. On the contrary, when a few isolated
phrases have been removed, there is an unbroken
appearance of independence and priority. (In the
Oxf. Analyt. ed. or the Rex. the text is printed
so as to bring this out clearly). And, as this
conclusion agrees with the preceding indications,

it is regarded as established that these chapters
belong to an earlier series of priestly teachings
(toroth), and may be designated P*.

§ 2. 8-10 : The Consecration of the Priesthood.

A . Analytical Summary.

pt Pg ps psl

g in the

main
Consecration of Aaron and his

sons.

ii°30 j-Aaron’s sons, etc., anointed.

IQlOf.

12-15r

91-24

101-5

IQSf.

The octave of the consecration.
Death of Nadab and Ahihu.

106f- Prohibition of mourning to Aaron
and surviving sons.

Priests on duty not to drink wine.
Priestlydutyastocleanandunclean
Priests' dues.

lOi®-2^ Blame for not eating sin-offering.

B. Critical Notes.

As Ex 35-40 is generally supposed to have taken
the place of an earlier and briefer account of the
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fulfilment of Ex 25-28, so Ly 8 is held to he an
expansion of an original short narrative of the
consecration of the priesthood as ordered in Ex 29.

In view of its laborious reproduction of Ex 29, and
a few modifications introduced, it would be rash to

assign it to the original draft of P&.

The anointing1 of the tent 10b
,
the altar, etc. n(

and Aaron’s
sons with his and their garments, so, is irreconcilable with
the absence of such injunction in Ex 29“-9

, and marks these
verses as glosses, like Ex 2841 and part of 2921 {and of the

anointing oil). LXX puts Lv 810b after n.

In 91 the main thread of the Priestly Law and
History Book P» is resumed from Ex 29, the
original brief account of the making and erection

of the sanctuary and consecration of the priesthood
having probably been displaced by fuller narratives
in Ex 35-40 and Lv 8

>}
as suggested above. Note

that only one altar is mentioned, and that the
blood of the sin-offering is not brought into the
Holy Place. That 9 is earlier than 4 is seen from
s
,
and than 8 from 18

.

10°f- is late Ps
,
for in 7 anointing Is extended to Aaron’s sons

(see above).—108f is itself a fragment, and to it 10f- is loosely-

attached. The latter betrays affinity with Ph
,
cf. 202^-26. Of.

also Dt 143*20 248 S310.—-101245 Except the introductory clause,

this par. recalls Pt. In particular, notice the peculiar expression
a holy place 13

(|| a clean place 14
), which occurs also in 61Q- 26f

7®* It is defined in 12 as beside the altar ; whereas the clause
in the court of the tent of meeting is probably a gloss in 616 26

(in lO1? it is altered into the place of the sanctuary).—In 10^-20,

a late supplement, fault is found for contravention of 626 (see

further Kuen. Hex. § 6 n. 21).

§ 3. 11-16 : The Law of Clean and Unclean.

With Appendix on the Day of Atonement.

A. Analytical Summary.

p*

P»
(1) (2)

111-8

1124-28

29-31

+82-38

+39f.

H44a-45

46f.

131*28

2944
45f.

+47-59

1454-57f.

112-M

13-19

20-23

H41t

4344a

121-7

141-8*

161-83

148b-20

+21-32
+33-53

Clean and Unclean Food : land
animals.

Food that is abomination : water
animals.

. ..... birds.

. . .... winged
creeping
things.

Unclean to touch : land animals.
. . . . creeping things on

earth.

• . • . things unclean by
contact..... dead clean beasts.

Food that is abomination : creeping
things on earth.

Conclusion of (2).

Conclusion of CL).

Colophon to (1) and (2).

Purification after childbirth.
. . . . case of poverty.
Leprosy

:

detection and discrimina-
tion, on the skin.

on the head.
rule for lepers.

. in a garment (with colophon).
Leprosy cleansed by special Kites.
Leprosycleansedbyregular sacrifices

. . . . case of poverty.

. . . . case of a house.
Colophon to IB1*45

,
expanded.

Secretions and means of cleansing.

Ps ps

10
162*28

161.3.6.

11.14.17b

etc.

+82f.
^629-31

Day op Atonement.
Solemn atonement by Aaron for
the people.

Special atonement for Aaron.

Dav of atonement made annual.
This to be repeated by each high

priest.

Ps ps ps'

1634b

1634a Annual day of atonement.
Statement as to accomplishment
by Aaron.

B. Critical Motes,

Like 1-3. 5-67 68-7, the chapters 11-15 betray

that they are substantially earlier than Pff
, though

subsequently united in their present form with the

main Priestly code. In the case of 11 on food and
contact, and 13 f. on leprosy, it is possible to dis-

cover several layers of legal material.

11: On eating andtouching animals.—The reasons

for the analysis given above lie mainly on the sur-

face. A section 2’8 on land animals which are

clean or unclean is followed by 9-23 which are

in subject a sequel, dealing with water animals,

birds, and winged creeping things, but which no
longer discriminate animals as unclean {cf. Dt
143'20

), hut as an abomination (fpiy, not n^yin, as

Dt 143). These verses, again, are continued in 41f *

on creeping things upon the earth which are an
abomination ; while 43'44a

, which uses the
.

same
word as a verb, forms the obvious conclusion of

the series. Into this series 24"40 has been thrust,

dealing with the different subject of uncleanness
through contact. It is doubtful whether this last

passage is included in the colophon 46f*

Dt 143-2° compared with 11. Though interpreters differ, the
facts, when taken all together, favour the priority of Dt over
Lv. (1) The clean animals’ namesj given Dt U4?

,
are omitted

in Lv as covered by general law m cf* ;
while names of birds,

etc., are retained of necessity. (2) The cases of camel, hare,

and coney are expanded in Lv 114-6. (3) Lv 119-12 is an expansion
of Dt 149^ (4) The new term abomination is used in Lv. (5) In

its present form at least Lv 11 m 24-40 covers the question of

contact, which Dt would hardly have omitted had it been con-
tained in the ordinance quoted. (6) Dt omits mention of creep-

ing things upon the earth
,
Lv ll4lf. (7) The exceptions m

H2if are wanting in Dt. (8) The prohibition which is absolute
in Dt 1421a is relaxed in Lv ll39 ; cf. 1715.

It is hard to say why the abomination series of verses should
begin where it does, seeing that the terminology inDt is uniform
over the whole range of cases. Perhaps the compiler had before
him two variants of the ordinance quoted in Dt, and found one
fuller than the other in dealing with the later cases. The
signs of reduplication in 9-12 confirm this conjecture, by re-

vealing the presence of a * join’ of the two legal threads.
112440. This section is distinct from !*23, for (1) it deals

mainly with touching (eating 40a only), while !-23 deals mainly
with eating (touching 8 and perhaps H)

; (2) it enumer-
ates only the uncleant and mentions only two classes in-

stead of five; (3) it prescribes means of cleansing* (4) it is

doubtful if it is included in the colophon. But ~4-40 is hardly
to be reckoned homogeneous. 32-38 18 probably secondary on
its own account, for the transition is very abrupt from cases of

animals that make persons unclean to cases of things that any
of those animals may make unclean. But if 39£ originally

belonged to -’440, then 32-Sd is clearly an addition. ®9*-, how-
ever, looks more like a completion of 2-8, perhaps misplaced by
intrusion of the abomination passages. 24-31, on the other
hand, at no point presupposes 2-23, but is complete in itself.

12 : On purification after childbirth.—This short
chapter, whose chief interest lies in the fulfilment

of its conditions at the presentation of Christ in
the temple, seems in 2b to refer to and depend
upon 15, and presents the same features.

The only trace of the camp form of legislation characteristic
of Ps is found in 6b. y.8 i8 marked as a supplement

,
for (1) it

comes after the colophon 7b, and (2) elsewhere (57 1421
, cf. I14)

the provision for cases of poverty is seen to be a later addition.

13 f. : On leprosy.—The laws in this section pre-
sent a very complex problem to the student. Dt
248 gives no details such as are found about clean
and unclean in 143

"20
, hut refers for the procedure

in a case of leprosy to the torah of the priests,

presumably oral. The extreme elaboration of
treatment detailed in 13 f. may perhaps indicate
that the usage was not committed to writing till

a late period ; but, apart from introductory phrases
and an occasional gloss, there are no sign-, of the
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influence of Pg in the sections assigned to P fc
. But

these relatively older portions are not homogeneous.
For while 13 is entirely occupied with the detection
and discrimination of leprosy and the regulation
of the leper’s life, and 14 provides for the cleansing
of the recovered leper, each is independent of and
distinct from the other. Each, too, contains earlier
and later elements, which may be readily separated
as in the analysis above.

The colophon 1454-57 will furnish a good starting-point in
indicating the nature of the argument. Originally, it probably
consisted only of 57b; this is the law of leprosy, in accord-
ance with theusage elsewhere (fifteen times this is the law of. .

.

in Pfc

)» and came after 1346, for even in its expanded form there
is no reference to cleansing , and 1347-69 has its own colophon.
Then the reference was made more explicit : this is the law for
(unique phrase) all manner ofplague of leprosy, andfor a scall
54 (referring to 132*28 and 29-44)

?
to teach when it is unclean and

when it is clean 57a. The addition of 1347-59, though it has its

own colophon, produced the clause and for the leprosy of a
garment 55a, and similarly there followed (for the Heb. con-
struction is different) and for an house 55b

} to refer to 1433-53,

which was kindred to 1347-59 • while 55, which clearly was a gloss
to make pointed allusion to 132-23, providing for a rising and
for a scab and for a bright spot, has been inserted wrongly,
instead of before andfor a scall.

In 136 etc. the priest, after examining a man with a favourable
result, shall pronounce him clean . . . and he shall wash his
clothes and be clean. But in 14, if the plague be healed, many
ceremonies must be performed before the priest shall pronounce
him clean 7, and then he has not onty to wash his clothes, but
to shave off all his hair, and bathe himself before he shall be

clean 8a
. Yet both the archaic colouring and the alternate

vagueness and precision of the ritual directions in 142-8 proclaim
that this passage is comparatively early. Was the author of

13 ignorant of this ceremonial, or did he think it superstitious
or unintelligible ?—149-2Q seems to be a description of an inde-
pendent form of cleansing after the pattern of the latest sacri-

ficial law (perhaps introduced to supersede the old form, or
because it was becoming obsolete), which the compiler has
combined with 142-8a by the link 8b For originally a second
shaving »a could hardly have been required. Moreover,
although the present arrangement is meant to suggest that the
first cleansing only admitted to the camp, there is no higher
grade of sanctity conferred in 2°, only he shall be clean as

before. The clause 3a which leads up to this view contradicts
8b.—1421-32 is ft supplement, as it has a separate colophon (cf.

128).—1433-52 is a fresh supplement independent of 1347-59, for it

combines the mode of cleansing in 142-8 and 9-20, and has other
marks of later origin.

15 : On secretions.—This chapter hy its tedious

repetitions suggests a later date than most of P*.

But only twice does a clause recall Pg
,

i.e. in 14

and 29 unto the door of the tent of meeting
,
and

this is a frequent gloss. The sacrificial ritual

enjoined does not go beyond the prescriptions of

5, and is omitted in the case of normal secretions.

The case of 12 is similar.

In 1531* we catch an echo of P*1
; and 3lb (RVm : when they

defile my dwelling that is in the midst of them), which most
naturally refers to the gracious inhabitation of the land hy its

Divine Lord, recalls a time when the visible structure had not

been elevated to the place it occupies in Ps, monopolizing the

term dwelling.

16 (Appendix) : On the Day of Atonement.-—This
is not the place to discuss the historical origins of

the great Jewish fast. See art. Atonement (Day
OF). It must suffice to support briefly the analysis

given above, which takes a middle course between
the conservative view that 16 is an early homo-
geneous whole, and the radical view that no part

of it is even as early as Pg
. (1) It is possible to

disentangle a main thread of ordinance providing

for the cleansing of the holy place, and the tent of
meeting, and the altar

,
and for a solemn atone-

ment for the sins of the people. • This bears the

marks of Pg
. (2) From this there falls apart a

series of verses (see above) providing for a special

atonement for Aaron and his sons, which is con-

nected in 1 with the death of Nadab and Abihu,
but which does not fit in with the context. (3)

**• orders the ceremonial to be repeated by each

subsequent high priest. (4)
29-81 and 34a make it an

annual fast day.

(1) The main thread is given to Ps, because it contains

nothing inconsistent with the ntual in Ex 29 or Lv 9, and be-

cause the altar 12- 18* 20- 25 is used as if only one were known,
while the use of a censer in I2f. seems to exclude the presence

of an altar of incense. (2) The atonement for Aaron, being
omitted in the summaries in 14 and 20, can hardly be original
and the awkwardness of 3 and 6 justifies their excision as supple-
ments. The sevenfold sprinkling and the heightening of the
high priest’s dignity are both peculiar to Pa

. (3) The absence
of any Aaron phrases, the substitution of holy sanctuary 33 for
holy place I6f 20, and of the priests 33 for himself and Ms housi
u. 17b, and the generality of the terms, confirm the view that S3£

is a later addition. (4) Again, if 29-31* 34a. were original, mention
would not be made only of one element, the atonement for the
children of Israel, while the cleansing of the holy place, the
tent of meeting, and the altar, is passed over. 34a would fit

better before si.

§ & 17-27 : The Law of Holiness#

With Appendix on Vows, etc.

A. Analytical Summary.

Rule of Sacrifice.
A parallel ordinance.
Prohibition to eat blood,

or dead carcase.

On Sex Relations.

On Molech-worship.
Various Laws, on justice,

equity, kindness, pure
worship, etc.

On Molech-worship.
On reverence for parents.
On Sex Relations.
On Clean and Unclean.
Against witchcraft.
On the Priesthood : sanc-

tity of priests.

. . the high priest.

. • . disqualifying
blemishes.

. . . rules of clean
and unclean.

. . their food holy.

On Sacrifices without
blemish : burnt-offering.

. . . peace-offerings.

. . . when they are
acceptable.

A sacred Calendar: in-

troduction.
232b-8 . . The Sabbath.

. . Passover and un-
leav. bread.

. • The wave sheaf.

. . The Feast of
Weeks.

. * Feast of Weeks.
, . On gleaning.

. . Feast of Trum-
pets.

2326-32 . . Day of Atone-
ment.

* . . Feast of Booths,
and conclusion.

. . Feast of Booths.
Oil for, and lighting of,

the lamps.
Regulations for the Shew-
BREAD.

2410-14.23 stoning of a blasphemer.
Stoning for blasphemy;

lex talionis, etc. etc.

The Sabbatical Year.
The year of libertym 50th

year.

239-U.12-)
13. '14 {

I5-18a.l8b-

)

19a' 19b-20 (

258b. 9b.
^

10b. lia. VThe year of Jubile.
12a. 13 J

The sabbatical year (con-
tinued).

2523 Land inalienable.

Provision for Redemption
of Land.

2529-31 Rule as to house property.
+32-34 Houses of Levites inalien-

able.

Usury, and hired service.

2540b-42 Termination of service.

Bond servants foreigners
only.

Service with strangers,
wi fch redemption.
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pk
Pg Pa

(1) (2)

2550-62.

54-55a j- Redemption ofHeb. slave.

26lf-

3-45

46

271-25

4-26-29

SO 33'

34

Commands as to worship.
Concluding Exhortation.
Colophon to the Law of

Holiness.
On Vows

:
persons, cattle,

houses, fields.

Firstlings and devoted
things excepted.

Appendix on tithes.

Colophon to Leviticus.

B. Critical Notes.

For a general account of the Law of Holiness,

and of the criteria which distinguish it from the
rest of P, see art. Hexateitch. Careful lists of

peculiar words and phrases are given in Driver,

LOT; Holzinger, Einl. in d. Hex.; and Oxf. Anal.
Hex. Here we have to do only with the actual
use of the criteria in the analysis, and with the
internal structure of Ph itself. Any general re-

marks under the latter head will be found under

§ 5. It will be enough to point out in advance
that traces of more than one series of parallel

laws will be found in the present code.

171'7r
: The place of sacrifice.—As it stands, this

passage requires that no animal shall be slaugh-
tered except as a sacrifice, and at the door of the
tent of meeting. In any case this conflicts with Dt
12, which allows slaughtering at home. But the
clauses referring to the camp and the (door of the)

tent of meeting can be excised without loss, as in

many other cases where they ill suit the context.
When they are removed, the injunction remains
that all slaughtering is to take place at the altar

of *7", which is only reasonable, on the one hand,
if many altars are allowable, as is recognized in
E’s Covenant Book, Gn 2024

,
and in the pre-

Deuteronomic narratives ; or, on the other hand,
if a small company of exiles are gathered round
the restored temple in Jerusalem after the Exile.
The latter alternative is upheld by Baentsch,
Addis, etc. The former is maintained by Kittel,
Baudissin, W. K. Smith, and Driver.—178f

* is to
the same effect, only including strangers.—-In
17io*18 the work of the later editor may be sus-

pected, but cannot be pointed out with precision.
18^19

: On sex relations.—This section has a close
parallel in 2010"21

, but it is not agreed how the two
are connected. The latter passage is composed of
various elements, not all on the same subject. Its
ordinances are in the form of Cases, or Judgments

,

the man that . . , ,
or if a man . . . , whereas in

18 we have the older type of Words, Thou shalt
not. . . . Only in 20 are penalties stated. Prob-
ably we have m 18, nearly intact, the series which,
in an altered form, with Judgments instead of
Words, and with penalties attached, underlies
2Q10'21

, where it is combined with other quoted
laws.

19 : Miscellaneous.—The contents of this chapter
are clearly selected from various sources, many of
them early, as is shown by the numerous parallels

with the most ancient codes (for refs, see Oxf.
Anal. Hex.). They illustrate both the diversity
of form in which ordinances were cast, and the
fondness of Hebrew jurists for sets of 5 or 10. An
outline of the 14 sections will show this.

2b-4 has 5 commandments of the type, ye shall (not) . .

&-8 is a cultus-section like 21-22 below.—W- has 5 words
about gleaning.—U£ bas 4 commandments and 1 word

,
5 in

all, about; honesty and reverence.— has 5 words
,
not quite

uniform, on kindness.

—

15f* has 5 words, preceded by a com-

mandment, on justice.— has 5 words on kindness, clinched

by the grand positive word, Thou shalt love thy neighbour

as thyself.—

w

has a general commandment, and S words on
mixtures, the last altered.—20 is a Judgment on seduction,

with a supplement by Ps 21f-.—23-25 is an ordinance on young
fruit trees, like the law on the Sabbath year in 252wr etc..—26-31

has 10 commandments against superstition and irreverence,

the last 2 in Si being altered, and with supplements using 2nd
person sing, in 27b* 29.—82 has 3 words on reverence.—S3f con.

tains laws of 3 types on strangers.—35-37 contains 2 command-
ments on weights and measures, and a general conclusion.

The next chapter, 20, is remarkable for the fact

that 4 of its 5 sections have a parallel in Ph else-

where. Thus **
||

1821
,

10‘24a
||

186'20* 22-80
,

24b-2«

||
1143-47

>
27

||
1981. p0r^ gee On 186'19

.

21-22 : On the priesthood and sacrifices.—These
chapters, while presenting many of the features of

Ph
, have undergone more revision, it would ap-

pear, than 18-20, perhaps because their subject

was one which occupied more of the attention of

later legislators. Differences of form, changes
from 3rd to 2nd pers., and the introduction of

fresh superscriptions ll1* 16 221, 17, 2e
,

all point to

diversity of source.

218, with its thou shalt, referring to Israel, may be a fragment
from an earlier source.—2217'25 appears to be made up of two
ordinances, igb-2Q and 2i-26

}
with many parallels in detail. Both

this section and 2229f- have been ascribed to P fc

, not Ph, but
without sufficient reason. The marks of are not absent,
and there is enough difference in the ordinances from those
on the same subjects elsewhere (711

*18
) to suggest that an

earlier stage is reflected here.

23 : A sacred calendar.—In this chapter there
is prescribed a series of ‘holy convocations/ in
language largely made up of phrases character-
istic of Pg and Ps

, with exact dates by numbered
days and months. This is ascribed to Pg

. But
with it is combined another series of holy days,
which does not mention ‘holy convocations * or
use the peculiar phrases of Pg and P“ (except in
isolated sentences distinguishable as interpolated),

but bears indications of Ph and is marked by a
picturesque style. Each of these series has been
interpolated or revised.

232b-3 on the Sabbath can hardly he original, for 4
Ifl clearly

the commencement, and 4 also hardly includes the Sabbath
under its terms.— 9-14 has been expanded. The original
elements from Ph are clearly seen in Wb-ii. 14a. Here a feast of
firstfruits is described which is not referred [to elsewhere.
The morrow after the Sabbath, U. I5f., requires explanation
by some context now missing. But probably it is rightly con-
nected with Unleavened Bread.—10-21 relates to Pentecost, or
Feast of Weeks. 21 only is preserved from Pg, hut in isf. par-
ticulars have been incorrectly added from Nu 2S27-29

. Ph had
ye shallpresent with the bread two he-lambs of the first year for
a sacrifice of peace-offerings.—^ is repeated from 19&,—23-26

institutes the Feast of New Year’s Bay, with trumpet blasts.

—

26-32 is marked P», because on 16 we found that the Bay of
Atonement as a yearly fast was not original in Pe. 26 is a
briefer title than lf.23f.33f..—33-36 contains Pe’s ordinance as to
the Feast of Booths complete, and s?{- 44 his conclusion of the
calendar. But in 39-42 the editor has introduced from Pk a
graphic account of the manner in which it is to be kept. The
stress in this is on the mode of keeping the feast, as above in
9*2°, and the date is left indefinite, when ye have gathered in
the fruits of the land, 39a being a harmonizing addition by the
editor, in accordance with later practice. Similarly 8®°, which
uses the phraseology of Ps, and mentions an 8th day, is foreign
to the context, which like Bt lQis-ie only knows 7 days for the
feast.

24 : On oil for the lamps 1"4
, shewbread ®*9

, and
blasphemy 10 "28

.
1-4

is parallel witli Ex 272M* and
Nu 8*-4

, and it is not easy to determine the order
of priority. On the whole, the present passage
seems most original. Both it and 5*9 axe regarded
as fragments of Pg

, put here possibly to replace
similar ordinances of rh

, even as in 23 a like pro-
cess has gone on. In each case the phraseology ia
purely that of Pg.

—

10-23 is a curious paragraph, in
which a central core 16b_22

, containing various
ordinances on blasphemy. 15f

*, murder 17* 2^, assault
19S killing a beast *8, 21a

,
is found surrounded by a

narrative, envelope, which resembles others found
in P8

, while the phraseology supports this ascrip-
tion. The laws are given to Ph

, as they contain
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Beveral words and phrases characteristic of that
code, and follow the same models. Contrast
also lla and 16ab

.

25 : On the Sabbatical and Jubile years 2fa-7

with 19-32 institutes the Sabbatical year as a
general fallow-year for the whole land. The par-
ticulars harmonize with the feast regulations of
Ph

>
and the phraseology is also that of Ph . Its

ascription to that code is therefore generally
allowed. But it is different with regard to the
rest of the chapter, where undoubted marks of
Pg or Pa are found side by side with words and
phrases (Baentsch notes 14 such) characteristic of
Ph

. These phenomena point to the intermixture
of elements, but how to effect a separation is

matter of conjecture. The Analysis above adopts
the view that the term jubile and the clauses or
passages in which it occurs are P8

. This is

thought probable, because—(1) Lv 26, which lays
stress on the Sabbath years, does not allude to the
jubile ; (2) most of these clauses and verses bear
other marks of late origin ; and (3) general con-
siderations (see art. Sabbatical and Jubile
Years) support the same conclusion. The lin-

guistic evidence, however, leads to the inference
that the main ideas of the institution of the 50th
year as a year of release were expressed in legal
form by the school of Ph and have survived in a
modified shape in this chapter.

s-18 is full of redundancies, and when the clauses given to Ps

are removed, the remainder is almost complete as an intelligible
whole. 0b mentioning the day of atonement as an annual fast

must be late, and it is conjectured from Ezk 4Q1 that the 10th
day of the 7th month was the old New Year’s Day. Thus in
the original source the incongruity of the trumpet blasts on
the solemn fast day is not found, but has been inserted as an
interpretation of 9a

.
14 shows in Heb. a confusion of sing, and

plur. persons, and its last clause seems to be altered to lead up
to 18

,
itself modified by Ps

,
while something which introduced

14 is now missing. That 8-18 breaks the connexion between
7 and l0 is another proof that it has been the subject of editorial

handling.

—

23 is given to P8 for linguistic reasons, cf. 30
,
and

from analogy with 41, a jubile piece. It contains, moreover,
the final etage of principle, explicitly stated instead of merely
implied.

—

24 states the rule of which 25 is a particular case.

Like 28, however, it may be P8
, as the plural is less common

in P**.—-In 26-81 the jubile references are so embedded in the
material that no analysis is feasible, though an earlier basis is

possible. Contrast and ifaman 26- 29 with 25 35.—29-81 providing
tor city property has the air of later legal refinement.—32-34 is

the latest addition of all, with its provision for Levites who
have not yet been mentioned themselves, much less their

cities ; cf. Nu 351-8.—For further particulars about this difficult

chapter, see the art. referred to above.

26 : Concluding exhortation .

—

1-8 contains brief

laws forbidding false worship and commanding
the true.—In 8-® is found a long discourse, similar

to those found at the end of other codes, Ex 2320ff-

E, and Dt 24 D. Already hortatory fragments
have appeared in 182-5* 24-80

1

9

36f* 2022-26 2231-3S
. In

all a common phraseology is used, identical ex-

pressions frequently occur, the same stress is laid

upon the supreme deity of J", the need for holi-

ness, and the danger of contamination by the
Canaanites. There can be no doubt that the last

and longest marks the completion of the code
known as the Law of Holiness. (See, further,

below under § 5).

27 : On vows and tithes.

—

1-25 deals with the
subject of vows, and employs the fully developed
terminology of Pg and Ps

. it is assigned above to

the latter, because in 17-24 the year of jubile is so

prominent an element.

—

26-29 contains certain sup-

plemental provisions.

—

80-83 is an appendix on
tithes which must he pronounced of very late

composition. Even in Nu 1821-32 tithes seem to

be, in accordance with the prescriptions of X),

restricted to vegetable produce.

§ 5. Authorship and Date.—As we have seen,

the Book of Leviticus turns out to he made up of

many pieces, so distinct from one another in style

and contents and tone that they can only be

assigned with probability to many writers, none

10 !

of whom can he identified with Moses. Though^
however, we cannot arrive at names of authors,
we may approximately reckon up the number oi

distinct writers whose hands betray themselves in

the striking example of well designed literary
product, which we call the Book of Leviticus.

a. We begin with that portion of the book
which all will admit is the oldest, i.e. the Law
of Holiness in 17-26.

(1) The structure of this section is analogous to
that of two other important Hebrew codes, viz.

E’s combined Words of the Covenant and Judg-
ments in Ex 2022-23, and the Deuteronomic Code
in Dt 12-28. In all three cases we have a collec
tion of somewhat miscellaneous enactments, intro
duced by a law as to sacrifice and the place of

worship, and closed by a prophetic discourse. In
Lv 2646 there is in addition a colophon explicitly

marking the termination of a body of Sinaibic
legislation.

(2) The style and language prevailing in these
chapters distinguish them from the rest of P.
The peculiarities are best seen in 18-20 and in 26.

But, after gaining an impression of them there,
it is impossible to examine closely 17 or 21-22 or
23-25 without recognizing the presence of the same
characteristics. It is true that passages are en-
countered without these signs, ana others in which
the phenomena are mixed. But these are suffi-

ciently explained by supposing that the compiler
who incorporated F in P revised and supple-
mented his original, as was universally the custom
with ancient editors. It agrees with this that
the portions which have thus received alteration
are those which deal with ritual and the priest-

hood. Considering the shortness of the whole, it

is wonderful how many words and phrases are
peculiar to it among the Pentateuchal documents.
(See the lists already referred to, p. 106a, § 4 B
line 3). In the legislation the style is far more
concise and direct, and far less technical, than in
the rest of P, while the rhetorical mould in which
the discourse in 26 is cast has left its impress
upon a number of shorter hortatory passages
recurring amidst the legislation in a manner
equally foreign to P as a whole. But the most
marked effect of style is produced by the reitera-

tion of phrases expressing the leading ideas of the
collection.

(3) These leading ideas are few but great, and
they dominate every chapter. i. There is a
unique sense of the majesty and presence of

God, expressed by the constant recurrence of the
* Divine 1

5

in the phrases I am J", ete. If the
more diffusely rhetorical style of Dt is like the
varied harmonies of organ music, in the Law of

Holiness we rather hear the solemn strokes of a
eat church bell, proclaiming the dwelling of the
ost High God amongst men, and calling them

to worship and obey. ii. This effect is enhanced
by the isolation of one attribute, the holiness of

God, which carries with it as a corollary the
holiness of His people, iii. The negative to these
positives is supplied by the awful peril of profana-
tion from the peoples of the land, with their

heathen orgies and abominable customs.—No
other section of the Pent, shows the explicit com-
bination of the same elements.

(4) The nature of the contents makes for the
same conclusion. The entire legislative material
of the Pent, may be grouped under the following
heads :—1. The Family, 2. Persons and Animals,
3. Property, 4. Judgment and Buie, 5. Idolatry
and Superstition, 6. Clean and Unclean, 7. Sacrifice,

8-11. Sacred Dues, Seasons, Places, and Persons.
The last six classes thus relate to ceremonial and
ritual, the first five to religion and morals gener
ally in social life. Now, while E and D are rela
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tively most copious on these five heads, Ph is

practically the only part of the large mass of P
which deals with these matters at all, except the
law of jubile (certain temporary regulations in Nu
are not reckoned). 60 per cent, of the ordinances
of P11 belong to these five classes and have no
parallel in the rest of P, but, with one doubtful
exception, may all be matched from E or D. Only
40 per cent, come under heads where parallels with
the rest of P are numerous.

(5) The resemblances with Ezekiel have long
attracted attention. They are indeed so striking

as to have led many critics to argue that the
prophet was the author of the code. The similar
relation between Dt and Jeremiah was indeed often
interpreted in the same way. But if in each case
it has been found impossible to sustain the hypo-
thesis of identity of authorship, in each case also

it has been demonstrated that a close connexion
subsisted between the two. And if it cannot be a
mere coincidence that Jeremiah is the first writer
to betray indebtedness to Dt, so it is natural to
conclude that, if Ph had been long in existence
as a literary whole, it would not have been left to
Ezekiel to show traces of its peculiar phrases and
ideas. Some of the most striking of these parallels

may now be enumerated for the examination of
the student.

Parallels between Lv 17-26 and Ezekiel*

1. The Laws. 2. The Hortatory Passages.

Lv Ezk Lv Ezk
173. 8. 10 144.7 182b 205 7. 19, cf. 20

1710 148 2826 3922. 28

1713 24'/ (not in Is or
Jer)1716 1410 44IO. 12

1812 2010. u. 22!0- 11 183 207
12.17 183f.5.20 1937 2018-21, Cf. 56

1918 187.12.16 268 1112.20 189.17
1915 188 3315 20H.13 3627
1926 3325 1824. 80 2022f. 207- 18

1936 4510 1825.28 3617, cf. 18

209 227 1826, Cf. 27.29 86 of. 9- 13. 17 94
211W3 4425 1813.24
215 4420 2024 Heb. 3510
2114 4422 2025, Cf. 1147 2226 4220 810
228 4431 364.5 3425-28 1417
2215 2226 269 Heb. 369. 10 1652
2518 2826, cf. 8425. 28 2611-12 3726 27437.9

388. 11. 14 396.

26

2612b 3727 3628 1120

3723, cf. 1411
25S«f. 188, Cf. IS- 17 2212 3424-30
25« 344 2613, cf. 1936

etc.

205b. 6 3427

etc.

(6) From the above (taken in connexion with
the previous^ critical notes) certain inferences may
be drawn: i. There is a substantial unity in Lv
17-26, but it is the unity of a school and not of an
individual, ii. It is difficult to say whether the
compiler of the code and author of the closing
discourse was before or after Ezk, but on the
whole it is more probable that he was later, to-
wards the end of the Exile, iii. But no part of
the legislation (occasional glosses excepted) need
be later than Ezk. iv. The prophet appeals to
and rests upon the collections of laws which under-
lie the present text, v. In their form (cf. their
frequent grouping in 10’s and 5’s) and in their
substance (cf. the Anglo - Saxon Penitentials

,

framed also for a rude age) these laws may well
be very ancient. Their antiquity is indeed better
established than any theory of their origin. An
attractive and plausible conjecture, however, is
that they represent J’s missing legislation. The
sympathy of J with the priesthood is repeatedly
shown.

b. Enough has been said above under § 1 B and
§ 3B to justify the inference that there was a second
* These instances are all taken from the forthcoming Oxf

Anal. Hex., where they will be printed in full in the introduc-
tion, which deals fully with the whole question.

school of priestly canonists (Pt
), who set them-

selves to reduce to writing the current religious

praxis of the Jerusalem Temple, all of which was
apparently accepted as Mosaic. It may he con-

sidered doubtful whether their work had been
carried very far, even if it was begun, before the
destruction of the Temple rendered it necessary,

if the whole tradition was not to be lost. 1-3

and 68-7 probably represent two collectors, and
11-15 one or more.

c. It may very well have been one of this school

who developed its presuppositions yet further, and
carried them out more vigorously, embodying them
in the great book of History ana Law called Pff

, of

which but little is included in Lv. In it all takes
place in and for the camp, and centres round the
Tabernacle and its single altar, Aaron the one
anointed priest forming with his sons the exclu-

sive priesthood, and the sons of Levi the minister-

ing tribe. The most natural date is after the
Restoration, as no trace of this system is found
till the arrival of Ezra.

d. Last came a long line of scribes (P8
), com-

bining, revising, expanding, and supplementing,
until the Pentateuch reached its present form.

§ 6. Historical Significance of Leviticus.
a. As thus resolved into its component parts,

arranged in chronological order, though not all

furnished with definite dates, the hook become.*
a great witness to the Christian doctrine of evolu-
tion. As, under the inspiration and prompting of

the Spirit of God, the laws for conduct and worship
were shaped and modified, their form largely de-
endent on historical circumstances, so we who
ave had committed to us the revelation of absolute

truth in Christ may expect to have amongst us a
presence of the Spirit adequate to enable us to
apply that truth for each age till the end comes.

b. Lv is the literaiy monument of the Hebrew
priesthood. Overshadowed in the earlier history
by kings and prophets, represented in the pages
of written prophecy by the degenerate members of
the order, it is in Lv and Ezk that we see how
the priests trained Israel to associate a high
standard of morality with a stately form of

worship, which, though freely using material
means, was, in its essence, and still more as com-
pared with contemporary forms of religion, severely
spiritual and rich in symbolical significance.

c. The earlier collections in the one case (Ph)

carry us hack to the earlier years of the monarchy,
and in the other (P*) preserve probably with accu-
racy the procedure at the Temple during the period
after Josiah’s reformation, and no doubt partially
reflect the praxis of previous centuries, for the
continuity of custom and persistency of ritual
where no historical revolution has taken place must
he remembered.

d. As a whole, Lv is the mirror of the Second
Temple and its system. Whenever it or its several
parts were written, it is on all hands admitted that
its provisions were never fully executed till the
time of Ezra.

§ 7. Religious Yalue of Leviticus.
a. We still need, side by side with the prophetic,

the priestly view of religion. (See § 6 b). For all

J" was Israel’s God, but for the one His Righteous-
ness, and for the other His Holiness was the
dominant attribute. (The earlier prophetic term
* Holy One of Israel ’ hardly belongs to the same
circle of ideas as Lr.)

b. Amid the labyrinth of connected but fre-

quently conflicting ordinances the watchwords of
the Law of Holiness enable us to thread the maze
securely. There are differences in the way by
which it is sought to realize the ideal : the idefd
is hut one, the Holy God amid a Holy People in $
Holy Land.
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c. The Law of Sacrifice reminds ns of our human
need for something visible and outward in our
worship, while its particulars happily illustrate,
even if they do not teach, the various parts of
Christian devotion. Sacrifices are elements in the
visible fabric of religion by which the spiritual
service of the Holy God was given a protective
shell for its growth : eternal moments in the life
energy of the worshipping spirit, visualized in
temporary form : signposts pointing to the Perfect
Sacrifice : earnests of that Sacrament which re-
places sacrifice proper by commemoration and com-
munion.

d. The Law of the Consecration of the Priesthood
,

with the multitude of ordinances on the duties and
holiness of the priests, must ever remain solemn
reading for all those who believe themselves to
have been made priests unto their God, and especi-
ally for them on whom the great High Priest has
laid the awful burden of ministering as His com-
missioned representatives.

e. Lastly, the Law of Clean and Unclean enforces
one great lesson alike of the Incarnation itself and
of the life of the Incarnate, that the body matters
intensely. Health helps not happiness only, but
holiness. Cleanliness and godliness have their
real and close relations. The study of hygiene,
the promotion of public health by helping to make
or enforce good sanitary laws and bye-laws, the
provision of baths and wash-houses or of a water
supply, simple living, good housewifery, the stamp-
ing out of infectious diseases, the treatment of the
poor and sick,—if Lv only furnished texts for the
commendation of these things, could we say that
its religious value was insignificant ?

Literature.—(See art. Hexateuch). Kalisch’s Comm, is the
best in Eng. ; cf. also Driver and White in Polychrome Bible
(brief comments) ;

Kellogg in Expos. Bible (for application)

;

Hexapla in Leviticivm
, 1631 (older views fully given)

;
see also

arts. Priests and Levites, Sacrifice, Type, Uncleanness.

G. Harford-Battersby.
LEWD, LEWDNESS.—The Anglo-Saxon laSwed

(or geUwed) was the past ptcp. of laiwan, to

enfeeble; in middle Eng. it appeared as lewed,

which was afterwards contracted to lewd. Thus
the earliest meaning is * enfeebled/ 4 useless,

5

as in

Piers Plowman
,

ii. 186

—

* Chastite with-oute charite worth cheynid in helle

;

Hit is as lewede as a lampe that no lyght ys ynne.’

Next we find the meaning of ‘ ignorant,
5 which was

the usual sense of the word down to Shakespeare.
Thus Chaucer, (?) Romaunt, Frag. C. 1. 6217

—

* Lered or lewd, lord or lady *

;

Spenser, Shepheards Calendar, ii. 10

—

* Lewdly complainest thou, laesie ladde,

Of winters wracke for making thee sadde *

;

and Ascham, Scholemaster
, p. 45 :

‘ This lewde and
learned, by common experience, know to be most
trewe. 5 From this arose a special use of the word
to designate the laity, who are the lewd inasmuch
as they are the unlearned, and so are distinguished
from the ‘ clergy 5 or ‘ clerks,

5 the learned. * Wyclif
(1382) translates IS 214 ‘And answerynge the
preest to David seith to hym, I haue not leeuyd
Ioouys at hoond (1388, ‘ Y haue not lewid, that is

comyn
,
looues at hoond 5

), hut oonli hooli breed.
5

Again, in the Wycliffite tr. of 1388, Ac 413 is

rendered, ‘And thei siyen the stidfastnesse of

Petre and of Joon, for it was foundun that thei

weren men unlettrid, and lewid men, and thei

wondriden, and knowen hem that thei weren with
Jhesu 5

;
which in 1380 had been ‘ founden that

thei weren men with oute lettris, and idiotis
5
(Gr.

* Trench and Skeat hold that the sense of ‘ lay ’ came first,

and that ‘ignorant* developed out of it, the laity being seen to

be * the ignorant party.’ But the other order seems proved by
the examples we have gathered.

Idi&rai= private persons, ‘laymen 5

; Vulg. idiotae

;

Tind. ‘ laye people 5

; Cran. ‘ laye men 5
; Rhem. ‘ of

the vulgar sort
5

). The two meanings of ‘ ignorant 5

and £ lay 5

are closely combined in Ascham, Works
,

(ed. 1815), p. 206, ‘Hereby is plainly seen, how
learning is robbed of the best wits ; first, by the
great beating, and after, the ill choosing of scholars
to go to the universities : whereof cometh partly
that lewd and spiteful proverb, sounding to tb*e

just hurt of learning, and shame of learned men,
that the greatest clerks be not the wisest men 5

;

and in Sir John Davies, The Soul, st. 13

—

* Thus these great clerks their little wisedome shew,
While with their doctrines they at hazard play

;

Tossing their light opinions to and fro,

To mocke the lewde, as leamd in this as they.*

From this developed next the sense of ‘ wicked ' by
an easily understood transition. Sir John Davies,
Discoverie of the State of Ireland (ed. 1613), p. 181,
says the followers of the Irish chieftains ‘ were
borne out and countenanced in all their lewde
and wicked actions

5

; North (Plutarch,
* Cicero, 5

p._ 862) has ‘This Yerres had been Praetor of
Cicilia, and had committed many lewd parts
there 5

; and this is the meaning in Milton, PL iv.

193—
‘ So clomb this first grand thief into God’s fold :

So since into his Church lewd hirelings climb.’

And then, finally, came the meaning of ‘ lustful,
5

the special wickedness to which the ignorant were
prone, and the only meaning that has remained
to the word. This is as old as Chaucer ; cf. also
Spenser, FQ II. i. 10

—

* 0 would it so had chaunst,
That you, most noble Sir, had present beene
When that lewd nbauld, with vile lust advaunst,
Laid first his filthy hands on virgin cleene *

;

Milton, PL i. 490—
‘ Belial came last, than whom a Spirit more lewd
Fell not from Heaven, or more gross to love
Vice for itself ’

;

and Comus, 465

—

* But, when lust,

By unchaste looks, loose gestures, and foul talk.

But most by lewd and lavish act of sm,
Lets in defilement to the inward parts,

The soul grows clotted by contagion.’

In AY lewd, lewdly ,
and lewdness are found in

both the meanings last noted, and there is no sharp
distinction between them. The special sense of

‘lustful,
5 while usual in OT, does not occur in

Apocr. or NT.
The Heb. words are (1) fiat zimmah, which is tr*1

‘lewdness 5

in Jg 20s (Moore, ‘ abomination,
5 which

is the Geneva word), Jer 1327,
Hos 69 (Cheyne,

‘ outrages 5

), and often in Ezk (1643* 68 229 2321* 27* 35*

48 Ms. 49 2413
. gee Davidson on 1643 ). This word has

a range of meaning from the colourless * plan 5 or

‘ purpose 5

(only Job 17u) to the special sin of un-
chastity. Besides the above, it is rendered in AV
‘purpose 5 (Job 17u), ‘thought 5

(Pr 249, so KV,
hut OHL ‘evil device 5

), ‘wicked device
5

(Is 327),
‘wickedness 5 (Lv 1817 1929 20ubis, RYm ‘enormity 5

),

‘mischief 5 (Ps 2610 119150 ,
Pr 1023, BY in last two

‘wickedness 5

), ‘heinous crime 5 (Job 31u ) ; in Ezk
1627 the Heb. ‘way of lewdness

5
is trd ‘lewd way, 5

so ‘ women of lewdness 5

in 2344 ‘ lewd women 5

;
in

Pr 2127 Heb. ‘in lewdness
5
is ‘ with a wieked mind, 5

RYm ‘ to atone for wickedness 5

; and in Ezk 22u

it is ‘lewdly.
5

(2) The derivative hstd is once
(Jer ll15

) rendered ‘lewdness 5

; and (3) rtbyi nabh-

luth, in its only occurrence (Hos 210) is so translated,

AYm ‘folly or villany,
5 RYm ‘shame. 5

In Apocr. the adj. occurs in Ad. Est 164 ‘ lifted up
with the glorious words of lewd persons that were
never good 5

(rots tQ>v &TeipayadQ>v K6fnrocs wapeKdbures,

RY ‘lifted up with the boastful words of them
that were never good 5

); 16* ‘lewd disposition'
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(KaKOTLcrTLa)

;

Sir 301S 'lewd behaviour* {aaxv^°m

(rtivTj, BY ‘ shameless behaviour ’)
;
and Sir 16 headillg

‘It is better to have none, than many lewd
children *

; the adv. in Wis 15s ' employing his

labours lewdly* {mKbpioxQos, BY ‘labouring to an
evil end’) ;

and the subst. in To 41S ‘in lewdness
is decay and great want* rrj dxpGtbrrjn, BV 'in

naughtiness’). In NT the adj. occurs but once,

Ac 175 ' certain lewd fellows of the baser sort
5 {t&v

dyopaliov rivets dvSpas irovTjpobs, BY ‘certain vile

fellows of the rabble*); and the subst. once, Ac
IS14 ' If it were a matter of wrong or wicked lewd-
ness* (paSiodpyrjjxa irovijpbv, BY ‘wicked villany’).

J. Hastings.
LIBANUS {Aipavos, Libanus).—The (Greek) form

of the (Heb.) name Lebanon (wh. see), 1 Es 448 555
,

2 Es 1520, Jth l7. Sir 2413 5012 [all].

LIBERTINES.— In Ac 69 we read that ‘there
arose certain of them that were of the synagogue
called (the synagogue) of the Libertines, and of the
Cvrenians, and of the Alexandrians, and of them
of Cilicia and Asia, disputing with Stephen.* In
close relation to the question who the Libertines
were, stands the question as to the number of

synagogues here indicated. It has been held that
only one synagogue is implied (Calvin, Wieseler

;

cf. Sort, Judaistic Christianity, 50) ; that there
were two synagogues—the one consisting of Liber-
tines and Cyrernans and AJexandrians, the other
of Cilicians and Asiatics (Winer, Holtzmann,
Wendt) ; that each of the five parties had a separate
synagogue (Schlirer, Hausrath). The last view is

supported by the fact that in Jerus. the synagogues
—though they did not number 480, as affirmed in
rabbinical traditions—were very numerous, and by
the consideration that even if the inhabitants of all

the places mentioned could have beenaccommodated
in one synagogue—a supposition which the large-
ness of the Jewish population in Cyrene and
Alexandria renders very improbable—there was no
common bond to bring together men from towns or
districts so widely separated.

If this view he sound, it helps to determine the
question whether by the L. we are to understand
the inhabitants of some town or the designation
of a class. The association of the Libertines with
the Cyrenians, etc., would naturally suggest the
inhabitants of some town in Proconsular Africa,
and conjectural emendations of the text {Aifiverrivuv

(Wetstein, Blass) or Atptiwv rQv /card Kvpifjvijv) based
on this assumption have been made (see Blass, Philo-
logy of Gospels

,

691). It is argued by Gerdes (‘ de
synagoga Libertinorum,* Exercit. Acad. 1738, who
at the same time furnishes a complete statement
and discussion of other views) that if Luke had
meant Libertini in the Roman sense, he would
have used a Gr., not a Lat. word ; that Suidas men-
tions a town named Libertum ; and that among
those present at the Council of Carthage in 411 was
Victor Episcopus Ecclesice Catholicce Libertinensis,

between whom and the rival Donatist bishop a
sharp recrimination took place (Mansi, iv. 91, 92).

But the statement of Suidas is probably derived
from the passage in Ac; and, moreover, it is

altogether improbable that the Jewish contingent
from a town so obscure could have maintained
a separate synagogue at Jerusalem. Moreover,
the addition by Luke of rrjs Xeyoptlvrjs seems
intended to guard against the possibility of our
misconceiving that the Libertines, like the others
mentioned, were inhabitants of a place.

Setting aside the fantastic conjectures that the
Libertines were a philosophical sect, or the adher-
ents of the school of one Libertus, and the sugges-
tion of Lightfoot [Hor. Heb . et Talm.

)

that they
were Pal. Jews who had been enslaved and sub-
sequently set free, we conclude that the Libertines

were freedmen in the Roman sense of the term .

They were mainly descendants of those Jews who
had been taken as prisoners to Borne by Pompey
in B.C. 63, and there sold as slaves. We learn from
Philo {Leg. ad Gaium, c. 23, ii. 568 (Mang.)) that
the majority of the Roman Jews belonged to the
class of freedmen (cf. Tacitus, Ann. ii. 85 ; Suet.

Tib. c. 36). Their enslaved condition lasted but a
short time, and they soon became an important
factor in the community. Whether they were
manumitted by their masters because their value
as slaves was greatly lessened by their tenacious
adherence to their national customs (Hausrath), or

because their fidelity as slaves suggested to their

masters that as freemen they would be of still

greater service (Berliner), or whether they were
ransomed by their own countrymen (Gr&tz), we do
not know

;
but the language of Philo seems to

indicate that the first-mentioned cause was the
most influential. The fear of the Jews expressed
by Cicero (

pro Flacco , c. 28) is no doubt rhetorical

;

but rhetorically it would have been pointless if the
Jews had been a feeble folk (cf. Hor. Sat . i. 4. 143).

By such of them as returned to settle in Jerus. or

were temporarily resident there, a synagogue was
built. According to Hausrath the building of a
separate synagogue was a necessity, as from a
theocratic point of view they were subject to

certain disabilities. Among the inscriptions quoted
by Schiirer

(
Die Gemeindeverfassung der Juden in

Pom, p. 15) is one referring to a synagogue r&v
Abyverrrjalwv ; and if, as is probable, this refers to
freedmen or slaves in the house of Augustus, it

seems to show that at Rome was reproduced the
type of distinctions that existed in Jerusalem.
Like the other Hel. Jews, the Libertines were
keenly opposed to the new faith, and the very
inferiority of their social and theocratic standing
may have caused them to emphasize the distinctive-

ness of their religious position (cf. Gerdes, op. cii.;

Schiirer, op. cit., HJP II. ii. 56 f., 276; Hausrath
in Schenkel, Bibel-Lexicon

;

Meyer on Ac 69
;
Ex-

positor, July, 1895, p. 35). JOHN PATRICK.

LIBERTY.—The only passage in which this
word needs verbal attention is 1 Mac 104S ‘And
whosoever they be that flee unto the temple at
Jerusalem, or be within the liberties thereof, being
indebted unto the king, or for any other matter,
let them be at liberty, and all that they have in
my realm.* The ‘liberties’ of the temple are its

precincts, the parts within which its inmates have
liberty of action. The Gr. is 6pta, borders, bounds.
Scrivener gives this as one of the colloquialisms
peculiar to the Apocr., which the AY translators
accepted with slovenliness from the Bishops’ Bible. 4

It is also the tr. of Coverdale and the Geneva
Bible. Wyclif’s word is ‘ coasts *= boundaries, and
so Douay, after Yulg. fines. J. Hastings.

LIBERTY.—This idea forms one of the char-
acteristic differences between OT and NT con-
ceptions of religion. In OT the idea is almost
entirely absent. ‘The fear of the Lord* is the
distinctive name for religion (Ps 34u etc.), ‘ser-
vant’ is the distinctive title of the good (Ps 1911

,

He 38 etc.). God is thought of chiefly as the
supreme, universal sovereign and ruler, Is 3322

.

Obedience is the central virtue of religious char-
acter, to which all blessings are promised, 1 S 1522

.

To illustrate this position fully, it would be neces-
sary to quote a large part of the OT. We do not
mean that there are no indications of more in-
timate relations between God and man. The freer,
gentler side of religion is undoubtedly known.
The law of love for God and man is promulgated.
Many of the psalmists and prophets rise to lofty
heights of divine joy and fellowship. But the
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ground-tone of OT piety is reverential fear. This
order of development in revelation was fitting and
indeed inevitable. The OT age was the age of
childhood in revealed religion, and children are
trained for independence by a course of obedience
and subjection to authority (Gal 4lf

*). ‘The law
hath been our tutor to bring us unto Christ

*

(Gal B24). The patriarchal age certainly seems
j

to breathe a freer spirit than the age of the law
proper. Still, even then religious thought and
feeling can only have been elementary; and this
is the impression made by the narrative. Of later
days St. Paul uses strong, even harsh, language,
‘weak and beggarly rudiments’ (Gal 49 ). The
prevailing spirit was a ‘ spirit of bondage to fear

’

(Ro 815
). At the same time the emphasis laid on

God’s work of redemption must have given rise
to thoughts of spiritual freedom (Ex 1314

,
Dt 7

8
,

1 Ch 17s* etc. ), and in Is 611 this truth finds glori-

ous. expression.. It is perhaps worth while to
notice that, while in the political system of Israel

there is no trace of the idea of liberty in the
modern sense, that system is distinguished from
the despotisms of the day by many humane regu-
lations unknown elsewhere, such as those with
regard to slavery (Ex 21 2

) and land (Lv 2510* 23
).

Christianity brought, first of all, freedom from
the ceremonial restrictions and conditions of OT
religion. The Mosaic law is described as ‘ a yoke
which neither we nor our fathers were able to
bear’ (Ac 15 10

). To all attempts to continue or
reimpose the yoke on Christian believers, St. Paul
offered unflinching and successful resistance (Gal
324 an(i so Won the victory of Christian free-

dom for all time. The teaching of the Epistle to
the Hebrews throughout supports St. Paul (9

s3 101
).

The NT condemns beforehand all attempts to
reduce Christianity to a mere system of ritual.

The Lord Jesus, St. Paul, and St. John are at

one in their insistence on spiritual religion.

But the chief NT doctrine on this subject is

that of inward freedom as the privilege of all

believers. Sin bripgs into bondage (Jn 8s4
,
Ro

616f
*) ;

hut from this bondage believers are saved
both negatively and positively. This is the pro-

found meaning of redemption in the NT sense

—

deliverance from that sense of gui Tt and fear and
condemnation which oppresses and fetters the soul

(Ro 82
, Tit 214 etc.). ‘Ye were servants of sin,

ve became servants of righteousness’ (Ro 6m ).

Knowledge of the truth is the means (Jn 832),
Christ Himself the source (Jn 836 ,

2 Co 317), of this

highest freedom. The ‘spirit of bondage’ gives

place to the ‘spirit of adoption’ (Ro 815
, Gal46

).

Sin, death, the world, are conquered enemies (1 Co

155Sff
-, Ro 8s7

"39
, 1 Jn 54). The exultant sense of

E
tver, of present and future triumph, enjoyed
the believer, is vividly expressed in passages
e Ro 52 - 10 612* 22 838. Spiritual freedom culmin-

ates in the relation of children in which believers

stand to God. In onr Lord’s teaching, in St.

Paul’s and St. John’s, this is always represented
as the distinctive privilege of the saved, so pro-

found and far-reaching is the NT revelation of

the divine Fatherhood in the fullest sense : ‘ your
Father in heaven’ (Mt 548 7U, Jn l

12- 13
, Ro 816,

1 Jn 3lf
*). St. Paul expressly contrasts the state

of the servant and the son :
* Thou art no more

a servant, but a son’ (Gal 47'). God is thought
of as Father, no longer as Ruler merely. The
most signal exercise of the liberty of children of

God is the boldness with which believers draw
near to God (He 416 1019 ). Christians are invested
with the full privileges of the priesthood (1 P 29).

Liberty is not to pass into licence (Gal 513
, I P 216).

St. James speaks of a ‘ law of liberty
9

(l 25 212
).

On the thorny questions which have arisen in

connexion with liberty and necessity. Scripture
says nothing, but implies much. By always ap-

pealing to man as responsible, by calling upon
him to repent and believe, by bolding him ac-

countable for the results of his action, it assumes
that he is free, and in the most definite way refutes

the doctrine of moral fatalism. Man may become
the slave of sin, sinking into spiritual paralysis

;

but it is his own act, and recovery is always pos-

sible in this life. Only so far as his action is

voluntary, and his slavery self - induced, is he
guilty. Pharaoh who hardened his heart repeat-

edly, Ahab who ‘did evil above all that were
before him/ Jeroboam ‘who made Israel to sin/

are terrible examples of the hardening effects of

sin; hut their ruin was their own work; they
‘sold themselves to work evil’ (1 K 2120

). Other-

wise, they could not have been punished by God
as they were. Whatever speculative difficulties

may he raised on the ground of the divine omni-
science, or the law of heredity, or the principle

of cause and effect, they vanish before, man’s in-

vincible consciousness of moral responsibility and
the Scripture declarations of God’s righteousness

and man’s freedom (Gn 182*, Ezk 33llf-, Jn 319 540).
J. S. Basics.

LIBNAH (rnn
1

?).—1. The third of the 12 stations

following Hazeroth, mentioned only in Nu 3320* 21

(see Exodus, IV.), unless it is the same place that

is called in Dt l1 Laban. Its position is not known.
2. A city taken by Joshua (Jos 1029* 30

), and, from
the context, sitnate between Makkedah and
Lachish. The name occurs in the list of con-

B. A. F. Luc.

Nu 3320 Aefiojvd Aeficwd as A. Ae(3wvd

3321
... Aepuvd as A.

Jos 1029 Ae(3v& ®ia) Aeftfivd I***) def. Aefivd *

1081 ... Aafijxvd &**) def.

1083 ... def.

1215 ... Aepfivd def.

1542 Aepvi Aepvd def.

21“ ... ... def. ...

2K 8M "Zevvd Aojxvd def. Aopvd

198 Aofivd Ao/3vd def. ...

2331 Arjjxvd Aopevd def. Aopevvd

2418 om. Aofxvd K OQ I

Is 37® Aopvdv Ao/3vd Aofjivdv Aofivd
j

ol y* AcLpavd

I Ch 667 [Heh. 42
] Aopvd Aopvd Aopvdv

2 K 822=2 Ch 2110 AQfxvd Aopvd ... Aopvd
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guered kings (1215) between Arad and Adullam,
in a group of 9 cities of the Shephelah (15

42
) and in

the lists of priestly cities (2118, 1 Ch fi
42 [v.57 LXX

and Eng.]). The MT in Ch describes it as a city
of refuge, but the text requires emendation, and
the renderings of AY and RY give the probable
sense. The city revolted at the same time as

Edom from under the hand of Judah in the time of

Joram [Jehoram] (2 K 8s2
, 2 Ch 21 10

). It appears
to have been a stronghold, for the king of Assyria
attacked it in the time of Hezekiali (2 1? 19s

,
Is 378

).

In the last days of the kingdom of Judah it was
inhabited by tJewish families, for Josiah took to

wife a daughter of Jeremiah of Libnah (2 K 23S1

2418
). This is the last biblical notice of the place, and

no reference to it occurs in later times.
.
It was prob-

ably in the neighbourhood of Beit Jibrin, and a site

4 miles to N.W. has been proposed, and [PEFSt,
Jan. 1897) another, 10 miles S.E. of Tell el-Hesy.

The LXX renderings are very varied, Aepvd or

Aopvd occurring most frequently; for p is substi-

tuted jjl in some places, and \epfivd occurs in A.
The first vowel is often varied, but generally no
vowel is found between ft and v, and in this respect
the renderings are distinguished from those of

Libnah (1), which introduce u between p and v
;

Aepavd, with fx for p in B. The first syllable of

the rendering 'Lewd in 2 K 822 may be a duplication
of the last syllable of the preceding word. On
the previous page is a list of the LXX variations.

A. T. Chapman.
LIBNI ('?:$,Aopev(e)i).—The eldest son of Gershon,

that is to say, the eponym of a principal family
of Gershonite Levites, Ex 617

, Nu 318
, 1 Ch 617 * 20

[Heb. 2 - B
]. In 1 Ch 629 [Heb. 14

], perhaps owing to

some dislocation of the text, the name appears as
that of the eponym of a family of Merarites. The
patronymic Libnites occurs in Nu 321 2658

.

LIBRARY.—See Writing.

LIBYA, LIBYANS.—See Lubim.

LICE (an, hinntm, a;? Jcinndm
,

<TKvl<j>e$,

KptTres, sciniphes, cinifes).—The usual meaning of
<Tia>ty=Kvty is plant-louse. It is also used for
various species of gnats. Some have supposed it

to designate a species of worm. Whether it can
be understood of the louse also is not clear. The
tr. in the text of EY (Ex 818 RYm ‘sandflies’
or ‘ fleas,’ 17* 18

, Ps 10531
)

‘ lice ’ is based upon
the authority of the Talmud; on the fact that
the insects alluded to sprang from the dust, not
from the water

;

that the lice were in, not on men
and beasts, i.e. in their hair

;

that the Targum,
Syriac, and Arabic VSS tr. the word by one which
appears to mean lice rather than gnats. Scholars
are still divided on the subject (see Medicine,
p. 330), but the weight of evidence seems to be in
favour of lice as the third of the plagues of Egypt.
Lice swarm on the persons of uncleanly people in
the East. The better classes of the ancient Egyp-
tians, however, were scrupulously clean ; and Hero-
dotus says that the priests shaved all the hair
from their heads and bodies every third day, lest
they should harbour any of these unclean insects,
and so defile the temples. Such a pest, therefore,
would be peculiarly abhorrent to them. See, on
the whole subject, Dillm. on Ex 813

.

G. E. Post.
LICENCE is simply * permission ’ in all its occur-

rences in AV, where its spelling is indifferently
‘licence’ (1 Mac l18

, 2 Mac 49
, Ac 2140 2516

), or
‘license’ (Jth IP4

, SiylS20
), and the verb does not

occur.
_
RY retains ‘ licence ’ (spelling so always),

except in 2 Mac 49, AY ‘ if he might have licence
to set him up a place for exercise

5

(4av <rvyxupydy
Sih rijs ifyvcrlas avrov, RV ‘if it might be allowed

him through the king’s authority ’) ; Ac 2140 AY
‘And when he had given him licence’ {imTptyavTot

8k airov, RV ‘ And when he had given him leave ’)

;

and 2516 AV ‘ have licence to answer ’ (tSttov diro-

’hoylas, RV ‘have had opportunity to make his

defence’). AY had already changed ‘licence’ of

earlier versions into ‘ leave/ as Jn 1938 Tind. ‘And
Pylate gave him licence.’ The verb was once
common in the same sense, as Ac 22 heading Rhem.
‘Being licensed by the Tribune to speake to the
people

5

;
Elyot, dovernour, ii. 294, ‘ he licenced

Plato to departe without damage.’ Milton uses

both subst. and vb. in their modern meaning in

Areopagitica (Clar. Press ed. p. 6), ‘But lest I

should be condemn’d of introducing licence, while
I oppose Licencing.’ J. Hastings.

LIDEBIR (wty.—Proposed in RVm of Jos 132®

as alternative rendering to of Debir (text). See
Debir No. 2 and Lodebar.

LIE, LYING, and the many other words of the
group, describe various forms of the sin against
truth, and serve to illustrate an important element
of the biblical morality.

The principal Heb. and Greek terms are the following:—

1. *ij3y ‘ lie
’ (Qal and Pi). *ij^ ‘falsehood* (Jer 1014),

< a lie'

(Ps 11969), frequently preceded by also used adverbially

= ‘falsely* (2 S 1813).

2. nn (root meaning quite uncertain) ‘ to speak falsely,’ esp.

in Pi. (with ^
or 5 pointing to the person addressed)

;
Niph.

* to be found or show oneself a liar’ (Pr 306), Eiph. ‘make or

make out a liar’ (Job 2425). rnp ‘a lie’; '3 ‘a liar’

(Pr 1922); cf. anN Jer 1518 (of failing, deceptive brook, cf. vb. in

Is 5711), Mic 114'
'

3. #0? ‘to be lean,’ ‘become emaciated’ (Ps 10924); Pi.

with ^ or 3 ‘to lie to one’ (1 K 1318, Jer 512)
;
Niph. ‘ to feign

obedience ’ (Dt 3329). c>U3 ‘ leanness ’ (Job 168), usually * a lie,’ ‘ a

calumny * (Hos 1013). tflja ‘ deceitful * (Is 309). The root mean-
ing is uncertain, possibly that offailing.

4. 13, only in plur. D^3 (root TO, i.e. N“n ‘to invent*)

‘empty or boastful talk* (Job ll8), thence applied to utterers

of such, as liars, diviners (Is 4425, jer 5036).

5. ‘emptiness,’ ‘vanity’ (Ps 6Q11), thence applied to

things* of no substance or injurious, as the falsehood, the idol,

the wicked or criminal act (Pr 308, Ps 244 264,
Job 11H)

; cf.

X)y ‘a hollow, insincere witness* (Dt §20) with njf ‘a

false witness’ (Ex 2016).

6. In NT the subject is handled by the use of the group of

words connected with 4 here used only in the middle
voice. 4 tvdsrtiou is used abs. (Mt 511, 2 Oo ll31 etc.) : with acc.

of person lied to (Ac 53) ; with dat. (Ac 54) ; vs rtva (Gol 3®)

;

tsccTo. rijs cchyduKS (Ja 314). The list includes 4*6<rms ‘a de-
ceiver’ (Jn 844 etc.), ‘a false teacher’ (1 Jn 222)

; 4<u^fa
1 false/

‘wicked’ (Ac 6I3
, Rev 218); 4«Iftos ‘lying/ ‘ a lie/ esp. of false

religion (Jn 844, Ro 125) ; 4svtr/xct
* a falsehood’ (Ro 37)

;

of God ‘ that cannot lie * (Tit l2) ; 4tvloXoyos ‘ teaching falsely
’

(1 Ti 42) ;
and various compounds descriptive of enemies of the

faith, as 4svdudttyos (Gal 24), 4soticvrorroXos (2 Oo ll18),
*f>6<h%rvis (Mt 715 etc.), 4tvhoiiiaff’xetXoe (2 P 21), •tyiuiofpterrtf

(Mt 2424, Mk 1322).
4ivddjidccrxetZ.oe (2 P 21), •tyivhofpierrtf

1. The biblical writers describe various types of
lying. In its most general aspect—the saying
what we know to he false with intent to deceive
—it is clear that it was reprobated by the common
conscience of Israel (cf. Pr I922 306), and it is ex-
pressly condemned in the ancient Law of Holiness
(Lv 1911 * 12

). Usually, however, in the legislation,

including the Decalogue, special cognizance is

taken of lying of the criminal kind—consisting
either in the perjured testimony which procures
an unjust sentence (Dt 1915

"21
,

cf. Ex 20lS
), or in

the false statement which is the instrument of
fraudulent dealing (Lv 6lff

*). In the prophetical
writings lying is conceived, not merely as a prin-

cipal kind, but almost as the soul, of wickedness,
and so sometimes appears as the symbol of all

moral evil (Hos 121, cf. Is 65
). At a later period

‘lie’ is a favourite description of the message of

the false prophets (Jer 2719
), and of the utterances

of soothsayers (Is 4425
), and the same idea is often

expressed in the designation of idols and idolatry,
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In NT, in which, the duty of truthfulness is
strongly insisted on in contrast to Oriental deceit-
fulness, it is suggested that there are three lies
par excellence—heathen religion (Ro l25), the claim
of the false apostle (Rev 22

), and the denial ‘ that
Jesus is the Christ 1

(1 Jn 222
).

2.
_

The heinousness of lying appears in various
particulars—that it is utterly inconsistent with the
holiness which is of the essence of the divine
nature, and gives a law to the people (Lv 1911 ), and
more particularly with the commandments of a
God who Himself is absolutely true (Ps S935

) ; and
also that it has anti-social effects of a ruinous and
far-reaching kind (Prophets, passim

;

cf. Pr 26 28
).

In NT its sinfulness is further emphasized by
tracing it to the example and inspiration of Satan
(Jn Su, Ac 58 ), or to the old man which is put off
in conversion (Col 39

).

3. The penalties of' lying are set forth in an
ascending scale. Various saws in Pr point to the
heritage of contempt which is the portion of the
habitual liar. The judicial punishment of the
false witness is the recoil upon himself of the evil
‘he had thought to do unto his brother * (Dt 1919

).

In the history of Gehazi (2 K 5), and of Ananias
and Sapphira (Ac 5), the aggravated lie is punished
by a special judgment of appalling seveiity. In
Ps 2<44 lying is numbered with the sins which dis-
qualify from the worship of, and so exclude from
communion with, God. And as a consistent de-
velopment of this stern judgment we find it in
the NT as one of the list of sins by which the
essence of character is tested, and which, become
habitual, entail the forfeiture of eternal salvation
(Rev 2127 2218

).

Two problems arising out of the subject may be
briefly referred to. The first is connected with
the passages which seem to represent God as using
deceitful means—esp. 1 K 22s3

, where He is said to
have lured Ahab to destruction by * putting a lying
spirit in the mouth of the prophets,’ and in a lesser
degree ! S 162

, where He instructs Samuel to con-
ceal^ his real purpose from Saul by offering a
sacrifice. As regards the first of these cases it

may, however, be fairly held, as is indeed required
by the general tenor of OT religion, that the sense
is satisfied by regarding God, not as the author of
sin, but as overruling wickedness to the working
out of His righteous purposes. ‘All that is meant
is that, in carrying out God’s decree of condemna-
tion,

,
he (the lying spirit) becomes a means of

leading the king on to his doom through the fawn-
ing guile of these false prophets 5 (W. S. Bruce,
'Ethics of OT, p. 269). It should be added that the
difficulty of this class of passages is less keenly
felt when the mechanical theory of inspiration is

abandoned.*
A second problem concerns the attitude of the

Bible in its moral teaching towards the casuistical
controversy over the lie of exigency. In other
words : when we have said of a statement that it is

wittingly false, or intended to deceive, is it thereby
condemned as having the character of guilt? or
does it lose this character if it can be shown that
the false statement was required in self-defence, or
by the law of love ? Of such lies we have examples
in the lives of Abraham (Gn 202) and of David
(1 S 211S

), although obviously it does not follow,
any more than in the case of the graver failings of
OT saints, that they are recorded for example and
guidance. On the whole, the rigorous doctrine must

* Under the same category reference may be made to the
passage (Jn 10. 14) where our Lord said,

4

1 bo not up to this
feast’; then ‘went he also up, not openly.’ But, with the
reading of BL («&* . . . outre*)), or even without it, if the sentence
is continued (oiuos xxtpos ovrrw rrstrXiipared), the difficulty almost
disappears. What is quite certain is that the author of the
Fourth Gospel cannot have thought that any unveracity was
Implied. See Meyer, in loc.
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be judged more in harmony with the spirit of the
biblical morality, the common scriptural ground
being that it is ours to o £ey the commands of the
moral law, and that God may be trusted for the
consequences. For a full discussion of the lie of
exigency in the light of Christian principles, see
Martensen’s Christian Ethics (Eng. tr. 4

), vol. ii.

p. 216 ff., also Newman Smyth’s Christian Ethics,
p. 392 ff. W. P. Paterson.

LIE.—The verb to lie was formerly nsed in the
sense of pass the night, lodge, sleep. We find an
example of this in Is 1418 ‘ All the kings of the
nations, even all of them, lie in glory, every one
in his own house 5

(natf; RV ‘sleep,’ as Gen.
Bible): cf. Jos21 AVm ‘and lay there,

5

for text
‘ and lodged there

5

(np?-UD»q). So North, Plutarch,
‘ Demetrius, 5

p. 895, ‘ For they ordained that the
place behind the Temple of Minerva called Par-
thenon (as who would say, the temple of the
Virgin) should be prepared for his house to lye in 5

;

and Bunyan, PP (Clar. Press ed. p. 240), ‘Then
they called for the Master of the House, and he
came to them. So they asked if they might lie

there that night? 5 On which Venables remarks,
‘ To lie continued in familiarise till the end of the
last century for to stop the night at a place. This
is the hinge of Walton’s witty translation of Sir
Henry Wotton’s definition of an ambassador—“an
honest man sent to lie abroad for the good of his
country.” 9

The following phrases should be noticed : 1. Lie
along. See Along. 2. Lie on or Lie upon. This
phrase occurs in the figurative sense of ‘ oppress,

5

‘ annoy, 5

as Dt 2920 ‘ all the curses that are written
in this book shall lie upon him 5

(in nyan ; Driver
remarks that pi is ‘to lie down as an animal 5

[Gn 499
], and thinks the metaphor forced, preferring

the Sept. Ko\\r)87)(TovraL, ‘ shall cleave to him 5

)

;

Jg 1417 ‘and it came to pass on the seventh day
that he told her, because she lay sore upon Mm 5

(ipp'vn, RV ‘she pressed him sore,’ Moore ‘she
besieged him 5

; the same verb is trd in 1616 ‘ she
pressed him, 5 AV and RV) ; Ps 8S7 ‘ Thy wrath
lieth hard upon me’ (npep Driver ‘presseth
upon me ’) ; Sir 621 ‘ She will lie upon Mm as a
mighty stone of trial

5

(tcrxvpds &mu avry, RV
‘shall she rest upon him’); Ac 2720 ‘no small
tempest lay on us 5

(x«/*wvos , . . iirLKeiyhou) : RV
accepts this very literal and old-fashioned tr. here,

as well as in 1 Co 918 ‘ lie upon 5
for the same verb,

but elsewhere eTlKec/uaL is trd ‘ press upon 5 (Lk 51
),

‘ be instant’ {2Z23
), ‘ impose on

’
(He 910

) ; but where
the meaning is literal, ‘lie upon 5

(Jn ll38 AV, but
RV ‘lie against,

5 with m. ‘upon’) or ‘lie on 5

(219)
is of course used. Tindale {Expos, p. 100) says,
‘ Covetousness made the Pharisees to lie on Christ,

to persecute Him, and falsely to accuse Him ’
; and

again (p. 119), ‘ Thou wouldest not that men should
do thee wrong and oppress thee ; thou wouldest
not that men should do thee shame and rebuke,
lie on thee, kill thee,

5 where the editor of the
Parker Soc. ed. explains ‘ on is used fox of or
against 9 apparently taking ‘lie

5
to mean ‘tell

lies.’ In Jg 1920 the phrase has a somewhat milder
but very similar meaning, ‘ let all thy wants lie

upon me 5 (the Heb. is simply ‘ be all thy wants
upon me 5

). In Nu 2115 the meaning is ‘ touen. 5

‘ And at the stream of the brooks that goeth down
to the dwelling of Ar, and lieth upon the border
of Moab’ (jjrfr, RV as AVm ‘leaneth upon 5

).

3. Lie out = project, Neh 3s5 * 26* 27 of the tower
which projected from the king’s palace (RV
‘standeth out 5

). The phrase appears not to be
English, but a literal rendering by Coverdale (who
in v. 27 has ‘lieth outwarde 5

) of the Heb. LXX
6 &6xwv, Vulg. quee prominebat.
The old past ptep. lien occurs in Gn 2610

, Ps 6818
,
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I

Jer 32,
and RY retains (except in Ps 6S13

,
where a

different tr. dispenses with it), but Amer. RV
changes to ‘lain.

5

Cf. Job 313 Cov. ‘Then shulde
I now have lyen still, I shulde have slepte, and
"bene at rest’; Fuller, Holy Warre

, p. 137, ‘And
it was good plowing up of that ground which had
long lien fallow.’ J. Hastings.

LIEUTENANT, RV Satrap, Ezr S38
, Est 312 89

9s ; also Dn S2* 8* 27 where AY ‘Prince.’—The
Heb. Drjs-nipDK (’dhashdarpenim) represents the Pers.

khshatrapdvan (= protectors of the realm), a title

tound on Persian inscriptions, e.g. that of Behistun
(cf. Lagarde, Ges. Abh. 68, 14; Spiegel, Alters.
Keilinsch. 215). In Gr. the word became ££aTpdirr)s

or c-arpdTnjs; in the LXX we find a considerable
variety of rendering, SLoiKirral Ezr, oltcovdfjioi 1 Es 867

,

GTpaTTjyot, dpxopres tQv craTpcnruv Est, crarpdirai Dn,
tvarot. Dn (Theod.) ; in Vulg. satrapes

,
principes.

The satrap was the governor of a whole province
(cf. Dn 61 [but see Bevan, ad loc.], Herod, iii. 89),

and he held the position of a vassal king. His
power, however, was checked by the presence of a
royal scribe, whoseduty it was to report to the ‘ great
king ’ on the administration of the province. Also,
the troopswere for the most partunderthe command
of an independent general. Under the satraps
were the ‘peliahs,

5

or governors of smaller districts.

In Ezr 836 the term satrap seems to be used some-
what loosely, or the historian has unduly extended
the scope of Ezra’s commission ; the only satrap
whom it would really concern was the ruler of the
district west of the Euphrates, ‘the governor
beyond the river’ (Ezr 5s). H. A. WHITE.

LIFE AND DEATH.

—

i. The Terms.
ii. Examination of the Biblical Teaching.

A. Old Test, teaching : (1) the early narratives of Gn

;

(2) the Pentateuch; (3) the Prophets; (4) the
Poetical books

, (5) the Wisdom literature.
B. Apocryphal and Apocalyptic teaching.
C. New Test, teaching

: (1) the Synoptics
; (2) the

Johanmne writings, (a) the Gospel, (b) the First
Epistle, (o) the Apocalypse

; (3) the Pauline Epistles

;

(4) the rest of the New Testament.
151- Conclusions to he drawn from the Scriptural use of the

terms.
a) Doctrinal.
b) Ethical.

i. The Terms.—(1) In the OT the regular word
for ‘to live’ is <rn from the older root ron (so
Phoen.; Aram, a'n) with the same signification, and
similar forms occur in Arab., Syr., and allied
tongues. It occurs in the sense of ‘having life,’

e.g. Ex 3320 ‘ man shall not see me and live ’
; Gn 5s

etc. ‘ Adam lived an hundred and thirty years ’
; of

‘continuing in life’ when death threatens, e.g.
Gn 207 ‘he shall pray for thee, and thou shalt
live ’

; or specially or the soul as source of life, as in
Gn 1213 ‘that my soul may live because of thee.’
It is also used with preps. = ‘ to live upon or byd
as Gn 2740

‘ by thy sword shalt thou live' Dt S3

‘man doth not live by bread only, but by every-
thing that proceedeth out of the mouth of the Lord
doth man lived So the life of man is spoken of as
consisting in obedience to the divine statutes (as
in Ezk 2Q11 etc. * if a man do, he shall live in (by)
them ’). To live is used absolutely in the sense of
‘ to prosper, ’ as in I S 1024 ‘ Let the king live ’ (RYm).
It also has the signification of returning to life
from sickness, weariness, or death, as 2 K 88 ‘ shall
I recover of this sickness ? ’ Jg 15 lfl ‘ his spirit came
again, and he revived ’

; Is 2619 ‘Thy dead shall
lived In its causative forms it signifies ‘to give
life,’ ‘to preserve alive,’ ‘to quicken,’ ‘to restore,’
as Job 33 ‘ the breath of the Almighty giveth me
life ’

; Ezk 1318 ‘ will ye save souls alive ? ’ Is ^316
* make me to live ’

; 2 K 81 etc. ‘ whose son ho had
restored to life.

5

The adjective 'n ‘living’ is used of God as tlu

source of all life, as Jos 310 ‘the living God is

among you 5

;
and most commonly in the formula

of the oath * as the Lord liveth,’ e.g. Ru 313
. It is

the ordinary word for ‘ living ’ of men or animals.

The word for ‘life’ most generally is a plural

emphatic form (D'4n) from the same root. This is

used to denote not only physical life, but also

welfare or happiness, as Pr 16 15 ‘ in the light of the
king’s countenance is life

’ ; Dt 3020 ‘ to love the
Lord thy God ... for he is thy life and the length

of thy days’ ; Ps 30 m his favour is life.’ Once
(in late Hebrew) it is nsed of eternal life,

viz.

Dn 122 ‘many shall awake, some to everlasting

life’ (D^iy ’tt). It bears also the signification of

means of life, sustenance, as in Pr 2727 ‘ mainten-
ance for thy maidens,’ though the general word in

this latter sense is rrn». There is also the form
rrn, which denotes ‘ a living being,’ ‘ an animal,’

and more particularly ‘ wild animals,’ but it is used
occasionally in later poetical writings in the sense of

‘life,’ as Ps 1433 ‘he hath smitten my life down to

the ground’ ; Job 3318 ‘he keepeth back his life

from perishing.’

It is noteworthy that the Hebrew name for

‘Eve’ (nju) is traced in Gn 320 to this root, though
it has been otherwise interpreted (see Eve).

A very important word is lit. ‘ breath,’ sig-

nifyingthe soul as the principle of life. We find

it in its literal sense in such passages as Job 4113

[Eng. 21
]

‘ his breath kindleth coals,’ and Is 3-°.

As life, its seat was supposed to be in the blood, cf.

Lv 1711 * For the life of the flesh is in the blood.’

It is a general term for life in many senses, as

1 K 223 ‘at the peril of his life’ ; Pr 10s one’s life

‘ hungers.’ A special combination is n;n w# * living

creatures,’ as in Gn l24 etc.; so it is used by synec-
doche for a ‘ man,’ as Lv 51 etc. ‘ if any man sin ’

;

Gn 4618 ‘even sixteen souls, i.e. persons’ (cf. corre-

sponding Eng. usage), and even for the emphatic
personal pronoun, as Is 462 * themselves are gone
into captivity’; Ps ll1 ‘why say ye to me?’
Curiously it is sometimes— * a dead body,’ cf. Nu 52

.

33V ‘the heart 5

is occasionally used as=s^, see Ps
1024

, Jer 418 . See, further, art. Soul.
In the LXX the usual equivalent of n'».o is farf,

though once (Pr 31 12
)
ptos is used, and the latter

frequently has the signification of the period or
course of life in the NT, e.g. Lk 814 ‘ pleasures of

this life ’
; as also of resources, as Mk 1244 ‘ even all

her living.’ The special NT ideas covered by fai

)

are discussed below. For and also nS, ipvxJ) is the
equivalent

;
and this word also plays an important

art in the language of the NT, as also does its

erived adj.

(2) The most ordinary Hebrew verb signifying
‘ to die ’ is itid, and this is used in the most general
sense of man, beast, and even of trees and land.

Cf. Job 14s ‘ the stock thereof die in the ground,’
and Gn 4719 ‘ wherefore should we die, both we and
our land?’ From this is derived the word rno
‘ death,’ sometimes personified, as in Ps 4914 ‘ Death
shall be their shepnerd’ ; cf. Is 3818. It is used
as= the abode of the dead

.

as in Ps 918 ‘ the gates of
death,’ and Pr 727 ‘ the chambers of death’ (though
these might be understood in the former sense as a
person). There is the derived form nnion, only
found in the phrase "nqa, as Ps 7931 ‘ the sons of
death ’= ‘ those that are appointed to death ’ (EY).
(For Sheol and Abaddon, see arts, on these words,
and also Eschatology of the OTinvol. i. p:740).
For death in the special aspect of a destructive
plague on men, as Ex 53 ‘lest he fall upon us with
pestilence,’ or on cattle Ex 93

,
there is the word

"ini (LXX Odvaros).

The most general word in the LXX as equivalent
to the Hebrew terms above noted is ddvarof. In
the NT it is used in the same signification, and is
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also found personified, as in 1 Co lo55 c 0 death,
where is thy victory ?

5 Rev l 18
f
I have the keys of

death and of Hades.’ It is frequently used of
spiritual death, either during earthly life, as in
Ro 713 c Did then that which is good become death
unto me?’ 1 Jn 314 ‘ He that loveth not abideth in
death,’ or in the world to come, as specially ‘the
second death ’ (6 detirepos &&va,Tos)

3 as Rev 211 ‘ he
shall not be hurt of the second death.’
For $.8ris see art. Hades, sub voc., and also

Eschatology of the NT in vol. i. p. 752.
ii. Examination of the Biblical Teaching on

these Ideas.—A. Old Testament Teaching —
(1) In the Early Narratives of Genesis.—At the
very opening of Scripture, in both accounts of the
Creation, we find definite teaching on life and death.
God created every living creature, Gn l-° ‘And
God said, Let the waters bring forth abundantly
the moving creature that hath life.’ Again we
read in Gn l

30 of * every beast of the earth, and
every fowl of the air, and everything that creepeth
upon the earth, wherein there is life.’ The second
account is more definite in its teaching as to the
creation of man; thus Gn 27 describes how ‘the
Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground,
and breathed into his nostrils the breath of* life;

and man became a living soul.’ Next we read of
the ‘ tree of life,’ which is common to the traditions
of other Semitic peoples, and of the punishment
attached to the eating of the ‘ tree of the know-
ledge of good and evil’ ; Gn 217 ‘in the day that
thou eatest thereof, thou shalt surely die.’ The
literal and metaphorical senses of the word ‘die’
constitute the force and subtlety of the serpent’s
temptation in Gn 34 * Ye shall not surely die.’ To
prevent man gaining the gift of immortality he
is driven out of the garden, and the tree of life

guarded, Gn 322
"24

.

(2) In the Pentateuch.—The ordinary word for

‘life’ is etej (LXX i/vxh), as in Gn 94 ‘but flesh

with the life (tfsi) thereof, which is the blood
thereof, shall ye not eat.’ This recurs repeatedly
throughout the whole of the legal writings, and the
narrative that is coloured by the priestly tradition

(see, e.g., Lv 1711 2418
,
Dt 1223). Life is used in the

familiar absolute sense in Dt 3018f* ‘ See, I have set

before you this day life and good, and death and
evil ’ (cf. Sir I517).

(3) In the Prophets.—The main prophetic teach-

ing on this subject is found in Isaiah and Ezekiel.

In a poetical (probably late) passage of the former
we read, Is 258 ‘ He hath swallowed up death for

ever ’ (cf. 2 Ti l 10
}, and in Is 2619 ‘ Thy dead shall

live, thy dead bodies shall arise . . . and the earth
shall cast forth the dead (lit. the Rephaim, i.e.

shades).’ In another poetic passage, the psalm of

Hezekiah, recorded in Is 3810'20
,
there is much

important material, but it is probably late, and
should be classed with the teaching or the poetic

books (see below). The passage speaks of ‘the

gates of Sheol’ (v.10). Death is presented as the
end of all communion with God and men, ‘ I shall

not see the Lord, even the Lord, in the land of the
living : I shall behold man no more with the in-

habitants of the world ’ (v. 11). But God speaks to

him, and he cries, * 0 Lord, by these things men
live, and wholly therein is the life of my spirit.

’

And again, ‘ Sheol cannot praise thee, death can-

not celebrate thee ; they that go down into the jpit

cannot hope for thy truth. The living, the living

he shall praise thee as I do this day 5 (w. 18* 19
).

In the teaching of Ezekiel there is frequent
reference to life in the pregnant sense of enjoying

God’s favour, and the accompanying earthly pro-

sperity that is its sign. Thus Ezk 3310"29
, the

teaching of which is summarized in w.18* 19 as

follows: ‘When the righteous turneth from his

righteousness, and committeth iniquity, he shall
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even die therein. But if the wicked turn from his
wickedness and do that which is lawful and right,

he shall live thereby’ (cf. 318
*20 IS24--7 2Gn ). In the

prophetic portion of the Bk. of Daniel there is one
reference, though probably of very late date, to
‘ eternal life ’in 122 ‘ many of them that sleep in
the dust of the earth shall awake, some to ever-
lasting life.’

(4) In the Poetical Books.—References are much
more numerous in the Psalms and in Job. Thus
in various passages of the Bk. of Job we have
presented the popular conception of the existence
of the dead, e.g. 3 12'19

, where the ‘ wicked cease from
troubling, and the weary be at rest,’ where ‘the
prisoners are at ease together, and the servant is

free from his master’ ; or 10i0'“, where that world
is described as being ‘of the shadow of death,
without any order, and where the light is as dark-
ness ’

;
yet the writer rises to the vision of something

much higher and brighter, as in 1413
~15

,
where he

asks, ‘ If a man die, shall he live again ? All the
days of my appointed time would I wait till my
release should come.’ Cf. 3328 ‘He hath redeemed
my soul from going into the pit, and my life shall

behold the light.’ His ‘blood’ is used for his
wrongful death (see legal idea of identity of the
blood and the life, below) in 161S ‘0 earth, cover
not thou my blood, and let my cry have no resting-
place ’ (cf. Gn 410

, Ezk 247 * 8
, Is 2621

). As to the
great passage 1923

"27
, and in what sense it denotes

personal immortality, see A. B. Davidson’s com-
mentary on Job, in loco , and Appendix.

In the Psalms we read of ‘ the path of life ’ in an
ethical and spiritual sense as the way of obedience
to God (cf. Ps 16u ) ; of God as the ‘ fountain of
life,’ Ps 369 (cf. Jer 218

) ;
Ps 305 ‘in his favour’;

Ps 214 ‘ he asked life of thee, and thou gavest it

him ’
; Ps 27s ‘ the Lord is the strength of my life ’

;

Ps 3412 ‘What man is he that desireth life, and
loveth many days, that he may see good ? ’ 42s ‘ the
God of my life ’

; 669 ‘ God . . . which holdeth our
soul in life.’

Death has all the gloom and disappointment it

had in Job, e.g. Ps 65 ‘ In death there is no remem-
brance of thee : in Sheol who shall give thee
thanks ?

5 In 4914 death is personified.

(5) In the Wisdom Literature.—(a) In the Bk.
of Proverbs the same poetic figures of life fre-

quently occur, e.g. ‘ the paths of life,’ 219 5s ;
‘ tree

of life,’ 318 ll30 1313
;

‘ well or fountain of life,’ 1011

1314 1427. In the absolute sense the word occurs,

e.g. 322 ‘so shall they be life unto thy soul’; 8s5

‘whoso findeth me findeth life.’ Contrast the
use of ‘ death ’ in 830 ‘ all they that hate me love
death.’
By a figure ‘light and darkness’ are used for

* life and death ’ in Ec ll7* 8
.

B. Teaching of the Apocrypha and the
Apocalyptic Literature.—These words occur
most frequently and with most special significance

in the two hooks of the Wisdom Literature in the
Apocrypha, viz. those of Wisdom and Sirach. In
the former occurs in several interesting con-

nexions, cf. Wis 112 ‘ Court not death in the error

of your life ’ (cf. Pr 8s6 and 216
) ; 1318 * for life he

beseecheth that which is dead,’ where reference is

made to idolatry; cf. also 1412 ‘the invention of

them (i.e. idols) was the corruption of life’; 1618

‘ fox thou hast authority over life and death, and
thou leadest down to the gates of Hades, and leadest

up again.’

In the Book of Sirach occasionally means
sustenance, e.g. 41 ‘My son, deprive not the poor

of his living,’ 3421 * Tire bread of the needy is the
life of the poor.’ The general use is that of the
figurative and absolute sense we have found in Pr
and elsewhere, e.g. 413 ‘He that loveth her (Le

Wisdom) loveth life,’ cf. Pr 318 ; 616 ‘ a faithful friend
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is a medicine of life,’ 1517 ‘ before men is life and 92. 103. and 108, from which we learn that the

death’ (cf. Dt 30 19
). For the special phrase irTf'n resurrection of the body pertains only to the risrbt-

fwijs, see 21 13 ‘The knowledge of a wise man shall eous.

he made to abound as a flood, and his counsel as a In the Apocalypse of Baruch we have the um-
fountain of life’ (cf. Pr 1314 and 1427 ). An instruc- versal resurrection foretold, and the punishment

tive contrast is found in 4029 * A man that looketh of the wicked, as, e.g., in ch. 30 ‘And the secret

unto the table of another, his life is not to be places shall be opened wherein have been kept the

counted for a life.’ tyvxh has also one or two usages souls of the righteous, and they shall come forth

that may be noted here. It is, of course, ordinarily • . but the souls of sinners shall languish the

translated soul in the general sense of that word, more, for they know that their punishment has

as in Wis 31 ‘ the souls of the righteous are in the come.
5

hand of God, 5 but frequently comes near to its NT C. NT TEACHING.—(1) The Synoptics.—-In the

significance, e.g. Wis 916 ‘ a corruptible body first three Gospels these words are used with con-

weigheth down the soul
5

(cf. 2 Co 51"4
), cf. 158 siderable fulness and variety of meaning. We

‘when he is required to render back the soul (life) have ‘life’ (^on^used absolutely as an equivalent

which was lent him. 5 Two verses bring the several for salvation in its fullest sense, as in Mt 7
14 ‘For

terms into close conjunction, Wis 1511 * 12 ‘ He was narrow is the gate and straitened the way that

ignorant of him that inspired into him an active leadeth unto life, and few be they that find it
5

;

soul favxf)), and breathed into him a vital spirit and in the repeated phrase ‘ to enter into life,
5 Mt

(TTvedga farucSv). But he accounted our very life 188 etc., Mk p
43 etc.; once (Lk 1625

) the word^is

(far)) to be a plaything, and our lifetime ((3'm) a used of ‘lifetime on earth.
5 ‘Eternal life

5

(far)

gainful fair
5

; cf. also 1614. al&vios) occurs a few times, cf. Mt 1916 * 29
, Mk 1080.

In Sirach we may note two passages : I029 ‘ Who ig frequently used for the natural physical

will justify him that sinneth against his own soul life in the body, as in Mt 220 ‘the young child’s

favxv) • and who will glorify him that dishonoureth life,
5 Mt 625 ‘Be not anxious for your life.

5 Yet
his own life (far)) ;

5 and 1630 ‘ the soul of every living these are separable, and are commonly spoken of

thing 5

(faxfa rravrbs faou). as ‘ body 5 and ‘ soul.
5 Thus Mt 1028 ‘ Be not afraid

In 2 Esdras
,
ch. 7, there is a very important of them which kill the body, but are not able to

passage, mainly contained in the portion re- kill the soul ; but rather fear him which is able to

covered by Bensly, a translation of which is to destroy both soul and body in Gehenna. 5 This

be found in the BY. It is a vision of the double sense of the word, as denoting the higher

last judgment, which is to be preceded by seven and lower life,—that inherent in the earthly body,

days of such silence as was before the Creation ; and that which remains when the union is broken,

then follows the general resurrection, and the —lends itself to what may be almost called a play

seating of the Most High in majesty as judge, upon the word, as in the recurring thought, e.g.

The seer understands how few can stand in the Mt 1039 ‘ He that findeth his life shall lose it ; and
judgment, and exclaims, ‘An evil heart hath he that loseth his life for my sake shall find it,

5

grown up in us, which hath led us astray from cf. Mt 1625 and the parallels. In the same sense

these statutes, and hath brought us into cor- is life used in such passages as ‘rest unto your
ruption and into the ways of death, hath showed lives’ (EY ‘souls’), Mt ll29

; ‘In your patience ye
us the paths of perdition, and removed us far from shall gain possession of your lives’ (EV ‘souls’),

life ; and that not a few only, but well-nigh all that Lk 2119
. In one case fatf is used with a similar

have been created 5

(7t48fl. Thereafter follows a meaning, viz. Lk 1215 ‘a man’s life consisteth

vision of the various stages through which the not in the abundance of the things which he
wicked and the righteous pass after death. The possesseth.

5
is also used of our Lord’s offer-

day of judgment is declared to be ‘ the end of this ing of Himself, as in Mk 104S ‘ to give his life a
time and the beginning of immortality ’ (though ransom for many. 5

et initium is omitted in the Lat. MS) (7
4S

fiios is used of ‘living
5

in the sense of mainten-
Again, in the 8th chapter the Most High declares ance, and only occurs once outside of Luke, and
to the seer, ‘ Unto you is paradise opened, the tree that in a parallel passage quoting our Lord’s own
of life is planted, the time to come is prepared. . . words, viz. ‘all her living,’ Mk 1244

, cf. Lk 214.

weakness is done away for you, and [death] is See also Lk 1512 * 80 and S43. In one case it denotes
hidden ; hell and corruption are fled into forgetful- the earthly existence, viz. Lk 814 ‘ cares and riches

ness . . . and in the end is showed the treasure and pleasures of this life.
5 ddvaros in the Synoptics

of immortality 5

(8
s52* 53

). denotes death as the termination of this earthly
In the Psalms of Solomon a few passages deal life, as Mt 1628 ‘ shall not taste of death,’ Mk

with the resurrection, e.g. 316 ‘ They that fear the 1033 ‘ condemn him to death,’ Lk 2288 ‘ I am ready
Lord shall rise again to life everlasting. And their to go to death,’ etc.

life shall be in the light of the Lord, and shall fail (2) The Johannine Writings.—(a) The Gospel.

—

no more 5

;.
1310 ‘The life of the righteous is for The idea of life (falj) is a favourite one with the

ever, but sinners shall be taken away for destruc- writer of the Fourth Gospel, and has a special sig-

tion
5

; 142- 6 ‘ The holy of the Lord shall live in him nificance. ‘ Life ’ in the absolute sense (with or
for ever ; the paradise of the Lord, the trees of life, without the epithet ‘ eternal

5

) in which he uses it

are his holy ones. The holy of the Lord shall in- is the special possession of God, of which He makes
herit life in gladness.

5 For sinners the lot is also men sharers when they believe in Him through His
appointed in accordance with their deeds ; thus 318 Son. Thus Jn l4 ‘ In him was life, and the life was
* He fell, because evil was his fall, and he shall the light of men 5

; 315 ‘ that whosoever believeth
not rise again ; the destruction of the sinner is may in him have eternal life ’

; 386 ‘ he that be-
for everlasting’; and 1513'15 ‘Sinners shall perish lieveth not the Son shall not see life’; 52(i ‘as the
in the day of the Lord’s judgment for ever, when Father hath life in himself, even so gave he to
God shall visit the earth in His judgment, to re- the Son also to have life in himself 5

;
17* ‘This is

pay sinners for everlasting.’ life eternal, that they should know thee the only
In the Book of Enoch (chs. 38-44) occurs a pas- true God, and him whom thou didst send, even

sage resembling the one quoted above from 2Esdras, Jesus Christ’; 1010 ‘I came that they may have
in which are seen in vision the celestial abodes life,’ etc. Specially noteworthy are the phrases
prepared for the righteous, where they bless and Christ uses to describe Himself and His mission,
magnify the Lord for ever and ever. Similar ‘ The bread of life,’ 633

;
‘ the words that I have

passages on the judgment are found in chs. 51. 61. spoken unto you are spirit and are life,’ 606
;

‘ he
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that followeth me shall have the light of life/ 812
:

4
1 am the life,

5

ll25 146
; cf. also 414

.

'i'M is used in similar senses as above noted,
but of special value is the form of our Lord’s word
in 1220 ‘ He that loveth his life loseth it ; and he
that hateth his life in this world shall keep it unto
life eternal.’

d&varos in this Gospel forms a distinct contrast
to Mi as above illustrated, e.g. 524 ‘He that
heareth my word and believeth him that sent me
. . . hath passed out of death unto life ’ (cf. Pauline
use below)

; but it is also frequently used in the
ordinary signification.

( b

)

The First Epistle.—The special signification
of fart) and d&varos that we have noted in the
Gospel recurs in the first Epistle, and receives new
applications. Thus 1 Jn l1 * 2 ‘That which was
from the beginning, that which we have heard
. . . concerning the Word of life (and the life was
manifested . . . and we declare unto you the life,

the eternal life, which was with the Father) * we
know that we have passed out of death into life,’

314 ;
‘ God gave unto us eternal life, and this life

is in his Son,’ 5U. Special note must be taken of
the verses (5

16* 17
) that deal with ‘ sin unto death ’

(afiaprla irpbs ddvarov), probably ‘tending towards’
death (see Westcott’s Commentary, in loco, and
Add. Note, p. 209).

(c) The Apocalypse.—This mystical book has
many references to life, particularly in figurative
phrases, such as ‘ the tree of life,’ 27 222 (in which
return is made to the imagery of the early tradi-
tions of Genesis, cf. Ezk 4712

) ;
‘the crown of life,’

210
;
‘the book of life,’ 35 13s ; ‘waters of life,’ 717

216 2217. ipvxh is used of the life separated from
the body, hence rendered ‘ souls ’ in our version in

69 and 204. Very Hebraic are its uses in 89 and
163

, being an obvious imitation of the language
of Gn 1 (rptf A striking use is that in 1813

,

where ipvx&s avdp&iruv are reckoned among the
merchandise of the traders, probably meaning
slaves (cf. Ezk 271S

; also Nu 313®- 40 - 46 [Heb]).

(3) The Epistles of St. Raul .—In addition to uses
of fvxv similar to those already given, the follow-

ing are noteworthy :
‘ doing the will of God £k

fvx?js (‘from the heart/ Ev)/ Eph 66
; obviously

it means ‘putting all the power of one’s life into

it ’
; cf. Col 3s3. The threefold partition of human

nature is given in 1 Th 5s3 ‘may your spirit and
soul and body be preserved entire.’

St. Paul’s use ofM in the absolute sense is very
much akin to St. John’s. The phrase ‘ eternal life

’

is common, cf. Ro 27 521 623, Gal 68
, 1 Ti 1 1S etc.

Illustrations of the use ofM as fully expressing
the highest possible life are found in Ro 517 ‘ they
. . . reign in life through the one, even Jesus Christ

5

;

Ro 64 ‘ we also might walk in newness of life ’

;

Ro 710 ‘ the commandment which was unto life ’

;

Ro 810 ‘the Spirit is life because of righteous-

ness’; 2 Co 216 ‘a savour from life unto life’;

2 Co 410 ‘that the life also of Jesus may be mani-
fested in our body ’

; 2 Co 54 ‘ swallowed up of

life.’ In the same way he frequently uses the
verb trjv, e.g. 2 Co 69 * as dying, and, behold, we
live ’

;
Ph l21 ‘ to me to live is Christ ’

; 1 Th 38

‘for now we live if ye stand fast in the Lord.’

The Heb. form n in its LXX equivalent, debs

Mi is frequent, not only in direct quotations, but
in St. Paul’s own writing, e.g. Ro 926 (from LXX),
2 Co 33 616

,
1 Th l9, 1 Ti 315 410

.

In the case of the word d&varos, while frequently

used in its common signification, as, e.g., Ro 838 ,
1 Co

1521, Ph 28 etc., it bears in the Pauline writings

very deep and -wide-reaching meanings. Some-
times it is personified (as in the OT), e.g. Ro 514

‘ Death reigned from Adam until Moses ’
; l Co 1526

‘the last enemy that shall be abolished is death.’

It is frequently used in a figurative sense to

describe the putting away of sin, as in Ro 64
’9

,

where wre read of being ‘baptized into Christ’s
death/ of ‘him that hath died’ being ‘justified
from sin/ and so on ; or, on the contrary, Ro 710

speaks of the commandment being ‘found unto
death/ for ‘ sin, finding occasion through it, slew*
Paul. The sinful fiesh is called ‘this body of
death ’ (Ro 7s4). ‘ The mind of the flesh is death

;

but the mind of the Spirit is life ’ (Ro 86
).

‘ Death ’

in its ngurative sense is further illustrated in 2 Co
19 . 10 i we ourselves have had the answer of death
within ourselves . . . God who delivered us out of
so great a death.’ The messengers of the Cross
are ‘ in them that are perishing a savour from death
unto death ’ (2

15f
*). The law is ‘ the ministration

of death ’ (2 Co 37, cf. 710
). Death as a dissolution

is spoken of as a present power in 2 Co 411 * 12 ‘ we
which live are alway delivered unto death for
Jesus’ sake ... so then death worketh in us, but
life in you.’

In 2 Ti l10 we read of Christ ‘who abolished
death, and brought life and incorruption to light
through the gospel.’

(4) The Rest of the NT.—In He 7
16 we read of

‘the power of an endless life [M* &Kara\tfrov~
indissoluble).’ In Ja l12 we have the figure of the
‘ crown of life.’ In I P 37 we read of ‘ the grace of

life/ and in 2 P Is of ‘ all things that pertain unto
life/ obviously in the absolute sense. In Jude 21

there is the striking phrase ‘looking unto the
mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ unto eternal life.’

In 1 P is of frequent occurrence in Hebraic
senses, and might sometimes he rendered ‘ life/ as
in 418 ‘commit their souls in welldoing unto a
faithful Creator ’

; cf. He 1039 12s 1317
.

The most important passages on ‘ death ’ are in

He 29* 14* 15
,
which tells of ‘ Jesus, because of the

suffering of death, crowned with glory and honour ;

that by tbe grace of God he should taste death
for every man . . . that through death he might
bring to nought him that had the power of death,
and might deliver all them who through fear of

death were all their lifetime subject to bondage’

;

and He 915* 16
. See also Ja l15 ‘ Sin, when it is full-

grown, bringeth forth death ’
; and 1 P 318 of Christ

‘ being put to death in the flesh, but quickened in
the Spirit.’

iii. Conclusions to be drawn from Scrip-
tural use OF THESE WoRDS.—(a) Doctrinal.—
God is in Himself the source of all life, physical,

moral, and spiritual. He has not only called it

into being, but sustains it. Life is God’s gift, and
can have no other origin. It is therefore a direct
offence against God to destroy even physical life.

This sentient life is, in the OT, represented as
inhering in, and inseparable from, the blood of

^
the

animal. Hence blood becomes sacred. It is a
symbol of the mystery of life with which it is

identified. Blood thus becomes the most sacred
and solemn sacrificial offering.

Sin is rebellion against God, and so involves
separation from Him, which culminates in death.
Thus death is the final punishment of sin. By
death, then, can it alone be destroyed. Therefore
sacrifice was necessary; and in the sacrifice the
victim and offerer become identified, so that the
latter’s sin is cleansed through the acceptance of
the offered life of the victim. Not only so, but
this sacrifice must be continual, in order to main-
tain the fellowship that is being daily broken.
Life is possible only through sacrifice. Yet ‘ death
is common to the race.’ What then ? Death in
the OT means a land of gloom and shadow, where
intercourse with God is impossible. The inhabitants
of tbat realm can neither pray nor praise. Their
life is joyless and colourless. That this could not be
the end for all gradually became clear, so there arose

a doctrine of a double meaning both in ‘ life ’ and
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‘death,* True life meant conscious and purposed
fellowship with God ; true death was not the dis-

solution of body and soul, but the separation of sin

persisted in. Thus we find Job and the Psalmists
rising to the conception of escape from Hades, and
to the assurance of an endless life in God’s presence.
The way to ensure this is to walk in God’s statutes,

and love and honour Him with all one’s heart.
He will vindicate His chosen against all enemies.
Thus, through the more definite teaching on im-

mortality of later Judaism, was paved the way for

the doctrine of the New Testament. Our Lord
did not have to explain the meaning of ‘ eternal
life* and its opposite, but to show how they
were respectively to be avoided and won. Fellow-
ship is once more the prominent and central idea.

AIT words point to it. To ‘know/ to ‘love/ to
‘eat/ to ‘drink/ to ‘keep words and command-
ments,’ to ‘have*—these constitute the language
of the eternal life. The intimacy of union with
God through Christ becomes its one essential con-
dition; and, on the contrary, the lack of that
union entails eternal death.

In the teaching of St. Paul we find that the
lower life is purified and transformed into the
higher. All that is sensual, sinful, earthly, dies,

and only the spiritual elements remain. But life

is one and undivided, so that even the body has
its spiritual protoplasm (so to say), like the germ
within the seed, which develops into the spiritual

body, and so gives reality to the resurrection. It

is the resurrection that crowns the work of faith,
‘ if in this life only we have hoped in Christ, we
are of all men most pitiable.’ It is no unreal,
shadowy, or partial life that lies beyond the grave,
but life in all its fulness and perfection—‘ the life

that is life indeed/
The NT is consistent in presenting Christ as the

sole mediator of life. His life inheres in God,
and the life He is enabled to communicate to men
inheres in Him. Even the life of the physical
universe is possible only in Him

—

c
all things have

been created through him and unto him ’ (Col l 18-18,
I Co 8°). In St. Paul and in St. John we find the
fullest presentation of these teachings, but all

agree in the primary conceptions. St. John’s teach-
ing on the eternal life is very full and varied, and
is thus admirably summed up by Dr. Westcott:
‘ It is a life which, with all its fulness and all its

potencies, is now : a life which extends beyond the
limits of the individual, and preserves, completes,
crowns individuality by placing the part in con-
nexion with the whole : a life which satisfies while
it quickens aspiration ... a life which gives
unity to the constituent parts and to the complex
whole, which brings together heaven and earth,
which offers the sum of existence in one thought ’

{Comm. onEpp. of John, pp. 217, 218).
(b) Ethical.—Because life is God’s unique gift,

it is held to be sacred. Hence all crimes against
life, that lessen its value by maiming the body’s
physical powers or purity, by rendering life burden-
some through oppression, or still more by destroying
it altogether in the act of murder, are reckoned as
amongst the most heinous. The sacredness of life

in all these forms is safeguarded in the command-
ments of the Decalogue, and in the various elaborate
provisions of the Jewish legislation. The ethical
value of life is distinctly felt by all the prophets,
so that their most severe denunciations are levelled
against those who oppress or debauch the poor,
and by acts of injustice render life hard and bitter.
In this same thought the OT finds its strongest
arguments for immortality. Life is too great to
be destroyed, therefore God will either save His
servants from Sheol altogether, or will rescue them
eventually from its thraldom. God is interested
that men shall live and not die ;—this makes the
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great basis of Ezekiel’s appeal. One of the greatest

lessons of the Book of Jonah is to enforce the
value of life in the eyes of God. He had pity on
the great city of Nineveh because it had within it

‘sixscore thousand persons . . . and also much
cattle.’ Life, even that of animals, is precious in

His eyes, and all that is possible must be done to
save it.

Life must be guided by moral precepts, and these
are clearly set forth as the condition of a long and
honoured career, e.g. Ps 15, which states the char-

acteristics of the man ‘ that shall never bemoved ’
j

Ps 16, which contains the assurance of fellowship

with God, continued after Sheol has been passed
through

;
Ps 9114

‘15 119, Pr passim, but specially
§32-35 1Q10-25 198. 10. 20-23,

When we turn to the NT we find these ideas

much more clearly emphasized and enforced by
additional considerations. Jesus in His teaching
re-sets the moral law, and renders it more stringent

by His interpretation. Murder is no. longer con-
fined to an outward act, but is an attitude of the
soul ,* lust is in thought as well as in deed. And
these standards are to be the guide of the new life

He bestows. A man can live only by obeying
these statutes in their spirit. To be an inheritor

of the kingdom of God one need only keep the first

and second commandments,—love God and love

one’s neighbour ; but their interpretation and out-
reach is very wide ; they are not to be understood
in the letter but in the spirit. If His conditions are
understood, then His command gives the promise,
‘ This do, and thou shalt live ’ (Lit 1028).

4 Eternal
life ’ is not only the gift of God, but the condition
of maintaining it is to he in constant communion
with God. ‘ He that eateth me, he also shall live

because of me/ are Christ’s mystical words in Jn 657.

And again, in Jn 1010 we read, ‘ I came that they
may have life, and may have it abundantly (/cal

irepicrabv tyfimv).* This links our Lord’s teaching
closely with that of St. Paul, who is very clear on
the ethical side of the doctrine of the divine life.

Thus in Ro 510 he argues that ‘ if we were recon-
ciled to God through the death of his son, much
more, being reconciled, shall we be saved by his
life.

5 From this thought springs the whole con-
ception of the new life in Christ, with its powers,
rivileges, and responsibilities. It is not the man
imselr who lives, but Christ who lives in him.
The controlling force is Christ. 4 To me to live is

Christ,’ says the apostle. A new code of ethical
conduct therefore emerges, ‘We are debtors, not
to the flesh, to live after the flesh ; for if ye live

after the flesh, ye must die ; but if by the spirit ye
mortify the deeds of the body, ye shall live

5 (Ro
812,18). Hence there is a mortal conflict in the
man who is * alive unto God ’ between the fleshly
law and the spiritual. The tragedy of Calvary is

re-enacted in each individual soul, which has both
to be crucified with Christ and to rise with Him.
The evidence of this new life is in the production
of the ‘ fruits of the Spirit,’ of which we have a
list, as contrasted with the ‘ works of the flesh ’ in
Gal519_24

. Thus the great doctrine of the resurrec-
tion becomes the central power in daily Christian
living, and affords not only the assurance of a life

beyond the grave, but renders possible the advance
in ‘holiness/ without which no man can see :he
Lord.
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ment
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,
the Truth, ana
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LIGHT (Heb. nte, “nap, the latter of the sun and
moon as the abode of light, Gn l

14"16
, Gr. #&$).*

—

i. With the Jews, as among other Oriental peoples,

there was a feeling of sanctity connected with the
idea of light. It was, according to Gn I3

,
the

first thing shaped by God out of chaos, and after-

wards located in the sun and moon. In Job 38 19

the original source of light is a mystery known
only to God.

ii. By very natural processes of thought many
secondary ideas became attached to the word. (1)

In Job 320 it is a synonym of life, contrasted in 318

with the darkness of the womb, and in 1022 with
the shadow of death. (2) It is associated very fre-

quently with joy and prosperity, as in Est 8lb
, Job

I86,

6

,
where the light of the wicked is to he put

out, whereas in Job 2228 the light shines on the
wavs of the righteous. In Is 92 the joy of Israel

under the government of the * Prince of Peace * is

to be like the shining of a great light in contrast

to the preceding misery (cf. 2 S 234). (3) It is used
as a symbol of moral excellence, as in Pr 418

, where
progress in goodness is compared with the dawning
‘that shineth more and more unto the perfect day.’

This use is very frequent in NT, as in Mt fi
22 ' 23

(Lk ll34"38
), often with the collateral thought of

the influence which the light has upon others, as

in Mt 514
" 16 (Lk 816 ll88

) ; so of Christianity in con-

trast with the darkness of heathendom, as in Eph
58, 18

,
Col l12 - 18

, 1 P 29
. In Ro 1311’14

, 1 Th 54
’8

, in

connexion with this thought there is a contrast

between the active duty of a soldier’s life by day
and the debauchery of night. (4) The term is also

applied to spiritual knowledge. Thus in Lk 168

the ‘ sons of light
5

are contrasted with the ‘ sons

of this world’ in point of wisdom.
.

In 2 Co44'6 the

glory of Christ’s revelation illumining the hearts of

Christians is beautifully compared with the light on

Moses’ face in Ex 3429A See also iii. (3) (a) below.

(5) In a more intellectual sense the word is used of

the occult wisdom of the sage in Dn 232 511 * 14
.

iii. By far the most important uses of the word
are those connected more definitely with theology.

That the Hebrews, like other Sem. peoples, origin-

ally worshipped the sun and moon may perhaps he

considered probable, but cannot be proved from OT.
In the earliest historical records they appear, on

the contrary, as believing in an intensely personal

God, as in Gn 38 821
,
Ex 424. At the same time

the idea of God was frequently associated with

light. How far such conceptions of the Deity

were the expression of definite theological belief,

how far they were merely the language of poetic

metaphor, cannot always be determined with any-

thing like certainty. In all probability the one

passed into the other by imperceptible gradations,

the thought of an earlier becoming gradually the

poetry of a later age. (1) In Ex 2410 the place

under God’s feet was like ‘ a paved work of sapphire

stone, and as it were the very heaven for clearness.’

In Ezk l
18 the heavenly beings who bear the

throne of J" are ‘like burning coals of fire,’ and in

l28 ‘the appearance of the likeness of the glory of

J" ’ is like ‘ the bow that is in the cloud in the day of

rain.’ In Ps 1042 He is described as at the Creation

covering Himself ‘with light as with a garment,’
|

and in 1 Ti 616 as dwelling ‘ in light unapproach-

able,’ In Is 601"5 the presence of J" when He comes

to visit His people is described as a glorious sunrise

in contrast to the darkness which covered the earth

* See under art. Lantern.

as a whole ; and in 6019* 20 His perpetual presence is

as a sun which never sets, so that His people have
no need of the sun and moon, ef. Rev 2123 225

. (2)

In other passages God is described as Himself
Light. In Is 1017 He is called the ‘light of Israel,

5

the main thought of the passage being that He
who is properly the glory or Israel becomes a con-
suming fire burning up the ungodly, cf. Hos 6C

(RVm). In Is 51 4
,
on the contrary, God’s judgment

of Israel, in the sense of His merciful acts of justice,

is a beacon light to the Gentiles, cf. 60s. In the
words ‘ God is light, and in him is no darkness at
all

5

(1 Jn I
s
), the intention is to express the ‘ awful

purity ’ of God, which makes it impossible to have
fellowship with God and walk in darkness. (3)In
NT the word ‘ light ’ is frequently applied to Christ,

a usage suggested by such passages as Is 91* 3
, as ix

Lk 232
, Jn l

4* 5 * 9 319 95 1246, especially (a) with th«

idea of imparting light, in the sense of spiritua*

and moral knowledge, to others, as in Jn l 9 319"21
.

(5) As a source of safety to Himself (Jn ll9, 1&
) and

others (8
12 1235 - 36

), the fight making it possible to

walk in what would be otherwise darkness,^and
therefore dangerous, (c) On the analogy of ii. (I)

it is associated with spiritual life, as in Jn l4 812 ;

cf. Eph 514 ‘Awake . . . and Christ shall give thee
light.’ (d) Although St. John speaks both of the
Father (1 Jn I

s
) and of the Son as Light, there is

nothing to show that he himself conceived of Light
as suggesting the relation of the Son to the Father;
on the contrary, Jn l1* 18 would seem to imply a
leaning towards a more anthropomorphic con-

ception of the Divine Persons. But a step in the
direction of the Nicene conception of ‘ Light out of

Light’ had already been made by the writer of the
Wisdom of Solomon, who speaks of wisdom as an
dTCLiryaapa cpccrbs dtdLov, ml dcroTrrpov dicpXtdcoTOv rrjs

r. 6eov ivepyelas, ‘An effulgence of everlasting

Light, and an unspotted mirror of the energy of

God 5 (Wis 728). The writer of the Ep. to the Heb.
boldly applies this thought to Christ, whom he
calls the driravyaapa ttjs S6£t}s /cal xaPaKTVP TVS

i/Toordo-eccs ai/rod (6eov), ‘the effulgence of (God’s)

glory, and the impress of his substance’ (He l3 ), and
thus introduces the familiar thought of Catholic

theology, made all the more natural and easy by
the language of St. John. (4) The word was
applied also in a less degree to others: as John
the Baptist, who lighted up the way to Christ (Jn
l7* 8 535^ an(i St. Paul, who carried out Christ’s

work among the Gentiles (cf. Lk 232 with Ac 134T).

It is needless, perhaps, to add that the ideas of

light derived from the Bible have in all ages been
reflected in the prayers and hymns, as well as in the
creeds, of Christendom. We have familiar illustra-

tions of them in the collect ‘Lighten our darkness, 3

and the hymn ‘ Lead, kindly light.’

F. H. Woods.
LIGHT, LIGHTNESS—The adj. ‘light,’ the

opposite of ‘ heavy,’ was formerly used as we now
use easy, Thus in Lord Berner’s Froissart

, xxiii.,

‘ who gave light credence to them ’
; Hall’s Works,

ii. 94, ‘ the God of mercy is light of hearing, yet
He loves a loud and vehement solicitation, not to

make Himselfe inclinable to graunt, but to make
us capable to receive blessings.’ This passed into

the meaning of careless, which we find, for ex-

ample, in Tindale’s Pent.
* Prologe,’ p. 12, ‘ Then

marke the grevous fall of Adam and of us all in

him, thorow the lightregardinge of the com-
maundement of god.’ From which the step to
worthless was short. This is the meaning of

the word in AY: Nu 2IB ‘our soul loatheth this

light bread ’ (^,70 togtej, LXX rj Skipvx*)

rjfMuv Tpoa&xQurw & r<£ dprcp rep dLaic&fp [rotfr<p],

Yulg. ‘anima nostra jam nauseat super cibo

isto levissimo,’ Wyc. ‘oure soule now wlatith
upon this moost light meet,’ Tind. ‘ oure soulea
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lothe this lyghte bred,
5

Matt. [Eog.] ‘oure
souIes lothe thys lyghte breade * with marg. ‘ that
is so title worth/ RVm ‘this vile bread 5

); Jg 94

‘Abimelech hired vain and light persons, which
followed him 5

(duds* D'pn D’&sax
; LXX dvdpas kcvovs

Kai deiXotis [A 6a[A(3ounivovs] ; Vulg. ‘-vixos inopes et

vagos, 5 Wye. 4 nedi men and vagaunt 5

; Cov. 4 men
that were vagabnndes and of light condicions 5

;

Gen. ‘vaine and light fellowes,’ so RV); Zeph 34

* Her prophets are light and treacherous persons
5

(nmla 'pi# q’iqis

;

Cov. 4 light personnes and unfaith-

full men 5

). In Sir 72S the meaning is more definite

and more disgraceful, 4 Hast thou a wife after thy
mind ? forsake her not : but give not thyself over
to a light woman, 5

i.e.
4 wanton 5

: the Gr. is faaov-
pt.hr), AYm and RV ‘hateful,

5 RYm 4 hated 5
:

4 light
5

here is peculiar to AY, earlier VSS having ‘hate-

ful,
5 and is rather a paraphrase than a translation.

For its meaning cf. Shaks. Meas. V. i. 280,
4 Women are light at midnight. 5 Shaks. often
uses the word in a double sense, as Merck, of Ven.
H. vi. 42,

4A light wife doth make a heavy husband. 5

Lightminded occurs in Sir 194 ‘ He that is hasty
to give credit is lightminded 5

(
kov</)os icapdlg

. ; Yulg.
4 levis corde est,

5 whence Erasmus, Of the Commune
Crede

,

fol. 32, ‘And a certayne wise man of the
Hebrues doth name those persones leves corde,

lyghte mynded whiche doo easilye and soon geve
credence ’).

The adv. lightly is used in AV with the various
meanings of the adj. (1) Quickly or easily : Gn 2610

4 one of the people might lightly have lien with thy
wife 5

(ayD, LXX /jurcpov, Gen. ‘had almost lien
5

);
Is 91

4

at the first he lightly afflicted the land . . .

and afterward did more grievously afflict her 5

(bpn, RY ‘he brought into contempt 5

); Jer 424 4
1

beheld the mountains, and, lo, they trembled, and
all the hills moved lightly 5

(*^p£in, RY 4 moved to
and fro,

5 RYm as AV)

;

Mk 939 4 for there is no
man which shall do a miracle in my name, that
can lightly speak evil of me 5 Yulg. 4

cito,
5

Wyc. ‘soone,
5 Tind. ‘lightlyge,

5 RY ‘quickly 5

).

Cf. Tind. Expos, p. 61, ‘ there is none so great an
enemy to thee in this world, but thou shalt lightly
love him, if thou look well on the love that Goa
showed thee in Christ 5

; Rhem. NT on Jn 420
4 Afterward the said Schismatikes (which is lightly
the end of al Schismes) revolted quite from the
Jewes religion, and dedicated their temple in

Garizim to Iupiter Olympius, as Calvin’s supper
and his bread and wine is like at length to come
to the sacrifice of Ceres and Bacchus 5

; and Malory,
Morte d?Arthur, iii. 336, ‘But now goe againe
lightly, for thy long tarying putteth me in
jeopardie of my life.

5

(2) Poorly, worthlessly
,

always with 4 esteem,
5 Dt 3216

, 1 S 230 1823
.

Lightness is frivolity, passing into wantonness.
Jer 39 4And it came to pass, through the lightness
of her whoredom, that the land was polluted 5

;

2382 ‘that . . . cause my people to err by their
lies, and by their lightness 5 (RY ‘vain boasting 5

);
2 Co l17

4 did I use lightness ?
5
{iXatppLa, RY 4

fickle-

ness 5

), cf. Jer 25 Cov. ‘What unfaithfulnesse
founde youre fathers in me, that they wente so
farre awaye fro me, fallinge to lightnesse, and
being so vayne ?

5

#

The verb to lighten means either (1) to make
light

, unburden, 1 S 6s 4 peradventure he will
lighten his hand from off you 5

; Jon l6
, Ac 2718* 88

S
ioken of ships ; or (2) to give light, enlighten, as
zr 98 ‘that our God may lighten our eyes

5

;

Ps 13s 4 lighten mine eyes, lest I sleep the sleep of
death,

5 Bar l
12 4And the Lord will give us strength,

and lighten our eyes 5

(<p(arl<rei). Cf. Is 355 Cov.
‘Then shal the eyes of the blinde be lightned 5

;

Bunyan, Holy Warre
, p. 116, ‘Emmanuel also ex-

ounded unto them some of those Riddles himself

;

ut, oh ! how they were lightened

!

5

The phrase to light on or upon means always
to come down upon

,

to hit upon : Gn 28n, Dt 19®,

Rn 2s
, 2 S 1712

,
2 K 1015

,
Mt 316

, Rev 7 16 ‘neither

shall the sun light on them, nor any heat 5

{irtcrp

ar aifTohs, RV ‘strike upon them 5

). Cf. Mt 1023

Tind. 4 Are not two sparrowes solde for a farthinge ?

And none of them dothe lyght on the grounde
with out youre father.

5

J. Hastings.

LIGHTNING- is a well-known phenomenon accom-
panying thunderstorms. It consists of brief, vivid

flashes, which are caused by electric discharges

passing from one cloud to another, or from a cloud

to the earth. In the latter case great damage is

usually produced at the point where the discharge
strikes the earth. Trees and houses are often

shattered, holes made in the ground, and life in

the vicinity destroyed.
In EY of OT 4 lightning

5

is usually the render-

ing of p“p ; but as this word sometimes refers to

the physical phenomenon and sometimes to other
appearances resembling it, it is not always literally

translated. LXX usually renders it by do-rparri],

but in Nall 33 i^acrrpdrrTeLu is used, in Ezk 21 10 * 18

<rr£\8«<rts, in Ezk 2128 crlXpav, in Job 2028 dcrrpov (a

doubtful reading—dvrpa, A dvbpa), and in Job 3S35

K€pdw6s. In AY p“]| is rendered ‘glitter
5 or

‘glittering
5 Dt 3241

,
Job 2025

,
Ezk 21 10 - 28

,
Nah 3s

,

Hab 311, and ‘bright 5 Ezk 2115
. The only places

in RY where pqn is not translated 4 lightning
5 are

Dt 3241 (‘glittering
5
sword), Job 2025 (‘glittering

5

point), Nah 3s, Hab 311 (‘glittering
5

spear). The
verb pin occurs once with the cognate noun Ps 1441

‘Lightning 5

in EV stands once (Job 37s
) for

*iiN (‘light,
5 LXX <f>Q$), and once (Ex 2018

) for Tp 1

?

(‘torch,
5 LXX \afJL7rds). In Ezk l14 the Heb. is pn,

which is possibly a corruption of pin (Cornill,

Smend). Here LXX (A) has /3efh, and so Theod.

;

Symm. has dktIs darpairps, and Aq. dirbppoia

darpcLTT'fj. In two passages (Job 2826 3825
, also RV

Zee 101
) ‘lightning

5

is the equivalent of mp, a word
the meaning of which is uncertain, though it is

undoubtedly connected with a thunderstorm.
Gesenius-Buhl renders it by Gewitterwolke

,
LXX

by rLvayfia in Job 2826, Kvboipts in Job 3825
, and

(pavTcurla in Zee 101
, where AV has ‘bright clouds.

5

i^aaTpdiTT€Lv occurs in LXX as a rendering of

other Heb. words, Ezk l4 * 7
, Dn 106.

In Apocr. and NT 4 lightning 5 always stands for

darparrh or dvTpdTrreiv. These words, however, like
pi2, do not always refer to physical lightning, and
are not translated quite uniformly. Thus in
Wis ll 18 do-rpdTTOvres is ‘shooting 5 (AV) or ‘flash-

ing 5 (RV) sparkles, in Lk 244 dcrrpd7rrov<ra is
4 shining 5 (AV) or ‘ dazzling

5 (RY), and in Lk ll stJ

daTpcLTr'f) is
4 bright seining.

5

Lightning is mentioned in connexion with
thunderstorms, mostly in poetic descriptions, 2 S
2215

, Ps 1814 974 1357, Jer 1013 51 15
. Its association

with thunder is the basis of a comparison in Sir
3210. The Epistle of Jer (v. 61

) refers to its beauty,
and in the LXX Add. to Dn (3

78
, Song of Three 61

)

it is summoned along with the rest of nature to
praise God. God is generally represented as
sending it, and the lack of the power to do so is

one proof of the weakness of man (Job 38s5
).

Lightning is associated with theophanies as at
Sinai (Ex 1918 2018), in Ezekiel’s vision (Ezk l18- 14

),

and in various stages of the Apocalypse (Rev 45 8s

Ili9 igis^ it is regarded as an instrument of God’s
judgment in Ps 1446, Sir 4313

, In Zee 914 Gocl’s
4 arrows 5

of destruction are compared to lightning,
which seems also to be spoken of as His 4 sword 5

in
Dt 3241

,
and as His 4 spear 5

in Hab 3n. The glitter

of weapons is frequently described as ‘lightning
in Job 2025

, Ezk 2110- 15 * 28
, Nah 3s . Either the

speed or the flashing of chariots is compared to
lightning in Nah 21 Lightning is a figure for



LIGN-ALOES

brightness of countenance Dn 106
, Mt 28s

, and of
raiment Lk 244

, for the suddenness of the Second
Advent Mt 2427

, Lk 1724
, and for the swift com-

pleteness of Satan’s overthrow Lk 1018.

In some passages ‘fire’ evidently refers to
lightning, as when ‘fire and hail’ are mentioned
together (Ex 923

, Ps 10582 148s
), and when ‘fire

from heaven ’ is spoken of either as an agency of
destruction (2 K l 10 * 12* 14

, Job l
16

) or as a token of
God’s acceptance of a sacrifice (1 K 1838

, 1 Ch 2126
).

See Fire, Thunder. James Patrick.

LIGN-ALOES.—See Aloes.

LIGIJRE (db^ leshem ; Xiytipiov ; ligurius,
ligyrius).

—-In Ex 2819 3912
,
the only places where leshem

occurs, AY accepts the transliteration of the Vulg.
ligurius, first introduced by Wyclif (1380 ‘ligyre,’

1388 ‘ ligurie ’). It is one of the stones in the third
row of the high priest’s breastplate (see Breast-
plate of the High Priest, vol. i. p. 319). The
Gen. Bible gives ‘ turkeis ’ ; RY ‘jacinth.

5 See
Jacinth and Stones (Precious).

LIKE, LIKING.—The adj. ‘like
5
is used in AY

for modern ‘ likely
,

5
in Jer 389 ‘ he is like to die

for hunger in the place where he is,’ and Jon I4

‘the ship was like to be broken.’ Cf. Bacon,
Essays

, p. 48, ‘A Christian boy in Constantinople
had like to have been stoned, for gagging, in a
waggishnesse, a long Billed Eowle ’

; and Ruther-
ford, Letters, No. xxi. ‘ It is like the bridegroom
will be taken from us, and then we shall mourn.

5

The obsol. expression ‘ like as ’ is common. Thus
Jer 2329 ‘Is not my word like as a fire?’ Wis 1811

‘ Like as the king, so suffered the common person.’

So are the expressions * like to ’ or * like unto,

5 as

2 K 1714 ‘ They . . . hardened their necks, like to

the neck of their fathers’; Ex 1511 ‘who is like

unto thee, O Lord, among the gods ? who is like

thee, glorious in holiness, fearful in praises, doing
wonders ?

5 Cf. XTdall, Erasmus’Paraphrase
,
vol. ii.

fol. 278, ‘ He once purged us frely from al synne,

to make us lvke manered unto himselfe, whiche
neyther any law nor any mortal man could be

hable to do.’ ‘ Like 5
is often found with the mean-

ing of equivalent ; modem usage would be content

with the less expressive ‘ same,’ as Ex 3034 ‘ of each

shall there be a like weight ’ (Tind. ‘ of etch like

moch ’) ; Wis 76 ‘ all men have one entrance into

life, and the like going out’; Ac 1415 ‘men of

like passions with you 5

; 1928 ‘ the workmen
of like occupation’; IP 321 'The like figure

whereunto even baptism doth also
^

now save

us .

5
Cf. Preface to AY, ‘If we will descend

to latter times, we shall finde many the like

examples of such kind, or rather unkind accept-

ance/
# .

As a subst. ‘ like
5
is now only provincial ; in AY

it occurs a few times
: (1 ) the like, IK 1020

||

2 Ch 919 ‘ There was not the like made in any
kingdom’ (p, LXX oVrcos) ; 2 Ch l

12 ‘ neither shall

there any after thee have the like
5

(p) ;
Ezk 59

‘I will not do any more the like
5

0niD|, LXX
fyiota) ; 1810 ‘ If he beget a son that is a robber, a

shedder of blood, and that doeth the like to any
one of these things’ (n$ ; RY ‘that doeth any one

of these things,’ RVm ‘that doeth to a brother

any of these things’ ;
see Davidson’s note); 45s5

,

J1 22 ‘ there hath not been ever the like
5
(*nD$)

;

Wis 161 ‘ Therefore by the like were they punished

worthily’ (<5i’ ofxoluv ) ; Sir 712 {rb&poiov ) : (2) his like,

Job 41s* ‘ Upon earth there is not his like ’ (wp,
LXX 6/jlolov atr<})

;

Sir 1315 ‘ Every beast loveth his

like
5

(rd 6/xoiov atrip) : (3) their like, Sir 279 ‘The
birds will resort unto their like ’ {rd 6>oia avrots)

:

(4 )
such like

,
Ezk 1814 (p|) ; Gal 521 (ra tiyota rotrois).

Cf. Mk 212 Rliem. ‘ al marveled, and glorified God,

LIKE, LIKING

saying. That we never saw the like
5

; Shaks. JuL
Coes. I. ii. 315

—

‘ ’Us meet
That noble minds keep ever with their likes.’

The verb ‘to like
5

is both trans. and intrans.

The trans. verb means either to ‘ be agreeable to,

5

‘ please ’
; so Sir 1517 ‘ Before man is life and

death; and whether him liketh shall be given
him ’ (6 iav evdo/crjc-r} ; RV * whichsoever he liketh ’)

;

cf. Erasmus, Commune Crede, fol. 4, ‘For so it

hath pleased god and hath lyked him to geve his

benefites and gyftes to one man, by another man ’

;

fol. 38 ‘ The lorde hethe made all thynges, what
so ever it hath liked hym, in heven and in earthe ’

;

Pr. Bk.
‘ Of Ceremonies,’ ‘ Some be so new-fangled,

that they would innovate all things, and so despise
the old, that nothing can like them, but that is

new ’
: or else it means to ‘ be pleased with,’

‘approve of,’ so 1 Ch 284 ‘among the sons of my
father he liked me to make me king over all

Israel’ (n$i RY ‘he took pleasure in me’).
Usually this trans. verb is used impersonally,
Dt 23lfa ‘ where it liketh him best ’ (iV rnssQ, LXX ot

iav apiorj atrip ) ; Est 88 * as it liketh you’ (oau’pa aws)

;

Am46 ‘ for this liketh you, O ye children* of Israel’

(Drang p '
5, LXX 8n ravra ijydirrjcrav 01 viol

}
lcrpa'rj\)

;

Sir 3313 ‘ As the clay is in the potter’s hand, to

fashion it at his pleasure ; so man is in the hand
of him that made him, to render to them as liketh
him best.’ Cf. G-n 166 Wyc. (1388) ‘Lo ! tbi ser-

vauntesse is in thin hond ; use thou hrr as it

likith’; Hall, Works, ii. 45, ‘It likes thee well,

that the Kingdom of heaven should suffer violence.’

The intrans. verb occurs twice, Dt 257 ‘ And if

the man like not to take his brother’s wife’
(pn; t&)

;

and Ro l28 ‘And even as they did not
like to retain God in their knowledge ’

(06/e iooid-

fiaoav9 RY ‘they refused’).

In 1 Es 439 is found the obsolete form ‘ like of,’

* all men do well like of her works 5
(ir&vres eidoKovm

rots ipyois atrrjs), which is retained in RY. So in

Preface to AY, ‘ Solomon was greater than David.

. . . But was that bis magnificence liked of by
all ? We doubt of it ’

;
Melvill’s Diary

, p. 362,

‘The King bad determined to bring ham the
Papist Lords again, and lyked of nan that wald
nocht wag as the bus waggit ’

; Defoe, Crusoe ,

p. 274, ‘ Upon the Captain’s coming to me, I told

him my Project for seizing the Ship, which he
lik’d of wonderfully well.’

The verb to liken is of frequent occurrence, and
means to compare, as Is 4018 ‘ To whom then will

ye liken God ?
3

Cf. Tindale, Works, i. 107, ‘ On
this wise Paul also (Ro 5) likeneth Adam and
Christ together, saying that Adam was a figure of

Christ.’

For likeness see Image.
Likewise is sometimes a mere conj., also, as

Dt 1230 6 even so will I do likewise’ (Q 3
,
LXX irot^crw

tedyd>), especially in NT as tr. of teal. But more
frequently it is an adverb, in the same way ; thus,

Jg 7
17 * Look on me, and do likewise’ (p) ; Est 416

‘I also and my maidens will fast likewise’ (p)

;

Lk 2220 ‘Likewise also the cup after supper’

(d?0-cttfrwj) ; Rev 812
{ojjloIcos). In Mt 2124 we have

the expression ‘ in like wise,’ but the meaning is

simply also, ‘ I in like wise will tell you by what
authority I do these things’ (redy RY ‘I like-

wise’). Cf. Jn 521 Tind. ‘For lykwyse as the

father rayseth up the deed ’
; and Lever, Sermons,

p. 108, ‘ Excepte ye spedelye repente and amende,
ye shall everye one be lykewyse served.’

The subst. liking was at one time in use in

the sense of outward appearance, and then such

an adj.* as ‘good’ or ‘ill
3

qualified it. It occurs

once in AY, Job 394 ‘Their young ones are in

good liking’ (toVrr). In the same sense ‘liking’

is used as an adj. in Dn I10 ‘why should he see



your faces worse liking (omi) than the children
which are of your sort ?

5 Wyclif (1388) uses the
subst. in Gn 210 in the sense of delight, ‘And a
ryver yede out fro the place of likyng to moyste
paradis

5

(1380, ‘the place of delice
5

). For the
adj. cf. Ps 921S Pr. Bk. ‘They also shall bring
forth more fruit in their age, and shall be fat and
well-liking

5

(in 1539, ‘well lykenge 5

).*

J. Hastings.
LIKHI ('!}$?, B Aa/ceeLfA, A Actrceid ).—The eponym

of a Manassite family, 1 Ch 7 19
. See Genealogy,

VII. a
5.

LILITH Qr^>; LXX dvoK^vravpoL
; Symm. Xd/ua

[?Xa/*£a]; Vulg. lamia).—Is 3414 RVm (only); AY
‘ screech owl 5

; AYm and RY ‘ night monster *

;

Cheyne ‘night fairy
5
(in PB ‘Lilith

5

).
5 The Heb.

wordoccurs in a descriptionof the scene of desolation
among Edom’s ruined fortresses, where ‘ the wild
beasts of the desert (o'pt) meet with the wolves (q«n),

and the satyr <*vyp) cries to his fellow, and Lilith
takes up her abode. 5 The reference is not to an
animal, but to a female demon of popular super-
stition, analogous to the 'aldkah or vampire of Pr
3018

;
The Jewish belief in Lilith probably grew up

during the Exile
;
the name was unquestionably

borrowed, from Babylonia (cf. the Assyr. lit ana
IzMt). Lilith was a demon (rnt?) regarded by the
Jews as specially hostile to children, although
grown-up persons were also in danger from her
(cf. the

}

'EjUTou<ra of the Greeks, the Strix and
Lamia of the Romans, and the ghuls of the Arabs).
The name Lilith is generally derived from the

root meaning ‘night
5

(Bab. -Semitic lildtu
,
Eth.

Ulit, Heb. ^b), night being the special season of
this demon’s power and activity. Baudissin, how-
ever (op. cit. below), doubts whether this derivation
be correct, although it may have been assumed as
the basis of some later Jewish conceptions. He
quotes Jensen to the effect that the Sumerian lila

(=Assyr. lild) means ‘wind 5
(cf. Del. Assyr. HWB ,

s.v. ‘hid 5

), and that ‘the handmaid of Lila
5

is

brought into relation to ‘the house of the wind.
5

Baudissin suggests^ that even in Zee 59 there may
be a thought of Lilith in the prophet’s mind, when
he describes the two women with stork-like wings
in which was the wind (mi).

The belief in Lilith existed among the Jews of
Mesopotamia, where a species of Lilith-worship
prevailed as late as the 7th cent. A.D. In the
Rabbinical literature Lilith figures largely (see
Buxtorf, Lex. Talm, s.-u.). She was said to .have
been the first wife of Adam, and to have flown
away from him and become a demon. The Targ.
on Job l15 apparently identifies the queen of Sheba
with Lilith (see Gratz’s Monatschrift

, 1870, pp.
187 ff., cited by Cheyne in commenting on Is 3414

).

See, further, arts. Demon in vol. i. p. 5901,
and Night Monster,

Literature.

—

The commentaries of Cheyne, Delitzsch, and
Dillmann, on Isaiah, ad loo. ; Whitehouse, COT it 311 : Levy
in ZDMG, ix. 470, 4841. ; Schrader, JPTh i. 128

;
Lenormant,

Chaldman Magic [Eng. tr.J, p. 38; Eisenmenger, Entdeoktes
Judenthum, ii. 413 ff.

; W. R. Smith, MS 11H
; Wellhausen,

Rest#, 148 ff. ; Baudissin, art. ‘ Feldgeister, Feldteufel* in
Herzog's RE* vi. 51; Weber, Jud. Theologie, 255 ff. ; Sayce,
Ribhert Lectures, 1887, pp. 145 ff. ; Hommel, Vorsemit. Kult.m-

,
J. A. Selbie.

* In a note on this passage in his edition of the Psalter of
1539 (p. 821), Earle says, ‘The old verb lician was first im-
personal, ana in that condition it produced this adjective, and
the substantive liking as in the sense of looking well and in
good condition, as in Shaks. I Renry IV. m. iii, 6—“ I’ll repent
. . . while I am m some liking.” When it became personal and
transitive,^ it produced likings approval, as in The Epistle
Ledicatorie (1611), “who ramie their owne wayes, and give
liking unto nothing but what is framed by themselves, and
hammered on their Anville.” ’ From the last came the modern
meaning, of which there is an example in AV, Wis 16^1 * to
every man’s liking

’
(jr.pis 2 ns ifieuXero, Vulg. ad quod quisquam

rolebat, RV ‘ according to every man’s choice ’).

LILY.—There are three questions to be settled

in reference to the lily
: (1) What was meant by

j&w shushan, j«hr shdshan
,
and mew shdshanndht

(2) Are shushan and shdshanndh the same as Kplvov

(Mt 628, 29
)? (3) What is meant by ‘lilies of the

field
3

?

(1) The word shdshan or shdshan is still pre-

served in sdsan or sdsan, a word of Persian origin,

but adopted in this form into the Arabic. It ia

possible that it entered the Heb. from the same
source. The capital of Persia was called in Heb.
Shushan (Neh l 1

,
Est 28 etc., Dn 82

). Atheno-
dorus (xii. 513) says that this name was derived
from the abundance of the lilies (shdshanim ) in
its neighbourhood. Sdsan in Arab, is a general
term for lily-like flowers, as the lily, iris, pan-
cratium, gladiolus, etc,, but more particulaily the
iris. It is as general as the English tern: lily,

which is applied to flowers of the genera Li lium.

Gladiolus, Convallaria, Hemerocallis, of the bot-

anical order Liliacece, and to Nymph sea, Nupliar,
Funkia, etc., not of that order. The Heb. shushan
must be taken in the same general sense. This
makes it easy to explain all the references to the
flower in the OT. Borne of the lilies grow in ‘ the
valleys 5 (CaS1

, not our ‘lily of the valley,’ Con-
vallaria, which does not grow in the East), such
as several species of Iris ; others ‘ among thorns 5

(Ca 2-), as other species of Iris ; others in pastures,
as still other species of Iris and. Gladiolus (2

1 4s 6a).
Its flowers were typical of luxuriance (Hos 14s), as
are those of all the Irises, Gladioli, and Pancratia.
The comparison of lips to lilies (Ca 51S) may refer to
fragrance, not to colour. The allusion to lilies as
features of architectural ornament doubtless refers

to the recurved leaves of various flowers of the
lily type, imitations of which were wrought in
stone for capitals of columns (1 K 719

), and bronze
for the lip of the molten laver (2 Ch 45), as they
have been in similar works of art in other lands,
from ancient times to our day. The meaning of
the term shoshannim in the title of Pss 45. 69 (cf.

Shushan- eddth. Ps 60, and Shdshannim*eddth, 80)
is obscure. See Psalms.

(2) Is shdshan the same as Kplvov (Mt 628- 20
)?

The Chaldee Targum and most of the Rabbis
render it by * rose.

5 Kimchi and ben - Meleeh
render it in one place (I K 719

) ‘violet.
5 The

LXX, however, tr. it always by Kplvov. This is

probably correct for several reasons, (a) Wherever
there are not urgent reasons to the contrary, a
LXX tr. has the preference. (5) Kplvov has in
Greek the same general application to lily-like

plants as shdshan in Hebrew and lily in English.

(c

)

There is no reason for translating shdshan dif-

ferently in different places, as in the above men-
tioned authorities and in the Judseo-Spanish VS,
which tr. shdshan in Ca by * rose,

5 and in Hos by
* lirio

5= Lilium candidum. Admitting, then, the
correctness of the LXX tr. Kplvov, we may assume
that Mt used this Greek word to express the
Aramaic word used by our Saviour, which was
doubtless a modification of shdshan.

(3) What is meant by ‘lilies of the field
5
? It

is plain that our Saviour spoke in a way that His
hearers would understand. Therefore (a) there
could not have been included in His allusion any
plant unknown to His audience. This would
exclude Lilium Chalcedonicum, L., and Lilium
Martagon

, L,, which have been assumed by some
as the species intended, on account of their beauty,
but neither of which is found in Palestine. Lilium
candidum

,
L., is also not a plant of Palestine, and

being white would not suit the comparison with
Solomon’s royal garments. Furthermore, if this
species had been intended, \lpiov=zwhite lily

, would
probably have been used, instead of Kplvov

, which
is general. (5) None of the water lilies could have
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been intended, as the lilies were ‘of the held.

5

(c) It is not likely that they were anemones or
poppies or artichokes. All these flowers had their
own names, and would not have been suggested
to the popular mind by the term lily, (d) It must
therefore have been some plant of the modern
order Liliacece

, IHdacece, or Amaryllidacece

.

Any of these would have been called Kpivov, and
most would now be called popularly lilies in Eng-
lish. (e) It was not only a lily-like plant of the
field, but had a stem, which, when dried, would
be useful as fuel (Mt 630). This would exclude
the crocuses and colehicums, Anemone Coronaria,

L. (which, however, has the support of Tristram),
and other stemless plants. (/) It was a flower
of rich colours. The plants which realize all
these conditions are the various species of Gladi-
olus, which are indigenous in Palestine, G. Illy-

ricus, Koch, G. segetum, Gawl, G. atroviolaceus
,

Boiss., and Ixiolirion montanum

,

Lab. All these

g
row among the grain, often overtopping it, and
luminating the broad fields with their various

shades of pinkish purple to deep violet-purple and
blue, truly royal colours. Any one who has stood
among the wheat fields of Galilee, and seen the
beautiful racemes of these flowers, peering up in
every direction above the standing corn, will see
at once the appropriateness of our Saviour’s allu-
sion. They all have a reedy stem, which, when
dry, would make such fuel as is used in the ovens
(Arab, tanntir). These stems are constantly
plucked up with the other wild plants from
among the wheat, to feed cattle or to bum.
The beautiful Irises, I Sari

,
Schott, I. Palestina,

Baker, I. Lorteti, Barb., and I Helenas, Barb.,
have gorgeous flowers, and would suit our Saviour’s
comparison even better than the above. But they
are plants of pasture grounds and swamps, seldom
found in grain fields. If, however, we understand
by ‘lilies of the field’ simply wild lilies

, these
would also be included in the expression. Our
Saviour’s comparison would then be like a ‘ com-
posite photograph,’ a reference to all the splendid
colours and beautiful shapes of the numerous wild
plants comprehended under the name lily. This
seems to us the most simple and natural interpreta-

tion, and meets every requirement of the passage.
G. E. Post.

LIME (Tty, Kovia.) is the commonest of the so-

called f alkaline earths,’ its basis being the metal
calcium. The various forms of limestone, some of

which are very abundant in Palestine, are com-
osed of carbonate of lime. When this is strongly
eated, it is converted into oxide of lime or ‘ quick-

lime,’ and becomes soft and crumbling. Quicklime
combines readily and even violently with water to
form * slaked lime,’ which is one of the chief ingredi-

ents of mortar (wh. see). As the mortar ‘ sets,’ the
slaked lime absorbs carbonic acid gas from the air,

andis reconverted slowly into carbonate of lime.

Lime is mentioned only twice in EV. In Is 3312

it is predicted that the Assyrian oppressor shall

be ‘as the burnings of lime’ (Tip msipp)—a figure

for destruction. (Similarly in Is 279 the stones of

idolatrous altars are to be ‘as chalkstones [*irn?&

LXX Kovia XeTrrrj] that are beaten in sunder,’ prob-
ably after being ‘burnt.’ See Chalk-Stones).
In Am 21 the Moabites are denounced because
they ‘ burned the bones of the king of Edom into
lime

5

(see Driver’s note). Phosphate of lime is the
chief mineral constituent of bones, and is un-
changed by burning. Both in their appearance
and in their composition, therefore, hone ashes
have something in common with calcined lime-

stone, and are naturally described by the same
term. Besides these two passages, Tp occurs in

Dt 272,

4

both as noun and as verb, and is trans-

lated ‘ plaister ’ (wh. see).

In Mt 2B27 our Lord, in denouncing the scribes

and Pharisees for their hypocrisy, compares them
to rd(pQL KeKoviafiivoL. It was the custom of the
Jews to whiten the outside of their tombs with
lime every year on the 15th of Adar, the object
being to make the tombs conspicuous, that passers-
by might avoid defilement (see Meyer, Boltzmann,
in loc.). In onr Lord’s saying, the whiteness is

viewed chiefly as a deceptive outward embellish-
ment, contrasting with the corruption within.
Similarly in Ac 233 St. Paul calls Ananias the
high priest ro?%os kzkovLaptevo$.

James Patrick.
LIMIT.— The subst. occurs only in Ezk 4312

‘Upon the top of the mountain the whole limit
thereof shall be most holy,’ where it means a
region or space within eeitain limits or bounds
{Heb. LXX rb opia : the Heb. wTord is common
in this sense, but it is usually rendered by ‘ border ’

or ‘coast’: Wyc. [1388] has ‘coostes’ here, [1382]
‘ eendis ’

; Cov. ‘ corners
5

; Geneva gives ‘ limits ’).

Por the Eng. word ef. Shaks. I Henry IV, in.

L 73—
* The archdeacon hath divided it

Into three limits very equally.'

The verb occurs twice : In Ps 7841 it means to
set limits to, restrict, ‘ they turned back and
tempted God, and limited the Holy One of
Israel’ (win, LXX irapdi-vvav, RY ‘provoked,’
RYm ‘limited’).

The tr. ‘limited’ comes from the Gen. Bible, which explains
its meaning- in the marg., ‘As thei all do that measure the
power of God by their capacities But it is usually taken in

another sense : thus in JQH iv. 441, Dr. Friedlander says, ‘My
conception of God is based on the teaching of the Scriptures,
God is the Creator and the Ruler of the Universe, and by His
decree phenomena appear and events occur which are contrary
to human expectation, i.e. miracles are wrought by Him. Ac-
cording to the idea of Mr. Montefiore, the Divine Being is bound
to act according to certain laws established by human reason.
This is by no means a new theory. Asaph in Ps 7841 , speaking
of the Israelites in the wilderness, says, Yea, they turned back
and tempted God, and limited the Holy One of Israel.' The
translation is due to the fact that the same Heb. form occurs m
Ezk 94 along with the word ttiw (which is the name of the last

letter of the Heb. alphabet, and was originally in the shape of a
cross), where it is tr* ‘set a mark.’ But most follow the LXX

vap^vvetv, Syr. to Vulg. exacerbaverunt, and Jerome con-

citaverunt, and translate ‘grieved,* or as RV ‘provoked,'
Kautzsch Icrdiikten.*

The Amer. RY introduces ‘ limit ’ in this sense
into Job 158

. Cf. Adams, Works, i. 26, ‘being an
infinite and illimited God.’
The other occurrence of the verb is He 47

‘Again, he limiteth a certain day,’ where the
meaning is * fix as a limit

’
(dptfei, Rv * defmeth ’).

So Berners’ Froissart, xxiv. ‘ It was not long after

but that the king came to his palace of West-
minster and all his council was commanded to be
there at a certain day limited ’

; Bradford, Plym.
Plant . p. 82, ‘ Their time limited them being ex
pired, they returned to the ship.

5

J. Hastings.
LINE.—1. The word most freq. translated * line

in AY is 15haw or ip haw. The haw is a marking off

or measuring line, as it is fully defined in Jer SI39
, but

is usually called simply the ‘ line.’ It is especially

the builder’s measuring line, as Zee l16 ‘ 1 am re-

turned to Jerusalem with mercies : my house shall

be built in it, saith the Lord of hosts, and a line

shall be stretched forth upon Jerusalem 5

; and so it

comes to be used of the line that marks off the part
that is to be taken down and destroyed, as 2 K 21 13

‘And I will stretch over Jerusalem the line of

Samaria, and the plummet of the house of Ahab,’
* Burgess (yotes on Heb. Pss) adopts the tr. ‘set a mark,

and has the interesting suggestion that the Israelites proposed
to put God to the teat : if He provides flesh in the wilderness,

then we shall acknowledge Him; somewhat after the manner
of Caliban—* That’s a brave god, and hears celestial liquor ; 1

. will kneel to him.'



t.e. the line that marked them off for their destruc-
tion ; Is 2837 ‘ Judgment also will I lay to the line,

and righteousness to the plummet ’ "(RY ‘And I

will make judgement the line ’) ; Is 3411 * the line of

confusion/ Then the word comes into use meta-
phorically for whatever goes by line or measure-
ment, a rule of life : thus in Is 2810 the drunkards
of Ephraim mock Isaiah’s teaching as ‘precept
upon precept, precept upon precept, Tine upon line,

line upon line, here a little, and there a little,’

showing by their use of a series of monosyllables
(mw la-zaw, zaw la-zaw, haw la-haw, haw la-haw

,

zeer sham
, z£3r sham) both their drunkenness and

their disgust. For the Eng. word here cf. Archbp.
Hamilton’s Catechism (Mitchell’s ed. fol. v), * For
as ane biggare [= builder] can nocht make ane evin
up wal without direction of his lyne, a mason can
nocht heu ane evin aislair staine without directioun
of his rewill, ane skyppar can nocht gyde his schip
to gud hevin without direction of his compas, sa
a man or a woman can nocht ordour or gyd his

lyif evin and strecht to the plesour of God with-
out direction of his cominandis.’

The only passage of difficulty is Ps 194 ‘Their line is gone
out through all the earth, and their words to the end of the
world.’ AVm suggests as alternative translations ‘their rule’
or * direction *

; RV accepts the tr. of AV (which comes from
the Gen.) without margin. The same verb is found with the
measuring line in Ezk 473,

and perhaps the majority of mod.
expositors accept this tr., the meaning then being that the
heavens send out their line to mark off and take possession of
the whole earth, an idea suggested by the line of the horizon
running round the earth. So Del., Per., De Witt, Kirkp.,
Kautzsch. But the oldest translators thought of the line as
erhaps a bowstring that gives forth a sound. So LXX tpQoyyos,

ymm. Jer. and Vulg. sonus, Wye. * soun,’ Oov. * sounde,’
Dou. ‘sound,’ Segond retentmement, King ‘strain.’ Prac-
tically the same meaning is got by Cheyne and Wellh. in

another way. They read nVip for Dip, and trans. * their voice.'

They are not influenced, as some of the older expositors perhaps
were, by Ro 1018

,
where St. Paul quotes the LXX and applies

the words to the world-wide proclamation of the gospel.

The only places in AYwhere haw is not trd ‘ line
’

are Is 4413 ‘[carpenter’s] rule,’ where, however, RY
gives ‘line’; and 182- 7

,
where the Heb. ljjip is

translated in AY ‘ a nation meted out ’ (lit. as AYm
‘ a nation of line line’) ; the context demands rather
the active meaning ‘that rneteth out,’ as RY
(which, however, retains AY in marg.). Cheyne
(Expos. 3rd ser. vi. 455) criticizes AY as impossible
and RY as barely possible. His own rendering is
‘ the strong strong nation ’ (in SBOT ‘ a nation of
sinewy strength’), which is got by changing the
MT into ip)p, a subst. formed after Arab, kuwwa,
‘strength’; and with that Skinner agrees. Ges.

(Thes. s.v.) had suggested a distinct subst. ip, and
trd ‘ gens robustissima, pr. roboris roboris,’ after the
Arab. ; Buhl in the latest ed. (1899) of the Hand-
worterbuch adopts ijjija sehnige Kraft with some
hesitation.

2. For see Cord. In Ps 165 ‘ The lines are
fallen unto me in pleasant places,’ the reference is

to the portion marked off by the line or measuring
cord, in Jos 175 the word is tr. ‘ portions,’ ‘ And
there fell ten portions to Manasseh’ (RY ‘parts,’
RYm ‘lines’). 3. tain is tr. ‘line’ only in 1 K 715

,

* a line of twelve cubits did compass either of them
[the pillars] about.’ See Band. 4. For (only
Ezk 403

) see Lace. 5. njpn Jos 218* 21 the line of
scarlet thread which Rahab hound in the window.
It is Coverdale’s word here, who has ‘ excepte thou
knyttest in the wyndowe the lyne of this rose-
coloured rope’ . . . ‘And she knyt the rose
coloured lyne in the wyndowe.’ 6. *™, in Is 4413

sered

,

is in AV mistranslated ‘line,’ RV gives
‘pencil,’ RYm ‘red ochre.’ See Pencil.
In NT we have only 2 Co 1016 ‘ not to boast in

another man’s line of* things made ready to our
hand’ (4v dWorpty mvbvi, AYm ‘rule,’ RY ‘in
another’s province,’ RYm ‘Or limit, Gr. measuring

rod ’). The AY tr. is from the Gen. Bible, which
explains it by saying, ‘ God gave the whole worlde
to the Apostles to preaelie m, so that Paul here
meaneth by the line his porcion of the countre is

where he preached.’ J. Hastings.

LINEAGE.—Lk 24 only, ‘he was of the house
and lineage of David ’ (e£ ol'kov ml Trarpias, RY ‘ of

the house and family’). Spenser uses the word in

the same sense, FQ r. i. 5

—

* So pure and innocent, as that same lambe.
She was in life and every vertuous lore,

And by descent from royall lynage came.*

Cf. also Nut-Brown Maid (in Skeat’s Specimens, p.

107)

—

‘ Ye shal not nede further to drede, I wyl not disparage
You, god defende, sith ye descende of so grete a lynage.’

Wyclif uses the word in the wider sense of kin-

dred or tribe, as Ps 7217 ‘ And all the lynagis of

earthe sehulen be blessid in hym ’
; 7867* 68 ‘ he

ehees not the lynage of Effraym. But he chees

the lynage of Juda ’
; Rev 55 ‘ a lioun of the lynage

of Juda.’ J. Hastings.

LINEN.—The manufacture of linen is an ex-

tremely ancient art. The Egyptians attained
proficiency in it at a very early time. To them
Pliny ascribes the invention of weaving (vii. 56),

and the honour is given by Athenseus to Pathymias
the Egyptian {lib. ii.). Linen-weaving became a
profitable calling, providing occupation for large
numbers. Strabo (xvii. 41, p. 813) says that
Panopolis, or Chemmis, was inhabited by linen-

weavers. Judging by the representations that
have been preserved, 'the implements used must
have been comparatively rude ; but cloth of very
fine quality was produced with them. So delicate

indeed were certain fabrics that they were described
as ‘woven air.’ Specimens of Egyptian work in

the form of corselets are mentioned by Herodotus
(ii. 182, iff. 47), one dedicated by Amasis to

Minerva in Hindus, the other sent by him to the
Lacedaemonians, ‘made of linen, with many figures

of animals inwrought and adorned with gold and
cotton wool’; and he notes that ‘each thread,
though very fine, contained 360 threads all dis-

tinct.’ Egyptian fine linen, yarn, and embroidered
work were widely prized, ana reckoned superior to
those of any other country. Four qualities of
Egyptian linen are specified by Pliny (xix. c. 1),

viz. Tanitic, Pelusiac, Butine, and Tentyritic. A
large export trade was carried on to Arabia and
India.

The Egyptian priests wore linen clothes, and
according to Herodotus (ii. 37) were not allowed to
wear anything else. But Pliny (xix. 8) says that
although they used linen they preferred cotton
robes ; and the Rosetta Stone mentions ‘ cotton
garments ’ provided for the use of the temples. It
is most probable that the undergarments were
always of linen, while robes of cotton worn over
them would have to be left outside the temples.
Linen was regarded as fresh and cool in a hot
climate, with a tendency to keep the body clean.
This, with the religious prejudice requiring linen
only to be worn in the temples, may account for
the belief that the priests were prohibited from
ever wearing anything else. When the worship of
Isis was introduced into Greece and Rome (Plut.
de Is. v. 3) the same customs as to priestly dress
were adopted (Wilk. Anc. Egyp. iii. 117).

Great quantities of linen were employed in
wrapping the mummies of the dead (Herod, ii, 86).
The bandages used for this purpose were invariably
of linen. This has been demonstrated by a series
of careful microscopic examinations well described
by Wilkinson {Anc. Egyp. iii. 115, 118). Wool
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was never used in this way, because of a belief
that it tended to breed worms which would destroy
the body. The poor might wear cotton garments
in life, provided their mummies were wrapped in
linen after death. Linen was used for both men
and animals, and sometimes the bandages were as
much as 1000 yards in length (Wilk. ib . iii. 4S4).

The influence of Egypt on Israel is seen perhaps
in the prominence given to linen in the furniture
of the tabernacle and in the dress of the priests.

The trade with Egypt was maintained (Pr 7 16
), and

the material was highly prized by the neighbour-
ing Tyrians (Ezk 277

). Elax was early cultivated
in Palestine (Jos 26

), but the native industry in
linen, as in other woven stuffs, was chiefly confined
to the women of the household. The finer kinds
were brought from abroad.
The terms used for 4 linen ’ in Scripture are

—

1. 2. vw, ns. As a mark of distinction Pharaoh
clothed Joseph in linen garments (etc?), from which
we may infer that linen formed part of the ordinary
dress of royal, or at least eminent persons (Gn
41 42

). Shesh corresponds in form with the Arab
shdsh

, a fine muslin, made of cotton, and much
used to guard against mosquitoes and sand-flies.

Linen is, however, here intended. Shesh is some-
times used as the equivalent of bad (13), about
which there is no doubt (cf. Ex 28s* 42 3928

, Lv 164 ).

Shesh appears to be the more general term. It is

used for the offerings brought by the people (Ex
254) ; the materials used in the hangings of the
tabernacle (Ex 261 etc

* 279 etc* 35. 36. 38) ; the finery

of women (Pr 3122
, AV ‘silk,’ Ezk 1610* **) and the

cloth of sails (Ezk 277
), as well as for the various

garments of the priests (Ex 285etc- 392* 6etc
*).^ In

Ezk 1618 we have the peculiar form yv

;

this is

probably due to proximity to the similarly sound-

ing
13 is used exclusively of articles of dress, and

principally of the holy garments of the priests

(Ex 2842 3928
, Lv 610 164etc-)- In 1 S 2218 the priests

are designated as persons that wear a_ linen (bad)

ephod. Samuel, as a child, engaged in religious

service, was girded with a linen ephod (l S 218
).

David in his dance before the Lora was similarly

girded (2 S 614
,
1 Ch 1527). The man wearing linen

garments is chosen for special work (Ezk 92- 8* 11

102 * 6* 7
) ;

and the great figure in the vision by the

river Hiddekel wears similar attire (Dn 10s 126 - 7
).

It appears therefore that bad is restricted to uses

that are of a religious character.

The distinction between shesh and bad cannot be

indicated with certainty. In the phrase ‘ bad of fine

twined shesh ’ (Ex 3928
*), the latter term evidently

means the thread of which the cloth is woven.

This suggests that while bad is used only for the

cloth, mesh is applied indifferently, now to the

thread and now to the woven stuff. Abarbanel

(on Ex 25) says that bad was a single thread, and
shesh (Heb. =6) was formed by twisting together

six single threads. But this seems in contradiction

to the above.

3. pa, LXX pfocros, is from the root pa, to be

white, still heard in the Arab bus used for native

linen. Of Aramaean origin, it was used specially

for the Syrian byssus (Gesenius). In Ezk 2716 it is

distinguished from Egyptian shesh (cf. v. 7 ), but

elsewhere the distinction is ignored (cf. 2 Ch 314
,

Ex 2631
). Targum Onkelos gives buz as the equiva-

lent oi shesh. Buz is the name given to linen, in

which the house of Ashbea attained eminence as

workers (1 Ch 421
,

cf. 2 Ch 214 ), of which David’s

robe was made (1 Ch 1527), of which the veil of the

temple was woven (2 Ch 314
), and with which the

Levite singers in the temple were clothed (2 Ch 512 ).

Of this were also the cords which fastened the

hangings in the king’s gardens at Shushan the

palace (Est l6). Mordecai’s dress when he went
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out from the king was of fine linen (buz) and
|

purple (Est 815
,

cf. Lk 16 19
). The Syrian trade

with Tyre included 4 purple and embroidered work
and b'tiz

i (Ezk 2716
). Josephus takes byssus as the

j

equivalent of both shesh and bad
{
describing the

offerings of the Israelites in the wilderness for the
tabernacle as byssus of flax [Ant. vi. 1), the hang-
ings for the tabernacle as sindon of byssus [ib. 2),

and the priests’ drawers and vestments as byssus.

The vestment, he says, was called chethone (ruro),

which denotes linen (ib. VII. i. 2). This corresponds
closely with the Arab Jcittdn

, the common name
for linen stuffs. The presumption of the mystic
Babylon is shown by her arraying herself in fine

linen (byssus), the fitting dress of the Lamb’s
wife, since it symbolizes 4 the righteousness of

the saints’ (Rev 1816 198
). Such raiment also is

congruous with the character of those who follow
him who is called the Faithful and True [ib. 1914

).

4. npitfs (or n^s) is a general term ; applied to the
plant (Jos26

), to the raw material (Jg 1514,
Pr 3113

),

to heckled flax (Is 199
), to threads in a mixed web

(Dt 22u ), to cloth (Lv 1347etc*)> to the prophet’s
girdle (Jer 131), to a measuring-line (Ezk 403

), and
to the sacred garments of the priests (Ezk 4417* 18

).

See Flax.
5. po, an article of fine stuff, of domestic manu-

facture'(Pr 3124
), and highly esteemed as a luxury

(Is S23
). The o’pD of Samson’s challenge to the

Philistines (Jg 1412* 1S
) were wrappers 4 worn as an

outer garment,’ or 4 as a night wrapper on the
naked body.’ They were sometimes used as

curtains (Mishna, Jovna iii. 4), and also as

shrouds (Talm. Jerus., Eilaim ix. fol. 32s
). For

these purposes sheets of considerable size would be
necessary (Moore, Judges

,
in loc.). With this the

Greek <rivb&v corresponds. It is the linen cloth or

dress in which the young man wrapped himself

(Mk 1451
), and again it is a winding-sheet (Mt 2759

,

Mk 1546
,
Lk 2353

).

6. pax (AV ‘fine linen,’ RV ‘yarn,’ Pr 716
), by

a Syriacism for pax from an unused root fax ‘to

bind together ’ (Gesenius). With this may be com-
pared the Arab ’usun, 4 tent ropes.

5 The fine

thread or yarn of Egypt was most probably linen.

That the ornamentation of coverings or tapestry

for which it was used is here intended, is supported

by the renderings of LXX and the Vulgate, which
are ay<f>lrairoi and pidce tapetes respectively.

7. ddbvT) (Ac 1011 11s
) is the sheet let down from

heaven in St. Peter’s vision ; while 6$ovta (Jn 1940

20s * 6* 7
) are the strips of cloth with which the body

was hound, after being wrapped in the <nvddn'.

8 . A coarse cloth made of unbleached flax,

&y6\ivov, was worn by the poorer classes (Sir 404
).

A combination of animal and vegetable products

in dress was prohibited to the Israelites. A kind

of cloth was sometimes made of which the woof
was cotton and the warp linen (Julius Pollux,

Onom. vii. 17. Quoted by Wilk. Anc. Egyp. iii.

118). Such may have been tM# (LXX Kipd-gkoy), a

word of obscure origin, but denoting a mixed stuff

of wool and linen (Lv 1919
,
cf. Dt 2211

).

Linen Yarn.—m{?P, «Ji?o (1 K 1028, 2 Ch l16). For

miJcweh Buxtorf gives netum filatim quod in

Mgypto magni usus et pretii. He notes, how-

ever, that on 1 K 1028 B. Sal. ibi accipit nips pro

ns'DK, collections, congregatione vectigalis. RV
renders in each case ‘drove.’ Perhaps the text

is corrupt, LXX B has for mgo 4k 6eicove, ‘from

Tekoa, 5 Luc. 4k Vulg. de Coa. Wincklex

(
Alttest . Untersuch. 168 ff., cf. AUorient. Forsch,

i. 28), followed by Hommel and others, finds here

a reference to Kue (i.e

.

Cilicia).

Literature.—Wilkinson, Anc. Egyptians, iii. 115-128, 484 ;

Herodotus, ii. 36, 86, 182, iii. 47 ;
Josephus, Ant. iii. vi. 1, vii.

1, 2 : Schroeder, de Vest. Mul. pp. 339, 361, etc. ; Hartmann,

Hebraerin, ii. p. 346, etc, W^. EWIXG.



LINTEL LION

LINTEL.—See House in vol. ii. p. 434a
.

LINUS (Afros). — One of the Christians who
joined with Eubulus, Pudens, and Claudia in a
salutation at the end of 2 Ti. This Epistle was
written from Home, and it is generally allowed
that this Linus is identical with one of the first

bishops of Rome. The identification goes back to

Irenaeus (c. Hcer. III. iii. 3). It is considered that
he was, if we omit St. Peter’s name, the first bishop
of Rome, though Tertullian (cle Prcescr. 32) implies
that Clement was the first. Nothing is really

known of his life and episcopate, which Eus. (HE
iii. 13) says lasted twelve years. Many questions
have been raised about him : for instance, as to

whether he was bishop before St. Peter’s death
or not, and whether he may not have been con-

temporary with Clement, and have exercised his

office as bishop of the Gentile Christians only,

whilst perhaps Clement was bishop of the Jewish
Christians. The date of his episcopate has been
variously given, the extreme limits being A.D.
56-67 and a.d. 68-80. Harnaek, in his latest work,
dates the episcopate of Linus A.D, 64-76. It is

asserted in the Greek Mencea that he was one of the
Seventy. Various works are ascribed to him, but
without foundation : (1) the acts of St. Peter and
St. Paul

; (2) an account of St. Peter’s controversy
with Simon Magus; and (3) certain decrees in
which he ordered women to appear in church
with covered heads. He is commemorated in the
Roman Service books on Sept. 23, where the
following account is given of him :

—

‘ The pontiff Linns, who was born at Volterra, in Etruria, was
the first ruler of the Church after Peter. His faith and holiness
were so great that he not only cast out devils, but also restored
the dead to life. He wrote the history of St. Peter, and m
particular of his opposition to Simon Mag-us. He ordered that
no women should appear in church unveiled. He was beheaded,
because of his adherence to the Christian faith, by the order of
Saturninus, whose daughter he had set free from demoniacal
possession. He was buried in the Vatican, near the Prince of
the Apostles, on Sept. 23. He was bishop for eleven years,
two months, and twenty-three days, during which he consecrated
or ordained (on two occasions in December) fifteen bishops
and eighteen priests’ (Brev. Rom.).

Literature. —

P

earson, Do serie et successione primorum
Romm Episcoporum (1688); Lightfoot, St. Clement of Rome
(1890) ;

Harnaek, Die Chronologic der Altchristlichen Litteratur
(ISO

1

?) ;
Duchesne, Liber Pontifical™

>
i. (1884-86).

H. A. Redpath.
LION.—1* The generic name for lion is 'dri

or nn$ ’

aryeh, pi. cryjN ’drdyim and mn« ’dray6th.
This word is used literally (Jg 145 * 8 etc.} ' offgures
(I K 729 etc.), in comparison (Gn 499

, Nu 2324
etc.),

metaphorically (Gn 499
,
Nah 212 etc.). 2. vs3

k&pMr, is the young lion (Jg 146 etc.). 3. nu gtir,
nb gdr, signifies whelp or cub in general. It is

applied to the young of pari tannin (La 4s
, AV

4 sea monsters,’ RV ‘ jackals 9

; preferably, in onr
opinion, wolves. See Dragon, 4). It is usually
applied to Horn' cubs (Gn 499

, Ezk 192 - 3 etc. In
the latter passage the distinction between gtir
and kephir is clearly brought out). It is used
metaphorically, for the Babylonians (Jer 51 38

) and
the Assyrians (Nah 211 - 12

), for Judah (Gn 499
),

for Dan (Dt 3322
), and for the Israelites (Ezk 192

etc.). 4. no? labi’ and lebiyydh, cognate with
the Arab, labwah, labudh, labiah, or labaah.
They are poetic forms in Heb. (Gn 499 etc.). The
masculine ending is paralleled by ’athdn=she-ass,
rahel—ewe, and 'ez-she-goat. There are numer-
ous parallels in the Arab. 5. layish

, is a
poetical word for the lion, possibly derived from
the idea of his courage and strength (Is 30s etc.).

Its Arab, equivalent is laith, evidently the same
as the Aram, ir? and the Greek \is (Horn. II. xi.

239, xv. 275). 6. shahal, is another poetical
epithet of the lion, derived from his roaring (Job

etc.). 7. beni-shahaz, is tr. ‘lion’s
whelps 9 (Job 28®, RV ‘proud beasts,’ m. ‘sons

of pride’). The same word is trd (RV Job 41“)
‘ sons [AV * children ’] of pride.’ Undoubtedly this

is the correct tr., being figurative for the more
noble beasts of prey. In the first passage, after

the general expression ‘ sons of pride,’ comes the
specification of the lion as one of the noble beasts.

There are about four hundred words in Arab, for

the lion. Most of them are attributives. It is

very common to give the name Asad= ‘ lion ’ to

boys, as a prophecy of their prowess. This name
and that of other strong animals, as the leopard
and the wolf

\

are given to some boys, born after the
death of an older brother, in the hope that the
strength of the animal will inhere in him, and so

his life may be preserved. As there is abundant evi

dence that lions were common in Greece as late as
the times of Xerxes, so we learn from the OT that
they were numerous in Palestine in ancient times.

They made their dens in the thickets (Jer 47 etc.)*

forests (Jer 56 etc.), mountains (Ca 48
,
Ezk 199).

The ‘swelling of the Jordan,’ i.e. the fringe of

thickets between its upper and lower banks, was
among the favourite haunts of the lion (Jer 4919

5044
, Zee 11 s

). Reland (Pal. i. 274) says that they
were found here as late as the end of the 12th cent.

They are met with even now in Mesopotamia. The
lion of Palestine was probably the one described
by Pliny (viii. 18) ;

‘ the body is shorter and more
compact, and the mane more crisp and curly.’

This sort is the same as that found in Persia and
Mesopotamia, and figured on the Assyrian monu-
ments. Layard, however, says that he has seen lions
in Mesopotamia with long black manes (Nin. and
Bab. 4S7). It would seem that the lions of Pales-
tine were less formidable beasts than those of

Africa, as shepherds sometimes attacked them
single-handed (IS 1734'38

). Samson rent one in
twain (Jg 146

). Amos says, ‘as the shepherd
taketh out of the mouth of the lion two legs or
a piece of an ear’ (3

12
). Lions were sometimes

sent as a scourge to the people (2 K 1725 etc. ).

They often attacked and devoured men (1 K 1324

etc.; cf. Ps 2217
(?), where Aquila is now known to

have read nto). They were hunted by driving them
with loud shouts into pits or nets (Is 314

, Ezk 194,

8

).

The passage telling of the exploit of Benaiah
(2 S 2320

) reads nwo n;n. AV text tr.

‘slew two lionlike men (m. ‘lions of God,’ RV
[supplying 73, after LXX] * the two sons of Ariel ’)

of Moab.’ We read also that ‘ he slew a lion in the
midst of a pit in time of snow.’ Oriental monarchs
had pits of lions (Dn 67

), the animals being used as
executioners, but not for combats with other
animals or with gladiators, as among the Romans.
The qualities of the lion alluded to in Scripture

are (1) his royal power and strength (G11 499
,

Pr 3030
). In this respect he was the type of Christ,

‘the Lion of the Tribe of Jndah ’ (Rev 55
). Lions

were sculptured on the temple and king’s house
(I K 729 "36 1019,20 ). The castle of Trakel-Amir in
Gilead has lions carved on its face. (2) His
courage (Pr 281 etc.). (3) His cruelty (Ps 2213 etc.),

compared with the malignity of Satan (1 P 58).
Four words express the voice of the lion. 1.

sha’ag (Jg 145 etc.), the true roar of the roaming
lion seeking its prey (1 P 58

). This is also used of
the thunder (Job 374

). 2. onj ndham , the savage
yell with which he lays hold of his victim (Is 529).*
3. nin hdgdh, the angry growl, when an attempt
is made to dispossess him of his prey (Is 314

).

4. naar, the imperfect roar or growl of the
whelps (Jer 51 38

).
.

This term is used in Syriac to
express the braying of asses and the gurgling of
camels.
There are six words employed to denote the

* W. R. Smith (Prophets 1
, 129, 243) reckons shd’ag the roai

at the moment of the spring, naham the growl with which the
lion devours his prey.



attitudes and movements of the lion, l,j3] rabaz
5= Arab, rabad, signifies to crouch (Ezk 192

)',

awaiting his victim. So sin is represented as
lying (pn) at the door, i.e. crouching (as in RV)
as a wild beast, ready to spring (Gn 47). 2. 3, 4,

In Job 3840 it is said nuwaj jrwpa.
The three roots no^ shdhah, aV; yashab, and niN
’drab, may all indicate the same act, the ambush
of a beast of prey. But as wathab, which is the
Arab, cognate of yashab, means to spring, as well
as to crouch or sit

, perhaps the passage may refer

to a habit of the lion, which is to crouch
,
then to

spring
,
and, if he fails to reach his prey by one or

two bounds, to crouch again. Ydshohu would
express the lying in covert, yestebti tlie spring,

an!Vdreb the disappointed crouch, awaiting another
victim. 5. bpn ramas expresses the prowling (lit.

creeping ; see CREEPING THINGS) of wild beasts
in search of their prey (Ps 10420

). 6. par zinnek
expresses the fatal leap by which the lion bears
down Ms victim (Dt 3322 only). G. E. Post.

LIP (Map, %eiXos).— In addition to its literal

sense, the word nay means ‘language’ (Gn ll1
,

Ps 815
), ‘bank,’ ‘shore,’ ‘ edge,’ ‘side,’ etc. (Gn 413

,

Ex 23 14so etc.). In the Bible, the ‘opening of

the lips’ is so constantly used as the equivalent
of speech that the lips come to be regarded as an
originating independent centre of life and conduct.

Thus we have the ‘lip of truth’ Pr 1219, ‘lying

lips’ Ps 31 18
,

‘burning lips’ Pr 2623
; and this

figurative use of ‘lips’ is associated with other

figures belonging to ceremonial and sacrifices, such
as ‘ uncircuincised lips’ Ex 612* 30

,
‘unclean lips’

Is 65
,

‘ calves of the lips ’ Hos 142 . For ‘ fruit of

the lips ’ see Fruit.
Orientalisms.— In the intolerable and incurable

sorrow referred to in Ezk 2417- 22
,
the lips are not

to be covered as in the time of ordinary bereave-

ment. The word trd ‘ lips ’ here means the mous-
tache and beard, that is, the lower part of the

face. It is still the Oriental custom in the house
of mourning for the bereaved father or husband
to put the hand or part of the head-dress or cloak

over the mouth, to indicate that he is stricken of

God, and has not a word to sav.* Also after

telling about some hard experience of sickness

and privation in the family, often brought on by
dirt and indolence, it is customary to lay the hand
on the mouth and look up, as much as to say,

‘ God’s will be done ’ (cf. Ps 397
,
Is 47°, Mic 37).

‘Grace is poured into thy lips ’ (Ps 452
). This

is illustrated by the Oriental way of drinking

water from the mouth or short spout of the liand-

jar without touching it with the lips. The head
is thrown back, ana the iar held from 6 in. to

a foot above the face, while the water is poured

gently into the open mouth and swallowed in a
continuous stream.

‘This people with their lips do honour me’
{Is 2913

,
Mt 158

). In addition to the ordinary

meaning of empty words, there may be a reference

to the Jewish custom of putting the tassel of the

tallith to the lips during worship as a sign that

the law is accepted, not merely as a duty of

obedience, but as an enthusiastic preference of

the heart. Putting the hand to thelips was also

an act in astral worship (Job 3127
), and is seen in

the ordinary form of Oriental salutations.

G. M. Mackie.
LIST.—To ‘list’ (from Anglo-Sax. lust =pleasure)

is to desire, to choose. The earliest use was impers.

,

as Piers Plowman, 165— ‘ With posternes in pryvytie

to pasen when hem liste’ ; so Mt 2015 Tina. * Ys it

not lawfull for me to do as me listeth with myne

* Schwally (Leben nach clem Tode
, p. 16) thinks that the

covering of the beard in mourning was originally a milder

ubatitute for cutting it off.

awne?’ and Tind. Works
,

i. 106, ‘For where riches

are, there goeth it after the common proverb, He
that hath money hath what him listeth.’ The
word is used once in AY as tr. of fio&koyat (Ja 34),
and thrice of (Mt 17 12

,
Mk 913

,
Jn 38

), always
personally. Cf. Fuller, Holy State, ‘The Good
Wife,’ ‘Her children, though many in number, are

none in noyse, steering them with a look wdiither

she listeth’; and Knox, Hist. 374, ‘You forget

your selfe (said one) you are not in the Pulpit. I

am in the place (said the other) where I am com-
manded in my conscience to speake the truth : and
therefore the truth I speak, impugne it who so

lists.’ The subst. was also in common use till later

than 1611. North, Plutarch
, p. 876 (‘Cicero’), has

‘ He would ever be fleering and gibing at those that

tooke Pompeys part, though he had no list himselfe

to be merrie
5

; and often in Bunyan, asHW, p. 154,
* for your Cordial I have no list thereto. ’ The word
still survives in listless. J. Hastings.

LITTER (ay Nu 7
3
,

pi. era Is 6620 [all]).*—

This was probably a wooden construction resem-

bling a small ambulance waggon, having, instead

of wheels, two shafts projecting at each end,
^

be-

tween which a mule was yoked before and behind.

The frame was furnished with a mattress and
pillows, and four posts at the comers supported

an awing with a movable screen around the

sides, for protection against the sun and dust.

Solomon’s chariot (RY ‘palanquin’), Ca 39 (fwm*
’appirydn

,
perhaps the Ur. epopeiov

; see Driver, -

LOT6 449), would be of the same form, but with
silver pillars supporting the awning of silk or fine

linen. The Arabs use a word of Persian origin,

takht-raw&n, meaning a movable bed or conch for

the journey. See Horse-litter.
G. M. Mackie.

LIVELY.—1. The mod. meaning full of life,

brisk
,

is found in Ex I 19, Ps 3819
,
Wis 7

2a
. Cf.

Adams on 2 P l4 ‘ Paul calls it [sin] an old man
—Put off the old man, Eph 422—above 5000 years

old, and yet it is not only alive, but lively and
lusty to this day’

;
and Rhem. NT, p. 215, ‘Ter-

tullian also reporteth, that at Rome being cast

into a barrel of hote boiling oile he came forth

more pure and fresher or livelier, then he went
in.’ 2. But ‘lively’ once was a synonym for ‘liv-

ing.’ In 1 P 24 Christ is described as ‘ a living

stone,’ and in the next verse the translators of

AV speak of Christians as ‘ lively stones,’ the Gr.

being the same, carrying out their rule to introduce

variety into the language. The occurrences of

* lively ’= living in AV are Ac 7
s8 ‘ the lively oracles/

1 p l
3 ‘ a lively hope,’ 25 ‘ lively stones.’ The Greek

is always the pres. ptep. of fdco to live, and RV
gives always ‘living.’ Cf. Ja l28 Gen. (1557), ‘he

is like unto a man, that beholdeth his lyvely face

in a glasse’ (changed in 1560 to ‘his natural face’)

;

He 412 Rliem. ‘ The word of God is lively and forc-

ible, and more persing than any two-edged sword ’

;

XXXIX Articles, 1571, Art. xii. ‘Albeit that good

workes, which are the fruites of fayth, and folowe

after iustification, can not put away our sinnes,

and endure the severitie of God’s iudgement
:
yet

are they pleasing and acceptable to God in Christe,

and do spring out necessarily of a true and lively

fayth, in so muche that by them, a lively fayth

may he as evidently knowen, as a tree discerned

by the fruit.’ So Knox speaks of Christ as ‘ the

* The etymology of the word ny, which is found also in the

Targ., is uncertain. Six ny rfyjj (EV ‘covered waggons’)

formed part of the offering of the ‘princes’ (Nu 7s). 0 1h,

i

are named as one of the means of conveyance by which the

dispersed Israelites are to be brought back (Is 6620). In the

first passage LXX has «,pM%u,s Ynlg. plaustra tecta
]

in the second, LXX b Xotpu&vivKis, Vulg. in Ucticis. Kautzscb
translates in Nu by uberdeckte Wagen (Siegfried-Stade, Kutach
wagen), and in Is by Sanfte (so also Siegfned-Stade).
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lively "bread’ (Works, iii. 73, 266), and as ‘the

fountain of lively water 5
(iii. 441). Still more

clearly, Judgement of Bynode at Dort, p. 38, ‘as

for the will, hee infuseth new qualities into it,

and maketh it of a dead heart lively, and of an
evill good, of a nilling willing, of a stubborne
buxome. 5 Fuller has a surprising example in Holy
Warn, iii. 19— ‘ About the year 1160, Peter Waldo,
a merchant of Lyons, rich in substance and learning
(for a lay man), was walking and talking with his

friends, when one of them suddenly fell down dead,
which lively spectacle of man’s mortality so im-
pressed the soul of this Waldo, that instantly he
resolved on a strict reformation of his life.

5

J. Hastings.
LIVER kabed, prob. 4 the heavy organ of the

body par excellence ,

3

see Gesenius, Thes. s.v.; LXX
rjirap).—1. In the case of every animal offered in

sacrifice a special sacredness attached to certain

fatty parts of the viscera, among which we find, in

eleven passages of the Priests3 Code, * the ydthereth
(nnn'r, EV ‘caul’) of ("p)*the liver

3

or ‘which is

upon (*?a) the liver
5 (Ex 2913 * 22

,
Lv 34* 10 - 15 49 etc.).

The evident sense of the words prevents us from
following the LXX and^Josephus {Ant. ill. ix. 2
[ed. Niese, 228], <rbv r<£ A0(3$ tov i)7raros) in re-

garding the ydthereth as one of tlm lobes of

the liver itself. Etymologically the word denotes
‘that which remains over,

5

‘excess,
5 hence ex-

crescence or appendage (cf. Kautzsch - Socin’s

rendering Anhangsel). It most probably, there-

fore, is the technical name for ‘the fatty mass
at the opening of the liver, which reaches to the
kidneys and becomes visible upon the removal of

the “lesser omentum 55
or membrane extending

from the fissures of the liver to the curve of the
stomach 5 (Driver and White’s Leviticus

, p. 65, in
Haupt’s * Polychrome Bible 5

; see also illustr.

facing p. 4, and cf. the technical exposition by
Professor Reichert in Dillmann, apud Lv 34).
This peculiar sanctity of the visceral fat is to be
explained by the fact that the liver and kidneys,
with the fat surrounding them, were regarded by
the Semitic races as being, with the blood, the seat
of life (for fuller exposition and reff. see art.

Kidneys, and W. R. Smith, BS2 3791). Hence
to have an arrow pierce the liver (Pr 72S) or the
reins (Job 1613), is to receive one’s death-wound.

2. Like the kidneys, the liver was also regarded
as an important seat of emotion (cf. Assyr.
Jcabittu, ‘liver,

5

‘disposition,
5

‘feeling.
3 Muss-

Arnolt, Assyr. Diet.). Hence a Hebrew poet
could thus express the bitterness of his sorrow

:

‘Mine eyes do fail with tears, my bowels are
troubled, my liver is poured upon the earth

;

for the destruction of the daughter of my people 5

(La 2U ).

3. The prophet Ezekiel represents Nebuchad-
nezzar as standing ‘at the parting of the ways 5

that led to Jerusalem and to ‘Rabbah of the
children of Ammon, 3 and having recourse to three
forms of divination :

‘ He shook the arrows to and
fro (so RV improving on AY), he consulted the
teraphim, he looked in the liver

3 (Ezk 2121 tHeb* 263).+

The last-named, the inspection of the liver of the
sacrificial victims, was a mode of divination much
affected by the Chaldsean seers—by whom a com-

* But the Gr. and Syr. Versions read nhs *my glory’^my
soul* (cf. Ps 169 etc.). Conversely the LXX read ra
yfrxra fzev for nha in Gn 496. They also make David’s wife
put a groat’s liver (reading 139 for t;?|> of MT) in his bed in the
incider t recorded in 1 S 19i3ff.

J

t On this passage see, further, Wellhausen, Reste Arab.
Seidmturm2

, 1331, and W. R. Smith, Joum. of Philol

.

xiii.
278. Wellh. maintains that there are not three forms of
divination referred to, the meaning of the passage being
simply that the king casts lots before the image of a god
and couples with this an act of sacrifice. But why the special
allusion to the liver

1
: Of. Bertholet and Davidson, ad loc.

plete set of rules of interpretation was drawn up
(see Lenormant, La Divination , etc., cliez les

Ghaldeens)—as also by the Greeks of the post-

Homeric age (Gardner and Jevons, Manual of
Greek Antiqs. p. 259) and the Etrurians, from
whom the practice passed to the Romans (cf. art.

Divination in this Dictionary, vol. i. p. 621b).
Another magical use of the liver (in this case
that of a fish) is found in the well-known incident

in Lie story of Tobit (6
4ff

* 82
).

A. R. S. Kennedy.
LIVING.—In NT fttos means either* (1) this

present existence, when AY and BY translate by
‘ life,

3 or else (2) the means by which this present
existence is sustained, when, with one exception,

AY and RV translate by ‘living.
5 Thus (1) Lk 814

‘ pleasures of this life
5

; 1 Ti 22 ‘ that we may
lead a quiet and peaceable life

5 (RY ‘ a tranquil

and quiet life
3

) ; 2 Ti 24 ‘ the affairs of this life
3

;

and 1 Jn 216 ‘the pride of life
3 (RV ‘the vain-

glory of life
3

). (2) Mk 1244 (|| Lk 214
)

( she of her
want did cast in all that she had, even all her
living

5

; Lk S43 ‘ which had spent all her living
upon physicians 5

; 1512 ‘ he divided unto them his
living

5

; 1530 ‘ which hath devoured thy living with
harlots.

3 The exception is 1 Jn 317 ‘whoso hath
this world’s good 3

[rbv /Slop rod k6ctjj.ov, RY * the
world’s goods 3

J
: see Good, vol. ii. p. 229a

. Once
the subst. ‘living

3
occurs in the Apoer., when it is

the tr. of far}, Sir 41 ‘ Defraud not the poor of his

living
3
(tt]P rod Trrcoxod y.7] dirojTTGpri<r'(i$).

For ‘ living
5

in the sense of * livelihood
3
cf. Pr.

Bk. Catechism, ‘ My duty toward my neighbour
is ... to learn and labour truly to get mine own
living

3

; and Shaks. As You Like It, II. iii. 33

—

* What ! wouldst thou have me go and beg my food,
Or with a base and boisterous sword enforce
A thievish living on the common road ?

*

J. Hastings.
' LIVING CREATURE.—The translation (AY and
RY) of n»o hayyah, in Ezkf (chs. 1. 3. 10) and
of £$ov (the LXX equivalent in Ezk) in Rev (chs.

4.

5. 6. 7. 14. 15. 19) according toRY (AY ‘beast 3

).

Jlayyah is in LXX most commonly rendered by
Oypiop, with emphasis on the wild or the bestial

;

when it is rendered by ffiov (never in LXX used
of man) the emphasis is on life, but not reasoning
life, see &\oya, Wis XI18 : it is thus, like animal

,

contrasted with man. In NT the same dis-

tinctions obtain : Rev 68 ‘ to kill ... by means
of the beasts

3
(drjplwv)

;

131 ‘the beast 3
(Brjplop)

;

He 13u the sacrificial fya, and 2 P 212 (Jude 10
)

ra dXoya fea, the unreasoning living creatures.
The hayyah of Ezk and the ffiop of Rev are of

that composite creature form known as cherubic
(Ezk 1020

), partly human, partly animal, and
always with wings. (See the representations of
cherubic forms in Riehm’s Handworterbuch

,
i. 267,

including a hypothetical construction of the Ezekiel
cherub-chariot; see also the figures given at the
end of the article ‘ Cherubim 3

in Kitto’s Biblical
Cyclopcedia). Such forms were ‘ deeply rooted in
ancient religious symbolism, 3 and belong to the
‘ common cycle of Oriental tradition.

3 They were
conceived as symbols of the divine attributes
rather than as representations of actnal beings.
The idea seems to have been a combination of Hie
intellect of man with the physical force and alert-
ness of the animal for the purpose of hearing up
or attending upon deity or guarding what waa
sacred. (See Cherubim). The winged human-
headed hulls of the Assyrian monuments may be
regarded as the staple of these composite forma-
tions ; but

?<
whether or not the ‘ apparent corre-

spondences in non-Semitic mythologies are perhaps
* Omitting with edd. 1 P 48.

t On ‘living creature’ as the tm of n»nn etc., see «rt
Creature, ad init.
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deceptive ’ (Clieyne), it is difficult to class in an
entirely different category the sphinxes of E°-ypt
and of Greece and the gryphons of Teutonic fable.
Wlule the representations of the nature and

functions of the ‘ living creatures ’ in Ezk and
Her are closely allied, there are marked differ-
ences. In Ezk the four creatures have each four
heads, looking four different ways, the face of a
man being in front, and the faces of animals on
the thiee remaining rides in Rev three creatures
out of the four are like animals, and only one has
the face of a man (4

7
). In both (whether

must be a calf or may be an ox) the animals are
the same, and in both therefore we have the
intelligence of the man, the sovereignty of the
lion, the strength of the ox, and the swiftness of
the eagle. (Cf. Schultz, OT Theology, ii. 236).
In Ezk each has four wings, in Rev six wings.
In Ezk 1 the wheel accompanying each creature
and containing its spirit has its felloes full of eyes
(1

18
J : in Rev the creatures themselves are full of

eyes (as apparently in Ezk 1012
, where the wheels

and the Bodies are confused). In Ezk their
function is that of unitedly bearing in one
direction or another the firmament and, above
that, the throne, with the manifestation of
Jehovah upon it : in Rev the throne is im-
movable, and the function of the four living
creatures is that of choregi leading and concluding
the various portions of the unceasing hymn of
adoration (4

9 59, 14
) ; their position being somewhat

enigmatically described as 4v ylcrcp rod Qphvov koX

KtjKXcp rov 6p6vov (4
s
),

* in the midst of the throne and
around the throne/ the first part of which may
possibly mean that they supported the throne
on each of its sides, or may be some original con-
fusion or early corruption due to the retention or
insertion of the simple tccd 4v r$ /u£<rcp of Ezk Is .

The symbolic, imaginary, and variable (cf, Ezk
41 18 two faces) figures of Ezk became, by easy
transference, before the date of the Book of
Enoch, simply an order of angels, as did the
wheels likewise. In that hook we read (61

10
) of

the ‘host of God, the Cherubim, Seraphim (per-

haps= princes), and Ophanim (wheels), and all the
angels of power,’ etc. At di. 40 we are intro-

duced to ‘four presences’ ( i.e. four angels of the
Presence), different from (i.e. higher than) those
that sleep not (i.e, those that unceasingly bless
the Lord of spirits, saying * Holy, Holy, Holy is

the Lord of spirits : He filleth the earth with
spirits ’) : and these four presences, ‘ angels of the
Lord of spirits,’ are Michael, the merciful

;

Raphael, the healer; Gabriel, the mighty; and
Phanuel, the spirit of repentance and hope : these
‘gave glory before the Lord of glory,

5 The function
of the seraphs, each with six wings, in Is 62,

is simi-

lar : ‘One cried to another, Holy, Holy, Holy is the
Lord of Hosts : the whole earth is full of his glory.’

We can now see the syncretic character of the
nature and functions of the ‘ living creatures ’ in

Rev, We can see how the composite, symbolic
creature-forms of the throne-bearers in Ezk—of

which storm and lightning clouds had probably
been the prototype—mad been assimilated in nature
and in function to the seraphs of Isaiah, and to

the four angelic ‘presences’ and ‘voices’ of

Enoch, and had thus finally taken up their

osition as the highest angels, standing imme-
iately before the throne, and leading the heavenly

choir. And so we can understand how, in the
later Psalms, He who is said to be ‘enthroned
upon the cherubim ’ (Ps 801 991

) can also be spoken
of (228) as ‘ enthroned upon the praises of Israel.’

If we take note of the diversifications in the
symbol as displayed in the history of its use (even

by one and the same writer), we shall not be hasty

to define rigidly the ideas its several attributes

vol. hi.—

Q

embody. The notion that the living creatures
in Bev 46ff represent ‘ the quintessence of creation 3

will scarcely he maintained in face of the fact
that in 513 creation is viewed as something quite
distinct from them. Bnt if we regard them as
standing for the noblest of God's creatures, the
most honoured and efficient of His servants, the
most devout and constant of His worshippers, then
the numerical symbol of all pervasiveness, the
human and animal symbols of intelligence, of
sovereignty, of strength, and of swiftness, the
eyes-symbol of ubiquitous watchfulness and pene-
tration, and the .sanctus - symbol of unceasing
praise and adoration, will all readily and easily
fall into their proper place. Eor early Christian
interpretations see Zahn, Forsch . ii. 257 ff. ; Swete,
St. Mark, xxxi ff. J. Massie.

LIZARD (nx$b Mt&'dh, KoXaptfrnjs, stdlio). — The
word lizard occurs but once in AV (Lv llso ). It
is one of the following six names of unelean
animals (Lv ll 29 * 30

), which we give with their Heb.
originals and AY and BY equivalents :

—

AV RV
1. 1"$ zdb tortoise great lizard. See Chameleon
2. ’andk&K ferret gecko. „ Gecko.

3. 03 koah chameleon land crocodile. „ Chameleon.
nxvh letd’ah lizard lizard.

6. nph hornet snail sand lizard. „ Snail.

6 nn&JR timhemeth mole chameleon. „ Chameleon.

It will be seen from this list that theBY regards
all these creatures as lizards. In our opinion, 1, 3,

4 are pretty certainly lizards, 2 probably so, 5
dubious, and 6 perhaps the mole-rat, but possibly

the chameleon. BVm says of 2, 3, 4, 5, ‘ words of

uncertain meaning, but probably denoting four
kinds of lizards.’ What species of lizard is in-

tended by Utttah we have no means of determining.
The commonest species are Lacerta mridis, L.,

the green lizard ; Lacerta agilis, L., the sand lizard

(RY^ equivalent of AY snail
,
Heb. hdmet) ; Zootica

muralis, Laur. ;
Ophiops elegans, Menetr. ; Gongylus

In Pr 3Q28, where AY has * the spider taketh hold
with her hands,’ BY gives * the lizard taketh,’

etc., RVm ‘the lizard thou canst seize with thy
hands. 5 The Heb. word is mapip. The tr* ‘ lizard

*

is supported by the LXX m\a6&T7)$
}
Vulg. stellio

}

and is adopted by Beuss, Kamphausen, etc.,

although Delitzsch and some others still defend
‘spider.

5 See further, Bochart, Eieroz. ii. 1084.
G. E. Post.

LOAF.—See Bread, vol. i. p. 318a.

LO-AMMI (wtft ‘not my people,
5 LXX oi> \a6s

gov).—The second son and third child of Gomer, the
wife of the prophet Hosea. Whether or not we
infer from Hos 12L that Lo-ammi was the off-

spring of an unlawful union, he was recognized by
Hosea as his child, and from him received his

name. He was bom three or four years after his

sister Lo-ruhamah, as we may infer from the
reference to the weaning of the latter (Hos l8), and
the fact that weaning took place at two or three
years from birth (2 Mac 7 , cf. Gn 21s, 1 S X28).

The detail is of importance against the purely
allegorical interpretation of the chapter, since it

is to the point only in a narrative of fact. The
name is symbolical, embodying Hosea’s conviction
that Israel had forfeited its claim to J"

5

s protec-

tion :
‘ call his name Lo-ammi ; for ve (the Israel-

ites) are lo-ammi ’ (i.e. ‘ not my people,* cf. Hos l11

BY), Hos l9. Eor symbolical names given to other
actual children, cf. Maher - shalal -hash -baz,
Siiear-Jashub. Nothing further is known of

the person Lo-ammi. The name occurs again in

Hos 2s3 [Heb. *] RVm, and also in the Hebrew in
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21 [Eng. I10] ; but in both these cases the name or

phrase refers to the people of Israel. Thus 21

[Eng. I10] may be translated, ‘ And instead of that

which was said to them, Ye are Lo-ammi (i.e. ‘not
my people’), it shall be said unto them (ye are)

sons of the living God 5

; and similarly 9F [Eng.
2®] ‘And I will say unto Lo-ammi, Thou art

Ammi (i.e,
*my people ’),’ Both these passages in

which the name of Hosea’s son is actually applied
to the people of Israel have been regarded by certain

writers as later additions to the Bk. of Hosea;
on l 10^1 [Heb. 2>s] cf.Wellh., Nowack, ad loc., and
Cheyne in W. B. Smith’s Prophets

\

p. xviii ; and
on 218*28 [Heb. 220-28

] Nowack, ad loc. Zee 139 is an
interesting and suggestive parallel passage.

G. B. Gray.
LOAN.—See Debt, vol. i. p. 579.

LOCK.—See Key, vol. ii. p. 836.

LOCUST.— The following words in the Heb.
refer to various species of the Orthoptera, viz.:

—

1.
’

arbeh . This is usually the generic name
for locusts, and the one most frequently used in

the OT (Ex 104-15 etc.). It is probably derived
from nrn rdbdh, signifying to multiply, and is

highly descriptive of the fecundity of these insects.

It is limited by the description (Lv ll31
), which

makes it one of the ‘ flying creeping things that
go upon all four, which have legs above their

feet, to leap withal upon the earth.’ It shares
these characteristics with the soVdm, bald
locust, hargdl, AY beetle (impossible, as the
beetle does not leap ; it may be, as in BY,
‘cricket

5

), and ajp hdgdb, grasshopper. In four
places only AY tr. 'it ‘grasshopper’ (Jg 65 712

,

Job 3920, Jer 4623
). In all these BY has ‘locust.’

Wherever 'arbeh is used, reference is made either
to its numbers or its destructiveness. It is evident
that the word refers to the migratory species,

which are such a terrible plague in the East. The
two which do the greatest damage are (Edipoda
migratoria and Acridium peregrinum. These
species are endemic in the deserts south-east and
south of Palestine, and at irregular intervals
spread northward and eastward.

2. dijJ79 soVdm, drrdK^s, attac'iis (Lv ll22
). This is

one of the edible leapers defined in the previous
verse. The obsolete root signifies to swallow or
demur. The Talmud, which is the authority for
the EY bald locust, says that it has a smooth head.
Tristram suggests the species of Truxalis, which
are common in Palestine.

3. hargdl, perhaps ‘ galloper,’ 6<piojx6.xys> ophio-

machus
.
(Lv ll22), tr. AY ‘ beetle ’ [quite inedible],

BY ‘ cricket,’ is another of the edible species, dis-

tinguishable from the others in the list. But, as
there is no hint of the qualities of this kind, we
must be content to confess our ignorance. The
LXX guess of a serpent killer has no foundation.

3. hdgdb, peril. ‘ concealer (sc. of the sun),’
dicpk, locusta. It is evidently one of the devouring
species, and is tr. in one place AY and BY ‘ locust

5

(2 Ch 7
18

), while in the others (Lv ll22
, Nu 1333

, Ec
125, Is 40M

J
it is translated ‘ grasshopper.’ What

species it is we have no means of knowing. Its
occurrence in the list with

’

arbeh
,
soVdm, and

hargdl makes it sure that it was known to the
Israelites, and distinguishable from the other
edible insects mentioned.

5. (pausal form) zeldzal (Dt 2842), is tr. by
the LXX ipvalfii), and Yulg. rubigo — blight or
mildew. But it is much more probable that this
is a word referring" to the whizzing, whirring

,

or
rushing of the wings of the locusts (cf. Is 181

), or
the stridulation (of legs against sheath of wing).

6. M gtb, only in pi. o>?a (Is 334) ; gdbai
(Am 7\ AY ‘grasshoppers,’ m. ‘green worms,’ BY

[

‘locusts’) ; n’la gdb, '3b gdbai (Nah 317), AY ‘great
grasshoppers,’ BY ‘ swarms of grasshoppers.’ The
LXX tr. all these atepis. Some have supposed (see

Driver onAm 71
) thisword to refer to the larval state

of the locust, hut there is no certain proof of it.

7. on gdzdm, ‘lopper’ or ‘shearer.’ The two
lists of four devourers (J1 l4 225

)
have perplexed

commentators.
*Arbeh

,

which is second in the
first list and first in the second, is, as seen

above, the most generic name for locust. In
the first list it is said that that which the
gdzdm, ‘palmerworm,’ hath left hath the 'arbeh,

‘locust,’ eaten
;
that which the

’

arbeh hath left hath
the yelelp, ‘ cankerworm,’ eaten ; and that which
the yelek hath left hath the hastl, ‘caterpillar,’

eaten. In the second list it is said, * I will restore

to you the years which the
’

arbeh hath eaten, the
yelek, and the hdsil, and the gdzdm.' This dis-

crepancy in the order in lists found in successive

passages of the same author, creates an insuper-

able difficulty in determining with certainty the
destroyers intended. The attempt to identify

them as successive steps in the development of the
locust is defeated by the want of accord between
the two passages. (See Palmerworm).

8. yelek, prob. ‘lopper,’ dtcpls, ppovxos, bruchus,
cankerworm, caterpillar. The expression (Nah
315 * I6

),
‘ the sword shall devour thee like the yelek

;

make thyself many as the yelelp

;

make tnyself

many as the 5arbeh . . . the yelek spoileth (m.
spreadeth himself) and flieth away/ has been
supposed to imply that the yelek is the larval stage
of the locust up to the time of the evolution of its

wings. But as it is said that the yelelp flies away,
the passage is not decisive. The yelelp is spoken of

as coming after the ’arbeh (Ps I0534), before and
after (J1 l4 226

). In the passage in Ps, AV has
‘caterpillar,’ BY ‘cankerworm.’ In Joel both
VSS have ‘cankerworm.’ In Jer 51 14,27 AY has
‘caterpillars,’ BV ‘cankerworm.’ In the latter

verse the creature is said to be ‘rough.’
9. hdsil, ‘finisher,’ dicpLs, ftpovxos-, ipvcrl[37),

rubigo, aerugo, caterpillar. This discrepancy of

tr. in the YSS makes the meaning of this word
uncertain. It occurs after

’arbeh (1 K 887
, 2 Ch

6s8), before it (Ps 7846,
Is 334

), after yelelp (J1 14 22&
).

In all the passages the context seems to point to
the destroying locust in some of its forms.
The destructiveness of locusts is often referred to

in Scripture. It is compared with that of a mighty
army (J1

2

2”9
). They are perhaps the most terrible of

all the scourges of 'Bible lands. Their swarms fill

the air, darkening the sky, and the noise of their
wings resembles thepattering of a heavy rain. They
fly with great rapidity, and towards nightfall they
light wherever they may happen to be ; and such
are their numbers that they often break the
branches of the trees to which they cling. The
flying locust eats comparatively little, but will not
disdain any green thing that may be in his way
But as the swarm invariably resumes its flight as
soon as the sun has warmed it a little (Nan 317 ),
and does not return, it has not time to destroy
all the vegetation. Often a swarm comes and goes
away without having done much harm. But such
of the females as are ready to lay their eggs begin
as soon as they alight to moisten the spot of earth
with a secretion from their tails, and excavate in
the softened soil holes in which they deposit the
ovisac, which often contains as many as a hundred
eggs. The next morning the swarm flies away,
and at night other females deposit their eggs at
their new resting-places. It is the larvae or these
eggs which work the devastation which makes
the locust so great a scourge. When a swarm of
locusts appears, the first care of the owners of
lands and gardens is to prevent them from alight-
ing on their grounds. Eor this purpose they beat
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pans, and shout, and fire guns, and make all

manner of noise. The locusts, which are easily
frightened, may thus be compelled to seek another
resting-place. But finally the vast swarm alights.
The people then pour out into the fields and gar-
dens, and catch as many as possible, and place
them in sacks, in which they are either pounded
to death or drowned. The same hunt is repeated
the next morning, before the sun is up, while the
locusts, chilled by the night air, and weighted with
the dew, are still unable to fly (Nah 317). As soon
as they are gone the search for their eggs begins.
The government either enforces a per capita con-
tribution of these eggs, or offers a price for them
by weight. With all the exertions of many hun-
dreds of persons, however, vast numbers of the
eggs escape their search, and in about fifteen to
twenty days hatch out. The black larvaenow spread
like a pall over the land, eating every green thing,
even stripping the bark off the trees. As they
cannot fly, they convert the district around which
they were hatched into a desert, until, after a

(

month to forty days, their wings are grown, and
'

they fly away to begin in other places their round
of devastation. The Arab, name for them isjerdd,
from a root signifying to strip. The march of

these destroyers is arrested in various ways. The
people dig trenches in their pathway, and, when
these are full of the creatures, turn hack the earth
and bury them, or turn water into the trenches and
drown them. They often kindle fires in their path-
way, and drive them into the flames. Besides the
damage done by locusts in their various stages of

development in devouring vegetation, they choke
the wells and streams, which are often filled by
their innumerable carcases, and so defiled that their

waters are no longer drinkable. When driven by
strong winds into the sea or rivers, their bodies
are piled in prodigious heaps along the shore or

bank, and breed pestilence by their intolerable

effluvia.

Locusts are unable to fly against the wind.
Their wings become entangled, and they are ‘ tossed

up and down 3

(Ps 1092a
), and fall to the ground.

They are certainly used as food, and were doubt-
less part of the diet of John the Baptist (Mt 34).

The writer has seen them toasted and eaten. The
Arabs stew them with clarified butter, after tearing

off the head, legs, and wings. They are said to be
dried and ground to meal in some places.

Locusts are mentioned once in the NT (Bev 98
'11

)

as monsters, in the likeness of war horses, with
hair like women, teeth like lions, breastplates like

iron, tails with stings like scorpions, their king
being Abaddon or Apollyon, the angel of the abyss.

See on the whole subject of this article the

elaborate * Excursus on Locusts
5
in DriverX Joel

and Amos, 82 ff., and the literature there cited.

G. E. Post.
LOD, LYDDA (1*?; LXX A6d in 1 Ch 812 [A;

B am.], Ezr 283
, Neh 7s7 ; AMda in Neh 11s8 [ABtf*

om.], 1 Mac ll34
; NT Atidda) is identified as the

Arabic Ludd, a village in the plain of Sharon
about 10 miles S.E. of Joppa on the way to Jeru-

salem. From a distance its appearance is pleasant

and picturesque, occupying a fertile hollow in the

great undulating plain, surrounded, by gardens of

olive* and various fruit trees, and situated near a
valley that leads into the river Aujeh. The
village itself is very dilapidated, a haunt of dirt

diseases, the effect of modem squalor being inten-

sified by the presence of noble ruins testifying to

former prosperity.

1.

Bible references.—Lod is alluded to in 1 Ch 812

as having been built along with Ono by Shemed
of the tribe of Benjamin. The inhabitants of

these villages shared in the tribulations of the
Babylonian captivity, and a considerable number

of them returned under Zerubbahel, Ezra, and
Nehemiab (Ezr 2s3

, Neh 787 ll*5

).

The most interesting allusion to Lydda is in the
NT, where it is recorded that St. Peter visited

the saints there, and healed iEneas, and when
there received the urgent request to go to Joppa
on behalf of Dorcas (Ac 932

"38
).

2. General history.—Besides being close to the
road from Joppa leading eastward to Jerusalem,
Lydda was also on the great caravan route be-

tween Babylon and Egypt. Camels laden with
rich merchandise from Baghdad, Aleppo, Damas-
cus, and the region beyond Galilee, and protected
by armed attendants, were constantly defiling

through Shechem, resting at Lydda ana Ono, and
passing on through Gaza to Egypt. Joseph would
be taken by the Ishmaelites along this route.
The manufacture and repair of such requisites

for the journey as sacks, saddles, and strappings,
would create the skilled labour in cloth, leather,

wood, and metal that made the neighbouring Ono
4 The valley of craftsmen’ (Neh ll35

). During the
Jewish wars of independence, the frequent sieges, .

change of ownership, and general lawlessness of

Jaffa would encourage the transit of goods by land
until, under more settled government, commerce
naturally chose the cheaper mode of conveyance
by sea. In this way, by a peaceful necessity of

trade, apart from the devastations of war, Lydda,
like Aleppo and other towns of the caravan route,

fell into insignificance and silent decay.
3. Non-biblical references.—Lydda is mentioned

by Josephus as one of the eleven toparchies or
chief sections of the kingdom of Jndsea over which
Jerusalem presided (BJ ill. iii. 5). Along with
Aphserema and Bamathaim it was taken from
Samaria and restored to Jerusalem by Demetrius
Nikator, B.C. 152 (1 Mac 1030 ll 34

; Jos. Ant. XIII.

iv. 9). Its inhabitants were wantonly sold into
slavery by Cassius, and restored bo freedom by
Antony (Jos. Ant. xiv. xi. 2, xii. 2-5). Cestius
Gallus, who inflicted such loss upon Joppa, also

burnt Lydda and killed about fifty of its inhabit-
ants, the majority being absent attending the
Feast of Tabernacles at Jerusalem (Jos. BJ II.

xix. I). Soon afterwards it was rebuilt, and was
a town of considerable wealth and importance
when it surrendered to Yespasian on his way to

the siege of Jerusalem (Jos. BJ IV. viii. 1). About
this period Lydda was famous as a seat of Bab-
binical learning. In the early Christian centuries
it was of sufficient importance to be made the seat
of a bishop. Its bishop took part in the Council
of Nicesa, and, later on, Pelagius appeared before
an ecclesiastical assembly there on a charge of

heresy, and, amid considerable tumult, was ac-

quitted.
Lydda and St George.— The celebrated St.

George, called/:by. the Moslems el-Kkudr, ‘the
ever-greeu or undying,’ was- bom at Lydda in the
3rd cent., and is said to have died there. The
beautiful cathedral church of St. George was built
over his reputed tomb. On account of its fortress-

like appearance, it was destroyed by the Moslems
when they invaded the land. After being rebuilt

with much magnificence by the Crusaders, it was
demolished by Saladin in 1191, after the disaster

of l£urn IJattrn, where a disorderly rabble, bearing
the name and mission of the Cross, was annihil-

ated on the reputed Mount of Beatitudes.
After so many years of conflict,, the church now

enjoys a truce of dilapidation, with a mosque in

one end of the ruin and a Greek church in the
other.
From the 2nd cent, onwards Lydda was calledSolisy but the old name was never quite super-

,
and in the Arabic Ludd survives to the

present day.
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Literature.—Bobinson, JBRP^ ii. 244-248; Gu6rin, Judde,
i. 322 £E. ; Thomson, Land and Book,

Southern Pal. 103-107 ;

Neubauer, GSog. du Talm. 76 ff. ; Schiirer, HJP (Index, s.

‘ Lydda ’)
;
Buhl, GAP 197. G. M. MACKIE.

LODDEUS (B Aaadaios v.44, Aodcuos v. 45
,
A AoX-

8alos ; AV Saddens, Daddeus ; 1 Es S45 - 46
C
44* 45

LXX]).—The 4 captain in the place of the treasury 5

(or 4 at the place Casiphia,’ Ezr 817
), to whom Ezra

sent, while encamped on the river Theras, for

Levites to accompany him on the return. He is

called Iddo in Ezr 817. The form Ao8aios appears
to have arisen from repeating the b in nx’^x 4 to
Iddo.’ H. St. J. Thackeray.

LO-DEBAR (in 2 S 94- 5 tti i
1

?, B Aadapdp, A Aa/3a-

8apl

;

in 1727W X 1

?, BA Aw5a/3dp, Luc. Aa8a{3dp ).

—

A place in Gilead, near to, and apparently east
from, Mahanaim. It was the retreat of Mephi-
hosheth till he was summoned to court by David,
2 S 94* 5

. It is mentioned also upon the occasion
of David’s flight to the east of the Jordan, 1727.

The site has not been recovered.
Wellhausen and Nowack (in their Comm. ad

loc.) and Buhl (CAP 71), following Gratz, find the
proper name Lo-debar also in Am 61S

,
where EV

V

(followed by Driver) read and tr. x 1

?
4 a thing of

nought.’ Lo-debar is perhaps intended in the
of Jos 1326. See Debib, No. 2. J. A. Selbie.

*

LODGE.—To lodge is in AV nearly always to
spend the night, as Jos 89 4 Joshua lodged that
night among the people ’

; Ru l 16 4 where thou
lodgest, I will lodge’; Job 3

1

32 4 the stranger did
not lodge in the street : but I opened my doors to
the traveller

5

;
Zeph 214 4 both the cormorant and

the bittern shall lodge in the upper lintels of it.
3

In OT that is always the meaning. The verb is

some part of or yb, except in Jos 21 4 And they
went, and came into an harlot’s house, named
Rahab, and lodged there ’ (ns^nn^i, RV 4 and lay
there 5

); and 48 ‘the place where they lodged,’
Heb. pbo, elsewhere translated 4 lodging 5 (2K 1923

,

Is 1029
), ‘lodging place

9
(Jos 4s, Jer 92

), ‘inn,’
with RV ‘lodging place’ (Gn 4227 4321

, Ex 424
). In

Apocr. and NT we find ‘lodge’ as the tr. of (1)
avXi^o/iai, To 61 * 10 95, Sir 1426

, Mt 2117
; (2) KaraXvco,

Sir 1424* 25
,
Lk 912

; (3) Kotfidoyat, 1 Mac II6
; (4)

KaracTK7]v6(o
i Mt 13 i2

, Mk 432
, Lk 1319 . In all these

places the meaning of ‘lodge’ is ‘spend the
night.’ But we also find Heviju so translated in
Ac 106, 18 * 28- 32 2118 287

, and dm^vbofxcu in Sir 29s7
,

and then the meaning is, if trans., ‘receive as a
guest,’ ‘entertain,’ or if intrans. ‘be entertained,’
‘be a guest.’ Thus the only meanings that the
verb to lodge has in AV and RV are (1) pass the
night in a place, and (2) entertain one or be enter-
tained by one as a guest. For the meaning 4 pass
the night ’ see Shaks. IT Henry VI. I. i. 80—

4 Lid he so often lodge in open field,
In winter’s cold, and summer’s parching heat.
To conquer France, his true inheritance?*

Pom. and Jul. n. iii. 36

—

4 And where care lodges, sleep will never lie.*

Macbeth, ii. ii. 26

—

‘ There are two lodged together.
One cried, “ God bless us 1*’ and “ Amen” the other.’

And for the sense of ‘entertain’ or ‘be enter-
tained,’ He 132 Tind. 4 Be not forgetfull to lodge
straungers’; Taming of Shrew, rv. ii. 107

—

‘ And in my house you shall be friendly lodged,’

Lodge as a subst. occurs but twice: (1) Is l 8
4 And the daughter of Zion is left as a cottage in a
vineyard, as a lodge in a garden of cucumbers’
(JJ

aSo found elsewhere only Is 2420
, AV 4 cottage,

5

RV ‘hut 5

; it is the watch-tower [Mt 2I33
, Mk 121

]
©r hut in which the caretaker of the vineyard

dwells while the crop is ripening until it ia

gathered in : see Wetzstein in Delitzsch’s Job ,

ii. 74 f., and art. Booth, with illustration undei

Cucumber) ; (2) Jth 33 4 Behold, our houses, and
all our places, and all our fields of wheat, and
flocks, and herds, and all the lodges of our tents,

lie before thy face
5

(al pdvBpai rQ>v o-ktjv&v 'gp.&v
;

RV 4 the sheepcotes of our tents,’ as AV in 2s8

for the same word ;
4 lodges 5

is from the Genera
Bible, which has 4 lodge ’ also in 226

).

Lodging or lodging place is found in both mean-
ings belonging to the verb lodge: (1) a place to

spend the night in, as Jcr 92 ‘Oh that ! had in

the wilderness a lodging place of wayfaring men ’

(p^D) ; Sir 1425 4 He shall lodge in a lodging where
good things are ’ (mrdXvua)

;

(2) a place of enter-

tainment, only Ac 2823 and Philem 22 (%evla).

J. Hastings.
LOFT (from the Scand., but the same as Anglo-

Saxon lyft, the sky) is used twice in AV. In 1 K
1719 it means an upper room in a house, 4 And he
took him out of her bosom, and. carried Mm up
into a loft, where he abode, and laid him upon his

own bed 5 (rr^rr^x, RV 4 into the chamber ’). Else-

where riibn is tr. ‘chamber,’ ‘upper chamber, 5 4 par-

lour,
5

etc. (but see Mooreon JgS30
). LXXhasihrep^o*',

its usual word for ;
Vulg. ccenaculum, whence

Wyc. 1382,
4 sowping place,’ i.e. supper room, but

1388 ‘soter,’ i.e. upper room ; Dou. ‘upper chamber’;
4 loft ’ is the Bishops’ word. In Ac 209 it means one
of the storeys of a house, 4 Eutychus . . . fell down
from the third loft ’ (airb tov rpurrdyov, RV 4 from
the third storey’ ; Vulg. de tertio coenaculo ;

Wyc.
‘from the third stage or souping place’

;

Tind.
4 from the thyrde lofte,

5

followed by the rest of the
versions). Cf. Gn 616 Tind. 4 And the dore of the
arcke shalt thou sette in the syde of it : and thou
shalt make it with three loftes one above an other.’

In Scots a ‘lofted’ house was a house of more
than one storey. Jamieson quotes from Scott,

Waverley, i. 298,
4 Ian nan Chaistel’s mansion, a

high rude-looking square tower, with the addi-

tion of a lofted house, that is, a building of two
stories.’ J. HASTINGS.

LOFTINESS.—The adj. ‘lofty
9
is used literally

as in Is 577 4 upon a lofty and high mountain ’

;

and also metaphorically when it means 4 haughty,’
as Is 211 ‘The lofty looks of man shall he
humbled 5

; so the adv. which occurs only in Ps
73s ‘They speak loftily’ (m*r?p, RVm ‘from on
high’). Loftiness is only metaphorical, haughti-
ness, Is 217 4 the loftiness of man shall be bowed
down’ (cnxn rvirna), and Jer 4829 ‘his loftiness’

Onn:). Cf. Shaks. Love’s Labour’s Lost, V. i. II

—

4 His hnmour is lofty, his discourse peremptory ’

;

Sandys, Sermons, 107,
4 Another exposition is, to

make this a proper mean to keep and conserve
unity, rather than a way only to diminish lofti-

ness and pride.’
. J. HASTINGS.

LOG.—See Weights and Measures,

LOGOS (6 X6yos) signified in classical Greek both
Word (verbum, sermo, oratio) and Reason (ratio),

but in biblical Greek is used only in the former
sense, except in a few passages where it means
‘account’ (e.g. Mt 1823

, Ro 1412, Ac 2024
), and a

few brief phrases in which the sense of ‘reason’
more plainly appears (Ac 1029 tIvl X6y<p,

4 for what
reason 5

; 1844 4 reason would ’ tcard X6yov
; 2 Mac 430,

3 Mac 78 irapd XSyov). By the LXX it is used to
tr. 121 (word) and its poetic synonyms nnx and
In NT it signifies a verbal utterance, then discourse,
speech, instruction, narrative, and, when applied
to God, either a specific divine utterance, or revela-
tion in general, or the Scriptures as the communi-
cation of God’s mind and will. Finally, it i

i
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a question of words and names, and of your law,
look ye to it.’ Cf. Cranmer, Works, i. 160,

£ My
chaplains * and divers other learned men have
reasoned with him, but no man can bring him
in other opinion, but that he, like unto Esau, was
created unto damnation ; and hath divers times
and sundry ways attempted to kill himself, but by
diligent looking unto he hath hitherto been pre-
served.’

In 2K 14s* 11 occurs the phrase 4 to look one another
in the face,’ of which the meaning is apparently 4

to
join battle.’ The Heb. phrase occurs nowhere else
(thoxigh 2 K 232y is very like it,

4 he slew him at
Megiddo, when he had seen him ’), and the Eng. is

a literal translation. But see Barnes in vol. ii. p.
513b, and in Expos. Times

, ix. 464, 521.

Look ! as an exclamation, having no correspond-
ing word in Heb. or Gr., is common in Coverdale :

thus Ru l16
- 17 ‘ Loke where thou abydest, there wil

I abide also . . . Loke where thou diest, there wil
I dye.’ One example of this 'graphic and pic-

turesque pleonasm, as Driver calls it, has been
introduced by the AY translators (it does not seem
to occur in any earlier version) at 1 Mac 484 4 Look,
at what time and what day the heathen had pro-
faned it, even in that was it dedicated with songs,
and citherns, and harps, and cymbals.’ RV omits.

J. Hastings.
LOOKING-GLASS.—See Glass, vol. ii. p. 181\

LOOPS (ruA b, dyKv\at).—Ex 264** 10f* 36nf* 17 only.

The term is used in connexion with the curtains of

the Tabernacle, and the arrangement for coupling
these together. Full details will be found under
art. Tabernacle.

LORD.—Both AV and RY print this word in

three different ways. Lord, Lord, and lord. (1)

Lord. This form represents mm, the proper name
of the God of Israel. It is a substitution adopted
by the Hebrews themselves, who shrank from pro-

nouncing a name so sacred, and directed that 'fix

should be read instead, except in the cases where
that word itself precedes the holy name, for which
d'ifwt was then substituted. When the vowel
points were invented, those belonging to these
words were respectively attached to the con-

sonants mm.
When this feeling first asserted itself cannot be

accurately ascertained. It prevailed before the
date of LXX, where Ki5/>io$ always represents the
divine name. The Jews justify the custom by an
appeal to Lv 2416

, but this passage is rather an
indication of the strength or the feeling than a
justification of it. It was a grand opportunity
missed when RY followed Av in this practice,

especially in such passages as 1 K 188y
, where the

whole meaning depends on the contrast of the

names J" and Baal. On the other hand, the

gradual suppression of the proper name was an
undoubted gain to religion. Had it, for instance,

appeared in the NT, the spread of Christianity

might have been seriously impeded.* The faith

that is to embrace the world must have no special

name for its God. J", Molech, Chemosh were divini-
*

ties of tribes or nations. The God of Christianity

is universal, the God of the human race.

(2) Lord. This term in OT is used to translate

—1. yik when applied to the Divine Being. The
word is in form a plur. majestatis (see e.g. Gn 3920

),

with suffix of 1st person with instead of

presumably for the sake of distinction (meaning,

therefore, properly, * my Lord ’). It is of infrequent

use in the historical books, and in some cases it is

uncertain whether it is a divine or a human appel-

lative (Gn 183 1918
). The MT sometimes decides

Neither AV nor RV of NT print Lord in quotations, pre-

wiring in this way th6 change made by the LXX.

this by a note distinguishing between the word
when c holy 5

or only 4 excellent,’ sometimes by a
variation in the pointing (j, j, or j).

4 Lord ’ appears
in combinations : 0 Lord my God ( Ps 38ls

), Lord
God (Gn 152* 8

), the Lord God (Is 25s). In the two
latter 4 God ’ is a substitute for the proper name.
2. pix in its regular forms, when used of the
Divine Being (Ex 2317

). This rule has not, how-
ever, been observed with strict uniformity. In
Neh 3s 810 copies of 1611 printed Lord. 3. k-i», an
Aram, word (Dn 247 523

). The same word is repre-
sented by 4 lord ’ (Dn 424

).

In NT, 4 Lord’ renders Kvpcos when it refers

directly to God or Christ, or appears in the
vocative case. (This rule is more consistently
followed in RV than in AY. Comp, them in Mk
2-8

,
Rev 17 14

). It also renders five times,
Lk 229

, Ac 424
, 2 P 21

,
Jude 4

, Rev 610
. In the last

three of these RY prefers 4 master.’

(3) lord. This form represents ten Heb. words.
The most common of them all is jn$ (Phoen. in-

scriptions often show p«. The name Adonis is of

Phoen. origin.), which is used to denote eminence
or superiority in every domain of life, of kings
(Jer 2218), governors (Gn 4210

),
prophets (1 K IS7

),

fathers (Gn 3135
), masters (Gn 45y

). In the vocative
it is especially frequent. Joseph is so addressed
(Gn 42iy

), Moses (Nu ll 28
), Elijah (1 K IS7

), the
tlieophanic angel (Jos 514

), a captain (2 S ll11
),

a priest (I S P 5
). In Jg 525 a bowl Jit for lords is

on«ix Vsd. In Nu 2128
(cf. Is 16s

)

4 the lords of

the high places of Arnon’ tr. the plural of buz,

which generally appears as ‘the Baalim.’ Baal
means 4 master ’ or 4 owner In Gn 2729, 87 4 lord

’

tr. vaa 4 a strong man.’
Lords of the Philistines (Jos 133 etc.) no doubt

represents some title peculiar to that people. The
Heb. is QTp (const, 'rig) ‘ axles,’ always applied to

the heads of the five chief cities, except in 1 S 1830
,

where they are called Dnp. In consequence of this,

Ewald would connect pt
D with iw. But an Arab,

word meaning 4 axle ’ is also used as a designation
of a chief, and, till a better origin of the name is

found, this analogycannot bedisregarded (seeGesen.
Thes. under jnp, and Keil on Jos 133

). The LXX em-
ploy crarpcLTda, or dpx^v, Vulg. satrapes or princeps.
In Jer 23i 4 we are lords ’ (AVm 4 have dominion ’)

tr. the verb "in. RY has 4 we are broken loose.’

The proper sense of the word is
4 to roam at large ’

(see vol. ii. p. 527b note *). In Ezr 82S is more
properly by RV tr.

4 prince.
5 In Dn 210 the adj ective

m 4 great ’ is tr.
4 lord ’ (see RVm), and in the same

book D’P'2, LXX peyicTTaves. The word vjy tr.

‘lord’ in 2 K 72, 16,19 (rpLardrijs), and Ezk 2S28

{riyep&v, RV 4 princes ’), apparently means a captain
of a chariot or of charioteers. A. S. Aglen.

LORD OF HOSTS (hik:^ mm).—This divine title

has been explained briefly under God (vol. ii. 203b ) :

the object of the present article is to mention a
few further particulars respecting it. The usual
form of the title is ‘ J" of Hosts,’—sometimes with
‘the Lord’ (wit? Am 9s *, Is 31S 1028 aL, or }njs;n

f Is l
24

1 94
)
prefixed ; there occur however, besides,

the forms 4

J", the God of Hosts’ (niKas '-Vk mm),

Am 313 * 418 514- ie* 18 (followed by yig) 68* 14 *, Hos
12s

<
6
) *, 2 S 510, 1 K 1910 * 14

, Jer 514 15* 3517 3817 447
,

Ps S98
I
s
), and with the strange n'nbx for m'pN—

originally, no doubt (see Cheyne or Baethgen on
Ps 59s

)
a correction, made mechanically, for mm,

which, however, afterwards regained its place beside
it—Ps 59s

(
s
) 804 (

s>* 19 (
2°) 848 «

;

4 the LordLJ", the God
of Hosts,’Am 318 *

;

4 the God of Hosts’ (without J")

Am 527,
and, as before, with for wn, Ps 807

(
8>*

14
(
1B

). So far as usage is concerned, it is pre-

eminently the prophetical title of God. It occurs

* mtasn (with the art.) in these passages.
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with great frequency in the prophets * (except Ob,
Joel, Jonah, Dn, and, somewhat remarkably, Ezk

;

three other prophets, however, use it once only,

viz. Hos 125 Mic 44, Hab 218
, and two only twice,

1STah 213 35, Zeph 29* 10
) ; in the hist, books it is

found only 1 S l8* u 44 152 1745
, 2 S 510 (

= 1 Ch ll 9
)

6a. is 78. 26
(= 1 Ch 177* 24

)
» 1 K 1815 1910- 14

, 2 K 314

19S1
( == Is 3732), several of these occurrences being in

the mouth of prophets : it occurs also in 8 Psalms
(2410 467* 11 488 59®" 696 SO4* 7- 14 * 19 S41* 8 * 8* 12 89s

), but
not in any other part of the Hagiographa (except

1 Ch 11. 17, from 2 S, just quoted).
The fuller and seemingly more original form,

4 J", the God of hosts,
3 used by Amosf and Hosea,

might suggest— though the inference is not a
necessary one—that the expression was in their

days of comparatively recent origin. The origin

of the^ title is matter of conjecture. (‘ host ’) is

used in Heb. in the sense of an army of men, as

in the common expression £ captain of the host 5

:

the angels, and stars, were, however, also pictured
by the Hebrews as constituting a ‘ host,

5 and are
spoken of as the * host of heaven 5 (which see).

The title thus signifies f J" of armies 3

% and the
question is, What armies are intended? One
opinion is that the armies are those of Israel—the
supposition upon this view being that the title

originally denoted J" as a warrior, the triumphant
leader of Israel’s forces against its heathen foes
(cf. Ex 15s, Nu 2114 [the £ Book of J //5

s wars’], Jg
fi
23

, I S 17-6. 26. 45 1817 2528
, 2 S 524, Ps 24s 449 6(P,

Dt 2314
, Is 134 31 4 [where the word for

£ fight
5

is

cognate with that for £ hosts ’] 4213
) ;

but, as it

occurs in many passages where a distinctively
martial sense would be inappropriate, and as,

moreover, it is used often when God is represented
as judging Israel, that the sense expressed by it

was gradually enlarged under the influence of the
other applications of the word £ host 5

just men-
tioned, so that it came to denote Him as the God
who had also other ‘hosts,

5 or agencies, at His
command, and could employ, for instance, the
armies of heaven (cf. Jg 5~°, 2 K 617

) on His
people’s behalf, and even the powers and forces
of nature in general. This is substantially the
view of Herder ( Geist der Ebr. Poesie, ed. 1825,
ii. 81 f. ) ; it has been developed most fully by
Kautzsch in Herzog’s Real-Encyk. 2 s.v. ‘Zebaoth’ 5

and ZAW', 1886, p. 17 ff. ; it is also that of G, A.
Smith, XII Proph. i. 57 f., Eiehm, HWB, s.v.
( Zebaoth, 5 and Dillm. AT Theol. 220 f. In support
of it Kautzsch points to the association of the
title, in the first passages in which it occurs in
the hist, books, with the ark (1 S l3* 11 [the ark was
now at Shiloh, 43] 44, 2 S 62

), the significance of
which in time of war is very evident (Nu lO35**,

Jos 64ff
*, 1 S 43ff

*, 2 S ll11 ). The larger ideas asso-
ciated with the title afterwards are apparent from
the solemnityand emphasis with which the prophets
habitually use it (observe, e.g., the climax in Am
413 527

, Jer 3135
, Is 482 545

), and from such passages
as Am 413

, Is 51 15 545
, Jer 1016 3185

, where it is

applied to J* as Creator and Euler of the world

;

these ideas, it may be noted, appear already in
Hos and Am. Another opinion is that the armies
intended were originally the hosts of angels. Thus
Ewald {Hist. iii. 62, Lehre der Bibel von Gott, 11.

i. 339 f.), adopting this view, made the clever and
original conjecture that the title may have arisen
first on occasion of some victory under the Judges,
when it seemed as if J" descended (cf. Jg 513

) with
His celestial hosts to the help of the armies of
Israel :

£bom 5 thus £ in the shout of victory, 5

it
fixed itself on .the memory of the people, and im-
plying, as it did, that J" was the commander and
* Am 9 1., Is 1-39 (incl. 134- 13 2423 256) 50 t., Is 40-66. 6 1., Jer

62 1., Hag 14 1., Zee 1-8. 44 t., Zee 9-14. 9 t., Mai 24 t.

t In LXX also the Lord J", the God of Hosts’) in Am 9®.

organizer of the hosts of heaven (including star®

as well as angels), it was suggestive of His omnipo-
tence, and became in the prophets ‘the loftiest

and most majestic title
5

of Israel’s God. Gehler,

OT Theol. § 196 end, and Schultz, OT Theol. ii.

141, also think that the expression was used origin-

ally with reference to the hosts of angels. A third

view is that of Smend (AT Rel.-gesch. 18511*.),

according to whom the title was used probably
first by Amos, the £ hosts

5 intended by him being

the forces and elements of nature (cf. 92ff
*). Such

a sense is, however, too abstract to stand at the

origin of the expression ; nor is it borne out by the

usage of ana in independent passages (not even by
Gn 21

, Ps 10321, cited by Smend).

Borchert, in SK, 1896, p. 619 ff., argues forcibly in support of

the view that angels were originally denoted by the expression.

He points out, as against the first view mentioned above, (1)

that maos ‘hosts’ is hardly used of the armies of Israel except

in three Psalms (449 6010= 108U) of uncertain date, and in the
late source P (Ex 626 74 i2i7.4i.ei Nu 13-52 23- 83*),*

where it forms part of the unhistorical conception of the nation
at the Exodus as consisting of a vast organized army

; (2) that
the passages in which the title is brought into connexion with
the ark are, relatively, few, and that the connexion itself is

no specific or distinctive one; and (3) that the books which
principally use the title ‘ J" of hosts ’ do not speak of the
‘hosts’ of Israel (and conversely), and that, in general, it is

very rarely used m a connexion which suggests them. On
the other hand, passages such as Gn 2812, 1 K 2219, Is 62£, Ps
291, show that J" was habitually pictured as attended by angels,

—the objection that, where angels are intended, ‘host’ (not
‘ hosts ’) ‘ of heaven ’ is used, being met by the consideration
that such beings are not necessarily conceived as a single

definite host, but might, from their numbers, be with equal
justice conceived as forming ‘hosts’ : they attend Him naturally
as King ; the title thus gives expression to J

//J
s royal state (cf.

Is 65, Jer 4618 4815
,
Ps 2410), and consequently, without any

change in the meaning of ‘ hosts,’ such as is postulated m the
other explanation, it is at once adapted to express those ideas of
sovereign majesty and power which are undoubtedly associated
with it by the prophets.

Upon the whole, this seems to be the most
probable explanation of the title. Though other
£ armies 5 might not be entirely excluded, the idea
which would most naturally suggest itself, when
the term was used absolutely in connexion with J",

would, it seems, be the armies of heaven. But,
whatever uncertainty may rest on the origin of the
expression, all agree that as used by the prophets
it is J"’s most significant and sublimest title : it

designates Him, namely, as One who is supreme
over untold £ hosts 5

of spiritual or other agencies,
whom He can employ to give effect to His purposes
(Ps 10320 * 21

),—in a word, as the Omnipotent. It is

accordingly in the LXX often t very appropriately
represented by rip10s TravTOKp&rwp, ‘Lord Omnipotent5

—or, more exactly (in contrast to the more abstract
iravTodtivaiios), ‘Lord all-sovereign

5

(see Westcott,
The Historic Faith

, p. 21 ff.).t S. E. Driver.

LORD’S DAY (^ KvpiaKi) rj/iipd).—This term has
from the very earliest times been applied in Greek
and Latin Christian literature to the first day of
the week in its religious aspect. The scope of this
article is necessarily limited ; we can here discuss
only (i.) the term ‘Lord’s Day 5

itself, (ii.) The
connexion of the Lord’s Day with the Sabbath,
(iii.) the origin of the institution, (iv.) the nature
of Lord’s Day worship in NT times.

* The isolated passages Dt SO9, 1 K 25, 1 Oh 278 (even if they
are not to he explained, with Borchert, by Ges.-Kautzsch,
§ 124. 2b) do not detract from the force of the remark.

1 2 S and Minor Prophets (usually), Jer (12 times). Elsewhere
xvptos '2a{3au8 is generally used (so Ro 929, Ja 54 : see Sabaotii) :

in Ps, however, and occasionally also in other books, xtptoe rSp
Iw&f.awv (i.e. of forces, armies : see the use of for JOSf In
Nu 1. 2. 10i4ff. passim

,
and in other similar passages).

t So in NT, 2 Oo 6*3 (a reminiscence of the usage of the LXX,
but not an exact quotation) ; comp. x. 0 8eos 0 iravToxpoircop, Rev
18
4?

.

1117 163 167 196 2122 (asAm 313 413 al.) ; i 8toe i Rev 1614
1915 (as Am 527).

A title borne by Nebo, ‘Overseer or ruler (paTcid) of the
multitudes of heaven and earth’ (KAT* 41$, cited by Cheyne,
Ong. of Psalter, 323, cf. Isaiah 8, i. p. 13; KIP hi. 2,

58

'

Delitzseh, Assyr. HWB 360 f.), is perhaps worth comparing.
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i. The scriptural authority for the terra ‘ Lord’s
Day’ is Rev l10 ‘ I was in the Spirit on the Lord’s
Day/ eyevbjxyv iv irvetijiaTi ip ryj Kvpuuqj v][iipq,. Few
will agree with Eichhorn in referring this to Easter
Day. The opinion of Wetstein and others, who
interpret it of the day of Judgment, seems plaus-
ible, but is open to two formidable objections.

(1) A writer so impregnated with OT phraseology
as is the author of the Apocalypse would surely
have used, in this sense, the familiar 7]p,ipa roO

Kvplov (Kvpicucds is not in LXX). (2) Such a use of
the term is quite unknown to the Greek Fathers.
From the DidacM and Ignatius onwards they use
ij tcvpiaicl) 'fjp.ipa, or simply r\ KvpLaivf), only in the sense
of Sunday. Such an unbroken and unquestioned
Church usage must be regarded as decisive on this

point. To this may be added that as in v. 9 Patmos
gives the place ot the vision, so here ‘ the Lord’s
Day ’ naturally seems to fix the time. It would,
however, be a mistake to conclude that Rev l10 is

the origin of the term. It is merely the first extant
example of its use (DidacM 14, Ignat. Ep. Magn.
9 are certainly later). The phrase might have
arisen as early as A.D. 57, for in 1 Co llao we find

KvpLaKbv detirvov. This is the first occurrence of

Kvpiaidis in extant Greek literature. The absolute
use of Ktiptos, which indicates an identification of

Christ with the J" of the OT, naturally led to the
formation of a corresponding adjective. However,
ij KvpiaKT) rpxipa was not yet in current use, for in
this same Epistle (iColfi2

) St. Paul uses ‘the first

day of the week/ fda aapparov ; and a little later,

Ac 207
, we find the similar rj p,la tup aafiptircav, St.

Luke with his usual historical accuracy using,

doubtless, the phrase current at the time of which
he was writing. Contrast the inexactness of the
Gospel of Peter, where i) icvpiaicfi is twice used of

the actual day of Christ’s resurrection, and betrays
at once by the anachronism a 2nd cent, writer. At
some time, then, between A.D. 57 and A.D. 96 the
term 4 Lord’s Day ’ arose, and it was probably first

used in Churches which had to contend with
Judaism.

ii. It has been reckoned a pious opinion (Bram-
hall, Works

,
vol. v. pp. 41, 58) that the observance

of the Lord’s Day was one of 4 the things concern-
ing the kingdom of God 5

of which the risen Lord
spoke during the forty days preceding the Ascen-
sion. This idea is probably due to the instinctive

desire to base on a direct divine sanction an
institution so universal and so binding

>

on all

Christians. But the assumption is quite un-
necessary. Whether the first day of the week was
* blessed and hallowed 5 by Christ Himself with His
own lips, or by the Church, His body, His visible

representative, under the guidance of the Holy
Spirit, in any case the Lord’s Day was certainly

sanctioned by inspired apostles, and thus con-

fessedly stands on a level with ordination, and
perhaps one or two other ordinances, as an institu-

tion as much beyond the power of the Church to

alter or to abrogate as it would be for her to

change the number of the Gospels.

The claim of the Lord’s Day to this pre-eminence
has been unfortunately prejudiced by controversies

on its relation to the Saobath. This question has
been thought to be of much practical interest,

especially by that large class of persons who think
that they require guidance in details, and who feel

that a general direction to keep a day holy is too

vague, and leaves too much to their individual

responsibility. On the one hand, those who incline

to a severe observance of the day identify the

Lord’s Day with the Sabbath, regarding it as the

same institution with a Christian reference added,

the change of day being regarded as immaterial.

They combine with this assumption a theory of

scriptural Sabbath observance, for which there is

but slender evidence from ancient or modern
Jewish life. On the other hand, some of those
who revolt from this rigidity feel constrained to
justify themselves by a denial of any relation
whatever between the two days

;
and then, in the

default of any divinely ordained rules for its

observance, they are in danger of not observing it

at all. The truth will be found to lie midway
between these two extremes. The Lord’s Day is,

and is not, the Sabbath, much as John the Baptist
was, and was not, Elijah.
When Jesus uttered the cry, e It is finished/

the Mosaic dispensation virtually passed away.
His Resurrection, Ascension, and Outpouring of
the Holy Spirit were successive affirmations of the
great fact, and the destruction of the temple made
it plain to all but the blindest. But in the mean-
time nothing is more striking than the tender wray
in which the apostles and Christians of Jewish
birth were weaned from the old religion. The dead
leaves of Judaism fell off gradually, they were not
rudely torn off* by man. The new facts, the new
dogmas, the new ordinances first established them-
selves, and then little by little the incompatibility
of the old and the new was realized, whicn
necessarily issued in the casting out of the old.

The old things of Judaism were made new in
Christianity. This, however, was not accom-
plished by a deliberate substitution of one ordi-

nance for another; but first the old ordinances
were simply antiquated, and then experience
matured under the influence of the Holy Spirit
proved that the positive institutions of the new
religion more than fulfilled those of the old. This
was realized, first of all, in the case of the sacra
mental ordinances. Baptism was soon seen to be
analogous to circumcision (Col 2U ), and also to the
legal ablutions (He 1022 ) ; while the Eucharist
corresponded to the peace-offerings (1 Co 1016

*21
,

He 1310). But the realization of the fulfilment of

the Sabbath in the Lord’s Day does not find

expression in the NT. This silence is especially
marked in the Epistle to the Hebrews. In that
Epistle the writer is addressing some who were in
danger of relapsing into Judaism, who could
scarcely bear to forego all the associations of the
old religion, its antiquity, authority, splendour,
variety. His design therefore is to adduce all

that Christianity had analogous to the cherished
rites of Judaism. The priesthood, sacrifice, the
temple, the solemn services, are all shown to have
their more than parallels in the gospel. But
when he touches on the Sabbath, it is as a type of
the state of salvation on which believers have
entered, a Sabbath rest to be consummated in the
world to come (4

3, u
). Hessey {Bampton Lectures

,

1860) proves by copious quotations that up to the
end of the 5th century, and even later, the two
days were not considered to have any relation to
each other. But a believer in the perpetual guid-
ance of the Church by the Holy Spirit will scarcely
accept this as conclusive that the Church of later

ages was not right in seeing a close analogy
between the Lord’s Day and the Sabbath; an
analogy expressed by the retention of the Fourth
Commandment by ail Christian Churches, as part
of the Decalogue considered as a convenient sum-
mary of the Moral Law. Assuming that public
worship is a moral duty, it is absolutely necessary
that a day of rest from ordinary labours be
set apart for that purpose, and for the cognate
duties of religious instruction and special private
devotion. As regards the proportion of our time
which should be given to such duties, we may
well follow the apostles in accepting unquestion-
ingly that laid down in the Mosaic Law. This is

the moral element in the Fourth Commandment.
Experience has shown that the excessive multiplb
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cation of holy days regarded as in any degree
co-ordinate with the Lord’s Day is fatal to the
maintenance of those objects for which the Lord’s
Day was designed. The antiquation of the
Sabbath equally with circumcision, etc., was gradu-
ally realized as the sequence of events led up to it.

The key to a right understanding of the revolution
is found in the first description of the public
worship of the apostolic Church : * continuing
steadfastly with one accord in the temple, and
breaking bread athome ’ (Ac 246 ). To the customary
Jewish devotions was added the one distinctive

Christian service. The Church professed to be a
divine development of Judaism (Ac 2414 etc. ). All
that was eternally true in the Law is with us
still, and that which was essentially transitory
was tolerated until it became positively hurtful.

At Jerusalem an inconsistent allegiance both to
the old and the new was maintained probably
until the destruction of the temple, but even there
we early find traces of the antiquation of the
Sabbath. Considering the prominence assigned
to it in Pharisaic Judaism, there can be little

donbt that it is one of 4 the customs which Moses
delivered,’ the changing of which by Jesus of
Nazareth was announced by St. Stephen (Ac 614

,

cf. 2121
). The falsity of the witnesses lay in the

malicious spirit which prompted the accusation
rather than in the charge itself. Thirteen years
later, Sabbath keeping is not one of the ‘ necessary
things’ enjoined on Gentiles by the apostolic
council (Ac 15*29

). This decision amounted to an
acknowledgment that the Sabbath as well as
circumcision, etc., was no longer binding on
Gentiles, though James, as we should expect,
seems to contemplate the continuance of the
ordinance for Jews(v.21

). No valid objection can
be drawn from the frequent references in Ac to
the apostles preaching in synagogues, or in Jewish
places of prayer, on the Sabbath day (1314* 42 - 44

1613 172 184}. Their mission was to the Jews first,
and, apart from the natural desire on their own
part to join in the only public worship avail-
able, common - sense would lead them to go
where they could address large bodies of Jews
assembled with minds disposed to receive religious
truth. About A.D. 58 St. Paul in Gal 49 * 10

reckons ‘ the observation of days ’ as one of the
‘weak and beggarly rudiments.’ Now, as we
may gather from l'Co 161 - 2 that St. Paul had
himself bidden the Galatians observe in a certain
way the first day of the week, it is plain that he
is not here condemning the principle of religious
distinction of days ; and the fact that in this
Epistle he is combating Jndaistic teachers forces
us to the conclusion that the compulsory observ-
ance of a specially Jewish day, i.e. the Sabbath,
is what is meant. On the other hand, in Ro 145*

written a little later, to a Church where the con-
troversy may not have reached such a height,
the regarding or not regarding of such days is a
matter of indifference. Finally, in Col 210 the
Sabbath is distinctly mentioned as one of the ordi-
nances ‘which are a shadow of things to come.’

iii. The necessary separation of Christians from
Jews, in Jerusalem, for a part of public worship
(Ac 248

), naturally led to a total separation else-
where, as in successive cities the Jews rejected the
gospel altogether (Ac 134

f
142- 3* 23 187 199

). Besides
these passages, assemblies consisting exclusively
of Christians are implied wherever we find direc-
tions for the reading of apostolic epistles (Ac 1539

1 Th S27, 2 Th 314
, Col 4 16

, cf. He 10*). Assemblies
of a whole Church, of course, imply fixed days for
meeting. The antagonism already marked by
diflerent places for worship, coupled with the con-
fessed antiquation of the Sabbath, would naturally
find further expression in the observance of a

holy day different from that of the Jews. The
origin of the Lord’s Day must not indeed be traced

to mere opposition to Judaism, such as that

naively confessed in the DidacM (8),
‘ Let not your

fastings be with the hypocrites, for they fast on
Monday and Thursday ; but do ye keep your fast

on Wednesday and Friday* ;
but this motive must

have commended the observance of the first day of

the week to a considerable number of Christians ;

and if the argument from silence could be pressed,

—an argument especially precarious in the case of

an ordinance presumably so much a matter of

course,—it would be significant that the distinct

notices of the Lord’s Day in the NT are in connexion
with Churches outside Palestine, i.e. Corinth, and
by implication, Galatia (1 Co 161* 2

), Troas (Ac 209
),

and Asia (Rev l4), while Kupia/e6s seems to have been
applied to a specially Christian service before it

was applied to a specially Christian day. Be that
as it may, the first day of the week was certainly

selected because the Lord Himself had sanctified

it by His resurrection (Mt 281
, Mk 162 * 15)

, Lk 241
,

Jn 20 1 * 19
), and had further

.

emphasized it by a

second appearance to the disciples (Jn 2026
), and

again by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the
day of Pentecost, which that year was also the
first day of the week. We cannot cite as instances
of the observance of this day the fact that on
these three occasions the disciples were assembled
together as if for a religions purpose. In those
days of fear and excitement they would naturally
come together every day. The Lord’s Day is

therefore, in an especial sense, the feast of life.

The resurrection of Jesus Christ was not merely the
raising to life of an individual man, but of human
nature. On that first Lord’s Day our nature
entered on a new life : actually, as regai ds the
first-fruits of it; potentially, as regards every
Christian in succeeding ages. But besides the
life of the individual members, there is also the
life of the body, and this sprang into birth on the
day of Pentecost. Thus, without having recourse
to the more or less fanciful analogies of some of
the Fathers, we may, on sure grounds, contrast
the remembrance on the Sabbath of the repose of
the Creator of the physical world with the com-
memoration on the Lord’s Day of the beginning of
the activity of the new spiritual creation.

iv. Much reflex light is thrown on the apostolic
Lord’s Day worship by the well-known passage
(1 Apol. c. 67) where Justin Martyr, A.D. 150,
describes the Sunday service. It consisted of the
reading of the memoirs of the apostles and the
writings of the prophets, followed by an exhorta-
tion on the lessons read, common prayer, the
Eucharist, and a collection for the orphans, etc.

This service was probably modelled on that of the
synagogue, with the necessary additions, the chief
being the Eucharist, as in Ac 246. If the passage
in Ac be rightly understood to mean a daily service,
it must be noted that the daily Eucharist of the
early Jerusalem Church belongs to the same order
of things as its community of goods; an idQ,al

which is practicable only under very special cir-

cumstances. It may reasonably be conjectured
that experience which speedily led to the abandon-
ment or the experiment in socialism, showed the
wisdom of restricting the Eucharist to the Lord’s
Day. This use, which is distinctly expressed in
Justin and Pliny (‘stato die,’ lib. x. epist. 97),
is implied in Ac 207. The Eucharist is especially
connected with the Lord’s Day, not only as the
perpetual memorial of the great sin-offering (1 Cc
11 2£>

), but also as a means of renewing in us the
divine life communicated in the first instance by
the power of Christ’s resurrection, and as an
anticipation of the consummation of this divine
life at His coming (He I025

, Mt 2629
, Mk 14» Lk
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22 1S
). Justin does not mention the agape. It

had probably been temporarily dropped in obedience
to the law of Trajan against clubs (Ramsay, CL in
the Roman Empire

, p. 219). In 1 Co 11 the agape
seems to precede the Eucharist, in Ac 2011 it follows
(yevcrdpevos, ‘ having made a meal ’). This change
in the order of service was possibly made by St.
Paul himself (1 Co ll84

). In Ac, as in Justin, the
sermon precedes the Eucharist. The preaching of
Jesus necessitated the telling of His deeds and
words either from personal knowledge or from the
written accounts of eye-witnesses, and this must
have been from the beginning ; on the other hand,
the reading of apostolic Epistles, at first occasional,
could become constant only after the Canon was
closed. The collection mentioned by Justin is

founded on 1 Co 162
,
where EV c lay by him in store

’

conceals the fact that it must have been made at
the weekly meeting ; otherwise, collections would
have been necessary on St. Paul’s arrival, the very
thing he was anxious to avoid, imp iavry tl6£tu
Oycravplfav means 4

let him assign a certain sum as
he is disposed, and put it into the Church treasury.’
In Corinth and elsewhere the exercise of extra-
ordinary gifts formed part of the Sunday service

(1 Co 1416 ), but this soon died out. Contrast the
brief list of charismata in Eph 411 with that in
1 Co 1228.

See further, art. Church, vol. i. p. 427a , and
Sabbath.

Literature.--Hessey, Sunday : its origin, history ,
and present

obligation
,
JBL , I860, 5th ed. 1889; Beet in Expositor

,
2nd ser.

viii. 338-350 ;
and the Literature under Sabbath.

N. J. D. White.
LORD’S PRAYER.— This prayer is so called,

not because the Lord used it, which He could
not do, for some of the petitions would be mean-
ingless for Him (and cf. Jn 2017

), but because He
taught it -to His disciples and us. It is given us
by two evangelists (Mt 69

’18
,
Lk 112‘5

), in differ-

ent forms, and in totally different connexions.
The form given by St. Luke is not only much
shorter, but differs somewhat in wording

;
and

whereas St. Matthew represents Christ as giving
this form of prayer spontaneously in the Sermon
on the Mount, St. Luke places the delivery of the
prayer after the close of the Galilsean ministry,

and in answer to a request from one of His dis-

ciples, ‘Lord, teach us to pray, even as John also

taught his disciples.’ But St. Luke gives no note
either of time or place, probably because his source

gave none. And it is quite possible that the in-

cident which he here records took place very much
earlier than the point in Christ’s ministry at which
he places it.

There can be no doubt that if the prayer was
delivered only once, then it is St. Luke who has
preserved the true historical occasion. His narra-

tive has every appearance of originality, and one
sees no motive for invention, whereas it is quite

credible that St. Matthew, in recording Christ’s

injunctions about prayer, might emphasize and
illustrate these by adding to them the form of

prayer which He had enjoined. Accordingly, a
large nupaber of the best critics (Baumgarten-
Crusius, Neander, de Wette, Ewald, Bleek,

Holtzmann, Weiss, Godet, Oosterzee, etc.) regard

the position of the prayer in Mt as unhistorical.

But it must be remembered that there is no proof

that the prayer was taught on one occasion only.

The argument that, if the prayer was delivered

in the Sermon on the Mount, then a disciple can-

not afterwards have asked for a form of prayer ;

and that if he asked for one, then it cannot have
been previously delivered, holds good only if we
suppose that Christ’s followers remained always
the same. There is nothing to show that £ one
of his disciples ’ (Lk ll1

) means one of the Twelve.

Different groups of disciples might at different

times require teaching as to a form of prayer ;

and at one time Christ might give such instruc-
tion unasked, at another because He vTas requested
to do so. In either case it is remarkable that the
prayer is not directly alluded to elsewhere in the
Gospels (cf. Mk 1488), nor in the Acts (cf. 242), nor
in the. Epistles (cf. Ro 1212

, Col 42
). There may

be indirect allusions to the last petition, Jn 17 1®,

2 Th 33, and possibly 2 Ti 418
. See Lightfoot on

2Th 33 .

But if we admit that the prayer was delivered
only once, and that St. Luke gives the actual
occasion, it by no means follows that he gives
the original form of the prayer, as Meyer, Kamp-
hausen, and others suppose. In one sense neither
form is original, for the original would be in
Aramaic; and it is quite evident that both Mt
and Lk used a Gr. source, as the large amount
of agreement in wording, and, above all, their
common use of the unique word imoiia-Los, shows.
Their versions cannot be independent trm of the
same Aram, original. Much more probably they
had the same Gr. original ; and Mt, although he
puts it in the wrrong place, yet reproduces it more
exactly. Of course, if the prayer was delivered
more than once, then both forms may be original,

in the sense that both represent in Greek a form
which Christ used in His instructions. It is

conceivable that one form was suitable for one
group of disciples, another for the whole body of
them.*
Accepting, however, the hypothesis that Mt

more accurately gives us the original form, it may
be asked whether the variations in Lk are due to
himself or to the source which he used. There
are good reasons for believing that some of them
are due to himself. This is most apparent in
the fourth petition. For dbs p/uv cryiaepov (Mt) Lk
has dldov rjfRv rb mQ 3

rgiipav. Seeing that rb mQ 3

'ryatpav occurs in NT in St. Luke’s writings only (1947,

Ac 1711 ), we may feel confident that it is he who
has changed cnfipepov into rb ko.9

3

iipdpav rather than
St. Matthew who has done the reverse. This change
of (T'/uaepov into rb md 3

rj/xipav involved the change
from the aorist to the present imperative ; and
thus * Give us this day 9 became 4 Continually give
us day by day.’ In Lk the petition is made more
comprehensive. That the aorist rather than the
present was the original form, is shown by the
fact that in all the other petitions the aorist is

used. Again, when we find &<pes r& dfaOdjjiaTa

in Mt, and &<pe$ rguv ras a/xaprLas in Lk, we con-
jecture that it is Lk who has changed the ex-
pression in order to make the meaning clearer

to Gentile readers. The insertion of ?ravrl with
6(j>el\ovTL is also very characteristic of St. Luke,
and certainly <b$ ical atiroi a<j>lofiev is more likely

to be a modification of cfcs ml pjxeis dtp'/jKap.ev than
vice versd

;
all the more so, as Lk is specially fond

of the combination ml ai/r6s, ml aiirol, k.t. A.

The differences which are the result of the
presence in Mt of clauses that are wanting in the
best texts of Lk require more detailed discussion.

These clauses are: (1) fyuoz' 6 4v rots otfpai'ois, (2)

yevijd^TO) rb d^Xrj/ad arov tbs 4v obpavQ ml iirl rrjs yps,

(3) aXXd frvffcu ^as &7rd rod irovppov. Tisch., Treg.,
WH, EV, Alford, Weiss, Godet, Scrivener, Ham-
mond, and many others, reject these passages as

insertions in Lk from the text of Mt. e
If one of

the Gospels contained the Lord’s Prayer in a
shorter form than the other, nothing was so likely

as that a scribe in perfect innocence would supply
what he considered an undoubted defect ’ (Scriv.

* P. H. Chase supposes that the disciples themselves adapted
the prayer to special occasions, both altering1 and adding, and
that iffiouirios is one of the subsequent changes made for litur
gical purposes (Texts and Studies, i. 3, Gamb. 1891).
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Introd. ii. p. 280). The evidence is not quite the

same in all three cases, but in all it is conclusive

against the clauses,

(1) For this clause entire we have ACDPXrAAII and nine

inferior uncials, nearly all cursives, h e f 1 g of Vet. Lat. (a c ff 2 i

have sancte for nost&r), three Syriac Versions (Our. Pesh. Hard.),

Boheiric, and Ethiopic. Against the whole clause, NB, 1, 22, 57,

130, 340, nearly all the chief MSS of the Vulg., and the recently

discovered Sinaitic Syriac. Against all but tpSv, L and
.
one

cursive, one early MS of the Vulg. and the Armenian. Origen
expressly states that the words are wanting m Lk, Tertullian

and Cynl of Alexandria support the omission.

(2) For the clause, t*ACD and many inferior uncials, nearly all

cursives, most MSS of Vet. Lat. Syrr. (Pesh. Hard.), Boh. Eth.

Against it, BL, 1, 22,130, 346; ff2 of Vet. Lat., best MSS of

Vulg. Syrr. (Our. Sm.) and Arm. Orig. Tert. and Aug. give

express testimony against, and are supported by Cyr. Alex.

(3) For the clause, ACD and many inferior uncials, nearly all

cursives ; Vet. Lat. Syrr. (Our. Pesh. Hard.) Boh. Eth.

Against it, n*BL, 1, 22, 57, and six other cursives, most MSS
of Vulg. Syr -Sin. and Arm. Orig. Aug. and Oyr. Alex, give

express testimony against, and are supported by Tert.

The evidence for the clauses may look imposing,
but the explanation of it given by Scrivener is

simple and adequate ; whereas neither accident
nor intention can explain the early and widespread
omission of all three, if they were found in the
original text of Lk. In such a case the temptation
to insert would be at a maximum, the temptation
to omit at a minimum. A scribe might insert the
missing words almost mechanically, being so

familiar with them.
Convinced, therefore, that the clauses are uot

genuine in Lk, we return to the question, What
can have induced Lk to omit them, if he and Mt
had the same Gr. version of the prayer? His
verbal alterations in the fourth and fifth petitions

are intelligible ; but why should he, with his love

of completeness, omit ? lie does sometimes abbrevi-
ate; but would he have abbreviated here? The
difficulty of finding an adequate motive for his
curtailing such words is in favour of the view that
Christ Himself on one occasion gave this shorter
form to some disciples. To suppose that Lk
e contented himself with words just sufficient to
remind his hearers of the fuller form/ is quite
inadequate. In that case he would have left out
nearly the whole of the prayer. And to point out
that the five petitions in Lk correspond to the five

fingers, is grotesque.
The sources of the prayer have been often dis-

cussed, and rabbinical parallels to the different
petitions have been pointed out byJohn Lightfoot,
Schoettgen, Yitringa, Wetstein, and others. Tota
haec oratio ex formulis Eebraeorum concinnata est

tam apte> ut omnia contineat qua a Deo peti
posrnnt (Wetst. on Mt 69). But the parallels do
not carry us very far. The use of * Father 5

[U’raa

n'Dvnv is a very common later Jewish title, Dalm.
151 ff.] to designate God, and the petition, * Hallowed
be thy name through our works/ are perhaps the
strongest instances [cf. also .tw enpm and •pta*

.rm^D of the faddish, Dalm. 305]. Others are
similarities of wording rather than of meaning,
and some of these are not at all close. And in
most cases the date of the Jewish prayers in which
these expressions occur is either late or uncertain

;

so that the borrowing, if there is any, is on the
side of the Jews, or may he so. But no borrowing
is needed to explain such a petition as ( Forgive
us our sins’ (Ex 3232, 1 K 834* 36 - 39

* Dn 919),
which is perhaps as common in Jewish as in
Christian prayers. Not that there is anything
derogatory to Christ in supposing that He took
the best Jewish aspirations and combined them
in one prayer. He probably took the Messianic
title * Son of man 5 from the Bk. of Enoch, and
applied it to Himself with a fulness of meaning
a aknown before. He might have done the same
in the Lord’s Prayer ; but He does not appear to

have done so. Indeed, the prayer is free from any-

thing that can he called purely Jewish. (1) Its

symmetry and progressive development of thought,

and (2) its inexhaustible adaptability, are char-

acteristics which do not harmonize well with the

hypothesis that it is a compilation (Edersheiiu,

Life and Times of the Messiah, i. p. 536. Cf.

Taylor, Sayings of the Jewish Fathers
, p. 138 If).

Let us examine these characteristics.

(1) The Lord’s Prayer is commonly regarded a*

consisting of seven petitions. * The frequent occur-

rence of the number seven in the Apoc. and else-

where renders this arrangement attractive. But
there are really only six ;

for ‘ Lead us not into

temptation, but deliver us from the evil one/ should

be regarded as the negative and positive expression

of one and the same petition.! These six are

found to correspond to the Decalogue and the Two
Great Commandments (Mt 2240

,
Mk 1231), in that

the first half has reference to God, the second half

to man. In the first three petitions we seek the

glory of our heavenly Father ; in the last three

the advantage of ourselves and our fellow-men.

But these two are closely connected. What is to

God’s glory benefits His children ; and what is to

the advantage of men glorifies their heavenly
Father. Thus the first half shows the end which
man must have in view—the accomplishment of

God’s glory, kingdom, and will; the second half

shows the means—daily provision, forgiveness, and
protection. And the parts correspond with one
another in each triplet. The first petition is

addressed to God as our Father, the second as our
King, the third as our Master. It is to our Father
that we look for sustenance ; to our King for par-

don
;
to our Master for guidance and guardianship.

Moreover, the transition from heaven to earth is

beautifully made in the third petition, which raises

earth to heaven. And in each of the triplets we
can observe progression. The hallowing of God’s
name leads to the coming of the kingdom ; and
when the kingdom is come God’s will shall be ful-

filled on earth as in heaven. In the second half

we have first the obtaining of good, and then the
removal of evil, past, present, and future. Or, if

we take the six petitions consecutively, we shall

find that they begin with the glories of heaven,
pass on to life on earth, and end with the powers
of hell.! Such exquisite proportion and develop-

ment (of which only specimens have been given)

are strong evidence that, if this marvellous prayer
was constructed out of fragments of other prayers,
it was composed in the spirit and power of Him
who said,

f Behold, I make all things new ’ (Rev
215

).

(2) We are not to suppose that the disciple who
asked Christ to teach him and his fellows to pray
had never prayed, and did not know how to do so.

He had no doubt often performed this duty. But
he had just witnessed Christ’s devotions ; and His
manner showed him the difference between Christ's

prayers and his own. There was a more excellent
way than he knew, and he desired to learn it.

Moreover, the Baptist had taught his disciples a
distinctive form of prayer; and this suppliant
thought that Jesus also should give a similar dis-

tinctive mark to His followers. As so often, Christ
grants the substance rather than the letter of the
request. Just as a Christian mystery is a divine
secret revealed to all the world, so the distinctive
* So Augustine, Luther, Tholuck, Bleek, Hilgenfeld, Keil,

Kostlin, Nosgen, Wordsworth, etc.

t This is Terfcullian’s view (de Orat. viii.). In his form of the
prayer fiat voluntas tua in ccelis et in terra preceded veniat
regnum tuum, Origen, Chrysostom, Calvin, Keim, Weiss, and
others, make six petitions. But an allusion to the Trinity is

very doubtful. To make the second petition refer to the Son,
and the third to the Spirit, is very forced and fanciful

t All this is lost in Lk ; and this is strong evidence that, it

only one form is original, his form is not the original one.
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prayer of a Christian is one which every human
being who believes in God can use. There are no
other limits to its unique adaptability. Any one, of
any race or age or condition, who believes in God,
can use the Lord’s Prayer, and use it just in pro-
portion to his belief. A peasant child can under-
stand enough of it to make it the expression of his
daily needs. The ripest scholar, philosopher, and
saint cannot exhaust all its possibilities of meaning.
In afew minutes it may be committed to memory;
but it is the work of a lifetime to learn it by heart.
A Christian’s knowledge of the import of it grows
with his spiritual experience.
The prayer is at once a form, a summary, and a

pattern.
It is a form which every one can use, and be

certain that in using it he is expressing his needs
in a becoming manner. This advantage is possessed
by forms of prayer which have been composed by
saintly men, and which have been tested in use by

f
enerations of Christians. How much more, then,
oes it belong to a form prescribed by Christ Him-

self. Quce enim potest esse spiritalis oratio quam
quce a Christo nobis data est . . . agnoscat pater
filii sui verba, cum precem facimus (Cypr. de
Domin. Orat . ii. iii.). Hot that one form of words
affects God more than another, so long as the
language of the heart is according to His will

; hut
that the form of words that we use reacts on our
hearts, and if the words are unseemly our hearts
may become less subdued. And in prayers that
are to he used in common, the effect of the words
upon others must be considered. In giving this

prayer, Christ lias both sanctioned the principle of
forms of prayer and has also provided us with aforms of prayer and has also provided us with a
form which is always safe.

The Lord’s Prayer is also a summary of all other
prayers. As Latimer says, ‘Like as the law of

love is the sum and abridgment of the other laws,
so this prayer is the sum and abridgment of all

other prayers.’ It covers all earthly and spiritual

needs and all heavenly aspirations. It is not
meant to supersede all other forms of supplication.

When Christ gave us this, He did not forbid others.

But this one rightly accompanies all other prayers,
either following them to sum them up and prevent
grave omissions, or preceding them as a guide or
model

:
prcemissa legitima et ordinaria oratione

quasi fundamento, accedentium desideriorum jus
est superstruendi extrinsecus petitiones. (Tert. de
Orat.). It is breviarium totius evangelii (ib. i.).

For the prayer is also a pattern. It shows in

what manner and spirit our other supplications are
to he made. We may pray only for those things
which tend to the glory of God and the good of

man ;
and the glory of God comes first. The final

end of prayer is not that our will should be done
by Him, but that His will may be done in us. In
the beautiful image used by Clement of Alexandria,
* Just as men at sea attached to an anchor by a
taut rope, when they pull at the anchor, draw not
it to themselves, hut themselves to the anchor

;
so

in the gnostic life those who (as they mean it) draw
God to themselves are unawares bringing them-
selves towards God * {Strom, iv. xxiii. p. 633, ed.

Potter).

A consideration of the petitions one by one
belongs to commentaries and homiletics rather

than to a dictionary ; but some notice must here be
taken of three details in the prayer, {a) the
opening address, (b) the central word frriofotos, and
(c) the last clause.

(a) The address ILirep hp&v has no parallel in OT.
There God is spoken or as the Father of the Jewish
nation (Dt 326 , Is 6316, Jer 34 - 19 319

, Mai 16 210
) ;

but
He is nowhere called the Father of individuals.

This step is taken in the Apocr. (Wis 216 14®, Sir 231 * 4

5110, To 134, 3 Mac 68). But it is only in NT that
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we are told that men have received the * right to
become children of God ’ (Jn l12

, cf. Ro 8s
®, Gal 45).

God (Ac 1728* 29
), and in addressing Him with refer-

ence to his fellow-men as * Our Father.’ The
address is at once a claim to be heard, and to be
heard for others as well as for oneself. Quid enim
jam non det filiis petentibus, cum hoc ipsum ante
dederit, ut filii essent (Aug.). See vol. ii. p. 618.

(b) It is not likely that we shall ever know with
certainty either the origin or the exact meaning
of the adjective <briotfcrio$, the only adjective in the
prayer. Nowhere in Gr. literature is the word
found until the Gospels gave it currency. To
derive it from iireivcu, iir&v, or iirl and oticria, is

precarious
;

for in that case we should expect
£ttovalqs, and not iwioijcnos.* Most ancient versions
support the derivation from iTnivcu, by giving the
epithet a temporal rather than a qualitative ren-
dering; e.g. ‘of to-morrow,’ or ‘ror the coming
day,’ or ‘that cometh,’ or ‘continual,’ or ‘daily.’

Jerome changed quotidianum in Mt to super-
substantialem, but made no change in Lk

;
so that

in the West there was a general belief that the
two evangelists had used different words. It is

possible, as Chase suggests, that there was no
epithet in the Aram, original, and that its insertion
comes from liturgical use. But that hypothesis,
if true, is not decisive as to meaning, although it

supports the temporal rather than the qualitative
interpretation. For the temporal meaning see
Grotius, Wetstein, Fritzsche, Meyer, and, above
all, Liglitfoot, On a Fresh Revision of the NT,
App. I. For other views see Suicer, Tholuck,
Alford, Wordsworth, and, above all, M'Clellan,
The NT, i. pp. 632-647. RV retains ‘daily’ in
the text, ana phts ‘for the coming day’ in the
margin. The American Committ.ee would add
‘needful’ in the margin. It is a strange pheno-
menon that the meaning of this unique word in the
model prayer should, almost from the earliest

times, have been doubtful. The DidacM, which
has the earliest quotation of the prayer (viii),

throws no light on this point.

(c) Does pdcrai ij/xas dx6 rod irovrjpov mean * Deliver
us from (the) evil,’ or ‘Deliver us from the evil

one ’ ? Have we here rb irovypbv, as in Lk ^4S, Ro
129

;
or 6 7rovr)p6s, as in Mt 1319 - 8S

,
Eph 616

,
1 Jn

213.14 312 51^ anc[ also probably Mt 537- 39
, Jn 1715,

2 Th 3®, 1 Jn 519
? The latter is almost certainly

correct, (a) The references just given show that
in NT itself there is abundant justification for this
meaning. (/3) The context suggests the masculine,
* Bring us not into temptation, but deliver us from
the tempter. 9

If evil in general, including pain and
sorrow, were meant, we should have ‘ and deliver us
from evil.’ Some Fathers explain Luke’* omission
of the clause by saying that it is really contained in
‘ Bring us not into temptation. ’ (y) Of the earliest

versions, ‘ the Syr. and Sahidic point to the mascu-
line,’ the Lat. is as ambiguous as the Greek. (5) The
liturgies of St. James, of St. Mark, and of Addseus,
which are each of them representatives of a

S
oup, all explicitly support the masculine. See
ammond, Liturgies Eastern and Western

, pp.
47, 48, 188, 189, 279, 280. (e) The Greek Fathers,

who in such a matter have great weight, are
unanimous for the masculine, (f) So also the
earliest Latin Fathers, Tertullian and Cyprian.
See Lightfoot, On a Fresh Revision

,
App. II., from

which these six heads are taken; also Lightfoot
on 2 Th 3®

t Erasmus, Beza, Maldonatus, Fritzsche,

Meyer, Ebrard, Wordsworth, support the mascu-

* But this is not conclusive ;
lor the word may have "been

coined in contrast to mpioCtnos (Ex 19s, Dt 7° 142 2618) ; and in

that way the 1 0! the im might be retained contrary to usagw
(Jannaris, Tholuck).
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line ; Luther, Tholnek, Keil, Nosgen, Alford,
M'Clellan, follow Augustine in accepting the
neuter. Canon Cook’s defence of this view in the
Guardian

,
Sept. 1881, should he consulted.

That the doxology in St. Matthew is an inter-

polation due to liturgical use is admitted by all

competent critics on the authority of ^BDZ, five

cursives, Latt. Boh. Orig. Tert. Cypr. Aug.
Those authorities which contain it vary as to the
wording, and as to the addition or omission of

‘Amen 5

; while some have ‘Amen 5 without the
doxology. Even Wordsworth surrenders it,

although ‘with hesitation.’ Perhaps its original
source is the Heb. of 1 Ch 2911

;
and not until

Chrysostom does its wording become in general
stereotyped. But as it is found in the Syr-Cur.
and in the Saliidic, it must have been added to

the Lord’s Prayer in some places as early as the
2nd cent. Comp. 2 Ti 418

,
where we have an

ascription of glory to Christ, which is erroneously
supposed to favour the genuineness of the doxology
in Mt 613.

From Tertullian {adv. Marcion. iv. xxvi.), from
Gregory of Nyssa {de Orat. Dom. p. 60, ed.

Krabinger), and from the cursive 604 (Hoskier,

1890), we see that in Lk some texts had a petition
for the gift of the Spirit instead of either ‘ Thy
kingdom come 5

or ‘ Hallowed be Thy name. 5 The
fullest text of this petition reads thus : ’E\0&-w rb

TrpevjUL& <rov rb dyiov
£<f> ijfjLas kclI Kadapurdroy i)fxas.

Comp, the £<j> rjjaas in D, which has aytatrOdp-ca bvopta

crov £(p’ TjjjLcis, iXderoy crov r) ^acnXeia, sanctifcetur
nomen tuum super nos, veniat regnum tuum.
Against all reasonable probability Keim holds
this petition for the Spirit to be ‘ really original in

Luke, 5 and points to 11 13 as evidence (Jesus of
Nazara, iii. p. 338 n.).

There is evidence also of an early Latin gloss
on Ne nos inducas in temptationem which was
sometimes admitted into the prayer. Both Cyprian
{de Dom. Orat. xxv.) and Augustine {de Serm.
Dom. ix. 30) have ne patiaris induci nos,—obviously
in order to lessen the difficulty of supposing that
God brings us into temptation. This difficulty

produced another Latin gloss : ne inducas nos in
temptationem quam ferre non possumus (Jerome,
in Ezeh. xlviii. 16). And these two glosses are
sometimes found combined. Each of them is found
in writers of different ages and countries, and of
liturgies of different families ; they must therefore
be of early origin. Comp. Hilary, in Ds. cxviii.

Literature.—This is very abundant. Among the most
important : Origen, rep) tv%ris ; Chrysost. Horn. xix. •in Matt.
and Horn, de inst. secundum Deum vita ; G-reg. Nyss. de Orat.
n.

; Tertul. de Orat.
;
Cypr. de Orat. Horn.

;
August, de Serm.

Dom. in Mon. ; Jerome, Dial. c. Pelagianos, m. xv.
;
Luther,

Small Catechism, and other writings; Gebser, de Orat. Dom.,
Regiom. 1830; Tholuck, Bergpredigt

, 1833, 1844 [translation
by Brown, Edinburgh, I860]; Kamphausen, Das Gebet des
Iierm, 1866 ; Chase, Lord's Prayer in Early Church, 1891

;

Wunsche, Erlauterung der Evangg. p. 84 ff.

A. Plummer.
LORD’S SUPPER.

—

I. Terminology.
II. OT Types.

) The Manna.
) Melchizedek’8 gifts to Abraham,
c) The Shewbread,

III. Partial Anticipations.
(a) The Passover.

(6) Sacrificial Feasts.
IV. History of tee Christian Rite.

fa) The Institution.
(b) The Recipients.

- (c) The Minister,
(d) The Rite.

V. The Doctrine of the Lord’s Supper.

I. Terminology.—

A

discussion of the language
used in Scripture respecting the Lord’s Supper is
of necessity confined to the NT. But only once in
NT is the Lord’s Supper so called, KvpicLKov duirvov
(1 Co xi. 20); for we may safely follow the con-

1

sensus of ancient and modern commentators in

interpreting this unique expression of the Eucharist

(see, however, Maldonatus on Mt 262G
). The

emphasis is on Kvpiatcbv : ‘it is not (possible) to eat

a Lord's Supper, 5
for the unseemly conduct turns it

into IdicarLKbp Mwvov (Chry s. ). And we may possibly

infer from the use of an adjective rather than a

genitive that the name Kvptcucbv beiirvov was already

in use when St. Paul wrote. Cf. KvptaKTj rjiitpa

(Rev l10 ).

There are, however, other expressions in NT
which certainly or possibly mean the Lord’s

Supper. ‘The cup of blessing,
5 rb rror^ptov rrjs

ebXoyias (1 Co 1016 ), i.e. the cup over which the
blessing has been pronounced, unquestionably
refers to the eucharistic cup, as the context shows.

It is that 6 etiXoyovpev, which we consecrate by
etXoyia, by the expression in words of our ei>xaPL<TTla -

We might tr. ‘the cup of thanksgiving over which
we give thanks,

5

or ‘which we give thanks for’

(Crem. Lex . p. 767). But bhe use of eiXoylu rather
than is evidence that the latter word has
not yet gained its special meaning. The ex-

pression is borrowed from Judaism, being the
name of the most sacred of the cups handed round
at the paschal meal, of which cups it is commonly
identihed with the third (Edersh. Life and Times,

ii. 511). Nor is there any doubt that iroriiptov

Iv vpLov (1 Co 1021
) and rpdrrefa Hvplov (1 Co 1021, cf.

Mai l7 * 12
) refer to the eucharistic cup and the

eucharistic table with the food thereon. Here we
have the genitive and not an adjective; and the
context shows that the dominant idea is union
between the recipients and Christ, rather than
union of the recipients with one another. About
7) tcXdcns rod dprov and kX#v dprov there is more doubt.
In Scripture ‘bread 5

is a common name for any
food, and includes drink also. ‘ Eating bread
(Mk 320

) and ‘ breaking bread 5 (Ac 246) may be the
same as ‘ taking food 5 (Ac 939 2786

) ; but ‘ eating
bread 5

is the common general term, whereas
‘ breaking bread 5

is rare (Jer 167, La 44
; cf. Lv 2G

,

Is 587
, Xen. Anab. vn. iii. 22). St. Luke is the

only writer who uses ij icX&cns rod dprov (2435, Ac 242
).

The former passage probably does not refer to the
Eucharist ; for the meal at Emmaus (Lk 2430

) most
probably was not such. The context and the
imperf. iTedidov are against it. Nowhere is the
imperf. used of the distribution of the Eucharist
(Mt 2626

, Mk 142a, Lk 2219
, 1 Co ll 28

) ; whereas it

is used of the distribution of ordinary food, e.g. at
the feeding of the 5000 <Mk 641

, Lk 936
) and ox the

4000 (Mk 86
, Mt 153G). But in Ac 242 the context

favours the eucharistic interpretation, which the
Lat. version of Cod. Bezse, followed by Vulg., en-
forces with in communications fractionis panis (cf.

Clem. Recog. vi. 15). The four elements of the com-
mon Christian life are given in two pairs ; and the
combination r% icXdcret rod dprov teal rats Trpoaevxats

indicates that ‘ the breaking of the bread 5 means
something more than an ordinary meal ; and the
context here and in 207, 11 2785 forbids us to interpret
it of distributing food to the poor (Is 587 ). Yet
even here the explanation must not be confined to
the Eucharist. In Scripture there is no trace of
the Eucharist being separated from the joint
evening meal or &y&7n)

;

and ‘ the breaking oi the
bread 5 covers the whole. We must not lose sight
of the family character of the life of the first

Christians. ‘The breaking of the bread 5 took
place in their own homes ;

‘ the prayers* may refer
to their constant devotions in the temple (Lk 2408,
Ac 246 31

). It is doubtful whether the Eucharist
is included in kXQvtcs tear qIkov dprov (Ac 24G

)
* or in

k\&<tas ifpi-aro iadUiv (27
86

). The latteT is specially

* If Ac 246 does not refer to the Eucharist, then the supposi-
tion that the Eucharist was celebrated daily in the earliest age
has no foundation. Ac 2Q7-n points to Sunday as the usual day
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improbable
;
and here the Western interpolation

HriStMs teal ryuv was added to suggest a Eucharist,
an interpretation which Tertullian adopts {de
Orat. 24). On the other hand, both the Eucharist
and the common meal are perhaps indicated in
Ac 207* n

. The mention of the first day of the week
points to religious observance : and yevcrdfievos seems
to refer to the common meal after the icXdcras rbv
dprov in the Eucharistic rite. Only in 1 Co 1 416 is

it supposed that ij e^ya/wor/a is used in the specific

sense of Eucharist rather than in that of thanks-
giving generally. Yet it is not probable that St.

Paul is here deviating from his use of the word else-

where (2 Co 415 911,
Eph 54, Ph 46

, Col 27 42
, 1 Th 39

,

1 Ti 43* 4
,
and in the plur. 2 Co 912

,
1 Ti 21

), which
is also the common use both in NT (Ac 243

,
Rev 49

712
) and in LXX (Wis 1628

, Sir 3711
, 2 Mac 227 ).

The use of etixapurreiv in the next two verses
(
17* 18

)

shows that thanksgiving generally is meant. And
this is confirmed by the use of etxoLparretv in Clem.
Rom. Cor. 41. Rut the use of e^xapiarLa in the
specific sense begins very early. We find it in the
Ignatian Epistles (Philad. 4 ; Smym. 7) side by side

with the general meaning {Eph. 13). The same
double use is found in Justin Martyr (Apol

.

i. 64-

66, Try. 116, 117). The specific sense is common
in Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, and Cyprian.
But it is remarkable that neither Justin, nor
Cyprian {Ep. 63), nor Firmilian in his letter to
Cyprian {Ep. 65), nor Cyril of Jerusalem (Catech.

19, 22, 23), say anything about either the evXoyta

or the tcXticis, both of which are so prominent in

NT. Other terms which in course of time became
names for the Lord’s Supper are Koivuvla, tQv
/ivcrTTjpLwv icotvoovta, irpoo-popd, XarovpyLa, /jivcmrjpioy

crwdgetos, fieraXyppis aylacrjidTuv, ayLa fxer&Xippts, com-

munio, communication perceptio corporis et san-
gtdnis, etc. Words which originally designated
one part of the rite were used to express the whole.

II. OT Types.

—

(a) We have the authority both
of Christ and of St. Paul for regarding the manna
as a type of the Eucharist. The great discourse on
the Bread of Life, no doubt, covers all those means
of grace by which Christ is imparted to believers.

But a special reference to the Lord’s Supper is clear

from the words used about eating the flesh of the
Son of Man and drinking His blood, and from the
fact that just a year after this discourse Christ in-

stituted the Eucharist. It is incredible that this

momentous act in the work of redemption had not
yet been thought of by Him when He spoke at
Capernaum. The references to the manna in the
discourse are frequent, and the correspondence be-

tween the language used (Jn 651 * 83 '58
) and the

accounts of the institution cannot be fortuitous.

The Trvev/jLariKbv ppQya of 1 Co 10s refers to the

manna regarded as supernatural food. The apostle

takes this supernatural food as a type of the
Eucharistic bread; and it is possible that the

f
ithet wvevyariKbv is selected with reference to the
icharist rather than to the manna. The exact

meaning of what is said about the TrvevyariKbv irtya

is doubtful ; but evidently the water supernatur-
ally supplied to the Israelites is regarded by St.

Paul as a type of the blood of Christ received in

the Eucharistic cup.

(6) Patristic writers find types of the Lord’s
Supper in the gifts made by Melchizedek, in the
shewbread, and in other offerings. With regard
to Melchizedek, it is remarkable that the author
of the Ep. to the Heb., who is the only NT writer

who mentions him (5
6* 10 620 71

"17
), passes over the

fact that Melchizedek * brought forth bread and
wine ’ (Gn 1418 ). As we are immediately afterwards
told that * he was priest of God most High,’ it is

not surprising that patristic writers treat this

bread and wine as a sacrifice offered by the priest-

king, and as a type of the Eucharist: tV w-
vol. III.—-io

a<r/a£v7}v rpopty els riirov efix&picrTLas (Clem. Alex.
Strom. iv. 25, p. 637, ed. Potter) ; imago sacrificii

in pane et vino constituta (Cypr. Ep. 63). Jerome
goes further, and says that this sacrifice of bread
and wine was offered for Abraham {ad Matt. 2241).
See Westcott on He 71.

(c) It is obvious that, as the Lord’s Supper com-
memorates the sacrifice made by Christ on the
Cross, whatever was a type of that sacrifice may
be called a type also of the rite which commemor-
ates it ; and, where the offering was bread, the
inducement to treat it in this way would be
the greater. Cyril of Jerusalem thus uses the
shewbread [Catech. 22). In a similar manner
Justin treats Is 3316 {Try. 70), and Ixenseus treats
Mai l

11 (iv. xvii. 5, 6) as a prediction of the
Eucharist.

III. Partial Anticipations.—{a) Just as the
chief type, viz. the manna, is indicated by Christ
Himself, so also is the chief anticipatory rite, viz.

the Passover. It appears to have been [but see
Jesus Christ, vol. ii. p. 634] while celebrating the
paschal supper that He instituted the rite which
was to supersede it, and be known as the Lord’s
Supper. And here a remarkable parallel with
the institution of Christian baptism exists. The
original rite for admission to Judaism was circum-
cision. This was supplemented by baptism, which
in later times became the only rite of initiation

applicable to both sexes. In the original ritual of
the Passover, the lamb, unleavened bread, and
bitter herbs were the essentials (Ex 128

). The wine
and the solemn £ cup of blessing

5 were later acces-

sories. Just as in the one rite Christ abandoned
the circumcision and retained the baptism, so in
the other He abandoned the lamb and retained the
wine. In both cases the rite was made unbloody
and painless ; and from the treasure-house were
brought forth things new and old. There is a new
departure ; but also a clear connexion with the
past ; for Providence, even in its revolutions, is

conservative.

(5) By speaking of * my blood of the covenant,’
or * the new covenant in my blood,’ Christ seems
to have connected this new feast with those sacri-

ficial feasts in which the worshippers, by partak-
ing of the sacrifice, partook of the blessing which
the sacrifice was to win. This was an idea with
which the disciples we^e quite familiar. That
there was any idea of a ae&ih-feast, or of an
adoption-feast, is much less probable. We know
little about death-feasts among the Jews. And
although some Semitic peoples had rites in which
the partaking of the tribal animal was supposed
to put the blood of the tribe into the partaker’s
veins (W. R. Smith, ES pp. 317, 318), yet there is

no trace of this idea in the Lord’s Supper. It is

by baptism that aliens are admitted to the Chris-

tian family.

IY. History of the Christian Rite.—

T

his

can he conveniently treated under four heads : (a)

the Institution, (5) the Recipients, (c) the Minister,
(d) the Rite.

{a) The Institution, according to the universal
testimony of Scripture and of tradition, dates from
the act and command of Christ at * the last supper/
—the last meal of which He partook before His
death. An attempt has been made to show that He
must have instituted the Eucharist earlier in His
ministry : (1) because c

St. John in his sixth chapter
represents our Lord as using Eucharistic language
which would have been absolutely without mean-
ing, if the Eucharist had not been already in
common use ’

; and (2) because * the two disciples

journeying to Emmaus recognized our Lord in the
Breaking of Bread (Lk 2430* 85

). They had not
been present at the Last Supper. The rite, if it

was really then instituted for the first time, would
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have had no significance for them’ (Wright,
Synopsis, p. xiii).

This is very unconvincing. (1) It was Christ’s

way, even with the disciples, to utter about future
events words which they did not, and in some
cases could not, understand at the time, but
which they did understand when the events had
taken place. He knew that the discourse on the
Bread of Life would acquire fresh and fuller mean-
ing when the rite which He intended to found was
instituted. But it is an exaggeration to say that
it was ‘ absolutely without meaning’ and an
4 insoluble enigma ’ until the Eucharist was insti-

tuted. Had it no meaning for the large majority
of the audience, who, upon any hypothesis, did
not know, and never would know, anything of the
Eucharistic rite ? (2) The two disciples at Emmaus
may have been present when Christ broke bread
ana gave thanks at ordinary meals, or at the
feeding of the 4000 and of the 5000. It was
something in His way of doing this at Emmaus
that enabled them to recognize Him at the supper
there, which was probably not a Eucharist. We
may safely follow the clear and strong evidence of
the Synoptists and of St. Paul, that the Eucharist
was instituted at the last supper. St. Paul’s refer-

ence to it, rh KvpiaKbv demvov, which is older than
any of the Gospels, could hardly have been made
in this form, if the Lord’s Supper, on the night
of His betrayal, had not been the time when it

originated. See vol. ii. p. 636.

Of the institution we have four accounts
;
and it

will be worth while to place them side by side in
two pairs, to facilitate an estimate of their sub-
stantial agreement.* Brandt’s assault on their
trustworthiness has been answered by Schultzen,
Las Abendmahl im NT

,

1895, p. 67 fi*. They are
neither intrinsically incredible, nor inconsistent
with other statements in the Gospels, nor con-
tradicted by early evidence outside the NT.

Mt 2628-29
. Mk 14'22*25

.

iadibvrcav dk abrtbv \a- Kal icrdibvTtov abrtbv Xa-
po>v b ’Irjcrobs aprov Kal pwv apTOV evXoyVjcras
evXoyiijcras acXacrcv /cal eicXacrev /cal idtoKev abrois

dobs rots fiaOqrcus ehrev, /cal ehrev Adhere, tovto
Adhere cpdyere, rovr

6

Icrriv tX crcopa |xox>. /cal

ktrrw to o"a>[xa (iov. /cal Xafitbv rrorr\piov ebx<ipio‘-
Xa(3&v iroT^ptov /cal e*)%a- r'fjcray idtoKev abrois, /cal

pto'T'iJcras idtoKev abrois
3

4tlov abrod irdvres. /cal

Xiytov, ULere 4% abrod eXirev abrois, rovro icrriv

irdvres, rovro ydp icrriv rb rb at/md /jlqv rrjs diad'/jKrjs

alpid piov rrjs diadtyrjs rb rb iicxvvvdpievov {/Tip toX-
T€pl voXXtbv iKXvvvbp.evov XQv m

apity Xiyco bpiiv 6n
els &<petrtv a/tapritov' Xiyto ob/ciri ob pi^tj Tito i/c rod
di bpiiv, ob pit) wtia dir yevifjpiaros rrjs apiTiXo v

dpn 4k robrov rod yevty rrjs ypiipas iKelvrjs

/taros rijs dpiTiXov 4 to s tfrav abrb tIvco Kaivbv iv

rrjs tyipas iKelvrjs tirav ry pacnXelq. rod 0eov.
abrrb tIvoo pied* b/ttbv Kaivbv

ivry pacriXelq, rovTarpos
piov.

Lk 2217*20
. 1 Co ll23

-38
.

Kal de^djtevos ironrjpiov

ed%api<mJo-as ehrev Ad -

fiere rovro Kal diapiepierare
els iavrobs’ Xiyto ydp
b/tiv, ob /tfy Tito aTb rod iytb ydp wap4Xa(3ov dTb
jdv dTb rod yevifjpiaros rod Kvplov

, 5 /cal TapidtoKa
Trjs dpnriXov 4tos oi5 ij bpiiv, &ri 6 Kbpios Tycrovs

fdatriXeta rod Oeod €X6y. iv ry vvktI y Tapedldero
Kal Xa{3wv apTov €irxa' eXaJSev apTov /cal €i»xctp-

purnjeras cicXacrev kcu. urrijcras eicXacrev /cal etTev
idtoKev abrois Xiycov TothrX jxot5 Icttiv to o’ujxa

Tovt<5 Icrriv tX cra/pd rb bTip vpdbv' rovro Toieire

* The elements common to all four are in thick type ; those
common to the three Gospels are in spaced type. The text
jollowed la that of Westcott and Hort.

poo [tX bTip bpitbv 6id6- els rty 4pity dvd/tvytnv,

pievov • rovro Toieire els rty tbtrabrtos Kal rb iroTijpiov

ipity dvd/xvrjcnv. Kal rb jtera rb deiTvrjoai
,

Xiytov

Totypiov uxrabrtos piera rb Tovro rb Tortyiov rj Kaivjj

deiTvycrai,
Xiytov Tovro rb diadtyrj icrriv iv rep 4/ttp

Totypiov ij Kaivrj diadrjKrj atpiarC rovro toietre,

iv rep alpiarl piov rb bTkp otrdKis 4av Tivrjre, els rty

bpitbv eKXvwbpievov]. ipity dvdjavrjcnv.

There is strong reason for believing that the

latter part of the passage in the Third Gospel is

not original, but a very early interpolation from
1 Co. D a d ff2 i 1 omit from rb bTbp bpitbv to 4kxvvv6-

pievov
,
while be Syr-Cur. omit and put w. 17, 18 in

the place of the omitted passage, so as to harmonize
with Mt and Mk and relieve the difficulty of the

two cups. Syr-Cur. , like Syr-Sin. , retains the whole
of v. 19

, b e only the first half. According to this

arrangement the verses run 10 - 19* 17* 18 * 21 * 22 etc. Syr-

Sin. exhibits a more elaborate rearrangement with
considerable changes of wording ;

—

ifi- 19* 20a* 17, 20b - 18‘

21 - 22 etc. In Internat. CriL Comm . on St. Luke,

pp. 567, 568, these attempts at avoiding difficulties

by transposing parts of the text are shown in full.

WH consider that there is 'no moral doubt that
the words in question were absent from the original

text in Lk ’ (ii. App. p. 64 ; see Introd. § 240).

With this Brandt, Grafe, Grass, Haupt, Schiirer,

J. Weiss, and Wendt agree. Spitta rejects v. 30

only, and accepts as original the whole of v. 19
,
the

second half of which has the support of Syr-Cur.,
Syr-Sin., and Justin. Scrivener, Schultzen {op.

at. pp. 5-19), R. A. Hoffmann (.Abendmahls-

gedanken Jesu CKristi, 1896, pp. 5-25), and others

defend the genuineness of the whole passage. But
in a discussion of the accounts of the institution

the whole passage should be treated as at least

doubtful. It does not support the Pauline account,
if it is (as is probable) borrowed from it.

The primary account is that given by St. Paul.
Those in Mt and Mk are virtually one and the
same

;
an account written later than his and inde-

pendent of it. Among the features which are
found in both Mt and Mk hut not in 1 Co are the
change from ebXoytyas of the bread to ebxapitrrtyas

of the cup, the Adhere of the bread, the Xa/5cby

ebxitpiartyas ’idtoKev of the cup, their all drinking
of it, the blood being ‘ shed for many,’ and the
declaration about not drinking of the fruit of the
vine. This last, and ebxupicrrtyas of the cup, are
common to Lk also. The features which are
common to all four are the taking bread, giving
thanks or blessing, breaking, the words ‘This is

mv body,’ and the mention of the cup.

In four points St. Paul differs from the Synopt-
ists. (1) He gives no indication that the meal was
a paschal one, and thus seems to agree with St.

•John : it is the new covenant, rather than the con-
nexion with the old rite, which interests him
(Baur, Oh. Hist. i. pp. 161, 162). But 1 Co 57 must be
remembered. (2) While Mt andMk place the taking
of the bread during the meal {icrdibvrcov abrtbv), he
places the taking of the cup after the supper (pierd

rb deiTvycrai). If both are right, there was a eon*
siderable interval between the distribution of tht
bread and the circulation of the cup. Lk givew
no intimation. (3) While St. Paul has ‘ This cup
is the new covenant in my blood,’ Mt and Mk have
4 This is my blood of the covenant,’ where 4 new ’

may have been dropped for the sake of closer
resemblance with Ex 248

. In any case, Riickert’s
proposal to take piov with diadrjKTjs—‘the blood of
my covenant,’ and Bousset’s to reject the words
about the covenant, because Justin omits them,
are inadmissible. (4) St. Paul gives twice, Mk and
Mt not at all, and Lk probably not at all, the
important charge, rovro Toieire els rty ipity dvdpivrjcr**

The -explanation perhaps is, that the evangelist*
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treat the repetition as a matter of course, and as
involved in the word ‘covenant/ which implies
permanence: whereas, in order to convince the
Corinthians of the enormity of their misconduct,
it was necessary to point out that irreverence to
either bread or cup was a violation of what Christ
Himself had prescribed. It follows from this that
the divine injunction to the Church to continue the
Eucharistic celebration in memory of its Founder
rests solely upon the testimony of St. Paul. Let
us admit that this is so. We do not thereby
render probable the hypothesis that Jesus gave no
such charge. The apostle could not have invented
such an injunction, if it had not been in harmony
with Christian practice already established. And
how could such a rite have been established with-
out the authority of the Twelve, who knew well
whether Christ had commanded it or not ?

Paulus was perhaps the first to deny that Christ
said tovto irotetre. But Briggs, P. Gardner,* Grafe,
Immer, Jiilicher, Mensinga, Pfleiderer, Spitta,

Titius, and Wittichen are disposed to think that
the earliest tradition, represented by Mk and Mt,
knew nothing of an institution by Jesus, on the
night of His betrayal, of a sacrament to be observed
continually,f And the earliest Christian observ-

ance of the Lord’s Supper as a permanent institu-

tion is explained by the hypothesis that Christ

gave this command after His resurrection (Briggs,

The Messiah of the Gospels
, p. 123).

In what sense is the tradition represented by Mk
and Mt ‘the earliest’? That given by St. Paul
was written earlier, and is the earliest written
record of any words of Christ. It had been pre-

viously communicated to the Corinthians. And
St. Paul had derived it direct from the Lord Him-
self (1 Co ll23). His words can mean no less. Had
he merely been told by apostles, he would have
had no stronger claim to be heard than hundreds
of other Christians. The silence of Mt and Mk
does not warrant us in contradicting such explicit

testimony, which would be sufficient, even if it

were unsupported, for the unvarying, belief of the
Church from the earliest ages, that it was on the
night in which He was betrayed that Christ insti-

tuted the Eucharist and gave the command ‘ con-

tinue to do this (pres, imperat.) in remembrance of

me.’ The proposal to place the institution of the
Eucharist as a permanent rite later than the last

supper, is as unnecessary as the proposal to place it

earlier. The Pauline account fully explains the
connexion of the new rite with the Passover and
the Passion. If the command, tovto irocetre, /c.r.X.,

was given on some other occasion, how did the new
rite become so universally connected with these

two facts? Any internal or doctrinal connexion
between the Lord’s Supper and the Passover is

denied by Haupt, Hoffmann, Jiilicher, Spitta, and
others. Their reasons differ ; but the fact that

the Passover was celebrated only, once a year, and
the Lord’s Supper frequently, is no argument.
The Passover celebrated a deliverance effected with
blood ; and the Lord’s Supper celebrated a deliver-

ance effected with blood. This is a real and
natural connexion.
But it is possible that there were sources for the

conviction that Jesus gave this command on the

night of His betrayal which were independent of

Gardner argues, moreover, that the whole account in

1 Co is the record of an ecstatic revelation experienced

by St. Paul, and has no historical objective foundation, lie

supposes an influence to have been exerted on St. Paul during

his stay at Corinth by the proximity of the Eleusinian mysteries.

t The view that Christ gave no command, but merely per-

mission, to continue the ordinance, is found in Luther, who
regards hcrkxis sp/v»jti as making tovto noth™ purely per-

missive (De eapt. Bab. eocles. produdium,
ed. Pfizer, p. 195).

Strauss, Kaiser, and Stephani have urged that Jesus was too

humble to give such a command, and have been answered by
Hase (Gesch. Jem

, p. 691).

St. Paul. Justin Martyr states that ‘ the apostles,

in the memoirs produced by them which are called

Gospels, related that Jesus, having taken bread
and given thanks, thus commanded them and said.

Do thisfor a remembrance of Me, this is My body %

and that in like manner, having taken the cup and
given thanks. He said, This is My blood

;

and dis-

tributed to them alone’ {Apol. i. 66). Although
Justin omits the reference to the covenant, yet he
regards the tovto woievre as part of the evangelistic

record.

(b

)

The Recipients of the Lord’s Supper were
required to ‘prove themselves,’ lest they should
‘ eat the bread or drink the cup of the Lord un-
worthily,’ and thus ‘ be guilty of (profaning) the
body and the blood of the Lord. . . . For he that
eateth and drinketh without rightly judging {dta-

Kpivw) the body, eateth and drinketh judgment

(Kpifia

)

to himself,’—a judgment which involves the

g
ravest consequences, as the experience of many in

orinth proved. ‘ But if we were in the habit of

rightly judging ourselves (bteKplvopev) we should

not he judged (oik av eKpLvdfieda).’ Throughout the
passage (1 Co ll27

"31
) the repeated contrast between

fkaKplvew and Kptveu/ is to be noted ; also the nse
of Kpivdfievot and KaTCLKpidQjzev immediately after-

wards.
No definition of avai-los is given. The context

shows that what is primarily meant is disorderly

irreverence in receiving either the bread or the
cup % not tat). This external irreverence is proof

of internal contempt. It could not occur, if the
nature of the body were rightly judged ; i.e. if the
partaker devoutly realized that to which his eating

and drinking referred, viz. the death of Christ

:

just as a loyal subject could not insult the king’s

effigy, if he knew that it was the king’s. The
context also shows that selfishness and greediness

are included in ava£lw$. Surfeiting at the common
meal, while others axe made to wait famished,

renders a worthy partaking of the Lord’s Supper
impossible ; for love of the brethren is indispens-

able. This irreverence and selfishness, spring from
a wrong estimate of one’s own condition. There-
fore a man must prove himself and acquire a right

judgment as to his spiritual state. Reverence
towards God, His Church, and His sacraments;
charity towards the brethren; a humble esti-

mate of self,—these are among the requirements
for a worthy reception of the Lord’s Supper.

Fasting could not be required so long as the
Eucharist was united with the agape, which it often

followed, as at the last supper, although it some-
times preceded it.

(c) The Minister in the Eucharist is not deter-

mined by Scripture any more than the minister in

baptism. The primary charge to continue the rite

(1 Co ll24- 25
) was made to the apostles, and, on

the only occasion when the minister is named, the
celebrant is the apostle St. Paul (Ac 201X

). Yet,

assuming that ‘ the breaking of the bread,’ which
habitually took place among the first Christians

(Ac S42
), includes the Lord’s Supper, we need not

suppose that the celebrant was invariably one of

the Twelve. But this much may be asserted with
confidence. The NT tells us that from the first

there was a distinction between clergy and laity,

i.e. the Church had officers who discharged spiritual

functions which were not discharged by ordinary
Christians. This distinction appears in various

writings from the earliest to thelatest (1 Th 512- 1S
,

1 Co 1228,
Eph

4

11
,
Ph I1, Past. Ep^.passim, He 1317,

3 Jn 9* 10
), and is abundantly confirmed by evidence

outside the NT which is almost if not quite con-

temporaneouswith the last of these (Clem. Kom. and
the DidacM). These witnesses do not define the

functions of the ministers whom they name. But
the clergy, whether missionary (as apostles, pro-
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phets, and evangelists) or stationary (as bishops or

presbyters, and deacons), discharge spiritual duties.

Theydeal with men’s souls rather than their bodies ;

and they have to do with religious service. It is

reasonable to suppose that one of the first things

that was reserved to the clergy was the right of

presiding at the Eucharist. This reservation is

found clearly enough in the first half of the
2nd cent. (Ign. Smyrn. 8, cf. Trail. 2. 7, Philad.

7 ;
Tert. de Bapt. 17 ; Apost. Const, ii. 27).

(<d) The Bite is nowhere described in Scripture

with so much detail as in the accounts of the in-

stitution; and the small amount of detail given
there is strong evidence of the authenticity of the
accounts. A fiction of a later age would have
represented Christ as using the ceremonial which
was customary in that age, as is seen clearly in

the Apost. Const, ii. 57, viii. 12. The taking a

loaf or cake, giving thanks, breaking and dis-

tributing, and then the taking a cup, giving
thanks, and distributing, are the external acts

of the Founder, accompanied by the words, ‘ This
is my body,’ * This is my blood.’ We know too

little about the ritual of the Passover at this time
to say how much, if any, of the new Eucharistic
rite was part of the paschal meal. Later Jewish
writers have described how the Passover was cele-

brated in their time, with four (and sometimes
five) cups circulating at intervals, one of which
may have been the Eucharistic cup. * But we do
not know that this ritual was in existence in the
time of Christ. And if it was, we do not know
that Christ, in this highly exceptional celebration,

—which anticipated (?) that year’s Passover in

order to supersede it for ever,—followed the existing
ritual. In none of the reports is there any men-
tion of the lamb, or of the 4 passing over ’ of the
destroying angel, or of a deliverance from bondage

;

whereas the idea of a covenant, which of necessity
is a new covenant, is very conspicuous. It need
not be doubted that ‘my blood of the covenant’
(Mt, Mk) is essentially 'identical with ‘the new
covenant in my blood’ (1 Co). In either case the
blood is treated as the vehicle of the covenant,
which the disciples appropriate by partaking of
the cup. And this idea of a covenant is not con-
spicuous in the ritual of the Passover, f The three
fundamental acts seem to be, (1) the breaking and
pouring, (2) the distribution to the disciples, (3)

their eating and drinking; which represent (1) the
death of Christ, (2) for the disciples’ salvation,

(3) which they must appropriate.
As regards subsequent Christian usage, we know

that in the apostolic age the breaking of the bread
was preserved (see above) ; and we may feel sure
that most of the other external acts or the Lord
were preserved also. Moreover, the Eucharist,
which at the institution was part of the paschal
supper, is in the apostolic age always part of the
common meal or dydiry (1 Co ll17

, Ac 2Q7* 11
), a prac-

tice which continued down to the time of Ignatius
(see Lightfoot on Smyrn. 8). But whether there
was as yet any fixed form of words either for the
thanksgiving or blessing, or to accompany the dis-

tribution, is uncertain. The differences in the
four reports of Christ’s words seem to show that
exactness of wording was not regarded as essen-
tial. In the DidacM 9, 10 we find three forms of
thanksgiving : one for the cup, one for the broken
bread, and a third which apparently is to be used
after both dycfon? and Eucharist are over faerd rb
iy.ifK'qffdrjvcu). But it is expressly stated that ‘ the
prophets ’ are not tied to these forms (rots dk irpo-

<pir)Tcus irnTp^rere etf%api(rre«' fora OiXovcnv). A similar

* Those who assume that the disputed passage at Lk 22*9- so is

genuine, commonly regard the two cups (w.w* ao) as two of the
four or five Jewish cups. f

t But see Trumbull, Threshold Covenant, p. 208 ff.

‘

feature is found in Justin Martyr, who states that

the presiding minister (6 wpoetmbs), after genera1

prayer is ended, and bread and wine mixed with
water have been brought, offers prayers and thanks-

givings according to his ability {bar) dfoa/ais atiry),

to which the congregation respond with the Amen
(Apol. i. 67). It would seem, then, that this is

the second stage in the development of liturgies.

First there was no form, but the minister used
what words he pleased. He would, however, be
influenced by the -words of institution as well as

by Jewish forms; and perhaps he commonly in-

cluded the Lord’s Prayer. Basil asks, ‘ Which of

the saints has left us in writing the words of the
invocation at the displaying (dvddsil-is) of the bread
of the Eucharist and the cup of blessing? For wa
are not content with what the Apostle or the Gospel

has recorded, but both in preface and conclusion

we add other words’ {de Spiritu, 27). And Gregory
the Great seems to have believed that the apostles

used the Lord’s Prayer, and that only* (ix. Bp. 12

;

Migne, lxxvii. 956). But the meaning of the pas-

sage is not clear
;
and Gregory is very late authority

for apostolic usage (Maskell, The Ancient Liturgy

of the Ch. of England, 3rd ed. p. xviii). At. the
next stage forms were drawn up, but some minis-

ters were allowed discretion as to the use of

them. Finally, all ministers were restricted to

prescribed forms. In NT we seem to be at the
first stage. In the Didachb the omissions are
remarkable, and power to supplement would seem
to be almost necessary. Among the gifts for which
thanks are given (far}, yv&ctls, irlans, adavacrla, faij

al&vios) there is no mention of &<pe<n$ dyaprt&v.

And although these gifts come dca ’Irjcrou rod ircuobs

<rov
,
there is no mention of the death of Christ.

Harnaek’s theory, that until the 3rd cent, the
use of wine in the Eucharist was neither obligatory
nor universal, has been opposed by Zalm (Brat und
Wein im Abendmahl der alten Kirche

,
Erlangen,

1892) and Jiilicher (Theolog . Abhandlungen, Frei-

burg, 1892, pp. 217-231), and need not be discussed
here. Christ took the two simplest and most uni-
versal representatives of sustaining food, bread
that strengthened man’s heart, and wine that
maketh glad the heart of man, and employed
them as the universal representatives of spiritual

food, of His body broken and His blood poured
out. His loyal followers have from the first re-

tained these.

V. The Docteikx of the jlord’s Supper.—
There are few things more tragic in the history
of Christ’s Church than the fact that its central
act of worship has for centuries been, and still

continues to be, a subject for the keenest con-
troversy, and that Christians have cruelly perse-
cuted, and even put to cruel deaths, other Chris-
tians, for not holding doctrines respecting the
Lord’s Supper which cannot be proved, and which
are possibly not true. The Sacrament of Love and
of Life has been made an instrument of hate and
of destruction, because men have insisted upon
possessing knowledge which cannot be possessed,
and upon explaining what cannot be explained.
In the first centuries the Church was content to
enjoy and to use without explaining, and it would
be our wisdom to do the same.

1. The chief point of controversy has been ths
meaning of the ‘ is ’ in * This is my body ’ (Mt, Mk,
Lk, 1 Co) and ‘ This is my blood of the covenant ’

(Mt, Mk), or ‘This cup is the new covenant in my
blood ’ ([Lk] 1 Co). The suggestion that at the
institution our Lord spoke in Aramaic, and that

* Orationem dominicam idevreo mox post precem didmus
,

quia mos apostolomm fuit ,
ut ad imam solummodo orationem,

oblationis hostiam consecrarent Of. Amalarius, de Modes. Off.
iv. 26; Migne, cv. 1210. What is the exact meaning of tb*
adl
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in Aramaic the ‘is
9 would not be expressed, renders

no help. It is not quite certain that He spoke in
Aramaic then, or that it was in Aramaic that He
made the special revelation to St. Paul. But we
may assume that He did so. Nevertheless, the
‘is

9 must be supplied ; and, as soon as it is there,
inquiry will arise as to its meaning. Moreover,
not in Aramaic, but in Greek, has Christ handed
down these words of His to His Church All four
accounts have the £<snv of the bread ; and, except-
ing the disputed words in Lk, all have the £<rnv

of the cup.. The fact that Christ probably used
a language in which the copula was not expressed
is no good reason for giving the minimum of mean-
ing to the £<ttlv3 which is conspicuous in the Scrip-
tures given to us by Him.
Perhaps the nearest approach to an explanation

that can be found in Scripture is that given by
St. Paul :

£ The cup of blessing which we bless, is

it not Koivowla of rhe blood of Christ ? The bread
which we break, is it not tcoivwvia of the body of
Christ ? ’ Here kolpwIcl is more than ‘ a partaking
of,

5 which would be peroxh or perdXTjfiif/is rather than
Koivuvla. The latter is ‘fellowship with.

9 Just as
the bread is made up of many particles, gathered
together in one loaf, so those who partake of the
bread that is broken are gathered together in one
body. ‘The bread which we break is fellowship
with the body of Christ.

9 [See Communion-

].

What, then, is the meaning of the ‘ is
9

? Probably
that common use of the copula which identifies

cause and effect is part of the meaning (Hooker,
Ec. Pol. y. lxvii. 5, 6). J. H. Newman once warned
a friend who was visiting Rome for the first time,
and in the summer, ‘Beware of a chill in Rome.
A chill is a fever

; and a fever is a shattered con-
stitution for life,

9 which meant that a chill causes
a fe*~er, and that a fever causes a shattered con-
stitution. By the same usage St. Paul may mean
that the cup, when drunk, is a cause of fellowship

with Chrises blood, and the bread, when eaten, is

a cause of fellowship with Christ’s body ; or (as in

the words of institution) this bread is a cause of

the body. ‘ The bread and wine after their bene-
diction or consecration are not indeed changed in

their nature, but become, in their use and in their

effects, the very body and blood of Christ
9
(T. S.

Evans on 1 Co 1O10). This meaning is in harmony
with the context. The union with the Lord Him-
self, which those who partake of the Lord’s Supper
have, is compared with the union which those who
partake of a sacrifice have with the deity to whom
the altar is devoted ;—in the case of the Israelites

with God, of the heathen with demons. This
idea, that to partake of a sacrifice is to devote
one’s self to the deity, lies at the root of the ancient
idea of worship, whether Jewish or heathen ; and
St. Paul uses it as being readily understood. In
this connexion the symbol is never a mere symbol,
but a means of real union; and in the Lord’s

Supper the symbol is very significant. It is a
means of union with Christ m that character which
is indicated by the broken body and the shed
blood; i.e. union with the crucified Redeemer
(Pfleiderer, Paulinismus, ch. vi. p. 240, Eng. tr.).

Those who insist on the literal meaning of the
‘is

9
as expressing identity, must be prepared to

accept the literal meaning of the subject also;

and this in the case of the cup produces great

difficulty. ‘ This cup (nob its contents) actually vs

(nob is an instrument or a symbol of) the covenant.’

* The fellowship with the body of Christ
9

is two-
fold. It is fellowship of each recipient with Christ

by faith, and of all recipients with one another in

Christ by love. It is in Christ that the union of

all mankind subsists. There is communion in a
nature which is common to Him and to them ; tin

tts dpros, iv cru/m ol voXhol £cpevs ‘because one bread,

one body, we the many are.
9 The act of eating

and drinking together proclaims the union ol

Christians in Christ. And this union and com-
munion is symbolized in the composite unity of

the bread and of the wine. ‘As this broken bread

(A:\d07xa), scattered upon the mountainsand gathered

together became one , so let Thy Church be gathered
together from the ends of the earth into Thy King-
dom 9 (Didach6, ix. 4).

A Bible Dictionary is not the place in which to

discuss late developments of Eucharistic doctrine

;

but it may point out scriptural tests for judging

some of these.

(1) Christ placed the new rite in close connexion
with the Passover. Even if He had not done so, the

apostles would, inevitably have been influenced by
Jewish ideas, and especially by paschal observ-

ances, in interpreting the new rite. This fact

seems to exclude all doctrines which teach that

the consecrated elements become or contain the

physical body of Christ which was ‘ horn of the

Virgin,’ with ‘ bones and nerves and all that per-

tains to the true idea of a body. 9 * To partake of

the blood of an animal was abomination to a Jew.
In the paschal ritual it was expressly provided

that the blood should be separated from the flesh

that was to he eaten. The idea of eating human
flesh and drinking human blood would have in-

spired the apostles with unspeakable horror ; and
it is incredible that Christ can have intended to

shock them with any such doctrine. He had
warned them beforehand (Jn 663

) against any such
carnal notion

—

Zppola (Athan. ad Serapion,

iv. 19). (2) The words els ttjv £pjqp apdfivijaip exclude

a corporal presence ; for a memorial of what is

bodily present would be meaningless. (3) St. Paul
repeatedly calls the consecrated bread, not ‘ body 9

or ‘ flesh/ hut ‘ bread 9

(1 Co ll26
'28

). Can we believe

that the celebrant now distributes more than Christ

distributed then ; or that what He held in His
hands and distributed to His disciples was nothing
less than His own Person, Body, Soul, and God-
head ? (See Thirlwall, Charges, ii. p. 251 ; Schultzen,

Das Abendmahl, p. 48.)

2. Amother aspect of the Lord’s Supper is pointed

out by St. Paul ; and again it is an explanation of

the words of Christ. The Lord said, ‘ This do ye,

for the remembrance of me, 9

to which the apostle

adds, ‘For (confirmatory) as often as ye eat this

bread (bread thus blessed and broken) and drink the
cup, ye proclaim the Lord’s death till he come 9

{&XPL

08 e\6r} without dv
f because the coming is certain).

As the Passover was for a memorial of the
deliverance wrought by J", to be kept ‘ throughout
your generations

5 (Ex 1214), so the Eucharist is a
memorial of the deliverance wrought by Christ’s

death, to he kept ‘till he come.’ Commemoration
ceases when He who is commemorated returns.

Meanwhile the Eucharist is the Church’s consola-

tion for the Lord’s withdrawal from sight. It

links the second Advent to the first by keeping
both in mind. Like the dramatic actions of the
Hebrew prophets, it illustrates, and emphasizes,
and impresses on the memory a special proof of

God’s care for His people. It is Christ’s last and
supreme parable ; a parable not merely told but
acted by Himself. Ete sets forth His own death,
and shows that those who would profit by it must
make it their own by faith and love. As Chryso-
stom says, ‘We do not then offer a different

sacrifice, as the high priest formerly did, bnt
always the same : or rather, we celebrate <a

* Yerum Ohristi Domini Corpus, illud idem, quod natum ex
Virgine3 in caelis sedat ad dexteram Patris, hoc Sacramento
contineri (Catechismm Romanus,

Pars II. cap. iv. Qucest. 22)+ ,

Hoc loco etiam explicandum est, non solum veri Ohristi
Corpus, et quicquid ad veram corporis ratiomm pertmet

,

veluti, ossa et nervos, sed etiam totum Christum in hoc
Sacramento contineri (ibid. Qiuzst, 27).

f
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memorial of a sacrifice’ (on Hebrews, How>. xvii. 3).

This leads on to another aspect.

3. Christ’s death was a sacrifice

:

and to proclaim
His death, and appropriate His body and blood
offered in that sacrifice, is to realize the sacrifice

and to appropriate its effects. The iirkp ifiQv of

the body (1 Co) and the virkp or vepl ttoXXQv of the
blood (Mk, Mt) point to this. And they mean
much the same ; for it is unreasonable to restrict

vTrkp vp&v to the disciples then present. It was
in our behalf that the body was broken and the
blood shed. The sacrificial idea appears in He 1310

,

where Qwiavriipiov probably refers indirectly to the
Eucharist. But the altar on which Christ offered

His sacrifice is the Cross ; and the altar on which
we offer is Christ Himself. The dvaiaar^piov is not
the holy table. And it may be doubted if there is a
sacrificial meaning in the double tovto iroietTe (1 Co
II24* 25

). For (i.) in LXX the frequent Heb. words
which mean 4 offer

5

or 4
sacrifice ’ are not translated

by iroLeiv, but by 7rpocr<p€peiv, dvacpipecv, dtiav, Bvcrid^eiv,

and the like, (ii.) The ordinary meaning of ttolclv

in LXX, in NT, and elsewhere, is the natural
meaning here, (iii.) The Gr. Fathers adopt this

ordinary meaning and interpret, 4 Perform this

action. ’ (iv. ) Syr-Sin. has,
4Thus do in remembrance

of me.’ (v.) The ancient liturgies do not use ttolciv

orfacere of the bread and wine, but npocrcpipeiv or

offerre. (vi.) The sacrificial meaning might easily

have been made clear by the use of irpoafapeiv.

Moreover, we have tovto, not tovtov : not 4Do this

bread? but 4 Do this thing' (See Expositor, 3rd
series, vii. p. 441; T. K. Abbott, Essays on the

Texts of the OT and NT, 1891, p. 110; J. R.
Milne, The Doctrine of the Eucharist

, 1895, p. 19).

The use of iroieiv here is exactly analogous to that
in Ex 1228 of the Passover : iroirnrav ol viol 'lapan^X

KaOh ivereiXarro Ktipios t$ Mwcn}, oiircas iTrolycrav. Comp.
wdvra 8<ra iXdXqcev Kijptos iroi'f)<rop,€V (Ex 247).

4. In the Lord’s Supper we receive spiritual

food, which continues ana strengthens the spiritual

life begun in baptism. The soul is nourished by
the body and blood of Christ as the body is by the
bread and wine. His flesh is meat indeed, and His
blood drink indeed (Jn 65S

), and to partake of Him
who is the Life (Jn 146) is to have eternal life

(Jn e50* 54* 88
). Comp. Ign. Eph. 20, Bom. 7;

Clem. Alex. Peed. ii. 2; Cypr. de Dom. Orat. 18.

5. By Christ’s example this rite includes an
act of thanksgiving. In all four accounts we have
e&xaPL(rTWas either of the bread or of the cup ; and
Mt and Mk have a blessing or thanksgiving with
both elements. The very early use of i] etixapLffTla

as a name for the whole service shows that it was
regarded as the highest form of thanksgiving.
With regard to all Eucharistic controversy we

may wish, with Hooker, ‘that men would more give
themselves to meditate with silence what we have
by the sacrament, and less to dispute of the manner
how.’ There have been those who * because they
enjoyed not disputed,’ and others who 4 disputed
not because they enjoyed’ (Ec. Pol. v. lxvii. 3).

Jam missa
,

quanto vicinior et similior primes
omnium misses, quam Christus in ccena fecit, tanto
Christianior (Luther).
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LO-RUHAMAH.—See Hosea, vol. ii. p. 421%
and Lo-Ammi.

LOT (a
5

!

1

? ; Awt).—

T

he son of Ilaran, the brother

of Abraham, and consequently Abraham’s nephew
(Gn ll27* 31 [both P]). Particulars of his life are

found in parts of Gn 11-14. 19 : the circumstantial

narrative belongs to J (except ch. 14, which conies

from an independent source), P giving only a brief

summary (ll 27 - 31-32 124b
‘5 13G - nb'Sa [to Plain] 19

29
).

Lot’s father Haran died before the migration of

Abraham into Canaan—according to J, in ‘the

land of his nativity’ (i.e. Haran in
.

Mesopotamia),
accordingto P, in 4 Ur of the Kasdim ’

; and when
Abraham left Haran for Canaan, he took Lot with
him ( 124a J ; 124b_5 P). Lot, it may he inferred,

was with his uncle when he rested at Shechem,
and again on the mountain between Bethel and
Ai, as well as afterwards, when he journeyed
through the Negeb, or 4 South’ of Judah (126

- 8 * 9
).

Whether, in the view of the narrator, Lot accom-
panied Abraham into Egypt (12

10-20
), is less certain

:

the complete silence respecting him in the some-
what circumstantial narrative of 1210

"20 is notice-

able ;
and it is possible that the words 4 and Lot

with him ’ in 131 are a gloss (see, further, Dillm.

226, 229). However that may be, Lot is with
Abraham when he revisits the hill between
Bethel and Ai, which now becomes the scene of

Lot’s memorable choice (131'18
). Both Abraham

and Lot, we are told, had numerous herds : the
land ‘was not able to bear them, that they
might dwell together, for their substance was
great ’ (P : cf. 367), i.e. it could not supply pasture
for both of them; strifes arose between their

respective herdmen (J), viz. about wells and water-
ing-places (cf. 2125 2620L ), which appear to Abraham
to he unseemly between ‘brethren,’ i.e. relatives

(cf. 1416 2427 2915
), and he proposed accordingly a

separation. Though the elder, he generously offers

his nephew the first choice :
4
is not the whole

land before thee ? ... if thou wilt take the left

hand, then I will go to the right ; or if thou take
the right hand, then I will go to the left.’ The
soil about Bethel is stony and bare ; but a little to

the S.E. there is
4 a conspicuous hill; its topmost

summit resting, as it were, on the rocky slopes

below, and distinguished from them by the olive-

grove which clusters over its broad surface above ’

(S. and P. 218) ; and here, it seems, the narrator
must have pictured Lot and Abraham as standing.
‘To the east there rises in the foreground the
jagged range of the hills above Jericho; in the
distance the dark wall of Moab ; between them
lies the wide valley of the Jordan, its course
marked by the track of tropical forest growth
[the 4 £ride of Jordan ’ of Jer 125 4919=5044

, Zee XI8]
in which its rushing stream is enveloped; and
down to this valley runs a long and deep ravine,
through which, it seems, parts of the plain across
the river can he descried, with long lines of verdure
fringing the numerous streams which descend from
the mountains beyond into the Jordan: on the S. and
W. appear the bleak hills of Judah. The 4 Kikkar,’
—the ‘round,’ or ‘oval,’ of Jordan, i.e. (cf. Buhl,
Geogr. 112) the middle, broader part of the Jordan
Valley beginning about 25 miles N. of the Dead
Sea, and including (probably) the Dead Sea itself,

and the small plain at its S. end,—though in parts
the soil, once a sea-bottom, is desolate and barren,
is in other parts extremely fertile, and produces an
exuberant vegetation (see EGHL 4831, 487, 489) ;

and the writer, it seems, pictured it as having been
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yet more fertile, before Sodom and Gomorrah * had
been destroyed

—

4 well-watered everywhere, 5

like
the garden of Eden, or the valley of the Nile. A
region so blessed by nature proved to Lot an
irresistible temptation : heedless of his uncle,
heedless of the wickedness of its inhabitants

—

significantly emphasized by the narrator in v. 13—
he made his choice ; he left his uncle on the
bare hills of Bethel, while he Mmself descended
into the fertile valley, ‘ and moved his tent (Vn*n)
as far as Sodom. 5 4 By thus voluntarily quitting
Canaan, Lot resigns his claims to it, and the later
territorial relations of Moab and Ammon [see
below], and of Israel, are prefigured 5

(Dillm.).
The next incident in Lot’s life which is mentioned

is his rescue by his uncle after he had been taken cap-
tive by the expedition headed by Chedorlaomer (Gn
14)

;
After the defeat of the king of Sodom and Ms

allies in the c Yale of Siddim, 5 Lot, who now 4 dwelt
in Sodom, 5

is, amongst others (v. 16), taken prisoner
by the victorious kings from the East, and carried
off by them. Abraham, who was now at Hebron,
hears of what has happened, and immediately,
with 318 followers, starts in pursuit. All through
Canaan, as far as Dan, near the foot of Hermon,
he follows the retreating hosts : there he surprises
them by a night attack, pursues them as far as
Hobah, probably some 80 miles N. of Damascus,
recovers Lot and his possessions, and brings him
back (it is implied) to Sodom (w.12“16

).

The next time that we hear of Lot is in the
familiar narrative of Gn 19. The two angels,

whose mission it is to destroy the guilty cities of

the 4 Kikkar, 5
arrive at Sodom at even. Lot,

sitting in the gateway of the city,—the common
place of resort in the East, whether for conversa-
tion or business (cf. Ru 41

),—rises up, with the
same ready courtesy which Abraham had shown
before (18

2-6
), and which is still usual among the

Arabs, to oiler them hospitality : at first, wishing,
it may be, to test his sincerity, they decline the
invitation, but being pressed by him they yield,

and are entertained by him sumptuously, at a
‘feast

5 (rmva
; cf. 218 2630 2922

). Lot’s hospitality

on this occasion is alluded to (probably), in con-

junction with that of Abraham (ch. 18), in the
well-known words (He 132

), which have passed into

a proverb, 4 Be not forgetful to entertain strangers
(rrjs (piXo^evias fzrj iTrCkavOdvecrde

) ; for some have
thereby entertained angels unawares. 5 The char-

acter of the men of Sodom soon discloses itself (cf.

Is 39
) ; and Lot, obliged to act quickly in a trying

situation, made the mistake of placing his duties

as a host (which, as is well known, are regarded in

the East as peculiarly sacred) above his duties as a
father. 4 The words of Lot (

4
1 have two daughters,

5

etc.) have been much canvassed in all times. St.

Chrysostom thought it virtuous in him not to spare
his own daughters, rather than sacrifice the duties

of hospitality, and expose his guests to the wicked-
ness of the men of Sodom (Horn, xxiii. in Gen.).

So St. Ambrose (de Abrah. i. 6), speaking as if a
smaller sin were to be preferred to a greater. But
St. Augustine justly observes, that we should open
the way for sin to reign far and wide if we allowed
ourselves to commit smaller sins, lest others should
commit greater (Lib. contr. Mend. c. 9. See also

Qucest. in Gen. 42). We see in all this conduct of

Lot the same mixed character. He intended to do
rightly, but did it timidly and imperfectly.

5 In
fact, Lot 4 brought his troubles upon himself by
the home he had chosen. He was bound to defend

* On the difficult question of the site of these cities, see

EGHL 505 ff., and App. 678. To the present writer, the

arguments in favour of a site at the S. end of the Bead Sea

appear to preponderate : of. the note below on Zoar. It is

not necessary to suppose that Lot saw the exact part of the

Kikkar in which the cities were; in any case, the word
1 all’ in Gn 131° must be an exaggeration.

his guests at the risk of his own life, but not by
the sacrifice of his daughters 5 (Speaker’s Comm, on
v. 8). The profligate multitude, resenting Lot’s

interference, and the assumption of moral superi-

ority which it implied, essay to lay hands upon
him ; and are only prevented from carrying out
their purpose by the intervention of the two angels,

who forcibly bring Lot into the house, and strike

his would-be assailants with a dazzling (onup, only
besides 2 K 618

), preventing them from being able
to find the door. The angels, satisfied now that
even 4 ten 5

righteous men (1832) are not to be found
in Sodom, urge Lot to quit betimes the doomed city,

taking with him all those belonging to him. But
his 4 sons-in-law 5 mocked at his warnings; and even
Lot himself, though hastened by the angels as
soon as morning broke (v. 16

), ‘lingered 5
(v. 16

), re-

luctant to leave his 4 house 5

(v.8 etc.), and the city

wMch he had made his home. But the angels are
tender to his weakness, J" being desirous to 4 spare

5

him ; they accordingly take hold of hi3 hand, and
lead him, together with his wife and daughters,
outside the city. There they bid him escape for

his life, neither looking behind him—whether to

be tempted back, or to watch with curious eye
the fate of the city— nor tarrying even for a
moment in any part of the coveted (1310)

4 Kikkar 5
:

4 escape to the mountain,’—or 4 mountainous coun-
try,

5
viz. of the later Moab (v.80 1410),—‘lest thou be

swept away 5

(v. 17
). But the mountains are too

distant for Lot’s faith, or strength of purpose:
fearing he will not be able to reach them in time,

he asks to be allowed to take refuge in a city

nearer at hand, which, being a ‘little one,
5 might

have been less guilty than the other cities, and
more easily spared. His request is granted, and
he escapes to Zoar. The aim of this part of the
narrative is evidently to explain the origin of this

name. Zoar is in all probability the Zoara
,
or

Zoor) of Josephus, and the Zughar of the Arab,
geographers ;

* and this, as Wetzstein has shown
(in Del. Ga 4 564 ff.), lay in the plain at the S.E.
extremity of the Dead Sea, now called the Gh6r
es-Safieh,f which, in striMng contrast to the salt

and marshy plain opposite (S.W. of the Sea), at
the foot ox the Jebel Usdum (see p. 152), is well-

watered, and 4 covered with shrubs and verdure,

like the Plain of Jericho 5 (Grove in Smith, DB iii.

1182; EGHL 508 n.). Lot reached Zoar soon
after sunrise (v. 28) ; and the destruction of the other
cities of the 4 Kikkar 5 then took place. His wife,

disregarding the injunction of v. 17
, looked back

from behind him, and became 4 a pillar of salt’

(v. 28)4
After these events. Lot, dreading lest, after all,

a similar fate should overtake Zoar, 4 went up 5 out
of it into the ‘mountain, 5

i.e., as in w. 17* 19
, the

hill-country on the E. of the Dead Sea ; and dwelt
there ‘in a cave 5

(19
80

), according to a custom
which appears still to prevail in this neighbour-
hood^ The only other incident in his life which
is mentioned is the story which now follows (19

31-38
)

of the origin of the nations of Moab and Ammon
from his incestuous intercourse with his two
daughters. Naturally, this narrative is not to be
understood as a record of actual fact. The story

is based in part upon a popular etymology of the
two names

;
but this does not explain it entirely.

There was much rivalry and hostility between
Israel and its trans-Jordanic neighbours, Moab
and Ammon ; it is also, as Dillm. has remarked,
a probable inference from the present narrative,

that incestuous marriages, such as were viewed in

* See HGHL 506-7 n.
J

t So also Keil, Del., Dillm., Socin (.ZDPV, 1880, p. 81), Buhl
(iGeogr. 271 f.), Blanckenhom (ZDPV xix. 1896, 53 f.).

j V.29 is a summary account, from P, of what has been
described at length, in w.i-28, by J.

§ Buckingham, Travels in Syria (1825), pp. 61-8, 87.
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Israel with abhorrence, were not uncommon among
these two nations ; and these feelings are reflected

in the discreditable story of their origin, which
the narrator has here preserved. ‘It was the
coarse humour of the people which put into words
its aversion to Moab and Ammon by means of this

narrative
5
(Dillm.).

The only other mention of Lot in the OT is in
the expression ‘ children of Lot, 5 applied to Moab
in Dt 29

,
and to the Ammonites in Dt 219

;
and to

both peoples indiscriminately in Ps 838
.

Lot is in character a strong contrast to Abraham.
He is selfish, weak, and worldly : he thinks of

himself before his uncle, and chooses, for the sake
of luxury and ease, to dwell in the midst of temp-
tation. Relatively, indeed, he was ‘righteous

5

(2 P 27* 8
) ;

his personal character was without
reproach ; and he was deemed worthy by God of a
special deliverance.* His ‘righteous soul

5 was,
moreover, ‘vexed (ifiao-avLtero) from day to day 5 by
the * lawless deeds 5 which he saw around him ; but
he had not strength of purpose to quit his evil sur-

roundings, and even betrothed his daughters to
natives of the sinful city. When ultimately he
left Sodom, it was with manifest reluctance, and
only after his daughters had become (if we may
follow the representation of the narrator) depraved
by contact with vice. He brought temptations,
and also troubles, upon himself,—and the man
who once was rich in ‘ flocks and herds and tents 5

(135
) was, as the result of his own actions, stripped

of his possessions, and reduced to living penu-
riouslyin a cave. Lot is one of the many rinrot

in the OT ; and his history is a lesson of the
danger of thinking too exclusively of worldly
advantage and present ease.

The historical character of Lot must be judged by the same
principles as that of Ishmael and Jacob (vol. ii. 5331) : no doubt
tribal relations and characteristics are, to a certain degree,
reflected in him. Cf. Dillm. AT Theol. p. 79. On Jewish
traditions about Lot, seethe B’reshith Rabid (tr. Wiinsche), and
the PirTct R. Eliezer, c. 25 (where his wife is called nny Edith

,

and one of his daughters Pelotith). In Fabricius, Cod.
Pseudepigr. FT, i. 428-431, there is a Greek legend of a tree

E
lanted by him, which afterwards provided wood for the cross.
censeus (iv. 31 ; 33. 9) interprets typically some of the incidents

of his history. In the Qorian, Lot is often alluded to as a
preacher of righteousness to the people among whom he dwelt,
Qor. 778-82 1172-84 IgSSff. 2174-75 2243 26&0-175 2755-59 2027-84 5438-38 ;

in these passages (as well as elsewhere) the men of Sodom are
called the 4 people of Lot/ as the Dead Sea is still called by the
Arabs Bahr Lilt, the 1 Sea of Lot.*

Lot’s Wife.—Gn 1928 * But his wife looked back
from behind him, and she became a pillar of salt.

5

At the S.W. end of the Dead Sea is the singular
formation called Jebel TJsdum, ‘the mountain of
Sodom, 5 a range of cliffs, some 6 miles long and 600
ft. high, consisting of crystallized rock-salt—once
part of the bed of the ancient Salt Sea— ‘ covered
with a capping of chalky limestone and gypsum.
... It has a strangely dislocated, shattered
look, and is all furrowed and worn into huge
angular buttresses and ridges, from the face of
which great fragments are occasionally detached
by the action of the rains, and appear as “pillars
of salt

55 advanced in front of the general mass.
At the foot the ground is strewed with lumps and
masses of salt.

5

1 Such pillars, or pinnacles, of
salt have been often noticed by travellers. Lieut.
Lynch, for instance, $ describes one which was
about 40 ft. high, cylindrical in form, and rested
on a kind of ovalpedestal, some 50 ft. above the level
of the sea. It is probable that some such pillar,

conspicuous in antiquity, gave rise to the story.
Writers of a later age often felt satisfied that they

* 01 Clem. Rom. Ep. 1 ad Cor.
.
xi. 1, hot, tptXolivUv x»)

tucrtfiiiitv Aar itruQvs, x.r.X.

t Sir G. Grove in Smith, DB iil 1180 ; see also Rob. BR ii.

107-9 ; Hull, Mount S&ir
,
Sinai, and W. Pal. (1889) 329-132.

t Narrative of U.S. Exped. to the Jordan and Lead Sea, ed.

1849, p. 307 f. (with a view), ed. 1852 (condensed), p. 201 f.

could identify the pillar in question. In Wis 10’

mention is made of a crr^A-/? a\6$, near the Dead
Sea, standing as a javrjp.e'Lov dTuarovays ipvxys

Josephus (Ant. I. xi. 4) says, larSp^aa 8* a tri

7dp seal vvv 8iaptiveu Clem. Rom. (1 Cor. II 2
),

Irenseus (Seer. iv. 31. 3), and the unknown author

of a poem on Sodom (ap. Tertull., ed. Oehler, ii.

771 ff., 1. 121 f.), speak of it, though not apparently

from personal knowledge, as still remaining.

Whether, however, the pillar referred to by all

these writers is the same one, must remain uncer-
'

tain ; as Robinson (ii. 10S) remarks, during the rainy

season such pillars are constantly in the process of
1

formation and destruction, so that it is doubtful

how far any particular one would be permanent
(cf. Grove in Smith, DB 1

ii. 145a).

Lot’s wife ‘ looked back 5 with regretful longings

for the possessions and enjoyments which she was
leaving behind her, and so proved herself unworthy
of the salvation offered to her.

.

Our Lord (Lk 1782 )

refers accordingly to the narrative about her, when
inculcating indifference to all worldly interests, as
the attitude with which the advent of the Son of

man should be met. ‘Note that. Christ says,

“ Remember,” not “Behold. 55 Nothing that is in

existence is appealed to, but only what has been

told' (Plummer, ad loc., in the ‘International

Crit. Comm. 5

). S. R. Driver.

LOTAN (pi 1

?, Acordv ).—The eponym of a Horite
clan, Gn 3620 - 22 - 29=l Ch Is8

* 89
. Ewald (Gesch* i.

448 [Eng. tr. i. 313]), followed by Dillmann (Genesis,

ad loc.), identifies with Lot, the father of Moab-
Ammon, who appears in Gn 19s0 as a ‘cave
dweller.

5

See Lot.

LOTHASUBUS (Auddcrovpos), 1 Es O44.—A cor-

ruption of Hashum in Neh 84 ;
ntfm was perhaps

read ziahn
1

?.

LOTS (V-fa. In Est 37 924* 26 we have the problem-
atic word 75, the plur. of which is trd by LXX in

926 (ppovpal [see Purim, Eeast of]. The ordinary
rendering in LXX for rjVi is tcXypos, which is the NT
term also).—The lot was employed in ancient
Israel as a mode of deciding important issues in

cases when they were not decided by other me-
chanical modes, or were not left to the expressed
arbitrament of a priest, prophet, elder, judge (»gw),

or king. The use of lota was governed by the
presupposition that divine influence controlled
their employment, and that the result coincided
with God’s will. We have, in fact, here only one
of a large cycle of modes of divination practised by
Israel and other nations of antiquity. Some of

these, as Urim and Thummim, were sanctioned by
the Jewish Torah as legitimate (see art. Urim
and Thummim), and were at all events tolerated
(as the use of the ephod) in pre-exilian Israel (see

art. Ephod, No. 2). Others, on the contrary,
were regarded as illegitimate, as the pieces of

stick (pafibofxavTla, Hos 412) or arrows ({3eXojmvTla,

Ezk 21 26 [Heb.]). See Davidson on Ezk 2121 in

Camb. Bible for Schools

;

and for the usage among
ancient Arabs, Wellhausen, Beste Arab. Eeiden -

turns 2
p. 132. For Assyr. parallels see Lehmann,

A berglaube u. Zauberei, p. 40.

The religious aspect in the employment of lots
is expressed in the phrase mrr \:jy? (Jos IS6,

8

), and
still more explicitly m Pr 1683—

4 The lot is cast into the lap,

But all its decision cometh from Jehovah.’

The verb used here for easting the lot is the
ffiph. of Vrc. In Jos 188 it is in v. 6 it is .tv.

In J1 38 , Ob u, and Nah 310 the verb tv is employed,
while in Jon l 7 and many other passages we have

When the word for ‘lot
5

stands as subject,
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the int ansitive verb nby (Lv 169
) or ay; (Nu 3S54

,

Jos 1911
*) is employed. To fo&e by lot

The occasions on which decisions were deter-
mined by lot may be classified as follows :

—

(1) In criminal cases, in order to discover the
culprit. The earliest recorded instance is that of
Achan (Jos 7

14
). Next comes that of Jonathan

(1 S 1442). In Jon l7 we read that the lot was used
as a means of fixing on the guilty source of the
continued stormy weather. This example is in-
structive, as it exhibits the common and identical
tradition as existing among ancient Hebrews and
the Phoenician sailors, as we may assume them to
have been, who accompanied Jonah (cf. Josephus,
BJ hi. viii. 7).

(2) In appointing to office, e.g. to that of king
(IS 1020ff

*
, where the choice of Saul as the first

king of Israel is recorded). We have another
example in the NT, when the vacancy occasioned
by the death of Judas is supplied by the election
by lot of .Matthias (Ac l28 ). Similarly, priestly
functions in the temple-worship were apportioned
among the sixteen sons of Eleazar and eight sons
of Ithamar (1 Ch 244* 6

;
cf. Lk l9) ; so also in

the service of song (1 Ch 258ff
*) and in the delivery

of wood for the altar (Neh 1035
; cf. II1

).

(3) In the division ofproperty

.

The most notable
instance of this is in the assignment of territory
among the tribes of Israel (Nu 2655ff

- 3354 341S 362
,

Jos 136 142 161 etc., Ps 1053, Ac 1319 ). Thus by a
natural transition the land itself, when divided,
came to be designated by this word Vtij (Jos 151

1714ff
*, Jg Is

,
Is 576

). Hence we frequently find
this term metaphorically applied to express the
destiny which is awarded by God, whether favour-
able or the reverse (Ps 16°, Is 1714 3417

,
Jer 1325

,

Bn 1213). The division of the booty taken in war,
or of the property of prisoners or criminals, was
often carried out by means of the lot (J1 33, Nah
310, Ob Ps 2218

, Mt 2735
, Jn 1924

).

(4) The lot was also employed on the great Bay
ol Atonement in the selection of the he-goat for
Jehovah and for Azazel respectively (Lv 167

‘10
).

See arts. Azazel and Atonement (Bay of).

According to the Mishna Tractate Joma (iii. 9)
these lots were made at first of boxwood and after-

wards of gold, and shaken in an urn.

We have no clear indications as to the actual
nature of the lots used by ancient Israel. Probably
they were small tablets of stone or wood, and were
inscribed with the name of the person or tribe ; or,

in cases of criminal trial, they may have been of

different colours, one (to express guilt) differing from
all the others. Probably in many cases (as in the
assignments of property) there was a second vessel

containing lots inscribed with the name of the
property (as land or slaves). But it is not necessary
to suppose this. The name of the property might
be called out and a lot containing the name of the
tribe or person would be drawn from the vessel, or

vice versa. All this belongs to the uncertain realm
of conjecture. We do know, however, that the
lots were sometimes held in the fold of the outer
garment (Pr 1638).
Another point which is obscure is whether the

function of deciding .by lot was predominantly
exercised by priests or not. From Neh ll 1 we are

led to infer that, unlike the use of the ephod and
Urim and Thummim in pre-exilian times, the em-
ployment of the lot, in the times both before and
after the Exile,was open equally to priests and laity.

Last of all, we have to consider the obscure
derivation of the name of the feast of Purim from
the supposed Persian word p4r, meaning ‘lot*

(Est 9s4- 26
; cf. 37). Lagarde nas shown that no

such Persian word exists. Pers. pdre— < portion,’

not Got.’ Zimmern’s combination of the name
with the Baby1. puhru, ‘assembly 5 {ZATWS 1890,

p. 158 ff. ), is far more probable. Comp, the Maud,
wma, Syr. ‘meal, 5

‘feast.
5 The interest-

ing Babylonian parallels -with the Esther narrative,
suggested by him and by Jensen, will be found in
Nowack5

s Heb. Archaol. ii. pp. 194-200, and in
Wildeboer’s ‘Esther 5

in the Kurzer Hand-Corn-
mentar

, p. 172 ffi See, further, Purim (Feast OF).

On the use of the lot in classical antiquity consult
Warre Cornish’s Concise Diet, of Greek and Roman
Antiquities, sub voce ‘Sortes.

5

Owen C. Whitehouse,
LOYE (njerg, dr/farrj).—Love to God and love to

man are primary principles of the NT religion.

But Jesus declares that on these two command-
ments hang all the law and the prophets (Mt 2240

;

cf. 712
, Mk 1221 *34

). They are therefore primary
principles of the OT religion as well. They are
not, however, independent or co-ordinate, but are
so related that tne second springs from, or is

conditioned by, the first. The love to man, in the
biblical sense, springs from a heart renewed, and
possessed with the love of God (1 Jn 421

; cf. 27“u
310 411. is)

. for on]y by such a heart will the view
be taken of man’s essential worth and dignity, of
the true ends of his life, and of the possibilities

of his recovery from sin, that makes love possible
(cf. Lk 1510

) ;
only in such a heart is the egoistic

impulse conquered which leads us to regard other
men as rivals to ourselves, to seek our own good in
preference to theirs, to use them as means to our
own ends, to treat them with indifference and
neglect, or, if they come into collision with our
interests, with envy, irritation, and resentment

;

only in such a heart is there the disposition and
a sufficiently powerful motive, to a sustained, holy,
spiritual, ungrudging, truly disinterested love to
our fellow-men, even to those who have no claims
upon us, or who may have injured us, or may be
personally unworthy (Mt fi

43-48
, Ho 1219-21

,
1 Jn 316 - 17

411
).
* On the other hand, it is vain for us to

profess to love God if we do not love our brethren
(1 Jn 29'n 310 420

). But this love to God, again,
which is the spring of love to man, has its source
in the knowledge we have of the love which God
has to us (1 Jn 47 - 19

). It is the loving character
of God as revealed in His words and acts to men
(Fs 1141 etc.), peculiarly in His grace in Christ,
culminating in the sacrifice of the Cross (Eph 51, a

,

1 Jn 49 * 10 etc.), in conjunction with the love
which Christ Himself has manifested to us (Jn 1334

1512
, Gal 220

, Eph 5s5 etc.), which begets responsive
love, and leads to the entire surrender of ourselves
to the service of God, and of our fellow-men for

God’s sake. Alike in OT and in NT, love to God
and love to man lead up as their last source to
love in God Himself, ana it is from this highest
point of view, accordingly, that our proper study
of the subject must begin.

i. Love of God.

—

(a) The OT Doctrine.—Love,
generally, is that principle which leads one moral
being to desire ana delight in another, and reaches
its highest form in that personal fellowship in which
each lives in the life of the other, and finds his

joy in imparting himself to the other, and in re-

ceiving back the outflow of that other’s affection

into himself. The quality and degree of love
vary with the relation in which the persons
loving and loved stand to each other, the highest
examples of human love—those, therefore, which

* Trench accordingly remarks that * is a word horn
within the hosom of revealed religion. It occurs in the LXX,
but there is no example of its use in any heathen writer
whatever ; the utmost they attained to here was QiXoivQpoinlu,

and <pi\ec<i6X<pj£», and the last, indeed, never in any sense but
as the . love between brethren in blood * (Trench, Synonyms,
p. 42). It has, indeed, been argued by Deissmann (but his
grounds are very weak) that was a word in use in the
Egyptian vernacular, from which it was adopted both by Jews
and Christians. See Expos. Times

,
ix. (1898) pp. 272, 501, 567.'
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are peculiarly taken as the images of the divine

in its tenderest relations (Is 54®, Ezk 23, Hos ll 1
)—being the love of husband to wife, and of parent

to child. Love, therefore, in God, is in general
that principle which leads Him to desire and seek
the good of all His moral creatures ; to impart
benefits to them in every scale and degree of

blessing • to establish relations of fellowship with
them, thatHemay bless them more fully ; to recover

and restore them when they have turned aside

from their true end, and lost themselves through
sin (Hos 139 ) ; highest of all, to admit them to

participation in His own holy, blessed life (1 Jn l
3
),

in which He and they become one, as the Father
and Son are one (Jn 1721

). As the central prin-

ciple of the divine character—for £ God is love’

(1 Jn 48)—every other attribute stands in relation

and subordination to this, though they are not on
this account (as by Ritschl and others) to be
immediately identified with it. 'All the divine
attributes are combined in love, as in their centre
and vital principle. Wisdom is its intelligence

;

might its productivity ; the entire natural creation

ana the entire revelation of righteousness in history

are means by which it attains its teleological aims’
(Martensen). (For an exhaustive examination of

the idea of the divine love in its theological and
ethical relations, see Horner’s System of Christian
Ethics

, pp. 58-96, 374-382).
When, with this general conception of love

as an attribute of God, we turn to the OT, we
are apt to feel disappointment. Holiness is in

the foreground ; love seems in the background.
The term 4 love ’ (vb. an$, noun rr^rrg), used of God’s
love to His people, is not found, if Dt be late,

till the time of the prophets. Hosea is the
first who develops the idea (under the images of

marriage and sonship, Hos 31 ll 1 144 ). In fit. Is,

Jer, etc., it occurs repeatedly (Dt 437 718 1015 etc.,

Is 4814 639
, Jer 313

, Zeph 317
). Moreover, the love

thus spoken of is a love only to the covenant people.
‘The particular word love,’ says Schultz, ‘is

hardly ever applied to God ; and where it does
occur in a late writer (Mai l2), it denotes God’s
special covenant love for Israel ; and the reverse side
of this is, of course, hatred of the hostile peoples ’

(Alttest Theol. p. 547). This first impression,
however, regarding the OT religion, gives way to
a different one on narrower inspection. As respects
the mere word, we shall find that a quite analogous
phenomenon meets us in the NT. Singular as it

may appear, it is the case that the terms dydni) and
ay<nrq.v are never once applied to God in the Synoptic
Gospels. The nearest approach is dyamjAs as a
designation of the well-beloved Son (Mt 317 1218 etc. ).

The Synoptics are full of a Father who loves, yet the
word is never once used. In theActs thewords ayairy
andd/ycwr#? never once occur as applied either to God
or man.

.
In the Gospel of St. John, apart from the

(evangelist’s) statement, ‘ God so loved the world ’

(Jn 313
), it is, as in the Synoptics, the Son who is

primarily the object of the Father’s love (Jn 3s5

1726) ; and this love of the Father is extended to the
disciples in union with Him (Jn 1421 1723 - 26

). But
after the earthly manifestation of Christ had been
summed up in His death and resurrection, and
reflection had begun on the completed revelation,
there was no difficulty in speaking of the love of
God (Ro 55* 8 8s8- » 2 Co 131

*, 1 Jn 31 48
'12 etc.). In

a similar way God’s acts of love in OT precede the
use of the term. As Dillmann remarks of the
term ‘righteousness

’
(pnif), which likewise is not

found in the Mosaic books, ‘ The ethical norm, the
will of God, must first be revealed according to its
content, before there could be mention of an agree-
ment of the acts of God with this norm ’ {Alttest.
Theol. p. 271 ; see his whole excellent treatment of
the love of God, pp. 258-283).

When Dt and the prophets speak of the love of

God, they carry back that love to the beginning of

God’s dealings with Israel as a nation, and find the

proof of it in His acts towards that people, and the

covenant He made with them (Hos ll1
,
Is 639

, Ezk
16). Dt carries the love further back still, to the

time of the patriarchs, for whose sake this kindness

was shown to their descendants (Dt 437, cf. Is 511
).

And the biblical history has only to be studied in

its entirety to see that it is a revelation of the love

of God to Israel throughout. The word itself may
not he employed,—in the psalms we find it used

with such objects as ‘righteousness,’ ‘judgment/
‘ Zion/ ‘ the gates of Zion/ etc. (Ps ll 7 33® 78<* 822

),

—but there is a rich vocabulary of terms to denote

the particular manifestations of love : as ™,
mercy, loving-kindness ;

jn, grace, favour ;
ate,

goodness, long-suffering, etc., and these are con-

stantly in use. The wrath of God also is not a
blind impulse, but springs from an ethical ground,
and is tempered and restrained by His long-suffering

and mercy (Ex 346
,
Nu 1418,

Is 489
, Jer 1515

,
Nah

l8 * 7
,
Ps 7838 etc.). It is no doubt true, as alleged,

that the special object of this love of God is the
covenant people Israel—a fact which has again its

exact analogue in the use of dydirv] in NT (see

below) ,* but it is to be borne in mind that this

particularism is with a view to an ultimate wider
blessing (Gn 121-3

, Ps 67. 87 RY) ; and the term
‘ hate 5

in Mai l8 is not to be more rigidly inter-

preted than Christ’s own use of the same term (Lk
1426 ). Schultz observes, ‘ Passages like Gn 2931 and
Pr 3023 show that the expression “hatred ” is taken
from the idioms of polygamy, and denotes, not
hostility, but neglect ’

(
Alttest . Theol. p. 547). As

against the idea that the love of God was that of

the narrow partiality of a tribal deity for his

proUgts many facts speak. The original creation
was evidently an outcome of goodness (Ps 136 1 "9

),

and God ‘ blesses ’ the original representatives of

mankind, and richly dowers them with dominion
over the creatures (Gn l27

'29
). The patience of God

bears with the antediluvian world (Gn 6s
) ; and

after the flood His covenant is made with Noah for
all flesh (Gn 98

*17
). The Abrahamic covenant has,

as shown, an aspect of blessing to the world. It
is repeatedly declared that the whole earth is full

of God’s goodness, and that His mercies are over all

His works (Ps 33® 11964 145™ etc.). When it is

declared that God desiTeth not the death of a
sinner, but rather that he turn from his wicked-
ness and live (Ezk 1832 3311

), this cannot be held to
apply exclusively to Israel; and the Bk. of Jonah
furnishes a proof that the pity of God extends to
heathen nations as well as to His own people (Jon
410* u

). The classical passage on the divine char-
acter in OT is that in the Mosaic history in which
J" proclaims His name, ‘The Lord, the Lord, a
Goa full of compassion and gracious, slow to anger/
etc. (Ex 346 * 7

) ; and it is also that in which the
graciousness of this character is brought to fullest
expression. If the sins of the fathers are visited
on the third and fourth generation of those that
hate Him, mercy is kept for thousands of those
that love Him (cf. Ex 20®* 6

).

It is, however, doubtless, in the special relation
of God to Israel that, in OT, His love is distinc-
tively manifested, for this people He has bound
in covenant with Himself, and set them apart,
that He might be glorified through them. 'This
relation of love is already implied in the term
‘ son ’ which He applies to the nation (Ex 422 * 23

)

;

but comes out with peculiar distinctness in the
glowing language in which the covenant is proposed
to the people at Sinai (Ex 193

"8
). This relation

springs in no sense from desert, but is a result of
God’s free electing grace (Dt 77)

,* and, so far from
placing Israel in a position of favouritism in which
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their offences are lightly condoned, it lays on
them an increased responsibility and subjects them
to special chastisements in case of unfaithfulness
(Am 32 ). But the same love secures that God will
not cast His people off, but will work on them by
judgment and mercy till He has finally subdued
them to Himself (Hos 2, 14 etc.).

An interesting point of inquiry relates to the
relation of this ‘ love

9
of God m OT to His other

ethical attributes of ‘righteousness, 9

‘truth,
9

‘zeal,
9

‘ wrath, 9

holiness, 9
etc. On the relation to ‘ wrath 9

(with ‘zeal,
9

‘holiness
5

), see Anger ; but a word
maybe here said on the relation to ‘righteousness 9

(with ‘truth,
9

‘faithfulness, 9

etc.). These two
(‘righteousness 9 and ‘love

9

) are not to be identified
(as with Ritschl, etc.), yet they stand in the closest
relation, and God’s ‘righteousness 9

is manifest in
His saving acts (Ps 31 1 4810 - 11 1036- 7

, Hos 219 etc.).

Righteousness, with Ritschl, is identical with grace

;

it is the consistency of God in carrying out the ends
of His love (Recht. und Ver. ii. pp. 102-113). But
ethical norms are implied alike in the determina-
tion of these ends, and in the choice of the means
by which they are accomplished, and it is these
ethical norms with which * righteousness 9 has to
do. ‘Righteousness 9

is that which answers to
the ethically right norm or standard. So far as
‘love 9

is involved in ethical perfection, or is

demanded by that, it falls under the category of
‘righteousness, 9

and, so far as God has bound
Himself by covenant obligations to His people,
His ‘righteousness 9

requires that He be faithful
fc> His pledges (cf. 1 Jn l9 ).

‘ Righteousness 9 thus
interposes for their salvation, help, protection, etc.

But it has other and more general functions in the
upholding of the moral order and judgment of the
world, and the punishment ofthe obstinatelywicked
[e.g. Ps 94. 9613 989

). Its highest satisfaction, never-
theless, is not the infliction of judgment, but the
conversion and salvation of the sinner and the
production of righteousness in the earth (Ezk 3311,

Ps ll7
,

Is 458 61u etc. Domer has an original

investigation of the relation of love to righteous-
ness in his System of Christian Ethics

, pp. 68-93).

We may add that it is of the essence of love in

God as m man that it does not remain a mere self-

enclosed or inoperative principle, but reveals itself

in acts for the benefit of the beloved object. It is

impossible to believe in a God of love who, as
Carlyle said, ‘ does nothing.

9 The religion of the
Old Testament, therefore, and of the New as well,

is pre-eminently that of a God who reveals His
gracious purposes in history, and acts for man’s
salvation (Ps 1036* 7

, Ro 5s etc.).

(B) The NT Doctrine of the love of God pre-

supposes that of OT, and stands in no essential

contradiction with it (as Marcion supposed), but
perfects and completes it in the full revelation of

the character of God in His Son, and in the dis-

covery of His plan of love for man’s salvation,

—

in the gospel. It is certainly a striking fact

—

especially for those who would have us find the
whole revelation of Christ in the Synoptics--that,

as remarked above, Jesus in no single saying in

these Gospels speaks directly of the ‘love 9
(dy&Trrj)

of the Father, or uses the corresponding verb
(dyairqiv). The impartial beneficence of the Father
is indeed urged as an example (Mt 545 ) ; and the
Father is set before us as rewarding, hearing
prayer, giving good gifts, forgiving trespasses,

caring for His children, as for the lilies and the
fowls, revealing Himself to babes, avenging in-

juries to His little ones, etc. {e.g., Mt 61-4* 6* 8* 26-32

1Q29-81 ige. io. 14 But perhaps even these deter-

minations do not carry us essentially beyond the
bounds of OT. Yet there is a new significance

in the very name ‘ Father,
9 the depth and tender-

ness of which are revealed in the relation of the

Father to the ‘beloved 9 Son (dyaTTjrSs)

;

and th*
whole spirit, character, and gracious words and
deeds of Jesus are a revelation of the meaning of

love in God which is altogether new. It is in the
Gospel of St. John that we have the assurances that
those who are in union with the Son are loved
with the same infinite and tender love with which
the Son Himself is loved by the Father (Jn 1421* 23

1723 . 26
). xn the Word ‘love 9

is not used of

God’s attitude to men, though God’s acts of grace
(xdpis frequently) in the sending of His Son, raising
Him from the dead, exalting Him to heaven,
sending the Spirit, granting forgiveness of sins,

salvation, and healing through His name, are
abundantly extolled (Ac 2 . 3. 41-12 1034-43 1323'39

etc. ). It is, however, in the Pauline and Johannine
Epistles that this doctrine of the marvellous love
of God, as revealed in the gift, incarnation, life,

death, resurrection, and glorification of the Son,
and in the salvation and eternal life that have
come to men through Him, with unspeakable
spiritual blessings and privileges here, and ever-

lasting glory hereafter, is discovered in its full-

orbed splendour (Ro 55 - 8 835-39
,

1 Jn 31 48'12 etc.).

In so far as God desires the salvation of all

(1 Ti l15 24 410
), and has provided in the mission

and sacrifice of His Son for the salvation of all

(1 Ti 26
,

1 Jn 22 410
), His love embraces the whole

world (Jn 316
),—this extension of the blessings of

salvation to the Gentiles on equal terms with the
Jews being the peculiar ‘mystery 9 of God, which
had been hid from earlier ages, and which St.

Paul was commissioned to reveal (Eph 31" 11
;
in

this sense the NT doctrine is a transcending of the
‘particularism

9

of the OT, Gal 56, Col 311 etc.).

Nevertheless, the love of God is not in NT, any
more than in OT, a vaguely diffusive, indis-

criminating affection, but has for its peculiar
objects those in union with Christ, who, as chosen
in Him (the elect one. Is 421

,
Mt 1218 ) before the

foundation of the world, and foreordained to the
adoption of children, and all spiritual blessings,

according to the good pleasure (etidoda) of His
will — ‘ the purpose of Him who worketh all

things after the counsel of His will
9 (Eph l4

’12
)—are conducted by God (‘foreknown,

9

‘fore-

ordained,

9 ‘called
,

9
‘justified,

9

‘glorified
9

) to the
glory destined for them (Ro 8^'39

, cf. Jn 637
'40

etc.). The highest form of love, alike in God
and man, is not a matter of vague impulse, but in-

volves intelligent choice (diligo), the grounds of

choice lying sometimes in the objects loved, but
in the case of God, in dealing with the unworthy,
lying solely in His own good, wise, and holy will

(xdpis, Eph 2s etc.). The exponent of this love
of God to us is Jesus Christ, whose own love is

joined with God’s as part of the same manifesta-
tion of the divine character (Jn 107

'18
, Ro 59-11

,

Eph 319 52
, 1 Jn 410, Rev l6 etc.). In the com-

passion, tenderness, devotion, grace of Jesus in

His earthly life; in His hope for the vilest, and
yearning desire to bring them back to God; in

His self-sacrifice and surrender of Himself for His
sheep (Jn IO11- 14

), we have the ‘interpretation 5

{^7jy'rja-aro, Jn l18 ) of the Fathers heart to us. Love,
as thus exhibited, is not simply complacency in

the good ; it unites itself also with the bad, yearns
over them with inexpressible tenderness and sorrow
(Mt 2337), identifies itself so closely with them that
their sin and shame and sorrow are felt and shared
as if they belonged to the loving One Himself,

—

love, in other words, becomes substitutionary, and
in the case of Christ propitiatory (Mt 817 936,

Lk 15,

Jn IO10 "18
,
1 Jn 49*14

). The last and all-comprehen-
sive word on this subject is spoken by the Apostle
of Love when he sums up the whole significance of

the gospel revelation m the saying— ‘ God is

Loye 9

(1 Jn 48}.
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It lies 'beyond our province to discuss the more
properlytheological questionswhich arise out of this

scriptural doctrine of the love of God—its bearings,

e.g., on the doctrine of the Trinity (cf. Sartorius,

Doctrine of the Divine Love
, p. 8n., Eng. tr.) ; or

its relation to Creation, and the supreme ethical

end (cf. Bitschl, Eecht. und Ver. iii.
3
pp. 263-266).

It is a tempting, and not baseless, speculation,

that, as love in its essential nature has relation
to another, and involves, in its fulness, surrender
and self-communication to another, so, if love and
fatherhood are to be predicated eternally of God,
there must be self-distinction and sonship also

within the divine essence (for the world and human
spirits, as non-eternal, contingent, and finite, can-

not be adequate objects of this eternally complete,
and infinite, and active love of God). It is a
speculation, however, which lies, in this form ,

beyond Scripture, though the NT doctrine of the
Trinity throws back light on it, and it has a
point of relation to the recognition of the Son in

the Gospels as the peculiar object of the Father’s
knowledge and love (Mt 317 ll 27 1218, Jn 520 etc.).

ii. Love in Man.—The primary and unalterable
duty of man, in both OT and NT, is to love God
with all his mind, and heart, and soul, and strength
(Dt 65

, Mt 2237* S8
,
Mk 1229'33

). This obligation is

based in part on the natural relation of man to

God as created and dependent (Ft 817 - 18
, Ps 956 - 7

1008, Is Is) ; but specially on the morally perfect
character of God (Mt 548, Mk 1018) ; and, above all,

on the fact that God is Himself a Being of Love

—

this, too, not simply in a general respect, but as
having manifested His love in gracious relations

to ourselves. ‘Thou shalt love the Lord thy God'
etc. (Dt 65). In OT it is the superabounding grace
of God in His relations to Israel in the covenant
(Dt 41*14 32’40 lli-is.22 199 321-u ps 511 31 23 1161

,

Is 54, Hos ll1"4
14, etc.) ; in NT it is the love of

God in Christ (Eo 835 * 89 121, lCo29
,
Eph 24-19,

1 Jn 419
) which is the ground of obligation. It is

evident how far we are here from the abstract
grounds of natural theology. This love, moreover,
is no mere sentiment, or excitement of feeling, but
is connected in both OT and NT with an obedient
will and the keeping of God’s commandments
(Dt 6, Jos 225, Is 1*>-18

, Mt 721
"23

, Jn 1415 159‘ 14 etc.).
* This is the love of God,’ St. John says emphati-
cally, ‘ that we keep his commandments’ (I Jn 53 ).

The scriptural love to God is thus entirely practical,
it is also intelligent, and fed through growing
knowledge (‘ thy mind ’

; cf. Eph l 17 * 18 317 - 18 etc.).

It will specially manifest itself in the intelligent
adoption of the ends of God’s kingdom as our own
(Mt 6s3

). The love of God thus enspheres the
being of the true child of God ; it is shed abroad
in the heart (Bo 55) ; the soul dwells in love, i.e.

dwells in God and God in it (1 Jn 416). But this
feeling and enlargement of the heart in love to

God, and experience of the love of God, cannot
remain self-contained. It spontaneously overflows
in love to others, and yearns with the desire to
bring them^ within the same circle of blessing.
Specially will it feel a peculiar delight in those
who are within the same sphere of love as itself.

The love of God thus necessarily issues in love to
our brother ; and so imperative is this connexion,
that where the latter does not exist, we are
warranted in declaring that the former is absent
also (1 Jn 314

"17 47* 8
).

Love to man has thus its spring and principle in
love to God, and here a wider and a narrower
sphere is recognized—the one, the entire human
family; the other, the peculiar brotherhood in
Christ (Gal 610

, 1 P 210
). The grounds on which

this duty of love is based are entirely different
from those of philosophical ethics. The stoical

ideal of a brotherhood of reason remained an

unrealized dream. The ethics of Jesus laid the
foundations of a true love to man in spiritual

relation to God, and the destination to sonship in

His kingdom. A brotherhood arises out of the

Fatherhood. If we inquire more narrowly into

the biblical development of this great duty of the
gospel, we find the principle in which the whole is

involved already enunciated in OT, though its

full scope and bearing were not apparent under
the Old Covenant. It is from Leviticus (19

18
) that

Jesus quotes the precept, ‘Thou shalt love thy
neighbour as thyself,’ as one of the two ‘great’

commandments on which hang all the law and the
prophets (Mt 22s9* 40

, Mk 1231
) ; even as He declares

of His enunciation of ‘The Golden Buie’—‘for

this is the law and the prophets.’ The question

was as to the breadth of the signification of the
term ‘ neighbour ’

; and while here also the correct

principle was already involved in the doctrine of

the oneness of the human family as made in the
image of God (Gn l27 ), and in the truth of one
God of the spirits of all flesh (Nu 1622), it was alien

to the modes of thought of antiquity, and perhaps
was impossible to the Hebrews under the peculiar
limitations of their national economy, to give to
this pregnant term ‘ neighbour ’ a universal appli-

cation. (How few do so even now under Christian
teaching !) It is certain in any case that they did
not give it this wider scope

;
and it was reserved for

Jesus to correct ‘particularism’ here also, and, in

the light of His broad, universal doctrine of God
and man, to lift this duty to its proper level of

unlimited obligation. Our ‘ neighbour. He teaches
in the parable of the Good Samaritan, is every
man without distinction of nationality (Lk 1029"37

);

and the obligation of love is extended to embrace
even enemies (Mt 543

"48
), the pattern in this case

being the example of the Father in heaven. (The
germ is found here also in OT both in precept and
example, Lv 1917 * 18

, 1 S 24. 26, Ps 75
). This prin-

ciple, then, becomes in Christian morality the
single principle in which all duty to our fellow-men
is summed up, for it requires, comprehensively,
that we do our neighbour no injury (Bo 1310 ), but
do him all the good we can ; it requires even that
we overlook his wrongs to us, and strive to over-
come his evil with our good (Bo 12lfl_21

) ; and it

furnishes the only, but all-powerful motive, through
which this discharge of duty can be accomplished.
He who loves his neighbour as himself will not, e.g .

,

kill him, will not steal from him, will not bear false
witness against him, will not covet his possessions
(Bo 139

). But this love will further change these
negative precepts into positive ones, and lead him
to seek his neighbour’s highest well-being in soul
and body. In this one word, therefore, as it is

repeatedly said, the whole law is fulfilled (Bo 138 - 10
,

Gal 514, Ja 28
). The example of Jesus in His

earthly life is again the interpretation to us of the
depth and range of this precept, alike in its

practical beneficence, its compassion for the lost,

its forgiveness of injuries, and its voluntary self
sacrifice, even unto death, for others (Ac 1038

Bo 153
,
He 122 - 3

,
1 P 22*-24

,
1 Jn 418

etc.). How
high and wide-reaching the spiritual requirements
of this law of love are—how love is patient and
kind; excludes envy; is humble; not easily pro-
voked ; does not impute motives

; mourns over
iniquity, and rejoices in truth

; endures wrong

;

believes the best ; where it cannot believe, hopes ;

where it cannot even hope, suffers—is magnificently
brought out in that incomparable hymn of love
chanted by St. Paul in 1 Co 13. In this prin-
ciple of love, as we are further taught by Christ’s
example, and by apostolic teaching, there lies, not
only the fulfilling of the law, but a great, nay,
the chiefest, part of practical religion (Ja l 27

214’18
,
1 Jn 414*17). And we are reminded that it is
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precisely these deeds of love which the King is

represented as inquiring into at the great last day
of account, and it is by their presence or absence
that men’s everlasting destinies are adjudged
(Mt 2S84"46

).

Literature.—OT Theologies of Oehler, Schultz, DiUmann;
Sartorius, The Doctrine of Divine Love ; Wendt, Die Lehre
Jesu, vol. ii.; Weiss, NT Theology

; Bitschl, Reoht. und
Versohnung, vols. ii. iii.; Christian Ethics of Martensen (vol. i.)

andDorner. J. GRR.

LOYE (BROTHERLY).—See Brotherly Love.

LOYE, LOYELY, LOYER.-In 1 Es 4^ we find
‘love’ used in the concrete, one that is loved,
‘when he hath stolen, spoiled, and robbed, he
bringeth it to his love’ (rjj epwjufry

; Yulg. amabili
suae; Wyc. ‘leef’ [=loved one]; Cov. ‘his love’).

Cf. Shaks. Venus and Adonis
,
867

—

‘ She hears no tidings of her love.’

The adj. lovely has come to be used somewhat
carelessly, and now means scarcely more than
attractive

; but in AV it always carries a distinct

sense of its origin. It has two meanings, however.
1. Worthy of being loved

,

Ezk 3332 * thou art unto
them as a very lovely song of one that hath a
pleasant voice * (d^j^ lit. as AVm ‘a song of

loves,’ RVm ‘a love song’); Ca516 ‘he is altogether
lovely ’ (etto© lit.

£
all of him is loveablenesses ’)

;

Ph 48 ‘ whatsoever things are lovely ’ (oou 7rpocrcpiXy).

Cf. Preface to AY, ‘A man may be counted . . .

a comely man and lovely, though he have some
warts upon his hand ’

;
Tindale, Expositions, p.

26, ‘If thou believe in Christ, that he is thy
Saviour, that faith will lead thee in immediately,
and show thee God with a lovely and amiable
countenance 5

; Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase
,

i. 3

—

* Mir. Can you love a man ?

LU. Yes, if the man be lovely,

That is, be honest, modest.*

Milton, PL ix. 232

—

‘Nothing lovelier can be found
In woman than to study household good.’

2. Loving, 2 S l23 ‘ Saul and Jonathan were lovely

and pleasant in their lives’ (ouiniorr, lit. ‘the loved,’

LXX ol 'nyairTjpdvoi). Cf. Chaucer, Miller's Tale, i.

156—
‘ Many a lovely look on hem he caste.’

Shaks. Taming of Shrew, ill. ii. 125

—

‘I should bid good-morrow to my bride,

And seal the title with a lovely kiss.*

LoYer has become restricted in meaning. Its

wider application formerly may be seen in Tindale’s

tr. of Lk 632 ‘For the very synners love their

lovers’; 159 ‘And when she hath founde it she
ealleth her lovers and her neighbours’ ; 1529 ‘and yet
gavest thou me never soo moche as a kyd to make
mery with my lovers ’

; 3 Jn 14 ‘ The lovers salute

the. Grete the lovers byname.’ So in AY, 1 K 51

‘ Hiram was ever a lover of David ’
; Ps 3811 ‘ My

lovers and my friends stand aloof from my sore.’

But if it was wider, it was also darker in meaning
sometimes and definite enough, as in Hos 25 ‘ For
their mother hath played the harlot: she that
conceived them hath done shamefully ; for she

said, I will go after my lovers.’ Cf. Knox, Works,

iii. 196, ‘And Jeremie lykewyse in mokage of

thame, sayis^Lat thy loveris delyver thee; call

upon thame, and lat tham heir thee ! Thow hast
committed fornicatioun with thame, and hes com-
mittit huredome with stoke and stone.’

J. Hastings.
LOYE-FEASTS (dydircu, Jude 12 and some MSS

of 2P 21S
; Soxb, Apost. Const. ii. 28; vwodox'f) or

SutKovla rpaire^Qy, Julian, Frag. Epist. p. 305 [ed.

Spanheim, 1696]; dypubdrjs icrrlacns, Clem. Alex.
Peed. II. i. 12 ; cf. awevcax^BaL, Jude, 2 P, ll.ee.

;

Latin, epulce

,

Jude 12
,
Yulg. convivium

,

2 P 213 ib.,

but, technically, agape from the 2nd cent, onwards
[cf. Tert. Apol. 39, ‘coena nostra ... id vocatur
quod dilectio apud Graecos est ’

; Acta Perpet. et Pel.

17 ; Aug. c. Faustum, xx. 20] ; Eng. RV ‘ feasts of
charity’).—These feasts sprang out of the common
meals of the early Christian Church, in which all

the members of the local church shared, and which
served at once as a token of brotherhood (Ac 246

)

and as a method of helping the poor (Ac 61* 2
; cf.

Chrys. ad 1 Co ll 17 mi yap dydwys {/vSBea-is 9jv ml
irevtas TapapLvdla ml irXotirov Gu<ppovujpi.b$ ml <f>ikocro~

<pias a<poppA] rrjs ueytarys ml TaireLvo(ppoartjyys dt.da-

o-mXLa). They probably originated in an imitation
of the private meal of a Jewish household, widened
out by the Christian conception of brotherhood,
and consciously reproducing the last Supper which
the Lord had kept at Jerusalem; but their wide
dissemination among the Gentile Christians would
have been facilitated by the similar common meals
which were usual in the pagan religious brother-
hoods (Hatch, BL ii. p. 31 note). The fullest

account of a love-feast in the NT is to be found
in 1 Co ll17

’84
; in subsequent writers, in Tert.

Apol. 39.

The feast was an afternoon meal at which rich
and poor met together in one common building.
Formal prayers of benediction, based upon the
Jewish benedictions, were said over the food ; the
prayers preserved in DidacM, c. 9, are possibly
specimens of those used at the Agape. The
‘Kiss of Charity’ ((pLXrgxa dydirys, 1 P 514

)
perhaps

concluded the meal. After the meal, hands were
washed, lights were lit (cf. Ac 207

), and there
followed singing and prayer under the leadership
of a prophet {Did. c. 14) or some other minister.
The Agape stood in close connexion with the
Eucharist, which possibly preceded it (so Chrys.
loc. cit.), but more probably followed it ; and hence
the phrase dydirrjv 7roieiv seems to include the
Eucharist in Ign. ad Smyrn. c. 8 (where see
Lightfoot), and evxapurria is applied to Christian
meals in Clement of Alexandria [Peed. ii. 10).

But the NT itself bears witness to the dangers
which such a meal ran of degenerating into licence.

St. Paul had to check this at Corinth, and perhaps
also at Ephesus (Eph 518 - 19

). St. Peter mentions
the presence of immoral men degrading the feast
into a banquet (crvyevuxodjaeyot). The heathen were
not slow to exaggerate this, and to accuse the
Christians of wild licence and immorality. Hence
in the course of the 2nd cent., throughout many
parts of the Christian Church, the Agape was
separated from the Eucharist, the former being
celebrated in the evening, tbe latter in the morn-
ing. This was already the case in Bithynia at
the time of Pliny’s letter to Trajan {Ep. 96), and
the Agape was dropped there owing to Trajan’s
edict against sodahtates. Justin Martyr (Apol.
i. 67) describes the Eucharist without any refer-

ence to the Agape ; Tertullian (Apol. 39) describes
the Agape without any reference to the Eucharist,
and speaks of the Eucharist as celebrated before
daylight (de Corona, c. 3). At Alexandria the
connexion of the two, at any rate on some occasions,

is found much later (cf. Socrates, HE v. 22), and
the Agape took two forms there : either it retained
the old idea of a common meal in the church,
and tended at Alexandria to become an elaborate
banquet ;

or it took the form of a dinner for the
poor given by a richer brother at his own house,
and apparently it was then called doxy rather than
Agape (Bigg, Christian Platonists, pp. 102-105).

By the time of Sc. Augustine it was little more
than a dole for the poor (c. Faustum

,
xx. 20; cf.

Canons of Hippolytus, xxxi-xxxv.). The changes
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in the observance of the Agape may he compared
with those in the Roman £ sportula.’ For the later

history in which the meal was first banished from
the churches and then entirely disused, the reader
is referred to Smith’s Dictionary of Christian
Antiquities. The institution has left its per-

manent mark in two ways upon the Christian
Church : first, in all acts of charity that take the
form of entertainment of the poor ; and, secondly,
in certain points of ritual connected with the
Eucharist, such as the offertory, the washing of

hands, the kiss of peace, and in the Oriental
Church the distribution among the poor of bread
which had been blessed but not consecrated. The
Methodist ‘ Love-feasts 9 were a deliberate attempt
on Wesley’s part to revive the apostolic practice.

Literattjee.—

L

ightfoot, Ignatius
, i. 52 note, 400 ft, ii. 87,

227, 312, 313, iii. 457 f. ; S. Chrysostom on 1 Co 11; Suicer,
Thesauri, s.v. ; Bingham, Christian Antiquities, xv. 7 ;

Bp.
John Wordsworth, The Holy Communion

, pp. 44-46, 57-60;
Uhlhom, Christian Charity in the Ancient Church

;
Spitta,

Zur Geschichte u. Litt. des Urchristenthwns, i. (Gottingen,

1893); Zahn in Herzog’s Rffi, s.v, ‘Agapen’; Bnghtman,
liturgies, Eastern and Western. W. LOCK.

LOYINGKINDNESS.—We owe this beautiful
word to Coverdale. His use of it is somewhat
capricious, and in that respect he has been imitated
by all subsequent versions until we come to the
American Revised Version. The Heb. word so

translated (npn hesed) is used of God’s love to man,
and less frequently of man’s love to man. It is

disputed whether it also denotes man’s love to

Goa. The passages relied on for the last meaning
are Jer 22, Hos 64* 6

, together with Is 571 men of
piety, and 2 Ch 323a 3526

, Neh 1314 pious acts. The
Oxf. Heb. Lex. favours the sense of piety to God
in all these places. It is only when the word
means God’s love to man that it was translated
by Coverdale (followed by AV) ‘lovingkindness,’
and that was well, for, as Driver says, that term
is too strong to be used generally of men. But
unfortunately it is only some of the passages with
that meaning that have been so translated, chiefly
in the Psalter, the other renderings in AV being
* mercy ’ (Gn 1919 24s7 3210, Ex 1513 206 347, Nu 1418,

Dt 510 79 * 12
, 2 S 715 2251

, 1 K 823
, 1 Ch 1684 - 41 1713

,

2 Ch 513 614- 42 7
s* 6 2021

,
Ezr 311 7

s8 99
,
Neh l

5 932 1322
,

Ps 57 64 13° 1850 217 236 257* 10 317* 16 3210 335 - 18 - 22

365 4426 528 573* 10 5910 - 16 * 17 61 7 6212 6629 6913 778 857- 10

865. 13. 15 891* 2* 14* 24- 28 9014 9418 983 1005 1011 103s- n* 17

losnoo21 - 26 1151 ns1 * 2 * 3 - 4* 29 xi941 * 64- 124

1307 136 1* 2* 8* 4* s* 6* 7* 8* 9* 10* n* 12, 13* 14< 15 * 16* 17> 1S* 19- 20*

21.22.23.24.25.26 x388 14313 1458 14711
,
Pr 166

, Is 55s
,

Jer 33u, La S22* 32
, Dn Q4, Mic 7]l8* 20

) ;
‘ goodness ’

(Ex 346, Ps 335 521 1078- 15* 21* 31 1442 ) ; ‘kindness’
(Ps 3121, Jon 42)

;

‘merciful kindness’ (Ps 1172

11976
). The RV has made but few changes. It

has preferred ‘lovingkindness’ to ‘mercy’ in 2 S
2251, Ps 57 64 1850 217 257* 10 3116 365 4426 617 14312

, to
‘goodness’ in Ps 335

, to ‘kindness’ in Ps 3121
, to

‘merciful kindness’ in Ps 11976, and once it goes
the other way, changing ‘ lovingkindnesses ’ in Ps
8949 into ‘mercies.’ But the Amer. Revisers have
chosen ‘lovingkindness’ for all the passages in
which the meaning is God’s love to man, and for
these only. See their note on this word under
‘Classes of Passages’ in the Appendix to the
English RV.
The best statement of the meanings of hesed in

the OT will be found in the Oxf. Heb. Lexicon.
Cheyne has much to say of the word, see esp. his
Origin of the Psalter

, p. 378 (where he happily
distinguishes njq# from idh in reference to man,
the former being ‘ right feeling towards J" as the
root of right action,’ the latter ‘right action as
the flower of right feeling’) ; see also W. R. Smith,
Prophets

\

pp. 1601, 4081; Driver on Dt 79
;

Kirkpatrick, Psalms
, i. 220 ; Girdlestone, Synonyms

of OT3
, p. Ill 1 5 and the art. Hasio®ANS. The

English word is purely biblical.

J. Hastings.

LOW GOUNTRY.—See Shephelah.

LOZOK (Ao£^), 1 Es 533=Darkon, Ezr 2“», Neb
l58.

LUBIM (roA, inDnll48^, AL(3ves LXX, Libyes

Vulg.).— They are mentioned as auxiliaries and
neighbours of the Egyptians : 2 Ch 123 as the chief

auxiliaries of Shishak, 168 with the Ethiopian
Zerah, Nah 39 as helpers of Thebes at the. side of

Put, Dn ll43 together with the Ethiopians as

neighbours of Egypt. Most probably the Le-

habim of Gn 1018, 1 Ch l11 are the same nation
(see Lehabim) ; the identification with the

Ludim (which see), attempted by some, has
many difficulties to contend against. The name

appears in Arabic as Lfibl =the singular 'y\h

(occurring in the Talmud) ‘Libyan’ (on the
Egyptian form, see below).
The Greeks first used Libya of the whole

country W. of Egypt which was reckoned as a
part of Asia ; consequently Libya was equivalent
to Africa. Later, Libya was used only of the
part between Egypt and the Roman province of

Africa, consisting of Marmarica in the E. (
Libya

Inferior as a Roman province) and Cyrenaica
(
Libya

Superior, modern Barka) in the W. (Libya Interior
was S. of both). The Libyan Nomos {i.e. country)
of Egypt extended from Marea to Apis (W.) and,
along the frontier of Egypt, to Memphis (S.), a
strip of borderland always visited by Libyans with
their flocks.

The Libyans appear on Egyptian monuments
from the earliest period, but more frequently from
about B.c. 1600. They are depicted (earliest

example in Newberry, Benihasan, I. pi. 45, 47) as
tall, well-built, of whiter complexion even than
the Syrians and Europeans, with blue eyes, blond
hair and beard. These pictures agree closely with
the type of the modern Kabyles in Algeria, in
whom many travellers have sought descendants
of strayed Germans, e.g. Vandals (very errone-
ously, as the Egyptian pictures show). Their hair,
ornamented witn ostrich feathers, was worn tied
in a long pig-tail hanging over the ear, while it

was cut half-length at the back part of the head

;

the beard was pointed. Blue tatoo-marks, vary-
ing according to the tribe, ornamented the body
The dress consisted of a girdle and a long mantle.
They were chiefly a pastoral people, wandering
with their leather-tents and their flocks of goats
and sheep over their sandy country. Frequently
they appeared at the W. frontier of Egypt as
invaders, especially under the 19th and 20th
dynasties, i.e. after 1350. Seti I., Ramses II. and
III. record invasions warded off with great diffi-

culty. Merenptah, the successor of Ramses II.,

defeated an army of Libyans allied with pirates
from Asia Minor and Europe, after they had nearly
reached Memphis, slaying almost 10,000 of them.
They fought with arrows and long swords, the
chiefs from chariots. Being very brave, they were
employed as mercenaries by the Pharaohs, more
and more frequently after B.c. 1100. Finally they
became the privileged soldiers of Egypt ; and their
leaders, as Egyptian generals, grew so influential
that several dynasties of Egyptian princes, as well
as the. great Bubastide (22) and Sai'tic (24, 26)
dynasties, which include most of the Pharaohs
mentioned by name in the Bible, were of Libyan
descent. E.g. Shishak (more correctly Shoshak
for Shoshank) is a name of Libyan etymology.
In their own country the Libyans assumed a few
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elements of Egyptian culture, e.g. the worship of
the god Am(m)on (whose principal temple was in
the oasis of Amon, now Siwah), circumcision, etc.,

but always remained at a low stage of civiliza-
tion. Their strange and rude system of writing,
still employed by the desert tribes S. of Algeria,
and now called Tifinaghen, was borrowed from
Southern Arabia, it would appear, about the
Persian period. Also the introduction of the
camel, and several customs, possibly also elements
of their language, point; to later connexions with
this country—a strange fact, and not yet suffi-

ciently understood. Their difficult language is,

however, witnessed to by Egyptian monuments
from about 1400, so that only a small part of the
people can have consisted of immigrating Eastern-
ers. Under Greek (in Gyrene) and Carthaginian
influence, and still more under Roman dominion,
the Libyans were only superficially civilized in
the cities ; a large part of them, especially in the
interior, always remained barbarous shepherds.
They extended from Egypt to Timbuctoo and the
Senegal river until the invasion of the Arabs ;

the
subsequent adoption of Arab religion made a great
part of them give up their language and nation-
ality. Their language (the Tamasheg), which
recently has been studied very zealously (in Eng-
land especially by the late Prof. Newman), is

at present much mixed with Arabic. Gram-
matically, however, it shows the purest Hamitic
type. It is not so closely related to ancient
Egyptian as we should expect, and betrays more
affinity with the Hamitic languages on the coast
of the Red Sea. The national name of this great
race (at present pronounced Imushagh, Imuhag,
etc.) is of obscure etymology. The Egyptians
called them Themheu (plural, perhaps the same
word), later Phaiat, and the easternmost part
Thehnu (or Thehnyu

,
plural) and distinguished

various tribes. Of these the Mashauasha (Md£ve$
of Herodotus?) and Lob (written Ba-bu, plur.

Ba - bu - y) were most prominent in the wars of

Dyn. 19 and 20 (minor tribes Kahak, Qaiqasha,
Shaitep, etc.), and we can observe howr the name
Lob gradually became general, as we find it

among the Greeks and all Semites. It is prob-

able that in Gn 10 it already includes the whole
of the white Africans W. of Egypt, although
the Egyptians (and through these the Hebrews)
hardly knew any tribes W. of Cyrene

;
the dominion

of the conquering Pharaohs did not extend even
bo far. W. Max Muller.

LUCAS, Philem 24 (AY only) for Luke (wh. see).

LUCIFER (Wp'D * shining one,’ i.e. the morning
star, as explained by the following words Tcnr$
‘son of dawn/ Is 14*2 ).—The word is applied by
the writer of the prophecy to the king of Babylon,
partly in reference to the astrology for which
Chaldsea was famous in ancient times, partly to

the prevailing belief in the deification of heroes.

The king of Babylon had complacently looked
forward to the time when he would ascend into

heaven and exalt his throne above the stars of

God. But in reality his dead body would be
treated with the utmost contempt, ‘ a carcase

trodden under foot ’
; while his soul would descend

into Sheol, and there receive but an empty honour
from the shades, astounded that the great and
mighty king could become like one of themselves.

From a supposed reference to this passage in our

Lord’s words, * I beheld Satan fallen as lightning

from heaven’ (Lk I018
), in connexion with Rev 91_ii

(the language of 91 being in part probably derived

from this passage), Lucifer came in the Middle
Ages to be a common appellation of Satan. The
star of Rev 91"11 is a fallen angel who has given to

him the key of the abyss, from which he sets loose
upon the earth horribly formed locusts with
scorpions’ tails, who have, however, power to hurt
only such men as have not the seal of God on their
foreheads. But this angel is not actually identi-

fied with Satan by the writer of the Apocalypse.
The imagery in Is was no doubt suggested by a
meteor, and possibly it was so in Rev also.

F. H. Woods.
LUCIUS (Aetf/ccos) is described in 1 Mac 1516ff

* as
the ‘consul of the Romans’ {ijttcltos ‘Potato), who,
in consequence of the embassy sent to Rome by
the high -priest Simon, wrote to Ptolemy VII.

Euergetes, king of Egypt, to inform him that the
Jews were under the protection of Rome. He
sent copies of the same decree to other Eastern
sovereigns, and to several small independent states.

The title of this decree of the Senate is clearly
imperfect, and it is not certain who is intended by
this consul, whose prsenomen is alone given. His
date is approximately determined by the fact that
Numenius and his fellow-ambassadors returned to
Palestine in B.c. 139-138 (1 Mac 1510

’15
). Three

possible identifications may be mentioned.
1. Lucius Csecilius Metellus Calvus was consul

in B.c. 142. This, however, seems too early,

though the historian places the despatch of the
embassy to Rome before the decree of the Jews in
favour of Simon, made on the 18th Elul, B.C. 141
(1 Mac 1424

“28
).

2. Josephus mentions a decree of the Senate,
passed under similar circumstances, and couched
in similar terms, which he assigns to the 9th year
of Hyrcanus II. {Ant. XIV. viii. 5). Most moderns,
however, except Mommsen, consider that Josephus
is in error with regard to the date, and identify
this senatus-consultum with that passed in the
time of Simon. In Josephus the praetor Lucius .

Valerius is named as presiding in the Senate ; it is j

possible that he is the * consul Lucius’ of 1 Mac 1516 I

(cf. Schiirer, HJP I. i. 266 ff.).
|

3. Most probably the reference is to L. Cal-
,

purnius Piso, who was consul B.C. 139. His i

prsenomen is often given as Cneius, but Lucius
is the best authenticated reading in Valerius
Maximus i. 3. 2 (see Westcott in Smith's DB
‘Lucius’; Schiirer, Z.c.). H. A. White.

LUCIUS (AotjKtos).—1. Of Cyrene (6 Kvpr/vatos). In
Ac 131 we are told that certain prophets and
teachers were at Antioch, and amongst them is

mentioned Lucius of Cyrene. He comes third in
the list, and is supposed to have been one of the
prophets. Nothing further is known about him.
The suggestion that he was the same as St. Luke
(Aovkcls) has nothing in its favour. Such evidence
as there is points the other way. For the difference

between the descriptions of scenes at Antioch and
those at places which the author of Acts must have
visited is striking, and makes it clear that the
writer had no intimate knowledge of the place, and
doubtful if he had ever been there. It is probable,
however, that it was this mistaken identification

which first caused the tradition that St. Luke was
an Antiochene by birth, which appears in Eus. HE
iii. 4, and in many subsequent writers, and which
is also without foundation.

2. In Ro 1621 a certain Lucius is introduced as
sending greetings with Timothy and others.

Whether he was the same person as Lucius of

Cyrene we have no means of judging.
A. C. Headlam.

LUCRE (from Lat. lucrum through Fr. lucre, I

gain) had not always the bad sense which belongs
to it in AY and in modern use. Erasmus, On the
Crede (1533), fol. 70, says ‘ God is very greatlye to
be thanked, whose goodness hath tourned the
malyce and wickednes of other men unto his



servauntes, into the lucre and encreace of godly-

nesse.’ Ill 1 S 8s psf, which means gain obtained

by violent or dishonest means, is rendered 4
lucre,’

4 And his sons walked not in his ways, but turned
aside after lucre, and took bribes, and perverted

judgment’ (LXX e^Xivav tt}$ avvreXelas,

Vnlg. declinaverunt post avariciam, Wyc.
4 boweden aside after averyce,’ Cov. ‘enclyned
unto covetousnes,’ Gen. £ turned aside after lucre ’).

The word is not again used in OT, but occurs five

times in NT, always qualified by the adj. 4 filthy.’

In 1 Ti 3s * 8
,
Tit l7 the adj. aicrxpoKepd^s is trd

4 greedy of filthy lucre ’ (RY after edd. omits from
1 Ti 3s

) ;
in 1 P 52 the adv. alaxpoKepdios is translated

4 for filthy lucre’ ; and in Tit lu the phrase alaxpov

K^poovs x&PLV is rendered 4 for filthy lucre’s sake.’

All these expressions we owe to Tindale. Except
in language coloured by biblical recollection the
word is no longer used. Bacon [Essays, 4 Of
Superstition,’ Gold. Treas. ed. p. 69) shows the
ordinary use in his day: 4 The Strategems of

Prelates for their owne Ambition and Lucre.
5

Shaks. uses the word twice (I Henry VI. V. iv.

141, Cymb. IV. ii. 324), both in the same sense.

J. Hastings.
LUD, LUDIM (nV, plux. on&, AotfS, AovSiety.,

Lud
,
Ludim).—In Gn 1022 Lud appears as fourth

4 son’ of Sliem, in Gn 1018 we are told that Mizraim
4 begat 5 Ludim. Here two very different races are

mdicated, a Semitic Lud and an Egyptian Ludim.
Both names are, however, used by the prophets in

such a way as to prevent any distinction between
the words Lud ana Ludim. In 1 Ch l17 and l11 the
statements of Genesis are simply repeated. In
Is 6619 Lud is named with Tarshish, Pul (which is

generally considered to he an error for Put, i.e.

Phut), as among the far-off nations. In Jer 469 the
Ludim are mentioned with Cush and Phut as
auxiliaries of Egypt. In Ezk 2710 Lud appears
with Persia and Phut as soldiers of Tyre ; and in

30c Lnd occurs with Cush, Phut, and others as
allies of Egypt.
The many difficulties that arise from these

references are due to two causes—the difficulty of

recognizing the people referred to, and doubts as

to the integrity of the text. Since the time of

Josephus [Ant. I. vi. 4) a prevailing opinion has
been that the Semitic Lud denotes the Lydians of

Asia Minor ; and would then correspond with their
mythical ancestor Lydus, mentioned by Herodotus,
i. 7. Herodotus [l.c.) also describes their first king
Agron as a descendant of Ninus and Belos, which
may be taken to imply an Assyrian (or Babylonian?)
origin. To support this opinion, the many affin ities

of Lydian worship with Syrian, and the marked
similarity of their art to Assyrian types, have been
pressed. Against the Semitic origin of the Lydians
is the evidence of the remains of their language
embodied in place names and preserved in native
personal names. It is not too much to say that in
the earliest times of which we have evidence Lydia
was not Semitic, but peopled by a race that every-
where preceded the Greeks and spread wide into
Europe. Lydia admitted several successive over-
lying strata of population, Greeks and Persians,
not to mention Kimmerians and Scythians. These
were not Semitic. It is difficult to see in what
sense the classical Lydia was ever Semitic. That
Josephus meant that country seems certain, not
only from his own words, but from the fact that
Lydia was known by name to the Jews (1 Mac 8s).

To the author of Gn 10-2 Lud may not, however,
have meant Lydia at all, but some more southerly
folk. The direction of the geographical distribu-
tion of the sons of Shem runs from S.E. to N.W.,
then apparently W. and no farther S. than Aram.
Stress cannot be laid on this till we are sure which
way Arphaxadlay from Asshur. But as the genius

of Wincider has compelled us to admit the Syrian

land of Musri in passages where Egypt had always

been seen before (see Expos. Times,
vii. p. 405 f.),

and as even Cush may be the land Kusu in the

same horse-producing Cilieian direction, so it may
he that cuneiform evidence will yet locate a Lud
in some North Syrian land. To the early Greeks

Lydia was unknown by that name, they called it

Mceoniu ; its later name does not appear till the

7th cent. B.C. What if the founder o± the Lydian
name were, after all, a Semitic Lydus bringing with

him Assyrian culture ? He need not have made
Lydia Semitic, but he might have left a Semitic

Lud behind him. When Gyges, king of Lydia
(about B.C. 660), sent an embassy to Assurbampal,
king of Assyria, to seek alliance against the

Kimmerians, it is stated that the Lydian tongue
was not understood by the king’s interpreters, and
that only with difficulty was an interpreter found
(G. Smith’s Assurbampal, p, 79). This seems
decisive against Lydian being then a Semitic

tongue. We are further told that the name
Lu-ud-di had not been known before in Assyria

(.KIP ii. p. 172). Whether this means that no
intercourse had ever taken place between the

countries is open to question
;

perhaps it only

means that the name was fresh. The mere absence
of any Assyrian mention of a Semitic Lud may be
pressed too far.

On the other hand, the theory of a widespread
Semitic nation, Lud, including (according to

Knobel) Amalek, the Amorites, the Philistines,

the Egyptian Ludim, and the Lydians of Asia
Minor, seems out of the question.

If it is difficult as yet to locate a Semitn Lud,
the Egyptian Ludim are quite as difficult to locate.

No satisfactory identification from native Egyptian
sources has yet been given. The Eutu or Bctu,
suggested by some, appear not to be a nation at all

;

the word even is now read Bomet (see Bilim, on
Gn 1018

). It has been suggested to read Lybians*
which is simply cutting the knot. Movers would
identify with the great Berber tribe of the Lewfita,

inhabiting the shores of the Syrtes; but these
people do not appear in history till the 6th cent. A.D.
According to the direction of the geographical

distribution of Mizraim’s offspring, perhaps we
should find them W. of Phut, and so somewhere
S. or even W. of the Syrtes. This can hardly he
separated from the localization of Phut near Egypt.
When we turn to the prophetical passages, we

find some marked characteristics. The Ludim are
warriors and bowmen. Nowhere in antiquity do
we find the Lydians famous as warriors or bow-
men. This, however, is not of much weight against
the fact that the Carians and Ionians were mer-
cenaries of Egypt from the time of Psammetichus I.

(B.C. 663-610). The biblical Ludim may cover
these. Winckler has pointed out that in an inscrip-

tion of the 37th year of Nebuchadnezzar, a frag-
mentary account of his wars with Amasis, king of

Egypt, we have mention of the people Putlaman.
As laman (Ionians) is the regular Assyrian term
for Greeks, we are forced to conclude that Pu£, rhe
biblical Phut, was, if not exactly Greek in race and
language, at least indistinguishable from them for
political purposes in Egypt. The prophets imy
have had better knowledge of the racial affinities

of these Egyptian mercenaries, and kept the term
Phut for one, Ludim for another.
The versions, whether influenced by Josephus

and Herodotus or independently preserving a
historical tradition, frequently render Ludim by
Lydians. The various commentators on the books
of the OT resort to all kinds of devices to bring
the text into accord with the facts known to them.
* For instance, by Sfcade (Javan, St), who proposes to read

in Gn 1013 and Jer 408 (Libyans) for Q'-pS.
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Many of these difficulties will doubtless disappear
with greater knowledge of the ancient inhabitants
of Egypt and Syria. They cannot be discussed
here. See also art. Lydia.

Literature.—Dillmann and Holzinger on Genesis ; Cheyne
on

_

Isaiah ; Kretschmer, Binleitung in die Geschichte der
Griechischen Sprache, p. 284: f. (for Lydian race, Buresch, Aus
Lydien , must also be taken into account) ; Winckler, Altoriental-

isohe Forschungen, series i. p. 513; Frd. Delitzsch, Faradies,
257, 310 ; Schrader, KAT% 114 [COT ii. 98 fit.]; Movers,
Fhonizier

,
ii. 1, 377 ff. ;

Ebers, AEgypten u. die Bucher Mose’s,
I 96if. c. H. W. Johns.

LUHITH (rrrn^rr n^D Is 15e, iVin^n nVpp Jer 485

\KetMbh]; LXX in Is AovdO, in Jer ET’AXtCd, A
’AXctt60).—A place which practically is only once
mentioned in OT. It occurs, as ‘the ascent
of

5 or f to Luhith,’ in Is 155 and in the corre-

sponding section of Jer (48 [LXX 31] 5
). The

refugees from ruined Moah are there represented
as fleeing to Zoar, by the ascent of L. and in the
way of Horonaim, names which may be selected as
local asylum sanctuaries where fugitives would be
secure, or as merely different roads for escape out
of the wasted country. The ‘ascent’ may then
mean either the hill on which the sanctuary stood
(cf. D’nnn mount of olives, 2 S 1530

), or the
pass which led to safety (cf. D'yaga nay? ==the
scorpion ascent, Xu 344 ).
The derivation of the name must at present

remain uncertain. Gesenius
{
Thes.

)

translates it

‘made of boards, i.e . probably having houses made
of boards

5

; but this derivation ignores the fact

that Luhith must be a more or less exact trans-

literation into Heb. of an originally Moabite word.
In that connexion the variation between Is and
Jer (KetMbh

}

is noteworthy.
Eusebius still knew a village which bore the

name. The Onomasticon (s.v. Luith, Aovid) states

‘there is to-day a village between Areopolis {i.e.

Rabbatli-moab) and Zoar which is named Luitha.
3

See, further, Rabbah and Zoar.
A. C. Welch.

LUKE, THE EVANGELIST.—The name Aovkcls

does not seem to occur before the time of the NT
(Zahn, Einl. ii. 336). As a Greek name, it is

found without any variation in spelling, unless

Aovicovas (Eus. HE iv. 2) is to be regarded as such.

It is, no doubt, a contracted form of Lucanus, a
Latin name which occurs frequently, in inscriptions

(Lightfoot on Col 414
), and is found in one Vulgate

MS at the head of St. Luke’s Gospel (as well as in

bfcf i), the other MSS quoted by Wordsworth and
White giving only a Latinized form of the Greek
name, ‘ secundum Lucan or Lucam.’ The identifi-

cation of the name with Aotf/ao? or Aotfmos (Ac 131
,

Ro 1621
)
is not philologically impossible, but is un-

likely. As to the person,
see LUCIUS and below.

A person of this name is mentioned three times
in the NT, viz. Col 414

,
2 Ti 411

, Philem 24 From
these passages we infer that he was with St. Paul
at Rome when these Epistles were written, and
was alone with him at the date of the latest. In

the first passage he is spoken of as 6 iarpbs 6

dyairrjTdsy* and as he sends a greeting to the

Colossians, he must have been known to that

Church. He is, in this passage, distinguished

from oi 6vres 4k vepirofiys (Col 41
*), and so was a

Gentile by birth. This makes the identification

with AotiKLos of Ro 1621 (see Orig. ad. loc.) impos-

sible,—for the latter was a kinsman of St. Paul,

—

and disproves the view of Tiele and others that St.

Luke was a Jew. Jerome (
Qucest . in Gen.) refers

to a tradition that he was a proselyte (and as such

ignorant of Hebrew), but it is more probable that

he became a Christian without becoming a Jew,
and the Western reading of Ac ll 28 (D) would
require that his conversion to Christianity took

* See next art. under * Style.'
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place before St. Paul met him (but cf. Tert. e. Mare.
iv. 2). In the other passage, Philem 24

, St. Luke
sends greeting to Philemon, and is spoken of as one
of St. Paul’s crvvepyol. We know then that he was
with St. Paul in both his imprisonments at Rome,
but, from our finding no mention of him in Pha

Lightfoot [Phil. p. 35) argues that he was not
there continuously. If we may assume (see ACTS
for the arguments to justify this assumption) that
St. Luke was the writer of the Acts, and refers to

himself in the ‘ we-sections,’ then we may note the
connexion with Antioch in Syria,* implied by the
Western reading of Ac ll28

,
mentioned by Eus.

(HE iii. 4) and others, but perhaps based on a
supposed identification with Lucius of Ac 131

(Wetstein, Bengel). More certain is the inference

that he joined St. Paul at Troas (Ac 1610
) about the

year 50 a.d. (see Chronology of NT, vol. i.

p. 422), and was with him until his arrival at

Rome about A.D. 59, except during the period

which elapsed between St. Paul’s departure from
Philippi on the Second Missionary Journey (17 1

),

and his arrival again there on the Third (Ac 20s
).

If we may anticipate here the proofs (given in

next art.) that St. Luke was the writer of the
third Gospel, then, from the preface to that book,

we may add that he did not belong to those who
could claim to be oi cbr’ clpxys atirbirrat. The refer-

ences to St. Luke in NT may be completed by a
mention of the tradition, first found in Orig.

(Him. i. in Luc.), that he is the ‘brother whose
praise is in the Churches ’ (2 Co 818 ),

sent by St.

Paul with Titus to carry the letter. He is also

mentioned in the subscription to that Epistle as

one of the bearers,f
When we pass outside the NT we find a number

of assertions made about him, some of which are

contradicted by the statements already noticed in

the NT. Thus the late tradition that he was one
of the Seventy (Epiphanius), or the unnamed com-
panion of Cleophas, mentioned in Lk 2413ff

* (The-

ophyl. ;
Gr. Menol. etc.), are both untenable in

face of Lk l
2

. The tradition that he was a painter

is also late, though not so late as it used to be
thought.£ What its origin was we cannot say.

It is first mentioned by Theodore the Reader,

whose date may be assigned to the 6th century.

Zahn suggests (Einl. ii. 337) that the tradition

may he due to a misinterpretation placed on the
word KadujTopeiv in Theodore’s statement as to

rijv eUcbva tt}s deorbKOV,
6 dirbaroXos AovkoLs Kadi-

crbpyaev. A much earlier authority—the Prcefatio

Lucce
,
given in Wordsworth’s Vulgate, p. 269, and

ascribed by Harnack (
Chronologie

,

p. 653) to the
3rd cent, at latest-gives us many additional facts

about St. Luke :
‘ Luke, by nation a Syrian of

Antioch, a disciple of the apostles, and afterwards

a follower of St. Paul, served his Master blame-
lessly till his confession. For having neither wife

nor children he died in Bithynia at the age of

seventy-four, filled with the Holy Ghost.’ To
Eusehius (HE iii. 4) we are indebted fox some facts,

and he has been followed by Jerome (de Vir.

Illustr. 7). Probably, though not certainly, Euse-

bius’ words—rb pkv 74pqs tQv dir
7 7

AptloxoIccs—
imply that St. Luke came himself from Antioch,

§

though some scholars regard this belief as resting

on nothing more substantial than the identification

of St. Luke with Aovklos of Ac 131 mentioned above.

His special sphere of work is said to have been

* Not Antioch in Pisidia, as Rendall argues on the ground of

the in Ac 1423.

f For the various forms of the tradition connecting him with

the Epistle to the Hebrews, see Hebrews in vol. ii. p. 338*.

% Plummer, Commentary on St. Luke, pp. xxi, xxii.

§ Ramsay (St. Paul the Trav, 200 ff., 389 f.) regards St. Luke
as a Macedonian, who ‘belonged to a family that had a con-

nexion with Antioch/ and thinks Eusebius' phrase was intended

to preclude the belief that St. Luke himself belonged to Antioch
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Achaia, but {Const. Apost. vii. 46) another tradi-

tion connects him with Alexandria, where he is

said to have consecrated the second bishop. In

Achaia or in Bithynia {Bom. Martyr., etc.) he

died. As to the mode of his death there are two
traditions, one of which {Menol. Basil.) says that

he died a peaceful death, the other (Greg. Naz.,

ap. Migne, Pat. Gr. xxxv. 589) that he was mar-

tyred under Domitian. His bones are said to have

been carried from Achaia to Constantinople, and

buried there in the twentieth year of Constantius.

Literature —In addition to the patristic references given

nbo\ e, see Zahn, Mnleitung das NT, ii. 333 ff ;
Plummer,

< 'om men taryon St. Luke ;
Nilles, OaXend . Utr Eccles

;
Baring

Gould, Lives of the Saints : Acta Sanctorum
LL. J. M. BEBB.

**LUKE, GOSPEL OF.

—

1. Authorship and Canonicity.
2. Date and Place of Writing.
3. Transmission of the Text.
4. Sources used.
5. St. Luke and St. Paul.
6. St. Luke and Josephus.
7. St. Luke and Marcion.
8. St. Luke’s Style.

9. St. Luke’s Preface.

10. Purpose and Arrangement of the Gospel.
11. General Characteristics of the Gospel.

1. Authorship and Canonicity.—

(

a) Author-
ship .—The proof that St. Luke was the writer of

the Third Gospel depends partly on internal, partly

on external, evidence.

The internal evidence consists in the connexion
between the Gospel and the Acts which is seen in

the style, and also in the common dedication of

the two hooks to Theophilus, and the reference in

Ac l 1 to a ‘former treatise,’ which was no doubt
the Gospel. It is here assumed (see Acts for the
arguments to support this view) that St. Luke was
the writer of the Acts, and on this assumption it

is impossible not to accept the Lucan authorship

of the third Gospel. The argument from style

(see below) is quite conclusive. Again, there are

many points of connexion between the Gospel and
Acts other than those of style, as, for instance, the
reference to the Holy Spirit as 4 the promise of the
Father ’ (Ac l4

;
cf . Lk 2449

) ,
the idea of apostolic

‘ witness ’ (Lk 2448
,
Ac passim), the common expla-

nation of Simon as 6 in Lk 615 and Ac l 18,

but not in the other lists.

The external evidence* is to be found in the
references which mention St. Luke by name as the
writer of one of the four Gospels. It is well known
that the earliest allusions to the Gospels do not
give the names of the writers, but so soon as this

mode of reference begins we find St. Luke’s name
connected with one of the Gospels. The earliest

of these is in the Muratorian Eragment, which
opens with the words tertio evangelii librum secun-
dum Lucan Lucas . . . conscripsit. Irenseus re-

peatedly refers to St. Luke by name, the strongest
passage being perhaps Hcer. in. xiv. 3, where he
mentions multa quee inveniri possunt a solo Luca
dicta esse, quibus et Marcion et Valentinus utuntur

,

and earlier in the same section a rejection of St.

Luke is spoken of as tantamount to a rejection of
‘the Gospel of which he claims to be a disciple.’

In very many other passages Irenseus definitely
quotes St. Luke (e.g

.

31 322 etc.), and nowhere
is his authorship called in question. Another
passage which gives unquestionable support to St.

Luke’s authorship is to be found in Tert. c. Marc.

iv. 2—cf. ib. iv. 5, id emngelium quod Lucae
refertur penes nos. So Clem. Alex. {Strom, i. 21)
quotes the Gospel often as by St. Luke.

It is unnecessary to multiply the evidence of

* The title /car<i Aovkolv cannot be taken to prove much,
though the forms cata Lucam, etc., in MSS of the old Latin, in
Cyprian, and elsewhere, show that the Greek MSS on which they
were based had the titles in 2nd or 3rd cent. (Zahn, Einl. ii. 178).

**Copyright, 1900, by <

later authorities, for the passages quoted show
that writers of a comparatively early date and
coming from all parts of the Christian Church
unhesitatingly ascribe the authorship of one of the

Gospels to St. Lake. ‘ It is manifest that in all

parts of the Christian world the third Gospel . . .

was universally believed to be the work of St.

Luke. No one speaks doubtfully on this point’

(Plummer, St. Luke
, p. 16).

{b) Canonicity.—Though the references which
connect Luke by name with the Gospel are, from
the nature of the case, comparatively late, those

which prove its use as an authoritative writing carry

us back very much further. We find, it is true,

no certain trace of its use in the Apostolic Fathers.
‘ We must he content to leave it doubtful whether
Clement of Rome knew our Gospel according to

Luke, and the same must be said of Polycarp and
of Ignatius’ (Plummer, l.c. p. xxv)

;
but when we

come on to Justin Martyr and to Tatian, the

evidence of a use of this Gospel is abundant and
unquestionable. Justin refers to a number of

details which are found only in this Gospel : thus
he mentions particulars given only in Lk 1. 2, such
as the message of Gabriel (l86) and the journey to

Bethlehem in consequence of the enrolment
;
he

also alludes to other incidents from later chapters,

such as our Lord’s being sent to Herod (237
), or the

last word from the Cross (2346), or the explanation
of the Scriptures to the disciples on the way to

Einmaus (2445). The use of St. Luke’s Gospel by
Tatian, who was a scholar of Justin, is. equally
clear from the Diatessaron

,
the second section of

which (as given by Hemphill) contains Lk 16
~80

.

These writers sufficiently prove the use of the
Gospel within the Church, but perhaps more
striking testimony is to he found in the fact of its

use by those outside the Church. Thus it formed
the basis of the narrative which Marcion drew up
(see below), it was used by the Valentinians in

their system of chronology (Lightfoot, Biblical
Essays

, p 57), and was the subject of a commentary
by Heracleon (Clem. Alex. Strom, iv. 9).

It was then, from the first, fully recognized and
used in the Church, and is omitted in no lists of
the canonical books.

Its position in the New Testament Canon among
the Gospels varies. It must be remembered that
the order in which the books succeed each other
would not tend to be fix'ed until the Codex began
to take the place of the Roll, that is, in the begin-
ning of the 3rd century. Origen {ap. Eus. LIE
vi. 25) mentions as traditional that order with
which we are familiar, Matthew, Mark, Luke,
John, and this order is found in most of our
authorities, beginning with the Muratori Canon.
After this the order most frequently found is the
so-called Western order, Matthew, John, Luke,
Mark. The object of this—which is met with
in D, many MSS of the Old Latin, the Gothic
version, and elsewhere—was, no doubt, to bring
together the two apostles and place them first, and
afterwards the ‘apostolic men.’ The Curetonian
Syriac puts St. Luke’s Gospel last, k and X (a
Munich MS of the 9th cent.) have the order John,
Luke, Mark, Matthew, while in two cursives the
order is John, Luke, Matthew. The order in
which the Gospels come in the MSS may have
been affected, moreover, by their supposed chrono-
logical order, or by the symbols assigned to them.
We may perhaps notice here Blass’s view {Philol.

of the Gosp. p. 77) that there is evidence in the
spelling adopted by D of ‘ a time when there was a
closer connexion between Luke’s first and second
parts than between Luke’s Gospel and the other
Gospels. ’

2. DATE AND PLACE OF WRITING.—(a) Date.—*
Various dates have been assigned to the Gospel,

hurit* Scribner's Sons
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ranging from A.D. 56-60 (Blass, Philol. of Gospels,

pp. 53, 54) to some date after a.d. 130. The main
argument in favour of the latest date, which was
that accepted "by Baur, Zeller, and others, was
the supposed dependence of the Gospel on that
of Marcion; but this argument has been proved
to be valueless by the almost universal agreement
of critics that Marcion is really dependent on St.

Luke. A comparatively late date for the Gospel
has also been urged on the ground of a similar
dependence on Josephus. This, if proved, would
make the date about A.D. 100; but here, again,

the hypothesis must be regarded as unproven.
Nor can any definite and certain conclusion be
reached by comparing St. Luke’s Gospel with those
of St. Matthew and St. Mark, for the dates of

these two books are uncertain. It is true we
have a tradition which Clement of Alexandria
received from ol &v4kadev irpeo-ptirepoL (Eus. HE vi.

14) that the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Luke
—tcl 7T6pL^x0VT^ t&s yeveaXoyLas;

—

were the first

written. The statement of Irenseus (iii. 1. 1) need
not be taken as giving the chronological order of

the Gospels (as Zahn, Einl. ii. 181), for the ereira,

on which Zahn lays stress to prove this, only
implies that St. John’s Gospel was written later

than the other three, and though dates are by
him assigned to St. Matthew and St. Mark, none
is given for St. Luke. External evidence of any
value as to the relative dates of the three Synoptic
Gospels is therefore not forthcoming; nor does a
comparison of them show very clear results, as
will be seen below.
The first definite piece of evidence to be con-

sidered is that afforded by Ac l1
,
where reference

is made to a irpuros X6yos, which, on the assumption
that the Acts and the Gospel were both St. Luke’s
writings, is the Gospel, the date of which we are

discussing. The Gospel is therefore prior to the

Acts, but the date of the latter book cannot be
regarded as fixed; and the question is further

complicated, if we attach any weight to Blass’s

view that there were two separate editions of the
Gospel and the Acts. In any case the date of

the Gospel must depend on that of the Acts, and
from a careful comparison of the style of these

two books Sir John Hawkins
(Horce Synopticce

, pp.
143-146) draws the conclusion that ‘ a considerable

time must have elapsed between the writing of

the two books,’ and that there is ‘some internal

evidence in favour of placing the Gospel at a con-
siderably earlier date than Acts.’

Another class of arguments is concerned with
data afforded by the Gospel itself. (1) Ramsay (St.

Paul the Traveller, p. 387) argues that St. Luke’s
dating of Tiberius’ reign in 31 requires us to

reckon it from the time when he was associated

by Augustus in the empire. Such a method of

reckoning, he implies, is so unusual, that ‘there

can be hardly any other reason ’ for it ‘ than that

the calculation was made under an emperor whose
years were reckoned from his association as col-

league.’ This was the case with Titus, who began
to reign in association with his father in A.D. 71,

and therefore Ramsay dates the writing of St.

Luke’s Gospel about that time, the ‘finishing

touches’ being given while Titus was reigning as

sole emperor, A.D. 79-81. This argument, as the

writer allows, ‘taken by itself would be insuffi-

! cient.’

(2) The preface to the Gospel (l1-4) states that

there had been ‘ many ’ previous attempts to draw
up a narrative of our Lord’s life, and this requires

us to assume the lapse of some time after our
Lord’s death. The length of the interval will

depend on whether St. Luke’s words are taken
to imply written narratives. ‘The process de-

scribed in the preface implies a longer period than

would fall within the year A.D. 63 : it is probable
that the common basis of our three Synoptic
Gospels was not committed to writing so early’

(Sanday, Inspiration
, p. 278).

(3) It is argued that we find in St. Luke’s Gospel
language so definite and precise in regard to the

circumstances of the destruction of Jerusalem, as

to suggest to us to date the writing of the Gospel
after that event. The three chief passages ad-

duced are 1943 - 44 2120 2124
. The first of these

passages occurs in the account of our Lord’s
triumphal entry, on His first coming in sight of

the city of Jerusalem. The words are y%ov<n.v

ypipcLL iirl <r£, teal Tra,pepfia\ovcnv ol ex^pol aov x&PaK&
(rot. Kal TepLKVKXdxrowLv ere, teal erw^ovclv <xe irdvrodev

ical edaepLOvo-lv ere Kal tcl t£kvol <rou £v crot , avd’ (Sv oik

eyveos rbv Katpbv ry s iTicrKoirys crov . Here the con-
cluding words imply that the whole passage is a
comment on the verse which precedes, and which
contains a statement of our Lord’s grief over
Jerusalem for her failure to forecast the conse-

quences of her conduct. The whole incident is

recorded by St. Luke only, which is a sufficient

explanation as to why the words in question
should not be found in Mt or Mk, and they form
an integral part of the incident. Nor is there

anything suspiciously definite in the words, for

if our Lord could foretell (Mt 242
,
Mk 132

,
Lk 216

)

such a destruction of Jerusalem that ‘not one
stone should be left on another,’ there is nothing
so precise in the words quoted above—which refer

to the process by which that destruction was to

be effected—as to require that St. Luke has in-

serted these words—and not only these words, but
the whole incident of which they form a part

—

after the event. In the next passage, 2120
,
the

reference made by St. Matthew and St. Mark to

Dn 927 has been dropped, and, instead of the words
6rav odv ZSyre rb fidiXvypLa rrjs ipypcbcrecos, k.t.X., we
find the phrase 8rav tbyre KVKXovpivyv vtto arparo-

rrtbuv TepoufraX^g, k.t.X. The fact of our having
here a substitution for words found in St. Matthew
and St. Mark, and not, as in the last case, an
addition, is at first sight more suspicious. But
one very reasonable view is that St. Luke is giving

here an explanation of the words quoted from
Daniel, the exact meaning of which is uncertain
even now, while they would probably have been
quite unintelligible to St. Luke’s Gentile readers.

Some support is to be found for this view in St.

Luke’s use of the word £p'/jpw<ris at the end of the

verse, which may be an allusion to the words rb

fiblkvyya rys epyfidxrecos. Another equally possible

explanation of St. Luke’s divergence from St.

Matthew and St. Mark here is that he is drawing
from a different source from that used by the

other two Gospels, and this is borne out by
numerous other passages in this chapter, where
St. Luke’s independence is clear. The suggestion,

therefore, that the words were inserted after the
destruction of Jerusalem is only one of three pos-

sible explanations of the facts, and is not required

by the words themselves, which, like those in

1 943. 44, are not, after all, particularly definite.

The last passage mentioned above, viz. 2124
,
is also

peculiar to St. Luke—irecrovvrac err6ptart peaxatpys Kal

alx^oXoirLffOrfjerovrai. eU ret %dvy rrdvra, Kal ’lepovcraXhp

%<rrai 'irarovpivy birb idveSv, &XP L xXypuQ&cnv Kaipol

£8vwv. But these words only state the destruction

of Jerusalem by the Gentiles, and the further

thought of a terminus ad quem for the punishment
of the Jews is found in Ro ll26

,
an Epistle earlier

than the earliest date assigned to the Gospel.

Not one of the passages just examined seems to

the writer to contain anything incompatible with
the reference of the Gospel to an early date, and
all the arguments appear to rest on a very pre-
carious basis. Another passage (2131* 32

) has been
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thought to imply that, by leaving out the wordsM dtjpacs found in the parallel passages of St.

Matthew and St. Mark,—&'ra*> i'S^re ravra yiyv6n<-va,

yivt.b<FK€TG 6tl eyyvs €<tt iv iwi dtipais ,

—

St. Luke has
emphasized a distinction between the fall of Jeru-

salem and the end of the world which they have
not, and is therefore later. The next verse, stat-

ing that ‘ this generation shall not pass away till

all these things be fulfilled,’ has, on the other

hand, been used (e.g . by Weiss, Introduction to

the NT, li. 313) as a proof that because it is im-
plied that the ‘second coming of Christ was still

expected by the first generation of Christians,’

therefore the words would not have been allowed
to stand in this form after about AJD. 80.

More weight may perhaps be attached to the

evidence afforded by the theological terms used
in this Gospel—as, for example, the expression

6 KtipLos of our Lord (cf. JSv. Pet.)—some of which
point to a date later than that of St. Matthew or

St. Mark. Another proof of a similar kind is to

be found in the points of contact wrhich have been
noticed between this Gospel and that of St. John
(see below, p. 167).

These arguments, and that based on the lapse

of time required by the circumstances presupposed
in the preface, seem to preclude a very early date,

and there is little or no evidence to require a late

date. We may accept, perhaps, some date about
the year 80, that is, the beginning rather than the

end of the period (A D. 78-93) within which it is

placed by Harnack ( Chronologie , p. 246 ff.).

(ft) Place

.

—In regard to the place at which the
!

Gospel was written, the data are too vague or

,
too late to give a certain conclusion. We have
seen above (p. 162) that St. Luke’s sphere of

preaching was associated with Greece, and so

Jerome tells us that * in Achaice Bceothiceque (var.

lec. Bithynkq) partibus volumeyi condidit ’ (Vulgate,
ed. Wordsworth, i. p. 12), and within this district

Godet selects Corinth. Another tradition con-
nects St. Luke with Egypt, and accordingly a
catalogue of NT books ascribed to Ebed Jesu
(14th cent.) assigns the writing of the Gospel to

Alexandria. The address to Theophilus, and the
mention of St. Luke as St. Paul’s companion at
Rome, have led Keim, Holtzmann, and others to

place it at Rome, but we have no evidence to

prove this. Other scholars (as Michaelis, Thiersch,
and Blass) have fixed on Caesarea, others again

,
(e.g. Hilgenfeld) have suggested Asia Minor.
Many of these places and also others will be
found mentioned in the subscriptions to the Gospel
found in MSS of the Greek and of the versions

' (Tischendorf, NT, i. 738). We cannot attempt,
’ in the absence of data, to decide finally between
,

the many various alternative suggestions just

mentioned, and may agree with Weiss (Introduc-
tion, Eng. tr. ii. 314) that ‘all conjectures as to

1

the place of composition are quite visionary, and
] have no value whatever.’

3. TRANSMISSION" OF THE TEXT.—It is neces-
* sary to devote a separate section to this point,
‘ because of the questions suggested by the ‘ West-

I

ern’ readings in St. Luke’s Gospel. Blass began
j
by basing on the ‘ Western ’ readings in the Acts

i (which see) a theory that they preserve for us
« another and earlier edition than that with which

|

we are familiar, and in his Acta Apostolorum
\ secundumformam quce videtur Bomanam (Leipzig,

j
1896) he attempted a reproduction of this. Since

5 then he has extended his theory to the Gospel
(Leipzig, 1897), but with this important difference,
that while the Western text of the Acts gives
us the earlier of the two editions, the same

I text of the Gospel is in his opinion the later and
revised edition. Some explanation is necessary of
the difference between the characteristics of the

Western text in the two books, for in the Acts
these consist laxgely of additions to the ordinary

text, while in the Gospel they are, for the most
part, omissions, and Blass’s view (Philol. of the

Gospels
, pp. 103, 104) is that the second edition

would in each case be shorter, for the author

would be naturally ‘ disposed to omit many un-

essential circumstances and details.’ This is one
of several ‘ a priori arguments,’ as Blass himself

calls them (l.c. p. 102), for a theory, which is an
extension of a view tenable and accepted by many
in regard to the Acts, but in the Gospel not estab-

lished by the facts.

As far as the Acts is concerned, the theory of

two editions goes back to J. le Clerc (Clericus),

i.e. to the middle of the 17th cent. Lightfoot

(Fresh Bevision
, p. 29) seems not unfavourable to

the view that in the Gospel also ‘the evangelist

may have issued two separate editions.’ It is

only within the last few years, however, that this

theory has seriously challenged the attention of

textual critics. What, then, are the facts as far

as the Gospel is concerned ? The most striking

are the series of omissions which we meet with
chiefly in the later, but also more sparsely in

the earlier, chapters. In these cases the omissions
are made by the same authorities for the most
part, sometimes with the support of a MS or
version not necessarily ‘Western.’ As illustra-

tions of such omissions may be quoted the leaving

out in 2436 of the words Kal \4yei atirois Etp^vtj i)pjiv,

in 2440 of the words Kal rovro ehrCuv aijtols rds

Xelpas Kal robs v65as, and in 2451 of the words Kal

ave<p£pero els rbv ovpav6v. From other parts of the
Gospel we may quote 1041

,
where p.epLp^s kuI Bopv~

pafy Trepl TroWa is shortened into dopvfi&ixi, and the
first part of the next verse is omitted, or 1219

where (in the parable of the Rich Fool) the words
%X€LS 7roX\& ayada Kelfxeva gls err) 7roX\d, avairatiov,

<pdye, 7rLe, eti<f>paLvov, are reduced to 7ro\\& dyadd,
dvairatov. These passages sufficiently illustrate

the nature of the omissions. We find also some
additions

,
but they are very few. As an instance

may be quoted the long addition in regard to the
man working on the Sabbath day, which we find
in D after 64 . Of course Blass has to give some
explanation as to why in a second draft these
omissions or additions were made. Thus, of the
insertion at 64

,
he says (l.c. p. 154) that it was

probably omitted by St. Luke as likely to give
offence to Christian or other Jews who would
form a ‘considerable part’ of the Oriental con-
gregations. Of the omission of the account of the
Ascension in 2461 the explanation given is that it

was (l.c. p. 140) ‘to fit the close of the Gospel
(Western text) to the beginning of the Acts (West-
ern text),’ or that it ‘might be not without some
degree of probability ascribed to some reader of

Luke who was offended by the repetition in Ac 1 ’

(l.c. p. 142). These will illustrate the explanations
by which the position is maintained, and in regard
to the last it will be noticed that the theory of

revision by St. Luke is so far modified that it is

referred to ‘ some reader. ’

What are we to say in regard to this theory
as an explanation of the facts? We may admit
that this Gospel, as having been addressed firstly

to an individual, and afterwards to a wider circle,

may have had a different textual history from the
others, and we may make all allowance for the
greater difficulty of establishing the theory in the
Gospel than in the Acts, because the Western
text in the Gospel differs almost entirely by its

omissions, and because the early history of the
Synoptic text must be obscure. Further, we may
allow that the term ‘ Western non-interpolations ’

given to these omitted passages by Westcott and
Hort is not applicable, inasmuch as there is, as
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a rule, little besides the suggestion of ‘assimila-
tion’ to show that they are interpolations. And
yet we must demand further proof before we can
accept Blass’s view, for the arguments on which it

rests are inconclusive.

In the first place, the distribution of the pheno-
mena is at once too wide and too narrow. Similar
omissions are found in the same group of authori-
ties, or in some members of the group, in the other
Gospels, and elsewhere in the NT. We might
quote, for example, the omission of all reference
to the Pharisees in Mk 102 and other similar
instances, but two illustrations from Mt 199 and
1929 wm serve to show not only that the omissions
are widely distributed, but also that they are
capable of being explained by a divergence in

the oral tradition. In the first passage, a number
of Western authorities (here with K and other
Greek MSS) omit the words nai 6 airoXeXvfjiivyjv

ya/x'r) era's /xot%arai, and in the second many of the
same authorities (here with B) omit the words
7j yiivcuKa. The distribution of the instances of

omission in Western texts is therefore too wide.
It is also too narrow, for the most important of

the cases come in the last few chapters of the
Gospel, and are sufficiently explained by ‘the
natural variations between the reports given by
two different hearers of a story orally delivered
in the presence of both ’ (Salmon, Text. Criticism

,

p. 148).

Again, it may reasonably be objected that ‘if

there had been a definite Western written text

we should have been able to reproduce it in a
way we cannot now’ (Salmon, l.c . p. 148). There
is certainly very early support for many of the
readings, so that we may well believe that many
of them ‘express the form in which the Gospel
was read in the Church of Pome in apostolic or
sub-apostolic times,’ yet still the distribution of
the support cannot be regarded as indicating two
editi ns, one Eastern and one Western, and to

meet this difficulty Blass has to fall back upon
the position that in none of our authorities have
we ‘ the Western text while still in its pure form.’
Blass, indeed, states that ‘besides conflations with
the other Gospels, which began at a very early

date, conflations [of the Western] with the Oriental
text must have been more inevitable than in the
case of the Acts.’ As instances of such ‘confla-

tion,’ by which we suppose he means corruption
of the Western text by the Eastern, he would,
presumably, regard cases where the authorities

on which he relies are divided, as, for example,
the insertion of Sevrepoirptirq (6

1
), or the word from

the Cross (2334). We cannot deny the very early

and varied character of the attestation which is

found for the Western readings, when we meet
with them in Justin, Tatian, and Marcion. We
can say that the evidence of these authorities does
not allow us to rest on their evidence an edition

such as that of Blass.

Again, it is urged by Corssen, whose view is

endorsed by Bousset ( Theol . Bundschau
,
July

1898), that the language of the Western text, as

Blass has constructed it, often shows an absence
of marked characteristics of St. Luke’s style, and
therefore is not the work of St. Luke himself, but
‘ a revision by another hand.’

Finally, it has to be urged, if not against the
theory as a whole, at any rate against Blass’s

presentation of it, that the selection of one reading
in preference to another is often very arbitrary,

and that readings are adopted which have only
very slight support, or may be shown to be inferior

to the ordinary text, and less original. Some of

these are collected by Zahn (Mini. ii. 354 ff.).

The theory, then, of two editions has been
rejected by most scholars, even by those who have
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accepted it in regard to the Acts, and we must say
that it is at any rate unproved. The phenomena on
which it rests point at most (Harnack, Chronologies

p. 700 n.) to a correction of St. Luke’s Gospel, not
to two editions of it

;
they are not peculiar to the

third Gospel, and, though they often preserve an
original reading, they are far from representing
always the best text, and they are sufficiently

explained by a consideration of the circumstances
under which the Gospels were first circulated and
took written shape.

4. The Sources of the Gospel —The deter-

mination of the sources used by St. Luke must
depend partly upon external, partly upon internal,

evidence. Under the first head fall the assertions

of the preface, and the statements made by early
writers as to St. Luke’s connexion with St. Paul.
Both these are dealt with below. Under internal

evidence will be included arguments based on
points of style, subject-matter, and arrangement,
which involve the question of St. Luke’s relation

to the other Gospels, and bring us face to face

with the Synoptic problem. This problem, which
is one of ‘ extraordinary difficulty and complexity ’

(Sanday, Inspiration , p. 281), need be discussed

here only so far as it concerns St. Luke.
The first point to consider is the amount of

matter which is peculiar to St. Luke, and this

may be estimated in different ways.*
4 According to one calculation, if the contents of

the Synoptic Gospels are divided into 172 sections,

of these 172 Luke has 127, Matthew 114, and Mark
84: and of these 172 Luke has 48 which are

peculiar to himself, Matthew has 22, and Mark
has 5. According to another calculation [that of

Reuss], if the total be divided into 124 sections, of

these Luke has 93, Matthew 78, and Mark 67, and
of these 124 Luke has 38 peculiar to himself,

Matthew 17, and Mark 2 ’ (Plummer, St. Luke,
p. xxxv).—Or we may consider the kind, as well
as the quantity, of peculiar matter, and then we
find that of the recorded miracles 6 are peculiar to

St. Luke, 3 to St. Matthew, and 2 to St. Mark
;

while of the parables, 18 are peculiar to St. Luke,
10 to St. Matthew, and 1 to St. Mark. Or we
may take the more mechanical method of reckon-
ing by the number of verses, and we find that St.

Matthew (RV) has 1068 verses, of which 337 are

not found in St. Mark or St. Luke
;
St. Mark (RV)

has 674, of which 50 are peculiar to this Gospel

;

while St. Luke (RV) has 1149, of which 612 are
only found there. These figures show roughly the

state of the case, and we may say that the peculiar

matter in St. Luke is rather more than half of the
whole Gospel. The following is a list of the

more important longer sections found only in St.

Luke:

—

1-2.

3io_i4 the questions asked of John the Baptist by * the multi-
tudes,’ ‘ publicans,’ and soldiers.

323-88 the genealogy ofour Lord.
418-so at Nazareth in the synagogue [this may be the narrative

of Mt IS543, and Mk 6lff
,
but is quite independent].

51-n the miraculous draught of fishes, and call of the disci-

ples.

(J
24-26 the denunciations on the rich, and on those well spoken
of.

711-17 the raising of the widow’s son at Nam.
735-50 the anointing by the sinner, and parable of the Two
Debtors.

81-3 the attendant women, the wife of Ohuza
951-56 the rejection at the Samaritan village.
961. 62 a would-be follower.

IQ1 the mission of the Seventy [our Lord’B address has much
in common with the address to the Twelve, Mt lO1-*-,

Mk6«f*].
I917-20 the return of the Seventy—Satan fallen from heaven.
1028—42 parable of the Good Samaritan.

* See, e.g., WeBtcott, Introduction to Study erf Goapels®
p. 191 ff.

;
Plummer, £t. Luke, p. xxxv ff. ;

Reuss, Mist, of Scr.,

Eng. tr. p. 176 ff. ;
Hawkins, Norm SynopUm (from which the

calculation by verses is taken).
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116-8 parable of the Importunate Eriend.
1127. 28 the comment of the woman on our Lord’s teaching.
1218-21 the avaricious brother, leading to the parable of the

Eich Pool.
1047—50.
181-u the Galileans slam by Pilate, the falling of the tower in

Siloam, the parable of the Barren Pig-tree, healing of the

woman with the spirit of infirmity

IS31-30 the message to Heiod Antipas.

141-14 healing of the man with the dropsy
1415-24 parable of the Supper [cf. Mt 22-].

1428-33 conditions of discipleship—the man building a tower—
the king going to war.

in8-32 parables of Lost Piece of Silver, and Prodigal Son.
It!1

-12 parable of Unjust Steward.
16u,

15 the Pharisees’ comment, and our Lord’s rebuke.

It19-31 parable of Eich Man and La7arus
177-19 the nature of service—the Healing of the Ten Lepers.

17 28 29 32 references to Lot.
IS1-14 the Unrighteous Judge—the Pharisee and the Publican.
191-1° Zacchauis.
19U-27 the parable of the Pounds [but cf. Mt 2514*

,
the par-

able of the Talents].
1989-44 the Lament over Jerusalem.
2216 37-32. 3&-33 at the Last Supper.
237-12 Jesus sent to Herod.
2327-31 the daughters of Jerusalem.
2339-43 the penitent thief.

2343 the word from the Cross.
2413-53 the walk to Emmaus

;
the appearance to the Eleven,

and final instructions ; the Ascension!?).

Besides these longer sections there are a number
of shorter passages of varying length and import-

ance, which are peculiar to St. Luke, but are

embedded in material common to St. Luke and
one or both of the other Synoptic narratives.

These amount to about 113 verses out of the 612
mentioned above as peculiar to St. Luke, and will

be. found collected in Hawkins, JSorce Synoptical,

p. 158 ff. In his ‘tentative and to a large extent
speculative attempt’ Sir John Hawkins classifies

these variations as follows :—(1) Cases where Luke
may have retained while Matthew omits the occa-

sions of sayings, which they drew from a common
source, e.g. II1 1822 * 23 etc.; (2) cases where Luke
may have retained while Matthew, after his

manner, shortens, e.g. 7 4
”6

; (3) later insertions

from other sources, e.g . 2243 44
; (4) independent

traditions, or variants of traditions, preserved also

elsewhere, e.g. 1235-38
[cf. Mt 253

,
Mk 1334

] ; (5)
additions which may be editorial, bringing out the
prayerfulness of Jesus, e g. G125

,
or the right use of

wealth, e.g. G33 - 34
,
or heightening the effect of the

narrative, e.g . 318 943
; (6) Pauline expressions,

e.g. 2134
; (7) other various additions, probably

editorial.

finally, we have to mention cases where the
general agreement of St. Luke with the other
Synoptic narratives is clear, but where we find

changes of expression or of order made by him in

going over common ground. Such will be in part
editorial and due to preference for a particular
word or to the need of explanation, in part due no
doubt to oral transmission. Special mention must
also be made of tbe evidence afforded by ‘doub-
lets,’ i.e. passages of similar content occurring in

two different places in the same Gospel, and pos-
sibly introduced from different * sources.’ These
are carefully examined in Hawkins (Ror. Sym .

p. 64 ff.), who sums up the evidence as pointing
in three directions—(1) to a use of two sources,

probably Marcan and Logian
; (2) to a freedom of

the editors in using their own phraseology
; (3) to

divergencies between Matthew and Luke which
may perhaps imply the use of a special source by
the latter.

Such are the data we have to discuss, and in
dealing with them in relation to St. Luke’s sources
two general considerations are clear— (1) that St.

Luke must have had some source or sources not
used by St. Matthew and St. Mark, and that, as

the above references show, not merely for one part
of our Lord’s ministry, but affecting the whole
of it. It is clear also that this source preserved
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both narrative and teaching: (2) that ‘both St.

Matthew and St. Luke, and especially St. Luke,

have so “ worked over ” the sources they employed
that they frequently represent to us the substance

rather than the words of the original documents’
(Hawkins, lx. p. 92). This fact obviously increases

the difficulty of tracing the sources.

It will only be possible here to state, in a very

summary way, the relation of St. Luke (a) to Sb.

Mark, (b) to St. Matthew, (c) to St. John, and
then ( 1d) to consider this special source or sources.

(a) St. Mark ancl St. Luke are mentioned as at

Koine together (Col 410-14 Pliilem24
,

cf. 2 Ti 4 11
),

and, moreover, it is generally agreed that St. Mark’s
Gospel represents, in the main, the earliest form of

the Gospel narrative, and may, therefore, have

existed in substance before St. Luke. Weiss, in

his Markus-JEvangelium, established the fact of a

relationship between them
;
and now ‘it is un-

necessary to prove anew that Luke used Mark’
(Harnack, Chronologie , p. 652), for ‘ the use of Mark
as one of Luke’s sources is a generally-established

fact of Gospel criticism ’ (Feine, Line vorca7ionische

Ueberlieferung,
etc. p. 4). At the same time, the

following points require explanation. Things are

omitted by St. Matthew and St. Luke which are

recorded by St. Mark, e.g. Mk 426^- 822ft’-, or

omitted by St. Luke which are recorded by St.

Matthew and St. Mark, e.g . 645ff
-, and we ask,

why, if St. Mark was used by St. Luke, were
these omitted ? Again, we find instances in which
St. Matthew and St. Luke agree against St. Mark,
and frequent cases where St. Mark and St. Luke
are independent in regard to details. A sufficient

explanation of these facts would be that St. Luke
used not St. Mark as we have it, but the source
which underlies St. Mark, an Zfr-Maodcus, which,
by additions and alterations made after St. Luke
used it, became our canonical St. Mark. Weiss,
however, maintains strongly that it was our St.

Mark which St. Luke used, and Sir J. Hawkins
explains away tbe difficulties which have just been
urged (1) by showing that many of the omissions
from St. Mark, which St. Matthew and St. Luke
make (generally independently), may well have
been made by them with St. Mark before them,
and that ‘the results are largely in favour of the
view that the Petrine source used by the two later

Synoptists was not an XTo'-Markus, but St. Mark’s
Gospel almost as we have it now ’ (l, c. p. 122)

;

(2) by suggesting that the agreements of St.

Matthew and St. Luke against St. Mark, so far
as they imply a common source, were first made
in one of these two later Gospels, and then were
carried across, intentionally or unconsciously, to
the other, either by scribes or more probably in
the course of oral transmission (l.c. p. 176).

(b) St. Matthew and St. Luke have a great deal
in common which is not found in St, Mark, and
of this very much is occupied with our Lord’s dis-

courses. This general resemblance in material
not found in St. Mark may be explained on the
hypothesis of Simons, Holtzmann, Wendt, and
others, that St. Luke used the Gospel of St.

Matthew, or by supposing that both used a com-
mon written source, such as the Myca might have
been, or a common oral tradition. It is difficult to
believe that St. Luke had St. Matthew’s Gospel
before him, when we consider their great independ-
ence, amounting sometimes to divergence, as in
regard to chs. 1 and 2, and the genealogy, or in
reference to details of fact as in 1836 244. We may
accept Weiss’ statement (hitroduction to the NT,
ii. 294) that ‘Luke’s acquaintance with and use
of the apostolic source of the first Gospel is just as
certain as his want of acquaintance with the
Gospel itself.’ Zahn, indeed, maintains (Mnl. ii.

402 ff.) not only that St. Luke did not use St.
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Matthew, but also that their resemblances in parts
where they are not both dependent on St. Mark
are sufficiently explained by the use of a common
oral tradition. But such close verbal agreement
as we find in Mt 624 = Lk 1613 and Mt 627 = Lk 1225

seems to require the use of a common written
Greek source (Feine, lx. pp. 10, 11) and not (as
Resch) different Greek translations of an Aramaic
original. It is probable that they had collections

of our Lord’s sayings in several forms and in

different connexions. The use of some such
sources will explain on the one hand how it is that
die peculiarities of St. Luke’s style are most rare
in reports of discourses common to him and St.

Matthew, showing the fidelity with which he has
reproduced them, while on the other hand it will

explain the differences both in expression and
context which exist in the two Gospels. We see
how it may have been possible for St. Matthew to

bring together all the sayings, as in the Sermon on
the Mount, which St. Luke has scattered over
many parts of his Gospel. We get also on this

hypothesis an explanation of the ‘doublets,’ and
see why ‘ the original form is preserved sometimes
in the first, sometimes in the third Gospel’ (Weiss),
while the original context also seems to be kept
sometimes in St. Luke, sometimes m St. Matthew
(Weiss, Ic. p. 292 ff.).

(c) St. Luke and St. John.—We have already
noticed (above, p. 164) that St. Luke has more
points in common with St. John than either St.

Matthew or St. Mark has, but they are not enough
to establish any literary relation. Among such
points of contact may be noted the allusions to a
ministry in Judsea (444 1384

) ;
the Galilsean journey

before the death of John the Baptist (wh. see),

implied by the term virforpexpev (4
14

), 22
50 (= Jn 1810

rb de&bv)
;
the visit of Peter to the sepulchre, 2412

(= Jn 208
). Others may be seen by a reference to

the ninth of the groups marked in the Ammonian
sections, or in Weiss (l.c. p. 297 n.) or in Holtz-

mann (Joh. Evang. p. 6ff.). The result of a com-
parison does not ‘establish a literary relation,’

but indicates some common points in the oral

tradition used by both.

(d) St. Luke's special source or sources.—In face

of the large amount (see above, p. 165) peculiar to

St. Luke, we are justified in assuming that St.

Luke had access to some source or sources not used
by St. Matthew or St. Mark. Our object here

must be to try and determine the extent and nature

of these sources. This we might expect to do,

partly from the style, partly from the subject-matter.

(1) In regard to the first we do not get much help,

because St. Luke has so worked over the sources

that they are permeated by his own style
;
nor do

the Hebraisms really help us much, if at all,

because on one theory (see below, p. 169) they are

artificially distributed by St. Luke to suit his

subject-matter, while according to another, and, as

it seems to the present writer, much truer, view
they are not due to the sources but are charac-

teristic of St. Luke’s style, and therefore appear in

the connecting links between the narratives. It

is possible that in such summaries of history or

teaching as we get in 414- 15 444 etc., we may find,

as in Ac, the marks of the beginning or end of

documents used. Other expressions, like ehrev 5£

(424 089 etc.) or iv iKeivvry vfiipg., may point in the

same direction, but they occur too frequently to be
safely used in this way.

(2) The subject-matter has to be considered

under the two main divisions of narrative and dis-

course. The additions in the narrative begin with

the first two chapters, and are scattered over the

whole Gospel. Some of these are sufficiently ex-

plained by oral tradition, such as the additional

references which St, Luke makes to Herod (e.g

.

31

99 1331 237
), which it is not fanciful to connect with

Chuza. To the same sort of tradition may be due
the additions which we find in the narratives of

the Passion and Resurrection (e.g. 2224ff- 51 234"12 * 27-sl

etc.), or the little differences of detail either by
way of addition or correction which we find in the
material which St. Luke has in common with the
other Gospels (see p. 165). This would explain
also points of difference in the order in which the
material is arranged (e.g. 22s3- 34). We have also,

finally, to take into account cases where a narra-
tive is preserved in St. Luke, but in a form quite
independent of the other Gospels, e.g. those of 4wff*

5lfl- 7s6.

In regard to the discourses we find very puzzling
phenomena. A large amount of them is common
to St. Matthew and St. Luke and not found in St.

Mark. These are no doubt due to some such
source as the A6yia, and Sir J. Hawkins (lx.

pp. 88, 89) in a ‘tentative’ list ascribes some 72
passages to this source, apart from the passages
derived through St. Mark. These amount to some
185 verses, or about one-sixth of the whole Gospel.
The special point which requires notice is that more
than two-thirds of this material appears in quite a
different connexion in St. Matthew and St. Luke.
There is nothing impossible in the supposition that

some of this teaching was repeated by our Lord on
more than one occasion, and so preserved in both
places. Thus the teaching about anxiety occurs
in the Sermon on the Mount (Mt 62&) and also as a
corollary to the parable of the Rich Fool (Lk 1222).
The warning against serving two masters occurs
in the Sermon on the Mount (Mt 624) and also as

an addition to the parable of the Unjust Steward
(Lk 1618

). As a rule, St. Matthew has collected

together (e.g. ch. 10) what St. Luke has pre-

served in connexion with separate incidents
;
but

sometimes the reverse has happened, as in the
passage beginning Lk 1222. The ‘doublets’ al-

ready referred to (see p. 166), which occur chiefly

in the discourses, are another perplexing factor.

These have been most fully dealt with by Sir J.

Hawkins (l.c. pp. 64-92), and his conclusions have
been already given.

These differences in regard to the discourses may
or may not have been due to the use of a special

source by St. Luke. There can be no doubt as to

some special source for a large part of the material
found in the long section from 951 onwards, most
of which is recorded with only the vaguest refer-

ences to time and place, and some of which seems
obviously out of place, e.g. the lament over Jeru-

salem 1384
,
while in other places there are marks

of a grouping which regards the subject dealt with,

such as prayer or the responsibility of riches.

The most elaborate attempt to reproduce the
special source used by St. Luke is that of Feine.

He regards this special source as an enlarged edi-

tion of the collection of discourses common to St.

Luke with St. Matthew. To this had been added

(1) a number of discourses and parables, (2) a series

of narratives. Following Lipsius, he regards it as

a Jewish-Christian source, perhaps (l.c. p. 154)
originating from the Jerusalem community, written
in Greek, not after A.D. 70, and later than the

common groundwork of the Synoptic Gospels.

A summary of the results of this section would
show that the sources which St. Luke used were
as follows :

—

Firstly
,
he follows, over a large part

of the narrative, the Gospel of St. Mark, and that

probably in the form in which we have it, and not
merely some underlying document.—Secondly

,
the

matter common to St. Luke and St. Matthew, not
found in St. Mark, implies a common written

source, and that requirement is to be satisfied by
the hypothesis, not of a direct use of St. Matthew
by ^.uke, but by the supposition that both h^ve
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•used some one collection, or more*, of our Lord’s
discourses.

—

Besides these , St. Luke seems to have
had access to oral tradition, by which he corrects,

or supplements, the narratives common to him and
the others.

—

Lastly ,
he used, especially for chs. 1 and

2 and the section beginning with 951
,
some special

written sources, which do not supply much infor-

mation as to Galilee, and may have been con-

nected in origin with Jerusalem. This would suit

Feme’s view that the special source of St. Luke
is that used in Ac 1-12, and would explain the

points of contact with St. John noticed above.

There is nothing to warrant the view that this

source was Ebionitic in character, or prejudiced in

favour of any peculiar and one-sided presentation

of the history and teaching of our Lord.

5. St. Luke and St. Paul.

—

The passages

already quoted (Col 414
, 2 Ti 411

,
Pliilem 24

)
are

evidence of a close connexion of St. Luke with

St. Paul at Rome, and if we add to these the ‘ we-
sections’ of Ac, St. Luke will be seen to have
been with St. Paul for long. periods together be-

tween the date of Ac 1610 and that of 2 Ti 411
. To

describe this intimate relationship many different

expressions are used by early writers. The
Muratorian Fragment (as emended by Westcott)
says : Lucas iste medicus post ascensum Christi cum
enm Baulus quasi ut juris studiosum secundum
adsumsisset nomine suo ex opinions conscripsit

;

Irenseus (Ilcer. iii. 1) says : 6 &k6\ov6os ILatiXov rb for

gkcIvov KTjpvcrcrofjLevov etiayy£Xiov iv ftt.j3Xi(p Karidero, and
more generally describes St. Luke {Mcer. iii. 10. 1,

14. 12) as sectator et discipulus apostolorum,
and

inseparabilis a Paulo et cooperarius eius in evan-
gelio

;
Tertullian (c. Marc. iv. 2) describes St. Paul

as St. Luke’s illuminator
,
and

(jb . iv. 5) says :

Luccb digestum Paulo adscribere solent. Jerome
(de Vir. Jllustr. § 7) says St. Luke was sectator

apostoli Pauli. None of these terms seems to

imply as close a relationship as that between St.

Peter and St. Mark in regard to the writing of

the Gospel. They do not support the view men-
tioned by Origen (ap. Eus. ME iii. 4, vi. 25) that
the expression ‘according to my Gospel’ (Ro 213

1625
, 2 Ti 28

) refers to that of St. Luke. Nor do
they lead us to believe that St. Luke derived all

or most of his information from St. Paul, for that
would be contrary to his own words in his preface.

Nor is there any reason, apart from the ‘strong
personal affection and enthusiastic admiration for

Paul’ manifest in Ac, to regard the third Gospel
as Pauline, in the sense of its being a polemic
in favour of Pauline doctrine, or a ‘revision of a
hypothetical one-sided Pauline primitive Luke,
written with a conciliatory aim’ (Baur, Scholten,
etc.). On the other hand, it is difficult to main-
tain (as Jiingst, SK, 1896, p. 215 ft) that there are
no traces of Pauline influence. The points in

which this influence are indicated are firstly in the
actual Greek words and expressions used, secondly
in the mode in which the teaching is presented.
Thus, in regard to the first point, while the
vocabularies of the Gospels give 32 words found
only in St. Mt and St. Paul, 22 found only in St.

Mark and St. Paul, and 21 found only in St. John
and St. Paul, we get as many as 101 found only in

St. Luke and St. Paul. Again, of the ‘character-
istic words and phrases ’ which mark the three Syn-
optists, the proportion common to St. Paul and St.

Matthew is rather above, and to St. Paul and St.

Mark rather below one-half, while nearly two-thirds
are common to St. Luke’s Gospel and St. Paul. These
details are taken from Hawkins (Z.c. p. 154 ff.), but
the points of language common to St. Paul and St.

Luke have been often collected, and are clearly
and most fully tabulated in Plummer ( Commentary
on St. Luke

, p. liv ff.). In regard to the actual
teaching conveyed in the Gospel, there is evidence
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that many leading ideas of St. Paul’s are to be
found in St. Luke. Thus both agree in laying

stress on the universality of the Gospel, on the

need of ttfo-rty, on the x<£pts shown by God to men,
on the importance of the work of the Holy Spirit.

Thus there are many points of contact between
St. Luke and St. Paul, both in the language they

use and in the teaching which they emphasize.

Many passages have been set side by side to show
the close relation of St. Luke to St. Paul (Resell,

Aussercanonische Paralleltexte
,
p. 121

;
Plummer,

l.c. p. xliv; Weiss, Z.c. p. 812) ;
from among them

the following may be selected, 1 Th 56=Lk 2

1

34
,

1 Co 1123-26=Lk 22^
,

1 Co 156=Lk 2484
, 1 Ti 5 18=

Lk 107, 1 Co 1027=Lk 108
,
Eph 614=Lk 1285

.

6. St. Luke and Josephus.—The relation of

St. Luke to Josephus has been discussed in regard

to Acts (see vol. i. p. 30), and for the Gospel it is

equally true that the differences ‘ are only conceiv-

able on the supposition of independence.’ Belser,

in two articles in the Theologische Quartalschrift

for 1895 and 1896, shows that the arguments of

Krenkel (Josephus und Lucas
,
Leipzig, 1894) to

establish a connexion, are based partly on resem-
blances which prove nothing, such as the use of

words like nTopetieo-dau and partly on ex-

pressions used certainly by both writers, but in

different senses. The literary points in common
are sufficiently explained in other ways, as, for

instance, by the influence of the LXX on both,

while many of the alleged instances are ‘the

common material of various Greek writers*’ When
we pass from the language used to the facts referred

to by the two authors, their connexion is equally

unproved. Zahn (Mint, ii. 394 ff.) shows this in

regard to their references to the Census. Both
writers mention it, but the area which it concerned
is limited in Josephus to the territory of Archelaus
{Ant. XVIII. i. 1, ii. 1 ;

BJ vn viii. 1), or at most
extends to Syria {Ant. xvii. xiii. 5), and is not, as
in Lk 21-3

,
an event of world-wide importance.

Again, Josephus seems to know nothing of the
official position of Quirinius in Syria, or at most
only vaguely implies it. ‘No single historical

fact of Luke finds its explanation by means of the
hypothesis that he has read Josephus. On the
contrary, he often shows a knowledge clearly

independent of Josephus in regard to historical

events of the time, and in regard to persons more
or less prominent ’ (Zahn, Z.c. p. 397) . As instances
may be quoted the facts mentioned in Lk 88 131

2312
. These, however, only show that, independ-

ently of Josephus, St. Luke had detailed informa-
tion

;
they do not disprove a use of Josephus. The

arguments dealing with the question are summed
up by Clemen in his Chronologic d. Paul. Briefe,
Halle, 1893. We must suppose (with Schurer) either
that St. Luke did not use Josephus at all, or that
if he did he forthwith forgot what he had learnt
from him. As maintaining a connexion between
the two writers may be quoted Holtzmann, Krenkel,
Keim, Hausrath, and others; while their inde-
pendence is upheld by such authorities as Schurer,
Harnack, and Zahn. In the words of the last-

named we need not use further argument to
support the view that ‘Luke could have followed
Josephus as an authority neither in historical
matters nor in his Greek style ’ (Z.c. p. 397).

7. St. Luke and Makcion.—It is generally
admitted by all scholars at the present day that
the Gospel of St. Luke was the foundation of
Marcion’s Gospel, and that Marcion’s work was
not enlarged so as to become our third Gosptd.
Such was the unanimous opinion of early and inde-
pendent witnesses. Thus Irenseus {Mcer. 1. xxvii.

2) speaks of Marcion as circumcidens id quod est

secundum Lucam evangelium
,
and {ib. ill. xii. 12)

describes Marcion and others as decurtantes secun-
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dum Lucam evangelium; Tertullian (c. Marc. i.

10. 1) speaks of Marcion as one qui evangelia
corrosit. The same is true of Epiphanius. It is

only in quite recent times, and partly on grounds
of textual criticism, that it has been maintained,
as by Baur and Ritschl, that Marcion’s was the
earlier form

;
but subsequent investigations have

established, beyond a possibility of doubt, that
the statements of Irenaeus, quoted above, give the
true state of the case. It is possible to reconstruct,
almost in its entirety, from the quotations of

Tertullian and others, the form of Marcion’s
Gospel. This has been done most recently by Zahn
('G-eschichte des Kanons,

i. 674 ff., ii. 409 ff. ). Omit-
ting all the first three chapters except the chrono-
logical data in 31

,
Marcion begins with 414

,
and,

except for one or two small omissions, e.g. T29
*35

,

goes on to U28
. Then, ll29-32 (the reference to

Jonah), ll49-51 (ref. to OT history), 131-9 (the

massacre of the Galilseans), 1329-35 1511-32 (prodigal

son), 175-10 1831-34 (announcement of the Passion),
1929-48 (triumphal entry), 209-18 (wicked husband-
men). 2037- 33 (refs. to OT), 211-4- 13 21.22 2213-13 23-30.

35-38 49-51 2447“53
,
are all omitted. It is to be noticed

that Marcion’s Gospel differs from that of St.

Luke almost entirely by omission, and that many
of the omissions are sufficiently explained by
Marcion’s dogmatic views. Such minor changes
as ‘ all the righteous ’ for 1 Abraham and Isaac and
Jacob and all the prophets’ (1328

) are also ex-

plicable in the same way. The omissions amount
in all to some 309 verses. Another point to notice

is that St. Luke’s Gospel and Marcion’s agree so

closely that not only has Marcion preserved almost

all the sections peculiar to St. Luke, but he has
kept the same order. In settling the question

which of the two documents was prior, the ques-

tion of style is decisive. This has been carefully

worked out by Sanday (Gospels in the Second
Century

,
cli. viii.), and he comes to the conclusion

that there is a unity of style, both in regard to

words and syntax, so that 4 the verified peculiarities

of St. Luke’s style are found in the portions

omitted by Marcion in a proportion of more than
one to each verse’ (Z.c. p. 229).

But while there can be no doubt that Marcion’s

work is only an abridgment of St. Luke’s Gospel,

made with a doctrinal object, the text preserved

in it often contains readings of great interest,

which cannot be regarded as arbitrary changes, for

they are supported by other early authorities.

The assertions of Epiphanius (Seer. xlii.) and
Tertullian, that Marcion altered the text of his

authorities to suit his views, must be qualified by
the fact that, in many of the instances mentioned,

Marcion’s reading finds other support, and repre-

sents (according to Blass) one of the two early

recensions of St. Luke’s Gospel (see above), though
not always ‘in its pure form.’ Blass, in his

edition of St. Luke (see p. xliii ff.) has collected to-

gether the passages where Marcion departs from D
and other authorities. On the ground of the read-

ings they contain, the fragments of Marcion may
have an importance

;
but they throw no suspicion

on the integrity of St. Luke’s Gospel, from which
they are extracted.

8. St. LUKE’S Style.

—

The verdict of Jerome
(Migne, Pat. Lat . xxiv. 100) in regard to St. Luke’s

style is sermo comptior est et secularem redolet

eloquetitiam ,
and Kenan (Les PJvangiles, ch. xiii.)

says of it that St. Luke’s ‘is the most literary of

the Gospels.’ The opening verses, I 1-4
,
arrest our

attention at once on account of their classical

character, and offer a strong contrast to the verses

which follow, which are marked by a number of

Hebraisms. This combination of characteristics

is traceable in varying degrees throughout the

Gospel, but it seems a little fanciful to suggest
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that St. Luke ‘has in places allowed his style to

be Hebraistic because he felt that such a style was
appropriate to the subject-matter.’ It will he
necessary to say something as to St. Luke’s char-

acteristics of style in regard to vocabulary and
syntax, and then to notice some points connected
with the Hebraistic usages.

(a) An examination of St. Luke’s vocabulary
shows that he uses a very large number of words
not found in any other NT writer. Sir John
Hawkins* (Ic. p. 162 ff.) gives the number of

words peculiar to the Gospel as 261, which number
is increased by 471 if we add words used only in

the Gospel and the Acts. If we further analyze
the character of these peculiar words, we find that

not quite three-fourths of them occur in the LXX,
St. Luke showing himself more familiar with the
vocabulary of the LXX than St. Matthew or St.

Mark. Out of the same total of peculiar words 38
are marked as non-classical, i.e. ‘not occurring in

Greek writers earlier than the Christian era’
;
the

proportion of non-classical words is therefore about
one-seventh, which is the same as that in St.

Matthew, and very much smaller than that in St.

Mark. But these figures do not adequately repre-

sent the classical colouring of St. Luke’s style,

which may be illustrated in almost every narrative

which he has in common with St. Matthew and St.

Mark, by his rejection of a non-classical word or ex-

pression in favour of one which is classical. Thus,
to take a few illustrations, Karauceigevoi tjctclv (5

29
) is

preferred to the (tvvclv^k€lvto of Mt 910 and Mk 2 16
:

twice (4
3S 827) a more classical expression is adopted

for St. Mark’s expression fodpuiros ev 7Tvetigari

cLKadapry
;

St. Luke avoids (with St. Matthew) the
unclassical word Kpafiparos (Mk 24* u

) ;
TrapciXeXvg-

piivos is preferred to Trapa.XvTiK6$. Other instances

will be found in Plummer (Z.c. p. li) or Zahn (Z.c.

ii. 419). A very striking, because obviously un-
premeditated, illustration of the classical character

of St. Luke’s vocabulary will be found by examin-
ing in a concordance the distribution of the use of

re in the books of the NT. Besides the greater
purity in choice of words, as compared with those

used by St. Matthew and St. Mark, another char-

acteristic of St. Luke’s vocabulary is his use of

medical terms. This point has been carefully

examined by Hobart (The Medical Language of
St. Luke

,
London, 1882), who has made a long list

of words which in the NT occur chiefly or solely in

St. Luke, and are also found in Greek medical
writers. Plummer (Z.c. p. lxiv) points out that a
very large proportion of these words occur in the
LXX, and may have come to St. Luke through
that channel, while he allows a large residuum,

which, taken together, point to a familiarity with
medical terms which would be natural in ‘the

beloved physician.’ As illustrations may be quoted
cTvvexofJL&y trvperip geyaXQ, 438

;
vgLdoLvfis

,
1030

;
ecrrt] i)

fovisi rov atgaros, 844 ;
KpanrdXTj

,
2184

. Another point

in regard to St. Luke’s vocabulary is the amount
common to him and St. Paul, which has been
alluded to above (see p. 168). The last character-

istic which need here be noticed is St. Luke’s
fondness for compound words, e.g. rpcxramfialveiv,

eTeurtpxc<r0cu, etc.

(b) In regard to St. Luke’s syntax, a number of

usages recur so frequently that they may be
regarded as characteristic. Thus irpbs with the

accusative is preferred to the simple dative after

verbs of saying. This construction occurs 151
times in the Gospel and Acts, and 25 times in the

rest of the NT. Another noteworthy usage is that

of ylvogai followed by kolI
,
a finite verb, or an

infinitive
;
these are almost confined to St. Luke,

in whose writings they are found more than 50

* Plummer (Z.c. p. hi), following Thayer’s Lexicon, p. 70S,

gives the number rather differently.
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times. His use of the optative, a mood com-
paratively rare in the NT, is also remarkable. In
regard to conjunctions, his fondness for re, espe-
cially in Ac, has been already noticed

;
he shares

with St. Paul a fondness for the expression 84 ml.
These may he taken as illustrations of points in

St. Luke’s syntax. Complete lists will he found
in Plummer’s Commentary

,
which is particularly

good and full on the linguistic side, and in the
work of Sir John Hawkins already quoted, as well

as in the older hooks of Gersdorf, Vogel, and
Holtzmann.

(c) The Hebraisms have attracted especial atten-

tion in St. Luke because of the purity of his own
style. Their distribution is not altogether ex-

plained by saying that St. Luke has preserved
them as he found them in his sources, for if they
had offended his ear he would no douht have
removed them, with the same freedom which he
has shown generally in regard to the use of his

authorities. It is pointed out by Zahn (l.c. ii. 400)
that these Hebraistic turns of expression are used
in the editorial links between the narratives, and
in these places must he due to St. Luke himself.

This is especially true of the expression ml iydvero

icat . . . or iyivero 84. This seems to indicate

that, though St. Luke, no douht, did preserve the
Aramaic expressions of his sources, or may even
(as in the first two chapters) have directly imitated
the style of the LXX, yet his Hebraisms are in the
mam to be attributed to the fact that he was
thoroughly imbued with the style of the LXX,
and not only (as we have already seen) with its

vocabulary. Whatever the cause, the number of

Hebraistic usages is very large in St. Luke, and
they are scattered over the whole Gospel. Besides
the uses of ylvopai

,
already mentioned, we may

notice his periphrastic use of the participle, his

use of i8ov and ml Z5oi5, such genitives as 6 icpirvjs

tt}s adcidas (186
), or 6 ohcovbpos ryjs aduclas (16

8
), and

circumlocutions by means of words like TrpbcwTrov,

%e£p, (rr6fj.a
,
etc., as in the expression irpb irpoa-Awov

(727 952
).

9. St. Luke’S Preface.—This is so unique in

character as to claim separate special notice.

Lagarde, in his Psalterium iuxta Hebrceos Hi&r-
onymi

,
tried to show that St. Luke’s is modelled

on that of Dioscorides in his Materia Meclica.
There does not seem, however, to be much more
resemblance than would be natural in two cases
where the writers were referring to the work of

their predecessors in the same field, and therefore
used a number of similar words. The dedication,

though unique in form, as far as the NT is con-
cerned, is in itself only an instance, as Zahn tells

us, of a custom which prevailed widely at that
time among Greeks and Romans.
What is of more importance for us is the evidence

afforded by the preface in regard to the early
narratives of our Lord’s life, in reference to St.

Luke’s use of his materials, and other similar
questions. The exact meaning of each of the
more important words has been closely investigated,
as well as the inferences which may be drawn
from them. This has been done most recently by
Blass in his Philology of the Gospels. The follow-
ing points deserve attention

: (1) Many had before
St. Luke attempted to ‘restore from memory’
(Blass) a continuous narrative, not necessarily
written see Liddell and Scott). The word
i'rrexdpyircu' does not necessarily imply (as Origen)
an unfavourable criticism of these ‘attempts,’ and
in the ml 4pot of v.

8 St. Luke puts himself on the
same footing as these predecessors. (2) These
accounts were all second-hand, and handed down
orally (so Zahn argues from 7rap48o<rav), but based
on the evidence of those who had been eye-witnesses
from the beginning {i.e. of our Lord’s public

ministry) . Are we precluded by these words from
supposing that amongst the binyM^ of v.

1 was
any apostolic narrative ? (3) St. Luke, inasmuch
as he had at some earlier date carefully investi-

gated all the facts to the very beginning {tivwdev

perhaps goes further back than cltt apxv$)i ventures

to write, and that (4) mdeffi, i.e. either a continuous
narrative in contrast with a number of narratives

of separate events, or a complete account in con-

trast with accounts marked by omissions. The
word does not necessarily, or probably, imply an
order of time. (5) St. Luke’s purpose in writing

was to supply Theophilus, as yet, perhaps, not a
Christian, with a convincing account of the tilings

in which he had been instructed.

The exact meaning of almost every word has
been pressed in one direction or another, and corre-

spondingly divergent inferences have been made.
10. Purpose and arrangement of the Gos-

pel.—The primary purpose of the Gospel (as well
as of the Acts) is stated in the preface, namely,
that Theophilus may have full knowledge in re-

gard to the truth of the accounts given to him in

the teaching which had been imparted orally

—

I'm

imyvcps irepl <Sv Karrjx'rjOr]? \6y<av T7)v a<r<frd\€Lav. What
was intended for a single person was adapted for

others in similar circumstances, and so St. Luke
may have sent out the Gospel in a second form (as

Blass holds), though it has been sail shove that
this is unlikely, and not required by 'She facts of

the case, so far as the Gospel is concerned. The
principle of arrangement in also stated in the
preface, in the word mdegfis. but the interpretation
to be put upon the word is doubtful, and has to

be gathered from the Gospel itself.

(a) Purpose .—The fed point which may be
regarded as significant of Sh Luke’s purpose is the
way in which the facts are definitely brought into
connexion with secular history. He alone among
the NT writers mentions a Roman emperor by
name (21 31

,
Ac ll28 182), and in Ac other Roman

officials, whose names would fix the dates, to some
extent at any rate. Another point which would
help to carry conviction (Zahn, l.c. ii. 375, 391) is

the relatively large number of personal names, not
only of prominent actors, but also of those of
secondary importance

(e.g . 2L 2 31 2 740 g3 191 2418
).

Again, it is a noteworthy characteristic of St.

Luke that, while St, Matthew seems to collect our
Lord’s teaching together, he keeps the sayings in
what must have been their original setting, and
emphasizes the circumstances which called them
forth. This may best be illustrated from the way
in which the Sermon on the Mount in St. Matthew
is scattered over St. Luke’s Gospel. This greater
definiteness of circumstance could not fail to im-
press Theophilus, and from the point of view of
conviction is more important than definiteness of
place or time, which St. Luke, in the Gospel, as
in the Acts, often cannot give. In these ways
Theophilus would see the work of ‘ the critic who
has had diligent inquiry made in regard to the
external facts of the history, and the historian who
makes every effort to bring his figures out of the
gloom of vague tradition into the clear light
of reality.’ Another point which St. Luke em-
phasizes is the impression which our Lord’s teach-
ing and acts made on those who were present

; and
just as St. John, in order to instil ‘the belief that
Jesus was the Christ the Son of God,’ is careful
to record the impression made by our Lord’s work,
so St. Luke lays stress on the way in which our
Lord’s hearers were affected {e.g. 416 948 1848 1987

etc.), where these points are not mentioned by St.
Matthew and St. Mark. Again, there can be no
doubt that St. Luke, all through the Gospel, has
in mind the points on which a Gentile reader would
want further information or would feel greater or
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less interest, or would be more or less impressed,
and so we meet with explanations, we find teaching
of special Jewish interest ignored or curtailed, and
methods of argument such as appeal to the OT
dropped. These are all illustrated in the next
section of this article.

We see, then, how the expressed purpose of the
Gospel seems to be carried out as the narrative
proceeds, and we may add that probably St. Luke
endeavoured to make his work as complete as
possible, and did not omit facts or sayings as
irrelevant to his immediate object of convincing
Theophilus.
Other objects have been assigned to St. Luke

of a polemical or conciliatory character, but the
features of the Gospel referred to below show that
it will be difficult to make a completely consistent
theory on these hypotheses.

(6) In considering St. Luke’s arrangement of his

Gospel, we may suppose him to have followed in

the main the sources which he used, unless he had
any occasion to think these were incorrect, or
unless his special purpose required him to deviate
from them for the sake of clearness. And so we
find that over large stretches of the narrative the
order of events follows exactly that of St. Mark.

(1) After the first two chapters comes the narra-
tive of our Lord’s baptism and temptation. Here
St. Luke’s independence of arrangement is seen in

the way in which he finishes the history of John
the Baptist before beginning the account of our
Lord’s ministry. The most important deviation

at this period of the narrative is to be found in the

previous journey through Galilee, implied in the
word £7rforpexpev, 4U . The next point to notice is

the visit to Nazareth, 416~30
. In this account the

reference to miracles at Capernaum (4
23

) seems to

indicate that it is inserted out of chronological

order, unless we suppose these miracles to have
happened on the circuit in Galilee just mentioned.
In 431 Capernaum is introduced as if it had not
been mentioned before, which supports what has
just been said. (2) 43M319—St. Luke’s order follows

St. Mark’s (l21-3 19
)

exactly, save for the section
51-11 which records the call of the disciples and the

miraculous draught of fishes. But there are marks
of independence : thus St. Luke assigns no time
or place to the healing of the paralytic (5

17ff
-)i

unless the connexion with the call of Levi (527)
fixes it. St. Mark and St. Matthew definitely fix

it at Capernaum. Again, the two cases which
touch Sabbath observance (6

1 and 66) St. Luke
assigns definitely to two different Sabbaths, St.

Mark apparently to the same. (3) 620-83—the

record seems to agree generally with St. Matthew.
Thus in both the discourse on the Mount (or Plain),

(520-49 is followed by, and in both definitely con-

nected with, the healing of the centurion’s servant

(omitted by St. Mark). St. Luke adds the incident

at Nain on the next day (? ;
var. lee. 7 11

), and then

in both St. Luke and St. Matthew the message of

John the Baptist follows, but with no reference as

to time. The incident at the house of Simon the

Pharisee follows (736 ), but with no note of time.

The section closes (81"3
) with a circuit of Galilee,

kv r<? leaders. (4) 84-917—St. Luke and St. Mark
(4M344

) agree, but St. Luke leaves out Mk 320-27,

and inserts later Mk 328^0
. Here St. Matthew

seems to support St. Luke’s order. As to Mk 331-35
,

the visit of our Lord’s mother, St. Matthew and
St. Luke put it on the same day as the parable of

the Sower, but St. Matthew records it before, St.

Luke after, the parable. They all agree in insert-

ing here the parable of the Sower, but St. Matthew
records the ‘other parables’ and the private

explanation to His disciples, which are only

mentioned in St. Mark (4s3 - ^). The narratives

here diverge, because the crossing of the lake, the

storm, the events in Gadara are put much earlier

in St. Matthew (8 lsff
-), in connexion perhaps with .

the first visit to Capernaum. St. Mark, however,
connects these definitely (435) with the parable,

while St. Luke, perhaps having St. Mark and also

the order of St. Matthew before him, records this

in the same place as St. Mark, but (822) with a
vague reference to ‘ one of the days.’ It is possible
that St. Luke has acted in exactly the same way
with regard to the events which follow in St.

Matthew (the healing of the paralytic, the call of

Levi, the discourse on fasting, Mt 91-17
) after the

return from Gadara, but are in St. Luke and St.

Mark given earlier. Here, again (517 ), St. Luke
avoids the need of reconciling the accounts by
taking refuge in the phrase ‘ on one of the days. ’

The narratives then proceed together (but St.

Matthew 818 definitely adheres to his order, for he
connects what follows with the call of Levi), but
St. Matthew adds to the healing of Jairus’ daughter
and of the woman with the issue of blood two
miracles, {l

27-84
,
which he assigns to the same da^.

Then follows a departure from Capernaum (Mk 6 1’6
)

to Nazareth, and a circular journey through Gali-

lee mentioned by St. Matthew and St. Mark,
though the reason for it is to be found in the
miracle recorded only by St. Matthew (931) requir-

ing his withdrawal. In this connexion (though
St. Luke does not state the time) occurs the mission
of the Twelve, followed by Herod’s comments on
the result of that mission. St. Luke omits the
account of John’s death (which St. Matthew and
St. Mark here insert). With the withdrawal to

Bethsaida (which St. Matthew attributes to the
news of John the Baptist’s death) and the feeding

of the five thousand this section closes (917
). (5)

Here St. Matthew and St. Mark give in general
agreement a long section (Mt 1422-1612

,
Mk645-826

),

narrating a return to Gennesaret, a visit to Phoeni-

cia, a return through Decapolis to the Sea of

Galilee, the feeding of the four thousand, a crossing

by ship and back, and (Mk only) a visit to Beth-
saida. All this is practically omitted by St. Luke,
except for one or two sayings which he records in

another connexion. (6) At 918^° the three narra-

tives proceed together in recording, exactly in the

same order, the confession of St. Peter (the scene
of which St. Luke does not mention), the announce-
ment of the Passion, the Transfiguration, the
lunatic hoy, another announcement of His death,

and the dispute as to who should he greatest (the

scene of which St. Luke again does not mention).
With this St. Matthew and St. Mark connect a
discussion as to offences which St. Luke puts much
later, and distributes (17 1 2 1434 153-7). (7) The
section beginning with 951 is independent of the

other accounts, as far as 1814. All the narratives

(Mt 191
,
Mk 10 1

,
Lk 951) agree in making our Lord

leave Galilee at this stage, and St. Matthew and
St. Mark add ‘for Persea.’ St. Luke mentions a
journeying to Jerusalem several times during the

section, e.g. 951 53 1322 * 23 1711
,
and St. John (7

2 1049

ll7* M
)

tells us of visits to Jerusalem and its neigh-

bourhood and withdrawals again
;
and so some, e.g.

Wieseler and Ellicott, have supposed that St. Luke
here gives us the narrative of three definite jour-

neys to Jerusalem. But St. Luke in this section

impresses upon us so often his uncertainty as to

time and place, that a chronological sequence seems
out of the question

;
and in certain chapters it is

obvious that the subject of prayer, or riches, or

something similar, is the link which holds the

narrative together. The proposal of Mr. Halcombe
(The Displaced Section of St. Luke

,
Cambridge,

1886) to remove bodily a small part of this section,

namely 1114-1321,
and to insert it after 822

,
involves

an impossible act of violence to textual evidence

with a very slight improvement from the point of
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view of harmonizing the narratives. (8) At 17 l0

the narratives unite again, and go on to the end

of 1843
;
hut St. Matthew and St. Mark are inde-

pendent in details, and St. Luke adds the incident

of Zacchseus, and the parable of the Pounds (191-28
).

(9) At 1929 the account of the triumphal entry

begins, and from here on to the end of the Gospel

the question of arrangement does not need to be

considered, though even in the events of the last

week we may notice (e.g. 201
)
the same indefinite-

ness as to time, and resort to summaries (e.g. 1947

2137
). The main facts recorded are the same in all,

though there are, of course, additions and omissions

in St. Luke’s account as in the others. Blass

(Philology of the Gospels) and Reuss assume that

a different source has been used here also, and
certainly St. Luke is independent of St. Matthew
and St. Mark in the form in which he gives the

eschatological discourses. The general order of

events is, however, the same, as must necessarily

have been the case. Here and there St. Luke
seems to have intentionally put together events

separate in time and place. Thus St. Peter’s

denials are placed together in order Ho add force

to the episode’ (Lightfoot), and in the account of

the appearances after the resurrection St. Luke
seems to have summarized and put them all on
the day of the resurrection, though he cannot
from his acquaintance with St. Paul have been
ignorant ot the events of 1 Co 155-7 .

We have seen that in the main St. Luke follows

the order of the framework found in St. Mark.
Are we m a position now to say, looking back over

the Gospel, what St. Luke meant when he purposed
to write ? Various theories as to St. Luke’s
principle of arrangement have been put forward.
Plummer (l.c

.

p. xxxvi ff.) says, 4 we may assert

with some confidence that Luke generally aims at

chronological order.’ Weiss (l.c. p. 301) says the
evangelist ‘has attempted to divide Jesus’ public
ministry into work in Galilee, outside Galilee, and
in Jerusalem.’ Another aspect is represented by
Godet and Westcott. The former (Biblical Studies

,

p. 43) regards the Gospel as giving an account of

the ‘organic growth of the person and of the
work,’ and Westcott (Introd. to the Study of the

Gospels ,
ch. vii. note G) gives an elaborate analysis

based on a general development of ideas such as

‘marks of the future Church,’ ‘the miiversal
Church,’ etc. Zalin (l.c. ii. 366) thinks that ‘the
chronological exactness is not a clearly marked
principle in the representation,’ but that, ‘in con-
trast with the disconnected narratives of single

incidents,’ St. Luke’s object is to give Theophilus
‘a continuous representation of the history, in
which the earlier prepares the way for the later,

and makes it intelligible.’

11. Characteristics of the Gospel.—-These
must depend in this, as in any other work, partly
on the nature and extent of the sources to which
the writer alludes in his preface and the use he
makes of them, partly on his consideration of
the readers for whom the Gospel was intended,
partly on his own personality. It is not always
easy to say to which of these causes the different
characteristics are to be assigned : thus the selec-
tion of particular incidents may be due to the
personal interest of St. Luke, or to considera-
tion for the readers he wished to interest, or it

may be explained by the fact of his finding them
in the sources he used. The following are among
the most important characteristics which have
attracted attention in the Gospel. Some of them
have been alluded to already.
That St. Luke wrote for Gentiles is clear. A

number of technical terms are explained. Thus
we find vofufcds (7

80 1025 etc.) instead of ypa^garetfs,
4iri<rT&TT)s where the other evangelists have some

other word (e.g. 824). Hebrew names are trans-

lated: e.g. ToXyodd (2333) and Kavavaios (615
). The

position of places, especially in Palestine, is often

defined, e.g. 431 82° 2351 . Expressions which might
be misunderstood by Gentile readers are modified

or added to : thus (9
29

) in the account of the Trans-
figuration jjLeTe/uLopficbdy] (Mt, Mk) becomes iytvero . .

.

Zrepov. The appeals to the OT are very few, and
the quotations from it are found for the most
part in the sayings of our Lord (e.g. 44- 8 T27 etc.),

which are reproduced by St. Luke from his authori-

ties, or are reminiscences of the LXX, with which,
as we have seen, he was very familiar. There are

only five references to prophecy, and of these only
one (34) occurs in the narrative of St. Luke. Points
in our Lord’s teaching which would have no in-

terest for Gentile readers are altogether passed
over or curtailed. Thus the teaching, in the Ser-

mon on the Mount, as to the relation of the new to

the old Law is omitted
;
so also is the denunciation

of the Jews for observing the ‘tradition’ at the

expense of the Law (Mt 151
,
Mk 7 1) ;

the rebuke
of the scribes and Pharisees (Mt 23lff

*) is very
much shortened. The frequent allusions to the

universality of the Gospel are to be explained by
the same reference to Gentile readers. St. Luke
alone quotes in full (3

5 - G
) the prophecy of Is 40s—

‘ All flesh shall see the salvation of God ’—a prophecy
which all the evangelists connect with John the
Baptist. Our Lord’s first recorded teaching (424ff-)

emphasizes the admission of Gentiles to privileges

at the hands of Elijah and Elisha, while His last

explanation of the Scriptures at Emmaus (2447 )

showed that ‘repentance and forgiveness of sins

were to be preached to all nations, beginning at

Jerusalem.’ Between these limits a number of

passages and incidents might be quoted to estab-
lish this characteristic of the Gospel, e.g. 102r,ff

1329 etc. In accordance with this, we* find a
‘marked antipathy to exclusiveness and intoler-

ance’ (Plummer), and stress laid on those quali-

fications for entrance to the kingdom, which it is

open to all without distinction of birth to attain.

On the other hand, the Gospel is not anti-Jewish
,

though the Jews are strongly condemned directly
or indirectly, and that in parts of the Gospel
peculiar to St. Luke, e.g. IQ31 - 32 1C15 etc. Jewish
expressions are often kept in parables or teaching
found only in St. Luke, and the regard for temple
worship and observance of the law is not depreci-
ated. All the rites of the law are fulfilled in our
Lord’s case (2

21 etc.) : He is the ‘ Son of David ’ (1838

etc.): The commands of the Jewish law are to be
observed (5

14 17 14 etc.), and are of lasting importance
(1629 1820 etc.). In all these and similar cases St.

Luke may have been preserving only the language
of his sources, but, if his purpose had been to
depreciate Judaism, he would no doubt have acted
as Marcion did towards the allusions to the OT
which he found in St. Luke’s Gospel, and removed
them.

In regard to the way in which he uses his sources,
it has been suggested that St. Luke ‘ avoids dupli-
cates on principle'1 (Weiss, Introduction , Eng. tr.

ii. 300), and thus gives no account of the cursing of
the barren fig tree (Mk 1H* Mt 2H8

) because he
has already narrated a similar event in 133ff

-, does
not mention the anointing of Mk 143, Mt 26a

because of the narrative of 7 36ff
*, and so on. But

this supposed characteristic of ‘ Sparsamkeit ’ (as
Storr calls it)

,
which may be illustrated by many

other omissions of St. Luke (such as the passing
over of the miracle of the 4000), has to be
taken in connexion with the numerous cases
where St. Luke does not show this tendency.
Thus we have a twofold dispute as to who should
be the greatest 948 2224

;
in regard to the miracles

and parables we find similar cases of repetition,*
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and the so-called £ doublets '(e.g. 816= ll 33
;
1411= 1814

)
show that not only m the narratives, but in our
Lord’s words, the same characteristic of repetition is

found. Other instances may be found in Plummer,
Z c. p. xxviii, and Hawkins, Horce jSynopticce

, pp.
64 ff Another characteristic of the Gospel is a
vagueness as to time and place

,
even in cases where

the other narratives are more definite. This vague-
ness may be illustrated from 512- 17 etc., is perhaps
most marked in the section 951ff

,
and extends even

to the account of the passion, e.g. 201
. On the other

hand, it must be noted that St. Luke very frequently
connects sayings of our Lord with the occasion which
called them forth

,
which in the other Gospels are

collected together with no such reference, as for
instance in the Sermon on the Mount, e.g, 1222ff-

1425ff
. Mention has already been made of the

stress St. Luke lays on the effect of our Lord's
words

,
of his preference for more literary Greek,

of his fondness for medical expressions , of his close

connexion in thought
,
and often in language

,
with

St. Paul.
In the account of Jesus’ life and teaching the

symbol of the ox (with which this Gospel is almost
universally associated)may perhaps, as the sacrificial

animal, represent St. Luke’s Gospel as especially that
which emphasizes our Lord's ‘ gentleness ’ to the sin-

ner and the outcast. This may be illustrated from
the parables peculiar to St. Luke, e.g. the Prodigal
Son

;
or from such incidents as that of the sinner

in the house of Simon (736ff
), or that of the peni-

tent robber (2339ff-). Most marked, again, are the
repeated references to prayer

,

both in the narrative

of our Lord’s life—in which he records many in-

stances of our Lord praying which are not found
in the other narratives (e.g. 321 516 6 12 etc.)—and
also in parables which he alone records (e.g. ll5

181-14
). Again, it is noticeable how much of the

teaching preserved for us only by St. Luke deals
with the use of riches. This is to be regarded
rather as proclaiming him as the ‘Evangelist of

Philanthropy’ (Herder), than as proving that St.

Luke made use of an Ebionitic source. This char-

acteristic appears in much of our Lord’s teaching
as recorded by St. Luke, as well as in a large

number of the parables peculiar to him, e.g. those

of Dives and Lazarus, the Rich Fool, the Unjust
Steward. It may have had a special appropriate-

ness for a rich man like Theophilus (Zahn, l.c. ii.

379), or may have been the outcome of St. Luke’s
‘great sympathy with the suffering poor, and a
great horror of the temptations which beset all the

rich.’ It does not (as Weiss, Introd., Eng. tr. ii.

309) ‘ rest on the idea that wealth is pernicious in

itself and poverty salutary in itself.’ There is no
sufficient evidence of St. Luke’s use of an Ebionitic

source or sympathy with EUonttism ,
for many of

the expressions on which this theory is based are

found in the other Gospels
;
and the latter con-

tain many things not found in St. Luke which
have as good a claim to be regarded as Ebionitic :

thus they (Mt 1322
,
Mk 419

), and they alone, speak
of ‘the deceitfulness of riches,’ where St. Luke
simply says ‘riches.’ ‘There is no evidence that

the protest against worldliness is due to some
particular source from which he drew and from
which the others did not draw’ (Plummer).
Eor a discussion of many difficulties connected

with special points in St. Luke, such as the Gene-
alogy, Census, etc., readers are referred to the

articles Genealogy op Jebus Christ, Jesus
Christ, vol. ii, p. 645 f., and Quirinius. The
present article has aimed at dealing with the main
headings of the general topics connected with the

Gospel, and giving sufficient illustrations to explain

the allusions. The literature given below will

enable students to follow out the points more in

detail.

Literature.—

B

esides general books of Introduction to the
New Testament, and works on the Canon, the following- may be
mentioned : {A) Commentaries).—A list of these, complete for
all practical purposes, may be found in Plummer’s volume on
the Gospel in the International Critical Commentary. This
may itself be recommended as the best Engiish Commentary,
especially on the linguistic side, in regard to which it is very
full and scholarly Besides these, reference may be made to
iSchanz, Das Evanyelium d<26 heiligen Lucas

;

Godet, Corn-men-
taire sur VEvangile de St. Luo

;
Knabenbauer (in the Cursus

Scripture® Sacrce) ; Meyer, Kritisch-exeyetisch erKomm entar
(last edition of St. Luke by B. and J. Weiss).

(B

)

St. Luke and Josephus.—Clemen, Die Chronologic der
Paul. Briefe, p. 66 ff., discusses the literature of the question,
etc. ; see also Zahn, Einl. ii. 394, 414. A connexion between
St. Luke and Josephus is maintained bv Krenkel {Josephus
und Lucas), Keim {Aus dem Urchristenthum) ,

and others, and
is denied by Nosgen (&25T, 18T9), Belser ( Theol . Quartalschmft,
1895, 1S96), etc.

{C) St. Luke’s Style.—Besides grammars of the NT, like

Winer, Schmiedel, and Blass, hooks on NT writers like that of
Simcox, and lexicons like that of Thayer (m which a list of
words peculiar to St. Luke is given), may be mentioned espe-
cially Plummer, HoJtzmann, Gersdorf {jfeitrage zur Spraeh-
characteristik

,
etc.), Vogel {Zur Characteristic des Lucas

nach Sprache und Stil).

{D) St. Luke and Marcion.—The most recent discussion of

Marcion’s Gospel is in Zahn, Gescliiehte des Kanons, i 680 ff,

ii 411 ff. ; see also Sanday, Gospels in the Second Century, ch.

vui.
; Westcott, The Canon

, p. 314 ff

{E) The Text of St. Luke’s Gospel, with reference to the
readings in the later chapters, has been examined by Graefe m
articles in SK, 1888, 1896, 1S98. The theory of a double edition
is stated by Blass in his edition of St. Luke’s Gospel, and also in

his Philology of the Gospels.
Amongst other more recent literature of importance for the

study of points connected with St. Luke may also be included
Hawkins, Horae Si/nopticce; Resch, Has Kindheits-erangelinm
nach Lucas und Matthaus (

l Texte und Untersuchungen,’ x. 5)

;

and Ramsay, Was Christ born at Bethlehem ?

LL. J. M. BEBB.
LUNATICK.—The Greek vb. o-eXyvidft/jLaL (from

veXIivT), the moon) occurs in Mt 424 1715 and nowhere
else in class, or bibl. Greek. Its lit. meaning is

‘to be moonstruck’
;
the Vulg. has lunaticus and

(1715) lunaticus est

,

and Wyc. followed with ‘is

lunatik.’ The other versions chose the same
expression (except Tindale’s ‘ is franticke’ in 17 15),*
which also means literally ‘is moonstruck.’ RV
prefers ‘is epileptic,’ for which it is taken to task
by Beckett (Bevised NT, p. 99). See MEDICINE.

J. Hastings.
LUST (Anglo-Sax. Zws£=Ger. Lust, ‘pleasure,’

‘ delight’) is now restricted to sexual desire, and that
special meaning is found also in AV. But the word
has a wider application in most passages, and signi-

fies any gross appetite. Thus Ex 159 ‘ The enemy
said, I will pursue . . . my lust shall be satisfied upon
them ’ (

v^-2, lit. ‘ my soul,’ Amer. RV ‘ my desire ’)

;

Ps 7818 ‘ And they tempted God in their heart by ask-

ingmeat for their lust ’ (3^mS)
j
7830 ‘ They were not

estranged from their lust 1

(
Q?iNrip)

; 81 12 ‘ So I gave
them up unto their own hearts’ lust’ (

a7? rmneu).
These are all the examples of the subst. in OT. ’ In
NT the word most frequently tr. ‘ lust ’ is iTidv/aia,

‘ strong desire ’ of any kind, the special kind being
sometimes designated by an adj., ‘ worldly ’ Tit 2 12

,

‘ fleshly ’ 1 P 2n. In 1 Th 46 we have the still more
general word Trddos; in Ro l27 8pe£is, a strong word,
but capable of a good or a bad sense

;
and in Ja 41-3

7]5ovi1i, in itself no more than ‘pleasure.’

In his Com. on 2 P l4
,
Thomas Adams says, ‘ Lust,

concupiscence in itself, as it is a faculty of the
soul, and gift of God, is not sin

;
hut may he the

hand of virtue, or the instrument whereby she
works. Keep her at home, and set her on work,
to light the candle, and sweep the house

;
let her

be under the correction of grace, and she may
prove a chaste virgin, fit to meet the Bridegroom
at his coming. Lust is in itself as they write of

the planet Mercury in the horoscope of man’s
nativity

;
if it be joined with a good planet it

makes it better
;

if with a bad one, it makes it

worse. There is a lusting of the Spirit
;
for “ the

Spirit lusteth against the flesh,” Gal 517 . But it

* Sir John Cheke, however (1550), in his preference for Saxon
words, chose ‘is moond.’
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is most commonly taken in the worse sense.’ And
he proceeds to say that, taken in the worse sense,

it may be either e a particular effect of that grand
beldam concupiscence,’ i.e. uncleanness; or stand
* for the whole general corruption of our nature,
prone to all sin.’ And on the same verse he
comments :

‘ Ambrose saith of Samson, he could
choke a lion, not his lust. Another of Hercules

—

Lenam non potuit, potuit superare leaanam

;

Quem fera non valuit vincere, vicit Hera,

He found the lioness weaker than his lust, and
no beast so savage as his harlot.

3 Whittingham’s
New Test, of 1557 is distinguished from all other
versions by translating Jn l 13 ‘Which are borne
not of bloud, nor of the lust of the fleshe, nor
of the lust of man, but of God.’ The word is no
doubt used in the indifferent sense of desire. Cf.

Tindale’s renderings of Gn 316 ‘And thy lustes
shall pertayne unto thy husbond, and he shall rule

the ’
; 195 ‘ Bringe them out unto us that we may

do oure lust with them’; 2746 ‘Yf Iacob take a
wife of the doughters of Heth, soch one as these
are, or of the doughters of the lande, what lust

shuld I have to lyve.’ But the difference between
the old and the new use of the word is more clearly
seen in his tr. of Nu 148 ‘ Yf the Lorde have lust

to us, he will bring us in to this londe ’
; or of

He 108 ‘In sacrifices and synneofferynges thou
hast no lust ’

; or in Coverdale’s tr. of Is 532

‘When we loke upon him, there shal be no
fayrnesse : we shal have no lust unto him.’
Again, in his ‘ Parable of the Wicked Mammon ’

{Works, i. 115) Tindale translates Mt 56 ‘Blessed
are they which hunger and thirst for righteous-
ness’ sake (that is, to fulfil the law), for their
lust shall be fulfilled

5

; and still more striking
is the use in Expositions

, p. 168, ‘ God hath no
rod in his hand, nor looketh sour, but merrily,
that it is a lust to behold his cheerful countenance.’
The verb to ‘ lust 5 or ‘ lust after ’ has the same

meanings as the subst., to desire or crave in
general, as 1 Co 10® ‘How these things were our
examples, to the intent we should not lust after
evil things (els to /xnj elvai 7]/JLas €mdvixr)Th.s /ccoccDv),

as they also lusted’ (eiredv/xycra

v

) ;
passing into the

special sense of sexual desire, in Mt 5s8 ‘ Whosoever
looketh on a woman to lust after her hath com-
mitted adultery with her already in his heart ’ (irpbs

rb emQvfjfijvai abrty [atfr?)s]), Tindale has the verb in
a distinctly bad sense in Dt 521 ‘ Thou shalt not
luste after thi neighbours wife,’ though not in
the sense of sexual desire; it is more colourless
in Mt 1712 ‘ but have done unto him what soever
they lusted’ (so mostYSS until AV ‘listed,’ Gr. fora

'fjdiXrjcrav, Rhem. ‘whatsoever they would’); and
the better meaning is clearly seen in Tindale,
Works

,

i. 103, ‘ For if we were of God we should
cleave to God, and lust after the will of God.’
Cf. Archbp. Hamilton, Catechism

, ‘The tabil
5—

‘That the special faith suld be loiffit and lustit
for mony excellent operations, quhilk it workis in
Christen men and wemen ’

; and Butherford,
Letters

, No. ccxxvi. ‘Wliat heaven can be there
liker to hell, than to lust, and green, and dwine,
and fall a swoon for Christ’s love, and to want it ?

’

Lusty, meaning stout and vigorous, is perhaps
still in good use. It occurs in AY but once, Jg 329

* all lusty, and all men of valour.’ Heb. \ny is
originally ‘fat,’ as AVm, and some take the
meaning here to be ‘wealthy,’ but AV is better.*
Cf. Ps 734 I035 [Pr. Bk.] and As You Like It, n. iii.

47—
' Though I look old, yet am I strong and lusty

;

For in my youth I never did apply
Hot and rebellious liquors in my blood/

J. Hastings.
*RV adds Is fid10

1 among" them that are lusty we are as dead
men/ for AV ‘we are in desolate places as dead men/ The
passage is difficult, perhaps corrupt.

LUSTRATION.—See Purification.

LUTE.—See Music.

LUZ (vb ‘ almond ’ or ‘ bone ’
; ObXapfiat/s Gu 2819,

Aoufa 356 etc. ; Sam. nn 1

?, Luzah Gn 2819 48s
).—

1

An old Canaanite city, afterwards known as Bethel,

Gn 2819 356 488, Jos 1813 (P or R), Jos 162 (E), Jg X
28

.

See art. Bethel. 2. A place in ‘ the land of the

Hittites,’ founded by a man of Bethel, Jg l26. The
mention of the ancient name of Bethel in P is in

accordance with the writer’s fondness for such
archaeological details ; cf. Gn 232 3527

, Jos 15s4

21 11 (Kiriath-arba), Gn 3519 487 (Ephrath). The
meaning of Luz is ‘ almond,’ Gn 3037

,
as in Arabic

;

hence in the Talmud the mystical characteristics

of the almond are ascribed to Luz, see art. Bethel,
vol. i. p. 277 and n. Another meaning is ‘ bone ’

;
in

particular, a bone of the spine. So in the Midrash
Beresh. Babba, § 28, fol. 31b, Hz is the bone of the

spine out of which man is to be re-fashioned in the

world to come
;
similarly Mezora', § 18, fol. 14b, Mid-

rash Ifoheleth, fol. 24a. Levy, NHWB, $.v.
K
takes

this meaning as secondary, ‘ a bone shaped like an
almond’; but Lagarde

(
Bildung d. Nomina, p. 157 f.

n.) prefers ‘bone’ as the original meaning, and sup-

poses that the place was called Luz from its resem-
blance to a backbone. Identifications have been
suggested for the Luz in ‘ the land of the Hittites,’

e.g. Lizan in Kurdistan (see Neubauer, Giogr. du
Talmud, p. 394), and Shaizar (n

i?=K-nB'=K ,w, see

refs, to Midrash above) in Ccele-Syria on the
Orontes (Lagarde, l.c.)

;

but these identifications

are very doubtful. The place must have been
outside Israelite territory and in' the north, some-
where in Ccele-Syria or the Lebanon.

G. A. Cooke.
LYCAONIA (Avmovta), the land of the Lvcaones,

was a large country in the centre and south of the
great plateau of Asia Minor. It is almost entirely

a vast level plain, in the centre of which, like an
island in the sea, the lofty Kara-Dagh has been
thrown up by volcanic action. On the edge of

Kara-Dagh are the remarkable ruins called Bin-
Bir-Kilisse (Thousand and One Churches), prob-
ably the site of the ancient Barata. The great
Lycaonian plain is merged on the north and east

in the plains of Galatia and Cappadocia; on the
west and south it is limited by hills. The soil has
little value except for pasturage

;
but the im-

mense flocks which grazed on it were a source of

revenue to king Amyntas (Strabo, p. 568), and are
still a feature that strikes the travellers. Many
of the wells supply a brackish water, unfit for

human use, hut said to have a good effect on the
wool of sheep, which drink it freely.

Lycaonia was bounded on the north by Galatia
proper, on the west by Phrygia and Pisidia, on the
south by the mountainous country that stretches
back to the great ridge of Mount Taurus (a

country generally summed up in earlier time as
Cilicia Tracheia, of which Isauria was part, and
in later time as Isauria in its wider acceptation),
and on the east by Cappadocia. The exact
boundaries varied at different times. On the
north a large district, which had originally been
art of Lycaonia, was at some uncertain date (per-

aps about b.c. 164, see Galatia, vol. ii. p. 83;
Stud, Bibl, iv. p. 46 ff.) transferred to Galatia as
one of the twelve tetrarcbies into which that state
was divided (Pliny, Nat, Hist. v. 95) ; this district

contained fourteen cities, of which Iconium was
politically the capital (though ethnographically
and in the feeling of its inhabitants it was a
Phrygian city).* The fact that Iconium was the

* To the authorities quoted under Iconium add the words
in Vita S. Artemii (ascribed to Joan. Damage.), htxHav roUu>
xTxerav tjjv ^pvyiotv, xm) trpos ryv jv eturije sreAiv to xxXoOjuivu
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last city of Phrygia towards Lycaonia (Xen. Anab.
i. 2. 19), and that the frontier must have been in
the hill-ridge fringing the vale of Lystra on the
north, gives a fixed point in earlier time ; but
politically and in the estimation of external
nations Iconium regularly, and even Laodicea
Combusta, and sometimes Tyriaion, were reckoned
to Lycaonia. The hilly country west of Iconium
was added to Lycaonia when it was constituted
a province of the Empire in A.D. 372 ; but previ-
ously that country was Pisidian. The southern
boundary ran through the hilly country between
Lystra and Isaura (Zengibar Kalessi) and south of
Laranda (Karaman), On the east the limit passed
near the lake Ak Gol, west of Kybistra (Eregli),

and touched Karadja Dagh, thus making Hyde
(Kara Bunar, probably) the frontier city of
Lycaonia towards Cappadocia on the east and the
enlarged Galatia on the north.*
Lycaonia was part of the great Seleucid Empire

until B.C. 190. Thereafter it was assigned to the
Pergamenian kingdom (Livy, xxxvii.); it was so
remote that there is little probability that the
sovereignty could ever have been made a reality,t
The northern part was probably seized by the
Gauls. The southern part, after being probably
disputed between native and Galatian chiefs, was
given byAquillius toCappadocia in 129, temporarily
overrun by Pontus in 74, and finally set free by
Pompey’s victories over Mithridates. At the
settlement of the East by Pompey in 64, Lycaonia
seems to have been divided into three parts : the
north was added to Galatia (Ptol. v. 4, 10) ;

the south-
east to Cappadocia, forming an eleventh strategics

of that country ; $ the west was attached to the
Roman Empire, and administered by the governor
of Cilicia. The Romans evidently retained a right
of way through eastern Lycaonia, for the only

f
racticable road for an army between Iconium the
iycaonian capital and Tarsus the Cilician metro-

polis passed across it by Kybistra and the Cilician
Gates ; and Cicero’s movements during his governor-
ship of Cilicia show that he could go back and
forward at will, and yet that Kybistra was part of

Cappadocia. Thus Cicero was brought into close

and friendly relations with the Cappadocian royal
family, which was practically dependent on Rome,
and half subject to it.

The eastern part of Lycaonia long continued
subject, at least in name, to the weak Cappadocian
rule ; but Antipater of Derbe, a friend of Cicero,

profited by the troubles of the Civil Wars to make
himself an independent chief

;
and Laranda also

was perhaps subject to him (see Derbe). Antony
gave the western part (certainly including Lystra
and Iconium) § to king Polemon in B.C. 39 ; but in

36 it was transferred to Amyntas, king of Pisidia,

who also received all Galatia proper. Amyntas
conquered also Derbe and Laranda, which then
were incorporated in the Roman Empire, when
Amyntas’ kingdom was made into the province
Galatia in b.c. 25. Roman soldiers from Laranda
were serving in the seventh legion not long after

'Ixmo't xar*vr4nr<>t$. The other thirteen cities of the Tetrarchy
were Savatra or Soatra, and the towns on the west side of Lake
Tatta, probably Laodicea and Lystra, tut not Derbe (which was
In the eleventh Strategia, attached to Cappadocia ; see below
and Strab. p. 569).
* Pliny. Nat. Mist, y. 95, Ipsius Lycaonice . . . Hyde in

eonfmio Galatice atque Cappadocice

.

f Especially as Pisidian Antioch was free (see Antioch).

j See Strabo, pp. 535, 537, 569; Ramsay, Mistor. Geogr. of
Asia Min. pp. 336 f., 310 n., 369. It included Derbe (Strabo,

p. 569), but certainly not Lystra.

|
Lycaonia is not formally mentioned in this transaction

;
but

It Is evidently summed up at this time under the general title

cf Cilicia, for Strabo, p. 568, mentions that Iconium was ruled
by Polemon, while Polemon’s kingdom is described simply as
uipwt n KtkixUf by Appian, Bell. Civ. v. 75, and it was owing to
(his connexion that Iconium is several times called a city of

Cilicia (see Iconium).

this {Corp. Inscr. Lat. iii. 2709, 2818). In A.D, 37

j

eastern Lycaonia was placed under Antiochus of

Commagene along with most of Cilicia Tracheia,
and acquired the name Lycaonia Antiochiana or
(%cbpa) ’AvrLoxwif), which is applied to it by Ptolemy,
v. 6. 17, in a Latin inscription, Corpus, x. 8660,
and probably in a Greek inscription.* In 41
Claudius confirmed this arrangement. It is prob-
able that Laranda was at this time reunited to
eastern Lycaonia, for the policy of Antiochus (a

far more active king than the Cappadocian
monarehs) was carried out along lines of road
radiating from Laranda ;t and his coins reading
ATKAONEC were certainly struck at an important
city, and Laranda is the only important Lycaonian
city that could be within his kingdom. Ptolemy,
indeed, mentions even Derbe in Antiochiana ; but
the name Claudio-Derbe (like Claud-Iconium)
proves that it was in the province under Claudius
(A.D. 41-54), and Ptolemy has probably fallen into
error owing to the fact that Derbe had been
originally attached to the eastern or Cappadocian
half of Lycaonia at the settlement ot Pompey
in B.c. 64.

Under Claudius and Nero, when St. Paul visited

the churches of South Galatia, Lycaonia included
the two parts, the Roman and the Antiochian,
The former contained two cities, Lystra and Derbe,
and a number of villages and small towns, chiefly

towards the north-east, and it is correctly de-

scribed (Ac 146) as
4 the cities of Lycaonia, Lystra

and Derbe, and the region round about ’
; in other

words, the apostles, when driven out of Iconium,
crossed the frontier of Phrygia into Roman Lyea-
onia. Moreover, the regions of which the vast
province Galatia was composed (see vol. ii. p. 87)
were called x&pcu,

4 Territories
5

; and, as we have
seen, the part of Lycaonia not governed by the
Romans was called the Antiochian Territory, or
Lycaonia Antiochiana.^; In distinction therefrom
the Roman part would naturally be called by an
adjective derived from the provincial name (for a
country became part of the Roman Empire in
virtue of being included in a province), i.e. it

would be styled either the Galatic Territory (Ac
18JS

) or Lycaonia Galatica, a name which does not
occur, but is proved by the similar names Galatic
Pontus (as distinguished from Polemoniac Pontus,
ruled by king Polemon) and Galatic Phrygia (as

distinguished from Asian Phrygia in the province
Asia). In place of the bare title AvKaovLav r^v
Vaka.TLK'fjv, the more descriptive and complete
appellation rhs 7r6\eLS ttjs Avtcaovias, Aticrrpav koX

Aippijv, Kal Tty tteplx^pov is used in Ac 146 ; and this
is practically equivalent to rfy VaXariK^v x&Pav TW
AvicaovLaSy tyovcrav rcis 7tS\6ls Aticrrpav Kal Mpftyv Kal

Tcepuceip&as /oigas. In Ac 161"4 this Territory is not
formally named, but merely its two cities are men-
tioned in succession. In Ac 1828 the expression
rrjv TaXarudjv x&Pav is explained by
Asterins § (bishop of Amaseia in Pontus in A.D.
401) as rtjv Avmovlav Kal Thsrrjs QpvyLas ir6Xet?.

Both parts of Lycaonia were included in the
united province of Cappadocia-Galatia under the
Flavian emperors. When they were again divided
about 106 by Trajan, it is probable that eastern
Lycaonia continued to be connected with Cappa-
docia. But about A.D. 137 a new province was
formed, commonly called the Triple Eparchy, con-

* Frankel, Jnschriften Pergam. ii. 451, about a.d. 90,

[AvxkovUs ’Avr/px/W, where Frankel wrongly restores [TJunMwf
’A understanding that the district round Pisidian
Antioch was under a special administration. But that was not
so, and Antioch, is included in the preceding term Orpuyfas.

'Avtioxim is here equivalent to ’Avr/o^u*^ (jcupo&s).

f On his foundations see Ramsay in Revue Numismat. 1894,

p. 169 ff.

t Lycaonia ipsa in Pliny, Mat. Mist. v. 95.

§ Homil. viii. (Migne, Patrol. Gr. tom. xL).
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sisting of Cilicia, Lycaonia, and Isauria. The
Lycaonian cities were formed into a union called

Kolvov KvicaovlcLi, meeting in the worship of the
Emperors : the cities composing it struck coins in

the name of the Koinon. If Ptolemy is correct,

neither Lystra nor Iconium was included in the
Triple Eparchy, hut both continued to he in Gal-
atia ; and, certainly, neither struck coins as
member of the Koinon. Derbe, on the other hand,
was a member of the Koinon and included in the
Triple Eparchy.
The name of the Lycaonians (Av/cdoves) is not

used in the Bible, but the adverb AvKaoviarl, e in

the speech of the Lycaonians, 5 occurs in Ac 1411 (see

Lystra). While the villages and small towns
probably retained the native language and manners
of Lycaonia, the cities such as Iconium and Derbe
were likely to have been Grecized between A.D.

334 and 190, and probably had a Seleucid tone in
municipal law and customs (see Ramsay, Historical
Comm, on Galatians, 1899).

AJewish element was likely to spread inLycaonia
while it formed part of the Seleucid Empire (see

Laodicea) ;
on the traces of it see Galatia., vol.

ii. p. 88, and Iconium:. A strong Christian influ-

ence is perceptible in the epigraphy of Western
and Northern Lycaonia (v. ibidem).

Another people called the Inner Lycaones (A u/c-

doves Tpbs bbov)s
who lived in Phrygia, must be

distinguished. It was probably this Phrygian
people to whom Bartholomew went as an apostle.

Their country was probably Cutchuk Sitchanli
Ova, north from Sandykli Ova. Their history is

treated in Cities and Bishops of Phrygia, pt. ii.

pp. 664, 693 ff.

Literature.—Lycaonia is treated by Ramsay, Hist. Geog. of
Asia Minor

, pp. 330-346, 350, 355, 357-360 (in that work, sect.

17 on Castabala should be deleted ; there was no Castabala
north of Taurus), and better in Hist. Com. on Galatians.
Many Lycaonian inscriptions are given by Sterrett (who dis-

covered Lystra, and approximately located Derbe) in his Wolfe
Expedition to Asia Minor. See also the admirable Hamilton
and other travellers. "W. M. RAMSAY.

LYCIA (Aw(a) was the country that occupied the
south-eastern part of Asia Minor. Though it is

a land that presents great interest, as regards
antiquities, and history, and physical features, yet
it is of singularly little importance in the story
of early Christianity.

The country consists to a great extent of lofty
mountain masses, rising in many parts, especially
in the eastern half, almost direct from the sea-
shore. But in the fertile valleys of the Xanthos
and other smaller streams, which break the
mountains, or at their mouths, were situated many
great cities, such as Patara, Ac 21 1 (a famous seat
of the worship of Apollo), and Myra of Lycia, Ac
275 * (whose important harbour was a common
starting-point or finish of the run across sea be-
tween Alexandria and the Asia Minor coast). The
number of separate glens, by which Lycia is broken
up, prevented it from ever becoming a poAverful
country. It derived its unity only from foreign
conquest. It was ruled by the Persians, and con-
quered by Alexander the Great ; it formed part
of the Seleucid Empire, and was disputed between
the Seleucid and Ptolemaic kings ; it was taken
from Antioehus the Great by the Romans in B.c.
188 and given at first to Rhodes, hut soon after-
wards in 168 it was set free, and for many years
it was very prosperous. It is mentioned as one of
the self-governing states to which the Romans
sent letters in favour of the JeAvs in B.c. 138-7,
I Mac 1523 (see Caria, Delos). This implies
that there were Jewish residents; and the ships
carrying pilgrims to and from Jerusalem would
touch at Lycian harbours. The numerous cities

*Myra is mentioned also in the Bezan text of Ac 21L

of Lycia were united in an association called ri

Rvtaaicbv Si/crr^a. Nearly 100 places in Lycia are
known to have struck coins, and Pliny, Nat.

Hist. v. 28, says there were formerly 70 cities,

and in his time only 36 ; but only 23 had votes

in the Assembly, called rb Koivbv avvtdpiov (six

cities of the first rank had three votes each, those
of the second class tAvo votes, of the third one).

In reward for their fidelity to Rome in the Mithri-
datic war, the freedom of the Lycians was con-

firmed by Sulla. They suffered exactions occasion-

ally, especially from Cassius in B.C. 43; but their

freedom was again confirmed by Antony. Ly cia

was formed into a Roman province by Claudius
in A.D. 43 on account of the dissensions between
the cities

;
and in 74 was formed into a double

province along with Pamphylia (see Mommsen on
Corp. Inscr. Latin. III. JSitppl. No. 6737). From
43 onwards the governor was a praetorian legatus

Augusti pro prcetore

;

and the old Systerna was
transformed into a union called Koivbv AvkLo>v

9

meeting in the worship of the Emperors under the
presidency of a Lykiarch.

Christianity does not appear to have spread very
rapidly in Lycia

;
and perhaps to this is due the

petition against the Christians addressed by the
joint province to the Emperor Maximin in A.D.

312 (similar to many petitions from cities of the
Empire, replies to which were returned in identical
terms, quoted by Eusebius, Hist. Eccles. ix. 7).

Part of the petition, with a scrap of Maximin’s
reply, has been found at Arykanda, and is pub-
lished by Mommsen in Arch. Epigr. Mittheil. aus
(Est. 1893, p. 93 ff.

An important Jewish inscription of Tlos in Lycia
is published in Eranos Vindobonensis, p. 99.

Literature.—See the series of Austrian publications, the
result of numerous recent Austrian explorations and exca-
vations, especially Benndorf-Niemann, Lykia

,
in two folio vols.,

Heberdey, Opramoas, etc. ; also Pinder-Friedlander, Beitrage
zur alt. Munzkunde, i. 93-122

;
Hill, Catalogue of the Coins of

Lycia
, etc. ; Foug6res, de communi Lyciorum ; Marquardfc,

RSm. Staatsalt. i. 375 ff.; and the older travellers, especially
Fellows and Spratt. W. M. RAMSAY.

LYDDA.—See Lod.

LYDIA (AvSLa ).—A purple-seller from Thyatira
(Ac 1614- 15 - 40

). It is probable that Lydia was her
proper name, as we know that it was a name
commonly borne by women (Hor. Od. i. 8, iii. 9,

vi. 20) ; but (see p. 177b )
it may have been a

designation derived from the district of Lydia, in
which Thyatira was situated. The account of
Lydia’s occupation is confirmed by what we learn
from other sources of the purple dyes of this
district (cf. Horn. II. iv. 141; Claud. Rapt. Pro-

serp. i. 270) ;
and the whole incident in Acts points

to her having been a woman of some position and
means (cf. Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller

, p. 214).
She had made her home apparently at Philippi,
and, having become a Jewish proselyte, was in the
habit of resorting to a place of prayer which was
located by a riverside, according to a common

E
ractice among the Jcavs for the facility of the
requent ablutions, which their worship required

(Farrar, Paul
, i. p. 487). There she was found

along with certain other women by St. Paul and
his companions on their first Sabbath in PhiJippi

;

and in her, at any rate, the apostle found a ready
listener. The Lord opened her heart, and along
with her 4 household 5 she was baptized, the first

Christian convert, so far as we know, whom St.
Paul made in Europe. (For the significance of her
conversion, taken in connexion with those subse-
quently mentioned in this chap., see Lightfoot,
Philipp, p. 52 ff

)..
Lydia’s gratitude showed itself

in the eager desire (irape(3id(raro
} v. xe, cf. Lk 2429

)

that the apostle and his companions should take
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up their abode in her house ; and it was thither
that they again returned after their imprisonment
(v. 40

). To the Church which grew out of this
little company St. Paul afterwaids addressed the
most jubilant of all his Epistles ; though the fact
that Lydia herself is not mentioned in it by name
makes it probable that she had either died or left

Philippi in the interval. G. Milligan.

LYDIA {AvSla ).—A large country on the west of
Asia Minor, bounded on the north by Mysia
(called in later times Hellespontus), on the east by
Phrygia, on the south by Caria, and on the west
by the iEgean Sea. It contained the valleys of
the Cayster, the lower Hermus with its tributary
the Cogamos, and the Caicus, also as much of the
lower Mseander valley as lay north of that river.

Several of the great Ionian cities, Smyrna, Colo-
phon, Ephesus, etc., were situated on its western
coast. The ancient Lydian kingdom, once great
and powerful, was conquered by the Persians about
546.* It passed under the rule of Alexander the
Great in 334 ; and it was disputed by his successors
after his death, especially between the Perga-
menian and Seleucid kings, until the victory of the
allied Roman and Pergamenian armies in B.C. 190
near Magnesia, in the Hermus valley, brought it

entirely into the Pergamenian kingdom of Eumenes
(as is mentioned in 1 Mac 88

). In B.C. 133 Lydia,
according to the will of Attalus in., the last

Pergamenian king, passed into the Roman Empire,
and formed part of the province Asia. The name
Lydia henceforth had no political, but only a
geographical, ethnological, and antiquarian exist-

ence. The generic name Asia alone was employed
by the Romans ; and Lydia was merged in that
great province, which embraced also Caria, Mysia,
and Phrygia. Geographers and historians wrote
about Lydia ; coins

(e.g

.

of Tralleis and Kidramos)
and inscriptions {e.g. GIG 5852, 5984, 6855c?)

mention facts of old Lydian religion or mytho-
logy ; but those who had regard to existing facts

of society and government had no reason to use
the name.
The avoidance of the name Lydia in the NT to

designate the country, though the action often

lies in its cities, is due to the fact that the early

Church accepted from the first the Roman political

divisions (i.e

.

the provinces), and classified accord-

ingly. St. Paul, St. John, and St. Peter always
speak of the Roman provinces Achaia, Macedonia,
Illyricum, Asia, etc.f So does St. Luke, except
that he sometimes uses the Greek instead of the
Roman name for each province in the cases where
there was a difference, as Hellas for Achaia, Ac
201

. Hence Ephesus, Smyrna, Sardis, etc., are

summed up, not as 4
cities of Lydia, 5 but as c

cities

of Asia. 5

It has, however, been maintained recently by
Blass {Acta Apostolov. p. 176) and Zahn {Emlei-
tung in d. NT, i. p. 132) that Luke uses the name
Asia to indicate only the western part of the
province. According to Zahn, Luke’s Asia is

restricted to Lydia, excluding Caria,

$

Phrygia, and
Mysia (which* were all included in the Roman
province Asia). Blass maintains that Luke’s Asia
included Mysia, Lydia, and Caria, and excluded

only Phrygia : the province had that extent from
133 to 84 B.C., and Ramsay, Church in Rom. Emp .

p. 150, wrongly admitted that sense in Ac 29
. But

there is no example of the name Asia being used in

* Lydia in Ezk 30® AV is corrected to Lud in BY. See Lud.

t Scholars who hold the North-Galatian theory maintain that

in the single case of Galatia St. Paul made an exception to his

usual practice, and used that name to indicate, not the Roman
province, but the country inhabited by the Asiatic Gauls.

I He does not state his view about Caria explicitly
;
some of

his words would place the Carian coast-lands in Asia, and
exclude upper Caria ; others would exclude all Caria.

VOL. III.—-12

either of these senses at this time.* Towards A.D.
295 the province Asia was restricted to the country
Lydia, and thereafter Asia bore the meaning which
Zahn attributes to it in Luke’s writings. But in
earlier writers Asia has only two senses: (1) the
entire continent, (2) the Roman province distin-

guished by Ptolemy as i) ’AcrLa ISlws Xeyop.hr}. Some
Greek antiquaries, indeed, maintained that^ Lydia
had once, in very early times, been called Asia; but
this was a mere theory ; not a single example can
be quoted in its favour ; and, according to Strabo
(p. 627), these antiquaries qualified their theory
with a £ perhaps ’ (rdya yap ij Myovia ’AcrLa iXiyero).

There appears in Aristides about A.D. 150 a single

example (to which no parallel is known) of a third
sense, in which, by popular conversational usage,
the name Asia is restricted to the greatest and
most civilized part of the province, i.e . Asia par
excellence

;

but even in this narrow sense it includes
a considerable part of Phrygia, the Mseander
valley from its source, with the rich and important
cities, Apameia, Eumeneia, Laodicea, Hierapolis
{X4yco 34 (I) rk\v p£xPL Maich>3pov ttt)y&v [Asia^ar
excellence"], f (2) ovd’ Scrrju 6 rQ>v rjyepdvcov vp&v icXrjpos

opLferat [province], (3) aXX 4% &PXV$ ^XXpyes
Tpocrehrov ’AcrLay [continent], xxii. p. 475 C, Dind.
vol. i. p. 441), so that it justifies neither Zahn nor
Blass. Moreover, it would be unjustifiable to

suppose that Luke uses the term in a sense which
is not found before Aristides, and is in him indi-

cated as a mere conversational expression. Again,
in the letter of the Church of Lugudunum,
addressed rots in’ ’Acrlas icai $pvyLas adeXcpois (imitated
byTertullian, adv.Prax. \,eccle$iisAsiceetPhrygian),

we are not to understand a formal distinction

between Asia and Phrygia, as two mutually
exclusive divisions. Phrygia was divided between
the provinces Asia and Galatia ; and Galatic

Phrygia, with the Churches of Iconinm, Antioch,
Apollonia, etc., was closely connected with Asian
Phrygia, and is classed along with it as a recipient

of the Lugudunensian letter. The name 'Avia

occurs very often in inscriptions and coins, both
within and beyond the province : usually it means
the province, sometimes it has a wider sense {e.g.

GIG 5127, 5913, a coin of Nicomedia boasting itself

7rpujT7) ’Aaias), never a narrower sense. It is used
in many inscriptions of Phrygia to include that
country, in such cities as Apameia, Laodicea,
Eumeneia, etc. {Git. and Bish. ofPhr., No. 8, 292;
CIG 3957, 39025, etc.). The ordinary usage of the
word ’Aala in the province is beyond doubt.
The feminine of the adj. Lydian {AvdLa) probably

occurs in Ac 1614* 40
. The Thyatiran hostess of

the apostle in Philippi was familiarly known ii>

the town by the ethnic that showed her origin

To every one who considers how common the
custom was of using a familiar name (a nickname
even) in place of the formal name, this opinion will

seem practically certain. Even in honorary in-

scriptions, and on the bases of statues, the familiar

name is often added to the formal name, and is

sometimes even expressed in a line by itself and
in larger letters,t to bring home to the minds of

citizens their peculiar and intimate relations to

the person honoured. But apparently Paul, who
is more formal and distantly courteous than Luke

* Blass quotes Pliny (Hist. Nat. v. xxviii. 102) as an example
of the sense which he advocates for Asia, hut the passage does
not justify him, see Studia Biblica, iv. p. 45 f. Zahn quotes it

as supporting himself, equally unjustifiably.

f This is much the same as ^ xa,ra> *Atria. (Pausan. i. iv. 6

;

Irenseus, ajp. Euseb.HE v. xx. 5), i.e. lower Asia as distinguished
from upper Asia (compare v hros rev Tccupov 'Atria,, Cis-Tauran
Asia, as distinguished from Trans-Tauran, a common phrase)

;

but such expressions imply one part taken out of the whole.

t See Marquardt, Mom. Privatalt. p. 27 ; Borghesi, (Euvrea

,

iii. p. 503 ff. ; Orelli-Henzen, No. 6252 ;
Examples in Asia Minor,

Sterrett, Wolfe Exped. No. 419 (where read gen. or dat., not
accus.) ;

Ramsay, Amer. Joum. Arch. 1838, p. 283.
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in his allusions to individuals, uses the formal per-

sonal name (possibly either Euodias or Syntyche,
Ph 42

), just as he speaks of Silvanus (whom Luke
calls Silas), and once of Prisca (Ro 168

, though he
elsewhere, like Luke, employs the familiar diminu-
tive Priscilla ; see Ramsay, Church in Horn. Emjp.

p. 151 f.).

The wealth, the ancient renown, and the high
civilization of Lydia (including the central Ionian
cities), gave it a specially important influence on
the development of Christianity during the first

three centuries. The evangelization of Lydia dates
from the long residence of St. Paul at Ephesus,
Ac The apostle had aimed at evangelizing
Asia on his second journey, but was forbidden to
preach the word there. Accordingly, he did not
touch Lydian soil till he landed at Ephesus while
going back to Jerusalem from his second journey
(Ac 1820

), when he made a promise to return
shortly. On this subject see the special articles

Pergamus. Smyrna, Ephesus, Sardis, Thyatira,
Philadelphia. W. M. Ramsay.

LYE (Jer 222 RY).—See Nitre.

LYING.—See Lie.

LYSANIAS.—The L. mentioned in Lk 31 as being
tetrarch of Abilene at the beginning of John the
Baptist’s ministry is not expressly mentioned else-

where. Jos. (Ant. xv. iv. 1, and BJ I. xiii. 1)

relates that Lysanias succeeded to the government
on the death of his father Ptolemy, the son of
Mennteus, and was killed by Antony at the in-

stigation of Cleopatra, on the charge of being in
league with the Parthians. This was about B.c.
34. In A.D. 42 (Jos. BJ n. xi. 5) the emperor
Claudius bestowed on Agrippa, besides the terri-

tories given by Augustus to Herod, another king-
dom, called that of L. (see also BJ n. xii. 8). In
Ant. xix. v. 1, Abila of Lysanias is said to have
been given by Claudius to Agrippa, and in Ant.
XX. vii. 1 occur the words ’AfiiXq., Av<ravta Sk aVrrj

yeyovei rerpapx^* St. Luke has been accused of
inaccuracy in stating that the victim of Antony
was tetrarch of Abilene some sixty years after
his death. The facts may, however, be set forth
as follows:—On the murder of L. the son of
Ptolemy, his ‘house’ (Ant. XV. x. 1), was farmed
by Zenodorus, and after the latter’s death was
given by Augustus to Herod (Ant. xv. x. 3) B.c.
23. Abila is not mentioned among the districts
that passed to the latter, and is, in fact, expressly
distinguished from the possessions of Herod (Ant.
xix. v. 1). It may well be that Augustus gave
this town, with its neighbouring district Abilene,
to Lysanias, a descendant of the former possessor.
He is known to have acted in a similar way, in at
least one instance, when Jamblichus was restored
to his father’s dominion of Emesa in Parthia, the
latter having been killed by Antony. Abila was
afterwards called A. of L., and was given by the
emperor Claudius to Herod Agrippa i. The title
A. of L. seems to point to a restoration of a
part of the kingdom of L. to a namesake (probably
a descendant) of the original ruler under the name
of tetrarch. In defence of this view it may be
noticed that the original L. only reigned about five
years, scarcely long enough for his name to attach
to the district in perpetuity. Again, a medal was
found by Pocoeke in the 17th cent., alluding to a L.,
both tetrarch and high priest, who could not have
been identical with the king. Two inscriptions,
also, of the time of Tiberius prove that there was
a tetraich L., a freedman of whom executed some
work to which one inscription refers, while the
other implies from the mention of L.’s sons that
the tetrarch was a descendant of the king. L.

was, no doubt, a family name attached to the dis-

trict of Abilene. The L. mentioned in Lk 31 was
probably a descendant, possibly a son of the L. killed

by Antony, and may have been identical with, or

the father of, the L. in the time of Claudius.

Literature.—Godet on Lk 3*
; S. Davidson, Introd. to NT, i.

214-220; Schurer, HJP i. li. 335-339, and literature there

referred to. C. H. PRICHARD.

LYSIAS (Av<rias).—1. A Syrian general. After
the victory of Judas Maccabseus at Bethhoron
(B.c. 166), Antioclius Epiphanes, in departing for

Persia, appointed ‘ Lysias, an honourable man, and
one of the seed royal, to be over the affairs of the
king from the river Euphrates unto the holders of

Egypt, and to bring up his son Antioclius until he
came again’ (1 Mac His orders were to

carry on a war of extermination against the Jews
(v.

85*-). In fulfilment of this commission, Lysias
assembled a great army, which was placed under
the command of three generals, Ptolemy, Nicanor,
and Gorgias. Gorgias (or, according to 2 Mac 8a8ff

*,

Nicanor) was defeated by Judas at Emmaus (X Mac
414ff

*), and Lysias himself sustained a crushing
defeat the following year (B.C. 165) at Bethsura
(v. 34ff

-, Jos. Ant. Xii. vii. 5). Upon the death of

Epiphanes (b.c. 164) Lysias as regent-guardian of

the youthful Antioclius Eupator (wh. see) prose-

cuted the war against the Jews, captured Bethsura,
and was besieging Jerusalem, when he had to turn
his attention to a rival in the person of Philip,
another of the generals of Epiphanes, to whom the
latter, before his death, had transferred the care
of his son (1 Mac 614ff

*). Although he defeated
Philip (1 Mac 663 ), he was unable to maintain the
cause of the youthful king against another claimant
to the throne, a nephew of Epiphanes, who after-

wards reigned under the title of Demetrius Soter
(wh. see). Both Lysias and Eupator, having fallen

into the hands of the latter (B.c. 162), were by his

orders put to death (1 Mac 7
2-4

, 2 Mac 142
,
Jos.

Ant. Xii. x. 1).

2. See Claudius Lysias. J. A. Selrie.

LYSIMACHUS (Avcrl/xaxos). — 1. L., the son of
Ptolemy, of Jerus., is named in the subscription to
the Greek edition of Esther (Ad. Est ll 1

)
as the

translator of that book into Greek. This state-
ment may imply that the additional sections, for
which no Heb. original existed, are also to bo
ascribed to Lysimachus. We are told that the tr.

was brought to Egypt in the 4th year of Ptolemy
and Cleopatra; but as four Ptolemies had wives
named Cleopatra, this information gives hardly
any clue to the date.

2. The brother of the high-priest Menelaus,
whom he left as his deputy (Siddoxos) in Jerus.
when summoned to appear before Antioclius (2 Mar
429 ). L. excited the hatred of the populace by
his systematic plundering of the temple treasures

;

and seeing that an insurrection was imminent,
he took the precaution of arming 3000 men, and
letting them loose upon the people. Many were
injured in the riot which took place, and L. him-
self was killed beside the treasury (ib. 439"42

).

H. A. White.
LYSTRA was founded as a Roman Colony by

Augustus, probably about b.c. 6, when an effort
was made to tame and regulate the mountain
tribes, on the southern frontier of the province
Galatia by.a system of military roads and garrison
cities (Antioch, Lystra, Parlais, Cremna, Comama,
Olbasa). These colonies all used the Latin language
officially, a rare and noteworthy fact in the eastern

* Cf. 2 Mac lOH where, however, the order of events is
less correctly given, the appointment of Lysias to be ‘ chan-
cellor ’ and his defeat at Bethsura being placed under Eupatoi
instead of Epiphanes.
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provinces, where, as a rule, Rome acquiesced in
the use of Greek, and made no attempt to natur-
alize Latin, The use of the Roman tongue implies
that these colonies felt a special pride in their
Roman character. Lystra was about 18 miles
S.S.W. from Iconium, and a frontier line passed
between them (see Iconium, Lycaonia). It was
situated in a vale at the northern extremity of
the hills which fringe the Lycaonian plain on the
south, and which grow higher and higher as one
proceeds south, till they rise to the main mass of
Mount Taurus. A stream, which flows eastward
between gentle hills through the smiling vale,

about a mile in breadth, loses itself after some
miles in the great plain. On the north of the
stream, about a mile north-west from the village

of Khatyn Serai, is situated a hillock of consider-
able extent, on which stood the fortified Colonia

;

but the buildings of the city certainly extended
to east and south, over the lower ground at least,

where a large basis bearing an inscription in
honour of Augustus stands probably in its original

position, and perhaps indicates the site of a sacred
place, Augusteum, dedicated to the worship of the
Emperor and of Rome. The city stood about 3780
ft. above sea-level, and about 430 ft. above Iconium.
The history of Lystra is quite unknown

;
and

even the fact that it was a Roman colony was
unknown until 1885, when the inscripticfn just
mentioned was discovered by the American
Sterrett, and Waddington published a coin with
Latin legend of COLONIA * IULIA * FELIX •

GEMINA*LUSTRA (the Latin form Lustra, in-

stead of the Grecizing Lystra, is usual on coins
and inscriptions). Leake guessed the site in 1820 ;

Sterrett proved it in 1885, after intermediate
travellers had rejected Leake’s view.

'

Hardly any remains of the old city are now
visible above ground. There is an Ayasma (as the
Turks call a fountain held sacred by Christians,

aytavpa) in the low ground south of the hill. Not
a trace has been found of the temple of Zeus
Propoleos, Ac 1413

; but it is possible that the
Augusteum was in the precinct of the temple ; it

was very common to unite the worship of the
Emperor to that of the chief god of a city. The
Bezan reading, rod 6ptos Aids Trpb tSXsus, is perhaps
the original Lukan text, and is certainly excellent.

The epithet Propoleos was a sort of technical
term, often given to gods whose temple stood out-

side the city; and it is characteristic of Luke’s
style to use the participle &v (much in the same
way as xaAotf/ievos) before a name or technical

term ; compare Ac 517 131 2817. No inscription has
et been found relating to the worship of this god

;

ut the analogy of other great native hiera in

Asia Minor* makes it practically certain that
there was a college of priests attached to it ; hence
the Bezan text Upeis is true to fact, though this

reading is rejected by all editors, even including
Blass, the special champion of the Western text.

The sacrifice to Paul and Barnabas, in celebra-

tion of the Epiphany of the gods, Ac 1413, was
probably made at the entrance to the sacred

precinct (nrvXc^), and the apostles hearing of it as

they were teaching in a public place in the city,

ran forth and stopped it.

Lystra, standing in a retired situation some miles
away from the high road, was not likely to par-

ticipate strongly in the diffusion of Greek civiliza-

tion, when Lycaonia was ruled by the Seleucid

kings ; but its neighbourhood to Iconium, the
capital, would give it some opportunity of sharing

in the Grecizing tendency which was such a power-

* Good examples are found in inscriptions of Pessinus (Korte
in Athen. Mittheil. 1897, pp. 16, 89) and of the Milyadic Zeus-
Sabazios (Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, pt. i. p.

ful influence in the Seleucid and Pergamenian
cities of Asia Minor. A town doubtless existed
there before the Roman colony was founded ; but
it was only through that event that Lystra became
important. The population of the colony would
consist of (1) the Latin-speaking colonists, a local

aristocracy of soldiers; (2) the native population

0incoZce), some of whom were doubtless educated
in Greek, and strong supporters of the Roman
imperial policy ; while the majority were evidently
uneducated, not well acquainted with Greek, but
more naturally expressing themselves in the
Lycaonian tongne, and much under the influence

of the native superstition, Ac 1413ff*.

While the presence of Jewish residents in Lystra
is clear, Ac 161

, no synagogue is mentioned there

;

and the general tone of Ac 148
* 19 suggests sur-

roundings more thoroughly pagan and less per-

meated by Jewish influence than in Iconium and
Pisidian Antioch. That is natural, for the Jews
would be found most in cities which lay on the
main trade road, and which had been important in

Seleucid times (when the large settlements of Jews
were formed).
When Paul at Lystra healed the lame man, in

whom he discerned the signs of a capacity for

faith, the multitude concluded that the two
apostles were the gods Hermes and Zeus, who had
visited the abodes of men according to a wide-
spread ancient belief. The Same two gods are
mentioned in a legend, localized * in these regions,

as visiting the old couple, Philemon and Baucis,
who lived on the Phrygian hills. But afterwards,
when hostile Jews from Iconium and Pisidian
Antioch came to Lystra (probably in pursuance of

the trade which must have existed between those
cities and Lystra), they exerted such influence on
the weak and changeable superstition of the people
that a riot was aroused, and Paul was stoned and
thrown out of the city for dead. From 2 Ti 310, 11

it is clear that Timothy, son of a Jewess Eunice,
wife of a Greek, and brought up in the Jewish
faith by his mother and his grandmother Lois,

saw this occurrence. Certainly he was converted
at this time, and doubtless helped to consolidate
the newly founded Church in Lystra,'which Paul
revisited three times, Ac 1421 161 1823

.

In Ac 14s Lystra is named before Derbe, in 161

after it, corresponding to the geographical order
necessitated by the direction of the journey in each
case.

The connexion between Colonia Lustra and its

Roman metropolis Antioch, the military centre of

Southern Galatia (which is well illustrated by the
dedication of a statue of Concord at Antioch by
Lystra, Sterrett, Wolfe Expedition in Asia Minor,

p. 219), was maintained by an imperial road, which
is called in the Acta Pauli et Theclce fiaaikiKTi 656?,
c the road made by the pao-iXetisf i.e. the Roman
emperor. According to that document (which goes
back to a very early original, though much cor-

rupted by interpolation), Paul, when expelled froni

Antioch, Ac 1350, went along the c royal road
5

that
leads south to Lystra until he came to a place
where a cross-road diverged eastwards to Iconium :

here Onesiphorus of Iconium was waiting for him,
being warned in a vision, and induced him to go
to Iconium with him.f

Little is known about the post-biblical history

* The name is corrupted in Ovid, Metctm. viii, 719, our only
authority. MSS. hare trineius, fineius, thineyus, Ocineius,
chineius, tirinthius, tyreneus, thyrneius, etc. These point to
Tyrieius or Tyriaius, belonging to Tyriaion, though the editors
'almost all give the impossible Tyaneius. Tyana was not in
Phrygia, and could not give an adj. of this form.

t The term royal road, denoting imperial highways as distin-

guished from common country roads, occurs also in an inscrip
tion of Termessos, LanckoronsM, Stadte Pamphylims

, ii. p. 203,
and regalis via is mentioned at Colonia Comama, Carp, Inscr.
Latin, iii. Suppl, No. 6974.
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of Christianity in Lystra. Artemas, one of the
Seventy disciples, is said to have been bishop there
abiding to a late and untrustworthy tradition.

Eustochius of Vasada settled at Lystra and was
arrested there and carried to Ancyra, where he
was executed. The tradition may be good, for it

preseives the memory that Lystra was under
Ancyra, the metropolis of the province Galatia,

until about A.D. 295. Tiberius was bishop of

Lystra in A.D. 325 (for a list of later bishops see

Gams, Series episcoporum
, p. 45). See also Lyca-

onia, Antioch, Iconium. W. M. Ramsay.

M
MAACAH (royo ‘oppression’). — 1. Father of

Achish, king of Gath in the beginning of Solomon’s
reign, 1 K 289

. It is just possible that he is identi-

cal with Maoch to? of 1 S 27s
; but as there is an

interval of about fifty years between the events
recorded in these two references, we may suppose
that Maacah was grandson of Maoch. Jerome
{Qu. Heb. on 2 S 102

)
maintains the identity, but

says that M. was mother of Achish. 2. One of

David’s wives, daughter of Talmai, king of Geshur,
and mother of Absalom (2 S 3**, 1 Ch 32

). Jerome
{Qu. Heb. on 2 S 1337) quotes a Jewish tradition
that she had been captured in war by David, who
used to raid the Geshurites while he was at Ziklag
(1 S 278

). Possibly ’David’s marriage with M. was
the ratification of a treaty with her father. 3.

Favourite wife of Rehoboam and mother of Abijam
or Abijali (2 Ch II 20

). Probably she was named
after No. 2. In IK 152 - 10 she is called the
daughter of Abishalom (Absalom, 2 Ch ll 20 - 21

).

But Absalom’s only daughter was Tamar
; accord-

ingly the LXX of 2 S 1427 adds of Tamar that ‘ she
became wife of Rehoboam ’ {yiverat yvvy] r<p

e

Po/3oa>).

This is followed by Josephus twice {Ant. vii. viii.

5, VII. x. 3). However, in 2 Ch 132 she appears as
* Micaiah, the daughter of Uriel of Gibeah ’ (LXX
and Syriac, Maacah). It is commonly supposed
that Uriel married Tamar, and so Maacah was
really Absalom’s granddaughter (so Josephus once,
Ant. VIII. x. 1).

4 Daughter ’ is sometimes used in
this way, e.g. 2 K 826. Jerome, however {Qu. Heb. ),

distinguishes her father from David’s son. M.
retained the position of queen-mother {gebirah,
riyovfxhri) until the reign of her grandson Asa. He
in his reforming zeal deposed her ‘ because she had
made an abominable image {simulacrum Priam)
for an Asherah’ (IK 1513, 2 Ch 1516). She was
apparently shielded from the extreme penalties
resolved on by the people according to 2 Ch 1513.

4. Son of Nahor by his concubine Reumah (Gn
2224). 5. One of the concubines of Caleb, son of
Hezron (1 Ch 248

). 6. Wife of Machir, daughter
of Benjamin, and whole sister of Huppim and
Shuppim (1 Ch 715 * 16

). RVm supposes another
Maacah, sister of Machir. The text is corrupt
according to QPB. 7. Wife of Jeiel the father of
Gibeon (1 Ch 829 9s6 ) 8. Father of Hanan, who
was one of David’s heroes (1 Ch ll43 ). 9. Father
of Shephatiah, who was captain of the tribe of
Simeon in David’s reign (1 Ch 2716

).

N. J. D. White.
MAACAH.—A small Aramsean kingdom in

Gaulanitis, the modem Jauldn, east of the Sea
of Galilee (G. A. Smith, HGHL p. 553; Ewald,
HI ii. 302). In Dt 314

, Jos 125 the territory in
Bashan assigned to Manasseh extends ‘unto the
border of the Geshurites and the Maacathites.’
But in Jos 13u ‘the border’ of these peoples is

included in Manasseh. The discrepancy is ex-
plained by the fact that they maintained their
independence (Jos 1318

, 1 Ch 223
). Accordingly in

2 S 106 the Ammonites hire ‘ the king of Maacah ’

(B ’AfiaX'bK) to aid them against David. Here and in

v. 8 Maacah and Tob seem to be distinguished from
the other mercenaries, who were Syrians, but in

the account of the battle all are alike called

Syrians. This is confirmed by the parallel narra-
tive (1 Ch 196), where their country is called Aram-
maacah. It is evident that they were a small
community, from a comparison of the numbers
furnished by the other allies. Abel-beth-maacah
in Naphtali (2 S 2014- 1S

,
IK 1520

,
2 K 1529)

was
probably a colony that went north-west. The
names of some Maacathites are recorded. Esh-
temoa (1 Ch 419

), who occurs in the genealogy of

Judah ; Ahasbai, father of Eliphelet, one of

David’s heroes (see QPB on 2 S 2384 and 1 Ch
H35. 36, w}iere MT, perh. by textual error, has
Mecherathite) ; and Hoshaiah, father of Jezaniah,
who was one of the captains of the forces who
joined Gedaliah (Jer 408 421

). See, further,
Dillm. on Gn 2224

, Dt 314
, Jos 1313

, and Driver on
Dt 314. N. J. D. White.

MAACATHITE.—See preceding article.

MAADAI (njy?
; B Modedeid, A Moodeia, Luc.

Moovdeia). — One of the sons of Bani, who had
married a foreign wife, Ezr 1084 ; called in 1 Es 9s4

Momdis.

MAADIAH (n;*]2D
; A Maafocfe, Luc. Maacrufs, B

om. ).—A priestlyfamily which returned withZerub-
babel, Neh 125

; called in v. 17 Moadiah (nyjsfiD,

A iv Kcupois [apparently through a confusion with
OHjyo * sacred seasons’], Luc. Ma<ral).

MAAI ('££ ; A Maai, Luc. Maid, B om.).—One of
the sons of Asaph who took part in the ceremony
of the dedication of the walls, Neh 1230.

MAALEH-ACRABBIM.—Jos 15s AV (‘ascent of
Akrabbim,’ RV). See Akrabbim, and Dead Sea
in vol. i. p. 575b.

MAANI (A MaavL, B Mavd, AY Meani), 1 Es 5S1

=Meunim, Esr 250
, Neh 7

Ba
.

MAARATH (rvTyp ; B Mayap&O, A Mapc60, Luc.
Maapt&d).—A town of Judah, in the mountains,
noticed with Beth-anoth, Jos 15B9 , The site is

uncertain. Possibly the name survives corrupted
at Beit ’Umm&r, in the Hebron hills west of
Tekoa. See SWP vol. iii. sheet xxi.

C. R. CONDER.
MAAREH-GEBA {yzi rrryp; B MapaaydjSe, A

dvo-fi&v rtfs TaBad [cf. Vulg. ab occidentaU urbis
parte]; AY ‘the meadows of Gibeah,’ RYm ‘the
meadow of.Geba’).—The place from which the
men placed in ambush rushed forth to attack the
Benjamites (Jg 2033). There can be little doubt
that Bertheau, upon the authority of LXX (A)
and Yulg., rightly emends MT to jonj? ‘ to the
vjest of Geba ’ (better Gibeah

;

see Gibeah, No. 2).
This is accepted by Moore (who, however, reads
Gibeah), Buade, etc. Studer, following the Pesh*
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Itta, reads *3 nijpD ‘from the cave which is in
Gibeah. 5

J. A. Selbie.

MAASAI B MaaoW, A Macraf, Luc.
Maavel).—The name of a priestly family, 1 Ch 912

.

MAASEAS (Maacrafas). — The grandfather of
Baruch (Bar l 1

)

=

Mahseiah (which see) of Jer 3212

516£
\

MAASEIAH (rrt^D and ‘work of J" 5

; on
the distribution of this name in "different periods of
Israel's history and the inferences to be drawn
therefrom, see Gray, Peb. Proper Names

, 181,
293).—1. A priest of the sons of Jeshua, who had
married a foreign wife, Ezr 1018

, called in 1 Es 919

Mathelas.^ 2. A priest, of the sons of Harini, who
had committed the same offence, Ezr 102i

. Foreign
wives had been taken also by 3, 4. a priest, of the
sons of Pashhur, Ezr 1022, called in 1 Es 922

Massias, and a layman, of the sons of Pahath-
moab, v. 80

. 5. The father of Azariah who helped
to rebuild the wall, Neh 323. 6. One of those who
stood upon the right hand of Ezra at the reading
of the law, Neh S4

,
called in 1 Es 943 Baalsamus.

7. One of those who expounded the law to the
people, Neh 87

, called in 1 Es 948 Maiannas. He
is perhaps the same as the preceding. 8. One
of those who sealed the covenant, Neh 1025. 9.

A Judahite family name, Neh ll5
,

in 1 Ch 95

Asaiah. 10. A Benjamite family name, Neh ll7
.

11, 12. Two priests (B om.), Neh 1241f\ 13. A
priest in the time of Zedekiah, Jer 211 2925 354 37s

.

14. The father of the false prophet Zedekiah, Jer
2921

.
.
15. A Levitical singer mentioned upon the

occasion of David’s bringing up the ark from the
house of Obed-edom, 1 Ch 1518 * 20

. 16. One of the
captains who assisted Jehoiada in the overthrow of
Athaliah, 2 Ch 231

. 17. An officer (ngtf) of Uzziah,
2 Ch 26u . 18. A son of Ahaz slain by Ziehri the
Ephraimite, 2 Ch 2S7. 19. Governor of Jerusalem
under Josiah, 2 Ch 34s

. 20. In 1 Ch 640 Baaseiah
(n;a^3) appears to be a textual error for Maaseiah
(WiiD), by a not infrequent confusion between i

and d. J. A. Selbie.

MAASMAS (Maacr/mj, AY Masman), 1 Es S43.

—

Corresponds to Shemaiah, Ezr 816
. But the text

is corrupt, 'Zafialas the Gr. equivalent of Shemaiah
being inserted later in the verse.

MAATH (Mad#).—An ancestor of Jesus, Lk 326.

MAAZ (H25, Mads).—A Jewish family name, 1 Ch
227.

MAAZIAH (rr^yn, ^t^d).—

T

he name of a priestly

family which constituted the 24th course, Neh 108

(B NaSetd, A Maa^etd), I Ch 2418 (B MaaaaQ.

MAGALON (ol 4k Ma/caXwv), I Es 521
.—The same

as MlCHMASH; cf. Ezr 227 (Max/^ds). The second
syllable is perhaps due to reading M as AA.

MACCABASUS (Mawca/foibs).—The surname of

Judas, the third son of Mattathias (1 Mac 24 31 etc.,

2 Mac 527 etc.). See next article.

MACCABEES, THE ( ol Ma/c/cajfcuoi).

—

i. The National Rising under Mattathias.
In B, c. 175 Antiochus iv. (Epiphanes) began to

reign over Syria. It was the ill-starred attempt
of this monarch to Hellenize the Jews by force

that caused the Maccabsean revolt. At the time
of his accession to the throne the Greek influences

which everywhere followed in the wake of the
conquests oi Alexander the Great were fast pene-
trating the life of Palestine ; the more aristocratic

section of the population were, in particular,
affected by them. The advance of Hellenism was,
indeed, partially checkmated by the organized
resistance of the Hasidseans (Heb. Hasidim = the
‘pious 5

), who were the champions of the law.
But only partially. The leader of the Hellenistic
faction in Judaea was Joshua, a younger brother
of the noble-minded high priest Onias III. He
Greeized his own name into Jason, and apparently
imagined that the name Jahweh might similarly
be converted into Zeus. At Antioch he bargained
with Epiphanes that the priesthood should be
transferred from Onias to himself, and that he
should be authorized to start an active pagan pro-
paganda in Judaea. A gymnasium was accordingly
built at Jerusalem, and Greek sports were prac-
tised quite close to the temple; even the priests
forsook the altar to join in the games (2 Mae 4n‘14

).

After holding office for three years (174-171), Jason
was. supplanted by Menelaus, a Hellenistic Ben-
jamite, who became a complete renegade from
Judaism, and obtained the help of Syrian troops
against the unyielding Jason. An unfounded
rumour that Antiochus had died in Egypt led
Jason to attack Jerusalem, and Menelaus had
to secure himself in the fortress. The Syrian
despot viewed these disturbances as a Jewish
rebellion (2 Mac 5n ), and his arrival at Jerus. in
170 was signalized not only by the flight of Jason,
but also by the profanation and robbery of the
temple, and by the slaughter of many of the
inhabitants. At this time Philip the Phrygian, a
man of low morale, seems to have been appointed
governor of Jerus. so as to assist Menelaus in the
task of reducing the Jewish people to a proper
degree of subserviency to the king.
Two years later, the Holy. City was laid waste by

Antiochus 5

general Apollonius, and Syrian soldiers
were placed in the Acra, a stronghold overlooking
the temple. The tyrant next gave orders that
Jewish rites should cease and heathen customs be
observed, under pain of death. An idol altar (‘ the
abomination of desolation

5

[see art. Abomination
of Desolation], Dn 927) was set up in the temple,
and sacrifices offered to Jupiter ; copies of the law
were searched for and destroyed ; women with the
babes they had circumcised were hurled headlong
from the city wall. But Antiochus had overshot
the mark. Hitherto under the Ptolemies as well
as the Seleucidm religious freedom had been ex-
pressly guaranteed to the Jews, and, before the
province could be completely Hellenized, the stolid
conservatism with which they clung to the observ-
ances of the Mosaic law required to he overcome.
Experience showed that it could not be overcome.
The extreme measures of Antiochus alienated many
whose sympathies were largely with the Greek
party.. In consequence of his avowed intention
to extirpate the Jewish religion the whole situation
in Palestine was changed, and an invincible spirit

of earnest religious patriotism was evoked. Many
saved their lives by acquiescing in the king’s
measures, but others chose rather to die. It soon
became clear that nothing would induce Israel to
abandon her ancestral worship, and the moral
force of her leaders enabled her to withstand the
oppressive cruelty of the Syrians, and to achieve
what might well have been considered impossible.
The ruthless policy of Epiphanes, adopted at the

instigation of some apostate Jews who assured
him that the whole country could be Hellenized,
speedily brought matters to a crisis. Every village
in Palestine was required to set up its heathen
altar, and imperial officers were told off to see that
heathen sacrifices were duly offered by all the
citizens. A brave stand was made by Mattathias,
an aged priest whom the persecution had driven to
live at Modin, a little country town between Joppa
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End. Jerusalem. When ordered to offer the first

heathen sacrifice, he refused; and when a base
Jew was about to do the unholy deed, Mattathias
slew both him and the king’s commissioner (Apelles),

and pulled down the altar. Calling on all the faith-

ful to follow him, he then with his five sons—John,
Simon, Judas, Eleazar, and Jonathan—fled into
the mountains and raised the standard of rebellion.

Many who shared his feelings took refuge in the
wilderness, but were pursued by the Syrian officers,

who bade them yield or die. feather than profane
the Sabbath by fighting, 1000 fugitives allowed
themselves to be slaughtered. But after this, to

avoid extermination, Mattathias and his friends
resolved to defend themselves from attack even
upon the Sabbath. Approving of this spirited

policy, a large army of Jews who loved their
country and their religion now came forward in their

support, and openly began to put down heathenism
throughout the land. Mattathias died in B.C. 166
after blessing his sons and solemnly charging them
to be zealous for the law, and to give their lives for

the covenant of their fathers. The leadership he be-

queathed to Judas, who was (? even then, cf. 1 Mac
2s6

, or only afterwards) surnamed Maccabaeus, and
whose followers consequently came to be known as
the Maccabees.

ii. The NAME Maccabee.—As alreadyindicated,
Maccabaeus (Gr. Maiacapcuos, ? Heb. *3#?) is properly
the distinctive surname of Judas, third son of

Mattathias, and after him leader of the heroic
struggle against the Seleucidse (1 Mac 266 31 etc.).

For long it was held that Maccabee was formed
from the initials of the opening words of Ex 1511 :

mi Mamokhah M’ellm Jahwen (‘who is like thee
among the gods, Jahweh? ’), which were further con-
jectured to have been inscribed by the party upon
their banners. But (1) the custom of forming new
words in this fashion, although common among
the Jews at a later date, does not appear to have
as yet come into vogue ; (2) the Gr. form as written
with kk cannot upon this theory be accounted for

;

(3) this interpretation of the
.
name is too vague to

fit in with the facts of the history, for in the first

instance it was not the watchword of the party,
but the individual surname of Judas (6 Ma/c/ca-

paios). In a treatise upon The Name Machabee
(Leipzig, 1876), S. J. Curtiss contends that the
word is derived from kdbdh and means * the ex-
tinguisher ’ (of Ms enemies), after Is 4317

; hut this
derivation also rests on precarious grounds. The
original Heb. form having been lost, it is impossible
to say with certainty whether it was written with
k (a) or with k (p), and in fact the Rabbinical
texts use both letters indifferently. Curtiss argues
that Jerome’s spelling of the word (Machabaeus

)

points to his acquaintance with a Heb. form ’33D,

whereas he probably adopted the Latin ortho-
graphy current in his time. But as the Old Latin
version is derived from the Gr. text of 1 Mac, we
are thrown back upon the Gr. form of the name as
the nearest indication of the original, and this
leaves the matter uncertain, as MaKKafiaios might
come either from a word with 7c or from one with k.

There remains what must be regarded as the most
probable derivation, viz., that from makkabah
(n3i?0) = ‘hammer,’ If, as Ewald supposes, the
surnames of the sons of Mattathias were intended
merely as distinctive titles, that of ‘hammerer’
appears to be natural enough ; while, on the theory
that they were symbolical, the idea conveyed will
be that of ‘vigorous, sharp-beating warrior,’ or
‘ chivalrous hero.’ The case of Charles Martel is

not strictly analogous, as he derived the title
directly from his battle-axe. A better parallel
is afforded by the designation of Edward I. as
‘ Scotorum malleus.’ Curtiss may be right in his
assertion that in the OT (Jg 421

, 1 K 67, Is 4412,

Jer 104
)
malJcabdh denotes an ordinary, hammer,

and not the heavy sledge-hammer wlii h would
more adequately symbolize the impetuosity of

Judas ;
but this circumstance can scarcely he con-

sidered decisive. See, further, Kautzsch (Apoer. u.

Pseudepigr. d. AT, 24, where the interpretation
‘ hammerer ’ is adopted).

The name Maccabee was gradually widened in

scope so as to embrace not only the brothers of

Judas and all who were his blood relations, but
also all his followers and coadjutors in the desperate

struggle against the tyranny of the Syrian
_

kings.

It became in a special manner connected with the

seven martyred brethren whose story is (rhetori-

cally) told in 2 Mac 618-742
,
and whose moral

bravery is reckoned worthy to stand alongside of

that shown by those who fell in battle for the
same sacred cause. Ultimately the name came to

have a purely ideal significance, as, e.y., in the

titles of the so-called Third and Fourth Books of

Maccabees. At present, however, it is used to

designate only the sons and descendants of Matta-
thias. Although even in this limited sense the
term Maccabees has established itself in general

usage, the proper name of the family is that of

Hasmonaeans (or Asmomeans), derived from IJash»

mon {i.e. ‘fat,’ ‘ rich ’ = magnate ; cf. Ps 68ai t32l),

Gr. ’AcraiJLOjmios (Jos. Ant. XIX. vi. 1), the great-

grandfather of Mattathias. Jewish writers accord-

ingly use this name in preference to that of Macca-
bees, and among the Jews 1 and 2 Mac are known
as ‘Books of the Hasmonaeans’ (o'wiDpnn 'nsD; see

Winer, Eealworterb. under ‘ Makkabaer ’).

iii. The Jewish War oe Independence led
by the Maccabees.

(i.) Campaigns of Judas Maccabseus (166-161).

—

The prescience of Mattathias in nominating Judas
as his successor was fully justified by events.

Judas soon proved himself a born general. He
united in his own person the faith of Abraham,
the zeal of Elijah, .the stature of Saul, and the
courage of David. He was at once the terror of

his enemies and the pride of his nation. ‘He
angered many kings, and made Jacob glad with
his acts, and Ms memorial is blessed for ever’
(1 Mac 37

). In the very first year of his leadership
he rose to fame by defeating the Syrian generals
Apollonius and Seron ;

* Every nation tola of the
battles of Judas’ (1 Mac 326 ). Enraged at the
defeat of his forces, Antiochus sent his kinsman
Lysias with half of his whole army to root out
the Jewish nation and divide their land among
strangers, while he himself with the rest of the
troops crossed the Euphrates to exact tribute and
collect money. Lysias at once sent against Judaea
a large army under three trusted generals, Ptolemy,
Nicanor, and Gorgias. The Syrians made so sure
of victory that they had arranged for the attend-
ance of slave-dealers to buy up Israelitish prisoners,
but Judas and his brethren met them fearlessly.

Gathering at Mizpeh, they observed a day of fasting
and prayer, and further prepared for battle by
organizing their troops into a regular army. With
a detachment of 6000 men Gorgias planned a night
attack on the Jewish camp ; but Judas cleverly
removed his forces, smote the main army under
Nicanor, set fire to the Syrian camp, and waited
for the disappointed Gorgias, whose troops fled on
sighting the smoke of the burning tents. Thus
‘Israel had a great deliverance that day’ (1 Mac
425

). The next year (165-164) Lysias himself led a
still larger army against Judaea, but was' heavily
defeated by Judas at Bethzur, between Hebron
and Jerusalem. He then retired to Antioch with
the view of enlisting the services of mercenary
troops to suppress the rebellion in Judsea. Mean-
while Judas took occasion to restore the temple
worship. The shrubs that were growing wild in
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the courts were cleared away
; the idol-altar was

destroyed, and a new altar erected ; and in geneial
the sacred furniture which had been removed by
Antiochus Epiphanes was replaced. On the 25th
Chiriev (Dec.) 165, just three years after its first

defilement, the temple was purified by the offering
of the legal sacrifice upon the new altar, and the
Feast of the Dedication or Benewal (Jn 1022

), which
continued to be observed until the destruction
of the temple by the Bomans, was joyfully cele-

brated for eight days (1 Mac 450). Thereafter
Judas went on to fortify the temple mount and
the city of Bethzur. These measures conclude
the first stage in the history of the wars of the
Maccabees. As yet they had never experienced
defeat.

The brilliant exploits of Judas and his brethren
excited the latent hostility of the neighbouring
heathen tribes, who formed a fresh coalition
against ‘the race of Jacob' (1 Mac 52

). Among
other and less known parties to the league, Edom
and Ammon, both old hereditary enemies of Israel,

were routed by Judas. In response to appeals
made to them, the Maccabees then busied them-
selves for a time in delivering from their enemies
and lodging safely in Jerus. many Jews who were
shut up in the fortresses of Gilead and Galilee.
No fewer than 11,000 men were employed in these
expeditions—3000 in Galilee under Simon, and the
rest in Gilead under Judas and Jonathan. At
the fortress of Ephron, which lay in a deep and
narrow pass W, of Irbid, the inhabitants tried
to obstruct the Jewish caravan, with the result
that a way was forced over their dead bodies and
through the ruins of their city. In the meantime
Joseph and Azarias, who had been left in com-
mand at Jerus., foolishly risked an engagement
with Gorgias, and were repulsed with the loss of

2000 men. This disaster, however, was counter-
balanced by some fresh successes of Judas against
the Edomites and Philistines.

No longer under the immediate necessity of

defending the Jewish religion, the Maccabees had
now begun to act upon the aggressive, and even
to aim at the restoration of Jewish independence.
Their ambition in this direction must have been
stimulated by the unexpected tidings that Anti-
ochus Epiphanes had died in the far East (164).

He had appointed Philip, one of his ‘Friends/ to
act as regent and guardian to the minor Antiochus
V., but Lysias had the latter crowned as king with
the surname of Eupator. In the year following,

by making a determined attack upon the citadel

of Jerus. (Acra), Judas forced the Syrian garrison
to seek help from Antioch. With a great army,
including 32 fighting elephants, Lysias laid siege

to Bethzur, and Judas pitched his camp at Beth-
zacharias, 8 miles nearer Jerusalem. Although in
the battle that followed 600 Syrians were slain,

the Jews were defeated. This first check to the
victorious career of Judas was aggravated by the
loss of his brother Eleazar, who, seeing a superbly
caparisoned elephant on which he supposed the
king to be ridmg, stabbed the animal from be-

neath, but was himself crushed by its fall. The
Syrians had already got possession of Bethzur,
and were on the point of taking the temple mount
—it was a Sabbatic year, and the Jews were scarce

of food—when Lysias was obliged to hasten to
Antioch, where Philip, who had returned from
the East, was trying to assert his title to the
regency. Lysias therefore quickly made peace
with the Jews, and granted them by treaty the
religious liberty for which they had fought so

well (1 Mac 660 ). As the formal abandonment of

the attempt to abolish the Jewish religion by
force, this concession marks the second important
stage in the Maccabeean struggle. Hitherto it

had been a war for religious freedom ;
henceforth

it became a war for political independence.
Lysias soon got the better of Philip, but was

himself, along with his ward, put to death by
Demetrius I., the rightful heir to the Syrian
throne, who had until now been kept as a hostage
at Borne. The Greek party in Judsea induced
Demetrius to send an army under Bacchides to
install the ungodly Aleimus as high priest. Con-
tent to have ‘ a priest of the seed of Aaron/ the
Hasidseans no longer opposed the Syrian rule, but
sixty of them weie treacherously slain in one day.
After Bacchides had returned to Antioch without
being able to entrap Judas, the latter speedily got
the upper hand in Judsea, and Aleimus had once
more to solicit help from Syria. In consequence,
Judas again met Nicanor in battle. The Syrian
general was beaten, and fell back upon Mount
Zion, where he insulted the priests and threatened
to burn the temple. But in a further battle at
Adasa (161), near the pass of Beth-horon, he was
himself slain, whereupon his army fled. The head
and hand of the insolent blasphemer were hung
up in front of one of the temple gates (Gorionides,
iii. 22. 12 ; cf. 2 Mae 1531f-)> and the 13th Adar

—

the day of the battle—was afterwards kept as
‘Nicanor’s day 5

(1 Mac 749
). At this stage Judas,

despairing of being long able to continue the
unequal contest with the imperial armies, sent
ambassadors to the Boman Senate to invoke their
protection against the Syrians. But although a
treaty was concluded, nothing came of it beyond
a warning to Demetrius that further interference
with the Jews would mean war with Borne.
Before the Boman rescript could have reached
Antioch, the contingency dreaded by Judas had
actually occurred. About six weeks after the
defeat of Nicanor, Demetrius sent a fresh army
into Judsea under Bacchides. Only 3000 men
were with Judas at Elasa, and most of these
deserted him on seeing the vastly superior strength
of the Syrian host. Even the noble 800 who stood
by him vainly tried to dissuade him from risking
a battle, and Elasa became ‘ the Jewish Thermo-
ylas.' In spite of all they could do, Judas and
is little band were overcome by sheer weight of

numbers. ‘ Judas fell, and the rest fled
5

(1 Mac
918). His body was carried off by his brothers
and laid in the sepulchre of his fathers at Modin
(161).

In the long roll of Israelitish worthies we meet
with no more striking personality than thab of

Judas Maccabseus. His piety was manifest to all

;

his motives were pure and unselfish ; he fought
for God's glory and his country’s good. His un-
selfish devotion was equalled, by his military
genius. For seven years, with an enthusiasm
that never flagged, and a generalship which has
never been surpassed, he led the Jews to victory,

and died only when even the noblest heroism could
not conquer.

(ii.) The leadership and high - priesthood of
Jonathan (161-143).—The friends of Judas, now
openly persecuted by the Hellenizers, chose as their
leader nis brother Jonathan, sumamed AppJms
(Gr/Ax^oO?,'A00ous, Sa^-0oOs, Xacpcpavs

;

Syr.Jfappus
=1 cunning), who filled the post with much shrewd-
ness and success. Wishing as yet to avoid Bac-
chides, Jonathan withdrew to the wilderness of

Tekoah, and sent his eldest brother John to de-
posit the baggage with the friendly Nabathaeans.
But his plans miscarried, and John fell a prey to

a robber clan at Medaba. Jonathan crossed the
Jordan and avenged his brother’s death, but mean-
while Bacchides seized the fords and lav in wait
for him. The Jews thus found themselves in a
situation of extreme peril ; they saved their lives,

however, by swimming across the river. The
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return of Bacchides to Antioch on the death
of Alcimus (160) so strengthened the Maccabsean
party, that within two years their opponents had
once more to call in his aid. Although they
had given Bacchides the assurance that Jonathan
should be made his prisoner, the vigilance of the
Maccabees made them cognizant of the plot, and,
after slaying about fifty of the conspirators, Jona-
than ana his followers entrenched themselves at
Bethbasi. This stronghold Bacchides could not
reduce ; he was repulsed with loss by Simon, while
Jonathan at the head of a detached squadron over-

ran the adjacent territory. Stung by these re-

verses, Bacchides slew many of the Hellenizers,

accepted Jonathan’s proposals for peace, and de-

parted into Syria vowing that nevermore would
lie interfere in Judaea (c. 156). ‘And the sword
ceased from Israel’ (1 Mac 973

). For four years
Jonathan dwelt at Michmash, ‘ judging’ the people
and restraining the Hellenizers.

Unbroken peace prevailed until Alexander Balas
entered upon a contest with Demetrius I. for the
Syrian crown (153). Happily for Jonathan, who
coveted the power and prestige "belonging to the
high-priesthood, the office was vacant, and this

dispute over the succession to the throne of Syria
paved the way for his appointment. The rival

claimants looked upon him as a valuable ally, and
he knew how to exploit them. While availing

himself of certain privileges granted in a letter

from Demetrius, he unhesitatingly threw in his

lot with Alexander Balas, who appointed him high
priest, invested him with the order of ‘King’s
Friend,’ and sent him a purple robe and a diadem,
the emblems of royalty. The same year, at the
Feast of Tabernacles, Jonathan assumed the sacred
vestments, and showed himself zealous in support
of the pretender Balas. Demetrius now, in turn,
offered the most tempting inducements (including
the abolition of taxes, the cession of Acra, the
release of Jewish prisoners, the enlargement of

Judaean territory, the payment of Jewish soldiers,

and liberal allowances for the temple and the
building of the city walls) by way of outbidding
his rival; but Jonathan, sceptical as to the sin-

cerity of Demetrius, and aware that the claims
of Balas were favoured at Borne, wisely adhered
to his former choice. In a pitched battle which
ensued, Demetrius was defeated and slain. By
the distinguished reception given to Jonathan at
Ptolemais, where in B.c. 150 Alexander Balas
married the Egyptian princess Cleopatra, and the
rebuff given to certain apostates from Mosaism
who would fain have impeached him in the royal
presence, the triumphant Balas showed his grati-
tude to his Jewish ally. He also ‘wrote him
among his Chief Friends, and made him a captain
and governor of a province’ (1 Mac 1066

). Subject
to the suzerainty of Syria, this gave him both the
civil and military command in addition to his
spiritual supremacy as high priest. When, three

‘ years later, Demetrius II. came from Crete as the
avenger of his father, his cause was espoused by
Apollonius, governor of Coele-Syria. But though
Balas had proved a worthless king, and had for-

feited the esteem of his subjects, Jonathan stood
loyally by him. Taking the field against Apol-
lonius, he captured Joppa, won a battle at Ashdod
(where he destroyed the temple of Dagon), and
received the submission of Ascalon. In gratitude
for these services Alexander presented Jonathan
with the gold buckle worn by princes of the blood,
and with the city of Ekron. But no effort on
the part of Jonathan could save Balas from ruin
after his father-in-law Ptolemy Philometor turned
against him. In a pitched battle Balas suffered
defeat, and fled into Arabia ; but a sheikh of that
country ‘took off Alexander’s head and sent it to

Ptolemy’ (1 Mac ll17 ). Within three days there-

after the latter died of wounds received in the
battle, and Demetrius II. became king (145).

At this juncture Jonachan boldly laid siege to

the Acra, and as boldly appeared to answer for

himself before the king at Ptolemais. The result

was a triumph of diplomacy. He carried costly

gifts to the king
;
and the latter, instead of ti eat-

ing him as a rebel, ‘ gave him pre-eminence among
his Chief Friends’ (1 Mac ll 27

), besides confirming
him in the high-priesthood, and conceding to the
Jews several of the benefits vainly offered by his

father as the price of their adherence. Shortly
afterwards Jonathan rendered useful service by
sending 3000 men to Antioch to aid in putting
down an insurrection which had broken out there

against Demetrius. The latter promised on his

part to withdraw the Syrian garrisons from Jewish
strongholds, but as he failed to keep this promise
Jonathan went over to the side of Tryphon, a
former officer of Alexander Balas, who took ad-
vantage of the unpopularity of Demetrius to bring
forward Antiochus, the son of Balas, as a claimant
for the throne, and who was careful to confirm
Jonathan in all his dignities. Jonathan lost no
time in bringing the entire territory between
Gaza and Damascus into subjection. Proceeding
to Galilee he met the generals of Demetrius,
whom, after a threatened reverse, he routed on
the plain of Hazor (c. 144). At Hamath the
Syrians rallied once more with a view to invade
Palestine, but Jonathan marched beyond Lebanon
and dispersed them.* He afterwards subdued the
Arab tribe of the Zabadeeans on the Antilibanua,
returned home by way of Damascus, and set him
self, in concert with the elders, to strengthen tin-

defences of the country. The walls of Jerus.
were heightened, and an effort made to isolate

the Acra. Meanwhile Simon had not been idle
in his new capacity of commander (o-rpar^yds) of
the Palestinian seaboard (I Mac ll59

). Besides
capturing Bethzur, he reduced and garrisoned
Joppa, and fortified Adida.
Tryphon now began to distrust the Maccabees,

who had certainly not been unmindful of tlieir

own interests while ‘they fought for one king
against the other, and in the name of the Syrians
drove the Syrians out of Judaea and the adjacent
regions.’ Surmising that the Jewish high priest
would probably oppose his plans for usurping the
throne, he suddenly marched into Palestine and
encamped at Bethshan (Scytbopolis), where Jona-
than prepared to give him battle. But by dint of
artful flattery Tryphon induced even this wary
Jewish prince to walk into a trap. Having entered
Ptolemais, accompanied by only 1000 men, Jonathan
found himself a prisoner and had his escoi't slain.

Thus ended his period of active service. Although
a high priest of Israel, he was in no sense a
religious man; it was merely as a ladder to
ower that the priest’s office had attractions for
im. He was essentially a worldly ecclesiastic.
And if he was less disinterested in liis aims than
his brother Judas, he was also less scrupulous in
his methods of realizing them. But few men in
his circumstances could have achieved more, either
for themselves or for their party. By the adroit-

* According to I Mac 121-28 Jonathan at this juncture sent
ambassadors to Rome, Sparta, etc., to conclude or renew
friendly treaties, and they were favourably received by the
Romans. Nothing is said regarding their reception at Sparta,
but the writer gives what purports to be a * copy ’ of Jonathan’s
letter, and also—apparently as a precedent—one of a letter
formerly written by the Spartan Mng Arms I. to the Jewish
high priest Onias i. (b.c. 323-300). Wellhausen (MG'* p. 26(5,
n. 3) rejects the whole passage as unhistorical. Unquestion-
ably, it interrupts the main narrative in a very awkward
manner

; but if Jonathan, who was at the time a Syrian officer.
did send such an embassy, it must have been because he had
no faith in the stability of the Syrian kingdom.
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ness with which he turned to account the mistakes
of his enemies, he more than made up for the lack
of strength in his adherents.

(iii.) The administration of Simon, ethnarch
and high priest (143-135).—Simon (Gr. Su/ietfo,

hlpm), sumamed Thassi
(i.e probably, ‘the zeal-

ous J

), the sole surviving son of Mattathias, now
gallantly stepped into the breach and was chosen
leader (rjyoti/jLevos) at a public assembly in Jeru-
salem. He had already justified the epithet, * man
of counsel ’ (avtjp fiovkrjs, 1 Mae 265

), and had also
distinguished himself as commander of the Medi-
terranean coast from Tyre to Egypt. Tryphon
soon marched against Judaea, but found himself
intercepted by Simon at Adida. He thereupon
offered to release Jonathan for 100 talents of silver

and the custody of two of his sons as hostages;
but although Simon judged it best to accede to
these terms, Tryphon neither set Jonathan at
liberty nor relaxed his hostile attitude. AIL his

efforts to reach Jerus., however, were rendered
futile by the sleepless vigilance of Simon. Even
a projected night expedition with supplies for the
famished garrison in the Acra was wrecked by
a heavy fall of snow. Soured and baffled, he
marched into Gilead and gave vent to his spleen
by putting Jonathan to death at Bascama (143).

The body of Jonathan was afterwards interred

at Modin, where Simon erected a magnificent
family monument, which appears to have been
a landmark for sailors on the Levant (1 Mac
1329). See Modin.

fNow that the war was over, Simon applied him-
self with increased vigour to the task of strength-

ening the defences of Judaea. Having made Joppa
a Jewish port, he laid siege to the fortress of

Gazara, and expelled the heathen inhabitants.
Shortly afterwards he appointed his son John
commander-in-chief of his forces, with a residence

at Gazara. He achieved another noteworthy tri-

umph in the reduction of the Acra, the garrison

being at length starved into surrender, and in-

stituted an annual festival in commemoration of

the day of his entry into this last outpost of the
Syrians— the 23rd Iyyar (May) 142. Meanwhile
Tryphon had murdered the puppet-king Antiochus
VI. and seized the Syrian crown. Demetrius II. was
also embroiled in difficulties with the Parthians,
who were invading his north-eastern provinces,

and Simon took occasion to demand complete ex-

emption from taxes. This Demetrius consented
to grant, along with an amnesty for all political

offences. Thus was ‘the yoke of the heathen’
removed, and the wished-for goal of Jewish inde-

pendence actually reached (1 Mac 1341
).

Simon was the founder of the high - priestly

dynasty of the Hasmonaeans. In B.C. 141, in

recognition of his great services to the nation,

he was formally appointed leader, high priest, and
governor {idvdpxys ) ; and these offices were declared

to be hereditary in his family until ‘a faithful

prophet 5

should otherwise direct (1 Mac 1441 ). The
popular decree embodying these honours was en-

graven on a memorial tablet placed in the temple.

The first year of Simon’s reign was made the
beginning of a new era, according to which Jewish
legal documents were dated. He also renewed the
friendship and treaty with Rome and Sparta, and
struck his own coins like any other independent
sovereign. The beautiful picture of 1 Mac 144-15

shows how well Simon utilized the years of peace
that followed, in building up the prosperity of

Judsea. In peace he was even greater than in

war. He possessed the administrative genius.

Under his wise and beneficent sway the country
enjoyed a period of moral and_material well-being

for which there is no post-exilic parallel. He was
the patron of trade and agriculture ; the friend of

liberty, justice, and religion; a brave soldier, a
worthy priest, and a gifted statesman.
After four or five years, du ring which ‘ Israel

rejoiced with great joy’ (1 Mac 14u), Simon was
once more caught in the meshes of Syrian politics.

Although Demetrius II. was a prisoner in Parthia,

his younger brother Antiochus VII. (Sidetes) took
up arms against Tryphon, and wrote to solicit the
friendship of Simon. Rut after defeating Tryphon
he reversed his policy. While he was besieging his

rival in Dor, Simon sent him gifts and auxiliaries.

These were haughtily declined, and a demand made
for 1000 talents, failing the surrender of Joppa,
Gazara, and the Acra. This was equivalent to a
declaration of war, and very soon the Syrian general
Cendebseus invaded Judsea. Now an old man,
Simon left his two sons Judas and John to pro-

secute the campaign. Near Modin they gained a
decisive victory.

For two or three years more Simon laboured at
his favourite task of developing the internal re-

sources of his kingdom. Then came the tragic

end. In the castle of D6k, near Jericho, at a
banquet ostensibly held in their honour, he and
two of his sons fell victims to the murderous
ambition of his son-in-law Ptolemy, the son of

Abubus, who aimed at the supreme power (135).

Ptolemy’s designs were frustrated, however, owing
to the miscarriage of his plans for the assassination

of Simon’s third son, John, governor of Gazara.
The latter, warned in time, slew the emissaries of

Ptolemy, and forthwith assumed the government
and the high-priesthood.
More than thirty years had passed since Matta-

thias openly resisted the religions persecution of

his nation. In the faithful and skilful hands of

his sons the crusade inaugurated by him had been
singularly successful. One by one they had fallen

in the sacred cause which he had committed tothem
(1 Mac 646 918 936* 42 1323 1618

). But they had not
shed their blood in vain. The valour of the Mac-
cabees had rehabilitated the Jewish nation. Not
only was the old spirit of independence thoroughly
aroused, hut there was also developed a new con-

sciousness of the worth of their revealed religion.

As the most thrilling epoch in Jewish history, and
that which shaped the last phases of Jewish belief

prior to the advent of our Lord, the age of the
Maccabees has a peculiar interest for the student of

Christianity.
iv. The Hasmon^ian Dynasty.—

T

he relation-

ship of the various scions of the Hasmonsean
house is exhibited in the subjoined genealogical

table.

The reign of John Hyrcanus (135-105) was bright

and prosperous. After the flight of Ptolemy, his

brother-in-law, he encountered the hostility of

Antiochus vn. (Sidetes), to whom he agreed to pay
tribute. But in B.C. 128 Antiochus met his death
in fighting against the Parthians, and Hyrcanus
availed himself of the opportunity afforded by the
dispute which arose about the succession to the
throne of Syria to make the Jewish kingdom
territorially as extensive as it had ever been. The
country E. of the Jordan, Samaria, and Edom were
in turn brought under his sway, and no further

tribute was paid to the Syrian kings. He further

added to the defences of the country, and during
his reign the old fortress of Baris (later Antonia)
was rebuilt. Hyrcanus also concluded a treaty

with the Romans, and was the first^ Jewish prince

whose name was inscribed on the coins. Men liked

to flatter themselves that the prophetic gift had
been restored in his person (Jos. Ant. xm. x. 7).

Outwardly brilliant, however, as his reign wTas, it

was marked by a strong development of internal

discord. It was at this time that the sects of the

Pharisees and Sadducees first took definite shape
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closed against him, and Pompey advanced against
Jerusalem. The party of Hyrcanus, to which fear
of the Romans brought many accessions, opened
the city gates, but the supporters of Aristobulus
entrenched themselves in the temple mount. After
a three months5

siege, however, the walls were
scaled, and 12,000 Jews were slain. Apparently
from curiosity, and to the lasting horror of the
Jews, Pompey entered the Holy of Holies, but
subsequently ordered the sanctuary to be purified,

and the usual sacrifices to be continued. The
ringleaders in the war were executed ; Aristobulus
and his family he took with him as prisoners

;

Hyrcanus was designated high priest and ethnarch,
but not king. The boundaries of Judaea were also
greatly contracted, and Jerus. was garrisoned by
the Romans. Not even yet had the Jews learned
to avoid calling in the interference of foreigners,

but Rome knew how to profit by their internal
strifes and factions.

As the star of the Hasmonsean dynasty set, that
of the Herodian rose. Hyrcanus was only a puppet
in the hands of Antipater and the Romans. The
division of Palestine by Gabinius into five districts

(<rwidpLa ) did not, as was hoped, weaken the feeling
of national unity. The Hasmonseans made several
abortive efforts to regain power. Revolts were led
in the year 57 by Alexander, the son of Aristobulus,
in 56 by Aristobulus himself and his son Antigonus,
and again in 55 by Alexander. Once more, in B.c.

54, after the defeat of the Romans at Carrlim, the
Jews rose in rebellion, but were ijouted by Cassius.

These attempts would have succeeded as against
Antipater, but they could not do so as against
Antipater and the Romans, who always came to
his aid. In B.c. 49 Csesar set Aristobulus at liberty

in order to send him with an army against Anti-
pater

; hut while he was yet in Rome Aristobulus
was poisoned by the adherents of Pompey, who
also contrived to have Alexander put to death at
Antioch.
While Antipater continued to curry favour with

the Romans, the Jews became jealous of his grow-
ing power. This feeling was intensified through
the appointment of his eldest son Phasael as
governor of Jerus., and of his second son Herod
as governor of Galilee. The latter soon felt

himself strong enough to defy the Sanhedrin, and
even to menace Jerusalem. In spite of the accusa-

tions of the Saddueaean dignitaries, the two brothers
secured the friendship of Antony. Antigonus, the
son of Aristobulus II., made yet another desperate
effort to obtain the kingdom. Although defeated
by Herod, he was actually set up as king by the
Parthians, and Herod’s fortunes sank to the lowest
ebb. Phasael made away with himself in prison,

and Herod escaped to Rome, where he was re-

cognized as king of Judaea (B.C. 40). A year later

Herod landed at Ptolemais, and, after a war ex-

tending over two years, he at length, with the

help of the legions of Sosius, captured Jerus. and
mercilessly slaughtered his opponents. Antigonus
was carried a prisoner to Antioch and there put
to death. Herod now assumed the kingdom, and
the Hasmonsean dynasty was at an end. Shortly
before Jerus. fell into nis hands he had married
Mariamne,who, as granddaughter to both Hyrcanus
and Aristobulus, represented the two opposing
sections of the Hasmonsean house. But within
the first decade of his reign this brilliant and
resourceful but cruelly jealous man murdered all

its still surviving members, to make sure that none
of them should ever supplant him in the govern-

ment. So perished in succession the youthful
high priest Aristohulus, the aged Hyrcanus n.,

Herod*s own wife Mariamne, and last of all Alex-
andra, the daughter of Hyrcanus n. For these

crimes Herod was to suffer a poetic retribution.
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In his closing years the murderer of the Has-
monseans became the murderer of his own sons,

having about the year B.c. 7 ordered Alexander
and Aristobulus to be done to death at Sebaste,
where their mother Mariamne had become his bride.

With them the history of the Maccabees eomes to
a close.

Literature.—The chief sources for the Maccabsean history
are 1 and 2 Mac (see next article), and Jos. Ant. xir. v. 1
onwards. Several Psalms, notably 44. 74. 79. and 83 are prob-
ably Maccabcean

;
some scholars, e.g. Reass and Cheyne, ascribe

many more to this period, but their conclusions are to be
accepted with caution. For passing- references in Greek and
Roman authors, see Schurer, MJP i. i. p. 110 fif. Of modern
works, besides shorter articles in the best Bible Dictionaries,
the student may consult Derenbourg, Mistoire de la Palestine

,

1S67 ; Ewald, Hist, of Israel, vol. v. [Eng. tr.] 1874 ; Stanley,
Jewish Church

,
vol. iii. 1876 ; Madden, Coins of the Jews, 1881

;

Stade, Geschichte des Volkes Israel, 1888 ;
Schurer, B.JP (Index);

Wellhausen, Israelitische und Judische Geschichte
, 1894 (

3 1898)

;

Fairweather, From the Exile to the Advent
, 1895 ; H. Weiss,

Judas Makkabaeus, 1897 ; Streane, The Age of the Maccabees,

is98. W. Fairweather.

MACGABEES, BOOKS OF (Ma/c/ca/3aiwj', a',f3', etc.).—Some important MSS of the LXX contain four
books so entitled.* Of these the first two were
incorporated in the Yulgate from the Old Latin
translation, and accepted as canonical by the
Council of Trent (1546). The Churches of the
Reformation, on the other hand, adhering more
strictly to the Heb. Canon, placed them among
the OT Apocrypha, which were originally in-

cluded in the Geneva Bihle (1560) and in all the
English Versions. The remaining books, which
are only very remotely connected with the story
of the Maccabees, have found, as they deserve,
much less recognition in the Church. The order
in which these books exist in the MSS, while not
chronological as regards their subject-matter,
accurately reflects the date of their composition
as well as their comparative worth.

A . I Maccabees.
1. Contents and Style.

2. Unity.
3. Language of the original book.
4. Author.

6.

Date.
6. Sources.
7. Historicity.
8. Religious character.
9. Usem the Christian Church.

10. The MSS.
11. Versions.

U. II Maccabees.
1. Contents and Historicity.

2. Author.
3. Language.
4. Sources and Date.
5. Relation to 1 Mac.
6. Religious character.

7. Use by Jews and Christians.
8. MSS and Versions.

C. III Maccabees.
1. Contents.
2. Historicity.
8. Integrity.

4. Language.
6. Use by Jews and Christiana.

6. MSS and Versions.

D. IV Maccabees.
1. Contents.
2. Language and Style.

3. Authorship.
4. Aim and Standpoint.
6. MSS and Versions.

E. V Maccabees.
Literature.

A . I Maccabees is the main source we possess

for the history of the period with which it deals.

This period covers the forty years (B.c. 175-135)

from the accession of the Syrian king Antiochus rv.

(Epiphanes) to the death of Simon.
1. Contents and Style.—After a brief introduc-

tory allusion to the conquests of Alexander the
Great and the partition of his empire among his

*A and Cod. Venetus contain all four books, K contains

(apart from lacunae) the first and the fourth. (See below).
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successors, by way of tracing back to its com- 1

mencement the history of the Greek supremacy
in Judsea (l1

*9
), the author goes on to give a de-

tailed description of the attempt made by Epi-
phanes, in concert with a Hellemzing party among
the Jews themselves, forcibly to introduce into
Palestine foreign customs and pagan rites, and
to destroy the Jewish religion root and branch
(l 10

*64
). He then narrates the action taken by

Mattathias the priest, who in his native town of

Modin openly resisted the persecuting measures of

Antiochus, and placed himself at the head of a
band of faithful Israelites who first betook them-
selves to the mountains, but who, as their numbers
increased, began to traverse the land and enforce
the observance of Jewish rites (ch. 2). Almost
before the movement had been well started,

Mattathias died (2
69

), and the remainder of the
book deals with the splendid struggle for faith

and freedom under the leadership of his sons, who
ultimately succeeded in securing for their country,
not only the religious liberty for which they first'

took up arms (6
60

), but civil independence as well

(13
41

). After graphically describing the course of

events under the successive leadership of the three
brothers Judas (BMP2

), Jonathan (9
23-1253

), and
Simon (131—1618

), the hook closes with the record
of the escape of Simon’s son, John Hyrcanus, from
the fate which overtook his father and his two
brothers, and with a reassuring reference to the
chronicles of his high-priesthood (1619

"24
).

The hero of the book is undoubtedly Judas Mac*
eahseus, and its most detailed section is naturally
that which narrates his achievements and fortunes.
It is written for the most part in the simple narra-
tive style of the OT historical books, and in the
phraseology it is easy to detect many reminiscences
of Loth the prose and the poetry of the older
canonical writings (l28 * 37 921 * 23 149 etc.). At times
the language throbs with passion (l

25-28
), becomes

eloquently descriptive (148
~15

), or rises into poetry
(3

3‘9
). But the work is in no sense that of a skilful

literary artist who groups his facts with a view
to scenic effect. The writer is a plain and honest
chronicler who sets down the facts in their historical
sequence, with scarcely an attempt to theorize upon
them or to point out their significance.

2. Unity .—Previous to the 19th cent, no attempt
was made to impugn the unity of the book. In
view of the striking absence of the Divine Name
from first to last, the careful chronology of the
work as a whole, and the uniformity of the style
throughout, there has been a very general dis-

position to ascribe the entire composition to a
single author. Some modern scholars, however
(e.g. Whiston, Destinon, and Wellhausen), regard
chs. 14-16 as a later addition unknown to Josephus.
The singularly brief manner in which that his-

torian deals with the reign of Simon may perhaps
lend some colour to this theory, but can scarcely
be said to prove it. At the opposite pole from this
view, and still more improbable, is that of Ewald,
who thinks these concluding chapters are the main
portion of the book, to which chs. 1-13 are merely
introductory.

3. The Language of the Original Boole.— The
Greek text of 1 Mac is beyond doubt a translation

;

the work was written originally in Hebrew. On
this point we have the express testimony of Origen
and Jerome. The former, at the dose of his list

of the canonical books (in Euseb. HE vi. 23) says,
‘But outside the number of these is the Macca-
bsean history (ra Ma/cKa/3ai7cdt), entitled Sarbeth
SabanaieP (2apffid DaftavadX). The work here
referred to as known to Origen in its Heb. form
is unquestionably the First Book of Maccabees.*
* The meaning of the Semitic title given hy Origen has been

touch disputed. Most of the conjectures advanced (see Grimm,

Jerome (+ 420) states explicitly :
f The first book

of Maccabees I found in Hebrew ;
the second

is Greek, as can be proved from its very style’

{Prol. Gal. ad lib. Beg.). The internal evidence
for a Heb. original is also sufficiently conclusive.

Although the book has many points of resemblance
to the JLXX, upon which its Greek seems to he
largely modelled, and from which it even directly

quotes (cf. 717 with Ps 792,

3

), the constant use of

Heb. idioms and OT phrases (l29 248 etc.), as well

as the whole structure of the sentences, precludes

the idea of its having been written originally in

Greek. There are also in the Greek text many
obscurities, due in all probability to mistaken
renderings from the Hebrew (2

s G1 ll8 145 ). More-
over, at this period no Palestinian Jew seems to

have written in Greek. A more plausible case

might be made out in favour of an Aramaic
original, although it is practically certain that
the author wrote in classical Hebrew, which was
still the language of the learned, and above all of

sacred literature.

4. The Author.—The name of the author is

unknown. It is, however, quite clear from his

warm sympathy with the Maccabsean movement,
as well as from his minute knowledge of Palestine,
that he was an orthodox Jew of that country.
Nor can we tell who was the translator. In spite

of its Hebraistic character, his Greek is not diffi-

cult to read, and is marked even by a certain

fluency. His translation was probably executed
somewhere about the middle of the 1st cent. B.C.,

and certainly not later than the time of Josephus,
who seems to have been acquainted with it.

5. The Date.—As to the date of the original
work, it is clear from 1623f

* that it was not com-
posed until after the death of John Hyrcanus
(B.c. 105). Ewald’s opinion, however, that our
author wrote immediately thereafter, is not borne
out by the nature of the reference to the annals of
that prince as an already well-known work. On
the other hand, in view of the writer’s friendly
tone towards the Romans (ch. 8), the time of com-
position cannot have been later than B.c. 64, the
year prior to Pompey’s entrance into Jerusalem.
At some point between these two limits the work
must have been produced, but the exact year
cannot be determined. The likelihood is, how-
ever, that it belongs to the first or second decade
of the 1st cent. B.C., for as there is no allusicn to
anything later than the death of Hyrcanus, it

seems best not to separate the composition of the
book by too long an interval from that event.

6.

Sources.—There can be little doubt that the
author drew to a certain extent upon existing
written sources. Even if an old man at the
beginning of the 1st cent. B.c., his own recol-

lections could extend to only a part of the period
with which he deals. There is, of course, to be
kept in mind the possibility of his having gathered
information from older men, as well as the fact
that he had doubtless at command a body of
tradition singularly fresh, living, and distinct.
But the narrative is so well informed, includes
such a mass of detail, and is in general so accurate
and precise, that we must suppose him to have
had access to certain written notices of the Mac-
cabsean struggle, and of the three brothers with
whose names it is specially identified. Otherwise,
no one living in the second generation after could
Kurzgef. Exeget. Handb. p. xvii

; Keil, Comm. p. 22 ;
Bissell

in Lange-Schaff’s Comm. p. 475) are based upon the reading
Sarbeth SarbaneEl (2otpj3v,6 'Sqtpfietvi *Ea), adopted byStephanus,
and accepted even by Fritzsche (Schenkel’s Bib.-Lex. under
* Makkabaer 3

), although by far the best attested reading, and
according to Schurer (HJP it. hi. 9) ‘ the only reading that can
claim to be recognized/ is that given above. It may possibly
be transcribed ?X (sar bayith shebbanah el), i.e.
* the prince of the house which God hath built up.’ In any case
the title is Semitic, and points to a Heb. original of our book.
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have produced such a work. The use of written
sources seems to be implied in 922, hut the passage
throws no light upon their origin or nature.
Some of the official documents which, as in the

Book of Ezra, are incorporated with the narrative,
the author states to he ‘ copies

5

(8
22 125 19 1420, 27

),

and these may perhaps for the most part he
accepted as genuine,—-or at least as fairly accurate
Heh. translations,—as may also some of the letters

from the Syrian kings. Yet in not a few cases
(cf. esp. 1051 1220ff

* 1420-23 1516ff
-) we have probably

only an attempt on the part of the writer or his

authority to give a free version of the lost

originals.* He evidently did not hesitate to
deal in a free and easy manner with such docu-
mentary materials as lay to his hand. In sub-
stance, however, these ostensibly official records
are quite apposite to the historical relations of the
period.

7. Historicity.—In spite of the clever attempt
made by the brothers E. F. and G. Wernsdorf about
the middle of the 18th cent, to discredit 1 Mac as
a historical work, there is but one verdict among
modern critics with regard to its general trust-

worthiness. The writer’s habit of dating the chief

events according to a fixed era (the Seleucid era
of B.c. 312), the general agreement of his chron-
ology with that of Greek and Boman authors,
and with the data furnished by extant coins of

the period, the frankness and self-restraint shown
by him in chronicling victory or defeat on the
part of the Jews, and in speaking of their adver-
saries, the absence from his pages of tawdry
ornamentation and weak supernaturalism,— all

combine to give to his work the stamp of authentic
history. Occasional errors occur, as in 1®, which
represents Alexander the Great as dividing his

kingdom among his generals; in 86
, where the

author overstates the number of elephants em-
ployed at the battle of Magnesia (cf. Livy, xxxvii.

39) ; in 8ltf
-, where mistakes are made in several

particulars regarding the Romans ; in 126, where
he speaks of the Spartans as racially akin to the
Jews ; and in 141

, where he is at variance with
other writers as to the time when Tryphon
murdered Antioclius vi. But these are mostly
blemishes due to his limited knowledge of the
world outside of Judaea, and do not seriously

affect the value of the book as a contribution to

Jewish history. The one criticism which may
with justice be offered in this connexion is that
the writer sometimes undoubtedly exaggerates in

point of numbers (5
54 630 - 37 ll47

), but even this

fault is to some extent condoned by the prevailing

custom of that age.

8. Religious Character.—The religious character
of the book corresponds to its trustworthiness as

history. It breathes a spirit of genuine piety.

The standpoint of the author is that of orthodox
devotion to ‘the law and the ordinances’ (2

21
),

and unqualified abhorrence of heathen presump-
tion (l

25
), blasphemies (7

38),and enormities^ (l5Sf«).

In presence of the direst disasters he retains his

faith in an overruling Providence (l64), and does
not forget that a righteous cause is more essential

than a great army (2
61 318). But, in spite of the

intense theocratic feeling that underlies the book,

there is a remarkable reserve shown in the ex-

pression of it. The Maccabees are pious (4
8ff*

1215 16s ) and devoted men (2
21f

- 359f* etc.), but their

triumphs are represented as due to their soldierly

skill and diplomatic wisdom, and not to any
special intervention of God. In this we detect a
deviation from the mode of statement adopted in

the older canonical histories. Yet the religious

* Fritzsche accepts as genuine all the documents called
* copies,’ and regards all the rest as free reproductions hy the

tuthor. But this seems too artistic.

spirit of the book is such that Luther felt it might
with advantage have been included in the Canon
of Scripture, and altogether it stands on a higher
plane than the other ‘ Books of Maccabees.’
Devout Israelite as he is, howTever, the writer
avoids the mention of the Divine Name, which
(according to the true text) does not once occur
in his narrative. Prayer is directed to the remote
heaven, not to a present encompassing Jehovah
(3

50 410
). Except in the diluted form of a pathetic

forward look towards ‘a faithful prophet’ who
should announce the divine will with regard to
pressing problems in Church and State (4

46 1441),
the Messianic hope is absent from the hook. Nor
is there any reference to the doctrine of the
resurrection.

9. Use in the Christian Church.—Although not
extensively, 1 Mac would seem to have been used
in the Christian Church from an early date.

Tertullian (+220), ctdv. Judceos, c. 4, says: ‘Nam
et temporibus Maccabseorum sabbatis pugnando
fortiter fecerunt ’ (cf. 1 Mac 241ff

-) ; Cyprian (c. A.D.
250) quotes the hook in his Testimonia (iii. 4. 15,

53), each time with the formula in Machabaeis

;

Clement of Alexandria (+ 220) speaks of rb (pifSXLov)

tQ>v Ma/cyca/SalVcwy, and also of i] r&v MaK/ea/SaiVcab'

imrofiJi, Strom. i. 123, v. 98 ; Hippolytus (+ 235) in
his Comm, in Daniel

,
chs. 31-32, draws largely on

1 Mac, quoting almost verbatim 23Sff
-

; Origen
(+ 254) also, in his Com. in Ep. ad Rom. (bk. viii.

ch. i.), says : ‘Sieut Mattathias, de quo in primo
libro Machabseorum scriptum est quia “ zelatus
est in lege Dei,”’ etc. (1 Mac 224

). References to
our book as the First Book of Maccabees also occur
in the Demonstr. Evang. of Eusebius (+ 338), and
in the writings of Augustine (+ 430). On the other
hand, the Maccabsean books are placed outside the
Canon hy Origen, and omitted from the lists of OT
Scriptures given by Athanasius (+ 373), Gregory of
Nazianzus (+ 390), and Cyril of Jerusalem (+ 386),
and until the Council of Trent enjoyed only ‘ eccle-

siastical,’ not canonical rank.
10. The MSS. — The Greek Text of 1 Mac,

although not contained in the Codex Yaticanus (B),

has a place in both the Codex Sinaiticus (K) and
the Codex Alexandrinus (A)—MSS dating respec-
tively from the 4th and 5th centuries. Next to
these in age and importance comes the (8th or 9th
cent.) Codex Yenetus (V.). All the other (16) MSS
are later than the 11th century. The best modern
editions are those of Fritzsche [Lib. Apoc. Vet.

Test. Greece , 1871) and Swete {Old Test. in Greek
,

Cambridge, 1894, 2nd ed. 1899).

11. Versions.—Only two old versions of 1 Mac
are extant: (1) The Latin, which exists in two
recensions, {a) the common text embodied in the
Vulgate, and (6) another containing chs. 1-13,
printed in Sabatier’s Bibliorum Sacrorum Latinos
Versiones Antiguce

,
ii. p. 1017 ffi, and more recently

discovered in a complete form in a MS now at
Madrid. The latter appears to he the older recen-
sion. (2) The Syriac. This version, like the
Latin, was evidently derived from the Greek. The
translator’s mode of giving the names of places,
however, seems to point to his acquaintance with
them in their Semitic form, and this circumstance,
while rendering the version exegetically service-
able, is also a testimony to its antiquity.
B. II Maccabees covers the history from the

dose of the reign of the Syrian king Seleucus iv.

Philopator (B.C. 176) to the death of Nicanor (b.c.

161), a period of little more than 15 years. This
takes us hack one year further than 1 Mac does ^

hut, on the other hand, the narrative stops short
hy a quarter of a century of the point reached in
that work. ^Except that it deals with a relatively
smaller section of the history, the Second Book
thus virtually runs parallel with the First. For
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the opening year (or rather more) of the period
which it covers, i.e. for the events narrated from
31—where, properly speaking, the book begins—to

46
, it remains tne chief authority, but for the rest

of this period it ranks only as an independent
supplement to the First Book.

1. Contents and Historicity

.

—In its present form
2 Mac begins with two letters in which the Pales-
tinian Jews urgently invite their kinsmen in Egypt
to take part in the Feast of the Dedication (1-218),
whether in Egypt or in Jerusalem is not quite
clear, although the latter supposition has the
greater probability. Then follows the writer’s own
preface, in which he remarks upon the source,

scope, and design of his work (2
19-32

). After this

comes the main narrative (3-15), which is an
abridgment (<hrm>/«5

,
226 - 28

) of a larger history in

five books by one Jason of Gyrene, a Hellen-
istic Jew. The first part of the abridgment (SMc6

)

tells of a futile attempt by Heliodorus, prime
minister of Seleucus iv., to rob the temple, and
of the traitorous and slanderous policy pursued by
a certain Simon against the good high-priest Onias.
From 47-742 the narrative is practically an expanded
version of 1 Mac l10

"64
,
setting forth with great

fulness of detail the religious persecution under
Antiochus IV. (Epiphanes), and exhibiting at once
the lamentable apostasy of one section of the Jews
and the immovable faithfulness of others, even to

the point of martyrdom. The remainder of the
work (8-15) corresponds broadly to 1 Mac 3-7, and
describes the rise and progress of the Maccabsean
insurrection down to the crushing defeat of the
Syrian general Nicanor by Judas. * The epitomizer
concludes with some characteristic remarks regard-
ing his own wTork (15s7

'39
).

The first letter (l1
"9

), which is dated from the
year 188 of the Seleucid era (B.c. 124), refers to
a letter written by the Palestinian Jews to their

brethren in Egypt during ‘the tribulation and
extremity 5 induced by the apostasy of Jason the
high priestunderDemetrius II., and asks them to re-

eat the sympathy apparently shown to them then

y keeping £ the feast of tabernacles of the month
Chislev ’ {i.e. the Feast of the Dedication) now that
the temple service was happily restored. The
second letter (l10-218), winch bears no date, pur-
ports to be addressed by the Jews of Palestine,
the senate {yepovala), and Judas to the priest Aris-
tobulus, king Ptolemy’s teacher (dcd&cncaXos), and
to the Egyptian Jews. After telling how their
oppressor Antiochus IV. (Epiphanes) had perished
while attempting to rob the temple of Nansea
(in-17

), and intimating their intention of celebrat-
ing the Feast of the Dedication and commemorating
the recovery of the sacred fire under Nehemiah,
they invite their kinsmen in Egypt to take part in
the festival (l18). There follow legendary stories

of the manner in which the holy fire was preserved
and found again (l

19-86
), and of the hiding by the

prophet Jeremiah, in a cave-dwelling, of the taber-
nacle, the ark, and the altar of incense until God
should again smile upon His people (2

1~8
) . A miracle

similar to that associated with Nehemiah had
already taken place at the dedication of the temple
by Solomon, who ‘kept the eight days’ (2

9 *i2
).

Judas Maccabseus is also represented as having
meritoriously followed the example of Nehemiah
in making a collection of national records and
sacred books (2

13"15
). The letter closes with another

invitation to keep the feast, and with the hope
that God may speedily gather the dispersed Israel-
ites into the holy land (2

16"18
).

The two letters prefixed to the book have in
reality no connexion either with it or with one

* Some prefer to divide the book into five sections, of which
the respective endings (340 742 109 1326 1537) are supposed to
be coincident with the close of the several volumes of Jason.

another, except in so far as they both aim at com-
mending to the Egyptian Jews the Feast of the

Dedication. The particle {84) by which they are

linked on to the ‘epitome’ does not necessarily

imply any prior narrative. Schiirer correctly holds

that ‘they are evidently originally independent
pieces of writing, afterwards combined by a later

hand, but not that of the epitomizer, with this

Second Book of Maccabees’ {HJP II. iii. p. 213).

The glaring contradictions of l7,
which represents

the climax of affliction as having been experienced
under Demetrius II. Nikator, and 1587 which states

that from the time of Nicanor’s death (B.C. 161)

the Holy City had been held by the Hebrews, and
of l 11

'16 and ch. 9 with respect to the death of

Epiphanes, render impossible the view that these

letters were indited by the epitomizer. Besides,

they are written in a simpler and less rhetorical

style than the main narrative, their proper chrono-
logical position in which would he after 101-9.*

Both letters are palpable forgeries. In B.c. 144,

when the first was written, ‘the extremity* (l7
)

was certainly past, and it seems incredible that
the second, which, among other blunders, ascribes

to Nehemiah the rebuilding of the temple and the
altar (l18), should have emanated from the Jewish
senate. Such blemishes unmistakably stamp both
epistles as apocryphal products of a later time.
Of Jason or of his history nothing is known

beyond what is conveyed in 2 Mac. That he was
identical with the ambassador of 1 Mac 817 is a
pure conjecture. Although a Jew ‘of Gyrene 5 he
shows more acquaintance with Syria than with
Egypt and Palestine. In all that relates to the
former kingdom his knowledge is extensive and
minute. The names and rank of Syrian officers

(427 524 122 1412^ as -well as the identity of minor
personages (4

30 832 1032), are familiar to him. On
the other hand, his knowledge of Palestine and even
of Egypt is geographically defective, and is limited
to outstanding events and personages. All this
points, perhaps, to his having been no longer resi-

dent at Cyrene when his work was written.
2. Author.—The personality of the epitomizer is

unknown. He was perhaps an Alexandrian Jew,
although his work hears no trace of the Jewish-
Alexandrian philosophy of religion, and contains
nothing alien to the orthodox Palestinian Judaism
of the period. His relation to Jason’s history is

made quite clear by himself (2
19’32

) ; he expressly
informs us that his work is only a condensed ver-
sion ofJason’s. Fromthe‘painful labour 5

involved,
it is natural to suppose that his epitome covers the
whole of the ground embraced in the five hooks of
Jason. The latter was probably also the sole
literary source from which he drew. It is un-
warrantable to infer from the fact that in his
general digest of the contents of Jason’s work lie

fails to mention that it included events within the
reigns of both Seleucus IV. and Demetrius L, that
it was therefore confined to the period during which
Antiochus IV. (Epiphanes) and his son Eupator held
the throne, and that he must have used other
sources for those parts of his narrative which deal
with events prior and subsequent to that period.
According to Grotius only chs. 3-11, according to
Bertholdt only chs. 4-11, are based upon Jason’s
history. But it was enough that in his sumirary
of contents the epitomizer should name the two
kings with whom the narrative is chiefly concerned.
Moreover, the way in which he disclaims originality
and even responsibility for the historical accuracy
of the facts embodied in his work (2

28
) seems to

* Fritzsche (in Schenkel’s Bibel-Lexicon), while agreeing that
the epitomizer did not write these letters, thinks that h€
refixed them to the book because they were consonant to
is purpose. But even this is to rate his intelligence very
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imply that had he made use of any other docu-

mentary material he would certainly have specified

it. No doubt he has given a certain colouring of

his own to tlie book as we possess it. The ex-

aggerations and florid rhetoric which characterize

it are probably due to him, but * the manifestations
that came from heaven 5 on behalf of Judaism are

mentioned as being treated of in the original work,
to which also are undoubtedly to be attributed not
a few of the inconsistencies found in the ‘ epitome 9

(of. 929 with 1323 etc.]. And it is to he remembered
that tlie latter is probably quite a3 much of a
selection from the original as a digest of it. To
judge from the sample of ability and literary taste

exhibited in the epitomizer’s prefatory and closing

words, his share in the subject-matter must in any
case have been slight.

3. Language

.

— Both Jason and his epitomizer

must have originally written in Greek. As a Jew
of Gyrene, Jason would naturally make use of that

language. That he did so is also suggested by
the remarkably pure Greek of the epitome. The
Hebraisms which might have been looked for in a
translation from Hebrew or Aramaic are in general

conspicuous by their absence. Jerusalem is always
written ’Iepoa6\vpia according to the Greek, never

'IepovraMifJ. according to the Heb. form.. That the

Greek text of the epitome is the.original can be
proved, as Jerome says, from its very style:

‘Seeundus (Maehabseorum) Grsecus est,.quod ex
ipsa quoque (ppdcrei probari potest.

5

In this remark
we have at once external evidence,for a Gr. original,

and the recognition of internal evidence pointing in

the same direction. The style of the present work,

although at times bald and rough (as e.g. in 1319‘25
),

is on the whole fluent and unrestrained, and not

seldom highly ornate. There is a certain straining

after rare words and expressions, as: <pCko<j>pov&v

eft rt, 2s5 ; dWofpvXca-fiSs, 418 624 ;
8i€p.Trl/nrX7]p.i, 440 ;

6(apaKur/x6s. 53 ;
oT\o\oyeiv nvd , 827* 31

;
tonevQiKTelv

,

I443. Some words are employed in an unusual sense,

e.g. eio’KvicXe'iadcu, 224
; (ppovrlfav tL, 225

; fvxj-K&s,

4& 14.24 . deirrepokoyeiv, 1322. Several a7ra£ \ey6fieva

appear also to occur, e.g. $v<nrbr}/j.a, 5-°
;
dirf-vOwa-

TL^€Lv
i 6

28
;

5o£c/c<5?, 835 ;
7rokepioTpocpe'iv, 1014 * 15

j
did-

crraXcis, 1325. The writer is fond of the allitera-

tive use of words from the same root, e.g. dyeiv

ayuva, 418 ;
d7rodexcels , . . dcedix^Vi 422 ; acrdels

. , . degidp, 434 ;
eiyjieptciv 8v<rr)iieptav, 5

6
;

diro^evdiiras

iirl fays, 5
9 etc. He is also partial to the use. of

Troieicrdai with the accusative of the substantive

necessary to complete the verbal idea, as in 230

etc. Clearly he had a large vocabulary at com-
mand, and could write the Greek language with

ease and mastery.
4. Sources ana Date.-—If, as is probable, Jason

based his narrative on the oral accounts of con-

temporaries who recited from memory the stirring

events of those fifteen years, he must have written

soon after B.C. 160. The mythical strain of chs.

6-7, which relate the martyrdom of Eleazar and

the seven brethren, and of other parts of the

narrative, does not preclude this view, as such

myths require no long time for their formation,

especially at some distance from the theatre of

events. But the exact date of writing cannot be
determined. The same is the case as regards the

epitome. The curious statement of 15s7 might

seem to suggest the period immediately subsequent

to Nicanor, out this is clearly out of the question.

All that can be said with safety is that the work
must have been written before the destruction of

Jerus. in A.D. 70, since the existence of the city

and the temple worship are presupposed. This is

further apparent from the fact that 4 Mac, which
is based on 2 Mac, was written prior to that event.

That our book was composed later than 1 Mac
may be inferred from the changed tmie of the

references to the Homans. If 2 Mae was.known
to Philo (see below), this would fix the inferior

limit of its composition at about A.D. 40.

5. delation to 1 Mac.—2Mac contains much that

is special to itself, but where it evidently covers

the same ground as 1 Mac it does so with many
divergences of detail. It is not, of course, sur-

prising that between two independent narratives

dealing with the same events there should be many
points of difference. Our two books are, however,
so different in genius, form,, and contents, that

strict comparison is impossible. In. historical

credibility and value 2 Mae is admittedly inferior

to the First Book, the authority of which must
therefore be preferred in the case of irreconcilable

discrepancies. Of such it may suffice to enumerate
the following:—(1) The campaign of Lysias, as-

scribed in 1 Mac 426
‘35 to the year before the death

of Antiochus TV. (Epiphanes), is transferred in 2 Mac
11 to the reign of Antiochus V. (Eupator) ; (2). the

Jewish raids on neighbouring tribes, and campaigns
in Gilead and Galilee, represented in 1 Mac 5 as

carried on in rapid succession between the rededica-

tion of the altar and the concession of religious

liberty, are separately placed in different historical

settings (8
30 1016’38 122*45

) ; (3) the account given in

ch. 9 differs in several particulars from that of

1 Mac 6 regarding, the death of Antiochus IV.

(Epiphanes), who it is falsely declared wrote a

letter to the Jews; (4) the statement in 929 that

after the death of Antiochus, Philip fled to Egypt,

is at variance with that of 1 Mac 655 * 83
; (5) in 14*

Demetrius I. is said to have landed in Syria ‘ with

a mighty host and a fleet,
9
in 1 Mac 71 e with a few

men'; (6) Nicanor’s personal liking for Judas, 1424,

is an incredible circumstance, and contrary to the

whole trend of 1 Mac ; (7) according to 1537 the

Acra was in the possession of the Jews at the

time of Nicanor’s death, whereas according to

1 Mac 1351 it was captured by Simon only in

b.c. 142. Other blemishes disfigure the work, e.g.

the absurd exaggerations in the numbers of the

slain (8
24- 30 102S* 31 lln ) ; the highly coloured picture

of the martyrdoms in 618-742,
and the representa-

tion that Epiphanes witnessed them in person ;

the erroneous particulars as to the place and
manner of deatn of that monarch (9); and tlie

extraordinary details respecting the suicide of

Razis (1437ff*)* Yet with all its defects 2 Mac is

by uo means historically worthless. The earlier

portion of the narrative (3
x-42

) is of the greatest

value, and there is no reason to doubt its sub-

stantial truthfulness. There are indeed many
important particulars in which the book agrees

with 1 Mae (cf. 4-610 with 1 Mac l
10'64

). It is also

in accord with Josephus, who was unacquainted

with it, in regard to several events about which
1 Mac is silent (ef. 4. 63 133'8 141 with Jos. Ant.

XII. v. 1, v. 5, ix. 7, x. 1). Vain attempts have

been made to reconcile discrepancies between 1 and
2 Mac on the theory that the writers followed

a different chronology. In all probability both

adopted the Seleueid* era, which began in Oct.

B.C. 312. On the relation of this era . to dates

B.C., see Schtirer, HJP I. i. p. 36 ff., I. ii Appen-
dix v. p. 393.

6. Religious Character. — As to :ts religious

character, 2 Mac presents a strong contrast to

the First Book. In 1 Mac the name of God re-

mains unuttered, in 2 Mac it is freely used ; in

the former frequent reference is made to the OT,
here it is but seldom alluded to (7

6 819 1522) ; in the

one, great reserve is shown in the expression of

theocratic feeling, in the other the reverse is the

case. Again, instead of a simple objective narra-

tive in which the facts are allowed to make theirown
impression, we have a highly coloured rhetorical

composition with a running commentary upon the
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events recorded (4
16f

* 59£,17f* 612£
- 96,18 etc.). The

writer aims at the glorification of Judaism, and
selects and modifies his historical material with a
view to homiletic ends. In particular, it seems to

have been the chief design of the compilation in

its present form— and in this respect the two
introductory letters are certainly significant—to

magnify the temple (2
19 32 916 1323

), to exalt the
importance of the two national festivals connected
v ith the re-establishment of the legal worship and
the death of Nicanor, and to encourage, admonish,
and edify the Jews of the Dispersion. The work
can scarcely be termed a history in the ordinary
sense, its whole material being grouped around the
temple and the two great festivals, without regard
to strict chronological sequence. E.g. the institu-

tion of the Feast of the Dedication is placed after
the account of the death of Antiochus Epiphanes
(cf. 106ff* with 1 Mac 456

)
for the sake of effect, and

the circumstances connected with the death of

Judas are passed over, apparently in order that
the previous engagement m which Nicanor lost

liis life, and its commemorative festival, might
stand out in bolder relief. Owing perhaps to an
inclination on the part of the Egyptian Jews to
set increasing store by their own temple at Leon-
topolis, the writer seems to represent the temple
at Jerus. as the only legitimate sanctuary. It is

the headquarters of the Jewish worship (2
19 515 1431

etc.), and honoured even by heathen kings (3
2 1323 ).

The Almighty had often interposed to protect
it, and had severely punished its desecrators (3

24

136"8 1433 1532 ). There are constant references to
heavenly manifestations {iwLpdvevu, 221

)
on behalf of

the defenders of Judaism (3
24ff- 1029£* U 6fr

- 1222). The
history is only seen as it were through a coloured
spectrum of portents (5

4
), dreams ( 1511

), and visions

(S33). The Lord is conceived a* the wonder-worker
(reparoiroLds) who in answer to prayer sends ‘ a good
angel to save Israel

3

(ll 6 1521ff-).

Israel is
e God's people’ (l 26 ). His ‘portion’ (tj

fiepis avrodj 1415 ) ; their calamities are His loving
chastisement for their sins (5

18 612
) ; and from them

He will never withdraw His mercy (6
16

). The
heathen, on the other hand, are allowed to fill up
their cup of iniquity prior to their destruction (6

14
).

Foreign kings and their Jewish supporters are the
unconscious instruments of the divine punitive
righteousness with respect to Israel, but their
insolence does not go unpunished (7

86
), and their

punishment exactly corresponds to their guilt (4
38

59 138 1532£-). The view taken of providential
rewards and punishments is thus distinctly me-
chanical and external. ‘ Providence appears no
longer as God’s providence, but man’s shaped by
his wishes and governed by his caprices.’ * God
will one day gather the dispersed Israelites into
Palestine (2

18
)

,* than this there is no nearer
approach to the Messianic hope. The doctrine
of the resurrection, on the other hand, finds the
clearest expression (7

s8
), and the offering of prayers

for the dead seems to have the sanction of 1242ff\
According to Geiger, 1 and 2 Mac are partisan

writings, the work, respectively, of a Sadducee
who espoused the cause of the Hasmonsean house,
and of a Pharisee who bore it a distinct grudge.
As regards 2 Mac at all events, his theory seems
to have much in its favour. Of the genealogy of
the Maccabees, the death of Judas, the family
sepulchre, no account is taken in the narrative.
The priestly order, as represented by Jason and
Menelaus, appears in the darkest light. Among
the martyrs spoken of there is no priest, whereas
one of ‘the principal scribes’ (6

18ff
-) was the first to

defy imperial cruelty. The Pharisaic bias of the
work is seen also from its rigid Sabbatarianism
(526 Qii etc.jj its partiality for wonders and visions,

* Bissell, p. 555.

and its teaching concerning the resmrection (7).

Even the action of Judas himself is ascribed to his

mindfulness of the resurrection (1243).

7. Use by Jews and Christians. —Among the
Jews 2 Mac was never received as canonical.

In the Rabbinical writings, however, some use is

made of it, and in Philo’s treatise, Quod omnis
probus liber (Mang. ii. 459), the descriptions of

tyrannical persecutions of the pious appear to be
based upon it. The earliest Christian reference to

it is supposed to be in the Ep. to the Heb. (cf. He
wlth 2 Mac 619 - 28

). The first quotation from
the book is found in the writings of Clement of

Alexandria {Strom, v. 14. 97). Frequent reference

is made to it by Origen
(
Exhortatio ad mat tyrium,

c. 22-27, de Oraiione ,
c. 11, contra Celsum, viii. 46,

etc.). The history of the Maccabsean martyrs was
a favourite subject with the early Fathers gener-

ally (Cyprian, Test. iii. 17 ;
Jerome, Prol. Galeat.;

Augustine, de Doctr. Christ, ii. 8, de Civitate Deia

xviii. 36). That the estimation in which the Books
of the Maccabees were held by Augustine exceeded
that accorded to them by Jerome, who recognized
them as ecclesiastical but not as canonical, appears
from the passage last referred to :

‘ Maccabseorum
libri, quos non Judcei, sed ecclesia pro canonica
habet propter quorundam martyrum passiones.’

8 . MSS and Versions.—What has been said above
on 1 Mac with reference to MSS and versions applies

for the most part to 2 Mac also. But (1)2 Mac is

omitted in X ; (2) besides the Old Lat. version
which is adopted in the Vulg., and which is not,

as in the case of 1 Mac, supplemented in Sabatier
by an older text, there is a Cod. Ambrosianus
published by Peyron in 1824. The Syriac version
is very inexact.

C. Ill Maccabees. — 1. Contents.— This book
relates how Ptolemy IV. Philopator, after defeat-
ing Antiochus the Great at Rapliia (B.C. 217),
visited Jerusalem, and ‘ conceived the purpose of
entering the sanctuary’ (l10 ). Everything was
done to dissuade him from this act of desecration,
but in vain. Great excitement consequently arose
among the Jews, who were with difficulty pre-
vented from taking to arms (l

11-29
). At the critical

moment the calm and reverend figure of Simon
the high priest was seen kneeling in front of the
temple, and in answer to his earnest prayers God
smote the king with paralysis, and he was borne
helpless from the sacred* precincts (2

1 "24
). On

coming to himself Ptolemy returned to Egypt,
but. vowing vengeance. This took the form of
subjecting the Jews of Alexandria to certain re-

ligious disabilities, depriving them of the equal
civic rights which they enjoyed with the Mace-
donian founders of the city, "and branding them
with an ivy-leaf as worshippers of Bacchus. Only
those who voluntarily embraced the worship of
this deity were to retain their privileges (2

2*3"30
)

Enraged at the steadfastness with which the groat
majority adhered to their ancestral faith, the king
commanded the entire Jewish population of the
country to be

.

brought in chains to Alexandria
(2

81-31
). In spite of attempts made to represent

them as disloyal citizens, the Jews had so won
the good opinion of all, that some of their Gentile
associates interested themselves on their behalf
(3

2-10
). Notwithstanding the stringent terms of

the royal edict,-—which caused as much grief to
the Jews as it did joy among the heathen,—and
the equally harsh manner in which it was carried
out, the majority succeeded in evading arrest (3

11-
410

). As a preliminary to the intended massacre,
the names of all were ordered to be taken down.
But, at the end of forty days’ continuous work, the
clerks reported that, owing to the vast number of
Jews to be dealt with, their writing materials
were exhausted (414

*21
). Ptolemy next commanded
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tnat 500 elephants should he intoxicated with wine
and incense and let loose upon the Jews in the
racecourse. Although all was in readiness for it,

the execution of the order was delayed for another
day because the king had slept until it was past
the hour fixed for his principal daily meal (5

1'22
).

Next morning, however, Ptolemy was providen-
tially made to forget the orders he had given, and
recollected nothing but the loyalty of the Jews to
himself and his ancestors (S

23-25
). Yet the same

evening he summoned the keeper of the elephants
and renewed his order for the destruction of the
Jews ; and in reply to the higher officials, who
expressed amazement at his instability of purpose,
he swore that he would send the Jews to Hades,
and that he would invade Judaea and destroy the
temple (5

3S"43
). When, accordingly, on the third

day at dawn an enormous crowd had collected,

ana the king rushed forth to see his commands
executed, the Jews called upon the Lord to show
them mercy (5

44-30
). At the prayer of the vener-

able priest Eleazar, ‘two angels, glorious and
terrible,’ appeared from heaven, to the conster-

nation of the king and his army. The elephants
also turned upon and trampled down the royal

forces (6
1-22

). The king now directed his wrath
against his counsellors, ordered the Jews to be
released from their fetters, and feasted them for

seven days at the imperial expense. They re-

solved on their part to observe these days in all

time coming as a festival to commemorate their

deliverance. The king also provided them with
a letter to the provincial authorities securing them
against injury and reproach (6

23-79
). They were

further empowered to put to death more than
300 of their kinsmen who had apostatized from
the law of God, and, after duly availing them-
selves of this concession, they joyfully set out for

their homes. At Ptolemais they celebrated their

deliverance for another seven days, and erected a
house of prayer. On arriving at their several

destinations they had all their property restored

to them, and were held in higher esteem than ever

by the Egyptians (7
10'23

).

2.

Historicity.—That the narrative has to some
extent a historical background is clear from the
opening sketch of the war between Philopator and
Antiochus. The details given agree broadly with
the statements of Livy, Justin, and Polybius. At
Raphia the scale was turned in favour of Philo-

pator, through the appeal made to the soldiers hy
his sister Arsinoe (l

1 * 4
), whom, however, Livy

(xxxvii. 4) names Cleopatra, and Justin (xxx. 1. 7)

Eurydice. According to Polybius (v. 87), Philo-

pator lemained for three months in Coele-Syria

and Phoenicia. His Bacchanalian proclivities (2
25f

*)

are also mentioned hy Justin (xxx. 1) and Strabo
(xvii. 796). Theodotus (l

2
) is a historical person-

age ; Polybius (v. 40, etc.) speaks of him as an
iEtolian who was Ptolemy’s commander-in-chief
over Coele-Syria, hut who in B.C. 219 went over

to the side of Antiochus. Grimm {Introd. § 3) fur-

ther regards the observance of the two annual
festivals (6

3S
7
19

), and the existence of the syna-

gogue at Ptolemais (72
°J,

when the author wrote,

as the witness of tradition to some great deliver-

ance ;
hut there is force in the remark of Fritzsche

Makkab&er ’ in Schenkel’s Bib. -Lex. ), that among
the Jewish writers of that period it had become an
almost stereotyped custom to link on a festival to

eveiy event of importance.
Certainly, in spite of the historical allusions

which it contains, and the manifest intention that

it should pass for real history, the work must he
regarded as a fiction, and that not of the highest

order. It abounds in incredible situations (4
20

,

cf. with 5® 61 * 80 7X8
) and psychological absurdities

(5*27fr.)
. it is characterized by false statements (5

2

vol. hi .—13
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7
2
)
and inconsistencies (4

18
)

;

it shows, too, great
zest in the interpretation of providence (4

21 530 etc.).

In short, it hears every mark of being a mythical
tale founded perhaps on some no longer definitely

ascertainable historical occurrence. There is no-

where else any mention of Philopator having either

visited Jerus. or persecuted the Jews. But in

Jos. [c. Ap. ii. 5) mere is a story of a somewhat
similar character connected with the reign of

Ptolemy vn. Physcon. That monarch, it is said,

punished the Alexandrian Jews for their loyalty

to Cleopatra by putting them in fetters and
throwing them to intoxicated elephants. As the
animals, however, turned against Physcon’s friends

and killed many of them, and as the king saw a
terrible visage which forbade him to injure the
Jews, he abandoned his intention, and the Jews
kept a feast in commemoration of the event.

_
This

appears to be the older as it is also a simpler
version of the same floating tradition, which may
have been based upon an actual but unsuccessful

attempt on the part of some monarch to enter the
temple at Jerus. by force—an attempt which was
followed up by an effort to he avenged on the
Jews. But in 3 Mac, which was apparently un-
known to Josephus, the reference or the story to

an earlier king of Egypt, and the addition of other
embellishments, already mark a deviation from
the older tradition. According to many scholars

(Ewald, Reuss, etc.), the legend is founded upon
the attempt of the emperor Caligula to erect his

statue in the temple at Jerus. (Jos. Ant. XVIII.

viii. 2), and his subsequent persecution of the
Jews, the transference of the event to the reign

of Ptolemy IV. Philopator being due to prudential
reasons. But there is nothing in the work which
definitely points to Caligula’s time, and our author
does not represent Ptolemy as aspiring to the
honours of deity. The one significant parallel to
the times of Caligula is the circumstance, vouched
for by Philo, that the Roman governor Flaccus
Avillius deprived the Jews of the rights of citizen-

ship. On the other hand, if the work be referred

to this period (c. a.d. 40), the confinement of the
Jews in the hippodrome of Alexandria (4

llff
*) might

have been suggested by Herod’s command that
his leading opponents should be so dealt with at

Jericho (Jos. Ant . XVII. vi. 5 ; BJ I. xxxiii. 6).

But the exact date of writing remains uncertain.

The Greek additions to Daniel are known to the
author, who cannot therefore have written earlier

than the 1st cent. B.C., hut he very possibly lived

as late as the 1st cent. A.D. His design was
evidently to cheer and console his co-religionists

in a time of persecution at Alexandria.
3. Integrity.—In its present form 3 Mac appears

to be incomplete. It begins abruptly (6 5k $lKo-

7r&T<j}p ) ; in l2 there is a reference to ‘ the plot ’ (t^v

imfiov\7}v) of which no previous mention has been
made ;

and in 225 allusion is made to the king’s
f before-mentioned

5 companions, although the fore-

going part of the work is silent regarding them.
But it is unnecessary (with Dahne, Ewald, Fritzsche)

to suppose that it is a mere fragment ; the loss of

an introductory chapter would explain all (Grimm).
Fritzsche thinks the title of the hook indicates

that we have in the extant fragment a sort of

prolegomena to a complete history of the Macca-
bees. Certainly ‘Book of Maccabees’ is a mis-

nomer as applied to the existing work, which
professes to deal with a situation considerably

anterior to the Mac^ahsean rising.

4. Language.—wix book bears every evidence
of having been written in Greek by an Alex-
andrian Jew. The vocabulary is exceptionally rich.

Hebraisms are comparatively rare, and never harsh

(e.g . ‘thy glorious name,’ 214 ; ‘the heaven of

heavens,’ 215 etc.). The style, however, is ‘bom*
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bastic and involved,
3 and even further removed

from the category of ordinary prose narrative than
is that of 2 Mac, with which it has many points of

affinity, such as, e.g., the use of tSttos to designate
the temple at Jems., and of iirKp&veia to denote
the special miraculous interposition of God, and
the love of rhetorical word-painting 43ir* 54Sf

-).

It exceeds that work, however, in obscure expres-

sions (l9 14,17 231 4n ), and in straining after poetic

effect (l18 4s 526 64* 8
). The opening words of 531

(
ocroi yoveis TrapTjcrcLv Taidccu yovoi) form an iambic
trimeter, and seem to be a quotation from some
Greek dramatist. Some words bear an unusual
meaning, e.g. dt&yeiv (l 8 ), a'rrpoTrrwTOs (3

14
), Kara-

Xp&(r9cu (4
5
) ; others do not occur elsewhere, e.g.

aveTicrpiirroos (la0 ), \aoypa<f>la (2‘29), nrpocrvcrr&Ckea-6ai

(2
29

), xaPrVP^ (4-°) ; and others are very rare, or

are used only in late Gr. writings, e.g. hOea-yos

(2
21

), (ffpucacrpios (3
17

), d\oyi(Trta
(5

42
), jmeyaXopLepd) (6

33
).

The work appears to be more or less
.

coloured

by the influence of the Alexandrian philosophy

;

compare in this connexion the names {ptyurros,

l9 * 16 416 722
; vipurros, 6

2 79)
applied to the Supreme

Being, and the distinction made between God and
His glory (2

9ff
*).

5. Use by Jews and Christians.—The hook seems
to have been practically neglected by the Jews,
while the first Christian reference to it occurs in

the Canones Apostolorum, c. 85 (Ma/aca/3aW rpia).

It is mentioned [ad Ban. II7
) by Theodoret of

Antioch (t c. a.d. 457) ; in the catalogue of

Nieephorus [MatcmpaiKh y'), and in the Synopsis
Athanasii apparently as IlroXe^aikd. * The work
found no acceptance with the Latin Church, and
is not included in the Vulg.

; but in the Syrian
Church it met with considerable favour, as is

shown by the existence of an ancient Syriac
version, hy the respectful allusions of Theodoret,
and by the fact that in all probability the cata-
logue of Nieephorus had its origin in the Syrian
Church.

6. MSS and Versions.—3 Mac is found in most
MSS and editions of the LXX. A Latin trans-
lation was first made for the Complutensian Poly-
glott, and has since been followed by several
others. Many German versions also now exist,

among which may he mentioned those of the
Zuricker Bibel, Berlenburger Bibel, Bunsen's Bibel-
werk, and Kautzsch’s Apocryphen u. Pseud-

epigraphen. According to Cotton [The Five Books
of Maccabees in English

, Oxford, 1832, Introd.

p. xx), the first English version {hy Walter Lynne)
appeared in 1550, and was with some modifications
embodied in a folio Bible issued by John Baye in
1551.

D. IV Maccabees.— 1. Contents. —This, as a
philosophical treatise, occupies a unique position
among apocryphal hooks. The writer's theme is

‘the supremacy of pious reason (= religious prin-
ciple) over the passions,' + and the Judaism which
he advocates is distinctly coloured by the Stoic
philosophy. Although the composition takes the
form of a discourse in which the direct mode of
address is adopted (l 1 * 7 214 1319 181

), we are not
therefore warranted in supposing (with Freuden-
thal) that we have here an actual specimen of a
Jewish sermon. The style is too abstruse for an
ordinary congregation, and it never became the
habit to base discourses upon philosophical pro-
positions instead of Scripture texts. At the same
time, the work is not a mere academical thesis. If
it suggests an artificial spirituality rather than
the natural outflow of a heart deeply under the

The text reads M.ocxx»0cux& ¥ UroXtputixd, but
Credner is probablyri^ht in substituting' **) for ¥.
t X3

- si smv rm xc&Gm $ ivmffis Xoyterptk ; 113 t}

miraxpxTap scrh rav xocQSi c koyt<r{Aos ; 181 rm net8m Itcrxo'rvts

irr)r o tve-ifife Xcyie-fjUs.

power of religion (Grimm), the waiter undoubtedly
handles his subject with vigour, moral earnest-

ness, and a desire to edify his readers (or hearers).

These were apparently confined to his co-religion-

ists (18
1 7w ’A/Spagiato (nrepfidrw dirbyovoi Treaties

’Itrpa^Xetrat), whom he assures that in order to lead

a pions life they have only to follow the dictates

of 4 pious reason '

After an introduction (l1
"12

), the author lays

down his thesis that pious reason is perfect master
of the passions, ana expounds this proposition

not without dialectic skill. Reason he defines as

'intelligence combined with an upright life, and
holding in honour the word of wisdom' (l16),* and
wisdom as 'the knowledge of affairs divine and
human, and of their causes 3

(l 16
). Wisdom is

attained through ‘ the instruction of the law 3

(l 17
),

and is manifested in four cardinal virtues, viz.

<ppovyens
,

SiKaiocnjvy, avdpelaA crcotppocnjvy] (l
18

). A
description and classification of the affections,

with special reference to the antagonism offered

by them to the four cardinal virtues, is also given,

and it is shown by examples taken from Jewish
history that pious reason is lord of all the affec-

tions except forgetfulness (Ai)#^) and ignorance
[ayPOLa). With this ends the first and more strictly

philosophical part of the book (l
I8-318

). In the
second part (3

19-182
), after a historical review of

the tyrannical treatment of the Jews under the
Syrian king Seleucus and his son [sic) Antiochus
Epiphanes (3

]9-420
), the conquering power of reason

is further represented as most brilliantly illus-

trated in the martyrdom of Eleazar (5-7) anti of

the seven brethren *(8-1410
) and their mother (1411-

1625). The writer accompanies liis account of the
martyrdom of these heroic defenders of the faith

with frequent and copious remarks of a religious

and edifying nature, and introduces occasionally
philosophical reflexions [e.g. 5M‘) which would
have been more in place in the first part of his

work. In 17-182 the author sets down his final

impressions regarding the character and signifi-

cance of the martyrdoms described by him. The
closing section (18

3'23
) appears to be an appendix

by a later hand, but tne nature of it indicates
that it must have been added at no great interval
from the composition of the book itself. Fritzsclie

and Freudenthal regard the spurions addition as
limited to 188‘19

.

4 Mac possesses no value as history. The writer
merely appropriates certain incidents from 2 Mac
613-742 by way of illustrating his fundamental pro-
position regarding the supremacy of pious reason.
His delineation of the tortures to which the
' Maccabiean martyrs' were subjected is even more
gruesomely realistic than that of 2 Mac, although
the detailed description of the inhumanity of the
persecutors serves, of course, to bring out more
emphatically the steadfast patience of tlicir victims.
He may have had sources of information other
than 2 Mac, but there is no evidence that he used
as an authority the five books of Jason of Cvrene
(2 Mac 228). While the work does not aim at being
a history, it has nevertheless an importance of its

own as a unique example of the way in which
Jewish history was turned to account for didactic
and homiletic purposes.

2. Language and Style.—The Greek of 4 Mac,
although rather laboured, is not so involved or
so rhetorical as that of 3 Mac. Owing to the
uniformity of the style, which is clear, correct,
and genuinely Greek, the work has more of real
individuality about it than either 2 or 3 Mac.
Lavish use is made of metaphor and declamation,
yet the writer can deftly change his style to

* So the Alexandrian MSS. N andV read : ‘ intelligence accom
panied by accurate insight (and) choosing the life of wisdom,*

f A has the later form kv’hetx.

l
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suit his subject. Considerable fondness is shown
for words and expressions of a rare, novel, or
poetical description. Frequent use is also made
of prepositional compounds, e.g. impwyoKoyeicr&cu

(2
9
),

&vrL7ro\LT€6ojuLcu (4
1

), ££<EV{ievifav (4
n

) ;
and com-

pounds with 7tclp
}

e.g. Tra,vcro<po5 (l 12), Travy^copyos

(l29), irdvdeivos (3
15

), sravdyios (

7

4 147). Short as
it is, quite a number of words seem to be peculiar
to the book, e.g. <xi)ToS£<nroros (l 1

), pt,ovo<fiayia (l27),
dpxtep&o-dcu (4

18
), dwoZalveiv (6

s
), i/jLTvpurT'/js (7

n
),

fwrdperos (ll4), Kypoyovla. (14
19

), e'Knxp'hr^p (16
2i

).

With the exception of Jerusalem (lepoa-bXvpa) and
Eleazar (’EXeaTapos), the proper names are written
according to the Heb. form, although Hebraistic
expressions scarcely occur (cf., however, l 12 5b%av

didbvcu). Only in a very few passages (2
5, 19 17 19

) is

use made of the LXX.
3. Authorship and Date.—Eusebius {HE in. x. 6)

refers to our book under the title 7hpl abroKpciropos

XoyLo-pLov, and ascribes it to Josephus. In this he is

followed by Jerome {de Viris Illustr. c. xiiL, c.

Delag. ii. 6), Suidas {Lex. s.v. ’1^0-7771-0$), and others

;

and indeed for long it seems to have been regarded
as settled that Josephus was the author. In the
editions of his works it occupies the last place, and
is inscribed $\a(3. Lucrtfirov els Matacapalous \6yos ^
7repl avTotcparopos \oyuTfxov. But it exists also in

important Scripture MSS of the LXX, and both
A and call it simply ‘ the fourth of Maccabees 5

(MaKrcapatw S'). Gregory of Nazianzus quotes from
it without naming Josephus or any one as the
author. Its ascription to the Jewish historian
must either have been a pure guess, or the result
of confusion between him and some other ’1^0-7777-0$,

whom tradition named as its author, for the testi-

mony of Eusebius is quite overborne by the in-

ternal evidence. The language and style are utterly
different from those of Josephus ; the latter was
unacquainted with 2 Mac, while 4 Mac is almost
wholly based upon it; the grossly unhistorical
statements of 415 * 26 51 1723£

- are inexplicable on the
hypothesis that the work was penned by Josephus

;

finally, there is about it a flavour of Jewish-
Alexandrian philosophy, and an enthusiasm for

the heroic, which we do not naturally associate

with that writer.

While the exact date of the book cannot be
determined, it seems certain that it must have
been written after 2 Mac, from which it borrows,
and before the destruction of Jerus., of which it

makes no mention. Grimm would infer from the
statement of 41 that Onias was holding the priest-

hood for life (5td fitov) that the author wrote after

the overthrow of the Hasmonman dynasty, when
the life-tenure had been abolished, and from the
horror-stricken concern of the Egyptian Jews on
hearing of the sufferings endured by the Maccabsean
martyrs (149) that the former were themselves at

the time exempt from persecution. This would
point to a date prior to their experiences under
Caligula (A.D. 40). Schurer (HJP II. iii. 246), on
the other hand, accepts as the date of composition
the first century after Christ.

4. Aim and Standpoint.—The aim of 4 Mac is

by demonstrating the supremacy of pious reason to

exhort the JewT
s steadfastly to adhere to the Mosaic

law, and not allow themselves in any particular to

depart from it (181
), either through fear of suffer-

ings or through the subtle attractions of Hellenistic

culture. As an educated Jew acquainted with the
exacting demands of philosophic paganism, the
writer seeks to show his countrymen how to main-
tain their Judaism intact. Taunts about the
fatuity of their ceremonial law were levelled at
the Jews by the persecutor (5

6ff
*), and doubtless by

the philosopher as well; but our author reminds
his co-religionists of the essential reasonableness of

the law even in regard to ritual commands (5
m

),

and seeks to show that only through obedience ta

its precepts can the Stoic ideal of humanity be
realized. In the concrete examples of enduiance
unto death furnished by the Maccabsean martyrs
he sees the perfection of piety {1214 1517

), and a
conclusive proof that in virtue’s cause the Hebrews
alone are invincible (9

18
).

The writer’s own standpoint is formally in-

fluenced by Greek philosophy, especially by Stoi-

cism, which placed the passions under the sover-

eignty of reason, so providing him with his

central idea, as well as with the postulate of four

cardinal virtues. In his division and description

of the affections, however, he does not so much
adopt the position of any of the current- Greek
philosophies as give to his own treatment a philo-

sophic cast. And if he writes from the stand-

point of Stoicism, he is none the less true to that

of legal Judaism. Wisdom, of which the four

cardinal virtues are forms {iS£cu) 3 cannot be attained

apart from the Mosaic law It is not reason
as such, but pious reason ( 6 d/crepps Xoyioytfo), i.e.

reason regulating itself by the divine law (l15ff-),

that he exalts as ruler over the passions. So
literal, indeed, is his conception of the Mosaic law,

that some* on this account maintain the Pales-

tinian origin of the hook. His philosophy certainly

resembles Pharisaism in its advocacy of rigorous

legalism, and of carrying piety into every relation

of life (181 ). In his doctrine of the resurrection,

however, it is not the Pharisaic but the Alex-
andrian position that is reflected. The writer

believes, not in a bodily resurrection confined to

the Jews, but in the immortality of all souls, the
pious entering into blessedness (9

8 1718
), and the

wicked into torment (9
9 1212 etc. ), upon the death of

the body. It is also noticeable that he regards

the sufferings of the martyrs as a vicarious atone-

ment for the sins of the people (6
29 1722), and that

a Pelagianistic spirit underlies the book in so far

as no account is taken of the influence of divine

grace upon human reason.

5. MSS and Versions .—The Gr. text has come
down (1) in some Scripture MSS, including A and

K ; (2) in MSS of Josephus ;
and has been printed

under both categories. The best recensions are those

of Fritzsche in his edition of the Libri Apoe. Vet.

Test. Greece, 1871, and Swete inthe Camb. Septuagint,

1894, 2nd ed. 1899. There is an old Syriac version,

published by Ceriani in his photo-lithographed

facsimile of the Milan Peshitta manuscript or the

OT (1876-83). An English translation by Cotton
{The Five Books of Maccabees in English) was pub-
lished at Oxford in 1832.

Another Fourth Book of Maccabees is mentioned
by Sixtus Senensis {Bibliotheca Sanda, i. p. 39) as

still extant in manuscript when he wrote (1566).

He himself saw it at Lyons, in the library of Santes

Pagninns, which soon afterwards perished by fire.

It was written in Hebraistic Greek, and began
with the words, ‘ After the murder of Simon, John
his son became high priest in his stead.

5 Sixtus

thinks it may have been a Greek translation of

the ‘chronicles’ of the reign of John Hyrcanus
referred to in 1 Mac 1624 ;

but, in view of the state-

ment he makes as to its contents, it is more likely

that the book was ‘simply a reproduction of

Josephus, the style being changed perhaps for a
purpose’ (Schurer, HJP II. iii. p. 14).

E. V Maccabees.—This is the title given to an
Arabic ‘ Book of Maccabees ’ printed in the Paris

and London Polyglotts, the Arabic text being in

both cases accompanied by the Latin translation

of Gabriel Sionita. Cotton’s English version is a

literal rendering of the Latin. The book purports

to be a history of the Jews from the time of

Heliodorus (B.c. 186) to the last years of Herod
* Langen, Judenthum in Palastina, p. SO.
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(B.C. 6-4?). It is merely a Hellenistic compila-
tion, nob always accurate, from 1 and 2 Mac and
the writings of Josephus, and is in no sense an
independent history. In ch. 12, the only passage
which does not directly depend upon these works,
the author shows himself singularly ill-informed
with regard to certain well-known facts of Roman
history. He evidently wrote after the destruction
of the temple in a.d. 70 (cf. 95 21 30 229 538

). In
point of language the hook is decidedly Hebraistic,
even after being twice translated, although this

does not prove that it was originally written in

Hebrew. The religious standpoint of the compiler
merely reflects that of his authorities.

There is also another so-called ‘ Fifth Book of

Maccabees 5
in the great Ambrosian Peshitta, but

it is nothing else than a translation of the sixth
book of Josephus’ de Bello Judaico.

Literature.—The principal authorities upon points of literary
and textual criticism have been named in the body of the
article. Among older commentaries may be mentioned those
of Drusius on 1 Mac, and of Grotius on 1, 2, and 3 Mac in
Critid Sacri

;

and that of Michaelis on 1 Mac ( Uebersetzung der
1 Macc.-B.’s mit Anmerk., Gotting. u. Leipz. 1778). The most
complete modern comm, is that of Grimm on 1, 2, 3, and 4 Mac
in the Kurzgef. Exeget. Handb. senes, 1853-57. Since that
date there have appeared commentaries by Keil on 1 and 2 Mac,
1875 ;

Bissell on 1, 2, and 3 Mac m Lange-Schaffs Commentary
,

3880 ;
Rawlinson on 1 and 2 Mac in the Speaker’s Comm

.

1888

;

Zockler on 1, 2, and 3 Mac in his Die Apokryphen des Alien
Testaments, 1891 ;

Fairweather and Black on 1 Mac in the
Cambridge Bible for Schools, 1897 ; Kautzsch on 1 and 3 Mac,
and Kamphausen on 2 Mac in Die Apokr. u. Pseudepigr. des
AT, 1398. W. FAIRWEATHER.

MACEDONIA (Matcedovla= the land of the Ma/ce-

86ves
s who, themselves akin to the Doric branch of

the Greeks, formed the core of a mixed nationality,
to which Illyrian, Pseonian, and Thracian elements
contributed along with numerous Greek colonies)
was in antiquity the common name for a region in
the centre of the Balkan peninsula, separated for

the most part by natural boundaries of mountain-
ranges from Thessaly on the south, Illyria on the
west, Mocsia on the north, and Thrace on the east.

It contained the river-basins of the Haliacmon
(Vistritza), the Axius

( Vardar), the Strymon
(Struma), and the Nestus (Kara-su)

;

and it pre-
sented along its iEgean shore the three prongs
of the great Chalcidian peninsula between the
Thermaic and Stryraonic gulfs (now named from
Saloniki and Rendina). This region, with its

mountainous interior rearing a hardy population,
its well-watered and fertile plains, and its extensive
fringe of seaboard encouraging colonization and
commerce, obtained a political significance and
exercised a paramount influence for two centuries
over the fortunes of the ancient world, such as could
hardly be expected from its earlier history or from
its size and apparent resources. The steps of this
development, the growth and unifying of its
military power—the aggressive policy and gradual
ascendency of Philip over the Greek republics—
the supremacy of Alexander, whose world-empire
reached from the Adriatic to the Indus—its parti-
tion after his early death among his leading
generals, out of which sprang the Seleucid empire
in Syria, the rule of the Ptolemies in Egypt, and a
series of violent changes in the occupancy of the
throne of the Macedonian motherland—and the
final struggles, which, culminating in the battles
of Cynoscephaloe (B.C. 197) and Pydna (B.C. 168),
brought Macedonia under the power of Rome—
hardly fall within the province of this article,
except in so far as they helped to shape the
Macedonia which confronts us as an Oriental
power at the outset of the Maccabaean history,
and as a Roman province in NT.
The history of the conflict with Epiphanes and

his successors opens (1 Mac l
1'9

) with a striking
description of the achievements of Alexander the

Great, and of the division of his dominions upon
his death. There (l 1

) he is said to come forth from
the land of Chittim (

XerTLeifi), and at 62 to have
been the first reigning as king over the Greeks

;

while at S5
, in the account of the power of the

Romans whereof Judas had heard, there is mention
of their having discomfited and overcome Philip

(V.), and Perseus who is called king of the Chittim
(Kirt&w, see Kittim). At 2 Mac 820 the term
Macedonians seems applied to the Syro-Macedonian
warriors in the service of the Seleucid kings. On
the application of the epithet to Haman in theLXX
Ad. Est 16 10

,
and its use in 1614

, see HamAN.

The Macedonia of NT is the Roman province of

that name. For a time after the Roman victory

at Pydna (B.C. 168) it was allowed to retain some
measure of independence and self-government;
but its unity was broken up. It was divided into

four districts, in which republican federative

leagues were modelled on the system of the Greek
confederacies. The first embraced the region

between the Strymon and Nestus the second,

that between the Strymon and Axius with the
Chalcidian peninsula; the third, that from the
Axius to the Thessalian Pencius ; and the fourth,

the mountain lands towards the north-west. Their
capitals were, respectively, Amphipolis, Thessa-
lonica, Pella, and Pelagonia. [For details of the
arrangement, see Liv. xlv. 29, 32 ; Mommsen, Hist.

ofRome, ii. p. 508 f.]. Butin B.C. 146 dependence
was exchanged for subjection ; the country received

a definitive provincial organization ; and from that
date began the Macedonian era, henceforth used on
inscriptions and corns. The new province included
ortions of Illyria and Thessaly, and Tliessalonica

ecame the headquarters of the Roman government,
although it and some other towns retained local

autonomy. It was administered by a proprietor

with the title of proconsul
;
and there was usually

associated with it the province of Aehaia or
Greece, which was administered by a legate [on
the relation of Greece as a Roman province to

Macedonia, see Mommsen, Hist, of Rome, iii. p.

271, note]. On several occasions in NT we find them
mentioned together

; but Macedonia takes pre-

cedence (Ac 19al
, Ro 1526

, 2 Co 92
,

1 Th l 7
* 8

). It

was traversed by the great Roman military road,

the Via Egnatia
,
and afforded a fruitful soil for

the missionary labours of St. Paul,* who amidst no
small opposition and with various success sowed
the seeds of the gospel, and founded Churches in

some of its chief towns, Philippi, Thessalonica,
Beroea (Ac 168-17 15

), and subsequently revisited

them on his way to and from Greece (Ac 1921 201 '4
),

when several of his Macedonian converts accom-
panied him to Troas (Ac 205

). His warm interest
in the Churches which he had planted bore fruit in
the Epistles addressed to Thessalonica and Philippi

;

and their readiness to receive the word, to love the
brethren, and to minister to his personal needs, are
heartily acknowledged and commended (1 Th l3 * 8

36 49
, 2 Th l3 * 4

, Ph410 - 15 - 16
).

William P. Dickson.
MACHAERUS (MaxcupoDs, Grecized from ttqd,

Tamid iii. 8, sometimes ksdd and -oao) is con-
fidently identified (originally by Seetzen, Reisen
durch Syrien, ii. 330, iv. 378) with Mlmwr (but
see Jastrow, s.v.), an extensive collection of ruins
on the spur of a hill overlooking the Dead Sea
from the east. It was first fortified by Alexander
Janmeus (Jos. Wars, VII. vi. 2), but was taken
from his grandson by Gabinius and demolished
(ib. i. viii. 5 ;

Ant. xiv. v. 4). Herod the Great
fortified it (Jos. Wars, vil. vi. 1, 2), and used it as
one of his principal residences. On his death it

* Ramsay (St. Paul the Trav. p. 203) suggests that the * man
of Macedonia’ who was seen by Paul in a vision (Ac 169) is to be
identified with Luke himself, who meets the apostle at Troas.
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became the property of Antipas, being situated in
ms tetrarcliy. When Avtipas divorced his wife,
the daughter of Aretas, king of the Nabataeans, she
desired to be sent to Machaerus, which is incon-
sistently described (Jos. Ant. XVlll. v. 1) as on the
borders of the dominions of the two kings, and as
subject to Aretas. The inscriptions do not reveal
the exact frontier at the time ; but there is no
evidence in support of the latter statement of
Josephus. He is probably in error, especially as
i lie con text implies that the queen chose her place
of retieat with a view to avail herself of its

proximity to her father’s dominions for the pur-
pose of escape. Shortly afterwards John the
Baptist was imprisoned and put to death in the
dungeons of Machaerus (ib . xvill. v. 2 ; Mk 621 is

not against this, as Keim, Jesus of Nazara
,

iv.

218, note 1, shows). The fortress, of whose im-
portance Tliny speaks [Hist. Nat, v. 16, 72), was
garrisoned by the Romans until A.D. 66 (Jos.

Wars
,
II. xviii. 6), when they withdrew to avoid

its investment. But six years later it was re-

covered (ib. VII. vi. 4), and finally demolished by
Lucilius Bassus.

Literature.— Tristram, Land of Moab 2 (1874), 253 ff.;

Baedeker - Socin, Pal. 317; G. A. Smith, Mist. Gem. 569 f.;

Bitter, Nrdkunde, xv. i. 577 f.; Schurer, HJP i. ii, 250 f.;

Keim, Jems of Nazara
,
Eng. tr. ii. 329 ff. ; Edersheim, Jesus

the Messiah, i. 120, 658 ff. R, W. MOSS.

MACHBANNAI (*J5?£ ; B MeAxa/Jar'mg A Ma%a-
Baval).—A Gadite who joined David at Ziklag,
1 Ch 1213

.

MACHBENA (n^ao, van d. H. Kjaap ; B Ma
A Maxa/njro, Luc. Max/3avd ).—Named in the genea-
logical list of Judah (see Genealogy, IV. 34) as
the ‘ son ’ of Sheva, 1 Ch 249. It is clear that a
place and not a person is intended. Maehbena is

probably the same as Gabbon (pa?) of Jos 1540,

which may perhaps he identified with el-Kubeibeh,

situated about 3 miles south of Beit Jibrin (see

Dillm. on Jos 1540 ). J. A. Selbie.

MAGHI (
Y3D [derivation and meaning uncertain :

if the vocalization implied in Ma*x* is correct, the
word comes from the Hiph. of naa, and means
‘striking’]; LXX Ma/c%g Mako<tL: F has
the more familiar form Ma in which it agrees

with the Peshitta —The name occurs only

once, in Nu 1315
, where P mentions Machi as the

father of Geuel, who acted on behalf of the tribe

of Gad as one of the twelve men sent to spy out
the land of Canaan. J. Taylok.

MACHIR (tod).

—

1. Son of Manasseh (the son of
Joseph), Gn 5023

,—the eldest son, according to J
(Jos 17lb

"2
), the only son, according to P (Nu 2629).

Machir has, however, really a tribal significance

:

he, or his * sons,
5

represent the leading branch of

the tribe of Manasseh,—usually that warlike part
of the tribe (Jos 17lb ‘for he was a man of war,
and had Gilead and Bashan ’) which, after Moses
had assigned inheritances on the E. of Jordan to

Reuben and Gad (Nu 32), went and took possession

of (the N. half of) Gilead (v. 39 ; cf. v. 40
, Dt 315 ), to

which other passages add Bashan (N. and N.E. of

Gilead) as well (Jos 1381 17lb) : in Deborah's song,
however (Jg 514 ‘from Machir came down com-
manders ’ [Moore, ‘ truncheon - bearers ’

; Heb.
D'ppnD]), it seems that Machir must denote that
part of Manasseh which was settled on the W.
of Jordan (so practically all commentators).. On
account, partly, of this localization of Machir in

Deborah’s time W. of Jordan, it has been supposed
by many modern scholars that the conquest of

Gilead was in reality effected, not at the time
when Israel first invaded the lands E. of Jordan in

the days of Moses, but subsequently, later even
than the time of Deborah, by Manassites invading
it from W. Palestine (cf. Manasseh). From the
connexion subsisting between Machir and Gilead,
he is habitually spoken of as the ‘father’* of

Gilead, Jos 171
is?

1

?:.! '2x (where the art. show's dis-

tinctly that ‘Gilead’ is the name of a locality),

1 Ch 221 * 23 714 (cf. Nu 26-9 P, where it is said that
Machir ‘ begat ’ Gilead) ; and, conversely, Gilead
is called the ‘son ’of Machir, Nu 271 361

, Jos IT 3

(all P), I Ch 717 (cf. Gilead 1, above, vol. ii. p.

174). In Nu 26" (P) mention is made of the family
of the Machirites, who traced their descent from
‘Machir.’ See, further, Manasseh, where the
genealogies in which Machir is included are

printed in tabular form, and where the inferences

which seem to he suggested by the differences

between them are more fully stated.

2. See next article. S. R. Drivek.

MACHIR (V2D, Ma%e(p).— The son of Ammiel,
described as living at Lo-debar, on the E. of Jordan.
The site of this spot is uncertain, but it probably lay

on the N. border of Gilead, and is to be identified

with Lidebir (Jos 1326 RVm). We gather from the
biblical narrative that Machir, who was evidently

a wealthy and powerful landowner, had remained
faithful to the house of Saul during the struggle
between David and Isbbaal (or Ishbosheth), and
after the latter’s death had extended his protec-

tion to Meribbaal (or Mephibosheth), the lame son
of Jonathan, until assured of the friendly intentions

of the reigning monarch (2 S 9lfi
*). His friendly

support doubtless contributed in no small measure
to Meribbaal’s escape from the subsequent destruc-

tion of his father’s house at the hands of the
Gibeonites (21

1-14
), an event which chronologically

must have preceded 9M\ At a later date Machir,
together with Barzillai of Gilead, and Shobi, an
Ammonite prince, came to the assistance of David
and Ms army at Mahanaim when they were pur-

sued by the rebellious Absalom, and furnished them
with ample supplies of food and drink (1727

'29
).

According to Josephus (Ant. vn. ix. 8), Machir was
the principal man of the country of Gilead.

J. F. Stenning.
MACHNADEBAI 03*$?$ ; B Maxa^a/Sotf, Maxi'a-

5aa/3otf, X ’AxaSi'ajSoi
5,

Luc. ml Nabafioti).—One of

the sons of Bani, who had married a foreign wife,

Ezr 1040. G. Buchanan Gray (Expos. Times, Feb.
1899, p. 232 f.), partly upon the strength of the

above readings in B and Jg, argues that the latter

element in the word is the divine name Nebo. He
thus obtains the form nrwD, which he would further
change (i and n being often confused) into nn?D=
‘possession of Nebo. In the same article, which
is well worthy of study, Mr. Gray argues that the
same species of compound is found in the name
Barnaoas

,
which would thus be=‘son of Nebo.’

J. A. Selbie.
MACHPELAH (ntesrr, always with the article).

—The name of the spot where was the piece of

ground and cave bought by Abraham for aburying-
place. The name is not met with outside Genesis

;

but though the meaning is uncertain, authorities

generally concur in one rendering. Gesenius
(Lex.) gives ‘ a doubling.’ The LXX, Vulgate,
Targum of Onkelos, and Pseudo-Jonathan, render
it ‘double.’ The place is mentioned twice (Gn
239 259

) as ‘ the cave of Machpelah ’ ('on mjjD), once
(2319) as the ‘cave of the field of Machpelah’
('on nifr nip), once (5013) as ‘the field of Machpelah’
('on rnsp), once (49s0 ) as ‘the cave which is in the
field of Machpelah’ ('on rnpn), and once
(2317) a3 ‘ the field of Ephron, which was in Mach-
pelah’ ('o? fnsj? rn'^). In this latter case the
LXX render ‘Machpelah’ as the ‘double cave,*

* Of., on the expression, above, vol. ii. p. 635*, n. %.
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and m Gn 49^ render ‘ in the cave which is in the
field of Machpelah 5 by iv r<p cnrrjXaicp r<p diirXf ,

thus leaving out ‘ held
5

; this takes place again in

Gn 501J
. The Syr»ac in Gn 5013

, on the other
hand, leaves out 8 cave,’ and renders the passage as

the * double held.’ It may be noted that all the
passages in Genesis belong to P.

Stanley (Lectures on the Jewish Churchy p. 488)
considers the name 4 the Machpelah’ to have be-

longed to the whole district or property, though
applied sometimes to the cave and sometimes to

the held, and that the ancient versions used it

almost always as if applied to the cave. The
matter is of some interest, because the traditional
cave is supposed to be in two parts. Dillmann on
Genesis says, 4 We learn from him [A, Le. P] that
[Machpelah] was the name of a locality in Hebron
in which lay Ephron’s land with the cave in it.

It and Ephron’s field lay on the front side
,
i.e. east

of Mamre. Mamre was therefore west of it.’
4 So Abraham acquired possession of the piece of

land in Machpelah, which lies before Mamre, with
the cave in it, and all the trees on it’ (Gn 2317f

-).

This transaction accentuates the fact that Abraham
was a stranger and a sojourner in the land pro-

mised to his seed, and that the burying-place he
bought in Machpelah was his sole landed posses-

sion in the land of Canaan. Abraham at this

time was dwelling at the oak of Mamre, to the
west of Machpelah. In this cave, that is, in the
held of Machpelah, which is before Mamre, in the
land of Canaan, they buried Abraham and Sarah,
Isaac and Rebekah, Jacob and Leah(Gn 4930 5013

).

There is nothing further in the Bible concerning
the burying-place of the patriarchs, except that in

the speech of St. Stephen (Ac 716
), by a singular

variation, the tomh at Shechem is substituted for

that at Hebron. It is not mentioned in the visit

of the spies to Hebron, in Caleb’s conquest, or in
David’s reign there (Nu 13, Jos 1513

, 2 S 55
). The

only possible allusion is in the account of Absalom’s
vow of a pilgrimage to Hebron when absent in
Geshur (2 S 157). During the struggles of the
Maccabees many battles were fought around
Hebron, which had become one of the northern
towns of Idumaea, and was taken and burnt by
Judas Maccabaeus

;
but no mention is made of the

burying-place of the patriarch, or of the monu-
ments erected there (I Mac 565).
The priests at the temple, as they looked for

break of day, used often to say, 4 The face of all

the sky is bright even unto Hebron’ (Talm.
Joma, ch. 3). Not a few believed that Adam was
buried there in like manner [as Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob, and their wives]. ‘Adam said. After
my death they will come, perhaps, and, taking my
hones, will worship them ; but 1 will hide my coffin

very deep in the earth, in a cave within a cave.
It is therefore called the Cave, Macpelah, or the
doubled Cave/ Juchasin, fol. 63. 1 (Lightfoot,
ii. 47). A tradition concerning the death of Esau
is noticed in the Talmud (Sota i. 13). A quarrel
occurred at the burial of Jacob, between his sons
and Esau, concerning their right to sepulture in
the cave.

.

Huskin, son of Dan, cut off Esau’s head,
and left it in the cave, his body being buried else-

where. Jelal ed-Dln repeats this story, and the

f
rave of Esau is still shown at Sia’ir, north of
[ebron (PEFSt, 1882, 208). Josephus (Ant. I.

xiv. 1) tells ns of the purchase of the field of
Ephron at Hebron by Abraham, and that ‘both
Abraham and his descendants built themselves
tombs (fzv7jfi6ia) in that place ’ (Ant. I, xxii. 1). In
speaking of the death of Isaac he relates his
burial at Hebron, ‘where they had a monument
{UPfjfjuuov

)

belonging to them from their forefathers.’
Josephus states (BJ iv. ix. 7) that ‘Abraham had
a habitation at Hebron, whose monuments (pv^ia)

are to this very time shown in this small city s

the fabric of which monuments is of the most
excellent marble, and wrought after the most
excellent manner.’ He makes Hebron, and not

Gibeon, the site of the ‘ high place ’ where Solomon
prayed for wisdom (2 Ch l3 ;

Ant. VIII. ii. 1) ; and
Jerome appears to suggest (

Qu. Eeb . on 2 S 157 )

that the ancient sanctuary of J" there was at the

ancient sepulchres of the patriarchs. But this

altar, built by Abraliam at Hebron (Gn 1313
), had

no connexion with the cave of Machpelah.
The connexion of Adam and Esau (Edom) with

Hebron is very interesting, and it is difficult to arrive

at any conclusion as to the period when this view
first arose. Perhaps it was m later times, when
Idumaea extended over the Negeb or South country.

Originally the land of Esau (or Edom) was Mount
Seir (‘rough 5 or £ hairy ’= Esau, with a different

pointing), which lay to the east of the Arabah and
east and south of Moab (Gn 27n ; Ant. I, xviii. 1).

In process of time, however, when the power of

the Edomites increased, the territory west ex-

tended to the south of Palestine, so that Josephus
(Ant. V. i. 22) describes it as taking in the lot

of Simeon, and in 1 Mac it includes even the
hills north of Hebron, and Hebron itself was an
Idumsean city (1 Mac 565

).

Isaac was buried at Hebron by his sons Esau
and Jacob (Gn 35 29

), and after this (? ; according to

324 [J] Esau was already resident in Seir when
Jacob returned from Mesopotamia) Esau is said to
have left the land of Canaan and * dwelt in Mount
Seir : Esau is Edom ’ (Gn 366

; both P).

Adam and Eve are traditionally (by Moslems)
supposed to have been buried at Mecca, and have
no Ma/cdms in Palestine. On expulsion from
Paradise, however, they are supposed to have
hidden themselves in, or near, a spring at Hebron,
which is now called 'Ain el-Judeidah. Here, also,

the red earth from which Adam was said by the
Jews to have been formed, is shown by the Moslems.
This tradition is mentioned by several writers in
the time of the Crusaders, and may be of Chris-
tian origin (SWP, S. Pal. 261).

Hebron is also called the City of Arba (Kiriath-
arba), ‘ the greatest man among the Anakim’ (Jos
1415 ), which by later writers was fancifully inter-

preted as the ‘ city of four.
5 Thus a fourth patriarch

was required in addition to Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob, and the substitution of Adam for Edom
(Esau) may be suggested as the consequence. The
view taken by the Jewish writers (from the words
of Jos 1415

)
(Bereshith rabbet, quoted by Beer, Leben

Abrahams, 189) is that the ‘ city of four’ refers to
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Adam, who are buried
there. See Kiriath-Arba. Jerome (Onomast. p.
120, Ep. Paul. 11) also explains that the ‘city of
four ’ refers to the four above mentioned.
The statements of the various historians con-

cerning the sepulchres of the patriarchs are to be
found collected, together in Archives de VOrient
Latin

,
ii. (1884), 411, and in Palestine under the

Moslems (1890), 318. The following are the more
important. It will be noted that there is no direct
allusion to the present IJaxam enclosure until the
12th cent., and as its construction is considered,
to he at least as early as the time of Herod the
Great, it seems doubtful whether it was ever visited
by Christians until the time of the Crusades, the
House of Abraham, about two miles north of
Hebron, being then probably the Christian tra-
ditional site of the tombs oi the patriarchs. In
the 4th cent, the sepulchres of the patriarchs are
spoken of as existing at Hebron, built of marble,
and of elegant workmanship, and the Basilica of
Constantine close to the great enclosure is called
‘Abraham’s House '(Onomast. art. ‘Arboch’). The
Bordeaux Pilgrim (A.D. 333) describes the square
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enclosure within which Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob, with their wives, were buried, as built of
stones of great beauty. Antoninus Martyi (c. a.d.
600) adds Joseph to the three patriarchs, and says
that a Basilica was built there 4

in quadriportieus
5

with an interior court open to the sky, in which
the Jews and Christians entered from different
sides, burning incense as they advanced. Arculf
(c. a.d. 698) speaks of the double cave and the
monuments of the four patriarchs, Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob, and Adam, enclosed by a low square
wall

; the tomb of Adam lies not far from the
others, and the three women, Sarah, Rebekah, and
Leah, have smaller monuments, and were buried in
the earth. The hill of Mamre is a mile from these
monuments, with a church and a stump of the oak
of Mamre, Mukaddasi (c. A.D. 985) speaks of the
strong fortress round the tombs of Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob, and their wives, built of great squared
stones, the work of Jinns

(i.e. of people before the
Moslems : the Moslems often attribute old build-
ings of superior construction to Jinns). The
Moslem name at the present day for the enclosure
is ‘The wall of Solomon. 5 Saewulf (A.D. 1102)
and the Abbot Daniel (1106) are the first Christians
who speak of the tombs being surrounded by a
very strong castle or high wall. The caves are
said to have been discovered and opened in a.d.
1119 (

Archives de VOrient Latin
,

ii. 411). John of

Wurzburg (A.D. 1100), Theodoricus (A.D. 1172),

Jacques de Yitry (a.d. 1220), Burchardt (a.d. 1230),

speak: of the fourth tomb being that of Adam,
while Saewulf and Daniel make the fourth the
tomb of Joseph.
Benjamin of Tudela (1163) states of Hebron

:

‘Here is the large place of worship called St.

Abraham, which during the time of the Moham-
medans was a synagogue. The Gentiles have
•erected six sepulchres in this place, which they
pretend to be those of Abraham and Sarah, of

Isaac and Rebekah, and of Jacob and Leah ; the
pilgrims are told that they are the sepulchres of

the fathers, and money is extorted from them.
But if any Jew come, who gives an additional

fee to the keeper of the cave, an iron door is

opened, which dates from the time of our fore-

fathers who rest in peace, and with a burning
candle in his hand the visitor descends into the
first cave, which is empty, traverses a second in

the same state, and at last reaches a third, which
contains six sepulchres, those of Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob, and of Sarah, Rebekah, and Leah,
one opposite the other.

5 Ali of Herat, writing in

1173 (PEFSt, 1897, p. 59), fifteen years before

Hebron was retaken by Saladin, states that he
was informed that in the year 1119, in the reign of

Baldwin II., a certain part over the cave of

Abraham had given way and was repaired by the
Franks from below. Rabbi Samuel bar Simson in

1210 claims to have visited the cave. ‘We de-

scended by 24 steps, very narrow, and without
means of turning to the right hand or the left.

We saw there the place of the Holy House, and we
noticed these monuments. This place has been
erected 600 years (i.e. about A.D. 600), it is near

the cavern
5 (PEFSt, 1882, p. 212). Sir John

Maundeville (1322, Early Travels in Pal. p. 61)

says :
4 In Hebron are all the sepulchres of the

patriarchs, Adam, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and
their wives, Eve, Sarah, Rebekah, and Leah—they
suffer no Christian to enter that place except by
special grace of the Sultan—and they call that

place where they lie Double Spelunk, Double Cave,
or Double Ditch, because the one lies above the

other.
5 (The tomb of Joseph had already been

added here by the Moslems).
Nasir-I-Khussan (A.D. 1047, Diary of a Journey

through Syria and Palestine), after describing the

tombs of the patriarchs, states, 4 It is said that in

early times the sanctuary (at Hebron) had nc
door into it, and hence that no one could come
nearer to (the tombs) than the outer porch Citvdn),

whence from outside they performed their visita-

tion. When, however, the (Fatemeh Khalif) Mahdi
came to the .throne of Egypt (a.d. 918) he gave
orders that a door should he opened (into the
sanctuary). The entrance door of the sanctuary
is in the middle of the northern wall, and is four
ells high from the ground. [Note .—This door is

usually now said, at the present day, to he on the
eastern side : it is actually north-east]. On either
side of it are stone steps, one staircase for going
up and one for coming down, and the gateway is

closed by a small door.

Jelal ed-Din (A.D. 1470) says that the Moslems
destroyed the Christian church in the IJaram
enclosure when Saladin took Hebron ; tins de-

struction may have been only partial, as the church
still exists. This author’s writings are not con-

sidered as reliable as those of Mijr ed-Din.
Mijr ed-Din (A.D. 1495) speaks of the Mosque of

Hebron as the work of the Greeks (Mum), by
which term he may mean the Christians, i.e. the

Crusaders (see BMP ii. 78). He gives an account
of the 4 invention

5
of the Tomb of Joseph, outside

the IJaram enclosure, opposite the Tomb of Jacob,
in A.D. 908-932, and states that the doorway
through the west Haram wall between the two
tombs was pierced a.d. 1394 by Yaghmuri,
governor of Hebron. Makrisi (followed by
Mijr ed-Din) relates that a poor idiot boy, having
fallen through the hole existing in the floor of the
mosque leadmg down into the cave, some servants

descended into the cave and rescued him. They
saw a stone staircase of 18 steps which led to the
Minbar.
David the Reubenite, a Jew (a.d* 1523, PEFSt ,

1897, p. 47), visited the Ijjarani area at Hebron,
and, on being shown the cenotaphs of the patri-

archs, said,
4 These are not true ;

the truth is that
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are in the cave under
ground; and I told them to show me the cave.

So I went with them, and they showed me the
opening of the door of the cave in the mouth of

the pit ; and they let down the lamp into the pit

by a rope, and from the mouth of the pit I -saw

the opening of the door about the height of a man,
and I was convinced that it was under the cave.

Then I said, This is not the opening to the cave,

there is another opening ; and they answered me,
Yes, in ancient times the opening of the cave was
in the middle of the Great Church, in which is a
cenotaph of Isaac.

5 They showed him this open-

ing, which was shut with large stones and lead

;

and they read to him a book in which it was stated

that a certain king (the 2nd from Mohammed),
after the Moslems had taken the sanctuary from
the Christians, had built up the opening to the cave.

Jicfius ha-Aboth (1537, a tract) describes the
5aram area :

4 An admirable and magnificent
edifice, attributed to king David on whom be
peace. Near the door is a little window in the
wall ; they pretend that it extends to the cavern *.

it is here that the Jews pray, as they are not
allowed to go into the interior

5 (PEFSt, 1882,

p. 212).

The only Europeans who had visited the IJaram
enclosure during this century before 1867 were the

Spaniard Badia (Ali Bey), travelling as a Moslem
(1807) ; Giovanni Finati, the Italian servant of Mr.
Bankes (1816) ;

and the servant of Mr. Munro
(1833). Ali Bey is said to have entered the cave
through an iron door in the north side of the

IJaram at the bottom of the steps ; but this was
only the popular account in Hebron in 1867, and
cannot be relied on.
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In 1834 Ibrahim Pasha was let down into the
cavern from the mosque, but was quickly brought
up again, he being suddenly smitten

^
with the

impropriety of looking on another man’s wife. In
1862 the cenotaphs of the patriarchs were visited

by the Prince of Wales, accompanied by Dean
Stanley (see a full account in Lectures on the Jewish
Church, p. 483 fF.). In 1864 they were visited by
Mr. James Pergusson, who gives additional infor-

mation in Appendix J, c The Holy Sepulchre.’ In
1867 the present writer was shown the iron door
which is said to lead into the caves. It is situated

on a level with the street at the bottom of the
steps leading up to the mosque at JAwaltyeh, at
the north-west entrance to the ljaram. It probably
leads to the tomb of Joseph outside the IJaram.
This door, the guardians of the mosque stated, had
not been opened for 600 years (

Recovery of Jeru-
salem, p. 41). In 1882 they were visited by Princes
Albert victor and George of Wales, Canon Dalton,
Sir Charles Wilson, and Captain Conder, and
complete information is given about everything
except the cave itself {SWF iii. 305).

The space containing the traditional caves of

Machpelah is enclosed by a magnificent quad-
rangle of masonry 197 ft. in length and 111 ft. in

width, measured externally, called the IJaram.
The length lies N.W. and S.E., the breadth lies

N.E. and S.W. The walls are of one class of

masonry throughout, as in the original construc-
tion. The stone is of grey limestone, very hard,
and akin to marble. The whole character of the
masonry is similar to that of the lower portion of

the IJaram wall at e the Wailing place,’ Jerusalem.
The courses of stone average 3 ft. 7 in. in height,
the longest stone visible being 24 ft. 8 in. in length.
There is a slight batter in the walls ,* that is to say,

each course stands back about £ in. from the course
below, as at the Wailing place, Jerusalem.
At the height of about 15 ft. {i.e. level with the

floor of the mosque or church within) portions of
the wall 7 ft. wide are set back about 10 in. by
means of a batter, leaving 16 pilasters on the
longer faces and 8 on the shorter face. These
pilasters are 3 ft. 9 in. wide each; the angle
pilasters are each 9 ft. 6 in. wide—the space be-
tween the pilasters being 7 ft. This wall, with
pilasters, is continued up for about 25 ft., making a
height of 40 ft. from the ground on the western side
and 25 ft. above the pavement within. The wall
and pilasters have a simple projecting cap or coping
at the top. These pilasters are similar to two at the
N.W. angle of the IJaram wall, Jerusalem, which
are 4 ft. 6 in. wide, with an interval of 6 ft. and
set back of 8 in. The thickness of the IJaram wall
of Hebron is 8 ft. 6 in., counting from the intervals,
or 9 ft. 4 in. from the face of the pilasters. On the
top of this old masonry, which is all in situ, is an
Arabic wall of recent date.

From the west on the north and south of the
enclosure (along the shorter faces) steps run up to
the level of the floor within, and a passage at this
level runs round the eastern and longer face.
This passage leads to the mosque JawaUyeh,

situated immediately N.E. of the Jjaram. There
was originally no opening on the eastern face, but
a doorway at a distance of 93 ft. 7 in. from the
south-east angle has been knocked through the
IJaram wall. So that the passage on the eastern
face now leads on one side to the J&wattyeh
mosque, and on the other side to the interior of the
IJaram, 15 ft. above the roadway to the west.
There is no positive information as to what there

is below the level of the passage to the east of the
IJaram, but the general impression was that the
rocky surface rises to the east, the IJaram wall on
the eastern side being built on the rock or at the
level of the passage. Dr. A, Paterson, in a recent

communication to the present writer, entirely

confirms this view.
Conder’s account, however (

PEFSt
, 1881, p. 267),

seems to settle this question. ‘We visited the

eastern side of the enclosure, and found ourselves

on the housetops almost level with the cornice of

the old wall. We here found a mosque, called el

-

Jdwahyeh, with a large dome. There is also a

third entrance to the enclosure on this side, and
the old wall appears to be almost as high here as

on the west, although the mountain called el-

JdCabireh rises very suddenly behind the Shuam
on the east. It would appear, therefore, that the

rock beneath the IJaram platform, in which the

great cave is said to exist, must be a detached
knoll ; since on all sides there is lower ground, and
a retaining wall 40 ft. high ’ {PEFSt, 1881, p. 267).

But Bobinson {BRP ii. 76) says, ‘The buildings

stand on the slope of the eastern hill ; the rocks
having been excavated along the upper side, in

order to lay the foundations.’ Canon Dalton
{PEFSt, 1882, note1

, p. 201) suggests that a portion

of the interior of the IJaram probably represented
originally ‘ the field of Mamre before the cave,’ and
was then on a level with the exterior.

When the level was artificially, and probably
gradually (with debris of Byzantine church, etc.)

raised 15 ft., the present approaches round the
exterior of the IJaram, and at a higher level, were
necessitated, and are entirely Moslem. As there
is no ancient gateway through the 5aram wall
above the level of the floor inside, it is apparent that
all that is to be seen inside above this level is of

a later date than the IJaram enclosure.

It has been mentioned that the walls of this

enclosure are precisely of the same appearance as

the wall of the Jews’ Wailing place at the 5aram
of Jerusalem, and probably of the same date. This
unfortunately gives no clue to the date, as views
differ as to the age of ‘the Wailing place,’ between
the time of Solomon and king Herod. Wilson
and Conder without hesitation consider the wall to

be Herodian ; de Vogii6 and Fergusson appear to

have the same view ; on the other hand. Grove,
Bitter, Stanley, Bobinson, and the present writer,

consider these walls to be pre-Herodian.
The interior of the IJaram enclosure (above the

level of 15 ft. above the roadway) is occupied by
buildings of Christian and Moslem construction,
nothing in it being earlier than the 12th cent, except
the Minbar or pulpit (completed A.D. 1091), and
brought by Salaain from Ascalon.
The southern portion of the enclosure is taken

up by a mosque (formerly a church), with length of

aisles 70 ft. and breadth across aisles 93 ft. The
central aisle is 35 ft. wide, and the two side aisles 30
ft. wide each. The length (70 ft.) is broken up into
three bays of unequal space ; that to the south is

15 ft. wide, and contains the Mihrab and Minbar.
The central bay is 30 ft. wide, and contains the
cenotaphs of Isaac and Bebekah. The north bay
is 25 ft. wide, and contains the Mehala or reading-
desk. The church is Gothic, closely resembling the
Crusading churches of Palestine, and the four pillars

supporting the roof are clustered, 12 shafts being
carried up the clustering walls and supporting
ribbed gioins; in this respect it resembles the
Church of St. John at Samaria, dating between
A.D. 1150 and 1180. The capitals resemble those
of the Church of Blreh, completed A.D. 1146, and
the general style resembles the Church of St.

John at Gaza, dating about A.D. 1152. Condei
considers that the building of this church may
be attributed to the latter half of the 12tli

cent., probably about the year A.D. 1167, when
the town became a bishopric. Fergusson’s view ,

was that this church most probably was noi f

erected before 1167 nor later than 1262, more /
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nearly approaching the former than the latter
period.

All the other buildings in the interior of the
enclosure are of Moslem construction, and are attri-

buted to the 14th cent. The Arab historians
Makresi and Mijr ed-Din state that they were
erected in A.H. 732 (A.D. 1331) by the Mameluk
Sultan Muhammed Ibn Kelawun. Beyond the
church to the north is a porch or narthex, which
includes two octagonal chapels, containing the
cenotaphs of Abraham and Sarah.
The porch appears to be of later date than the

chapels, and there is an inscription on it stating
that it was restored in a.h. 1172 (A.D. 1755).

Beyond the porch is an open courtyard with a sun-
dial, and beyond this courtyard are chambers
occupying the northern portion of the enclosure,
and containing the cenotaphs of Jacob and Leah.
On the outside of the IJaram enclosure, and

adjoining it to the north-west, is a Moslem build-
ing, containing the cenotaph of Joseph. According
to Mijr ed-Dln, it was discovered on the traditional
site by Khalanji during the reign of the Khalif al-

Muktadir (A.D. 908-932), and a dome subsequently
built over the spot. He speaks of the walls of the
IJaram as the walls of Solomon’s enclosure. He
further states that one of the guardians of Hebron
(Jaghmuri), A.D. 1394, pierced a gate in the western
wall of Solomon’s enclosure, opposite to the tomb
of Joseph.
The outer gates, together with the two flights of

steps and passages round the exterior of the IJaram,
are attributed to the 14th cent., and have the
character of the best Arab woik; this, however,
must have been a reconstruction, as they would
have been required, and were probably constructed
when the Fatemite Khalif Mahdi caused the door
to be pierced through the east wall of the IJaram
enclosure, A.D. 918 (Diary of a Journey through
Syria, and Palestine, A.D. 1047). It was appar-

ently at this time that the Moslems first used
the interior of the 5aram ar^a as a mosque or

sanctuary.
The cave of Machpelah is the one ancient burying-

place which has been handed down with certainty

as a genuine site, and the great interest which
gathers round it is enhanced by its being the

earliest burying-plaee of the Hebrew race in the

Promised Land, and by the impenetrable mystery
in which the sanctuary has been involved. This,

as Stanley suggests, is a living witness to the

unbroken local veneration with which the three

religions of Jews, Christians, and Moslems have
honoured the great patriarch. But it is to the

cave and not to the monuments or building that

the great interest attaches, and about which so

little has been known even with the researches in

modern times. Even now it is uncertain whether
the chamber known to be under the floor of the

church in the JJaram area is of masonry or cut in

the rock, and what its extent may be. The follow-

ing is a brief summary of wliat} is known at present

on the subject.

Within the church, adjoining its northern wall,

in aline between the tombs of Abraham and Isaac,

Is a perforated stone (at point E on plan) which rises

above the floor of the church. The perforation is

a circular hole, a little more than 12 in. in diameter,

leading by a shaft into a chamber below, the

bottom of which is about level with the roadway
outside to west. The chamber (as seen by the

light of a lamp lowered down) seems to be square,

about 12 ft. either way, with vertical walls covered

with plaster. Towards the south-east a square-

headed doorway can be seen in one of the chamber
walls. The plaster on the walls prevents it being

ascertained whether they are of rock or masonry,

but tbs mouth appears to be in part at least of
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rock, like that of a cave or cistern, while in the
south-east corner a piece of rock appears to pro-
ject across the angle of the chamber. The nooi
of this chamber is thickly strewed (1882) with
sheets of paper (Moslem supplications), and it has
been suggested that as they do not seem to be
old, and that as the whitewash on the walls of the
chamber is white, clean, and apparently of no
great age, it may be inferred that the chamber,
whence there is an entrance to the cave, is periodi-
cally visited and cleaned by the guaidians of the
mosque, and that entrance can be obtained by
removing the perforated stone from the pavement.
The sheikh of the mosque describes the cave as
being double, in accordance with the tradition.

Saala *±1 J£ V

fTARAM ENCLOSURE, HEBRON.

(By kind permission of P.E. Fund).

There are two other points where there are

supposed entrances to the cave as shown by the

sheikh of the mosque in the royal visit of 1882.

At A (on plan), at the south end of the church close

to the pulpit, where there are stone slabs cased

with iron, and a small cupola supported on four

slender pillars : this entrance is said to lead to the

western cave, where, or in the inner cave, the

actual tombs of the patriarchs are reputed to exist.

At B (on plan), near the tomb of Bebekah, is the

supposed entrance to the eastern cave. It is closed

with flagging, forming the floor of the church.

From these two points A and B it is supposed that

staircases lead down into the cave, but practically

only the entrance at C (as described) is known for

a fact. At the point D, outside the IJaram wall,

close to the steps of the southern entrance gate-

way, there is a hole through the lowest course of

the masonry, on a level with the street. It ex-

tends some distance, and is said to admit of the

whole length of a lance being passed, tnrough the

wall, and probably communicates with the western

cave. Through this Jews were allowed to look
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and to stand and pray, as they were not permitted
to enter the Uaram enclosure.

All those who have written on. the subject
appear to concur in supposing that the double cave
did not extend beyond the limits of the floor of the
church, and that there is no cavity, but made
earth, under the floor of the inner court, where
are the cenotaphs of Abraham, Sarah, Jacob, and
Leah, and that there was originally an entrance on
a level with the street to the west, and that the
old portal is concealed by the buildings known as

Joseph’s tomb. Some also think that there was a
Byzantine church in the interior before the arrival

of the Moslems.
There is another view, however, that may be

taken of the matter, viz. :—That originally there
was no doorway or entrance to this massive en-

closure, and that the first opening through the
wall was made by the Moslems in the 10th cent.

The Israelites in early days had no reverence for

sacred graves or tombs, and the general feeling of

the people appears to have been averse to memorials
to the dead. There is nothing known of the tombs
of Moses, Joshua, Samuel, Elisha, etc., and even the
site of the tombs of the kings is lost. Abraham’s
desire was to ‘let me bury my dead out of my
sight.

3 But the cave of Machpelah, being the
resting-place of the patriarchs in a well-known
position, could not be hidden away : it may seem,
then, that the massive wall built round the cave
without any entiance or means of ingress was
the most effectual method that could be adopted
to prevent the place being used as a sanctuary.
It is suggested that this continued until the
Moslem occupation in the 7th cent., and that as
they developed their desire for Makdms and sacred
places, they eventually (in A.D. 918) pierced through
the wall and built in the interior, and also opened
a door into the cave from the north-west corner,

to enable the vestibule of the cave to be cleared
of the offerings, etc., put through the opening in
the floor of the mosque ; and that the first Chris-

.

tian building inside was erected in the 12th cent.

Literature.—Ritter, Erdkunde, Palastina, 209; Robinson,
BMP ii. 75 ; SWP iii. 333 ;

Stanley, S. and P., and Lectures on
the Jewish Church ; Archives de VOrient Latin, ii. 411 ;

Pal.
Pilgrim Text Soc. Publications ;

Palestine under the Moslems,

p. 218 ; PEPSt (1882) 197, (1897) 53. C. WARREN.

MACRON (MoJfepw*'), the surname of Ptolemy,
who was at one time governor of Cyprus under
Ptolemy Philometor (2 Mae 1012t ), and subse-
quently governor of Ccele - Syria and Phoenicia
under Antiochus Epiphanes {id. 8s). He is to be
identified with Ptolemy the son of Dorymenes
(1 Mac 338,

2 Mac 445).

MADAL—See Medes.

MADIAN—Jth 226
,
Ac 729 (both AY). See

Midian.

MADMANNAH (ruoio).—A town of Judah in the
south, noticed with Ziklag, Jos 1531 (B Ma%ap^,
A ’Be5e(3i)v&), 1 Ch 249 (where Shaaph the 'father

3

of Madmannah is a son of Caleb by Ms concubine
Maacah ; B Mapped, A 'M.aSju.Tjpd). The site is

uncertain. There is a ruin called Umm Demineh
north of Beersheba, but this does not appear to

be a suitable site. Dillmann thinks it may be
the same place which is called in Jos 195

, 1 (3n 431

Beth-marcaboth ('place of chariots
3

; cf. 1 El 919

1028, Mic l13). In the Onomasticon (279; 139)
M7)8ep7)v& (which, however, is confused with mpnp
Madmenah of Is 1031 ) is identified with Myvods
near Gaza, hence it has been proposed by some
to find Madmannah in the el-Minydy of Robinson
(BMP* i. 602). This last name is a corruption of
the Latin limen= e shore.

5
C. R. Conder.

MADMEN (pip).—A place in Moab, which, if

the MT be correct, has not been identified. The
name occurs only in Jer 48 [Gr. 31] 2

,
where there

is a characteristic word-play pin pip“ni ‘also, 0
Madmen, thou shalt be brought to silence

3 (LXX
Kal to,vtnv Tradererai). It is a very natural sugges-

tion that the initial d of pip has arisen by ditto-

|

graphy from the final n of the preceding word, and
i that for Madmen we should read Dvmon (cf. Is 159

),

i.e. Dibon (cf. 4818 in Jer). This appears to be
favoured by Siegfried-Stade ($.v. jdid) and Buhl
(GAP 268). Dillmann thinks it unlikely that in

Is 2510 the words npip (Kerb 'n )on) ‘ in the

water of a dunghill,
3

there is an allusion to the
name Madmen (supposing this reading to be ac-

cepted). See, further, Cheyne’s note on this

passage.

MADMENAH (.wip, Madep-rjvd ).—A place appar-
ently north of J erusalem, named only in the ideal

description of the Assyrian invasion, Is IQ31
. The

name has not been recovered.

MADNESS.—See Medicine.

MADON (jnp).—A royal Canaanite city, noticed
with Hazor of Galilee, Jos ll 1 (B Mafipdp, A
Ma£t6?) 1219 (B Map/xt60, A Mapdiu). Maion has
been suspected to be a clerical error for Maron
(by a frequent confusion in Heb. between i and
*i

; cf. the LXX forms above), the reference being
to one of the two places in Upper Galilee called

Miriin and Mdrdn. There is a ruin called el-

Medineh ('the city
3

) on the plateau west of the
Sea of Galilee, but this is near the shrine of

Nebi Sho’eib (Jethro), and probably connected
with the legend of the * city of the grove 3 taken
from the Korfm. The site of Madon (which is

noticed in the list of Thothmes III.) is therefore
doubtful. See SWP vol. i. sheet iii., vol. ii. slheet

vL ,* van de Yelde, Mem. 146.*

C. R. CONDER.
MAELUS (A Mdyfhos, B WXyXos), 1 Es 92S =

Mijamin, Ezr IQ26
.

MAGADAN (Mayad&v : the reading May5aXd, Mag-
dala, of TR and AV has no support).—The name
occurs but once in the NT. In Mt 1539 it takes the
place occupied by Dalmanutha in Mk 810

, where
Codex Bezse gives prop. man. MeAeyaM, D1 MaycuSd,
and a few cursives Maya5d. In each case the indi-

cation is general. After the miracle ‘he entered
into the boat, and came els rd 6''pia MayaSdv 3

(Mt),

|
els ra pAp-rj Aa\p,avov6d 5 (Mk) ; from this we may

justly infer that the two places were in close
proximity, so

_
that ‘ the borders of Magadan 3

correspond with ‘the parts of Dalmanutha. 3

Brocardus identifies Magadan and Dalmanutha
with a place called by the Arabs Me»Dan

, or
Syala. He is obviously confused. Me-Dan must
be the Leddan

,
the stream from Tell el-Kadi

;

while Syala is evidently Phiala
,
now called Birkei

Bam
, 4 miles east of Banids. Both sites are

alike impossible. Megiddo, on the south edge of
Esdraelon, is also out of the question. With the
information at present available no certain decision
can be reached. The direction taken by the boat
is not stated, therefore we cannot say they sailed
to the western shore. There is no site with a
name at all resembling Magadan round the lake

;

and the only place in any degree like Dalmanutha
is ed-Delhemiyeh on the eastern bank of the Jordan,
a little north of its confluence with the Yarmuk.
To this town may have belonged the land stretch-
ing to the south shore of the lake. The identic

I

* On the LXX reading wvip MM in 2 S 2120 (Heb pD I

Kethibhf ]Y1D J£er&) see Driver, Text ofSam, p. 273.
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fication is hazardous; but if established would
point to the only recorded visit of our Lord to the
8. or S.E. of the Sea of Galilee; in which case
Magadan would probably have to be sought farther
to the east.

Schwarz (quoted by Stanley, SP 383) speaks of
the cave of Lehman or Talmanutha in the cliffs

overlooking the sea, W. and S.W. of el-Mejdel.
This lacks corroboration : during years of inter-
course with the natives the present writer never
heaid the name. Should it prove correct, it would
be a stiong point in favour of placing Dalmanutha
at the south end of the cliffs where they sink into
the valley which opens on the sea in the fertile

plain of el-Fultyeh {see Dalmaxutha). Here are
a number of springs, walled round in ancient times,
presumably to raise the level of the water for irri-

gation. It is brackish and slightly tepid. Where
it enters the lake great shoals of fish constantly
congregate, and may be seen from an elevated
rock, closely packed over a wide area. On a rocky
eminence south of the valley are extensive ruins
which bear the name Khirbet Kuneitriyeh. If this
identification be accepted, then probably el-Mejdel
represents Magadan, although the change of name
remains to he explained. The village stands at
the S.W. corner of the plain of Gennesaret ; it is

a cluster of wretched mud huts, such stones as
are used being taken from older buildings. That
it occupies a site of antiquity is proved by the
remains of ancient walls between the village and
the sea. The position may have been chosen for a
tower {Heb. : the modem Arab name also
signifies c towei*

5

or f fortress ’) to guard, as here it

could do effectively, the entrance to the plain from
the south. A comparatively modem tower, now
also ruinous, stands to the north of the village,

and hard by a palm-tree rears its solitary form. A
large thorn shelters the wely by the wayside, and
several spreading trees afford shade, in which the
village fathers spend most of their days. The
inhabitants are of mingled blood, Arab, fellah,

and gipsy; and they own no high reputation.
Part of the plain, farmed by a capitalist in Acre,
is cultivated by the peasants for a pittance. Their
life is mean and miserable. Behind the village to
the west, the mighty gorge of Wady Jfamdm, with
the robber caves, and the fortress of Ibn Mddn in
its precipitous cliffs, breaks away towards IPur'an
Hattin

,
the traditional Mount of Beatitudes : the

clear stream that flows down the vale, waters the
south of the plain and enters the sea hard by the
village.

El-Mejdel
,
with a confidence by no means justi-

fied by 'known facts, is often pointed out as the
birthplace of Mary Magdalene. This hamlet, and
a handful of squalid hovels at Abu Shusheh above
the stream of er-Rubadiyeh

,
with a few tents of

the humbler Arabs, are all the dwellings of men
now found in this once densely populated district.

Literature.—Stanley, SP p. 383 : Thomson, Land and Book,
h 394; Henderson, Palestine

, 157, 160; Robinson, BRP ii.

396 ;
Baedeker, Pal. and Syr. 255 ;

Buhl, GAP 225 f. ; G-u4rin,

GalxUe , i. 208 ff.
;
Neubauer, Giog. du Talmud

, 216ff. ; also

Literature cited under Dalmanutha. W. EWING.

MAGBISH (e^xd; B Mayefi&s, A Mayers, Luc.
MaajSefy).—The name of an unknown town, pre-

sumably in Benjamin, whose f children
5

to the
number of 156 are said to have returned from the
Exile, Ezr 230

. The name is omitted in MT of

the parallel passage Neh 733 and in B of the LXX,
but A has Mave/St&s and Luc. Mayf3eIs. See Smend,
Listen, 15. A name which Ryle {Ezr. and Neh.

p. 270) considers to be identical with it occurs
m Neh 1020 in the list of those who sealed the
covenant, namely Magpiash (aty»§xp, B Barnes,
A Mata^s). J. A. SELBIE.

MAGDALA.—-See MAGADAN.

MAGDALENE.—See Mary, No. V.

MAGDIEL —A f duke s

of Edom, Gn Z643

= 1 Ch l
54 (in Gn A has Merofo^A, in 1 Ch B has

Mefo^A, A MayedirjX).

MAG1 {jadyoL

;

AV and RV ‘wise men 5

).—In Jer
393. 13 one 0f the Chaldsean officers sent by
Nebuchadrezzar to Jerus. is called Rab-mag
(xpun ; probably a title, like Rab-saris or Rab-
shakeh, not a proper name : the title Rab-mag,
or c chief of the Magi 5

(cf. Dn 248
), may well be that

of Nergal-sharezer, whose name immediately pre-

cedes it). The traditional account of the Magi is

that they were a Median race (Her. i. 101 ; Amm.
Mare. 23. 6 ; Agathias, 2. 26 ;

see also Parsi
tradition in Sacred Books of the East,

iv. p. xlvii),

who acted as priests of the Persians (Her. i. 132

;

Soz. HE ii. 9, etc.), but whose persistence as a
race is frequently attested and occasionally causes
violent conflicts (e.g. Her. i. 120, iii. 65, 73, 79).

This view raises two difficulties—(1) How do the
Magi come to occupy an important place (cf. that
in Justin, XH. xiii. 3 ; Q. Curt. V. i. 22) under the
Chaldseans ? It has been suggested that, as Media
reached a high level of civilization before its neigh-
bours (cf. Sacred Books of the East, iv. p. 1), one
effect of this may be seen in the influential part
played by Median priests in various countries. It

is no more difficult to imagine the Medes as

exercising great influence at the court of Nebuch-
adrezzar, than to find them in Cappadocia (Strabo,

xv. 733), in Cilicia (Movers, Phon. x. 240), or Persis
(Strabo, xv. 727), the introduction of the Magian
priesthood in the last case being expressly ascribed
to Cyrus the conqueror of the Medes (Xen. Cyr.

VIII. i. 23).

(2) If the Magi are identified with the Median
priests of Zoroastrianism, how are we to account
for the fact that the officials of a religion whose
sacred books contain strong invective against magic
(see J. G. Muller in Herzog’s RE1 viii. 676) should
yet come to give their name to magicians in
general ? For, in classical writers, the Magi
appear, not only as performing the duties of a
national priesthood, but as occupying themselves
with the interpretation of dreams {e.g. Her. i. 107,

120, vii. 19 : for this other works than the Avesta
would have had to be consulted, as is admitted by
Spiegel, Eran. Alterth. iii. 594), as well as with
natural science and medicine (cf. Plin. HN xxx.

1), while Zoroaster himself is described as the
inventor of astrology (Just. i. 1 ; Suid. s.v. Zwpo-
dcrrpTjs). It is true that jadyos occurs often in an
idealizing sense (e.g. Philo, de Spec. Legg. 792,

Quod omnis probus liber, 876 ; Plato, Alcib. 1.

122 ; Aristotle in Diog. Laert. fr. 8 ; Cie. JDiv. 1.

41 ;
Dio Chrysost. Orat. 36,, etc.), but its use for

a magician is to he found already in Soph. Oed.

Tyr. 387. In the Sept, pdyos is the equivalent
of a charmer or astrologer (Dn 22* 10

, so Theod.
Dn pass.); in Aq. it represents niK, a necro-
mancer (the secondary use of this word for the
familiar spirit which abides with such a necro-
mancer, produces the strange rendering ttjv %xov<rav

pdyov in 1 S 2S7
) ; in Symm. it stands for D'otric,

interpreters of signs (see Hatch and Redpath,
Concord, to Sept. s.v. pcdyoi). The expression yuyiKTi

t&xpv in Wis 177 (of Egyp. conjuring) is parallel to

Gn 418 Symm., Philo Mos. 616, etc. (Herzog,
RE1 viii. 682); and shows the transition in the
sense of the word, from the practices of a local

priesthood to similar actions wherever performed,
as completely effected (cf. non-ethnic sense of

‘Chaldseans
5

in Dn pass.). Ought we therefore
to take advantage or Jer 39s* 1S

, and assume that
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the Magi were either (a) a Babylonian, or possibly
an Assyrian, race, or (b) not a race at all, but that
Magi is only a general name for a priestly caste
of ‘ magical * tendencies, who corrupted a purer
religion m Media and Persia? (a) As regards the
former supposition, Jer 39, though it gives us the
earliest allusion to the Magi, says nothing as to their
relation to the Chaldseans. It is true that Ctes.
JPers. 46 (13), Nicol. Daniasc./r. 66, etc., speak of
the Chaldseans in such a way as apparently to
identify them with the Magi, while the distinctions
drawn m Diog. Laert. fr. 6, Porphyr. Vit. Pyth. 6,

do not succeed in removing the impression that the
two were frequently confused ; hut if once a simi-
larity of occupation betw een Magi and Chaldaeans
were admitted, this would account for the identi-
fication easily enough (Spiegel, iii. 588). {b) The
second view suggested is tempting (cf. modern view
of Druids : Rhys, Celtic Britain

, 68), hut the con-
nexion between Magisrn and Media is too strongly
attested to make it easy. The absence of tlie name
Magi from the A\ esta (Spiegel, iii. 585) does not
show that they belong to a different religion from
the Zoroastrian, since the racial name may have
been treated as a title of scorn (.Sacred Boohs of
the East, iv. p. li). But the full discussion of the
question does not belong to this place, where it

is merely necessary to indicate the importance
of Jer 393 * 13 in the controversy. (See Pauly,
BE 1 iv. 1374; Zockler in Herzog, RE* ix. 127:
Schrader, CO

T

2
110, 114).

It is partly owing to this vagueness in the
meaning of the word that so little certainty can
be arrived at in regard to the most important
allusion to the Magi in the Bible—that in Mt 2.

We are told that certain fidyoc came from the
east to pay their homage to the king of the
Jews, whose star they had seen at its rising (4p
avaroXy, AY and RV ‘in the east/ which would
probably require the plural). They ^consulted
Herod, who procured them the required informa-
tion by help of the scribes, and, after seeing the
star again, they were successful in their search,
offered tlieir gifts of gold, frankincense (cf. Holtz-
mann, in loc.)

K
and myrrh, and, in consequence of

a divine warning conveyed in a dream, returned
home by a different route, without revisiting
Herod. The king, who had inquired of them
secretly at what time the star first appeared, with
a view to ascertaining the age of the child, put
to death all the male children in Bethlehem * from
two years old and under/ the Holy Child escaping
through the flight of his parents into Egypt.

(1)

The Magi came from the east (and ava-
roXQp should probably be taken with yayoi in
spite of the absence of the article, see Alford,
in loc. ; but this makes no difference to the general
sense), hut no conjectures as to the particular part
of the east can pretend to any certainty. Prob-
ably most is to be said for Arabia (Just. Martyr,
Tertul., Epiphan., to whom it was suggested
by Ps 7210 * 15

, Is 60s ; the view has also modern
defenders, e.g. Grotius, Wieseler, Holtzmann,
Edersheim); but others have favoured Persia,
Parthia, Babylon, and even Egypt (see the names
in M.eyer’s and Holtzmann’s Comm.). The ex-
pression is quite vague (cf. Mt 8n 24s7

, Lk 1329
,Rev 2113

), and Plumptre has pointed out that
* the language of OT, and therefore probably that
of S . Matthew, included under this name countries
that lav considerably to the N. as well as to the
E. of Palestine ?

(see e.g. Nu 237, Is 412
) ; while

th nature of the gifts presented is not decisive
O eiss, Life of Christ, Eng tr. i. 266). It may,
nowever, safely he assumed that they are not
Jews (as v. d. Hardt, Munter, Paulus, etc.); the
words dird dparoXcov and the exact terms of their
question seem inconsistent with this supposition,

while the evidence of Clnistian tradition is also

weighty.

(2) The controversy whether ydyoi is here to be
understood in a good or bad sense is really unim-
poitant. It is, no doubt, true that the bad sense
predominates in classical writers of the time {e.g.

Tac. Ann. ii. 27, xii. 22, 59 ; Plm. HN xxv. 59,
xxvi. 9, xxx. 1, 6 ;

cf. Kleuker, Anhang sum
Zend-Avesta, ii. 3), that the Magus is frequently
denounced in Rabbinical works (Hamburger, RE
s.v. ‘ Zauberei 5

; Edersheim, Life and Times of Jesus
the Messiah, i. 210), and that the other NT
allusions bear an unequivocally bad sense (Ac S9

Simon Magus, 136 * 8 Elymas). However, the
evangelist lays no stress, either on the value of
the religion of the Magi in general or on its

falsity, so that the attempt of many ancient
commentators (Just., Chrys., Theophyl.

;
cf. J.

Liglitfoot, Hor. Hebr. ii. 36) to press the had sense
here, is as irrelevant to the story in the Gospel as
the ironical fears of Strauss for the dogmatic
consequences of a favourable construction. The
newly-born king of the Jews receives homage from
Eastern sages; their views (beyond the reference
to the star, which does not imply any opinion on
astrology in. general) are not touched upon, and
therefore neither praised nor blamed—a point in
which Mt 2 contrasts with Sen. Ep. 58, where
some critics have endeavoured to find a parallel.

(3) The exact cause of the Magi’s coming can
apparently only he guessed at. The passages
in the Avesta on the three sons of Zoroaster and
the. triumph of Soshyos would appear, even if

their bearing on the present story were more
clear, to be too late in date to afford any assist-
ance

(Sacred Books of the East
,
iv. p. xxxvii). "We

must suppose that the Magi, to whatever nation-
ality they themselves belonged, derived their in-
ference that a king of the Jews was born, from
Jewish sources. The coming of Messiah seems
certainly to have been expected among the Jews
at this time (Lk 225 ; Ellicott, Hulsean Lectures ®,

75); and though the widespread feeling in the
East, that a Jewish Messiah would conquer the
world, is only attested for a later period (Eders-
heim, op. cit . i. 203), Jewish authorities, if con-
sulted on the appearance of an exceptional astro-
nomical phenomenon, might well have explained
it of Messiah. Unfortunately, it is difficult to
ascertain either [a) what the precise Jewish view
in regard to the star of Messiah was, or [b) what
the actual astronomical fact was in which they
regarded the expectation as now fulfilled.

() As regards the former point, in Nu 2417

(referred to by Just. Tryph. 106; Iren. III. ix. 2;
Orig. Cels. 1. 59, etc.), the star would most natur-
ally apply to the prince himself, not to a sidereal
phenomenon heralding his appearance (cf. Weiss,
op. cit. i. 266 ; G. Baur, Altt. Weissag. i. 346) ; the
passage in Aggadoth Mashiach (quoted by Eders-
heim, op. cit. i. 211), however important in other
ways, is quite vague as to the nature of the star

;

while Abarbanel (1437-1508, a Portuguese Rabbi
commenting on Daniel), who attaches special im-
portance to the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn
m Pisces, is a very late writer, the value of whose
evidence for the earlier period is a difficult matter
to decide..

() Various attempts have been made to discover
unusual astronomical phenomena at this time,
which might have aroused the attention of the
Magi. Kepler {De vero anno

, etc. 1614) calculated
that a conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn took
place in B. c. 7 ; Ideler {Handb. d. Chronol. ii. 399),
and more recently Pritchard, have repeated the
calculations, the latter showing (Memoirs of Royal
Ast. Soc. xxv. 119) that three conjunctions took
place between May and December B.c. 7. This
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conjunction (besides agreeing very well with the to very little. Commentators are unable to agree
. hint m Abarbanel, whatever that may be worth) how soon after the birth the visit is to be placed ;

! would certainly present a rare and splendid spec- the order ol Herod would certainly be meant (as

tacle, and would undoubtedly cause much interest Euthymius already pointed out) to be inclusive,

i
to those engaged in the study of the stars. No and would not show that the child was nearly two
difficulty would be caused by the use of dcrr^p in years old ; the astronomical data are too uncertain
Mt 2, for (in spite of Suidas, s.v. acrr'/jp) the word to be of any value. [But cf. art. Chronology of
may apparently he employed for any sidereal NT, vol. i. p. 403 ; and Ramsay, Was Christ Born
appearance (at least in the popular language of at Bethlehem ? ]>. 215].
NT, e.g. Lk 2125

, Ac 2720
, He ll 12

; cf. also Schafer (5) Much criticism has been directed against the
in Brunch’s Ap. BhocL ii. p 206), while Lotz has whole story in Mt 2 ; but a careful study of the
remarked that, as neither the evangelist nor any writers who oppose it most strongly, would seem
authority of his seem to have seen the star, the to show the difficulty of explaining it, even from a
word used is indifferent. But Pritchard has purely destructive point of view. It has been

t
shown (‘Star of the Wise Men, 5

in Smith’s DB) suggested that the visit of these Eastern sages
that this conjunction cannot be considered to have would, if true, have made a great impression, and

1 guided the Magi to Bethlehem or stood over that accounts from other quarters would almost

,

Bethlehem at the time required by the story ; necessarily be expected ; but the attitude of

,

possibly also some weight may be attached to his Herod, which would at once be suspected, would
remark that a still closer conjunction took place make the utmost secrecy desirable. It is admitted
in B.C. 66, which ought to have aroused similar that the murder of the children is in keeping with
interest. Wieseler {Chronol. Synops. 67) follows a Herod’s character (see Jos. Ant. XVII. vi. 5 ; BJ I.

suggestion of Kepler, that a peculiarly coloured xxxiii. 4, 6) ; the number of children killed would
. evanescent star may have appeared between be small (‘ probably 20 at most,’ Edersheim, i.

Jupiter and Saturn, of the same kind as one which 214 ; Holtzmann exaggerates it) ; and those who
appeared at the similar conjunction observed by remember the controversies on the ‘ silence of

1 Kepler in 1604. Wieseler further, adopting a hint Thucydides 5 and c the silence of Eusebius ’ will

supplied by Mlinter {Stern der Weisen, 1827, in have no difficulty with c the silence of Josephus’
1 which work interest in Kepler’s suggestion was here. The references in Macrobius, Sat. ii. 4. 11

again aroused after a long interval), claims the (Holtzmann, in loc,> regards this as a certain allusion

support of Chinese tables for the appearance of to our story), and Chalcidius, Tim. vii.126, are too

such a star in Feb. B.c. 4, and the moderate weight late in date to afford any clearly independent
attached by him to this evidence seems (in spite of evidence, but the absence of confirmation cannot
the ridicule of Strauss) to he justified. Accord- under the circumstances be regarded as unfavour-
ingly he regards the evanescent star, not the con- able to Mt2 (for the earliest patristic allusions, see

junction, as the star of the Magi ; Edersheim {op. Lightfoot, Apostolic Fathers
,

ii. 2, 80). Lk follows

eit. i. 211), by referring to two passages in the entirely different sources from Mt in his account
Midraskim which represent the star of Messiah as of Jesus’ childhood, and therefore the omission of

appearing two years before His birth, is able to any allusion to the Magi in the third Gospel can-

suggest further that the conjunction in B.C. 7 may not be regarded as surprising. The question how
have aroused the attention of the Magi, and the room is to be found for the Magi’s visit, so as to

evanescent star of B.C. 4 have seemed (as it appar- make a consistent story of the two narratives, is a
ently well might) to guide them and stand over difficult one, but the view of Wieseler

(
Chron .

Bethlehem. On the other hand, the narrative Synops. 152) may perhaps he considered satisfactory,

implies that the star guiding the Magi to Bethlehem The attempt to discredit Mt 2 by producing close

was believed to be the same star as that seen at parallels is not successful. The scene at Plato’s

its rising before
;

so we should either have to death in Sen. Bp. 58 is more remarkable for its

, credit the Magi with a mistake (which seems im- differences than its resemblances ;
the story of

,

probable under the circumstances), or to suppose Moses, as given in Jos. Ant. n. ix. 2, though more
that the evanescent star appeared twice (which is like Mt 2 than the parallel section in Ex, does not
in conflict with the Chinese records, on which the deserve the importance which some scholars attach

hypothesis depends). to it (cf. Weiss, op. cit. i. 268) ; the looser illustra-

; We must therefore be content to believe that tions of Strauss carry no conviction. Theexpecta-
astronomical reasons prompted the Magi’s visit, tions of the Jews as to their Messiah do not appear

t but that it is doubtful whether the exact cause has to have been of such a kind as would account for

as yet been ascertained. Considering the number the invention of the story in fulfilment of them
of astronomical possibilities, this fact is not in (Edersheim, op. cit. i. 209). It is true that certain

itself surprising. But there is nothing in the parts of OT (esp. Ps 7210, Is 60®* 10
) might lead to a

language of Mt 2 to imply that the star is of modification of the tradition in the direction in-

such a kind as could not be shown to he subject dicated by those passages, and the subsequent

to natural laws. The universal belief in ancient history of the story shows this to have been the

times that stars acted as guides (Winer, RWBZ case, but those very points are conspicuously absent

ii. 524), would serve to convince the Magi that from Mt’s account. Again, the two places in which
this had happened in their case; their story, Mt adduces OT quotations (2

s * 1S
) certainly raise

which may have corresponded accurately enough difficulties ot interpretation (Edersheim, i. 206

;

1

to the apparent facts, is simply adopted without Weiss, i.270), but those very difficulties show that

comment in the Gospel. The question is not the story has not been invented to fulfil the pro-

whether a star can lead men and stand over a phecies. The utterance of Balaam (Nu2417
) would

f

place, but whether it can appear to do so ; the necessarily be regarded as fulfilled in the star of

» passage is undoubtedly of
4 great poetical beauty ’ the Magi, hut it is hard to see how it could have

1 (Holtzmann), hut it does not follow that it rests given rise to the latter ; that there should be signs

i on no historical basis (cf. Weiss, op. cit. i. 265). in heaven at the advent of Messiah (Rev 121
) is as

j

A wooden interpretation of the text is in any case natural as that a pretender should subsequently

: to he deprecated, whether adopted in the super- call himself Bar-Cochba (‘sonof the star’), but
natural (asWordsworthjiTiZoc.) or anti-supernatural that Mt 2 should correspond in any sense to an

; interest. expected star of Messiah is extremely unnatural.

(4) The attempt to use the date of the Magi’s We should rather have to think of the evangelist

visit foi establishing that of Christ’s birth, comes as deliberately inventing a fulfilment, suggesting
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a reason why it should not have caused more
excitement at the time, and combining it with
the gifts of Ps 6S-9 72u>

,
and the worship of Is 497

.

But the connexion with the prophecies is too slight,

the combination too inferential, and the style of

the whole too simple, to make this supposition
satisfactory. To suppose, further, that this very
fact is due to the author’s ingenuity, is to credit
him with almost superhuman cleverness. That
Jerus. should be troubled at one moment and
should have forgotten the cause at the next, is

not inconsistent with the habits of an excitable
populace. Nothing need be said of Keim’s objec-
tion that Herod 4 would not have exalted the
position of the Sanhedrin’ (see Weiss, i. 269), of

his somewhat simple suggestion that Herod would
probably have put the Magi to death, or of the
difficulty found by Holtzmann in the king’s secret
interview with them. That so long a journey
should be undertaken for such a cause is no doubt
a priori improbable, but it is not impossible. If

the story is legendary, the explanation of the
legend has certainly not been found yet, and
critics ought carefully to consider whether the
difficulties involved in rejecting the account are
not greater than those of accepting it as historical.

But it is impossible to arrive at any definite con-
clusion, on critical grounds, with regard to the
Magi’s visit, unless it is taken in connexion with
the other incidents related in the Gospels about
the childhood of Jesus (see Jesus Christ).

(6) Tradition has much to say in regard to the
Magi’s visit. The influence of Ps 6829 * 31 7210

,
Is

497 603* 10
,
makes itself felt in the belief that they

were kings (perhaps already in Tert. Jud. 9, Blare,

3. 13 ; but see Patritius, de Evangel, ii. 320, where
it is contended that there is no clear instance before
the 6bh cent.). Their number was fixed at three
(in spite of an Eastern tradition that they were
twelve : Drisler, Classical Studies

, p. 31 ; Op, Imp.
in Mt 2 ap. Chrysost. vi. 638), probably from the
threefold nature of their gifts, though symbolical
meanings were also attached

(
e.g

.

Orig. Horn. Gen.
14. 3 ;

Leo, Serm. 31. 1 ; [Aug.] Serm. App. 136. 4;
Bede, Collect, v. 542). The gifts themselves were
explained in symbolical ways (Suicer, Thes. s.v,

\Lpavos), though it is perhaps worth notice that
Christian art attached but little importance to the
actual gold, frankincense, and myrrh, for which
other offerings were generally substituted (Kraus,
BE s.v. ‘Magier’). The star received miraculous
additions (Ign. Eph. 19, see Lightfoot, ad loc. ;

Chrysost. Horn. Bit. 6. 2), as did the whole story
{Op. Imp. l.c. ; Hyde, Bel. Vet. Pers. ch. 31). The
names of the Magi, and the traditional way of

representing them, became fixed (Spanheim, Dub.
Evang. i. 287 ; Moroni, Dizion. s.v. 'Magi’

; Kraus,
l.c.). Their bodies were discovered in the East in
the 4th cent, and removed to Constantinople

;

thence they travelled to Milan on the consecration
of Eustorgius, and to Cologne on the conquest of
Milan in 1162. Their festival, combined at first

with a commemoration of Christ’s baptism, His
first miracle, and the feeding of the 5000 (Max.
Taur. Horn. adEpiph. 7 ; [Aug.]Serm. App. 134. 1),

appears in the 4th cent. (Amm. Marc. 21. 2, Julian

;

Greg. Naz. Orat. 43. 52 ; Valens) ; and though
rejected by the Donatists as an innovation (Aug.
Serm. 202. 2), was honoured by the Catholics (Const.
Apost. 8. 33 ; cf. Cod. Theod. xv. t. 5. 5 ; Cod.
Justin, iii. t. 12. 7). Though the 'Epiphany’
always retained traces of its origin as a celebra-
tion of Christ’s baptism (hence its special suita-
bility for the administration of baptism; Augusti,
Kandb. d. Christl . Archaol. ii. 376), the Magi
assumed a gradually increasing importance in its

solemnities (cf. Binterim, Denkwurd. d. chr. hath.
Kirche, v. i. 310).

MAGIC, MAGICIAN
-

Literature.—-The most important works are cited in the

course of the article, while further references can be found
from them. On traditions as to the Magi and Epiphany see

also Smith, DB, art. ‘Magi’ ; Bingham, Origims ,
vol. ix. p. 06;

Hone, Everyday Book
,
Jan. 6. P. V. M. BENECKE.

MAGIC, MAGICIAN.—Magic, ars magica,
is the

profession and practice of the magi or payol. This

is the etymological signification of the word. The
name and office are associated by Greek writers

with the Persians ‘Among the Persians they
who are wise respecting the deity, and are his

servants, are called magi,’ says Porphyry {de

Abstin. An. iv. 16). Both Herodotus and Xenophon
enrploy the term in the sense of priest and sooth-

sayer (Her. vii. 37 ; Xenoph. Cyr. VIII. i. 23).

Indeed, according to Porphyry, Darius declared

himself to be a teacher of magic {nayiK&v MdufcaXos).

In Sophocles, Oed. Tyr. 387, the word is used in an
unfavourable connexion ; hut this cannot be said to

be necessary and inevitable. In Dn l 20 Theod., 22

LXX and Theod. etc.
,
pL&yos occurs with by no means

a bad sense attaching to it. Indeed, Daniel himself

(5
11 Theod.) was chief magus

,
and obtained this

appointment from Nebuchadnezzar himself {Hpxwv

ixaoLdwv, ju.&yo)v,Xa\daLwv
}
ptOCQ pstfiK pDtrjO 31). And

in the same ethically neutral and official sense the
word juayos occursm the Matthew narrative (2

L 7 - 1(5

).

One passage in Herodotus (i. 101) need not detain
us. Here the magi are called a ‘ tribe ’ of Modes.
As Schrader points out [COT ii. p. 113), they were
rather a class than a tribe, i.e. the Median priestly

order. We have a close parallel in the Hebrew
Levi.

The origin of the name and office of Magian (^70?,
Heb. jd only in foreign name Bab-mag) is un-
certain. Both Schrader and Delitzseh claim for

it a Babylonian origin, and this certainly seems
probable. Yet it must be confessed that at present
there is no satisfactory derivation of ai? from
Assyro-Babylonian forthcoming. Schrader’s com-
bination of it with i.mku {imgu) ‘ deep,’ ‘ wise ’ (poy),

is very hazardous ; while Delitzseh in his Prolegg.
eines neuen Heb. -Aram. Worterb. p. 138, footn. 1,

surrenders, on phonetic grounds, his former com-
bination of the word (propounded in Heb. in the
Light of Assyr. Research

, p. 14) with the Assyr.
mahhu, meaning ‘ prophet,’ ‘ soothsayer ’

( —aSiptt,)-

Nevertheless, the close parallel between the ex-
pression 2D 31 (in Jer 39s) and the Assyrian title

Kab-sak(6) ( UL4/ii.pl.67, line 66)/ points decisively
to a Babylonian origin.

But our subject is not limited by the original
etymologic import of the name. Magic is a term
used by us to connote a certain range of acts
standing in very close relation to ancient religion,

yet hardly forming a normal or essential part of it.

A satisfactory definition of the term is byno means
easy. In a recently published work by Dr. Alfred
Lehmann, entitled Superstition and Blagic

,

in which
the accompanying beliefs and usages are traced
from the earliest times down to the present, the
writer defines magic as every act which arises from
superstition or may be explained on the assumption
of superstitious ideas (p. 7, Germ. ed.). But the
definition is too broad ; and when we come to the
definition of superstition as ‘every hypothesis
which has either no justification in a given religion
or stands in contradiction to the scientific concep-
tions of a given time’ (p. 6), we have too shifting a
basis on which to construct an adequate definition
of magic. We must therefore endeavour to fix on
a more stable connotation for this term. Ludwig
Blau, Das alt-Judische Zauberwesen

,
defines magic

* See Schrader, QOT ii. pp. 3 f., 114. The word Mk as an
Assyrian official term is to he found not only in the annals oi
Tiglath-pileser in. but also in the Rassatn cyl. of Assurbanipal,
col. ii. 16, tsu-wt-gak-ja

; see Delitzseh, Assyr. Lesestucke K No. 8S
in the Schrifttqfel.
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as consisting of those acts e whereby an event or a
condition is conceived of as brought to pass in some
supernatural way 5

(p. 3). We are here standing
on firmer ground. 1 et even here greater clearness
is needed, for the term 4 supernatural 5

lequires
elucidation. Robertson Smith (.Prophets of Isrm)

Lect. vii. ad fin.) has shown that our terms
4 natural 5 and 4 supernatural 5 had no relevancy to
ancient Semitic modes of thought. The definition
would be clearer if by 4 supernatural 5 we meant
( transcending thenormal coexistences and sequences
of cause and effect.

5 Yet even then Blau’s defini-

tion of magic remains too broad, since it might
include sacrifices, augury, and soothsaying. But
in its strict sense magic stands outside these, and
should be entirely separated from the normal
thoughts and acts of religion.

Magic may, in its historic sense, be best described
as the special andabnormal agency,whether through
words or acts, whereby certain superhuman personal
powers are constrained either to create evil (or

good) or to avert baleful effects. Accordingly
magic falls into two parts. We have to do with
the art with which the Babylonian systems make
us familiar, whereby the superior deities or good
demons are influenced to exercise their good offices

to avert the evil, i.e. whereby counter-spells or
charms are worked. This art may be called 4 sacred
magic. 5 On the other hand, we have to do with
the Black art * called sorcery (see art. SORCERY),
whereby evils are wrought on the unfortunate
human victim through the power of the evil

eye, etc., by the male sorcerer, or more frequently
through the female witch, who is able to summon
supernatural powers of darkness to his or her
aid. Of this some illustrations will be given
below.

In the definition, or rather description, above
given we have had chiefly in view the usages and
Beliefs of the Christian era and the ages that pre-

ceded it. In other words, magic is regarded as the
outgrowth of demonology, the necessary accom-
paniment of a belief in demons. To quote. once
more from Blau’s treatise: ‘These spirits the
magician endeavours by his occult methods to
bring under his power, or to compel them to carry
out his will. The conceptions respecting the
nature and power of these spirits, whom man can
make serviceable to himself, differ with the different

races. This does not, however, alter the essential

fact. Belief in demons and belief in magic are in-

separable the one from the other ’ (p. 7). As it is

not the purpose of this article, contributed to a
Bible Dictionary, to travel beyond the confines of

the subject in its biblical relations, we shall con-

tent ourselves with the above conception of magic
based on the animistic interpretation of the universe

out ofwhich demonology aroset (see article Demon,
Devil, vol. i. p. 590). It must be premised, how-
ever, that demonology does not wholly explain

magic in all its varied, forms and ramifications.

Investigation of the historic sources of the

magical beliefs and practices of Israel leads us to

ancient Egypt and Babylonia—more especially the

latter. In both magic was highly developed, and
penetrated deeply into the life of the people. In

* See Lehmann, ib. p. 31 f.

t Tylor (Prim. Culture, i. p. 116), basing his generalization

on a broad survey of savage life, modern superstition and
folk-lore, finds the psychology of magic in faulty association of

ideas. ‘ By a vast mass of evidence from savage, barbaric, and
civilized life, magic arts, which have resulted from thus mis-

taking an ideal for a real connexion, may be clearly traced from
the lower culture which they are of to the higher culture which
they are in. Such are the practices whereby a distant person

is to he affected by acting on something closely associated with

him, his property, clothes he has worn, and above all cuttings

from his hair and nails/ This is, no doubt, largely true. But
the following passage in Tylor’s work clearly shows that the

theory must be supplemented by the assumption of demonology
or a belie! in the sorcerer, t 'ho is a quasi-demon.
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both we fortunately have access to ancient docu-
ments in considerable abundance belonging to an
age far anterior to the Exile and even the Regal
period in Hebrew history.

Erman’s instructive wTork, Life in Ancient Egypt,
describes vividly the magical conceptions and prac-
tices that prevailed in the Nile Valley. As in

Babylonia, magic was one of the most potent
influences in the intellectual and moral life of
ancient Egypt. c The belief that there were words
and actions by which they could produce an effect

on the powers of nature, upon every living being,
upon animals, and even upon gods, was indissolubly
connected with all the actions of the Egyptians 5

(p. 352). It infected their funeral ceremonies.
Wooden figures were supposed to do the work or
prepare the food for the deceased. These with
stone geese and wooden models of kitchens had
been endowed through incantations with magical
power. Even gods availed themselves of magic
formulse to constrain each other, or wore amulets.
Isis pre-eminently was mistress of magic. Her
name was placed on amulets worn by the deceased
as a protection^ and it was also used in medicines
prepared for the living. The underlying concep-
tion in many of the formulse employed was that m
the history of one of the gods some good fortune
came to the deity. The magician for the time
regarded himself as identified with the god, and
would repeat the words which the god had spoken
on that occasion, and he might even designate
himself as the god. Erman cites the example
(p. 353)—

* Thou, art not above me—I am Amon,
I am Anhor, the beautiful slayer,

I am the prince, the Lord of the Sword/ etc.,

by which crocodiles were conjured.
In the description of the great trial for high

treason—a harem conspiracy against Rameses III.

(contained in the judiciary papyrus of Turin, papy-
rus Lee and papyrus Rollm)—we read that * the
royal superintendent of the cows, a man of high
rank, procured a magical book from the Pharaoh’s
own library, and according to its directions made
certain wax figures which were smuggled into the
palace, where they were supposed to cause lameness
and illness

5 (Erman, p. 143). Magic and medicine
were closely bound up with one another in Egypt
as in Babylonia. Our chief authority on this sub-

ject is the great papyrus Ebers. In order that a
special remedy might be effective, certain incanta-
tions were pronounced over it. The following
formula, we learn from the above papyrus, was
recited in the preparation of all medicines :

4 That
Isis might make free, make free. That Isis might
make Horus free from all evil that his brother Set
had done to him when he slew his father Osiris.

0 Isis, great enchantress, free me, release me from
all evil red things, from the fever of the god and
the fever of the goddess, from death, and death
from pain, and the pain which comes over me ; as

thou hast freed, as thou hast released thy son
Horus, whilst I enter into the fire and go forth

from the water,
5

etc. (Ebers, i. 12 ffi). From the
same authority w’e can readily perceive the dense
ignorance of Egyptian doctors respecting the in-

ternal organism and its parts. They had a vagne
conception of the heart as the centre of the circula-

tory system, as well as some knowledge of the
bones and large viscera, but respecting the eti-

ology of disease knew nothing. Diseases they, like

other ancients, ascribed to demons. The body was
divided into 36 parts, and over each part a demon
presided, and in case of disease he was addressed
in order that* restoration to health might follow.

From the Book of the Dead we learn that in the
case of a dead body the different parts of the body
fell to the care of respective deities. Thus Nu
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guarded the hair, BA the face, Hathor took the

eyes under her protection, Anubis the lips, while

Thoth took oversight over all the limbs. Further
interesting details on this subject may be obtained

from Dr. A. Wiedemann’s Religion der alten

Mgypter, p. 146 f.

In Babylonia demonology and magic were even
more prevalent than in ancient Egypt. To the

inhabitants of the Euphrates and Tigris lands the

existence of a vast host of demons was an ever-

present fact. Now demons, as we have already

ointed out (art. Demon, Devil), are simply a

evelopment of Animism. In the words of Prof.

Morris Jastrow (Religion of Babylonia and As-

syria, p. 49),
c the more important and the more

uniform of the natural forces became gods, and
the inferior ones were, as a general rule, relegated

to the secondary position of mere sprites, like the

jinns of Arabic belief.’ Mere sprites or demons
personify the irregular and destructive forces of

nature (cf. Chantepie de la Saussaye, i. p. 214).

The incantations, of which so large a number has

been supplied to us in the 4th vol. of the Cunei-

form Inscr. of Western Asia [WAI, occasionally

designated Bawl. ; see Sayce, Hibbert Led. pp.

441-447), usually deal with bodily or mental afflic-

tions, of which evil demons were held to be 'the

cause. These were believed to have obtained

power over the human subject owing to the wrath
of some deity, or because the victim had been sub-

jected to blighting influence through the instru-

mentality of some sorcerer or witch. Angry gods
made use of demons for the infliction of punish-

ment. Moreover, it was believed that domestic
misfortunes, such as jealousy, evil reports, and
quarrels, were brought about by these supernatural

agents. In magic, forms of words constituted the
means by which the demons were constrained to

work these mischiefs on the unfortunate victim.

Or it might be effectuated by poisonous breath
or spittle, and yet more often by the evil eye.

For in the very earliest times it was a popular
superstition that certain beings possessed demonic
power, and conld exercise it malignantly on human
victims of their displeasure. Jastrow thinks that
* this belief may have originated in the abnormal
appearance presented by certain individuals in

consequence of physical deformities. . . . The un-
canny impression made by dwarfs, persons with a
strange look in their eyes, and, above all, the
insane, would give rise to the view that some
people possessed peculiar powers. By the side of

such as were distinguished by bodily defects, those
who outranked their fellows by virtue of natural
gifts, by keenness of intellect or cunning, would
also be supposed to have received their power
through some demoniac source. There would thus
be associated ideas of sorcery and witchcraft. The
sorcerers might be either male or female, but, for

reasons which are hard to fathom, the preference
was given to females.’ Thus among the Baby-
lonians, as in medkeval Europe, the witch appears
more frequently than the male sorcerer. She
possesses the power of demons, and in incantations
the two are often conjoined.

The predominance of the sorceress may also be
observed in Jewish literature as well as in that of

other races, notably in that of Greece and Borne (cf.

Horace, jEpod. xvii., Sat. i. 8 ; Theocritus, Idyll ii.).

Citations from the Talmud in Blau’s Das alt-Jiid-

ische Zauberwesen, p. 23 f. , show how deep-seated
was the belief that sorcery was the 'work of women.
Sorceresses, in fact, abounded

;
and according to

Simon ben Jochai (A.D. 150) they had increased in

number in his time, while Babbi Eliezer declares
that Simeon hen Shetach had hanged eighty of them
in Ascalon in one day. Popular belief among the
Jews evem assigned rabies among dogs to the agency

of women. This predominance of the sorceress

meets us in ancient Arabia.*

The witch held close personal relations with the

demons, and could control them, being able to

invoke them at her will in order to. effect her

malignant purposes on mankind. Magical potions

constituted one of the arts which she employed.

But among the most effective was the method which

has been termed ‘sympathetic magic’: ‘Under
the notion that the symbolical acts of the sorceiers

would have their effect upon the one to be be-

witched, the male sorcerer or the witch would tie

knots in a rope.f Bepeating certain formulas with

each fresh knot, the witch would in this way sym-
bolically strangle the victim, seal bis mouth, rack

his limbs, tear his entrails, and the like. Still

more popular was the making an image of the

desired victim in clay or pitch, honey, fat, or other

soft material, and either by burning it to inflict

physical tortures upon the person representing it,

or by undertaking various symbolical acts with it,

such as burying it among the dead . . . to prognosti-

cate in this way a fate corresponding to one of

these acts for the unfortunate victim.’

Cuneiform scholars have devoted much attention

to this weird branch of Babylonian literature.

Since the days, twenty-five years ago, when Lenor-

mant expounded this subject in his Chaldman Magic
with much graphic vigour and detail, seveial

scholars, including Sayce and recently L. W. King
(.Babylonian Magic and Sorcery), Tallqvist, and
Zimmern, have made notable contributions.

The demons which are mentioned in the incanta-

tion texts amount to hundreds. They are of

various classes : those which inhabit the field,

those which haunt the resting-places of the dead,

and the evil demons which inflict physical suffer-

ing. It is with the last we are now specially

concerned; and the means by which these evil

influences were counteracted occupy a vast number
of cuneiform tablets. We possess a great collection

of incantations directed against these demons,
called by a variety of names, and also against the

sorcerers. In many cases the interpretations are

provisional.

The utuhhu of the field and the utuklm of the
mountain.

The utuhhu of the sea, and the one that lurks

in graves.

The evil shedu, the shining alu.

Beside these we have mention of the elcimmu
,

‘ which seizes hold of a man .

’

t

These incantations
fall into various elaborate series.

* Wellh. Reste Arab. Ueidenthums2
, p. 159 :

* There were men
and women who made this art of magic their profession. The
witches, however, were more numerous. They distinguished
themselves among the Arabs, as among other races, from the
male sorcerers by showing themselves more passive than active.

Hence the demons do not serve them, but vice versd. In fact

they almost seem incarnations of the demons. In the time of

Ibn Munkidh the witches rode about naked on a stick between
the graves of the cemetery of Shaizar. Similarly they still

ride by night on palm sticks through the air, having stripped
themselves stark naked, smeared their bodies with cow’s milk,
and abjured Islam in a formula of renunciation.’ The witches
riding resemble demons in this respect

;
comp. p. 152. They

were credited also with acts of unchastity, drawing the blowd
from the other sex, changing them into animals, or robbing
them of reason. See Doughty’s entertaining nhj’ences, in

Arabia Deserta,
vol. ii. p. 100 f., to the Khevbar witches.

f Comp, the Hebrew used of binding and conjuring by

the tying of knots, Dt 18*1, Ps 580, and “an frequently used in

the plur., Is. 479- 12.

X From the root eMmu, ‘ to take ’ or ‘ seize ’
; see Delitzsch,

A ssyr. Handw. s.v. DDK. Apparently the word properly means
the manes or shade that wanders by night. We have other
demons specially mentioned, viz. Lilu and lilttu, the demons of

night (see art. Demon), the gallu that attacks the hand, the
rabi§u and labartu, demons of nightmare, JSlamtar and aSakku,
plague demons. We find some of them pictured on the bound-
ary stones. These are the demons of the field, who will inilict

punishment on the trespasser or any one who will invade pro-
prietary rights, and whose power the owner invokes to defend
them. Students of Is IS2*® 34*Sf. should take note of the tar*’
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One series, consisting of sixteen tablets, known by the natural
name of evil demon

,
contained protective incantations against

various classes of evil spirits. Another is called the senes of
‘ head sickness,' which covered nine tablets. Two others v have
lately been the subject of careful investigation,—the Surpu
series by Zimmern, and the Makltt series by Tallqvist. Both
expressions signify ‘burning/ since in both the subject dealt
with is the burning of images of sorcerers and the incantations
recited when this symbolical act was performed. These mean-
nations were of superior force, intended to countervail and over-
power the baleful influence of the spells used by the hostile
sorcerer. Symbolical loosening of knots counterworked the
symbolic tying of the same. Sometimes we have the symbolical
peeling of several skins of an onion. As night was the time
chosen by sorcerers and witches for their work, the three
divisions of the night, evening, midnight, and dawn, corre-
sponding to the temple watches, were the times chosen for the
countervailing incantations and symbolic acts.

The Surpu and Maklti series formed incantation rituals.

Certain formulas were found to be effective, and were therefore
preserved for use ; but smce a certain formula onlv availed for
a particular set of circumstances, it was necessary to preserve
as many formulas as possible to meet every case with which the
professional exorcizer might he confronted. This exorcizer
naturally plays a great part as a controller of the destructive
spirits. One citation, modified from M. Jastrow's recent
work, may suffice. It is taken from the Maklti series. First the
sufferer describes his troubles (Tallq. ii. coL in. 148f.)—

* They have used all kinds of charms
To entwine me as with ropes (?)

To catch me as in a bird's snare,
To tie me as with cords,
To overpower me as in a net.
To throttle me as with a noose,
To tear me as a fabric.’

After which the exorcizer says—
* But I, by the command of Marduk, lord of charms,
By Marduk, the master of bewitchment,
Both the male and the female sorcerer,
As with ropes I will entwine,
As in a bird's snare I will catch,
As in a net I will overpower,
As in a noose I will throttle (

apattil),

As a fabric I will tear.'

The byplay of action that accompanied each
phrase of the incantation must "be supplied by the
reader’s imagination. These acts were symbolically
performed by the exorcizer on an image of the
witch made of bitumen and pitch, of clay or wax.
Sometimes the sufferer had been bewitched by
concoctions of herbs. In this case other herbs
or potions are concocted by the exorcizing priest

as a counter charm.
In the lines repeated by the exorcizer above

quoted we notice as significant the appeal to

Marduk. The invocation of the greater deities

was the leading characteristic of these counter-

spells. Demons were related to the gods as in-

feriors to superiors. Doubtless, in some cases,

the dividing line was slight, "but that the mastery
belonged to the Great Gods is clear. Those in-

voked were chiefly Samas, who, as the rising sun,

was supposed to scare away the haunting spectres

of the night ; Sin, the guardian and illuminator

of the darkness; Istar and her consort Tammuz.
But the most important place in these incanta-

tions was held by the magical triad Ea, Marduk,
and Gibil (as well as Nusku). Here the two
points to "be noticed are, (1) the appeal to the
gods of light, Marduk, Samas, and Sin, as opposed
to darkness, and the works of sorcery carried on
in darkness (cf. Ps 91s* (2) "Water and fire,

as the two purifying elements, are summoned to

the magician’s aid through the gods whom he
invokes. Observe that it is in fire the images of

the witches were burned, while the cleansing and
healing properties of water were recognized even
in those primitive times. Ea was the Babylonian
god of water as well as of wisdom, the city of

Eridu being the ancient seat of his cult. He is

the lord of all secrets, whose name was awful,

that the demons were always endowed with some animal or
human shape. Frequently they are embodied in serpents,

scorpions, or other monsters. Oomp. WAI iv. pi. 5, and Perrot
and Chipiez, Hist of Art in Chaldcea and Assyria^ L pp. 61, 62,

11. p. 81.
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ineffable, and disguised in ciphers. His wonder-
working name was inscribed on the sacred brazen
vessels. But he stood on too lofty an eminence
to "be practically useful. In his place Marduk,*
god of the sun as he rises from the ocean and
brings with him the water of purification, is

usually invoked by the exorcizing priest. On the
other hand, Gibil and Nusku were invoked as re-

presenting the sacred element of fire. The follow-

ing incantation

—

* Nusku, great God, counsellor of the Great Gods,
Guarding the sacrificial gifts of all the heavenly spirits,

Founder of cities, renewer of sanctuaries, . .

I prostrate myself before thee

;

Bum the sorcerer and the sorceress

;

May the life of my sorcerer and sorceress be destroyed *

—

was recited in a whisper before the wax image of
the sorcerer or witch. A noticeable feature of
these invocations of the fire-deity is the lofty

language in which tha,y are expressed. We con-
clude with the following (Tallq. Maklu, i. 130 f.)

—

4 The witch who has charmed me.
Through the charm with which she has charmed me,
charm her;

Those who have made images of me, reproducing my
features,

Who have taken away my breath, torn my hairs,

Who have rent my clothes, have hindered my feet from
treading the dust,

May the fire-god, the strong one, break their charm.*

We have no space to refer to many other interest-

ing features of this great subject of Babylonian
magic, more especially to the ethical ideas that
occasionally appear in the Surpu texts. These
must be studied in the attractive pages of Morris
Jastrow*s work from which quotation has been
made. The importance of Babylonia in its rela-

tion to Greek and Roman culture must not be
forgotten, and in the realm of astrology and magic
this especially holds true. In the early days
of the Roman empire the mathematici or ‘ astro-

logers ’ were also called Chaldcei (cf. Gell, i. 9). Far
more potent was the influence of Babylonia upon
Israel. The influence of Egypt over the ancient
Hebrews is by no means so definite.! Certainly
no inference confirmatory of such influence can be
drawn from the post-exilian passage, Ex 7

10 (P).

The Piel partic. of nsto, there used to characterize

the magicians and their practices, is connected by

Semitic philologists with the Arabic root l-SuJ*

‘ cut off* (used of an eclipse). The Ethpa. of the
same root, employed in Syriac in the sense of

* 9 9 *
‘pray’ (cf. j-2L»QJD ‘prayer’), is combined in

Gesen. Heb. Lex with 1 K 1828, where reference is

made to the self-mutilation of the devotees of

Baal. But this is a highly precarious speculation,

and we are on a safer path if we go to the ancient
Semitic Babylonian for light. Kcos&pu in Assyrian
means ‘ to bewitch,’ and Jdspu means sorcery.

• We cannot fail to note the corresponding r61e in comparison
with Ea played by Marduk in the cosmogonic legend. See
Cosmogony.

f The influence exercised by Egypt was far more definite and
powerful from the 3rd cent. B.c. onwards, when Alexandria be-
came a centre where Greek and Oriental culture met. We see
this in the later Jewish literature, from which Blau gives copi-

ous citations ([Has alt-Judische Zauberwesen, p. 38 f.). Thus
in Kiddushin we read that out of the ten measures (rip)
of sorcery which descended into the world, Egypt claimed for
itself as many as nine. In Menachoth 85a we find an interest-
ing reference to Jannes and Mambres (Johana and Mamra), the
heads of the Egyptian magicians (cf. 2 Ti 38). Blau thinks that

the Egyptian potion nsDn Din'!, to which Pesach. iiL 1 refers,

was a magical healing draught. Among the Greeks and Bomans
Egypt was regarded as the classical land of magic and medicine.
Yet this is more true of the later than of the earlier Greek
history, and it is obvious that the Jewish Midrash read the con-
ceptions of its own time into OT passages. Thus in 1 K 4®° the
* wisdom of the sons of the east/ which Solomon’s wisdom ex-
ceeded, is interpreted to mean the wisdom of the Egyptians
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Here, as in the case of (Dn l 20 22 * 27 47 516
, cf.

Assyr. aHpu), we have probably Babylonian loan
words. We have already indicated (art. Demon)
that the Heb. (with its Aramaic equivalent)

was of like origin. In earlier days than the Exile,

especially in' the 15th and previous centuries,

Canaan was largely under Babylonian influence.

From Is 26 we are disposed to conclude that Baby-
lonian magic and other foreign superstitions pre-

vailed in Israel in the days ofAhaz, if the reading cnpD
(LXX air* apxos) is to be accepted as sound. The
validity of this reading most recent commentators,
including Dillm. and Duhm, admit, though with
the addition of oop or ’Dop before cnp?? to make
better structure and rhythm :

4 They are full of

soothsaying from the East.’ Similarly Cheyne in

SBOT. It is true that Balaam came from rethor
(Dt 234

[« Heb.], cf. Xu 22s
), the Pitru of the Assyri-

ans, on the western bank of the Euphrates, and
that he was regarded as a soothsayer (Nu 227

).

Yet it must he admitted that the insertion of pop

here is mere hypothesis. How deeply soothsaying
and magic had infected Judah a century later

is shown by Jer 279
. The prevalence of the

magical arts in early pre-exilian times is clearly

evidenced in the most primitive code of Hebrew
legislation, which strictly prohibited such practices,

and regarded them as closely connected with
heathen worship. It is, moreover, significant that
in Ex 2218

,
the passage referred to, it is a woman

professor of these arts, hd&dd or * sorceress,
5 who was

not to be permitted to live. Similarly in Islam
both the witch and the sorcerer were punished with
death. The punishment of drowning was inflicted

on the witches of Kufa by the Khalif Valid I.; see
Wellhausen, Beste Arab. HeidenthA p. 160.

In the list of
.
prohibited practices in Dt 1811

the or magician is coupled with those who
worked spells ("an -inn) by tying knots, whereby the
victim was bound by an evil charm. Illustrations
of these customs have been already given in the
account of Babylonian practice. Closely associ-

ated in the Deuteronomic passage with the magi-
cian (ntsbc) and the sorcerer who binds the knots,
are rhe soothsayer (tsmys) and the necromancer, and
those who inquire by familiar spirits. On these
subjects, nearly allied to magic and sometimes
included in it, the reader is referred to the separ-
ate articles, Divination, Soothsaying, and
Sorcery. In Ps 584* 5 and Jer 817 we find interest-

ing parallels which show that serpent-charming was
practised as a mode of conjuring the demons, which
the ancient Hebrews like the Arabs considered to
reside in serpents. Illustrations of this popular
superstition may he found in Baudissin, Stud, zur
Semit. Belig. i. p. 279 ff. ; “W. R. Smith, BS T>. 120,
n. 1, and p* 133. The root am 1

? used in the riel of
the serpent-charmer (Ps 585

) is probably a mimetic
word meaning to hiss or whisper,* and thus to con-
jure serpents. See W. R. Smith, Journ. of Phil .

xiv. p. 122 ff. Lagarde, indeed, would be disposed
to connect s?na and vn 1

?, and derive the latter from
the former. The Assyrian parallel Pael form
luhhusu is obscure as to meaning.

Is 47 is a song (arranged in strophes) concerning
the fall of Babylon. Its value for the student
of history is the clear evidence it affords that by
the Jews of the 6th cent. Babylonia was regarded
as the land where magic had been practised from
time immemorial v. 12

). The prophet utters
his warning in the words (w.®*12)

—

‘ Yea there shall come over thee both these . . .

childlessness and widowhood in their full measure
though thy magic arts (q:5V?) he many, though thy
* The presence of the significant sibilant & in all these

words F]i?3, e suggests an ultimate mimetic
origin connected with the sound of hissing or whispering. Of.

*)*$¥ in Is 1019 29*.

I

spells be very potent . . . Abide by thy
spells * and thy many incantations whereby thou

weariest thyself.—Perhaps ye are able to obtain

advantage, perhaps ye scare away [the foes].
5

The references to popular magic in the OT are

not infrequent. The d'ntti of Reuben of which
Rachel made use (Gu 3014ff- J) seem to he a re-

miniscence of some magic superstitions connected
with the worship of the deity nm, which the

Moabite Stone (line 12) would lead us to regard as

a deity of love belonging to the tribe of Gad.
There can be little doubt that the earrings

buried by Jacob as idolatrous were magical
amulets inscribed with words or tokens to avert

the evil eye or other disasters (Gn 354
). Simi

larly the ‘crescents
5 or ‘little moons, 5

yrjvLo-Koi

(nuvw), of which Isaiah speaks in 3J8_211 (Cheyne
and Duhm make the passage post-Isaianic), may
be compared with the hildldt or crescents adorn-

ing a modern Arabian maiden. Similar crescents

were worn on the camels’ necks (Jg 821
) of the

Midianite kings, and were undoubtedly employed
as amulets or charms (see Delitzsch on Is 318).
Lane, in his Manners and Customs of the Modem
Egyptians, observes that horses often wear append-
ages consisting of a few verses of the Koran enclosed
in cases of metal. That the lady of fashion in

Jerusalem, whose attire is described by Isaiah, wore
crescents as a charm, is shown by the subsequent
mention of the amulets (wi$). See chs. xi. xii. in

Lane’s work on IJej&bs (charms) and Magic.
An obscure reference in the Bk. of Job (3

8
), in

which the speaker, cursing the night of his birth,

exclaims

—

* May those who curse the day, curse it,

Who understand how to stir up Leviathan, * t—
has been considered to refer to the mythical dragon
who was believed to seize upon the sun or moonwhen
eclipsed. The magician’s power was supposed cap-

able of compelling the dragon monster Leviathan to
seize or give up his victim (cf. Is 27\ Job 261S

).J On
Xu 218f

* see Serpent, and Dillm. ad loc.

The prophets habitually associate magic with
idolatry (Mie 5Uff-, cf. 2 K 922, 2 Ch 336

). Yet the
history of Israel constantly reveals the continu-
ance of popular superstition and practice even
after legislation had long pronounced them un-
lawful. In the later days of Judaism learned
Rabbis did not forbid the study of magical arts,

though the practice of these arts was not per-
mitted. Of one it is even said that he considered
the knowledge of magic to be essential to any
member of the Sanhedrin in order that he might
be capable of pronouncing an opinion upon it

(Blau, Zauberwesen
, p. 20). The fact that the

practice of magic was forbidden does not by any
means imply that the Jews did not believe in its

ower. The truth is precisely the reverse. They
elieved in magic as the inevitable result of their

belief in demons, but regarded it, just as St. Paul
himself did, as bound up with idolatry and the

* The word *i£n (pi.) ‘ magic art ’ or * spell * probably refers to

the binding of the knots. The same root occurs in Assyrian
The Pael of “ON ubburu is used of binding under the spell of the
sorceress (WAI iv. 49, 5a; 50, 526 ; Delitzsch, HandwOrt. mb
voce). In v.u we have an interesting word (‘evil which
thou knowest not) to avert by incantations Pieiinfln. with stiff.

of the root which in Arabic (^csX-c) is constantly employed in

the sense of using magic spells (see Wellhausen, Rested p. 159).

t Gunkel’s reading of d; for D'v in the first line, and rendering
‘may those who keep the sea under a spell curse it,' etc.
(Schopfung u. Chaos, p. 59), are far-fetched though ingenious.
Gunkel holds that Yin and liy refer to spell and counter-
spell, a view which does not appear to us at all warranted.

$ There possibly lurks a reference to a demon in the
of Pr 3015 and some magic ritual connected with it, to which aU
clue has been lost. See Baudissin’s art. ‘ Feldgeister * in PIUS*
vi. p. 6, and Wellh. Reste Arab. Heidenth.a p. 149.
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realm of darkness, and therefore to he shunned.
It comes within the circle of the ivtpyeia rod
2arava. *
As a matter of fact, however, the mass of the

people could not be delivered from the influences
of their time, and troubled themselves little about
the religious scruples of their teachers, and, like
the Greeks and Romans, Egyptians and Baby-
lonians,

.

were delivered up to the superstitious
tendencies and practices of their age. Hence the
Mishna, Sotct ix. 13, deplores that jealousy and
magic were ruining society. Indeed we even hear
of distinguished Rabbis practising magic, e.g.

Eliezer, son of Hyrcanus, who at the request of
Akiba was able, through a charm, to fill an entire
field with gourds, and by means of another formula
to transfer them to a single place [Sanhedrin 68a in
Blau, p. 26). Jesus Christ was regarded by His
countrymen as a magician, and was called by them
Bal*am. Sank. 1066, Sota 476. According to the
Gospel narrative (Mt IS241

*), He was even called a
sorcerer who worked His wonders in league with
Beelzebub. Tobit, ch. 6, clearly illustrates how
thoroughly demonology and magic practices had
taken hold of the Jewish people. This tradition

even influenced dress (see Fringes, Phylacteries,
and cf. Lk S44) ; also dwelling-houses (mezUzSth,

Dt 68* 9
, see Driver, ad loc.).

We have no space to describe with any fulness of

detail the great world of Jewish magic and the spells

which were employed. These consisted of special

formulae in which certain names were recited (see

Amulets, Demon, Exorcism, and Brecher’s Das
Transcendentale,

Magie u. mag. Heilarten im Tal-

mud). Certain magical practices were forbidden

as heathenish (Brecher, p. 192 ff.); on the other
hand, special formulse, involving the invocation of

angels and the pronunciation of words, whereby
certain evils were counteracted or diseases healed,

were not only permitted but even recommended.
The personal names of the celestial hierarchy
which are most potent are given on p. 21 ff. of

Brecher’s treatise. We cite the translation of

one formula among the large number given by
this writer and Blau. It is a remedy against an
ulcerous swelling. The original

^

may be found
in Brecher, p. 198 ff.: ‘Baz Bazia, Mas Masia,
Kas Kassia, Sharlai and Amarlai [cf. p. 38, -and

Shabb. 67a], the angels which came from the land
of Sodom to heal painful sores. May the colour

not become redder, not extend further; may the

seed be absorbed in the belly. And as a mule
does not propagate itself, so may the evil not
propagate itself in the body of N., son of N.’

Against possession by devils :
* Cursed, broken

in pieces and conjured be the demon named Bar
Tit, Bar Tamd, Bar Tind,’ etc.

Most potent of all names in these spells was
that of God, expressed in every conceivable form,

sometimes as D^n, sometimes as the tetragrammaton
itself. This subject, as well as the great variety

of modes in which the sacred Hebrew name appears

in Egyptian magic papyri, will be found fully set

forth in Blau’s instructive work, pp. 117-144.

The survey of this strange world of abject super-

stition and triviality enables us to realize in some
measure the nature of those methods whereby the

Pharisees professed to exorcize demons in the days

of our Lord (Mt 1227), and of those arts which
Elymast the sorcerer employed (Ac 138

) and Simon
Magus (Ac 89). In Ephesus the Apostle Paul was
confronted with this realm of magical superstition

In its most aggravated form, for Ephesus was the

* QctpuMxlet, belonged to the by* vne <r*pstos (Gal 520) Cf. the

language of Rev 921 1828 (ref. to Babylon) 218 2215 with 2 Th
558*10.

t Probably the Arabic 'alim, ‘knowing.* Moses in Koran,

Sur. vii. 106, is called sdhirun 'allmvn ‘-wise magician.*

S
eatest centre of Graeco - Oriental life in Asia
inor. From this city came the famous

ypdfi/iara, frequently employed in conjurations.*
Probably these and a vast number of other magic
formulae of incantation, resembling those found in
recently discovered Egyptian papyri, were recorded
in the magic treatises, worth 50,000 drachmas, which
were publicly burned in Ephesus through the in-

fluence of St. Paul’s preaching (Ac 1919
). Deissmann

in his Bibelstudien, p. 26 ff., has published a long
inscription of singular interest engraved on a
leaden tablet (of which he gives a facsimile) dis-

covered in 1890 in the necropolis of the ancient
Hadrumetum, in which a spirit is conjured by
Domitiana, daughter of Candida, to cause Urbanus
to be united to her in marriage speedily. The
most remarkable characteristic of this long docu-
ment of 47 lines is that we have not a single
heathen deity invoked, but only Jehovah under the
forms Jao, Aoth, and Abaoth, and many others,t
The origin of the first form law as an abbreviation
of m.T can hardly be doubted in this case and in

those of the Abraxas X gems and amulets. Aoth
and Abaoth are obviously abbreviations taken from
the name nia^ (see Blau, p. 102 ff.).

Another remarkable feature in this and in other
documents is the powerful influence exercised by
Judaism and afterwards by Christianity on the
Hellenistic and Roman heathen world. In an in-

structive chapter on this subject in Sehiirer’s GJV*
iii. p. 297 ff., useful citations may be found (n. 86)

from Origen, c. Cels. iv. 33, to prove that in the
closing years of the 2nd and the beginning of the
3rd cent. A.D., nearly every one [o-x^dbv icai

Trdvras) who used spells and incantations invoked
the name of the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,
in order to avert the power of demons. From
Hippolytus, Philosophumen. iv. 28, we learn that
the magicians made use of Hebrew words as well

as Greek, stress being evidently laid on the original

form of the name or word, no translation having
any efficacy. Further illustrations of this literature

will he found in Sehiirer (see esp. the citation from
Kenyon’s Greek papyri in the British Museum, and
from the Carthage tablets on p. 298, footn. 88).

Jewish literature of the Christian era abounded in

magical works. In the Book of Jubilees, ch. 10,

mention is made of a pseudepigraphic treatise by
Noah on healing, and Gaster’s recently published
magical book, The Sword of Moses, is another
striking illustration. The name of Solomon is

constantly associated with magic prescriptions and
formulae (comp. Kohut, Judische Angelol. p. 81 ff.,

and Joseph. Ant. Yin. ii. 5), and this tradition

survived to the Middle Ages. We find an echo
of it in Goethe’s drama, in the words addressed to
Faust’s poodle

—

1 On this mongrel brood of Hell
The charm of Solomon worketh well/

Will magic ever die? Lehmann’s instructive

treatise exhibits its present wide prevalence.

Even with the marvellous advance of modern
culture, its power does not disappear as rapidly
as might be expected. In pre-Christian times
the growth of civilization only produced more

* See Sehiirer, GJV* iii. 29?, n. 83, where citations are given
from Plutarch, Sym$>os. vii. 5. 4 ; and Hesychius, the translation

of which is here appended. 1 The magi bid those possessed with
demons recite to themselves and name the Ephesian formulse/
Hesych. says respecting these: ‘They were once [six] in

number, but subsequently others were deceptively added.
It is said that these are the names of the first : cterxi, suer&nu,

rtTpu^ dotiAvotw.lvBug) ocifftov.* Explanations of these names
follow, based evidently on etymological guesswork.

j The names of the patriarchs occur under the forms AjSpa**,

letxov , \trpotfM6.

t This refers to a special series of amulets inscribed with the
word Afipatrotg or A$p*l*s, either alone or m combination with
others. On this subject the student should consult Drexler*«

i
elaborate article in PREP, vol. L s. ‘ Abrasax/
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highly developed forms of magic. Eeligion and
religions philosophy were accompanied by hosts of

7077x 65 . Modern spiritualism points to a factor in

human life which nothing will eradicate unless man
is to become ultimately an acquiescent machine. As
long as he continues to live, he will attempt to defy
the limitations that surround him. It is this very
sense of limitations that stimulates these abnormal
endeavours to transcend them in modes that lie

beyond the ascertained lines of cause and effect.

* Flectere si nequeo superos, Aeheronta moveto.’

Literature.—The literature of this subject is very copious,
and a full list will be found in the pages of Schiirer, pp. 300-

304. In addition to the catalogue there given, Morris Jastrow’s
chapter on Babylonian Magic and Blau’s treatise should be con-
sulted. To these we have made frequent reference. See also

Lehmann, Aberglaube u. Zauberei ; Wunsch, Sethianische Ver-
fluchungstafeln, and Ramsay, Expos. July 1899, p 22. For
further informatioii, see articles Sorcery and Exorcism.

Owen C. Whitehouse.
MAGISTRATE.—This word is used several times

in AY, where it represents different words in the
original. At Jg IS7, where it is said of Laish,
c there was no magistrate in the land that might
put them to shame in anything’
TiV ehV), the meaning of the expression has been
much discussed and is confessedly obscure ; but it

probably denotes, not any particular office, but the
more general idea of ‘ some one possessing power of

restraint,
5

or as in BY c possessing authority. ’* At
Ezr 725, where Ezra is directed to appoint ‘ magis-
trates and judges,

5

the first word (par^) is the Aram,
form of what is in Hebrew the usual expression for

‘judges' (shophetim, which reappears in the Cartha-
ginian sufetes). At Lk 1211 ‘ magistrates’ repre-

sents the general word (dpxTi) for ‘ruling powers,’
and is better rendered as in RV c rulers

5

; while
at Lk 1258 the ‘magistrate’ (dpx^) to whom it

pertains to receive a complaint appears to denote
a local authority of somewhat higher position than
the ‘judge’ (/cpir^s) to whom he remits the case.

At Tit 3* the phrase * to obey magistrates ’ repre-
sents the compound verb TteiQapx&v, which may
probably he better rendered as in RV by the simple
‘to be obedient.’ But the principal use of the
word ‘ magistrates ’ is in Ac 16, where it denotes the
chief authorities of the Roman colony of Philippi.

When Paul and Silas were dragged into the
market-place before the ‘rulers’ (dpxorras, i.e. the
local city-judges), the charge against them re-

solved itself into one of political disturbance, con-
flicting with the allegiance due to Roman authority,
and the accused were brought unto ‘ the magistrates’
whose duty it was to deal with it (the (rrparrjyoL, 1620*

22. 35. 36.
38) # These were the duumviri or prcetores,f

as they were called in towns which were colonies.
They had officers in attendance on them to execute
their orders, called ‘ serjeants ’ (EV) or ‘ lictores

5

;

hut in this case they exceeded their powers, and
when they were made aware that the prisoners
whom theyhad ordered to be scourged were entitled
to the privileges of Roman citizens, they were glad
in turn to become suppliants that the released
captives might leave the city.

William P. Dickson.
MAGNIFICAT.— The old adj. ‘magnifical’ is

retained by AY in 1 Ch 225 from the Geneva
version, and it is still kept in RY—-‘the house that
is to be builded for the Lord must be exceeding
magnifical though the word has long since been
displaced by ‘magnificent.’ The adv. occurs in
Rhem. NT, Lk 1619 ‘There was a certaine riche
man, and he was clothed with purple and silke :

and he fared every day magnificaily .

5

J. Hastings.

* The MT appears to he hopelessly corrupt, and the Yersions
give no help (see Moore, ad loo.).

t On the application of the term protores to the magistrates
at Philippi, see Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller

, p. 217 f

.

MAGOG (fuD, MtrytoY).—Enumerated among the

sous of Japheth between Gomer (the Cimmerians)
and Madai (the Medes) in Gn 102

. Ezekiel (38-)

calls Gog ‘the prince of Rosh, Meshech, md
Tubal,’ of ‘the land of Magog.’ In Rev 20s

, Gog
and Magog are alike made representatives of the
northern nations. If Gog is Gyges of Lydia,
Magog would he Lydia, and we should have to

explain Magog as signifying ‘ the country of

Gog 5

(but see Dillm. on Gn 102
,
where this explana-

tion, which is that of Ed. Meyer [Gesch. § 464], is

emphatically rejected). It is noteworthy that mays
meant ‘ land ’ in the Lydian language, and that the
Assyr. inscriptions give the name of a district in

Armenia as indifferently Ma-Zamua and Zanrna.
In any case, as Meshech and Tubal were nations

of E. Asia Minor, Magog would seem to have been
in the same part of the world, and its association

with Gomer in Gn 102 would be explained by
the Cimmerian settlements in Asia Minor. Cap-
padocia is even called Gamir by Armenian
writers. Josephus (Ant. 1 . vi. 1) identifies Magog
with the Scythians ;

but the term Scythian was
used vaguely to denote almost any northern popu-
lation about which little was known.
The prophecy of Ezk 3S2-396 was the source of

the constantly recurring notion in Apocalyptic
literature that Israel’s enemies would be finally

destroyed at the advent of the Messiah (see Liter-

ature below, and cf. Rev 202
). In the Assumption

of Moses, where there is no mention of the Messiah,
this final destruction is the work of God Himself,
as it is also in Enoch

,

where the Messiah appears
after the judgment. Gog and Magog not only
meet ns in Rev, but recur constantly in the
‘ antichrist-Apocalypses ’ (see Bousset, Antichrist,

Index, s. ‘ Gog u. Magog ’).

Literature.—

D

illmann on Gn 102 ; Davidson and Bertholet
on Ezk 38 f. ; Bousset on Rev 20« ; Schrader, KAT* 80, 427 {GOT
i. 62, ii. 123] ; Stade, QVI ii. 61 f. ; Schurer, IIJP n. ii. 165, iii.

279; Eisenmenger, Entdeckles Judenthum
, ii. 732 ff. ; Weber,

Jud. Theologie (Index, 3. ‘Gog’); Renan, 1’Antichrist*.

A. H. Sayce.

MAGOR-MISSABIB (aw iud
; LXX, Theod.

[Mztolkov (-xov A*) ; according to Jerome (op. Field),

Aq. 1st ed. circumspicientem (irepLopQvra), 2nd ed.

peregrinum (T&poucov, TrpoavXvrov, jh^tolkov or %£vcv)

;

Symm. ablatum (acpyp^vov), or congregatum et

coactum (awyOpoLcu&ov ) ; according to Qmff
. Aq.,

Symm., and Theod. added kvk\66€v with an asterisk

;

Yulg. pavorem undigue; EV ‘Magor-missabib,’
RVm ‘terror on every side.’ LXX, Theod.,
Aq. 2nd ed. connect m? with na to sojourn ).

—

Name given by Jeremiah (Jer 20s
) to Paslihur ben-

Immer, governor of the temple, who had had the
prophet beaten and put in the stocks. Jer 204

explains, ‘ For thus saith J", Behold, I will make
thee a terror to thyself and all thy friends.’ The
phrase occurs also (not as a name) in Ps 31 13

,

Jer 625 2010 465 49s9
, La 222

;
where LXX has similar

translations to the above, except Jer 4929
d'lrtiXeiav.

See Field, Swete, and Giesebrecht (Handkom-
mentar zum AT), in loco. W. H. BENNETT.

MAGPIASH.—See Magbish.

MAGUS.—See Magi, Magic, and Simon Magus.

MAHALALEEL.—See Mahalalel,

MAHALALEL (^?no* ‘praise of God,’ cf. the
name Jehalldel, ‘he shall praise God’;

—1. Son of Kenan and great-grandson
of Seth, Gn 512* 10 * ls* 17 (P) = 1 Ch l2. The name
corresponds to Mehujael (!?&mi?) in J’s list, Gn 418

.

See Mehujael. In the genealogy of Jesus, Lk
* Gray (Heb. Proper Names, 201 n.) would point

(so also Nestle, Marginalien
, p. 7).



3s7, EV has Mahalaleel, AY (following the Greek,
MaXeXetfX) Maleleel. 2. The son. of Perez, who
dwelt at Jerusalem after the Captivity, Neh ll 4

(B MaXeXrtp,).

MAHALATH (n^nn).—1. (MaeXiB) A daughter of

Tskmael, and wife of Esau, Gn 289 (P). In Gn 26s4

(also P) a ‘Hittite’ wife of Esau is mentioned
whose name was Basemath, and in 363 (prob. R)
this Basemath is called daughter of Ishmael (Sam.
has here and throughout eh. 36 nbnz, which,
however, may be a harmonistic correction). The
whole subject of Esau’s marriages is wrapt in

obscurity (see Comms. of Dillm. and Holzinger,
and art. Esau in vol. i. of this Dictionary, p. 734a,

note). 2. (Mo\(X)&9) Wife of Rehoboam, 2 Ch II18
.

She was the daughter of Jerimoth, one of David’s
sons, and hence a cousin of Rehoboam.

MAHALATH LEANNOTH.—See Psalms.

MAHANAIM (o^no c two camps’ or hosts’ (?);

the LXX renders by Uape^oXai Gn 322
, 1 K 2s,

ij rrape^oX^ 2 S 2s9 ; in Jos, B has Badv (Mady),

Maavd, Kapdiv, A Mav&Ljx

;

in 2 S, B A Marae/*,

Mamei/jL, Maavdeift (17
24 A Mavaetv)

;

1 K 414 B Maay-
aieiov, A Maavitfx

;

1 Ch 680 B Maavdid, A Maav&tfi).

—An important city on the E. of Jordan, of which
the exact site is unknown. The above explanation
of the name is due to J, whose narrative (Gn
323'13% esp. vv.7’10 £ two companies,’ and v. 18a ‘and
he lodged there that night 5

) indicates that it

originally contained an explanation of the manner
in which the place obtained its name: probably
this was omitted as inconsistent with v.-. In E,
on the other hand, nothing is known of the dual
meaning of the word, the forms Mahanaim, Ma-
haneh (ouqo, nine) being used indifferently (322

‘ This is God’s host
5

(
mahaneh), v. 21 4 and he himself

lodged that night in Mahaneh (not as RY ‘ in the
company 5

)).* According to Gn 32lf
* (w. 1 - 2 13bff

* E,
vv.3"33a J) Jacob was here confronted by a vision of

angels after he had parted from Laban on the

mountain range of Gilead. No further mention is

made of Mahanaim until after the conquest of

Palestine by Joshua, when it is described as lying

on the border between Gad and Manasseh (Jos

1326- 80
). According to Jos 2138 it was one of the

cities of Gad assigned to the priestly family of

Merari.
It was, however, more especially during the early

period of the monarchy that Mahanaim came into

prominence. Owing possibly to the timely assist-

ance which Saul had rendered to the inhabitants

of Jabesh-gilead at the commencement of his reign

(1 S ll lf
-), the country E. of Jordan long remained

faithful to the house of its deliverer. Hence it

was that, after the death of Saul, Abner established

Ishbaal (Ishbosheth) as king of Israel at Ma-
hanaim, in opposition to David, who reigned over

Judah in Hebron (2 S 28t ). From Mahanaim Abner
started on the expedition to Gibeon, which, result-

* It seems probable that Mahanaim is yet another instance

of a place-name with an apparently dual termination which has

arisen from a later expansion of the original termination in -dm
and -erro (or -an and -eri). The most striking instance of this

change is (Jerusalem), which represents the Ker£ per-

petuum for an original D^n; (Aram. D^rr). Similarly in

Aramaic we find }np$=nD^ for the Heb. fVTD# (Samaria),

while the Mesha inscription affords several examples of the

termination in (-an), which in Hebrew is represented by

{-aim). Other cases in Hebrew are Dothain (prfn Gn 3717)

and Dothan (jfih 2 K 613) ; Kartan (jnnp Jos 2132) and Kiriath-

aim (o\rnp 1 Oh 676(61)), and Enam (Dpjgn Jos 1534)=Enaim

{DOT Gn 3821). For further discussion see especially Strack,

Genesis, p. 139 : WeHhausen, JDTk xxi 443, Comp. p. 45 n.

;

Philippi, ZDMG xxxii. 651; Barth, Nominalbildung, p. 319

;

Ges.-Kautzsch, Reb. Gram. p. 256. Against this view, Konig,

Lehrgebciude, ii. p. 437.

ing in the defeat of the Israelite forces at the hand
of Joab and his Benjamite followers, proved to be
the turning-point in the struggle between the rival

kings. In their flight it is stated that Abner and
his men passed through the Arabah along the right
side of the Jordan, and thence made their way
across Jordan and up the gorge (RY * Bithron ’) to
Mahanaim. Despite this reverse the war between
the house of Saul and David still continued until

the murder of Ishbaal, which followed soon after

the defection and death of Abner, left David in
sole command. Presumably, the tribes on the E.
of Jordan joined in the universal recognition of
David as king and acknowledged his rule. That
they proved faithful to the new monarch is

shown by the fact that David, when driven from
Jerusalem by the rebellion of Absalom, at once
directed Ms flight to the capital of his former rival

and was there royally received by the chief men of

the country, among whom was a son of Ms former
ally, Nahash the Ammonite (2 S 1724”27

). The
encounter between the forces of David and those
of Absalom took place in the Forest of Ephraim
(which see), apparently the wooded district of
Gilead which lay opposite to Ephraim on the E. of

Jordan.* Information of the defeat of Absalom’s
army was conveyed to the king, who had remained
in Mahanaim, by Ahimaaz the son of Zadok, who,
running by the way of the plain (-i|?n=the circle

of Jordan, Smith, HGHL p. 505), outstripped the
previous messenger who had been sent by Joab
(2 S 1823). Apart from a possible reference in
Ca 613 (RYm ‘of two companies,’ LXX r&v irapeja-

fioXQv), Mahanaim occurs only once more, as the
dwelling-place of one of Solomon5

s twelve com-
missariat officers (1 K 414

).

From the above sketch of the history of Maha-
naim it will be seen that the biblical narrative
affords but little assistance in identifying its exact
site. From Gn 32 it seems clear that it lay some-
where near the Jordan to the N. of the Jabbok
and of the great gorge (or Bithron, 2 S 229 ). Accord-
ing to Jos 13 it was situated on the border of Gad
and Manasseh, a position which agrees with the
history of the monarchy. Conder {Seth and Moab,
p. 179 ff.) places it near el-Bukeia, to the E. of

es-Salt ;
hut this is too far south. More probable

is the view of Merrill {Bast of the Jordan, p. 433 ff.),

who identifies Mahanaim with Khurhet Suleihhat,

at the entrance of the Wady Suleihhat, 3 miles
N. of the Wady \Ajlun. He points out that the
present ruins stand some 300 feet above the plain,

and command an extensive view across the valley
to the W., and down the valley almost to the
juncture of WadyZerka (Jabbok) with the Jordan.
This situation agrees admirably with the details

supplied in 2 S 18, according to which the watch-
man of Mahanaim discerned the Cushite and
Ahimaaz from a considerable distance (v.

24^) It

also throws light on the statement of v.23 (‘Then
Ahimaaz ran by the way of the plain ’), the point
being that Ahimaaz chose the longer but more
level route along the plain, and so outstripped the
Cushite, who made his way across the intervening
hilly country. Earlier travellers (Seetzen, Beisen,
i. 385; Robinson, Phys. Geogr. p. 78 f.) place Ma-
hanaim at the modern Mahne, which according to

the old Jewish traveller Parchi [Benj. of Tudela
,

ii. 408) lay about half a day’s journey due E. of

Bethshean. The latter statement is certainly
erroneous, but in any case Mahne is too far from
the Jordan, aJnd its position in the midst of the
mountains of Gilead does not suit the narrative
of 2 S, Buhl, however (GAP p. 257), seems to

* It is noteworthy that Luc. grives Meuc/va. i.e. Mahanaim
instead of Ephraim, but this may be only a correction ; see
Smith, MGHL p. 335* ; Buhl, GAF p. 121 ; Budde, M. u. Sam.

p. 34 ff.
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place Mahne (or Mihne) considerably farther S.,

slightly to the N. of the Wady 'Ajlun

;

the latter

he would then identify with the gorge (or Bithron)

of 2 S 220 {ib. p. 121). J. F. STENNING.

MAHAREH-DAN (ijmqp, ™pWpo\*i Adp).— The
name occurs twice : in Jg IS12 of a place 4 behind/
i.e. W. of Kiriath-jearim, in Jg 1325 of a place

between Zorah and Eshtaol, where Samson began
his work. Whether one identifies Kiriath-jearim

(which see) with Khirbet 'Erma or withAbu Ghosh,
it is scarcely possible to take both these references

to be to the same place. Nor has the name been
found. It is true that Williams {Holy City, i. 12,

note) had a site pointed out to him, north of Wady
Ismail, as bearing the name Beit Mahanem. Both
name and situation are tempting, but the statement
lacks confirmation. Guerin {JudSe, i. p. 62 ff.)

places the Mahaneh-dan of 1812 near * Abou-Goch,’
but he ignores the other. Moore on Jg IB25 accepts

the position assigned to Mahaneh-dan in 1812
,
and

thinks there is no support for the supposition that

there were two camps of Dan. It seems probable,

however, that the name, since it was never attached

to a town, was floating rather loosely in this quarter

of Palestine. The author of 132S then understood it

to refer to the original war-camp which the Danites
occupied at the time of the conquest, befoie their

permanent settlement ; the author of the clause in

1812 took it to be the name of the first camp which
the 600 Danites occupied outside their own terri-

tory when they marched northward to attack
Laish. (Cf. ZDPV x. p. 137 with Guthe’s note).

A. C. Welch.
MAHARAI (’inp ; B Noepe, MGTjpd; A Maepad,

Moopdj Moopat).

—

A native of Netophah in Judah,
the modem Beit Nettif (Buhl, GAB p. 194), in the
Wady es-Sunt, or Yale of Elah, the third of the
five valleys which, cutting right through the
Shephelali, connected the Philistine plain with the
hill-country of Judaea. Maharai was one of David’s
thirty heroes (2 S 2328, 1 Ch ll80

), and according
to 1 Oh 2713 was of the family of Zerah, and captain
of the temple guard for the tenth monthly course.

J. F. Stenning.
MAHATH (nop).—1. The eponym of a Kohathite

family, 1 Ch 6®® [Heb. 20
] (B M49, A Ma6.6), 2 Ch

2912 (B Ma<f0, A Ma^0), perhaps to he identified

with Ahimoth (niD’nx ‘my brother is death’) of

1 Ch 625 [Heb. 10
], B ’AXa/^0. See Gray, Heb.

Prop. Names, 281, note 1. 2. A Levite in the
time of Hezekiah, 2 Ch 3118 (B Ma<f<9, A Na<?0).

MAHAYITE, THE (D'lqpn).—The designation in

1 Ch ll46 of Eliel, one of David’s heroes. The
MT is unintelligible and certainly corrupt. Ber-
theau proposes to emend to ’D;:npn ‘the Maha-
naimite’ ; Kittel, following the Yulg. Mahumites,
reads ^npn, LXX B has Mte£, A Maudv.

MAHAZIOTH (nxnqp and rfiKnqp ‘ visions ’
; B

MeAj*^#, A Maafrc60).—The Hemanite chief of the
23rd course of singers, 1 Ch 2o4 - so

. On the extra-
ordinary conglomeration of names in v. 4 and the
supposition that they are really a fragment of a
hymn, see W. R. Smith, OTJ

C

2 143, note 1, and
art. Genealogy, vol. ii. p. 124b.

MAHEB-SHALAL-HASH-BAZ c*rr bby -w?
‘ spoil speedeth, prey liasteth ’

; LXX, r. 1 rov i&as
jrpovopLTjv TroLTjcrcu (TkijXcdv, v.3 rax^ws <nd>\evaoi> d&tos
Tpov6p,€v<rov

; Is 81 * 3
).—A symbolical name given to

one of Isaiah’s sons to signify the speedy destruc-
tion of the power of the allied kings Kezin and
Pekah by the king of Assyria. The prophecy was
fulfilled m the invasion of the North in the follow-
ing year (734) by Tiglath-pileser, who entirely
cmshed Rezin, and took many cities of Israel and

devastated the country (2 K 1529 169), though the

actual capture of Samaria did not take place till

13 years later (721). F. PI. Woods.

MAHLAH (rr^np ; as a proper name it is thus

vocalized in order to distinguish it from the

common nOun nVnp ‘sickness’; hut some of the

LXX forms show that this distinction was not

observed in the living language, and doubtless the

meaning is identical ; LXX MaXd, MaaXd, MatAd,

MooXd).—1* In Nu 2633 27 1 36 11
,
Jos 173

,
the name of

one of the five daughters of the Manassite Zelophe-

had. Probably she was the eldest, for the MT
always puts her at the head ; and although B of

the LXX reverses the order in Nu 36n, A and F
retain the ordinary arrangement. P, to whom all

the passages in question belong, states that Zelophe-

had left no sons, and consequently the daughters
came before Moses and claimed tlieir father’s in-

heritance, lest his name should become extinct.

By the divine direction their claim was allowed, the

only condition being that they were obliged to

marry within the limits of their tribe. Accord^
ingly Mahlah and her sisters married their cousins.

The narrative illustrates the well-known Israelite

law that property was inherited in the male line,

and could descend to females only if they married
within tribal limits. This has been variously

accounted for, by some on the ground that women
were incapable of performing one of the duties

which property involved, that of offering sacrifice

to dead ancestors (Sehwally, Leben nach dem Tode,

Stade, Geschichte, i. 388-391), by others in accord-

ance with the Arab maxim that ‘none can be
heirs who do not take part in battle, drive

booty, and protect property’ (W. R. Smith, Kin-
ship and Marriage). In the Midrash Rabba on
Numbers the conduct of Mahlah and her sisters

serves as a text for the doctrine that ‘ the women
of that generation builded up what the men broke
down,’ the two other instances being that the
women took no part in making the golden calf,

and that they did not share the pusillanimity of

the men after the alarming report of the spies had
been received.

2. In 1 Ch 718 the RV has Mahlah, the AV
Mahalah. The former is correct, the Heb. being
n^np as above. The Yulg., which has Maala for

Zelophehad’s daughter, here employs Mohola or

Moota. Most likely the Mahlah of this passage is

a female name. The Chronicler is dealing with
the genealogy of Manasseh’s descendants, tracing
them, unlike Nu, along the female line, and
stating that Hammolecheth, granddaughter of

Manasseh, bare ‘Ishliod and Abiezer and Mahlah.’
Ishhod and Abiezer are names of men : for this

and other reasons it is impossible to identify the
Mahlah of Nu with the same name in Chronicles.

J. Taylor.
MAHLI (^qp ‘a sick or weak one,’ from nWtj

LXX MooXef, MooAf, MoXZ, MoAd, MooXKeL; Yulg.
Moholi

,
Mooli).—1. In Ex 619 (AY Mahali), Nu 3 2̂ ,

1 Ch 2426 - 28
,

it is the name of a son of Merari,
Levi’s youngest son. 2. In I Ch 2323 2430 a son of

Mushi, Mahli’s brother, bears the same name.
Ezr 818 informs us that whilst Ezra was waiting
beside the river Ahava, he secured for the service
of the house of God, amongst others, ‘ a man of

discretion, of the sons of Mahli, the son of Levi
. . . and Sherebiah,’ etc. 1 Es 847 drops the ‘ and,’
thus identifying this son of Mahli with Sherebiah.
It is more likely, either that the name has dropped
out, or that it was something like Ish-sechel
(rendered in our versions * a man of discretion or
understanding’). See ISHSECHEL.

Mahlites pqqpn).—In Nu 3s8 (Yulg. Moholitce)
2658 (Yulg. Moholi) Mahli’s .descendants are called
‘ the family of the Mahlites.* According to I Ch
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2322 these Mahlites were descended from the
daughters of Eleazar, the elder son of the Mahli
mentioned in Ex 619

. Eleazar left no male off-

spring. Their cousins, the sons of Kish, therefore
took them in marriage, and prevented the extinc-
tion of their father's name. It is a little curious
that in the enumeration of the families derived
from Levi, Nu 266S

,
the LXX omits £

the family of

the Mahlites.’ J. Taylor.

MAHLON.—See Chilion.

MAHOL (Wid, A MaoiiXj B Mdk, Luc. MaaAd,
Jos. Ant vm. ii. 5).—-Named in 1 K 431

[Heb. 5U] as the father of certain sages with whom
Solomon is compared. The expression ‘sons of

Mahol ’ has been referred to the four sages, Ethan,
Heman, Chalcol, and Darda, as well as to the last

three or the last two only. The Midrash to the
Bk. of Proverbs gives it an independent application
(Wunsche, Bibl. Babb. p. 2). It is improbable that
all the typical wise men whose names occur to the
writer should be regarded as the sons of one man.
The Lucianic Sept, (and B ?) reads, * D. son of
Mahol.’ But this may not be original. In 1 Ch 26

Ethan, Heman, Chalcol, and Darda are sons of
Zerah. Unless ‘son

5

be taken in the general sense
of descendant (see Darda), this conflicts with the
statement in Kings, whether that he limited to
Darda or not. It may be supposed that the Chroni-
cler inferred the ancestry of Zerah (mj) from the
expression Ethan the Ezrahite (’irjTNn), i.e. directly
or indirectly from this passage. This is, perhaps,
evidence that the phrase ‘sons of Mahol ’ was not
in his text of the verse. The appellative signifi-

cance of Mahol suggests an explanation of its

appearance. The word is late rather than early,

ana means * dance.' St. Jerome's rendering chorus
(Lag. Onom. Sac.2

p. 73) should he interpreted in
this way, and not in its musical acceptation. The
intimate connexion of the temple ritual with the
names Ethan and Heman permits a conjecture
that the expression ‘ sons of dance 5 was originally

a note applying to Ethan and Heman. Dancing
was part of the worship of J", and Vinp is twice
used in the Bk. of Fsalms in a ritnal sense

(149s 1504
). Such a note when inserted in

the text might readily be given its present
position. W. B. Stevenson.

MAHSEIAH (n;gtia).—A priest, grandfather of
'

Baruch and Seraiah, Jer 32 12 5159 (AV Maaseiah).
He is called in Bar l1 Maaseas (Maa<rcdas).

MAIANNAS (Maiamts, AY Maianeas), 1 Es 9^
ssMaaseiah, Neh 87.

MAID, MAIDEN.—Several words, easily distin-

guished in Heb. and Gr., are rendered ‘maid 5
or

‘maiden' in AY. 4. mj?) nattirdh, a girl, is tr*
‘ maid ’ in 2 K 52* 4

, Est 27* 9- 12 44 (all ‘ maiden 5

in

RV), Am 27 ; and ‘ maiden * in Ex 2s
,
Ru 2s* «• 23 32

,

lSO^EstS4* 8- 9^ 1^*, Job 41*, Pr 9s 27s7 31 1S
, all

retained in BY. 2. 'almdh, a young woman
(see under IMMANUEL, vol. ii. p. 454), is rendered
‘maid’ in Ex 2s

,
Pr 3019 . 3. rrimsi bethuldh , a

virgin, is tr*
1 ‘maid’ in Ex 2216 (BY ‘virgin’),

Job 3I1
, Jer 2s2 5I22

, La 513 (BY ‘ maiden 5

), Ezk 96

(BY ‘maiden’), Zee 917 ;
and ‘maiden 3

in Jg 1924
,

2 Ch 3617
, Ps 78s3 14812

, Ezk 44*22 (BV ‘virgin’).

Also aj? *roqR? &b is tr4 in AY ‘ I found her not

a maid ’ in Dt 2214* 17
. 4. npx ’dmdh

,
a maidservant,

is often rendered ‘handmaid’ or ‘maidservant,’ hut
also simply ‘maid’ in Gn 30s,

Ex 25 (BY ‘hand-
maid’) 2120* 2

*, Lv 256
,
Ezr 285 (BY ‘maidservant’),

Job 195,
Nah 27 (RV c handmaid ’), 8.

_
nigp

ghiphhdh, a maidservant, female attendant, is tr4

‘maid’ in Gn 162- 29s4- 29 307- 9- 10 ' 22
, Is 242

;

and ‘ maiden ’ in Gn 3Q18
,
Ps 1232

,
Ec 27 : RY has

‘ handmaid 5

for ‘ maid 3
in all the passages except

Is 242
, but retains ‘ maiden ’ except in Gn 301 **

(‘handmaid’}.
Notice also the obsol. expression ‘maid child’

for npp} in Lv 125
, retained in BV. It comes from

Tindale, who has the similar rendering in Ex l16

‘ When ye mydwive the women of the Ebrues and
se in the byrth tyme that it is a boye, kyll it. But
if it be a mayde, let it lyve.’

In Apocr. and NT we find the following words
translated maid: 1. Kop&o-iov

,
a girl, To 612 - 1*,

Sus 15,19
, Mt S24 ' 25 (both ‘damsel’ in BV). 2.

TcudlaKTi, a young woman, a maidservant, To 37

8 12* 13 (RV all ‘maidservant’), Jth 1010 (RV ‘hand-
maid’), Sir 4122

, Sus
36

,
Mk 1466- 69

, Lk 2256
; iratdbjKv

is also rendered ‘ maiden 5

in Lk 1245 (BV ‘ maid-
servant ’). 3. 7rats, a young person, usually male,
also used for a servant or attendant, is trd ‘ maid ’

in Lk S54 (BY ‘maiden’), and ‘ maiden’ in 851
. 4.

Tapdivosj a virgin, is trd ‘maid’ in Jth 9J (BY
‘ virgin ’). 5. afipa, a maidservant, is trd ‘ maid ’

in Jth 10s* 5 I39 1623
, Ad. Est 157. 6. Botikij, a

female slave, is rendered ‘maid’ in Jth 1219 (BY
‘ servant ’).

We thus see that AY, according to its principle,

varies the words indefinitely and almost indiffer-

ently. BV lays down the principle that as far as
possible the same word in Heb. or Gr. should be
rendered by the same word in Eng.

,
but the only

case in which a serious effort is made to carry it

out is in the rendering of shiphhdh. Except in

three passages, that word is rendered ‘ handmaid.’
One of the exceptions is Is 242

, where the assonance
between ‘ mistress ’ and ‘ maid ’ is allowed to stand

;

the other two are particularly unfortunate, since
there is little reason for departing from the rule

of uniformity in Ps I232 and less in Ec 27
, and

especially since the word ‘maiden,’ which is re-

tained, is no longer used for a servant. Even
Shakespeare, who uses ‘ maiden 5

freely in the sense
of ‘ virgin,

5 never has it in the sense of ‘servant.’

J. Hastings.
MAIL.—See Armour.

MAINSAIL.—See Ships and Boats.

MAKAZ (fpcs, Mayxds Luc. ; MonadsA and Ma%eyas
B are probably erroneous forms due to confusion
with the more familiar name Michmash, which
the Sept, transliterates by Max/H? or Matc/x&s ).

—

One of five places (MT four) which compose, or iden-
tify, the second of the 12 Solomonic prefectures

(1 K 49
). The probable identifications of (Shaal-

bim) Bethshemesh and Elon ( =Aijalon) showthat it

was situated on the western slopes of Judah, but
the exact site remains uncertain. Two of the
towns in the same group are elsewhere assigned to
the territory of Dan. The spellings Ma/c& (Euseb.
in Lag. Onom.2

) and Macces or Maces (Vulg.,
Jerome) may be compared with Jerome’s deriva-
tion (define) from pp a boundary (Lag. Onom. Sac. 3

p. 73). W. B. Stevenson.

MAKE.—The verb to ‘ make ’ is used in AV both
transitively and intransitively, and is so retained
in BY, though the intrans. use is now obsolete.

In both forms it has some constructions and mean-
ings that need attention.

1. With the meaning of to cause it is followed
by the infin., sometimes with and sometimes with-
out to:* 2 Ch 720 ‘ This house, which I have sancti-

fied for my name, will I cast out of my sight, and
will make it to be a proverb and a byword among
all nations’ (BV ‘I will make it a proverb’); 88
‘ them did Solomon make to pay tribute

5

; Jer 3417

* I will make you to be removed into all the king-
* See more fully Craik, Eng. of Shah. p. 63 ft.
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doms of the earth ’
; and Dn 74

c
it was lifted up

from the earth, and made stand upon the feet as a

man 5 (RV 4 made to stand ’). Cf. Shales. Comedy
of Errors

,

n. i. 26,
4 This servitude makes you to

keep unwed 5

;
Hamlet

,
ill. iii. 186, ‘ Make you to

ravel all this matter out 5

; and (without to) Tempest,

i. ii. 172

—

‘Here
Have I, thy schoolmaster, made thee more profit

Than other princesses can that have more time
For vainer hours and tutors not so careful/

2.
4 Make ’ was once common in the simple sense

of ‘do/ There is a single example in AY, Jg 183

c What makest thou in this place ? ’ (ntn rpix-nD
;

RV ‘ What doest thou in this place ?
5 Wyc. [1382]

c What here dost thow? 5

[1388] ‘Whatdoist thou
here? 5 Cov. ‘What makest thou here?

5

). Cf.

Spenser, FQ VII. vi. 25

—

‘Whence art thou, and what doost thou here now make ?

What idle errand hast thou earths mansion to forsake V
3. In Jn 853 ‘Whom makest thou thyself ?

5
(7rot«s),

and 197 ‘ he ought to die, because he made himself

the Son of God 5

(&rofy<r«0j the meaning is ‘ claim

to be,
5 almost ‘pretend to be.

5 This meaning of

‘ pretend
5

or ‘ feign
5

is seen in Jos 8lb ‘Joshua and
all Israel made as if they were beaten 5

; 94 ‘ They
did work wilily, and went and made as if they had
been ambassadors

5

; and Lk 2428 ‘ He made as though
he would have gone further/ But even without
‘as if

5

the verb is once used in this sense, 2 S 13®

‘ Lay thee down on thy bed, and make thyself

sick
5

(*?i?nn; LXX /aakaKicrdnyn

;

Vulg. languorcm
Simula ;

Wye. ‘feyn sijknes
5

; Cov. ‘make the
sicke

5

;
RV ‘feign thyself sick

5

; cf. v. 6 ‘So
Amnon lay down, and made himself sick,

5 RV
‘and feigned himself sick

5

). With Lk 2428
cf.

Ps 281 Cov. ‘ tkinke no scorne of me, lest (yf thou
make the as though thou herdest not) I become
like them, that go downe in to ye pytte 5

; and
with 2 S 13s cf. Shaks. Two Gent. I. ii. 102

—

‘She makes it strange ; hut she would he best pleased
To be so anger’d with another letter/

4. There are some phrases : (1) Make ado , Mk 539

‘Why make ye this ado, and weep? 5

Cf. Nu 167

Tind. ‘Ye make ynough to doo ye childern of

Levi.
5 See Ado. (2) Make away

=

destroy, Dn ll44

‘ he shall go forth with great fury to destroy, and
utterly to make away many 5 (nun TDtpc^

;

LXX a(p(ivL<rcu teal &itokt€lvcu ttoXXovs
; Vulg. ut con-

terat et interfeiat plurimos ; Wyc. [1382] ‘ for to
breke to gydre, and slea ful manye, 5

[1388] ‘ to al

to-breke, and to sle ful many men 5

; Gen. ‘ to
destroy and roote out many 5

; Dou. ‘ to destroy and
kil very manie ’) ; 1 Mac 1622 * he laid hands on
them that were come to destroy Mm, and slew
them ; for he knew that they sought to make him
away 5

(abrbv arroX&ai ; RV ‘ to destroy him 5

). Cf

.

Dt 3226 Tind. ‘ I have determened to scater them
therowout the worlde, and to make awaye the
remembraunce of them from amonge men 5

;
Mt

2720 Rhem. ‘ But the cheefe Priestes and auncients
persuaded the people, that they should aske
Barabbas, and make Iesus away 5

; Spenser, On
Ireland

,

4 Clarence . . . soon after, by sinister

means,, was clean made. away 5

; and Shaks. As
You Like It, v. i. 58, ‘ I kill thee, make thee away,
translate thy life into death.

5

(3) Make for= help,
Ezk 1717 ‘ Neither shall Pharaoh with his mighty
army and great company make for him in the
war 5 WiK n^: ; LXX Trodjtret wpbs avrbv
irbXeyov

;
Yulg. faciet contra eum preelium

; Wyc.
‘make batayle agens hym 5

; Cov. ‘maynteyne
him in the warre, 5

after whom the correct transla-

tion is found, except Dou. ‘make battel agaynst
him 5

) ; Ro 1410 ‘ Let us therefore follow after the
things which make for peace 5

(r& tt}s dpr/vys

;

Vulg.
quee pads sunt ; Wyc. ‘tho thingis that hen of
pees

5
: we owe the idiomatic tr. ‘which make for

peace
5

to Tindale). Tind. in a note to Lv 13 says,

‘This chapter niaketh not for confession in the

eare, but is an example of excommunicacion of?

open sinners.
5 The phrase is not obsolete, it

occurs in M. Arnold’s famous definition (Lit. and
Dogma , i.) ‘The not ourselves which is in us and
all around us became to them adorable eminently

and altogether as a power which makes for right-

eousness,
5 but no doubt this is a recollection of

Ro 1419. In older Eng. the phrase was often make
to, as Udal’s Erasmus5 NT, ii. fol. 283, ‘those

thinges that are availeable to the life of heaven,

and make to the glory of Christ
5

; and Davenant
(Fuller’s Life, 314), ‘ I shewed no letter or instruc-

tions, neither have any but these generall instruc-

tions, which King James gave us at our going to

Dort, which make little or nothing to this business.
5

(4) Make up— put together, complete, Ezr 53 ‘ Who
hath commanded yon to build this house, and to

make up this wall? 5 (RV ‘to finish this wall 5

);

Ezk 135 ‘Ye have not gone into the gaps, neither

made up the hedge 5

;
Mai 317 * And they shall be

mine, saith the Lord of hosts, in that day when I

make up my jewels
5
(njqi? mk rgx n;m

;

LXX Kai 'iuQvrd p.oi . . . els rjptpcLP fjp iyb tol<2 els

TTepLTroli](nv ; Vulg. Et erunt mihi ... in die qua
ego fado, in peculium, whence Wyc. ‘And tliei

snuln be to me ... in the day in whiche Y shal

make, into a special tresoure,
5 and Cov. ‘And in

the daye that I wil make .. . . they slialbe myne
owne possession,

5 and that is no doubt the correct

rendering; so RV ‘And they shall be mine . . .

in the day that I do make, even a peculiar treasure,
5

or more clearly in marg. * in the day that I do this,
5

which is the tr. of the Geneva Version *) ; 2 Co 9®

‘and make up beforehand your bounty 5
(wpo/ca-

rapTltTojai). Cf. Shaks. Rich. III. I. i. 21

—

‘ Sent before my time
Into this breathing world, scarce half made up,
And that so lamely and unfashionable
That dogs bark at me as I halt by them ’

;

Timon, V. i. 101

—

1 Remain assured
That he’s a made-up [=perfect] villain’

;

and in a slightly different sense, Knox, Hist. 177,
‘ oppress the inhabitants thereof, and make up
strangers with their lands and goods.

5

5.

Among the archaic uses of * make 5 we find it

followed by a subst., the two together expressing

no more than a verb formed from the subst. would
express, as ‘make request 5= request, ‘make pro-

vision
5 = provide. In almost every instance the

Heb. or Gr. is a verb and no more. Thus (1)

make account, Ps 144s ‘Lord, what is man, that
thou takest knowledge of him ! or the son of man,
that thou makest account of him !

5

(sin^D^l ; LXX
6tl Xoyll'o oLvrbv). So Shaks. Rich. III. III. ii. 71—

* The princes both make high account of you*

;

Milton, PR ii. 193

—

‘Among the sons of men.
How many have with a smile made small account
Of Beauty and her lures, easily scorn’d
All her assaults, on worthier things intent 1

*

(2) Make confession, as Dn 94 ‘ And I prayed unto
the Lord my God, and made my confession 5

(rnirm,

RV ‘made* confession
5

). (Z) Make count, Ex 124

‘Every man according to his eating shall make
our count for the lamb 5

Oobj-i). (4) Make an end,

g 318 ‘ And when he had made an end to offer (RV
* an end of offering

5

) the present, he sent away the
people that bare the present 5

(V?) ; Is 331 ‘When
thou shalt make an end to deal treacherously 5

(^P'nns) ; 3812 ‘ From day even to night wilt then
make an end of me 5

8) ; Jer 427 ‘Yet wilt I

* The marg. note in Gen. Version is, ‘When I shal restore my
Church according to my promes, they shalbe as mine owne
propre goods/ See, further, art. Jewel in voL ii. p. 656b.
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not make a full end’ a 1

? rfcn). (5) Make
inquisition , Dt 1918 ‘ And. the judges* shall make
diligent inquisition

’ (35'n 5cnni). (6) Make mention
,

as Ps 874 *1 will make mention of Kahab and
Babylon to them that know me 5

(*r:itx). (7) Make
matter

,

Gal 2s ‘whatsoever they were it maketh
no matter to me 5

(ov84v poi 8ia<p4pet). Cf, Holland’s
Livy

, p. 247,
e What makes matter, say they, if a

bird sing auke or crow cross ?
5
Tindale, Expositions,

p. 81, ‘ Thou wilt say, What matter maketh it if I
speak words which I understand not, or if I pray
not at all, seeing God knoweth my matter already ?

3

(8) Make merchandise
, Dt 21 14 247 ‘ If a man be

found stealing any of his brethren of the children
of Israel, and maketh merchandise of him, or selleth
him, then that thief shall die

5
(ixni^nn

; RV ‘ deal
with him as a slave/ RVm ‘as a chattel’) ; 2 P 23

'And through covetousness shall they with feigned
words make merchandise of you’ {4/xiropeiJcrovTcu).

Of. Shaks. Merck, of Venice, in. i. 134, ‘ Were he
out of Venice, I can make what merchandise I

will.
5

(9 ) Make provision, 1 K 47 ‘Each man his
month in a year made provision

5

fob?.) ; Bo 1314

‘Make not provision for the flesh
5

{irpbvoiav /it)

Toielade). (10) Make riddance, Lv 2S23 ‘ thou shalt
not make clean riddance of the corners of thy field

when thou reapest
5 (rtarn6

; RV ‘thou shalt not
wholly reap 5

); Zeph l18 ‘he shall make even a
speedy riddance of all them that dwell in the land 5

(n?3
; RV ‘ he shall make an end, yea a terrible

end 5

). (11) Make a sport
,

1 Es l51 ‘they made a
sport of his prophets 5

{rjaav <?/c7rcdf ; RV ‘ they
scoffed at

5

). Cf. Milton, PL vi. 632—
* Eternal Might

To match with their inventions they presumed
So easy, and of his thunder made a scorn*

;

and Samson Agonistes, 1331

—

*Do they not seek occasion of new quarrels
On my refusal, to distress me more.
Or make a game of my calamities ’ *

J. Hastings.

MAKEBATE.—There was an old Eng. word bate

(from Old Er. batre
,
to beat) which signified strife,

discord. Thus ShadweU, Am. Bigot
, i. 1, ‘I’ll

breed no bate nor division between young people.’

Sometimes it is a shortened form of ‘ debate ’ (from
Old Fr. debatre), but more often it is a distinct

word. ‘Makebate’ is a compound of this word,
and means a maker of strife. It occurs in the
plural in AVm of 2 Ti 3s, Tit 23,

as an alternative

tr. of di&poXoi, text ‘false accusers’; RV ‘slan-

derers/ which is as old as Wyc, (1388) at Tit 23
.

The tr. ‘false accusers’ is from Tindale. Hall

( Works, ii. 74) says of the Pharisees, ‘ When these

censurers thought the Disciples had offended, they
speake not to them but to their Master, Why doe
thy Disciples that which is not lawfull? Now,
when they thought Christ offended, they speak
not to him, hut to the Disciples. Thus, like true
make-bates, they goe about to make a breach in the

family of Christ, oy setting off the one from the

other/ J. Hastings.

MAKER (Matip, Mclk45).—A ‘strong and great’

city in Gilead (1 Mac 526* M
). The site is unknown.

MAKHELOTH (nbnpD, Mar>?\c£0, Luc. Mcuo^c£0,

Maceloth, Nu 3325 * 25).—One of the twelve stations

in the joumeyings of the children of Israel, follow-

ing Hazeroth, which are mentioned only in Nu 33.

Nothing is known about it. The word occurs

Ps 6827 [Eng. 26
], where it is translated ‘ congrega-

tions/ The occurrence of Ifehel&thah (a name of

similar meaning) in v.22 should he noted.

A. T. Chapman.
MAKKEDAH (rnps ;

[in Jos 1028- 29 1541

B has MaKrjMv]
;
Syr. Mokor ; Vulg. Maceda).

—

A royal city of the Canaanites, situated in the
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Shephelah or lowland of Judah, mentioned (Jos 15^)

with Gederoth, Beth-dagon, and Naamah in the
list of cities allotted to Judah. The last three are
perhaps to be identified with the modem villages
of Katrah, Dajtin, N&aneh, and Makkedah with el-

Mughdr—all lying in the vicinity of Ludcl (Lydda,
Diospolis) and Tebnah (Jabneel). It is mentioned
ten times (Jos 1010ff* 1216 1541 ) in connexion with
Joshua’s great victory in the day when the
Lord fought for Israel. Makkedah is first men-
tioned (Jos 1010

} with Azekah as one of the two
points to which the allied forces were followed by
the victorious host of Israel, and they were not
necessarily near each other: in the list of cities

allotted to Judah they are both stated to he in the
Shephelah, but Azekah is in one group of fourteen
cities, while Makkedah is in another group of six-

teen cities. Azekah is mentioned with Adullam,
Soeoh, and Jarmuth, which have all been found,

together about 14 miles S.E. of Makkedah.
When the battle had reached these points, it is

related (Jos 1015) that Joshua returned and all

Israel with Mm unto the camp to Gilgal, and then
the narrative of the battle is resumed and other
victories of Joshua recorded, and then again it is

stated (v.43) that Joshua returned to Gilgal in the
same words. The LXX omits (w. 15* 43

)
all mention

of the return of Joshua to Gilgal, and some com-
mentators propose that at least v. 15 should be
omitted, or even that it should be treated as part
of the quotation from the Bk. of Jashar and not
as part of the narrative, so that the action of

Joshua after leaving Gilgal until the taking of

Makkedah is continuous, and occurred on the
great day when the sun stood still in the midst of

heaven. It appears clear, however, that the
passage is composite, the narrative of JE being
interrupted by comments and generalizations of

D2 (see Driver, LOT* 108).

Joshua was in his camp at Gilgal (Jos 106
) in the

plains on the east border of Jericho when he
received a pressing message from the men of

Gibeon, urging him to come up and save them
from the kings of the Amorites. Now Gibeon was
in the hill-country (present el-Jeb), 3400 ft. above
Gilgal and 10 miles distant as the crow flies, but
by the rugged devious mountain passes a stiff

uphill march of 16 to 18 miles. Joshua went up
from Gilgal all night, he and all the people of war
with him, and all the mighty men of valour, and
coming upon the Amorites suddenly and unex-
pectedly, probably at early dawn while they still

slept, he slew them with a great slaughter at

Gibeon, and chased them by the way of the pass
of the Upper and Lower Beth-horon. as far as

Azekah and Makkedah, over a rough country, a
distance of at least 25 miles from Gibeon as the
crow flies.

It may have been somewhere in the upper portion
of the pass of Beth-horon that Joshua saicf in the
sight of all Israel, ‘ Sun, stand thou still upon
Gibeon, and thou moon in the valley of Aijalon/
The expression ‘ upon (n) Gibeon 5

rather indicates

an early hour when the sun would be rising over
the ridge and hills where Gibeon was situated, but
Stanley (5. andP. 210) considers that the emphatic
expression that the snh stayed in the midst of

heaven seems intended to indicate noonday. On
the other hand, the geographical conditions, Gibeon
being to S.E. and Aijaloii to S.W. of the Upper
Beth-horon, would indicate some hour midway
between sunrise and noon, according to the time
of year ;

while the view also is held by many that

the account of the miraculous standing still of the
sun, being derived from the poetical Bk. of Jashar,

is not to be considered as part of the historical

narrative of the Bk. of Joshua {Speaker's Com.
Add. notes on Jos 1012

"15
, and Diltmann, in loc.).
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It is evident from, our present knowledge of the sur-

rounding country, that if the attack of Joshua took
place at early dawn, and the flight of the Amorites
immediately followed, consequent on their being
taken by surprise,the force of Joshuamay have been
atBeth-horon twohours after sunrise and at Makke-
dah from eight to ten hours after sunrise, so that
the circumstances related as having taken place
on the great day may have occurred within the
limits of an ordinary day at any time of the year.
On arrival at Makkeaah, Joshua was told that

the five kings of the Amorites were hid in the cave
{rnjps, so correctly RV) at Makkedah. This cave
is mentioned eight times in the Bk. of Joshua
always with the article as ‘ the cave

5

; it was
evidently a well-known cave close to the city

Makkedah, and probably near to a grove of trees

(cf. Jos 1026).
Joshua did not stop the battle tide, but, ordering

great stones to be rolled to the mouth of the cave
and setting a guard there, caused the pursuit to

be continued until the children of Israel had made
an end of slaying the enemy with great slaughter
and returned to the camp at Makkedah. Then the
cave was opened, and the kings of the Amorites,
after the ceremonial degradation, were smitten by
Joshua, and were hanged on five trees until sun-
down. At sunset {cf. Dt 21221

) the five kings were
taken down off the trees and cast into the cave
wherein they had been hid, and great stones were
laid at the cave’s mouth.
In the PEF survey of Western Palestine the

present village of el-Mugh&r (

f the caves’) was
adopted by the surveyors, who found that at this

site alone, of all the possible sites for Makkedah
in the Philistine plain, do caves still exist. The
following points are in favour of this site. It is

on the northern border-line of Judah immediately
south-west of Ekron, opposite toKatrah (Gederoth)
and near to Dajun (Beth-dagon) and Ndaneh
(N&'amah). It is an ancient site, as evidenced by
the rock-quarrying and the rock-cut tombs with
loculi. There are caves of various sizes, in front
of which the houses are built, and small caves exist
in the cliffs north of the village. It is on the
northern side of the valley of Sorek

( Wady Surdr),
in the lowlands about 4 miles from the sandy dunes
bordering on the seashore. It is situated on a
sort of promontory stretching into the valley of
Sorek, divided into three plateaus ; on the lower of
these to the south is the modem village of el-

MughAr, built in front of the caves which are cnt
out of the sandstone. The city of Makkedah was
probably to the north of these caves. The sur-
rounding country is very fertile.

Litehature.—Eotinson, BRP% iL 251; Stanley, Sinai and
Palestine

, 210 ; SWP ii. 412 ; Dillmann, Jcs. ad loc. (leaves the
site doubtful). C. WARREN.

MAKTESH (skoocr ‘the mortar’ [Pr 2722
] ; h Kara-

K€Kog^vr\ ; Aq. eis rbv SKyov

;

Theod. iv t£
ft
Met.

;

Vulg. Plla),—The name of a locality mentioned in
Zeph lu * Howl, ye inhabitants of the Malct&sh

;

for all the people of Canaan (or, the merchant
people ; cf. Ezk 174, Pr 3

1

24
) are undone, all they

that were laden with silver are cut off.
5 The con-

text shows that it was in Jerusalem; it is also
evident that it was a locality in which traders
dwelt—perhaps, in particular, that, as Ewald con-
jectured, it was the ‘Phoenician quarter 5

of the
city. From the meaning of the word,—it is used
in Jg 1519 of the ‘ hollow place 5 out of which the
spring of Ha-^ore issued forth,—it may be inferred
that it denoted some basin -like hollow or de-
pression. The Targ. understands by it the ICidron
valley, which, it is true, forms a deep depression on
the E. and S.E. of the city : hut it is more probable
that some locality within the city itself is intended ;

and it is a plausible suggestion that it was the

name of the upper part of the Tyropocon valley

(between the E. and W. hills of Jerusalem). The
Maktesh may have been mentioned in paiticular

by Zeph. on account of the omen of the name (Jer.

* quod scilicet, quomodo frumenta feriente desuper

vecte, contunduntur ’). S. R. Driver.

MALACHI MaXaxlas in the title only).—

The last in the Canon of the OT prophets.

i. Name of the Book.—If the title contained

in the opening verse he accepted as original,

Malachi may be taken as the personal name of

the prophet. In that case it is generally under-

stood as a contraction of MalacMyah, and as

meaning ‘the messenger of JV This translation,

however, presents difficulty,* and the word as a
personal name does not occur elsewhere. Or the

word may be regarded as the official title of the
prophet, and he rendered ‘my, i.e. Jws messenger, 5

The LXX so understood it m P,t hut, by using
MaXaxias as the head title, preserved both inter-

pretations. The Targum of Jonathan ben-Uzziel
added at l 1 4 whose name is called Ezra the scribe ’

;

and Jerome t gave this last addition as a current
belief among the Jews of his time. If, however,
Ezra was the author of the book, it is difficult to

understand why his history contains no hint of its

existence. And the fact that tradition also attaches
the hook to the names of Nehemiah and Zerubbabel
strengthens the supposition, that, in a period which
had forgotten the author’s name, the close corre-

spondence between the aims which the prophet
desired and which the legislator accomplished led

to their identification.

Many modern commentators (e.g. Wellhausen,
Nowaclc, Kuenen) regard l1 as a late addition.

Emphasizing the similarity of this title to those
which precede Zee 91 121

,
and noting the prominence

of the word ‘my messenger’ m 31
,
they have

concluded that the compiler of the separate volume
of the twelve minor prophets found this hook with-
out an author’s name, and, borrowing a name from
the body of the work, prefixed the entire title as it

stands at present. The opinion is plausible, and
enjoys this advantage, that, as it is not based on
facts but on several large suppositions, it is incap
able of disproof. Nothing is known of the personal
history of the author, for the tradition of pseu&o-
Epiphanius [de vitisProph.), which calls him a man
of Sopha in the tribe oi Zebulun, is so late as to be
valueless.

ii. Date.—The general period in which the book
was written is easy to determine. The Exile is so
far in the past that it is not even mentioned. The
temple, to the rebuilding of which Haggai needed
to exhort the people, is already restored : the
sacrificial ritual is being carried on within it
(li° 31 * 10

). The offenders whom Malachi rebukes
aje the laity who do not support the established
ritual (3

7ff
*), and the priests who bring it into

contempt through their carelessness (l
8a>

). On
the other hand, Judah is still under the civil

government of a Persian satrap (Jjnps 'thy governor, 5

l8, cf. Hag l
1
,
Neh 514 12“), and the title ‘great

king, 5 which Malachi applies (l
14

) to J", may bo
borrowed from the official style of that court. A
comparison of the abuses which the book attacks,
and the reforms which it advocates with those

* For the contraction it is possible and customary to appeal to
the fact that the name of the mother of Hezekiah is given as

AM in 2 K 182, and as npK AMjah in 2 Oh 291. But, since
AMjah must he translated ‘J" is father,* this by analogy would
require that Malachi should be rendered, not * the messenger of
JV but * J" is messenger.’

T Its reading is tv x*!P‘ etirau, the word of J" * by the
hand of His messenger.

X ‘ Quern Esdra.m scribam, legisque doctoreu, Hebrsei »stv
mant* (Prcefatio in duodeoim prophetas).
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which are mentioned in the histories of Ezra and selves, and were further materialized in the popular
Nehemiah, dearly proves a. very similar condition mind, did not correspond with the stem realities

of affairs in the community. Legislators and of Jerusalem. Haggai had believed (2
10ff

*) the
prophet have alike to protest against such abuses cause of their misery to be their negligence in
as neglect of the sacred dues, irregular sacrifices, the restoration of the temple, and had promised
and intermarriage with foreign women. * So J'

/5
s return on the completion of the work. But

similar is the whole situation that Malachi must the temple was rebuilt, and everything remained
have been nearly contemporaneous with those as before, which, to men who had hoped for so
reformers.

^ ^
mneh, mnst have appeared worse than before.

Opinion, however, is still divided as to whether Men were beginning to ask for proofs of that
Malachi prepared the way by word for the later divine love of which they heard so often, but of

legislative acts of Ezra and Nehemiah, or whether which they thought that they saw so little (1
2‘6

).

he supplemented and enforced the work which They were debating, though not yet openly,
these began. In the former case, the book must whether it were not better, after all, to become
have been written before B.c. 458, the date of like the heathen among whom they lived (3

13'18
).

Ezra’s arrival in Jerusalem
;

in the latter, either And, where such ideas were even being debated
shortly before or after B.c. 432, when Nehemiah’s among the better minds of the nation,* the less

second visit to that city took place. The question religious must have already begun to show their
cannot be decided with certainty. But the manner discouragement, and to cast off those distinctive
in which intermarriage with foreigners is con- forms which separated Judah from the other
demned as a sin, not against the strict letter of nations. The priests, as a rule, were slovenly in

the law, but against J^s relation as Father to their performance of the ritual. That it was a
His people (2

10fL
), agrees best with a time before weary form (I

18
) they expressed by their c&reless-

Ezra had legislated on the subject (cf. OTJO2
p. ness of its requirements more eloquently than by

427, n. 2). Malachi also connects those foreign words. The laity, miserable, heartless, and copy-
marriages with the prevalence of divorce, as ing their religious leaders, were inclined to stmt
though the one caused the other. Such a con- their sacrifices (l14), and to "withhold their dues
nexion seems more likely at a time when foreign (3

7ff
*)- And the increasing practice of intermarriage

intermarriage, being novel, was causing many to with foreign women (2
10*16

), itself both sign and
put away their native wives, than at the period cause of a slackening devotion to the God of Israel,

when Ezra found it a settled practice among his was sapping their family life and helping to merge
people. The terms also in which the governor is the people into the surrounding paganism. It is

alluded to (l 8 ye treat J" as ye would not treat the this condition which Malachi faces ;
and he is

Persian satrap) lose half their force if the position prophet enough to see the root from which all the
was occupied not by a foreigner but by Nehemiah. rest springs. Their religious life is weak, their

A more uncertain means of dating the book is spiritual vision dim. And this weakened religious

found in its information about the details of ritual, life is affecting their moral and social condition, as

Thus the priests are regarded as the sons of Levi well as their religious practice. It is causing them
(2

4* 8 3s
), not of Aaron. This would seem to imply at once to make light of marriage, and to neglect

that the book was written from the standpoint of ritual. The people mnst return to J" (3
7
). They

D, and before the Priestly Code bad degraded the need a quickened sense of the worth of the divine

Levites into a subordinate position towards the favour. For that would bring with it a different

sons of Aaron. On the other hand, the command judgment of life. To be written in God’s book of

to offer tithes in the temple (3
10

), presumably for remembrance, to belong to God, would make many
the support of the officiating Levites, agrees more ills in life tolerable (3

16ff
-). To return to J" would

closely with the rule of P (Nu 1821ff
‘) than with make impossible their frequent divorce, which at

that of D (Dt 1422ff
*), which commands the giver to present is rendering God deaf to their prayers (2

13
).

share them at home with the Levites and the poor. If the prophet seems to write as though the whole
This may mark the transition from the earlier to content of repentance consisted in the due pay-

the later practice—a transition which was made ment of Levitical tithes (3
7
), and so makes the

easier by the fact that, when the community was return to J" shallow, one must join with that his

the city, all the Levites were attached to the idea of the priesthood in itself and in its work,
temple. The priest is still the exponent of the The glory of the priests of olden time was in Ms
law (2

7
) ;

after the promulgation of P he was only eyes their moral dignity. His representation of

its servant,t Were we less ignorant of the history that past may he very far from what the Mstorical

of Edom at this period, the opening section (l
2-6

), books and the earlier prophets show it to have
with its reference to the condition of that people, been. But this only makes MalacM’s ideal (2

s
)

would furnish the best means of determining the the more striking. And he expects that, when J"

exact date. has purified the recreant class, the first result will

iii. Conditions presupposed by the Book.— be that they will offer offerings in righteousness

The condition of the people was enough to cause (3
s
). The priests represent to him a moral and

grave anxiety. They had suffered from drought spiritual force in the community. That men
and locusts (3

10t
*). The revolts of Egypt against starve them by withholding their tithes, is a

Persia, which were quickened by news of Persia’s proof that they are not interested in the ideals

waning strength in Asia Minor, must have entailed which the priests represent. That the clergy in

heavy military requisitions on Palestine for the any community are underpaid, does often mean
support of the armies which wrere sent against that men are not interested in religion. And a

the rebels. Men were losing heart. They had prophet may point to the outward fact as a sign

sacrificed something when, at the bidding of their of the inward cause. What redeems Malachi from

religious leaders, they returned from Babylon, even the suspicion of formalism in this respect is

They had expected that the holy land would his hmh appreciation of the services offered to J"

repay those sacrifices, and instead it was demand- beyond the limits of Palestine (l11 ). On any infcer-

ing larger. The glowing visions of Deutero-Isaiah, pretation f that verse implies that temple and

BOme of which were dangerously material in them- * One must understand the doubts of 313*15 as being those
which ‘ they that feared the Lord * were uttering among them-

• Of. Mai 37-12 with Neh 1032-39 134-14, and Mai 210-18 with Ezr selves,

ga los. 16-44 Neh 1030 1323-si. t Two interpretations are possible. According to one, the

f For an adequate statement of the relations between Malachi, verse means that even those sacrifices which the heathen offer

D and P cf. W. R. Smith, OTJC2 425 ff. to their own deities under the names of Vishnu, Osiris, Jove
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priesthood, sacrifice and tithes, are not an essential

to a spiritual worship. But the prophet has to

deal with the facts before him. He is a man to

whom the essence of all religion consists in its

spiritual and ethical elements. But he not only-

finds a sacramental system in existence among his
people

; he also recognizes its power as a factor in
the religious life of any people. Such a system
both represents and educates their spiritual life.

And Malachi is one among the many who have
tried to correlate those two truths, instead of
denying one m the interests of the other.

iv. Chakactekistics op the Book
;
its Atti-

tude to Ritual, etc.—Undoubtedly, what charac-
terizes this

.

book as contrasted with the earlier
prophetic literature is the high value which it

sets upon a correct observance of ritual.

But it has never been sufficiently recognized
that Malachi’s attitude to the priestly ritual

differs from that of the earlier prophets, just because
the work of these had not failed to produce some
result. It may still be considered a question open
for further discussion, how far the rites with which
Hosea found himself face to face in Israel were
the outcome of a faith which, though once purer,
had degenerated through contact with a heathen
surrounding, and how far they were the natural
expression of the faith of a people which was still

at a low stage of religious development. In either
case that system, because it embodied aud so
perpetuated a debasing idea of J", was abhorrent
to the prophet, who himself held a purer faith.
And he called on his people before all else ‘to
take with therti words/ He urged them to realize
that higher conception of J" which he himself had
won. The first effect of such a thought of their
God would be to make impossible some of the
grosser elements in their ritual. Men who thought
of God as Hosea did, would give up kissing calves
as a means of worship. But, as a second effect,
whether the prophet recognized it or not, a people
who had gained this clearer thought of J" would
embody it in a ceremonial which would be com-
petent to express it. Israel went into exile and
so lost the position in which this might have been
done. But Judah did iu some measure accept the
prophetic teaching about J" and their relation to
Him. And in the law and the ritual they sought
to embody and perpetuate those ideas. Ezekiel,
himself a prophet, formulated a legislation. It
may be impossible to determine which forms in
the ritual are common to heathenism and to
Judaism. What is certain is that all the forms
were remoulded and coloured by the spirit of
Judah’s religion. Now to a law and a ceremonial,
which were framed to express, however inade-
quately, such ideas, a later prophet like Malachi
was compelled, by his very vision of the truths
which forms express, to assumfe an attitude different
from the attitude which the earlier prophets
assumed to the ritual of their time. Any neglect
on the part of the people to fulfil the demands of
this law, unless that neglect was due to the people
finding the law inadequate to express their re-
ligious faith, must appear to the prophet a failure
to appropriate through obedience to the ritual
that understanding of J"’s will which the ritual
conveyed to the worshippers. As Malachi is
diligent to show, the disobedience of his time was
the outcome of a lowered morality, not of a clearer
spiritual vision. And he maintained the worth of
the temple-service in the interests of the spiritual
religion of which that service was the expression.
The prophet, however, is no creator. Satisfied

etc., are really offered to the one and only God. According to
another, it refers to the already widely scattered Jews of the dis-
persion, who, in the many lands o* thrir exile, are offering to J

"

sacrifices, which are purs though beyond the holy land.

MALACHI

with the ideas in which he had been educated, and
their stereotyped expression in the ritual, he
models his very style on that of earlier prophets.
He is the preserver of the past rather than a
creator for the future. By his whole mental atti-

tude he represented what was necessary for the
period in which his activity falls. He belongs to
an age which had to retain rather than to create,
to impress on men, through institutions and ritual,

ideas which had been conceived in the sore travail
of preceding controversies. Ideals in this world of
men need to be expressed in institutions as well
as in words, if they are to influence not only a
select few but a whole generation, and, above all, if

they are to be transmitted to the following genera-
tions. And, since men are influenced by uncon-
scious habits as well as by conscious convictions,
great religious truths must create forms which
touch the whole life of a, community. Probably,
at that period of the national history, when Judah
had been reduced to a community of humble men,
and when so many of its purely secular hopes had
disappeared, the utmost it could accomplish was
to maintain the ground already won, to cling to
the ideas already learned, and to continue institu-
tions which were fitted to be the home of souls in
the after generations, the birthplace for larger
ideals in more fruitful years. To undervalue the
law is easy ; to appraise it is a much harder task.
Yet the law kept a kingless people together
through several centuries. The truths it embodied
made Judsea almost unique in resisting the dis-
integrating influence of the Hellenic spirit. The
ideals which it represented produced men who
were capable of accepting the higher ideals of
Jesus Christ, and of becoming the founders of His
Church. At the period when his countrymen ran
grave risk of losing their hold on this ritual and
all it contained for them and their descendants,
Malachi lent his whole influence to maintain its

power. To him, however, it continued to be valu-
able because of the expression it gave to spiritual
realities and the support it afforded the moral life.

And if the Judaism of the silent centuries grew
often formal in its reverence for the law as law
and for the ritual as ritual, this was due as much
to their forgetfulness as to their memory of the
message they had received from the prophet. The
exhortation which falls near the end of the book,
* to remember the law of Moses/ became dangeious
so soon as the minds of men grew unspiiitual ; hut
what truth is not dangerous ?

This attitude to the law explains in part the
high value which Malachi sets on the priesthood.
It is no longer the prophets but the priests who
are the messengers of J" (2

7
). It is they who must

first be purified by Jws visitation, in order that
they may then direct the people (3

8f
-). Their

office and work are set in an ideal and beautiful
light. But the prophetic period is so far behind
this teacher, and its fresh creative life so dead,
that, when he thinks of the possibility of a new
revelation of J", the medium of that revelation is
no longer a man whose lips Cod should touch with
pure fire. It is that one of the prophets of the
past who did not die, and whom Jr should restore
to His people’s necessity (4

M
*). But this expecta-

tion has a deeper root than the higher estimate of
ritual and so of priesthood can explain. It is
allied to the hope which the prophet cherish ed for
the future, in which he diverged most widely from
the early prophets. When Judah became a de-
pendent satrapy, and its royal house fell into
insignificance, the Messianic figure of the Davidic
king naturally and inevitably disappeared. But
the ‘ suffering servant 5

has also passed out of sight i

the priestly figure has equally gone. Judah has
lost confidence in her destiny and her mission-
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It is not out of the people itself that any deliverer
or new spring of life is expected, even by its

prophets. Malachi believes that a deliverer shall
come, that Judah still has a mission, that J" has
not forsaken His people. But he expects that the
messenger of the covenant, who can hardly be dis-

tinguished from J" Himself, shall appear in the tem-
ple to renew all tilings. The Messiah is not thought
of as having his roots in the soil, he has lost all

essential relation to the people whom he comes to
deliver, he is less a gift than an emanation from J".
This altered hope witnesses to an altered con-

ception of God and of His relation to men.
That hard deism, into which Hebrew theology
was always liable to degenerate, is showing it-

self afresh, and now in the minds of the prophets.
Persian thought, with its dualism and its idea of
the impurity of matter, fostered the tendency. The
popular conception of the connexion between guilt
and physical calamity ministered to it in a com-
munity which was always in distress. J" was con-
ceived as so far separated from men that any
revelation from Him was increasingly thought of
as ah extra

,
and not through the inner life of man.

He must send His angels or Elijah, if the people’s
life is to be guided by Him. Such a conception
was certain to have further results. So long as
prophecy lived with its witness to the God, who is

not only beyond all men’s thought but who is

present with and in their highest thought, so long
as prophecy founded the appeal of religion on the
moral and spiritual instincts of men, by which
they were related to their God, there was little

danger from sacerdotalism. The ritual existed, but
it was construed as the outward expression and
satisfaction of those instincts. But when the
people, impotent, conscious of guilt, came to think
of J" as so far removed from them that any message
from Him must be an importation from without,
and must be guaranteed, when old and long present
by tradition, "when new by miracle, they were sure
to fall into a material idea of divine grace.

It is only the beginning and the first causes of

such a state of things which are to be found in

Malachi. The conflicting ideas seem to struggle in

his mind. He can write of J" as receiving an accept-

able worship beyond the limits of the holy land,

and so can forecast the worship ‘ in spirit and in

truth/ But already the people are no longer
thought of as the children of J": only a select

class among them dare so to think of themselves
(l 6f

). And, though that class ought to be moral
and spiritual guides to the people, it is not this

qualification but their being descendants of Levi
which gives them that position. How the more
that idea gained on men’s minds, the more also

would the ritual be thought of as able of itself

to maintain divine favour. The grace of J" which
men need, and the covenant which is life and
peace, must be mediated to them through a system
which was wholly outside of them, and which
based its validity less on its appeal to their

spiritual nature, and more on its being an arbi-

trary regulation from.which they did not dare to

deviate. Again, it was only when this conception

of the relation between God and man formed the

medium through which men approached it, that

the command to remember the law of Moses (4
4f *)

grew dangerous. The living word of prophecy,
with its underlying conviction of God’s presence in

and with the soul of man, was delivered from
literalism. One great prophet could and did criti-

cize the doctrine of another, and in the interests of

the spirit could dare to touch the letter of the

word. Micah could urge how the temper of the

people of Jerusalem, made them grossly abuse
Isaiah’s promise of the security of Mount Zion.

A prophet could base his appeal on the witness of
the spirit in those to whom he spoke. But, when
the soul of man was thought of as wrholly alienated
fiom God, with no essential relation to Him, and
only brought into relation with divine truth by an
outward mediation, there grew up a bard theory
of inspiration. The revelation from God was a
deposit of faith and a rule of practice which could
not change. The law of Moses became the medi-
ator between God and man

;
and the prophet was

transformed into the scribe. An especial interest

must always attach to the Book of Malachi; be-
cause both conceptions of God and His dealing
with man are there, and the prophet seems hardly
conscious of their antagonism. But the less

spiritual one was the easier to hold, and was
favoured by many circumstances. Despite several
protests from Judaism itself, of which the Book of
Jonah is the most beautiful example, it triumphed
over the higher. And Malachi stands at the be-
ginningof that long and swift decline, which finally

separated J" and His people by so wide a gulf that
official Judaism ended by rejecting the very idea
of the Incarnation as blasphemy against God.
The literary style of the booh is peculiar to itself

among the prophetic literature. Malachi does not
attempt the rhetorical development of a great
principle, in the way which is so characteristic

of Deutero-Isaiah. In part this is caused by the
difference in subject and in aim. The writer is

applying principles to the details of life. But the
style is strictly dialectic. The writer states his
thesis, a principle or an accusation. Over against
that he sets an objection, which he may have
heard urged against it, or which from his knowledge
of the people he believes to be present in their
minds. After this he proves and elaborates the
truth of what he began by asserting. If these
addresses were ever delivered in public, the audi-
ences must have been very dissimilar to those
which faced the herdsman of Tekoa. On the
ground that the style seems that of a man who
developed his ideas in writing, several editors of
the hook have concluded that the author from the
first circulated his message to liis people by writing.
A more accurate description would be to name it

the style of the schools, and to see in it the
beginning of the method of exposition, which
afterwards became universal in the schools and
synagogues of Judaism.

v. Analysis op the Contents.—The hook is

divided into four chapters in the English version,
which in this respect follows the printed editions
of the LXX, Peshitta, and Yulgate

;
the Hebrew

text unites the third and fourth chapters into one.
According to its subject-matter it falls into the
following seven sections

(1) l2-5 . Men are asking for the proof of the reality of
lore toward their nation. Malachi finds the proof in history,
and especially in the differing histories of Edom and Judah.
Because Jehovah hated Edom that nation has suffered and will
suffer more in the immediate future, so that Judah through
seeing their fate will learn to acknowledge the sovereign love
of their God.*

(2) l6-2°. J" had a right to expect a return for His love (1G).

Instead, those who were nearest Him among the people, the
priests, offer a scant and weary worship, the perfunctoriness
of which proves their indifference to His claim U>9 - 12f

). The
result is that the laity are offering their worst at the altar
instead of their best (l 14

). The whole ritual has grown value-
less ; but. though it should cease, a worship acceptable to J"
will not come to an end (l10f ). For their neglect punishment
will fall on the priesthood ; it has already begun to fall t (21-3

).

Their indifference to ritual was at once sign and canse of a
moral corruption. The priests were appointed to be examples
of righteous life, and so guides to the people. But they have
abused their position, to the ruin of many. And their office has
already become contemptible (24

-9
).

(S) 210-10 . The guilt of those who marry foreign women

* ContrastAm B3.

t The terms of that punishment are not quite clear in 2s
.
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Such a marriage is a profaning of J"*s holiness. It has brought
about an increase of divorce, with the misery and moral laxity

which that produces. Because of this, their prayers are un-

heard, though they entreat the favour of Jehovah with tears.

(4) 2W-35. Men are doubting whether there is any righteous

governor of the world (217). Malachi prophesies the appearance
of J"’s messenger to prepare His way, and of the messenger of

the covenant (who may be J" Himself) (31). But the coming of

the Lord, foi which the people long, will be a coming to judg-

ment in Judah (32). He must begin His sifting work among
the temple priesthood (33f.)

}
and from them pass to judge the

moral errors of the nation (35).

(5) 36-12).* The people are now more directly addressed.
They are suffering from famine, drought, and locusts. These
are the judgments of J" on them for having withheld His dues.

If they bring their tithes, He will certainly pour out on them
the abundance they have lacked.

(6) 313-44, The prophet returns to the root of all other
laxity, to the complaint that it is useless to serve J", because
He does not care for His servants. Prosperity is not following
devotion. Even the best of the people are beginning to whisper
among themselves doubts like these (3

is-i6a). They need not
despair. J" is regarding them, and before Him the names of

those who fear Him are inscribed for eternal remembrance
(
316-18

). The day of sifting is again promised, though here it is

uncertain whether the sifting is within the nation between the
righteous remnant and the apostatizing, or whether by the
ungodly are meant those who are beyond Judaism (41

*4
). The

prophet adds a Deuteronomic exhortation to remember the
Mosaic law (44).

(7) 45f-. The promise is added that Elijah will reappear on
earth to heal the divisions among the people, especially to fill

the cleft between the ideals of the old and new generations.
By his means the threatened curse will be averted.!

The Book of Malachi is directly or indirectly

quoted in the NT in the following passages : Mk
l2 Lk l 17

,
Bo 913.

Literature.—Driver, LOT§ 356 ff.
;

the Einleitungen of

Coraill, Strack, Konig ; Wildeboer, Lit. d. AT, 333, 361 ;
the

commentaries of Pocock, 1677 ; Kohler, 1865 ; Wellh. (2ft.

Proph.) 1893; Nowack (in Handkom.), 1897; G. A. Smith
{Book of Twelve Prophets in * Expositor's Bible 1898 ; cf. also

Stade, aVI ii. 128 ff.
;
W. Boehme in ZATW vii. 210 ff. ; J.

Bachmann, Alttest. Untersuch. 1894, pp. 109 ff,

.A. C "Welch
MALAGHY.—The form adopted by both AV

and BY in 2 Es l40 for the name of the prophet
Malachi.

MALGAM (d^d).

—

1. The eponym of a Benjamite
family, 1 Ch 89 (B MeXyas, A MeXxdp). 2,

4 Mal-
cam ’ occurs as a proper name in BVm of 2 S 1230

,

where David 4 took the crown of o|*pn (AY and BY
4 their king 3

) from off his head. 1 LXX B has
MeX%6X rod (Haaikicos airr&v, A om. MeX%6X. Wellh.
and Driver consider that the true reading is prob.

03 (P Milcom, the suffix * their ’ having no
proper antecedent in the context (but see Kirk-
patrick in Camb. Bible

, ad locJ).

In Zeph 1® (
4 that swear by the Lord and that

swear by D37P ’) AY and BY both give 4 Malc(h)am *

as a proper name, BVm has 4 their king.’ Here,
again, in all probability, we ought to point os^p
(so Wellh. and Nowack, following Luc. MeX%<^}.
Davidson, upon the whole, prefers the spelling
D|7P 4 their king,’ but adds that 4

it is possible
that Malcham is merely another pronunciation of
Milcom, meaning Molech.’
In Am I1® both AY and BY (without any mar-

ginal alternative) read 4 their king (o^p) shall go
mto captivity 5 (LXX ol fiacriXeis airrjs), hut Aq.,
Symm,, Theod., Pesh., and Vulg. all imply a
reading oh?p, which both Driver and Nowack are
inclined to adopt. This verse from Amos is

borrowed by Jeremiah, practically unaltered, in
a prophecy against the Ammonites, Jer 49s

, where
Av has ‘their king,

5 AYm ‘Melcom, 5 BY ‘Mal-
cam, 5 BYm ‘their king.’ Here, as well as in v. 1

,

where texts and margins of AY and BV are the
same as in v. s

,
we ought probably to point ob^D.

In both verses of Jer the reading of B is MeX*6X,
in v.®A has MeX%6/4. See, further, art. Molech.

J. A. Selbie.

* The uncertainty of meaning in 36 makes it a little doubtful
to which section that verse should be assigned.

t It is a recent suggestion of Nowack that these last verses
are a later addition to the original prophecy.

MALCHIAH and inpfe 4 J" is king,’ see

Gray, Heb. Prop. Names, 118 ff. ,* MeXyks).—1. A
priest, the father of Pashhur, Jer 21 1 38 1

,
same as

Malchijah of I Ch 912
, Neh ll 12

. 2. A member of

the royal family, to whom belonged the pit-prison

into which Jeremiah was let down, Jer 3S8
.

MALGHIEL 4 El is king ’(?)).— The
eponym of an Ashexite family, Gn 4617,Nu 2645 (MeX-

Xt^X), 1 Ch 7
31 (B MeXXenj, A MeX%t^X). The gen-

tilic name Malchielites occurs in Nu 2645
.

G. Buchanan Gray {Heb. Proper Names
, p. 206)

thinks that judged by the probable history

of the similar name was perhaps not created

or adopted by the Hebrews earlier than the 7th
cent., but notes that it was in very early use
(c. B.C. 1500) in Canaan, being found repeatedly

in the Tel el-Amarna letters. (See ‘Milkin' in

Petrie, Syria and Egypt from the Tell El Amama
Letters

, p. 143, and cf. Jastrow, JBL xi. 120, and
Hommel, AHT 231, 233 f. 260 n.).

J. A. Selbie.
MALCHIJAH is the form preferred by BV as

transliteration of n^p, although in two instances

it has Malchiah (wh. see).—1. A descendant of

Gershom, 1 Ch 640 [Heb. 26
]. 2. A priest, the father

of Pashhur, 1 Ch 912
,
Neh ll 12

,
same as Malchiah

of Jer 21 1 381
. 3. Head of the 5th course of

priests, 1 Ch 249
, perhaps the same as the pre-

ceding. 4. 5. Two of the sons of Parosh who
had married foreign wives, Ezr 1025&ia,

called in

1 Es 926 Melchias and Asibias respectively. 6. One
of the sons of Harim who had married a foreign

wife, Ezr 1081. In Neh 311 he is mentioned as

taking part in the repairing of the wall. He is

called in 1 Es 932 Melchias. 7. Malchijah the son
of Bechab repaired the dung-gate, Neh 314

. 8.

One of the guild of the goldsmiths who helped
to repair the wall, Neh 331. 9. One of those who
stood at Ezra’s left hand at the reading of the
law, Neh 84. 10. One of those who sealed the
covenant, Neh 103

,
probably the same as No. 2.

11. A priest who took part in the ceremony of

dedicating the wall, Neh I242. J. A. SELBIE.

MALCHIRAM (d ‘Melech is exalted ’[?], see

Gray, Heb. Proper Names

,

147 ; B MeXxeipdp, A
MeXxtpaju.).—Son of Jeconiah, 1 Ch

MALCHI-SHUA (yiff^p ‘the king is wealth’ or
possibly 4 Melech is wealth,’ Gray, Heb. Prop.
Names

, p. 146 f
. ;

in 1 S, B MeXx«<rc£, A Me\xt<roOe,

MeX^tpoue, AV Melchi-shua ; in 1 Ch, B MeXx^oOe,
MeX^eiuofe, A MeX^icroue

; 1 Ch 102 K MeXp(tcr^e/c).

—The third son of Saul (1 S 1449 ), who was slain

by the Philistines at Mt. Gilboa (1 S 312, 1 Ch 102
).

In the genealogical lists given by the Chronicler
Malchi-shua’s name occurs in each case immedi-
ately after that of Jonathan, hut though 1 S 1449’®1

is clearly the work of a later hand (R*>) the balance
of evidence seems in favour of its tradition.

J. E. Stenning.
MALCHUS.—The name of the man whose right

ear Peter cut off when Jesus was arrested (Jn 1810
,

cf. Mt 2651
,
Mk 1447, Lk 2250

). He was the personal
servant (•rbv dovXov) of the high priest (i.e. prob-
ably of Caiaphas, cf. Jn 1818 * 24

), and had accom-
panied the soldiers and Jewish officials (v.

12
)

under the lead of Judas. He had a kinsman in

the same service (Jn 1820). The fact that St. John
alone names Malchus, as well as Peter, accords
with the evangelist’s apparent claim (181®* 18

) to have
been known to the high priest, and is one of many
minute historical details which appear in his

Gospel. Some have thought that prudential
motives kept the earlier evangelists from giving
the names of the parties, but this explanation is

unnecessary and improbable. The servant was
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evidently eager to carry out his master’s wish to
secure Jesus, and was therefore struck at by Peter.
The stroke missed, and only cut off Malchus9

ear (&tLov (Mt), (brdptop (Mk, Jn), and ods (Lk)
are synonymous

;
cf. Lk 2250 with 51

; and consult
Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 211). It could not have been
entirely severed, since Jesus ‘ touched it and healed
him. 9 Jesus9 words (Lk 2251

),
‘ Suffer ye thus far

9

(^are rotirov), have been supposed by some to
have been addressed to the arresting party as a
reguest not to bind Him until He had repaired the
injury. But that they were addressed to Peter
appears from the preceding word * answered, 9 and
from the fuller account in Mt and Jn (see Meyer,
ad loc.). It has been noted that St. Luke the
physician alone records the healing.* The name
Malchus (MdXxoy, a greeised form from the root

was common in different forms among the
Hebrews and neighbouring peoples. Cf. Tpb®. 1 Ch
6“ Neh 104 - 27 122

, Ezr KF- 82
; LXX MaX<£x or

MaXotfx. There were Nabatsean kings (Euting, Nab.
Inscr. 63, SI ff., 91) of this name, which is written by
Josephus Md\xos orMaXixos (=yba

3
Dalman, p. 104).

It was the name also of the philosopher Porphyry,
a Syrian by birth (cf. Del. Zeit, f. Luth. Th. 1876).

Gr T PXJRTES
MALEFACTOR.—The Gr. word kclkotql6$ occurs

in Jn 1830 (TR, but edd. Kcutbv xoiwp), where it is

rendered in AY 4 malefactor
9

; also in 1 P 212- 14 415
,

where it is ‘evil doer.
9 RY gives ‘evil-doer

9

in

all the passages. Again, Kcucovpyos is in AY ren-

dered ‘ malefactor 9

in Lk 2332* 33 39
, but in 2 Ti 29

‘ evil doer 9

; RY ‘ malefactor
9

everywhere. There
is no difference in meaning between kclkotol6s and
KaKovpyos, and there is none between * malefactor 9

and ‘ evil-doer,
9 but this is a good example of the

care of the NT Revisers to express the same Gr.
word always by the same Eng. word. Fuller,

Holy State , 203, says, ‘ Thus Cranmer (who sub-
scribed to Popery) grew valiant afterwards, and
thrust his right hand which subscribed first into fire,

so that that hand dyed (as it were) a malefactour
and all the rest of his body dyed a martyr. 9

J. Hastings.
MALICE, MALICIOUSNESS. — Both ‘malice 9

and ‘maliciousness 9 have become restricted in

meaning since 1611 to a special form of wicked-
ness. In AV of NT the only word they translate

is Kaicla, i.e. wickedness of any kind, ‘ the vicious

character generally,
9

as Lightfoot says, or as
Wilson (Christian Dictionary, 1616) describes it,

‘the whole pravity and naughtines of sin.
9 Other

words are translated * malice
9

in the Apocr. as pfivis

(Sir 2780, RV ‘wrath 9

), #xOpa (I Mac 136, RY
* hatred 9

), but the same general meaning attaches

to the word there also. RY generally retains

‘malice 9 and ‘maliciousness,
9 but prefers ‘wicked-

ness
9

to ‘ malice 9
in 1 P 21

, and to ‘ maliciousness
9

in 1 P 216
; and wherever in the Apocr. the Gr. is

Kaxla (Wis 1210 * 20 1614, 2 Mac 460
)
RV has ‘ wicked-

ness.
9 The Douay Bible translates Is 402 ‘Speake

to the hart of Ierusalem, and cal to her ; because
her malice is accomplished, her iniquitie is for-

given 9

; and cf. Hooker, Bccl. Pol . v., App. 1, ‘It

hath been ever on all sides confest that the malice

of man’s own heart doth harden him and nothing
else.

9 Tindale’s tr. of Ja l21 is ‘ Wherfore laye a
parte all fylthynes, all superfluite of malicious-

nes 9

; and Hali, Works, ii. 17, says, ‘ Doe thou
that in us, which was done to thee ior us ; cut off

the superfluity of our maliciousnesse, that we may
be holy, in, and by thee, which for us wert content

to be legally impure. 9

The adj. malicious occurs in 3 Jn 10 ‘I will re-

member his deeds which he doeth, prating against

us with malicious words 9

(X6yoi$ TrovrjpoXs, RY ‘with

# On tile difficulty of admitting the historicity of Luke’s
narrative, see Expos. Times

3 x. 139, 188.

wicked words 9

) ; and a few times in Apocr. (Ad.
Est 134* 7

,
Wis l

4
, 2 Mac 5^). Cf. Hos 68 Cov-

‘ Galaad is a cite of wicked doers, of malicious
people and bloudshedders. 9 For the adv. ‘malici-

ously,
9 which is found in Sus 43 - 62

, 2 Mac 1411
, of.

Cotton, Calvin's Isaiah on Is 4Q1
,

‘ Now the Pro-
phet enters upon a new argument, for he lets the
people alone, which made no use neither of ad-
monitions nor threatenings whatsoever, in regard
they were become maliciously desperate.

9

J. Hastings.
MALLOTHI 0*^?).—A son of Heman, 1 Ch 254 - 2B

.

There is reason to believe that this and five of the
names associated with it are really a fragment of a
hymn or prayer (see Genealogy, III. 23 n. ; and
cf. Kittel in SBOT, and W. R. Smith, OTJC%

143 n. ). In v.4 LXX B has Mavdel, A MedkwOL

;

in
v. 26 B Ms0adel, A Me\\7j6l.

MALLOWS (n^D malMah, SXtfia, A &\ip/j.a3 herbce

et arborum cortices).—Two names of plants in Arab,
are derived from the same root as malluahi
(1) Melukhiyeh) the ‘Jews9 mallow, 9 Corchorus
olitorius

, L. This is an annual herb of the order
Tiliacece, with oblong - ovate, serrate leaves, the
lower teeth of the leaves tipped with long bristles.

It bears pods 3 to 4 in. long. The mature stem
furnishes the fibre so well known in commerce as
‘ jute.

9 The immature stem and leaves are tender
and succulent, and have a mucilaginous juice, which
is nutritious like that of the mallow. They are
extensively used in the East as a pot-herb. This
plant grows only in well-watered ground. As the
context of the only passage in which , malMah
occurs (Job 304

) refers to desert places and plants,

and to the food of the very poorest of the people,
this is not likely to be the plant intended.

(2) Mallukh. This word is identical with malMah
in form. In some places the allied form mulldh is

used. Both are popular names for the Sea Orache
or Sea Purslane, Atriplex Halimus, L. RY tr. it

‘saltwort.
9

It is a perennial shrub, of the order
Chenopodiacece, with silvery-white, ovate, obtuse
leaves, and densely spiked flowers in a thyrsoid-
pyramidal panicle. The plant grows in salt

marshes along the seaeoast and in the interior.

The leaves are sour; and Dioscorides says that
they were cooked as vegetables. They would cer

tainly be the food of none but the poorest, and
well suit the context. G. E. Post.

MALLUCH (^Vd).

—

1. A Merarite, ancestor of
Ethan, 1 Ch 6« [Heh. 29

], LXX MaX^. 2. One
#
of

the sons of Bani who had married a foreign wife,

Ezr 1029 (B
9A\o*n3 A MaXotfx), called in 1 Es 9®°

Mamuchus. 3. One of the sons of Harim who
had married a foreign wife, Ezr 10s2 (LXX MaXotfx).

4. 5. Two of those who sealed the covenant, Neh
104* 27 (LXX MaXoux)* No. 4 is probably identical

with Malluch of Neh 123, called in 1214 Malluchi.

MALLUCHI (*5?Vp Kethtbh ; KerS, followed
by AY Melicu; LXX MaXovx ; Yulg. Milicho ).

—

The eponym of a priestly family who returned
with Zerubbabel, Neh 1214

,
probably the same as

Malluch of Neh 104 12*.

MALLUS (MaXXfo, 2 Mac 4s0 ) rebelled (along with
Tarsus) againstAntiochus Epiphanes about B.c. 171.

According to Heberdey, the latest explorer, the city

was situated on the river Pyramos, about 150 stadia
from its mouth ; at the mouth was situated Magarsa
(called Antiocheia in the 3rd and 2nd cents. B.C.).

The Pyramos had two mouths in ancient time, of

which the principal joined the sea a little to the west
of the modern village called Kara-Tash, in which
many inscriptions both of Antiocheia and of Mallus
have been found ; but thisbranch isnow almostcom-
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plefcely dried up. Kara-Tasli is situated on a low
range of hills along the coast between the Pyramos
arms : the eastern arm is rapidly filling up the hay
of Ayash (into which it flows) : in ancient times
this branch was quite secondary. According to
Heberdey, the site of Mallus was between the fork of
the two branches, as coins show the goddess of the
city sitting between two river-gods ; but the marshy
nature of the soil prevents exploration at that point.
The serious difficulties in this theory are— (1)

Strabo, our best authority, says that Mallus was
situated on a height (p. 675), not in a low marsh

;

(2) the Stadiasmus implies that Mallus was not 150
stadia up the river, but close to the sea 150 stadia
east of Antioch-Magarsa

; (3) the presence of so
many inscriptions of Mallus at Kara-Tash. Perhaps
the correct view is that Mallus was beside Kara-
Tash, east of the Pyramos, while Magarsa was west
of the river, and the distance stated in the Stadias-
mus is over-estimated like many others. Thus,
when Mallus was beside Kara-Tash (probably on its

eastern side), while Magarsa lay to the west, in-

scriptions from both cities should be brought to the
modem village : the old bed of the Pyramos, being
dry in modern times, would not prevent transport.

Mallus (originally Marios) was an ancient and
wealthy city, with a rich coinage. Magarsa was a
comparatively unimportant place, which struck no
coins; and probablyit was subject to Mallus, serving
as its harbour from being closer to the river.

W. M. Ramsay.
MALOBATHRON (RVm for EV text Better,

nnn nn Ca 217
; AVm 4 division ’

; LXX 8prj /cotXw-

fjLaTuv; Theod. dvjuafia/rojv; Aquila and Syinm. BaOrjp,

B cud'fip).—The leaf of the Cassia ligviea tree, Cinna -

momum Cassia, Blume {Laurus malabathrum, L.),

known in the old Materia Medica as tamalapatra
or e Indian leaf/ a lofty tree cultivated in China
and Java. Its leaves are 10 in. or more long, and
6 to 8 broad. It was formerly used as a stomachic,
sudorific, and a remedy for headache, and as an in-

gredient of mithredate and theriaca. A macerate
m oil, and a vinous tincture, were used by the
ancients as a perfume. Notwithstanding the
authority of Wellhausen (Prol ,

2
415), it is certain

that this spice did not grow wild on any of the
mountains of Pal., and therefore no mountains in
this land would have been likely to have derived
their name from it. Even had it been cultivated
in the botanical gardens of Solomon, it is improb-
able that any mountain, much less ‘mountains/
would have taken their name from this circum-
stance. It seems better, therefore (although the
rendering malobathron is adopted by Reuss, Baeth-
gen, Budde, Siegfried, and nearly all modern com-
mentators), to retain the proper name Bether (wh.
see), as in text of both VSS. G. E. Post.

MALTANNEUS (B MaXrcw'i'aios, A *AXr-, AY
Altaneus), 1 Es 9s3

.—A son of Asom or Hashum,
one of those who agreed to put away their 4 strange 9

wives. Called MATTENAI B Ma0an<£, A Ma0-
dcival) in Ezr 1033.

MAMDAI (B Maided, A AV Mabdai),
1 Es 934.—The same as Benaiah, Ezr 1035.

MAMMON (fjLafiojvds [pLCLfificovas only in cursives]

;

Vulg. mammona ; Syr. mdmund; AV and RV
‘mammon 5

).—A common Aram, word for riches
(Aram, kxidd, rarely kpdkd), used in Mt 6s4 and Lk
169 * Um 1S

, in the latter case in the parable of the
Unjust Steward. LXX translates in Ps 37s

by TrXofrrcp, and possibly in Is 33G by Oy&avpoTs

;

it

may have read a Heb. equivalent for aqto? in one
or both passages. The spelling KfiDKi? suggests a
derivation from pie 4 to he firm, steadfast/ Hiph.
‘trust/ hence ‘that which is trusted in

5

; hut in

NT it has simply its Aramaic sense. According
to Augustine (On the Sermon on the Mt. ii. 14, 47),
‘ Lucrum Punice mammon dicitur/ pon occurs in
Sir 318

, 'd
4 m. of falsehood ’ often in Targg.,

e.g. 1 S 83, 2 S 1414, Hos 511
, Am 512

, Is 3315
; also

'd
4 m. of wickedness 5

in Hah 29. The phrase
4 mammon of unrighteousness 5 occurs in the Book
of Enoch (lxiii. 10), probably a post - Christian
reference to the NT passages. Mammon is per-

sonified in Lk 913
, hut there is no reason to suppose

that there was a Syrian deity Mammon in NT
times. Such an idea owes its currency to Milton.
Ges. (Thes.) derives from Heb. matmon,

4 treasure/
and pa 4 to hide 5

; hut no example of the assimila-

tion of Teth (to) is cited. Lagarde thinks poo is

by elision for poj/D, which would be the Aram,
form of the Arabic madmun,

4 contents/ e.g. of a
hook.
Literature.-—Plummer (International Crit. Comm.) on Lk

169-13
; Thayer-Grimm, s.v. ; Brockelmann, Syriac Lex., s.v.

;

Lagarde, Uebersicht, p. 185, Mitteil. i. 229 ;
Arnold Meyer, Jesu

Mutt&i sprache, p. 51 n. ; Jastrow, Diet, of the Tgg.> s.v.

W. H. Bennett.

MAMNITANEMUS (A Ma/mr<£pcu/*o$, B Ma[ir-
t

AY Mamnitanaimus), 1 Es 9s4
.— Corresponds tc

the two names Mattaniah, Mattenai in Ezr 1087, of

which it is a corruption,

MAMRE (ttiDO
; Magftpy ).—Mentioned (a) in the

expression ‘terebinths of Mamre 5
('d \/?x) Cn 1318

(+ jmro to ‘which is {or are] in Hebron 5

), 181

(both J), and 1418
( + nDttn/ the Amorite 5

), from an
independent source; (b) in P, in the expression
‘which is before Mamre/ in descriptions of the
cave of Machpelah, or of the field in which it was.
Cn 2317 * 19

( -f jron Kin 4 that isjHebron 5

) 25
9 49S0 5013

,

and in 3527 ‘to Mamre, to Kiriath-arba, that is

Hebron 5

; (c) in Gn 1423 as the name of one of
Abram’s allies, in his expedition for the recovery
of Lot. In (b) M. is an old name either of Hebron
or of a part of Hebron ; in Gn 1413* 23 it is the name
of a local sheikh or chief, the owner of the 4

tere-

binths ’ called after him ; in Gn 1318 181 it is not
clear whether it is the name of a person or of a
place. The ‘terebinths of M/ are the spot at which
Abraham pitched his tent in Hebron.
The site of Mamre is uncertain. 4 Before 5 (ub !?y)

in topographical descriptions generally, though not,
it is true, universally, means to the east of. The
traditional site of Abraham’s sepulchre is in the
mosque at the S.E. of the modern city: so that
Mamre would, in the first instance, he looked for
to the W. of this, and at no great distance from it

(for it is described as being 4 in ’ Hebron). Sozomen
(HE ii. 4) says that the oak by which Abraham
dwelt still existed in the time of Constantine, 15
stadia N. of Hebron ; and Jerome (Onom. 114. 17)
says that it continued to he shown till the time of
his youth. The site where this oak stood would
agree with that of JRdmat el-KhalU (or, more
briefly, er-Bdmeh), If mile N. of the mosque (see
the plan of the environs in PEF Mem. iit, after

p. 352) ; and a spot | mile N. of this, with a fine
spring-well, is still called by the Jews Beit el-

Khalil
, or ‘Abraham’s House y

(Rob. BRP L 216;
Thomson, L. and B., S. Pal. 304-6, with view ; PEF
Mem. iii. 316, 322 f., also with view). For some
time past, however, perhaps from the 12th cent.,
a large and beautiful oak (Sindidn), mile
W.N.W. of the mosque, has been shown as the
oak of Abraham (Rob. ii. 72, 81 ; Thomson, l.c.

282 f., with illustration; PEF Mem. iii. 308; Bad.
Pal. 2 173f

.
). Neither of these spots seems sufficiently

near to Hebron to he a probable site for Mamre.
Dillm. thinks of the height, with accompanying
spring, of Nimre

, 1 mile N.N.W. of the mosque

;

but this also is more distant than would he ex-
pected. Josephus (BJ iv. ix. 7) says that a very
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ancient terebinth was shown in his day only 6
stadia from the city ; but he does not indicate in
which direction it lay.

Sozomen adds some remarkable particulars re-
specting the tree, which show that it was vener-
ated as a sanctuary. He says that an annual fair
and feast was held at it in the summer, which
was largely attended by Jews, heathen, and
Christians (cf., more briefly, the Onom. 114. 19 f.,

249. 29 f
. ). There was also a well beside it ; and

the heathen visitors not only offered sacrifices

beside the tree (§3), but illuminated the well with
lamps, and cast into it libations of wine, cakes,
coins, myrrh, and incense (§ 5 ; cf. RS 177, 193).
These observances were suppressed by Constantine,
as superstitious ; and a church was built there

(§§ 6-8 ; Euseb. Vita Const, iii. 51-53 ; cf. SR 143).

S. R. Driver.
MAMUCHUS (M&povxos), 1 Es 930

.—The same as
MalluCH, Ezr 1029

. The original LXX form was
probably MdXXouxos ; AA would readily be cor-

rupted into M,

MAN.—One of the peculiarities of the Hebrew
language is the disinclination to form adjectives,
or rather the love of placing substantives in such
relation as in Western languages would be ex-
pressed by a subst. and an adjective. Thus 1 K
SO31 AV and RV ‘merciful kings,’ Heb. "ion

‘ kings of mercy.’ See Davidson, Heb . Syntax,

p. 32 ff. ; Gesenius-Kautzsch, Heb. Grammar (Eng.
ed. by Collins and Cowley, 1898, p. 437 ff.). This
form of expressing attributive ideas is especially
common with the words trx ‘man,’ *?IZ3 ‘master,’
‘ owner,’ "s, ‘ son,’ and their feminines.
With the first of these words, with which we

have to do at present, the Eng. YSS deal variously.

(1) Sometimes they ignore the Heb. idiom entirely

:

1 S 3113 and 2 S 249 Heb. ‘man of might,’ AV and
RV ‘valiant man’ ; 1 K l42 Heb. ‘man of might,’
AV ‘valiant man,’ RV ‘worthy man’; 1 S 174

Heb. ‘man of the space between’ (:»&"»’«), AV
and RV ‘ champion 5

(see Champion)
; 1 K 2042

Heb. Osnn v%) ‘man of my ban,’ AV ‘man whom
I appointed to utter destruction,’ RV ‘man whom
1 had devoted to destruction ’

; Pr 1518 Heb. ‘ man
of wrath,’ AV and RV ‘wrathful man.’ (2) Some-
times the Heb. idiom is recognized in the margin :

2 S 167 - 8 AV ‘ bloody man,’ AVm and RV ‘ man of
blood’ (cf. Ps 56 ‘ The Lord will abhor the bloody
and deceitful man,’ AVm ‘ the man of bloods and
deceit,’ RV ‘the blood-thirsty and deceitful man ’);

1 K 2-6 * thou art worthy of death,’ AVm and RVm
‘ thou art a man of death ’

; Is 4013 ‘ his counseller,’

RV ‘his counsellor,’ AVm ‘man of his counsel’;
2 S 1820

c Thou shalt not bear tidings,’ AVm ‘ be a
man of tidings,’ RV ‘be the bearer of tidings’;
Ps 14011 ‘ An evil speaker,’ AVm and RVm ‘ a man
of tongue 5

; Ex 410 ‘ I am not eloquent,* AVm and
RVm ‘a man of words’; Job ll 2 ‘a man full of
talk,’ AVm and RVm ‘a man of lips’; Job 228

‘the mighty man,’ AVm and RVm ‘the man of

arm’ ; Pr 331 ‘oppressor,’ AVm and RV ‘man of

violence ’
; 1824 ‘A man that hath friends,’ RV ‘ He

that maketh many friends,’ RVm ‘a man of

friends.’ (3) Sometimes the Heb. idiom is pre-

served in the Eng. text : Gn 64 ‘ men of renown ’
;

Pr 245 ‘a man of Knowledge’ ;
so frequently ‘ man

of Belial ’ (for which see Belial).
Perhaps the most frequent expression of this

kind is man of war, which occurs 42 times in AV
text, and always signifies a soldier or warrior. In
Ex 15s J" is called ‘ a man of war ’

; see Montefiore,
Hibbert Lect

.

p. 39 f., and art. Lord of Hosts.
The expression man of God (D\nSs t?\\), to desig-

nate one acting under Divine authority and influ-

ence, is used in Jg 136* 8 of an angel; in Dt 331
,

Jos 146 al. of Moses; in 2 Ch 814 at. of David; in

vol. iii.—15

1 S 227 96'10
, 1 K 13lff

* al. of prophets, as a title for

whom it appears to have come into use in the N.
kingdom in the time of Elijah. See, further.

Old Prophet. J. Hastings.

MAN.—i. Words.—1. din. For derivation and
original meaning see Adam (LXX usually dvdpuTros,

Vulg. homo). The most frequent use of this word
as a common noun is for mankind generally (Gn 63),
or for any member of the human race (Gn 52

), but
occasionally it stands for a man in distinction from
a woman (Gn 222

). It is used especially when the
sinfulness, frailty, or mortality of the race is re-

ferred to (Job 57
). 2. it’n (LXX mostly av/jp, Vulg.

vir), Del. compares Assyr. isanu, ‘strong.’ Aname
for man in his vigour or valour ; for a masculine
member of the race, thus standing for ‘husband’
(Gn 36

), and even applied to the male of lower
animals (Gn 72). While cna often refers to the
race as a whole, points to the individual. By
a common Heb. idiom it is employed for ‘ any one ’

(=Gr. rtj, Fr. on, Ex 2114
), and so gives rise to a

similar idiom in NT Gr. (1 Co 41
). simply

man, with perhaps some reference to his mortality
(mostly poetical, 18 times in Job, 13 times in Ps).

4. Tim (from 135 ‘to be strong’) ‘a mighty man,’
‘a warrior.’ The cognate "g: is used for a man
as opposed to the weaker one, woman (Dt 225).
5. [na] common in Eth., only found in pi. (Dvnzp

defect, djg), except in compound pr. n. Methusael
,

Methuselah. The word stands for men as distin-

guished both from women and from children (Dt 2s4).
In NT avdpwTos and avrjp are used with the dis-

tinctions of meaning found in classic Greek, av-

dpuiros stands for a human being, whether male or

female, and is sometimes used with the association

of weakness or imperfection (1 Co 34). The two-
fold nature of man is expressed by 6 !£<*> avdponros and
6 ecr avdpuiros (2 Co 416

). ’'kvOpunros is employed in

the Heb. idiom as the equivalent of ns}
for ‘ any-

body’ (<e.g . Mt 1714
, Mk 121

,
Lk 1319

). In AV,
however, tls is sometimes rendered ‘man’ (Mt 828

).
’

A.v'tip stands for a man as distinguished from a
woman. It is also used in pi. as a title of honour,
equivalent to our word ‘gentlemen’ (Ac 214

), In
AV apprjv and apcrrjv, ‘male,’ are translated ‘man’
(Ro l27. Rev 125 ).

ii. Origin.—According to both accounts of his

origin, Gn l27 (P) and Gn 27 (J), man was made by
God and through an act of Divine will. P states

that God ‘ created ’ man ; J indicates that he was
formed out of previously existing matter (‘the

dust of the ground’), hut that he received his life

immediately from God—J" breathing into him the
breath of life. The doctrine of the pre-existence

of souls cannot he discovered in OT, although 1 S
2®, Job l21,

and Ps 139ls have been thought by
some to imply it. The first of these passages
refers only to natural birth and death. What-
ever the second may mean, it would appear from
Job 108ff

* that the author of the poem held the
genesis of the personality to be contemporary with
that of the body in the womb. The expression in

Ps 13915 ‘when I was curiously wrought in the
lowest parts of the earth’ comes nearer to the idea

of pre-existence ; hut the context points to the
embryonic development of the body, and therefore
it is reasonable to suppose that the phrase is an
imaginative allusion to that process (see Schultz,

OT Theol. (Eng. tr.) vol. ii. p. 250 ff*.). The doctrine
of pre-existence appears in Alex. Judaism and is

met with in Apocr. (Wis 819ff*). It is distinctly set

forth by Philo (de Somn. i. 22). It is not taught in

NT, although it was held by contemporary rabbis
(see Lightfoot, ii. p. 569), and the disciplesmay refei

to it with regard to the man bom blind (Jn 92
).

iii. Nature.—In the Bible man is treated as f>

creature sharing the nature of the world arouno
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him. A common Heb. name for mankind is " flesh/

a term which, expresses at once the materiality and
the frailty of the race. The latter quality is much
insisted on ; compared with God, man is but " dust
and ashes’ (Gn 27 319 1827). Nevertheless, in both
accounts of his creation (P and J), while man is

associated with the universe around him he is

described with separate statements that indicate a
unique nature. According to P, man was made
e in the image of God’ (Gn l26* 27

). This phrase,

taken in connexion with P’s doctrine of the spiritual

existence of God, must refer to mental and moral
faculties, not to physical form, i.e. to intellect,

affections, will, moral personality (Delitzsch). In
Ps 85 man is described as "made to lack but
little of God/ a passage in which, while the high
endowments of the race are gratefully acknow-
ledged in daring language, it is to be observed
that the word for God is (softened in LXX to

ayyfkovs), not m.v, and that this is mentioned in the
third person though the psalm is addressed to J"

(Schultz, OT Theol. vol. ii. p. 254). It has been
suggested on the ground of Gn l27 that P teaches
that mankind was originally androgynous, and on
the ground of Gn 221 that J contains the same idea

;

but this is more ingenious than reasonable.
iv. Unity of the Race.—This is implied in the

accounts of the Creation, the Deluge, and the tower
of Babel, and in the genealogies of Genesis. It

has been asserted that Gn 61* 2 points to two distinct

species of mankind (Keil) ; but elsewhere in OT the
expression ‘ the sons of God ’ (o'nV? \n) invariably
stands for angels (Job l6 [see Dav.] 2 1 38 7

; cf. un

Ps 291 896
;

pnta ns £ a son of gods ’ Dn 325).

So LXX of Gn 61 * 2 and Philo on this passage ; also

Josephus (Ant. I. iii. 1). Moreover, there is nothing
to indicate that the phrase £ the daughters of men

’

could refer to the women of one race to the exclu-

sion of others (Delitzsch, in loc. ). The development
of monotheistic ideas tended to deepen the sense
of the unity of mankind, and so to correct any
influences in the opposite direction that might
arise from the exclusiveness of Jews with regard
to Gentiles and that of Greeks in their view of

primitive races or even of foreigners generally

(
Bdppapoi). This unity is distinctly affirmed in St.

Paul’s speech on the Areopagus with an emphasis
which indicates that it might not be fully acknow-
ledged by his audience (Ac 1728). It is taken for

granted m the NT statements of the redemption
of the world by Jesus Christ (e.g . Jn 316

). While it is

at the foundation of St. Paul’s universalism, it is

never contradicted by his Jndaizing opponents.
v. Destiny.—It is the teaching of OT as well as

NT that God has a great future in store, first for His
elect, and then through them for the race. This
is to be preceded by a " day of the Lord/ in NT the
Parousia, which ushersin the glory through terrible
judgments. The grounds of hope for the future are
all found in the mercy and the faithfulness of God,
whose own glory is realized in the ultimate well-
being of His creatures. While the end of the
physical universe is contemplated, that of the
race of man is not predicted—whatever may be
the fate of individuals. On the contrary, OT
points to a boundless future of peace, and NT
to the final establishment of the kingdom of God.
See Eschatology. On the whole subject see,

further, under Adam: and Cosmogony; and for
the Psychology of Man see Psychology.

W. F. Adeney.
MAN OF SIN AND ANTICHRIST (6 Mpo,™

rijs avofilas, 6 ifibs rrjs dwwkdas, 6 dvrlxpurros
,

6 avri-

Ketgevos, 6 dvojxos).—There are three principal sources
in the NT whence we derive our knowledge of
the beliefs of the 1st cent, concerning the Anti-
christ and Man of Sin, viz. 2 Th, 1 and 2 Jn, and
the Apocalypse.

i. The Pauline account (2 Th 2) is this, that the

final coming of Christ is to be preceded by (1) the

falling-away (rj dirovracrtcL). (2) After this, the re

vealing of the Man of Sin, who opposeth and
exalteth himself above all that is called God or

that is worshipped, so that he as God sitteth in the
temple of God, giving himself out that he is God.
He has power to do miracles which are lying

miracles. The Lord will come and destroy him
with the breath of His mouth. There is some-
thing, described first as a thing (neuter, rb kolt-

£x°v)> then as a person (masc., 6 Kartyw), which
prevents the appearance of the Man of Sin for the
time being. St. Paul reminds the Thessalonians
that he used to tell them these particulars when
he was With them (ert &p npbs vp.as ravra eyop

vgiv, V.5).

ii. In the Epistles of St. John we have little but

the name of Antichrist (which occurs nowhere else

in NT). In 1 Jn 218 occur these most important
words :

4 Little children, it is the last hour : and as

ye have heard that Antichrist shall come, even
now there are many antichrists ; whereby we know
that it is the last time.’ From this we gather, as

from 2 Th, that the belief in Antichrist was one
familiar to the Christians of the time. The name
occurs again in 222 43 ("this is that matter of Anti-
christ ’—rb rod dvnxp .

—"whereof ye have heard
that it should come’), 2Jn7

. St. John, then,

alludes to a popular belief, and spiritualizes it,

applying it to tendencies already at work.
iii. In the Apocalypse a far more complex state

of things is found. It is necessary briefly to sketch
the characteristics of the - various evil powers
(Beasts) which appear in it.

(a) First in ll7 we have, suddenly introduced
without any previous description, ‘ the Beast that
eometh up out of the abyss.’ Of him it is only
said that he slays the Two Witnesses, and we
gather that his seat is at Jerusalem. In connexion
with him we find mention of a period of 42 months
or 1260 days (=3^ years), of which more will be said.

(b) Next in ch. 12 appears the Great Red Dragon
in heaven, who is expressly identified with Satan.
He persecutes the woman clothed with the sun,

and is cast out of heaven.

(c

)

In ch. 13 a Beast with seven heads and ten
horns, crowned, comes up out of the sea. One of

his heads is wounded to death and is revived. Ana
the Dragon (cf. 12) gives to him his power.

(d) In 13u another Beast comes up out of the
earth, which has two horns like alamo (evidently,

therefore, is a rival and counterpart of the Lamb),
and speaks like a dragon (being in reality Satanic
and not divine). This being is afterwards (1920

etc.) called the False Prophet. His function is to

support the former Beast by lying miracles, and
induce mankind to worship him. The former
Beast is accordingly worshipped as God, and sets a
mark upon his adherents ; and his name is indi-

cated by the mystic number 666 (or 616). The
principal Beast and the False Prophet appear again
in chs. 19 and 20, where they make a final assault

on the saints, and are vanquished by Christ.

(e) Lastly, in ch. 17 another Beast, scarlet, with
seven heads and ten horns, appears, upon which
the woman (Babylon) is seated. This Beast is ex-

plained to the seer *. it is said that it * was, and is

not, and shall ascend out of the abyss and go into
perdition/ Its heads are seven hills, ana seem-
ingly also seven kings (five past, one present, one
to come), and its horns are ten kings (all future).

Of this exceedingly complicated series of images
it would he absurd to attempt to give all the
solutions which have been suggested. W. Bousset
in his recent commentary on the Apoc. gives a
view which commends itself as nearest to the truth
of any. It is shortly this :—The Beast of ch. 11 is
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the Antichrist of current belief, taken over by the
author of the Apocalypse together with the other
traditional image of the Witnesses. The Beast of
ch. 12 is perhaps an ancient mythical personifica-
tion of some natural force (see below) identified by
the Apocalypse with Satan. The Beast of ch. 13
is Rome, and its slain head which is revived is

Nero redivivus. Certain of its characteristics
are derived from the popular conception of Anti-
christ. Its number 666 is taken to mean Nero
C«esar. It derives its power from Satan. The
False Prophet of ch. 13 is in many respects the
Antichrist of popular belief, posing as a counter-
art of the Lamb, and able to work wonders. But
ere it is in a subordinate position to Rome : the

apocalyptist borrows the figure from the beliefs of
his time : by it he probably intends the heathen
priesthood, especially in its relation to the worship
of the Caesars. The Beast of ch. 17 is, as we have
seen, a complex image. It is partly representative
of an individual who was, and is not, etc.—Nero
redivivus

;

partly of a polity—that of Rome.
iv. With these notices from the Epistles and

Apocalypse we must couple a few of less certain
import from the Gospels, (a) In Mt 2424

,
Mk

136* 22
, Lk 218 our Lord predicts the coming of false

Christs and false prophets. In Mt and Mk there
is also mention or the ‘ abomination of desolation 5

in the Holy Place, coupled with an injunction that
when this appears they that are in Judaea are to
flee to the mountains. This is the sequel to a
‘ great tribulation/ of which the duration will be
shortened by God for the sake of the elect. And
upon this follow portents in heaven, and the
coming of the Son of Man. This ‘ abomination of

desolation ’ is very plausibly interpreted by many
modern critics of the session of Antichrist in the
temple as God. And some critics suppose that this

ortion of our Lord’s eschatological discourse has
een influenced or interpolated in accordance with

current beliefs. See, further, art. Abomination
of Desolation. (&) Lastly, in Jn 543 our Lord
says, ‘I am come in my Father’s name, and ye
receive me not : if another shall come in his own
name, him ye will receive.’ Many commentators,
e.g. Chrys., Cyr., Theod. Mops., explain this
1 other ’ to be Antichrist.

Such are the passages of the NT which throw
light upon the subject of Antichrist: and we
gather from them unmistakably that teaching
concerning Antichrist was orally current at a very
early time. Did it originate with Christianity, or

is it a pre-Christian Jewish idea ?

In Jewish apocalyptic literature we find nn-
douhted evidence of this belief. In the Booh of
Daniel are certain passages which hear on the
question, (a) In ch. 7 appear four beasts, the
last of which has a * little horn ’ which makes war
against the saints. This horn, it is explained to

the seer, is a king who will war against God and
the saints for a period expressed as times, a time
and half a time {Z\ years) : upon his fall follows the
judgment. (£) In ch. 8 out of one of the four
horns of the he-goat (Greece) comes a little horn
which waxes great and casts down some of the
stars of heaven, and magnifies himself even to the
rince of the host, and takes away the daily sacri-

ce. In connexion with him is mentioned, but
obscurely, the abomination that maketh desolate.

This lasts for 2300 half-days, or 1150 days. In the
interpretation this horn is said to represent a king
of fierce countenance understanding dark sentences,

who stands up against the Prince of princes, and is

‘broken without hand.’ (7) In ch. 9 the daily

sacrifice is taken away, and the ‘abomination’
takes its place for half a week (3J years). ($) In
chs. II. 12 is a long prophecy of a king of the north
who will oppress Juaeea, take away the daily

sacrifice, and set up the abomination that maketh
desolate. He comes to a sudden end, and then
follows the great tribulation, and then a resurrec-

tion of the dead.
It is agreed that these predictions, while partly

applicable to a historical person, Antioclius Epi-
pnanes, do not apply to him in full. Those who
regard the hook as written during his persecution,
take the view that the seer anticipated the end of
all things to happen immediately upon the fall of

Antiochus, and that he wrote shortly before that
event. It is at least clear that parts of this

picture, as of so many others in the Bk. of Daniel,
were used by the author of the NT Apocalypse

:

notably the casting down of the stars from heaven
(Rev 12), and the length assigned to the reign of

the wicked king (see the 42 months and the 1260
days of Rev H2* 3

).

In the third Book of the Sibylline Oracles (c. B.c.

170) is a prediction that Beliar will come in the
last days, 4k 2epa

<

tt7]vuv3 which according to

Bousset means ‘ of the race of Augustus ’
; while

others, comparing the Ascension of Isaiah
,
inter-

pret it as ‘from Samaria. 5 Note that the final

adversary is here no other than Satan, apparently
in the form of man. To this Sib. Orac. ii., origin-

ally a Jewish composition but extensively Chris-
tianized, adds that Elias (alone) will come as a
witness, and that Beliar will do many signs.

In 4 Ezra (5
4* 6

) axe traces, though obscured and
corrupted, of the belief. We read, among a list

of the signs of the end :
* thou shalt see the kingdom

that is after the third (i.e. the power of Rome)
shaken,’ * and also ‘he shall reign whom they look
not for who dwell on the earth.’

In Apoc. Bar (ch. 40) is a prediction of the de-

struction of the last leader of the enemies of Israel

by the Messiah on Mount Sion.

In Asc. Isa. (ch. 4) are clear predictions of the
advent of Antichrist, who is identified with Nero
redivivus, and of his reign for the traditional

period of 3£ years. But this cannot safely he
regarded as pre-Christian.
From this evidence, and from an examination of

a number of patristic documents, Bousset {Der
Antichrist, 1895) has concluded, and as it seems to
us rightly, that there was among the Jews a fully

developed legend of Antichrist—perhaps oral, but
more probably written—which was accepted and
amplified by Christians ; and that this legend
diverges from and contradicts in important points
the conceptions we find in the Apocalypse. As
formulated by Christians of the 1st cent, its main
features are

—

That Antichrist would not appear before the
fall of Rome ; that he would then appear among
the Jews, proclaim himself as God, and claim to he
worshipped in the temple at Jerusalem; that
Elias would appear and denounce him, and he slain

by him ; that he would be bom of the tribe of
Dan : this idea being due to an interpretation of

Gn 49 17
,
Dt 3322,

Jer 816—a tradition known to the
apocalyptist, who omits Dan from the list of the
tribes ; that his reign would last for 3J years

;

that the believing Jews (or all the Church) would
flee into the wilderness, whither Antichrist would
pursue them ; that he would then he destroyed by
the Lord with the breath of His mouth (a concep-
tion derived from Is ll4).

It will be seen that there is here a considerable
disagreement with the Apocalypse. In that hook
the principal beast is Rome, and there are two
witnesses, not one. The first point is very im-
portant: the Apocalypse is anti-Roman. The
current belief expressed by St. Panl regarded

* ‘ Post tertiam turbatam* is taken as the equivalent of
an original Greek tjjjt fttrb ri* rplnp (sc. fixffjktfxv) Qopvfiw
fAivviv. The old reading was ‘ post tertiam tubamJ
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the Roman power as a bulwark against Anti-
christ.

In later times the mass of conflicting traditions

about Antichrist led to the idea of a twofold
Antichrist—one for the Jews and one for the world
at large. This is seen with the greatest clearness

in the writings of the 3rd cent, poet Commodian,
especially in his Carmen Apologeticum, where Nero
redivivus appears as the antichrist of the Gentiles

(

4 nobis Neio factus antichristus, ille Judaeis ’). Of
the ultimate source of this belief it is not possible

to speak with certainty.

Gunkel, in a recent work (ScJidpfung und Chaos),

has struck out a line of interpretation which has
already been fruitful, and promises to be more so

in the future. He regards the conceptions of the

Apocalyptic beasts as survivals of ancient mytho-
logical beliefs to which the Apocalyptic writer

gave new life and meaning. The primeval dragon
of the deep (Tiamat in Babylonian mythology),
which opposed the Creator in the beginning, and
was overcome and bound by him, would, it was
thought, in the last days rear np its head again
and break out in a final rebellion, to be vanquished
this time for ever. And it is at least a plausible

—

to the mind of the present writer a more than
plausible—theory that beliefs of this kind belonging
to the common Semitic stock, and refreshed in the
recollection of the Jews during the Exile, should
in their later literature once again appear in the
guise of e ancient wisdom,’ with a new and loftier

spiritual meaning read into them.
Antichrist—the Antichrist believed in by the

Jews—passes through several stages. He is per-

haps originally a natural force personified, repre-

senting Chaos as, opposed to order, Darkness as
against light. He is then identified with Satan,
the great adversary of God in the moral world.
The Antichrist of the Sibylline Oracles is, as we
have seen, Beliar. And, lastly, he is thought
of as a man in whom Satan’s power is concen-
trated, as the power of God is concentrated in the
Messiah.

In the New Testament St. Paul adopts, and St.

John in the Epistles alludes to, a conception of

Antichrist which had been coloured largely by the
identification (in the Book of Daniel) of Antichrist
with a historical person (Antiochus Epiphanes).
In the Apocalypse the traditional Antichrist
appears for a moment (in ch. 11) ;

and thereafter
his characteristics are divided between the Beast
of eh. 13, who is Rome, headed by Nero redivivus,
claiming divine worship, and the False Prophet
who parodies the Lamb and performs the lying
wonders.
The wish to identify the Antichrist of tradition

with definite contemporary personalities (as Anti-
ochus and Nero) is very largely responsible for the
confusion which surrounds the whole subject.
A word as to later Jewish beliefs. The destruc-

tion of Jerusalem by Rome operated largely upon
Jewish minds. Whereas to them Rome had been
the bulwark against Antichrist, it now took the
place of Antichrist in Jewish thought ,* and accord-
ingly in such late compositions as the Booh of
Zerubbabel (as well as in the earlier Targums) the
name of Antichrist is Armillus (=Romulus

=

Rome). But, in spite of the adverse view of the
Apocalypse of John, the Christian Church con-
tinued to regard Rome as the protector of the
world against Antichrist, and to pray for its pre-
servation accordingly.
The clearest of the utterances of our Lord and of

St. John point rather to a plurality of antichrists
wno are to appear in different ages of the Church’s

f
rowth—rather to movements and tendencies of a
ind hostile to Christianity, than to any one well-

defined personality.

Literattire.

—

The most important sources of knowledge on
the subject of Antichrist are given in full in Bousset’s excellent

monograph, Der Antichrist, which has been copiously used in

the body of this article. Besides those already named, the

following may be mentioned here : Hippolytus, de Antichristo

—sermons attributed to Ephraem Syrus (Latin and Greek);
Victorinus Petabionensis on the Apocalypse *, Lactantius (a very
important authority)

;
the pseudo-Methodius, de principio et

jure sceculi ;
the tract of Adso (printed among Anselm’s works),

de Antichristo. Of Apocryphal documents, the following con-

tain interesting details : the Coptic Apocalypse of Elias (Chris-

tian, in its present form), recently edited by Steindorff in ‘ Texte
und Cnters.’ (Neue Folge); the Syriac Book of Clement or
Testament of the Lord, coupled with a Latin fragment found by
the present writer at Treves

;
the late Greek Apocalypses of

Esdras and of John (these four will be found collected in
Apocrypha Anecdota

,
i.)

,
the various forms of the Apocalypse

of Daniel (see Bousset, and Vassiliev’s Anecdota Byzantma,
and Klostermann’s Analecta zur LXX). An Armenian prophecy
of St. Nerses, published by F. C. Conybeare {Academy, 1895),
and an interesting Latin document attributed to St. John, in
Boger Hoveden’s Chronicle {Rolls Senes), should be added to
Bousset’s stock of documents.
A principal feature in the later Apocalyptic literature is the

description of Antichrist’s personal appearance, which is de-
scribed as very unpleasing. It is curious to note that several
traits of this are borrowed in the Greek Acts of St. Christopher
{Analecta Bollandiana), and attached to that saint before his
conversion. M. R. JAMES.

MANAEN (Mctva^, Gr. form of ortaD Menahem,

LXX ‘consoler,’ 2 K 1517
), one of the

£ prophets and teachers
5

in the Church of Antioch
at the time of St. Paul’s departure on his First
Missionary Journey (Ac 131),* and crtivrpotpos of
Herod the tetrarch, i.e. Herod Antipas, son of
Herod the Great (Lk 31 * 19 97 etc.), (rforpofios may
mean either collactaneus

, ‘foster-brother,’ ‘nursed
along with’ Herod (Walch, Ols., de Wette, Alf.,

Words.
;

cf. Xen. Mem. ii. 3. 4), or merely con~
tubernalis, ‘brought up in the same household,’
or ‘on intimate terms with’ him (Eras. Luth.
Calv. Grot. Baumg. Ew. ; cf. 1 Mac l29). Walch,
recalling that the brothers Antipas and Archelaus
were brought up together (Jos. Ant. XVII. i. 3),

argues for the closer (without excluding the more
general) relationship, on account of the tetrarch f
alone being here mentioned.

It is highly probable that this Manaen was
related to an older Manaen referred to by Josephus
{Ant. xv. x. 5) as a notable Essene who, about
b.c. 50, met Herod, afterwards the Great, then a
schoolboy, and saluted him as future king of the
Jews (Antipater, the father of Herod, was then
chief minister of the Hasmonsean prince Hyrcanus).
When the anticipation was afterwards realized
(B.c. 37

)

3 Herod sent for this older Manaen, treated
him as a friend (Sei-Lwcrdjievos), and thenceforth
honoured the whole Essene sect. A Talmudic
authority J identifies the same Manaen with a
leading Rabbi who entered the household service
of the king. When Antipas was horn, some years
later, Herod may very naturally have selected, as
the child’s foster-brother and youthful companion, a
grandson § or grandnephew of the senior Manaen,
who would thus he honoured in the person of the
boy.

||
As <rtivrpo<pos (in either sense) the younger

Manaen would receive a place at the royal table,
be educated along with Antipas, and probably
accompany him and Archelaus when the two
princes were sent to complete their education at
Rome (Jos. Ant . XVII. i. 3). When Antipas be-
came tetrarch (he was called ‘king’ only by
* The arrangement of the conjunctive particles suggests that

the first three mentioned were prophets, the last two (Manaen
and Saul) teachers. See Meyer, %n loc. ; cf. Xen. Mem. ii. 3. 19.

t Antipas is the only Herod whom St. Luke elsewhere (Lk
S1 - 19) calls * Herod the tetrarch,” although Philip (Lk 31) and,
up till a.d. 52, Agrippa (Ac 251S) might also have been so called.
Agrippa, however, was only about seventeen at the time
Manaen is designated as a teacher; Antipas would be ove<
sixty.

J Quoted by J. Lightfoot in Hot. Ueb. et Talm. p. 25.

§ While stricter Essenes eschewed marriage, a section of them
allowed it.

.
See art. Essenes, vol. i. p. 768.

II Of. Ohimham’s reception into the royal household as a
token of honour to his father Barzillai (2 S 1937),
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courtesy) on his father’s death, Manaen would
naturally have some position in the ‘ royal

5

house-
hold

;
and, assuming that St. Luke and Manaen

afterwards became acquainted at Antioch, with
which both were connected,* it would most prob-
ably be from Manaen that St. Luke derived his
knowledge of many facts concerning Antipas, his
household, and other members of the Hexodian
family (Lk 31- 19*^° 83 97

’9 1331 * 32 238'12
, Ac 12).

The time, occasion, and instrumentality of
Manaen’s becoming a follower of Christ are un-
known. He may have been drawn to the Master
simultaneously with Joanna, the wife of Chuza,
Herod’s steward (Lk 83), or with the Herodian
nobleman ((3cL<n\uc6s, i.e. courtier) whose son was
healed by Jesus (Jn 446 * 53

). The ministry of the
Baptist,f which notably influenced Herod himself
(Mk 620

), may have been blessed to one whose
Essene origin might predispose him towards our
Lord’s ascetic forerunner. His discipleship need
not have involved departure from Herod’s court;
but the separation must have taken place, if not
earlier, in A.D. 39, when the tetrarch, instigated
by his ambitious wife, left Palestine for Rome, in

order to obtain royal dignity, but was condemned
by Caligula to perpetual exile (Jos. Ant. xvm.
vii. 2). About the time of Antipas’ removal, or
soon after, the Gentile Church of Antioch was
founded by Jewish Christians who had left Judaea
after Stephen’s martyrdom (Ac ll20

). From his

subsequent position as a prominent Christian
teacher at Antioch, we may assume as highly
probable that Manaen was one of these founders.

At all events, he had a leading share (1) in build-

ing up a mother Church in the third city of the
empire, (2) in propagating successfully the pure
Christian faith and life in a city whose moral cor-

ruption was proverbial, (3) in establishing the great
truth, then but dimly discerned even by apostles,

that the Gentiles were fellow-heirs, on equal terms
with the Jews, of the divine promise of salvation.

Litehature.—

W

alch,
{ de Menahemo/ in Biss. Ac. Ap.

;

J.

Lightfoot, Hor. Heb . ; Plumptre, ‘Manaen’ in Biblical Studies;
Cassell’s Bible Educator, ii. 29, 82. H. COWAN.

MANAHATH (nm.p, Ma%am0(e)I, Manaoth).

—

1,

Mentioned only in 1 Ch 86 as the place to which
certain Benjamite clans were carried captive.

Targ. adds c in the land of the House of Esau,’ and
Syr. and Arab. YSS borrow a word from the next
verse and translate ‘to the plain of NaamanJ
The town is probably identical with that implied
in Manahethites (wh. see), with the Mavox& of the
Greek text of Jos 1559, where the LXX preserves a
list of towns which had been lost from our Heb.
text ;

and if the text in Jg is correct, with the
Menuhah (wh. see) of Jg 2043 RYm. The site of

the city is unknown. Conder [PEF Mem. iii.

21, 136) suggests Mdlha, 3 miles S.W. of Jeru-
salem. The text of 1 Ch 86 is probably corrupt.

2. (M.av(v)ax&{0)i Ma%ava/x, Ma^a^a/i, Manahat{h)).
—Gn 3623 (P), 1 Ch l40 ‘ son of Shobal, son of Seir,

the Horite,’ i.e. eponymous ancestor of a clan of

Edom, or of the earlier population conquered and
absorbed by Edom. See, further, art. Mana-
hethites. W. H. Bennett.

MANAHATHITES.—See Manahethites.

MANAHETHITES stands in AY for nimn (A ’A/*-

ftavid. B Mwmtc6, BY Menuhoth) in 1 Ch 2s2 £ (These
were the sons of Caleb . . . Shobal) And Shobal
the father of Kiriath-jearim had sons, Haroeh, half

* Eus. (EE iiL 4) affirms St. Luke’s Antiochene parentage,
and the numerous references to Antioch in Ac suggest the
familiarity of the writer with this city.

t From Manaen St. Luke may have obtained the information
about the Baptist not given by the other evangelists (Lk 157-80

of the Menuhoth’ ; and also for virus (A Mavad, B
MaXafei, BV Manahathites) in 1 Ch 2s4 ‘(These

were the sons of Caleb . . . Salma) The sons of

Salma; Beth-lehem . . . and half of the Mana-
hathites, the Zorites.’ The Yulgate translates

‘rest’
(
dimidium requietionum (or -is)) in both

verses. We should read (with Kittel, SPOT) v>/^d
* Manahathites 9 in both verses. The genealogy is

to be interpreted as meaning that the city Mana-
hath, occupied by portions of two sections of the
Edomite clan Caleb, came to be reckoned to Judah.
See art. Manahath. W. H. Bennett.

MANASSEAS (Mammas), 1 Es Q^MANASSEH,
Ezr 1030

.

MANASSEH (nshp).—1. A king of Judah. He
was the son of Hezekiah and father of Amon.
His mother’s name was Hephzi-bah (2 K 211

).

He probably came to the throne B.c. 686. He is

said to have been twelve years old on his acces-

sion. The length of his reign is given as fifty-five

years
;
but this should, it soems, he reduced to

forty-five, in which case he died B.C. 641. Of the
actual history of this long reign we know very
little, the attention of the author of the Book of

Kings being fixed on the condition of religion.

The reign was probably peaceful and prosperous,

at any rate we have no indication to the contrary
in our oldest source. But in the matter of religion

it was quite otherwise. During the reign of
Hezekiah those who attached themselves to the
higher teaching of the prophets had formed a
powerful party which had great influence over the
king, who seems to have done something towards
a religious reformation (2 K 184). But there was
always a strong party which resented reform, and
on Hezekiah

1

s death it improved its opportunity
by capturing his successor. All the superstitious

cults and practices of the time of AJhaz came back,
and were established with the royal sanction (2 K
21s

). But they did not come back alone. The
most important feature of M.’s reign is its religious

syncretism, the blending of foreign worships with
the popular religion of Israel. Especially signifi-

cant is the worship of the host of heaven (v. 5),

which shows the influence of Assyria and Babylon.
The Baal and Asberah cults were probably revivals

of old Can. worship. Mention is also made of

dealings with familiar spirits and wizards (v. 6
). It

is not unlikely that we should connect with this

the shedding of innocent blood (v. 16), with which
the king is also charged. This points to a
systematic religious persecution. The time was,
accordingly, one of religious reaction—not of re-

action only, however, hut of syncretism, of gloomy
superstition and cruel fanaticism. Out of it sprang,

according to the teaching of the prophets (2 K
2326.27 242'4

), the destruction of Jerus. and the
Exile, which even the piety of Josiah and the
Deuteronomic Reformation were unable to avert.

In Chronicles it is said that, in consequence of

his sin, M. was taken by the Assyrians in fetters

to Babylon (2 Ch 33u ). There he humbled himself
before God, and was restored to his kingdom,
whereupon he cleansed Jerus. and the temple of

idols, and strengthened the fortifications of the
city (v. 12ff

*). The silence of Kings is very strong
evidence against the story ;

for if M. had been
really taken into captivity, repented, and on his

return sought to undo the evil he had wrought,
the writer in Kings would not have left the im-
pression of unbroken idolatry and sin. (Contrast
the case of Ahab, 1 K 2127’29

). That the Assyrians
should have taken a prisoner to Babylon is not in
itself very suspicious. But the mention of it prob-
ably gives a clue to the origin of the story. The
Bab. exile was traced by the prophets to the sin of
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M., and the Chronicler would feel it a fit thing
that the author of this calamity should himself

experience a captivity in Babylon. There was this

further reason for the story. The long and peace-

ful reign of so wicked a king called for explana-
tion. And this was accounted for by the story

of his penitence and reformation. It is a char-

acteristic example of the Chronicler’s method of

rewriting history. S ee, further. Driver in Hogarth’s
Author, and Archceol. pp. 114-116, where the
archaeological data bearing on the question are

fully discussed, and the conclusion is reached that
while the inscriptions do not decide the question,

they fail to neutralize the suspicions attaching to

the Chronicler’s narrative.

2. Manasseh in Jg IB30 is a correction for Moses
,

since it seemed derogatory to the reputation of the
latter that his grandson should have been the first

priest at the sanctuary of Dan. The correction was
made by inserting the letter : above the line, thus
changing theword into Manasseh(cf. Moore, adloc. ).

3. 4. Two contemporaries of Ezra who had married
foreign wives (Ezr 1030, 3a

). 5. See next article.

A. S. Peake.
MANASSEH ( rrehp,—according to the etymology

given in Gn 4151
,

* making to forget,’ from ‘ to

forget’,* LXX usually Mavaaarj), the elder son of the
patriarch Joseph by his Egyptian wife, Asenath,
and also the name of the tribe reputed to be
descended from him. Of Manasseh as the son of

Joseph, nothing more is stated than what is

recorded in Gn 48, where Jacob (1) blesses his two

G
randsons, giving Ephraim, against their father’s

esire, the first place (vv. 1*2 * 8-20 JE), and (2) adopts
them, placing each on the same level with his own
sons (vv.3

'7 P}. Both these transactions have mani-
festly a tribal significance

; they are traditional

explanations of the relations existing subsequently
between the two tribes Manasseh and Ephraim
themselves, and between these two and the other
tribes. In Gn 5023 it is also stated that the children
of MACHIR, the son of Manasseh, were ‘ bom upon
Joseph’s knees,’ i.e . he survived their birth, and
was able to recognize them as his descendants
(cf. 30a

; Odyss. xix. 401 ; Stade, ZAW 1886, 146 f.).

Manasseh as a tribe is, however, more important
than Manasseh as an individual, i. History of
the tribe

.

All that the oldest tradition of the
Exodus (JE) says about the tribe is, that after
Moses had allotted inheritances on the E. of
Jordan to Reuben and Gad (Xu 32), particular
families of Manasseh took possession of districts

in the same neighbourhood,— the children of
Machir, the (eldest) son of Manasseh, occupying
Gilead generally, Jair, ‘son’ (i.e. descendant) of
Manasseh, occupying the district in it called after-

wards Havyoth-jair (which see), and Nobah
occupying Kenath, with its ‘daughters,’ or de-
pendent villages, vv. 39 * 41* 42.* The oldest parts of
the Hex. thus recognize only two trans-Jordanic
tribes as receiving their territories from Moses : f
different Manassite elans conquer territories N.
of these for themselves. Whether these state-

ments, exactly as they stand, are historical, is

doubtful : it is remarkable that in Jg 103’5 the
‘ tent-villages of Jair ’ are represented as deriving
their name from Jair, a Gileadite, who was one of
the Judges : hence it is very probable that the con-
quest or Jair is ante-dated in Nu 32 ; and in fact,

* V.40 must be a later addition : not only is it out of place
after v.S9

,
but * their tent-villages ’ (D.Trmn) in v,4l, which can

refer only to the * Amorites’ of v.39 shows that once v.u must
have immediately followed v.®0. The intention of the addition
is evidently to legitimize the conquest of Machir, by repre-
senting it as sanctioned by Moses.

t V.&, in which, for the first time in the chapter, the ‘half-
tribe of Manasseh ' is mentioned, seems plainly to be a later
addition, made for the purpose of harmonizing the passage
with the representation of Dt and P.

if v. 40 (see note * above) be disregarded, we have in

w.39- 4i. 42 (Dilim.) ‘a good historical account oi

the gradual advance oi Manassites into the terri-

tory E. of Jordan, though not under, but after

Moses.’ By the Deut. writers, a large part of the

territory E. of Jordan, viz. ‘the rest of Gilead

(i.e. the half of Gilead X. of the Jabbok *), and all

Bashan, even all the region of Argob ’ (Dt 313
+), is

said to have been given specifically by Moses to

‘the half-tribe of Manasseh 5

(cf. Dt 298
, Jos 126

138
* [LXX, Dilim.] 30 IS7 227 : J for Bashan, also,

as belonging to Manasseh, Dt 443
,
Jos 208 216 27

).

The same half of the tribe is in Jos l
12 412 (D2

) also

represented as crossing over Jordan, together with
Reuben and Gad, to assist the other tribes in the
conquest of Canaan :§ Jos 221-6 describes the
blessing with which Joshua sent them away to

their homes, when they had discharged this task.

According to Jos 229“34 (probably from a special

source, allied to P), the half-tribe took part with
Reuben and Gad in building the altar by Jordan,
which so nearly led to a rupture between the E.

and W. parts of Israel.

All these statements relate to the part of the
tribe settled E. of the Jordan. There was, how-
ever, another part settled W. of the Jordan ; and
J’s description of the territory belonging to this,

and of the manner in which it enlarged the lot

originally assigned to it, is preserved (imperfectly)

in Jos 17ib. a. a 9a£ iob-i8 (taken in connexion with
l(p-3. 9-io in j’s account of the conquest, the two
divisions of the tribe, Ephraim and Manasseh, are
treated as one (16

1 1717 185
,
Jg l

22 * 2J * S5
, where note

the expression ‘ House of Joseph ’)

;

they receive

accordingly a single ‘lot’ (16 1
; cf. 1714

), the
borders of which are defined in 161 '8

; the N.
border—which would he the X. border of Man-
asseli—is now missing. Jos 17lb

"2 describes how
the Manassite clans were distributed : Machir had
Gilead and Bashan ; the other clans (Abi'ezer,

Uelefc Asriel, Shechem, IJepher, and Shemida’)
were settled (it is implied) in W. Palestine. Vv. 8,

9a/3. iob-13

1

|
are fragments of J’s account of the cities

of W. Manasseh : all, however, that these frag-

ments state is that Tappuah, on its S. border,
belonged to Ephraim, and that on the N. the
towns of Beth-shean, Ibleam, Dor, En-dor,1T
Taanach, and Megiddo, though actually in the
territories of Issachar and Asher, belonged in fact
to Manasseh, hut that the Canaanites maintained
their ground in them (vv. 11-18

, with verbal dif-

ferences, =Jg l27
'28

). The historical significance of

this statement is that on the N. Manasseh was
confined to the mountains and ‘ cut off from the
fertile plain of Esdraelon and the tribes which
struggled for a foothold beyond it in Galilee by a
chain of fortified cities guarding the passes,’—Beth-
shean being in the Jordan valley on the east,

Ibleam, Taanach, and Megiddo in the centre, where
the central highlands slope down into the plain,
and Dor on the seacoast, about 15 miles S. of
Carmel. Therefollows (vv. 14'18

) the curious narrative
describing how the children of Joseph {i.e. Ephraim
and Manasseh together), finding the hill-country
insufficient for them, and being unable to make
their way into the plain on the N. on account of
the Canaanites, with their ‘ chariots of iron,’ com-

* Of. Jos 122. is 138I : the other, southern ‘ half/ belonged to
Gad (Dt 312),

t Vv.14. id are repetitions (in substance) of Nu 32U. 40, and
are, indeed, most probably a later insertion in the original text
of Dt (see Dilim.).

t So also in P, Jos 1829 148.

§ In Nu 32 the command to do this is laid upon Reuben and
Gad

; hut nothing is said about its being laid upon the half-
tribe of Manasseh.

II On vv.8. 6 see Dillmann.

*T The clause relating to En-dor is, however, omitted In DXX
and in Jg 127

; and its originality is questioned by Dilim.
Budde, Ri. u. S. p. 18 ; Moore, Judge*, p. 46.
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plain to Joshua ; and are advised by him in reply,
if they are the great people that they claim to be,

to go up into the mountains and cut down the
forest there

—

i.e., apparently, augment their avail-
able territory by clearing the large thickly wooded
areas which it still contained (Stade, Gesch. i. 163 ;

Dillm.)—and (v.18b
) apply themselves more vigor-

ously to expel the Canaanites. Fragmentary,
and in parts obscure, as these notices of JE are,

they nevertheless show clearly how imperfectly,
for long after the Israelites first entered into
Canaan, the W. half of Manasseh—in this re-

tribe at the time of the Exodus (32,200 at the first

census Nu l 35
, and 52,700 at the second census Nu

2634
), and (Nu 220

)
its position in the camp (W. oi

the tabernacle, between Ephraim and Benjamin),
and on the march (behind the tabernacle), have no
historical value; the numbers of the Manassite
warriors, who, according to 1 Ch 1231 * ss

, attended
at the time of David’s coronation at Hebron, are
equally unhistoricaL For other scattered notices
of the tribe, see Is 921, Ps 607= 10S8

, 1 Ch 9s (in

the post-exilic community) 2633 2720* 21
, 2 Ch 159

30i. io. inis 3ii^

spect, indeed, not differing from many of the
other tribes (Jg 1)—obtained possession of its

territory.

The passage is undoubtedly obscure ;
and Budde (ZAW, 18S7,

p. 123 ff. =Ri. u. S. 1890, pp. 33ff.,87), questioning this explanation
of the ‘ forest/ and developing further the opinion already ex-
pressed by previous scholars (e.g. Ewald, Hist. ii. 281, 299 f.,

307, 321, 322 ;
* Wellh., Hist 445 ; Stade, Gesch. L 149), that the

E. half of Manasseh was really, at least in part (Ewald), a colony
thrown out by the W. branch of the tribe, after its settlement
in Canaan, conjectured that Jos 1714-18 referred originally to
this undertaking, and that v.is read originally ‘but the hill-

country of Gilead shall be thine,* urging in support of this
view that the children of Joseph could not have complained
that they had only * one lot,* if besides their W. territory they
had already received from Moses a territory E. of Jordan ;

and
afterwards C2TJ.TP,1888, p. 148, Ri. u. S. pp. 38 f., 60,87) adopted
the suggestion of Valeton that Nu 3239 41. 42 once followed Jos
1714-18, and described how the permission then given by Joshua
was acted upon. The conjecture is an attractive one, bnt too
bold, esp. in the transposition assumed for Nu 3239- 4i. 42

}
to

be accepted with any confidence: had this, moreover, been
the original sense of the passage, some allusion to crossing
the Jordan (* get thee over * rather than * get thee up ’

in v.15,

for instance) might have been expected (cf. also HGHL p.
577 7i.). Nevertheless, whether Budde’s view of these pas-
sages be accepted or not, Jg 514 (gee the last paragraph of this

art.) undoubtedly lends probability to the opinion that the
Manassites on the E. of Jordan were really immigrants from
the West.

Of the later history of the tribe little specific is

known. It played no prominent or distinctive

part in the history of the nation. From the wild
and exposed character of the district which the E.
half of the tribe occupied, it may be inferred that
its members were a brave and hardy race, able to

maintain their own in the face of opposition (cf.

Jos 171
,
Machir a ‘man of war, 3 and 1 Ch 518"22

,

the narrative of a successful enterprise in which
the E. Manassites took common part with Reuben
and Gad against the Hagrites and other neigh-
bouring tribes). Gideon in W. Manasseh (Jg 615

,

cf. v. 85
), and (probably) Jephthah in E. Manasseh

(Jg ll 1
,

cf. v. 29
), were brave and distinguished

members of the tribe. The strong Israelitish feel-

ing which characterized ‘Gilead’ (including E.
Manasseh), and the keen sense of common interests

which bound it closely together with its brethren
W. of Jordan, are well brought out by G. A. Smith

(HGHL 578 ff). ‘The story of Jephthah throbs
with the sense of common interest between Gilead
and Ephraim.’ Jabesh-gilead, romantically con-

nected with the history of Saul (1 S 11. 31), was
in all probability in E. Manasseh (about 20 m. S.

of the Sea of Galilee). The tribe is specified by
name in the Blessing of Moses, though characterized

as less numerous than Ephraim (Dt 3317
,
the ‘ ten

thousands of Ephraim, 3 and the ‘ thousands of Man-
asseh

5

). Different districts ofManasseh (both E. and
W. ) are mentioned in 1K 4U"18 as supplying provision

for Solomon’s court during three mouths of the
year. One city of refuge, Golan, was in E. Manasseh
(Dt 4^ aL). The tribe suffered severely during
the Syrian wars (Am Is,

2 K 10s3 ; cf. 812 137). It

is implied in 2 K I529
, and stated expressly in 1 Ch

S26
, that the E. Manassites were included among

the trans-Jordanic Israelites transportedbyTiglath-
pileser to different places in the Assyrian empire.

The statements in r respecting the numbers of the

* Jg 124 ia, however, an uncertain passage to rely upon in

support of this opinion ; see Moore, ad loc.

ii. The borders of the territory occupied by either
the W. or the E. half of Manasseh cannot be fixed
with precision. Of the W. half, the N. boundary
seems to have been approximately the imperfectly
defined line, where the hills slope down into the
plain of Esdraelon, touching Asher and Issachar
{Jos 17 10b

) ; on the W. the border was the sea; on
the S. it began (on the W.) with the W&dy Kanah,
perhaps (but see Kanah) a w&dy running up from
the W. in the direction of Shechem, at about 32°
8'—10' N., then, crossing this w&dy to the S., it

passed along by Tappuah (unknown) and Mich-
methath ‘ in front of (i.e. E. of) Shechem 5

to Asher,
according to the Onom. (222. 93), a village 15
miles N.E. of Shechem, on the road to Beth-shean,
thence (to judge from 165* 7

) it turned hack sharply
to the S. and passed down by Taanach-shiloh (7

miles S.E. of Shechem) and Naarah (in the Jordan
Valley, 5 miles N. of Jericho), as far as Jericho
itself ; the E. border was the Jordan. The E. half
of the tribe possessed, starting from the border city
Mahanaim (ib. w.26* 30

, site uncertain; but near
the Jordan, and probably not far N. of the Jabbok
Gn 32s, cf. w. 10 * 22

), ‘half-Gilead
5

(Jos 1331 ), i.e. the
half N. of the Jabbok (see above) and all BashAN
—the whole comprising the well-wooded and (espe-

cially in its N. part) remarkably fertile tract of

country stretching out northwards nearly to

Hermon (the kingdom of Og, Jos 12lb* 5
; cf. 1 Ch

5s3
).

iii. The clans and subdivisions of Manasseh.

—

In the enumeration of these there is much diversity

;

the different schemes will be apprehended most
clearly ii presented in tabular form.

1. In J, then, we have the following genealogy
(Jos 17lb

"2
)

—

Manasseh

L
Machir Abiezer gele£ Asnel ShecLem * ^epher Shemida

T
Gilead
(with the art.,

the country).

2. But in P the genealogy is as follows (Nu

* Manasseh

Machir
(hence the Machirites)

Gilead
(hence the Gileadites)

ffezer* IJelek Asriel Shechem * Shemida* Hepher
(the (the (the (the (the (the

Tezer- Ijtelek- Asriel- Shechem- Shemida*- llepher-
ites) ites) ites) ites) ites) ites)

^elophebad

Mahlah No ah Hoglah Milcah Tirzah*

* nty’K : in Jos 172
,
Jg 634 g2

f called Abi’ezer ("ll^12K)
; so Jg

0U. 24 $82 the Abiezrite.
*> The same five daughters of ?elophe£ad are also mentioned,

with the same pedigree, in Nu 271 (cf. 301- n
), Jos 173 (all P).

* Pointed D3$, not (like the name of the place) O^.
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3. We have also (1 Ch 714
"19

)

—

Manasseh—Aramitess concubine

Mar

acah= Machir *

I

Gilead

Peresh Sheresh

_J
l i

TJlam Rekem

Bedan

Ham-Molecbeth

Ishhod Abi'ezer Mahlah

I

.1

Zelophehad is also mentioned as the * second 5 son
of some one, whose name does not appear, and
it is said that he had daughters : the sons
of Shemida* are also enumerated, viz. Ahian,
Shechem, Likhi, and Ani'am

; but the text is evi-
dently either corrupt or defective ; and what place
Zelophehad and Shemida' held in the genealogy is

not clear, though Berth, and Kuenen think that
Zelophehad is meant to be the second son of Man-
asseh

4. There is, lastly (1 Ch 221-23
)

—

Manasseh Judah

Machir Er Onan Shelah Perez Zerah

Gilead a daughter =Hezron tjamnl

Segub

Jair
(* who had 23 cities in
the land of Gilead 5

)-

It is impossible to harmonize these conflicting
schemes : it is manifest that they are different
attempts to correlate and account for the principal
clans of Manasseh, or for the names of districts
colonized by it.f Gilead is ‘son

5

of Machir, simply
because the country was occupied by Machirite
clans. Abi'ezer is mentioned in Jg 611 - 24- 34 82 - 32

as the family, or clan, to which Gideon belonged

:

the other names, IJelek, Asriel, etc.
,
do not occur ex-

cept in the passages cited. The only point on which
the schemes all agree is in representing Machir as
* son 5

of Manasseh, and as ‘father
5
of Gilead. In

other respects the conspicuous difference is that,
according to J, Machir is the eldest son of Man-
asseh, and the other clans, Abi'ezer etc., are co-
ordinated with him as his brethren

; whereas in P
Machir is Manasseh’s only son, and the six clans,
Abi'ezer, etc.

, are represented as being his descend-
ants, and in fact descended from him through his
son ‘Gilead. 5 Thus, as regards Machir, three
stages seem to be discernible in the manner in
which he was viewed. (1) In Jg 514 he represents
the West half of Manasseh. (2) In J (Jos 17lb

-2
,Nu 3239

) he is the ancestor of the principal part of
the East half of Manasseh, his brother clans being
located, it is implied, on the W. of Jordan. (3)
In P (Nu 2628ff

*) he is the ancestor, through his
son ‘Gilead, 5

of all the Manassites, Eastern and
Western alike.

.
Accordingly, Jos 1331b (< even for/ etc.), restricting what is said

in v.» of all the Machirites to half of them, is (Kuen., Bilim.) a
correction of v.31*, made for the purpose of harmonizing it with
the representation of P (according to which, as Machir was
Manasseh’s only son, the E. half of the tribe could form only a
part of his descendants).

* Asriel in v.14 seems to be a corrupt anticipation of the
following words, my im (Berth., Kittel, Oettli, al).
tZelophehad and his daughters, who play such an important

partm the law of Hebrew inheritance, are, no doubt, historical
personages ; but among their ancestors there appears, in P, the
name cr a country (cf. Jg iii*>).

It is hardly possible to interpret with confidence

the historical significance of these variations ; but

it is possible that the variation between Jg 514 and
1 may point to the fact that between the age of

Deborah and that of J Gilead had been conquered
by immigrants from the tribe of Manasseh settled

on the W. of Jordan
;
* and that the representation

of P may imply that (vol. ii. p. 129 b
), ‘holding

Gilead to have been first conquered, as represented

in the Hex., he regarded the W. Manassites aa

offshoots of the E. Manassites.
5 In 3 the state-

ment that Manasseh’s concubine was an Aramitess
may be an indication that there was an admixture
of Aramaean blood in the tribe, especially in its

Eastern half; Ma'acah, Machir’s ‘wife’ (1 Ch 7 16
),

also suggests some connexion with the Aram,
tribe of Maacah, in the same neighbourhood
(Dt 314

,
Jos 1313

,
2 S 106 al.). In 4 the connexion

with a clan of Judah, assumed for Jair, is remark-
able.

Literature.—See, in addition to the authorities quoted (esp.

Dillm. on Nu 3239^ and Jos 16-17), Kuenen’s essay on the
tribe of Manasseh, m ThT, 1877, p. 478 ff.

;
and cf. art. Gene-

alogy in vol. ii. p. 129 f. S. R. DRIVER.

MANASSES (Maw<nj B, -t)s A).—1. 1 Es 933=
Manasseh, No. 4. 2. Judith’s husband, Jth 82

.

3. An unknown person mentioned in the dying
words of Tobit as one who ‘ gave alms and escaped
the snare of death

5

set for him by Aman (To 14i0
,

AY and RV, following LXX B Mar jurors). The
text of iv TTOiTjcral jae (sic) ZkeyyjLOcrbvyv i^yjXOev,

k.t.X., where the subject understood is Achia-

chants, maintains the parallelism with the preced-
ing clause, from which it repeats also the name
Na5a/3 instead of ’A/a&v of A, or

5A8&fi of B (cf. II 18
,

where B reads NaerjSfis, K Naj3d5, as the name of the
ungrateful nephew of Achiacharus). Cosquin i l

Rev. Biblique, Jan. 1899, p. 52 f., argues strenu

ously in favour of the reading of K in To 141:

holding that Mavaccrfis is due simply to a scriba.

error. See, further, Nasbas, Tobit. 4.=Man-
asseh king of Judah in title of apocr. hook. See
following article. J. A. Selbie.

MANASSES (PRAYER OF).—In place of the
remote threats against Manasseh in 2 K 2111’15 we
have in 2 Ch 3311

"13 an account of his just punish-
ment for his sins by captivity, his repentance and
restoration ; and in vv. 18* 19 the statement that
other details of his life and his prayer were re-

corded in the Acts of the Kings of Israel, and in the
History of Hozai (or the Seers). Does the Greek
Prayer of Manasses of our Apocrypha go back to

this Prayer in the lost sources (or source) of Ch as
its Hebrew original; or is it a free Greek com-
position suggested by Ch? Budde, after Ewald,
argues for the former view (ZA W, 1892, p. 39 f

. ),

and Ball (in Speaker's Com.) thinks it probable.
Fritzsche (Exeg. Handb. zu d. Apok. i. 157) favoured
the latter view, on the ground that the Greek is

not a translation (so Schurer).
The Prayer stands among the Canticles appended

to the Psalter in some MSS of LXX. Swete (iii.

802 ff., cf. ii. pp. ix, xi) prints A with variants of

T (Psalterium Turicense). It is never found in
LXX of 2 Ch, and is often missing in Greek Psalters
which include the Canticles. It is found in the
Apost. Const, ii. 22. Nestle (Septuaginta Shtdien

,

iii. 1899) argues that the text of our MSS A and T
comes from the Apost. Const, or from its original,

the Didascalia, and that the Prayer is not, as
hitherto supposed, cited in these works from a MS
of LXX. It appears in the Const. in connexion with
the entire story of Manasseh as ‘ written in 4 K
* So Ewald, Wellh., Stade, and Budde, as cited above; Moore,

Judges, pp. 1501, 2741 ; Kittel, Gesch. ii 69 [Eng. tr. ii 761 ] I

*

see also art. Havvotb-Jair.
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and 2 Ch.’ * We read that Manasseh was bound
with iron in prison, that bread made of bran and
water mixed with vinegar were given him in
scant measure, and that in such straits he humbled
himself before God and prayed. After the Prayer
the narrative proceeds :

‘ And the Lord heard his
voice and had compassion upon him. And there
came a flame of fire about him, and all the irons
which were about him were melted : and the Lord
healed Manasseh from his affliction,’ etc. Julius
Africanus knew that ‘while M. was saying a
hymn his bonds burst asunder, iron though they
were, and he escaped’ {John Damasc. Parall. ii.

15). He may therefore have read the Prayer in
this setting,t If it was written in this connexion,
its author showed more liturgical sense than his-

torical imagination
;

for the allusions to Man-
asseh’s situation are hardly more explicit than
might be found, for example, in Ps 10710*16

.
j

Jewish traditions show no knowledge of our
j

Prayer, though they add details to the story of

Ch. Manasseh wTas put into an iron mule, be-
neath which a fire was kindled. He prayed to the
idols which he had served, and at last to the God
of his fathers. ‘ Lord of the universe, wilt thou
allow the man who has served idolatry and put an
idol in the court of the temple to repent ?

5 God
answered, ‘If I do not receive his repentance
that will shut the door to all penitents

5

(Jerus.

Scmhed. x. 2. See also Midr. rob. Dt 2 and Midr.
rab. Ru 214

; cf. Midr. rah . Lv 30). The story of

Manasseh’s conversion was rather a problem than
a comfort to the Rabbis, and the Mishna (Scmhed

.

x. 2) decides that he was restored only to his king-
dom, not to his part in the world to come (but cf.

Gemara), So in Apoc. Bar 64, where the tradition

is already known that ‘ he was cast into the brazen
horse, and the horse was heated’; though ‘his

prayer was heard,’ yet the fire from which God
then delivered him was only a sign of the fire with
which the same God would afterwards torment
him.
Does our Prayer itself contain any evidence

which indicates a Hebrew or a Greek original,

an early or a late date ?

The petitioner calls on the Lord almighty,
heavenly (cf. 3 Mac 6-8

),
‘ the God of our fathers,

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and of their righteous

seed,
5 who created heaven and earth and bound

and sealed the ocean (cf. Job 388-u etc.), whose
glory all things fear, and whose anger is toward
sinners (vv.

1-5
) ; who is vet a God of compassion

and repents of evils (=J1 213b, Jon 42b). [In his

goodness he has appointed to sinners repentance

unto salvation (Swete (AT) omits)]. But ‘the

God of the righteous has not appointed repent-

ance to the righteous, to Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob, who have not sinned,’ but ‘to me the

sinner ’ (vv. 6-8
). He confesses his sins, for wThich he

is bowed down by many an iron band (cf. Ps 10710
),

especially his setting up abominations and multi-

plying offences. With humble confession he prays

for forgiveness and salvation from death, since

God is ‘ the God of the penitent,’ and can show all

His goodness only toward the unworthy (vv. 9"15
).

This is a fine penitential^ prayer, deserving its

ancient place in the Christian Psalter, casting a

favourable light on the age and community that

produced it. That it is Jewish there can be no
doubt[but see Swete in Expository Times, xi. (1899)

p. 38 f
.
]. But th e Greek nowhere requires a Hebrew

original, though it cannot be said to exclude its

possibility. The belief that through repentance

* The passage is made up about as follows : 2 K 2021-2116,

2 Ch 33U, addition, 3312.13a, pr. Man, add., 3313b add., 33i5 -^
30a.c 22. There follows a Midrashic form of the story of Anion's

reign.

f Cf. later references in Fabricius, Biblioth. grac., ed. Harles,

ii. 732 f.

a sinner can gain forgiveness is contained as

clearly in the story of Manasseh in Chron. as in

the Prayer, and does not point to a time ‘ not long
before the Christian era’ (Westcott in Smith’s
LB). It has, indeed, deep roots in the OT.
There the hope for forgiveness and grace some-
times rests on the forgiving nature of God as
Ex 34s - 7 proclaims it,* sometimes more directly on
the merit of the fathers, or God’s promises to

theni.t The efficacy for sinners of the merit of

the righteous was early disputed (Gn 1823ff
-, Jer 151

,

Ezk 1414 * 20
), hut the tendency of rabbinical Judaism

was to put chief stress upon it (cf. Mt 39 ; Weber,
Lie Lehren d. Talmud, § 63 ; Ass. Mos . 39 42"5 II17

),

while Hellenistic Judaism was less national and
more ethical in character.
This suggests a test by which our Prayer may

be judged. It is a mistake to find in it an appeal
to the merit of the patriarchs. They are simply
the righteous, toward whom and toward their

righteous seed, God is only just. The sinner

cannot appeal to them, but only to that quality
of the Divine nature, compassion, which has no
application to the righteous. It is only as a
repentant sinner, not as a Jew, that the petitioner
appeals to God. The only distinction recognized
is that between the righteous and sinners, but
God is believed to he * the God of the penitent ’ as
well as ‘ the God of the righteous.’ It was
Hellenistic Judaism that regarded the patriarchs
chiefly as examples of righteousness (4 Mac 22 * 17"19

36ff- i§2o-22
. phif0j de Abra. etc.; see also contrast

between Sir 44-49 and Wis 10-19). The Book of
Wisdom bases forgiveness only on the nature of
God (ll23-^2, 10 * 11 • 15"19

) ; and a hook in wrhich rab-
binical and Hellenistic elements are united ex-
presses just the thought of our Prayer, ‘because
of us sinners thou art called merciful,’ etc. (2 Es
8 20-36

). These considerations favour the view that
our book is not a translation of the old Hebrew
prayer in the source of Chron., but a Hellenistic
composition. The date cannot he determined, hut
the eschatology of the expressions, ‘Do not con-
demn me in the lowest parts of the earth ’

;
‘ I will

praise thee always in the days of my life,’ seems
early rather than late.

The Prayer was not revised by Jerome, and is

not in the Vulgate canon. According to Nestle, it

may be said to owe its rank as a semi-biblical book
to Luther, since before him it appears in no list of

canonical or apocryphal hooks. It is not found in

many editions of the LXX. Details in regard to
texts and editions are given by Nestle. Cf. Apoc-
rypha.

Literature.

—

Text.—Fritzsche, lab. Apocr. VT, and Swete,
OT in Greek. See also Nestle, Septuaginta Studien, iii. 1899.

Commentaries.—Fritzsche (1851), G. J. Ball (Speaker’s Com,
1888). See also V. Ryssel’s translation of the Prayer (with
critical and exegetical notes) in Kautzsch’s ApocrypJien u.
Pseudepigraphen d. AT, 1899. F. C. PORTER.

MANDRAKE (cmn ddd&’tm, firjXa. ftavdpayopQv
9

fiavdpayopai, mandragorce).—The Heb. word (in Gn
3014ff

*
, Ca 713 ) means ‘ love-plants. ’ The ancientVSS

agree in translating the word ‘mandrake. ’ Numbers
of other plants have been suggested, as bramble-
berries, Zizyphus Lotus, L., the sidr of the Arabs,
the banana, the lily, the citron, and the fig. But
none of these renderings is supported by satis-

factory evidence. The mandrake, Mandragora
officinarum, L., is a plant of the order Solanacece,

called by the Arabs luffdh, or beid el-jinn (i.e.

‘genie’s eggs’). The parsley-shaped root is often
* e.g. Hos 518-63

, Jer IS?*10, Ezk 18. 3310-20, la 550-7, J1 212-14,

Jon 35-10, ps 32. 51. 86 (8- 1») 103(8) 130. 1458, Sir 2*1 1724-29 ign-14

2S2.

t After Ex 315, e.g. Ex 32H-14, Dt 925-29
,

1

k 846-ffs isse, 2 Ch
207-0, Ps 105, Neh 9, Lk 1&4* 55. 72f.. The two appeals are united
in Mic 718-2°j Dn 9»-i9.
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branched. The natives mould this root into a rude
resemblance to the human figure, by pinching a
constriction a little below the top, so as to make a
kind of head and neck, and twisting off the upper
branches except two, which they leave as arms,
and the lower, except two, which they leave as
legs. This root gives off at the surface of the
ground a rosette of ovate-oblong to ovate, wrinkled,
crisp, sinuate-dentate to entire leaves, 6 to 16 in.

long, somewhat resembling those of the tobacco-
plant. There spring from the neck a number of

one-flowered nodding peduncles, bearing whitish-
green flowers, nearly 2 in. broad, which produce
globular, succulent, orange to red berries, resem-
bling small tomatoes, which ripen in late spring.

The ancients used the mandrake as a love philtre

(Gn 3014'18
). They believed that he who in-

cautiously touched* a root of it would certainly
die. Josephus (.BJ vn. vi. 3) gives the following
directions for pulling it up. ‘A furrow must be
dug around the root until its lower part is exposed,
then a dog is tied to it, after which the person
tying the dog must get away. The dog then
endeavours to follow him, and so easily pulls up
the root, but dies suddenly instead of his master.
After this the root can be handled without fear.’

The ancients also believed that this root gave a
demoniacal shriek as it was pulled up. The
‘smell

5

of the mandrakes (Ca 7
18

) is the heavy
narcotic odour of the Solanaceous plants. The
allusion to it in this connexion doubtless refers to
its specific virtues. G. E. Post.

MANEH.—See Weights ahd Measures.

MANES {Udvrjs, AV Eanes, due to a misprint
’HdvTjs for Mdvrjs in the Aldine ed.), 1 Es 921 .—One
of those who agreed to put away their ‘ strange 5

wives. RVm identifies the name with Iiarim in

Ezr 1021 ; more probably, perhaps, it takes the place
of the two names Maaseiah, Elijah.

MANGER.—The NT tr. of pdrvr) in three places
out of the four where the word occurs (Lk 27 * 12< 16

),

and in RVm of the fourth (Lk 1315
,
where * stall ’ is

in the text). The chief OT Eng. equival ent is * crib,
5

Heb. 'ebus (fattening -place), LXX always pdrvr]

(Job 39®, Pr 144
,
Is l3) ; while (pdrvr] is also the

LXX rendering (once in each case) of
’urwah

(‘collecting-place’ or ‘collected herd*), AV and
RV ‘stall,’ 2 Ch 3228 ; of repheth (not occurring
except at Hah 317

,
hut probably=Arabic raffat,

‘herd’ or ‘stall’), AV and RV ‘stall’; and,
possibly, of beltl (‘food’), AV and RV ‘fodder,’
Job 65, if the Heb. he not represented rather by
the otherwise superfluous pp&fjLara. It seems clear
(from such a parallelism as in 2 Ch 3228 ‘ stalls for
all manner ofbeasts andfolds (lit. treasure-houses)
for flocks,’ and likewise from such companionship
as in Pr 144 ‘where no oxen are, the crib is clean'),
that, like the Latin prcesepe and our crib

, <pdrvr\

in the LXX signified nob only, as in classical
Greek, a manger

, hut also, metonymically, the
stall containing the manger

;

an extension due
immediately, perhaps, to some of its Heb. originals.
This ambiguity in the meaning of (pdrvr] would

be of small moment but that it affects the story of
the Nativity. Did the mother of our Lord lay’her
babe in a manger or in a stall ? And is the very
early tradition that the birth took place in a cave
inconsistent with the NT narrative ? These ques-
tions cannot be decisively answered either (as has
been shown) from the word itself, or from the con-
text, or from our knowledge of the customs of the
time. There is an ambiguity about mrdXvya, ‘ the
inn ’ (AV and RV), as well as about <pdrvr

t
?. This

was not an inn in the modern sense of the term,
nor apparently even such an approximation to it

as the more regularly organized rravboxdiov of Lk
1084

, with its iravdoxete, host or managing attendant,

who provided necessaries and was paid for them.
All that we can be sure of as to KardXvpa is that it

was a resting-place where animals were relieved of

their packs (Karaktia, ‘I let down’), and where
travellers nngirded their garments. But Lk 22u,

Mk 1414 (cf. Swete), bring the word before us in

another sense—that of a guest-room (‘ My KardXvfj.a,’

said Jesus, according to Mk), one of the rooms com-
monly and hospitably lent, perhaps, for the occa-

sion, to parties of strangers visiting Jerusalem for

the passover. For this the ‘ master of the house’
seems to have substituted, in the case of Jesus and
His disciples, the more private and fully furnished
avdLycuov, upper chamber (Lk 2212). When, there-

fore, it is said (Lk 27
),

‘ [She] laid [the babe] in a
pdrvr], because there was no room for them in

the KardXvfACL,' our ignorance of the exact mean-
ing of tatrdXvfxcL depi ; ves us of its guidance to the
exact meaning of the alternative (pdrvr]

;

while the
absence (according to the best documents) of the
article with pdrvr] leaves us at liberty to believe

that the pdrvr] was not connected with the mrd-
Xvya. At first sight the antithesis seems to

require that the pdrvr] should be a kind of room
corresponding to the superior mrdXvyji, though of

course the sentence may be elliptical and the
manger may be picked out as the special feature
in the corresponding room not itself mentioned.
But, if the KardXvficL was anything like the

modern khan, it was a rest-house like those exist-

ing in the East, outside towns, as unfurnished
places of gratuitous lodgment during the night
for strangers, and containing (as to the ruder sort)

two contiguous portions not very distinctly divided
—the one for the travellers, and the other for their

animals; and (as to the better sort) a central
(usually roofless) court, with cells for travellers

opening out upon it, and, beyond these, just
within the outside wall, stalled places for the
beasts of burden. If this be so, then Joseph and
Mary, finding the travellers’ portion full, probably
abode in one of these stalled places, and the babe
was laid either in the stall or in the manger be-
longing to the stall. Or, as Tristram suggests
{Land of Israel

, p. 73), they took refuge in some
oor cottage close by, similar to one wherein he
imself had seen a community of shelter for man

and beast, the dwelling portion (to which, for one
reason or another, Joseph and Mary were not
invited) being an upper platform ascended by a few
steps; and the lower portion being half granary
half stable, and containing a long earthen trough
which served for a manger. Tristram’s sugges-
tion has this additional element of probability,
that, if the rest-house was full, the stalled places
attached to it were likely to be full also.

The tradition that Jesus was born in a cave
near Bethlehem is at least as early as the first

decade of the 2nd cent., and is found in Justin
(Trypho, 78), in the Arabic Gospel of the Infancy
(c. 2, p. 181, Tisch.), in Origen (c. Cels. i. 51),

—

who says that the cave and the manger were
shown in his day,—in Epiphanius (After, li. 9) and
in Eusebius ( Vita Constant, iff. 43, Bern. Ev. vii. 2).

The cave as the place of birth is mentioned also in
the Protevangel of James (c. 18), but in c. 22 the
swaddling and the ‘ crib for oxen ’ are referred to
the time of the massacre of the Innocents, and the
crib (the Babe’s hiding-place) is not connected in
any way with the cave, while neither here nor in
the Gospel of the Infancy is the cave connected
with an ‘inn.’ Eus. and Epiphan. (see Nestle,
Vitce Prophetarum, p. 8) both affirm that the cave
story appears in Luke, while Anastasius of Sinai
{Vice dux, c. 1, p. 6) assigns it to ‘unwritten
tradition, Resch (Texte, x. 3) sees in the una
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nimity of the cave tradition a sign that it belongs
to the original source of the Infancy history, and
from the varieties of phraseology in the Greek
narratives he conjectures that this source was
Hebrew. It has been suspected (with what proba-
bility it is impossible to say) that the cave story
grew out of the prophecy. Is 3315

(‘ He shall dwell
in a lofty cave,

5 LXX), just as the prophecy in
regard to Shiloh, Gn 49u

,
led to the later addition

in Lk 1930 (‘a colt tied to a vine’). See Justin,
Apol. i. 32. Thomson, Zand and the Book (vol. on
Central Palestine and Phoenicia

, p. 35) says that
many inns or khans have caverns below them,
where cattle are sheltered, and where, built along
the walls, are stone mangers which, £ cleaned out
and whitewashed as they often are in summer
when not required for the animals, would make
suitable cribs in which to lay little babies.

5 He
does not, however, say that he ever saw any little

babies in them except his own. Over such a
grotto, near Bethlehem, called the Grotto of the
Nativity, now stands the Church of St. Mary ; and
the grotto contains a manger ; but (adds Thomson)
‘ the real manger was transported to Rome. 5

Literature.—

P

etri Horrei, Miscell. critic. Ixbri duo, ii. pp.
241-416 (utrum de spelunca an de stabulo), Leovardlss, 1738

;

Schleusner, Lexzc. Vet. Test.
;
Plummer on Lk 27 (Inter-

not. Comm.); Meyer-Weiss, ibid.
;
Farrar’s Life of Christ, p.

12 (illust. ed.) ; Keim, Jesus of Nazara (Eng. tr.), ii. 80; Eders-
heim, Life and Times of Jesus, i. 185, ii. 483 ;

Texte und
Untersuchungen (Gebhardt and Haraack), x. 5, pp. 124 3.

;

and
Thomson’s Land and the Book

,
and Tristram’s Land of Israel

,

as
above quoted J. MASSIE.

MANI (Mavl), I Es 930=Bani, Ezr 1O20, as he is

called in 1 Es 512 {Bayel).

MANIFEST.—The verb to * manifest’ is used
actively, passively, and reflexively. The active
use is seen in Ec 318 (the only occurrence of the
word in OTj, ‘ I said in mine heart concerning the
estate of the sons of men, that God might manifest
them, and that they might see that they them-
selves are beasts ’ (&?, RV ‘ that God may prove
them 5

) ;
and Jn 17s 6 1 have manifested thy name

unto the men which thou gavest me out of the
woild ’ (4<pav£puora ; RY ‘ I manifested 5

). In Jn 211

AV has ‘ manifest forth’ (‘manifested forth his

glory 5

)
for the same verb, RY ‘manifested.’ It is

a favourite verb with St. John, occurring 9 times
in the Gospel and 9 times in the First Epistle,

which are nearly half its occurrences in NT. The
AY usually renders it ‘ manifest ’ or ‘ make mani-
fest,

5 but also ‘appear
5 (Mk 1612 - 14

,
2 Co 510 712,

Col 34,
He 926, 1 P 54, 1 Jn 228 32, Rev 318

),
‘ shew 5

(Jn 74 211
), and ‘manifestly declare’ (2 Co 3s ).

RV everywhere has either ‘manifest 5
or ‘make

manifest.
5 The reflexive use of the verb ‘ to mani-

fest* is found in Jn 1421 * 22
; the passive is more

common. The past ptcp. is twice ‘manifest
5

in-

stead of ‘ manifested,
5

viz. 1 Ti 313 ‘ God was
manifest in the flesh’ ( debs 4<pavep&6ri iv crapKl

;

RY,
reading 6s for debs, ‘ He who was manifested in the

flesh’); and 1 P I
20 ‘who verily was foreordained

before the foundation of the world, but was mani-
fest in these last times for you 5

(<pavepwObvTos, RY
‘was manifested 5

). The meaning is not exactly

the same as now, if indeed we use the verb ‘ to

manifest’ at all. It is to uncover, lay bare,

reveal. Cf. Cromwell (in Prolegomena to Tindale’s

Pent, by Mombert, p. xlii), ‘ The King© highnes
therfor bathe commaunded me to advurtyse you
that is plesure ys, that ye should desiste and Ieve

any farther to persuade or attempte the sayde
Tyndalle to cum into this realme ;

alledging, that

he pereeyving the malycyous, perverse, uncharyt-
able, ana indurate mynde of the sayd Tyndall, ys

in man[er] with owt hope of reconsylyacyon in

hym, and is veray joyous to have his realme

destytute of such a person, then that he should
retourne into the same, there to manyfest his

errours and sedycyous opynyons.’ An earlier

meaning—‘detect,’ ‘disclose
5—is seen in Rhem.

NT, Mt 8 headms £ beyond the sea he manifesteth
the devil’s malice agaynst man in an heard of

swine.
5

The adj. ‘ manifest 5

signifies * open to sight, un-
covered

5

(not ‘evident to reason,’ as now). Thus
Wis 1217 ‘ thou makest their boldness manifest ’ [rb

dp&cos
;
RY ‘ puttest their boldness to con-

fusion
5

) ; He 413 ‘ Neither is there any creature that
is not manifest in his sight

5
[d<pavrjs) ; 98 ‘the way

into the holiest of all was not yet made manifest ’

(^to) 7re<pavep£cr6ai)

;

1 Jn 310 ‘ In this the children
of God are manifest, and the children of the devil 5

(<pavep& icrn tcl riicva). Cf. Shaks. I Henry VI.
I. in. 33, ‘ Stand back, thou manifest conspirator.

5

The adv. manifestly means openly, visibly,

2 Es 143 ‘ In the bush I did manifestly reveal
myself unto Moses 5

(
revelans revelatus sum) ;

2 Mac 3s8 ‘manifestly they acknowledged the
power of God 5

(<pavep£s). Ci. Dt 27s Tind. ‘And
thou shalt write uppon the stones all the wordes of

this lawe, manyfestly and well
5

; and Rhem. NT,
Lk 8 headms £ He preacheth to the Iewes in parables
because of their reprobation ; but to the Disciples

manifestly, because he wil not for the Iewes
incredulity have his cumming frustrate.

5

Manifestation occurs but rarely, Wis l9 ‘the
sound of his words shall come unto the Lord
for the manifestation of his wicked deeds’ {ds

fkeyxov : AYm ‘ for the reproving,’ RY ‘ to bring
to conviction ’)

;

Ro 819 ‘ For the earnest expecta-

tion of the creature waiteth for the manifestation
of the sons of God ’ (ttjv fatok6Xv^iv9 RY * the re-

vealing ’)
; I Co 127 ‘ the manifestation of the Spirit

is given to every man to profit withal’ (fj (pavbpwcns),

and 2 Co 42 ‘by manifestation of the truth
5

(rj

<j>avepd3<rei, RY ‘by the manifestation 5
). So Lk I

80

Rhem., ‘And the childe grew, and was strength-

ened in spirit, and was in the deserts until the day
of his manifestation to Israel.’ J. HASTINGS.

MANIFOLD is properly ‘ of many kinds,’ ‘ vari-

ous,’ as Howell, betters, iv. 47, ‘The Calamities
and Confusions which the late "Wars did bring
upon us were many and manifold.’ And so it is

used sometimes in AY : Wis 722 ‘in her is an
understanding spirit, holy, one only, manifold 5

(7ro\vyep4s3 Vulg. multiplex); IP 1® ‘Ye are in

heaviness through manifold temptations’ [iv to
tdXois ireipacyoh) ;

* 410 ‘ as good stewards of the
manifold grace of God 5

(iroudXrjs x&PLT0

5

) * Eph 31®

‘the manifold wisdom of God 5

(h voXvttoIklXos

crocpl'a, the only occurrence of this word in NT.
See Abbott, in loc.). But elsewhere the word
means no more than ‘ many, 5 Neh 919 * 27 * manifold
mercies

5
('?!, LXX toXXoO

;

Am 513 ‘manifold
transgressions

5 (1?n, LXX toXXol) ; Ps 10424 ‘How
manifold are thy works 5 (uyna ; LXX cos ijieya-

XtjvOt) ; Yulg. quam magnificata)

;

Sir 513 ‘ from
the manifold afflictions wmch I had 5

(ife irXeuhwv
dXtyeow).

In Lk 1830 ‘manifold
5

is an adv., ‘ There is no man
that hath left house . . . who shall not receive

manifold more 5

(
jroXXairXaHova, Yulg. multo plura

;

Wyc. ‘many mo thingis 5

; Tind. ‘moche moore,5

anil all VSS till the Bishops ‘manifold more’).

The adv. ‘manifoldly
5

is used in Rhem. NT,
* The adj. attached to these temptations, says Salmond

(Pop. Com. on NT, iv. 158), is used in the classics to describe

the many-coloured leopard or peacock, the colour-changing'

Proteus, the richly-wrought robe or carpet, the changeful
months, the intricate oracles. What a picture does this

epithet ‘manifold,* which is applied by St. Peter also to the
grace of God (410), by St. James again to temptation (12), and
elsewhere to such things as the divers diseases healed by
Christ (Mt 424), present of the number, the diversity, end the
changefulness of these trials 1
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Mz 2T headinff ‘ The chiefe of the Iewes accuse him
to Pilate (his betrayer, and the Iudge, and the
Iudge’s Wife, testifying in the meane time mani-
fodly (sic) his innocencie).

5

J. Hastings.

!

MANIUS, AV Manlius (Mdum A and V, Syr. ;

Mai/Xtos ah, Manilius Vulg.).—According to 2 Mac
H34-38 Quintus Memmius and Titus Manius were

I

two Roman legates (TrpecrjSvTaL) in the East, who
sent a letter to the Jews after the first campaign
of Lysias (B.c. 163), confirming the concessions
made by the Syrian chancellor. But there are
many reasons against accepting as genuine either

this letter or the three others contained in the
same chapter. From 1 Mac 420'85 it appears that
the first expedition of Lysias took place in B.c.

165, before the re-dedication of the temple and the
death of Antiochus Epiphanes. No mention is

there made of negotiations between the Jews and
Lysias, who is simply stated to have returned to

Antioch to collect new forces. The supposed con-

cessions seem to rest upon a confusion of this

expedition with a second, which took place about
three years later. The names given to the Roman
commissioners raise further difficulties. Polybius
records the names of several Roman legati in Asia
about this period, but neither Q. Memmius nor T.

Manius is to be found among them. Possibly
one of the persons intended was Manius Sergius,

who, with C. Sulpicius, was sent to Syria shortly
before the death of Antiochus Epiphanes (Polyb.

XXXI. ix. 6, cf. xii. 9, xxiii. 9). It is, moreover, a
suspicious circumstance that the date of the sup-

posed Roman letter should be exactly the same as
that of the letter of Eupator (15th of Xanthicus,
v. 33

), and that the year should be given according
to the Seleucid era. Finally, we learn from 1 Mac 8

that Judas Maccabmus first entered into com-
munication with the Romans after the landing of

Demetrius (B.c. 162) and the death of Nicanor.
It is, no douht, possible that some foundation of

fact underlies the correspondence contained in
2 Mac II, hut in their present form and present
connexion none of the letters can be regarded as
historical. (Cf. Rawlinson and Zockler, ad loc.).

H. A. White.
MANKIND.—In Lv 1822 2013 ‘mankind 5 means

men as opposed to women, the male sex. Cf.

Shaks. Timon of Athens, IV. iii. 491

—

*1 lore thee,
Because thou art a woman, and disclaim’st
Flinty mankind.’

MANLY, MANLINESS.—‘Manly 5
occurs once as

an adi. (2 Mac 721
c with a manly stomach, 5

dpaevi

dvjxQ
,
RV * with manly passion

5

j, and once as an
adv. (2 Mac 1

0

33 ‘ Twenty young men . . . assaulted
the wall manly, 5

appevuSu>$, RV ‘with masculine
force ’). * Manliness 5

is used in 1 Mac 4s5, 2 Mac
87 1418 of the valour of soldiers in battle.

MANNA (ip m&n; LXX jxdvva

;

Vulg. man, mcmhu,
manna).—A. substancewhich fell alongwith the dew,
or was rained around the Hebrews5 camp during
their 40 years5 wilderness life. It was in flakes or
small round grains, like hoarfrost, white, in appear-
ance like coriander seed or bdellium, and in taste
was like thin flour-cakes with honey, or like fresh
oil (Ex 16 14* 35* 81

, Nu ll7 - 8
). It was gathered every

morning except on Sabbath, and a double portion
on Friday morning. If kept overnight it became

I

corrupt, and bred worms, except on the Sabbath
i day. The supply continued until they came to a

land inhabited, to the border of Canaan, Ex 16s®

(P); or until they reached Gilgal, in the plain of
Jericho, and ate the old com of the land, Jos 513

(JE). During this time it was the chief part of
their diet, hut not their only food (Lv 83* 26 - 31 94 1012

245
,
Nu 7 13 * 19fr

*, Dt 2s
,
Jos I11 ). It is said to owe its

name to the question *ein man hit,
1 what * is it?

!

v. 15 (E), asked by the people when it fell. For

Egyptian affinities of the word, see Brugsch,
HWB vi. 606 ; Ebers, Gosen, 236. As a perpetual

memorial of this provision, Aaron was tola to place

a zinzeneth (pot or basket) full of it before the

Testimony (Ex 1633
), which was in the ark (2516

).

This vessel was of gold, He 94 ,
but was not itself

in the ark as there stated (see 1 K 89
). The manna

is mentioned also in Neh 920
, and in Ps 7824, where

it is called the ‘ corn of heaven ’ and the ‘ bread of

the mighty. 5

Our Lord speaks of the manna as typical
.

of

Himself, the true bread from heaven, conferring

immortality on those who spiritually become par-

takers of His grace, Jn 631 * 33'63
. St. Paul calls it

‘spiritual meat, 5 and seems to regard it and the
stream from the smitten rock as a type of the
Eucharist (1 Co 103f

*). The ‘hidden manna 5
is one

of the rewards of
£ him that overcometh, 5 Rev 217 .

A sweet, semifluid substance called vnann or

mann es-samd (‘heavenly manna 5

) exudes in drops
from the tarfd tree (Tamarix mannifera, Ehr.),

the h&n of the Hebrews, when it is punctured by
an insect, Gossyparia mannipara (Hardwieke,
Asiat. Research, xiv. 182, also Ehrenberg, but
doubted by Ritter). This is collected in the desert
by Arabs, and sold to pilgrims. A second kind,
the terengabina of Ibn Sina, is yielded by a thorny
leguminous shrub, Alhagi Camelornm, Fisch., and
other allied species in Arabia and neighbouring
countries. A third sort, the Sirachosta of the
Arabians, is yielded by Cotoneaster nummularia in

Herat (Haussknecht). Niebuhr describes a kind
found on oaks, called 'afs or balldt, at Mardfn in

Digarbekr. This oak -honey is mentioned by
Hesiod, Op. et Di. v. 230 f., and Ovid, Met. i. 112.

For stories of manna found on the ground in open
places, not dropping from plants, see Athenseus,
Deipnos . xi. 102, and Wellsted, Arabia, ii. 409.

The manna of commerce (not now in the Phar-
macopoeia) is a sickly-smelling, sweet, laxative
exudation from the flowering ash Fraxinus Ornus,
L., and F. rotundifolia, ana mostly comes from
Calabria. None ox these could be the manna of
Exodus, which was a miraculous substance. These
only flow in small quantities, and all the tamarisks
in the desert could not have yielded the daily pro-
vision of more than 300 tons. They only flow at
special seasons—May to August (Burckhardt), or
August and September (Breydenbach, Reissbuch

,

i. 193). They are physiologically insufficient as
food, can keep indefinitely, and could not be cooked
as the manna was. The Sabbatic intermission and
final cessation likewise show that it was not a
natural substance; besides, while it could he
ground in mills, beaten in mortars, seethed in pots,
or baked by artificial heat into cakes, yet, if not
gathered, it volatilized in the heat of the sun.

Literature.—The old authors are quoted and summarized in
Fabri, Ristoria Mannce

, in Fabri and Reiske’s Opuse. Med.

Arab. 1776, p. 83, and Reinke, Beitrcige zur ErTclarung d. Alt.
Test. v. 305. See also Rosenmuller, AIterthumskunde, iv. 310,
and Curmann's account given by Oedmann, Vermischte Samm-
lungen am der Naturkunde, vi. 7 ; cf. also Wellsted, Burck«
hardt, Ehrenberg (who figures the tarfd), and Forsk&l.

A. Macalister.
MANNER.—The word ‘manner, 5 to he traced

back to Lat. manus, the hand, may be said to
he originally the way of handling or managing

* Properly ‘who’?, as is pointed out by Dillm.-Ryssel, Ex-Lv,
p. 189, and Hommel, AST 276“-. The argument of the latter,

o /

that man (Arab. hu proves that the early Hebrews spo*«

a pure Arabian dialect, is dealt with in Expos. Times, ix.p. 478,
by Ed. Konig, who doubts whether man hu was originally
meant to be a question. It might be an imitation of an Egyp
word mannu (so Ebers, Burch Gosen zum Sinai\ 230 i.\
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a thing. £ts uses in AV are sometimes obsolete,
more often archaic and misleading.

1. Method of action , way, as Mt 69 ‘After this
manner therefore pray ye 5

(otfrws) ; Lk 623 ‘In the
like manner did their fathers unto the prophets 5

(/card tclvtcl, edd. /card rd avrd)

;

He l
1 ‘in divers

manners 5

(
iro\vrp67rm ).

2. Habitual method of action
, custom

,

as Ru 47

‘This was the manner in former time in Israel
concerning redeeming 5 (RY ‘custom 5

); Am 814

‘ They that swear by the sin of Samaria, and say,
Thy god, 0 Dan, liveth; and, The manner of
Beer-sheba liveth

5

TP; RV ‘the way of
Beersheba, 5 RYm ‘the manner 5

)

; * 2 Mac 413 ‘ Such
was the height of Greek fashions, and increase of
heathenish manners 5

(Tpj<rfiacn$ aX\o<pv\(.<rpov, RY
‘ an advance of an alien religion

5

) ; 69 * Whoso
would not conform themselves to the manners of
the Gentiles should he put to d,eath

5

(yerafialveiv

iirl rd ‘EXKtjvlkA
;
RY ‘ go over to the Greek rites

5

).

3. Sometimes it is custom in its origin, the
regulation, or ordinance that afterwards becomes
fixed as habit. Thus is often tr. ‘manner, 5

when RY prefers ‘ordinance 5

in Lv 510 T23 9 16
,

Nu 914 1536 - 24 296 ' 18- 21* 24- 37* 30 * 33 - 37
,
1 Ch 2419

,
2 Ch

420
,
Neh 818

;
‘order 5

in 2 Ch SO16
; ‘judgement 5

in Ezk 2349 iis
; and leaves the rest unchanged

(Gn 4013
,
Ex 219

,
Lv 2422, Jos 615

,
Jg 187

,
1 S S9 * 11

1025
, 1 K 1828

, 2 K l7 ll 14 jer 3018).
See also 2 S 719 ‘ And is this the manner of man,
0 Lord God? 5

(oi)s*n rtfa, AVm ‘the law of man, 5

RY ‘and this too after the manner of men, 5 RYm
4 and is this the law of man ?

5

) + ; Est 212 ‘ accord-
ing to the manner of the women 5

(D'tfjo niD, RY
‘ according to the law for the women 5

) ; Ac 223

‘Taught according to the perfect manner of the
law of the fathers

5

(/card 6,Kpifteia.v rod Trarpipov

vbfiov, RY ‘according to the strict manner of the
law,

5
lit. ‘ the strictness of the law 5

; it is the
only occurrence of aicplpeia in NT). Cf. Tindale5

s

tr. of Nu 1524 ‘All the multitude shall offer a calfe

for a burntofferynge to be a swete savoure unto
the Lorde, and the meatofferynge and the drynk-
offerynge there to, accordynge to tlie maner 5

;

and of 1910 ‘And this shaibe unto the childern
of Israel and unto the straunger that dwelleth
amonge them, a maner for ever.

5

4. Personal behaviour, conduct, as Sir3117 ‘Leave
off first for manner’s sake 5

(xdpt? iraidelas) ; 2 Mac
522 ‘He left governors ... at Jerusalem, Philip
... for manners more barbarous, than he that
set him there 5

(rbv Sk rphirov, RY ‘ in character ’)

;

Ac 1318 ‘And about the time of forty years suffered

he their manners in the wilderness
5 (AYm ‘Gr.

* This passage is obscure. The Heb. word is the usual one
for a way or path, and so Driver takes it here, quoting from
G. A. Smith and Doughty as to the Arabic custom of swearing
by the way to a place. This is apparently the tr. of Vulg.
Vivit Deus turn Ban et twit via Bersabee

,
and of Wyc. ‘ the

waye of Bersabe lyveth/ and of Douay. Ooverdale and the
Bishops follow the LXX (tea) ££ o Qtos trov, Bviptr»iSee), thus Oov.
‘as truly as thy God lyveth at Bersaba.’ The AY tr. is from
the Gen. version, which has the marg. ‘ That is, the commune
maner of worshiping and the service or religion there used.’

Thus the meaning of AY is ‘manner of worship,’ ‘ cult/ and
that meaningW. R. Smith favours, though doubtfully (RS2 182),
‘In Am 814 there is mention of an oath by the way (ritual?) of

Beersheba/ See Beersheba. The Heb. word derek is fre-

quently trd ‘manner’ in AV, in the sense of custom, once in
Amos (4W *1 have sent among you the pestilence after the
manner of Egypt ’).

t Kirkpatrick (Expos, iii. [1886] 358 f.) explains the AV
text, ‘Thou dost condescend to speak familiarly with me, as
man speaks to man.’ It is the rendering of Ges. and others.

But there is no other passage in which tdrah has the meaning
of ‘ manner.’ The literal tr. is given in AYm, and is found in

Wyc. and Oov. The Gen. and Bish. have ‘Doefch this apper-
teine to man?’ Driver says that as the text stands the best
explanation is that of Hengst. and Keil, ‘ to evince such regard
for me is in accordance with the law prescribed by God to
regulate men’s dealings with one another; displayed by God
it argues unwonted condescension and affection.’ But he con-
siders the text probably corrupt (Notes on Sam. p. 213), and
H P. Smith counts it certainly corrupt (Intern. Com. on Sam.

p. 302).

eTpoTrofiopljaev, perhaps for irpo(po<f>6prjcrev [bore oi

fed them] as a nurse beareth or feedeth her child

,

Dt l
315

; RYm ‘many ancient authorities read
bare he them as a nursing-father in the wilderness,

see Dt I
31 ’)*; 264 ‘My manner of life from my

youth . . . know all the Jews 5

(plans)

;

2 Ti 310

e But thou hast fully known my doctrine, manner
of life

5

(ayuyr\, RV ‘conduct 5

). In this sense RV
uses ‘manner of life

5
as the tr. of dvarrpotpi] in

most of its occurrences for AY ‘ conversation 5 or
the like. Cf. Jg 1312 Cov. ‘What shal be the
maner and worke of the childe ?

5

5. There are two passages in which the meaning
is more clearly ethical conduct, morals, 2 Es 919

‘ Now the manners of them which are created in

this world that is made are corrupted
5
(corrupti

sunt mores eorum)

;

1 Co 15s3 ‘ Evil communica-
tions corrupt good manners 5

(jfOi} [xp^ord]).

Cf. Knox, Hist. 318, ‘And wonder not, Madame,
that I call Rome an Harlot; for that Church is

altogether polluted with all kinde of Spiritual

Fornication, as well in Doctrine, as in manners 5

;

and Calderwood, Hist. 107, ‘Their [the Elders
5

]

office is as well severally, as conjunctly, to watch
diligently over the flock committed to their charge,
both publiekly and privately, that no corruption
of Religion or manners enter therein.

5

6. A thing which is done in a certain way is of
a certain kind, and the commonest meaning of
‘ manner 5

in AY is sort or hind, as Gn 25s3 ‘ Two
manner of people shall be separated from thy
bowels 5

; Ex 229 ‘ For all manner of trespass . . .

or for any manner of lost thing ... he shall pay
double unto his neighbour 5

; 818 ‘ What manner
of men were they whom ye slew at Tabor? 5 Dn
623 ‘ no manner of hurt was found upon him 5

; Sir
3718 ‘Four manner of things appear: good and
evil, life and death 5

; 2 Co 79 ‘ ye were made sorry
after a godly manner 5 (RY ‘after a godly sort

5

)

;

1 P l
11 ‘Searching what, or what manner of time

the Spirit of Christ which was in them did signify
5

;

2 P 311 ‘ what manner of persons ought ye to be 5

;

1 Jn 31 ‘what manner of love the Father hath
bestowed upon us.

5 So Berners5

Froissart, xviii.,
‘ The king gave licence to all manner of people,every
man to draw homeward to their own countries 5

;

Tindale, Pent. (Prologe to Lv) ‘ The popettes and
xx maner of tryfl.es which mothers permitte unto
their yonge children be not all in vayne 5

; Elyot,
Governour

,
ii. 383, ‘Experience whereof commeth

wysedome is in two maner of wise.
5 In all these

examples ‘manner 5
is sing., being used as the

words ‘ kind 5 and ‘ sort
5 are used still. Cf. Shaks.

Lear
,
H. ii. 96, * These kind of knaves. 5 For there

is a doubt in the mind whether the word is a subst.
or an adj. Hence the connecting word ‘of

5 was
frequently omitted, as in Tindale

5

s tr. of Gn 219,
‘ And after that the Lorde God had make of the
erth all maner beastes of the felde and all maner
foules of the ayre, he brought them unto Adam to
see what he wold call them 5

; and of Lk 4s6 (And
feare came on them all, and they spake amonge
them selves sayinge : what manner a thinge is

this
5

; and on 1 Jn 418 he says, ‘John speaketh not
generally of all manner fear, hut of that only

* The TR. Irpoieoqtpvurtv is best attested (KBC2DHLP, as
against AC1E for WpoQo$opn<r$v). In the original passage Dt l31

there is also uncertainty of reading. The decision between
the two readings, though they yield such different meanings,
must be mainly due to the view taken of the context. Page
and Rendall take opposite sides—the former thinking that the
apostle is dwelling, not on the perversity of Israel, but on the
care and affection of God for them, so that Itpeq. is clearly
required here as well as in Dt l31 ; the latter holding that
irpdv., correctly rendered ‘suffered their manners/ agrees en-
tirely with the context and the circumstances, ‘for it exactly
describes God’s longsuffermg with a perverse and rebellious
generation/ Perhaps the strongest argument against irpea.

is that it is doubtful if rptapo^epuv means simply * carry/ It if

rather ‘give suck/ Rendall further urges that in Dt l*1 we
should expect rixvov, not ww.
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which the conscience of sin putteth a man in.’ So
Spenser, FQ II. xii. 70—

‘ Right hard it was for wight which did it heare
To read what manner musicke that mote bee.’

In AY 1611 this construction occurs in Lv 7s3 ‘Ye
shall eat no maner fat of oxe ’

; 1454 4 This is the
law for all manner plague of leprosie and skall

5

;

and Rev 1812
4
all maner vessels of Yuorie, and all

maner vessels of most precious wood 5

; but modern
editions have retained it only in the last passage.

The phrase ‘in a manner’ is found in 1 S 215 ‘the bread is m
a manner common.’ The passage is a particularly difficult one.
W. R. Smith (IiS% 455) translates : ‘Nay, but women are forbidden
to us as has always been my rule when I go on an expedition, so
that the gear (clothes, arms, etc.) of the young men is holy even
when it is a common (not a sacred) journey

;
how much more

bo when [Pr SI2?] to-day they will be consecrated, gear and all.’

Driver. (Notes on Samuel, p. 138 f.), on the whole, favours the
rendering of AV, which makes the ‘ vessels * to be the wallets or
utensils in which they carried food, and represents David as
saying that these vessels being ceremonially clean could not
defile the sacred bread put into them. But he does not regard
the interpretation as certain, or the text as free from suspicion.

H. P. Smith {Intern Com. on Sam.) is more suspicious of the
text. He agrees with others that to David war was sacred,
peace |ecular(‘ common’), hut he sees no occasion David had
for saying that now he was on a peaceable expedition. Rather,
David says his men and their vessels were consecrated for war,
and therefore, even if the bread were common, it would be con-
secrated by the vessels into which it was to he put. For the
Eng. phrase, which means ‘in some respect,’ ‘to a certain
extent,’ cf. Shaks. K. John, v. vii. 89

—

4 Nay, it is in a manner
done already ’

; and Beaumont and Fletcher, Laws of Candy,
i. 1

—

* ’Tis not a time to pity passionate griefs,

When a whole kingdom in a manner lies

Upon its death-bea bleeding.’

More obscure is the phrase ‘with the manner’ found in Nu 5*3
* If a man’s wife &o aside, and commit a trespass against him
. . . and there be no witness against her, neither she be taken
with the manner’ (RV * in the act ’). The RV gives the modern
equivalent of the phrase, which is a legal one. In Old Eng. the
word is in this phrase spelt mainour (from Fr. manier

,

to take
with the hand), and for a thief to be ‘ taken with the manner ’ is

with the stolen goods about him. The phrase in AV comes
from Tindale, who also uses it in Expositions (Prol. to 1 Jn), p
142, ‘Ye have corrupt the open scripture before our eyes, and
are taken with the manner.’ So Shaks. I Henry IV. n. iv.

347—‘ 0 villain, thou stolest a cup of sack eighteen years ago,
and wert taken with the manner, and ever since thou hast
blushed extempore *

; and Love’s Labour’s Lost, i. i. 205, ‘ The
manner of it is, I was taken with the manner.' Sometimes the
phrase is ‘ in the manner,’ as Hall, Works, ii. 190,

4 But, 0 foolish
sinners, all your packing and secrecy cannot so contrive it, hut
that ye shall he taken in the manner.’ J. HASTINGS.

MANOAH (nbp, Marne, [Jos.], Manue ).

—

A native of Zorah, of the Danites, whose wife had
no children (Jg 132

). When it had been revealed
to her by the angel of the Lord that she should
have a son, who was to he brought up as a
Nazirite, and to be a saviour for Israel from the
Philistines, she told her husband of the vision, and
of the instructions of the messenger (w. 3-8

). Upon
Manoah’s entreaty, God sent the angel again to
his wife as she sat in the field. She at once ran
and fetched her husband, who received the same
instructions about the child as his wife had done.
Manoah invites the angel to stay and eat. He
declines, hut tells them to offer a burnt-offering to
the Lord. Manoah did not know that he was an
angel of the Lord, and asks him his name, but hewill
not reveal it^

4 seeing it is ineffable ’ (w. 9 “18
). The

offering is offered on the rock, and a wondrous sign
is at once given.* The angel ascends in the flame
of the sacrifice. Thereupon Manoah and his wife
fall on their faces to the ground, and Manoah
realizes that he has seen an angel of the Lord.
Manoah is greatly alarmed, hut his wife comforts
him (vv. 19"23

).

Josephus (Ant. v. viii. 1-3) decorates the narra-

* In v.19 the MT from which it is impossible to
obtain the EY tr», ‘and (the angel) did wondrously,’ is mani-
festly corrupt. While B reads xcu ^nxfopurtv wcno-cu, A has tu
Sotu/aota-roc. sretovvn Kvpm (of. Vulg. Domino mirabilia facientij.

Perhaps we ought to restore the text accordingly, mm?
‘toP who worketh wonderfully’ (so Moore).

tive, but adds nothing to our knowledge. When
the promised son has grown up, he asks his father

as well as his mother to obtain for him as his wife

a woman of Timnah, but they are much displeased j

still Samson persists in the request to his father,

who was the proper person to make the proposal

for the marriage (see Gn 344
). Overruled oy him,

they went down to Timnah, and some time later

Manoah accompanied his son to the wedding-feast.
Manoah seems to have died before his son, and

‘the burying-place of Manoah’ is mentioned as

the place of burial of Samson (Jg 1631 ). It has

been questioned whether Manoah really after all

took part in the marriage of Samson, and some
have looked upon this as an interpolation (see

Moore’s Judges, pp. 329, 330). The ‘Menuhoth’
and 4 Manahathites ’ of 1 Oh 252"54 are connected with

Manoah, the latter being called also Zorites.

H. A. Redpath.
MANSION (Lafc. maneo to stay, mansio a staying,

place of abode, Old Fr. mansion a dwTelling-place,

abode; ‘manse’ and ‘manor 5

are of the same
origin, the one directly from Lat., the other

through the Fr. manoir).—A mansion is primarily
any kind of dwelling-place, as in Milton, II Fern.
92—

‘ To unfold
What worlds or what vast regions hold
The immortal mind, that hath forsook
Her mansion in this fleshly nook.’

Especially a place to abide in permanently, as T.
Adams on 2 P l

4 ‘Worldly things are but a
tabernacle, a movable ; heaven is a mansion.’ Cf.

Shaks. Timon, V. i. 218

—

* Timon hath made his everlasting mansion
Upon the beached verge of the salt flood.’

Later it came to signify a house of some grandeur,
which is its modern meaning.

In AY ‘mansion 7

occurs only Jn 142 ‘In my
Father’s house are many mansions’ (povat, RVm
‘abiding places’). The tr. is Tindale’s (perhaps
suggested by Vulg. mansiones

;

but neither Wyc.
nor Rhem. uses the word) ; Cov. chose 4 dwellinges ’

(which was Wyclifs word), the Gen. and the
Bishops’ Bible ‘dwelling places/ hut the rest

followed Tindale. It is curious, however, that in
1423

,
the only other place in NT where jaov'/j is found,

no version gives ‘ mansion ’
; some tr. by a verb

‘ dwell,’ others use ‘ dwelling,’ Rhem., Av, and RY
‘abode.’

What is the It is clear that in both
passages its meaning is the same, and the simplest
meaning is the best—an abode or dwelling. In
Jn 1

4

s3 Jesus says,
4
If a man love me, he will keep

my word : and my Father will love him, and we
will come unto him, and make our abode with
him.’ Where the man may he is of no account.
Wherever he is and loves, there the Father and
the Son have their abode irap’ atry beside him—in

his conscious presence. Cf. Lk l80 ‘Fear net;,

Mary
; for thou hast found favour with God 5

(Trapb.

r$ deep). That after Tindale’s tr. the word should
be applied to heaven was natural, since that is

the meaning that has been almost always given to
4 my Father’s house.’ But there is nothing in the
word or in the context to suggest rooms inheaven

j

still less Westcott’s idea of ‘ stations’ or temporary
resting-places on a road. For the application of

the word ‘mansion’ to heaven see JRhem. NT,
note on Lk 169 ‘yea and that they be in such
favour with God, that they may and doe receive
their frendes which were once their benefactors,
into their mansions in heaven, no less then the
farmers whom the il steward pleasured, might
receive their freend into their earthly houses’;
and Adams, Works, i. 68, ‘It is small comfort to
the harbourless wretch to pass through a goodly
city, and see many glorious buildings, when he

J
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cannot say, Hcec mm domus
,
I have a place here.

The beauty of that excellent city Jerusalem, . . .

affords a soul no comfort, unless he can say, mm
cimtas, I have a mansion in it.

5 But the word was
still free enough to let Milton use it of hell, as in
PL i. 268

—

* But wherefore let we then our faithful friends,
The associates and co-partners of our loss.

Lie thus astonished on the oblivious pool,
And call them not to share with us their part
In this unhappy mansion, or once more
With rallied arms to try what may he yet
Regained in Heaven, or what more lost in Hell?*

J. Hastings.
MANSLAYER In Nu 356 * 12 AY uses ‘man-

slayer’ for the person who unwittingly causes
another’s death. Elsewhere for the same Heb.
and in this sense (os'n or osn, ptcp. of n?n to murder)
AY gives 4 slayer’ or ‘murderer.’ RY always
‘manslayer.’ The word ‘manslayer’ is used also
in 1 Ti l9 as tr. of av8po(f)6vos in its only occurrence.
The mod. word is ‘homicide,’ but there was no
difference in meaning between 4 manslayer 5 when
it was in use and ‘murderer.’ Thus Jn S44 Wyc.
4 ye ben of the fadir, the devel, and ye wolen do
the desyris of youxe fadir. He was a mansleere
fro the bigynnyng’; and Udal, Erasmus' Para-
phrase, ii. fol. 278,

4 Whosoever hateth hys brother
is a man slear. And ye knowe that no man slear

hath eternal life abiding in hym.’ Other forms
were mankiller

,
as the Rhem. tr. of Jn S44 4 he was

a mankiller from the beginning,’ and of Ac 314
4 But you denied the holy and the just one, and
asked a mankiller to be given unto you ’

; and
mancqueller : thus, the marg. note in Matthews’
Bible to Dt 194 is,

* Here are shewed ii maner of
manquelling, one done wyllyngly and of set

purpose, the other unwyllinglye ; for even he that
kylleth with the hande maye before God be no man-
quellare : and agayne he that is angrye and envyeth
althoughe he kyll not wyth the hande, cannot but
be a manslear before God : because he wylleth hys
neyghboure evyll.’ See Goel, Refuge (Cities of).

Manslaughter is perhaps more general, but not,

as now, carefully distinguished from murder : 2 Es
12S ‘ye have defiled your hands with blood, and
your feet are swift to commit manslaughter’

(homicidia); Wis 1425 (<p6v os, RV ‘murder’). Cf.

Milton, PL xi. 693

—

‘To overcome in battle, and subdue
Nations, and bring home spoils with infinite

Man-slaughter, shall be held the highest pitch
Of human glory.’

J. Hastings.

MAN-STEALING.—In Ex 2116 (Book of the Cove-
nant, JE) the law is laid down, 4 he that stealeth a

man (s^J$ ajl) and selleth him, or (i) if he be found in

his hand, shall surely be put to death.’ In Dt 247

this enactment is repeated in Deuteronomic lan-

guage, and the general term v'x is restricted to

Israelites (^l^1
.

vi?nd vb})
9 a restriction which is

introduced even in Ex by Targ. Onk. and LXX (tivcl

tQv vlcov T<rpa^X). The penalty of death is to be
inflicted in either of two events,—if the kidnapped
Israelite is retained as a slave by his fellow-country-

man, or if (which would happen more frequently) he

is sold into slavery in a foreign land (cf. the story of

Joseph, Gn 372511 * se* 27* 28b [J]). The LXX and Viug.

,

indeed, understand the words Yi# in Ex 21 16

differently from EY, rendering respectively icai idu

ebpeBy iv airr<p, and convictus noxce, but there can be
little doubt that 4

if he be found in his hand ’ is the

correct sense. This is confirmed by Dt 247

‘if he play the master over him’ (Driver) ;
LXX koX

KaradwaFTetitras.

The aggravated nature of the offence of one

Israelite selling another into foreign slavery is

insisted upon by Philo (de Leg. Spec. ii. 338, ed.

Mang. ). The facilities afforded for the slave trade

(the Edomites, the Philistines, the Phoenicians, the
Greeks, etc.,were ready purchasers, cf. Ezk 2718

, Am
l6

, J1 34”6
), and its lucrative character, necessitated

the prohibition of kidnapping a fellow-Israelite on
pain of death (inflicted, according to Sanhed. xi. 1,

by strangulation). A similar law was. in force

amongst the Athenians (Xen. Mem. L ii. 62 ; idv

Tis (pavepbs yivT^rai ap8pa7ro5i£6pieros, rovrcp d&varop
elvat T^rjV fofxlav)*

In the list of those for ‘ whom the law is made ’

(1 Ti l 10f*} are specified men-stealers {dvSpaTrodiaral).

J. A. Selbie.
MANTELET AY ‘defence’; LXX ras a-po-

<pv\aicds

;

Yulg. umbraculum).—The only occurrence
of this word is in Nah 2 5 [Heb. 6

], in the (ideal)

description of the siege and fall of Nineveh.
The Heb. term comes from the root ‘ to

cover or protect’ (hence AYm ‘covering'). In
all probability Nahum refers to some engine of

war, such as a siege tower or a vinea or testudo

under cover of which the battering-ram (which see)

was worked. The context appears to require that
the belong to the assailants, not to the de-

fenders. See Wellh., Nowack, and especially A.
B. Davidson, ad loc.

The Eng. word is formed by adding the dimin.
suffix et to the word ‘mantel,’ which in that
spelling is now used for the shelf over a fireplace,

but it is really the same word as ‘mantle,’ a
cloak. The origin is unknown, but the meaning
is always 4 covering.’ J. A. Selbie.

MANTLE.—1. nvm * ?addereth
,
from a root [rm]

‘ to be Wide,’ wideness being apparently the char-
acteristic feature of this article of attire, which is

rarely mentioned, and generally, if not always, as
a robe of office or state. On its possible form
(which there are not sufficient data in Scripture to
determine) see art. Dress in vol. i. p. 625**. The
name is used 5 times (1 K 1913* 19

, 2 K 28- 13* 14
) of

Elijah’s 4 mantle ’ (AY, RV), which was probably of

hair,f and appears to have been copied by succeed-
ing prophets $ (cf. Zee 134 [njfv rrr$ §

4 a hairy
mantle ’

; AY 4 a rough garment ’], and what we
are told in Mt 34, Mk l6 of John the Baptist). A
Babylonish mantle (lit. ‘mantle of Shinar’

was one of the articles appropriated by
Achan from the spoil of Jericho, Jos 721 * 24

. See
Babylonish Garment. The king of Nineveh
laid aside his itjik and put on sackcloth when
the news of Jonah’s proclamation reached him,
Jon 36

.

2. once only, Is 382 (where both AV and
RY have 4 mantles ’). The article of dress referred

to is probably (Dillm. compares Arab. 'itdf, mvtaf)
an upper wide tunic (JcethOneth ) with sleeves (so

Siegfried-Stade— ‘ die obere Tuniha ’).

3. 1 S 1527 2814
,
Ezr 93* 6

, Job l20 213
, Ps 10929 .

In all these passages AV has ‘mantle’ ; in the first

two RY has 4 robe,’ which is read in the whole of

them by Amer. RV, and is generally given else-

where by AY as trtt of Wp {cm. Ex 2

8

4, 3l * 34 and
oft., Lv 87, 1 S 184, Ezk 2616). This article of dress

is fully described in vol. i. p. 625a.

* tin in Mic 28 may be a textual error for 1TTT& the n having

been lost before the following n (so Oof. Heb. Lex. and Siegfried-

Stade). Wellh. and Nowack pronounce the text hopelessly

corrupt.
. . , „ , . , .

f The LXX has in Kings fm'Ka)m, .sheepskin 5

;,
m Zee 18*

Sspfjisr, ‘leathern coat 5

; in Gn 252S, Mic 28 §op», ‘hide’; in Jos
7214;^ xaxikv

! ;
in Jon 36 trroXy.

X In Zee ll3 it is uncertain whether n*rt£! should be taken in

the sense of ‘glory,’ ‘magnificence’ (cf. its use in Ezk 178,

unless here it is an adjective fern, from T*i#, and the use of *n$

in Zee ll18), or of ‘mantle,’ the shepherds being false prophets.

Nowack emends DirnN to opyp ‘their pasture,*

§ The same Heb. expression is used in Gn 2628, where Esau’s

appearance is compared to that of a hairy mantle (AV and RV
‘garment’).
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4. (B em§t>\aiovs A and Luc. dippis) occurs

once only, Jg 418
,
of the article with which Jael

covered Sisera. AV has 4 mantle, 5 RV c rug,
5 AVm

4 rug or blanket.
5 Either 4 rug 5

or 4 tent-curtain
5

is probably the meaning. See notes of Moore and
Rudde, ad loc.

In addition to the above, RY introduces 4 mantle 5

in {ci) Ru 315 (AY 4 vail
5

; AVm 4 sheet or apron 5

)

as trn of nupDD, which in the pi. nmsjn is rendered
by AY 4 wimples 5 and RY 4 shawls 5

in Is 322,
the

only other occurrence of the Iieb. word. The root
[nso] means 4 to extend or spread.

5

Dillm. (on Is 322)

and Bertholet (on Ru 315
)
give 4 shawl 5

; Oxf. Heb.
Lex

.

4 cloak 5

;
Siegfried-Stade 4 plaid

5

; LXX has
in R.u TeplfaiJia . See also art. Dress in vol. i.

p. 627b .

( b

)

The 4 veil
5

of AV (so also RVm) is changed
by RY into 4 mantle 5

in Ca 57, although it trans-

lates the same Heb. word vti 4 veil
5 m Is 323, its

only other occurrence. LXX has in Ca 57 d^purrpov,

which denotes a light kind of veil. Budde and
Siegfried (in their Comm . on Ca) both think that
an 4 Ueberwurf' rather than a veil suits the con-

text. The bride in escaping leaves her T*n in the
hands of her captors (cf. Mk 145L 52

). But see art.

Dbess in vol. i. p. 627b .

(c) In Dn 321 RY tr. pnj^zrp 4 their mantles 5 (AY
4 hats

5

). See Hat.
{d) In He l 12

, which is a quotation from Ps 10226

[Heb. and Gr. 27
], RY substitutes 4 mantle 5

for AY
4 vesture

5
as trn of TepLfibXaiov, which in the LXX

answers to of MT. The Heb. word is ren-

dered by both AY and RY ‘vesture.
5 The only

other NT occurrence of irepifStikcuov is 1 Co ll1®,

where it is used of the 4 covering 5

or 4 veil
5 which

nature supplies to a woman in her hair.

Once more, Amer. RV tr. Wd in Is 5917 by
‘mantle 5 (AY and RY ‘cloke

5

).

J. A. Selbie.
MANUSCRIPTS.—See Text.

MAOCH ("pyD; in 1 S, B ’Aw&x ( =TOby transposi-
tion for A Mwa/3

; in 1 K, B ’A^crd, A Macr^d).

—The father of Achish king of Gath, under whom
David took service when his life was threatened by
Saul (I S 272

). He is probably to be identified with
Maacah (wTh. see), the father of Achish king of
Gath, who is mentioned at the beginning of Solo-
mon’s reign (1 K 239

). In favour of this view is

the fact that the Peshitta reads ( = Maacah)
in both passages, while the Targum of Jonathan
in each case preserves the shorter form tij?d

(=Maoch). J. F. Stennixg.

MAON, MAONITES (pyp). — Mentioned among
the oppressors of Israel before the time of Jeph-
thah in Jg 1012

, a late passage, probably due to
the post-exilic editor. For Maon LXX reads
Midian (Pesh. Ammon

,
Yulg. Chanaan

, Targ. =
MT). Though accepted by many critics, the cor-
rection is suspiciously obvious ; and it does not
materially relieve the anachronisms that remain in
the verse. The editor included Maon in his list

of representative oppressors as being an enemy
familiar to later times. Hommel (AHT 251, 272)
suggests that the LXX reading is an explanatory
gloss on Mdon. In 1 K ll18 Thenius reads Mdon
for Midian ; so Stade, GVI i. 302, but without
sufficient reason, and with no support from the
Versions.
The Maonites (Maon) are usually regarded as the

same as the Meunim, 1 Ch 441 (Meinim ]£er6), 2 Ch
201 .(for Ammonites read MeHnim, LXX) 267

.

Their headquarters have been sought in Ma'dn
(Arab. Ma‘&n), 4 hours S.E. of Petra, on the ancient
caravan road from Damascus to Mecca ; but all

that can be gathered from the references above is

that they inhabited the Edomite country, and were

regarded by the Chronicler as Edomites. 2 Ch
20io 16 refers to them as 4 inhabitants of Mt. Seir

5

:

this would favour a connexion with MaAn. On
the other hand, 1 Ch 440 * 41 rather points to a situa-

tion on the western side of Edom, where the
country corresponds to the description in v. 40

.

Buhl, Gesch. der Edomiter, 42, n. 1, suggests a con-
nexion between the Meunim and M&y&n, a place
of wells, on the S.W. corner of the Edomite
plateau. The Meunim are met with again among
the Nethinim who returned from exile with Zerub-
babel, Ezr 250 (LXX 1 Es 531 viol Mapel, A MaavL)

=Neh 7
52 (LXX 2 Es 17 52 viol Meo-eLvcb/x, A Meeivdip.)

;

it has been suggested that these were captives

taken from the Meunim after their defeat by
Jehoshaphat (2 Ch 20L 22

} or Uzziah (2 Ch 267), and
relegated to menial service in the temple.
In Ch the LXX renders Meunim by M(e)tpcubt

(1 Ch 441 Luc. Xvcuoi), cf. also Job 211 6

Meivaluv pcurikefc. The Alexandrian translators
probably intended to identify * the Meunim with
the Arab tribe whom Pliny mentions as mer-
chants in spices and incense {Mist. Nat. xii. 30),

with their principal home in S. Arabia (Ra<Jra-
maut). They are mentioned also by Eratos-
thenes (in Strabo, p. 768,f ed. Casaub.), in whose
time they were the most northern of the four
nations of Arabia, with their home by the Red
Sea. This rendering of the LXX has suggested
the theory that the Meunim belonged to the
ancient kingdom of the Minseans, or more correctly
Mainites, whose chief city was Main in S. Arabia.
So Hal4vy, Glaser (Gesch. u. Geogr. Arabians, ii.

450), Hommel (Aufsatze u. Abhanal. 3, 5, and AHT
251, 272). See art. Ababia in vol. i. p. 133. But
the great antiquity of the kingdom of Main (B.C.

1000) seems not to agree with the fact that in the
OT the Meunim are found only in late writings. It
may he that the Meunim were survivors of the
kingdom of the Mainites, dwindled to a single tribe

;

but on the whole it seems safer to regard the
Meunim simply as an Edomite tribe, and their con-
nexion with the Mainites as not yet sufficiently

established. See Sprenger, ZDMG xliv. 505; Buhl,
Gesch. d. Edomiter

,
40 ff. ; Kittel, 4 Chronicles 5 in

SPOT 59.

The name Maon was given to several places in
S. Palestine. Besides Maon near Petra, there was
Maon near Hebron, Jos 155,5

, 1 S 2324f
* 252 (Smith,

HGHL 316), and [Beth]-baal-Meon on S.E. of

Jordan, Nu 3238 (perhaps pyo for pyn Nu 328), Jos
1317

, Jer 4823
, Ezk 259

, 1 Ch 58, Moabite Stone, 11. 9,

30. See Gray, Heb, Prop. Names, 126 f. Hommel
(AHT 273 f. ) makes the suggestion that these places
were named after the ancient Arabic kingdom of

Main, and marked the extent of its northern
frontier. G. A. COOKE.

MAR.—To 4 mar 5 (from Anglo-Sax. merran, root
MAE, seen in Gr. napaivu, to waste) is to damage
or disfigure. It is the opposite of to ‘make, 5 m
opposition to which it is used still and is frequent
in Shakespeare. Thus Timon, IV. ii. 41

—

‘For bounty, that makes gods, does still mar men/

It is used in AY of land spoiled by mice (1 S 66),$
and by stones ( 2 K 319 ), of a path or road destroyed
(Job 3013

,
RVm ‘break up 5

), and of vine shoots
spoilt by trampling down or plucking off (Nah 22

).

The potter’s clay-vessel was marred in the turning
(Jer 184), and old wine-skins are marred by pouring

* MtvaZot can hardly be a transliteration. Gentilic names in
•ouoi are formed from place-names in e.g. '2a&(3at7oi, Tippxtot.

Thus Mivx7oi presupposes Miva,, which can hardly be a trans-
literation of Met 6n.

t xctroixu
J5\

rat, fxiyitrrot,
^
rirretpet Wwi ryv i<r%oirt)V

pt,h vrpos ryjv ’EpvQpctv fupu, xaXts Z* otvrfiv 4
fAiyttrrvi Kxpvoc Katpvatvx ; cf. p. 776.

t Of. Tindale’s tr. of Ex 8^ 4 The londe was marred with flyea.
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new wine into them (Mk 2s2, dToXoumtt, BY
4 perish’). Jeremiah’s girdle was marred by being
put into a damp hole Tl37

), an illustration of the
way in which J" will disfigure the pride of Judah
and Jerusalem (13

9
). The visage of the servant of

the Lord 4 was so marred more than any man.’ Cf.
Milton, PL iv. 116, ‘Which marred his borrowed
visage,’ and better, Shaks. Jul. Ccesar

, in. ii.

201—
• Kind souls, what, weep you when you but behold
Our Ccfisar’s vesture wounded ? Look you here,
Here is himself, marr’d, as you see, with traitors.’

The Israelites were forbidden to mar the corners of
their beard (Lv 1927

: it is Tindale’s tr. ‘Ye shall

not rounde the lockes of youre heedes, nether shalt
thou marre the tuftes of thy beerde’). The next
of kin was afraid that if he married Ruth he should
mar (the same Heb. as of the marring of the land
by mice, and the taking down of Judah’s pride) his

inheritance (Ru 46 ). The full force of the word as
used in AY will be seen from Ex 32s Tind. ‘the
people which thou broughtest out of the lande of
Egipte have marred all ’

; Jg 219 Cov. ‘ Nevertheles,
whan the judge dyed, they turned backe, and
marred all more then their fathers ’

; and Ruther-
foid, Letters, No. xxx. ‘Madam, many eyes are
upon yon, and many would be glad your Ladyship
should spill a Christian, and mar a good professor.

Lord Jesus, mar their godless desires, and keep the
conscience whole without a crack.’

J. Hastings.
MARA (tqo or nip [so corrected by KerS]

;

B
UiKpd, A HucpLa ).—The name which Naomi claimed
for herself: ‘Call me not Naomi (‘pleasant’), call

me Mara (i.e. hitter) : for the Almighty hath dealt

very bitterly with me’ (Ru l
20

). The Latin is able

to retain the play upon the words by the use of

Mara {id est amaram). H. A. Redpath.

MARAH (nip).—'The first station of the Israelites

after crossing the sea, mentioned only Ex 1523 ana
Nu 338* 9

, from which passages it appears that it

was distant three days’ journey from the place of

crossing. The difficulty of locating the latter has
been pointed out under Exodus, vol. i. p. 803. If

we assume that the passage was in the neighbour-
hood of Suez, then Wady Rawarah, about 15 to 16

hours’ camel-ride from ‘ the Wells of Moses ’ (nearly

opposite Suez on the E. side of the Gulf of Suez)

on the route to the convent of St. Katharine
(the traditional Sinai), is a suitable identification.

Wady Amara , about 1| hour N. of this, or Wady
Ghurundel, about 2 hours to the S., have also

been suggested, though the last is generally con-

sidered to be Elim. If, on leaving Egypt, the
Israelites went by the present haj route towards
'Akabah, then Marah must be somewhere on the
plateau of the Tib (see Exodus, ii.). If a more
northerly position (near the Bitter Lakes) be

assumed for the passage, then the position of

Marah would not be far from the ‘Wells of Moses/
and 'Am Ndba or Gharkadeh

,

about 1 hour to the

N. of these wells, has been proposed. Brugsch’s

theory would place Marah in the neighbourhood
of the Bitter Lakes. In the present state of our

knowledge no identification can be made with any
degree o* probability. Descriptions of some of

these sites are to be found in Robinson and
Palmer. /

The LXX gives for Marah in Ex 1528 Mf/y* twice, hut renders

the word on its third occurrence hy Thxpl*, endeavouring to

indicate the meaning of the Hebrew word (cf. Thiersch, de

Pent. Vers. Alex. 31 ff.). In Nu 33s* 9 it adopts the form
Uixptai. The manner in which the Vulg. employs amarus is

worth quoting :
* eo quod essent amara, unde et congruum loco

nomen lmposuit, vocans ilium Mctra, id est arnarituainewi,*

A. T. Chapman.
MftRULAHT ( n^jriD ; B MctpcryeASd, A Mapikd, Luc.

MapaAd).—A place on the west border of Zebulun,

vol. III.—16

Jos I911
. The Pesh. has Bdmath4a*le\ ‘ height of

the fox.’ The site is quite uncertain. For con-

jectures see Dillm. ad loc. C. R. Conder.

MARANATBA. — An expression used by the
Apostle Paul in 1 Co 1622 ‘ If any man loveth not
the Lord, let him be anathema maranatha.’ It

has somewhat perplexed the interpreters from
early times quite down to the present. They have
been puzzled to determine its connexion, its com-
position, and its significance. The early Greek
expositors who attempt to explain it (as Chrysost.
Rom. 44 on 1 Co, Migne, 61, x. col. 377 ; Theodoret
in Migne, 82, iii. 373 ; John of Damascus, Migne,
95, ii. 705; Theophylact, Migne, 124, ii. 793, etc.,

down to Euthym. Zig. ad loc. vol. i. 369, Athens,
1887), together with the early lexicographers (as

Hesychius, ed. Schmidt, iii. 71; Suidas, ed. Gaisford,

2397, etc.), generally agree in translating it ‘The
(or ‘ our’) Lord came’ or * has come. 5 This render-
ing is corroborated by marginal annotations in one
or two of the later MSS (see Tisch. Nov. Test. Gr.,

ed. octava erit. maior, ad loc. ) ; and with it agree,
though amid some vacillation, the leading Lat.
expositors also (as Jerome, ad loc., Migne, 30, xi.

772; August., Migne, 33, vol. ii. 1161; Pseudo-
Ambros. ad loc.., Migne, 17, iv. 276).

But the association of the expression with ‘ ana-
thema ’ seems to have led gradually to a minatory
interpretation of it, so that the phrase thus formed
came to be regarded as a kind of reduplicated com-
mination, or a curse reinforced by a prayer. Traces
of its official use in this sense may be found as far

back at least as the 7th cent, (see F. Kober, Der
Kirchenbann, Tubingen, 1857, p. 40 f. ; du Cange,
Gloss, med. et infim. Lat., ed. L. Favre, 1885, vol. v.

s.v.; compare Tertull. de Pudieitia, § 14, where,
however, the reading is doubtful) ; indeed, a still

earlier instance of this use is afforded hy one of the
two or three occurrences of the term which are all

that have yet been met with in extra-biblical Greek.
A sepulchral inscription, believed to he of the 4th
or 5th cent., from the island of Salamis (referred to

by Schmiedel in the Rand-Commentar on Cor. 1. c.,

2nd ed. ii. 208 sq., and given in the GIG vol. iv.

p. 475, inscr. 9303, Berlin, 1877), which marks the
‘eternal home’ of the ‘reader’ Agathon and his

wife, for each of whom a separate compartment
has been prepared, closes as follows :

‘ But if any
rivate man or any other person dare to deposit a
ody here besides our two, let him give account to

God, and be anathema maranathan’ (sic). The
Pauline order is deviated from here in the Greek,

so that maranatha is separated hy one word from
anathema ; but the maledictory import is plain.

This imprecatory use of the expression was thought
to be substantiated by its assumed correspondence

to the third or highest degree of Jewish excom-
munication. the Shammatha . The word Sham-
matha (variously interpreted, see Buxtorf, Lex.

Chald. etc. 2466) was held by some to mean ‘ The
Lord cometh’ (Qtf, the name, being taken as a
substitute for the tetragram), and thus to furnish

an analogy which had been followed by the
Apostolic Church. For this view the authority

of such eminent Jewish scholars as .Rabbi Solo-

mon Ha-Levi, known among Christians as Paulus
Burgensis (15th cent.), and Elias Levita in hl»

Tishbi (16th cent.), has been unwarrantably claimed

(cf. e.g. Leigh, Critica Sacra, s.v. Mapavadd). For
Elias makes no mention of maranatha, and follows

Rab in the Talmud {Moed Katan, 17a ; see Buxtorf,

u.s.) in taking ‘ shammatha ’ as equivalent to sham
metha, ‘there’s death’; while Paulus Burgensis

(in Lyra,
vi. 61a, Basel, 1508) finds in ‘ anathema

maranatha’ a combination of the three alleged

forms or grades of Jewish ecclesiastical censure,

maranatha being a (post-apostolic) corruption from
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aimitilated ‘macharam’
(
maran

)

and ‘shammatha?
(atha). Echoes, however, of the Talmudic inter-

pretation of shammatha meet us, apparently, in

Luther’s ‘accursed to death’ (‘maharam motha’),
and the f Let him he had in execration, yea, ex-

communicate to death 3
of the Genevan version

of 1557 ; while W. Mace, in his NT Greek
and English, 1729, gives simply ‘Let him he
accurst’ as the rendering of the entire phrase.

This imprecatory sense of the Pauline term, which
was thus linked to supposed Jewish precedent,
though without warrant either in philology or in
fact (see John Lightfoot, Works, etc., ed. 1684, ii.

796 f., or Horae in Acta apost . etc., Amst. 1679,

p. 107 f. ; Schiirer, HJP XI. i. 60 ff. ), received,

nevertheless, the endorsement of such names as
Beza, Bibliander, Bullinger, Capito, Calvin (of.

Suicer, Thesaurus, etc. i, 604; Pfeiffer, Dubia
Vexata, etc. 4th ed. 1699, p. 944 sq. for references),

and others too numerous to catalogue here. Illustra-

tion of its prevalence and persistency is afforded by
its adoption in our English Bibles (with the single

exception of the Rhemish) from Tindale’s to the
Authorized Version. Indeed, although a comma
seems to have been inserted between ‘anathema’
and 4 maranatha ’ as early as the Cambridge folio

of 1629, it was removed again in Blayney’s standard
ed. of 1769, and is wanting in not a few modern
editions (see Scrivener, Cambridge Paragraph Bible,

Introd. p. lxxxii, reprinted under the title The
Authorized Edition of the English Bible, Cambr.
1884, p. 191). Other isolated instances occur of

dissent from the prevalent theory that the words
should be combined into a malediction. Eor ex-

ample, in Robert Stephens’ edd. of the Gr. text
issued in 1549 and 1551 a colon (or stop) is inserted
after anathema, as also in the Elzevir edd. of 1624
and 1633 ; an English Bible, also, bearing the im-
print of Henry Hills, London, 1660, although it puts
no stop after anathema, adds at maranatha the
marginal note, ‘That is, The Lord is come?
Nevertheless, the compound imprecatory interpre-
tation has lived on quite to modern times, and has
even found its way into popular literature.

This opinion, however, may be said to be at
length extinct in scholarly circles. It is not only
confessed to be without intrinsic or historic founda-
tion, but it conflicts with the intimations afforded
by the independent use of the word in early
Christian documents. The earliest is that in The
Teaching of the Apostles, a document belonging to
the early part of the 2nd cent, or possibly even to
the 1st. The thanksgiving in connexion with the
Eucharist, as there given cn. 106 , closes as follows

:

‘ May grace come and may this world pass away.
Hosanna to the God of David. If any man is holy,
let him come ; if any man is not, let him repent.
Maranatha. Amen/ Plainly, then, the term has
an inherent meaning wholly detached from an
anathema ; and the preceding words here, though
permitting this meaning to be admonitory, are
remote from any suggestion of imprecation. But
in the Apostolic Constitutions (vii. 26, p. 209, 26,
ed. Lagarde), where the same thanksgiving is

substantially reproduced and expanded, any
thought of malediction is conspicuously out of
lace ; . . .

‘ Gather us all together into thy king-
om which thou hast prepared. Maranatha.
Hosanna to the Son of David ; blessed is he that
cometh,’ etc.

But the acknowledgment that the term must be
taken and interpreted by itself has rather increased
than diminished the perplexity respecting its com-
position and meaning. Passing over attempts to
analyze it which have found little favour, we may
say that scholars now almost unanimously agree
that the first part of the expression is the Aramaic
word for c Lord ’

;

though as to whether the n is

a formative appendage (cf. rabban), or belongs

to the pronominal suffix ‘our,’ they are not so

harmonious. That it should be connected with

the first half of the word and not the last is sup-

ported not only by the earliest MSS that divide

the term, hut by the use of marin by Philo (in

Flaccum, § 6, ed. Mang. ii. 522, 47) as the current

Syrian appellation for ‘ Lord,’ as well as by extant

Aram, inscriptions (see Noldeke in ZDMG for

1870, p. 101). The chief problem, accordingly, lies

in the last part of the term. If the second half of

the compound is held to be atha, the Fathers were
right in taking it as a past tense (IjXdev, tf/cet, etc.

:

‘ the ’ or ‘ our Lord has come ’), and understanding
the advent in the flesh as referred to. But the

explanations they give of the apostle’s reference to

this past event are far-fetched and unsatisfying

;

such as, * whoever does not love him waits in vain
for another,’ or ‘ he has come ; hence the folly of

opposing him’—the words being assumed to be
addressed to Jews: if spoken to Christians, they
were thought to be designed to shame them for

withholding love from one who has so humbled
himself on their behalf, etc.

The obvious inappositeness, however, of an
allusion to the past early began to tempt ex-

positors to force the verb into a future reference,

viz. to the final coming in judgment. This result

has ordinarily been reached, atleast in later times,

by taking the past tense as ‘ prophetic,’ i.e. as an
emphatic declaration of the certainty of the future
event by representing it as having already
occurred: ‘has come,’ i.e. ‘most certainly will

come.’ The incipient stage of this opinion appears
in the ‘ in adventu domirxi ’ of certain Latin texts,

and the ‘ donee adveniat ’ (or ‘ redeat ’) of Augus-
tine and some later Fathers. But a prophetic or
anticipatory past tense here is more than question-

able grammatically ;
and its inappropriateness is

indirectly conceded by modern expositors, who, as
with one consent, substitute for it a present or a
future in their translations: ‘Our Lord cometh,’
‘is at hand,’ ‘will come,’ etc. Under these cir-

cumstances, certain Aramaic scholars have pro-

posed to restrict the verbal part of the expression
to the final syllable ( tha? and understand the
whole as an ejaculation :

‘ Our Lord, come !
’ Com-

pare tyxov Ktpte ’L/crou, Rev 2220 ; and the Amen bo of

the Jewish liturgies. See C. Taylor, The Teaching

of the Twelve Apostles, p. 77 ff. One of the first to

make this suggestion seems to have been Gustav
Bickell of Innsbruck in the Ztschr. f. Kath . Theol.

for 1884, voi. viii. p. 403, n8
. During the same

year, however, this opinion was shown by Hal6ry
m the jRev. des itudes Juives, vol. ix. p. 9, to have
the support of sundry inscriptions from Arabia,
and was also advocated by Noldeke in the GGA
p. 1023 (in a review of Eautzscli’s Grammatik

,

u.s.w.), where Wellhausen is cited as making the
same suggestion (yet cf. GGN, 1895, p. 3, n. 2).

Siegfried, also, in reviewing Kautzsch’s work
in Hilgenfeld’s ZWTK., compares the frequent
phrases *m an ‘ come and see/ posy an ‘ come and
hear,’ and proposes to take gapavaOd as eqniv. to
[ACLpavdd, signifying ‘O (or ‘our’) Lord, come!’
This supplicatory sense has been accepted by
G. Wohlenberg (Die Lehre der ZwolfApostel, u.s.w.

1888, p. 82 sq.), Arnold Meyer (Jesu Mutter-

sprache
, 1896, p. 50), who compares (p. 156 f.)

Mama or Mamas (turn ‘our lord’), the name of

the chief deity of Gaza (cf. the new edition of

the deacon Marcus’ life of Bp. Porphyrius of Gaza,
Leip. 1895 ; also Stark, Gaza, u.s.w. 1852, pp. 576-

583) ; and is sustained by G. Dalman in his Gram -

matik des Jud.-Palast. Aramaisch
, 1894, pp. 120,

297, cf. 162.* It will doubtless prevail.

* Dalman (Worte Jesu, i. 269) calls the earlier and fuller

form. See Zahn. Binl. m das NT, \ § 18, Anm. 11.



MAKBLE

To the question why the apostle deserts the
Greek for the Aramaic language here, many con-
jectural answers have been given: such as, to
humble the pride of his Corinthian converts by
reminding them that the gospel did not originate
with them ; to affect the more readily his Jewish
opponents by a phrase from their vernacular ; to
suggest that Christ will judge all nations and
tongues, and the like. These may pass for what
they are worth. The expression, as embodying
the consummation of Christian desire and aspira-
tion, may have become a current ejaculation
among the early disciples (cf. ‘Abba/ Mk 1436 , Bo
815

, Gal 46), and as such would doubtless be intelli-

gible to the Christians of Corinth. This supposi-
tion gains plausibility from the recurrence of the
term, in varied connexions, in the Teaching and the
Apostolic Constitutions. Its specific tone it takes
from its context : in the Ep. to the Cor. it is admoni-
tory

; in the Apostolic Constitutions it is jubilant.

Whether it is a fragment of some confession,

creed, or hymn (cf. Ret NT ... op nieuw uit den
Grondtekst overgezet, De Nederlandsche Bijbel-

Compagnie, 1868, ad loc.), or is a germ of some
early liturgical formulary, this is not the place to
consider (see Bickell, ‘Die Lehre d. Apostel u. d.

Liturgie/ in the Ztschr. j. Kath. Theol . as above

;

Weizsaeker, Apostolic Age, ii. 286 ; Spitta, Zur
Gesch. u. Lit. des Urchristentums, i. 2561, 1893;
Th. Zahn, Forschungen z. Gesch. u.s.w. iii. 1884,

p. 294 1).

Literature.—Some of the more extended discussions of the
term are by Anthony Legerin Hase and Iken, Thee. Nov. Theol.-
PhiloL (1732), vol. ii. 879-883

;
A. Klosfcermann, Problmne im

Aposteltexte (1883), 220-246 ; G. Wohlenberg, as above, pp. 78-

85 ; and especially N. Schmidt in the Joum. Bill. Lit . for

1894, pp. 50-60 ; cf. the same Journ. for 1896, p. 44, hK More-
over, Schmiedel’s note in the Hand-Commentary as above, should
not be overlooked. J. H. THAYER.

MARBLE (v:v, vp, pappapos) denotes, strictly

speaking, limestone (carbonate of lime), which is

sufficiently hard and close-grained to he capable of

receiving a polish. It is valuable both as an orna-

mental building stone and as a material for sculp-

ture. The most famous kinds are those associated

with classic statuary and architecture, such as the
Peutelic and Parian marbles of Greece and the
Carrara marble of Italy. The purest marble is

white, but many coloured varieties are found, and
some of these were highly valued in ancient times.
Among them may he mentioned the 4 Breccia di

Verde,’ which varies from all shades of green to a
purplish red, the ‘ onyx 5 marble, and the so-called
4 Oriental alabaster.’ All these are Egyptian
stones. The last named is quite

^

different from
true alabaster (sulphate of lime), being a carbonate

of lime of stalagmitic origin and of an amber colour.

The famous obelisk of Shalmaneser H., found by
Layard at Nimrfid, is of black marble (Hull,

Building and Ornamental Stones, 148-152).

In 1 Ch 292 ‘marble stones in abundance’ are

mentioned among the materials prepared by David
for the building of the temple. The Heb. is v'P

(B rdpiov, A w&pios). According to Josephus, Solo-

mon’s temple was built of white stone (Xevicbs Xi&os,

Ant. VHI. iii. 2), quarried and prepared in Lebanon
(ib. VHI. iii. 9). The OT narrative (1 K 517- 1S

) does

not expressly state the locality from which the

stone came. Hard white limestone is found in

Lebanon, and has been used in the temples of

Baalbek (Bobinson, BBP iii. 508 ;
Thomson, Land

and Booh
,

iii. 341, 342). But the stones in the

foundation walls of the temple, as seen at the

Jews’ Wailing Place, appear to have been brought
from the neighbourhood of Jerusalem. The lime-

stone found in the quarries under Bezetha is ‘ hard,

compact, and delicately variegated, and is capable

of being cut as marble into objects of ornament
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and use, and of receiving a polished surface

(Hull, SWP 59; Warren, Underground Jerusa-
lem

, 60 ; King, Recent Discoveries on Temple Rill,

ch. i.). Josephus ( Wat's, v. v. 2) says that the
pillars of Herod’s temple were pov6\i8oi XevKordms
ju.app.dpoi]. Some of the marble used in Boman and
post-Roman buildingsinPalestine, and found still in
their remains, may have been imported from abroad.

In Est l 6 the palace of Ahasuerus at Shushan
(Susa) is described as having 4

pillars of marble *

(c?;? LXX vriikoL irdpivoi), while in the same
verse the pavement of the palace is said to have
been of ‘ red, blue, white, and black marble ’ (AY),
or ‘red, white, yellow, and mack marble 5 'RV).

Of the four words thus translated the second is w
(LXX irdpivos \L8os), and this was evidently under-
stood as 4 white marble ’ in AV as well as in BV,
in spite of the transposition which has taken place
in the former, since ‘marble’ is the second word in

the alternative rendering in the margin. The
other three words are »03, ii, and irnnD, and they
occur only in this verse. LXX renders the first

by cpdpaydos or vpapaySiTijs Xldos, the second (appar-

ently) by 7i-Lvvivos, and does not translate the third.

AVm and RVm give ‘porphyre (porphyry), ala-

baster, and stone of blue colour.’ Oettli (.Kurzgef

.

Comm.) translates vv by * Manner, 5 and has for the
other three words 4 Alabaster und Perlmutterstem
und Fleckmarmor.’ The LXX rendering of a03

suggests some green stone, and that of vt some
stone with a pearly lustre. Malachite (a green
mineral) is found in Persia, as is also the stone
called ‘Yezd marble.’ The latter is described as

a stalagmitic carbonate of lime resembling the
Egyptian stone known as ‘ Oriental alabaster,’

except that the colour is greenish-white instead of

yellow (Blaneford in Eastern Persia, ii. 486).

Marble capitals and broken shafts were found in

the ruins of Susa by Layard (Early Adventures,

ii. 296). The palace of the Shah at Ispahan has
columns of Tabriz marble, while white and coloured
marbles are profusely used in the interior of the
building (Hull, Building and Ornamental Stones,

152).

In Ca 515 there occurs the simile, 4 His legs are as

pillars of marble 5 LXX <m/A01 pappdpa/01).
In Apocr. pappapos occurs only once (Ep. Jer 72

).

Here it is said that the idols of the heathen shall

be known to be no gods airb rrjs irop(pvpa$ kclL rijs

pappdpov rrjs iit avrovs cnjiropevrjs. The context
seems to make it necessary to understand pdppapos

here in its root meaning of ‘sparkling,’ or ‘bril-

liance,’ and so both AV and BV render rys 7rop. Kal

ttjs pap. by ‘ bright purple.’

In XT pappapos also occurs once, being named as

part of the merchandise of the apocalyptic Babylon
(Rev 1812). James Patrick.

MARCHESHYAN (|$m, Misb. Taanith, i. 3, 4;

WLaporovavijs, Jos. Ant. l iii. 3).—See Time.

MARCUS (MdpKos, or, perhaps more accurately,

Mapkos; see Mark [JOHN], p. 245b).—This form of

the name of St. Mark (wh. see) occurs in AV of

Col 410
, Philem *, 1 P 513. BV has 4 Mark * in every

instance.

MARDOGHEUS (Map5o%cuos Mardochcnus).

—

1,

The name of Mordecai, the uncle of Esther,

appears in this form in the apocryphal additions

to the Book of Esther (Ad. Est 104 ll2* 12 121 * 4*5

1613 ). In 2 Mac 15^ the 14th of Adar, that is, the

first day of the feast of Purim, is called ‘Mar-
docheus’ day ’

(7? Mapdox^^ yplpa, BV 4 the day of

Mordecai ’). 2. In 1 Es 5s
, for Mordecai, one of the

leaders of the Jews, who returned from Babylon
with Zerubhabel and Joshua ; cf. Ezr 2‘2

, X eh 77.

H. A. White.
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MARESHAH (ntfinp and 1. The * father’

of Hebron, 1 Ch 2^ (B Map«<rA, A Mapicrd). Perhaps
we may gather from this passage that Mareshah,
which is really the city ofJos 1544

,
colonized Hebron.

2.

A Judahite, 1 Ch 421 (B McuxA» A Mapri<rd). See

next article, and Genealogy, IV. 2. 29.

MARESHAH (n$h„D, in Jos 1544 n^tnip).—A city

in the Shephelahof Judah, near Keilah and Achzib
(JoslS44 ; B BaBycrdp, A Map^crd) ; fortified by Reho-
boam (2 Ch II8 ; B Mapei<rds A Mapurd) ; the scene

of the encounter between Asa and Zerah the

Ethiopian (2 Ch 149 * 10
; B MapunfrX, Mapelcrrj, A

M-aprjad); the birthplace of Bodavah the father

of the prophet Eleazar, 2 Ch 2037 (B Mapda-nj, A
TStapio-Tj)

;

mentioned also in Mic l 15 (where see

Nowack’s note). On 1 Ch 242 421 see the preceding
article. The Valley of Zephathah (Wddy es-

Sdfeh) was to the ‘north’ of Mareshah (/card

(3opbav M.) according to the LXX version of 2 Ch
14™. In Mie l 15 there is a play on the name as

if meaning ‘ inheritance.’

Outside the canonical Scriptures, Mareshah
plays an important part. It was plundered by
Judas Maccabeus (Jos. Ant. XII. viii. 6, after

whom we ought certainly to correct ’Zapapiav of

1 Mac 566 to Mapirav
;

cf. 2 Mac 1235), subdued by
John Hyrcanus (Ant. XIII. ix. 1, x. 2), freed by
Pompey (id. XIV. iv. 4), and finally destroyed
by the Parthians (id. xiv. xiii. 9).

In the 4th cent. A.D. the site was known
(Onomast

.

27C. 139) as being 2 Roman miles

from Eleutheropolis (Beit Jibrin) 9 which is a
somewhat overstated distance. The present ruin
Mer ash, in spite of its guttural, no doubt repre-

sents Mareshah (see Onomast. s. ‘Marsa’). There
are some remarkable rock-chambers, with flights

of steps, close by, which seem to have been gran-
aries or reservoirs. See SWP vol. iii. sheet xx.

C. R. Conder.
MARIMOTH (.Marimoth ), 2 Es 12~Meraioth,

an ancestor of Ezra (Ezr 73
). Also called Meme-

roth, 1 Es 8a
.

MARISA (Map£<ra, Maresa).—The Greek form of

the name Mareshah. It occurs only in 2 Mac
1238

, but should be read also in 1 Mac 566
,
where all

Greek MSS wrongly have * Samaria ’
; but Old Lat.

Marisan, Jos. Ant. xii. viii. 6 Mapiaa. The false

reading * Samaria ’ is found in 2 Mac 1233 in four
cursives and Syr. H. A. White.

MARISH.—This old form of * marsh ’ has been
allowed to remain in modern editions of AV. It

is still occasionally seen in poetry, as Tennyson,
Dying Swan—

‘And far through the marish green and still

The tangled water-courses slept.’

It occurs in Ezk 4711
,

1 Mac 942- 45
. Cf. Berners’

Froissart, 37,
£ True it was that some of the knights

of Scotland did ever the annoyance they could to
the Englishmen, and kept them in the wild country
among marishes and great forests, so that no man
could follow them.’ The word is also an adj., as
Bacon, Essays

,

p. 142, * in Marish and unwholesome
Grounds.’ J. Hastings.

MARK.— 1. rrjpp IS 2020, Job 1612
,
and fnai?

La 312, a target, a butt. As 1 S 2020 ‘ I will shoot
three arrows on the side thereof, as though I shot
at a mark.’ Cf. Shaks. Venus

,

941—
* Thy mark is feeble age, but thy false dart
Mistakes that aim and cleaves an infant’s heart.'

2. <tkot6s, a mark to keep the eye on, in shooting
or running ; Wis 532 ‘ Like as when an arrow is

shot at a mark’ (iwl ctkov6v); 521, Ph 314 ‘I press
toward the mark for the prize of the high calling
of God in Christ Jesus ’ (/card <tkott6v

;
RV f towards

the goal,’ hut it is not a technical word in the race-

course ; in class. Gr. it is a target, here like 1 Co 9'2i

ovk ad'fjXws, ‘ not in the dark,’ or as Moule, 4 with
my goal clear in view’). Cf. Pref. to AV ‘We
never thought from the beginning that we should
need to make a new Translation, nor yet to make
of a bad one a good one . . . but to make a good
one better, or out of many good ones, one dncipall

good one, not justly to be excepted against ; that

hath been our indeavour, that our mark ’
; Shaks.

Love's Labour's Lost, IV. ii. 115

—

* If knowledge be the mark, to know thee shall suffice.’

3. yaao, place of striking or impinging, i.e. a butt
or mark : Job 720

‘ why hast thou set me as a mark
against thee?’ RV ‘as a, mark foi thee.’ AV
understands Job to be a target for the arrow of

God’s displeasure, RV that he is an object over
which God stumbles. ‘Job,’ says Bavidson, ‘ feels

that he is continually in the way of God, an
obstacle against which the Almighty is always of

set purpose striking Himself. The thought is one
of unprecedented boldness.’

4. sign, token : Gn 415 e And the Lord set a
mark upon Cain, lest any finding him should kill

him,’ RV ‘appointed a sign for Cain.’ ‘ A. mark
set upon Cain would have distinguished him, so

that all who met him might know him.
^

This
would be no pledge of security, no consolation to

the guilty man. But when we see that the Lord
appointed a sign for Cain, so that, looking upon it,

he might be remind-d of the divine protection, the

words of the passage become easy bo understand ’

—

Ryle in Expos. Times

,

iii. 211 ; and Early Narra-
tives, 70 ;

also Sayce in Expos. Times, vii. 367.

5. ypyp a puncture, tattoo : Lv 1938 ‘Ye shall not
make aiiy cuttings in your flesh for the dead, nor
print any marks upon you.’ Briver and White (in

SBOT) tr. ‘You shall not make any incisions in

your skin for the dead ;
nor shall you tattoo any

marks upon you,’ and explain that the tattooing

here alluded to implied probably dedication to a
deity. Cf. W. R. Smith, Kinship and Marriage

,

212 If., and ES 334; also Stade, ZATW xiv.

250 f.

6. tdw, the letter T, the last of the Heb.
alphabet, which in the old Phoenician characters

had the shape of a cross. See Alphabet. Ezk
94-6

,
the mark set on the forehead of those that

bewailed the abominations in Jerusalem, The
Vulg. tr. of 94 is signa than super froutes virorum
gementium

,
to which Tindale refers when he speaks

(Expositions, 13) of ‘ the sign Thau, that defendeth
us from the smiting and power of the evil angels.’

In Job 3185 the word is used of a person’s signature :

cf. Shaks. II Henry VI. IV. ii. 110, ‘Bost thou use
to write thy name ? or hast thou a mark to thyself,

like an honest plain-dealing man ?
’

7. x^7i“a (fr. %a/)d<ra-w, to cut, engrave), a stamp
or brand. This word is used in Ac 1729 of sculp-

tured work, and trd in EV by the verb ‘graven.’

Elsewhere it is found only in Kev (1316, 17 149 - 11 16a

1 Q2° 204
; TR and AV add 152, omitted by edd.) of

the brand (EV ‘ mark ’) by which the followers of

the Beast were known. The brand was on the
right hand or on the forehead (13

16
). See Man OF

Sin. The tdw of Ezk is in the writer’s mind.
8. weal, quoted in 1 P 2s4 from Is 53® and

tr6- ‘ stripe,’ is in Sir 2310 rendered in AV ‘ blue
mark,’ ‘ a servant that is continually beaten shall

not be without a blue mark ’ (RV ‘ snail not lack a
bruise ’).

9. o-TiyjuL

a

(from orJfw, to prick; connected with
Eng. ‘sting’), brand, scar: Gal 617 only, iytb ydp
tA (TTtyjJLCLTa rod [Kuptov] ’hqtrov 4v rtp a&parl you

fiaordfa (edd. omit Kvplov of TR after best text)

;

Vulg. ‘ Ego enim stigmata Bomini Iesu in corpora
meo porto’; Wyc. ‘For I here in my bodi the
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tokenes of oure Lord Jhesu Crist *

;

Tind. * For I

beare in my bodye the markes of the lorde Jesu/
so succeeding YSS including AY ; RY ‘for I bear
branded on my body the marks of Jesus ’). The
reference is to the suffering which the apostle had
endured in the service of Christ, of which he gives
a rapid account in 2 Co ll22"27

, and which, whether
Jewish whipping, or Roman flogging, or more
barbarous mob violence, must have left scars on
his person, some of them no doubt visible. But
why does he call them the scars or brands of Jesus ?

Two explanations have been given. (1) The marks
which were left in the body of Jesus by the nails
and the sword are reproduced figuratively in the
apostle’s body. Cf. 2 Co 410 ‘ always bearing about
in the body the dying (RVm ‘putting to death’)
of Jesus 5

(iravroTe Tty vitcpuaiv rod *Itjctov £v Tip trw/wm
ir€pL<ptpovT€s

) ; also 2 Co l
5
,
Col l24 ; and especially

the references to his crucifixion with Christ, Ro 6%
Gal 220. This interpretation is forcibly illustrated
by the stigmata of St. Francis of Assisi, to whom
the word (left untranslated in the Lat. versions)

‘suggested, whether by a more or less distant
association, the idea which took so stiong a hold
upon his mind, that in a moment of extreme
spiritual tension the actual marks of the Passion
seemed to imprint themselves upon his body ’

—

Sanday, NT Com. for Eng . Reactors. Among
recent commentators Moule (Camb. Bible) con-
siders that there is ‘something to be said’ for
this explanation, and Huxtable (Pul. Com.) argues
ably and at length in its favour. (2) The marks
identify the apostle as belonging to Jesus. This
receives the nearly unanimous consent of modern
expositors, and is actually introduced into the
translation of the RY, on which Westcott (Lessons

of the RV of NT, 130) comments, ‘ the addition of

the word branded—I bear branded on my body the
marks of Jesus—points the reference to the slaves

who bore the names of the deities to whose service

they were consecrated.
3

(Of., further, art. Cut-
tings in the Flesh, vol. i. p. 538b). But even on
this interpretation the question remains, Does St.

Paul refer to the custom of marking the devotees of

a deity, or to the custom of branding deserters and
evil-doers as a sign of degradation ? Lightfoot (Com.
on Gal. ) refers the metaphor to the practice of brand-
ing slaves and other persons who were devoted to

the service of some deity, and considers that ‘ such
a practice at all events cannot have been unknown
in a country which was the home of the worship of

Cybele.’ But the verb used (/3a<rrd£«, which im-
plies at least that the thing carried is easily seen,

cf. Ac 915 ‘a chosen vessel unto me to bear my
name before the Gentiles/ pacrr&o-at . . . £p6tlov

idvuv), and the apostle’s glorymg in being regarded
as ‘jrepucad&pp.aTa rov k6(TPlov, t&vtojv TephprjpLCL, ‘the
filth of the world, the offscouring of all things’

(1 Co 418), make the reference most probable to

such stigmata as (now also in the modem use of

the word) carried punishment and degradation.

These are the only marks that would involve at
once much suffering at the time of their infliction

and much courage to carry afterwards.
J. Hastings.

MARK (JOHN).—In this art. the identity of the
John Mark of the Acts with theMark of the Pauline
Epistles (Col, Philem, 2 Ti), with the Mark of 1 P,

and with Mark the Evangelist, mentioned in early

Christian literature, is assumed. This identifica-

tion is confirmed by the link between the Acts and
the Pauline Epistles supplied by Col 410 (‘cousin

of Barnabas’), and by the fact that the name Mark
does not appear to have been common among the

Jews.
1. Name.—

T

he Hebrew name of this companion
of the apostles was it appears without
addition m Ac 135* 18

. To it the Roman pramomen

Marcus was added (Tojdvov rov arucaXwfjLtyov VLdpKov%

T. rbv £mK\y)9£vTa M., Ac 1212
- just as the Roman

cognomen Paulus was added to the Hebrew name
Saul. The name Marcus was that by which its

bearer was commonly known among those for

whom the Acts was written (rbv T. rbv KoXotitievov *

MapKov, Ac 1537) ; so Col 410, Philem 24
, 2 Ti 411

,

1 P 513
. For the accentuation Mapjtos, see Blass,

Gram. NT Greeks § 4. 2 ; the form Mdapsos is

found in CIG, 5644, 6155. For the frequency of

such double names among the Jews, see Deiss-
mann, Bibelstudien

, p. 181 ff. ; and for the common
use of the name Marcus ‘among Greek-speaking
peoples from the Augustan age onwards,’ see the
inscriptions quoted by Swete, St. Mark, p. ix. There
is no evidence, however, that it was common among
the Jews ; the only Jew of this name mentioned by
Josephus is the nephew of Philo (Ant. xvhi. viii. 1,

xix. v. 1).

2. Family and Position.—

T

he father of Mark
is not mentioned in the NT or by any reliable

tradition. His mother bears the common Hebrew
name Mary (Ac 1212). She appears as a woman of

some wealth, the possessor of a house with a irvX&v

and with a room large enough to contain many (od

tyav UclvoI cvvr)6pourpAvoi), the mistress, it would
seem, of a household, the duty of one vaibta-Ky—
bearing a Greek name (see Blass on Ac 1218)—being
to keep the door (cf. Jn 1817). Her house is one of

the centres of the life of ‘the brethren’ at Jeru-
salem. St. Peter goes there as a matter of course
directly he has escaped from prison, and is well
known there (v. 14

). It is a natural conclusion that
‘ the house of Mary’ had become the home of St.

Peter, and that the guest was in a sense the head
of the household (cf. 1 P 518). Again, in Col 410

Mark is spoken of as ‘the cousin’ (6 dre^ibs, see
Lightfoot’s note) of Barnabas (on the name, see

especially Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. 175 ff.), the
Joseph Barnabas of Ac 4S6f

*, of the tribe of Levi,

horn in Cyprus, a man of substance, and from
almost the earliest days a leader among ‘the
brethren.’ It is not improbable, in view of the
later history, that Mark too was by birth or
previous residence connected with the Jewish
colony in Cyprus (Schurer, EJP II. ii. p. 221 f.).

and, if we may assume that the cousins were the
sons of two brothers, we learn that he was a Levite
(see below, 4 (i.)). There is every reason to think
that he, like Saul, was a ‘ Hebrew of Hebrews 3

(Col 4U ; cf. Gal 212, Tit l10).

In Ac 135 we read of Barnabas and Saul that
at Salamis in Cyprus KanfjyyeWov rbv \byov rov

0€ov £v rats avvayuyais tup ’IqvoclIuv &XPV «al

Tudriju inrrjp&njv.f All writers, it would seem,
take the last clause to mean that the apostles
‘ had John as minister/ i.e. as their assistant in

their evangelistic work (cf. 1048 TTpocreragev). A
different interpretation seems to the present writer
to be at least possible. The clause stauds in close

connexion with the mention of ‘the synagogues. 3

Further, if vTnjptrrjp were a predicate, the more
natural order would have been dvrjptrijv etxov

rat ’ludvijv. A Jewish epitaph found at Rome
$\dj3tos ’lovXiavbs birTjpknj^ (see Schiirer, Gemeinde-
verfassung der Juden in Rom, pp. 28, 39; cf.

HJP II. 'ii. p. 87) suggests that vmjpirTis here is

John’s official title
—

‘ And they had with them also

John, the synagogue minister’ (cf. Lk 420 ). The
article in such a case would be omitted (cf. e.g .

CIG, 9906, Tov\iavb$ lepevs ftpxw - * • v’ib$
f

Iov\iavov

dpxurijvay&yov and inscriptions passim, also Winer-

* The reading bnxa'katyviov, found in K® (o^od Tide) OD 61 Gig,

seems to he a 1 Western * reading due to assimilation.

f ‘Western’ (paraphrastic) readings are (a) ’L vtrvptreuvret

ccvro7s, D 321 syr. hi. mg.; (b) \%oms psi? iocvrav xoc) *1. tls SmxovJki

(in ministerium,, lat vg.), E. Compare^ Ignat. Philad. xi. f

$tXwoS rov heooovov . . . Sf jww vv» iv X Qtov ixyps rv poi.
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Moulton, p. 172).* If this interpretation be the
true one, we have an important fact about Mark
which reveals how close his ties with Judaism were.

Among his fellow Jews he was known as ’IcudvTjs

bmjperTjs.

,

3. Mark in the Apostolic History of the
NT.—Mark is one of those minor characters, a
careful study of whose movements throws consider-

able light on 1 the relation to each other of the

apostolic leaders. In the NT he stands in close

connexion with Barnabas, St. Peter, St. Paul.

(i.) The first notice of Mark in the Acts is at the
time of the famine in Judaea, some 15 or 16 years
after the day of Pentecost. He is at Jerusalem,
and Barnabas and Saul, returning thence to the
Syrian Antioch, take him with them as their com-
panion (crvv7rapa\ap6vr€S 1225

; cf. 1537f
*, Gal 21

). It

is important to notice that Barnabas, Mark’s
cousin, still retains the leading position (Bapvdpas
di mi SauXos 1225

), that as yet there is no hint of any
evangelistic work further afield than Antioch, and
that there the Church had not spread beyond the
‘Grecian Jews’ (ll20

). Some time—how long we
have no means of discovering—after their arrival

at Antioch a decisive summons comes. Barnabas
and Saul, at the bidding of the Spirit, are solemnly
set apart and dismissed to do ‘ the work,’ the scope
of which remains still undefined. With Mark they
cross to Cyprus. After work among the Jewish
settlers at Salamis, they journey westwards till

at Paphos they meet the Jewish Magus among the
comites of the Proconsul, and the encounter ends
with the conversion of the Roman magistrate—the
firstfruit of St, Panl’s Gentile converts. From
Paphos they cross to the mainland, and journey
inland as far as Perga. Here, perhaps when his
leaders were discussing or had already determined
upon the plan of crossmg the Taurus and pene-
trating into a wholly new district, Mark separates
himself from them and returns to Jerusalem (1313).
His conduct, it is clear, made a deep impression on
St. Paul. What were Mark’s reasons for this act
of seeming desertion? The conditions of their
common work, it must be remembered, had altered
since he left Jerusalem with them, in three im-
portant respects. (1) The call at Antioch had
inaugurated a new epoch in the history of the
Church, and as ‘the work’ advanced it became
clear that it would lead the workers fidicpav (Ac
2221

). (2) There were already indications that ‘ the
work ’ would include the Gentiles ; and that this was
a new departure appears from 1427. (3) Barnabas
is passing into the background, and Paul is taking
his place as the acknowledged leader (note the
very significant oi irepi IlauXo*/ in 1313

). For these
new conditions of service Mark was not prepared.

(ii.) Some three or four years pass before we
meet Mark again in the history. The great con-
troversy as to the freedom of the Gentile converts
had been closed, outwardly at least, by the decision
of ‘ the Council ’ at Jerusalem. Paul and Bamabas
returned to A ntioch. At Antioch (if without further
discussion we may assume the identity of the
visit to Jerusalem recorded in Ac 15 with that
recorded in Gal 2) there took place the events
which St. Paul briefly narrates m Gal 2im . St.
Peter followed to Antioch the emissaries of the
Church at Jerusalem, and proved himself loyal to
the concordat of ‘ the Council.’ But the arrival of
‘ certain from James ’ wrought a disastrous change.
‘Fearing those of the circumcision,’ he withdrew
from full fellowship with Gentile belies ers. His
example was the signal for a general revolt.
* With this interpretation, as indeed with the common one

(cf. God. E), though less conspicuously, ixvreJv.
This sense of t%stv is common (especially in the participle) in
all Greek, e.g. Xen. Cyr. iv. 2. 29—‘et ssepissime Thucydides
ceterique omnes 1 (Stephanus, Thes. f ed. Hase, iii. 2616). Here
Jxav takes up rvvsrKpcchxpivTif, v.3®.

All the Jewish Christians at Antioch (oi Xoiirol

TovdaLOL) joined in his time-serving policy, and the
pressure of their opinion seduced even (kclL) Bar-
nabas, St. Paul’s old and close companion. St.

Paul’s public rebuke of St. Peter and (by implica-

tion) of Barnabas and the rest closes the his-

tory, so far as he has chosen to reveal it. It

has an obvious bearing on the relations of St.

Paul with Mark. We know that Mark was at

Antioch shortly after these events (Ac 1537
). The

three leaders with whom he was most intimately
associated, St. Peter, St. Paul, Barnabas, were
there already. It seems an almost certain infer-

ence that Mark had come as the companion of

one of them. If so, he was among oi XoltoI

’IovSacoi, who proved traitors ; and his example and
opinion must have been conspicuous among the
influences which led Barnabas astray. We can
understand that to St. Paul’s mind his later

conduct set its seal upon his earlier. His loyalty
to ‘the truth of the gospel ’ was more than ques-

tionable, and his influence over Barnabas was
harmful. When Barnabas proposed that Mark
should again be tlieir companion, an indignant
reference to his former desertion of ‘the work’
(1538) was sufficient answer. If we realize the
significance, personal and doctrinal, of the history
in Gal 2, we can understand the wapoZvo’/j.S* which
separated Barnabas from Paul. The notice that
Mark with Barnabas sailed to Cyprus immediately
after these events is the last reference to him in

the Acts.
(iii. ) After an interval of ten or twelve years we

meet with Mark again in St. Paul’s letters to the
Colossians (4

13
) and to Philemon (v.

24
). Mark is

at Rome. His presence there is ‘ a solace
3

to St.

Paul. In both Epistles the apostle speaks of him
as one of the few whom he can call ‘ fellow-workers ’

(contrast Ph 115L ). The happy change in the re-

lations between St. Paul and Mark is an important
indication of the triumph of St. Paul’s ‘ catholic

’

views of Christianity among the higher type of

Jewish Christians. It is clear from St. Paul’s
language that Mark had contemplated, and it

appears was still contemplating, a journey to
Asia; and the Asiatic Christians had already
received from St. Paul a brief message commena-
ing Mm to them.

(iv.) Some three or four years later, St. Paul’s
last Epistle associates Mark with Timothy. The
words (2 Ti 411

) seem to imply that the two were no
strangers to each other, and that Timothy was
already acquainted with Mark’s movements.
Timothy, it seems probable, was still at Ephesus
(Lightfoot, Biblical Essays, p. 437). He is bidden
to come to Rome by the shortest route (v. 9), and to
execute a commission at Troas on the way (v. 13

).

From Troas he was doubtless to cross to Neapolis,
to travel along the Egnatian Road to Dyrrhachium,
to cross to Brundisium, and to hasten to Rome by
the Via Appia. At some point in the journey he
is to ‘pick up’ Mark (v. 11). If that point was in
the neighbourhood of Ephesus, the notice is perhaps
an indication that Mark had carried out his purpose
of visiting Asia (Co] 410

). If not, it cannot be a
place which is otherwise associated with Mark
either by history or by tradition. To this direc-
tion St. Paul, remembering the help rendered to
him by Mark in his former captivity, adds the
reason of it

—

Hctiv ydp jhoi etixpijcrTos els SlclkopIclp.

The last three words, as Swete observes (p. xv),
‘ assign to Mark his precise place in the history of
the Apostolic age.’

(v.) One more notice of Mark is found in the
apostolic writings. In his First Epistle, written
at Rome (see article Babylon in NT), St. Peter
sends to the churches of Asia Minor the salutation
of ‘ Marcus my son.’ This greeting makes it prob-
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able that Mark had visited some of the churches
to v Inch the apostle is writing (see above (iii.) (iv.)).

It is ceitam from these words that Mark was with
St. Peter at Rome—an important point of contact
between the NT and early Christian tradition.
The tenderness of the phrase 6 vlos yov is explained
by St. Peter’s early intimacy with Mark in ‘the
house of Mary.’

4. Mark in Christian Tradition.*—(i. ) Mark's
position by birth.—The Preface to the Gospel found
m MSS of the Vulgate contains the notice :

* sacer-
dotium in Israhel agens, secundum carneni levita

’

(Wordsworth-White, p. 171, cf. p. 173)—a mere
deduction, it seems probable, from Mark’s kinship
to Barnabas. The remembrance of a personal
deformity survives in an epithet well known at
Rome early in the 3rd cent.—cure IlaOAos 6 d,7r6crro\os

oil-re McipKOs 6 KoXopod&KrvXos (Hipp. Philos, vii. 30).

A reference to this epithet is found in the Latin Prefaces to
the Gospel (see below), and with these substantially coincide
the notices in one or two later writers (see Ldpsius, Die Apocr.
Apostelgesch. ii. 2, p. 327 ;

Zahn, Einl. ii. p. 211). Three ex-
planations of the epithet ‘stump-fingered’ or ‘mutilated in
the fmger(s)’ have been suggested, (i.) Tregelles (Journal
of Class, and Sacred Philol 1855, p. 224 f.) thinks that the
epithet stigmatizes Mark as ‘pollice truncus,' ‘the deserter’
(Ac 13J3). (ii.) The Pref. to the Vulgate : ‘ Amputasse sibi post
ficlem pollicem dicitur ut sacerdotio reprobus haberetur 5

(so
Isidore), (iii.) The Pref. to God. Toletanus: ‘ Colobodactilus
est norainatus ideo quod a cetera corporis proceritatem digitos
minores habuisset’ (Wordsworth-White, p. 171). It is just
possible, however, that the word may refer to some mutilation
or malformation of the toes> resulting in lameness—an infirmity
which would be more likely to attract attention than a deformity
of the hand.

(ii.) Mark's relation to the Lord's ministry.—The
words of Papias (ap. Eus. EE iii. 39), on the
authority of ‘John the Elder/ are explicit

—

oi/re

yap jjKOvarep rod Kvplov otire iraprjrcoXoijdTjo-ev airrcp.

Do the words (clearly referring to Mark), with which the
Mr.ratorian Canon begins, suggest a qualification of the asser-

tion of Papias ? They run thus : quibus tamen mterfuit et ita

posuit. It is possible that the first word has been mutilated,
and that we should restore ahquibus ; but see below. The Ganon
is in full accord with Papias if, with, e.g., Lightfoot and Swete,
we take the words to refer to Mark’s presence at St. Peter's dis-

courses. Zahn (Gesch . Kan. ii. pp. I7f., 30, Einl. ii. pp. 200,

211), however, maintains that in the previous context of the
Fragment it had been said that, speaking generally

,
Mark was

not an eye-witness of the Lord’s ministry, and that then the
qualification is added :

‘ nevertheless he was present at some
(events), and so recorded them.' If the Canon was written at

Rome, and still more, if the writer was Hippolytus (Lightfoot,

Clement, ii. p. 412 f ), it is clear that it might embody an inde-

pendent and true tradition about Mark preserved bythe Roman
Church. On the other hand, in the succeeding context dealing
with Luke (Lucas . . cum eum Paulus . . . adsumsisset . . .

conscripsit. Dominum tamen nec ipse uidit in carne, et idem
prout assequi potuit, ita et a natiuitate Johannis incepit dicere),

it is unsatisfactory to take nec (ipse) as referring to St. Paul,

who has been only incidentally mentioned, as Zahn is obliged to

do. The writer is clearly throughout (comp, the passages deal-

ing with John and with Acts) comparing the Evangelists in

regard to the power of giving a personal witness. Accordingly,

both nec ipse and idem(&vTo$) bring out the parallel in reference

to this point between Mark and Luke.f Further, in the case

of Luke, who was not a personal disciple of Christ, the writer
notes that he was a companion of St. Paul There was clearly

still more reason for noting that Mark was a follower of Apostles.

We may conjecture, therefore, that the context immediately pre-
ceding the first sentence of the Fragment ran substantially thus

:

‘Mark was not a disciple of Christ. But he was a follower of

Paul and, also of Peter, He records in his Gospel what Peter

preached. But he%as not continuously a companion of Peter.

Some, therefore, of his discourses he did not himself hear ; but
at others (ols U—literally translated by the quibus tamen of the
Latm Fragment) he was present, and so set them down.’ On
the •whole, therefore, Zahn’s interpretation must be rejected,

and with it goes any shred of reliable evidence that Mark had
part in any events of the Gospel history.

Later traditions, however, give Mark a place in

the history of the Lord’s ministry. In the Dial, of

Adamantius with the Marciomte, a work which

* Patristic passages dealing with the composition of the

Gospel according to St. Mark are not discussed here : see the
following article.

t This parallel is still more marked if we adopt Lightfoot’s

emendation of the words referring to Luke : * et idem, prout
assequi potuit, ita posuit. Ita et a natiuitate ... * (Essays on
*Supemat. Relig.* p. 189 n.); comp, the ‘ita posuit* in the
account of Mark.

cannot be placed earlier than the later years of

Constantine (Hort in Diet, of Christ. Blog. i. p.

39 f.), the orthodox disputant obviously has a con-

troversial reason for asserting that Mark and Luke
were among the seventy-two disciples (ed. Wetstein,

p. 8). Epiphanius (Hcer. pp. 50,
^
428 ed. Petav.)

gives the same piece of information, and further
tells us that Mark was one of those disciples who
turned hack (Jn 688

). For other references see

Lipsius, p. 328 f. A more interesting tradition,

which first appears in a writer of the 6th cent.,

Theodosius (de Situ Terrce Sanctce 43, p. 20, ed.

Gildemeister), identifies the Church Saneta Sion,
mentioned by earlier writers as the scene of the Last
Supper, of the meeting of the apostles (Ac l13), and
of the events of Pentecost, with ‘the house of Mark
the Evangelist.’ Another writer of the same cent.

—Alexander (Laudatio Barnabce 13 in Acta SS.

Jun. ii. p. 440)—repeating the legend about Saneta
Sion, adds a story learned from ‘ the aged/ which
identifies Mark with the man ‘bearing a pitcher
of water’ (Mk 1413). For these references see

Zahn, p. 212 f. The idea that the young man who
followed and fled on the night of the betrayal (Mk
1451 ) was Mark, is a modern but not improbable
conjecture.

(iii.) Mark and St. Peter.—A constant tradition

in the early Church, reaching back to the confines

of the apostolic age and harmonizing with the
notices of the NT, certifies us that Mark was a
companion of St. Peter (i.e. in his missionary
labours), was with him towards the end of his life,

and wrote the Gospel to preserve his Master’s
teaching. The early authorities are these : (1)

Asiatic and Western: Papias ap . Eus. iii. 39 (on

the authority of ‘John the Elder’) ; Iren. iii. 1. 1,

10. 6 ; Canon Murat, (see above)

;

Tert. adv. Marc.
iv. 5. (2) Alexandrian: Clem. ap. Eus. EEvi. 14,

Adumb, in Priorem Petri Ep. (Migne, Pat. Gr. ix.

732) ; Eus. ii. 15 (on the authority of Clement)

;

Origen ap. Eus. HE vi. 25. For references to

later writers see Lipsius, p. 322; Zahn, p. 216.

The above classification of authorities is due to

Swete (p. xviiif.}, who notices that ‘the Asiatic

tradition goes behind St. Mark’s work as an Evan-

§

elist, and describes the nature of his services to

t. Peter. He had been the Apostle’s inter-

preter.’

Some scholars maintain that the word Ip/Mivtvrfe (interpres)

points rather to Mark as the scholar of St. Peter, throughwhom
his Master’s teaching reached a wider circle, with special refer-

ence to the composition of the Gospel. This is the view taken
by Zahn (Gesch. Kan. i. pp. 878 ff., Einl. ii, pp. 209, 218 ff,), who
urges that Papias uses the word in close connexion with Mark’s
composition of the Gospel, and that no early writer preserves

jway detailed notice of Mark as ‘ dragoman ’ of the apostle. On
the other hand, the following considerations seem conclusive

for the strict sense of the word. (1) Such is the usual sense of

the word (see Swete, p. xix) ; the passages which Zahn (Gesch.

Kan. p. 880 n.) adduces, in which poets and prophets are spoken
of as tpfjurjnvrcci rSv are really instances of a metaphorical
use of the term. (2) Papias himself uses the cognate verb
(yipftljvu/tri 5’ civtcx, &s 5jy Svvctrog ixattrrcs) in the strict sense. (3)

Irenseus connects the word, not with the writing of the Gospel,

hut with Mark’s previous relation to St. Peter, iii. 1. 1. M., c

uuBrfrfo x. ipfjc^vtvrva Tlirpou scott xvras tcc vro II. xnpvtrtrofxwot.

tyypu.<pci>( y/juv *apocMhuxty, ib. 10. 6 M. interpres et sectator Petri

[note the order] initium evangeliese conscriptionis fecit sic.

Zahn’s position is criticized by Link in Studien u. Kritiken
,

1896, pp. 405-436.

The ten or twelve years which elapsed between
the last mention of Mark in the Acts and St. Paul’s

reference to his co-operation in Rome were probably

the period in which Mark accompanied St. Peter.

It may well be that the help which he rendered to

the apostle when the latter first worked among
Greek-speaking people gained for him the title of

‘ the interpreter of Peter/ There is no reason why
we should infer that, at least at the end of his

life, St. Peter could not speak Greek, still less that
he could not write a Greek letter. Moreover, it

I
must he remembered that the word ‘interpreter’
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may have been used in reference to Latin rather a reminiscence of the portrait of St. Paul in the

than to Greek (so Lightfoot, Clement , ii. p. 494).

(iv.) Marie's connexion with Home and Alex-
andria.—(a) Rome. For the evidence of the NT
see above. The evidence that St. Peter at the

close of his life, when Mark was certainly his

companion, was at Rome, is overwhelming (Light-

foot, Clement
,

ii. pp. 493 ff.). Moreover, all the

early writers who mention the place of its com-
position speak of the Gospel as written at Rome
(Iren., Clem. Alex., Eus HE ii. 15; for other

references see Zahn, p. 215), the only exception

being Chrysostom (vii. 7B), who says that it was
written in Egypt, (b) Alexandria. It is remark-
able that the great Alexandrian Fathers, Clement
and Origen, make no reference to any sojourn or

work of Mark in that city. Their silence cannot
but throw some suspicion on the notices of later

writers. The earliest witness is Eusebius, HE
ii. Id (on ii. 24 see below), who records the

tradition (<£a<riv) that Mark ‘was the first to

found churches in Alexandria itself.’ After the

time of Eusebius, notices of Mark’s work in

Egypt are frequent in Christian literature—(i.)

Greek: Epiph. Hcer. Ii. 6 (p. 428 ed. Petav.)

;

Chrysost. l.c.
;

Constit. Apost. vii. 46. (ii.) Latin

:

,

Jerome, de Vir . Illustr. 8, Prol. ex Comm, in

;

Matth. (Wordsworth-White, p. 12), Pref. to MSS
' of the Vulgate (Wordsworth-White, p. 173). (iii.)

! Syriac: Doctr. Apost (Cureton, Ancient Syriac
Documents

,
p. 33). For other references see

j
Lipsius, p. 323 ff. To pass to the evidence as to

the date of Mark’s work in Egypt, Eus. HE ii. 16

|

(apparently), Jerome, de Vir. Illustr., and Epiph.

j

place his journey there after the composition of the
1 Gospel. On the other hand, the Chronicle of

Eusebius (ed. Schone, ii. pp. 152 f., 154 f.) places his

,
arrival at Alexandria in the first (Arm.) or the
third (Jer. ) year of Claudius (A.D. 41-42 or 43-44)

,*

j
the appointment of Annianus, his successor as

' bishop, in the eighth year of Nero (A.D. 62-63

;

so Eus. HE ii. 24).f It seems to be impossible to

reconcile these dates with the statements of the
NT. If we accept the tradition of Mark’s work at

Alexandria, we must apparently place it either in

the ten or twelve years to which we have already
assigned his journeys as St. Peter’s ‘ interpreter,’

or in the period after the death of that apostle, f

The legends of Mark’s mission to Aquileia and
of the translation of his body to Venice belong to

mediaeval hagiology, and lie outside the scope of

this article. See Lipsius, pp. 346-353.

(v.) The Acts of Marh.—The Greek text is given
in Migne, Pat. Gr. cxv. 164-170. The document
has been translated into Latin, Arabic, and
Ethiopic. Lipsius (p. 345) assigns it to a date
between the middle of the 4th and the beginning
of the 5th century. Internal evidence shows that
it was written at Alexandria. It is historically

worthless, telling the usual story of a successful
war against idolatry, a growing Church, perse-
cution, martyrdom. The evangelist expires as he
A being dragged through the streets by an infuri-

ated mob, who burn his remains, hut are at last

dispersed by a tempest. Some forms of the Me£s
give a detailed account of his person, clearly in part

* The Chror.icon Paschale (Migne, Pat. Gr. xcii. 559, cf. 546)
places the foundation of the Church of Alexandria by Mark in
the same year (a.d. 89) as the foundation of the Church of
Antioch by Peter, adding that Mark presided over the
former 22 years.

t The Armenian version puts Annianus* appointment a year
earlier, Tor the emperors’ regnal years see art. Chronology
of OT, i. p. 41 8b.

t With the belief that Mark founded the Church at Alexandria
is connected the ascription to him of the Liturgy. In the Acts
ofMarh (c. T) his enemies find him tol? evvas 0ei/a)s ava(f>opas
TToiovfjt.evov, According to Swainson (The Greek, Liturgies,
j>. xxix), ‘the first time that we hear of a Liturgy of St. Mark is

in the 11th or 12th cent.’ (cf. Brightman, Liturgies
, p. lxvi).

**Copi/rtght, 1900, bit

Acta Theclce.

(vi.) TiepLo^oi BapvaBa .—These Greek Acte are

printed by Tischendorf in Ins Acta Apost. Apocry-
pha, pp. 64-74. The author writes in the name
of Mark, who is made to describe himself before

his conversion, as a servant of a high priest of

Zeus. The Acts are wholly un historical. The
local colouring shows that the writer was a
Cypriot. The aim of the document is, by asserting'

for the Church of Cyprus an apostolic origin and
the possession of the tomb of Barnabas, to support
her claim to be independent of the see of Antioch.

Hence Lipsius places the date of its composition
late in the 5th cent., probably 485-488.

(vii.) Martyrdom.—Early writers are silent as to

the time and manner of Mark’s death. The state-

ment of Jerome, de Vir. Illustr . 8 (Mortuus est

octauo Neronis anno et sepultus Alexandrite) is

obviously a mere inference from Eusebius’ notice

of the appointment of Annianus. It would seem
that no document earlier than the Acte of Mark
gives the evangelist the glory of martyrdom. In
these Acts, as in the Menologium of Basil, and as

in the later tradition of the Western Church, April
25 is fixed upon as the day of his death. The
different texts of the Martyrium Hieronymianum
mention May 18, Sept. 23, Oct. 3, 7 as Mark’s
memorial day (Lipsius, p. 326 ;

cf. Diet. Chr.
Antiq. p. 1089).

Literature.—Swete, The Gospel according to Pi. J/7//r£,lS9S,

has a full and suggestive chapter on the ‘ Personal History of

St. Mark.’ Exhaustive collections and discussions of Patristic
and other authorities are to be found in Lipsius, Pie Apocryph en
Apostelgesch. u Apodellegenden

, 1884, ii. 2, pp. 821-858
;
Zahn,

JSinleitung in das N’T, n. (1899), pp. 199-220. Reference may
also be made to I-Iarnack’s article ‘ Mark’ (1888) in the Eneycfa-
pcedia JBritanmca. jl CHASE.

**MARK, GOSPEL OF.—
Introduction.

i. Compass and Contents.
ii. Selection and Arrangement of Matter.
in. Diction and Style
iv. Original Language.
v. State of Text and Integrity of the Book.

"vi.* Genius of the Gospel.
vii. Historical Attestation.
viii. Authorship
ix. Sources.
x. Relation to Matthew and Luke.
xi. Purpose.
xii. Destination.
xiii. Place and Date.

Literature.

Of the four canonical Gospels the one which
has come down to us with the title ‘according to

Mark’ is the simplest, the most pointed and con-
cise. Its brevity was noticed by Jerome in the
account which he gave of its composition {de Vir.

111. c. 8) ;
and the peculiarity of its narrative, in

respect of things omitted, lias been the subject

of comment from ancient times. On all that
concerns its origin it is resolutely silent. It has
no such descriptive statement as is found in the
opening paragraph of the third Gospel. It neither
names nor indicates its writer. It gives not the

remotest hint that could put us on his track, if

we had nothing outside itself. All that we know
of its authorship rests, in the first instance, on
tradition. The question is whether that tradition

is historically credible, and whether it tallies with
the contents and character of the writing.

In the ancient lists of the New Testament hooks
this Gospel does not always occupy the same place.

In a considerable number of MSS, almost entirely

Latin and Grseco-Latin (D, a
,
b, e,f, ff, q, r), as well

as in the Gothic Version, the Apostolical Constitu-
tions, and the Latin Stichometry of Codex Olaro-
montanus, it is placed last (with the variation
third) in the number of Gospels. But in the great

Charms StTrimrr''f Sons
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majority of Greek MSS, as well as catalogues and i. Compass and Contents,

—

The ‘programme’
lists given in ecclesiastical writers, it has the second of the second Gospel (Meyer) is given in Peter’s

place. This second Gospel (see below, vi. ) is seen at statement of the apostolic preaching in his dis
once to have a character of its own distinguishing course before Cornelius (Ac lO36-40). Mark keeps
it unmistakably from the first and third Gospels, within the limits and answers to the character
not to speak of the Fourth. In ancient times its attributed there to the 4 word published ’ by the

special worth and peculiar features were impel- apostles. He begins with the Forerunner’s mission
fectly recognized. The tendency was to give it and ends with the Resurrection. The framework
a subordinate place, and to attach less value to of the narrative and the course of events are to a
it than to the other Gospels. Even the great very large extent the same as in Matthew and
Augustine fell into the mistake of speaking of Luke. He has a brief introductory paragraph
Mark as the 4 follower and abbreviator of Matthew ’ dealing with the ministry of John and the pre-

(‘subsecutus tanquam pedisequus et breviator paration of Jesus for His official work by His
ejus’ ; cf. de Cons. Evang. i. 4). A curious Baptism and Temptation (l 1-13

) ;
a large central

epithet, of obscure origin and uncertain inter- section containing the main stream of narrative

pretation, Map/cos 6 /co\ojt3o$ckTi/\os, which is applied (114-1547
) ;

and a conclusion relating to the Resur-
to the evangelist in the writings of Hippolytus rection of Jesus (Id1-8

). An additional paragraph
(Phil. vii. 30), is supposed by some (e.g . Keirn) to gives details of His Risen Life, and a brief account
refer to the cropped, curtailed character of the of His Ascension (lG^20) ;

see below,

narrative (but see the preceding article, p. 247a
). In the body of his Gospel Mark introduces us

The oldest Commentary (not to reckon certain first to the Galilsean Ministry in the Eastern parts

Homilies supposed to belong to Jerome
;

cf. Anet- (l14-723) and in the Northern parts (7
2MJ50

); then

data Maredsolana ,
iii. 2, p. 319, etc.) which we to the Ministry in Pertea (lO1-31

) ;
and finally to the

possess on this Gospel, one ascribed to Victor of last Journey to Jerusalem and. the closing events

Antioch, is not older than the 5th or the 6th cent. (10S2-15*7
). The principal divisions of the narra-

(Harnack, Gesch. d. altchr. Lit. i. p. 389; Hort, tive also have a certain order, and consist of cer-

Notes
,
p. 34 ;

Burgon, Twelve Last Verses of St. tain distinct sections. The story of the Ministry

Mark
, p. 272, etc.). The author of that com- in Eastern Galilee is given in three parts, viz.:

pilation states that he had entirely failed to find (a) from the first announcement of the Kingdom
any commentary on Mark, although there were and the call of the first disciples to the beginning

many
#

expositions of Matthew and John, and not of the conflict with the official classes (l 14-312
) ;

a few’ also of Luke (cf. Swete, Gospel aec. to St. (5) from the call of the apostles to the rejection

Mark
,
p. xxix). And for a considerable period, at Nazareth (8

13-66
) ;

(c) from the mission of the

as various things go to show, this Gospel was less Twelve to the withdrawal to the borders of Tyre
regarded and less used than the others. One and Sidon (67-723

). The story of the Ministry in

reason for this may have been the fact that it Northern Galilee is given in two sections, viz.

:

did not profess to he the immediate work of an (a) from the meeting with the Syrophcenician

apostle, and was not taken to be such. But there woman to the cure of the blind man, and the

was probably a further reason in the difficulty departure to the vicinity of Csesarea Philippi

which seems to have been felt in defining its (7
24-82b

) ; (5) from Peter’s Confession to the second

proper function. How great this difficulty was declaration of the Passion, and the words to the

may be seen perhaps by the variety of the symbols apostles on self-denial (8 i7-950
). The events of the

applied to it. In the distribution of the well- last week of the Ministry are reported as they

known evangelic figures no Gospel had so uncer- took place day by day—Sunday (ll 1-11
), Monday

tain a position as this one. Each of the four (ll12-19), Tuesday (1120-1337
), Wednesday (141-u ),

symbols, the lion, the man, the ox, the eagle, was Thursday (1412
-52

), Friday (1453-1547).
selected in one quarter or another as the best The whole matter falls at the same time very ob-

expression of Mark’s distinctive place and pur- viously into two great blocks of narrative—the one

pose. And it may be said that, at least for the first occupied with the Galilean Ministry (l 14-950), the

five centuries, less was made of this Gospel than other with the Last Week at Jerusalem (IP-IG8
).

of the others, especially the First and the Fourth. There is a difference also between the two. In the

But all is changed now. The genius of the first the narrative, while always vivid and at some
second Gospel is better understood. Its peculiar points full, is often compressed. In the second it

value and its particular function in the holy is minute, circumstantial, and more of the nature

quaternion of the Gospels are better appreciated, of a journal. The intervening story, including

It is recognized to he of singular interest for the the journeys in Persea and Judaea, the words on

direct, simple, objective view which it gives of divorce, reward, and the purpose of Christ’s

Christ and His ministry in deed and word. The coming, the incidents of the blessing of the

spell of its vivid realism is felt as it never was children, the question of the rich inquirer, the

before. The historical matter enshrined in it, request of the sons of Zebedee, and the cure of

which at first sight seems so limited as to give the Bartimseus, is rapidly disposed of.

book the aspect of an incomplete or abbreviated There is more of a scheme in the second Gospel

narrative, is seen to he of the first importance than is at first surmised. But it is a simple,

both in amount and in kind. The things which natural scheme, corresponding with the earliest

caused it to be less regarded in ancient times are description which we have of this evangelist’s

the very things which attract special attention to method, viz. that given by Papias, which we shall

it now—its shortness, its simplicity, the fact that afterwards consider. Christ’s work is seen to

it looks like a first, nnstudied outline rather than follow a certain plan, beginning with the preach-

a history, the character which belongs to it as ing of the largest truths of the kingdom, first in

the transcript of a disciple’s notes rather than the towns in the vicinity of the Sea of Tiberias,

the direct work of an apostle. It is seen, too, and then throughout Galilee generally
;
moving on

to he at the basis of the whole problem of the through intervals of seclusion and periods of de-

origin and mutual relations of the canonical cision
;
and fulfilling itself in the stated training of

Gospels, and is believed by many to take us the Twelve for their future vocation and the final

nearest the primitive form of the evangelic narra- crisis. Christ’s teaching is also seen to proceed by
tive. So it has become the subject of a quite certain stages, first in the way of synagogue ad-

peculiar interest, and engages the sedulous atten- I dresses and free discourse by the lake side or in

tion of students.
I
the interior parts

;
then in the specific form of
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parabolic instruction; and, finally, in the com-
munication to the Twelve of the deeper mysteries
of the kingdom, especially those relating to the

Passion.

ii. Selection and Arrangement of Matter.
—Like the other Synoptists, Mark carries us
through the successive periods of our Lord’s course

and experience—His first popularity, with the

shadow of opposition in its train
;
the formation

of a body of apostles; the rising enmity of the

ruling classes; the combination of hostile forces,

and the result in the crucifixion. But he does
this with a difference, which is due partly to his

object and partly to his sources. He deals

primarily with Christ’s public ministry. He
passes by, therefore, much that appears in the

other Synoptists—-the preliminary history, the
genealogy, the circumstances of our Lord’s birth,

infancy, and years of privacy. He omits the

greater discourses. He includes, indeed, the
eschatological discourse (131-37

), but he has no
place even for the Sermon on the Mount, and
does little more than mention the denunciations
on the scribes and Pharisees. He is equally
meagre in his report of the parables. Of the

parables proper he records only four—the Sower
(43

-s
), the Fruit-bearing Earth (426

~29
), the Mustard

Seed (430
"32

), and the Wicked Husbandmen (121-11
).

He gives none, therefore, belonging to the inter-

mediate period, and only one belonging to the
later. Of the minor or germ parables also he has
only about as many—tile new patch on the old

cloth (221) ;
the new wine in the old skins (222) ;

the
kingdom and the house divided against themselves

(
324-86j.

He is concerned with the acts rather than the
sayings of Jesus, and especially with those which
show Him in His power. He reports, therefore,

a considerable number of the miracles. The
instances which he gives are those of the demoniac
in the synagogue (l23-28), Peter’s wife’s mother
(l 30 31

), the leper (l40
-46

), the paralytic (23
"12

), the
man with the withered hand (3

1-5
), the stilling

of the storm (435
-41

), the Gadarene demoniac (51
'17

),
the woman with the issue of blood and the daughter
of Jairus (5

21"43
), the 5000 and the walking on the

sea (630
-’53

), the Syrophoenician woman’s daughter
and the deaf mute (7

s4"37
) ,

the 4000 and the blind
man at Bethsaida (81-9 * 22~26

) ,
the lunatic boy (917

"29
),

Bartimseus (104(W2), and the withering of the fig-

tree (ll12-14). Of these eighteen, most are of the
class of healing miracles. Most also belong to the
period before the Transfiguration.

In the construction of the narrative Mark ap-
pears to place some things in bold relief, particu-
larly tbe crisis of the first intimation of Christ’s
destined death, and His various periods of retire-

ment : His withdrawals to ‘ a solitary place ’ after
the early cures (1

8&
), to c desert places ’ after the

cleansing of the leper (l45), to the lake after the
healing of the man with the withered hand (37

“13
),

to the villages after His rejection at Nazareth
(66 ), to ‘a desert place’ after the murder of the
Baptist (630

-32
), to the borders of Tyre and Sidon

after tne opposition of the Pharisaic party (7
24

),
to the neighbourhood of Ceesarea Philippi after
the cure <?* the blind man (827), to the range of
Hermon after the first open prediction of His
Passion (92}, to Bethany after the triumphal
entry (ll11), and again after the cleansing of
the temple (ll19

), and yet again after the dis-
course on the end of things (148). The added
paragraph on the Ascension also reads like the
story of the last of His withdrawals (1619

).

While the mass of Mark’s matter is also found
in Matthew and Luke, there are some interesting
paragraphs which he has in common with only one
of the two. The incidents of the demoniac of
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the synagogue, the journey through Galilee, the

prayer of the Gadarene demoniac, the complaint

of John, the women bringing spices to the tomb,

are given by Mark and Luke, but not by Matthew

,

(Mk l 23
*27

,
Lk 433"37

;
Mk l35

*39
,
Lk 442-44

;
Mk 518

,

Lk 838
;
Mk 938

,
Lk 949

;
Mk 16 1

,
Lk 24*). While

the peculiarity of Mark as compared with the

other Synoptists is mostly in omissions, he has

also certain additions. They are not many, but
they are of importance. They include one of the

parables, the Eruit-bearing Earth (426
~29

) ;
two of

the miracles, those of the deaf mute (731
“37

), and
the blind man at Bethsaida (8

22-26
) ;

and such
incidents or circumstances as the three questions

about the dulness of the disciples (8
17 * 18

) ,
the ques-

tion about the disciples disputing (933), the young
man with the linen cloth (1451 * 52

), the smiting of

Jesus by tbe servants of the chief priests (1465),
Pilate’s wonder and his questioning of the cen
turion (1544 ).

Besides these, there is much additional matter
in the form of striking detail in the narrative

that is common to Mark and the other two, or to

Mark and one of the two. This is seen especially

in such cases as those of the paralytic.
,
the de-

moniac boy , the departure from Ephraim
,
the

purgation of the temple
,

etc. In these Mark
describes, as the others do not, tbe uncovering and
breaking up of the roof (2

4
) ;

the pining and
miserable condition of the boy, the question of

Jesus, and the father’s cry for faith (9
17~26

) ;
the

walking of Jesus before His disciples (1038
) ;

the
prohibiting of the carrying of vessels through
the temple courts (II 16

).

While there are only four paragraphs (together
with the opening verse) out of the 106 of which
Mark’s Gospel may be said to consist, that are not
found at all in Matthew or in Luke, the quantity
of matter proper to Mark is calculated to amount,
when all kinds of additions to the common record
are taken into account, to about a sixth of the book.
But in the strictest sense of incidents or sayings
reported by Mark and not found in any form in
either of the other Synoptists the case is different.

In this sense the matter peculiar to the second
Gospel does not extend to more than from twenty-
five to thirty verses.

In the arrangement of the narrative this Gospel
follows in some respects a course of its own. As
regards the connexion in which it gives the narra-
tive that is common to the three, its two main
sections differ widely. In the report of the
ministry in Galilee (l 14-950

), Mark’s order of events
diverges largely from Matthew’s on to the story of

Herod (6
14
) ;

after this point the disagreement dis-

appears for the most part. In the case of Luke
the difference is much less. The second and third
Gospels observe much the same order, yet with
some notable exceptions. The incident of the
blasphemy of the scribes, e.g is introduced by
Mark (322) before the coming of the mother and
the brethren of Jesus, brt oy Luke (ll15

) after
that; and the parable oi the Mustard Seed is

given by Mark (430
-82

) in connexion with that of
the Sower, but by Luke (1318 - 19

) after the healing
of the woman with the spirit of infirmity. The
visit to Nazareth which Mark records (61-6

) would
have to be added to these exceptions, if it were
necessary to identify it with the visit reported by
Luke (416

-32
). But, in placing the visit which he

has in view at the beginning of the ministry, Luke
is so far supported by Matthew (413

~16
) ;

and the
case recorded by Mark, which appears to be the
same as is also given by Matthew at a later stage
(1 354-56) ?

is possibly different. In the second of
the two main sections of his Gospel, from the
journey to Jerusalem on to the Resurrection
(lO1-^8

), Mark has generally the same order as
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the other Synoptists. There are some exceptions
indeed, but they are of minor importance. Mark,
e.g., reports the blasting of the fig-tree as witnessed
the morning after the curse (IX20

), while Matthew
records the effect along with the pronouncement

(
2118 . 19

)
. and while Luke (2221) gives our Lord’s

declaration of the traitor as made after the giving
of the bread and the cup, Mark (1418

) introduces
it before that.

ni. Diction and Style.—As might be expected
from the measure of agreement in contents, Mark
has much in common with the other Synoptists in
diction. More than a sixth of his entire vocabulary
is found also in Matthew and Luke, or in one of
them, and nowhere else in the NT, The affinities

with John are more limited. There are only
15 words peculiar to the second Gospel and the
Fourth, and of these only a few are of distinct

interest (e.g. cucdvdivos, ivrcupiacrpbs, ttlcttikSs, irpocr*

aiT7}i). Nor is the case nmch altered if we take
words peculiar to Mark and John together with
one or other of the remaining Gospels. There are
only 7 words of all kinds peculiar to Mark with
John and Matthew (£pBpipd<rdai ,

poixeia, o\fuos,

7rA.e/C6tv, fraBBsi, inrdyyos, wcravva), and only 5 peculiar

to Mark with John and Luke (dpoopta, ya.£o<f>vAd,Kiov,

ipas, Kpd$arros, (pavep&s). The similarity between
the second Gospel and the Pauline Epistles is

somewhat more marked. The number of words
peculiar to these writings, together with the
Epistle to the Hebrews, is about 23

;
while the

measure of resemblance becomes much greater if

words peculiar to Mark and the Pauline Epistles,

together with Matthew or with Luke, are taken
into account. The linguistic affinity is smallest
between Mark and the Apocalypse, and between
Mark and the Catholic Epistles, the peculiar words
in the former case being only 5 (SpeTavov, AeuKaiveiv,

peyL<rrdv, %Awp6s, %oSs), and in the latter only 2
(bapdfciv, ScopelcrOai).

On the other hand, there is a considerable
number of words which occur only in Mark and
the LXX. They amount to about 40, and most of
them are words which are replaced by others in

the parallel passages in Matthew and Luke. To
the last-mentioned class belong such terms as
aypetieiv, apcpiBdAAeiv, 84<tkoAos, €Kdap.f3eicrdaL

,
£vhA eiv,

KaraBapvvciu, irpocrdB&citov, arlABeiv, rpvpaAid, etc.

There are also some 38 words of various kinds
(omitting proper names) which occur only in Mark,
and neither in the other NT writers nor in the

LXX. Among these are such terms as aAeftropo-

<f>wvia, aAAa^ov, avaKvAieiv, iSmAoy, airddrjpos, airoone-

yd&iv, a<ppi^iv, e«Treptcr<rSs, zvvvx&i ecr^cfrras, fcwpS-

toAls, vovvex&s)
rcapdpoLos, irpoavAiov, irpopspipvqv,

irvypy, (TTacrtaarris, CTiBds, rrfAavycos, rpifccv, irrrep-

tepifftrm. The number of words of all kinds
peculiar to Mark among the NT writers amounts
to somewhat less than a seventeenth of his entire

vocabulary. Discounting proper names and trans-

literations like Boaviqpyes, 4(p<pa6a, KopSdv, rtxAeidd,

Kotfi, paB&owd, the proportion will be about 79 to

1270. The strictly distinctive element in Mark’s
vocabulary, though of great interest, is not particu-

larly large. It is much smaller than is the case

with Luke, who has about 250 dwa^ Aey6peva, and
also many words peculiar to himself and St. Paul.

There are certain words and phrases for which
Mark has a peculiar fondness, and which are used
much more frequently by him than by the other

Synoptists. Of this class are these: iirepcoTciP,

8La.(rr4AA€<rdcu, clffwopebecrOcit, irapaTropebecrdat, vrepiBAe-

wecrOai, evayyeAtov, Trpwt, <p4peiP, e£epxe<x0at ££, Where
Matthew and Luke have irpo<rtxew Mark has

&a4tt€iv om6 ;
where these have *Hp^5rjy 6 TeTpdpxnsi

he has 5 BaonAebs ‘Hptfdvs

;

where Matthew has

irvpBoltAlOP AapBdveiv, Mark has vvpBovAiov iroieiv.

Mark has also a predilection for diminutives, such

as Gvydrpt.op, KOpd(nov, Kvvapiov
,

ardptov
,

irAoidpiov^

irat-Mov, Ix&vdtov

;

and for accumulated negatives,
e.g. oi)K€TL ov p')

j

(1425), prjfiepl pr)84p (l 44
)? °^K °bbeis

(327), prjKen pr}$4 (2
3
), ovkgti ov8ei$ (5

3 etc.), pyKert
pnSeis (ll14

), p^ py8e (3
20

), etc. Latinisms, such as

dyvdpLQVt ^tjpctos, Kevrupicov, KodpdpTTjs, KpaBarros
,

Aeytwy, ^4<xr7}s, cnr^KOvAarwp, iKavbv 7roieiv, OCCUT in
larger measure in his than in the companion
Gospels. Old dialectic forms, such as elW, TraiBid-

6ev, occasionally reappear in Mark. He has a
particular liking for the use of evdvs (cvdecas') *n
transitions. He has a disposition also to use full

or pleonastic forms, especially in statements of
time and place, and in the case of prepositions in
composition, e.g. rdre £v £k€Ivt} rjpfyq (2

2) etc.), 4k
7TcuSiSdev (9

21
), aTb paKpiOep (5® 83 etc.), 4£dyetv iqio,

ifCTropevecrdai 4£u>, ei-epx^crdat.

Further, Mark often adds to the force of his
statements by the use of repeated, explanatory, or
balanced expressions (e.g. I42 326 512

). In construc-
tion he has a preference for the use of eW and
eAtfe^with the participle

;
e.g. £v8e8vp4pos . . .

Kal eadeou (l6) ; ^trav Kadypevoi taxi StaAoyL^dpcpoi (2
6
);

^p Kpdfcv Kcd KarandTcrcop (5
5
). He is accustomed to

heap participles together (as in l21 * 41 5s5 1467 etc.),

and to use &v with the indicative (orav avrbv . . .

ede&pow, 311
j

orav £y4veTo
t
ll19 etc.). He has a

liking also for the use of the article with the
infinitive (e.g. Bid rb avrbv . . . 8e84<r6aL Kal 8i€cr-

ndaGai, 54 etc.). The 4 historic present ’ is frequent
(Hawkins, 113 ff.). Broken and irregular con-
structions are by no means unusual (cf. 222 3 16'18

82 9‘20 1314.84 etc.).

The connexion of the sentences, again, is of the
simplest, one being attached to the other usually
by a Kat or a 84. There is a marked absence of
such particles as ovv. But there is considerable
freedom in the use of prepositions, and there is

more in the use of the tenses. The latter vary,
often within the same sentence, so as to express
changes in circumstance, position, or point of view
(e.g. £y4)yepTou . . . yyspdr], 614

;
eA\i6tj . . . iAaAet . . .

BiearelAaro . . . 5/eorTeAAero, 735 * 36
; i^eGapB'rjG’rjaay . . .

ti(nrd£0VT0 , 915 ;
cf. 515 etc. 9s4 etc. 1544 etc.).

The style has the constant qualities of life and
force. When elaboration or repetition is needed
in order to make his narrative distinct and vivid,

Mark employs a copious phraseology, and adds
word to word, e.g. 4 he went out and began to
publish it much and to blaze abroad the matter’
(l45) ;

4 1 know not neither understand I what thou
sayest ’ (14®8) ;

4 that sprang up and increased

;

and
brought forth' (4

8
), etc. But usually Mark’s style

is terse. It abounds in passages which are remark-
able for the large amount of matter compressed
within the narrowest limits. Examples of con-
densed yet singularly distinct narrative are found
everywhere. They are particularly frequent in the
earlier chapters (cf. I18 127 27 etc.), but are by no
means strange to the later (cf. 8s9 1238^0 etc.).

In much Mark’s Greek is like that of the LXX ?

at once in vocabulary and in style. It differs botn
from that of Matthew and from that of Luke. It

has a Hebraistic colouring. But it has less of that

than Matthew, though more than Luke. It lacks

the flow and the literary quality of the Greek of

the third Gospel. It is the Greek of one to whom
Greek is not his mother tongue, and who knows
the language in its biblical, popular, and colloquial

forms, not in its literary usage. The command of

words is moderate, and the grasp of idiomatic

expression is limited. But there is enough for the
purpose—enough for simple, truthful narrative

;

not enough for a literary composition, but enough
for the construction of a collection of notes and
reminiscences.

iv. Original Language.—

F

rom the earliest

times to the present day the general opinion has
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been that the second Gospel was written origin-

ally in the language in which we now possess it.

The testimony of antiquity is entirely in this direc-

tion. The Fathers either speak of Mark’s Gospel
as written in Greek, or proceed on the supposition,

and betray no knowledge of any other view of it.

And in the book itself there is little, if anything,

to suggest aught else. It has been held by some,
however, that the original language was Latin .

This view found favour with Roman Catholic

scholars of a former age, although it has been
generally given up by their successors in our own
time. It was upheld hy Baronius (Ad arm

.

45,

No. 89) among others, and there were even those

who thought that part of the Latin autograph was
to be seen m the Library of St. Mark’s, Venice.

The document in question was found, however, to

be simply a part of the Vulgate, and to belong to

a Latin MS of the Gospels, another portion of

which had. found its way to Prague (cf. Dobrowsky,
Fragm. Fragense Ev. St. Marti milgo autographi;
Simon, Mist. Grit. iii. 14; Gregorv-Tiscliendorf,

Proleg. p. 185).

It is true that the subscriptions of certain manu-
scripts (e.g. 160, 161) speak of this Gospel as

written in Latin (iypa<pr) ‘p wfutCa-rl ip 'pc6/q?). But
they are few in number and of relatively late date,

not earlier in any case than the 10th century.

It is true, too, that the same idea is conveyed in the

subscriptions or marginal notes of certain versions

— the Peshitta and Harcleian Syriac (Latine

Fomoi). But there is probably nothing more in

this than a hasty inference that, if the Gospel was
written in Rome or for Roman readers, it must
have been written in the Roman tongue. There
is absolutely nothing in Patristic testimony to

support the theory of a Latin original. It is hard
to believe that such ail original could have perished
so completely. It is true that there is the supposed
parallel of a Hebrew original for Matthew’s
Gospel (see art. on latter). But in that case there

is an early and considerable tradition at the basis

of the theory, whereas in Mark’s case the original,

if it was in Latin, has disappeared without leaving

a trace of itself. And further, if the second Gospel
was meant specially for Roman Christians, the
probability is all on the side of its being composed
in Greek, as St. Paul wrote his Epistle to the
Romans in that tongue. Colloquial Greek would
be a more natural medium, of communication be-

tween the evangelist and Roman Christians than
Latin.

It has also been held that this Gospel was written
originally in Aramaic. Blass (cf. his Philology of
the Gospels

, p. 196, etc.) in advocating this view-

points to the condition of the text, which suggests,
he thinks, the existence of a ‘plurality of versions
of a common Aramaic original.’ But the data
which he produces, though ingeniously presented,

are neither numerous enough nor certain enough
for the purpose. His argument in other directions
is also mixed up with doubtful speculations. It im-
plies that Papias mistook a translation for the
original. It supposes that in the first part of the
Bk. of Acts Luke followed an author who had
written in Aramaic, and that this author was
Mark. To say that Mark’s Gospel had Aramaic
sources if: thing, to say that it was written in

Aramaic U t different thing. The theory in ques-
tion makes the Mark which we have a translation,
and the argument in view fails to account for the
many things in the book, in its style and its strong
individuality, which give it the character of a
primary, not a secondary composition.

v. State of Text and Integrity of the
Book—The text of the second Gospel, like that
of the others, is in a satisfactory condition. It is

attested by the Primary Uncials (including C,

which gives chs. l l7-631 85-1229 1319-1620
); hy most

of the later uncials which are of special interest in

respect of age, completeness, or character of text,

e.g. E, K, L, M, N, S, U, V, A, H (complete, hut

having 16 I&-20 in a later hand), 2 (containing all but

1 014-20) ?
etc.; by the mass of the cursives, among

which are 1, 33, the Ferrar group, and others of

critical importance ;
and by the best of the ancient

versions—Latin (Old Lat. in its best MSB, and
Vulg.), Syriac (Old Syriac, both Curetonian and
Sinaitic, Peshitta, Harcleian, Palestinian)

,
Egyptian

(both Memphitic and Thebaic), Ethiopic, Gothic,

Armenian; and by a large body of Patristic evi-

dence.

It presents, nevertheless, not a few problems, of

more or less importance, in textual criticism. The
chief of these is the one raised by the existence of

alternative endings. But there are others of smaller

compass which are of interest. They are spread
over most parts of the Gospel, and in many cases

have a considerable bearing on the exegesis. In-

stances are found in l 1 (the rod 6eov) ;
l2 (the

reading iv rtf
y

H<rala r
cp 7rpo<pi]Ty)

;
l4 (the point of

the description of the Baptist being affected hy the

retention or omission of 6 and Kal)

;

l 27 (the Sidaxh

kcuWj); 3 18 (Kavapaiov); 428 (irkr]phs OT xkrjph ct'ltov')’,

51 (Tep<xcn)vcov)
;
5s6

(
rrapctKOv<ra$) ;

7s (7rvy/ip) ;
7 8 and

726 (the omissions)
;

8'22 (Brjdavlav)
;
824 (the graphic

reading fikiTco robs avdpc&Tovs, tin &s B4vtipa 6pco nept-

TraTovvTas); 929 (the omission of kcu ^crrHa); 944 - 46 - 49

(the omission of the sentences ortoo <rttc&kr£, etc., and
Kal rrdaa Qvala akl akicrdfifferai)

;
ll 8 - 26 (the amfiafias

in the former and the omission of the latter)
;
1314

(the omission of rb faQh, etc.)
;
1419 (the omission

of Kal akkos, Mtjt i 4yc6)
;
14ss (irpoekddoi/)

;
1528 (its

omission). Of special importance are these—the

reading dfjLaprrjparos for Kpiceus in 3 29
;

the well
attested <5 T€Kro3v in G8

;
the tyndpe

t

for Sttolu in 629
;

the puzzling avrav tor avrys, supported by D, L, a,

in the description of the damsel in 6“22
;
the KaQapl&v,

attested by A, B, L, and many cursives in 7 19
.

The only case affecting the integrity of any con-
siderable part of the Gospel is that of the concluding
paragraph. It is also the great problem in the
textual criticism of the book. The documents show
three different forms for the close of the Gospel—
() the longer form as given in TR, embracing 169-20

;

() the shorter form, ending with ifiofrovvro ydp in
168

;
(c) an intermediate form winch runs (with

some variations) thus—rcdvra 54 ra TrapTjyyekpiiva to is

7repl rbv Xlsrpbv awripitas e^yyetkav * gera 5e razJra Kal

avrbs 6 * lirjaovs £<pdvr) avrois, Kal airh auarokys Kal &XP L

bvaetos ii-airecrreikev 5i avruv rb iepbp Kal tiupOaprov

K'ftpvyfMa rrjs alcouiov cicrnplas.

The intermediate form is found in 4 uncials (L,

‘T
12

, p, Sk), the cursive 274 (in a footnote), the mar-
gin of the Harcleian Syriac (with a note), the margin
of two good MSS of the Mempbitic, and certain
MSS of the Ethiopic (continuously with 16 s

,
and

followed immediately, without note, by 169-20
). In

most cases it appears as an alternative to the
longer form

;
but in the Old Latin codex k it is

given alone. In style it resembles Luke rather
than Mark. Neither in whole nor in part has it

been found in any of the Patristic writings. It is

probably due to a scribe or editor of early date, who
found it difficult to believe that the Gospel could
have terminated so abruptly as it does at 168

, and
there is no reason to suppose that it ever found a
very extended acceptance.
The question is as to the <x mparative claims of the

other two forms. The longei conclusion is supported
by the vast majority of uncials, including A, C, D,
E,F,G,H,K,M (N), S,U,V,X, T, A, n, 5, 0, n, by the
cursives in a body, most of them giving the paragraph
109-2° without note, 20 ov more of them stating that
it was found in the best manuscripts, though it was
wanting in some

;
by all the Lectionaries for Easter
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and Ascension Day, by the Old Latin (c, ff, g, l,

n
,

o, q) and Vulgate versions, the Curetonian,
Peshitta, Harcleian and Jerusalem Syriac, the
Memphitic or Rohainc, Gothic (in part), Ethiopic
(as a secondary reading), and Armenian (in later

MSS)
;
and by many of the Fathers, including Justin

(possibly), Hermas (doubtfully), Irenseus, Eusebius
or his correspondent Marinus, Macarius as report-
ing an anonymous heathen writer, Epiphanius,
Didymus, Nestorius, Chrysostom (doubtfully),

Ambrose, Augustine, and most Latin writers after

these, as well as by the Apostolic Constitutions
,
the

Gesta Pilati
,
the Syrian Apliraates, etc. It is also

urged in its favour that the competing conclusion
is inconceivably abrupt.

On the other hand, the shorter ending is given in

the two great uncials K and B (the latter leaving a
column blank), by L (as one of three endings), by
the cursive 22 (with a note and as one of two end-
ings), by k of the Old Latin (implicit), the margin
of the Harcleian Syriac, the Sinaitic Syriac, the

best MSS of the Armenian, and by the Ethiopic
in some of its older MSS. It is also favoured by
Eusebius (who speaks of w. 9-20 as not found ‘in

all the copies’ or 4 in the accurate copies’), by
Jerome (who probably repeats Eusebius, stating

that the passage is found ‘ in few Gospels, almost
all the Greek copies not having it’), by Victor of

Antioch, and by the writer of the Oration on the

Resurrection, wrongly attributed to Hesychius of

Jerusalem or to Severus of Antioch. The lack of

all reference to it in writers who might have had
occasion to deal with it, such as Cyril of Jerusalem,
Cyprian, Tertullian, Athanasius, Basil, Gregory
Naz., Gregory Nyss., Cyril of Alexandria, Theo-
doret, is also significant.

Internal considerations, too, are, on the whole,
adverse to the longer conclusion. It is true that

€(pofijvvTo yap makes an extremely abrupt termina-

tion. But such terminations, even where the last

word happens to be a particle, are not unknown
in Greek literature. It is true, too, that it seems
strange that the evangelist should close his narra-

tive with a single incident of the Lord’s risen life,

and that one in which we are left with the final

impression of terror. But this may be due to the

narrative having been left for some reason un-
finished, or less probably to the loss of a leaf;

while in point of fact the additional statement in

I 6&-20 does not give the harmony and, completeness

which one expects. But, further, there is a marked
difference between the two paragraphs in general

character. It is easy indeed to make too much of

matters of vocabulary and style where the area of

comparison is so limited, and some of the alleged

peculiarities of the longer ending may admit of

explanation. The fact, however, remains, that in

169"20 there is an nnnsnal number of words and
phrases that are strange to Mark, e.g. dedopai,

airieriw, pqrd ravra, irpdry eafiparov, 6 Kitpios as

applied to Christ, iropetieedai (three times in this

section, and nowhere else), iraea ij nrleis, rbu Kbep.ov

ll-rravra
,
TapaKoXovdiw ,

twaKoXovdici), ftepaibw, etc.

The style, too, changes. It is less graphic, hut

m ore constructive. If drops the simple connexion by

Kai, and runs in terms of pierd ravra, verepov 5£, 6 pkv

ovv
,
iKeivos dd, etc. There are peculiarities also in

its matter. Mary Magdalene, who has been intro-

duced in 161
,
is mentioned in 169 as if for the first

time, and gets a note of identification (dtp* t)s iicpe-

iirrd Saipidvia) . The motive of the paragraph

seems not to be purely historical. The thing on

which all turns in it is the passing of the apostles

out of their first hopelessness, unbelief, and weak-
ness into the certitude, the courage, and the power

of faith. To exhibit this is perhaps the purpose

for which it was written. In any case it is com-

plete within itself. It is ‘a condensed fifth narra-

tive of the Forty Days ’ (Hort), a summary of the

appearances of the risen Christ and their effect

upon the apostles, ‘Concluding with His ascension,
and their subsequent work.
The probability, therefore, is that these last

twelve verses did not belong to the original . form
of the Gospel. This probability is strengthened
both by the case of the intermediate ending, and
by the consideration that there was an inducement
to supplement the narrative so as to remove the
strangeness of the shorter conclusion. In view of

the peculiarities of style and connexion, it is diffi-

cult to suppose that it was added by the original

hand. It must have been of very early date, how-
ever, and it is not the kind of addition that can be
readily explained as a work of mere invention. It

embodies a true apostolic tradition, and may have
been written by some companion or successor of

the original author. In an Armenian manuscript
of the Gospels, which was discovered in 1891 in the

Patriarchal Library of Edschmiatzin, and is stated

to be written A.D. 986, the paragraph bears to be
the work Of the Presbyter Ariston. It is suggested
by Mr. F. C. Conybeare, the discoverer of the

manuscript, that this Ariston may be the Aristion
who is named by Papias (Euseb. HE lii. 39) among
the disciples of the Lord, and that the question of

the authorship of these twelve verses is thus solved
(Expos, viii. [1894] p. 241, etc., aud in Swete’s St.

Mark , p. ciii If.),

The genuineness of the paragraph has been de-

fended by R. Simon, Mill, Bengel, Wolf, Eichhorn,
Storr, Kuinoel, Matthsei, Hug, Scholz, Guericke,
de Wette, Olshansen, Bleek, Lange, Ebrard, Bis-

ping, Hilgenfeld (in part), McClellan, Scrivener,

Canon Cook, Dean Burgon, Morison, Words-
worth, G. Salmon, E. Miller, etc. It is contested
by Michaelis, Fntzsche, Griesbach, Lachmann (al-

though according to their method these two give

it a place in their texts) , Credner, Ritschl, Meyer,
Ewald, Reuss, Holtzmann, Keim, Hofmann, Tisch-
endorf, Zahn, Tregelles, Schaff, Weiss, Westcott
and Hort, Alford, Swete, and most English schol-

ars. Some (Scholten, etc.) have solved the diffi-

culty by supposing that the Gospel had originally a
different conclusion

;
and attempts have been made

(by Ewald, Holtzmann, Volkmar, and Ritschl) to

restore this hypothetical ending. But these have
been more venturesome than convincing. (See
the great critical editions by Tischendorf, Tregelles,

and especially Westcott and Hort (Appendix, pp.
28-61) ;

Scrivener’s Introduction to the Criticism

of the NT) Burgon’s The Last Twelve Verses of
the Gospel according to S. Mark, etc.

;
Weiss,

Das Markusevangelium ;
Klostermann, Untersuch-

ungen, pp. 298-309
;

Martin, Introduction a la

cntique textuelle du NT, partie pratique tome li.

;

G. Salmon, Introd. to the NT, pp. 141-151
;
Har-

nack, Bruchstucke des Ev. u. der Apoc . Ft., 2 AufL
p. 33; Rohrbach, DerSchluss des Markusevange-
lium

;
Strzygowski, Byzantinische Denkmaler, I.

(1891) ; Resch, Ausserkanonische Paralleltexte zn
den Evang. ii. pp. 450-456

;
Swete, The Gospel acc.

to St. Mark, pp. xcvi-cv
;
Zahn, Geschichte des

NT Kano ns, ii. pp. 910-938, and Einleit. m das
NT, ii. p. 227, etc.).

vi. Genius of the Gospel.—The second Gospel
has a noticeable individuality. Qualities which at

once catch the eye distinguish it from its com-
panions. One of its most marked characteristics

[

is the simple objectivity of its narrative. It is not
the product of reflection, nor does it give things

coloured by the writer’s own ideas. It has been
called a ‘transcript from fife’ (Westcott). It is

in the main a simple and unqualified transcript.

It has been described also as the realistic Gospel,

and the description is just if it means that Mark
brings things before us as they were, simply and
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entirely as they were, and as if one’s own eye were
on them. With this, too, it has the charm of a
singular vividness . It is beyond the others graphic
and dramatic, rich in pictorial effects and lifelike

touches. This is true m some degree even of the
discourses. It is pre-eminently true of the deeds
and incidents. Examples are seen in the narratives

of the storm (43&
~tl

) ,
the demQniac (5

1-20
), Herod’s

feast (6
21“29

), the feeding of the 5000 (6
s5-39

) ,
the

blind man (8
22-26

), the son with the dumb spirit

(914~29
), the rich young ruler (1017-22

), Bartinneus

( 1046
-52

) ,
etc. Often the effect is produced by a single

word or phrase, e.g

.

the tcfyas in l 7
;
the o’x'f’oytvovs

in l 10
;
the eKpdWet in l 13

,
as compared with Mat-

thew’s dv7)xQy and Luke’s yyero; the ebdbs dpas rbv

rcpd(3aTTov in 2 12
;
the e7r^/3aXXev and the yeuLfcaQai

in 437
;
the Trepnrarwv ini ttjs QcCkdcrcrris in 649

;
the

Trpo<T(tipp,tcrdyerclv in 653
;
the Kpd£as, <nrapd£cL$, etc.

,
ill

926
;
the 6epp.aLv6p.evov in 14°7 etc. It belongs to the

same quality of vividness that the direct form of

speech is so often chosen, e.g.
4 Peace, be still ’ (439)

;

4 Come out of the man, thou unclean spirit ’ (58) ;

4 Send us into the swine ’ (5 12
) ;

4 Come ye your-
selves apart ’ (6

31
) ;

4 Thou dumb and deaf spirit, I

charge thee, come out of him, and enter no more
into him’ (9

25
).

So, too, Mark preserves notable words of Christ

in the mother tongue (Boanerges, Talitha cum
Ephphatha , Gorban

,
Abba), and delights to record

His actual gestures and movements. Thus he tells

ns how He ‘looked round about’ on the men in

the synagogue (35
) ;

how He 4 turned him about in

the press ’ (530
) ;

how He 4 looked up to heaven ’

when He took the loaves and the fishes (641), and
when He cured the deaf-mute (734) ;

how He
4 turned about, and looked on the disciples ’ (8

33
) ;

how He 4 sat down and called the twelve ’ (936)

;

how He took little children 4 up into his arms, and
put his hands upon them ’ (93,J IQ 13

) ;
how 4 behold-

ing’ the young ruler He ‘loved him,’ and ‘turned
about and looked on his disciples ’ (1021 - 23

) ;
how

He ‘looked round about upon all things’ in the
temple profaned (lln).

Akin to this, too, is the quality of peculiar
circumstantiality. Mark’s is the Gospel of greatest
detail. As a general rule, it is richer than the
other Gospels in the particulars which go to give
certainty and distinctness to narrative. It is

copious in indications of time, place, number,
situation, and the like. It tells us, e.g., that
the swine which ‘ran violently down a steep
place into the sea’ were ‘about two thousand’
(5

13
) ;

that the disciples were sent forth 4 two and
two ’ (6

7
) ;

that on the occasion of the miracle of
the 5000 the people 4 sat down in ranks, by hundreds
and by fifties’ (640) ;

that Jesus went to pray,
rising up 4 a great while before day ’ (l35) ;

that it

was ‘the third hour’ when they crucified Him
(1525) ;

that it was 4 very early in the morning, the
first day of the week, ... at the rising of the
sun,’ that the women came to the sepulchre (161

).

So, too, Mark explains how Jesus withdrew 4 to the
sea ’ (37

) ;
how He 4 sat in the sea ’ (41) ;

how lie

was in ‘the hinder part of the ship, asleep on a
pillow ’ (4

38
) ;
how He sat 4 over against the treasury ’

(1241), and on the Mount of Olives ‘over against
the temple’ (133) ; and how the healed demoniac
preached ‘in Decapolis’ (520

) ,* how Peter ‘went
out into the porch ’ (1468) ;

how the centurion
4 stood over against ’ Jesus (1539) ;

how the young
man was seen ‘sitting on the right side’ in the
sepulchre (165

), etc.
4 He is an author,’ says Keim, 4 in a flower-

bedecked garment. ... He makes the narratives
more effective by the contrast between rapid
progression—marked by the continually repeated
44 immediately ”—and contemplative stillness, paint-
ing the scenery with a thousand touches, the house,
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the sea, the followers, the growing throng, tlie

names of persons, the numbers of the men and
of the animals and of the pieces of money, the

greenness of the grass, the pillow in the stern of

the boat on Gennesareth—all given with a prefer-

ence for affectionate and familiar diminutives, and
in the present tense’ (Jesus of Nazara, Eng. tr.

i. pp. 128, 129).

It belongs also to its genius that it is distinc-

tively the Gospel of action. It is this in a two-

fold sense. Its primary interest is m deed and
incident rather than in discourse. It does not

limit itself, it is true, wholly to the works of

Christ. It gives a considerable place to dialogue,

and records not a few of our Lord’s briefer sayings.

But these seem to be introduced mainly because of

their connexion with the events and acts
;
while

the longer discourses, which are characteristic of

each of the other three evangelists in different

ways, do not appear in Mark. The one great

exception is the Eschatological Discourse in cli.

13. It is the Gospel of action, too, in the sense

that its narrative of the deeds of our Lord is

rapid, energetic, undisturbed by reflection, moving
steadily and regularly to its goal. The only
passage that is of the nature of an episode is the
story of Herod (6

17-29
). With the briefest possible

preface it goes straight to its main subject, the
official ministry of Christ

;
and it proceeds with

that subject with a simple and rapid directness,

passing from one thing in it to another often by
abrupt transitions and without pausing to study
form or artistic connexion. The same holds true

of it when it goes beyond the function of a
chronicle. It does not always confine itself to

the simple report of what was done by Christ and
others or what befell them. In not a few cases
it records the impressions which were produced

—

the awe and wonder with which the crowds beheld
Christ’s works or heard His words (l22- 27 212 62

) ;

the eager anxiety of the multitudes to get near
Him as they thronged and pressed Him, so that
there was scarce room to stand ,

or sit
,
or leisure

even to eat (2
2 3^ 29 - 32 41 523 3* O33 33 8 1

); the feelings

of fear,
sore amazement, astonishment

,
and the

like, which overcame the disciples (441 651 1024>26 - 32
).

At times Mark even explains cases that he records,

e.g. Herod’s attitude to the Baptist (6
19
); the terror

of the disciples when they saw Jesus on the sea

£6
62

) ;
the silence of the women (168

), etc. lie deals
in the same way now and again with things
which he reports Christ to have done (e.g. the
‘knowing in himself that virtue had gone out of

him,’ 530 ;
the mQaplfav rrdvra ra fipebpara 7 19 etc.).

But all is done rapidly and by a few clear strokes.

It is in harmony with this that Mark presents
Christ so largely in the energy of His superhuman
power. The prevailing aspect in which the second
Gospel sets forth its Subject is not that of the Son
of David and Abraham, in whom Matthew sees the
fulfilment of OT prophecy

;
nor that of the Son of

Adam, in whom Luke sees the Perfect Man, the
Saviour for all mankind, the minister of love and
compassion for the worst and most despised

;
nor

the eternal Word, in whom John sees the fulness
of the Godhead. It is that of the ‘Son of God
with power,’ (Bo l4), moving among men with His
gift of miracle, and making the things of nature
the servants of His grace. So Mark gives a large
place to His mighty works, and exhibits Him in
the majesty of His energy. He shows us how He
used His miraculous power

;
how that power was

felt and recognized by different classes
;
how the

multitudes believed in it and made their appeal
to it, and brought their sick to Him, confident that
if they could secure His notice or even touch Him
it would be enough (l32 3 l° 538 656 etc.) ; and how
resistless were the effects that were produced alike
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on people and on disciples by His wonderful works
(127 212 78i etc.L
Yet this is not due to any neglect of His true

humanity. It is a remarkable fact that, while
this Gospel depicts the Jesus of history so pre-
eminently in His power

,
it records with literal

faithfulness things which might seem so far to
limit that power. It tells us how the unclean
spirits first resisted (l24) ; and how He could ‘ do
no mighty work’ in Nazareth (65). It describes
with precise and vivid circumstance those miracles
which were wrought not instantaneously and by
word, but with comparative slowness and by the
use of means (731

-35 822~26
). It is also rich in touches

which speak to the identity of Christ’s human
nature with ours in feeling and in the experience
of infirmity, revealing Him not only in His com-
passion (634 82), His love (1021), His majesty and
serenity (437

-40 92"9 etc.), but in His sense of hunger
(ll 12

), His need of rest (488), His anger and dis-

pleasure (3
5 1014

), His sighing (734 812
), His wonder

(66 ), His grief (35), His longing for solitude (l35

630-32 etc.).

The peculiar place which the disciples have in this

Gospel has also been noticed. They have a large

place in all the Gospels, and much of each of the
Gospels is given to the description of how the apos-

tles were taught and trained by their Lord. But
Mark appears to dwell with a special interest on all

that belongs to the disciples—their intercourse with
Christ, the way in which they became first attached

to Him, the deepening of that attachment, the

choice of Twelve from among them, the experience

of the elect three, the things said and done by
Christ with a particular reference to His immediate
followers. So much is this the case that some
would speak of it as distinctively the ‘ Disciple Gos-

pel’ (Weiss).
It has also been claimed for Mark that his is the

chronological Gospel. But this is true only in a

very qualified sense. His narrative is no more a

history than are those of the companion Gospels,

nor does it give events in strict chronological succes-

sion. There is at the same time a difference be-

tween Mark and his comrades in this respect as in

others. Mark observes a certain order of a large

kind in his report of Christ’s teaching and in his

account of His ministry. While he omits much,
he gives what he includes in a certain connexion

and sequence. The order which he exhibits, how-
ever, seems to be that in which facts came to him in

the communications of his chief informant rather

than that of actual occurrence. He does not follow

the method of grouping words and events to the

extent seen in Matthew, nor does he attempt the

literary arrangement of the matter, as we observe

it so far in Luke. It is by taking Mark’s narrative,

however, as the framework and adding to it from
the other Gospels that we appear to come nearest

the actual succession of events. His narrative,

though not strictly chronological and by no means
devoid of dislocations, is more continuous than

those of the other Synoptists.

vii. HISTORICAL ATTESTATION.—The historical

testimony to the early circulation and acceptance

of this Gospel is sufficient. It is scantier, however,

at the earliest point than might have been expected.

There is scarcely any mention of the second Gospel

in the Apostolic Fathers. In Clement of Rome
there is one saying which looks like a reminiscence

of Mk 428 - 29 (1 Cor. 23), but it may come from

another source. There are also two quotations

(1 Cor. 15. 46) which are much in Mark’s style.

But they are scarcely sufficient to establish the fact

of Clement’s acquaintance with this Gospel (cf.

Lightfoot, Apostolic *Fathers
,
pt. i. in loc.). Nor

is there anything in Ignatius, Polycarp, or Barnabas

to point certainly to the existence of the written

Gospel, although some find references to Mk 1614 in

Barnabas, c. xv. 9, and to Mark 935 in Polycarp,
Philipp. v. Much the same is the case with the
Didach4, the Epistle to Diognetus, the Martyrium
Polycarpi, the so-called Second Clement. Nor is

there any quotation from this Gospel, or reminis-
cence of it, in the fragments of Papias, although
there is much about Mark and his writing (Euseb.
HE iii. 39, etc.).

It is perhaps somewhat different with Hernias, in

whom we have one or two sayings which remind
us of expressions peculiar to this Gospel. Thus
ivoxos ecry t ajuaprias in Mand. ii. 2 recalls Mk 329

;

and the sentence roiovroi ovp SvcrudAcos elo-eAevcrovrai

els jScunAeiav rov Beov . . . rois roiovrois

Bv(tko"\6v icrriv els rfyv ftaatAeiav rod Beov elcreABeiv

points to the form in which Christ’s declaration

on riches appears in Mk (1023 24
) as distinguished

from Mt and Lk. In Justin Martyr, again, there

are several passages which have been thought to

indicate an acquaintance with the second Gospel,

e.g. Dial. 88 and Apol. i. c. 16, as compared with
Mk 6s 1230 ; Dial. 106 ;

also Apol. i. cc. 39, 45, 49,

50, and Dial. 32 as recalling perhaps Mk 1619 20
.

The most relevant of these are Dial. 88, where we
have the phrase reierovos vop^opevov applied to

Christ, as Mark alone of the evangelists designates

Him so
;
and Dial. 106, where mention is made

of certain cnro/jLvrujLovevfjLara or Memoirs appar-
ently of Peter, and the words boavepyes, 8 e<rnv

viol jBpovTTjs are given. These words occur in

Mk alone of the Canonical Gospels, and there

seems little reason for supposing (e.g. with Har-
nack, Bruchstucke d. Ev. d. Petrus

, p. 37, etc.)

that they are taken from the Apocryphal Gospel of
Peter rather than from Mark.
We are on much more certain ground when we

come to Irenseus. His testimony is as unambiguous
as it is ample. He speaks of the 4 fourfold Gospel ’

(rerpapopcpov rb euayyeAiov, iii. 11. 8). He tells US
both about Mark himself and about his Gospel. He
quotes the opening words, Initium Evangelii Jesu
Christifilii Dei,

etc., expressly as Mark’s (iii. 10. 6);
and a number of passages are given by him in exact

terms (e.g. I24 in iv. 6. 6 ;
531 in i. 3. 3 ; 54L43 in v.

13. 1 ;
831 in iii. 16. 5 ; 8

38 in iii. 18. 6 ,* 923 in iv. 37. 5 ;

in ii. 32. 1 ;
1038 in i. 21. 3 ;

1332 in ii. 28. 6.

These quotations extend also to the disputed end-
ing, 1619 being introduced thus— ‘in fine autem
Evangelii ait Marcus Et quidem Dominus Jesus

,

postquam locutus est eis
,
receptus est in caelum^ et

sedet ad dexteram DeV (iii. 10. 6). A place in the
line of historical witnesses may also be claimed
for Athenagoras (Legatio , c. 33, though less def-

initely), the Muratorian Canon (in all proba-
bility), Hippolytus (especially Eis ra ayLa Qeo<pdveiay

Lagarde’s Hippol. p. 38, where Mk l 7- 8 is quoted,

also riepl x^P^p.drav and contra Hcer. Noeti ,

Routli’s Opp. i. 80, 545, as compared with Mk
1617* 19

), Tertullian (on whom see Ronsch, Das
NT Tertullians

, p. 148, etc.), Clement of Alex-
andria (Adumbr. in Petr, p.' 1007, Euseb. HE ii.

15, vi. 14), the Clementine Homilies e.g. ii. 19, iii.

54, 55, 57, xix. 20), etc.

There is evidence also to show that the second
Gospel was known in the earlier heretical circles,

especially the Gnostic. Irenseus refers to a sect who
separated Jesus from Christ, and preferred Mark’s
Gospel (iii. 11. 7 ;

the reference, however, is not
quite certain), and to a Yalentinian School as using
Mk 531 (1. 3. 3). Clem. Alex, also (Strom, iv. 72,

Exc. 85) reports Mk 838 as quoted by Heracleon,
and the statement about Christ being ‘with the
wild beasts’ as quoted by certain Yalentinians
(cf. also Sanday, Gospels in the Second Century,

p. 177, etc.
;
Zahn, Gesch. d. NT Kanons , i. p.

741, etc.). References to our Gospel, especially

to its last chapter, some doubtful, others more
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definite, are found in the Gospel acc . to Peter (on
these see Zahn, Einleit. in cl NT, ii. p. 237, Das
Ev. des Petrus, p. 53

;
Lods, Vevangile de St.

Pierre , p. 64 ;
Harnack, Bruchstucke des Ev. u. d.

Apoe. des Pt . p. 33 ;
JSwete, Akhmim Fragment ,

p. xl
;
Rohrbach, Der Schluss des MarJcusev. pp.

27-33, etc.).

To this it must he added that, as far hack as we
can trace the idea of a fourfold Gospel or the prac-

tice of harmonizing the Gospels, Mark forms one of

the four. The idea of a fourtold Gospel, however,
is probably of older date than Irenseus, some dis-

covering indications of it a generation before the

Bishop of Lyons (Taylor, Witness of Hermas
, 1,

etc.) ;
and the practice of harmonizing, of which

the first great evidence is Tatian’s Diatessaron , is

probably of earlier date than that work. It appears,

therefore, that there is valid evidence to the fact

that this Gospel was in circulation by the middle
of the 2nd cent.

;
that by the last quarter of that

century it had an established position
;
and that it

became so generally recognized as to find a place in

all the early lists of canonical books, whether of the

Eastern Church or of the Western, in which the

Gospels are given, and in all the great versions of

the NT, including the Old Latin, the Egyptian, both
Memphitic and Sahidic, and the Syriac in all its

forms.
vni. Authokship.—

A

ncient tradition connects

the composition of this Gospel with two names

—

those of Mark and Peter. Much of the historical

testimony, from Papias on to Jerome, which attests

the early circulation and acceptance of the Gospel,

also speaks to Mark as the writer, and this Mark is

usually identified with the disciple of that name
who appears in the NT in relation both to Paul and
to Peter. This identification, indeed, has not been
universally accepted. Some have taken the differ-

ent accounts to point to several Marks. Hippolytus,

e.g .
(Fragment on the Seventy Apostles), distin-

guished between the cousin of Barnabas (bishop of

Apollonia), John Mark (bishop of Bibloupolis)

,

and the evangelist (bishop of Alexandria). On the
ground that the earliest writers outside the NT do
not call the person in question John, and represent
him as the companion, not of Paul but of Peter,

others (Grotius, Calovius, Schleiermacher, Tille-

mont) have held it necessary to affirm the existence

of two Marks, a Pauline and a Petrine, and have
ascribed our Gospel to the former .(Kienlen). But
the case is best satisfied by supposing, as most have
done, that all the various references in Scripture

and in tradition point to one and the same individ-

ual, especially as Barnabas makes the connecting
link between Peter and Paul in the story of

Mark.
The person to whom the preparation of this

Gospel, therefore, is ascribed, is the disciple who
in the NT is sometimes called simply Mark or
Marcus (Ac 1539

,
Col 4™, 2 Ti 4«, Philem 24, i p

5 13
), sometimes represented as having Mark for

his surname, Ac 1212, 25 1537
,
and sometimes called

John (Ac 13s* ,3
) ;

while outside the NT he is spoken
of as evangelist and as bishop of Alexandria, and
in the later tradition as martyr (Euseb. HE ii.

16, iii. 39 ;
Epiph. Hcer. Ii. 6 ;

Jer. de Vir. Ill 8

;

Niceph. ii. 43). In the Gospel itself he does not
appear, unless it be in the person of the young
man who followed Jesus on the night of the
betrayal, ‘having a linen cloth cast about his

naked body’ (Mk 1451* 52
), or, as has also been

conjectured, in the person of the ‘man bearing a
pitcher of water ’ whom the disciples were sent to

meet in preparing for the passover (Mk 1413). But
elsewhere we see that he was a Jew by birth (Col
410 - u

) ,
the son of a certain Mary, a Christian lady

apparently of some position and means, whose
house in Jerusalem was a gathering point for

believers (Ac 1212), and cousin (aye^nSs) of Barna-
bas (Col 4 10

). See preceding article.

In the NT the traditional author of the second

Gospel is associated mostly with Paul. He is

mentioned as returning to Antioch with Paul and
Barnabas, after their visit to Jerusalem with the

contributions of the Antioch Christians (Ac 1225);
as going with Paul and Barnabas on their first

missionary journey, in the capacity of their viryipirips

(Ac 135) ;
as breaking away from them at Perga,

and returning to Jerusalem (Ac 1313
); as causing

a ‘sharp contention’ between the two friends

when Paul proposed to revisit the Churches and
declined to take him with them (Ac 1536-40

). He
reappears, however, m Paul’s company at the time
of his first imprisonment, and sends salutations

along with others through Paul (Col 410
,
Philem 24

).

And he is referred to in appreciative terms by
the great apostle in his second imprisonment
in Rome as a friend whose presence he desired

(2 Ti 4ii).

In the NT his association with Peter is quite

subordinate. It is suggested in the notice of Mary
his mother and Peter’s reception in her house after

his deliverance from prison (Ac 1212
), and it is

implied in 1 P 513
,
where he is spoken of as Peter’s

convert (vl6s /uov, however, not t4kvou p.ou'). But
this is all. In the non-canonical literature all is

different. There the relation to Paul drops out of

sight, and Mark is statedly associated with Peter.

The tradition is both very ancient and remarkably
continuous, beginning with Papias (reporting the
Presbyter John, and giving also explanations of his

own), and carried on by Justin Martyr, Irenauis,

Clement of Alexandria, Hippolytus, Tertullian,

Ongen, Eusebius, Epiplianius, Jerome, etc. In
these writers it assumes different forms, but as

regards the main points it is consistent.

In Papias (Euseb. HE iii. 39) the presbyter
speaks of Mark as Peter’s a term which
is understood by not a few to mean that Mark
acted as interpreter or dragoman

,
translating

Peter’s Aramaic into Greek
;
some (e.g. Bleek)

supposing him to have served as Latin interpreter.

It is better taken, however, to express the fact
that he did the part of amanuensis, committing to
writing, with more or less freedom in the composi-
tion, the oral communications of Peter. The Elder
further says of him that he wrote down accurately,
not, however, in order (ctKpiB&s eypaxfjev, ov yevroi

va£et), all the things that he remembered, both
those said and those done by Christ

;
that he was

not himself a hearer of the Lord, but was indebted
for his matter to Peter’s instructions, which were
adapted to the needs of his hearers, and were not
designed to give a connected account of the Lord’s
words (ovx tlxnrep avvra^iv ran/ KupiaK&y %oiodpLevos
\6yay) ;

and that he made no mistake^ but made
one thing his care, namely, neither to omit any-
thing he had heard nor to set down anything false.

It is to be noticed also that this statement defines
the scope of Mark’s work, or, as it is understood
by Zahn and others, the extent of his dependence
on Peter. What he is said thus to have written
down is ‘ Some things as he remembered them ’

(ovSey H\uapre MapKos, oiircus cvia 7pdxf/as ais a?re-

fj,vrnx6vsv'jev).

If Justin’s airopi.vmJiovivpt.aroL avrov (Dial. 106) are
taken in their most probable sense as Peter1

s

memoirs, Justin also is a witness to the belief that
Mark’s Gospel was substantially Peter’s. Ireneeus
likewise speaks of Mark as the ko. 1 kp^y-
eur^s nerpov, the interpres et sectator Petri

,
who

‘committed to writing the things preached by
Peter,’ but adds that he did this after the decease
of Peter and Paul (iii. 1. 1,10. 6). Clement Alex.
(Hypotyp., as in Euseb. HE ii. 14) enlarges the
tradition, stating that when Peter had preached
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at Rome many wlio had heard him urged Mark
to write down what had been spoken

;
that the

evangelist did this
;
and that when Peter came to

know it, he ‘neither forbade nor encouraged it.’

Tertullian (adv . Marc. iv. 5) says of the Gospel
which Mark published that it * might be affirmed
to be the Gospel of Peter, whose interpreter Mark
was ’

;
and Origen (Euseb. HE vi. 25) speaks of

Mark as having written 4 as Peter directed him. 1

Eusebius himself, who has much to say on the
subject, goes beyond Clement’s negative position,
and gives the report that the apostle confirmed or
authorized Mark’s writing at the request of the
Churches {Kvpojcai re tt)

v

ypa<pr) v ecs evrevt-tv reus

€KK\r}<rLaLs
1
HE ii. 15). And Jerome, who also

speaks of Mark as Peter’s disciple and interpreter
{de Vir. Til. c. 1), states in one passage that Mark
wrote a short Gospel at the request of the brethren
at Rome, and that Peter approved of it and
authorized it to be read in the Churches {de Vir.

III. c. 8), while in another
(Ep . ad. Hedib. c. 2) he

describes the Gospel as composed by Peter narrat-
ing and Mark writing (

£ habebat ergo Titum inter-

pretem sicut et beatus Petrus Marcum, cujus
Evangelium Petro narrante et illo scribente com-
positum est ’)

.

There are variations, therefore, in the traditions,

particularly as to the time when the Gospel was
written and the measure of its dependence on
the apostle. In some forms it is represented as
written during Peter’s lifetime

;
in others, as com-

posed after his decease. As time goes on, too, the
tendency is to make Peter more and more re-

sponsible for it, until in Eusebius it is described
as authorized by the apostle to be read in the
churches, and in Jerome it is said to have been
dictated as well as sanctioned and authorized by
Peter, but the tradition is consistent all through
in referring the authorship of the Gospel in one
sense to Mark and in another to Peter. And the
general view which it gives us of the Gospel is that
of a composition embodying Peter’s recollections

of Christ’s words and deeds,written by Mark from
his notes of the apostle’s discourses, and giving the
substance of these discourses exactly as he heard
them. The tradition is so ancient, so consistent

in its main affirmations, and so widely extended,
that only internal considerations of exceptional
weight could justify its rejection. Does the Gospel
as we have it, then, tally with it or not ?

It has been contended by some that the second
Gospel as we have it does not correspond with
Papias’ description, and cannot be the work which
he ascribes to Mark (Schleiermacher, Weiffenbach,
Beyschlag, S. Davidson, etc.). It is asserted that

our Gospel is the composition of some unknown
writer, who worked up into order and arrangement
the unconnected notes which the evangelist had pre-

pared. Mark’s own work, it is held, cannot have
been anything like a 4 Gospel in the sense now under-
stood, but something in the style of the Clementine
Homilies—a Kijpvypa Uirpov, in which Mark wrote
down sayings, narratives, and teachings of the

apostle Peter’ (S. Davidson). Some
(e.g

.

Wendt)
have supposed that what Papias had in view was
only a series of narratives, which are embodied in

our present Gospel, and can be critically separated

from it. And the hypothesis of an TJrmarlcus
,
a

primitive pre-canonical writing, has been advocated
in various forms {e.g. by Baur, Kbstlin, S. David-
son, Jacobsen, etc.).

But there is no trace in ancient literature of

this supposed TJrmarlcus. It has been thought,

indeed, that we have a glimpse of it in a reference

in Justin to a passage in Peter’s airop.vnp.ovetina.TCL,

which is found only in the second Gospel {Dial. c.

Tryph. c. 106 ;
cf. S. Davidson’s Introd. to the NT,

i. p. 408). But this is utterly insufficient. There

VOL. III.—IV

is no suggestion anywhere in early Christian
literature "of a substitution of a later writing for

an earlier, or a transference of the name and
authority of a preceding composition to our present
Gospel. Nor is it easy to understand how a primi-
tive writing by the evangelist Mark, giving an
apostle’s account of Christ’s words and deeds,
if it ever existed, could have been so absolutely
lost and forgotten. And with regard to the
evidence which is thought to be furnished by the
Gospel itself as it exists, it is enough to say that
it is of the most slender kind. It is urged, e.g.,

that a series of older narratives is presupposed in

‘the account of the replies of Jesus to objections
and questions, given in the two groups, Mk S1-^6

and 1213
“37

’ (Wendt, The Teaching ofJesus, i.p. 21,
Wilson’s tr., cf. Lehre Jesu

,
i. pp. 9 ff., 25 ff.), and

that in 1213 we have the narrative of 3s resumed.
This is perhaps the strongest case, but it is not
sufficient to take us back to an TJrmarlcus. The
things, indeed, which are held by some to indicate

that the book as we have it is the ^product of a
process of compilation or literary remodelling are

few in number, and can all be otherwise explained.
Neither can it be said that the reasons advanced

for the contention that our Mark does not corre-

spond with the writing described by Papias, are of

sufficient weight to discredit the tradition. The
statement that Mark wrote 4 not in order ’ is not
inconsistent with the kind or measure of arrange-
ment which may be discovered in our ^Gospel.
For Mark comes short at any rate of recording
things in each case in the succession in which
they actually took place, and attempts no liter-

ary form. Nor can it be allowed that the occurrence
of certain repetitions (such are alleged, e.g., in 614

etc. 828
;
437-41 647-51 ), or the omission of some par-

ticulars bearing specially on Peter {e.g. the want
of the word bitterly, which is given by Mt and Lk
in their account of his repentance, and the fact

that he is not named as one of the two sent to

prepare for the Supper), are of much weight. Most
of the reasons, indeed, which are urged in support
of the position are highly arbitrary or hypothetical.

The fact, e.g., that this Gospel gives the two dis-

tinct narratives of miraculous feedings is turned
into an argument against its having derived its

matter from an eye-witness. Much is made, too,

of certain statements {e.g. 102-8 1538 as compared
with 2 Co 37-11* 18

), which are declared to have
4 passed through the mind of a Paulinist ’ (S. David-
son, Introd. to the NT, i. pp. 463-484).

On the other hand, the lifelike character of the

narrative, its vividness and circumstantiality, and
the peculiar fulness and certainty of knowledge
which show themselves often in minute details,

suggest that it is due, directly or indirectly, to an
eye-witness. The difference between it and the
apocryphal Gospel according to Peter in these and
other respects is significant. There is much in it

also to connect it with the apostle, as indicated by
Papias and others. The great bulk of its narrative

consists of things of which Peter might have per
sonal knowledge. Peter’s call, Peter’s confession,

the message of the risen Christ to Peter, are

great turning-points in the story. There are

many touches in the narrative {e.g. in l16
-20 I29 95

1454.72 ig7
) which indicate first-hand knowledge,

and that on the part of one like Peter. There are

some things noticed in the other Synoptists which
are unexpectedly omitted by Mark, e.g

,

Peter’s

walking on the water (Mt 1429), his appearance in

the incident of the tribute money (Mt 1724~27
),

Christ’s statement that He prayed for him indi-

vidually (Lk 2232
), the great word addressed to him

as the Rock (Mt 1618
). On some occasions, too, his

name is not given where it is introduced by Mt or

by Lk {e.g. Tf cf. Mt 1515
;
14i8

, cf. Lk 228
).
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The silence of this Gospel in matters honourable
to Peter has been commented, on from the time
of Eusebius (Dm. Emng. iii. 5) onwards, and
explanations of most of these cases of suppression
may be suggested. On the other hand, there
are reports of incidents which would come most
naturally from Peter, and there are suggestive
occasions on which Peter is introduced in this

Gospel, and only in it. It is only Mark who
records, e.g that ‘Simon and they that were with
him followed after ’ Jesus when He departed into

a solitary place at the beginning of His ministry

(l 36
) ;

that he called Christ’s attention to the

withered fig-tree (ll21) ;
that with his brother and

the sons of Zebedee he questioned Jesus on the

Mount of Olives about the destruction of the
temple (13s

). It may be added that a comparison
of the narratives which we have of the three

scenes at which only Peter and James and John
were present, the raising of the daughter of Jairus,

the Transfiguration, and the Agony, will show
that the versions given in the second Gospel have
peculiar details and distinctive features which
suggest not only that the writer had more imme-
diate knowledge than Matthew and Lnke, hut
that he had it from Peter. A certain likeness

has also been observed between Mark and Peter
in respect of style. Peter’s First Epistle has at

certain points a vividness that recalls Mark’s way.
His discourses as given in Acts show still more
of the realistic faculty that is characteristic of

Mark. It is noticed, e.g., that there is much the
same wealth of picturesque detail in the account
of the cripple healed hy Peter (Ac 31-11

) as m one
of Mark’s narratives (see Farrar, The Messages of
the Boohs , p. 61).

The phenomena of the Gospel, therefore, are not
inconsistent with its Mareo-Petrine origin. Of
themselves they are quite insufficient to lead us
to definite conclusions as to the authorship. But
they are in harmony, on the whole, with the
account of the composition of the second Gospel,
which has come down to us from the 2nd century.

ix. SomtCES.—The chief source of the second
Gospel is those discourses of Peter of which
tradition speaks. Most of its matter looks like

the apostle’s reminiscences as transcribed and put
together in a connected but unstudied way. This
is most evidently and continuously the case with
the first great section of the Gospel,—the narra-
tive of the Galilsean ministry. It is the case also

with the short intermediate section dealing with
the Judaean and Persean journeys, though the
indications of particular acquaintance with dates,
localities, and circumstances are somewhat fewer.
And in the second main section, the narrative of

the Passion, we have much the same features as
in the first, with a greater fulness of statement,
and with more of the element of discourse.

These Petrine reminiscences, however, will not
account for all that is in the Gospel. The differ-

ence between the two main divisions in style and
proportion, the more compressed character of the
narrative in the former, the greater fulness and
variety in the latter, the different treatment of
discourse and the like, can scarcely be accounted
for simply by the difference in the subjects. They
seem to point to the employment now and again
of other sources. There are some things which
are due probably to Mark himself, such as the
explanations about the Jewish washings (73> 4

), the
comment on Christ’s woi'd regarding defilement

—

‘ This he said ,
making all meats clean’ (7

19
), and

the incident of the young man (14s1 - 62
). The long

eschatological discourse in ch. 13 seems to require
for its explanation a written source (cf. especially
1314

). There are some paragraphs, too, which are
of so distinct a style as to point to dependence

on another source, perhaps a written document.
To these belong in particular the episode of Herod
in ch. 6 and the opening of ch. 14.

It is difficult to say whether the Gospel owes
any part of its matter to an editorial hand. It

is most difficult to determine whether the Logia
must be reckoned among its sources. Some,
especially Weiss and Titius (the latter in the
Theologische Studien Herrn Prof. D. Bernhard
Weiss zu seinem 70 Geburtstage dargebracht), are
of opinion that its contents cannot he explained
without the assumption of some written source such
as the Logia. There are passages occupied with
discourse or conversation, it is held, which cannot
be referred to independent oral tradition {e.g. 3‘23“29

67-ii iQ29-si. 42-45
). The opening quotations (l2 - 8

),
the secondary form of the voice from heaven at

Christ’s baptism (l11), the account of the Tempta-
tion (l12 13

), and other things of a similar kind, it

is argued by Weiss, indicate acquaintance with an
earlier writing, and that writing can only have
been the original apostolic source to which the
other Synoptists are indebted. On the other hand,
it is to be noticed that Mark, who is usually
sparing in his report of Christ’s sayings, is now
and again fuller than Mt and Lk in the matter of

Christ’s private instructions to the Twelve, and
that in Mk there is only one instance of a doublet
proper (935 with 1043 44

;
cf. Hawkins’ Horae Syn-

optical, pp. 73, 81, 178). These things rather tell

against the idea of a written source additional to

Mark’s notes of Peter’s reminiscences. At the
most, the debt to the Logia can only be very
limited, and the influence of such a source very
occasional. But in a few passages, and especially
in ch. 13, these may be recognized.

x. Relation* to Matthew and Luke.—While
the three Synoptical Gospels cover for the most
part the same field, and have also a consider-
able measure of agreement, especially in their
latter portions, in the arrangement of events, they
have also notable differences in the amount, dis-

tribution, and connexion of their matter. Mk
wants much that is found either in Mt or in Lk.
Such sections, e.g., of Mt as chs. 1-2. 5-7, and of
Lk such parts as chs. 1-2. 951-1814

,
are entirely, or

almost entirely, unrepresented in Mk. On the other
hand, Mk has a small proportion of matter not
found either in Mt or in Lk—amounting to about
fifty verses. He has also a certain proportion of
matter which is found either in Mt and not in Lk,
or in Lk and not in Mt. Omitting the opening
verse and the disputed conclusion, reckoning the
second Gospel to consist of 106 sections, and
deducting 5 as wholly peculiar to Mk, the result
is that 93 are common to Mk and Mt and 8 not
found in Lk, while 81 are common to Mk and Lk
and 10 not found in Mt (Swete, Gospel acc. to

St. Mark, p. lxiii).

Tried, again, by the test of characteristic words
and phrases, and defining these as words and
phrases which occur at least three times in Mk r

and are not found at all in Mt and Lk, or occur
in Mk oftener than in Mt and Lk together, Mk
is seen to contain a comparatively small proportion
of such—only some 37 in all

;
while in Mt the

number is about 140, and in Lk about 86 (Hawkins,
Horce Synop. pp. 1-12). In arrangement, too,
Mk differs considerably, as we have seen, from
Mt and Lk—more especially from Lk—in the
arrangement of the common matter on to the
end of the ninth chapter

;
while from this point

onwards there' is general agreement, the main
departures being in the cases of the withering of
the fig-tree and the exposure of Judas.
But it has also to be noticed that in not a few

passages, some brief and others of greater length,
the second Gospel shows remarkable coincidences
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in word and phrase with Mt or with Lk. These
are seen, e.g., in Mk 43 - 4

,
Mt 1334

;
Mk 45-9* 19

,

Mt 1a3-9 22
;
Mk 827-91

,
Mt l(3i3

-2s
; Mk 92~9

,
Mt

17i-L0
;
Mk l242-5

,
Lk 434 35

;
Mk 34* 5

,
Lk 69- 10

:

Mk IO14-19
,
Lk 1816~20

. There are certain parts,
again, in which Mk exhibits verbal agreement
partly with Mt and partly with Lk, as, e.g., Mk
I49

-44
,
Mt 82^, Lk 542^

;
Mk 2^, Mt 99-17

,
Lk

527-39
, in what relation, therefore, does the second

Gospel stand to these others ? Is it independent
of both and prior to them ? Or does it occupy an
intermediate position ? Or is it dependent on both
and posterior to them ?

Ancient tradition is not in favour of the priority
of Mk. It generally regards Mt as the first o± the
Gospels. Clement Alex. (Euseb. HE vi. 14) gives
the tradition regarding the order of the Gospels.
He reports it, according to Eusebius, as ‘derived
from the oldest presbyters,’ and as being to the
effect that the Gospels which contain the genealo-
gies were written first. Augustine regarded Mk
as dependent on Mt {de Cons. Evang. i. 2). And
many in modern times have held Mk to be later

than Mt, or than both Mt and Lk. Gnesbach
( Opusc . Acad. ii. p. 358, etc.) propounded the
hypothesis that the second Gospel was derived
from the first and third, partly by combination,
and in larger measure by abridgment. In this he
has been followed, with minor modifications, by
Fritzsche, de Wette, Baur, Bleek, Delitzsch, Ivost-

lin, Kahilis, and many more. In some cases Gries-
bach’s view is followed, but with the additional
supposition of a third written source, a proJo-Mark
(S. Davidson, etc.).

The arguments in support of the theory of Mk’s
dependence and posteriority are taken so far from
the witness of tradition already referred to

;
from

general considerations, snch as the improbability
that a Roman Gospel would precede a Palestinian

;

and from the evidence of quotations in ancient
Christian literature, the attempt being made (but
with doubtful success) to show that the earliest

citations from the Gospels, particularly in writings
like the Gospel acc. to the Hebrews

,

presuppose Mt
and Lk, but not Mk. But the main arguments
are based upon an analysis of the Gospel itself.

It is held to be improbable that a Gospel which
contains so little of the discourses of our Lord
should be the earliest, and this improbability is

thought to be confirmed by an examination of

the contents of Mk, which discovers, it is held,

many evidences of dependence, condensation, and
alteration. Cases of incompleteness, obscurity,

incongruous combination, and the like, are said

to exist, which are explained, it is asserted, by
haste, inattention, or lack of discernment in draw-
ing from Mt and Lk. But surely incongruities of

that kind are more likely to disappear than to

persist when a writer is not first in the field and
has the opportunity of consulting previous authori-

ties.

Most of the instances, too, come to little. Why
should it he necessary to suppose, e.g., that when
Mk (5

16
) speaks of the demoniac as ‘clothed,’ he

must have Lk’s statement in view that ‘he ware
no clothes ’ (Lk 827

) ? Or why should the cen-

turion’s cry, ‘Truly this was a Son of God,’ in

Mark’s record (15s9), presuppose that the evan-

gelist had before him Matthew’s statement about
the earthquake, the rending of the rocks, and the

opening of the graves P Those peculiarly graphic

descriptions, which are usually taken to indicate

Mark’s originality, are in many cases {e.g. 51-17

7s4 etc.) strangely interpreted as due to pragmatism,
design, reflectiveness,—things suggestive of depend-

ence and comparative lateness. For reasons which
are not easy to grasp, the historical, geographical,

and archaeological explanations in such passages as

226 726 gio e tc.
}
are supposed to betray the secondary

character of Mark. But it is entirely to misunder-
stand these to speak of them as ‘unimportant,
prosaic, unsuitable, and trifling’ (S. Davidson,
Intr . to NT, i. 494).

Opinion, however, has gone more and more in
the other direction. The independence and priority

of Mk have been accepted by some {e.g. Ritschl)
who originally held the other view

;
and scholars

of different tendencies (Weisse, Wilke, Lachmann,
Reuss, Thiersch, Ewald, Volkmar, Holtzmann,
Schenkel, Weizsacker, Weiss, Meyer, etc., and
most English authorities) have been led, though
not always in the same way, to the common con-
clusion that Mk is the most primitive of the
Gospels. It is also very generally held that our
second Gospel, or a source corresponding substan-
tially to it, forms the basis of the first and third
Gospels.
Many considerations, not a few of them of great

force, support this conclusion. The peculiar fresh-

ness and realism of the second Gospel, the vivid-

ness of its descriptions, its liveliness even in

dialogue, its precision and circumstantiality in its

notices of time, place, custom, situation, and the
like, and the simple objectivity of its narrative,

are not consistent with the idea that it is the
laboured work of an epitomizer (as Augustine
supposed), or of a compiler who produces his com-
position by selecting, curtailing, and combining.
These are characteristics that speak of originality

and priority. Nor is it easy to understand why a
writer should have set himself to the task of
constructing out of two larger Gospels, which
nevertheless were neither of them very large, a
smaller Gospel, following much the same plan, and
having very little new matter by which to justify

itself.

Further, if Mark had Mt and Lk before him,
the use he has made of them is strange. His selec-

tion of matter is puzzling. A 11 epitomist or a
constructor of abstracts is expected to cultivate

brevity. But Mk does not always do that. In
many cases where he reports the same incidents as
Mt or Lk his narrative gets enrichments peculiar
tc itself. Sometimes, too, we should have to
suppose him preferring the fuller version of Lk to
the briefer version of Mt. And why should he
omit such passages as Mt 927*-31 1222 etc., or 142S^3

1724-87
?
where Peter is introduced, and so much of

the richest matter of Lk, while he takes over
short and less significant sections, such as 612 13

,

cf. Lk 96
;
689 etc., cf. Lk 910 etc .

;

988
-41

,
of. Lk 949- 59

etc. ?

It is to be noted, also, that Mk preserves his

distinctive character all through, and does not owe
anything that is peculiar either to Mt or to Lk,
Nor do the cases in which Mk is held to give the
clearest evidence of dependence on the other
Synoptists stand the test of a careful examination.
Much is made, e.g., of Mk’s tendency to adopt
at points a copious narration and a twofold method
of expression. This is explained hy supposing
him to have borrowed now from the one and now
from the other. But it is found that these ways
of writing are not confined to passages which
might be regarded as extracts, but are generally
characteristic of Mk. Not a few cases of agree-
ment with Mt or with Lk, again, are thought to
be best explained as the results of the carrying
out of Mk’s purpose to omit the longer discourses.
But there are cases {e.g. 6s6 94:i

) where Mk quotes
Lk without the occasion created by a discourse

;

and there are paragraphs, such as those where
the Sermon on the Mount (l21 etc.) and certain
parables (435 etc.) might come in, where the selec-

tion of verses cannot he explained by the mere wish
to pass over these discourses. In short, the pro-
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cedure which Mk must he supposed to have followed

in these passages and m great parts of his narrative

becomes incredible. He is made to leap from Mt
to Lk and from Lk to Mt, taking a verse now
from one and now from the other, and mixing up
his borrowings in a way that can only discredit the

hypothesis.

xi. Purpose.—The second Gospel gives no such
declaration of its aim and intention as is found in

the third and the fourth (Lk l1-3
,
Jn 2031). But

that its object was a simple, practical one, appears

to be borne on its face. More subtle meanings,
however, have been read into its story. That it

was composed with a specifically dogmatic purpose,

and that in the choice and presentation of its

material it was ruled by that purpose throughout,

was the contention of Baur and his school. The
Tubingen critics dealt with it as a Tendency-
writing constructed with the view of mediating

between two antagonistic parties in the Church, and
effecting their reconciliation. In harmony with
their idea of the rise of the Catholic Church and
the relation of the NT writings to that event, they

explained the second Gospel as a neutral com-
position, prepared on the principle of taking over

from Mt nothing that would olfend Gentile or

Pauline Christians, and from Lk nothing that

would offend Jewish or Petrine Christians (so, too,

Schwegler, Kostlin, etc.). Even the choice of the

name given to the professed author was supposed
to point to this, Mark being associated in the

earliest literature both with Peter and with Paul.

The same general idea was put by Hilgenfeld in the
particular form of a purpose to mediate between
the Jewish-Christian Matthew and the Pauline
Luke.

Pfleiderer, again, takes this Gospel to be the
product of Pauline influences adapted to medi-
ating uses. He thinks the opening sentence which
speaks of the 4 Gospel,’ the summary of the preach-
ing of Jesus in terms of repentance and belief (l15

,

cf. Gal 326 56), and other things in what follows,

run in terms of Pauline ideas and expressions
;

that the recital of the wonderful works and the

polemical discourses of Jesus is so put as vividly

to contrast the free spirit of the Gospel with the
narrow legalism of Judaism

;
and that the accounts

given of the lack of spiritual discernment on the
part of the disciples (Mk 912- 32

,
cf . 2 Co 44 516 17

,

Gal612
), the lack of power on their side to expel

evil spirits, while it was possessed by one who
did not follow in their company (Mk 918 - 19- 38 3y

,

cf. 1 Co 123 15«.M 2 Co 12U- 12
,
Gal 23 3s

), and
similar things which appear prominently in Mk’s
record, are the 4 Pauline reply to the glorification

of the Twelve in the Apocalypse at the cost of the
Apostle to the Heathen’ (.Hibbert Lectures, pp.
170-177). Thus the second Gospel is made a Paul-
ine writing, connected with the Roman Church, and
the product of the movement in behalf of a recon-
ciliation between Paulinism and Jewish Christianity

in which that Church took an early and leading
part.

In the hands of Baur himself and his original

followers, the purpose ascribed to Mk was con-
nected with the place given to Mk as dependent
on Mt and Lk. With the disproof of the latter

position the situation is materially altered, and
important members of the Tubingen school have
broken away from Baur’s presentation of the case.

Hilgenfeld and Holsten deny that Mk can be later

than Lk. Yolkmar admitted that it cannot be
later than Mt any more than Lk. Hilgenfeld finds

in it a mild Jewish Christianity
;
Holsten and Yolk-

mar discover in it a sharp Paulinism. Pfleiderer,

too, who attempts to put a new complexion on the
mediating purpose, has respect for the ancient tra-

dition, but reads Mk through Paul. Apart, how-
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ever, from these differences, the Tubingen theory

in all its forms involves an interpretation of many
passages of the Gospel which is in a high degree

fanciful and artificial. It allegorizes freely in deal-

ing with the narrative. Even in the hands of

Pfleiderer Mk’s reports of Christ’s announcements
of His death and resurrection become a ‘strong

hyberbole,’ and his account of the transfiguration

is regarded as a ‘hieroglyphic’
;
while Peter’s words

about the building of three tabernacles (Mk 95

etc. ) are an expression of the ‘ desire to see the

transient and the permanent, the old and the new,
the letter and the spirit associated for all time’

(.Hibbert Lect. p. 176). The theory reads into the

narrative references to divisions in the Church, and
allusions to the condition of things in the post-

apostolic age, which the common eye cannot see

there. It does violence to the simple, natural,

descriptive, reporting character of the record, and
puts a strained meaning on Christ’s words regarding

the Law, His Messiahship, His Mission, the Sab-
bath, and much else.

A didactic purpose of another kind has also been
attributed to the Gospel. It is understood to have
been written with a view to the effect which the

delay of Christ’s Second Coming might have on the

primitive Church. The hope of that event was
waning. It was necessary to reawaken it, and to

secure Christians against the loss of faith and cour-

age. With this object the second Gospel was com-
posed, Christ’s life on earth being so set forth as to

show that in it,
4 apart from His glorious Return,

Jesus has sufficiently attested the Messianic char-

acter of His Mission’ (so Weiss, Man . of Introd. to

the NT, § 46, 7). But even this is to ascribe too
much art and didactic design to Mk. To give wit-

ness to Christ as the Messiah, no doubt, was in the

purpose of Mk as in that of the other Synoptists.

But beyond this Mk has no other object than to tell

a simple story of things as they happened, and for

the most part as Peter reported them to have been
seen and heard.

xii. Destination.—So far as historical testimony
bears on the destination of the Gospel, it points to

Gentile readers. That is the inference from the
terms in which Mk is spoken of by Irenaeus (adv.

Hoer. iii.), Clement Alex. (Euseb. HE vi. 14)^
Jerome (de Vir. ILL c. 8), etc. The way in which
Rome is connected by some of the Fathers (e.g.

Clement Alex, and Jerome) with the request that
Mk should write a Gospel, implies that it was also

understood to have been written for Roman Chris-

tians in particular. The internal evidence amply
sustains the former position, but leaves the latter

uncertain. The existence of a number of Latinisms
in Mk is not enough to prove Roman readers to

have been specially in view. For while Latinisms
occur in larger measure in Mk than in the others,

they are not absolutely peculiar to it. Far less

can this definite destination be inferred from such
alleged peculiarities of its narrative as the re-

duction of coins to the Roman quadrans (1242
),

its reference to the Roman practice of divorce, or
the fact that it takes it for granted that the readers
knew Pilate.

The locality of those addressed is not definitely

indicated. But that they were Gentile Christians
appears from the fact that Aramaic terms, which
would be strange to Gentiles, are interpreted, and
that Jewish customs, localities, seasons, etc., with
which Gentiles could not be presumed to be fa-

miliar, are explained. Instances of the former are
seen in poavnp'yts (317), ra\idh ko^/jl (5

41
), tcopftdv

(711
), e00a0a (7s4), dfipd (1436), e\wt, i\cot, \ap.d

craftaxOaveL (1534), as also in BaprcpLCLios (1046). To
the latter class belong the statements on the Jewish
washings (7s

4
) and on what was done on 4 the first

day of unleavened bread ’ (142
) ;

the interpretation
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of 4 defiled ’ or 4 common 5 as 4 unwashen 1

(7
2
) ;

the
explanation of the Xeirrh 5v6 (1242) ; and the descrip-
tions of the Mount of Olives as Karhavn rod Upov
(133

) ,
of the irapacncevT) or 4 Preparation ’ as 4 the day

before the Sabbath’ (irpoo-dfiparov, 1542), etc.

Certain suggestive omissions and insertions may
also form part of the same case, e.g. the omission
of the genealogies, the passing over of the limita-
tions put upon the mission of the apostles according
to Mt 105

,
and the insertion (only in Mk) of the itclo-lv

tois edvemv in ll17 . The way in which the Jewish
law passes into the background and the limited
use of the OT have also their significance. Mk
himself never quotes the OT, except once in the
introductory paragraph (l 2* 3

;
the passage in 1528

being of doubtful authority, as not found in K, A,
R, C, D, X, etc.) . The entire number of references
of all kinds to the OT is 67. Of these, only 7 are
peculiar to Mk. The quotations amount to 23.

They are generally in agreement with the LXX,
with a few exceptions (those giving Is 2913 403

,
Zee

137
,
Mai 31). With the one exception mentioned,

all the references to OT in this Gospel and all the
citations from it occur in reports of sayings of
Christ or of those who spoke with Him.

xiii. Place and Date.— So far as historical

testimony pronounces on the question of the place
in which this Gospel was written, it is in favour of

Rome. To this effect are the statements made by
Clement Alex., Eusebius, Jerome, Epiphanius, and
others. These statements have been suspected.

But there is nothing to show that they were made
under the influence of the belief that Mark wrote
under Peter’s superintendence

;
and they have

nothing against them in ancient tradition, except
that Chrysostom named Alexandria as the place.

But in this he stood alone, his statement having
no support even on the part of Alexandrian writers.

The only other place which has been suggested is

Antioch (so Storr). But the suggestion is founded
on an uncertain inference from Mk 1521 andAc ll20

.

The idea has been mooted that there may have
been a publication of the Gospel both in Rome and in

Alexandria (R. Simon, Lardner, Eichhorn). There
are, it is true, one or two passages in the Eathers
which bring the composition of the Gospel and a
mission of the evangelist to Egypt or to Alexandria
in particular together. Eusebius, e.g., expresses

himself thus : rovrov d£ MdpKov
,
irptirov (pa<rlv eirl rrjs

AijtJTrrov <TreLXdp.evov rb eiayyeXtov o teal cvve-

ypd\paro Krjpd^aL, iKtcXyaLaLS re irpCbrov €tI avrijs ’AXe£-

avbpelas <mrr^<rcur0cu (HE ii. 16) ;
and Jerome gives

it even more explicitly, thus :
4 assumto itaque

evangelio quod ipse confecerat perrexit iEgyptum,
et primus Alexandria Christum annuntians, con-

stituit ecclesiam,’ etc. (de Vir. El. c. 8; cf. also

Epiph. Hcer. ii. c. 1). But the passages do not

imply that the Gospel was written or published at

Alexandria. Rome, therefore, remains the only

place with any claim on our attention so far as

ancient tradition goes, and that Mk was in Rome
with Paul appears from the XT itself (Col 410

,

Philem 24
). Whether it can be said that the XT

represents Mk as in Rome also along with Peter, de-

pends on the interpretation of iv Ba(3v\Qvi in 1 P 513
.

As the Gospel itself gives no certain indication

of its date, opinions have differed greatly on the

subject. They have been largely influenced by
the views which scholars have taken of the purpose

of the Gospel and of Mk’s relation to the other

Gospels. Those who have seen in it a Tendency-
writing composed with a view to the harmonizing
of two opposite parties in the Church, have natu-

rally placed it very late. Baur himself put it far

within the 2nd cent., our present Gospels having

been assigned by him to somewhere between ajd.

130 and A.D. 170.

Those, too, who deny that Papias’ statements

refer to our Mk, and believe in the existence of an
earlier ana simpler Aik, naturally assign our Gos-
pel to a comparatively late date. Dr. Samuel
Davidson, e.g., thinks ad. 120 is as near the true

time as we can get. Those who hold it posterior

to Mt and Lk (Griesbach, etc.), or posterior at

least to Mt (Hilgenfeld, etc.), put it at various dates

after the destruction of Jerusalem. Yolkmar re-

ferred it to A.D 73. Hilgenfeld himself ascribes it

to Domitian’s time
;
Keim brings it down to about

A.D. 116-120
;
Kbstlin, distinguishing between two

Marks, refers the earlier one to A.D. 65-70, and our
present Gospel to the first decade of the 2nd cent.

On the other hand, some have attributed to it a

very early date. Theophylaet, e.g., and others

place it some 10 years after Christ’s death. The
subscriptions of many manuscripts, both uncial
and cursive, assign it to 10 or 12 years after the
Ascension (cf. Harnack, Ghronologie

, pp. 70, 124).

Sehenkel refers it to A.D. 45-58; Hitzig, to a.d.

55-57.

The data available for the determination of

the time of composition are limited and uncertain.

The Paschal Chronicle places the Gospel at A.D.

40, and Eusebius in his Chronicon puts it in the
third year of Claudius (A.D. 43). IrenEeus and
Clement Alex, both represent it as written after*

Peter’s arrival in Rome, which might he early in

A D. 63. Bnt they differ in that Clement speaks
of it as composed while Peter was alive, whereas
Irenseus describes it as published after the death
of Peter and Paul.

Of the various historical testimonies, that of

Irenseus appears to be both the most definite and
the most credible. Doubt has been cast upon it.

Some allow it to be nothing more than an inference

from the statement made by the author of the
Second Epistle of Peter (l15) regarding his purpose
to 4 have these things in remembrance ’ after his

decease (Fritzsche, Hug, Eichhorn). Others sus-

pect it as if it were more doctrinal than historical

(Weizsacker). But these objections are not of

serious weight, and the difference between Irenseus

and Clement on the one point is neither sufficient

to discredit the whole tradition, nor large enough
to affect by more than a few years the indication

of date which we get from tradition.

The internal evidence points on the whole to
the same approximate period. There are things
indeed in the Gospel which are thought to point
to a later date than that suggested by Irenaeus.

The references to the coming of the Son of Man,
and the final tribulation in 91 1324

,
are said, when

compared with their parallels in the first Gospel,

to betray the disposition to put these events further

forward than is the case in Mt. But it is precari-

ous, to say the least, to build much upon the phrase
‘till they see the kingdom of God coming with
power,’ as if it meant that the mighty effects of

that kingdom must first be seen at large on earth.

Xor can much be made of the change from
4 immediately after the affliction of those days ’ in

Mt 2429 to ‘in those days after that affliction’ in

Aik 1324 . The use of the word evayyekiov in l1 is

taken to he another sign of a late date, the term
being supposed to mean there ‘gospel history.’

But it may mean simply the ‘glad tidings’ or

announcement of the promised Messiah. Internal

considerations of this kind are altogether uncertain
and inadequate. Xor do they gain much when it

is urged in addition that it is antecedently improb-
able that any Gospel in the form of a regular,

finished, written record could have been produced
before the destruction of Jerusalem.
Much turns upon the view taken of the eschato-

logical passages. The parable of the fruit-bearing

earth (A23-29) has been placed alongside these, and
has been strangely regarded (by Weizsacker) as an
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indication that the Gospel was composed after the

destruction of Jerusalem. But the impression

produced by the words on the end in ch. 13 (espe-

cially vv. 13 - 14 * 24 30 - 33
) is different. They naturally

suggest that the end as yet was only m prospect,

and there is no passage which clearly means or

certainly suggests that the fall of Jerusalem and
the temple was an accomplished event. It is

reasonable to suppose that, if so great a catastrophe

in Jewish history had taken place within a recent

or a comparatively recent period, there would have

been indications of it in less obscure forms in the

earliest of the Gospels. There are also occasional

expressions, such as the reference to the presenta-

tion of the shewbread as if it were an existing

custom (226
), which imply rather that the city and

temple were still standing. And there are others

which are difficult to harmonize with a late date.

It is admitted, e.g that 4 the recollection implied

in the notice that Simon was the father of Alex-

ander and Rufus prevents the Gospel from being

put too late into the 2nd cent.’ (S. Davidson, Intr.

to the NT, i. p. 508).

The period which seems to be made most prob-

able, both by historical testimony and by internal

considerations, is that between Irengeus 1 date and
the year A.D 70. Weiss proposes the close of the

seventh decade, or about A.D. 67. A date only a

little before the destruction of Jerusalem, perhaps
early in A.D. 70, is as near as we can get. But
where facts are so scanty and the indications given

in the writing itself are of such uncertain inter-

pretation, it remains a question only of greater or

less probability.
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S. D. E. SALMOND.

MARKET-PLACE is in RV the fuller and better
rendering for the Gr. dyopd, oftener represented in

AV by the more general term 4 market. 1 Its primary
and comprehensive sense is that of a place of

assembly, which may as such be associated with
various uses. We find it mentioned accordingly in

connexion with the holding of trials (at Philippi, Ac
1619

), with public resort and discussion (at Athens,
Ac 1717

), with business dealings and traffic, such as

the hiring of labourers (Mt 203
) or the buying and

selling of goods, which implies risk of pollution

(Mk 74), with the sports of children in its open space
(Mt ll 16

,
Lk 732), and with the passing exchange

of formal greetings in its thoroughfare (Mt 237
,
Lk

ll43
). It always conveys the suggestion of openness

and publicity, and forms a contrast to what takes
place in private or within doors. The like associa-

tions of a place of counsel, of traffic, and of idling

gathered round the Latin word forum (see APPIU8,
Market of) . The ayopd was probably at first sim-
ply an open space

;
but it subsequently in the more

important towns became marked off by colonnades,
embellished by statues, and surrounded by public
buildings for judicial and other business.

William p. Dickson.

MARMOTH (B MappwOi, A MappaOl), 1 Es 862 (
61

LXN)=MEREMOTH, Ezr 883.

MAROTH (n'np).—A town named only in Mic l12 .

There is a play upon tbe name of this town, which
means 4 bitternesses 1 (LXX tr. rnin nattb fty koltol-

tcovtra <35tfms), but there is much that is obscure
both in this and in the preceding verse (see Well-
liausen, Nowack, and esp. Ryssel, 32 f

.
) . The site is

unknown
;
but as Maroth is noticed with Saphir

and other places in Philistia, as attacked by the
Hebrews, it is probably to be sought in the plain
between Lachish and Joppa. C. R. CONDER.

MARRIAGE.—
i. Form and Duties of Marriage.

ii. The Sphere of Lawful Marriage
1. Conditions and Bars of Marriage.
2. The Levirate Custom.

iii. Marriage Procedure.
1. Betrothal.
2. Nuptial Rites and Customs.

iy. The Moral Subversion of Marriage (Adultery).
y. The Legal Dissolution of Marriage (Divorce).
vi. Marriage as a Symbol of Spiritual Truths.

Marriage (with Er. mariage

,

Ital. maritaggio,
and transitional forms maridatge, mariatge, from
Low Lat. maritaticum) is used to describe—
(1) the legal relationship of husband and wife;

(2) the act, ceremony, or process by which this

relationship is constituted. In the former case it

is equivalent to wedlock or the estate of matri-
mony (.Ehestand,

cf. Old Eng. aew or ae, custom,
marriage)

;
in the latter it corresponds to the

marriage ceremony (Germ. Eheschliessung), or, by
an easy transition, to the whole of the proceed-
ings of which that ceremony is the essential part
(wedding, Hochzeif). For the estate of matrimony
the OT has no name : where 4 marriage 1 appears
in our versions the translation is a circumlocution
(Gn 349

,
Ex 2110

,
Ps 7863

), and the want was only
supplied at a late date by the Talmudic and
Jmr. The function by which a union was consti-
tuted is also indirectly referred to by some verb
indicating that one takes, or gives, or becomes a
wife (see Note on Nuptial Bites). The idea of
the rite is apparently conveyed by the word
‘espousals, 1 hut in Jer 22 n’iSAp which is so trans-
lated really refers to the period of betrothal,
while in Ca 311 includes the whole marriage
proceedings or wedding. The later word for the
ceremony is or nain. * In NT ‘marriage 1

translates ydpcs, which, like the Eng. word, means
both the estate of marriage (He 134) and the cere-
mony with its attendant proceedings (Jn 21 * 2

) ,
and

also stands for the marriage feast (RV of Mt 222).
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i. The Form and Duties of Marriage as
DEVELOPED UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF REVELA-
TION.—The history of marriage, in the extent
which here concerns ns, is the history of a Semitic
institution which "by natural development had
reached a comparatively excellent form, and
which, under the successive influences of Juda-
ism and Christianity, was gradually improved
and perfected. The fresher problem relates to the
evolution of Hebrew marriage anterior to its con-
tact with OT revelation

; and the difficulty is to
do justice, neither more nor less, to the theories
which have been propounded as to the early his-

tory of marriage, and which at certain points
claim biblical support.

1. OT Vestiges of Primitive Marriage.—
The scriptural account of the origin and history of
marriage cannot satisfy the thorough evolutionist.

According to the biblical representation, its per-
fect type was exhibited in the union of the first

pair, upon this followed a declension to im-
perfect forms and sexual licence, and finally

Christianity summoned mankind to realize the
ideal by reverting to the divinely instituted
original. But on evolutionary principles the ideal

is to be found, not at the beginning but at the end
—if anywhere ; and the problem is to show from
what base beginnings, under what impulses, and
by what stages, marriage as we understand it

came to be, and to be entrenched behind the laws.

The theory which has served as the basis of the
discussion (McLennan, Prim. Mar.) distinguishes
four stages in the development— (I) a state in
which the unions of the sexes were ‘ loose, transi-

tory, and in some degree promiscuous’; (2) the
system of polyandry, of which the lowest form is a
kind of communal marriage, the highest the union
of a woman with a band of brothers; (3) the re-

versal of polyandry in the system of polygyny ; and
(4) as the result of prolonged experience, and also

of changed conditions, an exclusive monogamy.
For a time this scheme was generally accepted as an
assured result of anthropological science, but during
the last decade it has been subjected to searching
criticism, esp. by Starcke and Westermarck, ana
has been discredited in various important points.

In particular, there is growing incredulity as to

the alleged original promiscuity. Though the
poverty of primitive languages in words expressive

of relationships lends it some support, the counter-

argument is stronger: human nature was suffi-

ciently armed with jealousy, if not otherwise, to

fight for and secure a better order from the first.

As regards polyandry, it is not open to doubt that

this form of union has played a part in human
history of an importance which was till lately not
even suspected. Still met with in widely remote
parts of the globe, the custom of polyandrous
marriage was yet more extensively prevalent in

antiquity. The recollection of it is preserved in

traditions and usages of the progressive nations

of the old world, as well as in their notices of the
manners of barbarians. It was doubtless at least

one of the roots of the remarkable system of the
Matriarehate, of which there are so many traces

in ancient law, and which is still maintained by
‘ some score of peoples representative' of all the
great regions of the barbaric world.’ But, im-
portant as this discovery is, there is a growing
conviction that M‘Lennan exaggerated. Even if

it be admitted (and it is not admitted by all com-
petent authorities) that the matriarchal system
was exclusively the outgrowth of polyandrous
marriage, the proof would still be far from com-
plete that polyandry had been a universal and
necessary phase in the evolution of the institution

if marriage.

By the Matriarehate, maternal system or 'mother-right’ is

not to be understood a system in which women actually rule

(gynsekocracy), but only one in which they are regarded as con-
stituting the family bond. They determine the recognized
relationships, so that maternal relatives are treated as kin,

while the paternal are ignored ; and names and property are
consequently transmitted through the offspring of the female
members of the group. Such a system, McLennan contends,
points to a time when paternity was usually, or in a great pro-
portion of cases, uncertain. * The connexion between these two
things—uncertain paternity and kinship through females only

—

seems so necessary—that of cause and effect—that we may con-
fidently infer the one where we find the other * (Prim. Mar.*
126). This theory as to the origin of the maternal system is

doubtless much more plausible than that of Bachofen, the
pioneer in the field (Das Mutterrecht, 1861), who supposed that
women, disgusted with the licentious primitive customs, rose

in rebellion, procured the benefit of a marriage-law, and by
their victory won an influence by which they reorganized the
whole social life in their own favour. Starcke, however, denies
that female descent necessarily points to uncertain paternity.
‘ The reckoning of kinship through the father only is a fact, yet
no one has ever asserted that this is due to uncertainty with
respect to the mother * (Prim. Fam. p. 18).

While Hebrew society in OT times represents

an advanced stage in the evolutionary scheme,
viz. that in which polygyny and paternal govern-
ment are the dominant forms, the OT litera-

ture has nevertheless been largely drawn upon in

the discussion, on the ground that it embodies
survivals from the diverse customs of prehistoric

times.
The evidence for a prehistoric stage of poly-

androus marriage among the ancestors oi the
Hebrew stock is of no great weight. Most stress

has been laid on the peculiar custom of the

1evirate marriage, which M‘Lennan seeks to

interpret as a right of succession derived from
the special form of polyandry in which a family
of brothers have a wife in common (Prim. Mar.

2

163), hut this explanation is viewed with growing
disfavour. Some use has also been made of the
observation that the Hebrew words for brother,

sister, and father occur with considerable latitude

of meaning (cf. especially 2$ with root-meaning
‘ nurturerj thence ‘progenitor’ and even ‘hus-

band,’ Jer 34 ; W. R. Smith, Kin. and Mar

.

p. 118)

—the suggestion being that this points back to a
time when paternal relationships were not distin-

guished because not ascertainable. It may, how-
ever, be safely said that these arguments would
carry no conviction were it not for the assertion

that an early stage of polyandry is proved to have
been traversed by the lrindred stock of the Arabs
(ib.). And even the assertion that Tibetan
polyandry prevailed among the early Arabs is only
made in the modest form that it meets all the
conditions of a legitimate hypothesis, and that
the conditions under which tris type of sexual

relationship arises were actually present in Arabia

(p. 124).

The evidence for the operation of the so-called

matriarehate or ‘ mother-right ’ is of much greater

weight, though some of the arguments are far-

fetched and weak, (a)The custom of tracing descent

through the female line may have survived in the

distinction which long continued to be drawn
between paternal and maternal relatives, with the

consequence that marriagewas allowedwith a sister-

german, a father’s sister, a brother’s daughter, etc.

(see Bars of Marriage). From the same point of

viewAbimelech seeks assistance against his brothers

from ‘the family of the house of Ms mother’s

father,’ and urges the plea, ‘ Remember that I am
your bone and your flesh’ (Jg 91*5

). Agreeably to

the same system, under which the uterine brothers

have special duties of guardianship, we find that

Laban is prominent in the negotiations about
Rebekah’s marriage (Gn 24s9), and that Simeon
and Levi avenge the wrongs of Dinah (34s5). In

the patriarchal history the family-tree of the two
allied families in Syria and Palestine is worked
ont with reference to Milcah and Sarah (Fenton,
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Early Eeb . Life, p. 7).* The force of much of this

is indeed -weakened by the obvious consideration
that under a system of polygyny it is absolutely
necessary for purposes of distinction to give promi-
nence to the mother, and in case of domestic
troubles to seek help of her kindred ; but enough
remains, especially in the matter of permitted
degrees, to justify the belief that the Hebrew
history contains fossil remains of the matriarchate.
(b ) The allegation that among these vestiges we
are to reckon the so-called beena marriage, made
simultaneously by M‘Lennan and W. R. Smith,
and since repeated with the utmost confidence,
really rests on a most precarious foundation. 4 In
beena marriage,’ to quote the former (Pair. Theory,

p. 42), ‘the young husband leaves the family of

his birth and passes into the family of his wife,

and to that he belongs as long as the marriage
subsists. The children born to him belong not
to him, but to the family of their mother. . . . His
marriage involves usually a change of village;

nearly always (where the tribal system is in force)

a change of tribe.
5 Of this custom an example is

furnished, it is said, in Jacob’s marriage (Gn29 ff.).

He becomes a member of his wives5

group, he buys
his place by service, and Laban claims the wives
and children as his own (31

43
). What has been

overlooked is that Jacob is represented as a fugi-

tive from vengeance, who was not in a position to
bring his wife into his own family, and that there
is a design to exhibit Laban as a grasping and
churlish person; and in the light of these facts
Jacob’s marriage appears to be merely an excep-
tional arrangement with a hard man, to which he
was driven by stress of circumstances. A further
proof is discovered by W. R. Smith in the phrase
‘go into

5—a relic, as he thinks, of the time when
the husband literally left his home to join his wife,
while the same practice had its visible monument
in the long-continued custom of pitching a special
tent for the consummation of marriage [Kin.
and Mar. pp. 176, 291). More impressive is the
M‘Lennan-Smith suggestion, widely accepted by
later writers, that it is beena marriage which is

indicated in Gn 224 in the words (of Adam [Del.]; of
the narrator [Keil, Dillm.]) :

‘ therefore shall (doth)
a man leave his father and his mother, and shall
(doth) cleave unto his wife ; and they shall be (are)

one flesh.’ What is here contemplated, it is said,

is that the man leaves the household, the family,
of his birth and is adopted into his wife’s kin. Now
in interpreting the verse the first question which
we have to ask is, What was the sense which the
narrator intended to convey? And what seems
quite certain is that it cannot have been the inten-
tion of a writer standing on the confines of the
prophetical period to give his sanction, if not that
of Adam, to a form of marriage which was obso-
lescent if not obsolete. If it be admitted that in
the historical period ‘ the man is the head of the
family, and of the wife, who is transferred from
her family to that of the man’ (Nowack, Arch.
i. p. 153), it cannot be supposed that the purpose of
J was to revive the abandoned and discredited
type of family life. Much more likely is it that
the command to leave father and mother and
cleave to one’s wife was directed against some
loose form of marriage which does not involve the
founding of a home, e.g. the so-called mota type,
in which the husband’s association with his wife
is limited to occasional and clandestine visits
(cf. Samson’s marriage). There remains, indeed,
the possibility that the saying ‘ therefore shall a
* In the name of Eve, which he connects with hayy (a group

based on female kinship), W. R. Smith finds a recognition
of the fact that female descent had been the original system
(Kin. and Mar. p. 177) ; while, according to Stade, the older
tradition was that the twelve tribes were descended from twelve
wives of Jacob (GVI).

man,’ etc., while employed by the narrator aa

suitable to express his own idea, was an ancient

form of words, and that as first coined it sanctioned

and commended beena marriage. But it is rather

unlikely that the characteristic formula of one

system should have been cherished by the rival

system which displaced it. In general it must be

granted that in prehistoric times beena marriage
may well have existed ;

but it must also be said

that no direct conclusive evidence of such marriage

can be drawn from OT sources.

2. Fobm and Duties of Marriage in OT
TIMES.— (1) The Form of Marriage.—The typical,

though, of course, not the exclusive form of Hebrew
marriage in historical times was polygyny. It

emerges as an early and firmly established insti-

tution ; and the interest centres in the attitude taken
up towards it by the OT religion, which as Law re-

gulated it, and as Prophecy began to undermine it.

The practice of polygyny is vouched for through-
out the whole of the period in question. It appears
as patriarchal usage: Abraham has a principal

wife and two secondary wives (Gn 16s 25 1
), Jacob

has two wives of each class (2923
‘30 304'9

). It was
practised by at least some of the Judges (Jg 830 92 ),

and in the cases of David and Solomon it comes in to

account for their personal backslidings, and for the
troubles and calamities of their reigns (2 S 513

,
1 K

ll1-3
). From these examples it is clear that it was

customary for exalted persons to take several wives
—whether from a desire for a numerous progeny, or
with a view to strengthen themselves by influential

connexions, or even to satisfy what were deemed the
requirements of their position. But it might still be
open to question whether the practice was at all

general. Great importance accordingly attaches to

the mention of Elkanah (1 S l 1
), who was doubtless

representative of a large class. We are also justified

in supposing that the peasant and the shepherd
usually supplied themselves with two wives, or with
a wife and a concubine. And this is confirmed by
the implication of bigamy in Dt, which gives us a
glimpse of the strained relationswithinthe bigamous
family (21

15ff
* ; cf. Nowack, Arch. i. p. 158 f.).

The wide prevalence of polygyny and bigamy
becomes a certainty when we reflect upon the
position of the female slaves in the Hebrew family.
These were the property of the man, in the full

sense of the word ; and unless his establishment
was on the scale permitting of the inter-marriage
of slaves, they naturally became the concubines
either of himself or of his sons. The recognized
limitation of this right which is indicated, is that
lie could not appropriate a slave belonging to his
wife except on the initiative of the latter or at
least with her consent (Gn 162 * 8

). These slave-

concubines were supplied from various sources

—

especially in sale by impoverished Israelitish
parents, or as booty of war. The foreign origin
of one name (2^9, cf. irdXkat,) has been supposed to
point to an extensive traffic, through the medium
of the Phoenicians, in this class of slaves (Nowack,
i. p. 159 ; cf. on the name and position of the
concubine, art. ^Family).
The measures taken for the legal regulation of

polygyny pursued two main objects. In the first

lace, there is some evidence of a purpose to con-
ne the practice within narrower limits. The

Deut. code, voicing the sense of the calamities it

brought upon royalty and the nation, forbids
kings to ‘multiply wives’ (Dt 1717). With this
censure of royal licence is closely connected, as
has been acutely pointed out (art. ‘ Marriage * in
Smith’s DB), the contumelious treatment of the
eunuch-state, which is a presupposition of the
system.

.

But the purpose to which the law ad-
dresses itself with most earnestness and particu-
larity is the protection of the interests of the
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several wives, and the amelioration of the con-
dition of the slave-wives. The oldest code deals
with the case of the Israelitish woman who has
been purchased for a slave-wife, asserts her title to
the three conjugal rights, and provides that if these
are withheld she must be set free (Ex 217ff

*). Inci-
dentally it refers to the wife of the Hebrew slave,
and humanely enacts that the two must not be com-
pulsorily separated : when the time of emancipa-
tion arrives, the wife in one instance follows the
husband, in the other he may elect to remain with
her in slavery (21 2ff

*). The cause of the foreign
slave captured in war is maintained by Dt. She
is to be allowed a month of mourning, and her
master, after living with her as his wife, is for-

bidden to sell her (21
10ff

). A fourth case would be
that in which there were two wives of equal
standing ; and in this instance Dt interposes in the
interest of the wife who may have lost her husband’s
affection, and insists that her son, if the first-born,

shall receive his due portion* (vv. 15'17
). The same

spirit inspired, and to some extent the same end
was accomplished by, certain provisions restricting
the right of divorce (see below). To those enact-
ments little was added by the later legislation,

except that the ritualistic requirements may have
militated against polygyny by enforcing a rule of
continence within the pale of marriage (Lv 1518).
A spirit of protest against the whole system,

and the promise of more drastic reforms, is dis-

coverable within the prophetic school. In opposi-
tion to existing practice, J sounds the significant

note that in the beginning it was not so. Accord-
ing to the antique mode of thought, to say that
the first man had one wife only, was as much as
to say that monogamy was the ideal system ; and
it is no accident that according to the same narra-
tive, which is deeply conscious of the disturbance
and corruption introduced by the Fall, polygyny
first makes its appearance in the lawless line of

the Cainites (Gn 423). It is, further, not without
significance that Noah, the second father of the
human race, also represents monogamy (Gn 77).
And it is noticeable that there is an apologetic
strain in the references to patriarchal polygyny

:

the bigamy of Abraham is explained by Sarah’s de-

sire for children (Gn lfi
1
**), of Jacob by the deceit

of Laban (29
23

). Of still greater importance than
this class of incidents is the circumstance that
monogamous marriage was extensively used

^
in

the prophetic teaching as the symbol of the union
of God with Israel (Hos 2, Is 501 etc., see below),

while polygyny had its counterpart in idolatry.

The imagery shows that monogamous marriage
was felt to be the highest form, and on the
other hand the detestation of idolatry naturally

strengthened the dislike of the form of marriage
by which it was so eloquently typified (Hamburger,
art. * Vielweiberei ’).

(2) The Wifely Status and Conjugal Duties.

—

In OT times various circumstances tended to

depress the status of the wife—the logic of the
patriarchal system, the custom of the ‘dowry, 5

which suggested property, and the institution of

polygyny, which divided her legitimate influence

among several claimants. In theory she was the

‘owned one
5

(n^jqi), while the husband was the
‘owner 5

(^se, see Family), and in the Deca-
logue she is numbered with his possessions (Ex 2017).
And in certain strata of the population the practice

doubtless largely corresponded to the theory

—

the wife being little more than chattel and over-

driven drudge. But among the wealthier classes the

wife had no small liberty of action (IS 2518
,
2K -l

22
).

And where awoman possessed exceptional capacity,

* Favouritism was also discouraged by historical examples,

which suggested that childlessness was ordinarily the judgment
upcu the preferred wife (Gn SO1, 1 S l2).

pU

or knew how to increase her husband5
s affection,

she asserted her title to a very different status

The wives of the patriarchs are not only consulted
in matters of importance, but often impress us as

accomplishing their purpose by their superior force

of character (Gn 2110 2713 * 46
). In the period of the

Judges the interest centres more than once in a
strong woman (4

4* 17
) ; and in the history of the

monarchy there are times when the queen or the
queen-mother is the real power behind the throne.
From the description of the virtuous woman in Pr 31

we leam how much influence could be acquired by
a wise and energetic wife of the middle rank, and
how much she might do to advance her husband’s
fortunes and to enhance his reputation.
Reference has already been made to the sympa-

thetic attitude of the Law towards the wife, and we
have to note in addition the hearing oftheJnarrative
of Creation on the wifely status. It acknowledges
that the subject and even servile position actually
occupied by the wife is the appropriate one, but
suggests that it is the punishment of her initiative

in the original transgression (Gn 316), and thus con-

trasts it with the position of a ‘ helpmeet 5 which
was designed by God in creation (218).

The duties of the husband were generally recog-
nized to include all that is involved in the support
of the home. Incidentally Ex 2110 enumerates as
the minimum of obligation the provision of food
and raiment, and cohabitation. As regards sexual
morality the OT theory as well as frequent practice

fell far short of the standard of equality of treat-

ment. The chastity of the wife was jealously
guarded by the heaviest penalties, but custom and
law recognized no parallel obligation of conjugal
fidelity as resting on the husband—provided always
he respected the rights of other men. At the same
time conjugal fidelity was naturally involved in

the loving relations of the husband towards his

wife, depicted in more than one touching instance

(2 S 314ff
*). And there is evidence that the Hebrew

intelligence, as tutored by experience, came to

realize the folly, and through it the iniquity, of all

sexual licence (Pr 2). Still more clear is it that
the prophetic conscience was possessed by a deep
sense of the abomination of wrhoredom ; and finally

a principle which claimed absolute marital fidelity

was laid down by Malachi when he taught that
neglect and inconstancyhave God for their witness
and avenger (2

14* 16
). The duties of the wife are

not so specifically stated. The fundamental ones
were chastity and submission (Gn 316

), with devo-
tion to the husband’s family and interests. And
by general consent the standard maintained by
tne Hebrew wives was high. Many ^daughters
have done virtuously (Pr 31 J9

), and the invectives

of Amos and Isaiah only illustrate the principle—
‘ corruptio optimi pessima.

5

3. tee Leavening by Christianity.—With
Christianity begins a new epoch in the history of

marriage. The changes which it introduced were
due, partly to express enactment of Christ and
His apostles, partly to the obvious implications of

fundamental Christian principles.

(1) The Christian system involved the adoption of

monogamy, and the prohibition of polygyny and
bigamy. It is true that there is no direct con-

demnation of the latter. And the omission cannot
be explained by saying it would have been super-

fluous, for, although in NT times1 monogamy was
the rule, polygamy was certainly practised to

some extent (Jos. Ant. xvn. i. 3).* As in the
case of slavery, Christianity, without directly

* In opposition to the usual view (Selden, Tlx. Eeb. i. 9), it is

contended byAbrahams that monogamy had become the settled

Jewish custom in Roman times apart from imperial or Christian
influence, and that the theory was only tardily brought into
harmony with the established practice by Rabbi Gershom
c. 1000 a.d. (Jewish Life in the Middle Ages

, ch. vii.).
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attacking the custom, inevitably discredited and
destroyed it. Our Lord’s emphasis on the intimacy
of the union between husband and wife (Mt 194,5

)

at least suggested that no second woman could be
admitted to the sphere. Above all, the golden rule

was incompatible with polygyny, for under this

system other men are robbed and wives aredegraded.
(2) The duties of the married state were also

revised in the spirit of Christianity, [a) The hus-
band’s duties, the minimum of which were promul-
gated as the demand of the law, were comprehended
by St. Paul in the manner of His master under the
requirement of love—a love which has self-love, and
also Christ’s love for His Church, for its standard
(Eph 528

,
cf. 525

, Col 319).* (b

)

The silence of the
OT legislation in regard to licence outside the
marriage bond was broken, and faithfulness was
made strictly obligatory. The latter was evidently
not taken for granted, from the first at least, among
the Gentile Christians, and it was necessary for the
Council of Jerusalem to educate their conscience by
making it clear that fornication did not belong to

the class of things indifferent (Ac 1529
). In various

passages of the Pauline Epistles the imperative obli-

gation of chastity is enforced with the menaces of

excommunication (1 Co and of eternal judg-
ment (1 Th 43,

Gal 519
, cf. He 134), while the loose

state of Corinthian opinion on the subject may be
gathered from the careful argument by which the

.
apostle demonstrates from the doctrine of the body
as an integral and abiding element of personality,

the incompatibility of sexnal licence with an
interest in Christ (1 Co 613

). (c) Yet again the
range of the husband’s duty is extended to include
constancy in love, which has its practical expression

* in the recognition of the perpetuity of the marriage
tie (see below, Divorce).

The duties of the wife, in spite of the improve-
ment of the status of woman which Christianity
carried with it, continued to be developed from
the presupposition of her subordination, and were
summed up, not in love, but in obedience (Eph 522,

Col 318
,

cf. IP 31
). The new religion included

various elements which tended to elevate and
indeed revolutionize her position—especially the
fact that in the spiritual sphere she was on the
same platform as the man, redeemed by the same
Saviour, saved by the same faith, destined to the
same everlasting inheritance (cf. 1 P 37). In view of
this stupendous fact, which St. Paul refers to in Gal
32S, she could no longer be treated as an appanage
to another, but was in herself an end. But the
apostle did not hold it to be a consequence of this
equality within the Kingdom that husband and
wife were henceforth to be regarded as coequal
partners in their union, or that women were to
engage on equal terms with men in the varied
work of the Church and of the world. The sub-
jection of the wife to the husband, according to
the apostle, was founded upon the original purpose
and decree of God in creation, which could not be
annulled (1 Co U9

), and upon her constitution, which
was modelled upon that of the man, and not, like
his, an immediate reproduction of the image of God
(v.

5
). The question which arises at this point is

whether the apostle has consistently argued from
his Christian premises—whether the teaching of the
OT on the relation of man and wife is the last word
of Christianity. Expositors by whom his self-

consistency is doubted mighty find in the teaching
one of the Pauline antinomies—an old garment
showing around the piece of new cloth ; and it is

certainly surprising that St. Paul, who elsewhere
* While summing up the husband’s duties in love, St. Paul’s

reverence for OT leads him also to re-emphasize the particular
heads of marital duty which it had specified, e.g. in 1 Co 78-8

where he asserts the law of conjugal rights sensu angwtiori, and
in 1 Ti 68 where stress is laid on the husband’s fundamental
duty of providing for his household.

trusted to Christian love to fulfil all righteousness,

should not have been satisfied with requiring of the

wife true and constant conjugal love. His sum-
marizing of wifely duty in obedience, however,
had its firm supports, not only in his reverence for

the religious tradition, but also in the monitions of

his strong practical sense, which made it clear that

in marriage, as in every other association of human
beings, there must be at least in reserve a supreme
court of appeal.

The incompleteness of the Pauline treatment of

marriage is more conspicuous in relation to the
ethical dignity of the institution, and the ends
which it subserves. There were, it is to he re-

membered, two conflicting views in relation to

which the Christian teaching had to be developed
—the traditional Jewish view, according to which
marriage was at once a duty and a privilege,* and
the ascetic view maintained in Essene circles,

according to which it was to he avoided as pol-

luting and evil. The teaching of our Lord avoided
both extremes : against the dominant opinion He
affirmed the possibility of a duty arising under
certain circumstances to abstain from marriage
(Mt 1912) ; against the ascetics He by word and
countenance showed His estimate of marriage as a
divine institution (Jn 3, Mt 199

). The teaching of

St. Paul inclines more to the ascetic side. He
allows, as he could not but allow, the lawfulness of

marriage (1 Th 44,
cf. 1 Ti 4s ), but declares the

celibate condition to be preferable. * It is good for

a man,’ he says, ‘not to touch a woman ’ (1 Co 71
),

and again he would have all men even as himself
(v. 7

). Where he allows it, it is from a point of view
which discloses a relatively low view of the ends of

marriage—as a preservative from immorality (1 Co
7
9 - *•, 1 Th 4s* 4

) ;
and to the same purpose he discusses

the marriage of virgins (1 Co 7
87

). In extenuation
of these views it is usual to refer, and legitimately
enough, to two facts—the first, that in an age of

missionary hardship and impending persecution,

celibacy was expedient (v.26) ; and the second, that
when the end of all things was believed to be at
hand (v.31), the importance of the family as an
ethical sphere could not be taken at the same
estimate as by those who look hack upon and for-

ward to a long development of Church and civilisa-

tion. But St. Paul gives another reason in com-
mendation of celibacy which is independent of

temporary conditions and unfounded expectations,
viz. that the married state brings with it cares and
temptations which tend to weaken the heavenly
affections and to cripple for Christian service

(vv. 82-34). may therefore be said with justice that
his teaching on the subject is not quite on a level

with the ethics of Protestantism. But, in taking
up a more positive and sanguine attitude towards
marriage, Protestantism has started from his own
principle of ‘ all things are yours/ and in his spirit

has conceived it to be a truer Christian achievement
to bring the full circle of human experience into
the obedience of Christ than to shun spiritual

danger by the evasion of natural responsibilities.

It may be added that the ideal view of marriage
owes much to the apostle who compared it to the
union between Christ and the Church.

ii. The Sphere ofLawful Marriage.—1. Con-
DITIONS AND BARS OF MARRIAGE.—In fixing the
limits within which marriage is permissible, custom
has varied widely, and it has not even been uniform
among peoples occupying the same stage of civiliza-

tion. In the phase in which the family is the most
important social unit, it is common to prohibit a

* According’ to Weber, Jud. TheolJi p. 284, a youth was ex-
pected to marry between 14 and 20. But the zealots of the Law
did not deem themselves to be so bound. Rabbi Asai took no
wife. ‘ My soul,’ he said,

1 cleaves to the Law : let others see tc
the upbuilding of the world* (p. 80).
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man from marrying within his own family group,
or at least within that from which his mother
sprang (Exogamy). Usually at an earlier hut some-
times at a later period of the social history there
is found the opposite custom, which forbids mar-
riage outside the group (Endogamy). When the
family comes to be superseded in important func-
tions by the State, both obligations are naturally
relaxed : a man may marry either within or without
his ancestral stock, and only near relationships
continue to be recognized as bars to union ( Post,
Stud. p. 79 ff.).

(a) Racial Bars to Marriage,—When the Hebrews
emerge into the light of history, exogamy (if it

ever prevailed among them) has disappeared, and
endogamous marriage is strongly favoured. That
a lively prejudice of this kind existed in early
times is shown in the patriarchal histories, in which
great anxiety is shown to procure wives from the
original stock—marriages with cousins being most
favoured, while loud protests are heard against
marriage with aliens. In the period subsequent
to the settlement in Canaan, racial intermixture
was inevitable, and the old sentiment was in
danger of being crushed out. Not only did the
kings contract foreign alliances (David 2 S 3s,

Solomon IK 31 U 1
, Ahab IK 1631

), but there is

reason to believe that national distinctions were
lightly regarded by the common people (Ru l

4
, 2 Ch

2426
). Israelitish women also married aliens (1 K

714
), but usually, as it would seem, under the

condition that their husbands settled in Israel (2 S
11 s

, 1 Ch 217). In this matter, however, religious

interests were at stake, a halt was called, and the
reaction gradually carried the people back to the
primitive position. In Dt marriage was expressly
forbidden with the original inhabitants of Canaan
(7

s
,
cf. Ex 3416

) as the race most likely to debase

the religion and morals of the people ; but an ex-
ception seems to be intended in the case of Edomites
and Egyptians (237). During the Exile and for
some time subsequent to it the law had again fallen
into abeyance, only to be revived in greater strin-

gency under Ezra (9
2 103) and Nehemiah (1323). The

exclusive spirit was fostered by historical examples
of the low type of character that sprang from such
mixed marriages (Lv 2410).

(b) Forbidden Degrees of Kinship . — The older
custom, which confined marriage within the limits
of the family group, had its natural counterpart in
lax views as to the bars arising from consanguinity
and affinity. Unions tolerated among other nations
were indeed regarded as incestuous, viz. with a
daughter, or with a uterine sister, but, at least as
regards relatives on the paternal side, the utmost
latitude was allowed. Thus, Abraham is repre-
sented as marrying a half-sister, the daughter of
his father (Gn 201J

), and the words of Tamar imply
that this was recognized as lawful down to the time
of the Monarchy (2 S 1313

). As late as the age of
Ezekiel, marriage with a stepmother must still

have been common (2210
). Moses himself seems to

have been the offspring of a marriage between a
nephew and his paternal aunt (Nu 2659

, cf. v.57).

Of these cases the more obnoxious were prohibited
in Dt, viz. marriage with a stepmother (27ao), a
half-sister (v.

22
), and a mother-in-law (v.

23
).

The list of forbidden degrees is extended in Lv
(187“17

, cf. 2013ff
*), and largely on the basis of the

general principle that paternal relationships rank
equally with maternal for purposes of marriage.
The following table gives a conspectus of the code

—

the names of the prohibited relatives being printed
in italics, while those about whose identification or
otherwise some doubt exists are marked with a 1

(cf. Selden, Ux. Keb. p. 5).

TABLE OF FORBIDDEN DEGREES.
Paternal Grandfather

Uncle= (v.i*) Paternal Aunt (v.12)
|

I

A former wife 1

A former husband= Stepmother (v. 8) = Father

jSfop8tsler?(v.ii) 1

Paternal half-sister (v. 9)

Brother

=

Sister-in-law (v.i«) Man

Maternal Grandfather

l

Maternal Aunt (v.i»)

A former husband
Mother (v.7) = Stepfather

Maternal half-sister (v.®)

Father-in-law

=

Mother-in-law (v.W)

WiSfe-A former husband. Living wife?8 ^sister ? (v.M)

Son

=

Daughter-in-law (v.1B)

Granddaughter (v.io)

j

Stepson

Daughter= Son-in-law

Granddaughter (y.io) Stepson's daughter (rM) Stepdaughter's daughter (yA*)

Various problems arise out of the table of prohibited degrees.

(1)

The prohibitions of marriage with sisters are somewhat
obscure. The obvious sense of v.® is that it forbids marriage
with a half-sister, whether on the father’s or the mother’s side,

and v.n, which prohibits * the father’s wife’s daughter, begotten
of thy father,’ simply repeats the prohibition of a half-sister on
the father’s side. While theprevalence of the custom (sanctioned
as it was by Abraham's example) and the gravity of the evil

might justify the repetition, the interposition of different

matter in v.iO makes it probable that a fresh case is contem-
plated. The most plausible interpretation of v.D. is that, in

addition to the half-sister of v.9, it prohibits the daughter of a
man’s stepmother by a previous husband. This result has been
got in two ways—either by regarding the phrase begotten of

thy father ’ asan interpolation, or by (illegitimately) treating the

participle m'piD as active, with the meaning * who hath borne

children to thy father’ (Bohl, Contra Matr. Comprivignorum ;

cf. Michaelis, ii. 107). Another view is that v.u is to be taken

as withholding the half-sister, and that v.® (where read not ‘ or
’

but ‘and* th,e daughter of thy mother) would point to the full

sister. Keil (Comm, in hoc.) finds in the text as it stands a dis-

tinction—that in v.n the prohibition refers to a son by a first

marriage, wh« ’eaa v.9 treats of the son by a d marriage.

This, however, involves no difference of relationship, though
possibly some difference of status on the part of the half-brother,
it is unfortunate that the most satisfactory explanation which
connects v.U with the stepmother’s daughter by another hus-
band requires alteration of the text.

(2) A second difficulty arises from a group of three ambiguous
prohibitions which might be regarded as referring either to
polygamous or monogamous marriages. Marriage is prohibited
(a) with a stepdaughter (v.*7Y (b) mth the daughter of a step-
son or stepdaughter (ib.), and (e) with a wife’s sister (v.18) ; but
is the decease presupposed in (a.) of the wife who is the girl’s

mother, in (b) of the wife who is the girl’s grandmother, in (c)

of the wife whose sister is mentioned? In case (6) it is possible
that the original wife is dead, and the same may fairly be held
in case (a)

;

but in case (c) it is certain that the wife is alive,

and that what is forbidden is a special type of bigamy. The
discussion of this brings us to the more famous problem.

(3) Marriage with a deceased wife's sister is certainly not
directly forbidden. The actual words are, * thou shalt not take
a woman to her sister, to be a rival to her, to uncover her
nakedness, beside the other in her lifetime ’ (v.^8). The AVm
suggests translating * one wife to (i.e. in addition to) another’
instead of ‘ to her sister ’—in which casewe should have a direct
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proMbition of bigamy ; but modern scholarship has not been
able to sustain this. The Mosaic law was not anciently under-
stood to preclude marriage with the sister of a deceased wife.

It was declared lawful by the Talmudists, and it was even
encouraged by removing or mitigating in this special case the
conditions governing the remarriage of a widower. The opposi-

tion to it began among the Jewish sect of the Karaites, whose
origin is traced to the 8th cent, of our era, and whose leading
principle was the Protestant one of going behind the accumu-
lated traditions and decisions of the Rabbis to the written word,
with the accompanying proviso that Scripture was to he inter-

preted by Scripture. In the case before us the plain sense of

Scripture is that no objection is raised to marriage with a wife’s

sister if the former is deceased, and the argument against it is

consequently constructive. The argument may be summarized
as follows : (1) Marriage is interdicted with those that are near
of km (Lv 186) ; (2)

* near of km ’ are shown m the legislation to
include, along with mother, daughter, etc., sisters and half-

sisters
; (3) the wife’s ‘ near of kin * are to be regarded as standing

in the same relationship to the husband, and that because (a) it

was declared in the primordial decree that the twain shall be
one flesh (On 224), and (b) the principle is conceded and exempli-
fied in other instances— e.g. in the prohibition of marriage with
a deceased wife’s granddaughter (v.i’O (Selden, Ux. Heb. i. 3ff.,

where are set forth the various arguments of the different

Karaite teachers, who, however, agreed in the conclusion,
‘ Uxoris soror, tarn ea demortua quam superstite, in vetitis

habenda ’). Rut the argument is unsound. If the question be
to determine whether the Mosaic law sanctions marriage with a
deceased wife’s sister, we must adhere as closely as possible to
the statute, and, as we have seen, the object of the relevant
clause is something quite different—'the regulation of bigamy.
If we fall hack on the principle underlying the prohibitions we
do not settle the matter, for it is not clear that the principle is

theoretically adopted of treating the wife’s near of kin as if they
were the husband's ;

rather it would seem that this guidance is

followed only in so far as it was necessary on grounds of ex-
pediency

—

e.g. in the case of the stepdaughter or granddaughter
who would be living (unlike the sister) in the man’s family;, and
who would thus, as a possible wife, be in an obnoxious position.
Various other extensions of the forbidden degrees specified in

Lv have been made—-notably m barring marriage of an uncle
with a niece, and of the nephew with the widow of his maternal
uncle ; and, as in these instances, the problem of the deceased’s
wife’s sister falls to be settled in accordance with the circum-
stances of a given age and the teaching of experience.

(4) The rationale of theforbidden degrees has been variously
interpreted. The following is a summary of the older explana-
tions (cf. J. D. Michaelis, Mos. Recht (Eng. tr.) ii. p. 53 ff.).

The cases in which marriage is disallowed in the Mosaic law
have been supposed to be proscribed as those (a) which are
repugnant to the natural sentiments of mankind (horror
naturalist or (b) which -<=ad to the physical degeneration of a
stock, or (c) which tend to the aggrandizement of particular
families by the concentration of wealth and power, or (d) which
are subversive of natural rights

—

e.g. degrading an aunt from
her due rank, and elevating a stepdaughter above her proper
position. "Without denying a certain influence from these con-
siderations, Michaelis himself argues with great force that the
real reason of the prohibition of marriages among near of kin
is, that, ‘ considering the free intercourse that such persons have
with one another, some of whom, besides, live from their
infancy in the same house, it would be impossible to prevent
the presence of whoredom in families, or to guard against the
effects of very early corruption among young persons if they
could entertain the least hope of throwing a veil over past
impurity by subsequent marriage’ (ii. p. 68). In recent times
the whole subject has been re-examined from the evolutionary
point of view, with the result of showing that every system of
forbidden degrees has been a growth to which something has
been contributed by successive forms of social organization, and
which has been dominated at different periods by different
ideas. Of the Levitical system we may say that it has as its

nucleus a list of prohibitions inherited from the maternal type
of family organization, and that it has extended these in general
(though not doctrinaire) accordance with the demands of the
patriarchal system, and with a keen instinct for the interests of
domestic and social purity.

The penalties for violation of the forbidden
degrees were proportioned to the gravity of the
case. In Dt those forming the three types of in-

cestuous union there specified (27
20 - 22* **) have a

curse laid upon them. In Lv 20 capital punish-
ment is decreed against the partners in three cases
of incestuous intercourse or marriage, viz. with
a stepmother (v. 11

), a daughter-in-law (v. 12
), and

with a woman whose daughter has already been
taken by the man as his wife (v. 11). The same
may be assumed in the possible cases of still deeper
guilt. The mode of death was probably stoning,
and in the case of the last group of offenders it is

provided that their corpses shall be burned. The
penalty foi marriage with a half-sister was excom-
munication (v.17). In another group of eases, viz.

intercourse or marriage with an aunt (v. 19
), an

uncle’s wife (v. 20), and a sister-in-law (v. 21
), the

culprits are left to the vengeance of Heaven, with
the added menace in the last two cases that ‘ they
shall be childless.

5

#
(c) Official Restrictions

.

—In OT certain restric-

tions are imposed upon the sacerdotal class. A
priest was forbidden to marry a harlot, or a fallen

woman, or a divorced person (Lv 217
) ; the high

priest was not even allowed to marry a widow
(v. 14

). It was not, however, held by the Talmudists
that the latter enactment required a high priest,

on his elevation, to divorce a widow whom he
might have previously married or betrothed
(Selden, Ux. Heb. p. 46).

To this closer fencing of married life in the case
of the OT priesthood there is a certain analogy in

the NT provision that the bishop shall be the
husband of one wife (I Ti 32

), and likewise the
deacons (v. 12

). The interpretations of this much
disputed enactment are as follows : (1) It provides
that the bishops and deacons shall he monogamists.
But, even if it be assumed that polygyny was still

practised among the Jews, it is unlikely that it

was represented among the Jewish Christians;
and 1 Ti 59 is decisive, as, similarly interpreted, it

would mean that no woman living in polyandry
was to be enrolled among the widows. (2) It dis-

qualifies for office a man who has been more than
once married, and prohibits him after his appoint-
ment from contracting a second marriage. This
view derives strong support from the fact that it

was embodied in the current opinion of the
patristic Church, and was reinforced by the decision
of Councils (Plummer, Oath. Epp. in ‘Expos.
Bible 5

), and it would doubtless have been more
generally adopted but for the prejudice created by
existing practice. At the same time it is right to
observe that the admission of this interpretation
does not involve the permanent condemnation of
second marriage on the part of the clergy, as the
reason for the apostolic prohibition might he
eculiar to the apostolic age. (3) The regulation
isqualifi.es for office those who had availed them-

selves of the rights of divorce which Christ sought
to curtail, or (according to some authorities) who
had in another way (concubinage, licentiousness)
sinned against the marriage law. The suggestion
that it was designed to support our Lord’s con-
demnation of capricious divorce has lately grown
in favour, and must he regarded as at least a
possible interpretation.

f

(d) Natal Disability.—On the score of a taint of
birth, a class of person known as htdd was debarred
from marriage with Israelites. ‘A bastard shall
not enter into the assembly of the Lord, even unto
the tenth generation ’ (Dt 232

). By c bastard ’ is to
be understood, not a person born out of wedlock,

—

illegitimacy did not entail any serious penalties
under Jewish law,—but one born of an unlawful
marriage (Driver, in loc.). Such at least is the
plausible interpretation given in the Mishna in a
passage which determines the status of children
(.Kiddushin in. 12). In a lawful marriage, it is

held, the child follows the father ; in an unlawful
marriage, e.g. of a high priest with a widow, or of
an Israelitish woman with one of the Nethinim,
the child follows the party by whom the marriage
is vitiated. The offspring of such illegal marriage,
it is added, is itdd.

(e) Additional marriage-bars that fall to be noted
are (1) the physical disqualification of certain
mutilated or injured persons (Dt 231

); (2) the
hereditary disqualification of the heiress who -was
not allowed to marry into another tribe (Nu 365-8

)

;

(3) the retributive disqualification, which disallowed
remarriage under certain circumstances with a wife
who had previously been divorced (see below,
Divorce).
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2. The Levirate Marriage of the OT [levir,

brother-in-law, ?; husband’s brother
; ?: to per-

form the marriage obligation of a husband’s'brother

;

Talm. on' the type of marriage
; Gr. iTuyafippetiu,

Mt 2224
), formerly treated as a curious anomaly,

has been shown by modern research to be widely
prevalent at certain stages of civilization.* ‘The
fundamental character of this type of marriage,’
says Post (Studien, p. 248), ‘is that a widow is
inherited in accordance with the system of kinship
dominant among a people, and is married by the
heir—whence there then arises the obligation to
provide for her and her children.’ In the narrower
sense it is defined (as by Starcke, Prim. Fam.
p. 141) as ‘the custom which enjoins a man to
marry the widow of his brother, if he die childless,
in order to raise up children to the dead man, to
whom the children produced by such a marriage
were supposed to belong.’ Obviously, the custom
is one which is capable of large modification in
detail, and it would seem that even within the
limits of OT times there -was some shifting of
view as to the object of the levirate marriage, and
the range of the obligation.

What is virtually an enactment of the levirate
law, and that the oldest, is given in narrative form
in the story of Tamar and Judah (Gn 38). Here
the object of the marriage is Ho raise up seed’ to
the deceased (v. 8

) ; the person upon whom the
obligation rests is the younger brother, failing
whom the next in age (v.

26
) ; the issue of the

marriage becomes the head of the family (v. 29 ; cf.

Mt Is
) ; and the sanction of the law, the binding

character of which is generally admitted, is in the
last resort a special retributive judgment (v. 10).

In the formal enactment of the Deut. code (255
'10

)

the ancient custom is similarly motived and as ear-

nestly supported, if with some relaxation in detail.

The obligation rested on a brother only if he had
* dwelt together 5

(i.e.
e on the same family estate,’

Driver) with the deceased (v. 5 ), and only the eldest
son of the new marriage was to be reckoned as the
son of the deceased (v. 6 ). On the other hand, the
obligation was not superseded if the deceased left

daughters (v.
0t no son,* as against the Saddueean

interpretation in, Mt 22s4
, Mk 1219, Lk 2028

). The
duty was not legally enforced, but was supported
by the resources of public opinion. A brother
evading it publicly forfeited his right—symbolized
by drawing off his sandal—and was to be openly
insulted by the widow, and condemned to perpetual
obloquy (v. 9).

The Book of Ruth, while certainly referring to

the custom, is by no means faithful to the Deut.
model. As judged by Dt, Boaz was under no
obligation to wed Ruth unless it should be argued
that as Elimelech’s brother (4

s
)
he was bound to

marry Naomi, and that as the latter was past
child-bearing he married instead her widowed
daughter-in-law. As a fact, the view taken is that
the next of kin, who may be quite remote, is in

duty bound to redeem a dead man’s estate and
marry his childless widow. Further, as Ruth’s
son by Boaz ranks as the son of the latter (v. 21),

not of Ruth’s former husband, it would seem
that the earlier intention of the law is abandoned
(Nowack, Arch. i. p. 347, who even argues that in

the writer’s view the sole object is the welfare of

the widow). It is also noticeable that the repudia-
tion, with the ceremony of the drawing off of the
shoe, no longer has the ancient stigma attached to

it (v.7 ). On the whole, it must be said that the
book reveals a state of things when the strict law
had been found impracticable, but when its principle

* The parallel in the Laws of Manu (ch. ix. 59-64) has been
often cited. Instances of the custom among other races have
been collected by Post, JSinleitung in das Stud. d. ethnolog.
Jurisprud. 1866, and Westermarck, Hist. ofHum. Marriage.

continued to be in a wider way operative, and was
favoured as fostering humane dealing and averting
the pathetic event of the extinction of a line.

The attitude of the later legislation towards the
custom is matter of dispute. Certainly Lv (181<J

2021
)
forbids marriage with a deceased brother’s

wife without any qualification ; and it is therefore
held by many modern critics that P designed to
abolish this type of marriage as incestuous in the
minor degree (Nowack, Arch. i. 346 ;

Benzinger,
art.

c Ehe,’ Eeal-Encycl 3
). In confirmation of

this it is pointed out that in this code the estate,

failing a son, descends to the daughters (Nu 27 lff,
)«

By others the traditional view is still maintained
that P lays down the general rule against marriage
with a deceased brother’s wife, while Dt specifies

the exceptional case (Driver, Deut. in loc.). It has
also been held that the collision of the codes is

only apparent, as Lev prohibits illicit; intercourse
with a brother’s wife, and is not legislating in

the passage in question about marriage (Bertholet,

Com. on Deut., but erroneously). Whether P in-

tended to repeal the special law is a question likely

to be determined by subj ective considerations. The
famous disputation with the Sadducees clearly im-
plies that the levirate law was regarded as binding
in the time of our Lord, while it was perhaps even
acted on (rjaav dk Trap Tjpuv eirra ddeX<pois Mt 2225ff

*).

In the later period, however, its observance was
exceptional: in the language of the Mishna, the
dispensation (njs^n) was preferred to the observance
(.Bechoroth 13a). Theoretical opposition accom-
panied, and the opinions of the Rabbis of the first

four Christian centuries were divided as to its

lawfulness—Rabbi Jose declaring it impermissible
even when desired by both parties concerned.
The same division of opinion ran through the
Middle Ages, though the preponderance of opinion

favoured the dispensation (Mishna, treatise Yeba-
moth

;
Surenhusius, ii. ; Hamburger, Real-Encyk.

art. ‘ Schwagerehe ’).

Of the origin and primitive purpose of the
levirate marriage various explanations have been
propounded. (1) The first group of theories accepts

the biblical statement that the object was the
procreation of a son ox sons who were regarded as

the children of the deceased. But on this assump-
tion the further question arises, What was the
object of the fiction by which the line was con-

tinued ? To this the principal answers which have
been given are {a) that it was regarded as a
calamity (where personal immortality was not
realized, a calamity tantamount to annihilation)

that one’s line should become extinct (Dt 256
) ; ( b

)

that the custom was connected with a system of

ancestor-worship, under which failure of offspring

entailed deprivation of cherished rites and service.*

Popular, however, as the latter theory is, it assumes
the influence of a form of religion, for the existence

of which in Israel the evidence is of the scantiest.

(2) A second theory, propounded by M eLennan and
supported by W. R. Smith, pushes the question

further back and discovers in it a survival from
polyandry. 4 It could more easily be feigned,’

says the former, ‘ that the children belonged to the

deceased brother if already, at a prior stage, the

children of the brotherhood had been accounted
the children of the eldest brother’ (Prim. Mar.
p. 164). And in regard to this view it must be

admitted that polyandry, may well have left

behind such a custom as its legacy. As Starcke

observes (Prim. Fam. p. 150), ‘ the Levir-child was

* An expression of this idea is quoted from the Mahabhkrata
(Muir's tr.) by Max Midler, Anthrojp. Rel. p. 31—

‘That stage completed, seek a wife
And gam the fruit of wedded life,

A race of sons, by rites to seal,

When thou art gone, thy spirit’s weaL*
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ascribed to the dead man in virtue of the same
ideas according to which, in Tibet, the eldest
brother and ruler of the house was held to be the
father of all the children of the household.’ This
proves that a system of polyandry may sometimes
have had as an offshoot the levirate marriage, but
does not preclude the possibility of its develop-
ment in other quarters from other primitive prac-
tices and modes of thought

—

e.g. the exercise of

paternal authority in setting aside in certain cases
the direct fatherhood (Starclce, p. 151). (3) Yet
asain it has been suggested that in conditions
where marriage was associated with purchase, and
the wife was treated as a chattel, it was natural
that she should be claimed by the next of kin as

part of the inheritance (Spencer, Principles of
Sociology). Well, however, as this practice is

vouched for, the inheritance of a wife by a sur-

viving brother is widely removed from the bibli-

cal theory, for the essence of the latter is the
concession that the younger brother, instead of

himself heiring, raises up heirs to the deceased.

(4) Yet again the object of the custom has been
found in an agrarian motive, the law being de-

signed to keep together under the levirate hus-
band the property which would otherwise have
been divided among all the brothers (Meilziner,

quoted by Starcke, p. 150). But, though at a late

date (Ku 45
) the custom was utilized in connexion

with the conservation of lands, the evidence points
to its having reached hack into the nomadic stage
of civilization.

On the whole, the question of origin is, and
probably will remain, matter of controversy.
Widespread as the custom is, it may well have
sprung from various roots—according as in one
region an ancestor-cult prevailed, in another a
system of polyandry had developed, etc. Where
it meets us in Hebrew history it clearly connects
itself with the natural desire for survival in pos-
terity, later with the endeavour to perpetuate
family property ; and if in spite of the benediction
of early tradition and law it gradually fell into
abeyance, the cause is to be sought in the growth
of the self-consciousness and of the claims of the
individual with the progress of society.

iii. Marriage Procedure.—1. The System of
Betrothal .—The betrothal, as the first stage in the
formation of a marriage union, had a prominent
position among the Hebrews, as among other
peoples at the same stage of social development.

The act of betrothing is described by three Heb. verbs:

—

fenN (Pi. of [bhn] * pay the price,' Dt 20? Ho$ 219-20), (‘ desig-

nate ') Ex 21.8 9, [rpn] (‘ acquire *) Lv 1920
; and by one Greek verb—fAvr,<rrt(itiv (Mt l18

,
Lk 127 25), In AY the Hebrew verbs are

usually rendered by ‘betroth,* occasionally by ‘espouse’ (2 S
3i4) : the Greek verb is translated by ‘ espouse.* In RV ‘ betroth

*

is exclusively used where the reference is to the initial stage
(2 S 314, Mt U8 etc.), while ‘ espouse* is restricted to the passages
which imply completed marriage (Ex 218* 9

). The ceremony of
betrothal has no name in OT. The Talmudists refer to it under
the names of pcblp (consecration), pcrv* (betrothal), and
pans? (compact) or D'ton (conditions).

The custom of allowing the individuals con-
cerned to arrange a marriage according to inclina-

tion is a late and exceptional concession. In
societies in which the family organization is strong
and stable the betrothal is treated as a concern of
the family group or of the tribe. The powers are
vested in the head of the tribe, or they may be
devolved upon particular members of a family
group—under the patriarchal system upon the
rather or nearest paternal relative, under the
matriarchal upon the maternal uncle or the eldest
uterine brother (Post, Studien

, pp. 163, 164). From
this standpoint the betrothal is viewed in OT. In
the exercise of his patriarchal function Abraham
through a servant negotiates with Bethuel fox the
hand of Rebekak, and Laban as her brother is

taken into council (Gn 24) ; Hamor endeavours
in treaty with Jacob and his sons to arrange a

marriage on behalf of his son Shechem (Gn 34b
’

ff

) ?

even the lawless Samson requests his father to

procure for him to wife a woman in Timnah (Jg 142).

The advances, further, were made by the house, of

the bridegroom, except in cases where the superior

rank of the bride’s family justified them in taking
the first step (Ex 221

,
Jos 1517

,
1 S 1827

). Resent-
ment was expressed when a man repudiated the
rights of the natural guardians and took the
matter into his own hands (Gn 2634

)—a feeling

strongly shared by the Arabs, who held it sufli

cient ground for withholding a bride (Wellhausen,
Lie Ehe bei den Arabern, p. 432)

;

and the protests

were not unreasonable in view of the interest oi

the family in the alliance that might be formed,
and of the women in the bride with whom in a
patriarchal society they were to be so closely

associated (Gn 2746
). Yet, while the system re

quired that the machinery of the family should be
employed, it might easily happen, as the cases of

Shechem and Samson show, that it might be set

in motion by a lover, and the more so that in

ancient Israel the association of the sexes was
comparatively unrestrained, and naturally led to

personal attachments which sought satisfaction in

marriage (Gn 2415 2910
; of. 1 S 18 20

). Among the
Hebrews, in any case, the tyranny of family rule
does not appear to have dispensed with the con-
sent of the parties (Gn 248), which under this

regime is often treated as matter of indifference, at
least as respects the bride (Post, Studien

, p. 166 ff.).

The first important stage in the betrothal
procedure was the settlement of the amount of

the so-called dowry, and the payment or part
payment of the same.
The dowry of the OT (nnb Gn 3412, Ex 22” 1 S

1825
; cf. Ex 2216

, where RV has * pay a dowry ’)

was not a portion brought by the bride into the
husband’s family, but a price or ransom paid to
the father or brothers of the bride. That this

was its original significance is not open to doubt.
In primitive conditions it was naturally claimed
as compensation for the loss to a family of a
valuable member. Recent research has shown
that it was so regarded in ancient times in Arabia
{Kinship and Marriage, 68, 78 ff.; Lie Ehe bei den
Arabern, 433 if.); and among the same stock it

retains this character. ‘An Arab father,
5

says
Tristram, ‘regards his daughters much as he would
his sheep or cattle, selling them for a greater or
less price, according to his rank and fortune and
their beauty 5

(.Eastern Customs
, p. 92). And so it

appears in OT : Hamor offers to pay for Dinah
‘ never so much dowry ’ (Gn 3412) ; in Ex 2217 it is

referred to as a settled custom. Dt 2229 assesses
the damages for seduction, which are jpayable to
the father, and thus fixes the amount m one par-
ticular case. For the common people the sum to
he paid was doubtless settled by custom, while in
the case, of important alliances it was matter of
negotiation (Gn 3412

). The ‘ dowry ’ was not neces-
sarily paid in money or kind, but might take the
form of service, as in the case of Jacob (Gn 29)
and David (1 S 1826

;
cf. I725

).

With the advance of families in dignity and
wealth the ‘dowry’ easily passed into a new
stage. It was natural that a portion, if not the
whole, should be appropriated to ensure the com-
fort and security of the bride. A hint of the
custom of so diverting a part is given in the com-
laint made hv the daughters of Laban/when they
eclare that he ‘hath sold us, and hath quite

devoured our money 5 (Gn 3115
). In later times the

appropriation of the ‘dowry’ to the wife became
customary ; it was conserved as capital 5 and in
the event of the death of the husband, or an
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arbitrary divorce, it furnished a useful provision.
A parallel development took place to some extent
among the Arabs, as the Koran assumes that the
‘ dowry * falls to the wife (Wellhausen, Die Ehe
bei den Arabern, p. 435).
The dowry in the modem sense was not cus-

tomary, but was occasionally met with. The
daughters of wealthy houses at least received
handsome gifts : Rebekah brings female slaves
with her to her new home (Gn 24bl

), Laban makes
a similar present to Leah (2924

). As a special
instance of liberality, doubtless also with some
reference to proprietary rights, mention is made
of Caleb's gift to his daughter of a held of springs
(Jg l 10

). The alliances of the kings with foreign
princes furnish examples of the dowry—in one case
a princess brings with her a city as her portion
(1K916).*

In addition to the mohar, there is mention of other gifts

which, naturally prompted by the occasion of a betrothal,
might be distributed more or less lavishly as a means of con-

ciliation or a token of goodwill (}$D, Gn 34*2). The gift to the
bride, which came under this category, was significant of the
wealth of the wooer (2453). The latter had its counterpart in the
saddk of the Arabs ; and as the bestowal of the saddle came to
be treated as part of the marriage ceremony, it is possible that
among the Hebrews also it was incorporated in the formal
procedure either of the betrothal or of the marriage.

While tbe settlement and payment (in whole or
in part) of the c dowry 5 was the decisive act in the
betrothal, there was probably also an additional
ceremony of a more C less formal kind. Of the
procedure various elements appear to he preserved
in the narrative of Rebekah’s betrothal (Gn 24).

The terms in which she is asked, and gives her
consent, in all likelihood preserve an ancient and
familiar formula (‘Wilt thou go with this man?'
* I will go,

9 v.
08

)

;

and the same applies to the
blessing which is pronounced upon her when she is

handed over or * sent away 3
(v. 80

). The conjecture
that a ring was given to the bride has no support
in the passages referred to (Ex 3522

,
Is 321

), yet the
use of the ring, which plays an important part in

the Talmudic formalities, may well have been of

considerable antiquity.

In the procedure sanctioned by the Talmudic authorities the
bridegroom handed to the bride an article of value, such as a
ring, or a written document, adding : * By this ring, etc

,
may

she be consecrated (or betrothed) to me.’ The presence of two
male witnesses was required, so that the appropriate bene-
dictions might be pronounced on the union. According to the
Mishna (treatise Kiddmhin), there were three modes of be-

trothal—by the payment of money, by the conveyance of a
contract, and by coition ; hut the third was prohibited by the
later Rabbis under penalties (Hamburger, arts. * Trauung/
‘ Verlobniss’).

After the betrothal the bride was under the same
restrictions as a wife. If unfaithful she ranked
and was punished as an adulteress (Dt2223* 24

) ; and
on the other hand the bridegroom, if he wished to

break the contract, had the same privileges, and
had also to observe the same formalities as in the
case of divorce. The situation is illustrated in the
history of Joseph and Mary, who were on the
footing of betrothal (Mt l19 ).

2. Nuptial Bites and Customs.—Upon the be-

* Among the Greeks tbe dowry had a similar origin and a
parallel development. In the Homeric age it was customary
for the father to receive a purchase-price from his future son-

in-law (11. xi. 244)—hence the expression x#p9tv»s

the oxen-bringing virgin ; and if it was rare for a father to

give his daughter gratuitously (»vui8vov\ it was reckoned an act

of the most signal generosity to offer presents (ixifufaet), as was
done by Agamemnon (ix. 146) along with the daughter. The
ancient custom gradually disappeared, and was referred to by
Aristotle as barbarous (Pol. ii 5. 11), but Euripides voices a
complaint of the women of a later day that it had become the

custom that women had to purchase their husbands at a great

price (Med. 232; Derehberg, Diet, des Antiq. Grecq. et Mom.,

Paris, 1892, art. ‘Dot’)* In Rome from an early period the

Wife who cud not bring with her a dowry; was regarded as a
concubine rather than as a wife (Plaut. Trinum. iii. 2, v. 73, 6),

and it was a duty of clients to make up a dowry for the daughter
of a poor patron (it.)

trothal followed, after a longer or shorter period,

the marriage proper or wedding, the features of

which may be collected partly from incidental
allusions in Scripture, partly from survivals of I

ancient custom in Talmudic literature and in the
life of the East.

The Heb. terms translated * marry* are * to take ’ (Gn 19H

etc.), in late Heb. (2 Oh 1331 al.)—both with a probable

reference to ancient marriage by capture, rgPrt ‘to be

married’ (Hos 33 al.), and 'sh njvn ‘to become a wife*

(Nu 363 6 H), b%2 to ‘become master of,' expressive of the

husband’s authority (Dt 2222 etc.) ;
later Win, lit. * make to

dwell,’ ‘ give a dwelling to ’ (cf. Ps 1139), Ezr IQ2* 10 - 14 17 - ia
,

Neh 1323 27 [al ]. ‘To form marriage alliance with’ (lit. ‘to

make oneself daughter’s husband ’) is jnrr^rr (Gn 349 etc.). AY
‘given to marnage* in Ps 78&3 ig merely a paraphrase ; Heb. is

lit. ‘were not praised.* In NT yac.pc.iiv is used of either sex (Mt
532 199 lo etc.)

;
also y'mtrQc&l rtvi (Ro 73), used of a woman, means

to be married to a man (RY to be ‘joined to a man’), yx.pt.i~

<rxnr9oti
, to be given in marriage (Mk 1225), v, to give in

marriage (1 Co 728). The word translated ‘espousals’ (Ca 314)
comes nearest to describing the subject here discussed.

It is probable that in the early period the prin-

cipal if not the only ceremonies were connected
with the betrothal, and that when these were
completed the consummation of the marriage might
follow at the option of the parties concerned
{Nowaek, Arch. i. p. 162). In the case of Isaac and
Rebekah the formalities were over with the be-

trothal, and on the bride’s arrival at her new home
slie was simply conducted to her tent (Gn 2463~67).
Similarly, whenever David has fulfilled the condi-

tions imposed by Saul, he receives Michal to wife
(1 S IS27). That this was, however, not universal
appears from Gn 2927

. The later practice was to
draw a clear distinction between betrothal and
marriage (Dt 207 28S0), to magnify the final func-
tion, and to invest this increasingly with characters
of publicity and pomp. And in the celebration of

Hebrew marriage the most noteworthy point is the
retreat of the distinctively Hebrew element. We
seem to be in the atmosphere of Hellas rather than
of the Holy Land. There is no evidence that, in

the older period, the proceedings were regulated
from the theocratic point of view, or even that they
included a religious ceremony: rather is there a tem-
porary abandonment to the cult of mere happiness,

with its unconsecrated ritual of feasting and song.
In the biblical references to the marriage cele-

brations two functions stand out prominently—the
wedding procession and the wedding feast or mar-
riage supper. As regards the nature and place

of the ceremony by which the woman was trans-

ferred to the husband (the counterpart of our
marriage service), the biblical notices leave us un-
informed.
The wedding procession naturally fell into two

arts. First the bridegroom and his friends may
e supposed to have marched to the home of the

bride, then in a return procession the festal com-
pany, reinforced by the bride’s friends, conducted the
pair to their future home. Of the movement and
colour of this picturesque drama graphic touches
are preserved in Scripture. We catch a glimpse
of the garlanded bridegroom in bis splendid attire

(Is 61 10
), and of his veiled bride surrounded by the

friends of her youth (Ps 4514 * 15
) ; the attendant

throng gives vent to its jubilant feelings in dancing
and shouting, and songs are struck up (some per-

haps preserved in the Song called Solomon’s) which
sound the praise of wedded love and of the newly-
wedded pair.

The relation of the wedding procession to the situation pre-
supposed in the parable of the Ten Virgins requires elucidation.

,

‘More rarely it happened,’ says Nowack (i. p. 163), ‘that a
procession conducted the bride to meet the bridegroom as he
approached with his friends (1 Mao 9S7ff-) ; in the evening such
a procession sometimes took place by lamp and torchlight? The
explanation here suggested is that the marriage took place latu

at night, and that the bride’s company was preparing to sally

forth to meet the bridegroom on his first appeararce. It i#
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however, plausibly argued by Mackie (Bibl. Manners and
Customs) that the paiable presupposes that this stage is past.

The bride, he infers from existing custom, has already been
conducted to her future home, the bridegroom has subsequently
withdrawn to the house of a relative, where he is to stay wnth
his companions till a late hour ; meanwhile the bride and her
companions grow weary, and sleep falls upon them ;

until at

last a clamour in the street heralds the approach of the torch-
illumined party, and within all are roused to life and excitement.
* Before he arrives the maidens in waiting come forth with lamps
and candles a short distance to light up the entrance and do
honour to the bridegroom and the group of relatives and inti-

mate friends around him . These pass in to the final rejoicing

and the marriage supper ;
the others, who have discharged their

duty in accompanying him to the door, immediately disperse

and the door is shut * (p. 126).

The marriage supper, which took place in the
house of the husband, was the great social event
in the life of a family, and, where the standing and
means allowed it, might be planned on the most
lavish scale. In the parable of the Marriage of the

King’s Son we have an example of boundless hos-

pitality, and also an indication of the resentment
relt when the invitation was slighted (Mt 221"14

). A
difficulty in the parable has been met by the con-

jecture that persons of high rank further showed
their magnificence by furnishing the invited guests

with festal robes (frdv/ia yajuou). The wedding at

Cana of Galilee gives us a glimpse of the way in

which the spirit of hospitality was exhibited in

humbler homes (Jn 2lff
*), But, while the same

spirit prevailed throughout Hebrew society, it is to

be remembered that among the poorer classes the
marriage feast must have been very different from
the picture which at the name naturally rises

before the imagination.*
The scene at the marriage supper is depicted with

some fulness of detail. Now (probably not in the
procession) the high-born bride appeared in the full

splendour of her bridal array, in a robe embroidered
with gold (Ps 4513, 14

,
Jer 232), which was gathered

up by a peculiar girdle adorned with jewels (Is4918
),

and on her head a crown. Prominent in honour, as

they had been in service, were the male friends of

the bridegroom (viol rod vv^uvos, Mt 915
), one of

whom was charged with the duties of a master of

ceremonies (Jn 28
, cf. Jn 3s9 ). From descriptions

of later times we can fill out other spaces with
panegyric and blessing uttered by the company in
song and speech. At the close the bride was con-
ducted by her parents to the nuptial chamber (cf.

Jg 151). Throughout the whole proceedings it may
he noted, as explaining the deception practised upon
Jacob, the bride had remained veiled (Gn 2923 ) . The
duty of preserving evidence of the bride’s antenup-
tial chastity, which was enforced in Dt 2213ff

*, was
attended to as a safeguard against the slanders of
a malicious or inconstant husband.
A marriage ceremony, to which proceedings like

those described are mere adjuncts, is naturally
assumed by us, but the idea is not to be summarily
imported into early Hebrew marriage. We are
doubtless nearer the mark in regarding the mar-
riage supper as being in early times itself the
marriage ceremony. Among primitive peoples the
public meal has a quasi-sacramental character,*
and it was quite in harmony with this mode of

thought to look on the feast of which bridegroom
and bride partook in company with their friends as
* The following realistic description by a modem traveller is of

use in this connexion : *He found mat the villagers of Schwat-
el-Blat were engaged in the wedding festivities of one of the
young men of the family. After the reception, etc., a huge
platter, 6 feet in diameter, made of tinned copper, was brought
in, on which was piled a mountain of boiled crushed wheat
mingled with morsels of boiled meat. When this had been set
in place, a dish of melted, clarified butter was poured over the
wheat until it was quite saturated. Loaves of bread in the form
of cakes were placed by the side of the platter, and the guests,
rolling up their sleeves, proceeded to help themselves with their
fingers, and consumed the provisions, as is usual, in silence.
Water and soap were then passed around to the guests, who
washed off the remains of their greasy meal, after which coffee
and pipes were served ’ (Pal. Expl. Fund Quart. St. 1888, p. 204).

the rite by which they were definitely placed upon
the conjugal footing. The view is supported by
the fact that at a late period the feast was still

treated as so essential a part of the proceedings

that ydjaos stands equally for the marriage and the
supper (Mt 224), Its original significance would
thus have been similar to that of the confarreatio

—a mode of contracting marriage through a sacri-

ficial use of bread anciently practised in Home. It

was, however, inevitable that in conrse of time a
more definite rite should be instituted. The most
natural occasion might seem to be the point at
which the bridegroom came to fetch the bride from
her parents, but the evidence goes to show that the
matter was still in suspense so long as her parents,
who accompanied her to the feast, were at her side.

The act upon which attention would readily fasten

as the decisive and uniting act was the leading of

the bride to her ( chamber,’ which in the old period
was a tent specially erected for the weddea pair.

The central importance of this act is further attested
by the circumstance that the chamber (npn) supplied
a name for marriage—marriage being described, as
it were, as £ the tenting’ (Wellhausen, op. cit. p. 444).

Out of this other acts would as naturally develop
to form a kind of ritual. From a hint in Mai 2 it is

supposed that the pair entered into a solemn cove-
nant, and it is also probable that the good wishes
of the company came to be crystallized into defi-

nite benedictions craving prosperity and posterity.
After the Exile the ‘ covenant ’ was embodied in
a written contract (To 71S a-vyypa0^, nyma).

This somewhat conjectural account of the ancient marriage
ceremony would have an important addition could we follow
Mackie m interpreting Ps 196 jn the light of modem custom.
‘ At a Jewish wedding,* he says, * the most interesting feature
is the canopy under which the bridegroom and bride sit or stand
during the ceremony. It is erected in the court or large room
of the house where the guests are assembled, and it is made of
palm branches and embroidered cloth. It is suggestive of the
dome sometimes seen above pulpits, and gives to the wedding
the appearance of a coronation The sight of the robed bride-
groom issuing from the canopy (tabernacle) and receiving the
congratulations of his friends suggested the simile of the sunrise
in Ps 19B * (p. 123). But in early times the huppah would
seem to have been an actual tent (cf. J1 21®), and the canopy
described by Mackie (a picture of which is given in Boden-
schatz, Kirch. Verfas. iv. p. 126) is doubtless a late ornamental
erection evolved from the old bridal tent.

The wedding festivities which followed were
long drawn out. In ancient times, as still among
the fellaheen of Syria, the usual period for the
rejoicings was a week (Jg 7). Feasting, music,
and dancing, such as celebrated the return of the
Prodigal Son, were the staple of the festivities

of the season, and we hear of the exercise of
the wits by riddles and wagers (ib.). The ex-
pense must have pressed somewhat heavily on
the humbler folk—the more so that a marriage
seems to have been treated as a festival for the
community, and more than one thrifty saw in Pr
may well nave been suggested by an extravagance
that injured the guest with the host. It is prob-
able that then as now some contribution towards
the cost was made in the case of peasant marriages
by the guests themselves (Tristram, p. 93).

One of the most important contributions to this subject is

the description of the marriage rejoicings of the Palestinian
fellaheen m an article on the Syrian threshing-sledge by Dr.
J. GL Wetzstein (Zeitschrift fur Ethnologic

, Bd. v. 1873, p.
287 ff.). The following are the principal points. During th'
seven days following the wedding the young couple are treated
by the villagers as king and queen ; the threshing-floor, where
they are married, is their court ; and the threshing-sledge is
their throne. March is the favourite month. The most pro-
minent incidents of the wedding-day are the sword-dance of
the bride, and the great feast. On the following day they hold
a reception, being greeted first by the best-man (wezfo), then
by the friends of the bridegroom (sebdb el- arts). Then the
sledge is transported on stalwart shoulders, with singing of
martial or erotic songs, to the threshing-floor. Here a stage
or scaffolding some two ells high is erected, and on this the
sledge is placed and covered over with a gaily-coloured carpet
on which two embroidered cushions are planted. On this with
all pomp the husband and wife are enthroned. A tribunal k
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then set tip, whose business is to ascertain that the marriage
has been consummated (Dt 2213_21). The tribunal being satisfied,
there follow dancing and singing, the staple of the song being
praise of the graces of the newly wedded pair (cf. Ca 4-7).
Gs ties follow, which begin on the first day in the morning, on
the succeeding days shortly before noon, and last late into the
night. During the whole week their majesties wear their festal
clothes, do not work, and merely look on at the gainis—except
that now and again the queen joins in a danc • The expenses
aie borne by the friends of the bridegroom eked out by fines.
The proceedings end with a supper, and the degradation of the
king to his proper rank. ‘ The festal regulations are annulled,
the jokes become rougher, and scarcely is the meal over when a
pair of hands smear the king’s face from a dung-heap * (p. 293).

iv. The Moral Subversion of Marriage.—
Adultery falls to be considered here as the practice
subversive of the institution, of marriage (Old Eng.
afrjD-bryce, Germ. Ehebruch).

D'sx: ‘adultery’ (Jer 1327
, Ezk 2S48), verb Qal

and Pi. (Ex 2014
, Dt 518 etc.) ; oc%e/a (Jn 88), and of

the same group poixfo (Lk 1811
), (Mt o27),

fioLxcicrdcLL (Mt 532
), /xoLxaXls (2 P 214

).

The biblical conception of adultery is often ex-
pressed by saying that, as in Roman law, a woman
could violate only her own marriage, a man only
that of another. In other words, an unchaste bride
was guilty of adultery, an unchaste husband was
guilty of it only if he sinned along with the bride of

another. If in certain cases the law took cognizance
of a husband’s licentiousness, it was because it in-

|

volved infringement of property rights, and gave
rise to a claim for damages (Ex 221B

, Dt 2229
).

At a certain stage of social evolution, adultery
is commonly regarded as an injury which a hus-
band is entitled to avenge by slaying the culprits

;

and when important powers of the family come
to be taken over by the nation, it often happens
that the death-penalty continues to be attached,
at least in theory, to the capital sexual crime
(Post, Studien, p. 353 if.). To this generalization
of the sociologist the history of adultery among
the Hebrews closely corresponds. According to
the tradition the unfaithful wife was in old times
put to death (by burning, Gn 3824

), and, alike

from the character of the people and the duties
anciently assigned to the Goel, it may be assumed
that the wrong was one which was held to invite

and justify the extreme of vengeance. The legis-

lation confirmed the estimate of its enormity
—the Decalogue condemns both the overt act

and the lawless desire in which it originates (Ex
2014* 17

), and the prohibition is solemnly repeated
in the later legislation, and supported by the
sanction of capital punishment. The mode of

execution varied with the standing of the woman :

a guilty wife was to be put to death, i.e. strangled,

along with her paramour (Dt 22J2
;

cf. Lv 2010
),

while a betrothed woman who should be seduced
was to be stoned (v. 24 ). If, however, the betrothed
woman was seduced in circumstances suggesting
that she had been violated, the man only was to

he executed : she received the benefit of the donbt
(v. 25fL

) ; if she was a bondmaid, the culprit escaped
with a guilt-offering (Lv 1920ff

-)). In the case of

a priest’s daughter, the punishment of sexual im-
morality was death by burning (Lv 219

). The
same high ground is taken by Ezekiel, who
threatens the adulterer with death (IS11 ).

It must be added that there is no evidence that
the capital penalty was actually inflicted in his-

torical times. In late Jewish practice the penalties

were merely divorce, with the wife’s forfeiture of

her dowry (Bodenschatz, Kirch. Verfass. iv. p.

164) ; and a long tract of earlier practice is dis-

posed of by Lightfoot, who remarks: f
I do not

remember that I have anywhere, in the Jewish
Pandect, met with an example of a wife punished
for adultery with death’ {Bor. Heb . ad Mat. 19s

).

The NT evidence is to the same effect. In His
references to the subject (Mt 582 etc.) Jesus im-

plies that it simply entailed divorce. The reason
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given for Joseph’s purpose to put away his be-

trothed wife privily is that he was a just man-y
a reason which could hardly have been given if

he had been frustrating the* recognized operation
of the law, and saving Mary from the usual death
by stoning (Mt l19). The weightiest evidence on
the other side is derived from the narrative of

the woman taken in adultery (Jn 83'11
). From

the reference to stoning it might be inferred that
her status was that of a betrothed woman, and
the implication of the narrative seems to be that
there was but a step between her and death. It

is, however, to be remembered that Jesus was
surrounded by enemies who laboured to entangle
Him in His talk—esp. to bring Him into collision

with Moses ; and the plot in this instance doubt-
less was to e put Him in the dilemma of either

declaring for the revival of a practice which had
already become obsolete, or of giving His sanction
to the apparent infraction of the law which the
substitution of divorce involved’ (ait. ‘ Adultery,’

Kitto, Bib. Cycl. ). At all events, the reply_of Jesus
supported the abrogation of the law : until judges
were found, themselves innocent as tried by Sis
own heart-searching test, the title was wanting
to execute the law of Moses (v.7). Nor do the
historical records of the pre-Christian period supply
any evidence of the operation of the law in the
exaction of the death-penalty. On the contrary,

the prophetical writings imply that there was
widespread guilt and widespread immunity. If

the story of Hosea be accepted, as by most
moderns, as a real history, and as implying the
post-nuptial fall of the prophet’s wife, it would
follow that in the 8th cent, the law not only did not
inflict capital punishment, but did not even (as

later) insist on divorce. In spite of the legal enact-

ments, then, it may be assumed that death was
not actually inflicted, and that it was deemed
that the husband was sufficiently protected by his

right of divorce, the woman sufficiently punished
by loss of status and property, while the adulterer

might be mulcted in damages.
In OT it is sought to intensify the moral senti-

ment on the subject by picturing the miserable
disguises and subterfuges of the adulterer, and by
dwelling on the risks to which he was exposed

—

as degradation (Pr 218
), poverty (6

26
), and the strokes

of unbridled vengeance (5
8"10

). In NT (1 Co 69)
the sin is declared to be utterly inconsistent with
a Christian standing, and to entail exclusion from
the eternal kingdom (1 Co 69).
A charge of adultery was ordinarily substan-

tiated at a formal trial. The reason for this, when
the death-penalty was no longer inflicted, was at

least partly connected with money. A husband
could divorce his wife on suspicion, but if he did
not prove his case she retained the ‘dowry.’ It

lay, however, in the character of the crime that
it was often impossible to prove guilt according

to the ordinary canons of evidence, and to meet
this difficulty P provides that a suspected woman
shall submit to trial by ordeal (Nu 511

*31
).

The particulars of the remarkable enactment of the ordeal

of the waters of bitterness are as follows :

—

(1) The trial takes place when a husband forms a suspicion,

founded or unfounded, of his wife’s chastity (w.12-14).

(2) The procedure is that he brings his wife to the priest,

along with a sacrificial gift of barley-meal (v.lS)
; the priest

sets her ‘before the Lord 3 (v.iB), loosens her hair places

in her hand the meal-offering (v. 1®), and stands before her
holding an earthen vessel which, contains a potion of holy water
sprinkled with dust from the floor of the tabernacle (r.17). He
then sets apart the potion to its judicial use—declaring that
if she be innocent it will not injure her, if guilty it will cause
her belly to swell and her thigh to shrink (v.22). The woman
having acquiesced with an * Amen, 3 the priest writes down the
curses, washes them off, adds the rinsings as a new ingredient to
the potion (v.23), and after some ritualistic observances gives
her the water to drink (v.26).

(3) The issue is a judgment of condemnation or acquittal. If

guilty, she is smitten with the threatened diseases (usually sup-
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posed to include dropsy, Jos. Ant. m, xi. 6), and is shunned as
accursed (v.^7)

; if innocent, she has the compensation of again
becoming a r"other (v.28).

In the ordeal of the bitter waters (so called as

the instrument of a curse) we have doubtless
an ancient custom surviving in a modified form,
and amended, in the interests of good sense and
humanity. Similar practices have been discovered
among other peoples, e.g. in Sierra Leone and
Upper Guinea, and, according to various authori-

ties, in the African practice it is common to

employ a deadly poison, when the accused may
hope to escape only by the accident of vomiting, or
by the surreptitious use of an antidote. In the OT
legislation, on the other hand, the case was not
prejudged against the accused ; the ingredients of

the potion were innocuous, and reliance was placed

on exposure through divine intervention.. That
the ordeal was at least occasionally efficacious in

revealing guilt through the workings of fear and
an accusing conscience, need not he doubted.
From the long persistence in Christendom of the

judicium Dei in various forms (judicium ignis,

aquae, panis adjurati, etc.), the last trace of which
only disappeared in the 18th century, it may be
surmised that the ordeal appeals strongly to

human nature. But among the Jews as among
the Christians, experience bred doubts as to its

trustworthiness. Sometimes the curse failed to

operate, and that although the guilt was morally
certain, or was established by later discoveries.

Of such miscarriages of justice two explanations
were offered. God, it might be said, stayed His
hand because adultery had become so common
among the accusing husbands that they had lost

all claim to justice as against their wives.*
Another reason was discovered in the doctrine of

‘merits/ and it was suggested that, on the ground
of other good deeds, the woman might, if not
altogether escape, at least have the punishment
deferred. But at all events it was no longer
relied upon, and so naturally fell into disuse.

v. The Legal Dissolution of Marriage.—
Divorce (Old Eng. hiw-gedcdes, forlaeton

,
Germ.

Ehescheidung
)

is expressed in Heb. and Gr. by a
number of words embodying the idea of dismissal
or separation. The usual Heh. verb is 4 to send
away/ LXX iZairoo-T^Weip (Dt 2219

, Jer 31
), and for

the practice of divorce is once used (Mai 21G
)

;

in the later books occurs in Hiph. (‘make to go
forth/ Ezr 108* 19). A divorced woman is

(Lv217
, Ezk 4422). The hill of divorce (Old Eng.

hiw-gedales bdh, later ‘book of forsaking’) is isp

Tip’ll (Dt 2

4

1
). In classical Greek the legal terms

are diroirtywecOat, throrojxtH) (of the man), &irb\ei&is

(usually of the woman). In the Greek of NT
their place is taken by three verbs

: (1) dbraXfeir,

used throughout the Synopt. (Mt l19 53L Mk
102* 4

, Lk 1618
) ; (2) &<pdvcu

3 which with St. Paul
describes the action either of husband or wife in
promoting divorce (1 Co 7 11 * 12

* cf. Rev 24
), but in

Synopt. has the meaning of ‘leaving’ a wife at
death to another (Mt 2225

) ; (3) xvp&w, xuptfeo-ffcu,

‘to separate, depart/ then (cf. scheiden) to ter-

minate a marriage union (1 Co 710 * u- lfi
). In the

translation of those terms, both AV and RV are
timid about using ‘ divorce/ and prefer the vaguer
phrases of ‘putting away’ (dirokteiv) and ‘depart’
txvptfav)> the explanation of which is to be
sought in a desire partly to mark the fact that
ancient and modem divorce are on a different legal
footing, partly to avoid prejudicing the much dis-

puted question as to the dissolubility of marriage.

* ‘After that adulterers multiplied, the bitter waters ceased,
and R. Jochanan Saccai abolished their use according to Hos
414 i will not punish your daughters when they commit
whoredom, for they themselves go apart,’ etc.—Mishna, Sota,
cap. 9, Surenhusius, iii. p, 291.

The Jewish law of divorce has a long history,

beginning with the early period in which the right

of 4 putting away 5 a wife appears as the traditional

prerogative of the husband, then passing into the
stage in which the exercise of the right was at
least impeded by prophetic protest and legislative

enactment, and ending with the effective protec-

tion of the wife’s position, alike by the Talmudic
jurisprudence and the ethics of the ’Gospel.

That the power of divorce should have been
anciently regarded as a traditional right was in

harmony with the general ideas and practice of

the time in regard to woman’s status. When
compensation was given to the wife’s relatives it

was natural to regard her under the point of view
of property, and the notion of property involves
liberty to alienate it. In heathen Arabia the
continuance of a marriage depended on the hus-
band’s pleasure, and Mohammed was content to

leave matters on the old footing (Wellhausen,
Gott. Nach. 1893, p. 452 ff.). The old Hebrew
practice, perhaps also the very procedure, is ex-
emplified in Abraham’s dismissal of Hagar (Gn
2114

). From the action of Saul (1 S 2544 ) it might
he supposed that the wife’s father had also power
to dissolve a marriage, but the transference of
Michal to another husband by paternal authority
evidently has the aspect of an outrage.
The Deut. code acknowledged the husband’s

right of divorce, but guarded against its abuse.
To prevent so important a step being taken in the
heat of passion, it required him deliberately to

write her ‘ a hill of divorcement ’ (241 ). Another
check was imposed upon impulsive action by the
provision that, under certain conditions, the separa-
tion should be final—if, that is, the divorced woman
should marry a second time, and should later on
be again free to marry (vvA 4

). That this was an
innovation may he inferred from the story of

Hosea (Nowack, Arch. i. p. 347). The purely arbi-

trary exercise of the prerogative was discouraged
by assuming that there was some solid ground of

resentment— ‘ that she finds no favour in his eyes
because he hath found some unseemly thing in
her’ (v. 1

,
see below). In certain cases, again, the

right of divorce was forfeited by misconduct. The
husband who falsely charged his wife with ante-
nuptial fornication (2218

"19
), and the ravisher of a

betrothed virgin (2228* S9
), were bound in perpetuity

by the marriage tie. In the school of the prophets
the higher conception of woman’s claims, which
has some expression in Dt, found more definite

utterance. The germ of the Deut. reforms, and of
greater than these, was contained in J (Gn 218-25

),

which in the narrative of the Creation had described
the husband as knit to the wife in the most
intimate union. It is, however, in Mai that the
prophetic spirit definitely breaks with established
custom, ana declares without qualification that
God hateth divorce (2

16
). God’s disregard of the

sacrifices is due, he teaches, to His wrath at men’s
treacherous dealing with the wife of their youth
(v. 14). In the period following the Exile it would
seem that divorce had become verycommon 5 doubt-
less the divorce of strange women required by Ezra
(9. 10) had reacted upon the generaf practice, and
had retarded and even set hack the movement
carried forward by the prophets.
In the succeeding period interest centred in the
uestion of the precise nature of the Deut. con-
ition justifying divorce, and the vagueness of the

language in which the wife’s offence was described
gave rise to one of the most famous of rabbinical
controversies : What was the ‘unseemly thing 9

(173 nr$, lit. ‘ nakedness of a thing/ LXX tiaxw0*
Tpay^a) ? The account of the dispute is given as
follows in the Mishna (Giftin ix. 10) :

—

4 The school of Shammai says, “ No one shall divorce hit wife
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unless there shall have "been found in her some unchastity (iin
nny ‘a thing or matter of nakedness’), since it is written,
Because he hath found the nakedness of a thing ("in nny) in
her”

;
the school of Hillel says, “Even if she shall have burned

his food in cooking, smce it is written, Because he hath found
in her the nakedness of a thing ” (i.e. anything)

; R. Akiba says,
“Even if he find another fairer than she, as it is written/ If
she find no favour in his eyes.”’ As indicated in this passage,
the latitudinal ian view was adopted on the ground that the
governing principle is laid down in the opening clause ‘if she
find no favourm his ej es,’ and it was also supported by refer-
ence to v.s, where it is implied that a second husband will also
divoice the woman if he hate her. The emphasis was also laid
on * matter ’ rather than on ‘ unseemly,’ thereby suggesting that
the unseemliness might appear m various matters. The school
of Shammai treated the second clause as the significant one,
and emphasized * unseemly,’ which they interpreted as meaning
immoral or at least indecent conduct. The opinion of Hillel
was generally adopted as the true representation of the state
of the law (‘decisio juxta scholam Hillelis/ Maimon. in loc.),

although it is to be remembered that many who endorsed the
position as jurists condemned it as moralists. * Over him who
divorces the wife of his youth,’ said R. Eleazar, ‘even the altar
of God sheds tears’ (Amram, Jewish Law of Divorce, p. 37).
That * the unseemly thing’ was not a euphemism for unchastity
may be confidently assumed in view of the fact that Dt pre-
scribes the capital punishment for adultery. But recent scholar-
ship at least agrees with Shammai m confining it to the region
of immodest or indecent behaviour (Driver, in loc.).

Upon this vexed question of the schools the
judgment of Jesus was eagerly sought (Mt 193'9

,

Mk IQ1-12
), and in view of the great practical im-

portance of the subject it was even spontaneously
given (Mt 531 * 32

,
Lk 1618

). Our Lord decreed in
favour of the rigorous view, and indeed disallowed
any ground of divorce, with the probable excep-
tion of adultery. He does not, it is true, base this on
His interpretation of ‘ the unseemly thing 5

; on
the contrary, He grants that the Mosaic law gave
some latitude in the matter of divorce, and goes
on to reform the law so as to bring it into con-
formity with the older ideal (Gn 2s4), or the original

aose of God. But did Jesus allow even adultery
e a valid ground of divorce? A negative

answer is given from opposite quarters. The Bom.
Cath. Church, as is well known, is committed to the
osition that adultery does not justify the total

issolution of a marriage (quoad vinculum) between
two Christians, but only separation from ‘bed
and board,

5 * and some modern German critics

have supported this contention as at least corre-

sponding to the teaching and intention of Christ.

This view, it must he admitted, is not without
foundation, while yet regard for the accepted
canons of NT criticism precludes the claim that
it has been established.

A presumption that Jesus intended to prohibit divorce in all

cases is created by the following considerations (1) In two
passages of the Gospels it is stated without reservation that
‘ he who putteth away his wifeand marrieth another committeth
adultery ’ (Lk 1618, cf. Mk 1011), and the Pauline report of our
Lord’s teaching on the subject (1 Oo 710- 11

) is similarly un-
qualified

; (2) it is m harmony with the spirit of Christ’s general
teaching to suppose that He inculcated towards the ernng one
utter constancy in love and forgiveness unto seventy times
seven. The Book of Hosea, it may be added, shows the possi-

bility of a love which feels that the bond which binds a husband
to even a faithless wife is indissoluble. But the force of this

seems to be dissipated by the fact that Jesus actually admitted
the exception in the proviso, ‘ saving for the cause of fornica-

tion * t (Mt 582 192). The objection is met in two ways. (1) The
Rom. Oath, theologians denythat the punishment contemplated
was more than a separation, and urge in proof that the woman
who is put away commits adultery if she marries another.
If the union was really dissolved, it is argued, there could be
m allegation of adultery. But these statements rest on erro-

* * If any one saith that the Church has erred in that she
hath taught and doth teach, in accordance with the evangelical

and apostolical doctrine, that the bond of matrimony cannot be
dissolved on account of the adultery of one of the married
parties

;
and that both, or even the innocent one who gave not

occasion to the adultery, can not contract another marriage
during the lifetime of the other *, and that he is guilty of

adultery who, having put away the adulteress, shall take
another wife, as also she who, having put away the adulterer,

shall take another husband, let him Be anathema ’ (Canons and
Decrees of the Council of Trent, De Saor. Matri., Oan. vii.).

f It has been held by some critics that as the word used is

xopvuce,, the justification of divorce here admitted was ante-

nuptial fornication ; but cf. Weiss-Meyer, in loc.

neous exegesis. The verb cttrokuw was a recognized Hellenistic
term for divorce, and could not convey to the early Christians
the modified conception of a separation. Further, it is not cer
tam that according to this passage Christ Taught that a man
committed adultery by marrying a divorced guilty wife, and con-
sequently it may be held that in her case at least the marriage
was regarded as annulled by divorce.* (2) Instead, of explaining
away the exception, Bleek, Keim, and others have denied the
genuineness of The clause specifying it, and this on the ground
that the original unqualified statement of Jesus was felt to be
a stumbling-block, and that the exception (‘ saving for the cause
of fornication ’) crept into the traditional report as a concession
to the realities of social life. In support of the genuineness it

is pointed out that the MSS indicate no uncertainty as to the
reliability of the text in Mt ;

while the absence of the exception
from the parallel passages in Mk and Lk is explained either by
saying that it was taken for granted (Meyer), or by recalling
that the law already provided far the punishment of adultery
(Schegg). Yet another suggestion is that the teaching of Jesus,
which was originally comparatively lenient, eventually withdrew
the smgle concession which had been made (Hug, quoted in
Weiss-Meyer, in loc.). The question at Issue must eventually
be settled in the light of a general theory as to the trustworthi-
ness of the Synoptic report of our Lord’s sayings, and the ex-
planation of the Synoptic divergencies

; and it must be added
that this particular instance does not materially strengthen the
evidence that the oral tradition seriously modified the sayings
of our Lord (on this subject cf. Bruce, Kingdom of God, Crit.

Introd.).

Among Protestant writers the more urgent
question has heen. whether, consistently with
the teaching of Christ and His apostles, divorce
may be sought on other grounds than adultery

;

and the laxer modem practice has usually been
justified as an extended application of the principle

embodied in the words ascribed to Jesus.

The primet facie sense of the relative passages In. the Gospels
(Mt 532 199) certainly is that Jesus permitted divorce on one
ground only, though the precise bearing of Hie references to
remarriage presents considerable difficulties, f Are we then to
describe a system of law which has multiplied grounds of

divorce as openly defiant of the mind of Christ? To this it is

replied in the first place that the apostolic teaching sanctioned
further extension. The reference is to whatRoman Catholics call
* the Pauline privilege ’ (1 Co 715* *6), according bo which if a
Christian husband or wife is deserted by his or her consort-
being an unbeliever, the former is declared to be no longer
under bondage, i e. free to marry again. In the second place, it

is contended that in this case Jesus, as in so many other cases,

states a principle under the form of a particular Instance, and
that other instances are to be allowed which can he shown to
embody the same principle, t And certainly it must be granted
in general that the Christian morality does not consist of a
cast-iron system of laws, hut rather of germinal principles
which entail the labour and responsibility of thinking out their
inmost significance and judging as to their proper application.
In the evangelical precept the spirit counts for more than the
letter. If, therefore, we assume that Jesus allowed divorce at
all, which is the most doubtful point in the argument, it is

quite legitimate to extend the exception to cases involving a

* The weakness ofthe exegetical argument is obviously felt by
a recent Rom. Cath. writer, who, after admitting the realityofthe
difficulty, and pleading that the passage be interpreted in the
light of the clearer Scriptures, remarks that the matter affords

a good instance of the impossibility of arriving at any assured
interpretation of Scripture except in the fight of the traditional

teaching of the Catholic Church (Hunter, JDogm. Theology, §815).
f As regards remarriage, the main exegetical difficulty is

to know whether the phrase, ‘whosoever marrieth her that
is put away committeth adultery’ (Mt 532), prohibits the re-
marriage of every divorced woman, or only that of a woman
who has been unlawfully divorced. The latter view, supported
by Weiss-Meyer and Alford (who translates *her when put
away ’), is the natural one, though it has the curiousconsequence
that an innocent wife is, but ajruilty wife is not, prohibited from
forming a second marriage. The husband of a guilty wife, as is

clearly implied in Mt 199,
may marry again ; and by parity of

reasoning, in a case which could not lawfully occurin the Jewish
Church, a woman who has divorced her husband on the ground
of his immorality should be free to take another husband. On
the other hand, it does not follow that a legal dissolution of
marriage justifies remarriage. The legal decision gives rise, for
the Christian conscience, to the further question whether the
marriage has been broken in the sense intended by Christ

% This argument is suggestively stated by Newman Smyth
(Christian Ethics

, p. 410 ff.) : * There is no other legitimate
principle for divorce than that presented by the nature of the
sin of adultery. If, however, we can saywith agood conscience
that some other sin (some sin which possibly in Chrisfs day had
not reached its full measure of iniquity—a gin, for instance, like

drunkenness, which may utterly destroy the spiritual unity of »
home and threaten even the physical security of on© of the per-
sons bound by the vows of marriage) is the moral equivalent of
the cause which our Lord had immediately before Him for pro-
nouncing divorce, we shall be justified in admitting it to be
likewise a proper Christian ground for divorce?’ Martensea
argues to a similar purpose (Christian Ethics, Social p. 41 fit).
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real moral subversion of marriage under the proviso that the
verification of such be taken out of private hands and vestedm
a public tribunal- Nor can it be said that, at least in Great
Britain, the occasions of legal dissolution allowed by law amount
to less than a moral subversion.

While Christianity broke down the husband’s
right of divorce along one line, on another the
Talmudic law was developed with the purpose of

impeding its exercise.

The most important provisions making in this direction may
be thus distinguished

: (1) Inculcation of the doctrine that the
right was not absolute by the statement of grounds justifying

it—viz. suspicion of adultery, violation of decency and of Jewish
customs, obstruction of religious service, refusal of conjugal
rights

; (2) enforcement of penalty in the restoration of the

‘dowry*; (3) complication of procedure m carrying out the
divorce ; (4) depm ation of the right in cases where the husband
had come under some incapacity, e.g. as insane, or as a deaf-

mute, or where the wife~as insane, or a captive, or a minor—
was specially entitled to protection (cf. Amram, Jewish Law
of Div. c. 4, ‘Laws of the Mishna restricting the husband’s
right to divorce’). On the other hand, circumstances were
specified in which the husband was compelled to divorce his

wife, viz. cases of adultery, clandestine intercourse, leprosy,

childlessness, etc. (Hamburger, art. ‘ Scheiden ’). The abolition

of the man’s theoretical right to divorce was decreed in 11th

cent. by Rabbi Gersbom, who enacted that ‘as the man does

not put away his wife except of his own free will, so shall the
woman not be put away except by her own consent’ (Amram,
op. cit. p. 52). The decree, however, was not universally

accepted as law by the Jews, and is ignored by Maimonides (£&.).

The right of the wife to divorce her husband,
which was conceded at least under later Greek
and Roman law, was an idea repugnant to Hebrew
custom and enactment. The only trace of such
an idea is the legal provision that if a bondwoman
become a wife, and if she be denied conjugal
rights, she shall go out free without money (Ex
2F’11

). This, however, was not a concession to

the woman of power to divorce ; in any such
case the theory was that the husband was called

upon, in the exercise of his exclusive prerogative,

to put away his wife (Amram, op. cit. p. 60).

Under the influence of alien customs, ana with
the support of Roman law, the practice came into
vogue m NT times, whereby the wife directly

repudiated the husband by sending him a ‘ bill of

divorce.
5 The innovation was opposed by Jos.

{Ant. XV. vii. 11, XVHI. v. 5), ana was expressly
condemned by our Lord in the words, e

if a woman
shall put away her husband and marry another,
she committeth adultery’ (Mk 1012

). The Tal-
mudists upheld the old theory, allowing the wife
to demand divorce in certain cases

—

e.g. leprosy,
apostasy, cruelty, impotence (Amram, op. cit. c. 5).

The writing or hill of divorcement (nnn? nap,

Talm. Gr. fii(3\lov a7rocrracrtov), which figures so
largely in this subject, was of great antiquity
(Dt 241

, Is 501
, Jer 38 ). In earlier times no great

ceremony was used (Gn 21J4
), and the form of words

would doubtless he similar to those in use among
the Arabs.* While necessary to make a divorce
legal, it would appear that in the time of our
Lord the ‘bill’ could be granted without bringing
the matter under the cognizance of the authorities
(Mt l19). From the Mishna, a treatise of which
takes its name from the ‘bill’ (Gittin), it appears
that most elaborate regulations were enforced in
regard to the judiciary, clerk, witnesses, time
and place, and also the medium and mode of
the delivery of the document. The following
is given by Maimonides as an ancient and model
form of the get or bill; ‘On the day of
the week and day of the month of in
the year since the creation of the world
(or of the era of the Seleucidse), the era accord-
ing to which we are accustomed to reckon in
this place, to wit, the town of do I the
son of of the towrn of (and by whatever

* Two formulae are given by W. R. Smith (Kinship

,

pp. 94,
163: ‘Begone, for I wifi no longer drive thy flocks to the
pasture.’ ‘ Thou art to me as the back of my mother *

; cf. the
Latinformula :

* Tuas res tibi habeto, tuas res tibi agito.’

other name or surname I or my father may he
known, and mv town and his town), thus determine,
being of sound mind and under no constraint ; and
I do release and send away and put aside thee

daughter of of the town of (and by
whatever other name or surname thou and thy
father are known and thy towrn and his town),
who hast been my wife from time past hitherto,

and hereby I do release thee and send thee away
and put tiiee aside that thou mayesb have per-
mission and control over thyself to go to be
married to any man whom thou desirest, and
no man shall hinder thee (in my name) from this

day forever. And thou art permitted (to be
married) to any man. And these presents shall

be unto thee from me a bill of dismissal, a docu-
ment of release and a letter of freedom, according
to the law of Moses and Israel.

the son of a witness.
the son of a witness.’

(Amram, pp. 157-158, with which cf. original text
and Latin rendering in Surenhusius, Mishnah, iii.

p. 323, and commentary, ib. p. 325).
vi. Marriage as a Symbol of Spiritual

Truths.—Although modern exegesis has given
up the idea that in Canticles divine love is set
forth

.
under the image of human love, it is a

familiar biblical thought that the marriage rela-

tionship is typical of the union and communion
of God. with His people. After Hosea, whose
domestic life is reasonably supposed to have im-
pressed him with the suitableness of the imagery,
it became a commonplace of prophecy that God
was to Israel as a husband, and Israel to God as
a bride (Hos 219

, Jer 314 3182
,
Is 546).* The con-

ception passed over into NT, but with modifica-
tions agreeable to the nature of Christianity—the
bridegroom being now God in Christ (Mt 915

, Jn
329

), the bride the spiritual Israel elect out of
every nation (2 Co ll2

, Rev 197 ).

Now, this conception of God as the husband,
though it has been little utilized in theology,
cannot be said to be less apt or important than
the two other conceptions of God which have been
made the basis of systems. These are the idea
of God as King, which lays the main stress on
the divine sovereignty, and the idea of God as
Father, which lays the main stress on the divine
love. And as the weakness of the system built
upon the principle of the divine sovereignty has
been widely felt to be that it does less than justice

to the ethical being of God ; and as, on the other
hand, the theology based on the divine fatherhood
has been in danger of obscuring the divine might
and majesty, there is certainly something to be
said for putting in the forefront the thought
of Hosea, which, representing God as husband,
equally emphasizes to our minds His sovereignty
and His goodness.
How large a portion of the body of Christian

doctrine may be set forth, and with the sanction of

Scriptnre, under the category of the marriage re-

lation, may he briefly indicated.

(1) Under the doctrine of God this representa-
tion, besides embodying as its fundamental prin-
ciples the divine sovereignty and love, lays special

stress on the attributes of clemency and long-
suffering, vrhile it safeguards the holiness of God
by showing Him grieved and provoked to anger by
contumacy and unfaithfulness (Hos passim). As
husband God also provides for His people (28).

(2) The doctrine of sin is, from this point of

view, characterized as adultery (Hos22, Jer39 1327 ;

* The germ of the conception, according to W. R. Smith, was
found in Semitic heathenism

;
and the service of Hosea was to

purify the gross physical conception of the god as the husband
of the motherland, and to apply it to describe moral relations of
Jehovah with His people {Prophets of Israel, new ed. p. 170 fit)
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on nj)i 'in& see Driver on Dt 31 16
)—a designation

which, as regards (a) ths nature of sin, indicates
that its essence consists in indifference or even
hatred toward God, and the giving of the affec-

tions to other objects (Hos 25
, Jer 220

, Ezk 2030
)

;

(b) the heinousness of sin

,

draws attention to its

aggravation as unfaithfulness to solemn obligation
ana ingratitude for high favours (Jer 57

) ;
and

(c) the punishment of sin, teaches that persistence
in it entails a casting- off, of which human divorce
is a pale emblem (Hos 212ff

-, Jer 25off
*).

(3) In the
^

Christological doctrine the points
which are chiefly emphasized by the conception
are the love of Christ, His kingly office as exer-
cised in His headship over the Church, and His
intimate union with it through the indwelling
Spirit (2 Co ll2, Eph 523^).

(4) In close relation to the last the doctrine of
the Church is elucidated and enriched by the
assertion of its mystical union with and depend-
ence upon Christ (Eph. loc . cit.), and of its essential

note of sanctity-—the latter, which includes all the
graces included in sanctification, being beautifully
portrayed as the bridal adornment (Rev 198).

(5) Finally, as regards eschatology, the figure

concentrates attention on the momentous event
of the Second Coming, which is sudden as the
coming of the bridegroom (Mt 251"13

), and places in

a clear light the bliss, the security, and unutterable
glory of the everlasting kingdom (Rev 197 2P* 9

).
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,
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W. P. Paterson.
MARSENA (*upnp ; Ma\77<reap AB, MaXuredp,

Mapcravd ; Marsana).—One of the seven princes of

Media and Persia, who * sat first in the kingdom/
and had the right of access to the royal presence
(Est l14, cf. ADMATHA). The name is doubtless

Persian, but the derivation is -uncertain.

MARSHAL.—The word does not occur in AY,
but in RY it represents two Heb. words. (1) *isd

sopher (Jg 514 )
in the difficult phrase isd B3P3 nrpeto

‘ [out of Zebulun] they that handle the marshal’s
staff’ (RY). The usual meaning of nsD is ‘ scribe ’ or

‘writer/ and so AY, agreeing with Syr.*

IsJSXCO? L-J-£10 and Targ. ibdt para, gives

* We have verified the Syr. from MSS, viz. the Ambrosian, the
Buchanan Bible (Jacobite of cent. xii.j, and Camb. Univ. Add.
1064 (Nestorian of cent, xiii.) for Jg 5^, and from the first two
of these MSS together with Camb. Univ. Add. 1965 (Nestorian of

cent, xv.) for J«r 5127 and Nah 317.

‘ They that handle the pen of the writer/ No re

of the Greek versions, however, give ‘ pen/ in A
(TK^TTpcg, in B and Tlieod. 4v paftdcg, in

Symm. p.erh p&fidou. Therefore we may take Greek
authority to be on the side of ‘marshal’ as against
‘scribe/ ‘writer/ though an abstract noun, acc.

to A riy^crsajs, acc. to B (and Theod.) diTjytfaretos

(error for yyrjo-evs ?), seems to be the original

Septuagint rendering. B offers ypajaparius as a
second rendering, and Symm. has ypa/xjaaricvs only,

the meaning of which is ‘ marshal ’ as appears from
1 Mac 542

,
€(TT7]<rev (sc. Judas) robs ypapparets row Act,ov

€7rl rod x^Mppov* The office of a marshal was to
help the general to maintain discipline. His wand
of office (cnc'qTCTpov or pd(35os) could be used, if neces-

sary, for inflicting chastisement.

(2) tiphsar (Jer 5127
) or nnrp taphser (Nah 317

).

The meaning of this word—a loan-word in Heb.

—

is not certainly known, but Lenormant (followed

by most scholars) compares the Bab. - Assyr.
dupsarru [dupsarru, Delitzsch], ‘ tablet-writer 5

;

so RYm to Nah 317 ‘ thy scribes/ The title ‘ scribe
’

might very well be given to a provost-marshal • cf.

ypappareiis in 1 Mac S42 (cited above). The VSS
give no help, and the meaning of the word was
evidently lost in early times. LXX has fteXoardaeis

(‘batteries of warlike engines ’) in Jer, but leaves

the word untranslated in Nah. Symm. has &\e/c-

rovs in Jer (so Field). Syr.* has ‘destruc-

tion’ in Jer, but in Nah cA.O,i.,a i

A

d ‘thy aroused
ones ’ or (possibly) ‘thy warriors.’ Targ. gives nsy
«3np ‘ warriors’ in Jer, but leaves the word untrans-
lated in Nah. All these renderings of the VSS are
founded on guesses from the context, rather than
on real knowledge. W. Emery Barnes.

MAR’S HILL.—See Areopagus.

MARTHA (M&pOa, an Aramaic form [tecnip, fem.
of ‘ lord ’], not found in Heb., meaning
‘mistress’ or ‘lady.’ Compare Kvplg. in 2 Jn \
which some interpret as a proper name, and some
identify with the Martha of the Gospels).—The
name does not occur in OT. Only one person
called Martha appears in NT, mentioned in Lk
1038 * 42

,
Jn 122. It is not possible to

doubt the identity of the Martha of the Fourth
Gospel with the Martha of the Third. In both
cases there is a sister Mary, and similar traits in
the characters q* the two women appear in each
of the narratives. But the course of events in Lk
would suggest that the village where the sisters

lived was situated in Galilee ; according to Jn
it was Bethany. The harmonistic suggestion, that
they may have changed their place of abode
previous to the events with which they are con-
nected in the Fourth Gospel, is evidently a device
invented to meet a difficulty ; it has no probability.

St. John is so exact in his topography that it is

not reasonable to suppose he was mistaken in this
instance. Bethany is one of the centres round
which the history in the Fourth Gospel moves.
It would seem, therefore, that the order of the
narrative is dislocated in Lk, so that a Judrnan
incident is inserted in the course of events that
transpired in the north. Martha here appears
actively engaged in serving Jesus and His dis-

ciples at a hospitable feast. In this case, and in
the Johannine incidents, she takes the lead in a
way that implies that she is the elder sister.

According to the Synoptic account, it was in the
house of Simon the leper that a woman, pouring
precious ointment over Jesus, was rebuked by the
disciples for her wastefulness (Mt 267

, Mk 143
)

;

according to Jn, this occurred at the house of
Martha and Mary, the latter being the woman
who testified her devotion to Jesus by the costly
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gift (Jn 121
*8

). Therefore it has been suggested
that Martha may have been Simon’s wife or

widow. In St. Luke’s narrative Martha is gently
corrected for her excessive anxiety and the im-
patience with which she complains of her sister.

Tims she is seen to be one who, while truly
devoted to Christ, and commendably energetic
in the service of hospitality, does not possess her
soul in quietness

; sets too high a value on the
material sumptuousness of the feast for which
she is responsible

;
fails to understand how best

to entertain her divine Guest by best pleasing
Him ; and hastily blames the gentler Mary.
According to the oldest MSS and some YSS and
Fathers,* Jesus said to her, ‘ There is need of but
a few things or one ’—the 4 few 3 pointing to sim-
plicity in the provisions at table (compare Lk 1042

),

the ‘one’ perhaps carrying her thought to what
alone He supremely cared for, the kingdom of

God (see Mt fi
33

), to show profound interest in

which was to receive Jesus in the way most
acceptable to Him. In the narrative of the death
and raising of Lazarus, Martha and Mary are true
sisters, echoing one another’s thoughts, both trust-

ing in Jesus as their one friend who could help
them in the greatest need. In Jn 122

,
as in the

Lk narrative, Martha is found ‘serving.’ See,

further, under Matiy, No. iv.

A tradition, which cannot be traced earlier than
the Middle Ages, is cherished all over the south of

France, to the effect that during a persecution of

the Christians by the Jews, Lazarus and his two
sisters, having been sent to sea in a boat -without
rudder, oars, or provisions, drifted to land near
Marseilles, founded many churches in Provence,
in particular those at Marseilles, Aix, and Avig-
non, and finally lived in retreat at Tarascon (see

Guettee, Histoire de VEglise de France, i. 402, n. 5 ;

Guerin, Les Fetits Bollandistes, etc. x. 91-105,
where many childish but picturesque legends of
Martha are recorded; cf. also Duchesne, Fastes
episcopaux de Vancienne Gaule, i. 325 ff.).

W. F. Adeney.
MARTYR.—The Gr. word fidprvs (from a root

signifying to ‘remember,’ connected with ‘memory’
and fiiptpLva, ‘ care,’ therefore primarily ‘ one who
testifies to what he remembers’), which in AY
is frequently translated ‘witness,’ is rendered
‘martyr’ in Ac 2220

,
Rev 213 17®. The Yulg. has

martyr in the last passage only, in the other two
the usual testis, and Wyc. and Rhem. follow.
Tind., Cov., Cram have ‘witness’ in all ; Gen. and
Bish. ‘witness’ in Ac, hut ‘martyr’ in Rev. The
Versions, even the earliest, seem to have used
‘martyr’ in its modem sense, one who seals his
testimony with his blood, not merely a witness,
but a witness who suffers. But the Gr. word does
not appear to have acquired that meaning within
the NT, though it is common in early Christian
writings. In Ac 2220 the tr. ‘martyr’ loses the
reference to the preceding ‘ witness’ (jmapTvpici, 2218

).

RY gives ‘witness’ in Ac 2220 and Rev 213
, but

retains ‘martyr’ in Rev 176
, m. ‘witness.’

J. Hastings.
MARVELLOUS is an adverb in \Vis 19s

, ‘seeing
thy marvellous strange wonders’ {dav/iaard rdpara,
Rv ‘strange marvels’). Cf. Ps 3123

, Pr. Bk.
‘ Thanks be to the Lord : for he hath showed me
marvellous great kindness in a strong city ’

; and
Ps 1453 ‘Great is the Lord, and marvellous worthy
to be praised’ (but mod. edd. wrongly print ‘ Great
is the Lord, and marvellous, worthy to be praised ’).

Cf. also Jer 306 Cov. ‘ Yee all their faces are mar-
vellous pale.’ Tindale uses ‘marvellously, 3 as Mt
210 ‘ When they sawe the starre, they were mar-
velously glad.’ So also often in Shakespeare.

J. Hastings.
* H B Cf2 L 1. S3, Syr.kd mg Memph. Efch., Origen cat Bas.

MARY (Heb. npp Miriam ; LXX and NT Mapi&y

or MapLci

;

Josephus Mapid/^17 or Maptd/49? or Mapi-

d/ivT)).*—The name, as Stanley says, probably owes
its frequent recurrence in the narratives, alike of

the Evangelists and of Josephus, not to the
memory of Miriam the sister of Moses, hut to the

sympathy felt for the beautiful Hasmonsean prin-

cess, the high-souled and ill-fated wife of Herod
[Jewish Church

,
iii. 429). We find it used as follow?

in the NT

—

i. Mary the mother of James.
ii. The other Mary.
in. Mary of Clopas. . *7 0

iv. Mary the sister of Martha.^ 1

v. Mary Magdalene. \
vi. Mary the mother of Mark.

*

vii. Maiy saluted by St. Paul.

viii. Mary the mother of the Lord. i>

i. ii. iii. Of the above, the first three are gener-

ally identified. The first is mentioned m the three

Synoptic Gospels as one of those who were present

at the crucifixion. In Mt 2755 * 56 we read, ‘many
women were there beholding from afar, which had
followed Jesus from Galilee, ministering unto him :

among whom were Mary Magdalene, and Mary
the mother + of James and Joses, and the mother of

the sons of Zebedee.’ In r.sl we are told that the
same evening, after Joseph of Arimathsea had
buried the body in his own new tomb hewn out
of the rock, ‘ Mary Magdalene, and the other Mary
(evidently the before-mentioned mother of James),
were sitting over against the sepulchre. ’ Next day,
‘ as the sabbath began to dawn towards the first

day of the week,’ the other Mary again appears
with Mary Magdalene (28 1

). It is to them that
the angel at the sepulchre speaks words of com-
fort after rolling away the stone, ‘ Fear not ye

:

for I know that ye seek Jesus, which hath been
crucified. He is not here ;

for he is risen, as he
said. Come, see the place where the Lord lay.

And "o quicldy, and tell his disciples.’ In fear and
joy they ran to carry the message

; _

and as they
went, ‘Jesus met them, saying, All hail. And they
came and took hold of his feet, and worshipped
him. Then said Jesus unto them, Fear not

:
go

tell my brethren that they depart into Galilee, and
there shall they see me.’

Mark (1540 ) gives some further details. Mary is

called the mother of James the Little and Joses, and
Salome is mentioned as one of her companions along
with Mary Magdalene. In v. 47 she (now called M. h
TuaijTos) is -watching where He was laid. In 161

‘Mary of James’ is joined with Salome and the
’ Magdalene, as buying spices and bringing them to

the tomb at sunrise on the first day. As they go
they wonder how they shall get tlie stone rolled

away ; hut this is already done when they arrive,

and they find in the tomb a young man in white

* It has been asserted that the form Motpmpt is used ex-
clusively for the Virgin, and Mctptet for the others ; but, though
the Hebraic form is in general used of the former (in the
nominative), perhaps as being the more dignified, it is by no
means confined to her, nor is the Hellenic form confined
to the latter. Thus, where the Virgin is spoken of,

WH read Mo&pm with Oodd. BD in Lk 2*9, and though they
follow B in calling her Mctptdpt elsewhere, yet it is only in Lk
127 that this form has the support of all the MSS. In Mt 1355

Metptec, is read by 0, in Lk 136 39. 56 and 25 by D, in Lk 134- 38 46

by both. On the other hand, the best text has Mctpta.pt, of the
Magdalene m Mt 2761, Mk 15*0, Jn 2016. 18, and this reading has
the support of G and L in several other passages. Mccptapt, is not
used of the mother of James in the best MSS, though O has it

in Mt 2756 and Lk 28*. Mctptd.pt, is used of the sister of Martha
in the best text of Lk 1039- 42, jn n2. 20. 32 12S.

In the other cases the Hebraic and Hellenic forms are used
indiscriminately. Thus the best text has the acc. Mctptctv of the
Virgin in Mt l20 and of St. Paul's friend in Bo 166,

but Mctptctu

of the Virgin in Lk 2*6-

s

4
, of Martha’s sister in Jn 11*9- 28.31,45.

The gen. Metplct? is the only form used as well of the Virgin
as of Martha’s sister and the mother of Mark. The dat. Mapt apt

is used of the Virgin in Lk 25, Ac l*4,
but Metptep of the Mag-

dalene in *Mk ’ 169.

t Here and in Mk 1540 Syr. Sin. has ‘daughter’ instead ol

‘mother.’
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raiment, who bids them not be amazed, but carry
word to the disciples to meet the Lord in Galilee.
‘ But they said nothing to any one ; for they were
afraid

5

(v. 8
).

In Lk 2349’58 we are told generally that the
women which came from Galilee stood afar off at
the crucifixion and followed Joseph to the tomb to
see how the body was laid, and prepared spices and
ointments, which they brought at early dawn on
the first day. Entering into the tomb they saw
two men in dazzling apparel, who asked them why
they sought the living among the dead. "Re-
member the words he spake unto you in Galilee,
saying that the Son of Man must be crucified, and
the third day rise from the dead. And they
remembered his words, and told all these things
to the eleven and to all the rest.

5 From 2410 we
learn that Mary Magdalene, and Joanna, and
Mary of James were among the number of these
women.
John (1925 ) tells us that there were standing by

the cross, His mother and His mother’s sister
(identified with Salome, see article on Brethren
of the Lord), Mary of Clopas, and Mary
Magdalene. Comparing this with Mk 1540, we
naturally conclude that Mary of Clopas must be
the same as Mary of James. All we know of Clopas
is derived from Hegesippus {ap. Euseb. HE iii. 11),

who tells us that he was brother of the reputed
father of our Lord, and that Symeon the second
bishop of Jerusalem was his son. Whether h rod
Kkura means wife or (as Jerome suggests) daughter
of Clopas is uncertain. Lightfoot (cited in the
above-named article) holds that there is no ground
for identifying the name Clopas with Alphseus, and
that the Peshitta version and Jerome may be right
in regarding it as another form of Cleopas. If

Mary was daughter of Clopas, she may have been
wife of Alphseus, and her son James may be the
apostle known as the son of Alphseus. Jerome,
however, maintains that Mary of Cleophas, the
aunt of the Lord, is a different person from the
mother of James (see Ep. ad Hedibiam cited by
Lightfoot, Gal. p. 260). John of Thessalonica
and other Fathers (quoted by Faillon, i. p. 150)
strangely identify the mother of James with the
mother of the Lord, thinking that her presence at
the crucifixion could not have been passed over
without mention by the Synoptists.

iv. Mary, sister of Martha.—It is only in
the last two Gospels that her name occurs. Luke
(1038

'42
), after narrating the return of the Seventy,

says vaguely that, "as they went on their way,
Jesus entered into a certain village : and a certain
woman, named Martha, received him into her house.
And she had a sister called Mary, which also sat at
Jesus5

feet, and heard his word. 5 When Martha
complained that she was left to serve alone, Jesus
answered that, whereas she was anxious and
troubled about many things, her sister had chosen
the good part, which should not be taken from
her. In Jn 11 we find the two sisters living with
their brother Lazarus in a village named Bethany

;

and all three are said to have been beloved by the
Lord. Jesus, on His last journey to Jerusalem,
receives tidings of the sickness of Lazarus, and,
when He reaches Bethany, finds that he had been
dead four days. The behaviour of the sisters is

such as we might expect from Luke’s narrative.

Martha goes out to meet Him; hut Mary sits

still in the* house, till she receives a message that
the Master called for her. Then rising quickly,
she came where He was, and fell down at His feet.

Both meet Him, however, with the same words
of sorrowful reproach :

4 If thou hadst been here,

my brother had not died.
5

It wonld seem that,
though Martha was apparently the elder sister,

Mary was for some reason held in greater con-

sideration. In v.19 we are told that many of

the Jews had come to comfort Martha and Mary ;

but, while nothing is said of their accompanying
Martha, we read in v. 31 that the Jews, who were
in the house with Mary, when they saw that she
rose up quickly and went out, followed her, think-
ing that she was going to the grave to weep there

;

and in v. 45 it is said that many of the Jews that
came to Mary believed on Jesus.

;

In the chapter which follows we have the story of

the anointing of the feet of Jesus. Each evangelist

tells us of an anointing of the Lord by a woman,
whilst He was reclining as a guest at a hospitable
entertainment; and there has been much discussion

as to how often He was anointed, and (supposing

Him to have been anointed more than once) whether
the anointing was by one and the same woman.
Speaking generally, it will be seen from the con-

spectus given on next page that Matthew and
Mark are in agreement, and that Luke’s account
differs widely from theirs, whilst John’s is inde-

pendent of either, yet presenting points of contact,

now with the one, now with the other. We will

consider these differences in order.

(1) As to time and place : if we may judge from
the context, the anointing described by Luke took
place in Galilee while the Baptist was in prison

;

that described by the other evangelists took place

in Bethany shortly before the crucifixion. (2)I

to the host

:

Luke names Simon the Pharisee,"tlie

other Synoptists Simon the leper, while John is

indefinite, merely stating that after the raising of

Lazarus " they made him a feast, at which Lazarus
sat at meat, and Martha served.’ (3) As to the
action : whilst the first two Gospels speak of the
head being anointed with precious ointment, Luke
says that the feet of Christ were first wet with the
tears of the woman standing behind Him, and then
wiped with her hair and anointed; John says
nothing of her tears, but agrees in the statement
that it was the feet which she anointed and wiped
with her hair. (4) As to who or what the woman
was, the first two Gospels tell ns nothing beyond
the fact of her pouring the ointment on the head
of Jesus; Luke says that she was a sinner in the
city, and that Jesus said of her, "her sins which
are many are forgiven, for she loved much ’

; John
tells us that she was the beloved and honoured ^
sister of Martha and Lazarus. (5) As to the"
criticism passed upon the action : Mark speaks
vaguely of some who were indignant at the waste
of money, saying to themselves, "this ointment
might have been sold for more than 300 denarii

and given to the poor 5

; Matthew puts this censure
in the mouth of the disciples ; John ascribes it to

Judas
,
who bore the bag; while Luke reports

quite a different criticism made by a different

person, Simon the Pharisee, who becomes suspicions

of Christ’s pretensions as a prophet, on the ground
that He had failed to read the character of the
woman who touched Him. (6) As to our LorcFs
justification of the woman : this, of course, is differ-

ent in the two cases, since it has to meet two
distinct charges. The Pharisee is answered by the
parable of the Two Debtors ; and a contrast isdrawn
between his neglect of the ordinary forms of hos-

pitality and the humble devotion of the penitent
woman, who is bidden to go in peace. In the other
Gospels the disciples are reminded that the poor
would be always with them, while their Master
would shortly leave them; that the woman had
done a good work in anointing His body for the
impending burial ; nay, that this action of hers
would he reported in her praise throughout the
world, wherever the gospel was preached.
Such being the diversity of the narratives, it is

evident that there are many difficulties in the way
of any one who would regard them as all speaking
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Conspectus of the Anointings.

[The thick type is used in the Synoptic Gospels to mark their mutual differences : in Jn for the

opposite purpose of marking his resemblances to one or other of the Synoptists].

Mt 266
. Mk 143 .

ToD 8b
r

Iij<rov yevopdvov Kal 6vros abrov dv Byd-
iv ‘BijOavlq dp oldq. 'Llpwvos aviq

f
dv ry old# 'Ztpwvos

rov Xeirpov, irpo<yrjX6ev airrcp rod Xeirpov, KaraKeipdvov

yvvy £x.ovcra a.XajSaarpov avrov, $}X9ev yvvtj exovaa

pbpov (SapvTLpau, Kdl Kard- d\&pa<TTpop pbpov vdpSov
X^ev dirl rrjs KecpaXys abrov TrurTiKfjs iroXvreXovs' oruv*

dvaKeipdvov. IBbvres 8b ot Tpt\j/ao*a ttjv dXaj3acr-

pa0r]Tal rjyavoLKTrjaav, Xd- Tpov, Kardxeev abrov rrjs

yovres, Els tl tj dirdoXeca Ke<paXys. rjcrav 8d rives

aiiry ; ddvva.ro yap rodto dyavaKrovvres wpos lav-

irpaBrjvai iroXXov, kcll 8o6‘ tovs, EIs rl y airdoXeia

rival Trrcoxots. yvovs 8b avrij rod pbpov ydyovev
;

6 ’It)crovs ehrev avrocs, Tl rjobvaro yap rovro to pbpov
Kbirovs irapdxere ry yvvaifd; irpadrjvai eirdvco Sqvaptwv
epyov ydp KaXbv rjpydcraro Tpuncoodcov, teal BoOyvai

els djxd’ rrdvrore yap robs rols ttwx°1$‘ ical 4v€|3pi-

Tcrcoxobs pe6
r

daurCov, peuvro avT-f). '0 £4 Tyaovs
dpi 8i ov rrdvrore ^ere' ehrev, "Afare avrqv rl

fiaXoucra yap aUrrrj rb pbpov avry kottovs irapdxere ;

rovro dir l rod cr&parbs pov, KaXbv dpyov rjpydcraro ev

rrpbs rb dvracpidcrat pe d- dpol. irdvrore yap robs
rrolrj(T€V. dpyv Xdyco bpiv, irrcoxobs 2x6re l&O' eavrQv,
Sirov iav Krjpvx&fi t6 etfay- Kal orav 0eXi]T€ S-uvacrGe

ydXtov rovro dv SXqj r<p avTois nrdvrore ev TTOLrj-

Kbcrpip, XaXrjdperai Kal 6 <rai, dpi 6i ob 7rdvrore
dirolycrev abry, els pvypb- tyere’ o ecr^cv eirotrjcrev,

o-vvov abrys. r6re iropev- arpoeXapev pvpurat to
dels • . . Toi55as. <ra>pa pov ei<s tov dvracpi-

acrpbv. dpyv Be Xdyco vplv,

Sirov ddv K7]pvx@y rb ebay-

ydXtov els 6Xov rbv Kbcrpov,

Kal 3 iiroiTjcrev avry XaXrj-

B'fjcreraL els pvrjpbavvov

abrys. Kal TotfSas ...
diri)X6ev.

of one person and recording one scene.* And yet
it is almost as difficult to suppose that such an
action could have been repeated. Is it likely that
our Lord would have uttered such a high en-
comium upon Mary’s act if she were only following
the example already set by the sinful woman of
Galilee ; or (taking the other view) if she herself
were only repeating under more favourable cir-

cumstances the act of loving devotion for which
she had already received His commendation ? Is
it likely, again, that St. John would have distin-

guished Mary as c her who anointed the Lord with
ointment and wiped his feet with her hair’ if he
had known that in this she was only doing what
had been done by another before her ? Taking a
more general view,, is it likely that so rare an act,

the beauty of which lay iu its instinctive spon-
taneity and freedom from self-consciousness, could
have been imitated or reproduced without losing
all its savour ?

Perhaps it may he answered that the act was
not really unusual, since the context in Luke
implies that not to anoint the head of a guest is

to he wanting in ordinary courtesy,f It is true
we have no other reference to the anointing of
the/letf in the Bible, but that this was not un-
precedented may be seen from Arist.

( Vesp. 605, 8

8d y jjdtarop robreav dcrrlv irdvroov . . . orav otKad’ fw
rbv pterdbv ... Kal irp&ra piv ij Ovydryp pee dirovl£y

* This view is taken by Ephraem Syrtis, Pauiinus, Victor of
Capua in his Diatessaron (see quotations in Faillon, i. 37, 146),
Grotius, Strauss, and the rationalistic interpreters generally,
and also by Hengstenberg.

t See art, on Anointing, where reference is made to Egyptian
monuments, as bearing witness to the practice of anointing the
head of the guest at a feast, cf. also Ps 235 457.

Lk 736
. JN ll2 121

"8
.

’Hpt6ra 8e ns abrbv rQv 8i Maptap i) aXcCij/*

tfrapuraLuV) tva cpdyrj per acra rov Kbpiov pupep, Kal

avrov * Kal elcreXBdov els rbv eKpd|acra tous woSas a-b*

oXkov rod Qapicralov /cars- too rais 0pt|iv avTTjs. • •

«

KXldy. Kai idoby ywi) tfns
'
P

H\0ei' eis Bydavlav . . .

9jV dv Trj iroXei dpapriaXbs, dirolycrav odv abrfi deiirvov

Kal eiriyvovcra on Kara- dKei Kal 1} Mdpda di7]Kovei
s

Ketrai dv Trj oldq. rov <£api- 6 8b Adfapos ets $}v rQv
aalov, Kopicracra dXdj3a<rrpov avaKeipdvuv <rbv abnp. ij

pbpov, Kal ffratra oirCcrta obv Mapidp Xaftovcra Xirpav

xapa tous iroSas auTov pupot) vapSou TrtorTtKTjs

KXatoucra, rots SaKpucriv iroX-UTCpou, TiXeitlrcv tous
pp|aro ppex^iv tous red- ar^Sas Ti7<rou, Kal elepafcv

Sas auTou, KaiTaus 6pi*|lv TaXs 0pt|lv aurps to-us

Tps jcecjjaXrjs auTps 4|e- 7T<58as avrou* i) 8b olda

paarcrev, Kal KaTe^iXci dirXrjp(hQr\ dK rrjs dcrprjs rod

tovs woSas auTou Kal pbpov. Xdyei ’lobdas 6

ifXeufrev tqj pbpep. I8«v 8e ’IcTKapidtrijS els ruv paBrj-

6 ^apuratos 6 KaXecras r&v abrov} 6 piXXcov abrbv

avrov ctwev 4v cauTt^, irapabidbvaiy Ala tl touto

Xeywv, Ovtos el -rjv wpo- to pupov ouk irepadrj

^qT-qs, lyivojcrKev av tls TpLaKoertwv Sqvapicov Kal

Kal rrorarrri rf yuvTj, -qTis 48o0tj wtoixois ; etirev 8b

arrrerai auTov, oti ap- rovro
, obx 8n irepi r&v

apToXos 4<rriv. Kal a7ro- irrux&v dpeXev abrep dXX*

Kpidels 6 ’lyaovsy k.t.X. 8n KXdrrrrjs p, Kal rb

yXcocrcrbKopov dx<ov ra /3aX-

Xbpeva dpderrafev. ehrev

odv 6 Tyo-ons^A^cs auT-qv,

tva els ttjv -qpepav tov
€VTa<()Lao-pov TTjpijarp av-
to. tovs WToaxo^S ya-p

iravTOTe ex^Te pe0’ eav-

twv, ep4 84 ov TravTOTC

eXeTe.

Kal r& r68’ aXelcpy Kal irpocrKbfiacra ^nXrjar}), where the
daughter is represented as washing, anointing, and
kissing the feet of her father, when he comes home
from his day’s work. Still this does not furnish a
precedent for the hair being used to wipe the feet

;

and it must he remembered, on the other side, that
in proportion as we diminish the rarity of the act,

we find it more difficult to account for the value
set upon it by our Lord, and the importance
ascribed to it by St. John.
We turn now to consider how it has been

attempted to harmonize the different narratives
by those who believe that only one event is

recorded. The most elaborate attempt is that
made by Hengstenberg,* who replies to (1) the
first difficulty above stated, that Luke’s context is

determined here, not by the order of events, but
by the connexion of thought ; since the contrast
between the Pharisees and the publicans, in
w. 29 * -30

,
and the description of Christ as the Friend

of publicans and sinners, in v.34, naturally lead on
to the story of the sinful woman at the house 0/
the Pharisee. This, we think, must be conceded.
As to (2), if we are to identify Simon the Pharisee
with Simon f the leper,’ we must understand the
latter title to refer not to his present condition ; for

in that case he could not himself have entertained
guests, as he does in Luke. Some have thought
that he may have been previously healed of his
leprosy by Jesus. But this is not at all suggested
by the words addressed to him in Luke, nor does
it seem consistent with his ungracious behaviour.
There is less force in the argument that the
injurious title ‘leper

5 would not have been re«

* Comm, on St. John, Eng. tr. pp. 1-33, 78-89.
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tamed in the case of one who had been cured of
his leprosy.

.

Lastly, is it likely that so pronounced a Pharisee
as the Simon of Luke would have entertained
Jesus at so late a period in His career, when the
Pharisees had already resolved upon His death?
or, on the other hand, that one who was so much
impressed with the raising of Lazarus as to preside
at a banquet given in honour of the occasion,

should have shown so little respect for the prophet
whom he professed to be honouring ?

The other incidents of the supper may be treated
together. It is said that the discrepancies in the
two accounts are due merely to the different

points of view taken by the narrators. The
anointing gave rise to both conversations—that
with Simon and that with the disciples. Luke
seizes the point of her repentance, the other
evangelists that of her lavish expenditure. But
surely this is psychologically impossible.

Let us examine a little more closely the story
in Luke. A notorious sinner, learning that Jesus
is sitting at meat in the house of a certain Phari-
see, makes up her mind to follow Him there. She
enters the house, and immediately takes up her
stand behind the Lord. * It is evident that some-
thing must have happened to make her loathe the
life she had been living, and feel that her only
hope of escaping from it was to take refuge with
Him whose words, spoken to the scornful Pharisees,

may have been brought to her ears : ‘I am not
come to call the righteous, but sinners to repent-

ance.’ As she stands behind Him she wipes away
with her hair the penitential tears which fall fast

upon His feet. Then, as the agony of shame is

gradually conquered by the sense of the Saviour’s

forgiving love, she kneels and kisses His feet and
anoints them with the ointment she had brought
with her. She has no thought, no eye, for any-
thing hut Him. For a while no notice is taken,

but at last words of comfort come, addressed first

to another, ‘ Her sins, her many sins are forgiven,

for she loved much 5

; and then directly to herself,

‘Thy faith hath saved thee. Go in peace.’ How
would it be possible for her after this to have
stayed on and listened to the reproaches of Judas
and the others, or how could they have ventured
to find fault where their Lord had already given
His blessing ? Turn now to the other side of the
story, if we are to piece it out from what wTe read
of Mary. Is it possible that she who had long ago
made the good choice, who was now living quietly

with her brother and sister, all three noted as
especially dear to Christ ; she whose house had been
chosen by Him for His temporary home before the
end came, and who had lately been brought into

such intimate contact with Him when He raised

her brother from the dead,—is it possible that she
should be spoken of as a notorious sinner, who
was forcing herself into His company ? No ! If

we want to make one consistent story out of the
four narratives, our only course is to suppose with
Strauss that the underlying fact has been much
falsified by tradition, especially in the case of

Luke, who has, he thinks, mixed up with it the

story of the woman taken in adultery.

Before examining other explanations, we will

just mention the attempts which have been made
to get over two minor difficulties: (1) the dis-

crepancy as to the anointing of feet or head

;

(2) the nature of the locality where the sinful

woman lived. As to (1), some have compared Ps

# The reading of the best MSS, «q? 5? slov&Bovy in Lk T45, seems
to contradict the words Isayvovtrct, JJ*n xetrdxu'rou in v.37, which
imply that it was the knowledge of His being seated at table

which led her to seek the house herself. This is an argument
in favour of the reading tltrifadiv, which is witnessed to by
several of the most ancient versions. The reading urr,xQov is

perhaps a repetition from vM.

133s, where the precious ointment is said to have
I
run from Aaron’s head down to the skirts of hi*
clothing; but (even if the correct tr11 is ‘collar’
instead of ‘ skirts ’), this could only happen in the
case of one who was standing and not reclining at
table. Others have assumed two anointings, first

of the head and then of the feet, the former of
which they think may have been omitted by John
as being generally known. This does not seem
probable. The writer’s own view of the matter is

given below. As to (2), the ajuapruXos is said to
have been £ in the city

5
(7r6\et, Lk 737 ), but Bethany

is described as a Kdb/tT) (Lk 1038, Jn ll 1
). To this

it is replied that there is no reason why Bethany
should not be regarded as a suburb of Jerusalem.
We will now examine the view which has been

most generally held in the Latin Church, viz. that
Luke describes a different scene from that in the
other Gospels, but that the womau is the same.
This gets rid of some difficulties, but is open to the
objections stated above, as to multiplying what
appears to be a unique occurrence. According to it,

we are to suppose that the sister of Martha had at
one time lived a vicious life, but had been con-
science-stricken by some word of the Saviour, and,
hearing that He was in Simon’s house, had felt her-
self constrained to seek Him there, and received
from His lips the word of forgiveness and blessing.

If we allow an interval of two years, it is, of course,
not such a flagrant impossibility for the sinner to
have changed into the saint ; and the quiet weep-
ing of the one is not unlike the quiet sitting of the
other at the feet of Jesus. Some have thought,
too, that the remarkable reticence as regards the
family at Bethany, which characterizes the Synoptic
Gospels, might be explained by the wish not to
call attention to a history which would bring dis-

credit on the early life of a leading member of the
Church. But if this danger of scandal still existed
when the Gospels were written, how much more
strongly must it have been felt some 30 years
before, when the memory of the past was still

fresh, and the Jews were on the watch for any-
thing which might raise a prejudice against the
prophet whom they sought to kill. Is it possible
that they could have crowded to Bethany to express
their sympathy and esteem for one who had so
lately done such dishonour to the name of Israel ?

The difficulty as to the recurrence of the name
Simon is perhaps fairly met by calling to mind its

frequency at the time : we find no iewer than 9
different Simons in the NT. This led to its often
having some distinctive appellation attached, e.g.

Simon ‘Zelotes,’ Simon ‘Peter,’ and here Simon
‘the Leper.’
The third view is that most generally entertained

among Protestant divines, viz. that there were two
anointings—one of the feet by the penitent sinner of
Galilee, the other of the head and feet by a totally
different person, the saintly Mary of Bethany.
It has been objected to this that the way in
which the latter is described in Jn ll2 ‘ Mary was
she who anointed the Lord with ointment, and
wiped his feet with her hair,’ must refer to some
previous occurrence ; but the object of the evan-
elist is simply to introduce Mary to his readers

y referring to an action which was in itself

famous, though it had not been connected with her
name in the earlier Gospels. Just in the same
way Judas Iscariot is distinguished, in the earliest

list of the apostles, by the addition ‘which also

betrayed him. ’ There remains the serious objection
already stated : Could John have used these words
to describe Mary, if he knew that they were
equally true of another woman? Could our Lord
have promised world-wide fame to her action, if

the same thing had been already done by another
in much more trying circumstances?
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It appears to the present writer that the easiest

way in which we can escape these difficulties is by
supposing that the story told by St. Luke cannot,
in its original form, have contained any reference

to anointing. In that case the final words of v. 38

xal jfk€Kpev tQ fitipy and the whole of v. 46 must be
regarded as later developments. It is easy to

understand their being added under the idea that
the Avoids recorded by Matthew and Mark, ‘where-
soever this gospel is preached in the whole world,

there shall also this that she hath done be told for

a memorial of her/ required that the act of anoint-

ing should appear in each separate Gospel. If we
do not feel ourselves at liberty to make such a
supposition, we must find some other means of

accounting for the high commendation bestowed
on Mary. It cannot have been simply for anoint-

ing, but for anointing with the precious spikenard
in the prospect of the Lord’s death. In any case it

seems probable that the anointing with the common
ointment, of Avhich Luke speaks, was something
of an afterthought. It is hardly likely that one
in such extreme agitation of mind would have
planned such an action beforehand. How could

she know that she might not he forestalled by
Simon ? It will be noticed, too, that the anointing
follows, not, as in John, precedes the wiping of

the feet with her hair. If the details are correctly

f
iven, Ave may conjecture that she happened to

e carrying a flask of myrrh, and, finding that the
Lord’s feet had been unAvashed and left unanointed,
had been seized by a sudden impulse to anoint them.

Prof. W. M. Bamsay* favours this third vieAv,

but considers that * the attempts to harmonize John
with Mark and Matthew fail completely. John,
who says that “they made him a supper there,

and Martha served,” obviously places the meal in

Martha’s house : it seems quite absurd to suppose
that she would he serving in the house of Simon.’
He thinks Mark fell into error from putting
together two separate incidents, one of which Avas

connected Avith the name Bethany, the other with
the name Simon ; whom he identities Avith a £ Simon
who lived at Bethany and was or had been a leper.

5

It does not, however, seem likely that Mark, whose
mother was at this time living in Jerusalem, and
whose house was a centre of the early disciples,

could have been ignorant of the facts connected
with the anointing at Bethany. We must there-

fore accept the fact that it took place in the house
of Simon, just as we accept the fact that Martha
had the chief ordering of the feast. The two
facts are not necessarily opposed. It may he, as

Nicephorus says [HE i. 27), that Simon was the
father of Martha, though living apart from his

family. But Ave need not even suppose any such
connexion. John’s description, from its vagueness,
* they made him a feast, rather implies a public
entertainment given in His honour by the in-

habitants of Bethany, probably in the largest or

most convenient house in the village, Avhich might
be the property of a leper named Simon,f
The fourth view is that there were three distinct

anointings by either two or three distinct persons.

This view was first propounded by Oxigen in order

to meet the discrepancies between the account
given in John and in the first two Gospels. The
latter appear to fix the date of the supper two
days (Mt 262

,
Mk 141), the former six days (Jn 121

),

before the Passover. The latter represent the
ointment as poured upon the head, the former
speaks of the feet as anointed and then wiped by
Mary with her hair. The latter state that the
supper was held in the house of Simon the Leper,
the former appears to imply that it was in the
* In the work entitled, Was Christ lorn at Bethlehem $ p. 91.

t Dr. E. A. Abbott suggests that the appellation A«Zp.pos

may represent ku&ar&a' Qplfy, ‘belonging to the leper.’

house of Martha (this difficulty has been already

discussed). Hence it has been supposed that V ore

Avere tAVO different anointings in the same week

;

that on each occasion the same objection Avas made
by the bystanders, and the same answer returned

by Jesus. Such a repetition, we may at once say,

is impossible; hut Avhat are we to make of the

discrepancies? Shall we say that they are of no
importance, and only such as must be expected in

different reports made several years after the

occurrence ? We may be quite prepared to allow

this ; but it appears to be possible to get a little

nearer to explaining them, Avhen Ave observe that

the dates given in the different Gospels do not
refer directly to the supper. John’s ‘six days
before the passover’ is the date on Avhich Jesus
came to Bethany, Avhere, as Ave learn from the other

Gospels, He Avas lodging during the week before the
crucifixion.* On the other hand, the two days of

MattheAv and Mark refer to the close of His
discourses in Jerusalem: ‘when he had finished

all these Avords he said to his disciples. Ye know
that after tAvo days is the passover.’ + Thus both
dates may be literally exact, and yet neither may
be the precise date of the supper. As to the.other
discrepancies, it is possible that the narrative in

John, which seems to have been edited by the

elders of Ephesus (see 21-’4
), has been to some

extent affected by that in Luke. It is remarkable
that the feet are thrice referred to (in ll2 123

) as if

the writer Avished to lay stress on this by way of

correcting a current misapprehension. Such a
correction seems strange to us in the present day,

to Avhom the Avritten Gospels are the ultimate
authority

;
but in the first century the appeal was

still to oral tradition, as we may see from the
Preface to Luke, and it seems not improbable that
the predominant tradition may have laid hold on
the anointing of the feet as testifying to a higher
degree of humility and reverence than that of the
head. If, then, the original narrative of John
spoke only in general terms of the anointing of

Jesus, we may conceive that the elders might have
taken the opportunity to correct what they deemed
to he an erroneous report in Mark. Our present
feeling would probably he that, where honour is

intended by anointing, the head rather than the
feet should he anointed. On the other hand, it

was natural that the penitent, standing behind
the Lord, should wipe away with her hair the
tears that fell upon His feet, but less natural that
it should be used to wipe away the ointment,
which would simply have the effect of anointing
her oavu hair.

It may tie interesting to add a brief sketch of the history of
opinion on this question. The treatment of Scripture by early
Christian writers is, as a rule, uncritical. Difficulties are not
felt. They are much more anxious to extract a useful moral
from their text by means of some forced allegory, than to
ascertain the precise meaning of the words as they were
understood by the speaker and hearers, or to get a clear
conception of the actual facts referred to. Hence they are
often careless of distinctions, and, like children, apt to mistake
resemblance for identity. It is only when there is some special
call for the attention of the writer, as when he is engaged on
a commentary or a harmony of the Gospels, that we can attach
much weight to any critical judgment. This is seen in the
references to the present question. Clement of Alexandria
speaks of the woman who was still a sinner bringing the
alabaster box of ointment, which she thought the best of her
possessions, to anoint the feet of the Lord, and then wiping
away with her hair the superfluous ointment, whilst she poured
on His feet the libation of her tears. These things, he says,

* Mt 2117, Mk lli-ll, Lk 2137.

t There is no reason to suppose that the date given in Mk 141
extends to the following verses. The phrase W S*tas »vroo of
the third verse is well explained by Dr. Abbott as meaning,
‘ And here let me state something which happened while Jesus
was still in Bethany, which should be mentioned here to pre-
pare the reader for the betrayal which follows.1 So in Mkl46*
xat) Syros means, * And here let me say that Peter had been some
time ago in the court exposed to temptation, ard this must be
mentioned here, because now comes his fall.*
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symbolize both the preaching of the gospel and the passion
of the Lord (Peed. h. 61, p. 205). Tertulhan more distinctly
identifies the two anointings in the words, ‘ Peccatrici feminse
etiam corporis sui contactum permittit, lavanti lacrimis pedes
©jus et crinibus detergent! et unguento sepultnram ipsius
inauguranti ’ (Pudie. xLj. On the other hand, Tatian, towards
the end of the 2nd cent., in his Diatessaron

,*

which was formany
years the only form of the Gospel known in Mesopotamia,
separates the story in Lk from that in the other evangelists,
and shows that he distinguishes the sinner from Mary by
placing the visit to Martha and Mary before the anointing.
Victor of Capua, who published a Latin revised version of the
Diatessaron some 300 years later, mixed up Luke’s anointing
with that which took place at Bethany, to suit the view which
had then become popular in the Western Church.t Origen
is the first distinctly to grapple with the difficulties of the
question. In his commentary on Mt (§ 77), after stating the
points of agreement m the four accounts, he proceeds to
argue against the prevailing view that the actor was in every
case the same, on the ground (1) that according to Matthew
and Mark it was the head of Jesus which was anointed with
precious ointment, while, according to the other evangelists,

X

His feet were anointed with myrrh (!); (2) that it is incredible
that Mary the sister of Martha, who chose die better part
and was beloved by Jesus, could be spoken of as a sinner;
(3) that the sinner in Luke does not venture to approach the
head of Jesus, hut waters His feet with penitential tears,
whereas there are no tears and no sinner in John. He then
goes on to say that some will perhaps argue that the actor in
each Gospel is different

;
but he thinks it enough to distinguish

three different actors ; and he adds further reasons for holding
that the nameless woman in the first two Gospels is not the
same as the sister of Martha, the supper being at a different
time and a different place. He meets the objection that the
disciples could not have repeated their complaint of the waste
of so much valuable ointment, by making a distinction between
the honest indignation of the others and the veiled covetousness
of Judas ; and concludes with an allegorical interpretation of

the three anointings. Elsewhere he seems to accept the view
that there were only two anointings (cf. Horn. in Ca l12 ‘scio

Lucam de peccatrice, Matthseum vero et Johannem et Marcum
non de peccatrice ilia dixisse . . . cujus nomen quoque
Johannes inseruit,’ also on Ca l2 ‘si quid peccatrix habuit,
ad pedes referendum est; si quid ea quse non erat peccatrix,

ad caput’)- Chrysostom also makes only two anointings, but,
strangely enough, he holds that one of these is narrated only
by John, the other by the three Synoptists. Accordingly, he
considers that the indignation of the disciples and the com-
forting words of the Lord have reference to the *•<>/> v»j yvvrt of

Luke, who is encouraged to come to Jesus by the thought that
he did not disdain to eat in the house of a leper (Comm, in
Matt. 80).

__

In his 62nd homily on John he says that the ^sister

of Martha is not i srcpwi -h iv *r« M«*r&3&/a» oulSt n tv rS AovxcZ . . .

ix&ivcu pXv <yot,piropvce.i . . . trcXXm yipovcrcti xctuHr uvity1 Se xcti rtpvi
xu.) (rtrovdcctu. Ambrose (Exp. in Luc. 6) is inclined to think
that one woman only was concerned in the anointing, but in

the end leaves it an open question : ‘ potest non eadem esse,

ne sibi contrarium evangelists dixisse videantur: potest
etiam qusestio meriti temporis diversitate dissolvi, ut adhuc
ilia peccatrix sit, jam ista perfection* So Augustine, speaking of

the anointing in Matthew (de Cons. Evang. 2. 154), says, ‘Lucas
quamvis simile factum commemoret, nomenque conveniat ejus

apud quern convivabatur dominus . . . tamen potius credibile

est ahum fuisse ilium Simonem, non leprosum in cujus domo
hoc in Bethania gerebatur. Ham nec Lucas in Bethania rem
gestam diedt. . . . Nihil itaque aliud intellegendum arbitror

nisi non quidem aliam fuisse mulierem quse peccatrix tunc
aecessit ad pedes Jesu et osculata est et lavit lacrimis . . . sed
eandem Mariam bis hoc fecisse ’ (so too Tract, in Joh. 49).

Jerome, on the other hand, distinguishes between the two
women (Comm, in Matt. 26s), * Nemo putet eandem esse quse

super caput effudit unguentum et quse super pedes. Ilia enim
et lacrimis lavat et crinibus tergit et manifesto meretrix
appellatur. De hac autem nihil tale scriptum est.’ Gregory
the Great finally decided the question for the Latin Ohurch
by identifying the peccatrix first with the sister of Martha, and
then with the Magdalene § (Horn. 33 in Evang.), ‘hanc, quam
Lucas peccatricem, Johannes Mariam nominat, illam esse

Mariam credimus de qua Marcus septem dsemonia ejecta fuisse

testatur, Et quid per septem dsemonia nisi universa vitia

designantur?* Horn. 8, ‘venit Maria Magdalene post multas
maculas culpse ad pedes Redemptoris nostn/ ib. 25. This was
the generally accepted opinion in the West from the beginning
of the 7th to the 16th cent, as testified to by the office in the
Breviary for July 22.

Discussion recommenced with the rise of the Reformation
in the treatise of Faber Stapulensis de Maria Magdalena,
which was somewhat feebly answered by Fisher, bishop of

Rochester, and condemned by the Sorbonne in 1521, on the

ground that Faber departed ‘ab universali Ecclesis ritu

* See the translation in vol. of Ante-Nicene Library pub. 1897,

and Hemphill’s Diatessaron, 1888, also Iightfoot on Super-
natural Religion

,
Essay ix., and articles on Tatian and Victor

of Capua in Met. Christian Biography.

f This version by Victor is wrongly described by Faillon and
Mfgne (Patrologia, voL 64) as the Diatessaron of Ammonias.

X But John speaks of yuphos mmxri, and the word pCpov seems
to be used generally of any sort of ointment.

§ On this identification see No. v. below.

unlearn Magdalenam in suo officio asserentis,’ and that he
deprived the Church of her chief type of the penitent sinner

;

also that there would be no certain truth, if each, at his
own caprice, might reject accepted tradition. Later Roman
Catholics, however, have not been unanimous : Estius, Tille-

mont, and others denying the identity, while Maldonatus,*
Lamy,+ and the Bollandists X have argued with reason and
moderation in its favour. Indeed, the reaction against the
old view prevailed more in France than in England, going so
far that, m a whole series of dioceses with Paris at their head,
new editions of the Breviary were issued in the 17th cent,
without those portions of the office of St. Mary Magdalene
which referred to Lk 7 and to the^sister of Lazarus.§ Dupm,
Mabillon, Bossuet, and Flenry are mentioned as favouring the
newer view.
Meanwhile the Menology of the Greek Church assigns three

distinct days for celebrating the memory of the sister of
Martha, the Magdalene, and the kpup^xk. And Theophylact,
writing in the 11th cent., says in his comment on Mt 26 that
some hold that there were three, others that there were two
only, who anointed the Lord

;
that Simon the leper was father

of Lazarus, and that he is the man who showed the disciples a
room ready furnished for the last supper. In his commentary
on Mk 14 and Lk 7 he declares himself in favour of the view
that there were three anointings—one by the of Lk, one
by the sister of Lazarus six days before the passover, one in
the house of Simon the leper two days before the passover.

It has been already stated that the view most commonly
entertained in the Reformed Churches has been that the sinner
of Lk is distinct from the sister of Lazarus, and both distinct
from the Magdalene. The two former are, however, confused
by Grotius and by many of the recent German theologians, as
Schleiermacher, Ewald, Bleek, Baur, Hilgenfeld, Weisse, Keirn,
as well as by the orthodox Hengstenberg. In the Anglican
Church the mediaeval view was followed by Bishop Andrews,
who speaks of ‘Mary Magdalene anointing Christ three several
times one after the other,’ and being permitted to see two
angels, one at the head the other at the feet where the body
of Jesus had lain, because she had herself anointed His head
and anointed His feet

; by Donne, who identifies the sister of
Lazarus with the Magdalene (Sermons, 25 and 80); by Jer.
Taylor (iii. 248, Heb.), ‘Mary Magdalene having been reproved
by Judas for spending ointment upon Jesus’ feet, it being so
unaccustomed and large profusion, thought now to speak her
love once more and trouble nobody, and therefore she poured
ointment on His sacred head* ; and in late -years by Dr. Fusey.it

Having thus examined the general question of
the anointings of Jesus, it remains for us to con-
sider more particularly the motive ascribed by
our Lord Himself for the anointing by the sister

of Lazarus. This is given with slight variations

:

in Mt 2612 ‘In that she poured this ointment on
my body, she did it to prepare me for burial 5

{wpbs

rb £vra(pid<rcu fie), Mk 148 4 She hath done what she
could : she hath anointed my body aforehand for

the burying 3

(rrpoihafiev pirplo-ai rb crQpd fwv els rbv
ivTaepLcurpov ) ; Jn 127 ‘ Sutler her to keep it against
the day of my burying/ or (marg.) ‘ Let her alone :

it was that she might keep it
3

{&<pes tva els

rr\v 7) pay rod evracpcaorpov pov rpprjcrr) airrb ; several
MSS, including A, read rerpprjKev

, omitting tva).

The meaning of the word ivracpiacrpbs is explained
in Jn 1939* 40

, where we are told that Nicodemus
brought 4 a mixture of myrrh and aloes about 100
pound weight, and wound the body in linen cloths

with the spices, as the manner of the Jews is to

bury 3
(ivratpL&feLv). The general sense seems to be

iven mosfc simply in Mark’s words. ‘She hath
one what she could

3
is an answer to the assertion

that she ought to have spent her money other-
wise, viz. in distributing to the poor. We are
to understand, apparently, that this was not the
work for which she was fitted : she probably did
not possess the practical business habits which
would enable her to decide as to the best way of

helping the poor. But wisdom is justified of all

her children. What she had, what the grace of

* Comment, in Evang. Matt. 26.

t * De unica Maria’ in Harmon. Evang. p. 636 ff.

X Acta Sanctorum, July 22.

§ See Hengstenberg, l.c. p. 2.

0 See his sermon on ‘ Our Risen Lord’s Love for Penitents,*
in which he refers to his note at the end of Sermons preached
at St. Saviour's proving the identity of the sister of Martha,
the penitent who anointed the Lord’s feet, and St, Mary
Magdalene.

Dr. E. A. Abbott suggests that r may have been lost after
azu-rti, and that the words are a reproach to Judas, ‘or is it

your wish that she should keep it for my embalming?’ i.e. *d«
you grudge it the living, that she may bestow it on the dead?’
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God working in her enabled her to do, was to
call forth generous emotion in others by being
herself an example of the highest and noblest of
all emotions, the impassioned devotion of a pure
and loving heart to Him who is absolute Pnrity
and Love. The genuine simplicity of a beautiful
soul, however

_
liable to misconception for the

moment, yet in the end appeals more strongly
to what is best in man, and is at the same time
a more acceptable offering to God than any out-
ward manifestation of human activity, however
useful or charitable.
Then how are we to understand what follows r

‘she hath anointed my body aforetime for the
burying 5

? From the phrase in Jn, ‘suffer her to
keep it,

5 we gather that the spikenard had not
been bought on purpose, but was applied to this
use after being some time in her possession. Some
have supposed that she had bought it for her
personal adornment, but such a supposition is

unworthy of Mary; and as our Lord associates
it with the thought of death, it seems more prob-
able that it had been purchased for the burial of
her brother, and perhaps left unused from some
faint hope that the coming of Chiist might still

render such a use superfluous. Compare Martha’s
words, ‘Even now I know that whatsoever thou
fihalt ask of God, God will give it thee.

5 Destined
for the tomb, the precious ointment now becomes
a thankoffering to Him who called Lazarus from
the tomb ; but it is only in anticipation—was this
Mary’s own foreboding, or did she learn it first

from the Lord?—of a mightier death to come.
The words in Jn must, we think, be taken to
mean, ‘Allow her to have kept it for my burial,’

i*e. ‘ do not find fault with her for doing so.
5

History tells us nothing more of Mary. Her
name is not mentioned among the women who
•were present at the crucifixion, or who brought
spices to lay in the grave. This strange silence
was, no doubt, one of the reasons for identifying
her with the Magdalene. It seemed so natural
that she who had been specially honoured and
beloved by the Lord, who had been conspicuous
beyond all others in doing honour to Him during
His life, should have been also the last to watch by
His cross and the first to whom He would appear
on His resurrection. A late legend reports that
Lazarus with his two sisters and Maximin, one
of the Seventy, fled from Palestine in the persecu-
tion described in Ac 8 and took refuge in Massilia,
and that Mary (confounded with the Magdalene)
retired to a cave near Arles and died there.

Literature.

—

In addition to the hooks mentioned in the
course of this article, see Abb4 Faillon’s Monuments inedits
sur VApostolat de S. Marie Madeleine en Provence. 2 vols. 4to.
1859.

v. Maky Magdalene {rj MaydaXrjvri) is probably
named from the town of Magdala or Magadan (wh.
see), now Medjdel

, which is said to mean ‘ a tower. 5

It was situated at a short distance from Tiberias,
and is mentioned (Mt 1539

) in connexion with the
miracle of the seven loaves. An ancient watch-
tower still marks the site. According to Jewish
authorities it was famous for its wealth, and for
the moral corruption of its inhabitants (Edersheim,
vol. i. p. 571). Lightfoot

(Hot. Heb. on Mt 27s6
),

following some of the rabbinical writers, gives a
different derivation, according to which the name
would mean a plaiter of hair, a phrase sometimes
used of a woman of light character.
The first notice we have of the Magdalene is in

Lk 8a
,
where we read that certain women which

had been healed of evil spirits and infirmities
accompanied Jesns and the Twelve in their mis-
sionary journeys, and ministered to them of their
substance. Among these are mentioned ‘Mary
that was called Magdalene, from whom seven

MARY

demons had gone out (cf. ‘ Mk 5
169), and Joanna the

wife of Chuza, Herod’s steward, and Susanna.
5

The question has been raised whether this

possession implies moral as well as physical dis*

ease or infirmity. Those who affirm this have
found in it a ground for upholding the identity of

the Magdalene with the ‘ sinner
5

of Luke. Others
hold that the phrase implies nothing more than
that ‘the wretchedness of despair, the divided
consciousness, the preternatural frenzy, the long-
continued fits of silence,

5 which we read of in

other demoniacs, were exhibited here in their

most aggravated form ; that such a state is ‘ all

but absolutely incompatible with the life implied
in apiapraXds,* and that to speak of ‘ seven demons 5

as equivalent to ‘many sins
5
is ‘to identify two

things which are separated in the whole tenor of

the NT by the ^clearest line of demarcation. 5 *

But surely this is going too far. We are told
of some who were ‘vexed with unclean spirits,

5

and the parable speaks of an ‘ unclean spirit
5

taking with him ‘ seven other spirits more wicked
than himself 5 and dwelling within a man. It

would seem, therefore, that wickedness may be a
sign or effect of possession. But this possibility

goes a very little way towards proving what ii

wanted. If St. Luke knew that the Magdalene
of eh. 8 was the same as the sinner of eh. 7, would
he not have given some hint to this effect ? Should
we not have been told before, that the sinner had
been under a Satanic influence, and had been
delivered from this by the Saviour previously to
her entrance into Simon’s house? Then is it

likely that she who had been known as the
‘ sinner 5 would have been allowed to accompany
the Lord and His disciples in their journeys?
Would this have been in accordance with the oft-
repeated principle that we have to ‘provide
things honest,

5 not only in the sight of God, but
also * of men 5

? Would it not have been putting an
additional stumbling-block in the way of the weak,
if one of notorious character were known to be
habitually in the company of the new Prophet ?

There would seem to be at least as much ground
for the identification of the Magdalene with the
daughter of the Syro-phoenician woman, proposed
by Nicephorus {HE i. S3).

No further mention of the Magdalene is made
till the crucifixion, where she appears with the
other women who had accompanied Jesus from
Galilee. See above under ‘Mary the mother of
James.

5 We confine ourselves heie to her experi-
ence, apart from the others, which is recorded by
John alone, excepting for the brief note in ‘ Mark 5

16 9 ‘He appeared first to Mary Magdalene. 5

If
we are to reconcile this account with what we read
in the other Gospels, it would seem from a com-
parison of all the accounts that, after setting out
for the tomb with the other women, she must
have hurried on, found the stone rolled away, and
hastened at once to tell Peter and John. She
returns with them, and waits outside after they
have gone (Jn 2011

). While weeping there, she
stoops and looks into the tomb, and sees two
angels sitting, one at the head and the other at the
feet, where the body of Jesus had lain. To their
question, ‘ Why weepest thou ?

5

she repeats what
she had said to Peter and John, ‘ They have taken
away my Lord, and I know not where they have
laid him. 5 Turning round, she sees behind her
one whom she supposes to be the gardener, who
also asks, ‘Why weepest thou? Whom seekest.

thou ?
5 In answer, she begs him, if it is he who

has borne Him hence, to tell her where He was
laid, that she might take Him away. ‘ The one
thought that fills her mind is still that . . . she
has been robbed of that task of reverer tial love oit

* E. H. Plumptre in Smith’s J)B
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which she had set her heart. . . . The utter
stupor of grief is shown in her want of power to
recognize at first either the voice or the form of
the Lord. ... At last her own name uttered by
that voice, as she had heard it uttered, it may be,

in the hour of her deepest misery, recalls her to
consciousness ; and then follows the cry of recog-
nition^ and the rush forward to cling to His feet.’

*

The title Rabboni
, however, by which she ad-

dresses the risen Saviour, falls very far short of
the address of Thomas, and shows that she had
not yet realized the change which had come over
her i elation to Him, whom she had known as her
earthly master and teacher. And therefore the
first lesson which she receives is a warning against
supposing that the familiarities of earth are any
longer possible. A higher and closer communion
will be open to her when He has ascended to the
Father, but it will be that of spirit with spirit. She
must cease to clasp His feet, must rise and carry to
the disciples His message, e I ascend to my Father
and your Father, to my God and your God. 5

This is all that the Bible tells us of the Mag-
dalene. Before going on to inquire what has been
built up on this foundation by the later legends,
it may be well to consider whether the facts as

f
iven above lend any probability to the mediaeval
elief that she was the same as the sinful woman

or the sister of Lazarus. It may be granted
that something of the same type of character is

visible in them all. All show an impassioned
devotion, a generosity of feeling, which lifts them
far out of the common groove. But may it not be
said that this is partly a national trait, Jewish
history abounding in high deeds of female
heroism, and is partly due to the overpowering
spiritual influences of the time? Anyhow, the
Similarity was sufficient to suggest to the in-

terested hearer or reader of the three stories,

whose imagination was already at work to All

in the picture from the slight outline given in
each case, that this result might be most easily
obtained by combining them into one. She who
had been possessed by seven demons and came
from Magdala must have been a sinner: she
brought spices to the tomb, she clasped the Lord's
feet, she was the most faithful and loving of all

the women that followed Him from Galilee:
must it not have been she who anointed His
feet during His life, and whose faith and love had
been specially commended by Him? And the
same would apply to Mary of Bethany. She, too,

ministered to Jesus of her substance, she fell at
His feet, she anointed Him beforehand for His
burial, she, too, was loving and beloved— she
cannot have deserted her Lord in His last struggle,

she cannot have left it to others to pay Him the
last token of respect. It is she, and not another,
who performed these pious offices under the name
of Mary Magdalene. Yet the improbability is

even greater on the other side. We have seen
this already in the case of the sinful woman, and
it is equally impossible that John should either

have been ignorant of the identity of Mary of
Bethany and the Magdalene, or knowing it should
have given no hint of it to the reader. Nor can
it be said that the characters are quite the same.
The Magdalene could not be selected as a type of
contemplation like the sister of Martha ;

and we
can hardly believe that the latter, who had so

lately witnessed the triumph over death in the
raising of her brother, could have been so slow to
believe in the rising again of Him whom she knew
to be the Resurrection and the Life.

It may seem strange that while the general
tendency was to combine the three of whom we
have spoken into one, others were led to make two

*E. H. Plumptre in Smith’s DU.

different Magdalenes, owing to the difficulty of

reconciling the narratives of the crucifixion. Thus
Eusebius {ad Marinum

,
ii. 7) says there may have

been two Marys, each belonging to Magdala, one
of whom is the subject of Matthew's narrative, the
other of John's. The first goes to the tomb with
the other Mary ; they see the angel sitting on the
stone ,* they receive his message for the disciples,

and depart quickly in fear and great joy. As they
are on their way Jesus meets them, and they come
and hold Him by the feet, and worship Him.
The second goes alone to the sepulchre, stands
weeping outside, is forbidden to touch the feet of
Jesus when He appears to her. Some identified the
former, the rejoicing Magdalene, with the sister

of Martha ; the latter, the weeping Magdalene,
with the sinner.

Nothing is really known to us of the subsequent
history of the Magdalene. The Greek Church
believed that she died at Ephesus, whither she had
followed St. John,* and that her relics were
removed from thence to Constantinople by the
Emperor Leo VI. The story, however, which took
root in the West was very different. It was said
that she belonged to a wealthy family possessed of
great estates at Magdala and Bethany; that she
abused all her admirable gifts to tempt others to
sin

;
that after the Ascension she remained at

Bethany till the disciples were scattered by the
persecution which followed the martyrdom of
Stephen. The two sisters and others were placed
in a boat by their persecutors, and were provi-
dentially carried without oars or sails to Massilia,
where, by their preaching and miracles, they con-
verted the heathen, and Lazarus was made bishop,
while Mary retired to the wilderness and lived a
life of extreme asceticism for thirty years. Finally,
she was carried up to heaven in the arms of

ascending angels.

Apparently the earliest document which gives
the legend is the Life by Rabanus Maurus, a
pupil of Aleuin, who flourished at the beginning
of the 9th cent. This was greatly amplified by
Vincent of Beauvais in the 13th cent. The story
was not known to Gregory the Great, or to Gregory
of Tours in the 6th cent., as be mentions the death
of the Magdalene at Ephesus [Mirac, i. 30), nor,
if we may believe Launoi,+ is there any allusion

to it in the writings of Bernard or Peter of

Clunv or Peter Damianus, all of whom took the
Magdalene as the subject of panegyric. It is

treated as unworthy of examination by the Bol-
landists, and is probably dne to misapprehension
arising from the great place occupied in the
traditions of Provence by Marins, who defeated
the Ambrons and Teutons in the battle of Aix,
B.C. 102. Marius was accompanied, as we learn
from Plutarch, by a Syrian prophetess of the name
of Martha, and it is suggested by Baring-Gould,
after Gilles, that the connexion of these two
names may have been the starting-point of the
whole legend. At Les Baux, where Marins was
encamped, there are some ancient sculptures on a
limestone block, one, known as the Trimaie, con-
taining three standing figures, which tradition
holds to be the three Marys, but Gilles is of opinion
that they represent Marius with his wife Julia and
the prophetess Martha. The Trois Maries here
are said to be Martha with her attendant Marcella
and the Magdalene. It is curious that at another
Trois Maries in the Camargue, the landing-place,
according to the legend, of the whole party from
Palestine, the three Marys are said to be the
mother of James, Salome, and the attendant Sara.
As there is really only one or, at most, two Marys

* Modestus ap. Phot. cod. 275, speaks of her as ir*p&i*ot ha
&ovf and says she was martyred at Ephesua.

t See Failloii, i. 1368.
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in either case, we naturally ask how the number
three came in, and it may not be irrelevant to
remember that the famous Fosses Marianas from
Arles to Massilia were constructed by Marius in
his third consulship, while he was preparing for
his campaign against the Ambrons, and would no
doubt be commemorated by inscriptions which
might run something as follows : C. Marius C. F.
cos III.fossasfaciendas curavit

;

and these, as they
got defaced with age, might easily be supposed
to bear witness to Trois Ma-ries. The tradition
had pretty well established itself by the 11th cent.,

though it was a matter of hot dispute whether
Aix or Vezelav possessed the true relics of the
Magdalene. Fortunately, in 1279 Charles the
nephew of Louis IX. (who had himself made a

E
ilgrimage to her cell at St. Baume) discovered
er body in St. Maximin’s Church at Aix, and

since then the cult of the Magdalene has had
hardly less vogue than that of the Virgin. The
romantic character of her story and the feeling of

a common frailty endeared her to all classes, and
even reformers were loth to disturb a belief which
on the whole worked for good. For an account of
her place in art the reader is referred to Mrs.
Jameson’s Sacred and Leaendary Art, vol. ii. p.

343 ff.

Literature.—Aeta Sanctorum for July 22 ; Faillon, Monu-
ments irddits sur VApostolat de S. Marie Madeleine, 1859;
Grilles, Campagne de Marius dans la Gaule, 1S70 ; Baring-
Gould, In Troubadour Land

, p. 130 ff.

vi Mary the Mother of Mark.—The only
place in which she appears in the NT is Ac 12la,
where we read that many were gathered together
and praying in her house when Peter knocked at
the door after his escape from prison. As Mark is

called cousin {dvefds) of Barnabas (Col 410
)
?
she

would be aunt of the latter. Later writers believed
that her house was situated on Mt. Zion, and that
it was the place of meeting for the disciples from
the Ascension to the day of Pentecost. It was
said to have escaped the destruction of the city by
Titus, and to have been used as a church at a later

period (Epiphanius, de Fond. et Mens. c. 14 ; Cyril
Jeras. Catech. 16).

vil Mary saluted by St. Paul.—Nothing is

known of her except that her name appears after
Priscilla, Aquila, and Epsenetus in the list of 24
persons to whom St. Paul sends greetings in the
16th chapter of the Epistle to the Romans. She,
like the other women (Tryphsena, Tryphosa, and
Persis) mentioned in v.12, is said to have £ laboured
much5

for the Church, and may possibly have held
the position of deaconess or ‘ widow 5 at Rome,

viii. See next article. J. B. Mayor.

MARY (The VIRGIN).— This subject may be
considered under four heads : (A) the story of her
life as it is given (1) in the NT, (2) in the Apocry-
phal Gospels and elsewhere; (B) the history of
opinion respecting her; {C) her place in Liturgi-
ology • (D) "her place in Art.
A. 1. What we are told in the Bible about Mary

falls naturally into two portions—that which pre-
cedes, and that which follows the baptism of our
Lord, (a) All that we know of the former is in-

cluded in the earlier chapters of St. Matthew and
St. Luke. These agree in the main facts, that Jesus
was * conceived of the Holy Ghost, born of the
Virgin Mary, 5

that His mother was espoused to
Joseph, that the birth took place at Bethlehem
towards the end of the reign of Herod the Great,
that Nazareth was the subsequent home of the
Holy Family, that previous intimation of the
supernatural birth had been given through the
instrumentality of angels, that Jesus was descended
from David, as shown in the appended genealogies.
To these facts St. Matthew adds that the marriage

of Joseph and Mary was carried out after the
doubts of the former had been set at rest by an
angelic vision ; that wise men from the East, undet
the guidance of a star, came to offer their gifts

at the cradle of the infant Saviour; that the
children at Bethlehem were massacred owing to
Herod’s jealousy, Jesus and His parents having
previously taken refuge in Egypt, from whence
they returned on the death of Herod, and settled

at Nazareth in consequence of a divine warning.
St. Luke adds the story of the birth of John, the
Forerunner; the statement that Mary was already
living at Nazareth when the angel Gabriel an-
nounced to her that she should be the mother of

the Messiah ; the visit of Mary to her cousir

Elisabeth, and her reception by the latter as the
destined mother of the Lord ; Mary’s song of

praise; the journey of Joseph and Mary to
Bethlehem to be enrolled there as belonging to
the family of David

;
the birth in the stable ; the

announcement to the shepherds ; the circumcision;
the purification in the temple; the blessing of

Simeon and Anna ; the return to Nazareth ; the
visit to the temple when Jesus was twelve years
old ; His questioning of the doctors ; His answer
to Mary’s complaint (‘Son, why hast thou thus
dealt with us? behold, thy father and I have
sought thee sorrowing’), in the words, ‘How is

it that ye sought me ? Wist ye not that I must
be in my Father’s house?’ and lastly, the general
statement as to the Son’s humility ana the thought-
ful pondering of the mother.*

It is a significant fact that the story of the
Infancy is confined to these two Gospels. We
may explain its omission in the Fourth Gospel
by the consideration that this, being evidently
supplementary to the others, often omits details

which were assumed to he already familiar to
the reader. But in the case of St. Mark we are
forced to the conclusion, either that he was un-
acquainted with the details of our Lord’s life

previous to the preaching of John, or that, know-
ing them, he did not regard them as an essential
part of the Gospel message. The general impres-
sion left by all the Gospels certainly is that during
our Lord’s life the secret of His miraculous birth
had been communicated to very few. Thus we
read in Mt 1355 ‘ Is not this the carpenter’s sou ?

’

Lk 422 ‘Is not this Joseph’s son?’ Jn G42 ‘Is not
this Jesus the son of Joseph, whose father and
mother we know ? ’ And so in Jn l40 Philip says
to Nathanael, ‘We have found him of whom
Moses in the law and the prophets did write,
Jesns of Nazareth, the son or Joseph’ ; and both
the genealogies of our Lord are traced to David
through Joseph ‘the son of David.’ t Nor have
we any evidence that the mysterious truth was
generally known during the apostolic age. No
allusion is made to it in the Acts or the Epistles,$
and the ‘ woman clothed with the sun ’ in Rev 12,
though interpreted by some of the Virgin, is plainly
intended to symbolize the Church. St. Paul, St.

* Resch thinks (Kindheitsevangelium, Leipzig, 1895) that
both evangelists borrowed from the same source, the B//3Xos
ytvhruus ’Iq/rov Xpttrrov mentioned by St. Matthew (l1), which we
may suppose to have been published after the Virgin’s death,
about a.d. 60. He accounts for the differences between them by
supposing that St. Luke purposely omitted those incidents
which had been already selected by St. Matthew as showing the
fulfilment of Hebrew prophecy, while he preferred himself to
dwell on that part of the story which possessed the widest
human interest. Prof. W. M. Ramsay, on the other hand,
thinks that Luke’s account is directly due to Mary herself (TFo*
Christ born at Bethlehem, t pp. 73-88).

f Mt 120.

j It is true that Gal 44 ‘When the fulness of time was come
God sent forth his Son, made of a woman, made under the law,
to redeem them that were under the law,’ has been cited as
such an allusion

; but the phrase there used ytyop,mt he yvvettx&s

maybe merely an equivalent of yivvyrot yvveuxSv found in*Job 14*
1514 254 Mt llu

, Lk T28, or at most it may refer to the promise
of Gn 315.
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Peter, and St. John are alike emphatic in in-
sisting on the fact of the Incarnation as the
central truth of the Christian religion, and alike
silent as to the way in which it was brought about.
The ancient Syriac Gospel discovered at Mt.

Sinai, and published in 1894, of which a translation
was published by Mrs. Lewis in 1896, has some
remarkable variants in Mt It runs thus

:

‘ Jacob begat Joseph; Joseph, to whom was be-
trothed Mary the Virgin, begat Jesus who is

called Christ
3

; again in v. 21 the reading is
c she

shall bear to thee a son ’
; and in v.25 4 she bore

to him a son.’ The publication gave rise to much
discussion in the Academy * and elsewhere : among
other theories it was suggested that this might be
an Ebionite revision of our Gospel; but this seemed
inconsistent with the word ‘ Virgin 5 which appears
in v. 16

, as well as with w. 18-20
. Others supposed

that the Syriac version represents an earlier form
of the genealogy, which may have been taken from
a Jewish register and incorporated in the Gospel.
This view received a certain amount of support
from some of the old Latin versions, which have
Joseph cui desponsata virgo Maria genuit Jesum

,

where the use of genuit instead of peperit has
been thought to betoken an earlier form, in which
desponsata was followed by erat. + See, further,
art. Jesus Christ in vol. ii. p. 644.

However this may be, there can be no doubt
that the miraculous conception was denied by
several of the early heretics, who either maintained
(with Cerinthus) the naturalistic birth of the Lord,
followed by the bestowal of supernatural powers
through the descent of the Spirit at His baptism,
or held (with Marcion) that He was without earthly
parentage, but descended from heaven in the loth
year of Tiberius and showed Himself in the syna-
gogue of Capernaum.
On the other hand, stress is laid on the super-

natural birth of the Lord by Ignatius, who in oppos-
ing the phantom theory of the Docetse uses such
phrases as ml itcMaplas ml e/e 6eoO

s Eph. 7; o ydp debs

7)p.&v ’lycrods Xpurrbs iicvofioprjdri vtto iSlaplas /ear olicovo-

piciv ix crrripfLCLTos pkv Aaveld icvetiparos Sb ciylov, ib. 18 ;

(fkadev rbv dpxovra. rod ai&vos tovtou tj ttapdevla MapLas

ml 6 rojeerbs afrrijs, o/zolm ml 6 Gavaros rod Kvplov,

ib. 19 : these, he says, are rpLa fmrrijpia Kpavyijs,

three mysteries wrought in the silence of God,
though destined to he proclaimed aloud. J

(<b } Proceeding now to the second part of Mary’s
life, we find her, after the death of her husband (who
is introduced for the last time in the visit to the
temple), residing, as it would seem, with the Lord
and His brethren [see Brethren of the Lord],
partly at Nazareth (Mk 6lfE

, Lk 416
,
Jn l45 1919

) and
partly at Capernaum (Mt 413 91

,
Mk 21

, Jn 2U).

We are not told that she accompanied our Lord in
His missionary journeys, like Mary Magdalene and
Susanna (Mk 1540, Lk 83). The first mention of her
in this period is at the marriage at Cana in Galilee

(Jn 2), where her direction to the servants, ‘ What-
soever he saith unto you, do it,’ seems to show that
her relation to the bridegroom was such as to justify
the exercise of authority on her part. Her previous
appeal to her Son to provide for the deficiency of

wine had drawn forth from Him the same sort of

correction as her complaint at His disappearance on
the occasion of the visit to the temple, rl ip,ol ml
col, ytivai ;

‘ Woman, what hast thou to do with me ?
’

Though there was nothing of harshness in the
* See letters by Conybeare, Sanday, Charles, Badham, and

others in the Academy for 1894 and 1895 ; also Blass, Philology

of the Gospels, p. 86 f

.

t The verse occurs In * a (recently discovered) fragment of the
oldest known MS of any part of the NT,’ which has just been
edited by Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt in the 1st part of the
Oxyrhynchus Rapiri. It appears there in its ordinary form^
*Lxzaffi tymnim *1wis# rh Metplctt, IS iyivvv-,8*) Ttpwf »

Xiyipttvot X.purrSs.

X See Lightfoot, Ignatius, vol. ii. p. 76.

appellation yivai, as we may see from its use in

the last tender commendation of His mother to
the beloved disciple (Jn 1926), yet the choice of a
word applying alike to all women is not without
its significance, and the clause which follows un-
doubtedly contains a warning that it was not foi

her or for any human being to determine His course
of action.* The next mention of Mary is in Mk
320-37 where we are told that the people pressed
upon Jesus to such an extent that He had not even
time to eat; and that His friends hearing this,
* went out to lav hold on him : for they said. He
is beside himself.’ Accordingly in the 31st verse
we read that ‘his mother and brethren came
where he was, and, standing without, sent unto
him, calling him. . . . And they say unto him,
Behold, thy mother and thy brethren without seek
for thee. And he answereth them, and saith,

Who is my mother and my brethren ? And look-
ing round on them which sat round about him
(in Mt 1249 4 stretching forth his hand towards his
disciples’), he saith. Behold my mother and my
brethren 1 For whosoever shall do the will of
God, the same is my brother, and sister, and
mother.’ Here, too, the same lesson is taught,
viz. that the knowledge of Christ after the flesh

conveys no special privilege, no right of interference
or control, not even any exclusive or peculiar
blessedness, for in Lk ll27 the exclamation, ‘Blessed
is the womb that hare thee, and the paps which
thou didst suck,’ calls forth the correction that
His mother’s true blessedness consisted, not in the
fact of a physical connexion, hut in those moral
and spiritual qualifications which were open to
all, ‘Yea, rather (p.evovv)9f blessed are they that
hear the word of God and keep it.’ The next
occasion on which we meet with Mary is at the foot
of the Cross. She had come up with other women
from Galilee to be present at the passover. As
she stood watching the dying agony of her Son,
she received His latest charge, entrusting her to
the guardianship of the beloved disciple, who from
that hour took her to his own home (Jn 1926). The
only remaining notice of her in the NT is contained
in Ac l14, where she is mentioned as continuing in
prayer and supplication with the apostles and the
other women and the brethren of the Lord.
2. The brief but exquisite sketch of our Lord’s

early years contained m the NT provided a natural
stimulant to imagination and curiosity, and the
craving for further particulars was supplied by the
writers of the Apocryphal Gospels, sometimes with
the ulterior aim of magnifying asceticism or incul-

cating some special doctrine of their own. Hence
in the Apostolic Constitutions (vi. 16) these works are
spoken of as ‘ poisonous apocryphal books in which
the wicked heretics reproach the creation, mar-
riage, the providential government of the world,’

etc. Their popularity, however, was so great,

that Catholic writers found it necessary either

to imitate or to revise them. We will give here a

f
eneral sketch of the further story of the Infancy,
erived from a comparison oi these

^
apocryphal

sources, disregarding minor discrepancies.

* Blass (l.c. p. 238) quotes Nomras* paraphrase r* ip*ft yfoxt,

ii troi ttv as implying that % must have been read instead of
xsci in a ’contemporary MS of the Fourth Gospel, and argues
that we should replace n in the text. Prof. Ramsay thinksthat
we may understand the existing text in the same general sense,

‘how does that concern us’ (l.c. p. 84). The objection to this
is (1) the constant use of the phrase in the other sense ; (2) the
consensus of the ancient commentators ; (8) the almost certainty
that the othermeaningwould have been expressed byrisrpes fipSLe

as in Mt 2T4, Jn 2122 ; (4) the inappropriateness of the supposed
language in the mouth of Jesus under the actual circumstances.
Surely it is every man's 4 concern' to save his friend fromincon-
venience or discredit. And what, on this supposition, is the
force of the words which follow ‘mine hour has not yet come ’f

—words which give a natural reason for the IpA wfi r« ?

t TR reads ftuefivyt with B^CD, but the vs is rightly dropped
by WH, Nestle, st aL
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\

The first development is concerned with the
period preceding the betrothal of Mary. Her
parents are said to have been Joachim of Nazareth
and Anna of Bethlehem, both of the family of

David. When they had been married twenty
years without children, Joachim, going up to make
liis offering at the temple, was repelled as coming
under the curse pronounced in Scripture against
those who had not raised up seed to Israel. Being
ashamed to return home, he retired to the wilder-
ness and fasted there forty days, and received
an assurance that a child should be bom to him.
Meanwhile his wife was bewailing her barrenness
and her husband’s desertion, envying even the
sparrows which had their nest in her garden. An
angel comforted her by the news that Joachim was
returning, and that she should bear him a child,

whom she at once vowed to dedicate to the service

of the temple. At the age of three, the child of

promise was accordingly taken by her parents to

the temple, where she charmed all the beholders
by dancing on the steps of the altar. She remained
in the temple, ministered to by angels, till she
had completed her twelfth year, when the high
priest was directed to summon all the widowers of

Israel to bring each bis rod to present before the
altar, in order that it might be made known by a
miraculous sign to whose care the Virgin was to

be committed. When Joseph’s rod was returned
to him, a dove issued from it and hovered over his

head: to him therefore Mary was entrusted in

spite of his protests. Seven virgins were appointed
to be her companions, and to wrork with her at
a new veil for the temple, w7hile Joseph left his

home to follow his calling as a shipwight. One
day Mary, going out to draw water, heard a voice
saying, e Hail! thou that art highly favoured.

5

Being alarmed at seeing no one, she left her vessel

and returned to work at the veil, when an angel
appeared and addressed her in the words, ‘Pear
not, Mary, thou hast found favour with God by
thy vow of chastity, and shalt conceive by His
word. ... A virgin thou shalt conceive, a virgin

bring forth, a virgin rear thy Son.
5

Shortly after-

wards Mary appeared before the high priest with
the veil, and received his blessing. Then come
the visit to Elisabeth, the return home, the meet-
ing with Joseph, the quieting of his suspicions by
a vision, a summons from the priests, directing
both Mary and Joseph to attend at the temple
and reply to the charge brought against them

;

the proof of their innocence by the ordeal of the
water of bitterness (Nn 518

).
* - *- ,

' In the apocryphal account of the visit to Beth-
lehem the following points are noticeable. Mary
rides on an ass, and is accompanied by Joseph and
two of his sons ; as they approach Bethlehem they
stop before a cave,* into which Joseph carried her.

As soon as she entered it the darkness was lit up
by a glory brighter than the sun, which continued
as long as she remained there. Meanwhile Joseph
had gone to seek for a mid-wife. As he went, he
looked up and saw all movement brought to a
sudden pause, both in heaven and earth. When
the pause was over, he beheld a woman coming
down from the mountain, who told him she was
a midwife, and went with him to the cave, on
which a bright cloud was resting. Going in
they found Mary with her Child at her breast,
but no other sign of her delivery. Salome, who
bad followed them, would not believe in the
miraculous birth without further examination,

t

* The tradition of the cave is found in some of the earliest
Christian writers, e.g. Justin, Dial. 78 ; Orig. c. Cels. i. 51. It
is supposed to have been derived from Is 3316 6ZT0S oixf.tru iv

tnrvlccs'u mvpots terxvpoii. See Blass, lx. p. 165.

t This is referred to by Clem.Alex. Strom. 889, ,utrk ro rtxvv
fjCMteaQtltrav (patert rms trecpQivov tuptffavou ; ef. Jerome, adv.

Pelag. 2, ‘Solus Christos clausas portas vulva virginalis

and was punished for her impiety by the withering

of her hand, which was, however, restored on heT
repentance. On the third day after the birth,

Mary moved from the cave to a stable, and placed

the Child in a manger, where the ox and the ass

worshipped Him, thus fulfilling the word of the
prophet, £ the ox knoweth his owner, and the ass

his master’s crib.
5

The adoration of the Magi and the subsequent
massacre of the Innocents are taken with little

alteration from the Bible. But many fanciful

additions are made in narrating the journey to

Egypt. Wild beasts play around the infant Saviour

;

trees bend down their branches to offer their fruit

to Mary ; springs burst forth at her need ; the
idols fall from their bases to the earth; the
journey is miraculously shortened; lepers and
demoniacs and sick people of all sorts are healed
by being sprinkled with the water in which Mary
had washed her Child, or by handkerchiefs which
He had touched. One of the most remarkable
stories is that of the healing of a young man who
had been turned by enchantment into a mule.
His sisters having besought the Virgin’s help, she
placed her Son on the mule, and at her prayer He
restored the youth to his original shape. Another
story relates to the two robbers who were after-

wards crucified with Jesus. The one, called Titus,*
had with difficulty prevented his fellow from giving
the alarm as the Holy Family passed by. Mary
thanked him, and prayed that he might receive
forgiveness of his sins ; whereupon Jesus answered,
‘After thirty years he shall be crucified on my
right hand, and shall precede Me to Paradise.

5

At the end of the third year they returned from
Egypt to Nazareth. It is unnecessary to relate

the miracles, trivial or even malicious, said to have
been wrought there by the child Jesus. Joseph /
died when Jesus was eighteen years of age. X^X
No further particulars of interest are added to

the life of Mary, as recorded in the Bible, till

after the resurrection, when Jesus is said to have
j

appeared to her, first of all, accompanied by the
patriarchs and prophets whom He had released
from Hades.fi Two years later (other versions
give 22 or 24 years) she was warned by an an^el
that her death was approaching, and the apostles
were all miraculously conveyed from various parts
of the earth to be present at her bedside. Jesus
Himself received her soul, and after three days her
body was carried up by angels to heaven. St.

Thomas, who had come too late for her death,
was privileged to behold her ascension, and to
receive her girdle as a sign of blessing.fi

In his note on Jn I927 Westcott says, ‘ Nothing
is known with reasonable certainty of the later
life of the mother of the Lord. Epiphanius was
evidently unacquainted with any accepted tradi-

tion on the subject {Hcer. 78). He leaves it in
doubt whether she accompanied St. John to Asia
Minor or not. But in the course of time surmises

aperuit, quae tamen clausas jugiter permanserunt ’
;
and, on the

other side, Tertull. de Came Christi
, 23; Orig. Horn. 14 in

Dm. ;
Epiphan. Hcer. p. 1051.

* Evemg. Infant, c. 23, elsewhere called Dysmas.
t Pseudo-Ambrose, de Virginitate

, i. 3.

t For the story of the death and Assumption, see the apocry*
phal treatises de Transitu Marias, ascribed to St. John and to
Melito. The earliest hint of such a belief among orthodox
writers is to he found in Epiphanius (d. 403), who, while strongly
censuring the heretical sect of the Oollyridiansfor their worship
of Mary (Panar

.

p. 1061), believes that some extraordinary
mystery about her death is implied in the words of Rev (IS1*),
‘there were given to her eagle’s wings.’ Melito’s de Transitu
was condemned as heretical in the decree de Libris Canonids,
attributed to Pope Gelasius, A.D. 494. The most recent state-
ment of the Roman Catholic belief on this point will be found in
Wilhelm and Scannel, vol. ii. p. 220 : ‘ Mary’s corporeal assump-
tion into heaven is so thoroughly implied in the notion of her
personality as given by Bible and dogma, that the Church can
dispense with strict historical evidence of the fact.’ Cf. also
Livius, Blessed Virgin, pp. 338-378.
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were converted into facts ; and Nicephorus Callisti

(t c . 1350), Hist, Eccl. ii. 3, relates that she lived
with St. John at Jerusalem for eleven years after
the death of the Lord, and died there in her 59th
year. The site of the Tomb of the Yirgin, just to
the north of the Garden of Gethsemane, is not
mentioned by any traveller of the first six centuries,
and the later tradition that the church there was
built by Helena is certainly false. See Quares-
mius, ii. 240 ff. • Williams, Holy City, ii. 434 £F.

From a passage in a synodical letter of the Council
of Ephesus (A.D. 431, Cone. iii. 573, Labbe) it

appears that, according to another tradition, the
mother of the Lord accompanied St. John to
Ephesus, and was buried there.’ See, further, art.
‘ Le lieu de la dormition de la Trbs Sainte Yierge, 5

by Pere Sejourne in jRevue Biblique
, Jan. 1899, p.

141 ff. The traditional site of the Dormitio Marice
in Jerusalem was made over to the Emperor of

Germany in 1898.

For Jewish and Mohammedan traditions with
regard to Mary, see Canon Meyrick’s article
4 Mary the Yirgin, 5

in Smith’s DB. The only point
which need be mentioned here is the Jewish slander
reported by Celsus,* to the effect that Jesus was
the illegitimate son of Mary and a soldier Pandera.
B. As early as the 2nd cent, we find Eve made

a type of Mary, as Adam was of our Lord. As
Eve had brought about the curse by listening to
the Serpent, so Maiy the blessing by listening to

the Angel.t Still she shared man’s fallen nature,
and was guilty of actual sin. So Irenseus (iii. 16.

7),
4 Dominus repellens ejus intempestivam festi-

nationem dixit: Quid mihi et tibi est, mulier? 5

So Origen {Horn, in Luc. 17) interprets the pro-
phecy of Simeon, 4A sword shall pierce through
thine own soul also,

5

of the doubts felt by Mary,
in common with the apostles, at the crucifixion

:

4 Si omnes peecaverunt et egent gloria Dei, justifi-

cati gratia ejus et redempti, utique et Maria illo

tempore scandalizata est
5

;t and still more strongly
Tertullian {de Came Christi, 7), and Chrysostom,
commenting on Mt IS47** [Horn, in Matt. 44), where
he says Mary called down her Son’s rebuke by her
presumption (clt6vola).§

Augustine
||
was among the earliest of the

Fathers who thought it possible that she might be
an exception to the rule that all have committed
actual sms ; though he allows that she shared the
common corruption of humanity, IT and quotes Lk
ll27 as showing that even the mother of Jesus was
blessed, not because in her the Word was made
flesh, but because she kept the word of God.

It does not appear that we have any direct evi-

dence of prayer being made, or worship offered, to
Mary during the first four centuries,** except bythe
obscure sect of the Collyridians already mentioned,
against whom Epiphanius lays down the rule, 4v

TifjL-y §(ttco Mapla, 6 84 Horfyp Kal Tibs kcll*Aylov IIvevpa

irpo<TKwei<r$(a * tt}v Mapiav fjujdeis irpocKwelru. But the

* Orig. c. Cds. i. 32. This calumny is denounced in the Koran
(iv. 155) as one of the sins of the Jewish people.

t Justin M., Dial. 100 ;
Iren. iii. 22. 4, v. 19. 1,

* si eainobedierat
Deo, sed haec suasa est obedire Deo, uti virginis Eva virgo Maria
fieret advocata. Et quernadmodum adstrictum est morti genus
humanum per virginem, salvatur per virginem’ ; cf. also Tert.
de Came Christi

,
17.

X So Basil, Epist. 260, and others; cf. Hilary, Ps. 11820, where
it is said that even Mary has to pass through the purgatorial
fire.

§ Stephanus cites other instances from Chrysostom.

|[
De Nat. et Grat. c. 36, where in answer to Pelagius, who

had given a list of sinless saints from the OT, concluding with
the names of Elisabeth and Mary, ‘quam dicit sine peccato
ccofiteri necesse esse pietati,’ Augustine maintains that all had
sinned ‘ excepta sancta virgine Maria de qua propter honorem
Domini nullam prorsus, cum de peccatis agitur, haberi volo
qusestionem.’ Ephraem Syrus and Ambrose are quoted to the
same effect.

IT See c. Julian, v. 15, quoted in Livius, p. 246 f.

** Smith’s DB, s.v. Mary the Virgo*, voh ii. p. 267 ; Tyler’s

Roman Worship of the Virgin.

VOL. III.—IQ

cultus and invocation of the martyrs, and belief in

their miraculous power, had been growing up as
early as the 3rd cent.,* and the gradual paganiz-
ing of the Church, which followed the establishment
of Christianity as the religion of the empire, led,

in many places, to the substitution of Christian
saints for the old local divinities.f Indeed the
continued use of the old temples and ceremonies
and images under new names might seem to be
countenanced by St. Paul’s words in reference to the
Athenian altar 4 whom ye ignorantly worship, him
declare I unto you. 5 Then the worship of the Lares,
the apotheosis of the dead, the almost blasphemous
homage paid to the living emperor in the East, pre-
pared the way for the worship of saints. The
votaries of Demeter and Persephone and of other
female deities found it easier to transfer their alle-

giance to the Christian Church, when they were
permitted to make their vows there to Mary as
the Mother of God and the Queen of Heaven ; %
while at the same time these titles were demanded
bythe more fanatical Christians, who claimed divine
honours for the ideal and prototype of virginity,

which they held to he the highest of all virtues.

The movement in this direction was especially
favoured by the reaction against the Nestorian
heresy, condemned at the Council of Ephesus in

a.d. 431—a reaction shown in the multiplication
of pictures of the Virgin, and in a readiness to

accept, as authentic, any supposed tradition or
revelation which tended to her glory. On the
other hand, the Divinity of Christ tended to
obscure his Humanity. The loving sympathy of

one who could he touched with the feeling of our
infirmities was transferred to Mary, whose media-
tion with her Son, the stem and terrible Judge,
was every day felt to be more necessary to weak
and erring mortals. Add to this the chivalrous
sentiments and the respect for woman among the
northern nations of Europe, and we shall not be
surprised at the subsequent developments of
Mariolatrv. The language of the Bible, especially

in the Vulgate, was strained to support this : the
name 4 Mariam 5

itself received various interpreta-

tions, of which the most popular was Stella Maris :

the promise to the seed of the woman in Gn 316

was transferred to the woman herself in accord-
ance with the Vulgate mistranslation, 4 ipsa con-
teret caput tuum 5

: the greeting in Lk l28 x<upe
KexapircafjdvT) (Vulg. 4 ave gratia plena’) was a proof
that Mary was herself a fountain of grace: her
reply to the angel (ov yivdaxw &v8pa) is taken to he
a vow : the words by which she was entrusted to
the care of the beloved disciple, l8ob 6 vids <rov

,

describe her relation to all true members of the
Church.

£ She is the Bride of the Canticles, the
Woman persecuted by the dragon in the Apocalypse,
the Wisdom of whom Solomon speaks, whom the
Lord possessed in the beginning asHis daily delight,
rejoicing always before Him. Christian orators, be-

ginning with Proelus, patriarch of Constantinople
in the middle of the 5th cent, (who spoke of the
Mother of God, ^ 0eor<kos,§ as 4 the only bridge be-

* Dictionary of Christian Antiquities
,

s.v. Martyrs, Relics,
Wonders, Lights.

t See Gieseler, E.H. ii p. 24 ff.; Bede, H.E. Angl. L 30;
Augusti, Denkw. iii. 9 ff. ; Maitland, Dark Ages

, p. 149 ff.,

Homily on Idolatry
,
parts 2 and 3 ; J. J. Blunt, Vestiges of

Ancient Customs in Modem Italy.

t
1 The fact that some ancient heretics actually did maintain

the Holy Ghost to be a female (Iren. i. 38; Gospel of the
Hebrews, ap. Orig. Comm, in Joan. ii. 6), only serves to show
the reluctance with which mankind bade adieu to that sex as
objects of worship.’ Blunt, l.c. ch. 3.

§ Thisphrase, condemnedby Coleridge(Eng. Div. i. 45),though
accepted by most Anglican divines (e.g. Pearson, Creed

, p. 177),

is open to the objection contained in Augustine’s words (de

Fide et Symbolo, 9), ‘nec nos ad negandam Christi matrem
cogit quod ab eo dictum est Quid mihi et tibi est m ulier $ .

.

.

sed admonet potius ut intelligamus secundum Deum non
habuisse matrem
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tween man and God 5

), vied with one another in
devisingnew phrases in her honour; and the glowing
hyperboles of an earlier generation were fixed in

the dogma or ritual of a later generation, which
again quickly gathered to itself a new halo of senti-

ment, to be followed by a yet further advance both
in theory and practice. We may consider this
development under three heads

: (1) the personal
holiness of the Virgin ; (2) her power and dignity ;

(3) the nature of the worship due to her.

(1) We have seen that Augustine thought Mary
might be exemptfrom actual sin, though sharing the
general corruption of man’s nature. Pelagius and
his discipleJulian denied thishereditary sinfulness. *

Paschasxus Radbertus (e.830), in his controversywith
Ratramnus, maintained that Mary was sanctified in
thewomb; and this was the doctrine of Bernard (b.

1091), who, however, protested strongly against the
institution of the feast of the Conception by the
Canons of Lyons, Dec. 8, 1140, as sanctioning the
belief in the Immaculate Conception, which he re-

garded as superstitious and opposed to the tradition
of the Church. Bernard was followed bythe greatest
schoolmen,including Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274) ; but
about the year 1300 Duns Scotus maintained that,
since it was as much in the power of God to blot
out sin in the moment of conception as at a later
period, it was more congruous to attribute to the
Virgin the higher perfection. This view was
adopted by the Franciscans and supported by the
visions of St. Brigitta, while the older view was
maintained by the Dominicans and supported by
the visions of St. Catharine of Sienna. Pope
Sixtus IV. (1476) declared it an open question,
but gave his sanction to the festival. Finally,
the dogma of the Immaculate Conception was pro-
claimed by Pius IX., Dec. 1854.t

(2) By the end of the 7th cent, the belief in wonder-
working pictures, icons, and the honouring of
these with oscillation, lights, and incense, to-
gether with the invocation of the Virgin and other
saints, had become so common in the Eastern
Church, that Christians were regarded as idolaters
by the Mohammedans. Leo the Isaurian, who
became emperor in 716, tried to avert this charge
by forbidding the use of images altogether ; and
his prohibition was confirmed by the Synod of
Constantinople in 754. The chief opponents of
the Iconoclasts were Germanus of Constantinople
and John of Damascus, who, in their writings,
assign to Mary the highest place in heaven next
to the Blessed Trinity, though they guard them-
selves against the imputation of deifying her,
as the pagans did their Mater Deorum (see
Damasc. Horn /. in Dorm. Maries, §§ 11, 15).

John addresses her as ‘the rest of tie weary,
comfort of the sorrowful, healing to the sick,
pardon to the sinful, a ready help to all.’ In
the 11th cent. Damiani speaks of her as ‘non
solum rogans sed imperans, domina non ancilla.

5

In the 12th cent. Bernard, in the 13th Thomas
Aquinas and Bonaventura, carry their adoration
to a still higher pitch. Thomas is cited as say-
ing that ‘in Mary is all our hope of salvation,’
ana that she has obtained half the kingdom
of God, *ut ipsa sit Regina misericordice, ut
Christus est Rex justitice ’

; Bonaventura speaks
of her as the ‘porta cseli, quia nullus potest
jam caelum intrare nisi per Mariam transeat
tanquam per portam/ and to him are ascribed
the contemporary adaptation of the Psalter and
Te Dmim to the worship of the Virgin, as a speci-

men of which may be quoted the versicles of the

* 01 Aug. de Nat. et Grot. c. 36, and the words of Julian
quoted by Aug. contra Jid. iv. 122, ‘ipsam Mariam diabolo
nascendi conditione transcribis.’

t See the very careful catena of earlier declarations on this
subject, contained in Pusey's Letter to Newman, 1869.

latter
—

‘ All the earth doth worship Thee, Spouse
of the Eternal Father ’

;
‘ Vouchsafe, O sweet Mary,

to keep us now and ever without sin.^ What is

perhaps even more remarkable is that, in an early

sermon of Wyclifs * (d. 1384), we read :

* It seems
to me impossible that we should obtain the reward
without the help of Mary. There is no sex or age,

no rank or position, of any one in the whole human
race, which has no need to call for the help of the
Holy Virgin.

5

f
It must not be supposed, however, that there

was no protest against the constantly advancing
tide of Mariolatry. Beside the Nestorians and
the Eastern Iconoclasts, who were to a certain

extent supported by the Frankish Church under
Charlemagne, there were various sects, Paulicians,J
Cathari, and later the Waldenses and Moravians,
which condemned the Invocation of Saints ; and at

least two eminent Churchmen in the 9th cent
wrote against it, viz. Agobard, archbishop ol

Lyons, and Claudius, bishop of Turin. § Wyclif
gradually came to the same conclusion, and some
of his followers, e.g. Lord Cobham, were condemned
to death for contradicting the teaching of the
Church as to the worship of saints. The desire

for reform in the practice and teaching of the
Church was strongly reinforced by the reaction

from the mediaeval system, which came in with
the Renaissance : and by the end of the 15th cent,

there were many signs that the old ideas as to the
Virgin were becoming untenable. This may be
seen from the reference made to her in Dean Colet’s

Preceptes of Livinge, ‘ Byleve and trust in chryst
Jesu. Worship hym and his moder Mary, 5 especially

when viewed in the light of his favourite principle,
‘ Keep to the Bible and the Apostles’ Creed, and
let divines dispute about the rest ’

; as well as from
the charge brought against him (1512), that he
denied the worship of images.!! The opinion uf

Erasmus is known from the Encomium Marks
and Peregrinatio, in which he ridicules pilgrimages
to the shrine of St. Mary of Walsingham, the
prayers offered to her, and generally the specula-

tions of the schoolmen as to her virginity and
sinlessness. Even Sir Thomas More condemns
image-worship in his Utopia

,
and in a letter to

Erasmus expresses his disgust at the Mariolatry
which he witnessed at Coventry, where a Francis-

can was preaching that c whoever made daily use
of the Psalter of the Blessed Virgin could never be
damned,’ while the parish priest, seeing that men
became emboldened to crime through trust in

their devotions to the Virgin, made a vain protest,

which only drew on him the charge of impiety.

In another letter to a monk in defence of Erasmus,
More mentions that he had himself known of a
hand of assassins, who nsed to kneel before the
Virgin, and then proceed ‘piously to perpetrate
their crime.’ He adds that he does not say this ‘ to
condemn those who occasionally salute the Holy
Virgin, than which nothing is more beneficial.’

While all the Reformed Churches condemned the
doctrine of Rome on this point, the Lutherans
were less prominent in opposing it than the Swiss
and the French, who often drew upon themselves
persecution by their violence in destroying images.
Berquin, the first Protestant martyr in France,
was charged with asserting that it was wrong to

invoke the Virgin Mary in place of the Holy
Spirit, and to call her the source of all grace, or
assign to her such titles as ‘ Our hope 5 and ‘ Our
life/ which belong only to Christ. The doctrine

* See Lechler’s Wyclif, p. 299, Eng. tr.

t Compare, too, Luther's favourite, Tauler, in Hagenbach's
Hist, of Doctrines, vol. ii. p. 317, Eng. tr.

t See Conybeare’s Key of Truth,
1898.

§ Neander, Eng. tr. vL 210.

|| See Lupton's Influence of Dean Colet on the Reformation
1893.
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of the Church of England is given in the 15th Art.,

Of Christ alone without sin
, and in the 22nd,

where it is said,
£ The Romish doctrine concerning

Purgatory, Pardons, Worshipping, and Adoration,
as well of Images

^

as of Reliques, and also In-
vocation of Saints, is a fond thing vainly invented,
and grounded upon no warranty of Scripture, but
rather repugnant to the word of God. 5 Both
articles are unaltered from the form in which they
were originally put forth in 1553, except that the
phrase 4 Romish doctrine ’ was substituted in 1562
for 4 doctrine of the school-authors

5

in the earlier

form.
Even the Council of Trent (1545-1563) gives

evidence of this change of feeling in the guarded
language used in Sess. xxv. : De invocatione,

venerations, et reliquiis Sanctorum et sacris imaging
bus, where it is enjoined that 4 the people be taught
that the Saints reigning with Christ offer their

prayers for men to God, and that it is good and
useful to invoke them as suppliants, and to have
recourse to their prayers for the sake of obtaining
benefit from God, through Jesus Christ our Lord,
who is our only Redeemer and Saviour.’ This is

followed by a warning against superstition in such
worship, and the caution that no innovation should
be made except with the approbation of the bishop.

The Roman Catechism speaks more particularly of

the Virgin :
4 Rightly are we taught to pray to the

most blessed Mother of God, ut nobis peccatoribus

sua intercessions conciliaret Deum, bonague turn ad
hane turn ad ceternamvitamnecessariaimpetraret.’

The check on superstition was, however, only
temporary. Mainly owing to the efforts of the
Jesuits, Mariolatry is probably now more pre-

valent in the Church of Rome than at any former
time, if we may judge from the Decree of 8th
Dec. 1854, the enormous crowds of pilgrims who
flock to Lourdes, and the popularity of such books
as the Glories of Mary, brought out in 1784 by St.

Alphonsus de Liguori, of which the English trans-

lation is
4 heartily commended to the faithful

5 by
the late Cardinals Wiseman and Manning. Even
Cardinal Newman does not shrink from using the
hrase 4 deification

5

in reference to the Romish
octrine of the Virgin and the Saints [Essay on

Development, ch. 8).*

(3) As early as the 5th cent. Augustine gives a
warning against the worship of saints in the words,
4 Honoranai sunt propter imitationem, non ador-

andi propter religionem
5

[de Vera Beligione, 55)

;

4 Colimus martyres eo cultu dileetionis et societatis

quo in hac vita coluntur sancti homines Dei . . .

mo cultu qui Greece “Latria” dicitur, cum sit

qusedam proprie divinitati debita servitus, nec
colimus, nec colendum docemus nisi unum Deum 5

[c. Faustum, xx. 21). In the 2nd Council of

Nicsea (786) it was decreed that the Cross of

Christ, the Virgin, Angels, and Saints were
entitled to religious reverence, tl/ititikt} irpocnafoyais,

but not to divine worship, \arpela. Peter Lombard
[Sent. III. List. 9. 1) uses the word 4 dulia ’ for the
former, but he says that there is a special dulia
due to the humanity of Christ, 4 est qusedam dulia

soli humanitati Christi exhibenda, non alii

creature.’ Thomas Aquinas gives this higher
dulia the name of hyper-dvlia, but transfers it

to the worship of Mary, not to that of the
humanity of Christ, which he identifies with latria

[Summa, Pars. 3, Qu. 25). He cites Augustine for

the distinguishing feature of latria
^

4 aliquid est

quod soli Deo exhibetur, scilicet sacrifidum
5

; and

•See also W. Palmer, Letter to Dr. Wiseman; Burgon,
Lettersfrom Rome. In the latest scientific exposition of Roman
doctrine recommended by Card. Manning it is maintained that

the Intercession of Mary is an ordinary and necessary means of

salvation ;
and the dictum of certain theologians, that * God

grants no grace except on the intercession of Mary/ is defended
(Wilhelm and Scannel, ii pp. 223, 224).

later writers have maintained that, as the Mass is

never offered to the Virgin, her worship never over-

steps the limit of dulia . If, however, we under-
stand sacrifidum, as Augustine does [Civ. Dei, x.

c. 1, §§ 2, 3 ; c. 3, 4, 5, 6), in a spiritual sense of fer-

vent love and devotion, it is difficult to see how
the worship inculcated in such a book as the
Glories of Mary differs from this; and Pusey
quotes passages from Com. a Lapide, Faber, and
others, in which it is actually maintained that
Mary is present and received in the Eucharist, and
feeds the worshippers there with her own flesh.*

C. By far the commonest form of devotion to

the Virgin is the Ave Maria

,

consisting of two
parts : the salutation

—

4 Hail, Mary, full of grace,

the Lord is wdth thee; blessed art thou among
women, and blessed is the fruit of thy womb’;
and the prayer— 4 Holy Mary, Mother of God,
pray for us sinners, now, and at the hour of death.’

The former part was first ordered to be used as a
church formula by Odo, bishop of Paris, in 1196

;

the latter part first appears in the 15th cent., and
was directed to be used daily at the seven canonical

hours by Pius v. in 1568. The ‘Angelas’ (said

to have been introduced in 1287) consists of three

recitations of the Ave Maria at the sound of the
Angelus bell, at morning, midday, and night, the
first recitation on each occasion being introduced
by the words, 4 The Angel of the Lord announced
to Mary, and she conceived of the Holy Ghost.’

The 4 Rosary ’ is the string of beads introduced by
St. Dominic in 1210 to facilitate the repetition of

150 Ave Marias and 15 Pater Nosters. The name is

also used for this particular kind of devotion.+
The oldest festival connected with the name of

Mary is the Purification,£ observed on 2nd Feb.,

thus consecrating, as Bede observes, the old lustral

month of the Romans to a higher purpose. It was
probably instituted by Justinian in 542. Its name
of 4 Candlemas’ was derived from the custom of

consecrating candles and marching in procession

with them on that day, inremembiance of the 4 light

to lighten the Gentiles. ’ The Annunciation $ (Lady
Day), of which St. Bernard spoke as the 4 radix om-
nium festorum,’ was instituted about the end of the
6th cent. The pagan feast of the Hilctria Matris
Deum was held on the same day (25th March).
The Assumption (15th Aug.), instituted by the

emperor Maurice about the beginning of the 7th

cent., was introduced into the West by Charle-

magne. The Nativity % (8th Sept.) was probably
instituted in Italy in the 10th cent* The Presenta-

tion (21st Nov.) commemorates the dedication of

Mary by her parents in her 3rd year. This festival

was known in the East in 1150, hut not till 1375

in the West. We have already spoken of the Con-
ception § (Dec. 8). The Visitation § (2nd July) was
instituted in 1389 to commemorate the visit ofMary
to Elisabeth. Itmaybe worth while tomention two
other festivals : that of Mount Carmel, instituted

in 1587 to commemorate the appearance of the

Virgin to the general of the Carmelites in the year
1251, when she is said to have presented him with
a scapular of the order, telling him that whoever
died wearing this would escape the flames of hell.

The other is the Translation of the Mouse of
Loretto, instituted in 1669 to commemorate the
miraculous removal to Italy in 1294 of the house
at Nazareth in which the angel appeared to Mary
Saturday was appropriated to the worship ot

the Virgin in 1096, so far as the clergy were con-

* Eirenicon, pp. 168-1V2. _
t See articles Hail Mary and Rosary in Diet, of Christian

J T^ie festivals thus denoted are marked with rod letters in

the Church of England calendar,

§ The festivals thus denoted, as well as that of St. Anne, the
mother of the Virgin (July 26), are masked as black-letter feasts

in the Church of England calendar.
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cerned, and this rule was extended to the laity in
1229. The month of May is also dedicated to her
honour
D. Development in opinion is illustrated by de-

velopment in art. During the first five centuries
there is nothing to show that the Virgin was in
any way raised above other saints. She appears
simply in scenes taken from Scripture, e.g. the
Annunciation, the Adoration of the Magi, the
Mother and Child (of frequent occurrence after the
Nestorian controversy), or possibly as a single

figure in the attitude of prayer. In an Adoration
dated A.D. 435, Christ is seated alone on a throne
with angels above Him, while His mother occupies
a subordinate position on one side near two of the
Magi. The nimbus is given to Christ, the angels,
and king Herod, not to Mary.* It is not till the
6th cent, that we find evidence of pre-eminent
dignity ascribed to her in the painting of an
Ascension, contained in a Syriac MS dated 586,
where she stands in the centre of the apostles
beneath the ascending figure of Christ. In this

icture she, as well as our Lord and the angels,
as the nimbus, hut the apostles are without it.

With one remarkable exception, it is not till the
9th cent, that we find her enthroned as Queen of

% Heaven in the centre of the apsef—a position
formerly reserved for Christ. The exception
referred to is ‘the mosaic of the apse of the
cathedral of Parenzo in Istria, the work of Bishop
Euphrasius, A.D. 535-543. She is throned and
nimbed and supported by angels, holding her Son
in her lap.’J The climax is reached in the 12th
cent., wrhen we find the Virgin enthroned with
Christ, as His equal, in a mosaic of the Church of

St. Maria iu Trastevhre.
Mrs. Jameson, in her Legends of the Madonna ,

distinguishes between representations of real or
supposed historical scenes, and purely ideal or
devotional paintings. Among the latter may he
noted those which exhibit the Virgin as Virgo
Sapientice, Sponsa Dei, the JPietd (Madonna with
dead Christ), Mater Dolorosa, Begina Cadi

,
Mater

Misericordice, in which character she is sometimes
represented as endeavouring to shield mankind
from the wrath of her Son.
The most famous of the ancient portraits of the

Virgin was that attributed to St. Luke, which was
sent to Pulcheria from Jerusalem in 438. This
was subsequently regarded as a kind of palladium,
and accompanied the emperor to the battlefield,
till the capture of Constantinople in 1453.

From what has been said, it appears that no
kind of justification for the worship of Mary is to
he found in the Bible, or in the theory or practice
of the Early Church. Indeed the silences no less

than the utterances of Scripture might seem provi-
dentially ordered so as to forbid any such develop-
ment in after-ages. It may be argued, however,
that there is an a posteriori justification in history.
The idolatry of the Canaanites, against which
the Mosaic law was primarily directed, wras the
deification of cruelty and vice, a true worship of
devils.

^
The idolatry of Greece at its best was the

deificationof beautyand intellect,sometimes favour-
able to virtue, as we may see in Herodotus, but
more frequently to vice, if we may trust the witness
of Plato. The worship of the Virgin is the deifica-

tion of beauty and goodness. Kegarding this from
the historical point of view, who can dispute the
immense gain to humanity of the substitution of
such worship for any pre-existing idolatry ? Con-
trasting it even with some other forms of Christi-
anity, say with the more rigid Calvinistic school, we

* See Marriott, Testimony of the Catacombs
, p. 40.

t This is seen in two churches built by Pope Paschal l
t Diet, of Christian Antiquities, voL li p. 1154.

can see reasons why the continued existence and pre.

valence of Mariolatry should have been permitted
* for the hardness of men’s hearts

5 by Divine Provi-
dence. Tenderness, gentleness,reverence, sympathy;
enthusiastic devotion to high objects ; a deepened
sense of the gracious dignity of motherhood

;
joy-

in all beauty, whether of art or nature, as the
outward manifestation of the Supreme Beauty ; a
kindly natural piety breathing trust and hope;
some faint reflexion of the modest meekness, the
resigned submission, the pure unruffled calm of the
maiden of Nazareth,—such we might anticipate
would be some of the effects of the contemplation
of so noble an ideal. And such, no doubt, have
been its effects in thousands of simple believers to
whom Mary has been the authorized representa-
tion of the Divine goodness. But even so, there
are certain qualities of mind and character, such as
veracity, justice, fairness, honesty, an open eye,
robust common-sense, large-minded considerate-
ness, which are liable to fall into the background,
when the feminine ideal, often coloured by medi-
seval modes of thought, bulks*so large in the fore-

ground. And if the only acceptable worship is

that in spirit and in truth, must we not expect
that a worship, founded in mere human invention
and the capricious movements of an unchastened
piety, would give proof of its unsoundness by its

fruits? We shall not therefore be surprised to
find that, where the sovereignty of Mary has
tended to eclipse the sovereignty of God, the
idea of goodness has been exchanged for that of
mere weak indulgence, while the thought of the
All-Holy and All-Just has been first shrunk from
and then forgotten. If Christ has entrusted to
His mother the whole treasury of grace, what need
is there to look beyond her ? The repetition of a
few prayers, the offering of a few candles, even
the presence of a picture of the Virgin, acts as a
sort of charm to win her favour, even for the
vicious and criminal.* The sense of personal re-

sponsibility, of the inexorable claims of duty, of

the heinousness of sin, has been perilously weak-
ened by the fatal error which led to the separation
of the spheres of mercy and justice, assigning the
former to the Madonna, the latter to her Son.
The God of love, the meek and lowly Saviour, are
robbed of their highest prerogatives, while the
Virgin and the Saints, whose perfection on earth
consisted in conforming their wills to the Divine
will, are too often represented in popular Catholi-
cism as seeking to resist and control that will.

That the above view of the dangers of Mariolatry
is no mere delusion of the Protestant mind, hut is

shared more or less by many Anglicans who claim
to adopt the Catholic position, as well as by some of
highest authority among Homan Catholics them-
selves, is shown by Pusey’s Eirenicon'and Letter to

Newman, and by Newman’s reply to the former,
in which he says (p. 108),

£ Now at length coming
to the statements . . . which offend you in works
written in her (Mary’s) honour, I will frankly say
that I read some of them with grief and almost
anger. . . . And if I hate those perverse sayings so
much, how much more must she in proportion to
her love of him?’ Again he says (p. 119), * They
(these statements) seem to me like a bad dream. I
could not have conceived them to he said. I know
not to what authority to go for them, to Scripture,
or to the Fathers, or to the decrees of Councils, or
to the consent of schools, or to the tradition of the
faithful, or to the Holy See, or to reason.’ And
he refers to Gerson, and Petavius, and others, who
condemn the ‘prurience of innovation,’ and the
frivolous and sophistical reasonings * in which so
many indulge in order to assign any sort of grace
they please, however unusual, to the Blessed Vir-
* Many instances will be found in Lignorfs Glories ofMary.
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gin.
9 The motive of this is, according to Petavius,

a £ kind of idolatry, lurking, as Augustine says,
nay, implanted in human hearts, which is greatly
abhorrent from theology, that is, from the gravity
of heavenly wisdom.’
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J. B. Mayor.
MASCHIL.—See Psalms.

MASH (Efo).—A son of Aram, Gn 1023
. The par-

allel passage 1 Ch l17 substitutes Meshech ;
the

LXX in both has M<5cro%. A name corresponding
with Mash is found in Assyrian inscriptions,

especially the cylinder Rm of Assnrbanipal, who,
in describing hisArabian campaign, sayshemarched
through the desert of Mash, ‘ a place of thirst and
fainting, whither comes no bird of the heaven,
neither do asses nor gazelles feed there

5

(S. A.
Smith’s edition, i. pp. 67, 68). Prd. Delitzsch
(Pctradies, 242, 243) interprets this to mean the
Syrian desert ; Glaser

(
Skizze, ii. 419), as £ the in-

terior ofWestem Arabia 5

;
and the word, according

to Delitzsch, is foreign, and means £ wilderness.
5

D. S. Margoliotjth.
MASHAL (Vfo Maacrd).—1 Ch 674 [Heb. 59

]. See
Mishal.

MASXAS (A Ma<r(cis, B Metaalas), 1 Es 5s4.—One
of Solomon’s servants (RVm Misaias). The name
is absent from the parallel list in Ezra.

MASON.—In Syria masons both hew and build.

In hewing they use the different kinds of hammers
mentioned under art. Hammer. In Ezr 37, 1 Ch 2*2-,

hewers (n'3fn) are mentioned ; the word in Arab. VS
is nahdtin, those who smoothed the stones. Masons
use several instruments in building—the plumb
line, a line wound on a reel for laying the courses

of stone, a long rod of wood about 6 ft. in length,

and a very curious kind of trowel. The trowel is

of iron, about a foot long, fully an inch broad in

the widest part, and tapers to a point ; it is about
half an inch thick. It is used as a lever for putting
the stone exactly into its place, as well as for

spreading the mortar.
The masons of Lebanon seem still to be the

skilled builders of Palestine and Syria, as they
were in ancient times (as we read in 2 S 511 that
Hiram, king of Tyre, sent masons [|

2K 'enrt] to

David to build him a house), for they travel all

over Syria, Palestine, and the $auran, building
houses for the people, and forts for the govern-
ment. W. Carslaw.

MASREKAH MauriKica). — Mentioned U
connexion with the list of

£ the kings that reigned
in the land of Edom before there reigned any king
over the children of Israel,’ Gn 3631

. When one
of these kings, named Hadad, died, Samlah of
Masrekah reigned in his stead (v. 36=l Ch l47).

The locality has not been identified. The Ono-
masticon defines it thus : Maparuca iroXis ftaaikeias

’Eotb/t irepi rpv Yej3a\yv7)v. The name npifO may
signify £ place of Sorely (pis') vines’ (Del. on Gn
36s8

). J. A. Selbie.

MASSA (ku’d).—

N

ame of a son of Ishmael {Gn
2514 [A Macro?)]— 1 Ch l30 [B Mavacrcrrj, A Macro?)]).

—

The correct translation of Pr 311
, where Lemuel is

described as £ king of Massa, 5

is due to Hitzig
(Zeller’s Theol. Jahrb. 1844, 269-305), and it is prob-
able that the sense of the words following the name
£ Agur ’ in Pr 301 is similar, though they cannot be
rendered with certainty. Delitzsch [Paradies, 301)
called attention to the occurrence of the name
Ma-as-'a-ai immediately before Taymseans and
Sabreans in a list of States which brought presents
to Tiglath-pileser n. (WAI iii. 10. 1, 3S), and
justly identified these people with the Ishmaelite
tribe. He also {ib. 302) thought there might be
a reference to them in a tablet published in WAI
iv. 56. 1, and further edited by G. Smith {History

of Assurbanipal, 296-298), and most recently by S.

A. Smith (jKeilschrifttexte Asurbanipals, ii. 36-38).

In that tablet a certain Nebo-sum-esrr, who has
been told to send the king anything that he may
hear about the Arabs, states that Akamaru, son
of Amme’ta of Mash (.Mash-a-ai ), made a raid on
the people of Nebaioth, and killed all the troops
except one man, w*ho is despatched to the king to
give him personal information. It is more probable
that a tribe of moderate size is referred to than a
vast region like Mash ; and the difference in spelling
between this tablet and the former may he due to
the popular pronunciation which is represented in
the letters (S. A. Smith, p. 38). The scene de-

scribed in the tablet resembles that of Job l17 (as

Delitzsch observes), and it is probable that we
have in these chapters a specimen of the famous
wisdom of the £ children of the East.’ From none
of these passages can any data be got for the
localization of Massa, and the conjectures of

Hitzig (repeated by him in his comm, on Pr 30)
scarcely deserve mention. See, further, art.

Simeon (Tribe). Such portions of chs. 30 and 31
as really come from Massa are probably trans-
lated

;
but the first verse of ch. 30, which is unin-

telligible, may be partly in the original dialect.

Of the proper names, Lemuel or Lemoel might be
Hebrew or Arabic (compare Lishemesh, Lidzbarsky,
Handbuch der nordsem. Epig. 304), Yakeh seems
to be old Hebrew, while Agur is uncertain. On
the other hand, the names given in Nebo-sum-esir’s
letter are very clearly old Arabic, and he certainly
implies that the £ Mash-a-ai 5

are Arabs.
D. S. Margolioxtth,

.

MASSAH (npe, i.e. ‘proving, 5
‘trial’; (o) weipacrpbs,

in Dt 338 ireipa).—The name given to the place,

near Rephidim, at which, according to Ex 17 1 *7
,

the Israelites ‘tempted’ J" [i.e. in the old sense of

the word, tried Him, put Him to the proof), doubt-
big (v. 2) His power to save them in their thirst, and
saying (v.7 )

‘Is J" among us, or not? 5 This in-

cident at Massah is alluded to in Dt 636 ‘Ye shall not
“tempt” J" (put J" to the proof), as ve “tempted”
Him (put Him to the proof) at Massah 5

(cf. Driver),

9^, and Ps 95s ‘Harden not your heart as at
Meribah, as in the day of Massah in the wilder-
ness, when your fathers tempted {i.e. tried) me,
tested me, but also sawmy work {sc. of judgment). 5

In Dt 33s the name is either played upon differently,

: or there is an allusion to a different version of the
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incident at Massah ;
* Thy Thummim and thy Urim

be for the man, thy godly one, whom thou didst

prove at Massah
,
with whom (or, according to

others, for whom) thou contendedst at the waters
of Meribah.

5 The words have reference to the
tribe of Levi ; and the idea expressed by them may
be that at Massah J" either ‘ proved 5 the tribe in

Moses5

person, or (Dillm.) ‘proved 5 Moses himself,

by observing how he would behave under the pro-
vocation of the people’s complaints. However, this

explanation is not perfectly satisfactory; and it

becomes less so when the attempt is made to ad-
just the Meribah clause to it : so that the opinion
cannot be excluded that the allusion is to some
different account of what happened at ‘Massah, 5

according to which the fidelity of the tribe was
tested directly by J The Arabs point to a rock
called IJesy el-3Jattatln, in the arid N.W. part of

the Wady Feiran, as the one struck by Moses
at ‘Massah 5 (Palmer, Desert of Exodus, 159). See,
further, Rephidim. S. R. Driver.

MASSIAS (A Hslacraias, B ’AcrcreLas), 1 Es 922=
Maaseiah, Ezr 1022

.

MASSORAH, MASSORETES.—See Text of Old
Testament.

MASTER.—See Lord. Like the Lat. magister
from which it comes, 4 master 5 was formerly used
for £ teacher,’ as Mai 212 6 The Lord will cut off the
man that doeth this, the master and the scholar.

5

Cf. He 512 Rhem. 4 For whereas you ought to be
maisters for your time, you neede to be taught
againe your selves what be the elements of the
beginning of the wordes of God. 5

Especially was
it used for the head of a school (as it is still in use
in the rural parts of Scotland), as Goldsmith, Des,
Village,

196

—

* There in his noisy mansion skilled to rule,
The village master taught his little school.*

The Gr. did&vKaXos, teacher, is in AV rendered
4 master 5

in 2 Mac l10
, Ja 31

, and in all its occur-
rences in the Gospels, except Lk 246 4 doctor

5 (RVm
4 teacher 5

) and Jn 32 4 teacher.
5 But elsewhere it

is trd 4 teacher 5 in both AY and RV (Ac 131
, Ro 220

,

1 Co 1228, Eph 411
, 1 Ti 27, 2 Ti l11 4s, He 512). So

also d, though it is transliterated 4 Rabbi 5

in
Mt 237* 8

, Jn l38* ® 32* 62®, and is trd 4 Lord 5

in Mk
IQ51 (after TR, but edd. mostly pafifiowd, whence
RY 4 Rabboni 5

), is elsewhere rendered
4 master 5 (Mt

2625- « Mk 95 ll21 1443, Jn 431 92 ll8
} ; RY has

Rabbi throughout. See Rabbi.
Mastery is four times used for mod. 4 victory 5

:

Ex 3218 4 It is not the voice of them that shout for
mastery 5

; Dn 624 ‘the lions had the mastery of
them 5

; 1 Co 9125 4 Every man that striveth for the
mastery is temperate in all things 5

(6 dycavitfiuevos,

RY ‘that striveth in the games 5

); 2 Ti 25 ‘If a
man also strive for masteries

5

(&0X$ ; RV 4 contend
in the games 5

). Cf. Milton, PL ii. 899—
* For hot, cold, moist, and dry, four champions fierce
Strive here for masfry.’

The verb to ‘master 5

in the sense of ‘control 5

occurs in Wis 1218 4 But thou, mastering thy power,
judgest with equity 5

{deairbfav Icrx^os, RV ‘being
sovereign over thy strength 5

). RY has the word
in the mod. sense of ‘overcome 5

in Ac 1916 ‘the
man in whom the evil spirit was leaped on them,
and mastered both of them. 5

J. Hastings.

MASTICK [cxivosf lentiscus).—A dioecious tree,
Pistacia Lentiscus

, L., of the order Anacardiacece
,

of a spreading growth, 10 to 12 ft. high and broad.
The leaves are persistent, with 3 to 5 pairs of
oblong lanceolate to obovate, leathery, mucronu-
* Note the word-play in the •** of the following verse

(Su» 55), and ct African. Ep. ad Orig. (Lommatzsch, xvii. p. 18).

late leaflets, 1 to 1J in. long, on a winged rachis.

The fruits are dry, globular-obovate, somewhat
flattened drupes, £th of an in. in diameter, borne
on short stiff panicles. It grows in thickets, in

rocky places, along the coast and on hills to a
height of 2500 feet, all around the Mediterranean.
The gum is obtained from incisions in the hark,
made in August. The juice exudes in the form
of tears, which harden into spherical, flattened

or irregular, pale-yellow masses, covered with a
bloom, caused by their mutual attrition. They
have a mild terebinthine odour and taste. Mastiek
is known in Arab, by the name mistaM. It is in

universal use by women and girls as a chewing-
gum, partly because of its pleasant taste and the
agreeable odour it gives to the breath, and its

reputed virtues as a preservative to the teeth and
gums, and partly for the amusement of chewing
it. It is also used as a temporary stopping for

cavities in the teeth. It is an astringent, used to
check discharges from the mucous membranes.
A sweetmeat is made of it in Ohio, and forms a
considerable article of export. The tree is men-
tioned once only, in Apocrypha (Sus 54

).

G. E. Post.
MATHELAS (A Ma^Xas, B MaeijXas, AY Matthe-

las), 1 Es 919= Maaseiah, Ezr 1018. The LXX
forms are due to confusion of c with 0 or e-

MATRED (“tibd. Ball compares the Arab, mitrad,
‘a short spear

5

).—The mother-in-law (?) of Hadar
(Gn) or Hadad (Ch), one of the kings of Edom,
Gn 36s9 (A Marpaid)—! Ch l50 (A Marpd8). In Gn
the LXX and Pesh. make Matred the son not the
daughter of Me-zahab, which is accepted by Ball,

who reads p instead of MT rm. Kittel is not
indisposed to accept the same reading in Ch, thus
making Matred a masculine name.

J. A. Selbie.
MATRIXES (nacn=:the Matrite ; B MarrapeL, A

MarrapeL and MetTrapeLr).—A family of the tribe

of Benjamin to which Saul belonged (1 S 1021).
The readings of the LXX point rather to a form
nan (Mattarite). Klostermann would substitute
4 of the family of M. 5

for 4 the son of a Benjamite 5

in 1 S 91
. J. F. Stenning.

MATTAN (pD i
4 a gift

5

; more usually, with
explicit addition of the divine name, in the form
Mattaniah).—1. (Marddv Luc., Mayddv B,
A ; in Ch Mar$dv without variation). Priest of
the temple of Baal in Jerusalem during the reign
of Athaliah. He lost Ms life with the queen,
when she was deposed (2 K ll18

,
2 Ch 2317

). Ahab,
presumably at the instigation of his Phoenician
wife Jezebel, built a temple for the worship of
Baal in Samaria (1 K 1632). Their daughter Atha-
liah was probably founder of this temple in Jeru-
salem. Possibly, therefore, Mattan was not a
Judaean. The name is known as Phoenician
(Gesenius, HWB 12

).

2. (Na9av B, MaOddv Qm*). Named only as the
father of Shephatiah, a contemporary of the prophet
Jeremiah (Jer 381

). W. B. Stevenson.

MATTANAH (npn
; LXX MavOavadv B, -vtv A,

-vkv F* ; Eus. Miaddavtfi).—A station mentioned
only Nu 21 18 * 19

. It was on the route from the
Amon to the plains of Moab, and would therefore
be to the E. of the Dead Sea and N. of the Amon.
No satisfactory identification has been made ; hut
if the position assigned to it by Eusebius (Onom.

p. 169 and p. 274, ed. Lagarde), 12 Roman miles
to the E. of Medeba, be correct, the course taken
by the Israelites must have been farther to the
E. than is generally supposed.*

A. T. Chapman.
* In an article on the 4 Song- of the Well* in the New World
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MATTANIAH (npns).—1. The original name of
king Zedekiah, 2 K 2417 (B Ma88dv, A Me88avia$),

2* An Asaphite, 1 Ch 915 (B Mavdavlas, A Mar-
&a,vias)f leader of the temple choir, Neh ll17 (B
Hadavtd, A MadSavlas) 12s (B Max<m<i, A
door-keeper 1228* 33 (B NaBand, A 3.

Mattaniah, a descendant of Asaph, was, according
to 2 Ch 2014 (B Navdavlas

, A Mardap£as), contem-
porary with Jehoshaphat, but this name should
probably be identified with the preceding. 4. 5.

6. 7. Four of those who had married foreign wives,
Ezr 1O20 (B JSLadavid, A Maddavid, called in 1 Es 927

Matthanias), v.27 (B ’AXadavid, A Maddavid, called
in 1 Es 9s8 Othonias), v.30 (B Ma0awd, A Matftfaz'id,

called in 1 Es 931 Matthanias), v. 37 (B Madavid,

A combined in 1 Es 9s4 with the follow-
ing Mattenai into Mamnitanemus). 8. A Levite

i

who had charge of the offerings, Neh 13 1S (B
Na#<md, A HaBQavLas). 9. (?n^05) A Hemanite,
1 Ch 254' 10 (B MavdavLas, A Martfaidas). 10. (vrpgj)

An Asaphite, 2 Ch 2918 (B Ma08a.vlas, A Mar&wdaj).

MATTATHA (Marratfd). — Son of Nathan and
grandson of David, according to the genealogy of

MATTATHIAS (MarraOias), the equivalent of the
Heb. Mattithiah (n;ipnp 1. AV Matthias,
a Jew, who had married a foreign wife in the days
of Ezra (I Es 9s3)* In Ezr 1033 the name is given
as Mattattah, AV Mattathah (njj®p). See Genea-
logy. 2. One of the men who stood at the right
hand of Ezra during the reading of the law (1 Es
943) ; in Neh 84 Mattithiah. See Genealogy. 3.

The father of the five Maccabsean brothers (1 Mac
gl. 14. lfif. IS. 34. 27. 39.45. 49 ^29^ gQQ MACCABEES. 4.

The son of Absalom, a captain in the army of
Jonathan the Maccabsean, who, togetherwith Judas
the son of Chalpi, stood by his commander during
the flight of the Jews at the battle of Hazor, ana
helped to turn the fortunes of the day {1 Mac ll70).

5. A son of Simon the high priest, who was
murdered, together with his father and brother
Judas, at a banquet at Dok, by Ptolemy the son of

Abubus (1 Mac 1614
‘16

). 6. One of three envoys
sent by Nieanor to treat with Judas Maccabaeus
when he invaded Palestine in B.C. 161 (2 Mac
1419

). Negotiations on the part of Nieanor are
mentioned also in 1 Mac 727

'31
,
but it is there stated

that they were immediately broken off' by Judas,
who discovered that they were only a treacherous

device for getting possession of his person. 7. The
son of Amos in the genealogy of Jesus Christ

(Lk S25 ). 8. The son of Semein (AV Semei) in the
same genealogy {Lk 320). H. A. White.

MATTATTAH (r^nn). — One of the sons of

Hashtun, who had married a foreign wife, Ezr
1085 (B

3Add, A Maddadd), called in 1 Es 9s3 Matta-
thias.

MATTENAI (»).—1. 2. Two of those who had
married foreign wives, Ezr 1033 (B Ma#cmd, A Ma#-
Owal, called in 1 Es 9s3 Maltanneus), v.37 (B Madavdv,

A MaSOaval, combined in 1 Es O^4 with the pre-

ceding Mattaniah into Mamnitanemus). 3. Repre-
sentative of the priestly house of Joiarib in the

days of Joiakim, Neh 1219 (B A om.,

MaOSaval).

MATTER.—In Sir 2810 4 matter 5
is used where

we should now use ‘material
5
instead,

£As the

(March 1895, p. 136 ff.) Budde argues that Mattanah is not a
proper name at all, but that the song should end—

‘With the sceptre, with their staves,

Out of the desert a gift*

;

itad then v.i® resume ‘and from Beer (LXX asro ifpietrse) to

NahaHel.* See also Expos. Times, vL (1895) p. 481

1

matter of the fire is, so it buraeth 5
(/card, rty v\t}9

rod irvpSs, RV ( As is the fuel of the fire
5
). Cf.

Chaucer, Persones Tale, § 8, ‘But for your sinne
ye been woxen thral and foul, and members of the
feend, hate of aungels, sclaundre of holy chirche,

and fode of the false serpent, perpetuel matere of
the fyr of belle

3

; and Bacon’s Assays (Gold. Treas.
ed. p. 57), ‘The surest way to prevent Seditions,

(if the Times doe beare it,) is to take away the
Matter of them. For if there be Fuell prepared,
it is hard to tell, whence the Spark shall come,
that shall set it on fire.

5 In Ja 3s the same Gr.
word (uXt?) is trd ‘matter,

5 ‘Behold how great a
matter a little fire kindlefch,

5 but it is clear from
previous versions that the Eng. word means here
‘affair.

5 Coverdale5
s tr. is ‘Beholde how gret a

thinge a lyttell fyre kyndleth 5

; the Gen. Bible
has the same with ‘ matter 5 in the marg. , and the
Bishops place ‘matter 5

in the text. RV renders
‘ Behold, how much wood is kindled by hoy small
a fire !

5 marg. ‘how great a forest is kindled 5

;

this is very near Wyclifs ‘Lo ! hou miche fijr

kyndlith hon greete a wode/ after Vulg. Ecce
quantus ignis quam magnam sylvctm incendii.

For the phrase ‘Make matter 5

see under Make

;

and add this illustration from Tindale
(
WorJcs, i.

169), ‘ Let this little flock be bold therefore : for if

God be on our side, what matter maketh it who be
against us?

5

J. Hastings.

MATTHAN (MaSOdv).— Grandfather of Joseph
the hnsband of Mary, Mfc l

15
, perhaps to be

identified with Matthafc, who occupies the same
place in St. Luke’s genealogy of our Lord (Lk 324).

MATTHANIAS.—1. (A Marias, B Mardr), 1 Es
927=MATTANIAH, Ezr 10s6* 2. (AMardavLas, B Bar-

KacrTao'fjLvs, AV Mathanias), 1 Es 931= Mattaniah,
Ezr 1030.

MATTHAT (Ma##dT).—1 Grandfather of Joseph
the husband of Mary, Lk 324

, perhaps to be identi-

fied with Matthan, who occupies the same place

in St. Matthew's genealogy of our Lord (Mt l10).

2. Another ancestor of Jesus, Lk 339.

MATTHEW, APOSTLE (Macaco*, Lackm. Tisch.

Treg. WH ;
MardaTos TR).—Matthew’s place in the

Apostolic list is not quite constant, varying be-

tween seventh and eighth, and so affecting the
station assigned to Thomas (in the Synoptics ; in

Ac l 13 Bartholomew). His position in Mk, Mt,
and Lk, viz. seventh, must give his standing in the
original apostolic circle, as reflected in St. Peter’s

mind. He is called in Mt 10s ‘the customs-officer
5

(6 reXdbvTjs), and is thus identified with the Matthew
of 99

(cf. Mk 214
,
Lk 5s7), called while sitting ‘ at the

toll-office
5 near Capernaum, on the Great West

Road from Damascus to the Mediterranean. St.

Mark styles this servant of the tetrarch Herod,
‘ Levi the son of Alphseus 5

; hut that does not bar
the identification. For there is analogy for even
two Hebraic names, both outside (Jos. Ant. xvm.
il. 2, T«<777<£ 6 Kai Katanas) and within the apostolic

circle. And it is likely that, as with Simon
Cephas, Matthew was the later name, given after

his call. This fits its probable meaning, ‘ Jehovah’s
gift.

5 Matthew, then, was the name by which this

apostle became known in Christian circles ; and by
it even St. Mark indicates him in his official list,

while giving his call with strict historic fidelity.

So Thomas is ‘Judas Thomas 5

in Acta Thomas',

and Bartholomew was perhaps Nathanael’s usual
Christian name. On the forms and meaning of

the name Matthew see, further, Dalman, p. 142.

Several things seem implied in this call of

Matthew. He must already have been familiar
I with Jesus and His gospel as preached in Caper
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naum (for thert is no sign that he, like the first

six apostles, had been an adherent of the Baptist)
;

and the least which he gave in honour of Jesus
(Mk 214ff

) probably marked the new relationship.

Finally, while we cannot date his call with pre-

cision, Pharisaic suspicion was already awake
;
so

that his call and consequent experience of his

Master’s ministry can hardly go back to the very
earliest days (this bears on the next art.).

The only other facts related of Matthew on good
authority concern him as evangelist. Eusebius
{HE Hi. 24) says that he, like John, wrote only
under the stress of necessity. c For Matthew, after

preaching to Hebrews, when about to go also to

others, committed to writing in his native tongue
the Gospel that bears his name; and so by his

writing supplied, to those whom he was leaving, the

loss of his presence. 1 The value of this tradition

can be decided only after considering the Gospel
itself. No historical nse can be made of the
artificial story in Sanhedr . 43a

,
that Matthew was

condemned to death by a Jewish court (see Laible,

Christ in the Talmud, ed. Streane, 71 ff.); especially

in face of Heracleon’s explicit denial of martyrdom
in his case (Clem. Alex. Strom . iv. 9). Refer-
ences to him in apocryphal sources are specially

doubtful on account of the easy confusion between
Matthew and Matthias, to whom gnostic Para-
doseis were attributed

(e.g . Clem. Peed. ii. 16).

See, further, the following article.

J. V. BARTLET.
**MATTHEW, GOSPEL OF.—

!. External Evidence of Authorship, etc.

ii. Internal Data and Characteristics.

() OT Quotations.

(&)

Chs. 1-2.

(c) The Sources

:

(1) The Login : (a.) Sermon on the Mount
; (jS) the

Disciple Discourse, ch. 10; (7) the Parables
of ch. 13; ($) the Discourse iu ch. IS;

0) the later Parables.

(2) Mt’s relation to Mk.
(d

)

The setting of the Sermon on the Mount.
( ) Artificial grouping in chs, 8-9

(/) Modifications in the narrative of the Passion and
the Resurrection.

(g) Eschatological standpoint and date.
(h) The Genealogy.

iii. Conclusions

:

(1) Mt used the Petrine memoirs written by Mk.
(2) Mt and Lk probably did not use in common a

Login document.
(3) The Login as found in ourMt are largely coloured

by the life of the Palestinian Church.
(4) Their nucleus is the common Apostolic didactic

tradition, but with the special impress of
Matthew.

(5) Matthew is only indirectly the author of our Mt.
(6) Mt was written to establish a true Messianic ideal.

(7) It was probably written in S. Syria, and certainly

by a Jew : its standpoint.

(8) Concluding remarks.
Literature.

i. External Evidence of authorship, etc.
—Referring the reader to the article Gospels for
the outlines of the Synoptic problem, we have here
to investigate the specific features and origin of
the Gospel which hears the name of Matthew.
Even were the title in our oldest authorities,
* According to Matthew 1

(Kara MadOalov), to be held
original, it need not imply more than that this
written Gospel contains the substance of the oral
Gospel as taught by Matthew. Nor is the matter
carried much further by the words of Papias
(Eus. HE ili. 39), that £ Matthew, then, in Hebrew
speech compiled the Logia ; while they were inter-
preted by each man according to his ability. 1 For
(1) it may be taken as proved that our Mt is not a
translation from Hebrew or Aramaic

; (2) it is im-
probable that the Logia or ‘Oracles 1 of the Lord,
giving, all due latitude to the term logion , included
anything like as much narrative as does our Mt;
(3) tradition is apt to transform indirect into direct
authorship. Matthew’s connexion, then, even with

**rJnmruUit. 1900. b» (

the first collection of Christ’s sayings {Logia) may
have been simply that of their guarantor in the
region in which they were reduced to writing, just

as Mark's Gospel might have been called ‘ accord-
ing to Peter,’ or ‘Peter’s memoirs’ (<bropwipovetpaTa)
—to use the actual words of Justin. If it was a
disciple of Matthew, corresponding to John Mark,
who actually redacted the oral instruction in
question, it would best fit what we know of the
literary habits of the first generation; and the
difference would be little more than formal.
The external evidence as to a written Gospel by

Matthew resolves itself into the witness of Papias
{c. 110-125) ;* for upon him later writers depend
for all save traditions too vague to be trusted in
such a case. Various views, however, are taken
of Papias 1 meaning. The only safe mode of
approach is through a careful study of his motive
in referring to Matthew at all. Eusebius, to whom
we owe our quotations, begins by saying that
Papias compiled five books of * Exposition of Say-
ings of the Lord 1 {Xoylajv TLvpiaK&v i^Tjyigcreojs). He
then challenges Irenseus1 statement that Papias
had been a hearer of John the apostle

;
and to

prove his point quotes Papias’ preface to his work.
From this we gather that, in order to vouch for
the truth of his expositions of the above Sayings
{dLapepaiovfjLevos virkp airCov akijOeiav), he subjoined to
his own interpretations {rats epp^veicus) a number
of primitive traditions, carefully gathered from
‘the Elders, 1 and of which he had taken special
note (6Va ttot£ Trapa r&v TrpecfivTtpuv [i.e. men of the
former, here the first, generation] tcaXus epadov k.

KaX&s iprrjpovevcra). He was anxious, that is, to
show that his views of the Gospel, unlike those of
many who were glib in giving their opinions on
the subject, were formed under the influence of
first-hand traditions, running back, as he believed,
to the Lord Himself. These, moreover, were sup-
plemented by the best sort of second-hand inquiry,
made of companions of the first witnesses, i.e.

certain apostles now dead, but also of two apos-
tolic men, Aristion and John the Elder, personal
disciples of the Lord still alive in his youth.
From these sources he had got his best understand-
ing of the Lord’s deep sayings, namely, from oral
tradition continued in living men, and not from
books {i.e. probably written gospels, rather than
exegetical writings of any kind)

.

His whole interest, then, is in the true inter-
pretation of certain sayings of the Lord, embody-
ing the genuine Gospel. But he wishes also to
make clear to his readers the source whence came
the Logia or Sayings themselves on which he
commented.f He has found, he seems to say,
Matthew’s collection of these Logia preferable to
any other. For as an ordered body {ativraZis) of the
Lord’s Sayings,—with which alone his comments
had to do,—Mark’s Gospel was not its equal. But,
after all, Matthew had compiled these Sayings in
Aramaic before Papias 1 own day

;
and at that

time each man had had to interpret them as best
be could, i.e. for the most part without the rare
advantages to which Papias could appeal in his
own case.f In a word, his call to write his ‘Ex-
positions’ lay in the absence of any written body

* A later date for Papias’ work is too readily assumed.
Eusebius (UPiii, 37) reckons him in ‘the first line of succession
(SLaSoxv^) from, the apostles,’ through whose writings the tradi-
tion of apostolic teaching lived on. He then names Igimnus
and Clement as cases, and proceeds at once to Papias. The next
book opens with Trajan’s latter ’years, later than which Eus
does not seem to place Papias’ work

;
while Polycarp he names

after Justin.
t Euseb. does not necessarily give us the extracts in the

order in which they came in Papias’ preface. The statement,
‘ M., then, in Hebrew speech compiled the Logia : but as for
their interpretation, each did as best he could,’ may well have
led up to the reference to Ms own ‘ interpretations.’

t Comp. Irenaeus, Prcef., ofmen in his own day, feStovpyovvres
Ta Adyta Kupiov, efijyijTai Kcuctr twv koA&s eipT)p.€Vi*iv •uivop.evot

/Scribner'* Son*
"
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of authorized interpretations of the Logia in detail

(aura). So had it been at first, so was it still

;

while the need, in an age of wild speculation, was
greater than ever.

Zahn and others find Papias’ emphasis to he on the Semitic
form of Matthew’s work. But then we should expect this to be
brought out by a contrast, ‘in Greek,’ in the antithetical clause.

In its absence the quotation seems motived by Papias’ main
idea of right ‘ interpretation ’ (ripfxrjvevae follows immediately
on <rvveypa\paTo) Further, for Papias’ use of ‘interpret,’ his

reference to his own ‘interpretations 1 (ep/xTjveZap outweighs his

use of ipjLnjvevrijg m another context, where he is citing another’s

words. Finally, according to Zahn’s view, Papias should go
on to say ho to a Greek edition of the Aramaic Mt finally arose.

But, to judge by Eus "s silence, he did nothing of the kind
He knew a Greek Mt

;
he knew of Aramaic Login current in

Matthew’s name
;
and he assumed the Greek Gospel to be a

version of an original Aramaic writing by the apostle.

Thus, according to Papias’ own personal belief,

Matthew had indeed written down the Logia.
But he had left no written interpretation of their

meaning. The result was a divergence of views as

to the Lord’s teachings which Papias deplores,

and which he seeks to rectify by aid of traditions

which had reached him from Matthew and other

disciples of the Lord.

So far, then, external evidence to the connexion
of Matthew with our Greek Gospel is slender.

Papias implies
,
no doubt, that the apostle wrote,

and that in Aramaic. But what he is asserting is

neither the one nor the other, but rather the fact

that the Matthsean Logia were at first left to

chance interpretation. As to Papias’ implication

that Matthew actually wrote out in Aramaic the

Sayings of the Lord, its worth is doubtful. Against
it stands the weighty witness of St. Luke
who seems to know of no narrative of the matters
on which Christian faith had assured hold drawn
up by an eye-witness. The force of this can hardly
be turned by saying that his word di-fiyyais suggests

narrative, rather than a collection of Sayings.*
To say the least, St. Luke would surely have con-
structed his careful paragraph otherwise had he
known of—much more intended to use—a writing
by an apostle embodying Christ’s own sayings.

The strange divergence of the Logian elements in Mt and Lk
respectively seems inconsistent with a common written basis.

Thus, if one still suspects positive tradition to lie behind Papias’
reference to Matthew as having written the Logia, it must he
conceded that Lk at least had not access to it. And even as
to our Mt, it seems easier to suppose that it incorporates the
composite catechenie of a locality, than that it blends so much
pure local tradition with the written Logia of Matthew (see iii.

(2) etc. below). The meagreness of the historic setting of the
Logia common to Mt and Lk may be gauged from Mt 113-25=Lk
718-35 1012-16. 21,

Before leaving St. Luke, however, one may
remark that he also uses much matter which, as

found also in Mt, may well go back to the Apostle
Matthew in some form

;
only, he seems to have

found it for the most part already in its present
historical setting {e.g. in Lk 951-1814

). This setting

differs widely from that in which the like sayings
occur in Mt. But no early work, such as Luke’s
‘ special source,’ would have departed far from a
setting provided in an apostle’s work. Hence the
Apostle Matthew did not give the Logia such a
setting: and it has to be seen whether even the

Logia themselves as used by our first evangelist

owed their exact form to an apostle at all, rather
than to oral tradition starting from Matthew’s
teaching. For that Matthew had some hand in

shaping the Logia in question seems certain from
the mere fact that to him, quite an obscure apostle,

tradition uniformly and in all circles assigns our
first Gospel. On the other hand, the variety of

Gospels which in the 2nd cent claimed to

represent the Apostle Matthew—our Mt and the
two forms of the ‘Gospel according to the He-

* In Sir 6s5 Siyyijtrif deia is parallel to irapoifiCax <rvvetretas
;

and in 9IS we get iracra Siyy. trov ev v6p.(a 'Yij/iorov. Of. Eus. HE
iii. 39. 12-14.
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brews ’ *—along with the lack of any trace of a
common Matthsean document in Aramaic or Greek,
suggests that all that really belonged to the apostle

was a type of oral teaching. In that case our Mt
would be related to the apostle much as Mk is

related to St. Peter
;
and the difference in their

titles may simply mean that Mark was a well-

known apostolic disciple, whereas the name of the
author of the Matthsean Gospel was early forgotten.

Then posterity, fixing instead on the ultimate source
of its tradition, "would call the work ‘ Kara MaOealov. 1

ii. Internal Data and Characteristics

—

General ground-plan—
i. Messiah’s person, 1-2.

ii. Preparation for Messianic ministry, 3-411 .

iii. Ministry in Galilee, 412-1(520.

(Introductory, 412-25
;

typical words, 0-7 ; typical

deeds, S-L-34
;

expansion by delegation, 9°Mi>;
Messiah’s own estimate of His* ministrv, 11 ; attitude

of different classes and typical persons,' 12-1 fi
20

)

iv. Moving towards crisis at Jerusalem, 162L-2S l=Mk
SSi-lG).

(a) OT Quotations.-—In this inquiry welcome aid

would seem to offer itself in the phenomena of

biblical quotation. This has twro aspects—a formal
and a material. The formal relates to the text

used, whether Hebrew" or Greek ( or even that of the

vernacular paraphrase or Targum accompanying
the reading of the Hebrew OT in the synagogue);
and, if Greek, to the local variety of LXX text

implied. The material aspect concerns the mode
of thought reflected in the formula of citation, and
the degree to which the evangelist's purpose shines

through his use of the words or even modifies what
he remembers and writes.?

Formally, then, the quotations in passages
peculiar to Mt diverge from the LXX far more
than those in parts common to it with Aik or Lk
or both. This is specially the case with quotations

introduced by the evangelist himself in comments
signalizing ‘fulfilment’ (Trhr)pto6rjvaL ) of prophecy.
These are ten in number (l23 215 - 18 23 4 15f* 817 1218--1

1385 215 27^); and of the words composing the

citations nearly half do not occur in the LXX
equivalents. The significance of this is indubitable,

when we observe that in nineteen quotations com-
mon to Mt with at least one Synoptic, less than a
sixth of the words diverge from the LXX. In
other words, the homogeneity of our Alt, and so

any claim to be a simple version of an Aramaic Alt,

is at once disproved.

(&) Chapters 1-2.—Zahn maintains that the first

verse of Mt is a title for the whole book, arguing
that fii&xos yeveaevs cannot linguistically and by
LXX usage mean ‘genealogy’ or even ‘nativity,’

hut only ‘history’ or ‘career.’ But as Irenseus

evidently thought otherwise (adv. JECcer. III. xi. 11,

cf. frag. 27, ap. Harvey, ii. 493, Dial. Tim. et Aq.
[see below, p. 303], where yeviaeis^yeveahoyias, fol.

93 r0 et v°), one has only to prove the fitness of an
introductory section, to which v. 1 may serve as

opening. Thus it might refer to the nativity (cf.

Lk l14) and its attendant circumstances, including

the antecedents of the seed royal, arranged so as to

indicate three great moments in Israel’s fortunes

—

climax in David, anti-climax in the Exile, and the

moment of restored Davidic glory in Messiah. This
would be paralleled, not only in the three prefatory

chapters of Hosea, especially in the LXX (l2 apxh
\6yov Kvpiov iv ‘Htnje . . . 41 aKO^aare \6yov Kvp(ovy viol

*1(rpcfik), hut also in Mk l 1
,
taken as the first verse

of a prefatory account of the Forerunner’s ministry

* The idea that this in either form was an enlarged edition

of the ‘ Ur-Matthans ’ rests only on the assumption that the

Apostle Matthew was a Judaizer—an assumption improbable in

the case of any of the primitive apostles, who saw the Gospel
in its continuity with the prophets.

t In this section, as in some others, the * Statistics and Obser-
vations ’ collected with scholarly care by Rev. Sir J. 0. Hawkins,
in his Horae SynopiiecB (1899), have been of great service.
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(cf. Hosea, above). Further, since l 18
,
‘Now the

birth (7cveo-ts) of the Christ* was on this wise,’

seems to follow closely on the last clause of l 17
,

‘until the Christ, fourteen generations,’ and l17

sums up the gist of l2-16
,
the whole of ch. 1 might

easily be subsumed under l1 . But it is better to

take filfihos yevececcs as * birth-roll,’ and see in l18

a fresh section; so also with ch. 2, which sets

forth certain prophesied corollaries of the birth of

Messiah (on the genealogy itself see below (h),

p. 302).

(c) The Sources.— (1) The Logia.— Here two
things must be borne in mind. In early days the

tradition of Jesus’ Sayings ‘ did not remain merely
personal reminiscence and communication, but
served the Church as law and doctrine, and was
accordingly put into the form of didactic pieces.’
4 Again, this was done in a spirit and amid associa-

tions that prevented the rise of a binding letter ’

:

and hence we must be ready to recognize among the

Logia ,
along with the voice of the Church’s Lord,

echoes awakened in the Church’s experience.

These conditions have been stated, and applied to

the forms in which the Logia meet us in Mt and
Lk respectively, by Weizsacker in particular, in

bis Apostolic Age (Eng. tr. ii. 32 ff.); and his views
are largely utilized in what follows. The differ-

ence in style and standpoint between the Logia
groups in Mt and Lk is due to the differing history

of the Logian tradition in the apostolic Church.
The preoccupation amid which our Mt’s type of

Logia took proximate shape was 4 the secession of

the Church from Judaism and its authorities.

Thus did Jesus Himself oppose the Pharisaism and
the scribes of His time.’ So, too, the main lines of

our first Gospel reflect the practical wants of the
early days—‘the doctrines of righteousness, the

disciples’ vocation, the kingdom of God, the duties

of the society, the false system of the Jews and
Pharisees, the future of the kingdom of God.’
These answer to chs. 5-7. 10. 13. 18. 23-25, sections

in which the unity of the parts is didactic rather
than historical, kindred matter having gravitated

to each considerable nucleus by the exigencies of

memoriter instruction. That our evangelist was
already familiar with these sections as more or less

connected wholes, is probable from the formula
which he appends to each of them : koI iyevero tire

IreAecrev d ’Irfcrovs robs x6yovs totjtovs (7
28 191 26*), or

ras T&pafioAas ravras (13°3), Or dtardcrawi' to?s 5c65e/ca.

g.a67]Tais avrov (ll1). We take, then, these didactic

sections of our Mt in order.

(a) The Sermon on the Mount, Mt 5-7.—Weiz-
sacker subjects this sermon, ‘ a kind of catechism ’

set in the forefront of this Gospel, to an analysis

which reveals its true nature as ‘ a kind of code,

such as originated in and was designed for the
Church.’ This transformation of Christ’s teaching
into forms adapted to the religious use of disciples

was inevitable so long as the evangelic tradition was
a matter of catechesis,

with a view to edification.

Indeed this fact witnesses to its vital hold on
Christians at a time when the Spirit was every-
thing and the letter little thought of, and so when
fresh applications of a principle laid down by the
Master could not in oral teaching be kept apart
from the germinal saying which had given them
birth in the Church’s mind. The question, then, is

here not so much one of the Lord’s ipsissima verba,
lying behind the Logia used in our Gospel, as touch-
ing the nucleus of a sermon formed out of such
Logia which Mt expands.

Weizs&cker makes it consist of three sections originally inde-
pendent, as is seen from Lk: viz. the new Christian law in

* The diverse orders, * Jesns Christ * (tfOBKX at Pap. Oxyr.
(scbc. iii.) aegypt. syr.^ arm. seth. Or.) and * Christ Jesus ’ (B),
point to the originality of ‘ the Christ ’ (D Tl, it. vg. syr. ^ om- -

hen.)
;
cf. 1™,

contrast to the existent legal usage of the scribes (521
-48

);
Christ’s estimate of the pious usages then m honour (alms,

piayeis, fastings); and His reformation of them (61
-18

)
and His

exposition of the higher life in contrast to division of heart

and care for the worldly life (619-34 ). Secondary to these, even
as combined, he regards not only ch 7—an appendix of seven
short sections supplementing and partly repeating the foregoing

(J
15

. with its ‘false prophets which come to you in sheep’s cloth-

ing,
1 being clearly a late touch)—but also the tw ofold introduction

in 53-1- 13-16
. Yo\v, that 513-1G is out of place one may justly infer

from Lk 1434f S18 ll33 . But Lie also makes the Sermon open
with beatitudes, though less than half Mt’s number (which
seems filled out with OT phrases), and otherwise contradicts

Weizsacker’s analysis. For this among other reasons, the
reconstruction of the Logian Sermon favoured by Weiss and
Wendt (with some divergences) is to be preferred. Yet even so,

one must not assume that the Sermon was known to Mt and Lk
in the same recension. Thus, while it is probable that Lk’s four
beatitudes (apart from the parallel woes, a secondary feature)

best represent the original apostolic Logian tradition (not

necessarily as Matthew taught it), it is clear that Luke knew the
Lord’s Prayer m anothej* form from Mt’s, and that not as part

of the Sermon at all.

Allowing, then, for the different history of the

Logian tradition before it reached our Mt or

Luke, we may regard the following as ‘ Matthsean ’

in substance :—Four beatitudes parallel to Lk
(53 4* llf

) ;
four revised readings of Mosaic mor-

ality as understood by the scribes—about murder,
adultery, retaliation, hatred of enemies (52L 22-

(24) 27f ss-40. 43-48) . three corrections of the Jewish
ideal of piety—alms, prayer, fasting (61-18

) ;

*

four dangers of the higher life—earthly-minded-

ness, insincerity, a divided heart, carefulness for

things bodily—the remedy being absorption in the

Father’s kingdom (6
19-34

) ; f some more miscellane-

ous counsels (7
1“27

). These last, most or all, owe
their combination to our evangelist, as they repeat
a good deal

; and in one case (712), the Golden Kule
of duty towards one’s neighbour, a verse comes
more naturally in Lk (6

31
), earlier in the Sermon.

Yet the words on criticism and self-criticism (71-5
,

Lk 637f- 41f
), on fruit as the test of goodness (7

16-21
,

Lk d43-46
), and the similitude which clinches the

whole Sermon (7s4
-27

,
Lk S47"49

), come in fitly.

f

Probably even this reconstruction leaves too much
in the Sermon for it really to have been spoken at

one time : it expects far more of men’s hearing
capacity than Jesus ever demanded. But it may
stand as representing the Matthsean didactic cate-

chism for the citizen of the Father’s kingdom, and
as suggesting the processes of further accretion v

in later use, and of final compilation, which lie

between it and Mt 5-7.

(

6

) The Disciple Discourse
,
ch. 10.—The action

of local Church usage upon the tradition is also

implied in the specific disciple-discourse. This in

practical use must early have lost much of its

original restrictions, as intended for the guidance
of the Twelve in their first preaching by the side

of their Master’s own ministry (cf. Mk 313~15
).

Thus in Lk it refers to the conduct of a large

circle of disciples who assisted Jesus in a similar

way

;

and in either form it doubtless embodies
rules taught in the churches for the guidance of

all who acted as missionaries (‘apostles’ in the
larger sense, for which 4 evangelists ’ became a
synonym). The words in Mt 1028 cannot have
been used of the original temporary mission

:

1 When they persecute you in the one city, flee to

the other: for verily I say to you, ye shall not
finish the cities of Israel before the Son of Man
come.’ This must rather represent an early stage

* Each, of these sections admits of further analysis : note
particularly the change from ‘ye 1 to ‘thou’ (? of catechesis)
in each case. We cannot, of course, by such rough tests dis-

tinguish the teaching as original and derivative. But certainly
the Lord’s Prayer did not come originally in the Sermon (see
Lk ll1*). The backbone of Mt’s form of this section consists
0f Ql. 5. 16.

f Here, too, there may be later or editorial elements, v.®4

in particular. But Lk’s divergent arrangement by no means
proves that these subjects were no part of the Matthiban Logia.

t On the other hand, 75 - cui). «• are out of place.
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of the Church’s echoed counsels to the Messianic
missionaries in general, on the lines laid down by
Jesus for His first disciples. Weizsacker sees in Mt
105-i5(i6) the original tradition as to the apostolic

mission, once current as an independent piece (cf.

Mk67-13
, Lk 9^ lO2"11

), and here given in a form
retaining the restricted scope of Christ’s own
earthly ministry—the form in which the Matthaean
Logia were current in our evangelist’s region. A
secondary formation follows in the section on
persecution, which reflects the experience of the
Apostolic age at least as late as St. Paul’s trials

before Roman courts at Csesarea. Its originally

detached character is shown by its appearing in

the eschatological discourse in Mk 13®'*, Lk SI1®*,

where Mt faintly echoes Mk. Here, however, Mt
seems independent of Mk’s form, having points in

common with Lk’s ‘doublet 5
(12llf*), and being the

more original in its basis (apart from the evan-
gelist’s own colouring). These two sections Weiz-
sacker calls c the fundamental law for the mission-

ary activity of the Church.’ He adds that they
were naturally extended by analogous sayings, like

Mt 1024-42 (many of which are clearly misplaced, see

Lk 123-9- 51-53 1425-27), either by Mt or in the tradi-

tional form under which he was wont to teach the

Matthaean Logia.

(y) The Parables of ch. 13.—As to these parables,

where Mt’s love of the number seven (cf . the double
sevens of the genealogy) attracts our attention,

it appears that all three evangelists possessed

collections of parables, beginning with 4 the funda-
mental parable,’ the Sower. To this main parable

there were two types of sequel : one as in Mk and
Lk, where it is combined with the simile of the

Lamp, whereby Jesus explained to the disciples

(in the actual course of events) the function of

parable as a test of hearers’ receptivity
;
the other,

as in Mt, where it is followed didactically by other

parables more or less related in thought. These
appear to come from different sources. The pen-
dent parable (to the Sower) of the Wheat and
Tares has a peculiar opening, ufioiudr) r\ j9a<r., which
recurs in parables in 182a 222

,
and may point to

the three having been once a didactic whole, re-

presenting a late stage of Logian teaching. On
the other hand, the remaining five begin with
6(j.oia early i] $a<r., probably the usual opening in

parabolic collections.*

Weizsacker*s ‘reflexions’ deserve attention. Viewing the
Wheat and Tares as a later supplement to the Sower, he says :

‘ From the very nature of this form of instruction, the discus-

sion ofone parable leads naturally to the invention of others:

interpretations develop into fresh parabolic material.’ Thus this

parable reflects ‘an experience from the life of the Church,’

which may be the case also with the Drag-net and some others.

But ‘many case the collection gives us an insight, not only

into the way in which the tradition operated, but also into the

method of editing passages for definite didactic purposes.’ Its

object is to set forth not so much distinct commands, as ‘the

fruits of the teaching received, the perfection and divine nature

of the cause.’ It is, in any case, characteristic of Mt’s stand-

point that his first special parables—the Tares and the Leaven

—

4 carry us involuntarily into the primitive Church. They round
their most direct use in the relations of that Church to the

nation.’

(5) The Discourse in ch. 18.—In the discourse on
the ‘little ones’ and fraternal treatment of all

brethren, even the least, Weizsacker thinks 186ff*

is an organic unity. ‘The whole refers to the

conduct of the disciples to each other .* the sayings

teach the nature of their communion,’ even if some
took shape rather later than others. It seems a

proof of the general justice of these remarks that

* Weizsacker thinks akkrjv Trapafiokrjv (1324- 31 * 3S
) and trakiv

(
45. 47

)
original parts of special collections. But they rather

show Mt’s compiling hand. He also thinks that the reflexions

in IS341*, coming in the middle of things, must be due to a

source used. But against this must be set Mt’s favourite

formula in v.35a. He inserts them from Mk and practically

where Mk has them. Then he returns to explain the Wheat
and Tares, and adds other parables.
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the parable of the Lost Sheep, which Lk gives as
an apology for Jesus’ own attitude to outcasts,

came to Mt as a lesson for believers, in relation

apparently to converts from among such ‘little

ones 5 of society. It had lost its original appli-

cation and gained another in the Church’s life.

Moreover, already in IS-3
"5 Mt has made humility the

note of the kingdom, in place of the spirit which
thinks of 4 greater ’ and ‘ lesser ’ among brethren.
Each must be ready to sink all ‘superiority,’ to re-

ceive even a young child on the ground of Christ’s
name, and to avoid wounding the feelings of the
humblest believer—one of no more account than a
child (cf. Mk 0411*). Hence, however much our Mt
may be influenced in the wording of IS1-5 6- sf by
Mk g33"37 * 42"47

,
yet his mind is already filled with

a Logian piece of didactic which asserts itself both
in idea and in phrasing, as well as in 183f* as a whole

:

4 The intention of its original form 5 shines through

;

and 4 the apostles are thought of as patterns for

the Church.’
(e) The later Parables.—Similarly the three par-

ables of 2128~2214
,
centring in that of the Vineyard

common to the Synoptics, define the Church’s rela-

tions to Judaism. In the first two of these parables
we get the phrase h ftaa. rod 6eoQ

,
so rare in Mt, and

perhaps a mark of the later stratum in its Logia.

In l‘223b the phrase may be due to parallelism with ev irvev-

fiart deov in 2Sa ; and in 1924 it seems to come from Mk 1<J24 .

In‘2131 * 43
, however, we can only suppose that this Hellenistic

or un-Hebraic expression (so Dalman, Die Worts Je,sw, 155) marks
the secondary, rather than Matthiean, element in the tradition

reflected in Mt, to whose own usage ^ jSaar. r&v ovpav&v can by
no means be exclusively tiaeed.

The parable of the Marriage Feast is partly

paralleled by Lk 1415~24, and is an old Logian ele-

ment which has undergone change in two lines of

tradition. Mt seems to have it in a late form;
for it has gained an appendix, on the Wedding-
garment and the fewness of those who respond and
are elect. And even the part parallel to Lk adds
the feature of insult and death visited on the
king’s messengers, resulting in vengeance on the
murderers and their city—surely an echo of the
experiences and expectations of the later apostolic

age, though not necessarily after, rather than
just before A.D. 70 (cf. Mk 129* 10

,
Lk SO1^, Mt

21-u-n for the like as already foretold in prophecy).
We shall return to the subject in discussing Mt’s
date. Meantime this impression of the absolute

rejection of the national religions system is con-

firmed by the great anti-Pharisaic discourse in ch.

23—an excellent case of didactic compilation, the

bulk at least of which our Mt found ready to

his hand, though the seven distinct Woes may
betray his schematism. We must now turn aside,

for the moment, to consider the other chief factor

of Mt, the narrative sections parallel to Mk.
(2) Mfs relation to Mk.—To begin withasimple

case, namely one which involves no otherconnected
source like the Logia, Christ’s walking on the sea

may he taken (Mt 1422ff*, Mk 645ff*) . Herewe observe

slight omissions

—

atrod (followed by addition of

clvt6v), rb trepay 7rpbs B7]&crai8dv, outos-; insertions

—

kcct
7

Ibiav, fjLafrqTal (to compensate for abrobs in a

clause omitted), curb rod <p6pov eKpa^av in place of

aveKpafrv, [6 ’i^ous] ;
use of favourite forms of a

word

—

robs bxXovs for rby av£$r} for cunjXdev
;

changes in construction

—

i.e. ern ov aToXvarj for

(fees . . . airoXuei, uTrb r. KVfi&rwv for iy rtp iXabyety,

rerdpr-rj (pvXcucrj for 7T€pl T€T*. (pvXaicfiVy ^X0ey for ep^ercu,

'trepnra.rwv iirl tt)v (cf. 29
,
Only Mt) for €t\ ttjs, Xeyoov

for k. xtyei—sometimes involving transposition of

a word, like erapdx^rro-y (Xeyovres^ K.r.x.) in 26
;

paraphrase

—

cto.Siovs rcctXXobs curb yrjs cureixev for

iv fliercp r. OaXacraTjs
;
omission of a clause

—

k. 4j6eXev

rrapeXOeiv avrovs, Mk fi
48

^, irdvres yap avrbv 50a
.

In the general result Mt’s Greek is smoother
and better than Mk’s, though less vivid ; also the
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changes appear for the most part involuntary,

due to riiemoriter rewriting of section by section

after perusal, rather than to line for line copying.*

This less mechanical conception of the process by
which Mk passes into Mt is not only most likely,

but helps to explain much elsewhere. In fact it

secures the advantages claimed for the purely

oral theory, without sacrificing what gives to the

documentary theory its strength. The section

affords other lessons. Peter’s walking on the

water (28-31) is an insertion from tradition,! and
points to a factor which must he reckoned with

throughout, e.g. in 27G2~S6 2811'15
,
as also in relation

to the parables peculiar to Mt. And, finally, the

description of the effect upon the disciples’ minds
is put in a different form from Mk—one reflecting

less upon their slowness of heart and pointing

more directly the moral of this Gospel (v.83 , cf. 16 16

275i
). The phrase full of adoration, ‘Truly thou

art Son of God,’ is here anachronistic in view of

1615f
-, Mk 829 . These various points might he

illustrated from the next few sections. But space

forbids : and so we turn to apply our principles to

the parts where Logia and Mk may be thought to

blend.

(c?) Setting of the Sermon on the Mount.—Mt 423-

51 is crucial for the evangelist’s methods. Is his

relation to Mk here determined by other narrative

material, oral or written, or simply by his own
plan for the use of his didactic or Logian matter ?

Historically arbitrary as the latter hypothesis

would argue Mt’s eclectic use of Mk to be, it is

yet probably correct. Eor in fact all close study

of Mt shows its historic interest to he quite sub-

ordinate to the interpretative, the setting forth in

orderly fashion of the salient features of Messiah’s

activity and teaching. Here, then, Mt’s prime
care is to find a fit point of contact with the

traditional narrative—of which Mk is the form
before him—for the general Sermon on the king-

dom. As it stood in the forefront of the Logian
tradition, so should it stand in a full written

Gospel as Mt conceived it. Starting from Mk I/22

(Mt 728f-), he readaptedMk 313,
where Jesus ‘ascends

the mountain ’ in order to associate with Himself an
inner circle of disciples

;
assuming that such a call

would imply a prior formal exposition of the
nature of the new kingdom. And so far he may
have followed tradition—a tradition, too, which
knew of a discourse on a mountain. But, this

identification once adopted, Mt carried out his use
of Mk with great freedom.

The whole ofMk 813 influences Mt 51. ISTot only does Jesus
ascend * the mountain,' though no special locality is in question

;

hut the reference to disciples as coming to Him creates some
obscurity touching the persons addressed in the Sermon. Mt
has just referred to * the crowds 1

;
and at the end we hear of its

effect, not on disciples, but on these same crowds. Hence,
apart from the form in which the Sermon is cast (perhaps mainly
that of current Logian catechesis

;
contrast Lk 620

,
where the

disciples are first addressed, and then hearers in general, 27
),

we have the blending of Mk’s context with that which Mt has
just created for himself. For with the hint supplied bv Mt 51 in

relation to Mk 313
,
we can hardly fail to see in Mt 423*23 a mosaic

of Marcan situations and expressions, generalized in order to set

forth the earlier activity of Jesus in. word and deed—the pre-

supposition of ‘the crowds’ present at the Sermon. Similarly,

the call of disciples had been hinted at by the typical cases

* That renewed reference was sometimes made, seems proved
by Mt’s reversion to Mk’s nepLirareZu ini, tjj? tfoAdcrtn??, in 26a ,

after writing automatically nep. enl rr\v Bakaa-crav
,
his own con-

struction (cf. ini ra vSara in 28L
). For a parallel, compare the

freer parts of Codex Bezse.

+ As such it gives a good specimen of Mt’s style when free to

follow its own literary form. bTote dnoKpidds elnev [Mk 6 times,
generally anoK. Aeyet

; common in Lk, and in Mt 14-28 (34 times),

where rewriting Mk, but rare in 3-13 (7 or 8 times),
^
where

using Logia : hence not a Logian phrase : Jn cbrejcpt<b}], airb -row

TrAoun»(cf. 816,Mk prefers €K),KaTa7rovrtgecr0ae.(Mt lS^oAryOTrierTo?

(820 168), 8l<tt<x&lv (2&17), and*vpie in later religious sense (cf. Lk).
It shows also the easy way in which an^insertion may blend with
the Marcan context, i.e. dvafSdi'Ttav avrtbv for avefSyj (npos avrovs).

Note KekeveLv (1428,
cf- 9 19

), never in Mk, once only in Lk (IS40).

borrowed from Mk m I&~22
. The artificial natuie of 24f is clear

from the fact that no little lapse of time is implied in the going
forth of Jesus’ fame 4

into the whole of Syria ’ and the gathering
of crowds from Decapolis and Judsea and beyond Jordan—
features natural m Mk’s later context (3

7
,
Lk ti

17
), but not m

Mt, if it were meant to be chronological. Similarly 423 is based
on Mk l39 6°a, with l23 for starting-point Oust as l 22 is used at
the end of the Sermon m 72s) ,

and 935 repeats the borrowing
when Mt gets really parallel to Mk 06 .

The fact that both in 423 and 24 there are echoes
of more than one passage in Mk, suggests that
our Mt was so familiar with the latter as to

combine his phrases in memory without a full

sense of their actual position in Mk’s narrative.

And this is confirmed by the fact that these verses

appear quite in Mt’s style. But in any case Mt’s
generalizing use of Mk seems clear (so 816 1530 - 31

),

and is illustrated by our next paragraph.

(e) Artificial grouping in 8-9.—In 5-7 Mt has
been drawing on his prime Logian source. In
7-sb he returns to Mk (l*22) with i^TrXtjcrcrovTo (ot

o^Aoi) <brl Tp diSaxy avrov' yap BidacrKcav aurobs &$
e^ovatav fix031* Ka ^ °bx & s 0<L ypa/ajuareis (aur<3v)» He
thus draws attention to the authority of Jesus’

manner of teaching, and then proceeds to show
how this Messianic mien extended to His action

and attitude towards men. In fact the series of

works and words of power which follow, fulfils

the second part of the forecast in 423. Once more
we get the broad, vague background of oxXoi
TroWoi (cf. 425

) ;
and then the cleansing of the leper

(Mk l«ff) is introduced with an abrupt ml iSoti.

Thus he passes over the deliverance of the man with an
unclean spirit (Mk l23*28

), ^since he has already used the im-
pression produced by it, p cuccrj (<j>rjpr) is Mt’s own word 926), in
his general description in 42ia This omission was the easier

that the story has much m common with the fuller Gadarene
incident which he is about to use shortly (S28ff =Mk But
why does he take Mk l40ff* before 29ff-? Partly perhaps because
it contains words of respect for Moses in keeping with 517

,
and.

partly because m Mk the healing of the leper comes between a
reference to a general ministry in Galilee (Is9), m which. Mt sees
the continuation ofhis own 423

,
and an entry into Capernaum.

Mt is not concerned with temporal sequence,
but tries to preserve local conditions. Hence he
goes on with something which had come to him
connected with Capernaum (85 ,

cf. Lk 71
). In the

healing of the centurion’s servant (7ra?s, Lk SovXos)

the interest centres in the dialogue : and the story
may have come in the Logia just after the Sermon
(as in Lk [or his special source, cf. 951ff

*], who has
already used Mk’s material right up to the with-
drawal with disciples to the mountain).

To Mt it bad special value here as introducing the idea of
authority (e£ov<xia), which the centurion implicitly recognizes as
on the side of Jesus (89). W. 12 are attached by logical
affinity (? already so in Logia tradition in Mt’s region, agamst
Lk and serve to justify Gentile faith in Mt’s day. Then,
at last, he returns to the thread of Mk l29

-34
(
35-ss illustrates

nothing that is to his purpose). The healing of Peter’s mother-
in-law becomes a mere typical case, one of a class, like the many
referred to in v. 18

. This verse summarizes Mk l32-34 with some
characteristic changes {e.g. demoniacal possession is put first

as marking authority), and is followed by the citation of pro-
phecy with Mt’s usual formula of 4

fulfilment.’

The next step is more obscure
;
hut the link

seems to he a similarity of occasion (to which
time is subordinated) . As the last event was 6\f/tas

yevopfvris (
16—Mk l32), so he subjoins another

evening scene (Mk 435 bflas yev., Jesus saith

Liikdidfjuev els rb 7rbpav k. dcpbres rbv oyfiov . . . ).

The motive of departure, too, comes from Mk’s con-
text,* lS(bv db 6 *1. 6%Xov Trepl abrbv iiciXevcrev dmeXdeZv

els rb irtyav. The episode of the two aspirants to

discipleship, which intervenes, needs some special

reason for its position
;

it comes in very abruptly.
It is otherwise placed in Lk (957ff-), at a later part

of the ministry, and rightly. But this does not

* This is a crucial case of Mt’s use of Mk. For whereas the
sing. oyAos is Mk’s regular form (03 to 1), Mt prefers oxAot (25
times, o^Aot tj-oAAoi 5, o^Ao? 19, generally parallel to Mk) : and the
foregoing context would suggest o^Aot (cf, v.1) or at any rate tov
OXkQV.
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hinder its having stood in local catechesis after the
Sermon, as logically akin, viz. as affording a typical

case of response to the Master’s call to disciple-

ship : and that Mt forces it in here suggests that it

so stood. It illustrates the authority, even in isola-

tion, that marked the Son of Man (esp. ~). Prom
v. 23 to the end of ch. 8 Mt follows Mk 5lff

,
the only

points calling for note being the softening down of

the disciples’ alarm and surprise in the storm (dAty6-

7tlottoi and ot &vdp(tiTrQi)i the substitution of the
more familiar Gadarene region for the obscure
Gerasene (i.e. of Kersa, a village on the lake’s

edge), and the fresh reading of the demoniac
incident by which Mt follows the plurals in the
dialogue (e.g. Mk’s TrapefcaKeuav avTbv Xeyovres') to

the ignoring of the sing, of Mk's narrative. It is

possible that this reading had already in oral

tradition generated the dvo daifxov and that

Mt uses Mk in the light of the story as known to

him orally. Yet Mt’s general tendency to duality
(cf. 2030

) is to be noted
;
particularly the clear case

in 2

1

2-7
,
where his narrative is warped by words of

prophecy which he himself introduces with his own
formula. The divergences from Mk seem to be
quite in Mt’s own style.* The words with which
he returns to Mk 2 lff are still coloured by Mk 5, ml
ep.&a$ els Tr\6iov (Mk 518 )

di€7T€pa<rev t (ib. 21
,
the verse

after which Mt resumes this section of Mk in 91S
).

Capernaum is called r^v Idiav tt6klv in terms of 413
.

Once more, in the healing of the paralytic, the
note of authority is struck in both Gospels. In
99 Mt seems to show that his aim is to present a
series of typical scenes in their logical rather than
strict historical connexion

;
for adopting Mk’s

7rapdycav, appropriate to progress along the lake’s

margin, he uses it as a mere verb of motion by
inserting efceWev, ignoring the teaching on the
shore which comes in between. In the incident

itself it is interesting that he substitutes 4 Matthew ’

(with \ey6p.evov, a favourite phrase), Levi’s disciple-

name, for that by which he was known at the time
of his call: i.e. his standpoint is less purely his-

torical than Mk’s. If in 914ff- Mt were not following
Mk, he would hardly have inserted the defence
against criticism at this point, hut rather reserved
it for the later section devoted to the topic (12 lff

).

Por the very next paragraph shows that he is still

dominated by the idea of the mighty deeds of Jesus.

He goes back, that is, to Mk 521ff*: but having
already used the link of circumstance in v.21

,
he

uses one belonging to a later stage of the incident

(v. 35 in airov haAovvTos) and compresses the whole.

That Mt is here using Mk rather than a shorter source is

shown by (1) the mention of the duration of the woman’s
malady, (2) the coincidence in omerdev, (3) the rather otiose real

oi fiaBirral avrov in v.19 (seeing that they play no part in what
follows in Mt) due to Mk (w.37- 4°)

, (4) the fact that neither Mt nor
Lk really adds any fresh matter, so that their deviations in form
are to be put down to their style and aim.$ Mt’s apn irekevrycev
is a result of compression ; and the other turns of phrase and
additions are in Mt’s special manner.

The last two incidents of the section are com-
pilations of Mt completing the cycle of typical

healings. They have distinct echoes of Mk, as

also marks of Mt’s own style; but possibly they

* Mt's tor^ueiy seems due to Mk’s taxvev, his >)Ade<s to Mkl24
;

even fianpav air* avreav may gloss rrpb? t«u ope t. As the case is a
crucial one for the use of narratives assumed to exist in written
Logia, one mav refer also to the case of the demoniac boy (IT145*,
Mk 914ff*, Lk ) . What there seems to exclude such Logia as
causing Mt’s abbreviation of Mk, is the sudden emergence of to
SaLiiomov (v.18) , easily explained by his knowledge of Mk, but not
a natural sequel of the description of the lad’s symptoms in v 1S

.

If this be so, then that section affords cases of pure transposi-

tion by Mt G>b, cf. Mk 22
) ;

recurrent comment (
18c

) ;
a favourite

idea (oia, ryv bAt/yomcrriav, ®») ; and a favourite word, Geparreveiv

(
16. 18

}.

f The other case of this rare word, 1434, is also in Mk’s wake.

t The rrpo<r(€kdovcra) . . . rou KpatnriSov common to Mt and Lk
might seem to need a literary link. But both regularly prefer

irpoo-ek&elv for ‘approach’ (see Mt S25=Lk S24, cf. Lk 714) ; while

the addition of rov <p. is a quite natural (cf. Mt 14s6) explanatory

touch., which may even come from oral tradition.

have also a traditional basis, particularly in the
case of the dumb demoniac, 9s2f*. Lor though Lk

has the same in substance, yet the form
differs, especially if we omit v.3i as a later gloss,

as do O.L., Syr-Sin., Tat. (see 1224).

Another view is possible, namely, that Lk shows the
stoiy of the possessed mute in its right place, so introducing the
dialogue with Pharisees as to exorcism originally in the Logia

.

In that case Mt may use the incident twice': first, among
the works of power in 9, where the people’s comment comes
from Mk 212 ; and next in 1222ff

-, where the two incidents in
927-33 appear fused into one case as occasion of the people’s
wonder, which elicits the Pharisees’ retort.

The cycle of typical Messianic deeds is now
complete: and Mt wishes to present Jesus in the
further aspect of authority shown in commission-
ing others to aid in gathering in the harvest of the
Kingdom. In so doing he omits for the present
(hut see 1353ff*) a few verses in Mk, and takes the
first words of his introduction to the Mission of
the Twelve from Mk 66b, i.e. kclL vrepiTjyev 6 ’I-qaovs

tols tt6X€ls Trauas k. ras Kcojxas, SiSaoriaov, repeating
also the hulk of 423

,
his earlier programme of Mes-

sianic ministry. Then he takes part of Mk 634

(where Mt omits half the verse) and generalizes
the statement of Christ’s compassionate perception
of the people’s shepherdless condition. In 937f he
probably employs the opening words of the Logia
at this point (cf. Lk 102), and then follows Mk
once more in 101

,
repeating words used already in

4'JSb. 935b (SepaireveLV iracav vo<rov k. iraaav pLaXaKiav ')

.

The names of the Twelve are next given, without
any interest in the circumstances of their original

call (Mk S13^). Indeed it is assumed that they
are already known.*

(/) Modifications hi the Passion and Resurrec-
tion narratives .—Most will agree with Dr. Salmon
that Mt 27 ‘copied the narrative as we find it in

St. Mark, interpolating in it different passages
founded on knowledge derived from some other
source.’ A word or two on such a source, or rather
sources. In the Institution of the Supper it is

likely that the slight differences in Mt are due
mainly to local Eucharistic use, the cause of Lk’s
inversion of the Bread and Cup (so the Didache)

.

In the Crucifixion, on the other hand, the slight

divergences are due to the subtle reaction, of

certain details of OT prophecy—now seen to he
Messianic, since suffering was included in Mes-
siah’s lot. The influence of Ps 22 (whence came
Jesus’ great cry) is especially marked (as also in

He 2m>*
;

cf. e'9). Thus

—

Mk iSitiovv avr<p iapLvpVKrjuevov dlvov.

Mt 27s4 edeomu atrnp Tieip dlvov fierd /ze/iry-

JJ.€lfOV.

Ps 69 (68)
21 eSwKav . . . xoA^y, Sfyav

fiov eirdno'dv p.€ i>£os

.

Then, after the casting of the lots, Mt adds

—

teal Ka9it/JL€vot irripovv avrbv €7cez.

Cf. Ps 22 (21) 18 aitrol 8e Karei/STjcrav real £7T€?S6p pte.

f

And once more

—

Mt 2743 (only) 7r4rroi8eu ear! rbp 9e6v, fivcdcrtico vvv e*

deXei avr6v.

Ps 229
ffAirktw M Kvpiov, pvtra<r8o» avrbp . . . on

0eAei avr6v.

Such apologetic use of prophecy is yet more
obvious in 817 1217ff

*, and it may have helped the
evangelist to his own faith in Jesus’ Messiahship

;

while the elaborative influence of the OT is seen in

Mt’s Beatitudes as compared with Lk’s.

Probably the modifications of the Passion story

* Similar analysis of 12-1

6

20 may be seen in the second ot
W. 0. Allen’s * Critical Studies in Mt’s Gospel’ (Expos. Times,
March 1900).

t Following on reference to the sufferer’s deadly thirst, and
the fact that many * dogs ’ or wicked ones encompass Mm and
pierce his hands and feet; while the next words are St.eju.ept-

cravro ro. ip-arta. p.ov eaurot?. Here Mk’s language may already
have been coloured by this Ps, as also in the use of /ctvovvTes ras
KefiaAav; cf. Ps 227 iravn? ol deupodvres ju.e e^pvicriqpLardv fit,

eAaArjcrar ev ^etAetrtv, hdvy\aav /ce^aAr\v.
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were already part of Mt’s way of telling it, before

he sat down to write, and spontaneously reasserted

themselves, sometimes more, sometimes less de-

cisively, as he freely reproduced Mk. And this

may afford us a fresh analogy for the way in

which the general tradition of the Lord’s ministry,

already living in memory, modified the impressions

left by his perusal of Mk.
A good instance of this is the Resurrection,

where Mt’s narrative is modified by the story of

the Guard in the tradition known to him. Hence
the women come, not to anoint the body, but only
4 to behold the tomb’; and the influence of Mk,
if present at all, is very slight. There is no con-

sciousness that the women entered the sepulchre,

as in Mk; the fulfilment of Jesus’ word in his resur-

rection is emphasized {naBbs elneu, cf. 276S) ;
and so

the element of fear is overshadowed by joy. The
great fear, which is the note of Mk, has been toned
down in tradition by later feelings on the subject.

The rather mdistinct account of the promised
Christophany to 4 the eleven disciples’ is part of

the generalizing style of oral tradition, where the

original facts are set in the light of their abiding

bearing on the Church’s life. The ‘authority’

which was largely veiled in Messiah’s earthly

ministry is now His chief note, shown in the

extension of the Kingdom to the Gentiles, and in

His abiding presence with His own during the days
between the Resurrection and the Parousia (note

silence as to Israel and the Law, in contrast to Mt
10«).

{g) Eschatological Standpoint and Date.—Here
the concluding Woes on the scribes and Pharisees

lead up to the Last Things.
2334-36, The blood of the Prophets will come on

them. This is fuller than Lk of colour from Pales-

tinian experiences, and of presage of the reckoning
imminent. The addition of * son of Barachiah ’ (not

in Lk) quite possibly shows that Mt took certain

words in v. 35 as referring to events early in

A.D. 68 (found in Jos. JBJ IV. v. 4).

2337~39
. Their house is deserted by the Divine

presence till they repent. This implicit reference

to the Parousia is here arbitrarily connected
(against Lk ll49ff- 1334f-) with the judgment on
Jerusalem (see Charles, Eschatology , Hebrew

,

Jewish
,
and Christian , p. 328).

241- 3
. Destruction of the temple (cf. Mk 13^*,

Ac 614
).

243
. Tokens of this and the Parousia.

The specification of the ‘ Parousia ’ (only in this chapter in the

Gospels) and the phrase cruvreAeia r. a.ih)vo$> found only in Mt (cf.

1339 . 40.49 2S20), point to this being1 a special form in which this

discourse was quoted in Mt’s circle (see note below).

244”8. The preliminary troubles* (&pxh Mvwv).
Clearly Lk is not entirely dependent on Mk. Nor does Mt

seem to be so in all parts ofthis discourse.

24.9-13
. Trial (0\tyis) for Christians

—

Yv.io-12 are peculiar in form (see below on 281 24 for affinity

with Did. 163- 4
) ; and in their light v.9 may also be recognized

as not altogether dependent on Mk, 9a referring to Jewish
hatred, 9b to Gentile. What Mk has here, is partly in different

* These reproduce in general conception the 12 divisions or
elements in the Last Times as given in an Apocalypse em-
bedded in Apoc. Bar (27-301), and dating 0. 50-65 a.d., i.e.

before the Jewish War. They are in this order—(1) The
beginning of commotions; (2) slayings of the great ones;

(3) the fall of many by death ; (4) the sending of desolation

(or ‘ the sword ’) ; (5) famine * (6) earthquakes
; [(7) terrors] ;

(8) portents and incursion of the Shedim or demons; (9) the

fell of fire ; (10) rapine and much oppression
; (11) wickedness

and unchastity ; (12) confusion from the mingling together of
all these. There follows a reference to

4
the consummation of

the times.’ In our Gospels we find these elements of popular
Jewish Messianic expectation, blended with features drawn
from the experiences of the Palestinian Church in particular,

viz. the appearance of pseudo-Messiahs, and persecutions.

Mt’s order keeps close to the above list, including (11) alluded
to in v.12 (dvopta) : while Lk’s puts (6) before (5), as in another
kindred place in Apoc. Bar (708), and also alludes to (7)-(9).

Charles (op. cit. 325 ff.) thinks that an independent apocalypse
(cf. Eus. HE in. v. 3) underlies Mt 246-8 . 15-22: 29-31. Mt).

order, and partly occurs in the Commission to the Twelve ta
Mt (lO17*22) ;

cf. Lk 1211 - 12- Vv.9*12 seem very significant for
Mt’s date m virtue of their special phrasing (cf. the Christian
section of Ascensio Isaice, c. 65-68, or else 80-90 a.d.).

2414 . The witness to the Gentiles.

In Mt’s form, preaching ‘ in all the inhabited world ’ is, in con-
trast to Mk’s ‘unto all the Gentiles,’ as ‘witness to the
Gentiles.’ Here we probably get the idea of the Gospel in
relation to the Gentiles current among Jews in S. Syria. In
1023 we had the corresponding idea touching Israel : the two
are combined in 1018. ‘And then shall come the end’ (in

contrast to v.®), i.e. the avvreAeia or final climax—a unique
clause m Mt and one going far to date the first Gospel at a
period just before the final catastrophe of ‘ the holy city,’ the
crisis of whose fortunes is seen to he approaching, as appears
from the nota bene in v. 15

;
cf. IQ23 .

2415-25
. The final Crisis of Distress (Bkfyis').

The forecast in 15 is still on the vague lines of consummate
evil in Daniel (a reference made explicit by Mt), of which
Caligula’s purpose of setting up his image in the temple must
have seemed the foreshadowing (cf. Mt’s er toina dyuy, again
making more explicit what is implied in Mk, orrov ov Set). Lk’s
deviation, in terms of the actual events of 70, is instructive as
showing that these were not yet m view in Mt and Mk

;
cf. also

Lk 2122. (See further the article Abomination-

op Desolation )

Tv.16-25 are in the main in terms of current Apocalyptic
notions, including Dn 121

;
Lk 2123b*24 again presents a some-

what more developed form of the tradition. The specifically

Christian touches, e.g, 23 24 parallel features found in two
documents of c. 64-6S a.d., viz. Didache 16, and the Christian
section of the Ascensio Isaice. The former, which echoes
its own local tradition rather than the words of any of our
Gospels, has, ev yap raZq ecrxarat? ypepais irAyjBvvdyjcrovrai
ot yj/evBorrpo^YiTaL <al ot <f>9opeZs, k. crrpa<j>ricrovTat ta TTpofiara
ei? AVKovg, k. ri ayamj arpatfryjaeTat. ei$ pZaos. avi-avo pevr]<s

yap rrji avopiag (cf. Mt12
) ptarfcrovatv aAAyjAovs k. Suo£ov<ri k .

TrapaSaxrovcn (Mt11), Kal Tore tfravyjorerat 6 KoaporrAavos vto?
deov k. Troirjarei trypeZa k. repara. Here the false wonders
are attributed summarily to a supreme Antichrist: yet his action
may include that of many subordinate agents, as m Asc. Isaice

(4), where Nero is expected to develop into or reappear as the
incarnation of Berial, and along with Benal’s hosts of evil spirits

to parody Beloved’s (Messiah’s) works of power.

242”. 28
. The Son of Man conies like the lightning.

Mt (Lk elsewhere, 1723f*) repeats the warning against being
led away by rumours of Messiah’s having been seen in various
retired places (cf. Apoc. Bar 4S34)—so showing the topic of the
hour when he wrote. The comparison of Messiah’s Coming to
lightningis found in Apoc. Bar 5B8*-, cf. 72*® (Apoc. A3

,
not long

before 70), being suggested apparently by the imagery of Dn 71S.

2429”31. The Coming of the Son of Man.
Here evfle'ws points to an early date for Mt, i.e. before a.d. 70.

The signs of v.29 are the conventional ones derived from pro-
phecies like Is IB10, 344

,
and appear in varying forms in the

three Synoptics. V

.

30a Kal rore <£av7jcrerai to a-qpeZov r. utov r.

avOp. ev ovpavcja, k. totc Koiftovrat 7ra<rac at <f>vAal T% y9)S is

peculiar to Mt. The former half is akin to Did. 166 Kal rore
tpavyjaerai ra cry]peZa r*)s dAr)9eCa<;' irpStrov arjpelov eicrre-

Tao-ews iv ovpavS: the latter comes from Zee 1210ff- (cf. Revl7
).

In v*>b ,
where it is parallel to Mk and Lk, Mt has tou ovpavov

after t&v vefaA&v, as in Dn T13,
whence all derive their language.

In 31 Mt, as distinct from Mk, speaks of the angels sent forth,

as Messiah’s (avrov)
;
of their agency in gathering the elect

(imcrvvd£ov(riv) ;
and of the ‘ great trumpet ’ which summons

these. This last Jewish trait appears not only in 1 Th 41®,
1 Co 1532

,
Rev. 8®-914

10J ll13
,
hut also in Did . 16® in the same

position, irpuiTOV crqpelov eKirerdareus ev ovpava» (Mt 30
), elra

crr\peZov tfxovTj? adAmyyos (Mt31), Kal to rpirov dvatxracris veKp&v
(see Mt 25*2); cf. itSPrayersTor the Gathering of the Church d^o
riav ireparow ri)? yrjs or afro tcov reo-crdp&v aveptav (see Zee 26

,

Dt 304) into God’s Kingdom (94 105).

2432 . 33
. The parable of the Pig-tree.

2434-42
. The exact time of the Coming unknown.

Mt, like Lk, goes its own way after v.3®, citing the Noachie
Deluge for the way in which the Parousia will surprise men (cf.

Lk 1723f - 3°), and intimating how it will separate neighbours (cf.

Lk 1734f*). Here the independence of Mt’s tradition is specially

evident. At v.42 the three are once more parallel in thought.
But each ends the solemn call to vigilance in its own way, Mt
being fullest. Its form seems to reflect the dangers of its day,
viz. bad stewardship of the sacred charge of fellow-servants, and
fellowship with the worldlings (v.48), men being thrown offguard
by their Lord’s long delay. This is just the state of things in

the Christian section of Asc. Isaice 3, where the faithless

shepherds are spoken of. Such shall share the lot of the
‘hypocrites,’ the term by which Pharisaic Jews were spoken of

in the circle whose tradition Mt inherited (6s* &> 16 75 157 2218
2313ft.)—another link with the DidacM (8

1* 2 ‘ Let not your fasts

be pera ruiv inroKpiTtav *).

(

h

) The Genealogy.—This is of importance for

our Evangelist’s scope and method. As Zahn
says {The Apostles ’ Greedy 126 fL, cf. Einleitung in

das NT, ii. 271 if.), this Gospel is
4 a carefully

arranged account of events of which a superficial
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knowledge is for the most part assumed. 1 We find

‘not the simple confession that Jesus is the prom-
ised Messiah. The point kept strictly in view
from the first page to the last is much more apolo-
getic, and, so far as it is unavoidable, polemic. 1

In spite of all so bitterly urged against Jesus1 claim
to be the Messiah, that claim is absolutely true.

Thus, though the Jews scoff at His obscure origin,

He fulfils the prophecy of the Messiah. It is from
this point of view that we must read ch. 1 and, as
Zahn well shows, much in ch. 2 likewise. Mt lays
before his readers a genealogy artificially con-
structed in terms of the throne-succession in the
Davidic line, and not that of the actual progenitors
of Joseph (as in Lk). But why, we ask, should he
go out of his way to make certain additions, need-
less to a bare genealogy, including four women’s
names ? Above all, why choose ‘ women whose
characters are highly offensive to Jewish, and in
three cases out of four to every human, feeling 1

?

Zahn alleges ‘the same apologetic purpose which
governs his account of the Conception and Birth of

Jesus 1

;
and even argues that the well-known Jewish

slander that Jesns was a son of shame (cf. Laible,

Jesus Christ in the Talmud, p. 7 ft), is itself pre-
supposed by Mt’s genealogy, just as 2811"15 presup-
poses the Jewish story that the disciples stole the
body of Jesus. This is going too far, even were
the direction followed the right one. But this is'

doubtful. There was another Jewish objection to

be met. Granting Joseph’s paternity,—which the
Jews always assume in the Gospels,—was Joseph
of Davidic descent ? And further, was God likely

to send Messiah as the son of a carpenter, even
though of Davidic stock? To this twofold query
Mt’s genealogy is a reply

;
and to the latter phase

of it the additions already alluded to are an im-
plicit rebuke.* The God who chose from various
brethren the younger son’s line, and who over-

ruled unlikely unions to continue the chosen seed,

—this God of Israel ever worketh according to His
own good pleasure, and His ways of sovereign
elective freedom are often marvellous in men’s eyes.

Thus it is in the home of the humble, yet Davidic,
carpenter Joseph, that Messiah Jesus has really been
born. How, it is Mt’s next step to show in l18ff

.

Since the discovery of the Sinaitic codex of the Old Syriac
version of the Gospels, it has been argued that our text of Mt 11S

is not original, but secondary. Not only is this refuted by study
of the various forms in which divergence from our oldest Gr.
MSS occurs in certain groups of authorities (see, e.g., Zahn’s
Einleitung, ii. 291-293); hut even the view that Mt used a
source in which Joseph’s full paternity was assumed, is itself

unlikely. For the way in which Mt calls attention to the
numerical symmetry of the three divisions in the pedigree, each
fourteen ending with a great crisis in Israel’s fortunes, suggests
that he has himself so constructed lt.t Further, the fourwomen
cannot have stood in an earlier source, and yet here they seem
integral. The pedigree is through and through didactic : and
the fact that it was from the first compiled by the aid of 1 Oh
1-8, shows that it was never other than in Greek, the language
of our evangelist (cf. W. C. Allen, Expos. Times, Dec. 1899).

Hence it seems best to conclude that Mt did not use a pre-existing
genealogy (see Genealogy of Jesus Christ for another view

:
yet

cf. also ii. 645b).

A fresh witness for l16 has just come to light in the ancient
basis of the Dialogue of Timothy and Aquila (itself of the
5th cent, at least). This basis is carried back by its editor, F. C.
Conybeare, to the Dial. Jitsonis et Papisci, c. 185. The Christian
cites Mt’s genealogy, and gives 1“ first in the form^Ta/ai>0
Serov Twcn^, <3 iivrjcrTev&eicra Mapta, e£ rjs eyevvr}9r) ’hqcrovs 6 Aey.

X.
;
and next as Ta/twj3 Se Zyevvycrev r. Tajcri?^ rov fLvrjo-Tevcra.

-

fievov Mapiaju., eyevvydr} o X. o movr. 9eov. These passages

Similarly the enigmatic, ‘He shall be called a Nazarene,’
seems an implicit reply to criticism. The flinging at Jesus of
the epithet ‘ Nazarene ’—a term of contempt on lofty lips—really

fulfils the substanee of ‘the prophets 1
as a whole, touching

Messiah’s humble and even despised lot (e.g. as the faithful
‘ Servant of Jehovah,’ Is 53lfi*).

f This will he the more convincing if even some of the other
numerical arrangements which Sir J. Hawkins suggests as

intended by Mt, hold good (Dorm Synopt. 131 ff.). We cannot,

however, see that the number of the ‘formula 1 verses, l25 ll1

1358 191 261, is intentional. They are far apart, and no attention

is drawn to their number any more than in the case of the

recurring formula in Jg

seem to cast light on the real origin of the readings unsupported
by our oldest Gr. MSS (for the evidence in full see art. Jesus
Christ, vol. ii. p. 644). They are in fact explanatory glosses, such
as the Dialogue presents us with in reply to the hostile gloss of
the Jew, Ta/ewjS eyevvya-ev r. T<ocnj$, rov avSpa Map Cats, -§?

kyivvqBri ’Irjcrovs o Aey. X., /cat ’Iajcryfi Zyivvrjcrev rov ’Itjctqvv rov
Key. X., irepl o5 vvv 6 Aoyo?, $7jertV, Zyevv7}<Tev e/e tjj? M. The
Jews glossed rov avSpa M. one way, in the teeth of the narrative

;

the Christians glossed it another, in harmony with the narrative.
And this crept into some MSS.

Supplemental Notes.—This Dialogue quotes the parable of
the Husbandmen in extenso

;
and in so doing shows the way in

which materials derived from similar sources tended to blend in
the memory ofan early Christian. The case is the more instruc-
tive that the writer has just quoted Isaiah’s parable-germ of
Jehovah^ vineyard (5ir-), to which the Gospel parable was
probably meant to point back : and we see how Isaiah’s language
affects the form at the beginning of Christ’s parable. It runs
aiKoSofjLrjaev avrta ret^os teal irvpyov k. eiracrjcrev ev avr<S Xt}vov
k. viroXrfviov, omitting <$>payp.Qv 7r€pu=67]K€v and changing the po-
sition of Xyjv'ov (Mt) or vroXrjviov (Mk), as well as uniting the two—which were in fact both mtegrai--to a wine-press. Here the
writer quotes freely, but is quite possessed by his sources, of
which Mt counts for most. Thus he reproduces almost every
syllable and letter of the triple tradition, -while the result is a
wonderfully eclectic composition, produced not mechanically, but
by the subtle tricks of memory. We may be prepared, then, for
the recurrence of similar phenomena in Mt.
The Fayyum papyrus fragment parallel to Mt 2G31 - 33f-,

Mk 14&-• is too scanty and mutilated to justify much infer-
ence. But it omits a verse common to Mt and Mk ; while it

combines features Of both (Zv ravng rrj wktI with M t, ra TrpdjS.

Siaaieopir /cat el iravres o [u/e eyw], Si? /co/e[/ei/£e/.], with Mk). It
may, then, represent oral tradition

;
but more likely a free

memoriter use of Mt and Mk in some manual of cateehesis or
edification like the Oxyrhynchus Logia.

[/cat ev rco airaA]
Aayetv ojravrwf 7ra[vT€? ev ravrrjJ
rrj vvKTt <TK(XvSa\tcr07]crov7cu Kara
to ypafiev irara£u> rov [wotpLeva /cat raj
TrpoBara Stacr/copTrur^crfovrai etrovro?]
yo]u 7T€T /cat 6t iravre? o[v/c eyio Aeyet]
_tsj o aAe/crpvcuv Sts /co/c[/ci'£et /cat tru]

rrptorov Tpt? a]irapV7j[<n7 jtie]

Here aicraurws is to be noted as pointing to a series of detached
sayings rather than a gospel.

iii. Conclusions.—On the whole, then, the
following results emerge as the most probable.

(1) The order of narration common to the latter

parts of Mt and Mk in particular, the closeness of
which is made the more striking by the deviation
of their earlier parts, points to the use by Mt of
the Petrine memoirs written by Mk. (2) Con-
versely, the notable deviation of Mt and Lk in the
order of the Discourses and Sayings (Logia element)
common to them, combined with their textual
variations, goes strongly against common use of a
Logia document, as distinct from an oral Greek
tradition which reached them in detached portions
and in somewhat different forms.* (3) The Logia
familiar to Mt, who had long taught them cate-
ehetically,—so that their vocabulary and his own
were virtually one and the same,—reflected in
epitome the whole experience of church life in
certain Palestinian apostolic circles. They were
rooted in the memories of the germinal Christian
society, the apostles who had companied with
their Master. But they contained also echoes of
the first missionary commission as repeated for

the guidance of others in the early days of Pales-
tinian evangelization

;
of the persecution that had

been their lot all along
;
of the forms in which the

Master’s principles of fellowship among brethren
took actual shape as the life became more organ-
ized; and not least of the terms in which the
polemic against their religions environment of

Pharisaic Judaism was conducted in ever-grow-
ing volume and detail. That is, these Logia, far
more than the Lukan, are memorials of the life of

the Palestinian Church as well as of its Messiah.

(4) The Matthsean Logia have as their nucleus
the common apostolic didactic tradition, which
took shape in the early Jerusalem days under the
lead of Peter—a tradition which passed into Mk in

Lk probably had in his ‘ special source ’ a mixed gospel
embodying the bulk of his Logiarv element as it now stands in
our Lk.
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its later Petrine form. At some stage which we
cannot now trace they took on the special impress
of the Apostle Matthew,* probably in a ministry

of which Galilee, rather than Juclsea, was the

scene. In this form they passed, as Jewish unrest

became more acute, to the neighbouring parts of

Syria, in the person of our evangelist among
others, still receiving fresh elements in the course

of oral teaching.! And it was at this stage that

they took written shape, as the main constituent

in the mixed gospel composed with the aid of the

Marcan memoirs of Peter. The freedom with
which the writer has accommodated Mk’s narrative

to massed Logian discourses, suggests that these

discourses already existed orally much in this

massed form, and wrere not then first thrown into

it by Mt. That Mk should early reach S. Syria

is the more probable that St. Peter was evidently

held in high honour there, witness the special

references to Peter in IT* 1516 16 1S 1724 18-1
;
cl 102,

1 First
,
Simon who is called Peter.’ Indeed it

seems likely that Peter had left a strong oral

tradition behind him in those parts, so that Mt
knew the substance of Mk before it came into

his hands. This may help to explain certain

phenomena in his use of it. (5) The fact that

the Matthsean cycle of Logia was taken up into

our Mt, gave it its distinctive status and accept-

ance
;
and the actual facts of its origin were soon

forgotten—probably never known outside a narrow
circle. Thus the indirect sense in which Matthew
was its author and guarantor dropped out of tradi-

tion, and Papias could simply take for granted that

the Gospel kcltcl maddauov was from the apostle’s

pen. (6) The actual conditions giving its author
the stimulus to compose his artistic and reflective

Gospel, must be gauged from the perspective in

which he places the central Figure. He is set

forth as the full blossoming of Israel’s prophetic
ideal of the King ruling in righteousness, and in

wondrous gentleness too. The picture is the im-
plicit corrective of the false Messianic ideal which
had made the nation as a whole reject Jesus, and
had already led it yet further astray in the path
of earthly force. Thus, as we have seen, the
urgency of the warnings against going after false

Messiahs on the felt approach of the great national

crisis (conceived on the lines of Daniel’s prophecy
of Jerusalem’s last trial and in terms of current
apocalyptic based thereon), points to the actual

crisis of 68-70 as to the specific occasion which gave
it birth. It is an appeal to waverers of all sorts

to trust the true King, whose reign is of heaven,
and depends on the action of God, not of men

;

and not to become involved in the current of the
false national ideal. It is meant to do the same
work as the Epistle to the Hebrews, only in another
fashion and at a rather later date. And, like it,

it is at once apologetic and polemical : it is a dis-

suasive in the form of a positive presentation.

Jesus is God’s Messiah in spite of all superficial

appearances, and that by realizing the essence of

Moses and the Prophets. It is hard to see which
of the alternative dates, shortly before or after

a.d. 70, makes the Gospel the more pertinent as

a book for the times—and so satisfies the law of

all early Christian writings. On the whole, Mt 24
adheres so closely to Mk’s standpoint, in contrast
to Luke’s modifications and omissions, after 70

—

notably in counsels practical before 70, but not
after (e.g. 15b- 16a * 20

, esp. firjde o-afiparcj),
23)—that c.

68-69 seems the best date.

* Similarly, the Epistle of James echoes in its own way not a
few of the precepts of the great Sermon, esp. those on Swearing1

(otherwise peculiar to Mt) and on Censoriousness towards
brethren (= towards ‘ Law,’ 4U

,
perhaps that of Mt 71, Lk 637 ).

t This kind of expansive and explanatory activity of the
Christian ‘ scribe instructed in the kingdom of heaven * seems
taken for granted in 1352 : cf. 23s4 for the catechist.
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In 24*3b hv T07r&) ayico follows Dn’s forecast of Temple-desecra-
tion and not the tacts of 70. Some, however, doubt whether Mt
2S19 can have been written before 70, since it implies use of the
triune baptismal name. But, if a similar clause be an original
pait of Didache, 7, its evidence may be cited. For the work as
a whole, and not the ‘ Two Ways ’ only, seems to be implied by
the Christian interpolation in Aaeemiolsaia?

,
which perhaps falls

before Nero’s death (tec 6o-(5b). Hence there is nothing de-
cisive against c. 6S-09 a.d

;
while the statement in 27s

,
"that

field is called the Field of Blood until this day,’ and casual
references to * the holy city ’ and the temple-worship, are more
natural at that date than after the utter rum and change of 70.
So with the leference to ‘going over the cities of Israel,’ 1023 .

Perhaps, then, 226b * 7b are additions after 70 : contrast Lk 1421 .

(7) The evangelist writes, however, with a sort of
detachment hard to imagine in one living in Palestine
about 70. Thus it is best, and most in keeping with
the Greek form and with internal evidence, to locate
him in S. Syria, say Phoenicia (424a 1521ff alongside
Mk l28 724ff

,
cf. Ac ll19 15s

). That the author was a
Jew, is clear from the text and manner of his special
OT quotations, which so colour his work. But his
was a spiritual Israel, new while old, inclusive
not exclusive, conceived on prophetic lines after
the manner of Peter and the Apocalypse of John

—

with the latter of which its affinities are most
marked. Jesus of Nazareth is really the Christ,
since in His person, teaching, work, and even His
tragic end, all has been as prophecy had inti-

mated. While as to the scope of Messiah’s

Ecclesia , the elect Israel, it was but a little thing
that God should through Him raise up Jacob : the
nations, too, were to he His inheritance, by the
incorporation into the Kingdom of all who were of
faith [cf. Kubel (as below), Introductory Remarks,
trans. m Bibl. World

,
i. 194 ff., 263 ff.].

(8) All theories of Mtmust be both problematicand
complex. Zahn’stheory of an 4 apologetic 5 Aramaic *
Gospel by the Apostle Matthew, c. 62 a.d., turned
into Greek, c. 85, is too simple tor the phenomena.
The prevalent ‘two document’ hypothesis, with
the use of special oral traditions, comes far nearer
the truth. But it may be doubted whether the
second or Logian document is needed to account for
Mt’s divergences from Mk

;
and whether the differ-

ences as well as similarities of the Logian element
in Mt and Lk are not best explained by a common
Gr. Logian type of catecbesisf behind both. In
favour of such a ‘ one document 5 hypothesis may be
alleged the Logian quotations in the Didache, per-
haps also in the first Ep. of Clement and the Oxy-
rhynchan fragment, as seeming to reflect local cate-
chesis rather than either Mt orLk. It would be some
time before a written gospel superseded traditional
local usage as the prime factor in forming the
Logian equipment of Christians. It is in Ignatius,
then, that we seem first to have good evidence of
Mt as an influence at work (e.g . ad Eph. 192). But
not even then did oral tradition cease to operate.
To its reaction on the written text we owe in large
part early secondary readings, such as those mis-
named ‘Western’: and from it, especially in its

later stages, come those Logia known as Agrapha .

Literature.—The following aims at indicating only the more
representative works of earlier times, with a rather fuller cita-
tion of those since 1880.
Text.—In checking the witness of the MSS and YSS, we have,

besides the fragments of Tatian’s Diaiessaron (in Hamlyn Hill,
The Earliest Life of Christ, pp. 333-377), which are common to
the four Gospels, a special aid in the 3rd cent, papyrus of
Mt l1

'20 (Grenfell and Hunt, Oxyrhynchus Papyri
,
i. pp. 4-7).

This supports not only the usual reading in l1®, but also the
* Neutral 1 type of text resting on xB.

* We can merely note the weighty witness of Dalman (Die
Worte Jem, 1898) against the directly Aramaic antecedents of
our Gospel-material. The Hebraisms of our Gospels he traces
chiefly to LXX influence on their writers.
t The absence of all historical trace of such a revered writing

as an Ur-Matthdus would have been, is rendered doubly inex-
plicable if it be granted that it was ever current in Greek.
Here is the one strong point of Zahn’s theory over against the
4 two document * theory of Weiss and others.
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Original Language —There is a special treatise by G-la,

Die Origi nalsprache des Mt, Paderborn, 188T. But the most
authoritative discussion in relation to the whole subject of the
Semitic basis of the Synoptics is that in Dalraan, Die Worte
Jesu, Bd. 1

,
Leipzig-, 1898, There, as also in Zahn’s Euileitung

in d NT, Bd. ii., will be found the earlier history of the subject.

Relation to the Gospel of the Hebrews.—Hilgenfeld, NT
extra Canon, receptum 1SS4 ; Nicholson, Gospel according to

the Hebrews

{

1879); Handmann, Hebrderevangelium (1SSS), in

TV v 3 (with good GeseMchie der Kritik)\ Eesch, Agrapha
(1^89), in TU v. 4, p. 322 ff.

;
Zahn, Gesch. des NT Nations, u.

642 ff
;
Harnack, Chronologic , Bd. i. 625 ff. Hdgenfeld’s thesis,

that in the original Nazarene Heb. Ns. [=the Heb. Matt., i.e. Pa-
pins’ Login! is to be sought the Archimedean point ofthe whole
Gospel problem, has met with little support (yet see McG-iffert's

note on Eusebius, iii. 2T). It is largely another case of ignotum
per ignotim. Thus Nicholson falls hack on the rather effete

view that Mt wrote both m Greek and Hebrew (=the Heb . Ev.).
Handmann and Eesch agree in denying the identity of the Heb.
En. with the supposed Hebrew Matt. The former makes it a
second source of our Synoptics, alongside ‘ Ur-Markus,’ and
perhaps even what Papias meant by the Logia

;

the latter

emphasizes its apocryphal features (even in its original form),
and makes it dependent on our Matthew. Harnack, here in

principle agreeing with Zahn, takes a middle position, making
it originally a sort of cousin of our Matt., each being an enlarged
edition of the Matthsean Logia. Only Harnack differs from
Zahn in making both recensions of about the same date (not
long after 70). Finally, J. Armitage Robinson, in Expos. 5th
Ser v. (1897) 194-200, discusses three of the fragments of the
Heb. Ex in such a way as to traverse the main conclusion of
these two scholars.

Commentaries.—Patristic and Mediaeval

:

Origen (in Greek
for 18SG-2233 , m Latin to 27), Chrysostom (91 Homilies

, ed.

Field, 3 vols. 1839), Hilary of Poitiers (ed. Oberthur, tom. til),

Jerome, Augustine (on parts), Bede, Theophylact, Euthymius
Zigabenus (ed. C. F. Matthsei, 1792, a valuable work), Thomas
Aquinas. To these may be added Cramer’s Catenae grcec.
patrum in NT,

\

tom. i. 1844.

Deformation and Post-Deformation.—Erasmus, Luther,
Calvin, Beza; the Roman Catholics Maldonatus (1596; Eng.
tr. Hodges, 1894), Jansen and Cornelias a Lapide; Grotius,
Calovius, Hammond, le Clerc, Olearins (1713), J. C. Wolf (Cures
Philolog. et Crii. 1733), Bengel, J. J. Wetstein {NT grcec. 1751),

H. E. G. Paulus (1800), Campbell (1807s), Kuinoel, Fritzsche

(1826), Bland (Cambridge, 1828), Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius,
de Wette, Ewald, Meyer, Alford, Patritius (R.C.), Bleek, Mori-
son, M'Clellan, Keil, Lange, Sehaff and Riddle, Schanz (R.C.,

1879), Nicholson, Knabenbaner (R.C.), Nosgen (1886, 18972),
Broadus (Philad. 1887), Holtzmann {Handleom. 1889, 18922),
Hubei {Exeg.-Horn. Handb. 1SS9), Mever-Weiss (1890s, 1S98

9
),

Maclaren (1892), A. B. Bruce {Expos. Greek Test. vol. i.).

Illustrations.—Hebrew and Talmudic parallels are collected

chiefly in the Horae Heb. et Talm. of Lightfoot and Schottgen,
and in Gerh. Meuschen, NT ex Talmude et antiquit. Ebrceo-
rum illustr. 1736; Weber’s Jud. Theologie^od Dalman’s Worte
Jesu also contribute thereto. In the enormous accumulation of
Greek parallels to word or phrase, the following have done good
service: Price, Comm, in Varios NT Libras (1660); Raphel,
Annot Philolog. in NT ex Xenophonte, Polybio

,
Arriano et

Herodoio (1709-31) ;
Eisner, Observ. saerce in NTlibros (1720 )

;

J. Alberti, Observ. Philolog. in Sacros NT Libras (1725),

Palairet (French pastor in London, 175*2)
;
Kypke (1755) ; Krebs

(esp. from Josejdius, 1755), and Loesner (esp. from Philo, 1777)

;

Campbell, Dissertations
,
1T8S; Grinfield, Scholia Hellenistica

in 2VT(184S); and Field, Otium Norvicense, Pars iii.2 (1899).

Discussions on Special Sections.—Lutteroth, Essai d'inter-

pretation de quelques parties de VEvangile selon S. Matt.,

1864-76. Nativity

:

Resch, Kindheitserangelium, TU x. 5
(where further references will be found). Sermon on the

Mount

:

Trench (1844), Tholuck (translation, 1S692 ), H. Weiss
(Freiburg, 1893). The Lord's Prayer: Chase, Lord's Prayer
in the Early Church (Camb. Texts ’and Studies, i 3, 1891).

Parables: Trench, Arnot, Bruce Parabolic Teaching of
Christ (1889s), and Julicher Gleichnisreden Jesu (188S, 1899s

,

review in Expos. Times
,
Sept. 1899, and in JTS, Jan. 1900).

Eschatological Discourse

:

Hoelemann, Bibelstudim (Leipzig,

I860), 129-186; cf. Weiffenbach, Der Wiederkunftsgedanke
Jesu (Leipzig, 1873); Schwartzkopff, Die Weissagungen Jesu
Christi (1896, Eng. tr. 1897).

Origin, Characteristics, Synoptic Relations.—Hilgenfeld,
ZWTh ix. 303 ff.* 366 ff. ; Scholten, Das dlieste Evanyelium (El-

berfeld, 1869), valuable for data ;
Renan, Les Evangiles (1877)

;

Sehanz/Matt. u. Lukas,’ 7%$,1882,pp. 517-560;Massebieau, Exa-
men desciiationsdeVancim Test.dan sVEvang. selon S. Matt.

,

Paris, 1SS5
;
Th. Naville, Essai mr Vhxang. selon S. Matt., Lau-

sanne, 1893; A. R&ville, Jesus de Nazareth, 1897 ; Roehrich, La
Composition des Evangiles, Paris, 1897 ;

Bruce, With OpenFace
(1896), pp. 1-24; F. P. Badham, Si. Markus Indebtedness to St.

Matt. (1897) ;
SirJ. 0. Hawkins, Horae Synopticm(1899) ;Dalman

,

Die Worte Jesu (1898) ; P. Wernle, Die Synopt. Frage (1899).

Also the Introductions of Hilgenfeld, Davidson, Bleek-Mangold,
Westcott, Salmon, Weiss (also Life of Christ, trans., i. 25 ff.,

55ff.), Holtzmann, Julicher, Godet (part on Matt., 1898), Zahn;
as well as articles in Bible Dictionaries and Encyclopedias.

Supposed Sources.—Weiffenbach, Die Papiasfragm en te,

1878 ; also Jacobsen and Lipsius in JPTh for 1885, pp. 167-176

;

see, farther, a/p. Zahn, Einleitung, Bd. it ; Resch, Agrapha
(1889), and Aussercamonische Paralleltexte (1893-94), in TU
v. 4, x. 1, 2; and Ropes, Die Spruahe Jesu (a critical sifting of

Reach’s material), 2Wxiv. 2 (1896). J. Y. BARTLET,

MATTHIAS (Market? [Tisch. Treg. WHMa^/ay],
abbreviated from Marra&la.$, the Or. form of
4 gift of J f/ ’

;
cf. the name Theodoras) .—The disciple

selected along with Barsabbas, after the Ascension,
from those followers of Christ who were deemed
qualified for appointment to the apostleship vacant
through the death of Judas (Ac l 15

-26). The pro-
cedure was adopted on the initiative of St. Peter,
who applied Ps 1098 to the circumstances

;
and the

selection appears to have been, made by the
assembled Christian brotherhood.* The general
qualification required was to have ‘companied
with us (the apostles) all the time that the Lor;!
Jesus went in and out among us.’ Barsabbas and
Matthias had also, presumably, special graces of
character and gifts of teaching and administration.
After prayer, addressed probably to Christ, t and a
solemn appeal to the lot,f Matthias was elected.

This is the sole instance of the lot being em-
ployed in the history of the Apostolic Church, and
it occurs significantly between the Ascension and
Pentecost, when the disciples were ‘ orphans ’ (Jn
1418). Stier ( Words of the Apostles

,
in loc.) regards

this election as premature and unwarranted, the
outcome of St. Peter’s officious impetuosity. The
lot fell: not the Lord chose.’ He holds that St.

Paul was the true successor of Judas, chosen, like

the other apostles, by the Lord Himself. It may
be granted that the appointment of Matthias
stands on a somewhat lower level than that of the
original Twelve and of St. Paul

;
but, in the

absence of any direction to the contrary, the pro-
cedure was a legitimate exercise of human wisdom
in dependence upon divine guidance ; and St.

Luke, the 4 beloved ’ friend of St. Paul, appears to
endorse the election (representing, doubtless, the
general opinion of the Apostolic Church)

;
for

after speaking of the eleven apostles (Ac 12B) he
refers (Ac 62) to the 4 Twelve.’ §
The historical character of Matthias’ election

has been impugned by Zeller (Acts of Apost., Eng.
tr. i. 168) on account of (1) the assumption that
the apostles remained in Jerusalem

; (2) the close

connexion of the narrative with Pentecost. But
the departure of the apostles to Galilee after the
Resurrection did not preclude their early return
to Jerusalem ; and the second objection can have
weight only with those who reject entirely the
supernatural in primitive Church history.

According to Eus. (HB i. 12, ii. 1) and Epiphan.
(Hoar. i. 22), Matthias was one of the ‘Seventy’
(Lk 101). U Hilgenfeld identifies him with Hatha-

*So Beng., Stier, Mey., Alf., Baumg., etc. on the ground that
the subj. in v 23 must be the same as in vv.2** ». Some (Mosh.
Ham. Jacobson, etc.), assign the selection to the apostles,
taking the subj. from v.17 .

t So Beng., Ols., Baumg., Alf., Words., Hows., and most com-
mentators, on the ground that the choice of apostles is always
referred to Christ (Lk 613, Jn 670 1516, Ac Is), the same Greek word
being used. Meyer, Holtz., Zoek. refer lu to God (Ac 4s® 15s).

X The lot, presumably, would be taken in the usual way, the
names of the two men being written on tablets, and shaken in a
vessel, and he whose tablet first leapt out being regarded as
divinely designated (Lv 16®, Nu 26s5

,
Pr 16s3). So late as 1731

the Moravians decided by lot the question whether they should
retain their own organization, or be incorporated with the
Lutherans (Gloag, in loc.). Wesley also had a predilection for
sortilege (Southey, Life of Wesley, i. 136, 187), Mosh. (Comm.
Saec. i. 14) and others (Gagneius, doubtfully, Salraeron) maintain,
chiefly on the ground of Uajxav instead of IfiaAov in v.-® that the
election was by ballot. But this view harmonizes neither with
Jewish usage nor with the context C show of these two the one
whom Thou hast chosen ’)

;
and while aurotsin v.-6 is the correct

reading, the rendering * for them ’ is legitimate.

§ The objection of Stier, that St. Luke here avoids the ex-
pression 1 Twelve Apostles is hypercritical.

I It is noteworthy that the andent Syriac translation of Eus.
substitutes Tolmai and the ancient Armenian version Bar
tolmai (Bartholomew) for Matthias (when referring to him as
one of the Seventy), embodying probably a very early local

tradition that Matthias bore this additional name. See Nestle
in Expos. Times, ix. 568 (Sept. 1898). This Tolmai or Bartholo-
mew may have been a brother or other relative of Bartholomew
the Apostle, to avoid conftision with whom the other name
Matthias would commonly he used. Or perhaps this Syriao

VOL. in .—20
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nael, owing to the two names having nearly the
same meaning.* A tradition preserved hy Nieeph.
Call. {HE ii. 40) represents Matthias as labouring
in Ethiojfia ,* and in the apocryphal Acts ofAndrew
andMatthias f (assigned to the 2nd cent. ), Matthias
evangelizes the Ethiopian man-eaters, from whom
he is delivered by St. Andrew. See Andrew.
Another ancient tradition assigns to Matthias
Jerusalem as scene of ministry and place of burial

(Pseudo-Hipp. in Combesis, Auct. Nov.).
The Gnosticism of Basilides, or of his followers,

was professedlybased on the -irapabbcreis of Matthias,
which the Basilidians held to embody instruction

secretly received by Matthias from our Lord [Philo-

sojohoumena
, vii. 20). This work is probably iden-

tical with a Gospel of Matthias referred to by
Origen [Horn, in Luc. i.) and by Eus. {HE Hi. 25),

who includes it among spurious works cited by
heretics under names of the apostles.^

Literature.-—Thecommentaries on Actsquotedabove ;
Lipsins,

Apocr. Apos. ;
Seulert, Zicolfapost.

;

Bp. Beveridge, Works, vol. i.;

Theolog. Repos, i. ; Cong ) eg Mag. xxvi. ; J. Cochrane, Difficult

Texts, 1851 (regards Matthias- election as unwarranted).

H. Cowan.
MATTITHIAH (.rnnc).—1. One of the sons of

Nebo who had married a foreign wife, Ezr 1043

(B Gapia&d, A Ma&dadias, called in 1 Es 935 Mazi-

tias). 2. A Korahite Levite who had "the set

office over the things that were baked in pans, 5

1 Ch 931 (LXX Marradias). 3. A Levite of the

guild of Jeduthun, who ministered before the ark
with harps, etc., 1 Ch 1518* 21 253- 21 (in all these

the Heb. form is irrjpnD ; B has in the first two
respectively

5

L^ccaradid, MerraOlas, and in the last

two Marradias
;
A has in the first three Marradlas,

and in the last Marias). 4. An Asaphite Levite,

1 Ch 165 (MaTra&las). 5. One of those who stood at
Ezra’s right hand at the reading of the law, 1STeh 84

(MaTTadtas), called in 1 Es 9^ Mattathias).
J A. 3ELBIE

MATTOCK (n^nqo, Spiiravov, 1 S 1320* 21
,

aporpov,

Is 7s5 ; Arab, mciwil, a pickaxe).—The pickaxe used

in Syria is of different shapes, but the most common
has a long arm for breaking up the ground, and a
tradition originated in a confusion occasioned by a possible
early anticipation of the double later identification (1) of
Bartholomew with Nathanael, and (2) of Nathanael with
Matthias—-a confusion which might lead to Matthias being
identified with a Bartholomew.

* John Lightfoot had previously(Com. on Ac, in loc.) regarded
this identification as tenable, but preferred on the whole to
identify Nathanael with the Apostle Bartholomew.

f So the oldest MS, which Tisch. follows ; some later MSS
substitute Matthew for Matthias. Lip3ius, however (Apocr.
Apos. iii. 258), regards these Ethiopian traditions as really re-
ferring to Matthew.

% Some fragments of the jr»p*2crus are preserved by Clem.
Alex., and indicate a high moral tone : ‘When the neighbour of
an elect person falls into sin, the elect one sins himself ’ (Strom.
vii. 13). ‘We must contend with the flesh, and in our treat-
ment of it yield nothing la the way of wantonness to its crav-
ing * (ib. Iii 4). The reference in the Philos., however, indicates
that the work countenanced Gnostic speculations.

short broad one, like a small axe, for cutting

roots. In ploughing, the plough is always fol-

lowed by one or two men with pickaxes, breaking
the large clods of earth turned up by the plough-
share, or digging up the ground which cannot be

reached by the plough. The hoe (Arab, mijr&ftit)

is also used both for digging and for filling baskets
with earth for removal. The shovel (rufsh or mir-
fccshet

)

is sometimes used. The RVm of 1 S 1321 is

the same as the Arab. Version.
W. Carslaw.

MAUL.— In Pr 2518 the Arab. Version gives
mikmcCat for maul (p’SD). It is a stick for striking

a person on the head as a mark of disgrace, but
it may also mean a club. Clubs are always carried

by the shepherds of Lebanon, slung from the wrist
by a thong or cord. The head of the club is round
and heavy, and is sometimes studded with iron
spikes. The common name for it in Lebanon is

dabus ; in Egypt, nabiU. In Jer 5120 the Heb.
pa© is tr. in RV "battle-axe,

5 and in the marg.
"maul. 5 In the Arab. VS ib is feds, an axe, not
very unlike ps© in sound. W. Carslaw.

MAUZZIM.—The text of the AV of Du ll38 con-
tains the title " the God of forces

5
: the marg. has

"Heb. Mauzzim, or Gods protectors.
5 The same

Heb. worda'jyD occurs in the beginning of the next
verse. Our marg. note may he traced to Theo-
dotion’s rendering, Oebv fiaco^elv, which, however,
he does not repeat in v.89. The Vulg. is more con-
sistent :

* Deum autem Maozim , . . et faciet ut
muniat Maozim. 5 The LXX has no trace of this
inclination to find a proper name here : in v.38 the
present reading is eOvg ipcvP&3 and in v.89

l<rxvp6v

;

but Jerome, in his Commentary on Daniel,
states that its rendering in v.38 was deum fortissi-

mum [Is €$vt), a corruption of Bebv ?]• Aquila has
6eov l<rxvuv. The .Rhemish Version follows the
Vulg. *. " But he shall worship the god Maozim. . . .

And he shall do this to fortify Maozim/ etc.

Luther’s Bible is under the same influence, " seineu
Gott Mauzim . . . starken Mauzim/ as is also the
Authorized Dutch Version, hut not quite to the
same extent, * den god Mauzzim . . . vastigheden
der sterkten.

5 The Pesh. has * strong god . . .

strong fortress.
5

It is now universally agreed that Mauzzim is

not a proper name. Hitzig proposed to divide the
word into two, reading tyi? (which at Is 234

is

the designation of Tyre), and taking d; nSa to
be Melkart, the god of Tyre. But this seems
unnecessary. "The god of fortresses/ v.38, and
"the strongest fortresses/ v.89, of our RV are an
adequate rendering. The only remaining dispute
is as to who was meant by " the god of fortresses/
Livy (xli. 20) states that Antiochus Epiphanes

—

whose deeds Daniel here depicts—began to build
a splendid temple at Antioch in honour of Jupiter
Capitolinus. Hence it has been inferred that this
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is
f the god of fortresses.’ Again, 2 Mae 62

informs us that he re-dedicated the temple at
Jerusalem to Jupiter Olympius. And this has
given rise to the conjecture that the Olympian
Jupiter is the one referred to. With equal reason
might the same verse induce us to fix on Jupiter
Hospitalis. A yet more doubtful conjecture is

that Mars was intended. And, on all grounds,
Layard’s suggestion must be put aside. He was
inclined towards the Assyrian Venus, who is repre-
sented as e standing erect on a lion, and crowned
with a tower or mural coronet.’ Perhaps the
choice, if a choice must be made, lies between
Jupiter Capitolinus and Zeds IIoWs, ‘ the guardian
of the city,’ the family god of the Seleucids,
to whom there was an altar on the Acropolis
at Athens, whose claims are strenuously main-
tained by G. Hoffmann and Behrmann. In point
of fact the evidence is not sufficient to justify a
decision.

As curiosities of exegesis may be mentioned the
view of Sir Isaac Newton and others, that the
Mauzzim of Dn ll88 are protectors or guardians,
the verse being a prediction that the doctrine of
guardian angels should be introduced by the
Roman Antichrist, and Pfeiffer’s view that * the
idol of the Mass 3

is intended. J. Taylor.

MAW (Anglo-Sax. maga, the stomach).—This
old name for the stomach is used in Dt 18s as the
tr. of rgp in its only occurrence. RV uses the same
word in Jer 5134 for AV ‘ belly 3 as tr. of fen? in its

only occurrence also. The tr. in Dt 18s is from
Tindale, who uses the word also in his exposition
of Mt 715

f Your prayer is but pattering without
all affection

; your singing is but roaring to stretch
out your maws (as do your other gestures and
rising at midnight), to make the meat sink to the
bottom of the stomach, that he may have perfect
digestion, and be ready to devour afresh against
the next refection

3

; and Coverdale uses it in
translating 1 K 22w,

c A certayne man bended his
bowe harde, and shott the kynge of Israel betwene
the mawe and the longes.

3

J. Hastings.

MAZITIAS (A Mafimas, R Zetrfas), I Es 935=
Mattithiah, Ezr 1048

.

MAZZARDTH (nVijg).—This word occurs only in
Job 38s2, and seems early to have been regarded by
commentators as being connected with the
(mazzdldth) of 2 K 235

, as is indicated also by the
LXX, which has Ma|bvpt60 in both passages. In
the AVm Mazzardth is rendered by ‘ the twelve
signs,’ and in the RV by ‘ the signs of the Zodiac, 3

1

both of which may be regarded as the true signifi-

cations of the word. Ges., who proposes the latter
rendering, and suggests its identity with mazzdldth
(‘lodgings 3

), compares the Chaldee mazzalaya.

Mazzdldth would therefore he the plural of the
Hebrew equivalent of this Chaldee form, given in
late Jewish works as (mazzal), w.hich was used
to denote not only the single signs and the planets'
but also their influence on the fate of men (Selden,
de Bis Syr., Synt. I c. 1). If the etymology of
Mazzardth (=mazzdldth) be, as Ges. suggests, the
same as that of the Arab, manzil,

* lodging-place, 3

the root would be nazal
,
one of the meanings of

which is ‘to descend/ i.e. ‘to alight at a place in
order to sojourn there.

3 Another etymology, how-
ever, has “been revived by Jensen, who compares
Mazzardth ( =mazzdl6th) with the Assyr. manzalti*
* The original text of the Assyr. inscr. here referred to is as

follows
‘ (If) the planet Jupiter approach,’ etc. etc. eta,
ilani ina $am£ ina manzadti-hinu izzazzuni
parakke-sunu dahdu vnammaru,

* the gods in the heavens In their station remain,
their shrines will see plenty/ (WAJ iiL 69, 35-36). 1

This comparison, however, is not without its diffi-

culties, as the Assyr. word is for manzazti, from
nazdzu, ‘to stand/ whence also manzazu, ‘station/
‘ resting-place/ This, of course, would disconnect
mazzardth and mazzdldth from the late singular
form mazzal* Other renderings of mazzardth
that may he noted are the Syriac (Peshitta) agalta,
‘the wain/ or ‘the great bear 3

; ‘Lucifer, the
morning star

3 (Procopius of Gaza)
;

‘ stars
generally, and ‘a northern constellation’ (Abeu
Ezra ana R. Levi ben Gershon), etc.

The Babylonian names of the twelve signs of
the Zodiac are given in vol. i. p. 192 (footnote),
and the inhabitants of that country were accus-
tomed to observe them and to note the dates when
the moon and the planets entered them, for the
purpose of forecastmg events, drawing up horo-
scopes, etc. These people were therefore wont to
see Mazzaroth ‘led forth in their season/ and
the passage in Job where this word occurs would
seem to point to the author of the book being as
well acquainted as they with the wonders of the
starry heavens. T. G. Pitches.

MAZZEBAH.—See Pillar.

MAZZOTH—See Passover.

MEADOW.—This purely English word (Anglo-
Saxon, Mcedu, Mcedewe) occurs in the AV only in
Gn 4

1

2* 18 and Jg 2038.

1. In Gn 4P* 18 (LXX the word trd

‘meadow 3

is of Egyptian (demotic axw) origin
(cf. Jerome on Is 197 ; Wiedemann, Sammlung
altdgyptischer Worter, p. 16 ; Ebers, JEgypten und
die Bucher Mose's, p. 338), and believed to mean
the reed-grass (so RV) which in Lower Egypt
borders the Nile and its branches, together with
the marsh-lands, during floods,f As suggested,
also, in the art. Meadow in Smith's LB, the
word may denote the pasturage afforded by
the growing crops during high Nile. But the
pasturage of cattle was carried on extensively
in Lower Egypt under . the Old Empire. In
modem Egypt cattle are fed in cultivated clover
fields, for there are hut few natural meadows of

wild grass ; but in ancient Egypt itwas otherwise.
As we know from numerous Egyptian tablets,

cattle were fed on the stretches of marshy land in
the Delta, whether beds of old rivers or water-
courses, or such extensive shallows as that of Lake
Menzaleh, now covered by brackish water, but
once forming to a large extent one of the most
productive tracts in Egypt, t The dream of
Pharaoh, therefore, in which the fat cattle were
seen to feed in the reed-grass by the river side

was the natural suggestion to the mind during
sleep of a custom which he may often have
witnessed.

2. Jg 2033 (MT P3§ mjip • B Mapaay&fie, A bvap&v

rfis Tafiad

;

Vulg. ab occidentali urbis parte ; AV
*It is worthy of note that the Assyr. intermediate form

mazzarti has not yet been found, and that, if found, it would
be singular, like manzalti. On the other hand, the plural, if

regular, would be manzcczdti (l or r changing "back to z before a
vowel), and ought to have been borrowed by the Hebrews, not
as mazzardth or mazzaMth, but as mazzdzdth. Roth Heb. forms,
therefore, if borrowed from Assyr., must have come from the
Assyr. singular without regard to the original root of the word.

t mx occurs also in Job 811 (LXX xxxupcs

;

AV, RV ‘rush/

RVm * papyrus’), and should be restored in Hos IS15 (D'nK for

[Oaf. Heb. Lex.], or read 0?D [Wellh.andXowack]).
‘Meadows’ is introduced by RV also in Is 197 (AV ‘paper

reeds’). The Heb. is a czr. My. ; LXX (so also Syr.) has
Z%t. It is just possible that they may have read or misread
rrinx for n'n^. The LXX reads &%u also In Sir 4CP-* (AV *weed/
RV ‘sedge*). The recently recovered Heb. text has nffinp,

which is prob. a corruption (see Konig in Expos. Times, Aug.
1899, p. 5IS f.).

X Adolf Erman, JEgypten, translated as Life in Ancient
Egypt by H. M. Tirard, pp. 438-444 (1894).
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4 meadows of Gibeah,

5 RYm ‘meadow of Geba, 5 BY
Maareh-geba). Much uncertainty attaches to the
correct tru of this passage. By alteration of the
vowel-points adopted in MT, the word signifies

£ a
cave’ (n-yp). So Studer, following the Peshitta.
This is a probable enough translation, as the
position of Gibeah (which is the correct reading,
not Geba), high up amongst the hills of Cential
Palestine, puts the idea of meadows in connexion
therewith out of the question. On the other hand,
caves amongst the limestone rocks are not in-

frequent in Palestine. Of Gibeah (
Tuleil el-Ful)

Tristram says :

4 Dreary and desolate, scarce any
ruins, save a confused mass of stones, which form
a sort of cairn on the top [of the hill]. As we
recall also the hideous deed of the men of Gibeah,
the blighting doom seems to have settled over the
spot 5 [Land of Israel 2

, p. 171).

Another probable emendation, in the line of

LXX (A) and Vulg., is ':*? iry^sa ‘to the west of

Gibeah. 5

See Maareh-geba. E. Hull.

MEAH.—See Hammeah.

MEAL.—1. A repast, the portion of food eaten
at one time. The word is used only in the com-
pound 4 Mealtime 5 (Bn 214

), where it is the tr. of
Jig, literally 4 the time of eating.

5

See Food in
vol. ii. p. 41 f.

2. The substance of grain ground but not sifted.

Our English word is from the Anglo-Saxon melu,
which is connected with the Gothic malan,

,

4 to
grind.

5 The word is used as the tr. of npii kemah,

which signifies meal in general, someLimes used
with the genitive of the kind of grain from which
it is made, as of the ^th ephah presented by the
husband for his wife in the Jealousy Offering,
Nu 515 . In this case, the homely nature of the
material is supposed to typify the humiliation of
the woman accused. When used to represent
fine flour it is combined with r6o as in Gn 186

.

Three seahs of this fine meal (probably about 4
pecks) ‘were used by Sarah to make cakes for
the angelic visitors at Mamre. The mention of
the same quantity, aXetipov crdra rpla

, in the parable
of the leaven, Mt IS33, Lk IS21

, seems to show that
thus was the ordinary quantity to prepare at one
time. Kemah and sdleth are sometimes contrasted,
as in the account of Solomon’s daily provision,
which consisted of 60 kors ( = 622\ bushels) of meal
and 30 kors of sdleth (1 K 4P). Meal was the bread-
stuff used by the poor. The widow of Zarephath
had only a nandful of kemah in her meal-tub, 1 K
1712

. It was with kevrtah that Elisha healed the
poisonous pottage, 2 K 44. Meal was brought as
part of the tribute to David on his becoming king
in Hebron, 1 Ch 1240.

In the prophetic writings ‘meal 5

is used in
several figures. The humbling of the Daughter
of Babylon was to be shown by her being reduced
to the work of grinding meal as a sign of servitude,
Is 47s* Hosea represents the unprofitableness of
the evil works of Israel as sowing the wind, reap-
ing the whirlwind whose bud (ropy) makes no meal
{Hos 87). There is a peculiar force here in the
assonance 'in 16 zimah belt ycCdseh kemah. For
other particulars see Bread and Food.
In the BY the word occurs very much more

frequently in connexion with the minhah or meal
offering, Lv 2lff

* and many other passages. This is

called 4 meat offering
5

in the Ay. See Offering
and Sacrifice.
The Israelites seem to have employed mills from

a very early period, but it is remarkable that they
were apparently unknown in Egypt until a com-
paratively late time. There is no word which
imequivocally signifies ‘mill

5
in the language of

the Old or Middle Empire, as far as we know.

Their grain seems to have been pounded oi

brayed. The word hemh occurs in a list of offer-

ings at Denderah as a kind of flour. In Ethiopic
Icamihi is used for ‘pulse.’ The word ke-me is

used for meal in several cuneiform texts (see

Strassmaier, Inschr . v. Nabonidus

,

Leipzig, 1889).

A. Macalister.
MEAL-OFFERING is the rendering substituted

by the OT revision for AY ‘meat-offering 5
(nipo).

The American Revisers further record their prefer-

ence for 4 meal-offering
5

in Jer 1412 1728 3318 41a.
In these passages our BY reads ‘oblation

5 with
4 meal-offering

5

in the margin. For details see
general article Sacrifice.

MEAN,—The verb to
4 mean 5 (from Anglo-Sax.

maenan to intend, tell, and connected with 4 mind, 5

the root being man to think) signifies sometimes
to intend, purpose : Gn 5020 4 But as for you, ye
thought evil against me ;

hut God meant it unto
good 5

; Is 315 4 What mean ye that ye beat my
people to pieces, and grind the faces of the poor ?

5

;

107 ‘Howbeit he meaneth not so, neither doth
his heart think so

5

; Ac 2113 ‘What mean ye to
weep and to break mine heart?

5

; Ac 272 ‘We
launched, meaning to sail by the coasts of Asia 5

;

2 Co 813
4 For I mean not that other men be

eased and ye burdened,
5

Cf. Shaks. Merry
Wives

,

v. ii. 15, ‘No man means evil but the
devil, and we shall know him by his horns.

5

The subst. meaning, which in Dn 815
, 1 Co 14u

signifies
4 understanding,

5

‘sense,
5

as in its modem
use, expresses ‘purpose,

5
‘intention,

5
in 1 Mac 154

4My meaning also being to go through the country 5

((3ov\ofjLcu 5k iKpTjvcu /card ryu %ci)pav

;

BY ‘ I am
minded to land in the country 5

). Cf. Jer 442a

Cov. 4 Purposly have ye set up youre owne good
meanynges, and hastely have ye fulfilled youre
owne intente

5

; Hall, Works ii. 103,
4 Good mean-

ings have oft-times proved injurious.
5

The subst. 4 mean 5 (from Old Fr. meien, moien ;

Lat. medius) signified originally something that
was in the middle. Thus Tymme’s Calvin’s

Genesis (1578), p. 678 ‘[Moses] was a meane be-

tweene the Patriarches and the Apostles 5

; Elyot,
Govemour, ii. 334, * He that punissheth whyle he
is angry, shall never kepe that meane which is

betwene to moche and to lyttell
5

; Barlowe,
Dialogs, 103, ‘God loved the people so entyerly,
that of theym he chose bysshoppes, preistes, and
deacons, to offer speciall sacrifices for the clensynge
of theyr synnes, and to be as meanes betwene
hym and them 5

; and Knox, Works, iii. 98, * Is

he who discendit from heaven and vouchsaffit

to be conversant with synneris, commanding all

soir vexit and seik to cum unto him (who, hanging
upon the Cross, prayit first for his enemyis),
becum now so untraetable, that he will not heir

us without a person to be a meane? 5 From this

arose easily the sense of instrument, which is often
sing., ‘a mean, 5

in the Eng. of that day, though
in AY itself it is always plu., ‘means.

5 Thus
Lever, Sermons, 79, ‘Of God surely thou hast
received it, by what messenger or meane so ever
thou came unto it,

5 and Knox, Works, iii. 299,
‘The instrumente and meane wherwith Christe
Jesus used to remove and put awaye the horrible
feare and anguysshe of his Disciples, is his only
worde 5

; and in AV, Wis 818 ‘By the means oi

her I shall obtain immortality 5 (BY ‘because of

her 5

); 2 Co lu ‘the gift bestowed upon us by
the means of many persons

5 (BY ‘by means oi

many 5

); Bev 1314 ‘by the means of those miracles
5

(BY ‘ bv reason of the signs 5

). This word is some-
times also an adj., of which we have such examples
in AY as in the mean while, 1 K 1845, Jn 481, Bo 215

;

in the mean time, 1 Mac ll41, Lk 121
; and in the

mean season, I Mac II14 1515. Cf. Pr. Bk. ‘ The
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Communion, 5 e My duty is to exhort you in the
mean season 5

;
Jer 3225 Cov. * In the meane season

the cite is delyvered in to the power of the Cal-
dees.

5

There is another adj. ‘mean,’ which is traced
to the Anglo-Sax. gema&ne, ‘common, 5

‘general,
5

and is possibly connected with Lat. communis,

though Skeat counts that very doubtful. This
word was early confused with the distinct Anglo-
Sax. word maene

, ‘false,
5

‘wicked,
5 with the

result, that from signifying merely peasant-born,
of common origin, it came to express ‘low-minded,

5

‘base 5

(the word ‘base
5 has a parallel history,

see Base), and again ‘ niggardly,
5

‘penurious.
5 In

AV the word is used only in the sense of ‘low-
born,

5 ‘ common 5

: Pr 22s9 ‘ Seest thou a man
diligent in his business? he shall stand before
kings ; he shall not stand before mean men 5

D'D^n, lit. ‘before obscure persons 5
as AVm and

RVm) ; Is 29 ‘And the mean man is bowed down,
and the great man humbleth himself,’ Heb.
opp. to ff’x, so 51S 318 ; Ac 2139 ‘ a citizen of no
mean city

5
(oik dcrtjyov ir6\e(a$). Cf. Pref. to AY

1611, ‘ If any man conceit, that this is the lot and
portion of the meaner sort onely, and that Princes
are priviledged by their high estate, he is deceived

5

;

Elyot, Governour
,

i, 25, ‘ It is expedient and also
neaefull that under the capitall governour be
sondry meane authorities

5

;
Knox, Hist, 392,

‘ When scarcely could be found ten in a Country
that rightly knew God, it had been foolishnesse
to have craved, either of the Nobilitie or of the
mean Subjects, the suppressing of Idolatry.

5

The adv. meanly is found in 2 Mac I538 ‘If I

have done well and as is fitting the story, it is that
which I desired; but if slenderly and meanly, it

is that which I could attain unto.
5 The meaning

is ‘moderately 5

[perplus). Cf. Spenser, Mother
Huhherds Tale, 297

—

‘The Husbandman was meanly well content
Triall to make of his endevourment’

;

and Shaks. Com, of Errors, I. i. 59

—

1 Thy wife, not meanly proud of two such boys.
Made daily motions for our borne return/

J. Hastings.
MEARAH (.t$d ‘ cave

5

[cf. AVm] ; LXX seems to
follow another reading).—Mentioned amongst the
districts of Palestine that had yet to be possessed,

Jos 134. The text is doubtful (see Dillm. ad loc

and Bennett in SBOT, the latter of whom emends
ty™? ‘from Arvad’); but if we accept the MT,
then Mearah, ‘ which belongeth to the Zidonians,

5

may be Mogheiriyeh (‘small cave 5

), a village near
Zidon ; cf. Aquila, kqX tnHjkaiov & 4<rri tQv 'L&wvtwv.

C. R. CONDER.
MEASURES.-—See Weights and Measures.

MEAT (Anglo-Sax. mete
,
perhaps from mete to

measure, but more probably connected with Lat.

mandere to chew) is in AV food in general, not,

as now, flesh food only. Thus 2 Es 1251 ‘ But I

remained still in the field seven days, as the angel
commanded me ; and did eat only m those days of

the flowers of the field, and had my meat [esca)

of the herbs.
5 The ‘meat-offering 5 contained no

flesh, but was composed of meal and oil. Fuller,

Holy State, 185, says, * A rich man told a poore
man that he walked to get a stomach for his

meat: And /, said the poore man, walk to get

meat for my stomach 9

; cf. Adams on 2 P l4 ‘ He
feeds the ravens, and the young lions seek their

meat at him. 5 In their Preface the AY trans-

lators say of the Scripture, ‘It is not a pot of

manna, or a cruse of oyl, which were for memory
onely, or for a meals meat or two, but as it were
a shower of heavenly bread, sufficient for a whole
host, he it never so great.

5 So Hall, Works, i 806,
* There was never any meat, except the forbidden

fruit, so deare bought as this broth of Jacob.
As the word signifies whatever is eaten, it maj
be applied to flesh, as in Fuller, Holy Warre, 212,
‘ Where he giveth away the meat he selleth the
sauce 5

; so in Gn 274' 7 * 31 of the venison Esau pre-
pared for Isaac, and 279, 14 of the goat5

s flesh

which Rebekah prepared.
The plu. ‘ meats 5

for ‘ kinds or portions of food 5

occurs some ten times in the Apocr., also in Pr
23s ‘ neither desire thou his dainty meats, 5 where
the Heb. is simply ‘ his dainties,

5

as RY ; Ac 1529

‘ meats offered to idols,
5 where the Gr. is ‘ offerings

to idols
5

(ddaihodvra, RY ‘things sacrificed to
idols

5

) ; and in Mk 719
, 1 Co 633 his

, 1 Ti 43
,

He 910 139
, where the Gr. is always fipuyara,

things to eat. Cf. Rhem, N.T. Preface, ‘When
we are litle ones, let us not covet the meates
of the elder sort,

5 and the Rhem. tr. of Lk
912 ‘Dimisse the multitudes, that going into
townes and villages here about, they may have
lodging, and finde meates, 5 Jn 4s ‘ For his Disciples
were gone into the citie to bie meates. 5

J. Hastings.
MEAT-OFFERING.—See Meal-Offering,

Meat, Offering, and Sacrifice.

MEBUNNAI (^ro, itc tQsv vlQv [i.e. uzd), many
MSS Hapovxai, Luc. ’Zapevl),—According to 2 S 23<J7

a Hushathite (wh. see), one of David5

s thirty
heroes. The name here given, however, is clearly

a mistake for Sibbecai, the form which has been pre-
served in the parallel lists, 1 Ch II29 27u (hopoxai),

and also 2 S 2118 (B ’Oe/Soxd, A '2ef3o%ad)= 1 Ch 204.

J. F. Stenning.
MECHERATHITE.—See Maacah.

MEDABA (MijSajSd).—The form of the name
Medeba, which appears in 1 Mac 936.

MEDAD.—See Eldad.

MEDAN (]p).—Name of a son of Abraham and
Keturah, Gn 252 (B Madalp,, A Maddv)= l Ch lsa

(B Matii&fi, A MaSdv). The word is probably to be
identified with Maddn

,
the god of some Arab

tribe, best known through the proper name Abd-
Al-Maddn, ‘ worshipper of Al-Madan 5

; the tribe
or family called Band 'AM-Al-Madan was pro-
verbial for various sorts of excellence in the earnest
Arabic known to us (Kamil of Al-Mubarrad, i. 56,

72). Unlike most of the names of the Arabic
deities, the word appears to have an appropriate
etymology, and to mean simply ‘objeet oi wor-
ship

5

; and with this sense the employment of the
article accords, as well as the alternative vocaliza-
tion, Al-Muddn [Sakt Al-Zand of Abu 5

1- Ala, ed.

Boulak, i. 47). The occurrence of the name of this

god in a context in which we expect the name of a
tribe, implies that the word was used as a national
name also ; and the word Kais is precisely parallel

to Maddn as being used for both a nation and a
god, and as taking the article in the latter applica-

tion. The seat of the worship of Al-Madan appears
to have been Yemen {Taj Al-Arus, s.v. ), whereas
the descendants of Keturah appear to he far away
from S. Arabia ; bnt this may be due to the migra-
tion of a tribe ; and indeed the word occurs as a
geographical name in N. Arabia (Yakut and A1-
Bekri). D. S. Margoliouth.

MEDEBA (Kyi'? ‘gently flowing waters,5 Nu
21s0

,
Jos 139* 16

, 1 Ch 197
,
Is 152).—A town in the

Mishor,* east of Jordan, about 1J hour S. of

* Mishor (WZ? Dt 310 44s, Jos 130. 1a 17. SL 208, Jer 488-21;

translated by AY * plain,’ or ‘plain country,* by RY ‘plain,*

m. 'tableland 9

) is the name given to one of the divisions of
Eastern Palestine, comprising the country between Heshboa
and the Amon, assigned to Reuben. It is a treeless plateau
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Heshbon on the Boman road from that place to

Kerak. It originally belonged to Moab, but was
taken from them by Sihon, who was in his turn

dispossessed by the children of Israel (Nu 2124*26
).

It was assigned to Keuben (Jos 139"16
, where v. 9

should be translated ‘ all the tableland—Medeba
to Dibon,’ and v. 16 ‘ all the tableland as far as

Medeba 5

). The Syrians who came to assist the chil-

dien of Ammon pitched at Medeba, and, from the

account of Joab’s battle with them, it would
^

seem
that the city was then in the hands of the children

of Ammon (1 Oh IS)
6'15

)^ Since David’s time (2SS2
)

Moab must have regained possession of the city

and territory around, for, according to the Moabite
Stone (line 8), Omri took possession of [the land of]

Mehedeba, and Israel dwelt therein during his

days and half his son’s days, forty years; but

Mesha recovered the territory, ana rebuilt the

cities which had been held by Omri and his son

Ahab. Medeba is (perhaps) named in line 30, but

the stone is here defaced, and the reading not

uite certain. Joram’s attempt in company with

ehoshaphat to recover these cities (2 K 3) was
but partially successful, and the Moabites re-

mained in them unchallenged until the prosperous

reign of Jeroboam II., when they were driven to

the south of the Arnon. Medeba is mentioned
as belonging to Moab in Is 152

,
but not in Jer 48

—

an omission which is the more remarkable, as the

list of Moabite cities in Jer is more full than that

in Isaiah. Where by comparison with Isaiah we
might expect to find it, occurs Madmen (Jer

482
), a name occurring only in that verse. See

Madmen. The LXX renderings are Jos 139

Acu8aj3dv B*, ^IcuScLp&v Ba?
,
Mai5aj3<£ A. The word

is omitted in v.16. I Ch I97 Mcu5aj3<£ B, Mydafid A,

Bcuffafid The text of Nu 2130 is uncertain ; for

the last clause LXX has irvp &rl Mwd/3, Pesh.

The i of nsva
3
which has been marked with

a point by the Massoretes, is not regarded by the

LXX, and neither they nor Pesh. read Medeba.
In Is 152 T7)s McacLpelridos (B) represents the Medeba
of MT.
In Maccabsean times John, the eldest son of

Mattathias, was killed by a robber elan which lived

at Medeba. The name of this clan was Jambri
or Ambri. How Jonathan avenged the death of

his brother is related in 1 Mac Q3*1"42 and Jos. Ant
xiii. i. 2, 4. John Hyrcanus laid siege to Medeba,
and took it with difficulty (Jos. Ant. xm. ix. 1).

Alexander Jannteus afterwards took it along with
others from the Arabians, and Hyrcanus II.

promised to restore them to Aretas [ib. xm. xv. 4,

XIY. L 4).

The city appears to have been^ a flourishing

Christian centre during the Byzantine period. It

was the seat of a bishopric, and was represented
at the Council of Chalcedon. After remaining
desolate for centuries it was occupied in 1880 by a

colony of Christians from Kerak, and some Latin
fathers have established a mission there. In
digging for foundations of houses many ancient
remains have been brought to light. Besides the
large pool with solid walls mentioned by several

travellers, the remains of gates, towers, and four
churches, besides some beautiful mosaics, have
been discovered. An interesting account of a visit

to these ruins is contained in PEFSt for July
1895, and Pbre Sejourne has written a full article

on Medeba in the Pevue Biblique for Oct. 1892.

A remarkable mosaic map of Christian Palestine

and Egypt has also been discovered, a description

of which appears in PEFSt for July 1897, being

affording pasture for flocks, and at one time suited for the cul-

ture of the vine (Is 16s). The number and extent of the ruins
in this district show that it was once thickly inhabited. The
Bedawin in their black tents are now the chief inhabitants

;

see G. A. Smith, HGHL pp. 535, 548.

a translation from Clermont - Ganneau’s Becueil

d?Arch£ologie Orientate, tom. xi. p. 161, 1897.

Further communications with reference to this

mosaic are to be found on p. 239 of PEFSt fox

July 1897, p. 85 of April 1898, p. 177 of July 1898,

p. 251 of Oet. 1898. A. T. CHAPMAN.

MEDES (hd, Mt)5ol).—In Gn 102 Madai is a son

of Japheth, and is associated with Gomer and
Javan. The Assyr. form of the name is Mad&, hut
when we first meet with it in the annals of Shal-

maneser n. (c, B.c. 840) it is written Amad&.
Hadad-nirari IH. (e. B.C. 800) overthrew Khana-
ziruka, king of the Mat&, who inhabited Mati£n&,

SAY. of the Caspian ; W. of the Mat& wasParsuas
(perhaps Parthia), with its 27 kings, on the shores

of Lake Urumiyeh. It is doubtful whether we
should identify Mata and Mad£ as variant forms

of the same name, or regard the Mata as a division

of the Mada ;
at all events, Hadad-nirari III.

also employs the name Mada, and it is the only

form of the name henceforth found in the cunei-

form inscriptions. Tiglath-pileser m. overran the

Median states E. of Zagruti or the Zagros, send-

ing one of his generals against c the Medes at the

rising of the sun 5

(B.C. 743); and Sargon in B.C.

713 subdued a number of Median chieftains, one of

whom was the chief of Partakanu. Esarhaddon
divides Partakanu into the two

_

provinces of

Partakka and Partukka, and describes it as * re-

mote.
5

In the early part of his reign Assyria
was threatened by a combined attack on the part

of the Medes, Kimmerians, Sapard& (Sepharad),

and ‘ Ivaztarit, king of Karu-Kassi 5

; hut the
Assyr. king carried the war into the enemy’s
country, and the defeat of the Median £ city-loras’

in the far east relieved him of all danger from the
Median tribes. A portion of the Kimmerians, how-
ever, took possession of the old kingdom of Ellipi,

north of Elam, where a new power arose, with its

capital in Ecbatana (Pers. Eangmatdna). In the
cuneiform inscriptions the Kimmerians are called

Umman Manda or nomad * Barbarians’ (Goiim in

OT), and the resemblance of Manda to Mad& caused
the two words to be confused together by the
classical writers.

The Medes, like the Kimmerians, belonged to the
Iranian branch of the Aryan race, the Persians

being a kindred tribe, which pushed farther south
towards the Persian Gulf. According to Herodotus
(vii. 62, i. 101), they were called Arians by their

neighbours, and were divided into six tribes : the
Busse, Paretak&ni (Assyr. Partakanu), Struchates,

Arizanti, Budii, and Magi. The Magi, however,
seem rather to have been a priestly caste. The
Assyr. inscriptions show that the Medes obeyed
no central authority, hut were divided, like the
Greeks, into a number of small states, each under
the rule of its own ‘city-lord.’ Consequently
the classical belief in a ‘Median empire’ was
groundless, and was really due to the confusion
between the names Mad& and Manda.
A recently discovered inscription of Nabonidos

has informed us that the destruction of Nineveh
(B.c. 606) was brought about by the Manda, not
by the Mad& or Medes. We have also learned
from the cuneiform texts that it was the Manda
who devastated Mesopotamia, destroying Harran
and its temple of the Moon-god ; that Astyages
(Istuvigu in cuneiform) was king of the Manda *

and that the revolt of Cyras was against the
Manda, and not against the Medes. Medes may
have been included among the Manda or ‘Bar-
barians,’ but the term was primarily applied to
the northern hordes who had swarmed across the
Caucasus into W. Asia, and were called Kim-
merians (see Gomer) and Scythians by the Greeks.
The kingdom of Ecbatana was founded by these
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Manda, who had conquered the ancient kingdom of
Ellipi.

The ‘Median 3 kings of Herodotus and Ctesias
are alike artificial creations. Herodotus makes
the Median monarchy begin with Ddiokes, B.c.

710, at a time when the Assyr. empire was at the
height of its power, and Sargon was punishing the
‘ city-lords

3

of the Medes. Deiokes is the Daiukku
of the Assyr. inscriptions, a vassal-chief under the
king of the Mannii (Minni), who was carried cap-
tive to Hamath by Sargon in B.c. 715. Phraortes,
who is said to have succeeded I)Mokes, is Fra-
wartish, who carried on wars against the Persians
and tlm Assyrians, and called himself Xathrites
(Kaztarit), His successor Cyaxares may be Kaz-
tarit, or he may have been a genuine king of
Ecbatana, and the actual predecessor of Astyages.
At all events Astyages was a king of the Manda,
and his conquest by his rebel vassal Cyrus took
place in B.C. 549. On Arphaxad king of the Medes
(Jth l1 ), see Arphaxad.
The list of Median kings given by Ctesias prob-

ably comes from a Persian source, and the chrono-
logical arrangement of it is even more artificial

than that of the list of Herodotus. Lenorasant
seems to have been right in suggesting that two
of the kings in it, Arteeus and Astibaras, are the
kings of Ellipi, Eita (Dalta) and Ispahara, who were
contemporaries of Sargon and Sennacherib.
After the capture of Samaria by Sargon in B.c.

722, some of the Israelites were transported to
‘the cities of the Medes 3 (2K 176 IS11

). This
probably took place after Sargon’s campaign
against the Medes (B.c. 713), when he penetrated
as far as the distant land of BiknL Isaiah (1317

212
)
calls on the Medes and Elamites to overthrow

Babylon (cf. Jer 25
'25

) ; and Jeremiah (51u* “) speaks
of the ‘kings 3

of the Medes combining with
Ararat, Minni, and Ashkenaz to destroy the Bah.
empire. At this time it would seem, therefore,

that the Medes were still governed by a number
of different chiefs. In Elam we must see Anzan,
the ancestral kingdom of Cyrus, which an Assyr.
tablet states was equivalent to ‘ Elam 3

; the in-

vasion of Babylonia, referred to by Jeremiah, may
have been one which took place in the reign of

Nergal-skarezer, not that of Cyrus. Cyrus, how-
ever, united the Medes and Persians under his

sway ; Gobryas, the governor of Kurdistan, whom
he made the first governor of Babylonia after its

conquest, was a Mede, according to the classical

writers; and Mazares and Harpagos, who con-

uered Ionia for Cyrus, were both of Medic
escent. Hence the Ionian Greeks spoke of

‘ Medes 3 rather than of e Persians.
3 Gomates, who

pretended to he Bardes (Smerdis), the son of

Cyrus, and usurped the throne of Cambyses, was
a Magian, and therefore also of Median origin

;

and, in the troubles which followed his murder,
Media endeavoured to secure her independence
under Frawartish or Phraortes. Frawartish, how-
ever, was at length defeated in a pitched battle,

and, after being taken prisoner near Ehages, was
impaled at Ecbatana. After the destruction of the
Persian empire. Media was divided into Media
Atropat£n§ (so named from the satrap Atropates),
which corresponded with the modem Azerbijan,
and included the Parsuas of theAssyr. monuments,
and Media Magna to the south and east of it. Here
were Ecbatana (now Hamadan), and Bagistana
(now Behistun) in the ancient territory of Ellipi.

Bagistana is probably the place called Bit-ili or

Bethel by Sargon. Media had thus come to ex-

tend widely beyond its limits in the Assyr. age,

when the Medes inhabited little more than Mati-
and the district to the E. of it, and S. of the

Caspian, in which Eaga or Ehages (now Ea) was
situated. They were, in fact, mountaineers, and

hence had the reputation of being brave and war-
like, delighting in arms, in brilliant clothing, and
in carrying off booty from their more settled

neighbours. From the Persian monuments we
gather that they let the beard grow, and wore
caps, long robes with full sleeves, and shoes. Their
religion was a form of Zoroastrian fire-worship,
and they left the bodies of the dead to be devoured
by wild beasts or birds of prey. (See J. V. Prasek,
Medien und das Haus des Kyaxares, 1890).

A. H. Sayce.
MEDIA.—See Medes.

MEDIATOR, MEDIATION.—
Introduction'.
1. Meaning' and use of the term ‘Mediator/
2. The idea of mediation in religion.

i. In Paganism.
1. Savage notions.
2. Civilized ideas.

ii. In the Old Testament.
1. In OT history.

2. Priestly mediation.
S. Prophetic mediation.
4. Mediation in the Wisdom Literatore.
5. The mediation of angels.

iii. In the New Testament.
1. Christ as Mediator.
2. The teaching of Jesus on mediation.

a. In the Synoptics.
b. In the Fourth Gospel.

S. Apostolic teaching.
a. Speeches in Acts.
b. St. Paul and 1 Peter.
c. Epistle to the Hebrews.
d. St. John (at) in the Gospel and the Epistles ;

(/3) in the Apocalypse.
Literature.

Introduction.—1. Meaning and use of the term
* MediatorJ—The word ‘mediator 3

(Gr. fiealrys) is

found only in NT, namely at Gal 319, 20
, 1 Ti 2®,

He 86 915 1224.* The verbal form (peo-iretiw) occurs
once, in He 617. The derivation from the adjective
/xecros ‘in the middle 3 merely suggests the idea
of one who is found in the midst, or who enters
into the middle. But usa^e gives a more specific

meaning to the term. Thus we always find it

standing for a person who in some way inter-

venes between two. This intervention is of two
kinds: (1) in order to bring about a reconcilia-

tion where there has been division or enmity

—

the thought in Job, and in St. Paul’s use of the
word; (2) quite apart from any notion of a
previous quarrel, with the idea of drawing two
together into a compact or covenant—the mean-
ing in Hebrews in each of the three cases where it

occurs. Moses was regarded as a mediator in a
general sense, as coming between God and Israel,

both to shield the people from the Divine severity,

and to introduce God’s law to their notice

and effect their union with Him as a covenant
people. The first of these ideas appears in Dt 5®,

where, while the word ‘ mediator 3
is not used, the

idea is suggested by a cognate adverbial form
(dm fiiaov, Heb. ps). Philo uses the word ‘mediator*
{jieclTT)s) for Moses in the same connexion ( Vit.

Moys. iii. 19). Elsewhere Philo refers to speech
as a ‘mediator and intercessor

3
{de Somn. l. 22).

Josephus writes of Agrippa being a mediator be-

tween the people of Ilium (Ant. xyi. ii. 2).

2. The idea ofmediation in religion.—While the
word ‘ mediator

3

is rarely met with, the idea con-

tained in It is one of the most vital and influen-

tial thoughts in religion. Nearly every religion

bears witness to it. Both priesthood and prophecy
rest upon the conception or mediation—priesthood

in the selection of certain men for approach to

God and the reconciliation of the people with Him
by means of sacrifice

;
prophecy in the sending of

Divine messengers who are to deliver to the people

the oracles they have received from heaven. The
* The USX employs juurfr^ in Job ©33 as rendering of D'jto,

which AY and KV tr.
1 daysman * (wh. see).
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idea emerges in the lowest grades of civilization

under the form of the medicine man, the rain-

maker, the sorcerer, whose function, however, is

rather to coerce than to conciliate inimical powers.
While the purification of religion eliminates
degraded, distorted, and superstitious forms of

mediation, it does not destroy the essential idea,

which is found more clearly and forcibly expressed
in Christianity than in any other type of religion.

So prominent and characteristic is the idea that
we might define Christianity in the abstract as

Theism plus Mediation—understanding the latter

term to include all that is taught concerning the
person and mission of Christ, for it is this idea
that most distinguishes the religion of the NT
from pure Theism. But Butler pointed out that
the specially Christian idea of ‘the appointment
of a Mediator, and the redemption of the world by
him, was analogous to many things in the con-

stitution and course of nature 5 {Analogy, pt. ii.

cli. v.).

i Mediation in Paganism.— Space will not
permit of more than the briefest notice of this

branch of the subject; and yet it is impossible to

do justice to the great biblical doctrine of media-
tion without giving at least some attention to its

position in the light of comparative religion.

1. Savage notions of mediation.—It has been
pointed out that as in course of time the indi-

vidual faculties in men were seen to be differenti-

ated, some were held to be specially gifted with
occult powers. These men came to be regarded
with awe ; they were not as other men. To them
it was given to penetrate the unseen world, read
the secrets of futurity, influence the supernatural
powers with which primitive man in a dim way
felt himself to be surrounded. In so low a race as
the Australian aborigines, the medicine men are
credited with the power of controlling all occult

influences. This mysterious power is claimed
among the Andaman Okopaids and the Peaimen
of Guiana. In Melanesia it is known as mana,
and is said to be imparted by cannibalism. This
mana is conveyed by the medicine man to the
charms he uses. A similar power was recognized
among the N. American Indians. In the lowest
condition, while the medicine man uses charms
and spells, he does not invoke spirits. A higher
stage is attained when he calls in the aid of

ghosts, the totem animal belonging to an inter-

mediate condition. In some savage communities
demoniacal possession is supposed to confer priestly
or mediatorial powers. Thus we learn from Tylor
{Prim, Cult. ii. p. 121) that amon<> the Pata-
gonians persons afflicted with St. Vitus’ dance
were selected as magicians, and that among the
Liberian tribes the Shamans brought up children
liable to convulsions for the profession of magic
(see King, The Supernatural, bk. ii. ch. iv. }. The
medium of modern spiritualism may be compared
with the medicine man who has dealings with
ghosts, the special gift with which the medium is

credited leading him to be consulted by others as
though he were a kind of mediator between
ordinary mortals and the spirit world.

2. Civilized pagan notions of mediation. — All
religions that contain a priesthood with functions
not shared by the main body of the community
predicate some form of mediation in connexion
with that office. The priest sacrifices to, or inter-
cedes with, the god to whom he is attached, on
behalf of the people. But the two greatest
faiths of the East have peculiar relations to this
subject. Tim distinction between the priesthood
and the laity is more pronounced and rigorous in
Hinduism than it is in any other religion the
world has ever known. This is owing to the
institution of caste. Of the four great classes re-

cognized in the Hindu system. Brahmans, soldiers,

agriculturists, and servants, the first consists

of priests, and an important part of the Veda,
the Brahmanahs, is devoted to the ritual they are
required to follow. Inasmuch as the observance
of* this ritual is regarded with favour by the gods,
all classes of society benefit by the Divine com-
placency thus secured ; but the hopeless inferiority

of the other castes destroys one important element
in the mediatorial idea, the community of nature
between the priest and the people which is

essential to the NT idea of mediation set out in

the Epistle to the Hebrews. On the other hand,
the Brahmanahs contain the idea of gods sacri-

ficing, and so bring in the notion of mediation
from another point of view. Thus in the Tandya-
brahmanahs it is stated that ‘ the Lord of creatures
(prajd-pati) offered himself a sacrifice for the gods.

5

The same idea emerges in the sacrifice of ‘the
primeval male/ Thus it is stated in the sdta-

patha-brahmanah, ‘He who, knowing this, sacri-

fices with the Purusha-Medha, the sacrifice of the
primeval male, becomes everything.’ Monier-
Williams regarded this as a witness to ‘ the original

institution of sacrifice/ and ‘typical of the one
great voluntary sacrifice/ etc. (

Hinduism
, p. 36).

On the other hand, it must be observed that the
oldest Hindu sacrifices are not piacular, hut simply
consist of food offered to the gods. The idea of

expiation came later, and with it the notion of

mediation. But about the time of the rise of

Buddhism, i.e. c. 500 B.C., the development of Hindu
philosophy removed all belief in vicarious sacrifice

and mediation from the mind of the speculative
Brahman by developing a system of Pantheism.
If man is one with God, there can be no room for

mediation between man and God. And yet, again,
the evolution of gods as forms or manifestations
of Brahm introduces another form of mediation,
the merits of an inferior god availing with one
above him, that god’s merits with one still higher,
and so on in the ascending scale up to the highest.
When we turn to Buddhism it would seem

reasonable to regard the Buddha himself as a
mediator, since he is seen sacrificing himself for
others, even for animals. In former states of

existence, it is said, he often gave himself as a
substituted victim in place of doves and other
innocent creatures, to satisfy hawks and beasts of

prey. Then, having freed himself from the five

f
reat passions, he will help others to alike freedom

y his teaching. Still, there are two features of

Buddhism that render it inherently inconsistent
with the idea of mediation. One is its protest
against the Hindu caste system. Holding the
equality of all men, it teaches that every one must
suffer the consequences of his own deeds, either in
the present life or in a future condition, and
repudiates the possibility of a transference of

responsibility or of an atoning sacrifice. The
other feature is its virtual denial of God. But
in practice the Buddha is deified, and then the
Buddhist monk becomes a sort of priest, so that
the notion of mediation comes round again from
another quarter.

We may look for antecedents to the biblical

doctrine of mediation in the religion of ancient
Egypt, which was associated with a richly de-
veloped hierarchical system, the priests enjoying
high rank above the common people, and occupy-
ing themselves with elaborate sacrificial perform-
ances ; in the religion of Babylon, which, owing to

the very early connexion between the Babylonians
and Palestine (evidenced by the Tel el-Amarna
tablets), must have been known in the latter

country in primitive times; and in the Semitic
religions of Canaan and Phoenicia, where, though,
as Robertson Smith showed, the primitive notion
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of sacrifice suggested a common feast with the god,
a communion, the piacular idea appeared later.

Thus the pro phets of Baal, in the time of Elijah,
act as mediators, performing sacrificial functions
on behalf of king and people.

ii.

^

Mediation in the Old Testament.—
Mediation appears in various forms during the
course of the OT history, in the specific regula-
tions of the law, and in the teachings of the
prophets.

1. Mediation in OT history.—In the oldest parts
of the patriarchal history (JE) the head of the
household officiates as the family priest, sacrific-

ing and entering into covenants on behalf of his
people, e.g. Abraham (Gn 127* 8 159"21

), Isaac (Gn
2d23'-5

), Jacob (Gn 33 18-20
). It is to be observed

that the later narrative (P) does not describe
patriarchal altars and sacrifices. Although the
earlier narrative in its written form is assigned
to the period of the monarchy, this primitive style
of religious observances speaks for its own
antiquity, and for the probability that traditions
embodying old customs are here preserved. Two
incidents in particular, connected with the patri-
archal narratives, bear especially on ancient views
of mediation. Melehizedek, long of Salem, is

introduced as a priest of God Most High (Gn 1418
).

He blesses Abraham, and receives a tenth of the
spoil after the battle of the kings. This kingly
priesthood of Melehizedek laid hold of the Jewish
imagination, and reappeared in the Messianic
ideal of Ps 110, to be recognized and elaborately
discussed in its application to Jesus Christ by the
author of He (6

20-7). Then Abraham’s pleading
for the cities of the plain shows us the patriarch
as a typical mediator. In this wonderful picture
of earnest prayer we see mediation in the form of
intercession. No sacrifice is offered,, but the
patriarch pleads on behalf of the doomed cities

with singular persistence, and vet with pro-
found humility. The promise of deliverance if a
sufficient number of righteous men can be found,
introduces another element of mediation, what we
might call the passive mediation of the goodness
of one, on account of which favour is shown to

others,—in this case corresponding to onr Lord’s
idea of His disciples as the salt of the earth (Mt
51S). Moses appears as a mediator in various
relations. Eirst, as the deliverer of his people he
comes from Jehovah with a mandate to Pharaoh
(Ex 3). This is an instance of the descending
mediation, in which the mediator conies from God
with a divine message. In the same way Moses
appears as the lawgiver, receiving the law from
Jehovah and giving it to the people. Kuenen
maintains that the tradition about. Moses as a law-

giver shows that, even if not a single one of his laws
are extant, he was prominent as a revealer of God’s
will (jReligion of Israel, L 273). Moses appears
repeatedly as the prophet through whom God
communicates with Israel. Thus it is said (in the
JE narrative), 'And the Lord spake unto Moses
face to face, as a man speaketh unto his friend*

(Ex S311
, see also Nu 12^®). Then Moses also

appears most conspicuously as the mediator in the
other form of mediatorial work, the ascending
mediation, representing the people to God in inter-

cession. A striking instance of this mediation
occurs in relation to the molten calf, when Moses
beseeches God on behalf of the people (Ex 327

'14
),

and even expresses a willingness to be himself

blotted out of God’s book if only the people may
be forgiven their sin (Ex 32s2), appealing to the
favour he has found with God as a ground for

pleading the cause of the people he represents (Ex
3313

, see Schultz, OT Theol. L 138). A special

form of mediation comes in with the idea of the
theocratic king, who is both the representative of

Jehovah to Israel and the representative of the
people before God. David officiates in priestly
apparel,—'girded with a linen ephod,’ offering

burnt-offerings and peace-offerings, and blessing
the people in the name of Jehovah (2 S 614

*1S
). A

mediating position between God and the people
appears in the Messianic Psalms, 2, 21, 72, 45 (where
perhaps the king is called ‘Elohim’), 110. The
Chronicler, reflecting on the history from the Greek
period, regards David’s throne as divine

; it is
£ the throne of Jehovah* (1 Ch 29-*). Thus a pre-

E
aration is made for regarding the Messiah of the
lture as a Mediator, standing between God and

man, exalted above the common human stand-
point, and brought near to God, but with a view
to the benefit of the people He represents.

2. Priestly mediation

.

— The conception of a
priesthood separate from the rest of the community
implies mediatorial functions on the part of the
priests for the benefit of the laity. In itself the
idea of priesthood may be regarded absolutely,
the priest being the man who has a right of ap-
proach to God, and on whom devolves the duty of

sacrificing, etc., quite apart from any considera-
tion for others. In this sense Israel as a whole
nation is ‘ holy 3 (Lv ll45 19a, Nu 1540}, and is named
a ‘kingdom of priests’ (Ex 195 * 6

). Similarly in
late poetry the nation as a whole is said to consist

of ‘prophets’ (Ps 1055
). But this is exceptional.

As a rule, the function of the priest is vicarious and
mediatorial. In early times, however, this was
not confined to any family or tribe. Gideon (Jg
6 i9'24

), Samuel (1 S 162
), and Elijah (1 K lS30^) per-

formed the priestly function of offering sacrifices,

and, in a mediatorial way, for the benefit of the
people. When a priestly order was first recognized
this was not necessarily of one tribe or family, as
in the later system. Thus David made priests of
his own sons and of the chief men of the kingdom
(2S 818 BY).* Zabud the son of the prophet
Nathan is also described as a priest (1 K 45

). In
the oldest stratum of the law, the ‘Book of the
Covenant,* it is assumed that the Israelite offers

his own sacrifices in primitive patriarchal style.

Thus, in the directions Moses is to give to ‘the
children of Israel,’ we read, ‘If thou make me an
altar of stone, thou shalt not build it of hewn
stones,’ etc., and * neither shalt thou go up by steps
unto mine altar’ (Ex 2O25* 20

), where no priestly

order is referred to. In the story of Micah (Jg 17.

18, assigned to JE) a certain Levite appears as a
priest, but in a most primitive fashion, consecrated
or installed by Micah in his own house, and serving
as a domestic chaplain. The whole narrative
reveals a condition of superstitious faith in the
mediatorial efficacy of the mere presence of a
priest. In the narrative of Eli and his sons (1 S
1. 2lx-3, assigned by Budde to E2 and by KitteL to
SS, i.e. an Ephraimite history of Samuel and Saul
compiled from various sources about the time of
Hosea) we have a recognized priesthood at Shiloh,

so completely accepted that the priests are resorted

to in spite of their tyrannical and immoral be-
haviour. In Dt the priesthood of the Levites is

regulated bylaw, and a complete system of priestly

mediation by means of sacrifices, etc., elaborated.

Jeremiah (?) enforces thishy dwelling on the import-
ance of the priesthood (Jer 3318-26). Ezekiel, in
pronouncing the degradation of the Levites who
had been the priests of the various high places,

and confining the priesthood to the house of Zadok,
i.e. the Jerusalem order, concentrated the media-
torial work in this body. Ezra’s great reform
carried Ezekiel’s ideasout in practice, and advanced
them still further in the development of the hier-

* See Driver, Totes on Heb. Teat of Samuel* p. 220 ; H. P.
Smith, Comm, ad loc. ; and, for a different view, Cheyne in
Expositor, Jane 1899, p. 453 ft
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archy. After the Exile* P and the complete Pen-
tateuch established the mediatorial functions of

the sons of Aaron, with the high priest at their

head (Nu 310* 38 4 lfi- 19- 2(> 17s 181
). Now the priest-

hood becomes the official representative of the

people before God, only the priest being permitted

to approach Jehovah. This approach depends on
ceremonial purity ; and the priest must be free

from bodily blemish (Lv 2118ff
*) ; but his function,

unlike that of the prophet, does not depend on
personal worth. As the mediator between Israel

and Jehovah, the priest expiates guilt by prayer

and sacrifice, and secures blessings for the people.

Aaron the high priest is to 4 bear the iniquity of

the holy things which the children of Israel shall

hallow in all their holy gifts’ (Ex 283S)—a regula-

tion which Schultz interprets as meaning that his

surrender to God is a compensation for whatever
duties towards God the actual Israel has unwit-
tingly failed to perform. Similarly, the priests eat

the flesh of the sin-offering
4 to bear the iniquity

of the congregation, and to make atonement for

them’ (Lv 1017 ).

The specific mediatorial functions of the priests

and of the high priest are kept quite distinct.

While apparently the high priest, being a fortiori

a priest, is at liberty to undertake any sacerdotal

function if he chooses,to do so, he cannot delegate

the specific duties of his own office to any members
of the ordinary priesthood, nor may any of them
usurp his functions. For the purpose of represent-

ing the people before God, the priests are permitted
a nearer approach than is allowed to the laity,

they only being allowed to enter 4 the sacred place,’

i.e. the first and larger portion of the sanctuary,
while the high priest, and he only, can enter the
inner chamber, 4 the most sacred place.’ The
riests perform a multitude of services for the
enefit of the community ; but the chief of these

is sacrificing, and it is at the altar that they
appear most conspicuously as mediators between
God and man. The old custom of private sacrific-

ing by individuals is now entirely abandoned, and
all sacrifices must be presented by the priests.

The first act, indeed, still rests with the lay
worshipper. It is he who procures the victim,

brings it up to the temple, ana in some cases kills

it. Then it is taken over by the priests and their

officers. In the case of the zebah (AY ‘peace-
offering,’ RYm 4 thank-offering’), the priests lay
part, chiefly the fat, on the altar, and the rest is

eaten, partly by the offerers, partly by the priests,

so that the idea of communion is still preserved.
The *

blah
(

4 burnt-offering’) being wholly consumed
on the altar, and representing complete surrender
to God, though not directly aimed at effecting an
atonement, points in that way more effectually.

The rite would express any intense feeling, as of
gratitude, devotion, or the craving for propitiation
(Lv l4). The hattdth (‘sin-offering,’ Lv 4. 5. 624"30

,

Nu I522) and the
’ashdm (AY ‘trespass-offering,’

RV ‘guilt-offering,’ Lv 5-7. 14. 19) were directly
aimed at the removal of nncleanness and atone-
ment for breaches of Divine commands. In the
case of the sin-offering, while the offerer brought
the victim, the priests were to kill it, sprinkle
part of the blood before the veil, and pour out the
rest at the base of the altar of burnt-offering.
The fat was to be burnt on that altar and the rest
burnt ‘ without the camp, in a clean place, where
the ashes were poured out.’ There was this differ-

ence in the case of the trespass-offering, that the
rest of the flesh was to he eaten by the priests in
a sacred place (Lv 76).

In the daily service of the temple two lambs
were offered as burnt-offerings—one in the morning,
the other in the evening. The sin- and trespass-
offerings were more occasional, as offences called I

for them, and of a more private character. It is

in relation to these offerings that the priest stands

more especially as a mediator between the offender

and Jehovah, whose wrath he has occasioned, in

whose eye he is unclean, though perhaps owing to

some unintentional or ignorant act. But on the

great Day of Atonement the daily
_

sacrifice was
supplemented with other burnt-offerings, and also

a sin-offering, which in this case was of a public

character, for the faults of the people generally.

In these matters the priest mediates in. the God-
ward action, presenting the people’s sacrifices, and
seeking the Divine grace; but at times he also

acts as mediator from God to the people, when he
pronounces people clean, as in the cure of lepers.

See, further, arts. Priests and Levites, and Sac-
rifice.

The high priest appears still more specifically

as the mediator between the whole nation and
Jehovah. This is suggested by the fact that when
clothed with the ephod he hears the names of the

twelve tribes on his heart and shoulders as their

representative before God. On the Day of Atone-
ment he enters the most sacred place and sprinkles

blood on the mercy-seat, thus bringing the vital

part of the sacrifice into the Divine Presence
to make atonement for the sins of the nation.

Whether the idea embodied in this ceremony was
that expressed by the primary meaning of kipper,

as a covering over of sin, or a covering of the
offender from the wrath of God (Cave, Schultz);

or whether, neglecting the primary signification,

it was suggestive of a ransom or an atoning
payment (Bennett, Smend),—in either case the
action that secured pardon was performed by the
high priest on behalf of the people. [For details

of the laws and processes here referred to, see

Atonement (Day of)],

3. Prophetic mediation.—Side by side with the
differentiation of the priest from the rest of the
community grows up the corresponding differen-

tiation of the prophet, who also has assigned to him
specific mediatorial functions. While the priest

comes between God and man chiefly at the altar,

and for the offering of sacrifice, i.e. in ascending
mediation, the prophet represents the descending
mediation, speaking for God, and revealing the
Divine will. This specific prophetic function has
been acknowledged in other nations besides Israel.

Thus among the Greeks from the earliest times
prophecy was hereditary in many families—among
the Jannidse, the Clytiadse, the Telliadse, etc. In
later ages there were two classes of soothsayers,
—in one the enlightenment not being acquired by
art or study (drexvop /cal &5L5clktov yhos), the soul
being either illuminated awake or thrown into a
trance or ecstasy ; in the other, the faculty being
obtained by study, as an art (rb rexpucbv yivos). See
Schomann, Griechisches Alterthum4

, vol. i. Plato
distinguishes between the fiivrts, who has direct
communication with God, and the Trpo(pif}T7]s, who
merely interprets

( Timceus, 71 ff.). In Israel nec-
romancy was sharply distinguished from prophecy,
and considered wicked, as inconsistent with faith
in God. Soothsayers are not to he sought after
(Dt 18®**), nevertheless they are credited with real
power. The witch of Endor summons the shade of
Samuel, and thus obtains information for Saul (1 S
283ff*-~a late narrative, but so lifelike as to point
to a historical tradition). Then the true prophets
are marked off from lying prophets, who, however,
might be inspired by an evil spirit from Jehovah
(e.g. 1 K 225^). The prophets who cry, ‘Peace,
peace,’ to flatter the people, are mere tricksters.
Still, in early times, the higher prophets were not
above doing in their Divine power what soothsayers
aimed at by sorcery {e.g. 1 S 97ff* KFl But it is in
the loftier functions of prophecy that its media-
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torial power is developed. The prophet may have
been trained in one of the brotherhoods of the
"sons of the prophets/ in which ease he corre-

sponds to the second class of the Greek prophets ;

but he may have been called without any such
preparation, and quite apart from professional

associations, as in the case of Amos the herd-
man (Am 7

14
). Yet in any case he must have a

Divine call and commission (<e.g. Is 6). Then he
comes forth with a Divine message, frequently
asserted in the phrase 'Thus saith the Lord/
Such a man mediates in the region of revelation.

Prophets also mediate with God on behalf of
Israel. Thus Jeremiah intercedes in prayer for

Jerusalem (Jer 32lffflr
*), and Ezekiel for his people

(Ezk 13llff
*). But prophetic mediation of the

ascending kind is most explicitly described in the
classical passage Is 53. Whoever the * servant of

the Lord 5 may represent,—whether Israel, the
spiritual Israel, the ideal Israel, Jeremiah, Zer-

ubbabel, the Messiah, or some unknown prophet
or martyr,—it is equally clear that the passage
assigns to him lofty mediatorial functions in giving
his life as an offering for sins.

4. Mediation in the Wisdom Literature . — The
famous passage in Job where, according to AV,
the sufferer exclaims, ‘ I know that my Redeemer
liveth/ etc. (Job 1926'27

), formerly appealed to as
an OT anticipation of the mediation of Jesus
Christ, cannot be so employed on any principle of

sound exegesis. The ‘redeemer 5

is the g6el (^su),

i.e. the next of kin whose duty it is to serve as the
avenger of blood; and the contextshows that this can
only be God, who is described as the great Deliverer
in an earlier passage (5

13’21
); see Davidson, ‘Job/ in

Camb. Bible, 143 ft*., 291 ff. We must look for this

doctrine of mediation in a totally different quarter.

It emerges in the personification of Wisdom. That
is seen in a purely imaginative and metaphorical
form in theBk. of Proverbs, where Wisdom appears
exhorting her son to receive her words {e.g. Pr I

2(Mr
*).

Thus Wisdom says what, if it appeared in the
Prophets, would assume the form of a message
from God. Wisdom is now the prophetic mediator.
In the Books of Wisdom and Sirach the personifi-

cation is carried still further, and yet it must be
regarded as wholly ideal. Philo consummates the
rocess in his doctrine of the Logos, repeatedly
escribed in personal language, and even mentioned

as rbv detirepov deov (in a fragment preserved by
Eusebius

; see Drummond, Philo, ii. p. 197). He is

the mediator of creation, of the Jaw, of all the
OT theoxdianies and revelations. And yet it is a
mistake to regard Philo’s Logos as an actual
person. Strong as his language is in this direction,

it is only the language of allegory, and in the exact
interpretation of it we cannot take the Logos to

be other than the Divine Reason, or, when regarded
more objectively, God’s ideas and plans concerning
the universe (see Leg. Allegor. 1. 19). Still less

can we admit that Philo identifies the Logos with
the Messiah. Any Messianic mediation is entirely

foreign to bis philosophy. See, further, art. Logos,
p. 135.

5. The mediation of angels,—Closely associated

with this subject, the Wisdom mediation, is that
of angels—the one representing the trend of Alex-
andrian. Jewish thought, and the other the specu-

lations of the Jerusalem Rabbis. In both cases

the same cause is behind. Both Alexandrian and
Palestinian Judaism were profoundly influenced

in their conceptions of the Divine nature by the

dread of anthropomorphism, and by the conse-

quent tendency to widen the interval between God
and man. The result is an immense enlargement
of the necessity for mediation. God does not come
into direct contact with man and the universe

;

creation is carried out by means of angels ; the

law is given by angels
; the OT theophanies are

angel appearances. Preparation is made for these
ideas in the OT itself, where we have not merely
angels communicating between earth and heaven,
as on Jacob’s ladder (Gn 28 12

), but one—‘the
angel of Jehovah 3

(3 ;
e.gr. Gn 167ff

*), or
4 the angel of

God 7 (E ; e.g. Gu 21 17ffi
)—in directdealings with men.

But the mediation of angels is all in one direction
—the descending. The OT nowhere teaches the
intercessory mediation of angels (see Angel).

iff. Mediation in the NT. — The doctrine of
mediation in the NT is wholly centred in Jesus
Christ. Intercessory prayer is recognized as a
means of securing blessing when offered, by Chris-
tians on behalf of their brethren {e.g. 1 Th 525

,

2 Th 31
, Ja 518

) ; but this is quite secondary to the
mediation of Christ, and may be regarded as
dependent on it, since Christian prayer is in the
name of Christ {e.g. Jn 1516

). Similarly, gifts of
healing being limited to certain persons, the exer-
cise of them on behalf of others may be regarded
as a kind of mediation ; but here, too, the power is

through Christ and exerted in His name, as that
of the real Mediator {e.g. Ac 36 934).

1. Christ as Mediator. — The very Messianic
conception essentially involves the idea of media-
tion. From the thought of God coming to deliver
Israel and judge the oppressors in His own Person,
in a theopliany, the later Jews came to look for

deliverance and judgment in the advent of the
Messiah, who was to execute the Divine will and
realize the blessings of Divine grace for Israel.

At first regarded as an exalted king of the line of
David restoring the throne of his ancestor, the
Messiah came in course of time to be invested with
superhuman powers. In the Psalms of Solomon
the hope is very vivid. Sinless himself, he will

come as a king both to purify and to liberate Israel

(Ps. -Sol 1736£* ss* 47 IS6 * is). As the son of David, he
will feed Israel like a shepherd (175 * 23

). A Jewish
Sibyl hopes for the Holy Ruler who will come to

his everlasting kingdom. In the Apocalypse of

Enoch the Messiah is the righteous one who
reveals all the treasures of that which is hidden
(38

2 535 4G3
). He will come to be both Ruler and

Judge (45
3 465ff*). There is some doubt as to the

date of these passages. But Charles has success-

fully vindicated the pre-Christian origin of the
greater part of the Messianic references (see The
Booh of Enoch, Append. B, pp. 312-317). In all

this we have only the kingly rank and influence.

There is no indication of the priestly sacrifice of

mediation.
In the Synoptic Gospels we have accounts of the

realization of the essential elements of these expec-
tations, though with a complete conversion of
them into spiritual facts and a great elevation of

them in character and aim. In Mt’s account of

the angel’s announcement to Joseph, Mary’s child

is to be called Jesus because ‘it is he that shall

save his people from their sins
5 (Mt lal), and the

prophecy about Immanuel in Isaiah is applied to

Him (l23 ). Thus, since in Him God’s presence on
earth will be realized, He will be the connecting
link between God and man, and by being this

accomplish salvation. In
^
Lk’s account of the

Annunciation it is promised that He shall be
‘ great/ £

called the Son of the Most High/ and
receive ‘ the throne of his father David/ Here the
Messiahship is distinctly affirmed of Him, and this
is connected with a Divine Sonship. we cannot
take the latter attribute in its full Christian
import—it is used as a title of the Messiah by
Caiapbas (according to Mt 26® and Mk 1461

),
per-

haps traceable ultimately to Ps 27 . Still it inti-

mates at least a very close connexion with God,
and so helps the idea of the mediation of Christ
The life of Christ opens out in the Gospels in
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accordance with these anticipations, though doubt-

less not as the} would be interpreted by Jews of

the first century. In particular, the following

facts mav be noticed as indicative of our Lord’s

mediatorial character and work, (a) His teaching.

As a teacher, Jesus Christ realized the idea of

prophetic mediation in the highest degree. The
originality, the lofty tone, the spiritual force, the
self-evidencing truthfulness of His utterances pro-

claim their Bivine origin, and show the speaker to

be the medium through which the will of God is

revealed on earth. (jS) His works. Here also

Jesus realizes a form of the descending mediation,
bringing down Divine power to effect the cure of

disease, etc. Thus He claims to -work His miracles

by 4 the finger of God’ (Lk ll20 ). (7 )
Sis prayers,

Jesus carries on the mediation of intercession

(e.g . Jn 17). (5) His death. As we are concerned
only with the facts of the history at this point,

and should not import the subsequent reflexions

springing from apostolic teaching and later specu-

lations, we must not yet bring in any 4 doctrine of

the atonement.’ But, merely contemplating the
historical situation, we have in it a vivid picture

of mediation. Starting with our Lord’s self-evi-

dencing Messiahship in His life, teaching, and
work, we see Him facing death and enduring the
horrors of the Passion and the Cross, when He
might easily have avoided them. Had He re-

mained in Galilee, or had He continued in retire-

ment such as for a time He sought at Caesarea, in

Persea, and at Ephraim, still more had He aban-
doned Palestine and gone to Alexandria or Athens,
where His teaching would have been welcomed, at
all events superficially, for its novelty. He might
have eluded the pursuit of His enemies. But any
such course would have shattered His aims as the
Redeemer of Israel and the Founder of the king-
dom of heaven. Accordingly, Jesus is seen sacri-

ficing His life for no personal object, but wholly
on behalf of His people ; and this we may accept as
a fact of history quite independent of specific

apostolic teaching and later theological speculation.
2. The teaching of Jesus on mediation .— a. The

teaching in the Synoptics,—The descending media-
tion of one who comes from God is not only
apparent throughout our Lord’s life on earth ; it is

distinctly claimed by Him in His utterances about
His own mission. Thus it is implied in His
acceptance of the Messianic title (Mk S29

), and His
prophetic statements concerning His future action
in His second advent (Mk 8s8). He has come now
on behalf of God to establish the kingdom of
heaven ; He will come in the future with the glory
of His Father and the holy angels to judge the
world. Then He is the revealer of God, and no
one can know the Father but he to whom the Son
is willing to reveal Him (Mt ll27). In the parable
of the Yineyard He is the Son sent by the owner to
collect the revenue—a mediator in the form of an
agent {Mt 2137). When declaring that He will
own before His Father every one who confesses
Him on earth, and deny before His Father every
one who denies Him on earth, He approaches the
other form of mediation in which His words and
actions are efficacious with God on our behalf (Mt
1082).

_
There are two passages in the Synoptic

narratives that connect this mediation with the
death of Christ.

^
The first is the declaration that

He came 4 to give his life a ransom for many 5

(Mk 1045
, Mt 2028). The following points should

be observed :—(1) This phrase must be approached
from the context, where we find our Lord is

teaching the duty of humble service by His own
example, as coming to minister and not to be
ministered unto, so that the primary intention of
the passage is not to teach any specific doctrine con-
cerning His mediatorial work, and therefore must

notbe pressed as though that were its aim. Still He
could not have spoken these words without meaning
that some suoh work was to be accomplished by
Him. (2) The expression e give his life’ (tiovmi

T7jv Tvxhp cttroO) cannot mean spend His life in ser-

vice, but must signify surrender it in death as all

parallels show (e.g. Mk 34 8s5, Lk 9“ 12i0, Jn 1011

1337 1513). (3) This is voluntary (
*
give ’—not ‘ lose

5

His life as in Mk 835
), and emphatically the sur-

render of His own life (aurov) m distinction from
the familiar Jewish notion of the giving

^

some
payment or the offering some sacrifice distinct

from the person performing the act. (4) The
life of Christ thus surrendered is given as a ransom
(Ai'jrpov). The Greek word occurs in LXX as a

translation of several Heb. terms (r6xj Lv 25s4 * 51
;

Tif Xu 346* 61
; f’-p Ex 2130 ; oris Xu 349) which

signify 4 ransom,’ i.e. a payment to effect liberation

or to release from penalty. It also appears in the

LXX as a rendering of the Heb. tss, which means
literally a covering, i.e. a propitiatory gift (Ex 21 30

3012
,
Xu 35slff

*, Pr 6s5 138
), but

c
is restricted by usage

to a gift offered as an equivalent for a life that is

claimed, the wergild 5
(Driver, Lent, 425 f.). This

second sense, though accepted by some here

(Ritschl, Lehre v, der Rechtjertigung u, Vers.3 ii.

p. 68 ff.), is not so appropriate as the primary
meaning of the word, since, though the LXX
writers give it in place of the Heb. word for
4 atonement,

5 there is no evidence that the meaning
‘atonement’ was ever given to the Greek word.
Its usage follows its derivation, and wherever it

can he tested gives the idea of that which effects

release by being paid for that purpose (so Wendt,
Lehre Jesu, p. 512 ff.). (5) This ransom is to effect

the liberation of many. It is for (
avrl) many.

The exact sense of this word will depend on the
meaning given to \tirpov. If this could mean
‘atonement, 5 the Gr. avrl would=‘ instead of

5

;

but if it means ‘ ransom/ avrl inust= ‘ in exchange
for

3

; i.e, Christ pays His life as the price in

exchange for which many are given up or set at
liberty. Two further points are left undetermined.
First, as to what that is from which the many are
set free. The close analogy of the ideas of the
passage would suggest death, or we may say a
state of slavery (see Lk 418 ‘deliverance to the
captives . . . to set at liberty 5

), especially that of

sin (cf. Jn S33* 84
). Second, as to the person to

whom payment is made. The widest differences

of opinion have prevailed on this point, patristic

opinion being for the devil (Origen, Gregory of

Xyssa), scholastic and later for God (Anselm).
Considering that the purpose of the logion is not
to expound the doctrine of the atonement but to

enforce an example of service, it is probable that
both of these points are left out of account, so

that the teaching goes no further than the idea of

deliverance at the cost of Christ’s life voluntarily
given up for the purpose.
The other passage in which Jesus Christ ascribes

a mediatorial character to His death occurs in the
institution of the Lord’s Supper. The Eucharist
itself reveals Christ as a mediator, the elements
representing His body and. blood as the media
through which His people are nourished with
Divine life. Lk reports Christ as saying of the
bread, ‘This is my body which is given for you

5

{rh

inrep tip&v fodbpevov, Lk 2219), and St. Paul the
shorter phrase, * which is for you 5

[rh intp tip,&v—
kkdpevov being omitted from the best MSS, 1 Co
ll24 ), words which describe the giving of His body
on behalf of or for the benefit of His people. And
a specific connexion with His death occurs in the
words about the cup. (1) In all four accounts the
blood of Christ is connected with the Xew Cove-
nant (Mk 1424, Mt2628

,
Lk2220

, 1 Co ll25
), and in the

three accounts of the Gospels it is said to he ‘ shed 5
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{iKxwvQ^evov), This must point to death. The
connexion of the blood with a covenant is based on
a familiar Jewish idea—that of confirming a cove-

nant by a sacrifice, the blood of which is thrown
i)ii the parties to it. Thus in the sealing of the
covenant of the law victims are sacrificed, and
Moses sprinkles (literally ‘throws

5

) half the blood
on the altar and half on the people (Ex 246-8

), as
though to express the union of Jehovah and Israel
in the covenant by means of the blood, the sacri-

ficed life of the victim, shared by both. This rite,

being familiar to Jews who knew the law, must
have been suggested to their minds by our Lord's
words concerning the cup and His blood. He
teaches that His blood, i.e. His sacrificed life, con-
firms the New Covenant (Jer 3131ff

*), making it

effectual and binding. (2) In one of the four
accounts it is added that this shedding of our
Lord’s blood is ‘for remission of sins’ {els &<pe<nv

ajxaprtQu, Mt 2628
). Jesus had claimed the right to

forgive sins much earlier in His ministry (Mk 25ff
-).

Now for the first and only time He connects this

with His death. The second evangelist uses just

the same phrase of John’s baptism of repentance

(/3dmo-fia fieravoids els &<fie<nv afmpTiwv), where the
language does not determine whether it is baptism,
or repentance, or the two together that are con-
nected with forgiveness. Further, in neither case

does the language declare that the result is cer-

tainly attained, the preposition {els) indicating the
end aimed at, not the result reached. But in the
case of its association with Christ other teachings
and the whole tenor of His work indicate that it is

effectual, that the end is reached—a result which
the sequel shows was not always the case with
John’s baptism. The baptism of John pointed
towards what Jesus Christ actually effected. Now
the connexion of this forgiveness with the shedding
of His blood draws our thoughts again to the
Jewish sacrificial system, where animals were slain

and their blood poured out as atoning offerings.

Thus the blood of the sin-offering was placed on
the altar (Lv 418

). Jews hearing Christ’s words
must have understood Him to mean that He was
to die as a sacrifice for sin. Wendt considers this

phrase to be an addition of the evangelist, but
springing out of the consciousness of the Church
as a true interpretation of the significance of the
Lord’s Supper {Lehre Jesu

, p. 521). Though a
Pauline thought, it is in Mfc, not Lk.

b. The teaching in the Fourth Gospel. — This
introduces both aspects of our Lord’s mediatorial
work more clearly than the Synoptics, but here
it is not so easy to discriminate between Christ’s

original teaching and the form in which it is cast

by the writer. Jesus comes claiming Divine Son-
ship and union with His Father (Jn 1030), and
dispensing the Water of Life (4

14 7
s7

)* He is the
Bread of Life (fi

48'58
), the Light of the world (8

12
),

the Good Shepherd (10
11

), the True Vine (15w) ; in

all these aspects He is the medium for bringing

to us the life and blessedness that God confers.

Then, on the other hand, He also appears as the
Mediator through whom men attain to God. He
is the Door of the sheepfold (10

9
), the only Way to

the Father (146), and to see Him is to see the
Father (14®). Further, He intercedes on behalf of

His disciples (17®). He teaches that the raising of

Lazarus was in answer to His prayer (ll41). In

regard to His death, Jesus does not here use the
sacrificial language found in the Synoptics, but He
describes it as voluntarily accepted, for He has
authority to lay down His life and to take it

again (IQ18), and also as being on behalf of His
people. He is the Good Shepherd laying down
His life for {trip, ‘on behalf or—John never uses

fori, ‘instead of,’ in this connexion) His sheep

<I0U). The metaphor in its connexion suggests

the shepherd facing the wolves in defence of his

ffock ; and the first historical application of it may
be found in the scene in the garden, where Jesus,
instead of escaping,—like the hireling who ‘ fleeth

3

when he sees the wolf coming (1012),—came forward
and surrendered, with the stipulation that His
disciples should not be touched (18

4'8
). But it is

not possible to see the full meaning of our Lord’s
words realized in this incident or in any external
event. His solemn reference to His authority to
lay down His life, combined with the assertion that
He does so for the benefit of His people, points to
a deeper purpose, though one that is not here at
all explained. Wendt holds that J esus was pointing
to His whole saving work, which would be ruined
if He deserted His people and relinquished His
task ; and also that Jesus thus set His disciples a

t
reat example, and in doing that died for their
enefit—a somewhat gratuitous limitation where

nothing but the great purpose is defined. Wendt
points out that as the author himself is more
explicit on the relation of the death of Christ to
the forgiveness of sins (1 Jn 22 410

), and ascribes to

John the Baptist sayings on the subject (Jn l29*
**),

the reticence of Christ is an indication that so far
our Lord’s teaching has been correctly rendered
{Lehre Jesu, p. 539).

3. The teaching of the apostles on mediation.—a.

The speeches in Acts.— In St. Peter’s speeches
redemption is offered through Jesus Christ, who is

described as God’s servant (6 vcus), a title reminding
us of Is 53 (e.g

.

Ac 318 -
*), and therefore as bringing

His gift of redemption in obedience to the will or
God. The name ‘ Son of God’ is not here given to
Him; but He is called ‘Lord’ {icvpios), though in
distinction from Jehovah in an OT passage applied
to Him (Ac 2s4). The primary point to be made
out is that He is the Messiah. In treating of this,

St. Peter has to encounter the fact of our Lord’s
crucifixion. He does not here connect it with the
mediatorial work by introducing any doctrine of
the Atonement. He has to face the great objec-
tion arising in Jewish minds from the fact that He
who is affirmed to be the Christ had been executed
in ignominy. This he does (I) by correcting
popular conceptions of the Messiahship, in calling

attention to other titles than that of the victorious

king, viz. that of Prophet (Ac 3s2}, and that of
God’s servant (3

13 4s7) ; (2) by pointing to predic-

tions of the death of the Christ {e.g. Ac 2®®), so
that this should have been expected ; (3) by appear-
ing as a witness of the Resurrection, and appealing
to the like testimony of the other apostles. This
was the clinching proof that death had not an-
nulled the Messianic claims of Jesus, since He
had received the greatest mark of God’s recogni-
tion. Having thus met the reproach of the Cross
and also given the positive proof of the Messiah-
ship of Jesus afforded by the Resurrection, St.

Peter proceeds to urge His claims (2
s
®) ; to lay the

charge of their guilt against His murderers (3
14

)

;

and to invite them to repentance with the promise
of future ‘seasons of refreshing’ in the return of
Christ (3

19* 20
), but also with the gospel declarations

that God had raised up His servant to be a means
of blessing to the people in turning them from
their sins (3

s6
), that in Him and in Him alone is

salvation (4
U* I2

). He was described earlier as the
‘Prince’ or ‘Author of life

3
{tov 8Z apxyy&v ttjs

fays, 315
), and later as exalted by God to be ‘ a

Prince and a Saviour/ Thus these speeches dis-

tinctly set forth the idea of the descending media-
tion with the presentation of Jesus Christ as the
Divinely-appointed intermediary through whom
salvation is brought to men. They do not set forth
any doctrine on the Godward aspect of mediation,
though the choice of the title ‘the Servant,’ pointing
to Is 53, brings in the germ of it for reflecting minds.
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b. St. Paul and 1 Peter.—When we come to
St. Paul’s Epistles we reach a fuller expression of
the Christian doctrine of mediation in both its

aspects. He is the first NT writer to use the term
mediator (/aeafr^j), viz. where he says the law
‘ was ordained through angels by the hand of a
mediator, and adds, ‘now a mediator is not of
one

;
hut God is one 5 (Gal 319- 20

). Winer states
that the number of interpretations of this passage
mount up to 250 or 300. Origen and commentators
who have followed him are plainly wrong in under-
standing Christ to be the mediator St. Paul here
mentions. Undoubtedly he means Moses, who
received the law, according to the rabbinical
doctrine, not directly from God, but through the
angels, and communicated it to the people (see
Lv 2646 LXX). Lightfoot’s view of the second part
of the passage is as follows :

‘ The very idea of
mediation implies two persons at least, between
whom the mediation is carried on. The law, then,
is of the nature of a contract between two parties,

God on the one hand, and the Jewish people on
the other. It is only valid so long as both parties
fulfil the terms.’ But it is different with God’s
promise. God is one, and no other person is

concerned with the promise ; therefore it is ab-
solute and unconditional (Lightfoot, Gal. in
loe.). This interpretation is substantially that
of Schleiermacher, Winer, Herrmann ; it is sup-
ported by Lipsius {TIand-Com. in loe.). Hausrath
treats the c

of one ’ (ev6$) as neuter (in spite of the
ets), and takes it not numerically, but quantita-
tively, as signifying that the mediator is not a
unit, hut admits two distinctions of will—a diffi-

cult and improbable position. If, then, we follow
Lightfoot here, we not only see that the passage has
no direct reference to Christ’s mediation, but that
it even excludes this from view for the time being
by contrasting God’s direct promise in the Gospm
with the mediation of Moses in the law. Still it

is only one form of mediation that is thus ex-
cluded, for the idea of mediation is prominent in
the apostle’s writings. In 1 Ti 215 Jesus Christ is

distinctly called a mediator between God and men.
Both aspects of mediation are set forth in St.
Paul’s writings. (1) Christ is the Mediator in
bringing Divine grace to man. St. Paul carefully
distinguishes the Son from the Father. The
Father sends His Son to effect redemption {e.g.

Gal 44, Bo 83
). Throughout, St. Paul teaches that

this blessing originates in the love of God, who
therefore does not require to be rendered gracious
by the offices of a mediator, but, on the contrary,
out of His own grace provides the mediator {e.g.

Bo 3s4* 25 58). To effect the great purpose of re-
demption, Christ communicates to us the know-
ledge of God (2 Co 46), the grace of God (Bo 515

),

remission of sins together with ‘ the righteousness
of God 5 (Bo 322, Ph 39

), God’s free gift of eternal
life which is ‘in Christ Jesus our Lord’ (Bo 6s3),
and all the blessings of the Christian gospel. St.
Paul, writing out of his own experience, describes
the Christian life as a condition of union with
Jesus Christ [e.g. Ph 22X

). (2) Christ is also the
Mediator in bringing about reconciliation with
God. There is a point where these two kinds of
mediation coincide or work together. Thus St.
Paul writes of ‘God reconciling us to Himself
through Christ’ (2 Co 518

), and describes God as
thus reconciling the world to Himself, with the
addition ‘ not reckoning unto them their trespasses

’

(v.w). This clause suggests that, while the passage
as a whole points to the overcoming of man’s
enmity to God, there was also the removal of
God’s charge of guilt against man, and therefore
a certain Godward aspect of the mediation, al-

though even this originated with God. That the
Greek word for ‘reconcile’ has this twofold

bearing is suggested by other instances of the us?
of it, e.g. Bo 510

, where the ‘ reconciled ’ {icaraXKa-

yevres) appear as those restored to the Divine
favour and not merely turned from their own
enmity, and 1 Co 7n, where the wife’s being recon-
ciled to her hnsband includes a kindly reception on
his part. St. Paul sets out his ideas on this sub-
ject very explicitly in Bo 324-26, in which passage
the following points may be noted

:
(a) The

redemption originated in God who ‘set forth
publicly’ {lrpoidero, proposuit

;

Vulg., Sanday-
Headlam, though BVm follows Pesh. and Origen
with the meaning ‘ purposed ’), showed His right-

eousness in regard to His previous forbearance,
and now acts as ‘ the Jnstifier.’ (/3) It is mediated
by Christ. The redemption is ‘in Christ Jesus.’

God set Him forth to effect this end. It is en-

joyed through faith in Him. (7) This is accom-
lished by Christ becoming a ‘propitiation/ and
y means of ‘His blood.’ The word rendered

‘propitiation’ {i\curTr}piov) is literally ‘a place or
vehicle ofpropitiation ’ (Sandav-Headlam), and is

used in LXX and He 95 for the lid of the ark, the
‘ mercy-seat 5

5 but it cannot be so employed here.

Either it is a neuter adjective, or a masc. accus.
adjective used predicatively of Christ (Sanday-
Headlam). As a neuter it is often taken to be
equivalent to a ‘propitiatory sacrifice’ (Luther,
Thol., Phil., Delitzsch, Bitschl, Lipsius, etc.), or
indefinitely as a ‘means of propitiation’ (Hof-
mann, Weiss, etc.). Whichever interpretation we
accept showrs that the ordinary pagan thought cf
propitiating an offended divinity cannot be in-

tended ; besides, it is to he observed that the wore
IKdcnco/mi is never used in LXX or NT in the middle
form, as with the classics, for propitiating God,
hut always in the passive, for God’s being gracious.
Therefore we must understand the propitiation,
even if sacrificial, as a means by which God acts
graciously to man. Then the statement that this
is by means of Christ’s blood, points to the death
of Christ as a sacrifice ; but with the distinctive
thought that His life was given, that the value of
this fife, surrendered in death, might he the propi-
tiation, or means of bringing God’s grace to man.
Elsewhere St. Paul emphasizes the importance of
the death of Christ in this connexion. The message
he preaches is ‘the word of the cross’ (1 Co l18),
‘ Christ died for {inrip) our sins ’ (1 Co 15s). This,
St. Paul gives as part of what he had ‘received
from the Lord/ adding that it was ‘ according to
the Scriptures.’ Here we have two sources of the
apostle’s doctrine of the atonement—tradition of
Christ’s teaching {e.g. 1 Co II26

, and such a logion
as Mk 1045), and inferences from Scripture {e.g.

Is 538* 10
, cf. Lk 242«* 27

; Ac 932’33
). St. Paul

writes of Christ as dying ‘on behalf of’ {virip)

and ‘concerning 5
(7repl, the LXX word for sin-

offerings) onr sins ; but he never uses the expres-
sion ‘ instead of ’ {dvri), dying in our stead. He
says that Christ was ‘made to be sin on our
behalf’ (2 Co 521

), a powerful expression for being
treated as a sinner, and so ‘ a curse for us ’ (Gal
313

). He does not explain how it comes about
that this suffering and sacrificial death of Christ
effect our redemption. He seems to have the
analogy of the Jewish sacrifices in mind, though
he does not directly cite it (as the author of He)
in explanation of his doctrine. He also points to
the obedience of Christ as a ground of justification
(Bo 5X9

). It is impossible to read St. Paul’s words
on this subject without seeing that he very closely
connects the death of Christ with the salvation of
souls, that he regards this death as sacrificial

—

i.e.

as an offering to God—while at the same time he
never regards it as inducing God’s grace, hut, on the
contrary, treats it as springing from the love of God
to mankind. St. Paul does not confine Ms teaching
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on the mediatorial work of Christ to His death.
The Resurrection is also for our benefit; our
Lord was both * delivered for our trespasses

5 and
‘ raised for our justification’ (Ro 4s5 ). In His risen
life He is ‘ the first-fruits of them that are asleep

5

(1 Co lo20). Lastly, His intercession, now carried on
in heaven, is an important part of His work as
Mediator (Ro 8s4). In St. Paul’s later Epistles the
more advanced Christology necessarily affects the
doctrine of mediation. In Colossians we seem to
have a Christian alternative to the Jewish doctrine
of the mediation of angels in the administration
of the universe, and perhaps to Philo’s specific

teaching concerning the Logos as the mediator of
creation, for there we read concerning Christ that
‘ in him. were all things created 9

(Col l16), and
the mediator of providential government, for 4 in
him all things consist

5
(v. 17

). Referring to his
teaching on the death of Christ who had ‘ made
peace through the blood of his cross,

5

St. Paul
enlarges the application of it to a future £ recon-
ciliation of all things . . . whether things upon the
earth, or things in the heavens 5

(v.20), thus repre-
senting Christ as the great mediator and peace-
maker for the whole universe.

1 P closely follows the Pauline teaching. Christ
redeems us with His ‘ blood as of a lamb without
blemish 5

(l19), this reference to the lamb making
the shedding of the blood evidently sacrificial.

Similarly St. Peter writes of His bearing our sins
in His body upon the tree (S24), and suffering £ for
sins once, the righteous for [bicip, on behalf of) the
unrighteous, that he might bring us to God 5

(3
18

).

The only addition to the Pauline thought is the
greater stress laid on the sufferings of Christ

—

while St. Paul usually confines our attention to
His death. The idea of bringing us to God sug-
gests reconciliation, and Christ, through His suffer-

ings, coming as the Mediator who effects this
reconciliation. In one mysterious passage the
source of which, or subject alluded to, cannot be
traced, St. Peter enlarges the idea of the mediation
of Christ in an entirely new direction, assigning
part of its operation to the state of the dead ; for
such is the simplest and most generally accepted
interpretation of the statement that £ he went and
preached unto the spirits in prison

5

(3
19- 20

). That
this was only a brief episode, confined to the time
between the death and the resurrection of Christ,

is suggested by other passages in the Epistle in-

dicating that He was raised from the dead (Is), and
that He passed into the heavens, there to exercise
exalted powers of government (3

s2
).

c. Epistle to the Hebrews.—The main topic of

Hebrews is to exhibit the mediatorial status and
functions of Jesus Christ in contrast with the
various forms of mediation recognized in Judaism.
The Epistle opens with a contrast of the unity and
exalted character of the new revelation in a Son
with the broken and varied nature of the OT revela-

tion by means of prophets. Christ there appears as
the agent of creation, the sustainer of all things,

who has also made purification for sins (

l

1"3
). Then,

taking up the contents of this revelation, it pro-
ceeds to work out the contrast in several regions.

First, we have the mediation of angels in giving
the law ; the writer contrasts the higher status of

the Son, who is honoured with Divine titles,

though addressed by God as another person to

whom is committed the government of His king-
dom (l4-218). Here Jesus is named ‘the Apostle
and High Priest of our confession/ in contrast
with Moses, who was only a servant in God’s house,
while Christ is both the Builder of the house and
the Son set over it (3

1'6
). The idea of our Lord’s

High-priesthood thus introduced is enlarged. He
has passed into the heavens, and therefore we are
encouraged to draw near with boldness to the

throne of grace (4
W

). This leads on to specific

teaching concerning our Lord’s priestly office. Two
general considerations arise—the priesthood is of

Divine appointment ; yet it requires human sym-
pathies on the part of the priest. Both of these
conditions are fulfilled in Christ’s priesthood. In
taking the two together we see that His office is

related both to God and to man, so that He stands
in the intermediate position of a priestly mediator
(5

1"10
). A reference to Melcliizedek in Ps 110 leads

to a comparison of the Messianic priesthood ‘ after

the order of Melchizedek/ with the priesthood of

Aaron to the advantage of the former, since

Abraham, the ancestor of Levi/did homage to Mel-
chizedek, and since the priest of the Melchizedek
order is declared by the Psalmist to he perpetual.
After alluding to the sacrifices—a subject to be
developed later—the writer returns to the idea of

Sonship as the crowning proof of the superiority of

Christ as a priest (ch. 7). Then he passes to a
fresh consideration. It must be admitted that
Christ is not a priest under the law, and therefore

not in accordance with the OT covenant. But a
new covenant is introduced— that predicted by
Jeremiah, concerning the law written in the heart.

It is under this covenant that Christ’s priesthood
is exercised. It is through Him that the covenant
itself is brought into effect. Here we come to
another instance of the use of the word £ mediator’
in the NT : Christ is described as the 6 Mediator ’

of this new and better covenant, c that is, the
Agent by whom it is established ’ (Bruce, Hebrews,

p. 296). This use of the word is parallel to St.

Paul’s in Gal 319 * ", where the apostle applies it to
Moses as the agent through whom the covenant of

the law was introduced. In both cases we have
only the descending mediation, the mediator repre-

senting and executing God’s will among men. But
though the author does not use the title for the
other aspect of mediation, he is most explicit in

teaching the truth that represents in effect the
Godward side of mediation. This is implied in the
priestly work of Christ. Like the Levitieal priests,

Christ approaches God on our behalf; but with
these important differences, that He not only
effects much more than Aaron effected for Israel,

hut also brings His people directly into the
Divine Presence. Subsequently the argument
proceeds to develop the idea oi the sacrifice of

Christ in contrast with the Jewish sacrifices, and
here it directly deals with the Godward aspect of

mediation. Christ offers the sacrifice of Himself
to God (9

14
). Later, contrasting this sacrifice of

Christ’s with the Jewish rites, the author quotes
Ps 40, where God says He has no pleasure in burnt-
offerings and sacrifices for sin, and where the
Psalmist promises instead of such oblations the
offer of his own service to do the will of God. That
surrender of obedience is taken over by the author
of Hebrews and applied to Christ as the essence of

His sacrifice. By this will, i.e. by Christ thus
doing God’s will, we are sanctified. But such
obedience involves dying, it is carried out to the
very end and consummated in death (cf. Ph 28

£ becoming obedient unto death *) ; and thus it is

offered as a £
sacrifice for sins/ This is so effectual

that it needs to he offered hut once, while the
Jewish sacrifices were repeated (He 101

"19
). Here

we have most distinctly set forth the Godward
aspect of mediation. It is impossible to under-
stand the writer’s doctrine of Christ’s sacrifice

merely as God sacrificing Himself in the person of
His Son in the sense of giving Himself to us, for

he distinctly says that the sacrifice is offered by
Christ ‘unto God’ (r£ 6e$, 914). The efficacy of
this is widespread. It is to cleanse the conscience
from dead works to serve the living God (9

14
),

for ‘the redemption of transgressions
’ (v.14), ‘to
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put away sin
5

(v.26 ), a 4
sacrifice for sins

5

(iWkp
TLfmpri&v, 101

-), and so leading to 4 remission of sins
5

(1018 ). At the same time it is for the confirmation
of the new covenant. The author connects the
death of Christ with this result in two ways

:

reading the word for covenant (foa^/cT?) in the
classical Gr. sense as a will [but see Westcott, ad
loc.] 3

he argues that for the will to take effect there
must he death (9

17
) ; then, returning to the idea of

covenant
, he compares the blood of Christ to that of

the sacrifice which confirms a covenant (Ex 243
'8

).

d. St. John.— (a) The Johannine theology as
represented in the Fourth Gospel and the Epistles.

—The Prologue to the Gospel introduces the Logos
as the mediator of creation and revelation, the
title probably coming from Philo and Stoic usage,
but the idea from Hebrew conceptions of the
4 Memra’ [see JoHtf, vol. ii. p. 685]. God’s revela-

tion in nature (Jn l1
'5

), in prophecy (w. 6*8
), in

consciousness (vv. 9* 10
), and in the incarnation

(yV#n-i5)j is ^ everjr case mediated by the Logos,
who is a Divine Being, in intimate relations with
God, and Himself essentially God, yet with a
certain personal distinction from God (l1

). God
gives eternal life to the world through Christ (3

16
).

To have the Son is to have the life, and not to
have the Son is not to have the life (1 Jn 512

). It

is through Him that we receive the knowledge of
truth and God (v. 20). Other ideas of the same
character are contained in St. John’s accounts of

the teachings of Christ, referred to above. Then
the apostle distinctly sets out the other aspect of

mediation, in the atonement for sin offered by our
Lord. Christ was ‘ manifested to take away sins

’

(or ‘bear sins,’ BVm ; Gr. tva ras ayaprlas &prj
} 1 Jn

35). Compare St. John’s report of John the
Baptist’s words about ‘the Lamb of God which
taketh away (EVm e beareth,’ Gr. al'pav) the sin of

the world ’ (Jn l
29

). More specifically St. John
describes Jesus Christ as ‘an advocate’ {irapd-

kXtjtov

)

with the Father (1 Jn 21 ), i.e. as a pleader
who mediates on our behalf, and represents our
case to God ; and as a ‘ propitiation for our sins

’

[l\a<Kfi6$ icytiv repi rCov afjLaprdov 7}fi£ov, 22
). It is to

be observed that the word rendered 6 propitiation
’

is not the same as that employed by St. Paul in

Eo 325 {IXacrrnpLav), and signifies distinctly either
an act of propitiation, or, in Alexandrine usage,
a means or propitiating [e.g. Nu 5s, Lv 259

). In
2 Mac 3s3 troieicrdcu Vkaapbv is used of a priest making
a propitiatory sacrifice (see Thayer-Grimm). Ac-
cordingly St. John seems to mean that Christ is

the propitiatory sacrifice. He had said earlier

that 4 the blood of Jesus His Son cleanseth us from
all sin’ (1 Jn l7) ; where, as usual, the word bloody

written by a Jew with reference to cleansing from
sin, must refer to a sacrificial idea. Thus by His
death Christ becomes the sacrifice which removes
the guilt of sin, and secures forgiveness for the
enitent. In common with other NT writers, St.

ohn does not explain the rationale of the process,

(p) The idea of mediation in the Apocalypse .

—

Both aspects of mediation are here presented to
us. On the one hand, Jesus has come from God
with truth and grace, and will come again to
execute judgment. He is the Logos, ‘The Word
of God s

(6 \6yos rod 0eoG, 19 13
), and so the source of

revelation. He is the ‘Living One’ (6 £&vy 49 * 10

10s), and therefore the source of life. He appears
as the mediator of creation, like the Logos in the
Gospel, for He is ‘ the beginning of the creation of
Goa’ (rf CLpxh rip Krlcre&s rov Seov, 314), Beyschlag
understands this to mean the first being created
{NT TheoL ii. 381) ; but most interpreters regard
the apxb as independent of creation, its determin-
ing principle (so Weiss, Gebhardt, Lechler, Bousset,
Bnggs, Stevens, etc.). Further, he holds the keys
of Hades and of death (l18), i.e. determines who

shall enter and who shall leave the region of the
dead. He sits on the throne with God (3

21 717 125),
and will be the assessor of God in the judgment
(6

16 * 17
). In all these respects God acts through

Him. On the other hand, we see in Christ the
Godward aspect of mediation in which He repre-

sents us to G;od.^ As in Hebrews, though less

explicitly, Christ is both priest and sacrifice. The
opening description of Him as ‘clothed with a
garment down to the foot, and girt about at the
breasts with a golden girdle’ (l 13 ), plainly points to
priestly robes. But He is also the sacrifice. The
most characteristic designation of our Lord in this
book is ‘ the Lamb of God,’ a title which occurs 29
times : He ‘ loosed (BY Xtaavn, following best MSS,
instead of ‘washed,’ hoto-avri, AY) us from our
sins by his blood’ (l 5

) ; the saints ‘have washed
their robes and made them white in the blood of

the Lamb’ (7
14

). Such language in a book that
has many features of Judaism cannot but contain
a sacrificial allusion. At the same time, here and
elsewhere in NT, while the explanation of ideas
of

4 blood’ and 4
sacrifice’ must take account of the

OT, the advance of the Christian revelation to
higher and more spiritual conceptions of religion
forbids ns to limit the meaning to Jewish ideas.

The spiritual essence of sacrifice, the surrender of
will, is the specially Christian thought.

Conclusion.—All through the Bible the idea of
mediation in both its aspects is continually appear-
ing. In the OT we find it distributed among a
number of persons and functions—in the patriarch,
the king, the prophet, the priest, the sacrifice,

the ‘servant of the Lord.’ In the NT all these
distinctions are merged in the sole mediation of
Jesus Christ, both aspects of which are seen in
His life and teaching, and in the apostolic writ-
ings. Our Lord appears throughout as one sent by
God to reveal Divine truth, to execute the Divine
will, to bring deliverance to mankind from sin
and ruin, to confer the gift of eternal life, and to
establish the kingdom of heaven on earth. On
the other hand, His action, to some extent His
teaching, more explicitly the apostolic teaching
(represented by St. Paul, St. Peter, St. John, and
Ep. to Heb.), present Him as the Mediator with
God on behalf of mankind, making intercession
in His prayers on earth and in His heavenly life

after the resurrection, but chiefly giving His life

as a ransom, shedding His blood for the remission
of sin, acting as a means of propitiation, doing
God’s will, and dying as the perfecting of obedience
to please God for the benefit of mankind, confirm-
ing the new covenant by His death. The images
of 4 blood ’ and 4

sacrifice ’ are drawn from the OT,
and can be understood only when their origin and
allusion are recognized. At the same time, since
our Lord liberated religion from the external and
material limitations of Judaism, this process must
be acknowledged with regard to the priestly and
sacrificial functions. The revelation of the Father-
hood of God necessarily modifies the idea of inter-
cession and priestly mediation. The revelation of
His spirituality, and of the spiritual character of
religion, carries with it freedom from material
conceptions of sacrifice. The OT priest killed
animals and sprinkled actual blood. Christ gave
His life on the cross; hut the reference to His
blood has no such material connexion. We must
take it metaphorically for His life surrendered in
death. Similarly, since He was not, like the
Jewish sacrifices, an oblation laid by a priest on an
altar, His sacrifice must be interpreted spiritually,
and its reality found in the spiritual act of giving
Himself to God in death.
Explanatory theories, as that the ransom was

paid to Satan (Origen, Gregory of Nyssa), that the.
atonement was offered to the rights of God, whcsr
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suzerainty had been outraged (Anselm), that it

was for the satisfaction of law and abstract justice
(Protestant theologians, especially), that it con-
sisted in our Lord’s repenting on our behalf
(M‘Leod Campbell), etc,, do not come within the
scope of this inquiry, as they appear only in later
speculations; and though all of them appeal to
the Bible for the justification of their positions,

none of them can claim to be results of pure
exegesis, or even contents of strictly biblical

theology.

Literature.—The place of mediation in foreign religions may
be gathered from the Introduction to The Sacred Books of
the East; the Hibbert Lectures; Monier Williams’ works on
Hinduism and Buddhism; and Non ‘Christian Religious
Systems (S.P.C.K). For treatment of the OT teaching see
works of OT theology by Oehler, Schultz, Smend, Piepenbring,
Bennett ; Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites

;

Trumbull,
The Threshold Covenant. For the NT teaching see The Teach-
ing ofJesus by Wendt ; do. by Horton ; works on NT theology
by Beyschlag, Holtzmann, Bovon, Weiss, Stevens, Adeney;
Bruce, The Epistle to the Hebrews; Ritschl, Die Lehre v. d.
Rechtfertigung u. Versohnung, 3 vols. (Eng. tr. of vol. i.).

M'Leod Campbell, On the Nature of the Atonement ; R. W.
Dale, The Doctrine of the Atonement ; H. N. Oxenham, The
Catholic Doctrine of the Atonement

; Bruce, The Humiliation
of Christ

;
Simon, The Redemption of Man, and Reconciliation

by Incarnation; Domer, System of Christian Doctrine; Cave,
Script. Doct. ofSacrifice ; Pryce, ‘ The Atonement/ in Old Faith
in New Light. \Y. p. ADENEY.

MEDICINE.—Compared with other countries in

the same latitude, Palestine is, and probably was
in Bible days, a fairly healthy land. It has few
sluggish streams, and most of its valleys are -wind-

swept; except in some few localities malarious
diseases are not very rife, and owing to its want
of harbours, and consequently of maritime com-
merce, imported epidemics are not as common as
they are in Egypt, which in the Old Testament is

regarded as very much more unhealthy (cf. Dt
7
35 2860

,
Am 410

). In addition to these natural
advantages, if at any time the sanitary legislation

of the Priestly Code were strictly observed, this

must have been instrumental in preventing and
checking the spread of disease. Under the social

system set forth in the law, if it could have been
carried out, there would not have been any very
oor class, subject to the diseases fostered by
estitution ; and it is probable that until a com-

paratively late period there was no permanent
overcrowding in the larger towns. It is difficult

to estimate the density of the population in ancient
times, but, considering the frequent checks it

received from wars internal and external, it is not
probable that even in the most prosperous days
it ever exceeded 300 to the square mile. (The
numbers in 1 Ch 215 or 2 S 249 are obviously un-
reliable). The conditions of life contemplated in

the Priestly Code are those of a community of

agricultural freeholders ; and the social and moral
enactments of the law provide for the maintenance
of a healthy discipline, and for the repression of

excesses injurious to health.

Health, the state in which the bodily functions
are perfectly discharged, is, according to Sirach,

the greatest of earthly blessings (3034* 1S
). The

word occurs 15 times in the OT (AY), but in

different connotations. It is used twice as the tr.

of shaldm, referring to material prosperity
(Gn 43s8, 2 S 2()

9
), but here it is replaced by e well

5

in the BY. Thrice in Ps * health ’
in the old sense of

welfare is the rendering of njpab yeshd'ah (42
11 435

67J ; in the first two placesRYm substitutes ‘help ’).

Four times rma ’drukah (prop, the new flesh that
forms on a wound), is tr.

4 health/ hut 4 healing ’ is

better (so RV, as in Is 588
,
andRYm in Jer 3017 336

).

In Pr 38 4 health’ in the ordinary sense of the word is

the tr. of ripKuth

;

but in Pr 4s2 1218 1317 1624

and Jer 815
, in which ‘health’ is used metaphori-

cally, the Heb. is Ksp marpt (in the last ref. RY
renders ‘healing’). In the NT ‘health’ occurs
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twice : Ac 27s4, where it is the tr. of aocrrjpla, and is

better rendered in RY 4 safety ’
; and 3 Jn 2

, in the
sense of bodily welfare, to ‘be in health

5 being
the tr. of i/yialveiv.

The blessing of health was regarded as a reward
of service (Is 58s), or withheld on account of sin

(Jer 815 - -2
). In both OT and NT the popular belief

is referred to, that diseases are penal in their engm,
inflicted by God on account of sin either personal
or parental (Jn 92) ;

and coming sometimes directly
from Him (Ex 4 11

, Dt 3239
), or from Satan when

permitted (Job 27
), or by the agencies of other

spirits, as those of dumbness (Mk 917
) or foulness

(Mk 9s5). Diseases might also be caused by envy
on the part of others (Job 52

), and the power of
the evil eye is referred to in 1 S IS9 as well as in

the Talmud [Shabbath 67, Pesachim 1 12, etc. ). They
might also come as consequences of gluttony, of
drunkenness, of vicious or self-indulgent practice*

(Sir 3730 * 31
), but even in these cases they were re-

garded as coming by God’s direct interposition.

Therefore healing was a divine token of forgive-

ness: God was the physician of His people (Ex
1526), and it was their duty to look to Him for

relief ; hence Asa’s sin in seeking to the physicians

(2 Ch 16s).

Physicians.— The medical knowledge of the
biblical peoples was small in amount and crude
in character. In Egypt there were schools of
medicine in the 15th cent. B.c. [Papyrus Ebers i,

eiii) ; but there are no traces of any system of
medical education in Palestine in Bible times, and
allusions to physicians are few. Egyptian physi-
cians, who are called Joseph’s servants, embalmed
Jacob (Gn 50s

). These were probably hr~hbu, the
class of priests whom the Greeks called paraschistes
and taricheutce, whose Ion" misunderstood relations

have been cleared up by Revillout [JEg. Zeitschr.

1879, 1880). The existence of physicians in the
days of the compilation of the Book of Judgments
(Ex 2119

)
has been inferred from the order that the

assailant of his neighbour is to cause him to be
thoroughly healed. The ks'“i ropM\ of Jer 8s2,
was a healer of wounds, a bandager (cf. Ec 38).
While in Asa’s time to seek the physician was to

depart from God, Sirach in later days regards him
as God’s servant, 4 for from the Most High cometh
healing ’ (3S2 ). At the same time repentance and
a memorial offering on the part of the sick man
are to precede the visit of the physician, who is to

be priest as well as bealer (v. 14
). In the newly

discovered Heb. the passage in v. 15
,
which, in the

Greek, seems to speak slightingly of him, says.

‘He that sinneth against God wul behave arro-

gantly before his physician’ (xsn us!? u;n').

In early Egypt also the physicians were priests,

and Papyrus Eber

s

gives several formulae to he
used as prayers while compounding medicaments
(for later Egyptian physicians see Herod, ii. 84).

The Hebrew priests had charge of certain branches
of public health, e.p. leprosy, but it was to the pro-
phets that those requiring medical aid chiefly

applied : Nathan (2 S I214 ), Ahijah (I K 142), Elijah
(IK 17 18

), Elisha (2 K 4s2
) ,
and Isaiah (2 K 207)

are examples. In post-biblical times Jewish
physicians were famous throughout the East, and
the sayings of many of these are preserved in the
Talmud and other rabbinical writings. According
to Sanhedrin VI

b

there was a physician in every
town, and there was also in the temple a physician
for the priests (Shekalim 5. I, 2). At the same
time it was not unlawful to employ a Gentile,
even to perform circumcision, if no qualified Jew
was available [Menahoth 42a) ; but Gentile medi-
cine was to be taken with caution, as it might
contain blood. At first these physicians and
surgeons were mostly priests possessed of a certain
amount of traditional and empirical knowledge,
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as, for example, in connexion with the diagnosis
of leprosy* Doubtless many of them were, like
Job’s friends, 'Ksi Job 134

, that is, having the
same relation to*real physicians as that which an
insignificant idol hears to the true God* Men of

this kind probably gave rise to the proverb in

Kiddushin 4. 14, that the best of physicians was
deserving of hell. In the NT we have Luke, 4 the
beloved physician * (Col 414

), in whose writings the
influence of a medical training has been recognized
by Lagarde (Psalterium juxta IIeh. LLieron. 165),

Hobart {Medical Language of St. Luke, 1882) ; see

also Blass, Phtlol. of the Gospels
,
1S98. The refer-

ence to physicians in Mk 52b is not very apprecia-
tive (cf. with Lk S43

).

Until a comparatively late period, the objections
to touching the dead, and the ceremonial unclean-
ness associated with such contact, prevented the
Jewish physicians from obtaining any practical

acquaintance with the interior of the human body,
as dissection was regarded as dishonouring the
dead

( Chullin 116}. The famous Eabbi Ishmael
(A.D. 100), of whose anatomical knowledge many
stories are told, broke down this prejudice to some
degree, and obtained the body of a condemned
criminal for anatomical purposes (Bechoroth 45a}

;

see also Nazir 326, for stories of Theudas recog-
nizing bones. Something of the structure of

animals must have been known from the priestly

experiences in sacrifices, in which the operator
had the opportunity of inspecting the viscera of

the slain beasts. The method employed in the
slaughter of the animals whose carcases were used
as food, in order to drain the body of its blood,
must also have given to the shehet (butcher) and to
the sMmer (inspector), whose duty is to certify the
meat as Jcdsher or clean, a certain amount of
empirical knowledge of the anatomy and pathology
of animals (Chullin 9a). In the Sepher Zahahi of

Rabbi Meir Cohen (Leghorn, 1832) the ritual' for
this examination is given at length, and from it

the stringency of the rules for the recognition of
clean flesh can be estimated. This code is of con-
siderable antiquity, and must have been of great
benefit to the public health (Buxtorf, Syn. Jud.
xxvii.).

There are very few biblical references to the
facts of anatomy or physiology. ‘The blood is

the life/ and therefore tabooed as food (Gn 94, Lv
17xi

). This in itself was an important sanitary
precaution, considering the highly metabolic nature
of blood, which is of all the materials in the body
the most likely to carry the microbes of disease,
as well as parasites of larger size. In Job 1010 and
Ps 13915* 16 the current notion of embryology, which
was one of epigenesis, is set forth ; but the details

were considered as beyond human knowledge (Ec
IX5

) ; see also Nidda 25. In Aruch the embryo
is said to appear at first like a grasshopper, iv,

tr. ‘ navel/ appears in Pr 38 as the seat of health,
perhaps as being the mid-point of the body, but
the word is perhaps a slip for npn ‘ flesh/ in contra-
distinction to bones, as LXX reads it (r£ alyarL
<roy). The heart (wh. see) was, to the Jews, as to
all the peoples of antiquity, the seat of emotion,
thought, and wisdom : the reins ox kidneys (wh.
see) were the seats of feeling, passion, and deter-
mination : the howels (wh. see) were supposed to
be the organs of affection and sympathy (see Job
3037

). In Zohar (Bemidbar 128) there is a remark-
able account of the anatomy of the brain.
There were many proverbial sayings current

among the Jews referring to physicians. Our
Lord quotes one of these: ‘Physician, heal thy-
self’ (Lk 4P). A similar saying, yn'Jin jtdk,

occurs in Jalkut on Bereshith 38, and in Midrash
Rahbah (Beresh. 23). The same idea is expressed
in a saying ascribed to R. Levi (Midrash on Lv 5)

:

‘It is a shame on the country whose surgeon is

gouty and whose oculist is blind.
5 See Burck-

hardt’s Arab. Prov. No. 404. A proverb, the
parallel of our Lord’s parable of the Mote and the
Beam, occurs in Baba Bathra 156, ‘ Say not. Take
the straw out of thine eye, when thou hast a stick

in thine own. 5 Another of His sayings, ‘They
that are whole have no need of a physician ; but
they that are sick/ is nearly alike in sense to a
sentence in Baba Mamma 466, ‘They who suffer

pain should seek the physician/ Other medical
proverbs are,

4 God determines the healing before
the disease

5

(Megillah 13 )

;

‘A wise man will not
live in a town where there is no physician 5

(San-
hedrin 176) ; and, on the other hand, ‘Do not live

in a town of which the chief officer is a physician 5

(Pesachim 113. 1) ;
‘ Honour the physician before

thou hast need of him 5

(Tanhuma , see also Sir 38 1

Hebrew version).

Visitation of the sick, although not enjoined in
the Mosaic books, is urged as a duty in the Talmud
(Shabbath 127 B), and several paragraphs in the
Shulhan Aruch (J6re Be*ah 335 If.) are devoted to

this subject. Several cases are excepted, such as
ophthalmic or abdominal diseases, and headache,
as these may "be aggravated by disturbance.

Rabbi Jobanan says, ‘He who visits the sick

lengthens his life, and he who refrains shortens it
*

(Nedarim 39). Our Lord’s enforcement of this

duty in Mt 2536* 43
is noteworthy.

Of the general terms referring to disease in the
Bible the word in commonest use is sick. This
occurs 38 times in OT and 50 in NT. In. the
former it is usually the tr. of nj>n halah, but in Lv
1533 (cf. 2018

) it represents nn davdh} in the sense
of temporary periodic sickness: a cognate word
pH) in Is l5 is tr.

4 faint/ and another (t) in Ps 413

* languishing 5

(subst.). In 2 S 1215 the word is

’anash (in imperf. Niph.). The ptcp. pass. Qal is

used in Job 346 of an arrow wound, but tr.
4 desperate 5 in Is 1711, ‘incurable 5 in Jer 3012

, and
* desperately wicked 5

in Jer 179.
‘ Sick 5

in Is Is is

'bnb loholi, the word ’Vn being usually tr.
4

disease.
5

In Jer 1418 (‘sick with famine’) it is D\x^nrr

tahdMim, lit. ‘ sicknesses
5
(cf. RVm). This word is

tr. ‘ diseases
3
in Ps 103s and 2 Ch 2119

.
‘ Sickness 5

in OT is in 12 cases the rendering of holt, and
thrice of n^n» mahdldh, Ex 2325

, 1 K 8s7, 2 Ch 628
.

4 Sicknesses ’ in the plural occurs in the OT only in

Dt 2889 (D^rt) 29s3 (o's^ne).

Disease occurs 10 times in OT, 8 times as the
rendering of MU ; once in Ps 418 in the phrase ‘ an
evil disease

5 (AY, RV ; Heb. Whl *£]» RVm 4 some
wicked, thing 5

), and once as tr. or mahdldh in

2 Ch 2115
.

4 Diseased
5

represents nahldth (Niph. ,

ptcp. of rr^) in Ezk 344* 21
, and hdlah (Qal) in 1 K

island 2 Ch 1612
.

4 Diseases
5
in the plural is the

tr. of tahdMim in 2 Ch 21 19 and Ps 103^, of mahdldh
in Ex 1526

,
of nyp madveh in Dt 715 and 2860

*, and
of mahdlUyim in 2 Ch 24s5.

Infirmity is used thrice in the OT, each time in
a different sense, and representing a different

word, ddvdh in Lv 123 (in infin. con. with suffix

Htfn), referring to periodic sickness ; hdlah (in infin.

Piel) in Ps 77*°, in the sense of infirmity from sick-

ness; and mahdleh in Pr 1814
, in the sense of

weakness in general. Plague is used sometimes as

the name of a specific epidemic and sometimes in

the sense of sickness in general, and is the tr. of

maggephah, makJcdh
,
negd. In other places it

refers to other forms >f affliction or to the judg-
ments of God (1 K 8s7

, Rv 1621 ). See Plague.
The RV has changed ‘sick

5
in Pr 23s5 into

‘hurt/ and in Mic 6s ‘will I make thee sick in

smiting thee 5 has been altered to 4 1 have smitten
thee with a grievous wound/ ‘ Loathsome disease

5

in Ps 387 has been properly altered into ‘ burning/
as the reference is to the neat of fever.

4 Pining
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sickness
5
njn in Hezekiah’s prayer. Is 3S12

,
has been

also altered into £ from the loom. 5

Literally it

means ‘from the thrums 5 whereby the web is

fastened to the weaver’s beam, the idea being that
as the web is cut oft* from the loom, so his life

was separated from its surroundings. The ‘evil

disease
5

of Ps 418 is rendered inRVm ‘ some wicked
thing 5

(see above).

The words for ‘ sickness
5
are often qualified by

some expression or phrase. ‘ Sickness unto death 5

of 2 Ch 3224, I K 141
, and Is 381 is contrasted with

‘sickness and recovery,
5

Is 391
. R. IJanina ben

Dosa used to say of his patients, ‘This one is

sick unto death, this will recover 5

(Berachotk
5. 5). ‘Sore [sickness]

5

is the tr. of Kazak
,

‘ violent,
5
in 1 K 1717

. The prefix in * sore diseases
5

of 2 Ch 2119 is the tr. of ra « An ‘ evil disease
5

in
Ps 418 is literally a ‘thing (-in) of Belial.

5 The
diseases of Egypt are referred to as especially
severe in Ex 1526

, Dt 715 28^ 2860
. ‘Incurable

disease
5

used literally in 2 Ch 2118 is a phrase used
figuratively in Job 346

, Jer 1518
, Mic l

9
.

* Sickness
of long continuance

5
is mentioned in Dt 2S59

.

Figurative expressions referring to disease are
not uncommon. It is a ‘scourge

5

in Job 923 ; a
‘pestilence walking in darkness,

5 Ps 91 s
. The

Jewish idea of disease and death being indicted by
a special angel is referred to in 2 S 2416

, 1 Ch
2112-18. 27

s 2 K I935, Rev 6s. In the second of these
passages he appears with a sword in his hand.
Diseases are also spoken of as God’s arrows, Dt
3223* *2, Job 64,

Ps 647 91° 1446, La 313, Zee 914 etc.

The Arabian proverb says that the pestilence is

God’s arrow which always hits its mark.
In the NT ‘ sick

5 and * sickness
5

occur 58 times,
* diseases’ and ‘ diseased

5

15 times, and ‘infirmities
5

19 times. These are tr. of various words : ao-B&eta,

meaning primarily weakness and usually tr. ‘in-

firmities,
5 sometimes ‘sick

5

as in Ac 289 {fyovres

aerdevdas) ; fidkcuda, meaning softness or effeminacy,
as well as sickness, is used in Mt 4® 9s5 101

,
prob-

ably referring to wasting chronic diseases, and
contrasted in some passages with vScros, which
indicates more acute violent seizures. Homer ( Od.
xv. 408) compares the hateful sickness (votiaos) fall-

ing on wretched mortals with the visitation of the
gentle shafts of Artemis and Apollo, whereby the
old are slain; and Hesiod assigns the origin of

diseases of this kind to the box of Pandora (Op. et

Di. i. 101). v6<xr}fia occurs in Ju 54. The unfaith-
ful use of ordinances is said to cause those who
transgress to become weak and &ppwn-oi (1 Co ll30

).

Jerome on this passage says, ‘There are three
causes from which infirmities arise, either from
temptation as Job and Tobiah, from sin as Asaph
the ting and those referred to here by the apostle,

or from some intemperance as Timothy, 5

etc.

Chrysostom interprets this as referring to bodily

ailments, great diseases, and premature deaths.

The reference is, however, possibly to mental and
spiritual weakness, as in Xenophon ( (Econom. iv.

17 : ml aX xjwxpX Tokb appaxrr&repai yiyvovT&i). Hippo-
crates uses the word for disease either of mind or

body. In Mt 1436 robs kclkus tyovras is used for
‘ those that were sick

5

; and in Ro 151 da-Bev^fiara

means weaknesses or infirmities of conscience, as

in Aristotle [de Gener. Animal, i 18, where it is

used as the parallel of dpp&Hmftua).

Some sicknesses, such as leprosy, rendered the
patients unclean, and caused their exclusion from
cities (see Leprosy) ; but in general the sick were
treated at home. In later times hospitals were
established, generally near the city gates. These
were called nwan ma, and were like the Kaati of

the present day.
In the earlier days of Jewish medicine it is

probable that Heeding, the universal panacea in

the dominant classical medical schools, was not

used, on account of the tribal belief concerning
the blood. In this the Jews were in accord with
Pythagoras and Erasistratus. It has been thought
that they were acquainted with the use of leeches

from the wTords of Agur (Pr SO15
) ; but if ‘ horse-

leech 5
is the correct rendering (cf. HORSELEECH,

ad fin.) ,
this only implies their knowledge of the

bloodthirsty habits of the leech, and does not refei

to its medicinal use. Targ. on Ps 12 paraphrases
o-p as the ‘leeches wThich suck blood.

5
See

on tins point Aboda Zara 135. In later days,

howrever, the Jewish physicians conformed to the
universal practice.

Biblical references to specific diseases are of

two kinds, either so very general that they are

indefinite, or concrete in connexion with individual

cases. The former class for the most part consists

of names alone which are as vague as the folk-

names of disease usually are. Several of these

disease-names are grouped together in Dt 2S22 as

forming a class, which, on account of being sudden,

severe, epidemic, and often fatal, appear as if

judgments directly from God. Most of these are

febrile diseases, and although It is not possible

precisely to identify the disease expressed by each
name, yet, from the experience which residents in

the East have acquired of the most prevalent
forms of disease, it is most probable that the
diseases referred to are malarial fevers of different

kinds with, perhaps, tropical typhoid, and Medi-
terranean fever.

The first name on the list is nan# shahepheth,

from a root signifying ‘leanness or wasting,
5 hence

it is rendered ‘consumption 5 both in RV and AV
(LXX aTropia). This may be phthisis, but, from
the connexion in which it occurs, is more likely a
febrile disease of long duration and attended with
wasting, something of the type of Mediterranean
or Malta fever, which may last for months, and
whose most prominent characteristics are the
weakness, anaemia, and wasting with which it

is accompanied. The same word occurs in Lv
2616

. In both RY and AY the word ‘consump-
tion

5
is used in Is I022 as the tr. of jr»k? killdydn,

meaning a wasting or destruction in general The
RY, however, distinguishes in Is 1022 and 28s2 be-

tween this and kalah, translating the latter as
‘ consummation, 5 whereas the two are confounded
in the AY. In neither case, however, does it seem
to be a specific disease. Phthisis is not a charac-

teristic disease either in Syria or in Egypt, although
it does occasionally occur in the former country.

See Tobler, Med. Topographie von Jems. 42, and
Wittman, p. 92.

The three names that follow in Dt are
Jcaddahath, ‘ fever

5 (RY and AY ; LXX irvperos)

;

dalleketh,
‘ inflammation 5 (LXX plyos, ‘ ague 5

)

;

and *rnn harhUr (AV ‘extreme burning 5

; RV ‘ fiery

heat 5
'; LXX 4pe0icrfi6st ‘irritation

5
). That these

three describe different kinds of fever is plain, as
all three words imply burning or heat. The
kaddahath is called in AY of Lv 2616 ‘burning
ague,

5 and is said to ‘ consume the eyes and make
the sonl to pine away/ (LXX calls this disease

Crepes, ‘jaundice
5

). It maybe the malarial fever

which occurs in the Jordan valleyand the Lebanon
valleys, in Jerusalem and in the Shephelah, as

well as around the Sea of Galilee.
^
This disease is

occasionally accompanied by jaundice. Trvperoswas
the disease of the nobleman’s son at Capernaum
(Jn 4s6

) and of Simon’s mother-in-law (Lk 4s® ‘ a

great fever
5

) at the same place (see Hippocr.

Epidem. iii). The word in Mt 814 and Mk l80 is

Trvp4<r<Tovcra.

Dalleketh was considered by some Jewish writers

as a burning fever, hut by the LXX as an inter-

mittent fever. It may possibly have been some
form of ague, which often occurs in the same
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localities as the other forms of malarial fever,

perhaps indeed typhoid, which is now, and prob-
ably was in former times, one of the commonest
fevers in Palestine. Typhus was probably rare,

and is so still except in crowded places. Burck-
hardt mentions its occurrence under the name of

putrid fever at Djiddah {Arabia, i. 495), but says
that most of the fevers elsewhere are intermitting
in type, ii. 290. For typhus in Palestine see
Kafalowitsch in Ausland

, 1847, p. 1084.
Harhur must be something characterized by

irritation and heat, such as erysipelas, only that
this is not at all common as an epidemic, indeed
is not very common in Palestine. It might be one
of the exanthemata. The Hebrew name refers to
its heat, the Greek to the local irritation caused
by it. Of all these fevers the Babbinie physicians
recognized four stages : incubation, beginning,
augmentation, and decline or convalescence. For
erysipelas in Egypt see Pruner, p. 118; see also

Brayer, Neuf annees a Constantinople, p. 46.

Following these in the Dt passage MT has nnn

tpereb,
c sword 5

; but ^probably we should read nnn

(as in margin of AV, RV) — c drought, 5

either a
disease attended with dryness, or else simply
drought of the earth. The latter is more prob-
able, as it is followed by the words shiddaphdn
and yerdkCn, tr. here as in Am 49 and Hag 217

by ‘ blasting and mildew, 5 penal destruction of
the fruits of the earth. For mn as a disease
see Zee ll17

. It is tr.
4 a sword 5 both in AV

and RV; but from the effects given in the pas-
sage, wasting of the arm and shrivelling of the
eye, it is plainly such a condition as the wasting
paralysis described below under diseases of the
nervous system (but see Nowack, Comm, ad loc.).

Two other words are used to describe wasting
diseases. Man chastened by God for his iniquity
has his attractiveness consumed (npn masah, 4 melt
away 5

) as by a moth (Ps 39u [Heb. “]). The same
condition is named ppD

(makak,
* fester

5

) in Zee 1412.
This disease is threatened against the enemies of
Jerusalem, and is to consume their flesh, their
eyes, and their tongues. This is the ‘pining
away 5

to which sinful Israel is condemned (Lv
2639, Ez 24s3 3310), and the same term is applied
to festering wounds in Ps 385, where it, is associ-

ated with burning pain in the loins, weakness,
violent action of the heart, etc. Much of the
description is plainly figurative of mental and
spiritual disquiet ; but the imagery might well
be taken from an attack of confluent smallpox,
with its disfiguring and blinding effects, causing
the repulsion even of lovers and friends. There
is little reason to doubt the antiquity of smallpox.
Philo in his life of Moses (ed. Tumebus, 622 a.b.)
describes the sixth plague of Egypt as beginning
with a red eruption whose spots became swollen
and pustular, appearing as if they had been boiled
with the sudden heat. The sufferers were worn
down with anguish from these inflammations and
ulcers. ‘For to one looking upon one of these
cases in which the pustules, confluent into a mass,
were spread over the body and limbs, it appeared
as if they formed a continuous ulcer from head to
foot.

5 Mas'udi (in the Meadows of Cold, ed.
Meynard, iii.) states that in a.d. 370 smallpox
broke out among the Arabs for the first time,
but that the disease had been known among the
Jews before that time. (See also Hirsch, Sydenham
Soc. Tr. i. 125).

The word nS| [Jcdldh, ‘to come to an end, 5 ‘to
vanish away 5

) is used in Ps 719 of strength failing
in old age, and in Job lQ^S21 of flesh becoming
emaciated through illness (see Comm, ad loc.).

Pestilence or plague is also used as descriptive
of a violent disease, extremely fatal, and sent as a
punishment on large masses of people. Pestilence

is the tr. of tni deber. ‘ Plague, 5
as far as it refers

to these epidemics, is the rendering of several words

:

nzmmaggephah, in Nu 1437 1648* 49, 60 258* 9* 38 261 31 1
®,

l Ch 2132
,
2 Ch 2114

,
Ps 10629 - 30

, Zee 1412
; ma

makkdh, in Lv 2621
,
Nu 11s3, Dt 28s9

; ^ negeph,
in Nu 1646' 47

,
Jos 2217

; it is yn negd, in Ex ll 1
,

1 S 64,
Ps 91 10

. The fear of this deber was used
as an argument by Moses to Pharaoh to induce
him to let Israel go (Ex 914

). With this disease

God threatens rebellious Israel repeatedly, Nu 1412
,

Dt 2821
; and there were at least four outbreaks

during the wanderings in the wilderness, just as in

later years it has appeared among the hordes of

Mohammedan pilgrims on their way to Mecca.
At Kibroth-hattaavah (Nu ll33

)
it broke out

suddenly while the Israelites were consuming the
quails ; it is quite conceivable that these birds

may have come from some plague-stricken Arabian
district and conveyed the infection, as rats, oxen,
deer, and others animals have done in later times
(see Rocher, Chinese Imp. Cust . Gaz. Med. Rep. 15).

There was a second outbreak after the rebellion

of Korah (Nu 1646
), stayed by the intercession of

Aaron ; and a third to punish the discontent con-
sequent on the evil report of the spies (Nu 1437).
Here it is called maggephah. The fourth epidemic
followed the iniquity of Baal-peor, and probably
the infection was communicated by the Moabites
(Nu 258 * 9* 18

). The judgment which followed David’s
sin of numbering the people was of the same nature
(2 S 2413

, 1 Ch 2112
; Jos. Ant. vii. xiii. 3). Plague

was threatened on account of the sin of Jehoram
(2 Ch 21 14

). It is called ‘noisome 5

in Ps 913 (n^7

rmn), and characterized as walking in darkness (v. 6),

as its attacks often begin at night. It was often
threatened by the prophets, especially Jeremiah,
Ezekiel, Amos, and Habakkuk, and appears to have
broken out in Jerusalem during the siege (Jer 219),
and also among the fugitives from Jerusalem to

Egypt (Jer 4217 ). The destruction of the army of

Sennacherib was most probably effected by a
sudden outburst of this disease (2 K 1935), and
it is noteworthy that presumably about the same
time, or at least shortly after it, Hezekiah was
seized with an illness, supposed to be mortal, in
the course of which a ‘ boir developed which may
well have been the bubo of the plague (Is 381

).

The destroying angel is mentioned as inflicting

the plague in 2 S 2417, 1 Ch 2115- 16
, and 2 K 1

9

s5
,

2 Ch 3221 (cf. Jos. Ant. X. i. 5).

The bubonic plague has been from time im-
memorial the periodic scourge of Bible lands. It
is mentioned in the oldest medical literature

(Hippoc. Aph. iv. 52, Epid. iii. 55). Ruffus
mentions a visitation of plague in Syria about
B.C. 300 ; and the dreadful epidemic in the reign
of Justinian, about A.D. 544, is graphically re-

corded by the historians as leaving whole districts

depopulated. Its outbreaks are sudden, it spreads
rapidly, and simultaneously affects large bodies of
people. At its onset it is remarkably fatal : in the
last visitation in this country (1664-1669) 4000 died
in London within the first week, and during the
period of the epidemic 70,000 died in that city,

about 1 in 5 of the population. It has a short
incubation period ;

‘ in highly malignant epidemics
the disease may show itself within three or four
hours of exposure to infection

5 (Manson, Trop.
Diseases, 156 ; see also cases cited by Pruner, p.
396). The bubo or glandular swelling in the grom
or axilla often develops within a few hours. Death
generally ensues (in more than 60 per cent, of those
attacked) within the first three days (Colvill). In
the type called pestis siderans, death often occurs
within twelve to twenty-four hours. In one village,

out of 534 inhabitants 311 died within three days
(see Hirsch, op. dt. L 495, and Allbutt’s Syst. of
Med. i. 917).
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There are in the Levitical code no sanitary pre-
cautions given to prevent its spreading. This is

probably due to the belief that it was a divine
judgment supematurally inflicted, and to be stayed
only by prayer and repentance. Had the Israelites
kept themselves, as they were bidden, from inter-
course with their neighbours, it is probable that
they would have remained tolerably free from it,

as it is not endemic anywhere in Palestine, and is

always propagated along trade routes. In this
respect it was really a punishment for breaches of
their law. In Taanith 3. 4, the inhabitants of a
district visited by a plague are directed to fast,

and to blow trumpets, while their neighbours are
to fast without blowing trumpets. Baba Kamma
recommends staying at home and fleeing the society
of others in time of plague (60. 2).

Emerods.—In the accountof the Philistine plague,
after the capture of the ark (1 S 56'12

) it is said that
the people of Ashdod and the other cities were
smitten with emerods (AY). The word is
4

ophdlim , for which Keri substitutes Dnrrn tehorim
(the latter is used in the text in 1 S 611 * 17

).
* These

words mean ‘swellings or rounded eminences.’
Aquila renders (payedabys ZXkos; LXX B has in
1 S 56 i^ecrev avrois els ray vavs [A gopas

;

ef. BA in
v. 9 Kal iTrdra^ev . . . els ras £5pas airrQvy and Vulg.
in secretiori parte natium, v. 6]. From comparison
with Ps 7S66

, where God is said to have smitten His
enemies on the hinder part (BY ‘ backwards ’), it

was supposed that the tumours were on the
buttocks, and they were therefore identified with
haemorrhoids. There is, however, nothing in the
narrative to hear out this exegesis, and BY trans-

lates ‘tumours.’ The disease was epidemic, in-

fectious, often fatal ; was attended with tumours
somewhere about the lower part of the abdomen,
and these were so definite that they could be
represented by models. It is certain, therefore,

that it was no kind of haemorrhoid, and the proba-
bility is great that this also was the plague
whose buboes were the tumours. This view is

advocated by Hitzig ( Urgesch. d. Philist. 201) and
Wellhausen {Samuel, 64), and it satisfies all the
conditions, this being of all the diseases of the
East the most likely to have set in with the fatal

suddenness described in the text. The same word
occurs in Dt 28s7, and from the analogy of the

Syriac word used in the passage, 5o^>_£, which is
I

akin to j,.»aal meaning tenesmus, Driver suggests 1

that the reference may be to dysenteric tumours
{Comm, on Dent. 1895, xx and 310) ; but there are
very seldom any tumours in dysentery, while
tenesmus and evacuations of blood are common
in the plague. The images of the emerods are

called in Wig. quinque anos aureos.

Disorders involving the digestive oraans men-
tioned in the Bible are either due to malaria or axe
the results of intemperance. The case of the father

of Publius was one of acute dysentery^ The
disease is called in AY Ac 28s bloody flux ;

in Gr.

Trvperbs Kal Svcrevrepla. Sir W. Aitken gives Malta
as one of the six districts in which tliis disease is

most prevalent and most fatal (ii. 841). The pres-

ence of haemorrhage shows that the disease in this

instance was of the nlcerative or gangrenous type,

either of which is a most dangerous form. The
germs of this disease are water-borne, so it is

common in swampy, moist localities, as by river-

sides. In Egypt its mortality is said by Griesinger

to be about 36 per cent.

The description of the disease of which Jehoram
died (2 Ch 2119

), which began at a period of a general
epidemic, lasted two years, and was incurable, as

in its course the "bowelswere shed or fell out, tallies

with the condition met with in some forms of

chronic dysentery with sloughing of the intestine,
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‘ one of the most hopeless and intractable forms oi

disease which the physician has to treat’ (Aitken,
ii. 859). Dutrouleau records an example of this

kind in which about 13 inches of the mucous and
submucous coats of the colon were evacuated. In
certain forms, also, there is a diphtheritic exuda-
tion on the mucous membrane, which may be
detached in larger or smaller masses. In Papyrus
Ebers xlii there is an account of a disease of this

kind, with swelling of the abdomen, and pain, pale
face, aching head, the abdomen hot to the touch,
and with a discharge of a black or white material.
This was called the shn disease.

Digestive and other disorders from intemperance
are graphically enumerated in Pr 2329

; inter]ec-

tional cries of distress, accident, redness of eyes,

strange visions, bitings as sharp as those of the
serpent. In Is 1914 the drunkard is represented as
staggering or falling in his vomit ; in Is 28s they
defile all that they touch (see Jer 2527

), being ulti-

mately drugged to sleep (Jer 5139* 57
). Disease is

also associated with riotous eaters of flesh (Pr 2320).
Disorders of the Liver.— The Heb. physicians

regarded many diseases as due to an alteration in

the bile, and in this respect they agreed with the
dogmatic school of Humoralists, such as Plato and
Praxagoras. This is expressed in Baba Kamma
92, Baba mezia 107, Chagigah 26. There is an
allusion to this belief in Job 1613

, where the patri-

arch complains that the disease, God’s arrow, had
compassed him about, and poured out his gall upon
the ground. The gall in La 3® and Dt 2918

is,

however, not the bile, but a poisonous plant.

Celsius regards rosh here as perhaps a poppy. See,
further, art. Gall. In La 211 the same expression
is used of the 122 or liver, the pouring out of which
is regarded as a fatal condition. Hence the dis-

solute fool is punished by a dart striking through
his liver, Pr 7s®. Of the true functions of the liver

the Jewish physicians were as ignorant as were the
Egyptians. Iel Papyrus Ebers xxxvi, e, ciii, it

is said that the vessels brought air as well as blood
to the organ.
The rvKval dadkveiai of Timothy (1 Ti 5s3

) were
probably digestive troubles, flatulent atonic dys-
pepsia, whose most urgent symptoms are tempor-
arily relieved by alcohol. This disease seemed
to have produced in him a disposition to slackness,
concerning which St. Paul repeatedly warns him
(1 Ti 413"26

). In such cases, however, while alcohol
allays the morbid functional sensibility, it does
not really remove the cause of the disease.

Mental emotions of a lowering nature, such as
grief or anxiety, produce important physical
effects on the alimentary canal, checking certain

secretions; hence in Ps 693 the dryness of the
throat in such cases is mentioned. In Is 1611 and
Jer 419 3120 there are references to the suddenly
arising flatulent distension of the colon, which is

often to be noticed under the same conditions.

These borborygmi are referred to the heart in Jer
48s6

.

The effects of the water in the jealousy ordeal
(Nu 517

) may here be referred to. The ‘bitter

water which causeth the curse’ consisted of holy
water, consecrated by the priest, into which dust
from the floor of the sanctuary was put, and with
which the curses pronounced against unfaithful-

ness written out by the priest were washed off the
parchment on which they had been written. This
is a kind of ordeal of which examples are not un-
common in primitive religions. The meaning of

the dust is given by R. Menahem in Siphre x,,

that as the dust is regarded as defiling the holy
place, so the suspicion of unfaithfulness defiles the
person suspected. In the same place the priest is

recommended to write the curses out on tablets,

not on paper, but on prepared skins, and not with
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gum or copperas, but with black ink. The ordeal
was a direct appeal to God, and the water was
supposed, in cases of guilt, to cause wasting of the
buttock (dislocation of the right thigh, Jos. Ant.
III. xi. 6) and swelling of the abdomen, possibly
ovarian dropsy ; see Dillmann, in loc.

The effects of eating that on which prophetic
writings were inscribed as a preparation for dis-

charging the prophetic office are referred to in

Ezk 31
,
Rev 10* This is also an action of which

examples are known in several folk-religions (see

Lane, Modern Egyptians, i. 347), and even in British

folk-lore. Our Lord promised His disciples pro-

tection if they "were subjected to the ordeal of

poisonous drinks (Mk 1618 ).
The heart, mentioned more frequently (716

times in OT and 105 in NT) in Scripture than any
other of the bodily organs, on account of its sup-
posed connexion with the intellectual as well as
the moral and spiritual life, was, as far as its

physiological action is concerned, so little known
that there are few references to physical disease
affecting it (see Heart, vol. ii. 317). The peri-

cardium or caul over the heart is mentioned in

Hos 138.
‘ A sound heart is the life of the flesh

’

(Pr 1430), which is parallel to Juvenal’s mens sana
in corpore sano (x. 356), may have a physical as
well as a psychological reference. The curious

E
roverb, * A wise man’s heart is at his right hand,
ut a fool’s heart at Ms left* (Ec 102

), has its par-

allel in the ancient Egyptian aphorism, ‘ The breath
of life passes to the right side, the breath of death
to the left

5

(Pap. Ebers c).

Syncope, or failure of the heart’s action, causing
fainting, is described in several instances. Jacob’s
heart fainted at the news of Joseph’s exaltation
in Egypt (Gn 4526). Eli had a sudden attack of
syncope, leading to a fatal fall, from the shock of
the news that the Philistines had taken the ark
(1 S 41Sff

*). Saul fainted with hunger and fear on
the reception of Samuel’s message through the
witch of Endor (1 S 2820

). Daniel also fainted and
was sick for several days on receiving Gabriel’s
message (B27 ). See Faint, vol. i. 826. Heart pal-
pitation is given in Pap. Ebers xlv as a symptom
of the H c

disease or chlorosis.

‘A broken heart’ is mentioned 11 times in
Scripture, but always in its metaphorical sense of
repentance and sorrow for sin. The condition
literally expressed by the term has acquired a
special interest on account of Dr. Stroud’s hypo-
thesis that rupture of the heart was the condition
to which our Lord’s death was due (see Stroud,
Physical Causes of the Death of Christ, 1847, also
Bennett’s Diseases of the Bible

, p. 117).

Although it is only in Daniel that the functions
of the nervous centres are recognized (see l10 2s8

42-7. 10 71-15^ yet diseases affecting this system are
often mentioned :

—

Paralysis or Palsy.— These words are used to
express loss of the power of motion, a common
symptom in diseases of the central nervous system,
this condition is usually serious, often intractable,
and is generally fairly rapid in its onset, but slow
in disappearing. In the NT there are several
accounts of the miraculous cures of paralysis by
our Lord, as in Mt 4s4

; here as in Ac 87 these are
recorded in general terms. In the case of the man
at Capernaum, home of four, whose friends let
him down through the tiling into the presence of
Christ, Matthew (9

6
) uses the word irapdKvracds, as

also does Mark (2
3
). Luke (5

18
) uses the term

rrapoXeXvyivos. The man seems to have suffered
from paraplegia, i.e. complete loss of power in his
lower limbs. The prognosis in this disease, due
as it generally is to an organic change in the
spinal cord from myelitis, is generally unfavour-
able, and even in the best cases progress is slow.

Our Lord calls this man ‘ son,’ which may be in-

tended as a mark of age ; but both this and the
conjecture that the paralysis was a judgment on
him for immorality, on account of our Lord’s
having prefaced his cure by declaring the for-

giveness of his sins, are deductions not warranted
by the very slender data from which they are
drawn.
The example of ZEneas, healed by St. Peter

(Ac 9s3 ), that of a man eight years bedridden, was
probably one of the same land.
The centurion’s servant (Mt 86

)
was ‘ grievously

tormented’ (dewQs pao-avL^oyevos). This is descrip-

tive of the pain which he suffered, as the phrase
is used in classical Greek of torture to extort
confession (see the case of Gylippus in Thucyd. vii.

86, and the Argive in viii. 29). It was probably
an acute case, possibly of spinal meningitis.
Bennett conjectures ‘progressive paralysis with
muscular spasms involving the respiratory move-
ments’ (p. 92), but the former seems to fit the
description better, as in it the ‘torment’ is the
more grievous.

The man with the withered hand (Mt 129*13
, Mk

3 1"5
, Lk 66

‘10
)
was probably a sufferer in his early

years from anterior poliomyelitis, causing infantile

paralysis. In such a case the bones as well as the
muscles atrophy, and the limb becomes reduced to
a mere stick. To the same category probably be-

longed the lame man healed by Peter and John at
the Beautiful Gate of the Temple (Ac 32

), although
this may have been congenital want of develop-
ment of the lower limbs ; but from the narrative
it would appear that the limbs were well formed,
although for forty years deprived of strength.

Cases like these were probably included in the
general term ‘withered’ (gypoL), applied to a group
of the expectant waiters at the Pool of Bethesda
(Jn 53). The word is used of shrivelled parts (as in
ZEsch. Orestes

, 387), or of a generally wasted frame
(Electra , 239). The man who is called 6 da-dev&v

(Jn 57) was probably thus affected. The thirty-
eight years’ duration of the case is against its

having been an example of locomotor ataxia

.

Moreover, the diseased condition to which locomotor
ataxia is generally due was probably nnknown at
that time. He was able to move himself, although
slowly, for he says, ‘while I am coming,’ meaning
by his unaided exertion (ib.). There appears to be
an OT reference to this condition under the name
horeb

, elsewhere translated ‘ drought,’ and in this
passage (Zee ll17

) tr. ‘the sword’ (i.e. hereb); but
the context shows that it is really the diseased
condition of hemiplegic shrivelling in this wasting
disease that is referred to

—
‘ his arm shall be clean

dried up, and his right eye shall be utterly
darkened.’ See above, p. 324a.

The sudden paralysis of Jeroboam’s hand (1 K I34)

was a case of the condition technically known as
brachial monoplegia, probably due to a sudden
haemorrhage affecting a certain area of the posterior
central convolution of the brain or of the part of
the corona radiata or genu of the internal capsule
connected with that area. Decaisne has collected
and analyzed a large number of cases of this
kind. When the sudden supervention of the
paralysis depends on a clot plugging the vessels
which nourish this area, it may prove only a
temporary paralysis, as in the case of Jeroboam
(v.6).

The word ‘palsy* is a corruption of the French
paralysie, and came into use in English at any rate
about the year 1500, for it is used in the English
tr. of Mandeville’s Travels.

The case of Nabal (1 S 25s8) seems to have been
a typical example of an apoplectic seizure, a
condition closely allied to paralysis, in that it is

usually produced by haemorrhage or effusion of
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serum on or into the brain. When in the disturbed
condition of brain which followed his drunken
bout the churl was excited to passion by the story
of his wife’s generosity, some vessel probably gave
way in his brain, and lie became comatose (v. 37

£ as
a stone

3

), lingering in that state for ten days until
he died. The death of Alcimus (1 Mac 955

) was a
typical case of apoplexy (see Jos. Ant. xn. x, 6).

The arteries of the brain in a man addicted to
drink, and in other conditions of weakness or senile
decay, are liable to atheromatous disease, which
diminishes their resisting power; and if in this
condition the heart’s action be increased in force,

as by a fit of passion, rupture of one of these
vessels is not unlikely to occur. It has even been
conjectured that the sudden deaths of Uzzah
(2 S 67

) and of Ananias and Sapphira (Ac 55-10
) may

have been apoplectic in their nature also. The
great surgeon John Hunter died suddenly of an
apoplectic attack, the result of severe mental
emotion.
There are several terms used to describe varying

forms of abnormal psychical conditions, of insanity
and allied mental diseases. The state of trance
or deep profound sleep is described in connexion
with the tradition of the making of Eve (Gn 221

).

A similar sleep fell on Abraham (1512), and Saul in

the cave (1 S 2612
). In this last case it was the

profound sleep of exhaustion ; the phrase ‘ deep
sleep from the Lord 3

is merely a Hebrew superla-
tive. Sisera’s deep sleep of fatigue was of the
same nature (Jg 421

), and other examples are those
of Jonah (I s ), and our Lord in the boat during the
storm (Mt 8s4

, Mk 4s8
). The ecstatic condition of

the prophet described by Balaam (Nu 243- 4
) was a

condition of mental exaltation believed to be due
to possession by the Divine Spirit, a state in

which individual will becomes paralyzed, and the
person becomes subject to more or less violent

emotion by suggestion. Hence prophets were
called [not necessarily disrespectfully, see vol. ii.

p. 564b note*] ‘ mad fellows ’ (2 K 9U ), and Isaiah

speaks of the false prophets as those that peep and
mutter (8

ly
). See also the use of the word yiJD

meshuggcC or ‘raving,’ for the utterances of

prophets (Jer 29s6, Hos 97). Saul is a singular
study in mental pathology ; naturally a shy, self-

conscious man (I S 95'8 1022), easily exalted into the
condition of ecstasy (10

10
), and by his exaltation

puffed up to tyrannical self-satisfaction (1512* 13
),

then filled with an irresistible impulse towards
homicide (1811

), turning even against his own son
(2Q3°-&i)

. liable, under conditions suggesting it,

to return to the ecstatic state (19
24

), then falling

into despondency (2820), and dying by suicide (31
5
).

To such a one of weak judgment, violent passions,

and great susceptibility, the influence of music is

a powerful agency to calm and soothe. The cause
of his madness is ascribed to an evil spirit from
God (1810 ), and the raving consequent on it is

called ‘ prophesying’ in Av and ItV (N?jnr, imperf.

Hithpael of ndba). His case is a typical one of

recurrent paroxysmal mania rather than of melan-
cholia Perhaps it was the object-lesson of Saul’s

insanity which prompted David to feign madness
before Achish (1 S 2113

), the lunatic being a sacred
person in the eyes of the Oriental (Stanley’s Led.
ii. 52). The symptoms he imitated were change
of behaviour, raging to and fro, as they tried to

hold him with their hands, like a man in acute
mania. He scratched or made marks on the doors
(i£n

; but the LXX and Vulgate have irv/xirdvt£ev

and impingebat, as if the Heb. were * and he
beat on’), and he defiled his heard by letting Ms
saliva fall upon it. This in itself showed loss of

all self-respect, as to spit on the beard of an
enemy would be a deadly insult (see Dt 259

, Job
3Q10). The malingering was so successful that the

king regarded him as genuinely affected with prj?
or * frenzy.’ Madness was one of the plagues
threatened for disobedience to the law (Dt 2S2y

).

Another striking instance of insanity is presented
by the (?Haggadic) story of Nebuchadnezzar
(L)n 4). Puffed up by an overweening self-conceit,

he was smitten with mania, cherishing the delusion
that he was a beast, and so was driven from his
throne until his recovery at the end of seven
years. Instances of a monomania in which the
chief delusion is that one is an animal have been
often recorded, and most alienist physicians of ex-
perience have met with such cases. Virgil {Ed.
vi. 4S) describes the daughters of Proetus as
believing themselves to he cattle, and while each
of them collo timuisset aratrum

,
et scope in levi

quassisset cornuafroute, they filled the fields with
counterfeit lowings. Prom monomaniacs of this
kind have probably arisen the legends of lycan-
thropy or were-wolves (see Hertz, Der Werwolf,
1862). There is no need to invoke totemism to

account for them, nor to believe with some of the
Rabbins that Nebuchadnezzar was miraculously
transformed into an ox. According to Ader (p.

32) the Gadarene demoniacs were of this kind.
In the NT there are probably several eases of

insanity and of allied diseases of the nervous
system included among those who are said to

have been possessed with devils. This is especi-

ally the case with regard to those spirits called
dumb in Lk ll 14

, or blind and dumb in Mt 1222.

Stammering (/JLoyiXdXos, adj.) is in Mk 7
s2 associ-

ated with deafness. LXX uses this word in Is 35®

as the tr. of dVx ‘ dumb.’ The Heb. word has in it

the idea of binding (see Gn 377
), as though dumb-

ness were due to the constraint of the tongue by
bands, the idea embodied in the account of the
case of the stammerer in Mk, iXtBrj 6 Searpbs r9ji

yX&G-cTTjs. Stammering, 2$, as in Is 2811 (cf. 3319),
means rather babbling, speaking gibberish, than
actual stuttering from defect (LXX (pa.vXurp.bs,

‘ contempt ’). The same meaning is conveyed by
jVj? in Is 324, hut LXX has here al yXQcrarau al \f/eXKl~

foucrcu, the word used of Demosthenes (.Libanius,

iv. 319. 4) for inarticulate or infantile speech.

Moses in Ex 410 (J) is said to have been 135a nr'133
c heavy of speech and heavy of tongue,9 LXX

ixvbfiwos Kal fipadvyXucrffos, ‘lame in speech and
slow in tongue,’ not necessarily ‘stammering.’
Temporary aphasia has been often observed in

cases of sudden terror or other emotion, as in the
case of Zacharias (Lk l22), and St. Paul’s com-
panions (Ac 97}. The speechlessness of the man
without the wedding garment (Mt 2212) was not
aphasia

,
but due to the fact that he had no excuse

to offer.

Epilepsy is mentioned in Mt 1715 (RV) as the
cause of the convulsive seizures of the boy described
there and in Lk 9s8. The account of the fit, begin-
ning with a cry, followed by his falling down and
becoming convulsed, foaming at the mouth, grind-
ing his teeth, bruising himself sorely, sometimes
falling into the fire ana sometimes into the water,
is exactly in accord with a typical epileptic fit.

He had been subject to these from childhood;
about one-fourth of epileptics have their first fit

within the first decade of life, 12 per cent, within
the first three years. The ‘pining away 5 men-
tioned in Mk 918 is characteristic of oneform of the
disease, in wMch the fits are frequently recurring.
The record of the last attack, in wMch he
‘ wallowed foaming, 5

is very graphic. The verb
used to describe the attack in Mt is treX^td^o/Mw,

literally ‘ to be moon-struck,’ but thereby is meant
epilepsy, not lunacy as in AV. The connexion
between epilepsy ana the phases of the moon was
believed in down to a comparatively late period.
Vicary, the surgeon to Henry Yin., writing in
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1577, says of the brain that * it moueth and followeth
the mouing of the Moone : for in the waxing of

the Moone, the Brayne followeth npwardes : and
in the wane of the Moone the brayne discendeth
downwardes, and vanishes in substance of vertue

:

for the Brayne shrinketh together in itselfe and is

not so fully obedient to the spirit of feeling. And
this is proved in menne that be lunatike or madde,
and also in men that be epulentike [= epileptic] or
having the falling sickness, that be moste greeved
in the beginning of the new moone/ etc. The
moon-struck are distinguished in Mt 424 from the
paralytic and from those possessed by devils.

Moonstroke is also mentioned in Ps 1216
. Among

the later Jews epilepsy was treated by means of

amulets called ppy ny’Dp, and by the application of

certain insects named pi?. See Shabbath 61,

and Tosefta Shabbath, in loc.

Sunstroke in Ps 1216, coupled with moonstroke,
is also mentioned in Is 4910

. It was the cause of

the death of the Shunammite’s son, stricken in

the harvest field (2 K 419
}, and of Manasseh,

Judith’s husband, as he stood overseeing the
hinders of sheaves in the field (Jth 8s ). In the
former case the child was suddenly affected with
sharp pain in his head, and, on being carried to his

mother, lay on her knees till noon, and then died.

There are several diseases which are confounded
under the name of heat-stroke or sun-stroke,

—

sun-syncope, sun-traumatism, sometimes menin-
gitis ; but this seems to have been a genuine
example of siriasis. This disease has been described
by Sambon {Brit, Med. Jonrn. 1898, March 19,

p. 744) as a rapidly fatal, febrile condition, begin-
ning with high temperature, violent pains in
the head, and passing rapidly into coma, death
taking place £ within a few hours or even minutes
of the onset of insensibility’ (Manson, 210). The
Shunammite’s child was laid, after his death, on
the prophet’s bed until his mother had brought
Elisha back from Mount Carmel. By the time
Gehazi arrived the body had become cold ; and
the subsequent restoration to life was plainly
miraculous, as the mere stretching of the prophet
on the body could not have brought back the life.

Syria is one of the countries in which this disease
occurs.

The case of Jonah, on the other hand, was one
of heat syncope; he fainted from the heat, and
suffered the severe headache which always super-
venes in such cases after the recovery of conscious-
ness. In these cases, unlike true siriasis

,
the

temperature of the body falls, and the surface
feels cold and appears pale ;

£ usually after a short
time the patient gradually recovers, very likely
with a splitting headache and a feeling of intense
prostration’ (Manson, 202). It was in this con-
dition that the prophet said ‘ it is better for me to
die than to live’ (Jon 48).
Dropsy.—In Lk 142 the cure of a case of dropsy

is recorded. The patient had been able to enter
into the house of one of the rulers of the Pharisees
at Jerusalem, where Jesus was being entertained.
The man is called bdpuTrucds, the word used by the
Greek physicians for dropsy in general. The
disease may have been a universal anasarca, due
to disease of the kidneys or heart, or else abdominal
dropsy, usually^ dependent on disease of the liver.
In all cases this is a dangerous symptom, and it
usually indicates a comparatively large amount of
organic disease. In Shabbath 33. 1, dropsy is said
to be the punishment of transgression. It is

common in Jerusalem; see Macgowan in Jewish
Intelligence, 1842, p. 319.

Pulmonary disease, as such, is not referred to
in Scripture. It is said of the widow’s son at
Zarephath that his sickness was so sore there
was no breath left in him (1 K 17) ; hut this simply

means that he died. The modern Jewish authori-

ties, in their directions for the slaughter oS

animals for purposes of food, regard the state oi

the lungs as of the utmost importance, and minute
instructions are given for the recognition of patho-
logical conditions which rendered the carcase unfit

for food.

The nature of the disease from which Asa
suffered in his feet is not mentioned (1 K 1523

,

2 Ch 16u). The former writer says that it affected

him in his old age, the latter in the 39th year of

his reign ;
and adds that he sought not to the

Lord, but to the physicians. This may have been
suggested by the king’s name (k^x), which prob-
ably means f healer.’ Josephus apparently knows
nothing of the disease, and describes Asa as dying
happily after he had attained a long and blessed

old age {Ant. viii. xii. 6). The Rabbinical belief

was that the malady was gout {Sota 10a, Sanhe-
drin). Rashi has conjectured from the wording of

v.12 that the disease mounted to his head. Others
have supposed that this infliction was a punish-
ment because he had not exempted the children
of the wise from the labour of carrying away the
stones of Ramah (1 K 1522). There is no clue in the
passage to the nature of the disease. Hippocrates
says truly that gout, although it may belong and
laborious, yet is seldom mortal {peri Pathon

, ed.

Kuhn, 407). As Asa’s disease began in old age, it

may have been a case of senile gangrene. Gout is

very rare among natives of Palestine. Kamp-
hausen suggests that it may have been articular
leprosy (see Riehm’s HWB, art. ‘ Krankheiten ’).

A few references to surgical disease and accident
occur in the Bible. Among primitive peoples, as

a rule, surgery preceded medicine, as the conditions

of their life expose the body to violence. The
following are cases of surgical disease :

—

The woman bound by the spirit of infirmity,

and unable to lift herself (Lk 1311
"17

), was yet able
to attend the synagogue. This was probably a
case of senile kyphosis, due to chronic osteitis of

the vertebrae, a condition not infrequent among
aged women whose lives have been spent in agri-

cultural labour: in these the vertebrae become
gradually distorted and modified to the new posi-

tion, so that by nothing short of miracle can the
spine be straightened without violence. Why this

deformity was regarded as of specially Satanic
origin is not apparent, but some Rabbinic authori-

ties regard every disease which produces distortion

as due to demons.
Crook-backedness rendered a man unfit for the

priesthood. This condition, called pj in Lv 2I20

(LXX KvprSs), differs from the last in that it occurs
in the young, and is due to caries of the vertebrae.

It must have been fairly common in Egypt, as the
present writer has found a considerable number of

spinal curvatures of this kind in collections of
Egyptian bones. The Jerus. Targ. renders gibben

,

‘ very dark coloured/ but this meaning is im-
probable.

In a metonymic or metaphorical sense the bones
in many poetical passages stand for the whole
human frame as affected by mental emotion.
Rottenness or caries (

2 j?i rakab) of the bones is

compared with envy (Pr 1420), with a wife that
causes shame (Pr 124), and with the emotion of

terror (Hab 316) : LXX, however, puts <nfc, o-K&kyZ,

and TpbjuLos respectively for caries in these three
places, but there is no suggestion of worms in the
Hebrew. Thebones are said to shake with fear (Job
414

)
or with grief (Jer 239

). The bones are burnt
with heat in Job’s disease (30

30
), with grief IPs

1023
,
La l 13), with the fire of suppressed emotim

(Jer 209
). They are said to wax old (Ps 323

), to be
pierced (Job 3017

), vexed (Ps 62
), out of joint (Pa

2214), consumed (Ps 3l10
), or broken (La 34). A
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bandage (Win) for broken bones is mentioned in
Ezk 3021

; cf. use in same verse of verb
‘bind up.’

Fracture of the skull without immediate in-

sensibility, showing the absence of compression
of the brain, was produced by the fall of the
millstone on the head of Abimelech (Jg 9s3

). In
the case of Eutychus the fall produced fatal com-
pression and most probably a broken neck (Ac
209

). Goliath is said to have fallen on his face
when struck by the slingstone, as if his fall was
due to flexor spasm (1 S 1750}. Ahaziah died
ultimately of the injuries sustained from his fall

through the lattice (2 K l2). It is difficult to
understand the parenthetic account of Judas5

suicide in Ac l 16
,* see art. Judas Iscariot.

Mephibosheth’s lameness in both his feet (2 S 44

913), due to a fall from his nurse’s arms, seems to
have been some kind of injury which produced
bone disease, for when he hastened to meet David
on his return he did not delay to ‘ dress ’ his feet

(1924 ). LXX tr. nyj; by idep&irewev. Both these
words, however, may simply mean ‘to wash, 5

parallel to the trimming of his beard in the con-

text. In spite of his friendship for Mephibosheth,
it was proverbial that the lame were among the
hated of David’s soul (2 S 56). This curious pas-

sage appears to be corrupt (see Driver, Heb. Text

of Sam. 199 ; Smith, Comm. on Sam. [1899], 288).

Lameness incapacitated a descendant of Aaron
from the priesthood (Lv 2118

), but did not prevent
the access of such into the temple, for many lame
persons were healed by Christ there (Mt 2114

; for

other lame men healed see Mt ll5 1531, Lk 7
22

;

they are called ‘ halt
5
in Mt 18s, Mk 945, Lk 14®,

Jn 53. See Halt in vol. ii. p. 288). Jacob’s lame-
ness has been referred to in connexion with the
sinew that shrank (see Food, vol. ii. p. 39). The
Jewish butchers now extract the great sciatic

nerve as the gtd. See Meir’s Sepher Zabahi, 63.

Of congenital malformations the giant with six

fingers and six toes on each side is the most re-

markable (2 S 2120
, 1 Ch 206

). Persons with such
superfluous parts were disqualified for the priest-

hood, Lv 211S, where fin? may mean ‘having
members of unequal length’ (LXX renders it

(bT&Tjnp-os, ‘crop-eared’). onn in Lv 2118
, tr. ‘flat-

nosed’ (LXX Ko\ofi6piv, ‘snub-nosed’), may refer

to the deformity in hare-lip (RVm ‘slit-nose’).

Dwarfishness also disqualified a son of Aaron from
the priesthood (Lv 2120

): this, however, has by
some been supposed to refer to emaciation from
wasting disease. See art. Dwarf.
Skin diseases, using the term in the widest

sense, were and still are common in the East.

They are frequently referred to in their relation

to leprosy and the allied conditions, which are

carefully described on account of their
.

causing
the uncleanness of the sufferers from it. See
Leprosy. The words referring to these diseases

are baldness (treated of in vol. i. p. 234 f.), itch,

scab, scurvy, blemishes, wen, blains, boils, botch,

scall, and spot
Itch (cnn heres, LXX larftpp), Dt 28s7, Is probably

the parasitic disease of this name now known to

be due to a small mite, Sarcoptes scabiei, which
burrow’s in the skin. In some cases, when
neglected, it spreads over the whole body, which
becomes covered with a rough crust adhering to

the surface. It is very easily communicated from
person to person, and cannot be healed unless the

E
arasite be destroyed. It disqualified its victims

rom the priesthood (Lv 2120). The Heb. word
is derived from a root which means to scratch,

hence the Vulgate uses prurigo. It is not at all

uncommon in Syria at the present day.

Scurvy (RV), scab (AV) (Dt 28s7 nns gdrab) is

the 6pa dypla of LXX, scabies of the Vulgate.

In Lv 2120 it is called ‘scurvy’ in AV. This
disease has nothing to do with the true scurvy,
but is also an itchy disease in which a thick crust
forms on the skin

; it is most rebellious to treat-

ment, and technically known as favus. It is

commonest on the head, where it is called ‘ scald
head,’ and is due to a fungus, the Achorion Schon.

leinii. This is the garabu of WAI ii. 44. 13. It

sometimes spreads over the entire body, and, in
neglected, exaggerated cases, covers the entire face
as with a mask. Sometimes it causes ulceration
of the subjacent skin, and Alibert describes it as,

in some cases, affecting even the cranial bones.
It also is not uncommon in Syria.

Scab in Lv 2120 is the tr. of ns£: yallepheth
t

meaning ‘ an itching,’ * scab
5 {LXX \eixnv)- It is

probably another form of the disease just described.

The infliction of this scab on the head is described
in Is 317 by the verb ns? sippah (LXX raTreLPtbcet )

;

see Gittin 70a.
The scall or scurf of the head and beard of

Lv 1330 is pru nethek, probably tinea tonsurans or

mentagra
,
another parasitic disease of somewhat

similar character ; pnh, the freckled spot of Lv 1339,
may be psoriasis, a non-contagious scaly eruption.

See Leprosy, p. 96.

The botch of Egypt of Dt 28s7- 35 is called pur,

an inflamed or ulcerated spot. The same word
is used to describe Job’s malady (Job 27

), the boils

of the Egyptian plague (Ex 99lf
-)> and Hezekiah’s

boil (2 K 207=Is 38% It is probably a general
term for a sore swelling of the skin. Those in

Ex 91D are distinguished from the others because
they were accompanied with nyspx or ‘blains,’

explained bv the Talm. as mu or 2123
^3, pustules

containing fluid (LXX fktcT], <p\vKTldes dvaL^eovaat).

If, as already surmised, this disease was smallpox,
this character would distinguish it from the others

;

and if the last example was a plague spot, it would
account for its reputedly fatal character. The
botch of Dt 2B35 especially affected the knees and
legs (see Pruner’s Krankheiten des Orients

, 167).

Job’s disease, however, was not a fatal one,

and instead of a single tumour he was covered
with sore spots from head to foot, and these
were attended with an intolerable itching. The
Egyptian word shn means an abscess, and is used
in Pap. Ebers xxxviii. It was common in that
country, and is therefore called the botch of Egypt
(Dt 2827

). It is called in Coptic shash, and possibly

the
’dba'budth may be connected with a Coptic

root meaning to be rounded or to boil up. In
Papyrus Ebers cv it is said, ‘If thou findest a
swelling that is connected with the beginning of
uhetu it is as a bean, a sore boil on his skin, not
very large, containing pus ; say thou, He has
hunfmnt which suppurates. I shall treat this

disease ; make thou a remedy that shall remove
the swelling and set free the matter.’ A poultice

is recommended of wax, suet, bean-flour, and cer-

tain plants. For the peculiars TEgypti malum
see Lucretius, vi. 1113, and Pliny, xxvi. 5.

Job’s body was covered with irritating ulcers

(eX/cei irov7]p4), whose itching he endeavoured to

allay by scraping himself with the rough hut soft

edge of a piece of unglazed earthenware. The
disease disfigured his face (2

7
), so that he could

not easily be recognized by his friends ; his pains
led him to groan continually without relief (3

s4
),

and he felt as though burnt by a fiery poison (6
4
),

shattering his nervous system (3
s5

) ; the loathsome
sores made his breath foetid (1917), and were in-

fested with maggots (7
5
). He was so helpless that

he required aid to rise, and he sat among the
ashes (2

8
; LXX M rrjs tcoirplas, ‘on a dunghill’)

to mitigate the itching. See Carey, 178 ; Magnus,
311. 161 ; Keil, Archdol. ii. 94. The malady is

called (1818) ms ‘ the firstborn of death,’ and
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it has been supposed to have been elephantiasis
(Kimchi), leprosy (Origen), smallpox (Shapter,
169), guinea-worm, which is credited, but falsely,
by one writer with being called Job’s disease in
Bokhara (hut see Burnes, Travels into Bokhara

,

ii. 181, where no mention is made of Job), malig-
nant pustule, or framboesia (see Pruner, 174), etc.

The chaiacters given, however, agree better with
those of the Biskra button or Oriental sore, endemic
along the southern shore of the Mediterranean and
in Mesopotamia. This begins in the form of papular
spots, which ulcerate and become covered with
crusts, under which are itchy, burning sores, slow
m granulation and often multiple : as many as
forty have been found on one patient. It is

probably due to a parasite, is communicable by in-

oculation, and very intractable even under modern
treatment. It is sometimes called ‘Aleppo sore

5

or 6 Bagdad sore,
5

Lazarus in Lk 16^ was probably afflicted, like
many of his class, with old varicose ulcers of the
leg. Burckhardt says that sores on the legs are
very common at Djiddah (i. 448).

Spot in Job ll15
,
Ca 47, Dt 325

, blemish in
Lv 21 17

, Dn l4
,
are apparently general terms for

any skin disease. Wen in Lv 22s2
, used as the

name of a disease of cattle, means a gall or sup-
purating sore.

Among affections of the skin may be considered
the bloody sweat of our Lord in the garden (Lk
S244), The passage (on the question of whose
genuineness see Westcott- Hort) says that His
sweat was (bo-el &p6{ji(3ot at/j.aros Karafialvovres £irl

tt]v yrjv, Theophylact, Michaelis, Olshausen, and
others take this to mean that His sweat dropped,
as clots of blood drop from a wound. The word
<b(T€L is frequently used to express a mere com-
parison, as in Mt 283 \eviebv (heel There are
no modem trustworthy cases of genuine bloody
sweat ; and although in some older writings com-
parable instances are quoted, none of them are
properly authenticated. Tissot

( Traite des Nerfs,

279) records one such, and others are given in
connexion with legends of stigmatization, etc., as
in the cases of Catharine of Raeonizio (1446), and
Stephano Quinzani in Soneino (1467). Bleeding
took place from the stigmatic wounds in the case
of Louise Lateau in 1870 (see also Sehenck, Ohs.
Med. iii. 458, for ancient examples, and refs, in
ark ‘ Stigmatization, 5 Encyc. Brit. xxii. 550). It
is significant that the word used is dpbyfioi,, ‘ clots,

5

not crray&v used of blood -drops by JEschylus
(Agam. 1122), or crakayphs used both of blood
(Eurip. Ion. 351, 1003) and sweat (Hippoc. Aph.
1261). Bourrut and Burot have described a red-
coloured sweat in a hystero-epileptic, but the con-
ditions were equivocal.
Poisonous serpents are mentioned in Nu 218

,

Dt 32s3, Job 2014 * 16
, Is IIs 1429 59s

,
Jer 817

,
Mt 37

1234 23s3, Mk 161
*, Lk 37 1019

, Ac 283'6 . The fiery
serpents of the plague in the wilderness are not
called flying ; that word is imported into their
description from Is 1439 and 308 . There are several
poisonous serpents in the Desert of the Exodus,
the sand -viper Echis carinata, and the horned
viper Cerastes AEgyptiacus and Hasselquistii

, which
are sometimes found in great numbers in favour-
able localities, and whose bites are burning and
often fatal (see Strabo, xvi. 2. 30). Naia Eaje

, the
asp, has also been found there. One or other of
these was most likely the fiery serpent, the brazen
model of which miraculously healed the bitten
people. Kiichenmeister {Sydenham Soc. Tr. i. 391)
suggested^ that these fiery serpents w’ere guinea-
worms, Filaria Medinensis

,
parasitic worms which

burrow under the skin and set up local inflamma-
tion : these are not uncommon in this region, and
he supposes that they are the same as the dpaKovna

yuepd of Plutarch {Symposiakon viii.. Question 9),

which are said by Agatharchides of Cnidus to eat
away the flesh of the peoples near the Red Sea (see

for other refs. Bennett, Diseases of Bible , 134). The
story of Moses and the serpents given by Josephus
(Ant. II. x. 2) is interesting in this connexion.
Scorpion bites are not very common and rarely
fatal in Palestine, but are common and often fatal
to children in Egypt ; see Pruner, p. 430.

The disease of Herod Agrippa I., recorded in
Ac 1221ff

*, was a sudden and fatal seizure of some
abdominal complaint, accompanied with intense
agony, and in some way connected with worms.
Sir J. R. Bennett has surmised that it was acute
eritonitis set up by the perforation of the bowel

y an intestinal worm. This is a rare but not
an impossible condition. The term employed is

(nahkriKofipyTos, used here, as also in Theophrastus
(de Causis Plantarum, v. 10), to signify ‘eaten of
worms. 5 Vulg. has a vermibus erosus. The mis-
taken idea that it was a case of phthiriasis has
no support in the passage, and still less from the
narrative in Josephus, which does not mention
worms, but says that Herod was seized with a
violent abdominal pain which lasted for five days
(Eusebius says four) and proved fatal (XIX. viii. 2).

The death of Pheretime (Herod, iv. 205) took place
not from this disease, but from some exhausting
disorder with superficial ulceration; the etfXcd or
maggots which were fatal to her were probably
blow-fly larvae. Antiochus Epiphanes, fatally in-

jured by a fall, had probably compound fractures
in which blow-flies laid their eggs and maggots
were hatched. In former times cases of this sort
were not rare when the injuries were neglected
(2 Mac 99

). See also Jos. Ant. XYII. vi. 5.

The third Egyp. plague was one of insects which
are called kinnam (LXX cncrfyes) ; and as the root
pa probably means ‘to pierce or cut into,

5
it is

likely that they were mosquitoes or sand-fleas, or
some pest of that nature, which would be a much
more serious plague in the East than one of lice.

It was only the priests, Herodotus tells us, that
were defiled by these (ii. 37). RVm renders ‘ sand-
flies or fleas.

5 The argument that they must have
been lice, because coming from the dust, is not
of much force,

.

for sand-fleas live in the same
material, and lice are not generated in dust any
more than gnats. It is therefore improbable that
this plague was phthiriasis.
Among the causes of ceremonial impurity were

certain discharges (Lv 152_2fi
), some natural (Dt

2310
), others probably the result of evil practices.

How far the diseases consequent on vice were
known among the ancients is a doubtful point.
The passages in Ps 10717* 18

,
Pr 218 511'22

I23* 26

(see tract Zehaim, and Maimonides5 commentary
thereon) seem to refer to such, but this group of
diseases was not known in Europe until A.D. 1495.

Blindness was, and is, one of the commonest
afflictions of the natives of Palestine; the blear-
eyes, often crusted round with dried secretion, and
% -infested, make some of the most sickening
sights in a Syrian village crowd. The words
c blindness

5

or ‘ blind 5

occur 87 times in the Bible

;

41 times in a metaphorical sense, and 39 in refer-
ence to literal want of sight. The OT uses the
words ‘blind

5

or ‘blindness
5

35 times: in 28 the
word is my (Pi. ‘to blind 5

) or 'ivver (adj.), 19 times
literal, 9 figurative ; in 3 it is

*

ivvdrOn or
*

awereth,

‘blindness,
5 always literal ; in 2 it is d'ujd sanverim,

c a dazzling,
5 Gn 1911, 2 K 618 ; once it is o'Vyn ‘to

hide 5
(sc. my eyes, 1 S 12s, but the text here

is probably corrupt, cf. the LXX). In Is 299 RV
has ‘be blind,

5 where AY has ‘cry
5

as tr. of
In the NT, in which ‘blind 5

or ‘blindness 5

is used 52 times, 36 literally and 16 metaphorically,
the word is tu<£Xos or (verbal) ru^Xow. In foul
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places where the word is 7rupu<r<.s or 7rwpdoj RY has
replaced ‘blindness’ or ‘blinded’ by ‘hardening’
or ‘ hardened ’ (Ro ll7 - 25

,
2 Co 314

, Eph 418
) ; cf. con-

fusion in MSS between 7rrjpodv and 7roopouv in Job 177.
Apparently but two forms of blindness were

recognized
: (1) that due to the prevalent ophthal-

mia. It is a highly infections disease, and is

aggravated by sand, sun-glare, and dirt, so that
it almost always leaves the organs damaged, and
often renders them useless, causing opacity of the
cornea or closure of the pupil; (2) that due to
age : Eli at the age of 98 was blind, his eyes
waxed dim (I S 32). David’s eyes were ‘set’ at
an earlier age (1 K 415

). Ahijah was blind from
age (I K 144). Isaac was also blind (Gn 271

)

;

and it is noted of Moses that in spite of his age
his eye was not dim. Like other plagues, blind-
ness was believed to be a visitation from God, and
curable only by Him (Ex 4U). It incapacitated
for the priesthood (Lv 2118

) ;
but by law com-

passion for the blind was enacted (Lv 1914
), and

offences against them were accursed (Dt 2718
).

The minor form of ophthalmia caused redness of
the lids and loss of the eyelashes. Leah was thus
‘ tender or weak-eyed (Gn 2917

). Blindness from
birth arises from ophthalmia neonatorum, which
is often severe enough to cause permanent opacity
of the cornea. Sometimes ophthalmia accom-
anies malarial fever (Lv 26le

). Smiting with
lindness as a punishment occurred in the case

of Elymas (Ac 1311
). This was only temporary,

and may have been hypnotic. The Syrian soldiers

seeking Elisha were also affected, probably in the
same way (2 K 618). It was also probably sub-
jugation to His overmastering power that caused
the inhibition of the angry manifestations of the
Nazarenes towards our Lord (Lk 430).
Of the blind men cured by our Lord the cases

j

of interest were (1) the man congenitally blind !

(Jn 91
), and (2) the man whose progress in vision

was gradual (Mk S22}. Probably the latter also
was blind from birth, and the intermediate stage
was that before he had learned to interpret the
new sensation, although, on the other hand, the
use of the word dTroKarecrraOT} would seem to imply
that he had at one time possessed sight which was
restored to him. Cases are on record of men to
whom sight was suddenly given by operation,
being unable to understand visual appearances
until verified by touch (see discussion of this in
Locke’s Essay

,
ii. 9. 8). Our Lord in His miracles

used different methods to restore sight, all of them
inadequate without His divine power, but doubt-
less suited to the condition of faith on the person
healed; a word, a touch, anointing with saliva,

with clay, or testing his faith by sending him to
wash his eyes. Maimonides refers to the use of

fasting spittle as an application to sore eyes, but
expressly forbids its use on the Sabbath.
The blindness of St. Paul (Ac 98f

*) was doubtless
a temporary amaurosis, such as that which has
been caused by injudiciously looking at the sun.

The ‘scales* which fell from his eyes were prob-
ably not material, but vision was restored as if

scales had fallen ; the word used is oxrd, for which
see p. 330. It is not improbable that this left a
weakness of eye, which may have been the * thorn
in the flesh’ which rendered his bodily presence
weak (see Gal 413 ). Tobit’s blindness Horn the
irritation of the sparrow’s dung (To 210

) was cured
by the gall of the fish caught by his son (ll4^).

Pliny recommends the bile of Callionyrrms Lyra
as a cure for blindness (xxxii. 24). There is a
reference to eye-salve in Rev 318. Magical means
for curing eye diseases are referred to in Rawlin-
son, WAI ii. 47. Many eye-washes are mentioned
in Papyrus Ebers Ivff.

The poetical description of the failure of the

powers of nature in old age, in Ec 12, has beer
commented upon by many authors, and the details

are carefully reviewed by Sir J. R. Bermett
(
op .

cit. p. 106). The Rabbins recognized 903 modes
of death ; and, commenting on Ps 90, said that
death at 70 is old age, at 80 is strength (.Moed
Katan 28. 1). On account of the impurity of
a dead body, the older Jewish physicians did not
make post-mortem examinations (Aboda Zara 29

;

Baba Bathra 155a), but at a later date these were
permitted (see Willstadler in Allg. Zeitung cles

Judenthums, viii. 568). Burial with or without
the external application of antiseptics was the
common method.
The process of child-birth is mentioned in Scrip-

ture *. (a) in individual eases, (jS) in legislative

enactments, and (7) in metaphor. Leaving on one
side the narrative of the birth of Eve (see Midrash
Rahbah on Nu 14, where Adam is described as
androgynous), there are details of a number of

births, most of which are illustrations of the
primal curse of Gn 316

. Two of these are cases of

twins (Gn 2521ff* and 38s8
) . The latter was a case

of spontaneous evolution with perineal laceration,

probably fatal to the mother (although a Rabbinic
tradition in Zohar hadash says that she lived long
after) ; Rachel’s was a case of fatal dystocia, prob-
ably on account of some delicacy or unhealthi-
ness of long standing (3

1

35
) ; and PMnehas’ wife was

an example of premature labour (Jos. Ant. V. xL 4),

brought on by shock, and proving fatal (1 S 419
).

The cases of Sarah, Manoah’s wife, Hannah,
the Shunammite, and Elisabeth, are instances 0i

uniparce at a late period. Barrenness was regarded
as a divine judgment (Gn 2018 302

}, and was a cause
of much unhappiness (Gn 301

, Pr 3016
), for the re-

moval of which the forked root of the mandrake
was used as a charm (Gn 3016

). A multitude of

children was believed to he a signal proof of the
favour of God (IS 25

, Ps 1139 127® 1283). Hence
miscarrying was regarded also as a sign of God’s
displeasure (Hos 914

). The attendants on child-

bed were women, (Gn 3517, Ex l15), of whom
two were enough for the Israelitish women in

Egypt, indicating a small number in a circum-
scribed locality. Midrash Rabbah credits Puah
with being the inventor of artificial respiration by
insufflation. The mother was placed in a kneeling
posture, leaning on some one’s knees (Gn 30s) or on
a labour-stool. There is some obscurity as to the
nature of the of Ex l16. Sa'adya and the Targ.
believe it to have been a seat on which the mid-
wife made the patient to kneel,* others a bathing-
tub. Ibn G‘anach considers it a name for the
uterus, others believe that the dual refers to the
two sexes of the children which they were to see
and note (see Dillmann-Ryssel on this passage, pp.
14, 15). Difficult labour from weakness of the
mother is mentioned metaphorically in 2 K 19s.

According to the law of Lv 122ff
* the mother was

regarded as unclean or taboo for 7 days, until the
date of circumcision in case of a male, ox for 14
days if the child was a female. After this there
was a second period of separation, duringwhich she
was not permitted to appear in the temple. This
period for the mother of a boy was 33 days, of a
girl 66 days, after which the offering for purifica-

tion was made. The difference of period in the
case of the two sexes was due to the belief that
the lochia lasted longer after the birth of a female
child. Nursing was continued for 2 or 3 years
(2 Mac 727)> and the child was taken by a relative

to wean (1 K ll20).

The legislation for the catamenia and for menorr-
hagia was characterized by a rigid system of puri-

fication, and the cleansing of everything that was
* For particulars of this or labour stool see Bashi on

2 £ 193
, Kdim 23. 4 .
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defiled thereby (Lv 1519ff
*}. The sufferer from this

disease in Mfc 920
,
Mk 525 ,

and Lk S43 had suffered
many things of many physicians and only grew
worse ; so much was this condition considered as
beyond treatment that it was recommended to
treat it magically and by amulet (Baba, Shah. 110,

Gitffin 69). According to the early legend, the
votive figure at B&nias, supposed to be that of
Christ, was put up by her (v. Dobschutz, Christ us-
bilder

, p. 197). Amulets of the lapis resurrectionis
were used to prevent miscarriage (Shabb. 66). To
this day, charms, usually in the form of verses or
incantations from the Bible, are used in the in-

terval between birth and circumcision to keep
away Lilith : these are called mjrDp (Shebuoth 15,
Chullin 77, Shabbath 57, Sanhedrin 90). Caesarean
section (implied in the expression [sn ksv) is men-
tioned in Sanhedrin 45. There is a description of
a newborn infant given in Ezk 164 with undivided
umbilical cord, unwashed and undressed. Salt was
rubbed on the skin of infants to make it firm, and
to remove the vernix caseosci.

In the prophetic writings laborer pains, pangs,
and travail are frequent images, representing (1)

the affrighting of God’s enemies, Ps486
,
Is 13s etc.;

(2) God’s declaration of judgment. Is 4214
; (3) the

sorrows of God’s people under chastisement. Is 26 17
;

(4) claim of spiritual parentage, Gal 419 etc.

Infantile diseases seem to have been exception-
ally severe in Palestine, and at the present day
mortality in the early years of life is exceptionally
high. The Kabbinical writers speak of the nys

cun Sri:, or pain of bringing up children, and in
Bereshith Babbah it is written that it is easier to
rear a forest of young olive-trees than one child.

Biblical references to sick children are not a few :

Bathsheba’s infant (2 S 1215), the Shunammite’s
son (2 K 4), the widow’s son at Zarephath (1 K 17).

Christ healed many children, among whom were the
fever-stricken son of the nobleman of Capernaum
(Jn A*9 ), and Jairus’ daughter (Mt 918

,
Mk o22

, Lk
841), who was 12 years old. No particulars are
given of their diseases.

Several general references to sicknesses whose
characters are not specified occur. We do not
know the maladies of Abijah (1 E 141

) ; Benhadad
(2 IC 87

), whose disease was not mortal, but who
was too wreak to struggle with Hazael

; Elisha
(2K 1334

), Joash (‘afflicted with great diseases,’
2Ch 24s5

), Lazarus of Bethany (Jn ll1
), Boreas

(Ac 937 ), Epaphroditus (Ph 2s7), or Trophimus
(2 Ti 420

).

Similarly, the metaphorical allusions to sickness
are numerous, as typical of the weakness brought
on by sin and neglect of God’s commandments.
This moral sickness is especially compared to the
severe pains in the hack from fever and exposure :

anguish in loins (Is 21s
), pains in loins (Nah 210

),

smitten in loins (Dt 33u), disease in loins (Ps 387),
affliction laid on loins (Ps 6611

), breaking of loins
(Ezk 2315

) ; see for other images Is l5,Ps 554
,
Jer 419.

There are very few references to methods of
treatment in the Bible. External applications,
such as bathing or washing (2K 510 ) ; diet (Lk 8s5)

;

the application of saliva (Jn 96 ; see Maimon. on
Shabb. 21) ; anointing with oil (Ja 514) ; binding of
sores and mollifying them with ointment (Is l 6)

;

pouring in oil and wine (Lk 1034) ; Hezekiah’s

E
laster of figs prescribed by Isaiah (Is 3821

); animal
eat by contact (1 K 1719

, 2 K 4s4), especially with
those failing from old age (1 K l2). Claudius Her-
mippus is said to have prolonged his life to 115
years by breathing the breath of young girls.

Of actual medicines few are mentioned
;
possibly

the balm of Gilead was one, Gn 37s5
, 43

11
, Jer S22

46u 51s (from this last passage it appears to have
been used as a local sedative, Ezk 2717

). This
material was probably the resin of Pistacia lentis-

cus, the mastic tree ; as the plant now called Balm
of Gilead (Balsamodendron Gileadense) is a nativy

of Somali-land and S. Arabia, and it is doubtful ii

it ever extended as far north as Palestine. The^ ns

may, however, have been the resin of Balanites

JEgyptiaca , still used as an application to sores.

See, further, art. Balm. Mandrakes (dtida’im)

were used as a stimulant to conception, the forked

root as a charm, and the sweetish fruit as a medi-
cine. The plant is Mandragora officinalis (for

ancient views on this see Deusing, d& Mandragora,
Groningen, 1659 ; Celsius, Eierobot. s.v. ‘Dudaim’),

Of other plants, mint, anise, and cummin, men-
tioned under Eood (vol. ii. p. 38b), are used as

carminatives. The last was used for the wound in

circumcision, Shabbath 1335. Myrrh, lign-aloes,

onycha, stacte, frankincense, spikenard, are odorous

materials, but scarcely remedial ; salt was used for

hardening the skin and as a preservative; nitre,

native sodic carbonate, not saltpetre (Pr 2520
,

Jer 222), was used as a cleansing agent to remove
the fatty secretions of the skin. The caper-berry

{Capparis spinosa) had a considerable reputation as

an aphrodisiac (Ec
12f).

Narcotics were used to

abate pain (Baba mezia 835). The wine given to

our Lord at His crucifixion was probably for this

purpose.
As in Egypt, the most of the remedies in com-

mon use were dietary : meal, milk, vinegar, wine,
water, almonds, figs, raisins, pomegranates, honey,
dibs, and butter, made up a large part of the
Egyptian as of the Jewish pharmacopoeia. Some
few remedies were of a less agreeable nature, such
as the heart, liver, and gall of Tobiah’s fish (To 67

).

The Talmud adds to this list radishes, mustard,
ginger, dog’s dung, wormwood, calamus, cinnamon,
ladanum, galbanum, storax ; and of poisons, hemah
(supposed to he some hemlock-like plant), rosh
(probably poppy), and bashah or aconite. Many
of the medicines given in the Egyptian medical
writings, and almost all in the Babylonian and
Assyrian plant lists, cannot be identified.

The art of the apothecary is mentioned in Ex
3025-85 3729

, as well as in Ec 101
. The OPD was,

however, rather a maker of perfumes (2 Oh 1614
)

than a compounder of medicines. They seem to
have formed a kind of guild (see Neh 38

). BV has
replaced the word by ‘perfumer’ except in Neh,
1 Ch, and Sir 388 and 49 1

. Probably, as in Egypt,
the physician compounded his own medicines. In
Pap . Ebers there is an invocation given to be used
by the physician when thus engaged: ‘May Isis

heal me as she healed Homs from au pain which his

brother Set hath inflicted on him when he slew his

father Osiris. Oh Isis 1 great wonder-worker, heal
me and set me free from all evil, destructive, and
demoniacal inflictions, from fatal diseases and un-
cleanness of every kind which befall me,’ etc.

It is probable that charms of this kind were in
use among the later Jews. Neck-chains like ser-

pents, such as those mentioned in Is 320, protected
against diseases produced by envy and the evil eye
(see Berachoth 55, Shabbath 57, Chullin 77, Shebuoth
17, and Elworthy’s Evil Eye, 1898). The nr^ of

Is 320 and the d\du or ear-rings of Gn 354 are sup-
posed to have been charms.
The Levitical code contains a large number of

Hygienic enactments with regard to food, sanita-
tion, and the recognition of infectious diseases.

It prescribes as sources of food, animals of the
herbivorous and ruminant group, excludes all

birds which live upon animal food, and permits the
use of all true fishes ; and, among invertebrates,
permits only the use of locusts. Of food-animals,
the fat and the blood are prohibited ; and special
rules were laid down for the slaughter and inspec-
tion of the animals, that the meat may be clean
from the taint of infectious disease. Among fruits,
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those produced by trees in the first three years of
their life are ‘ uncircumcised 5 and not to be eaten ;

that of the fourth year is ‘devoted’; and that of
the fifth and later years may be used as food
(Lv 1925

). The provision of the periodic cleaning
out and destruction of leaven, that even the bread-
stuffs may be kept wholesome, is also an important
law for the maintenance of a pure food (Ex 1219 137.

Dt 163
).

The agricultural sanitary laws forbid the mixture
of seeds in a field at the same time, the sowing of
crops in a vineyard, the cross grafting of fruit-

trees, the cross-breeding and even the yoking
together of dissimilar cattle, and enforces the
complete rest of man and beast on the Sabbath
days, as well as on the great religious and national
festivals (Ex 2312

). To ensure the perfect purifica-
tion of garments, no mixture of linen and woollen
materials was permitted (Lv 1919

, Dt 2211
), as they

cannot be so thoroughly or easily cleansed as pure
garments of one material (see Kilayim). Such
compound fabrics, however, might, according to
Nidda, be used as shrouds.

In domestic sanitation the covering with earth
of excreta and of blood are prescribed, and the
expansion of these rules in the Mishna (Baba
Kamma) forbids dung-heaps, and gardens requir-
ing manure within the city, and intramural inter-
ments. The fires of the valley of Hinnom perhaps
consumed the city offal (but see Robinson, BBP
i. 274). Houses were built with parapets to pre-
vent accidents (Dt 22s

), and persons suspected of
having infectious diseases in the stage of incuba-
tion were isolated (Lv 134). Those who had to touch
corpses or things unclean were themselves rendered
unclean, and had to wash their clothes (Nu 1911

).

In the Talmudic code of uncleanness there were
five or, according to some, six grades recognized.
Decomposition, death, or leprosy, or certain other
diseases, were the central causes of all impurity,
and hence were called ‘fathers of fathers of un-
cleanness.’ That which was affected by these
became the £ father of uncleanness,’ and could not
be purified : for example, a corpse, or carcase ex-
cept such as was killed in the proper wray, certain
issues, a leprous man, an idol, the wTater of purifi-

cation (Nu 19), the propitiatory parts of sacrificed

animals. Whatever w7as defiled by contact with
these wras the first son of uncleanness, to be
cleansed by sacrifice, by a period of isolation and
a process of purification by water or fire ; what-
ever wras defiled by contact with a first son of

uncleanness was a second son of uncleanness, to be
purified by seven days’ isolation and wTashing ; and
whatever was rendered impure by one of these was
a third son, to be purified by a day’s isolation and
wrashing of the clothes and person. By these
lustrations and by the careful isolation of cases of

suspected contagious disease, the chances of the
propagation of infection were much diminished.
Of surgical instruments a flint knife called nte

was used for circumcision (see vol. i. p. 443), but
later, steel knives, rfi^o, called also po, were used

(
Chullin). An awl or was used for boring the
servant’s ear (Ex 216

). Other knives called pigion
’izmel,

kesilta? are mentioned in different Talmudic
tracts—Kelim 13. 1,* Shabbath 130; Moed gatan
and Abodou Zara 276.

Of surgical operations, circumcision has been
already dealt with. The exclusion of eunuchs
from the service of God under the theocracy wras
probably a protest against either of these opera-
tions referred to in Dt 231 as performed among
heathen nations in the service of their gods (see

Driver, Dmt. p. 259). Under the kingdom, how-
ever, they became important officials as Samuel
predicted, 1S815 <AV and RVm), 1 K 229

, 2K 8s

9s2 2412’15
, Jer 292 3419 3S7 4116, and no spiritual dis-
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ability attached to their state, Is 564 ; see oul

Lord’s words in Mt 19 1J
, and also Ac 8^.

L

i

terature.—Few of the books on the subject written before

this century (which number at least 150) are of any value. The
only works worth consulting1 are : Ader, de PBgrotis in Evan-

gelio, Toulouse, 1626 ; Bartholinus, de Morbis biblicisMiscellanea
3Iedica, Hafnise, 1671 ;

Lundt, Die alien Jzidischen Heyligthu-
mer, Hamburg, 1695 ;

Cremont, Dissert, de Ebrceorum veterum
Arte Medicn, Viteborg, 1688; Moles, Pathologia morborum
quorum in Sac. Scrip, mentio fit

,

Madrid, 1642 ; Calmet, de re
Medica Eebrcsi, Paris, 1714 ; Colmar, uber die Arzneigelehrheit
der Juden, Gera, 1729; Mead, Medica Sacra, London, 1749;
Reinhard, Bibelkrankheiten, 1767; Sprengel, de Medic. Ebrce-

orum, Halle, 17S9, and his Geschichte d. Arztneykunde, vol. i.

Of later works : Pruner, Erankheiten des Orients , Erlangen,
1847; Macgowan in Jewish Intelligence, and Journal of
Missionary Labours m Jerusalem, London, 1846 ; Roser,
Erankheiten des Orients, Augsburg, 1837; Wittman, Einem
Artzte Reisen nach Syrien, etc., "Weimar, 1805 ;

Tobler, Beitrag
zur medizinischen Topographie von Jerusalem, 1855 ; Nowack,
Heb. Archaol Freiburg, 1894, i. p. 52 ff. ; Bennett, Diseases of
the Bible, London, 1887. For Jewish Physicians, see Carmoly,
Histoire des medecins Juifs, Brussels, 1844. For Talmudic
Medicine, Joseph Salomo’s fiDDH ; Cohn’s de Med. Tal-

mvdua
;
Wtmderbar, Biblisch-Talmudische Medicin, Riga and

Leipzig, 1850-60. A. MaCALISTER.

MEEDDA (A Mee$&£, B Aeddd, AV MEEDA), 1 Es
532-Merida, Ezr 252

, Neh T54.

MEEKNESS must not he considered alone, but
in connexion with the group of virtues of which
it is one, and which are especially characteristic

of the Christian temper. Meekness goes along
with poverty of spirit, humility, mercy, etc.,

Mt o3d ’ (xpfos, Tpg.oT7}s

;

but in the best uncials
both in LXX and NT, irpais, irpavr^). The grace
is found in similar company in the Epistles, ‘ With
all lowliness and meekness, with long-suffering,

forbearing one another in love ’ (Eph 42, Col 312,
Gal fi

23
). This association best illustrates the

meaning of the wrord; it connotes gentleness,
kindness, forbearance, and is the direct opposite
of a prond, harsh, unforgiving spirit. The high
place given to this virtue in the beatitudes (Mt
o3-12 ), which represent the higher Christian law,
its special prominence in the character as well as
in the teaching of the Lord Jesus (

C I am meek
and lowly in heart,’ Mt ll29

), its frequent mention
in the Epistles (Gal 61, Tit 32, 1 Ti 6n, 2 Ti 2s5,
Ja l21 313 - 17b

, 1 P 34* 15
), all indicate the determining

influence assigned to this class of virtues in the
NT ideal of character. The insistence upon the
duty of forgiveness (Mt fi

141 1885, Eph 4s2) is another
striking illustration. Our Lord prayed for His
murderers (Lk 23s4). His meekness deeply im-
pressed His followers (2 Co 101, IP 2s®). ‘ The
Lord’s servant’ must possess the same spirit (2 Ti
224f

* ; cf. what is said of Moses in Nu 123, that he
was meek [u$ above all men upon earth). Bow
justly calls attention to the fact that Christianity
transfers supremacy from the stronger to the
milder virtues (Bampton Leet. p. 154). The
result in the growth of the spirit of sympathy
and love in the world amply justifies the change.
The improvement would have been still greater
if Christians had better understood and followed
the Christian ideal as set forth in passages like
Mt 5^, Ro 1219f* Too often they have preferred
the heathen worship of the stronger virtues to
the Christian ideal. Hence the slow fulfilment
of prophecies like the one in Is 2*.

The NT teaching on this subject, while going
beyond the OT teaching, is rooted in it (see Ps 9^
l0i2 22s6 72* 76® 823 147*, Is ll4 611). The Heb.
word (uy, uy) *

*
denotes, first of all, a distressed,

helpless state in the literal sense, and then ac-
quires a moral meaning, mat as there is a close
connexion between literal and spiritual poverty
(cf. Mt 5s and Lk 620 ). The Christian beatitude
(Mt 5s) almost literally translates Ps 3711

. It ia

* See Rahlfs, uy und qyin den Psalmen
; and cf. Driver, Par

Psalt. 445f. («.«.
4 humble *)» 451 f. (js.v. (1) ‘poor*).
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no less striking a fact that the possession of the
earth is promised to the meek in both passages.

J. S. Banks.
MEET (Anglo-Sax. gemet ‘ suitable/ from metan

to measure, whence Eng. ‘ mete/ thus ‘ according
to the proper measure or standard’). The Heb.
and Gr. words rendered ‘meet’ inAY are numerous,
but the meaning is either ‘fit

5

or ‘fitting.
5

1.

Fit, suitable
, 2 K 10s ‘ Look even out the best and

meetest of your master’s sons, and set him on his

father’s throne 5

; Wis 13U ‘ He hath sawn down
a tree meet for the purpose 5

; Mt 3s ‘ Bring forth
therefore fruits meet for repentance 5 (TR Kapirobs

a£cous ttjs /Aeravoias, edd. Kap-trov ctt-iov, RV ‘fruit

worthy of repentance 5

) ; 1 Co lo9 ‘I am the least

of the apostles, that am not meet to be called an
apostle

5

(Uavos)

;

Col l 12 ‘ Giving thanks unto the
Father, which hath made us meet to be partakers
of the inheritance of the saints in light

5 (r£ irarpl

rip ifcav&cravTL tj/aoLs). Cf. Erasmus, Commune Crede,

fol. 79, ‘It is not in the mete place.
5 So Tindale’s

tr. of Nu l
22 ‘ whatsoever was mete for the warre 5

(so I30 * 42
, but l

26 ‘ all that were able to warre,
5 and

I
28 ‘what soever was apte for warre 5

), and of Mt
1

0

37* 38 ‘ He that lovith hys father or mother more
then me, is not mete for me. 5 Also 1 S 14s2 Cov.,

‘And where Saul sawe a man that was stronge
and mete for warre, he toke him to him 5

;
Hall,

Works, ii. 30, ‘Piety and diligence must keepe
meet changes with each other ; neither doth God
lesse accept of our returne to Nazareth, then our
going up to Jerusalem 5

; and Shaks. Lear
, L ii.

200—
‘Let me, if not by birth, have lands by wit,

AM with me’s meet that I can fashion fit.’

2. Fitting
,
proper, as 2 Mac 912 ‘ It is meet to

be subject unto God 5
(81/caior, RV ‘It is right

5

);
Mt 152® ‘It is not meet to take the children’s

bread, and to cast it to dogs
5
(qvk Utiv ko,\6v), Cf.

Shaks. Hick. IL V. iii. 118

—

‘ No word like “pardon,” for Tring-s’ mouths so meet.’

J. Hastings.
MEGIDDO Crc3p, pnpMegiddon in Zee 12u ; Ma/yedddi

or Maye88&v, MaySw in 1 K 915 A [om. in B]) was an
old Canaanite capital (Jos 1221

, B om.) situated in
Issachar but assigned to Manasseh (Jos 17u , I Ch 7s9 ).

TheCan. inhabitants were, however, ‘ put to tribute 5

and not driven out (Jos 1712* 1S
, Jg l27* 28

). The
town was in the district from which Baana, one of
Solomon5

s twelve commissariat officers, drew sup-
plies for the royal household (1 K 412), and Solomon
restored the fortifications (1 K 915), which were of

yery ancient date (Inscr. of Thothmesm. ). Accord-
ing to 2K 927 Ahaziah died at M. ; but elsewhere
(2 Ch 229

) it is said that he was found in Samaria,
taken to Jehu, and slain. Barak fought Sisera ‘ in
Taanach by the waters of M./ and the Canaanites
were swept away by the suddenly swollen Kishon
(Jg 519'22

). Pharaoh-necho, whilst on the march
from Egypt to Carchemish and the Euphrates,
defeated and slew Josiah ‘in the valley

5

or ‘plain
5

of M. (2 K 2%*' » 2 Ch 3522, 1 Es l2^) ; and the
‘mourning of Hadadrimmon in the valley (LXX
plain) of Megiddon 5 may refer to the same event
(Zee 1211 ). Possibly this was the battle at Mag-
dolum mentioned by Herodotus (ii. 159). M. is

frequently mentioned in close connexion with
Taanach (Jos I221 1711, Jg 519

,
1 K 412, 1 Ch 7s9),

which was certainly at Taannulc—a small village,

on a large isolated mound, or Tell, near the edge
of the plain of Esdraelon, and about 6J m. N. w

,

of Jenm. M. was taken by Thothmes Hi. after
a great battle, in which he defeated the confeder-
ated kings and princes of Palestine. Leaving his
camp atArana (a place identified by Maspero with
UmmeUFahm, butwhich ismore probablyArarah),
he marched through a defile (WadyArah) in which
he expected to be attacked, ana in seven hours

reached the south side of M. (BP, 1st ser. ii. 35-

47). The town is noticed in the ‘Travels of an
Egyptian/ apparently in connexion with the Jordan
(io. ii. 112) ; but Max Muller has shown (Aden u.

Europa
, 195) that Jordan is probably an error for

Kishon. M. is also mentioned in the cuneiform
inscriptions. At Armageddon (RV Har-magedon),
that is, ‘the fortified city or mountain of M./
according to Rev 1616

, the final conflict between the

hosts of good and evil will take place ; see ii. 304 f.

About 4£ m. NAY. of Taanach are two ancient

sites. One, Tell el-Mutasellim, is at the end of a

spur that runs out from the ridge of Carmel into

the plain, and is a conspicuous feature in the land-

scape. This is Megiddo. The other, close to it, is

Lejjun, the Roman Legio, which took the place of

the earlier Can. town, and gave its name, Campus
Legionis, to the great plain of Esdraelon, which
is called by Jerome ‘the plain of Megiddo. 5

Lejjun is identified with Megiddo by Robinson
(EBP2

ii. 329), Dillm. (on Jos 1221
), Moore (Judges,

45, 47), C. A. Smith (HGHL 3861), Buhl (GAB
209). Moore (p. 47) thinks Tell el-Mutasellim may
have been the citadel of Megiddo. The ruins of

Legio cover a wide area on both sides of a perennial

stream, which is one of the principal feeders of the
Kishon, and sometimes called its head (PEFMem.
ii. 39). This stream is apparently ‘ the waters of

Megiddo. 5 Legio was a centre from which Euse-
bius and Jerome measured the distances of other
places, and probably a military station. It

occupied an important position on the road from
Bethshean and Jezreel to the coast, and guarded
the northern end of the pass over the ridge of

Carmel, which forms the easiest line of communica-
tion between the plain of Sharon and that of

Esdraelon. Through this pass ran the great road
from Egypt to the north, along which invading
armies have marched from the time of Thothmes
III. to that of Napoleon. It was apparently during
the passage of the defile that Josiah’s hillmen
attacked the army of Necho, hoping to obtain an
easy victory over soldiers trained on the plains of

Egypt. A*large ruined khan shows that, even in

the Middle Ages, commerce followed the same
route. There would seem to be a trace of the
name Megiddo in the Arab name of the Kishon,
Nahr el-mukuttd. (See Smith, HGHL 386, 387,
whose view, however, is strongly opposed by Moore,
Judges, 158). Conder (PEF Mem. ii. 90-99) identi-

fies Megiddo with Mujeddd in the Jordan Valley-

near Bethshean. This site has in its favour simi-
larity of name, and a doubtful reference in the
description of the journey of an Egyptian traveller

in the 14th cent. B.C. It is, however, far removed
from the Kishon ; is a long way from any road by
which an army would march from Egypt to Car-
chemish and the Euphrates ; the flight of Ahaziah
would not have been towards Bethshean, whence
Jehu had come ; and the expression ‘ Taanach by
the waters of M. 5 cannot apply to any site beyond
the limits of Esdraelon. (See the criticism of G. A.
Smith, p. 3871). C. W. Wilson.

MEGIDLOTH.—See Text of OT.

MEHETABEL, AV Mehetabeel
‘God benefits

5
).—1. The grandfather or ancestor

of Shemaiah, the son of Delaiah, the false prophet,
who was hired by Tobiah and Sanballat against
Nehemiah (Neh 610). 2. The wife of Hadar or
Hadad, king of Edom (Gn 36s9, 1 Ch I50).

MEHIDA (Kynp).—The eponym of a family of

Nethinim who returned with Zerubbabel, Ezr 252

(MaotSd)=Neh 7s4 (MeeM), called in 1 Es S33 Meeda*

MEHIR AJudahite, 1ChA^LXXMa*^).
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MEHOLATHITE ('nten
; in 1 S B omits, 2 S B

b MwovXaflel, A 6 MoouXaflel-nys).—Probably an in-

habitant of Abel - meholah, the birthplace of
Elisha, which is usually placed in the Jordan
Valley, 10 miles S. of Beth-shean (G. A. Smith,
HGHL p. 581 n.), in accordance with the identi-

fication of Eusebius and Jerome {Onom 2
227, 35).

Conder (SWP Memoirs, p. 221) identifies it with
'Ain Helweh in the same neighbourhood ; but
Moore (Judges, p. 212) rejects both these con-
jectures (cf. Buhl, Geogr. p. 206 n.). Possibly we
should look for Abel-meholah or Meholah on the
east of Jordan, in which case Barzillai, the father
of Adriel, who is described as an inhabitant of this

place (1 S 1819
, 2 S 21s

), is to be identified with the
wealthy Gileadite of that name (2 S 1727

). In
favour of this view is the close connexion which
existed between the house of Saul and the in-

habitants of the trans-Jordanic country.

J. F. Stenning.
MEHUJAEL (Vi^np or Wys [Here ; A

Mcut)X).—

A

Cainite, Gn 418 (J), corresponding to
Mahalalel of P’s genealogy (Gn 512fF

*). Dillmann
remarks that the name may mean ‘destroyed of

God,’ or (Jewish-Aramaic) ‘smitten of God’ (so

Holzinger), or c God gives (to me) life ’ (so Budde
[Urgeschichte, 128], who points V:yp or 5 d
Philo’s interpretation, curb &onjs deov).

Ball (in SBOT) agrees with Hommel (PSBA,
March 1893) in holding not only that the two lists

of the antediluvian patriarchs are identical, but
that the Heb. names are either adaptations or

translations of the Babylonian as found in Berosus
and cuneiform sources. Ball considers that the
form of Gn 512fr

- is more original than either

bxynn or bx'mn [the J£er3 i?N*np he calls
4 a triumph

of absurdity ’], as is shown, by Berosus’ Meyakapos,

& phonetic improvement of Me\d\apos=Amel-
Aruru, ‘Arum’s man’ (Hommel), 1 and b being
sometimes confused. See, further. Nestle, Mar-
ginalien

,

7, and Sayce, j

E

xpos. Times
,
May 1899,

p, 353. J. A. Selbie.

MEHXJMAN (pns).—One of the seven eunuchs
in attendance upon king Ahasuerus (Est l

10
,
LXX

The name has been explained from the
PersianMehhum-van, ‘belonging to the great Hum’
(cf. Berth.-Ryss.) ; the former has perhaps been77
assimilated to the Aram. =faithful.

H. A. White.
ME-JARKGN (}ip"£n 'p).—An unknown place in

the neighbourhood of Joppa, Jos 1946. The text is

doubtful, the following Bakkon ({ip"}) being in any
case almost certainly due to dittography from the
second part of Me-jarkon, while the latter name
itself is not beyond suspicion. The LXX reads /cal

&t6 dakdacnjs lepaickv Spiov t\t)<tLov 'IbwTTis, which
Bilim, points out implies a reading ’n ppn*n D;p^

i.e. ‘and westward, Jarkon the boundary over
against Joppa.’ J. A. Selbie.

MEKONAH (npo

;

BA om., MaFd).-
A town noticed, with Ziklag, as inhabited after

the Captivity, Neh ll28. The site has not been
identified.

HELATIAH (n^ ‘ J' hath delivered,’ MoXriar,

but xA om.), a Gibeonite, who, with the men
of Gibeon and of Mizpah, repaired a portion

of the walls of Jerus. in the days of Nehemiah
(Neh 37).

MELCHI (Me\xt TB, but MeX%el Tisch. TTeg.

2. Two ancestors of our Lord bear this

name in St Luke’s genealogy (3
s4* 28

).

MELCHIAS (B Me\X^st A 1. 1 Es 926=

Malchijah, Ezr 1025. 2. 1 Es 932=Malchijah,
Ezr ID31 . 3. 1 Es 9^=Malchijah, Neh 84.

MELCHIEL (BMeXx^X,AMeXx^X; Vulg. om.).—
The father of Charmis, one of the three governors
of Bethulia, Jth 615 (cf. the name Malchiel).

MELCHIZEDEK (piirr^p, Me\xi<re8fa).—King of

Salem and priest of the Most High God, who, after

Abram’s defeat of Chedorlaomer and his Bab.
allies, met the patriarch on his return, offered him
bread and wine, blessed him, and received tithes

from him of the spoil (Gn 1417
’20

), Salem is Jeru-
salem, which appears already in the Tel el-Amama
tablets (B.c. 1400) as one of the most important
cities of Canaan, and is called Uru-salim. An
Assyr. lexical tablet (

WAI II. ii. 393) states that.

uru is the equivalent of the Assyr. alu, ‘ city ’
; and

in the hieroglyphic inscriptions of the Egyp. kings
Ramses II. and Ramses ill. (19th and 20th dyn-
asties) Jerus. is called simply Shalam or Salem.
Several of the Tel el-Amarna tablets are letters

written to the Pharaoh by Ebed-tob (or, as read by
Hommel, Abdi-khiba), the king of Uru-Salim, who
begs for help against his enemies. He tells the
Pharaoh that he was not like the other Egyptian
governors in Palestine, nor had he received his

crown by inheritance from Ms father or mother ;

it had been conferred on him by ‘the Mighty
King.’* In another letter he speaks of ‘the city

of the mountain of Uru-Salim, by name Bit-
Ninip,’ becoming disaffected ; and we may perhaps
infer from this that the ‘ Most High God ’ of Jeru-
salem was identified with Ninip, the warrior Sun-
god of Babylonia. In a letter from Phoenicia we
hear of a second Bit-Ninip in the N. of Palestine.
‘The Mighty King’ is distinguished from the
‘ great king ’ of Egypt ; and in one passage Ebed-
tob declares that, although the Pharaoh sends
no troops, ‘the arm of the Mighty King shall

reach the lands of Naharaim and Babylonia. 5

Ebed-tob would therefore appear to have been a
priest-king, and thus to offer a striking parallel to
Melchizedek. Moreover, Ebed-tob’s words, that
he had received his royal dignity neither from his
‘ father ’ nor from his ‘ mother,’ are a curious com-
mentary on He 73. As Uru-Salim probably (but
see Jerusalem, vol. ii. p. 584a ; ZA, 1891, p.

263; JBL xi. (1892) p. 105) signifies ‘the city

of the god Salim,’ the god of peace and safety
(Heb. snAldm) (though the Babylonians seem to

have interpreted the name the * city of alliance,’

salim having that meaning in their own language),
the action of M. in welcoming the peaceful return
of Abram is easily explained. The offering of the
esrd or tithe to the priests and temples was along-
established Bab. custom, and the formula used by
M. in blessing the patriarch is met with in Aram,
inscriptions found in Egypt. (See a series ofpapers
on ‘Melchizedek’ by Sayce, Driver, Hommel, and
others in the Expos, Times, vols. vii. and viii., and
cf. art. El Elyon).
For NT references see art. Hebrews, vol. ii.

3311, and Mediation, pp. 313% 319b.

A. H. Sayce.
MELEA (MeXea TR, but MeXed Tisch. Treg.

WH).—An ancestor of Jesus, Lk 3S1.

MELECH (i^n ‘king’; cf. Nabataean isVn, the
name of several kings in 1st cent. B.C.-lst cent.

A.D. [Gray, Heb. Proper Names, 116]).—The name
of a grandson of Merib-baal (Mephibosheth), 1 Ch
8s® (B MeXx^X, A MaXx£0) 941 (B MaXa%, A MaXc&%).

* Aec. to Hommel (Expos. Times, viii. 95), the ‘MightyKing’ is

in Abdi-khiba’s letter the king of the Hittites, but he considers
it probable that this was an applied reference, the original

sense of sarru dannu (‘mighty king") having been a religions

one, parallel to the Vk (‘Most High God ’) of Gn 14*®
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Siegfried-Stade compare, further, the names Mct\%os

(Jn IS10
) and MdAtxos (Jos. Ant. XIV. v. 2).

J. A. Selbie.
MELITA (MeM-TT?; but B* the Arm. YS, a

Greek corrector of the Philoxenian Syr., the Bo-
hairic, some good MSS of Vulg., and other
authorities read a natural and probably
very early error in transcription).— The island

upon which St. Paul was shipwrecked (Ac 281
).

The ship had drifted thither from Cauda, a small
island off the coast of Crete (Ac 2716

). The violent

wind Euraquilo (which see), the ‘Gregalia’ or

‘Levanter, 5 blowing from E.N.E., would have
drifted the vessel to the Syrtis (which see) had not
its course been changed. St. Luke gives a partial

account of the steps taken with this object ;
but,

writing as a landsman, he omits the one essen-

tial point, viz. the setting of storm-sails, without
which ‘ way 5 could not have been kept on the ship,

and she would have drifted straight on the Syrtis.

It has been shown that a ship of the kind in

question, close-hauled on the starboard tack, before

an E.N.E. gale, would make a course about W.
by N. This would bring her to Malta within
about the time stated (v.^) to have elapsed. It

could not possibly have carried her to the Dal-
matian coast. This fact, as well as the fact that
the party proceeded from Melita to Rome by
Syracuse and Rhegium, is conclusive against the
claim of Melita in the Adriatic, in spite of the
identification of our Melita with the latter island

by Constantine Porphyrogenitus {de Admin. 1m-
per. 36, apparently the only express allusion to

the question in early literature; he gives no
reasons). The mention of Adria (which see) proves
nothing. Malta was recognized as marking the
point where the Tyrrhenian Sea ceases and the
Adriatic (in the wider sense) begins (Procop. 1. 372).

To Malta, then, the apostle and his fellow-

voyagers quite indisputably came. At night the
watch were convinced that 4 land was getting near 5

{ttpo<rdyetv—TTpoa-ax^tv is an attempt to replace a
curious phrase by an explanatory one, Ac 27^). As
the soundings confirmed this, they threw anchors
out from the stern (to avoid the risk of ‘ swinging 5

on to a lee shore), and 4 prayed for day.’ The dawn
revealed a bay, with a shelving bit of beach.
Upon this they decide to run the vessel. Simul-
taneously they cut the cables, let the ‘rudders 5

down (they had been braced up for safety), hoist
the foresail, thus getting way on to enable them
to steer, and head for the beach. What happened
next is in dispute. The beach is not coextensive
with the hay. There is a beach at the head of

it, and apparently at one or two other points at
the foot of the cliffs. But before they reach the
beach they meet unexpectedly a t6tto$ ScdaXacrcros,

and the ship grounds in water too deep for wading.
Accordingly swimmers were bidden to save them-
selves, the rest make use of hoards, spars, etc.,

and all are saved. The natives * receive the party
kindly, and light a fire. As St. Paul warms him-
self, a snake, roused by the heat, darts at him
from a faggot he has piled on the fire, and hangs
by its teeth on to his hand. The apostle shakes
off the animal into the fire, and, to the amazement
of the natives, suffers no injury. Escorted to the
house of Publius (which see), the irpQros + or Prin-
ceps of the island, St. Paul heals his father of

dysentery. This miracle is followed by others.

The party are honourably treated, and after three
months proceed to Italy by a ship which has
wintered at the island.
*

"Bxpficcpai. The language was probably Punic (Bilingual
Punic and Gr. insc. CIG 5753). The modem Maltese is a corrupt
Arabic with words from Italian, etc.

f The title is confirmed byBoeckh, CIG 5754, A KXecu^jcu
via; . . . vgtt Imnuff 'PivfutSm XjiSvos Miter&tw *ctrpwt

and by an earlier inscr. published by Caru&na

Malta lies 60 miles from Pachynum (Cape
Passaro), the southern headland of Sicily, and
nearly 200 from Cape Bon, the nearest point of

Africa, in lat. 35° 53' N., long. 14° 30' E. It is

separated by a channel of geologically recent

formation, 4J miles wide, from the Isle of Gozo
on the west. The length of Malta is 17 miles, its

greatest breadth 9, its circumference 60, its area

95 square miles. Its population is very dense,

2000 per (productive) square mile. The Greeks
seem to have colonized it at an early date. It

is said (Diod. V. xii.) that the older inhabitants

were Phoenician. It was long held by Carthage ; in

B.C. 218 it was taken by the Romans, under whom
it became part of the province of Sicily (Cicero,

in Verr. n. iv. 18, 46). In a.d. 399 it became pare

of the Eastern Empire; Belisarius recovered it

in 533 from the Vandals ; hut in 870 it passed
under the power of the Abbasside Caliphs. In
1090 it was reunited by the Normans to Sicily.

In 1530 Charles V. gave it to the Knights of St.

John, who had just lost Rhodes. The Turks
attempted to seize it in 1551, 1563, and 1565, but
were gallantly repulsed. On the last occasion,

one of the great sieges of history, the Turks lost

30,000 men out of 40,000, and the 9000 defenders
were reduced to 600. In 1798 the island was
seized by Bonaparte ; but the harsh rule of the
French led the inhabitants to revolt, and in
1800 the island was taken by the English, to
whom it was confirmed by the Treaty of Paris in
1814.

The narrative of the Acts, summarized above,
fits well with the topography of 4

St. Paul's Bay, 5

some 8 miles in a direct line from Valetta, and
hardly 5 from the old capital, Melita, now Medina,
Notabile, or Cittk-Veechia. The tradition identi-

fying the bay is of great antiquity (see below),
and its correctness is practically certain. In 1530
tradition coupled the events with the east side of

the bay, where stood the old church of S. Paulo
ad mare, and the 'Ayin tal Razzul [fons Apostoli),

and where Quintinus (1533) identifies the ‘locus
bimaris 5 with the 4 Chersonesus 5

of Ptolemy (Koura
Head) projecting into the sea. This can hardly

<^7K0URA HEAtJ—--

(After Con. and Howson), A, "Ayin tal Bazzul ; B, St. Paul
ad mare

;
C, the Wied tal Puales. Valetta is about 8

miles JE.S.E.

be correct, as the ship would more probably, ai

Smith and all modern investigators assume, be
stranded on the west side of the hay ; it may be
noticed, moreover, that the oldest map (reproduced
below) shows the serpents, etc., on the west side,

opposite the islet of Selmun, thongh the church
of St. Paul is shown on the E. side. If the
modem view is correct, the ‘locus bimaris* will

be a spit of mud projecting under the sea with
deep water on either side—possibly, as Ramsay
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etc., suggest, between the islet of Selnmn and the

mainland.

XAP 3.

Venetian map soon after 1530. The church on the left of

the hay is St. Paul ad mare. CittA-Yecchia is beyond
the letter M at the comer.

Three points require final consideration : (1) The
title and position of * Publius/ If Malta was by
this time enfranchized, the rrpQros may have been
a semi-official position corresponding to that of

the princeps cotonice at Pisae (see Woolsey, quoted
by Hackett, in loc.). Otherwise he might be the

legate of the propraetor of Sicily (Cicero, in Verr.

IY. xviii). Tradition, supported by excavations,

puts the Rom. governor’s house at Citta-Vecchia.

But Playfair mentions the ruins of an important
honse, now covered up for protection, apparently
near the Church of St. Paul ad mare, certainly

on the east side of St. Paul’s Bay.

(2) Malta has now no venomous snakes ; but
the increase of population and cultivation may
well have killed them out. Venomous snakes,

again, do not hang on after biting. The smooth
snake (Coronella Icevis ) is said to do so (Tristram),

but it is not venomous. But to peasant-folk all

reptiles, even lizards, are venomous.

(3) A question of more far-reaching interest is

the history of the local tradition, which modem
research so remarkably confirms, of the site of St.

Paul’s shipwreck. Apart from the variation above
mentioned as to the side of the bay, the general

accuracy of the tradition is remarkable. How did

it originate ? Have we here a unique instance of

local tradition remounting to the actual landing

of St. Paul, or the happy conjecture of a later

date, which fixed upon a likely spot near at hand
to the capital ? The matter cannot be settled with
onr present knowledge. All one can say is, that

the tradition was clearly old when the first maps
of Malta were made (after 1530). Before that
time no writer appears to allude to the place

;

but Quintinus (see above} and Fazelli (about 1555)

both take its identify for granted. The Church
of St. Paul ad mare was rebuilt in 1610 by the
Grand Master Vignacourt, who also built the
neighbouring Torre di S. Paulo. The statue of St.

Paul which crowns the isle of Selmun is modem
(1845).

The first known bishop of Malta (the Episcopate

of Publius is assumed in the Roman Martyrology
with no known evidence) is Aeaeius, at the

Council of Chalcedon in 451. But Caraana claims

the existence of Christian monograms and inscrip-

tions as early as the 2nd cent. This makes it just

credible that there may have been a continuous

Christian tradition in Malta since St. Paul’s days.

But ii <he gospel were reintroduced at a later

date, the mention of Melita (Ac 281) would lead to

VOL. III.—22

the establishment of some local tradition. Citth-

Vecchia abounds with sites traditionally associated

with St. Paul, including the cave where he lodged
during his sojourn. And the foundation of a
Church of St. Paul ad mare in the neighbourhood
of the capital, the original centre ot tradition,

would be natural.

Literature.

—

The ancient commentaries on the Acts contain
nothing bearing on the question. Oecumenins in his summary
of St. Paul’s journeys (Migne, Pat. Gr. exviiL 312 D) does not
mention Melita by name. The ancient map reproduced, above
was published at Venice by * D. B.’ Another by Battista

Agnese (Yen. 1554) is similar m treatment, but marks 4 Gala de
S Paulo ’ at Koura Head. A similar map was published at
Eome in 1551. Other maps published (at Rome and Numberg)

in 1565 have also been consulted. Quintinus’ JDescnptio Mehtce
(1533) is printed in P. Burmaim’s Thesaurus, xv. 110. Fazelli,

de rebus Sicidis, ed. by D. Vito e Statella (Catan. 1749), 1, 16, 27

(sensible refutation of Dalmatian theory. Refers to virtue of

stone from St. Paul’s cave against snake-bite, immunity of

persons born in any country on Conversion of St. Paul, Jan. 25,

etc.) ; Descripgao da Famoza Hha de Malta (Lisbon, 1761),

Part I. based on Fazelli; Historisch-Geographische Besckreibung
MJs (Frankf. 1782), unimportant; [O. Bres] Recherches His

-

toriques, etc., sur Matte (Paris, An. viL, i.e. 1798), anonymously

;

Onorato Bres, Malta Antica lllustrata (Rome, 1816, dedicated
to the Prince Regent) refutes Const. Porphyr. (supra) and Don
Ignazio Georgi, the Benedictine of Ragusa, the chief modem
advocate of the Dalmatian theory (1730). Bres is worth con*
suiting. Mi&ge, Histoire de Matte (Paris, 1840), 2, 15ff. f

formerly French consul at Malta, no topographical references,

hut argues against continuous Christian Church in M. from
time of St. Paul. Neueste Gemahlde von Malta (Ronneburg
and Leipzig, 1800) ; Playfair (Sir R. L.) [Murray's], Mediter-
ranean3 (Lond. 1890),very useful ; Porter, Hist, of the Knights of
M. (Lond. 1858), for the later history. See also Sicilia Sacra

,

ii. 900-928 ; Ferres, Descriz. storica delle Chiese di M. e Gozzo

;

Saint Pres, M. par un Voyageur Francois ; W. M. Ramsay,
Expositor (5th Ser.), vi. 154, St. Paul the Traveller, p. 314 ff.

;

Caruana, Reports on Pham. and Rom. Antiquities inM

.

(1881
and 1882) ; James Smith, Voyage and Shipwreck of St. Paul
(1S66), very important; Con. and Howson, St. Paul, vol. Ii.

(most useful). ‘Malta’ in Ency. Brit® by Miss L. Toulmin
Smith

;
also Smith’s Diet, of Gr. and Rom. Geog both with,

fuller reff. to Literature. A. ROBERTSON.

MELORS (dwjn *dbattihim
,

irtiroves, pepenes).-^

The cognate name bottikh in Arab. =melon, with,

the testimony of the ancient VSS, leaves no reason
to doubt the identity of the fruit mentioned (Nu
ll5

)
along with cucumbers, leeks, onions, and

garlic. The term in Arab, is generic. It includes

all the varieties of cucurhitaceous fruits known as
water-melons, bottikh akhdar— 1 green melon,’ and
cantelopes or muskmelons, bottikh asfar= ‘

yellow
melon.’ Melons of excellent quality (under the
name of batttkh or bitiikh) are still produced in
Egypt, and their succulent pulp was remembered
with great regret by the Israelites in the burning
sands of the Desert of the Wandering. Had their

faith or their knowledge been greater, they needed
not to sin by their impatient expressions of long-

ing, for Palestine and Syria produce melons no less

renowned for their excellence than those of Egypt.
The water-melons of Jaffa are specially prized for

their luscious pulp. Those of IJems and Lattakia,
where the fruit is calledjabas, are also of very fine

quality. Melon patches are to be seen everywhere,
often on Hie driest of hillsides. The vine has the
power of extracting moisture from a soil which
appears entirely parched and barren. The fruit is

very cheap, and forms an important part of the
diet of the poorer classes, hut is equally enjoyed
by the rich in Bible lands. During the season
long trains of camels and donkeys transport melons
from place to place, and boat-loads are constantly
entering the seaports. G. E. Post.

MELZAR (Ts^en Dn 1“- The LXX C^uaSpl),
Theodotion (‘A^X<rd5 or 'Ajxepcrap), the Vulg. (Mala,*

sar), all regard it as a proper name, and nave been
followed in this by our AY and other modem
versions. This is now universally admitted to be
a mistake. The article precedes the noun, and
the two together must be rendered * the steward f

(RV), or ‘the cupbearer’ (Kautzsch’s AT), or ‘the
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overseer’ (Nowack’s Hanclkommentar). The last
is best. It expresses fairly well the functions with
which the man in question was charged. The
rince of the eunuchs bade him superintend the
iet, training, and conduct of Daniel and his three

faithful companions, until the time when they
should be fit to enter on the Icing’s service. It has
been well said that he thus combined the duties of

the vaiBayojybs and rpofevs, and attention has been
called to the inscription on the Bellino cylinder
which mentions the son of one * who was governor
over the young men educated in my [the king of

Assyria’s] palace.’ This was hardly the cup-
bearer’s work. And the title steward leads our
thought to the superintendence of property rather
than of persons.
The derivation of the word melzar has been very

variously given. Hitzig, in Ms Commentary, com-
pared with it M6ko<icj6s, Laconian ISloXocrcrop, and
connected this with koXqo-<t6s. Halevy compares
pvXwOpbs, ‘ miller ’

; G-ratz, coming a little nearer
the meaning, peXiroop. The Pers. mul-ser,

* keeper
of the cellar,’ has met with much favour, but. the
duties of that official do not square with those
assigned to ham-melzar. Lenormant thought of

the Assyr. amil ussur
,

‘treasurer.’ Other sug-
gested Assyr. origins are mul, 1 a star,’ and Mulal-
Assur. But the most probable is that of Frd.
Delitzsch and Schrader, who point out the frequent
interchange of h and a in Semitic, and hold that
our word may be the same as the Assyr. massaru

,

‘guardian,’ from the root Schrader compares
massar hctbi, ‘ gatekeeper.’ As to the l, Delitzsch
points to p&Xc-a/Aov, from npz. In the Pesh. and
Arab, of the two Daniel passages we find the n,

3yu-liD, J. Taylor.

MEM (D).—The thirteenth letter of the Hebrew
alphabet, and as such employed in the 119th Psalm
to designate the 13th part, each verse of which
begins with this letter. It is transliterated in this
Dictionary by m.

MEMEROTH(A MapepdQ, B om.,AY Meremoth},
1 Es 82=Meraioth, an ancestor of Ezra (Ezr 7s).
Also called Mammoth, 2 Es l3.

MEMMIUS, QUIHTUS (K6ivtos M4/*fuos), a Roman
legate (2 Mac ll 34

), but no Memmius with this
praenomen is mentioned elsewhere. The Memmii
were members of a plebeian gens which first

appears in history in B.C. 173, and more frequently
from the time of the Jugurtkine war (B.C. 111).

In 170 T. Memmins was sent by the Senate to
Macedonia and Achaia (Livy, xliii. 5). See
Mantes. H. A. White.

MEMORIAL, MEMORY*—A memorial is that
which preserves alive the memory of some person
or event; but in earlier English the words were
not carefully distinguished, so that in AV we find
* memorial ’ where we should now use £ memory, 5

and ‘memory’ where we should use ‘memorial.’
Memorial: Est 9>2S ‘The Jews ordained . . .

that these days of Purim should not fail among
the Jews, nor the memorial of them perish from
their seed 5

; Ps 96 ‘ Thou hast destroyed cities

;

their memorial is perished with them’; 13513 ;

Wis 4* ‘Better it is to have no children, and to
have virtue; for the memorial thereof is immortal’
(ddavacrlaydp icrnv iv RY ‘in the memory
of virtue is immortality’); 419 ‘their memorial
shall perish’ (ar-fow?, ItY ‘memory’); Sir 45l

‘Moses, beloved of God and men, whose memorial
is blessed’ {fxvryxbavvov ; so 4910

, 1 Mac 37 1253 ; else-

where fx. is rendered ‘remembrance,’ ‘renown,’
etc., RV prefers ‘memorial’). Cf. Pr 107 Cov,

‘The memorial of the iust shall have a good
reporte, bnt the name of the ungodly shall

stynke 5

; Ps 1457
,
Pr. Bk. ‘ The memorial of thyne

aboundant kyndnes shal be shewed, and men shall

synge of thy righteousness.’

Memory : 1 Mac 1329 ‘ Upon the pillars he made
all their armour for a perpetual memory ’ {els 6vofm

al&viov). Cf. Mt 2613
,
Rhem. ‘Wheresoever this

Gospel shal be preached in the whole world, that
also which she hath done, shal be reported for a
memorie of her’; Shaks. Jul. Coes. Hi. ii. 139

—

‘ And they would go and kiss dead Osesar’s wounds
And dip their napkins m his sacred blood,

Yea, beg a hair of him for memory.’

But ‘ memory ’ is also used for remembrance, the
retaining of the past in memory, 2 Mac 720 ‘ But
the mother was marvellous above all, and worthy
of honourable memory.’ Cf. the Rhem. tr. of Ac
IQ31 ‘ thy almesdeedes are in memorie in the sight

of God 5

;
Ro X9 ‘ I make a memorie ofvou alwaies

in my praiers,’ J. Hastings.

MEMPHIS, the capital of Egypt, is, in the Heb.
text, only once (Hos 96) written correctly Moph,
In the other passages (Is 1913

, Jer 216 441 4614 - 19
,
Ezk

SO13, 16
) it is corrupted to Noph. EY is correct and

in agreement with the ancient versions in render-

ing Moph, ‘ Memphis ’
; Noph, which likewise all

ancient versions render ‘ Memphis/ is merely
transliterated. The name Memphis was in ancient

Egyp. Men-nofer (= later Men-mtfe), i.e. ‘the good
(or fine) abode.’ Plutarch’s translations (de Iside

et Osiride, 20), ttpjxos ayadCov, ‘landing-place of the
good/ and ‘tomb of the good god’ {i.e. Osiris), are

erroneous, betraying little knowledge of Egyptian.
The vernacular shortening was Mennefe, Menfe, in

the Coptic period Menbe, Membe, Memfi, but more
frequently Mefe (Arab. Mafe, more commonly
Menf). These shortened forms passed over into

many languages : Assyrian, Mempt, Mimpi

;

Greek-
Latin, Memphis (hence Targumie Mephis), etc. The
Heb. renders the most abridged form Meph{e).

The corruption Noph is, perhaps, due to an
attempt at taking for and, subsequently,
shortening this.—The sacred name of Memphis,
preferred especially in the religious texts of the
Egyptians, was Ha{t)-Jca-ptah

,
‘the abode (or

temple) of the likeness of god Ptah/ whence the
designation of all Egypt as AX-yv-irros, E-gy-pt,
seems to have arisen.

Memphis was one of the most ancient cities of

Egypt, at least near it was the earliest residence of

those Pharaohs who ruled over both Upper and
Lower Egypt. Herodotus (ii 99) reports that the
earliest historical king Menes (before 3000 B.C., an
accurate determination of the date will never be
found) built M. after winning the ground from the
Nile by an immense dyke, still existing in Hero-
dotus’ time, 100 stadia {i.e. almost 12 miles) south
of M., and completely changing the course of the
river (?). Menes, Herodotus says, built the temple
of Hephaestus {i.e. Ptah). This tradition is now
supported by hieroglyphic inscriptions as old as
the 14th cent. B.C., claiming indeed king Mena,
Meni, as founder of that most ancient and most
important temple, the lla{tyka-ptah or ‘sanctuary
of Ptah.’ Diodorus attributes the foundation of

M. to a king Uchoreus, a name admitting of n^
certain identification. The name Memphis origin-

ated from a new suburb which grew up to the
west of the original city, around the pyramid of

king Pepi (Apopi )
I. of Dynasty 6 (c. 2700 B.C.

that pyramid being called Mennofer,
‘ good abode ’

(see above).

We can observe that before this time the city,

or at least a large part of it, was shifted repeatedly
over a space of several miles. Most kings liked to

build a new palace, and around it their ‘ own city/
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Consequently it might “be disputed if this changing
series of cities and suburbs can properly be called
Memphis. But if the name is not old, and the
situation was as unstable as that of many Oriental
cities, the religious centre, the temple of Ptah,
always remained the same.
The city extended on the western bank of the

Nile over an area of 150 stadia (more than 17
miles) from N. to S., according to Diodorus. From
E. to W. the diameter cannot have been more
than 3 miles. The names of several quarters
are known : the quarter of Sokari(s) (now Sakkara),
near the desert in the west, touching the necro-
polis, a part of which was called Ko-kome ( ‘ of the
black bull ’). The ‘ White wall 5 was the chief part
of the city, with the citadel, always occupied by a
strong garrison. Another quarter was MaJcha-
toui,

‘ the balance of both countries.
5

Ankh-toui,
‘ the life of both countries,

5

in the E. was on the
bank of the Nile, a quarter rich in temples, but
also in pleasure-places, a temple of the Syrian
goddess Astarte combining both functions. This
part was inhabited by a mixed population. The
classical writers (above all Herodotus, about 450
B.C., and Strabo, 24 B.c.) give very impressive
descriptions of the several large temples, especially
of the old e sanctuary of Ptah-Hephaestus/ remark-
able for immense statues (75 feet) standing before
it. Almost every king had built here

; the largest
art of the various constructions seems to have
een due to the greatest builder of ancient Egypt,
Ramses n., the Sesostris of the Greeks. Canals
crossed the city; an artificial lake was in the
western part.

The chief local god of Memphis was Ptah, the
former of the world, whose high priest had there-

fore the name ‘the great workman. 5 Other
divinities were, e.g., the lion-headed goddess Sokh-
met

, the Egyp. Asclepius Imouthes (I-m-hotep),

Nefer-Atum, etc. The western suburb had its

own local god Sokari
, a hawk sitting in a kind of

sledge, later assimilated to Osiris, the god of the
dead. The Serapeum, described by Strabo (p. 807),

was in this quarter. The worship of Apis (IJap),

the sacred animal of Osiris-Sokaris—according to
popular belief the incarnation of this god himself

—

had its own temple opposite the great temple of

Ptah. The Apis was a black bull with certain
white spots and other marks—the description of

which, by the classical writers, e.g. Herod, ii. 153,

does not agree with the monumental evidence.
Also the cow, which had been mother of an Apis,
was adored in a special temple. Sometimes all

Egypt was searched for a new Apis for a long
time. The discovery, the bringing fco Memphis,
and the solemn enthronization were public festivals

of the highest rank, immense sums bekg fre-

quently contributed by the kings for the celebra-

tion. Likewisethedeath of the Apiswas followed by
public mourning and a splendid burial in the large
crypt at Sakkara. Mariette found there, in 1859,

sixty-fonr embalmed bodies of sacred bulls and
cows. The goddess Isis had a remarkable temple,
finished by king Amasis (c. 550 B.C.)

Memphis owed its importance chiefly to its

situation near the southern angle of the Delta,
where the Libyan mountam-ridgejin the W. almost
meets with the Arabian mountains in the E. It

thus commanded all Egypt, just as Cairo does at

E
resent. Dynasties 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 are reported to

ave been Memphitic. The city continued to he
the unrivalled metropolis down to Dynasty 18

(beginning about 1650 B.c. ) Dynasties from Upper
Egypt, as, e.g., II and 12 (from Thebes), could not
disregard it; also the foreign invaders, called

Hyksos or ‘ shepherd kings/ seem to have resided

here. Only during Dyn. 18 to 20 (to e. 1100 B.c.)

Thebes, as residence of the kings, rivalled success-

fully Memphis for splendid buildings. Yet M. con-
tinued to be the most populous city, and became
again the residence of the Pharaohs until the end
ot Egypt5

s independence (525 B.C.), although it was
frequently ravaged by wTar, e.g. when the Ethio-
pian conqueror P(i)'ankhi (about 750) took it by
storm. It experienced the woes threatened by the
prophets of Israel repeatedly at the hands of the
Assyrians under Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal,
last and worst in 525 B.C. at the hands of the
Persian king Cambyses, Under the Persian rule it

was the stronghold of a powerful Persian garrison,
and proved to be the key of Egypt in the various
rebellions against the Persians, suffering especi-

ally from the Persian king Ochus after the last

revolution. The foundation of Alexandria made
M. the second city of Egypt, but the Ptolemies and
the governors of the Roman and Byzantine lords
used it as a second capital. The deathblow was
dealt to it by the Arab conquest and the founda-
tion of Old Cairo (Eostat) in 638 A.D. The Arabs
employed the stones of the ruins (which are
described by Abulfeda in the 14th cent, as still

being very extensive) for building up the new city,

and, later, Cairo. Therefore the present site does
not indicate the former size (marked by Kum el-

Azizyeh in the N., Bedrashen in the S.) and splen-
dour. That the poor modern village of Mitrahineh
occupies the centre of M. and the site of the cele-

brated temple of Hephaestus, is indicated only by
the fallen st-one colossus of Ramses n. (originally

43 feet high). Mariette5

s excavations produced
only insignificant fragments of this temple, and
showed that the destruction of the whole city has
been very complete. But the immense necropolis
at the -west of M., on the borders of the Libyan
desert, still extends from Abu-Rosh in the N. to
Dashur in the S. The gigantic royal tombs, the
pyramids, attract numerous visitors from the
whole world, Usually, only the most remarkable
group of pyramids (those of Khufu, Khafre

,

and
Menkare of Dyn. 4 [in Herodotus, Cheops, Cheph-
ren

,
and Mycerinus]) at Gizeh are visited ; about 50

other pyramids of smaller size or still more dilapi-

dated are less known (those at Sakkara, belonging
to Dyn. 6, and of Dashur of Dyn. 4, being most
remarkable). The immense sphinx at Gizeh (prob.

a work of EAq/re-Chephren, although recently some
scholars place it in Dyn. 12), and many private
tombs, the latter much destroyed, contribute to

make the site of ancient M. still remarkable.W M AY MTTT T YP
MEMPHITIC YERSION.— See Egyptian Ver-

sions.

MEMUCAN (Est l14* 1®* 21 pion, pan v.18 KetMbh ;

in vv. 18 ' 21BA have Movxcuos ; in v. 16 itf
e- a Mapovxacos

;

in v.21 fcs* has ewouyos, a Motf^eos, tf
c* h Mapotixeos

;

in r. 14 LXX om. : Mamuchan).—One of the seven
princes of Persia who held the highest rank in the
kingdom, and had access to the royal presence (see

Admatha). These men, who formed the king’s

council, are represented both as astrologers ( ‘ wise
men, who knew the times’) and as authorities on
all questions of law and custom. When Ahasuerus
consulted his counsellors with regard to the con-
duct of Vashti in refusing to come to the banquet
at his bidding, Memucan was the first to speak.
He represented that the queen’s example was likely

to he followed by all the princesses of Media and
Persia, and recommended that she should he de-

posed from her royal dignity, and that a decree
should forthwith be published enjoining upon all

wives to give due honour to their own husbands.
This advice pleased the king, and was at once
carried into effect (Est.l18"22

). H. A. White.

MENAHEM (do$3= ‘ consoler* ; Mavarf/i, A Momijr,
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the latter form being the same as is found Ac 131
).—The history of Menahem is recorded 2 K 1513*22

.

He is there called ‘son of Gadi’ (Heb. n:, LXX
TaSdd). Gadi is most likely the name of his"father,
but it is possible that * son of Gadi 5 may mean that
he was a member of the tribe of Gad, many of
whom had become regular soldiers in consequence
of the harrying of the East Jordan land in the
long course of the Syrian wars (see 2 K 1525

, and
cf. Stade, Gesch. des V. Isr. i. 576). During the
six months’ reign of Zeehariah, the last king of the
house of Jehu, Menahem seems to have been one
of the foremost generals

; and when Shallum con-
spired against and murdered Zeehariah, Menahem
was in command at Tirzah, once the capital of the
northern kingdom and still an important military
post. Menahem did not acquiesce in Shallum’s
usurpation. He marched from Tirzah to Samaria,
defeated and slew his rival, and mounted the
throne. According to the MT of v. 16 his next
move was against Tiphsah, which refused to admit
him. He took it by storm, slaughtered the inhabit-
ants^ and treated the unhappy women with the
atrocious cruelty too common in those days. In
several particulars the text of this sixteenth verse
is corrupt, and there can he little doubt that it is

so in respect of the town-name. The only city of
this name mentioned in the Bible is the well-known
Thapsaeus, on the Euphrates (1 K 4s4 [Heb 54]).
Rawlinson’s suggestion [Speaker's Comm, in loc.)

that an expedition thither by Menahem would be
the natural sequel to Jeroboam n.’s occupation of
Hamath, is condemned by the fact that Menahem’s
position athome was too insecure for him to venture
far afield. On the other hand, we need not assume
the existence of a Tiphsah in the land of Israel,
immentioned in any^ other passage. The LXX,
which has ©apcretXd in v.14, here reads ©e/)<rd (A
Ocupd). It is not difficult to believe that in those
disturbed times, when no one knew who would ulti-

mately come out at the top, Tirzah closed its gates
behind Menahem as soon as he marched out against
Shallum, and was therefore visited with bloody
vengeance when he forced them open again. On
this view we should read nyqn instead of nps?, and
omit n^pfip as a clerical error. The other alterna-
tive is to adopt Thenius’ conjecture, and, with the
minimum of alteration, read o?ss for nm?; the
town thus named, Tappuah, being on the boundary
between Ephraim and Manasseh, Jos 168 177- 8

(cf.

Benzinger, Konige, in Marti’s Handkomm.). A
keen sense of the evil and misery of these days of
internal strife is best gained from such writings as
Hos 77 84, Is 919

*21
.

°

It was in the short and troubled reign of
Menahem that the Assyrian invader first set foot in
the Holy Land. f There came against the land Pul
the king of Assyria’ (2 K 1519

). Schrader [COT2

L 222, 230) has shown that this Pul, the R&pos of
the Ptolemaic Canon, and Tiglath-pileser m. of
the cuneiform records, are identical, that probably
‘when he became ruler he exchanged the name
Pftlu, which belonged to him as a subject, . . .

for the other name Tuklat-abal-isarra. Yet the
earlier and original name was perhaps the most
popular one. It was that under which he first

became known to the Israelites.’ The hooks of
Hosea and Isaiah exhibit a deep and abiding
division between an Egyptian and an Assyrian
party in Israel. It is possible that at this crisis
the king and his faction actually solicited the
interposition of Assyria. Tiglath-pileser’s own
account would look as though he came unsolicited,
sweeping Israel, along with the other states of
Western Syria, into his net. In III E 9, No. 3,
lines 50-57, he enumerates * the tribute of Kush-
tashpi of Kummuch, Eezin of Damascus, Menahem
Of Samaria (Mi-ni-£i-im-ml Sa-mf-ri-na-ai), Hiram

of Tyre,’ and many other petty kings (see Winckler,
Keilinsch. Textbuch, pp. 17, 18 ; cf. Schrader, COT1

i 284). In any ease, Menahem succeeded in

inducing Tiglath-pileser to accept him as a vassal,

and it may well have been his policy on this

occasion that evoked the prophet’s reproaches,

Hos 513
(cf. 7U) 8

9 106 (cf. 124) 148.

Themethod by which Menahem met his suzerain’s

demand for money has thrown light on the economic
condition of the kingdom. ‘ Menahem gave Pul a
thousand talents of silver that his hand might be
with him. . . . And Menahem exacted the money
of Israel, even of all the mighty men of wealth,
of each man fifty shekels of silver’ (2 K 1519 - 20

).

That is to say, there were 60,000
c men of means’

in the land.

The mention of Menahem on Tiglath-pileser’s

list of tributaries enables us to fix his date with a
fair degree of precision, and compels ns to correct

the number of years assigned to him in v. 17
. The

Assyrian list is of the year B.C. 738. Pekah, who
succeeded Menahem’s son, Pekahiah, after the
latter had reigned two years, occupied the throne
in 734. The Assyrian invasion must have occurced
not very long after Menahem had seized the reins

;

otherwise he would not have been so eager to

utilize it for the confirmation of his authority.

Hence the dates given for Menahem in the art.

Chronology, voi. i. p. 401 of this Dictionary, are
more probable than Wellhausen’s [IJG2

p. 80)

view that Menahem seized the kingdom in 745, or

even than that of Kautzsch [Hist, of OT Lit., Eng.
trans., p. 185), who gives 743-737. Three or four
years, not ten years, must have been the extent of

his reign. And that was quite long enough. He
was a military adventurer, who reigned for him-
self, not for his people, and did nothing to heal the
sores of the land. The prophecies of Hosea present
us with an all too vivid picture of the drunkenness,
debauchery, injustice, oppression, superstition, as
well as of the confused and fluctuating politics of

the time. And if it is unsafe to fix on individual

traits as belonging specifically to Menahem’s reign,

we are at all events quite justified in forming our
eneral idea of the character of the reign from the
ark picture which the prophet paints. Menahem

seems to have died a natural death. He was the
last king of Israel who was succeeded on the throne
by his son.

One of the best sketches of Menahem and his

rule is that given by Kittel [Hist, of the Hebrews
,

ii. 332-337), although it is difficult to understand
the reason for the assertion (p. 332), ‘ Of the few
kings of the kingdom of Ephraim who died a
natural death, Jeroboam n. is the last. ’ Benzinger
[Konige, 167, 168) is excellent; and Stade (Gesch.

des V. Isr. i. 576) is still worth reading. See also

his discussion of the text of v.16, ZA W, 1886, p. 160.

J. Taylor.
MENE MENE TEKEL UPHARSIN fan kid wd

ptng»
; Theod. Mart}, deiciA, <pap£s

;

LXX tr. in Dn 517

’Hpidfirjrcu, kcltt\oyLardy}, iffipreu ).—The words of the
famous handwriting on the wall at Belshazzar’s
feast (Dn 525}. The construction of the enigma in

this chapter is similar to that in ch. 2 : by per-
forming one part of it Daniel certifies the correct-

ness of his performance of the other part. Here,
by deciphering what no one else can read, he gains
credit for his explanation and application of the
words. The author does not state wherein lay the
difficulty of reading the words on the wall, and
none of the many guesses on this subject made in

ancient and modern times is worthy of attention.
Clearly, however, the writing must have been, in

the author’s intention, of a kind with which the
king and his wise men were familiar, though in

this particular case they were unable to read it.

It requires no flight of the imagination to conceive
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such a case. The CIS contains numerous speci-
mens of Phoenician and Neo-Punic texts, which,
owing to careless writing or ignorant transcription,
still baffle the ingenuity of decipherers ; and the
same is the case sometimes with Greek cursive. Yet
these alphabets are not more liable to become unin-
telligible than that Aramaic cursive which was
probably in * Daniel’s’ mind, and of which we have
specimens in the Blacassian papyri. When such
texts are read, those who are familiar with both
script and language can easily see whether the
readings are right or wrong. The test of Daniel’s
ability, though not equal to that given in ch. 2,

was therefore still considerable.
Daniel’s interpretation and application of the

words occupy w. 26-28
, where it is noticeable that

the readings differ slightly from those given in v. 25
.

Mene appears only once, and the singularpares is

substituted for the plural parsin. The texts of
Theodotion and Jerome bring v. 25 into agreement
with vv. 28* 28

, in the opinion of many critics (cf.

Peters in JBL xv. 116) rightly. The general
principle of Daniel’s interpretation is to render
each word twice (as Hitzig observes). This appears
most clearly in the case of the last word, which is

made to mean ‘thy kingdom is broken up and
given to Media and Persia,’ a rendering which suits

parsin if interpreted (1) as ‘fragments’ (Ewald
and others) or ‘ they break ’ (Hitzig and others)

;

(2) as ‘ the Persias.’ The Persias, according to the
writer, stands for Media and Persia, just as with
the Arabs ‘the Euphrateses’ [dual] means the
Tigris and the Euphrates, ‘the Basras ’ [dual]
means Basra and Kufa (Vennier, Grammaire
Arabe, § 288). The second word means ‘ weighed’
(from tkl) and ‘thou art light’ (from Ml). The
first word is apparently made to mean ‘counted’
and ‘ handed over ’ (noWn), the second sense being
perhaps given it on the authority of Is 6512 (where
for Xiud the Targ. has tddk, a synonym of dW).
Hitzig suggests that the second sense of mene

,

‘completed,’ is got from the similar meU, ‘full.’

The grammar of the second word suffers somewhat
in this interpretation, since ^pn should be Vpn in

the first sense.

It might seem that this explanation of the words
must be certainly right, smce either the whole
narrative is the author’s invention, or, if it be
historical, Daniel’s explanation was found satisfac-

tory by those likely to know. There is, however,
a third possibility, viz. that an actual inscription

found on the walls of the palace at Babylon, or at
any rate found somewhere, was worked by the
author of Daniel into this dramatic scene, and
arbitrarily explained. Somewhat similarly Epi-
phanius (adv. Hcer. xix. 4) produces the saying of

the Arabic prophet Elxai and interprets it quite

wrongly $ it was left to M. A. Levy to interpret

the words correctly in 1858 (ZDMG xii. 712). In
the case of the words in Daniel there is something
in favour of such a supposition. Besides the
grammatical difficulty in the case of the second
word, the uncertainty as to signification in the
case of the first, and its actual repetition, make the
principle of rendering each word twice resemble
the artifice of an interpreter rather than what was
actually intended by the author of the inscription.

But if that principle be abandoned, the words
‘counted, weighed, and fragments’ are not
sufficient to justify the gloss; for the

^
word

‘weighed’ by no means implies that the weight is

deficient, any more than ‘counted’ implies that

the number is complete. Moreover, if the author
was composing a suitable death-warrant for

Babylon, it is probable that he would have given
a sentence which would be clear, or a quotation
which would be appropriate. But if he is not the
author of the inscription, these difficulties may

conceivably be got rid of by a better interpreta-
tion.

A suggestion for a fresh rendering of the words
in Dn was made by Clermont-Ganneau in the
Journal Asiatique for 1886 (Ser. viii. vol. i. 36 ;

translated in Mebraica, 18S7), which was followed
up by T. Noldeke (ZA L 414-418), G. Hoffmann
(io. ii. 45-48), P. Hanpt (John Hopkins Univ. Circ.

No. 58, p. 104), Bevan (Dan. 106 f.), and J. D. Prince
(Journ. of the American Oriental Society, xv.
clxxxii-clxxxix). He regarded the words in the
text as the names of weights,

‘ a Mina, a Mina, a
Shekel, and [two] Peras.

5 The word peras is used
in Jewish writings for ‘a half,’ especially* ‘ a half
mina.’ This discovery seemed to shed some light
on the difficulty of reading the words, which could
all be represented by ideographs ; though it is not
clear why the wise men of Babylon should have
been puzzled by such common signs. It also
seemed to give an explanation of tekel which did
not violate grammar (though this is’ not certain).

Otherwise this discovery seems to give little help.

For, besides the improbable character of the sum
(which would be like £1, Is., some £J), how came
it to be connected with the fall of Babylon ? Cler-
mont - Ganneau therefore practically abandoned
his discovery as soon as made, and offered a
variety of renderings, of which ‘Mina by Mina
weigh the Peras’ may be given as an example.
Haupt, who adopted the rendering ‘there have
been counted a Mina, a Shekel, and Perases,’
thought these weights stood symbolically for
Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar, and the Medes and
Persians. But it is incredible that this, if correct,

could have escaped the author of Dn 2 ; and for a
death-warrant it is by no means dramatic.
We are driven back therefore to Daniel’s expla-

nation of the first two words as verbs, which, if we
had the inscription on stone, we should probably
render ‘ he has counted, counted, weighed.’ It is

curious that the third word dts has in the Targum
a sense which is very similar to that of the pre-

ceding two, i.e. ‘to assess’ (for the Heb. “pj?n in
Lv). The reading of w.28-28 would therefore be
naturally rendered ‘he has counted, weighed,
assessed,’ and that of v.25 ‘he has counted, counted,
weighed, and they assess.’ The first of these reads
like a commercial formula with which goods might
be labelled, implying that they were ready for
immediate delivery ; while the second might be a
description in technical language of a salem which
the salesman gives an accurate description of the
goods, for which the buyers offer a price. The
interpretation given in vv.26-28 would in either case
err in assigning a separate application to each of
the words of a formula which as a whole was a
symbolical description of the occasion.

If the inscription given in Dn 5 be historical, it

is probable that some euhemeristic explanation of
its appearance, such as Prince suggests, should be
adopted. The historical character of the name
Belshazzar leads us to seek for more elements of
fact in this chapter than in the rest of the Aramaic
portion of the book ; and if it could be made out
that the inscription had been misunderstood bythe
writer, there would be some probability in favour
of its authenticity. It must be confessed, how-
ever, that the assumption that the inscription is by
a different hand from that of the rest of the book
opens a wide field for conjecture.

D. S. Margoliouth.
MENELAUS (Mei'&ao?).—A usurping high priest J

in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes. According t

to Josephus (Ant. XII. v. 1) he was originally named
Onias, and was a brother of Onias m. and Jason ; ;

but the account in 2 Mac, which is probably more
r

trustworthy, states that he was a Benjamite, a
brother of Simon, the guardian of the temple, who
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had instigated the attempt of Heliodorus to plunder
the treasury (2 Mac 4s3

, cf. 34). In B.c. 171

Menelaus was sent by Jason to convey his promised
tribute to Antiochus, and by offering the king a
still larger bribe secured the high priesthood for

himself. When Menelaus was established in

Jerusalem this money still remained unpaid, and,

a dispute on this matter having arisen between
him and Sostratus, the Syrian commandant, they
were both summoned to appear before Antiochus
(2 Mac 423* 24

). When they arrived in Antioch, the
king was absent in Cilicia. Menelaus therefore

took the opportunity to secure the support of the
vicegerent Andronicus by means of nch presents,

which were commonly supposed to have been stolen

from the temples. lie also persuaded Andronicus
to murder treacherously the ex-high priest Onias
III., who had taken refuge in the sanctuary at

Daphne (vv. 31"36
). Meanwhile the misconduct of

Lysimachus (wh. see), the deputy left by Menelaus,
had led to a serious riot at Jerusalem, and the
Jews sent a deputation to meet the king at Tyre,
and to make formal complaints against the nigh
priest. Menelaus, who seems to have remained in

Syria, again had recourse to bribery, and having
won over an influential courtier, Ptolemy the son
of Dorymenes, he secured both his own acquittal

and the execution of his accusers (w. 89'50
). During

the Egyptian expedition of Antiochus (B.c. 170),

Jason attempted to regain his former position, and,
suddenly attacking Jerusalem, forced his rival to

take refuge in the citadel. Antiochus treated this

attack as an act of open rebellion. He marched
on Jerusalem, gave orders for a terrible massacre,
and plundered the temple of its most sacred
treasures, receiving (it is said) in this sacrilege the
assistance of Menelaus himself {ib. 55

'16* 22f
*, cf.

1 Mac l20-24). Menelaus was confirmed in power,
but after the second attack of the Syrians on
Jerusalem (1 Mac l29

"34
,
2 Mac 5s3

'26
) we hear no

more of him till the next reign. We do not know
who exercised the office of high priest after the
victories of Judas. But in B.C. 162, either before
(2 Mac 133

”8
) or after (Jos. Ant. xn. ix. 7) the

campaign of Lysias and Eupator, Menelaus met
his death. He had incurred the anger of the
Syrian chancellor, who represented Mm as the
cause of all the troubles in Judaea. Hewas accord-
ingly sent by the king to Bercea, a town between
Hierapolis and Antioch, and there executed.
According to 2 Mac l.c. he was carried to a certain
tower, and thrown down into the ashes with which
it was filled—a fitting retribution for one who had
so grievously desecrated the holy altar at Jerusalem
(cf. Rawlinson on 2 Mac in Speaker's Comm.

;

Schiirer, HJB I. i. 2041, 225f.).
PT ^ White

MENESTHEUS (Mepetrfletfs B and prob. A ; Mnes-
theus).—The father of Apollonius, a general of
Antiochus Epiphanes and chief collector of tribute
(2 Mac 421, cf. 5s4, 1 Mac l29). In the BY of 2 Mac
44

, on the strength of a conjecture of Hort’s in a
difficult passage, mention is again made of Apol-
lonius the son of Menestheus (reading Mevecrdtws

for fmlveffdai £as), but the person there intended
seems rather to be Apollonius the son of Thrasaeus
(cf. 35

). See, further, under Apollonius.
H. A. White.

MENI (’; ; % rvxo [hut in some MSS, the render-
ings of and being interchanged, 6 dalgwv or
rb bcufjubvLov]

;

Aq. Theod. fieivei ; Yulg. omits ; Targ.
pfin^m their object of fear [i.e. their false god]

;

Syr. combining both clauses, nIj fortunes).—In
Is 65n the name of a divinity, worshipped by the
Israelites, ‘But ye . . . that prepare a table for
Gad (Fortune), and that fill up mingled wine unto
MSni (Destiny) ;

12 I will destine (’hud?) yon to the
sw ord, ’ etc. The root rqo means in Heb. to number

,

in Arab, to assign
,
apportion (cf. Heb. n:n aportion)

j

and there is little doubt that MSnl (properly,

that which is apportioned or destined) was a per-

sonification of destiny, and was a male deity cor-

responding to Mandt, one of the * daughters of

Allah,
5 a great stone worshipped by the old heathen

Arabians (see particulars from Ibn Kalbi and others
in Wellh. Beste Arab . Reid. 22-25 [

2
, 25-29]), and

mentioned in l£oran 5320
,
and also to maniyya

(plur. mandya} mand), an expression for fate
{fates) used by Arabic poets. Mandt—on: rather
(N51d. ZDMG, 1887, p. 709) its plural Manawdt,

* the fates
5—occurs also in the Nabataean inscrip-

tions of 5igr, at about the period of the Christian
era, as the name of one of the gods worshipped by
the Nabataeans (Enting, Nab . Inschr. 25 34- 8 9s 208

2712 [-CIS n. i. 1972
, 1984* 8 etc. ; add also 320 F,

and 271 the n. pr. meiay] : iitod). The name Meni
itself has been supposed to occur in the pr. n. 'iznny

found on some of the coins of the Achsemenidae
(Rodiger, in the app. to Ges. Thes. p. 97) ; and also

in the inscription on an altar at Yaison in Provence
(Orelli Henzen, 5S62), ‘Belus Fortunae rector,

Menisqpe magister 5 (where Belus, as the parallel

Greek inscription shows, is the Bel of Apamea in
Syria), quoted by Mordtmann, ZDMG- xxxix.

(1885) p. 44.* As Jewish tradition identified Gad
with the planet Jupiter, and Arab, astrology
called Jupiter the greater fortune^ and Yenus the
lesser fortune

,
it has been conjectured (Ges., Del.,

Cheyne) that Meni denoted Yenns.
S. R. Driver.

MENNA (Mmd, Tisch. Treg. WH ; Maiv&v TR,
hence AY Menan).—An ancestor of Jesus, Lk 3®1.

MENUHAH (noua).—In Jg 2048 ‘They enclosed
the Benjamites . . . Onpnin nrjup menUhdh hidri-

Ichuhu)
5

;
AY ‘ trode them down with ease 5 (AVm

‘ from Mennchah ’), RY ‘ trode them down (RVin
‘ overtook them’) at their resting-place 5 (RYm ‘at
Menuhah ’)

; B dvb Noua /card irbba; Yulg. nec
erat ulla requies morientium. We should perhaps
read nuJD, Manahath (which see), or better ntfia?

‘ from NohahJ In 1 Ch 82 Nohah (which see) is a
clan of Benjamin. Cf. Moore, ‘Judges 5

in Internal

.

Crit. Comm.

;

Kittel in SBOT

;

Budde, Kurzer
Hand-Comm, zum AT. W. H. BENNETT.

MENUHOTH.—See Manahethites.

MEONENIM, OAK OF (RVm ‘The augurs’ oak
or terebinth,

5 AY [wrongly] PLAIN OF M., AVm
‘ (Plain of) the regaxders of times 5

[cf. Dt I8M]

;

Heb. ; A Bpvbs airopXeirbpTwv, B 5

H\«i>
gamegelv • Vulg. quce respicit quermrn).—Only in
Jg 9s7,

where Gaal tells Zebul that he sees troops
approaching, ‘and one company cometh by the way
oi the oak of Meonenim. 5 mfonenim is maso. pi.

participle Bolel (possibly a denominative from
anan, * cloud 5

), which occurs as a common noun,
Dt 1810* 14

, Mic 513 <**>•*), AY ‘diviners/ ‘sooth-
sayers,

5 RY ‘them that practise augury/ ‘sooth-
sayers.

5 Other forms of the verb occur Lv 1926, 2K
216

, 2 Ch 33s
,
Is 2s 573, Jer 279

. M&'on&ntm were a
class of diviners, whose character is uncertain, the
connexion with 'andn being perhaps only an acci-
dental resemblance (see Soothsayer).

Sacred trees at or near Shechem are mentioned

:

Gn 126 JE ‘Abram passed through the land unto
the place of Shechem, unto the oak (pbx) of Moreh 5

(see Moreh) ; Gn 354 E, Jacob buries the family
images under the oak (n^x) which was by (oy)

Shechem ; Jos 2426 E, ‘ the oak (n^) that was in

* On the possible occurrence of the name in Assyrian, see
Johns in the JSirp. Times, June 1899, p. 423 (the Egyptian-looking
proper name Puti-mani), and Aug. p. 526 f. (a deity, 4Mann the
great,’ worshipped in the city of Asshur, III R. 66. 2, 8), and
Hommel, ib. Sept. p. 566 f. (Manawdt also Minean).
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the sanctuary of J'V under which Joshua set up a
stone, Le. a mazzebhdh

;

Jg 95 ‘ the oak of the pillar

(RVm ‘garrison,
5 dsd pE\) that was in Sheehem. 5

Instead of 3$zd read nnxn, so that this oak is the
same as the preceding. Generally, some or all of
these five references may he to the same tree ,* the
use of different terms is no objection, as and

are used loosely for trees of the same kind,
and nj?N is mistaken pointing for ; the trees in
Gn 354

,
Jg 937 seem to stand outside Sheehem ; and

if so, the references are not to the tree ‘in
Sheehem 5

in the other passages. But (Moore,
Interned. Crit. Comm., ad loc.) ‘there is no reason
why there may not have been three, or a half-

dozen, well-known sacred trees in the vicinity of
Sheehem. 5 There is nothing to indicate the exact
position of the Oak of the Me'dnenim.

W. H. Bennett.
MEOHOTHAI ptitajo ; B MavaBd, A MavaOi).

—

Son of Othniel, 1 Ch 414
. See Genealogy, IY. 48.

MEPHAATH.—A city of Reuben, Jos 1318 (n£S9;

B Mcu<p&ad, A M7](pda8)

;

assigned to the Levites,

Jos 2137 (r^srp; B Macpd, A Macr<pd)
i 1 Ch Q79

(Heb. 64
, nj?5'P; B Ma^Xa, A dd); a Moabite

city in Jer 4821 [KetMbh n2$iD, Ker$ ngs'D
; LXX

[31 21
] B M<a<pd$, A MoxpdB). On the name see

D. H. Muller, ZDMG, 1876, p. 679 ; 1883, p. 362.

Mephaath is noticed with Kedemoth and Jahaz,
and lay apparently to the south of Reuben. In
the 4th cent. A.D. [Onomast. s.v.) it is said to have
been the station of a Roman garrison near the
desert. C. R. CONDER.

MEPHIBOSHETH (nsa'ss, B M.tiJfpifibcde, A -at).

—

1. A son of Jonathan (2 S 44al.). As the real name
yf Ishbosheth was Eshbctal (man of Baal), so Mephi-
bosheth is a transformation of the original name
Meri-Baal or Merib-Baal, which has been variously
rendered ‘Baal’s man, 5

‘ Baal contends,
5

or ‘ Baal’s

warrior.
5 * As in the case of Ishbosheth, it is the

Chronicler who has preserved the true name (1 Ch
S34 [B Mept/SdaX, A Me0pt/3daX] and 940 [B MapeipdaX,

A Mexpi/3daX]). The reason why Baal was thus
transformed into Bosheth has been already ex-

plained. See Ishbosheth.
Upon David’s accession to the throne, it would

have been quite in accordance with Oriental custom
if he had exterminated the family of Saul. (Com-

E
are the conduct of Athaliah in 2 K ll1). His
riendship for Jonathan led him, however, to follow

a different course. With Ishbosheth had perished

the last of Saul’s sons by wives of the first rank,
and with the exception of Jonathan none of them
seem to have left any issue, although we read in

2 S 218 of sons of Saul by his concubine Rizpah,
and also of grandsons, the children of his daughter
Merab. Once David was firmly established upon
the throne, he ascertained by inquiry of Ziba,

who had been the steward of Sau£ that a son of

Jonathan named Merib-baai (Mephibosheth) still

survived (2 S ff
1A

). This son of his most intimate

friend could all the more safely be spared by
David, as his bodily condition made him of little

account in a warlike age, and precluded the
possibility of his proving a dangerous rival. From
2S 44 we learn that in the hurried flight of Saul’s

household, when tidings came of the defeat at

Gilboa, M., who was then five years old, sustained

* See Gray, Heb. Proper Names, p, 200, n. 3, and Kittel (in

SBOT) on 1 Oh. 83*, who both hold that no (‘man or hero

of Baal*) is the original form, Battel offering as an alternative

rendering * my lord is Baal ’ (cf. CIS L 111). On the other hand,

Nestle (Eigennamen, p. 120 f.) adopts the form 7J23 h'np. The

change of no into 'ED (besides that of into n#2) was
probably intended stall farther to disguise the original form of

the name, n^l’SD being probably taken to mean * one who
scatters or disperses shame* (Driver, Heb. Text ofSam. p. 195).

such injuries through a fall, that he became per
manently lame. Since his uncle Ishbosheth’a
death, he had been living in concealment at
Lo-debar to the E. of the Jordan. It was probably
not without trepidation that he obeyed the sum-
mons to court, and, in answer to David’s promises
of protection and favour, he could, only reply with
true Oriental self-depreciation, * What is thy servant
that thou shouldest look upon such a dead dog as
I am ?

5

(2 S 9s ). As a pledge of the sincerity of his

promises, the king restored to Jonathan’s son all

the personal estates of Saul, Ziba being appointed
to administer these for the benefit of M., who was
himself maintained as a permanent guest at the
king’s table (2 S 913). This latter arrangement
commended itself from the point of view both of

friendship and of policy.

The next mention of M. is during the troublous
period when, in consequence of Absalom’s rebellion,

David had to abandon Jerasalem. At the Mount
of Olives the king was met by Ziba, who brought
a couple of asses laden with bread, bunches of

raisins, cakes of dried fruit, and wine, which he
offered for the use of the royal household. In
answer to the question, ‘ Where is thy master ?

5

Ziba declared that M. had preferred to remain in
Jerus. in the hope that the kingdom of Saul would
he restored to him. It was an unlikely story, for

M. had surely less to expect from Absalom than
from David; yet it served its purpose, and the
crafty Ziba had. the satisfaction of hearing David
say, ‘ Behold, thine is all that pextaineth to M. 5

(2 S 164). When David returned to Jerus. after

the defeat and death of Absalom, M. came to con-

gratulate him ; and being met with the stem ques-
tion, ‘ Wherefore wentest thou not with me, M. ?

5

proceeded to exculpate himself and to accuse Ziba
of fraud. David’s flight, he alleged, had occasioned
him the acutest grief, and in token of mourning he
had not trimmed Ms beard nor washed his feet, or

his clothes from the time the king left his capital

till he returned to it. Nay, he had intended to

accompany his benefactor, but Ziba had taken
advantage of his helplessness, and, instead of

saddling an ass for him to ride after David, had
gone and basely calumniated him to the king.

David’s answer seems a strange one, *Why speakest
thou any more of thy matters? I say, thou and
Ziba divide the land.

5
It would seem as if he only

half believed M., or at least despaired of reaching
the truth. Ziba might have been faithful to

David, simply because he felt sure of being on
the winning side ; but at all events he had been
faithful, and the king felt in no mood to reproach
him. The easiest way was to compromise the
matter, leaving the steward and the master each
in possession of half the profits of Saul’s estates.

A strange way of doing justice from a European
but not from an Oriental point of view ! M., who
always makes a favourable impression upon us,

and who seems to have inherited the warm heart
and generous disposition of his father Jonathan,
replied, ‘Yea, let him take all, forasmuch as my
lord the king is come in peace unto Ms own house 5

(2 S 1930).
According to 2 S 9U Mephibosheth had a son

named Mica («p'D), fromwhom seems to have sprung
a family afterwards well known in Israel (1 Ch 8®

941 [r9'D, Micah]).
2. One of the sons of Rizpah handed over by

David to the Gibeonites for execution (2 S 21 8
).

J A i Selbie
MERAB (319 ; IS 1449 B M.ep683 *A omits ; i S

1817* 19 B omits, A Mepop).—The elder daughter of

Saul. According to the later of the two docu-
ments in 1 S, Saul promised his daughter to the
slayer of Goliath (1 S 1725). This promise, how-
ever, was afterwards ignored, and Saul is repre
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sented as trying to bring about David’s destruction
by offering mm Merab’s hand as a reward for his
military services against the Philistines (1 S IS17

).

But, though David successfully carried out the
task which the king had set him, Saul failed to
keep his promise, and Merab became the wife of
Adriel the Meholathite. In the earlier document
nothing is known of this incident in connexion
with Merab, but only of the affection of Michal,
Saul’s second daughter, for David. In 2 S 21 8

Michal is clearly a mistake for Merab, whose five

sons were delivered by David into the hands of
the Gibeonites, by whom they were slain and
‘hanged before the Lord.’ See, further, art.

Michal. J. F. Stenning.

MERAIAH (rrp
; B Maped, A Mapief).—

1The re-

presentative of the priestly house of Seraiah in the
days of Joiakim, Neh 1212

.

MERAIOTH (nina).—1. Son of Ahitub and father
of Zadok, 1 Ch 911 (B Mappubd, A IslapubQ), Neh ll 11

(AB Tslapubd). 2. A Levite, or a Levitical family
name, 1 Ch 66f

* [Heb. 532f*] 52 [Heb. 37
], Ezr 7s. In

the first two of these passages B has Mapao)A, A
MapxiL&d and MepacbB, in the third B has Mapep&d,
A llapcudd. This Meraioth is called in 1 Es 83

Memeroth and in 2 Es l2 Marimoth. 3. A priestly

house which was represented by Helkai in the days
of Joiakim, Neh 1215 (B A om. ; fc$

c* a Mapic60)=
Meremoth (which see) of v.8.

MERARI (n*ip, Mepap(e)L) 1. is known to us only
from P and the Chronicler. According to these
writers he was the third of the three sons of Levi
(Ex 61S

, Nu 317, 1 Ch 61* 16 236
), and accompanied

Jacob into Egypt (Gn 46u). He had two sons,

Mahli and Mushi (Ex 6U, Nu 320, 1 Ch 619 - *>).

N 3thing further is related of Merari personally,
but of the fortunes of his descendants we have
fuller particulars. Their history falls into three
periods—(1) the wilderness wanderings, etnd the
settlement in Canaan

; (2) the monarchy ; (3) after
the Exile.

(1) At the time of the census taken by Moses in
the wilderness of Sinai the Merarites were divided
into two families, the Mahlites and the Mushites
(Nu 3s3

). The whole number of males from a month
old was 6200 (3

s4
), and between 30 and 50 years of

age 3200 (4
42“45

). Their position in the camp was
on the side of the tabernacle northward, and their
chief at this time was Zuriel the son of Abihail
(335), The office assigned to them was the carry-
ing of the less important parts of the tabernacle
—boards, pins, cords, etc. (3^* 87 431 - 82 1017). In this
they were to be superintended by Ithamar the
son of Aaron (4

s8
), and four waggons and eight

oxen were given to them for transit purposes (7
8
).

The two families of Merarites are mentioned in
the account of the second census taken by Moses
and Eleazar in the plains of Moab by the Jordan,
when the whole number of the Levites was 23,000
(2657. After the settlement in Pal., 12 cities out
of the territories of Reuben, Gad, and Zebulun
were assigned to them (Jos 217* 34-40 [P] = 1 Ch
063. 77-81^

(2) In the reign of David, as narrated by the
Chronicler, we have several references to the
Merarites. The Merarite family of Jeduthun
(=Ethan, 1 Ch 6U 1517), together with the Kohath-
ite family of Heman and the Gershonite family
of Asaph, were, according to this writer, specially
set apart to administer the temple music (cf. 1 Ch
031-47 1641.42 251-7. and see Ethan, Jeduthun).
Consequently at the bringing np of the ark from
the house of Obed-edom into Jerus. we find that,
of the 220 Merarites who are said to have been
present under the leadership of Asaiah (1 Ch lc6

),

Ethan and certain others took part in the music
(1517

* 19
). Descendants of the two families oi

Mahli and Mushi are mentioned as 4 heads of the

fathers’ houses’ when David divided the Levites
into courses, 1 Ch 2326'30

,
and in 1 Ch 2610"19 certain

Merarites are specified as doorkeepers (cf. 914"23 235
).

Further, in the reign
1

of Hezekiah, Merarites are

mentioned as taking part in the cleansing of the
temple (2 Ch 2912 * 14

).

(3)

For the period after the Exile we have a few
scattered notices of members of the family of

Merarites. 1 Ch 9= Neh 11 seems to contain a
list of those who were known to be dwelling in

Judfea during the period immediately after the
return from captivity. In these lists occur the
names of

£ Sliemaiah ... of the sons of Merari ’

(1 Ch 914=Neh ll15
), and

4 Obadiah or Abda . . . son
of Jeduthun’ (1 Ch 916=Neh ll 17

). Lastly, when
Ezra went up to Jerus. in B.c. 454 it is expressly
stated that certain Merarites accompanied him
(Ezr 818, 19

).

The Merarites (n-pn) occur Nu 2657
, elsewhere

called £ the sons of Merari,’ Ex 619, Nu 320 429- 33. 42. 45

78 1017, 1 Ch 619 * 29 - 44* 63 - 77 914 156* 17 2331 2427 2619
,

2 Ch 2912
, Ezr 819

;
or £ the children of Merari/

Jos 217 * S4* 40 For their history see above.
2. The father of Judith (Jth 81 167

).

W. C. Allen.
MERATHAIM (D’rrp) is given as a proper name

by both AY and RY in Jer 5021 £ Go up against
the land of Merathaim ’ (AVm £ or of the rebels/
RVm 4

i.e. double rebellion ’). The term is an enig-
matical one, possibly suggested (Del. Farad. 182)
by Bab. Marrdtim

,
the land by the nar Marrdtu ,

or £ hitter river’ (Persian Gulf)=S. Babylonia, and
adapted so as to recall to a Heb. ear either 4 double
rebellion’ (ovinD) or ‘double bitterness’ (0:079).

The LXX (B) Trucp&s 4ir’ avrrjv (27
21

) connects
dto with the root meaning 4 hitter.’

J A. Selbie
MERCHANDISE, MERCHANTMAN.—The word

merchandise (from Old Fr. marchandise, a mer-
chant’s wares), somewhat archaic now, is used in

AY in two senses, one of which is quite obsolete.

1. The first meaning is goods, wares, any object
of commerce, as Rev 18n ‘The merchants of the
earth shall weep and mourn over her ; for no man
buyeth their merchandise any more’ [rbv 7bfxov

clvtQv, RYm ‘ their cargo ’). Defoe, Crusoe
, p. 535

4 He confess’d, he said, it was not a Place for

Merchants, except that at some certain Times
they had a kind of a Fair there, when the merchants
from Japan came over to buy the Chinese Mer-
chandizes.’ 2. But the word was also used foi
4
traffic ’ in goods, and even for 4 gain ’ from such

traffic : so Pr 314 4 The merchandise of it [wisdom]
is better than the merchandise of silver, and the
gain thereof than fine gold’ (p]D3-*iodd rnnp nia). Cf.
Shaks. Merck, of Venice, in. i. 134—‘Were he
out of Yenice, I can make what merchandise
I will.’

Merchantman is in AY simply ‘ merchant/ Gn
37s8

, 1 K 1015
, Mt 1345. Latimer, Sermons

, p. 500,
says, 4 The craftsman or merchantman teacheth
his prentice to lie, and to utter his wares with
lying and forswearing.’ J. HASTINGS.

MERCURY.—The trn of *EppLrjs, Ac 1412, for which
the rendering^ * Hermes ’ of RYm is preferable.

The Romans in many cases transferred the attri-

butes and functions of the Greek deities to their

own. Thus Mercury (from merx = merchandise),
the god of commerce and profit, was identified with
the Greek Hermes, the patron of good luck. One
of the many functions of the latter was that of

messenger and spokesman of the gods. Hence the
word 6pii7]V€TJs=an interpreter (‘interpres Divom/
Yerg. J£n. iv. 356). He was also regarded as tht>
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inventor of speech and the god of eloquence. When
Paul and Barnabas had healed the cripple at
Lystra, the inhabitants in their gratitude wished
to sacrifice to them as gods, and they called the
former Hermes because he took the lead in speak-
ing. C. H. Prichaud.

MERCY, MERCIFUL.—These words have some-
what changed in meaning since 1611. As the
next article will show, they do not in AY express
pardon, they denote compassion. Thus He 217

‘Wherefore in all things it behoved him to be
made like unto his brethren, that he might be a
merciful and faithful high priest in things per-
taining to God, to make reconciliation for the sins

of the people 5

{iXerj/uccv= pitiful, Yulg. misericors) ;

Mt 57 ‘Blessed are the merciful, for they shall

obtain mercy 5

(ol fretffioves . . . iXe7]6r](rovTat, Yulg.
misericordes . . . misericordiam consequentur)

;

Lk 1037 * which now of these three, thinkest thou,
was neighbour unto him that felle among the
thieves ? And he said, He that shewed mercy on
him 5

('0 iroLTjcras rb freos per afrrov) ; Sir 291 ‘He
that is merciful will lend unto his neighbour 5

(6 ttoiQv eXeos). Cf. Shaks. Othello

,

V. ii. 86—
* Not dead? not yet quite dead?

I that am cruel am yet merciful

;

I would not have thee linger in thy pain/

Merck, of Venice, IV. i. 6

—

* TXncapahle of pity, void and empty.
From any dram of mercy.’

Pity is the oldest meaning of the word, which, it is now
generally allowed, comes from Lat. mercedem-, 4 pay/ * reward.’
In Low Latin mercedem meant 4

pity’ ; in French it expressed
the ‘thanks’ of one who receives reward or consideration;
taken into English, it seems to have been associated with
‘amerce’ and to have denoted the pay or penalty due for

transgression, as * to be in grievous mercie of the king ’ (Statute

of Henry VI.), i.e. ‘to he in hazard of a great penaltie/ as

Minshew explains. Then to * cry mercy* is to beg off a penalty,
and, that being granted, the sense of pardon and of the grace
that pardons successively developed. Thus * pity/ found in the
word as it came from Low Latin, was obscured through the
association with ‘amerce/ and restored by the natural use of

the word.

In Ps 1172 11976 ipn is translated ‘ merciful kind-
ness.

5 Tbe translation comes from Coverdale.

RV gives ‘mercy 5
in the first passage, ‘loving-

kindness 5 in the second
;

Amer. RV prefers
‘ lovingkindness 5

in both.
‘Tender mercies 5

is a frequent tr., esp. in the
Psalter, of D’cni ‘bowels 5

(as the seat of compas-
sion), ‘ pity.

5 This tr. is from the Gen. Bible, and
is retained in RY. In Ph l8 21 RY turns ‘ bowels 5

of AY into ‘tender mercies 5
(Gr. o-TrXdyxva, which

is the LXX tr. of n’prn in Pr 1210). See Bowels.
The form mercifulness occurs in Sir 4017 ‘ Merci-

fulness endureth for ever* {freTjfioodfvrj, RY ‘ alms-
giving 5

). Cf. Matt. Bible, Notes to Dt 22 ‘ This
law wyll no more but that in dealyng mercifully©

with beastes we should© leme mercifulnesse unto
oure neighboures. 5

J. HASTINGS.

MERCY*—I. Old Testament.—* Mercy 5
is used

in AY to translate the following :—1. ipn hesedh,

LXX usually frees (see below on NT), Yulg. usually
misericordia ; the translation ‘ mercy 5

is sometimes
retained by RY, sometimes replaced by ‘loving-

kindness 5

; also AY ‘merciful-kindness
5

(Ps 1172),
and often ‘loving-kindness.

5 The Hithpael of the
cognate verb is rendered by LXX o<rttadh<ry, Yulg.
sanctus eris, EY ‘ show thyself merciful

5

; the adj.

Tpg hdstdh, by LXX usually 8<nos, Yulg. sanctus,

EV ‘saint,
5 ‘holy (one),

5 ‘godly,
5 and RV of Ps

14517 ‘gracious.
5 There are no English words to

which hesedh and hdstdh are exactly equiva-

lent. Oxf. Eeb. Lex. renders hesedh by ‘good-

ness,
5 ‘ kindness 5

; and hdstdh, * as denoting active

practiie of Tpn,
5 by ‘kind,

5
‘pious.

5 G. A. Smith
rendei s ipp by ‘leal love,

5 and explains that it

‘means always not merely an affection, “loving-
kindness 55

. . . but a relation loyally observed
5

{Book of the Twelve Prophets, i. 243 n. ). That hesedh
includes these two qualities of kindly affection and
of loyalty is shown by the fact that it is coupled
with and used as a parallel to raheimtm (see below),

Ps 779 1034
,
on the one hand, and to 'emeth, ‘ fidelity,

1

Ps 2510 263
,
and berith,

‘ covenant,
5 Dt 7s

,
on the

other. Hesedh is used of man towards man, e.g.

between David and Jonathan and his house, 1 S
2014f

* ,• of Israel towards Jehovah, Hos 64* 6
; but

chiefly of Jehovah towards His people. Hdstdh is

almost always— only two exceptions, Jer 312
,
Ps

145 17
, of God—used of men, probably as exercising

hesedh (so Oxf. Heb. Lex.). Its application to God
is in favour of this view rather than that of ‘ object
of God 5

s hesedh.

5 Hdstdh became specialized in

the sense of pious towards God, hence the versions.

2. o'Dni rah&mim,
lit. ‘bowels,

5

so fig. ‘tender
affection,

5 ‘ compassion 5

; LXX freos
,
oi.KTLpp.oL, etc. ;

Yulg. misericordia{ce), miseratio, etc. ; also trans-

lated in EY ‘compassion. 5 The adj. nmi rahum
is rendered : LXX olKrlppwv, etc. ; Yulg. misericors,

etc. ; EY ‘ merciful,
5

‘ full of compassion.
5

Corre-

sponding translations are given of the Piel of the
verb om. These are used of man towards man,
and of God towards man.

3. The verb pn hnn

,

‘ to show favour,
5 ‘do kind-

ness,
5 of man towards man, and of God towards

man, and the adj. pin hannun, only of God towards
man, are rendered by EV ‘ be merciful or gracious,

5

‘show mercy, 5 ‘have pity,
5 ‘merciful 5

; by LXX
fresco, ohcretp<a, etc.; fre^poav,

*
olicrLppuov ; by Yulg.

misereor
, etc. ; clemens, misericors, etc.

4. In Gn I916 ‘the Lord being merciful unto
him 5

is EY trn of rjjf mrr r&Dna. bon here rendered
‘he merciful 5

is ‘spare,
5 ‘have compassion 5

{Oxf.

Heb. Lex.); LXX usually freiw, <peL5opat; Vulg.
misereor, parco ; elsewhere in EY ‘ have pity.

5
It

is often parallel to Din ‘pity,
5 ‘look upon with

compassion, 5

e.g. Ezk 74* 9
-

5. In Dt 21s 3243 ‘ be merciful
5

is the translation

of i2D, here = £ clear,
5 ‘ treat as forgiven, and

therefore as enjoying full favour.
5 In these twro

passages LXX has TXeus yevov (cf. below), iKtca-

dapLei, ‘purge 5

; Yulg. propitius esto, erit; RV
* forgive,

5 ‘ make expiation.
5

II. New Testament.—

‘

Mercy, merciful, to be
merciful, to show mercy, 5

etc., are used in EY to

translate the following:—1. freos, iXerjpojv, free**,

‘to be pitiful, compassionate. 5 These terms are

used both of God and man, and are not applied

with any special frequency to God ; so that in NT
freos is a divine attribute, hut no special emphasis
is laid upon it. Its most common use with refer-

ence to God is in the salutation xdpts, freos, etptfvTj

in the Pastoral Epistles (1 Ti l2, 2 Ti l2. Tit l4 )

and in 2 Jn 3
; cf. Jude 2

.

2. oUripfjLoi, olKTipfiwv, ‘compassion, -ate,
5 not com-

mon, but chiefly applied to God, Ro 121, 2 Co l3
,

Lk 6s6, Ja 5U.

3. tXecas, ‘forgiving,
5 He 812 ; IX&crKopai, ‘be pro-

pitiated, forgive
5

;
dviXeus, ‘not forgiving 5 (AV

‘ without mercy 5

), Ja 213
.

Thus the chief OT terms which AY, and in a

measure RY, translate most unsuitably by ‘ mercy, 5

ascribe to God the following attributes : {a) tender

compassion, rahdmtm, etc., for man’s misery and
helplessness ; (o) a disposition to deal kindly^ and
generously with man, hanan, etc. ; (c) the divine

affection and fidelity to man, on which man may
confidently rely, as he would on the loyalty of his

tribe or family, hesedh. Though these terms may
include the ordinary sense of ‘ mercy, 5 the ‘ sparing

of a wrongdoer,5 and the context sometimes shows
that they do include this^ meaning, the terms
themselves do not suggest it. Hence the use of

the word ‘mercy 5
to translate them, represent
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God in the OT as occupied with the position of

man as a criminal, a rebel, and an enemy, to an
extent entirely unwarranted by the original. Cf.
Driver, Sermons on OT

, 220 ft'., also Par. Psalt.
443 1, 447, and see preceding article.

The NT use of the corresponding terms is neither
frequent nor characteristic, and is only a faint
reflexion of OT teaching. The great ideas repre-
sented in OT by rahtimim

, hanan, hesedh, and their
cognates, are mostly expressed in NT by other
terms than £\eos, oIktlpinoL, etc. One might almost
say that hesedh covers the whole ground of s,

£/\eos, eiprjVTj (but see Hort on 1 P l*
2
), and implies

the NT doctrine of the Divine Fatherhood.
The subject of ‘"mercy,’ in its usual sense of

‘That benevolence, mildness, or tenderness of
heart which disposes a person to overlook injuries
or to treat an offender better than he deserves,’ is

treated under Atonement and Forgiveness.
The qualities dealt with here are those which moved
God to provide an atonement, but they describe
God’s attitude to man, as man, and do not, except
OT, 5, of themselves call attention to man’s sin.

W. H. Bennett.
MERCY-SEAT.—-See Tabernacle.

MERE I) (tp ; B HQpad, A MQ>pa5, Luc. Bd/>a5).—
A Judahite, 1 Ch 417. See Bithiah.

MERES (o'p Mares, LXX om. ).—One of the seven
princes and counsellors of Ahasuerus (Est l14)

;

cf.

Admatha. With this name and with Marsena,
Benfey (see Ges. Thes.) compares Sansk. mdrsha

,

Zend, meresh^ writing.’

MERIBAH (rtyio c
strife’),—The word occurs by

itself Ex 177
, Ps 958,

and in both places Massah
(which see) is also mentioned. Massah is rendered
by LXX JIecpa<r/j,6$, Yulg. Tentatio

, in both
; Meri-

bah of Ex 177 by LXX AoL56p7]<ri$
, but omitted in

Vulg. ; Meribah of Ps 957 by LXX vapairiKpaffw,
Yulg. irritatione, RY ‘as at Meribah as in the day
of Massah,’ AY 4

in the provocation as in the day
of temptation 5

[these are the only two places where
Massah and Meribah occur. Massah occurs with
‘waters of Meribah’ Dt 33s

, and by itself twice
Dt 616 922]. The expression ‘ waters of Meribah ’

is more common, occurring Nu 2018 * 24
, Dt 338

, Ps
817 [Heb. 8] 1Q682, Meribah is in LXX dvrikoylas in
all these places except Nu 2024

, which has \oi5opias

;

Yulg. has Contradictionis in all ; RY has in these
passages uniformly * waters of Meribah,’ while AY
has ‘ waters of strife ’ in Ps 10632

.

A fuller expression is ehr runp V in Nu 2714
, Dt

3251 . LXX and Yulg. render as in Nu 2013
, RY

has 4 waters of Meribah of Kadesh,’ while AY has
‘ Meribah in Kadesh ’ in Nu and ‘ Meribah-kadesh ’

m Dt. Besides these passages in which reference
is made by name to the waters which flowed from
the rock when smitten by Moses, many others
mention the providing water from the stony rock
without detail of name or place, e.q. Dt 8 15

, Ps
7813, 20 10541 1148, Is 4821

.

According to Nn 2G2*13 the children of Israel,
finding no water at Kadesh, in the desert of Zin,
strove with Moses (both in v.8 and v.18 RY has
‘strove,’ while AY by putting ‘chode’ in v. s ob-
scures the double reference to strife which exists
in the original). The Lord commands Moses,
‘Take the rod . . . and speak ye unto the rock
before their eyes, that it give forth its water ’

; but
Moses struck the rock with his rod, and water came
forth abundantly. Then follows the sentence of pro-
hibition ; ‘ ye shall not bring this assembly into the
land whichI have given them.’ The carrying out
of this sentence in tne case ofAaron is related in Nu
2023"29

, in the case of Moses in Nu 2732'14,Dt 3249*62(see
aliove for the words employed in these passages).

Another account is also given (Ex 171"7
)
of watei

flowing from the rock when smitten by Moses,
The language is very similar to that of Nu 20, and
in points of detail there is a marked resemblance
between the two narratives. In this account stress

is laid (v. 2) on
4 tempting’ (i.e., in the old sense of

the word, proving) as well as ‘striving,’ and in v. 7

two names are given to the place, Massah ( ‘ tempta-
tion,’ i.e . 'proving ) because the children of Israel
‘ tempted ’ the Lord, andMeribah ( ‘ chiding or strife ’)

because of the ‘ striving ’ of the children of Israel (in

both versesAY has ‘ chide ’ for ‘ strive’ as in Nu 203
).

Other passages referring to these events are given
at the beginning of this article, from which it ap-
pears that Massah by itself is mentioned twice,
Massah with Meribah twice, and in Dt 338 mention
is made of Massah and the waters of Meribah
in connexion with Levi, and the verse apparently
refers to an incident not recorded in Ex 17 or Nu 20.

A comparison of these two narratives (those in
Ex 17 ana Nu 20) suggests many difficult questions.
Kuenen was not prepared with an answer, and
abstained from expressing a decisive opinion

(
Hexa -

tench
, § 6 n. 42, p. 101, Wicksteed’s translation).

Comill (in ZATW

\

1891, p. 20 ffi) discusses these
narratives at length, and submits them to a
searching analysis, arriving at results which are
in the main adopted by Bacon

(
Triple Tradition) in

his notes on these passages.
There appear to be two alternatives

: (a) the
narratives in question are different versions of
the same occurrence which has been assigned to
different periods in the journeyings of the children
of Israel; or (b) an account of occurrences at a
place to which the name of Massah was given
(mainly preserved in Ex 171'7 and there called
Rephidim), and another account of occurrences at
Meribah (preserved but with considerable modifi-
cations in Nu 201'18

, and these connected with
Kadesh) existed at one time as independent narra-
tives ; hut details have been transferred from the
one account to the other in the process of compila-
tion, perhaps the addition of Meribah and the idea
of strife to the narrative of Ex 17.

From Nn 20 it is difficult to understand clearly
wherein the sin of Moses and Aaron is supposed to
have consisted. According to 2024 2714 it is described
as rebelling against the word of the Lord. The
waters of Meribah receive their name because the
children of Israel strove with the Lord, and on
this occasion the words assigned to Moses are
‘ Hear now, ye rebels' May Moses and Aaron on
this occasion have shown themselves unworthy of
their position as leaders, and in some way joined
in the strife? Then a reason for their heavy
punishment would he apparent, while reverence
for the great leader may suggest a further reason
why the narrative appears in its present form.
In art. Exodus, Route op (§ iv.), some reasons

have been given for ascribing to the events re-
corded in Nu 201"21 an earlier date than that
usually given to them. They may be noted here,
as (whatever weight they may have) they reduce
the interval between Massah and Meribah.
A note on Dt 332 should find a place here. According to RV,

* He shined forth from Paran, and came from the ten thousands
of holy ones [m. holiness]/ AV has ‘with’ for ‘from,’ which is
not defensible. The rendering in italics arouses suspicion.
After mention of Seir, Paran, we might expect the name of some
place ; and as the words which follow (‘ At his right hand was a
fiery law 5

) are certainly corrupt, it is probable that emendation
is needed here also. A slight modification of the text would
give 4 and came to Meribath-kadesh/ an emendation which has
found much favour.

The manner in which the words ‘strife’ and
‘ temptation ’ and the corresponding verbs are used
in the passages already quoted, invites comment.
In Ex 172, Nu 20s the people strove with Moses,
but in Nu 2018 they strove with the Lord, in Ex
172* 7they ‘ tempt ’ tne Lord. But in Dt 338 anothei
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view of the relation between God and His people
is represented :

‘ whom thou didst prove at
Massah, and with whom thou didst strive at the
waters of Meribah.’ The word prove is the same
word as that rendered tempt, and occurs in Gn 221

( ‘ God did tempt [RY prove] Abraham’). The same
thought is found in Ex 1525

(

4 there he made for
them a statute and an ordinance, and there he
proved them ’)

%
Whether in the first part of this

passage there is any connexion between mishpat
and Meribah - Kadesh may be questioned (but
note that a cause in judgment is 2% and Kadesh is

En-mishpat), but that the latter clause contains
the idea underlying Massah is clear.

This double view of the wilderness history is

found also in the Psalms. Ps 817 has 1 1 tried thee
at the waters of Meribah,’ Ps 959 has ‘when your
fathersprovedme, tried me 3

. . . In these two places
the Heb. for try is [m. The above may serve to
illustrate the fulness of the religious teaching which
may be derived from the Pentateuchal narrative.
Meriboth-kadesh.—‘The waters of Meriboth-

kadesh ’ are given in Ezk 4719
, and

£ the waters of

Meribath-kadesh 5

in 4S28
, as a southern limit to

the land. The difference between the singular
and plural in the two passages seems strange, and
the LXX renderings Mapipud Ka% (47

1S
), Bapi,utb<?

Ka5i)j (48s8), which suggest the plural in both verses,

are to be preferred. Note the interchange of /3

and /*. In 4S28 QF have MapLjadd. AY lias ‘the
waters of strife in Kadesh’ in both places.

Here is a clear reference to the events recorded
in the Pentateuch, but it is doubtful whether the
inference may he drawn that a place hearing the
name of Meriboth-kadesh was known to the pro-

phet or his contemporaries. A. T. Chapman.

MERIBBAAL.—See Mephibosheth.

MERIBOTH-KADESH.—See Meribah.

MERODACH (TT?).—A Bab.-Assyr. deity men-
tioned as a separate name hut once inOT (Jer 50 [Gr.

27]2
), B Mat tfAQ Mewtfax- The Bab. pronuncia-

tion of the name was Mar-u-duk. Its signification

is still uncertain, though its Bab. origin is strongly
maintained (cf. Delitzsch, Paradies, 228 ;

Jensen,
Kosmologie der Babylonier, 242 ff.). On the side

of astronomy M. is identified with Jupiter, of the
Romans. In the earlier Bab. history he occupies
a seat on the same platform with Anu, Bel, Ea,
Nergal, etc. But in later times he occupied a
position of pre-eminence, particularly as the patron
deity of the city of Babylon. In Jeremiah’s refer-

ence he seems to be one of the two chief gods of

Babylon. In his inscriptions, Nebuchadrezzar
speaks of Merodach {Mar-duk) as ‘ the great lord,’

‘the exalted governor,’ ‘king of the heavens and
the earth,’ ‘ the supreme god ’

; Assurbanipal speaks
of him as ‘king of gods’ ; Nabonidus (Cyl.) calls

him ‘Lord of the gods’; and (Stele) speaks of the
king of Assyria as having wrought the ruin of the
land by M.’s wrath. The many hints in later Bab.
literature of his importance show that he was
held to be the supreme god, the source of power, and
of all the blessings which showered upon mankind.
At the fall of Babylon, Merodach receives the pro-

foundest reverence from Cyrus, the victor. For
his relation to Nebo see the art. Nebo. Under
the name B61 he was worshipped among the Man-
dseans. His name forms an important element in

many late proper names of Babylonia, e.g. Mero-
dach-baladan and Evil-Merodach, as well as in

some of an earlier date, e.g. Marduk-adin-ahi of

17th cent. B.C. Fox his possible connexion with
the story of Esther see art. Mordecal
Literature (additional).—Schrader, GOT ii. 115 ff., Assyr.-

Bab. K&ilinschrif. p. 129 ;
Hommel, Gesch. Bab.-Assyr. p. 778,

n. 1; Tiele, Bab.-Assyr. Geschichte, p. 531 f. ; Jensen, Kosmo-
logie, p. 88 ; Wmckler, Geschichte Bab.-Assyr. p. 341.; Baudissin,
PRE ii. 35 ff.; Jeremias, Air., art. ‘ Marduk * in Roscheria
Ausfuhr. Lex. der Gr. u. Bom. Myth.

;

Jastrow, Religion oj
Bab. and Assyria. Ira M. PRICE.

MERODACH - BALADAN (n^3 lira, Ma.pu8ax
BaXaddv), Is 391 ; misspelt (in MT, but not in

LXX, BA having Mapobdx \Bdka86.v\) Berodach-b.
in 2 K 2012

.— In Assyr. the name is written
Marduk - bal - iddina, and means ‘Merodach has
given a son.’ Merodach-baladan was the heredi-
tary prince of the Ivald;i or Chaldseans, who
inhabited the marshes at the mouths of the Tigris
and Euphrates. The inscriptions call him the son
of Yagina; but this may signify that Yagina
was a more remote ancestor. In 2 K he is

made the son of Baladan ; this would be the
abbreviated form of some name, the first ele-

ment of which was the name of a deity. In the
troublous period which followed the death of

Shalmaneser rv. before Samaria, B.c. 722, M. pos-
sessed himself of Babylonia, and was crowned king
at Babylon (B.C. 721). After a few years, however,
Saigon of Assyria found himself sufficiently strong
to think of reconquering Babylonia, which had
been annexed to Assyria by Tiglath-pileser in.

M. accordingly looked for allies, and in B.c. 711 sent
an embassy to the West, where the vassal-princes
were disposed to throw off their allegiance to the
Assyrian king. Judah with the Philistine cities,

and Edom and Moab, entered into the alliance,

and Egypt promised help. It was on this occasion
that Hezekiah boastfully showed the Bab. envoys
the material resources which he could bring to the
alliance (2 K 2012'19

, Is 39). * Before the allies were
ready to move, however, the army of Sargon had
descended on Palestine, and severely punished
Ashdod, which had been the centre of disaffection.

Judah, Edom, and Moab thereupon submitted,
and the Assyr. king was free to turn to Babylonia.
M. vainly sought aid from the Elamites, who were
defeated by the Assyrians before they could come
to his help, and he accordingly fled from Babylon,
which was entered by Sargon, B.c. 709. After
being proclaimed king there, Sargon pursued M.
to Bit-Yakin, the capital of the Kald& in the
marshes, which he captured along with its prince.

M. afterwards recovered his freedom, and in

B.C. 702, after the death of Sargon, he returned to

Babylon, and reigned there a second time for

about six months; though the Annalistic Tablet
seems to imply that this M. was not identical with
the Kald& prince (as it calls Mm ‘an Assyrian
soldier’). At any rate, the usurper was over-

thrown by Sennacherib at Kish, and Bel-ibni was
made king of Babylon by the Assyrians. For
some time M. defended himself in tne marshes

;

but after a time, growing weary of the struggle,

he embarked for the eastern shore of the Persian
Gulf, with his followers and gods, and settled in

the Elamite city of Nagitu. To this retreat, in

B.c. 695, he was pursued by Sennacherib, who
stormed the Chaldasan colony. M. himself seems
to have been already dead, hut at a subsequent
date we hear of his son Nebo-sum-iskun assisting

the Elamites in a war against the Assyrians.
A. H Sayce

MEROM, THE WATERS OF (mnrrp, rb %
Mapptiv or Meppdip), where Joshua overthrew the
confederation of the northern kings, are commonly
identified with the Mghest of the three lakes in the
Jordan Talley, now called Baheiret el-Jguleh, ‘ the

* 80 Driver, Isaiah?, 14, 45, 49 ; Skinner, Isaiah, voL L d.

283 ;
Tiele, Bab.-Assyr. Gesch. (1888), p. 349; et al. On tne

other hand, Schrader, KAT^g. 344 [CGrF ii. 28], prefers to date
the visit of Merodach-baladaAs envoys c. 704 B.C. ; so alsoW. R.
Smith, Proph. of 1st. p. 318—at a tame, however, when he was
not king of Babylonia.
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little lake of el-Huleh.' The height of the waters
here relatively to those of the Sea of Galilee and the
Dead Sea possibly accounts for the name D'vip-’D

used by the ancient historian (Jos ll 6- 7
). Several

of the places mentioned in the chapter have been
identified with tolerable certainty, e.g. Hazor and
Achshaph

;
while Mizpah, from the position as-

signed to it, must have lain immediately to the
north of el-Huleh. The open land in the neighbour-
hood of *Ain el-Melldha would therefore afford an
excellent rallying-ground for the hosts assembling
for one supreme effort to stay the progress of the
victorious invaders.
No absolute proof of this identification can be

offered, and certain objections have been raised,

none of which, however, is insuperable. (1) The
word m3 [eonstr. of mayim

,

‘waters 5

] is nowhere
else applied to such a large body of standing
water; in such cases the term yam (‘sea

3

) is

commonly employed. Too much may easily be
made of this objection, which, being only of a
negative character, must give way to more positive

considerations. (2) Josephus places the camp of

the kings at Beroth in Upper Galilee, and makes
no mention of waters. Here, therefore, we are
told the scene of the battle must be sought, and
not in the Jordan lowlands (Soein

3

s note in

Schumacher’s Jaul&n , 102). Josephus says (Ant.

V. i. 18) that Beroth was * not far from Kadesh 3

:

this fixes the locality, Kadesh lying on the heights
west of the valley. But the battle was not neces-
sarily fought at the spot where the camp stood.

Long afterwards, in this same district, Demetrius
pitched his camp at Kadesh, and fought Jonathan
m the plain below (Jos. Ant. XIII. v. 7). Why
should not the kings have followed a similar
course ? (3) By giving battle in this plain the
kings would have exposed themselves to grave
peril in the event of defeat, since it is so hemmed
in by hills and marshes as to make es‘?pe ex-
tremely difficult ; immense natural barriers lying
especially between it and great Zidon, towards
which a great part of the routed army fied (Jos
ll 8

). In reply to this, it may be pointed out
that for the evolutions of the chariots on which
the Canaanites so much relied, there was no
ground anywhere near so suitable as the com-
paratively easy downs south of 'Ain el-Melldha.

To secure this advantage, they were doubtless
willing to take some risk. It should also be
remembered that the Canaanites were at home
amid the intricacies of mountain and marsh, of
which their pursuers were largely ignorant. In
their flight to great Zidon, the fugitives would
probably follow the course of the ordinary route
from Banids to the sea, and familiarity with these
wild uplands would greatly facilitate their efforts

to escape.
Baheiret el-Huleh is a pear-shaped basin, pointing

southward, and having a distmct bulge to the
north-west. It lies 7 ft, above the level of the
Mediterranean, and is from 10 ft. to 16 ft. in
depth. Its greatest breadth is about 3 miles, and
its length from the edge of the marshes to the
exit of the Jordan is 3J to 4 miles. Measurements
vary somewhat with the amount of rainfall and
the condition of the muddy hanks. The N. limit
is especially ill defined, as Hie waters of the upper
Jordan, forcing their way in different channels
through the swamp, are constantly changing the
line. Owing to the formation at the southern
end, the lake might be drained or enlarged with
almost equal ease. Probably it was once much
larger than it is now (HGHL p. 481, note). To
the means taken for this extension, possibly
Mukaddasi (A.D. 985) refers in the following
sentence: ‘In order to form the lake they have
built a wonderful embankment of masonry along

the river, confining its waters to its bed 3

(Le
Strange, Pal. under the Moslems

, 68). The
floor of the valley northward is one vast morass,
varying in breadth from 2 to 3 miles. From the
chief source of the Jordan at Tell el-Kddi to

the lake, a distance of 11 miles, there is a fall

of 498 ft. Towards the lower end the marshes
are covered with papyrus-reeds (Arab, babir),

and through them in dark sluggish lanes the
waters from the north make their way into the
lake. The whole place is literally alive with
wild fowl, ranging in size from the pelican to
the tiny hut gay - plumaged kingfisher ; and
the water is plentifully stocked with fish (see

JORDAN). All the waters from the S.W. of

Hermon, and as far north as Hasbeiyeh

,

from Merj
A'ytin, and from the western slopes south of the
Litdny, are carried down into el-Huleh. A few
miles above the lake on the west side of the
valley there is a copious spring, '4m el-Baldta.

Almost due west is the much larger Ain el-

Melldha, which turns a mill and sends a broad
stream across the plain. Possibly misled by this
name, Burckhardt gave currency to the statement
that the S.W. shore of the lake was covered by a
saline (Arab, malldhah) crust

(
Travels, 316). There

is no trace of salt here or elsewhere in the valley.

The uplands of Naphtali drop almost precipi-
tously on the west edge of the plain. On the east
the mountains descend from a greater height, but
much more gradually, approaching almost to the
water’s edge. From the lake northward the land
is called Ard el-Huleh ; southward it is known as
Ard el-Khait.

The Waters of Merom appear no more in history
under that name ; hut of the lake and the district

under different appellations we have frequent
notices. It figures as the lake of Semechonitis
in Jos. Ant. y. v. I (cf. Jg 42

). Here, in the
‘plain of Hazor, 3

or ‘ Asor/ Jonathan defeated
Demetrius (Ant. xin. v. 7 ; 1 Mac II67

). When
Zenodorus died, Caesar bestowed his country, lying
between Trachon and Galilee, upon Herod. It con-
tained Ulatha and Paneas, ana the country round
about (Ant. XV. x. 3 ; BJ I. xx. 4). OtiX&da here
is evidently equivalent to Jfuleh, and to xw
of the Talmud (Neubauer, G3og. du Talmud

, 24,
27 ff. ; HGHL 4811

, note), and it is applied in accord-
ance with subsequent usage to the district as well
as the lake. Josephus gives a brief description of
the place in BJ in. x. 7, rv. i. 1. Seleucia, which
he mentions, is SeluMyeh, about 9 miles S.E. of the
lake, while Daphne corresponds with Difneh, near
Tell el-H&di. The Arab geographers speak of the
lake now as Bahairah Jfadas ana anon as Bahairah
Bdniyas

,

from its proximity to each of these strong-
holds; hut the name el-Huleh constantly asserts
itself as applying to both lake and district (Le
Strange, Pal. under the Moslems, 52, 68, 32, etc.).

To the district also Boh& ed-Din refers (Life of
Saladin, PEF tr., p. 155).

The highway from the south and from the west
by way of Safed keeps close to the hills on the
western edge of the plain, to escape the marshes.
It crosses the vale in the north past Tell el-J£ddi
to Banids, and thence to Damascus.
The land is occupied to-day by the Ghawdrineh

Arabs, ‘the dwellers in the Ghdr.’ The herds of
buffaloes that find congenial haunts in the marshes
are their chief care. They also till the soil, which
still justifies its ancient reputation for fertility
(Mukaddasi, A.D. 985 ; Yakut, A.D. 1225). Their
other occupations are hunting and fishing, and
making mats, etc., of the reeds from the marshes.
Of these also many of their fragile houses are built*
The women, however, do the most of this work.

Liteiiattjrb.—

S

tanley, SP 390 ff. ; Thomson, Land and Book
2. 450 ff. ; Smith, HGSL 481 ; Schumacher, The Javidn, 102 j
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Macgregor, Rob Roy on the Jordan
; Guy Le Strange, Pal.

under the Moslems
, 32, 34, 39, 52, 68, 455; Robinson, BRP ii.

435, in. 392-395; SWP Mem. I 205, Map Sheet iv.
; Buhl,

GAP 113, 234 (doubts the identification with el-Euleh) ; Diilm.
on Jos ns. W. Ewing.

MERONOTHITE.—1. Jehdeiah £ the Merono-
thite’ (vunas) was over the asses of king David,
i Ch 2730 (B 6 4k MepaO&v, A —Mapad&v). 2. Jadon
‘the Meronothite 5

assisted in repairing the wall
of Jerusalem, Neh 37

. No place of the name of
Meronoth is^mentioned in OT, but from the context
of Neh 37 it would appear to have been in the
neighbourhood of Gibeon and Mizpah.

MEROZ (ma ; B A Ma£&p, Luc. Map&p ;

Yulg. Meroz) is nowhere mentioned in Scripture
except in the Song of Deborah (Jg 52J ), whose curse,
like that of the Saviour on Chorazin, has alone pre-

served it from oblivion. The bitterness of the curse
against Meroz can be accounted for only by some
special aggravation of its offence. Of Reuben, Dan,
and Asher, who also played an ignoble part, the lan-

guage of the song, although satirical, is restrained.

But with what impetuous fury it bursts forth

—

* Curse ye Meroz, said the angel of the Lord,
Curse ye bitterly the inhabitants thereof

;

Because they came not to the help of the Lord,
To the help of the Lord against the mighty.’

This may have been because of their nearness to
the field of battle, while the others were far away.
If the surrounding country were in a fever of
excitement because of the presence of the hostile

forces, and the grave issues depending on the
coming conflict, the appeal to their patriotism was
strengthened unspeakably. If, within sound of the
strife when their heroic kinsmen of Zebulun and
Naphtali closed in deadly struggle with the
oppressor, the men of Meroz skulked, sullen

and craven, behind their walls, we can under-
stand why the hot heart of the prophetess
overflowed upon them in a flood of corrosive
rhetoric.

There is but one site in the neighbourhood with
any reminiscence of the ancient name to which
these conditions could apply. This is el-Murussus,
about 5 miles N.W. of Beisdn, and 3 miles E.
of Jezreel, on the northern slopes of the vale which
runs down from Esdraelon to the Jordan, between
Little Hermon and Gilboa. Built entirely of mud,
the modem village stands on rising ground, in the
midst of plough land.. For water it is dependent
on the stream below, in Wady Yebla.

Another suggestion (Moore, Judges, pp. 135,

163) is that Meroz was a hamlet in the line of

Sisera’s flight,
4 whose Israelitish inhabitants

suffered him to escape/ thus proving traitors to

their country’s cause, and earning the fierce re-

proaches of Deborah. Sisera fled
4 to the tent of

Jael the wife of Heber the Kenite ’ (Jg 417
), who

had pitched his tent bythe terebinth of Betsa'anim
by Kedesh. Identifying Kedesh with the ruined
Radish W. of the Sea of Galilee, and Betsa'anim
with Khirbet Bessum (Conder, Tent-Work in Pal.

69 ; Smith, HGSL 1
396), the direct road from the

battlefield would have been round the base of

Tabor, and across the head of Wady esh-Sherrdr.

But as this way was probably barred by the Israel-

ites, whose army descended from Tabor, Sisera

would most likely rush down the valley of Jezreel,

skirting the southern terraces of Little Hermon.
In his endeavours to elude pursuit he may easily

have approached el-Mumtssus before turning north-
ward. This site, therefore, meets the requirements
of either case ; and Moore is not justified in saying
that all proposed identifications ‘may safely be
dismissed

7 (Judges, p. 162).

Literatuke.—

G

uerin, Galitee, i 127 ; Smith, HGHIA pp. 395,

896 ;
Conder, Tent-Work in Pal. pp. 58, 59 ; Robinson, BRP ii.

356 ;
SWP Mem. ii. 85 ; Moore, Judges

, pp. 135. 16? : Hender-
son, Palestine

, p. 107 ;
Douglas, Judges, p. 38.

W. Ewing.

MERRJLN (Meppdv, Syr. miD, Yet. Lat. b
Myrrhce).—Found only in Bar 323 ‘ the merchants
of Merran and Teman/ Grotius identified it with
rnjp, a town of Sidonia, Jos 134 ,* Havernick, with
Moarrah, a Syrian city ; Fritzsche, with the sterile

Arabian desert Mahr’ah
;
and Keil, with Marane,

a city placed by Pliny near the Red Sea, in the
country of the Sabreans. It is decidedly preferable

with Kneucker and Ball to suppose that there has
been a misreading of n for i in the Semitic original

from which our Greek text was taken, and that
we should read ‘the merchants of Medan (or

Midian) and Teman.’ The doubled p is no obstacle

to this, since we have 2appa for .vjy\ In favour oi

it we may cite Gn 3728
,
where Midianites are called

‘ merchants,’ and Hab 33 - 7
,
where Teman and Midian

are named in connexion. J. T. Marshall.

MESALOTH (MeaaaXM, Maura\d>0), 1 Mac 92.—
Probably representing ‘steps’ or ‘ascents’ (?),

referring to the plateau near Arbela, W. of the
Sea of Galilee. C. R. Conder.

MESHA.—1. (k^'d) Son of Shaharaim, a Benja-
minifce, whom his wife Hodesh bare in the land of

Moab (1 Ch 89
). LXX reads, A Mu<rd, B Mura

;

Yulg. Mosa. The two latter readings seem to

have been based on an original Kpto. 2. (ytf*c)

Firstborn of Caleb (1 Ch 242 ). He became the
father of Ziph, possibly the founder of the Ziphites.

LXX reads Mapurd, and the Yulg. Mesa

;

Kittel
(in Haupt’s OT) follows the LXX, reading
which he thinks is to he expected from the context.

3. Mesha Mucrd), a king of Moab, who was
a sheep-master, and was tributary to Aliab, king
of Israel. Upon the death of the latter and the
accession of his son Ahaziah, Mesha rebelled and
refused to pay his annual tax of ‘an hundred
thousand lambs and an hundred thousand rams
with the wool’ (2 K 34* 5

). The people of Mesha
had fallen before the arms of David (2 S 82), and in

all probability remained subjects of Solomon till

the division of the kingdom. The infection of re-

bellion at that period probably seized the Moabites,
and they, in common with other extra-Israelitish

subjects of the united kingdom, struck for in-

dependence and secured it. The tenor of the
record on the Moabite Stone (wh. see) favours this

supposition. It also informs us that the subjection

of Moab, which Mesha threw off, was due to the
prowess and power of Omri, the founder of the
4th Dynasty of Israel. After forty years of yoke-
bearing, Mesha’sgod, Chemosh, delivered him from
Israel, in the middle of the reign of Omri’s son.

This appears to imply that the secession (2 K I1)

occurred, not at the death ofAhab, but in the middle
of his reign (see ‘Moabite Stone’ in art. Moab).
At any rate this rebellion cut off valuable revenues
from Israel’s exchequer, and Jehoram, Ahab’s son,

who came to the throne after the two years’ reign

of his brother Ahaziah (1 K 2251
,
2 K l17), aspired

to re-conquer the rebels. With Jehoshaphat of

Judah and his army, and the Edomites of Mt.
Seir, Jehoram and Israel marched against the
seceders. Upon the counsel of the prophet Elisha,

the encamped armies dug trenches to catch the
water necessary to slake thirst. Led on by an
illusion (2 K S22-24), the Moabite army recklessly

rushed into the enemies’ camp, only to he routed,

cut to pieces, trodden down, and dismayed. The
few escaped ones entered Kir-hareseth, and the
combined armies destroyed the land with stones,

stopped cisterns and fountains, felled the forests,

ana beleaguered the fortress. With 700 warriors
the king of Moab attempted to break through
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the ranks of the besiegers. But utterly failing in

this he went to the top of the wall, and, in full

view of the armies of Judah, Israel, and Edom, he
propitiated the wrath of Chemosh by offering up
as a burnt-offering his firstborn, the heir-apparent

to the throne. Thereupon the three armies with-

drew, leaving Mesha master of the situation, though
routed, and his land greatly damaged (2 K 3-7 ).

4. Mesha (k^d) was the name of one of the

limit-points of the territory ascribed to the descend-

ants of Joktan in Gn 1030. ‘And their dwelling
was from as thou goest toward Sephar, the
mountain of the East.

5

It is plain that it must he
sought for in the Arabian peninsula. The earlier

views are amply presented bvGesenius (
Thesaurus,

p. S23), who concludes by finding the location at the
E. boundary of Mesene, not far from the mouth of

the Tigris river. Pliny, Ptolemy, Arrian, and
others mention a seaport Movaa or MoOfa, a
celebrated place in classic times, which is now in

ruins. Pullen, in his surveys in the Admiralty
chart of the Bed Sea, cites, at 13° 40' N. lat., 43

2

20' E. long., a mountain called Jebel Mourn.
Delitzsch (.Paradies

,

p. 242 f.) identifies with
the Bab.-Assyr. term Mai, which is the name
attached to the district of the Syrian-Arabian
desert touching the Lower Euphrates on the S.W.
(LXX reads, A Matrarje, E Mavacrol}). The terri-

tory of the Joktanites is fairly well determined,
from the language and monuments of S. Arabia, to

be in the S.W. portion of that peninsula, extending
from modern Yemen on the W. to IJadramaut on
the E. The latest and perhaps the most authori-

tative statements on the location of this hard-to-

find locality are made by that successful explorer of

Arabia, Eduard Glaser. In vol. ii. of his recent work
(Skizze der Geschichte tend Geographie Araliens,
Berlin, 1890, pp. 336 ff., 420 f., 437) we find his

results presented. In W. Central Arabia he found
a Maciya near Jebel Samar, which he identifies

with the biblical Massa. He even goes further
and asserts (p. 420) that the biblical Mash, vn
(Gn 1023

), Mesha (Gn 1030 ), and Massa ayn (Gn
2514

)
are found in one and the same territory, the

difference in spelling being due merely to the
different sources or times from which the names
reach us. Sephar he locates only in the S. part of

Arabia, hence he looks for Mesha at the other
limit (Gn 1030) in the north. The most northern
Joktanide group

(
6pMr

, Hawilah, JSbab
, Uzal,

and Diklak) is bounded by’a line drawn obliquely
from the northern end of the Persian Gulf across
Arabia to Medina. Such a line would touch the
territory of Djebel Samar (p. 437), and in particular
the district of Mass&. Thus, in a word, Glaser
concludes that Jebel Samar and its Westland,
already identified with Mas, and inclusive of
Mass&, also encloses within it the biblical Mesha
of Gn HP. Ira M. Price.

MESHACH (^p ; LXX and Theod. M(ejurdx ;

Vulg. Misach).—The name Mishael, by which one
of Daniel’s three companions, of the children of
Judah, was originally called, was changed by the
prince of the eunuchs into Meshach (Dn l7 and
ch. 3). Such changes of name were not uncom-
mon: they marked the fact that a new state of
life had now be^un. In the present instance there
is no idea of dishonour or humiliation.
Many conjectures have been put forward with

respect to the origin of the word. Fnerst dragged
in the Sansk. mishah^* a ram/ and afterwards
the name of the sun-god of the Chaldseans. Ges.
was favourably inclined towards the Pers. miz
shah= ‘ friend of the king.

3 Another suggestion
connected it with the Accadian mas, a protecting
genius, who stood at the head of the demi-gods,
and is described in the old magical books as having

his abode on the top of the mountains, and pro-

tecting all who seek refuge with him. Frd.
Delitzsch’s proposal to consider it identical with
Mi-ska-Aku is rightly rejected by Schrader (COT
ii. 126), who points out that the correct form would
have been Mannu-ki-Aku. The fact is that no
name such as this has been found in the inscrip-

tions ; and when we look at the word itself, it gives

us the impression that it was formed partly by
imitation of the first part of Mishael, and partly
out of the companion name Shadraeh.

J. Taylor.
MESHECH Sam. is^D, Mocr6x).-^Son of

Japlieth, Gn 102=1 Ch l5
.

.

This nation is regularly

mentioned in company with Tubal (Ps 1205 is the
only exception), and in the two names the Moschi
and Tibareni ‘ are scarcely to be mistaken ’

(Lagarde, Ges. Abh. 254). The vocalization of the
LXX agrees with that of the Assyrian inscriptions,

in which a country called Muski or Mushki is of

frequent occurrence. The passages in those in-

scriptions which treat of the inhabitants of that
country are collected by Frd. Delitzsch. {Wo lag

das Paradies ? p. 250), and these,
<

with the other
notices of them to he found in ancient writers, are
discussed by Lenormant (Les Origines de VHistoire

,

II. ii. pp. 181-249). An individual named Meshak
is known only to Moses of Khorene (Venice, 1865,

p. 32), according to whom such a person was left by
Aram as governor of the region called Armenia I.,

who built there a city called by his own name,
but mispronounced Mazhak by the people^ of the
country. The first mention of the nation is in an
inscription of Tiglath-pileser I. (c. 1100 B.C. ; WA1
i. pi. 9, 60 ff'., translated by Lotz, Die Inschriften
Tiglath-pilesers

, p. 16, and Winckler, KIB i, p, 19),

where it is stated that in the first year of that
monarch’s reign 20,000 Moschians with their five

kings, after having occupied the lands of Alzi and
Purukuzzu for 50 years, came down and took
ossession of Kummukhu. The last place has
een identified with Commagene

;
and Alzi with

Anzitene, mentioned by Ptolemy (v. 13. 18) as a
district between the sources of the Tigris and
Euphrates. Tiglath-pileser went out to meet
them, traversed a region called Kashuyara, and
defeated them with great slaughter. They are

next mentioned in an inscription of king Asshur-
nasir-abal (WAI i. 18; translated in KIB i. 65)

about 220 years later, who professes to have re-

ceived tribute of the Moschi and Commagenians,
consisting of f howls of brass, sheep, and wine,’ in

which the first item agrees curiously with the
‘vessels of brass’ which, according to Ezk 27 13

,

were supplied by ‘Tubal and Meshech’ to Tyre.
Their power had become formidable by the time of

Sargon (B.C. 722-705), in whose annals the Moschian
king Mita plays an important part (Winckler, Die
KeUschriftexte Sargons

, pp. xxiv-xxxix) ; from 715
this king appears as a formidable enemy of Assyria,
who makes common cause with Busa of Urartu,
seizes cities in Cilicia, and otherwise supports
Sargon’s enemies. The fortresses of Usi, IJsilu,

and Uargin are built in 712 to protect the new
province of Kammanu against him (ib . p. 33, L
192). Not till 709 is Mita forced to make peace
with the Assyrian king, owing to an invasion of

his territory
* by one of the latter’s lieutenants

{ib. p. 128, 11. 151-153). The Moschi do not,

however, appear in the lists of tributaries of the
later Assyrian kings, though in Persian times they
figure in the 19th Satrapy of Darius (Herod, iix

94). In chs. 37 and 38 Ezekiel mentions them
among the allies of Gog, king of Magog, hut in
3226. 27 he reckons them among the great departed.
It is probable, therefore, that the Israelites knew
of their fame only at second-hand, and hence
Ezekiel would not be dear as to whether the
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nation still existed or not. It is not, however,
known at whose hands they lost their independ-
ence.

Their geographical position probably varied
somewhat with the vicissitudes of their fortune,
but can be generally fixed by the historical refer-
ences in the inscriptions, where it is approached
through Kummukh, and has for its neighbours
Tubal to the south and Kammanu to the west, and
where it is reduced by the governor of Kui (Cilicia).

In Greeco-Boman times the nation that bore their
name is represented as much farther north, be-

tween the Cyrus and the Phasis (cf. Strabo, xi. 2.

§§ 14, 16) ; Hecatseus placed them next to the
Matieni (Steph. Byz. s.v.). Too little is known of
their language and customs to make it possible to
locate them ethnographieally.

D. S. Maegoliouth.
MESHELEMIAH (n^fD and — The

eponym of a family of Korahite doorkeepers, 1 Ch
921 (B MacraXagi, A McxroXXd/i,), 261 (B MocroXatfX,

A MooroXkd/Ji), 2 (B MocraX^a, A MacreXXa/ua), 9 (B
MocropLapLeld, A Meo*oXXe/ua) == Shelemiah of 2614,
Shallum of 917 * 19 * sl

, and Meshullam of Neh 1225.

MESHEZABEL (^KnmD).—1. One of those who
assisted to repair the wall, Neh 34 (B om. ; K Matr-

€fep7)d, A Macre^ei^X). 2. One of those who sealed
the covenant, Neh 1021 (B Mecrwfc/frJX). 3. The
father of Pethahiah, who was at the king’s hand
in all matters concerning the people, Neh ll 24 (B
Bcurijfd, N°- a Bacr7]^a^6rj\). It is quite probable that
all three references are to the same individual or
family.

MESHILLEMITH (jrD.W®).—A priest, 1 Ch 9U
(B MacreXfiud, A MocroXXap.60)3 called in Neh ll13

Meshillemoth (wh. see).

MESHILLEMOTH (ivzkpD).—1. An Ephraimite,
2 Ch 2812 (MocroXapL&d). 2. A priest, Neh ll13 (AB
om. ; Kc* a McuraXapdd ), called in 1 Ch 912 Meshille-
mith (wh. see).

MESHULLAM (atafo perh. 4 the devoted one,’ cog-

nate with Arab. Muslim, cf. Del. and G. A. Smith on
Is4219,LXXMocroXXdfi, XlocroXdoyos, ISUcrovXdy, etc. ).

—

A common OT pr. name. 1. 2. 3. Three Beniamites
(1 Ch 817 97* 8

). A A Gadite (1 Ch 513
). 5. The

grandfather of Shaphan the scribe (2 K 22s
). 6.

The father of Hilkiah the priest (1 Ch 911
). 7.

Another priest of the same family as the preceding

(1 Ch 912}. 8. A Kohathite, one of the superintend-

ents appointed by Josiah to direct the repairs on
the temple (2 Ch 3412). 9. A son of Zerubbabel
(1 Ch 319). 10. One of the 4 chief men ’ whose
services were enlisted by Ezra to procure Levites

to accompany him to Jerusalem (Ezr 816). 11. A
Levite who opposed Ezra’s proceedings in con-

nexion with the foreign marriages (Ezr 1015
). 12.

One of those who had married foreign wives
(Ezr 1029). 13. Son of Berechiah, one of those who
helped to repair the walls of Jerusalem (Neh 34 - 30

).

His daughter was married to Tobiah (6
18

). 14.

Son of Besodeiah. He helped to repair the old

gate (Neh 36 ). 15. One of the company that stood

at Ezra’s left hand during the reading of the law
(Neh 84). 16. 17. A priest and a chief of the

people who sealed the covenant (Neh 107* 20). 18.

One of the princes of Judah who marched in pro-

cession at the dedication of the walls of Jerusalem
(Neh 1233). 19. 20. 21. Two heads of priestly

houses and a porter in the time of the high priest

Joiakim (Neh 1213* 16, “).

MESHULLEMETH (npWo, Luc. and B Me<roX-

Xdjtt, A MaccraXafieW, Vulg. Messalemeth, Jer. de
itUerpr. Messalem).—Wife of king Manasseh and

mother of Amon (2 K 2119
). Her father’s name

(Haruz) and her birthplace (Jotbah) are both
given. Similarly in the case of all the queen-
mothers who follow, but of none who precede,

Meshullemeth. If the formula ‘ daughter of X
from (the locality) Z ’ is due to a preference of the
compiler, it may he an indication of the farthest
point of time to which he was independent of his

main source, in virtue of oral tradition, etc. But
the change of style may have occurred in the main
source itself. The name is a feminine form of the
frequent masculine Meshullam (cf. LXX B and
Luc). It is a passive in MT, but Jerome (Lag.

Onom. Sac.2
p. 77) gives the active meaning reddens

as an alternative to the passive reddita (cf. the

spellings of LXX A and Vulg.).
XV. B. Stevenson.

MESOPOTAMIA.—See Aram.

MESS.—A mess is a viand, a dish, properly a
dish of food sent to the table. It comes from Old
Fr. mes (of which the mod. form mets is due, says

Skeat, to a wish to show the connexion with
mettre), which is formed from Lat. missum 4

sent.’

Cf. More, Rickard III. p. 46,
4 My Lord you have

very good strawberries at your gardayne in Hol-
berae, I require you let us have a messe of them.’

Shaks. uses the word often, thus Lear, I. 1. 119

—

‘ He that; makes Ms generation messes
To gorge his appetite/

Fuller, Holy State
, p. 283, says, ‘How often did

reverend Wnitgift (knowing he had the fane better

cheere) send a messe of meat from his own table to

the Ministers of Geneva ?
’

The word mas’eth (from xpi to 4
lift up ’) is

translated 4 mess ’ in Gn 433461
*, 2 S 1

1

8
. Mess

occurs also in Sir 3018 ‘Delicates poured upon a
mouth shut up are as messes of meat set upon a

grave’ (Gr. deya.ret [from rldrjfu to place] jSpuy&ruv).

And BY introduces the word into He 1216 4 Esau,

who for one mess of meat sold his own birthright’

{avrl ppujcrecos puas, lit. ‘ for one eating,’ i.e. one
meal :

4 mease of meat 3
is the tr. of the Great

[Cranmer’s] Bible ; it is echoed by Shaks. in Merry
Wives, III. i. 63

—

4
1 had as lief you would tell me

of a mess of porridge.’ The tr. of the Bhem. NT
is

4 a dish of meate’; the AY ‘morsel of meat’
comes from the Bishops’ Bible). J. HASTINGS.

MESSENGER.— The Heb. word maVak
means a messenger, and is so translated about 100

times in AY. It is used of messengers both public

and private, both Satanic and Divine. But so

frequently does the word designate a messenger
from God that it assumes the special meaning of
4 angel.’ In LXX it is nearly always translated by
dyyeXos (exceptions are, e.g. 3 Nn 2121 22s

, Dt S20
,
all

in plu. irpd<?(Secs

;

Jos 6s5 ol Karao-KOTreiiaavres

;

I S
2542 vaHes)

;
but this word dyyeXos is rendered

‘messenger 5

in AV in Mt ll10, Mk l
2
, Lk 7s4 * 27

9s2, 2 Co 127
,
Ja 2~5

, where it is evident that human
messengers are spoken of ; in 2 Co 127 St. Paul
calls his thorn in the flesh

4 a messenger of Satan to

buffet me’ (DyyeXos craravd tva ye KoXa<f>i£y). It is

rarely doubtful whether the meaning is ‘messenger’

in the original sense, or 4 angel ’ in the derived or

restricted sense. Only once does BY change 4 mes-
senger

5

into ‘angel,’ Job S328
, and Oxf. Heb. Lex.

says that there the 4 angel ’ of BY is too specific ;

the reference is to
4 a messenger from God acting as

an interpreter and declaring what is right ’ (Bvm
has ‘messenger’). Only once * is a prophet directly

called a messenger of God dyyeXos), Haggai
(l

13
), but the name Malachi (wh. see) is ‘my

messenger,’ and Malachi uses the title not only of

himself, of the priest as God’s messenger carrying

* Unless Nn 20^6 refers to Moses, which is not probable ; RV
keeps AV tr. ‘angel/
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the law of the Lord to the people (2
7
), of the

Forerunner of the Messiah (3
1
), hut even of the

Messiah Himself (3
1
,
AY and BY ‘messenger/

KYm ‘ angel ’). See art. Angel.
Other words trd ‘messenger’ are self-evident,

but it may he pointed out that in NT cLirbcrokos

‘ apostle/ lit.
4 one sent out/ is twice rendered

1 messenger/ 2 Co 823
,
Ph 2J5

f See Apostle.
J. Hastings.

MESSIAH.—
Introduction,

t Jewish Messianic belief.

"L Outlines of its history.

(a) ‘Messianic* expectations prior to or in-

dependent of the notion of a unique
personal Deliverer.

(&) Hopes attached to the House of David.
(c) Early Evidence of Expectation of Messiah.

(d) Jewish beliefs as reflected in the Gospels.

(e) Evidence of Apocalyptic literature.

2. Discussion of special points.

(a) The Messiah as Prophet.
(b) The Suffering Messiah.
(c) The ‘Son of Man *—Dn 7—Messiah’s pre-

existence.

H, The Christian transformation.
Jesus the true Prophet—the Servant of Jehovah

—

suffering and death the way to triumph—the kingly
office of Jesus—His heavenly priesthood—His re-

lationship to God.
The argument from prophecy still valid.

Literature.

In approaching this subject, it seems important
to distinguish between the historical and the
theological points of view from which it may be
regarded, and to vindicate the rights of both.

There is a danger that a sense, derived from Chris-

tian faith, of the purpose and the fulfilment of

the hope of the Messiah may somewhat interfere

with the accuracy of our view of the course of its

history. The Messianic expectation was formed
under the influence of the fundamental beliefs and
the national experiences of the Israelite people,

interpreted first by the prophets and subsequently
by more ordinary religions reflexion and specula-

tion. In a historical study we must be careful

not to attribute greater distinctness or scope to

the expectation at any epoch than had then been
attained. The actual genesis and connexion of

ideas must, so far as possible, be observed; and
elements of the final conception, which existed

first as separate thoughts and did not affect the
process of development during its earlier stages,

must he treated as separate till the time when
they were in reality combined with the main
body of doctrine. On the other hand, in the
endeavour to appreciate the true lessons of the
history, to understand aright the meaning of the
facts, considerations are in place and are necessary,

which are, properly speaking, theological—such,
namely, as furnish the ground for, or are connected
with, our belief in the Moral Government of the
world and the Divine plan for man’s Redemption,
and determine our estimate both of the Christian
Faith and of the OT dispensation, and of their

relation to one another.
It will be our aim in this art. (i.) to trace the

origin and growth of the Messianic beliefs of the
Jews, and then more briefly (ii.) to mark the
character and extent of the change which these

beliefs underwent in the Christian Church, and
its results as to the interpretation of OT prophecy.

i. Jewish Messianic Belief.—1. Outlines of
its history.

—

(a) We shall be mainly concerned with
the expectation of a personal deliverer. But it is

impossible to place this in a right light, if we do
not view it in connexion with the belief, as a whole,

which the Jews had in the future blessings assured

to them. From the conviction that they were the
chosen people of Jehovah, and that He would he
faithful to His covenant made with them, there

arose in times of common distress and of exile the

confidence taught by the prophets, and which
sustained the most pious and best part of the
nation, that their national life, after it had been
urified by the punishment of sinners and the
iscipline of the godly, would he restored, that

they would obtain complete victory over their

enemies, and that God would bestow upon them
such glory and peace and well-being as would
surpass aU that had been realized in the happiest
preceding times, and would satisfy perfectly all

the longings of their hearts. These hopes existed

before the expectation of a unique person who
was to come— the Messiah— had been formed.
This is exemplified by the Book of Zephaniah, the
whole of which is occupied with a vision of the
great day of the Lord’s vengeance on the sinners

in Israel and destruction of the surrounding
nations, and the subsequent happiness of Zion,

while yet the figure of Messiah does not appear
at all. Again, there were periods in which, or

portions of the Jewish world where, the expecta-

tion of a coming King seems to have^ fallen into

abeyance, though the more comprehensive hope for

Israel and Zion was still vigorous. This is ex-

emplified by the Apocrypha and the writings of

Philo. Nevertheless, these different forms of

expectation had their roots in beliefswhich were
closely connected. This whole body of expectation

may therefore not unfitly be, as it often is, called

‘Messianic.’ The importance of those originally

simple anticipations, to which we have referred,

will further appear when it is observed that out
of them, and out of the imagery in which they
were expressed, grew in time the elaborate and
mysterious doctrines concerning the millennium,
the final judgment, the world to come, and other

last things (cL Eschatology in vol. i.).

(5) We comb now more definitely to the history

of the idea of the Messiah. God had not only
made a special covenant with Israel, but with David
and his descendants as its royal house (2 S 7

8"17
,

Ps 8919'37
). To the days of David and Solomon,

especially, after-generations looked back as fur-

nishing a pledge for the future. It is the renewed
glory of the house of David, and the reunion of

all the tribes under it, that Amos, fox instance

(9
111

*), and Hosea (3
5
)
foretell, not the coming of the

Messiah. Again, it is on the restoration of a suc-

cession of kings, not on one pre-eminent king, of

David’s line, that Jeremiah dwells (17
25 224 3315 - 17

).

In some prophecies, however (Is 734-16 96,7 11, Mic
4. 5), attention is concentrated upon a single

descendant of David ; and the language used
respecting him, taken by itself, would seem clearly

to imply the conception of the Messiah, strictly

so callejd. Any remaining doubt whether it did so

Ts suggested by the absence of confirmatory lan-

guage, and even the contrary representations, in

other nearly contemporary, or later, prophets.

Unquestionably, however, the image of the king

\who, in accordance with God’s covenant with
David, stood in a peculiar relation to Jehovah
(‘I Will be his father, and .he shall be my son’),

who reigned by His appointment, in His name,
and by His power, who would do all God’s will,

whose rule should be one of absolute righteousness,

who would compel all men to honour the God of

Israel and bestow on His people perfect peace and
happiness for ever, contained the essential charac-

teristics of the idea of the Messiah, as that name
came to be commonly understood among Jews.

At most it was only necessary besides that the

conception should be firmly apprehended, that it

should be fixed in language, and become clearly

recognizable.

(c) We proceed to examine the early evidence oi

the expectation of the Messiah as a unique per-

sonality, and in particular of the use of the titl*
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‘the Messiah 5
(‘the Christ 5

) a3 the distinctive

name for sack a one.

In order to understand the significance of the
application

^

of the name Messiah in the special

manner which has become so familiar, we must
glance at the use of the word in OT. The cere-

mony of anointing was used in making priests and
prophets, as well as kings, and (LXX xp«rr6s),
‘ anointed,

5

is a few times applied to the first of

these as an adjective (Lv45 * 16 622
,
2 Mac l 10). But

as a substantive, ‘the Lord’s anointed,
5 ‘Mine

anointed, 5 ‘Thine anointed,
5

it is used only of

kings. A possible exception to this is the use of

the plural "to designate the Jewish people as a
whole (?), at Ps 105 15

(1 Ch 1622), Hab 313
, although

even in these passages the reference may be
to the king. It is employed of the king, in

contrast with the priest, even at 1 S 2s5
. The

title is repeatedly given to Saul (1 S 123 etc.) ; but
it acquired a far fuller meaning when used of

David and his descendants, by reason of God5
s

covenant with him (Ps 22 1850 etc.). Its transfer-
ence to Cyrus (Is 451

) does hut illustrate its

primary force. See, further, art. ANOINTING.
At Dn 924

‘s6 we possibly have the word used in

that which has come to be its distinctive sense.

If so, it is the earliest instance of this.

In the next oldest works which have to he
noticed, as probably giving indications of the
expectation of the Messiah, the title is not used

;

but this is explicable from the oracular, apocalyptic
character of the writings in question, which favours
an allusive or symbolical mode of speech. In the
most ancient portion of the Sibylline* Oracles (iii.

1. 97 to 1. 807, or according to some critics a little

more), conlposed about B.C. 140, we have (1. 652 ff.)

a description of a king whom God should send,

who can nardlv be other than the Messiah. Again,
in one of the older sections of the Book of Enoch,
the Vision of Seventy Shepherds, which probably
belongs to the reign of Jolm Hyrcanus (B.C. 135-

106) [in art. Enoch, vol. i. p. 707, it is placed some-
what earlier], and in which the history and destiny
of the Chosen People are symbolically represented,

the white bullock, it is generally allowed, denotes
the Messiah. Another portion of the Book of

Enoch, the so-called Book of Parables, should be
considered at this point, if the period assigned for

its composition in art. Enoch, ib., is adopted,
and if the chronological order ought to be strictly

adhered to. But critics differ widely in respect to

its date. The supposed historical allusions in it

are of very uncertain import. Even on this

ground it would he well to reserve it for separate
treatment, when the course of the history of the
Messianic Hope, so far as it may be determined by
means of evidence of more unquestionable char-

acter, has been reviewed as a whole. But there is

still stronger reason for doing this. The Messianic
doctrine of this book is, by common admission,
unlike in important particulars to that found in

any other Jewish document. Whatever, there-
fore, the time and circumstances of its origin may
have been, it seems certain that it did not exer-

cise any general influence.

We pass to the Psalms of Solomon, which con-
tain full and clear evidence of the idea of the
Messiah and also (Ps-Sol IT88 186* 8

) of the use of

the title. These psalms were most probably
written by one author, and within^ no very wide
Limits of time. They contain allusions which can
best be explained if the taking of Jerusalem by
Pompey (B.c. 63) was still recent when some of

them were composed. Though we possess them
only in Greek, they were evidently written origin-

ally in Hebrew, and there is every reason to regard
them as Palestinian. Pss 17 and 18 are some of

the most important passages in all Jewish litera-

vol. iTT.—23

tore in connexion with the history of the Messianio
Hope. Their thought and language are moulded
on the portions of OT which celebrate God’s cove-
nant with David. Another fragment of the
Sibylline Oracles, which is probably of a little later
date than the Psalms of Solomon

,
contains an

allusion to the Messiah {Or, Sib . iii. 46-50).

The comparative scantiness of the indications
which we possess of the expectation of the Messiah
in the last two or three centuries B.C. cannot be
wholly explained by our want of knowledge of the
period. The silence of the Apocrypha has already
been referred to. The truth would seem to be
that, in part owing to changed political circum-
stances, in part also to a deeper cause, a move-
ment of religious feeling, the hope of the
restoration of the Davidic monarchy, after it had
slumbered for a while, re-awoke gradually, and in
some parts of the Jewish world more decidedly
than in others, and especially so in Palestine,
during the last cent, ana a half B.C., and that as
it did so, a unique and ideal character was attri-

buted to the person and mission of the expected
king, such as had not before been, commonly at
least, associated with any looked-for occupamc
of the throne. The fact itself that he would be
separated by so long an interval of time from all

his predecessors contributed to this, and in addition
a deepened sense of the magnitude of the events
in connexion with which he would appear, and in
which he would hear a part, had begun to enhance
the idea of his greatness.
The chief elements in this early conception of

the Messiah have become apparent in tracing its

history, but it will be well to mark them carefully
before proceeding further. He will be a descendant
of David ; Son of David comes to be used of him
as a special appellation (first in Ps-Sol 1723,

in the
Gospels Mt 5®r etc., and commonly in Babbinie
literature). He will be the ideal king, whose
mind and action shall be in entire accord with
the will of God, vrho will he God’s true representa-
tive upon earth, in whose days and through whom
God will make good all Has promises, and who
will lead all men to honour the God of Israel and
to respect Israel as God’s people. The relation of

the Messiah to the actual inauguration of this

happy state of things cannot be precisely deter-
mined. It is clearly an exaggeration to say with
Castelli {U Messia secondo gli Ebrei, p. 164) and
Dalman ( Worte Jesu, p. 242) that the Messiah is

never according to the original conception himself
the deliverer, but only the king of the people after

God has wrought deliverance. The writer of Ps 2,

and those who took their ideas from it (e.g. Ps-
Sol 1734), manifestly attributed the subjugation of

the enemies of God to the agency of the Messiah.
It was also evidently possible for writers who con-
templated this to use language implying that the
deliverance was God’s work. The part taken by
supernatural and by human agency would be, no
doubt, somewhat variously conceived by different

minds ;
but the language of the documents is not

full enough to justify us in defining the views of

the several writers with exactness. At the period
we are considering, thought upon this subject

would be vague. Only through a process of re-

flexion, and when it came to be a question of

harmonizing diverse representations in the pro-

phets, would the place in the succession of events
at which the Messiah would appear be deter-

mined.
(id)

The evidence so far considered brings us
down approximately to the middle of the last cent.

B.C. The Gospels are our next important source
of information. They supply us with a lifelike

picture of Jewish beliefs m Palestine at the time
of our Lord’s ministry. We gather that the ex-
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pectation of One who should come—the Messiah
—was an article of faith with the masses of the
Jewish people, and with the Pharisees there. In
the main, their conception of him is that which
has already been before us. But one or two addi-
tional traits appear. The Jews, whose discussions

are reported in Jn 7s7, assumed that the coming of

the Messiah would he unexpected and mysterious.

The same idea is met with in the Talmud and
Targum of the prophets, and in the mouth of

Trypho in Justin [Dial, chs. 8 and 110). Again,
we have a feature in the rOle of the Messiah corre-

sponding rather to what is recorded of some of the
greatest prophets than of the kings of old, when
it is expected that he will work mighty miracles.

That this was the common anticipation is implied
in the answer of Jesus to John (Mfc ll 2ff,

)» and in

the questionings of the Jews (Jn 7
S1

). In Rabbinic
literature we find evidence to the same effect.

(e) The development of eschatological doctrine,

which may be traced especially iu the Apocalyptic
literature (see Eschatology in vol. i. p. 741 ff.),

necessarily affected the conception of the Messiah
and his office. As the order of events at the end
of the world came to be more clearly defined, his

work was marked out
ewith greater precision. A

more unearthly character was also imparted to
him. The Apocalypse ofBaruch and Fourth Ezra
(see Esdhas, Second Book of) are important for

illustrating the change. They may with confi-

dence be pronounced to be Jewish, and there is

a large amount of agreement among critics that
their composition should be placed between a.d.

70 and the beginning of the 2nd cent. A.D. The
calamities that are to come upon the earth are
described in dark colours. Iu the midst of them
the Messiah appears. He is said to be preserved
by the Most High to the end of the days. In
4 Ezr 131{* he is seen as a man coming from the
sea, flying with the clouds of heaven. Neverthe-
less just before, at 1232 be is referred to as 4 the
Anointed One of the seed of David. 5 We must
suppose, therefore, that the author had the notion
which is met with in the Rabbinic literature, that
one bom of David’s line had been caught away
from the earth and was being kept in heaven, or
in Paradise, till the time should have arrived for
his Advent. When he has executed vengeance on
all the enemies of God, and the dispersed of Israel
have been gathered together, he will reign for a
long period (400 years according to 4 Ezr) in a
state of peace and plenty, such as that imagined
in what Christians came to call the Millennium,
Then the Messiah himself and all flesh would die.

After this there would be a general resurrection
and judgment by the Most High, and a new world.
The Messianic doctrine of the Talmud and Targum
agrees as to its main outlines and character with
that attained at the time we have now reached.
The additional point of most interest to be con-
sidered in connexion with them is the extent to
which they bear testimony to the belief that the
Messiah would participate for a time in the suffer-

ings of men. Further reference will be made to
this presently.

It has sometimes been held that there existed
even in pre-Christian times various types of
Messianic expectation. Gfrorer (in Jahrh. d.
Heils, 1838) formulated this theory, distinguish-
ing them as * the common-prophetic, 5 4 the Danielle, 5

Hue Mosaic,’ and * the Mystical - Mosaic 5

; and
Westcott [Introd. to Study of Gospels

, ch. ii.)

countenances tins idea. But it does not fairly
represent the evidence of our documents. In the
Enochic Book ofParables, indeed, to which refer-
ence has already been made, and to the doctrine of
which we shall recur under the next head, we do
find a different type. But, putting this on one

i

side, the evidence, when arranged according to the
times that the different portions of it most prob-
ably illustrate, sets before us a single line of

orderly development. There is one root -con-
ception which in process of time is elaborated,
and in some respects changed, yet so that its

original features remain recognizable throughout.
2. Discussio7i of Special Points.—There are some

questions which need to be more particularly con-
sidered on account of their intrinsic importance,
or the diversity of views held in regard to them,
or their connexion with Christian doctrine. The
first relates to an ideal other than the kingly
one which was combined with it in Christian faith,

hut which seems in Jewish belief, at least before
the Christian era, and in the main throughout, to

have been kept separate.

{a) The Prophet.—In Dt 1815 the promise is

given of * a prophet like unto Moses *
;
yet if the

whole context be taken into account the meaning
seems to be, not so much that one supereminent
prophet should be sent, but that God5

s people
should not be left destitute of prophetic guidance.
When prophecy had for a time ceased, and at a
period when the expectation of a king of David’s
line does not seem to have flourished, religious

hope was fixed upon the rise of a true prophet
(1 Mae 1441 ; cf. 446 and ff

27
). Among the Jews of

the time of our Lord’s ministiw the return of one
of the famous prophets of old (Mk 8m and parallels,

Mk 615
), or the coming of one who was defined as

4 the prophet 5
(Jn l21 * 25 614), was awaited. But in

all these passages, except Jn 614ff
*, it Is evident that

4 the prophet 5

is distinct from the Messiah
; and

in that place, also, there is no need to suppose an
identification of, or confusion between, the two
ideas. Nevertheless, some traits taken from the
prophetic character seem to have found a place in

the conception of the Messiah’s work and office.

One, the working of miracles, has been referred to

already. Again, the Messiah, according to the
woman of Samaria, is to be the revealer of all

truth that men need to know (Jn 425 ). This
view of the Messiah agrees with the special com-
plexion of Messianic doctrine among the Samaritans
at a later time.

(
b

) The doctrine of a suffering Messiah.—There
are passages in the OT which teach deep lessons

as to the Divine purposes that are accomplished
through the sufferings of the righteous, and fore-

shadowings even of one pre-eminent vicarious
sufferer. But, so far as we can trace the connexion
of ideas in these passages and their contexts, there
does not seem to have been any clear reference to
the Messiah and his atoning work in the thought
of the writers. The suggestion for their pro-

phecies seems to have come either through indi-

vidual experience, or (as notably in the latter half

of Isaiah) from the belief that, through the afflic-

tions which the better part of the Israelite nation
was undergoing, its purification and restoration
were being effected.

We desire, however, to know what the influence

of these prophecies was upon Jewish Messianic
belief. The true answer appears to be that for a
long time they did not affect it at all, and that
they never did so to any considerable degree.
There is no trace of the idea that the Messiah
would undergo suffering, in the extra-canonical
pre-Christian literature which we have been re

viewing. And the evidence supplied by the
Gospels seems to show conclusively that no such
belief existed among the Jews at the time of our
Lord’s ministry. His own disciples were totally

unprepared for His announcements on the subject.

And yet, if such a belief was to be found any
where, it might be expected to be among those who
were attracted by the character and teaching of
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Jesus. There were differences in the spirit in
which the Messiah and his times were thought
©f and desired. The mass of men thought chiefly
of victory over their enemies and the bringing in
of great material prosperity, while the truly pious
dwelt on the remission of sins (Lk l77). But there
is no sign of this remission being connected with
the vicarious sufferings of the Messiah except in
the Baptist’s words (Jn l29* K

)

;

and plainly this
inspired utterance cannot be taken as evidence of
Jewish belief : those who heard it do not seem to
have understood it at the time. Some have held
that in our Lord’s time there had, through devo-
tion to earthly ideals, been a decline, esp. in regard
to the point under consideration, from a conception
of the Messiah prevalent in an earlier age which
had been more truly in accord with prophetic teach-
ing (cf. Liddon, Divinity of our Lord

, II. ii.). It

would be strange if this fuller and higher doctrine
had been so completely lost, as it must in that
case have been. Moreover, as we have seen, this

theory has no documentary support.
We pass to writings subsequent to the Christian

era. The view of 4 Ezr that Messiah would die after
a long and prosperous reign, at the end of this

world, has evidently nothing to do with atoning
suffering. Christian controversialists appear to
have been equally mistaken in the meaning they
have often attributed to the doctrine of two
Messiahs—Ben-Joseph and Ben-David. The for-

mer is the Messiah of the ten tribes, a warlike
deliverer and king. He was, it is true, to die, but
only in order to make way for the union of the
whole nation under Messiah Ben-David.
In the Targum of Jonathan much of Is 5213-5312

is applied to the Messiah, but those verses which
speak of the sufferings of the Servant of Jehovah
are referred to the Israelite nation. And the
general current of Jewish interpretation is to the
same effect. There are some traces in the Talmud
of the belief that the Messiah would suffer with
the sufferings of his people, and that he is the
subject of the whole of this prophecy; but they
are rare, and are not found in the earlier portions.

A good deal of stress has been laid on the fact

that Justin Martyr in his Dialogue with Trypho
represents his Jewish interlocutor as forced to !

allow that the Scriptures foretell a Messiah des-

tined to suffer (chs. 68. 89. 90). But this cannot
rightly be pressed, since Justin may attribute this

admission to his, perhaps partly imaginary, oppo-
nent, as a literary device for setting forth his

own argument. If accepted as evidence of Jewish
opinion, it could only show that some Jews a little

before A.D. 150 did not feel able to resist this inter-

pretation of prophecy when it was urged upon
them by Christians.

We may observe, in taking leave of this sub-

ject, that before the historical realization in Jesus
Christ, and apart from belief in Him, it must have
been extremely difficult to combine the idea of

suffering with the conception of the promised king
derived from the representations of OT prophecy
generally. It can have been possible at all only for

men of unusual depth of spiritual insight and
sympathy with the sorrows or their people.

(c) The use of the name * the Son of Man? the

Messianic interpretation of the vision m Dn 7, and
the doctrine of the Messiahs pre-existence.—The
Messiah was certainly not called 4 the Son of Man 5

by Jew's with that fulness of signification which
Jesus gave to the name. The use of this title for

the Messiah among Jews, if it was used by them
at all, is closely associated with the interpretation

of Dn 7, and the discussion of the two points may
conveniently he connected.

From Jn 1234 it appears that the Jews were
puzzled by the designation ‘the Son of Man/ and

that it was not with them a recognized title for the

Messiah. Indeed, if it had been, the use of it by
Jesus could hardly be reconciled with His course of

action as a whole. We gather from the records

f
eneraliy, that He refrained till the very end of

[is ministry from claiming before the multitude
to be the Messiah, and till within a few months
of the close from making this claim before even
the innermost circle of His disciples. Yet He re-

peatedly and openly designated Himself from an
early period by the name £ the Son of Man. 5

It

is true that, in connexion with this early and public
use of it, He does not introduce imagery taken
from, or similar to, that of the vision in Dn 7, as

He does in later sayings addressed to His disciples

which contain this title. From the first, however.
His use of it was marked and emphatic, and
such as would not have been consistent with the
rest of His conduct, if it already commonly denoted
the Messiah.
With respect to the vision in Dn 7 it has to be

observed that he who is brought to the Ancient
of Days is described not as 4

the Son of Man/ but
as ‘one like unto a son of man/ Further, the
vision is accompanied by an interpretation, from
which it appears that this human form represents
‘ the saints of the Most High 5

{vv.18 *^ Ti
) in con-

trast with the earthly kingdoms represented by
forms of beasts. Nevertheless, from the relation

between the form of the vision in 4 Ezr, to which
allusion has already been made, and that in Dn 7,

we may clearly infer that the writer of the later

Apocalypse saw a reference to the Messiah in the
language of his prototype. But it should be noted
that he described the Messiah not as 6 the Son of

Man 5 or as 4 like unto a son of man/ but as 4 like

unto a man/ In Rabbinic literature, from the 2nd
cent, onwards, indications of the Messianic Intel

-

retation of the vision in Dn 7 are not wanting,
ut they are not prominent. There is nothing in

this literature to lead us to suppose that 4 the Son
of Man ’ was ever in common use as a name for the
Messiah.
The employment of imagery such as that of

Daniel’s vision in describing the advent of the
Messiah implies his existence before his appearing,

in some extra-terrestrial region. But this view
could, as we have seen, be harmonized with the
belief that he would be of David’s line, by sup-

posing that a descendant of David had been first

caught up from the earth, or that David himself

or one of the kings of his house would reappear.

And as the Davidic lineage of the Messiah was a
thoroughly established dogma, and there is no
reason to suppose that any doubt on the point was
entertained, or would have been tolerated, in the
Rabbinic schools, we must conclude that any pre-

existence of the Messiah before his manifestation
to men which they thought of, was only such as

was consistent with a previous human birth.

Harnack indeed {Dogmengesch. i. 755} asserts

that, as a way of representing to themselves the

Divine foreknowledge, the Jews were in the habit

of supposing that every important person or thing
which has successively appeared or is to appear on
earth has first existed in neaven, and that such a
heavenly pre-existence was assumed in the ease

of the Messiah in accordance with this mode of

thonght. But G. Dalman, the chief expert in

Jewish literature among recent writers, emphati-
cally denies that this was a Jewish, or at all events

a Palestinian, principle. He does not allow that
the familiar instances of the heavenly proto-

types of the holy city and the temple establish it

( Worte Jesu
, p. 245). We may at least say that it

must he difficult for us to understand exactly and
fully what such a notion imported, even where we
seem to find it and that consequently it must be
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rash for us to imagine it in the case of persons and
objects with which it was not plainly associated.

The older Rabbinism at least seems to have con-
tents! itself with the idea of the pre-existence of

the Name of Messiah (Ps 7217
). (See Dalman, ib. p.

24 j ).

One work there is, apparently Jewish, which is

an exception in Jewish literature in regard to more
than one of the points which we havebeen discussmg
—the Enochic Book of Parables, to which reference
has been made, but the consideration of which was
deferred. The present is a suitable opportunity
for making a few remarks upon it. In this docu-
ment the Messiah is repeatedly called 6 the Son of

Man/ and described as surrounded with majesty in

the presence of the Lord of Spirits, and reserved for

a future manifestation. Furthermore, he is to be
the Judge in the Universal Judgment—a function

never assigned to the Messiah, but always ascribed

to the Most High in other Jewish writings. Yet,
in spite of the various points of contact with Chris-

tian ideas and language, there is nothing (save one
phrase, which is probably to be otherwise explained)

to connect this Son of Man with the Christ of

Christian faith, who has been crucified and has
since ascended to His throne, and is waiting to

return in glory. It is very unlikely that a Chris-

tian writer would have so concealed his own belief,

or that a Christian interpolator, while introducing
those passages and expressions, which correspond
with Christian rather than with Jewish ideas,

would have done his work with so much reserve.

The traits in question may however, for all that,

be due to Christian influence. To any one who
considers how Christian teaching affected the
thought of many pagans in the early centuries,

even sometimes of such as remained most hostile to
Christianity, or who is at all familiar with the many
instances of the same kind which there are among
educated Hindus at the present day, this will seem
a not improbable hypothesis. And in the relations

which existed during the 1st cent. A.D. between
Jewish Christianity and Judaism there were the
conditions which would make such effects natural.

It is to he added, that even if it is a mistake to
trace the peculiarities of the Enochic Book of Three
Parables to Christian influence, it may still be
post-Christian. It is true that * the figure of the
Messiah is here drawn specially in dependence upon
the Bk. of Daniel.’ But it would not be justifiable

to regard this as making an early date more cred-
ible. For between the original vision and this

rendering of its imagery there lies a difference in
the definiteness and fulness of the Messianic ideas
implied, which was only by degrees approached and
never elsewhere attained among Jews.

ii. The Christian Transformation.—The fact
that Jesus claimed to be the Christ, and the signi-

ficance of this fact, the manner in which and the
time when He did so, and the part which the tem-
per of the prevalent Jewish expectation had in
determining His course of action, need not here be
considered. It must suffice to note that He gave a
new character to the conception of the Christ when
to His acceptance of His disciples’ faith in Him, as
such, He linked the distinct announcement of His
approaching sufferings (Mk 827ff

* and parallels, Mk
1035"45—Mt 2020'28

). In the minds of the first mem-
bers of the Christian Church, the experiences of
the Cross, the Resurrection, and Pentecost, together
with the impression which the character and work,
the life and teaching of Jesus had made upon them,
led to a rapid transformation, pregnant with im-
portant consequences, of the idea of the Messiah
which they had held as Jews, They turned again,
as Jesns had taught them to do (Mk 1210* 24=Mt
2142 22s9, Mk 1449=Mt 26s4, Lk 417, Jn 539 etc.), to
their ancient Scriptures, and read them with new

eyes. They found scattered there the elements
a relatively complete ideal, which had been per.

fectly fulfilled in Jesns. The process by which
they combined them was uncritical, and was to
a large extent performed unconsciously, hut the
result was in harmony with essential truth.

By the very character which Jesus had assumed
in His mode of life and ministry, attention was

i directed to the promise of a true prophet
,
and we

are not surprised to find that special stress is laid on
it in the early preaching in the Acts (Ac 322 737 ).

The references in the same part of NT to 4 the
servant of Jehovah ,’ though they have not perhaps
been commonly noticed, can hardly be questioned
when they have been pointed out (Ac 427* 30

, where
nous should, in view of the manifest allusions to Is,

and the use of this term in the LXX, he rendered
—not with AY ‘child

5—hut with BY ‘servant,
5

as also at Ac 313* 26
). His ‘ anointing 9

(Ac 427
,
cf

.

Is 61 1
) with the Spirit served as a link to connect

Him with the king of David’s line. It may be
permissible to see an allusion to the same figure of
prophecy in the parable Lk 1416f

*, though douXos is

the word there employed.
But the question upon which the whole contro-

versy between believers in Jesus as the Christ and
the Jews necessarily turned was as to the Divine
intention, foreshown in the prophets, that He
should pass through suffering and death to His
triumph (Ac 318 S32f

* 173 2623
). Stress was also laid

upon those spiritual blessings, the expectation of

which had already been associated with the Messi-
anic times—the call to repentance, the remission of

sins, peace, the outpouring of the Spirit (Ac 217_ai

531 l(b6).

Two comings of the Messiah, first in humiliation,
then in glory, were now distinguished, and this

distinction became a characteristic article of the
Christian faith ; for the withdrawal from the earth
of one who had not in any wav discharged the office

of Messiah, though destined to do so hereafter,
according to the Jewish notion referred to above,
can hardly be regarded as equivalent. Further,
even from the very necessities of the case, the
kingship of the Messiah could no longer be con-
ceived as primarily an earthly one. He had been
exalted to a throne in heaven at God’s right hand,
whence He was expected to return in glory. Some,
and for a time many, Christians supposed that He
would then reign upon earth for a certain period.
But to thoughtful believers this must always have
seemed a very subordinate part of His discharge of

His kingly office. It scarcely appears in the NT
(Rev 206 is the only passage that can he regarded
as a distinct indication of it). The predominant
thought was that of a heavenly king. Moreover,
He was to be the Judge in the final universal judg-
ment (Ac 1042 1730* 31

, Ro 216
, 2 Co 510

, Mt 2531ff
*).

Meanwhile He exercises a heavenly priesthood.

This aspect, too, of Messiahship was first clearly
brought out in Christian teaching. That this was
so, appears from the fact that Christian believers
did not at once perceive it. The title of ‘ priest

9

is in NT given to Jesus Christ only in Ep. to Heb.

;

and His right to it is founded primarily upon a
passage in which a psalmist had once recognized
the priestly character belonging to Israel’s king
(Ps 1104

, He 56
7. 84). Lastly, a meaning so much

loftier than before was given to His relationship to

God, that the title ‘ the Son of God 9
lost, or almost

so, the associations with specifically Messianic
ideas which it once might have had.
To some the view of OT prophecy suggested in

this article may be disappointing. For the purpose
of the argument from prophecy in support of the
Christian faith as it has been ordinarily used, the
strictly miraculous character of the prophecies
should be as plain as possible. Predictions are
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therefore demanded, the reference of which is

guaranteed "by their circumstantial accuracy, and
by their having been more or less clearly intelli-

gible before the time of fulfilment came. Modem
inquiry has rendered it doubtful how far the pre-
dictions satisfied these requirements. But, on the
other hand, the history which we have been tracing
is full of the signs of Divine Providence. The
whole religious history of Israel down to the time
of Him whoin Christians believe in as the Christ,
and in a special manner the teaching of the pro-
phets, formed a most remarkable preparation for
His coming. It remains true as ever, and criticism
and historical investigation only confirm it, that the
Scriptures were in reality full of Him, and that,
in proportion as men had entered into their spirit,

they must have been able to receive Him (Jn S38- s®).

It is still legitimate as ever to regard types and
ideals which were first fully realized in Him as
divinely intended to foreshadow Him, And if the
method in which Israel wa*s trained in its great
hope, even while in many respects unique, was
more analogous to that in which truth has ordin-
arily been unfolded to mankind, permitting a larger
amount of illusion and error on their part than has
sometimes been supposed, it may for this very
reason be the more instructive.
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Y. H. Stanton.
METE, METEYARD.—To ‘mete’ (from Anglo-

Sax. metan, and radically connected with Gr.
fiirpov, Lat. metiri

,

Eng. £ measure 9

; and even
with Gr. fi^deiv to rule, Lat. modus

,

measure,
moderation, Eng. ‘mode/ ‘modest,

5

etc.) is to
measure. Thus Ex 1618 ‘ And when they did mete
it with an omer, he that gathered much had
nothing over, and he that gathered little had no
lack

3

; Mt 72
4 With what measure ye mete, it

shall be measured to you again. 5
Cf. Knox, Hist.

97, ‘But bee yee assured, my Lord, with such
measure as ye mete to others, with the same
measure it shall he met to you againe. 5 Tind.
uses the word in Dt 213 ‘ Then let thine elders and
thi judges come forth and meet unto the cities

that are rounde aboute the slayne,
5 and Cov. in

Ru 315 4 And he meet her sixe measures of barlye.
5

Sir John Cheke, in his determination to use Anglo-
Saxon at all hazards, turns Tindale 5

s
4 cubite

5

in

Mt 6s7 into £ half yard mete. 5 Chapman uses the
verb in Iliads, iii. 327

—

‘Then Hector, Priam’s martial son, stepp’d forth, and met
the ground.*

Meteyard is used by Tindale in Lv 1935 as the tr.

of to, a measure, and it is retained in AY and
BY. The word occurs also in Pref. to AV,
‘neither is it the plain-dealing Merchant that is

unwilling to have the weights or the meteyard
brought in place, but he that useth deceit.

5

Coverdale has the similar forms ‘ meteline 5

(Jos

17s* 14
) and ‘meterod 5 (Ezk 40s* 5 4I8).

J. Hastings.
METHEG-AMMAH.—AY and RYm in 2 S 81

1 David took Metheg-ammah (naxr? mp) out of the
hand of the Philistines.

3 AYm has ‘the bridle of

Ammah,’ RY text ‘ the bridle of the mother city.
5

This last rendering is pronounced to be * probable
5

by Driver (Text of Sam.), who points out (see his

references) that qk has the sense of mother city or
capital in Phoenician. * The bridle of the mother
city

3 would mean the authority of the metropolis or
capital* of the Philistines, namely Gath (so Ges.,

Keil, Stade). Budde [in SBOT] makes various
objections to this, and leaves the expression blank
in his Heb. text as irrecoverably corrupt. The
LXX reads rfy dffnapKr^vrjp, which may, according
to Wellhausen, imply a reading nsh:nD. Wellh.
himself (Sam. 174) emends to npxn nz ‘Gath the
mother city,

3 comparing 1 Ch IS 1 p'rrnn? rg (

c Gath
and her daughter towns 5

), which he argues may
have arisen from the text he postulates in Samuel.
Klostermann attempts to obtain from the two
texts (of S and Ch) to; nrnx ‘Gath and
her border to the west.’ Thenius emends to :np

rrpn £ bridle of tribute,
5

i.e.
6 David laid

^
the

Philistines under tribute.
5 Lohr despairs of re-

covering either the meaning or the text. Cheyne
(Expos. Times, Oct. 1S99, p. 48) emends to inu'x-nx

n;n nns, ‘Ashdod, the city of the sea.’ Sayce
(j£ilir*414n.) suggests that npxn urn is the Heb.
transcription of the Bah. m£Mg ammati (for meteq
ammati) = ‘the highroad of the mainland 5

of Pales-

tine. The reference would thus be to the command
of the highroad of trade which passed through
Canaan from Asia to Egypt and Arabia ; but the
appearance of such distinctively Babylonian words
in Hebrew of this date is extremely improbable.

J. A. Selbie.
METHUSELAH (nb&irvp).—A Sethite, the father

of Lamech, Gn 5^, P (A Ma0<WXa), 1 Ch l
3 (B

MaddovcraXa

,

A MatfoucrdXa), Lk 3s7 (Ma#ou<raXa)=
Methushael (which see) in J’s genealogy, 418

.

The name r&zro is interpreted by Holzinger
as ‘man of the javelin 5

(
Mann des Geschosses),

a fitting name for a time when the earth
was full of violence. Ball (in SBOT), follow-

ing Hommel (PSBA , March 1893), makes the
name= £ man of Selah,’ where Selah may be a
modification of Bab. Sarraku

, a title of Sin, the
god of Ur Casdim. Methuselah would thus answer
to Berosus5

’Afityfivos = Amel-Sin, 1 Sin's man.’
While Ball remarks that the form Methushael,
* man of El,

5
is less original than Methuselah ‘man

of Selah,’ Sayce (in Expos. Times, May 1896,

p. 367) suggests that Methushael, an exact tran-

scription of the Bab, Mutu-sa4li, has been in £ the

Sethite genealogy corrupted into Methuselah (per-

haps for Mntu-Sa-ilati, ‘man or husband of the
goddess’), which does not admit of an etymology.’

J A. Selbie
METHUSHAEL (Vxij^na).—A Cainite, the father

of Lamech, Gn 418
(J) ; LXX (A) Madovcra\d, which

is read also for Methuselah (n8pmn) in P’s gene-
alogy, S2131 . The interpretations of the name are

various. Dillm. remarks that Vx^np may have
meant ‘suppliant or man of God’ (Ges. Thes. ;~
Mutu-sa-ili according to Lenormant, Origines de

Vhistoire2, 262 f., cf. Sayce in Expos. Times , May
1896, p. 367, May 1899, p. 353 ; Hommel, ZBMG
xxxii. 714), or ‘one who has been obtained hy
asking’ (Budde), but not ‘man of SheoP (Redslobi.

See, further, Spurrell, Notes on Genesis, ad loc.

;

Gray, Heb. Proper Names, 164 f. ; Budde, Ur-

geschichte, 129. J. A. Selbie.

METRE.—See Poetry.

MEUNIM.—See Maon.

MEUZAL.—Ezk 2719 AYm, See Uzal.

ME-ZAHAB (sm 'p ‘waters of gold’).—Father of

Matred and grandfather of Mehetabel the wife of

Hadar (Hadad), one of the kings of Edom, Gn 36^

(A Mer<*W=l Ch l50 (LXX om.). The name M2-
zahab (cf. Me-deba) is certainly, as Hommel (AH1
264 m) remarks, much more like that of a place

than of a person. Holzinger (Gen. ad loc.) suggest*

that it is the same name which appears in a cor-

rupted form iu Dt l1 as am *1 Bi-zahab. Hommel
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(l c.) makes the radical suggestion that ‘it is a
question whether we ought not to restore Gn 36s9

as follows: ‘‘and his (Hadar’s) cities were Pa'ish

fin MT Prfi't, var. Pat, LXX <&oy&p), Me’eshet,

Uehetab-el,
Bath-Matred, and Me-zahabP 9

MEZOBAITE.—One of David's heroes is called in

1 Oh ll47 ‘ Jaasiel the Mezobaite’ (n;sst:n). As
Ivittel (in SBOT) remarks, the MT is ‘ certainly

incorrect, hut totally obscure .

1 B has ^ULvafieia.,

A 'MecrtapiA, Luc. Macraf3i&.

MIBHAR.— In 1 Ch ll38 one of David’s heroes

appears as * Mibhar the son of Hagri ’ (~jn ypn
The parallel passage 2 S 23s6 reads, ‘ of

Zobah, Ban! the Gadite 5 (n:n n^srp), which is

probably the correct text. While the LXX has,

m 1 Ch ll38
, B MejScc&X vlbs *Ayapel, A Mafiap vibs

’Ararat, it reads in 2 S 23s6 airb dupd/ieus \i.e. K?'4'2

instead of rr^p] uo? YdkaaBBeL (B ; A . . . TaBBi).

See Driver (Text of Sam. 284) and Kiitel (SBOT
on 1 Ch 11s8

).

MIBSAM (D£'3*:).—4. A son of Ishmael, Gn 251S

(A Ma<nrdp) = 1 Ch l 29 (B Ma<r<rt£, A Maj&rch'). 2. A
Simeonite, 1 Ch 4s5 (B 'Mafia.a&ii., A Mafiaa&v).

MIBZAR (ip^ * fortification ’). — A £ duke 5
of

Edom, Gn 3G 42 (Mafdp)= l Ch l53 (B Maftp, A
Maj3<rap}. If we take Mibzar as a place-name,
Pi 11m. rejects decidedly KnobePs identification

with Sela or Petra, and, while pronouncing Hitzig’s

view e more possible * that Mib?ar is the same as
Bo?rah of v.®, he thinks it ‘ most probable,’ in view’

of the words of the Onoma&ticon (£n /cat vvv k&plt}

peyiari] Ma3crapb eirl tt)s Ta^aXijjnjjs, viraKo^ovaa rjj

Herpa), that this identification must also be given
up.

MICA (*o'Q). — i. Son of Merib-baal (Mepbi-
bosheth), 2 S 913 (B Metxd, A MtXa), called in 1 Ch
gwf. 940L Micah (n:>'D). See MiCAH, No. 2. 2. Son
of Zicbri, 1 Ch 91S (B M«*a, A MtXd), Neh ll17 (B
>Ia%d, A MtXd), where he is called son of Zabdi, v.

22

(B Metxd, A 3ItXd)=Micaiah (n;^n) of Neh 1235.

See Micaiah, No. 7. 3. One of those who sealed
the covenant, Neh 1011 (A MiX(£, B om.).

MICAH.—1. (runs, but in Jg 171* 4
; see Gray,

HPN 157, B MetXa£a?, A MtX£). A resident in the
highlands of Ephraim, whose story is related in a
.supplement (chs. 17. 18) to the Bk. of Judges, with
a view to explain the origin of the sanctuary of
Dan. There is no need to doubt the historicity of
the narrative, though it contains signs of revision,

if not of composite authorship. That two accounts
wTere woven into one, is the conjecture of some
critics, whilst others try to explain the phenomena
of the text on the supposition of redaction by a
reviser who was indignant at the pretensions of

the Danite priests. For a full and fair statement
of the different opinions, see Moore, Judges, xxix.
jcxx, 366-369. The nucleus of the story is evidently
of great age, and the events it describes may be
assigned with some confidence to the generation
after the invasion by Joshna.
Micah stole 1100 shekels of silver from his

mother, but restored the money on hearing the
curses with which she threatened the unknown
thief. His mother thereupon had part of the silver

made into ‘ % graven image and a molten image 5

;

but as the context speaks of but a single image,
and the former term is sometimes used (Is 4013 44i0

)

generically for an idol though cast, the latter term
is probably an editorial explanatory addition of
subsequent date to that of the earliest form of the
story. This image of J" was given to Micah, who
placed it in bis private chapel, together with an

epliod,’ which was some portable object used in

divining (Jg S27
, 1 S 236 * 9 307

) and not necessarily

a part of a priestly dress, and £ teraphim ’ or idols,

possibly household gods. There is no evidence
that these were the busts or images of ancestors ;

but they wTere used at least in later times in some
unknown way for the purposes of divination (2 K
232-1

, Ezk 21 21
, Zee 102). See Ephod. One of

Micah’s sons was formally invested with the office

of priest.

In the course of time a Levite in search of a
livelihood migrated from Bethlehem to Mount
Ephraim

,
and settled there. He is described as of

the family of Judah (177), and as a grandson of

Moses (IS30 ,
where MT has Manasseh, written,

however, with j suspeyisum). The most likely

explanations of the former phrase are that Levite
here means merely a descendant of Leah, or that,

the tribe having been broken up, the man in

question had attached himself to that of Judah
(Gn 49s * 7

), or that the word Levite is not used here
technically of a clan but of a profession, and
denotes that the man was an expert in religious

lore and in the art of divination ; but no explana-
tion is entirely free from difficulty. In the latter

phrase the change of Moses to Manasseh in

some of the texts was possibly due to an attempt
to detract from the dignity of the priesthoods

of the early northern sanctuaries, for whose
officials a Mosaic lineage seems to have been justly

claimed; see Jonathan, No. 1. This young
Levite was welcomed by Micah, who attached him
to his household (17

u
), and transferred to him the

duties at first assigned to his own son. But soon
afterwards the Danites, finding their quiet estab-

lishment in the district allotted them by Joshua
impossible on account of the resistance of the
Philistines and the Amorites (Jg l 34, Jos 1941

), sen
five of their tribe to find a suitable place for settle

ment elsewhere ; and these, while passing through
the highlands of Ephraim, stayed for a night at

the house of Micah. There they recognized the
Levite by his voice, as, if he were actually a
descendant from Moses and a recent resident in

their own neighbourhood, theymay well have done

;

though, according to a less natural* explanation,
the southern dialect that he used was the cause of

the recognition. At their request he consulted the
oracle for them, and promised them success in their

expedition. At Laish (or Leshem, Jos 1947 ), the
northern limit of the settlement of Israel, identi-

fied by name and ancient authority with Tell el-

Kadi (less probably with B&nias ; see G. A.
Smith, HGHL, 473-481), they found an attractive

locality and an unwarlike people, and returned with
the tidings to the temporary centre of their tribe

in the district made famous by Samson’s exploits.

Six hundred of the Danites, with their families

and cattle (18
21

), determined to migrate to Laish.
On approaching the village in which Micah lived,

the main body baited at its entrance, whilst the
five were detailed to secure the idols. They pro-

ceeded to the house of Micah, and, after greeting
the Levite, seized the idols ; and when the Levite
expostulated, they persuaded him to keep quiet
and even to accompany them as the priest of their

tribe. Hastily rejoining their comrades, they sent
forward their families and flocks, placed the
Levite and his apparatus in their midst, and
marched with the majority of the 600 in the rear

to guard against attack by pursuers. Micah
collected a few of his neighbours, and overtook the
column at some distance from the village * but his

remonstrances were received with contemptuous
menace, and, as the employment of force bv his

little band was out of the question, he was obliged
to return home and leave his idols in the hands of

the Danites. They continued their march to
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Laish, which they took without difficulty; and
in a new town built on the site of the old they
set up a temple of their own in charge of Micab’s
Levite, who thus became the ancestor of the Danite
priesthood.
How long this priesthood lasted is not known.

The note of time (18
31

) is of little help. If ‘the
day of the captivity of the land ’ (1830) is not a late
editorial addition, it will probably denote the times
of the Philistine wars under Eli ; but if it is, the
conquest of Galilee (2 K 1529

) by Tiglath-pileser in
b.c. 734. See art. Judges (Book of), in vol. ii.

p. 818 f.

2. (ny* in 1 Ch 8s4- 86 [B M£*«£, A M^cTj 940* 41

[B M«Xc£, A RV Mica, in 2 S 912
) A

son of Merib-baal (or Mephibosheth), and grandson
of Jonathan. The name occurs alike in the general
Benjamite genealogy (1 Ch 8s4- 35

) )
and in the specific

one of the house ofSaul (1 Ch 940 * 41
). The allusion

in 2 S 912 (B A Mi%d) is probably a late gene-
alogical gloss to remind the reader of the line of

descent notwithstanding such passages as 2S 215"9
.

3. The name and head of the chief family of the
Uzziel branch of the Kohathite Levites, according
to the arrangement for public service attributed to
David in 1 Ch 2320 (B M A The name
is repeated in 1 Ch 2424* 23 (B Metxd, A Mt*d) in the
classification of the Levites according to their

duties. 4. A name occurring in the genealogy of

Reuben (1 Ch 55
) as that of an ancestor of Beerah,

the chief of the Reubenites carried into captivity

by Tiglath-pileser. 5# A contemporary of Josiah
and the father of Abdon, 2 Ch 3420 (B MeixAas,

A Mt%a£as), who is called Achbor son of Micaiah
in 2 K 2212

. 6. A Shneonite, father of Ozias, one of

the three rulers of Bethulia in the story of Judith
(Jth 615

). To the same tribe belonged Judith her-

self (9
2
) (B Ma%c£, A and probably the other

rulers, with the majority of the population of the
district; and warrant for confidence in the anti-

quarian accuracy of the author of Jth, and for the
assumption of a Shneonite settlement in the north,

may be found in Gn 497f 2 Ch 159 34®. 7. See next
article. It. W. Moss.

MICAH (vrrn Jg 171- 4 ; in pause 2 Ch IT7 ;

shortened npn Jer 2618 and nrp Mic l1 ;=* who is

like J"f [cf. Ex 1511, and Wd in Nu 1313]).—

A

proper name of very freqnent occnrrence in the
OT (see preceding article). The best-known men
who bore this name are—1. Micah of Mt. Ephraim,
who appointed a Levite to minister as priest before

the image (i^sk) which his mother had caused to

he made from 1100 shekels of silver. See the pre-

ceding article, No. 1. 2. Mica(ia)h ben - Imlah,
a man of kindred spirit with Elijah, who, at the

moment when Ahab of Israel desired to secure

the alliance of Jehoshaphat of Judah against the

Syrians, predicted, in opposition to the prophet
Zedekiah, the unfortunate issue of the campaign
and the death of Ahab, and ranged himself as

a true prophet of J" over against the lying

prophets (1 K 22). One will hardly he wrong
in tracing the attitude of Mica(ia)h ben-Imlah
to the circumstance that Ahab favoured the

worship of the Tyrian Baal in Israel—a practice

which appeared to Mica(ia)h irreconcilable with
Israel's belonging to J". On the reference prob-

ably intended in 1 K 2228 oVs O’pj? ra? to the open-

ing words of Mic, see Komg, Einteit. in d. AT,
p. 330. See, further, Micaiah, No. 3.

3* Micah (B Ma%a£as, A Mixtuds) the Prophet,
—ofMoresheth (wh. see),the younger contemporary
of Isaiah, after whom one of the writings in the

Dodekapropheton is named, the 6th in the Heb.
order bnt the 3rd in the Greek.
L The Contents and Unity of the Book.—There

can be no doubt that the prophecies collected in

the book which bears his name proceed only in

part from Micah, for alike in contents and style
they are totally diverse in character.

(a) The first three chapters, apart from 2I2f
*,

present no difficulty. The prophet begins with
announcing the Divine judgment, which accom-
plishes itself in two acts, namely, upon Samaria
and upon Judah, although, of course, the judg-
ment upon Judah forms the central point of his
message. Then chs. 2 and 3 state the reasons for

the judgment denounced upon Judah in and
it is especially against the ruling classes in Jeru-
salem that Micah utters his reproaches. The
verses 2l2S

- are quite foreign to this line of
thought, for they presuppose the Exile, and
occupy themselves with the restoration of the
people.*

(b )
To these denunciations of judgment in chs.

1-3 we have the counterpart in chs. 4-5, which
open a glimpse into the Messianic time. Against
their composition by Micah there are the following
objections : (1) The strange conjunction of the
Messianic hopes of 4lff

* with the threatenings of

312
; (2) the circumstance that mutually exclusive

views present themselves (cf. 46-8 with v. 2f
*, 411'13

with v. 14
, 51 '3 with v. 4

**), and that frequently a
connexion can he established only by very arti-

ficial methods (cf. 44 with v.5
,
48 with v.9L

,
4n-is

with v. 14 51’3
) ; (3) the dependence upon trains of

ideas which did not become current till after the
time of Micah (cf. 411-13 with Ezk 38 f.), as vrell as
the presupposing of relations winch w~ere strange
to Mxcah's era (cf. 46-8 [2

12f
*] 5lff

*) If there are any
words of Micah at all in chs. 4-5, these can include
no more than 49f* 14 59"13

.

(c) 6 1-?6
, which consist of three short addresses

(6
1"8 63'16 71*6

), wiiose original context, however, is

doubtful, might, so far as their contents are con-
cerned, proceed from Micah. They present J"’s

controversy with His ungrateful people, the pro-
phet's denunciation of the people for the unright-
eousness which marked their whole manner of life,

and finally Zion's lament over the decay of her
children. This lament is intelligible in the time
of Manasseh, wffien the sacrifice of children (Mic 67)
was a flourishing custom ; but not only the tender-
ness of feeling exhibited in 6lff

*, but also the
dramatic and exceedingly animated descriptions,

make the composition of this section by Micah
very improbable.

(a) 7™* cannot possibly be attributed to Micah,

f

for what in 6x-76 is yet in prospect is in 77ff*

actually come to pass—Zion suffers for her sins,

and the prophet looks to a better time, when J"
will again interest Himself on behalf of His
people, and build the walls of Jerusalem.

ii. The Activity of the Prophet.—It follows from
the above investigation, that if we are to form an
idea of the characteristics of Micah and the method
of his activity, we must base our conclusions only
upon 12-2U 3 (4

9f- 14 59
~13

). It results from these
data that the title in I 1 rightly represents the pro-

phetic activity of Micah as having begun as early
as the reign of Ahaz, for according to l-ff* he pre-

dicted the fall of Samaria. Since of the two con-

tradictory dates given in 2 K 181
(cf. I76) and in

1813 the latter is clearly the better entitled to
credit

—

i.e. Hezekiah probably ascended the throne
B.c. 715—it follows that at the time of the destruc-

tion of Samaria the occupant of the throne of the
Southern kingdom was not Hezekiah (as in 2 K
183

, cf. 176
) hut Ahaz, who would have begun to

*01 Driver (LOT® 3271), who, though he questions the
necessity of attributing the verses to an exilic (Stade, Kuen.) or
post-exilic (Wellh.) hand, agrees that they do not now stand
in their proper context.

f So Wellhausen, Stade, Euenen, Comill, Giesebrecht. For
the reasons on the other side, we may refer to the discussion in
Driver, LOT®, 33

1
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reign c. 734. Whether Micah had entered upon his

prophetic activity before 734, i.e. in the time of

Jotham, as the title asserts, we have no certain

data to enable ns to decide, for the threatening
of 312 was, according to the express testimony of

Jer 261Sff
*, uttered under HezeMah, and probably

after the accession of Sennacherib in 705—an event
which appears to have determined Hezekiah to a
change of policy towards the Assyrians. Since
ch. 3 stands in close connexion with ch. 2, and the
latter as the foundation for the threatenings of

is not to be separated from ch. 1, we can only
assume that the threatenings once uttered ami
meanwhile realized against Samaria were taken
by Micah into a written discourse against the
Southern kingdom (cf. Is 28 if.)—a happy thought
whereby this denunciation, calculated to strike

terror into all, acquired special weight against
Jerusalem.

in. Style and Message of Micah.—It has rightly
been remarked that in his rhetoric Micah is

sharply distinguished from the simplicity of Amos
and the originality of Hosea. He begins with the
violent hiatus of Is and the imposing description of

Jahweh’s descent in storm from heaven to earth
(v. Sf

*), to which the denunciation of judgment
upon Samaria attaches itself, in order finally to

introduce the burden of his discourse—the judg-
ment upon Judah,—a discourse, however, which
runs off* into mere puns attached to local and per-

sonal names. It is possible that this, as Well-
hausen suggests, was the ancient scholastic model
of prophetic style, which elsewhere has maintained
itself especially in prophecies regarding foreign
nations. Apart from this peculiarity, Micah has
close points of contact with Amos. Like the
latter, he displays a deep moral earnestness which
does not shrink from drawing the last conclusions,
and which, in opposition to his great contemporary
Isaiah, who looked with confidence to J" the holy
God to preserve Jerusalem, leads him to predict
the destruction of the city as a punishment for the
treading under foot of righteousness. Whether
we are justified in concluding from 31J that Micah
anticipated the destruction of the whole kingdom,
has been rightly called in question and denied
by W. R. Smith {Prophets of Israel

,
287 ff. }, for

Micah in assigning the ground for judgment

—

and in this likewise he agrees with Amos—has
specially to do with the aristocracy of Jerusalem,
againstwhom his whole anger is turned on account
of the injustice perpetrated by them (‘Jerusalem
is Judah’s sin,

3
cf. Is LXX). What a powerful

impression this message of judgment produced
upon Micah’s contemporaries we may infer from
Jer 2616ff#

, where we find that 100 years after its

utterance this denunciation of judgment, which
stood in such glaring contradiction to the preach-
ing of Isaiah, is not yet forgotten.

"Whether Micah had. a glimpse of better days
and committed his anticipations to writing, must,
in view of what has been said above, remain un-
certain; the verses which alone could come into
consideration as from his pen, contain scarcely
anything more than a reference to a future de-
liverance and a removal by J" of things displeasing
(cf. 4s** 59

'23
). In any case, our prophet, even if he

never gave expression to such hopes, would in this
respect also have a predecessor in Amos, for the
Messianic hopes expressed in Am 9SfF* are a later
addition to that book.
A brief reference may further be made to Mic

67f*, which are not only marked by a depth and a
moral earnestness, but also interpenetrated by an
intensity of genuine feeling such as are scarcely
paralleled elsewhere.. These verses likewise have
a point of contact with Amos, in so far as in them
the thought is emphasized that moral goodness

coincides with humanity (

£ Das Sittlich-Gute ist

auch das Natiirlieh-Mensehliclie ’)
;
hut in anothei

point they go far beyond Amos—in fact, scarcely

anyv here in the OT is the essence of true worship
expressed so briefly and appropriately as in t>

a

‘ It is said to thee, 0 man, what is good and what
J" requires of thee : to do justice, to love kind
ness, and to walk humbly before thy God. 5
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MICAIAH.—-The Heb. name (‘ who is like

J"?’) and its abbreviations nj’o, ttys are
variously rendered in AY ; but, with the exception
of one instance, the first three words appear in
RY as Micaiah. The exception is in Jg 171 - 4

.

Here the name rats, which occurs frequently in
Jg 17. 18, is found in the longer form wurp, and
is rendered Micah for the sake of the unity of the
narrative. The LXX equivalents of Micaiah have
in every case the alternative spellings Mtx* and

the latter being found uniformly in B.

1.

Micaiah (?n£ra, MaaxA AV Michaiah) is the
name given in 2 Ch 132 to the mother of Abijah.
It is evident from 1 K 152

,
2 Ch ll20

,
and from

LXX, that this is a corruption of Maacah (wh. see).

2.

One of the princes of Judah (2 Ch 177 )
appointed

by Jehoshaphat to superintend religious instruc-

tion throughout the kingdom, was called Micaiah
(ttrrrp, M*xafo.s, AY Michaiah).

3.

Micaiah (wye, M(e)txauw) the son of Imlah waa
a prophet of J" in Israel in the days of Ahab.
His name is once (2 Ch 1814

) spelt nyo (RVm
Micah). In Scripture history he appears only on
the great occasion described in the almost identical
narratives of 1 K 224

“28
, 2 Ch 183

*27
. It is evident,

however, from I K 22s
{|
that this was not the be-

ginning of his prophetic activity, and that his

former messages had not been favourable to the
king.. Josephus {Ant. VIII. xiv. 5) identifies

Micaiah with the prophet who disguised himself
after the victory over the Syrians at Aphek, and
reproved Ahab for allowing the king of Syria
to escape (1 K 2035

'43
) ; and adds that Ahab, in

his displeasure at this, put Micaiah in prison.
These statements at least harmonize with the
Scripture account, and the identification is not in
itself unlikely.

In LXX 1 K 22 follows 20, and both chapters are derived from
a special source (see Kings i* and il, voL ii. pp. 867, 868) in which
Elijah is not mentioned, butwhich has several references to un-
named prophets. In so far as any prophet is mentioned by-

name, Micaiah may be said in this section to take Elijah’s place
(Kittel, Hist. Heb., Eng. tr. ii. 275).

On the occasion recorded in Scripture, Jehosha-
phat, king of Judah, was on a visit to Samaria,
when Ahab asked his co-operation in recovering
Ramoth-gilead, which the Syrians had formerly
captured, and which they were now retaining,
contrary to the conditions of the latest peace
(1 Iv 20y4 22s

). Jehoshaphat declared his willing-
ness to join in the expedition, but suggested that
at the outset they should ‘inquire at the word of
J" The prophets of Israel, to the number of 400,
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were accordingly assembled where the two kings
sat in royal state at the gate of Samaria. They
prophesied unanimously that the undertaking
would be successful, and one of them, Zedekiah
the son cf Chenaanah, emphasized the prophecy
by producing horns of iron as symbols ot the
conquering might of Ahab and Jehoshaphat.
These Israelite prophets posed as prophets of J"
and spoke in His name (2 Oh IS5 has 4 God 5

instead
of 4 J"

5

); but Jehoshaphat was doubtful of their

true character, and asked anxiously if there was
not besides a prophet of J" whom they might con-
sult (cf. 2 K 311

). Ahab then mentioned Mieaiah
for the first time, hut added that he hated him, as
he was always a prophet of evil—a rernaik which
Jehoshaphat courteously deprecated. A eunuch
was sent to fetch Mieaiah (who, according to
Josephus, was already in prison), and this officer

told him of the favourable ^eply which the 400
prophets had given to the inquiry of the kings,
counselling him in a friendly way to answer in

the same strain. Mieaiah, however, replied
boldly that he would speak only what J" should
say to him. When he appeared before the Mugs,
and when Ahab asked his counsel, he at first

echoed ironically the advice of the 400. But
Ahab detected the irony; and Mieaiah, when
pressed for his true opinion, answered in words
of solemn imagery, which boded nothing but
disaster. He had seen all Israel scattered upon
the mountains as sheep that had no shepherd

:

and J" had. said, 4 These have no master, let them
return every man to his house in peace.’ Besides
replying thus to Aliab’s immediate question, he
went on to pronounce a verdict on the whole
situation and on the prophets who -were opposed
to him. This he did in an account of a remark-
able vision. J" sat on a throne, attended by all

the host of heaven. He asked who would entice

Ahab that he might go and fall at Ramoth-
gilead* A spirit volunteered to do so by being
a ‘lying spirit

5
(ij# nn) in the mouth of Ahab's

prophets. J" accepted the offer, and sent the spirit

forth with a promise of success. Micaiah’s con-

cluding message to Ahab, therefore, was that his

prophets were false prophets, and that J" had
spoken evil concerning him. Zedekiah the son
of Chenaanah replied to Mieaiah by an insulting

blow and a mocking question. The account of

Jos. (Ant VIII. xv. 4) adds that Zedekiah sought
to refute Mieaiah’s prophecy by appealing to the
prediction of Elijah (1 K 2119),’ who had foretold

that the dogs should lick Ahab’s blood in Jezreel

;

and that Zedekiah also challenged Mieaiah to
wither the hand that smote him, as had been
done in the case of Jeroboam (1 K 134). Mieaiah
warned Zedekiah of the future perils that awaited
him, and, when he was carried off by Ahab’s orders

to suffer rigorous imprisonment, he contented him-
self by appealing confidently to the issue of events
for proof that his prophecy had been true. At
this point Ms history, which may have been
continued in the source (Ewald, MI, Eng. tr.

iv. 76), breaks off abruptly, and is not resumed.
The exordium, ‘Hear, ye peoples, all of you/ is

apparently an interpolation, taken from Mie l2,

and due to a confusion of Mieaiah the son of

Imlah with the canonical Micah.

Mach interest attaches to Micaiah’s vision. It is not to be
taken, of coarse, as a literal description of an objective scene,

bat a question may be raised as to how far it shows as the
form in which the truths proclaimed by the prophet were first

presented to his own mind, and how far he consciously cast

these truths into this dramatic shape in order to convey them
to others. In regard to such visions it seems best, while
allowing for a possible element of literary embellishment, to
hold with Davidson (Ezekiel xxix.), that they are ‘not mere
literary invention/ bat that the spontaneous working of a
prophet's inspired imagination threw truths ‘into a physical

form, making them stand oat before the eye of his phantasy

as if presented to him from without. 5 The vision, with its

picture of a scene in heaven, is strikingly similar to the Prologue

i

of Job (it»*i2 Another parallel may be found in Zee 3,

and the idea of a heavenly assembly is present also in Ps SS6- 7.

The account of Micaiah’s vision embodies theological concep-
tions which are strange and even perplexing to the Christian
mind. In opposing the 400 prophets Mieaiah did not question
their claim to ha\ e J"*s inspiration, but simply asserted that
this was in their case an inspiration of falsehood. The explana-
tion of this (to us) apparently self-contradictory conception is

to be found in the strength of the OT idea that J" is supreme,
and that nothing happens independently of Him. The pro-
blems raised by the varied moral quality of events in relation
to the holiness of J" were as yet in the background. A * spirit
from J”/ such as the ‘lying spirit’ of Micaiah’s vision, signified
simply a real Divine influence directing actual events. In
this OT view, to use the words of Schultz, ‘the Spirit of God
is in itself only a wonderful power by which the life of man
is regulated . . . but in itself there is no direct moral element’
(!Theoloay of OT, Eng. tr., ii. 205-208. See also Billmann, Alt.-
Test. Theol. 304-5 ; Stanley, Jewish Church, ii. 270). Schultz
goes so far as to say (i. 257) that Mieaiah ‘had at first, in
accordance with the Divine will, to say what was untrue,
because he was aware that God intended to beguile the king.*
This, however, seems an exaggeration. If Micaiah’s first reply
had been anything but ironical, it would have been inconsistent
with his position as a true prophet of J", as well as with his
declaration to the eunuch. In connexion with Micaiah’s
standing as a true prophet, Zedekiah’s mocking remark deserves
to be noticed. Whether we take it as in EV following MT, or
in the sense of the LXX reading (to7&v arnv/jue, xvpUu to Tia.Xz/reov iv

rat the implication of the question is the same. Zedekiah did
not deny the charge of false inspiration, but insinuated that
Micaiah’s own inspiration was of the same kind. Had Mieaiah
been under any compulsion even temporarily to speak what was
untrue, there would have been a measure of truth in Zedekiahs
taunt. We can only reconcile Micaiah’s conception of the
‘lying spirit from J"’ with the reality of his own inspiration,
by regarding him as a messenger sent to declare the unqualified
truth upon the situation. Stripped of all figurative dress, the
facts which Mieaiah proclaimed were these: that Ahab’s
prophets were false prophets, that in spite of warning Ahab
would believe them, and would go to Bamoth-gilead to meet
his doom.

The 'whole history of Mieaiah presents impres-
sively the^ contrast between true and false pro-
phecy which became so marked afterwards in
Jeremiah’s time. We see in it already some of
the features by which, apart from the decisive
test of the event, the false could be distinguished
from the true. The false prophets relied on the
consent of numbers; their message fell in with
the royal wishes ; and, whatever truth there may
be in Josephus’ account of Zedekiah’s argument
from Elijah, it at least illustrates the method of
mechanical and mistaken inference from predic-
tions already accredited which Jeremiah denounced
in the false prophets who were his contemporaries
(Jer 74 2330). Mieaiah, on the other hand, was
independent, conscious of J"’s inspiration, reso-

lute to speak only what J" said to him, indifferent
to the anger which his message might excite, and
to the personal hardships and dangers he might
incur by delivering it. He stands out in this
single scene which has been recorded of his life

as a solitary and heroic figure, in whom axe
embodied many of the noblest characteristics of
the true prophet, the instrument of God’s genuine
revelation to men.

4. Mieaiah [Keih.], M(e)£xatas or Mt%las

;

AY, RVm Micah) the Morashtite in Jer 2618
is

the same as the canonical prophet Micah (wh. see).

5. Mieaiah (irr^, M(c)£%a£as or AY Mich-
aiah) the son of Gemariah (Jer 3611* 13

} was one of
the nobles of Judah in the days of Jeremiah. In
the fifth year of JehoiaMm heheard Barack reading
the roll of Jeremiah’s prophecies in the ears of
the people from the chamber of his father Gema-
riah in the Temple. He then told what he had
heard to the other nobles who were gathered in
rhe 4 scribes chamber’ in the royal palace, and it

was his report which led to the subsequent reading
of the roil first to the nobles and then to the
king.

6. In 2 K 2212 mention is made of Achbor the
son of Mieaiah (?c;sn? M(e)ix<das,AY Michaiah, AYm
Micah) among the messengers whom Josiah sent
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to consult Huldah after the discovery of the hook
of the Law (see Achbor). This Mieaiah may
very possibly have been the same as the son of

Gemariah referred to in 5 above. In 2 Ch 3420

£ Achbor the son of Mieaiah ’ appears as " Abdon
the son of Mieah.’

7. Mieaiah (rrzra, M(e)ixcu<£, AY Miehaiah) the son
of Zaecur is named (Neb 12s5} in the Asaphite
genealogy of Zechariah the son of Jonathan, one
of the priests of Nehemiali’s time, who took part
in the dedication of the wall of Jerusalem. In
the parallel genealogy of 1 Ch 915 this Mieaiah
is called 6 Mica (AY Micah) the son of Zichri,’ and
in those of Neh ll 17- 22 he appears as £ Mica (AY
Micha) the son of Zabdi. 5 All the lists mention
that he had a son called Mattaniah.

8. There was a Mieaiah (n;a'D AY Michaiah)
among Nehemiah’s priests themselves (Neh 124i ).

He took part in the dedication of the wall, and
is not to he confounded with the ancestor of

Zechariah (7 above) mentioned in the same
chapter. Neh 1241 is omitted in the chief MSS
of LXX. Those that have it give this name as

MLxalas, JAMES PATRICK.

MICE.

—

See Mouse.

MICHAEL "who is like God?’; on the
name see Gray, Heb. Prop. Names

,

157, 165, 1S1,

210, 221 ; LXX Meixaj}\, MexotfX).—1. Father of

the Asherite spy, Nu 1313. 2. 3. Two Gadites,

1 Ch 513f\ 4. The eponym of a Levitical guild

of singers, 1 Ch 640 [Heb.25
]. 5. Name of a family

in Issachar, 1 Ch 73 27 18 (B Metcra^X, A XLya^X).

6. Eponym of a family of Benjamites, 1 Ch 816.

7. A Manassite chief who joined David at Ziklag,
1 Ch 1220. 8. A son of king Jehoshaphat, 2 Ch 21 2

(B Meicra^X, A Mica-fiX). 9. The father of Zebadiah,
an exile who returned, Ezr 8®, 1 Es S34 (in the
latter M(c)tx^Xos). 10. The archangel. See next
article.

MIGHAEL (^Kp'»=

*

who is like unto God ? ’
; in the

LXX and NT M(e)txa^X) holds a very lofty r6le in

Judaism from B.c. 200 onwards. He is one of the
seven archangels who execute the commands of
God at the final judgment (Eth. Enoch 9020'21

), or
present the prayers of the saints before God (To
1215), or who stand in the immediate presence (Rev
l 1 45 8s ). Michael appears as fourth in the oldest
list of the seven : Uriel, Raphael, Raguel, Michael,
Suriel, Gabriel, and Remiel (Eth. En. 20). In this

list the order is no key to the relative dignity of

the angels mentioned ; for according to other
authorities Michael stands at the head of the four
great archangels, who apparently form a class

apart, though three of them are members of the
sacred seven. These four angels are Michael,
Raphael, Gabriel, and Phanuel (Eth. En. 409

71), or
Michael, Uriel, Raphael, and Gabriel (Eth. En. 91

Gizeh and Syncellus Greek).
We must now consider the various functions

assigned to Michael in Judaism and the NT.
Thus he appears variously as Israels * angelic
patron and warrior, their mediator and likewise
lawgiver. With these and other functions of
Michael we shall now deal.

i. Michael is first mentioned as the angelic patron
of Israel. Thus he is called * your prince,’ i.e. the
prince of Israel, Bn 1021. In 1013 he is described as
" one of the chief princes.’ All nations have their
angelic patrons or guardians (see art. Angel, vol. i.

f
. 96), and the destinies of the former are determined

y the relations of the latter in heaven. As the
end drawsnigh the strife grows fiercer, and Michael,
Israels angelic guardian, becomes the great hero of

the l$st days. "And at that time shall Michael
stand up, the great prince which protecteth the

children of thy people,’ Dn 121
. According to Eth.

En. 205 he "is set over the best part of mankind, ove^

the people,’ i.e. Israel. As Israel’s champion, he is

appointed to avenge Israel on their enemies at the
close of the world (Assumption of Moses 102

). It is

not improbable also that he is referred to in Dn 811

[LXX and Theod.] under the phrase "prince of the
host’ {dpxi^rpdTTjyos). The same idea reappears hi

the Slav. Enoch 226
,
where he is termed 4 the chief

captain,’ and in S310 * the great captain.’^

ii. Another hardly less ancient conception is that
which regards Michael as the heavenly scribe who
entered in the heavenly hooks the deeds of the
angelic patrons of the nations. That the angel who
discharges this function is Michael in Eth. En. 90
we infer from two facts : first, this angel is one of

the seven archangels (90
22

) ; and, secondly, he is the
archangel who helps Israel (9014). No further

record of this function is found till the 1st cent.

a.d. According to the Ascension of Isaiah 9s2* 23

(Latin), Michael records the deeds of all men in

the heavenly books.
iii. Michael seems also to have been regarded as

the medium through whom the Law was given.

This is clearly stated in the late Apocalypse^of
Moses I : Airjyr)(TLS . . . dTroKaXv<pdfiaa, . . . Meovafj
. . . 6t€ Tas irXdKas tou vbpov ttjs dLad'fjK'qs 4k x€L

P?>s

K vpLov 454^clto, dioaxOels i)Tb rod apxayylXov Mtxa^X.
Most probably, therefore, the angel of the presence,

who in Jubilees l27 21 instructs Moses on Mount
Sinai, and delivers to him the tables of the Law

?
is

to be taken as Michael, and the same identification

should no doubt be made in the case of the angel
in Ac I38.*

iv. A very notable extension of the attributes
and offices of Michael is attested in the Simili-

tudes and the Testaments of the XII Patriarchs.
Thus he is described as ‘ the merciful and the long-
suffering,’ Eth. Enoch 40® (cf. 682* 3

), and as "the
angel who intereedeth for the race of Israel and
of all the just’ {rbv dyyeXov rbv Trapa.Lro6fievoy

k.t.X.), Levi 5, and ‘the mediator of God and
man for the peace of Israel’ (fiealryjs Oeov Kal

dvdp&Trcov k.t.X.)
, Dan 6. The same view of Michael

appears in the Ascension of Isaiah 9s3 (Latin)
"Magnus angelus Michael deprecans semper pro
humanitate.’
In the NT Michael is mentioned twice by name,

Jude 9 Rev 127. In both these passages the con-
ception of Michael belongs to division i. above.
Thus what is more fitting than that the angelic
patron of Israel should protect the body of Israel’s

great lawgiver against Satan? Jude 9
, as we are

aware, is derived from the Assumption of Moses
(see Charles’ Assumption of Moses

, pp. 105-110).

We find elsewhere the burial of Moses attributed
to the agency of angels, particularly of Michael,
in the Targum of Jonathan on Dt 34b.
In the second NT passage (Rev 127'9

) Michael
and his hosts go forth to war against the dragon,
‘the old serpent’ that is called the Devil and
Satan. Here the figure of Michael thrusts aside
that of the Messiah ; for it is Michael and not the
Child that overthrows Satan when storming the
heavens— a fact which speaks strongly for the
Jewish origin of most of Rev 12.

Under division iii above we have already
noticed a possible reference to Michael in Ac 7s8.

With the Talmudic conceptions of Michael we
have not here to deal. For these the following
books may be consulted; Luekeu’s monograph,
Michael, 1898; Weber, Judische Theologie 2

,
167-

172, 205, 253 ; Sehoettgen, Hor. Heb. i. 1079, 1119,
iL 8, 15 (ed. Dresden, 1742) ; Hamburger, Peal-
Encyclapcediefur Bibel und Talmud, 1892, pp. 753,

* Id Eth. En. 6013-17 (a fragment of the Book of Noah) Michael
is said to he the guardian of the mysterious magical formula
wherewith the heavens and earth were founded.
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754. On later Christian conceptions see Bonsset,
The Antichrist Legend

,
227-231.

B. H. Charles.
MICHAL contracted from ticra * who is like

unto God ? Theyounger of Saul’s two daughters
( 1 S 1449, Me\%6X). Saul, who was wavering between
desire to destroy David and reluctance to promote
him to be the king’s son-in-law, suddenly gave
Merab his eldest daughter to Adriel (1 S IS19

). It
now transpired that Michal had fallen in love with
David. For a woman to take the initiative in
such matters is without a parallel in the Bible, but
it suited Saul’s designs, and David, on his part,
lost no time in providing double (not LXX) the
dowry demanded. It should be noted that the
LXX (B), followed by Josephus (Ant VI. x. 2),
simplifies the story by omitting the incident about
Merab (IS IS17*19- 26b

) ; and Josephus here, and
again in Ant. vn. i. 4, misses the point of Saul’s
savage mockery of ‘ the uncircumcised Philistines

’

by representing the conditions imposed on David
as six hundred heads of Philistines. David was
soon to owe his life to the wife whom Saul had
designed to ‘be a snare to him.’ When the
emissaries of Saul * watched the house to kill him ’

(1 S 19u‘17
,
Ps 59 title), Michal baffled them by

letting David down by the window, and delayed
pursuit by a clever rusA Placing the household
god in the bed, she covered the supposed sick
man’s head with a mosquito net (BVm), and finally

disarmed Saul’s jealous anger by a plansible lie.

In this passage the rare word in v. 13 ‘ pillow* -*2?

(on wrhich see Driver’s note) was read ’33 (consfcr.

of 12D) ‘liver’ by the LXX. Josephus
v
Ant

.

VI. xi. 4) seems not to have understood the LXX
translation of £ teraphim,’ rd Ktvordcpta, for he says
that Michal placed in the bed a goat’s liver, which,
as it palpitated and shook the bedclothes, might
suggest that David was gasping for breath.
The last scene in which Michal figures (2 S 816

"23
)

presents a startling contrast to the time when, for

love of David, she had flung aside conventionalities
and braved her father’s fury. That love was now
all changed into coldness and dislike. When from
a window in the palace on Mt. Zion Michal looked
down on David leaping and dancing before the ark,

it was not merely her woman’s impatience of the
absurd that made her ‘ despise him in her heart,’ or
that prompted the sarcasm in which that contempt
found utterance later on. To appreciate her daring
mockery, and the cold anger of David’s rejoinder,

we must read them in the light of the years that
had passed. It is probable that Michal had been
happy with Palti, or Paltiel, to whom she had been
married on David’s banishment (1 S 2544

). From
that home she had been tom (2 S 315

) merely that
David might be enabled to claim a sort of heredi-

tary right to the throne, and have by him a living

memorial of his early prowess. Now she was but
one of many wives, equalled with mere ‘hand-
maids,’ probably neglected. What wonder if the
bitter reflexion that she had indirectly facilitated

the humiliation of her own family was coupled
with a suspicion that David had from the first

regarded her merely as a means of self-aggrandise-

ment ? It is difficult not to feel some sympathy with
Michal ; though the historian characteristically

sees in her childlessness a punishment for that ill-

omened. outburst of spleen on the most glorious

day of David’s life. The Chronicler omits, as
usual, the painful incident, except 2 S 616.

It remains to add that in 2 S 218 ‘ Michal ’ is an
ancient hut obvious mistake for * Merab ’ (which is

read by Luc. and Pesh. ). Josephus {Ant. vn. iv. 3)

says that Michal returned to her former husband
(Palti), whom he does not name, and bore five

children. Th* AV explanation ‘brought up’ for

‘bare’ is that of the Targum and Jerome (Qu.

Heb. ) ; and the Targ. on Bu 3s mentions c the pious
Paltiel, who placed a sword between himself and
Michal . . . because he had refused to go in unto
her.’ Similarly Jerome [Qu. Heb. on 1 S 2S44

)

explains that Paltiel wept for joy because the Lord
had kept him from knowing her. He also (Qu.
Heb . on 2 S 3* 6s3) mentions a Jewish tradition
that Michal is the same as Eglah, who is emphati-
cally styled ‘ David’s wife ’ because she was his first

wife, and that she died when giving birth to a
child. N. J. D. White.

MICHEAS (Micheas), 2 Es l39. — The prophet
Micah.

MIGHMAS (D32D).—The form in Ezr 2P (B Max/ids,
A Xa/i/«,<is)=Neh 731 (A B Ma%e/A«£s) of the name
which appears elsewhere (IS 13-* n- 2S* 23 145* S1

, Is

XO28, Neh ll8i
) as Michmash (bc?o). See next

article.

MIGHMASH (b2&; in Ezr 2s7
, Neh 781 ddsd;

LXX Ma%(e)/tt£$
; JosephusMaxji& ; Vulg. Machmos).—A town in the tribe of Benjamin east of Bethel

and Beth-aven (1 S 13®, cf. Jos 72). In OT it is

called nine times Michmash (1 S 13^* 145* 31
, Is 1028,

Neh llsl
) and twice Michmas (Ezr 2s7

, Neh 731).
In 1 Mac S)

73 AV has Machmas, BY Michmash.
Michmash is mentioned only in connexion with
the war of Saul and Jonathan with the Philistines,

the (ideal) invasion of Judah by the Assyrians
described by Isaiah, and as the seat of government
of Jonathan Maccabaeus.

It still bears the name Mukkmds, and stands in
the mountains of Judah about 7 miles north of
Jerasalem on the eastern slopes at an altitude of
2000 ft. above the Mediterranean Sea, about 900
ft. below Bethel, which is situated on the back-
bone of the country. Though located in the midst
of the tribe of Benjamin, it is not mentioned in the
list of the towns of that tribe.

Michmash is first mentioned as the headquarters
of Saul, who, on being made king over Israel,

came up from Gilgal, and with two thousand men
occupied the mountains of Bethel, while Jonathan
with a thousand men occupied Gibeah of Benja-
min, a stronghold about 4 to 5 miles north of
Jerusalem; between them lay a strong mountain
fortress, Geba, occupied as an outpost by the
Philistines. Jonathan, with his characteristic
intrepidity and impulsiveness, smote the Philistine
garrison (?t^) at Geba. On hearing of this, the
Philistines of the Shephelah got ready for battle,

and, coming up with great multitudes of chariots
and horsemen and swarms of footmen, drove the
badly armed Hebrews out of the bill-country about
Bethel, and pitched their camp at Michmash, east
of Beth-aven, opposite to Geba, which was occupied
by Jonathan.
The Hebrews were greatly perturbed at this

invasion of their lands, and some fled beyond
Jordan, while others hid in caves and cisterns,

and many assembled at Gilgal with Saul in fear
and trembling. Saul, fearing that the Philistines

would pursue him even to Gilgal, disobeyed the
directions given to him by Samuel, and, after a
very unsatisfactory interview with the prophet,
abode with Jonathan at Geba (1310 BY, not Gibeah
as AY ; but see vol. ii. 116b, 16^) of Benjamin with
only six hundred badly armed men.
The Philistines sent out three companies east,

west, and north to spoil the lands of the Hebrews,
much to the distress of Saul and Jonathan, who
were not strong enongh to prevent it. Jonathan
now secretly devised a scheme (14lff*) for dividing
the Philistines against themselves and securing
their arms for the defenceless Hebrews, and with
this intent be left the camp at Gibeah (v.2) during
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the night, unknown to Saul and the garrison, and
in company with only his armour-bearer set out on
a very perilous and heroic enterprise.
They descended the rocky crag called Senneh,

protecting Geba to the north, and, arriving at the
Bottom of a deep valley, found the precipitous cliff

of Bozez terminating Michmash, facing them to
the north. Here Jonathan, having ascertained
that the young man with him would be faithful to
death, disclosed his plans, an expanded account of
which is given by Josephus {Ant, VI. vi. 2). The
camp of the Philistines was on the spur of a hill,

with three plateaus shelving down, one below the
other, with precipitous sides and terminating in
the rocky crag of Bozez ; and at this point the out-
posts of the enemy were neglectful of their watch,
because they thought it impossible that any one
would ascend this crag. Jonathan therefore dis-
covered himself just alter daybreak to some other
Philistine outposts, who called out to the Hebrews
to come up and receive the chastisement due to
them. This invitation Jonathan considered to he
a favourable omen, and retiring out of their sight,
with the aid of his comrade, by great labour and
difficulty, scaled the heights of Bozez and fell npon
its outpost (while they slept ?), slaying about twenty
of them. The Philistines, waking up in the dim
light of dawn, could not imagine that there were
only two Hebrews at work ; hut supposing they
were surprised by a strong force, and being of
different tribes, and suspecting each other to be the
enemy, fought against one another, as so often
happened on other occasions, and some of them
died in battle, while others threw away their
armour and fled, many of them being thrown down
the rocks headlong. When the watchmen of
Geba saw that the multitude of the Philistines
melted away from Michmash they reported it to
Saul, who went out to battle with his six hundred.
The Hebrews that were in hiding in the rocks came
out, and those who were with the Philistines also
turned from them, so that Saul found himself
suddenly in command of a large force (Josephus
says ten thousand men), all finly equipped with
the arms of the slaughtered or fleeing Philistines

;

and they smote the Philistines that day from
Michmash to Aijalon.
Benjamin was now in peaceful possession of

Michmash, and there is no further record of it
until the time of the Assyrians1

threatened march
on Jerusalem in the reign of king Hezekiah,
spoken of by Isaiah (1G28). Sennacherib is de-
picted as coming along the northern road from
Samaria against Jerusalem, along the backbone
of the mountain chain; hut instead of passing
south from Bethel to Beeroth he turns aside
to the eastern slopes towards Ai, and passing
Migron (the precipice) lays up his baggage (Av
carriages) at Michmash, because they could go no
farther in a southerly direction. See, further,
Migron.

^
The Philistines, when they brought

their chariots to Michmash, came from the west.
The host of Sennacherib then go on foot to Geba,
where they make a lodgment. They arrive here
over the passage or pass of Michmash, mentioned
as the place where the Philistine garrison was
encamped before Geba when Jonathan scaled the
crag Bozez (1 S IS23 144). The town Makaz (1 K
49)

is given by the LXX as Max(e)/uls. See Makaz.
Ezra relates (2

s7
, Xeh 7S1 ) that one hundred and

twenty-two men of Michmas came with Zerub-
babel out of the Captivity unto Jerusalem and
Judah.
When Bacchides returned to Antioch with his

army from Judaea, after having been so rudely
repulsed by Jonathan Maccabseus, Michmash was
made the seat of government, and Jonathan dwelt
there, 1 Mac G7*.

* Eusebius and Jerome describe Machmas as &
large village 9 miles distant from Jerusalem and
not far from Hamah [0nomcist. s, ‘Machmas’).
In the Middle Ages the site of Michmash was
removed to el-Btreh (Beeroth). Cf. Brocardus,
c. 7 ;

Quaresmius, ii. p. 786 ; Maundrell.
The Mishna describes Michmash as famous for

its barley, giving rise to the Talmudic proverb ‘ to
bring barley to Michmash’ (Reland, Pal. 897).

The great valley west of Ai, which runs to
Jericho as the Wady Kelt, becomes a narrow gorge,
a great crack or fissure in the country. On the
south side of this great chasm stands Jeba (Geba
of Benjamin) on a rocky knoll, with caverns be-
neath the town and arable land to the east.

Looking across the valley, the stony hills and
white chalky slopes present a desolate appear-
ance ; and on the opposite side, considerably lower
than Jeba, is the little village of Mukhmds (Mich-
mash), on a sort of saddle backed by an open
and fertile corn valley (Conder, Tent -Work in
Palestine, ii. 112). With regard to the description
of Michmash by Josephus, Conder states, ‘ Exactly
such a natural fortress exists immediately east of
the village of Michmash, and it is still called the
fort by the peasantry. It is a ridge rising in thin

I

rounded knolls above a perpendicular crag, ending
in a narrow tongue to the east with cliffs below,
and having an open vallev behind it, and a saddle
towards the west on which Michmash itself is
situated. Opposite this fortress to the south there
is a crag of equal height, and seemingly impass-
able : thus tbs description of the Old Testament
is fully borne out’ (1 S 144). ‘The picture is

unchanged since the days when Jonathan looked
over the white camping-ground of the Philistines,
and Bozez must then have shone as brightly as
it does now, in the full light of an Eastern sun.
To any one looking over the valley it seems a
most difficult feat to cross it, and, in the words
of Josephus, “it was considered impossible not
only to ascend to the camp on that quarter, but
even to come near it”’ (Tent-Work in Pal. ii.

113). Mukhm&s is a small stone village. The
water supply is from cisterns, with a well to each.
On the north are rock -cut tombs. There are
foundations and remains of former buildings in
the village, and the masonry of what appears to
have been a church (SWP vol iii.).

Literatttre.—

J

osephus, Ant. vi. vl 2; Robinson, BRP%, i,

440 ff. ; Tristram, Land of Israel (Index); Conder, Tent-Work
in Palestine (Index)

;
Buhl, GAP 176 ; Guerin, Judde, iii. 63 ff.;

G. A. Smith, MGHL 178 n. 1, 250, 291. C. WARREN.

MICHMETHAH (nporsn with art.).—The name
of a place on the north border of Ephraim, to the
east of Shechem, Jos 16® (B

*

Iieaapubv, A 60,
Luc. €l$ ’A%dd)&l 177 (where 'en of MT is
represented in B by ArjXavdd, A and Luc. dirb ’Aayp
ALaxd66). From the circumstance that the art. is

prefixed, Siegfried-Stade suggest that 'an may not
be a proper name, hut an appellative. If so, its
meaning must remain obscure, as the meaning of
the root [nco] is quite unknown. The name may
perhaps exist in a corrupt form as Mukhnah,
applying to the plain east of Shechem. The
change may be compared with that which has
certainly taken place in the case of Michmash
(mod. Mukhmds), and the change of n for m
is not infrequent in Aramaic as compared with
Hebrew. But Mukhnah may also stand for
mahaneh

.

‘camp,’ a term applied in two cases
(Mahanaim and Mahaneh-dan) to plains. Buhl
(GAP 202) conjectures that Michmethah may be
Khirhet kefr beita

, between Sichem and Tdna.
C. R. Conder.

MICHRI (n~P).—Eponym of a Benjamite family,
1 Ch 9s (B Maxetpi A Moxopl, Luc. Maxetpi).
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MIGHTAM.—See Psalms. (c) The distinction between the Midianites and
the descendants of Ishmael. This distinction,

MIDDIN (pa
; B apparently Jdv&v, A Macciv, clearly indicated in the genealogy of Gn 25 (ef.

Luc. MaooeiV).—A town in the wilderness
(midbar) v.6 with v.9 ), is not so marked elsewhere, form Gn

of Judah, Jos 1561. The site has not been re-

covered. If we might suppose pin to be an early
clerical error for tc, the site of Mird on the
plateau SAY. of Jericho would be a likely one.
This was at one time occupied by a monastery.
See SWP vol. iii. sheet xviii. C. R. CONDER.

MIDDLEMOST, MIDLAND.—The Heb. word fyn
fikhon , usually translated ‘middle,’ is rendered
‘middlemost’ m Ezk 42s- 6

. The tr. *omes from
Cov., and RY retains it. Cf. Jer. Taylor, Works

,

ii. 65, ‘Truth hath a mysterious name, ... it

consists of three letters [i.e. nan], the first and the
last and the middlemost of the Hebrew letters.’

Midland is still in use as an adj., and as a subst.

in the pi. ‘the Midlands.’ As a sing, subst. it

occurs in 2 Mae 8s3 4 he came like a fugitive servant
through the midland (1611 ‘mid land’) unto
Antioch 5

{diet ttjs peo-oyelov). RY retains the word,
but mod. Eng. is ‘ interior.

5

The form middest for ‘midst 5

often occurs in
the early editions of AY. Mod. editions spell
4 midst.’ Cf. Puller, Holy State, 260, ‘ Two eyes
see more then one, though it be never so big, and
set (as in Polyphemus) in the middest of the fore-

head.
5 Other forms are, besides ‘midst 5

itself,

‘midesfc 5 (Jth 611
), ‘middes’ (Ps 11619

, Ac 2721
,

Ph 215
), and ‘mids’ (Jer 3712

,
Three Sus 34- 48

).

J. Hastings.
MIDIAN, MIDIANITES (pa).—A son of Abraham

by Keturah (Gn 251'4
, 1 Ch I

32*
**}, and the name of

the nation of which he is reckoned the progenitor.

The plural nuns occurs Gn S728, Nu 2d17 312 only.

In Gn 37s6 duid is probably a variant of cups, and
lefsrs to the same people as in v. 28

. The LXX
have the same rendering in both verses. ';pz

occurs Nu I029
,
but elsewhere the nation or the

country is called pa, LXX Madidy (but B tr

ISladi&v in Nu), Yulg. Madian , and in Jth 2L^
Ac T29, AY has Madian. Other renderings of

LXX are ytatkymtoi Gn 37s8, Nu 2517 Madiav-

eircu, Nu 1029 31s. Both AY and RY have Midian
or Midianites in OT.
In connexion with the genealogies of Gn 25,

three points may be noted.
{a) The name Keturah. The meaning of the

word is either incense or the perfumed one (cf.

Ca 3® perfumed with myrrh or frankincense), and
may imply that the tribes descended from her
were occupied in the production of incense and
spices, or were traders in these articles. It will

be remembered that the merchantmen (described

as Midianites in Gn 37) who carried Joseph into

Egypt are represented as bearing ‘ spicery and
balm and myrrh ’ (v.25), and that the dromedaries
of Midian and Ephah are mentioned as bringing
gold and incense (Is 60s).

(b) The relationship between Midian and the
Israelites. The genealogy, by tracing the descent
of both nations from Abraham, acknowledges
kinship, but assigns separate territory to each
(Gn 256

). But among the descendants of Midian
are Ephah, Epher, and Hanoch. Ephah is

mentioned twice in genealogies connected with
Judah 1 Ch 246* 47 Epher in connexion with
Judah I Ch 417, and with the half -tribe of

Manasseh on E. of Jordan I Ch 524
. Hanoch is

the name of Reuben’s eldest son. This similarity

of names (note that they belong to frontier tribes)

may point to further alliances between the Midian-
ites and Israel. The marriage of Moses with a
Midianite woman is recorded without disap-

proval, and it may be but one of many similar

unions of which no record has been preserved.

37 the merchantmen who carried Joseph into Egypt
are described both as Ishmaelites and Midian-
ites (cf. v.25 with vJs and v. 36

), and in Jg S24 the
same interchange of names occurs.

The Midianites appear in Gn as traders moving
about in companies with camels. In the earlier

chapters of Ex they are described as a pastoral
people tending their flocks. Moses flees from the
face of Pharaoh to Midian, is hospitably received
by Jethro the priest* and marries his daughter
Zipporah. While Israel is at Sinai, Jethro visits

his son-in-law, and at their departure from Sinai
Moses begs him to accompany them, but he declines.

The descendants of Jethro continued their friendly
relations with the children of Israel, for in the
time of the Judges they are found dwelling in the
land (Jg I 16 411* 17

), and Saul shows favour to them
because of the services which they rendered to the
Israelites in the wilderness (1 S I56 ). In these
passages they are called Kenites. Towards the
end of the joumeyings, when Israel is on the E.
side of the Jordan, Alidianites are acting in concert
with Moab in procuring the services of Balaam

;

they tempt Israel to idolatry and lewdness, and
are defeated with great slaughter [Nu 22, 2

5

s*18 31,

with ref. in Jos 1321* ”].

The character of the Midianites as here por-
trayed is very different from that presented in the
earlier chapters of Exodus. Instead of a friendly
people, with Jethro their priest acknowledging
and praising the God of Abraham (Ex IS9’ 12

},

the children of Israel are now confronted with a
nation of idolaters, on whom they are bidden to

take vengeance. These varied aspects under
which Midian is presented to ns may be accounted
for by supposing that the name of Midian was
applied to a number of clans spreading over a
large area, some of whom settled down peacefully,
tending their flocks, while others were of a roving
and warlike character.

Due regard must also be had to the fact that
the accounts of the Midianites are derived from
different sources. The chapters which refer to

Jethro are assigned to JE, and Nu 253"13 and 31

to P. Nu 31 1® states that the action of the
Midianites described in 256'18 was prompted by the
counsel of Balaam. In the account of Balaam
(Nu 22-24) the elders of Midian are mentioned
twice at the commencement (Nu 224* 7

), but
throughout the rest of the section Balak and the
princes of Moab are represented as treating with
Balaam, and there is no further reference to

Midian. Some commentators are of opinion that
this cursory mention of Midian implies the ex-

istence of a document which gave further details

about the conduct of Midian on this occasion,

some of which are preserved in Nu 25 and 31 (cf.

Jos. Ant. iv. vi. 6-13). Another view is that
Midian is inserted in Nu 22 on harmonistic grounds.
The account of Gideon is also a composite one,

and it is generally allowed that Jg Ql-S^ and Jg
84

*21 are from different sources, though the con-
trast between the two sections has been exaggerated
(see Moore, Judges, in loc. t and art. Gideon). As
the Midianites disappear from history after their

defeat by Gideon, it is possible that later writers
may have employed the name of Midian in a less

exact manner, as a general designation of ancient
foes of Israel. The peculiar character of Nu 31
will not escape the notice of the thoughtful reader.
The ideal picture of a holy war there portrayed
may remind him of that symbolical treatment of

Midian as the spiritual enemy which is to be found
both in Jewish and Christian writers.
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Yet another characteristic of Midian, which
distinguishes nomad tribes even to the present
day, appears prominently in the Book of Judges :

they made raids upon their neighbours at harvest
time and stripped the land bare, coming as grass-
hoppers for multitude with their tents and camels
as far as Gaza.^ *The story of their defeat by
Gideon is told in Jg 6-8. He not only drives
them out of Western Palestine, but pursues them
on the east side of the Jordan, captures their
two chiefs Zebah and Zalmunna, and takes ven-
geance on them for their slaughter of his brethren
by putting them to death (Jg S18'21

) (see Gideon).
The memory of this great deliverance was

cherished by the people. Isaiah uses the phrase
‘day of Midian’ to describe the joy of Israel

when the rod of his oppressor is broken (Is 94 1026 ),

aid the Psalmist prays that the enemies of his

nation may he put to shame and perish, as were
the Midianites and their chiefs Zebah and Zalmunna
(Ps S39* n

). A victory over Midian by Edom in the
field of Moab is recorded (Gn 36s

®, 1 Ch l46), but its

date cannot be determined. The only other refer-

ences to Midian are 1 K ll18, and in the * prayer
of Habakkuk,’ Hab 37.

Extent and position of territory,—The accounts
given in Nu and Jg imply that the Midianites
occupied country to the E. and S.E. of Palestine.
In the genealogy (Gn 256

) Midian and the sons of

Abraham other than Isaac are sent away into

the east country, and in Jg 63 Midian is associated
with the children of the East. This is the only
direct, evidence of position afforded in the OT, and
it indicates a territory E. of the Jordan and of the
Arahah. Moab and Edom occupied the country
on the E. and S.E. of Palestine from the river

Arnon to the head of the Gulf of Akabah. There
would remain, therefore, for Midian a tract of
country to the N. of Arabia, and on the E. shore
of the Gulf of Akabah, with freedom to roam
northwards along the E. boundary of Edom and
Moab, In this region Ptolemy mentions (vi. 7)

city Modlava on the E. shore of the Bed Sea
[i.e, the Gulf of Akabah), and another Madia^a

situated inland. The former of these corresponds
in position with the Madian of Onom. Sac. (136. 31,

p. 168, ed. Lagarde) and with the Medyen of Arab
writers, who locate there the well of Moses from
which he watered the flocks of his father-in law.
Classical writers give no information about Midian.
Josephus says that Moses in his flight came to a
city of Midian, lying on the Red Sea, so called
from one of Abraham’s sons by Keturah (Ant.
II. i. 1). Philo considers Midianites to he an
ancient name of the Arabians [de Fortitudine, ii.

381. 7, ed. Mangey). In recent times the country
on the E. shore of the Gulf of Akabah has been
explored by Sir R. Burton. The account of Ids
first journey is given in The Gold Mines of
Midian, 1878, and of his second in The Land of
Midian Revisited, 1879. In the first book he gives
a r&sumt of Jewish tradition with reference to
Midian (c. viL), and, in the second, extracts from
Egyptian papyri and Arabic writers are collected
(e. iv.)*

No reference has been made in the geographical part of this
article to passages in Exodus. The only geographical detail
which these passages supply is relative, viz. that Mt. Sinai or
Horeb was in or in close proximity to Midian. If from other
considerations the position of Sinai be determined, then an
additional fact is known concerning the territory of Midian.
If the traditional situation of Sinai be accepted, then Midian-
itea must have moved westwards into the peninsula between
the Gulf of Suez and the Gulf of Akabah. Remembering the
wide area over which the Midianites roved, such a migration is

not improbable. But this proximity of Sinai to Midian may
be urged in favour of assigning to Sinai a position E. of the
Araban, thereby assigning a uniform geographical position to
Midian and rendering the hypothesis of migration unnecessary.
Other consideratijns in support of this view may he briefly

indicated ;

—

(1) The poetical references to Sinai, Dt 332, Jg 54- 5, Hab 3®,

imply that the writers regarded Sinai and Seir as contiguous.

(2) The geographical note (Dt I2) and the account of Elijah’s

visit to Horeb (1 K 19—the only visit recorded in the OT outside

the Pentateuch) supply no definite data for assigning a position

to Sinai. The same may be said of Josephus* account of Elijah

(Ant. vux. xhi. 7) and of his other references to Sinai (il adi. 1,

m. v. 1>
(3) The peninsula at the time of the Exoduswas part of Egypt,

or inhabited by Egyptian settlers. A journey due east (in the
direction of the modern hajj route) would lead the Israelites

most quickly to safety, whereas that to the traditional Sinai

would bring them again into contact with their Egyptian
enemies.

(4) Elim may he a variant of Elath or Eloth, and a place of

this name is on the Gulf of Akabah. The encampment by the
sea following suits this position very well.

(5) The absence of satisfactory identification of any of the
stations on the road to or from Sinai. Of. Exodus and Journey
to Canaan, §§ ii. hi., and separate articles.

The question as to the position of Sinai is discussed by Sayce,
ECM p. 264 ft St. Paul’s reference, Gal 425, to Sinai in Arabia
is not conclusive as to the position of Sinai, for the boundary of

Arabia towards the W., according to Herodotus, reaches to the
canal dug by Necfao and Darius, and includes part of the coast-

line of the Mediterranean to the S. of Gaza (Herod, iii. 5, iv.

39). The LXX speak of Goshen as Ttcrt^Kpa^tcts. Arabia may
then include territory as far west as the modern canal. See
Arabia, Goshen, Sinai. A. T. CHAPMAN.

MIDIAMITISH WOMAN (n'jnnn), Nu 256
*18

, by
name Cozbi, tlie daughter of Zur, was brought
into the camp of Israel by Zimri the son of Salu.

The parents of both were persons in high station.

The people were weeping before the door of the
tent of meeting (v. 6

, and from w. 8* 9 it appears that
a plague was raging among Israel at the time); and
Phinehas, enraged at this profanation of the camp,
thrust both of them through with a spear (‘javelin’

AY). His zeal was rewarded by the promise of an
everlasting priesthood to him and to his seed after

him (w. 10-13
). The plague was stayed after 24,000

had been slain.

This account (vv.6"15
) belongs to P. According

to Wellhausen (Comp. d. Hex. p. 114), it is placed
here after the Balaam section because it was
originally connected with an account of Balaam,
in wli^b he appears as the counsellor of Midian,
advising them to tempt Israel by means of their

daughters. This part of the narrative has been
replaced by the account in w. 1*5 of Israel’s con-
nexion with Moab, and joining themselves to
Baal-peor (JE). Here the daughters of Moab make
Israel to sin, stress is laid on sacrifice and worship
to strange gods, and the * judges ’ carry out the
sentence. But Kuenen doubts whether, in joining
the two accounts together, so interesting a detail

would have been entirely suppressed, and is dis-

posed to think that Balaam’s name did not occur
in the original introduction to the story of the
Midianitish woman. This is certain, that the two
accounts in Nu 25 are from different sources, that
they are incomplete, and that emendation must be
conjectural. It is probable that w.15"18 have been
added by way of introduction to the account of
Nu 31. For further details the writers above
mentioned may be consulted, and Dillmann’s
commentary on the chapter. A. T. Chapman.

MIDRASH.—See COMMENTARY.

MIDWIFE pFla, obstetrix.— Midwives
must have been employed among the Hebrews
from a comparatively early period (Gn 3517 3S28

,

Ex l15ff
*) ; but it would appear that Hebrew

women usually had little difficulty in childbirth,

and that such assistance was not always required
(Ex l 19). In some cases the necessary service was
rendered by friends or relatives (1 S 420), as is still

the custom in many parts of the East. From the
fact that in Ex 1 only two Hebrew midwives are
spoken of, it may perhaps be inferred that they
were not a numerous class.

A word used in the narrative of Exodus has
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given rise to some difficulty,
’obnayim— a

anal form meaning apparently * the double stone 5

—occurs again only in Jer 18s, where it is applied
to the ‘potter’s wheel.* In. Ex 11S it can hardly
denote anything but a special land of stool used
by women in labour. Gesenius (Thesaurus, p. 17)
doubted the early invention of such a contrivance,
and interpreted the word of a stone bath in which
the child was washed ; but the study of medicine
had made considerable progress in Egypt in very
early times ; birth-stools of various patterns have
been employed in many parts of the world (Floss,
Das Weih 2

, il 35, 179 if.) ; and at the present day
in Egypt a chair of peculiar form, called the
Kursee elwilddek, is still in common use (Lane,
Modern Egyptians 5

(1871), Ii. 241).

The meaning of the names Shiphrah and Puah
is quite uncertain ; also whether they are of
Hebrew or of Egyptian origin. The statement
that * God made for these women houses 5 (Ex l21 )

must refer to their numerous or prosperous families,

which were regarded as a reward for their upright
and courageous conduct towards their Hebrew
patients. H. A. White.

MIGDAL-EDER.—See Eder, No. 1.

MIGDAL-EL ; B MeyaXaapeip, A Mcry-
da\n)(apdjx3 the following name Horem being incor-
porated).— * The Tower of God/ a town of Naph-
tali (Jos 1938) between Iron and Horem. The
exact site is uncertain, though Eusebius {Onom.
s.v.) places it between Dora (Tantdra ) and Ptole-
mais (Acre), and 9 miles from the first. In this
case it would correspond with AthMt. But the
territory of Naphtali did not extend so far, and
the site must rather be looked for in one of the
numerous Mejdels of N. Palestine. See, farther,
Bilim. Jos. ad loc. A. H. Sayce.

MIGDAL-GAD (irVnso ‘tower of Gad *
; B MayaSa

Pd$, A Mayd&X I*. ; Yulg. Magdal-Gad).—Men-
tioned only (Jos 1537) in the list of the cities of
the lot of Judah, together with Zenan and Hada-
shah, neither of which has been identified. It

is one of the group of sixteen cities which are
found In various parts of the Shephelah, so thar
there is no clue as to the position. Of the sameB, Makkedah, Gederoth, Beth-dagon, and

lah have been found to the north, Lachish
and Eglon to the south, and Socoh, Adullam,
Azekah, and Jarninth to the east of the Shephelah.
The name, the ‘Tower of Gad* (‘Fortune 1

), may
refer to the ancient worship of Gad (good luck or
fortune) amon^ the Canaanites. Gesenius con-

jectures that Gad was the planet Jupiter. In
the north of Palestine the modem representation
of Baal-gad is conjectured (EBP iii 409) to be
Bdnias, which is known to have been the sanctuary
of Pan ; but there is nothing whatever at present
known of the remains in the Shephelah to allow
of any conjectures concerning Migdal-gad.
There is a town named Mejdel about 2J miles

north-east of Ashkelon ('Askal&n) which is sug-

gested as possibly the site of Migdal-gad, solely

from the resemblance of the first portion of the
name. It is the most important modem town of

the district (Ndhiet el-Mejdel), has a good weekly
market, and a population of about 1500 inhabitants.

There is a bazaar in the town ; rope-making is

carried on outside ; the inhabitants are traders, rich

and prosperous, and there is a bustle and activity

about the place contrasting with, most towns in

Palestine. There is a mosque with a very con-

spicuous minaret, seen for a long distance inland.

The houses are of mud, the water supply from
wells and a pond to the east, where there is also

a grove of palms. To the north are olive groves

with large trees, and it is a rich com country.
The sandy dunes are encroaching on the west
close on to the town.
Eusebius and Jerome (Onom.) mention Magdala

,

but give no information. This town may be the
Magdolon (Hay8o\ov) mentioned by Herodotus (ii.

159) where Pharaoh-necho conquered the Syrians
(B.c. 608). As the conquest of Cadytis (Jeru-
salem ?) follows, it is usually conjectured that the
Magdolon of Herodotus is the Migdol of the Old
Testament (Ex 142, Nu S37), situated in Lower
Egypt (Eusebius, Prcep. Evang. ix. 15).

Literature.—Dillmann, Jos. ad loc. ; Guerin, Judee, 11. 131

;

Buhl, GAP 1S9 ; Baedeker-Socin, PalP 210.

C. Warren.
MIGDOL (Vmp, fcuo, MdySoSKov), the name of one

or more places bn the frontier of Egypt. The word
is Semitic, and means ‘ tower* ; it is commonly found
in composition, as in the names MIgdal-el, Migdal-
eder, Migdal-gad. Similarly In Egyp. inscriptions of
the 19th and 20th Dynasties, at a time when many
Semitic words were adopted into the hieroglyphic
vocabulary, the word occurs compounded with the
names of different Pharaohs, etc., to designate what
appear to have been fortresses on the eastern fron-
tier. In OT, however, the simple form Migdol is

always found whenever the place in question is in
Egypt.
In Ex 142

, Nu 337 ‘ Migdol * refers to a place
situated between Goshen and the Bed Sea, and
near the spot where the Israelites crossed the
latter. According to a papyrus, there was in this
region, near Succoth, a Migdol of the Pharaoh
Seti I.

In Jer 441 and 4614 Migdol, Noph (Memphis),
and Tahpanhes (Daphnae) are named as the cities

in which the Jews dwelt in Egypt, together with
the country of Patinos (the south country, or
Upper Egypt). Ezekiel twice mentions Migdol as
the N.E. extremity of the country, the other
extremity, being Syene (‘ from Migdol to Syene/
the marginal rendering in Ezk 29lu 306

,
preferable

to AY and RY). One of the principal routes from
Palestine passed along the Wady Tumilat ; it is

possible that the Migdol of Ex was the first station
in Egypt on this route from Syria, and was thus
considered as marking the N.E. frontier. But a
Roman Itinerary! mentions a Magdolo nearer the
coast, only 12 miles south of Pelusium, and this
situation (perhaps at the modem Tell el-H§r) agrees
still better with the biblical indications. Mashtftl,
the present form in which the name Migdol occurs
in Egypt, is derived through the Coptic; it is

found as a village-name three times—twice in the
eastern Delta, and once in Middle Egypt. But
none of these Mashtftls can be identified with a
biblical Migdol. F. Ll. Griffith.

MIGRON (fnu? ; B Mwy&p, Lnc. MayeSdd)).—1.

A place in Benjamin, in the neighbourhood of
Gibeah (I S 142). There are reasons for suspecting
that the vocalization of the MT is incorrect, and
that a proper name should not be read, here at all.

The Syr. read ‘ by the threshing-floor/ and
Wellh. (Sam. ad loc.) proposes n3?3> with the same
meaning. This is accepted by Budde (in SECT),
who objects to Klostermann’s. emendation
‘in the common-land/ that this is hardly an old
enough word to be used here. If jtod be taken as
a proper name, it is a question whether it is to be
identified with—2. Migron of Is 10s® (B HayeBd, A
J&ayeBddb, i.e. Megiddo, which of course is out of

the question). The prophet, in his (ideal) descrip-

tion of the Assyrian invasion, mentions Migron
as one of the staeres in the march of the enemy,
and appears to place it north of Michmash, and
thus at a considerable distance from Gibeah (cf.

v.29). W. R. Smith, Indeed, proposes (Joum. cf
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PhiloL 13, 62 ff.) to identify with the MigTon of

1 S 142
,
south of the Wady Suweinit, by supposing

that the Assyrian, before marching through the

pass, is pictured as seizing by a coup-de-main this

position at its southern end. This is accepted by
Driver (Isaiah 2

, p. 72), but Dillmann and Buhl
both object to it as too artificial, and agree in

locating Isaiah’s Migron at the modem Makrun,
about l mile S.E. of the village of Burka (cf.

Baedeker-Socin, Pal 2 121). J. A. Selbie.

MIJAMIN (jcp and pp).—1. One of those who
had married a foreign wife, Ezr 1023 (B ’Ayaudv, A
Mca/u>, called in 1 Es 926 Maelus). 2. Eponym of

the 6th of the priestly courses, 1 Ch 249 (B Bma-
fidv, A Meta^eiV). This family returned with
Zerubbabel, Neh 125 (t<

c* a MaX), and was repre-

sented at the sealing of the covenant 107 (B MiayeLp.,

A yiLdiielv) - Miniamin of Neh 1217
.

MIKLOTH (niS'pp).—1. A son of Jeiel, 1 Ch 8s2=
937f\ The words ‘and Mikloth’ (ni^pafi have prob-

ably been dropped at the end of 881 (B ml MaxaXc60).

In 9s7 they are found both in MT and LNX (B
McuceWchd, A jblaiced&d). 2. An officer of David, 1 Ch
274

. There is a strong suspicion that the MT is

corrupt. The name is wanting in LXX (BA).

MXKNEIAH (i.Tijpc).—A gate-keeper of the ark,

1 Ch 1518 (B Ma/ceXX«a, A Ma/ca'td, X Ma/c/ceXXa) 21 {B
Ma.K€Pta, A MaKcplas).

MILALAX (

>!fe, LXX om.).—The eponym of a
priestly family, Neh 1238.

MILCAH (n;^, MeXx<£).—1. Daughter of Haran,
and wife of Nahor who was her uncle,* Gn ll 29

.

The names of her children are given in 2220ff*.

Bebekah was her granddaughter, 2415 * 34 * 47
. All

these passages proceed from J. Noldeke {ZDMG
xlii. 484) conjectures that Milcah may be the same
name as rqta, the goddess worshipped by the Phoe-
nicians. Ball (SBOT

)

thinks it possible that nsha

and n|?: (also Gn ll29) may be phonetic or dialectic
variants of the same (tribal or local) name; cf.

n*5g=Assyr. Kaldu. ‘The weakening and dis-

appearance of m is a well-known feature of Baby-
lonian.’ This, however, appears somewhat pre-
carious. See, further, art. Iscah.

2. Daughter of Zelophehad, Nu 26s3 271 36u, Jos
17s (all P). There can be little doubt that Kuenen
is right in pronouncing Zelophehad’s ‘ daughters 5

to be really towns, and, if the above conjecture of
Noldeke be correct, Milcah may be an abbreviated
form of Beth-milcah (see Gray, Eeb. Prop. Names

,

p. 116). J. A. Selbie.

MILCOM.—See Molech.

MILDEW ySrakSn, &xpat rubigo).—This
word occurs with shiddaphon, dveyo<pdopla, aere
corruptus (Dt 28^, 1 K 8% 2 Ch Am 4s, Hag
217

). Yerdkon signifies ‘yellowness 5 or ‘pallor 5

(cf Arab, yerakdn = ‘ jaundice It is in contrast

with sMddtiphon, which signifies the drying up or
scorching of the grain or fruit by beat, during the
siroccos or khamsin winds Mildew consists of

various species of parasitic fungi, which grow at

the expense of their host, and suck out the juices

of the grain or fruit, and so destroy them. As
shidddpMn is due to excessive drought, yerakdn
is due to excessive moisture. They are both
peculiarly liable to occur in a climate marked by

* For other instances of marriages of relatives in the family
of Terah, Dillmann cites Gn 20^ 2919, pointing out at
the same time that ‘ such marriages are only a short way of

expressing the amalgamation of fair-sized communities into one
whole.'

long periods of uninterrupted heat, followed by a
winter season, during which most of the rainfall

of the year takes place within two or three
months. G. E. Post.

MILE.—See Weights and Measures.

MILETUS (MCkyros) was in very early times the
most famous and important of the Ionian cities, an
ancient Greek colony on the coast of Cana. It

was situated at the southern end of the sea
entrance to the gulf into which the river Mseander
formerly emptied itself. But the silt which the
river carries with it has entirely filled up the gulf,

and forced the coastline far out to sea. Hence the
modern Palatia, which marks the site of Miletus,

is about 5 or 6 miles from the sea, and Lade, which
in the time of Strabo (A. 3?. 19) was an island in

front of the harbour of Miletus, is now a small
hill in the low alluvial plain. Once the greatest

Greek city in Asia, Miletus was a second-rate
town under the Komans, and now is, and is likely

always to continue, an obscure village or a ruin.

Our ignorance of the exact truth as to the situa-

tion of Miletus in relation to the coastline about
the middle of the 1st cent, makes the circum-
stances narrated in Ac 2015-21 i rather obscure,
The present coastline extends nearly direct north-
wards on the west side of the site of Miletus.
But in a.d. 19 Miletus was situated on the
south coast of a gulf of irregular shape (AarfUKbt
Kbkiros), which extended far into the country east-

wards. The south-eastern extremity of this gulf
is now a lake. The rest of the gulf is now land,
often swampy, through which the Mseander flows
in two arms—one keeping near the north side of

the low alluvial plain, and one near the south side.

The southern arm in its upper part seems to be the
channel of the ancient river. The two arms unite
close on the north-west side of the site of Miletus,
and flow into the sea by one mouth. We do not
know the exact line of the coast about A.D. 50

;

but Strabo gives a rough idea of its situation 30
years earlier.

Thus, in modem times, a messenger could easily

be sent by land straight north from Miletus to
Ephesus. But in ancient times a foot-messenger
would have to make an immense circuit : for ex-
ample, he would have to traverse about 110 stadia
from Miletus to Heracleia, and 100 from Heracleia
to Pyrrha, whereas the sea-crossing from Miletus
to Pyrrha was only 30 stadia. Pyrrha was 50 stadia
south of the mouth of the Maeander, which joined
the sea between Pyrrha and Priene. At the pre-

sent day Priene is 12 miles from the coast. The
coastline on to Priene is not stated by Strabo, but
it must have been more than 100 stadia. Hence
the foot-messenger would have a journey of over
360 stadia from Miletus to Priene (45 miles),
whereas the straight line across the gulf is barely
100 stadia (12£ miles). Erom Priene to Ephesus,
the land road across the mountains cannot be less

than 25 miles, though the air line is under 20. St.

Paul’s messenger, then, probably sailed to Priene
and walked or rode thence to Ephesus. The vagup
statement often made, that Epnesus was by land
only about 20 or 30 miles distant from Miletus, is,

as we now see, very misleading.
If we accept as true * the Bezan and Western

addition to Ac 2035 yeLvavres iv Tp&yvKklcp, we see
that the ship on which were St. Paul and the dele-
gates, hearing the contributions of the Churches of

the four provinces, Achaia, Macedonia, Asia, and
Galatia, after sailing from Assos on a Monday

* True, whether as a correct tradition added by a reviser, or
as a part of the original text written by St. Luke, which dropped
out either in the transmission of the text, or through the act
of the author (according to Trot Blass’s theory).
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morning,* must have spent Wednesday night at
Trogyllion, the extreme promontory of Mount
Mykale on the north side of the Mseander valley,
projecting far oat towards the west and towards
Samos. On Thursday a voyage of only about 23
miles with the morning breeze from the north
would bring them to Miletus. A messenger was
then found, and sent to Ephesus. He would prob-
ably reach Ephesus during the course of Thursday
night, and the assembling of the elders and their
journey(some being doubtless comparatively elderly
men) would take time. The morning of Saturday,
then, is the earliest possible date for the arrival of
the elders in Miletus

; and wTe must suppose that
St. Paul spent the day with them ; and probably
the early morning of Sunday f was the time when
the ship proceeded on its voyage to Jerusalem,
reaching Cos that day.
According to 2Ti 420 St. Paul visited Miletus

(AV Miletum) on some later occasion, and there left

Trophimus sick. This visit is quite inconsistent
with the narrative of Ac, and must be referred to
a later period, after St. Paul was released from his
Homan imprisonment, and returned to the iEgean
lands and churches.
The famous temple of Apollo Didymeus at Bran-

chidse wTas about 20 miles south of Miletus, in the
territory subject to that city. It stood about 2
miles back from the coast, overlooking the harbour
Panormus. The best account of Miletus and
Branchidse is given in Sir C. T. Newton’s works,
and m Radet’s Milet et le Golfe Latoniqm.

Miletus is mentioned as a bishopric in all the
Notitias Episcopatuiim ; but, although it is given
first in the list of Hierocles’ SyneJcdemos

,
the com-

mon statement that its bishop occupied the first

rank among the bishops of Caria is wrong : that
rank belonged to Aphrodisias, for the coast cities

A Caria lost and the inner cities gained importance
in the late Roman and Byzantine times. But during
the 5th cent. Miletus became an archbishopric£
independent of the control of Aphrodisias (autokZ-

(paXos), but without subject bishoprics.

Few traces of the influence of Christianity in
Miletus have been discovered. It is apparent that
m the coast towns ofAsia,whichwere lessthoroughly
Christianized and also more closely under the eye of

the imperial officials than those of Phrygia, hardly
any public memorials of the new religion can have
been erected before the time of Constantine. An
official inscription of the time of Justinian is pub-
lished in Byzant . Zeitsckrift, 1894, p. 21. Another
late inscription mentions the saint and martyr
Onesippos (CIG 8847). A strange example of

popular superstition and angelolatry, invoking the
seven archangels to guard the city, was found in

the theatre (GIG 2895) ; it perhaps belongs to the
4th cent. : on the kind of practices connected with
this class of superstition see Wiinsch, Sethumuche
Verfiiichungstctfeln, 1898.

Miletus is mentioned in LXX of Ezk 2718 (see

Field, Eexapla). W. M. Ramsay.

MILK.—See Food in vol. ii. p. 36a.

MILL, MILLSTONE (um* Arab, raha).—The
hand-mill is in constant use in many parts of

Syria at the present fame. It consists of two
circular stones, one of which is placed on the top

of the other, and the upper and lower surfaces

of each of them are flat. From the centre of the

lower stone a strong pin of wood passes through
a funnel-shaped hole in the upper stone. Into

* In the year ajd. 57 It would he Monday 25th April.

t Sunday 1st May, a.d. 57.

j See Gelzer's articles in Jahrb. /. protest. Theol. xil, and
Ramsay, Historical Geography of Asm Minor, p. 428. Gelzer

fixes the date between 459 and 530, but it may be earlier.

VOL. III.—24

this hole the grain to be ground is tlirown, and
it escapes as flour between the twTo stones at the
circumference, and falls on a smooth sheepskin
which is placed under the lower stone. On the
surface of the upper stone, near its circumference,

SBCTIOX 07 HAXD-MTLL.

the handle is inserted, which may be of any length,

according to the number of hands used in turning
it. Small stones are generally turned by one
woman, but larger ones may be turned by two,
three, or four women.

In ancient times, turning the mill was a work
deemed fit only for women and slaves. In Jg 1631

Samson was set to grind in the prison. In La 513,

rendered in RV * the young men bare the mill, and
the children stumbled under the wood/ it should
probably be, as in the Arab., ‘ They caused the
young men to grind, and the boys stumbled under
the wood/ The poet laments t£at the young men
should be put to so degrading an employment,
and that the boys should be put to a work for

which they were not able, such as carrying the
wood to the oven for firing the bread which was
made from the flour ground by the young men.
Hand-mills have no wood about them except the
handle and the central pin, which are fixed so

that they cannot be taken out. In Lebanon and
those parts of Syria where a fall of water can be
obtained, large millstones are turned by a hori-

zontal water-wheel. The water falls through a
pipe formed of large stones perforated, and at the
lower end of this pipe a wooden channel directs

the stream against the floats of the wheel. The
water-wheel is enclosed in a vault, the roof of

which forms the floor of the room in which the
millstones are placed. The wooden axle of the

stone, which it turns round. When the wheat is

ground into flour it is gathered in the same way
as when the hand-mill is used. This kind of mill

is called tdhoon. Cf. the Heb. tehon. There is

another kind of mill turned by animals, which is

called t&k&net. In Mt 18% Mk O42 we have ytikos

OvikAy a millstone turned by an ass. Usually the
stones of the mill are of a dark-brown sandstone,

and when Hie stone is soft the flour is full of sand.

The upper stone has frequently to be taken oft' to

have its under surface roughened ; hut when the

porous Uauran stone is used, that is not necessary,

as the stone in wearing presents new holes, and,

consequently, new cutting edges.

The hand-mill being an implement absolutely

necessaryin a household, itwas forbidden to take the
upper millstone (nrr, Arab, mird&t) as security for

debt, as that would render the mill useless (Dt 24s
).

Mills are used not only for grinding wheat into

flour, they are used also for making crushed wheat
(iburghal). The wheat is first boiled and then
dried in the sun, and when put into the mill

water is sprinkled upon it to prevent its being
ground into flour. The mill is turned slowly.

Crushed wheat is used to make a kind of food

which is a great favourite with the mountaineers
of Lebanon ; it is called kibby. It is a mixture of

crushed wheat (RV * bruised com/ Pr 2T22) and
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raw mutton beaten together in a mortar for

hours, and is generally eaten cooked, but often

raw* The grinding of the burglial, or bruised
wheat, was a season of rejoicing in Lebanon some
years ago. The young men gathered together,

and, while the grinding was going on, songs were
sung to the accompaniment of musical instruments
and a kind of small drum. W. Carslaw.

MILLENNIUM.—A name suggested by the period
or 1000 years described in Rev 202- 4-7 during which
Satan is confined in t>he abyss, and the martyr
saints reign with Christ. Hence variously under-
stood, according to the interpretation put upon the
assage, either as (1) the period, present or future,

efinite or indefinite, * during which the kingdom
of Christ will be established upon earth, and will

dominate over all other authority ’
{Cent. Diet.);

or more specially (2) as the period in which 4 Christ

will reign in bodily presence on earth for a thou-
sand years’ {Oxf. Eng. Diet. s.

‘ Chiliasm ’). In
this latter sense it is associated with pre-millenarian
views of Christ’s Second Coming, the word Chiliast

or Millenarian being usually applied in the pre-

millenarian sense (Oxf. Eng. Diet, l.c.; Cent. Diet.
4 Millenarian
That which is characteristic of the doctrine in

all its forms is the belief in a period of triumph
and blessedness for the saints on earth, preceding
and distinct from the final blessedness of the
world to come. Such a belief meets us not only in

the early Christian eschatology, but also in that
of the later Jews, where it was probably due to
a combination of the simpler eschatology whose
horizon is bounded by this world and the hope of

earthly triumph, and a more developed eschatology
which distinguishes two worlds or aeons, and places

the true salvation in the latter (Schiirer, HJP
n. ii. 178). While the term is often used loosely

to describe carnal ideals of the future, whether
limited in duration or not (as when reference is

made to the chiliastic views of the Jews in Christ’s

time), it should properly be restricted to those
opinions which, making the above distinction be-
tween the two aeons, hold to a preliminary period
of blessedness in the former. Hence those modem
millenarians (like Seiss, The Last Times, 211) who
identify the Millennium with the world to come,
use the term in a sense altogether different from
that which we are new discussing.

As thus defined, the doctrine of the Millennium
is not found in OT. The prophets look forward
to a state of blessedness and glory for Israel, to be
introduced, either by the advent of J" Himself
(Is 409"11 527'12), or of the Messiah (Is 9®, Zee 9s* 10

).

This state is variously described—sometimes in
language which requires no more than the estab-
lishment of the redeemed Israel in the first place
among the nations; at others, in words which
imply a change of nature itself, and the creation
of a new heavens and a new earth (Is 65172*. Yet
note that even this picture does not represent the
individual members of the redeemed Israel as im-
mortal. Cf. Enoch 59 1017 25®, Apoc. Bar 73s).
But, however conceived, this blessed state bounds
the horizon of prophecy (cf. Jer 3317

*22
, Ezk S725,

J1

4

20
). Especially in Daniel is the eternity of the

Messianic kingdom emphasized. 4And in the days
of those kings shall the God of heaven set up a
kingdom which shall never be destroyed 5

(S44).
‘And the kingdom and the dominion, and the
greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven,
shall be given to the people of the saints of the
Most High. His kingdom is an everlasting king-
dom’ (7

s7
, cf. 714

).

In much of the Pseudepigraphical literature we
find the same point of view. So Sibyll 346

"50
, Jub 32

(quoted by Drummond, 314), Ps-Sol I74, Sibyll Sm

4 And then will he raise up a kingdom for all time
for all men ’

; Enoch 6214 4 And the Lord of spirit*

will abide over them, and with that Son of Man will

they eat and lie down and rise up for ever and ever/
Doubtless it is true, as Drummond remarks (314),

that these expressions do not necessarilyimply strict

eternity (cf. Bar 731 with 4Q3 ; and see Enoch 1010 ),
although, in the case of Enoch 6214 as of Daniel,
this seems required by the context. But in any
case the ideal which is set forth in these passages
is final. The same view appears (Jn 1234

)
in the

objection to Christ’s prophecy concerning His lift-

ing up. 4 We have heard out of the law that the
Christ abideth for ever.’ So in the Targ. Jon. (on

l K 4^) the Messianic time and the world to come
are identified. (Cf Mishna, Berachoth i. 5, and the

literature cited by Schiirer, HJP II. ii. 177.)

Side by side with this view, we find in the
Pseudepigraphical books another, which distin-

guishes between the Messianic kingdom, which it

regards as belonging to this present age, and the
final consummation of all things in the world to

come. Perhaps the first trace of this doctrine is in

Enoch 91LM7
,
a fragment assigned bj Charles to

B.c. 104-95, and by Dillmann to the time of John
Hyrcanus. The seer has described the seven weeks
into which he conceives the past history of the
world to be divided (93

3'10
). ‘And after that

there will he another week, the eighth, that of

righteousness, and a sword will be given to it that
judgment and righteousness may be executed on
those who commit oppression, and sinners will be
delivered into the hands of the righteous. And at

its close they will acquire houses through their

righteousness. And the house of the Great King
will be built in glory for ever more. And after

that, in the ninth week, the righteous judgment
will be revealed to the whole world, and all the
works of the godless will vanish from the whole
earth, and the world will be written down for

destruction, and all mankind will look to the path
of uprightness. And after this, in the tenth week,
in the seventh part, there will be the great eternal

judgment, in which he will execute vengeance
amongst the angels. And the first heaven will

depart and pass away, and a new heaven will

appear, and all the powers of the heavens will shine
sevenfold for ever. And after that there will be
many weeks without number for ever, in goodness
and righteousness, and sin will no more be men-
tioned for ever’ (Charles’ tr. p. 268 ff.). Here we
have a period of righteousness, in which the temple
is to be rebuilt, and a missionary week resulting in

the conversion of the world, precedingthe final judg-
ment, which introduces the new heaven. There is,

however, no mention of apersonal Messiah. Briggs
(Mess. Gosp. 15, 16 ; cf. Mess. Apost. 9), calls atten-

tion to the parallel between this passage and the
later Persian eschatology, which regards the final

resurrection and judgment as preceded by two
preparatory millenniums, in which the prophets
Ukhshyat - ereta, or Aushetar, and Ukhshyat-
nemah, or Aushetar-mah, of the Avesta and the
Pehlevi literature of Zoroastrianism, prepare th^

way for the coming of the final redeemer Saoshyant
or Soshans. It is, of course, possible that in this,

as in the allied doctrine of the resurrection, Jewish
thought may have been affected by Persian ideas.

But our sources for the Persian eschatology are so

late (the Bundahis, in their present form, dating not
earlier than the 7th cent. A.D. ; cf. West in Sac.

Boobs of East, v. p. xli, cf. also vols. xxiv. xxxvii.

and xlvii.) that we must use great caution in draw-
mg conclusions.*

* On Persian eschatology, cf. Hubschmann, *Die parsiseh*

Lehre von Jenseits,*Jahrb. JProt. TheoL 1879, ii. :Fr. Spiegel, art.
4 Parsismus,’ inHerzog,RE* ; Jackson, ‘The Ancient(PersianI>o<y
trine of a Future Life,’ in Biblical World, 1896, pp. 149-158. For
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In the later Jewish Apocalypses, as in Talm., we
find the limitation of Messiah’s kingdom clearly
set forth -. thus Apoc. Bar distinctly limits its dura-
tion to this present world. Et erit principatus ejus
stans in sceculum, donee jiniatur mundus corrupt
tionis et donee impleantur tempora preedieta (4CH).

The character of this kingdom is set forth in extra-
vagant language (women hearing children without
pain, the vine yielding 1000 branches, each branch
1000 clusters, each cluster 1000 grapes, each grape
a cor of wine, etc., cc. 29. 73), which occurs
also in Papias, and is applied to the Christian
Millennium. Still more striking is 2 Es T28* 29 4 For
my Son the Messiah (so Syr. JEth. Arab, over ag.
Lat. 4 Iesus ’) shall be revealed with those that are
with him, and shall rejoice with those that remain
400 years. And it shall come to pass after these
years that my Son the Christ and all men who
nave breath shall die. And the world {sceculum)
shall he changed into the ancient silence seven
days as in the first beginnings, so that no one shall
he left. And it shall come to pass after the seven
days that the world which does not now wake
shall be aroused, and the corruptible shall die.

And the earth shall give up them that sleep in her,

and the dust them that dwell in that silence, and
the store-houses (promptuaria) shall give up the
souls entrusted to them. And the Most High
shall he revealed upon the seat of judgment, 3

etc. (cf. 1234). Here, unlike Baruch, where the
Messianic age forms a transition between this

world and that which is to come (74s* 3 cf. Sehiirer,

II. ii. 178), the contrast between the Messianic age
and the world to come is emphasized in the
sharpest way. The Messiah and all flesh die, and
remain dead for seven days. The length of the
Messianic kingdom is expressly limited to 490
years—a number explained in the Talmud as due
to the combination of Gn I513 (the sojourn in

Egypt) with Ps 9015 4 Make us glad according to

the days wherein thou hast afflicted us 3
(Sank,

99a). Another passage cites Mic 715 4 As in the
days of thy coming forth out of the land of Egypt
will I show unto him marvellous things

5 [Ta n-

chumay Ekeb 7, quoted Weber 2
, 372). In the later

Jewish theology the view of the Messiah’s king-
dom as limited became the prevailing one (Sehiirer,

as above; cf. Weber, 373). Its duration was a
favourite subject of speculation. The classical

passages are Sanh. 97, 99a, where the following
reckonings are given : three generations, 40 years
(corresponding to the 40 years in the wilderness),

70 years, 100 years, 365 years, 400 years, 600 years,
1000 years, 2000 years, 7000 years (see the passages
quoted at length in Gfrorer, ii. 252 ff. ; also Weber,
371 ffi ; Drummond, 315 ff.).

_
The determining prin-

ciple seems to have been either 4 the analogy be-

tween the first and the last redemption, therefore

40 or 400 years/ or
^

4 the symmetry of the final

period with those which precede/ hence 2000 years,
corresponding to the 2000 before and the 2000
under the law ; or finally, 4 the thought that the
Messianic time is a time of joy, Israel’s marriage

—

hence 1000 or TOQ0 years* (Weber, 373). Stiff

another reckoning is based upon the idea of a
Sabbatical week, in which six millenniums of

work are followed by one of rest. This view, per-

haps first found in Secrets of Enoch 331* - (see

Charles’ note at the passage, and Index ii., s.
4 Mil-

lennium ’
; also art. Enoch in vol. L p. 7ID), rests

upon Ps 90* (cf. Jnb 4, Sanh. 97a) ana meets ns in

the Christian Epist. of Barnabas (c. 15).

In early Christian eschatology we find a like

ft discussion of Persian influence on OT eschatology, Cheyne in
Expos. Times, ii (1890) pp, 202, 224, 248, and BampUm Lectures
for 1880, p. 381 fl.; Moulton in Expos. Times, ix. 352 3. ; Stave,
Einjkm des Pmrsismm avf das Judmtwm, 1898, p. 145fL ; on
the eschatology of the Talmud, Kohut. ZDMG, 1867, p. 552 fi.

difference of view. On the one hand, we find pas-
sages in which the horizon of prophecy is bounded
by the second advent of Christ, which, like the
day of J/f

of OT, is regarded as closing the present
age, and introducing the world to come. In many
passages it is expressly associated with the general
resurrection and the judgment (Mt IS39

,
parable

of the Tares ; Mt25sl“4d
, the great judgment scene

;

Jn o2 6U, Ac IT31, cf. 1042 ). It results, for the
wicked, in 4 eternal destruction from the face of
the Lord and from the glory of his might 3

(2 Th
l6

’10
), while it introduces the saints into ‘an in-

heritance incorruptible and undefiled, and that
fadeth not away’ (1 P l4

'8
, cf. 2 P l

11
). On the

other hand, we find a view which distinguishes
between the Coming of Christ and the end of the
world, and inserts between the two a period of
millennial reign, in which Christ will dwell with
the saints upon the renewed earth, and in which the
OT prophecies concerning the glory of Jerus. and
the victory of Israel over the nations will find their
fulfilment. This period is variously described in
language more or less gross or spiritual. But its

essential features are these : a preliminary victory
of Christ over the forces of evil at the advent
(the destruction of Antichrist) ; a double resurrec-
tion, first of the saints at the beginning of the
millennial period, then of all men at the last day

;

an earthly kingdom, in which the saints reign
with Christ on the renewed earth, and the OT
prophecies find literal fulfilment ; a last brief out-
break of the forces of evil, followed by the uni-
versal resurrection and final judgment.
The doctrine of the Millennium is set forth in NT

in clear terms only in Rev, where it constitutes
4 the most easily recognizable dogmatic peculiarity

1

(Holtzmann, Hdcom. iv. 319). It is here taught that
after the victory of the Messiah and His army
over the beast and his army, and the destruction
of the latter with the false prophet and all his
followers (eh. 19), Satan himself will be cast into
the abyss, and confined there for 1000 years, 4 that
he should deceive the nations no more until the
1000 years should he finished ’ (203). This triumph is

followed by the resurrection of martyr saints, who
reign with Christ as kings and priests 1000 years
(29% cf. 5i0). This is expressly called the first

resurrection, it being stated that 4 the rest of the
dead lived not until the 1000 years should be
finished

3
(v.c). At the close of the 1000 years

Satan is loosed for a little while. Then follows
a last world-conflict of the powers of evil, at the
close of which takes place the final resurrection
and judgment, ending in the destruction of^ all

evil. Death and Hades themselves being cast into
the lake of fire. This is the second death (2GW, cf.

211
). This passage is most naturally understood as

teaching a pre-millennial advent of Christ, and
an earthly reign (so most recently by Salmond,
Christian Doctrine of Immortality, 2nd ecL p. 442).

It is to be noted, however, that the reference is only
to a reign of the martyrs, not, as the later theory
represented, of all Christians. Those who reject
this interpretation are obliged either to break the
connexion between chs. 19 and 20 (so Briggs, who
regards the two chs. as belonging to two different

Apocalypses, Mess. Apost. 305), or else to deny to
ch. 19 any reference to the second advent, seeing
in it only such a preliminary advent for judgment
as is referred to in 2s- 18 33- 10 (so Moses Stuart, who
sees in it no more than a reference to the approach-
ing destruction of heathenism, ii 352). The most
serious difficulty in the way of this interpretation
is the reference to the resurrection of the martyrs.
In NT the resurrection of the saints is always
associated with the advent of Christ. The older
interpretations of a symbolic resurrection (as that
of Israel in Ezk), or of a spiritual resurrection (as
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in regeneration), are rendered untenable by the

explicit reference to the martyrs (cf. 69"11 19y ).

Those who reject the idea of a physical resurrec-

tion are obliged, therefore, to think of a resurrec-

tion from Hades to heaven, taking plaee at the

close of the martyr age, and introducing those

who are thus specially honoured into a state of

heavenly blessedness which continues till the close

of human history. (So Briggs, Mess. Apost. 357,

who quotes Mt 2752* 53
, Eph 4s

, 1 P 319 4®, Jn S25 ;

Moses Stuart, ii. 478. The case of Moses and
Elijah might also be cited. Cf. Schiirer, n. ii. 180,

for similar ideas among the Jews).
_
From this point

or view, the significance of the Millennium, while
introduced indeed in time by the martyr age, and
corresponding in general ‘ with the duration of the

Church as the triumphing institution of the world
in the last complete period of human history

5

(Briggs, 357), is not earthly but heavenly.

Outside of Rev many interpreters find reference

to a millennial kingdom in 1 Co 1523- 24
, where St.

Paul seems to distinguish between the Parousia
of Christ with the resurrection of the saints, and
the end when He shall deliver up the kingdom to

the Pather. Between these two events they con-

ceive to lie that reign referred to in v. 25
,
which

they identify with the period of 1000 years de-

scribed in Rev 20 (so Olshausen, de Wette, Moses
Stuart ; Godet, Com. 1 Cor. Eng. tr. ii. 377 ff. et al. ).

Meyer distinguishes the two events in time, but re-

jectsthe identification ofthe intervening period with
the Millennium ofRev 20. So Schmiedel, Hdcomm.

ii. 161. On the other side, Heinrici, 1 Kor. 503 ff.

;

Weiss, Bib. Theol. 401 ; Hamack (art. ‘ Millennium, 5

Enc. Brit . xvi. 315) ,* Briggs, Mess. Apost. 114, and
the majority of modern interpreters. Those who
find a pre-millenarian meaning in 1 Co IS23*' inter-

pret in like sense Ph 311 (St. Paul’s hope of attain-

ing the resurrection), 1 Th 414"17 (which clearly

refers, however, not to two resurrections, but to a
resurrection of the faithful dead, to be followed
immediately by the transformation of the e quick 5

),

Lk 1414 (the resurrection of the just), 2(P (‘ they
that are accounted worthy to attain to that world,

and the resurrection from the dead 5

), and Mt 1928

(the regeneration, when the apostles shall sit on
thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel). Pre-
millenarian interpreters also refer to the period
between the advent and the end, the promises in

Mt 55 (the meek shall inherit the earth), Mt 208fr*

(the reward of the labourers), and Mk 1030
,
Lk 1830

(the reward given to the disciples in this world,
which is distinguished from that in the world to
come; yet cf. Lk 2035, where the resurrection

introduces the world to come). For a temperate
statement of the exegetical argument for pre-

miHenarianism, cf. H. Schultz in JBTh, 1867, pp.
120-127. On the other side, Salmond, op. cit. pp.
520, 561 ff., and the authorities cited above. See,

further, under Parousia.
Millenarian views were common, though Dy no

means universal, in the early Church. They meet
us in gross form in Papias, who quotes as a genu-
ine word of Christ a prediction, generally agreeing
with Apoc. Bar, concerning the remarkable fer-

tility of the vine in the millennial kingdom (Iren.

adv. Hcer. v. 33 ; cf. Euseb. iii. 39) ; in more spiritual

form in Barnabas, who, combining Gn 2* with Ps
904,

looks for a Millennium of Sabbath rest, follow-

ing the present six millenniums of work, and in-

troduced by the coming of the Messiah £ to put an
end to the time of the wicked one, and to judge
the ungodly, and to change sun, moon, and stars

5

(15s). This he declares to be the true Sabbath
rest for which Christians look—a time when, hav-
ing been themselves justified, and having received

the promise, lawlessness no longer existing, but
all tilings having been made new by the Lord,

they will be able to keep holy the Sabbath, having
first been sanctified themselves (v. 7

). At the close

of this millennial period follows the beginning oi

the eighth day, which is the beginning of another
world (v.8 ). Hernias and 2nd Ep. Clement are also
claimed as pre-millenarian, but without sufficient

reason. There is no trace of the doctrine in either
I Clement, Ignatius, Polycarp, or the Epistle to
Diognetus. The Didach6, indeed, restricts the
resurrection at the Advent to those who are
Christ’s, hut is silent as to what follows thereafter.
‘And then shall appear the signs of the truth:
first the sign of the outspreading in heaven, then
the sign of the voice of the trumpet, thirdly the
resurrection of the dead, yet not of all ; but as it

was said, The Lord shall come, and all his saints

with him. Then the world shall see the Lord
coming upon the clouds of heaven. 5

The prevalence of millenarian views in the later

Church was due partly to the Jewish Apocalypses,
which were read and highly esteemed in the
Christian Church (Papias, cf. Harnack, art. ‘ Mil-
lennium, 5

315), partly to the explicit statement of

the Apoc. of St. John (Justin, Trypho
, 81). Hence

we find later opponents of Chiliasm denying the
authenticity of Rev (Dionysius ap . Euseb. viL 25).

"While most common among the Jewish Christians,

to whom their origin was attributed by later

opponents (Cerinthusap. Euseb. iii. 28 ; cLTest. XII.
Pat. [Jud. c. 25 ; Benj. c. 10] ; Ebionites ap. Jerome,
Com. on Is. lx. 1, Ixvi. 20), such views early meet us
among the Gentile Christians. Justin, while in cer-

tain passages apparently ignoring them
(
Apol

.

52,

Trypho, 45, 49, 113 ; cf. Briggs in Luth. Quar. 1879),

elsewhere explicitlyrecognizes them. When asked
by Trypho whether he really admits that Jerus.

will be rebuilt, and expects that his people will be
gathered together ana made joyful ‘with Christ

together vith the patriarchs and the prophets, and
the men of our nation and proselytes who joined
them before your Christ came,

5

Justin answers in

the affirmative. While admitting that ‘manywho
belong to the pure and pions faith, and are true
Christians, think otherwise,

5 he declares that he
and others * who are right-minded Christians on all

points, are assured that there will be a resurrec-

tion of the dead, and 1000 years in Jerus., which
will then be built, adorned and enlarged as the
prophets Ezekiel, Isaiah, and others declare

5
(80).

For this view he cites Rev as follows :
‘ There was

a certain man with us whose name was John, one
of the apostles of Christ, who prophesied by a
revelation which was made to him that those who
believed in our Christ would dwell 1000 years in

Jerus., and that thereafter the general and in

short the eternal resurrection and judgment for

all men would likewise take place
5

(81). With
the exception of Justin, the Apologists show no
trace of Chiliasm. The anti-Gnostic Fathers of the
close of the 2nd cent., on the other hand, were
pronounced Millenarians. Irenasus {adv. Hcer. v.

32-35), Tertullian [adv. Marc. iii. 25), and later

Hippolytus [Com. in Dan. 1772, p. 99) give us in

their writings full descriptions of the millennial
kingdom. Tertullian wrote an entire work on the
subject {de Spe Fidelium), which has unfortunately
perished. Doubtless the views of these Fathers
were influenced by their opposition to the Gnostics,
who with Chiliasm rejected also the entire Christian
eschatology. Bnt the adoption of chiliastic views
by the Montanists, who looked for the speedy
setting up of the millennial kingdom at Pepuza in

Phrygia, soon brought them into disrepute. They
were opposed in Rome by the Presbyter Cains,
who attributed their origin to the arch-heretic
Cerinthus (Euseb. iii. 28). In the East they were
attacked by the Alexandrines, who, following the
example set by the Gnostics, interpreted the pas-
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sages cited by the Chiliasts allegorically (cf. Origen,
de Prin. ii. 11). The attempt of the Egyptian bishop
Nepos to enforce a literal interpretation was un-
successful. Especially effective was the opposition
of Dionysius of Alexandria, who wrote a book ‘ On
the Promises/ in which he advocated the alle-

gorical exegesis, and denied the Johannine author-
ship of the Apocalypse. Later Chiliasts, like
Methodius of Olympus {Banquets of the Ten
Virgins

,
ix. 5) and Apollinaris of Laodicea (Basil,

Ep. 263), were unable to stem the tide.

In the West, Chiliasm was longer lived. Here
the doubts as to the authenticity of the Apoc.
found little hearing. Commodian {Inst. adv. Gent,
deos, 43, 44) and Lactantius {Inst. vii. 24) were pro-
nounced Chiliasts. Victorinas of Petau is so
claimed by Jerome, although his commentary on
the Apocalypse shows no trace of such views (yet
cf. Briggs, Luth. Quart. p. 234). Jerome himself,
while often speaking contemptuously of the Chili-
asts as £ our half-Jews (semi-Judcei), who look for
a Jerus. of gold and precious stones from heaven,
and a future kingdom of 1000 years, in which all

nations shall serve Israel
7 {Com. on Is. lx. 1, Ixvi. 20),

elsewhere {Com. on Jer. xix. 10) speaks of them
with more respect, as holding views ‘which,
although we may not hold, we cannot condemn,
because many ecclesiastical men and martyrs have
taught the same. 7 Even Augustine, the strongest
of all opponents of Chiliasm in the West, distin-
guishes between a gross and a more spiritual form,
and admits that in Ms early days he himself had
been an advocate of the latter {de Civ. Dei

, xx. 7).

The final defeat of Chiliasm in the West was due
to Augustine, who, in his City of God

,
identified

the Millennium with the history of the Church on
earth, and declared that, for those who belonged
to the true Church, the first resurrection was passed

|

already {de Civ. Dei, xx. 7-9). With the accept-
ance of this identification by the Roman Church,
the power of Chiliasm was permanently broken.

Pre-millenarian views have, indeed, been revived
from time to time, now in grosser, now in more
spiritual form, and have never been without their
advocates in the Church ; hut they have failed to
•win general acceptance. The Church as a whole,
Protestant as well as Catholic, has either adopted
Augustine's identification of the Millennium with
the Church militant, or else looks for a future
period of prosperity, preceding the second advent of

Christ. The history of later Millenarianism lies

beyond the scope of the present article.
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W. Adams Brown.
MILLET (fni dohan, x4yxpos> mUium). — The

j

testimony of the ancient VBS, and the identity of
the cognate Arab, dukhn=Panicum miliaceum, L.,

leave no reaso lable room for doubt as to the grain

mentioned once as an ingredient of the very
complex bread made by Ezekiel (4

s
). It has a

seed not much larger than mustard, much used for

feeding the smaller kinds of birds. It is also

sometimes used, mixed with wheat and barley, to

make bread. Setaria Italica, Ktii., is also culti-

vated in the East, under the name of dukhn. Its

seed closely resembles that of Panicum miliateum.
In addition to the above, Sorghum vulgare, L.,

has been proposed as the equivalent of dohan.
This is a tall Gramen, with broad leaves, and a
compact panicle, often a foot long, and 6 to 8 in.

broad. The seeds are white, and larger than
hemp seeds. They are extensively raised in the
East as a cheap bread-stuff for the poorer classes.

The Arab, name of this, dhurah, usually given in

Eng. books dourra,
seems to be ancient, and is

never confounded with dukhn. The Arabs call

the sorghum dhurah beidd— 6 white dhurah/ and
dh. saifi or dh. kaizi—* summer dh./ in distinction

from maize, which is known as dh. safrd— f yellow
dh./ or dh. shdmiyyah= i Syrian dh./ or dh. Mzdn
= ‘dh. of jKizdn. The sorghum is cultivated in

the great central plains of Syria, and ripens in

midsummer, having had no water since the cessa-

tion of the spring rains. G. E. Post.

MILLO.— 1. (koVpn, always with the definite

article, probably [hut see below] ‘ the fill
5
[of earth];

2 S and 1 K 11s7 h axpa ; 1 K 915 [Aq. ?] ttjv MeXu ml
Tjjv aKpav, MeXc6 ; 2 Ch rh act). Accord-
ing to the brief notice in 2 S 59 (=1 Ch ll8

) ‘and
David built round about from (the) Millo and
inward/ the Millo formed part of the original
defences of the old Jebusite city, situated on the
easternmost of the two hills on wMch Jerusalem
stands : most probably it was an outwork or
rampart of earth, wMch protected the northern
entrance of the Jebusite fort. After the capture
of the city and its subsequent extension by David,
it became necessary to fill up that part of the
Tyropceon valley, which separated the new from
the old city at this point, m order to connect the
two. To this end David built a new and larger
Millo, of which traces remain to the present day
(Schick, ZDPV, 1894, p. 68). With this agrees
the statement of Josephus (Ant. VII. iii. 1, 2), that
David, having crossed the ravine and seized the
citadel {ryv "Axpav), rebuilt the city and called it

by his own name. He further states that David,
‘ having also surrounded the lower city {ttjv k&tw
rh\Lv), and joined the citadel to it, made them one
body. 7

It would seem, however, that this im-
portant work was only planned or, at most, only
begun by David ; for we learn from 1 K 915* 34

(and especially II37 ‘ Solomon built [the] Millo and
shut in the ravine [RV * repaired the breach 7

] of

the city of David ’), that the actual building was
carried out by his successor. The Millo is men-
tioned again as forming an important part of the
defences of Jerusalem in 701 B.C., when Hezekiah
prepared to resist the attack of Sennacherib
(2 Ch 32*}.

The above explanation is quite consistent with
the old derivation of the word given by the Tar-
gums * ‘a filling up 7

), and adopted by
Gesenius {Thes

.

787 f.), Schick, and others. The
Millo would, on this view, he connected with the
Hebrew root k*?d, but, as Grove (Smith, DIP ii,

p. 367) and Moore (Jg 9®) have pointed out, its

occurrence in connexion with the old Canaanite
town Sheehem (see below) makes it probable that
it is an archaic, possibly Jebusite, form borrowed
by the Israelites. See Jebxjs and Jerusalem.

2. The House of Millo (mk> jt»3= Beth-millo ;

* Elsewhere in the Targums corresponds to the Hebrew
n^b*=the mound raised against a city by the besieging force.
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B dttcos BrjdfiaaX&p [BydfiaaXXdav'}
; A oTkos MacXXwj'). St. Paul uses Trvevfxd for the divine or spiritual

(a) Most probably the name of a place (Beth-millo) power coming to the renewed man : for man’s own
in the neighbourhood of Shechem (Jg 96* 20

). highest sense of right or faculty of knowledge he
Some identify it with the tower of Shechem uses rods, as do the best classical writers.

_

Aceord-
(vv.M), but this view lacks support, as ap- ingly, in sharp contrast with the 4 flesh

,

5

in which
parently the latter verses do not belong to the evil dwells, he calls the divine commandment * the
same narrative as the rest of the chapter. (See law of his mind 5 (Ro 723 ),

and declares that 4 with
Moore, ad loc,). If we accept the rendering of the the mind 5

(v. 25
) he serves it. This same faculty,

RY, we must take 4 the house of Millo
5

as the when perverted or enthralled by inherent evil,

name of a family or clan. becomes 4 the fleshly mind ’ (Col 218
),

4 a reprobate

(
b

)
(ohcos MaaXci ; domus Mello ), the place where mind 5 (Ro l

28
),

4 corrupted mind 5

(1 Ti 65 ,
2 Ti 3s

).

Joash was slain by his servants (2 K 1220), ap- The other antithesis is when the apostle takes
parently in Jerusalem. See above, under 1 , and rods for deliberate, reflective consciousness—its
art. SlLLA. J. F. STENNING. proper sense—and contrasts it with irvevim in the

sense of afflatus or unconscious impulse coming
MILLSTONE,—See Mill. from without or above (1 Co 1414 - 1S - 1S

). See,

further, next art. and Psychology.
MINCE (derived by Skeat from Anglo -Sax. J. Laidlaw.

minsian to grow small, fail, but clearly connected MIND.—The verb to ‘mind 5

is both trans. and
with Old Fr. mincer to shred) is found in J) Y only intrans. As a trans. verb it means to

4 give atten-
in Is 31S ‘Because the daughters of Zion are tion to ,

5 Ro S5 4 They that are after the flesh do
haughty, and walk with stretched forth necks and mind the things of the flesh

5
[<pporodcnr ) ; 1216

wanton eyes, wTalking and mincing as they go,

5 4 Mind not high things 5

(/R? ra <pporodvres, RY
where the meaning is ‘taking short steps .

5

Cf.
4 Set not your mind on high things’) ; Ph 316

‘ Let
Shaks. Merck. of J on ice, in. iv. 67— us mind the same thing 5

(to avro (ppoveiv)

;

3
19 4Who

* And turn two mincing steps mind earthly things’ ( oi rh frlyeia <Pporourr€s)

into a manly stride.’ Intransitively it means to purpose, intend, Ac 2013

J. HASTINGS. 4 for so had he appointed, minding himself to go
MIND.—This aspect of the human soul, or of afoot 5 (MXXar). Cf. Pr. Bk. 4 Ye that mind to

man’s inner life, is not distinguished in the OT come to the holy Communion 5

; Golding’s Calvin?

s

by any radical term, but only by derivatives such as Job, 562,
4 Althoughe they protest that they minde

r.rz, which has the meaning of ‘prudence 3 or £ good to justifie him . . . yet nevertheless© they con-
sense

3

rather than ‘knowledge 5

or 4 understanding.’ demne him 5

; and Lk 1428 Rhem. ‘For, which of
The term zzb or a*?, and its equivalent icapdla in the you minding to build a toure, doth not first sit

NT, include the intellectual as well as all other downe and recken the charges that arenecessarie ?
5

inward movements. (See Heart). The greater The phrase 4 to he minded 5

has the same meaning
analytic precision of Greek thought and its closer as the intrans. verb 4 to mind ,

5

as Ru l18
4 When she

attention to the intellectual element in our nature saw that she was stedfastly minded to go with
brought into the language of the NT such words as her 5

; 2 Ch 244 4 And it came to pass after this thatr

rods with its congeners oi&roia, Zwolol, royjia
; also Joash was minded to repair the house of the Lord 5

;

vvveo-Ls, SidkoyurfLbs, etc. But even there, they are Ac 27s9 ‘They discovered a certain creek with a
not used with any psychological refinement or shore, into the -which they were minded, if it -were
exactitude. It is quite impossible, for example, possible, to thrust in the ship’ (TR iffovXedaavro,

to follow Olshausen [Opusctda Theologica
, p. 156) edd. ipovXevovro

, RV ‘they took counsel
5

); Ph 315

when he attempts to show that rods and cdrecns, with 4 Let us therefore, as many as be perfect, he thus
their corresponding verbs, as used in the NT, repre- minded : and if in anything ye be otherwise minded,
sent the Kantian distinction between Vemunft and God shall reveal even this unto you 5

(fipov&jier, ical

Verstand, familiarized to us in English by Coleridge el ti irepoos <ppovetre ).

as that between Reason and Understanding—the There are many phrases of which the ptcp.
former, the higher intuitive perception ; the latter, 4 minded 5 forms a part :

4 carnally minded^ {rb

the lower or dialectic judgment. It is plain that <pp6v7jua rys crapKos, RY ‘the mind of the flesh’)
the terms are really interchangeable (Mk 817

, Ro 86
,
and in the same verse 4 spiritually minded 5

Mt 1314- 15
, 2 Ti 27). Some more abstract terms, (rd (ppbvrpLa. rod wred/iaros, RY ‘the mind of the

such as 4 thought/ ‘ minding
,

5 4 thinking,’ are used spirit *)

;

4 double minded 5

(5t^u%os) Ja l8 48
;

4 feeble
in the NT, almost indiscriminately, to represent the minded 5

(dXiyb^vxos, RY 4 fainthearted ’) 1 Th 514 ;

contents or products of the inward life, or what 4 highminded ’ (6 xp7]Xo<pporetr, edd. viprjXa (pporetv, ‘be
the OT calls ‘the imagination of the thoughts of highminded’) Ro ll20

,
1 Ti 617 (rervipupdros, RY

the heart ’ (Gn 65
).

4 puffed up ’), 2 Ti 34 ; ‘light minded
’ (jcodfios icap8iq)

Of the two Greek words most frequently repre- Sir 194 ; ‘likeminded’ (rb aifab (ppovelr, RY ‘to be
senting the notion, rods may be held to denote the of the same mind’) Ro 155,

Ph 2J
(l<r6ftvxos), Ph 220 ;

faculty of reflective consciousness, the organ of 4 sober minded ’ {auxppoveir) Tit 26
.

moral thinking and knowing ; avvecns a peculiar J. Hastings.
force or acuteness in the exercise of that faculty. MINES, MINING.—We are here concerned with
The leading word (^oDs) occurs very seldom in the this subject only so far as it relates to Bible
Septuagint. In the few places -where it does, it history and Bible lands. Mines are but once
represents 2^7 or 27. In Is 4018 vovv Kvplov stands referred to in OT, and for the reason that in
for mrr* cm, and the rendering is retained in 1 Co 218

. Palestine proper they are unknown. In the
The OT Apocryphal writers have used it a few Sinaitic peninsula it is otherwise. The remark-
times and m a sense more distinctively Greek. In able passage in the Bk cf Job (281

*11
), in which

the NT its almost entire absence from the Gospels the process of mining and the miner’s life are
and from the writings of the older apostles (it graphically described, must have been written by
occurs there only in Lk 24^, Rev 131S 179 ) shows one who had a personal knowledge of the subject,
how closely they adhered to OT phraseology from Egypt and Arabia Petrsea probably furnished to
which the special notion represented by rods was the writer the details on which the poem is

absent. To note its frequent use by St. Paul and founded. We shall take the passage as given
that almost delicate antithesis in -which he con- in RY, with some notes from the Speaker*# Com-
fcrasts it with <r&p£ in one connexion and -with mentary—
wvevpa in another, completes its history. L ‘ Surely there is a mine (veinAV) for the diver, and & plac«
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for gold which they refine.* Two processes were known to the
ancients—one by washing, described by Diodorus (iv. 2), as
practised in Egypt ; the other by smelting. The word here
denotes the former.

2. * Iron is taken out of the earth, and brass (copper) is

molten out of the stone.*

3. ‘ Man setteth an end to darkness, and searcheth out to the
furthest bound the stones of thick darkness and of the shadow
of death,’ The miner lets in light to the very abode of dark-
ness (in the mine or shaft) by means of the lantern.

4. ‘ He breaketh open a shaft away from where men sojourn

;

they are forgotten of the foot that passeth by : they hang afar

;

they swing (or flit) to and fro.’ This passage is also rendered in
the margin, * the flood breaketh out from where men sojourn,’
suggestive of the sudden outburst of pent-up waters in the
mine when a fissure is broken open : and after the waters are
escaped ‘ they are minished, and gone away from man.* . . .

7. ‘ That path no bird of prey knoweth, neither hath the
falcon’s eye seen it ; the proud beasts have not trodden it, nor
hath the fierce lion passed thereby.’ The mine is a path which
none but man can discern. The ingenuity of man is contrasted
with the instinctive sagacity of animals.

9. ‘ He putteth forth his hand upon the flinty rock : he over-
fcumeth the mountains by the roots ’

; apparently referring to
blasting. Pliny describes various processes (NR xxxiii. 21).

10. ‘He cutteth out channels’ (corrugi, Pliny) ‘among the
rocks ; and his eye seeth eveiy precious thing.’ Channels to
dram the mine, while he carefully scans the mineral vein for
traces of ore.

11. ‘ He bindeth the streams that they trickle not, and the
thing that is hid bringeth he forth to light.’ Descriptive of
the alternative process to that in v. 10 of damming up the waters
in the river while the miner digs out the auriferous alluvial
gravel—a process described by Pliny (NR xxxiiL 21).

The whole passage, though couched in poetic
language, shows us that the processes of mining
nearly 2500 years ago were not dissimilar to those
practised in the time of Pliny, and even down to
the present day, except in the use of machinery
and of powerful explosives.

We shall now describe some localities where
mining operations were carried on, and con-
sider them under the head of the minerals pro-
duced.
Gold (

2m).—This was one of the earliest metals
discovered by man, as may he gathered from its

occurrence in the sepulchres of the most ancient
races, worked into ornaments. Mining for gold
was carried on in many countries in ancient times
by the Egyptians, Phoenicians, and Babylonians.
In Upper Egypt it was worked in the country of
the Bishareeh Arabs, and between Coptos and
Kossayr (Wilkinson, Anc. Egyptians

,
i. 232, iii.

227). The gold occurs in quartz-veins amongst
the Archaean rocks, from which it was extracted
by breaking, grinding, and washing ; criminals
being employed and compelled to work under
overseers taken from tribes speaking a different

tongue. Gold was also worked by Ramses II. at
Akita (Wady Ollagi) by means of shafts, hut the
mines had to he abandoned owing to want of
water (Brugsch, Egypt under the Pharaohs

, 287).

The gold which was so abundant in Palestine in
the reign of Solomon (1 K 10I4fr

*) came from
various countries—Spain, India, Arabia, and prob-
ably South Africa. The Phoenicians, according to
Herodotus (vi. 47), worked mines for gold in the
island of Thasos, but Spain was the country which
yieldedtothesenavigatorsthemostabundantwealth
m metals. Gold, according to Pliny, was found
in the bed of the Tagus, ana there were mines of it

in Galicia, Asturias, and elsewhere (NH xxxiiL 4).

The produce of Asturias formed the major part.

as well as by washing the alluvia from tie bed of

streams, is described in what must be considered
highly exaggerated language by Pliny [NH xxxiiL
ch. 21) ; but in the auri sacra fames (Verg. Aen.
iii. 57) human life was little accounted of, and
both in Egypt and elsewhere the hardships and
cruelties endured by those employed in mining
must have been great indeed. The gold of Ophir
may have come from India ; but it is not improb-
able that some of the ancient workings visited by
the late Mr. Theodore Bent in S. Africa may date

back to the time of Solomon (J. Th. Bent, ‘ Ruins
of Mashonaland,’ Pep. Brit. Assoc

.

1892, p. 543).

See, also, art. Gold.
Silver (qca), which Pliny calls * the next folly of

mankind’ (after gold), was mined by means of shafts
* sunk deep in the ground,’ and smelted in combi-
nation with lead ore or galena (Pliny, NH xxxiiL
31). Most of our silver comes from argentiferous

?
alena . The finest ores were worked in Spain,
n Upper Egypt silver mines were worked in the
mountains bordering the Red Sea (Wilkinson,
Anc. Egypt . L 235). See, further, art. SILVER.
Copper (rtym, brass [which see], which in Old

Eng. means copper).—Copper mines were worked in
very ancient times in Arabia Petrsea. The earliest

mining operations of which we have any record
were those carried on by the Egyptian longs of

the 4th, oth, and 12th Dynasties in the Sinaitic

mountains. In the Wady Magharah and at
Sarabit el-Khadim copper ore was extracted from
veins in the ancient rocks by means of shafts,

under the auspices of the early Pharaohs (Brugsch,
Ancient Egypt

, L 65; Birch, Ancient Egypt , 64).

It must have been this part of the Promised Land
that is referred to in Dt 87* 9

, for in Palestine
proper copper is unknown. The ore also occurs in

the Wadis Nasb and Khalig (in the latter some-
what extensively) in company with those of iron
and manganese ; while the smelting of the ores
was carried on in the Wady Nasb near to the
springs, where extensive slag-heaps may still be
seen (Bauerman, Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc

.

xxv.
27). Similar mines and slag-heaps occur in Wadis
el-Markd and Sened, where a dyke rich in copper
ore traverses syenite for a distance of nearly 2
miles (Holland, in Ord. Survey of Sinai, 224).

The ore was extensively worked by the Phoeni-
cians in Cyprus, where, according to Pliny, it

was first discovered, and from which the island
derives its name.

Tin.—This metal, which, when used as an alloy
of copper, produces bronze, was wrought in very
early times in Egypt, as bronze implements have
been discovered in Thebes. Tin (Sn^i) is mentioned
inNuSl22 P, and also in Is l23

;
in the latter in a sense

indicating its use as an alloy (cf. also Ezk 2218* 30

2712
, Zee 410

). The word used by Homer (27. xviiL
474 and 613), Kcurcrlrepos, is the same as the Arabic
leasdeer, probably derived from ancient Phoeni-
cian. Certain it is that these mariners brought
tin from the Cassiterides, which embraced the
Scilly Isles and the coast of Cornwall (Wilkinson,
Ancient Egyptians, vol. iii.). One of the most
remarkable facts connected with the early races
in Europe and Asia was the extensive use of

weapons and implements of bronze ; and Sir John
Evans shows that the use of bronze preceded that
of iron in Egypt (Ancient Bronze Implements,

pp. 7, 8). See, further, under Tm.
Iron (^*p).—Though iron ore is more extensively

diffused in the roebs than any other, it seems to
have come into general use later than copper,
bronze, and tin. Iron ores are unknown in Pales-
tine, except at the southern base of the Lebanon
(Porter in Smith’s DB ii. 87) and near Beirfit

;

perhaps it was from these deposits that the cele-

brated Damascus steel was manufactured. The
ore is scarce in Egypt, but one mine of rich
haematite, discovered by Burton in 1822, was
worked in ancient times in the eastern desert
at Hammami (Wilkinson, Anc. Egyptians, iii.

246). Iron ores were mined, also, in the Wadis
Nasb and Khalig, and in the mountain of Sarabit
el-Khadim, associated with manganese and copper

;

also in Jebel Hadfd, all in the Sinaitic region
(Holland, Ord. Surv. Sinai, p. 230). It is prob-
able that these mining operations were carried on
at the same time as those in search of turquoise
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stones during the early Pharaonic occupation

—

about B.C. 2500. Of. also art. Iron.
Turquoise Mines.—Of all the ancient mines of

which we have any knowledge in the countries we
are dealing with, the most remarkable are those
of Jebel Sara bit el-Khaditn, and Wadis Sidreh
and Magliarah in the Sinaitic peninsula, from
which turquoises were extracted by the early
Egyptians. Amongst the lofty and precipitous

cliffs of the Nubian sandstone, extensive galleries

were opened out by colonies of slaves presided over
by taslnnasfcers, in the time of Snefern of the
4th Dynasty of Manetho, and of Amenemhat II.

of the 12th Dynasty, and his successor. The
numerous inscriptions and cartouches on the walls
of the mines, the steles and ruined buildings

scattered over a considerable area of this moun-
tainous region, indicate extensive mining opera-

tions at this early period, c. B.c. 2500. From
recent examinations of these galleries, it appears
that the turquoise stone (‘ mafka 3

)
occurs in thin

threads and pockets in an ochreous matrix. But,
notwithstanding the extent of these ancient works,
the turquoise is a gem almost unknown amongst
the Pharaonic ornaments in the tombs of Egypt,
from which it is inferred that the stones have
decomposed and crumbled away to pow’der. These
old mines were reopened a few years ago by Major
Macdonald, who employed Arab labour. The
ruins of a church indicate inhabitants in early
Christian times.* E. Hull.

MINIAMIN 1. A Levite, 2 Ch 3113 (Bewo-

fxety),—2. Kell 1217 (B A om. ; BevuafieLv)=
Mijamin of 1 Ch 249

, Neh 107 12\ 3. A priest

who took part in the ceremony of the dedication

of the walls, Neh 1241 (B N* A om. ; Nc* s Beyia-

MINISH (from Low Lat. minutiare and Lat.
minutia smallness, through Fr. menuiser to make
small, extenuate) has been displaced in mod. Eng-
lish by its derivative ‘diminish. 3

It occurs twice
in AY : Ex 519 ‘Ye shall not minish ought from
your bricks of your daily task 5 and Ps
10789 4 They axe minished and brought low through
oppression, affliction, and sorrow 3

(%$$*)). Further
examples from the older versions are"": Wyclif, 1 El

IT14 ‘ The stene of mele shal noght fayle, ne the
vessel of oyle shal not be mynushid, unto the day
in the which the Lord is to gyue reyn upon the
face of the erthe

5

(1388 ‘schal not be abatid 3

);
Tindale, Ex 58 * the nombre of brieke which they
were wont to make in t-yme passed, laye unto
their charges also, and minysh nothinge therof 3

;

Cov., Ezk 516 * I will enerease hunger, and mynish
all the provision off bred amonge you 3

; Great
Bible, Ps 121 ‘For the faythfull are mynisshed
from amonge the children of men 3

; Rhem., He 27

‘Thou didst minish him litle lesse then Angels. 3

As the same Heb. verbs are frequently translated
‘diminish,

3

it does not seem that the Revisers
were justified in retaining this obsolete form in
the two passages quoted. The Amer. Revisers
prefer ‘diminish 3

in both passages. But RY
further introduces ‘ minish 3

into Is 19®, Hos 810 .

J. Hastings.
MINISTER.—In modern English this word is

applied either ecclesiastically to the servant of
Goii, or else politically to the servant of the crown
or state._ The eccles. use has come from the
practice in the early Church of translating Sid-

kovos by Lat. minister, and then making the title
* For a description of these mines, see Ordnance Survey of

Sinai by Wilson and Palmer (1869), with notes by S. Birch
and F. W. Holland; Lepsius, Brufe am JBgypten, p. 336
0862) ; Banerman, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xxv. 31, 32 ; Maspero,
Jksrni of Qivtliz. 354 fL, 473 fL Banerman. believes that flint
implements were used in cutting the rock.

[

apply to all under the order of the presbyter.*

See Smith and Cheetham’s Diet, of Ant. s.r. But
in AY, though the translation of Si&kovos as well

as of other words, £ minister ’ has always the primi-

tive sense of £ servant, 3 £ attendant,
3

or £

officer,
3

as

in classical Lat. minister had.

Thus Joshua is called Moses3

minister (Ex 2413
,

Jos l 1
), being first of all his personal attendant

;

and John Mark is called (Ac 135
) the minister

of Barnabas and Paul. The ministers of Solo-

mon, at whose ‘attendance
3

the queen of Sheba
marvelled (1 K IQ5

, 2 Ch 94 ), wrere not officers of

state, hut household servants; and the minister

to whom Jesus handed the hook (Lk 420
) was the

hazzan or attendant in the synagogue. St. Paul
speaks of Christ as £ a minister of the circum-
cision

3 (Ro 15s), in conformity with the Lord’s own
words that He wras sent to be a servant to the
lost sheep of the house of Israel ,* he also asks if

Christ can be the minister of sin (Gal217
), by which

he means its agent ;
and when he speaks of being

himself a minister of Christ (Ro 15 16
, 2 Co ll23

,

Eph 37
} or of the gospel (1 Col l23

*25
), he does not

use the word in any other sense than the absolute
sense of servant. The word ‘servant

3

in AV
means commonly modem ‘slave,

3 and so ‘minister 3

is modern ‘servant.
3 The minister in biblical

language is always a ‘waiter on,
3

as Sir John
Cheke translates the word in Mt 2026 ‘Whoso-
ever will be great among yon, let him be your
minister.

3

Elyot {
Governour

,

i. 13) says that ‘in the
message to kynge Pharo, Aaron rather as a
ministre than a companyon wente with Moses. 3

Tindale’s tr. of Mt 5s5 is ‘ Agre with thyne adver-
sary quicklye . . . lest . . . the judge delivre the
to the minister.

3
Wyclif, who has ‘ minister 3

very often for ‘officer,
3 as Jn 25* 9 7

32 IS18
,
has

‘domesman 3 here; the Geneva Bible has ‘sar-

geant 3

; the ‘officer
3

of AY is from the Rhem-
lsh. Cf. Udall, Erasmus3 Paraphrase, i. fol. c.,

‘ Finally entring in he satte emong the ministers
warming him at the coles.

3 See next article.

J. Hastings.
MINISTER, MINISTRY.— 1. In Old Testa-

MERT. —These vrnrds are still employed by RY as
the trn almost exclusively of shereth and its corre-

lates, which again are translated in the LXX almost
exclusively by Xeirovfyyeiv and its correlates. The
exceptions in the LXX are so rare as to he almost
negligible ; and yet the exclusiveness and some of
the exceptions, when examined, are striking and
suggestive. Shereth is the word chosen to express
ministration towards a higher being for the com-
mon weal ; hence it expresses the ministration of

the priests and Levites as a high function, for the
common weal, in relation to God {e.g. Ex 293t)

;

and, ironically, the ministration to gods of wood
and stone, Ezk 2032) ; it stands also for the minis-
tration GodwTard of the elemental angels as the
forces of natoe (Ps 10321 1044 ) ; and likewise of
one human being to another of higher rank, again
most frequently for some public good, as of Joshua
to Moses (Jos l 1

).

To represent ministration looked at in this light
—a high function for the common weal—the LXX
most fitly chose Aeirovpyeiv (-la, -ypuz, -6s, -lkos,

-fyrifws), derived, as it was, from ipyov and the Attic

* For the practice in the Scotch Reformed Church, cf.

Calderwood, The True History of the Church cf Scotland,
105— ‘ Pastors, Bishops, or Ministers are they who are ap-
pointed to particular congregations, which they rule by the
word of God, and over tide which they watch. In respect
whereof, sometime they are called Pastors, because they feed
their Congregation ; sometime JSpiseopi, or Bishops, because
they watch over their Flock ; sometimes Ministers, by reason
of their service and office ; and sometimes also Presbyters oi
Seniors, for the gravity in manners, which they ought to have
in taking -care of the spiritual government, which ought to be
most dear© unto them.*
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Xebos (Ionic XrfiTosy Boric XdZros, ‘ pertaining to the
Xaos,’ the people ), and carrying with, it, as it did,

the remembiance of public duty discharged for
the state by richer citizens at their own expense.
That the idea of priestly ministration, though
strange to the word in classical literature, was not
strange to it in Alexandrian Greek, is proved by
Egyptian papyri of the 2nd cent. B.c. (see Deiss-
mann, Beitrage aus den Papyri

, p. 137 f.) ; and it

is^ found later on in the use of the word by
Diodorus Siculus, Dionysius of Halicarnassus,
and Plutarch (see Deissmann, ibid., and Cremer,
Lexicon, Eng. tr. p. 764). Aarpedeiv (only twice
for shereth, 3N u 169

, Ezk 2032
,
and each time of the

priestly function) is mostly in LXX the repre-
sentative of

fabhad
, and differs from Xecroupyetp in

being not so much priestly service as the religious
service of the entire congregation (Ex 312

) or of the
individual worshipper (2 S 158 ; cf. Ph 3s

, Bo l9
).

(It is true, on the other hand, that, almost in
every case where the subst. Xeirovpyia appears, the
original is 'tibhodah ; but this may be because no
abstract subst. had been formed from shereth ).

When dep&iruv stands for shereth (ptcp.), as it once
does, Ex 3311 ‘his minister (BV) Joshua,’ the idea
present is non-servile attendance, like that of a
squire in the Middle Ages. (Cf. Horn. H. xvi. 244,
the relation of Patroclus to Achilles ; and Nu 127,
He 35

, the relation of Moses to God). Twice only
does XeiTovpyelv represent the rare Aramaic pelah,
Ezr 7s4 (-os), 719 (-la), and in both cases in regard to

the service of the sanctuary. Here the idea in the
Aram,, appears to he that of labour, as though it

were the labour of ploughing. At-aicopeir (-la, -os) as
the rendering of shereth is entirely confined to
Esther, and occurs but two or three times even
there. The idea in this word will be dealt with
below. Not one of the instances in Esther touches
the prijstly function.

These remarks on the variations in the Heb.
and LXX will suffice to show how shereth and
Xurovpyeir have practically the monopoly of ex-
pression when the subject is priestly ministration,
whether narrowly or widely interpreted.

2* In NT.—While XeirovpryeTv is the word for
ministration in the LXX, the word in NT is

diaicovdv. The exception in the OT is the rule in
the NT. And this is a suggestive fact. The NT
ministry is not one of the priest as distinct from
the people : the exclusive class becomes a universal
priesthood. Aeirovpyeb and its correlates occur (in

St. Paul, St. Luke, and He, and nowhere else) only
about fifteen times in all, and not in any single
case can they be made to apply to a literal priestly

function on the part of the Christian ministry.
Sometimes there is a literal reference to the
Jewish ritual (Lk l

23
. He 921 1011 }. Once Christ

is spoken of in the same region in the light of ful-

filment as ‘minister, XecroupySs
, of the sanctuary

(in the heavens) and of the true tabernacle.’ Once
the word is used of prophets and teachers at
Antioch, Ac 132, with reference, perhaps, to the
offering of prayer in the face of the congregation.
Twice there is, in connexion with St. Paul, the
thought of sacrifice; but in Ph 217 ‘the Philip-

pians are the priests, their faith is the sacrifice,

St. Paul’s life-blood is the accompanying libation
’

(Lightfoot, in loco); and in Bo 15*®, though St.

Paul is the sacrificing priest, he is so only figur-

atively: Ms priestly function is preaching the
gospel, and the sacrifice is the believing Gentiles.

Its uses elsewhere concern the ministration to the
wants of the poor saints, 2 Co 912

, or of St. Paul
himself, Ph 225* 80— the sacrifice of charity; or

the service rendered to God by state officials. Bo
13®, or by the angels of- wind and fire. He l7* 14

.

The fact seems dear that the NT writers prefer

SiaKov&v (4a, -os) because it connotes two things :

the first, which Xeirovpyew also connotes, minis-

tration Godicard in the service of others ; the
second, which XetTovpyeiv does not connote, lowlip

ness in that ministration. In both these senses it

is in the line of succession from classical usage.
To the Greek the practically dominant connotation
was a service relatively low and even menial.
That Biclkovos and SodXos breathed in classical

Greek the same air is obvious from Plato’s junc-
tion of oiaKovucas with oovXoTpeTrecs and dveXevdipovs

(Gorg . 51S A), and from his identification of
oiaKoveiv and the work of SovXoi in tending cattle

and tilling the soil (Laws, vii. 805 E). In NT the
use is in no vise different. St. Paul employs both
SodXos and Sidrovos to define his relation to his

Master (Ph l
1
, 2 Co ll23) and to his converts fo*

’Irjcrovv (2 Co 4®, 1 Co 35 ) ; and he tells how Christ
Himself both took the form of a SodXos (Ph 27

) and
became a Si&kovos of the circumcision (Bo 15s

), as
though his Lord’s own description of His position

had impressed him with the parallel (Mt SO2®*28
).

And though, in the parable of the Wedding
Garment, it is oodXoi that invite and Sidicovoi that
cast out, Mt 22s* 10 * 13

, the latter word appears to
he preferred in v. 13 because attendants at table are
there spoken of, such attendants being either bond
or free, Lk HJ37**, Mt 815. This menial service of

waiting at table (SiaKoveiv) is cited by Christ, Lk
17s 22s7, as the characteristic sign of the contrast
between the relative positions cf master and
servant, and furnishes Him with a parabolic
picture both of His own position among His dis-

ciples, Lk 22'27
, and of the striking way in which

the Great Master shall reward His servants’ con-
tinued watchfulness, Lk 1237 . Even in secular
Greek there was an inkling of the dignity of this

menial humbleness in relation to the gods. Aris-

teides (Orat. 46, p. 198 f., quoted by Hort, Chris-

tian Ecclesia, p. 203 f.) ‘refuses to call [Athenian
statesmen who had saved their country] Slukovol of

the state, but will gladly call them ScdKovoi of the
Saviour Gods who had used their instrumentality’

;

and Epictetus (Hort, p. 204) ‘in several remark-
able passages (Biss. iii. 22. 69 ; 24. 65 ; iv. 7. 20

;

cf. iii. 26. 28) makes it the dignity of a man to

he a SidKovos of God. The Gospel gave the word
a still higher consecration of the same kind . . .

For [a Lord who had taken on Himself the form
of a servant] every grade and pattern of service

was lifted into a higher sphere. . . . Ministration
(SiaKovia) thus became one of the primary aims of

all Christian actions’ (e.g. Eph 412 where ‘the
work of SiaKovla

9
is parallel with ‘ the edification

of the body of Christ ’), whether for apostles, 2 Co
41

. or for evangelists, 2 Ti 4s, or for the presbyter
or episcopus. Col 417, or for the ‘ deacon ’ Mmself

:

whether the emphasis was (Ph l1) on government
(iiricrKOTTT]) or on service (Siatcovla), SuiKovla was ‘ the
badge of all the tribe ’

; whether the service was
to God, 2 Co 64, or to Christ, Col l

7
, 1 Ti 4®, or to

the gospel, Eph 37, or to the Church, Bo 127 , or to

the material wants of the poor saints, Ac 61* 2
,

2 Co 91
, He 610,

or to St. Paul himself, officially

Ac 1922, Col l7, 2 Ti 411
, or materially Philem 13

,

2 Ti l 18 (cf. Lk 8s, women Sctjk&ovv to Christ and
His disciples of their substance). In all cases

there vTas Siatcovla to the Master for the benefit of

others, Col l7. And so also in the technical sense
of the word, the definite office, Scd/copos (see

Deacon). This office did not exclude teaching:
such exclusion, in the presence of capacity, ‘ would
have been contrary to the spirit or the Apostolic
age 5

(Hort, p. 202). Stephen, one of the Seven,
was a powerful preacher (Ac 6. 7) ; and whether
the Seven (cf. Ac 62 SiaKoveiv rpcnri^ais) were
technically deacons or not, they must surely have
suggested the office in the several churches later

on :
‘ analogous wants might well lead to analogous
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institutions
5

(Hort, p. 209). That teaching, how-
ever, was ‘ no part of the official duty 7

of a deacon,
is suggested by a comparison of the qualifications

required for a deacon at Ephesus and those re-

quired for a presbyter or episcopus (1 Ti 32ff‘ Sfr
*)

;

while the injunction against talebearing in the
men-deacons and backbiting in the women suggest
a frequent contact with individual Christians and
Christian families, a going in and out among them,
a visitation from house to house. Thus they ap-
pear to have been ‘ the main instruments for
giving practical effect to the mutual sympathy
of the members of the body 7

; and the efficiency

of the office was sensibly increased by being
divided between the sexes (1 Ti 311 compared with
Bo 161

).

Besides 'hevrovpr/bs and SicLkovos there is in

XT a third word still (BV) occasionally trans-
lated ‘minister,

5

viz. mripir^s (-eiv), lit. an ‘under-
rower 7

in a galley, but used simply as ‘servant,
7

and retaining no special connotation from its

derivation, unless it he that of subordination.
The verb is used of David’s service of God, Ac
1338. and Moses is called by Josephus God’s v7T7jp4rr}s

(Ant. m. i. 4). The subst. is found only twice in
the canonical LXX, and -eiv and -ecrla once each,
and all in the various senses of ordinary service.

But in Wis the words occur eight times, and once
(6

4
) in a lofty sense,—kings the inrTjpiraL of God’s

kingdom. In this word the subordination comes
out more distinctly than in the other two (cf.

Xenoph. Cyr. vL 2. 13=the orderly of a com-
mander), but dc&Kovos and vT^perijs aie continually
running into one another (1 Co 41

, 2 Co ll23 ). Of
the five places where AY translated the snbst. by
‘ minister,’ three remain in BY : Lk l

2
(‘ m. of the

word 7
: cf. Ac 64 ‘ biaKovla of the word ’), Ac 2616

{‘m. and eye-witness’ for Christ), 1 Co 41 (‘m. of
Christ 7

: cf. 2 Co ll23 ‘ Si&kopoi of Christ’). BY
appropriately gives ‘ attendant 7

or ‘ servant ’ else-

where: so John Mark (Ac 135) is now the
‘attendant 7 on Paul and Barnabas; possibly, as
Blass suggests, for the secondary work of bap-
tizing ; and, as Ramsay suggests (St. Paul the,

Traveller, p. 71), ‘the curiously incidental way 7

in which he is brought before the reader’s notice
{and, we may add, the word of subordination,
chosen to describe his position) may serve ‘to
emphasize the secondary character of John Mark,
in view of what was to happen in Pamphylia

:

he was not essential to the expedition : he had
not been formally delegated by the Church of
Antioch: he was an extra hand, taken by Paul and
Barnabas on their own responsibility, 7 So also the
‘ minister 7

in Lk 420 is now the ‘ attendant 7
: he

was the hazzan of the temple,—‘a land of verger,
7

see Deacon in vol. i. p. 575,— ‘ whose office it 'was
(Schiirer, HJP n. ii 66 f.) to bring out the Holy
Scriptures at public worship and to put them by
again. 7 He was no Jewish anticipation of deacon,

but was in every respect the servant of the con-
gregation, having, e.p., to execute upon those con-
demned to it the punishment of scourging(Makkoth
ill 12), and also to instruct the children in reading
(Shabbath i. 3; but see EDUCATION in vol. i. p. 650).
A similar use of the word occurs in Mt S28 * deliver
thee to the officer? i.e. one of the attendants or
officials of the Sanhedrin, like lictors or sergeants-
at-arms (Schiirer, EJP n. 1. 187), the temple police,
a special feature in the Fourth Gospel (Jn IS1** e.o.),

from whom Jesus doubtless takes His parallel
when in Jn 18*8 He says, ‘ my vmjptrac woirid now
be striving.

7 For Mt’s vTnjperrjs (o25) Lk (123S) gives
irp&KTup, the avenger of the tragedians (Msch.. Bum.
319), the taxgatherer of Demosthenes (778. 18), the
public accountant of the papyri (3rd cent. B.c., see
Deissmann, Beitrdge, p. 152), who has now become
an under-officer of justice. J. Masst^

MINNI (no, LXX Trap 4po0, Aq. Symm. Mevd).—
Name of a country mentioned in Jer 5127 between
Ararat and Ash-kenaz, and summoned to make war
on Babylon. It is evidently equivalent to Mann,

which figures frequently in Assyrian inscriptions

in close connexion with Urartu (Ararat); and
which the authors of the maps appended to KIB
i. and ii. place somewhere between Lake Yan and
the Araxes, while Sayce (JBAS, 1882, p. 389) infers

from the line of march of the Assyrian kings that
this people must have lived on the S.W. shores of

Lake Urmia. The Assyrian texts supply us with
several names, both local and personal, connected
with Mann. Their chief city was called Zirtu or

Izirtu, and their chief fortress Ishtat (Assurbanipal,

ed. S. A. Smith, i. 21) ; other cities were Izibia,

Armed, Shuandakhul, and Zurzukka (Sargon, ed.

Whackier, pp. 105, 107) ; tribes included in Mann
were Umndish, Zikirtu, and Misianda (ib.).

Shalmaneser II. in the year 830 A.D. attacked
king Udaki of Mann (KIB i. 147), and his suc-

cessor Shamsi-Ramman received tribute from this

country (ib. 179). In Sargon’s history the kings
of Mann play an important part. He relates how,
after the death of their king Iranzu, he put on the
throne Iranzu’s son Aza. Aza was shortly after-

wards murdered by insurgents, who at the instiga-

tion of king Ursa of Urartu put Aza’s brother
Ullusunu on the throne. Sargon marched against

the insurgents and defeated them, but on Ullusunu’s
submission received him into favour. Presently,
however, Uilusnnu again revolted, but the inscrip-

tion is defective at the point where it originally

recorded his fate (Winclder, l.c. and 89). Assur-
banipal in his fourth campaign attacked Akhsheri
king of Mann, seized his capital Izirtu, and laid

waste 15 days’ extent of country. After Akhsheri
had been betrayed by his subjects, the Assyrian
king set Akhsheri’s son Ualli on the tnrone, but
increased the tribute of Mann by 15 horses, and
took Ualli’s son Erisliinni and his daughter to
Nineveh (S. A. Smith, l.c. 23).—In the Yanic
inscription of the kings Minnas and Argistis,

whose dates can he approximately fixed for the
last decade of the 9th and the first decade of the
8th cent. B.C., there are repeatedly allusions to the
country Ma-na-a, and even to a king named Haza,
probably a namesake of, though not identical

with, Sargon’s contemporary (Sayce, l.c. 607).

These inscriptions imply with certainty that the
country of Mann was raided by the kings of Yan
(= Urartu), but the language m which they are
composed is perhaps still too obscure to give us
much more information. Both sets of documents
lead us to suppose that Mann was a province of

considerable extent, and thickly populated ; that
it was alternately under Assyrian and Yanic
domination, and suffered severely from the rivalry
of these powers. The words that have been quoted
have no obvious linguistic affinities, and it does
not appear that any of the local names have been
maintained. D. S. Maegoliouth.

MINNITH (ns
$p).—1. Jephthah smote the Am-

monites ‘from Aroer until thou come to Min-
nith,

7 Jg ll33 (B &XPL* ’Apinbv, A els iSepuoeid, Luc.
XefievelB). According to the Onomasticon (s.v.

‘Mennith7

) It was shown 4 Roman miles from
Heshbon on the road to Philadelphia, but the
name has not been recovered in this direction,

which, as Moore points out, does not suit the
requirement of the text that Minnith should be
in Ammonite territory beyond Aroer, not in the
immediate vicinity of Heshbon. A site called
Minyeh is found south of Nebo, but this may be
derived from another root, and in any case ii

much too far south. Tristram (Land of Moab,

p. 140) could find no trace of Buckingham’s Menjah,
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which was alleged to exist 7 miles east of Hesh-
bon. 2. In Ezk 27 17 ‘ wheat of Minnith ' is speci-

fied amongst the merchandise of Tyre which she
traded in with Israel and Judah. Davidson ( Comm .

ad loc. ) thinks there is something unnatural in the
latter bringing an Ammonitish product to Tyre
(but see JBertholet, ad loc., who appositely refers to

2 Ch 275
). Comill emends ’9? to fkm

4 wheat, tragacanth ’ (cf. Gn 37-5 4311
) . This corre-

sponds With the LXX crLrov ... real fitipuv.

C. R. CONDEE.
MINT (-fjdvoo-fjLov

, mentha).—Mint isnot mentioned
in the OT, and only once in XT (Mt 2*323

jj
Lk ll42)

along with dill, rue, and cummin, as a tithable

product. The ancient Greeks employed in medicine
a plant called jiLvdos or p.Iv9i}, which likewise bore
the name ^StWgoj^ 4 the sweet-smelling,’ on account
of its pleasant odour. It is believed by some to

have been the peppermint, Mentha piperita
,

L.
It is more probable that it was generic, and in-

cluded M. saliva, L., the garden mint; M. viridis
,

L., the spear mint
;

ilf. sylvest7'is, L., the horse
mint; and M. aquatica

,
L., the water mint; and

perhaps M. Pulegmm,
L., the pennyroyal. A patch

of garden mint is cultivated near almost every
house in Bible lands, and the fragrant leaves
enter into many of their salads and cooked dishes.

It is known in Arab, as na'na\ It is the only
species now cultivated and eaten. M. sylvestris

grows wild everywhere by ditches and banks. M.
aquatica grows in water. It is less common than
the other. M. Pulegium is not uncommon in wet
places. For illustrations from Rabbinical sources
of the tithing of mint, see Wunsche, JSfeue Beitrage

,

291, 443. G. E. POST.

MIPHKAD, The Gate
;
RV Ham-

miphkad ;
rod Ma0€Acd§

;
porta judicialis).—

A

gate near the east wall of Jerusalem during the
rebuilding of tbe city walls on the return from the
Captivity (Neh 33i

). Its position was somewhere
between the northern portion of the Ophel wall
and the Sheep Gate, i.e. somewhere east of the
temple buildings and adjoining palaces. It can be
deduced as follows :

—
On the dedication of the city walls on their

completion (Xeh 12^), two great companies issued

from the temple to the centre of the western -wall

of the city, and, separating near the Valley Gate,
proceeded along the walls to the temple—one by
tbe northern defences, and the other by the southern
defences. The principal gates and towers they
passed during their progress are enumerated. By
the north they traversed the whole way along the

wall, and, passing the towers of Hananel and
Meah, and the sheep-gate, stood still in the prison-

gate, i.e. to the north of the temple. The other
company traversed the southern wall, and, passing
the dung-gate and the fountain-gate (near Siloam),
came down from the wall, and went up by the
stairs of the city of David, even unto the water-
gate eastward, i.e. to the south of the temple.

In the account of the rebuilding of tbe walls
(Xeh 3) the same gates and towers are enumerated,
and, in addition, all that portion of the wall to

the east of Jerusalem, from the fountain-gate, the

pool of Siloam, the armoury, to the court of the
prison

;
and another portion along the Ophel wall

to the place over against the water-gate (of the
temple) towards the east, and thence by the horse-

gate and the east to the place over against the

gate Miphkad, to the going up of the corner, unto
the sheep-gate. This apparently indicates that

the gate Miphkad, if not actually in the eastern

city wall, was very near It, to the north-east of

the temple.

The following passage seems to indicate that it

was the place where the sin-offering was burnt
**CqpyrigM, 1900, by <

outside the sanctuary, but inside the city walls*
Ezk 4321 f Thou shall take the bullock also of the sin-

offering, and he shall bum it in the appointed place

(miphkad) of the house, without the sanctuary.’
Miphkad has three meanings (Ges. Lex.) : (1) A

number, or numbers
; (2j a commandment or man-

date
; (3) an appointed place. It is used in con-

nexion with the chambers of the house of the Lord,
and the oblations and tithes : e.g. by the command-
ment (miphl’ad) of Hezekiah the king and Azariah
the ruler of God's house, certain men are appointed
overseers (2 Ch 31 13

). It Is used in connexion with
David’s numbering of the people of Israel (2 S 249

,

1 Ch 215).

Lightfoot (ii. 27) points out that the Vulgate
renders the gate Miphkad as the gate of judgment

:

this may perhaps refer to the hall of judgment
in the Frgetorium, situated in later clays in the
Antonia, to the norih of the temple, or it may
refer to the east gate of the temple (Ezk 35-39,

J1 2, Mic 4s) overlooking the Valley of Jehosha-
phat: both Moslems and Jews believe that the
last judgment is to take place there. Brocardus
speaks of a Porta Judiciaria over against the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
The general opinion is that Miphkad was situ-

ated to the north-east of the temple (PEFSt, 1879,

170; 1883, 215; 1885, 01; 1889, 90; 1890, 47).

C. Wakrex.
**MIRACLE.—

!. The objective possibility of miracles.
ii. Their subjective credibility.

iii. Their evidential value.
ir. The miracles of the Gospels, their characteristics

and their attestation.

x. Other Bihle miracles

:

(tr) In the Acts of the Apostles.
(b) In the Old Testament.

vi. Christian miracles after the apostolic age.

i. The Objective Possibility of miracles.
—1. It is a remarkable circumstance that the great
stumbling-block at the present day to many persons
who are anxious to accept the Christian creeds
should be the statement of the very fact which was
put forward in the apostolic age as the one con-
vincing proof of their truth, viz. the fact of the
Resurrection of Christ. The Christian miracles
were once an 4 aid to faith ’

;
they are now regarded

by many as a grave hindrance to" the acceptance of

Christianity. It is not hard to account for this.

With the development of physical science, and with
the largely increased knowledge of what we are
accustomed to call the laws of nature, and still more
with the growth of the conviction which is at the
root of all science that nothing happens abnormally,
but that in the physical world every effect has its

cause, and that the same causes ’under the same
circumstances will always produce the same effects,

men have come to think that there is something
about a 4 miracle 5 which no scientifically educated
person can believe. So it has come to pass that

the argument based on the miracles with which
Christianity was ushered into the world, has been
more vehemently attacked than any other of the
4 evidences 7 which are usually marshalled : so
strenuous, indeed, has been the attack, that not
a few theologians, in deference to the spirit of the

age, while not conceding in so many words the im-
possibility of miracles, have relegated the miracu-
lous to some obscure comer of the religious system
which they profess and teach. And the impossi-
bility of miracles is avowedly the foundation of

much of the negative criticism to which the
Christian documents have been subjected. The
spirit in which Goethe said to Lavater, 4 A voice

from heaven would not convince me that water
burned or a dead man rose again, 7 often finds

expression in literature. Renan prefaces his Vie

de Jesus by saying of the Gospels, 4 C’est parce
tiarles Scribner's Sons
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qu’ils racontent des miracles qne je dis, Les
Evangiles sont des legendes; ils peuvent contenir

de Phistoire, mais certainemenfc tout n’y est pas
historique.’ And Strauss is careful to distinguish

the ‘supernatural 1 element in the Gospels from
‘ the natural element which alone is historically

available criticism of the documents being thus
prejudiced at the outset by the assumption that no
account which involves the miraculous can possibly

be historical.

2. What then is a ‘miracle.’ and wherein con-
sists the difficulty of believing that it has taken
place? It is evident that precise definition is

necessary, if we are to arrive at any conclusion of

value in respect of a question like this. Let us
start with the definition given by J. S. Mill :

4 To
constitute a miracle, a phenomenon must take

place without having been preceded by any ante-

cedent phenomenal "conditions sufficient again to

reproduce it. . . . The test of a miracle is, Were
there present in the case such external conditions,

such second causes we may call them, that when-
ever these conditions or causes reappear the event
will be reproduced? If there were, it is not a
miracle

; if there were not, it is.
1 * Now from this

definition it is apparent that to one who holds that
there is nothing to be known save the sequences
and coexistences of phenomena, that ‘nature 1

is

only a name for the sum-total of the mechanical
and chemical forces of the universe (see NATURE),
that there is, in short, no other mode of existence
than that which can be perceived by the bodily
senses, the occurrence of a miracle would be a
violation of the law of causation, which demands
a cause for each observed effect. No causes other
than material can come within the cognizance of

man, and therefore, since a ‘miracle 1 has no
material cause, it cannot be considered as within
the field of possibility. To consistent and thorough-
going materialism miracles are impossible. If, by
any chance, some anomalous and extraordinary
phenomenon, were attested on unimpeachable testi-

mony, which satisfied the definition that has been
quoted from Mill of a ‘miracle, 1 the conclusion
that the materialist would be forced to adopt
would be that the phenomenon in question was
due to some hitherto unobserved combination of
physical forces. It could not be a miracle, for a
miracle, ex hypothesis is a perturbation of the nor-
mal sequence of physical causation, and the
materialist does not admit the existence or the
possibility of any force adequate to produce such
perturbation.

3. Materialism, however, is not the last word of
philosophy. It is inconsistent with any form of re-

ligion, and need" not he elaborately discussed here.
All Theists recognize that the operation of spiritual
forces is just as real, just as familiar, an experi-
ence as the operation of material forces. An
obvious illustration of the intervention of spiritual

force in the phenomenal world is afforded by the
consequences which ensue in the visible order every
time we exert our free will. Mind is not a mere
function of the bodily organism, and thought is

something distinct from those movements of the
grey matter of the brain which seem to accompany
it perpetually in our present experience. But
mind, wfo, reason, is a vera causa—a cause which
produces effects in the physical order, effects which
are often far-reaching and important. The action
of man’s free will, of which the outward effect is

the motion of his limbs, is not a violation of the
law of causation : that law is true only of physical
causes, and the physical sequence is perfectly
observed, so far as we know. But the originating
impulse comes from a region other than physical,
even from the domain of spirit, where man lives

* Essay#, p. 224.

his highest life and from which he catches his

highest inspirations. We shall see presently that

there is no complete analogy between such inter*

vention of human will in the physical order, and
that intervention of the Divine volition which we
shall find to be the characteristic of a ‘ miracle 1

;

but, although the analogy is incomplete, it is im-
portant to recognize that we have experience of an
intrusion into the physical by the moral order
every time that we exert our wills to move our
bodies. There are forces other than physical to

be reckoned with.

3. Thus among the agents which can produce
effects in the physical order spiritual agents must
be counted

;
and of these the highest is God. Our

conception of the universe is partial and inadequate
unless we realize that a great Spiritual Being is

the ultimate source of all the manifold activities

which it daily and hourly presents to our view.

(See Nature.) And if, with this in our minds,
we approach an anomalous phenomenon which
seems to us to interrupt the continuity of physical

sequence, we shall have to enumerate among
possible explanations this other, that it is due to

the direct volition of the Deity. If we are satisfied

that this is its explanation, we call it a miracle,

and Mill’s definition of a miracle may be replaced

by words of a thinker of a very different school.
‘ Miraculum,’ said St. Thomas Aquinas, ‘ est prseter

ordinem tothis natune creates
;
Deus igitur cum

solus sit non creatura, solus etiam virtute propria
iniracula facere potest.’* It wTould not be easy to

express oneself more succinctly than this. And it

is important to observe that the very idea of a
miracle, in this view, presupposes the existence of

a supreme spiritual agent. To attempt to prove
the existence of God by the aid of well-attested

occurrences of ‘miracle’ is idle, because we have
not any conception of the possibility of miracle
apart from His existence and providence.

5. The possibility of miracle involves the exist-

ence of God
;

it does not at once follow that the
converse is true, and that the existence of God
implies the possibility of miracle. And we have
now to consider whether, granting the existence
of a Supreme Being who stands to nature in the
relation of Author and Governor, its Creator and
its Life, at once immanent in it and transcending
it, there are any grounds in reason for denying
the possibility of His miraculous intervention in

the universe which He has made. The argument
by which Spinoza attempted to subvert this possi-

bility has become famous, and, inasmuch as almost
all a priori arguments on the negative side are but
variations of it, a summary of it is essential to
the present discussion. In the article Nature,
Spinoza’s view of the relation of God to the world
is briefly explained. It was a kind of Pantheism,
according to which the processes of the universe
were the manifestations of its Spiritual Life, the
exhibition, as it were, of the natura naturans
unfolding itself in the natura naturata. Thus no
place is left for free acts of the Divine volition.

And Spinoza lays down as a thesis that ‘ nothing
happens in nature which is in contradiction with
its universal laws.’ Proceeding, then, to define a
miracle as an event in contradiction with the
universal laws of nature, he has no difficulty in

establishing the impossibility of any event of the
miraculous order. The whole force of the argu-
ment, and at the same time its whole fallacy, is

found in the ambiguity of the word nature.
Spinoza’s thesis that ‘nothing happens in nature
which is in contradiction with its universal laws 1

is true only if nature includes all that is, if it is

understood as embracing the sum of all existence
and of all force, material and spiritual, as including

* Summa, i. ex. 4
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not only physical movements but the energy of

man and of God. But if nature be taken in" this

large sense, it is quite unjustifiable to assert with-
out proof that k miracles are in contradiction with
the universal laws of nature.’ They are only, as
Aquinas has it,

4 praster ordinem totius nature
creatce"

1

;
miracles are contrary to the order of

nature, only if nature be regarded as exclusive
and independent of God.* The distinction is as
old as Augustine, and must be carefully borne in

mind :

4 Portentum fit, non contra nataram , sed
contra quam est nota natura 1 {de Civ. Dei. xxi.

8). Nature as ice know it is not to be identified

with nature as God knows it. with the ‘nature 1

of which He is a part
;
and it is only of the latter

that we can say that its laws are universally

valid.

6.

There is, however, a form of Spinoza’s argu-
ment which has more plausibility than that just
considered, based as the latter is on a palpable
logical fallacy. For it may be argued that miracles
are contrary to the very conception of God as the
All-Wise. A miracle would be an introduction of

disorder into that creation of which the only idea
worthy of God is that of an unchangeable order.

It would be a contradiction of God by Himself, for
the law which is at variance with the miracle is as

much the reflexion of the divine will and purpose
as the miracle itself. t God ‘is not a man that he
should repent ’(IS 1529). His eternal decrees are
unchangeable, and they are dictated by perfect
wisdom. But a miracle is an intervention which
can only he demanded by an imperfection in the
existing order

;
and thus we have to suppose that

the creation is, after all, but an imperfect ex-
pression of the Divine will. Here, it is urged, is

something inconsistent with the infinite wisdom
and power of Him who pronounced all, at the
beginning, to he ‘ very good.’ In a perfect system,
any interference with the normal course of things

could only be for the worse.

The answer is not far to seek, when we express
our difficulty in such words as these last For this

world is not, however much we may desire it, the

best of all possible, or even of all imaginable,
worlds. At some remote epoch in man’s history

his progress was violently interrupted
;
his career

was checked in its progress 1 from strength to

strength.’ The free will, which was his greatest

gift, became the source of his greatest misery.

And his fall has left permanent traces on the fair

universe of God. How evil could ever have entered
into the world we do not know (see FALL)

;
but as

things are, man has not fulfilled the Divine in-

tention for him. From the consequences of his

sin he cannot he saved by the mere normal opera-
tions of natural law, by the orderly development
of his own nature. That redemption can be brought
about only by an act of Divine mercy, which may
involve— which perhaps necessitates— a pertur-

bation of the established order. But the real

marvel is not the intervention of grace, but the
sin which demanded it. For sin is avo/da? law-
lessness (1 Jn 34) ;

it is a violation of moral law,
which may be—and we can see reasons which
suggest that it is— a far greater anomaly than any
apparent violation of physical law could possibly

be. There is an incongruity which we cannot re-

concile (see Fall) between our conceptions of an
All-Wise and All-Good God and the existence of

sin
;
but that incongruity being frankly recognized,

there is no further difficulty in conceiving of God
as intervening, in an exceptional way, at an ex-

ceptional moment, to save man from the conse-

quences of his own rash acts.

* See Spinoza, Tmctaim Theologico-Politicw, c. 6, and
Moeby, Miracles p. 215 ff.

t See Trench, Miracles, p. 78.
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7. There is, indeed, a point of view from which
it would be impossible to conceive of such inter-

vention taking place, without doing violence to our
best notions of the Supreme. We are not to

conceive of the relation between God and nature
as that merely which subsists between an architect

and his work (see NATURE), between a mechanic
and the machine which he has made, and which,
once made, is left to its own devices, unless it gets

out of order.

‘The reason why, among men, an artificer is justly esteemed
so much the more* skilful as the machine of his composing will

continue to move regularly without any further interposition of
the workman, is, because the skill of all human artificers con-
sists only in composing, adjusting, or putting together certain
movements, the principles of whose motion are altogether
dependent upon the artificer. . . . But with icgard to God , the
case is quite different ; because He not only composes or puts
things together, but is Himself the Author and continual Pre-
server of their original forces or moving powers. And conse-
quently it is not a diminution, but the true glory of His
workmanship, that nothing is done without His continual
government and inspection.' *

On the mechanical theory of nature, the word
‘intervention 1 might seem to suggest imperfect
workmanship or foresight on the part of the
Creator

;
but that is not a theory with which, as

Christians, we are concerned. One who upholds
‘all things by the word of His power 1 (He I s)
cannot be spoken of as intruding, either in nature
or in grace. And thus, despite the associations

which cling to the word ‘intervention, 1
it is hard

to get a better word to express a special and ex-
traordinary manifestation of purpose on the part
of Him who is ever immanent in nature. We do
not imply by its use that God stands aloof from
the affairs of the world, save on those few occasions
which we call miraculous, but we mean that, at

certain critical moments in the history of the
human race, the uniformity of His rule has been
departed from, ‘lest one good custom should cor-

rupt the world.’ * When,’ says Augustine,! ‘ things

happen in a continuous kind of river of ever-flowing
succession, passing from the hidden to the visible,

and from the visible to the hidden, by a regular
and beaten track, they are called natural

;

when,
for the admonition of men, they are thrust in by
an unusual changeableness, then they are called

miracles. 1

8. There prevails, however, at the present day a
widespread dislike to any conception which in-

volves a break in the continuity of the physical
order, and thus various hypotheses have been pro-
posed, according to which miracles may be made to

appear more or less ‘natural.1 Indeed, ‘natural
law in the spiritual world 1 has been accepted by
some as the principle of the much desired eirenicon
between science and religion. It will be instruc-

tive to consider in detail some of these hypotheses.
(a) In the discussion of the miraculous, stress has

at times been laid on tbe principle that God works
by means. ‘Miracles, 1 says the Duke of Argyll,
4 may be wrought by the selection and use of laws
of which man knows and can know nothing, and
which, if he did know, he could not employ.’ | And
he suggests that much of the difficulty attendant
on belief in supernatural agency is due to neglect

of this truth. Most people seem to understand by
supernatural power, power independent of the use
of means, and the scientific mind cannot bring
itself to believe in this. It is doubtful if this helps
us much. The difficulty of accepting an alleged

miracle as real would not he much lessened, if it

were shown that natural means had been used for

its accomplishment. For example, in several of

the ‘miracles 1 of the OT, it is distinctly asserted
that natural forces were employed as means. Thus

* Clarke, First Reply to Leibnitz, p. 15.

t I)e Trin. ill. 6.

$ Reign of Law, p, 16.
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the dividing of the Red Sea and the supply of

quails are asserted to have been brought about
through the agency of a wind blowing in a par-

ticular direction (Ex 1421
, Xu ll 3i

). Now, if any
incredibility attach to these events, it does not seein

that the introduction of machinery renders them
any more credible. For the introduction of this

machinery does not remove the direct intervention

of God
;

it merely shifts it back to an earlier stage.

The wind brought the quails, but what brought
the wind ?

‘It is as real a miracle that the wind should come at the

direct command of God, as that the quails should come with-

out the wind. And so in every case. The immediate consequent
of the special exertion of the Divine will is a miracle. Between
the immediate consequent and the final result any number of

“means” may be interposed; but this does not alter the

miraculous character of the event— it only disguises it. A
miracle is not the less a miracle because in the series of

phenomena which we call an event there are present in addi-

tion to the one miraculous element a hundred elements which
are not miraculous.'’ *

(b) Such events, however, as the dividing of the

Red Sea and the supply of quails are not in them-
selves extraordinary

;
they can be classed as

4 miracles ’ only because of the circumstances under
which they happened, and should perhaps he rather

described as ‘special providences,’ to use a common
phrase whose meaning is discussed below. But can
we conceive any way in which events which seem
to be an interruption of the physical order may be
brought under law ? An ingenious illustration was
put forward in this connexion by Babbage in his

Ninth Bridgewater Treatise. He supposed the case
of a complicated machine, so constructed that by
turning the handle the first 100,000 natural numbers
appear consecutively at regular intervals on a dial

plate, but such that the next number is 100,100
instead of 100,001 ;

after which apparent miracle

the series goes on as before in arithmetical pro-

gression. Now, the exceptional numbers are not
miracles or even anomalies

;
they were all provided

lor in the original construction of the machine
;
they

are examples of law, unknown to the unscientific

public, but known to the wise artificer. Peabody
gave a similar illustration. He told a story of a
church clock, so contrived that at the close of a
century it strikes the years as it ordinarily strikes

the hours. 4 As 100 years come to a close, suddenly
in the immense mass of complicated mechanism a
little wheel turns, a pin slides into the appointed
place, and in the shadows of the night the bell tolls

a requiem over the generations which during a
century have lived and laboured and been buried
around it. One of these generations might live

and die and witness nothing peculiar.’ The ano-
malous striking of the clock at the close of the
century would seem a miracle to the un instructed
public

;
and yet it was not abnormal in any true

sense. Such analogies are obviously not apt in

certain particulars. Not to speak of the comparison
of nature to a machine, which, as we have already
seen, is misleading, it is plain that the exceptional
phenomena described above would react at regular
intervals, however long. We cannot suppose that
•there is any such periodic law in the case of mir-
acles, which, as signs, are in their very nature
unique. And so the only service which such
analogies render is to remind us of our unfathom-
able ignorance of the inner constitution of nature,
and so to guard us from hasty dogmatic negations
of the possibility of this or that alleged event.

(c) A better illustration, perhaps, than either of

the above is the following, which was (like that of

the numerical machine) suggested by Babbage.
The science of mathematics teaches us that there
are many curves made up of isolated points, in

addition to a continuous curved line. To a non-
mathematical mind it seems an absurd paradox

|

* Jellett, Efficacy ofPrayer, p, 166.
j

to maintain that a single outlying point can be
treated as lying on a continuous curve in its

neighbourhood. But, in spite of the apparent
absurdity, nothing is more certain than that it

can be "so treated. A curve, which to the eye
appears to be discontinuous and broken, is known
by the mathematician to follow an unvarying
law. Now, it is not extravagant to suppose that

our knowledge is at least as inferior to that of

the Divine mind as the knowledge of geometry
possessed by the beginner is inferior to the know-
ledge of the skilled mathematician. In short,

apparent discontinuity may not involve any real

breach of law, the whole progress of science tending
as it does to bring what were formerly anomalous
facts under the protection of general principles.

And thus a 4 miracle ’ may really he explicable by
Supreme Intelligence as an illustration of law.

These considerations do not prove that miracles
are reducible to law, but show that there is

nothing incongruous with daily experience in

supposing that they may be so reduced.

9. The law of continuity, which is often appealed
to as putting out of court the possibility of miracles,

is— it must ever be remembered— nothing more
than a convenient principle for the direction of

scientific investigation. It may often deceive us

;

we may imagine that phenomena exhibit discon-

tinuity, when a larger experience shows us that

continuity has been most strictly observed. But
it is even more important to recognize that it

has no claim at all to be regarded as a constitutive

principle of nature
;

it is not a fetish before which
we must bow down, and which we must worship.
The gap between the inorganic and the organic,

between death and living matter, between animal
life and human thought,— all these are chasms
which cannot be bridged, so far as we know.
In each case there is a fierd^aais els dXko yhos.
The most evident breach of continuity that can
be imagined is the Creation itself : to conceive an
Infinite Creator calling into existence a finite

world, is to conceive discontinuous action. And
other points of singularity on the curve of develop-
ment of life are to be found at the points where
man became conscious of his powers and of him-
self, and, lastly, when, in the fulness of time, God
became Man. Stupendous miracles, indeed !

4 Tria mirabilia,’ said Descartes, 4 fecit Dominus

;

res ex nihilo, liberum arbitrium, et hominem
Deum.’

10. We may put the case in another way. Con-
ceive for the moment the existence of beings
confined to two dimensions of space. Length and
breadth they understand ; of height they can have
no conception whatever. They live their lives in
a plane

;
that space has other possibilities in store

would be to them the maddest of dreams. To
move northward or southward, eastward or west-
ward, would be within their power

;
but the terms

4 upward ’ or 4 downward ’ could have no meaning
at all. To such beings the advent of a visitor

from the third dimension of space would he a true
4 miracle ’

;
it would be a violation of all the laws

by which their universe has been ordered in the
past. For such visitation could be reduced by
them to no law

; the appearance or disappearance
of the vision (which would be simply brought
about by descending upon or rising from the plane
of their being) would be inexplicable. The move-
ments of a visitor who could thus intrude into their

universe would remain for ever anomalous and
extraordinary, inasmuch as the third dimension of

space is for them inconceivable. Mutato nomine
,

de te fabula narratur. By what right do we,
the inhabitants of this solid earth, assume that
space is necessarily limited to three dimensions,
and three only ? Why not four or five ? Indeed,
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mathematical research does not get very far before
it begins to suggest that the possibilities of space
are infinite, though inconceivable. We cannot, in
short, assert the impossibility of miracle unless we
are prepared to assume that the laws of space
which fetter and confine us in every region of
outward experience are laws for the whole universe.
It does not need a study of the Kantian philosophy
to perceive that such an assumption is entirely un-
warranted* But—it is only a possibility, yet one
worth pondering—if the existence of a world where
space has four dimensions be credible (though not
imaginable), it may well be that what we call

miracles are to the inhabitants of that world the
ordinary manifestations of * natural ’ forces.*

11. Such considerations as these lead to a con-
clusion of considerable importance. They teach
that the wonderful or anomalous or extraordinary
character of any phenomenon is quite insufficient,

by itself to justify us in asserting that it must
be due to the intervention of supreme spiritual

powers. For there is always the possibility,

not to be ignored, that it is clue to unknown
combinations of known natural forces, or to a
natural force hitherto undetected. A remark-
able verse in the Bk. of Wis (191S

) illustrates the
anomalous combination of natural forces in a
miracle, by likening it to the transposing of the
melody played on a musical instrument to a
different key :

4 As the notes of a psaltery vary
the character of the rhythm, even so did the
elements, changing their order one with another,
continuing always the same, each in its several

sound.’ And (as is pointed out in art. Natural)
it is inevitable that what seems extraordinary to
one man will not seem so to another. Cortes
seemed a superhuman person to the Mexicans
when he predicted an eclipse. To a dog, the
actions of his master must repeatedly seem 1 extra-
ordinary,’ i.e. anomalous and inexplicable to his

faculties. Thus Locket defines a miracle as ‘a
sensible operation, which, being above the compre-
hension of the spectator and in his opinion contrary
to the established course of nature, is taken by him
to be divine.’ The definition is not entirely

satisfactory, for it loses sight of the important
j

consideration which has been under discussion,
j

viz. that the anomalous character of the alleged

occurrence does not by itself establish the operation

of spiritual force
;
but it is valuable as bringing out

clearly the inadequacy of any such criterion to

serve as an objective or universal test of 4 miracle.’

To class all 6 extraordinary ’ or 1 abnormal ’ occur-

rences as ‘ miracles ’ is to make an unwarrantable
assumption. In short, to use the technical language
of scholastic theology, we must not include among
miracles ‘ ea quse natura facit nobis tamen vel

alicui occulta,’ viz. the effects of physical forces as

yet unknown.
12. Further, the wholesome consciousness of the

limitations of our knowledge will prevent us from
describing miracles as 4 violations of law,’ a phrase
too commonly used, without any clear conception
of the meaning of the words employed. If law
here means 4 law of the universe,’ of that sum of

existence which includes God Himself, it is plain

that such a phrase is self-contradictory
;
the laws

of the Cosmos, in this view, are the general

principles of wisdom according to which the world
is ruled, and these are, strictly, inviolable. Thus,
when Butler suggests that 4 God’s miraculous inter-

positions may have been all along by general laws
of wisdom,’ % and that we shall be able to see

* Tli© argument suggested in this paragraph was developed
in an ingenious essay, published anonymously in 1884, under
the title Flatland.

+ JHscourm on Miracles.

X Analogy,
ii. 4.

this in a future state of wider knowledge, he
means by ‘laws of wisdom,’ not physical sequences
which have been observed to be invariable in oiuf

experience, but the reasons by which the Divine
Being is guided in the action of His Providence.
And his observation amounts to this, that although
miracles, produced as they are by the direct inter-

vention of the Divine volition, do not obey the
ordinary rule that every physical effect may be
accounted for by an antecedent physical cause,
yet they are not, on that account, lawless. They
are wrought for a worthy end, and in accordance
with a wise plan. And Butler explains elsewhere*
that there may he an inherent limit in the nature
of things to the utility of miracles, beyond which
they would produce injury and disadvantage

;
the

general bad result of the interposition being greater
than the particular benefit produced by it. Thus
one of the ‘general laws’ which might be sup-
posed to govern miraculous interposition would be
a Law of Economy, that it should take place only
at exceptional crises in the history of man or of
the universe.

13,

But, no doubt, when miracles are described
as 4 violations of law,’ what is generally meant by
law is physical law, the kind of law which is

ascertained in the laboratory, and whose operation
comes within the sphere of the bodily senses to
observe. Such a law might be conceived as violated
without any violence being done to our reason, for
the sum of physical forces is not the entire Cosmos,
or its most essential factor. But, as a matter of

fact, observation could never demonstrate a viola-

tion of law in this sense, save to a being who was
omniscient. For (see Natural) we have no title

to assert that we know and can infallibly predict
the outcome of a hitherto unobserved combination
of physical forces; we cannot tell what is above
nature, unless we know all that is icithin it. 7

As Huxley tersely wrote: ‘If a dead man did
come to life, the fact would be evidence, not
that any law of nature had been violated, but that
those laws, even when they express the results of

a very long and uniform experience, are necessarily

based on incomplete knowledge, and are to be held
only on grounds of more or less justifiable expecta-
tion. ’ f With our imperfect knowledge of the condi-
tions of life, we are not justified in saying with con-
fidence that the dead could not be restored to life

by some, to us, unknown combination of physical
forces. And thus the mere marvellousness of our
Lord’s miracles by no means justifies us in ascribing

them to supernatural agency. All that the evidence
in respect of their extraordinary character would
justify would be that they were what He Himself
called them, ‘ the works which none other did ’ (Jn
1524). In this regard, suggestions have often been
made to the effect that those phenomena which
we now call miraculous may be all scientifically ac-

counted for in the future, and shown to be the
action of obscure natural causes, with whose action

we are only partially acquainted. Archbishop
Temple hints that ‘the miraculous healing of the
sick may be no miracle In the strictest sense at all.

It may be but an instance of the power of mind
over body—a power which is undeniably not yet
brought within the range of science, and which,
nevertheless, may he really within its domain.
In other words, what seems to be miraculous,

may be simply unusual. ’ § And so all that the
anomalous character of these recorded events

-would prove would be, that Christ’s healing acts

* Analogy, L 7.

t Augustine suggested that the miracle at Cana of Galilee is

only the acceleration of a natural process: 4 Ipse fecit vinum
in nuptiis qui omni modo hoc facit m vitlbus.’ It is the rate of
the process which is extraordinary.

X Hume, p. 185.

| The Relation between Religion and Science, p. 195,
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were at least relative mtrades, in Schleiercnacher's

well-known phrase, * miracles if not for the purpose I

of science, at least for the purpose of revelation,
j

arresting attention on the Agent, accrediting Him !

as God's messenger, singling Him out from other
j

men and proving Him to he in possession of ere-
|

dentials deserving serious consideration ; miracles

for Christ's own time if not for ours, and having
for that time the function and value of genuine
miraculous deeds. 5

14. We are thus led round again to the conclusion

that the true miracle, which shall enable us to

see the finger of God in the matter, must he more
than a wonder. The word ripas is never used in

the NT of a miracle, save in connexion with
another word, viz. * The miracles of

Christ are not only wonders ;
that would not

guarantee their quality : they are signs (see Sign).
They must not be separated from their context
and viewed as the prodigies of a thaumaturgist

;

for they are capable of being interpreted as the

manifestations of supreme spiritual force, only
when xhe attendant circumstances are considered.

Mozley puts the case thus :

‘To say that the material fact which takes place in a

miracle admits of being referred to an unknown natural cause,

is not to say that the miracle itself does. A miracle is the
material fact* coinciding with an express announcement, or
with express supernatural pretensions in the agent. It is this

correspondence of two facts which constitutes a miracle. If a

person says to a blind man, ‘ see,’ and he sees, it is not the
sudden return of sight alone that we have to account for. but
its return at that particular moment. For it is morally im-
possible that this exact agreement of an event with a command
or notification could have been by a mere chance, or, as we
should say, been an extraordinary coincidence, especially if it is

repeated in other cases.
1

Thus, then, in the ease of an alleged event
which would seem to satisfy the definition of a
miracle given above by Mill, we have two possible

explanations. One is that it is the result of un-
known natural law

;
the other is that it is due to

the intervention of supreme spiritual power. And
the latter explanation is the one which we feel

compelled to adopt, when the extraordinary event
presents distinct evidence of purpose. A miracle,

then, may be described as an event manifesting
purpose, occurring in the physical world, which
cannot be accounted for by any of its known
forces, and which, therefore, we ascribe to a
spiritual cause. It is an interference with the
ordinary action of the forces of nature on the part
of the Author of Nature—an event brought about,

not by any observed combination of physical forces,

but by a direct Divine volition. It is thus at once
a ripas and a crripjdov.

15. These two characteristics enable us to dis-

tinguish miracles, so called, from other phenomena
which resemble them in certain respects. Tor
instance, as has been already said, an interference

with the physical order on the part of the spiritual

takes place every time we exert our free will. On
every occasion of such exertion we demonstrate
the possibility of material phenomena being in-

fluenced by a personal, conscious, free agent. The
resulting action is a ayueTov of the Intelligent Will
which started the series of physical movements
with a view to the fulfilment of foreseen purpose.
We do not, however, call this a rdpas, a wonder,
although it is truly a very wonderful thing. But
there is no sensible interruption of the physical
sequence ; the continuity seems to be unbroken

;

and, so far as the powers of observation reach, it

is unbroken. Once the initial impulse has been
given, the power of the muscles is subject to

physical laws, like any other physical force. An
act of free will is not, strictly, comparable to a
miracle, but to the action of Divine Providence in

relation to mankind. All 4 special providences, 5 or
* Ac 21*, an apparent exception, is a quotation from J1

2

s0
.

—to use a better phrase—all answers to prayer,

are strictly due to the intervention of the spiritual

in the physical order. We do not call these

miracles
,
because there is no apparent interruption

of the ordinary course of nature
;
but yet at some

point in the physical series there has been the
intervention of the Divine will. Our conception

of God (see NATURE) is not that He stands aloof

from the world save on those rare occasions where
we speak of miraculous interposition, but that He
perpetually directs and controls the forces of

nature in accordance with His purposes. But these

forces are not His masters
;
they are His servants .

And we have no ground for assuming that He can-

not, for a special purpose, combine, counteract,

paralyze their energy as He wills. Here we have
reached the point beyond which the analogy of

man’s free will does not carry us. For man’s free

will is subject to strict limitations in its exercise.

One obvious limitation is that man’s influence

over foreign bodies is possible only through the
instrumentality of his own body. Despite some
recorded phenomena, it seems to be true that
man’s will can enter the physical series only
through the medium of the grey matter of his own
brain. We have no warrant whatever for extend-

ing any such limiting law to the action of the

Divine will, nor indeed would it be consistent

with the conception of a Supreme Agent who is

immanent in nature, while transcending it. This
is a fundamental difference, indicating, as it does,

that the Divine volition is related to the forces of

nature in a fashion very diverse from that in which
the human volition is related to those forces. The
result of the exercise of human will is a anudov

;

it is not a rtpas.

16. It may be asked at this point (and the
question demands an answer), If miracles are not
impossible, can it be said that anything is im-
possible ? Has the word impossibility any mean-
ing, if the possibility of interruptions of the
ordinary course of nature, of breaches of the law
of physical continuity, be admitted ? It has a
meaning. There are certain permanent impos-
sibilities wbicb can neither be conceived nor be-
lieved, of which we cannot assert in any intelligible

sense that they could become possible by the act
of Omnipotence, viz. logical impossibilities, viola-

tions of the laws described by logicians as the laws
of thought, the laws of identity, contradiction,

and excluded middle. That A should be the same
as not-A, that a thing should possess two directly

contradictory attributes at the same time,—these
are permanent impossibilities; their truth is in-

conceivable for any rational being. Such axioms
are not like the axioms of mathematics, which
depend for their validity upon the constitution of
space, and which therefore may not be true in
regions where the conditions of space are not the
same as they are with us. We cannot impose the
laws of space upon Him 1 whose kingdom is where
space and time are not.’ But it is quite otherwise
with the laws of thought, of that reason in virtue

of which it is written that man was made 4 in the
image of God. 5 These laws we must consider to
he of universal and permanent validity, unless we
are prepared to surrender ourselves to intellectual

chaos; and a violation of them must be counted
by us as strictly impossible. It is evident that
such violation is not ejusdem generis with those
anomalies in the ordinary course of nature which
we call miracles. There is no miracle recorded in
the Bible or anywhere else which is in the least

like a violation of the laws of thought: if there
were, we could not believe it, no matter what the
authority on which it were presented to us, for we
should be prevented from doing so by the constitu-
tion of our own minds. Far from being violations
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of the iav> of thought, miracles cannot (as has
been shown) be accurately and with confidence
described as violations of the laws of nature

;
they

are not violations, for instance, of the law of
causation, that every effect must have an adequate
cause, because in each case, ex hypothesis the cause
that is assigned is the direct action of the Divine
will. It is doubtful, even, if any of the Gospel
miracles could be described as violations of the
laws of space and time. But however that may
be, the point necessary to emphasize is, that in

asserting the possibility of miracles on the hypo-
thesis of Theism, we are far from denying the im-
possibility of any such contradiction as a violation
of the fundamental laws of thought would in-

volve. Such a violation would be contradictory
to reason

;
it is a misuse of language to say that

the miracles of the Gospel are so.

17. The problem of the abstract possibility of
miracles cannot he considered further here. No-
thing has yet been said as to their probability, or
credibility, or utility

;
but, before this section of

the subject is closed, it may be worth while to

remark that representative thinkers of many
schools of thought have expressed their conviction
that thus far the argument is impregnable. Thus
Kant, the apostle of criticism, while allowing no
value to miracles as credentials of a moral religion,

distinctly concedes their possibility, and indeed
their utility, under certain circumstances.* So,
in like manner, Rousseau declared: 4 This ques-
tion, whether God can work miracles, seriously

treated, would be impious, if it were not absurd

;

and it would be doing too much honour to him who
would answer it in the negative to punish him

;

it would be sufficient to keep him in custody. 7

f

And, once more, Huxley wrote :

1 Denying the
possibility of miracles seems to me quite as un-
justifiable as speculative Atheism.’

%

There is, in-

deed, a growing conviction among Christians and
non-Christians alike that a priori speculation in

theology, as in science, is worth very little
;
that

the one hope of arriving at truth is to keep an
open mind, and to welcome evidence from any and
every quarter, without previous decision as to its

value or worthlessness. It is in this spirit that an
investigation into the evidence of the Christian

miracles must he approached.
ii. The Subjective Credibility of miracles.
— 1. It would seem, from the preceding discussion,

that the question whether miracles have ever
happened or not is a mere question of fact. This
question, like all similar ones, must be determined
by evidence—the evidence of the senses if the
4 miracle 7

is within the range of our own personal
experience, the evidence of credible and sufficient

testimony if it belongs to an age other than our
own. In the case of the miracles which accom-
panied the dawn of Christianity, the former kind
of evidence is not now to be had

;
we must have

recourse to the testimony of others. And so it

might be thought that the only problem for the
scientific inquirer is to investigate the nature of

the evidence which is forthcoming, its amount, its

date, and its consistency, and to determine, if it

may be, the character and veracity of the witnesses.

A preliminary difficulty, however, was raised by
the ingenuity of David Hume, which still remains
to be dealt with.

In his famous essay on Miracles, Hume took up
the remarkable position, that even if miracles

happened, their occurrence could not he established

by testimony
;
for, without troubling ourselves with

any metaphysical discussion about their objective

* Religion innerhalb der Gremum der blossen Vernunfi,
p. 89, ed. Rosenkranz.
t Lettres de la Montagn-e, iii.

t Spectator, Feb. 10, 1806.
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possibility, they may be seen to be subject!rely

incredible. Hume’s case has often been argued
since his day, but it is doubtful if ant* writer has
ever presented it in a more plausible form than its

original advocate
;
and it will therefore be best ta

take it in his own words

:

* A miracle,' he bays, ‘is a violation of the laws of nature;
and as a firm and unalterable experience has established these
laws, the proof asrainst a miracle, from the very nature of the
fact, is as entne as any argument from expeiience can possibly
be Imagined. ... It is no miiaele that a man, seemingly in
•rood health, should die on a sudden ; because such a kind of
death, though more unusual than any other, has yet been
frequently obseived to happen. But it is a miracle that a dead
man should come to life

; because that has never been observed
in any age or country . . . The consequence is that no test!'

mony is sufficient to establish a miracle, Hide** the testimony
he of such a kind that its falsehood would be more miracu-
lous than the fact which it endeavours to establish. Or,
briefly, it is contrary to experience that a miracle should be true,
but not contrary to experience that testimony should be false.’

2. In this argument a careful observer will not
fail to observe that the point to be proved is

assumed at the outset. 4A firm and unalterable
experience has established these laws . . . that
has never been observed in any age or country.’
Why, this is the very question at issue, (i.) The
very thing that the believers in miracle assert is

that experience has not always given negative
testimony on the point. All the evidence (what-
ever it be worth) that has ever been produced to
guarantee the occurrence of miracles must be
reckoned as counter evidence in refutation of the
ground on which it is asserted that miracles must
be disbelieved. It is in the highest degree un-
scientific to sweep away all the positive evidence
for any alleged fact in such a fashion. In matters
of science a new trial must always be granted
whenever there is any reasonable ground to sup-
pose that new evidence has turned up, or that any
fault can be found with the processes by which*
from ascertained facts, inferences have been drawn.
4 The question can only be stated fairly as depend-
ing on a balance of evidence

;
a certain amount of

positive evidence in favour of miracles, and a
negative presumption from the general course of

human experience against them 7 *
;

it being always
borne in mind that negative evidence is never so
conclusive as positive, since facts of which there
had been no previous experience are often dis-

covered and proved by positive experience to be
true, (ii.) Next, Paley’s familiar criticism must
not be forgotten. Paley points out f that Hume’s
argument turns on an ambiguity in the phrase
‘contrary to experience.’ The miracles of the
Gospel are not contrary to experience in the

sense that they contradict our own present ex-

perience, the witness of our own senses; they
can only be said to be contrary to experience
in the sense that we have never experienced any-
thing Hire them. This unusualness is, of course,

a distinguishing feature of miracles, a mark of

their signal character (see SIGN)
;

if they* were
ordinary occurrences, they would cease to be
miracles* but the fact that they are thus unusual
or extraordinary does not in itself make them in

credible. These two considerations may be thus
summarized. Hume says that miracles are contrary

to experience. Now, if by experience he means all

experience, his maxim is a plain petitio principii
;

and if he only means general experience, it sinks

into the platitude that miracles are uncommon, f

3. We refuse, therefore, to allow that Hume’s
argument is complete in logic. Viewed as an
attempt to eliminate the credibility of miracles

* Mill, Essays on Religion, p. 221, -where the illogical char-
acter of Hume’s argument is plainly exhibited.

t Paley, Evidences, Introduction,

$ An ‘ingenious practical illustration of the fallibility of

Hume’s principles as to the value of human testimony will be
found in Whately’s once fhmous pamphlet, Historic Boubis
concerning Jfapole&n Buonaparte.
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on the ground of the fallibility of human testi-

mony, it is a failure. But we cannot fail to

recognize the element of truth which has given
the argument its plausibility. It is this. The
course of nature is, as a rule, uniform. What is

disturbed by the assertion that a miracle has
taken place is the mechanical expectation of a
recurrence, and we find it hard to get out of our
scientific groove, in which everything does recur
mechanically, because we so often regard nature
as a mere machine—self-acting, wrheiher self-

created or no.* If nature were such a machine,
the improbability (we are not justified in speaking
of incredibility') of a miracle would be enormous,
although even 'then there would be no reason why
that improbability should not be overcome by ade-

quate testimony. But the question as to the proba-
bility or improbability of miracle assumes quite a
different aspect when we recognize that nature is

the exhibition of the Divine will and purpose.

‘Hume's argument is far from being conclusive when the
existence of a 'Being who created the present order of nature,
and therefore may well be thought to have power to modify it,

is accepted as a" fact, or even as a probability resting on in-

dependent evidence. < >nee admit a God. and' the production
by His direct volition of an effect which m any case owed its

origin to His creative will is no longer a purely arbitrary
hypothesis to account for the fact, but "must be reckoned with
as a serious possibility.’

t

The question is one of balancing improbabilities,

as Hume said, but we must now take into con-
sideration, on the positive side, not only the mere
evidence of the witnesses, but also whatever there

is of a priori probability that the Supreme would
intervene in such fashion. Such a priori proba-
bility undoubtedly exists in the case of a miracle
like the Incarnation. There is, on the one hand,
if you will, the improbability that an event thus
anomalous and out of the established order should
take place. There is, on the other hand, not only
the witness of the Gospels and of the Church to

the claims of the Christ, not only the striking fact

that thus all the hopes and expectations of ages
found their realization, but this other serious con-
sideration as well. If God made man in His own
image, and intended him at the first for holiness,

there is an a priori improbability in the supposi-
tion that such Divine purpose would be for ever
frustrate and in vain. The Fall demands the
Incarnation and the Atonement,* it demands a
fresh act of Divine grace, which shall raise man
out of the slough in which he is struggling. And
so we can perceive a reason why, In the interests of
morality and goodness, some such miracle as that
of the Word who became flesh should appear in
4 the fulness of time.’ In other words, if we
adopt Hume’s way of looking at the question,
though our belief in a miraculous occurrence de-
pend ultimately on our regarding the testimony to
it as so strong that its falsity would he more
miraculous than the truth of the miracle in ques-
tion, yet when thus balancing probabilities we
must not forget to give due weight to the moral
probability that the Author of Creation may de-
sire at certain epochs to give a special manifesta-
tion of Himself, of His will, of His grace, to the
creatures whom He has made.

_
& It must be frankly conceded that such con-

siderations have been at times made too much of.

A priori speculation in theology, as we said above,
is often misleading

;
and if we committed ourselves

altogether to its guidance we might be led to con-
clusions which should forbid us to regard as recon-
cilable the benevolence of God and the misery and
sin and sorrow with which this earth is afflicted.

If it be regarded as a priori probable that a
remedy should be provided for sin, why, it has

* See Temple, Bampion Lectures, p. 216*
i Hill, Lc. p. 232.

been asked,* is it not also a priori probable that a
remedy should be provided for disease? Why
should not sin be just as permanent an inherit-

ance of man as death? And to that the only
answer is that we do not rely solely on a priori
probabilities in religion

;
if they were contradicted

at every turn by experience, we could not trust

them. But when, as in the case of the miracle of

the Incarnation, the a posteriori witness falls in

with the a priori suggestion of reason, then the
two kinds of evidence, derived respectively from
abstract and concrete considerations, mutually
corroborate and support each other. A priori
reasoning may lead us astray, but that is no
reason for believing that it never points to the
truth. Indeed, to profess that there is no scope
for moral and rational probabilities in God’s
government of the -world, is to accept a creed
more gloomy and more irrational than any which
has yet been proposed to man.

5* It is not too much to say that the occurrence
of miracle can hardly he certified to the intellect

in a quiet hour of after-reflection, unless there be
a convergence of both lines of evidence—the

a posteriori of testimony, the a priori of ante-

cedent probability. This is to say, that more
and higher evidence is required to substantiate a
miracle than is required to substantiate ordinary
matters of fact. As the course of nature is gener-
ally uniform, we must grant that there is some
special improbability attaching to the allegation

that an event of a miraculous order has been
witnessed. To overcome this special improba-
bility it is needful, first, to adduce some seem-
ingly adequate reason why the Creator should
deviate from that observed course of action which
(save in the specific cases of alleged miracles) prior

experience proves to have been His rule
;
and

secondly, that we should have stronger and more
unimpeachable direct evidence than that which is

required for ail ordinary event. Certainly 4 le vrai

n’est pas toujours le vraisemblable ’
; we must

never reject any statement merely because it

sounds improbable. We must try to discover if

its falsity would be more or less improbable than
its truth. But, granting the force of this proviso,

we must also admit that more evidence is required
for a miracle than for ordinary matters of fact.

Butler takes a different view, and his position
is worthy of scrutiny. His words are as fol-

lows f

:

—
* There is a very strong- presumption against common specu-

lative truths and against the most ordinary facts, before the
proof of them, which yet is overcome by' almost any proof.
There is a presumption of millions to one, against the story of
Csesar, or of any other man. For suppose a number of common
ficts so and so circumstanced, of which one had no kind of
proof, should happen to come into one’s thoughts, every one
would, without any possible doubt, conclude them to be false.

And the like may be said of a single common fact. And from
bence it appears, that the question of importance, as to the
matter before us, is, concerning the degree of the peculiar pre-
sumption supposed against miracles

;
not whether there be any

peculiar presumption at all against them. For, if there be
the presumption of millions to one against the most common
facts, what can a small presumption, additional to this, amount
to, though it be peculiar? It cannot be estimated, and is as
nothing. The only material question is, whether there be any
such presumption against miracles as to render them in any
sort incredible.

Now, Mill pointed out very clearly £ the con-
fusion of which Butler is here guilty : it is that
Butler does not distinguish between two different

kinds of improbability, which may be called respec-

tively improbability before the fact and improba-
bility after the fact. The antecedent presumption
against any ordinary occurrence taking place,

which it comes into my head to imagine taking
place, is immense

;
but if a credible witness asserts

* e.g. by Mill, Lc. p. 235 ff.

t Anaiogy, ii. 2.

% System of Logic%
ii. ITS-
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that it has taken place, that improbability be-
comes as nothing. This is the improbability
before the fact. In fact, that any ordinary event
should take place is improbable before testimony
has been given, but not a whit improbable after
testimony. But the case of miracles is quite dif-

ferent : the presumption against a miracle is not
merely a presumption against a specific event, but
against that Mnd of event taking place. And this

presumption remains, and must be allowed for
even after testimony has been given. Butler
really compares the improbability of miracles
(which remains after testimony to their occur- !

rence has been given) with the improbability of
the truth of a random guess (which vanishes after

j

testimony to its accuracy has been brought for-
j

ward)
;
and this is to compare two things not fairly

comparable at all.

6. The truth is, that when estimating the dif-
j

ference between miracles and ordinary facts as
matters of credit, we must not lose sight of our
fundamental assumption of the existence and
activity of supreme spiritual powers.

4 A miracle,’ says Mozle\. * is on one hide of it not a fact of
this world, but of the invisible world

; the Dtrine interposition
in it being a supernatural ami mysterious act : and so the evi-

dence for a miracle does not stand exactly on the same ground
as the evidence of the witness-box, which only appeals to our
common-sense as men of the world and actors' in ordinary life,

but it lequix-e-s a great religious assumption in our minds to
begin with, without which no testimony in the case can avail

,

and consequently the acceptance of a miiacle exercises more !

than the ordinary qualities of candour and fairness used in
estimating historical evidence generally, having, m the pre-
vious admission of a Supernatural Power, first tried our faith.’*

As we conceive the case, then, there must be,

to certify the miracle—

(

a ) a posteriori evidence
greater in degree than would be required for ordi-

nary matters of fact
; (6) an a priori conviction of

the Divine power, and an a priori faith in the
j

Divine will to intervene. And this conclusion (to
j

which we have been led on grounds of reason alone)
receives remarkable confirmation from the circum-
stances of our Lord's miracles as recorded in the
Gospels. The great miracle of the Resurrection
was only witnessed by believers; there was no
manifestation of the Risen Christ to the soldiers,

to the priests, to Pilate (cf. Ac 1041). It is a
question, indeed, which may fairly be raised,

whether the recognition of the Risen Lord would
have been possible for the faithless, and whether
unbelievers would have perceived any exceptional
appearance at all in the Garden, in the Upper
Room, or on the Galilsean mountain.! It is a
question whether we have not here the supreme
illustration of that strange limitation to the
powers of the Incarnate Word described in the
words, ‘He could do there no mighty work’
(Mk 6s) : ‘ He did there no mighty works because
of their unbelief ’ (Mt 1358). But, without entering
into so difficult and sacred a field of inquiry, it is

at least certain that miracles are not regarded in

the Gospels as sufficient objectively in themselves
to generate faith. ‘If they hear not Moses and
the prophets, neither will they be persuaded if one
rise from the dead’ (Lk 1631), is the general teach-

ing of the Synoptics.

iii. The evidential Value of Miracles.—
1. We pass to the consideration of the evidential

value of miracles. It is an ‘ acknowledged histori-

cal fact,’ as Butler says, ‘ that Christianity offered

itself to the world and demanded to he received

upon the allegation ... of miracles publicly

wrought to attest the truth of it in such an age.’

The Christian Church was founded on the basis

* Miracles, p. 102. It is especially the fault of the apologetic

writers of the lSth cent, that they neglected this considera-

tion. It is a fta.lt from which Palev is not entirely free, but it

appears most plainly in books like Sherlock’s Trial of the Wit-

nesses, which once had a wide vogue.

f See Westcott, Gospel of the JtemrrecMon, p. 155.

! of belief in a stupendous miracle, the resurrection

j

of Christ: this was continually put forward by
’ the early Christian Apologists as chief among the
credentials of the Gospel. Whether the reasoning
of Nicodemus was logically valid or not. it un-
questionably was accepted by thousands. ‘We
know that thou art a teacher come from God ; for
no man can do these signs that thou doest except God
be with him,’ Jn 3-. (See Sign) . And it was largely

due to the miracles which (it was alleged} accom-
panied the advent of Christianity, that Christian
missionaries were able m the early ages to get a
hearing for their message. But it*has been urged
that, granting the historical fact that this line of

argument was once very attractive, it ought now
to be set aside, for it is quite fallacious and inade-

quate. Miracles as credentials seem now to be at

a discount, and the reaction against the exclusive

attention to this aspect of their purpose which
prevailed in the last century in English theology
has perhaps gone too far. We have already said

above that we do not claim for miracles that testi-

mony to their occurrence is by itself sufficient to
prove the existence of Divine power. The possi-

bility of a miracle implies the existence of God,
and no testimony would be sufficient to convince
one who did not recognize the Divine existence
that a miracle had ever occurred (see it. § 6).#

But a difficulty emerges, even in the case of a
believer in spiritual force, which must now he
considered.

2. A miracle, i.e. an anomalous intervention of

spiritual force indicating purpose, supposed to he
established by testimony, would merely prove the
energy of superhuman poire

r

;
it bears no necessary

witness to superhuman goodness. It might be of

Satanic origin, not of Divine, and it is not a
credential which ought, by itself, to inspire belief,

for it may be a delusion oi the Prince of lies, rather

than a manifestation of Him who is the Truth.
Indeed the advent of antichrist is to be ushered in
‘ with signs and lying wonders 1

(2 Th 2G) . It is here
that the context, so to speak, of the miracle is all-

important. Miranda sine doctrina nihil valent is

the principle which will resolve our difficulty.

Certainly miracles, regarded merely as tokens of

power, do not establish the goodness of the agent;

who works them
;
hut if we are able to recognize

this latter characteristic from the doctrines which
he teaches, then the miracle will pronounce that

those doctrines proceed directly from the Author
of goodness. If the doctrine commends itself to

the conscience as good, then the miracle seals it as
Divine. As Pascal has it, • Les miracles discernent
la doctrine, et la doctrine discerne les miracles.’

f

And Pascal points out that this twofold test of

power and of goodness, which must be applied to

a miracle, is like the twofold test by which a
prophet was to be tried according to the Penta-

teuchal Law. A prophet was not to be regarded
as speaking in the name of Jehovah if (a) his

prophecy was falsified by the event (Dt IS-2), or

(5) if his teaching led the people into the ways of

idolatry (Dt 133). He was to he tried by his doctrine

no less than by the superhuman prescience which
he exhibited. And so a miracle is not only to be
regarded in the light of a iconder ;

it is also a
sign—a sign of the character of the agent from
whom it proceeds, not only in itself but in all the

circumstances which lead up to and result from it.

So the reply to the frequent query, ‘Do the

miracles prove the doctrine, or does the doctrine

* This is the contention of Spinoza :
‘ Porro quamvis ex

miraeulis aliquid coneludere possumus, millo tarnen mode Dei
existent!* inde possit concludi.* As we agree with his con- 1

elusion here, it is unnecessary to quarrel with the argument by
which he reaches it, but we do not regard it as convincing.

t Pennies
4 Des Miracles,’ afew pages in which there is perhaps

more wisdom than in anything else ever written on the subject.
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prove the miracles *? 5
is strictly this : Miracles are

a pr< tof of the Divine origin of a doctrine, provided

the doctrine be in itself worthy of a Divine author.

No miracle could justify us in acting or teaching

contradictory to conscience, or in referring such

teaching to God. But if the moral teaching of

one who professes himself to be a messenger from
God be of surpassing excellence, then His pos-

session of superhuman power corroborates His

authority and justifies His claim. If it be histori-

cally true, e.g. that Jesus Christ rose from the

dead, then this fact ‘ identifies the Lord of physical

life and death with the legislator of the Sermon on
the Mount. Miracle is the certificate of identity

between the Lord of Nature and the Lord of Con-
science—the proof that He is really a moral being

who subordinates physical to moral interests.’*

3. A miracle is not only a display of thau-

maturgic power. This enables us to answer an
objection raised by Matthew Arnold, who asked
what possible evidence of authority would he

shown by a man’s turning a pen into a penwiper
before our eyes.t And truly the answer is. None
whatever ! But then this applies only to miracles

which are ripara,
without being crrjpeia ;

whereas,

in the view we have adopted, the true miracle is a
vehicle of revelation, as well as an evidential

adjunct.

4 This guarantees the standing of miracles, gives them a secure

position in connexion with revelation ; and also it guarantees

their quality
;

it requires them to possess characteristics con-
gruous to the nature of the revelation with which they are

associated. If it be a revelation of grace, the miracles also

must be gracious. Any kind of miracle will not do
;
a definite

ethical character is indispensable. They must tend directly to

advance the interests of the Divine kingdom.’ $

When miracles are regarded as credentials, their

inward meaning no less than their outward form
must receive attention. Thus Augustine likens

the man who sees the outward side of the miracle

to one who, being unable to read, admires the fair

writing of a manuscript which the student values

rather for the message it brings him :
4 est oculis

laudator, mente non cognitor.’ § No amount of

evidence to the occurrence of a miracle, in short,

is sufficient to justify us in inferring the inter-

vention of Divine power, unless the miracle be one
which our conscience assures us is not unworthy
of God.

4. It hardly needs illustrations to explain that

this is a test, which, though necessary to apply
with all care and reverence, may yet be applied

with some confidence. Many of the miracles

recorded in the Apocryphal Gospels and in the

Acta Sanctorum when submitted to this moral
test are found at once to be lacking in the qualities

which alone would justify their claim to be cre-

dentials. They are grotesque and absurd; they
teach no definite lesson

;
they are associated with

no word of wisdom
;
they are signs of nothing,

save the poverty of imagination possessed by the

romancers who invented them.
The alleged miracles of the infancy of Christ are

purposeless and wanton, even when they are not
deliberately cruel. There is an absence of dignity

about them, for they are worked without any
great or worthy object. And, speaking generally,

if a recorded miracle does not serve any moral
purpose, if it be unfruitful in any good result, if

the teaching by which it is accompanied be not
spiritually elevating, then it stands self-con-

demned, 4 the story,’ as Butler would say, 4 being
rightly proved false from internal evidence.’ On
the other hand, the miracles of the Gospel are not

* Liddon, Elements of Religion, p. T8 ; see Trench, Miracles,
p. 2$ ff.

t Literature and Dogma, p. 95.

Brace, Miraculous Element in the Gospels, p. 290.

Serin, xcviii. 8.

mere freaks of po%ver
;
they have a definite moral

purpose. They are examples and acted parables

of the love of Christ
;
they are the works of Him

4 who declares His almighty power most chiefly

by showing mercy and pity.’ ‘As nature is an
image of grace, so,’ says Pascal, 4 the visible

miracles are but the images of those invisible which
God wills to accomplish ’

;
they are, as it were,

sacraments of the Divine operation. Thus, then,

if a miracle be looked upon merely as an act of

powder beyond the power of man, it would not prove
that the revelation which it accompanies is from
God

;
but if it hear marks of wisdom in regard to

the time and circumstances of its introduction, and
of goodness as regards its moral character and its

fruits, there can be no further doubt about the

matter. And when we so look at the Christian

miracles, we see that the supposed alternative that

they might be due to superhuman malevolence
rather than to benevolence is only ingenious but
not serious. For Christianity so completely

opposes evil and is so identified with God’s provi-

dential working both before and since its promulga-
tion, that to say that its miracles might have been
worked by Satanic agency is simply absurd.

It is not contended that the Gospel miracles are all alike the
evident work of supreme wisdom and goodness. The blasting

of the fig-tree <Mt 2119f* 0 Mk ll20*-) has often been described as

being rather like a freak of power than a sign of love. But, not
to speak of the many explanations of the purpose of such an
act at such a moment which Lwe been suggested, and passing
by the lesson which it surely conveyed to the observers, that

the Divine judgment on unfruitfulness is stern and final, it may
be said at once that this miracle must not be detached from the
others which were wrought by Christ. Eo&citur a sociis is a
maxim of prudence; and a miracle like this of the fig-tree is

guaranteed, so to speak, by the company in which it is found,
and by the character, otherwise known, of Him who worked it.

Viewed as an isolated marvel, it would not serve as a sufficient

credential of the claims of the Christ
;
viewed as one of the

incidents of His Passion, as one of His Ipya, it has a meaning
full of instruction. And the same may be said of any other
cases in which a similar objection might be raised.

5.

It has been already pointed out (ii. § 6) that

miracles are not represented in the Gospels as

sufficient of themselves in all cases to generate
conviction. 4 Thongh he had done so many signs

before them, yet they believed not on Him’ (Jn
1237

). All the spectators at the Raising of Lazarus
were not persuaded of the claims of Christ (Jn ll46).
Yet the miracles of Jesus are repeatedly said to

have arrested the attention and quickened the
faith of those who witnessed them (Mt 827

,
Lk 58

,

Jn 211). Not only the disciples, but the populace
were impressed (Jn 614

,
L^ 716

). ‘Many believed

on his name, beholding his signs which he did’

(Jn 228), is a typical statement. And this aspect
of His miracles, their witness to the truth of His
claims, is emphatically asserted by Christ Himself.
4 The very works that I do hear witness of me ’

(Jn 5s6). 4 Thar ye may know that the Son of man
hath power on earth to forgive sins, I say unto
thee, Arise, take up thy bed, and go unto thy
house 1 (Mk 2l0

) : the cure of the paralytic was a
credential of His claim to be the pardoner of sin.

When the tidings reached the disciples that Lazarus
was dead. He said that it was well, for the miracle
of his recovery would be the greater ‘sign’ (Jn
ll15

). He rebuked the greedy multitudes, because
they followed Him for what they might get, and
not because of His signs (Jn fi

26
). He upbraided

Chorazin and Bethsaida because His mighty works
had not drawn them to repentance (Mt ll20). And
St. John expressly states that the signs of Jesus
were recorded 4 that ye may believe ’ (Jn 2081

) : the
evidential function of miracles was not merely an
accidental result, due to the credulity of the con-
temporaries of Jesus

;
it was a function, according

to the Fourth Gospel, which miracles and the record
of them were in some measure to fulfil throughout
the Christian centuries (see, however, iv. § 7).
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But it is also to be observed that Christ more
than once refused to work ‘signs,’ and that He
often kept secret those which had been wrought.
‘Tell no man,’ He said to the leprous, the blind,

the deaf, who had been healed (Mt 8* 93\ Mk 73j ).

Herod ‘hoped to see some sign done by him’ (Lk
23s

), but no sign was forthcoming. The scribes
and Pharisees who sought a sign were sternly re-

fused (Mt 1238). The faith which would be enkin-
dled by signs, though it may he true faith, is not
the highest. To believe Him 4 for the very works’
sake’ is the lower stage of discipleship (Jn l-i11);
though it, too, may find its reward (Jn f4S). The
highest faith is not that of Thomas, who believed
when he saw the wound-prints, but that which can
believe without seeing any sign (Jn 2029).
In brief, miracles are represented in the Gospels

as of considerable evidential importance, although
they will not convince an unwilling heart (Lk: 1631

),
nor is the faith which they enkindle the purest
form of spiritual allegiance.

iv. The Miracles of the Gospels.— Their
Characteristics .—i. A somewhat closer examination
of the miraculous element in the Gospels must now
he made. We have seen that miracles are possible
objectively and in the abstract

;
that it is unrea-

sonable to declare that no testimony can make
them credible, albeit testimony of a high order may
fairly be demanded; and that, when put forward
as credentials, a scrutiny of their internal character
is necessary as well as a scrutiny of the evidence
by which they are substantiated. The miracles of

the Gospel come well out of this last test
;
and we

go on to ask, Are there any other leading charac-
teristics which they present to our view besides this,

that they are morally sublime ?
2. A second characteristic is probably that they

are certain
,
not tentative or doubtful. Many al-

leged cases of thaumaturgic power profess to be
no more than this. Out of many trials there are a
few successes. Such, doubtless, were the supposed
cures wrought by the relics and at the tombs of

martyrs. Nothing is alleged concerning them which
is not alleged of various quack medicines, namely,
that out of the thousands who use them a few will

be found to assert that they have derived benefit.

But the phenomenon presented by Christ’s miracles
as recorded by the evangelists is quite different.

There is nothing in the narratives which in any
way suggests that the Lord attempted cures in

many instances and succeeded only in a few; we
seem to be told of a ‘standing miraculous power
lodged in a person.’ *

Here, however, we must speak with great caution. To assert
that the miracles of the Lord were wrought without effort, as it

were, and that they are to he ascribed to the exercise of His
Divine nature rather than to the operation of His human nature
enriched and glorified by His indissoluble union with the Father,
is perhaps to go beyond the evidence. The power, the SvVauis-
which He put forth as He ‘went about doing good,’ is not
spoken of as always present in the same fulness or as bearing no
relation to the feith of those for whose sakes it was exercised.
He said once that power had ‘gone forth’ from Him (Lk S46);
He ‘ sighed ’ as He restored hearing to the deaf (Mk T34) : and a
mysterious limitation to His power to heal seems to be hinted
at in passages such as Mt Mk 6s, of which something has
been said above.t The truth is, that we so little understand the
conditions of the Incarnation that we find ourselves at fault
when we attempt to define dosely the laws (if we may so speak)
#f Christ’s miraculous activity. Considerations such as have
been suggested hardly touch the miracles which He wrought
upon nature, as distinct from those which He wrought upon
man

;

and all that can be gathered on this subject with confi-
dence from the Gospels resolves itself into this, that while there
was a 1 standing miraculous power ’ m Him, there was also a
remarkable economy in its exercise, the reasons for which we
cannot fully comprehend.

3. There is, indeed, an intimate connexion be-

* Of. Mozley, lx. p. 163.

t This train of thought is carefully worked out in Mason’s
Conditions of our Lord's Life on Earth, up. 95 ft., 108 ft.

; ef.

Gore, Dissertations, pp. SO, 140, 165; and Westcott, ITebrmcs,

p.6&

tween the several miracles of Christ, arising from
the fact that the greatest miracle of all is the

Person of Christ Himself. Bin is the true dvopia,

the true violation of law
;
and this finds its remedy

in a corresponding miracle of grace, even the In-

carnation. It is quite misleading to compare the
evidence, say. for the raising of Lazarus with that

for a miracle in the life of a mediaeval saint;

for the heart of the Christian position is that the
circumstances were quite dissimilar. Christians
assert, at the outset, that the Person of Christ is

supernatural, or rather that the perfectly 4 natural ’

humanity which He took upon Him was associated
with the unearthly spiritual powers of the God-
head

;
and, that being so, it is natural, i.e. con-

gruous, that His advent and ministry should be
attended with works ‘ such as none other man did.’

All through the Bourth Gospel, Christ's miracles
are described as His epya

;
they did not stand, as

it were, in a class by themselves, bnt they con-
stituted a part of that Divine manifestation which
dwelt in Him. We say that His life being greater

and larger than that of a mere man like ourselves,

was irradiated by the awful light of His super-
human origin, and that therefore (as might have
been expected) that superhuman origin betrayed
itself by a superhuman energy of action, that,

after a public life of superhuman works of mercy.
He suffered, died, was buried, but rose again,

appeared on several occasions to His followers,

and finally in their presence ascended into heaven.
This is not like the allegation of a single isolated

miracle. The whole advent of Jesus Christ was
miraculous, and therefore we refuse to isolate any
one of His works from His life. ‘ Isolated events?
it has been profoundly said, ‘are often incredi-

ble,’ but the crowning miracle of Christianity is

the Incarnation. If Christ were altogether an' ex-
ceptional personage, there is nothing to stumble
at in the miracles recorded of Him, which in-

deed then are seen at once in their true char-
acter as (r^gria, or spya ,—His signs or His works.—but which refuse to rank themselves as Gadpara
or prodigies which amaze and perplex. They are
not specimens of His power, but manifestations of

His Person.*
4t. Ar other ?onsequence of importance follows

from these considerations. The miracles, the cnpxia
of Jesus Christ, are essential to the Gospel history.

And this does not mean merely that Christianity

is a 4 supernatural religion,' and that it is impossible
to retain its consoling and strengthening power over
mankind if we reject the supernatural element,
true and deeply important as this is. But it means
that we cannot construct a consistent picture of

the life of Jesus Christ from the Gospels, if we do
not take account of His miraculous powers, how-
ever those ‘ miraculous ’ powers are to be explained.
His miracles are not like the miracles in Livy or
in the history of many of the mediaeval saints,

detached pieces that do not disturb the history,

which goes on very well without them
;
but the

whole history is grounded in them and presupposes
them. Without making any assumption as to the

date and maimer of composition of the Synoptic
Gospels, this fact stands out. We cannot con-
trive any theory by which we may entirely elimi-

nate the miraculous, and yet save the historicity,

in any intelligible sense, of those wonderful nar-
ratives. It is vain to say, as some have done,
that possibly the original nucleus of the Gospels
contained no miraculous stories, Bor what is

the fact? Even if we attempt to reconstruct
the original document which the Synoptic evan-
gelists had before them when compiling their

* So Augustine : ‘ Mirura non esse debet a Deo factum mir-
aeulum . . . magis gaudere quam rnirari debemus * {in, Joan.
Tract, xvii. 1 ).
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Gospels, by the simple (though unscientific) process
j
made by Christ Himself), the widow of Nain’s son

of rejecting everything as added which is not com- (Lk 711), and Lazarus (Jn ll43), in the last of which
mon to ali three, and so arrive at the 4 triple cases, at least, all doubt as to the fact of death is

tradition,’ we shall find that it still teems with excluded by the attendant circumstances,

miracle. The Feeding of the Five Thousand, the (b) We have, secondly, the cosmic miracles, as

Raising of Jairus’ daughter, the Stilling of the
j

they have been called—-those which were wrought
Storm, besides half a dozen miracles of healing, i upon nature. The Blasting of the Fig-tree (Mt 2

1

18
),

are still left.* We cannot, in short, by any arti-
j

the Stilling of the Storm (Mt S2G
), and the Walking

fice reach a primitive gospel which is not to a ! on the Sea (Mt 1425), betray the energy of One who
greater or less extent a miracle gospel, and so we

j

had power not only over man, but over the unin-
cannot treat of£-hand the Gospel history in the

J

telligent forces of the universe. Certainly these

matter of rejecting miracles as we would treat the cannot he explained, or explained away, by any
Acta Sanctorum. But if we admit one miracle, hypothesis such as that which has been resorted

there is little intellectual hindrance to admitting to in the case of the healing of demoniacs or the

twenty. There is no aid to faith in the mere like. And a controlling force of a quite extraordb
reduction of the number of miracles. Matthew nary character seems to have manifested itself in

Arnold compared this modem tendency to saying the Feeding of the Four Thousand (Mt 1532
) and

that while it is extravagant to suppose Cinderella’s of the Five Thousand (Mt 1419
), as well as in that

fairy godmother to have actually changed the first 4 sign ’ of all, the Transformation of water into

pumpkin into a coach-and-six, we may believe that wine at the marriage feast (Jn 21).
she did change it into a one-horse cab.t The (c) Four cases have been left out of considerar-

illustration is flippant, but it is just. There is tion, inasmuch as if they stood alone they might be
nothing to be gained by the attempt to minimize explained as coincidences, the like of which hap-
the supernatural in the Gospel history. It is there, pens in every one’s experience. The great draughts
do what we will. 4 Miracles play so important of fish (Lk 51 and Jn 21 6

) and the finding of the

a part in Christ’s scheme, that any theory which stater in the fish’s mouth (Mt 1724
,
although here it

would represent them as due entirely to the is noteworthy that we are not told that the coin was
imagination of His followers or of a later age, actually found), as well as the recovery of the
destroys the credibility of the documents not nobleman’s son at Capernaum (Jn 446), are not in

partially but wholly, and leaves Christ a personage themselves prceter naturam

;

hut they receive their

as mythical as Hercules.’ % We have, indeed, no significance from their connexion with prophetic
warrant for insisting that any particular expla- words of the Christ. They are (to take the lowest
nation or theory of the miraculous shall be ac- TTi~—

™

cepted by a believer in the Gospels
;
but the fact

of the miraculous, however we define it, remains.
And a miracle reduced to its lowest terms, remains
a miracle still.

5. Classifications, more or less instructive, of the
miracles of Christ, have often been drawn up.§
We can here only briefly indicate their general

character in respect of their claim to be regarded
as due to power other than that of the ordinary
forces of nature, as known or as conceivable to us.

(a) There are, first, the miracles worked upon man,
the miracles of healing. Some of these present no
peculiar difficulty of credence to any one who is

familiar with the remarkable phenomena of hypno-
tism, or more generally with the influence of a
strong will over a weak one, though it would he
rash to assert, and (in view of all the facts) is in

itself improbable, that this is the whole secret in

any case. Such, for instance, are the cures of the
demoniacs (Mt S28 1521 1714

, Mk l28), of the impotent
man at the Pool of Bethesda (Jn 59), of the man
with the withered hand (Mt 1210), of the woman
with the spirit of infirmity (Lk 1311

), of the dumb
man with a devil (Mt 932), and of the man ‘pos-
sessed with a devil, blind and dumb’ (Mt 1222).
We find it increasingly difficult to accept any such
explanations in the cases of the healing of the
paralytics (Mt 85 O2), of the deaf man (Mk 7s2), of

the blind (Mt 927 2030, Mk 822, Jn 91, the last of

which is specially remarkable, and was so regarded
at the time), of the dropsical man (Lk 142), of the
fever patient healed with a touch (Mt 814

), of the
woman with the issue (Mt 920). of the lepers (Mt 82,

Lk 17u, the healing in the former case being brought
! about by a touch , in the latter case by a mere word

of power), of Malchus’ servant (Lk 22m). And
more wonderful (to our eyes) than any of these was
the raising of the dead, Hie daughter of Jairus
(Mt 9s3, though here it is noteworthy that the
statement that the child was really dead was not
* This question has been carefully examined by Bruce, lx.

p. 1<ML

f God (met ike Bible, p. 28.

t Base JSomo, p. 41.

§ See especially Westcott, Introduction to the Study of the
Gospels, p. 480 ft
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6. Thus, on a review of all the miracles of the
Ministry of Jesus as recorded in the Gospels, al-

though no doubt this or that isolated event might
he plausibly referred to natural causes, yet un-
doubtedly there are some among the number which
cannot he reasonably thus explained

;
and all,

taken together, if they have been correctly re-

ported to us, present a phenomenon for which we
are driven to seek a cause other than the physical
forces of the universe can provide.

7. The Evidence.—What is the value of the
evidence for these phenomena? The Gospels re-

ceived their present form, let us assume, between
the years 60 and 90 a.d. That is to say, we have
written testimony to the facts set down within
half a century of their alleged occurrence. Is

this testimony strong enough to outweigh the ad-
mitted improbability, a posteriori, of such anom-
alous and extraordinary events ? The question
about the Gospel miracles is often put in this form,
hut it is not the form in which it will he put
by any one who appreciates what is the real

problem at issue. For nothing has been said in

the foregoing summary of the alleged resurrection
of Christ Himself. It was this upon which the
controversy as to His claims hinged in the early

days of Christianity, and it was a true instinct

which led the first preachers of the gospel to

place it in the foreground. If He really rose
from the dead, then it is plain that He cannot
he judged by the standards which we rightly

apply to the alleged doings of men like ourselves.*

The miracles of the ministry, with rare exceptions,
were not worked under circumstances which should
fit them to be absolutely convincing credentials to
the world of the Divine mission of Jesus. They
were, speaking in general terms and with reserva-

tions which have been already explained (see iii § 5),

* AH through, however, we must bear in mind that it is not
fche anomaloumess of the resurrection of Christ which is the
significant matter. * It is quite possible that our Lord’s resur-
rection may be found hereafter to be no miracle at all in the
scientific sense. It foreshadows and begins the general resur-
rection ; and when that general resurrection comes we may find
that it was. after all, the natural issue of physical laws always
at work ’ (Temple, Bampion Lectures, p. 196).
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rather sacramental signs of His grace than proofs
that He had the power to bestow it. But it was
otherwise with the resurrection on the first Easter
Day. This was a credential to which the Church
continually appealed (Ro l4 424

, 1 P 1®), although
it, too, was a a-'ijfieiov of spiritual truth. And the
evidence for this is not confined to the Gospels. It

is presupposed in all the apostolic Epistles, as it is

the burden of the apostolic sermons recorded in
the Acts (of. Ac 2^2 31s io» 1334 173.31 2623)

;
and not

only is this the case, but the whole history shows
that belief in the resurrection was the one source
of the continued faith of believers after their hopes
had been shattered by the crucifixion, and was, as
a matter of fact, the foundation on which the
edifice of the Christian Church was raised. Ex-
amine the evidence of the four 4 undisputed ’

Epistles of St. Paul. These were all written
before the year 58, i.e. about a quarter of a cen-
tury after the crucifixion. St. Paul bears direct
testimony to the fact of the resurrection, as be-
lieved in by all Christians of the day. 4 To this

end Christ died and lived again, that he might be
Lord of both the dead and the living 7 (Ro 149) ;

* I delivered unto you . . . that which also I
received . . . how that he hath been raised on
the third day, according to the Scriptures; and
that he appeared to Cephas

;
then to the Twelve

;

then he appeared to above five hundred brethren
at once, of whom the greater part remain until

now . . . ;
then he appeared to James

;
then to all

the apostles’ (1 Co Id3-7). Eor circumstantiality,
it would be difficult to surpass this last statement
(cf. also Ro l4 8s4

,
2 Co o*5

,
1 Th 414

). Again, St.

Paul is so confident of the fact of the resurrection
of Christ that he uses it as a proof that we too shall

live after death :
4
if there is no resurrection of the

dead, neither hath Christ been raised’ (1 Co 1513) ;

he does not consider it necessary to add anything
to this reductio ad absurdum. And, finally, the
fact is so familiar that it is repeatedly appealed to

in its symbolic and spiritual significance : ‘ that
like as Christ was raised from the dead through
the glory of the Eather, so we also might walk in

newness of life
’
(Ro 64

;
cf. Ph 310

,
Col 31

).

8. This was the confident belief of St. Panl
and of his correspondents years before the Gospels
assumed their present forms, and (although we
cannot here enter fully into the question) all

attempted ‘naturalistic 1 explanations of that
belief are entirely inadequate. This is good
evidence; it is quite different in degree from
the evidence which might be brought for any
of the Lord’s miracles of healing, taken singly

;

indeed it is not too much to say that had
not the evidence been entirely satisfactory to

those- who had the best means of judging, the
Christian Church would not have lived for a year
after the crucifixion. Thus it is the Church itself

that is the abiding witness to the resurrection;
otherwise we should have to believe a more 4 in-

credible’ thing than any ‘miracle,’ viz. that the
greatest and most blessed institution in this world
is based on the delusions of a few credulous and
superstitious fanatics. The question to be answered
is, not, Is the evidence of the Gospels for the miracles
of the ministry sufficient by itself to inspire belief

—

not
,
Is the documentary evidence for the resurrec-

tion of Jesus provided in the Gospels and Epistles
sufficient by itself to command our acceptance of it— but. How are we to account for the origin of the
Christian Church, on the basis of belief in the
resurrection of Jesus Christ, supposing that belief

to have had no foundation in fact ? And to that
question there is no satisfactory answer. We
axe driven back on the hypothesis that the belief

grew out of the fact, and with that hypothesis
all the existing evidence is in entire agreement,

j

Leslie in his once famous tract. A Short Method,
icith the Deists

.

may have laid too much stress on
the evidence viewed in a purely juristic aspect,

but there is real force in his argument that the
four tests which may be applied to the testimony
to the fact of the resurrection of Christ are tests

|

which would satisfy a reasonable court of inquiry.

The alleged fact was (1) one which could be judged
of by men's senses

; (2) it was public
; (3) it was

verified by a monument set up in observance of it,

i.e. the Christian Church
;
and (4) this was set up

immediately after the event.

9. We may now turn back to the miracles of
the Gospel. They fall into line at once, if the
miracle of the resurrection is a fact

;
they become

(njfj,€ca and epya (as they are represented by St.

John to be) of the Christ. The evidence for it is,

prima facie , evidence for them. True it is that

St. Paul does not mention them at all in bis

letters, but it clid not come within his purpose to

do so. It was the permanent results, not the
temporary incidents, as it were, of the Divine life

on earth with which he and his correspondents
were concerned. And yet it is worth observing
that, so far is St. Paul from thinking that miracles
are foreign to the Christian dispensation, that he
claims the power of working them himself, and
that in letters addressed both to strangers who
did not know him and to friends who did. Christ
wrought by him, he says, k in the power of signs
and wonders 1 (Ro 151S) ;

4 truly,’ he writes to the
Corinthians, 4 the signs of an apostle were wrought
among you in all patience, by signs and wonders
and mighty works 1

(2 Co 1212) ;
among the Divine

gilts of the Church are ‘miracles (dwdjueis), gifts

of healings, divers kinds of tongues’ (1 Co 1228
) ;

and he asks the Galatians, ‘he therefore that
worketh miracles (Swdpuus) among you, doeth he it

by the works of the law ? ’ (Gal 35). If it had not
been a matter of acknowledged fact that some
such Divine powers had attended his apostolic

ministry, it would have been truly extraordinary
that he should have claimed them. And, further,

it is plain that he would never have claimed
powers for himself of which he believed his Master
to have been destitute, so that his omission of any
mention of the Lord’s miracles of healing cannot
have any significance as regards St. Paul’s belief

in the supernatural character of Christianity.

10. To this mass of evidence, a priori and
a posteriori

,
in favour of the miracles of the NT,

the answer that is usually returned in our time is

not that of Spinoza (though his presuppositions

are more widely accepted than is always recog-

nized), nor of Hume, but of Matthew Arnold, who,
while declining metaphysical disquisitions as to

their possibility or credibility, attempted to settle

the controversy by declaring that at any rate

‘miracles do not happen and that the vast
number of admittedly fabulous miracles recorded

in ecclesiastical literature dispenses us from formal
inquiry into the excellence of the evidence for

those of one particular period. It is plain that
the mere dictum, ‘miracles do not happen,’ has no
application whatever in logic, unless the pro-
pounder of it is prepared to accept the principles

either of Spinoza or of Hume ; and these we have
already examined. The force of the statement
resides in this, that the modern world is very
chary in receiving the report of any alleged

miracle, because we know of so many cases in

which like reports have proved untrue. But that
4 miracles do not happen ’ within a certain area of

experience, does not prove that they have never
happened outside that area. The rule ‘all or
none ’ is a very unsafe rule for common life. Every
case that arises ought to be judged on its own

* God and the Bible, p. 232.
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merits. And the first question to be asked about
the evidence for the NT miracles is, Were the
witnesses predisposed to believe such things of

Jesus Christ? In particular, was there any pre-

conception in favour of His resurrection ? Were it

so, there might be considerable room for hesita-

tion in accepting report of it, and the rapid dis-

semination of belief in it might he set down to a
widespread credulity. Now (a) it is true that

belief in the supernatural was quite common in

the first century of our era, nor could men and
women then have had the same intellectual diffi-

culty in trusting the evidence for an alleged

miracle that we, with our larger knowledge of the
laws of nature, now experience. In particular, the

lower classes of Roman society, though not ready
to accept miraculous stories which interfered with
their traditional beliefs, were steeped in an atmo-
sphere of magic and superstition. But it was not
so with the" higher classes. The first century
could not be called an ‘age of faith.’ Stoics and
Epicureans alike were disinclined to believe in

any irruption of the spiritual into the established

physical order, (b) And when we turn from
Gentile to Jew, when we consider the national

prejudices alike of the first preachers as of the

first hearers of the gospel, we see that nothing
could have been more opposed to preconceived
ideas than the doctrine of the Incarnation, with
the resurrection as its appropriate and (so to

speak) inevitable sequel (Mt 27®**, Lk 242t5
,
Jn o18

gos 10s3 etc.)* This once recognized, there would,
no doubt, have been no difficulty in believing

that the ‘works’ of One like Christ should be
superhuman, but this was not recognized at the
first even by the faithful apostles. Prejudice in

favour of the Incarnation, of the Resurrection, of

the Ascension, there was none. The evidence can-
not be set aside on the score that it grew up in

the course of years as the outcome of presupposi-
tions as to what the Messiah should be and do.

11. This was the theory of Strauss
; but it is not

tenable, for this reason, among others, that the
interval of rime which elapsed between the death
of Christ and the composition of the records which
described Him as a superhuman personage is not
long enough to account for such legendary develop-
ments, The evidence is not like that for the
miracles attributed to St. Anthony or to Ignatius
Loyola, which are found only in the later and not
in the earlier biographies. It is as nearly contem-
porary as we could expect. It does not grow as
we advance from decade to decade in the history
of the Church. The belief in a superhuman
Christ is as deep-rooted in the letters of St. Paul
written before the year 58 as it is in the Gospel
according to St. John written at least thirty years
later, although it is not expressed in the same
way. The evidence is as good in degree and in
kind as we could expect it to be, without the
intervention of a special miracle by which scientific

testings, not in the least necessary for the faith of
the first century, should have been provided to
satisfy the cravings for certitude of the nineteenth.
It is fully detailed, delivered in transparent good
faith, and under circumstances which would forbid
a careless assent.*

v. Other Bible Miracles. —1. The Acts ofthe
Apostles.—The miracles ascribed to the apostles
in Acts stand on a somewhat different platform.
Standing alone, the evidence for them would
hardly be sufficient to compel their reception.
But they must be considered in their relation to
the advent of Christianity, and to the super-
human powers of the Rounder of the Christian
Church. The commission to the apostles (Mt 10s

)
included the direction ;

1 Heal the sick, raise the
* This is all worked out by Paley, Mtddencm, pt. i. ch. 2.

dead, cleanse the lepers, cast out devils.’ This
does not suggest, it will be observed, that what
we have called cosmic miracles came within the
powers with which they were entrusted by the

Lord, and we find no trace of such miracles

in Acts. In the appendix to St. Mark (Mk IG*7 )
the remarkable promise is recorded :

4 These signs

shall follow them that believe : In my name shall

they cast out devils
;
they shall speak with new

tongues
;
they shall take up serpents

;
and if they

drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them;
they shall lay hands on the sick and they shall

recover.
1 With the exception of immunity from

poison, instances are given in Ac of all these

powers being enjoyed, not only by the original

eleven and by St. Paul, but by many other dis-

ciples. Thus the gift of tongues found its fulfil-

ment at Pentecost, and is alluded to by St. Paul in

his Epistles. Prophecy, wiiich was akin to this, is

frequently spoken of as a ‘sign
1

of an apostle.

Agabus not only predicted a famine (Ac ll28), but
also warned St. Paul of what would happen to him
at Jerusalem (Ac 211Q

) . Twelve unnamed Ephesian
disciples on whom St. Paul laid his hands were
endued with this gift (Ac 196), as were also the four
daughters of Philip the Evangelist (Ac 219

). And
that ‘wonders and signs’ were wrought by the
apostles is repeatedly asserted (Ac 243 512 68 813),
and it is in entire harmony with St. Paul’s own
claims (see iv. § 9). Among these were the ex-
pulsion of demons (Ac 5 16 1618

), the healing of

the lame (Ac 37 14s
), of a paralytic (Ac 934), and of

the sick (Ac 516 289 1912
,
the cures in the last case

being described as Swayeis oft ras rvxotio-as, which
operated through the medium of St. Paul’s cloth-

ing). Two cases of raising the dead are recorded
(Dorcas, Ac 93T ,

and Eutyehus, Ac 209
). Visions

and voices from heaven are spoken of (Ac 93* 10

103. n i2«)
:
and the intervention of angels is men-

tioned (Ac 519 826). Two visitations of judgment,
upon Elymas (Ac IS11) and upon Ananias and
Sapphira (Ac 55- 10

) ,
are brought about by St. Paul

and St. Peter respectively. It is not necessary to

discuss the healing virtue ascribed to St. Peter’s

shadow (Ac 515), or the deliverance of St. Paul
from the viper (Ac 283) ;

for in the former case

nothing is said as to the success of the attempted
remedy, and in the latter case no miracle is

necessarily involved (but cf. Mk 1618
). But, on the

whole, it is impossible to evade the consequence
that the ministry of the apostles, according to the
only records which we have got, was sustained by
powers which are beyond the power of man or of

nature as known to us. They fall into their place
immediately if Christ was what He claimed to

be, and the Church which He founded the minister

of His grace; but on any other hypothesis they
cannot be explained.

2. The Miracles ofthe OT.— Similar observations
may be made about the miracles of the OT. It is

evident that we cannot speak with the same con-
fidence about these that we can feel when describ-

ing the miracles of Him who showed in His own
person His superiority to death, of Him who is the
Prince of Life. Por they are narrated in ancient
books, the origin of which in many instances is

wrapped in obscurity. We cannot claim to have
contemporary evidence for the miracles of the OT
as we have for those of the NT. And so to one
approaching the OT literature without any appre-
ciation of its fulfilment in the Christ, some of the
miracles therein recorded, while always possible

to a believer in God, may perhaps seem to be
guaranteed by no sufficient testimony to compel
belief in occurrences so improbable in themselves.
But for us ‘ Vctus Testamentum in Novo patet.’

The obscurities of the older revelation find their

explanation in the fuller light of the later. And
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if it be a fact tha£ the law was a Trcudayaybs ds
Xpi<rr6v

,
and that Israel was chosen by the Almighty

as His instrument for the teaching of the world,
then it ceases to be a priori improbable that, at

exceptional crises in the history of the Hebrews,
special manifestations of Divine power might be
vouchsafed, which should enable men to say with
boldness, 4 This is the finger of God.’ And, again,

it is not to be forgotten that the use of the OT by
Christ and His apostles sufficiently proves to

Christians that the literature therein contained
was a unique literature, and was produced under
quite unique conditions of inspiration. Thus the

records must, at the least, he treated with respect
i

greater than that which we bestow upon books
like the Acta Sanctorum ,

and we are entitled to

place fuller reliance on the accuracy of the writers

than would be justifiable in a history which came
to us without any such lofty guarantee and claim.

It is in such a spirit that we approach their

accounts of miracles.

The OT miracles are chiefly grouped round
two epochs— the Deliverance from Egypt, and the

Beformation of Elijah and Elisha. It is true that

these periods are described in greater detail than
any other periods in the history, but nevertheless

it can hardly be without significance that it is at

these two great crises in the fortunes of Israel

that the tokens of God’s providence were most
apparent to pious observers. Of the former cycle

it should be observed that very few of the so-

called miracles are difficult of credence, inasmuch
as the majority of them are not (seemingly) in

themselves out of the order of nature. The Ten
Plagues (Ex 8-12), the Parting of the Bed Sea
(Ex 1421-51

), and of the Jordan (Jos 314, cf. 2 K 27* 14),
the Water from the Bock at Bephidim (Ex 176),
and at Kadesh (Nu 207

), the Curing of the Waters
of Marah (Ex 1523, cf. 2 K 2^), the Budding of

Aaron's rod (Nu 17s
), the deaths of Nadab and

Abihu (Lv 101
), as of Korah and his company (Nu

1681), did not involve any apparent breach in the

continuity of the physical order. We can readily

conceive how similar occurrences might be brought
about through the operation of the ordinary forces

of nature. None of these events, considered singly,

would seem a prodigy to an impartial observer.

It is the concurrence of so many circumstances of

the kind which forbids us to deny their signal

character, and conveys to us the conviction that

here was the finger of God. And it is even more
important to observe that these remarkable events

were associated in many cases with a word of

power from God’s ministers. The predictive element,

which we have spoken of above (see i. § 14) as char-

acteristic of so many of our Lord’s miracles, is here

conspicuous. The plagues are foretold
;

so was
the dreadful death of the rebels in Korah’s
rebellion ;

and the division of the waters of the

Bed Sea is described as having been connected

with prayer and invocation on the part of Moses.
Here we come upon the most prominent aspect of

miracle in the OT, viz. the element of prophecy ,

which includes prediction. However this feature

may have been exaggerated in Christian apolo-

getics in the past, and however we may try to

reduce it to lower dimensions, it is impossible to

eliminate it from the Hebrew literature. The
function of a prophet was not confined to predic-

tion, but this was certainly within his powers, as

indicated from time to time in the history of Israel.

And true prediction is essentially miraculous
;

it

is beyond human powers, and it is a sign of a

special revelation of God to man over and above

that which is continually offered in His provi-

dence (see Prophecy). Prophecy being admitted

as possible, and the actual prophecies of the OT
seers being certified, the * wonders and signs 7 with

]

which their ministry was accredited are deprived
of much of that antecedent improbability which
(as we have admitted) attaches itself to miraculous
stories in general.

The miracles of Elijah and Elisha may be
viewed in this light. They are, as it were, their

credentials. Other prophets, both of OT and of NT,
worked no signs indeed (Jn 1041 ), and this shows
that it was not the habit of the Hebrews to surround
the figure of every prophetical personage with a
halo of miraculous glory. But Elijah and Elisha
lived in an age of spiritual upheaval

:
great wicked-

ness and deep piety came into conflict. ‘Let it be
known this day that thou art God in Israel ’(IK
IS36 ) was the perpetual burden of Elijah's prayers.

And perhaps nothing short of a miraculous sign

would have satisfied the Israel of his day that the

Lord was God. At the same time it may be freely

conceded that the accounts of these two great pro-

phets, Elijah and Elisha, stand somewhat apart
from the general history of Israel. The miracles
of Elisha are never alluded to in the OT after the

story of their occurrence, and they are only once
mentioned in the Apoer. (Sir 48 14

). It cannot be said

that the miracles ascribed to these prophets are

essential to the history, nor can it be maintained that
all of their miracles are on the lofty moral level

which we have found to be conspicuously the case

with the miracles of Christ. It is an hypothesis with
a good deal of prima facie evidence in its favour
that the miracle-stories of 1 K 17. 18, 2 K 1-6 are
rather of the nature of Jewish Haggadoth than of

sober history.* With even greater probability may
this be said of the stories of Daniel and the den of

lions, and the Three Children in the furnace of Ne-
buchadnezzar (Dn 319f 616f

). In the rest of the OT
the miraculous element (if we exclude prophecy) is

remarkably small. The song of the Bk. of Jashar,
which speaks of the sun standing still at Gibeon
(Jos 1012

), can hardly be taken as a scientific state-

ment of fact
;
it is poetry, not prose. The somewhat

similar story of the shadow moving backward on
the sundial of Ahaz (2 K 2011

) is related in prose

and interwoven with the history of Hezekiah, and
cannot be dismissed so easily. But in the absence
of fuller knowledge of the circumstances it would
be impossible to be sure that in this there was any-
thing ‘supernatural,’ beyond the foreknowledge
which Isaiah seems to have had that this 4 sign 1

would take place. The story of Balaam’s ass

speaking has been referred to its parallels, s.v.

Balaam;! and the episode of Jonah and the

whale seems to be of a similar class. In the latter

case, it has been urged, indeed, that our Lord’s
application of the story (Mt 12s9) forecloses all

inquiry into its literal truth. But this is not the
judgment of the most careful and devout scholars

of our own time.f

On the whole, then, while we maintain that

the history of the Jews cannot be truly interpreted

unless the special intervention of Providence in

many a crisis of their national life be discerned,

and while we distinctly recognize the miraculous
nature of the Messianic prophecies of the OT, and
are not slow to accept the allegation that miracles

may have accompanied their progress, we cannot
think that the evidence for several recorded mir-

acles, such as Elisha making the axe-head to swim
(2 K 6s), the speaking of Balaam’s ass (Nu 222s),
and the staying of the sun and moon at Gibeon
(Jos 1013

), is at all sufficient to compel implicit

credence in their literal truth.

vL Christian Miracles after the Apostolic
Ace.—i. The last section of this article must be

* See above, vol. i. p. 696*>, art. Elisha.

t See vol. i. p. ‘284*.

i % See Sandav, Inspiration, p. 414 f., and Gore, Hampton
\
Lectures, p. 195 f., and cf. art. Jourah, above, vol. ii. p. 751.
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far too brief for its subject, but something ought
to be said of miracles recorded elsewhere than in

the OT and XT, if our discussion of miracles in

general is to be in any way complete. We have
seen that the infant Church is described in Ac as

having been favoured with miracles as well as with

other gifts of the Spirit. When did these miracles

cease in Christian history ? Many different opinions

have been held, one branch at least of the Church
believing that there has been no cessation and that

miraculous powers are still in her possession, it

being often urged, on the other hand, that they

died'with the apostolic company. The chief reason

alleged for this latter opinion is apparently based
on the assumption that miracles are given only for

evidential purposes, that their sole function is to

certify the Divine character of revelation, and that

when this has been sufficiently established their

work is done, and that they may not he expected
to continue. And, curiously enough but most un-
reasonably, it has been assumed that the apostles

could not have worked any miracle save those

recorded in Scripture, or at least that no record of

such could be trustworthy. Between these extreme
views are to he ranked the great body of old English

divines, e.g. Dodwell and Tillotson, who held that

, miracles were occasional in the Christian Church
until the time of Constantine, when, Christianity

being established by the civil power, it no longer

needed such supernatural assistance. Thus Fuller

explains that 4 miracles are the swaddling clothes

of the infant Churches ’
;
and yet another view has

commended itself to many, viz. that the power of

working miracles extended to but not beyond the

disciples upon whom the apostles conferred it by
imposition of their hands.*

2,

According to Acts, the Divine powers promised
by Christ to His Church were at least occasionally

exercised, not only by the apostolic company but
by other persons as well. It would not be sur-

prising, therefore, if we found in the literature of

the early 2nd cent, many references to miracles
like those in Acts. And yet such references are

few and scanty. Our records of the period are
fragmentary, to be sure, but it is remarkable that
they tell so little on the subject. With a few not-

able exceptions, of which something is said further
on, there is no trace up to the end of the 2nd cent,

of any miraculous gift still existing in the primitive
Church save those ofprophecy and healing, including
exorcism

,
both of which are frequently mentioned.

(a) In Hernias (Mancl xi.) and in the Didache
the abuse of the grace of prophecy is spoken of, and
a little later Justin {Dial. § 82) has the statement
rapk yap ijfuv teal p^xfiL v^v vpotfvrjTuccL xaphrgara
eVnr. We observe here that the earliest notices of

the power of prophecy imply also the presence of

its counterfeit, and indeed prophecy is, of all the
Divine 4 gifts,’ that which would most easily lend
itself to imposture. And Justin’s statement seems
to imply his surprise that prophecy should have
continued so long, for he says 4 even up to the pre-
sent from which we might gather that instances
of genuine prophecy in his day and in his neigh-
bourhood were not very numerous.

(5) The gift of healing is also noted by Justin
(Dial. § 39), though he does not give any instances
within his own observation. Origen goes further
(contra Oelsum

,
ill. 24), and says that he has seen

many persons rescued from delirium. But the com-
monest exemplification of this gift was displayed
in the expulsion of demons; exorcism is regarded
quite as a thing of course by the 2nd cent. Fathers.
Justin (Apol. ii. § 6, Dial. §§ 30, 76) and Ter-
tullian (Apol. 23, 37, 43, de Idolol. 11, etc.) speak
in extravagant terms as to the certainty with
which demons could be expelled by the prayers of

* See Kaye’s Tertullian, p. 49.

the faithful. They allege these powers to be the
common property of all Christian people, and to be
susceptible of exercise at any moment and on any
occasion. This is going far beyond the language
of the Gospels and Acts, but it is here sufficient to

observe that phenomena of this sort are often
explicable without any recourse to supernatural
agency (see above, iv. § 5).

3. Next, it is important to note that the early
Fathers, although seeing the miraculous in the
incidents of their daily life, place the miracles of

the apostolic age on a pinnacle quite above the
miracles of their own time. When we go to the
4th cent., we find Chrysostom saying that 4

all the
men of his time together 1 could not do as much as

St. Paul’s handkerchief (de Sacerdot. iv. 6), and he
implies that in his day there were no raisings from
the dead (cf. Horn, in 1 Cor. vi. 2) . But, much earlier

than this, Tertullian, after saying that the apostles

had spiritual powers peculiar to themselves, adds
4 nam et mortuos suscitaverunt quod Deus solus

;

et debiles redintegraverunt, quod nemo nisi Chris-

tus’ (de Pud. c. 21) — language which would be
strange if such occurrences were even occasional

in his day. And of the miracles of the apostolic

age, Origen only says that traces (tx^n) remain in

his time (contra Celsum , i. 2). We find then (i.)

that by the end of the 2nd cent, there is a growing
suspicion that miracles are dying out, (ii.) that

such miracles as are recorded are generally re-

garded as different in kind from those of the
apostolic age, and (iii.) that in the earliest age
of post-apostolic Christianity the 4 miracles’ are

almost, without exception, of prophecy
,
healing

,

and exorcism.

4. The exceptional cases remain to be mentioned.
(a) Eusebius records (HE iii. 39) that Papias re-

lated that in his time a man rose from the dead, as
he had heard from the daughters of Philip the
Evangelist, and that Justus Barsabbas was once
delivered from the effects of drinking poison. The
former of these occurrences may relate to some
such occurrence as the raising of Dorcas (Ac 937

),
which the daughters of Philip may have witnessed,
and the latter is not related in sufficient detail to
enable us to draw any conclusion from it (cf. Mk
1618

). But it is significant that Papias’ account
seems to have been silent as to miracles which
came within his own observation. The occur-
rences he mentioned were in the apostolic age, and
he does not profess to speak as an eye-witness.

(6) The often quoted statement of Irenseus is

more difficult to explain or to explain away. He
speaks of prophecy, healing, and exorcism as im-
possible in heretical circles, but as common in the
Church, and he adds, 4 Tea, even the dead were
raised and abode tvith us many years ’ (^y^pdya-ap
Kal Tapepeivav cri/v ypXv Ikclvols ereac, adv. Hoer. IT.

xxxii.). All that can be said about this is that
no specific instance is produced ; the language is

rhetorical, and the statement occurs in the middle
of a polemic against heretics. Nor are we furnished
with details. Further, when Irenaus passes from
the mention of the more common miracula to speak
of raising the dead, the tense is suddenly and un-
expectedly changed. Healing, exorcism, and pro-
phecy, these are matters of present experience for
him

;
but he speaks of resurrections from the dead

in the past tense. Even the words quoted hardly
mean more than that such events happened within
living memory. Now Irenaus was a disciple of
Polycarp, who was himself a disciple of St. John,
so that if we view his statement thus it will not
appear so extraordinary. The inference, in short,

from the whole passage is that the major miracles
no longer happened— an inference which is con-
firmed by all the available evidence.*

* See further, Moseley, Miraolm
% p. 295.
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5. But if the miraculous powers of the Church
seem to have grown less and less as the 2nd cent,

went on, it must also be remembered that miracles
of the most astounding character abound in the
records of ecclesiastical history from the 4th cent,

onward. On what grounds, it may be asked, do we
reject these ? Or must we reject them ? Is there
any reason why these should be rejected and those
of the XT accepted? and on what principles is such
differentiation to be made ?

6. It is plain, at the outset, that miracles are
always possible to the believer in God, and again
that there is always a presumption against them
to one who believes that God governs the world
by general laws. This fact, that His rule is uni-
form for the most part, is what gives to miracles
their signal character, their character as signs, and
so forbids us to see ‘miracle 5 in the ordinary
activities of Providence. They are cnpjLeTa, and are
therefore a priori unlikely to be of everyday oc-
currence. And the remarkable economy in the
use of miracle displayed both in the OT and in the
NT confirms us in the conviction that there is an
antecedent probability against them as a general
rule. This antecedent improbability may be over-
come by the special circumstances of the case (as
we have pointed out is true of the miracles of
Christ), or by the strength of the evidence which
may be adduced ; but normally it has considerable
force. Purther, supposing true miracles occur,
nothing is more certain than that they will provoke
imitation and imposture, and will encounter the
rivalry of a host of false ones. Pascal goes so
far as to say that the existence of the false neces-

sarily points to the existence of the true as their

antecedent cause, without which they would never
have gained a footing.* We need not accept this

dictum in its integrity, but there is this of truth in

it, that it shows on the one hand how unscientific

it is summarily to reject the evidence for a given
occurrence, merely because somewhat similar evi-

dence has proved misleading in other cases
;
and,

on the other hand, that we must always allow for

a readiness to believe in miracle arising from
previous (real or imaginary) experience of such
interpositions of Divine favour. We say then,

first, that while we do not in the least feel bound
to reject mediseval or modem miracles, we start

with a determination to test the evidence for them
very severely. If we draw conclusions as to the
history of the Christian Church from what we read
in the OT of the history of the Jewish Church, we
shall expect to find miraculous interposition very
rarely exhibited, and then only at great national

crises, and not merely for the warning and instruc-

tion of individual souls.

7. This same law of Divine economy will bid us
also to exclude from the category of miracles such
events as may reasonably be referred to natural

causes. Visions or voices which may be resolved
into false perceptions or deceptions of the senses
must be so classed. The extraordinary phenomena
which are recorded as having accompanied the
martyrdoms of Polycarp,f of Savonarola, of Hooper,
may readily enough be explained as the operation
of physical forces, a little exaggerated perhaps
by pious enthusiasm. Stories like that of the
Thundering Legion and the rain which followed

the prayers of the Christian host may be true in

the main, although the events of which they tell

are not necessarily miracles in any other sense
than that in which every answer to prayer is a
miracle (see above, i. § 15). In other cases the

recorded phenomena are too like the tricks of

a thaumatxrrgist for sober piety to recognize in

them the finger of God ; and in many the alleged

* Pennies, iL 285 (ed. Faugreres).

1 See lightfoot, Apostolic Fathers, n. i. 516.

miracles are grotesquely absurd and utterly devoid
of that character of oTjpeia which all true miracles
have as revelations of the Divine will and purpose.

8. Next, in an overwhelmingly large number of
the cases which remain, both of mediaeval and
modern miracles, the evidence is entirely insuffi-

cient. There is no a priori probability in their
favour, and very inadequate a posteriori testimony.
In how few cases, outside the NT, have we got the
evidence of the agent who is supposed to have
worked the miracles ! And it is to be feared that
many stories of miracles worked hv saints may be
accounted for by the misguided piety of their
biographers. All too soon in the Church’s history
a false criterion of sanctity grew up. It was sup-
posed that the measure of a man's goodness was
the amount of miraculous power bv which his
preaching was aided.* Now from the belief that
the man who works miracles must be a good man,
the transition is easy to the converse inference.
This man was a good man. hence he must have
worked miracles, and so it can be no harm to write
down a few in his biography. He must have
worked, if not these particular wonders, at least

others very like them.f We thus find that the
further removed in time the saint is from his

biographer, the more is his life embellished with
legend and glorified with miracle. We distrust

the mediaeval records on these grounds. Falsus in
uno, falsus in omnibus, we say. No criticism of

this sort can be applied to the miracles of the NT

;

for here we have contemporary testimony of the
principal persons concerned, and the miraculous is

as prominent in the earlier as in the later canonical
writings.

9. It is a suspicious circumstance that many of
these mediseval miracles happened so opportunely
for the triumph of a particular party or the
glorification of a, particular individual. In one
sense, indeed, it is very far from suspicious to read
that a miracle came at the right moment, i.e. for

the support of God’s truth, but in another sense it

is suspicious. If men are anxiously expecting a
sign from heaven to guarantee the piety of a doubt-
ful undertaking or the success of a hazardous
cause, it is very likely that they will see the finger

of God in what is really only the operation of His
ordinary laws, and it is not~ improbable that they
may he the dupes of unscrupulous persons who
play upon their prejudices.

10. All these qualifications being made, a re-

siduum of recorded cases is left, which it is diffi-

cult to explain. Men will view them differently,

according to their predispositions. But it is not
too much to say that no recorded occurrences in

recent centuries seem to bear the character of
crrjpeca in at all the same degree as the miracles of

the Gospel, whether we have regard to the general
circumstances under which they were worked, or
the results, moral and spiritual, which were conse-
quent upon men’s belief in them. Quite apart
from the adequacy or inadequacy of the evidence
brought forward in their favour, or the possibility

of * natural 5 explanations, alleged miracles such
as the apparition of the Blessed Virgin at La
Salette, and the cures of pilgrims at the shrine

which has been built at the spot, are lacking in

the dignity and moral grandeur of the miracles of

the Gospel. Whatever may be thought about them,
it is plain that even if these and their like are
really to be traced to the intervention of the
Divine mercy which loves to reward a simple faith

(and it does not seem to us that the evidence is

sufficient to establish such a conclusion), yet they
do not serve as vehicles of revelation as the miracles

* See Mozlev, Miracles, p. ISO.

t Newman lays down a principle very like this (University
Sermons, p. 845).
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of the Gospel did. They may be Bavpara, dwdpeis,

repara, but they are not cnjpda of a new spiritual

message to mankind, which it sorely needed to

learn. And this is the essential characteristic of

the miracles of the Christ.

On the whole subject of this article cf. Jesus
Christ, in vol. ii. p. 624-028

;
and see Natural,

Nature, Prophecy, Sign.
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MIRIAM (op?
; LXX and NT Maptdp, Josephus

Mapidpuo?).— 1. The daughter of Amram and
Jochebed, and sister of Aaron and Moses, being
probably the eldest of the three. Though not
mentioned by name, she was the sister who
watched from a distance what would happen to

Moses in the ark of bulrushes, and went and
fetched her mother to act as nurse to her brother
for Pharaoh’s daughter (Ex 24ff (E)). She took a
leading part in the Exodus with her two brothers.
She is called 1 the prophetess, the sister of Aaron,’
and she led the women in their chant of victory after

the passage of the Red Sea (Ex lo20^ (E)) . We find

her during the wanderings combining with Aaron
against Moses at Hazeroth because of his marriage
with a Cushite woman. They claimed to have the
power of prophecy equally with him, though Moses
stood upon a higher plane in the world of revelation,

which ought to have made them afraid to rebel.

Miriam and Aaron were both severely rebuked,
but the chief punishment fell upon Miriam. ‘ The
cloud removed from over the tent

; and, behold,
Miriam was leprous as white as snow.’ Aaron at
once confessed their sin, and begged Moses’ forgive-
ness

;
whereupon Moses obtained Miriam’s healing

from God. She was, however, sentenced to exclu-
sion from the camp for seven days, and the camp re-

mained unmoved for that time (Nu 121-16) . Towards
the end of the wanderings Miriam died at Kadesh,
and was buried there (Nu 20 1

). Two allusions are
made to Miriam in other boohs of the OT. As an
incitement to the strict observance of the law of
leprosy in Dt 24s the people are bidden to remember
her case :

* Remember what the Lord thy God did
unto Miriam, by the way as ye came forth out of
Egypt’ (Dt 249

). In MIc 64 she is mentioned with
Moses and Aaron as a leader with them of the
people. Josephus asserts (Ant. III. ii. 4) that she
was the wife of Hur, and grandmother of Bezalel.
Jerome (de Log. Heb. 108) says that her tomb
was shown close to Petra in Arabia in his day.
Josephus adds other details, which we need not
trouble ourselves with ; and the Koran identifies

her with the Virgin Mary. The name ‘Miriam’
is of great interest to Christians as being the
name by which the Virgin Mother of Christ was
known.

2. A second Miriam is mentioned in 1 Ch 4n
(Heb.). It has been supposed by Bertheau that
the last clause of 1 Ch 418 should come before the
three names of which this is one. If so, they would
be the children of a daughter of Pharaoh.

H. A. Redpath.

MIRMAH ("=1=). — Epunym of a Beniamite
family, 1 Ch 810 (B ’Ipapd, A Mappd, Luc. Mapped)

.

MIRROR (
n$PP, I’N-

3
,
KdrOTTTpOV , ecroiTTpov).

—

Any surface so smooth and regular as to reflect uni-

formly the rays of light, produces, by the operation
of simple optical laws, images of objects in front of

or above it, which appear to the eye as if they were
behind or beneath it. This property has been
valued and applied as an aid to the toilet from
very early times. The surface of a transparent
substance like glass or still water may thus act as

a mirror (Pr 2719
), and even a black surface if

highly polished may do the same. The higher the

reflecting power of a substance, howrever, the brighter

and clearer the image which it gives. A fiat mirror
produces images of the same size as the objects,

a convex mirror diminishes the images, while a
concave one (if sufficiently near) gives magnified
images, which are erect or inverted according to cir-

cumstances. Modern mirrors are commonly made
of glass coated on the bade with an amalgam of

mercury and tin. Mirrors for scientific purposes,

however, are either of polished 4 speculum metal ’

(a special alloy of copper and tin) or of glass

silvered in front. The words ‘glass’ (in the sense
of mirror) and ‘looking glass’ occur in AV (see

the places below)
;

but as all mirrors used in

biblical times were metallic, so far as we can judge,

RV substitutes for these terms the more general

one ‘mirror’ (see Glass, 2).

Our knowledge of ancient mirrors is derived (a)

from literary notices, and (b) from actual speci-

mens that have been preserved.

(a) Under the first head we note only references

to material, manufacture, and the like. Pliny
(Nat. Hist. xxxvi. 26) describes what seems to

have been an attempt to make glass mirrors at

Sidon, but nothing is said as to the success of the
experiment. Alexander of Aphrodisias, a writer of

the 3rd cent, a.jd., refers (Problem, i. 132) to glass

mirrors coated with tin (Marquardt, Das Privat-

leben der Homer, p. 737, n. 2), and an Egyptian
mirror made of glass is said to be in the museum
at Turin (ib. n. 1). In Pliny’s day, however, only
metallic mirrors were in use. The ordinary mate-
rial for them was an alloy of copper and tin, and
the best of this kind were made at Brundusium.
Silver mirrors were the finest, and were first made
by one Pasiteles in the time of Pompey. The effects

of the various kinds of curvature in mirrors were
also known (Pliny, Nat. Hist, xxxiii. 45, xxxiv. 48).

Seneca describes the phenomena of reflexion in

a concave mirror (Nat. Qucest. I. iv. 3), and
speaks of gold and silver mirrors large enough
to give an image of a whole human figure (ib. I.

xvii. 8).

(b) The ancient mirrors still existing may be
classified as

—

(1) Egyptian. These are made of an alloy of

copper, highly polished, and are nearly circular

with ornamental handles of wood, stone, or metal.

They are described and figured in Wilkinson,
Ancient Egyptians,

ii. 350 ff. (2) Etruscan . These
have been found in great numbers in the ruins of

Prseneste and in other Etrurian burial-places. They
are round or pear-shaped, with handles attached,

and are remarkable for the elaborate engravings
of mythological scenes on their backs. See Ger-
hard, EtrusMsche Spiegel

,
i. 78 ff., and the plates

in the other 4 vols. (3) Homan. The mirrors of

this class are mostly circular. Some have handles
and some are without them. The term for the
latter variety was orbis (Mart. IX. xvii. 5). Among
those found at Pompeii some are square (Overbeck-
Mau, Pompeii, p. 453). (4) Greek. Specimens of

these were unknown till 1867. They are of two
kinds: circular discs with handles in the form of

L
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statuettes, and box mirrors consisting of two discs

which fit into one another and are sometimes
hinged together, the outer surface of the polished
disc being ornamented in low relief and the inner
surface of the other being engraved.
Literature.—

D

e Witte, Les miroirs chez les anciens
;
Bauer-

meister, Denkmaler des Ciassischen Alterthums, iii. 1690-3

;

Marquardt, Das Privatleben der Hamer, p. 669 ff.
; Collignon,

Manuel d'Arcktologie Greeque, 3465. ; Mylonas, Rxxwfzx
xa.TO'TTpee

, ;
Seyffert, Dictionary of Classical Antiquities

, by
Nettleship and Sandys, s.v. ‘Mirror*; Gdhl and Kbner, Life of
the Greeks and Romans, 184, 499.

The following are the Scripture allusions to
mirrors. In Ex 388 the laver of the tabernacle is

said to have been made of £ the mirrors’ (AY
‘looking glasses,’ AVm ‘brasen glasses’) of the
serving women.* This implies that they were
made of metal (see Brass). The Heb. is r?K“ip

(LXX k&towtpov), a word which is elsewhere ren-
dered ‘vision.’ In Job 3718 the sky is compared
for strength to a molten ‘ mirror 5

('so, LXX 8pa<ns

imxtfcreus, AY ‘looking glass’). The whole verse
embodies the ancient conception of the sky as a
hard metal-like solid. The verb at the beginning
(‘spread out’ AY and BY) is ypi f

to beat, beat
out,’ from which comes the term jppi (‘ firmament ’)

applied to the sky (see COSMOGONY). In Is S23
‘ hand mirrors ’ (AY ‘ glasses ’) are named among
the articles of female luxury denounced by the
prophet. The Heb. is p'Vj, and the general idea of
the word appears to be that of a smooth flat surface.
It occurs again in Is 81

, where it is rendered
‘ tablet’ in BY and ‘ roll ’ in AY. In late Heb. it

came to mean the blank margin of a book. In the
former passage, however, LXX understands by
c'fi'ru garments of some thin transparent material,
and renders by dia<pavT) Acucuvikcl.

In Apocr. and NT laom-pov takes the place of the
usual classical word for mirror, tcdroirTpov. In Wis
r
t~

s wisdom is called the unspotted ‘ mirror’ of the
working of God. ^In Sir 12“ the persistent malice
of an enemy is compared to the rust on a ‘ mirror ’

I

(AY ‘ looking glass’), which it is difficult to wipe
away completely—a metallic mirror being clearly
referred to. In 1 Co 1313 the spiritual knowledge
of the present life is likened to the dim perception
of images in a ‘mirror’ (AY ‘glass’). In Ja l23^
the Christian law of liberty is described figuratively
as a ‘mirror’ (AY ‘glass’). The careless hearer
of the law, who does not obey it, is compared to
one who looks at himself in the mirror ana forgets
the reflected image as soon as he has turned away
from it, while the obedient disciple is likened to
one who keeps gazing steadfastly into the mirror,
and who thus has the image of what he ought to
be always before the eye of his soul.

The verb Karom-pi^cdai occurs once (2 Co 318
).

Here AY has ‘ beholding as in a glass ’ the glory of
the Lord, BY ‘reflecting as a mirror,’ and Bvm
‘ beholding as in a mirror.’ The translation of the
word is closely connected with the interpretation
of the context, and the two renderings in BY mark
the wide divergence which exists among scholars
and commentators with regard to the passage.
For the new translation ‘reflecting’ there may be
quoted Chrysostom, Theodoret, Luther, Bengel,
Billroth, Olshausen, and, more recently, Sehmiedel,
and Mayor (on Ja l23 ). The old rendering * be-
holding ’ is supported by Grimm, Winer, Meyer,
Heinrici, Beet, and Denney, and should, we think,
be preferred. The idea of ‘reflexion’ does not
accord well either with the context or with the
usage of /caroTrrpljtecrffcu in other writers. The simple
physical fact that one who beholds a bright light

reflected in a mirror has his own face illumined by
it at the same time is taken as an illustration of the
transformation of the Christian’s character, which
comes about through beholding the glory of God

On this passage see Ism&r Peritzin JBL, 1898, Pt.ii p. 146

1

reflected in Christ, or the glory of Christ reflected

in the gospel. "James Patrick.

MXSAEL (B McwmjX, A — 1. I Es 9^=
MlSHAEL, Neh 84

. 2. Thr 66 (LXX, Dn 3 SS
), else-

where MlSHAEL, the Heb. name of one of Daniel’s
three companions in captivity ; called AIeshach in
Babylon (Dn Pfi’*)-

MISAIAS.—See Masias.

MISGAB (22D2I7 with art. ; B ‘Ajudff, Atf rd
fcparalccua). — Mentioned along with Nebo and
Kiriathaim in the oracle against Moab, Jer 48
[Gr. 31] \ Perhaps it is not intended as a proper
name. The same Heb. term occurs in Is 25 12

,

where both AY and BY tr. * high fort ’ (cf. 2 S 22s
,

Ps 182 467, u 483 599 * 16* 17 62- « 9422 1442
,
Is

3316
). C. B. Conder.

MlSHAEL (W’a [the derivation is disputed. It

comes either from bx y 'D=bx rfx \p ‘Who is

what God is?’ or from bx tr\f 'd ‘ Who is like
God?’ In either case it is sufficiently near such
Assyrian forms as Mannu-hi-ilurabu , Manum-ki-
As/iur] j LXX M«ra?$A, MeicraijX, and [Lv 1014] Micra-

8ai).—1. According toEx 6s2 Mishael belonged to the
Kohathites, and stood fourth in descent from Levi.
At Lv 104 he and his brother Elzaphan are ordered
to carry from before the sanctuary oat of the camp
the dead bodies of Nadab and Abihu, who have
perished because of their presumption. Both of
the passages in which Mishael is mentioned are
attributed to P. 2. A man named Mishael was
one of Ezra’s supporters in his great work of

reform. He was amongst those who stood at the
scribe’s left hand on the great pulpit of wood from
which the law was read aloud to the people. Neb
84

. These men, twelve in number, one for each
tribe (as Byle appears to think), or thirteen (MT
and LXX), or fourteen (Guthe on 1 Es), have been
supposed to he the chief priests of the course which
was at that time performing the temple service.

But there is nothing in the text to support this.

Almost certainly they were either Levites or lay-

men. 3. One of Daniel’s three companions, Dn
16f* n* 12 217 . See Meshach. J. Taylor.

MISHAL —A town of Asher, Jos I928

(Maaerd), given to the Gershonite Levites, 2130 (B
BacrceXkdv, A Ma<radX)= l Ch 674 [Heb. 59

], where,
perhaps by a clerical error, it is called byo Mashal.
In this last instance B has Maaad, Aa MacdX. The
site is unknown. It is only an inference from the
context when Eusebius (Onomast

.

280. 139) says
Macrae awdirreL rep KapjarfXcp kard dakaccap.

C. B, Conder.
MISHAM (Dj#p). — Eponym of a Benjamite

family, 1 Ch (B Meccadp, A Mro-adA, Luc.
Mecrodp),

MISHMA (jrpfp ;
in Gn 2514 Micliaelis points

yoyo). — 1, A son of Islimael, Gn 2514 (A MacpA,
Luc. Macpar)= 1 Ch l

30 (B Mapd, A Macrjzd). The
tribe of which Mishma is the eponym has not been
identified. The name has no connexion, accord-

ing to Dillmann, either with the Maicraifiavels of

Ptolemy (VL vii. 21), or with the place called

el-Mismiye in the Lejj&h, south of Damascus.
_

He
thinks that a trace of the name may remain in

one or other of the two places — Jebel Misma\
south-east of Kdf, east of the Wddy Sirhdn, in

the latitude of Idumaea, or another Jebel Misma
farther south, towards Teimd, where inscriptions

have been found. 2, The eponym of a Simeonite
family, 1 Ch 4s5 (B A Mcur/id). J. A. Selbie.

MISHMANNAH (n$p$p).—A Gadite chief who
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joined David at Ziklag, 1 Ch 1210 (B Mgcrefmptf, A
Maerfidv).

MISHNA.—See Talmud.

MISHNEH (njffc), 2 K 2214, 2 Ch 34s2,
Zeph l10

RVnx.—See College.

MISHRAITES — A family of Kiriath-

jearim, 1 CIi 2s3 (B 'Hfuumpaelji, A — eh). No
place of the name of Mishrct is mentioned in OT,
and the MT of the closing verses of 1 Ch 2 is

involved in considerable uncertainty. See Kittel

in SBOT, ad loc.

MISPAR {-,!=£}.—One of the exiles who returned
with Zerubbabel, Ezr 22 (B MaXtrap, A Maatpap),

called in Nek 77 Mispereth (nnrrr, B Ma<r<pepdv, A
'Maa<r<fiapd&

,

Ma<r<papdd).

MISPERETH.—See preceding article.

MISREPHOTH-MAIM (c© mew, ^Lcurepwv, Macrpe-

<pajdfiaeijj., ^Ma<Tepe&ji£!i<pct3pi.dLfji ).—One of the places to

which Joshua (11s) chased the Northern Canaanites
after their defeat near Lake Merom. The older

explanation, following the Jewish commentators,
was to translate the words c burning of waters/ and
to refer them to local hot springs or smelting-works
(cf. Ges. Tims. ). This ignored the fact that the
words are Canaanite in origin, probably assimi-

lated to like-sounding Hebrew words.
Others gave the site as Zarephath (1 K 179

) on
the ground of the similarity of name, and because
‘ Zarephath belongeth to Zidon/ which place occurs
in the verse from Joshua.
Most probably we should revert to a sugges-

tion of Thomson (Land and Book,
ch. xv.), who

identified it with Mnsheirifeh or ‘Ain Meserfi,

a site on the coast, S. of Ras en-Nakhurah or the
Ladder of Tyre (Seetzen, ii. 109; Scholz, Beise,

154).

This position would agree much better than
Zarephath with the only other passage in which
the name occurs (Jos 136). There the Zidonians,
who are not yet dispossessed, are said to extend
from Lebanon to Misrephoth-maim. We should
scarcely expect Zarephath, a place which lay be-

tween Tyre and Zidon, to be given as the S. point
of the dominion of Zidon, while the Ladder of Tyre
might well be so named. A. C. WELCH.

MITE.—See Monet.

MXTHKAH (rr&rtD, Mareord B, Madeiaca AF, Methca
Vulg.).—One of the 12 stations following Hazeroth,
Nu3328- 29

. See Exodusand Journey to Canaan,
vol. i, p. 805a, § iii.

MITHNITE (upsrj).— ‘Joshaphat the Mithnite ’

appears in the catalogue of David’s officers in I Ch
IT® (B o Baudavel, A o Ma&6avL). This gentilic name
would imply the existence of a place called jhd

(however we may vocalize that word), which, how-
ever, is nowhere mentioned in OT. Kittel (in

SBOT, ad loc.) suggests that the LXX (A) and
Yulg. (the latter has Mathanites) readings appear
to have in mind, in which case the gentdie name
would be vocalized

MITHRADATES.—1. (A Miffpaddms, B AV
Mithridates), 1 Es 2U (LXX 10

) = Mithredath,
Ezr l8, the treasurer of Cyrus king of Persia. 1 Es,
by translating his title *nj3 correctly with yafo-
tp&kaZ, shows itself independent of the LXX of
Ezr, which renders it as a proper name Taa-Bap^vds.

2. (BA* MidpaS-, A*™ Bab Midpid-, AY Mithri-
dates), I Es 216 (LXX u)=Mithredath, Ezr 47, a

Persian officer stationed in Samaria under Arta-

xerxes.

MITHREDATH (nryic, Pers. = ‘ given by Mithra,

or the sun 5

; XlidpaSdrys ; 1 Es 211 IShQpLodrrjS B, v. lfl

Bab A4

;
Mithridates).—1. The Persian treasurer,

whom Cyrus commanded to deliver to Sheshbazzar,

the prince of Judah, the sacred vessels taken from
the temple by Nebuchadrezzar (Ezr Is).

2. Apparently a Persian officer stationed in

Samaria. Together with his colleagues he wrote

to Artaxerxes (Longimanus) to hinder the rebuild-

ing of the walls of Jerusalem (Ezr 47 ). The corre-

spondence between the Samaritans and the Persian

court probably took place in the interval between
the missions of Ezra and of Nehemiah.

MITRE,—1. The word used in AV for mas!?

(LXX ptirpa or riSapis), the official head-dress of the
Heb. high priest (Ex 2S4* 37* 39 296 3928* 31

,
Lv 89 164 ;

cf. also Ezk 2126
) BYm has £ turban/ except in

Ezk 2

1

26
, where AY has ‘diadem’ and RV ‘mitre/

without marginal note. The head-dress of the
ordinary priest was (AYbonnet, BY headtire).

‘

The mitre of the high priest was, like the headtire

of the subordinate priests, of fine linen, and was
made from a piece, said by the Rabbins to have
been sixteen cubits long, rolled into a sort of turban.

Hence its name, from ‘ to wind. 5 On the front

of the mitre, just above the high priest’s forehead,

was the sacred crown (see CROWN, 2). The precise

shape of the mitre is, however, disputed. It is

frequently represented as lower, rounder, fuller at

the sides, and resting more lightly on the head
than the headtire of the ordinary priests, which
was shaped somewhat like a helmet (so Braunius,
de Vest. Sacerd. Heb. lib. ii. cap. 21). On the
other hand, Bahr (Symb. ii. p. 110) maintains that
it was higher and longer, though perhaps, as

Maimonides seems to imply, with the top bending
over. The description of Josephus (Ant. in. vii. 6,
‘ The (high priest’s) hat was similar to that used
by all the priests, but above it was sewn another
embroidered with blue’) has given trouble to

archseologists ; and Philo (de Vit. Mos. iii. II)

seems to speak of a third part of the head-dress,

besides mitre and crown, which he calls ddapis or
diadem. The language of OT is, in fact, quite

indefinite as to the shape of the mitre, and Philo

and Josephus may either have misinterpreted its

expressions, or have had in mind later embellish-

ments. The mitre was as representative of the
priestly dignity as the crown or diadem was of the
royal. Hence in Ezk 2126 ‘ Remove the mitre ; and
take off the crown ’ (RY), may signify the desola-

tion of both priesthood and monarchy.
2. Another word (yiy) from the same root is in

Zee 35 trd ‘mitre’ in AV and BY (BVm ‘turban
or diadem ’), and is applied, apparently as a syn-
onym of the technical word described above, to the
head-dress which the prophet saw placed on Joshua
the high priest. It is also found in Job 2914 (AV
‘ diadem/ BYm * turban ’) in a figurative descrip-

tion of a righteous man arrayed in the garments of

nobility; in Is 3s3 (AY ‘hoods/ RV ‘turbans’) as
an article of elaborate female attire (cf. pdrpa in

Jth 16s, Bar 52
) ; and in Is 62s £er6 (AY and BV

‘diadem’) as a symbol of the honour which J* will

place upon His people. See Head-dress.
G. T. Purves.

MITYLENE or Mytilene (as usually
spelt on coins, cf. Blass on Ac ll14), the chief town of

Lesbos, lies on the E. side of that island, about 10
or 12 miles from the coast of Asia. M. itself was
originally built on a small island, and perhaps
joined to Lesbos by a causeway which formed two
excellent natural harbours, one on the N. and the
other on the S. St. Paul on his return from Ma
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Third Missionary Journey had arrived at Troas
from Philippi, and, after a week’s stay at the
former place, had preferred travelling by land to
Assos, while the ship rounded the promontory of
Lectum and picked him up on its S. voyage. His
motive for going by land may have been to remain
longer with the disciples at Troas, or to be assured
of the complete recovery of Eutychus. After St.
Paul was taken on board at Assos, the ship sailed
to Mitylene (Ac 2014 ) and stayed there for the night.
This was the usual practice for vessels in the
HSgean Sea, where, during the summer, the N.
wind blows during the day but falls in the after-
noon. An early start would be made each morning
before sunrise, so as to get the full benefit of the
wind. After leaving Mitylene (Ac 2015

) the
travellers sailed to a point opposite Chios, prob-
ably near Cape Argennum.
M., which has in later times given its name to

the whole island of Lesbos, was a town of some
importance in early history. It joined the Athen-
ians in the Peloponnesian war, revolted from them,
and -was punished by almost complete annihilation.
It made an alliance with the Macedonians under
Alexander the Great, it offered a stubborn resist-

ance to the Romans in the Mithridatic war, and
was afterwards made a free city by Pompey. There
is no record of any Christian church existing in the
island at the time of St. Paul’s visit. M. formed
part of the eastern half of the Roman empire, and
was conquered in A.D. 1462 by the Turks, under
whose power it has since remained.

Lpteraturb.—

R

amsay, St. Paul, p. 291 iff, ; JBouillefe, Diet.
Unm s.v. ; on the present town see Tozer, Islands of the
JEgean, 121, 1341, and on the ancient city, ib. 136.

C. H. Prichard.
MIXED MULTITUDE, an expression used to

describe certain people who accompanied the
children of Israel out of Egypt Ex 1238, and
‘fell a lusting

5
at Kibroth - hattaavah Nu ll4.

It is also used of those who were separated from
among the Israelites after their return from cap-

tivity Neh 133
. In Ex 1238 the Heb. is m zrr;,

LXX iirifuicros ttoXus, Yulg. mdgus promiscuum
innumerabile, Taxg. Onk. ‘ many strangers,’ Syr.
kkud hits. The YSS agree in giving to my the
sense of a mingled people, as it is rendered in

other passages (see further on), and to m its

common meaning of c many,’ so that ‘ mixed multi-
tude 5

represents adequately the original in this

passage. But in Nu ll4 Heb. has a different word,
qpsQKn (the k being quiescent) occurring only in

this passage. It is probably a contemptuous term
for a gathering together of the people, and there
is no further indication of multitude than that
implied in any gathering. The LXX and Yulg.
omit the adjectives xoXtfs and innumerabile

, hut
otherwise render as in Exodus. The earlier English
translations indicate the difference in the original.

Wyclif has in Ex 1238 * the comoun of either sex
unnoumbrable ’ (where the influence of the Yulg.
is evident), and Nu ll4 ‘the comoun forsothe of

either kynde. 5 Tindale in Ex has ‘ modi comon
people,

5 and also Coverdale ; but in Nu Tindale’

s

‘the rascal! people
5 was perhaps a little too

forcible, and Coverdale has ‘comon sorte of

people.
5 The rendering of AY puts out of sight

a variation in the original indicated in the earner
translations, and EY has not (as in some similar

cases) brought it back into view.

A similar criticism of AY and RY applies to

Neh 13s. There the Heb. is the LXX
renders the noun as before, but Yulg. has omnem
alienigenam, which Wyclif renders by ‘ alien,

5 and
the earlyEnglish versions ‘ every one that had mixte
himself therm,5 a fair rendering of the Hebrew.
The same Heb. word occurs, but with the def. art.

|a*3B£), Jer 5037 {<rtifLfuKTos), Ezk 305, where it prob.

means ‘mercenaries, 5 and (the v being pointed with
Seghol) Jer 2520 * 24

(o-ty/u/cro s’). Both AY and RY
translate e the mingled people 5

in these passages,
in 2520 the people are m or near Egypt, in 25s4

they are to the S.E. of Palestine on the borders of

Arabia. The same Heb. consonants (differently

pointed) denote Arabia ; and for the parallel pas-
sages 1 K IQ15, 2 Ch 914

,
where both punctuations

occur, see Arabians. The meaning of the Heb.
word in the account given in Neh is evident.
The strangers with whom Israel had contracted
alliances, and the children of such alliances, formed
the ‘mixed multitude’ or the ‘mingled people.’

The verb (in Hitkpael) is used, Ezr 92
, of these

marriages, and Ps 10635 of ‘ mingling with the
heathen.’ A similar condition of affairs existed
when the Israelites came out of their bondage in

Egypt. The intercourse between Egypt and Israel

continued, Solomon allied himself with Pharaoh’s
daughter, and the special permission for the children
both of Edomite and Egyptian parents to enter
into the congregation (Dt 23s

) show's that alliances

between Israel and these nations -were recognized.
After the return from captivity a strict rule oi

severance from surrounding nations was enforced.
A. T. Chapman.

MIZAR.—Ps 42s [Heb. 7
] reads, following the MT

‘ 0 my God, my soul upon me * is cast down

,

therefore do I remember thee from the land of

Jordan and the Sermons, from the mountain oi

Mizar ’ (so Driver, Parallel Psalter, and [substanti-

ally] AY and RY ; AYm and RYm suggest as an
alternative tra of the last expression Tin ‘ from
the little hill [or mountain], 5

cf. LXX dwd 5povi

juicpov, and Yulg. a monte medico). The question
is whether miz ar is an appellative or a proper
name. If the latter, Mt. Mizar must have been
in the vicinity of (or perhaps a part of) f Hermon,
but it cannot be identified. In the former sense
(=‘ a little thing,

5
‘a trifle

5

) mizar occurs in Gn
1920

"22
, where by one of J’s characteristic etymo-

logies the substitution of the name Zdar for the
earlier Bela

r

is accounted for by Lot’s plea, ‘ O let

me escape thither, is it not a little one
. . . therefore the name of the city was called

Zdor’ {T£z, i.e. ‘pettiness,
5

‘petty town, 5
see Dillm.

ad loc.). Cf. 2 Ch 24-4 cnpN tjsd ‘ a small company
of men 5

; Job S7 ?jnpfa ‘thy beginning was
small 5

; Is 6318 ‘ for' a little while 5

% [all].

It is possible that we ought to understand the
word in this second sense in Ps 42®, the reference
being to Zion, ‘ the little mountain, 3

in contrast to
the giant Hermon (so Smend, Welihausen, Sieg-
fried-Stade).§ The Psalm may be the expression of

the feelings of an Israelite, who, when he has
reached the northern boundary of the Holy Land
on his way to exile, sends back his sighs to the
temple-hill and its services. Of course this involves
an alteration of the MT, but all that is necessary
is to drop the d in no, which may easily have crept
into the text by accidental repetition of the final

letter of onienn. This would give the rendering,
‘ I remember thee, thou little mountain, from the
land of Jordan and the Hermons/ Wellhausen-
Fumess (in PB), reading, as above, in instead of

td, tr. ‘ Therefore on thee do I think, thou diminu-
tive mountain, above all the land of Jordan and of

;

Hermon, 5
i.e. Zion is the one spot in all Palestine

(‘the land of the Jordan and of Hermon ’) which is

* See note in Driver, Parallel Psalter, p. 464.

f In which case ‘ the little hill of Hermon ’ of the Pr. Bk. may
be materially correct, although as a tramlaiion of D'fenrt

TO it is, of course, quite inaccurate.

X ‘ Isaiah ’ elsewhere (1025 2917) uses ijfp (a word confined to

Book of Is) in this sense.

§ Of. Ps SS15*, where the high mountains look askance at * the

mountain which God hath desired for his abode J (Q'r6x TD0 Til#
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everpresent to the Psalmist’s mind. Wellli. {in

SBOl’i remarks that the expression nr? ‘little

mountain/ for t;*? -h, is very strange.

J. A. Selbie
MIZPAH and MIZPEH*—A name of several

places and towns in Palestine. In most eases it

is r-peit (in AY} Mizpah, but in several instances
Mizpi'h. The same variety of reading, or
mnr, occurs in the original* In three cases only is

Mizpeh used with the definite article, viz. Mizpeh
a town of Judah (Jos 15®), Mizpeh a town of

Benjamin (Jos IS38
), and ‘the watch-tower of the

wilderness 3

(2 Ck 20s4). In the other cases the
article is omitted, viz.

4 the Valiev (hil/ak) of

Mizpeh* (Jos IIs), Mizpeh of Gilead (Jg ll^ 6^),

Mizpeh of Moab (IS 22s); hut in these last

two instances it would in any case be v> itliout the
article, as it is followed by a word in the genitive.

Mizpeh (n*p) is derived from to look out,
to

view

;

from the same root are derived the proper
names Zephath (Jg I17), Zephathah (2 Ch 1410

),

Ramathaim-zophim (I S l1 ; an impossible name),*
the field of Zopliim (Xu 2314

). TheTargum translates

both Mizpeh and Zophim by «ni3D 4 place of view/
4 watch-tower 5

(?}.t Mizpeh is used to denote either

a town (Jos I5m IS26 , Jg 11 s
®, 1 S 22s) or a watch-

tower (2 Ch 20s4, Is 21s
), In the two cases where it

is used to denote a watch-tower, it is translated so

both in AV and BY, and by LXX iijr cricoTtdv ; in
the other eases the AV and RV render it as a
proper name.
Mizpah is always used with the article except in

Has 5\ It is used only in connexion with theland
of Mizpah, near Mount Herrnon (Jos 11s), the site

of the heap of stones of witness on Mount Gilead,
and the sanctuaries of J" in Benjamin and near
Shiloh. It is possible, then, that Mizpah represents
an aboriginal name connected with a sanctuary,
and hence the play upon the word Mizpah, and its

root zaphah (

e to look out or view *), between Laban
and Jacob (Gn 3143).

'The LXX give® a variety of readings for Mizpeh and Mizpah.
(1) Mlroefc-

{©) B Mmr*A%g A Maurm^k. The valley of Mizpeh in the
Lebanon (Jos 118).

(&) Mswrf«. Town of Benjamin (Jos 152®).

(c) B yLaesrxwx, A Mmerqtec., Town of Benjamin (Jos IS26).m M«(r>ntel. Town of Moab (1 S 223).

(ej B vh> rmvmt, A. ttjs vmwmt. Mizpeh of Gilead (Jg 11^).

(/) 4rfa' nmrmv. The watch-tower (t Ch 2d24, Is 21&),

(2) Mizpah

—

(a) 4 ofimtns <* that which is seen,* * a vision *). The scene
of the covenant between Jacob and Laban in
Gilead (Gn ST*6).

(b) B Mmrtrmpuktf A Mmev^fAS. The land of Mizpah
under Hermon (Jos 113).

(«j) M*rr*sf*. The Mizpah of Gilead, where Jephthah
spoke before the Loan, and where Jephrhab’s house
was (Jg lim 84). Mizpah near Shiloh, where Israel

Mizpeh of Gilead, Shiloh, Benjamin, and Moab,

{
are given under the names of Ma<r<pd, Ma<r<r7}<p&

9

and ^laatrrt(pdd. But Mizpah of Gilead. is once
! translated as ‘the watch-tower/ and Mizpah of

Benjamin is given (in 2 Ch 16s) as Mcur^d, and in an

j

identical passage (in 1 K 1522 ) as
4 the watch-tower

/

The inference may be drawn that, according to the
view of the LXX, there was a Mizpeh or 4 watch
tower * in Gilead, not far from the meeting-place of

Jacob and Laban, and this may have given rise to

the play upon the word in naming ‘the heap cf

witness * Mizpah. As Mizpeh was a watch-tower
over the land of Gilead, so the Lord was ‘the
watch-tower* or ‘witness’ to the covenant at
Mizpah ; and thus the two names would be bound
together; and when the ark of the covenant in
after-ages was stationed at Shiloh, Gibeah, the meet-
ing-place of the people before the Lord, would be
the Mizpah, while the nearest high place or * watch-
tower’ which for military purposes they would
constantly have in use would be Mizpeh. The
Rabbins took a similar view as to the word ‘ Rama-
thaim-zophim/ to which they gave the impossible
translation 4 Ramotha of the scholars of the pro-
phets/ regarding the prophets as watchmen.
There are at least seven distinct places alluded

to under the names of Mizpeh and Mizpah,
namely

—

1. Mizpah (nsxon, Samar, mnon, i.e. mazzebah—
the pillar).— One of the names of the pillar

(mazzebah) and heap of stones {gal) put up by
Jacob and his brethren in the mountain of Gilead
in token of God being a witness to the covenant
made that day between Jacob and Laban (Gn
SI46"32).* The other names were Jegar-sakadntha
(which see) and Galeed, the former being the
western Aramaic for the 4 heap of the testimony/
the latter being the Hebrew equivalent of the
same (see Galeed, Gilead).
The name Mizpah, if it had the sense of a place

where the Lord watched between two parties to a
covenant, may have come to be applied to the

Jer 40«s 411- 1© TQT, 47&-IS 48*-!% £mh near
Shiloh (Jg 2H-8.8).

(«a) B MMfernftcB, A MjsA#«v, Mizpah of Ben-
jamin, wbare Israel met before' the Loan (1 S 78-%
Mizpah of Benjamin, where GeeWiah ruled Israel
(2&i%

(d) Macvf*. Mizpah of Benjamin, where Gedaliah had
ruled Israel (Neb S12).

(#) Mizpah of Benjamin In time of Am (2 Ch

(J) f, rxsurtd. Mizpah of Gilead (Jg 1011)- Mfepafr of
Benjamin in time of king Am <1 K 15%

Josephus gives {Ant. vi. iv. S, tul xfi. 4) for
Mizpah of Benjamin, (Ant. v. vii. 9) and
M (x. ix. 2) for Mizpah both of Benjamin and
Gilead; see also Ant. vi. iL 1.

These differences of name may give some indica-
tion of the views held by the LXX as to the
location of the various Miznehs and Mizpahs. The
two in the Lebanon and the town of Judah have
special names; the remainder, viz. Mizpah or

* See Comm, ad toe. and art. Bamathaim-zofhim.
t Neither MHOD nor n&sD Is necessarily a watcb-toimr;

place of watching,’ which may have been merely a ME.

to be found near every place where the ark of the
covenant or tabernacle remained for any time in
addition to its original position in Gilead. It
appears in connexion with the battles between all

Israel and the Benjamites a few years after the
death of Joshua, ana is then evidently near Bethel
and Shiloh, and again it appears in its original
position some 150 years after in the time of
Jephthah.
There is no record showing to what extent this

ancient sanctuary in Gilead was used during the
times of the Judges, when the ark and tabernacle
were at Gilgal and Shiloh, but at the time that
the children of Israel were oppressed by the chil-

dren of Ammon, and in their misery put away
their false gods, the Ammonites were encamped
in Gilead and all Israel at Mizpah (Jg 1017

). It
is apparent from the context that this was the
original Mizpah of Gilead and not that of Shiloh
or Benjamin, and from the expression 4 before the
Lord in Mizpah * it is surmised that the ark was
present with the host of Israel {Speakers Comm.
on Jg I? 11

). If this were so, it was sent over
without the consent of the tribes of Israel on
the western side of Jordan (Jg 121

), as Jephthah’

s

action in fighting the Ammonites without the
assistance of western Israel was called in question
by them. The whole account would lead to the

* On this passage see Dillmann’s note. The name ‘Mizpeh
comes in very strangely. It is plain that there is an allusion tt
toe mazzebah of the preceding context, as well as a desire tt
explain toe origin of a Watch-Tower in toe neighbourhood.
See art. Jacob, voL ii. p. 529.
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inference that the eastern tribes assembled as a
solemn conclave at the ancient scene of the cove-
nant between Jacob and Laban at Mizpah, and
then elected Jephthah as their captain-general
to lead them to victory against the Ammonites,
without any recourse to Shiloh. He then in the
spirit of the Lord passed over Gilead and Man-
asseli, and over Mizpah of Gilead, and from Mizpah
of Gilead to the children of Ammon (Jg 11®). The
LXX give the term ‘watch-tower 5 both for the
Mizpah where the eastern tribes of Israel encamped
(Jg 1017

} and for the Mizpah over which Jephthah
passed. On Jephthah’s return from his victory
over the Ammonites he came to Ms house at
Mizpah, which the LXX render Mavc-^d, as they
name the spot near the sanctuary where the tribes
gathered before the Lord. There would thus
appear, in the view of the LXX, to have been the
Mizpah adjoining the sanctuary where the tribes
gathered before the Lord and where Jephthah
dwelt, and the Mizpeh on high ground near where
the tribes encamped and where Jephthah passed
over with them.
The topographical indications as to the position

of Mizpah of Gilead are meagre. It was in the
mountains of Gilead (Gn 31 28

), and it was north
of the Jabbdk, because Jacob crossed that torrent
after parting with Laban. It was a well-indicated
boundary, to be used in succeeding ages between
the Hebrews and the Aramaeans (Gn 3P2

). It
was in the vicinity of a Mizpeh, watch-tower,
or commanding situation (Jg IP9

}. Beyond this
there can be little but conjecture. There is one
indication, however, which seems to limit the line

of Jacob’s journey east and west: he was coming
from Padan-aram in the north-east, and with his
herds and flocks would naturally travel along the
level tableland to the east of the broken country
falling towards the Jordan Valley, near the line

of the present Derb el-Eajj, which avoids crossing
the Jabbdk by making a little detour to the east.

Whether he came by Damascus or by Bozrah, he
would arrive north of the Jabbdk by passing
through the vale in which Jerash is situated. It

is suggested that this is the site of the meeting
of Jacob and Laban. From the abundance of its

waters, enough for an enormous city, this site

must from the earliest times have been a resting-

place for herds and flocks on their travels. Near
to these waters (1960 ft.) are the commanding
situations or Mizpehs, Neby Hiid (2400 ft.) and
Jebel HahArt (3480 ft.), and to the west are dol-

mens near the village of Suf. Sir George Grove
has suggested that the site of Mizpah at Jerash
is also identical with those of Ramath -mizpali and
Ramalh-gilead (which see) ; and this seems to be
the most satisfactory identification.

2. Mizpah (n^ran).—The events related in Jg 19
to 21 concerning the extermination of all the
Renjamites save 600 by united Israel, though
placed chronologically after the time of the Judges,
are, from the mention of Phinehas, the grandson of
Aaron (2028), usually considered (so far as the
account is historical) to have occurred about 20
years after the death of Joshua, at a time when
there were no Judges in the land and the Israelites

forsook the Lord and served Baal and Astarte
(2

13
). Josephus also places these events at the

commencement of his account of the Judges
(Ant. v.).

The tabernacle with the ark had been set up at
Shiloh in Ephraim, 10 miles north of Bethel,
before the death of Joshua, and remained there
as its chief and permanent residence until the
death of Eli ; but it would appear from the account
here given (Jg 20. 21) that the ark of the covenant
was carried about from place to place in rime of
war to the spot where the people assembled, and
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in later years to where the Judge resided (Speaker**
Comm, on Jg 20). The positions of the places
mentioned, so far as they are at present identified,

are: Gibeah (Tell el-Ffil ?), 4 miles north of Jeru-
salem ,* Bethel (Beitin ), 6 miles north of Gibeah ; and
Shiloh (Seilun), some 10 miles north of Bethel. A
Levite was on his way to the house of the Lord,
probably at Shiloh (Jg 1831 918), possibly at Bethel,
when he turned aside to spend the night at Gibeah
of Benjamin close to Ramah (er-Rdm), and here
his concubine was outraged to death by Benjamites
of that city. This deed united all Israel against
Benjamin, and they gathered together as one man
unto the Lord at Mizpah (in AY it is given as
Mizpeh throughout), Jg 201

.

In order to understand the account, the question
‘ where was Mizpah? 5

requires to be answered.
It has usually been understood * that the Mizpah
here spoken of and that where Samuel gathered
the people together (IS 7) were identical. But
there is no necessity for this conclusion : and the
confusion of the two places renders the account
of the occurrences unintelligible. The Mizpah oi

Samuel was in the heart of Benjamin near to
Jerusalem, and it would have been impracticable
for all Israel to have gathered together on this

occasion before the Lord, at such a crisis, in the
midst of the people with whom they were about
to wage a war of extermination (but see Budde,
£ Richter, 5

in Kurzer Hdcomm. ad loc.). The two
Mizpahs may have been quite distinct : they were
the places of assembly of the people in solemn con-
clave near a sanctuary or where the tabernacle and
ark were, and in this particular case Mizpah would
appear to have been some place of assembly between
Shiloh and Bethel, probably close to Shiloh, where
the tabernacle was. This is accentuated by the
statement (20s) that the children of Benjamin
heard that the children of Isxael had gone up to
Mizpah : suggesting certainly that Mizpah was out-
side the boundaries of Benjamin.

3. The Mizpeh (Jos 18®), elsewhere the Miz-
pah.—Mizpah of Benjamin is first (?) mentioned in
the early days of Samuel (1 S 75). At this time
Shiloh had fallen from its position as the sanctuary
of y (IS 44

, Jer 712 269
) on account of the wicked-

ness of Israel, the ark of the covenant had been
captured by the Philistines, had been released by
them, and abode in KMath-jearim twenty years
(1 S 72), during which time the children of Israel

had fallen into idolatry and suffered severely at
the hands of the Philistines, and then repented,
and at the exhortation of Samuel putaway the baals
and Ashtaroth, and served the Lord only. Then
Samuel with all the authority of judge and prophet
gathered all the children of Israel to Mizpah to
pray for them unto the Lord, as Joshua had
gathered the tribes together to Shechem (Jos 24l

).

The question again arises, Where was this Miz-
pah where the tribes gathered together before the
Lord, and drew water and poured it out before
the Lord, and fasted and confessed their sins?

There is diversity of opinion as to the position

of Samuel’s residence, Hamah or Ram&thaim-
zophim (?) ; but that which lends itself most readily

to the account of Samuel’s life is a few miles north
of Jerusalem, either Nebi SamM or some point on
the high ridge north of Shdfdt (so van de Yelde,
Dillm., Tristram, G. A. Smith, etc.); and here
Samuel built an altar, which may have been in

connexion with the tabernacle, and this Mizpah
may have been in close proximity to Samuel’s
residence. If this were so, the position near Shdfdt
is most suitable, as it will be shown that in after-

years Mizpah appears to have been located not
very far north of Jerusalem and overlooking it.

* &g. by Moore (Judges, p. 423), Budde (op. eit. $tspra\ Buhl
(GAP 168), and the majority of recent sdiolara.
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t We can now follow the changes which, upon

j

the views adopted in this article, took place in the

j
position of the Mizpah. First, it naixieS. the spot of

- the covenant between Jacob and Laban in Gilead ;

j

secondly, w© find it attached to the place of

|

gathering of the people before the Lord in Shiloh,

where the tabernacle was
; then again we find the

j

people gathering together before the Lord at the

|

original ‘heap of witness’ in Gilead in the time

j

of Jephthah ; and, lastly, it names the spot where
! Samuel gathered Israel before the recently-erected

j

tabernacle near Ramah to serve God and resist the
Philistines, and subsequently to choose the first

king over Israel. Here the tabernacle remained

i
for about fifty-seven years, until the dedication of

J

the temple of Jerusalem ; and in process of time the

j
name Mizpah appears to have clung to this spot,

j

for w© find that king Asa built Geba and Mizpah

j

{2 Ch 16s ) ; and it is to be noted that the LXX call

• it in one ease Mcw^A and in the other rfy cKortd*

|

(IK 15’**-}. Dining the days of the temple of

j,

Jerusalem the sanctuary at Mizpah would lose

i prestige; but it must have retained the affection

|

of the people, for during the Captivity, when Jera-

|

salem lay desolate, Mizpah became the seat of

j

government of the ruler of Judaea (Gedaliah) under

|

the king of Babylon, 2 K 25®, Jer 40*®* 4

1

1
.

i At the time of the rebuilding of the temple the

!
district of Mizpah and men of Mizpah are spoken

" of, and it is alluded to as ‘ the seat of the governor

! on this side the river
1 (Neh 37}. The account (in

: Jer 41s
) of the pilgrims who were met by Ishmael

j

out of Mizpah on their way southward from She-

? chem, Shiloh, and Samaria with offerings to the
house of the Lord, shows that Mizpah was on the
high road from Shiloh to Jerusalem.

In the time of the Maccabees, Mizpah (Mcutot?0c£)
: appears again as a place of solemn conclave, ‘ where

the Israelites assembled themselves together and
came to Mizpeh. over against Jerusalem, for in
Mizpeh was there aforetimes a place of prayer of

: Israel’ (1 Mac 34S). The expression ‘over against
Jerusalem,’ taken in conjunction with the fact

! stated in Jer 41 s that Mizpah was on the north
road leading from Shiloh to Jerusalem, seems

: absolutely to fix Mizpah to a spot immediately
north of and close to Jerusalem, as will be seen
also to have bean the view taken by Josephus,

i For the relation of Mizpah to Nob, and the view
held by some that the two places are identical, see
art. Nob.

4u 5* The land of Mizpah (n Macretf/ia,
term Mispha, Jos IP). The valley of Mizpeh (nsp?

A 7W weSlww Ma<rtn$<fid9
campus Masphe), Jos

1
J

These two places, which, according to Bilim.
{Jo*, ad loc.) and Buhl {GAP 240}, should perhaps
be regarded as one and the same, are mentioned in
connexion with the battle which took place at the
waters of Meroxn, when Joshua led Israel against
Jabin Mug of Hazor and the northern tribes.

Joshua chased them (Jos IIs) unto great Zidon,
and unto Misrephoth-maiin, and unto the valley of
Mizpeh eastward. On his return he burnt Hazor,
which, though not identified, is generally supposed
to have been situated somewhat to the north of the
waters of Merom (Lake ffuhh). Joshua would thus,
on going eastward from Zidon, have gone into the
valley between the two Lebanons and have arrived
at the hukd or valley {bigah) of Lebanon under
Harmon. We read (Jos ll17) of Baal-gad in the
valley {HPah) of Lebanon under Hermen (Jos ll17

ISP), and the Hivito lived under Hermon in the
land of Mizpah (Joe 11s). At the present time
the only H$ah or bufyd {Arabic) of any extent in
the neighbourhood is the great plain between the
two Lebanons, reaching from the foot of Hermon
to Baalbek. It would therefore appear that,
whether these two places are identical or not, they

are both near to Hermon. If the land of Mizpah
may be taken to be all the country around
Hermon, then the valley {biliah) of Mizpeh may
be the southern portion of the valley of the
Lebanon. For other conjectures see Bilim., Jos.

ad loc.

6. Mizpeh (ru£?n, Mcur^i, Mispha), a city of

Judah (Jos 15s8)' in the Shephelah or lowlands, in
a group of sixteen, some of which have been identi-

fied both in the north and south of the Shephelah.
It is given together with Dilean and Joktheel,

neither of which has been identified; and there
is no clue to its position, and no account is given.

Tell es-S&fieh, the Blanche Guarde or Alba Specula
of the Middle Ages, has a name equivalent to
Scopes or Mizpeh, but it has been suggested that
this is Gath (so G. A. Smith, HGHL 227). Robin-
son (BRP ii. 31) suggests that the valley of Zepha-
tfaah, 2 Ch 1410 (same root as Mizpeh), may have
been near Tell es-S&fieh.

7. Mizpeh Moab (z«ir nsyp, Maa-<riq<pd rrjs Mwdj3,

Maspha qum est Moab) is mentioned only once
(1 S 22s

), as the place where the king of Moab
was staying when David consigned his parents to
his care. At this time the territories of Moab
did not extend north of the river Amon, the whole
of the old Moabite country beyond having been
allotted to Reuben. As Mizpeh means a lofty

S
Iace where one can see far and wide (Gesenius,

\ex.\ the only suitable position in Moab appears
to be the fortress of Moab {Kir of Moab), which
commands the passes going down to the Bead Sea
(Luhith and Horonaim). David probably brought
his parents from Adullam down by the pass of
Ziz to En-gedi, and thence round by the southern
end of the Bead Sea up the pass of Horonaim to
Kir of Moab (now Kerak). There can, however,
in the absence of further information, be no cer-

tain clue to the situation of Mizpeh Moab.

Liteeaturb.—BMP i. ii. ; Stanley, S. and P * SWP ii.

;

PEFSt , 1875-1877 ; Schwarz
;

Lightfoot, Syrian Stone Lore

;

Gender, Seth and Moab, 175; G. A. Smith, HGHL 120, 580,
589 ; Buhl, GAP (Index) ; Poelk Hist, du sanctuaire de VArche,
1807 ; the Commentaries of Dillm. on Genesis and Josua, of
Moore and Btidde on Judges, and of H. P, Smith on Samuel, ad
U-eitt- C. WaBKEN.

MIZPEH.—See preceding article.

MIZRAIM.—See Egypt in voL L pp. 653%
655b.

KIZZAH (mn).—A ‘duke 5
of Edom, descended

from Esau and Basemath the daughter of Ish-
mael, Gn 3613* 17 (A Motfi)= 1 Ch Is7 (B ’Opotf, A
Mo%e). The clan of which he is the eponym has
not been identified.

UNISON (Mv&fftav [? Cypr. spelling of Attic
Mvfyrtap—Blass] ; ftTd<rwp), of Cyprus,withwhom St.

Paul and his companions lodged on the occasion of
the apostle’s last visit to Jerusalem (Ac 21 18

). He
is described as an ‘early’ {dpxcuos) disciple, by
which we may perhaps understand one who had
been a disciple from the time of Pentecost (cfi.

iw dpxv, ll 15
). Nothing farther is known of him,

thought from his Greek name he was prob-
ably, if not a Gentile Christian, at any rate an
Hellenist, with whom it would be natural and
prudent for St. Paul to lodge, looking to the
feelings which existed among the Jewish Christians
against him (w.®*®, and see Meyer). For an
interesting address on Mnason, in which the utmost
is made of these scanty notices, see M‘Laren,
Week-Day Addresses. G. MlLLIGAB.

MOAB, MOABITES (in MT ‘Moab 5
is

Moabite Stone sms ; LXX Motdp, % Moeapetris, -jStns

;

Josephus, Mi£ado?; Vulg. Moab

;

‘ Moahite(s) ’ is
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*5^0, ’?Kb, 3^\D LXX Maxifielrqs, -filrqs; Vulg.
Moabita

;

Assyr. Ma’aba, Ma’&u, Mv'&ba).—
i The Name,

ii. The Territory.

!ii The Language.
(A) Proper Names.
(J3) The Moabite Stone, (a) Notes on the Text ; (5)

Translation ; (c) Notes on the Translation ; (d)
Features in winch the language of the Moabite
Stone differs from the Hebrew of OX.

Sy. The Religion.

t. People and History.
Literature.

L Name.—

T

he MT gives no etymology, hut in
Gn 19s7 (J) LXX adds after 4 she called his name
Moab, 3

\£yovcra
9 ’E/c rod warphs jjlov, i.e.

c from my
father.’ The presence of an etymology of Ammon
in the following verse favours the LXX text, which
is adopted by Jos. Ant. I. xi. 5, Jerome, de Wette,
and Ball, SHOT. Other etymologies suggested
are 3K to=3$ to ‘seed of a lather' (Ges. Thes.

;

Fuerst, HWB)

;

or from 3*r *to wish for
3 (Maurer,

Cursus, p. ISO), referring to the attractive char-
acter of the land. The last is the only one that is

possible, and it is scarcely probable. 4 Moab 3
serves

indifferently as the name of the land or the people,
the Moabites occupying Moab throughout the
whole period during which they are known to
history. Probably ‘ Moab 3 was first the name of
the land and then of the people.

ii. Territory.—‘ Moab 3 was the high tableland
east of the Dead Sea and the southernmost section
of the Jordan. Its western frontier is clearly

defined by these natural boundaries : to the south
lay Edom and the desert ; to the east, Ammon and
the desert; to the north, before the conquest by
the Israelites, probably Ammon, after the conquest
Israel. Towards the desert there could be no
clearly - defined boundary, and the fiontiers be-

tween Moab, Edom,Ammon, and Israel shifted with
the balance of power ; but, roughly speaking, the
territory inhabited by Moabites, and forming
the Moabite state when not encroached upon by
foreign aggression, was the cultivated plateau
(specially known as ham-Mishdr, 4 the Level 3

or
f Plateau, 3 HGHL 53; or MisMr of Medeba,
Jos 139- 16

; or Sharon, 1 Ch 51S
, HGHL 548} from

the southern end of the Dead Sea to a line some
miles beyond its northern extremity. Kir of Moab
is nearly as far south as the southern end, and
Heshbon and Jazer (wh. see) are some distance
beyond the northern end of the Dead Sea. This
plateau is divided by the deep chasm of the Araon.
The northern part of this territory is claimed by
some documents for Reuben or Gad, and was at
times under the dominion of Israel (cf. below.
History). The extreme area of Moab might be
reckoned at 50 miles long by 30 broad, 1500 sq.

miles, about as large as Hampshire, but the
cultivated plateau is only about 10 or 12 miles
broad.
Conder {Heth and Moab

, p. 124) describes Moab
as £ a plateau about 3000 feet above the Medi-
terranean level, or 4300 feet above the Dead Sea.

The western slopes are generally steep. The
lower formation is the Nubian sandstone . . .

above this a dolomitic limestone, with bold preci-

pices in some places, forms the upper part of the
Mils, and is capped by a soft marl full of flints . .

the general aspect of the Moabite mountains rising

to the plateau is barren in the extreme. The
sandstone varies from purple to a light tawny
colour, and the ridges are divided by deep narrow
ravines. . . . In spring the rounded, shapeless hills

are covered with grass and wild Sowers, and parts

of the plateau are now sown with com ; but the
number of trees in Moab might be counted with
the fingers of one hand. . . . Moab is a land of

streams.
3 According to HGHL (p. 535} the plateau

is broken by ‘deep, wide, warm valleys,
3 with

MOAB, MOABITE

springs and brooks; and e eastward the plateau
is separated from the desert by low rolling Mils.

5

Conder states that gazelles, wild oxen, wolves.

Jackals, hysenas, vultures, and eagles are found on
the plateau. But the appearance of the country
to-day must be very different from that which it

presented when it was the seat of a powerful and
prosperous state. The prophets dwell upon the
‘ cities of Moab 3

; and in their days this land of

streams was carefully cultivated, dotted here and
there with fortified towns and villages. Its roads
and ruins still witness to ancient fertility and
populousness. Although the existing remains are
largely Greek and Roman, they show the former
capabilities of the country, and fairly represent
the prosperity of Moab in OT times.

The population must have been considerable.

Conder estimates the present population of the
Belka,, of which Moab is a part, at about 19,000.

Hampshire in 1S91 had 006,250 inhabitants. Per-
j

haps 500,000 would be the highest possible estimate
of the population of Moab in its most flourishing

days. One remarkable feature of
^
the country is }

its great wealth of cairns, stone-circles, dolmens,
and menhirs. Conder states that 700 of these
rude stone monuments were found by the Palestine
Exploration Fund surveyors in 1881 ; he is doubtful
whether as many similar monuments exist in all

the rest of Palestine.

In addition to the plateau itself, Moab comprised
the southern corner of the eastern part of the
Arabah or valley of the Jordan, the 'arbuth JIdab,

the low hills skirting the plateau east and south,
and pasture land beyond these hills out into the
deserts. The climate, natural products, etc., are
those of Eastern Palestine, in which part of

Moab is usually included.

The following cities, etc., are mentioned as at

one time or another Moabite ; the names in italics

are probably variants of those in ordinary type,

which respectively precede them ; they are some-
times placed slightly out of alphabetical order to

show the connexion. Names in capitals are found
only on the Moabite Stone. For details see the
separate articles on these names.

Ar-of-Moab, Amon, Aroer, Atarotb, Bayitb, Beer-ellm, Beser,

Beth-bamotb, Bamoth, Bamoth-baaly Beth-baal-meon, Beth*

mean, Beth-diblathaim, Beth-gamul, Beth-jeshimoth, Beth-
peor, Bozrah, Dibon, IHmonf Eglaim, EgMli-shelishiyab,
Elealeh, Heshbon, Holon, Horonaim, Jahaz, Jahzah, Jazer,

Kerioth, Kir-of-Moab, Kir-heres, Kir-hareseth, Kiriafchalm,

Kiriath-trazoth, KRHH (?Korbah), Luhith, Madmen, Medeba,
Mephaatb, Misgab, M$RT (? Moharath), Nebo, Nimrim (waters
of), Ximrahy Nophah, Nobab (f>, Peor, Pisgah, Sela, Sibmah,
SEN <? Sharon), Zoar, Zopium.

iii. Language (Proper Names and Moabite
Stone).—Our knowledge of the language is derived
from the Moabite proper names in OT, etc., and
from the Moabite Stone. Both show that Moabite
is * simply a dialect of Heb.3

(Sfcade, i 113). Where
it differs from biblical Hebrew it agrees either with
Phoenician or Canaamie, wMeh is also very closely

allied with Hebrew ; or with Arabic, the language
of the eastern neighbours of Moab. According to

Hommel (AHT 275), the spelling on the Stone has

a strong affinity with that of the Minsean inscrip-

tions ; e.y. the Moabite Mehdeba', Nchoh, are more
akin to Minsean than to Heb., which, writes Medebd,
Nebd.
The close connexion with Heb. is shown by the

following resemblances—the details of differences

are given below. The forms of almost all the proper

names are consistent with their being of Hebrew
origin. This might be partly accounted for by the
fact that, for the most part, they are known to us
only from Heb. sources. But the Stone is un-
doubtedly a Moabite document, and almost all its

words, inflexions, and idioms occur in OT. For
instance, it has two characteristic Heb. idioms—
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the tmw consecutive with Impf., only certainly

elsewhere in Phoenician {Ges.-Kautzsch, Eng. tr.,

136 n. ; cf. Konig, Syntax, 510 f.)

;

and the use of

the Ini. Abs. to emphasize a finite tense {i3N isk

in L 7),—not, however, peculiar to Hebrew. The
characters on the Stone are very similar to those
of the Siloam inscription.

(A ) Proper Karnes.—In addition to the names of

cities given at the end of the section on Territory,

the following proper names are found in OT and
Moabite Stone (the latter in italics). { 1 )

PERSONS

:

—Bal&k, Ghemmh-melek or Chemmh-gad, Eglon,
Ithmah, Mesha, Orpafa, Ruth, Sanballat (?),

Shomer^ or Shimritli, Sihon (?), Zippor ; also in

inscriptions (see History}, Kammusu (Chemosh)-
nadab, Kmshyty (Chemoshyehi = ‘ Chemosh gives

life,
5 Baethgen, p. 13), Matsuri, Salmanu. (2)

DEITIES.‘—Chemosh, Ashlar « Chemosh. (3) the
River Amon.

(B) Moabite Stone.—This Stone was a monument
erected by Mesha king of Moab, c. 856, to com-
memorate his victories over Israel. In 1868 a
Prussian traveller, the Rev. F. A. Klein, discovered

the upper portion of it', about 3§ ft. high, by 2 ft.

broad and 2 ft. thick, with rounded top, amongst
the rains of Bibon {Dibdn). In 1869 a rough
squeeze was taken by an Arab for M. Clermont-
Gaxme&u. There is also a copy of 11. 13-20 made
for him by another Arab. Then the Stone was
broken up by the Arabs in the hope of making
more profit out of the fragments. Two large frag-

ments and 18 small ones were recovered. From
these, with the addition of reconstructions from
the squeeze of the missing portions, a restoration

of the Stone lias been made, and placed in the
Jewish Court of the Louvre at Paris. There is a
fammile of this restored Stone in the British

Museum. The test is printed on p. 404.

Modbite Alphabet

—

(a) Notes on the Text.—The following abbrevia-
tions are used in what follows :

—

C3=Clermont - Gaaneau, La Side de Misa, 1887 (a review
of 88).

<?=Ginsburg, Moabite Stone, 1871.
L—Udzbaj&ki, Nordmnituchm EpigraphQ:, 1898, p. 415,

etc.

ifs=Nordlajidler, Die Jmehrift des KQnigs Mesa von Moab
1836, apud SS, only referred to when differing from
SS.

8fl’=»Socin (with Holringer), Zur Mesaimchrift, Berichte der
Sachsischm Gesellschafi der Wwsenschaften, 1897,
only referred to when differing from SS.

88=Smend and Socin, Die Insckrtft des Ebnigs Mesa von
Moab

,

18S6.

The differences of opinion given here relate to

what and how much can be actually seen on the
fragments, squeeze, etc., of the Stone. Conjec-
tures as to letters entirely missing or quite illegible

will be referred to under the translation. Bots
over letters signify that, in the opinion of the
authority quoted, they are indistinct. As G had
not access to the squeeze or any reproduction of

it, G cannot be cited for its readings.

L After srzD—SS, "ii?D ; Cl, G

,

"il *, Cl suggests as alternatives

ordW from Phoenician parallels ; L, 15d.

3. After D3

—

SS, D *
J Cl, nothing distinct ; L, D • VP*

4. In pi * n—88, D; Cl, G, N, V; L, D.

5. In *j3&*—88, L,'; Cl, G, n; N, 3.

6. After TDK—88, 1313; Cl, only part of a 3 visible; L
1313.

7. After r.K—88, tk5d ; CT, G, only IK ; L, [t]k 55.

8. At the beginning—88, Cl, G, L, f.

In * D*-—88, G, L, n; Cl, Ton, possibly *D* should be

Joined with 'sn, and the combimtion read as a proper nam®.

After * ns'—88, L, sh.

9. After KV-88, p; Cl, nothing distinct ; L, N, SS, p.
ia In n***— SS,L, TO; &> nothing distinct.

nmtlff, M0A3ITB.
After * mi7D—SS, Cl, not visible ; L, N, SS, \

K h C
IL In* * * n—88, D * DJ? ; Cl, not visible; L, SS D • Dp.

12. In * JO—88, L,0; Cl, not distinct.

18. In * * * K—SS, 'm ; Cl, N, nothing distinct ; L, [7»] m.

3 ^

a y

1 A
n

' V

t x

» H
© does not occur.

* \
3 f I

n

3

D

r

D

2

P

V
n

>

•7

i

O
?

r

?
q

w
X

14. In *3

—

SS, L

,

K ; Cl, N, not visible.

15. In *Wr-SS, Cl, L, ri.

16. In *>>-88, D; Cl, h ; G, it; Lr, D; S, nothing distinct.

After -88, 'p3D3 * J122D • [^K] • Cl, pH5 J[s5k],

nothing else distinct, nothing on squeeze where SS, see the
]

ate 3231, neither can there be a D in this word ; G, j[s5k] ;

In * *1—88, 22; Cl, L, nothing distinct.

17. In * *K—88, m ; Cl, nothing distinct; L, [»]x

IS. In on *rnr{n—88, Cl,G,L9 N,EQn SS) only a dot
Note -size of Moabite yod.

Ate roh—88, L, mt.

19. After **32D—88, 3 *
; CJ, nothing distinct ; L, \ 'Nt ! \

23. In * VKn—SS, 1 ; CZ, not distinct ; L,\

In *ip2~SS, 2 ; Cl, L, S, SS, 3.

24. In * • '&V—SS, L,h; Cl, only viable with the eyes cff faitiL

G does not give V in facsimile, but prints it in Heb. Text, with-

out any indication that it is restored and not read.

26. At the beginning—88, D • Cl, neither viable nor con
sistent with the amount of space or the traces visible ; L, *

Jf/.

In **2TK2—8S, L, 0,5 jf;
G,\.

27. In **V—88, L, p; Cl, nothing distinct; G, ztatecstiwfik

% in Heb. Text.

2& Ia*5n—88,A 3; Cl, S, not visible.

2& At beginning-88, ; Ct, L, *».

In * 32—88, L, R.
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BO. At beginning—SS, K . . . T.TD [a]“l[ns] * \

At end

—

SS, L, "lp3 ; Cl, E (m SE), *j
; G, D.

31. Alter 712—SS, TDK * |Tn * |T1 • p; 07,73# ? Tl ? * ? T* 3 ;

It, TDK * *TI * * 33 • ; E, ['jun * fax

32. In * * * Tin

—

SS, n!?Kl • 1; Cl, not visible, and too much

for the available space ; L,**t* X
33. In ra * *—SS, ST apparently by some misunderstanding,

as, according to Cl, no portion of either fragment or squeeze

exists before the 2; L,**.

hi*** hin—SS, ,tik ; Cl, fn] ;
L, m *

34. In n *
; SS, Cl, V ; SS suggest that possibly D may be

represented and not W ; they discover before this letter traces

of a *
; Socin thinks that the letter in pTr read m T may be

2 Ir, *.

(b) Translation.

Words in ( ) represent Moabite words, some or all the letters
of which are not clear enough to make it certain what they
are. Words in [ J represent conjectural restorations where the
text has entirely, or almost entirely, disappeared. Words in

[( )] represent conjectural restorations of words, in which one
or more, but not all the letters, can be distinctly read. OT
names axe given in AY spelling ; in other cases the consonants
are given, without supplying vowels. Words required by Eng-
lish idiom but not by Hebrew are in italics. Symbols' as in
Notes on Text. In some cases the Hebrew order has been
preserved, and the English order is shown by subscript
numerals.

1. I am Mesha, son of Chemosh {-melech, SS, L,

or -gad. Cl, G), king of Moab, the D-
2. ibonite

|

My father was king over Moab thirty
years and I became ki-

3. ug after my father [And I made this high-
place of Chemosh in JjfKIJH

]
as a tcken of grati-

tude for (the deliverance wrought for M-, SS, L) a

4. esha, because He saved me from all the (king,

SS, L

,

or ‘despoiler,
9

Cl, G ) s, and because He
caused me to see mg desire upon all that hated
me—Omr-

5. i, king of Israel, and & he oppressed Moab
many days, because Chemosh (was) angry with
lan

—

3

6. d Ms
j
And Ms son succeeded him, and be

s 2

also said, I will oppress Moab
J
In my days, he

|

spoke (thus, SS, L) [Let ns go, G]
7. But I saw mg desire upon him and upon his

house, and Israel perished for ever 6
. Now Omri

annexed (all the lan-

8. d) of Medeba, and Israel occupied it, his days
and half his son’s days, forty years, and (resto-

9. red) it Chemosh in my days
|
And I built d

Baal-meon, and I made in it the ’ShWiJe, and I
(built)

10. Kirjathaim/ j
And the men of Gad occupied

the land of (Ataro)th from of old, and built for
c 7

himself the king of (I-)
8 1 3 8 4

11. srael Ataroth
j
And I fought against the

town * and took it
[
and put to death all the

(people of, SS, L)
12. the town, a pleasing spectacle for Chemosh

and for Moab j and I removed thence ’B’L* of

DWDH* and I

13* [?]<* it, before Chemosh in Herloth
J
and I

settled in itr—Ataroth—the men of ShRN, and the
(men of)

14. MlptTh I And Chemosh said to me. Take
Nebo* against Israel

|
and I (w-)

15. ent by night, and fought against it from
break of dawn till noon

J
and I (t-)

16. 00k it, and put them 1 all to death, seven

thousand (men, SS, Cl, G, L) (and boys, SS;.„.~
Cl

;

and s, L) I and women, and (girl, SS,.~,~
Cl, L)

17. s and female slavesm
[
for I had made it

taboon to 'ShTR° Chemosh
|
and I took thence (?

18. ?)*> s of YHlrTH and I (?) 2 them before
Chemosh

j
And the king of Israel built (

r
)

19. Jahaz, and occupied it while he fought
against me

j
And Chemosh drove Mm out before

(me and, SS, L)
20. I took from Moab two hundred men, of

all its clans®, and led them* against Jahaz, and
took it

21. to add it to Dibon
|
I built QRIJH, the walls

of the forests u, and the walls of

22. the *PhL®
j
And I built its gates, and I

built its towers
|
And I 16

23. built the house of the king,* and I made
sluices^ [(for the reservoirs for the water, SS)] in

the (midst) of

24. the city
|
And there was no cistern in the

midst of the*city in and I said to all the
people. Make (for)

25. you, each of you, a cistern in Ms house
[
And

I hewed the MKhKThTh* for IJLRJJH by means
of the prisoners

26. taken from Israel
j
I built Aroer, and I

made the road by the Arnon, (and, SS, L, Cl)

27. I built Beth-bamoth, for it had been de-

stroyed
[
I built Bezer, for (it was in ruins),6143

28 hb (men) of Dibon, fifty, for all

Dibon was loyal
|
And I (reign-

29. ed) a hundred, in the cities 456 wMch I
added to the land

|

And I bui(Ifc)

30. [(Medeba)] and Beth-diblathaim I And as
forM Beth-baal-meon, there I placed (flocks)®6

31. sheep of the land
|
and

Horonaim, wherein dwelt (the Son of Bedan, and
Dedan said, SS).#

32. Chemosh said to me, Go
down, fight against Horonaim, and I went (down
and

33

I Chemosh in my
days and ? from thence ? [

34

? ?—and(I)

(c) Notes on Translation.

S. a. The Moabite oi ‘ the deliverance wrought for Mesha* la

MSh* MSh\
5. b. More idiomatically, ‘ Omri, king of Israel, who oppressed *

;

cf. Ges.-Kautzseh. Eng. fcr. p. 341 n.

7. e. So SS, Noldeke (1870).

Gy
* In my days’ he [the Mng of Israel] said, *(Zet us go)

and I will see my desire on him and his house* ; and lava
said, ‘ I shall destroy it for ever.’

9. d. £.e. ‘ extended and fortified.*

9. e. ’ShW^ only occurs here and perhaps line 23, which,
with 241, deals with the water supply of ; perhaps*
reservoir ; SS, ‘ Teich.*

10. /. Kirjathaim and Diblathaim, 80 end in J7 in the
Moabite text.

lL g. ‘ town,* SS. ‘Wall,’ G, Noldeke.

12. h. ’R’L, perhaps also in 171, probably=Heh. TiniS I«29i

(AY, Ariel) Kethibh of Ezk 43*8- ger€ ^KHK, not found else-

where, usually rendered ‘altar-hearth’ (Oatf. Meb. Lex. n.v.).

12. %. DWDH, apparently the name of a deity worshipped by
the Israelites of Ataroth ; not mentioned elsewhere, unless the
same as the sun-god Dodo ; cf. the proper name Dudu hi the
Amama tablets. All these names, as well as David

=

* Beloved.*

It is curious that, of the three or four places in which ’B’L

occurs, it is connected with the City of David inls29* and with
DWDH here. Cf. Artel and Divn>.

121 j. Bead roman ; cL L 18. In 2S 1713 2no*‘drag>* so

here SS, L, ‘ schleppen *
; in Jer 153* ‘tear,* so here Neubauer.

G translates * offered.’

lAk. Nebo, spelt NBH.
16. 2. The sense Is the same, whether we read D73 ‘all of

them,’ or d?2, fit ‘ah of it.*

17. m. femaU slaves, ncm, mSS,L; cf. Jg 5*® DQ1
‘adamsel, two damsels.*

17. n. made it taboo, nncnnn, DTn*‘ devote* to a deity,

ngually by slaying men or Animals ; of. Jos 6*1

17. 0. 'ShTR*Babylonian IsMar ; cf. on Religion.

171 p. How much is visible is doubtful, but we may restore

•R’LY *, cf. ht

4 altar-hearths ol*
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18. q* ‘dragged" or ‘tore* ; of. j.

18. r. strife ; cl. cL

20. i. U® eiam, .m
Either sn is for rm head, so L, which zmy be interpreted

* chiefs/ Noldefce, i.e. S3, chiefs and their followers, * clans
1

;

d «rn for vsn jpoKpy* Dt 32®.

Or for sn poor, Ps S23, also written riarj Pr 104, so G.
20. t. fed, lit. carried.
21. u. walls of the forests, perhaps enclosing wooded hill®, or

gardens ; or the walls on the side towards the forests.

22. r. 'PhL=Heb. bp either hiU, S3, L, BV of Is 3214, 2E634
,

or citadel, Nenbauer, in Neh 3*f*=a quarter of Jerusalem.
22. w. *1/ The letters of this word are partly in 23.

23. x. Nenbaner, ‘ house of Moloch.’ jr. sluices, 'HJ2, so SS(!),

!> (f), a sense suggested by the use of SOU m Heh. for * shut

in*; or L (?X Driver, construct of ‘both”; <?,
4 prisons/

from Heb. km prison/
25. c. / aAwI (KP.TT) the MKhRThTh, t.e. a * cutting’ of

some kind ; S3, ‘ ich schnitt ein (?) die Emachnitte (?)* ; L, ‘I
hewed timber *

: G, 4
1 dug the ditch.’

27. aa. ruins reading
J’y,

plum! of y * heap/
IS. &5. The beginning of I 28 is lost ; the r Is probably the

lost letter of s”tt (collective) * men/
29. <ec. in the cities, so S3, L, Neubauer ; but G, * Bikran *

;

Noldeke, ‘cattle/
80. dd. And as for Betk-bml«m&im, so, S3, the

|
is probably

equivalent to a stop; moreover, Meth-haal-meon is probably
the same as Baal-meon, which was built in L 9. But G and
Neubauer neglect the

| , and make Beih-haal-mem the last of
the list of towns beginning with Medeha.

80. m. (jfcda), so S3, L, translating the reading *!p3, Neubauer
‘shepherds/ as Heb. Ip, 2 K 34s MV ‘ sheepmaster/ of Mesfaa,
and Am l1 .

81.

jf. (the Son of Dedan

,

etc.), BOSS', translating their read-
ing ; the text as seen by Cl and L is too fragmentary to admit
of probable restoration.

82. gg. and I went (down and), translating S3, L’b l TSK1 ; if

with S3 we further read nhto, we should restore with them
nnhbss * fought/ bo JSTeubatier [and made war],

33. hk. The readings of S3, TlX.'ty ; L, m*bg, point to a
place-name "L*DhH CEleadeh).

(d) Features in which the language of the Moabite
Stone differsfrom the Hebrew of OT.

(a) £# 5NK for £
1

1 without the final * Y of the
Heh. ’33k. As elsewhere the Stone always expresses
the silent consonant of final vowels, can
scarcely he *33N written defectively. The same
form is found in Phcen., L

,
s.v.

(f)
The feminine singular ends in n instead of n

as m Hebrew.
(7) The plural is formed by Nun, as in Aramaic

and Arabic, instead of by Mem, as in OT Heb.pW % pk> 4, jsr 5, pi 5, jjrnk 8. So occa-
sionally in OT.
R) Ihe form nr 2, 8, ShTh for Heb. mv 4 year, 5

as in Neopnnic inscriptions (L, p. 379).
fc) In njn 5, ‘and he humiliated/ and rap* 6,

‘and I humiliated/ the last radical is apparently
a Waw with foil consonantal force, whereas the
corresponding radical in Heb. is a silent He.
U) The affix for ‘his/ ‘him/ is n. mn* 8,

rabm 6, naa 6, 8, m 7, nnnd 7, no* 8, etc., as
occasionally in Heb., e.g. nbntt ‘his tent/ Gn 921

(see Ges.-Kaat2sch, § 91 e).

(hi) Line 8, m-wd MHBB*, for Heb. #otd MYDB’,
Medeba.
R) The form cravat ‘ fight against/ line 11.
Heb. uses the Nipk (in three cases the Qal) in

the sense of * fight/
if parsed as Heb., must be taken as Hith-

S the n of the prefix and the first radical b
transposed, a transposition only occurring

b. when the first radical is a sibilant. This
transposition, however, regularly occurs for all
first radicals in the Arabic 8th eonj. iqtaiala,

which is equivalent in sense to the Heb. Hithpa'eL
Bee, further. Driver, Sam, xciii

M The inscription belongs to the primitive stage
of Hebrew writing, in which doubtless most of the
OT books were originally written, in which the
scriptto defectives was used, and no distinction was

made between medial and final letters of alphabet.
Silent consonants, however, are used for final

vowels, ’3k ‘mv father/ 1. 2 ; ns

=

Heb. u, etc. ; in

the affixes, dt (?), 1. 18, rr, 1. 22 ;
and in jti, ’mrt.

(k) The following words, in addition to propei
names, do not occur in the OT: rr.rit, 1. 9; nn,

1. 12 ;
msn, 1. 25 from Heb. ^rra ;

pit? (?), 1. 84.

(A) According to the readings of SS in 1L 11, 16,

26, the prefixed preposition a is used to express
the genitive.

iv. Keligion. — Up to a certain point the
Moabite religion was henotheistic, and the rela-

tion of Chemosh to Moab was exactly that of J"
to Israel (see Chemosh). On the strength of a
winged sun-disk on the gem containing the name
Chemoshyehi, Baethgen regards Chemosh as God
of the Sunshine, and a manifestation of Molech.
The Greeks identified Chemosh with Ares. Sanctu-
aries to Baalpeor (wh. see), and possibly Nebo (wh.
see), and other gods, neither destroy the parallel

with Israel, nor prove that Moab failed to pay a
special, unique homage to Chemosh. Even the
occurrence on the Stone of a deity Ashtar- (oi

Ishtar-) chemosh would not destroy the parallel

with Israel. Ashtar-chexnosh (see Ashtoretk in
vol. i. p. 171®) is usually distinguished from
Chemosh ; and probably El Shaddai, El Elyon,
Jahweh ?eba’oth, are not sufficiently similar com-
pounds to be urged against this view. But if in-

scriptions of Solomon or Ahab were preserved, they
might name other deities beside Jahweh. Accord-
ing to Baethgen, Asktar-chemosh is a name which
claims for Chemosh the attributes of Ishtar.
Chemosh had his temples, priests, sacrifices, and
offerings. The inhabitants of conquered cities were
‘ devoted ’ to him, i.e. massacred in his honour
(Stone, 11. 12, 17). Mesha sacrificed his firstborn
to Chemosh, as Ahaz offered his son to Molech.
But there is no extant evidence that any Moab-

ites regarded Chemosh as the one God, in a mono-
theistic sense ; or tiiat there was any attempt by
priestly legislation to purify the ritual from super-
stition and immorality; or that there was any
ethical or spiritual movement parallel to the minis-
try of the prophets in Israel.

v. People and History. —- The patriarchal
narratives in Gn preserve a tradition, which may
be unhesitatingly accepted as historical, to the
effect that Moab was very closely akin to Israel,
and that up to a certain point the history of Israel
is also the history of Moab. Moab is the son of
Lot and the brother of Ammon, Lot is the nephew
of Abraham, and accompanies him in the migra-
tion first from Ur and then from IJaran. In
other words. Lot (i.e. Moab with Ammon), Tsh-
niael, the Bn£ Keturah and Edom, once formed
with Israel that loose confederation of kindred
tribes which bore the common name Hebrews, and
followed Abraham from Mesopotamia into Canaan.
According to these narratives, Lot shared for a
time the nomad life of the other Hebrews in
Western Palestine, but was the first of the allied
clans to leave the confederacy. Lot settled in
Sodom and Gomorrah, but after the calamity
which overwhelmed those cities the Bn£ Lot be-
took themselves to the pasture-lands E. of Jordan,
and, as the separate political organizations of Moab
and Ammon, occupied the territory in which they
remained till they disappeared from history. Thus
Moab passed from the nomad stage into that of
agriculturists and city-dwellers at a much earlier
date than Israel. Possibly the Khabiri of the
Amama tablets are the Hebrews at their first

entry into Palestine before the confederacy began
to break up.
We do not know the exact limits of the territory

first occupied by Moab, but it probably stretched
northward from the Amon, along Hie eastern

i
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banks of the Bead Sea and the Jordan. We read
in Dt 210 ‘the Emim dwelt therein “[in the land
of Moab]” aforetime, a people great, and many,
and tall, as the Anakim : these also are accounted
Rephaim, as the Anakim ; hut the Moabites call

them Emim. 3

J" gave this land to Moab as He
gave the land of the Sorites to Edom. In Gn
145 the Emim are at Kiriathaim, a town north of
the Amon, spoken of later on as Moabite. The
statement is quite consistent with the position of

eh. 14, as the birth of Moab, t.e. its tot appear-
ance as a distinct tribe, is not related till 1937 .

If we could trust the synchronisms with Baby-
lonian and Elamite history based on the names
in 141, the incident happened shortly before the
restoration of Babylonian supremacy by Ham-
murabi, B.C. 2200 ; and Moab made its appearance
somewhat later (ROM p. 161 £f.). But the archaeo-

logical relations of Gn 14 are still quite uncer-
tain (cf. L. W. King, Letters, etc,, of Hammurabi,

Introd.). The antiquarian note, Dt 2202% is a late

addition, and, according to Holzinger on Gn 145

and Steuemagel on Dt 210
, the Emim are purely

legendary (cf. Emim).
The OT says nothing more about Moab till the

time of the Exodus. From the Amama tablets

and other Egyptian, Babylonian, and Assyrian
monuments we gather that Babylonia and the
Hittites exercised great influence in Syria before
c. B.c. 1400 ; and that for some time before that
date Syria w.as an Egyptian province, but that,

apparently, about 1400, Egyptian authority was
breaking down throughout Syria. Moab is not
mentioned in the Amama tablets at present pub-
lished (Winekler, Petrie). It lay rather put of

the way of the main routes between Syria and
Egypt and the East, and especially was not on
the Egyptian line of march into Palestine. Pos-

sibly, therefore, both as to politics and culture, the
relations of Moab with the great empires were
slight and superficial. On the other hand, Moab
commanded the great routes from Western Pales-

tine and Northern Syria into Arabia (.HGHL 430,

597 ff., 626 ) ; and probably during this early period

and throughout its history Moab remained in

touch with its Arab kinsfolk: thus the Mesha
inscription shows traces of the influence of Arabic.

Yet there is evidence of the connexion of Moab
with Egypt. According to Sayce {Pair, Pal. 153),

Moab was included in the Canaanite province of

Egypt at the time when the Amama tablets were
written ; but Edom then encroached on what was
afterwards Moabite territory. Ramses n. (c. 1300)

fought several campaigns to restore the Egyptian
dominion in Syria. In the list of his conquests on
the base of one of six colossal figures at Luxor
there occurs the name Mtiab [Pair. Pal. p. 21).

Karhu, in a similar list at Kamak {Pair. Pal.

g
. 237), is probably the IjQtHH of the Moabite
tone. Other traces of Egyptian influence E. of

Jordan are a monolith near the Lake of Tiberias

bearing the cartouche of Ramps n., now known
as the Stone of Job (see voL L p. 168b ) ; and the

delineation of a local deity Akna-zapu, ( Yokin of

the North,’ with the full face and (mown of Osiris

(Sayce, Egypt of the Hebrews, p. 81).

We now come to Hie biblical accounts of the

Exodus, which include statements as to the for-

tunes of Moab in the period immediately preceding
the appearance of Israel in Eastern Palestine.

According to these, Moab, shortly before the ad-

vent of Israel, was deprived of its northern terri-

tory, at least, by an Amorite king, Sihon ; and
though Israel occupied the land of Moab, it was
conquered, not from the Moabites, but from Sihon.

But the historicity of this account is disputed.

We will first give the narrative as it standi, and
then the criticism of it.

The original authority for the narrative is the
section of E, Nu 21 21'31 (Welih. J), which contains
the account of the defeat of Sihon, and the con-
quest of Ms dominions. Y, 2

®, sometimes held to

be a later gloss, states that ‘Sihon, king of the
Amorifces, had fought against the former king of

Moab, and taken ail his land out of his hand, even
unto Amon 3

; and w. 27’30, give, on the authority
of ‘them that speak in proverbs, 3

i.e. the com-
posers or reciters of ‘ taunt songs,

1
celebrating the

discomfiture of Israel’s enemies, the following
poem, probably taken from the Book of the Wars
of J", quoted in v.14 :

—

*Come ye to Heshbon,
Let the city of Sihon he bmli and established ;

For a fire is gone out of Heshboa,
A flame from the city of Sihon.
It hath devoured Ar of Moab,
The lords of the high places of Amon.
Woe to thee, Moab

!

Thou art undone, O people o! CbemariL
He hath made Ms sons fugitives,

And Ms daughters captives
To Sihon, king of the Amorites.
We have shot at them ; Heshbcm is perished even unto
Dibon,

And we have laid waste even unto Kophah,
Which reacheth unto Medeba/

According to Dillmann, the speakers are Israel-

ites, who, in celebrating their victory over Sihon,
describe his recent conquest of Moab. Unless v,'M
is a gloss, Sihon’s war against Moab, and Israel's

against Sihon, rest on substantially the same
authority. The latter is frequently referred to

by the Deuteronomic writers ; it is also alluded to

in P’s account of the division of Canaan, Jos 1322* 27

(unless these verses are P3
), in the late passage

Jg ll12*28 (RJ2, Budde, Moore), in Neh O23, and m
Ps I3511 1381®. The poem is quoted in Jer 4S45 (a

late addition. Com., Giesebr.), but there is no
reference to Israel’s war with Sihon. Thus the
tradition is comparatively early, and was con-
tinuously recognized ; moreover, the narrative is

not intrinsically improbable.
On the other hand, neither J nor P mentions the

Sihon episode (unless Jos 13J1 * 27 are rightly assigned

to P2
), and none of the accounts of Moab’s rela-

tions with Israel suggest that Israel had avenged
Moab by conquering its oppressor. Hence, though
the narrative is accepted by Dillmann (on Nu 21),

Cornill (Hist, of the People of Israel, p. 45), etc., it

is regarded as unhistorical by Stacie (Gesck. Isrm

117 f.), Addis (on Nu 21), etc. According to the
latter, the poem refers to the conquest of a Moabite
king, Sihon, by Israel in the 9th cent. (cf. Sihon).

If we accept E’s narrative, we may follow

Comill [Hist. p. 45) in reconstructing the history

somewhat thus : Sihon expelled the Moabites and
Ammonites from the most fertile parte of their

territory. The conquered either invited the Israel-

ites, then occupying the country about Kadesfa, to

come to the rescue, or welcomed them as allies

when they appeared on the scene. But, after the
Israelites had overthrown Sihon, they kept for

themselves the territory he had taken from Moab.
Nn 251*5 (JE), according to which the women of

Moab led the Israelites into immorality, and the
Israelites worshipped Baal - peor as guests at
Moabite sacrificial feasts, is entirely in accordance
with K Similarly Dt 2s-®, in stating that J* for-

bade Israel to attack Moab, and that Moab allowed
the Israelites to pass through its territory, and
furnished them with provisions; and Jg IIs*

(R’® ?), in stating that Balak did not fight against
Israel, are following either E, possibly in a fuller

form than we have it, or some equivalent account.

The futile attempt of Balak to induce Balaam to

curse Israel occurred, according to current analysis,

both in J and E, and seems also to imply that up
to that point no hostilities had taken place W
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tween Israel and Moab. Possibly, however, the
whole Balaam section belongs to E, with the
exception of the episode of the speaking ass, which
may be J, but may originally have had nothing to

do with Balak or Moab (cl Balaam and the
analysis in Numbers). In P, Nu 31s

, Jos
Balaam is connected with Midian, and P may have
followed a lost section of J.

On the other hand, there is a series of passages
which suggest hostile relations between Moab and
Israel at this time. Ex 15 15 (JE), the Song of

Triumph after crossing the Red Sea, speaks of the
dismay of the Moabites at that event. Dt 23s

states that Moab did not furnish Israel with pro-

visions; it does not mention any war between
them ; and, according to Jg ll 17 the Israel-

ites were refused permission to pass through
Moab. But, curiously enough, it is in Jos 249

, the

E-speech, that wTe find the explicit statement,
* Balak ben Zippor, king of Moab, arose and fought
against Israel ; and he sent and called Balaam
ben Beor to curse yon.* Perhaps at an earlier

stage of the Wanderings, before Sihon attacked
Moab, the Moabites feared Israel, and refused to

admit them into Moab; after the conquests of
Sihon, Moab was glad to obtain the help of Israel,

but again became hostile when Israel refused to
restore to Moab its former territory.

Whether Israel took theland north ofAmon from
Sihon or from Moab, it was always debatable
ground, and stimulated and aggravated the quar-
rels that naturally arose between'neighbours. The
northern frontier of Moab retired or advanced as
the power of Israel waxed or waned. The most
important incident narrated as to the relations of

Israel and Moab, in the period of the Judges, is

the occupation of Jericho by the Moabites, the
assassination of their king, Eglon, by the Ben-
jamite Ehud, and the consequent slaughter of the
Moabites and the recovery of the territory of
Jericho for Israel, Jg 3M"S® {J ?, in Dt setting).

The occupation of Jericho implies that Moab had
reconquered the country north of the Amon, as
fax as' opposite Jericho (cf. Ehud, Eglon). LXX
(not all MSS) and Syr. insert Moab in the post-

exilic (Budde, Moore) list of the oppressors from
whom Jephth&h delivered Israel. The conjecture,
though late, was natural, and probably correct.

|

Moab would take advantage of so good an oppor-
tunity, and was always closely connected with
Ammon. The author of Jg 11“"38 was certainly
under the impression that Moab was concerned in
the controversy. The Book of Buth assigns its

story to the period of the Judges, and illustrates

the friendly relationships which sometimes existed
between the neighbouring peoples. Perhaps the
obscure verse 1 Ch (a late addition, Kittel,
SBOT) is intended to refer to this period. The
Heb. includes in the list of JudaMtes * and Jokim,
and the men of Cozeba, and Joash, and Saraph,
who had dominion in Moab, and J&shubi-lehem

*

;

LXX and Vulg., followed by Kittel, read for
‘ Jasirabi/ ‘and they returned/ i,e, probably to
Bethlehem when unable to retain power in Moab.
Vulg. has the remarkable translation, *Et qui
stare fecit solem, virique mendacii, et Securus,
et Incendens, qui principes fuerant in Moab, et
qui reversi sunt in Lahem ; kmc autem verba
vetera/ apparently on the lines of ancient Jewish
exegesis, which sees here a reference to Elimelech,
Manlon, and Chilion of the Book of Buth
(Bertheau). But the original meaning, and in-

tended period, and the value of the verse, are
quite uncertain. Another hopelessly corrupt and
obscure passage, I Ch 88 (late addition, Kittel

;

according to Gray, Heb. Primer Names, the names
[

are ancient), seems intended to refer to this period,
cf. Ehud, 8®, and furnishes another statement as to

Israelites, here Benjamites, settling in the Field of

Moab, whether as part of an Israelite colony or as
gtrlm of Moab, does not appear. Further, the
Israelites, Jg IQ6 (BD), worshipped Moabite gods.

Any account which can now be given of Moab is

necessarily one-sided. Our information is chiefly

from Israelite sources; and our only Moabite
document, the Mesha inscription, happens to be
wholly taken up with a war with Israel. But the
consequent impression that Moab was chiefly

occupied with its relations with Israel would
obviously be a mistake. Their dealings with other
neighbours, e.g. Ammon and the nomad Arabs,
must have been equally important to them—to

say nothing of their own private affairs. Here
and there we have a gleam of light on such subjects.

In the list of Edomite kings, Gn 3631 '39 (J usually,

but Dillm. P), 1 Ch l43
'31

, we read, Gn S635
, of a

Hadad ben Bedad, who defeated Midian in the
Field of Moab, which suggests that at some period,

probably that of the Judges (Ewald, in the time of

Gideon), part of the Moabite territory was occupied
by Edom. Two of the capitals of these kings,

Avith and Dinhabah, have been identified with
sites In Moabite territory ; cf. Dinhabah. Whether
the Midianites were present in 1 the Field of Moab 5

as invaders (Moore on Jg 61
) or allies is not clear.

In Nu 21-25, read continuously, Midian appears in

about the same district as the ally of Moab
;
the

references to Midian may be P and Kp
,
and yet be

based on older documents. It Is not clear that
Moab and Midian were combined in any of the
sources. To this period may also be assigned the
capture of KR1JH by Ramses in. c. 1280, during
one of his Syrian campaigns (Sayce, Patr. Pal ,

p. 165).

Passing to the united monarchy, Saul to Solomon,

in addition to the account of Saul’s victory over
Nahash king of Ammon (1 S 11), Moab, Ammon,
and Edom are mentioned (1 S 1447 ) amongst the
enemies against whom Saul fought successfully;

he clearly did not conquer Moab, since David’s
parents found an asylum there (1 S223-5

) ; accord-
ing to Ru 41S"22

, Ruth the Moabitess was an
ancestress of David. During the civil war be-

tween David and Eshbaal, Moab must have been
able to hold its ground, or even to aggrandize itself

at the expense of Israel. * Hence, perhaps, David’s
war with Moab, in which the smote Moab, and
measured them -with the line, making them to lie

down on the ground ; and he measured two lines

to put to death, and one full line to keep alive.

Ana the Moabites became subject to David, and
paid tribute

9

(2 S 8s). Part of the spoil of Moab,
as of that from other conquests, David dedicated
to J" (2 S 812), Probably instead of the ‘two
Hon-like men of Moab/ slain by one of David’s
warriors (2 S 2320

), we should read with Kloster-
mann and Budde, partly following the LXX, * two
lions in their lair. In the parallel passage, 1 Ch
ll 32

,
Kittel reads * two sons of Ariel from Moab/

Bertheau, who adopts a similar reading, under-
stands Ariel as the name of the king cf Moab (cf.

Ariel). In 1 Ch ll45, in a passage which Kittel
ascribes to an ancient source, no longer extant,
Ithmah the Moabite is mentioned among David’s
mighty men. Kautzsch and Budde ascribe 2 S 8s' 25

to late editors. According to 1 K ll1* 7* 83 (D2
,

Kautzsch), Solomon had Moabite women in his
harem, erected a temple to Chemosh, and wor-
shipped Mm.
How long Moab remained tributary we do not

know. It is next mentioned as rebelling against
Ahab ; and it has been supposed that it remained
subject to Solomon rill his death, and was trans-
ferred to Israel after the formation of the Northern
Kingdom. But the silence of our meagre and
fragmentary authorities as to any prior revolt doea
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not prove that Moab remained in subjection till tory at the expense of the eastern tribes. The
the time of Ahab. The express mention of the relations of Edom and Moab in this narrative
revAt of Edom from Solomon is slightly against suggest the existence of bitter hostility, which
the supposition that a revolt of Moab at that must have led to other wars between the two
time has been passed over. Further, the fact that neighbours. Nothing is said of Edom in the in-

Jeroboam’s capital was at first E. of Jordan shows scription, possibly because part of it is lost,

that Israel then was in strong force in the east,
^
The inscription suggests that the revolt arose

and makesjt possible to suppose that Jeroboam (11. 6, 7) through hostile measures of Ahab.* Mesha
succeeded in wresting the suzerainty of Moab recovered the territory occupied by Omri, and
from Rehoboam. On the whole, it is more likely fortified Ba'al-meon and Kirlatfaaim. He then
that Moab recovered its independence at this time"; threatened the Gadites—the Reubenites are never
or, if not then, soon after, at some point in the mentioned, and had apparently disappeared—
period, after Jeroboam, during which Israel was in their long-occupied territory of Ataroth. In
distracted by foreign and civil wars and frequent defence, the king of Israel fortified the city of
changes of dynasty. The disaster which almost Ataroth. But Mesha took Ataroth and Nebo,
blotted out Reuben as a tribe may have been and massacred their inhabitants. The king of
suffered at the hands of Moab, at this or at an Israel fortified Jahaz, but it shared the fate of
earlier date.

2 Ch 201-30 narratesa campaign of Moab, Ammon,
and Edom against Jehoshaphat, in which the in-

vaders massacre each other. The passage is prob-
ably a Midrashic adaptation of 2 K 3, and m its

resent form rests on no older authority than the
lidrash of Kings used by the Chronicler.
The period of Om ri-Ahab-Jehoram is specially

important, because we can supplement the Bible
account by the Moabite Stone, the text and transla-

tion of which are given above, in the section on
Language. In the Moabite Stone (11. 1-8} Mesha
tells us that, in the reign of his father, Chemosh -

melek (?) of Dibon, Chemosh was angry with
Moab, and Omri and Ms son oppressed Moab,
subjected and occupied it forty years. This brings
us to the point at wMch Kings first refers to Moab.
2 K I 1 34

*'

* states that Mesha king of Moab was
rich in sheep, and paid to Israel a tribute (? annual)
of 100,000 lambs and 100,000 rams (AY), or their

wool (RY) ; and that when Ahab died he rebelled
against the king of Israel. According to Mesha
(L 8), the revolt took place in the middle of Ahab’s
reign. Probably the war of Israel with Syria,

which cost Ahab Ms life, afforded the opportunity
for the revolt of Moab. It is not clear how we
are to combine the inscription and 2 K 3. We
may suppose (Comill, p. 107; Wellh. Hist. etc.

Eng. tr. p. 460) that Mesha’s victories took place
at the time of the revolt, before the events of

2 K 3 ; or that, at first, Moab simply asserted its

independence, and that Mesha’s conquests were
made after the retreat of Jehoram ; or that the
inscription is a comprehensive account of Mesha’s
achievements both before and after Jehoram’s
campaign, his reverses being ignored, just as Kings
makes no mention of the loss of Israelite cities

to Moab. In 2 K 3 we read that Jehoram, at the
head of a general muster of Israel, and with
Jehoshaphat of Judah and the king of Edom as
allies, marched round the southern end of the
Bead Sea, a route which suggests that Israel was
very weak on the east of the Jordan ; that the
Moabites fell into an ambush, and were defeated

;

that the allies captured and destroyed the cities

and laid waste the land, and at last shut up Mesha
in Kir-hareseth. After an unsuccessful sortie,

Mesha ‘took his eldest son . . . and offered him
for a burnt-offering upon the walk And there
was great wrath against (RY), or upon (RYm),
Israel ; and theydeparted from thence and returned
to their own land.’ Possibly the Israelite account
disguises a defeat as a voluntary withdrawal ; but
the prophets’ accounts of the superstition of their

fellow-countrymen show that they may have been
afraid to press tbe siege after what they believed
to be an irresistible appeal to Chemosh. But the
retreat was a disastrous blow to the prestige of
Israel. Probably the retiring army suffered heavy
loss; and the Moabites would certainly be em-
bol lened to make further additions to their terri-

Ataroth. Mesha seems also to have conquered
Horonaim. After his victories he fortified many
cities, and provided them with a water supply, and
executed other public works, largely, no doubt, by
means of Israelite prisoners, as in l."25.

According to the cities mentioned in the inscrip-

tion as conquered or held by Moab, its territory
stretched along the whole eastern coast of the
Dead Sea, from Kir in the south to Horonaim and
Nebo in the north. The silence as to Heshbon may
possibly be due to the loss of part of the Stone

;

out as Mesha’s father reigned in Dibon on the
Amon, probably Mesha’s conqnests did not include
Heshbon.
According to 2 Ch 24M, one of the assassins of

Joash of Judah had a Moabite mother. The story
of Elisha (2 K 1320) mentions Moabite raids in
Israel.

2 K 1

4

s® states that Jeroboam nr. recovered the
border of Israel from the entering in of Hamath
to the sea of the Arabah, i.e. the Dead Sea. Prob-
ably he recovered the suzerainty over Moab {so

Comill, p. 122, ‘succeeded ... in suMuing all

Moab’). 1 Ch 51
"17 seems to imply a tradition of an

effective Israelite occupation of territory between
Jabbok and Arnon in the time of Jeroboam n.
Am 21*8 may refer to Israelite conquests in Moab
at this time, though it only refers expressly to the
feud between Edom and Moab. Possibly tbe
Israelite victories over Moab in Nu 2417 (Balaam’s
oracles) belong to this period, though they might
refer to the wars of Omri or even David.
Another trace of the hostility of Moab to both

Israel and Judah, in the period of the two king-
doms, is the unsympathetic attitude of both J and
E to Moab

; the most striking example being the
account of the birth of Ammon and Moab.
In the period from Jeroboam n. to the Fall of

Samaria, the catastrophes of Israel, especially the
deportation of the eastern tribes by Tiglath-pileser,
and, in a less degree, that of the inhabitants of
the rest of the Northern Kingdom, left Moab free
to aggrandize itself. All the evidence seems to
show that, in the century and a half after the fall

of Samaria, the prosperity of Moab reached its

climax. Apparently its rulers were wise enough
to observe the essential condition of continuous
prosperity, and submitted to the suzerainty of
Assyria; cf. COT ii. 49. Saimanu the Moabite
occurs in the Nimrud Clay Inscription of Tiglath-
pileser as one of the tributaries of Assyria ; and
it is perhaps this Saimanu, and not ike Assyrian
Shalmaneser, who is to be identified with the
Shalxnan who sacked Betk-arbel in Hos I014 (so

Sayce, HCM p. 482).

In a fragment, indeed, of Saigon n. (Kellner,
Isaiah, p. 34), Moab is mentioned as allied with
PMlistia, Judah, and Edom in & conspiracy against
Assyria; but on the great Taylor Prism, which
gives Sennacherib’s account of hiscampaign against

* Th© teaisdatioa of these lines is doubtful, cL above.
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Hezeki&h and his allies, Kammusu-nadab (Chem-
©sh-nadab) ©f Moab brings tribute to the Assyrian
king, and does homage to him. Mutsnri (protably
4 the Egyptian 9

) king of Moab is mentioned as

attending the court of two successive kings of

Assyria, Esar-haddon and Assurbanipal, in com-
pany with twenty-one other subject kings, including
Manasseh of Judah (Sayce, MCM p. 450 if.). In

the last days of Jerusalem, Moab had transferred

its allegiance to Babylon; Moabites fought for

Nebuchadnezzar against Jehoiakim, 2 K 24s. At
the beginning of the reign of Zedekiah, according
to the original text of Jer 27s, Moabite envoys
came to Jerusalem to arrange a revolt against the
Chaldseans; and later on Jewish refugees found an
asylum in Moab, Jer 4011

; and Ezk 258' 31 also im-
plies that the prosperity of Moab continued after

the fall of Jerusalem.
Much light is thrown on the condition of Moab in

this period by the references to Moab in Am, Is,

Mic, Zeph, Jer, and Ezk ; although there is much
difference of opinion as to the dates of the passages
in question. For Am and Ezk, see above ; it may
be noted also that in Am the ruler of Moab is called

esrsr 4 judged Mic @5 merely refers to the story of

Balaam and Balak, probably in a different form
from that in which we now have it. Zeph 28'10

,

! which threatens Moab and Ammon because they
have despised and harassed the Jews, is commonly
regarded as exilic (of. Zephaxiah).
The Is-Jer oracles on Moab present a very com-

plicated question. Is 15 f. and Jer 48 are two
independent editions of an older lament over some
ruinous catastrophe which befell Moab. Cheyne
(‘ Isaiah

5

in PB p. 168) thinks the enemy of Moab
may have been either Nebuchadnezzar, Assur-
banipal, or Jeroboam II. Cheyne, Duhm, Giese-
bxecht, etc., hold that the later editions of the
lament were compiled and inserted in Is and Jer
by late post-exilic writers; Duhm. refers Jer 48
to the time of Alexander Jannaeus and John
Byrcanus. But many critics {e.g. Comill and
Driver) regard Is 15 f. as the work of Isaiah, and
Jer 48 as that of Jeremiah—substantially. In
the lament the territory of Moab has reached its

maximum, and extends from J&zer, SIbmah, and
Heshbon to the southern end of the Dead Sea.
Thus the poem is probably later than Mesha, and
does not refer to the conquest of Moab by Omri,
or the campaign of Jeboram ; the Stone does not
mention Heshbon- Hence the disaster to Moab
was probably an invasion by Jeroboam n., a view
possibly confirmed by Is 161*®, which is often
interpreted as meaning that the king of Judah
was ruling over Edom ; while 2 K 14'* 10 suggest
that, some time before, Aznazi&h of Judah had
recovered the suzerainty of Edom. The lament
shows that, since Mesha, Moab had made steady
progress, and advanced its border beyond Heshbon

;

that it possessed numerous 4
cities/ ».e. walled

towns, and doubtless many villages ; that it was
fertile, well-cultivated, and, probably, densely
populated ; and that it had reached a compara-
tively high level of civilization, not very different

from that of Judah. Jeroboam ravaged the
country in the same fashion as Jehoram; and
perhaps some districts and cities were occupied by
Israelites, but Moab as a whole probably remained
autonomous under a native ruler appointed by
Jeroboam. If Nu refers to this invasion
(see above), the king of Moab at this time may
have been named Sihon. The author of the lament
shows marked sympathy for Moab ; Israel was

f
neraily hostile to the Southern Kingdom after
e extinction of the house of Omri, and Moab

and Judah were drawn together by a common
enmity to Samaria. A token of their mutual
good feeling was Solomon’s temple to Chemosb,

which was not interfered with till the time oi

Josiali. However severely Moab suffered at the
hands of Jeroboam n., it recovered speedily, and
became more prosperous than ever, so that Isaiah (?)

and Jeremiah (?) do not hesitate to adapt and ex-

pand the pictures of the pride and prosperity of

Moab, and the lists of its numerous cities, in their

descriptions of the doom that threatened Moab
at the hands, first of the Assyrians and then of

the Clialdaeans. The attitude of Is 15 f. is still

sympathetic ; but Jer expresses the bitter resent-

ment inspired by the alliance of Moab with the
besiegers of Jerusalem in 48 10 ‘Cursed be he that
doeth the work of J" negligently, and cursed be he
that keepeth back his sword from blood/ Jer also

(48 11
) testifies to the continued prosperity of Moab

and its consequent corruption :
‘ Moab hath been

undisturbed from his youth ; he hath settled on
his lees ; he hath not been emptied from vessel to
vessel

;
he hath not gone into captivity : there-

fore his taste remaineth in him, his scent is not
changed.

5 * Jeremiah, or an editor, has incorpor-

ated Nu 212®* as Cf. Jer 9s6 252* 27s
; Isaiah,

Book of ; Jeremiah, Book of.

In Is and Jer we see Moab, at the height of its

prosperity, suddenly seized in the grip of an over-

whelming calamity: here the curtain falls upon
its history. The land is still for some time called

Moab, and the name lingered on even into the Chris-
tian era ; the term Moabite is occasionally applied
to cities or people of the district, and doubtless
survivors of the old race were still to be found in

the land; but there seems no evidence of the
existence of Moab as a state, even a dependent
state, after the Exile, and we know that at the
time of the Maccabsean revolt Moab was occupied
by the Nabataean Arabs (1 Mac 9s2’42 ; Jos. Ant.

XIII. xiii. 3, 5, xvi. 4, XIV. i. 4). A comparison
of the last two passages shows that Josephus uses
‘Moabites 5

for the Nabataean Arabs, which ex-

S
lains the statement in Ant. I. xi. 5, that the
loabites were still a very great people in hit

time. 1 Mac never names the Moabites, even in
such passages as 51*8 (cf. Bevan, Dan. p. 199;
Baethgen, Ps. p. 260). The comparative silence

of post-exilic literature as to Moab suggests an
early date for its disappearance; even in Neh 47

the Arabians have taken the place of Moab as the
allies of Ammon. Possibly Moab, in its pride,
unduly tasked the patience of Nebuchadnezzar
and was overthrown, and the bulk of its popula-
tion deported ; then the Arab® may have occupied
Moab and absorbed the remnant of the people ; or
the Nabataeans may have conquered Moab (cf.

Aretas). Then Is 15 f., Jer 48, if late editions oi
an earlier lament, may have been inspired by the
report of this great catastrophe ; Ezk 2

5

8-11 states
that Moab shall be conquered by the children of
the East, i.e. Arabs.
The post-exilic references to Moab are as follows

:

—In the apocalyptic Is 24-27, variously dated from
the time of the Exile to that of Alexander the
Great, Moab is the one Gentile people mentioned
by name (2510) as doomed. Unless the section is

contemporary with Jer 48,£ * Moab/ like ‘ Edom 9

and ‘ Babylon/ in later times is used as a type of
the enemies of God (Cheyne, * Isaiah 5 inPB p. 204).
Ezr 91

, Neh 131 are mere references to ancient
literature. Sanballat the Horoxiite (Neh 210 etc.)

may have belonged^ to Beth-horon ; even if he
belonged to Horonaim, he may have been one of

* II Bozrah is Basrah esh-Sham in the 9auran, the territory
of Moab had extended far to the N.E. ; butcf. Bozbah.

t Unless Jer 482 ‘In Heshbon they have devised evil against
her,9

i«. Moab, is. a deliberate modification of the ancient poem,
connected with the insertion of Nu 21®f*

; it seems bettor to
read with Giesebrecht, ‘Against Heshbon they have devised

evil,
9
omitting rrhp * against her.*

t Cl Jer 4S^- with Is 24*^.



its Arabian conquerors ; and if a Moabite, merely
an individual who survived the ruin of the state.

In Du II41 Moab may be merely the country, or

else combined with Edom and Ammon through
the influence of older literatnre. Similar con-
siderations may explain the occurrence of Moab in

the late psalms “(SO8 83® 1G89
), unless the lists of

peoples in these psalms are fragments from older
poems. The references to Moabites in Jth are
entirely unhistorical, and due to a use of older
literature.

See also arts. Ammon, Edom, Gad, Israel,
Judah, Reuben.

Literatuee.—

T

he Commentaries on passages referring to
Moab, and the Histories of Israel on the relations of Israel to
Moab; Wellhausen, art. Moab in Encycl. Brit 9

; Olermont-
Garmeau, RecueiZ d'Archiol. Orient, ii. 185-234.

For the Geography—Tristram, Land cfMoab ; Conder, Seth
and Moab ; G. A. Smith, HGHL 517-573 ; Stanley, Sin, and
Pal. 319-334 ; Buhl, GAP 45-50 ; Picturesque Pal i£ 193 ft.

For the Religion—W. R. Smith, RS 376, 460; Baethgen,
Beitrage z. Sem. Religiansgesch. pp, 135., 79, 89, 210, 238, 256-
261.

On Moabite Stone, see above ; also in Driver, Eeb. Text ofSam.
Ixrrvff.; and for other literature, in Ginsburg and LidzbarskL

W. H. Bennett.
MOADXAH.—See Maadiah.

MOGHMUR (Moxjwijp B, Movxfwtip ; Machur
Old Lat., Peer Syr. ; A omits ; Vulg. Jth 7

1® omits
LXX 717-19).—A wady {xdputfifios) on which Chusi,
near Ekrebel, wTas situated, apparently S.E. of

Dothan (Jth 718).

MOCK, MOCKINGSTOCK.

—

The verb to mock is

both trans. and intrants. Used transitively it has
two distinct meanings : (1) To ridicule

,
as 1 K 1827

J

‘ Elijah mocked them, and said, Cry aloud * ; Job
|

124 4 1 am as one mocked of his neighbour* (RY
‘one that Is a laughing-stock to his neighbour*).

(2) To deceive, beguile
, Jg 1610 ‘And Delilah said

unto Samson, Behold, thou hast mocked me, and
told me lies,* Job 13® ‘As one man moeketh
another, do ye so mock him?* {RY ‘as one de-

ceiveth a man, will ye deceive him?*). So Shaks.
Rich. III. iv. iv. 87—

* A mother only mocked with two sweet babes *

;

and Macbeth, I. vii. 81—
* Away, and mock the fame with fairest show.*

The only meaning of the intrans. verb is to ridi-

cule, as Job 21s ‘ Suffer me that I may speak ; and
after that I have spoken, mock on* (from Gen.
Bible ; Cov. * laugh my wordes to scorne *) ; Pr l

26

‘ I will mock when your fear cometh *
; Ac IT32

‘ And when they heard of the resurrection of the
dead, some mocked.* The phrase to * mock at *

occurs in Pr 3017, La l7. Tindale has ‘ mock out,’
* Expositions 39, ‘ their sophistical glosses, feigned

to mock out the law of God, and to beguile the
whole world ’

; and ‘ mock with,* Works, L 205,
* So shamefully doth the covetousness and ambi-
tion of our prelates mock with the law of God.*
Mock was once common as a subst. : thus in

Matt. Bible, marg. note to Gn B23 ‘Here thvs
worde lo is taken as a mocke as it is in 1 K 18 *

;

Joy, Apologye to Tindale, 14, ‘ This saith Tindale
yroniously in a mok as though it were false that
oure soufis as sone as we be dead shulde go to

heven *
; Shaks. Henry F. I. ii 285—

* For many a thousand widows
Shall IMs Ms modi mock out of their dear husbands

;

Mode mothers from their sons, mock castles down

;

And some are yet ungotten and unborn
That shall have cause to curse the Dauphin’s scorn.’

The only example in AY is Pr 14s ‘ Fools make a
mock at sin.* Gf. He 6s Tind. ‘ For as moche as

they have (as conceminge them selves) crucified the
soune of God a fresshe, makynge a mocke of him.*

j

The subst. £ mocking* ( =mocL ‘ mockery,* which

|

also occurs) Is found in Ezk 221 ‘ Therefore have I
; made thee a reproach unto the heathen, and a
mocking to all countries,’ and He IP6 ‘And others
had trials of cruel moc-kings and scourging®. 5

Cf.

Shaks. Love’s Labour’s Lost, v. ii. 59—
* We are wise girls to mock our lovers so.

They are worse fools to purchase mocking so.*

Mockingstock is used in 2 Mac 77 ‘ to make him
a mocking stock * {iiri rbp ipvaiypbv, RY * to the
mocking’), and 7 1® ‘ After him wTas the third made
a mocking stock* (iperal^ero). So Raleigh, Hist.

World, V. v. 7, ‘ Philip . . . was taken by the
consul ; made a mocking stock ; and sent away
prisoner to Rome.* J. Hastings.

MODERATION.—For moderation in eating and
drinking, see Temperance. The word itself occurs
but once In AY, Ph 45 ‘Let your moderation be
known unto all men.* The Greek is rb friends

biuiap. This adj. frteudjs occurs also in 1 Ti 33,
Tit 3:

, Ja 317
, IP 21S

; in the first passage AY
gives ‘patient,* RY ‘gentle,* in the others both
versions give ‘gentle.

5 The neut. form (to emends)
does not occur again, but it is common in class,

writers as equivalent to eirieUeia. This subst. itself

[WH emeuda] is found in Ac 244 (AV and RY
‘ elemenev *), and in 2 Co 101 (AY and RY ‘ gentle-

ness*). Both adj. and subst. occur in Apocr.,
chiefly of the ‘ gentleness * of God.
But ‘ gentleness * is not the exact idea. Both to

imeuds and ewidxeta expressed in class. Greek the
spirit that declines to exact its legal right. In
Etk. v. 4 Aristotle points out that justice is one
thing, equity (emcl/cem) another, and in 1 13, 17 f.

he gives a full description of imehccuz as that which
looks to the spirit and not the letter, the intention
and not the act, the whole and not the part, etc.

This is in exact agreement with what is undoubt-
edly the derivation of the word, eitcos ‘ reasonable,*
‘ becoming,* and the idea in Ph 45 may be expressed
in Matthew Arnold’s phrase ‘sweet reasonable-
ness,* or in a single word * considerateness.*

In the trans. of the word two mistakes have been
made. On the one hand, there was a time when
the word degenerated into the expression of re-

spectable behaviour, and respectable behaviour is

always the pursuit of a middle course, in mediis
tutissimus. Hence Thue. (i. 76) makes rb emeeds
equivalent to to perpidfeir ‘ moderation.* This idea
was seized by the AY translators at Ph 45 (they
seem to be alone in thus translating the word), and
a modem translation (Ferrar Fenton, The NT in
Current English) has ‘good conduct.’* Cf. Light-
foot on Ph 4®.

On the other hand, there has been an influence

on the word (perhaps on the Gr. word itself,

certainly on its trans.) of dtcu to yield. Thus
Moule, though he says ( Camb. Bible, In loc.) that
the connexion with rb eixbs ‘ the equitable * is more
probable, allows etsew a place, and in his Philippian
Studies, p. 228, he translates by ‘yieldingness,’

explaining it to mean ‘ selflessness, the spirit which
will yield in anything that is only of self, for

Christ’s sake.* This trans. is represented in Tin-
dale’s ‘ softenes * (followed by Cov., Cram, and
Matt.), as well as by RYm ‘ gentleness* ; Luther’s
Lindigkeii (followed by Weizsaeker) leans too

* Perhaps this is also tote idea contained in Vulg. modestia, if

that word is used in its earliest classical sense of ‘sobriety/
* moderation.’ Bat the Rhemish * modesty * is a mistranslation

(no more than a transliteration, perhaps), for ‘modesty* was
never used in English in this sense. Sir Thomas Elyot uses it so
in The Gosemour, i 267, but he explains that he Is adopting the
rfMwfoal seam of the word ; ‘In ©vary of these thinges and then*
semblable is Modestie ; whiche worde not being© fcnowen in toe
englisshe tonge, ne of a! them wMch undeleted* latin, except
they had radde good auteurs, they improperly named this

vertae discretion.’ Wydil did not adopt ‘modesty/ but used
* temperaunce orpaeience* (jvar. led,. * tholmoundnege *).
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much in this direction and even the RV 4 forbear-
ance/ which is the favourite rendering since Light-
foot adopted it.

4 Gentleness ’ and 4 forbearance 3

are too passive. The 4 eonsider&teness 5

of the
Bible, whether applied to God or man, is an active
virtue.

#

It is the spirit of the Messiah Himself,
who will not break the bruised reed nor quench
the smoking flax, and it is the spirit of every
follower who realises that 4 the Lord is at hand. 5

J. Hastings.
MODEM! YERSXONS.—See Versions.

MODIN (MaSelr or 3ftoSeeb ; but also 31iaSeelfi,

1 Mac 2® etc., Jos. Ant xil. vi. 1, etc., Ommcist.
Euseb.—rendered "by Jerome, Jfodrim; 31maely.,

1 Mae IS4 ; 3! «*?&€£>, 2 Mac 1314
: Talmud c'jrro

and nrro— Neubauer, Giog. du Taim . 99).—
This was the ancestral home of the Maccabsean
family (1 Mae 217* ro

), and its interest is derived
solely from its connexion with their illustrious
history. Unable to endure the outrage upon
Jewish faith and feeling perpetrated by Antiocnus
Epithanes in Jerusalem, the priest Mattatbias re-

tired hither in b.C. 168. But the emissaries of the
persecutor followed him ; and at last, stung to
action alike by the insulting orders of the king’s
officer and the shameful compliance of a renegade
Israelite, he raised his hand on behalf of religion
and fatherland. The blow he struck initiated that
straggle for freedom which, under the leadership
of his heroic sons, forms such a brilliant chapter
in the closing history of his people (1 Mac 21 * 2ffl- 13

;

Jos. Ant. XII. vi. 1, 2; BJ I. i. 3). "When Matta-
fchias died he was buried in Modin (1 Mac 2TO), and
here also each of his sons, with their mother, was
finally laid to rest (1 Mac 91® 13s"30

; Jos. Ant. XIL
xi. 2, XIII. vi. 6, etc.}. Judas encamped by Modin
the evening before his successful night-raid on the
army of Antiochus Eupator (2 Mac 1314) ; and here
John and Judas, the sons of Simon, rested over-
night before going forth to the defeat of Conde-
mns (1 Mac 164).

Simon, the last of the five brethren, built at
Modin a splendid sepulchral monument, to per-
petuate the memory of his heroic family. 4

It was
a square structure, surrounded by colonnades of
monolith pillars, of which the front and back were
of white polished stone. Seven pyramids were
erected by Simon on the summit for the father and
mother and the four brothers who now lay there,
with the seventh for himself when his time should
come. On the faces of the monument were bas-
reliefs, representing the accoutrements of sword
and spear and shield, “for an eternal memorial”
of their many battles. There were also the sculp-
tures of “ships”—no doubt to record their interest
in that long seaboard of the Philistine coast,
which they were the first to use for their country’s
good. A monument at once so Jewish in idea, so
Gentile in execution, was worthy of the combina-
tion of patriotic fervour and philosophic enlarge-
ment of soul which raised the Maccabsean heroes

;

so high above their age 5
(Stanley, Hist, of Jewish !

Ch. in. 318).

This famous structure continued in a state per-
mitting recognition down to the 4th cent, of the
Christian era (Williams, Hdy City, L 96), and so
long there could be no question as to the site of
Modin. Then all trace of the tomb seems to have
hmn lost, and for many centuries the situation of
Hie town was unknown. At different times the
home of the Maccabees has been sought at Latrfm,
at Sbbci) and even away to the S. of Anathoth. It
Is unnecessary to discuss the arguments in favour
of these proposed identifications. The ancient
Modin is certainly represented by the modem
clnJftdydi, a village standing on the E. of Wady
Mulakt* about 13 miles W. of Bethel, on one

of the lower ridges by which the mountain range
lets itself down towards Lydda. Struck by the
resemblance between the ancient and modem
names, and also by the name Jfahtir el-YeMd,

:

4 Tombs of the Jews/ given to a remarkable series

of tombs near by, the late Dr. Sandreczki, of Jeru-
salem, called attention to the place in 1869 ; and
subsequent investigation has gone to confirm his
suggestion. The identification has been opposed
by le Camus {Rev. Biblique

,
i. 109 ff. ) ou insufficient

grounds (ef. Buhl, GAP 19S).

! Modin v’as near the plain (1 Mac 164 * 5
) ; the

monument built by Simon was clearly visible from
the sea (1 Mac 13®)

;

and we learn from Euseb.
and Jerome, that Diospolis (Lydda) was not far
distant. El-Medyeh itself is hidden from the sea
by the slope of the hill ; but immediately to the
south a rocky eminence, er-Bas

, with ancient
remains, commands a view of the lower hills, the
plain of Sharon, and the sea, while Lydda is seen
at a distance of not over 6 miles, reposing among
her fruitful olives. On the opposite side of the
Wady, about half a mile wT

esfc of the village, there
are several tombs, one, associated with the name
Sheikh el-Gharbdwi

,
claiming special interest on

account of its size and construction. At one time
it was thought this might prove to be the tomb of
the Maccabees ; but later investigation revealed
its Christian origin. To these tombs Conder gives
the name Ifabur el-Yehdd. Of the ruins £ mile
to the south, called by Sandreczki Ifabur el-Yehtid,
he speaks as Khirbet el-Medyeh. Gu4rin says an
old inhabitant of the village gave the name Khirbet
el-Medmh to the whole group of rains. The tomb
of the Maccabees is not yet identified. The place
is about 16 miles from the coast. At this distance,
to one looking from the sea, towards evening, with
the sun behind him, such a monument would stand
out with great distinctness, even if the details of
the carving could not be plainly traced.

LirsaATCEB. — PJSF Mem. iii. 841 ff.; Stanley, History of
Jewish Ch. ill 267, 318; G. A. Smith, HGHL l 212 n.; Conder,
Judas Maeeabmus, 84, 176; Schiirer, HJP i. i. 209 f.; Guerin,
Samaria, ii 55 ff., 404 ff.

, Galilie, L 46 ff. W. EWING.

MOETH (Mcxtf).—1 Es 8®=Noafiiah of Ezr 8®
See Noadiah, No. 1.

MOLADAH (rnV'o).—A city in the south of Judah,
Jos 15^ (B 3fa>Aa£d, A Mwdadd) ; reckoned to
Simeon in 19- (B KmXad&y, A M«Xa&£) and 1 Ch 4s8

(B 3l£*?aASd, A MwXaSd)
;
peopled after the Captivity

by Judahltes, Neh ll 28 (BA om., K c&og 3IwXaSa).
In the 4th cent. A.D.

(
Onomast. s.v.

4 Arad 5

) a
place called Malatha is located 4 Roman miles
from Arad (cf. Jos. Ant. XYHI. vi. 2). This site is
clearly the present Tell el-Milh, 4

hill of salt/ and
is that of an early town, but the modem name has
no connexion with the Heb. Moladah, the site of
which is unknown (cf. Buhl, GAP 183, who rightly
points out that instead of 4 Roman miles from
Arad, as Eusebius states, Tell el-Milh and Arad
are double that distance apart) in spite of the
identification with Tell el-Milh which is adopted
by Robinson {BBF1 ii. 201), Guerin (Judie, iii.

184 ff.), and others. C. R. Conder.

MOLE.—Two words are tr* in AY 4 mole/
i. tinshemeth. This occurs twice in the list
of unclean creatures : (a) As the name of a bird
(Lv IP* LXX rrop^vplwv, AY 4 swan,5 BY 4 homed
owl/ m. 4 swan 5

; Dt 1416 LXX AY 4 swan/
RY 4 homed owl/ See Swan, Owl). (5) As the
name of a 4 creeping thing* at the end of a list of
lizards (Lv ll2ii LXX «hnrdXa£, Yulg. talpa, AY
4 mole/ BY 4 chameleon 5

). The authority of the
LXX and Yulg. favours the rendering 4 mole.* No
true mole exists now in Palestine. TJa© word



MOLECH, MOLOCH MOLECH, MOLOCH 418

&nrd\a£ probably refers to the mole-rat Spalax Am 52S BY ‘your king/ so Symm* and Theod.

;

typhlas, rail., a rodent, the appearance and habits AY 4 your Moloch/ with LXX rod Mo\6x ; Aq. and
of which closely resemble those of the genuine Svr. Jlalehom

; cf. Sicccth
; Zeph I

s Av, BY
mole. It is about the size and shape of a common JLtalc{h)am, so LXX MSS an. Field, pohox, M&X&lh
brown rat, but with much shorter legs. The Yulg. BYm 4 their king/ LXX B, etc.

forelegs are adapted for digging. The head is (e) Maican, in 2 S 12s1
, the reading of the

flattened from above downwards, with a wedge- Kethibh, pbo MLKN, was probably intended to
shaped snout, which acts as a shovel in perforating mean 4 he passed them through the fire to Meleeh ’

•

the soil, and raising the hillocks which occur every but the reading m-r malhin,

4 brick-kiln/ of the
few feet along the burrow. The fur is greyish- Keri, i.e. as BYm 4 made them labour at the
brown. The eyes are hardly to be made out at all, brick-kiln/ is probably correct ; so Budde, H. P.
being quite rudimentary. The animal is nocturnal Smith, LXX vXur&eior, Yulg. typo laterum.
in its habits, and seldom seen above the surface. ii. Relation of the forms Meleeh, MUcom, etc., to
It is called by the Arabs khuld

,
plainly the cognate one another.—Baethgen (Beitrage, p. 15) maintains

of Mled, which EY tr.
4 weasel/ See Chameleon, that though Milcom was originally only a dialectic

Weasel ; and Lillmann on Lv 11 s0
. variety of Molech, yet Moleeh and** Milcom were re-

2, mis nan hdphdr pSrCth (to be read nh*nsq garded as two distinct deities, and supports his
Mpharpdrbth, see Dillm. ad loc.), rd ydraia, ialpcs

.

contention by the statement in 2 K 23 :
'

J* 13 that, at
This expression is tr*

1 in EY (Is 220
)

c moles/ Topheth in the valley of the Bene Hinnom, chil-
The LXX rd ydraia— 1 the vain things/ sheds no dren were passed through the fire to Molech, while,
light on the meaning. But the root M.phar— opposite Jerusalem 4 on the right hand of the
Arab. Ipqfar,

4 to dig or burrow/ and paroth re- mount of corruption/ the Mount of Olives, there
calls Arab. fdr, generic for 4 rats

9 and 4 mice. 5 The was a high-place for Milcom. The argument im-
compound^ name maybe that of some digging plies that belong to the same source : thus
or burrowing animal. There is a large number Kamphausen (Kautzsch’s Ait) refers both to the
of such creatures in the Holy Land, of which we

j

Deuteronomie author of the pre-exiiic Book of
uote : fam. Muridce, the rats and mice, including Kings. Benzinger (Konige), however, refers them
numerous species of Acomys, the Porcupine mouse ; to different sources, and regards Meleeh (MT
Mus, the true rats and mice, of which there are

|

Molech) in 10 as a title of J" (cf. below). Meleeh
a considerable number ; Criceius, the hamster : and Milcom were originally variants of the name
Gerbilkis and Psammomys

, the sand rats ; Spala- of the same deity, they are both applied to the
cidcsy the mole rats; Dipopidoe, the jerboas; Myr- god of Ammon ; cf. 1 K ll7 [Meleeh here may be
cidce, the dormice, etc. It is most probable that a mistake), 2 K 23IS

; but at different sanctuaries
the Heb. hdpharpdrbth is generic for all such and among different peoples, one or other name
animals as burrow in waste places, as 4 bats,

5
in may have been specially used, with the natural

the same passage, is generic for the well-known result that the Meleeh of one sanctuary or one
winged tribe of dwellers in caves and mins. people would be popularly distinguished from the

G. E. Post. Milcom of another. Malc[h)am and Malc{h)an (if

MOLECH, MOLOCH ($bn ham-Molech, always read) are only mistaken pointings of Milcom. The *

with the article except in IK ll7, MqXgx, Yulg. deity as worshipped by different peoples would be
Moloch ).—The Heb. pointing does not represent the differentiated through various causes ; the sense of ?

original pronunciation, but is intended to suggest the special bond between the national god and the
j

bdiheth, 1 shame 5

; just as -haal in Iskbaal and nation would encourage the view that this national
Meribaal was changed to -bosketk in Ishbosheth god was not the same as any deity worshipped else-

and Mephibosheth. Originally the word was where ; this view would be supported by dialectic
simply mm - Meleeh, ‘the king.* We find also differences between the forms of the name, e.g. the
the forms Milcom (cbjn), Malcam (drfe, ’ApeXxbp, Phoenician Milk and the Ammonite Milcom, and
/ieXxo/4, poXx6/i, ye\xo\, yo\x6\, Melcom), and by such expansions of the name as the Phoenician
Malcam : see below. Melkart (=mp -pc Milk of the City) and the

1. Table of the occurrences of Meleeh, etc., as Palmyrene Malachbel ; cf. below.
divine names.—

(

a) Cases in which MT uses the The references to Milcom (1 K ll5* u
} 2 K 23iS

;

pointing Molech to show that it regards Meleeh cf. Am l 15 above) and Molech (IK ll7) as the
as the name of a false god. Lv IS-3 2Q2- 3* 4* s 4 abomination * or 4 god* of the Ammonites, show
&pxvv

;

IK IX7 A yeXxb, B ^cunAeds, Luc. MXxbp 5
that Milcom or Molech was the national god of

2 K 23i0
, Luc. peXxhy ; J&r 32s5 M6kbx posrikeL Ammon, and stood to Ammon in the same special

(b) Cases in which Meleeh is pointed as a henotheistie relation in which Chemosh stood to
common noun 4 king" by MT, but is regarded Moab, and J" to Israel. The analogy suggests
as a divine name by other authorities. Is 3032 that in practice such a relation by no means ex-
EY 4 the king/ with LXX and Yulg.; Is 57s EY eluded the worship of other gods. But the El in
4 the king/ -with Vulg. ; LXX has entirely different the name Pudu-Uu, king of Ammon, on Senna-
reading. In both, Cheyne, Duhm, Siegfried-Sfcade cherib’s 4 Taylor Prism 5

inscription, is merely a
(Lex.) have Meleeh. In Am 7ia EY ‘the king’s general term for 4 god/ equivalent to Milcom ; and
sanctuary/ so LXX and Vulg., it has been sug- the same may be true of the haal in Baalis, king
gested that ‘king* should be Meleeh, but this is of Ammon, Jer 40i4

. Baethgen, indeed (Beitrage,
improbable. p. 16), suggests that Baalis is a compound of Baal

(c) Cases where MT points MLKM as the divine and Isis, either as a double name asserting the
name, Milcom : IK ll5- 33

,
r$ §acrikm airnhv ; 2 K identity of the two, or with the meaning 4 Spouse

231* A due\xbfi, B fmkx&K of Isis/ IsisgemaM. But Gratz explains Baalis as
(cf) Cases where MT points MLKM as Malcam, ‘son of delight* (Oxf. Heb. Lex.). The

* their king*; hut other authorities regard it as reading crian Baalim, of some MSS, and of Jos.
the divine name, Milcom : 2 S 1220 (= 1 Oh 202

) (Ant X. ix. 2), is clearly a mistake, Mo details of
AY, BY 4 their king/ so Yulg. ; BYm Malcam, the worship of Milcom are given ; Jer 49s 4 his
i.e. Milcom, so LXX; 1 Ch 20® AV, BY ‘their priests and his princes 9

implies that the priest-

king/ BYm Malcam, so LXX and Vulg.; Jer 49s* 3 hood was numerous and important. In 2 S 1*230

(cf. Am l1®) AY, BYm 4 their king/ so Tara.; AVm the reference to Milcom’s crown weighing a talent
Mdcom} EV Malcam, so LXX yeXx&K and Yulg. ; implies the existence at Kabbah of a great statue

I

Am I15 (cf. Jer 49s**) EY * their king * with LXX ; of Milcom from which the crown was taken. Per-
but Aq., Synmn, Yulg., and Syr. Melchom, etc.; haps the 4 Chemarim * or priests of Zeph l4 were
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priests of Molech (cf. Chemarim). None of the
parages which speak of child-sacrifice connect it

either with Miicom or the Ammonites, and we do
not know how far the Ammonite worship of Miicom
resembled the Phoenician worship of Melech.

iii. The worship of Moloch (Melech) in Israel

and the relation of Moloch to J" raise difficult

f questions ; the following facts are clear :

—

|

(a) There was a high-place for Miicom, the god
i of Ammon, on the Mount of Olives, 1 K IF* 38

,

2 K 2313
, the erection of which was ascribed to

Solomon ; II5*® are regarded as Deuteronomie, but
mav embody an authentic tradition.

(1) ‘ Passing children through the fire to ham-
Melech’ is forbidden in Lv IS21 202*®* 4* 5

, Dfe 1810

(Melech not named). 2 K 16s states that Ahaz
* made his son to pass through the fire/ so 216 of

Manasseh.
The Denteronomic author of 2 K 1717 states that

the Israelites of the Northern Kingdom passed
their children through the fire. From 2 K 2310,
Jer 7m‘m 19s

*13 we learn that such sacrifices were
offered at Tophefch (wh. see), in the valley of Ben
Hinnom, outside Jerusalem; cf. Ps 10687* 88

, Ezk
Igm si 23®

(e) From Jer 19®, where the children sacrificed at
Topheth are said to be offered to Baal, it appears
that the deity thus worshipped was known both as
Baal and Melech.

(d) In Is 65 Zebaoth Is described as ham-Melech,
‘ the king/ and is frequently spoken of as the 1 king
of Israel/ Is 44®, cf. Jer Siy ‘ her king/ Mic 2s®

‘their king.
1

Further, the occurrence of such
names as Malckiram I Ch 318

, Mcdchishua 1 S 144®,
Ebed-mdech Jer 39s

®, Nathan-mdech 2 K 2312
,

Begzm-mdech Zee 72, point to the use of Melech
as a divine name. Ebed-melech, however, was an
Ethiopian; Nathan-meleeh, a eunuch, and ihere-

|

fore probably a foreigner ; and Regem-melech was
a Babylonian Jew.
These facts are variously explained. (1) Melech

and Miicom are regarded as absolutely identical,
and the child-sacrifices to Melech as part of the
worship of Miicom borrowed from the Ammonites.
But Melech is probably to be distinguished from

j

Miicom, cf. above ; and In 2 K 10s the practice of
child-sacrifice is not said to have been borrowed
from the Ammonites, but from the Canaanites, cf.

Dt 1231 .

(2) The worship of Melech by child-sacrifice was
borrowed from the Canaanites, and was distinct
from the worship of Miicom. This would be sup-
ported by 2 K 16® and by the identification of Baal
and Melech in Jer 19®. Probably the Tyrian Baal,
whose worship Jezebel introduced into the Northern
Kingdom, was Melech or Melkarth.

(3) Whichever of the two previous views be
accepted, the Melech In question was quite dis-
tinct from The use of Melech as a title or
even name of M no more identified Him with the
Phcenicl&n Melech, than the use of the title or

; name Baal Identified M with the Tyrian Baal.
As Schultz says (OT Theol., Eng. tr. L 233 n.), * In
the oldest sources of the Semitic religion, the god

:
who became M for the Israelites may not have

;

been different from the one who became Moloch for
;

the Canaanites. But, since the time when Israel
and the Samites separated, there was at any rate

: no kinship between 3* and Moloch, not to speak of
identity/

(4) The Melech to whom child-sacrifices -were
offered was simply J* under another name (Ben-
sfinger on 2K 23®

; Smend, AT Theol. 271 ). When
J0 says, Jer 19®, of the child-sacrifices to Baal,
* which I commanded not, nor spake it, neither
came it into my mind/ toe statement seems to
Imply that those who offered these sacrifices
thought that they were obeying a command of Jff

,

cf. Ezk 23s7"®, Similarly, the account of the pro-
posed sacrifice of Isaac points to the existence of

a practice of offering firstborn sons to J", which
practice was forbidden by the prophetic revelation

;

cf. Ex 22^ E, and Jephthak’s vow, Jg IX31, This
view might imply either that J" and Melech were
originally one, and afterwards differentiated by
prophetic teaching; or that two distinct deities,

J" and Melech, w*ere popularly identified. It can
scarcely be that Melech was used as a mere title

of J" in connexion with child-sacrifice, without any
reference to the Phoenician Melech.

iv. Bangs of Worship.—Melech is found as a
divine name, not only m Ammon and Israel, hut
in all Semitic peoples of whose religion we have
any considerable knowledge. The Assyrians and
Babylonians had a god Malik

;

the Sepharvites had
Adram-mdech and Anam-melech, 2 K 1731. The
Phoenicians worshipped Melkarth=Melech Jfiriath,
‘ king of the city, at Tyre, Carthage, etc. The
Palmyrenes worshipped Malach-bel (Baudissin,
Studien, p. 193 ff.).

It is generally stated that the Moabite Chemosh
was a form of Melech (Baethgen, Beitrdge, p. 238

;

Movers, Phon. p. 3331). This seems probable on
general grounds, on account of the wide extent of
the worship of Melech amongst the Semites, and
the connexion of Baal and possibly J"with Melech

;

and the intimate racial and political relation of
Moab and Ammon. But the express testimony is

hardly conclusive. In Jg 1124 Chemosh is spoken
of as the god of the Ammonites, in a passage often
ascribed (JBudde, Moore) to R^, who should have
been well informed on the subject. But the whole
passage hopelessly confuses Ammon and Moab;
the reference to Chemosh may be a slip; or the

E
assage may originally have referred to Moab and
ave been very imperfectly adapted to its present

context ; or it may be late post-exilie. Melech in
1. 23 of the Moabite Stone is treated as a divine
name, 1 Moloch/ by Neubauer and Sayce [HCM
367, 373), but is more probably to be translated
‘ king' with Smend and Socin.
On Sennacherib’s ‘Taylor Prism* an Edomite

king Malik-rammu is mentioned, in which Malik
is doubtless a divine name, show’ing that Melech
was worshipped in Edom.
This widespread worship of Melech is regarded

as an inheritance of the separated Semitic peoples
from the primitive stock ; but it can scarcely be
assumed that Ms attributes and worship were the
same amongst all the different races. Indeed, as
in the case of the Ammonite Miicom and the
Phoenician Molech or Melkarth, different peoples
considered that they were worshipping different
gods. Amongst the Greeks and Romans ‘king’
or ‘ the king 5

is not a divine name (Baethgen,
Beitrage, p. 263), though an occasional title of
various gods.

v. Attributes.—Melech, like Baal, Adon, Mama
implies the^ recognition of the sovereignty of the
god over his people. The offerings by fire, the
identity with Baal, and the fact that in Assyria
and Babylonia Malik, and at Palmyra Malach-bel,
were sun-gods, suggest that Melech was a lire- ox
sun-god (Jastrow, Religion of Babylonia, p. 176 f.K
Melkarth at Tyre was identified with Hercules,

at Carthage with Saturn. Such names as Mfflb*

boat, MUk-Astart, Milk-Osir, suggest identification
with Baal (as shown otherwise), Astarte, Osiri .

As In the ease of Baal and other Semitic deities,
Melech had a feminine counterpart Milked, ef»
MUcah, Gn II2®.

vi Worship.—Melech was doubtless worshipped
in a similar fasMon to other Semitic gods. The
feature which seems peculiar is toe practice of
sacrificing children as burnt-offerings, which is

found amongst the Israelites, Phoenicians, and
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Sepharvites, 2 K 1731
; cf. Mesha’s offering of Ms

firstborn to Chemosh,
The theory of tome Rabbis, that 4 passing through

the fire
5 meant merely a ceremonial purification by

walking between two fires, is contrary to all the
evidence. But the case of Isaac (Gn 22m

) seems to
show that in Israel the child was slain before the fire

was kindled. Diodorus Siculus (xx. 14) describes
' child-sacrifices at Carthage, at which the victim

was placed on the hands of a colossal image, from
which it rolled off* into a pit of fire. Kxmchi’s de-
scription (on 2 K 2310

) of the hollow brazen image
,

of Molech within a sevenfold temple outside Jeru-
j

salem, and of the placing of the victim in the
hands of Molech, is a mere mediaeval conjecture
based on Diodorus or on some other record of the
Carthaginian sacrifices.

The object of these offerings was probably to
propitiate the deity, or show devotion to him, by
the gift of the most precious possession. Movers
(Phon. 328-330), however, holds that the children
offered were supposed to be purified from all fleshly
corruption and to attain union with the deity.

In the NT, Molech is mentioned only m St.

Stephen’s quotation, Ac T43 ; cf. Am o,JS
.

See also articles Ammon, Baal, Chemosh,
Malcam.
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W. H. Bennett.
MOLID (tVts).—

T

he name of a Judahite family,
1 Ch 2^ (B Monjx, A MMd). Kittel (in SPOT)
points out that the reading of B, namely MS1HA,
has originated from MOHA (A and A being often
confused), and that Mtrijd, i.e. the
two letters y and > being similar in the oldest
script. i

MOLLIFY (from mollis 1
soft *} is used literally

‘to soften,’ in Is 1® 6 mollified with ointment, 5 and
Wis 16w ‘mollifying plaister

5 (pd\ayjm). Cf.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, 213, ‘ When they have killed

a great beast, they cut out all the veines and
sinewes . . . and likewise all the Suet : which
done, they dive them in water to molllfie them. 5

The figurative use seems to be quite as old, and
was common about 1611, though not found in AV.
Thus Tymme, Calvin upon Genesis, p. 605 (on ch.

]

28}, ‘ It may be, that be was thus sent away, that
the cruell mind of Esau, by so miserable a sight

might be mollified and aswaged 5

(Lat. ad mollitiem

fleeteretur). Bo Tindale, Prol. to 1 Jnt
‘ The lusts

of the flesh are subdued and killed, and the spirit

mollified and made soft.
5

Cf. Knox, Works
,
iii. 93,

* O ! hard ar the hartis whome so manyfold, most
sueit, and sure promises doith not molefie.® And
in the Preface to Rhem. NT, ‘ Moreover, we pre-

sume not in hard places to mollifie the spcaches or
phrases, but religiously keepe them word for word,
and point for point, for feare of missing or re-

straining the sense of the holy Ghost to our
phantasm.® J. Hastings.

MOLOCH.—See Molech.

MOLTEN SEA.—See Temple.

MOMDIS (A Models, B Modern}, 1 Es
Maadai, Ezr 10s4.

MONEY.—The nature and origins of money, the
importance and principles of the science of N umis-
matics and kindred topics—for which the student
is referred to the authoritative writings of Jevons,

VOL. III.—27

mon;

j

Walker, Ridgeway, Babelon {Los origines de la

i

monnaie , 1897), Lenormant (La monnaie dans
PantiquiM, 2nd ed. 1897), Poole (art. ‘Numismatics 5

- in EneycL Brit.% and others—fall without the
scope or an article on the money in circulation

1 among the Hebrews in the various periods of their
, national life. This more limited, but still suffi-

I
ciently extensive, section of ancient numismatics

!

we propose to study under the following heads ;

—

A . Uncoined Money bsfuEs the Exile.

1. Money in Palestine before the Conquest. The principal
weight-standards of antiquity.

2. Hebrew money from the Conquest to the Exile. Sterling*
value of the Shekel

B. Coined Money from the Exili to the Bbqx of Niro.

3. The Coinage of Darius and his successors. The 8 Shekel of
the Sanctuary-.’ Coins of the Phoenician cities.

4. The Coinage of the Ptolemies and Seteucids, and of the
autonomous cities of Phoenicia, to the death of Simon
Macc&bseus.

5. The first Jewish Coinage (copper) under John Hyrcaxras.
The question of the so-called kaceabram shekels. Bronze
(copper) Coins of the Hasmonsean princes.

6. Coins of the Idumsean princes.
7. The Homan Imperial Coinage, including the Corns of the

Procurators.
8. Coins of preceding §§ mentioned in the NT.

C. The Coins of the Revolts.

9. The Coinage of the First Revolt (a.d. 66-78).
10. The Coinage of the Second Revolt (a.d. 132-135).
11. Appendix. The purchasing power of money In Bible

times.
Literature.

!

A . Uncoined Money from the Earliest Times
to the Exile.

S 1- Money in Palestine before the Conquest.
The principal weight - standards of antiquity.

—

The oldest traditions of the Hebrews, as these
have come down to us, do not reach back to the
time when trade was still carried on by the primi-

tive system of barter. Already in the patriarchal
age the existence of a metallic currency is assumed
(cf. Gn IT33 ‘ he that is bought with thy money, 5

lit. * thy silver,
5 and 2£n3m cited below)

;
and

rightly so, for, as we now know, the land of

Canaan was even at this early period far ad-
vanced in the arts of civilization, including the
use of the precious metals as media of exchange.
For the century immediately preceding the Hebrew
conquest we have the contemporary evidence of the
Tel el-Amarna letters, which show not only that
gold and silver were in daily use as money, that
is, as media in terms of which all other merchan-
dise was valued, but also that already the ‘nar-
rowing lust of gold 5 had asserted Its empire over
men (see Hugo Winckler’s or other rendering,
passim). The value, in other words, the pur-

chasing power of these metals, was determined by
their weight—a fact which renders some acquaint-
ance with the metrology of the ancients an indis-

pensable preliminary to the study of their money.
Fortunately, the question of the origin and inter-

relation of the weight-standards of antiquity—one
of the most complicated in the whole range of

Oriental archaeology— will be discussed in the
article Weights and Measures. It will suffice,

therefore, in this place to sketch in the barest
outline the results of the most recent metrological
research, taking as onr guide the elaborate treatise

of the veteran metrologist, Friedrich Hultsch,
Die Geudchte des Alterthums nock ikrem Zusam-
menhange dargesieilt JLeipzig, 1898; cf. C. F.
Lehmann, SitzungsbericMe der archdolog. Gesell-

sohaft zu Berlin, 1888, and esp. the same scholar’s

Das althabylcmische Maas- und GewkMssystem,
Leyden, 1898; also G. F. Hill, A Handbook of
Greek and Roman Coins, 1899, p. 26 ff.)«

Proceeding from the simpler to the more com-
plex, we begin with the weight-system of Egypt*
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a sy.stem characterized by extreme simplicity.

Two weights only were in use from very early

times—the ket (also transliterated kat, kite, qedt,

etc.), of 140 grains, and its multiple the deben salso

transliterated uten, tabnu, etc.), equal to ten ket, or

a little over 1400 grains (Hultsch, 14< >3*3 grs. ). The
Itliimi mathematical papyrus, which dates from
the Hvksos period, contains, according to an excel-

lent authority, the earliest reference in Egyptian
literature to* the metals as standards of value.
e
It is not known,’ says Mr. Griffith in his im-

portant essay, 4 Notes on Egyptian Weights and
Measures,’ in PSBA xiv. p. 430 if., ‘how far hack
Into antiquity true money, i.e. pieces of defi-

nite weight and value, can be traced. About the

same of’ the ISth Dynasty we know that the

precious metals were kept In dust, in ingots, and
m ornamental forms, but more especially in rings,

and it is almost certain that the important weight-

name uten has the root - meaning of a ring or

coiled wire. It is well known not only that the

metals were bought and sold by weight, but
further, that goods of all kinds might be valued

at a certain weight of metal in order to be ex-

changed against each other.’ One of the most
frequently reproduced of contemporary illustra-

tions of the daily life of the Egyptians is the

weigher with his* balance* and scales, the stone

weights of various animal forms {ox, or ox-head
only, gazelle, etc.) in the one scale balancing in

the other the rings of precious metal, which ap-

pear to have had ‘ a uniform diameter of about
5 inches’ (Erman, Egypt, 464).

The Egyptian temple inscriptions contain numer-
ous lists ot the amount of tribute paid to successive

Pharaohs by the kings and peoples of Syria, the
best known being that inscribed on the walls of

the great temple of Amon at Kamak by order of

Thothmes IH. (frequently published ; see histories

of Brugsch, Petrie, etc., under Thothmes). From
the mass of detail in this list three typical entries

may be selected as having an important bearing
on the topic of this section. (1) The tribute of
Xaharina m Thothmes’ thirty-third year (B.C. 1471
ace. to Mahler’s chronology)* consisted, inter alia,

of 43 deben 1 ket of gold ; (2) that of 4 the great
Khita/ or Hittites, comprised among other items
8 silver rings weighing 361 deben ; {3) in the
thirty-fourth year 4 the tribute of the princes of

the land of Ketennu/ or Palestine, shows, inter

aim, 53 deben 8 ket of gold. From these and
similar fractional weights (45IV deben, 55§ deben,
and, since we know that the gold and silver rings

were accurately adjusted to definite weights, the
curious number 361 deben) metrolegists have long
suspected that the tribute here specified had been
re-weighed before being entered as above by the
Egyptian recorder, its original weight having been
id terms of another system and in whole numbers
{J. Brandis, Das Munz-, Mans-, und Gewichis-

teesen in Vordemsien, 1866, p. 91 ff. ; Fr.

Hultsch, Grkckmhe und romuche Metrologie
,

zweite Bearbeitung, 1882, 374 ff. [this work to be
often cited in the sequel as Hultsch, Metrold]

;

id. Gewiehte des A Itertkums, 1898, 25 if.}. This
second weight-system in use in Syria and Palestine
m the 15th cent. B.C., it was inferred, could only
be that known as the Babylonian system. This
inference was raised to a certainty* by the dis-

covery of the Tel el-Amama clay tablets, which con-
clusively proved the exclusive use of the Babylonian
weights by all the peoples of Mesopotamia and Syria
at the date in quesfoomt Here we find not only
* For the construction of the balance, see Flinders

Petrie, A Season fa Egypt,, p. 42, aid pi xx. ;
also art Balance

in this Dictionarj, by tbe same aufeon^,
f The imjpurtance of this testimony was first noted by C. F.

Lehmann, £Am dem Ftxnde von Tel-el-Amama * in fee Zeitsch.
f. Amyndogw, ill S81-39S.

the sovereigns of Babylonia, such as Kallimasin (see

Winekler's~ Tel-el-Amama Tablets, 215 - 21 5-4 * ~7* s
-)

and Burnaburyash (7
11* u

), reckoning their gold

and silver by* shekels, minas, and talents, but

also the kings of the West, such as Dushratta of

Mitanni (IT50 * 51 * n
) and the king of Alashia, which

is Cyprus (25
10 26s 27 18 33r'—in three cases the metal

is copper), employing the same system.*

This system, which is based on the mina, with

its subdivision (^th) the shekel and its multiple

the talent (60 minas), was in use in Babylonia

from time immemorial. From the evidence of

inscribed stone-weights dating from the reigns of

Gudea and Dungi, i.e. from the first half of the

third millennium B.C., Dr. C. F. Lehmann has

recently proved in numerous essays (see esp. Das
atthahylonische Maas- und Gewichtssystern, 1893)

that what may be called the common trade mina
was a weight averaging 491*2 grammes

=

circa

7580 grains. The sixtieth part of this trade mina
was the shekel of c. 126 grains,t while the talent

consisted, as above indicated, of 60 minas, or 3600

shekels. The temple accounts from Tello further

show that about B.c. 2000 the shekel w*as sub-

divided into ISGs/ic (G. Reissner, 4 Altbabylonische

Masse u. Gewiehte,’ in the Sitzungsb. d. Berliner

Ahad. d. Wissensch, 1896, pp. 417-426). Side by
side with the above series of trade -weights was aSTel series of the same denominations, but of

e the weight. The latter are known as the

heavy shekel (252 grains), mina, and talent re-

spectively, to distinguish them from the light

shekel (126 grs.), mina, and talent first mentioned.

All these were employed for the weighing of

ordinary merchandise. For weighing the preci-

ous metals, on the other hand, important altera-

tions were made in the scale. Thus, for gold, the

shekel of 126 (and 252) grains $ was retained, but

a new mina of 50, instead of 60, shekels was
created, the talent of gold, however, still com-
prising 60 of these new minas of c. 6320 (12,640)

grains, and therefore 3000 shekels, as compared
with the trade talent of 3600 shekels. For silver,

as money, the weights wrere on a different scale,

being to the weights for gold just enumerated in

the ratio of 4 : 3 ;
in other words, the light Baby-

lonian silver shekel=168 grains, the mina of 50

shekels = 8400 grs., and the talent = 60 minas
(with, as before, their respective heavy denomina-
tions of double these weights). It has been custom-
ary since Brandis (see op. cit.) to account for this

double scale for the precious metals by the long-

prevailing ratio of gold to silver in early times,

viz. 40 : 3, which means that an ingot of gold wras

w*orth I3J times its weight in silver. The ex-

treme awkwardness of this proportion for every-

day transactions, if the metals were to be weighed
on one and the same standard, scarcely needs to

be pointed out. Hence, in order that a given
weight of gold might be exchangeable for a whole
(not a fractional) number of bars or wedges of

silver, the weight of the silver shekel (mina,

talent) was raised till it stood to that of the gold
shekel in the proportion of 4:3. The practical

result of this alteration was that a given weight
of gold was always equivalent to ten times the

same weight of stiver (1 gold shekel=10 silver

shekels, 2 minas of gold=20 minas of silver, etc.}.§

*Th& statement S*92 is noteworthy. Burnaburyash com-
plains that the king of Egypt had sent him nominallr 20 minas
of gold, but, when tested, this quantity had shrunk to 5 minas
of line gold 1

f Throughout this article fractions have been avoided, except
where special accuracy seemed to be required.

t The reader is. reminded feat an ounce troy weight contains

480 grains; the light Babylonian gold shekel, therefore, is

slightly over 4 oz. troy, and mly three grains heavier thorn on
JEnglish, mzermgm (me Table, below).

| The equation of fee two metals may be stated more ex-

plicitly thus; 1 gold shekel of 126 grs. =126x13*, or 1680 grs
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This extreme!}’ convenient ratio between the
respective denominations was not, however, uni-
versal!y adopted in the East. The great mercantile
cities of the Phoenician coast when, at a later
period, they began to strike coins, employed a
heavy silver shekel of circa 224 grains—hence
universally known as the Phoenician shekel—with
its companion light shekel of 112 grains. This
shekel was one of the most widely spread of all the
weights of antiquity, being found not only through-
out Syria, but in Western Asia Minor," and even
in Greece (for further details and discussion as to
origin, etc., see Weights and Measures). It

stands, as a glance will show, to the heavy Baby-
lonian silver shekel in the proportion of 2:3-*
consequently with gold to silver in the ratio of

13|: 1, the gold shekel of 252 (126) grains is

equivalent to fifteen Phoenician silver shekels of
224 (112) grains, since 252 x 13J=224 x 15. On the
Phoenician silver standard, as on the Babylonian,
50 shekels went to the mina, and 60 minas to the
talent.

In addition to all the above weights on the
common standard, we find still another parallel

series on the so-called royal standard—the origin
of which can only be conjectured,—the latter being
simply the common weights raised by a certain
percentage. Thus the gold shekel on the royal
standard weighs 130 (and 260) in place of 126 (and
252) grains. The first of these weights, the light

royal shekel of 130 grains, plays an Important
part in the subsequent history of the gold coinage
of Western Asia (see below, § 3).t

The Babylono - Phoenician weight - system, as
cutlined above, clearly stands in an intimate
relation to the Egyptian . Happily, the long-stand-
ing feud between Assyrlologists and Egyptologists
as to the relative antiquity of the two systems

j

does not here concern ns, but the fact remains that
|

' presumption in favour of our accepting it as the

svstem by which money was reckoned in Old
I'estamenc times. This presumption is confirmed
by the following testimonies of the historian

Josephus. In the fourteenth book of his An-
tiquities he informs us that Crassus robbed the
temple of a beam of solid gold 360 minas in weight,
and adds the following important sentence :

* ij 8£

fivcL Trap’ r,iuv $et \irpas oio iffu&v
3 (XIV. vii. 1, ed.

Xiese, § 106). The Hebrew gold mina, therefore,

was equal in weight to 24 Roman pounds, or

12,630 grains (taking the libra [Airpa] according to

the best authorities at 5053 grains= 327 -45grammes,
see Hultseh, Metro!A 153-161), which gives 50
shekels of 252*6 grains, the exact weight of the
heavy Babylonian shekel (§ 1). In another passage
of the same work, Josephus Informs us that the
Hebrew silver shekel is equivalent to ‘ four Attic
drachms’ [’Arnicas d^erca bpaxpAs rlaaapa.s. Ant. III.

viii. 10, N. § 194), by which is meant, as will be shown
in the sequel (§7), four Roman denarii of 55-56
grains each. This is in complete agreement with
the weights of the best specimens of the extant
silver shekels, which weigh 218-220 grains, as
near an approximation as ancient silver coins in

general show to the theoretical standard (in this

case 224 grs.}.* These conclusions are summed
up in the following table, which gives the scale

by which it is assumed, throughout this article,

that gold and silver were weighed from the con-

quest of Canaan to the extinction of Jewish
nationality, the weight of the shekel being given
to the nearest large fraction :

—

Gold Standard.
HEAVY. SIGHT.

Shekel . . . 252§ grs. troy 2 X20fgra.
Mina = 50 shekels 12,630 „ „ 6,815 „
Talent=3000 „ 758,0002,, 879,(300

the Babylonian gold shekel of 126 grains is exactly
x^ths, the Babylonian silver shekel of 168 grains

fths, and the Phoenician silver shekel of 224 grs.

ffchs of the Egyptian weight-unit, the ket of 140
grains—results which cannot be the £ accident of an
accident.’

§ 2. Hebrew money from the Comment to the

Exile. Sterling value of the shekel.—The evidence
of the tribute-lists of Thothmes m. and other
Egyptian monarchs, confirmed by the more explicit

data of the Tel el-Amama letters, may now be
taken as proving beyond a doubt that, in taking
possession of the land of Canaan, the Hebrews
settled among a people long accustomed to the use
of gold and solver as the recognized media of ex-
change, and to the use of the balance for estimat-

ing the amount of each metal to be given or

received. We have not yet been fortunate enough
to recover inscribed Canaanite weights of this early
period, so that one is compelled to admit at the
outset that we have no direct witness to the weight
of the ancient Hebrew shekel.£ Still the facte

adduced in the foregoing section regarding the
wide diffusion, in spaee and time, of the Babylono-
Phcenician weight-system, afford at least a strong

of silver, since gold was to saver in tee ratio of 18$: I* !

Dividing this amount of silver into 10 equal parts, we see teat
I

1 gold shekel of 120 grs. =10 silver shekels of 168 grs.
* 224 (112) : 836 (16S) :: 2 :3.

j

f Professor Ridgeway, in his elaborate work, The Origin of j

Metallic Currency and Weight* Standards (1892), has en- >

deavoored with much ingenuity and learning to prove (1) that
this light shekel of ISO grains lies at tee bam of all the weight-
systems of antiquity, and (2) that originally tit was nothing
more team tee amount of gold which represented tee value of

tee cow, tee matt of barter throughout all Europe, AMa, and
Africa.’

| Whatever may have bom. tee standard of weight In use
among tee Hebrews before tee conquest, there need be no
hesitation in affirming that from teat epoch onwards tee i

Hebrews adopted tee standards of tee country in which they
settled.

Silver Standard.
Shekel . . . 224} grs. troy® 112$ grs.
Mina * 50 shekels 11,2254 „ J9 5,666 „
Talent=8000 „ 073,5005 n „ 386^60 „

Rotes.
1. The standard weight of the English sovereign (20 shillings)

is 123*274 grains troy The ordinary or heavy gold shekel,
therefore, weighed a little more than two sovereigns.

2. Since a pound avoirdupois contains 7000 grams, the Hebrew
gold talent weighed c. 108 Id., rather less than a hundredweight
(112 lb.).

8. Rather more than tee weight of an English half-crown
(218 grs.).

4. As tee pound troy contains 5760 grs. the silver mina may
be taken as = drew 2 troy pounds, or more precisely If lb.

avoirdupois.
5. Circa 96} lb. avoir., a heavy load for a man to carry (see

2 K S23).

At this point the question naturally suggests
itself as to the value in sterling money of the
Hebrew shekel as gold and silver unit respectively.
Since the English sovereign is onlyeleven parts pure
gold to one part alloy, the mere comparison of the
respective weights of sovereign and shekel, as in

the preceding table, note 1, is not sufficiently

accurate for our present purpose. We prefer, there-

fore, to base our calculations on the price at which
the Royal Mint buys its gold, viz. £3, 17s. lOJd.
(934*5 pence) per ounce of 480 grains. This gives
us as nearly as possible £2, Is. sterling as the
value of the Hebrew gold shekel. The gold mina,
accordingly, we value at £102, 10s., and the talent
at £6150.
The calculation of the intrinsic value of the

silver shekel must be even more carefully set about.
By many previous writers the important fact has
been overlooked, that the silver currency of this

country is but money of account, our only standard
being gold. In other words, the coin which we
call a shilling, of which the standard weight Is

* See also the discussion of 4 tee shekel of tee sanctuary, * § 3.

[
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87*272 grains, is not worth that weight of silver
at so much an ounce,* but has its value legally
fixed as the twentieth part of the gold unit or
sovereign. Hence, in order to arrive at even an
approximate valuation in our currency of any
weight of silver anciently used as money, whether
coined or uncoined, we must know in each case the
ratio then existing between gold and silver. In
the period of Hebrew history with which we are
now dealing, this ratio, as we have already learned,
appears to have been fixed as 13*3 : 1, which
resulted in the convenient adjustment that one
gold shekel of 252 grains was equal in value to
fifteen silver shekels of 224 grains ($$ 1). This gives
us, without further calculation, the value of the
Hebrew or Phoenician silver shekel as pg-th of
41 shillings, or 2s. 8|d., say 2s, 9d. The sameSrtion holds with regard to the silver mina and

1, which are ^th of the same denominations
in gold, viz. £6, 18s. 8d. and £410 respectively. It
will be convenient to have these values in tabular
form for easy reference.

Values of Ancient Hebkew Money m
Steeling Moneys

©GIB.
£2 10
102 10 0

6160 0 0

SILVER.
£0 2 0 nearly
0 16 S

410 0 0

It cannot he too strongly emphasized that
throughout the whole period ending with the
return from the Exile there can be no question
of coined money. For every transaction of the
least importance the balance had to be employed,
and the tale of silver duly determined by weight.
Thus, in the incident of Abraham’s purchase of
the cave of Maehpelah, though its present record 1

may be late, we hare a lifelike picture of how
business was done in pre-exilic times. The price
having been fixed in approved Oriental style,
* Abraham/ we read, * weighed to Ephron "the
silver which he had named, four hundred shekels
of silver, current (money) with the merchant 5

Ow? T37 Gn 231
®), u., as a late Targum has

correctly paraphrased it, in ‘good silver passing at
every (bankers) table and receivable in all trans-
actions.

1 The weights employed were of stone, and
were kept in a bag (hence Pr 1611 urns ‘the
weights [lit. stones]

^
of the bag 5

). From the
earliest of the prophetic writings onwards, we find
repeated warnings against the use of unjust
weights (Am 8s, Mic 6Tdf*, Pr ll1 201®*

*»), and both
the Deufceronomic and the Levitical codes find it
necessary to issue strict injunctions against the
falsification of the balance and its weights (Dt
25i«§? Lv 19s- x

; cf. Ezk 45JS
, to be read in the

light of the Gr. text). It is somewhat remark-
able, however, that we nowhere find any attempt
to regulate the fineness of the silver, which clearly
shows that there was as yet no thought of a proper
coinage, the essential characteristic of which is the
guarantee by the State of the quality as well as
the quantity of the metal. It must not be thought,
however, that it was necessary to have recourse to
the balance for every transaction however small.
On the contrary, there is ample evidence that the
precious metals circulated in the form of ingots of
known weight. Saul’s servant, for example, had
with him an ingot£ of the weight of a quarter of
a shekel (IS 9^ In the case of large sums, and
especially in official and legal payments where

Is the fallacy which vitiates the calculation of the
yalnet of the NT silver wans given in the margins of our AY
(see below, §§ 7, 8).

t tom give merely the Intrinsic value of the metal

;

Its purchasing' power, as compared with these sums to-day, was
many times greater (see § IX).

t It is an anachronism to speak of It as a coin, as in the
Internal. (ML Comm, (1899) afiSa

^

great accuracy was necessary, as well as in case*

where the parties concerned w'ere not well laid vn
to each other, the money was invariably weighed.
Hence the word shtikal (7ps;

)> to ‘ weigh/ is used as
synonymous with ‘pay 5 {Ex 221

®, 1 K. 1039, Is 55a

etc.).
" In illustration of this extensive use of the

balance in the most varied transactions, it will

suffice to refer to such additional passages as 2 EL

!219* 11 RV (where the money is both ‘told
3 and

‘ weighed out }

), Jer 329* 10
,
Is 46°, Ezr S23 * 2®.

The custom of wearing ornaments of an accur-
ately determined weight—such were Rebekah’s
gold nose-ring of half a shekel weight and her
bracelets of ten shekels, Gn 2422—would naturally
tend to facilitate their use on occasion as money.
The * wedge (lit. tongue) of gold of fifty shekels
weight 3 purloined by Achan was probably an orna-
ment of some sort (Jos 7 21

}. The ring-money so

popular in Egypt, to which allusion has already
been made (§ 1), does not appear to have been
current among the Hebrews.* The nature of the
piece of money—for such it surely must have been
—called hMtah (ryerg Gn 3339

,
Jos 2432

, and Job 4211

only) is quite unknown. From the fact that .the
oldest versions render it by ‘ lamb 3 or ‘ sheep/ it is

a plausible conjecture, hut nothing more, that the
Jcesiiah may have been a piece of precious metal,
the value of which was in some way indicated by
its having a lamb stamped upon itf (see art.

Kesxtah, and add to the reff. there given, Hultsch,
MetrolJ pp. 480-63, who attempts to determine its

value from utterly insufficient data, and Ridgeway,
Metal Currency

, pp. 270-72 [with illustrations],

who concludes ‘ that the qesitah was an old unit of

barter like the Homeric ox, and as the latter was
transformed into a gold unit so the former was
superseded by an equivalent of silver

3

).

Before we pass from this section, it may be
added that the predominant use of the shekel as
the monetary unit in ordinary transactions has
led to its frequent omission in statements of price
in the OT. Joseph, for example, was sold for

|

‘twenty (shekels, AV pieces) of silver/ Solomon
paid for his Egyptian chariots ‘ six hundred of
silver

3
apiece (see complete list of such omissions

in Madden, Coins of the Jews
, p. 15). It is worthy

of note, finally, that the mina (mp in Ezk 4512 by
AY transliterated ‘ maneh/ elsewhere in OT and
NT ‘pound 3

) does not occur in any pre-exilic

writing.^ The price of a chariot we have just
seen was ‘ 600 shekels/ not ‘ 12 minas 3

; Achan
3

s

wedge weighed ‘50 shekels/ not * one mina/

—

examples might he multiplied indefinitely,—while
large sums are quoted by talents and shekels only.
From among the latter may be singled out
Solomon’s annual revenue of 666 talents of gold
(I K 1014, 2 Ch 91S

) =£4,095,900, as also the incredible
total of David’s Temple Fund, which, according to
the Chronicler, amounted to the colossal sum of
one thousand and twenty-five millions sterling

(£1,025,000,000) !§

* G. Hoffmann, in M. /. Assyriol. ii. (1887) 48 f., has pro
posed to render the obscure word nsa of Job 2224- 25 (AY gold,

BY treasure, BYm * Heb. ore*) by * ring-gold,’ i.e. gold circulat-
ing in toe form of rings, but on insufficient grounds.

t Compare toe Assyrian ingots stamped with * toe head of
Mar of Nineveh,* to which Babelon refers in Les Originm de la
Monnme, p. 58, and those apparently stomped with a plant, to
which Mr. Pinches has called our attention. These stamped
ingots were toe precursors of true coins. (Ot now, Johns, ‘Did
the Assyrians com Money?* Expos. Nov. 1899).

t For this and other reasons toe MT of 2 Ch 9*6 giving * three
hundred (mi©) of gold,* viz. shekels, is to he preferred to, and
to be substituted for, toe text of toe parallel passage 1 K 10**
* three minas <m;D) of gold,* and not vice versa, as most modem
critics. This disposes of the hasty inference which several
writers, have drawn from these passages, that in toe ton® of toe
Chronicler toe mina was computed to contain 106 light shekels
or drachms (cf. below, §§ 3, 4).

§ * One hundred thousand talents of gold and a thousand
thousand talents cf silver * (1 Oh 22**).
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to the Reign of Xerq.

I § 3. Invention of the art of Coining. Money of
j

Darius and his successors. The ‘Shekel of the

I

Sanctuary!—Modern research tends to confirm the
i statement of Herodotus (L 941, that coins are an

i

invention of the Lydians. To the reign of Gvges
[c. 700 E.C.] may perhaps "be ascribed the earlier
essays in the art of coming (Head, Hist. Xumorum,
p. xxxiii ; to this work, to Babelon, Les Origines
de la Monnaie, and the other works mentioned at

j

the head of this article, the student is referred for
full discussion of the question as to the invention
of coining, the process employed, etc. I. Wherein,
it may be asked, does a true coin differ from the
ingots of gold and silver of specified weight so long
in use in the ancient world ? We answer that an
ingot becomes a coin when it receives the impres.-ion
of an official mark—called by numismatists the
‘type’ of the coin—which serves as a public
guarantee oi its weight and fineness, and hence of
its value in the currency of the country. When
the last hand of Jewish exiles left for the land of
their captivity (B.c. 586) true coins had circulated
in western Asia Minor and Greece for about a
century, but there is no evidence that this economic
revolution had affected Palestine. Forty years
later (B.C. 546 or 548, ace. to Winokler. Vnter-
suchungen zur altorient. Gesch. 131) Cyrus gained
his decisive victory over Croesus king of Lydia,
who had reorganized the currency of his kingdom
(Head, Coinage of Lydia and Persia, 19 f.. Hist.

Xum. 546), introducing a gold stater, the famous
Kpolaews a-Tarhp, of the weight of the light Baby-
lonian gold shekel (126 grs.), and a corresponding
silver stater or shekel* of 168 grs. Lenormant,
Head, and others consider that Gyms continued
the issue of these coins from the mint at Sardis

;

but Babelon has shown that this view is untenable
(Les Perses Acheminides, Introd. iif.), and that
the royal coinage of Persia was first issued by
Darius Hystaspis (B.C. 522-485). Darius’ coins
were of two denominations—(1) a stater of pure
gold {xpv&iov Kadaplrarov, Herod, iv. 166), weighing
130 grs. and circulating throughout Asia and
Europe under the designation crrav^p dapetKos or
daric ;f and (2) a silver coin of almost 87 grs.,

known as the aLyhos pySucbs or Median shekel .

$

The former was the light Babylonian shekel on
the royal standard (see § 1),—otherwise one half
of the corresponding heavy shekel (260 grs ) repre-

sented at this period by the popular gold coin
knowm as the stater of Phoeoea (Babelon, op. cit.

ivf. ; Head, op. cit* 506 ; see also footnote),—while
the latter, the sighs, was one half of the light

Babylonian silver shekel on the same standard.
These were in all probability the first coins to cir-

culate among ike Jews. No 1 of the plate of illus-

trations shows a gold daric of the Persian kings,

the type of which is fairly constant throughout.
The obverse represents the kin<| as an archer,

bearded, crowned with the cidarw, and kneeling
right ; clad in long robe with left knee bare, he
holds a bow in his outstretched left hand, and in
Ms right a spear. The reverse is not occupied by
* It is of great Importance, in view of subsequent discussions,

to observe that the word stater (from ferr.m in the sense
of 4 to weigh 4

)? 1® the trie Gr. equivalent of the Semitic shekel,

of which rqA* (see below) is a transliteration.

fThe word dark {latpuxk') has probably no etymological
connexion with Darius (Old Pers. DamymauS), but is rather to
be traced to the Assyrian dartku, applied to a piece of money in
the reign of Nabonidus.

X The siglm, it must be observed, is in reality a half-shekel,

being rhth of the Babylonian silver mina. Inasmuch as the
term stater, as the equivalent of shekel, represents ^th of the
mina, the Greeks applied the term drachm, to the half-

stater, or 'jrlijth part. From this point of view, the daric—-while
a stater or shekel cm the light Babylonian standard—might be
regarded asa drachm emtkwhecm standard (see below).

a ‘type 5 but by an irregular oblong ‘incuse.
The type of the siglos closely resembles that of the
daric, but is less constant. In sterling money tht
daric ; 130 grs. of pure goldh on the basis of calcula-
tion adopted in § 1, was worth £1, Is. id., say one
guinea , and, since the gold unit was equal to twenty
of the silver unit* ion the ba>is of 13*3 : 1; ex.

Xen. A nab. i. 7. 18), the sighs was worth a fraction
more than a shilling.

The daric and siqios, we have said, are the first

coins that can possibly have circulated in Pales-
tine, which formed part of the fifth satrapy
(Babelon, op. cit. xx f.}. Is there any reference to
either in the Hebrew literature of the period?
Our Revisers reply in the affirmative, since in six

passages of the historical work Chronicles-Ezra-
Xehemiah (see Driver, LOT® 516) they have sub-
stituted ‘darks’ for the ‘drams’ (i.e. "drachms) of

AY (1 Ch 297
, Ezr 2® SL7

,
Xeh 770

* 71* 72
). The

original has prn except in 1 Ch 297, Ezr S27, where
we find furnx.f The first passage must be set
aside as a pure anachronism. Of the remainder,
Xeh 77£ff* and its parallel Ezr 2® bring extracts
from an earlier document recording the contribu-
tions for religious purposes given on the occasion
of the return under Cyrus, i.e. nearly twenty years
before the introduction of the daric, while Ezr 8s7

refers not to money but to the weight (1000
'adark&nim) t of ‘twenty basins of gold.’ Since,
then, the darkemon is clearly a weight and not a
coin, it scarcely can be anything but the word
opaxp-v, the standing designation among the Greeks
for the T^j-th part of the mina. This conclusion is f

confirmed by the following considerations: (1)
:

Lucian’s Greek text has 5paxp&$ throughout
; (2j

darkemon was the recognized Semitic transcrip-
tion of Spaxph, as is proved by a Phoenician in-

scription from the Piraeus, in winch a colony of
Sidonians there (prob. in the 3rd cent. B.c.) vote 1

two sums of twenty darkemon im (cam) $ each to !

defray the expense of a gold crown and a gilded
j

stele m honour of a countryman, ‘ Shemabaal, son
of Magon.’

j

In attempting to estimate the value of the I

darkemon or drachm as the weight in terms of S

which the contributions are entered in Xehemiah’s
lists, we w'ould lay stress on the fact above indi-

cated, that the drachm is essentially the hundredth
part of the mina—in other words, a half-shekel.
Now if, as we believe, the Hebrew gold shekel par
excellence was the heavy shekel of 252-260 grains,
and if, as is most probable, the original entries
were made on the Persian or light Babylonian
royal standard, of which the shekel was 130 grs.

(the weight of the later daric), we can understand
wThy a Jewish author—or, it may be, editor—to
avoid possible ambiguity, should have altered
the original light shekels into the equivalent
drachms (either being Y^-th of the Hebrew" gold
mina). If this be so, the total amount of gold
contributed by ‘ the Tirshatha (1000 drachms), the

* This proportion of 20 to I, first adopted by Darius, Is still

maintained in most currencies at the present day (cf. sovereign
and shilling, ‘ Napoleon 3 and franc, etc.).

f For the conflicting views of scholars as to the etymology of

these words, see sub pDtrn in (hf. Lex. (Bro vvn-Briggs-Driver)
and reft there. Also Madden, Coins of the Jims, 46 : Hultseh,
MetroL*485n. 2.

t The interesting corruptions in the Greek text ofA andB («£*> -

seem to prove that the original here
was da-rkemontm, as In the other passage® fust cited.

§ In line 8, owing probably to a slip of the engraver, the word
is written DUzm. On the strength of this, Ed. Meyer In Ms
detailed discussion of Neh T70*- inhis Entsiehung d, Jvdmthumg,
196 ff. , takes DU3TT as= gold dairies and DUDXn as» Attic (silver)

drachms ; but it Is much more likely that the tome denomina-
tion, vis. Attic mid drachms, is intended throughout (cf. the
interesting parallels from the Greek Cmrpmgiven by lidzbarski,
Handb. d. nordsemit. Eptyrmphih (1S9S), pp. 124 and 160. Tha
inscription itself, &. pi. viii 6, in square characters p. 425
Other literature apud Bloch, P'hma. Glomar. p. 6).
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chief of the fathers (20,000), and the rest of the theLXX (dWt dfdXoi).* The obol is, of course, the

people (20,000),* is equal to 41,000 drachms, darks, sixth of the Attic drachm, at this period =c. 11*23

or guineas.* In the same way the mina (EV grs., twenty of which give ns a shekel of 224 grs.

pound), by which the silver contributions are (ef. Josephus
5 statement (Ant. in. vi. 7) that the

reckoned, can hardly be other than the Perso- Heb. talent=100 (Attic) minas, i.e. 3000 shekels=
Babvlonic royal mina, of which the later siglos was 10,CM.hj drachms or 60,000 obols ;

hence 1 shekel=20
}

the hundredth part. Since the latter was 'in value obols).

! Jjyth of the daric, its mina was equal to five darics, (2} The testimony of the New Testament and
ind the total contributions (4200 minas, Neh Josephus.—In the 1st cent, the amount of the tax
’jrLTCj

£0 21,000 darics, that is, to circa as many paid by every adult Jew for the maintenance of

guineas.
" the temple services had long been fixed at half a

The shekel (173 grs.) of this mina, of which the shekel, which, since the tax was ultimately based
siglos is the half-shekel (see above), is perhaps on Ex 30i3ff

* (see next paragraph), must necessarily

intended in the reference Neh 515 to the table have been the ‘sacred
5

shekel. Now, on a well-

allowances of Nehemiah as a high official of known occasion in the life of our Lord (Mt IT-45-)*

Artaxerxes I. Longimanus (see Babelon, op. cit. the amount due by two persons was paid by a

p. 6 f. , for the coins of this sovereign). The satraps stater, which can only be a tetradrachm of Antioch
of the Great King enjoyed iq a limited^ extent or of Tyre (see §§ 4, 7, B), both of them slightly

(Lenormant, La monnaie dans Fantiq. ii. 16 f., reduced from the standard weight of 224 grs.f

and esp. Babelon, op. cit. xxifil) the privilege of
j

Josephus, also, in his references to this tax, uses
I issuing silver (not gold) coins in their own name. : in one place (Ant. xvm. ix. 1) the same word as the

i With one of the&e, Bagoas, satrap of Egypt evangelist (rb oibpaxpov

;

cf. Mt 1724), in another
(c. 345-343) under Artaxerxes in. Ochus, is

'

( Wars, vn. vi. 6) the equivalent ovo ojxlxp&s, while
generally identified the Bagoses of Josephus (Ant. 1 in a third (Ant. in. viii. 2) he writes <tIk\ov rb

XL viL 1, N. § 297), who under the circumstances ijfucrv, the half-shekel. (3) The testimony of the

there recorded imposed a tax of 50 shekels upon Talmud. The Talmud repeatedly lays down the

j

every lamb offered in the daily sacrifice. These canon that all sums mentioned in the Pentateuch
1 must have been either Persian shekels, as above, or, are to be reckoned in the money of Tyre (n«

*]5f

,

! since Bagoas' Egyptian coinage is entirely on the
j

see reff. in Zuckermandel, Ueber talmudische Ge-

Phoenician standard (see ap. Babelon, pp. 52-55),
j

wichie u. Miinzen
, pp. 5, 15) ; and in particular in

;
shekels on the Hebrew-Phoenician standard (224

;

Bekhoroth viii. 7, with reference to the very

!
grs. ).

|

passages we are discussing, we read that c
all pay-

Sinee the document known as the Priests
5 Code ments according to the sacred shekel are to be made

j

(P) is now' universally recognized as having first in Tyrian (i.e. Phoenician) currency,
5
in other words,

j

received public sanction under the governorship of according to the Hebrew-Phoenician shekel of 224

j

Nehemian (c. 444 B.C.), we have reserved for this
,

grs. On the strength of this threefold testimony,
section the discussion of the monetary unit adopted

j
we are justified in maintaining that e the shekel of

therein for various important payments, viz. the the sanctuary ’ is nothing but the ancient silvei

|

so-called ‘shekel of the sanctuary’ f (enpn more
;

shekel of the country
,
fifteen of which (at 224 grs.)

probably £ sacred shekel ’), regarding which so we saw' (§ 1) to be equivalent to the gold shekel of

much has been written and so many conjectures 253 grs. It wras £ sacred,
5 not only as having been

hazarded. The expression occurs in the following associated with the payment of the priestly dues
passages of P only : Ex 3<J23

* 34 3S34'-6
,
Lv 5“ 27J,fl6

, from time immemorial, but also as being the speci-

Nu 347 * 50 713“*
( 14 times) IB16, and in these it is used fically Hebrew shekel, just as the Hebrew' language

not only of silver and gold but of spices (Ex 3(PL ) was distinguished from all others as £ the sacred

j

and presumably copper (3839). This confirms the
j

tongue (zhpn pci).’ Some epithet of the kind was
j

impression we derive from Lv 27’*15
(‘ ail thy esiima-

;

required in early post-exilic times to distinguish
1 tions shall be reckoned according to the shekel of

j
this shekel from the Perso-Babylonie shekel of

the sanctuary 5

) that part of P’s aim is to introduce
j

168-173 grs. (see next paragraph), which may
! a uniform shekel for all transactions.:!: From the

,
well have been the only shekel then officially

;
numbers given Ex SS28®-, an easy calculation proves

j recognized in Judeea, a province of the Persian
! that 3006 ‘sacred 9

shekels went to the talent.
;

empire.
'What, then, is the value of P's shekel ? Let us

|

The date of the institution of the temple tax of
examine (1) The testimony of the text and the

\

half a shekel, above referred to, has been the
Persians* In four of the passages cited (Ex SO13

, j
subject of much discussion. It does not appear

Lv 2713
,
Nn 347 IS16 ) the

£ shekel of the sanctuary ’
j to have been contemplated by the original framers

is defined as consisting of 20 gerahs (Sw? «"f
12 cv79j;), j

of the Priests’ Code,:*: since w'e find the community,
words which Ezekiel had already applied to his

j

immediately after ratifying that code, charging
shekel (4512).§ Now the gerah—whether its original 5 themselves 4 yearly with the third part of a shekel
meaning be a seed-grain generally, or specially the

j for the service of the house ’ (Neh. 1032 Heb- »).

seed of the earob tree (Low, Aramdische Pflanzen- » Since the Hebrew - Phoenician shekel is never
namen, p. 317) or the lupin (Ridgeway, op* cit. 217) I divided otherwise than by halves and quarters,
—was most probably a small Babylonian weight this must be the official Perso-Babylonian shekel
(cf. the giru of Nebuchadnezzar's inscriptions, used (|=56-58 grs., worth c. 8id.). At a later date,
in connexion with money, see Muss-Arnolt, Lex. certainly More the time of the Chronicler (e. 300

identified by Talmudic writers with the njr? B.C. ; cf. 2 Ch 245"9
), the tax was raised by the

or obol, by which it is rendered in the Targum of
Onkelos. The same identification is adopted by * The LXX gives the same rendering to the obscure qos rrrai

|

1 S P6 only (AV a piece of silver, LXX ifrSuw etpyvplJ). This
* The first being the tetdffht of the whole, the second Its word is probably to be restored in the Marseilles sacrificial

©qirfmlgiit in the later coinage of Darius, the third the same in tablet (CIS i. 165 ; Iidzbarski, Xordsem. Epigraphik, 428), line

sterfinf money. 12, where Driver (Authority and Archcmlmy\ 1899) renders
fTfals rendering probably presupposes that the standard ‘10 gferab] each/ (In 2nd ed. ‘10 a[gdrahs?j/ with note that

weight wm keptm the temple m accordance with a well-attested
j

perhaps same as the gerah). Lenormant (La mrnnaie, L 107)
ancient castewn. But this hardly suits the exilic or early post- thought he had discovered "the word giru in an Egyp. papyrus,
exilic crijrfa of P. f The effective weight of good specimens of the extant half-

| In this, mmm much else, P continues fee policy of Ezekiel, shekel lies between 108 and 110 grs.
who appears to contemplate a simplification of the standard i Were Ex 8QU-is a late addition to the code, inserted with a
measures view to legallring the half-shekel tax, as some modern critics

| Hence ft Is possible that the words in question are every- hold, the fact of its being an annual contribution would surel;
where in Fagm* introduced from rids passage of Ezekiel have been emphasized.
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priestly authorities—appealing, no doubt, to the
passage in Exodus—to half the native shekel (112
grs., worth c. Is. 4Jd,}.

The daric and siglos, we have said, were the
first coins to have legal currency in Judaea, But
soon after Nehemiah’s time another silver coinage
made its appearance. In the second half of the
5th cent, the wealthy commercial cities on the
Mediterranean seaboard had begun to issue silver

money under their native kings.* Aradus, Sidon,
Tyre, and Gaza were among the greatest trade
centres of the period. The c men of Tyre,

1 we may
be sure, were not the only traders that brought
* all manner of ware’ to Jerusalem (Neb 1318), and
the coins followed the trade. One of the earliest of
these is a fine double-shekel of Sidon (423 grs. ) in
the British Museum (see Plate No. 2).

Bev. A Phoenician galley with mast and sails.

Obv. King of Persia in his chariot, driven by his
charioteer. A. Wt. 423 grs.

Of no city or sovereign, however, are the coins

of such importance to the student of Jewish
numismatics as those of Tyre. Have we not seen
that all the moneys mentioned in the Pentateuch
were to he paid in Tyrian—rather, in a wider
sense, Phoenician—currency ? The earliest coins

of Tyre take us back to near the middle of the
5th cent. B.c., the latest date from the reign of
Septimius Severus. No. 3 of our Plate show’s an
early, not perhaps the earliest, specimen of a tetra-

drachm of Tyre (a shekel of c. 220 grs.), the real
‘ shekel of the sanctuary. J

Obit Melkarth (the Tyrian Hercules) holding a
bow, and riding over the waves on hippocamp
or sea horse ; beneath, a dolphin.

Bev. Owl bearing over left shoulder the Egyptian
crook and flail (the symbols of Osiris).

The reverse is of great interest as showing the
range of the mercantile relations of Tyre and the
resulting influence of Athens on the one hand, and
of Egypt on the other (cf. Babelon, op cit. Introd.

clxxxix). The influence of Athens on Palestine

I

at this early period is still more strikingly shown

I

by the coins of Gaza, which not only imitate the

|

type and legend of the coins of Athens, but are

I
struck on the Attic standard.

§ 4. Coinage of the Ptolemies and Seleudds and
of the semi-autonomous cities to the time of Simon
jfaccabceus.—At the date of his conquest of Asia,

Alexander the Great introduced his international

currency in the three metals, gold, silver, and
bronze.f The principal coins are the gold stater

or didrachm of 133 grs. actual weight ;
for silver

the tetradraehm (266 grs.) and the drachm (664

grs.). These weights introduce us to a new
standard, the Euboic-Attlc,* on which the cur-

rency of Athens w*as based—from this time on-

wards to the 3rd cent. A.D. the most widely
spread of ancient monetary standards. Coins
with Alexander's types were struck, even long
after his death, by various cities of Syria and
Palestine.

After years of varying fortune on the field of

* The bnHiant sketch of M. Six^ 4 Observations sur les

moEiwies ph&uciennes/ In the Pwnmnatie Chronicle, 1877,

p. 1775., is still of value alongside of the more recent and
exhaustive work of M. Babelon, Let Penes AcMminide®, Qjpre
$t Phenide, 1893. Cf. Head’s resume in Hist. Num. 665-670

;

and, of older works, Brandis, Xkus Mwnz- Mam- und Geiviekts-

wesen in Vorderasien, 1-866 passim,

i f The chief authority is stall Ludwig* Muller’s La Sumis-
1 matique &’Alexandre U Grand, 1855 (cf. Head’s conspectus.

Hist. Xum. 810 ft).

t For which see Head, op. ctt, xl-xiiii and p. 3-09?. Ace. to

!

Hattach (Gew. d. Alt pp. 66-68), the shekel or stater of this

i standard was ^th of a mina of 60 light Phoenician shekels =
134-7 x 60 -5-50) grains, which is found as early as the 12th

Dynasty in Egypt, whence, through Phcenician intermediaries,

it was earned to Greece and Asia Minor. This gives c. 289*5

and67*38 grs. for the Attictetradraehm anddrachm respectively,

wad for the and talent 6735 and 404,100 grs. respectively.

battle, Ptolemy I. finally succeeded (B.c. 301

1

in adding Palestine to his Egyptian dominions.
The Jews were still, however, but ‘a feeble folk,*

content to use the coins that issued in great
abundance from the royal mints at Alexandria
and the cities of the seaeoast. This w*as all the
more practicable, since Ptolemy (from B.c. 305),

alone among the successors of Alexander, coined
on the light Phoenician standard (see Poole, The
Ptolemies [Brit. Mns. Cat. of Gr. Coins], 1833,

Introd, xxiiif.; Head, Hist. Num. THAI; Hultsch,
MeirolA 646 ff.). No. 4 of our Plate is a typical

coin, a tetradraehm or double - shekel oi the
Ptolemies.

Obv. Head of Ptolemy I. diademed.
Bev. rSTOAEMAlOY BAIIAE&X. Type, eagle*
on thunderbolt. At. Wt 224 grs.

Tyre, which passed into the hands of Ptolemy XL
Philadelphus in B.c. 275, still possessed a flourish-

ing mint, its coins bearing as adjunct, in addition
to the Ptolemaic types, the monogram of the city

with the club of the Tyrian Hercules (see Poole,

op. cit. Plate IV. 8). Sidon, Acco (named Pfcolemais

by Philadelphus), Gaza, Joppa, were all Ptolemaic
mints,f from which, especially from the three
latter, the peaceful Jewish community derived
their supply of shekels. The yoke of the Ptolemies
pressed lightly, for the greater part of the century
(B.c. 300-206) at least, upon the Jews. According
to the highly embellished story of Joseph, the
nephew* of the high priest (Onias II.), told in detail

by Josephus [Ant. xii. 4), the tribute in the reign
oi Ptolemy ILL Euergetes did not exceed twenty
shekels of silver [ib. xii. iv. 1, Niese, § 158). To
obtain the modem equivalent of a Ptolemaic talent
of silver (6000 drachms of 56 grs.), wTe must, in

accordance with the principles laid down in § 2 of

this article, first translate the silver into gold,

which is our only standard. Now the ratio of

gold to silver in the Ptolemaic system is 12J : I,

eight gold drachms being equivalent to a mina
(100 drachms) of silver (cf. Hultsch, 3IetrolAQ4Q f.).

We thus obtain, at the mint price of gold £3, 17s.

lOJd. per oz. of 480 grs., 9s. Id. as the value of the
gold drachm, £45 for the gold mina (3 Mac l 4

),

8fd. for the silver drachm [ib. 3s8 ), and £218 for

the silver talent, twenty of which amount to £4380.
The total revenue of Ptolemy’s Asiatic possession,

Ccele-Syria, and Phoenicia, and Judsea, and Samaria
amounted—if the figures (Ant. XII. iv. 4, N. 175 f.)

are to be trusted—to 8000 talents, raised by Joseph
to 16,000, almost three and a half million pounds
sterling I On the same standard are to be reckoned
the numerous other sums menticned throughout
the story.

When we reflect that the Ptolemaic silver

shekel is a double-drachm or stater (of 112 grs.}—
the latter term, when the didrachm fell into dis-

favour, the Greeks applied to the tetradraehm—
we understand how the Alexandrian translators of
the Pentateuch so frequently render the Hebrew
shekel, which weighed 224 grs., by SlSpaxpo* as
well as by ertkkos, instead of by the more exact
rerpidpayjzcy (in LXX only Job 42u).£ Similarly
the b£$d (yp?) or half-shekel is in the two passages
where it occurs (Gn 24-% Ex 38SS=LXX 39s

) ren-

dered by QpaxM-
In B.c. 198 Antiochus m. succeeded in wresting

Palestine from the feeble grasp of the youthfid
Ptolemy Epiphanes ; it now became a province of

the Syrian empire. The Seleucids, like all the
successors of Alexander save the Ptolemies, con-
tinued his coinage on the Attic standard, retain*

• The special badge or 1
crest’ of the Ptolemies, as the anchoi

was of the Seleucids (we below).

•f See Poole, Table III. Mints and Hates, p. xeviff., for com
plete list of Phcenidan and Palestinian mints to b.c. 193.

t The later translators, Aqmlaand Symmachns, prefer
(cf. Mt 27*27).
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ing, for some time at least, even Ms name and
j

j

types, to which the anchor was added—the family !

1 badge or cognizance of Seleueus, the founder of i

I the dynasty. Gold coins are comparatively rare

;

the commonest silver coins are the tetraclrachm
fat this period as high as 265 grs.) and the drachm,
to which fall to be added bronze coins of numerous

j

denominations.* For half a century fc. 150-100
B.c. '• the Phoenician standard appears' alongside of

|

the Attic (Babelon, op, cif. elxxxtiih The mints
are numerous ; besides Antioch and other cities

of Northern Syria we still have Sidon, Tyre,
Ptolemais, Ascalon, and others.

t

Antiochns treated the Jews with great con-
sideration, even with kindness. Taxes were re-

j

mitted, in some cases permanently, in others for
j

three years, with one-third abatement thereafter ; |

while "a grant of 20,060 drachms, in addition to
J

allowances of wheat and salt, was made from the
f

imperial treasury to defray the cost of the temple
service (Jos. Ant. xil. iii. 3, N. 13$ tF.). From this

time onwards to the date of the complete rupture
with Antioch the taxes and other official pay-
ments must have been settled in Attic drachms
(see below) from one or other of the coast mints.

I For ordinary transactions and for the sacred dues,

;

the former' Ptolemaic currency, based on the

i
native standard, probably still held the held,

j

We give (No. 5i a tetradraehm of Antioehus IV.
• Epiphanes, with whose accession, in B.c. 175, we
I

approach a turning-point in the fortunes of the

\
Jews.

j

Obv. Head of Antioehus Epiphanes (looking)

j
right, diademed, with fillet border.

\
Bev. BA2IAEQ2 ANTIOXOY 0EOY Eni<t>AN0Y2

j

[king Antioehus, divine, illustrious]. Zeus

|

(looking) left, seated on throne, naked to the
i waist, and holding a Nike, who crowns him,

j

in right hand, while left rests on sceptre. In
i exergue a monogram. TTfc. 259 grs.
1 The portrait of Antioehus is considerably ideal-

i

ized ;t the titles on the reverse show that the coin
! was struck about the middle of his reign (Babelon,

op. cit, xxiii.), probably before he had set up 4 the
abomination that maketh desolate

5
in the Jewish

temple (Bn ll01 12 11
}.

Several of the more important cities of the
Seleueid empire were about this time permitted
to issue a series of semi-autonomous bronze coins,
distinguished from the royal bronzes of the same
mintmg-pkees by having, besides the royal por-
trait on the obverse, the name of the issuing city
(TYPI&N, tais dm *

3*?) § on the reverse.
To the earlier part of Antiochns Epiphanes*

reign belong the intrigues of Jason, brother of the
high priest Onias III., who offered Antioehus the
large sum of 446 talents for the high-priestly office,

with ‘a hundred and fifty more, if it might be
allowed Mm . . . to set up a (Greek) place of
exercise and (form) a body of youths (to be trained
therein), and to register'the inhabitants of Jeru-
salem as citizens of Antioch * (2 Mae 4s). Jason in
Ms turn was outbid by Menel&us, who offered the

* See the standard work of E. Babelon, Leg Itois de Syrkt

1890; also P. Gardner, The Seleueid Kinm of Syria (Brit. Mus.
Cat, of Gr. Goins), im Of. Head, Emt Sum,. 6S72., where
the older literature is given.

f From the royal Seleueid coins struck m the cities just
named must be carefully dlitin^uished the coins of these and
other dta issued by them on their obtaining a measure of

,
autonomy, which increased as the power of the Solenoids
declined (me below),

t On the coin-portraits of this famous figure in Jewish history
mm Babelon, op. cit. xcii fit, and Plates XIL-XV.

| The title here assumed by Tyre is noteworthy, * mother
(city) of the SWomians,* a reply to the, historically more: justifi-
able, pretensions of Sidon to be the 4 mother -city of Tyre/
Similar rivalry were comma® in the Bosan period. Also of
interwi. In view of the legend on the later Jewish shekels. Is

that on tbm hraane cans of Gebal-Byblus, n*np Vm 6 Geb&I the
Jkoty.*

impecunious monarch ‘more than Jason by 300
talents of silver* (id. v. 24

), These and the other
sums mentioned in 1 and 2 Maccabees (1 Mae ll 28

131s. w 1531. 33
5 ap talents ; 2 Mae 3U 41S [read 33U0

drachms] etc. ) are to he reckoned as Syrian-Attie
drachms and talents. In endeavouring to reach
an approximate valuation of these sums, it must
be remembered that the Syrian currency is on a
silver, ours on a gold standard. The gold of the
Seleucids, even in the shape of coins, was always
bullion, and varied in its ratio to silver between 10 :

1 and 12 V : 1 (see Hultsch, Metro

L

2
§§ 30 f.). Now,

if we take the normal weight of the Attic drachm
at 67*307 grs. (=4*366 grammes), we have as the
sterling value of the gold drachm at the mint price

10s. 1 1 J <1., and of the talent (6U00 drachms) in

round numbers £3280. At the ratio of 10 : 1 this

gives £328 for the silver talent, at I2h : 1 £262, the
mean value being £295, for the silver drachm llfd.,

which is considerably higher than the estimates of

previous writers. The large sums deposited in the
temple (400 talents of silver and 200 talents of

gold, 2 Mac 311
)
would thus amount to £118,000

and £656,000 respectively, a total of over three-
f quarters of a million.

§ 5. The first native coinage ; the problem of
the so - called ‘ Maccabcean shekels ’ ; the bronze
coins of the Hasmoncean princes.—The latter half
of the 2nd cent, saw the once powerful empire
of the Seleucidse rent by internal dissensions and
hasting to its fall. Already the Jews, under the
brave sons of Mattathias the Hasmonsean (uicyc),

had taken the field in defence of the national
religion, and had proved themselves so dangerous
as foes that Demetrius IX. (145-139/8 B.C.) recog-
nized them as likely to prove not less valuable as
allies (1 Mac IS3®-40 ). The privileges then granted
by Demetrius, amounting to political autonomy
under the suzerainty of Svria,—not, as is often
represented, to complete independence,—were con-
firmed by his brother Antioehus VII. Sidetes (B.c.

138-129) in the famous rescript preserved in I Mac
153f

*.
c Now therefore/ it runs, according to the

j
best text, ‘ I confirm unto thee [Simon] all the

1 exactions which the kings that were before me
;

remitted unto thee, and I give thee leave to coin
moneyfor thy country with thine own stamp (Troirjcai

tcbpLjia Bwv vbfiujpui ry x&ffi gw)/ etc. Did Simon
avail himself of the privilege here recorded of
issuing money in his own name ? This has hitherto
been the queestio v&xatissima of Jewish numis-
matics. For some time past, however, the attri-

bution to Simon the Hasmonsean (less correctly,
the Maceabee) of the well-known silver shekels and
half-shekels with the legends Shekel Yisrdel and
Yerushalem KedOshah, and the dates ‘year 1* to
‘ year 5/ has Been an accepted numismatic doctrine,
so much so that very convincing reasons will natur-
ally be expected to justify the present writer's
rejection of it. These reasons may be stated here
in preference to a later section. They are (1) the
principles of the rights of coinage in antiquity.

These cannot be here set forth in detail (see esp.
Lenonaants classical work, La monnaie darn
Vantiquiti

,
ii. § 1, ‘ Le droit de monnayage, 5

etc.)

;

it must suffice to emphasize the fact that the right
to coin money of the standard metal, whether gold
or silver, was the exclusive prerogative of the
sovereign power. Just as the Persian kings, for
example, guarded most jealously their exclusive
right to coin gold, which was their standard, so
the Seleueid sovereigns, coining on the silver
standard, permitted certain privileged cities to
strike bronze coins only (see previous section, and
of. Babelon, Bois de Syne, cxi, cxliv). The re-

sumption of a sliver coinage with a special era by
the cities of Phoenicia, at a slightly later period,
was tantamount to the assertion of their complft«
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independence. The admitted fact that the only
other silver coins of the Jews date from a time of
asserted independence, at least suggests a similar
date for the shekels in question. (2) The shekels of
years Woo cannot be fitted into the chronology of
thisperiod. Since Simon died in the year B.c. 135,
five years backwards Demetrius xi. was still on the
throne. Accordingly supporters of the Maceabaean
theory are compelled to assume that Antiochus
Sidetes was merely confirming a right that had
already been usurped by Simon. On the other
hand, if the dates run from B.c. 142 (see 1 Mac
1342 }, two years are left without any coins.
"Whereas on the theory advocated in this article
(see, further, § 9), that these coins belong to the <

first revolt, A.D. 66-70, we understand both why
there should be only shekels of five years, and whv
those of ^the fifth year should be so rare. (3) The
silver coinage ceases

, ex hypothesi, with Simon. No
reason for this can he given on the hypothesis we
are combating. Subsequent Hasmonsean princes,
such as John Hyrcanus and Alexander Jannseus,
were men of greater wealth and power than Simon

:

why should they have been content to issue only
bronze coins, 2 Simon had already struck in
silver ? (4) There is, further, the more technical
argument from the size

, fabric, and style of the
coins in dispute. They do not resemble the con-
temporary silver coins of the Seleucidse nearly so
much as they do the imperial coins of the 1st
cent. a.d. (see § 9, below), nor do they show
any points of contact with the types or legends of
the bronze coins of Simon’s successors. The palaeo-

S
aphic argument from the forms of the old
ebrew characters is of little weight either way

;

it is almost impossible to distinguish, between the
genuinely archaic and the intentionally arehaistie
in Semitic epigraphy. We believe, then, that if

Simon availed himself of the right, which was
soon withdrawn (1 Mac lo27

}, of issuing coins,
these can only have been of bronze. No such
coins, however, can with certainty be ascribed to
Simon.
The first native Jewish coinage dates from the

reign of Simon’s son and successor, John Hyrcanus.
The earliest coins, however, that can with any
confidence be said to have been struck at Jerusalem
are some small bronzes—hemickalki,* according
to M. Babelon—of Antioehus VII. of dates b.g. 132
and 131 (see

_
Madden, Coins of the Jews, 76;

Babelon, op. cit. Nos. 1166-7, pi. xxii. 1 ; Gardner,
op. cit. 75, pi. xx. 14). The coins of Hyrcanus are
of small size, three specimens in the British Museum
averaging 28 grs., and undated. In place of a type
the field of the obverse is occupied by an "in-
scription in the old Hebrew character, see plate
No. 6.

05t?. omrrn -am fnirt jnan pmrr A (John, the high
priest and (with) the commonwealth (?) of the
Jews) "within a wreath of olive leaves.

Mijt. A double comucopise with a poppy head in
the centre. M.

The initial A of the obverse is probably the first

letter of the name of his suzerain Alexander xi. <

Zebina (B.C. 128-123), who introduced the double :

comucopise as his monetary badge, and from whose
coins it was borrowed by Hyrcanus. The earlier
coins of Hyrcanus were issued, as the above <

example shows, in his own name and that of the
heber (t^J of the Jews; his later issues, however,
read: John the high priest, head of the heber of
the Jews (irwn -nn mo). The word -in, now <

generally pronounced as above, has been a fruitful i

subject of speculation among historians and numis- *

matists, since its precise significance is unknown. :

A summary of the more important of the interpre- ;

* The was & copper coin, eight of which were equiva-
lent to a silver obol ($ drachm).

’ tations proposed is given by Madden (Coins, p. 77 ;
:

cf. Schiirer, EJF L i. 254 r.). Only two need be
1 mentioned here.
’

(1) Heber is the Heb. for the yepovrla or senate
of the books of Maccabees and Judith, the later
Sanhedrin (so Geiser, Levy, Madden, etc., and
most recently Wellhau&en, Isr. u. fuel. Gesck.
[1894], 236).

(2) Heber denote^ the whole body of the people.
This view has found an able advocate recently in
Prof. Eb. Nestle iZATIV

, 1895, 2SS if. : nr^i&vag),
who seeks to prove the equation stated in the
title of his paper, and this other : -inn rtn= t dvdpxqs,
a title frequently given to the Hasmonsean princes
in the books of Maccabees. Neither of these views
quite commends itself to the present writer. On
the one hand, it is difficult to account for the
mention of a body like the yepovcla, which our best
authorities regard as of little or no importance at
this epoch (see Wellh. loc. cit., and Holtzmann-
Stade, Gesch. ii. 39Sl ; on the other hand, it is not
less difficult to see why the more familiar words cr,

^3, etc., were passed over if Nestle is right. The
LNX, we believe, supplies the key. in Pr 21s

( =25^) the Heb. yn rr§ (lit. house of association,
i.e. one shared with another) is rendered & ohip
Koird, while Koivuvica and Kotpwfe are elsewhere em-
ployed to render derivatives of the root -nn. "VYe
consider, then, that the "ct of the coins is the
equivalent of the Gr. expression to kmpov m one of
its various significations. Of these the following
are the most probable : (a) respublica, common-
wealth, community.* rb mwhv in this sense is

synonymous with h ttgXls (Aristotle, ap. Bonitz,
op. cit. ), and may be illustrated by the expressions
Tip —oXireupaTL w iv BepevUcy ’lovoai&v, CIO Hi.

No. 5361 (date B.c. 13), quoted by Schiirer, HJP
II. ii. 246, and rb <nu$ivar tCjp Towitwp wdklTevjm,
2 Mac 127. In favour of this interpretation may
be adduced the fact that’ the contemporary bronze
coins of the semi-autonomous cities, as "we saw
above, combine the royal name with that of the
people (TYPSON, etc. ; see list in Babelon, eij.

(b) Public authorities, officers of state (Stoats-
hehorden), perhaps the executive. In support of
this rendering we would appeal to the use by
Josephus in his Life (passim

)

of the expression to
Koivbp twp 'lepocbkvfurQp, apparently in the sense
of ‘the executive authorities of the people of
Jerusalem. 5 A comparison of § 52 (Niese, 266 f.)

with § 60 (N. 309 f.) seems to show conclusively
(1) that the koipSp must have been a body with
functions resembling those of an executive of the

and (2) that the former is to be taken as
synonymous with oi tQv TepoffokvfUT&p wp&mt, by
which expression, at the first mention of his
appointment as governor-general of Galilee (§ 9),
Josephus designates the nominating body, which
in ail succeeding references he names rb kmp6p
tQsp Tep. (c) The meaning ‘ confederation, 5 which
Koivbv so frequently has in the constitutional
history of the Greek states, may also be suggested ;

but, with our lack of knowledge regarding the
constitution of the Jewish State at this period,
it is best to leave the solution of the equation *nn
=kglv6p an open question.
Aristobnlus (B.c. 105-164), in Hs few extant

coins, retains the earlier legend of his father:
6 Yshfid&h high priest and the commonwealth (?) of
the Jewl * They were all apparently struck before
he assumed—first of the Hasmonaeans—the title
of king (Jos. Ant. xm. xi. 1). The powerful Alex-
ander Jannseus (Heb. contracted from ]$:>, rrrirr)

during Ms long reign (B.C. 104-78) issued a plenti-
ful supply of bronze coins. Some of these are
remarkable (1) for the appearance for the first

* See Liddell andScott ; Schweighausar, Send. Lex. : Bonitz,
Index Arm-mi ere.
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time of the royal title, and (2) for the introduction
of a Greek legend. Thus (No. 7)

—

Obv, "tm ;im.T YehOntlfhdn ham-milek
,
Jonathan

the king. Type: a half-opened flower (another
series has the same legend with each letter be-
tween the raws of a star, which serves as type).

Rev. BAISAEfEE AAEEANAPOY. Type: an
anchor with two cross-timbers within a circle.

Besides these regal coins, Alexander issued a
series of pontifical coins with the legend ‘Jonathan
(written *r.rrr and pir) the high priest and the
commonwealth (?) of the Jews/ On the reverse is

the double cornucopise with the poppy-head, which,
like the anchor on the regal series, :>how s the con-
tinued influence of the Seleucid coinage. For full

details of the numerous varieties of Alexander’s
coins as for those of John Hyrcanus, the student
is referred to Madden and the other writers men-
tioned in the bibliography at the end of this article.

The only other Hasmonman prince whose coins are
of sufficient interest to warrant mention in this sum-
mary is Antigonus (B.C. 40-37), the protege of the
Parthians and the last of the dynasty. These inform
ns that Antigonus bore the name of his illustrious

ancestor, Mattathias, and they are the first Jewish
coins to show a date: xr anci rr, i.e. ‘year (m?)
one’ and ‘year two’ of his unfortunate reign.
* The Asmonean dynasty commenced with a Matta-
thias, with the coins of a Mattathias the Asmonean
dynasty concludes ’ (Madden). All these native
coins, we must repeat, were from first to last

of bronze, and all, with the exception of some
of those of Antigonus, of very small size, viz. 2
and 3 of Mionnet s scale, i.e. about '5 and *6 in. in

diameter. Further research, and in particular
much patient weighing, of the extant coins will be
required before we can pronounce with confidence
on the denominations they represent—in other
words, on their relation to the standard silver

money. The smallest coins, at least, can scarcely
!>e other than the pernioh of later Jewish writings,
the lepton of the NT (cf. § 8).

The money par excellence (qsf, dpyijpiov) of the
Jew's during the greater part of the Maceabcean
period was obtained from heathen mints, as,

with the decline of the central power, the cities

of the coast one after another recovered their
autonomy. Tyre, in particular, began in B.C. 126
—from which its new era is dated—to issue an
important series of silver and bronze coins with
considerable variety of types. The principal de-
nominations wrere the teferaarachm or heavy shekel,
and longo intervallo, the didraehm or light shekel,
which was doubtless in considerable demand among
the Jews for the payment of the temple tax. The
weights are at first well maintained, at c. 220 and
110 grs. respectively. No. 8 illustrates a Tyrian
shekel or tetradraehm of the Hasmonse&n period.

Obv. Head of the Tyrian Hercules (see 2 Mac
41

®), laureate (looking) right.

Rev. TYPOY !EPAI KAJ AIYAOY. Eagle, left,

on rudder, and bearing a palm branch over left
shoulder. In the field, date and a club (symbol
of Tyre).

§ 6. Bronze coinage of the Idtnmxan dynasty.

—

In the year B.C. 37, with the help of the Roman
legions, Herod, the son of Antipater, 4 by birth an
Idumaean, by profession a Jew, by necessity a
Roman, by culture and choice a Greek/ succeeded
In securing the throne which Rome had promised
him a few years before. Nothing could better
show the condition of vassalage under which Herod
held his kingdom than the fact that for all his
enormous wealth, as evidenced not only by his
princely gifts to foreign cities and his lavish ex-
penditure at home, hut by the great sums of coined
money (dpyvplov iviclfpov) which he bequeathed at
his death (Ant. XYli. viii. 1), he was restricted by

the suzerain power to a coinage exclusively in
bronze. The Hebrew' of the legends is now dis-

placed by Greek, while, in addition to the familiar
Hasmonsean types of the anchor and the cornucopise,

we have such new types as the tripod,—another
favourite Selencid emblem,—the helmet, the Mace-
donian shield, the pomegranate, the caduceus, etc.

One of the most interesting of Herod’s coins is

that represented by No. 9.

Obv. Metal helmet with cheek pieces; in the
field above, a star; on either side, a palm
branch. (Others with the same type have
only one branch to left, above).

Rev. BA21AERI HPftAOY. Type: a tripod; in
the field to left LX [= year 3],* and to right
the monogram of TP. JlE 6. Wfc. c. 104 grs.

The coins of Archelaus are identified by the title

idv&pxys on the reverse, a title borne by Archelaus
alone of all the Herodian princes. On the de-
position of Archelaus, Judaea and Samaria were
placed directly under the Roman government (see

§ 7 for coins of the Roman procurators). His
brother, Herod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee (Lk 31

;

cf. Lk 237), founded the city of Tiberias on the Sea
of Galilee, wffiere most, if not all, of his coins were
struck, and wfliose name, given in honour of his

patron, Tiberius, he placed on the reverse (see

No. 10)—
Obv. HPilAOY TETPAPXOY. Palm leaf (or

branch) ; in the field right and left, L-Af
(year 33 = A.D. 29-30).

Tj BE
Rev. pipQ within a wreath. M 0.

In an article devoted rather to an exposition of
the principal varieties of money in circulation
among the Jew's than to a catalogue of coins, we
must be excused from entering into an examination
of the coins of Philip the tetrarch (Lk 31

), and
especially of the long and complicated series of
Agrippa n., the last of the Herods.f A word must
suffice even for those struck by Agrippa I. during
his short reign {A.D. 41-44) over the reunited
territories of the great Herod. According to de
Saulcy these all hear the same date, ‘ year 6,’ i.e,

according to the Jewish method of computation
the year a.d. 41-42, reckoning from the first year
of Caligula A.D. 37.£ (See No. 11.)

Rev. BACIAEI2C AfPinA (sic). Type, umbrella
with tasselled fringe.

Obv. Three ears of corn united on one stalk

;

to right and left LS (year 6). JE 4. Wts.
38-47 grs.

These were the last Jewish coins legitimately
and constitutionally struck in Jerusalem. In
allusion to his alliance with Claudius, Agrippa
struck elsewiiere coins with the interesting legend
BAC1AEYC MErAC ArPinOAC 44AOKAICAP
(friend of Caesar, cf. Jn 1912

). On the death of

Agrippa, Judaea was once more, and finally, in-

corporated with the Roman empire.

§ 7. Imperial coinage of Rome, including coins of
the Procurators, and of the autonomous cities of
Palestine.—When the Romans entered upon their

* The symbol L to denote tr&s (year) Is first found in the
Ptolemaic papyri. The monogram is probably the initial letters
of indicating that the coin is of the value of three
ehalki. the ehalkus, in the Greek system* being a copper coin,
eight of which were equivalent to an obol (| drachm). For
coins of Antiochus rv. Epiphanes with similar monograms of
value, and for details as to the weights of the Seleucid bronzes
generally, see Babelon, Rote de Syne, clxxxv fir.

+ s Outer alien numismatischen Kreuzen sind die Jahreszahlen
den Munzen Agrippas n. eins der peinhehsten.* So wrote

Mommsen in 1871 ( Wiener Mum. Zeits. iii. 451). For the latest
attempt to adjust the chronology of this prince, see Carl Erbes
4 Das Todesjaftr Agrippa’® in* [year of death fixed at 86 instead
©f 100 iLD.] in Z. f. toils. TheaL 39 (1896), pp. 415-435.

t See, however, for the chronology of Agrippa i. and for the
possibility of coins of seventh to ninth years, Unger : *as
Josephus’

1

in Sitzb. d. phihs.-phiMog. Classe d. k. b. Akad. d
Wim. m Munehm, 1896, 394f. ; cf. Reinhardt aptid Madden
Com#, 132.
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career of conquest in the East, they found, as the !

universal silver unit, the Attic" drachm, now
reduced to about 62 grains. The corresponding
Roman unit was the denarius, also reduced from
tV to ixT of the Roman pound, i.e. to 60 grains. It
followed as a matter of" course that the two coins
were identified, with a slight advantage in favour
of the denarius. Henceforward, in Greek and
Roman writers, 'Attic drachm 5 * and 'denarius 5

are convertible terms (see Hultsch, MetrolJ 250 f.)

;

a tetradrachm is now, in ordinary speech, the
equivalent of four, an Attic talent of 6000 denarii.
Since Pompey's conquest of Syria, B.C. 65, the
denarius had circulated in Palestine alongside of
the tetradrachms of Antioch and Tyre, both 1

tariffed by Pornpey at four denarii. In B.C. 15
Augustus carried through his thoroughgoing
reform of the currency, retaining the gold and
silver coinage in his own hands, while the senate
was accorded the exclusive right of striking copper
coins, the distinguishing mark of which was the
letters S. C. (senates consult©) on the reverse.

!

The principal coins of the Augustan currency
were—in gold, the aureus

;

in silver, tiie denarius ;

the sestertius (=4 asses or Jth denarius) and
dupondius of fine brass {orichalcam)

; finally, the
as GYth denarius) with its half (semis) and quarter
(quadrans), all in copper. All government pay-
ments, such as taxes and tolls, fines imposed by a
Roman conrt, and the like, were calculated in this
currency throughout the empire. We learn, how-
ever, from the Palmyra tariff, regulating the
amount of toll or custom to be paid on various
articles of merchandise, that while the amounts
were calculated according to the denarius and as,

payment of sums under a denarius was accepted
in the native copper currency f (see, further, § 8).

In A.D. 6 Archelaus was deposed by Augustus, !

and Judeea became a Roman province under an
imperial procurator, with headquarters in Caesarea.

Neglecting the copper coins of the Herodian
princes, winch had merely a local circulation, w*e

may group the principal denominations circulating
in Palestine during this period as follows :

—

A. Imperial aurei and denarii, with * superscrip-
tion

5

in Latin.

B. Roman provincial silver and copper from the
mint of Antioch, to wiiich were added,
after A.D. 17, tiie issues of the mint set up
at Caesarea Cappadocke.

C. Silver and copper from the mint of Tyre.
D. Copper coins from the procurator’s mint at

Caesarea.

A

.

The aureus and, in particular, the denarius
were the standard coins of the empire, circulating

everywhere. As first fixed by Julius Caesar, the
aureus Z weighed 126*3 grs. (^th of libra or pound)
of pure gold. This represents, at the mint price of

gold, a sterling value of £1, 0s. 6d. In Augustus5

later years, however, and under his successors to

the time of Nero, the effective weight of the coins
never exceeds ^ pound or 120*3 grs. (see Hultsch,
J/t£roL2 309ff.), equal to 19s. 6d.§ Under Nero the
weight fell to 115 grs. (18s. 8d.). The pieces of

gold swallowed by the WTetched fugitives from
Jerusalem at the time of the great siege w ere

aurei, the supply of w hich was so great after the
capture of the city that

—

if we can believe Josephus
* la Josephus ’Aww^ or *A*£fr is everywhere the

denarius.

f For this Important inscription in Greek and Aramaic, dis-

covered in 1881, see de Vogue, Jour. Asiat. X8SS; Schroeder,
S-itzb. d. Bert. Akad. 1884, 417-488 ; and esp. Dessau in Hermes,
sax. 4S8-SS8 for Greek text, and Reckendorf in ZJJMG 42, 1888,
370 if., for the Aramaic text.

t Sail, nummus, the x/wrws {rmvfy} of Greek writers, in-

cluding Josephus ; in the Mishna 3$j 1^% {—denarius aurem),

also parr*.

§ The mean of these two values is a sovereign, at which the
aureus may he reckoned for the first half of the 1st cent. a.o.

i (BJ v. xiii. 4)—the value fell from twenty-five
denarii, the legal tariff, to twelve. The denarius
{dTjvdpiov, originally the equivalent in silver of ten
copper asses,—lienee its name) from Augustes to
Nero weighed libra or 60 grs., and was now =
4 sestertii or 16 asses. By Nero it was reduced to

or 52 grs., still retaining, however, its legal
value of Yr of the aureus. The many conflicting
estimates of the value of the denarius (the penny
of our EY) which are to be met with in works of
repute, render it imperative to discuss this subject
more fully. King James's translators give the
value thus :

*

The Roman penny is the eighth part
of an ounce [which it was not till after A.D. 60],

I
which, after five .shillings the ounce, is sevenpence

‘ halfpenny 5 (Mt is* mur£-L This method has two
grave defects

: (1) it attempts to value the denarius
in terms of a constantly fluctuating quantity, the
price of silver ; and (2; even at the market price
of silver at any given date, by this method w*e

should only have the price of the denarius as
bullion, not as a coin with a fixed legal currency.
In order to express the value of the denarius in

terms of our English standard (gold), we must
start from its value relative to its own gold unit,
viz. as djth of the aureus. The denarius accordingly
varied in value with the aureus from 9*83d. to
9*37d., of which 9£d. may be taken as a sufficiently

accurai,e mean value for ordinary calculations.*
B. Throughout the western half of the Roman

empire the denarius was the only legal silver

coin. In the East, how*ever, the system based on
the Greek drachm was continued, the coins on
this standard, chiefly tetradrachms and drachms,
being issued for Syria and part of Asia Minor
from the two imperial mints of Antioch and
Csesarea of Cappadocia. From the former mint 1

were sent forth tetradrachms with Greek legends,
which, though actually weighing 220-230 grs.,

were tariffed by the imperial government at only
three denarii isee Mommsen, Bom. Jlunzwesen,
37 f., 715 f. ; Hultsch, MetrolA 595). Antioch,
moreover, shared with Rome the honour of having
a mint for the issue of senatorial copper distin-

guished by their Latin legends, and, in particular,

by the letters S. C., within a wreath, on the
obverse. The two denominations issued, which
also had legal currency throughout the Syro-
Cappadocian monetaiy province,

X

are generally
identified w ith the sestertius and the as (Mommsen,
op. cit. 718 ; Madden, Coins, 301 f.). The coins of

Csesarea § (from A.I>. 17) are principally drachms
and didraehms on the Phoenician standard. Vast
numbers of the former must have circulated in

Palestine in the 2nd cent, (see below, § 10), hut
they can scarcely have reached that country in any
number in the time of our Lord (see drachm, next §).

C. The great mint of Tyre continued to issue

silver and bronze, the former mainly tetradrachms,]
without interruption down to the eve of Nero's
innovations, on the old Phoenician standard (220-

224 grs. ). In Josephus5 day the Tyrian tetradrachm
was, at least in popular usage, accepted as equiva-
lent to four denarii (row Tvpiov Popdapams 5 riacmpas

’A.ttlkcl$ difoarai, BJ ii. 21. 2, N. 592). It is the
stater of the NT (see next §).

D. The procurators who governed the province

* After Nero It would not exceed 9cL

I For the corns of Antioch in detail see Warwick Wroth’s
[Brit. Mils.} Catalogue of the Gr. Coins of Galatia, Cappadocia,
and Syria, 1899, pp. Ivin and 158-232.

X On the other hand, the municipal coins of Antioch had only
local currency, and do not concern us here.

§ For coins in detail see Wroth, op. cit. pp, xxxvi f. and 45-93.

For some interesting constitutional questions raised by the
money of Antioch and Csesarea, see Pick, Z'mt. f. Sunnism. xiv.

1887, p. 294 ff.

| For specimens of these struck b.c. 15-a.d. 57, and therefore
In use among- the Jews till the destruction of Jerusalem, see
Babeiom, Lm Penes Achiminidcs, So. 29® ff.



of Jaddea from a.d. 6 to the outbreak of the great

rebellion of A.D. 60, of whom Pontius Pilate, Felix,

Fe-tus, and Ge?siu> Floras are the best known,
issued, copper coins in the emperor's name,* prob-

ably at Ciesarea. These are of small module, and
apparently all of one denomination (the quad-
rans I ? }). *Under Augustus they are dated according

to the era of Actinia, B.C. 31,+ but under Tiberius

bv the years of his reign. Though Roman coins,

they avoid all representation of living creature--,

in deference to the susceptibilities of the Jew*.

The legend of the obv. generally runs, KA1CAPOC
or TIB: KAICAP.; or in lull, TtBEPIOY KASCAPOC,
as on the coins of Pilate. Thus ilhistr. Xo. 12

—

Obv. TIBEPiOY KASCAPOC Lio tyear 10=A.D.
29-301. Type, a slmpulum.

Men. 10YAIA* KASCAPOC. Three ears of com
bound together. JE 3. The date shows that

this coin was struck by Pontius Pilate.

In order to complete this sketch of coins cir-

culating in Palestine in the tir-t century of our

era, a single reference must be made to the money
of the numerous cities (e.g. Samaria-Sebaste and
the cities of the Deeapolis) to which Rome had
granted the right to strike ‘autonomous" bronze

coins. The circulation of these, it is true, was
local and restricted, yet they are full of interest

to the historical student,? who is referred to the
classical treatise of M. de Saulcy, La Samis-
mafbpte rh la Terre Sainte, 1S74.

§ S. Money of the Sew Testament .—Under this

head it is proposed to bring together the references

to money and coins in the XT, at the same time
avoiding all unnecessary repetition. In the XT,
as in the OT, 'money* is still par excellence silver

money (dpryvpos, apyuptw), although all three metals
are in circulation (cf. Mt 10* xpv®®¥—&pyvpmt—
XoXk6p), Large sums are expressed in minas {fiva,

AY pound) and talents (raAarrov). The latter is

no longer a weight of silver, but the Roman-Attic
talent, -which comprised 6000 denarii or drachms
(Hultseh, Metro!.* 252, and Index * Talent ’}. It

was thus equal to 240 aurei, or £240 (see previous §}.

The mina (Lk 19 13-®) is the sixtieth part of the
talent, 100 denarii, or £4. Of specific coins, the
aureus is only indirectly referred to in the passage
above referred to :

4 provide neither gold, nor silver,

nor brass in your purses’ (Mt 10s ). On the other
hand, the denarius (byvdpiov, EY penny) is men-
tioned sixteen times in all in the XT, and con-

stantly as the dinar (in) in the Mishna. Its value
in our"Lord’s time may with sufficient accuracy be
set down as 9bd., as was shown in the previous sec-

tion^ Our Revisers unfortunately have still ad-

hered to the ridiculous rendering 4 penny * instead

of admitting the more accurate ‘shilling,’ as

proposal by the American translators, and retain-

ing 'penny* for the as If
and ‘farthing 5

for the
qntuirans (see below). The Roman taxes were
reckoned and paid in denarii (cf, rb p6pucrfia rod

tchvvov, Mt 221
*) ; the * image and superscription 5

(Lk 2Cr1

) of a contemporary denarius of the emperor
Tiberius is given in our plate, Xo. 13.

Obv. TI. ?L£SAR DIYI AVG. Fplius] AYGYS-
TYS. Head of Tiberius, right, laureated.

Eev. POXTIF. MAXIM. Livia seated r.,

holding sceptre and flower.

* The emperor’s peculiar relation to the proccratoria! pro-

vinces explains why this coinage was not Issued in the name of

the senate in accordance with the ngreemenfe of b.c. 3& See,

farther, Kdc, toe. dt.

f See tor this question Pick, f.e. p. $071 ; Sehurer, EJP n.

ii. and cf. Madden’s tables.

$ This Is well shown by the we made of these coins by
SchQrer in bis great work. See EJP Index under 6 Coins.’

| Tiwreal tan, however, of the mine of tMs or of any other
coin it its purchasing power, for which see the appendix to this

srtJdta.

1
*1 (Mt HP, Lk 12*) be translated penny,” and

Zvp&fim “shEIing/* except to Mt 22», Mk imt
Lk20^> where

the name of the coin should be given.’

: The Greek drachm ibpaxm ; in later Hebrew m
! z&z, also «yr, by which OnkeJos renders correctly the
quarter of the*shekel, 1 S 9b

j is only once mentioned
by name (Lk 15b ‘ ten pieces of silver

7

). Its value
at this time was neither 7Jd. as AYm, nor Sd. as

RYm, hut was the same as that of the denarius in

ordinary transactions. In government payments,
however, as we saw above, it was tariffed at j
of the denarius. The 50,000 ‘pieces of silver

5

(tipyi piov, Ac I0iy
) at which the magical books were

valued, are also to be understood as denarius-

drachms,* the universal unit of calculation. In
a previous section it has been shown that the
oiopaxuov, or double-drachm, was the Gr. equiva-
lent of the half-shekel, the whole shekel being a

tetradrachm of Tyrian currency,
.

The didrachm
was very rarely coined at this time, and indeed
was at all times much rarer than the tetradrachm.
Hence it must have been very common, if not the
usual custom, for two persons to unite in paying
‘the tribute money’ (v& oMpa%ga, Mt 17~4 )—the
annual contribution of every male adult Jew to

the maintenance of the temple services—by means
of a Tyrian or other tetradrachm on the Phoenician
standard. This last is the stater (o-rar^p, Mt 1727,
AY piece of money, RV shekel t) found in the
fish’s mouth, which Peter was instructed to pay
as ‘tribute money 5

for the Master and himself.

The contributions of Jews in foreign lands were
collected and changed into gold pieces (c’Azm

darkonlm
,
Shekalim ii. 1, which are not darics

but aurei ; cf. Bab. bath . x. 2) for convenience of

transport (see, further, Jos. Ant. xvm. ix. 1, X.
312, where rb dibpaxyov is used precisely as by
St. Matthew for ‘ half-shekel

5

). After the de-

struction of Jerusalem the half-shekel, otherwise
two drachms or denarii {dvo bpaxjids, Jos. BJ VII.

vi. 6), was appropriated by the Roman authorities

for the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus (Jos. l.c.).

The ‘thirty pieces of silver
7

{rpi&Kovra. apyvpia,

Mt 281* 27a**)> lor which our Lord was betrayed,
are in all the circumstances more likely to have
been thirty Phoenician tetradrachms—hence=120
denarii (£4, 16s.)—from the temple treasury (cf. Zee
11 12 in LXX), than thirty denarius-drachms.
We come now to the copper coins of the

XT, and find mention of three different de-

nominations. (1) The lowest of these is the
lepton (Xeirrov, Mk 1242 = Lk 212 the widow’s
‘mite’; Lk 125* ‘thou shalt not depart [out of

prison] till thou hast paid the very last “mite ” 5 rH
iex&rop \67rr6v=Mt fr6 top ierx^rov Kodpavryv, ‘ the
uttermost farthing’]). The coin mentioned in
these three passages can only he the perUtah
(ncn|), so often spoken of in the Mishna as pro-
verbially the smallest Jewish coin (so Lk I259 }.

In at least two places (Kiddush. L 1, Bdiyy. iv. 7)
it is expressly declared to have been tariffed as |th
of the Italian or Roman as(*pfex tdk issdr (or assCtr)

italki), in other words the half of the Roman
quadrans. This agrees precisely with the much
discussed note— whether original or marginal—
in Mk 1242 Aexrd oC-o 5 icmv Kodp&vrys, ‘ two lepta,

which makes a quadrans/ as it accords with * the
unanimous tradition of the Hellenistic metroio-
gists ’ (Hultseh, Metro!.2 605, n. 6). It must be
sought for among the minute bronzes of the Has-
moneean and Herodian princes, some of which do
not weigh more than 15 to 20 grains. Since it is

S
Jfch of the as, or jA^th part of the denarius, its

al value was about §rd of an English farthing,

e two remaining bronzes may best be examined
together; they are (2) the kodrantes (ko&xtonp.
Sit 5-% Mk 1242 already cited), and (3) the
* This w» of &pyvpS*9 is often met with to Josephus,

f The OT word fey1 was to later Hebrew displaced by yfe
stater or tetradrachm, which to the Mishna contains fotu

f O’llT zgztm, or drachms.
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assarion (aacapiov, Mt ID22 * are not; two sparrows
sold for a farthing ?

5 * Lk 12f> £ are not five sparrows
sold for two farthings ?

5

Cf. Vulg. nonne quinque
passeres veneunt dipondiol). The kodrantes is

undoubtedly the Homan quadrans (the fourth
part of the as, value about f farthing)—from
which, of course, the name is derived—since in
the one passage (Mk 124-} the note is clearly
intended for Roman readers, and in the other
(Mt 526) the popular perutah-lepton of Lk 12® is

replaced by St. Matthew, familiar as a tax-gatherer
with the Roman system of accounting, by the
lowest denomination in the Roman scale. "With
regard to the assarion (from the Latin assnrium

,

a by-form of as) we are on less firm ground, for,

in the existing uncertainty as to how the copper
of the Hellenistic system was adjusted to that of
the Roman system, we must not hastily identify
the Hellenistic ^assarion with the Roman as. The
former passed into the contemporary Hebrew as
the issar see Mishna, passim ; cf. mca of the
Palmyra tariff, and the assdrd of the Peshitta
and Palestinian Syriac, Lk* 126}, and the authori-
ties of the Mishna repeatedly refer to the dinar or
zuz (the denarius-drachm) as containing 6 maoth
(fflir obols), and 24 issarim, from which it is

evident that in the 2nd cent, at least the issar-

assarion was a different coin from the as. We
venture to think that the key to the difficulty is

to be found in the distinction between the
* current * and * tariff’ value of a coin, to adopt
expressions employed in the East at the present
day. In ordinary transactions the drachm and the
denarius were equal in value, the former contain-
ing 6 obols, 24 diehalki or 48 chalki, and the latter
8 dupondii, 16 asses or 64 quadrantes. Since 24
issarim-assaxia also went to the denarius-drachm,
we must infer that the Graeco -Roman name
assarion was popularly applied to the old di-

ckalkus. Rut all government dues and official

payments were calculated on the Roman denarius-
as system (see the rescript of Germanicus Caesar,

a.d. 17-19, quoted in the Palmyra tariff 5d irpbs

icrcrdpiop £ra[Xut6p]—elsewhere els oqpdpLov—rb. ri\r}

\oryevetr8aiy Col. IVa 41 if.), with the proviso added
that small dues amounting to less than a denarius
(rb 8e iprds bqpapLov r£\os) might be defrayed in the
native copper + {vpbs Kipp ; cf. same word in

Peshitta Jn 2U). Now the Romans, it will be
remembered, tariffed the tetradraehxn at 3 denarii
(i.e. 1 drachm=f denarius) ; accordingly a tax of

the latter amount, f denarius, might be paid either
in Roman copper, if available, i.e. by 6 dupondii
or 12 asses, or 48 quadrantes, or in native copper
on the drachm-system, in this case by 6 obols
(a drachm), or 12 tetraehalki (half-obols), or 48
chalki. By government tariff, therefore, the
dupondius was made equal to the obol

t the as
to the tetrachalkus, and the quadraws to the

chalkus. These equations are confirmed {a) by
the ancient gloss: 63o\6s hoc duopundium {Carp.

Gloss, ii. 378, cited by Kubitsehek, art.
r
A<r<rdpwv in

Pauly-Wissowa, Realemyl. vol. ii.) ; and (b) by the
Peshitta rendering of mdpdmqs, viz. shamond,
which* is tdie Talmudic pv? shdmin, giddush.
12c, t t.<?. the eighth part (of the obol), in other
words the chalkus.§ We assume, then, that just

as in Alexandria at the present day we have the
•piastre tariff

9 and the ‘piastre current,’ the
former equal to two of the latter ; so in NT times

See above tor improved rendering of the American Re-
risers.

t For this see Dessau#s paper cited above {Hermes, xx. p.
520); cl ZJDMG 42, p. 412.

t "Where It is srided : ‘two per&tabs make a shfLmin/ another
confinnaMon of Mk 12*2.

| This identification of the quadrans with the chalkus has
already been suggested on other grounds (see Madden, Cairn.

p. 800 !.).

j
there was the current issar-assarion, which was

I
the dichaikus, and the tariff or Roman as—dis-

' tinguished from the other as the issar ittdki of
: the Mishna and the Palmyra tariff; cf. AZ{adpiw)

j

IT(d\£A'op)on coins of Crete of the 1st cent. (Svoronos,
: Sum. de la Crite ancienne ),—which was double the

j

value of the former. The quadrans, finally, was
|

always a tariff coin, represented by the imperial

\
coins of the procurators (40-45 grs.), but popularly

i known by the name of its tariff equivalent, the
' Greek ckalkus (Heb. shdmin).*

G. The Coins of the Revolts.

§ 9. Coins of the First Remit (A.D. 66-76).—In
the year A.D. 66 began the straggle against the
might of imperial Rome, which ended in the de-
struction of both temple and city, August A.D. 70.

To these five years (spring 66-67 to autumn 70-71)
of the so-called £

first revolt
5 must be ascribed the

first issue of silver money from a Jewish mint.
These are the famous sliefiels and half-shekels of

which we now give the illustration (Nos. 14, 15 of
plate) and description.

Obv. bmsr bpr [shekel Yisrdel, the shekel of Israel]

in old-Heh. characters. Type : a jewelled
chalice with knop on stem ; above the cup nv
[contraction for n n:sr year five]; border of dots.

Ret?. ncmpn crisnv [Ytrtishaldmm ha-JcM6$hah,

Jerusalem the hoiv] in same characters. Type

:

a dowering lily ; border of dots.

Obv. bprn *sn [Mzi ha-shikd, the half-shekel] in

old-Heb. characters. Type: a broad-lipped
chalice with knop on stem, on either side a

llefc (of incense ?) ; above the cup N [=year 1]

;

rder of dots.

Rev. nsnp D^err {YerfishMem Mddshah]. Type
and border as in shekel.

The shekels and half-shekels of the first year are
distinguished from those of the following years (1)

by the chalice having a broad projecting lip instead
of a jewelled rim ; (2) by the letter & alone, without

; and (3) by the scriptio defectiva of the reverse
legend, the adjective * holy/ further, being without
the article. No Jewish coins have given rise to so
much discussion, or have been assigned to so many
different periods of Jewish history as these.t The
time of Ezra and Nehemiah, the age of Alexander
the Great, and the prmeipate of Simon Maccabeeus
have all been proposed, the last in particular, by
almost all recent writers on Jewish history and
archaeology. The main grounds on which this

date must be pronounced untenable have been
given in a former section (§ 5). The explicit

testimony of the coins themselves, with the uniform
legend 4 Jerusalem the holy/ proves, according to
a well-known numismatic canon, that the authority
under whose auspices the coins were struck was
that of an independent and autonomous city.

Now Jerusalem enjoyed the requisite independence
only on two occasions,£ and on both the independ-
ence was not constitutional hut usurped. These

;

two occasions coincide with the first and second
revolts. The latter is out of the question, since

the coins of that period are now known in great
detail (see next §). There remains only the period

*This explains bow the quadrans does not appear in a
Hebraized form in the Mishna, like the as and the anpondins
(p^ps), which the Vulgate inserts in Lk 129. The coins of

Herod with a X (raOjMife) on the obverse within a circle
(Madden, p. Ill), which we%h 43-48 grs., are also probably
quadrantes-chalki. For the circulation of the quadrans in the
East, see the Bta-Ramsay controversy over Mk 12*2 hi the
Exp. Times, x. Q89S-99)passim.

f Besides the discussions in the numismatic works mentioned
in the bibliography to this article, see Schnrer, EJP l ii. S79ff.

t The most recent theory of .all, that these shekels were struck
by * the [hypothetical] republic ofJerusalem‘setup by Gabinius,
b.c. 57/6-53/2 (Unger,

4zu Josephus tv., DieRepobuk Jerusalem,'
Sitzb. d. philos-philolog. CZmm d. Akad. zu MUnchen, 1897,
p. 199 ffA Is based on too many hazardous combinations to
command our confidence.
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j
of the first revolt, A.D. 66-70.* We maintain,

|

therefore,—-and in this contention we claim the
support of a growing body of expert opinion (Im-
hoof-Blumer, Babelon, Reinach, and others),—that
the coins in question were struck by the same
executive authority rb icwvhv rZv * IepoeroXujUir&v,

j

Jos. Life, passim) as was responsible for the defence
of the citv and the general conduct of the war.
This attribution is confirmed by the comparative
frequency of coins of the first three years, by the
rarity of coins of the fourth year, and by their

almost complete absence in the fifth year (April

to August A.D. 70), all corresponding in the most
complete manner with the success and gradual
collapse of the Jewish power in the course of the

l revolt. Further, the fabric and module of these
shekels present a remarkable similarity to those
of the tetradraehms of Nero and Vespasian, issued

about the same time from the mint of Antioch.

f

It is possible, as Reinach suggests, that the im-
mediate purpose of the new coinage was to supply,
for the first time in Jewish history, native * shekels
of the sanctuary ' for the various religious dues.t
The question of the copper coinage of the two

revolts is too intricate a subject for detailed dis-

cussion here (see Schurer, HJP I. ii, 383 ff. for the
conflicting views of numismatists). Only two sets

of bronze coins can now, in all probability, be i

assigned to the same period as the silver shekels.

These are (1) a set of small coins distinguished by
the legend p's min {hiriith Zvjyoti, emancipation of

Zion) round a vine leaf, and on the obverse, in old-

Hebrew characters, ‘year two’ and ‘year three’
(illustr. Madden, p. 206). (2) A series of copper
coins of three denominations, of which the dis-

tinguishing mark is the legend p-s
(
lig'ullatk

ZiygCn, the redemption of Zion) on the reverse

;

the obverses have the following
:
(a) ’sn gain mi? (year

four—a half), {h) rn pm# rut* (year four—a quarter),

and (e) jame nsa (year four) alone. The principal
types (see Madden, p. 71 ff.) are the Mlab (n^8, a
sort of bouquet composed of twigs of the myrtle and
willow with, a palm leaf

; see Lv 2340 ) and'ethrog (rinjg
a citron), which were carried in either hand at the
feast of Booths. The obverse of tbe third group (c),

however, is the chalice, which serves to connect the
whole series with the shekels of the first revolt. The
coins just described are generally known as 4 tbe
copper shekels of the year four,’ It being assumed
that they represent §, |, and J shekels respectively.
If this be so—the view is by no means beyond
question—these coins will be specimens of ‘siege
money/ tokens issued by the authorities to he re-

deemed by silver money after the victory—which
never came.
Perhaps no coins of antiquity have been more

frequently reproduced in illustrations than the
numerous coins struck by Vespasian, Titus,
Domitian, and the Roman senate bo commemorate
the subjugation of Judaea (see Madden, pp. 207-229

;

de S&ulcy, Numism. de la Terre Sainte
, p. 79 ff.;

Pick, Zeit.f. Numism. xiv. 1887, 328 ff.). One of
these, an aureus of Titus, is shown in No. 16.

Obv. T. CAES. IMP. VESP. PON. TR. POT.
Head of Titus, right, iaureated.

Rev. No legend (other coins hare JUDAEA
CAPTA and the like). Palm tree; to left:
Titus, with left foot on helmet, holding spear
in right hand, with left resting on para-
zonium ; § to right : Judaea as a Jewess seated
on the ground.

* 1*40 date was first advocated by Ewold m the GMHmer
Hachrichtm, 1855.

f 01 our ifiustmfclons with plates xad. md rrii of Wroth,
Greet Cmm of GaV&ia, etc.

t For weights of extant $Shekels and half-shekels, see Madden, !

Coinst v*mn.&.
| A short sword attached to a belt round the waist; see Bleb.

Viet, ofAntiq. «.«.

§ 10. Coins of the Second Revolt
, A.D. 132-135.

—

The history of the Jewish community in Judaea

during the" sixty years that followed the destruc-

tion of their temple is very imperfectly known ; in

particular, the antecedents of the shortlived but
sanguinary rebellion which broke out in the 16th

year of Hadrian's principate.* The conflicting

and fragmentary evidence seems to warrant either

of two alternatives. Either the Jews were
goaded to revolt by coercive measures on Hadrian’s
part, and by the founding of .Elia Capitolina

with its heathen temple, on the occasion of his

visit to Jerusalem A.D. 130 ;f or on a former visit

in A.D. 117 (see for this Diirr, op. cit
. p. 63, follow-

ing Epiphanius) the Jews had received permission
to rebuild the temple, and were now incited to

revolt by Bar Cochba, whose Messianic claims had
been approved by R. Akiba, the most respected
religious leader of the time. The founding of

Elia Capitolina would thus fall naturally after

the suppression of the revolt. The numismatic
evidence seems rather favourable to the second
alternative.

The distinguishing feature of the silver coins of

the 4 second revolt’ is the fact that they are all, prob-
ably without a single exception ,

imperial denarii,

drachms, and tetradraehms from the mints of

Rome, Caesarea, and Antioch respectively, which
have been re-struck with Jewish types and legends.

On most of them some trace, more or less, of the
original legend, and even in some cases of the head
of the emperor—from Galba to Hadrian inclusive

—has survived. Where such is not the case, we
may assign as the cause the success of the process
of re-striking rather than the use of native flans.

Our knowledge of these coins has recently been
enlarged by a valuable find a few miles from
Hebron, winch has enabled a German numismatist
to undertake an exhaustive study of all the known
specimens (see L. Hamburger, ‘Die Silbemiimz-
pragungen wahrend des letzten Aufstandes der
Israeliten gegen Rom ’ in Yon Sallet’s Zeitsch.fur
Numismatic, xviii. (1892) pp. 240-347).

The activity of the Jewish moneyers during the
short period of the revolt is very remarkable,
since, according to Hamburger’s data, no fewer
than twenty-four different classes of silver coins
have to he registered {op. cit. p. 246). From these
we learn that the leaders of the revolt were the
secular chief, * Simeon, Nasi (or Prince) of Israel,’

and the religions head of the nation, 4 Eleazar the
(high) priest.’ The latter has been variously
identified as Eleazar of Modem, whose priestly
descent, however, is uncertain ; Eleazar ben Aza-
riah (Hamburger), and most recently Eleazar
ben Harsom (Schlatter, op. dt. 54 ff*. ;

4 assez
plausible’ is Bacher’s verdict, REJ, 1898). The
Simeon of the coin-legends can hardly be other
than the pseudo-Messiah known as Simon bar
Cochba 15 bar KSkebd, 4 son of the star,

5

$
in allusion to Nu 2417

), whose real name was prob-
ably Simeon bar Kozeba, i.e. native of Kozeba, a
place on the road to Jericho (cf« Buhl, Geogr. 176).

The following, apart from graphical details, is

substantially Hamburger’s arrangement of the

* Besides the well - known histories of Gratz (vol. tv.),

Mommsen (Provinces, etc. ii. 223 ff.), Gregorovius (The
\

Emperor Hadrian
, 1888, unfortunately not brought down to

date), and Schurer (HJP l ii 287 ff., with ample reff.), see
Durr, Vie Reisen Hadrians, 1881, and Schlatter, Die Page
Prajans n. Hadrians, 1897 (an attempt to construct a connected
history from the scattered notices in later Jewish literature).
For the Bourn forces engaged In suppressing the revolt(whim
were more numerous than has hitherto been supposed), see,
besides Pfitaer, Geseh. d. mm. Kaiserlegionm, J. Offord in
PSBA, im, pp. 59-69.

f This visit* Is commemorated by the coins of Hadrian with
the legend ABVESTVI AUG. ITDAEAE (see Cohen, JMmrifh
tim de monnai.es imp&riaZes, ed. 1, p. 176 f. ; Madden, p. 251 f.).

t The star on some of the tetradrechms has generally been
supposed to refer to this.
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silver coins of Eleazar and Simeon, the three larger
groups being determined by the legend of the

reverse.

I. Coins (denarii, drachms, and tetradrachms) of
4 the year one * of the redemption of Israel

’

—5*ns*' nim'? mx n:r.

i. Denarius - drachms with the name of
* Eliezer the priest

’
pan iu'Vk.

ii Tetradrachms with legend ‘Jerusalem*
round the conventional representation of

the ‘golden gate
5

(?) of the temple isee

below).

II- Coins (as before) of the 4 year 2 of the emanci-
pation of Israel *—Vjc.tr nrjnV 20.

This group is composed of two main
classes of denarius - drachms of Simeon,
viz.

—

iii. A. D.-d. of Simeon, with Ms name, con-

tracted (yaer) or in full {p;np), within a
wreath.

B. D.-d. of Simeon, with his name ahvays
in full round a hunch of grapes.
Each of these may he arranged in four sub-

classes, according to the type of the reverse,

viz.

—

() Bev. Sacrificial flagon, with small
palm branch above.

() Bev. Three-stringed lyre.

(c) Bev. Two trumpets.
{d) Bev. Palm branch.

iv. Tetradrachms of the same year with obv.

legend ‘Jerusalem/
v. Tetradrachms of the same year with obv.

legend ‘ Simeon/
III. Undated coins of 4 the emancipation of

Jerusalem *—thmr nnn1
?.

vi. D.-d. of Simeon, falling into two classes

(A and B), each into four sub-classes

(a)-(d) as under division iii. above.

f

vii. Undated tetradrachms of Simeon.
From the great variety of coins above repre-

sented wre have selected three from group III. for

illustration —a re-struck drachm, denarius, and
tetradrackm (this last showing no traces of the
original) from the British Museum collection.

Obv. round a bunch of grapes.
Bev. cWr nnnV round a three-stringed lyre (class

vi. B b of Hamburger’s classification above).

Plate No. 17.

This is a re-struck drachm of Trajan from the
mint of Caesarea Cappadoeise ; on the reverse may
be seen AYTOKP. KAIC. of the legend of the
original obverse, and on the present obverse
[AH]MAPX from the original reverse legend (see

Wroth’s Catalogue
,
p. 54 til).

Obv. As above (Plate No. 18).

Bev. Same legend ; type, two trumpets ( — Ham-
burger’s vi. B c).

A re-struck denarius of Trajan ; on the obverse
are clear traces of the back of the emperor’s head,

with the ends of the ribbons with wMek the wreath
was fastened, while the reverse shows the arm of

Arabia as a female holding a branch over a camel.

No. 19 shows the original denarius of A.D. 105.

Obv. p$07. Type of uncertain significance (by

Madden, ‘ a conventional figure of the Beauti-

ful Gate of the Temple; below*, Solomon’s
colonnade’ [!]) ; above, a star.

Bev. dW jww. Type, a Mlab (see previous

section) with small
fdhrog as adjunct. (No. 20).

A tetradrachm of class viL above ; weight of

specimen, 213 grs.

*In the sequel, * year one/ ‘year two* denote that the

Hebrew words are written in foil ; *yr. V ‘K- S’ represent the

contractions 9&> 20*

f
lTrhis gives in all sixteen possible varieties of denarius-

drachms issued In Simeon’s name, only fifteen of which have as

yet been recovered.

Hamburger has not dealt writh the copper coins

of this period in the same systematic way. The
following arrangement is, here proposed, and will

be found to embrace most of the coins.

I. Bronze coins of 4 the first year of the
redemption of Israel/
L Coins of ‘Eleazar the priest/ written in

bizarre fashion on either side of the stem
of a palm-tree. Rev. type a bunch of
grapes (see Madden, 195 if., who refers

these coins to an Eleazar of the first

revolt]. It is now evident that these
cannot be separated from the Eleazar
silver coins of the second revolt.

ii. Yarious denominations of 4 Simeon, prince

of Israel/ with, as types, palm, vine leaf,

diot'i (two-eared jar), lvre, etc. (Madden,
203 if.}.

IL Bronze coins of 4 year 2 of the emancipation
j

of Israel/
iii. Obv. per (sic) and ynr on either side of a

palm-tree.

Types of Bev. (a) bunch of grapes, (b) vine
leaf.

iv. Obv. obsrr arranged as in iii., and with
same rev. types.

III. Undated bronzes of ‘the emancipation of

Jerusalem/
v. Obv. pya? arranged as above, and with

same rev. types.

vi. Obv. d5ctt arranged as above, and with
same rev. types.

From the relative sizes (JE 4 and 6 and weights
of the bronzes with the bunch of grapes and the
vine leaf respectively as obv, types (see No. 21),

it is evident that the former are one half of the
latter, perhaps 4 current ’ chalk! and dichalki re-

spectively (see § 8). The types of these revolt

coins, silver and copper alike, in almost all cases

have a reference to some characteristic product J

of the country (palm, vine, grapes), or to the
J

paraphernalia of the temple-worslup (lyre, flagon,
'

trumpets).
The fall of Bethar, the modem Bittir, a few

miles SAY. of Jerusalem, where Simeon and
Ms frenzied followers made their last despairing

stand, had been preceded by the recapture of Jeru-

salem, on the site of which Hadrian built Ms new
city of .Elia Capitolina. The coins commemor-
ating its foundation are given by Madden, p
249 if. ,

and de Saulcy, Numism. de la Terre Saints„
p. 63 ff.

Our task is done. Yet the writer cannot forbeai

to call attention once more to the most striking

feature of Jewish numismatics, and to a reflexion

wMch it suggests. Not once in the whole course

of their history did the Jews enjoy, as a constitu-

tional and legal right, the privilege of coining

money in either silver or gold.— Is not this a
remarkable testimony to the fact that the true

mission of the Hebrew race lay in another than the

temporal sphere, even the spiritual? ‘Out of

Zion’ went ‘forth the Law, and the Word of the

Lord from Jerusalem/
§11. Appendix. The purchasingprnaer of money

in Bible times.—Throughout this article an approxi-

mate estimate in sterling currency has been given

of the moneys of the various standards we have
met with in the course of the history of the Hebrew
race. A much more adequate idea of their real

value, however, would be gained if ve knew their

purchasing power in these ancient times. Con-
sidering the compass and variety of our Scriptures,

it is somewhat remarkable how few indications are

to be found of the prices of the ordinary articles of

commerce. The purchase of land is probably more
frequently mentioned than any other (Gn 23llff*

33^, 2 S 24M, 1 K 16^, Jer 32™*, Mt 27 7
}, but in no

j
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ca-^e have we definite Information as to the size of

the ground acquired. From 7'-3 we learn that a
good vineyard was valued at the rate of a thousand
vines for ‘a thousand silverllngs

7

or silver shekels,

a sum [c. £133) which represents the yearly rent
{ though this is not certain) of Solomon's vineyard
at Baal-haiin»n (Ca 811

). This monarch paid "600

shekels of silver * (c. £80) for an Egyptian chariot,
; and a quarter of that sum for a horse (2 Ch X

17
) ; in

i each case, no doubt, a high price. A better Indica-

tion of the value of money in antiquity is the rate
of wages paid. Micah’s private chaplain received
but ten shekels a year (Jg IT 10

). He had, however,
4 everything found 7

in addition, as had the angel
Raphael when he accepted service with Tohit for

{

a drachm a day (Tob o 14 iGr* ^ Spax^w r7? vuepas kclI

ret Seoprd <rm). In NT times a denarius (9Ad. ) was a
fair day’s wages for a labourer (Mt 2o2lf

*). Labourers
In Cicero’s time got only 12 asses (c. 7d.), but soldiers

received a denarius. The price of slaves naturally
varied not only according to age and capacity, but
also according to the supply. The normal value,

according to the Priests
7 Code, was 30 shekels, over

£4 (Ex 2

1

32
). Joseph was sold for twenty (Gn 3T28

).

The former price differs hut little from the average
of 120 drachms in the age of the Ptolemies (Jos.

Ant. xil- ii. 3). A talent was a high price even for

an educated slave 4 In the flower or his youth 5

(Ant. XII. Iv. 9), while ninety slaves for that
amount (2 Mac 81

*) represent the other extreme.
The truest Indication of all would be the price of
the standard food-stuff's, especially wheat and
barley, but unfortunately the biblical data are
scanty in the extreme. In 2 K 71 a seah (about 14
peek) of fine flour was sold for a shekel (2s. 9d.),

and two seahs of barley at the same price. This
ootiM only be considered cheap in comparison with
the previously existing famine prices (2 K fl

25 }.*

Another * famine 7

price is found Kev 6s
: a choenix

(about a quart) of wheat for a denarius, and three
of the same measure of barley at the same price.

Prom these two passages (2 K 71, Rev 66) we leam
this at least, that in the period of the monarchy
flour was twice as dear as barley meal, while in
the 1st cent. a.d. the price of wheat was to that
of barley as 3 : 1. In any case the prices in Reve-
lation are very high, about twelve times the ordi-

nary prices, to judge from those of the 2nd cent, as
given in the Mishna. Thus a seah of wheat is

there priced at a denarius (.Eruhin vlii. 2), about
16s. a quarter.f Little can be learned from the
contradictory statements of Josephus (Wars, n.
xxL 2, and Life, 13) regarding the price of oil,

beyond the fact of Its extreme cheapness in Galilee
during the war with Rome. The low price of the
sparrow, finally, is familiar to' every reader of the
Gospels, two being sold for a ‘current 1

issar-
assarion, or a farthing and a half (see § 8), and
five for three English farthings.

Liteeatiiee.—Indispensable for the study of Jtewish numis-
matics Is F. W. Madden’s exhaustive corpus. Coins of the Jezcs,
1881^ which has taken the place of Ms earlier work. History of
Jewish Crnmm, 1864. Hardly less so are B. Y. Head’s Higtoria
Sumorum* 1887, which covers the whole held of Greek numis-
matics, and Fr. Hultsch, Orieehimke find R&mmke Metrotome,
2te Be&rbeitg. 1882. Other standard works are, besides the
general works of EckhelMid Mioanet F. de Saulcy, Rechersl.es
m&r la Hnmismatiqm Judatame, 1854; Cavedoni, Effliseke
Hwmwma&ik, tarns, from the Italian by Werlhef. 1855 ; Levy,
Gexh. d. juduckm Mtiinzen, 1882 ; de Saulcy, Humirnnatique
dela Terre Sainte, 1874 Complement of his Recherche*, dealing
only with non-Jewish coins of Palestine); Merzbacher in the
Emtwhr^t f. MumimmHt, Bd. ifi-v., 1876-78 (specially on the
‘ Maccabmn’ shekels) ; Th. Beinach, Les memnaks jnwm,

* MT is herecorrupt. Cheyne emends :
4A homer (10 bushels)

of lenMls for 50 shekels* ami a quarter of a cor (2J bushels) of
carob-pods for 5 shekels,’ Expos. July 1888.
f CSt BabaMezwr. X,where a kor (80 seahs) of wheat Is bought

for 25 and sold for SO denarii, also 18b. a quarter* In Cicero’s
toe wheat was sold at Borne at the rate of S sesterMi the
modli^ which is undter £1 a quarter.

1SS7; Hamburger, Z. f. Xirmwm. xviii. 1S92 (see § 10). The
standard works on the Persian, Phoenician, Ptolemaic, Seleucid,

anti Roman coins respectively are given in the body of the
article. A. R. S. KENNEDY.

MONEY-CHANGERS (Exchangers, Changers,
Bankers).—In the preceding article it has been
shown how various were the standards according
to which money was reckoned in the course of

Jewish history. In the 1st cent, of our era, for

example (Money, § 8), we find coins of the Roman
system (

denarius, as, etc.) side by side with coins
of the Greek system (drachm ,

tetradrachm
,
etc.).

The Jews, moreover, according to the testimony of

their own Rabbis, w^ere required to pay the sacred
dues in coins of still another standard, viz. the
Phoenician. When to these facts is added the
circumstance that Palestine and Jerusalem, in par-

ticular, were visited by vast numbers of Jews ‘out
of every nation under heaven 7 (Ac 25

), each of

whom required to be furnished with the current
coins of the country, it will be admitted that
there was great need for * the tables of the money-
changers.

5 The words denoting this important
class of the community in NT are three in number :

(1) KepparicrT7)s (from Kepfia, a small coin, then money
generally, Jn 215

), Jn214 only, AY and RV ‘changers
of money, 7

parallel to and synonymous with (2)

KoWvfiioTrjs (from xoXKvfios, originally a small coin,

apparently one fourth of the %aX/coi/s [Hultzsch,
Metrol.- p. 228], then the ‘commission 7

or agio
paid to the money-changer), Mt 2112

,
Mk ll 18

, AY
and RY ‘money-changers, 5 Jn 215 ‘changers. 5

According to some we should distinguish the
KepjmTHrrrjs who gave small change (Keppiara) for

the larger coins, copper and silver, etc., from the
KoWvfiw-H}s who ‘ changed foreign money at an agio
{mraXXayij), or provided gold to be remitted abroad 5

5 Smith’s Diet, of Antiq.
3 ‘ Argentarii

5

). The J ews,
however, expressed both wToras by the post-biblical

shulhdni (from shulhdn, table), which is merely
the Hebrew equivalent of (3) rpaTe^lrijs (from
Tpd-re^a, the table or stand at which the changer
sat and on which he ranged Ms money, Mt 21 13

,

Mk ll18
, Jn 215

, AY and RV ‘tables,
5 but Lk 1928

‘bank’*), only Mt 25s7
, AY ‘exchangers,

5 RY
‘bankers.

7 The business of the Jewish shulhdni
was threefold : (1) he changed the larger denomina-
tions (tetradrachm, denarius, drachm

)
into their

equivalent in the copper money in which the minor
purchases of the average household were made, or,

it might he, the gold aureus into silver coin, and
vice versa. (2) He exchanged all money that had
not legal currency in Palestine into such as had.

(3) The wealthier members of the class receiyed
money on deposit for the purpose of investment,
on which interest (t6kos, Mt 25s7

, Lk 1923AY ‘usury/
RY ‘interest

7

) at fixed rates was paid. They also

negotiated drafts on correspondents abroad. This
third department will be dealt with more in detail
under Usury.
The ‘ money-changers 7 axe introduced in the NT,

in respect of the first two departments of their
business, in the incident (or incidents) of the clear-

ing of the temple courts (Mt 2112S;
‘, Mk 1115£S Jn

2*). The practice had grown up of allowing the
shtdkdnim to set np their stands or ‘tables

5

(fefe)
in the outer court or ‘court of the Gentiles

5
for

the convenience of the numerous worshippers,
especially of thosefrom foreigncountries—a practice
which evidently led to much unseemly wrangling,
and even to acts of downright dishonesty (ef. Mt
21^, Mk ll 17

, Lk 1946). A special and important
branch of the money-changers work was the pro-
viding of the half-shekel or didrachm (Money,
I 8) required annually of every adult male foi

the maintenance of the public servicesofthe temple.
* The Latin mmm and memariw afford & complete pataHo*

ci our own ‘bank’ cognate with ‘bench-’
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From the Minima treatise Shekalim we learn that
one month {15th Adar) before the Passover festival

accredited shidhttnim set up their tables in the
pi evinces to receive the contributions of the
provincials, removing ten days later to the capital
uee, further, Tribute Money). While in their
ordinary transactions the changers were probably
not over-scrupulous as to the amount of com-
mission they charged, in the case of the half-
shekel the amount of the agio (pto'p, sebWupor)
wib fixed at 4 per cent. This seems the natural
inference from the data in Shekalim i. 0, 7, which
we understand to mean that the price of the Tyrian
tetradraehm or stater Alt 17“7). which contained

j

24 met oik (rryp) or obols, was 25 obols, the extra
;

obol (1 in 25, or 4 p.c. =c. IJd.) being the agio.
This we saw (Money, § 8) was probably the usual

'

method of paying the tax. For a single half-
shekel or didrachm of silver apparently only half ,

an obol was charged (see Shik. i. end*). A com-
mission of 4 p.c. seems to have "been usual in secular
transactions also. In MiHah vi. 4 we read of an
aureus (

= 25 denarii) being spent, although the
total of the purchases amounts to only 24 denarii.

j

Clearly the remaining denarius was" retained as
'

agio. The changers had always to be on their
j

guard against false money, hence the saying

—

Vin T2 V* ]B*? Ur^'E5 tpn px

4
it is not the custom of the money-changer to give

j

change (lit. an issar or as) until "he receives [and
j

has tested] his denarius

!

5 A. R. S. Kennedy.

MONSTER.—The only occurrence of this word is

in La 43, where in AY pjg tannin (LXX dpaucovres)

is tr4 4 sea monsters, 7 RY ‘jackals.
5 Post prefers

wolves; see Dragon, vol. L {>. 62Ia. Amer. RY
prefers e monster 7

to ‘dragon 7

in Is 271
, Jer 51s4.

The adj.‘ monstrous 5

is applied in Wis 1715 to the
apparitions which terrified the Egyptians during

j

the plague of darkness,— ‘ were partly vexed with i

monstrous apparitions (repeart? tpavra&jjdrwtf, Vulg.
[

mmstrorum timare), and partly fainted.’

A monster (Lat. monstrum, a divine omen, from
monere, to warn) is anything which attracts the
attention from being out of the ordinary course of I

nature. The ‘ sea monsters 7 above are so on
j

account o' their size, while the adj. ‘monstrous 7

;

is used of tne apparitions, because of their warning
|

or ominous character. Cf. Udall, Erasmus7 Para- !

phrase, i. fol. Ixvi, ‘ It semeth a monstreous thing
j

unto them which ehauneed to the Prophete Jonas : !

they shall have a Ivke monstre, but more wondre- :

fui.
!

The tr. of Ps 71® in Pr. Rk. is, * I am become as it were a
j

monster unto many,’ on which Davies (Bible English, 183)
remarks, * 'We might suppose that the Psalmist meant that he !

was an object of horror and detestation, tat he is affirming that ;

his preservation through so great trials and dangers appeared
]

iniracukms to many.’ Driver (ParaUd Psalter) translates, ‘lam:
become as it were a portent unto many,’ and a footnote

j

explains, * Attracting attention on account of my extraordinary
j

which attracts attention because of its magnitude, as I Henry
/F. XL iv. 530,

1 the sheriff with a most monstrous watch is at
toe door* ; II Henry FJ. IV. viL 88, ‘O monstrous coward.*

J. Hastings.

MONTH.—SeeTlME.

MONUMENT.—This word occurs in Is 654 4 A
rebellious people . . . which remain among the
graves, and lodge in the monuments 7

(up; irpspt,

RY 4 and lodge in the secret places,
7 RYm ‘ vaults

7

).

* See this treatise for other details, especially ehs. i and iL

E.g. toe priests, tat not toe Levitts, were exempt from, the
psymemt of commission Again, ‘if one gives {to the changer]

\

a tetfmdrhclxm (J^) and [after paying toe hadf-sbekei due]
j

receives back a didrachm he has to pay double agio’
j

(nbs^p bvf Vg/hj yhz John, £&. 1. 7). 1

; you in.

—

28

The EY word ‘monuments 7 means ‘tombs. The
Rhemi&h XT often uses the word in this sense,

after the Vulg. monumenturn* Thus Mt 23*-^ ‘You
build the Prophets sepulchres, and garnish the
moniments of xust men *

: Lk 8s7 ‘ There naeiie him
a certnine man that had a devil now a very long
time, and lie did weare no clothes, neither did he
tarie in house, but in the monuments. 7 So John’s
disciples (Mk 6‘3

)
‘ tooke his body, and they put it

in a monument ‘

; and our Lord's sepulchre is called

a * monument 7

in Mt 27®, Lk 23s
, Jn 1942

,
Ac 133.

Cf. Sliaks. Tit. Androuicm, n. ili. 228—
* Upon Ms bloody finger he doth wear
A precious ring, that lightens ail the hoi**,

Which like a taper in some monument,
Doth shine upon the dead man’s earthy cheeks.
And shows the nagged entrails of the pit.*

The translation of Is 654 is uncertain, owing to the un-
certainty of toe reference. The Heb. word means literally

* guarded places.* The LXX renders the two clauses in one, tv

to7> it- Urx.fi} sue} tv «£? rmketUte xtKfdSwai Stx favsmtx ; the Syriac
follows this interpretation, wMch is explained by Jerome as a
method of obtaining oracles in dreams by what is known aa
incubation Le, spending the night in subterranean
sacred places. W. R. Smith (ite-, 19hf.) points out that ‘the
whole 5. Semitic area was dotted over with sacred tombs,
>Iemnonia, Semiramis mounds, and the like, and at every such
spot a god or demigod had his subterranean abode.* See also

A. van Hoon&cker’s art. on ‘ Divination by the ’Ob amongst toe
Ancient Hebrews’ in Expos. Timm

,
voL ix 2898, p. 157 ff., and

the artt. Divination, Witchcraft. J. HASTINGS.

MOOLI (A MooXI, B -e£, AV Moli), 1 Es 847 (LXX
m)=Mahli, Ezr 818, sou of Merari and grandson of
Levi (see Ex 616- 19

}. The LXX in ail places renders
in this way.

MOON.—The most common name used for the

second of the great lights of heaven in the OT is

n*v,* written m Phoenician with the same con-

sonants ; in Assyr. irihu ; Eth. wareh. The mean-
ing of the word is regarded as uncertain, but there

can be but little doubt that the root to winch it

belongs was originally of the class ft9 as is clearly

indicated by the Ethiopic, and also by the Assyrian
name for ‘ month, 7 which, being transcribed in the
month-name Marchesw'an with c replacing the
original w (m and w are interchangeable consonants
in Assyrian), implies a connexion with the Assyrian
word 4rfyu ‘road,

7 and confirms the correctness of

the suggestion of Ges.-Buhl that c*R means ‘ wan-
derer,

7 and is connected with the cognate ni« ‘ to

wander, 7 ‘journey.
7 The less common word np7

designates the moon as ‘ the white one,
7 from the

root pS ‘to be white.
7 There is also another

word, namely enn, which is used to designate the
new moon (see

t

New Moon, and art. Feasts in

vol. i p. 859b
).

Where first mentionedin the Bible(Gn l 1
®), neither

of the above words is used, the luminary being de-

scribed as‘the lesser light
7

(parallel with the descrip-

tion there given of the sun as. the e greater fight *).

It is described as being placed in the heavens to

rule the night, and also 4 for signs, and for seasons,

and for days and years 7

; and it was apparently as

a time-measurer that it was principally looked
on by the Hebrews, and also, to a somewhat less

degree, by the Babylonians and Assyrians, to

whom the chief character of the moon w’&g a per-

the brothers-
7

) and the moon-goddess (the moon as

the consort of the sun) Aa. A further reference

to the moon as the indicator of the (religious)

festivals is to be found in Ps 104lf ‘ he appointed!

the moon for seasons, and the sun knoweth his

going down.
7

Notwithstanding that the bright portion of the
moon’s disc, being always turned towards the sun,

* According to Sayce (EHH 850), Jeridm inp}T means 4
city

of tbe moon-sod.’

1
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implied that it received its light from that "body,

the moon is represented in On 1 as having been :

created at the same time as the sun, and appar-
ently as shining by its own light. It was also, with
the snn, set in the heavens to give light upon the
earth, and as the 4 lesser light

3
to rale over the night,

and to divide between the light and between the
darkness, though this is, with reference to the
moon, a very loose phrase, when we take into

consideration the imperfect way in which it per-

forms this office.

All these statements would, of course, lead one
to suppose that the Hebrews had but a very imper-
fect knowledge of astronomy, and especially of the
movements of the luminary in question, though
they must have seen and noticed the regularity of

its motions, and it apparently became for them, in

course of time, a kind of emblem of constancy and
everlastingness, hence the expressions 4 peace as

long as the moon endureth 3

(Ps 727K and ‘estab-

lished for ever as the moon 5

(Ps 81P7
, likewise Ps

j

727 * as long as the sun and moon endure [lit. with
the snn and in the presence of the moon] through-
out all generations

5

i.

The calm, clear light of the moon seems to be
noticed in the expressions ‘fair as the moon, 3

parallel to the second member of the verse, 4 clear

as the sun,
5 both being comparisons referring to

the Slmlammite in Ca 610
. Increase of the light

of the moon to the equal of that of the sun is

foretold for the day when the Lord should bind
up His people's hurt, and heal their wound (Is

3‘i
20

). The influence of the moon on persons is

apparently referred to in Ps 121®, in the phrase,
4 The sun shall not smite thee by day, nor the
moon by night,

3 where the smiting by the sun
being undoubtedly sunstroke, the smiting by the
moon may well be regarded as an early instance of

the, belief that the rays of the moon could exert an
influence so baleful as to produce lunacy, or to
cause that a person might become 4 moon-struck.*
That the moon was supposed to have this effect is

hardly to be- wondered at, as many people believe

the same thing at the present time ; and in ancient
days it was supposed also that its rays could
bring on epilepsy, as is illustrated by tne Greek
text of Mt 4^ and 17i5

, where the original has
GeXijPzafouipcvs and GeXypiatercu, ‘epileptic

5 (RY).
There is some uncertainty as to what is intended

by the 4 precious things put forth by the moons 3
in

Dt 3314 (AY). The phrase has been supposed to
refer to the produce of the months in their order,

which is not improbable. An Assyrian tablet
exists in which the produce of everv month is

enumerated in order, and as moon and month are
convertible terms it is not unlikely that something
of the kind is intended here, rather than omens
derived from the moon's motions, such as are so
often found among the numerous astrological fore-

casts of Babylonia and Assyria. In fact we should
probably translate 4 months, 3

not 4 moons, 3 although
c'rr certainly contains a play upon ffv

* moon/ in
poetical parallelism with sun (Driver, ad loc.).*

With the nations around, the moon was, con-
jointly with the sun and the other heavenly bodies,

regarded as a deity, and divine honours were paid
it as such. Among the Babylonians and Assyrians
the moon, as a deity, was apparently not called
irihw, hut Sin (possibly also pronounced Sen), and
it is this word that we meet with as the first

element of the name of the well-known Assyrian
king Sennacherib.f Besides this, however, he
was also called Aku, and it is in all probability

* Stenemagel* who retains * moons,’ thinks the allusion is to
the dew, which is traced to the moon as light is to the snn.

f Wife regard to fee etymology of fee word Sin, it has been
suggested feat tins is for Zrn-en, ‘knowledge-lord’ (generally
written En-za-na— so as to be read Zu-en-na), one of his
Accadian names.

this word that we find in the Babylonian royal
name Eri-aku (Eri-eaku) or Arioch. Another not
uncommon name of the moon-god among the
Babylonians was Nannara, under which appella-

tion"he was worshipped at Ur (Mugheir or Mukey-
yer), a city probably possessing his oldest and most
renowned temple. * The month Sivan was dedicated
to the moon-god by the old inhabitants of Baby-
lonia. Reference has already been made to the
moon-goddess Aa, who was regarded as the consort
of the sun-god Bamas, and was probably the
equivalent of the Ashtaroth-karnaim of the Phoe-
nicians.!

The name of the moon-god seems to have been
Sin, not only in Assyria and Babylonia, but in

other parts of the ancient East also. Thus we
have reference to this deity in the name of Mount
Sinai, the peninsula of which, even at the end of

the 6th cent. B.c., was devoted to the worship of

the moon. Antoninus Martyr relates that, at the
time of the worship of the deity in this district,

the marble of which the idols were made changed
colour, and ultimately became black as pitch,

returning when the festival was over to its original

hue, at which lie wondered greatly. This was, of

course, a symbolical festival, typifying the phases
of the moon in its monthly journey, the change of

the colour of the statues of the god being brought
about artificially, but in such a way as to work
upon the superstitions of the ignorant. The Phoe-
nicians seem to have worshipped the new moon
under the name of snn Hodesh (Baethgen, p. 61).

Bee New Moon. The moon-god was represented
either standing with his attributes, or seated upon
a horse. In Palmyra he seems to have been called

Yarkhibol ( = Yureak-boal), and in the name Agli-
bol we have a reference to the moon as a 4 young
steer,

3 by the Assyrian equivalent of which it is

designated in the hymn to the moon-god published
in IVA

I

iv. pi. 9. In an Assyrian inscription the
name of an Arab, Aa-kamaru, leads one to ask
whether we may not have here two old names of

the moon-deity : Aa, the Babylonian goddess of

the moon as " the consort of the sun-god ; and
kama.ru, an Assyrian transcription of the Arabic
kamar

,

4 the moon. 3

With the Egyptians there were several moon-
deities, all masculine. The principal of these was
Thoth, the god of knowledge, an attribute applied
to him in consequence of the moon’s character as
time-measurer (for such is the meaning of its

name in the Indo-European languages). Sefekh,
a goddess associated with Thoth, in all probability
typified the full moon. As the wanderer, the
moon was called Khunsu or Khons. Isis, Muth,
and Hathor, who wear as their crowns the disc of

the moon, were evidently in some manner asso-
ciated with that luminary.
The worship of the moon and the other heavenly

bodies is mentioned and prohibited in Dt 17®.

Kissing the hand on seeing the moon (undoubtedly
an act of adoration) is referred to in Job 31m ,

and
sacrifices made 4 unto the queen of heaven* J are
spoken of in Jer 4417. The moon- or crescent-
shaped ornaments spoken of as adornments of 4 the
daughters of Zion 3

in Is 318 (cf. Jg 821* 36), were

* This is the TJrie (=Uriwa, the Accadian form) of Eupolemus
(ap. Eusebius, Prcep. Evan. 9), who says feat it also boro the
name of Camarma, apparently from fee same root as fee Arab.
kamar (see below).

f There is also a deify named Laban, mentioned as having
been worshipped in fee temple of Ann, in fee city of Asshur.
As the moon-god was the minister of Aim, fee question naturally
arises whether fee word Laban may not, in this passage, be
another name of Sin. If this be the case, Laban would be eon
nected with

t See the elaborate article, * Die Melecheth des Hxmmels,’ by
Kuenen, Gemmmdte Ahhandlungen, p. 188 fL, and cf. fee
chapter on A1 fUzza In WeUhausen’s Jleste And*. Heidentums*,
p. USL
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probably due to the same idolatrous tendency
which at the time often led the chosen people
astray. See Crescents. T. G. Finches.

MOOSSIAS {B Moorre/as, A Mo<k* 2ias, AY Moo-
Bias), 1 Es 931=Maasexah, Ezr 1020.

MOPH.—See Memphis.

MORALITY.—See Ethics.

MORASHTITE (so correctly in RY, in place of
Morasthite of AY ; Heb. 'zzzi'j-i ; LXX in Jer
6 Mwpa&elrTjSy in Mie rbv rod ElwpcurBel B, . . .

Mcopadel A).—A gentilic adjective used to desig-
nate the prophet Mieah (Mic l 1

, Jer 26 [Gr. 33] %
probably derived from Moresheth-gath (wh. see).

MORDECAI (tsrnjyi, Baer ; Mapdoxatos ; Mar-
dochceus

, Ezr 2s Mardacha i ; the name denotes
* belonging to Merodach, or Marduk,’ a Babylonian
deity).—1. One of the leaders of the people at the
time of the return of the exiles under Zenibbabel
and. Jeshua (Ezr 2s, Neh 77, 1 Es 5s

}. From a com-
parison of the three lists it appears probable that
the leaders were twelve in number.

2. The deliverer of the Jews in the Book of
Esther. He is described as a Benjamite, the son

i

of Jair, the son of Shimei, the son of Kish, one of
'

the Jewish captives who had been carried away by
Nebuchadnezzar in the days of Jehoiaehin (Est
2®- 6).* Mordecai lived in Shushan (Susa), the
Persian capital, and brought np as his own
daughter his cousin Esther, whose parents were
dead (2r). When Esther was taken into the royal
harem, Mordecai forbade her to reveal her con-
nexions or her nationality (2

20
). He was never-

theless able to remain in close communication with
her, and for this purpose he was constantly at the
gate of the palace. Here he discovered the plot of
two eunuchs against the king, and, by informing
Esther of it, procured their execution, the only
reward which he himself as yet received being the
entry of his name in the royal chronicles (2

2y_23
).

When Hainan [which see] was exalted to the rank
of chief minister, Mordecai aroused his wrath by
repeatedly refusing to bow before him ; and, to
avenge the slight, Haman procured from the king
a decree for the destruction of the Jews, Mor-
decai’s fellow-countrymen (3). After Esther, who
had heard from her maidens of the distress of
Mordecai and the Jews, had sent to inquire the
cause, Mordecai, by means of the eunuch Hathaeh,
informed her of the kings decree, and bade her go
to the king and seek for protection for her people,
reminding her that she also would he one of the
victims of the massacre (4). Meanwhile, however,
Haman, mortified at the continued disrespect
shown to Mm by Mordecai, determined to antici-

pate the massacre, and, preparing a high gibbet,
went to the palace to obtain permission to hang
Mordecai thereon. The king, who during a sleep-

less night had heard the chronicles read, and thus
learnt that Mordecai’s services remained unre-
warded, consulted Haman, on his appearance, as
to a fitting recompense for one whom the king

The interpretation; of v.® Is disputed, fee relative ‘who’
being referred ether to Mordecai himself, or to Kish, his great-
grandfather. On chronological grounds it is practically im-
possible to suppose that any one carried to Babylon in b.c. 507
should be living in the reign of Ahasuems (Xerxes) 485-465. If,

on the other hand, we regard the Book of Esther as being in
toe main unhistorical, this difficulty ceases to be of weight*
Grammatical considerations do not decide the question, for,

though certainly It Is more natural to refer toe pronoun to
Mordecai, toe other construction cannot be regarded as im-
possible, if on independent grounds we are unwilling to convict
toe author of a great anachronism (romp. Bertoeau-Ryssel, ad
lo&; Knenen refuses to lay any weight on this passage. Hut.*
KrU. Mini. 3. iL 209).

wished to honour. In consequence of his own
suggestion the vizier was then bidden to conduct
his enemy in honour round the city, while his

friends saw in this misfortune an omen of his

coming overthrow by Mordecai (5
l -6). After the

disgrace and death of Hainan, Mordecai succeeded
to his place, receiving the king s seal, being
arrayed in gorgeous attire, and writing letters in

the Icing's name to grant the Jews permission to
defend themselves; while the fame of Mordecai
throughout the empire led all the Persian officials

to assist the Jews (8. 9s1
*). Finally, Mordecai and

Esther wrote two letters to all the Jews, enjoining
that the feast of Furim should be everywhere cele-

brated on the 14th and loth days of Adar; and
that fastings and lamentation should be connected
with the observance of the festival (SF5

*32
). The

Bk. of Esther closes with an account of the fame
and dignity of Mordecai, who stood next in rank
to the king, and was recognized as the protector
of his countrymen (10).

The apocryphal additions to Esther in the Greek
version glorify Mordecai still more. In the LXX
the book opens with the description of a dream
which he had concerning two great dragons, and a
great river springing from a little fountain. In
the last chapter Mordecai interprets this dream,
explaining the river of queen Esther, and the
dragons of Haman and himself (Ad. Est 11~’12 10).

We find also a few more particulars regarding the
conspiracy of the two eunuchs, and a prayer of
Mordecai, in which he declares that his refusal to
bow before Haman was prompted by zeal for the
glory of God, and not by human pride (13s

“17
). In

later literature the first reference to the Bk. of
Esther is in 2 Mac 1506, where the 14th of Adar is

called the Day of Mordecai.
As the general question of the historical char-

acter of the Bk. of Esther is discussed elsewhere
[Esther], it will be sufficient to add here one or
two comments on the position assigned to Mordecai.
There is a certain inconsistency in the representa-
tion that Esther’s Jewish descent was unknown
(2--), whereas Mordecai was recognized as a Jew
(3

4a* 518
), and -was in frequent communication with

the queen (2~ 4), and also in the fact that the king
should bestow honour upon Mordecai the Jew
after the race had been proscribed. On the other
hand, it is a plausible view which regards Kish (2

s
),

not as the great-grandfather of Mordecai, hut as
his remote ancestor, the father of Saul, and holds
Haman to be an Amalekite (so Jos. Ant. xi* vL 5,

12; and Targ.); in this case the descendant of
Saul is opposed to the descendant of his ancient
enemy Agag. In profane history we hear of no
great minister of Xerxes whom we can identify
with Mordecai, but it must be admitted that the
domestic annals of this reign are scanty. To
connect the Jewish vizier with the influential

eunuch Matacao, named by Ctesias (so Rawlinson),
seems very precarious. Curing the last years of
Xerxes, Artabanus, the commander of the body-
guard, was the chief minister. *

In Rabbinical literature Mordecai is a favourite
character. The late Targum on Esther traces the
descent of the 4 righteous 3 Mordecai from Shimei,
who cursed David, and from Jonathan the son of
Saul : he knows the seventy languages, he receives
supernatural warning of the danger of the Jews,
and a long description is given of the pomp and
splendour bestowed upon him after he became the
king's minister. H. A. White.
* For a full account of Jensen’s attempt to explain Mordecai

(Mar&uk), Haman (Hmnman, the national god of the Elamites),
and toe other principal characters in the BL of Esther upon
the theory that in that book we have a Judaked form of Baby
Ionian legend, see WRdeboer, * Esther,* in Kuner Htmd-Comm.
172 S.; cf. Expos. Times, Aug. 1898, p. 498, and art. Fratm
(Feast of) in this Dictionary.
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MORE.~~Xn middle English there were two com-
parative^, 4 moe 5

referring to number, and 4 more 5

referring to -ize or importance
; and the distinction

between them was occasionally observed as late as
the publication of AY in 161 L Thus Xu 2213 in
the . first ed. of AY reads, £ And Balak sent yet
againe Princes, moe, and more honourable then
they

5

; and 33s4 4 To the moe ye shall give the
more inheritance, and to the fewer ye shall give
the lesse inheritance.

1 The Anglo-Saxon word was
Mti

t originally an adv. and connected with Lat.
ywiis, Goth, main, Germ. mehr. This md became
in Eng. 4 mo * with subscript e (whence * moe 5 and
‘moo') as biin became ‘bone, 1 drdn 4 droned and
the like (Earle, Philology, § hi. }. The spelling is

capricious even in Elizai»ethan writers. Shaks.
varies between 4 mo 1 and 4 moe Tindale’s favourite
spelling is * moo. 5

Ridley, A Brefe Declaration,
has 4 mo 1

on p. 1113 (Motile's ed.),
4 Therfore I *vvyll

rehearse mo places of him than hertofore I have
done of the other 5

; and 4 moo 5 onp. 171,
4
it should

not nede ... to bring in for the confyrmation of
thys matter anye moo.’ In AY 4 mo 3

occurs once
2 S 513

, and
4 moe 5

34 times.
4 More 5

is really a double comparative, already
formed in Anglo-Sax., mdra. It is at least prob-
able that it was originally eontined to greater
bulk or importance, but even early examples show
that 4 moe*3 and 4 more * were used almost indis-
criminately. Wright (on Shaks. As You Like It,

p. 135) thinks that, as far as Shaks. and AY are
concerned, all that can be asserted is that 4 moe 5

Is used only with the plural, ‘more’ with both
sing, and plural. Modern editors of Shaks. (chiefly
Rowe in 1709) and of AY (chiefly Paris In 1762 and
Rlayney in 1769) have changed 4 moe 5

into 4 more.
5

Scrivener restored 4 moe ’ in his Camb. Paragraph
Bible

, but nothing seems to be gained by it. In
Shaks., on the other hand, the form 4 moe 3

is some-
times required by the verse. Thus in Much Ado,

II. iiL 72—
* Sing no more ditties, sinq no moe,

Of damps so dull and heavy

;

The fraud of men was ever so.

Since summer first was leavy.*

Examples of ‘more 3

in the sense of "greater
1

are Ac 19® 4 the more part knew’ not wherefore
they were come together 5

; 2712 4 the more part
advised to depart thence also.

5

Cf. Mt ll 11
, Wyc.

4 Trewly I say to you, ther roose noon more than
Joon Baptist amonge children of wonxmen ; forsothe
he that is lesse In the kyngdam of hevenes, is

more than he
1

; Ro 912, Wvc. 4 the more schal
serve to the Lasse

1

; Tind. Expos. 228,
4 Locusts

are more than our grasshoppers 3
• Shaks. K. John,

II. L 34—
‘ 0, take his mother’s thanks, a widow’s timnVa,
Til! jour strong1 hand shall help to give him strength
To make a more requital to your love 1

’

J. Eastings.
MORES.—1. Oak(s) of, RYm 4 Terebmth(s)/

AY [wrongly, with Targ. Onk.} Plain(S) OF;
Gn 12® nqfe ji>K, ti?r dpdr rijr convallem
Ulmtrem ; Dt 11* rrp i'h#, rrp 8pv6$ (so Sam.)
rifs bxftrfXijs, milem Undcntem et intrantem promil

;

Svr. has the Impossible 4 oak of Manure 5 m both
places. A sacred tree near Shechem, mentioned
Gn 12s as the scene of a tbeophany to Abraham,
in consequence of which he built an altar there
(J ; but according to Ball, SBOT, 4 unto the Oak
of Moreh 5

is RO- In Dt 11® (late R) the Oaks
of Moreh are named amongst other landmarks
given to fix the position of Ebal and Gerizim.

^
Moreh m the participle ofMmh,

* to give (divine)
direction,* e.g. Is §1§ mlbt wmmh shelter, 4 a prophet
who gives m false direction.

5 The oak, therefore, .

was connected with a sanctuary, whose priests i

giive oracles on questions asked by worshippers, j

;

According to Dill in.,
4 Gilgal 5

in Dt ll83
is to bt

j
taken as a common noun, 4 a circle of sacred

j

stones' or 4 cromlech,
5 which wTas another feature

|

of this sanctuary. There is nothing in the eon-
i text, either in Gn or Dt, to tell us anything more
|

of the position of the Oak of Moreh than that
I it was in the neighbourhood of Shechem. Buhl

]

(GAP 202 f.) identifies ‘Gilgal 5

in Dt with Jdlejil,

i some little distance to the east of Shechem, and

j

concludes that the Oak(s) of Moreh were not close

|

to Shechem. But, even if the identification be

|

accepted, Gilgal and Moreh in Dt may be inde-
pendent landmarks for Ebal and Gerizim, and
Gilgal not defined by Moreh. Sam. adds in Dt
after 4 Oak of Moreh, 4 opposite Shechem, 5 a gloss
suggested by Gn 126. It is not likely thatMabortha,
according to Pliny and Josephus (BJ iv. viii. 1),

the native name for the Greek city Neapolis,
which replaced Shechem, has any connexion with
Moreh. Morthia also occurs on coins as a title

of Neapolis (cf. Smith’s DB, s.
4 Moreh’), hut is

probably connected with the Aram, martha, 4 mis-
tress.

5 On the suggested identification of Moreh
with Moriah, and with the sacred trees in Gn
354, Jos 24^, Jg 9s* 37

, cf. Meonenim (Oak of).

2. Hill OF, Jg 71 only (rrjisri
; A rod (3u>jj.od

rod ’A3&p, B Ta3aadapupd, Luc. cbrd fiovvov rod
'Ajtiwpl ; collis excelsi. Targ. for rnicn gives jrznppi
4 that faces Mentioned in describing the posi-
tion of the camp of the Midianites on the eve of
their defeat by Gideon. RY translates MT of
v. 3b ‘and the camp of Midian wTas on the north
side of them, by the hill of Moreh, in the
valley 5 (RYm ‘from the hill of Moreh onwards
in the valley

5

). The text is probably corrupt.
Moore proposes to read, 4While the camp of Midian
was north of Gibeath ha-Moreh, 5 hut suggests as a
possible alternative, 4 was north of him m Gibeath
ha-Moreh. 5 Budde proposes, ‘was beneath him
north of Gibeath ha-Moreh. 5 Neither the wTell of
Harod, mentioned as the site of Gideon’s camp,
nor the hill of Moreh, can he certainly identified.
If 7* and 6s3 are referred to the same source (E

;

so Kautzsch, Budde), probably the ‘valley 5

in 71

is the ‘valley of Jezreel
5

in 6s3, and the hill of
Moreh is Jeoel Nabi DaM, sometimes called the
Little Hermon, to the N.W. of the plain of Jezreel
(G. A. Smith, HGHL p. 397 ; Buhl, GAP p. 202).
Moore refers 71 to J, and 6* to E, and is inclined
to connect the Hill of Moreh with the Oak of
Moreh. The LXX seems to have read ‘Hill of
the Amorites. 5 See Moriah. ‘Hill of Moreh 5

suggests that the hill was the site of a sanctuary

;

cf. £ See Harod. W. H. Bennett.

MORESHETH-GATH (n| n§hiD, kkrjpoyojdas IV0)
is mentioned only in Mic l14, in a group with
Gath, Zaanan, Lachish, Achzib, Mareshah, and
other towns of the Jndahite-Philistme region.
The daughter of Zion is advised to make a bridal
speeding -gift (cf. 1 K 916, Ex 182) concerning
Moresheth-gath. Micah is himself a Morashtite,
that is, a citizen of Moresheth (Mic l 1

, Jer 2618
),

which may or may not be the same place.
Moresheth - gath may signify 4 she that takes
possession or Gath, 5

or 4 that which Gath pos
sesses,

5
or simply as a proper name, 4 Moresheth

of Gath/wvith other possible variations. Or the
word 4 gath 5

in the combination may he the com-
mon noun 4 winepress. 5

In the Onomasticon, and in the Prologue of the
Commentary of Jerome on Micah, Morasthi is

said to be a village east of, and near by, Eleuther-
opolis. There is no sufficient reason for disputing
tubs, though the site has not been identified. Or
again, when we note that the context is full of
puns on the proper names that are mentioned

i3a i4b We find it possible to regard
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Moresheth-gath as a play upon the proper name
Mareshah, leading up to the statement, 4

1 will
yet bring in to thee him that taketh possession,
O lady that inhabitest Mareshah *

(
15

j, and so,

virtually, as a mere variant of Mareshah. Well-
hausen (Kl. Proph. ad loc.) takes ni as vocative,
rendering, 4 Thou must let go Moresheth, O Gath, 5

and this is favoured by Oxf Heb. Lex. Nowack
{ad loc.) thinks that neither this nor the usual
construction gives a sense quite apposite to the
context. W. J. Beecher.

MORIAH, the land of {Gn 22s), or the mountain
of (2 Ch 31

)
(nncn, nn^n : in Gn, LXX els ttjv yrjv Pqv

yipTjhrjv [prob. a paraphr. of conspicuous : jtts
in 12s

, and »ttid urix in Dt 11s0
, are also rendered by

LXX 7) dpvs i] Aq. ttjv Kara.(pav7] (connecting
the word falsely with n>n; so Aq. Symm. for
nqia Dt 11s0 ), Symm. tt}s oworias,* Yulg. visionis,

Onk. (paraphrasing) jhk 4 land of worship,' f
Pesh. KniDKi 4

of the Amorites 5
: in 2 Ch, LXX rod

AjULopeia, Lue. rep Ayopia, Ynlg. in monte Moria
,
Pesh.

as in Gn, Targ. (late) 4 the mountain of Moriah, 5

but with a long Midrash about its being the place
where Abraham and others worshipped).—What
was originally denoted by this designation is very
obscure. It is indeed evident that in 2 Ch 31 the
Temple hill is referred to ; but this does not settle

the sense of the expression ‘land of Moriah 5

in
Gn 22- : the Chronicler may, in common with the
later Jews, have supposed that that was the scene
of the sacrifice of Isaac, and borrowed the ex-
ression from Gn 222—perhaps to suggest (Bau-
issin, Studien, ii. 252) that the spot was chosen

already by J" in the patriarchal age. In Gn, how-
ever, even supposing—what certainly seems to be
implied from the terms of v.u—that the writer
placed the sacrifice of Isaac on the Temple hill, he
does not apply the name Moriah to it :

* the land
of M. 5

is the name of the region into which Abra-
ham is to go, and he is to offer Isaac on 4 one of the
mountains 5

in it. The mountain on which Isaac is

to be offered does not even seem to be mentioned
as a central or important one, from which, for
instance, the region might have derived its name :

it is merely 4 one 9

of the mountains in a region
which, so far as the terms of this verse go, might be
co-extensive with a large part of Palestine. It is

remarkable that, though it is here implied that it

is well known to Abraham, the region is not men-
tioned elsewhere in the OT. It is difficult, under
the circumstances, not to doubt the originality of
the text ; and it must be admitted that—though
it has the disadvantage of being the proclivis lectio,

—the reading of Pesh. 4 of the Amorites 5

(1516 4S~,
Jos 51 al.) has some claims to be considered the
original one.

Heb. pr. names, when accompanied by the art, have the
presumption of possessing, or at least of having once possessed,

an appellative force : but the meaning of nmc is obscure ; and
the etymologies that have been proposed are far from, satisfac-

tory. It Is at least certain that it does not mean * shewn of Jab*
(which—el 3rr3j?5, would be rt^KqDX or 4 vision of Jah *

(which would be n$cp\ neither of which forms could pass into

npitot For various ‘Mdrashic* explanations of the name, see

jdrishUh Babbd, ad loc. (p. 263 f. in Wunsehe’s tr.X or Beer,
Leben Abr. nach derJM. Sage, pp. 59, 177 f.

It is held by the Samaritans (see ZDPV vi. 198,
vii. 133; and above, *.«.), that Gerizim was the
scene of the sacrifice of Isaac ; and the same opinion
has been advocated by some modem scholars. The

* The same interpretation is expressed by the reading of the
Sam. text ntirmn, and by the Sam, Targ. rarm ‘ of vision* (cf.

Dt ll*o Sam. text ICTUS, Sam. Targ. rOTFl ‘ of vision 9.

f Of. Onk/s rendering ofyM : *AndAbraham worshipped and
prayed there in that place; he said before J", “Here shall the
generations be worshipping **

; therefore it is said at this day,
“In this mountain did Abraham worship before J".”

’

grounds for it are stated most fully by Stanley,
SP pp. 251 f., and Grove in Smith's DB, s.v.

Moriah : Abraham saw the spot 4 afar off,
5 4 on

the third day 5
(v. 4

j after leaving 4 the land of the
Philistines

5 (21^)—a statement which suits the
distances much better if the goal of his journey
were Gerizim than if it were Jerusalem ; Gerizim,
moreover, is an elevation which a traveller ap-
proaching from the S. might 4

lift up his eyes 5

(224 )

and see conspicuously at a distance, which is not
the case with Jerusalem. In view of the rivalry
which prevailed in later times between the Samari-
tans and the Jews, the preference of the former for

Gerizim does not count for much ; and with regard
to the other arguments it may be doubted whether,
in a narrative which cannot be by an eye-witness or
contemporary of the facts recorded, the expressions
used are not interpreted with undue strictness.

The presumption derived from v. 14 is strong, that in
the view of the narrator the Temple hill was the
scene of Abraham’s trial (cf. Jehovah-jxreh ; and
SGHL p. 334 n.). But of course Gerizim might,
equally with Jerusalem, have been (so far as we
know) within the undefined limits of tile

4 land of
Moriah, 5

as it certainly would be within the limits
of the 4 land of the Amorites.'

S. R. Driver.
MORNING.—See Time.

MORROW.—Both 4 morn 5 and 4 morrow 5

are
formed from Anglo-Sax. morgen, the former by
contraction, the latter by changing the g to w and
dropping the n (whence morwe=?norroic)

;

and
4 morning 5

is the same, with subst. suffix -ing.

Thus 4 morn, 5 4 morning, 5 4 morrow, 5 and 4
to-

morrow 5
(with prep. fo= 4 for

5
or 4 on 5

) are all

one and the same word, and have all the same
meaning. They mean either early in the day =
mod. 4 morning, 5

or next day=mod. 4 tomorrow. 5

The word 4 morrow 5 about 1611 usually means
next day (

4 tomorrow 5

), but sometimes it is used
for 4 morning. 5 Thus IS 3017, Cov. ‘And David
smote them from the morow tyll the even 5

;

Shaks. Lucreee, 1571

—

* She looks for night, and then she longs for morrow/

In AY lip boker is translated 4 morrow 5

in Lv 22s0,

Nu 2241
, Est 2U, Zeph 3s, and ‘tomorrow 5

in Xu
165, 1 S 919

, Est 514
. RV changes into 4 morning ’

in Lv 2230, Nu 16s 2241
, I S 919, Est 514

, but leaves
the other two unchanged. Now boker usually
means 4 morning, 5 and is mostly rendered so in

AY ; but the editors of the Oxf. Heb. Lex. believe
that the meaning is

4 tomorrow 5
in the following

places : Ex 161®- * «• 24 29s4 34s5, Lv 71* 22s0, Nu 1#
2241

, 1 S 919
, Zeph 3s. If they are right, as they

appear to be, some passages should have been left

‘morrow 5
or ‘tomorrow 5 by BY, and some that

have 4 morning 5

in AY should have been changed
to

4 tomorrow. But as regards AY itself, it seems
probable that, in every case in which 4 morrow 5

is

found, the translators intended to express what
we now express by 4 tomorrow. 5

J. Hastings.

MORTAR (nyfo, Probably the first kind
of mortar may have been, as is generally supposed,
two stones, between which the grain was pounded.
Mortars in Syria and Palestine were anciently
of wood, and the larger ones were cut out of the
trunk of a tree, the shulujdn, or evergreen oak,
being preferred.

The passage in Pr 27s2 (on which see Expos
Times

,
March and April 1897, pp. 287, 336) does

not, of course, refer to any custom in Syria or
Palestine of pounding men in a mortar (ri?.^).

The reference seems to be to the custom oi

making kibby, a favourite dish in Syria (see Mill).
The more the kibby is pounded, the more excellent
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I it oecomes, Hours are spent in beating it, and

j

certain women are celebrated for their skill in

I
preparing it. It is very hard work, and requires

\
strung well as skilful arms to make it.

In Syria at the present time there are two kinds
of mortars used; small ones are made of wood,
and the large ones of stone. The wooden mortars
are generally used for pounding coffee or spices.

They are often beautifully carved, and the pestle
sometimes 2 ft. long.* The stone mortars are

now preferred for making kihby ; they are large
and very heavy, and the pestle is a heavy block of
wood.

Lifting a stone mortar with one hand and rais-

ing it above the head, was a favourite test of
strength among the young men of the villages

of Lebanon a few years ago. IV. CARSLAW.

MORTAR (AY morter).—In Gn 11s it is said that
the builders of the tower of Babel used slime or
bitumen fgrv} instead of mortar (inn, Arab, hiimmtir,
asphalt or bitumen |.

Asphalt or Bitumen (wh. see) is found on the
shores of the Dead Sea, and at Hasbeyah near Mt.
Herman, but it is not used in Palestine or Syria
in building. The most common material in use for

that purpose is day (wh. see), and the ordinary
Arabic word for mortar is tin, which properly
means clay. Wall," of houses are plastered inside
with clay, but the day must be well trodden and
mixed with water to a proper consistence, else,

if too dry, it will not adhere, but crack and fall

off. In Ezk 13Iy the Arab. VS has ‘ dry day 5

(tdfdl)
instead of 4 untempered mortar/
Mortar made with lime is being more frequently

used now than formerly. The lime is slaked in a
long wooden box, and" the liquid portion run off

into a pit ; when the pit is full, the lime is covered
with sand. It is the opinion of the builders in
Lebanon that the lime should remain in the pit for
several months ]>e£ore being used. The lime in
Lebanon is rich, and has no hydraulic properties

;

and during the rainy season a good deal of the
lime in a building is washed away, even when the
mortar seems to be hard. In making mortar the
lime is usually mixed with ordinary clay, hut a
reddish clay containing some red oxide of iron is

preferred. Sand is used for outside work on
account of its colour.
For making plaster for coating the inside walls

of houses, lime and sand are, generally used now,
mixed with straw or hemp cut small, instead of
hair, which is never used* A cement for plastering
the sides of cisterns is often made with lime, wood
ashes, pounded calcareous spar, and sand. Over
the coating just mentioned a liner one is put,
consisting of lime and homra, which is broken
pottery' ground very hue’. All channels for run-
ning water are coated with lime and homra.

Roofs and doors of houses are often laid with
concrete, which is formed of lime, sand, and stones
broken small. This has to be beaten constantly
day and night till it has hardened. Some of the
very old buildings in Lebanon are said to have
been built with mortar in which oil took the
place of water. W. Carslaw.

MORTIFY.—To ‘mortify* is to put to death.
The word was once used literally, as in Erasmus, '

Commune Crede, fol. 81,
4 Christ was mortified and

killed in dede, as touchynge to his fieshe : but was
quiekened in spirited In AT it is used only
figuratively, Ro 823 4

If ye through the Spirit do
mortify the deeds of the body, ye shall live

5
{el

• * * BapamSre, RVxn 4make to die/ Amer. RV
* put to death *) ; Coi 3® * Mortify therefore your
* Brass mortars are mm generally taking the place of the old

wooden ones.

members which are upon the earth* (veKpdxmr^

RVm ‘make dead/ Amer. RV ‘put to death*}.

The translation in both places comes from Tindale,

and is adopted by all the versions
;
Wyclifs ’word

;

is ‘slay/ Cf. Tindale, Frolage to Leviticus,
‘ Bap-

\ tism signyfyeth unto us repentaunce and the

\ mortefymge" of oure unruly members and body of

|

synne, to walk in a newe lyffe and so forth/

j
Fuller [Eohj State, p. 70) exclaims of the ancient

|

Fathers, ‘ O the liolinesse of their living and pain-
* fulnesse of their preaching S how full w^ere they of

mortified thoughts, and heavenly meditations
5

;

and (p. 81) he describes St. Anthony the monk as
‘ having ever (though a most mortified man) a
merry countenance/ Hall, Works, i. 68, says, ‘ If

we preach plainly, to some it will savour of a care-

lesse slubbering, to others of a mortified sincerity/

The biblical use of the w’ord is clearly seen in

Rogers, Chief Grounds of Christian Religion, one
of the early Catechisms ( 1642) : ‘ Q. What is Sancti-

fication ? A. The purifying of our whole nature.

Q. Which be the parts of it ? A. Mortifying and
quickening/ J. Hastings*

MOSERAH, MOSEROTH.— Moserah occurs Dt
10s (AB 31eicradai, F 3Inradal, Vulg. Mosera), and
is noted as the place where Aaron died and
was buried. This passage is generally considered
as a part of E’s narrative of the journeyings.
Moseroth occurs Nu 3330 * 31 {Macrcrovpwd B v. 30 and
-pood B v.31, and A in both vv., Vulg. Moseroth)
as the first of the 8 stations following Hashmonah,
on the route to Mt. Hor. For discussion of these
names see EXODUS AND JOURNEY TO CANAAN,
vol. i. p. 805, § iii., and Driver’s notes on Dt IQ6 in

hit. Orit. Com. p. 119f. Trumbull (Kadesh Barnea,
p. 128) thinks that Jebel Madura is the modern
equivalent of Moserah, and would make that the
burial-place of Aaron. A. T. Chapman.

MOSES.—
A. Name.
B. Moses in the Old Testament.

i. The Documents.
ii. The Narrative in J.

ill. The Narrative in E.
iv. The Narrative in P.
v. Moses in D, etc.

vi. Moses in the OT outside the Pentateuch,
vfi. Reconstruction of the History.

C. Moses in the New Testament.
D. Moses in Tradition.

literature.

A. NAME.—n^D (Mosheh) ; Josephus, Philo, NAB,
etc., in LXX and NT generally Maun??, but occa-

sionally, as in later MSS, Majors, etc.; Moyses

;

The MT form and pointing imply the

derivation from nro 1 draw/ given in Ex 210
, which

is not accepted. The form Mwwriys implies the
derivation, given by Josephus {Ant. H. ix. 6, c. Ap.
i. 31) and Philo (Vita Moys. i. 4), from the Coptic
mo 4 water * and ushe 4 saved or moic ‘ water 3 and se
‘ taken/ a view once fashionable, butnowT mostly set
aside in favour of the derivation from the Egyptian
mes, mesu, ‘son, child* ; see Oxf. Eeb. Lex*
B. Moses in the Old Testament.—!. The

Documents.—As the OT includes more than one
tradition as to the life and work of Moses, these
traditions are given separately below. The sepa-
ration, however, of J from E cannot be effected
with absolute certainty ; and the division of JE

\
material between J and E and the various editors

1 is, in a measure, provisional. Some of the points

i
as to wilich there is most doubt are placed in

* Other derivations are from the Bprptmn royal came Amm£$
by way of contraction, favoured by Renan {Hist, i 160); and aa

f
act. ftcp. saviour,* favoured by Seinecke (Gemk. L 7-8). The

§
TOlntjng supports the latter vlewr, but not the usage. Ses ibc

‘ tksemos, Thm. s.v.



square "brackets []. In the main, the analysis of
B. W. Bacon in his Triple Tradition of the Exodus
has been followed here, as in the articles on
Exodus and Numbers (wh. see). As in art.

EXODUS, corresponding features are marked with
the same letter in the different documents. The
general features of the character and work of
Moses will be seen to be the same in all the docu-
ments, and are epitomized at the beginning of vii.

The chief difference is in the relation of Moses and
Aaron (see ii.-iv. (a)).

ii. The Narrative in J,—(a) It is doubtful
whether J, at any rate in its earliest form, men-
tioned Aaron.

_

Dillmann, indeed, regards the
prominent position given to Aaron as a mark of J ;

and the analysis as given by Bacon, and in the
articles Aarox, Exodus, finds Aaron in this source.
But Weilhausen and Stade (L 127) hold that J does
not mention Aaron. If this is so, Moses stands
alone in J, and some of the passages mentioning
Aaron, given here as J, must be referred to other
sources, while in other passages the references to
Aaron are due to one of the editors (Holzinger,
Hex. p. 76).

(b) J says nothing as to the parentage of Moses.
Even if

£
Is not Aaron the Levite thy brother ?

3

in
Ex 414 is J, 4 Levite 5 here is probably a title and
not a gentilic name. The absence of any informa-
tion on this subject may be original : or J 5

s state-
ment may have been omitted because of its identity
with that of E ; or suppressed because it contra-
dicted E.

(c) In J, as we have it, Moses first appears as a
fugitive in Midian. As Jacob (On 2fPi0 J) met
Rachel at the well, helped her to water her sheep,
and was received as a ger into her family ; so
Moses met the seven daughters of the priest of
Midian, helped them to water their sheep, in spite
of the shepherds, and became a ger in tne priest’s

family. He married Zipporah, one of the seven
daughters, and had am son, Gershom, Ex 215b-~.

(d) After a time the king of Egypt, from whom
Moses had fled,* died ; J" told Moses to return to
Egypt, for all * the men who sought his life were
dead ; Moses set out with his wife and son.f
(e) At a caravanserai on the way, J" sought to kill

Moses because he was uncircumcised. Zipporah
averted His wrath by circumcising their son,£ Ex
2^Sa 419. 20a. 24-26

g
(f) On the way, or even after Moses reached

Goshen, the angel of J" appeared to him in a bush
which burned without being consumed, and J"j{

said that He had seen the oppression of His people,
and had come down to deliver them, and bring
them to Canaan. Moses was to repeat this to the
elders of Israel ; and wasto go with them to request
Pharaoh that Israel might go three days 5 journey
into the wilderness to sacrifice to JK Moses
feared they would not believe that J'' had ap-
peared to him. Whereupon J" gave Mm three
signs to convince them : a rod turned into a
serpent, and back again into a rod; his hand
made leprous, and then restored as his other flesh

;

water poured on the ground and turned into blood.

At J"’s command, Moses now performed the first

two signs in His presence. Then Moses objected
that he was not eloquent; and J" answered, 4

1

* Probably stated in an omitted portion of J, unless Ex
belong to J ; cf. iii. (b).

f MT, sons ; but in J Moses lias only one son, so that the
plural isB (cf. Ex 222).

X An ancient account of the origin of circumcision ; c£., how-
ever, OmctJMGisxox in voL i. p. 448a and Jos 5s.

§ Bacon’s analysis, followed here, requires the transposition
of the journey from Midian before theTheophany in the Burning
Bush ; the account of the latter in J gives no direction to leave
Midian, and takes for granted that Moses is on his way to Egypt,
Le. implieswhat is given in these verses. Of. Exobus in vol. L 807.

| Here, as elsewhere, * Angel of J"* and * J*' are inter-

changeable.

will be with thy month, and teach thee what thou
shalt bay' * Ex 3J_4A' ~ 7m ***• ld* 17"* iS 41 ’12

). [Mo^es
still begged J" to send some other messenger, <uad

Jv
in anger gave him Aaron as a spokesman to the

people, Ex 4 ia* 14a* 1S * 16]»*

j

(h) Moses [with Aaron] delivered J'”s message to

|

the Israelite elders, and showed them the signs.

!
The Israelites believed. Moses [and Aaron] re-

I quested Pharaoh to let the Israelites go into the
I wilderness to sacrifice ; Pharaoh refused, and
: increased their taskwork, whereupon they turned

;

upon Moses [and Aaron] and reproached them;
Moses, in turn, appealed to J'\ Ex 4:a_31 5s*

! (i) At the command of J'', Mo&es inflicted upon
the Egyptians seven plagues— the turning of the
Nile into Blood; Progs; Gnats (EV Tice'); Mur-
rain

; Hail ; Locusts ; the Death of the Firstborn
(for the last see next paragraph). As regards the
first six—in each ease Moses t asked permission for

Israel to go to sacrifice to or serve J", threatening
the plague as the penalty of refusal ; after Pharaoh's
refusal—implied, not stated—the plague happened
—nothing is said of any utterance or action of Mo&es
or J" as the immediate cause of the plague, except
that J" brings the locusts with an east wind, and

' removes them by a west wind. In the case of the
Frogs, Gnats, Hail, and Locusts, Pharaoh sent for

Moses [and Aaron] and begged for his intercession
to remove the plagues, promising, after an attempt
to obtain better terms, to grant Moses’ request.
After the cessation of each plague, he hardened
his heart and withdrew’ his promise. In the case
of the Locusts, however, Pharaoh w’as induced by
his servants to make concessions on the mere
threat, before the plague was actually inflicted ; he
offered to let the men go, without the women and
children. Moses refused, and the plague followed,

rpAm 16. 17a. 13. 21a. 24. 25 §1-4. 8-15*. S0-& Ql-7. 13-18. 23b. 24.

25b-29. 31-34 ]_Qla. 3b-Xl. 13b. 14b. 13a. Ue-l»
a

(j) After the removal of the locusts, Pharaoh
sent for Moses and offered to let all the Israelites,

both old and young, go to sacrifice if they would
leave their cattle behind. Moses refused, and
Pharaoh, in great anger, bade him go, and declared
that he should never see his face again. Moses
answered, ‘Thou hast spoken well, I will see thy
face again no more,’ and announced that- all the
firstborn of the Egyptians should perish, while no
Israelite should sufter anything ; and that in con-
sequence all Pharaoh’s servants should come to
Moses, and entreat him and Ms people to go.
After this utterance, Moses, in hot anger, left the
presence of Pharaoh, Ex ID-4

'28' 28 * ^ 1 l
4*s

. [Then
Moses directed the elders of Israel to kill the
passover-lamb, and to put some of its blood upon
their lintels and door-posts, that when J" was
slaying the Egyptians He might spare the Israel-

ites, Ex At midnight J" slew all the
firstborn of the Egyptians ; and the Egyptians, in

a panic, made the Israelites start on their journey
to the desert in such haste that they carried their
dough with them unbaked. A mixed multitude
went with them, Ex 1229- 30* S7'3#

.§

[Moses gave laws as to the Passover, etc. 13^
4-7.

(k) Guided by J" in a pillar, by day a cloud, by
night a fire, Moses led the Israelites into the
wilderness, towards the sea.11 Pharaoh, recovering
from Ms terror, pursued them with Ms army. At

* So Bacon, followed in Aaron and Exodus ; Dillmasn,
Julicher, and Cornill ascribe these verses to R; cf. (a).

t The introduction of Aaron into the J narratives of the
plagues is due to R. !

X So Dillmann and Bacon ; but, according to Addis, Comill,
etc., inserted by R, perhaps from source other than JE.

§ The 600,000 in is probably R ; so Addis, etc.

I So Bacon ; but mostly assigned to R. It may be J material*
but. owes its position to R ; ue. in the separate J the giving
of laws was not an incident of the hurried flight.

f Cf. art. Red Sea.
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fair* approach, the panic-stricken Israelites turned
upon Moses, md upbraided him for bringing them

I
out of Egypt. He replied, ‘ Fear not, be still, and
see how J" will deliver yon to-day. Yon shall
never see again the Egyptians whom you saw to-
day. J" shall fight

^

for yon, and yon shall hold
your peace.’ The pillar placed itself between the
Israelites and^ the Egyptians. J", by means of a
strong east wind, drove back the waters, so that
the Israelites passed over in the night ; while from
the pillar He ‘ discomfited * the Egyptians, so that
they turned and fled

;
^but they perished in the re-

turning waters
; and, in the morning, ‘ Israel saw

the Egyptians dead upon the seashore/ Ex 13-1 * 22

245-I. lu-14. 19b. sob. 21b. 94. SSb. 27b. 28b. 30

[Then Moses and the Israelites sang to <F

—

* I will sing* unto J", for be bath triumphed gloriously

:

The horse and hm rider hath he thrown into the sea/

Ex 15 lL*
jm) From the sea, Moses led Israel on into the

wilderness, where they found no water till they
came to Marah (* bitter

5

), where the waters were
f bitter ; and the people murmured against Moses.

In answer to his prayer, J" showed him how to
make the waters sweet by using a certain tree,

j

At /heir next camping-place, Elim, they found 12
springs and 70 palm-trees, Ex 15^»- » f

fp) + At Massah the people murmured against
Moses because they were without water. He re-
proved them for tempting J'

7
. . . ,§ hence the

place was called Massali (‘temptation’}, Ex 17s and
the references to * tempting * and ‘ Massah ’ inW.

tJm 7
,

(q) I! Moses brought the Israelites to Sinai, and
they encamped before the mount. J 7 came down
upon Sinai, called Moses to Him, and bade him
charge the people and the priests not to 4 break
through unto J" to gaze ... lest he break 1i forth
upon them.’ Bounds were to be set round the
mount, not to be passed on pain of death. Ex
20‘ib. 20-22. 24. llb-W. sy F ’

[Moses, Aaron, Nadab, and Abihu, and 70 elders
went up, and beheld Jrf

afar oft*, and ate and drank :

a covenant-meal. Ex 243*

~

&* u].**
Moses, who alone was allowed to approach J

A
',ff

received from Him Ten Commandments, ‘the
words of the covenant * concerning ritual, which he
(Moses) wrote on two tables of stone. He remained
with J0

forty days and forty nights, and neither
ate nor drank. Ex 341“a.^ * [J" told Moses that
the

#
Israelites had corrupted themselves, and that

He intended to destroy them
; but at Moses’ inter-

cession ‘J* repented of the evil which He said He
•would do unto His people/ When he reached the
camp, Moses called to his side those who were
faithful to J" ; the Levites responded, and at his
command massacred 3000 evil-doers, and thus con-
secrated themselves to Ex 327* Sb“12- 14 • *-*].

§§
j*

Imde Moses and Israel go up without Him to

|

Canaan ; but, moved by their distress and prayers
!

He relented, and said, 4 My presence shall go with
thee, and I will give thee rest ’

; then He permitted
Moses, to see something of His glory, and pro-
claimed His name * J'

7
, J , a God full of compassion

and gracious, slow to anger, and plenteous in mercy

* Bo B&eoa awl Exowrs ; usually assigned to E or R.
t S®. etc. ; others, e#. Addis, refer rr-M* to

1* awl v.27 to P.

t Jtr (n) and (o) see after (r).

f f3 ofhow water was provided Is omitted.
01 pmmeeB’ *•« & Mteed ; «*>

*f 13m*« is no sixodkrity between fee Hebrew words for * break
through * (CTT) and ‘break forth* (pa).
•So Bacon, and sMariy Dilteumn ; most critics give these

verse® to is.

ft Ex 24%

malt^areR^^
* former *** of and some other

fftfeeto verses aro often f

jand truth/ Ex 31 3 * 8
, Nu ll10'3-* 34* is Ex 33“-*

3T3"9.*

(r) Moses’ father-in-law, Hobab the son of It fuel

the Midianite, having come to visit him,t Moses
invited him to accompany the Israelites to Canaan.
At first he refused. But Moses told him that his

local knowledge would enable him to guide Israel
through the desert, and promised that he should
share in the blessings promised to the Israelites.

Whereupon he consented to accompany them,i
Nu l(P-k

(n) (o) After the departure from Sinai,§ the
Israelites, lacking food and reduced to manna,
apparently a natural product of the desert, hank-
ered after the flesh-pots of Egypt, and ‘wept
. . . every man at his tent-door.’ Moses remon-
strated bitterly with J" for assigning him a task
entirely beyond his powers !

‘ I cannot bear all

this people by myself, it is too much for me. If

thou deal thus with me, kill me, I pray thee, out
of hand, if I have found favour in thy sight ; and
let me not see my wretchedness. 3

J" bade him
tell the people that they should have flesh for a
month. Moses asked how he should find so much
for 600,000 men. J" bade him wait and see ; and
sent a wind which brought an immense flight- of
quails ; but while the people were only beginning
to eat them, J" smote them with a plague, Nu
22^-15- 13-23. 31-35^

(y) Perhaps the narrative of Dathan and Abiram

f
iven under E, with Knenen, should be ascribed to
, with Comill. Bacon analyzes the JE portions

of Nu 16 into two narratives, J and E ; and this
analysis is adopted substantially in Numbers ; cf.

ill.

(aa) At Kadesh the people lacked water, and
murmured against Moses, who at J"’s command
procured them water by smiting a rock. The
water was called ‘The water of Meribah’
(

4 striving ’}. Parts of Nu 201"13.
(bb) Moses sent Caleb and others into the

southern highlands of Canaan as far as Hebron,
to viewy the land. They reported that the land
was fertile, but the inhabitants powerful. Never-
theless, Caleb encouraged the people to invade the
land; but his comrades dissuaded them, and they
were panic-stricken and refused to go forward. J '

proposed to destroy them and make Moses the
ancestor of a greater nation ; but spared them at
his intercession. Yet because they had tempted
Him ten times, none of the adults of that genera-
tion should enter Canaan, except Caleb, Nu 1317b*

ISb. 10. 22. 27 to ferny. 28- 30. 81 241° 8. 9. tl-24. 31
# j\Ioses pro_

mised Caleb Hebron as his future possession, Jos
4

(ff) Israel marched along the borders of Edom
to Moab, Nu Sl 1®-^

; (gg) and conquered Heshbon
and other Amorite cities, Nu SI241*- 31 • 82

; (hh)
Balaam, sent for by Balak of Moab, to curse the
Israelites, blessed them. Parts of Nu 22-24

; (ii)

When the Israelites sinned with Moabite women,
Moses, at the command of J", hung their chiefs
before J", Nu 25lb* 2* 8b * 4

.

(11) Moses delivered final laws and exhortations
to the Israelites, Nu 3136*22 321'43

; (nn) J" called
Moses to the top of Pisgah, whence He showed
him all Canaan. After Moses’ death, J" bulled
him in a valley of Moab, opposite Beth-peor, Dt
34lbto&md.4.6a

>

r 1 1

iiL The Narrativem M,—(a) It is generally agreed
that Aaron and Miriam appeared in the original
E-story, Miriam being specially conspicuous. But
• Ex BS^-as or portions of it are often ascribed to jR.

. t Ttoe are probably traces of J’s account of HobaVs coming
mExlS.^JBacon, etc., refer vr.J. KUltoJ.

t Ko mention, however^ ofthis in J.

. 8 J'®
23>** usually fiven to J, clearly connects with fees#

incidents, but fe probably from another gfcratem of J.
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Aaron does not appear in the narrative of the
plagues, the references in the present text being
due to redactors, and his role is not clear ; he
scarcely seems to have been the brother and
almost equal partner of Moses, perhaps not even
the priest ; but is chiefly conspicuous as oppos-
ing Moses and leading Israel in sin. He was
perhaps represented as a chief amongst the
elders.*

(b) Moses was horn of parents of the house of
Levi, at a time 'when Pharaoh had ordered that
all male children bom to Israelites should be put
to death. He was hidden for three months, and
then placed in an ark of bulrushes, amongst the
flags by the Nile. His sister t watched him, and,
when he was found and pitied by Pharaoh's
daughter, the sister induced her to employ Moses3

mother as his nurse. Later on he was taken into
the princess’s house and trained as an Egyptian
noble, Ex 21"10

. (c) But when he was grown up,
and had learnt that he was an Israelite, he went
to see how his people fared, slew an Egyptian
who was ill-treating an Israelite, and when he
found, on. attempting the next day to reconcile
two Israelites, that his deed was known, he fled to
Midian, Ex 2n‘I3a

.£

(e) § While Moses was keeping the flock of
Jethro, his father-in-law, on Horeb, the mountain
of God, God called to him, and announced Himself
as the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob ;

4 and
Moses hid his face, for he was afraid to look upon
God .

3 God told him that He had heard the cry of
the oppressed Israelites, and would send Moses to
Pharaoh, that the Israelites might be released.

Moses pleaded his unfitness for sneh a mission

;

and Goa promised to be with him, and gave him a
sign, that the people, after escaping from Egypt,
should worship Him on Horeb, Ex 3i. 4b.e. s-ia

jj

(f) God revealed to Moses His new name,
Yahweh, which is explained as equivalent to

’ehyeh (EVt
,

‘I am 3

), in the phrase ’ehyeh
’ASHER 3EHYEH (EV, 4 I AM THAT I AM 3

) ; IF

warned him that Pharaoh would not release the
Israelites till Egypt had been, smitten with ‘ all

my wonders
,

3 and directed that, when the Israelites

departed, their women should borrow jewels and
raiment of their Egyptian neighbours. He gave
Moses a rod, with which to work the wonders,

313. 14. 19-23 41^
(d) Moses took leave of Jethro, and set out for

Egypt ‘with the rod of God in his hand,

3 Ex
4I8. 20b^

[(g) At ‘ the mount of God,

3 Aaron, sent by J",

met him ; and he told Aaron all Jws words. Ex
437. 28^**

(h) Moses [And Aaron] went to Pharaoh, and in

the name of J" bade him let Israel go ; he refused,

reproached them with keeping the Israelites from
their labour, and bad© Moses [and Aaron] get to

their burdens. Ex d1*- 2- 4
.

(I) At the command of J", Moses inflicted upon
the Egyptians Jim plagues—the turning of the
Nile into Blood; Hail; Locusts; Three Days3

Darkness; the Death of the Firstborn (for the
last see next paragraph). As regards the first four
—in each case Moses worked the miracle by lift-

ing up or stretching out the rod ; ft and Pharaoh's
heart was hardened. It is stated that after the
plagues of Locusts and Darkness J" hardened
Pharaoh’s heart. tJ: The Hail destroyed both man

Holzmger, Hexatench, 175.

f Her Dime is not given.

% Yv.n*i5
s sometimes given to J.

§ For (d) see after (f).

| Omitting the reference to the bush in v.®».

% Of. God in voL ii 199.
** Often ascribed to R.

ft Hot mentioned, however, in connexion with the Darkness,
Ex 10®-®.

It Ex 10®-®.

and beast. Ex 61 7
15* 17fa* ,J0b* 23 922- 25a* 33

1 G12- **•

14a. 2U-2S. 27
b

(j) J" announced to Moses that, after the in

fliction of a final plague, Pharaoh would let the
people go ; He bade him instruct them to borrow
jewels of their neighbours. ‘ J" made the Egyp-
tians favourably disposed towards the people.
Moreover, the man Moses was very great in the
land of Egypt, and in the eyes of Pharaoh’s ser-

vants, and of the people.
3 ... * Pharaoh sent for

Moses [and Aaron] by night, and bade them de-

part with the Israelites. The latter borrowed
jewels and raiment of their Egyptian neighbours,
and started on their journey. They were armed,
and carried with tiiem the bones of Joseph. God
led them to the wilderness of the Red Sea, to

avoid the warlike Philistines, Ex ll 1 "3 12Jla* ^ 38

13l7’ iy
.

(k) Pharaoh pursued with 600 chosen chariots;
the Israelites cried unto J ’, who bade them go
forward ; Moses lifted up his rod : . . . the Angel
of God placed himself between Israel and Its pur-

suers . . . and took off their chariot wheels . .

[and when the Israelites saw what had been done
they believed J" and His servant Moses], Ex 143* 7

in part. 10d. 25bd. 29a. »a.25a. 31 ^
(l) Miriam the prophetess [the sister of Aaron] $

led the women in a triumphal dance, while they
sang

—

‘ Sing ye to J", for be bath triumphed gloriously :

The horse and his rider hath he thrown mto the sea,
1

Ex 15*-

(n) J" gave the Israelites * bread from heaven,

3

i.e. manna, Ex 164.§

(pj They reached Horeb, where, finding them-
selves without water in the wilderness, the people
strove with Moses, who, by command of J", smote
a rock, and water came from it. Hence the place
was called Meribah (‘ striving ’), Ex X7lb* 4-6 and the
references to ‘ striving

3 and 4 Meribah 9
in vv.~ 7

.

(q) ii
Moses went up to God, and received in-

structions for the people to purify themselves in

preparation for a Theophany on the third day.
This was done. Ex 19* 10. 11*. u. u 0n tge
third day there was a thunderstorm, and God
descended on the mountain in a thick cloud, to

the sound of a trumpet. Moses brought the people
before the mountain to meet with God. Moses
spake and God answered, Ex 1916* 17‘ 19

. The people,

terrified by the storm and the trumpet, fled from
the mountain, and begged that they might hear
God’s words through Moses. Moses reassured
them, and 4 drew near to the thick darkness where
God was.

3 God spake ‘all these words,

3
i.e. the

Ten Commandments.U Moses reported them to

the elders of Israel ; and the people promised to

obey them ;
and Moses told J" their promise. Ex

oQis-a. 1.17 i9Sb-s#
** At j">s command Moses and

Joshua went up to the mountain and remained
there forty days and nights, leaving Aaron and
Hur in charge of the people. But, meanwhile,
Aaron, at the request of the people, made a golden
calf as an image of J"

;

built an altar for it, and
celebrated a feast to J". At the end of the forty

days, God gave Moses two tables of stone, written
with the finger of God, and probably containing
the Ten Commandments. As Moses and Joshua

* According to this analysis, E*s account of the Death of the
Firstborn and the Institution of the Passover have been
omitted ; hut doubtjess the final plague of II1 was the Death
of the Firstborn, especially if 4®. as are E (so Bacon, etc.).

f V.Si, usually assigned to J or R. Efe account of the cross-

ing of the Red Sea has been almost entirely omitted, probablj
because it was closely parallel to J’s.

t Perhaps R.

| Usually ascribed to J.

I For transposition of passages see ii (q).
Those usually so called.

** Bacon’s order as in Exodus is 20*-2* 19®b-8
; but if aa, ‘ these

are the words 1 in 19®^ have nothing to refer to.
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returned, they heard the noise of the feast ;
and

when he came near, Moses saw the calf and the

dancing. His anger waxed hot
; he threw down

the tables of stone, and broke them. He burned
the calf, ground it to powder, and made the
children of Israel drink water ui>on which the
powder had been strewn ; lie reproached Aaron
with his sin ; and Aaron excused himself as baling
acted under compulsion. Then Moses returned to

J ff and interceded for the people :
4 This people

have sinned a great sin, and have made them a god
of gold : Yet now, if thou wilt forgive their sin—

;

and if not, blot me, I pray thee, out of thy hook
which thou hast written. 3 And J" answered

:

4 Whosoever hath sinned against me, him will I

Mot out of my book. And now go, lead the
people into the place of which I have spoken unto
thee. Behold, mine angel shall go before thee:
nevertheless, in the day when I visit, I will visit

their sin upon them. 3 At these tidings the people
mourned, and put off their ornaments, Ex 24 1 -* 14-

isb go-6 31 l8b 321*3*-*-*1 334’ 6’.
. . . Various law's

were given by J7
to Moses, Ex 2310'33

Moses repeated these to the people, -who pro-

mised to obey them; Moses wrote them down.
The next day lie built an altar and set up twelve
mazzehoth, one for each tribe. Under his direc-

tions, certain young men offered burnt -offerings
and peace-offerings. Moses sprinkled half the
blood of the victims on the altar ; and then read

! to the people the Book of the Covenant, contain-
ing the laws just referred to. The Israelites again

I promised to obey these laws, and Moses sprinkled
the people witii blood :

4 Behold the blood of the
covenant which J

7 has made with you concerning
all these words, 3 Ex 24s"8.

(r) Jethro, Moses3

father-in-law, hearing what
! God had done for Moses and Israel, came to visit

him at Horeb, and brought to him his wife and his

two sons.* Jethro and Moses, together with
1 Aaron and all the elders of Israel, partook of a

sacrificial feast before God. Observing the con-
tinual concourse of the people to Moses 4 to inquire
of God, 3 Jethro advised him to appoint subordinates

! to deal with lesser matters. Moses accordingly
appointed rulers of tens, fifties, hundreds, and
thousands. Then Jethro departed to his own
land, Ex 18.

C») t At this point, apparently, some account
was given of the construction of the ‘Tent of
Meeting, 5 and perhaps of the Ark ; for we are now
told that Moses used to pitch the tent outside the
camp, and worshippers used to go out to it. When
Moses went out to the tent, the people stood at
their tent-doors to watch him. As he entered, the
pillar of God descended, and stood at the door of
the tent ; and the people prostrated themselves.
Meanwhile, within, 4 J^ spake unto Moses face to
face, as a man speaketh unto his friend.

3 When
Moses returned to the camp, Joshua, his minister,
remained as attendant to the 4 Tent of Meeting, 3

Ex 337
"11

.

ft) The Israelites, guided by the Ark, departed
from the Mount of J . When the Ark set forward
Moses used to pronounce the blessing—

* Else up, O «F, and let tMue enemies be scattered

;

bet the® that bate thee flee before thee ’

;

and when it rested

—

‘Return, O J*,uato the ten thousands of the thousands
of Israel/ ®

(*) At Taberah, a consuming fire from J7 sent

•Cf.IL (d); ‘after he lad sent her back 3

in v.~ Is a bar-
EKffilstic addition to reconcile J and E.

t there are probable traces of J la this chapter,

i cipteji ^
f Sometimes given to J.

to punish the people for murmuring, was quenched
at the intercession of Moses, Xu ll 1 *3

.

(y) At the command of J", Moses wrent out to the

Tent of Meeting with seventy elders ; J" came
down in a cloud and spake to him, and 4 took of

the spirit that was upon him, and gave it unto the
elders,

3
so that they prophesied. Tw'o of the

selected seventy, however, Eldad and Medad, had
stayed in the camp ; nevertheless the spirit came on
them, and they prophesied. A young man ran to

the Tent of Meeting to tell Moses, whereupon
Joshua urged Moses to forbid them ; but Moses
replied, ‘Art thou jealous for my sake? Would
that all J"’$ people wTere prophets, and that J"

would put his spirit upon them, 5 Xu ll16 * 17*
*i4-30.*

(w) Miriam and Aaron attacked Moses, saying,

f

4 Has J7 spoken only by Moses, and not also by
us ?

3

J" suddenly summoned Moses, Miriam, and
Aaron to the Tent of Meeting, and declared to

them, that while He made Himself known to

prophets in visions and dreams. He wTould speak
plainly to Moses face to face, and Moses should
behold the form [temunah) of J". Miriam w-as

smitten with leprosy, but healed at the intercession

of Moses, Xu 12.

(x) At Rephidim, Amalek attacked Israel.

Moses committed the direction of the battle to
Joshua, wiiile he himself, with Aaron and Hur,
went up to the top of a hill, and held aloft the 4 rod
of God. J

£ When it was held up, Israel prevailed;

when it was lowered, Amalek. But when Moses
was exhausted, Aaron and Hur made him sit down
while they held up his hands till sunset. Then
Amalek w’as completely routed. J7 bade Moses
record in a book the victory, and J"

3
s purpose to

war against the Amalekites till they were extermi-
nated. Moses built an altar called J"~ni$si,

4 J*

my banner,
3 Ex IT8

"16
.

(y) Two Reubenite chiefs, Dathan and Ahiram,
rebelled against Moses because he sought to make
himself a prince over Israel, and had failed to fulfil

.

his promise to bring them into a land flowing with
milk and honey. Summoned to appear before
Moses, they declined ; wiiereupon he w^enb to them,
bade the other Israelites separate themselves from
the rebels, and appealed to J7

to punish them fry

a hitherto unknown chastisement—the earth shoulc
open and sw'allow them up—as a sign that he had
J‘

r
s authority for his leadership of Israel. Where-

upon the earth opened, and swallowed them up
with their households, and they went down alive

into Sheol, Xu lfi
lb- ~b& 14- 15b* A a®* **• **.§

(z) When the people reached Kadesh, Miriam
died and w*as buried, Nu 201

. (bb) Moses urged
the people to invade the land ; but, at their request,
consented to send 12 men to survey it. These
wrent as far as Eskcol, returned with a gigantic
cluster of grapes and other fruit, but reported that
the inhabitants were numerous and powerful.
Whereupon the people cried out against Moses,
and proposed to appoint a new captain, and return
to Egypt.

II . * . Moses hade the people return to
the wilderness of the Red Sea; hut, in spite of
him, they advanced towards Canaan, but were

* Often referred to a later stratum of E than Ex 18. The
paragraph is probably an expansion of an older narrative con-
taining only the prophesying of Eldad and Medad, Joshua*!
protest, and Moses5 answer.

J Moses5
‘Cushite wife/ is never again referred to,

either In this chapter or elsewhere ; and it is clear from the
rest of the chapter that the controversy between Moses on the
one hand, and Miriam and Aaron on the other, had nothing to
do with any such matter ;

v.i^b can hardly have been inserted
by either Ro or Rp, but by R« from some older source ; it is
probably a fragment of an ancient narrative, the rest of which
has been omitted because it was not considered edifying.

J YA
^

§ 0® in v.i is probably due to textual corruption. Bacon
thinks the name occurred In a J version ; this view hi adopted
in Ncheeks ; cf. ii (y>

| Tbe immediate sequel is omitted.
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attacked and routed, Dt l 19
*43 (probably based on

E), Nu 1318ac* 20- 2s- 24* 20b. 2Tb. 29. 33 j^lb. 3. 4. 25. 39-45
<
*

(cc) Moses sought permission for Israel to pass
peaceably through Edom, but without success, Xu

j

2014*21
. (dd) In the course of the journey from

j

Kadesh, Aaron died, Dt 10s to 6jme,i
.

j

(ee) For murmuring at the hardships of their i

renewed march through the desert, tiie people
[

were plagued with fiery serpents. Moses prayed I

for them, and was told to make a brazen serpent,
j

and by looking at this the sufferers were healed,
jNu 214b"9

. (ff) Israel marched along the borders of
f

Edom to Moab, Xu 21 llb_15
; (gg) and conquered the j

territory of Sihon, Xu 21fa ’M* ii7“3u
.+ (hh) Balaam,

j

sent for by Balak of Moab to curse the Israelites,

blessed them, parts of Xu 22-24. (ii) Israel wor-
shipped Baal-peor, and Moses bade the judges slay
the offenders, Dt 25la* ai* 5

.

_

(kk) J" announced to Moses that he was about to
die, and Moses appointed Joshua his successor,
Xu 31 14* 15‘ 23.

(11) Moses delivered final laws and exhortations to
the people. Ex 211~23s

, displaced by RD to make
room for D. Dt IM40 is probably an BP expansion
of E’s farewell speech of Moses, parallel to that of
Joshua in Jos 24. Dt 271'8' 17*19

.
j

(nn) Moses died in the land of Moab ; his tomb
j

was unknown. 4 There hath not arisen a prophet
j

since in Israel like unto Moses, whom knew
face to face/ Dt 345* 6b- l0

.

iv. The Narrative in P.—(a) Aaron is Moses 5

brother, and Aaron and Moses are constantly
coupled together. Miriam is ignored.£ (b)

Moses and Aaron were the children of Amram and
Jochebed; Amram was the son of Kohath, the
son of Levi, Ex 614'27

,
Nu 26®^ ;§ of. 1 Ch 61*3

.

Moses5

wife and children are ignored.

(e) (f) \\ hen Moses was 80 and Aaron S3 years
old (Ex 77), God spoke to Moses in Egypt,T and
revealed His new name—J"-—thus : Tam J

y
: and

. I appeared unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto
Jacob as Ei Shaddai, but by my name J" I was not
known to them —and declared that He had heard
the groaning of the Israelites under the oppression
of the Egyptians; and that He would now fulfil

His covenant with the patriarchs, by giving Canaan
to their descendants. Moses told this to the
Israelites, but they would not listen because their

spirit was broken by their sufferings (Ex 62’9
).

(g) When J" hade him demand from Pharaoh the
release of the Israelites, he replied that he had not
the gift of speech, and that, as the Israelites had
not listened to him, it was not likely that he would
make any impression upon Pharaoh. J" replied :

‘ I have made thee a god to Pharaoh, and Aaron
thy brother shall be thyprophet ... I will harden
Pharaoh’s heart . . . Pharaoh will not listen to

yon ... so I will bring forth my people by great

Judgments,
3 Ex 611* 12 71'5

. (i) At the command of

J", conveyed through Moses, Aaron inflicted six

plagues on the Egyptians—his Rod changed into a
Reptile ;

**
all the Water in the land turned into

Blood; Frogs; Gnats; Boils; the Death of the
Firstborn (for which see next paragraph).

The first four wonders were wrought by means
of Aaron’s rod ; but, in the case of the fifth, the
Boils were caused by Moses appearing before

* Hu 144*-® is sometimes given to J, and probably contains
R-additiona.

f Vv.ss-ss (Og) are referred to B.

X Miriam in. Nu 2G1 Is E, and 20® is B?.

§ These passages are often referred to late strata of F or to

Rf; even m that case they would probably be based on P;
which throughout implies that Aaron and, therefore, Moses

. belong to the tribe of Levi
| This gap is supplied by 1 Oh 24*4-1?. Aaron's uncles and

cousins are mentioned Lv ICR
IT Cf. Ex 028, Re.
** A wonder rather than a plague, but reckoned by P in the

same series as the rest.

Pharaoh and throwing soot into the air. In each
case Pharaoh's magicians competed with Moses
and Aaron ; the magicians succeeded in turning
Rods into Reptiles, Water into Blood, and in
producing Frogs, so that Pharaoh was encouraged
in hardening Ms heart against the request of
Moses and Aaron

;
but* the magicians tailed to

E
reduce Gnats, and said, 4 The finger of God is

ere
5

; but Pharaoh still hardened his heart. In
the case of the Boils, the magicians themselves
were smitten and lied from Moses; but J" har-
dened Pharaoh's heart, so that he would not listen

to Moses and Aaron, Ex 7
8‘13* 19-^ fflb- 22 S5

'7* 1S'19
.

(j) At the command of J", Moses and Aaron
instituted the Passover, which was observed for

the first time *
. . . The Israelites marched out of

Egypt into the wilderness, Ex 121-J)* 2ti* 4S~51 131* 2-

(k) At the command of J'
5

, Israel turned back
and encamped by the sea, that J" might harden
Pharaoh’s heart, and make him pursue Israel. All
of which happened. Still, at the command of J",

Moses stretched out his hand over the sea, the
waters were divided, and the Israelites 4 wrent into
the midst of the sea upon the dry ground : and the
waters were a wall unto them on their right hand
and on their left.

5 The Egyptians pursued into the
sea, but Moses again stretched out his hand over
the sea, and the waters returned and overwhelmed
them ; while the Israelites reached the further
shore in safety, Ex I41* 2* 4* 8* 15ac* i8'13* S2** sie-ss. as.

27a. 28a. 2iq

(n) (o) In the wilderness the Israelites hankered
after the flesh-pots of Egypt, and murmured
against Moses and Aaron ; J" sent them manna in

the morning, and quails in the evening. Ex 161’4* ®*

7. 9-14. 15b. 16b. Sl-j.

(4) After sundry journeys (Ex 17la I91* *), the
Israelites came to the wilderness before Sinai
The glory of J" dwelt on Sinai, hidden for six days
in a cloud, but (apparently) manifested on the
seventh like fire glowing through the cloud. On
the seventh day J" called Moses into the cloud
(Ex 24lsb“1Sa), where he received instructions as to
the tabernacle and its furniture, and the priests

and their vestments and duties, Ex 251-311Tb
.:£

;

Moses came down from Sinai with the two
Tables ; his face shone so that he veiled it § when
he spoke to Aaron and c the princes of the congre-
gation.

5 He gave the Israelites Jws commands,
which they executed with great zeal ; the taber-

nacle was constructed, furnished, and consecrated.
The glory of J ff

filled it, and the cloud covered it

(Ex 349-4038)Ji Aaron and his sons were consecrated
as priests, and entered upon the work of their

office; but two of the sons, Nadab and Abiim,
offered before J" 4 strange fire, which He had not
commanded ; and fire went forth from the presence
of J" and devoured them. 5 From time to time J'
revealed various law's to Moses at Mt. Sinai, which
make up the Book of Leviticus.

Moses and Aaron proceeded to organize the
nation and its worship. A census was taken
showing the number or the adult males, apart
from the Levites, to be 603,505 ; a census of male

* P’s account of the Death of the Firstborn, implied in Ex 1212
,

has been omitted,

t adds m w.ir-30. 32-34 details as to the amount gathered,
the observance of the Sabbath, and the placing of a pot of
manna before the Testimony, i.e. the Tables in the Ark. Unless
this chapter originally stood after the narrative of the events at
Sinai (so Addis and Bacon), the reference to the tables is an
anachronism due to an oversight.

X P contains a large number of lavra revealed by J" to Moses,
and promulgated by him to the people. It is not necessary to
enumerate these in an article on Moses. See under Hkxatbcch
In vol. ii. p. 80S.

§ According to 2Co 3*3 Moses veiled his face that the Israelites

might not see the glory pass away.

1 Part or all of Ex 348-4038 belongs to late strata of P ; and
Leviticus contains material from various strata; see Exodus,

j

Leviticus.
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Levites, young1 and. old, taken later, showed them
to amount to 22/ m,*}, Xu 1 :-1010.*

(t) On the 20th day, of the 2nd month, of the

2nd* year, the cloud was taken up from over the
Tabernacle, and the Israelites left the wilderness

of Sinai, according to J "s commandment given

through Moses, Xu 1011"28
.

(y) Korah and 250 princes attacked Moses and
Aaron for claiming a sanctity superior, i.e. an
exclusive priesthood, to that of the rest of the
congregation. This claim, apparently, was made
by Moses and Aaron as Levites (so v.7b,

which
has been transposed from v.

3< Ye take too much
upon you, ye sons of Levi ’).+ Moses proposed
that Korah and his company should officiate before

J" as priests, that He might show His will in the
matter. They did so, and appeared supported bv
all the congregation. J" threatened to destroy all

Israel, except Moses and Aaron ; hut, at the inter-

cession of Moses, the congregation were allowed to

separate from Korah and his 250 princes, who were
devoured by fire from J". The congregation mur-
mured and were smitten with a plague, which was
stayed by an atoning oblation of incense made
by Aaron, Xu 161 10 Kora&* a*7« *£-24. 27 to side. ss. 41-50^

Twelve rods, one for each tribe, being placed
before the Ark, Aaron’s rod budded to show that
the tribe of Levi was chosen for the priesthood.

J" ordered that Aaron’s rod should be kept always
before the Ark, Xu 17.

(aa) In the wilderness of Zin, the people, lacking
water, murmured at Moses and Aaron. J" bade
Moses take Aaron’s rod from before the Ark.§
Moses did so, gathered the congregation together
before the rock, saying, * Hear now, ye rebels

;

shall we bring you forth water out of this rock ?
5

He smote the rock twice with his rod, and*the
water gushed forth. But JN rebuked Moses and
Aaron for lack of faith, and told them that they
should not be allowed to lead Israel into Canaan.
Parts of Xu 20la*

fbb) At the command of J", Moses sent from the
wilderness of Paran Joshua and Caleb and ten
others to survey the land. They went through
the whole land, as far as Rehob on the borders of
Hamath ; and, after forty days, they brought
back an evil report, that it was a land which ate
up its inhabitants, and that all the people in it

were giants. The congregation murmured against
Moses and Aaron, who prostrated themselves
before them. Joshua and Caleb protested that
the land was a good land. But the congregation
were about to stone Moses and Aaron, when the

f
lory of J* appeared in the Tabernacle, and J*
©dared that of the grown men only Caleb and

Joshua should enter Canaan. The other ten spies
died at once by a plague, Xu IS1-1751* si. as. m. as 141a.

2. s-7. is. 96-m. $4-Ss
} When Israel, journeying from

Paran, reached Mount Hor, Aaron died, and was
succeeded by Eleazar, Xu 20aa"

2

®.

(ff) Israel marched along the borders of Edom to
Moab, Nu 20s2 214®* m I2a

.

fill An Israelite brought in a Midianite woman ;

whereupon there came a plague, which was staved
by the execution of the guilty couple by Phinehas
toe grandson of Aaron. Jff bade Moses promise
Phinehas ‘an everlasting priesthood/ Xu 253'15

.

Cjj) Moses and Eleazar took a second census, none
of those included in the former census surviving,
* Ptera various strata of P.

f See p. 570k

| Korah, Datimn, said Ahintm in w.®** 27»ssR. A later
priea% writer has made additions, according to which Korah
and the princes were Levites, who sought the priesthood, and
specially attacked Aaron, 1#*mm... Imt ML mix.Mb. 87 -4®.

I Whereto the an of Moses and Aaron lay is not clear. The
LXX for ‘shall we bring' forth T* pm i may imply that he
doubted whether they oouJdL Ps USSS states that Moses
* spake unadvisedly (M$£p) with his lips.*

except Joshua and Caleb, Xu 26. (kk) J" told

Moses he was about to die ; and, at J"’s command,
Moses appointed Joshua his successor, Xu 27.

(11) Moses delivered final laws, etc., Xu 28-30.

The Israelites defeated the Midianites and slew
Balaam, Xu 31. (mm) Moses gave the territories

of Sihon and Og to Reuben and Gad, Xu 321 *38.*

(nn) Moses went up to Mfc. Xebo and died there,

at the age of 120, in full possession of all his

faculties. The Israelites mourned him thirty
days ; and Joshua succeeded him, ‘ full of the
spirit of wisdom ; for Moses had laid his hands
upon him,’ Dt 34la- 7"9

.

v. Moses in D, etc.—The additions made by the
Deuteronomie writers and the various editors to

the Pentateuch simply expound, interpret, and
harmonize the information given by the older
sources, and add nothing to our knowledge of the
character and work of Moses. The various songs,

though probably included in J and E, or JE, etc.,

are really independent sources. Ex 15‘>1S (Song at
the Red "Sea) is doubtless the oldest account of the

f
reat deliverance.- It states, in accordance with

, that J", through a mighty wind, which first

held back and then let loose the waters, over-

whelmed the Egyptians in the Dead Sea. The
4 Blessing of Moses,’ Dt 33, speaks of a Tlieophany
from Sinai, Seir, Mt. Paran, of a Law given by
Moses, who f was ‘ king in Jeshurun/ and con-
nects Levi with Massah and Meribah, either

because Levi wTas regarded as equivalent to Moses,
or else following an otherwise unknown tradition.

vi. Moses in the OT outside the Pentateuch.

—

In the pre-exilic prophets, Hos 1213
, sometimes

regarded as a later addition, states that J" brought
up Israel from Egypt, and preserved him, by a
projjhet; Mic 64 £ refers to Moses, Aaron, and
Miriam as the leaders of Israel in the Exodus

;

Jer 153 couples Moses with Samuel. In the post-
exilic prophets Moses is referred to in Is 6331- ia

f

and the law of Moses in Mai 44, Dn 911* 13 In the
Psalter, Ps 105. 106 are a lyrical summary of the
history of the Exodus; they are based on an
edition of the Pentateuch, in which P had already
been combined with JED, but which did not con-
tain some of the latest priestly additions. Moses
and Aaron are also referred to in 7720 as leaders
of the people, and in 99s—

* Moses and Aaron among his priests,

And Samuel among them that call upon his name/

In Jos the Deuteronomie editors make frequent
reference to the ‘law of Moses/ i.e. D, which,
according to them, was strictly observed by
Joshua and the elders of his generation, e.g.

Xn Sam. -Kings, the Deuteron. editors seem
to hold that this law was ignored till discovered
in the temple in the reign of Josiah. In Ch, the
priestly edition of the history, the law of Moses,
%.e. the lavrs of the Pentateuch, . was strictly ob-
served by all good kings from David onwards.
In Jos 241~ly (E) Joshua’s farewell speech gives

a brief summary of the history of the Exodus,
beginning, ‘ I sent Moses and Aaron/ § There is a
similar reference to Moses and Aaron in I S I26-8

(E ?}, Samuel’s farewell speech. I Ch 2314"17 gives
the sons and grandsons or ‘ Moses the man of God/
and states that they were reckoned with (72 3*qK)
the tribe of Levi.

viL Reconstruction of the History.—We can
take as onr starting-point certain facts as to which
the ancient sources and most modem critics agree
—(a) That Moses was the leader under whom
Israel was delivered from bondage in Egypt and
* Probably BP, but based on JE.
f Driver, feteuernagrel, etc., preferto refer *theMng*toJahweh.
t Perhaps written in the reign of Manasseh.
| Omitted by the LXX. In view of the general attitude of B

to Aaron, the words * and Aaron* are probably B, If the clause
belongs to the test at alb
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from peril of annihilation by the Red Sea, and was
governed during its sojourn in the wilderness

; (b)

that through him Israel received a revelation,
v inch was a new departure in the national re-
ligion, and the foundation of Judaism and Chris-
tianity

; and (c)—practically another aspect of the
last point—that he originated or formulated many
customs and institutions from which the later
national system was developed

; that thus (d)
Israel owTed to Moses its existence as a nation ;

and (e} Moses is a unique personality of supreme
importance in OT history.
The following quotations will show the extent to

which the general historicity of the Mosaic narra-
tive_ is accepted ; in (A) are placed those which
minimize the historical element ; the rest in (B) :

—

(A) Stade, who in his GVI was more sceptical about the
sojourn of the people in Egypt than in more recent utterances,
accepts Moses as a real person, thus :

‘ Like all founders of
religions, he brought to his people a new, creative idea, which
moulded their national life. This new idea was the worship of
Yahwe as national God' (<Stammgottet\ p. ISO. Of. Amd.
Hedm, 105 ft
Renan, Hist, du Peuple cPIsr. i. p. 161; ‘Mais ce qu: est

possible aussi, c’est que tous ces r&cits de 1’Exode, ou la fable a
penAtte pour une si large part, soient plus mythiques encore
qu'on ne le suppose d’ordinaire, et qu’n ne faille, de tous ces
recits, conserver que le fait m£me de la sortie dTsrael de
l’Bgypte et de son entree dans la p^mnsule du Sinai.’ Of
Moses he says : * La legende a enti&reroent reconvertMoise . . .

quoique son existence soit tres probable,* p. 159.
(B) In Ewal&’s treatment or this period. Hist, of Isr. IEng.

tr.} ii. 15-22s, Ms own view of the history is partly subordinated
to an exposition of the narratives in the various sources ; but
he clearly accepted the historicity of the leading events. Thus,
of the passage of the Red Sea, he wrote : ‘ Whatever may have
been the exact course of this event, whose historical certainty
is well established, its momentous results, the nearer as well
as the more remote, were sure to be experienced, and are even
to us most distinctly visible,’ p. 75.

Weilhausen, Hist, of 1st. pp. 429-438: 'Moses . . . saw a
favourable opportunity of deliverance. ... At a time when
Egypt was scourged by a grievous plague, the Hebrews broke
up their settlement in Goshen one night in spring ... on the
shore— of the Red Sea . . . they were overtaken by Pharaoh’s
army. ... A high wind during the night left the shallow sea
so low that it became possible to ford it. Moses eagerly
accepted the suggestion, and made the venture with success.
The Egyptians, rushing after, came up with them on the
further shore, and a struggle ensued. Rut the assailants
fought at a disadvantage : the ground being ill suited for their
chariots and horsemen, they fen into confusion and attempted
a retreat. Meanwhile the wind had changed ; the waters re-

turned, and the pursuers were annihilated. After turning to
visit Sinai . . . the emigrants settled at Kadesh/ ‘A certain
inner unity actually subsisted long before it had found any
outward political expression ; it goes back to the rime of Moses,
who is to be regarded as its author. The foundation upon
which, at all periods, Israel’s sense of its national unity rested
was religious in its character. It was the faith which may be
summed up in the formula, Jehovah is the God of Israel, and
Israel is the people of Jehovah. Moses was not the first dis-

coverer of this faith, but it was through him that it came to be
the fundamental basis of the national existence and history.’
‘ From the historical tradition ... it is certain that Moses was
the founder of the Torah.’
The late W. Robertson Smith wrote, OTJCP: ‘Moses ... is

the father of the priests as well as the father of the prophets,’

p. 303. ‘He was a prophet as well as a judge. As such, he
founded in Israel the great principles of the moral religion of

the righteous Jehovah/ p. 806.

amend, AT Religiomgeschi&hte^ writes : ‘The narrative of the
Mosaic period contains certain leading features, the historicity

c* which there is no reason to doubt, viz. the sojourn in Egypt
of the Israelites, or at any rate of a part of them ; their flight

from Egypt ; their connexion with the tribes of the Sinaitic

peninsula and with the holy mountain ; their stay at Kadesh,
and finally the conquest of the Araorite kingdom east of the
Jordan. . . . Moses was1 not the lawgiver of Israel, but he was
much more than that. By leading the Israelites out of Egypt,
by unifying them in the wilderness, by conquering the land E.

of Jordan, thus giving the Israelites a settled abode, and en-

abling than to become agriculturists instead of nomads, he
created Israel. . . . Through him Yahwe became the God of
Israel/ pp. 15-17.

Kittel, in Ms Hist, of the Hebrews [Eng. tr.], which applies

Diilmann’s critical views to the history, writes: ‘Hot only the
Song (at rite Red Sea), but all three main sources (J E P) have
historic ground beneath them. The Passage through the sea
is a historical fact, but this is a link of a chain which implies
others, earlier as well as later. The abode in Egypt, the Exodus
thence, the continued journeying in the Desert towards Sinai,

are thereby all made certain/ i. p. 2271 Similarly he accepts
connexion with Midian and the sojourns at Sinai and Kadesh,
pp. 229-234, and finds & Mosaic kernel in the Decalogue and the

Book of the Covenant. Further : * If the events of that period
are, as a whole, beyond dispute, they demand for their ex-
planation such a personality as the sources give us in Moses,
p. 239.

Cornili, Hist, of the People of Isr. pp. 41-43, writes : ‘ Moses,
a Hebrew of the tribe of Lein, had by lavourable providence had
access to the learningand civilization of Egypt/and led the Israel-

ites out of Egypt. They were overtaken by the Egyptians at
the Red Sea, but ‘a mighty north-east wind lays dry the
shallow strait, and they go through on the bottom of the
sea, into the desert, into ireedom/ ... ‘In Sinai . . . tradi-
tion locates the capital achievement of Moses, his religious
reorganization of the people. It is one of the most remarkable
moments in the history of mankind, the birth-hour of the
religion of the spirit. In the thunderstorms of Sinai the God
of revelation Himself comes down upon the earth : here we
have the dawn of the day which was to break upon the whole
human race, and among the greatest m- trials who ever walked
this earth Moses will always remain one or the greatest.’

Passing to details : Moses* connexion with the
Levites is vouched for not only by the statements
as to his birth, Ex 22 E, 620 P, hut also from the
fact that the Levites of the sanctuary at Dan
claimed to be descended from Moses;* and also
by the designation of the Levites in Dt 33s as
4 the people of thy holy one,

3

iron ;tk,+ i.e. Moses.
Perhaps Mushi (Ex 619

[PJ1, as the name of a divi-

sion or the Levitical clan Merari, denotes another
group of Levites, who at one time claimed descent
from Moses. 1 Ch 2314”17

, where it is stated that
the sons of Moses were reckoned (wq§:) to the tribe
of Levi, is possibly a trace of some arrangement
by which the Mosaic Levites were placed on the
same level as the other Levites ; the genealogical
statement of the transaction would be that Ger-
shom was a son of Levi and not of Moses. Cf.
Leyi.
The E statement (Ex 210

), that Moses grew up in
Egyptian surroundings,is supported by the apparent
identity of his name with the Egyptian mem ; but
it is not likely, as Renan {Hist. *du Pnipie d'Isr.

i. 142 ff.
)
supposes, that he was greatly influenced

in his work as the medium of divine revelation
to Israel, by any Egyptian training. The pre-
prophetic religion of Israel has little in common
with that of Egypt. Moreover, the early narra-
tives make it clear that the scene of what we may
call his religious education was the desert between
Egypt and Palestine. It was at Horeb or in Midian
that God appeared to him ; and the only human
being by whose advice he was guided alike in re-

ligious and secular matters was his father-in-law,
variously styled Jethro, the priest of Midian,
Reuel, Hobab ben-Reuel, the Kenite. See Hobab,
Jethro. It was at Horeb or Sinai that Moses re-

ceived his fuller revelation ; and throughout the
earlier history J" is specially connected with Sinai.
Thus it appears that Moses, as an exile from Egypt,
found among the Bedawin of the wilderness of
Sinai J the human influences which helped to shape
his subsequent teachings cf. art. God m vol. ii. p.
200a ; there, too, he received the divine inspiration,
which sent him back to Egypt to rescue his people.
In that rescue and for the rest of his life, Moses
was the mediator between J‘

7 and Israel alike in
things material and spiritual. Israel, in its better
moments, recognized that J" guided, protected, and
championed Elis people through the leading and
governance of Moses, and instructed them through
his teaching. The tradition is equally clear that
Israel had its evil moods in which it strove to

* Jg 1S8& (J ?), where the true reading1

is Morns, not Man&sseh.
The suggestion (Addis, Hex. p. 196 n.) that 1 8 Implies that
a similar claim was made by the priesthood of Shiloh, is not
supported by the general sense of the passage, which, more-
over, was probably not written till after the destruction of
Shiloh.

t So Diilmann, Addis, etc. ; Driver prefers to render, * the
man, thy godly one/ i.e. the tribe of Levi

X Cl the exile of the Egyptian Sanehat amongstthe Bedawin,
Petrie, Egypt, i. 153.

§ The occurrence of J" in Jochebed suggests that the name
J” was known in the tribe of Levi before the time of Moses

:

but this name is found only in P.
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shake itself free from the control of Moses, and
that there were times when even he despaired of
accomplishing the task which J" had laid upon
him. The repeated offers of to annihilate Israel

and make Moses the ancestor of a new nation, are
probably a faithful reminiscence of importunate
doubts as to whether Israel was worthy to be 4 the

S
sople of J7 t-«. to receive and entertain the
ivine Presence by which Moses felt himself

possessed and inspired. For then a nation was a
necessary correlative of a religion. Would it not
be better to leave Israel to its fate and to gather
round himself some new community, just as cen-

turies later Paul turned from the Jews to the
Gentiles? But Moses5

intense patriotism made
such a course impossible. ‘If thou wilt forgive
their sin — ; if not, blot me, I pray thee, out of

thy book which thou hast written. 5 Again and
again he returned to the task of keeping the
people true to their high vocation, alike by per-

suasion and chastisement ; while he as constantly
besought J" to pardon their sin and bear with their
frailty.

We may also trust the tradition that Moses led
Israel first to Kadesh and then to the plains of

Moab, but that he died before the invasion of
Palestine, The tradition of some sin, of which
exclusion from Canaan was the penalty, is too
obscure to be interpreted, far less verified. The
important and controlling element of Moses* work
for Israel, and through Israel for the religion of
the world, wTas the uniting of the various tribes
as * the people of JV and of J" only, in the faith
that J" could control nature and history to His
purposes. The mutual loyalty of the tribes to one
another had an immense ethical value, of which
their common loyalty to J/f was the bond and
symbol. Hence an ethical character necessarily
attached to J'

;

Himself. In a primitive age a new
departure necessarily had a concrete embodiment

;

Moses therefore provided for J0 a sanctuary and a

f
riesthoocl The Tent of Meeting is mentioned by
1 (Nu 11 etc.) ; and, even apart from P, who has

probably expanded ancient material, the Ark was
evidently constructed by Moses ; it is conspicuous
in JE at the crossing of the Jordan, but entirely
absent at the Bed Sea. As to the priesthood,
Moses clearly placed the care of the Ark and the
Tent of Meeting in the hands of Ms own family.
Joshua, indeed, was left in charge of the Tent, but
only m the deputy of Moses, who was the real
priest, or, as Philo says, high priest. Moses appears
(see above) to have left the succession in the priest-
hood to Jus children ; it is not clear how far Ps
statement that the family of Aaron was entrusted
with the priesthood is derived from ancient tradi-
tion, but the ordinary analysis supports this view
by giving Dt 10®, Jos 14* to E, but they may
"belong to BF

; see ‘Joshua* in. PB. Cf. Ark,
Tabernacle, etc.

The Pentateuch also states that Moses committed
to writing certain laws and records :

4
all the words

of JV Ex 2# (E)— what these ‘words* were is

not stated ; the ritual Ten Commandments, Ex
34s8 (J) ; the register of the Stations in the Wilder-
ness, Nu S31 (BT) ;

* this law/ probably the original
Deuteronomie Code, Bt 31s (BD). The articles
Exodus, Deuteronomy, Numbers explain why
even these sections, at any rate in their present
form, are not attributed to Moses. Yet these
passages warrant us in believing that many of the
lavra and institutions of the Pentateuch originated
with Moses, or received his sanction, or are the
natural application to later times of the principles
involved in his government of Israel.

It is doubtful whether we can regard Moses as
an author in the literary sense. His name is

indeed found in the OT in connexion with various

poems, viz. Ex 15I_1S, the Song of Triumph at the
Bed Sea ; Bt 321*43

, the Song of Moses ; XH S32
'29

;

and some other poems in Ex-Dt ; Ps 90, the Prayer
of Moses ; and the whole Pentateuch and the Bk.
of Job have been attributed to him by rabbinical
and other theories. The reasons why this ascrip-
tion of these books and poems to Moses has been
for the most part abandoned will be found in the
articles on the several books. It is not impossible
that he may have composed narratives and poems,
and that portions of such work are preserved in
the Pentateuch, but we have no means of identify-
ing them.

It will he obvious that the question, ‘What
newr elements of cult and faith did Moses add to

the religion of Israel ?
5 can be only very partially

answered. Later times rightly held that, in a
sense, they were his debtors for their wThole trea-
sure of religious faith and life; they were not
careful to distinguish between original Mosaism
and its developments; but included both alike
under the formula, ‘J" said to Moses. 5 Modern
analysis has not yet succeeded in definitely and
certainly separating the one from the other. It
has been proposed to determine Mosaism by ascer-

taining the nature of the pre-prophetic religion of
Israel. But our data for this calculation are in-

adequate ; and even if it were successfully per-
formed, wTe have still to discover the exact state
of pre-Mosaic religion, and to establish some prin-

ciple by which the credit for the advance from that
to prophetic religion is to he distributed between
Moses and other teachers, such as Samuel and
Elijah. Moses5 wmrk was rather practical than
didactic, the influence of an inspired life rather
than the inculcation of abstract dogmas. He
made the faith, the sanctuary, the Ark of J" the
rallying-point of a united Israel. This point is

rightly emphasized by E and P in their statements
that it was through Moses that the nameYahweh
was made known to Israel. What there was new
to Israel in this name, as compared with the
divine names they had hitherto used, we cannot
at present determine. But, in the natural course
of things, each of the tribes of Israel would have
developed, like Ammon, Moab, and Edom, its own
henotheistic religion. The devotion of so great a
group of tribes to J", and J" only, and the survival
of this common devotion when the political unity
disappeared, under the Judges and again during
the divided monarchy, was a distinct step from
henotheism to monotheism. Moreover, the faith
that the God whose sanctuary was Sinai could
rescue Israel from Egypt, protect and provide for
them in the wilderness, and put them in possession
of Palestine, emphasized the truth that J" was not
the God of a country, hut of a people ; and the
relation of a deity to a people is rax more spiritual
than the relation of a deity to a country—J" is

of a higher order than Baal. Hence the Mosaic
faith, ‘ J" is the God of Israel,’ and the realiza-
tion of that faith in the events of Israel’s history
during the leadership of Moses, constitute a dis-
tinct advance in spiritual monotheism.
Moses5

personality cannot be exactly defined,
for similar reasons. In the oldest tradition he
stands in such isolated grandeur,* is so constantly
thought of as the ideal ruler and prophet, that*
the traits of human, individual life and character
axe lost. Even points that seem characteristic
are soon seen to belong to the Israelite ideal of
the saint and prophet. His shrinking from his
mission he shared with men like Jeremiah and
Ezekiel. When Nu 12s (E3 or perhaps B) states
that Moses was meek {'andw) above ail other men,
it means that he was unique in his piety, for to
he

fdndw came to he the characteristic grace of
* For Aaron see iL~iv. (a).
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the godly man. On the other hand, his wife and
sons vanish silently from the story, which cares
nothing about his personal relations, and is in-

terested only in the official successor to his leader-
ship. The picture drawn of him in the Pentateuch
is adequately sketched by saying, with Philo, that
Moses is portrayed as supremely endowed with the
human gifts and divine inspiration of king and
lawgiver, priest and prophet.

0. Moses in the New Testament.—

T

he NT
makes frequent reference to the history of Moses.
For the most part, however, it adds nothin" to
the OT narrative. In some instances it follows
a test differing from MT, or a tradition varying
from the Pentateuch,* but these differences do
not affect the general history of Moses. In other
cases, the NT follows tradition in obtaining new
features from the interpretation of the OT narra-
tive. The simple 212 (EV ‘goodly' of Ex 23)
becomes, by a development from the' LXX don-ribs,

the emphatic phrase darelos ry Bey (EV ‘exceeding
fair’), Ac 720

; cf. He ll23
. So, again, He ll3*-*

1

‘Moses, when he was grown up, refused to be
called the son of Pharaoh's daughter

; choosing
rather to be evil entreated with the people of GodT,

than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season ;
I

accounting the reproach of Christ greater riches
than the treasures of Egypt : for he looked unto
the recompense of the reward. By faith he for-

sook Egypt, not fearing the wrath of the king:
for he endured, as seeing him who is invisible.’

Similarly, St. Stephen (Ac 7-5"41
), in stating that

j

Moses ‘was instructed in all the wisdom of the
Egyptians,' that he was about forty when he lied

from Egypt, that he spent forty years in Midian,
etc., follows traditions which are an obvious de-

duction from the OT statement that Moses was
brought up as the ‘son of Pharaohs daughter,' 1

end from tlie chronology of the Pentateuch.
There are, however, a few statements about

Moses in the NT which can scarcely be conjectural
expansions of suggestions found in the Pentateuch.
They are, for the most part, derived from apo-
cryphal works: 2 Ti 3s* ® ‘ Jannes and Jambres
withstood Moses,' and ‘their folly . . . came to
be evident unto all men,' is said by Origen (on

Mt 278
) to be taken from an apocryphal Book of

Jannes and Jambres; see Jannes and Jambres
(Book of). Jude B

, the contention of Michael
and Satan over the body of Moses, is from another
apocryphal work, the Assumption of Moses ; see

following article.

The NT constantly refers to the law of Moses,
and to Moses as the founder of OT religion, and
refers to the Pentateuch as ‘Moses' (Lk Id29).
His prophetical status is recognized by the quota-
tion in Ac 3s2. At the Transfiguration, Moses and
Elijah appear as the representatives of the OT
dispensation, and Christ and they speak of His
approaching death as an ‘Exodus' (Lk 9s2, cf.

2 re l25). While the NT contrasts the law with
the gospel, and Moses with Christ (Jn l 17 etc.),

yet it appeals to the Pentateuch as bearing witness
to Christ (Dt is10

*19 in Ac I37), in a way which
implies that what Moses was to the old, Christ
is to the new dispensation. Similarly, the com-
parison between Moses and Christ in He 35 * 6 im-

f
lies that, though Christ was greater than Moses,
le was, in a sense, a greater Moses, and that
Moses was a forerunner and prototype of Christ.

D. Moses in Tradition.—An immense mass
of traditions gathered round Moses. Many of these
are collected in Josephus, Ant. XL-rvr., 0. Apian. ;

Philo, Vita Moysis ;
Eusebius, Prcep. Ev. 9 ;

in

the Targums and xab^nical commentaries; and
it the pseudepigraphal works ascribed to Moses,f

*2 Co 3*3, He 9* (dE. Nu 17%
f See Moses, Assumption of.

MOSES

j

Traditions are also found in the Koran, and in

j

other Arabian -works. It is possible that there
' may be in this wilderness of chaff some grain of

j

fact not otherwise known ; but, speaking generally,
the student of OT history may set the whole on
one side.

So Canon Rawlnson, Mmest His Life and Times. Pref. ill

;

4 Many legends have clustered round the name of Moses, some
Jewish, others Mahometan, but these are almost always worth-
less, and throughout the following pages, excepting in a single
instance, no notice has been taken of them. The writer’s
strong conviction has been that it is from the Scriptures almost
entirely, if not entirely, that we must leam the facts of Moses’
life and dedace onr estimate of his character.

5

Hence, with the partial exception of the Maneiho
traditions preserved by Josephus, to be noticed
hereafter, these legends are mostly ignored by
historians. The chief exception is Stanley, who,
in his Jewish Church and the article ‘Moses 5

in
Smith’s DB, interweaves legends with biblical j

data in his usual picturesque fashion.
Doubtless, however, the ideas which the Jews

in the NT period had of Moses were somewhat
influenced by such traditions—witness their cur-
rency in Philo and Josephus: these traditions,
however, would not—and the NT shows that they
did not—seriously modify the account given in the
OT of the life and work of Moses. They supply
details of names and numbers ; narrate incidents
that fill gaps in the story ; and provide facts which
explain obscurities, further, by adding to the
marvellous in the history of Moses, they attempt
the superfluous task oi increasing his unique
spiritual importance. We can cite only a few
examples. Thus Josephus* (Ant. II. ix. x.) gives
many details of the childhood and youth of Moses.
Pharaoh's daughter's name was Thermuthis; the
infant refused to be suckled by Egyptian nurses

;

he was of divine form (p.op<py 'Belov )

;

the princess
induced her father to put his crown on Moses’
head, but Moses threw it down and trod ©n it,

etc. etc. An account of a successful campaign
against the Ethiopians, in which Moses commanded
the Egyptian army, and married Tharbis, the
daughter of the Ethiopian king, probably grew
out of the reference to his ‘Cushite wife r in Nu
121

. The account of Moses’ death (IV. viii. 49)
concludes: ‘As he was embracing Eleazar and
Joshua, and was still talking with them, a cloud
suddenly stood over him, and he disappeared down
a certain valley. But he wrote in the Sacred
Books that he died (airrbv reOve-Qra), fearing lest

men should venture to say that he had been
deified (vpbs to Belov airrhv dmxwpijcrm) on account
of his extraordinary virtue.' Elsewhere {c. Apion.
i 26) he quotes Manetho to the effect that Moses
was born in Heliopolis, and bore the Egyptian
name of Osarsipli. Philo ( Vita Moysi% i. 5) gives
the details of his education in the learning of
Egypt, Greece, Assyria, and ChaJdaea. In i 39
he has a version of the fight at Eephidim (Ex
178

"1S
), in which Aaron and Hnr are dispensed

with, and Moses’ hands are miraculously upheld.
In iiL 39 he speaks of Moses* prophesying his own
death, by divine inspiration, while yet alive, and
being buried ‘not by mortal hands, but by im-
mortal powers, 5 and concludes, * Such was the life

and such the death of Moses, king, lawgiver, high
priest, and prophet, as it is recorded in the Sacred
Scriptures.'

Although the Manetho traditions belong rather
to the general history of the Exodus than to the
personal career of Moses, something more may be
said about them here. Josephus (c. Apum. ) gives
the traditions as to the Exodus preserved by

* The many tedious expansions of the Bible story in Josephus
Mid Philo, especially the speeches, which, after the maimer of
Thucydides, they put into the mouths of Moses and others,
have of course no historical value.
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Manetho, an Egyptian priest and historian of

Heliopolis, during the reign of Ptolemy Pkiladel-
plius, B.C. 285-246. In i. 26, 27, Manetho is quoted
as stating that a priest of Heliopolis, named Osar-
siph, afterwards Moses, raised a revolt of persons
afflicted by leprosy and other foul diseases, who
had been settled on the borders to deliver Egypt
from the pollution, of their presence. They were
defeated and driven out of Egypt into Syria by
Amenophis king of Egypt. In ch. 32 a "similar

story is quoted from Cnoeremon,* the leaders of

the Jews being Mouses Tisithen and Joseph
Peteseph. In ch. 34, cf. ii. 2, a third version of the
story is quoted from Lysimachus.t According to

L 14, 15, 26, ii. 2, Manetho stated that Jerusalem
was built by the followers of shepherd kings,

Hyksos, when they were expelled from Egypt
by Tethmosis ;

and, apparently, regards these
Hyksos as the ancestors of the Israelites. It

has sometimes been maintained that the story
of the expulsion of the lepers is a truer version of

the Exodus than that given in the OT ; and some
who reject M&netho’s main story quote his names
of persons and places. It is safer to _ regard Ms
and other narratives as mere perversions of the
biblical account (Stade, Gesch. L 128; Seinecke,
Gesek. i. 86).

The Mussulman legends are partly imaginative
but tedious expansions of the Bible narrative, prob-

ably known only indirectly
;
partly pure myths.

Thus, when Moses struck the rock, twelve streams
gushed forth, one for each tribe (Koran, ii.). Sura
xviii. gives a story of the journey of Moses with
el-Khidr, the Unknown, which reads like a section

of the Arabian Nights* The numerous legends
about Moses illustrate the fact that the Moslems
recognize Moses, in common with Jesus and Mo-
hammed, as a prophet and apostle (Koran, xix.).

Cf . Chronology of OT, Exodus to Canaan,
Israel (History of), Hexateuch, Exodus,
Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Ark,
Tabernacle, Aaron, and articles on the various
persons, places, and things mentioned in Ex-Dt

;

also Moses (Assumption of).

Liteuatcre.—

C

ommentaries on the Pentateuch, and sections
referring' to Pent, in the OT Intmiudiom. Sections on Mosaic
period in the Histories and OT Theologies cited in Literature
under Ismia (Histoet of) ; also in the v T Theologies of Kayser-
Marti, Cdhler (Eng. tr.}, Pfepenhring [Eng. tr.J ; W. B. Smith,
GTJC- to. 254-4S§. See also G. Bawlinson, Moses

;
Baker-

Greene, Migration of the .Hebrews.
A list of pseudepigraph&i books ascribed to Moses is given in

Charles’ Assumption ofMoses, pp. xiv-xviL For the Jewish and
Mohanauedan legends see Stanley, Jewish Church, i 86-173,
and art. '‘Moses’ m Smith's I>B; also Koran, Suras ii., viL, x.,

xviii., xix., xx, xxvt, xxviii, x3. ; Gustav Weil, Biblical
Legends of the Mussulmans, tr* as The Biffe, the Koran, and
the Talmud * and notes to RodwelFs tr»of tb. Koran ; d’Herbe-
lot, BibU&thPgm Orientals,Mmmm bem-Amr am ; P. i. Hershor..
Genesis, with a Talmudiml Commentary, t under * Moses ' in
Index iii. For the Egyptian traditions of Jlacetho, Chcnremon,
and Ly&iro&chus, and for Artapanus (ap. Ms. Frmp. Be. ix. 27),
etc., see Evald, Hist, of 1st. ii. 76-94. For the Archaeology see
Driver in Authority and Archaeology (Hogarth), pp. 54-79.

W. H. Bennett.
MOSES, ASSUMPTION OF.—The Assumption of

Mioses [WvdXrifts hlwwim ap. Gelasius of Cvzicxim
(Mansi ii. 844)] is a Jewish writing originally com-
posed in Hebrew or Aramaic early in the 1st cent.
A. I). It is extant in a Latin translation preserved
in a single palimpsest MS, which was discovered
by Ceriani and edited by him in Monumenta Sacra
ct Profana* vol. i. fuse. L pp. 55-64 (1864). The
best edition is that of Dr. B. H. Charles (1897) :

his division of the text into chapters and verses is

here adopted, and his edition quoted by its pages
‘Charles 87 ’].

i. 'Contents (Historical allusions not expressly

^A® Ate*mdri«i living shortly before the ChTwbkm era
(Evald, HU. of1st. u.).

*

f * OthtiWise tmtaowii, but certainly still later than Cheere*
»*«»».' Evald. m. ait. iL be.

I named in the text are given in brackets).—I. In
the year 2500 A.M., Moses, being 120 years old,

ealL Joshua and appoints him to be his successor,

at the same time giving him the books, which he
is to bury carefully in a safe place. II. Joshua
shall give the people their inheritance (1, 2)

:

afterwards they will be ruled * by chiefs and
kings, and God will fix the place of His sanctuary

(3, 4), though the ten tribes will break off (5). But
the people will fall into idolatry (6-9). III. Then
a king from the East [Nebuchadnezzar] will bum
their ‘colony

5

[Jerusalem] and the temple, and
will carry them captive (1-3). The ten tribes and
the two tribes will mourn together and pray, and
will remember the warnings of Moses (4-13). They
will be in bondage about 77 years (14). iY. Then
a certain one [Daniel] will pray for them (1-5),

and some of them will be allowed to return, though
the ten tribes will remain among the Gentiles (6-9).

V. At a latex period the priests, ‘ slaves, sons of

slaves,’ will fall into idolatry and iniquity through
the wicked kings who are over them [Antiochus

and the Hellenizing Priests, such as Menelaus
(2 Mac 450

)]. VI. Then will come kings calling

themselves priests [The Easmonceans], who also

will work iniquity (1). These in turn are to be
followed by a King not of the race of the priests

[Herod], who -will tyrannize over them for 34
years (2-6): bis children will reign for shorter

periods (7), and a powerful king of
^
the West

[ Varus, governor of Syria, B.C. 4] will conquer
them and bum part of the temple (8, 9). vTL
Here the history ends and the predictions begin

:

first will come rulers who will he hypocrites,

gluttons, tyrannical, impious, boastful, proud . . .

(This chapter is much mutilated in the MS). VIII.
Another visitation of wrath willdescend upon them,
and the ‘ king of the kings of the earth 5

will

crucify those who confess their circumcision and
give their wives to the Gentiles, and will make
them carry unclean idols and "blaspheme. IX.
Then there will be a man of the tribe of Levi
whose name will be Taxo [Eleazar (see below)],

who will take his seven sons into the wilderness
to fast for three days and then die, rather than
transgress the law of the Lord of lords. X. Then
the Lord’s kingdom will appear, and the angel
[Michael] will be commissioned to avenge the
enemies of Israel (1, 2). The Most High will

arise, while the earth trembles and the sun and
moon are darkened, and He will punish the Gen-
tiles ; but thou, Israel, wilt be blessed and mount
up to the heavens, and thou shalt see thy enemies
on the earth,® and shalt give thanks to thy Creator
(3-10). But now Joshua is to keep these words
safe : from the death of Moses to the Advent shall

be 250 ‘times’ (11-15). XI. When Joshua hears
these words of Moses, he is much grieved. What
sepulchre (he says) can be fit for Moses ? How can
I, Joshua, guide the 600,000 Israelites, or defend
them from the Amorites, who will attack them
when Moses is gone? XII. Moses then places
Joshua in his own seat, and comforts him by
reminding him of the providence of God . . .

(Here the MS breaks off in the middle of a
sentence).

ii. Date.—It follow’s from the above analysis
that the Assumption was wwitten after Herod’s
death, but before any of his sons had reigned so
long as their father, i.e. between B.c. 3 and a.b.
30. The most probable date is soon after the
deposition of Archelaus in A.D. 6. (So Charles
Ivni, who also examines the views of other
scholars).

iii. Standpoint and Teaching.—The value of
the Assumption of Mioses for modem students is

expressed by the title of J. E. H. Thomson’s work,
* Or, according to Charles’ conjecture, in Gehenna.
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4 Boohs which influencedour Lord andSis Apostles

'

(bee Charles xxvii f.). The author is characterized
by Dr. Cliarles as a Pharisaic Quietisi. He was
not a Sadducee, for he attacks the priests and
expects a theocratic kingdom. He was not a
Zealot, for he is significantly silent about the
exploits of the Maccabees, and his ideal hero,
Taxo [Eleazar], is one who will be passively faith-
ful unto death. Nor was he an Essene, for he is

keenly interested in the fortunes of the temple.
‘ He was a Pharisee of a fast-disappearing type,
recalling in all respects the Chasid of the early
Maccabseaa times, and upholding the old traditions
of quietude and resignation

5

(Charles li-liv).

Hence he represents that tendency in Jewish
thought which was most nearly allied to primitive
Christianity.* It is this which gives real interest
to the investigation of the many critical difficulties

presented by the text of the book.
iv. The Latin Text.

—

The Milan Palimpsest
(Bibl. Amb. c. 73 in/.), our sole witness for the
text, appears to date from the 6th cent.f The
Assumption occupies quire xvii, the preceding
quires containing the unique fragments of the
Latin translation of the Book of Jubilees (wh.
see). But, though the whole volume is marked
by peculiarities of writing and spelling due to the
scribe, the two works were not translated at the
same time or place, as is clear from the divergent
renderings of Greek words. The Latin vocabulary
of the Assumption includes miles ham), arbiter

(pecrinjs)tt colonia (

=

4 a town '}§, nuntius {&yyeXos),
palamfacere (&voKa\&trreir)

}
Summits fTi/noras), and

transliterations such as acrobistia {=&KpoPvorla),
clibsis {BXhpis}, scene {ax:vvr}). Important for the
date is the rare use of seats for card * according
to,

5

parallels to which occur in Clem. Rom. lat 21%
and in a non-Christian inscription found at Pes-
ehiera {OIL v. 4617). 11

The MS (which is often very hard to read) was
transcribed by Ceriani with wonderful accuracy.il

But the Latin itself is disfigured by many corrup-
tions, mostly due to the carelessness of tran-

scribers, e.g. ex tribus for patribus (L 8), sub
j

anulo for sub mdlo (xii. 9).** More serious are
those which rest on mistakes in the underlying
Greek. Dr. Charles has detected a notable instance
in ii. 7, where adcedent ad testammtum Domini et

finem polluent must correspond to Tcpocfirpaprai rg

ciadrjKy Kvpiov tad rbv Spop {$ef$7jk&rQwtr

;

here by
reading rapa^haormi tj$p Sta&^Kirp and Spsop (for

5pw) we get the appropriate sense,
4 they will trans-

gress the covenant of the Lord and profane the
oath? No doubt there are cases of still deeper
corruptions which arose in the original Semitic, but
these are more difficult to discover and remove.
A full discussion of all the obscurities presented

by the text as we have it would be impossible
here: one point, however, must be noticed., as it

affects the general understanding of the book.
This is the interpretation of chs. viiL and ix.,

* Comp., for instance, Mk 33® -with Amump. xL (tuneparebU
regmtm [2)«i] . . . et turn Zatedwfinem ha-Sebit),

f A rough facsimile of a couple of lines is given in Yolkmar's
edition of the Assumption, p. 153.

% So <£ff in He ps (nos elsewhere).

| Of. Clem. Bom. mt9 p. W-K
| This use of teens mask not be confused with the late and

vulgar use of mem for «*|w, «£. seem mare Mi IS* in late,

omn. (exc. afr.), examples of which are hardly found before the
4th cent. jud. Seem for « occurs In Jubilees 16*5 49*® etc.

«f Only in four places have we found ourselves nimble to
follow Dr. Ceriani. We read aerobimm (not aermumnA MB p.

67a*2 ; iam (not temX p. 10Qa> ; sum (not eum% p. ICCkriS ; incut

(not fe e«f)»p. MW. The last wordwe take tobe a mistake in

the MS for smut.
** The obscure phrase in tempore tribum (hr. 9) seems to the

present writer Ike a corruption of in tempore retributionis (or
retr^memdi) : cf. Ho® ffl. In theue verse Schsnidt-Merx and
Charles lave already recognized that %atm is a mistake of the
scribe for naHones. In the very corrupt clause at the end of
viiL 5 mum looks like a mistake for mem,
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describing the ‘second tribulation
5
of the Jews.

As it stands, this section comes between the death
of Herod and the final judgment, but the details

of the persecution notably coincide with that which
befell the Jews under Antioehus Epiphanes, aperiod
which is very rapidly passed over in chs. v. and vi.

owing to the author’s dislike of the Hasmonaeans.
Dr. Charles, therefore, in his Notes to pp. 2S-30,
supposes that the section has been misplaced, and
that its real place is between chs. v. and vi. But
this violent remedy is inadmissible : the final

Theophany (ch. x.) comes in well after the story
of the ideal saint Taxo (ch. ix.), but very badly
after the description of the wicked priests and
rulers in ch. vii. In the opinion of the present
writer, the difficulty disappears if we regard the
author of the Assumption as having filled up his

picture of the final woes from the stories of the
Antiociiian martyrs. Dr. Charles himself says of

ch. ix. (p. 34) :
4 Its purpose is to indicate the line

of action which the Chasids or Pharisaic party of

his own time should pursue. ... It prescribes the
duty our author would enforce on the Pharisaism
of his own time. Just as his complete silence as

to the Maeeabcean uprising forms an emphatic
censure of its alms, so Ms vigorous statement of

the opposed and Chasid line 01 action is designed
as a commendation of its character.

3

The latter part of the above quotation refers

especially to Taxo, who (as Dr. Charles points

out, p. 35) has been evolved out of the story of

Eleazar (2 Mac 4 Mac 5s). His seven sons
correspond to the seven sons of the widow (2 Mae 7 },

and lus cave of refuge corresponds to those of the
Chasids (1 Mac Is3 2®)^ Various unsatisfactory
explanations of the origin of the name Taxo have
been put forward : they are given in Charles 35 f.

What has hitherto escaped observation is that
i Taxo i

itself, when put back into the original

language of the book, is nothing more than a
slightly corrupted cipher for Eleazar. All that
is necessary is to read Taxoc for Taxo. The letter

may have Mien out in the Latin of the Assumption^
as in ore for orbe (xii. 4), or in the underlying
Greek, as in bpop for Bpicov (iL 7). Now Taxoc
in the Latin implies taIook in the Greek, and this

in turn implies ppm in the Semitic original. This
word means nothing as it stands, but if we take in

each case the next letter of the Semitic alphabet,

e.g. B for A, M for L, etc., we get Eleazar„ the
very name which of all others is most suitable,*

Thus the future anticipated in the Assumption is

a period of triumphant wickedness and oppression ;

but just when the saints have given an example of

passive endurance, at once most hopeless and most
splendid, the Most High will Himself intervene and
deliver His people.

v. The End of the Work.—The Milan Pal-

impsest breaks off in the middle of a sentence,

and the question arises how much is lost. The
purely internal evidence would suggest that very
little is lacking. Moses has finished his prophecy
and is about to die : there is nothing more to be
said. With this also goes the fact that all the

leaves of the quire containing the fragment of

the Assumption are preserved. If the missing

portion consisted of several whole quires and not
merely a single leaf or pair of leaves, it is some-
what ‘'strange that the final quire of the extant
fragments is intact,f

* We know from the parable in St Luke (1$®*'*) that Eleamr
(or, in the Greek form, Lazarus) is an appropriate name to give

to the representative of the poor but pious Israelite.

f The Stich-omdry of Nicephoros does not greatly help ns to

I

discover how much Is missing at the end. The numberof «rri%u
'

there givenfor the is, —Le, 1400. If this be r-orrect,

|

about 1009 are lest, equivalent to SO leaves : bat as the
: number assigned to the preceding work on the list (the AmSfarn

! MmmsJ) is on any hypothesis corrupt, too much reliance must
; not be placed on the figures for the Assumption.

i
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i

Bat a number of Greek patristic references
(collected in Charles 107-110) indicate that the
book was in circalation with an Appendix con-
taining the dispute of Michael and Satan over
the body of Moses after the latter’s death, followed
by his triumphant * assumption ’ into heaven. A
detail of this dispute is alluded to in the canonical
Epistle of St. Jude (v.s ). Especially clear is a
quotation in Gelasius of Cyzieum :

* In the book of
trie Assumption of Moses, Michael the archangel,
disputing with the devil, saith, For from His holy
Spirit me all were created

.

And again he saith,
From before God went forth His Spirit, and the
world was made. 3* The formula of quotation is

identical with that used by the same author (ap.
Mansi ii. 844) for quoting i. 14 of our Assumption.

It is difficult to decide whether the Latin of
the Assumption ever contained the Appendix.
On the one hand, it is hard to imagine how the
book could have reached a Latin-speaking com-
munity without the Appendix having been associ-
ated with it. Yet the work could only have been
spoiled by the addition, and there is a certain im-
probability that the accidental loss of a couple of
quires from the Milan Palimpsest should improve
the artistic unity of the book. The interest of the
Assumption as we have it is wholly taken up with
the fate of the chosen people, present and future,
but the Appendix is concerned with the personal
fate of Moses,t
LnmATcaB.— Full BibHojpraphy in Charles xvill-xmii.

Edition® : Gexiani, Monumental Sacra et Profana, vol. i. fasc. i.

pp. 65-04 (1864); Hslgenfeld, JMT extra Canonem receptum,

1st ed. (1866), Sod eel (1876) ; Yolkmar, Mose Prophetic imd
Himmelfalirt (1867) ; Schmidt and Mens, Pie Assumptio Mosis,mU Einleiiung . , . [Mers, Archie f. wimn. Erfar&chtmg des
AT, l !L pp. 111-152] (1838).
See also Ronsch in Zeiischr.f. Wusm . ThmL xi. 76-108, 466-

468, xii. 213-228, adv, 89-92, xvii. 542-562, acxviii. 102-104:
Schurer, GJV* id. 215 ff. fSJP il iii. 732.]; C. Clemen in
K&utawlfa Apocr. u. Pseudepigr. (1899).

F. C. Buekitt.
MOSOLLAMBS.—i. (A 3IocrdX\auor, B MevcXaSws,

AV MosoUaiiioEi), 1 Es S44 (LXX **)=M.ESHULLAM,
Ezr 8M. 2. {MoaiWaaos, AY Mosollam), 1 Es 914=
MESHULLAM, Ext 10ia

.

MOST HIGH properly upper Jos 16®, or
uppermost Gn 4G17

, Dt 2S1S
( « high *), 2-S

1 (‘on high ’)

;

Aram. Kt.» nfa Jyer&, mm in Bn 718* **• **• 27

the Heb. form, as plur. of majesty ; tiftarm).

—

An epithet, or title, of dignity, applied to God, and
occurring in the OT as follows :—God Most High
fi^f bx)Bn 1414, is. 26. a Ps 7g®. mbx) Pb 572

78s6
; Jft Most High, Ps 7i7

; the Most High (p^?,
without the art., only in poetry), Nu 241S (Balaam’s
prophecy), Dt 32® (Song of Moses), Is 1414 (words
put Into the mouth of the king of Babylon), Ps
IS 23 (=2 S 2214

) 2F 484 5014 77w 7817 82® 87^ 91 1* » 921

10711
, La S85* 38

; as predicate, Ps 472 8318 97s.t And
in Daniel: God Most High, 3s® 4a 518-*1

; the Most
High, 417* ®** m 7X ; and in the expression ‘ saints
of ihe

0
Most High 5

(p^), T23* * *• * According
to PhOo of Byblus (ap. Euseb. From, Ev. i. 10
§§ 11, 12 ; cf. Lenormant, Origins#*, l. 540), there
was in the Phoanician theogony a god Elhln,
father of heaven and earth, who was slain in an
encounter with wild beast®, and afterwards divin-
ized (

Korrh. rofrrwsykrerat rts ’EXtouv Ka\ovpeyoFT^i<rros
t

sal 0^keta Xryopbn Bijpo#, at kclI kclt^kovv vepl BufiXov,
i£ &* yevwSrm ’Exlyctos % bv §<rrepor te&Xecav
* From Mansi, S.857: l* frpkfo It

* ffxMpa?: W dmBSkm kiytr ykp mt&fuvne
«»/#». mm} wMkt* Uytr hri srpnr&sm n»

TO MmU mfgpuc tybm* The second part
of the quotation is not rfraa by Fabrieius md Charles.
^fPexhapsjvfe may take as & parallel the transmission of the

chapters In our Greek
MW- (chs. 18-fi.) Are taken from the * xwo Ways* or some
sourer and these chapiera are wholly wanting in the Latin,
tfih* mm UmSm l7 Palms are As^hite

!
0&pa*6v, jc.t.X.). The 1

'El Elyon of Gn 14 may stand
i

in some relation to^ this Phcen. deity. El (God)
was often distinguished by different epithets,
bringing out diderent aspects of the divine nature,
as in the patriarchal nv (Gn 171

), dW bx (21
38

),

'riba bn (33-^), bx (3o7), and in the Phcen.
pn Vk (CIS I. i. 8; Lidzbarski, Nordsem. Epi-

graphik
,
419 )

;

and so the Canaanite has here his
jEl Elgon. It may have been a deity whom Mel-
chizedek recognized, in opposition to other inferior
ones, as the highest, and in whose name, tradition
told, he had blessed Israel’s ancestor : the Israel-
itish narrator, not unnaturally, identifies him (v. 22)
with JL The statement, however, that a deity bear-
ing this name was worshipped at ‘ Salem ’ has not,
up to the present time (July 1899), received any
confirmation or illustration from the inscriptions.*
In the other passages quoted, the title seems

simply to give expression to the thought that J" is

the God who is supreme,—whether over the earth,
as ruler and governor of the world (cf. Ps 47 2* 8* 24

S318 97^ 992
), or over other gods (95s 9641* 97Sb ; cf.

also Cheyne on Ps 7 18
; Schultz, OT Theol. ii. 129 f. ;

Smend, AT Rel.-Gesch. 470). Like c God of heaven *

tLOT 519, 6
553), it is a title which -was undoubtedly

in frequent use in post-exilic times (Cheyne, OP,
26,f 27, 41,f 83 f., 164, 314, 464); but it may be
questioned how far, except when found in com-
bination with other indications, it can be used as
a criterion for the date of a psalm. In its Greek
form (see Hatch and Redpath’s Concordance to the
LXX, under tilpicrros), it occurs in the Apocrypha
1 Es 2s 631 819 ' 21 To 4F,X Jfch IS15

, Est
1616

, Wis 515t 6^ ,
Bar 420 (A), 2 Mac 331,t 3 Mac 62

7
9
;

and with particular frequency in Ecclus.,—much
more frequently indeed than the corresponding
Heb. form occurs in the recently discovered Heb.
text of this book.§ It is also frequent (as a title)

in the Book of Enoch (see Charles’ note on 993
},

the Apoc. of Baruch (see Charles on 171
), and 2 (4)

Esdras. In the Assumption of Moses it occurs 107 .

In Rabb. literature it is stated by Dalman ( Worte
Jesu, 162 f.) to be exceedingly rare.

In the XT the use of the expression is almost
confined to St. Luke, the occurrences being Mk 57

= Lk S28 (vU rod deov rod vif/. : rod vxj/. om. in Mt S29
),

Lk 1^85+76+ (cf> Ps g2® ; not in the
|j Mt ^),

Ac 7^ 1627, He 71 (from Gn 14P).

S. R. Driver.
MOTE.—Mote is the word chosen by Wyclif

and Tindale, and accepted by all the subsequent
versions as the tr. of Gr. tc&p<pos in Mt 7s* 4* 5

, Lk
g4i. 42 Ms^ The root of /cdp^os is K&p<pa> to dry up,
and it signifies a bit of dried stick, straw, or worn,
such as, in the illustration, might he flying about
and enter the eye. in its minuteness it Is con-
trasted by our Lord with Soxos, the beam that
supports

(dixofiai) the roof of a building. The Gr.
word does not elsewhere occur in Mt, and in LXX
only in Gn 811 as the tr. of *572, the adj. applied to
the olive leaf which Noah’s dove carried ;

4 plucked
off* is the Eng. translation.
The origin of the Eng. word € mote 5

is unknown.
It means any small particle, as Hall, Works

, ii.

136,
* Our mountames are hut moates to God’;

especially a particle of dust, as Chaucer, Wife of
Bath's Tale

, 12,
4 As thikke as motes in the sonne-

beame.* The use of the word by Wyclif and
Tindale led to its early application In the same
connexion : thus Barlowe, Dialoge, 73,

4 Woulde
* The combinations in AST 155 ft are purely hypothetical,
f The title “high priest of God Most High* given to icSm

Hyrcasms (Rcsh ha-shana, 18b% and Hyrcanus n. (Jos. Ant.
svi. vi 59 : see further. Geiger, Srsehrift, n. SBft On the
Assumption of Moms, vi 1 got 17], cited OP, p. 27, gel, how-
ever. Charles, ad loc.

% In these passages standing as a ttf.lp alone.
§ See 63? 401 Jaarg. 414-8 4$* 404 5014.1& XT (alone);

P*fe46S.«47a»8 4^®
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God they were as prest to remove the balk out of

their owne eyes, as they be prompte to aspye a
lytle mote in other men's 5

; and Lever, Sermons,
119, ‘Yon of the laytye, when ye see these small
motes in the eyes of the clargye, take hede too the
greate beames that be in your owne eyes.

5

J. Hastings.
MOTH 'dsh).—The LXX tr. this word in Ps

88 (39)
12

d.p&xv7li hi Is 51® xphvos, in Hos 512 rapaxj,
in all other instances There is no reason for
these variations. The Arab. ‘nth is the cognate
form of the Heb. word. In the NT crijs only is

used (Mt 61S> so
, Lk 12^}. There are many species

of the Tineidw
,
or * clothes* moths,* in the Holy

Land. They are small iepidopterous insects, which
commit immense havoc in clothes, carpets, tapestry,

etc. In this warm climate it is almost impossible
to guard against their ravages (Is 509, Ja 52 etc.).
4 He buildeth his house as a moth* (Job 2718

)

alludes to the frail covering which a larval moth
constructs out of the substance which he con-
sumes. 4 Crushed before the moth * (Job 4B) refers

to the way in which woollen stuffs are riddled by
the larvae of moths, until they become so fragile

that they break down to powder at a touch (but
see Dillm. and Dav. ad toe,). Moths are men-
tioned in Sir 19s 4213

. G. E. POST.

MOTHER.—See Family.

MOTION.—In 2 Es G14 4 motion * is used loosely
for ‘commotion* (Lai. commotio). In Wis 511 the
meaning is

4 movement 5
:

* As when a bird hath
flown through the air, there is no token of her

|

way to be found, but the light air being beaten
with the stroke of her wings, and parted with the
violent noise and motion of them, is passed
through 5

(j
SLg. fxylfov tavovuivuv irrepfr/uv ; RV * with

the violent rush of the moving wings*). Cf.

Bacon, Essays
, p. 176, ‘ In Beauty, that of Favour

is more then that of Colour, anil that of Decent
and gracious Motion, more then that of Favour.*
In Wis lu 4 For wisdom is more moving than any
motion * (irdoTjs yap Kiwrjtrem Kivyntc&repap <ro(pla ; RV
4 more mobile than any motion,* after Yulg. 4 Omni-
bus enim mcbilibus mobilior *), the reference is to the
speed of thought. Farrar aptly quotes Cowper

—

* How fleet is the glance of the mind

!

Compared with the speed of its flight.

The tempest itself lags behind

;

And the swift-winged arrows of light.*

The only other occurrence of the word is in Ro 75

‘For when we were in the flesh, the motions of
sins, which were bv the law, did work in our mem-
bers, to bnng forth fruit unto death * (ra Tra&iftara

t&p ajiapTi&PfKV 4 the sinful passions,* RVm * Gr.
passions of sins* ; this is Wyclifs tr.

4 passiouns of

synnes,* so also Rhemish NT; ‘motions* comes
from the Gen. Bible). The word was often used
by writers of the day in this sense of mental or
spiritual impulse or agitation. It became almost
a technical expression in Scotch Reformed religion.

Thus Knox, Works, iii. 286, ‘When I feele any
taste or motion of these promyses, then thinke I

myselfe most happy *

;

Livingstone (in Select Bio-
graphies of Woctrow Soc., p. 305),

4 He [Robert
Bruce] did goe on, and celebrated the communion
to the rest with such assistance and motion, as
had not been seen in that place before* ; Helvill,

Diary, 16,
4 Ther first I fand (blysed be my guid

God lor it !) that Spirit of sanctification beginning
to work some motiones in my hart, even about the
aught and nynt veir of my age *

; and p. 37,
4 Onlie

now and then I fand sum sweit and constant
motiones of the feir and love of God within me.*
Cf. also Bacon, Essays (Gold. Treas. ed. p. 38),

‘There is in Mans Nature, a secret Inclination,

and Motion, towards love of others* ; p, 52,
4 He

i

that st&ndeih at a stay, when others rise, can
j

hardly avoid Motions of*Envy’; and Shaks. Jul
j

Cess. II. i. 64— !

* Between the acting of a dreadful thing
1

And the first motion, all the interim is
‘

Like a phantasma or a hideous dream* *
1

In the Preface to AY 4 motion * is used in the :

sense of 4 proposal,* So Fuller speaks of Eliezer,
j

Abraham’s servant: 4 Then concludes he, with
j

desiring a direct answer to his motion.* Cf.
j

Berners, Froissart

,

p. 208 (Globe ed.), ‘And 1

then he said to his cardinals ; Sirs, make you
;

ready, for I will to Rome. Of that motion Ms
j

cardinals were sore abashed and displeased, for
,

they loved not the Romans.*
'

In the Preface to AY occurs the verb to 4 motion
1

:

4 In some Common-weales it was made a capital!
;

crime, once to motion the making of a new law.*
;

Cf. Milton, Samson,
222— ;

* They knew not
That what I motioned was of God.* ?

J. Hastings. !

MOUNT.—The snbst. zjz muzzdhk in its only -

occurrence (Is 29s
,
unless Jg 9® la another) is trans-

j

lafced ‘mount* in AY. The root of the word is
j

[3S?d to set up, and means a mound or in-
j

fcrenchment (Cheyne), palisade (Kav), RV 4
fort.*

j

Another word translated 4 mount, is soUldh, 1

Jer 6s 32^ 33\ Ezk 42 I7 17 2122 26®, Dn II 1®. RV !

retains the tr. ‘mount,’ but Airier, RV prefers
J

‘ mound * in all these places. Elsewhere this word
|

is rendered 4 hank * (2 S 2CF, 2 K 19s2, la 37s3).
|

See Bank. Its root is to cast up3 heap up,
j

and it means an earthwork or rampart. !

The only other occurrence of ‘mount* in the
j

sense of 4 mound,’ 4 intrenchmenfc,’ is I Mac 12“
j

‘raising a great mount between the tower and
j

the city* {fi'fos, RY 4 mound*).
J

This Eng. word ‘mount* meaning an earth-
work is the same as mount=mountain, and comes
directly from Lat. mom, month. Its use to de-

scribe an earthen defence seems due to confusion
with 4 mound,* a native word (Anglo-Sax. mund),
which meant a protection or guard, and was used
of a bodyguard of soldiers as well as a defence of

earth or the like. The word ‘mount* has gone
out of use- in prose. It has given up its own
proper meaning of an elevation (same root

^
as

e-mm-ere to be prominent) to 4 mountain 3 (which
j

came into English from Lat. not directly as :

‘mount,* but through the Fr. montaigne, mon-
\

tains

;

Lat. montanm, ‘hilly’). And it has re-
j

stored the meaning of earthwork to ‘mound,*
from which that was borrowed. Its use* in AY !

may be illustrated from Hakluyt, Voyages, ii.

122,
4 They raised up mounts to plant their artil-

,

lery upon *
; Knox, Mist. 246, The English men

most wisely considering themselves not able to .

besiege the Town round about, devised to make
Mounts at divers quarters of it ; in the which
they and their Ordnance lay in as good strength,

as they did within the Towne *
; and Bunyan,

Holy War, 69, ‘ Besides, there were Mounts east

up against it. The Mount Gracious was on the
one side, and Mount Justice was on the other.

Further, there were several small banks and
advance -grounds, as Flain-Trutk-Hill and No-
Sin-Banks, where many of the Slings were placed
against the Town,* J, Hastings.

MOUNT, MOUNTAIN (Heb. x; Gr. 6pot; Celt.

tor ?).—In Dn 2s3* 46 the Aram. Mr is tr4 4 moun-
tain.* The word x is also pretty frequently tr4* in
AY 4

hill,* as in Ps 2s and 6814- m
. In most of these

instances RY has with advantage substituted the
rendering ‘mount* or 4 mountain.* See, further,

on thus subject, and on the distinction between x
and .uni* art. Hill. It is clear that theAY trans-
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! lators used ‘mountain/ ‘mount,’ and 4
hill

5

inter-

j

changeably. The distinction between these terms
Las never been clearly recognized, even down to

the present day ;
and we cannot feel surprise that

it was not so recognized by the translators of the

AV. Thus, if we take the word * mountain 5

to

\ signify a range or group of high elevations, we are

|

met by the same word as applied to Moriah, a
rdngle elevated summit amongst the hills of Pales-

tine, the scene of Abrahanrs intended sacrifice,

elsewhere called 4 the mount * (cf. Gn 22J and 22“).

Yet, upon a general comparison of the passages in

which these terms are used, it appears clear that

the word ‘mount’ is more frequently applied to

some specialized summit or elevation, such as

Carmel (Jos 1928), Sermon {Jos 11s), Sinai (Ex 192

et passim^ except v.®), and^ Seir (Dt Is), while
‘ mountain ’ is used to designate an extensive

district of elevated ground, such as those of Moab
(Gn 1930), South Canaan (Nu 1317

}, Gilboa {2 S l-1 }.

Amongst geographers, the terms ‘mountain 5

and 4 hill ’ are generally used as relative terms to

designate the higher and lower elevations in

special countries. Thus we apply the term ‘ moun-
tain’ to those of North Wales as being the

! highest elevations in S. Britain, though they are
really lower in height than those of the Jura,
which are generally called ‘hills,

5

as being of less

elevation than the neighbouring Alps. AH that can
be said on this point is that geographers have not
settled the question at what elevation above the
sea a 4

hill
5 becomes a 4 mountain.’

ORIGIN.

—

Without entering at any great length
! into the question of the mode of formation of

|

mountains, which would be her© out of place, it

j

may be stated that in the great majority of cases
1 they are referable to three natural modes of

I
formation, namely (1) elevation, (2) erosion, and

' (3) accumulation : of these three modes we have

j

examples in Palestine and the regions around.
I 1. By* elevation.

—

Many mountain ranges owe

j

their origin to direct elevation en masse at various
> ancient geological periods, above the surface of

the ocean, or the general level of the adjoining

j

lands. Some of these have been upraised at

I
successive intervals of time, and from very early

I periods have preserved their dominant characters,

j

To this class may be referred the Scandinavian

j

and Grampian ranges, that of North Wales, the

J
Bavarian (or Hereynian) Highlands, and the

I
Sinaitic group between the Gulfs of Suez and of

i Akabah. This last probably existed as a part of
an extensive tract of continental land in Palaeozoic
times, and has maintained its dominant position
down to the present day during the general sub-
mergence of the adjoining regions in the Cretaceous
and Tertiary periods. The Alps and Pyrenees
received their final and probably most important
upheaval in late Tertiary times.

2, By erosion.—In various parts of the globe
mountain groups or ranges have been formed,
owing to the erosion of valleys amongst previously
existing tablelands. When the floor of the ocean
has been upraised into dry land in the form of a
plateau, consisting of approximately horizontal (or
even Inclined) strata, rain and river action sets in,

;

owing to which channels of ever-increasing depth
and breadth are eroded, thus carving the plateau
into separate and independent mountain masses
if the process is sufficiently prolonged. In this
manner the great ranges of the Colorado in North
America, the lesser group of Central and South
Wales, the range of the Jura on the borders of
Switzerland ; and, in Eastern countries, those of
Upper Egypt, Edom and Moab, and of Southern
Judsea, nave been formed. The Lebanon range
owes its predominant position, with its culminating

i dome-like mass of Hermon {! Mount Hor, Nu 347- s
),

which formed the northern limit of the land given
to Israel, to direct elevation followed by erosion,

by which the deep valleys and ravines have been
worn down through an original tableland in late
Tertiary and post-Tertiary times. The range of

Edom and Moab, stretching from the Gulf of

'Akabah to the shore of the Dead Sea, is doubtless
originally due to the elevation of the Arabian
tableland from the bed of the ocean along one or

more lines of fracture (or ‘fault
5

) in the crust of

the earth, but has subsequently been carved out
into many distinct summits by river erosion at a
period when the rainfall was more abundant than at
present (see Arabah) ; and amongst these Mount
Hor {Jebel Haroun ), the scene of Aaron’s death, is

the most conspicuous example {Nu 2025,27).
3. By accumulation.—To this third class of

mountains nearly all those of modern volcanic
origin may be referred. During eruptions of
volcanoes, either upon the surface of the land or
upon the floor of the sea, molten lava is poured
forth in sheets or streams from the throat of the
crater in each case, together with solid blocks of

lava, showers of ashes, and lapilli, which spread
over the flanks of the mountain and adjoining
tracts, and ultimately rise in piled-up masses to

varying heights in the form of truncated cones or
domes. The most familiar examples are the groups
of Auvergne in Central France, and the isolated
Mounts of Vesuvius and Etna. The regions adjoin-
ing Eastern Palestine present numerous examples
of volcanic mountains. In the region east of the
Upper Jordan, called in the NT Trachonitis, hut
now known as the Jaul&n and Uaur&n, there are
several distinct volcanic cones rising above the
general surface of the country ;

* and still farther
eastwards, in the wild region of the Lejah, a
grand range of volcanic mountains dominates the
wide expanse of lava-fields of Baslian. Similar
features are to be observed in parts of Central
Arabia, and were little known until brought to
our knowledge by a recent traveller,f Here, not
far from the cities of Mecca and Medina, a group
of volcanic mountains rises above the expanse of
the Arabian Desert, from which lava-floes descend
to the plain. In all these districts of Arabia
volcanic action has long been extinct; perhaps
even before the appearance of man.J
From the above account it will be seen that in

strictly Bible lands we have representatives of
mountain forms owing their origin to the various
modes of natural operations which in past ages
have diversified the surface of our globe.
A few special biblical references to mountains

may be noted. ‘Mountain of God 5
(ovftg in) in

Ps 6816 is general

=

a God's mountain
, indicating

greatness or majesty. On the other hand, Sinai
or Horeb is called ‘the mountain of God 5

in a
special sense (Ex 4s7 18® 2413

, I K IQ8 ; cf. mrr* in in
Nu HP). The ‘mount of congregation 5 (EV

;

better, 4 mountain of meeting or assembly, iyiD in)

in Is 14IS refers to the dwelling-place of the gods,
which the Babylonians located in the far north.
See Congregation in vol. L p. 466b. Mountains
are frequently alluded to in connexion with theo-

f
banies ; they melt at the presence of J", Jg 55,

's 97® etc. ; they are called on to cover the guilty
from His face, Hos 108, Lk 2330

|| ; they leap in
praise of J", Ps 1144*®; they are called on to wit-
ness His dealings with His people, Mic 6- etc. etc.
Mountains were resorted to as hiding-places in
time of war, Jg 62, Mt 24u 1 ; they were hunting-
grounds, I S 2620 ; grazing-places for cattle, Ps 50**

* G. Schumacher, * The Jaul&n/ PEFSty 1866-1888.
tO. M. Doughty, Arabia Deserta, 2 vote. (1888).
t age of these volcanic eruptions Is discussed In th«

present writer’s ‘Physical Geology of Arabia Petraa and Bates
fine,’ JPEFMem. p. 98 (1886).
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etc.
;
places of illicit worship, Is 85% Ezk 61S

; beacon
stations. Is SO17

; lurking-places for ambuscade,
Jg 92S* S6

. Mountains are typical of difficulties.

Zee 47. Their removal is spoken of bv our Lord as
a type of what is possible to strong faith, Mt 17s0 ][.

E. Hull.
MOURNING (?3K ‘ mourn

’ %
4 sigh or groan 1

;

nro ‘lament *; isr ‘wail* (KOTrerScu)
; 6pt]vdp, -revdew)

in Scripture is sometimes attributed in a figurative
sense to Nature,—the withering of the pastures
beneath and the blackening of the sky above, the
wasting of the fruit-trees, and the destruction of the
beasts of the field, of the fowl of the air, of the fish

of the sea, being at once the effects of God’s judg-
ments upon her for man’s sin and the manifestations
of her sorrow and grief as the sharer of his punish-
ment and misery (Jer 4s8, Hos 43, J1 l

1®*12
). In a

like figurative sense it is attributed to nations,

and especially to Israel, as when the prophet
(Ji I s) summons the daughter of Zion to repent-
ance, and bids her ‘lament like a virgin girded
with sackcloth for the husband of her youth 5

; or
when, in a time of famine, Judah is said to mourn
(Jer 14?), and the people assembled at the gates
are in deep mourning, and sit humbly on the
ground ; or when, again, it is predicted (Zee Ifl

10”14
)

that, in the day of the outpouring of the Spirit of
grace and supplication upon the house of David
and the inhabitants of Jerusalem, 4 they shall look
unto me whom they have pierced, and tliev shall

mourn for him as one moumeth for his only son,
and shall be in bitterness for him as one that is in

bitterness for Ms first-born * (BY). With a moral
connotation, too, expressive of sorrow for sin, or
distress for the miseries of the nation, it is

ascribed to individuals, as to Daniel (10s), to
Ezra (IQ6), and to Nehemiah (I4), while Ahab in

penitential mourning rends his clothes and puts
sackcloth upon his flesh, and fasts like a man

j

sorrowing for the dead (I K 2X27).
Mourning in the literal sense, as the expression

of sorrow for the dead, appears in Scripture not
only with all its ordinary natural manifestations,
but also with the large body of conventional and
formulated grief which usage had gathered round
it among the Israelites as among other Oriental
peoples. However ready to submit to the will of

God without murmur or complaint, the Oriental
is demonstrative in the social and public manifesta-
tions of his sorrow, and has reduced the expression
of his grief for the dead to a system which tends
to crush out natural feeling. In Jer 18s

*8 and Ezk
24i6* 17 together there 3s a fairly complete list of

the mourning customs of Israel.

Weeping is the most general and most strongly
marked expression of pain or mental emotion, and
is the primary and, indeed, universal expression
of mourning for the dead. This, like other mani-
festations of deep emotion, is more under control
among civilized than uncivilized peoples, and more
restrained among the staid and unimpassioned
people of the West than the lively and excitable
children of the East. * Englishmen,’ says Darwin
{The Expression of the Emotions, p. 155),

4 rarely
cry except under the pressure of the acutest grief.’
4 Egyptian funerals,’ says Maspero {The Struggle
of the Nation®, p. 511),—and nis description of
Egyptian mourning finds frequent parallels among
the Hebrews,

—

4 were not like those to which we
are accustomed,—mute ceremonies, in which sorrow
is barely expressed by a furtive tear : noise, sob-

bings, and wild gestures were their necessary con-
comitants. Not only was it customary to hire

weeping women, who tore their hair, filled the air

with their lamentations, and simulated by skilful

actions the depths of despair, but the relatives and
friends themselves did not shrink from making an
outward show of their grief, nor from disturbing

the equanimity of the passers-by by the immoderate
expressions of their sorrow.

5 Df weeping for the
dead the books of the Old and New Testament are

full. It was considered unnatural not to weep for

the dead. 4 Weep for the dead,
5 says the Son of

Sirach, 4 so as not to be evil spoken of
5
(Sir 3817

).

Whatever the position of woman in the ancient
Hebrew cult, there is evidence that mourning was
performed both for women and by women. In
proof that women were mourned for, we have the
notices recorded in Genesis of the care and interest

taken by the patriarchs in the burial of their

wives. Isaac was comforted after his mothers
death {Gn 24w)

;

and grief for a mother was always
bitter (Ps 3514

). We Save also Barzillai’s words to

David, 4 Let thy servant, I pray thee, be buried in

the grave of mv father and mother ’ (2 S 19s7 ). In
NT times we have the case of Dorcas, around
whose remains, in the short interval before inter-

ment. all the widows for whom she had done so

much stood weeping (Ac 9®). Abraham, as we
have noted, wept for Sarah (Gn 232) ; Jacob when
deceived by the report of Joseph’s death (37

s
)

;

Joseph for his father (50
1
) ; the camp of Israel for

Moses (Dt 34s
) ; David and his men for Saul and

Jonathan (2 Si 22
); David at the grave of Abner,

for the child of Bathsheba, for Amnon, for Absalom
(3

s2 1222 13s® IB23) ; the mothers of Bethlehem for

their murdered innocents (Mt 218
) ; Jesus at the

grave of Lazarus (Jn 1123
% where His weeping

was restrained and 3ilent (ISdxpvcre), and over the
coming doom of Jerusalem (Lk 1941

), where He
wept aloud {&Xawre). Wailing is sometimes added
to weeping, to express a deeper intensity of grief, *

as in tne case of the mourners gathered in the
j

death-chamber of Jairns
1

daughter (Mk 53S* ®). I

Wailing like the jackal®, and mourning as the
j

ostriches (Mic Is), is expressive of the bitterest
j

sorrow ; and groaning like the bear, the dove, or
the crane (Is 3814 5011

), of a grief more restrained.

Exclamations of grief were common along with
wailing (Jer 2218

, Am 5 :% 1 K 1330). Vociferous
grief, as Maspero points out above, was specially

characteristic of the Egyptians. It was heard as

a great cry in Egypt that night when all the first-

born were stricken (Ex 12% and it no doubt
entered into the 4 grievous mourning 5 which the
Egyptians made for Jacob as they escorted the
remains of the patriarch to his last resting-place

in the cave of Mackpelah (Gn 5G11
). Of such

mourning a striking illustration is given (Ball,

Lightfrom the Ea$t,x>. 119) from a wall-painting in

an Egyptian tomb. In the funeral procession here
represented, a master of the ceremonies, followed

by eight women, precedes, and four men with
long staff's follow the slrrine ;

4
all making gestures

of mourning by beating their breasts and their 1

mouths while wailing (the interrupted sound has a
peculiarly melancholy effect), or by throwing dust
on the head.

5

The excitable Eastern temperament, however,
was not content with weeping and wailing and
exclamations of grief- Beating the breast (Is 3222

,

but text dubious) was one of the commonest forms
of lamentation. Beating the breast and the mouth,
as we have just seen, was a feature of the mourn-
ing of the early Egyptians. The bewailing which
accompanied the weeping for the daughter of

Jairns (kkrow) probably included the beating
of the breast (Lk S32

), and so also the lamentation
(Kowerfa) made by devout men for Stephen (Ac 82 ).
Of Joseph it is recorded that he fell upon his dead
father’s face and kissed him (Gn 502

), although this

is a solitary instance in Scriptum See art. Kiss.
Tamar is represented (2 S IS1

®} as laying her hand
upon her head and going her way, crying as she
went. To tear the hair and the beard (Ezr 9®), to

: rend the clothes and put <m sackcloth and filthy
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j

garments (2 S 331 * *>, Est 43 ), to sit among the ashes

j
(Job 2s

), and to sprinkle earth or dust or ashes upon

j

the head (2 S 13®, Rev IS19), were actions in which

j

sorrow and grief more or less naturally or con-

i ventionaily expressed themselves. To go bent as

!
under a load (Ps 3514 386* 7

), to go barefoot and
I bareheaded and to cover the lips (Ezk 241®* 17

,
Mie

i 37 ), were less demonstrative tokens of mourning.
1 Mutilation of nose, brow, ears

,
hands is mentioned

by Herodotus (iv. 17) as being practised by the
! Scythians in token of mourning for a departed

king. Such mutilation was forbidden by the law

!
of Moses (Lv 1938, Dt 141

), although we read of

;
making bald the hair and cutting off the beard

1 (Is lo2 ), and even of lacerating the body, as a sign

j
of vexation and grief (Jer 415). Among the Arabs

i it was customary in mourning, especially for the

: women, both to scratch their faces till the Hood
j flowed and to shave off the hair ; and it looks as if,

1
in spite of the Deuteronomic prohibitions, similar

j

practices had come into vogue among the Israelites

(Driver, Deuteronomy, p. 136).

! Fasting, more or less strict, seems to have been
1 an invariable accompaniment of mourning, and

j

mourners denied themselves recreation and other
' enjoyments. When it is said that the men of

J

Jabesh-gilead fasted seven days in grief for the

\

death of Saul and Jonathan (IS 31 1S
), we must

* suppose the fast to have been less strict than
usual among Orientals, and that some food was

-

1 allowed to the mourning people. From the

|

Talmud (Baba Bathra , 16a) we learn that lentils

;

were allowed during the period of mourning. It

was customary for friends and neighbours after

;

an interval to come and comfort the mourners
and urge food upon them (2 S 121®* 17

), and food
was also distributed at funerals (Jer 147 RV, Ezk
2417

, Hos 9*}, especially to the poor (? Job 417).

4 The bread of mourners,’ the bread partaken of

by the nearest relatives of the deceased during the
period of mourning, was accounted ceremonially
unclean and defiling (Hos O4

}. It has been dis-

cussed whether this mourners’ meal of the days
of the prophets -was not in some way connected
with a funeral feast. The subject is obscure, but
in Dt (2614) the Israelite, speaking of the tithe,

is represented as saying, ‘I have not eaten
thereof in my mourning, neither have I put
away thereof, being unclean, nor given thereof
for the dmdJ If we adopt the rendering * for the
dead/ the pas-sage may be taken as pointing to
the custom for the friends of the deceased to
testify their sympathy with the mourning rela-
tives by sending bread or other food for their
refreshment, as we have just observed. If we
render ‘to the dead/ the passage would rather
point to the widespread custom of placing food in
the grave with the dead—a custom common among
the Egyptians, and found among the later Jews
in ‘the messes of meat laid upon a grave’ (Sir
SO28). See the subject discussed m Driver,
Deuteronomy, pp. 291, 292. That funeral feasts
became an institution of later Judaism is dear, for
Josephus {BJ u. hi) records that the custom of
giving funeral feasts ‘is an occasion of poverty to
many of the Jews, because they are forced to feast
the multitude, for if any one omits it he is not
esteemed a holy man.* To this day it is a custom
among the Jews to dispense alms with a liberal
hand during the week of mourning in honour of
the departed.
In a time of mourning It was a good custom to

Mid messages of condolence to the bereaved (2 8
IQ1**)

; and friends were wont to gather to com-
fort them in their sorrow (Jn ll2*)—& custom
which prevails to this day in Syria in the bands of
mourners who assemble from neighbouring villages
to join in the lamentations. Funeral orations

were common in later times. Elegies, as we learn
from Scripture, were composed to be sung for the
dead. David composed his well-known elegy to

honour the memory of Saul and Jonathan (2 § l17),

and another for the gallant Abner (2 S 3s8). Such
an elegy was composed by Jeremiah for king
Josiah, and the ‘singing men and women’ sang
dirges for him, continued, as it would appear,
through a course of years (2 Ch 3S25

). Of this

character were the Lamentations of Jeremiah,
called in the Talmud and elsewhere by the vexy
name (rm*p), * elegies/ ‘dirges/ full of the bitterness

of grief, as they were, for Jerusalem destroyed by
the Chaldeans. See Lamentations (Book of),

and, on the rhythm of such Jandth
,
Poetey. When

a young person dies unmarried, modem Syrians
make the funeral lamentation more pathetic by first

going through some forms of a wedding ceremony.
The chief mourners naturally were the relatives

of the deceased,—-husband (Gn 232
), widow (Job 2715

),

father and mother (Mk 5s8* brother (Lk 7®),

sons (Gn 25s et passim). Among the well-to-do it

was common to hire professional mourners. They
accompanied Hie dead body to the grave, moving
onwards with formal music (cf. Mt 9s3), and singing
dirges to the dead. They were both men andwomen.
We have already noted the presence of both in
Egyptian funeral processions, and, as has been
just observed, they were ‘ singing men and women ’

that lamented Josiah. It is men skilful in lamenta-
tion whom Amos (5

16
) summons to pronounce a

dirge over the moral ruin of their country. It is

men that are spoken of in Ecclesiastes (12®) as the
wailers that go about the streets. It was male
flute-players thatwere present lamenting the death
of Jairus

5 daughter (Mt Q23). On the other hand,
it is the women whose profession it was (rmppo) to
attend at funerals, and by their skilled lamentations
to aid the real mournersm giving vent to their grief,

whom Jeremiah has in view when he says, ‘ Call
for the women who chant dirges, and send for

cunning (Heb. ‘ wise ’) women that they may come’
(Jer 917

). They are still required for such service,

and are skilful in interweaving family references
and in improvising poetry in praise of the departed.
These professional mourning women are met with
both in ancient and modem Arabia (Trumbull’s
Studies in Oriental Life, p. 153 ff.) ; and Maspero
{Dawn of Civilisation, p. 684) mentions that among
the ancient Chaldaeans old women performed the
office of mourners, washing the dead body, per-
fuming it, and clothing it in its best apparel.

The period of mourning for the dead is variously
given. The ordinary time, however, as we have
already noticed, was seven days. All that was in
a house or tent along with a dead body was unclean
for seven days, and the bread which the mourners
ate was, as we have seen, defiled. The period of
mourning prescribed by Jewish authorities for a
parent is a year. Of this time the first thirty days
are considered the most important, and of these,

again, the first seven are most stringently observed.
The first seven days after a death are known as
the Shiva, during which the mourners, as has
already been indicated, are not permitted to cook
anything for their own use, and are required to
avoid all forms of amusement and recreation, not
even listening to music. On hearing of the falsely

reported death of Joseph, Jacob mourned for him
many days (Gn 37s4), and he himself in turn was
mourned by the Egyptians threescore and ten
days (Gn 50s), including, however, forty days of

Ms embalming. Herodotus (il 86, 88) tells ns that
the Egyptians bad seventy-two days of mourning
for the dead. Joseph’s own mourning for Ms
father is mod to have lasted seven days (Gn 60®).

The children of Israel wept for Moses In the plains
of Moab, as they had wept for Aaron when he died
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ttjxm Mt. Hor (Nu 2G29
, Bt 34s). Of Judith it is

said. (Jth 1624
) that the house of Israel mourned for

her seven days. 4 Seven days,
5

says the Son of Sirach
(Sir 2212

),
‘ are the days of mourning for the dead ;

but for a fool and an ungodly man, all the days of
his life.

5 The prescribed period of mourning for a
father and mother expires on the eve of the first

anniversary of the death. The anniversary itself

is invariably observed with strict solemnity by the
Jews. It is said that hundreds of Israelites who
profess none of the orthodox beliefs of Judaism,
and recognize none of its ceremonial laws as bind-
ing upon them, yet keep this anniversary, attend-
ing the synagogue for the only time in the year,
and distributing money among their poor* and
afflicted co-religionists. The scriptural instance
of commemorating the dead on the anniversary of
their death is that of the daughters of Israel who
went yearly to lament the daughter of Jephthah
the Gileadite, and kept up the celebration four
days (Jg II40

).
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MOUSE (-p5%'akbar, ptw, mm).
—‘The mice that

mar the land,”
5

of which the Philistines made golden
images (1 S 64* 5

), were probably the short-tailed

field mice, or ‘voles/ Arvicola arvalis
,
Desm.

,

which are universal in Palestine. The kind of
mouse that was eaten (Is 6617

) may be the hamster,
Cricetus phemis, Pall., which is edible. The mouse
forbidden as food (Lv ll29) is probably a generic

or family name. See, further, Dillm. on Lv ll29

and W. E. Smith, BS1 275. Tristram found 25
species of rats and mice, six of sand rats, three
of jerboas, and four of dormice, in Pal. and Syria.

Immense numbers of the warrens of these rodents
are found even in the deserts. Their food is pro-

vided for them by the vast number of bulbs and
conns of crocus, iris, squill, asphodel, cyclamen,
erodium, etc.

On the question whether the mouse was anciently
used as a symbol of pestilence, see J. Meinhola,
Die Jesajaerzaldungen, p. 34C G. E. Post.

MOUTH (n§ the commonest term, also io
‘ palate/

‘roof of mouth 5

; Aram, ds Dn 4s1+5 t. in Bn;
LXX and MT arbpta).—ns peh, the ordinary Heb.
word for * month, 5 means also 4 language,

5 * comer/
‘ edge/ 4 skirt/ and any opening such as of a well

Gn 29s, sack Gn 42s7, the earth Mu 163®, a cave Jos
1022, grave Ps 14I7. m hek, 4 palate/ is used where
the reference is to the sense of taste or to the
interior of the mouth, as when the tongue cleaves

to the roof of the mouth, Job I2U 2D32, Ps 137s,
Ca 7®, but in Hos 81 this is the word that is used in

connexion with the blowing of the trumpet.
The way in which the Bible constantly uses the

organ of speech in the sense of ‘language 5
is a

conspicuous instance of its employment of the
concrete for the abstract. Thus enforced silence is

the laying of the hand upon the mouth, Jg IS13,
Job 29® 404, Mic 7M, Tit 1“ (see Lip). Bo freedom
of speech is the enlarged mouth, 1 S 21, Ps 3521

,

Is 574,
Eph 61®. Similarly, to receive a message or

be instructed as to what to say is to have words
put into the mouth, 2 S 14®, Jer 1®. Humiliation
is the mouth laid in the dust. La 3s®.

In this figurative usage Urn final form is personi-

fication where the mourn is regarded as an inde-

pendent agent, with feelings, purposes, and actions
j

of its own. Thus it has free-will offerings to give
Ps 119108

, God is asked to set a watch before it

Ps 141s, it selects its food Pr 1514, uses a rod Pr 14*,

and has a sword Eev 19la
. Such a familiar use of

personification with regard to the lips, mouth, and
voice would have an influence on the Jewish
mind in the discussion of such subjects as £ The
angel of the Lord 5 and ‘ The voice of the Lord 9

(baih’bjl), and would prepare the mind to appre-
hend the meaning of the word madeJiesk. See art.

Logos. G. M. Mackie.

MOWING.—See Agriculture.

MOZA —1. Son of Caleb by his concubine
Ephah, 1 Ch 2^ (B s

Iw<rdy, A ’Itoad). 2. A descend-
ant of Saul, 1 Ch 8s6* 37 (Mawd) 9*®* 43 (B Mauud, A
Maud, Luc. Manrd).

MOZAH (nybp with art. ; B f

A/rw/ctJ, A *Aptwrd).

—

A town of Benjamin, mentioned next to Chephirah,
Jos IS28. A possible site is the ruin Beit Mizzeh,

close to Kulonieh (i.e. Coionm), west of Jerusalem.
The Heb. Tsade becomes the Arabic Zain in some

|

cases. The modem name means ‘house of hard
stone/ There is a good spring at this site. (See

SWF vol. ill sheet xvii ; Buhl, GAP 167

;

Guerin, Judie, L 2621). 0. R. Colder.

MUCH is used in AY with more freedom than
we now permit. It is quite common, for example,
with collective nouns. These are nearly always
either * cattle/ as Ex 12s8 ‘ And a mixed multitude
went up also with them ; and flocks, and herds,

even very much cattle
5

; or ‘ people/ as Mu 20s®

* Edom came out against him with much people.
5

But we also find 4 much goods/ Lk 121
®, and ‘ much

alms,
5 Ac 10®. Cf. Rhemlsh NT, Lk 10* 4 The har-

vest truely is much, but the workemen few/
Again, 1 much 5

is an adv. and qualifies an adj. in
Philem 8 ‘ Though I might be much bold in Christ 5

{irdhXfyp 4v JLpurrij* Trapm&iav &xw*)t EY ‘ Though I
i

have all boldness in Christ/ Gf. Pxef. to Pr. Bk.
‘ Here you have an order for prayer . . . much
agreeable to the mind and purpose of the Fathers. 5

So Cranmer in Pref. to Great Bible, * Concerning
two sundry sortes of people it seemeth much
necessarie that some thyng be sayde in the entrie

of thys booke by way of a Preface or Prologue 5

;

and BdalTs Erasmus* Paraphrase , foL xxxiv. ‘This

disease [leprosy] emong the Jewes was counted
muche abhominable, and is thought to be suche,

that no Physician can heaJe it.
5

In the Pref. to AY ‘ much 5
occurs in the sense

of ‘ nearly/ ‘ Much about that time.
5 The word is

often so used by Shaks., as Meas. for Mem. m. ii
242— ‘ Much upon this riddle runs the wisdom of

the world/ and IV. L 17—® Much upon this time 1

have I promised here to meet. 5
J. HASTINGS.

MUFFLERS.—This term occurs only once in the
Bible, as tra in Is 3M (EY) of n&si rialM, in the
midst of a list of articles of female attire and
adornment. The LXX, which, however, does not
apparently include all the items enumerated in the
Heb. text, perhaps tar. by rh> K&rpw -rod srpoinhrov

air&v ; Vulg. has mitras. It is generally agreed
that some kind of veil is intended (so Siegtried-

Stade, Bilim., Del., Guthe [in Kautzsch5

s AT,
‘Kopfschleier

5
]). Belitzsch derive rifryi from a

root [>in], Aram. Vsn *to be loose or flaccid/ ‘to

hang down or hang over loosely/ and pronounces
the veil spoken of to be more costly and of better

quality than the ordinary one worn by maidens,
which is called TO*. Billmann compares the Arab.
ra

x

l (see also Mishna, Zabim, vL 6, where n&jn is

applied to the veils worn by Arab women), and I
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describes the veil in question as consisting of two
pieces, one starting above the eyes and thrown
back over the head and neck, the other beginning
below the eyes and falling down over the breast.
See, also, art. Dress in voL L p. 627b.

J. A. Selbie.
MULBERRY TREES Mka'im, k\av9p6r,

dmm, pijri).—1. The Heb. word is the name of a tree

12 S 5s* 24= 1 Ch 1414- M), to the identity of which we
have no cine. From a confusion with the root n??
bdkdh, ‘to weep/ ®o;n pry ‘the valley of Baca 9

(Ps^S#) has been often tr4 ‘ the valley of weeping/
Neither of the LXX renderings supports the claim
of the mulberry

, kkavdfubv signifying ‘a place of
mourning/ and aviot ‘pear trees/ The tree is

supposed by different writers to have been the
balsam tree {so Oxf. Heb. Lex.), the poplar (Arab.
shajaret el-boh, ‘the bed-bug tree

5

), and the pear.

Abu el-Fudii mentions a tree, with an Arab, name
similar to bekaim, which has been identified with
AmyrU or Balsamodendron . But this tree grows
only in tropical countries, and could never have
nourished in the Plain of Rephaim. There is no
support to the tr11 ‘mulberry 5 or ‘poplar/ We
must therefore be content to remain uncertain as
to the identity of bikalm

,
and it would perhaps

be best to transliterate it. See, further, Baca
(Valley of).

2. Although it is thus probable that the mul-
berry is not mentioned in the canonical books
of OT, the blood (juice) of the fruit of this tree
t uopop) is said to have been mingled with that of
the grape (I Mac 6s4 ), and shown to the elephants
of Antiochus Eupator, to enrage them and excite
them to war against the Jews.

3. The sycamine (Lk 176) is the ‘ black mulberry 5

1 ^see Sycamine). G. E. Post.

MULE.—Three Heb. words are tr4 ‘mule 5
in

A V. 1. r;*i refresh. This word {'which is really
a rare synonym of is tr4 only twice in Av
‘ mules 5

(Est 810* 14
, RV ‘ swift steeds

5

), once ‘ swift
beast

5

(Mic l 13
, RV ‘ swift steed

5

), and once ‘drome-
daries* (1 K 428, m. ‘mules 5 or ‘swift beasts/ RV
‘ swift steeds *). See Dromedary.

2. crs; yemim, This word occurs only once (Gn
36s4), and refers to something which Anah (wh.
see) found when feeding his father's asses in the
desert of Edom. Mules would not have been a
likely find in such a place. The LXX tr. it by
rhw ’la.adr, a proper name, showing that the signi-
fication was not understood. The Vulg. tr. it

aquas cadidm = RV ‘hot springs.
5 Such springs

exist at CaUiiriioe and elsewhere around the Dead
Sea.

^
Callirrhoe is called by the Arabs Jgam&mhn

Suleimdn— ‘ the hot springs of Solomon.’ The
springs below Urnm-geis (Gadara) are known as
Ar$ el~ffamma= ‘ land of hot springs.* Yimim
may be a dialectic modification of this local term.
The Arabs attach great medicinal value to such

! hot springs, and such a discovery would be eon-
stdered well worthy of record.

3. peredh, 6 iydovos, mulus. This is the
common word for ‘mule 5

in both AV and RV.
It occurs once in the feminine nr^pirddh, h bfdovos,
mula {IK Is3* *• u

). Mules were forbidden (but
see below) in the Levitical law (Lv 19M) ; but this,

like many minor provisions of the law, was not
in force in the era of the Mugs. David seems to
have been the first to ride one, as also to introduce
the horse (2 S 84}, contrary to the previous practice
of the |>eople, and the sentiment reflected in the
prohibition of Dt 173® (where see Driver’s note).
Mule# became common during David’s reign, and

1 were ridden by his sons (2 S 13s). Absalom rode
a mule in war (2 S 18®). Solomon rede one when
he was proclaimed king (1 K Is®). He received
tribute in mule# (I K Mr5

)* The subsequent mon-

arehs kept them (18s). The Gentiles, ridmg on
mules, are to honour Israel (Is 66*°). The Phoe-

nicians imported them from Togarmah=Armenia
(Ezk 2714

). Mules are mentioned in Jth 1511

They are still used as riding animals by high
functionaries. The Governor-General of the pro-

vince of Beirfit often goes to the seraglio on his

spirited and sure-footed mule. The late Governor-
General of Lebanon, Rustem Pasha, had a very
fine riding mule, which he much preferred to a
horse. Mules were also used as beasts of burden
(1 Ch 1240 ,

2 K o17
). A good pack-mule brings a

much higher price than a pack-horse. He is longer-

lived, much surer of foot, and will carry a heavier

burden. In the later days of the Heb. State, the

law against mules (which may have been inter-

preted as forbidding the breeding but not the use
;

see Dillm. on Lv 1919) seems to have been quite

disregarded, as so strict a legalist as Ezra allowed
his returning people to bring 245 of them from
Babylon (Ezr 2* ; see Ryle’s note). They are now
universally used in Bible lands. G. E. Post.

MUNITION is used in AV in the orig. sense of

the Lat. munitio (from munio,
to fortify ), a fortified

place of defence, a stronghold or entrenchment.
The places are Is 297 ‘all that fight against her and
her munition’ (npisa, RV ‘her stronghold/ which
is Coverdale’s word) ; 3316 ‘ his place of defence
shall be the munitions of rocks ’ (so RV, Heb. rrn>*n

DTto) ; Nall 21 ‘ keep the munition 5
(so RV, Heb.

.TTjsa T5j, Amer. RV ‘ fortress ’)
; 1 Mac 1410 ‘ He

provided victuals for the cities and set in them
all manner of munition’ (iragev auras iv o-Keijeaiv

oxvp&reus ;
RV ‘ furnished them with all manner

of munition/ RVm ‘ Gr. implements of munition ’):

also marg. of Dn n15* 88* 89
. Cf. South, viii. ser. 5,

‘ No defence or munition can keep out a judgment,
when commissioned by God to enter.’ This mean-
ing of the word is retained in AV from the Geneva
Version ; in 1611 the commoner meaning was that
of the Fr. munition, i.e. military stores, provision

for an army or fortress. Thus Shaks., K. John,

Y. ii. 98—
* What penny hath Rome borne.

What men provided, what munition sent,

To underprop this action ?
’

J. Hastings.

MUPPIM (c'bd).—A son of Benjamin, Gn 4621

(yLafupelv), called in 1 Ch 7
12* 15 2616 Shuppim (crsir),

in Nu 26s9 Shephupham, and in 1 Ch 8s Shephu-
phan. The proper form of the name can hardly
be determined. Bee Ball and Kittei (on Gn and
Ch in SBOT) and Dillm. on Nu 26s9. See, further,
separate articles on the above variant forms.

MURDER.—See Crimes and Punishments, voL
L p. 522*.

MURRAIN.—See Plagues.

MUSH! in 1 Ch 64 to).—

A

son of Merari,
Ex 6IS (’Qfiowel), Nu 320, 1 Ch 6*9 [Heb. 4

] (B *0fwwd,
A ’0fJLomi), 647 [Heb. (B MexreL, A ’OfiowL), 2321 (B :

3
Qfwvtrdf A Mouri) 23 (B Mowel, A Movcrl) 24s6 (B

’Ojjtufmelf A Mowed) 89 (B 'Moovcret, A Mowr£). The
patronymic Mushites (Win) occurs in Nu 3s8 26s8

(B 6 Mcwe£, A o

MUSIC.—
i. Occasions when used.

ii. Nature of Hebrew music.
ill. Musical instruments.

X. Stringed ; (a) the tinner ; (6) fee nebel fee taros
gittith, 'alamath, n&tnotk ; (c) fee stringed in-

struments named in Dn.
2. Wind : (o) fee baM or flute 2—fee terms nedeeb and

nSitltih ; (b) the *1^06 ; (e) fee mashrokiihd ; (d)

fee |fmpmnm ; (e) fee shophdr or fceren, th«
horn ; (/) fee haz§z&rah or trumpet.
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8. Percussion : (a) the toph or tahret ; (&) the mMZ- are informed that from that time divine sendee

(S^e^^S/S.
cymbals

;

<c> the ndktfaittro; was regnlarly performed as instituted by David,

Literature. the people contributing the necessary support for f

.
the singers.

i. Occasions when used.—The most cursory ii. Nature of Hebrew Music.— We know
glance at the books of the OT shows the devotion nothing whatever of the nature of the music per
of the Hebrews to the art of music. It is unlikely formed "by these singers and players. What
that it was so predominantly a sacred art as would ancient instruments have been preserved have
at first sight appear from the Bible. The sacred

j
either been too frail to admit of being handled

,

writers look at everything more or less from a j or have refused to emit any sound. Besides, even
religious point of view ; but we have quite suffi-

j
if we could reproduce the ancient harps and flutes,

cient evidence that music was loved by all classes etc., we should require to know the method of
of the people, and was practised in the home and blowing or of tuning them. Nor can we learn
in the fields. The favourite instruments had been anything from the music still performed in the
invented long before the institution of the national

; synagogues. It is possible that the trumpet-cal

b

religion and its ceremonies (Gn 421
) ; Laban the now in use originated at an early date, but that

Syrian was aggrieved that Jacob had stolen away does not take us far. The hymn-tunes are eer-
without the usual song of leave-taking /Gn 3127) ; tainly comparatively modern, and their eomposi-
and Job (21 1S

) refers to the performance of music as tion shows traces of the country and period in
a common feature in an unsophisticated prosper- which they have originated. Of a musical nota-
ous life (cf. Nu2117

). In the headings of some of the tion there is no trace. Much ingenuity has been
psalms we have probably traces of popular secular i lavished on the attempt to interpret the accents
songs: thus Ps 45 is to be sung to the tune of 4 The i from a musical point of view. It has been sug-
Lilies/ 60 to that of the 4 Lily of the Testimony,*

j
gested that they were signs of musical phrases, or

etc. We have references also to vintage songs
j

that they were even a kind of figured bass
;
but

(Is 65s
; cf. title of Ps 57. 58. 59. 75}, which

j

these are only far-fetched guesses. USTot only were
would not always be as sacred as Isaiah’s (Is 5), \

they of late origin, but their purpose was wholly
and to music performed at feasts (Am 6s), and \ different. They are guides to the proper recitation

|

at processions (1 S !86). Wherever there was a I or cantillation of the test. Even to this extent
j

dance, or wherever two or three joined together in
j

they do not furnish any reliable information as to
jsome common occupation, the movement would

j
ancient usage : meant to preserve tradition, they

|

suggest rhythm, and rhythm melody. Dancing
|
are themselves subject to tradition, and are inter-

j

and music emerged spontaneously, and were prae-
J
preted differently in different synagogues.

j

tised together under ail sorts of conditions. The
j

Under the circumstances, it is po>rible to form
j

Jcindh or wailing song was also familiar to the
j

only a very general and vague idea of the character
j

Hebrews. See LAMENTATIONS (Book: of).
j

of Hebrew music. It was evidently of a strident
j

But the consecration of music to the service of < and noisy character. The melody was apparently
'

{

religion led to its being developed and cultivated often reduplicated in octaves. Harmony in our
f

with greater zeal and earnestness. Even if we sense of the term was almost certainly unknown,
\

cannot accept all the details in the statements of though it does not follow that the accompaniments
j

the historical books, at least as applying to the were wholly unbonon*. It is hardly possible to
’

dates to which they are referred, they are not conceive of players on harps and lyres not adding
j

altogether valueless. We may allow "for exag- something of the nature of a chord. They could
j

gerations in respect to figures, and we must not fail to discover that certain notes produced
|

transfer descriptions of the worship in the first a pleasing effect when played together or in
j

temple to that of the second, but the tradition arpeggios. The psalms snow by their eonstrue-
reveals the fact that sacred music was raised by tion that they were intended to be sung anti-

the Israelites to the dignity of an art, and was phonally,—in some cases (e.y. Ps 13. 20. 38 etc.) by
treated accordingly. two choirs, in others by a

1

choir and the congre-

It is in Chronicles that we have the fullest gallon, the part taken by the latter being limited
account of the musical arrangements in the to the singing of a simple constantly recurring
temple service. According to 1 Ch 15ls

'24
, David phrase or refrain (e.g. Ps 136. 118 1"4

}. The leaders
organized the Levitical chorus and orchestra, would possess the tradition of the music, and
Heman, Asaph, and Ethan (? Jeduthun) were ap- would impart it to the general body of the chorus.

i pointed chiefconductors (under the king himself), The psalms must have been chanted, but it is

giving the beat with their cymbals ; seven Levites most unlikely that the chants bore any resem-
! played on neheh moVy by, Le. of a high pitch (? ; see blance to what we understand by the term. Our

p. 460b), while six accompanied on Jdnndrs

,

whose irrational and exceedingly artificial method of

description is quite uncertain (mpDf.rfe, lit.
4on the rushing over any number of

^
syllables on a fixed

eighth *). The whole of the choristers and players note would hardly commend itself to a people to

were divided into 24 classes, and are said to have whom their sacred songs formed a living expres-

been 4000 in number, with 288 leaders. Even the sion of their deepest feelings. The elaborate

name of the director of the choral rehearsals is provision made for instructing the chorus suggests

f
iven. Although such minute details must be un- the existence of a system, 'which, along with a
istoricsl, one feature is probably correct for all certain uniformity, admitted of some flexibility

periods of the history, la. the large proportion in its application. We can quite well imagine a
of experts (qts?) compared with pupils chant which would allow of a greater number oi

The whoie of these forces were employed to add notes being used in the longer verses, and which
extraordinary impressiveness to the ceremonies at would vary slightly in character with the changing
the consecration of Solomon’s Temple (2 Ch o12

). sentiment of the text. In point of fact, however,
After idolatrous kings had occupied the throne, tills is wholly conjectural, and the vocal method

; Hezekiah and Josiah made it an important part of the Hebrews is a lost and unknown art.

of their task to restore 4 the instruments and songs iiL Musical Instruments.—We know a little

of David.* Among the exiles who returned from more about the instruments employed by the

Babylon, and took part in consecrating the Hebrews. It is true that the OT, while it con-

foundations of the second temple and the walls tains numerous references to them, gives us no 1

of Jems., were the descendants of the great
;

definite information as to their form or construe-
j

Levitical choristers (Neh 122*), and in w.45*^ we tion, and that this defect is not supplied by the 1
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existence on Jewish ground of any sculptures or
pictures, such as hare been found in Egypt or ;

Assyria, It is also true that the inferenees'drawii
from etymology, the translation of Heb. names

'

in the Greek versions, the statements of the
Church Fathers, and the records of ancient
nations, fall very far short of affording us
definite and precise information, and have given

j

rise to an endless diversity of opinion on almost
every detail. Yet in spite of this we can form a

|

general idea of the nature of a Jewish orchestra,
and of the construction of the instruments of

which it was composed. We consider them under
j

the usual division into String, Wind, and Per-
cussion Instruments.
L Stringed Instrument®,—Of these the Idnnor

and the nebel <RV ‘harp’ and ‘psaltery
5

)
are

the most important, and may be described as
the favourite national instruments. The kinnor
is indicated as having been the older, and is said
to have been invented by Jubal, the second son of

Lantech (Gn 42i
), It is the only stringed instru-

ment mentioned in the Hexateuch. The nebel
first occurs in IS 10s, where it is found among
the instruments played by the prophets who met
Saul.
There is now a general consensus of opinion

that these were species of the lute or lyre and the
harp, hut there is no agreement as to which was
which, and many scholars have given up the
attempt to distinguish between them, content-
ing themselves with describing the various instru-
ments to which the names may have been applied.
In any ease, even if we attempt to reach greater
precision, we must admit that we come very far
short of certainty, and that a considerable pro-
portion of our conclusions is more or less con-
jectural.

It is clear, however, that the Idnnor and the
nebel were not identical, and that the names were
not used indifferently for the same instrument.
They seem to be contused in one or two places in
the LXX (cf. Ps 149s

) ; but in the great majority
of instances "ms is rendered by saMpa or Ktvtipa, and

by ^aXriptoF, or v&fiXop. The few cases
in which they are identified can be satisfactorily
accounted for by supposing that the translators
were not musical experts, or felt that in the
particular passage the difference was trivial. But
the great mass of evidence shows that they were
different, and were known to be different.

Before trying to distinguish them, however, we
may note certain common features. They were
mainly, if not exclusively, used to accompany
vocal music. They were par excellence the tt
(Am 6®). They are said to have been the sole accom-
panying instruments in the temple service, though
this is doubtful. Their use was associated princi-
pally with joyful and exultant strains (the captives
hung up their Jdnnbrs in their time of dejection,
Ps 137®), but it is perhaps straining poetical lan-
guage unduly to confine it exclusively to those.

In 2 Ch SP it is said that the nebel and Idnnor
under Solomon were constructed of almug or
algum, a wood which it is impossible to identify
with any certainty, but which was at all events
very valuable and much sought after (see art.
Algum Tee.es, and Cheyne and Hommel in
Jfcqpos. Times, viii 470, 525). According to
Josephus {Ant. VHL iff. 8), the framework was
fitted with electrum, i.e. either a mixed metal or
amber, which in any case could have served only
for decorating the body of the instrument. The
strings (tr») were originally made of twisted grass
or plant-fibres, then of gut, and in later times of
rilk and met&L

(a) The Mrmor a mimetic word derived from
fee rustling sound of the strings) has been identl-

j

fied with a number of instruments ; the tanbur oi

j

tinbur, a kind of guitar ; the lute {al-ood), which
is closely allied to the guitar ; the trigon, a small,

easily portable triangular harp ; a large harp pro-

vided with 47 strings ; and the lyre. We can at

once delete several of these if wre remember the

hints given in the OT. The kinnor was portable ;

it was played during marches and processions, and
was hung upon the willows by the Babylonian
captives. It was therefore not a harp of the larger

sort. As against the view that it was a trigon
,
it

is urged that the latter could not have been the

|

favourite instrument of a people so musically

gifted as the Jews. It was small, and from its

construction weak in tone, and would have con-

trasted unfavourably with the larger and fuller-

toned harps and citterns which intercourse with

other nations had rendered familiar. The guitai

or lute, again, is open to several objections. It is

not known to have been current among Semitic

nations in early times. We have a representation

of one lute-shaped instrument in Nineveh ; it has
a small oval body and a very long neck, exactly

like those depicted in Egypt; out this one example,
most probably derived from Egypt, does not furnish

adequate support for the theory that the lute was
familiar to the Semitic peoples, and may therefore

have formed the model of the kinnor. Besides, it

is hardly conceivable that such a slim long-necked
instrument could have been easily portable, and a
favourite for processional music.

But the strongest evidence we have for the
nature of the kinnor is to be found in the LXX.
The translators, except in a very few cases, render
•rta? by Kid&pa, or by Kivipa, which is explained by
Greek writers as equivalent to jad&pa. Unless we
suppose that the LXX wrote in utter ignorance of

the shape of the kinnor,
this fact is decisive against

either the lute or the harp. It would have been
impossible for even the most careless or inexpert
writer to confound the lute with its long neck and
finger-board, or the harp, with the kithara or the
lyTe. It is probable that the kinnor presented
differences from the kithara, but it is unnatural

PLATTXG TEDS LYRS.

(Middle Empire),

to suppose that these should have been so great as
to make the rendering of the LXX wholly inappro-
priate.

Now numerous lyre-shaped instruments, i.e. in-

struments with resonance-body at the base, ride

arms of wood, and cross-bar at the top from which
the strings descend to the sound-box, or string*

holder resting on it, are found on the monuments
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A very ancient one is depicted in an Egyptian
tomb, and dates from the 12tli Dynasty. ItVepre- 1

seats a Semitic immigrant with an eight-cringed <

kithara ,
which lie holds in a horizontal position

under his right f.1 arm; he plucks the strings
j

with the lingers of the left hand, ’while he n>e& a
’

plectrum with the right. The body of tire in-

strument is really a quadrangular-shaped hoard
with the upper half cut out. There is aKo a
picture of a player on the kithara, acc< nnpanyiim
two harpists, in a grave at Thebes belonging to

the period between the 12th and ISth Dynasties.
Here, again, we have the ruder form characteristic

of the Semitic kithara. Later the kithara become-
quite common, and is more artistically (un&trueted.
It generally has a square, sometimes an urn-

shaped sound-box, from which rhe aims of various

design and thickness, bound together hy a wooden
cross-bar. These arms are often of different lengths,

and the cross-bar therefore slopes downwards, thu-
serving to give the strings their proper pitch. The
strings radiate from the sound-box in the form of

a fan, and vary in number from 3 to 12.
J

The kithara was, however, not properly an
j

Egyptian but an Asiatic instrument. We liave '«

already seen that the oldest known to be depicted
in Egypt was played by a Semitic immigrant.
The very earliest

* representation of a stringed
instrument is that discovered at Telloh in Southern :

Babylonia, It is of a large size, but the frame
{

shows a sound-body beneath, on which are set the
j

Khor-ahad. is remarkable for its rectangular form
and the exceptional tulne-i of it« >oimd-box.

The evidence of Jewish coins also points to the

similarity of the jUti/iGr to the kithara or lyre.

Tlie representations of Instruments found, on them

nn
Jewish Lvr.ES.

T ..

iMmm
1

I

HAEPE& AKD CHOIR

(«?. B.C. 300#).

two upright posts and the cross-bar of the lyre.

The number of the strings is great enough to

suggest that a ham was meant, but the model,

which is exceedingly rude, is that of the kithara.

Many specimenshave been also found at Kliorsabad,

Kouyunjik, and Nimrud, which strongly resemble

those of the immigrant Semites in Egypt. They
axe, however, more fully developed and have a
larger sound-box at the base. They differ in form

and in number of strings at the same period. A
twelve-stringed kithara, shown on a bas-relief at

are unmistakable. The strings are fixed in a
strong oval body resting on a kettle—Imped or

viLHi-hke sounding-box ; the frame is simple and
nearly square. The projecting arms are curved

and joined ley a cross-bar to which the strings,

vhiefi vaiy in number from 3 to 0, are fixed.

Tiie figures thus resemble the Greek lyre or

Jath’r'*. It is not likely, however, that they

4nqly depict foreign import nr ions, and that they

cannot therefore be relied npm as evidence for

the ancient kin a Or. Oriental conservation, was at

its strongest in matters affecting the cultus of the

Israelites, and though the kitiuur may hare l^een

modified in certain details, it is unlikely to have

been wholly sup} diluted. We may assume with

great probability that these coins represent Jewish

instrument.-, and in that case the biblical khiuGr.

We may then sum up, following "Weiss. The
ancient versions render Mamie by kitham: the

kit/mm was of Asiatic origin, was introduced by
Semites into Egypt, and was in common use In

Western Asia; arid the representations on Jewish

coins of the 2nd cent, before Christ clearly resemble

the Greek kithara . The view is therefore very

credible, that we should regard the ancient Heb.

kinwlr as a simple and primitive form of the

kithara,
(h) The nebd. If we suppose the kin ufee to have

]>een a lure, then it almost necessarily follows that

thencbciwas a harp. We can hardly imagine this

instrument, so familiar to all early nations, to have

been absent from the Jewish orchestra. Many
other suggestions have been made, mostly based

on the etymological meaning of the word 4 a
skin or bottle

5

). It has been identified with the

bagpipe, with some sort of wind instrument, and
with the lute, guitar, or mandoline ; but none of

these suppositions is satisfactory. The lute was
held to be supported by reference to the Egyptian

nfrt
which denotes a lute with two or three strings

and a very long neck; but the identification of nbl

with Tifr is now abandoned, and the lute, as has

liaen said, is not known to have been a popular

Semitic instrument. A somewhat more likely

supposition Is that the rnbel was a kind of dulcimer.

This instrument occurs in a monument of the time

of Assuxbampal (B.C. 668-626), on which is depicted

an Assyrian orchestra of 11 performers. Of these,

7 are harpists, 2 flautists, one drummer, and

one a dulcimer player. This dulcimer Is said by

some to have been the nebel, the chief reason being

that its Arabic name, mniir, is a corruption of the

Greek pmMerkm, which in turn is the equivalent of

the Heb. nablmi or nebeL But psaltermi was a
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i genera! name for several kinds of instruments,
' arid wa^ especially applied to every stringed in-

!
fetniment width played upon with the lingers

<’*• B.<*. «*»*

j
of l*otii hand--, in-tend of hy one hand and a

|

plevtrum held in the of her. Therefore t lie hireek
|
name for a harp was uKu jwilteriun. The Greek

i

t

1

PRIEST PL A YIN© HASP.
(Tomb of Earnaes in.).

translation does not, therefore, decide in favour of
the dulcimer, and the very fact that pbnltcrion
was a generic term would make it particularly
appropriate as a designation of the harp, which
varied so much in size and shape. That a corrup-
tion or derivative should he applied to a stringed
instrument of anotiier kind is quite intelligible.

The description of the nahla by Ovid {Ar$. Am. iii.

327), the statement by Josephus {Ant. VII. xii. 3)
that the mbel had 12 strings and was played with-
out plectrum, and, as we shall see, the distinction
drawn by the early Fathers between instruments
with a sound -body below and those having a
resonance-board above the strings, all point to
the harp.
The Egyptian monuments present us with a

great variety of harps. The earliest form shown
is very primitive ; it is in the shape of an archer’s

bow, possesses no sound-box, and has but a limited

number of strings. As early as the 5th Dynasty,
however, improvements began to be effected ; toe

upper part, to which the strings were affixed with

pegs, was broadened and developed into a sound-
body, and the frame began to be more or less ela-

borately ornamented. While playing, the musi-

: cian knelt, and the frame rested on his shoulder.

As time advanced, lmrps were still further
developed. The lower part of the frame was con-

verted into a sound- body, which was broadened
at the base so that it could rest on the ground
unsupported by the player. Some harps were
placed on a stool, or raised upon a stand or limb
attached to the lower part.

^
The players of these

large instruments stood during the performance.
While we cannot deny the possibility or even the
probability of the Hebrews having been familiar

with such harps, they were not the common or

popular nehrfs, which were easily portable.

>'ow, smaller portable haips did exist in Egypt
in a great variety of forms. One is bow-shaped
with a transverse string-holder ; a second has a
quadrangular flat-shaped sound-box pierced with
holes, while the strings are stretched from a string-

holder resting on the sounding-board to a post

rising at right angles from one end of the latter ;

and a third, ornamented with a bird's head, is

quite triangular, the uj night post being at once
string-holder and sound-box. Another instrument
is very common in Upper Egypt. It resembles a
mandoline, with the neck bending abruptly upwards
from the sound-body ; the strings, which are from
three to five in number, are not attached to the
body of the instrument itself, but to a string -

holder attached to its centre. At the upper end
of the neck are pins for stietching and tuning the
strings.

We might have regarded one or other of these
smaller harps as furnishing the model of the nchcl

EG\ PI .AN HARPS.

but for one fact. They all have the sound-box rt
their Iwise. But we ‘have alieady come to the
conclusion that the Linnor had Its resonance-body
1 teneath : and if we are to follow’ the description
given by the Fathers (Augustine on Ps 42, Jeiome

ASSYRIAN HARP.

on Ps 149s, Isidore Etym. Ill, xxii. 2), who dis-

tinguished between instruments with the sound-
body beneath and those possessing it above, we
must look for a harp that satisfies the latter

condition. And this we find, again among a
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Semitic people, in Assyria. On the bas-relief at
Kouynnjik there are seven of these harps. They
are portable, are triangular in shape, and are sup-
ported by a belt worn by the player. The reson-
ance-frame slopes upwards and forwards from the
layer and is pierced by holes, and the strings
eseend from it to a bridge or string-holder be-

neath which they fall The performer plays while
marching, using both hands without plectrum.
While, of course, certainty is out of the question,
this Assyrian harp seems to satisfy the requisite
conditions best, and is most likely to have been the
biblical nebel.

It^is highly probable that there were different
species of kinnors and nebels, but whether these
are designated in the OT or not is unknown. In
one case this is almost certain. The “nrj? of
Ps 33- and 1449, or simply -nr# Ps 023

, was in all

likelihood a ten-stringed harp.
The meaning of the word nva

(Gittith) in the
headings of Ps 8. 81. 84 is wholly obscure. The
LXX and Vulg. suggest the rendering 4 Song of the
vintage 1

; but it may be derived from Gath, and
may refer to a mode, or singers, or instruments
named after that town. Ewald nndersfcands it to
be 4 the March of the Gittite guard."
The meaning 4 Gittite instruments ’ is rendered

not improbable if we translate mrhzbz (1 Ch 1520

and 46 times in Ps) with Wellhauseh 4 on Elamite
instruments." This term is, however, more gener-
ally taken to mean 4 with women’s voice

5

(lit.
4 on

or acc. to damsels’; RY ‘set to’ % as name of a
tune, which is quite possible), Le. soprano, and to
refer to instruments of a higher pitch.

Nigtnoth (rram) has sometimes been taken to
denote a particular kind of instrument, but it is a
general term for string music. In Ps 6S23, we have

I contrasted with nu:i, i.e. the singers with the
players.

(c) This division of the orchestra is supplemented
by instruments which occur only in the Book of

Daniel (3
siL

). These are the pmntirm (jnejcf), the
kitharm (rjtrp), and the mbhekha (xrr?)*.

" The
psimterin *

is the Greek faXr^piop, and that is all

we know definitely about it. It has been identified

by some with the magadis, but this is itself only a
general term for an instrument (most commonly,
however, a lyre) which could be played in octaves

;

and with a dulcimer because of the retention of
the word in the Arabic mntir. But psanterin may
just as well have kept its original force, and have
denoted a harp played with both hands. There is

nothing to lead ns to identify it with the dulcimer
represented on Assyrian monuments. The Mtharisf
is the Greek taddpa.

The mbhekha% is the Greek <rapfMtcig But the
sambuca is itself a word of very varied import.
Stainer {Mm. of the Bible, p. 39) concludes that it

was a large and powerful harp of a rich quality of

tone, perhajjs similar to, if not identical with, the
great Egyptian harp. Weiss {Mm. Inst. p. 67) goes
to the opposite extreme, and holds that it was a
small trwm characterized by a high shrill tone,

and used to accompany female voices. Chappell
'Hist, ofMm, p. 255) summarizes the various mean-
ings given to the word in Greek writers : it was
either a trigon, a barbitos or many-stringed lyre, a
Igrophomix or Phoenician lyre, a Greek lyre, a
magadis, a pipe, a dulcimer, or a siege-ladder ; in

short, anything made of elder-wood. It was not,

however, a ‘ sackbut/ i.e. a trombone.
2. Wind Instruments.—(a) Of these the one in

most general use' was the flute or Mill (Ho)* It

has been denied that it was ever used to accompany

* In Dn B5* 10 15 the word is spelt in rJ

f Dn S*-7- 1®- w, KetMbh DTfp, JgerS Ehffi (mm T&rgimis).

t Baer reads

sacred song, but this is very doubtful. In I S 16®

and IK l40 it is played in descending from and
ascending to the High Place, and its tones accom-
panied the festal processions of pilgrims from the
country (Is 3fP), In the second temple it was
played before the altar on twelve days : the day of
lolling the first and that of killing the second
Passover, the first day of unleavened bread, Pente-
cost, and the eight days of the Feast of Tabernacles
[Erarhin in 3, Succah v. 1). While the singers
required to be Levites, other distinguished Israel-

ites might perform on the instruments. The flute

was also used at marriage feasts and funerals : in
the time of Christ, even the poorest were expected
to provide two flautists at a funeral.

Flute-like instruments date from the very earliest

times. Prom the first, two kinds are met with—the
long flute, played by blowing in one end and held
straight before the player, and the oblique flute,

played by blowing m a hole at the side. Both
these kinds are depicted on the Egyptian monu-
ments. Double flutes are also stovn in the
Egyptian and Assyrian monuments; they were
probably preferred as giving the performer a
greater range or compass. The material of which
flute* were made was at first the reed, then wood
of various kinds, and lastly bone and ivory.

;Wood-winds were of two kinds : those with anti

those without reeds or vibrating tongues. The
funner are represented by the oboe and clarinet,

the latter by the flute proper. From specimens
found in Pompeii and elsewhere it is known that
the Greeks were familiar with reed instruments,
especially those provided with a single tongue, and
therefore of the clarinet class. If we are to trust

the evidence of ancient myths (cf. legend of Apollo
and Marsyas), the Greeks owed this instrument to

the Phrygians, who may have acquired the double
flute from the Assyrians.
Whether the lidlil was a single or double flute,

or a flue or reed pipe, we do not know. It is certain

that the Hebrews had every opportunity of becom-
ing acquainted with all these kinds, but we have
no information on the subject. In any case, the
number of notes was limited to those produced by
stopping the holes with the fingers, as the keyed
flute is entirely a modem invention.

It has been held by some that nekeb (351 Ezk 28°
AY and RY 4 pipes ) designates the double Ante *,

but this is inconsistent with the context, and is

altogether erroneous. A. B. Davidson renders the
word 4 grooves.

5

Again, nihiloth (ri'b'rq) in the heading of Ps 5 Is

a term of very uncertain meaning.
(b) The 'ugab (a» or npj?) is a somewhat uncer-

tain term. The LXX renders the word variously,

Kidapa iGn 421
), fak/ufo (Job 211

*1 30s1 ), and Bpryeaws

(Ps 1504). It is not a general term for a musical
instrument (6pyaj*or), m we can see from the con-

text. Some writers think it to have been a syrinx
or Pan’s pipe, others a bagpipe. But we have
really no evidence in support of either view. If

22? means to blow in (which, it must be confessed,

is pure conjecture), then the noun would denote
wind instruments in general, and this gives a good
sense in all the above passages. Thus Jubal
(Gn 4S1) is the inventor of string and wind instru-

ments, and in Ps 150 minrdm and 'ugab represent

the same divisions of the orchestra.

(c) MashrokUM (xp'p’ny?) is another of the instru-

ments mentioned in Dn (3^ 7" M
). The name is

derived from a verb meaning to Mm, and is there-

fore applicable either to the oblique flute or Pan’s

pipe. Of course the hissing effect is more pro-

nounced in playing the syrinx, and it is most
probably the instrument meant.

I

{d) The symphmia top&o) is also mentioned^ in

Dn (3
5 * i§

) alone. The Greek (rupupuwa, from which
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thi- vt >2'sl is derived, did not originally denote an

I

in^miment, lint a concordant inteival. Tradition

applies it to tlie bagpipe. Originally the form of

tliis instrument may have "been developed from the

double flute, one of the pipes being shorter and
being used for the melody, while the longer fur-

I nbhed a droning ba>s accompaniment. We are

j

told by Atheinous (Lih. x. p. 439 1 that Antioch lit*

|

Eoiplianes used to dance to the sound of the <sy,n-

|
ptamln. To tliis day the Italians have a bagpipe

I called zmajtiiffjm or sauipwjnu, and a ch {fonts or

symphonic was an instrument of t le some class

u>ed in the Middle Ages. In Ibcue this instill-

ment was introduced in the time of the Empire
under the name of tibia vtricula sis or churns, and
soon became highly popular. Seneca {Ep. 76)^ D
indignant at the applause bestowed on a bagpipe

player.

it’} The Aon? hrf sh uplifts, pp h rai ; AV trumpet,

and so confused with hozozernh except where they

occur together, when nraVis rendered vurmtlsee
Driver, Joel mid Amos, p. 146]) originally consisted

of a rani's horn. It was afterwards sometimes made
of metal, but the actual rands horn was always re-

tained for certain purposes. It had a loud piercing

tone, was of limited compass, and was w holly un-

suited to concerted music. It was used to summon
the people to attention, and fop making signals.

The first mention of it in the QT is at the giving of

the law I Ex 19). Its blasts proclaimed the year of

Jubilee ?Lv 23tJ

). The 4 blowing *
( *, commanded

in Xu 29% was probably performed on the shophdr,

as it is still employed at that festival. It w*as al>o

blown at the £ea<c of the Xew Year and on fa**t-

days. In time of war the ahophor summoned and
assembled the army (Jg 327 and often), and the
prophet foretold that it should announce the recall

of the people from exile (Is 2713
).

UufcfikK SUOPBiR

The thijjthnr is retained in the sendee of the

modern synagogue : it is blown during the sendees

on New Years Day (except when that happens to

lie a Sabbath), at the conclusion of the Day of

Atonement, on the 7th day of the Feast of Taber-
nacles, and during the entire month of EM, after

the recital of the supplications. The modern
shophCtr is a real ram’s horn, curved at the end, but

j
otherwise straightened by heat,

j
{f) The trumpet or Mzozerah (rrakn) is the only

Heb. instrument of which we have an indubitably

TASKS OF SBIWBEIBAD AXB TOUMPITS.

(From Arch of Titus).

authentic representation. On the Arch of Titus
two specimens are depicted along with the golden
Table of Shewbread. Some little difficulty has

been caused by their not tallying peifectly with

the description given by Josephus {Ant. III. xii. 6).

He savs that the trumpet (asosra) was nearly a
yard long, a little wider than a flute, with a slight

expansion near the mouthpiece, to catch the

breath, and ending in a bell, just as in the war-

trumpets. This description corresponds with the

form of trumpet shown on a coin of the time of

the emperor Hadrian, which bears the inscrip-

tion csc"rr nnnb e Deliverance of Jemsalem. 3 The
instruments on the Arch of Titus, of w Inch we do
not see the mouthpiece, are very long, being sup-

ported by re^ts, and gradually swell out into a long

and not Very wide bell. See, further. Trumpet.
The Silver Trumpets are said to have been

made by Moses of beaten silver (Xu 102
} ; they

w ore blown by priests ;
and they belonged to the

Mtcied voxels. The nature and meaning of the

signals is indicated in Xu 102
" 10

.

3. Percussion IiistrunicnU.~-{n) The toph {'}n)or

tabret is first mentioned in On 31 J
%

.

The LXX
and other Greek versions render this word by
TvyLTTCLvav

;

in Arab, we have clut, in Spanish aduffa.
Tliis instrument was a small hand-drum. The duf
of the Arabs is made of a circle of light wood, over

the etlge of which is stretched a piece of goat-skin.

The wood is pierced with live openings, in which
thin metal discs are set, in order to give greater

effect to the drum-beat. The duf is about 10 in. in

diameter, and 2 in. in depth. It is usually played

by women to accompany their dances and pro-

cessions at weddings and public festivals.

The hand-drum is frequently represented both
in Egyptian and Assyrian monuments. Some-

AaSmiAX UAXD-DRm.

times w’e have an approach to the modern use
of the drum. In some cases it is attached to the

player by a belt fastened round his waist, while
his hands act as drumsticks. One form of this

instrument is slightly bulged, like a little barrel.

Perhaps the rudeness of the drawing alone accounts
for its somewhat square appearance.

The modem Egyptian tabls are of twro kinds.

The one is like our common military drum, but
not so deep ; it is hung obliquely. The other is

a kind of kettledrum, ot tin-copper, with a parch-

ment face ; it is generally about 16 in. in diameter,

and not more than 4 in depth in the centre, and is

beaten with two slender sticks.

{b} Cymbals are mentioned in the OT under two
names, m editedm (Cretan) and zdzelim (crisS*) ; the
latter only occurs in 2 S 65 and Ps 150. In Zee
14s® the Bv translates wsn riVsp by 4 the bells of the

horses,’ but there is no absolute necessity for

departing here from the commoner rendering. The
Egyptians at the present day decorate the breast-

leather and head-stalls of their horses with coins

and other ornaments, and a metal disc would he
better suited for inscriptions than a hell. The
word used elsewhere for a bell is In 1 Ch low

we are told that cymbals were made of brass.

Two varieties of cymbals have been found in
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rives its modern name, Gumushli. It was one of

the places to which letters in favour of the Jews
were sent by the Romans about B.c. 139, 1 Mac
1523 ; cf. Delus, Cos, Cnidus, Halicarnassus.
This fact proves that Myndus must have been a
self-governing and independent city at that time,

and not one of the cities of the Carian confederacy;
see Caria. It also shows that Jews went there,

and the silver trade would naturally attract per-

sons with their financial instincts. On the site,

see Paton in Journal of Hellenic Studies, 1887,

p. 66 ; 1896, p. 264, \V. M. Ramsay.

MYRA (Mtpa. or Mvfipa), a city of Lycia.—The
name is used in neuter plural, Ac 27s, where,
however, many authorities have feminine singular.

The same doubt between neuter plural and femi-

nine singular exists in Ac 21 1
, where the Western

Text adds after Patara ml Mtfpo, et delude Myram

;

some MBS Mtipav in Acta Pauli et Theelce, 40 [but
ir MiSpots-, cd.)

;

the form in Strabo p. 666 and
Ptolemy r. 3, 6, is M6pa, of doubtful gender and
number ; but Pliny Nat. Hist, xxxii. 2, 17,

Ptolemy viii. 17, 23, use the plural form ; Athe-
mens ii. 53, p. 59, CIG 4288, and Basil Epist

.

218, have 4v : the Bvzantine lists frequently
have gen. Mtspuv, probably never Mtipas. Many
late writers, Theophanes pp. 465, 483 (tie Boor),

Glyk&s p, 5S7, Basil SeL Vit. S. Thedas

,

i. p. 272,

Cedrenus pp. 511, 512, Zonaras iiL p. 589, use the
plural form ; and Malalas varies, p. 385 rjj Mvpq.,

p. 448 rd Mupa. Constantine Porpb. de Them. i.

p. 36 avoids the name, but says it is called from
the sacred pupa (suggesting thus the reason why the

J
Christian writers preferred the neuter plural form)

;

i Stephanas mentions that both the feminine and
' the neuter forms were in use ; but there is hardly

j

any authority for Mtfpa fern. sing, in any case
! except aeons.; and even there it is inferior. The
I literary form therefore was certainly rd Mtfpa, but

]

there was^ evidently also a popular form rrsv Mvpap
(with which compare Atkrrpap - Atiorpots Ac 14s* 8

IS1* 5
*, Clupeam-Clupeis Wolffiin’s note on Ccesar

Bell. Afr. 3, 1), which has given rise to the modern
Bembre. In the words where double declension
exists, the tendency to acc. sing. fern, and plural
in other cases is marked.
Myra was not one of the greatest cities of Lycia

in the Greek period, but rose to importance under
the Empire, and became the capital of Lycia under
the Byzantine Empire and in the ecclesiastical

organization. The reason for its growth lay in

the development of navigation. In the older
system of sailing by hugging the coast from point
to point, Mvra was merely one ont of many coast
towns, and had nothing to give it special import-
ance. But as the bolder method became common
of running direct between the Lyeian and the
Egyptian coasts, keeping off Cape Akamas, the
western point of Cyprus, the two harbours that
were found, most convenient were Myra at the
north end of the course and Alexandria at the
south. There had been an immense development
of trade between the East dEgean coasts and
Egypt under the Ptolemies (compare Paton-Hicks,
Inscriptions ofCm, p. xxxiii): under the Roman rule
Egyptian export trade was diverted towards Italy
and Rome (which was to a considerable extent fed
on Egyptian grain). As the prevailing wind in the
easfcemMediterranean is westerly, the corn-ships for
Rome could not make a direct voyage towards the
west, but had to use the protection of the irregular
coasts of Asia Minor and Crete and the local coast-

winds. For that purpose theymust either take the
long circular course round the Syrian coast, or sail

direct across to Lycia ; and the steadiness of the
western winds tempted to the direct crossing.

Examples of this direct course, showing that it

was regarded as quite usual, are—(1) the Alex-
andrian corn-ship (Ac 27s8

) for Rome, which St.

Paul found in Myra, Ac 276 ; (2) an ideal voyage,
founded, of course, on contemporary facts, is de-
scribed in Lucian’s Namgium s. Vota. : an Italian
corn-ship, sailing from Alexandria, sighted Akamas
on the seventh day, hut the strength of the west
wind prevented it from clearing the cape, and it

had to run for the Syrian coast (Cyprus offering
no harbours, but only open roadsteads) ; in ten
days from Sidon the ship reached the Khelidonian
Islands east from Myra (compare St. Paul’s fif-

teen days, according to the Western Text, from
Osesarea to Myra), and afterwards it failed to
keep the proper course in shelter south of Crete *

(Ac 277), and ultimately on the seventieth day
from Alexandria took refuge in the harbour of
Piraeus, where its great size attracted many
visitors, and gave the opportunity for Lucian’s
Dialogue ; (3) Gregory Nazianzen, sailing from
Alexandria direct for Greece, ran across the Par-
thenic Sea (the Levant, defined by Ammianus
xxii. 15, 2, as another name for the Issiac Sea),

till he came near Cyprus, * and under Cyprus cut
the wave in a straight course for Hellas ’

(Carmen
de vita sua 128 ff, Orat. xviiL 31) ; he set sail in
November, and apparently took twenty days to
Rhodes {Carmen de rebus suis 312).

The maritime importance of Myra continued
into the Middle Ages. Tomaschek quotes from
the pilgrim Ssewulf the description of it as portus
Adriatici [i.e. the eastern half of the Mediter-
ranean, compare Ac 27s7

) marts, sicut Constanti-
nopolis est portus TEgcei maris. f The town by the
harbour, strictly speaking, was Andriake, while
Myra was 20 stadia or miles inland ; but com-
monly the port town is called Myra. It was a
well-protected harbour ; but storms in the neigh-
bourhood are mentioned, such as that which
destroyed the Arab fleets in A.D. 807 (Theophanes,
p. 483, de Boor); compare others mentioned in
Acta S. Nicolai (under Constantine), and in
Lucian’s Navigium at the Khelidonian Islands.

As Myra was at one end of an unusually long
sea-course, the sailors paid and discharged their
vows there to the deity that protected their course.
The ancient name ot this deity is not known:
Tozer, in a note to Finlay’s History of Greece, L
p. 124, suggests Poseidon. The Christians put in
his place 8t. Nicolas, who was bishop of Myra
under Constantine; and that saint became the
great sailors

5 patron for the Levant, as St. Phocas
of Sinope was for the Euxine. According to the
story, Nicolas was horn at Patara and buried at
Myra ; and the pilgrim Ssewulf touched at these
two ports on his return from the Holy Land, just
as St. Paul did in the Western Text of Ac 21 1

See the descriptions in Benndorf Lyltia, Spratt and Forbes,
Beaufort, Fellows, Leake, Texier, etc.; Tomaschek Historischa
Topographie von Kleinasien im Mittelalter (Wien. Akad.
Sitzungsher. 1891) ; Ramsay St. Paul the Trav. pp. 298, 319.

W. M. Ramsay.
MYBRH.—Two words in Heb. are rendered in

AY ‘myrrh.’ 1. in mor. The LXX tr. it vari-
ously: crptippa (Ex 30^ etc.), KpbKivos (Pr 717 B),
crouerf} (Ca 1IS etc.). The Aral® call it murr. It
is a gum resin from Balsamodendron Myrrha,

Nees, a shrubby tree, which grows in Yemen and
the adjacent regions of Africa. The leaves are
temafce, with ohovate, obtuse leaflets, denticulate
at tip, and the fruit ovate, smooth, somewhat
larger than a pea. Murr occurs in pieces of
irregular form, composed of more or less agglu-
tinated tears, usually covered with the dust caused
by their attrition. The colour varies from pale
reddish - yellow to red or reddish - brown. The

* P& *4* Ksr.Trp Stlijkv kK&mrm, X.T.X., Lucian, Lc
t The same passage is referred to in voL ii pw 449
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odour is balsamic, and the taste bitter and acrid. i

Myrrh is astringent, stimulant, and antiseptic. It
|

is used in medicine as an astringent and emraena-
j

gogue, and its powder is an ingredient of many
j

dentifrices. The tincture is used in gargle*, and
j

the powder as a stimulant to foul and indolent

ulcers. It was one of the gifts of the Magi
(Mt 211

). It was used as a perfume 1 1V 45b
,
Pr 7

17
, !

Ca I
13 5% for the purification of women (E*t 2 1

-),
j

for embalming (Jn 19®), and as an anodyne (Mk ;

13s3
).

2. vh lot
,
c-raK77]

:
stacte. This Heb. word is the

same as the Arab. Uidhan or ladhnu , and the Gr.

\rjoavQv or \doayow
l

Lat. ladanum or Inhdaaum .
j

This is a resinous exudation of various species of

Cistus (‘rock rose'), particularly C. villosm
,

L.,

which grows abundantly along the coast and in
j

the mountains of Syria and Palestine. It is a
low shrub, of the order Cistince, with pink, rose-

like flowers, in umbel-like cymes. The leaves are

elliptical to obovate-oblong, and more or less wavy.
A drink like tea is made from the somewhat 1

aromatic leaves. The exudation is sometimes
j

collected from the beards of goats. In Cyprus
men with leathern breeches go through the lad-

anum thickets, and the resin which adheres to

their garments is scraped oil* and moulded into

rolls. It is also collected by a kind of rake or

whip, with a double row of leather thongs. It

has rubefacient properties, and was formerly a con-

stituent of warming plasters. Lot is mentioned
only twice (Gn 3T25 AY and RY text 4 myrrh, 5

j

RVm 4 ladanum, 5 4311 AY and RY 4 myrrh 5

), j

ZraKTTi is mentioned in Sir 2413
. The Turks still

j

value it as a perfume. G. E. Post,
j

MYRTLE (dtt Mdas, hence Hddmmh ,
the

j

Jewish name of Esther).—The Arabic has three I

words for the myrtle, rlhdn, 'as* and hadas,
the

,

last of which is identical with the Hebrew'. Hildas

occurs six times in the OT. In three of these
j

(Neh 815
, Is 41 19 5513

) the LXX has fivpo-ivr), in the j

rest 6p€w=‘ of the hills
5 (Zee l8- 10* u

,
where the

|

translators must have had the reading c'-srn instead
j

of cznrrn). The myrtle, Myrtus communis, L., is
;

an evergreen shralb, usually from 3 to 4 ft. high.

Occasionally, in moist soil, it attains a height of

8 ft. It flourishes from the sea-level to an alti-

tude of 4000 ft. The southernmost range of

Lebanon is called Jebel Bifidn
t
from the abund-

ance of this shrub on its flanks. It grows on

bare hillsides and by watercourses in beautiful

green clumps.
Being so low a shrub. It Is quite improper to

speak of it as forming groves. A variety is

cultivated, especially in Damascus, which often
j

reaches a height of 10 or 12 ft., but never attains

the proportions of a tree. The translation
4 myrtle

trees
5 (Zee l

8* i0* n
) is unwarrantable, as the original

|

has not the word trees (const.}, but simply CVT?
= 4 myrtles.’ The flowers are white, about an inch

broad, and of a delicate, pretty structure. The
berries are first white, and then turn to a bluish-

black. They are sweetish - astringent in taste,

and are much liked by the natives, who call them
hanbids, a corruption of hab el~&$ (

4 the berry of

the myrtle’). The leaves are lanceolate, dark

green, and fragrant, especially when pressed and

rubbed between the thumb and fingers. The
natives use them as follows :

—

{a) The dried leaves

are pounded in a mortar, sifted, and the powder

mixed with oil is used to anoint the bodies of

young infants, or the dry powder is dusted over

the surface to toughen the skin, and prevent

excoriations from the friction of the clothing.

*b) The beds of infants are sometimes stuffed with

the dried leaves, from a belief in their medicinal

virtue. Both the berries and the leaves are sold

vol. in.—30

in the market-, but the writer lias never seen the

flower;* sold, nor has lie heard of fragrant water
i being distilled from them, as alleged by some.

|

G. E. Post.

i MYSDL (MmaJ was the name customarily used

for the north-western part of Asia Minor, border-

ing on the Hellespont and the Propontis and
bounded east and south by Bithynia, Phrygia,

' and Lydia. The Troad is .sometimes included in

|

it, and sometimes distinguished from it. Under
\

the late Roman empire the name fell into disuse,

and Heliespontus was substituted for as the
1

title of a province in the fourth and following een-

!

tunes. The boundaries were vague and undeter-

minable ; and the uncertainty led to the proverb

X&pis ra Meow ml vyxv, applied to what cannot

j

be defined. Of places mentioned in the Bible,

Assos and Tboas were In Mvsia, Adramyttium
on the border between it and^ Lydia. It formed
part of the Roman province Asia.

Mvsla Is mentioned only in Ac !67* 8
. St. Paul,

i with Silas and Timothy, being prevented by the

:

Spirit from preaching m Asia, turned
^

northward
with the intention of entering Bithynia, with its

great, populous, and civilized cities, hardly inferior

even to Ephesus ; but -when they came so far north

as to be opposite Mysia (mr& rip : for

this use of mrd compare Herodotus i. 76, Thucy-
dides vi. 65 and 104, Ac 277

; but see Blass on
Ac 167f

*}, they were ordered not to enter Bithynia;

:
and they then turned towards the west, ^passing

1
through but not preaching in Mysia, till they

\
reached the coast at Troas.

j
A tradition existed that, on this journey through

I Mysia, Paul and Silas had founded a church at a
I place named Poketos, between the Rhyndacus and
5 Cyzicus, as is mentioned in the Acta S, PhUetasri

j
{Acta Sanctorum , May 19). This is hardly con-

;
sistent with Ac 16% but is not absolutely eontra-

j

dictory, as, though not regularly evangelizing In

I Mysia, it is clearly possible that Paul and Silas

i might convert individuals on the way either at

|
Poketos or at Troas. But the tradition is late,

j

for the Acta PhUetmri profess to be only of the

|
4tli cent., and may be later. An ancient Mysian
tradition existed, assigning to a certain Ooe-
siphoms the evangelization of part at least of

Mysia : Onesiphorus was martyred at Parium
under the proconsulate of Adrian, and this date

is a strong proof of trustworthiness, for Adrian
was actually proconsul of Asia about A.l>. 109-114.

It is unlikely that the recollection of so obscure an
officer could* have been correctly preserved except

in a true old tradition: see Expos. Times, 1898,

p. 495. ,
W. M. Ramsay.

MYSTERY.—The term ‘mystery
5
opens up a

wide and interesting, though somewhat obscure,

field of inquiry to the Christian theologian. Much
of it is, however, extra-biblical, and must therefore

rather be indicated than discussed ha this place.

AVe shall consider, first, the NT use of the word
fLvcrtipiov

;

second, the chief features of the Greek
mysteries; and, third, the question how far the

latter influenced the language of the NT.
i. NT USE OF THE term ilverijpior .—The mean-

ing of this word in classical Greek was anything

\ hidden or secret, especially in the plural ra p.v(rrrpiat

:

j
the sacred rites above referred to, from which all

| who had not passed through a ceremony of Iniiia-

tion were excluded. The root verb is formed
; by that act of closing the lips which it primarily
1 signifies (though it is applied also to the closing of

, the eyes), and appears alike in the Latin mutus,

and our own (colloquial) * mum.5 5 Mummery 5

is

i a curiously parallel formation to the Greek

1
* mystery.

5 They find their point of contact,

[ doubtless, in the mystery-plays of the Middle
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Ages. The verb ptvlw, most frequently met with
in the passive, means to initiate into the mysteries,
—cl p.€p.Wjiiivot are the initiated, cf. 3 Mae 2M

}
—and

then generally to instruct. St. Paul say3, Ph 4P
fieptfhjfMi, RY 4 1 have learned the secret.

5

That which is hidden or secret may, it is evident,

he (1) absolutely so, that is, in its own nature
inaccessible or incomprehensible, or (2) completely
hidden, that is, as yet unrevealed, or (3) partially

or comparatively secret or obscure, due to some
want of clearness in the medium of communica-
tion, as when the expression is figurative instead of

being literal.

The first of these, which is emphatically the
modern signification of ‘mystery/ as that which
cannot be known, is practically foreign botli to

classical and biblical Greek. With regard to it,

Cremer (s.v.) quotes two remarks of the Scholiast
on Aristophanes {Ban, 459, Av. 1073) bearing out
this statement; and though Lightfoot on Col l26

apparently finds this meaning in two passages

(1 Co 1531, Eph S32), of which the one seems to fall

under (2) and the other under (3), he admits that
the 4 idea is quite accidental, and must be gathered
from the special circumstances of the ease, for it

cannot be inferred from the word (nv<rrf}piov) itself.’

This is not, of course, to say that in religion, in

the Christian religion itself, there are no difficulties,

nothing transcendental or mysterious in the ordi-

nary sense. On the contrary, such difficulties must
ever attach to man’s thoughts of the infinite and
the divine, hut it is not upon these elements that
the attention of the biblical writers is concentrated.
If they are thought of at all, it is rather as the
unrevealed than the incomprehensible, the result
of seeing through a glass darkly, until the time
when man shall know even as also he is known. In
the third of the significations noted above, /arjnfywov,

it has been remarked (Thayer-Grimm, Lexicon,
s.v,), like and in Rabbinic writers, denotes
the mystic or hidden sense, that which is conveyed
in a figure, parable, or vision.

‘It is plain,’ says Principal Campbell {Dissertations on the
Four Gospels, ix. pi. LX * that, in this ease, the term pzmjttm
is used comparatively ; for, however clear the meaning intended
to be conveyed in the apologue, or parable, may be to the
intelligent, it is obscure, compared with the literal sense, which,
to the unintelligent, proves a kind of veil. The one is, as it

were, open to the senses ; the other requires penetration and
reflection. Perhaps there was some allusion to this import of
the term when our Lord said to his disciples, “To you it Is

given to know the mystery of the kingdom of God ; but to them
that axe without, all these things are done in parables’” (Ms. 4U).

The apostles were let into the secret, and got the spiritual sense
of the similitude, while the multitude amused themselves with
the letter, and searched no further.*

Thus we have the 4 mystery of the seven stars
5

(Rev I2®) and the ‘mystery of the woman 5 (Rev
177). The difficulty or obscurity is here of a sub-
jective character, while that in the case of the
second of the three senses which we have dis-

tinguished, and which is the most prominent
throughout the NT, is objective. In the case of
the latter, juiwrfypwv is correlative to faroKdXwfrts,

the secret to the discovered or revealed. In so far
as revelation has taken place, the 4 mystery s

is a
knowledge of that which had been secret but is so
no longer ; while yet unrevealed, ivoK<L\mpts is a
possibility only which awaits the time at which it

shall become actual and the hidden pass into
knowledge. The latter sense is naturally most
conspicuous in the passages of the Apocr. in which
the word occurs, whether referring to the secret
purpose or will of men (To 127* n, Jfch 2% 2 Mae 13a)

or of God (Wig 2s
*), or simply to secrets in general

(Sir 22- 27If* 37* 2I
). In the NT the same meaning

is perhaps conveyed in I Co 13® I43, while in I Co
IIP pvarfiptoy %puv Xiya we see the mystery in the
act of pacing out of the one stage into the other.
The great ‘mystery* of the NT is the Divine

plan of salvation, hitherto hidden from the world,

but now made known in Christ (cf. Ro ll25, Ephfi
11

',

Col I23
, I Ti 39 - 16

). In this sense the apostles

and ministers of Christ become oiicov&jxot pevcrr^pioiv

0€OV (1 Co 41
; cf. Col 22 43, also [WH] 1 Co 21

). It

is the ‘mystery of his will
5 (Eph l9 ), the ‘mystery

of God, even Christ
5

(Col 22 RY), the ‘mystery oi

Christ,
5 that is, respecting Christ (Col 4s), the

‘mystery of the gospel* (Eph 61S
), but everywhere

it is the 4 dispensation of the mystery which from
all ages hath been hid in God who created all

things
5 (Eph 39

}. It is noteworthy that, out of 26
(or 27) occurrences of /iwryptov in the NT, 10 should
be within the comparatively brief compass of Eph
and Col. The saving purpose of God, hitherto a
mystery because unrevealed, is still such where it

is not yet received, as by those destitute of xfcms
or eiraifieia (I Ti 39* 16

), or in so far as it has not
been grasped, e.g. in its extension so as to include
the Gentiles (Eph 3s- 4

). Nor is the term confined

to Divine secrets. ‘ It expresses sometimes those
of a different and even contrary nature. Thus the
apostle, speaking of the antichristian spirit, says,

“The mystery of iniquity doth already work 55

(2 Th 27 ). The spirit of antichrist hath begun to

operate ; but the operation is latent and unper-
ceived ’ (G. Campbell).
An interesting point, and one full of significance

for the history of the Church, is the Yulg. rendering
of pLWTtfpiov bv saeminentum. This is found in Dn
ms 4« To 127/Yls 222

,
Eph l9 3s- 9 o32, 1 Ti 316, Rev

lm. Upon Eph 532 is founded the doctrine that
marriage is a sacrament. The association of ideas

connecting the two words appears to be the refer-

ence to religion and the use ofthe symbol, whether
in word or deed. Solemnity, awe-inspiring quality,

marked both the mystery and the sacramental
rite, whether we derive the latter from its legal or

its military reference. Both came to he used in a
very general and indefinite way, until the ecclesi-

astical signification of sacramentum became fixed.

Their primary application, however, was obviously
the reason why 4 sacrament * was first used of

baptism and then transferred to the Lord’s Supper,
while with p.wri\ptov the opposite process took
place.

ii. The Greek Mysteries. —As the higher
thought of Greece found expression in its phil-

osophy, so, though all may not be true of them
which the later writers report, it may be said that
its deeper feelings found expression in the Mys-
teries. In these there was, first of all, an element
of tradition ; they gathered up reminiscences of

nature-worship,— man’s witness to his sense of

dependence upon his natural environment,—and
particularly those elements of it which still sur-

vived in village custom and observance. But they
seem also to have fixed attention upon problems
of which nature-worship offered no solution—those
suggested by the enigma of death, a certain sense
of sm, the thought of an offended Deity, the need
of purification. It is still a question how much in
the development of these institutions was of native
growth, how much was derived from foreign
sources, and still more what these foreign
sources were. Leaving such discussions aside, and
also the tempting subject of Orphism, which is
4 credited with two great contributions to religion

—the belief in immortality, and the idea of personal
holiness

5
(L. Campbell), we note Lobeck’s division

of the multitude of rites which passed under the
name of Mysteries into (1) civic mysteries, (2)

fanatical rites, whether public or private, and t3j

occasional functions, designed to meet individual
and special needs.
Belonging to the first class, and under the

patronage of the Athenian state, were maintained
two forms of the worship of Demeter, the earth
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mother— the Thesm-ophoria and the Eleimnm.
The former were so called from the ancestral
precepts (deffpot) by which the observances were
strictly regulated. They constituted a festival of
seed-time, lasted four clays, were essentially a
country rite ; and those who took part in them
were married women, the fruitfulness of married
life being here, as elsewhere, associated with that
of the soil. The most remarkable and elaborate of
all the mysteries were, however, those celebrated at
Eleusis, certainly in the beginning of the Oth cent.
B.C., and perhaps at a much earlier period. They
gathered up almost all the elements belonging to
such rites which elsewhere are found separately

;

with the worship of Demeter they combined that
of Dionysus ; and some of their most profound and
interesting features were probably derived from
the kindred Orphic Mysteries. ‘The Eleusinia
included two annual celebrations — the Lesser
Mysteries held at Agree, a suburb of Athens, in
the month Anthesterion (roughly corresponding to
February), and the Greater observed at Eleusis in
the month Boedromion (September). The latter,

therefore, was the autumn festival, the hiding
away of the seed ; the former, the spring festival,

celebrating its reappearance ; the interval between
the two being mythologically represented as the
sojourn of Persephone, the daughter of Demote,
in the under-world. Every one who desired to be
initiated at Eleusis had to pass through the cere-

monies at Agree, and probably a cycle of at least

!

four stages, including two visits to each place,

had to be observed. This might be spread over
|

several years, so that it was said : mut pvtmjs ml
£rSrrqs rqp—it bridged over the passage from
youth to manhood. The moreimportant Mysteries

'

(those at Eleusis) were under the control of a body
of magistrates, but the active direction was taken
by the kpQty&prqs, who must be a descendant of
Eumolpns, the Thracian bard, to whom the origin
of the Mysteries was traditionally attributed.
Candidates for initiation, having already qualified

at Agree, were called /ahrrcu, and the leader or
instructor of a group^ of such candidates was the
ILwraywyfc. The privilege of participation, at first

confined to Athenians, was afterwards extended to
all, women as well as men, except slaves, Persians
(the hereditary enemy, specially excluded), and
infamous or criminal persons. They took an oath
of secrecy, were subjected to certain ceremonial
restrictions in respect of diet and behaviour, and
received some sort of instruction which prepared
them for the experiences which lay before them.
In the ceremonies themselves, which lasted nine
days, from the 15th to the 23rd of the month,
‘four acts were distinguished

:
(a) Kadap&ts, the

preliminary purification ; (5) ofiorcunj, the rites and
sacrifices which preceded and prepared the way for
the actual celebration; (e) reXerij or ftihpa, the
initiation properly so called ; and (<2) ^rom-ria, the
last and highest grade of initiation * (Gardner and
Jevons). Secrecy characterized only the last two
stages. One of the most interesting features of
the occasion was the sacred truce which was pro-
claimed at the beginning of the festival, and which
was usually observed, though circumstances led to
its abandonment during the latter portion of the
Peloponnesian war. In the celebrations them-
selves, only two mints can be absolutely fixea

—

the purification known as Shade fukrrmt (
£ To the

sea, O which took place on the 10th of
the month, and the day of laeehns, the 20th

;

other features are more or less hypothetically
placed (Mommsen, Fesie^ p. 207).

The probable order was as follows : On the first

day, called Atv/ytfc, the assembling, the pkmu
joined the group to which they were to be
attached, and received the instruction already

)

alluded to. On the second (the 10 th) they went
in solemn procession to the seacoast and bathed
in the purifying waters. The third, fourth, and
fifth days were occupied with various sacrifices,

processions, and feasts. The last of these was
known as ‘the day of the torches/ because in the
evening, just before sunset, the great procession of
the myst€E, each group led by its or
torch-bearer, set out for the temple at Eieu-ds,

where they seem to have spent the night in visit-

ing the places associated with the wandering of
Demeter in search of her daughter Persephone.
This procession divides what may be termed the
Athenian from the Eleusinian " section of the
Mysteries. The sixth day (the 20th) was specially
sacred, and bore, as we have seen, the name of

Iacehus, who was identified with Bacchus
(Dionysus), and represented as the husband or
son or Persephone, his statue being borne in the
procession. The next two nights were occupied
with the higher stages of the symbolical cere-

mony. These Included a further purification, a
progress through darkness unrelieved by either
moonlight or torchlight, ’whence the
into the lighted interior of the Great Hall of

Initiation, where they were allowed to see and
handle certain sacred objects which none but the
iTT&Trrat (those who had received final initiation,

ivoirrela) ever beheld. It seems certain that there
were some representations of a dramatic character
illustrating the myths of the deities involved

—

miracle plays, as we might call them, in which the
more profound lessons which those in charge meant
to convey were communicated. The return to
Athens was made in a jesting mood, both on the
part of the mmtee themselves and on that of the
general population, which may have been due to
the reaction from the strain and solemnity of the
preceding days. The ninth day was termed r\q- 1

pLQX&ai from certain peculiar 1illations with which
the rite was brought to an end. Associated with
these libations was one of the mystical formulas
which were imparted in the course of the pro-
ceedings, were esteemed specially sacred, and
throw light upon the original character of the
festival. The ninth day formula was He, kvs—the
first a prayer for rain, the second for fertility;

but the most notable of these sayings was that
connected with the ‘ communication of the s&ered
things * (topaSo&ts tujp lep&v}

—

‘ I have fasted s I

have drunk of the potion : I have taken out of the
casket, and after having tasted I have deposited
in the basket : I have taken out of the basket
again, and have put back into the casket/ The
combination of sight and sound, of rhythmic
movement, sacred association, mystic formula,
and, above all, the obligation of secrecy, must
have been deeply impressive, especially after being
long looked forward to, and being made the object
of careful preparation.
Later writers exaggerated many of the features

of the Mysteries, whether as Christians they re-

garded them with suspicion and detestation, or in

a wider interest supplemented by the help of

imagination what history had left vague and
obscure.

* High authorities/ It has been nM (L. OHopbcH, p. 204),
‘ whose gravity and depth of mind emmat be disputw., tear
witness with obc voice to the elevating influence of the
Eleusinian Mysteries. Sophoel« dwells asapSialiwIly on the
incomparable happiness of the fnltiftted both in M® and after

: death ; and Plato, who had a far clearer vision hoth of God and
i immortality than any child of Ewmolpas, mm find no more
fitting vehicle for h!s most trsnseewbet tho&ghtv than the
imagery which he borrows from the mmtempMlm of the
Mysteries/

This is not incompatible with 1 the view that
little or nothing of positive doctrine was conveyed
In the Mysteries, from the symbolism of which
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each man was left to take what lie would, accord-

ing to the dictum attributed by Synesius to

Aristotle

—

£ He is of opinion that the initiated

learned nothing precisely, but received impres-

sions, and were put into a certain frame of mind.*

Much has been done by excavations and the
careful examination of contemporary inscriptions

to throw light upon this interesting subject, but
much more in this direction must be accomplished
before we can claim to tread with confidence in a
region the character of which rendered it peculiarly

liable to be misunderstood and misrepresented.
iii. The Mysteries and the NT.—That the

writers of the NT have derived much of their

language and imagery from the Greek Mysteries,

and that a consideration of the different shadesyf
meaning in which fivarripiov is employed in the NT
indicates that they have in this reference their

unifying element, has been maintained with much
ability and ingenuity by A. S. Carman in a paper
contributed to the Bibliotheca Sacra for October
1893. The allusionswhich he recognizes in Scripture

are to the following features of the Mysteries :

—

‘The word uarript** and other derivatives of the verb uvv ;

the word n?rnj, or the allied adjective form rckvc; with the
idea of maturity or perfection; the word irarm'e and its

derivatives with the associated idea of a personal experience
of the Divine fellowship ; certain specific allusions to the con-
trast of light and darkness with the derived ideas of enlighten-

merit, illumination
,
and the like; the term silence; the ideas

of reservation and revelation of religious truth
;
ideas associated

with the office of hierophant, kerax, mystagogue, and the like

;

and certain formal uses of the expressions touch
,
taste, handle

,

devoid,—associated with the mystic paradosis * (p. ©3).

Carman refers to similar allusions in classi-

cal writers and the Church Fathers, but especially
in the works of Philo Judseus, and then examines
the principal passages of the NT, printing in italics

the words in which allusion is supposed to be de-
tected, as in the following example : He 61'5 ‘ Let
us press on unto perfection. For as touching those
who were once enlightened and tasted of the
heavenly gift, and were made partakers of the
Holy Ghost and tasted the good word of God, 5

etc.,

where, on this assumption, reference is made to
* the perfective aim of the rites, the characteristic
idea of enlightenment, the symbolic tasting, and
the participation in the Divine nature 5

(p. 636).
The attempt thus to trace in the apostolic

language direct allusion to the Mysteries is pro-
nounced by Anrieh, in his careful and scholarly
treatise on the connexion of the Mysteries with
Christianity, to be ‘wholly unsuccessful 7

(p. 143
note).

^
This writer regards the approximation of

Christianity and the Mysteries, both in idea and
usage, as having been introduced by the Gnostics,
whose position in this respect Clement of Alex-
andria and Grigen sought to legitimate in a
modified form within the Church. For the pre-
Gnostic use of ywnqptop and allied terms and
ideas he turns with Hatch {Essays in Biblical
Greek

, pp. 57-62) to Jewish literature, especi-
ally the apocryphal books of the OT. In these
‘the plans of a king or general are termed yv<r-

rhpia ; they are his secrets, in so far that no one
knows about them until he communicates them to
his subordinates or puts them into operation 1

{Anrieh, p. 144). ‘This/ says Hatch, ‘was a
strictly Oriental conception. A king's “counsel 1'

was his “ secret," which was known only to him-
self and his trusted friends. It was natural to
extend the conception to the secret plans of God 5

{p. 58). Hatch applies this conception to the ex-Sition of the various passages in the NT, and
it sufficient in every case except the two

passages in Rev (l
20 IT7) and Eph 5^, where he

has recourse to the * light wrhich is thrown back-
wards on the NT by Christian writers of the 2nd
cent.’ (p. 59), in which light yvcngpioy is seen to

have a certain parallelism to <rtijj,f3o\ov, t#tos, oi

Trapafidkr).

|
It is doubtless an excellent rule to interpret NT

, language by reference to the LXX wherever pos-

sible ; it is to adduce a known cause where others,

however plausible or probable, have about them
more or less of uncertainty. But may not the

i
latter be unduly and unnecessarily ignored ? If a
writer under 4 the constantly deepening impression
produced by prolonged study of the subject that
such allusions colour a large portion of those writ-

ings of the NT which had Gentile environment 5

is

apt to push his theory too far, in accounting, for

j

example, for the allusions in Eph and Col by the
association of Ephesus wTith the impure rites of the
predominant Diana-worship and the fact that
Philippi was ‘ built upon the Thracian frontier, in

the pathway of the original course of the Mysteries
of Dionysus, and probably also of those of Demeter,
as they spread throughout Greece’ (Carman, p.

634 ; ef. Anrieh, p. 144 note), may not another whose
immediate object is to demonstrate the influence

of the LXX underestimate indications of other
influences ? At least a side reference to the heathen
Mysteries could scarcely be denied except upon the
supposition, in itself somewThat unlikely, that the
NT writers, and particularly St. Paul, were so

ignorant of the Mysteries that the term had only
its LXX association for their minds, or that the
Mysteries had altogether failed to colour by
imagery drawn from them the language of the
time. The cautious wrords of Kennedy

{
Sources of

NT Greek
, p. 109) should be borne in mind:

‘ Several of the biblical meanings, though appar-
ently moulded by the Greek of the OT, may have
been common enough in the spoken language as

found in Egypt, Asia Minor, and Syria. When it

is borne in mind that there are literally almost no
remains of the later spoken language except the
LXX and the NT, in addition to the Comic writers,

the supposition gains colour. At any rate, it shows
us that we are not at liberty to make dogmatic
assertions even in that sphere of the NT vocabu-
lary where the influence of the LXX appears most
powerful, the sphere of religious and theological
terms.

5 That a writer like St. Paul, who alludes
to the Greek games, the Greek theatre, the Roman
camp, should nave passed over a phenomenon which
offered so many suggestive points of view as the
Mysteries, is almost incredible. Hatch himself, in

his Hibbert Lectures
,
ascribes to them great in-

fluence upon the language and institutions of the
early Church. Clement of Alexandria sees and
makes explicit use of the parallelism [Protrept. ch.

xiL). Lightfoot {on Col l 26) holds that there is a
connexion between the language of St. Paul and
the Mysteries, though he dwells on the ‘ intentional
paradox,’ that while ‘ the heathen mysteries were
strictly confined to a narrow circle, the Christian
mysteries are freely communicated to all.’

If Lightfoot were right in finding in Col traces
of an incipient Gnosticism, and if, as Anrieh says,
the relation between the Greek Mysteries and
Christianity began with Gnosticism, the special
frequency of reference to the Mysteries in Col and
Eph, already noted, would acquire a new signifi-

cance. But it is fair to say that the present trend
of opinion is to follow Hort in giving a Judaic
rather than a Gnostic interpretation to the heresies
referred to in these Epistles. The tendency to re-

gard Cue Mysteries as ignored in the NT is possibly
due in part to a disinclination to find in them any
formative influence upon primitive Christian insti-

tutions. For such influence at this early stage it

is not contended here ; later, as Cheetham remarks
{Mysteries, p. 74), the concern is not with words,
hut things. But, as he also says, * when Mysteries
wereeverywhere found,their terminology naturally
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came to be commonly employed, and to be applied
to matters altogether foreign to its original usage.

3

The question is whether the analogy between the
experiences of Christians and those who had under-
gone the ' mystic initiation was sufficiently elo^e
and striking to account for the former being ex-
pressed to some extent in terms of the latter even
m the apostolic age.^ It must be admitted that
the balance of authority on this point is somewhat
doubtful ; we must wait, as already remarked, for
further light from inscriptions anil other sources
upon the usage of the time before it can be de-
finitely decided. Meanwhile it cannot be called
illegitimate, as it certainly is an enrichment of NT
language, to surround such words as pLwrrjpiov,

reXeios, with associations derived from so
important an element of contemporary Greek life

as the Mysteries.

LiTE&ATrRE.—A great deal lias been written upon this sub
ject. Its modern treatment dates from the publication of the

Ag'aophamm of C. A. Lolwclc in laJft, One of the most recent
books is Canon Cheetharus Hulstan Lectures—The Mysteries,
Paaan arid Chntfuui, m the preface to which a good account
of the most important works is given. Special reference may
be made here to W. XI. Ramsay’s* article in Encyst Brit. , 9th
ed., to the chapters on trie Masteries in Gardner and Jevons’
Manual of tjnek Antaputies liavs> ; in Jevons' Introduction
to the History nfjleUaoa. < IsK) ; and in Professor L. Campbell’s
Heltonon in hnek Literature Grtbt Compare also Mommsen’s
Fente dee Stadt Athen AU^rthum (ivdst a revision of the
same author’s Heortolugie

;

Anrich’s Da* antike M^sterirnwt-wn
tn *ehiem Emfiut-e an)' das Vhrut^nthmn (IsiM); and Wobber-
uon s lit liyivu/syemhiehtliene Studien zur Frage der Reemjtm-
sung dex Crehristeidhums dur^h thu antike My&feurum <u/i

(lb* Hit For the use cf u*rr.'5*e » m the NT bee Creintr s Bi v’tco-

fhroluaieal Lexicon ; Thayer-Gnoun's Lexicon ; Prmcjful G.
Caniprn-irs Ds’urrtatwux on tie ix. pt-. i. ; Hatchs
Emms in BiWiral (F'eek ; and Carmans article, BiUwthsm
Facta, >oL 1. pp. CLM&9.

A. Stewart.

N
NAIM (csj).

—

The eponym of a Calebite family, ]

1 Ch 415 (B M6ofi} A Naujuj.—See Genealogy, IV.
|

50. !

I

NAAMAH c pleasant*/ ; Noegd).—1. Sister of !

Tubal-cam, daughter of Lantech and Zillah (Gu 4-2
;

j

Josephus, Ant. I. ii. 2). 2. One of Solomons :

Ammonitish wives, and mother of Kehoboam { 1 K
j

14- 1
* [B* Xlaaxd.u, A Naaga] E1 [Gr. 1234* B Naaraid,

j

2 Ch 122S [Nooagd]). According to the second Greek \

narrative, which follows 1 K I234, she wras the
daughter of Ana, he. Hanun, son of Nahash, king
of the Ammonites (2 S 101 "4

, where, however, B
reads 'Awibv). If Kehoboam were forty-one at his

accession (I K 14-1
i, and not sixteen as in the

second Greek account, Naamah must have been
married to Solomon before the death of David.

N. J. D. White.
NAAMAH (JTpiy ; Iswudv

;

Luc. Nojm

;

Vulg.
Xeema ). —

A

town of Judah in the lowland or
Shephelah, named in conjunction with Gederoth,
Beth-dagon, and Makkedah, and forming one of

a group of sixteen (Jos 15s7
"41

}. There is no notice
of it elsewhere. Zophar the N&amathite (veiyn)

is mentioned in Job (2
31 etc.}, but there is nothing

to connect him with this town.
It is proposed to identify Naamah with Xdneh

{SWP ii. 408) ; Gederoth, Beth-dagon, and Mak-
kedah being respectively identified as Katrah ,

Dej&n, and el-Mmhdr (‘the caves 3

}, villages on
the northern border of Judah near Ekron and
JabneeL N&*neh is a small mud village on low
ground 6 miles south of Ludd (Lydda).

0 'Warren
NAAMAN (flap; BA Naigd* ; Luc.* Ncegd* ; NT

Neegdb (TB), isatpLar (WH}= ‘ pleasantness/ perhaps
the name of the god Adonis [Lagarde, Sem. i. 32],

cf. miDjgJ ‘ plantings of Adonis/ RVm of Is 17 ly
,

where see Dillmann-KitteTs note}.*—1. A Syrian
warrior known to us only through the remark-
able cure of his leprosy by the prophet Elisha,

recorded in 2 K 5, and referred to by our Lord
as a rebuke to Jewish exclusiveness, and an illus-

tration of the anomalous manifestations of divine

mercy (Lk 4s7}. According to the Midrash, Naaman
was the man who at the battle of Kamoth-gilead
‘drew his bow at a venture 3

(1 K 22s4), and indicted

on Ahab his fatal wound—a tradition apparently
accepted by Jos. {Ant. Yin. xv. 5), who describes

* Compare farther the name n»} (Hamm) in the Book of

Ruth.

the archer in question as Tats 54 ra fkun\ucbt rod

*A8&5ov9 \\.fiavhs tvopja. But this identification may
have Wen a mere conjecture, due to the statement
in 2 K 51 that ‘ by Naaman J" had given deliver-

ance bijpcn) unto Syria/—an expression which may
naturally be held to refer to the battle of Kamoth-
gilead, since the issue of that engagement L ex-
pressly attributed in 1 K 22^* to the counsel of

J'
!

(although G. KawJinson [in Speakers Comm.]
would rather connect it with Syrian successes

against Shalmaneser II. [Anc. Mon. ii. 344, 301]*,

on the general principle recognized (nearly a
century later) in Am 97

.

With regard to the date of Naaman’s visit to

Israel as a suppliant for 4 deliverance 5

of another
sort, the sequence of the narrative would lead us
to suppose that Ben-Hadad was king of Syria at

the time ; but no indication is given of the interval

that had elapsed since Ahab's death, to enable
us to determine who was king of Israel. Ewahl
{HI 4} prefers the reign of Jehoaliaz, and Schenkel
[Bib. -Lex.) that of Jehu. But the general view
that Jehoram was king seems more probable, in

view of the recent Syrian raids (2 K 52}, the pre-

carious friendship between the two kings (w.s_7\
and the prevalence of paganism and unbelief (v.

m
,

cf. vv.7f
*).

The miraculous character of Naaman’s cure
exposes it in some degree to the objections taken
to Elisha’s life as too ‘ thaumaturgic. 3 Noldeke
(Sehenkel’s Bib. -Lex.) comments on the absence of

antecedent faith on the part- of the sufferer, and sees

no sign of spirituality in his conversion ; but it is

only the outstanding features of the incident that
have been preserved to us, and on the whole the
miracle must be acknowledged to be one of the most
dignified in the life of Elisha. Even assuming that
there was an ancient Semitic belief in the efficacy of

running waters as a cure for leprosy, we find some-
thing analogous to this in the miracles of the NT
(Jn 9s,

Mk8®}. The narrative is ‘thoroughly inS*ng with the state of things in the time of

a 3
(Kittel, Hist, ofHeb. ii. 279). Its portrayal

of Naaman’s character is natural and lifelike. It

does not conceal his pride and irritation at the
slight offered to himself (2K 511

) and to his country
(.“ Damascus being famous for its noble streams},

which was designed doubtless to induce a more
humble and reverent spirit in his approach to the
God of Israel (cf. w> s

). Yet on the whole it

depicts a manly and attractive character, which
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-won for him the sympathy of the little Jewish
! maid, who was the first to suggest his cure at the
i hands of Elisha, the warm friendship of his

I sovereign, who spared no expense (the gold and

j

silver sent with Naaman are generally estimated
at upwards of £10,000) and lost no time in seeking

|

to obtain the remedy, and the affectionate de-

I
votion of his servants, who were anxious for his

1
welfare and knew' how to appeal to his better

|
judgment. One of the most striking features of

;
his character is his sense of gratitude (ef. the

healing of the ten lepers in Lk 17n ' ia
), which led

him to retrace his steps from the Jordan to

Samaria, a distance of nearly 3u miles, to thank
and reward his "benefactor, and to devote himself

henceforth to the worship of the God of Israel,

which he does with a strength and decision of

faith that has scarcely any parallel in the lan-

guage of Gentile converts in the OT. This -was a
fulfilment of the hope expressed by Elisha (2 K 5s),
and justified the^lofty attitude which he had

! assumed towards Naaman when he communicated
! with him only by messenger, bidding him wTash

! seven times in the Jordan, showing, by this absten-

|
tion from personal intercourse as well as by his

refusal of the gifts customary at heathen oracles

(Herod, i 14. 50) and not forbidden to the prophets
of r (1 S 9®"®, 1 K 142*-, 2 K 442 ; ct. Mt 10s, Ac 8s5

),

i how little he had in common with the artful and
obsequious sorcerers familiar to Naaman and his

j

master (2 K 56* u
).

j

There are two points in which Naaman’s conduct
' has given rise to controversy, vis, (1) his request

for two mules' burden of earth to carry away with
him for the purpose of offering sacrifice to J* ; and
(2) the desire to be forgiven when he attended
his royal master as heretofore in the temple of

;

l Himmen and bowed down with him. With regard
I to the first, Naaman simply shared the universal

;

belief of those days, that the god of each land
i could be served only on his own soil ; cf. the com-

|
plaint of David (1 S 2612) that he was being driven

j
out to serve other gods. Further, the transporta-

1
tion of earth from the Holy Land in the Middle
Ages for the Campo Santos of Italy ; the erection
of a Jewish synagogue (to which Calmet refers in
Comm. Lit. vol. ii.) at N&hardea in Persia, com-
posed entirely of stones and earth brought from
Palestine; and even the preference shown for
water from the Jordan in Christian baptism, are
instances of a similar feeling in later times. As
to the latter point, when we bear in mind that
the obeisance in the house of Rimmon, on the
part of Naaman (which he wished to be condoned),
was purely external, arising out of his official

position and Ms personal relation to the king (

c he
leaneth on my hand,' cf. 2 K 7s* 27), we see that it

does not really imply any attempt to dissemble his
convictions, and that his appeal to Elisha may be
more reasonably attributed to a sensitive con-
science than to a spirit of compromise. There is

therefore no warrant for drawing a parallel be-
tween Naaman and those who from worldly
motives profess a faith and conform to a -worship
in which they do not believe—a view wMch has
led to much irrelevant discussion. See, further,
art. Elisha in vol. i p. 695a.

In many respects the story lends itself with
singular aptitude to the illustration of evangelical
mid sacramental doctrine ; and the passage has
been frequently so employed in homiletical litera-
ture.

2. According to Gn 45s2- 18
(cf. Nu 2641 ), one of

* tiie sons of Benjamin 5 who came with Jacob into
Egypt, but more precisely designated in Nu 26®®* 40

and 1 Oh 8^, cf. g as a son of Bela and grandson
of Benjamin, and as bead of 4 the family of the
Naamites* (Nu 2d4

®, where is probably a

f

textual error for ; so Sam,, cf. LXX ’Soe/mvel).

See Naamite. *

J. A. M‘Clymont.

NAAMATHITE (’792.3, 6 M(e)ii/a£wi* ficunXetis, c

M(e)o'cuos). — The description of Zophar, Job’s

friend, in Job 211
, ll1 etc. The name is unknown

elsewhere, the rendering of the LXX being hypo-
thetical only. The name Na'ainah (‘pleasant-

town’?) is not infrequent in Syria and Palestine

of later days. It indicates a town in the Shephelab
in Jos 1541. W. T. Davison.

NAAMITE pc;: an).—The patronymic of a family
descended from Naaman, who is represented Nu
2840 as a grandson of Benjamin, but in Gn 4621 as

son, though theLXX agrees with Nu (see Naaman,
No. 2 ).

NAARAH (.rip 3 ‘girl’).—1. One of the -wives of

Ashhur the * father * of Tekoa, 1 Ch 45f
* (B Gooda, A

Xoopd, Luc. Noepd), 2. A town belonging to the
tribe of Ephraim, Jos 167 (nrn^j, with n locale ;

B al kQ/uli alrrQv as if for A Naapada, Luc
’AvaipaBd). AV has Naarath (so also Dillm. and
Buhl). The same place is called in 1 Ch 728 Naaran
(njy

; B Isaapv&v, A Naapdv). According to the
On'omasticon (Lagarde, 283. 142), there was a village

Noopdd 5 Roman miles from Jericho (cf. the Neapd
of Jos. Ant. XVII. iii. I). This would suit well the
ruin el-Auje situated on the river of the same
name. Guerin places the site farther up the river

at es-S&mie.

Literature.—

G

u6rin, Samarie, i. 210 ft., 226 f. ; PJEF Mem. ii

892 ; Neubauer, Giog. du Talm. 163 ; Buhl, GAP 181 ; Bilim.,
Jm. ad loc. J. A. SELBIE.

NAARAI ('n.vp • B Naapcd, A Noopa). — One of

David’s heroes,* 1 Ch ll87
,
described as the son of

Ezbai. In the parallel passage, 2 S 23s8
, the name

is Paarai, who is called
1 the Arbite 5

(un^n). It is

impossible to decide with any confidence between
the rival readings *121 and or to say what is

the relation of '9^3 to 'six.7 . See Arbite,
Ezbai, Paarai, and cf. Kittel’s note on I Ch II37

in SHOT.

NAARAN, NAARATH.—See Naarah, No. 2 .

NAATHUS (ANttctBbs, B A<£0o$), 1 Es 9s1.—One of

the sons of Addi. The name seems to correspond
to Adna in Ezr 1030. The form in B is due to con-
fusion of A and A, and to attaching the initial N
to the preceding word (’Adoeiv).

NABAL (^, NajSdX).—S. of Hebron lies one of the
few fertile stretches of Judaea, where the soil, less

stony than usual, succeeds in covering the limestone
skeleton of the country (cf. G. A. Smith, Hist

.

Geogr. p. 305 f.). In this district, which was
settled by the dan Caleb, were clustered Maon,
Ziph, and Carmel, on the last of wMch Nabal lived
as a sheepmaster. So it can be understood why,
according to Jos. {Ant. VI. xiii. 6 ), be was a Ziphite,
according to 1 S 255 (LXX) a Carmelite, according
to v.s a Calebite. His shepherds drove the flocks

(3000 sheep and 1000 goats), at the suitable season,
to pasture on the uplands of Carmel. Annually
the sheep -shearing was celebrated with a feast
4 like the feast of a king/ v.86. The farmer was of
considerable wealth, but of a surly and niggardly
temper.
In the desert adjoining this district, David,

seeking refuge from Saul, arrived. Living in the
wilderness or Maon (so read with LXX for Paran,
v.1), he and Ms men subsisted by levying blackmail
from the sheepmasfcers of the richer plateau above
them. From these they exacted a certain tribute
in return for their services in protecting the grating
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flocks against the wandering Bedawin of the desert.
Accordingly, at one of the shearing-feasts 10 men
appeared from David’s camp to require this tribute.
But Nabal was

J
flown with msolence and wine,’ and

sent hack an insulting taunt about the increase
of masterless men in the district. His servants,

j

knowing their master’s intractable character too
well to interfere directly, appealed to his wife, who

|

had woman’s wit enougfs. to see and instantly to set
about averting the danger. Abigail, having loaded

|

several asses with (probably) something more than

j

t he expected tribute, set off to seek David. She
i

met him already on the way to execute signal
s

' vengeance. Her subtle flattery (which suggested

j

that one so ‘senseless’ [ndhal

,

see Driver, Par.

j

Psalt. 457] was not worth Ms anger), her gifts,

perhaps herself, softened the leader, and he returned
! to Ms camp gratefully acknowledging that she had
[ saved him from a crime. In the morning the shock
j of discovering what peril lie had ran, following on

j

his over-night debauch, frightened Nabal into some

j

kind of fit, from which after a few days he died.

I Thereupon Abigail became wife to David,
i A. C Welch
I MABARIAS (B Xafiapelas, A -/>£-), 1 Es 9% appears

J

to correspond to Hashfeaddan&h in Neh 34 (.tts:

i for ftnasfcr).

|

MABATHJEAMS (ol Xaparam, I Mae 9%.—See
Nebaioth.

NABOTH (nb:, Na/fovdal).—A native of Jezreel,
w*ho in the time of Ahab owned land near that
town. At that period Jezreel was the residence of
the kings of Israel (1 K IS431*, 2 K 8%, having prob-
ably risen into importance through Ahab’s policy
of allying himself with Phoenicia. Naboth’s land,
which he cultivated as a vineyard, lav close to the
roval palace (I K 21 2

, Heb.) or threshing-floor {ih,

L&X). The statements are compatible, since the
palace at Jezreel -was near the city wall (2 K 9s0).
On this piece of ground Ahab cast covetous eyes,
since it lay convenient to Ms oto property.
Accordingly, he approached Naboth with the offer

either to purchase his vineyard or to exchange
1

it for ground of similar value. But, whether he
was attached by sentimental ties to his family
property, or whether he was governed by an
unwritten custom that land should descend in
the same tribe and house (cf. Nu 36), Naboth
declined the proposal (1 K 21s). Ahab, himself
a Hebrew who understood Ms people’s temper,
was about to desist, however unwillingly (v. 4

)
•

but Jezebel, a foreigner with Phoenician ideas of
royal authority, overruled him to grasp with the
strong hand. She used his authority to have
Naboth falsely accused of speaking evil of God and
the king, and stoned to death by the local authori-
ties (v/®*). The deed made a lasting impression
upon Hie popular mind. Elijah pronounced doom
upon Hie tyrant {v.383*} ; and the deaths of Joram
and Jezebel, which took place at the hands of
Jehu near this very spot, were regarded as Divine
retribution upon the guilty house (2 K
In 1 K 22s® (ft) and by Jc®. {Ant VXH. xv. 6) it is

even stated that, when Ahab’s body was brought
home from Ramoth-gilead. his blood was washed
from the chariot by the pool of Jezreel.

This incident has many points of interest. It
gives a tantalizingly inadequate glimpse into the
existence of local tribunalsm Israel at that period.

It serves to prove the power of local customs, which
none but the strongest kings dared override (con-

trast Josiah’s conduct, 2 K 23). It shows how
the opposition against Ahab’s house arose from

! serial as well as religious feelings, and that
prophets like Elijah were influenced by such
feelings. It gives, too, one of the sources from

which sprang such condemnations of the kingdom
as 1 S

1

Litbeattes.—KIttel, Hist, if Heb. it 269 ; W. E. Smith,
Prcph. of Isr. 77, 37 ; Corelli, Im Prophetitmmt, 22 f. ; Well-
h&ustn, Conp. d. Hex. 287. A. C. WELCH.

NABUGH0D0N0S0R (Xa,f3Qvxo8ovoff6p ).—The Gr*
form of the name Nebuchadrezzar iwhich see).

This form is retained by RV in the following
|

pa^aues in the Ajiocrypha : 1 Es l4^-. Ad. Est 11% ;

liar F®*. In To IF5 and throughout the Bk. ofJth
;

the name is given as Nebuchadnezzar.

MACON.—The threshing-floor of Naeon ffz: j-1 •

B a\ia XwMd ; Bb aASt? (?ie) ’05af ; A a\itfu6P0$

Naxifr ; Vulg. area Xaction

}

is mentioned as the
place where Uriah the priest was slain for laying

|

bold of the ark, when it was being brought rrom !

Kiriath-jeariin to the 4 city of David ’
: owing to l

this mishap, the spot was re-named Perez-uzzah by 1

David (2 S G'
3
j. KJostermann, however, comparing

j

the use of the word Xacon EVm3 s to a set
place ’) in I S 23% treats it as an "appellative, and
renders ‘to a fixed threshing-floor

5

; but this is
j

very improbable. On the analogy of other place-
names (see Wellh. and Driver on 2 8 6®), the second

j

word should be a proper name; possibly, the
parallel passage (1 Cn lP) has preserved the more
original term, viz. Chidon [ffff ; B SXupos ;

A adds XetXtfo). See Chiboe.
J. F. Stenning.

NADAR (xjj).—i. (XaMJ) the eldest son of Aaron
(Ex 0% Nu 3s 20® [all P], 1 Ch 6s 241

).

Along with his father, his brother Abihu, and
seventy of the elders of Israel, he accompanied
Moses to Sinai, and ‘saw the God of Israel’ (Ex
24i. a [probably J]) ; was admitted, along with his
three brothers, Abihu, Eleazar, and Ithamar, and
their father Aaron, to the priestly office (Ex 281

[P]) ; and on the very day of his consecration (Lv
10lss* compared with ch. 9) he and Abihu perished
(Lv IQ1*-, Nu 34 28S1 [all P], 1 Ch 24s

) for offeiing
‘strange fire

5
(rn? LXX vvp aXkbrptc*)* is.

strange to the requirements of the law. Wherein
the transgression of Nadab and Abihu is supposed
to have consisted is not clear. It is often suggested
that ‘ strange ’ fire means fire taken from a common
source instead of from the altar (cf. Lv 16% Nu !721

[Ecg. but, as Dillm. remarks, in that case we
should expect in Lv 101 not «tt| vk fcrnj?!] but
h c?k j?p. Perhaps bn should be taken in the sense
of ‘ an offering made by fire,’ in which case the
offence may have lain in presenting an unautho-
rized (cf. uqu .vy A 4 which he commanded them
not,’ v, 1

) offering. It is possible at the same time,
but not certain (see Dillm.), that the writer may
have had in view the prescriptions of Ex 3Qms**
regarding the offering of incense. In v.®* (which,
however, probably belong to a later stratum of P)
Aaron and his surviving sons are forbidden to
mourn for the victims of the Divine judgment.
There is not the slightest warrant for the idea
(found in the Midrash and in Aphraates, Horn. 14,

and repeated even in modern times) that the prohi-
bition against the use of wine or strong
drink by priests on duty implies that Nadab ana
Abihu were intoxicated when they committed
their fatal offence.

_
Any superficial plausibility

. which this notion might derive from Hie context Is

entirely taken away by the circumstance that v.8®*

are really a fragment, having no connexion with
either vA* or vA

2* A Jerahmeelite family name, I Oh 2®* m
(SaS&S). 3. A Gibeonite family name, I Oh 8® (B
’AMI, A 3MWP)*SF (BA NaMd).
A A king of Israel, son of Jeroboam, l K 1429 (A

,

Nadir ; the passage is wanting in B). He reigned
fortwo years (c. 915-914 B.C.), 15% While engaged
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I

in besieging^ Gibbetlion, which was then in the

I

possession of the Philistines, he was assassinated

I

by Baasha, who seized the throne and extirpated
i the dynasty of Jeroboam, v.‘J7ff*. In w.25* 27 B
\

has 2sa
t

ddd
}
in v/1 Xapar, while A has in all these

;

passages Naodd. J. A. Selbie.
J

|

NADABATH (A ’Sa.oaSdB). — An unidentified

i
town {?), east of the Jordan, in the neighbourhood

|
of which a wedding party of the sons of Jambri

j

was attacked, and many of them slain, by Jona-

j

than and Simon the Maccabees, 1 Mac 93717’.

Josephus {Ant. XIII. L 4} gives the name as TafiaQd
(cf. YaQaddv)

; Syr. has Nabatk

;

Yulg. Madaba
(Le. Medeba), as in preceding verse.

NAGGA1 (Nayyai, AY Nagge).—An ancestor of
Jesus, Lk 3s®. It is the Greek form of the Heb.
name au Nogah (which see).

j

NAHALAL (^rr;, in Jg 1»> Wpj Nahalol).—A towm

J

of Zebulun (Jos 1915
), given to the Levites 2135

. Its
inhabitants were not expelled by the Zebulunites,
but were made tributary, Jg P°. In all these three

j
passages the LXX readings are corrupt (Jos 1913

[where AY has incorrectly Nahallal] : B Baidpudv,
A XaaXiSA

; Jos 2125
: B ZeXXd, A Aafxvd ; Jg Is0 : B

Awfuurd, A f

E?a/iudy}. The place seems to have
been unknown in the 4th cent. A.D. A suitable
site is 'Ain Mdhil, north of Nazareth, on the hill

which formed the limit of Zebnlun to the east,
above the plateau of Tabor belonging to Naphtali.
Another site which has been advocated (t\g. by
Schwarz, Knobel, van de Yelde), is Mctlul, a
village west of Nazareth, and on the south border
of Zebnlun. The towns of Zebnlun are so little

known that either site becomes possible. The
substitution of JI forN is not uncommon.
LmnUTCRE.—SWP vol. I. sheets v. vi.

;
Guerin, Galilee, L

387 1 ; Bilim, on Jos 19s® ; Neubauer, Gmj. du Talm. 1&9.

0. R. CONDER.
NAHALXEL s

torrent-valley of God ’
; B

}!am(ra)i]X [the letters in brackets are inserted
above the line], A NaaXi^X ; the word is imperfect
in F; Luc. Naxavq\ ; Yulg. Nakalkl).—A station
in the journey from the Arnon to Jericho (Nu 21 19

[JE] only), either Wady Walch, a N.E. tributary
of the Arnon (see Bliss’s map in PEFSt

, 1895,
p* 204, and cf. p. 215), or the Wady Zerka Main,
farther north, which runs into the Dead Sea (see
G. A. Smith, HGHL p. 561 f.l. The name does not
occur iu the itinerary of Nu 33.

A. T. Chapman.
NAHALLAL, NAHALOL.—See Nahalal.

NAHAM (doj). — The father of Keilah the
Garniite, 1 Cb 419 (B Isax^B, A Na%^/t, Luc.
Naod/t)

NAHAMANI (urn;).—One of the twelve heads of
the Jewish community, Xeh 77 (B Naegayri, A
NaegaH, Luc. Isai/mvi), omitted in the parallel
passage Ezr 2-. In 1 Es 5s he is called Eneneus

I (RViu Enenis; B '’Evtjvcs, A ’Evprjviosi Luc. Nc/icm)

NAHABAI (nn;
; TeXwpt ; Naara «},—The armour-

bearer of Joab, a native of Beeroth (2 S 23s7;. In
the parallel list {1 Ch ll*9) the name is written
Nahari (n-j ; B Nax&Pl A Naapal; AY, RY
Nakarai), the form given by the AY at 2 S 23s7

.

NAHASH (tfni ‘serpent/ Nad$).—It is probable
that all the passages in which this name is found
refer to the same individual. He was king of the
Ammonites at or before the beginning of Saul's
reign, and did not die until David had been some
^eais established at Jerusalem (2 S 101

, 1 Ch 19%
;

” ouch a length of reign is quite possible even if we

accept the tradition that Saul reignel forty years
(Jos. Ant. vi. xiv. 9, Ac I321

), but there are many
indications that this estimate is excessive. It way
‘about a month after’ Saul’s election by lot at

I

Mizpah (I S KFLXX, reading cnnaa for ir-inr?, so
Jos. Ant. vi. v. 1} that Naliash made that attack
on Jabesh - gilead which called forth all Saul’s
latent capacities as a leader, and thus vindicated
to all Israel the choice of the Lord. The later nar-
rative, on the other hand, implies (1 S 1212

) that the 1

attack of Naliash had been the immediate cause
of the people’s demand for a king. This discrep-
ancy may be solved, of course, by supposing that
Samuel refers to Nahash as having been a standing
menace to Israel, and that the invasion of IS ll 1

had been preceded by many similar incursions.
Josephus (Ant. vi. v. 1) takes this view, and says I

that Nahashwas in the habit of putting out the right
eyes of all Israelites beyond Jordan that came into

,

his poiver, ‘ that when their left eyes were covered
by their shields they might be wholly useless in
war.’ The same writer asserts (Ant. VI. v. 3) that
Nahash was slain on this occasion; but that is

merely his inference from the completeness of the
Ammonite defeat. We are not tola anything more
about Nahash until the notice of his death (2 S
101 - 2

), \vhere we learn that he had * shown kindness
to David in time past,

5 probably after he left

Achish (1 S 2115
), and because they wrere both

Saul’s enemies (so Jerome, Qu. Heb., in loc and
I Ch 19*-). Again, wiien David was at Mahanaim,
e
Sliobi the son of Nahash of Rabbah of the chil-

dren of Ammon 5 was one of those wrho befriended
him (2 S I727). There seems no reason wThy we
should suppose with Ew^ald (HI iii. 185) that this
Nahash was only a member of the royal house,
and not the king himself. These two notices seem
to indicate some special connexion of Naliash with
David, and lend some confirmation to Stanley’s
theory that the mother of David and his brothers
had been originally wife of Naliash the king, and
mother of Abigail and Zeruiah (2 S 1725);* see Jesse.
It is fair to add that Wellh. (Text d. BB Sam.
p. 201), followed by Gray (Heb. Prop. Names, 91),

regards rni n; as a textual error introduced from
®nrp of v. 27

,
wThich itself he thinks probably stood

originally in the margin.^ Budde (SHOT, ad loc.) is

inclined to think that Wellh. may be correct, al-

though he himself emends sm; to vsr (Jesse), which
agrees with the facts (cf. 1 Ch 216

) and is supported
by Luc. Tecrcrai. N. J. D. WHITE.

NAHATH (nn;).—1. A c duke 5
of Edom, Gn 3613-

(A NaXoy, J9sU E HdXod )
17 (A D NdXo6, E 'NdXo)p)=

I Ch F7 (B Ndxes, A Ndxe0). The clan of vrhich he
is the eponymous head has not been traced. 2. A
Kohathite Levite, 1 Ch 6-^Heb

- (BA Kafra#, Luc.
Naa0), called in v.34 Toah, and in 1 S I1 Tohu.
Kittel (on 1 Ch 6s6 in SHOT) holds this last to be
most probably the original form of the name (so

also Driver, Text of Sam. p. 3). As Kittel points
out, 3ns might readily be corrupted into either mn
or hob, and the latter again into nn;. 3. A Levite
in the time of Hezekiah, who was one of the over-
seers,^ under Conaniah and Shimei, in charge of the
oblations and tithes and dedicated things, 2 Ch 31 18

(B Mdeff, A N&e$). J. A. Selbie.

NAHBI (mm, B Napel, A Naf}&).—The name of
one of the twelve men sent by Moses to spy out
the land, Nu I314

. He was the representative of
the tribe of Naphtali.

NAHOR (itaj ; LXX and NT Na*u/> : in AY Jos
24’/ Lk 3s4, Nachor).—1. The grandfather of Abra-
ham, son of Serug, and father of Terah (Gn ll22”23

* Another explanation makes of Nahash a female n&jae, sup*
posing her to be the mother of Abigail.
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P, 1 Ch l26
,
Lk 3w j. 2. Grandson of the pre-

ceding ; son of Terali, and brother of Ahraliam
and Haran (Gn IP*1 * ~7 P ; ef. Jos 242

). In Gn 1

(

J

} he is said to have married Miicah, the daughter
of ins brother Haian ; and in 22-H '24 (Ji twelve
sons of Nahor aie enumerated, viz. eight by
Miicah: Huz,

—

Le. 'Uz, RY Uz, the people or
Job's fatherland,—Buz ithe tribe of Elilm, Job
32-), Kenmel (the father of Arams, Chewed, IJdzo,
Pildash, Jidlapli, and Betlmei (father of Laban
and Rebekah ; cf. Gn 24 15*

-

4 * 47 29;
) ; and four by a

concubine Re’umah : Tebah, Gaham, Tahash, and
Maacah. In 24w (J) the city in Aram-naharaiin
to which Abraham's servant goes to find a wife
for Isaac, Le. (2T

43 294
) IJaran, is called the ‘city

of Nahor’; and in 3153 iJE| Laban, in concluding
the covenant with Jacob, on the borders of Gilead,
appeals to 4 the God of Abraham, and the God of
Nahor,’—the God, that is, or rather, perhaps, the
gods,* of their respective ancestors,—to judge be-
tween them. These are all the passages in which I

Nahor is mentioned. His * sons
5

are certainly in
j

several cases (see Buz, *Uz, Aram, IJazo, Tebah,
j

Ma'acah, CheseD),! and probably in most, not I

individuals, but tribes (cf. Ishmael* voL ii. p. 503L
j

504a ; Jacob, p. 533b-534a) : he is thus the unit from
j

which were derived by the Hebrew genealogists a
;

group of Aramaean tribes, resident on the £. or
j

N.E. of Canaan, just as other groups of tribes
j

were derived from Ishmael (Gn or from *

Abraham's concubine Jyeturah (2

3

: '4
). Whether

j

or not Nahor was an historical individual, must
j

remain an* open question : his relationship to
;

Abraham, whether real or assumed, served in ,

either case as a measure of the degree of relation-
j

ship which was held to subsist between the tribes i

referred to him and the descendants of Abraham
j

(cf. above, ll.cc.). If the name be not that of an
j

individual, it will naturally be that of a lost tribe,
j

resident once about IJaran in Mesopotamia, of
J

which the ‘ sons 3
of Kahor were regarded as off- i

shoots, and recollections of which were preserv ed
;

by the Hebrews (cf. Ewald, Hist. i. 310 f., 268 f.) : I

in this case, the marriage of Nahor with his niece
|

Miicah will represent the amalgamation of two
j

kindred tribes (Dillm. on Gn IT**, who compares
I

161 21 1 3d2*). As contrasted with Abraham, the j

ancestor of the Israelites (and Edomites), Nahor
appears as the ancestor of a group of Aramman
tribes,£ the most prominent members of which (on

account of their connexion with Isaac and Jacob)

are Laban and Rebekah. The contrast between the

two parallel branches appears plainly in Gn 3152

(quoted above), and Jos 242 4 Your fathers dwelt

of old time beyond the River, even Terah, the

father of Abraham, and the father ofKahor: and
they served other gods.

1 The allusion in the last

cited passage is to the common home of the
ancestors of the Abrahamidte and Nahoridse,

‘beyond’ the Euphrates, Le. in Aram-n&haraim,
or 6 Mesopotamia,’ between the Euphrates in the
upper part of its course, and the Ijabor (now the

Khabour), in which was the ancient and important
* city of Nahor 1

(see above), the site of which is

well known (see Haran). There seems, it may
be added, to be much probability in Dillmann’s

view (on Gn IP8-*1 12l ; cf. S**" 7
) that, according

to J, Baran was the native and not merely the

adopted home of Nahor and Abraham (cf. above,

vol. i. p. 15*). S. R. Driver.
* The verb * judge * Is in the original a plural (though this, in

view of Heb. usage, does not absolutely settle the question)

;

cf. also Jos £42 «*a~ The words * the God of their father * (Le,

of Terah), which in the Heb. follow awkwardly after 4 judge/

are not* In LXX, and are very probably a gloss, designed to

Identify expressly the God of Abraham with the God of Nahor.

t In the genealogical scheme of P (Gn lip*®), Aram (the

Qyrians) ana*Uz are placed differently.
'

i Observe the epithet, * the Aramaean/ applied to both

Bethue! and Laban, Gn 2S3 SI** 8*.

^NAHSHON (“cn; [meaning doubtful] LXX and
NT brother-in-law of Aaron, Ex 6-" F,

defendant in the 5th generation from Judah,
1 Ch 2yt , and prince of the tribe of Judah, Nu l

7 2?

71-* 17 1014 F, in mentioned as one of the ancestors oi

David, Ru 4^, 1 Ch 2kf*, and of Chribt, Mt l 4
,

Lk 3i2

NAHUM.-
i. Name and Place in the Canon,

ii. The Pn jphei * 1 irriiplaet*.

ni. Content*, tiu* V* *» u? Nahum,
iv. Integrity and VitLenticity (4 the Book,
v. Occasion and date oi cha. 2 and a.

vi. General characteristics of ehs. a and 3.

Literature.

i. Name and Place in Canon.—

T

he Book
of Nahum occupies the seventh place in the list

of the so-called 4 Minor Prophets ’ in the second
division of the OT Canon. Its twofold title |Nah
l
l
) at once indicates the subject-matter of the

book, ‘the oracle* of (concerning) Nineveh
(RVm), 3 and furnishes us with the sum of our
knowledge regarding its author, 4 the book of the
vision of Nahum the Elkoshite/ In our canonical
Scriptures Nahum is not elsewhere mentioned ; in

extra-canonical Jewish writings he is referred to

in 2 Es l
4*2 and by Josephus, who gives {Ant. EX.

xi. 3, Niese, § 239 ff.) a free rendering of Nail 28
" 13

,

and assigns to him an impossible date (see below).

Several persons bearing the name Nahum are
known to later Jewish history—among them an
ancestor of Joseph of Nazareth (Lk J45

), and a
well-known teacher of the 2nd cent., ‘ Nahum
the Mede ’ (for whom see Baeher, Lie Agada der
Tannniten , i. p. 339/, more than once cited in the
Mishna (Shabb. ii. I, etc.). Another .Nahum is

there described as a scribe or copyist p^2sn=/ite/-

lariuSj Peak, ii. 6;. Traces of still another have
been discovered by Clermont - Gatineau j£pi-

graplies heb. . . . sur des ossuaires juifs,' in line.

Archeol. Ser. III. t. i. No. 41 i. The name appears,

also, to have been not uncommon among the
Phoenicians (see Beeekh, CIG ii. 25, 26 ; CIS l. No.
123^* W).

Kahum (cinj nahMm— in some codices and
editions less correctly mnj ndMm-~LXX and NT
Naot'M, in Josephusand CIG ( above) inflected Saovjmm,

-pot', Yulg. Kahum) signifies primarily "full of

consolation or comfort,’ f then, perhaps, 4 com-
forter, consoler

9 (Jerome, consolatory and is prob-

ably contracted from the fuller form n nr; * is

full of consolation
8

(cf. n;nrq Kehemmh, and the
later Jewish name vrem, Clermont-Ganneau, Sceaux
et cachets Israelites, No. 42 [1883]).

ii. The Prophet's Birthplace.—

O

f the |>er~

sonality of the prophet, as has been said, nothing
whatever is known £ beyond the description of

him in the title of his book as the ElkosMte
LXX ’EXjceffcuipf, Yulg. Elcesmm ), that is,

in all probability, as. a native of Elkm*h.§ The
GT, unfortunately, gives no clue to the situation

of Elkdsh. Four sites have been proposed at
various times and with varying degrees of proba-

bility. (1) As a product of mediaeval fancy, we

* This rendering of tipp ‘ utterance, oracle * (cf. the common
expression 'T'p xy; * to Eft up the voice’) Is certainly prefer-

able to the AV and BY rendering 4 burden/
f The form nahkHm Is intensive (see Gesenlus-Kantzsch, Heb.

Gram. 1886, § 84b, $), from the intensive stem of crc * to com-

fort, console/ The common adjectives pirj ‘fall of pity,* 3rn
‘full of compassion/ support by analogy the rendering given

above, in preference to an original su&tantiml signification,
4 consolation, comfort * (so OreTlx and others). From the same
root are derived several other proper names, such as Neheminh,
Menahem, Nachman, eta

j The numerous legends that gathered round his name have
been collected by Carpsov In Ms Intr&difetm, ill SS6 ff.

§ The T&rgpam renders ^fip as if Nahum were * of th*

family of ^C*shL*
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may dismiss the identification of El^dsh with
the Christian village of Alktish^ about 27 miles

(c. 43 kilometres)* due North* of Mosul, where the
tomb of the prophet is still shown (see Layard's
description in Simsveh and its Remains (1849), i.

2331 This identification, according to Assemani,
does not date beyond the 16th cent, of our era,

and is, moreover, easily accounted for by the sub-

ject-matter of the prophecy, just as the tomb of

Jonah, whose book also deals with Nineveh, is

shown at Nebi Yunus to the South of Mosul. (2 *

Equally inadmissible is the view of Hitzig and
Kuobe!, that Elkbsh was the original name of the
town which in the 1st cent, bore the name of

Katpapmo^jx (so the best authorities, see Caper-
naum), i.e. probably zrns ist ‘the village of

Nahum,* since, apart from the somewhat pre-

carious etymology, there is nothing in the genuine
portion of the 'Book of Nahum (see below) to

suggest a Galilsean origin for its author. The
objection of the Sanhedrin, moreover, expressed in

the words, 4 Search and see that out of Galilee

ariseth no prophet* (Jn 782 KV), could scarcely
have taken so emphatic a form had Capernaum
been associated in the popular mind with our
Nahum. (3) A similar objection applies to the
identification, dubious on other grounds, which we
owe to Jerome. In the prologue to his com-
mentary on Nahum, he writes :

1 Helkesei f usque
hodie in Galikea viculus [est], parvus quidem et
vix ruinis veterum sedifieioram mdicans vestigia ;

sed tamen notus Judaeis, et mihi quoque a circnm-
ducente monstratus.* The hamlet which was
pointed out to Jerome by his guide as the ancient
Elkbsh is generally identified with the modem
EIkdzeh in Northern Galilee, a short distance to
the north-east of Kamiefa. (4) Inasmuch as the
date of Nahum’s prophecy—long after the fall of the
Northern Kingdom (see below)—rather points in

the direction of a Judaean origin, the most probable
location of Elkosh is that furnished by a collection

of traditions known as the Lives oftheProphets, for-

merly ascribed to Epiphanius, from A.D. 367 bishop
of Constantia, the ancient Saiamis, in Cyprus.

TMi curious work exists in a double form, Greek and Syriac.
The former was first; published as a genuine work of Eplphanius
by Torinus in 1529, in more recent times by Migne (\ ol xhii.),

Tkchendorf (Anesdota Sacra, etc., 1 1855, >1881), Hall (Jmm.
of Son. of ML Earnests, June 1886, p. 29 ff.), and, from two
fresh MSS, Nestle (me dem Eptphamm zuge&skriebenen Vita
Propbetarnm in doppdter Becensionf pp. 16-35). As to the
Syriac form of these traditions, we find them not only appended
to the respective prophets in Paul of Tella's Syriac translation
0518-617 A.B.) of Origen’s Hexaplar text of the Greek OT (see
Ceriani’s Codex Syra-hexupiaris ATnbrmanwphotolithographies
ediim in his Monumenta Sacra, etc. , vol. viL 1874X butm a more
or 1ms independent form In various quarters (see Budge, The
Book of the .Bee [1886], 74 ff. ; Nestle, Syriac Grammar [1889],
Chrestomathy, 86 ft. : translated. Budge, ©id. 89 ff. ; Hall (from
a Philadelphia MS) in Jmm. qf the Sac. of B&l Earn. [18871,
SSff.XI

The portions of the Vitm Prophetamm relating
to Nahum have been edited in Greek and Syriac
with full critical apparatus by Nestle {op. dt.
43 f. ). The former, in the oldest MS from * the 6fch
or 7th century,* begins thus: Nao^owo 5ETuceal Ttipav

rou
f

Iap7p/a8aplif <pvXijs Svpethr, which corresponds
to the Syriac :

4 Nahum was from Elkosh (in the
country) beyond B&th Gabr§ (mm n'z) of the tribe
of Simeon.* 1 Now B£th-Gabr§, the Betog&bra of

* So, according to the latest map of this district by Colonel
Billerbeck, m the joint monograph by Billerbeck and JeremjUur
on ‘The Downfall of Nineveh and the Prophecy of Nahum of
Elkosh/ (see the literature at the end of article).

f Bite form of the word is itself suspicious, since it pre-
supposes the LXX form of the adjective *mx§trmes.

t A separate off-print from his MatrginaUm und Materialism
,

,

186&
§ For further details as to the origin and relation of the

recensions see the exhaustive investigation of Professor Nestle
(dted above), which the author kindly put at the present
writer's disposal for the purpose of this article.

i Nestle was the first to call attention to the Important bear- i

Ptolemy, is beyond question the modem Beit*

Jibrln , the ancient Eleutheropolis—about half-

way, as the crow files, between Jerusalem and
Gaza—an identification confirmed by the variant
cmn nm ( = Home of the Free) found in some of the
Syriac MSS (Nestle, op. cit 44, and the Chresto-
mathy, p. 89). Unfortunately, the uncertain
authorship of the work in question prevents us
from regarding the above statement as a genuine
local tradition, as would have been the case had
the Lives of the Prophets been a genuine work of

Epiphanius, who was born near Eleutheropolis,

and there ordained a presbyter. Still we do not
hesitate to characterize this tradition as the most
credible of the four here adduced. Nahum was
thus, it is allowable to infer, a fellow-countryman
of Mieah, whose native place, Moresheth (Mic l1 ),

according to Eusebius and Jerome, lay a little to

the east of Eleutheropolis.

iii. Contents of the Book of Nahum.—The
genuine oracle of Nahum is preceded by a psalm
(1--21* 3

) which still bears manifest traces of an
original alphabetic or acrostic arrangement (see

next section). It begins by asserting the qualities

and attributes of J" as ‘a"God jealous and aveng-
ing* (l

3
; ef. BVm), passing into a fine description

of the effect on the world of nature when J"
appears for judgment on His enemies (w.8- 8* 8).*

To those, however, who truly wait upon Him,f
J" is true and faithful (v,

7
). In the second part of

the psalm (v. &ff
*), where the original alphabetic

arrangement has largely disappeared, and where the
present text is in some places extremely corrupt,
the poet announces the destruction of the enemies
of Judah ; the yoke that has pressed so long and
so heavily on the necks of God’s people shall be
broken, the enemies5 gods cast down, and they
themselves brought to an utter end. Already the
bearer of the glad tidings is speeding over the hills

of Judah (l 15 [Heb. 22
]) ; the final restoration of JOT

s

land and people is at hand (2
2 13** ^).i

In chs. 21- s-319 we have the genuine ‘ oracle con-
cerning Nineveh.* § It consists of two parts, cor-
responding to the present division of the chapters,
(a) The first part may be described as a triptych, in
which, with a few bold and effective strokes, the
prophet-artist has painted in succession the siege,

the capture, and the final overthrow of Nineveh,
with its resulting desolation. First of all he por-
trays the approach of the besiegers in scarlet
uniforms and with steel-mounted y chariots (2

1- s
),

then the stubborn fights in the outplaces and
broadways without the walls (v. 4). On this fol-

lows U (v.5
) the hurried muster of the troops within,

the rush to the walls to place in position the engines
of defence (?; see Mantelet).** But the imme-
diate source of danger is elsewhere, for the pro-
tecting dams and sluices are burst open (v.e) ; the
result is panic in the palace, which is immediately

mg of the Syriac reading in the ZDPV L 122 ff. A translation
of his communication appeared in the PEFSt, 1879, p. 136 ff.

* In V.8* in place of the obscure and irrelevant ffiDlpp (MT) the
parallelism requires us to read with most of the YSS I’Dds
(Buhl, ZATW v. 181 ; ct Davidson, in loc.).

t Adapting the reading of the LXX nSr vfreuitetmpszWbh
(La 825

; cl. Ps 25s 897).
T *

t The references in the sequel to ch. 2 follow the verse-
numeration of the EY, which is one less throughout thn.n

in the Hebrew.
| The words, ‘Thus saith Jff

,* now found at the head of 118,
are probably part of the original introduction to the oracle.

1 A conjectural rendering (cf. BY), the mowing of the
original Tini^ being unknown. The AY rendering ‘ torches ’

rests on a mistaken etymology.
^ The proposal of Billerbeck and Jeremias to insert ch. 8M-H

between 2* and 2P is quite unnecessary.
**Heb. ^ri-srt, lit.

4 the eoverer,* BY * mantelet,* apparently
a military terminus iechnicm. An elaborate and technical
account of the Assyrian ‘ siege artillery,’ both for attack Mid
defence, with numerous illustrations, m given In BUJerteck and
Jeremias’ monograph already cited.
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stormed, and the queen (?)* captured and carried
off amid the lamentations of her maids (v. 7 ). In
Tain is every effort to rally the panic-stricken
defenders (v. 8

) ; the city is given over to be looted
by the victors (v.®). The final tableau shows
the climax of the catastrophe. Nineveh has dis-

appeared ! Where stood the queen of cities there
is now a ‘wild and weary waste’ (if thus we may
imitate the alliteration [bfikah nmZbiihlh nmtbui-
Iffkdh) of the original, v. lQ '<

; to the prophet's
unfeigned delight, the Assyrian, once brave as a
lion and as cruel, has passed away for ever

[b) In ch. 3 the prophet, enamoured of his theme,
returns to fill in certain details of the overthrow
of this ‘ city of blood 1

(v. 1
), and furnishes us with,

a graphic word-picture of the dual attack (w.2* 3
)

—

‘ Hark ! the whip ! Hark I the rattle of the wheels

;

And (see ’) the prancing steeds and the bounding chariots.
The horsemen charring 0,

And the flash of the swords and the glint of the spears,
And the masses of the slam and the neaps of the dead.*

And why has this fate overtaken Nineveh?
Because of her unprincipled diplomacy, her har-
lotries, and her witchcrafts (v. 4). As punishment,
she will be exposed like a vulgar adulteress to the
gibes and insults of the nations she lias so long
oppressed fvv. 5* 6

). The prophet further dwells
complacently on the thought that, in Nineveh’s
hour of doom and shame, there will be none to
comfort her or to bewail her (v.7). Let her not
think she will fare better than No-amon, the
mistress of Upper Egypt (v. 8**). With the measure
wherewith she meted out cruelties unspeakable to
the Egyptian capital, it shall be measured to

Nineveh in her turn fv.
10

}. For her fortified out-
posts, with their effeminate defenders, already fall

before the invader as readily as ripe figs fail into

the mouth of one who but shakes the laden fig-

tree (v. 12 ). Now is the time to prepare for the
sie^e. ‘To the mortar-tub and the brick-mould 5

is the prophet’s sarcastic call (v. 14
) I The countless

merchants of the city, a heterogeneous and un-
patriotic throng, vanish as locusts vanish with the
morning sun. And thus, to the accompaniment of

a universal song of joy on the part of all that have
suffered at her hands, the city of blood makes her
final exit from the stage of history (v. ls).

iv. Integbxty and Authenticity of the
Book.— Until a very few years ago the authen-
ticity of all three chapters of the Book of Nahum
was regarded as beyond suspicion, even by scholars

so ‘ advanced 3
as Kuenen [OnderzmW, ii. §75), Well-

hausen {Skizzen u. Vorarbeiten? £1893], p. 155), and
Comill {EinUitf 1892, ]j. 188). Since 1880, how-
ever, in various publications {ZDMG xxxiv. 559 if.,

Carmina Vet Test, metrics, 212, etc.) Bickell

—

in this following out indications given by Frohn-
meyer and Franz Delitzsch—had maintained that
Nan l

2-8 was in reality an alphabetic poem, whose
original structure was easily recoverable by means
of various slight alterations and transpositions

(see esp. ZDMG, ut supraJ. In 1893 a more suc-

cessful attempt was made on the same lines by
BL Gunkel in Stade’s ZATW (xiii 223 ff). In
this essay Gunkel succeeded, in the present writer’s

opinion, not only in proving more conclusively

than Bickell had done the existence in w.*4 of

a clearly designed acrostic arrangement for the

* The word of the original, 2$n, is still unexplained (AT, BY
as a proper name, Huzzab, but see margins). The Targuxo has

already amtoo ‘queen.* See art Huzxsb. The following rrnVprr

should perhaps be read rfanyn and understood as a loan-word

from Assyrian, Ike TOSD and prob. Ctii3D id. * wipw,
‘ watcher* (see Jensen*® review of Bilierb. and Jerem. in TheoL

Ltztg. 1395, p. 507). It would then correspond to the Assyr.

etmtu, ‘a lady (of rank).* See P. Babes, Academy, 1896,

p.m and morein detail P$BA xx (May 1898) p. 1TSS. ‘An
Grade of Nahum*; cf. Expos. Timm, tSL (1S96) p. 568, viiL

p. 4&

first half of the Hebrew alphabet (k to >), bat in

establishing a strung probability that the same
’ arrangement for the second half^2 to n) originally
appeared in the verges following (

l

l<a-23 of the
Hebrew numeration, see footnote above'). Bickell
has since is«u*»d a much improved edition of his

restoration iBatitrgr zur &mit JL'lnk, !bl*4, being
an off-print from the .A fzu n rishcrichte of the Vienna
Academy of Sciences i, which in its turn has sng*

,

gested to Gunkel a lew emendations, incorporated

|

m a note to his Mtopfang it. Chaus i,p.

;

Finally, Nowaek in his"comiientary (see the Litera-

j

tnre at end of article) has adopted, and in some
* points has still further improved upon, the results

i

of his predecessor.^. A* renurds the opening verses

: at Ien>t (vv. s'p, the changes which the acrostic

» scheme demands are not more numerous or more
j

radical than tho^e required in several of the other
.1 alphabetic p<**m»of the OT,as we piofto^e to "how
; (see small type below). An alphabetic p"uhu,
S however, must by its very nature be complete

;

‘ hence we do not hesitate to affirm that in Nail P-23

i
we have the remain* of an acrostic psalm, of which

f the first nine verse* {a to n) have buffered little,

: the next four or five (’ to :) considerably inure, and
1 the rest (d to so much that their" restoration

: ‘can never be more than an academic exercise,
5

I
—words which A. B. Davidson has applied rashly,

j

as we think, to the whole of ch. 1. Each of the
i twenty-two verses consisted originally of two lines

;
each, each line containing, as & rule," three or four

j

accented words.

j

The following brief note will sufficiently indicate the plan of
' the psalm ; the K-verse consists of of the MT, ie. of two

|

lines of four words each, vv. 2b Sa (m.T) being probably part of

!

the D and : verses introduced here by an editor to qualify the

i general statement in v.2* (Nowaek). The 2-verse, two lines of
1 three words each, extends from nrez to end of v.s

; the j-veise

I *v> also ot six accented words. At y.*a l is needed, and

|

here the ViSS certainly had two different verbs, which renders

|

the first. ^ic* suspicions ;
read perhaps (Gray, Cheyne) or

|
2X1 (Now.). The n - verse == v.6*, 1 = v.«»; for \ it is only

|

necessary to transpose X5>TC to the head of 6* and read V2sh
j

i n=6», x=7*. For * we would propose to read in" (cf. PsI&S®),

s or, as hitherto proposed, delete 1 of yn in v.Tb Now in all

j these ten verses, involving' only one serious interference with
I Six, we have surely something more than, chance coincidences,

I namely, a conscious design which cannot be explained by the
‘ fact that the author allowed himself here and there and per-

haps half accidentally to follow the alphabetic order* (Driver,

Expos. Times, is. (1807), p. 119—review of Now&ck’s JSIeim
Prbpkeien).

Regarding the author of tills psalm, we emu only
say that he lived at some period of the post-exilic

history,f when the yoke of the heathen pressed

heavily on the people of God, whose coming to

judge the oppressor and vindicate His own could

not be long delayed. The poem, it was felt at a
later period, fitly expressed the general principle

of God’s avenging justice, of which the destruction

of Nineveh was the most striking concrete illustra-

tion. Accordingly, it wasprefixed asan appropriate

introduction to the genuine ‘ vision of Nahum the

Elkoshite.’

v. Occasion and Date of Chs. 2 and 3.—The
:

prophecy itself provides us with two fixed points

between which its date must faJL These are the

* The English-speaking student will tad a very Judd account
of the proposals of these scholars, with some original sugges-

tions, m G. Buchanan Gray's article, ‘The Alphabetical Poem
in Nahum/ Exporter, Sept. 1308,

f The artiflciality of the acrostic form is generally supposed to

point to a Me rather than an early date for toe poems which
show this construction. If our psalm Is really post-exilic, then
life (Heb. 2**} is taken from Is bp. Other parallels, such as 1?

(restored text)=La S25 (TO D?ff)=*Pa <0.8, partake too much
1

of the nature ci theological <mtton|teB to permit of an
assertion of borrowing on toemm side or to® other, whilealmost
all the points of contact adduced by older coiamentafors (see

esp. Strauss, Sahwmi VaMam^ Prolegom. xv L} are quite

illusory.
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I capture of No-amon (Thebes, 3sff
*} and the down-

j

fall of Nineveh itself. Regarding the former

j

event, our terminus a guo, there need be no

j

hesitation in identifying it with the capture and
!

destruction of the capital of Upper Egypt by

j

Assurbanipal in B.C. 664-663 (see Schrader, COT
|

ii. 149 ff. ; Tiele, Bab.-Assyr. Gesckichte, ii. 149 tf).

|

An event of such far-reaching consequences for
I the Western world would long remain fresh in the

minds of men, so that it is quite unnecessary,
because of its mention by Nahum, either to assign
the prophecy to a date B.c. 660 (so Schrader, he.
cit and Orelli), or with Wellhausen {Skizzen, etc.

v. 160) to suggest whether the prophet may not
refer to some later capture, regarding which
history and tradition are alike silent.

With regard, in the next place, to the terminus
ad guem, we are now in possession, since 1893, of

native cuneiform testimony to the manner and
date of the final overthrow of Nineveh. In the
course of his excavations in a mound near Hillah
(Babylon), Father Scheil came upon a semicircular
stele of Nabonidus (B.C. 555-538), now in the
Imperial Museum at Constantinople (publ. by
V. Scheil in Maspero's Recueil tie Traraux

, etcC,

1896, livr. 1, 2 ; L. Mes^serschmidt, Die Inschrift
der Side NahowTids

, 1896 ; summary by Johns in

Expos, Times, vli. (1896), p. 360f.; also, with illustra-

tions, by C. J. Ball in Light from the East, 1899,

p. 212 tf, ; cf. A. B. Davidson, Nahum
,
etc. 137 f.}.

In this inscription it is expressly stated that 4 the
aid of the king of the Umman-manda folk

5—that
is, either the Medes alone, or a mixed folk of which
the Medes were the predominant constituent*

—

was invoked by Marduk, the great god of Babylon,
in order to avenge the insults offered to him by
the Assyrians in the days of Sennacherib. The
Medes alone are credited with the destruction of
the cities and temples of Assyria (column ii.),

which agrees with the well-known statement of
Herodotus (i. 103 tf).

The date of the fall of Nineveh is also, for the
first time, fixed for us within narrow limits. In
col. x. Nabonidus informs us that the temple of
the moon-god Sin at Harran (which had been
destroyed by the Medes about the same time as
Nineveh) was restored by Mm fifty-four years after
its destruction. This restoration, as we know
from another inscription, took place in the third
year^ of Nabonidus5

reign (B.c. 553). Hence we
j

obtain 667 as the date of the destruction of Harran
and—since Nineveh wras doubtless the last to fall

before the Medes— B.C. 606 as the nearest ap-
proach to the date of the fall of Nineveh.

These, then, are the two fixed points, viz. B.c.
664-663 and B.c. 606, between which the prophecy
of Nahum must be placed. The upper limit, it
will be seen, is fatal Both to the earliest tradition
known t*o us, according to which Nahum prophe-
sied 115 years before the fall of Nineveh (Jos.
Ant, ix. xi. 3), and to the conclusions of older
scholars, such as Pusey, Nageisbaeh, etc., who
placed the prophecy in the reign of Hezekiah or
the earlier years of Manasseh.
Another factor, which was of the greatest

moment in former attempts to fix more definitely
the date of our prophecy, must now be set aside,
namely, the supposed references in ch. 1 to the
political and religious condition of Judah under
the later Assyrian kings. + This chapter, we have ;

seen reason to believe, is no part of the genuine
prophecy of Nahum—a conclusion which disposes

• See Messerschraidt, p. 71 (a general term for northern peoples,
including the Medes) ; Del. H JO? p. 87’°. According to Ball, op.
tit. p. SOS n., the Umman-manda are the 4 Medes ’ of Astyages,
who appear, he adds, * to have teen Iranian Sejthi&ss 9

(?).

f Such references were found in vv.& 12 (th*e
4 wicked conn- :

•ellor 13 (the heavy yoke [of Assyria!]), » (the religious zeal of
the Jews (under Josiahfj), etc., see the commentaries.

! at once of the views of two groups of scholars

—

I (ct) those who, like Kuenen ( Onderzoek
2
, § 75),

|

Comill (
Einleit. 2

188), and Wildeboer [Die Littera-

tur d. AT, 1895, pp. 194, 197), lay stress on the
fact that the yoke of Assyria was still heavy on

i the neck of Judah (l 13), and are therefore com-
i pelled to postulate a date c. 624, after which time

j

the power of Assyria rapidly decayed, and Josiah

j

was able to extend his borders at her expense ;

I and
(b )

those who, like Robertson Smith Jart.

I
* Nahum 5

in Encyc. Brit .
9
), basing too exclusively

|

on ch. 1, consider that the prophet had in his eye
! no particular assailant of Nineveh, but based Ins

prophecy solely on the general principles of the
divine moral government. With ch. 1 falls also

the hypothesis advanced by the present writer in

1891 {‘The Burden of Nineveh 5

in Good Words
,

,

1891, 741 tf.)—and by H. Winckler independently
in 1892 {Altest. Untersuch. 1892, 124 ff.)—based on a

j

study of the relations betyveen Assyria and Judah
I during the period in question, that the prophecy
is to be placed c. 645 B.C., near the close of the
rebellion of JSamas-sum-ukin, viceroy of Babylon,
against his brother Assurbanipal.

If, then, as we believe, chs. 2 and 3 alone eon-

I

stitute the genuine prophecy of Nahum, tli- task

!

of determining its date is very materially simpli-

fied, for the situation portrayed in these chapters

|

is scarcely open to doubt. It is the moment
j

between the actual invasion of Assyria by a hostile

force and the commencement of the attack on its

capital. The ‘mauler 5

or destroyer (adopting
with most moderns Michaelis

5 reading fan for

psn) is already on the march (2
1

tHeb - 2J)
; the frontier

fortresses have opened their gates to the foe (3
13

,

where note the tenses). The latter, it is clear

(3
M - 13

h has not yet begun to invest the city. Such
was the situation when Nahum received the
rophetic impulse to proclaim to the * city of
lood

5

131
) that the cup of her iniquities was full

to overflowing. It is needless to attempt to dis-

entangle the statements of classical historians as
to the various attacks which Nineveh had to meet
during the last years of her existence. The whole
of the genuine prophecy palpitates with the con-
viction that the * utter end 5

of the Assyrian is at
hand. The closing verses of the prophecy, in
articular, are strangely out of place, if the writer
as in view any other but the final attack by the
Umman-manda of Nabonidus5

stele. B.C. 608-607,
therefore, we consider to be the date of the vision
of Nahum, an approximation as close as is attain-
able in the ease of any hook of the OT.
Nothing in these chapters, we may add, compels

us to believe that Nahum was himself an eye-
witness of the scenes he so vividly portrays. Com-
munication, easy and frequent, had long existed
between Nineveh and the tributary West-land,
whose inhabitants were therefore well acquainted
with her situation and defences. Such an ac-
quaintance, joined to a poet’s intuition and a seer’s
prophetic insight, is sufficient for all the facts.

vi. General Characteristics of Chs. 2 and
3.—The most striking characteristics of the poetry
of Nahum are its intense force and its pieturesque-
ness.

^
Although, as Dr. Pusey has remarked, it is

only in the original that * the grandeur, energy,
power, andvividness of Nahumcan be fully felt,

5

still

even in an English dress no one can be insensible
to the onward rush of the movement in 21"9

, the
graphic word-picture of 3~ 3

, the aptness and force
of the figures of the lion and Ms cubs (2

115f
*), and

of the locusts
5

flight (3
17

), the pathos of 318
, and

similar features. 4 Of all the minor prophets none
seems to reach the sublimity, the fire, and the
daring spirit (audaces spiritus) of Nahum, 5—such
is the judgment passed on our prophet by Bishop
Lowth in his classical work on Hebrew Poetry
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* Of all the prophets,
5

writes a more recent autho-
rity,

4 he is the one who in dignity and force
appi caches most nearly to Isaiah (Driver, LOT*
33b ; cf. Kirkpatrick, Doct. of the Prophets

, p.

250). It is unfortunate that in several passages
even of the genuine prophecy the text is uncertain.
The use by the prophet of so many apparently
technical terms (cf. G. A. Smith’s list, The Twelve
Prophets, ii. 89) further helps to obscure his
meaning.
The direct teaching of the book is mainly con-

fined to ch. 1. Its leading thought we have
already seen to be the attribute of J" as 4 a God
jealous* (cf. Ex 205 3414

, Dt 424) and avenging, 5

who, though He suffer Ion", will assuredly 4 take
vengeance on his adversaries

5

(cf. Is 34b *634
, Dt

3235
). The elaboration of this aspect of the Divine

nature serves to throw into higher relief the assur-
ance that follows

—

* The Lord is good to them that wait upon Mm (LXX)/
‘In the day of trouble will He deliver them. 5

f
‘(Yea) the Lord knoweth them that put their trust in him.*

Passing to chs. 2 and 3, we note one important
respect in which Nahum differs from all his pre-
decessors in the prophetic office. His mind is so
full of the iniquities and impending punishment of
Nineveh, that he has no thought for the short-
comings of his own people. In this he presents a
striking contrast to his contemporaries, Zephaniah
and Jeremiah. Nahum’s heart, it has been said,
4 for all its bigness, holds room only for the bitter-

nesses, the baffled hopes, the unappeased hatreds
of a hundred years 5

(G. A. Smith, op. cit. ii. 90).

In eh> 3, especially, the prophet’s indignation
burns with a white heat as he lays bare the moral
gangrene at the heart of the Assyrian nation, the
moral atrophy which was the real source of the
weakness that made its sudden and complete
collapse without a parallel in history (cf. Strabo,
xvi. 1.3:^ flbr ofcv Ncros xoXts h&t-Tiady vapaxpyjaa,
k.t.X.). Wanton bloodshed, inhuman cruelty,
commercial immorality, bad faith in her political

relations,—in his denunciation of these Nahum
gave voice less to his own personal conviction
than to the outraged conscience of humanity.
Assyria in his hands becomes an object-lesson

to the empires of the modem world, teaching, as
an eternal principle of the divine government
of the world, the absolute necessity, for a nation’s
continued vitality, of that righteousness, per-

sonal, civic, and national, which alone 4 exaiteth
a natidn.’

Literature—-The older commentaries are discussed by 0.
Strauss (see below) ; list of titles at close of art. * Nahum 5

in lotto's Biblical CydopS (1866). The chief modern commen-
taries are those on the Minor Prophets generally by Ewald,
Pusey, Keil, Hlfcag-SteineH (1881), Orelli (in Strack and Zoek-
ler’s series, Eng. tr., T. & T. dark, Edinburgh), Wellhausen
(translation and critical notes in Skizzen und Yomrbeiten,
pt. v. 3rd ed. [1899]) ; A. B. Davidson, Nahum, Habafckuk, and
Zephaniah (in Cambridge Bible 1896—the best English com-
mentary) ; Nowack (1897; ; G. A. Smith, The Twelve Prophets,
vol. ii. (1898). To these may be added Farrar, Minor Prophets
(‘Men of the Bible ’ series), and Kirkpatrick, Doctrine of the

Prophets (2nd ed.). A detailed commentary on the military

references is supplied by the monograph of Ad. Billerbeek and
AM. Jeremias, ‘ Der Untergang Nineveh’s und die Weiseagungs-
schrift des Nahum von Elkosch,’ in Deiitzseh and Haunt’s
Beitmge sur Assyriotogk, Bd. ill, 1893, pp. 87-1S& A complete
monograph, though now largely out of Ate, is that of Otto
Strauss, Nahumim Nine Vaticimium (185$).

For the more purely critical study of Nahum see the essays

of Bickell, Gunkel, mid G. B. Gray, on ch. 1 cited in the body
of the article ; also P. Ruben, '* An Oracle of Nahum ’ flli-214], to

FSBA xx., May 1898, rap 173-1S5. For the Versions in general,

L. Reinke, Zwr Rrihk der dttere* Vernonen dm Propheten
Nahum. 1867. For the LXX, Karl Tollers, Dm Dodekapro-
pheton der Alexandriner, 1880, and Schuurmans-Siekhoven, Be
Alexandrijnsche Vertaling van het Dodekapropheton, 1887. For
the Targum of Jonathan, in addition to Reinke, op. dt. p. 55M.,

* On the Divine attribute of jealousy see A. B. Davidson's

note on l2. .

f Adopting RickelT* restoration D7T^

see the critical edition with notes by M. Adler m the JQR vii.

1894, pp. 630-657. For the Syriac, M. Sebok, Die Syr. Ceber-
setz. d. 12 klein. Propheten, 1857. A. R. S. KENNEDY.

NAIDXJS (A NdeiJos, B NaaiSos), I Es 9s1, ap-
parently= Benaiah, Ezr 10^.

NAIL.—1. Heb. psx, Aram. -<52 , Arab, zufr, a
finger nail, Dt 21 12,* Dn 4s3

, In Jer IT 1 the word
refers to the diamond point of the graver or stylus,
2. Arab, icatad, a pin or peg of wood, a"tent
peg. In Syria tent pegs are usually of oak, very;

roughly shaped and pointed. It was with one of
these that Jael treacherously murdered Sir-era, Jg
421ff

- (see Moore, ad lor.). In Ex 2TJj it is said that
the pegs of the tabernacle were of copper. In old
houses in Lebanon wooden pegs are driven into
the walls of rooms, so that articles may be sus-
pended on them. Sometimes the pin is drawn out
by the weight of the article hung on it, having
been driven into a mass of elav, used as mortar,
between the stones of the wall. The ‘nail in a sure
place

3

(Is 2*2i3* is one wedged firmly between two
stones. 3. “ccn (finnan Ec 1212

l, Arab, mismdr

,

a
nail, generally of metal. In 1 Ch it is said that
4 David prepared iron in abundance for the nails

5

;

2 Ch 39 mentions that 4 the weight of the nails was
50 shekels of gold.’ In the NT ^\os is the corre-

sponding word, Jn 2CP, see Cross.
W. Carslaw.

NAIN (Nab'}.—This place is mentioned only once
in Scripture, in Lk 7 11

. The site of the ancient
village r is well authenticated ; it is occupied by the
modern Nein> a squalid, miserable collection of
mud-hovels, situated on the north-western edge of
Jebel ed-Buhy, or the 4 Little Hermon,’ where the
hill slopes down into the plain of Esdraelon. The
mountain is called J&hd ed-Duhy from an unknown
Mohammedan saint, whose wely or sacred place is

on the summit of its conical peak. Around the
village are numerous rubbish heaps and stony
ruins, which indicate that at one time it must have
been a place of much greater importance. It does
not seem to have ever been a wailed and fortified

place, for no indications of a wall can be seen.

But Conder {Tent-Work, p. 122) supposes that by
the phrase ‘gate of the city,’ in the Gospel narra-
tive, we are to understand merely the ordinary
entrance among the houses by the open path, just
as we commonly speak of 4 the gate of the valley’
or the 4 gate of the pass,’ where no gate or wall
actually exists. Stanley {SP p. 357 ) says that 4 no
convent, no tradition, marks the spot.’ But he
must have overlooked the rude little mosque so
prominent among the houses, strangely enough
called the 4 Place of our Lord Jesus Christ,

5

which,
from the significance of its name, must indicate
the previous existence on the spot of a Christian
chapel, which disappeared at an early period.

The rough steep path leading up to the village

is unchanged since that memorable day when
our Lord traversed it with weary feet, and met
the funeral procession of the widow’s only son.

And behind it, in the face of the rocks that pro-

ject from the rugged side of the hill, may still be
seen shadowy holes and caves, which doubtless
mark the old place of sepulture to which the young
man’s dead body was being carried on its bier. No
grander view can be obtained anywhere in Palestine
than that which stretches around Nam, from its

green nest on the mountain side, amply justifying
its descriptive name, if this is to be derived (with

* 4 The paring of the nails corresponds to one of the acts by
which an Arab widow dissolved her widowhood and became
free to marry again ’ (W. R. Smith, Kinship, ITS ; cf. OTJC*
368 : Lane, Amb. Lex. 2409 ; Wellhausen, jZfcffeP, 171).

f It must be distinguish®! from the Nain mentioned by Joe
(BJ iv. ix. 4), which was on the other tide of the Jordan, prob

s ably to Idumaea.
i
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the Talmud) from a Hebrew word m?:, signifying
‘beauty’ or ‘pleasantness.’ Within the circle of
the surrounding hills some of the most stirring
events in Old Testament history have occurred.
Below is the extensive plain of Jezreel, which was
the great battlefield ox Palestine from the days of
Nebuchadnezzar to those of Napoleon. Eight
across are the uplands of Nazareth ; to the left are
the bare limestone ridges of Gilboa ; away in the
distance is the white range of Carmel, with a blue
gleam of the Mediterranean at its foot ; while far
np in the north is the snowy top of great Hennon,
dominating all the wide view.
The story of Nain has been told in the simplest

and most touching manner by the evangelist.
Every word is a picture : the desolation of the
widowed mother, the compassion of Jesus, the
significance of His action in touching the bier, and
so becoming ceremonially unclean through this
forbidden contact with death, showing that He
raised the young man to life not by His absolute
power as God, but by the power of His own
suffering and death ; the pathetic deliverance to
the mother of her son, for she needed him most,
instead of asking him to forsake all and follow
Jesus as His disciple.

LnrnATTRE.—Robinson, £RP% it. $58, 361 ; yan de Velds,
Stria, and Palestine, it 3S2; Guerin, GaliUe, L 1151; Buhl,
GAP 217 ; Stanley, SP 357; Neubauer, Geog. du TcUm. 1SS.

Hugh Macmillan.
NMOTH (riv; Keto ; Kt n*u, i.e. probably n:];

Nuvfyatk [like rrr Zarephath ,
rrrzi I)ab€rath, etc.':

see Driver on 1 S 191S
], though m: and rrp would

both be possible : LXX Avad [5 times after a v

having evidently dropped out in transcription, cf.

Jg 164 4v AAfftopnx for pcv hnn], cod. A Nautw0.
No root m is known : the form Naufyath is thus
much more probable than Naioth}.—The name of
a locality in Ramah, mentioned 1 S 1918-m^ 23

201
, in which David and Samuel took refuge,

when the former was pursued by Saul. This is

really all that can be said about it : what the
nature of the locality was, is entirely uncertain.
It is an old explanation, not out of harmony with
the context, that the term denotes the home

,

or
coenobium,

_
of the prophets (cf. Targ. k:bti# n*a

‘ house of instruction,’ or school) : but the philo-
logical basis of this interpretation is very in-
secure ; for m: (of which iri; might be a fem. form)
does not mean 4 habitation * in general, but denotes
in particular an abode of shepherds or sheep (see
esp. 2 S 7s

; and cf. Is 65-°, Jer 3312
), or a country

habitation, or domain (Jobs24
, Is 3213, Jer 10~5 25k

etc.), and is only applied figuratively to other
kinds of abode, in poetry (Ex 15m, Is S32®, Jer 507),
or elevated prose (2 S 15s8) : hence it is doubtful
whether a word closely allied to this would have
teen chosen to denote a residence of prophets in a
village or town. The absence of the art., not
merely in the vocalized text (IS 1925 etc.), but in
the consonantal text (201

), is also an objection to
its being supposed to have had an appellative
sense, under the circumstances, we must be
satisfied to know that Naufyath was the name
of a locality In Hamah : the original signification
of the name, and also the nature of the place
denoted by it, are both uncertain. (Ewald’s
attempted justification of the rendering school,
Mist* lii. 49 f., is far too conjectural to be prob-
able : see Driver on 1 8 IQ18

). 8. R. Driver.

NAME in EY corresponds to the Heb. p#, Aram.
Gr. Svofia. The Hebrew word is of very

ancient and obscure origin. Redslob (,ZDMG,

1S72, pp. 751-756), tracing it to the root smw
to be high’), argues that its funda-

mental sense is height, and hence (1) a monument

\

(Gn ll4
, 2 S ID13, Is 5513

)
or mausoleum (Is 565

), (2)

excellence
,
majesty, e.g. Ps 541

; and that ‘ nai. e 5

in the sense of a mere token of distinction rep- e-

sents the last stage in the impoverishment of the
original idea. Others {e.g. Lagarde, Bildung der
Nomina

, p. 160 ,* W. R. Smith, Kinship
, p. 213)

connect it with the root wsm, which gives sign or
token as the original meaning. In view of this
uncertainty, it will be wise not to base too much
in our discussion of the term on the etymology.
The Greek term as used in NT has many mean-
ings that are foreign to classical usage, hut are
due to the direct or indirect influence of the
Hebrew term.

In discussing the present subject we have to

consider, firstly, the significance of the term and
the ideas expressed by it; and, secondly, the varb
ous customs connected with the giving of names.

1. The Significance of the Term.—1. In in-

numerable passages alike in OT and NT the term is

used as by ourselves in reference to wrords by wThich
persons, places, or objects are designated and dis-

tinguished from others. It is also by a familiar
transference of meaning that it comes to mean
reputation or fame ; see e.g. 1 S IS30, 2 S 79 2318

,

and in consequence oy is sometimes translated in
EV by ‘ renown 5 Gn 64, Nu 162

,
or 4 famous 3

1 Ch
o24,

En 411
(cf. Job 308 4 base 3= Heb. nv ^5= lit.

nameless) ; it may even by itself and unqualified
mean a good reputation, e.g. Pr 221

, Ec 71
, Sir

4132 . or? on the other hand, a false reputation,
Eev 31. But the more peculiar senses of the term
are due to the close relation that wyas supposed
to exist between the name and the personality.
It is a widely-spread belief among primitive
and less developed peoples that one who knows
a person’s name has powder over the bearer of
the name ; hence the reluctance to give a stranger
one’s name. It was but a modification of such
belief that made the Hebrew frequently use

i ‘name’ as almost an equivalent of the" ‘ per-
I
sonality

5

or ‘character 3 or nature of the person or
thing named ; and consequently, wThen a writer
wishes to express forcibly the nature of a person
or place, he says he will be called so-and-so, or his
name will be so-and-so. Thus wiien in the future
Jerusalem is purged from injustice she will be
called ‘the city of righteousness’ (Is l26) ; wiien
J" returns to the deserted city after the Exile, its

name will be ‘ J" is there
5 (Ezk 48s5

). The nature
of Egypt is summed up in the name that is given
her,

4 Eahab that sitteth still
3

; and the meaning
of Is 96 is that the child will actually he all that the
name 4 wonderful, 3

etc., implies ; cf. further Pr 21s4
,

Is 631
®, and probably Is 62c 6513

. Again, the Greek
dvbftara is actually rendered by ‘ persons 3

in Ac l
15

,

Eev ll 13
, wiiere the sense closely resembles that of

the original term in Nu Is 2653
, Eev 34, in which

cases EV adopts ‘names’ as its rendering. For
instances from Gr. papyri see Deissmann, Neue
Bibehtudien

,
24 f.

2. It is not difficult to understand how ‘name 3

may express the idea of authority (see e.g. Ex S23,

1 K 21s
, Est 312 Jn o43), but it is perhaps through

this sense that a phrase arose the meaning of
which is much less immediately obvious, especially
in the EY. In Hebrew we frequently read of
some one’s name being called over something
('b 72 a$ *qj3j) ; in EY this idiomatic phrase i

;

generally translated so as to confuse it with the
entirely distinct phrase ‘to be called by some
one’s name 3

('b o?h *njn), But the former phrase
does not mean that the person or object referred
to will bear the name of that person whose ‘ name
is called over it

3

: it means that it wfill come
under his authority, pass into his possession.
Thus Joab begs David to be present at the final
scene in the siege of Rabbah, lest Joab take the
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city, and Ms name be called oyer it, Le. lest the unless, with Cheyiie {.Inirod. to Booh of Imiah, I

city pass under his authority and not David’s p. 313), we regard this verse as post-exilic.
(

(2 S 1228
).

* AH the nations over which Jms name 4. Of the numerous shades of meaning connected
was called

3 (Am 9U) are all the nations which had with and probably springing out of the usage
once owned JOT

s_authority, Le. had once formed just noticed, we may refer to one or two. ‘The
part of the dominion of Israel—the people of J* name of J* * itself becomes a term to express a
Israel in its confession (Is 631S

) says—Vt e are be- theephany in Is 3027 (also, according to Ciieyne,
come as they over whom thou never barest role

;
post-exilic), where it is described ‘as coming from

as they over whom thy name was not called, Le. as tar, burning with his anger, and in thick rising
they who have ceased to be regarded as thy people smoke, 5

etc.; with this passage we may perhaps
and subject to thy authority. Women have the compare 591®. In Is 48f the term is proimbly used
name of their husbands called over them, Le. be- in the transferred sense of the praise -which the
come subject to their authority at marriage, Is 41

. divine self-manifestation calls forth from men ;

With regard to the precise sense of ‘ name 5
in the

!
note the parallel clause and a similar transference

phrase there may be difference of opinion : thus
j

of meaning in the parallel phrase * glory of J
r 5

Driver {Deuteronomy, p. 306) interprets Joab’s (see Glory of 1, adjin.). In Zee I# (cl. Is 56^)

saying thus, c
lest I gain the credit of having the name of is the manner in which men recog-

captured it [Rabbah], and it be counted as my nize the divine self-revelation—in other words, the
conquest. 5 But the meaning of the whole phrase worship of J'

f

; Bitzig rightly interprets 4 his name
;

is quite clear : in the further words of Driver, shall be one 5

as meaning that the unity of J'\
‘ the phrase expresses . . . the fact of ownership which already exists in reality, will then also be !

—whether acquired by actual conquest or other- acknowledged and recognized on earth. :

wise (cf. Ps 4912 W)—coupled at the same time But in virtue of its most characteristic and
with the idea ofprotection z and occurs frequently, frequent usage ‘the name of J'” belongs to a
especially with reference to the people or Israel, series of phrases, to which the 4 gloiy of Jy ‘ the
Jerusalem, or the temple. The passages are : Am face of «r,

s * the angel of J" 5
also belong, by

9U, Jer 710, n* 14* 20 I4§ 151S . . . 25s 32s4 3413
, 1 K S43 which the Hebrews endeavoured to distinguish

(=2 Ch 6®}® (all Ds
), Is SB1

®, 2 Ch 7
14

, Dn 918* *V between the Deity in himself and the Deity as
Cf., in the Apocrypha, Bar 2U- 2S

, 1 Mac and manifested to and coming into relation with men ;

in NT Ac 15" (cited by St. Janies from Am 912}, or, in earlier times, between the Deity conceived as
Ja 2h We may allude to one other passage where local and confined to Sinai, and on the other hand
‘name 5 probably means ‘authority,

3

viz. Is 2813 as accompanying his people in their journeyiims.
(cf. 631

®}. The words rendered by EV, 4 by thee In the latter case, however, it is the 4 angel of *r
5

only will we make mention of thy name, 5 should that most frequently figures, and we need call

contain an antithesis to the first part of the verse, attention only to one peculiar passage (Ex 23s’1
} in

* 0 Lord out God, other Lords beside thee have had which both phrases are combined, and * the name
dominion over us,

5 and consequently must be trans- of J”
7 5

is said to be in the angel; the meaning of

lated ‘ but thee, (to wit) thy name (authority), alone this appears to be, that though the angel is not <J " in
j

will we (in future) mention {Le. acknowledge) 5

; his fulness (cf. v.84
), yet JOT

s nature is so far in him !

for the construction in the Heb. cf. Diilm. in loc. that what would offend J" will offend him. To i

3. We may pass on now to some of the special the OT usage of the term ‘ name of J"’ we have a !

ideas that are expressed by the phrase ‘name of parallel, striking at once in its similarity and its
3

J"
5
in the OT, ‘name of Jesus,

5
etc., in the NT. dissimilarity, in Phoenician. In an inscription <

The name of as equivalent to the person of Jv {CIS 31S ) from Sidon we find mention of
_

4 Ash-
is represented as the subject or the object of toreth the name of Basil (bye cr inntry),’ Le. an
various actions : thus, for example, it sets men Ashtoreth distinguished from other Ashtoretks
on high (Ps 201

}. It is loved (Ps 5U),
praised by the fact that she was regarded as being a

(Ps 7n ), sanctified (Is 29s®) ; it is described, e.g., as manifestation or representative of Baal. In this

being glorious, fearful (Dt ‘2S28), holy (I Ch 2916
), case, as in the parallel case of ‘Tanith the face of

everlasting (Ps 13513
). But in particular the ‘name Baal (byr p ran),

3
Phoenician, in striking contrast

of J" 5
is used as a succinct expression for there- to Hebrew, has made of the representation or

veaied character of God for all that is known of manifestation a new and distinct deity,

him.. Hence such frequent expressions as to 5. Finally, in our survey of OT usage we have
declare (T§p, e.g. Ex 91® 22s), or to know (yv, e.g. to notice that in Lv 24X3"IS the name (eye?) is used
Is 52®, cf. 642) the name of J'

5
. J" acts for his as a substitute for J75 according to a practice

name’s sake {e.g. Ezk 20s) when he so acts that which became very customary m post -biblical

his Mtherto revealed nature is not belied; e.g. Hebrew. It is, however, probable that we owe
when hevindicates his power by bringing ihe people this usage to the scribes and copyists rather than

out of Egypt. Wherever records his name, to the author of the section in question (cf. Geiger,

according to the early law book (Ex 21F4}, there Urschrift, 273 L).

men are to build an altar to him : what was meant 6. When we turn to NT we find, as we should

by thin * recording of his name 5 may be seen by expect, that in several instances ‘the name of

ftTramiTifog the various narratives of the building of the Lord 3 occurs in actual quotations from OT
altars, Le. of the observations of this law (see e.g. (see e.g. Mt 12£1 23®, Ac 2®, ito 15s, He 2ia

), and
Gn 12* 22® 26®“*, Jg 6s4 [in the light of the pre- that in others the phrases are of the same or

ceding narrative], IS 14s®) ; it was the indication, nearly the same character as those current in OT
by a theophany or by some great success or de- (e.g. Mt 60,

Jn IT6* *•). The question is how far

livery or the like, of the aivine presence and does OT usage serve to explain the NT term where,

favour ; in other words, it was a self-revelation of owing to new circumstances and conditions, it

Jw to men. From the time of Deuteronomy on- has to express ideas in large part new? Is it

wards Jerusalem became the one special seat of necessary to presuppose entirely different modes of

the divine presence In Israel ; there, therefore, he thought to explain the NT term ; or is it possible

Is said to cause Ms name to dwell or abide (Dt 12u to explain its new meanings as the natural de~

and very often) ; hence the temple is a house for velopment out of the old T

Jws name, 2 S 7“, 1 K 817*28 etc.; and even earlier Clearly, phrases which differ from the OT
the supremacy of Jerusalem among the shrines of equivalents only by the substitution of ‘Jesus’

the S."kingdom had become so great that Isaiah for ‘ Jv 5 may be similarly interpreted unless I

(13*) speaks of Zion as the place of J"
?
s name, cogent reasons for the contrary be forthcoming

: |
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hence, e.g., * to prophesy In the name of Jesus’

corresponds in NT to prophesy or speak in the
name of J n

in OT. Such a phrase as 4 to believe

in the name of Jesus 5

differs somewhat more
from OT usage, and yet Is certainly In line with
It. It very significantly alternates in the same
writer with the phrase 4 to believe in Jesus' (*ee

e.ff. Jn l
1- 2

lJ3

318
; 3iS* 18 640 ) ;

i.c. the name of Jesus
Is" a parallel term to the word 4 Jesus ' itself, and
Is most appropriately used In the present phrase
because ‘ tue name of Jesus

3

briefly sums up the

|personality of Jesus as made known ; to believe

m his name is to believe in and accept his claims.

But a very different mode of interpretation has

been recently advocated by Conybeare. Briefly

stated, It Is an assimilation of
4 the use of the

name of Jesus Christ to ancient magic’ (JQBix,
661 ; or again, in Conybeare’s own words, 4 Why
did Jesus instruct his disciples to east out demons
In Ms name ? Why do we end our prayers with
the formula in the name of Jesus Christ our Lord ?

Why did the Christians glory in the name ? Why
were they persecuted for the name ? The answer
to all these questions is furnished by ancient

magic’ [ik 581). ‘In or by the name of Jesus
Christ our Lord 5

is a 4 theurgie formula/ and its

use was due to the fact that Christians shared the

ancient but still prevalent belief that a god or

demon must come when his name is correctly pro*

nounced in an Invocation.

Conybeare has clearly shown that this magical
view of the name was held by several of the early

Fathers as well as by non-Christian and pre-

Christian Greek and Latin writers ; he has also

collected much comparative evidence of the general
existence of such a belief relative to names.
Further, it may be admitted that in some cases

and by some people the name of Jesus may have
been regarded as possessing magical efficacy—see
e.g. Mt 722,

Ac 4‘
;
and again that the ‘names’

referred to in Eph l21 (and, therefore, probably
also in Ph 2s

) axe names of angels, but that the
reference s * to the use in exorcisms of names of

angels and patriarchs’ is far from obvious. It is

Impossible here to discuss the very numerous
passages concerned in detail; hut the general

reasons wMch appear to the present writer cogent
against admitting Conybeares mode of interpre-

tation, except in a few isolated passages, may be
briefly stated thus : (1) It is obviously inapplicable

In many cases, e.g. Mt IS3. (2) A number of the
phrases, as we have already seen, are identical

with, a number more are closely similar to, those
found in the OT. The OT terminology may and
probably should be traced back ultimately to the
magical view of ‘name/ but in Itself expresses an
immeasurably higher type of ideas. But the
influence of the OT on both Jesus and the dis-

ciples was obviously so great that we have a right
in ambiguous cases to adopt the higher interpre-

tation suggested by OT usage rather than that
suggested by popular Jewish and Greek super-

stition. To take a single instance, the analogy of

OT instances would lead us to infer from the fact

that Simon was surnamed 4 Rock, 3 and the sons
of Zebedee 4 sons of thunder/ that the names were
given because the persons in question possessed
qualities described by these new names ; and this

Is surely far more reasonable than to infer 4 that
the new names were supposed to impart to them
(Simon and the sons of Zebedee) newT qualities,

or fortify their moral characters/ It Is unques-
tionably a right principle to interpret the NT in

the light of contemporary ideas ; hut it is a wrong
application of this principle to neglect the most
potent of these ideas—those, namely, of the OT.
(3) The magical significance attached to the names
by early Christian Fathers, which at first sight most

|
favour.^ the theory, is explicable by a misunder-

I
standing, under the influence of Greek superstition,

j

of a terminology which must have been but hall

;
intelligible to Greeks and Latins.

! II. Customs connected with the giving op
1 Names.—1. Personal. A child received its nama
I most frequently from the mother (Gn 4P5 16n (9^*

!
ogaa. 35 * 3,/. s. u. 13. is. jo. 24. 29 3513 334^ jg^ j g jso

—all the foregoing are early narratives ; 1 Ch 49

716
), but frequently also from the father (see

especially Hos I4* 6- 9
,
Is 63, and in P Gn o3 1615 173®

21 but also in early narratives, Gn 4-0 5-9 3518

41 &lf
% Ex 2--, Jg S'* ;

ef. further 1 Ch 7^, Job 4214
).

In Gn 3S3
, 2 S 1224 the text varies (between ‘he/

z.e. the father, and 4 she,’ i.e. the mother, 4 called ').

More rarely and under exceptional circumstances

the child received its name from others ;
compare in

this connexion the stories of Moses receiving his

name from Pharaoh’s daughter (Ex 210
), Ruth’s

child from the mother’s women neighbours {Ru
4 l7

j, Solomon from a prophet (2 S 12-5 ). In some
cases the verb which refers to the naming of the
child has an indefinite subject; so certainly in

Gn 2,r3S perhaps also in some of the cases referred

to above as instances of naming by the father. + In
most of the cases just cited * naming 9

is immediately
connected with birth, and we may perhaps infer

that the name was, as a rule, in early times given
immediately after birth, as is said to be the case

with the modern Arabs (or. Lane, Arabian Notes,

ch. iv. n. 4). In later times the name was given

at circumcision, Le, on the 8th day after birth

(Lk 1® 2-1
) ; but of this particular custom we find

no trace in OT except in so far as the change of

Abraham’s name in connexion with the institu-

tion of circumcision may point to it (Gn 17 (P)).

In the earlier period the name was chosen on
account of its significance, and recorded some cir-

cumstance connected with the birth, some natural
feature of the child, or the parents

9

wish con-

cerning it, or their gratitude to God for the gift of

it. This is clear from the meaning of the names
(see following art.) and also from the numerous
narratives cited above, which are good evidence as
to general custom, though as accounts of par-

ticular instances they are mostly legendary rather
than historical. The custom which was already
frequent in the time of Christ (Lk l5* 9

) of naming
children after a kinsman, most generally the
grandfather, cannot be traced back with any
certainty before the 3rd or 4th cent. B.C. The
only early evidence for kinsmen even bearing a
common name is 2 S 21 7f

-; 2 S 13l 1427 ; 2 S 3q 1 Iv 15-

;

1 K 22*>, 2 K B16'18* 28
; 2KlP826,lK 22* Of

these five instances it will hardly be questioned
that some are mere coincidences. Further, in only
one instance, the third, is the relation of the two
persons concerned direct; in others it is lateral,

the cases being those of cousin or nephew and
uncle. On the other hand, in the numerous early
genealogies which we possess, we find no trace of

the custom of naming after ancestors : thus no
two kings of Judah (21 in number, and all of the
family of David), and no two kings of the same
Ephraimite dynasty, bear the same name, nor does
the same name recur in any other early genealogy
(seeZephl 1

; Zee

l

1
; Jerdl 1 * 2

; 1 S91 143 ; 2R9a 223
;

cf. v.ls and Jer 4I3 2214
). On the other hand, from

the 4th cent. B.C. and onwards the custom became
prevalent, not only among the Jews, but also among
the Phoenicians, Nabataeans, and Palmyrenes.
For sake of distinction, the father’s name was

sometimes added ; as in the ease of David, the son
of Jesse; and occasionally a person was called

* Also, no doubt, Gn 2934, where we ought to read fittra =she
called (so Ball in SBOT).

t Gn the cause of the ambiguity in these cases, cf. Bavidsop
Simtasc, § 108u»
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simply son of so-and-so, often in contempt (>.y.
Is 7

4 t But the familiar Arabic custom of making
actual proper names out of such combinations as
father of so-and-so, or son of so-amtoo, did not
exist among the Hebrews. Nor. again, have we
any evidence that anything strictly^corresponding
to our family names was in use : though, of
course, there were clan names, and a man might he
described as being the 4 man 5

or 4 son " ot such and
such a elan fjg XU 1

). A woman did not change
her name on marriage, though to her own name
the description 4 wife of so-and-so ’ was often added
(Gn 12i7

, Jg 44
g Is 41 does not refer to such a

custom : for its interpretation see above I. 2. It

is not therefore to the family name, hut to the
memory of a deceased person, that the term
4 name*4

refers in the very frequent phrases 4 to

blot out 5
or e

to take away 5
the name (with refer-

ence to childless people ; cf. e.g. Nu 274
, Dt 25,;* 7

,

1 S 24a ; cf. in Aramaic, CIS iL 113) ; it is the
memory, not the actual name, of an ancestor that
posterity preserves (cf. Is 56s

).

Several instances are recorded of change of name
in mature life. But most of these instances* are of

a special character, and it is therefore difficult to
feel sure that the custom was at all frequent.

Thus we find {a) three or four instances in the
legends of the patriarchs, Gn 32?* (J) 17s* 5® 3510

,

Nu 13ia (P) ; (o) two instances of the names of

kings of Judah being changed (by their Babylonian
conqueror) on their accession to the throne (2 K
2ZU 2417

} ; (c) instances of Hebrews resident in a
foreign country taking names of that country
(Gn 41®, Bn 1®*)

; (d) some instances in NT of new
names given denoting some striking quality of the
person in question (Mk 31S* 17

|.

On the other hand, after the contact of the Jews
with the Greeks, it became quite common for a
man to adopt a Greek as well as a Jewish name ;

in these cases a Greek name similar in sound or
significance to the Jewish was often adopted, e.g.

Jakim changed his name to Aleimus (Jos. Ant.
xii. ix. 7 ; 1 Mac 7s), and Saul to Paul. Peter is

the Greek name with the same signification as
Cephas in Aramaic. This was one cause of the
custom unknown to early times of a man being
referred to by two names at the same time, e.g.

Thomas Didymns, Simon Peter, John Mark. In
other cases the second of two names may denote a
man's city, e.g. Judas Iscariot (=nri-purx

; cf. Pirke
Aboth, Is* 4* 5 §»* etc.).

2* Cities.—Of the customs connected with the
naming of cities we know little beyond what can
be inferred from the meaning of the names (see

following art.). But we must note that certain

narratives trace hack the names of cities to their

founders or captors (Gn 417, Nu 32®, Dt 314
, Jos

1947}. But these are for the most part, if not
entirely, name-myths. How far it points to a
custom it is difficult to feel sure, because we are

ill informed as to the extent to which the place

names of the OT originated with the Hebrews.
The Shemer after whom Samaria was^ named was
probably a clan rather than an individual (Stade

m ZATW, 1885, p. 165 ffi). In one instance the
new name given by a king of Judah to a conquered
town {2 K 14T) was that of an old town of Judah.
It cannot be inferred from 1 S 12s8 that it was
customary to name a city after its conqueror (see

above, I. 2). In the Greek period, Hebrew
{Semitic} names of places as well as of persons

gave place to Greek names, e.g. Beth-shan became
Seythopolis (Jth 3U ; cf. Jg l27 LXX) ; but in

tills, as in so many similar instances, it is the
Semitic name which has subsequently survived

(mod. Bm&n).
LnmmiBa—More especially dealing with the subject of

| L of the article s-OeMer, OT ThaoL (Eng. tar.) L pp. 1S1-1S5

;

VOL. III.—

Schnltz, OP The'Jl. eh. xxviii. 2; Smer.d, J Itetlrimx-
pe**r/i£cAte2,pp.2?f.,K2; Bsi&Zitgcn, Beiiritq* ZHr^diit. 1:

,

gmhicM&i p. 2C7f. ; fetade, O VI h. 247 1

,

G, XIGiiurm,
: Ceber einige ph<»n. Ism?*, n ftm, pp. 47-52; Ihmw, Da"**
pr*. 141, SG6; Sayce, Hhwrt Lecture,jp. ; Huirzuiaiin,
X* utestamnith'he TLevk-ne, iL 4S4f. ; F. C. Cvnjoeart*, ‘Guns*
nan Demoool> >cy,* in J^U vuL STA-Ois, ix. A,*-:] 4, 447-471},

4sl-C»Ji; {Lay. .'ol

-

5;3). H«jre espu icily dealing with the subject
of | II.:—Gray, St*tJuv in Pr *p. S<i ,*ov, pp, 1-10;

h
Beiizsnger, Bet> Arch '*.&#£(», 124-1 21, 15*^17 J ; >7 wuetc, Lehrb.

1

d. Met. Arch, list, lt&f. ; L. Luw, Bei+.r'tgt r tr jtul* AU**r-
1 tftumskunds, iL pp. 32-110; Deiasmtum, ££&'£»* ’idit'i, laX-lStL

1
G. B. Gbay.

j
NAMES, PROPER.—How much a name meant

to the Hebrews is indicated in the article Name.
! The importance attached to names makes the
study ot them a valuable means to appreciating

,
the religious and social ideas of the Hebrews. An
historical study of them enables us in some measure
to trace the growth of ideas ; a comparative study
of Hebrew and other Semitic names brings to

1 light many similarities and some dissimilarities in

,

the Hebrews to their Semitic kinsfolk. In the
present article it will be unnecessary to examine

|

these names in any exhaustive manner ; but, so far
: as space allows, the attempt will be made to

;

indicate the large classes into which great numbers
I of names naturally fall, the degree to which the
meaning of the names is ambiguous, the points of

similarity and dissimilarity in Hebrew and the
cognate languages, and the history of ideas and
their prevalence, so far as the existing data permit
these to be traced in the proper names. The
meanings of particular names must be sought for

under the several articles.

Proper names fall into two main divisions,

according as they are names of persons or names
of plares. Of these the names of places are,

t
enerally speaking, much more ambiguous and
ifficult of interpretation. But the place names

of the OT are also in all probability—once again
speaking generally—more ancient than the per-

sonal names. It will be convenient, therefore, to

deal with them first. It must not, however, be
supposed that, in thus dividing the subject, any
assumption is made that place names were always
independent of personal names, or that the latter

were derivative from the_ former. As a matter of

fact, there are probably instances of both kinds

—

personal names that were originally names of

places
;
place names that were originally names of

persons. But certain broad differences in character
between personal and place names do suggest that
in the main the two classes grew independently of

one another. And this is particularly true with
regard to names of individual persons, if certain

phenomena are rightly interpreted as pointing to

the derivation both of some place names and also

of some names of individual persons from clan

names. But this is an obscure subject, which
cannot be discussed here.

L Place Names.-—1. Obviously, the name of a
place may have been long in existence before its

first mention in extant records. All names of

places in the Bible may therefore, except in those

cases in which we have definite evidence to the
contrary, have been in existence before the Israel-

itish conquest of the country. In other words
they may have originated with the Canaanites or

other early inhabitants of the land, and not with
the Israelites. In several cases we are not left to

,
mere conjecture on this mint. We have direct

f evidence of the pre-Israelithh existence of many
\ names familiar to us in the OT. Thus the Tel el-

Amarna tablets mention Aijalon,Hazor, Jerusalem,
Lachish, Megiddo, Zor&h, and others; the list

(15 cent. B.C.) of Tahutmes HL*s conquests includes
Abel, Ain, Gath, Migdal, Mishal ; and other early

Egyptian lists, Beth-an&th, Lux, and Seen. Tim
significance of these lists is not exhausted by the
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j

actual number of OT place names which they
i

record, and thus directly prove to be pre-Israelitish.

j

For, in the first place, the mention of Jerusalem
J

proves the biblical writers (Jg 1910
, 1 Ch 1 l

4lT
-,

Jos 158 1S1S* ill informed in believing that name
to be of Israelitisli origin, and consequently lessens
our confidence in their testimony relative "to other

f names. And, secondly, some of the names actually
found in these early records are typical of large
classes of OT names. The consequence is, that it

is only in the ease of a very few names indeed
that we can feel confident that they were of Israel-
itish. origin. They must not therefore be indis-

criminately used as evidence of Hebrew belief or
custom. Fortunately, many of the place names
refer to abiding features of the place, not to the
changing customs of the inhabitants. To some of
these we may turn first.

2. Many names refer to the physical features of
the town or its surroundings, llama

h

,
the name

of several places, means 4 height 5

; Geha, Gibenh

,

and Gibeon mean 4
hill.

5 Other names of similar
i significance are Jogbehah [Jrzz= 4

to be high b, Sda
(

=

4 the cliff
5

), Skeehem (

=

4 the shoulder of a hill ’).

A low-lving situation or the neighbourhood of
some hollow seems to be referred to in Beth-eniek

(
4 house of the valley 5

), fforonaim (‘the two
hollows 3

}, and perhaps B&ten (lit. = 4 the belly,
5

so

Arabic Ja? )• The nature of the soil gave rise tow
other names : Argob indicates a rich and earthy
soil; Ekron, ‘barren 3

; Horeb and Jabesh
,
‘dry’;

Carmel, ‘garden-land 5

; Abel (in several com-
pounds), ‘a meadow/ The numerous compounds
with En ft's) and Beer (n*p) imply the presence of a
spring; Ifnmmath , ammoth-dor, and Hammon,
of hot springs. The 4 white 3

cliffs of the range are
probably commemorated by the name Lebanon ; the
duskiness of its waters by JjTidron

; the blackness
of the soil by Haurtm. But these and other names
{Haddlak, Zalmon, Adummin

, Mi-jarJcon) which
may refer to colour are more or less ambiguous.

3. A very considerable number of place names
are names of plants, or are compounded with such
names. The shrubs or trees referred to in such
names,are the acacia (Abdshittim, Beth-shittah ),

the apple-tree
(Beth-tappuah ,

En-tappuah, and
Tappuah. the palm-tree

( Tamar, Baal-tamar
,

Hazazon-tamar), the terebinth or oak {El-paran=
Elath, Elah

, Elath, Elim, and Elan), the pome-
granate (the Rock of Bimmon

,
and probably also

En-rimmon, Bimmon, Bimmon-perez, and Gath-
rimmon), the cucumber (Bilan), the olive-tree (the
Ascent or Mount of Olives), the vine

(Abel-chera-

mim, Beih-haccerem, Eskcol, and probably Sorek
and Masrekah), the juniper (Rithmah), the gada-
tree (Ezion-geber), the almond -tree (Luz), the
balsam-tree (valley of Baca), the sycamore-tree
(Gimzo), thorn-bushes (A (ad, Shamir and perhaps
Senek }.

Another large group consists of names of animals,
or words derived from animal names, viz. Aijalon
(the stag), Lehaoih, Lauh (the lion), Beth-nimrah
(the leopard), Ophrak and Epkron (the gazelle),
Arad (the wild-ass), gazar-shual, the land of Shual
and Shaalbim (the fox], %eboim (the hyaena),
Telaim and Beth-car (the lamb), Barak (the" cow),
En-eglaim, Eglan (the calf), Jfazar-susah (the
horse), En-gedi (the kid), Beih-hoglah ’(the part-
ridge), Etam (birds of prey), Ir-nahask (the
serpent), Jjfumtah (the lizard), Zorah (the hornet),
AJprabUm (scorpions), Gudgodah (the cricket).
The derivation of a few of t&ese is uncertain, but
in most of than it is unmistakable. It is easy to
understand bow trees which always occupy the
same position may have given a name to a place

;

it is leas easy to feel sure that the other places

1 derived their names from the abundance of animals
! in their vicinity. In recent times several scholars

j

have been inclined to seek the origin of these

|
names in totem clans.

i 4. Characteristics of a place more liable to
* change, e.g. its size, the occupation or cultus of its

j

inhabitants, have given rise to other names. In
these cases we can only be sure that the place

corresponded to what the name says about it when
the name was given ; in other words, we can only
be sure, in the case of all names about the date of

whose origin we are uncertain, that the name was
true to the place in an indefinite past.

The various compounds with Jfazar or Razor,
Ir, and Jfiriath indicate the character of the city

at the time when these names were given, but
clearly the Hazor of Jg 417 (cf. Amama tablets,

15441
)
had grown into something more than a

Hazor, i.e. a fixed settlement as contrasted with
the mere encampments of nomads, but also as

contrasted with the walled cities. Again, the
various Gaiks appear to have derived their names
from the existence in them of a wine-press :

Babhah from its large, Zoar from its small size

;

En-mishpat from having been a place for settling

disputes.

5. But most important of the names due
_
to

characteristics liable to change are those referring

to religious belief and practice. Thus several

names of places preserve the names of various
deities that were at some time worshipped in

Canaan. Thus sun-worship has left its mark on
Beth-shcmesh (‘temple or house of the sun 3

), En-
skemesh (‘spring of the sun 5

), The ascent of
IJeres (i.e. ‘the sun 5

), Timnath-heres (‘portion of

the sun 5

); moon-worship, according to some, on
Jericho (inn;, ini% cf. ijv= ‘ moon ’) and Lebanon

(p^, cf. n;;&=‘moon 5
*). We can trace the

worship of Babylonian deities not only in the
Sinaitic peninsula where Sin and Sinai record

the worship of the Babylonian moon-god Sin, but
also in the land of Israel and its immediate prox-
imity. Nebo, the name of a Babylonian deity, is

also the name of a town (Nu 32s ) and a mountain
(Dt 32i9

) of Moab, and of a town of Judah (Ezr 2s9
)

•;

the worship of Anath, the female double of Anu, is

reflected in Beth-anath, Beth-anoth, and Anathoth ;

the name of the Babylonian Bel is, perhaps, to be
found in Ebal (Academy, June 27, 1896) and
’ApSyAd ( = Heb. njm in Nu 3411

; Academy, July 4,

1896). The name of the goddess Ashtoreth appears
in Ashieroth-Jcarnaim and Be-eshtcrah ; of the god
Dagon in Beth-daqon . An old divine name (familiar

in Arabic) is perhaps to be found in Eishon and
Elkosh (ZATW, 1897, p. 349).

A large number of names of places refer to the
worship of a god by a general title, especially Baal
or El, e.g. Baal-mean, Baal-hazor. Penned, Jezreel.

A peculiar feature of the compounds with Baal is

that they axe not as they stand properly names of

places at all, but titles of deities (‘owner of the
township Meon/ ‘ owner of the palm-tree ’). They
have arisen by abbreviation, their original form
having been Beth-baal-meon (which* also actually
occurs Jos 1317

, Mesha Inscr. 1. 30), Bcth-baal-
iamar, etc. In some cases, however, Baal was
omitted and Beth retained, and thus we find Beth-
meon (Jer 48®). It is quite possible, therefore, that
some of the numerous compounds with Beth which
are not now of manifestly religious import were
so originally. Names of the type Jezreel, Jabneel
are probably to be translated 4 Let El sow, build,*

El being the genius of the place.

II, Personal Names.—1. Personal names are
either simple or compound. The latter in Hebrew
generally consist of two, and only in a very few

* Bat & more probable etymology of Lebanon baa been sng-
gested above, fL&
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(probably late) names of three
^
elements The terebinth oak-tree Hadn^mh (Eat 27 4 die

j

greater number of the compound personal names myrtle 5

), Keziah G eas-ia*), and perhaps Solomon
j—and in this respect these differ from place names : |ei. Wellh. Is. u. jiid. GeschA p. 103, n. I) are other

—are sentences, i.e. they make some statement instances. For Arable instances, el Hammer-
or express some wish, generally of a religious char- Purgstall, op. cit. p. 3.
acter. The simple names, many of which are very

i '/-d Other early simple names are Barak flight-
obscure, and also the compound names which are

]

ning Lappidoth /torches 1

), Samson (derived
;

not sentences, generally refer directly or meta-
j

from shemesk = 11 snn *), Zadok ("just
5

), Barzillai
phorically to some personal feature or circumstance

J
(from Ypz= 4 iron

5

).

attending the birth. Some apparently simple; B. COMPOUND NAMES,—The most numerous of i

names appear to have arisen by abbreviation from these in GT are the compounds with Yah { = i

compound names, e.g. Nathan (from Elwitfum or Yahweh) ; but they are not the earliest. The
j

Nathand), Shama (
= *he heard/ from Elishnma= eailiest are compounds with 'a\i) (‘father

3

), *a?yi*
j4 God. heard ’). The explanations of names found (‘ brother s

), *ammd\ (‘ kinsman 'Ehji (‘god> Vi »

in the OT (e.g. Gn 330 4® b29 1611
3d'-

8
, Jg 6s2

, 1 S Is®, these classes compounds with 'ab, *afr, and ‘aum
j

1 Ch 49} do not generally coincide with their true (= 4 kinsman 5

) are not only early, but they seem to I

etymological meaning, But arise from some simi- have ceased to be formed, soon after the time of
j

laxity of sound to a word that gave what appeared David, and fell wholly Into disuse before the close j

subsequently a suitable significance to a man's of the Exile. On the other hand, compounds with
]

name. Thus Noah (rz) cannot be derived from the 'El, though found in the earliest periods of which
j

root beginning with a similar sound which Is used we have records, for long furnished fresh forma-
f

in the explanation of it Gn o29). The value lions, and were in frequent use after the Exile,
of these narratives lies chieflyIn the evidence they Each of these classes requires some separate dl&»

afford as to the kind of idea which names were eu&sion.
|

generally selected to express. Thus the explana- (a) Compounds with ah, ah, and amm.—Inter-
j

tion of Esau (Gn 25®) indicates that the personal pretations of particular instances must be sought
j

features of the child, of Jacob (Gn 23’-®) that the under Lae several articles. AH that need be at- )

circumstances of the birth, of Ickabod (IS 4s1
) tempted here is to indicate the different views that

j

that the state of public affairs at the time of the
;
have been held as to the relation of the two

birth, might suggest the choice of a child’s name. ; elements in the compounds, and as to the more
2. In classifying the persona! names into their

;

precise significance of the term of kinship. In &
chief groups, It will be convenient to follow as far

j

name like Abinadab, are the two elements related
as possible at the same time a chronological order, j to one another as construct and genitive, or as
As we have seen, simple Israelitish names are! subject and predicate? In the former case, is the
comparatively more frequent in earlier than in ! second element the name of the actual son of the

!

later times. Their origin, too, for the most part, person named, or of a quality, so that the whole
goes back to the early period. Most of the appar- name is equal to an adjective? In the latter ease, ,

ently simple names that can be first traced in later is the i of 'abi (: of & binding vowel, or the 1st 1

periods are really abbreviated compound names. personal suffix? In other words, does Abinadab
\

A . Simple Names,—Of 28 names recorded in mean ‘father of Nadab/ or ‘father of generosity 5

Jg 2®-I6, six or eight only are compound, the rest fie.
4 generous or 4 the father is generous/ or 4 my

are simple. Several, though apparently personal, father is generous 5

? Every possible answer has been
were perhaps really clan names. In 2 S*9-20 (time riven by one or another at one time or another,
of David) the compounds number 22, the simple Against the view that the relation between the
names 23. On the other hand, among the names two elements is that of construct and genitive, the
of Jeremiah's contemporaries (3-4 centuries later following objection among others may be urged

—

than David} the compound are several times as (l)’a&, ’aft/amm all denote a taale kinsman, but the
numerous as the simple names. Among the names compounded with them are used indifferently

simple names of the time of the Judges and of men and women; examples of such names of
David we find the following:

—

(a) Severn names women—Abigail AUial AMshag ; (2) in some
of animals—Deborah {‘bee

5

), Gaol (probably
j

cases the elements appear in reverse order, e.g.

‘beetle
5

), Tola (‘worm 5

}, Caleb /dog 3

}, Naham Akijcth and Joah> Eliab and AbkL There is little

(
4 serpent 3

). Names of this class very rarely appear doubt that the relation is predicative ; the names
in the 'later periods, except that at the"time of are sentences. It is a much more nicely balanced
Josiah we find four (Jluldak=z 4 the weasel/ Achbor question to decide whether the £ in ’abi, aid, 'amhii
= e the mouse/ and Shaphan (2 persons)= 4 the fie the binding vowel or the personal suffix ; but in

nock badger 5

); all of these are names of unclean
j
the judgment of the present writer the evidence

animals, and may he due to a recrudescence of inclines m favour of the former alternative,

ancient superstitious practices ofwhich we certainly A further ambiguity attaches to the names corn-

find traces somewhat later; cf. Is 6627 (sacrificial pounded witiriawm. That element has often been
eating of the mouse). In any case strictlypersonal rendered ‘people.

5 But the parallelism of several
names of this class are1 not numerous as compared of these names with the compounds with 'ab, 'ah

with the dan and place names, and some of them (e.g. Ammiel, Abiel
, Jfiel), which is even more

may be Indirectly derivative from a totem stage of prominent in Sabsean proper names, the certainty
society. Otherwise we may explain these personal that'amm had the sense of 4 kinsman 5

in Semitie,

names as the attempt to express metaphorically and survivals of this meaning in Hebrew, have
some characteristic of the child, or the hope that led most modem investigators to the conclusion
as it grew up it would possess the characteristic that in several compounds (e.g. Ammkl, Elmm,
of the animal. This would without much difficulty Amminadab) *amm means kinsman. Yet a third
account for Deborah (‘bee 5

}* ?ibiah (
4 gazelle/ cf.

j
view is Cask'Amm is the proper name of a deity

the comparison Ga 2? 4s), but not very obviously (cl e.g. Sayee, BP, 2nd series, ii. 1231).
for some others. For names of this type among In the case of all these names there has been
other Semitic peoples, cl {for the Arabs) Mummer- some difference of opinion as to whether the term
Purgstall, JJmw die Nanwm der Amber, pp. 3, 4. of kinship refers to the human kinsman (fattier,

(5) Names of trees.—Tamar (‘the palm-tree*), brother, uncle), or whether it is- a divine title,

the' name of two women ; cf. the comparison in Ga Opinion prevails in favour of the second alterna*
7*®'. Similar comparisons are to he found in Arabic tire. It seems not unlikely that names of this

|

poetry. Blah (2 K 15s®, l K I€) and Eton (
e the very early type, which are widely distributed over
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the Semitic field, originated in totemistic concep-

tions. It is remarkable that they disappear in

the course of Hebrew history, though they con-

tinued in use to a late period among, e.g., the

Plianielans and Aramaans.
{h) Before dealing with compounds with 'EL we

may briefly refer to a class of names which appear
to have been adopted for a time by the Hebrews
from the Canaanites among whom they settled,

but to have been again almost entirely discarded
soon after the time of David. These are the

compounds with Aden (.Adoni-bezd;, Adoni-zcrld:,

Adonijnh ,
Tob-adonijah

,
and Admiikatti ) ;

Baal,

which has sometimes been mutilated by the scribes

into Bosketh~ ‘ shame ’ (e.q. 31* rihbadl, Eshhtud)

;

Melech ie.fr. Ahumledi,
Elimeleek, 3lalehiah). The

main question in the case of these names is whether
Baal, Melech, Adon are titles applicable to any
gods, and therefore to J", or proper names of

distinct deities. The question is of considerable

historical importance ; for if it be answered in

the latter sense, the names are evidence that Saul
and David and Jonathan were worshippers of

other gods beside 3"

;

since each of these princes
gave names of this class to their children (see

ISHB05HETH, BeELXADA, MEPHIBOSHETH). This
view was vigorously maintained by Kuenen, and
has recently been revived by Hommel and Ker-
ber ; but the trend, of scholarly judgment has
been against it, and, in the opinion of the present
writer, with justice. At the same time there can
be little question that the ultimate entire dis-

appearance of the Baal names and almost entire

disuse of the compounds with Melech was due to
the idolatrous significance which became attached
to these words (e±. Hos 216 [Heb. 18

]}.

(c) Compounds with El.—These names have been
found in almost every Semitic language and dia-

lect. They reach back to a remote antiquity ;

they continue in use to the latest period. It is

possible that they were first used as place and
clan names; but some of our earliest names of
Hebrew individuals are of this type (e.g. Eliab ,

Nu 16lb (J), Elkanah, 1 S l1). In the case of these
and the compounds with Yah, it is important to
observe certain differences in the formation of the
names. Thus-, in the earliest times, compounds in
which the divine name is the first element exceed
in numbers those in which it forms the second
element ; this gradually changes until, from the
times of Jeremiah onwards, the names in which
the divine name forms the second element are
many times as numerous as those in which it

forms the first. We might perhaps attribute
this change, which has the effect of removing the
emphasis from the subject to the predicate, to
the growth of the monotheistic idea—it being no
longer necessary to emphasize what god was re-

ferred to when only one was believed m—and the
desire to emphasize the activity or quality of God
referred to by the predicate. At the same time
it must be home in mind that a similar tendency
is (according to Hommel) to be traced in the
names of the Sabseans and Babylonians who re-
mained polytheists. In the history of the com-
pounds with 'El, it is to be remarked that at first

they outnumbered the compounds with Yah, that
from the time of David to the Exile they were
quite eclipsed by the compounds of Yah, but that
after the Exile they regain much in popularity,
especially in certain circles [cf. the priestly list

in Ezr 1018
'22

; the list of angels in Enoch, "eh. 6
(Greek text, ed. Charles, p. 64) ; the list of princesm Hu l®”15 (P), in which several of the individual
names are ancient, but which, as a list, is a late
artificial compilation].

(d) Compounds with Yah before the time of
David are very few, and are confined to families

more or less closely connected with the worship
of J". In the time of David they grow frequent,
and thenceforward never lose their popularity, hut
gradually drive out almost all other compounds
save those compounded with

*El, so that in the
post-exilic period, and indeed as early as Jere-
miah, Hebrew names consisted for the most part
of (1) compounds with the divine proper name
J", or (2) the divine title 'El, which had now tecome
a virtual equivalent for J", since J" was regarded
as the only true God, or (3) truncated names

—

verbs where the implicit subject was God.
Special features of interest in names of this class

are their rare occurrence among names of women,
their almost invariable use for heirs to the throng
whether of Judah or Israel, their rare use as place
names

(
Ananiah and Jeshua being almost the only

instances).—An important question connected with
the class is whether the names were peculiar to
Israel. Me find one or two foreigners with names
of this type mentioned in OT. But Uriah the

HittHe may have adopted this name on taking
up his residence among the Hebrews ; Tobiah the

Ammonite lived at a time when the worship of

J" may have passed from Israel to some of the
neighbouring peoples (cf. the case of the Samari-
tans). The decision really rests with the Assyri-
ologists, who are not as yet agreed whether the
-ia at the end of a great number of Assyrian
proper names he a divine name or not.

It remains to add that many of the individual
names can be paralleled in several other languages,
especially those which refer to the gift of J'

y
or

God {El) ; the thought that the god worshipped
has given (viz. the child) is expressed in many
Hebrew names, e.g. Elnathan, Nethand, Jona-
than, Ncthaniah, Jehozahad, Zebadiah ; and also

in many names of other peoples, e.g. in the
Phoenician Eshmuniathan (‘EshSnun has given 5

),

the Assyrian Assur-ah-iddina (* Asshur has given
a brother 7

), the Sabsean Wahabailu (

f God has

g
iven

7

), and the Palmyrene Zdbadnebo (‘Nebo
as bestowed 7

). Nor is this parallelism confined
to names so early in use as some of the Hebrew
names just cited. Corresponding, for instance, to
Bezalel (perhaps^ in the shadow of God 7

) we
have the Assyrian Ina-silli-BSl

(

cin Bel’s shadow 7

).

But however great this similarity between the
class of ideas expressed by the later Jewish names
and by other Semitic names may be,—and it is cer-

tainly great,—they differ in this very important
respect, that the Jewish names refer to one God
only, viz. J", and that by means of the proper
name J" or the one general term El only.
Much that has been said on the relative pre-

valence, at different periods, of different types of
names, depends on the conclusion established by
the present writer elsewhere, viz. that lists of names
in P and Chronicles cannot, unless they are inde-
pendently supported, be cited as evidence of early
custom. Hommel’s Ancient Hebrew Tradition has
in no way affected this conclusion, except in so
far as it has by certain analogies confirmed it;
for it has not addressed itself to the data on which
the conclusion rests. To the character of the
individual names in these writings it is impossible
to refer at length. But the names recorded only
by P contain two classes of which no instance is

found elsewhere in OT, viz. compounds with the
divine name Shaddai and compounds with Zur
(

{ Rock ’), which appears to be a divine title.

Hommel has discovered analogous names [e.g.

§uri-addana, cf. Jehoaddan) to the latter class
in some South Arabian names of the 8th cent. B.C
or somewhat earlier. The compounds with Shaddai
{Amimshaddai, Zurishaddai, Skedeur) still remain
absolutely unique. It is a pure hypothesis o
Hommel’s that an Assyrian name which has been



transliterated Ammisatana, but by others 'e.n.

Sayce in FSBA , Nov. 1S97, p. 292 < Amnuditamf,
lias anything to do with Ammbkathbd.
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Proper Names,’ in Expos. Times, Feb. 1339, pp. 282-224.

;

G. B. Gray.
NANJEA (Narata, 2 Mac l 13- M

).—A goddess wor-
shipped in Syria, Persia, Armenia, and other parts
of Asia, Various forms of the name occur, such
as Anaiiis (Strabo, xv. 733), Ancea { ih. xvi 738),

Aneitis (Pint. Artax. 27), Tana

h

(Clem. Alex.
Protrepi. p. 19). By the Greeks this goddess was
identified sometimes with Artemis (so Pint. l.c.

;

Pans. iii. 16. 8), sometimes with Aphrodite (so

Clem. Alex. lx.). She seems to have represented
the productive powers of nature, and in many
places lepoSovXoc of both sexes were consecrated to

ter worship. In 2 Mac X 10
~17 we have a legendary

account of the death of Antiochus Epiphanes, who
is said to have attempted to plunder a temple of

Nausea in Persia, and to have been treacherously
killed in the temple by the priests. This temple
may be identified with the temple of Artemis
(Polyb. xxxi. 2 ; Jos. Ant. xn. ix. 1\ or Aphrodite
(Appian. Syr. 66), in the province of Elymais, upon
which Antiochus made an unsuccessful attack

;

but the statement that the king met his death
here is certainly untrue, (see also 1 Mac 61_4 }„ The

f
lea alleged to have been made by Antiochus, that
e wished to many* the goddess Names, may be

illustrated by the conduct of M. Antonins at
Athens (cf. Kawllnson, Speaker’s Omam. ad loc

H. A. White.
NAOMI (VZJ ; LXX B Hmpehrs A Noeftpt£l{p) and

Jootmd(p)f Luc. Noo/d). —The wife of Ellmeleeh
the EphmtMte, of Beth-lehem-rudah, who was
driven try famine into the land of Moab. There her

r her daughter.-in-law go back, each to her mother's
hou^e. while .-he expreyed a hope that they rmnht

,
each find another midland, Orpah followed her

;

mother-in-law's advice, but Ruth in loving terms
declared that she would not be separated from
Naomi. The return of Naomi was a matter of

;

surprise to the people of Bethlehem, and they
said, ‘Is this Naomi V* Her answer included a
double play of words on her own name, 4 Call me
not Naomi c plea want

5

h call use Mara : ‘bitter b:
for the Almiunty hath dealt very ktierlv with me
. . . why cad ye me Naomi, seeing the Lewd hath

j

testified" *tindh) against me 5 Tin l-
--1

*. For the
1

rest of her history, and how she became the nurse

j

of Ruth's child by Boaz, see under Ruth.
H. A. Redpai’H.

j
NAPHATH-D0E.—RVm of Jos 12- 1 K 4-. bee

j
Bob.

I NAPHISH (»*?;}. —A son of Ishmaei, Gn 25:5

j

(A Na^s, D "SatpeB)= 1 Ch l21 (BA Na^F) 51S (B

|
SafpeioadatoL,A Na^israiot/. The clan of which lie is

j

the eponymous head has not been traced. In the
la?d cited passage (1 Ch 5U ) we are told that along
v ith others of the Hagrites this clan suffered an
overwhelming defeat at the hands of the trans-
Jordanie tribes (po-wbly in the time of Saul). In
all probability it is tlieir descendants who are
mentioned amongst the Neihinim in Ezr 2W as
* the children of Nephisim ’ (RV, following Kethibk
C't'r; ; B ’SafaKTikv, A 'Scfiovo-eiuj or Nephusim fAV
and RVm, following Keri In the parallel

passage (Neh the reading is Kephushesim (RV,
following Kethibk a’PT’a ; B Necpwaaod, A -«>) or

Nephishesim (AV and RVm, following Ju re

The reading in 1 Eso31 is Naphisi (15 'Na^acra, A
Natpirl). See, further, ’Welihausen-Bleek®, p. 5SJ.

J. A. Selbie.
NAPHISI (B Nazism, A Na^isri), 1 Es 53i=

Nephisim, Ezr 250
; Nephushe^im, Neh 7 32

.

NAPHOTH-DOR.—RVm of Jos 111 See Bos.

NAPHTJLLI
(

4^E3, 'SetpdaXdpt) was the fifth son of

Jacob, and the second borne to him by Rachels
handmaid Bilhah, Gn 307f*. He was* thus full

brother to Ban, with whose descendants his were
afterwards closely associated.

ovdfct Jpnsi, exclaimed Rachel at his birth :

e wrestlings of God have I wrestled. ’ She had pre-

vailed in a great wrestling match with her sister,

for the grace and Messing of God {.Dillmann on
Gn 30s), as evidenced in the birth of sons ; there-

fore she called him Naphta!!,
The information regarding Naphtali given in

Scrip, is extremely scanty, and it is not greatly
augmented by tradition. Targg. Pseudo-Jon. and
Jerus. say that he was swift of foot, and that he
was the first to tell Jacob that Joseph was alive.

This may be due, however, to a certain under-
standing"of Gn 49S1

. When the family went down
into Egypt he had four sons {Gn 46*}. The Targg.
above cited say that he was one of the five whom
Joseph presented to Pharaoh (Gn 472

}. According
to 4 The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,

5 he
died in Ms 132nd year. Like all Ms brethren except
Joseph, he found sepulture in the land of Egypt.
According to the figures given in Nu l

4-

when the people were numbered in the wiMemt‘»
of Sinai, the tribe of Naphtali occupied the sixth
place with 53,400 men over 20 years old, ‘able
to go forth to war.

5

Before entering Canaan
Naphtali had fallen to the eighth place with 45,4w
(Nu 2848~S0). The position of Naphtali in the

te



;

When the host moved forward, they acted as rear- and the apricot are general. The vine is cultivated

guard, setting forth 4 hindmost by their standards 5 on many a sunny slope, and wide xeaches of plough-
(N j 2S1). land in the valleys yield fine crops of wheat and

With the probable exception of Barak, Naphtali barley. The villages which dot the landscape give
added no distinguished name to Israel's historic evidence of all the comfort and prosperity possible
roll. The prince and representative of the tribe in under the present government. Jebel Jennuk

,
cut

the wilderness of bmai was Akira ben Enan (Xu l
15

)
2®). He having perished in the desert, the prince

|

chosen to represent Naphtali in the division of tiie

land was Pedahel ben 'Amxnikud (Xu 34**}. The
Napktalite Nahbi ben Vophsl went with the spies

from the wilderness of Paran (Xu 1314j. At the
dose of David’s reign, Jeremoth ben 'Azriel was
over the tribe (1 Ch 2

7

W
). The mother of Hiram,

the cunning artificer in brass, wiiom Solomon
brought from Tyre, is claimed for Naphtali in 1 K
7 14

, but in 2 Ch 2W is given to Dan. That Barak
belonged to Naphtali has been questioned on the

S
ound that Jg 515 seems to associate him with
sachar ; but, owing to the confusion of the text

(Moore, Judges, in loc.), this point is extremely
doubtful, and it is natural t-o infer, from his resi-

dence in Kedesh (Jg 4®) and his influence with the
mountain tribes (Jg 419

), that he was connected
with Xaphtali
Xaphtali was the last but one to receive his

j

portion in the land of promise (Jos 19s2
"32

). This
I involved no disadvantage ; the district that fell to

j

him included some of the finest land in Palestine,

|

rich and beautifully diversified. On the east it was

j

bounded by the Sea of Galilee and the Upper Jor-

|

dan. Josephus (Ant. V. i. 20) says it reached east-

!

ward to Damascus. This is improbable, and lacks
! corroboration. The northern border coincided with
• that of Israel’s possession ; while west, south-west,
) and south, Xaphtali marched with Asher, Zehulun,

|

and Issachar. These marches cannot he traced

j

with certainty ; but recent identifications of ancient
i

sites, due^ chiefly to Col. Conder, make possible

|

an approximation (see names of cities in Xaphtali).
i Beginning at the confluence of Wadg el-Birek with

the Jordan, the line might run westward, following

j

the northern side of the valley, including Adami
i

(ed-Dnmieh, about 10 miles north of BeMr?), to
Tabor, the lower slopes of which are probably

l
indicated by Aznofch-Tabor, ‘the ears of Tabor. 5

j

It would then ran northward by way of Ziddim
i,

(JJattlu) and Hukkok
( YaMk) to" Hannathon

(Kfr Andn) ; thence turning westward, taking in
the lands of RamaJh (er-Bdmeh), until it touched
the border of Asher, wiienee, running northward to
almost opposite Tyre, it turned eastward, and again
northward, dividing with Asher the districts now
known as Beldd BesMrah and Beldd esh-shttkif

,

the larger portion of which fell to Xaphtali. These
boundaries include the land lying around the springs
of Jordan. This, however, soon passed to Dan

fJos
19*7

) by means of the raid described in Jg 18, which
Naphtali does not seem to have either resisted or
resented, possibly because of the close kinship of
the tribes. Laish, held by its Phoenician inhabit-
ants until attacked^ by Dan, and Hazor, which is
subsequently found in the hands of Jabin, must be
added to Beth-ahemesh (not yet identified) and
Beth-Anath {'AinUha, 0 miles W.N.W. of Kecks),
&s cities out of which Naphtali did not drive the
Canaanites. Kedesh in Galilee (Jos 207 ; see
Kedesh - Naphtali} was set apart as a city of
refuge, and this city, along with Hammoth-dor
and Kartan, with their suburbs, was given to the
Levite family of Gershon (Jos 21“ 1 Ch 67S).
The lofty region to the north-west of the Sea of

Galilee formedby far the larger part of the territory
of Naphtali. It is in every sense a pleasant land—
a country of healthful air and noble scenery. It is
plentifully watered, and, compared with the rest of
Palestine, weU wooded. Olive and lemon trees are
specially abundant, while the fig, the mulberry.

oil from the hated hills by the tremendous gorge of

JVddy Leimun, is the highest mountain in Western
Palestine, reaching a height of nearly 4000 ft. To
Naphtali also belonged the plain of Ijon, now Merj
A'yun, in the valley west of Hermon, and the
upper valley of the Jordan, from the springs to

the Sea of Galilee, both containing much excellent

arable and pasture land. As if this were not
enough for one whom the Lord blessed with such
goodwill (Driver, Deut. p. 413), to Naphtali wTere

assigned the broad fertile terraces by which the
land lets itself down from Tabor to the Sea of

Galilee, the fruitful level stretches before Jlattin,

and the Plain of Gennesaret, a tract of unequalled
richness and luxuriance on the north-west shore of

the lake. To this, doubtless, allusion is made in Dt
33s3

, where should be rendered 4
sea,

5

not 4 west,
5

and is certainly the Sea of Galilee. The region has
always been famous for its productiveness, 4 inso-

much that it invites the most slothful to take pains
in its cultivation’ (Jos. BJ hi. iii. 2). It was one
of the districts from which Solomon drew provisions,

presided over for this purpose by the king’s son-in-

law Ahimaaz ( 1 K 415
).

4 To the inhabitants of

such a land the more luxuriant vegetation of the
hot lands on either side spread its temptations in

vain ... It is luxury where luxury cannot soften.

On these broad heights, open to the sunshine and
the breeze, life is free and exhilarating.

“ Naphtali is a hind let loose.’*

This beautiful figure (Gn 4921
) fully expresses the

feelings which are bred by the health, the spacious-

ness. the high freedom, and glorious outlook of Upper
Galilee ’

(HGHL 1 420). The reading, 4 Naphtali is

a stretched out, i.e. slender, terebinth,’ adopted
by Ewald {Hist, of Israel, tr. ii. 291), Dillmann
(Genesis, ii. 472), and others in preference to MT,
is rejected by Delitzsch ( Genesis in loc.), with
apparently good reason. The figure of a slender
tree seems to suit neither the territory nor its in-

habitants. The latter appear to have been from
the first a robust and numerous people ; while
neither in shape, nor in the character of its pro-

ducts, is the land at all open to such a description
(HGHL 1 420, note). Delitzsch further points out
that in the meaning of stretched, slender, is

uncorroborated and linguistically improbable. MT
is supported by the Targg. and"Sam., and is alto-

gether appropriate to people nurtured amid the
freedom of the mountains. 4 He who giveth goodly
words 5 seems to mark out Naphtali as possessing,

in special measure, the gift of eloquence. Of this,

however, there is no extant evidence.

His position as a border tribe exposed Naphtali
to constant peril from marauding bands, and in-

roads of hostile neighbours. In conflict with those
who sought the spoils of his fair territory, no doubt,
was developed that alert, eager, fearless, warlike
spirit,which shone so conspicuously under the leader-

ship of Barak and Deborah {Jg 518
), and which made

the men of these uplands so formidable in later
days. A thousand captains and a contingent of

37,000 men ‘with shield and spear ’were sent to
David at Hebron (1 Ch 12s4). In Tiglath-pileser’s

first raid against Pekah, Naphtali fell into the
hands of Assyria, and the people were taken into
captivity (2 K 15® ; cl l Ch S'

38
,
Is 91

). The heroic

zeal and bravery of the inhabitants of this region
in the war .of independence was worthy of the
greatest traditions of the past (see Galilee).
Josephus, whose knowledge was intimate, testifies



XAPHTCHDI

that they were ‘Inured to war from their Infancy/
j

this name as Xa#£, and Indicates that there were
‘nor hath the country ever been destitute of men 1 two such districts. The disappearance of j> may
of courage 9 (BJ Hi. iii. 2). Much of our Lord’s ! be compensated by the change from t toj in the

ministry was fulfilled within the borders of Xaph-
;

A<-yrian .spelling. For other suggestions see

tali ; and of those chosen to be His companions ' Dillmann and Hoizlnger on Gen. and the references

and witnesses, the chief were natives of this soil,
j

there ; Steindorlf, Ii Itr. zur Assyr. I. p. 600 f.

There are but two towns of any consequence in \ C. H. W. Johns.
the territory of Naphta! i to-day, both ‘holy cities

5

j

NAPKIN is the EV tr11 In Lk Ilf- , Jn 11 44 2*J7 tin

of the Jews : Tiberias, on the western shore of the
j
Ac 1912 [the only other occurrence of the Gr. word]

Sea of Galilee, with about 5U00 inhabitants, where
j

‘ handkerchief b of ^oi3dpioy, which i* really a Lat.

the tombs of Malmonides, Rabbi Akiba, and other ! word sudarium * (from sudor, 4 »weat The name
great ones are shown, the ruins of the ancient cifcv

j

refers to the use of this article to wipe oil per^pira-

stretching 2 miles to the south ; and Safed, with tionfrom the hands and face (cf. Quint 11. vi. ib. In

over 20,090 inhabitants, crowning the mountain Lk 19s0 the man who had received the one pound,
north of the sea, dominated by the ‘castle hill.

5 wrapped his lord's money in a sudarium, which
The castle itself, dating from Crusading times, was may here mean either a species of head-dress like

finally wrecked in the earthquake of 1S37, which the Arab, kufiyeh, ora towel or the like » the reader

wrought such havoc both in Safed and in Tiberias. • will recall instances in the Arabian Sights Tales

At Jleirvn , a few miles north-west of Safed, are
J
of the wrapping up of money in a linen cloth and

the ruins of an ancient synagogue, and the tombs t then concealing it, and also of the carrying of It

of Hillel and Simeon Bar VocnaL This is a popu- > in the folds of one’s turban). The same uneer-

lar Jewish place of pilgrimage. Of the villages] tainty attaches to the meaning
.

of the handker-
representing ancient cities, er-Bameh is perhaps

j

chiefs (coifidpia) which are haid to have been
the most prosperous ; and on the ridge north of er- brought in contact with the person of St. Paul
Rameh stands the hamlet of el-Bukela, the highest and then used for the healing of the sick, Ac 1913

.

place of human habitation in Palestine, whose The face of the dead was bound up with a napkin,

Jewish inhabitants claim to have held it in un- Jn 1

1

44 (Lazarua) 207 (Jesus). See, also, art. liHESS

broken possession since Joshua’s conquest. in vol. L p. 627 J. A. Selbie.

Naphtali, Mount x» & Bpei r£ N«£-
daXel, Jos 207) was the northmost of the parts into NARCISSUS {Nd/wuowos).—In Ro IS11 St. Paul
which the central range of Western Palestine was salutes among other Roman Christians, those ‘ of

divided, named after the tribes that mainly occu- the household of Narcissus, which are in the Lord.’

pied them—Mount Judah, Mount Ephraim, and The name was common, ^especially among slaves

Mount Naphtali. It is a mistake in either ease and freedmen ; cf. CIL vi. 4123 (in the household

to translate ‘hill-country’ (see, however, Driver of Livia), 4346, 5206 HELJCONIS NARCISSI avgvs-
in art. Hill-Country). The rendering ‘mount* TIANI ; 22875 NARCISSVS - AVG • LIB. ; but It Is

or e mountain 1

Is in accordance with Immemorial best known as that of the notorious freedman of

usage In these lands. The modern Jebel Byfed
corresponds generally with the ancient Ear S**ph- \

tali, and Jebel Ndblrns with Ear Ephraim : the
name in each case Is taken from the seat of

.

government In the district. No one thinks of

translating Jebel Libnttn (Mount Lebanon) by
‘ the hill-country of Lebanon/ although the scenery
there is as diversified as in any district in the
southern range.

Litskatoie.—Thomson, Land and Book, ii pamm : Merrill,

Galilee in (he Time of Christ ; G. A. Smith, MGHL pp. 53,

£92, 420; Henderson, Palestine, p. 102 t ; Douglas, Joshua,
103-105 ;

Ewald, EwL of Israel, tr. iL 2&0 1!. : Sell and Belltz&ch,

Joshua

;

Driver, JDeuL 413 ; and art. Galilee.

W. Ewing.

NAPHTUHIM (mn&rs, l*€<p9a\(i\dfi, Nephtuim,
Xephtkuim) is given in Gn 1013 and 1 Ch l

al as the
fourth ‘son’ of Mizraim. Nothing definite is

known of a place or people bearing this name.
One view", as old as Targ. Jon., transposes the
first two consonants, reads Fmtasehomuiti, Identi-

fies with N40m, and puts the situation N.E. of

Egypt. An attempt to find an Egyptian etymology
takes na as the plural article and Ptah as the goers

name, thus yielding naptah, with a meaning ‘ they
of Ptah/ appropriate name for the district about :

Memphis, the centre of the Ptah cult. This name,
however, does not seem to have been in actual use, .

in native documents, to denote a place or people.

The Ethiopian capital, Naputa, mentioned by
Ptolemy (iv. 7, 19) is a tempting parallel, but
would be more likely to be assigned to Cush.
The certainty of Pathrusim being the Egyptian
petemi or ‘southern land’ led Erman to suggest
a corruption from B*nens for petemM * northern
land.’ If we are to admit corruptions, we may
compare the Assyrian form given in Assur-
banipal’s Annals (Col. L 04, 00), as a district, prob-

ably in Lower Egypt. This seems to represent the
Egyptian n-idfac, ‘the marches/ and Is used In

opposition to fatrusl. Herodotus (ii. 165) gives

Claudius, who had been put to death by Agrip-
pina shortly after the accession of Nero, some three

or four years before this letter was written (Tac.

A t/n. xiii. 1 ; Dio Cass. lx. 34). It was an obvious
suggestion that the reference was to members of

his household, but the fact that he was already
dead when the letter was written seemed to make
this impossible. Bishop Lightfoot has, however,
suggested that the identification is still possible.

When Narcissus was put to death, his property
would be confiscated and become the property of

the emperor, and his slaves would swell the
imperial household, but be distinguished as the
Sarrissiani. We find servants of Livia called

Mcerenatiani, as having come from the household
of Maecenas (CIL vi 4016, 4032); we find also

Amimtiam (4035 ; cf. 8738), Agrippiani, German*
iciani. The same explanation Is given tor the
household of Aristobulus (wh. see). The form
Narcissianus occurs, but apparently not necessarily

with this meaning, Murat, p. 1I50/4 :TI • clavdio
• SP - F • NAECISSIANO. The following inscription

is later, CIL vi. : d.m
|
T. flavivs • avg. lib

|

narcissvs - fecit— * and lowerdown : t. flavivs
- AVG - LIB - FIRMVS - NARCISSIAX VS * * • JIEPECIT.

It may be possible to work this point out more
completely when vol. vi of the Berlin Corpus of

Inscriptions is finished An inscription quoted
by FIumpire {Biblical Studies, p. 428 ) is of doubt-
ful genuineness. The later traditions about
Narcissus are quite valueless. He Ls made by
Pseudo-Hip

j
K>lytus fde LXX Apmtdis, p. 955,

ed. Migne), bishop of Athens, and is commemorated
on Oct. 31.

LiTEEATtm — ligtitfoot, Philippian*, p. 173 ; Sanday-
Hetdlam, Mmmm, p. 425 ; Ada Bamtomm, Oet. toL xiii.

P- 6»7. A. C. HEADLAM.

NASD ‘ Pure nard* is the AVm rendering foi

* It appears In tee Targmns as fenrra (Boxterf, Lex. Tmlm,
*mi



488 XASBAS NATHANAEL

spikenard ’
(Mk 143

,
RVm 4 pistie nard See

j
Spikenabd.

j

NASBIS (B Sacrfias) occurs only in To 11 1S ’

4 And Achiach&ras and Nasbas bis brother's son
’

came,
1

namely, to the wedding of Tobias the
son of Tobit. The AT gives in the margin
the suggestion of Junius :

4 Achiaeharus, who is
j

5 also called Nasbas’ {i.e. XxiaXaP /:ai S. for •

! Ax^xapas mi N.). The MSS and Versions oiler

the following variants (cf. Ball, Vfiriorum Apoc-
rypha) ; & 4 A. and Xabud his cousins

1

(but a
second hand corrected oi i^doe\(poc into the singular);

cursives 4 A. and Xub*t? his cou.-m^
' ; Itala 4 A. and

Xabal his maternal uncle
1

I Cod. Sangerm. 15:

‘Achiacar in Xacis soceri illius
!

i : Syr. 4 A. and
Laban , his sisters son

5 (pr omitted in the The*.

Syr. col. 1886;; Vulg. ‘Aehior and Xnhuth the
cousins of Tobias.’
The question whose brother's or sister’s son

Nasbas was, whether of Tobit (so Vulgate and
others) or of Achiaeharus, which could not be

I settled by the data in the Book of Tobit, is now
I decided in favour of the latter view through the

|

newly published Story of AMkar and his Xeplmc.
For there can be no doubt as to the identity of

these personages ; and it is now also certain that
we must find the same person (Nasbas) in the
Aman of the received text of To 1410 (see art.

Aman in vol. i. p. 79 and correct there, that the
Syriac spells 4 A&ab ’

[237] not * A^ab ’) ; ef. further,
Bail, J ariorum Apocrypha, wilere the Sinaitic
Text (Jp rig ToiTjcral pe iXeTjpocrdPTjv) must be trans-
lated : ‘because he gave me alms,’ not 4 because I

did alms.’

The original form of the name is most probably
Nadab, though it is not easy to say on palseo-

graphieal or other grounds how all the variants
could arise, especially the received form Xasbas.
See J. K. Harris in the Introduction to The Story
ofAhikar (London, 1898, pp. xxix, xlv).

Fb Nestle
NASI (B Na<re£, A Sacrid, AT Nasith), 1 Es 5s2=

Neziah, Ezr 2s4
, Neh 7W.

NATHAN to 4 {whom God) gave’; Na0cb).—-1-

Successor of Samuel in the line of prophet states-
men (Sir 471

). When first introduced into the his-
tory (2 S 71'17

, 1 Ch 171"15
) he is already David’s chief

spiritual adviser (ef. 1 K l-7 Jjferi). The incident is

a remarkable one, whether we regard it as indi-
cative of the prophetic as contrasted with the
priestly policy in religious affairs (Ewald, HI iii.

131), or as marking an epoch in the development
of the Messianic ideal. The transfer of the seat
of government from Hebron to Jerusalem was the
first step towards the unification of the kingdom.
It only remained to centralize the religious system
as well, and so render Israel completely homo-
geneous. The building, therefore, of the temple at
Jerusalem was something more than an expression
of fervent piety ; it was a stroke of far-reaching
policy. At first, indeed, it was not altogether
successful; but after the fall of the Northern
Kingdom the temple became so inextricably associ-
ated with the religion of the Hebrews as to involve
in its own ruin the system which it was designed
to consolidate and preserve. The prophet his-
torian represents Nathan’s purely human impulse
as favourable to the project. That very night,
however, a Divine revelation warned him that the
time was not yet ripe for this innovation, and bade
him communicate to the king a consolatory promise,
which is one of the most important- Messianic
prophecies in the whole OT. The conception of
the Son of David, whose kingdom should have no

j

end, struck the imagination of every subsequent
1 Messianic prophet, and is the most prominent

feature in NT retrospect. The significant* varia-

tions of the Chronicles in this speech need not here

be indicated. But Nathan fulfilled the prophet’s

truest function in that scene in which his idyllic

parable awoke the conscience of his friend and
master (2 S 121-13 ,

Ps 51 title). As we read the

words of restrained emotion in which Nathan lays

bare the meanness and selfishness of David’s sin,

we feel that their effect must have been, m great

measure, due to the peculiarly intimate relations

of the king and the prophet. Doubtless it was a

consolation to Nathan to be commissioned subse-

quently (2 S 1223
) to bestow on the first child of

the now forgiven union his name 4 in religion,’

‘Jedidiah, after the meaning of Jail’ (Ewald, El
iii. 168). The infant thus favoured was afterwards

to owe his crown to the prophet’s astuteness and
promptitude. It was Nathan that first detected

the plot of Adonijah, and suggested and carried

through the plan of action by which it was baffled,

and he took a leading part in the joyous corona-

tion ceremony that followed (IK 1). One is

tempted to suggest that the far-seeing and enlight-

ened statesmanship which marked the early years

of Solomon's reign was a result of the teaching of

Nathan. It is significant that his son Zabud was
selected by Solomon as a special priest and 4 king's

friend ’ ( l^K 45
). The Chronicler ascribes to Nathan

histories of David (1 Ch 29") and of Solomon {2 Ch
9-9

). It remains to add that Jerome [Qu. Eeb , on

1 S 1712
,
2 S 2

1

21
,

1 Ch 207 2732
) identifies Nathan

with David's nephew Jonathan. He says that

he is called Nathan as a prophet, but Jonathan
as a warrior, and that when called^ by the former

name his father is not mentioned, since he was not

a prophet.
2. Son of David, bom at Jerusalem (2 S 514

,

1 Ch 144}. According to 1 Ch 35 he was third son

of Bathshua (Bathsheba), Solomon being fourth.

But we should naturally infer from 2 S 12-4 that

Solomon was the first son of Bathsheba’s that lived

for any time. The princely family of Nathan is

mentioned in Zee 1232 as a specific division of the

house of David. St. Luke (3
S1

)
traces the descent

of our Lord from David through Nathan rather

than through Solomon, as is done by St. Matthew".

3. Father of Igal (2S 23s6 ), or brother of Joel (1 Ch
11 s8

), who wras one of David’s heroes. The text of

Chronicles is preferred by Rawlinson, but seems a

corruption of that of Samuel. 4. A Judahite

(1 Ch 2s
®). 5. One of the deputation sent by Ezra

to request Iddo to provide Levites, etc., for the

temple (Ezr 8 16
,

1 Es S44 ). 6. One of those who had
taken strange wives (Ezr 10s9), called in 1 Es 9s4

Nathanias. N. J. D. White.

NATHANAEL.—1. (Nadapafk) one of the ‘cap-

tains over thousands,’ who played a prominent
part at Josiah’s passover, 1 Es P 2. (B Sa&av&TjXos,

A om.) a priest who had married a foreign wife,

I Es £F— NETHANEL of Ezr 1022. 3. {SaOaparjX) an
ancestor of Judith, Jth 81

. 4. See next article.

NATHANAEL (SadavahX, equivalent to ^202

[
f God has given’; cf. the names Dorotheas',

Dosithem, Theodore], Nethanel [which see], Nu Is

etc.).—A man of Cana of Galilee (Jn 212
), whom

Philip, after having himself been called by Christ,

induced to come into the Master’s presence (Jn
1^“-). Our Lord describes him as 4 an Israelite

indeed,’ i.e. one who valued the spiritual privileges,

and sought to realize the ideal life of an Israelite

;

and as a man 4 in whom there is no guile/ i.e. not

sinless, but sincere and candid, open-minded, and
single-hearted, one who was free from the guile of

Jacob before he attained to the nobility of Israel.

Nathanael showed his candour (1) by not allowing

himself to be deterred from coining to see Jesut



j

through his uatura 1 reluctance * to accept Nazareth,

j

an insignificant townlet, mentioned by no prophet,

j

as the place whence the expected Messiah would

|

come forth
; (2) by at once surrendering Ms pre-

!
judice when adequate evidence of Chri>t\s super-

]

natural power was received. His eventual faith

I

in the Messiahship of Jesus could hardly have been

j

due to the mere fact that Christ, unseen by

j

Nathanael, had beheld Mm under the fig-tree,

I
even assuming that he was seen there engaged in

! devotion or religious meditation. Christ alludes,
« doubtless, to some recent crisis or special incident

in Nathanael's spiritual experience which had
taken place while he sat under the fig-tree—an
awakening, perhaps, to a higher ideal of life and
duty, or a successful struggle with some strong
temptation, or a devout longing for the coining of
Messiah and His kingdom. He who had then
not only seen, but seen into him, must be 4 He that
should come, 5

the Son of God fin Messianic sense,

cf. Ps 27), and the (spiritual) king of Israel (Is 97 i.

The name of Nathanael occurs only once again
in the Gospel history, namely, in Jn 21-, where
he is one of the seven to whom the risen Jesus
manifested Himself at early dawn after a night of

fruitless fishing. One expects to find Nathanael
included (like the other disciples who were simul-
taneously called) among the Twelve apostles.

Aug. (Horn. vii. on the Gosp. of* Jn.) accounts for

his non-selection by the assumption that Nathanael
was learned in the law, and that Christ 4 desired

to transform the world through unlearned
5

apostles.

Somewhat similarly, Gregory the Great {Mot. S3.

21) represents our Lord as 4 passing over Nathanael
in order to' show, by the choice of apostles who
had nothing praiseworthy of their own, that their

sufficiency came not from themselves, but from
above. 5 The now widely accepted t identification

of Nathanael with Bartholomew is not known
to have been adopted until the 9th cent., by the
Nestorian Elias, of Damascus [Assem. B.0

.

iv. p. v).£

To the considerations already adduced under Bar-
tholomew in favour of this suggestion, may be
added (1) Nathanael’s apparent inclusion (Jn 212)
among the ‘disciples,

5 by whom, in the context
(Jn 202421

* 2I14
), the evangelist seems to mean

apostles ; (2) the fact of most of the other apostles

bearing two names, and, in particular, the parallel

case of Levi, who is so called in Mk 2M, Lk 5s7, and
whose other name, Matthew, signifies

4 gift of Jeho-
vah,

5 almost equivalent to Nathanael. The identifi-

cation, however, cannot be regarded as more than a
plausible conjecture, against which the absence of

any hint of the identity in any early writer tells
’ strongly, although not decisively. Nathanael has

also been identified with (1) the friend of Cleopas in

Lk 24 (Epiph. Seer. 23, without reason given) ; (2)

Matthew (Thoma in Germ. d. Jn. Ev. ), a supposi-

tion negatived by the diverse circumstances of

Nathanael’s call ; (3) John himself (Spaeth in Hiig.

Zmtmk. 1868), Jn 21s being treated as a mistake
of the alleged ‘supplementer 5

; (4) Matthias (Hilg.

NT extra Cam. iv., and, doubtfully, Jn. Lightf.

Com. At. in. Ice., who elsewhere, in Ms Comm, on

* Some mrfy writers, however {e.g. Cyril of Alex. Cmmm. in
hc.% interpret KathameFs words m Jo 1«, not interrogatively,

hat as m acquiescence In PMUfFs statement contained in v.«.

Augustine (fo loaA 'wink giving both mtei^reiarions, appears

to prefer * From Hfenrafch some good might come/ ana deduces
from the answer that Xattrawet was a learned man, who had
‘looked well into the prophets,” and perceived a hidden refer-

i «se to Nuaratfe la wir writings.

f Among others, by Ew.» Hey., Lange, Helm, Wed., Nera.,
AIL, Tran., MH*.* Farrar* Westcott. The Apoer. Jttdicium

jPetri represents both Bartholomew and M&ttmaaei m apostles,

| Elias » followed by lfc«dje»i and other Hestorfens (is. ill.

§06). In the West the suggestion is found first- in Rupertes
of Beats (12th cent.* Cbm if* foe.)* bat did not excite much
attention until the ltth cent, when it was approved by C.
Jabsmlcu {Com. p. I42& and condemned by Baronins as 4 kvi§
oonjeetuz*

'

(1. 123).

Mi. and Jn prefers to identifv Nathanael with
j

Bartholomew]; ;J, Simon the Cananrean, from a
misinterpretation of this surname, as if

4 of Cana"’;
and i6) Stephen, owing to Jn F2 and Ac lu (both '

the last conjectures mentioned by Chemnitius,
JHarm. Evan. 312 ; ef . Lip-ins, A.peer. Apo i. iiL 152).
j

Lushattse Uq addition to works quoted).—Kin>iler In Thes.
j

ThfvL‘lJLi’ i. Ij, 37jff. ; Trend;, studies in the Gtupji; X. -

Marshall* Thrte Dlsoours* s cn Nathanael in wl. ;i. ;

‘

Xewxnan, s* miens, vcl. ii. ; M.*Laren, Year's Ministry , il. l*'J.
f

H, Cowax. ;

NATHANIAS (Nafcwdas), 1 Es 9» = Nathan, !

Ezr lu^. (

NATHAN-MELECH (rr;r; : Eng. as Tulg.).—
j

An official in the reign of Joduh. who-e name is

used to designate one of the halls or chandlers
j

(*v:rj of the temple \2 K 2
'

3A ; .see Eunuch l
|

Gifts and offerings were received in these chain- '

bers (Neh 10^ ^
j, and they may have been assigned

j

particularly to the control of*tho-e whose names !

are attached to them |Jer 85* 3tF ! - 12
). In the £

hall
1

of Nathaa-melech 5
Jo>iah deposited the horses of I

the sun (? a group of statuary) which he removed
j

from near the temple entrance (2 K 2311
; translate,

(

‘and he removed the horses ... to the chamber
of N. ?

). The express identification of the chamber
\

suggests that it was a permanent repository for
J

these horses rather than an 4
office

5

to which they
j

were handed over. Regarding its situation in the
j

temple area, see Parbar. The name tju-p:
4 Melech

gave," is exactly paralleled by rrinz and
*

‘J"

gave, 5 4 El gave.
5

It is not necessarily a recognition
of an idol god Melech (Moleeh), for Slelech, ‘king,

5

was no doubt a title of J". But the name may be a
trace of the idol-worship of the 7th cent. (Gray,

Heh. Proper Names, pp. 146-148). In the LNX "tn

does not seem to have been taken as parti of the
proper name (Luc. Sa&av eipoi%ov rod SaonXim

;

B
Na8&p jSaaiXi&s rod eipoi%ov}. W. B. STEVENSON.

|

NATIONS*—See Gentiles, Gome, Races. !

NATURAL.—Two different Greek words are thus
rendered in AV and RV, which it is necessary here
to distinguish. 1. <pvruzh, 1 that which is according

j

to the nature 5
(£&rts) of any organism, which is the

outcome of its constitution. Thus St. Paul con-

trasts h (pvriK^q xPW1* with that which is wapk
(pvu-ip (Ro lm )

;

and in like manner the 4 natural
branches,

5
ol Kara pvrs.v k\o.Bol (Ro ll21 ), are con-

trasted with the graft from a foreign stock. It is

plain that it is impossible to decide finally whether
or not any process is or is not <pv&uc6s} unless we
understand thoroughly the constitution of the

It is only because we assume that we
certainly know the true ri\&s of sex, that we un-
hesitatingly condemn as ‘unnatural,

5 abominable
practiceslike those condemned by St. Paul (Ro I®),

despite the fact that they are widely prevalent in

various parts of the world. Science assures us
that they contradict the 4 constitution of human
nature/ the &vms of man, and conscience acquiesces

in the decision. I

There is, however, little dispute as to what is
j

unnatural for man, %.t. that which contradicts the
whole system of man’s nature, and is not merely

!

repugnant to certain elements of it. Bat when we
j

ask questions about the distinctions between wh&t is
j

natural and what is supernatural in the universe,
I

difficulties emerge. Uertainly (see Nature, p.
J

4931
*), ifwe understand by $tkn$ * the sum of all that

j

is/ nothing is strictly supernatural. But science

usually employs- the word 4 nature 5
(described In

art. Nature, § 1) as equivalent to the complex of

phenomena, the sum or material forces. And we
have not yet exhausted the meaning of ‘nature’
in this sense, for we are not omniscient. Many
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i

things once considered supernatural are now found
j

2. Apart from the question of the degree of

to be strictly the results of 4 natural 5

processes, of knowledge of natural history possessed by the
hitherto undiscovered laws of the physical universe, writers of the Bible, their allusions

^
to natural

Tiie progress of science largely consists in en- objects are, for the most part, incidental and
larging t lie domain of ‘ natural' law. Hence of a general, not scientific. Even in the lists of clean

given event, seemingly anomalous, it may be im- and unclean animals in Lv and Dt a large propor-

poMbA for the observer to say with confidence tion of the names refer to classes and genera, such
that it is not the result of unknown natural law, as the ‘falcon, after its kind’; ‘the raven, after its

and that it must be referred to supernatural inter- kind
5

;

4 the hawk, after its kind 5

;

4 the heron, after

vention. The degree of confidence with which its kind/ etc. etc.
.

It is clear from this that the
tins? can be asset ted in any particular instance cla^s or genus was in the mind of the writer, and
rniL-t be measured by the "completeness of our not an individual species, except in those cases in

know lodge of the circumstances and of the agents, which there was but one well-known species in

And Butler s observation is profound, 4 that there Bible lands, as the camel, the coney, the swine, etc.

may be beings in the univeise whose capa< ities and 3. The Heb. literature is confined to the can-

knowledge and views may 1*? so extensive as that onical books. We have no sidelights from other
the whole Christian dispensation may to them books in that language to aid us in determining
appear natural, i.«. analogous or conformable to the objects referred to. In the case of objects men-
UimTs dealings with other parts ox His creation; tioned but once or a few times only, it is often

as natural as the visible known course of things difficult or impossible j:o he certain as to what was
appears to us. For there scarce seems any other intended. The LXX gives the judgment of its

possible sense to be put upon the word, but that translators as to the Or. equivalents in their day.
only [of] similar, stated, or uniform 1 (Anal. I. 1 This opinion may not be always well founded.
sub Jin . ). This, however, is onlv a speculation

;
And it is still more probable that in many cases

the tact remains, that of certain alleged phenomena they used a text veiy different from the MT. The
our know ledge of nature assures us that they are cognate Arab, often sheds light, but in the more
not in accordance with its oruinarv laws as known difficult cases it is of the least value.

to us, and that they must therefore be classified
]

ns supernatural. The classification is provisionally 1

necessary, although it may not be scientific sub
meek erternitatis. See Miracle (p. 383; for a
fuller discussion of tLB point.

2. ipv%i koi is twice rendered by ‘natural’ in the
RV, and twice by ‘sensual.’ The mind of man is

frequently spoken of in the XT as twofold (see

Psychology i, embracing the xreuga or vovs, the
higher faculty which he enjoys as made in the
image of God, and the $i%h, the lower element
which he shares with the beasts. The wisdom
vi kick is ‘earthly* and ‘devilish

5
is also \pi

%

lkt]

(Ja 31S
), and the ifn/xinol are described by St. Jude

(v. 23
) as nrveufiia jj,tj Torres. In like manner St. Paul

says of the fvx^os that 4 he receivetk not the things
of the Spirit of God 5

(1 Co 214
), and he contrasts

the ffiafta fvxadtw of this life with the <ruyta irvev~

of the life to come (1 Co 1544). ‘The
natural man 5 and * the natural body 5

are alike of
the earth ,

earthy. It is questionableIf the Revisers
were well advised * in retaining the word ‘ natural 5

in these last passages as the rendering of fvxucbs

;

‘sensual
3
gives the meaning better, and the old

rendering; suggests to the reader a quite unwarrant-
able antithesis between the ‘natural body 5 and
that which is presumed to be 4 supernatural?

X H. Bernard.
NATURAL HISTORY.—In entering on the study

of the natural history of the Bible we have to con-
sider

—

I. That, with the exception of Solomon f (IK
4U), the authors of the several books were in no
sense naturalists. The allusions by 4 Solomon 5

to
objects of nature are so few and general as to give
us no idea how far he had reduced his knowledge
to a scientific form. There is no evidence in the
Scriptures written after his day that he formulated
and gave to the world a scientific treatise on these

'

subjects. The imperfect descriptions of natural
objects given by the Gr. and Rom. and Arab.

|

naturalists many centuries later, make it quite
improbable that any treatises of Solomon on plants*
and animals were such as, had they been pre-
served, would have enabled us to identify with
accuracy the objects alluded to.

* They have also retained the rendering 4 Ms natural face*
tor re a-f&mmp tfjff ytinraec m&m» (Ja l®), although they render
she Greek literally in their margin.

f Supposing we have any productions of his pen in the 0T,
whkth. m denijed with praettial unanimity by modem scholars.

4. The books of the Bible were written by
numerous authors, in various parts of the East,
and through a period of at least 1000 years. Any
one who has endeavoured to collect the common
names of plants and animals in any eountiy, but
especially in Bible lands, has been struck with the
fact that a given name refers to different objects
in regions not far apart. For example, in Lebanon
the word kaikob is used for several species of

maple. In Gilead it is used for Arbutus And-

ramne ,
L., a tree known in the rest of Pal. and

Syria as kotlib. The word balllit is properly an
acorn, but it is used also for the Portuguese Oak,
Qmrcus Lusitanka, Lam., and another species of

oak, Q. Gerris, L. Again, the same object has
often different names in regions within Bible
lands. The cedar of Lebanon has three names
within the limits of N. Lebanon,

7

arz, Hbhul, and
tnub. The term

7

arz is also used for the Aleppo
Pine. Again, some generic names, as Oak, have no
names in Arabic. Some of its species have names,
as sindidn for 0 . coccifera9 L., mallid for Q. Lusi-
tanica, Lam., look for Q. Look

,

Ky., ballUt for Q.
CerriSy L. It is by no means impossible that the
names of plants changed, either by the intro-
duction of foreign terms, or the adoption of local

designations into general literature. It may thus
happen that a certain name, as cedar (Lv 144 ), refers
to a plant different from that to which it was applied
in later times. There may be many such cases.

5. It is certain that the writers of the Bible
were not more precise in their designation of
objects of natural history than writers in general
literature to-day. When speaking of grass, lilies,

mustard
,
thorns

,
thistles

, owls,
bats and other sorts

of natural objects, of which there are numerous
species, belonging perhaps to several genera,
writers of the Bible must not be understood as
having in mind a particular species. An attempt
to find for every allusion to natural objects a
particular species, results in confusion of thought,
and endless and insoluble controversy. In many
cases where individual species are intended, de-
cisive evidence is not to be found as to what the
species is. In such cases we have adopted the
plan of presenting the evidence for one or more
interpretations, and making no attempt at a
decision. Fortunately, these are usually the less

important animals and plants.
6. In some cases popular errors as to species

appear in the E¥. Such is the application of
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the term ‘mole* (Lv II30) to the mole rat, Spalax
typklus. The*e are no true moles in Pal. and Syria,
But the spalax has the aspect and habits of a mole.
Some imaginary animals, as the satyr, are spoken
of in the Bible. It is as idle to look for their
equivalents in nature as it would be when men-
tioned in profane literature. But some such
monster is a conception well-nig-n universal among
mankind. In so far as possible it has been the aim
of the author in these articles to give the evidences
which establish or vitiate the claims of the names
adopted in AV and EY, rather than the numerous
and conflicting opinions of scholars. Those who
may wish to enter into that phase of the question
may easily find the topics in the indices of the
large number of books on ancient and biblical

natural history. Among the principal ancient
and mediaeval authors who have written on these
topics are Pliny, Dioscoiides, Theophrastus, Galen,
Diodorus Siculus, Strabo, Herodotus, Abu el-Fudli,
Avicenna, and Ibn ei-Bit&r. Their testimony, * as
well as that of others, has been summed up in the
erudite works of Bocharfc {Eierozoicon ), Celsius

(.Hierobotanicon }, Eosenmiiller [Natural History of
the Bible), Hiller, Boyle, Ursinus {Arbor. Bibik.),
etc. Many naturalists have written of the Fauna
and Flora of Bible lands. Prominent among them
are Hasselquist, Bussell, Ehrenberg, Hemprich,
Michaelis, Schweinfurth, Aseher>on, Hooker,
Camithers, Wood, Tristram, Houghton, and
Boissier, Allusions to natural objects are frequent
in all the standard works of travel, especially in

Burckliardt, Robinson, Thomson, and Tristram.
Pal. and Syria are at the meeting-point of three

continents, Asia, Africa, and Europe. Their ani-

mals and plants connect the Fauna and Flora of

all. Furthermore, their surface is greatly diversi-

fied. Lebanon is over 10,000 and Hermon over
9000 ft. above the sea. A number of peaks of

Ainanus and Akher Dagh are nearly as high, as
al:&o the higher mountains of Sinai. The Joruan
Valley is from a little below to 1294 ft. below the
Mediterranean, In the 50,000 square miles be-

tween Sinai on the S., Taurus on the IS"., the sea
on the W., and the Syrian desert on the E., are
maritime plains, seaward and landward mountain
slope*, alpine summits, tropical valleys, the quag-
mire* and marsh thickets of the Huleh, the salt

lakes and marshes of Aleppo and Palmyra, the
rolling plateaus of Moab, GiLad, and Bashan, the
ancient lake bed of Ccele-Syria, and the arid

Syrian desert. The natural result of these great
diversities of surface and climate is a large num-
ber of species and varieties in proportion to the
extent of the land.

A. Animal Kingdom.—-L Mammals. — Tris-

tram (Fauna and Flora of Pal.) gives the number
of mammals in the Holy Land at 113. This
number, which has been considerably augmented
by subsequent discoveries, is very large in pro-

portion to the size of the country. A number of

those mentioned in Scripture, as the lion, the
unicorn, and the wild ox, are now extinct. The
larger carnivora, once so numerous, are now
rare. The leopard is found only in lonely retreats,

while the bear is confined to alpine Lebanon and
Antileb&non. The hart is no longer found in Pal*,

but still exists in Amanus. The pygarg (AnitLope

A*Max, Dt 14®) is now no longer found, or only

on the borders of the desert*
^

Others of the Scrip-

ture mammals which remain have become very
scarce, as the wild goat, the coney, and the roe-

buck. The last is likely soon to become extinct.

The following is a complete list of the scriptural

and apocryphal mammals :—Antelope {BY;—Wild
Ox, AY), Ape, Ass, Wild Ass, Badger (AY;=Seal

or Porpoise, BY), Bat, Bear, Behemoth, Boar,

Camel, 'Cat, Cattle, Chamois (Wild Sheep), Coney,

Dog, [Dragon, BY Jaekai. La 4s], Dromedary (really

young Camel, * Dromedary i, Elephant, Eve,
Fallow Deer \ AY ;== Roebuck, BY i, Ferret (AY

;

= Gecko, BY », Fox, Gazelle, Goat, Wild Goat,
Greyhound, Hare, Hart, Hind, Horse, Hyuma,
Jackal, Lamb, Leopard, Lion. Mole, Mouse, Ox,
Wild Ox (AY ;= Antelope, BY., Pygarg, Bam,
Roe, Roebuck (AY Gazelle, RV), [Satyr], Sheep,
Swine, Unicorn, Weasel, Whale (AY ;=dSen Mon-
ster, E7), Wolf. Leaving out the duplications in

the two YSS, and animals mentioned under differ-

ent headings, there are in all 3S different ones,
among which, however, are included the dragon
and satyr, which are partially or wholly fabulous.

ii. BIRDS.—The order of fcfie creation of birds in

the Mosaic cosmogony <iGn P0*-1*-, corresponds
with the order of their geological appearance,
which is in the cretaceous period, after the
reign of the reptiles. The aquatic species were the

j

first to appear.® Birds are generally more highly >

organized than reptiles and fishes on the one hand, 1

and less so than the Higher mammals on the other.

They all have feathers, and are oviparous. Hence
j

they are readily distinguished, and seem to have i

been recognized by ‘Moses 7

as a well-marked
class. Some have thought that hats wear : included
in OT among the birds, as they are mentioned at
the end of a list of birds (Lv But it is not
clear that the writer so understood the matter, as

the bats come between the birds on the one hand,
and insects and reptiles on the other. The exclu-
sion of the unclean birds in the lists of Lv 1 1 and
Dt 14 implies that other birds were eaten. Of
those that were eaten, however, only one, the
quail

,
is mentioned by name. * Fatted fowl * (1 K

450) is doubtful. It mav perhaps be inferred that
doves were kept for focxl in later OT times (Is 60b,
and hens in IS F (Mt 2SP7 ;, also that sparrows were
sold for food f Mt BP, Lk IS?1

). The numerous allu-

sions to fowling imply the use of birds so caught
for food. The Bible alludes to the migration
and &inging of birds (Ca 2i2 * 2

-, Ee 12\ Jer b7 ), also

to their nesting in the temple 0 Fs 843 ). Pigeons,
swallows, sparrows, and other birds find a secure
sanctuary now in churches, but esp. in mosques.
The Israelites were forbidden to take the mother
bird with the young (Dt 22s' 7

], perhaps because
the mother at such times will not avail herself of

her power of concealment and flight. The object
of the law was to cultivate a merciful regard for

the maternal instinct, not merely to preservegame
(another possible explanation is quoted by Driver,

ad lot. ). Allusion i* made to the forsaking of the
nest (Pr 278}, also to flight (Hos 911,

Ex 194, Dt
32a- ,a

). More than 350 species of birds have been
collected in the Holy Land. Some of these have
brilliant plumage, as the Garrulous Roller, the
Bee Eater, the Hoopoe, several Kingfishers, the
Sun Bird, the White-throated Robin, Tristram's
Graekle, the African Darter, etc. But the chief

ornithological characteristic of the country is the
large number of birds of prey, esp. of the larger

kinds, as vultures, eagles, falcons, buzzards, and
the fishing water fowl, as pelicans, cranes, herons,

cormorants, darters, etc. The coast species re-

semble those of the maritime regions of the Medi-
terranean basin. The mountain systems of Leba-
non and Antilebanon, with their continuations
southward, parallel to the coast, divide the mari-
time region from that of the Syrian anti Arabian
deserts. The avifauna is nearly identical in both

|

the mountain chains. That of the deep deft of the
j

* With this statement in the text the*reader will do well tc

compare Driver's art. * TtoCosmogony of Genesis,
9

in Expositor,
Jan. 1S36. There on p. 28 a ttWe exhibits the order of appear
aooe thus : according to geology'* Fishes* Reptiles (in Carbon,
period). Birds; according to On, FMies of all kinds and Ba*d&

Reptiles (krpf
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Jordan and Dead Sea contains a number of Indian
and Ethiopian species. The following L a list of
Scripture birds :—Cittern (AY ;=Porcupme, RY |,

Cock, Cormorant, Crane (RY ; = Swallow, AY),
Cuckoo (AY ;=Seamew, RY), Dove, Eagle, Fatted
Fowl it;, Gier Eagle (AY ;=Vulture, RY.% Glede,
Hawk, Hen, Heron (AY ;=Ibis, IiVmj, Hoopoe,
Ibis, Kite (AY ;

= Falcon, RY}, Lapwing, Might
Hawk, Os-prey, 0>sifrage fAY ;=Gier Eagle, RY),
O-trich, Owl, Great Owl (AY ;

= Arrowsnake,
RYj, Screech Owl (AY ;=Night Monster, RY

;

this refers to a fabulous being, see art. LILITH),
Little Owl, Homed Owl « RY >, Partridge, Peacock,
Pelican, Pigeon, Quail, Raven, Sparrow, Stork,
Swallow, Swan (AY ;

= Horned Owl, RY), Turtle
Dove, Vulture.—in all 34, exclusive of duplicates.
Many of these are generic or ordinal terms, in-

cluding a large number of species.

iii. REPTILES.—These form a class in Scripture,
being mentioned in Gn 7 14 * -2

, 1 K 4®, Hos 21S
, and

elsewhere, by the side of beasts, birds, and fishes,

though naturally not a class in the scientific sense
of the term, coextensive with the class of * Rep-
tiles

?

of modern naturalists. The four living Orders
of Reptiles, Testudmata or Ckelonia , the Turtles

;

Lorkata or CrocodUia, the Crocodiles; Sauna,

the Lizards; Ophidia , the Serpents,—are all repre-
sented in the biblical Fauna. The following rep-

tiles are mentioned in Scripture :—Adder, Arrow-
snake (RY; = Great Owl, AY), Asp, Basilisk,
Chameleon, Cockatrice, [Dragon, i.e. sea monster,
or in Ps 9I 1S a land serpent]. Gecko, Leviathan,
Lizard, Monitor (if this is the meaning of koah in

Lv 11®*, see CHAMELEON), Serpent, Viper,—only
12; but several of these are generic or ordinal,
and include large numbers of species. There are

P
robably not fewer than 100 species of reptiles in
al. and Syria.
^iv. AMPHIBIANS.—These include Frogs, Toads,
Newts^and Salamanders, all of which are repre-
sented in the Holy Land. The Frog, however, is the
only member of the class mentioned in Scripture.

v. FISHES.—The class of Fishes is recognized in
Scripture, but includes cetaceansand many reptiles.

They were brought in on the fifth day, with other
oviparous creatures, before the viviparous animals
of the sixth day. No species of true fish is men-
tioned by name in the Bible. The only attempt at
classification is into clean and unclean, the former
having fins and scales, the latter not. The ex-
cluded families are the Siluridm, the Sheath fish

;

Raiidm, the Skates ; Peiromyzidm, the Lampreys

;

Squalidm, the Sharks ; and Muroenidce, the Eels.
Solomon ‘spake of fishes* (1 K 4s3). Fish were
especially abundant in the Nile (Nu IF, Is 198)
and the Sea of Galilee. A number of the species
in this lake are identical with those in the Nile,
a fact noted by Josephus (BJ in. x. 8). They
also abound in the Jordan and its affluents, and
the streams which empty into the Mediterranean,
—in all, 33 fresh-water species. The Mediter-
ranean coast species have not been fully studied.
They are, however, very numerous. The Dead
Sea has none, a fact noted by Ezekiel (47

10
), who

illustrates the vivifying power of the holy waters
descending from the altar by the fact that they can
enable even the Dead Sea to swarm with fish. The
Arabs have a prejudice against eating fish, hence
the immense shoals in the interior waters. On the
contrary, the people of the maritime regions are
exceedingly fond of them, and the fishing industry
is a large one at all the seaports. The government
gains a considerable revenue from the tax on fish.

vi JGIFTEDANIMALS*—{a
, } /meets.—The Holy

Land is emphatically a land of insects. They
number thousands of species, and have as yet been
very imperfectly studied. Those mentioned in
Scripture are; Ant, Bee, Beetle {AY;= Cricket,RV),

Cankerworm, Caterpillar, Crimson (
= Cochineal),

Flea, Fly, Gnat, Grasshopper, Hornet, Lice, Locust,

Moth, Palmerworm, Scarlet (= Cochineal), Wasp,

—

in all, excluding duplicates, 16, of which, however,
a number are generic or ordinal, {h) Scorpions
Of these there are several species, none of which
are distinguished by name, (c) Spiders.—Of these
also there are numerous species, and countless
individuals.

vii. MOLL uses.—Of these there are large num-
bers, both of land and water species. Few of them
are mentioned in Scripture. The Snail, Qmjcha

,

[the operculum of several species of Strombus],
Pearl [the product of diseased action in some
species of Meleagrina], and other bivalves. Purple
[an extract from a species of Murex], make up the
meagre list of this immense sub-kingdom.

viii. WORMS.—Of these only the Horseleech, an
Annelid, and the generic expression Worms, are
given. The sub -kingdom is very extensively
represented.

ix. CiELEFTERATA. — The Mediterranean Sea
contains an abundance of species of Sea Anemones,
Jelly Fishes, and Corals. Only the latter are men-
tioned in Scripture, with no intimation of species.

x. Porifeila .—The Sponge is once mentioned
(Mt ST48

!!) in connexion with the crucifixion of our
Lord. The allusion is undoubtedly to the common
sponge so familiar to all.

B. Vegetable Kingdom : Botany.—The Flora
of Pal. and Syria is exceedingly rich and varied,

owing to the same causes which have been alluded
to in connexion writh the Fauna. In the region
bounded by Akher Dagh on the N., Sinai on the
S., the Mediterranean on the W., and the Syro-
Arabian desert on the E., are 124 Orders, 850
Genera, and about 3500 Species of Phsenogams and
Acro^ens. The experience of the writer leads him
to believe that there are still many new species to
be discovered in the mountains of N. Syria, and in
the districts E. of the great north and south cleft

of the Orontes, Code-Syria, the Jordan Valley, and
the Arabak.
Syria and Pal. may be divided into six botanical

regions. (1) The Maritime Plain. Its Flora re-

sembles that of the other coasts of the Levant, but
with a few species not elsewhere found. (2) The
parallel mountain chains E. and W. of the great
cleft, from the level of the Maritime Plain to an
altitude of 4000 ft. These chains begin with
Amanus, the northernmost peaks of which are
divided from Akher Dagh by the valley of the
Ak-Su, and the southernmost from Mt. Cassius by
the valley of the Orontes. Mt. Cassius is the
outlier of the Nusaireh chain, which extends from
the valley of the Orontes to that of the Nahr el-

Kebir (the ancient Eleutherus), which separates it

from Lebanon. Lebanon extends from the Eleu-
therus to the Leontes. S. of the Leontes the hill-

country of Galilee, Samaria, Judaea, and et-Tih
constitutes a more or less continuous chain, separ-
ated from Sinai bv the sandy plain of Debbet er-

Ramleh. A parallel chain, E. of the great cleft,

begins with Kurd Dagh, and extends southwards
under the names of Jebel Bil'&s, Antilebanon,
Herman, Gilead, Moab, and Edom, to the Red Sea
at Akabah. A break occurs in Jaulfin, where a
tableland, dotted with extinct volcanoes of no
great elevation, divides Antilebanon from Gilead.
This plain is terminated on the E. by the range of

Jebel ed-Druz (Hill of Baskan). These mountain
ranges have a characteristic flora, and each section
of them has its peculiar species. It would carry us
far beyond the limits of this article to enumerate
them. (3) The alpine summits of t lese ranges,prin-
cipally those of Akher Dagh, Amanus, Cassius,
Lebanon, and Antilebanon, have a flora remarkable
for its specialization, and having little of the palae-
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arctic character. (4) The tablelands of Aleppo,
Ccele-Svria, Damascus, IJaur&n, Gilead, and Moab.
These have also many distinctly characteristic
plants. (5) The deserts bordering these, and ex-
tending southward into et-Tih and Sinai. These
have already furnished a notable addition to the
Flora, and "doubtless contain many undiscovered
species. (6) The chasm of the Jordan and Dead Sea,
in which a tropical climate prevails, and where a
number of Indian and Ethiopian types are found.
The most numerous Orders are" Ranuncvlar^ce,

T2 genera, 75 species ; Crucifercs, 72 gen. 240 sp. ;

SilenecB
, 10 gen. 129 sp. ; Lef/uminoscs, 56 gen.

423 sp. ; Umbdliferce, 73 gen. i9o sp. ; Composite,
115 gen. 457 sp. ; Borraginece, 26 gen. 110 sp. ;

Scrophulariacere, 17 gen. 131 sp. ; Labiates, 31
gen. 207 sp. ;

Chenopodiamce
, 24 gen. 64 sp. ;

Liliacece, 22 gen. 124 sp. ; and Gramineas
, 92 gen.

238 species. Ranunculus has 33 sp., Silene 61,
Trigonella 37, Medieago 26, Trifolium 56, Astra-

f
alus 124, Yieia 31, Galium 39, Anthemis 28,
rerbascum 40, Linaria 24, Scrophularia 19,Veronica

24, Salvia 39, Stachys 25, Euphorbia 41, Allium
42, Cyperus 15, Carex 18. As might have been
expected from the dryness of the climate, Ferns
are few, being represented by only 15 gen. and 25
species. The Orchids are of the smaller kinds,
numbering 11 gen. and 37 species.

The following Scripture plants cannot be de-

termined with certainty, viz. ; Algum (almug), bay-
tree (not a tree at all), box, cockle, cypress, gall,

fir, gopher wood, hemlock, oil-tree, pannag, poplar,
sweet cane, and vine of Sodom.
The following are generic or ordinal, viz. ;

Bramble, brier, bitter herbs, bulrush, bush, flag,

grass, hay, herb, lily, melon, nettle, oak, oil-tree,

pulse, reed, rush, thistle, thorn, vetches (RVm
for nettles), willow.
The plants which may be known with a fair

measure of certainty are distributed in 35 Orders,
as follows :

—

Ranunmdacem, fitches ; Cruciferoe,

mustard ; Capparidem, caper ; Ostinece, ladanum

;

Malvaceae, cotton ; Linaceee, flax ; Vitaeece, vine

;

Ruiacece
, rue ; Anaeardiaceas

,

balm, balsam, bdel-
lium (?), frankincense, mvrrh, nuts (pistachio, Gn
4311

), tell-tree, terebinth ;
Leguminosx, beans,

juniper (retem), husks (carob), lentils, shittim
wood (acacia), rye (kirsenneh) ;

Rosacece, almond,
apple, hazel (almond) ; Myrtacem, myrtle ; Lyth-

rariees
,
camphrre (henna); Gra-natecs, pomegranate

;

Cucurbitacem, cucumbers, gourd ; Umbelliferce,

anise (dill), coriander, cummin, galbanum ; Valeri-

anacece, spikenard; Composites, wormwood ; Styra-
cacece, styrax ; Olmceas, olive ; AquUariaceas,
lign-aloes; Ebenacecs, ebony ; Solanacece, mandrake;
Lahiatece, hyssop, mint ; Chenopodiaceee, mallows
(saltwort, Rv) {malluab) ; Lanrtmw, cassia, cinna-
mon ; Urticacem, fig, sycamine, sycomore ; Plata-

names, chestnut (pane-tree) ; Juglandacem, nut
(walnut); Coniferce, ash {oren), cedar, thyine wood

;

Palmeos, palm ; Iridacm, saffron ; Amaryllidaeece,
rose of Sharon (narcissus) ; LUiaceee, garlic, leeks,

onion ; Graminece, barley, millet, spelt, tare,

wheat.
Of the above 65 species, 35 axe cultivated plants.

The foregoing analysis makes it clear that the
Hebrews did not study plants as closely as animals,
a fact illustratedamongtheArabsof thepresent day.

G. E. Post.
NATURE,—Few words have been the source of

so much confusion in theology as the word nature,
for few words have been employed, as this has
been, for a long period in two or three distinct,

though related, senses. It will be best to begin
our discussion by distinguishing between these
different meanings.

I. The word ‘nature 5
is commonly used in

scientific investigation to describe the sum-total

of phy&icai forces—the whole range of the co-
J

existences and sequences of phenomena. In this

view it includes the entire domain of the inorganic

;

and organic, the mineral, vegetable, and animal

|
kingdoms. Thus we sj eak of 4 students of nature/

j

of ‘natural science,’ or natural philosophy, mean-
; ing thereby to describe those departments of human
knowledge which are concerned with the material
universe. Nature, in this sense, includes man in
respect of that side of his life which he shares
with the lower animals. The science which has
to do with the diseases of his body is, par exctB
lence, 4 Physic.’ And the progress* of physiology
suggests that not only the disorders of his body,
but some at least of the maladies of his mind, are
subject to physical law, and may be made the
subject of scientific investigation like any other
physical process.

2. Man, however, is possessed of a unique faculty
which he does not share with the other inhabit-
ants of this earth—the faculty of seif-determining
reason and of conscious will. To be able to make
a moral choice is his supreme prerogative. He is

not altogether the victim of breeding and of cir-

cumstance ; he is a free agent. And this freedom
of his enables him, within certain limits, to initiate

movements in the visible order, and to control and
guide the material forces of the universe. If we
are to regard man in this point of view as a part
of nature, we must widen our conception of nature

,

which will now include not only the kingdom of

law, but the kingdom of freedom. Nature, in this
second and enlarged sense, doesnot exclude the possi-
bility of free will ; it takes in the moral world ; it !

recognizes moral no less than ‘ physical * law.
3. The word is often used in yet a larger sense.

Nature is regarded as the sum-total of ail that is,

or was, or shall be. It is the All, the Universe.
And, so defined, it is not exclusive of God, for (to

the believer in Him) He is the ens realissimum
,

the most certain and the most real existence which
we can conceive. Nature, in this view, Is the
kingdom of God, in whom and from whom it

draws its life. All its operations are the mani-
festations of His ceaseless and omnipresent activity.

If we use the word consistently in this its largest
sense, it is plain that we must abandon the
term supernatural. Nothing can be supernatural,
nothing can be 4 beyond 5 or 4 above 5 nature, if

nature is the sum of all that is. See Natural.
So far we have only attempted to define the

various connotations which the word ‘nature’ may
have. And it is to be observed^ that in whatever
sense the word is used the idea is constantly per-

sonified, and attributes and operations are .ascribed

to nature which strictly axe proper to persons.

When we speak of 4 bountiful
5
nature, we may be

thinking of it in sense (1) or in sense (3), and we
may have no intention to include or to exclude
the idea of God as the Bountiful One. Thus Christ
said, ‘the earth beaxeth fruit of herself* {afrrop&Trt,

Mk 4®), not meaning thereby to suggest that the
harvest is not the gift of God. And, on the other
hand, it is not to be presumed that every form of

words which seems to recognize providence or com-
passion in nature is intended to suggest a Personal
and Benevolent Will behind it. For example, some
recent theological writers have argued as if they
held ‘ God 5

to be merely a synonym for ‘ nature,5

and have identified ‘God 5 not with the Personal
Author and Governor of nature, but with the order
of nature itself. This is to introduce a grave
ambiguity into our theological nomenclature ; but
it is here instanced merely to illustrate the point
that our idea of nature is necessarily affected and
coloured by our idea of God, and that a definition

of nature is hardly complete which does not convey
to the mind some dear view concerning its relation
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\ ro Gnu. Somethin:, therefore, must be said on God is the continual spring of life: ‘Thou h:<>st

this head.
Atheism the question by refinin'? to

' admit that it lias a nn-aning. That there i» no God.
that there exists nothing but the >ueee-dons and t o-

i e\i-tuiec~ of phenomena, is the principle of specu-

lative AtheiMii. Theoretically, there is no reason
v hy Atheism should not recognize the free agency
of man, and so admit the idea of nature in the
serami sense above described ; but, as a matter of

fact, Atheism is usually based on philosophical

'materialism, which can find no place lor free will

within its borders. That nature is self-created

and self-acting is its fundamental thesis. Such
a conception is utterly irreconcilable with religion

in any true meaning of that ill-used word, and
must not be further dealt with here.

But, granting the existence of a Supreme Person
whose mind and purpose the operations of nature
reflect, in what relation do we conceive Him to

stand to the visible order of the world? The
answer suggested bv the first page of the Bible
and bv the litet article of the Christian creeds is

that fie is its Creator, the * Maker of heaven and
earth, and of all things vi&ible and invisible 3

; cf.

Gn l1 , Ex 2b13
, Is Jer 3237

,
Ac 1410

,
Eev 4H .

The various * proofs
3

of the existence of God, in
particular that known as the 4 cosmological }

proof,

are concerned with the justification to the intellect

of this instinctive belief of mankind, which was
present to the Hebrews, as it seems to have been
present to every primitive race of men (see God).
But this conception of God as the Creator of

nature is not by itself a satisfying or complete
conception of the Supreme. God is not to be
regarded, if we are to follow Scripture, only as
an Infinite and All-holy Being on whom the world
depends for its creation. Reason certainly requires
us to believe that the Creator of nature tran-
scends nature ; bnt the heart is not satisfied until
it recognizes God not only as the Great Artificer,

but as the present source* of the world’s life, as
having entered into history, as never abandoning
the universe which He has made. No one really
cares to speculate about a Being who is relegated
to an ever-receding past, an absentee Creator,
pursuing (as it has been said)

4 an eternal policy of
non-intervention.

i

9

And yet such barren Deism is

the logical outcome of exclusive attention to that
conception of the Supreme which regards Him
solely as transcending nature. This was the
especial fault of most of the English theology of
the 18th century, that it did not realize that (as
Butler put it) God is no less nature’s Governor
than its Author.

It is thus apparent wherein the imperfection
In Paley’s famous illustration of the watchmaker
and the watch consists. An artificer having once
constructed a machine and set it going, leaves it

to its own devices ; the more perfect the machine
is, the less will interference be necessary. But

; that is not a complete account of the relation of
God to nature. The analogy breaks down hope-
lessly in this respect, that nature is not only the
creation of God ; it is also the sphere of His con-
stant and beneficent activity. 4 Of him/ but also
4 through him and unto him are all things 3 (Ho
1 P®). And this conception of God as a '

Spirit
dwelling in nature and manifesting Himself
through nature is frequently expressed in Scrip-
ture. ‘Whither shall I go from thy Spirit, or
whither shall I flee from thy presence ?

3 asks the
Psalmist. ‘If I ascend up into- heaven, thou art
there; if I make my beef in Skeol, behold thou
art there.

^
If I take the wings of the morning,

and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea, even
there shall thy hand lead me, and thy right hand
shall hold me 9 (Ps 1397"10). Again, to the Psalmist

thy face, they are troubled
;
thou takest aw ay

their breath, they die
5

(Ps 1U4-13

}. So also Eliliu

declares, ‘The Spirit of God hath made me, and
the breath of the Almighty giveth me life

5 (Job f

33b. This conception of God, widely different
I

from that taught by the Deism of the last century,
is the conception which the pi ogress of natural
science and our increased knowledge of the secrets

of nature is bringing more and more into promi-
nence. That God is in natare as well as above

j

nature, that He b at once an Indwelling Spirit

and a Transcendent Personality, is the true theistic

doctrine of science. Nature does not work in-

dependently of Him
; all its operations are due

to His ceaseless activity. He upholds ‘ all things
by the word of his power 5 (He l3 ). The course of

.
history is not a blind mechanical process of evoln-

|

tion ; ‘the Most High ruleth in the kingdom of

! men 5 (Dn 417
).

This is well said in one of the authorized Homilies of the
! Church of England : ‘ It is not to be thought that God hath
i created all this whole universal world as it is ; and thus once
i made, hath given it up to be ruled and used after our own wits

;

and device, and so taketh no more charge thereof
;
as we see

1 the shipwright, after he hath brought his ship to a perfect end,
I
then dellvereth he to the mariners, and taketh no more care

!

thereof. Kay, God hath not so created the world, that He is

careless of it ; but He still preserveth it bv His goodness ; He

|

still stayeth it in His creation. For else, without His specia

! goodness, it could not stand long in this condition.’ *

Now, the problem which presents itself here is so

to guard our language tnat it shall not be open to

the charge of confounding God with nature. It is

hard to steer clear of both Scylla and Charybdis,
to avoid Deism on the one side, Pantheism on the
other. Greek philosophy furnishes us with in-

structive illustrations of the difficulty of avoiding
fatal error in this matter, if -we attempt to con-
struct our theology without the aid of revelation.

If the Epicureans, with their conception of gods
who lived at ease a life of undisturbed and dignified

repose, went off in the direction of Deism, the
Stoics, with their doctrine of God as the soul of

the world, were Pantheistic. And this is really

a more serious error than the other, because it

effectually banishes all true religion. For religion
involves belief in a Person, who not only is in
constant and intimate relation to nature, but who
also enters into communion with men. This is

impossible if God be identified with nature, for
with a mere abstraction no fellowship can he
sought, and to it no worship can he addressed.
Pantheism is as impotent as Deism to satisfy the in-

tellectual and the emotional cravings of mankind.
Pantheism is a vague word, and requires closer

examination than we have yet given it. Some-
thing has been said above of theories which resolve
God into the complex of material forces, which
identify God and nature, indeed, but by the
elimination from the idea of God of its distinctive
features, reason, intelligence, personality, good-
ness, and the like. Such theories, though from
one point of view 4 Pantheistic,

3—for the only
Supreme which they recognize is the Universe of
Bemg,—are, from a truer point of view, ‘Atheistic

,

5

' for they do not admit the existence of any spiritual
being higher than ourselves. But idealist philoso-
phies, such as that which was unfolded in the sys-
tem of Spinoza, do not thus begin and end with
the material forces of the phenomenal world ; they
begin and end with God, in whom as the Great
All-pervading Spirit they find the explanation of
all existence. Spinoza does not resolve God into
nature, but he exalts nature to God, he treats all

the operations of nature as the manifestations oi
supreme spiritual substance. For him, nature is

the development of freedom, or, to use his own
remarkable language, the processes of the universe

* Komily for Rogation Week, pt. i
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are the exhibition of the natura naiurnns (or God)
unfolding itself (or Himself) in the natura natur-
ata (or nature). It is plain that, on such a system
as this, the 4 laws of nature * are absolutely binding
on the Divine Life ; for the operations of these
laws are the manifestations (and the only possible
manifestations) of that Life. We have here, indeed,
a spiritual interpretation of nature presented to
ns ; every movement in the visible order is, as it

were, a sacrament of the Divine Life. But such a
doctrine is widely removed from Theism

; for v Idle

it speaks of a Divine Life, it leaves no room for a
Divine Reason, and Will, and Personality, The
relation of the Supreme to nature is conceived in
such systems rather as the relation of the vital

principle to the living plant, than as the relation
of the directing mind to the field of experience
in which it operates. Certainly, this latter analogy

j

is not complete or final. Our minds produce effects
]

in the physical order only through the medium
j

of our bodies, and even thus only within certain
j

limits and under certain conditions ; the power !

of supreme mind over the universe, which is the
sphere of its manifestation, cannot be conceived
as other than absolute (see MIRACLE). But yet !

is the analogy true so far as it goes, and it is in
jharmony with the few hints which Scripture oilers
j

on this great subject. The opening verses of St. :

John’s Gospel speak of the creation of all things
as the work of the Logos, and of Him as the

:

Life of the world and the Light of men (Jn l
1'4

).

The Logos is not a mere name for the impersonal
order of nature; He is the Directing Intelli-

gence which set in array its forces, and con-

tinues to guide and control them in their energy.
And of the life of man St. Paul quotes with
approval the saying of Cleanthes, 4 We are also

his offspring/ and declares, 4 In him we live, and
move, and have our being’ (Ac 17s8). This is the
rational and Christian view of nature and of

humanity, and it is as widely divergent from
Pantheism on the one hand as it is from Deism
on the other. An important conclusion is thus
reached. Theology, no less than science, leads to

the conception of the Unity of nature. It is not
a mere aggregate of independent forces ; it is a
totality, which is conceived as One because of

the Unity of the Intelligence which created and
governs it. Each part ministers to the welfare of

the whole ; in its growth only the 4
fittest ’ survive,

because, were it not for the elimination of the
‘unfit/ nature would be not Cosmos but Chaos.
It would be ‘without form and void/ as in the
days before the Divine Spirit moved upon the face

of the waters (Gn Is). iSature is One, because of

the Unity of its Author ;
4
1 am J" that maketh

all things
5

(Is 44®*
; ef. Rev 4n ). But unity does

not necessarily involve uniformity. The Unity of

Nature is an axiom of science and of religion ; the
Uniformity of Nature, i.e. the rule that ‘ the same
physical causes will always produce the same
physical 'effects/ far from being an axiom, is

nothing more than an empirical maxim, convenient
for scientific investigation, which has been found
to hold good in an enormous number of instances,

!
"but which has no a prion necessity and no rational

guarantee of universality. Nature is, indeed,

governed by law and not by caprice : that we
' Snow and are assured of. But such a formula

does not settle the matter. A wise and prudent
man’s life is also governed by law and not by
caprice, and yet the intervention of Ms moral
reason, of Ms power of choice, disturbs from time
to time Hie semblance of uniformity in his conduct.

For 1 him the same physical antecedents do not

always issue in the same physical consequences,

because moral conriderations—non-physical motives

i
—may sway Mm now in this direction, and now

in that. Thus in the case of man, who, is a part,

and an important part, of nature, the rule of

uniformity doea not hold absolutely. And when
we remember that the Divine Will must be, at the
lea>t, as independent of physical law as is man's
w ill, we see no ground lof regarding the 4 Uni-
formity of Nature’ as a constitutive principle of

the Cosmos. It is nothing more than a convenient
way of saying that God's laws are general law s

;

that He does not depart from the usual methods of
His rale, without the gravest reasons for inter-

vention. See Miracle.
Such conceptions, ^uch problems, are too abstract

to occupy the mind of primitive piety. And, as a
matter of fact, the word ‘nature’ does not once
occur in the OT. The Hebrews saw the hand of

Jehovah everywhere ; they recognized that He
had made ‘the heaven and the earth and the *?ea,

and all that in them is' (Ex 2U11
), that the thunder

was His voice and the lightning-flashes HD arrows
of destruction (Ps IS13

// that tire and hail, snow
and vapour, and stormy wind fulfilled His word
(Ps 148s ) ; but they had no thought of nature as a
whole, a totality, which might be conceived of as
an abstract idea, without any special reference to

the particular phenomena which represent it in

the concrete. The power of forming abstract ideas
comes late in the development of mental life, and
it was not until Hebraism came into contact with
Hellenism that the idea of <pv<n$ was introduced
into Hebrew thought. In 4 Mac 57 we find

Antioehus recommending Eleazar to consent to eat
swine's flesh, on the ground that it is given to us
by nature. And St. Paul argues that 4 nature
itself teaches’ us that a man’s head ought to be
uncovered, but a woman's covered (1 Co II14

). In
both of these instances nature is spoken of as a
unity, and it ispersonified in a fashion which would
have been unintelligible at an earlier period of

Jewish thought. Again, the word <pv<rvs is used
occasionally in the writings of St. Paul and in

the Bk. of Wis (as it is still* to describe the sum
of the properties or characteristics of a species—the

f
stem of its constitution (as Butler would put it).

g., among the subjects on which ao&ia is engaged
are mentioned ‘the natures of living

creatures’ (Wis T2®), and St. Paul speaks of

abominable vices as being rapA <pv<nv (Ro l
1
®), i.e.

contrary to the nature of man ;
and in Ro IP4 of a

wild olive-tree being grafted into a good olive-

tree vapA i.e. contrary to its nature. The
uncireumcised condition of the Gentiles is described

as i] i/c (fnkrem dKpo
t
Sixrria (Ro 2s7 ), this being, as we

would say, the natural state of man. Larger
questions are suggested by the apostle's words, 4 we
were by nature \<pvaei) children of wrath ’ (Eph 2?),

which are considered elsewhere. See Fall.
It is easy to understand how such expressions

and such a usage of the word should grow
up, once the conceptions of the world as a system,

and of each animal and plant upon it as possessing

a constitution of Its own, became familiar. The
word only gives rise to ambiguity when we are

using it in reference to questions which touch
theology ; it then becomes necessary to ask whether
he who employs it understands it in sense (I) as

the complex of the mechanical and chemical forces

of the Cosmos, in sense (2) which reckons man's
will and reason as part of his or in sense (3}s

the true religious conception, which ultimately

refers every operation of phenomenal force to the
Agency of Supreme Mind, directing and ordering

it m wisdom.

LaxraLAKTUL—Spinoza, Mkim ; Butter, ArrnUm S&rmmu ;

Kant, Eritikder vrthemhmfi

;

Sjaeoeer, Principles
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;

Illingworth, Mrine Jwmmnmm. See unde*
Miracle. J. H. BbKJS ARB.
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NAUGHT, NAUGHTY, NAUGHTINESS. — The
Eng. word ‘naught* is formed from the Anglo-
Saxon na, not, and iviht, a whit, a thing. At an
early stage, perhaps under the influence of the
\erb 4 ought,' the spelling * nought' came in.

Then the' word was contracted to ‘not.* Thus
‘naught,’ nought, 9 4 not 9

are all forms of the
same word, and do not differ in meaning. In AY
of 1011 the spelling I always nought, except in Lk
2311 4 Herod," with his men of wane, set him at
naught,' anti Scrivener \ Camh. Paragraph Bible,

p. xivii) says that in this passage ‘naught 9
is a

mere error.

The meaning of 4 naugdit
9 was originally 4 not

anything, 9 4 worthless.
9 But it soon came to mean

‘ bad.,
5 4

vicious,’ and elds was the usual meaning in

the 17th cent. Consequently in the 103$ edT of

AY the word is spelt 4 naught ' in 2 K 219
,
Pr 2QU

,

the Heb. being y? ret ,

4 had 1

; elsewhere 4 nought,
9

the Heb. being some expression of worthlessness
rather than of wickedness. This distinction was
preserved by Scrivener, and is found in most mod.
editions of AY.
Examples of 4 naught 3

or 4 nought 9
in the sense

of 4 bad f
axe UdalFs Erasmus1 Paraph, i. fol. 54,

4 Why therfore saye ye that that whiehe is good
of it selfe cummeth from Beelzebub, who by your
owue judgement is a! naught ?

9

;
Barlowe, Dialogs ,

p. 76,
4 Why do ye then dispise the universall

ehnrche, because some of them be noughte? 9

; Mt
2ols Rhem. 4

Is thine eye naught, because I am
good? 9

Naughty means 4 worthless
5

in Pr 61
-, Heb. n~x

tr;7r» usually 4 a man of Belial,
9

here 4 a naughty
person,

5 RV 4 a worthless person.
9

Cf. Tind.
Expos. p. 7 ‘These and all such are naughty
arguments.

9 Elsewhere it means ‘bad,
9 Pr 174

4 A liar giveth ear to a naughty tongue 9
(ran pc*,

RV ‘a mischievous tongue ’}
; Jer 24a 4 The other

basket had very naughty figs’ (run, BY ‘bad’);
Wis 12w 4 they were a naughty generation 9

(Tovijph

ij ye penis a&rQv, RY ‘their nature by birth was
evil

5

}. So in UdalFs Erasmus’ Paraph, ii. fol.

2$4 the devil is called a 4 naughtie lord.
9 Latimer

[Sermons, p. 115) says, ‘The herte of man is

naughti, a croked, and a froward peee of worke. 9

In the Preface to his Dialogs (p. 35) Barlowe says,
‘Where as is enrayte and contention, there is

inconstancy and all noughty doyng. 9

Cf. also Mt
2I41 Rhem. 4 The naughtie men he wil bring' to
naught 9

; and Milton, Areopagiika
, p. 16, ‘Best

books to a naughty mind are not unappliable to
occasions of evil!

9

Naughtiness occurs only in the sense of 4 wicked-
ness

9
: 1 S 17® 4 1 know thy pride, and the naughti-

ness of thine heart
9

(^57 ri) ; Pr 11® 4 Trans-
gressors shall be taken in their own naughtiness 9

(»Trt, RY 4 mischief ’}
; Wis 412 4 The bewitching of

naughtiness doth obscure things that are honest 9

(fkuxmrlci ^auXoryTos)
; Ja l 21 4 Lay apart all filthi-

ness and superfluity of naughtiness 9

{vepurneiav
sccudas, RY ‘overflowing of wickedness, 9 RYm
‘malice’). Cf. Udail, Erasmus5 Paraph. 1L fol.

284, ‘The whole world is set altogether on
naughtynes 9

; Mt 2218 Rhem. 4 Jesus knowing
their naughtines, said, what do you tempt me
Hypocrites ?

9 and Ac 3® Rhem. 4 To you first God
raising up his sonne, hath sent him blessing you

;

that every one should convert him self from his
naughtines.

9 This word 4 naughtiness 9

is effectively
mad© use of by Driver as the rendering of the Heb.
word 'men in the Psalms and elsewhere {Parallel
Psalter* at Ps 714 1CF etc., and note on p. 449 f.J.

See Vanity. J. Hastings.

NAVE.—The centre part ofa wheel through which
the axle passes. InAV 4nave 9

is the rendeirng of r:,

which is also translated 4 boss * of a shield in Job

loSj
,
and 4 high place’ AY, ‘eminent place 9 RV, in

Ezk h'F. The Arabic name is hob, not unlike 21

in sound. In RV is tr. ‘nave,
9 the word nrn

meaning literally the gathering or binding together,

and when applied to a wheel refers to that part
which binds together the spokes, i. e. the nave.
It is found only in 1 K (nvxv). 22 is tr. in RV
4
feiio,

3

or the rim of the wheel. W. Carslaw.

NAVE (Nauri).—The Gr, form of the Heb. name
Nun (which see). It occurs only in Sir 461 (A Y).

NAYY.-l K 9^ 10u - 22^ all a fleet, which
elsewhere is found only in Is 33J1

,
Bnrrx, EY

4 galley with oars.
9

See Galley. Also 1 Mae l 17,

2 Mac 12s 141
, all nrbXos. See Ship ;

and for 4 navy
of Tarshish 9

1 K 10-- see also Tarshish.

NAZARENE (Nafaprjvds from Xa£apd, like Mayoa-
\rsvtt from MaySaXd [cf. Dalman’s Ammcdsehe
Grnmmatik, p. 141, note 7] ; Safapahs used ex-
clusively in Mt, Jn, Ac, and probably so in Lk.*
The form Na^opaios occurs in some MSS).—This
term is used in the Gospels, but only by those
outside the circle of His intimate friends, to dis-

tinguish Jesus of Nazareth from others of the
same name. In Ac it is also employed by St.

Peter (2- 3s 410
), by St. Paul (269), and by the risen

Lord (228). In Aft 2>2S the evangelist says that
Jesus went to dwell at Nazareth, that 4

it might
be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophets,
that he should he called a Nazarene 9

(Naftopaibs).

Many interpretations of this passage have been
given, none of them entirely satisfactory. The
most important are : (1) that which connects it

with the word in Is II 1
; (2) that which as-

sumes a play on the word 4 Nazirite
9

; (3) Hitzig’s
view that it refers to the word in Is 49s ;

(4) that it has reference to a lost prophecy, or
one that was only traditional and never written

;

(5) that the use of the plural TrpotpTjrG

v

precludes
anv reference to a single word, and that the evan-
gelist alludes to prophecies asserting that the
Messiah would be despised. Jerome, in his com-
mentary on Is II 1

, objected to the first interpreta-
tion on the ground that the F of lx a pahs does
not correspond to the s of *m. The same objec-
tion applies to Hitzig’s view. The objection to (2)

is that Jesus was not a Nazirite ; and to (4) that it

is a counsel of despair. The last explanation (5)

is already given by Jerome in his commentary to
Alt 2s3, and is perhaps the most probable (cf.

Weiss in Meyer’s Kommentar*, in loc.). Finally,
the word Nafapalm is used in Ac 24® of the Chris-
tians. It is similarly employed by the Jews in the
time of ^Tertullian :

4 Unde et ipso nomine nos
Judoei Nazarseos appellant per eum 9

(adv. Mar-
cionem, iv. 8). After this, however, it practically
disappears from literature in this sense until about
A.D. 400, when it appears as the name of a Chris-
tian sect. G. W. Thatcher.

NAZARETH (SafapiS, Nafrapir, Na^apar, Xa£"apd#,

Naf'apy, mod. Arab. en-Ndsira ; on etymology and
meaning of the name see Swete on Mk l

9
} was

situated in a high valley running from S.S.W. to
N.N.E. amoM the most southerly of the limestone
hills of the Lebanon range just before it drops down
to the Plain of Esdraelon. The base of the valley
is about 1200 feet above the level of the Mediter-
ranean, while the western hill (which is higher
than the hills on the N. and K), on which the
town was built, rises to a height of 1600 feet. The
* In Westcott and Hart's text occurs in Mk 13* 10®

14® 16®, alga in Lk 4%*, where it is probably copied from Mk or
* common source. Apart from these instances it occurs only
in Lk 2413, where, however, the MSS- A, D» etc., read
It thus seems probable Hat was the only form used
in the original source of the Synoptic Gospels.
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floor of the valley is covered in the season with
wild flowers, and the olive, tig, mulberry, lemon,
pomegranate, almond, and quince flourish. Want
of soil, however, causes many bare spots in the
landscape, which is further characterized by the
long irregular rows of cactus hedges. The climate
is moderate on the whole, though it is hot in the
summer and snow is not unknown in the winter.
Like many other parts of Palestine, it is subject
to severe storms. The old town of N. has entirely

* 1 *3 * 1 « t f * I! * V i t! t

hill than the modem village. It seems to have
been a place of no importance for the national life

(of. Jn l
40

), although it was only a day’s journey
from the Mediterranean at Carmel, and about
the same distance from Capernaum and Tiberias,
while it was a three days’ journey from Jerusalem.
Roads go out from it to Sefurieh, Akka, Kefr
Kenna, Tiberias, Mt. Tabor, Jaffa, and the Plain
of Esdraelon ; but no main line of traffic passes
through it. The only permanent water supply
comes from the Virgin s Spring {'Ain es - itttt

Mariam), which rises near the Greek church of
Gabriel and is conducted by a canal of about
120 steps to its present outlet. Attempts have
been made to secure a supply from other sources,
but without much success. As the outflow from
the Virgin’s Spring in the summer is only about
170 gallons an hour,—an amount that scarcely
suffices for the present population of 7500 people,

even with the addition of stored rain-water,—the
population of Nazareth could never have been very
large. N. is not mentioned in the OT, Josephus,
or the Talmud (but cf. Neufeauer, Giog. du
Talmud

, p, 190), and derives its importance
entirely from its connexion with the life of Jesas.
To 4 a city of Galilee, named Nazareth/ Gabriel
was sent to the Virgin Mary to announce the
birth of Jesus (Lk 1®), from Nazareth Joseph went
tip to be taxed in Bethlehem (Lk 2*), and to it

Mary and lie returned after the birth of Jesus
(Lk 2K ). Matthewr represents Joseph and Mary
as going to live at Nazareth after the birth of

Jesus, that a prophecy concerning the Messiah
might be fulfilled (Mt 2s ; see Nazabene). At
the age of twelve Jesus was still livin'* at Nazareth
(Lk 251

), and according to Mark He came from
Nazareth of Galilee to be baptized in the Jordan
(P). To Nazareth He returned after the Tempta-
tion, only, however, to leave it for Capernaum
(Mt 412

). Finally, it was in the synagogue of

Nazareth that He declared Himself the fulfilment

of prophecy, and so enraged the people that they
led Him out to Hie hill above the city and sought
to throw Him down* (Lk 4IS

, cf. Mk 61
, Mt l#4

}.

From His dose association with Nazareth, Jesus
was often spoken of as 4 the N&zarene 9

(see article

above).

The important features of Nazareth for the life

of Jesus are

—

1. It was in Galilee, and hence was not so much
under the influence of the temple as of the syna-
gogue. It was also free from the extreme aversion

to everything foreignso characteristicof Jerusalem,
while at the same time the patriotism of the Gali-

lean was strong and often even turbulent.

2. It was secluded in to far as it was not on any
main road of international trade (see above).

3. Yet it was an excellent post of observation,

from which might be seen .some of the most varied

forms of the active life of North Palestine. Atten-
tion has of late rightly been drawn to the magnifi-

cent view from the lulls above Nazareth. Jeru-

salem pilgrims, Egyptian and Midianite caravans,

* The traditional site to the south of Nsaareth has now been
entirely given upm favour of the western MIL (Bee commen-
taries on this passage).

VOL, III*—3*

I
Roman legions and princes

1
retinues, all parsed

i within sight. Many phases of Greek and Roman
! life could be observed from here, both in the town
life of such places as Sefurieh and on the main
roads of the plains. At the same time national
feeling was stirred toils depths ny the memories
connected with the hill of Carmel, the battlefield

of Esdraelon, and the mountains of Gilead.

Litseattes.—

T

ofeler, * Nazareth/ in Palssstina, 1S63 ; Gteris,
Galilee, 1880; Bobinson, BUP ill. 188 ff., 1841; G. A. Smith,
HGHL 482 fL, 1894; Buhl, GAP 21Sf.»la&8

; Socm m Baedeker's
Palestine and Syria, where a full account of the modem town
will be found. G. W. THATCHEE.

NAZIRITE LXX in Nil S32- 31 rigd/cmt;
in vv. ls- ig&yfUvos ; in Jg 13s B pafeipt

A i/yiair-

pJvos vafrpaios ; in 137 I617 B &yias9 A rafctpaios ;

in Am 222 fyytaanipos).—The term ndzir is derived
from ndzar* 4 to consecrate/ and denotes *the
consecrated one/ the one separated from among
the rest of the people. It is used of two classes

:

Nazirites for life, and Nazirites for a limited

period. The law in Nu 61’21
, which is of late

origin and is the only part of the law taking
notice of Nazirites, refers only to the latter class.

According to this law, the Nazirite is one who
consecrates himself (or herself, v.2) to the Lord,
and is bound by his vow of consecration (a) to

abstain all the cars of his Naziriteship from the
use of wine and ail other intoxicating drink, from
vinegar formed from wine or strong drink, from
any liquor of grapes, from grapes dried or fresh,

and indeed from the use of anything produced
from the vine (v.SL ) ; (5) not to suffer a razor to

come upon his head, but to let the locks of the
hair of his head grow long (v.

5
)

;

and (c) to avoid
all ceremonial defilement rrom contact with any
dead body, even that of his nearest relatives (v.®

where, however, wife and child are not mentioned).
If through the sudden death of any one beside

him he Incomes defiled, he must observe the usual
rites of purification (Nu 19llfr

*} ; on the seventh
day he must shave his head, his hair being cut
off, because defilement was specially likely to cling

to it, and also perhaps because it was the visible

sign of his consecration, which had been rendered
invalid ; on the eighth day he must offer through
the priest, at the door of the sanctuary, two turtle

doves or two young pigeons—one for a sin-offering,

and the other for a bumt-offering (Lv 57 12s 14**

1514** mu ) ;
his sin in even unwittingly violating his

vow (Lv 4^*, Nu 15--^*) being thus atoned for, he
must reconsecrate himself to the Lord, and, having
offered a he-lamb of the first year for a guilt-

offering (Lv 14s2* 21
), he must hold himself conse-

crated for the whole period involved in his original

vow On the expiry of that period, the
law regulated, with equal minuteness, the way in

which he was to return to the sphere of ordinary
life. He was brought to the door of the sanc-Iife. He was brought to the door of the sanc-

tuary, where, through the priest, he offered his

oblation to the Lord (w. 18**1*) ; first (v. ls
), a ewe-

lamb of the first year without blemish as. a sin-

offering for sins committed unwittingly during the
days of his separation ; then a he-lamb of the first

year without blemish as a burnt-offering, along
with the customary meal- and drink-offerings (Nu
15^); and, last of all, a ram without blemish,

along with a basket of unleavened bread (Lv 7
1S

;

cf. also Ex 29=“*, Lv 2* 8®) in addition to Hie usual
meal- and drink-offerings, as a peace-offering or
thanksgiving for having been enabled to complete
his period of consecration. He teen shaved his

head at tee door of tee sanctuary, and put his

Not used in <M; in NipinI, Lv E& 14**, Zee 7* e
feo

separate oneself from/ ‘to abstain from" ; Ho® 9® ‘to conse-
crate oneself*; in HipMt, Lv W& ‘to separate/ Nu 6***«*ss
1 to separate or consecrate.’
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j

hair on the fere under the thank-offerings, as a

j

precaution against its profanation, and as a sign

i
that it was surrendered to the Lord (v. 18

). The
j

priest then took the sodden shoulder of the ram.

J
along with an unleavened cake and an unleavened

j

wafer out of the "basket, put them on the hands

|
of the Nazirite (cf. Lv 8s7

}, and waved them as a

j

wave-offering before the Lord. These parts of the
• sacrifice, in addition to the customary wave-breast

|
and heave-thigh (Lv 72aff

‘), were assigned .to the

i
priest (v. lftL

) ; this increase of what was given to

j

the Lord (in the person of the priest) was probably

j

meant to represent that His participation was
greater than usual in the sacrificial meal of the

j
Nazirite, whom He thereby specially acknowledged

1
as His own. Having thus performed his vow, the

Nazirite was allowed to drink wine (v.
30

), very

|
likely at this sacrificial meal ; and he thereby
emerged from the state of consecration into or-

dinary life. If when he took the vow of a
Nazirite he took in addition a vow special to

himself, he had also at the same time to perform
this latter vow.
The Nazirites expressly mentioned in the OT

(Samson, Samuel,* the haif-Xsraeiitish Keciiabites,

and probably also those referred to in Am 2m*}

belong to the class of Nazirites for life. What
is said of them does not exactly correspond with
the law in Nu 6. Apart from the fact that Samson
and Samuel were dedicated to the Lord by their

parents before their birth, the restrictions laid

upon them were not identical with those specified

in that lawn Of Samson it is merely said that

*no razor shall come upon his head 5 (Jg 135
) ; no

mention is made of abstinence from wrine, though
Ms mother is forbidden, during her pregnancy,
to drink wine or strong drink or to eat any un-

clean thing (w.4 and 7
), or anything that cometh

of the vine (v. 14). Samson came frequently into

contact with the dead (Jg 14s* w 1515), without his

consecration thereby ceasing ; and it is assumed
by some that he would naturally drink wine at
the marriage feast (1410 ). Of Samuel also it is

merely said that £ no razor shall come upon his

head 5

(1 S l
11

}. The Keciiabites p2 K 1035ff*, Jer 35)

not only abstained from wine, but from everything
that was characteristic of a settled life; while
Amos (2

12
) makes mention only of abstinence from

wine. The Nazirate was evidently of a much
more manifold character, and played a greater
part In the religions life of Israel "than the law
in Nu suggests. That law is simply an attempt,
at a late stage of Israel’s history, to regulate an
institution that had grown up independently of

it. Other abstinences than those specified in it

were doubtless occasionally practised; but these
three had gradually come to be regarded as what
was essential.

Whether the lifelong or the temporary Nazirate
was the original form, it is impossible to deter-

mine. The case of Samson merely proves that
tradition was acquainted with Nazirites for life

at a comparatively early period. The law in Nu,
as already remarked, refers only to the temporary
Nazirate ; and the hair of a dead person could not
be offered to the Lord. The latter fact, however,
is not conclusive against the lifelong Nazirate;
for the long locks of the Nazirite might, from

That Samuel was a Nazirite is denied by many modems
(e.g. Smend, Now&ck). He Is nowhere called a Nazirite in the
OT; and the special service to which he was dedicated by his

mother was that of the sanctuary at Shiloh (I S l®4®
1

-). It Is

implied In Ezk 44®> that some Semitic priests allowed their hair
to grow long. The hXX, which adds to 1 S l*1 1 and he shall

not drink wine or strong drink/ seems to regard him as a
Nazirite. While the Bechablfces are held by some to be even
the strictest of all the Nazirites, they are held by others to be
simply very closely akin to them. * The only certain historical

example of & Nazirite, mentioned in the OT, sa Samson * (Driver,

/eel and Amos, p. 153).

time to time, have been cut off and offered at the

sanctuary, without his thereby ceasing to be e

specially consecrated person. Nor can it be said

with certainty whether abstinence from wine, etc.,

or the hair-offering was the original content of

the vow. Abstinence from wine is alone men-
tioned by Amos (2

12
), while, in the case of Samson,

! both in the announcement of his birth andyn the

narrative of his exploits, the emphasis is laid

entirely upon his unshorn locks. His mother, it

is true, is forbidden the use of wine, etc., during

her pregnancy; and from this fact, along with
others, opposite inferences have been drawn. By
most it has been assumed that the omission in

the case of Samson himself is purely accidental

:

the restriction laid upon his mother already im-

E
lies that he is to be a specially consecrated one

:om the very beginning of his existence. By
others, however, it is argued that Jg 13, which
narrates the circumstances attending Samson’s
birth, contains ttvo traditions of these circum-

stances, and belongs to a different period from
chs. 14-18, in which everything^ is opposed to the

notion of his leading an ascetic life. In favour

of the view that regards the hair-offering as the

essential element, reference is also made to Jer 7s9,

where unshorn hair is called nizer, and to Lv 255* n
,

where the vine that was left undressed during the

Sabbatic year and the year of JubUee is called a
ndzir

;

but in view of Am 213 these passages are

not decisive. Nazirites are mentioned so seldom
in the OT * that on such points we must refrain

from dogmatic statements ; but on the whole it

seems probable that the temporary Nazirate was
the most common form, and that from the first

abstinence from wine was one of the restrictions

imposed on them. There is no instance in the OT
of a female Nazirite.

Regarding the meaning of the restrictions to

which they were subjected there is now very
general agreement. (1) Abstinencefrom wine, etc.

This was the strictly ascetic element in the vow
of the Nazirite. It has often been explained as sym-
bolizing abstinence from all delicice carnis

;

but, as

Dillmann remarks, if the Nazirite was forbidden

all delicice carnis, he would have had to avoid

them, not merely symbolically, but in reality. It

finds an analogy in the late law forbidding the
priests to drink wine or strong drink, while engaged
m the service of the sanctuary (Lv lO8^*) ; and
some have accordingly explained it as meant
merely to secure at all times the sobriety of mind
becoming in a man specially dedicated to God
(cf. Hos 411

}, But the prohibition extended not
only to wine and strong drink, but to the whole
produce of the vine. It is now, therefore, generally

explained as 4 a reaction in favour of the primitive

simplicity of Israel in the days before it came into

contact with Canaanite civilization and Canaanite
religion,

5 ‘a religious protest against Canaanite
civilization in favour or the simple life of ancient

times’ (W. R. Smith, The Prophets of Israel,

p. 84 f. ).
1 All Semitic nomads view wine-growing

and wine-drinking as essentially foreign to their

traditional mode of life. Canaan, on the contrary,

is pre-eminently a land of the grape, and the
Canaanite worship was full of Dionysiac elements.

"Wine was the best gift of the Baalim, and wine-

drinking was prominent in their luxurious wor-
ship’ (ib.). This reaction in favour of a simple
nomadic life was carried furthest by the Recna-
bites ; but though the Nazirites generally did not
cany their protest so far, still, by their abstinence

* All the passages in which they are mentioned are cited

above. In La 47 4 Nazirites’ should be ‘ princes ’ or ‘nobles,*

princes as well as priests being among the Hebrews consecrated

persons ; cf. 0m 4<P*, DbSS1®, where Joseph is called the Ndzir
among his brethren.
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from tlie use of wine, etc., they sought to exhibit
in their manner of living the idea of genuine
Israelites.*

(2) The long hair of the Nazirite was the visible

mark of his consecration ; like the high priest’s

‘mitre’ with the inscription ‘Holy to the Lord’
{Ex 2S3**- 296 3930, Lv S9, where the Heb. word for
‘ crown ’ or ‘ diadem 5

is the same as that rendered
‘consecration’ in Nn 6; cf. also Lv 2

i

12
,
2S l 10,

2 K ll12
), it was the sign, manifest to all, that he

was a God-consecrated man. The law in Nn 6
even calls it his ‘consecration’ (v. 19

; see also

yy ?. s. ii. jer 729^ an( J enacts that, when the
period of ids vow is over, it must be offered to the
Lord along with the peace - offerings (v. 13

). In
Samson’s case it is also the seat of "his personal
strength; as soon as it is cut off, his special

relation to Jehovah ceases, and he becomes weak
as other men (Jg 1617

"22
). The general idea under-

lying this restriction is that whatever is to be, or
has been, consecrated to God must be kept in-

violate, in the condition in wThich it has come from
its maker’s hand (cf. Ex 20®, Lv 2224

,
Nu 19J

,

Dt 1519 21s, 1 S 67
). But it is the Nazirite himself,

and not merely his hair, that is consecrated to .

Jehovah: how, then, are wTe to explain the em-
phasis laid on the latter? ‘The hair,

5 says W.
it. Smith, ‘is regarded by primitive peoples as

a living and important part of the body ... it

is often regarded as the special seat of life and
strength.’ ‘All over the world the head and hair

of persons under taboo are peculiarly sacred and
inviolable, and the primitive notions about the
hair as a special seat of life are quite sufficient to

account for this. ... It is easy, for example, to

understand why, if an important part- of the life

resides in the hair, a man whose whole life is con-

secrated—e.g. sl Maori chief, or the Flamen Dialis,

or in the Semitic field such a person as Samuel or

Samson—should either be forbidden to cut his hair

at all, or should be compelled, when he does so, to

use special precautions against the profanation of

the holy growth ’ {Rid2 pp. 324, 483). The inviola-

bility of the Nazirite's hair is thus the manifest
token of the consecration of Ms whole personality

to Jehovah.

f

(3) The requirement to avoid all uncleanness

dm to contact with the dead is simply an enhance-
ment of what is required of every Israelite, and
more especially of the priests (Lv 2I lff

*). One that

has specially devoted himself to the service of

Jehovah must naturally avoid everything cere-

monially defiling. He must come into contact

with nothing that renders him unfit for the service

of the living and holy God. In this respect, so

long as his vow lasted, the Nazirite stood on a
level with the levitically holiest person among
the people, viz. the high priest (Lv 21llf

*, where
only father and mother are mentioned). Though
fifl/msmri does not seem to have been subject to

this restriction,J the importance attached to it

generally is manifest from what is said in Nu 8

* A similar hostility to the use of wine is found among many
ancient peoples. Among the Bonrnns the priest cf Jupiter was
forbidden even to touch the vine

; the N&hataeaas of the Syrian
<desert were forbidden to use wine ; among the Arabs also, long

before the Koran, there was a strong repugnance to the vine,

•like all barbarians, the- Arabs were fond enough of getting

drank ; but wine was a foreign and costly luxury, and the
opposition to Its use found dferinguished advocates before

Mohammed* (W. R. Smith, op. eSt p. 3S3).

f Among the ancient Arabs we find a similar connexion
between me hair and vows; the pilgrim allowed his hair to

grow until his raw was paid
;
he then cut It off and thereby

returned to toe state of ordinary secular life. He was not even
permitted to comb and wash his locks till toe pilgrimagem accomplished. This rule was not ascetic ; it was simply a
consequence of the fact that toe hair of his head was inviolable.

Pilgrims to Mecca are still forbidden to cut the hair of their

bead or even to pure- their nails during their pilgrimage.

t Schulte remarks (p. 110) that tom restriction naturally did

notprevent one from engaging in toe holy wars of Jehovah.

as to the Nazirite who has been accidentally
defiled.

The Nazirites are mentioned so seldom In the OT
that we cannot trace the historv of this peculiar
institution. It may be confidently assumed, how-
ever, that it grew up spontaneously on Israelitish

soil, and that, too, as early as the time of the Judges.
Israel had been unable to conquer the Cannanites
completely, and, through intercourse with the
latter, was gradually losing its distinctive char-
acter. If it was to maintain its existence and
fulfil its vocation as the people of Jehovah, it must
return to the customs which the fathers had
brought with them out of the desert. The Nazir-
ites were leading representatives of this reaction

;

‘ they were men, who, when the sensual and self-

indulgent habits of the Canaanites threatened to

make their wTay into Israel, endeavoured by a vow
(

of abstinence to set an example of moderation and
self-denial, which might help to preserve the old
simplicity of Israelltisk life’ (Driver, Joel and
Amm

, p. 152 f. ). They were a class of persons
‘holy to the Lord 5

in a peculiar sense. That
which formed the bads of their consecration was
neither birth nor office, but a vow of a special

kind. In an ordinary vow, a man consecrated
some material thing; the Nazirites consecrated
themselves (Nu 6s* 5). Occasionally parents dedi-

cated their unborn child to the life of a Nazirite
[e.g. Samson and Samuel), in which case the mother
had, during her pregnancy, also to abstain from
the use of wine, etc. (Jg 134* 7* 14

). As a rule,

however, and probably originally, the Nazirite,

following an inner prompting, which he recognized
as coming from the Lord (Am 2U ), dedicated him-
self. He thereby devoted himself wholly, for a
limited time or for life, to the positive sendee of

Jehovah. Though his vow committed him to

certain abstinences. It was not, at least originally,

a vow of mere abstinence ; the life that he led was
not necessarily that of a mere ascetic. As repre-

senting to his fellow-countrymen the Ideal of a
genuine Israelite, lie naturally abstained from
everything that was out of keeping with that
Ideal ; but these abstinences were simply conse-

quences of his state of positive consecration. Nor
aid his vow compel him to withdraw from fellow-

ship with his fellow-men ; there is nothing in the
OT to indicate that the Nazirites generally either

lived apart by themselves or in guilds like ‘the
sons of the prophets.’ The Nazirite was originally

a zealot for the national religion ; he was one that
had devoted himself to the service of Jehovah and
His people. The service to which Ms vow called

him might be very manifold : now it might possibly

be to spend much of his time In prayer or In the

service of the sanctuary, or to protest against
current evils by a life of asceticism ; and now It

might be to fight the nation’s foes or to rule the
nation as judge. Whatever the service might be,

he was regarded as a special instrument whereby
God worked on behalf of His people. Samson, as
being a Nazirite, is to deliver Israel out of the
hand of the Philistines (Jg 13s) ; he achieves his

various exploits because Hie Spirit of the Lord
moved him or came mightily upon Mm (Jg 13®
14®. ii 1514) . and Amos (2n) regards it as a mark of

God’s grace towards. Israel that He not only raised

up prophets from among their sons, but also from
among their young men Nazirite, who by their

abstinence from wme protested against the sensu-

ality that evidently abounded so greatly in the
northern kingdom during the reign of Jeroboam ul
‘The temporary Nazirate afterwards became a
purely private asceticism, which the individual

vowed, to God in order to secure the fulfilment of

this or that desire. Perhaps the early Nazirites

also hoped to obtain something for themselves in



' return for their abstinence. Bat above everything
' they served the whole community

; they sought to

i,

exhibit, both for Israel and for Jehovah, the true

i
nature of Israel. They felt themselves impelled

|

to do so, after the manner of the prophets, by the

j

Spirit of Jehovah. They did not thereby acquire

j

any merit for themselves
; it was a mark of the

I grace of Jehovah to His people, that He raised up

|

Nazirites ’ (Smend 2
, p. 95!.).

It must not be assumed that the Nazirites were
necessarily saintly men, in the modem sense of

that expression. Their consecration to J" certainly
implied a separation in several respects from
ordinary secular life ; but they might nevertheless
be men of a very secular spirit. In speaking of

them, we must therefore guard against using
exaggerated language. It must not Be forgotten,
however, that Amos, who had a very ethical

conception of J* says that they were raised up by
the Lord (2

11
), and regards it as a grievous sin on

the part of the Israelites that they tempted them
to break their vow (v. 12

). It may safely be in-

ferred from this that the Nazirites known to him
personally or from tradition were men of real

J

moral worth, good gifts of God to His sinful but
1 beloved people.

1 From the circumstance that the restrictions

imposed upon the Nazirites were similar to those

!
imposed upon the priests, and especially upon the

|
high priest, it has been often inferred that the

!
former represented the idea of the priestly life,

j

But there is no positive evidence in support of this

!

inference. Amos does not class them along with
1 the priests, but with the prophets ; we do not hear

|

of their ever discharging priestly functions ;
* and

j

the similarity of the restrictions in the two cases

|

is sufficiently explained by the fact that Nazirites
! and priests were alike specially consecrated persons,
t The former were men in whom (at least m early

!
times) * the characteristic spirit of Israel expressed

i itself most clearly and most uniquely ’ (Schultz).
The Nazirites were doubtless more numerous

than the few notices of them in the OT might
lead us to suppose. Am 2llf* and the Kechabites
show that they were found both in Israel and

j

in Judah down to a late period in the history of

both kingdoms. After the Keturn from the Exile
the institution flourished again, and naturally,
considering the strictly legal character of post-
exilic Judaism, in the form prescribed by the
law in Nu 0. They are mentioned in 1 Mac 3#
and also in Josephus (BJ n. xv. 1, Ant. SIX.
vi 1). We also hear of 300 Nazirites being to-

gether, and finding difficulty in providing the
sacrifices required at the expiry of their period of
separation, in the time of Alexander Jannseus. By
this time, however, the Nazirate had lost its old
significance, and had become a purely private
asceticism. The vow was generally taken in times
of sickness or other trouble, or when one was
making a journey; it was looked on as a means
whereby one might secure the fulfilment of some
wish, or escape some feared danger. 'I shall
become a Nazirite, if such and such a thing
happen/ became a common formula of asseveration

;

and this formula was abused so as to compel some
against their will to become Nazirites. The scribes
also exercised their ingenuity upon the law in
Nu 6, developing it more fully, rendering it more
precise, and bringing it into complete harmony
with the historical instances. They disallowed a
Nazirite vow for a shorter period than 30 days;
they distinguished between the lifelong Nazirate
in accordance with the law, and that after the
maimer of Samson ; the former permitted the
Nazirite to cut his hair from time to time (after

* Samuel, II we rightly regard Mm ms a Nazirite, was also a
priest.

the example of Absalom (2 S 1420), whom they
regarded as a Nazirite), while the latter permitted
him to come into contact with a dead body, with-
out having in consequence to go through the legal

process of purification. But even in these days
genuine piety was by no means extinct, and there
must have been some among the Nazirites who
were animated by a genuinely religious spirit.

John the Baptist is described as a Nazirite for life

(Lk l13), as was also, according to Eusebius (HE II.

xxiii. 3, following Hegesippus), James the brother
of our Lord. Anna (Lk $**•) also is supposed by
some to have been a Nazirite, but this is a mere
conjecture.

Ac 21 17ff* shows that the early Jewish Christians
occasionally took the temporary Nazirite vow. It

is also an illustration of the custom mentioned by
Josephus (Ant. xrx. vi. 1), that wealthy Jews
paid, in the case of poor Nazirites, the cost of the
sacrifices required on the expiry of the period
covered by the vow, and thus enabled poorer
Israelites to undertake such a vow. Those who
were thus * at charges 5

for these poorer Nazirites,

having themselves been purified for the purpose,
might appear along with them in the temple, and
had probably to regard themselves as consecrated
persons until all the prescribed rites were duly
performed. The seven days mentioned in v. 27 do
not imply that in such cases they had also to take
a vow for seven days; the expression merely in-

forms us that, in this particular instance, seeing
there were four vows to be paid, it required seven
days to offer the necessary sacrifices (cf. v. 26 s until

the offering was offered for every one of them J
).

In connexion with Ac 1818 the question has been
raised, whether St. Paul himself had taken a
Nazirite vow. According to the rules laid down
by the scribes, such a vow might be made outside
of Palestine; but it had to be performed, in
harmony with Nu 6 13

, at the temple in Jerusalem.
As to this, the only point of difference between
the schools of Hillel and Shammai referred to the
length of time during which the person who had
vowed the vow in a heathen land must reside in

Palestine before he was permitted to pay it at the
temple. The school of Shammai demanded a
residence in Palestine of only thirty days, which
was the shortest and most common period of
consecration ; whereas the school of Hillel insisted
that it must be for the whole time to which the vow
originally referred. Nor can St. Paul’s shearing
of his head have been in consequence of levitical

defilement contracted during the vow period (Nn
69 )

;

for, according to the scribes, in the case of the
defiled Nazirite, the shearing of the head had to
take place in the holy land (though not necessarily
at the temple) ; and on the eighth day he had to
offer his sacrifice of cleansing at the temple (cf.

Nu 610
). The vow in question cannot therefore

have been a strictly Nazirite vow. In order, never-
theless, to vindicate its character as a real Nazirite
vow, some have supposed that, having been living
among Gentiles, the apostle shore his head at the
beginning of his period of consecration, after the
analogy of the Nazirite who had been in any way
defiled

;
while others have supposed that it was a

vow of special consecration to God, involving a
temporary growth of the hair, and a subsequent
cutting of it off, and that such a vow, though
simply analogous to the Nazirite vow, and not in-

volving a personal appearance at the temple, or
the co-operation of the priests, was allowed to Jews
of the Dispersion as a substitute for the strictly
legal vow. It is admitted, however, that there is

no evidence in support of these suppositions. It

was evidently a private vow which the apostle had
taken, and which he paid by shearing ms head at
Cenehreae.
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LnmATUiJt.—•-The art. ‘Nasira&t,* in Heracy, by Oehler
and v. Orelli; ‘Nasiraer/ in Schenkel’s BibefLezikon, by DiU-
mann, and in Riefam’s HWB-, by Riebm ; Dilinmnn, humeri,
Deuteronomium tmd Josua, 31 ff.; Budde, Das Much tier

Richter, 00 ff. ; Driver, The Rooks of Joel and Amos, 152 f.

;

W. R. Smith, RS% 328ff.,481ff.; Schultz, Ailtest Theologies

Israel*, 113 ff. ; Nowack, Lehrb. d. Heb. Arch. ii. 133 ff. ; Ben*
zineer, Heb. Archaologie, 430 ff. ; Vilmar, ‘Die symbolisehe
Bedeutaing des Naaraergelubdes,’ in SK, 1854, p. 438 ff. ; Gnll,
‘Ueber Bedeutung und Ursprung des Naslraergel libdes,

5
in

Jdhrbb.f. protest. Theologie, 1880, p. 645 ff. ; G. B. Gray, ‘The
Nazirite/ inJoum. of TheoL Studies, voL L p. 201 ff. (Jaa. 1300).

D. Eaton.
NEAH.—Named only In Jos 1912

rqsti pr?
* Rimmon stretching to the Neah 5 (B *Fejtfuavh
Apuidap ’A.ofd, A "2etAp.wv6.pL' Madapifi' 'Avvova). The
name has not been recovered. Knobei identifies it

with Neiel of v.27
, comparing the relation of the

words Jabneh and Jabneel. This does not help
ns mnch in any case, for the site of Neiel itself has
not been discovered, and it was probably con-
siderably west of Neah. €. it. Condes.

j

NEAPOLIS (N4a II6Xis, ‘new city
5

) was the port
at which St. Pan! landed, when, in accordance

j

with his vision at Troas (Ac 16 s<

), he sailed thence !

for Macedonia (Ac X6n ) to begin his ministry in
|

Europe. It was the seaport of Philippi, wkieli lay
.

f.bont 10 miles inland. Its position has been
generally identified, or at least closely associated,

j

with that of the modern town (of about 5000 in-
'

habitants) called Kamila, in the vicinity of which
various remains have been found pointing to an i

earlier town of some importance, especially a great
|

aqueduct bringing water from some distance,
j

and stones bearing Greek or Latin inscriptions,
j

Cousindrv (Voyctge dam la Macedoine
, iLp. 119 ff.)

!

and Tafel (de Via Egnatia) have argued in favour s

of a site some 10 miles farther to the west, where
'

there is a deserted harbour called Eski or Old
Kav&lia; but Haekett (see art. ‘Neapolis 5

in

Smith’s DB) appears to have finally settled the
matter in favour of the town now bearing the
name of Kamila. The latter is situated on the
bay which takes its name from it, at a point
where, nearly opposite to the island of Thasos, a
promontory projects, having a harbour on either

side; that one which faced the west, especially,

affording so suitable an anchorage that at the
time of the battle of Philippi the triremes of

Brutus and Cassius were moored in the bay of

Neapolis (Appian, Bell. Civ. iv. 106). Its earlier

name would seem to have been Baton or Dates, for

Strabo designates Neapolis ‘a town of the DatenI/
and describes Baton as ‘ possessing fruitful plains,

and a port {Upon}), and streams, and shipbuilding,

and lucrative gold-mines, whence comes the pro-

verb as to the “ good things of Baton 55 5
(Strabo,

vii. fr. 36). Probably the place received the newer
name on becoming the seat of some fresh colony
(from Thasos or from Athens ?). Pliny {ENiv. IS)

treats Neapolis as belonging to Thrace ; but Strabo
(vii. 330) and Ptolemy (ixi. 13) connect it with
Macedonia. William P. Dickson.

NEAKIAH (fro),

—

i» A descendant of David,
I Ch 3^. 2. A Smieonite, 1 Ch 442. In both these
passages B and A have Nwa3(e)td, but Luc, has
Scaptod and Naapcds. The interchange of i and i

accounts for the difference between MT and BA of
LXX Which has preserved the true reading must
remain uncertain.

NEBAIOTH (nfM or Bam. LXX
Nogui&l).—firstborn of Ishmael, Gn 25" 28s Sff*,

lCk Is®. In Is 60* coupled with Kedar as the
name of a pastoral tribe. The same tribe is men-
tioned repeatedly in the Cylinder Bm 1 of Assnr-

)
banipai aho in company with Kedar ; the Assyrian

j

form of the name is Na-ba-ai-te. In col. 8, 11. 15 ff.

of that inscription we team that their king Natnu,
who was the first prince of the tribe that paid
homage to the Assyrians, joined the revolting
Arabs, but was defeated by AssurbanipaTs forces.

Their country is described as * very distant
5

[ashar*

shu ruuku) in L 58 ; Glaser {Sktzze, 11. 267, etc.

)

places them in the Arabian provinces Yemamah
and l£a§Im, but it may be doubted whether they
can be localized so exactly. His opinion, however,
that the name has no connexion with the Naba-
taeans, is probably to be accepted. In the despatch
Eh 562 (S. A. Smith, 1L 36) there is a reference to
the Niba'ati, who probably represent the same
tribe ;

and a king Nadan is mentioned in K. 524
(ib. 54), who may or may not be the king of

Nebaioth. The kings name seems to be the
equivalent of the Hebrew Nathan; it may have
been altered by the Assyrian transcriber. The
etymology of the name Nebaioth is probably to be
found in Arabic ; according to the Lisan al~ Arab,

xx. 172, nahaicdt would mean ‘lofty places, emi-
nences.

5 The name certainly seems to be a femi-
nine plural, which would exclude connexion with
the Naba$. D. S. Maegoliouth,

NEBALLAT (afefjBAoin.,^^^X^aAXdr].—
A town mentioned only after the Captivity, along
with Lod and Ono, as inhabited by Benjamites,
Neh llw. It is probably the modem Beit NebMa,
a village N.E. ofLydda.

MEBAT (e^ ; Hafidr (IXaJSd#)).—Father of Jero-
boam L (IK 11* and onwards). The constant
designation of Jeroboam I. as ‘ben-Neb&t* is

probably the usage of a writer later than Jero-
boam ben-Joash. It is intended, doubtless, to

distinguish the two kings. On the first occasion
of its use (1 K 11*}, the formula has been added
at the expense of appropriateness, since Jeroboam
is further described as the son of a widow (B aids

ywaum xipas). “Son of Nebat 5 may have been
absent from the earliest form of the narrative. It

is wanting in LXX of 1 K IS341
* (from B). It is less

probable that 4 widowwoman 5
is secondary. Nebat

was therefore dead before his son's advancement
under Solomon. The name perhaps ramifies
4 brightness. 5

Its equivalence to Vkm ‘God is

splendour’ has been suggested (Cheyne, JQM xL
559). That is known as a Sabaean name (Gesenius,
EWBU

). The interpretation ‘Nabatean* con-

flicts with 1 K 11* (‘ Nebat, an Ephraimite
W. B. Stevenson.

NEB0 to, Na&5, Assyr. Nabmm, contracted
Nabu, 4 the Prophet ’).—Nebo was the interpreter
of the will of Bel-Merodach of Babylon, and con-
sequently had -a shrine in E-Saggllla, the great
templ§ of Bel, at Babylon. But tos own temple
was E-Zida (now Birs4-Nimr&d) in Borsippa, the
suburb of Babylon.. He was the son of Merodaeh
and Zarpanit, and the husband of Tasmit ‘the
hearer/ He presided over literature and science,

and the cuneiform system of writing was regarded
as Ms creation. Hence, in the pre-Semitic Sumer-
ian language of Chaldsea, he istermed dhn-sar, * the
scribe/ Among Ms titles are those of ‘the wise/
‘the intelligent/ ‘the creator of the oracle/ ‘the
maker of writing/ ‘ the opener/ and ‘ enlarger of

the ear/ Assurbanipal traces to Mm Ms real for

knowledge. ‘Nebo and Tasmit had given Mm
broad ears and seeing eyes/ he says, so that he
had caused the older literature of the country to
be republished, as well as ‘the secrets of Nebo,
the list of all tee characters that exist.* In later
days Nek) was identified with Nusku, a solar

deity of fixe, who was the messenger of Bel of
Nippur, just as Neb© was the messenger of Bel-



i2 NEBO NEBO, MOUNT

Merodacb of Babylon. In the period of Bab.
influence in Western Asia (B.C. 3800-1400 * the
name and worship of Nebo were carried into Syria
with those of other Babylonian deities. Hence we
find a Mount Nebo in Moab (Dt 32®, Is 15s ), and a
town of Nebo in Reuben (Nn 32s ) ; see the follow-

ing two articles. In Is 461 Bel-Merodach and
Nebo represent the city of Babylon, over which
they presided. In the days of the later Chaldsean
empire, the kings2 names were for the most part
compounds with Nebo {e.g. Nabopolassar, Nebuch-
adrezzar, Nabonid). See,' further, Schrader, KAT3

412 f. \COTxL 1051]; Meyer, Gesch. i. 179; Tiele,

Gesch, 207 f£, 532 f. The name Abed-ne^o (Dn l7

etc.) is for Abe&-mbo9 $.e. ‘servant of Nebo/
A. H. Saycs.

NEBO.—1. Town in Moab to; Moabite Stone
nzi

; LXX NajSail, Naj3d ; Vulg. Nabo, Nebo) ; men-
tioned in Nn 32s between Sebam {

= Sibmah) and
Beon (=Baal-meon)J and 32® between Kiriathaim
and BaaX-meon, as among the cities taken from
Sihon and given by Moses to Reuben, and in 1 Ch 5s

betweenAroerand Baal-meon,in connexion with the
Reubenite (clan) Bela, and in Is 152 with Medeba,
Jer 481 with Kiriathaim, and Jer 482 between
DIbon and Befh-diblathaim, as a Moabite city,

which either had been or was to be laid waste.

Nu 32 is from P on basis of JE ; Is 15 and Jer 48
rest on an ancient oracle on Moab (cf. Moab, p.

412}. On the Moabite Stone, 11. 14-17, Mesha tells

ns: 4 Chemosh said to me, “Take Nebo against
Israel,” and I went by night and fought against it

from break of dawn till noon ; and X took it, and
put them (the inhabitants) all to death, 7000 men
and boys (?), andwomen (?), and girls (?), and female
slaves, for I had made it taboo to Ashtar-Chemosh.
And I took thence the altar-hearths (?) of Jehovah
and offered (?) them before Chemosh.’ Nebo is not
mentioned in the catalogue of Reubenite towns in

Jos IS1®-®.

Eusebius {Qnomasticon, 283, 93, 100} and Jerome
(de Situ et Noth,) distinguish the town, NajSujp,

Nabo, from the mountain, Nabau
,
Naban, and

place the town 8 miles south of Heshbon, and
identify it with Ckanauth (Kenath), or Nobah.
Buhl (Geogr. 266) holds that the site of Nebo is to

be looked for amongst the rains on Mt. Nebo (Jebel

Neba), Either the mountain received the name
Nebo as containing a sanctuary of Nebo (cf. Nebo
[god]), and the town was named after it ; or the
sanctuary was in the town, and the mountain was
named after it ; or the town and the mountain
were so named independently, because each con-

tained a sanctuary of Nebo.
Jerome, on Is 15s

,
states that there was at Nebo,

4 Belphegor,’ i.e, Baal-peor, the idol of Chemosh.
2. Town in Judah fnj; Na^ewfc, Nofiid, Sa8ov,

UfafHb ; Vulg. Nebo)

;

mentioned Ezr 2P, Neh 7s8
4 the other Nebo/ as giving name to the * children

*

or 4 men of Nebo * who returned with Zerubbabel.
According to Ezr 1043, in the time of Ezra and
Nehemiah, seven ‘children of Nebo* had foreign
wives, whom they were compelled to discard.

As Nebo, in Ezr 2, Neh 7, follows Bethel and Ai, it

should berepresented in theGreek (1 Eg521) by'Neifeis
B, $ivds A, which follows Betolion. But Lucian
has McwrjScls, and the number of the 4 children of
Niphis/ 156, is that given to Magbish in Ezr-Neh.
Hence Navels, etc., is held to represent Magbish
(RVm, Meyer, EntsUhung, 145). This Nebo is

often identified with Nob, cf. Is ID33, Neh 11®, and
the Nobai or Nebai of Neh 1(P, which is probably
the dan of Nob, corresponding to the 4 children of
Nob.* The site of Neoo has been fixed at Beit
Nubd* 12 miles N.W. of Jerusalem, and 8 from
Lydda, or at Nuba, 4 miles south of Adullam
(Armstrong, Names and Places, etc. ; Buhl, Geogr*

p. 198; Meyer, BntsteJmng, etc. pp. 145, 149, 155 1).

It follows from the passages in Ezr-Neh that
families from Nebo (Nob) had remained together
in the Exile, and returned together, and thus be-

came a post-exilic clan named after their original

home. Beit Nubd is the Nobe or Anob of Jerome’s
Qnomasticon, the Betenoble or Gasiellum Arnaldi of
the Crusaders (Lane-Poole, Saladin

, pp. 332-339).

The mention in 1 Ch 88 of Benjamite settlers in
Moab suggests the possibility of a Benjamite
colony in the Moabite Nebo, which when driven
across the Jordan founded the western Nebo.

In 1 S 30s0 Tisch. prints B as reading jb No^/Sf,

Swete iv N06 ; but the context excludes identifica-

tion with our Nebo. W. H. Bennett.

NEBO, MT. (taf-vt, NtqSatJ).—The mountain from
which Moses viewed the promised land before his

death. The word Nebo occurs in connexion with
Moses only in Dt 32^ (the command to ascend)

and Dt 341 (account of the ascent) [both P]. It is

found in the itinerary, Nu 3347 (P). Comparing
the command as given in Dt S27 and Nu 21u
(closely parallel in substance but not in expres-

sion with Dt Z^7
) with the ascent described^ Dt

34lf
*, and noting the ‘mountains of Abanin’ of

Nu S347
, it follows that (1) Mt. Nebo forms part

of the range of Abarim, and (2) the Top (head) of

Pisgah (D) and Mt. Nebo (P) are alternative

designations of the same spot (cf. Driver on Dt
34 1 in Internal Crit. Comm.), Its situation may
be determined within narrow limits. A ridge
runs out west from the plateau of Moab (see note
on Mishor in art. Medeba), sinking gradually;
at first a broad brown field of arable land, then a
fiat top crowned by a ruined cairn (to which the
name Neba applies), then a narrower ridge ending
in the summit called Sidghah, whence the slopes

fall steeply on all sides (Conder, Heth and Moab,

p. 129). Neba is 5 miles S.W. of Heshbon and 9J
W. of the north-east end of the Dead Sea. From
it Western Palestine is in sight ; but the view to

the E. is shut out by the higher edge of the Mishor,
and to the S. by the ridge running out from el-

Maslubiyeh. Passing westward from Neba along
the ridge to its western summit Si&ghah, a dis-

tance of about 1J mile, the whole of the Jordan
Valley opens out to view, and the traveller may
see Gilead, Hermon, Tabor, Ebal and Gerizim,
Neby Samwil and the Mt. of Olives, Jericho, the
Lower Jordan and the Dead Sea as far as En-gedi.
Fuller descriptionsmay be found in Tristram, Land
of Moab

, p. 325 ; Bible Places, p. 360 ; Conder,
Heth and Moab

, p. 129 f. ; G. A. Smith, HGHLp.
563 ; and Driver on Dt 34. The view may well be
described as embracing 4 all the land.’ It has
been questioned whether all the places mentioned
in Dt 341"3 can he seen from any point of the ridge.

Those who wish to pursue this inquiry in detail

may be referred to an article in PEFSt for
April 1898,

4 The Prospect from Pisgah,’ by W. F.
Birch. The 4 hinder sea * RV (that is, westward,
RVm), ‘utmost sea* AV, is generally taken to
mean the Mediterranean, as in Dt 1124 ; and this

cannot be seen from any point of the Neba range,
though one traveller speaks of 4 a faint and dis-

tant bluish haze* in the direction of Mt. CarmeL
Birch says, 4 From no mountain on the east side of

the Dead Sea is it possible to see the Mediter-
ranean near Judah. Higher mountains

^
inter-

vene.’ He suggests that 4 the hinder sea ’ in this

passage means the Dead Sea, as being behind
Moses when he began Ms survey. But the pas-

sage need not imply that the Mediterranean is

included in the view from Nebo or Pisgah. When
rightly translated it runs as follows: ‘And J*
showed Mm all the land—(even) Gilead as far as
Dan, and all N&phtali, and the land of Ephraim
and Manasseh, and all the land of Judah as far as
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the hinder sea, and the South and the Round
[see Ciccae], (even) the plain of Jericho, the city

{

of palm-trees as far as ZoarJ The writer says
that God showed Moses all the land (compare the

j

words of Dt 3s7), and what follows is h is descrip-
'

tion of its extent, in which he states quite cor-

rectly that Judah extends as far as the hinder sea
j

or Mediterranean.
Moses parted from the people whom he had led i

to their inheritance before undertaking that last

mysterious journey ; and of what he was permitted
to see, it may he said, as of his sepulchre, no man 1

knoweth it unto this day. The passage, trans-
j

Iated as above, reduces the force of an objection I

which has been urged. Why should the land of
j

Gilead be shown to Moses after he had already
traversed it in the_ campaigns against Sihon and I

Og,* and allotted it to the 2J tribes? Josephus
J

(Ant. iv. viiL 48) mentions Nebo as a very limb
j

mountain opposite Jericho ; and Eusebius in the
|

Onomasticon puts it 6 Roman miles west of
j

Heshbon. The position seems to have been for-

gotten, for until recent times Jebel Attarus, a
mountain about 10 miles to the south of the Neba
ridge, has been identified with Nebo.

A. T OffAP31AK
NEBUCHADNEZZAR.—See Nebuchadrezzar.

NEBUCHADREZZAR {iprrpn}, afterwards cor-

rupted into Nebuchadnezzar, iskrprq, TSaftovxoSo-

voe6p, Nabuchodonosor).—The Bab.* Nabu-kudurri- !

u?ur (

4 O Nebo, defend the landmark*), the eldest
j

son of Nabopolassar, and founder of the Bab. )

empire, who reigned from B.C. 604 to 561. A
j

younger brother of his, Nebo-sum-lisir, is men-
|

fcioned in a contract-tablet dated in the reign of

Nabopolassar. He seems to have been of KaldA
or Chaldaean origin, like Merodach-baladan. Ac-
cording to Abydenus (Euseb. Ohron. i. 9), he
married Amuhia thedaughter of the 4 Median 5

(i.e.

Manda) king. In B.C. 605 he defeats Pharaoh-
necho in a great battle at Carchemish (now
Jerabl&s) on the Euphrates (Jer 462

“K
), and drove

the Egyptians out of W. Asia. Bab. power was
j

now established as far as the frontier of Egypt,
j

and the king of Judah became a Bab. vassal. At
this moment Nabopolassar died, and Nebuch. was
recalled to Babylon, where he was proclaimed
king, B.C. 604. Nebuch. now entered upon an era

of wars and building. Of the wars we have
hitherto learned but little from the inscriptions,

which are filled with
#
accounts of his building

operations. Tyre, which had revolted, was be-

sieged from the 7th year of his reign (Jos. c. Ap.

i. 21) for 13 years, and apparently captured (but see

Ezk 2918 ; art. Babylonia in vol. i. p. 229% also
:

Expos. Times, 1899, pp. 378, 475, 520). In the 40th
year of Nebuch. J

s reign (see contract-tablet in BP,
new series, iv. 99 £.}, it was full of Bab. officials.

|

After the investment of Tyre, Nebuch. marched
against Jerus., where Jehoiakim had also rebelled

(2 K 241
). Jehoiakim was put to death (according

to Jos. Ant, X. vi 3), and his son Jehoiachin
placed on the throne. Three months later he was
deposed, and carried captive to Babylonia, his

unde Zedeki&h being appointed Mug in his place.

Zedekiah, however, intrigued with Apnes of

Egypt, and threw off the Bab. joke. For the

and Jems, was cicely besieged. At the end of two
years (B.C. 586) Jems, was taken, the palace and

from the city, was captured near Jericho, and

* Amy mm urging the above oMecfiom assumes that these— w x-— of this point see
Any mm urging the above o

campaigns are historical. For a
UGHL, <pp. m.p.662.

brought to Nebuch. atRiblah, near Hamath, where
Ms eyes were put out, and Ms sons and chief
nobles put to death. Gedaliah, & Jew, was made
governor of Judah, the Babylonian garrison there
fieing placed under the command of Nebuz&radan
(2 K 25fi3?

*)« It is to this period that we should
probably assign the inscriptions of Nebuchadrezzar
which have been found on the bank of the Kahr
el-Kelb, north of Beyrout, and in the Wady Brissa,
on the road to Hamath. A fragment of Ins annals
informs us that in his 37th year (B.C. 567 $

he made
a campaign against Amasis'of Egypt, overrunning
a portion of the Delta (see Jer 46““'% Ezk 29^),
and defeating the soldiers of 4 Phut of the lonians 1

{Puiu Ydvan). He was succeeded by his son Evil-
Merodach in B.C. 561.

Babylon, which had teen destroyed by Senna-
cherib, and rebuilt by Esarhaddon, became one of
the wonders of the world under Nebuchadrezzar.
He made it practically impregnable with three lines

of wall, the two principal of which were called

the Imgur-Bei and the Mmitti-Bel. He also sur-

rounded it with a deep moat, and lined the bed of

the Euphrates, which passed through the city, with
brick, building walls and quays on either side.

He lavished an enormous amount of treasure on
the temples of Babylonia and the other cities of

Chaidaea ; built a new palace which was completed
in

4
fifteen days 9

; ana is said to have erected * a
hanging garden 9

for his ‘Median 9
wife. Great

canals were dug or reopened throughout Baby-
lonia; a huge reservoir was constructed near Sippar
for storing the water needed in irrigation ; and a
port was founded on the shores of the Persian Gulf.
Nebuch. gives an account of hi% architectural
works in the India House inscription (translated

by Ball, BP, new sen iii. pp. 102-123). We gather
from his inscriptions that ne was &man of peculiarly
devout and religious character (see Sayce, Religion

of the Ancient Babylonians
, p. 97). Cl, further,

Schrader, KAT* 361 tf. [COT iL 47 IF.]; Meyer,
Geseh. L 579, 587 ff; Tiele, Geseh, 410, 421 ffij

Jastrow, Bel. of Bab. and Assyria-, 241

C

A. H. Sayce.
NEBUSHAZBAN LXX omits; Theo-

dotion, quoted from the Bexapla in Q“s, has
HcLpovcrafapdy. The writing of the final

j
small,,

and the substitution of i instead in Kennicottfs
MSS, is probably due to the desire to mutilate
names compounded with those of heathen deities,

as exemplified in the name of Ated-ne^o for

Ated-Neoo ; compare also Nimrod and Ntsroch).

—This official was rab~§artf {
=raM.-&a~r€&u, 1 chief

captain
5 or 4 chief of the captains 9

)
* at the rime of

Nebuchadnezzar's capture of Jerusalem (Jer SB23).
To all appearance there were among the officials

of the Babylonian court many who bore the same
title, and there is no reason to suppose, therefore,

that Ashpenaz (Dn l3) succeeded Nebushazfean aa
rab-mri$—indeed, another official of the same title

is mentioned in Jer 39®. The name Nebushazhan
occurs in the Assyro-Bahylonian inscriptions under
the form of NaM-£uzihanni, * Nebo, save me,* the
first time in a list of names minted in WAI iL 64,

eoL L L 32, and again in InschriftenvonNahmidm,
161, L 6. This latter text is dated in the 4th year
of Nabonidus, that is, 34 years after the capture of

Jerusalem ; and although it is not by any means
impossible that the personage named may he
identical with that mentioned in Jer S923, it must
he assumed, in the absence of any confirmation,

that he is a different individuaL The name Is

quite Babylonian in its form, the first element,
Nebu, being the Hebrew reproduction of the divine
name Nabfi (Nebo, Nebu) found in Nebuchadnezzar
and Nefeuzarad&a (Nabd-zer-iddina). The second

* This title, in accordance vdth the u
OT, Is generally translated ‘chief of Hie

ise of $5 eisewbmii
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element, is the imperative sing* of the Shaper
of *zebu, ‘ to save,

3 the third element being the
pronominal suffix [an}ni indicating the 1st person
(object). In all probability, proof could easily be
found that the Hebrew form approximates very
closely to the popular Babylonian pronunciation,

in which the i of Sitzib was probably suppressed (cf.

Kurbanni for Kuruhanni). T. G. Finches.

HEBBZ&R1DAH irWWh Ne/3ottfapfi&w, Bab.
Nabu-zira-iddina,

* Nebo has given a seed ’), a name
which is by no means uncommon in the contract-

tablets. He commanded Nebuchadnezzar’s body-
guard, and, after the fall of Jerus., was entrusted
with the work of carrying out the wishes and
jiolicy of Ms master (2 K 25s"®). He selected the
captives, and brought the leading supporters of

ZedeHah to Nebuchadnezzar at Ribiah. Five years
later he was again sent to Palestine, and carried

away from it into exile 745 persons (Jer 5230
). This

was after the murder of Gedaliah.
A. H. Sayce.

HECHO, MECHOH.—See Neco.

HECK zavv&r, »}£? 'drepk ; rpa.yjjKos).—1. The
neck under the yoke was a figure borrowed from
agriculture, and implied a state of ownership,
dependence, and toil. The broken yoke was
recovered freedom (Gn 2T40, Is HP7

, Jer 27 , Ac 1510
}.

Closely connected with this was the stiffness of the
neck that refused to recognize God’s right to

possess, command, and direct (Dt 3127
, Jer 7s®,

Neh 35). 2. The foot on the neck was an emblem
of complete subjection, borrowed from military
conquest (Jos HP, Ro 164, cf. Ps 1101

). It is fre-

quently seen on the Egyptian monuments. RV
correctly tr. 2 S 2241 ( =Ps 184®) * Thou hast made
mine enemies turn their backs to me, 3

for AV
* Thou hast given me the necks of mine enemies 3

(cf. Ex 23s7, 2 Ch 29®, Jer 1817 etc.). 3. For the
neck adorned with a chain, the words fra gdrdn
and rrjni grtrgdrdh [only in pi. irnrra]

4 throat 3
are

also used (Pr P, Ezk 16“), 4, Tofall upon the neck
is a form of salutation in the East (Gn 334 48®, Lk
15*). The head is laid on one shoulder and then
on the other close to the cheek. It is still part of

the usual act of salutation when a meeting takes
place between relatives or intimate friends of the
same sex. It is the brotherly kiss of the monks
and Oriental clergy. With them a custom origin-

ating in natural affection has descended to ecclesi-

astical routine and automatic formality.
For Mt 18® (and parallels) see MILLSTONE.

G. M. Mackie.
HEGO.—The name is written in Hierogl.

MFw;* Cuneif. Niku; Heb., always preceded by
‘Pharaoh, 3

naj (2 K 23*** 2Ch 35® 384, AY
Nechoh, RV Hecoh) or taj (Jer 462

, 2 Ch 3526
;

AY Hecho, RY Neco) ; Gr. Nereis (Herod.), Nexct'A

(Manetho, LXX). The sources for the history
of this Pharaoh, who succeeded his father
Ps&mmetichus I. as second king of the 28th
Dynasty t (B.C. 610-594), are the references to
him in the OT and a short notice by Herodotus.
No native monuments of historical importance
from his reign have come to light. The 28th
Dynasty is localized by Manetho at Sais in
the Delta. It is, however, possible that, although
residing principally there, the family was of
Ethiopian descent (see Schafer in Mg. Ztschr.
xxx iii. 116). Psammetichus had initiated a policy
of larger commercial interests which, unknown
to the Egypt of preceding dynasties, had already
reached a considerable development in Ms son’s

* See voL L p. 656* note.

t He la sometimes called Neco il, to distinguish Mm from
the prince whom Esarhaddon had set up in Memphis and Sais,
and who was probably the father of Psammetichus i.

reign. The monarchy relied now, both in foreign

wars and against internal revolts, not upon native
troops, but upon Ionian and Carian mercenaries.

But Neco aimed also at a more extended in-

fluence at sea, and set about constructing a canal
which should, by joining the waters of the upper
Delta and the Bitter Lakes, make navigation be-

tween the Mediterranean and Red Sea possible

(Herod, ii. 158). But the work was not finished

by him : whether owing to discouragement from
an oracle or to the pressure of external politics,

the canal was abandoned, to be completed eventu
ally by Darius.* The fleets of triremes which he
built on both seas (id. 159), and the Phoenician
expedition which he engaged to circumnavigate
Africa (iv. 42), were further results of the same
policy.

The information in 2 K 23®* as to Ms Syrian
campaign (in 608) corresponds to a shorter account
by Herodotus (ii. 159). The desire to regain the
lost ascendency in Asia was always in Egypt a
sufficient motive for such an undertaking ; the
immediate inducement may have been the defence-

lessness of Assyria, but recently overthrown by
the onslaught of the new Babylonian monarchy.
We are told that, during their northward march,
the Egyptians were encountered by the army of
Assyria’s vassal, Josiah of Judah, at Megiddo (2 K
23®“*, and a mere amplification of this in 2 Ch 3520*),
or, according to Herod, (l.c.), at Magdolus (MtrySw-

\6s)

;

that Josiah was slain, and that Neco pursued
Ms way to the Euphrates ; hut, on arriving there,

returned, capturing on his southward journey the
town of Kadytis, and sending in gratitude his

armour + to the shrine of the Didymsean Apollo at
Branchidse. Certain points in the story are,

however, obscure. The locality of the battle is

either (1) Megiddo S. of Mt. Carmel, which-
though Herodotus3 wefij speaks for this—would be
outsideJosiah’s frontier

;% or (2) Migdol= Magdolus,
in which case there is a choice between several
places of the name, that in Egypt, S. of Pelusium,
being the least probable. § W. Max Muller (in

Mitt. Vorderas. Ges. 1898, 3. 54) proposes Migdal-
Gad (Jos 1537 ) ; Winckler (in Orient. Lit. Z. 1898,

395, and in Benzinger’s B. d. Konige, 207) recalls

another Migdol, the Tunis Stratonis (Caesarea)

S. of Akko. Kadytis again has been taken for
Jerusalem, for Kadesh on the Orontes, and—the
most probable view—for Gaza (cf. Herod, iii. 5
and Jer 471

).

Neco, pursuing his Asiatic policy, refused to
countenance the popular election of Josialis son,
Jehoahaz, to the throne. During a second cam-
paign the newly elected king was seized at Ribiah,
and taken to end his days m Egypt. He was re-

placed by his elder brother Eliakim, whose name
was changed, perhaps in compliment to the anti-
Babylonian party, | to Jekoiakim. Through him
Neco was able to exact from the Jews, as earlier
Pharaohs had so often done in Syria, a consider-
able fine—100 talents of silver and a talent of gold
(2 K 23®).

Now, however, he found himself forced to face
the advancing power that had destroyed Nineveh.
Nebuchadrezzar EL, son of Nabopolassar, led a
Babylonian army against him, and completely
routed him at Carkemish (604). AH Ms Syrian
provinces were at the disposal of the victors (2 K
* Augustus subsequently turned bis attention to this ramal •

hence, suggests Lumbroso (VEyitto dei Greets 23% the name ol
the eastern province, Augustamnica.

f Cauer In Pauly-Wissowa, RE 810,
1
statue.*

t Maspero stall (letter to present writer, 1899) holds this the
most probable.

§ Josephus (Ant. x.r.1% it is true, has ; hut presumably
he misread this from Heb. TOD. (Bee G. A. Smith, Hist
Geoyr. 405).

I Slade, GmcMckte* L 674.



NECROMANCY

247 ), and, for some years at any rate, the Egyptians
j
ener returns to the older spelling 4 neesed *). For

did not venture to interfere in Asiatic polities, the word cf. Chapman, Odysseys^ six. 732, 730

—

In 594 Neco died, and was buried at Sais. The . .. . t t .

rpenrded burial of an AM* bnll in bia ifif), rMT ‘Jbu* aaid,aboat the hoase, m echoes round,recorded DUXiai OI an Apis DUU in Ills ifctil year Her son’s strange neesings made a horrid sound ;confirms tfie duration of the reign given by At which the Queen yet laugh'd, and said, “Go call

Herodotus. w. E. CbUM. The simnger to me. Heard st thou not, to all
My words last attend, what a neesing tato

NECROMANCY.—See Soeceet.
From mj

I

But in Job 41M we find in 1611 AV 4 By Ms
NEDABIAH (n^n*)-—A descendant of David, 1 Ch neesings a light doth shine/ which again comes

318 (B Aevedd, Att NajSaSlas, Lnc. NaSa^Sid). down from Coverdale. Modem editors have re-

tained the spelling 4 neesings 5

here, perhaps from
NEEDLE’S EYE (rp^oa \var. lee. rpim^pta] a feeling that the modem 4 sneeze ’ did not express

Mt 19-4
; rpviiakib. faplhos, Mk 10* ; rpnjpLa pekovrrs, the meaning, as it certainly does not. The Heb.

Lk 18*25).—The impossibility of a camel’s passing is a different word from that found in

through the eye of a needle is used by Jesus to 2K4% and clearly refers to the crocodile’s habit
emphasize the difficulty of a rich manr

s entering of inflating itself, as it lies basking in the sun, and
into the kingdom of €fod. An attempt is some- then forcing the heated breath through its nostrils :

times made to explain the needle*$ eye as a refer- this in the sun appears like a stream of light (Dav.).

ence to the small door, a little over 2 ft. square, in Now this is the meaning not of neese, but of fnese.

the large heavy gate of a walled city. This mars Wyclifs word in 13SS ed. is ‘fnesynge/ and it is

the figure without materially altering the meaning, probable that Coverdale, by whose time the verb
and receives nojustification from the language and fnese had gone out of use, adopted 4 neese ’ either

traditions of Palestine. There is no custom of as the same word or its nearest equivalent. In
calling this small opening 4 the eye 9

; it is usually any case 4 neesings * should no longer be retained,

named. 4 the small door/ ‘hole/ or 4 window.’ H still less should it be replaced by 4 sneezings ’ as in

there were such a custom, it would not help the Amex. RY ; the modern word is
4 snortingsJ In

interpretation suggested, because Orientals never Jer 8IS Wvclif has (1382) *Fro Dan is herd the
speak of the eye of a needle ; it is simply the slit fnesting of his hors/ and, there, though the Heb.
or hole

,
-in hur, Arab, kkurm. The literal meaning word (rrjro) is different, the meaning is the same,

is therefore to be preferred.* See, further, Swete and AY has ‘snorting/ after Douay ‘snoring {sic)

on Mk 10*, and ait. Camel in vol. i. p. 345b. noyse/ J. Hastings.
G. M. Mackes.

NEEDLEWORK is tr° in AY of two Heb. ex- NEGEB (2i|n, lit. “the dry’; LXX v&yefi, h fpqpos)

pressions : (a) ogi ztpyjS (Ex 26“ 27lf 28s9 38s7 3818 39*), was a name specially applied to that district south
the exact rendering of wMch is

4 work of the of Judah which in comparison with the rest of Pal.

variegator ’ (so QPB uniformly ; RY gives ‘work was waterless.* From the fact that this region

of the embroiderer’); {h) npjfi (Jg 5s0

b

% Ps 4514
,

did lie to the south of Judaea rose the later use of

1 Ch 292
, and 8 times in Ezk), a name which also the word to Indicate that point of the compass,t

signifies ‘variegated work’ (Moore, Judges, ad This use became so habitual, the original sense

loc.), and is used of embroidery in which patterns of Negeb as a geographical term so obscured, that

were worked with a needle in various colours (RY AY ignored the distinction. Wilton {The Negeh,

in Jg 4 embroidery/ in Ps and 7 times in Ezk London, 1863) was among the first to call attention
4 broidered work’; once ‘divers colours/ so also to its exact sense, and RV has restored the more
1 Ch 29s

. Against this being 4 embroidery/ see accurate tra. About forty passages in OT can be

esp. Bilim, on Ex 26“). understood only when this is remembered. Thus,
Needlework is much prized and universally e.g Abraham is represented (Gn IS1

) as going up
practised in the East. Lace is made of great from Egypt into the land of the Negeb, while of

delicacy and beauty of pattern, and designs in course the direction of his inarch was not south-

different colours of silk, rendered more lustrous wards but northwards.

by threads of silver and gold, are sewn upon The hill-country (irrfi) of Judah near Hebron
cotton, linen, silk, and woollen materials. Chii- marks the limit of the Negeb on the north. On the

dren devote themselves to it at an early age ; E. its mountains form steep and barren precipices

among the poorer classes young women earn their above the Southern Ghor and the^Axaban. W* it

marriage portion by patiently and skilfully pro- descends more gradually and with wider wadis
ducing work of considerable market value, mid toward the sandy tract along the Mediterranean,

among the secluded women of rich Oriental On the S. the plateau of Jem el-Ma^rah, 4 about

families the gradual progress of a piece of needle- 70 miles long and 40 to 50 broad/ marks the

work Is a subject of interest and a connecting link
j

natural boundary, though it is probable that, when
in empty hours almlram days. the inhabitants were able to possess themselves of

G. M. Mackes. what are now the mountains of the Azazimeh, the

NEESING*—There are in. Middle English two name of Negeb may have extended to these also,

distinct verbs/wsse and neese. The former means The entire district is mountainous, composed of

*to breathe hard’ and is* connected with the Gr. ridges, which ran in general from E. to W. and
wvita; the latter, which is pure Teufe,, though which rise from el-Magr&h towards the * hill * of

not found in Anglo-Sax., means ‘to sneeze/
1

Judah in a succession ofgreat terraces. These are
4 Sneeze/ wMch has now replaced ‘neese/ is in drained by a number of wadis, shorter and more
fact simply a dialectic variety of that word (cf. abrupt on the E., wider and more gradual on the
4 lightly ^and ‘ slightly In the 1611 ed. of AY west. One result of this characteristic of the

the word ‘neese^ is accepted from Coverdale in Negeb was that no great road ever ran through m
2K 4* •the child neesed seven times.’ The from north to south. Trade and war flowed be-

meaning is evidently •sneezed’ (Heb. rfn Po. of tween Pal. and Egypt along ‘the way of the sea/

[-nj], prob. onomatopoetic, cf. stemuo), and mod. the shore-road by Gaza and the Wady el-’Arish.

editors (since 1762} have so spelt it (though Scriv- The peoples of the N. and N*E» would seek Egypt

Htoags
*^ i?eatle Sa (IS9S)» t Gf. the use of (lit. * amwtosj ia. Meditermaeaiiwardsl

fact simply a dialectic variety of that word (cf.
4 lightly *and ‘ slightly In the 160 ed. of AY
the word 4 neeser is accepted from Coverdale in

2K # •the child neesed seven times.’ The
meaning is evidently •sneezed’ (Heb. v$i Po. of

[ThJ» prob. onomatopoetic, cf. stemuo), and mod.
editors (since 17©) have so spelt it (though Scriv-

• On to ingenious but futile

,
we Hastings to Nestle in Expos. Timm, ix. (1S8S), f Cf. the use of njj (lit. * ie. Meditermneanwardsl

in to gens® of west
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by what is the modem Hajj road, which leaves the
Negeb precipices well to the W. of it. Traders
from Gam to Akabah and Arabia could avoid
the worst of these* mountains by skirting them on
the W. and crossing into the Arabah to the south-
ward of Jebe! el-Magrah. Only the men of

Hebron and S. Judah, in order to reach these
points, would probably be forced to climb one of

the steep passes of Magrah—Yemen, Suxah, or
Fikreh.* The country was always isolated. A
further consequence of this character belonging to

the district was that the Negeb formed a natural
frontier to Judah on the south. No army, especially

if it possessed cavalry or chariots, could reach
Hebron and Jerus. in this direction. Only once
do we read of an invasion entering by this route,

when Chedorlaomer (Gn 14), after rounding the S.

end of the Dead Sea, led his army across the
‘ plateau of the Amaiekites/and so fell on Hazazon-
taxnar.f

In comparison with Judah the country is barren
and -waterless, though in comparison with the
desert et-Tik it is fertile.

4 Almost sudden was the
transition to the upland wilderness, the Negeb,
a series of rolling hills clad with scanty herbage
here and there, especially on their northern faces.

Nothing can be barer than the south-country of

Judah, neither grand desolation, nor wild, but
utter barrenness—not a tree nor shrub, but stunted
herbage covered with myriads of white snails which
afford food to thousands of birds.

5 So writes
Tristram {Land of Israel, p. 360 f.), and he adds
that the suddenness of the transition (he was
travelling northwards) has a geological cause,

because the soft limestone covers on these hills

the hard crystalline which makes the south wilder-
ness hopeless. But Palmer (Desert of Exodus, vol.

ii.
) states that there are abundant signs that this

region in earlier times was cultivates, and main-
tained a large population. Toward the S. there
are many rude cairns from a prehistoric period,

and Mzerim or stone enclosures for folding sheep.
Toward the N., and especially the NAY., the ruins
of towns are frequent, the hillsides are covered
with flint-heaps over which to train vines, many
of the wadis show signs of cultivation in terraces
and dams which would keep and use the winter
torrents that stream through these. This latter
feature of the cultivation has largely determined
the fate of the Negeb. The artificial character
of the irrigation, without which cultivation was
impossible, depended for its continuance upon
peace and settled order among the population.
Whenever this was granted to the Negeb, its towns
bloomed into a fitful importance; but, whenever
this ceased, the neglected works fell into ruin,
the desert reasserted itself, the Bedawin swarmed
in from the south, or the people reverted to that
earlier condition. And what has always aided
that reversion has been that the country when in
its natural condition is stated to be the very
ground for browsing camels.
Thus the Negeb was the favourite home of the

early Israelites, while they were still nomads.
Here their forefathers are represented as wander-
ing between the more settled Egypt and Palestine
(Abraham Gn 20h Isaac 24s2, Jacob 371 46s

). The
original home of the traditional Awim may be
looked for in this district (Jos 13s1

*), and of them
the chief characteristic which is noted (DtS33

) is

that they ‘dwelt 5
in Mzerim, those stone en-

closures of a nomad-race which depends on its

flocks. But, when Israel approached this border

* Those indomitable road-makers, the Romans, did not shun
even these halls, as the FeoMnger tables and broken milestones
prove.

f Contrast the conduct of Nebuchadnezzar, who on Ms way
to Egypt detailed a force to reduce Jerus., but led Ms prin-
cipal army by a route dear of these barren bills.

from the wilderness, the spies reported that the
Negeb was inhabited, not byAwim, but by Arnalek
(Nu 1329,

cf. Gn 147) ; and this people associated

with the Canaanites (Nu 1425 - **) was strong enough
to repel the invaders at Zephath - hormah, the
modem Sebaita. It is possible that Amalek
held the plateau, while the Canaanites occupied
the more cultivated wadis. With Amalek as old

inhabitants of the land 1 S 278 associates the
Gesirarites and the Gizrites or Girzites.

The region was overrun by Simeon when that
tribe turned southward with Judah from Jericho

;

at least the cities assigned to Simeon (Jos 191"8
) lie

here. Along with them went the Kenites, who,
with the natural instinct of a clan which had never
known anything except the life of nomads, settled

near Amalek (Jg l
16 *). But the shock of conquest,

where it succeeded, shook down the artificial culti-

vation ;
Amalek till the days of Saul was ever on

one flank, the Philistines rose into strength upon
the other side; Simeon was probably from the
beginning the rudest of all the clans (Gn 34, etc.).

This tribe, never left in peace, needing peace more
than the others, and planted in a district which
peculiarly required peace, could not maintain itself,

and merged partly into Judah, partly into the
Southern Bedawin. The cities of the Negeb are enu-

merated in Jos IS31 '83
, and assigned there to Judah.

On the edge of this district, at Ziklag, Achish
planted David (1 S 275

). One cannot but suspect

that by means of this outpost of men, who were
already accustomed to border war, he hoped to cover,

against the raids of the lawless border tribes, the
route down to Egypt, and possibly that to Akahah.
Incidentally it is noted (1 S 3G14 2710

) that the south
country was divided at this period into the Negeb
of the Cherethites, of Jerahmeel, of the Kenites, of

Judah and of Caleb, to which Jg l16 may add that

of Arad (for details see these names). During the
royal period the Negeb was considered a part of

Judah, and shared the fortunes of that kingdom.
Jeremiah (I33

*) speaks of it as belonging to Judah,
and as suffering, perhaps more than the rest of

the country, from the troubles of his time ; but in

an exhaustive list of the districts which made
up the Southern realm (17

36 S244 3313) he promises
restoration to the Negeb as to the rest. Obadiah
(v. 18**) anticipates that its cities shall possess Edom,
from which some have inferred that Edom, which
finally overran this district, was then pressing

on the borders of the weakened kingdom. See,

further, on this passage, art. Obadiah, p. 579.

Litseatusb.—

S

ee references in the body of the article. Most
of the usual books on Pal. geography devote a section to this

subject. Of these, Robinson, BRP, is here the best. E.
Wilton, The Negeb, and Trumbull, Kadesh Burma, are devoted
to that district, but are popular. The most thorough work
is still that of Palmer, Desert of the Exodus, vol. ii.

A. C. Welch.
NEG1NAH, BEGIN0TEL—See Psalms.

NEGO (ty [once Dn S29 dm]).—Found only in the
compound proper name JLbed-nego (hq 13% * servant
of Nego 5

) given by the prince of the eunuchs to

Azariah, one of Daniel’s three companions, Dn I7

2^ S1^* (LXX and Theod. ’Apderayfy. It is prac-
tically certain that uj is a corruption, which may
be set down to the mistake of a copyist or, more
probably, of the author of Dn, from Vaj Nebq
(wh. «ee). Cf. the use of Nebuchadnezzar for the
correct form -rezzar. This is the view of Hitzig,

Gratz, Schrader (KAT* 429 [GOT ii 126]), Sayce
(HGM 532), etc., and is supported by the discovery
of the name ‘ Ahed-nebo 5 on a bilingual Assyr.-
Aram. tablet of the 7th cento (iii. Bawl 46 col i
82) and in two Aramaic inscriptions of the 6th and
5th cents. B.C. discovered, one of them by Flinders
Petrie and the other by Sayce, on the sandstone

* Readm the last danse * went and dwelt with Amalek.1
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rocks north of Silsilis in Upper Egypt t see ECM
177 n.). The same name was borne, long after the
Christian era, by heathen Syrians (Sevan, Daniel ,

p. 61). It is possible that the author of Dn pur-
posely changed Ne&o into Nepo, in order to obscure
the reference to a heathen deity.

<J» A. Selbie
NEHELAMITE, THE ('sAn-n).—An epithet ap-

plied to Shemaiah, a fake prophet who opposed
Jeremiah, Jer 2924* 81 * 82

. According to analogy the
word should mean an inhabitant of Nekelam, but
there is no place of that name mentioned in the
Bible. This, however, is not a fatal objection.
The Targ. derives the word from a place "Eelam,
LXX AIkdpu, which is mentioned in 2 S iO16* 17 as
apparently near the Euphrates. The LXX in

Jer 36 [Heb. 29] has B AtXagefnp, A^Q *E\afdrtjp.
Vulg. agrees with English Versions. * Nehelamite

*

might also be related to the personal name Eeiem
(1 Ch T38, Zee 614

). The Avm ‘dreamer* is of
course incorrect, yet there can be little doubt that
a play on the words and uhn ‘ to dream * was in
the prophet’s mind. This verb and the cognate
nonn (m?n) are used specifically in Jer (23‘iB* 27* 28*

cf. Dt 13~ 4*
•) of the dreams of false prophets. The I

words elsewhere are scarcely ever used of the
higher inspiration, being erapfoved, e.g., of Jacob,
Gn 2813 ; Joseph, 37“ ; Pharaoh and his servants,
40“- 41“* (all E, not elsewhere in Hex.); of a
lower order of prophets than Moses, Nu 126 (cf.

Job 3315
); of the Midianite, Jg 7 13* 15

; the object
of Saul’s desire, 1 S 28f- 16

; of Solomon, 1 K 315
;

of old men in latter days, J1 2*; of Nebuch-
adnezzar, Bn 2“-

; of Darnel, Bn l 17
.

N J D WHITE
NEHEMIAH (rrun:).-—i. One of the twelve heads

of the Jewish community, Ezr 22 (B Neifttos, A -as)

= Neh 77 (BA Nee/ud), 1 Es 5s Nehemias. 2. The
son of Azbuk, the ruler of half the district of Beth-
zur, who helped to repair the wall of Jerusalem,
Neh 3m (See/das). 3. See the following article.

NEHEMIAH (npm).—Nehemiah is a conspicuous
instance of the right man in the right place. It

was his privilege to render great service to Ms
nation, for which both his character and his posi-

tion fitted him. He was patriotic, courageous,
and God-fearing; he knew how to exercise the
inflexible will of an autocrat, as well as to be
persuasive when that would best accomplish the
good end he had in view. Our reliable informa-
tion concerning Nehemiah and his times is con-
tained almost wholly in the parts of Ms memoirs
wMch have come- down to us.* We may regret
that this memoir was not preserved in full, but we
cannot but rejoice in what we have ; for it affords

us a picture or this great patriotwMch is clear and
well-proportioned. It gives us no information,
however, about Ms early life or ancestry, except
in the heading that he was the son of Hacsliah
(Neh V).

The first of Chislev, the ninth month (our Dec.),

of the 20th yearf of Art&xerxes I. J Longimanus,
B.c. 445, found Neh. in Susa, the chief city of

Elam, and the winter residence of the Persian court

* Bee EzEA-NKHzrniAH, Book of. Tcrrey bolds that only ehs.

1. 2. [Eng. 4*-*3 are genuine memoirs of Nehemmh. The
rest of the hoc* he assigns to the Chronicler ; .and this, with the
whole of Bet as a historical source, he says, *has no value
whatever’—Camp, and Hist. Value qf Ezr,-Mm. 1880 (Bmhefte
tut ZAW).

t If ChMev and Nfam, (cf. I1 and 21) were both in the 20th
year of Artaxerxes, Neh. must have reckoned the year from the
autumn. Nimh was the first month of the Jewish as well as of
the Bab. year. If Neh. reckons in the usual way, Ms audience
with the king (2*) must be placed In fee Mug’s 21st year,

and so B.C. 444. On the chronology see Nowack, Eeb. Arch. L
214C ; Berth.-Rys. Eamfi 254 ; Schrader, KAT\ in loe,

fTonrey says feat we do not know which Artaxerxes is

referred to in Neh. Be Is inclined to put fee composition of

Neh about fee year B.C. 372 CJ

(Bel. Pnradies
,
326). A company of men, among

whom was his brother Hanarn, had just returned
from Jerusalem. Neh. eagerly questioned them
about the condition of the city and of the people
who with Ezra had been struggling to rebuild the
State. Their report was most depressing to the
patriot :

‘ The remnant which is left from the
captivity there in the province are in evil plight
and in great reproach ; the wall of J eras, is broken
down, and its gates are burned with lire®

Does Hanani refer to the destruction of the dty by command
of Nebuch. in 5S0 (2 K 25*®« )» cr to a recent catastrophe In
favour of the former view it may be urged that we have no
record of either the rebuilding of the wails and the setting tip

of the gates, or their second destruction. Whatever may be
the date of Ezr 4&2J (gee Ezb.-Neh., Book of), it i» e\ 'dent that
the rebuilding described there was merely begun, not finished.
The enemies of the Jews procured an ecLet to stop the buildmg,
but not to destroy the little that was already restored. If suda
a destruction had taken place, it is singular that it should be
mentioned neither by Ezra nor by the compiler. On the other
hand, if the destruction reported by Hanani had taken place
more than a century before, the report would not be unexpected
news, and consequently would not make so great an impression
upon Nehemiah. It might he urged that he had hoped that
measures had been taken to continue the restoration, and waa
depressed to leant that nothing was being done. But Neh.’s
narrative lends no colour to such an interpretation. See, further
Stade, GVJ iL 101; Benjamin, Peruia (Story of fee Nations)
127 ; ilontefiore, Eibbert Led. 1802, 311 ; Cheyise, Lamp. Led
ISaD, 71, 82, 231 L, JRL 87 S. ;

Grata, EM, of the Jeu% Eng
tr. i 333.

When Neh. heard the bad news he ‘sat- down
and wept, and mourned for days, fasting and
praying before the God of heaven.® His prayer,
winch is full of Deuteronomic expressions

(
OTJO 2

427), acknowledges the sins of the Jewish people,
but calls upon God to fulfil His promise in view of
the repentance of the people, and to * grant his
servant (Neh.) mercy before this man, 1

i.e, the king
(l

4*11
). The prayer put into Neh.’s mouth by Jose-

phus is somewhat different :
4 How long, O Lord,

wilt Thou overlook our nation, while it buffers so
great miseries, and while we are made the prey
and spoil of all men?’ {Ant. XI. v. 6).

Nehemiah’s position as cupbearer* to the king
ensured him an audience ; and as the office was a
Mgh one with rich emoluments, he had a point of
advantage in preferring a request, and the means
to accomplish Ms purpose. Yet it was four months
before Ms wishes were made known to the king.
He was waiting a favourable opportunity; and
this came only when he was called to serve the
wine when ‘no one else was before the king*
(2

2b acc. to LXX). His agitation was so great
when the decisive moment came that Ms face
betrayed him, and he was sore afraid as the king
reprovingly asked Mm the cause of his dejection.
However, he stated his troubles frankly : ‘ Have I

not reason for a dejected countenance, since the
city of the graves of my fathers lies in ruins, and
its gates are destroyed *hy fire ? * (2

s
). Encouraged

by the king, he asked permission to go to Jems, to
rebuild the dty. As Neh. mentions the fact that
the queen was sitting by her lord at the time (2s),
she may have exerted her influence in his favour.t
At all events the king granted his officer a limited
leave of absence, gave him letters to the governors
of the provinces west of the Euphrates, and to
Asaph, the keeper of the royal forest, that Neh.
might secure timber for the gates of the dtadel of
the temple, for the wall of the city, and for the
temple itself Neh. set out with an armed escort

furnished by the king, and on the way delivered

the letters to the governors, not to apprise them of

* 0a fee cupbearer see Bawlmsoa, Sms and JSTeh. (Men of fee
Bible), m ;

Ewald, El v. 148 ; Sen, Cpr&p. L8.8; and art.

OCFSE&EZE.
t From fee queen’s presence Cbeyne and ofeers suppose feat

Neb. waa a eunuch (Int-rod. to Is. ill). Scone hold feat Fs 12’

was directed against Nehemisfe.

| On fee motives of Artaxerxes me Stanley, Jewish Ch. it!

in
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his plans, as Gratz supposes, hut to secure his

passage through the country, his letters to them
being virtually passports. " At the outset he
learned of the hostility of Sanballat and Tobiah,
who were troubled at the news that a man had
come from Persia to seek the welfare of the
Israelites (27

"10
).

Nek. waited for three days (212 ) to study the situa-
tion, then without disclosing his plans to any one
(2
12a

) he made a night inspection * of the walls
attended only by his guard, or by Hanani and a
few others who had come with him from Susa.
‘A city was in antiquity a city in the full sense of
the word only if it preserved its walls

’
(Stade).

An exilic poet had cried, * build thou the walls of
Jerusalem ’ (Ps 5

1

18
}, and Xeh. was determined now

to remove Jerusalem’s reproach.f Accordingly
he assembled the leaders and said to them, 4 You
see the evil plight we are in, in that Jems, is in
ruins, and its gates burned with fire ’ {2 17

}, at the
same time informing them of the powers which
the king had conferred upon him, and of his pur-
pose to restore the walls. The people saw the
opportunity, and responded readily to the call.

Sanballat and Tobiah, joined now by Geshem, or
Gosham as \Vellhausen says it should be read
(Isr. Geseh 2 169), insinuated the charge of rebel-
lion against Xeh. ; but the charge neither intimi-
dated him nor checked the zeal of the people.

It is impossible to tell how extensive the damage
to the walls was. The word used by Xeh. in l3 and
2is implies that there were only breaches to
repair; but these were evidently of wide extent.
Xeh. -was fortunate in securing tfie aid of the whole
population of Jems., and of several companies
from other parts of Judah. There were men from
Jericho, Tekoa, Gibeon, Mizpah, Zanoah, and
Keilak. Men of every class laboured at the walls
with their own hands : it is said to the discredit of
the nobles of Tekoa, as if it were an exceptional
case, that they refused to put their neck to the
work (3

5
) ; we find express mention of priests,

Levites, goldsmiths, and perfumers (or apothe-
caries} among the labourers. Xeh. divided the
work among the various bodies with characteristic
insight ; we read of five cases in which men were
working at the breaches close by their own
dwellings (3*- :**-*).
Some serious difficulties had to be met, however,

before all the breaches could he closed. Sanballat,
finding that his insinuation of rebellion had been
ineffective, and that the Jews were evidently
serious in their purpose to rebuild, tried to rouse
the army stationed in Samaria; Tobiah indulged
freely in ridicule, trying to persuade himself that
the labour of the Jews could not accomplish Xeh.’s
purpose. tf If a fox should go up on their stone
wall, he would break it down’ (S33^* Eng. 4ia ).

The people did not heed the scoffing, hut continued
their work with a will. When all the breaches
were closed with a wall half its proper height,
Sanballat and his allies, augmented now by guer-
illa bands of Arabians, Ammonites, and Ashdod-
ites, realized that prompt and vigorous action was
necessary if the almost incredible progress of the
wall was to be stopped. They resolved to march
secretly to Jerus. and stop the restoration by force
ofarms (#, Eng. 411

). Meanwhile the working under
* On Neh/s night rid© see Stanley, op. eit. ill. 112 ; Wright

JBL% 1896, 128-134, and PBFSt> April 1896. The last two
articles give the important light from Bliss’s recent excava-
tions.

f * Accompany Neb. on Ms lonely ride around the burned walls
of Jerus., and listen to Sanballat mocking at the Jews for
attempting to revive the stones out of the heaps of rubbish

;

yon will ten recognize the occasion of this psalm 1X0
*
23, and

sympathize with the plaintive words—
* For thy servants take pleasure in her stones,
And it pitiefch them to see her la the dost* <162^

—Cheyne, Bamp. JteeL 702.

high pressure was telling upon men unused to such
labour as laying a massive stone wall, especially

when the clearing away of the rubbish was so

difficult and laborious a part of the task. But
their burdens could not be lightened yet ; in fact,

the activity of the enemy now added much to

their hardships. Reports came in of the intended
attack, and Xeh. at once armed his workmen for
resistance.* He was acting according to the
authority vested in him by the king, while his

enemies were taking the law into their own hands.
The Jews exchanged the trowel for the sword, and
were stationed to defend the most unprotected
places in the wall. The enemy had counted upon
a surprise. When they saw the Jews armed and
drawn up for battle, they abandoned their pur-
pose to attack, and the builders resumed their

work. But the enemy evidently remained in the
neighbourhood waiting a chance to take the Jews
at a disadvantage, so that the labourers on the
wall kept their swords by their side, and a part of

the men were detailed to hold the larger weapons
and defensive armour in readiness. Xeh. kept a
trumpeter by him to give warning of the point of

attack (4
6-17

, Eng. 412
'as

). The people were all now
obliged to remain in the city -ax night, for the
enemy held possession of the outlying country,
and the city could not be left for a single hour
without vigilant defenders; so critical was the
time, that Xeh. and the people alike slept in their
clothes. Yet there is no record of an actual battle,
and such silence is a pretty sure indication that
the Samaritans and their allies never ventured
on an open attack, and never found the coveted
opportunity for a surprise ; but the vigilance and
precautions of Xeh. show plainly that the danger
was for a long time imminent.
Another form of troublenow required the leader’s

attention. The people who were labouring at the
walls had been obliged to abandon their usual
occupations, many of them to leave their homes
and fields. The enemy overran the country dis-

tricts at will, and very likely plundered the homes
of those who were working at the walls. Supplies
were getting scarce for such people, so that they
bad to mortgage their fields and vineyards and
houses, either to get food or to pay the king's
tribute. Many had pledged their children for debt,
and these were sold as slaves. The wealthier
classes had taken advantage of the necessity of
the poor. Xeh. was justly angry, and promptly
summoned the offenders before a public meeting.
He reviewed his own generous course, and appealed
to them to be liberal, restoring the mortgaged
land, and remitting a part of the debt whicn the
people were unable to pay. It is pleasant to know
that his request was responded to cordially ; and
the people took an oath to execute their pledge
(ch. 5).

The walls were finished amidst such trying diffi-

culties, and there only remained the doors to be set
up in the gates to make the city’s defences com-
plete. But Nehemiah’s enemies bad not yet given
up. Having failed to intimidate him by threats,
or discourage him by ridicule, or take him un-
awares by force, they now tried cunning. Four
rimes thev invited him to meet them in conference
in the valley of Ono in the land of Benjamin ; hut
Xeh. replied that he could not leave the great work
he was engaged in (6

1"4
). A fifth messenger came

with an open letter f from Sanballat saying that it

* Hie Heb. text In 48 (Eng. 4*2) js obscure and confused.
The LXX furnishes a dear and satisfactory reading: ‘And it
was so that when the Judaeans who dwelt by mem came,
they said to us. They are aiming up from all places against us.
Hie first news of die intended assault was brought by the
workmen who lived at remote ports.

f It is- said thatmi opea letter was am insult ; see Thomson, The
Land and ike Bmh, in. 6S1



was reported that Neh. aspired to the kingdom
of Judah and had appointed prophets to proclaim
him, and giving warning that word of this rumour
would surely reach the king; Sanballat asked for
a conference, as if lie wished to aid Nell, in clearing
himself of tlie_ charge. Neh. knew well that auto-
cratic Mugs listened eagerly to such imputations,
and were not apt to investigate very closely, pre-
ferring to err on the (for them) safe side ; neverthe-
less he rested secure in his integrity, and accused
Sanballat of feigning the charges out of his own
evil mind I65

*8
). Sanballat all the while had allies

and emissaries in Jerus. (6
17" lfl

), and, having failed
himself to get within reach of the leader, he set
them to work. A prophet named Shemaiah coun-
selled Neh. to shut himself in the temple at night to
avoid assassination. Other prophets* were also
hired to stir up his fears, and induce him to take a
step that would lead to his downfall (0

16'14
). But

they reckoned without their host.

By the month Elul (Aug. -Sept.), of what year we
do not know, the restoration was complete, having
been accomplished, we are told, in the remarkably
short time of fifty-two days f (6

i5
). Neh. appointed

his brother Hanani, who had evidently come with
him from Susa (cf. I

s
), and Hananiak the governor

of the castle, in charge over Jerus. ; he enjoined
them strictly to keep the gates shut until the sun
was well up in the heavens, 4: and to keep a guard
posted. The latter command was not easy of !

execution, for the people in Jerus. were few, and
the houses for the most jmrt still in rains. It was
apparently difficult to induce people to take up
residence in the city.§ Those who did so volun-
tarily were commended as patriots, and one of
every ten drawn by lot was obliged to move from
the country to the city (7

4 llHi. The completion
of the walls was celebrated with a ure&t dedication
service, ji Walls and gates and people were purified,

and two processions formed to move around the
circuit of the walls in opposite directions, Ezra 1J at
the head of one company, and Neh. of the other,

until they met near the temple, where the cere-

monies of thanksgiving and dedication culminated
in sacrifices and rejoicings. Appointments were
also made for the proper observance of the temple
rites (12s73*). These things being completed, Jerus.
being once more a city without reproach, social and
religious order being well established, and Neh.’s
leave of absence expiring, he returned to the court
of Persia (IS®). Rawlinson holds that he was re-

called, but there is no evidence for such a theory.

How long: Neh. had been in Jems, is uncertain. The text bears
conflicting testimony not easy to reconcile. The memoirs are in

this part' preserved only in somewhat mutilated fragments. In
514 we appear to have a sufficiently definite statement that the
first 'Stay at Jerus. was twelve years ; * From the day when he
appointed me to be governor in the land of Judah, from the
twentieth year even to the thirty-second year of Artaxences the
king, twelve years, I and my brothers did not eat the governor's
bread.* Balm 13® Neh. says, ‘While all this was going on I was

* * The prophets of the time were opposed to Neb. and appar-

ently in league with the hostile neighbours,' Mootefiore, S12

;

see also Weffh. Gessh.* 194, But these prophets, inferior as they
were to their predecessors of pre^xilic days, felt that Neh.,
like Basra, was reconstituting: Judaism on lines not in harmony
with pmphetism ; and In a measure they were right. See, for a
fuller development of this view, Knew®, Ml of Ur. ii. 2SS ff.

t According to Jos. xl v. 8) the wall was two years and
fourmonthsm building ; accordingto EwaM, Hist. r. 157, nearly

five years. The fifty-two days is not only a very short time for

such a great work, not also tor 13m condition described in eh. 5

to develop. Yet there was every motive for urgent haste.

Perhaps only the main part of the work was accomplished in the

fifty-two days.

t Sunrlse being the usual time for opemr.g the gar^.

| See Mfimiin, Hitt, of the Jews, voL i. p. 437.

| According to Gr&te, Hist, 394, tills celebration took place two
years and four months after Neh/s arrival in Jerus. ; according

to Rawlinson, JRavJftfc. 15% not HU Neh/s second visit There
are no good grounds for the latter view.

«f On tiie relation of Ezra ami Neh. in theiradmlmstration, and
on tiie promulgation of the Law (Neh 8-10}, see art. £xea ; and
Kosters* JFiederherstdiwng Israds, 1805.

j

nvt n .frrjft : form the thirty-second year of Artaverxes the

j
king if Babylon, 1 went into me king, and asked of tile kmg A
leas.e of absence. And I went to Jerusalem/ Tins verse is

obscure, and its meaning uncertain. *1 went unto the King*
may refer to Nth/s return from Jerus., or to his entering the
royal presence to prefer his request. The other doubtful clause
is literally

1 to end ot days,* and is generally taken m & reference
to the undefined period between Neh/s return to the king and
his second departure. The words favour this interpretation, the
context the notion of a limited leave as rendered above. Bee
the commentaries on the passage.
Neh. either returned to the king after twelve years' absence,

and then, after a period of a year as Kuenen supposes, or three or
tour years as Grutx holds, secured a second leave ; or else he
returned sooner, and, in the thirty-second year, b.c. 433, started
again for Jerusaiem. 5 14 m the latter case would mean that Neh.
was the real governor of Judah even when absent on court duty,
ruling by his appointed deputies. On the whole, this view seems
more probable than the other ; for it seems unlikely that the
king, who required Neh. to stipulate % limit to his leave before he
would grant it (2s), would agree to so long a period as twelve
years. Neh/s chief purpose was to rebuild the walls; if this

took only fifty-two days, therewould be no reason for a long stay.

The events narrated might all easily take place in three or four
years, and they are described as initial movements. If Neh. had
protracted his stay, we should probably be informed of the
doings of such an active and zealous man. Then, again, the
supposed interval of a year or so does not allow time for the
development of the evils which confronted Neh. in his second
adzuinistration, especially for the appearance of a mixed speech
among the children of half-foreign parentage (1334).

Dining Nehemiah’s absence at the Persian court,

serious evils had made their appearance in Jeru-

salem. Sanballat and his allies had been check-
mated ; Jems, had been freed from external enemies;
but internal disorders had sprang up which affected

the life of the people harmfully. Eliashib had
housed Tobiah in one of the temple chambers (13“*);

the Levites * were not supplied with their lawful
portions (see Mai 37“ia), so that they were com-
pelled to seek their living m laymen, or wander
about homeless (131@ ) as in the days of Micah (see

Jg 17 f.). On the Sabbath day, work in the_ fields

went on as usual (IS15); produce was carried to

the market in Jems. ; and the Tyrian merchants
sold fish and merchandise on that day (v. iS

). In
spite of Ezra’s great effort, marriages with foreign

women were common, and the children of such mar-
riages spoke partly the language of their mothers
(v.®**). Even & grandson of Eliashib the high
priest had married a daughter of Neh.’s inveterate

enemy Sanballat (v.28). It is highly probable that

the report of these evils impelled Neh/s return.

When he arrived he set about the necessary reforms
with characteristic vigour. Tobiah’s belongings
were cast out of the temple chamber, and it was
restored to its sacred uses (13s1*). The people were
compelled to pay the tithe f for the support of the
Levites and other temple officers (v. 1^. The city

gates were ordered to be closed during the whole of

the Sabbath, the vendors who then set up their

stalls outside of the gates were threatened so that

they were afraid to renew the offence The
men with foreign wives suffered disgrace and

punishment, and the people were put under oath
to discontinue this violation of the Law. The
arch-offender, Eliashib’s grandson, was banished

from Jens. (v.223-). According to Jos. (AM. XL
viL 2, viii. 2), Manasseh, a brother of Jaddua,
married Nicaso the daughter of Sanballat, left

Jerus. and built the rival temple on Geririm.

Josephus places these events in the time of Alex-
ander, but he was not a master of chronology, e.q.

he places,Neh. in the time of Xerxes ; and many hold

that this Manasseh was the son of Joiada and
dson of Eliashib (see Kuenen, Ed. Isr. ii 236

;

tefiore, Eib. Led. mi ; Ryle, Cam. 92).

la spits of the effort of the author of the beautiful story of

Ruth to soften the bar* spirit of the leaders, Enraand Neb held

the same decided view against torsign, nmrriagM, though from
different motives. The great offence 'In Ezra's eyes was the

* Moatsfiore regards this condition partlym a result of * fchi

old quarrel between priests and Levites* (Jam Lot. S50Y.

fMs was a tithe cf com, wine, and oil, os in Dt 14“ ; set

Ryle, Canon qf the OT, M.
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infringement of the sacred law. But Neh., while he was im-
pressed with the dangerous consequences of such alliances,
citing the sin of Solomon and the havoc it wrought (18*5, held
the great evil to be the imperilling of the mother tongue bj the
introduction of foreign elements. From this it would appear
that already the Old Heb. speech was in danger, and the
patriotism of the people was appealed to to preserve it from
extinction. How long it lasted as a living tongue after this
time is uncertain. But the seeds of death must have been
apparent.

Tradition was as little silent about Neh. as about
Ezra (see Ewaid, Mist. v. 161 ff.). To these two
men ‘grateful posterity has attributed all the
beneficial institutions, of whose origin it was
ignorant. 5 Among the worthies praised by Jesus
the son of Slrach is Neb., whose ‘ memorial is great,
who raised up for ns the walls that were fallen, and
set up the gates and bars, and raised up our homes
again 5

(Sir 4913
). In 2 Mac l 18£r* we read that Nefa.

purified the sacrifices with the -water taken from
the pit where the priests had hid the sacred fire.

His literary activity was also known: ‘The same
things were related both in the public archives and
in the records that concern Neb., and how he, found-
ing a library, gathered together the books, about
the kings and prophets, and the books of David and
letters of kings about sacred gifts

5

(2 Mac 21S
. See

Ryle, Can. 102; W. R. Smith, OTJC* 170 f. On
the character of the letters in which this passage
occurs see ZAWt 1890, i. 110 ff.).

Neh. rendered a great service to his people, and
its effect was more enduring than that of Ezra. He
was magnanimous in his generosity towards his
subjects. He even purchased the liberty of many
Jews held as slaves in strange lands (58) ; he had
refused the remuneration which belonged to his
office ; and he entertained at his own expense 150
of the chief Jews (5

17
). Rut he was by no means

unconscious of his virtue, nor unhopeful of receiv-
ing a suitable reward from God ; in 519

(cf. 1314* 31
}

he records a favourite prayer: ‘Remember unto
me, O my God, for good, all that I have done for
this people 5

<see Montefiore, Eib. Led. 211). He
shows also the vindictive spirit found in some of
the psalmists (3

m
, Eng. 441 IS*25 ; see also Cheyne,

Bamp. Led. 78). But a frank acknowledgment of
such weaknesses does not obscure the real greatness
of the man. It has been truly said of him that he
was * the only man who had at once the spirit to
awaken the old fire of national enthusiasm, and the
power both to heal dissensions within and to repel
attacks from without 5 {The Psalms Chronologically
arranged,, by Four Friends, 311). On Neh/s char-
acter and work, see further Wellh. Gesch 2 173;
Rawlinson, j

E

ar. and Neh. ch. xi. ; Renan, Hist, of
the People of Isr. bk. viL 82 ff. Josephus says of
Neh. : ‘ He was a man of good and righteous char-
acter, and very ambitious to make his own nation
happy ; and he hath left the walls of Jems, as an
eternal monument of himself 5 {Ant XL v. 8).

For other literature, beyond that quoted in the
above article, see Ezra-Nebemiah, Rook of.

L. W. Batten.
NEHEMIAH, BOOK OF.—See Ezra-Nehemiah,

Book of.

NEHEMIAS (Seefilas ).— i. 1 Es 5s, one of the
leaders of the first return from captivity under
Zerub. =Nehemiah, Ezr 2s, Neb 7L 2. (B Xcuplas)
1 Es 5®, Nehemiah the contemporary of Ezra. The
insertion of Ms name here appears to be due to an
incorrect gloss on 'ArBaptas or ‘ the Tirsliatha,

5 Neh.
being usually called by that title. In the canonical
parallels (Ezr 2®, Neh 7m) the name is absent, and
the Tirshatha alluded to is Zerubbabel.

B., St. J. Thackeray.
HEHILOTH.—See Psalms.

REHUM (raq).—One of the twelve heads of the
Jewish community, Neh V. This form of the name

is probably due to a scribal error, the parallel

passage (Ezr 22 )
havingRehum (wrn

; ATpeov/t, Luc.
reioy/i). In Neh the LXX supports MT, reading
Naoci/i. The name appears in i Es 58 as Roimus (B
'Fdeipos, A* PofjtiXios).

NEHUSHTA ; Luc. Neeo-Sdv, B NecBd,

A Xaicr&d).

—

Wife of king Jehoiakim and mother
of Jehoiachin ; a native of Jerusalem (2 K 248

).

She was taken a prisoner to Babylon with her son
in 597 (2 K 2412

), and no doubt died there. Re-
garding her father, see Elnathan. The vowels of

SlT and the rendering of Jerorne, ces ejus, connect
the word with nrn: ‘ bronze.

5

Barzillai is possibly

another example of a proper name derived from the
name of a metal. But the stem consonants of the
word are those also of rini ‘serpent,

5 and animal
names are characteristic of the period (Gray, Heb.
Proper Names

, p. 103 f. ). The Lucianic translitera-

tion identifies the name with Nehushtan (2 K IS4).
W. B. Stevenson.

NEHUSHTAN,—In the received text of 2 K 184

we read that Hezekiah, in addition to remov-
ing the hdmbth (EY ‘high places

5

), with their

mazztbahs (BY ‘ pillars ’), throughout the country,
carried his zeal for reform so far as to ‘ cut down
the Asherah 5

(so RY ; see Asherah)—presumably
that attached to the Temple at Jerusalem—and to

break in pieces ‘the brazen serpent that Moses
had made: for unto those days the children of

Israel did burn incense to it : and he (Hezekiah)
called it Nehushtan. 5 The doubts which so many
recent critics have expressed regarding the his-

toricity of the greater part of this verse we need
not pause to examine, inasmuch as it must be, and
is, admitted that at least the statement with which
the verse closes, and which alone concerns us here,

is certainly historical. The further question as to
the relation of this incident to the Pentateuch
narrative, Nu 214ff

* (esp. v, 9), also lies without the

?
urview of this article (see Serpent [Brazen]).
'wo points, howrever, appear to demand examina-

tion, viz.
: (1) the signification of the name here

applied to the object destroyed, and (2) the reason
alleged for its destruction.

(1) The name of ‘ Nehu$htan. y Two significa-

tions of Nihushtdn (]fk?iu) are possible. (a ) That
clearly intended by the Massoretic punctuators,
and since generally adopted, viz. ‘the brazen
thing 5 {opusKieneum kclt’ £&xiv- According to
this view, Nehushtan is a denominative from

nihOsheth by addition of the formative suffix

-an (so Ges.-Buhl, Stade, Konig, Lehrgeb. ii.

§ 60. 9s, Barth, Nominalbildg. § 207°). The
further idea of the Massoretes, reflected in our
EY, that this name was given to the venerable
object by Hezekiah at the time of its destruction,
must, however, be rejected. The context requires
rather that we should find in Nehushtan the name
by which it was popularly known, and this may be
got by a slight change in the pointing of the verb
(cf. Lucian's text ml £icd\e(rav aMv Neecr8dvt and
see the Commentaries). (6) The transliteration of

the word in the oldest Greek versions (A Ncaddy,
B XecrBaXd, and best of all Neeo-ddv, Lucian) sug-
gests affinity with ndfiash ‘serpent* rather
than with nehdsheth ‘ brass*.

5 For in 2 K 24s the
name of the queen-mother, who appears in MT as
KJjspm Nehushta, appears in A as Na«r0d, which is

identical with R5
s Nec-04, Luc. Neeeddr (see Ne-

hushta}. But it is far more probable that the
personal name Nehushta is to be classed with the
other ‘serpent-names, 5 Nahash and Nahshon
(which see), than with the derivatives of

nihosheth. Hence it is possible, at least, that
the name of this object of the Hebrews5 venera-
tion-pronounced with vowels other than those ol

Nehmh was also connected m the popular
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mind with nahash, perhaps in the signification
‘the [sacred] serpent 1

or 4 the serpent’ par ex-

cellence (cf. for form and signification

(2) The reason for the destruction of the Ne-
hushtan is clearly stated. Whatever may have
been its origin—to inquire into this would be to
anticipate the article Serpent (Brazen) in vol.

iv.—it had in recent times become an object of
idolatrous worship. Incense was offered to it as
to a divine being. Its continued existence, there-
fore, was incompatible with, and would have been a
constant menace to, that purer form of the religion

of J" which it was the aim of Hezekiah and his
j

spiritual advisers to introduce.

.A. R S Kennedy".
NEIEL (Wp; B TpcnJ\, A 'A —

A

place os
the borders of Zebulun and Asher, apparently north

j

of Cabul, Jos I9-7 ;
possibly the same place as Meat!

of v.m. The site is uncertain.

NEIGHBOUR (p? sMkhin, Arab, s&ken, ytlrwv
* inhabitant

’ ; 2113 kdrubh, Arab, karib, 6

TepioLKos 4 near 9

; n rid, nvcy 'dmith
,
$£Aos 4 friend

5

).—The law of neighbourhood is of great importance
and influence in the East. It takes rank after

family life with regard to the number and authority
of the customs created and regulated by it. Neigh-
bourhood is not an occasional incident, but a con-
stant necessity of Oriental social life, and the latter

cannot he understood apart from it.

The importance of neighbourhood is due to the
fact that there are no farmhouses scattered over
the agricultural districts of Palestine, For pur-
poses of common safety, the population is congre-
gated in the villages, following in this respect the
custom of the pastoral tribes in their encampments.
From these villages, where the houses are generally
built quite close to each other, the peasants go out
to their daily labours in the surrounding fields.

Domestic life is thus touched at every point by the
larger circle of neighbourhood. Originating under
circumstances of common danger, this social con-

dition has now passed into a kindly preference of

use and wont. Such village life is now regarded
as a convenience. The Oriental dislikes silence

and solitude ; very rarely takes a solitary walk for

pleasure ; chooses summer lodgings where neigh-
bours are numerous; and, in renting, buying, or

building a house, considers first of all the character
of the neighbours.
Among the modem inhabitants of Palestine the

Arab, karib ,
‘near/ on account of the surviving

similarity of social circumstance, means, like the

Heb. kdrbbh
,
both 4 neighbour ’ and 4 relative.

5 The
sense* of religious protection and union that en-

shrined the family life is seen in expanded form in

large towns such as Damascus and Jerusalem,
where Christians, Jews, and Moslems occupy
different parts of the town.

All the Bible references to neighbourhood indi-

cate that it was an institution of high social value,

with privileges to be enjoyed and duties to be
discharged.

1.

Its helpfulness is stated in the maxim of

Pr 2710 ‘Better is a neighbour that is near than
a brother that is afar off/ The Arabs have a
familiar proverb to the same effect, and they
further happily indicate the service that can be
rendered by a friend or neighbour by saying, 4 You

* It seems to us safer not to hazard any farther conjecture as

to the form of toe word. Both Ndldeke's and Klostonnaan’s
attempts in this direction are open to serious objection. The
former (ZBMG xiii. p. 482, note) suggests that \twm may be

impounded of 3^q+pi (= p$» see toe JUxx.% while toe

i&tter asserts categorically that fWTO Is similarly a compound

of m2 and pr ; see this root |h» In Oxf. Be&. Lex.), as

if denotang toe 1 everlasting or toe primeval serpent * {Rurzgef.

Romm, in loc.).

cannot clap with one hand/ There are, however,
unhelpful friends, who flatter and ruin the man
who seeks popularity by lavish entertainment,

j

Pr 1S:4
. With these is contrasted the true friend

j

who 4 stieketh closer than a brother/ This is often
and becomingly referred to the Heavenly Friend,
but the original sense is a comparison between the
bond of family life and that of mere neighbour-
hood, and a declaration that in certain cases the
latter is superior. Similarly, an Arab proverb
says, f How many brothers I have had who were
not children of my parents !

’ cf. Pr 1717 (RYmb
2. Intimacy is another of the leading features of

Oriental neighbourhood. Village life is one of the
chief fields of Scripture parable. It is eu^y to

understand how in the villages people of an excit-

able sympathetic temperament, living close to each
other, and having so many interests in common,
would necessarily have a very intimate knowledge

f

of each other's affairs. This communicativeness
accounted for the groups of women around the
fountain, and of the elders at the c*ity gate. The
shepherd who brought back his sheep in safety

ana the woman who recovered the lost coin must
hasten to tell their friends and neighbours, Lk id3

"13
.

In the declaration 4
1 have called you friends

5 (Jn
;

lb15
} all the intimacy springing from Oriental

neighbourhood is made possible in the believer’s

communion with Christ.

3. The sincerity and sanctity of this relationship
are constantly emphasized. One of the commonest
forms of neighbourly service was that of borrowing
and lending money and valuables, or the keeping
of each other’s goods in safe custody during a time
of absence. Ex A27* 20

, Pr 61
1

7

u
. Among modem

Orientals the giving of bread and flour, and the
lending of kitchen and table requisites on emer-
gencies of hospitality, are constantly practised, and
it is an everyday occurrence in the bazaars to see •

an open shop left with a thin netting over the
j

entrance in charge of the merchant in the next shop,
j

In the Bible, prohibition is frequently uttered
^

against bearing false-witness, making unfounded
statements, or framing malicious devices of any
kind against a neighbour, Ex 21>1S- 1T

,
Dt 5» Pr

242s The duties of neighbourhood are not to
be evaded by polite words, Pr S'-

8
, nor its courtesies

turned to mercenary advantage, Dt 23s4* Jer 221S
.

Neighbourhood is a part of sainthood, Ps 15s. The
great purpose of true religion is the perfecting
of social Me, Mt 713. The want of natural feeling

in this respect indicated the moral collapse and
pointed to the political extinction of Israel, Jer 9*.

The highest expression of neighbourhood, 4 Thou
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself’ (Lv 19ls), iff

repeated and expanded in Mi S43 1919, Ho IB0* 1®.

In the case of the lawyer’s assumed bewilderment
(Lk HP""37 }

as to the limit at which the law of

neighbourhood began to come into fore©, the ex-
planation pointed out rather the greatness of the
distance to which it might reach. Neighbourhood
was shown to be a creation of the kind heart that
would discover opportunities and feel obligations

where the nearest in place and kinship might pass
by without perceiving anything to do.

In the East, neighbourhood is an important
legal claim in the disposal of property. Next to a
co-proprietor, the neighbour has the first right of

purchase, especially if his land be irrigated from
the same source of water-supply. Such a right

Aliab would have had if Naboth had wished to
sell his vineyard.
Neighbourhood, which by intimacy, equality,

and identity of interest gave to social friendship a
basis of patience, trust. Mid sympathy, also fur-

j

nished the occasion to special temptations. Such
close intimacy gave the fullest opportunity to
envy, pride, and uncharitableneaa. According to
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an Arab proverb, 4 Envy dwells among neighbours,
!

and hatred among relatives.

5

It was because neighbourhood was almost ex-

clusively the condition of social contact that the
neighbour was specified in connexion with the
Mosaic provisions of mercy, truth, and justice.

The stranger was guarded by the law of hospitality.

For the treatment of strangers entering the circle

of neighbourhood, see Family in vol. i. p. 849,

|

and Ger. G. M. Mackie.

NEKEB.—Only in the collocation rp:n 4 the
pass of Adam!

5

{?), Jos 19s3. The LXX finds here
two proper names (B seal ’Appk /cal Xe£;3w/c, A teal

Appal teal Xd/cej3). Neub&uer [Giog. du Talm. p.

225) rives Zlyadathah as a later name for Nekeb,
and there is a min called Seiyddeh near the village

ed-D&mieh on the plateau east of Tabor (see SWP
vol. i. sheet vi. ). The c cutting 5

or ‘ pass 5

is prob-

ably one leading from the eastern precipices near
Tiberias. Nekeb is mentioned in the list of

Thothmes in. as & town of Galilee. See, also,

Adami-Nkkeb. C. R. Conder.

NEKODA — 1. Eponym of a family of

Nethinim, Ezr S48 (B X«xw5d, A Ne/cw5dy)=Nen 750

(BA Xe/cwSd, N KexotS'dp)

;

called in 1 Es 5S1 Noeba
(which see). 2. Name of a family which returned
from the Exile, bnt were unable to prove their

Israelitish descent, Ezr2®°=Neh 7® (both Ncicada )

;

called in 1 Es 5s7 Nekodan (Ne/cwdd^).

NEKODAN {'Sexuodp, AY Necodan), 1 Es 5s7=
Nekoda, Ezr 2®°, Neh7®. The name is Noeba in

1 Es 531.

NEMUEL.—See Jemuel. Gray, Heb. Prop.
Names, 307, considers Jemud the corruption and
Nemuel the original form. ‘Either form is ety-

mologically obscure/ Memnelites, the patronymic
of the family of Nemuel, occurs in Nu 26^.

MEPHEG (35^}.—1. Son of Izhar and brother of

Korah, Ex 6’-11 (Xd^e/r). 2. One of David’s sons,

born at Jerusalem, 2 S 515 (Xa^e/c)= 1 Ch 37 (B
Xdpe/c, A Xd6ey) 14® (B Xd$a$, A ’Satpay).

NEPHEW*—In Ms Select Glossary (p. 146) Trench
points out that the Eng. word 4 nephew 5 has under-
gone exactly the same change of meaning that
nspos in Latin underwent. In the Augustan age
nepos meant 4 grandson/ in the post-Augustan age
sister’s or brother’s son. Nephew (which comes
from nspos through the Fr. neveu, the original

Anglo-Sax. ne/a having dropped out) formerly
signified grandson or more generally some descend-
ant, and only within a century or more came to be
restricted to its present meaning. The meaning of
4 grandson 5

is clearly seen in Holland, Plutarch's

Morals, p. 555,
4 The warts, black moles, spots and

freckles of fathers, not appearing at all upon their

own children’s skin, begin afterwards to put forth

and show themselves m their nephews, to wit,

the children of their sons and daughters’ ; and in

Tymme’s Galvin's Genesis, p. 872,
4 Jacob layeth

his handes uppon his nephewes. To what end?
Namely, to prove that he giveth them place among
Ms sonnes, and that so, Joseph being but one,

might make two heads.’

m AY the word occurs four times. In Jg 1214

4 He had forty sons and thirty nephews/ the Heb.
{etj3 *ja) is exactly expressed in AYm and BY
4 sons’ sons.’ In Job 18“ and Is 1422 the Heb. (i^)

is more general, 4 descendant.’ Bo also in 1 Ti 54

(iKjQvos), though in this place the meaning is

dearly 4 grandchild
9
;

4 If any widow have children

or nephews
5 (BY 4 grandchildren’).

J. Hastings.

NEPHILIM. — This word (d^bj), translate 1

‘giants
5 in the AY, is found in two passages

in the OT. The first passage is the note, syn-

tactically separate from its context, in Gn 64

1 The Nephillm were in the earth in those days,

and also afterward, forasmuch as the sons of God
used to go in to the daughters of man, and they
bare them children ; they were the heroes that

were of old, the men of name.’ The connective

‘forasmuch as
5

articulates the statement better

than the word 4 when/ used in the English ver-

sions. It is not explicitly said that the Nephtlim
were the heroes borne by women to the 4 sons of

God/ and some scholars have held that they were
not ;

but this writer certainly meant that they
were, for otherwise it is impossible to account for

his mentioning them at all. There is much here

not easy to understand ; hut in these four verses

we certainly have an allusion to that region of

mythology so copiously treated in the sacred

legends of other peoples, the region of demigods
and heroes. The Nephtlim, whatever else may be
true of them, are thought of as beings analogous
to the demigods of the nations.

The other passage is most naturally thus trans-

lated :
4 And there we saw the Nephtlim, sons of

Anak of the Nephtlim ; and we were in our eyes

as grasshoppers, and so were we in their eyes
’

(Nu 1338). Evidently, the wo here has
exactly the same meaning as in Genesis.. These
men are trying to find the strongest possible lan-

guage for expressing the terribleness of the
gigantic Anakim ; and this they effect by saying
that the Anakim are veritable demigods. Per-
haps they intended to be understood to imply that

the Anakim were descended from the demigods

;

or perhaps their language is metaphorical. It

made the Anakim seem more dreadful thus to

suggest that there was something supernatural
and uncanny about them.
When we have examined these two passages we

have exhausted the direct evidence in regard to

the Niphilim. Among the derivations proposed
for the name, one makes it to.be from ndphal,
4 to fall ’

; either as meaning beings fallen from a
revious high estate (cf. Is 141'2

, Lk 1018), or as

ghters who fall upon the enemy fiercely. The
latter view has been supposed to be favoured by
the Greek versions, the LXX having ylyavres,

Ao nila imTrhrrovTes, and Symmachus §uuol, but see

Dillm. on Gn 64.

In former generations the passage in Genesis
was voluminously discussed, especially the question
as to who the 4 sons of God’ there mentioned were.
Some account of these discussions, with references

to the literature, may be found in Smith’s DB
under art. 4 Giants ’

; see also the various com-
mentaries on this passage ; Lenormant, Beginnings

ofHistory

;

art. GIANT (in vol. ii.) with the litera-

ture therefmentioned ,* Budde, Urgeschichte, 30 ff.;

Welikausen, Comp. 308. W. J. Beecher.

NEPHISHESM, NEPHISIM.—See Naphish.

NEPHIHAL—See Nephthar.

NEPHTHAR (N^dp, AY Naphthar), Nephthal
(Ne<f>0aL, AY Nephi).—In 2 Mac 1

18-36 there is a
legendary account of the hiding of the sacred fire

of the temple at the Captivity, and of its recovery
by Nehemiah. It states that the fire was concealed
by the priests at the command of Jeremiah (see 21

)

in a dry well or pit. When Nehemiah had built

the temple and the altar (sic), and was about to
offer sacrifice, he sent the descendants of those who
had hidden the fire to bring it back. They found
in the well only a thick liquid (v8ap Taxv), which
was drawn up and sprinkled upon the wood and
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the sacrifice. On the sun shining out from behind
a cloud, a great fire was kindled on the altar.

When the sacrifice had been consumed, the re-

mainder of the liquid was poured, by Neheraiah’s
orders, upon great stones. It again ignited, but
its flame soon spent itself, while that on the altar
continued to burn. The king of Persia, having
heard of the matter, surrounded the well with a
sacred enclosure, and used to bestow portions of
the liquid on those to whom he wished to show'
special favour (so EY). Nehemiah and Ms com-
panions called this substance Nephthar, but it was
generally known as Nepkthai (v. 33).

The second word appears in MSS as NwpSmd. Nip$aJ,

Cod. A simply repeats Syr. has 5A£lJCL^^a,sd

*~aAiZU. Vulg., followed by AV, reads Naphthar and Sepki,

The reading of v.31 is uncertain (wwxiV, xtvraurx?1** xartpml
and the meaning of v.S2b and of v.83 is obscure. The legend is

repeated by the Jewish historian Joseph ben-Goricn, who
describes the liquid as ‘ water like thick oil and honey/ and
among Christian writers by Macarius (Horn. 11). A different
legend is given in the Ethiopia Boot of Adam. (Dillmann, 1S53

;

Maian, 1882), which states that Ezra found in the vaults of the
temple a censer filled with fire. According to the common
Rabbinical tradition,, the sacred fire was one of the five things
lacking in the second temple (Boxtorf, *de Igne sacro/ in
XJgolino's Thesaurus, x. 426).

The names Nephthar, NepMhai, along with the
interpretation of the former as ‘cleansing’ or
4 purification

1

(Kadaparjahs), constitute the
#
chief

problem of this passage. They were applied to
the substance, and not, as Vulg. (kune locum)
suggests, to the place where it was found. Two
suppositions are possible

—

1. That Nephthar was the original word, and
Nepkthai a popular corruption. On this view
various attempts have been made, some elaborate,

and none very successful, to connect Nephthar
with the meaning mBapurpes, or otherwise to ex-

plain its derivation, {a) According to Benfey and
Stern (Die Monatsnamen einiqer alter Volker, 1836),

?

Xetpd&p corresponds to the Zend naptar. Naptar
apanm is said to denote the sacred elemental
water (Urwasssr), otherwise known as arduisur,
to which the highest powers of purification were
attributed; (b ) Lag&rde (GemmmdU A bhandlun-

gen, 1771) finds that the Syr. 5 corre-

sponds to the B&ctrian vidd^a\tra, meaning^ puri-

fication ’
; (c) Ne<p0ap may originally have been inpi,

from “rp ‘to be pure* ; (d) it may have been iprg

from 4 to set free,’ and may mean * liberation/

i. e. of the concealed fire ; (e) it may be connected
with Aram. 4 unleavened * (Ewald}.

2. That NepMhai is the oririnal, and Nephthar
the corruption. In this case the form of the word
and the circumstances of the narrative combine
to suggest that lse<pBal is the same as naphtha
(v&$3a), the well-known combustible mineral oil.

The inflammable properties of naphtha, as well as

its medicinal virtues, were well known in ancient
times (Strabo, Gmg. XVL L 15; Pliny, Nat. But.
ii. 105 ; Plutarch, Alexander,

xxxv. ; Dioscorides,

Materia Medica, L 85), and it was further asso-

ciated with sacred fires. Strabo {Geog. XVL i. 4)

mentions a naphtha well in connexion with the
temple of Antea. The natural flames in the oil

region of Baku on the Caspian Sea have long been,

and still are, held sacred by a sect of fire-wor-

shippers. The legend in 2 Mac I may have had
some actual spontaneous ignition of naphtha by
the sun’s rays as its basis, but it is unlikely that it

originated in Palestine. Naphtha is found in the
waters of the Bead Sea(Thomson, Land and Book

t

ii. 371), hut not in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem.

The wed Mr My&b, a little below the junction of

the valleys of Jehoshaphat and Hinnom, is known
also as the ‘ well of Nehemiah,* and is connected

with this legend, but the tradition does not seem
vol. in.—33

!
to be older than the 16th cent, (see En/Rggel,

i Jerusalem, voL ii. 285 b
; Robinson, BRP i. 331-3;

j

Pierotti, Jerusalem Explored '

Eng. tr. ISO 4], i. 183;
' Thomson, Land and Book, ii. 456: Warren and
Conder in SWP, Jerus. vol. 371-5 j. Most prob-
ably the story came from Persia or Babvloma, in
both of which naphtha is abundant. !fhis sup-
position is confirmed by the part assigned to the
Persian king in w,

33* u
. The Jewish writer who

transferred the legend to Jerusalem may have
invented the form Nephthar and its derivation,

the latter being perhaps suggested by the idea of
‘purification* in w. 13- 33

. On the whole subject
see the commentaries of Grimm (1853), KeR (1875),

Bissell (Lange), Rawlinson {Speakers Comm.),
Zockler (Knrzgef. Komm . 1891) ; K&mphsusen (in

Kautzseh’s Apokr. «. Pseudepigr. d. AT, 1898);
also Ewald, But. of Israel [Eng. tr.], v, 162-3.

James Patrick.
NEPHTOAH.— Only in the collocation m psp

Jos 15s (B TTpyh lBaros Ma<pBui, A .. . N<x«^M)

IS15 (BA It was a place with water, on
the boundary of Judah and Benjamin, near the
Vale of Rephaim. According to the Talmud
(Neubauer, Giog. du Taim

.

p. 146), Nephtoah was
the same as Etam, now *AinAtdn

,

south of Beth-
lehem at the so-called Pools of Solomon—Pilate’s

aqueduct. This position seems to agree with
Ephron (which see), being the mountain district

west of Bethlehem. Nephtoah has been placed
at Lifta (so Tobler, Robinson, Sepp, Baedeker-
Socin, etc.), about 3 miles N.W. or Jerusalem,
but this name does not contain the necessary
guttural, and the site appears to be irreconcilable

with those of Chesalon and Kiriath-jearim, since

the border would run S.W. instead of N. from
Kiriath-jearim to Chesalon. See Kiriath-jearim.
Lfta is more probably Eieph {which see) of Ben-
jamin. It is not remarkable for its water supply
(but see Barclay, City of Great King, p. 544),

whereas 'A in \4 tdn is a fine spring. For both sites

see SWP vol. iii. sheet xvii.; and cf. 2DPV in. 79.

G. R. Conber.
NEPHUSHESIM, NEPHUSIM.™See Naphish.

HER (-%; B ISrjpet, Nfip, A N#).~The son of

Abiel and father of Abner, and therefore the uncle
of Saul (1 S 1430- 51

). According to 1 Ch 8as=93s
,

Ner was the father of Kish, and therefore the
grandfather of Saul: the same authority (9®**)

gives Jeiel {bx'T* AV Jehiel) as the name of Neris

father, but probably both statements are erroneous
(cf. Bertheau on 1 Ch 8®). The statement of the
Chronicler has misled some scholars into treating

the words ‘Saul’s uncle 3

(1 S 14w |
as referring to

Abner; the more natural construction is to take
them as a description of Ner. The view adopted
above as to the relationship of Ner and Saul is

confirmed by Josephus (Ant. VL vi. 6, N%w & arctl

Kets 6 Iktatihov rarijp adeXfoi r^ar, viol S* ’AdeX&ov)

In accordance with this testimony we must read

;

e sons of * (*&} for 4 son of [Abiel] * (js) in 1 S 14M ,

and render that verse, 4 And Kish the father of

Saul, and Ner the father of Abner, were sons of

Abiel ’
; so Driver, Kiosk, Budde.

J. F. Stexxixg.
NEREUS (Nypets).—The name of a Roman Chris-

tian, greeted, along with his sister and certain

others, in Ro 161S. The form of expression, 4 salute

Philologns and Julia, Kerens and" his suiter, and
Olympus, and all the saints that are with them/
suggests thatthese persons formed a small Christian
community by themselves^ The name is found in
inscriptions of the imperial household (OIL vL
4344), and is well known in the legends of the
Roman Church. The ActsofNemm and AchUlmm
which are of a late date and composite charac-

ter, call these saints the eunuch chamberlains o*
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Domitilla, the virgin niece of Vespasian, and nar-
rate how they persuaded their mistress to refuse to
marry a son of the Consul, and to remain a virgin.

Later, after other legends of the early Roman
Church have "been introduced, their death is de-

scribed. These names are, however, older than
the Acts. One of the well-known inscriptions of

Damasus describes them as two soldiers whose
faith compelled them to desert their, unchristian
profession, and who had to pay the penalty with
their lives. There are other archaeological remains,
and the Church of St. Nereus and Achilleus was
very old, dating under the name of Fasciolae from
the 4th cent, at least. The Acts state that Nereus
and Achilleus were buried in the cemetery of St.

Domitilla in the Via Axdeatina, and probably the
origin of the legend in the Acts is that these two
names appeared somewhat conspicuously in the
catacomb near the tomb of Bomitilla, and suggested
that they might be associated with her in history.

The fact that Nereus is combined with Achilleus

—

a name which does not appear in the Epistle to the
Romans—suggests that there was an independent
archaeological source for the name, and that it

belonged to the early history of the Roman
Church.

! Litkratcsx.—Acta Sanctorum, May, vol. iii. p. 4; Texts

]

und Untertmehungem, si. 2 ; Bali, Arch. Christ 1874, p. 20,

! 1875, p. 8 ; Lightfoot, Clement, i p. 61.

A. C. Headlam.
I

HERGAL (W; B tV A om., Luc. rbv

]
Nt Nergel

,
2 K 1720 ; Bab. Ne-uru-gal, 4 tbe

|

lord of the great city
5

of Hades) was worshipped

j

at Cutha (now Tell Ibrahim) along with his wife

|

Laz. He presided over the necropolis which lay

|

in the desert near Cutha. In pre-Semitic times
he was invoked as TJ-gur, ‘the taskmaster {?)/
and in later days was made a son of the Bel of

Nippur, and identified with Lugal-banda, the god
of the city of Marad. He was addressed as 4 the
hero of the gods/ ‘ who marches in front of them *

to battle, and among his names (when identified

with the planet Mars) are those of Allamn and
Almu. The Assyr, kings regarded him as the
pairon of hunting. See, further, Schrader, KAT2

282 f. IOOT L 2751]; Meyer, Geseh. L 175 ff.

;

Tiele, Gesth, 530. A. H. Sayce.

HERGAL-SHAREZER (nyrn^ni; B Xayapyaa-
wwxip) K#AQ Nocr^p, Q®^ NijpcA Sapcrdp, Theod. N^pyeA
2apaaAps Nergehmreser, Bah. Nergal-mr-uzur, e O
Nergal, defend the king*!).—In Jer 39s- 13 we
read that after the capture of Jerusalem the chief
Babylonians entered the city and sat in

4 the
middle gate/ among them being Nergal-sharezer
the Rab-mag, and that, subsequently, Nebuzar-
adan the commander of the body-guard, Nebushas-
ban the Rab-saris (Bah. Bab-sa-msi, ‘chief of the
princes’), and Nergal-sharezer the Rab-mag, re-

leased Jeremiah from the prison into which he
had been thrown. In v.1 the text has fallen into
confusion, and we ought to read 4 Samgar-nebo
the Sar-sechim, Nebushasban the Rab-saris, and
Nergal-sharezer the Rab-mag/ Rab-mag is the
Babylonian Rab-mugi or 4 chief of the physicians/
and it is hardly doubtful that the Nergal-sharezer
who in Jeremiah occupies a place so near Nebu-
chadrezzar is the Nergal-sharezer who subsequently
became king of Babylonia, and Is known to classical

writers as Neriglissar. We learn from the inscrip-

tions that he married & daughter of Nebueh., and
Ms name appears in several contracts drawn up
in the reign of Evil-Merodaeh the son and suc-
cessor of Nebueh., more especially in relation to

i the purchase of homse-propertv. In one of the
contracts mention is made of Ms son Merodaeh-
ba!-uznr. Nergal-sharezer was the son of Bel-
snm-iskun, to whom, in one of Ms son’s inscrip-

tions, is erroneously given the title of 'king/
In B.C. 559 Evil - Merodach was murdered, and
Nergal-sharezer seized the throne, which he held
for nearly four years. He built a palace on the
right bank of the Euphrates, and was succeeded
in B.C. 556 by his son Labasi-Merodach (Laboroso-
archod), who was murdered after a reign of nine
months. There are grounds for believing that
Nergal-sharezer’s reign was troubled by invasion.

Immediately after his accession he married his

daughter to Nebo-sum-yukin the priest of Nebo
at Borsippa, who may therefore have had much
to do with placing him on the throne. See,

further, Schrader, KAT2 416 [COT iL 109] ; Stade,
Geseh. i. 646 ; Tiele, Geseh. 430. A. H. Sayce.

NERI (Nypel Tiseh. Treg. WH ; Nrjpt TR).—An
ancestor of Jesus, Lk 3s7. See next article.

NERIAH (nnj), — The father of Baruch, Jer 32
[Gr. 39] 18 36 [43]

4* 8* 83 43 [50]
s* 6 45 [51]

1 51 [28]

In Bar l 1 the Greek form of the name, Nerias
(N7}p(€)icLs)

s
is retained. The same name appears

in another Greek form Neri (Nijp{€)L) in St. Luke’s
genealogy of our Lord, according to which one
Neri was the father of Shealtiel, Lk 3s7.

NERIAS (N^pfas).—The Greek form of the name
Nebiah (wh. see). It occurs only in Bar l1 as the
name of the father of Baruch.

NERO (Ntpoar).—The name of Nero does not
occur in the NT, but he is the * Csesar ’ to whom
St. Paul appeals in Ac 2511

; before whose tribunal

he was twice tried (assuming an earlier acquittal
and later reimprisonment) ; and in whose imperial
establishment the apostle had fellow-believers and
probably converts (rh 422).

Nero’s reign covers an important period of NT
history, andhis attitude towards the early Church
had a memorable influence on its fortunes. Bom
in A.D. 37, of parents—Bomitius and Agrippina—
who both belonged to the family of the Caesars,*

Nero wTas destined from childhood for the imperial
throne by his ambitious mother, who first (A.D. 49)
secured her own marriage to the emperor Claudius,
her uncle ; then the betrothal of Nero and Octavia,
the daughter of Claudius and Messalina (the
marriage being consummated four years later)

;

finally, in a.d. 50, the adoption of Nero as the
emperor’s son and designated successor, with the
supersession of Claudius’ own son, Britannieus.
When Claudius died suddenly, in A.D. 54,f Nero,
mainly through his mother’s strategy, was peace-
fully accepted as emperor by army, senate, and
people (Tac. Ann

.

xii. 68, 69).

Trajan is said (Aur. Viet. Epit. Nero) to have
described the first quinquennium of Nero’s reign
as far superior to any other period of imperial rule.

During those years he was under the guidance of
Seneca, the philosopher (his tutor in boyhood), and
of Burras, prefect of the praetorian guard, an
honest and virtuous soldier. By these counsellors
the influence of Agrippina, originally potent, was
at an early stage counteracted, and eventually sup-
planted.^: The emperor’s exemplary clemency §
m the beginning of his reign ; his habitual access!*
* Agrippina was a great-granddaughter of Augustus, and

Domitius a grandson of Octavia the sister of Augustus.
t According to Pliny (HN xxrt 22), Tac. (Ann. xii. 66), and

Suet. (Claud. 44), Claudius was poisoned by Agrippina. Suet,
however, admits discrepancies In the reports as to occasion,
administration of poison, and attendant circumstances.

t Tac. Ann. xiii. 2, 5, 6, 21, adv. 2. At the outset at Mb
reign Hero gave, on one occasion, as military watchword, 4 The
best of mothers.*

| Sen. do Clem. L % XL IL I; Tac. Arm. xiiL 11 ; Suet,

to, 10. Hie assassination of Silanus, soon after Hero*#
accession, was without his knowledge, and the compulsory
suicide of Nardsgus against Ms desire (Tac. Arm. m l)f
Agrippina being in both cases the responsiWe agent.
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bility and liberal provision of spectacles and
largesses (Suet. Nero, 10, 11) ; his constitutional
recognition of the authority of the senate (Tac.
Ann. xiii. 45) ; his laudable endeavours to mitigate
taxation and suppress extortion (ib. 50, 51); and
his vigorous foreign policy against Parthian
aggression and British insurrection,* — ail this
secured favour for Nero personally, as well as
respect for Ms government. It caused, also, some
toleration to be extended to his excessive vanity,
adulterous amours, and scandalous nocturnal esca-
pades, when he roamed in disguise throughout the
city, and committed outrages on peaceful citizens
(Tac. Ann. xiii. 12, 25, 46).

It is difficult to believe that, within the first'

year of his reign, Nero (without his mother’s
complicity and against her desire) deliberately
poisoned Britaxmicus, Ms brother through adop-
tion, a boy of fourteen. The early incidental
reference^. 78 A.D.) to the murder by Josephus
(BJ II. xiii 1), and the later detailed account of

Tacitus {Ann. xiii 15 ff.), followed by Suetonius
{Nero, 33) and Dio (61. 7. 4), amply prove that
the crime was attributed to Nero soon after, if not
before, Ms death, hjotives are found in Nero’s
youthful jealousy and fear of an imperial rival

whom even Agrippina might support. But (1) the
remark of Tacitus (Ann. L 1) must be kept in mind
that the histories of Nero and other early emperors
were * during their reign falsified through fear, and
after death fabricated through hatred

!

; (2) Seneca,
writing soon after Britannicus

5
death (de Clem. L

11), declares that Nero* had never shed the blood
of a Roman citizen nor of any human being in the
world ; (3) the details of the alleged murder are
not inconsistent with Nero’s own allegation that
Britannicus died in a fit of epilepsy.+ Sudden
death was frequently ascribed to poison ; and the
later undoubted crimes of Nero might induce belief

in his earlier guilt.

Nero’s connexion (from A.D. 58) with Poppsea
(the wife of Otho, afterwards emperor), and her
fatal ascendency over Mm, became the chief factor

in Ms thorough demoralization, and a direct or
indirect occasion of many of his crimes. Poppsea
coveted the position of empress, and determined to

secure the divorce and removal of the neglected
Octavia. Agrippina’s remanent influence stood in

the way, and must he destroyed. Nero had already
been partially alienated from his mother by her
interference with his private habits as well as
imperial administration ; and her vindictive dis-

position had raised up enemies against her in the
court. Poppaea fostered filial estrangement and
encouraged the animosity of courtiers. The issue

was Agrippina’s tragic death, of which two con-

flicting accounts have come down, both inherently

improbable—(I) Nero’sown statement to the senate
(Tac. Ann. xiv. 11) that Agrippina, foiled in an at-

tempt to compass Ms death, had atoned for her crime
by suicide. An ambitious woman might have con-

spired against a court-party from which she was
excluded; but Nero’s death, would have destroyed

her one hope of regaining power. («) The account
of Tacitus (xiv. 3-8), followed by buetonius (Nero,

34), that Nerowas guiltyof deliberate and persistent

matricide, employing Ms freedman Anicetus, first

to cause Agrippina to be sMpwrecked, and then,

on her escape, to assassinate ner. The details of

* Corb'olo aad Suetonius BuiBaas, to two ablest generals of

tor day, war® sail, to former 1

in 55 to repel to Parthiana,

to latter In 58 so complete to subjugation of Britain.

t Apart from to incident, tore is no actual evidence that

to ancient Bomans were acquainted with any poison which,

after double dDntSoa* could have caused instantaneous death or
sudden Hvidness, asrelated byTacitm Undoubtedly, however,

a distillation from to leaves of to tony-laurel, which might
then have been obtained ton Asia Minor, would,have produced
to effect desired (Burnett's Mfd. Bot ii 117).

NERO

this record bristle with improbabilities : (a) the
secret preparation of a vessel which would suddenly
fall to pieces, without the majority of the seamen
knowing what would happen j (5) the hardened
emperor caressing the mother whose murder he
had arranged, and clinging fondly to her bosom

; j

(e) the virtuous Burras and Seneca joining in the
j

crime with a calculating callousness worse than
]

that ascribed to Nero himself, (d) Suetonius adds
that Nero had thrice previously tried to poison

J

Agrippina, who had fortified herself beforehand
j

with antidotes ! It is not improbable
a
that Nero, .

under Poppsea’s influence, believed in his mother’s
[

conspiracy against the existing administration ; S

that in the midst of a nocturnal debauch he
j

ordered her violent arrest ; and that in the con-
flict occasioned by her resistance she was killed.

The death of Surras, in 62 {not without some
\

suspicion of poison, Tac. Ann. xiv. 5l s relieved 1

Poppsea of another obstacle to her ambition ; and
j

the appointment of Tigellinus as prefect of the
'

pnetonana in his stead provided hex with a willing

accomplice and Nero with another evil genius—a ;

fresh instigator to vice as well as crime. Imperial
orgies became viler and more shameless. Influential

senators were removed from Rome and assassinated
(Tac. Ann. xiv. 57, 59) : Seneca, in despair, with-
drew into private life {ib. 53-56). Poppsea’s time
had come. Octavia, through perjured witness

Ccorniced guilty of infidelity, was divorced,

ished, and finally murdered *(Tac. xiv. 60-64).

Poppsea was espoused, and before the close of the
year, on the birth of a daughter (who died in

infancy), received the title of Augusta. The un-
bounded extravagance wMch the empress and
Tigellinus encouraged led to financial embarrass-
ments. These were relieved by charges of treason
(followed by confiscation) against wealthy citizens,

through which the upper classes were exasperated

;

and by oppressive taxation, which made Nero un-
popular even among those who would have toler-

ated his crimes ;
while the emperor’s exMbition of

himself upon the stage, however acceptable to the
lowest class, and publicly applauded, excited much
private disgust (Tac, xiv. 14, 15).

Before this time Nero’s relations with the
Christians had begun. St. Paul’s Epistle to the
Romans, with its favourable reference to the
4 powers that be’ (IS1

*5
), had been written during

the first quinquennium, to which also belongs the
charge of mjwrstitio externa (supposed by some to

be Christianity) against Pomponia Grsecina, wife
of Aulus Planting (Tac. Ann. xiii. 32 ; de Rossi,

Eoma Softer, ii. 360 ff.; cf. Light! Clement, i
30 ft). The apostle’s arrival in Rome took place,

probably, soon after Agrippina’s death (see art
Chronology of NT in vot i. p. 424); Ms mild
imprisonment, tolerated evangelization, and earlier

trial, toning in acquittal (according to the common
theory), belong to the period of Poppsea’s ascend-
ency. That St. Paul was- tried by Nero in person,
although not certain, is highly probable ; for,

amid much carelessness, the emperor was par-

ticular in Ms. attention to appeals from the pro-

vinces in criminal cases. He received from men of

Ms assessors a written opinion, and pronounced
sentence personally from the tribunal cm the fol-

lowing day (Suet. Nero, 15 ; cf, Tac. Ann. xiii. 4).

Poppsea had leanings towards Judaism, is de-
scribed by Josephus {Ant. XJL viiL 11) as #eor«f84s,

1

and twice interceded with Nero cm behalf of Jews
(Jos. !& and Fit®, 3). She may not, however,
have concerned herself with St, Raufs case ; Mid,
in the absence of any powerful antagonistic influ-

ence at court, the dogium ©f Festns would tell

strongly in the apostle’s favour. The intervention
of Seneca, the brother of Gallio (indicated in the
apocryphal Pernio Pauli, L), is no more than
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possible.* Up to the time of Gallia’s proconsul-
ship (i.e. A.B. 52-3 or 53-4), and probably for some
years afterwards, the Roman government regarded
Christians, apparently, as only a sect of Jews.
The trial at Rome of a Christian who was also

dim Romanm may have been, as Ramsay suggests
(.Expositor, July 1893), the occasion of a more
thorough investigation which enlightened the im-
perial authorities as to the true relation between
Christianity and Judaism.
In a.d. 64 the tolerant attitude of Nero’s

government towards Christianity was suddenly
transformed into cruel hostility. In July of that
year took place the great fire at Rome, which
raged for nine days, and through which, out of
fourteen civic districts, three were totally, and
seven partially, destroyed. Nero was at Antiuni
when the conflagration broke out. The measures
taken by the government for the suppression of
the fire (Tac. Ann. xv. 40) ; his own fearless super-
vision of these efforts without a guard (ib. 50) ; and
the occurrence of the disaster at a time when the im-
perial finances were seriously embarrassed, render
it highly improbable that Sero either instigated
or deliberately extended the conflagration. But
he probably gave occasion for the charge of com-
plicity, which was widely believed at the time,f by
previous sanitation reforms, laudable but keenly
opposed (Lanciani, A nc. Rome

, p. 122), unbecoming
admiration of the magnificence of the spectacle,

ill-disguised pleasure at the opportunity of re-

building large portions of the city in a more
magnificent style, and the significant annexation
of a considerable part of the desolated area for the
erection of his 4 Golden House. ’£ The fact, more-
over, that the flames, after temporary arrest,

broke out afresh in the gardens of Tigellinus,
gave some colour to the suspicion that if he had
nothing to do with the original fire, he might,
nevertheless, have caused the second outbreak
(Tac. Ann. xv. 40). § The common belief in Nero’s
guilt, and the danger of revolution, owing to
Bitterness engendered in many thousands of
ruined and homeless sufferers, led to the em-
peror, either spontaneously,

Jj or at the suggestion
of Poppsea % or some malignant courtier, imput-
ing the conflagration to the Christians.** Some

* Seneca, however, who had probably not yet retired, may have
been an assessor

;
and, in any case, to the equitable principles of

administration established under his influence, the acquittal of
St. Paul was largely due.

f It is accepted as a fact by Pliny (MS xvii. L 1), who wrote
about a.b. 77 ; also by Suetonius (Sera, 38) in A.D. 120. Tacitus
writes (a.b. 115-117), * forte an dolo prmtipis incertom/ and
indicates that older authorities were divided in opinion (Ann.
xv. 38).

t Of this Golden House, which reached from the Palatine to
the Rsquiline, and had triple colonnades a mile in length. Kero
declared that 4 now at last he was housed like a human being

'

(Suet. Sere, 33 ; cl. Tac. Awn. xv. 42; Middiet. Anc. Home. iL
146).

§ The story that ‘Kero fiddled while Borne was burning *

originated, doubtless, in the report (Tac. Ann. xv. 42) that he
sang, during the fire, of the ruin of Troy—a report based prob-
ably on the fact that, a year after the fire, the emperor, with
questionable taste, read in public his ‘ Troieaf a poem con-
fcaimn^frequent allusions to the recent fire (Renan, Mibb. Led.

I Kero might have heard from Jews,, at St. Paul’s trial,

calumnies against the Christians, which, although proved to be
baseless in the apostle’s case, would now suggest themselves to
the emperor as a convenient foundation for his charge.

f Clement of Rome (Bp. to Cor. 5, 6) writes that the Christians
suffered * through envy and Jealousy/ The reference is indefi-
nite, but may apply (in part) to Jews in Kero’s time who em-
ployed Popps?* as a medium for fixing the charge of arson on
the Christians (Farrar, Early Days of Christianity, i. 64).

** There seems to be no good reason for questioning the
accuracy of Tacitus’ reference to Christians as the sole objects of
persecution in connexion with the fire. The * ingens multitude *

of victims (Tac. Ann. xv. 44) referring to judicial executions,
nodd not imply more than several hundreds. Gibbon (Dedine.
and FaM, ch. xvi) conjectures that the real victims were
Jewish Zealots who had received the name Galileans from
*udas of Galilee (Ac 5®7), and thus were afterwards confounded
with Christian ‘ Galilaeana * ; but there is no evidence that the

plausibility would be given to the charge by theii

horror of pagan temples, many of which perished

(Tac. Ann. xv. 41), by their supposed disloyalty
and 4 hostility to society’ (ib. 44), and by their

expectation of an impending destruction of the
world by fire (2 Th l

8
, 2 P 37). According to

Tacitus, 4 those in the first place were brought to
trial who made open profession’ (i.e

.

of the Chris-

tian faith).
4 Thereafter, on information elicited

from these, a great multitude were convicted, far

less on the charge of incendiarism than of odium
humani generis.' The injustice of conviction was
equalled by the brutality of execution. Some
were 4 covered with the hides of wild beasts and
worried to death by dogs ’

; and the culmination of

inhumanity was reached when others, robed in the
tunica molesta , covered with pitch, were ‘set on
fire at nightfall ’ to illuminate the imperial
gardens on the occasion of Circensian games
(Tac. Ann. xv. 44)—a fiendish exaggeration of the
penalty of death by fire inflicted on malignant
incendiaries (Juv. viii. 235). Nero does not appear
to have organized any persecution of Christians

beyond the city of Rome ;
* but the notorious

treatment of them there could not fail to influence

provincial governors in dealing with other charges
made against Christians within their respective

territories. In the Neronian persecution we dis-

cern a distinct stage in the development of imperial
policy regarding Christians out of prosecution for

alleged particular crimes into prosecution on ac-

count of Christian faith and profession. Whether
this development was completed under Nero is

disputable. Ramsay, to whom, mainly, is due the
abandonment of the old theory that persecution
4
for the name’ began under Trajan, maintains

[Church in Rom. Emp. p. 242 ff., and Expositor,

July 1893) that while the substitution of the
charge of ‘hostility to society’ for that of arson
was a notable development, the condemnation of

Christians even on the later charge ‘was pro-

nounced in respect not of the name, hut of serious

offences (jlagitia) connected with the name,' and
that 4 Christianity had not yet come to be recog-
nized as in itself a crime.’ There would have
been otherwise no occasion (he argues) for any
lengthened second trial of St. Paul as described
in 2 Ti 4. Sanday (Expos. , June 1893) and Hardy
( Christianity and the Rom. Govt.) hold that odium
humani generis is not a definite charge, but an
assumed characteristic of Christianity, and that
the condemnation of Christians on this account
is tantamount to a proscription of the name.
They appeal to I P 41®; hut Ramsay, while not
denying the Petrine authorship of the Epistle,

dates it c. 80 A.D. At some date soon after
the horrors of A.D. 64—perhaps in 65 (see art.

Chronology of NT in vol. i. p. 420)—occurred
St. Paul’s second imprisonment and trial, issuing
in his martyrdom. By this time the ferocity
of persecution had abated; and the apostle,

while confined in the Mamertine dungeon, appears
to have been tried in an orderly manner (2 Ti 4),

and would probably he condemned under the
charge of ‘ odium,’ or as a disturber of the imperial

Zealots were ever so called. Merivale (Romans under Empire,
ch. liv.) and H. Schiller (Geseh. d. ram. Kais. p. 433 ff.) suppose
that the persecution assailed both Jews and Christians, to
whom the name of * the Christ ’ alike belonged, but that the
memory of the Christian sufferers alone was preserved. The
silence of Josephus, however, who professes (Ant. xx. viii 3) to
record accurately an that happened to the Jews under Nero,
and especially their calamities, tells heavily against both
theories ; while the limitation of the persecution to Christiana
by Tacitus is confirmed, so far, by Suetonius (Nero, 16).

* The earliest writer who asserts an extension of the imperial
persecution to the provinces is Orosius (Hist. viL 7% who wrote
c. 400 a.b. Regarding a mutilated inscription found at Pompeii,
of doubtful interpretation, but supposed to refer to a bloody
persecution of Christians there, prior to a.d. 79, see Aube,
Fer&Se. p. 415 ff., and Schaff, Apostolic Christianity, p. 884.
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peace. Regarding St. Peter’s alleged arrival in
Rome and martyrdom about the same time, see
art. Peter. * The alleged banishment of St John
under Kero (contrary to Iren. adv. Host. v. 30,
and Eus. HE ill. 18. 20) rests mainly + on what is

regarded as strong internal evidence for the com-
position of Rev in 68-69 (see Revelation [Boos
of]). The Keroni&n persecution was the first of
three outstanding events in close succession (the
destruction of Jerusalem and the settlement of St.
John in Asia being the other two) which paved
the way for the consolidation of Jewish and
Gentile Christendom. Amid common peril and
suffering, the sectional friction noted in Ph I152-

would decline and mutual sympathy increase

;

while the fiery ordeal would rid the Roman Church
at once of Judaizing false brethren who alienated
Gentile believers from the Jewish Christian com-
munity, and also of Gentile professors whose
lax morality prejudiced Jewish believers against
Gentile Christians as a whole.

In A.D. 65 the widespread discontent aroused by
the conflagration and its supposed origin, by the
divorce and death of Octavia, and by the emperors
murderous rapacity and extortionate levies, issued
in a powerful conspiracy being organized, the ob-
ject of which was to depose Nero, and to enthrone
Calp. Piso, a man of noble birth, great wealth,
and general popularity. Many senators, knights,
and other influential persons were drawn into the
plot, including Fenias Rufus, one of the prefects ;

Plautius, consul-elect; Lucan the poet, Seneca’s
nephew ; and Senecio, one of Kero’s most intimate
courtiers. The conspiracy was prematurely dis-

closed by the imprudence or the treachery of some
who were implicated, and the leaders of the
movement were put to death. Among others
condemned without evidence was Seneca, whom
Kero constrained to commit suicide. A reign of

terror ensued. ‘The city was thronged with
funerals, the Capitol with victims’ (Tac. Ann. xv.

71). On flimsy pretexts, almost every prominent
citizen whose virtue rebuked Kero’s vices, whose
wealth tempted his cupidity, or whose popularity
excited Ms jealous fear, was mercilessly executed.
The most notable victims were the senators Thrasea
and Scrranus, whose death Tacitus (Ann. xv. 21)
ascribes to Kero’s passionate desire to * extirpate
virtue itself.’ Petronius, long a prime favourite,

killed himself to avoid execution. The cruelty of

the emperor was matched by the callousness of a
populace whose hostility he averted by largesses

and spectacles ; by the servility, also, or a debased
senate wMeh condoned the condemnation of its

noblest members. It outdid the former deification

of deceased emperors by decreeing the erection of

a temple to Kero, as to a god, in Ms lifetime ; and
it voted divine honours to Poppaea, at the instance

of the emperor, for once remorseful, when he had
killed her with a kick during pregnancy (Tac.

Ann. xv. 74, xvi. 21 £.).

Amid his career of shameless debauchery, un-
natural self-prostitution, and murderous frenzy.

Kero remained a devotee of art. He played on
the lyre, and was vain of his voice ; he posed as an
orator, and wrote tolerable poetry ; he attained

* Nero occupies a prominent place in apocrypha! and legend-
ary ‘Acts of Apostles,' psritodMfjr in the Acts of Peter and
Paul He is t»«re represented as deceived by Simon Mupts
(through a magic trick) Into toe belief that Simon alter being
beheaded had come to life again. Ultimately, when Simon
attempts to fly, Peter's mvocafion causes Mm to Ml Into the
Via Sacra and to be MBed. This, however, does not prevent
Nero from orderingPeter toteeradlled and Paul tobebeheaded.

f The external evidence includes (I) the title of the Syriac

Version of Rev (ascribed to 6th cent); (2) toe Syriac Apocry-
phal History of John (Wright’s Trans, il 56); (8) Eieron. adv.

Jov. L where (if toe reading be correct) Tertuilian Is in-

accurately reported as ascribing to Nero St. John’s torture

prior to eaSa.

KERO

I some proficiency in painting and sculpture ; ha
acted on thepublic stage, andwas an accomplished
charioteer (Tac. Ann. xiv. 14, 21 ; Suet. Nero,
52, 53). A visit to Greece, long projected, and
accomplished in A.D. 66, provided him with

^
the

opportunity not only of gratifying his artistic

tastes, hut of enjoying an apparently greater
appreciation of his talents than even a servile

Roman crowd could supply. National Greek
games, wMch recurred in successive years, were
all crowded into the period of Ms visit, so that he
might be awarded every notable prize for music,
acting, and chariot-racing, and attain the coveted
distinction of ‘peri&donike&s

* or universal victor.

He rewarded Greek adulation by declaring Achaia
‘free’; and endeavoured at once to benefit Greek
commerce and to glorify himself by initiating a
scheme—soon given up—for piercing the Isthmus
of Corinth (Suet. Nero, 23 1

;

Bio, Ixiii 10-16).

The visit to Greece caused no interruption in

the course of imperial bloodshed. Rich victims
were to be found in Achaia, as in Italy. Ignoble
jealousy and fear prompted Kero to summon from
the East the brilliant conqueror Corbulo, only to

condemn him to immediate suicide, the general’s

sole crime being that he had been urged, but had
refused, to proclaim himself emperor. In Rome
executions and confiscations continued under the
delegated authority of Helios, a freedman (Dio,

Ixiii. 12, 17). Meanwhile, however, disaffection

among citizens and armies had developed into an
organized conspiracy to place Galba, governor of

Hither Spain, on the throne; and when Kero
returned to Rome in the spring of 68, loaded with
laurels, it was alreadv too late to stem the tide of

insurrection. Sycopfcantic senators and courtiers

deserted him ; the praetorian guard was seduced
by bribes from its mercenary allegiance. Eventu-
ally, Kero lied from Rome in disguise to the
suburban villa of a faithful freedman ; and, after

exclaiming Qualis artifex perm! stabbed himself
on the approach of emissaries from the senate, to

avoid a more painful and ignominious doom (Suet.

Nero, 42-49). A toucMng incident lights up the
gloom of this closing ‘tragedy of the Caesars.’

The last ministries to the dead were performed by
two nurses * of his innocent childhood, and by an
early cast-off mistress (Acte) whom he had once
sincerely loved [ib. 50).

The obscurity of Nero’s death led to the wide-
spread belief that he had not really died, but was
in concealment or had escaped to Parthia, and
would reappear to re-claim the empire for the
Caesarean dynasty, of which he was the last repre-

sentative. In spite of his crimes and misrule,

which the troubles that followed his death par-

tially overshadowed, a party in the empire re-

mained loyal to his memory, and several pretended
Keros arose to take advantage of the belief in Ms
survival (Tac. Hut. L 2, ii 8 ; Suet. Nero, 57).

The belief extended to Jewish and Christian
circles. It is embodied in Rk. iv. (vv.II2f* 1S7f-)

of the Sibylline Grade% which is usually dated
c. 80 A.D. and is probably of purely Jewish origin

(Hamaek, ChronoL p. 582) ; also in Bk. v. ** si* 383

by a Christian Sibyffist, who hints (v. 2i®-| at Kero’s
revival rather than survival. Such revival is more
distinctly referred to at the close of the Carmen,
Apdogeticum of Commodian (e. 250 A.IX); by
(PseuSo t) Victorious, who writes of Koto as 1 to he
raised ’ (Comm. Apoc.) ; and by Augustan© (de Civ.

Dei, xx. 19), who mentions two current notions
of his time,—that of pagans, who supposed Kero
to be still alive, and that of Ckristians, who ex-
pected him to rise from the dead as Antichrist.

* The tomb of Beloge, one of these anises, was recently di*
covered to toe very place where Nero perished (Lanciaa^
Pag, and Cftr. Mmmt p. 190).
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According to some writers, the expectation of

Hero’s return finds expression even in the Book
of Revelation (13s 1710L )—in the description of the
beast whose 4 deathstroke was healed,’ 4 which was
and is not/ and is

4 of or from the seven kings’
and 4 an eighth/* That the Apocalypse (even if

the date in the end of the reign of Domitian, as

attested by Irenseus, adv. Hear. v. 30, be upheld)
should contain reminiscences of Nero and the
Heronian ^persecution, is only what might have
been anticipated. The reference to the beast may
have been suggested not merely by Dn 7, but by
a designation of Nero in Christian circles as 4 mala
bestia

5

(Lact. de Mor. Pars. 2, who may there
reproduce an epithet handed down from former
times), and by nis vile habit of covering himself
with the skin of a wild beast, and in that disguise

assaulting men and women (Suet. Nero
,
29). The

war of the beast with the saints (Rev 137), the cry
of the slain martyrs, 4 How long?

5

(6
s
**), and the

description of 4 Babylon 5
as drunken with their

blood (17® IS-4), may be reminiscences of the trucu-

lent tribulation of A.D. 64. The fact of the number
666 being the equivalent of Neron Kaisar written
in Hebrew characters may be more than^a coin-

cidence,f But the recognition of such Neronian
colouring t more or less) appears to the present
writer quite compatible (1) with rejection of

dubious references to the literal return or revival

of Nero (so Zockler, Comm, in loc.), and (2) with
the view | that the beast is not Nero exceptionally
as an individual, nor even the Roman government
exclusively, but rather the entire antiehristian
world-power, represented, in the time of the writer,

by the ungodly and persecuting pagan empire, and
embodied, throughout the ages, in all that is

opposed to the progress of Christ’s kingdom.
After every possible allowance is made for

exaggerations on the part of those unknown
original authorities on whom Tacitus and others
relied, Nero remains a moral monstrosity. His
fundamental vice appears to have been vanity
rather than cruelty. Originally well disposed,
even amiable and generous, he became through
inordinate vanity the moral prey of base and self-

seeking flatterers, and intolerant of all who could
not, or would not, pander to his insatiable lust for

applause. This morbid vanity made him crave
for notoriety not only in what was harmless, but
in extravagance, wantonness, reckless exercise of
despotic power, and provision of fresh stimulants
to the jaded popular appetite for exciting 4 pleasure/
Vanity, moreover, constrained him to regard as
enemies to be removed all whose character or popu-
larity detracted from his own reputation, and as
indispensable victims those whose wealth would be
serviceable for the gratification of his cravings.
The only possible palliation of his later enormities
is the supposition that through vicious indulgence
of his passions he had become, at intervals, in-

sane (Wiedemeister and Baring-Gould).

* Bleek, Intr. NT, 233 ; Beuss, Hist, Tk. Chr. Bk. iv. ch. iv.

;

Renan, Antich. chs. xiii xvi ; Farrar, Early Days of Chris-
tianity, chs. rxvit xxviii. ; Emmet, GjTenb. Joh. The composi-
tion of tbe Apoe. is referred bv these writers to the time of
Galba or of Vespasian (jld. 68-69), and the alleged reference to
JVVro Redivivus is associated with the appearance about that
time of a pseudo-Nero in the Island Oythsms (Tac. Hist it 8%
The most significant alleged parallel, however, between the
Beast and the returning Nero (via. *om of the seven Mugs’
who is * fallen,’ yet to be * an eighth ’) depends on a disputable
exegesis ofm rS» i*rr& hm. This rendering, ‘ Is one of ’ (instead
of ’proceedefe from’), although grammatically tenable (cf. Ac
21®), is not in accord with fee' usus of Bev, which elsewhere
inserts *!*<7I8 157 171 218).

f Fritzsche, Anmd. iii. 1 (1831) ; Reuss, he.

;

Renan., p. 415 ff.

;

Ihrrar, vol. ii 292 If. ; Zockler, Com. onApoe. and others. Jewish
Christians were familiarwife Gematria, fee numerical indication
of names (Farrar in Expos. 1879, v. 369). The non-identification,
however, of Nero wife the 666 by any early writer is significant.

t Hengst., Auberien, Lange, Alt, Mill, ami others.

LiTnxATTP.2.—Tacitus, Annales, esp. the edition of Fumeaux,
with Introduction and Appendices ; Suetonius, Hero ;

DioCassius,

Hist. Mom. ;
Merivale, Romans under the Empire

;

H. Schiller,

Gesch. d. rdm. Kaiserreichs uni. Nero ;
Ramsay, Church in

Mom. Emp. ; articles in Expositor (1893) by Sunday, Mommsen,
and Ramsay

;
Hardy, Christianity and Rom. Government ;

Arnold, Neronische Ohnstenverf.

;

Salmon’s Intr. NT ; Baring-

Gould, Tragedy of the Caesars ; Renan, Antichrist
;
Reuss,

Chr. Th. in Ap. Age (tr.), vol i ; Farrar, Early Days of Chris-

tianity ; Aube, Persic, de VEgl. ;
G. H. Lewes, ‘ Was Nero a

Monster?’ in Cornhill Mag., July 1863; Wiedemeister, Casar-
emrahnsinn ;

Lipsius, Apocr. Apgesch.

;

Bruston in Revue de
Thiol

,
Sept. ISOs. H. COWAN.

NEST (ji2 ken, yeotraid, vocrcrtd).—The receptacle

constructed by a bird in which to lay its eggs and
rear its young (Dt 22® 3211

). Swallows make their

nest in the Lord’s house (? Ps 843) ; eagles, on in-

accessible pinnacles of the rocks (Job 39J7
). Hence

a secure fortification, esp. in the mountains, is

called a nest (Nu 2421
,
Jer 4916

, Ob 4
,
Hab 29

).

Many birds return, from year to year, to the same
nest, and do not wander in search of another (Pr

278
} ; a forsaken nest is a special type of desolation

(Is 162 m). A quiet, assured, permanent home is

called a nest (Joh 2918
). The zippdr makes its

nest in the cedars, and the stork her house (nest)

in the fir trees (Ps 10417). Hence the * inhabitress

(Jer 224JS
) of Lebanon ’ is said to make her 4 nest in

the cedars/ and ‘all the fowls of heaven made their

nests
5
in the boughs of the emblematic Assyrian

cedar tree (Ezk 3

1

6
), i. e. all nations were underAssyr.

protection. The art with which birds conceal their

nests is alluded to (Is 1014
). Owls choose ruins (Is

3415
) ; doves, holes of the rock (Jer 4S28

). The
‘ rooms 5

in the ark are called kinnim,

4 nests
5 (Gn

614 m), perhaps in allusion to the nests of gregarious
"birds, as martens, rock pigeons, etc.

The nests of the NT (Mt 820, Lk 908) are not voacnal

but KaTaa-Kr]vdxreis=z ‘ resting places,
5 or ‘roosting

perches/ This makes the Saviour’s comparison
more forcible. He has not merely no home, but
not even a cave like a fox, or a lodging place
like a bird. With this corresponds the verb Kara*

which is tr* (Mt 13s2, Mk

4

s2
,
Lk 1319

) ‘lodge/

and {Ac 2s6
)
quoted from Ps 169

, where the Heb.
is pr. yishkdn (LXX KaracrKTjvdicrei),

4 rest/^ The
word means camping or bivouacking, not residing.

G. E. Post.
NET.—See Fishing.

NETAIM.—AY of 1 Ch 423b reads, ‘Those that
dwelt among plants (RVm plantations) and hedges/
but RY gives ‘the inhabitants of Netaim and
Gederah/ and this is probably the correct trn of

rrcp o'Kq *g;ri\ The taking of as a proper
name is supported by the LXX (B ’A/aefyu, A
’Araelfi). The site has not been identified, but
Netaim, like Gederah (wh. see), was probably in

the Shephel&h of Judah.

NETHANEL (Vxrq * God has given’ ; Nadavahh ;

cf. the NT name Nathanael).—1. The 4 prince 5
(traq)

of Issachar, Nu I8 25 7
1S* 23 1015. 2. One of David’s

brothers, 1 Ch 214. 3. One of the priests who blew
trumpets when the ark was brought up from the
house of Obed-edom, I Ch 1524 4. A Levite, father
of Shemaiah, 1 Ch 24s. 5. One of Obed-edom’s sons,

1 Ch 284
, 6. A 4 prince’ {'w) sent by Jehoshaphat

to teach in the cities of Judah, 2 Ch I77. 7. A
chief of the Levites in the reign of Josiah, 2 Ch
35/ 8. A priest who had married a foreign wife,

Ezr 10®*=Nathanael of 1 Es 9s2
. 9. Representa-

tive of the priestly class of Jedaiah, under the
high priest Joiakim, Neh 1221. 10. A Levite musi-
cian who took part in the ceremony of dedicating
the walls, Neh 12s5.
Gray {Heb. Proper Names, p. 210 et passim)

considers that the name is probably ‘of late

origin/ mid possibly also ‘of artificial character/
J. A* Selbie.



NETHANIAH (row
; in Jer 36“ 40s 41 s

, 1 Ch 525
13

,

?
1
I
8 Jn:»l *J" bath given ’

; of. Nethand
/Kgis).—1. The father of Ishmael the murderer of
Gedaliah, 2 X 2S23* Jer 40s* I4* 15 411** fi2* 9* i«. im. is

(LXX Isadavlas, but in 2 K 25s3 A has Ma$0artas).
2. An Asaphite, chief of the fifth class of the
temple choir, 1 Ch 2S2* 12 (A in both has Net.fortes,
B in first Kadakias, in second 3. A Levite
who was sent by Jehoshaphat to teach in the
cities of Judah, 2 Ch 17s (B Mav&aHas, A XaGavlas).
4. The father of Jehudi, Jer 36 [Gr. 43] 14

. B omits
rbv Tovdel, which is read by A between Xqpiw and
vlbv Sadavtov.

NETHINIM (AY Nethinims). — The word is
always preceded by the article, D’rrjn, ‘the
Nethinim.’ In one passage, Ezr 8®, the peri .

has the regular participial form Ducqn, The un-
used sing, pnj is a noun of the same class as

OTS. The LXX usually has d Xadcivdp, but
in several passages there are obvious clerical
errors, such as rSsv 'A0avdfif Katieirelfi; 1 Ch Q2
has ol SebojjJpoi. The Pesh. generally transliterates

UjAj, but in some places omits ; at 1 Ch 9s it has •

]i (sojourners), at Ezr 8^ J2CFL* 5

jp»Oj (of the men whom David gave), at Neb ID®8

!?£&. (servants), and at Neh lla ^CCTUyJ^h (their

servants). Josephus (Ant. XL r. 1} calls them lcp6-
|

SovXoi, and this agrees well with the obvious deri-
vation of the word from fo^=‘to give

5
: they

were the men given to the temple as its slaves to
perform the lowest menial offices there.
Yery little is said about the early historv of the

Nethinim. Nu 3F°* 47 (E) states toat at the close
of the campaign against the Midianites * Moses
took one drawn out of every fifty, both of man
and of beast, and gave them(^n) unto the Levites.

5

Jos 9® (B) relates that fcheGibeonites were punished
for their guile by being made * hewers of wood and

j

drawers of water for the congregation and for the
altar of the Lord. 5

In the historical books there
Is no further reference to persons occupying such
a position until Ezekiel bitterly denounces the
employment of heathens in connexion with the
sanctuary : * Let it suffice you of all your abomi-
nations, m that ye have brought in aliens, uncir-
cumcised in heart, and uncircumcised in flesh, to be
in my sanctuary/ 44®* 7 * Aliens/ though it may
be doubted whether they were allowed to remain
uncircumcised, had been unhesitatingly employed
by former generations in doing the drudgery of
the temple, and the disagreeable tasks requisite to
sacrificial worship. Many of them may have con-
tinned to be heathen at heart notwithstanding

|

their enforced conformity to the worship of J

\

Others certainly became devout worshippers of the
God of Israel. And this protest of E/.ekieFs was
for a long time quite ineffectual : so strict a zealot
as Ezra welcomed the services of the Nethinim.

It is in the books1 of Ezra,. Nehemiak, and
Chronicles that this class of temple servants
comes prominently into view. The list of their
family-names contained In Ezr 2®“**, Neh 74g

”Sf
,

confirms the generally accepted belief that they
were in great part descendants of captives taken
in war. The names have quite a foreign air.
‘ The children of Meunim/ Ezr 2s

®, were in all

probability descended from the Meunim, the
people of Maon, whom Uzziah conquered (2 Ch
267 ; cf. 2 Ch m LXX). ‘The children of

Nephisbn/ Ezr 2s
®, are doubtless representatives

of the race mentioned Gn 2515. e The children of

Solomon's servants/ who, in both lists, immedi-
ately follow the Nethinim, are spoken of in such a
way as to show that their functions were substan-

\

tiaJly the same as those performed by the Nethinim,
;

bufc^ihat they occupied a slightly lower
_

plane,
!
Their ancestors may have been Canaanites given to

j

the temple by Solomon, or captives taken by him in

!
war. Ezr 8-® asserts that David and his princes

j

gave the Nethinim * for the service of the Levites
5

:

j

such a gift would be sure to consist of captives.
It is, however, in the actual accounts of the

. Return from the Exile that we find ourselves on
! firm ground. From the two lists already referred
to, Ezr 212'34 and Neh 748

"0
®, we leam that 392

Nethinim and children of Solomon’s servants
formed part of the first company, which returned
to Jerusalem under Zerubbabel, B.c. 538. Eighty
years later, when Ezra had started on his moment-
ous journey to the Holy City, he discovered that
amongst his companions were very few ministers
for the house of God. He therefore halted beside
‘the river that runneth ^ to Ahava/ and sent to
procure supply of suitable men from a city
called Casiphia. We are hardly entitled to argue
from the corrupt text of Ezr 817 that the person
whose aid he especially invoked was himself a
Nathin, although the Ev runs, * I told them what
they should say unto Iddo, and his brethren the
Nethinim/ The LXX omits the name Iddo : ‘ I
put in their mouth words to say to their brethren.

5

If this omission does not commend Itself to our
judgment, we may, with the minimum of textual
alteration, read "im un*% ‘ and his brethren, and
the Nethinim/ or may omit "in as a gloss on

^

The last-named expedient seems best : the
Nethinim in v.2® are not senders, but sent ; Iddo

I

and
_

his brethren, the former in particular, were
;

Levites who possessed authority over all who were
qualified to serve in the temple, including the
Nethinim (see w.

1®- m- m
). And it appears from

v. 2® that 220 Nethinim were now sent to strengthen
Ezra's hands. Thirteen years later, when Nehe-
miah had joined his dispirited fellow-wuntrymen
in Jerusalem, and had put new life into them by
inducing them to rebuild the city walls, ‘the
Nethinim dwelt in Ophel, unto the place over
against the water-gate toward the east, and the
tower that standeth out 5 (Neh 3M). Y® of the
same^ chapter mentions ‘the house of the
Nethinim/ Hence it would appear that such
of them as resided in Jerusalem had a quarter
of their own on the southern continuation of the
temple hill. From this post they would easily
reach the scene of their daily duties, the temple
itself. And ‘ they ywere thus posted near to toe
exit which communicated with toeVirgin's Spring

;

and if their duties, at the temple at all resembled
those of the Gibeonites, we can understand why
their residence over against the water-gate is thus
carefully noted 5

(Ryle, Ezra, etc. p. Mii). Some
of the- Nethinim, however, lived in other cities
which Ezr 270 designates as specially belonging to
the ministers of the temple. Wherever they
lived, they, in common with the other religious
officials, were freed by the decree of Artaxerxes
(Ezr 7**) from ‘tribute, custom, or toll/ Those:
who dwelt in Jerusalem, possibly their brethren in
the other towns also, formed & guild under two
superintendents. These two, at any rate in Nehe-
nrl&h’s time, were chosen out of thebe own class,

for Ziha, one of the two (Neh IP1
), is in the lists

at Ezr 2®*, Neh 7«
We hear but little concerning to© Nethinim

subsequently to this period. It is easy to trace
the gradual incorporation of to© singers and the
doorkeepers with the Levites. It is practically
certain that the Nethinim, who are so often men-
tioned immediatelyafter these two classes, obtained
the same privilege. In the post-exilic legislation

toe Levites alone are mentioned, Mid almost take
the name Nethinim. Nu P IS® (both P) state that
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the Levites were cmm c'wij to Aaron and his sons.
And 1 Cii 6s4* 48 declares that the Levites

I were nuui; * for all the service of the tabernacle of
the house of God.* Cf. also 1 Es P rots Aeudrats,
hpcooiXots rod ’lapadjk. Ezekiel's reform is thus at
last carried out in the letter, perhaps in the spirit

also. Schiirer {GJV* ii. 279 [.HJP n. i. 273] ) has
shown, that although the Talmudical writers fre-

quently refer to the Nethinim, they exhibit no
real sense of the existence and activity of such an
order, for they ascribe the performance of the
duties which once devolved on this order to
another set of men altogether, the cujn or the

~?v- the young sons of the priests. The name
Nethinim supplies an object on which these writers
may pour out their bitterness against everything
that is not strictly Jewish. ‘ Ezra removed them
as it is said (Nek ll21

) : the servants dwell in dark-
ness, and in the world to come God will put them

I

away from Him, according to the words Ezk 4S19
:

the servants of the city shall serve Him ’
(Kiddush

.

iv. 1} ; ‘a priest is before a Levite, a Levite before
an Israelite, an Israelite before a Mamzer, a
Mamzer before a Nathin, a Nathin before a
proselyte, a proselyte before a manumitted slave

*

(Eoraj

.

iii. 8). At Jebam. ii. 4, an Israelite is

forbidden to marry a descendant of those devoted
to the temple service, and this is grounded on
2 S 213

. Such passages as Jebam,. vi 2, vii. 5,

viiL 3, Maccoih iii. 1, Kethub. i. 8, iii. 1, Kid-
dusk. iii. 12, may also be consulted.

Similar institutions have existed in other lands,
both in ancient and in modern times. Hermann
(Lehrb. der Grieck. AntiqA Theil 2, p. 107} points
out that it was as natural for a temple as for an
individual to possess slaves who would perform
the lower duties which were necessary daily. In
a note he refers to Pausan. x. 32. 8, rod dead

SovXot

;

and V. 13. 2, icnrl Bi 6 £v\ei?$ iiz twv oiscerwv

rod Ails, ipym Bh aim} wpbfceirai rh is ras dmias £iJXa

Teru.yp.iyov X^pparos mi Tr&Xeot wapixeiv ml avbpl

ISttb-nj. In proof that these slaves were captives
;

taken in war, or persons bought with money, he
points to Pausan. iii. 18. 3, an<i to Herod, vi. 134

;

in the latter place an alxpAXcaros yfonj is called
ifTro^dKwpqs twp x@®A(av deGsv. Burekhardt ( Travels
in Arabia, i. 288 if. ) says that the employment of
slaves or eunuchs in the mosque at Mecca is of
very ancient date, Moawya Ibn Abi Sofyan, a short
time after Mohammed, having ordered slaves for
the Kaaba. ‘The eunuchs perform the duty of
police officers in the temple; they prevent dis-

orders, and daily wash and sweep, with large
brooms, the pavement round the Kaaba. . . .

The number of eunuchs never exceeds forty, and
they are supplied by pashas and other grandees,
who send them, when young, as presents to the
mosque : one hundred dollars are sent with each
as an outfit. Mohammed Aly presented ten young
eunuchs to the mosque. 9 See, further, art. Priests
and Levites.

Literatvek.—

T

here is an excellent brief account of the
Nethinim in Erie's Ezra and Hfeh. p. Ivin, and in the Notes

;

to that Commentary. The art. Genealogy, In voL ii of this
Bictionaiy, p. 160, gives the lists of Esr, Neh, and I Es ; but the
spelling of the names in the leading MSS deserves careful
attention. It should also be mentioned that Torrey, who does
not stand alone, holds that all the OT passages which mention
toe Nethinim are from theChronicler,whom he considers quite
unreliable. See his Composition, etc., of Ezra-Nehemiak, p. 17.
The reader may consult also Rertholet, Die Stellung der 1st. %l

1 derJudm rndmErerndmi, pp. 52, 133, 342.

J. Taylor.
NETOPHAH (iisiq

; in Ezr B "Seroupd, A ;

in Neh B omits, A 'Ayeruxpd, ^ 'Nertotpd ; in 1 Es B
TSeripas, A USerwpai ; Yulg. Netupka).—A town,
the name of which first occurs in the list of the
exiles who returned under Zerubbabel (Ezr 2~=
Neh 7M= 1 Es 518

). Owing to its position in this

list between Bethlehem and Anathoth, it has been

argued that Netophah must have lain somewhere
to the south of Jerusalem, between ' the capital

and Bethlehem, and is to be identified with
Khurbet umm-Toba. More probable is the view
that the name Netophah is still preserved in the
modem Beit Nettif at the entrance to the Wady
es-Sunt or Vale of Elah ; the valley of Beta
Netophah, which is mentioned in the Mishna
(.Shebiith ix. 5), will then correspond to that part
of the Wady en-Najil which connects the Wady
es-Sunt and the Wady es-Surar (Guerin, Jud. h,

374 if. ; PEFMem. iii. 24 ; Neubauer, Geogr. p. 128

;

Buhl, GAP p. 194).

Netophah was the birthplace of two of David’s
heroes, Makarai and Heldai (2 S 23s8*

**), and also

of Seraiah, one of the captains who supported
Gedaliah (2 K 2d2

®, Jer 4Q8 [Ephai]) : according to

1 Ch 916 it was a priestly city, inhabited by singers

(Neh 1228). Hence the Gentilic name the Neto-
phathite(s) (visosn; 2S B 6 ’TbvruHpaTeLrTjs, A 6

NonatpaBeirns ; 2 K B 6 Ne^a&elrijy, A 6 SeBoxpa-

deirris ; 1 Ch B 6 Sedaxpard . . . 6 Seroxparel, ASeroj-
tpaffi(bis), fto'Scroocpadel . . . USeraxpadel

;

in Neh 1228

B omits, A Nerw^a0t). J. F. STENNING.

NETOPHAS (B TScrijSas, A Seru<pai).—1 Es S18^
Netophah of Ezr 222

| 1
Neh 7

26
.

NETTLE.—Two Heb. words are tr8 in AV and
BY ‘nettle/ (1) ^>nrj hdrul occurs twice (Job 307,

Zeph 2s ), and in the plural form mbnp h&rtilim

once (Pr 24s2
). (2) Jcimmdsh (Is 3413

), or efayp

klmvsh (Hos 96 ). The pi. form Duitsfcp Jpimmeshdnira

(Pr 24SI ) is trd in EV ‘thorns/ The sense and con-

text of the first two passages in which Jcimmdsh and
kimosh occur are well met by the rendering ‘nettle/

and this rendering is supported by many versions

and scholars. If it he adopted, then kimmeshdnim
should he also rendered bv ‘nettles’ instead of
‘ thorns.’ In that case Mrulim (Pr 2431) cannot be
tr51 ‘ nettles/ This has led commentators to seek for

another plant which will fulfil all the conditions.

The lidrul must grow in the wilderness, associated

with the malluah (mallows AY, saltwort BV),
shih (bushes), and the retem, and must be large
enough for the famine-stricken outcasts to gather
beneath (Job 30s-7 ). It must be something that
would naturally he associated with salt pits as an
emblem of desolation (Zeph 29

). It must he some-
thing that covers the face of a waste field (Pr 2431

).

Celsius (
Hierobot

.

ii. 165) gives a list of candidates,
which he rejects in favour of Zizyphus Spina-
Christi. Boyle thinks that hdrul is the same as

the Arab. khardal=mustard. This would require
the supposition that i had been written by mistake
for t. The wild mustards would suit all the con-
ditions, being plants which grow in neglected situa-

tions (wildernesses), which cover deserted fields,

and which grow large enough to enable several
persons to gather under them. Still there is no
proof that this is the correct rendering. ‘Wild
vetches 5 (BVm in all the passages ; cf. ‘ chick-pea’
of Oaf. Heb. Lex.) would hardly suit the conditions.

The present writer is inclined to look upon the
word as generic, and equivalent to thorn, scrub,

or brush
,
either one of which would fulfil all the

conditions. Such scrubs are to be found every-
where in the desolate places, and include a con-
siderable number of such plants as the three
indigenous species of hoxthom, LyciumEuropceum,
L., L. Arabicum, Scbweinf., and L. Barbarum, L.
(all of which are known in Arab, as 'ausaj), and
Nitraria tridentata

,
Desf., the gharkad. All of

these are thorny shrubs, growing in waste places
and in salty soil, and would furnish a sufficient

shade to he welcome to a sun-stricken wretch such
as Job describes. The thorny Zizyphus and At acia

scrubs would also suit the generic meaning.
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_
Admitting the soundness of the above considera-

tions, we should confine the rendering ‘ nettle ’ to
the second of the above Heb. terms.
Of nettles we have Urtica wrens, L., U. dioica,

L., TJ. pilulifera, L., and U. membranacm, Poir,
all of which are known in Arab, as kurreis or
kureis or kurds, which mean a stinging plant.
These are universal in neglected fields and gardens.

I

In the deserts we find Forskahlea tenacissuna, L.,
the lizzuk of the Aral®, the name of which signifies
a plant which sticks or clings. It belongs to the
same Order as Urtica. The signification of the
Arab names of all these species is similar to that
of kimmdsh. G. E. Post.

NEW, NEWNESS {sn$
; koip&s, v£o$, KaLvbnjs).—In

the East many tendencies converge towards the
veneration of use and wont. Of these the follow-
ing are the most noteworthy (1) The uniformity
with which a certain kind of weather prevails
through a certain season of the year, Gn 8s2,
1 S 1216"18

; (2) the conservative influence of the
patriarchal form of government ; (3) the trans-
mission of the same handicraft, such as masonry,
weaving, etc., from father to son; (4) the fact
that when lands are sold, the agricultural labourers
continue to occupy the small houses of the village

included in the property, and thus become practi-

cally serfs upon the estate ; (5) the religious con-
viction that whatever exists, exists by the will of
God.
By such influences Orientals come to regard

Custom as a regulative power of high authority.
One of their Arabic proverbs says, 4 Everything
follows Custom—even religion,’ and another, 4 The
world is composed of earth, air, fire, water—and
Custom.’ Hence anything departing from the
usual routine affects Orientals with profound

i

surprise, and finds them unprepared to account
for it or deal with it. The Indian Mutiny was
quelled by quick initiative. In every unexpected
situation Orientals have one exclamation, ‘What
shall I do?’ In the presence of anything novel
they give themselves up to the simple pleasure of
surprise, without much attempt to find the ex-
planation of what is strange in the action of
familiar forces. Every phenomenon in nature is

referred at once to the First Cause with the
exclamation, ‘Praise to the Creator’; and on
seeing any ingenious mechanism or hearing of

any incident of conspicuous veracity or unselfish-

ness, it is enough to say as an expression of the
general feeling, ‘This is new, we have never
seen anything like this !’ The mental habit that
passes over secondary causes leads Orientals to

set a slight value on the patience and precision of

thought and statement required for the discovery
and application of such causes. The moral forces

which adorn conduct and character are also re-

garded as given rather than cultivated.

The prevalence of routine, and the mystery con-
nected with anything unusual, coupled with the
excitable nature of the people, cause everything
new to be attractive.

Throughout the Bible there are many instances

of the astonishment, attractiveness, ana authority
connected with strange occurrences' and new be-

:

ginnings. With regard to natural and religious

!
seasons, each day has its light and darkness, week
is separated from week. The appearance of the
new moon announcing the commencement of the
month was also a day of religious festival, I S
205* 29

. The Feasts or Passover, Pentecost, and
Tabernacles were connected with the new produce
of the year. Few Year’s Hay was reckoned for

different purposes five times in the year. The
year of Jubilee was a time of recovery and re-

newal for thosewho had been crushed by adversity.

The Nazirite of days entered upon Ms vow with

j

head newly shaven.
In matters of personal experience and religious

symbolism, the same interest attaches to what is

new. In the Bible Abraham and Jacob receive
new names ; so with Jerusalem Is 62J* 4

, the dis-

ciples Jn 1515, the saints Rev 217
. Among modern

Orientals, the birth of a firstborn son gives a new
j

name to the father ; among the Jew’s, new clothes
s are always worn at the Feast of Passover ; the soul

!
is believed to ascend during sleep to the presence

|

of the Recording Angel and to return anew to the
body in the moment of consciousness ; so also the
seraphim before the throne are thought of as cre-

ated every day to feel and proclaim the glory of the
Divine Presence. As the new rite of Passover
announced the creation of Israel as a chosen people,
so the sew testament in Christ’s blood (Mfc 26,JS

j

created the nationality of world-wide sainthood.
The Christian is a new creature 2 Co 517

9 Col 310
,

endued with a new spirit Ro 82, in order to be
maintained in perpetual newness of life Ro 64.

See, further, art. Regeneration.
G. M. Mackie.

NEW BIRTH.—See Regeneration.

NEW COMMANBMENT.—See Brotherly Lorn

NEW JERBSALEM.—See Revelation (Book
of).

NEW MAN.—See Regeneration.

NEW MOON (shn, chnn &ih ; pcotiipflcL, ww/tapla).—
j

The celebration of the New Moon belongs to the
most ancient of Hebrew rites. It perhaps goes
back to the time when the moon was still an

|

object of worsMp (Smith, Internal. CrU. Comm. on
j

Samuel
, p. 185). Lagarde held that the generic i

Heb. term for ‘joyous praise’ (y?n) was derived
from an old name of the New Moon (see Gesenios-
Buhl, 8.v. II.). The New Moon was a feast of
nomads, but it was carried over to their new
agricultural conditions by the Israelite settlers

in Canaan (Cobb, Origines Judakce
, p. 138). In

the time of the earlier prophets, the New Moon
stood in the same line with another lunar observ-
ance, the Sabbath (see Feasts). No work or
business was attended to on either day (Am 8a).
Hosea (2

11
) speaks of the feasts, the New Moons,

the Sabbaths, and festal assemblies as passing away
with the national independence ; and a similar con-
nexion between the New Moon and the other solemn
days is found in Is I1®.

Just as the New Moon occupies a prominent place
with the prophets, so does it with Ezekiel and in

the Levitical legislation (P). Ezekiel, who curi-

ously enough frequently dates Ms prophecies on
the New Moon (2$ 2917 311 321

, cf. Hag l 1
), describes

the gate of the inner court of the temple looking
eastwards as kept shut for the six working days,
but opened on the Sabbath and New Moon (]£zk

46l
). The prince, besides making special arrange-

ments for the great New Moons of the first and
seventh months (this is the probablemeaning of Ezk
*4513'2S

), was also to provide offerings for ordinary
New Moons (Ezk 461-7

). The gate was open till

the evening, and while the people stood without
the prince was allowed to stand by the threshold.
According to Ezekiel (46®), the New Moon offerings

consisted of a young bullock, six lambs, and a
ram without blemish (the Sabbath burnt-offering

was less, v.4), as burnt-offerings ; an eph&h for the
bullock and for each ram, a handful of flour for

t
each lamb, and a bin of oil to an ephah as a meat-
offering (vvJ* *}. In Nu 2851 the burnt-offering con-
sisted of two young bullocks, one ram, and seven he-

Iambs of the first year' without blemish; fine flour.
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oil and 'nine carefully proportioned (w. 12*14
), and a

he-"oat as a sin-offering (v. 18
). The offerings here,

as in Ezekiel, are more important than for the
Sabbath (Nu 28s* 10

). An additional detail is added
in Nu 1010,

where the law ordains that 4 in the days
of your gladness, and in your set feasts, and in

the beginnings of your months’ the two silver

trumpets were to be sounded during the sacrificial

rites as a ‘memorial before your God. 3 Some
authorities have held that Ps 81s [Heb. 4

]
‘ Blow up

the trumpet in the New Moon, at the full moon, on
our solemn feast day,’ refers to the ordinary New
Moon. Thus Aqnila and Symm. render iv tda-y
wea^Hq. ; but the LXX, like the EV, omits * every.

3

The Targum refers the passage solely to the New
Moon of the seventh month (Lv S324) ; and this, the
traditional Jewish view, has been adopted by
modem commentators (see Baethgen and Duhm,
ad lee.}. The subject is further treated in the
article Trumpet.
Some difficulty has been found in explaining the

omission of the New" Moon in Deuteronomy and in

the documents named JE. It has been seen that
the New Moon was very ancient, and that it was
of great importance after the Exile (see, e.g., Is

66^and other references cited above and below.
In Chronicles the New Moon is assumed as an
established institution). Dillmann suggests that
the omission in the intermediate period is due
simply to the fact that the observance was a
popular feast that needed no specific legal sanc-

tion. It may, however, be (as Wellhausen, Prolego-
mena

, p. 118, holds) that there was a temporary
cessation of the observance of the New Moon, both
because heathen elements intruded into the fes-

tivities (Isaiah speaks of the ‘ monthly prognosti-
cators/ 47 1S

}, and also because the greater import-
ance attached to the Sabbath must have made
the observance of the New Moon (which came,
unlike the Sabbath, on irregular days) irksome.
After the Exile the New Moon recovered its

importance because the great feasts were fixed
in accordance with it. (This view is adopted by
Benzinger, Heb. Arch. p. 465, and Nowack,
Lehrbuch der Heb. Arch. ii. 140). See Time.
As to the manner in which the New Moon was

observed, there were other features besides the
sacrifices. There was no 4 solemn convocation 3 on
the New Moon, hut it is usually inferred from 2K
4s that visits were paid to the prophets on that
day. The servants and asses were available for
longer journeys than on the days of labour. Some
(e.g. Duhm) explain Is 66M as referring to general
assemblages in Jerusalem for worship on the New
Moon (‘jeden Monat am Neumond ’}, and thisBge^of Isaiah was the text for a fine Rabbinical

y in the Pesikta Babhathi for the New Moon.
Ezra publicly read the law on the New Moon of
the seventh month (Neb 8s). The New Moon was
apparently the time for changing David's officials,

according to 1 Ch 271
. It is not easy to gather

the full significance of the incident related in 1 S
20“*. David evidently refers to a family feast
on the New Moon, but it is not clear that the king
had a special feast on that day. It is very probable
that this was so, but Wellhausen’s remark as cited
by Driver (Notes on the Hebrew Text of Samuel,

L127) is evidently weighty. ‘David, as appears
m v.**, was, together with Abner and Jona-

than, Saul’s daily and regular companion at table

:

thus the sentence 'it nr* unxi cannot be so related to
the preceding one, as though the new moon were
the occasion of his being a guest at the king’s
table ; on the contrary, the new moon is rather
alleged as the excuse for his absence. Con-
sequently, the rendering, “To-morrow is new
moon, and I must sit with the king at meat/’ is

excluded; and the only course remaining open is

to read with LXX ara *6 ar* “To-morrow is

new moon, and I 'will not sit with the king at
meat ;

but thou shalt let me go,
33 3

etc. No time
of day is specified for the king’s meal from which
David absented himself ; but, as Smith points out,

from the fact that Jonathan waited till next
morning after the second day to carry his news to

David, the meal was probably late in the day.
Fasting was avoided on the New Moon (Jth 8s).

The observance of the New Moon fell into disuse

in the Christian communities (Col 216
). In the

mediaeval Jewish circles the New Moon, however,
retained its importance. Women did not work,
fasting was prohibited, and in the synagogue
liturgy many special features were introduced.

On the Sabbath before the New Moon the event
was publicly announced, on the day itself a read-

ing from the law (Nu 281-18
)
was introduced,

special Psalms (forming part of the Hallel,
Pss

113-118) were chanted, and other liturgical pas-

ages were added. These are retained in the
modem synagogue, and are fully described in the
Shulchan Aruck, Orach Chayim

,
par. 417 ff. See

also Maimonides, Hilchoth Kiddush Ha-Chodesh
(of which there are several Latin translations).

The Blessing of the Moon is also retained. This is

a collection of passages of varying antiquity, and
is recited at night while the moon is visible, a
Saturday night in the first week of new month
being preferred for the celebration. (The best

commentary on these rites is to he found in

Landshut’s edition of the Hebrew Prayer-Book,
Hegyon Leb, p. 390 i). Some of the ceremonies are

clearly very ancient, especially the dances, which
until quite recently were performed in Jewish
communities in the public streets. Others of the
rites are at least as old as the Talmud. The
modem Arabs of the desert still ‘greet the New
Moon with devout ejaculations, and the women
chant their perpetual refrain of a single verse, and
dance for an hour or two 3 (Doughty, Travels in
Arabia Deserta, L pp. 366, 455, cited in Smith’s
Samuel, p. 185).

We are without information as to the method
by which the New Moon was fixed and announced
in biblical times. But the Mishna (Bosh Hashana)
describes the method then prevalent. There was
no fixed calendar till the 4th cent, (see Time),
and the New Moon was declared from actual
observation. The eye-witnesses were carefully
examined on the 30th day of each month (espe-

cially of the months Nisan, Ab, Elul, Tishri,

Chislev, and Adar), and, if the testimony of the
witnesses was accepted, that day was declared
‘sanctified

3 by fiat of the Sanhedrin. If no
witnesses were available, then the following day
was New Moon, as the Jewish month never con-
tained more than 30 days. The New Moon was
announced in Judsea till the year 225, when the
declaration was made in Tiberias. The news was
conveyed by means of signals, torches being lit on
the hills. The Samaritans rendered a change
necessary, as they ignited similar bonfires atwrong
periods. Messengers were despatched to more
distant parts, where it was not unusual for two
days to be observed as New Moon, a custom which
still prevails at certain months of the Jewish year.
After the 4th cent, the New Moon was no longer
fixed by observation, but the Karaites restored the
older custom. Schwartz (Der judische Kalender)
holds that the New Moons of the first and seventh
months (Nisan and Tishri) were fixed by astro-

nomical calculation and not empirically, as early
as the time of Ezra. Certainly, the Jews muse
have had sufficient knowledge of astronomy to
make such a calculation possible (hut see Time).

Literature.—Besides the works died in the course of this
article, see Schurer, HJP u ii. Appendix w. ; Dillmann,
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Exodus and Leviticus, p. 577 f.
; Pineles, Dareha shel Torah,

p. 251 fh; Epstein, Alterthuemer ; PoznanaM,
JQR x. p. 152 ff.

(This writer holds that the New Moon was also fixed, empirically
by some Kabbanites as late as the 10th cent). A popular
account of the Jewish Calendar and the details as to the New
Moons will be found in J. Jacobs' (annual) Jewish Tear Book.

I. Abrahams.
NEW TESTAMENT.—The name * testament ’ is

derived from the Latin testamentum, which was
erroneously adopted in the Old Latin Version as
the equivalent for the Gr. word dta6$n? employed
in the LXX to represent the Heb. an? ‘covenant. 5

It is in this sense that diad^Kij is used in the NT
to designate the old or the new Dispensation, and
has come to be applied, in accordance with Heb.
usage (Ex 247, 2 K 232

, I Mac l
67

. Sir 24s®), to the
literature in which the respective history and
principles of the two Dispensations are autho-
ritatively set forth. (Cf. Mt 2638

,
Lk 22®, 1 Co

11®, 2 Co 36- 14
, and Gn 174, Ex 24s

, Jer 31s1 et

supra). In the OT Jerome usually took care to
employ fo&dus or pactum as the Latin equivalent
for hut in his revision of the NT tr“ he
unfortunately adhered to the old expression, the
consequence being that the false meaning thus
imported into the Latin passed into the EV, whose
4 testament * is as misleading as tesiamentum, and
has rightly been altered to 4 covenant * in the EV,
except in one doubtful passage, He 91S* 17 (see

Westcott, ad loc

i. Relation of the NT to the OT and to the
Apoceyphal Literature of the Jews.—The NT
forms the second and concluding portion of the
sacred writings which embody the Divine revela-

tion communicated in the line of Jewish history.

Before any part of the NT had been written, the
Heb. canon had been virtually closed

;
and the idea

of a new collection of sacred writings which should
be held in no less veneration than the old was slow
to take possession of the Christian Church. Hence
the OT Scriptures, to which the apostles constantly
appealed for evidence that Jesus was the Messiah,
continued to be for many years the only authori-
tative writings in the Church. But the way had
been so far prepared for the association of Christian
Scriptures with the OT by the recent inclusion in

the LXX of certain apocryphal works which had
noplace in the Heb. canon. The language of the
LXX was also that in which the new religion was
to express itself; and the character of the Gr.
tongue, so rich and flexible and many-sided, even
in its degenerate Hellenistic form, and so world-
wide in its use, was itself a token of the freedom
from Judaic bonds which Christian thought was to

work out for itself, and gave promise of a literature

which should be more or less in touch with the
intellectual life of the whole civilized world. With
the exception of Luke, who seems to have been a
Greek (an inference from Col 411-14

,
which is borne

oat by the tone and style of his Gospel and the
Bk, of Acts), the writers of the NT were of Jewish
extraction, and they were all Ailed with the
deepest reverence for the OT. They quote from
it nearly 300 times, their quotations being drawn
from almost all parts of it ; while the instances in

which its influence can be traced without any
direct quotations from it are still more numerous.
The whole NT from first to last reflects the
characteristics of the OT in, thought as well as

in expression ; and in the Epistles and Acts and
Apocalypse as wall as in the Gospels we find

constant illustration of Christ’s words, ‘Think
not that I came to destroy the law or the prophets:

I came not to destroy, but to fulfil.’ The NT fulfils

the OT, mot by supplementing it but by spiritual-

izing it, transforming rules into principles, and
resolving the outward, temporary, and national

into thatwhich is inward,permanent,and universal.

In other words, it brings to light and sets free of

|

limitations the essential principles lying at the
root of the OT, on which the latter depends for

its spiritual life and meaning,—according to the
well-known words of Augustine, ‘ Novum Test-a-

mentum in Vetere latet ; Vetus Testamentum in

Novo patet.’ Even in their bodily structure a
close analogy has been traced between them, the
first portion of each being mainly characterized by
the personal manifestation of God, the next by the
revelation of His will through the acts and words
of His chosen servants, the third and last by pro-

phetic visions of the future.

Yet, notwithstanding this intimate relationship
between the two, there is at the same time a
strong and essential contrast between them—

a

contrast as great in their character and contents
as in the process of their growth. To some extent
the difference in their character may be accounted
for bv the new conditions of existence to which
the Jewish nation was subjected under the Roman
Empire, of which we have many tokens in our
Lord’s parables as well as in other parts of the
NT. In some degree, also, it may be traced to the
new elements of thought contained in the later

Jewish writings already referred to. 'While the

S
aints of contact between the NT and heathen
terature are extremely few,* the LXX, on the

other hand, was familiar to most of the NT writers,

their OT quotations being generally derived from it

and not from the Heb. ; and the influence of several

apoer. books contained in it, notably the Bk. of

Wisdom, can be discerned in a number of the
Epistles, although there is not a single express
quotation from any of these books in the NT. In
a few instance^ also, chiefly in St. Paul’s Epistles,

f

a Rabbinical style of argument 'has been detected

;

and in the Ej>. to the Heb. and the writings of St.

John expressions are to b© found (such as Ao-yoy,

Uapa.K\ijTQ93 ’Afjxtcpevs, applied to Christ) showing
an affinity with the viewTs of Philo, the chief

representative of the fresh impulse which Jewish
thought received from contact with Greek philo-

sophy at Alexandria and elsewhere. But the
most striking signs of transition to a new age
are to be found, not in the OT Apoer., properly so-

called, or in Rabbinical scholasticism or Hellenistic

philosophy, but in the pseudonymous apocalyptic
literature (partly recovered within the last century),

which was framed on the model of the well-known
Book of Daniel, and prepared the way for its

Christian counterpart, the Apocalypse of John.
Whether this literature was a spirited offshoot from
the main stem of Pharisaic thought, or formed
part of the esoteric doctrine of the Essenes, whose
strange tenets and literature are described by Philo
and Josephus, although their name is never even
mentioned in the NT, is a question which has not
yet been determined. But in Jnde we find a direct

quotation from one of the most important of these
apocalyptic works (Bk, of Enoch}

;

and elsewhere
there are a few stray quotations and allusions to

circumstances not mentioned in the OT for which
the writers were probably indebted to a similar

source, t
More important than such Haggadle details are

certain ideas and expressions in the extant remains
of this apocalyptic literature, which appear to be
reflected in the thought and language not only
of the NT writers but also of our Lord Himself.
There are Christian interpolations in these books,
and their date of composition is often very uneer-

* There we three quotations from Greek pods by St Paul
(As 17**, I Co 15®, to 1% aw! a barely powIM© aftiafcm to
Hafcomle doctrine by oer Lord (Mt ISM RVjL

f Gal S»4»», ICoSAi*mm
JLk4»,dL JafiW;Lk H4§;Jn p»; Ac ct. Gal*»,He 2®

Ac 7®, 1 Co 2^ 10*; Eph 5»; 2® P; He 11#; Jade®; 2PSU.
In the ease of several of these passages the sourcesare tt«afek»e$
by Church Fathers.
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tain, but, even in those parts of them to which a
pre-Christian date may be safely assigned, there
are more distinct foreshadowings than any of the
OT books contain of a number of truths relating
to the spiritual world which hold a more or less

prominent place in the NT. Among such elements
of Christian thought are the unique personality of

the Messiah (of which we have a token in* the
frequent occurrence in the Bk. of Enoch of the
expression, ‘the Son of man,’ with a Messianic
reference that goes far beyond the meaning of the
words, ‘ one like unto a son of man,’ in Dn 7iS

),

the doctrine of immortality, of the resurrection
(cf. Dn 122}, of a future judgment with eternal

rewards and punishments, of a hierarchy of angels
with manifold operations, of the agency of demons,
and of predestination, together with enlarged con-
ceptions of Divine providence as embracing uni-

versal history, and of the Messianic promise as
securing the interests of the individual as well as
of the nation : all these developments being due,
partly to the foreign elements of thought which
the Jews imported from Babylonia and Persia,

and partly to the growing hopelessness of their

national position (as regarded mere mundane possi-

bilities), which naturally disposed them to the
study of eschatology. It was, doubtless, these an-
ticipations of Christianity that gave some of these
books so high a place in the estimation of the
Church Fathers, who sometimes treated them as
if they had been canonical ; the Bk. of Enoch, for

example, being cited as 7pa$/j in the Ep. of Bar-
nabas. In other respects, however, both ethical

and theological, this literature comes far short of
4 the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in
the face of Jesus Christ and we have still to
fall back on the mystery of the Incarnation, with
its attendant doctrines of Christ’s atoning sacrifice

(of which there is scarcely any trace in contem-
porary Jewish thought, so absorbed was the nation
111 the formal keeping of the Law as the only means
of salvation), of the fatherhood of God and the
brotherhood of men revealed in Christ, of the life

and immortality secured by His resurrection from
the dead, and of the Holy Spirit imparted by Him
to His Church, in order to find an adequate ex-
planation of the majesty of Christ’s person and
the sublimity of His teaching as depicted in the
Gospels, and at the same time to account for the
sure and certain hope, the humble and self-re-

nouncing faith, the loving and grateful devotion,
the pure, tender, and world-wide morality which
are characteristic of the whole NT.

ii. History op the NT, including its Bela-
TION TO THE CHURCH FATHERS AND THE CHRIS-
TIAN Apocrypha.—As already indicated, a New
Testament in our sense of the term was something
which the apostles never dreamt of. The charge
which they had received from their Master was to
preach the gospel, and the promise of the Spirit

was expressly connected with the bearing of oral

testimony. As they had received nothing in
writing from their Master’s hands, they were
not likely to see any necessity for a written
word, so long as they were able to fulfil their

commission to preacti the gospel, especially as
they were looking for a speedy return of their

Lorn, and bad no idea that somany centuries were
to elapse before the great event should take place.

Probably the earliest nucleus of the NT consisted
of notes of the apostles’ preaching, either drawn
up by their hearers for their own use, or intended
as an aid to catechists and teachers. Some such
notes (probably in Aramaic, of which we have
many traces in the Greek text) seem to have formed
the basis of our Synoptic Gospels. Although not
published in their present form till long after

Christ’s death, the Gospels narrate events, not in

the light shed upon them by subsequent experience,

but as they were regarded by the disciples at the
time of their occurrence. They also preserve expres-
sions in our Lord’s discourses which scarcely ever
appear in the phraseology of the early Church,
while they are at the same time free from forms of

speech which betray the post-apostolic date of
apocr. Gospels ; and in other respects harmonize
with the state of things prior to the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem in A.D. 70. Before the Gospels
assumed their present form, many of the Epistles

were already current in the Church. These
letters were naturally prized by the Churches to

which they were addressed, as well as by other
Churches which received copies of them, and they
were readily admitted to public reading in the con-

gregation, first of all on special occasions (1 Th 517
)

and in course of time as a general practice, along
with prescribed portions of the OT, after the manner
of the Jewish synagogue. As the apostles one after

another passed away, their testimony and that of

those most closely associated with them was more
and more treasured by the Church ; and the writings
in which that testimony was embodied were felt to

be indispensable to the faith and life of the Church.
In the Apostolic Fathers we can discern signs of

the growing reverence for these writings, not only
in their reproduction of the thought and language
of a considerable number of the Epistles, repre-

senting the leading types of apostolic teaching
found m the NT, but also in the terms in which St.

Paul’s writings are referred to by representative

men so far distant from one another as Clement of

Borne, Ignatius of Antioch, and Polycarp of

Smyrna; while our Gospels are also accredited

by the substantial harmony of their contents with
the facts assumed by the sub-apostolic writers as
the basis of their teaching, although the verbal
coincidences are neither numerous nor exact, un-
less we except the DidacM in its quotations from
the First and Third Gospels.

But the formal recognition of a new body of Scrip-

tures worthy of being associated with the OT came
much later. As the writings composing theNT came
into existence only by degrees, in the course of about
half a century, to meet the practical needs of the
Church, so the collecting of these writings and
their setting apart for public use was accomplished
only gradually, as the leading representatives of

the Church in different parts of the world came to
realize the insufficiency and uncertainty of local

tradition, and the need for securing the orthodox
faith against invasion and corruption. It is not,

indeed, till near the close of the 2nd cent, that
we find a generally accepted collection of sacred
books substantially identical with our NT and
equally sacred with the OT. From the nature
or its contents, as well as from the language
of Patristic writers on the subject, it is evident
that the general principle on which the Church
proceeded in forming the NT was to admit to it

only the writings of apostles, and of those who
had written under the influence and direction of
apostles. This naturally arose from the fact that
the new life of the Church was centred in the
person of Jesus Christ, and that the faith of its

members depended on the testimony of those who
had been brought into close personal contact with
Him, or had received a special commission to preach
the gospel But the principle was not always easy
of application, and it sometimes led to different

conclusions in different parts of the Church, accord-
ing to the views held as to the authorship of dis-

puted hooks; while the association of canonical and
uneanonieaJ books in the LXX, to which the
Fathers were accustomed, tended to make them
less rigorous in their judgments than they might
have otherwise been. Outside of our NT there
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were three books which were held in special
reverence, being sometimes read in church and
occasionally included in great Scripture MSS, viz.

the Epistle of Clement
, the Epistle of Barnabas

,

and the Shepherd of Hermas ; the authors of these
books being supposed by many to be identical with
the persons of the same names mentioned in the
NT in connexion with the Apostle Paul (Ph 4s

,

Ac 1225
, Ro 1614). On the other hand, as regards

the disputed books contained in our NT (chiefly

minor Epistles, with the Ep. to the Heb. and the
Book of Rev), it was because their apostolic author-
ship was more or less distrusted in certain quarters
of the Church, owing to the obscurity of their
early history or to some dissatisfaction with their
contents, that the right of these books to a place
in the Canon was more or less called in question,
until at length the public opinion of the Church
found expression at the 3rd Council of Carthage in
a.d. 397, when the very same books as are con-
tained in our NT were acknowledged to be can-
onical, and declared to be the only books that
should be read in church.
This decree (which seems to have reflected the

general mind of the Church, andwhich has been prac-
tically acquiesced in ever since,* notwithstanding
occasional controversies regarding individual books,
and amid conflicting theories as to the authority of
Scripture) had the effect of excluding from the
Canon not only the three writings already referred
to, and one or two other productions of the post-
apostolic age which were highly esteemed in the
Church although they made no claim to apostolic
authority, but also another and less worthy class

of writings, dating from the 2nd to the end of the
4th cent., which played an important part in the
life of the Church, and throw a valuable light
on the history of the NT. These are what are
known as Apocrypha! Gospels, Acts, Epistles, and
Apocalypses, apparently numerous, but of which
only a small part have come down to us, a few
in their entirety, some in a fragmentary form, and
others only in name. They varied greatly in their
form and contents, but, apart from the early com-
positions refereed to in St. Luke’s Gospel (l 1* 2

],

which soon disappeared (unless our Second Gospel
was one of them) m the survival of the fittest, they
were either supplementary to the Canonical Scrip-
tures, furnishing information or doctrine on sub-
jects but little dealt with in the NT, or, more
frequently, they were composed for the purpose of
bolstering up heretical opinions or practices which
were seen to have little or no canonical support.
Many of the * Gospels

5 were mainly derived from
those in the NT (the recently recovered ‘ Gospel of
Peter

9 borrows from all the four), with more or less

modification of the original in the interest of some
Gnostic or other heresy. The modification was
liable to alteration from time to time (as may be
seen from the wide variations in the different MSS
of the same work) to meet the exigencies of suc-

cessive teachers, who issued their several recensions
under great names—generally those of apostles

—

after the manner of the pseudonymous Jewish
writers already referred to. Very often the same
work was known under a variety of names. For
example, the * Gospel of the Hebrews, 9 which may
have been a Judaic recension of the Heb. original

of our St. Matthew, has been identified with the
* Gospel of the Nazarenes 9 and the still more here-

tical
4 Gospel of the Eblonifes,

9
as well as with the

Gospels of Bartholomew, Cerinihus, and the Twelve
Apostles. In this 4 Gosp. of the Hebrews 9 and some
other primitive documents, such as the * Gosp. of
Peter 5

(c. A.D. 125, or, ace. to some, 165) and the

* The Yolptfee hud a good deal to do with this mult in the
West, fust as earlier translations affected the form and exteat of

the Canon In their several spheres of influence.

4 Gosp. of the Egyptians 5

(also dating from the 2nd
cent. ), it may well be that a certain amount of oral

tradition was incorporated, which had been pre-
served by the Jews who resided near the scene of
the evangelic history. It in no degree weakens the
authority of the NT to find a few grams of such
extra-canonical matter appearing in the works of
an early Patristic writer, such as Justin Martyr,
or even to find an apoer. Gospel quoted by a writer
of an eelective turn, like Clement of Alexandria.
So far from impairing the credit of the NT writings,
these apoer. productions of a later age bear witness
to the authority which the written word had
already acquired in the Church, and show the
necessity under which heretical teachers lav either
to manipulate the text of the received books or to
adduce other and equally high testimony in favour
of their peculiar views. In general, the literature
in question is manifestly counterfeit. Much of it

is of a character degrading to Christianity, the ex-
travagance and absurdity of its miracles, especially
in its pictures of the Saviour’s childhood, presenting
a sad contrast to the chaste dignity of the canonical
records ; and there is none of it which, either in re-

spect of outward attestation or intrinsic excellence,
can be held to have been unjustlydealtwith in being
denied admission to the NT. The writings of the
Church Fathers show how little influence it exerted
in the early Church compared w ith theNT writings,
which formed the general standard of faith and
practice, and sometimes even contributed the only
element that redeemed Patristic literature from
inanity and unprofitableness. The lapse of time,
while it exalted the NT Scriptures to honour,
brought the apoer. literature intogeneral disrepute.*
Within a century or two after it had reached the
height of its popularity (4th cent.), it lost its place
in public esteem and gradually passed out or the
notice of the Church, leaving its traces indeed on
the productions of Christian art, and influencing
by its legends the festivals and preaching of the
Church, out deemed of no account by thinkers and
theologians, until the rise of modem criticism in-

vested it with a new and scientific interest, when a
fresh sense of its immeasurable inferiority to the
Canonical Scriptures has impressed itself upon the
mind of the Church.
The following are notable features in the history

of the NT, from a literary point of view as well as
in the interests of criticism. (1) The age and num-
ber of its MSS. Some of these date from the 4th or
5th cent.,fund the whole number of them exceeds
2000, forming an immense array of witnesses, com-
pared with the few MSS of classical works, which
can frequently be counted on the fingers, and in
some cases do not reach back to within a thousand
years of the age in which the work was produced.

;

(2) The number of its VSS. It has been trans-
lated into almost ail languages, beginning with
the Old Lat. and Syr. VSS, which may have origin-

ated in the first half of the 2nd cent. , followed a little

later by the Egyptian (in three different forms)—the
Gothic in the 4th cent., the Ethiopic in the 4th
or 5th cent., and the Armenian in the middle of
the 5th century. (3) The extent to which it has
been reproduced in subsequent writings* It is

quoted, echoed, or commented on by the great
majority of early Christian writers. The sym-
pathy of the Apostolic Fathers with its contents
has been already mentioned. The extant writings
of the next half century are mainly defences of
Christianity addressed to unbelievers, admitting of

* We have an early example of this In what Eusebius tells ns
(HEvi IS) of the obscurity into which tite once popular * Gospel
of Peter* (used apparently by JwtIn as one erf ms * Memoirs”)
bad fallen In the time of Serapion, bishop of Antioch (e. a.». StiOi

f The Oxyrhynchus fragment containing Ml l*-*- ix mmIc

may data from the end of the 3rd cent, (see Grenfell end
Hunt).
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fewer quotations from the Scriptures than if they
had been intended for members of the Church. ;

But, speaking generally, it may be said that the :

language, and still more the substance, of the NT
j

is woven into the earliest Christian writings that
j

have come down to us, while the quotations by a
;

single writer in the end of the 2nd and in the 3rd,
j

4th, and 5th cent, are sometimes so extensive as to
amount to a considerable part of the whole NT

—

more than half of it, for example, being imbedded
in the works of Origen.
These circumstances, while they give the NT a

;

unique place in literature and afford valuable
means for proving the antiquity and integrity of
its contents, are attended with the disadvantage of
causing uncertainty in innumerable passages as to
the precise terms of the original. A careful ex-
amination of the existing authorities has led to the
discovery of about 200,000 ‘Various Readings, 1*

which are chiefly to be accounted for by the greater
liability to error in copying with the hand than in
the use of the printing-press. The difference be-
tween the various readings, however, is seldom of
such a nature as to affect in the slightest decree
the substance of the NT. If all the expressions
whose accuracy is in question were brought together
and printed in a consecutive form, they would not
exceed the length of St. Paul’s Epistle to the
Galatians, while the

t
disputed verses possessed of

any doctrinal significance would not he equal col-

lectively to the shortest Epistle of St. John.
In this connexion it may be well to point out

that there is nothing to justify the assumption
that we possess all the apostolic writings that
were ever in the possession of the primitive Church.
So far from this, there are expressions in some of
St. Paul’s Epistles which suggest that he wrote
other letters besides those which have come down

doctrines not on speculation but on fact. Drawn
up without concert and without the formal sanc-

tion of the Church, they contain, in a form suitable

for all ages and for all classes, several independent
records of Christ’s life and teaching, of which it

may be said with truth that they are better authen-
ticated and more nearly contemporaneous with the
events narrated than any other record we possess

in connexion with any other period of ancient

history. A comparison of the four Gospels, how-
ever, reveals a marked difference between the fourth

and the first three. The latter give in one common
view the same general outline of the ministry of

Christ, but this outline^ is almost entirely con-

fined to His ministry in Galilee, and includes

only one visit to Jerusalem ; whereas the Fourth
Gospel gives an account of no fewer than five

visits to Jerusalem, and lays the scene of the
ministry chiefly in Judaea. A still more important
distinction between them has been briefly expressed

by designating the Synoptic Gospels as the bodily

Gospels, and the Fourth as the spiritual Gospel—by
which it is meant that the former relate chiefly the
outward events connected with the Saviour’s visible

presence, reported for the most part without note
or comment, while the latter is designed to repre-

sent the ideal and heavenly side of His personality

and work. Akin to this distinction is the fact

that the first three report Christ’s addresses to the
multitude, consisting largely of parables, while the
Fourth contains discourses of a more sublime char-

acter, frequently expressed in the language of

allegory and addressed to the inner circle of His
followers. Furthermore, when we enter into a close

examination of the Synoptic Gospels and compare
them with one another, we find an amount of simi-

larity in detail, extending even to minute expres-

sions and the connexion of individual incidents,

to us (1 Co 5» 2 Th 317
,

cf. 2 Co 11s8
). We can

understand how an apostle’s letters might be less

prized during Ms lifetime than after his death,
when the loss of any of his writings would be seen
to be irreparable; and it is no more astonishing
that Providence should have suffered such writings
to perish, than that so many of our Lord’s spoken
words, and those of His apostles, should have been
allowed to mss away, or that so many of His great
deeds should have been allowed to go unrecorded
(Jn 21*).

ill. Contexts of the NT [Its individual
Books and their Writers).—The NT consists of 27
different books,, by 9 different authors, each book
having its special characteristics corresponding to
the personality of its writer, and the circumstances
in which it was written, but all contributing their
part to one divine whole centred in the person of
the Lord Jesus Christ. As early as the 2nd cent,
there was a recognized distinction between ‘the
Gospel 5 and * the Apostle,’ just as we find a three-
fold division of the OT in Lk 24** and elsewhere.
The former denoted the four Gospels

; the latter,

the Epistles of St. Paul, to wMeh were added by
degrees the Book of Acts, the Catholic Epistles,
and the Apocalypse, under the general name of
‘ the Apostles.’ All theSe were seldom comprised
in one MS, and their arrangement varies in MSS
containing more than one section and in canonical
lists given by Church Fathers, as is also the case
with the arrangement of the several books in each
section, showing that the consolidation of the NT
was a process still going on.

1. The Gospels.—In all cases the Gospels come
first This position has been fitly assigned to them,
not only because they were perhaps the first NT
Scriptures to be regularly associated with the OT in
the public reading of the Church, but also bemuse
the history which they record forms the corner-
stone of the Christian religion, wMch bases its

combined with a diversity of diction, arrangement,
and contents, which it has hitherto baffled the in-

genuity of critics fully to explain. While further

investigation may shed more light on the historical

and literary relations of the Gospels, there is a deep
underlying unity amid their diversity which may
be best discerned, not by attempting to piece them
together so as to form a complete chronological
history, but by studying each from its own point of

view, and learning from it what it has to teach con-
cerning the many-sided character and life of Jesus
Christ. Speaking generally, we may say that,

while the First Gospel sets forth Christ’s life and
teaching with reference to the past, as the fulfil-

ment or the OT, the Gospel of St. Mark exMbits
that life in the present, as a manifestation of the
activity and power so congenial to the Roman
mind; St. Luke, as a Greek, depicts it in its

catholic and comprehensive character, as destined
in thefuture to embrace within its saving influence

all the kindreds of the Gentiles ; while the Fourth
Gospel represents it in its absolute perfection, as it

is related to the Father in eternity.

With regard to the authorship of the Gospels, it

is a remarkable fact that two or them do not bear
the names of apostles but of companions of apostles

(Mark and Luke), and that, of the other two, only
one bears the name of an apostle of eminence
(John)— which is so far a confirmation of their

genuineness. With regard to the First Gospel, there
is no reason to doubt the tradition of the ancient
Church, beginning with Papias in the first half

of the 2nd cent., which assigns it in its original

form to St. Matthew. But whether it was origin-

ally written in Heb., as stated by Papias, and
how far it has been altered by recension, are ques-
tions which have not yet been determined. See
Matthew (Gospel of). With equal unanimity
the testimony of the Fathers, beginning with
Papias, ascribe the Second Gospel to St. Mark, who
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is said to have embodied in it the preaching of
St. Peter. This view is strongly confirmed by the
tone and character of the book, which is generally
regarded as containing, in a more or less modified
form, the earliest cycle of apostolic teaching. See
art. Make:. With regard to the authorship of the
Third Gospel, there is substantial unanimity. Tra-
dition has always ascribed it to St. Luke, the friend
and companion of the Apostle Paul, at the same
time assigning to the latter a part in its production
somewhat similar to that which St. Peter is believed
to have home in relation to the Gospel of Mark

—

a view supported to a certain extent by the char-
acter of the Gospel itself, which forms an excellent
historic groundwork for the doctrine of salvation
by grace that was characteristic of St. Paul's preach-
ing. See art. LUKE. Until the close of the 18th
cent, the Johannine authorship of the Fourth Gospel
was never seriously challenged. In some respects
it has stronger external testimony in its favour
than any of the others ; and the whole tone of the
book gives the impression that it was written by
one who was familiar with the inner life of Christ
and His apostles, as well as with the topographv of
Jerusalem and the ideas and customs prevalent
among the Jews before the destruction of their
capital. Moreover, the spiritual elevation of the
book is vastly superior to anything we find in the
sub-apostolic age, and the Johannine authorship is

attended with fewer difficulties than any other
that has been suggested. If it was written in

Ephesus about A.D. 85 (which is in accordance
with the earliest tradition), an interval of more
than half a century had elapsed since the death of

Christ, during which Christianity had spread into

many lands and furnished subjects for reflexion to
many minds. In these circumstances it was in-

evitable that the truths of the Gospel should be
viewed in new lights1 and assume more speculative
forms ; and in Ephesus, as the great meeting-place
of Oriental mysticism and Greek

'
philosophy, the

deeper questions and more theological aspects of

the new religion would naturally claim a large
measure of attention. See, further, art. John
(Gospel of).

2. The Book of Acts.—-This invaluable document,
which is our chief authority on the history of the
Church for nearly a generation after Christ's

death, is evidently from the same pen as the
Gospel of Luke, to which it is intended to be a
sequel The writer conceives of Christ as still

carrying on His work in virtue of His resurrection

and ascension, and seeks to trace the gradual ex-

pansion of the Church from its first beginning, as

a seeming phase of Judaism, to its full development
as a Catholic communion, free alike to Jew and
Gentile. Although the author does not speak in

Ms own name till he reaches the point in his

narrative at which he Joined St. Paul's company
at Troas, and was evidently dependent in the
earlier part of his work on a variety of sources,

oral and written, yet the book has a natural unity
of diction and style, which forbids us to assign it

to more than one author; and its several parts

are so interlaced by corresponding observations

and allusions as to lead to the same conclusion.

Recent investigations-have enhanced the reputation
which the work had previously enjoyed for histori-

cal worth and accuracy ; and the belief is becoming
general that it must have been written by a
historian of the first rank. Regarding its date of

composition, no conclusion has been reached be-

yondwhatmay be inferred from the fact that it was
written by a contemporary and companion of the !

Apostle rani, at some time subsequent to his first

imprisonment at Rome (a.b. 63). See art. Acts.
3. The Pauline Epistles and the Ep. to the

Hebrews.—One of the characteristics of the ST,

as compared with all other sacred books, ia

the epistolary character of a large part of its

contents.* Although most of the Epistles were
written at an earlier period than the Gospels* in
their present form, they represent in general a more
advanced stage of Christian theology. They give
us the fruits of from twenty to fifty years' reflexion
on the cardinal facte and truths contained in the

j

Synoptic Gospels, and are the chief source of
Christian doctrine on such subjects as the Trinity,
the relation of Christ to the human race and to
the Church, the Atonement, Justification by faith,

and Sanctification by the Holy Spirit. They con-
tain more explicit claims, in varying modes and
forms, to divine inspiration and authority, than the
Gospels or the Bk. of Acts; but, while largely
doctrinal in character, most of them were written
for the purpose of dealing with questions of &
practical nature, and are enlivened with many
personal allusions.

What has just been said is especially true of the
Epistles of St. Paul. While bearing evidence in
many passages of being written more or less under
the conscious influence of the Holy Spirit, they had
their rise in the special needs and circumstances of

*

the various Churches to which they were addressed.
They axe thirteen in number, and may be divided
into four groups, extending over the last fifteen

j

years or more of the apostle's life, and exhibiting,
amid many similarities and correlations, & well-
marked development of thought: viz. (a) 1 and
2 Th, which were written about A.D. 53 [Turner,
50-52], at least sixteen years after th© apostle's con-
version, and turn largely on questions relating to
Christ's Second Coming. (5) 1 and 2 Co, Gal, and Ro,
which were written during his third missionary
journey (A.D. 57-58 [Turner, 55-56- for I and 2 Co
and Ro, date of Gal he leaves undecided]}, and were
mainly designed to vindicate Ms apostolic autho-
rity and preserve the gospel from the inroads of

Judaism, (c) The Epistles of the Imprisonment,
viz., Ph, Col, Philem, and Eph (the last named
being in all probability a circular-letter, identical
with ‘the epistle from Laodicea' referred to in

Col 41S), which were written from Rome about A.D.
62-63 [Turner, 50-61], and range from the humblest
personal details to the loftiest speculations regard-
ing the being and destiny of the Church, (d) The
Pastoral Epistles to Timothy and Titus, which are
distinguished from all, the others by their want
of historical agreement with any period in St.

Paul’s life as recorded in the Bk. of Acte, and also 1

by their strongly-marked individuality alike in
style and substance. Th.es© circumstances have
given rise to serious doubt of their genuineness,
which is largely obviated, however, by supposing
them to have been written after the imprisonment
recorded in the closing chapter of the Acts, and
in the last year of the apostms life—my A.D. 67-0S.
It is worthy of note that the Epistles in the second
group are almost universally admitted to be
genuine, which is a most important admission
from an evidential point of view, as they contain
many allusions to detailed matters of feet men-
tioned in the Gospels, and prove that the story of
Christ's death and resurrection as told in the four
Gospels was the chief theme of St. Paul’s preach-
ing. The evidence is all the more valuable became
it is indirect, the letters having manifestly been
written without any such object m view, and being
addressed to several independent communities far
removed from one another. Having regard to the
tone of sincerity, tempered with sobriety of juilg-

* It ocmt&ms twenty-one lettersby six differentauthors. Nine
of these are addressed to indh Idwd ObwrclMW, via. 1 and 8 Th,
1 sad % do. Gal, Bo, Ph, Col, 3 Js ; Sve to individual person#, ;

via. fbdtaut 1 and 2 Ti, Tit, S Jo ; two to Heh Christians, via

i

He and Ja ; the remainieu five Ming of a warn or less mmm*
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1 ment, which characterizes these Epistles, as well as
to the early association of the writer with the
Jewish authorities at Jerusalem, and the oppor-
tunities he had for ascertaining the real facts of

the evangelic history, we are led inevitably to the
conclusion that St. Paul’s Gospel had the same
historic groundwork of essentia! and well-attested

facts regarding Christ’s life and teaching as we
find recorded in the four Gospels. See separate
arts, on these various Epistles.

As regards the Ep. to ike Hebrews
,
which has

always been closely associated with the Pauline
Epistles, there is evidence that from the latter half

of the 2nd cent, it was assigned by the Eastern
Church to the Apostle Paul, although some of the
most competent judges were constrained by internal
evidence to depart somewhat from the traditional

view, their idea being that St. Paul might have
written the original, and one of his disciples have
translated it into Greek, or that the apostle might
have supplied the thoughts, and one of his dis-

ciples have put them into words. In the Western
Church, on the other hand, opinion was for a long
time adverse to the Pauline authorship

;
and it

was not till the close of the 4th cent, that the
Ep. was acknowledged to be a writing of St. Paul’s.

This view has now been generally abandoned, as
the result of a closer study of the style and struc-

ture of the hook ; and for the same reason, the idea
that it may be a translation of a work by the
apostle^ is also admitted to be untenable. At the
same time there seems no reason to doubt that it

was written by one of St. Paul’s school. Luke,
Clement, Apolios, Barnabas, have all been sug-
gested, the latter two being those in whose favour
most can be said. As to the destination of the
Ep., various allusions show that it was not in-

tended for Heb. Christians in general, hut for
some definite community. Alexandria, Antioch,
Ephesus, Rome, have each had their advocates;
but the position of Christians ha Jerusalem or in
some other part of Palestine seems to answer best
to the situation which the writer has in view.
Respecting the date of composition, the mention
of Timothy’s liberation (He 1328), which took
place presumably at Rome, whither he had been
summoned by St. Paul in his last imprisonment,
points to a time shortly anterior to the destruction
of Jerusalem—an inference which is confirmed by
other expressions in the Ep., referring to the
decadence of the Jewish Dispensation. The great
theme of the Ep. is the superiority of Christianity
to Judaism, which it attempts to prove, not so
much by minimizing the old covenant (as St. Paul
had been obliged to do in vindicating the freedom
of his Gentile converts) as by magnifying the new
as a fulfilment of the old. See, further, Hebrews
(Epistle to).

4. The Catholic Epistles,—There are 7 Epistles
which from the 4th cent, have goue under this
name, viz. Ja, I and 2 P, 1 2 3 Jn, and Jude.
They were so called in contradistinction to St.

Paul’s Epistles, which, with the exception of the
Pastoral Epp. and Philem, are addressed to indi-

vidual Churches, also 7 in number.* In most
of the Greek MSB the Cath. Epp. stand next to
Acts, although they were much later than the
Pauline Epp. in obtaining general recognition in the
Church.

(a) The General Bp, ofJames,—This is now gener-
ally admitted to be a genuine work of ‘James,
the Lord’s brother* (Gal l 1

*), who for many
years presided ever the Church at Jerusalem.

* The symbolism of numbers has an interesting: bearing on the
proportions of the NT, not only in the use of 7 in the cases
above mentioned (cf, Rev 14)and in the case of the Pauline Epp.,
which {including He)=7x2, but also in the number of the
Gospels, to which Ireraeus and others, under the influence of a
evived Neo-Pythagoreaniszn, ascribed a mystic virtue.

The internal evidence is strongly in its favour,

and the rarity of allusions to it in the early
Christian writers may be accounted for by its

circulation being confined to Jewish Christians,

as well as by the narrow sphere of labour in which
the writer himself moved, his whole life apparently
having been spent in Jerusalem. It is addressed
‘ To the twelve tribes which are of the Dispersion/
and there is no reason to take the words in any
other than a literal sense. The tone of the Ep.
is eminently practical, the object of the writer
being to inculcate Christian morality as essential

to salvation. Hence it partakes largely of the
ethical character of the Sermon on the Mount,
which it resembles not only in its general tone
and sentiment, but in many of its expressions.

The marked absence of anything like developed
Christian doctrine, as well as the expectation

which it exhibits of Christ’s speedy coming to

judge the world (5
s
), and the application of the

term * synagogue ’ (2
2
) to an assembly of Christian

worshippers, seem to require an early date for the
Ep. ; and as there is no sign of acquaintance with
the sharp controversy regarding the obligations of

the Jewish law, which came to a head in the
Council of Jerusalem (a.d. 50), there seems good
reason to regard this as the oldest book in the NT,
dating between A.D. 44 and 49. See, further,

James (Epistle of).

(5) The 1st Ep, of Peter.—There is no reason to

doubt that this Ep. was written by the apostle

whose name it bears. Hardly any book of the NT
is better supported by external evidence, while
internally it bears in many of its features the
stamp of St. Peter’s mind and the traces of hia

experience, as these are represented to us in the
Gospels and the Bk. of Acts. It is addressed * To
the elect who are sojourners of the Dispersion in
Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia’

;

but there is a difference of opinion whether these
words are to be taken in a literal sense, as de-

noting Jewish Christians merely, or as embracing
4 the Israel of God ’ in the widest sense. As it

appears, however, from a number of passages that
the readers of the Ep. were largely Gentiles, the
latter supposition seems to accord best with the
facts. Similarly, 1 Babylon ’ (5

13
) should probably

be understood in a figurative sense as meaning
Rome, the writer’s point of view being in full

harmony with this supposition. There is also

some controversy as to the date of the Epistle.

Some would assign it to the period of the Flavian
dynasty, hut the probability seems to be that it

was written shortly after the outbreak of the
Neronian persecution, when the Christians in the
provinces were beginning to experience the effects

of the imperial example at Rome, about 64-65.
The very name of Christian was becoming a term
of reproach (4

16
), and the chief object of the writer

is to inculcate patience under trial and persever-
ance in well-doing in a spirit of hope.

(c) The 2nd Bp. of Peter.—The genuineness of
this Ep. has been more questioned than that of
any other book in the NT. The external evidence
for it is comparatively meagre; but the chief
objection to it both in ancient and in modem
times has arisen from its differing so greatly in
tone and substance from the 1st Epistle. This
objection is so far obviated by the fact that while
the 1st was designed to encourage and support
Christians under persecution, this was evidently
intended to warn against false teachers, who were
spreading corruption in the Church. Moreover,
amid the general difference of style, a dose ex-
amination of the language and thought in this
Epistle brings out many points of resemblance
between it and St. Peters expressions elsewhere ;

and in several respects it does not tally with the
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supposition of forgery. The mention of St. Paul’s
Epp., however (oL* K

), as if they were already known
to the Asiati** Churches, and in the same eattpt »iy

as fc the other Scriptures’ (rds Xoixds ypapdsj, as well
as the marked resemblance of this Ep.. in sty le, to

the recently discovered * Apocalypse of Peter," seem
to imply a post-apostolic date

;
and there is much

to favour the view of Prof. W. XL Ramsay, who
regards the Ep. as the work of 4 a disciple who was
full of the spirit and words of his teacher, and who
believed so thoroughly that he was giving the
words of his teacher that lie attributed it to that
teacher.’ See, further, Petek (Epistles of).

(d) The Ep. ofJude.—This Epistle is in the name
of 1 Judas, a servant of Jesus Christ, and brother
of James/ The James whom the writer here
claims as his brother was the well-known head of

the Church at Jerusalem, one of our Lord’s brethren,
and the writer of the Ep. that bears his name ;

and therefore Jude is not to be identified with any
of the apostles of the same name mentioned in the
Gospels. There is such a striking resemblance
between this Ep. (consisting of a single chapter)
and the 2nd chapter of 2 P as to justify the belief

that the one was borrowed from the other. But
as this Ep. has some features of originality about
if which the other lacks, we may inter that Peter
and not Jude was the borrower—a supposition
confirmed by the way in which certain quota-
tions in Jude from non-canonical Jewish Scriptures

almost disappear from 2 P, along with one or two
references to Levitical uncleanness, as if the writer

desired as far as possible to adapt his writing for

is addn^e l * Cnto Gains the beloved/ a faithful

and liberal member of the Church, whose influence

i

and example the writer invokes, in opposition to
the intolerant am! factions conduct of an ambitious
e*vle,riastic named Diotrephes. who had gone so
far as to close his doors cm * the brethren ’ who had
eume in the name ot * the elder," apparently bearing
a letter from him—perhaps our 2nd Epistle. See,
further, Jon x ( EPM Ll> * >r;

.

b. Tit e Tit relation *f St. John .—The Apocalypse
has experienced greater vicissitudes as regards its

acceptance in the Church than any other hook
of the NT, owing partly to the Chiliastic views
associated with it, and partly to the marked differ-

ence in its language and style as compared with
the other works ascribed to St. John. It bears to

be written by 4 John to the seven Churches which
are in Asia ’

;
and it is a significant fact that its

apostolic authorship was accepted by Ju»tiu Martyr
(not to mention some earlier apparent witnesses

^

in the dialogue which he held with Trypho at

|

Ephesus within half a century after St. John’s
i death. Its wide divergence from the Fourth Gospel,

! both in ideas and in language, may be accounted for

in some measure by the difference in the nature
and contents of the two books, the one being
mainly narrative or colloquial, the other formed
on the model of Jewish apocalypse ;

and there are

not wanting some important features of resemblance
between them, betokening an identity of authorship.

With regard to the date of this book, there is a
growing conviction that the theory which connects

i it with the persecution in the reign of Eero, and
general use. This Ep. is full of sharp and stern

denunciation aimed at practical evils of a most
heinous character, founded on a gross abuse of

Christian liberty. It probably emanated from
Palestine in the period immediately preceding the

destruction of Jerusalem. See, further, art. JUDE
(Epistle of).

(e) The 1st Ep. of John.—There is abundance of

evidence, both external and internal, to prove that

this Ep. was written by the author of the Fourth
Gospel, and forms a sequel to it. The readers are

not specified, but in all probability it was addressed i

in the first instance to the Churches of Asia,
'

among whom St. John spent the latter part of

his life. The writer speaks in a quiet tone of !

authority, as if he were well known to his readers

and were well acquainted with their dangers and
their needs. He insists on the translation into

the Christian life of those great tmtbs regarding

the fellowship of God with man, which, in the

Fourth Gospel, are exhibited in the life and ministry

of Jesus Christ.

(f) The 2nd Ep. of John.—This Ep. has all the

appearance of being genuine. It bears a strong

resemblance to the 1st, no fewer than 7 of its

13 verses having something parallel in the other.

It is addressed ‘Unto the elect lady and her

children,’ by whom we are probably to understand

a Church and its members
;
and the object of the

Ep. is to warn them against the insidious and
corrupting influence of certain heretical teachers

who were going about denying the reality of

Christ’s humanity. The title of 4 the elder/ which
the writer assumes, implies that he was a well-

known personage in the Church, and is one that

could be fitly claimed by St. John as the last of

the apostles.

(g) The 3rd Ep. ofJohn.—This Ep., like the 2nd,

is written in the name of 4 the elder/ and it has

so many expressions in common with the other

that they have been fitly termed 4 twins/ It gives

us a momentary glimpse of Church life in Asia

towards the close of the 1st cent., and illustrates

the practical difficulties which had to be en-

countered hx the government of the Church. It

puts its composition More the destruction of Jeru-
salem. must be abandoned, and that the 4 tribula-

tion ’ referred to { P) was that which befell Chris-

tians In the provinces, especially in Asia Minor,
at a later date, when they refused to pay divine

honour to the emperor. The main theme of the

book is the second coming of Christ, pictorially
set forth as the glorious consummation of great

straggles and marvellous events. Its unity has
recently been assailed, but the attempts to disin-

tegrate*' it have not met with general acceptance.

See, further, art. Revelation (Book of).

On the whole subject of this article, reference

may be made, further, to such articles as Bible,
Canon, Catholic Epistles, Gospels,new Testa-
ment Canon, Fall, etc., as well as to the separate

articles on the various books of the NT, and the
Literature appended to these.

J. A. NFCltmgnt.

**NEW TESTAMENT CANON.—
latrodnction—general character of the history of the forma-

tion of the Canon—considerations to be borne in mind in esti-

mating the facts—the chief periods.

A. From end of apostolic age to c. a.x>. 2*20,—Cirmmstatees
specially affecting the evidence for the Gospels.

I. The sub-apostoKe age.—Its documents—Ep. of Clem. Rom.
to the Corinthians—Epp. of Ignatius and Polyearp—evidence

as to the use of ( 1) the Gospels, <2? other NT writings.

ii The second quarter of the 2nd century.

(11 The use of the Gospels—Ep. of Barnabas—the Didaehe—
Shepherd of Hennas— Fragments of Papists— the so-called

2nd Ep. of Clement—Justin Martyr— Gnostic heretics—
MontanUts.

(2) Use of other writings of NT.
ill. Third quarter of2nd century—Tatian,
!v. Last quarter of 2nd century" and beginning of Sid.—The

impaimers of St. John’s writings—Tfaeophilas—the evidence

afforded by works of Iremeus, Tertuili&n, Clement of Alex-

I andrki, Hippolvfcus. (1) Writings whose place In the Canon
was already, at and from this time, fully secured, (a) Remarks
upon the area from which this evidence comes ; (ft) inferences

that may be drawn as to the previous history of the reception

of these” writings in the Church. (2) Writings whose position

continued to be for a time doubtful.

B. From e. a.®. 220-823.—The teteMng and works of Origen
and their influence—judgment of Dionysius of Alexandria on
the Apocalvp.se—evidence of Eusebius as regards the Canon.

C. Concluding period.—I n ftnenees favourable to a final settle-

ment— lists of Cyril of Jerusalem, Athanasius, Epiphanias
— the Cheltenham. Catalogue, Third Connell of Carthage—
evidence for Borne and other neighbouring Churches—Council

vol. in.—34
**CcmrrgtU, 1900, by (Jhariex Scribner's Sms
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of Lao&ieea, Grecrory Nazianzen, Amphilochius—the Canon
of the teachers htv miring to school of Antioch—the Peshitta—
the Qumusext. Council

—

the effect of the Reformation.

Introduction.—The subject of this article is

the formation of the XT, the cratliering, into one,

of the collection of books which we so name, to be

the sacred books of the New Dispensation. Tin se

writings form the Canon of the XT (for the term
Canon, its idea and history, see an. Canon). It

is with the process winch result*. 1 1 in the recogni-

tion of a Canon that we are here concerned. The
invent iiration and right conception of this history

have proved, and are still, a very hard anti com-
plicated task. The evidence is to he gathered from
early Christian literature

;
hut the age and authen-

ticity of many of its documents, especially for the

two or three generations succeeding the apostles,

which form the iu< »st important period of ail, have
been hotly contested ; and, even apart from this,

the evidence supplied hy them is, from special

causes i as we shall see;, difficult to interpret.

Nevertheless, wnue real progress has been made in

the Illumination of the subject. A common judg-

ment has been attained, « r there is an approxima-
tion to one, in regard to .some of the most important

of the documents concerned and as to the bearing

of Si.uie portions of the evidence, on the part of

many student* wdio.se doctrinal points or view are

very
4

diverge ; and the important questions still at

issue have been narrowed and cleared. It would
hardly be possible now to maintain view’s of the

formation of the Canon such as those of men so

learned as Lardner (supplement to pt. ii. bk. i. of

the Credibility, ch. iii. 2nd ed. p. 4D j and Musheim
(Heel. Bint bk. i. pt. ii. ch. ii. § Id. i. p. 64 in Eng.
tr. of 1 bG3) in former times. It was a more
gradual process than they imagined, and it had
more than one stage. The student of the history

of the Canon must endeavour to mark the stages

and the epochs at which they were reached, to

determine the greater or less rapidity of the

movement towards the establishment of the Canon,
to ascertain the causes which promoted or retarded

it, and the considerations which were influential

in bringing about the acceptance or rejection of

different writings.

A certain development of thought and feeling

in respect to the books of XT must be acknow-
ledged. But to say this is by no means incon-

sistent with belief in their authenticity as genuine
products of the apostolic age. It required time,

and the experience of needs which Were not fully

felt at once, for the Christian Church to perceive

clearly’ what a treasure she possessed in these

writings. And the most important question which
has to be decided in regard to the history of

the Canon is, Whether the development which can
be traced was one which involved a misrepresenta-

tion of facts, or only an awakening to the real

significance of facts which had long been known.
In judging of the evidence, it will be right to

remember the conditions implied in the very sup-

position of such a growth as has just been indi-

cated. Convictions which are more or less latent,

which have not been formulated, exercise far less

authority than those which have been definitely

put forth and for some time accepted without
question- So long as the belief of Christians in

regard to the new Scriptures was of the former
kind the signs of its existence might be somewhat
obscure, and there might be more or less serious

departures from it here and there, in spite of its

being in reality widely diffused and well founded.
The special circumstances must also be borne in

mind, which were of a nature to retard for a time
the formation of a Canon of XT, and also to make
the recognition accorded to the apostolic writings

appear to us less decided than it was in reality.

(a) The fact that Christians already had a Bible—
the < >T—must first be noticed. In time, no doubt,

this may have facilitated the reception of another
body of Scriptures. For the idea of a Bible, a col-

lection of inspired, authoritative writings, had been
rendered familiar, and it was necessary only that

it should be applied to the books which enshrined
the Xew Revelation. But this could not be at

once accomplished. Great as the veneration for

the apostles was, there could not be the same
feeling for new writings as for those which had
long been hallowed. Moreover, in form the apos-

tolic writings were different in many respects from
those of the OT, and. in particular, they did not
bear so plainly upon their very face a claim to

inspiration as its prophetic and legislative books
did. Besides all this, the OT itself largely supplied

the place of Christian Scriptures in apostolic and
sulwipnstulic times. To an extent which we find

hard to understand, it was used as a source of

Christian instruction. The divine truths newly
imparted and the actual facts of the life of Christ

and founding of His kingdom were read between
the lines of the ancient Scriptures (Lk 24-T 44- 45

,

Ac 8^' 1S-S , 2 Ti ii
15

, and last fragment of Melito,

ffp. Eus. HE iv. 26). The need was thus partially

met which the apostolic writings could alone
adequately satisfy. (£>) Again, the gospel message
and the new law had first been delivered by word
of mouth, and there is good reason to believe that

even the memory of the oral teaching of the

apostles was for a time, in some measure, a rival

of their own written testimony hi the regard and
affections of Christians.

A just and vivid sense of these peculiar condi-

tions, and some others which will come before ns
in the course of our survey, is necessary, if we are

to understand the phenomena aright, and to refrain

from giving undue weight to objections which are

founded on paucity of evidence. Proof, however,
of a positive kind that, from the confines of the

lifetime of the apostles, the writings of XT were
known among Christians, can be found only in a
full estimate of the facts as a whole, supplied by
the documents not only of the one or tveo earliest

but of subsequent generations. When the alleged

indications of the use of XT writings at the former
time are taken by themselves, they may be far from
convincing; they may show little more than that

it is a tenable assumption, that our Christian
Scriptures, or the chief of them, were already in

circulation. But when we advance a few years,

we find them clearly occupying a position which
they could not have attained at a bound, and
which no other writings shared with them. And
we are justified in inferring that the earlier signs

referred to are—not only possibly but—really traces

of acquaintance with them. In this way we reach
a highly probable conclusion, even when the facts

directly connected with the reception of these
writings are alone taken into account. It will be
strongly confirmed if the belief (the grounds of

which can barely be touched upon in this article) is

well founded, that there was substantial continuity
of life and organization in the Christian Church
from the beginning till its history emerges into full

light in the latter part of the 2nd cent., such as
would afford a guarantee for the faithful preserva-
tion of traditions on important matters.
The history of the Canon of XT may be divided

into the following periods ;

—

A, the first, which is

by far the most important, extends from the end
of the apostolic age to the early years of the 3rd
cent, (for convenience we may say to a.d. 220,
which was about the time of the deaths of Clement
of Alexandria, Tertullian, and Hippolytus). At
this latter epoch we see the greater part of the
books of XT occupying the position in the Church
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which they have ever since held. B. the second.
extends, roughly speaking, to the x^cirieatii >n of
the empire under Constantine (A.r>. ;l2d; . It was
a time of comparison between tlie lists of NT
Scriptures accepted in different Churches, and dis-

cussion of the claims of those nut universally
received

;
but there was much uncertainty Will in

regard to certain books. €. From A IK :J2o on-
wards, the final settlement, though it was attained
at various times in different parts"of the Church.
A. FlloM THE END <>F THE APo-ToLir AuE TO

THE EARLY YEARS OF THE TRIED CENTFEY -
In reviewing this period, it will be convenient to

subdivide. Further, under each subdivision rhe
evidence as to the use of the Gospels and a* to that
of other writings of tlie NT should be separately
examined. There is more than one rea>» »n for

proceeding thus. It is probable that, even before
a comprehensive collection of the sacred writ bars
of the new dispensation was thought of, its forma-

,

tion was being advanced through the independent
I

formation of groups of writings which afterwards
became important constituent elements of the
whole body, as well as by the recognition of tlie

|

authority of individual writings which misrht or
might not belong to these croups. Two of these

,

minor collections, the making of which must
j

readily have suggested itself, would seem to have ;

been that of the Four Gospels and that of the

Epistles of St. Paul. Tlie rolls on which the
writings of these two classes were written were
commonly kept, we may imagine, each in its own
roll-case.

The evidence as to the reception of the Gospels
;

is affected by special circumstances. Owing to
j

the nature of their subject-matter—the oceumnce
j

of the same sayings and incidents in different ]

Gospels, the possibility that some of the-e may
j

have been found also in other documents <*r orally
j

reported—it may not be open to us to infer with 1

certainty the use of any particular Gospel from
j

parallelisms of statement and of language between
j

them and early Christian writers. On the other
j

hand, when a striking, unusual sentence or phrase
j

found in one of the other writings of NT appears
j

in a work of post-apostolic times, even though it

may not be introduced as a quotation, there can
generally be little doubt that there is a literary

relationship between the two, and that, it was not
the NT writer who was the borrower.

But this is not all. The facts of the life and
death and resurrection of Jesus Christ and His
words made up the substance of the Gospel,

Owing to the sublimity of the subject, men's eyes

were turned at first solely to it, and away from
the witnesses and the form of the records. The
substance was felt to be everything. For some
time little sense is shown of the importance of

! reproducing accurately the individual testimony of

different writers. There was also a very natural

disposition to combine various accounts with a
view to greater fulness or succinctness. Not a few
probable illustrations of this tendency might be
given, and a very elaborate effort of the kind was
made soon after the middle of the 2nd century.

The manner In which t6 evayyiXtov Is used
(sing, and with def. art.) is another illustration of

the same or similar habits of thought. It occurs

where the existence of the evangelic history in a
written form is implied ; and some have inferred

that those who so expressed themselves knew only

of one such document. But there seems to be no
ground for this. The mode of speech in question

shows only that the characteristics of the several

written embodiments of the Gospel were but

Slightly regarded in comparison with its general

contents and purport. Writers who unquestion-

ably were acquainted with several works of the

|
nature of Go-} els c^ntinaed to express tliein-

;

selves. And there Is a survival of it to tiire day
‘ in the titles uf »*ur —to eiu^yiiXwv kard,
! Ah* Gospel accordhoj t>A this »*r that evangelist.

!

i. THE n 1 7?-* i/o* sV * *L l‘ AoE. «*.. the generation
! immediately f* Towing that of the apostles. As

(

belonging to this time, we will take only the Ep.

|

of Ch'nteut to the the ft d Epp. of
;
hjuathts, in the short Greek «»r Vo form, and

j

the Ep. of Fohjt'rffp. me critics or the
! repute would, bn-dde®, to h the recently

,

recovered I)idoAf ami the Ep. of J)octto?ui$n and
!
a few more would aho include tlie Shrpht/d rf
IT niton. Bat in an Inquiry of thi< kind it is

better to umL refute than to nrerefiFe e\ ideiiee.

Moreover, the present writer is personally inclined

to place the comp, -hi »u of the.se la>t three wntiujs
in the second quarter of the End cent. And it will

be wry generally admitted now that the ease sbr

placing them earlier than this is fa:* less strong

thanthat for the others and that they du not, by
their anth* reldp. create the same kind of link

with the ap‘ -relic age. Those writings before

mentioned may, indeed, with great confidence be
declared to the genuine works of the men with
whose names they Aire connected. Two of the

writers at least, and probably all three, had known
apostles, and held positions of eminence in the

Church at the close of the first and near the be-

ginning of the 2nd cent. There are very strong
reasons for believiim that the Ep. written to the

Church of Corinth in the name of that of Home,
which has from very early times been attributed

to Clement, is really' his work, and for referring it

to the clo.se of the reign of iMnirian, r. a.p.

b-3 (see Eighth m k. Cfchi. Ilout. h p. 24U ff., and
Haraaek, Chro/ad. i. p. 2-31 ff. V Again, the

genuineness of the S*vm Epp . of Ipnoti ns dis-

covered by Voss in the Medicean MS has been
firmly established by the labours uf Zahn and
Eighths »t. This is 'fully admitted by Haraaek
(Ckfoaoi. i. p. ff. b Their exact date cannot
be quite so clearly determined. Eightfoot sup-
poses it to be c. A.D. 110. Hamack was a few
years aero inciined to place them near to a.d. 140
(see Espos. for lywfi pp. 1,3-22} ; but he now
speaks in a very hesitating manner ( Chroml.
i. p. 5JO,3 f.). The only reason for questioning the

genuineness of the Ep. of Pohjcorp falls to the

ground when that of Epp.' of Ignatius is admitted,
and its date is fixed by a reference in it as only

later by a few weeks than theirs.

( 1 ) 'Evidence m to the vse of the Gospels .—Sayings
of Christ are cited in the writings now before us,

as spoken by Him, but not m from a written

source or sources. From the first days of the

Church the Lord’s Words must have been treasured

as Divine Oracles. And as a sense of their

authority must have preceded their being com-
mitted to writing, so also after this it would
naturally be Independent of that of the record,

and the habit of referring to them directly, with-

out considering the Intermediary through whom or

which they were delivered, might continue. The
facts just noticed In connexion with the writings

of the Apostolic Fathers are an illustration of ibis.

Their usage is still that of St. Paul in 1 Co 71" 1

, or

in the Address to the Elders at Miletus (Ac
They may, In spite of this, have taken their quota-

tions from documents, and those, too. our Gospels.

It Is a point not easy to decide. In the Ep. of
Clem, sayings are quoted as the Lord’s closely

corresponding, indeed, in substance with such as

are recorded in our Gospels, but which differ from
them to a greater or less degree in form. It Is to

be observed, too, that PoPjmrp (c. ii.) quotes In

part the same sayings as Clement in the former of

these passages, with the same divergences from our

i
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i Gospels T
LurrjptopewPT€$ ds cSv cIttcv o Kvptos dtSdcKtav * ! There are in the Epp. of Ignatius several alia-

4 Mtj Kpivert, tva jiij KpL$rjr€ * dtpUre tcai d^B^creraL ufuv
:

sions to incidents in the life of Christ which are

iXears, tva iXeyByre ' if pirpip puErpeire dpTiperp-tjOya^rai : recorded in our Gospels as well as parallelisms of

viuv-' Kal on 4 MaKapm at tttwxoI teal oi SiojicSfievot
J

expression with them, and among these, in two
iveKevducatoffvtnjs^ on a&riav iariv ij pHatnXilarod 6€ov

J

2 places, some remarkable coincidences with the

while, to pass for a moment beyond our present
_

thought and language of Jn. See Eph. xiv.

period, the whole piece of Christ's teaching winch (Mt 1233, Lk t)
44

) ;
Trail, xi. (Alt 1513 ) ;

Rom.
occurs in Clem. Rom. c. xiii, is given in the same . vii. (Jn 4A) ; Philad. vii. (Jn 3s

) ; Smyrn. i. (Mt
I firm by Clement of Alexandria ( Strom, ii. 18). 315 and other points); Smyrn . vi. (Alt 19 12

) ;

It has been argued that these peculiarities, recur- Ftdye. ii. (Mt 10 lt3
). See also JIagn. xi. and Trail.

ring in more than one writer, point to a docu-
;

ix. In Philad. v. his language suggests the idea

military source other than our Gospels. If, how- that he was thinking of the Gospel as embodied in

ever, the passages in question are examined, it a written form
;

for he speaks of it as something

will be seen that they appear to have the character to which Christians could as it were turn, and
of summaries, and that their differences from the refers in the same context to the prophets. At
Gospels may well be accounted for as the effects of the same time a passage in c. viii. of the same Ep.

compression and of the combination of phrases seems to show the difference between the position

derived from the parallel passages in our Gospels, which any written Gospels had so far attained and
or in documents which have been embodied in

|
that of the OT (comp. Lightfoot, Epp. of Ignat.

our Gospels. General considerations wThich have ad lor. and also ib. vol. i. p. 388).

already occupied us have prepared us for this (2) The evidence as to the use of other writing

s

phenomenon. For such traits as cannot be ex- of XT at this time may be treated much more
plained in this way, and which ought not to be re- briefly.—St. Paul’s first Ep. to the Corinthians is

garrled as accidental variations, there would seem expressly referred to in the Ep. of Clement to the
’ to be a sufficient explanation in the influence of Oral same Church (xlvii.), and St. Paul’s Ep. to the

Tradition, which was doubtless still powerful in Philippians in that of Polycarp (xi.). Thus NT
the Sub-apostolic Age. Further, the persistence writings are actually mentioned in two of the cases

of certain features, which has been noticed, in the in which it is most natural that they should be
;

quotations of sayings and collections of sayings, these are exceptions which, if they do not explain,

may reasonably be traced to catechetical instmc- are consistent with, the habit of not quoting by

|

tion and the impressions left by it. Such com- name where there was not the same kind of reason

pendia of precepts, from the Sermon on the Mount
j

for it. Coincidences of phrase with various NT
and other parts of our Lord’s teaching, may well

j

Epp., so striking from their character or number
t have been imprinted thus upon the "memory of as to leave no doubt whence they are derived, occur

|

Christians generally, and consequently quoted by
!
in the three writers under consideration : in Clem.

writers who were 'familiar with the Gospels, as ; Rom. with He (xxxvi. and xliii.)
;
in Polyc. with

Clem. Alex. was. In Polyc. vii. we have a clause
j

1 P (i. ii. v. vii. viii. x.) and 1 Jn (vii.)
;
in Ignat.

of the Lord’s Prayer, as given both In Mt and Lk, < with 1 Co (Ephes. xvi. xviii.) and with Eph (Polyc.

with the difference only that it is turned into the
j

v.). Indications more or less clear of a knowledge
indirect form

;
also words spoken by our Lord in ! of other NT writings might he named, e.g. of 2 Co,

Gethsemane, exactly as in Mt and Mk. [defereatv
j

Gal, and 1 and 2 Ti in Polycarp. All these facts,

alrovjLL£Poi rgv 7ra.vT€TrhvT7}v Behv elcreveyiceiv ryjtds : while interesting and important as regards the

f cis veipatrydvd Ka&ds ehrev 6 Kvptos * pev srvevua I books of NT immediately concerned, also have a
FpS&upusw, ij U o&pZ acr&enffs

9
(ef. Mt 61C or Lk ll4 ; bearing on the question of the use of the Gospels.

Mt 2641 or Mk X4®8)].
j

They show that absence of direct citation in this age
For further parallelisms with the language of can have little weight for proving want of know-

the Gospels and for allusions to incidents in the ! ledge. Further, the sign of acquaintance with 1 Jn
life of Christ in the two writings so far considered, : in Ep. of Polyc. has significance in regard to the
see among other passages—Clem. Rom. xvi. end i Gospel acc. to Jn also. On internal grounds there

(Mt II 2®* 30
), ±xiv. (Mt 13®, Mk 4s

, Lk 8s ) ;
Polyc.

j

is strong reason for attributing these to the same
y. (Mk 035, Mt 2028), xii. (Mt o44 ).

j

author, and the circulation of the one cannot have
Ignatius was led by his controversy with Docet-

1
been separated by any great interval from that

ism to dwell upon the facts of our Lord’s human
|

of the other.

life and sufferings rather than upon His teaching
; |

The signs of knowledge of the apostolic writings

and the only saying of Christ which he expressly
j

in Polycarp are, it may be observed in conclusion,

quotes is one asserting the verity of His corporeal
j

remarkable, and far greater than in Clement or
nature after His resurrection [#re irpbs rovs vepl Ignatius, in spite of his Epistle being far shorter.

llirpop %j\8ep, t<prj alrroh * 4 Ad/3ere, ^•qka^fyrwri pe seal This may be reasonably accounted for by the con-
frere Sn c$k dpi daiwSmop da6parop ’ (Smyrn. ili.)]. sideration that he w*as in all probability a much
The incident referred to seems to be that recorded in younger man, and that he had acquired familiarity

Lk 24s®"®, where the words of our Lord are similar 1 with those writings from his youth,

in substance and partly in form. According to ;

II. TRE Second Quarter of the Second
Origen, however (de Prim, prtef. 8), they were

j
CENTURY.—(1) Use of the Gospels.—The so-called

contained in The Preaching of Peter in the same
j
Ep. of Barnabas .—Critics have referred the coni-

form as in Ignatius. Eusebius, on the other hand position of this work to various dates between
(HE iii 30), who notes the fact that Ignatius has A.i), 70 and 130. Though it contains references
the saying, declares that he does not know whence to contemporary events, they are obscure. To
it was taken

;
while Jerome (de Fir. Iilustr. 10) notice only some of the more recent views,

says that it occurred in the Gospel acc. to the Lightfoot (Clem. Rom. ii. p. *505 ff.) has explained
Hebrews. It is possible that a writing which con- the allusions in a way that would bring the time
tained the saying may have existed in the time of of composition within the reign of Yespasian. i.e.

Ignatius, and that he may have obtained it thence
; before a.d. 79. Ramsay ( Church in the Roman

but it is at least ^an equally probable supposition ; Empire, p. 307) has adopted Lightfoot’s theory
that he derived it from oral tradition

; and that
j
with some modification, but not so as to affect

from the same source it passed into one or more
|
the date. Hamack, however, in his recent work,

Apocryphal Gospels. We shall have occasion to
j
has made a very ingenious suggestion for over-

recur to the question of the use made of apocryphal coming some of the chief difficulties
;
and his

writings in the 2nd century. {view seems, on the whole, the most tenable.
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According to him, the little treatise in its present
form was produced in AD. 180 or 131 (Chronol. i.

p. 427).
This writing affords what appears to he the

earliest instance of the citation from a hook of

NT as Scripture. The words iroWoi kXtjtoi 6\£yoc oe

4k\€ktoL are introduced (iv. end) with the formula
ojs ytypairrai. These words are not known to occur
except in Mt 22 14

. There are also several other
indications in the Ep. of Barn, of acquaintance
with that Gospel. The parallelisms with Mt’s
account of the Trial and Crucifixion of Our Lord
are striking (vii.). Again, words found in Mt 913

(though also in Mk 2 1T
, Lk 5^) are used in v. !

A saying of Christ is also quoted as such, which
|

hears a resemblance to that in Mt 20 ls
,
though it

'

is differently applied (vi. 13).

The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles.— Dates
(

ranging from a.d. 90-165 have been assigned for
j

the composition of this work, the recovery of
j

which in our generation has created so much
j

interest. Unhappily, the indications available for
j

forming an opinion as to the date are almost
entirely such as are connected with the state of

Church organization and life reflected in it, and on
j

the history of these very diverse views prevail. ;

It must further be observed that it may have >

emanated from some portion of the Church where
j

movement had been slow, or whose customs had :

always been peculiar. There are expressions in it
j

which betoken the habits of a rural district. On
j

the whole, it may be most prudent to take it as
j

belonging to the period which we are now con-
j

sidering, while at the same time we forbear to »

treat it as illustrative of the mind and practice of
j

the Church generally within any narrow limits of
j

time. In respect to the use of the Gospels, it
j

seems to represent a slight advance upon the 1

Apostolic Fathers. There is language, more dis-

tinct than that of the passage of Ignatius above
referred to, which suggests the idea that the Gospel
existed in a written "form (Bid. xv. 3, 4—is

iv rw eiiayyeXtq) rod JZvpiov i$pL(av
t
and comp. viii. 2

and xi. 3). The citations are only of words of

Christ, and introduced as what the Lord said : hut

they are more abundant, and, although not given

entirely as in our Gospels, they appear"on examina-
tion to be still more plainly combinations of phrases

from both Mt and Lk. Such compilations there

are at Bid. I 2-5 [Mt 22®*® (or Mk 12®*®, or
Lk 20®); Lk 6®®®® (Mt S44* 46

); Mt 5®^ and
Lk 6®-®; Mt 53«] . an(| at Bid. xvi. [Mt 25**, Lk
12®* 40

, Mt 241{LH etc. etc.]. The former of these is

a collection of precepts on our duty to God and our
neighbour, the latter on the duty of watching for

the Coming of Christ. There are, besides, other

citations or parallels at Bid. vii. (Mt 281$
), viii. 2

(Mt ix. 5 (Mt 7®), xiii. (Mt I0»).

The Shepherd of Hernias.— The Muratorian
fragment on the Canon (c. a.d. 200, see below)
contains a statement that the Shepherd was written

during the episcopate of Plus (bishop of Rome,
A.D* 140-155), by a brother of his named Hernias.

Recent investigations have added to the import-

ance of this statement, which could not in any
case have been lightly set aside, for they have
shown that it may probably have been taken from
a list of bishops drawn up c. a.i>. 170 in the time

of Soter (Hamack, Chronol. L p. 192). On the other

hand, in the work itself (Fife. if. 4. 3) there is a

reference to Clement, which, If understood literally,

must imply that he was still alive; and he died

long before the beginning of the episcopate of

Pius (A.D. 140). Zahn (Ber Hirt dm Hermas, p.
j

70 ff.)and Salmon (art. 4 Hermas’ in Bid. ofChristian
Biography), on the ground of this passage as well

as of features In the work which they think point

to an early age, suppose it to have been composed

I c. A.D 100. While Light fnot and Westeott treat

the allusion to Clement as part of the fictitious

setting of the work, and roly on the testimony of

the Muratorian fragment, Hamack endeavours to

reconcile in a measure the two views. He sup-

,

poses that the work, though all by one author,
' was not all composed at one time, and that it was
finally put forth a.d. 140 ( Chronol

.

I. p. 257 ff.).

As the Shepherd is a collection of revelations and
instructions given by an angelic guide, it would
not have been In character that it should contain
express quotations, and there are not any in it

from OT any more than from NT. But parallels

showing acquaintance with NT writings are nut
wanting. Sun. v. 2 appears to be an adaptation
of the parable of the Vineyard ( Mk 12 lff

). In Sim.
ix. 12 we are rather forcibly reminded of Jn 101

and 14\ in ix. 10 of Jn 8*. and in ix. 24 of Jn l16
.

The Fragments ofPapins.—There cannot be any
very serious differences of opinion as to the approxi-
mate time at which Papias put forth the work from
which some few fragments have been preserved to

us. He had conversed with men of an older sene-
ration than his own who could give first-hand

information as to what the oral teaching of several

of the apostles was (Euseb. HE ill. 39). Irenaeus

(adv. Hcer. v. 33. 4) seems to have been mistaken
in supposing that he had himself seen and heard
John the Evangelist (Euseb. he.)

;
but he may

have been a contemporary’, if not an actual hearer,

of Aristion and ‘the Elder John," ‘disciples of the
Lord’ (ib.). He must therefore have been, bom
before, most likely some few years before, the end
of the 1st cent. The time when he had oppor-
tunities of collecting the information referred to

may probably have been several years before he
wrote the work of which Eusebius has given us an
account, largely in Papias' own words. But at

latest the publication of this work cannot have
fallen much after a.d. 150, and may more reason-
ably be supposed to have taken place somewhat

f

earlier. When, further, we consider the character
of his work, we can have no hesitation in saying
that his testimony (so far as its general effect is

concerned) is to be connected with the first half of
the century.
The title itself of his work, Aoytuv scvpiatcwp

i&ryfaets, ‘Expositions of Dominical Oracles/ is

interesting and important. In view of those habits
of thought of the time upon which we have already
commented, we may best take 4 Dominical Oracles"’

,

to mean passages of Our Lord's teaching. These, i

as is clear from Ms own language in the portion of
his prologue preserved to us by Eusebius, Tapias

,j

took from some documentary source or sources; but
for the illustration of them he availed himself of all

that he had been able to glean from independent
tradition. As Hamack observes, 4 he distinguishes

the matter orally delivered, even so far as it con-
tained portions of evangelical history, in a marked ,

manner from the matter which he expounds

*

{Chronol- L 690, n. I). This fact, then, that

written records supplied the basis for his com- i

meat, or the pegs on which he hung the more or <

less trustworthy additional narratives or state-
j

meats that he had collected, lends special interest *

to the inquiry whether he knew and used our
Gospels or any of them.
We need not hesitate to claim his account, which i

he gives on the authority of 4 the Eider’—appar- !

ently, from the context in Eusebius, the Elder <

John—of the composition of a Gospel by Mark, as
j

referring to a work at least substantially the same i

as our Second Gospel, If hm been urged, indeed, 1

that the observation contained in this fragment, f

whether it is the Elder’s or Papias’ own, that Mark
did not arrange his matter ‘in order/ is not ap-
propriate to our Mark, which is not less orderly in
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point of arrangement than the other Gospels, derived from Tapias 1 Exegeses , in view, on the one

But this objection seems clearly unsubstantial,
]

hand, of its aim as described by the author hiin-

and is now generally admitted to be so. The self, and of his chiliastic predilections [aclv. Hazr.

criticism implied in Tapias’ words may have been
]
v. 5. 1; 30. 1 ; 33.4]. In one of these places (v. 33.

simply a fanciful and mistaken one." Or, again,
j
4) Irenteus, after alluding to the elders, proceeds to

Mark’s arrangement may have been assumed to be
]
quote from Tapias’ book by name.

.

Now, among the

wrong wherever it differed from that of either our
j

passages which may with probability be regarded

First or (see below) our Fourth Gospel, which 1 as extracts, more or less exact, from Tapias, there

are connected with the names of those who were I
is one in which a saying of the Lord, recorded m

followers of the Lord during Ills earthly life, which Jn 14-, and not in any other Gospel, is quoted
Mark was not. Some comparison of this kind and commented on (aclv. Hazr. v. 36. 1) ;

there is

seeois to be implied in the words of Tapias’ frag-
;

another relating to the number of the Beast in the

ment itself. (See, further, art. Mark, p. 244). Apocalypse (ib. 30. 1).^

The questions as to the right interpretation of the To conclude : the evidence as to Tapias, though
fragment of Tapias (ib.) on a writing by Matthew it is much more scanty than we should like, and
are more serious. Critics of more thaiqpne school though it is in part obscure, tends to show that he

have seen in the words, Mo.rdaios pjkv ovv ra \6yia
j

derived the ‘Oracles of the Lord,’ which he made
<rijveyfHfyaTo, a description of a Collection of Dis- his starting-point, from our Gospels and not from
courses and Sayings which has (it may be) been em- any other source, and that he knew at least the

bodied in our First Gospel, but which was in many Gospels acc. to Mt, Mk, and Jn.

respects a different work. Against this view it has The so-called Second Ep. of Clement.—This work
been urged that X<$7 ca does not mean ‘discourses,’ but is of considerable interest in connexion with the
4 oracles,’ and that in the NT itself it is applied history of the Canon, more especially as to the use

to the OT. These arguments, however, somewhat of Apocryphal Gospels and the position accorded
miss their mark. For it does not seem likely that to them in relation to our Gospels. Its date is

the term should have been applied to a -writing of consequently important. Hilgenfeld (Nov. Test.

the NT as such, so early as the time of Tapias,
}
extr. Can. p. xxxviii f.) and Harnack (Patres

and still less of his informant, if this, as is prob- Apostolici. pp. xci, xcii) took the view that it was
able, was the same ‘Elder’ whom he reports in the Epistle sent by Soter to Corinth, c. A.D. 170
the case of Mark's work. Nor could to. \6yia in (Euseb. EE iv. 23). But since the recovery of this

that sense have been suitably used of a single work in an unmutilated form, through Bryennios’
writing, though it would be natural as a descrip-

j

discovert’ in 1875, it has become evident that it is

tion of the Lord’s teaching. The statement, how- not a Letter at all but a Homily, and its identifica-

ever, which we are considering consists only of tion with the communication of Soter ought no
one brief sentence ; we do not know what the con- longer to be regarded as tenable (see Lightfoot,

text may have been. And whatever inferences it Clem. Bom. ii. p. 194 ff.
;
Harnack, however, still

may be "fair to draw from Tapias’ expressions as to adheres to the identification, Chronol

.

i. pp.
the history of the composition of our First Gospel,

j
440-450) . The character of the work in general,

we may gather that, at least when he wrote, a work
j

it may be added, is favourable to an earlier date,
existed which was generally recognized as a Greek

|

It may most reasonably be taken as illustrating

representative of a Hebrew writing by the Apostle
j

the state of things in respect to the recognition of
Matthew. And it is hard to imagine that this

j

the New Testament Scriptures, c. A.D. 140, or
could have been any other work than that which a

j

perhaps somewhat before this,

generation later, or less, was certainly known in We will next briefly notice the recently recovered
the Church, as it is still, as the Gospel acc. to ML Apology of Aristides, an example of a class of
A substitution of one book for another could not Christian writings which has even given a name in
have been effected in so short a time. (Comp. Church history to an age— that occupying the
Harnack, Chronol„ i. p. 693). See, further, art. middle portion of the 2nd cent. This one appears
Matthew (Gospel of). to have been addressed not as Eusebius says (EE

Eusebius makes the following statement at the iv. 3) to Hadrian, hut to Antoninus Tius (Emp.
end of his section on Papias: ‘The same (writer) 138-161); but it probably belongs to the earlier
has made use of testimonies from the former Ep. of rather than the latter part of his reign (comp. J. B.
Jn and from that of Teter likewise. He has, Harris, Texts and Studies,

i. p. 8, and Harnack,
moreover, also set forth another narrative, con- Chronol. L pp. 271-273). The special character of
earning a woman charged before the Lord with compositions of this kind, like that of others, and
many sins, which the Gospel acc. to the Hebrews even more than that of some others, must be
contains.’

^

Use of the First Ep. of Jn indirectly remembered in order that the effect of the evidence
affords evidence, as we have already had occasion supplied by them in regard to the Canon may be
to remark, of the existence and circulation of the fairly judged of. The argument and purpose of
Gospel according to John. It must not be assumed, the greater part of the Apology of Aristides did
indeed, on the ground of this notice, that Papias not afford opportunities for quoting from Christian
attributed these works to the apostle

;
but we documents. It contains, however, one passage

may at least feel sure that he said nothing plainly which illustrates in an interesting manner a time
inconsistent with this view of their authorship : if of transition when memories of the oral delivery of
he had done so, Eusebius could not have failed to the Gospel were linked with a growing dependence
mention it, more especially as he was not in upon a written form of it. (See tr. of Syriac in
sympathy with some of this writer’s opinions. Texts and Studies,

I. i. p. 36).
Something more as to Tapias’ use of the Johan- We pass to the writings of a far greater ‘apolo-

nine writings may, it would seem, be learned from gist,’ Justin Martyr, and we may confine our
Iremeus. The latter, in language that recalls attention to the three extant works bearing his
Papias’ prologue preserved in Eusebius, re- name, which are by common consent admitted to
peatedly adduces the testimony of ‘the elders’ be genuine—his First and Second Apologies and
who had seen and heard John, the disciple of the Dialogue with Trypho the Jew. Beeent investi-
Lord, or again, in another place, 4 who were dis- gallons, beginning with those of Yolkmar, Theol.
cjples of apostles’; and when we examine the Jahrb. von Baur u. Zeller, 1855, and of Hort, Journ.
passages In which he refers to them and quotes of Philol 1857, have served to show that the
their sayings, we find that their character is just First Apology should be placed a little later than
such as we might expect it to be if they were it commonly used to be, and that the Second
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Apology was written soon after the First. The
'

Dialogue was written after the Apologies
,
but how

;

long after cannot be determined. We shall not
'

be far wrong if we say that all three writings were
j

composed c. a.d. 150. The Apologies were written
j

in Rome, as was also probably the Dialogue, I

though it may be inferred from the latter (c. i.) 1

that Justin was teaching as a Christian philosopher :

in Ephesus soon after A.D. 135. He -was the most
j

eminent Christian of his generation, while he
writes, not as one who is putting forward his own
views, but who is representing and defending the

|

faith and practice of the Church
;
and he well i

knew what they were in at least two of its chief !

centres.
|

Now, Justin twice in his First Apology and many
{

times in the Dialogue describes the main authuri- 1

ties for the Life and Teaching of Christ as ‘the
j

Memoirs of the Apostles’ or simply 4 the Memoirs. 1
-

We have to ask whether by this name he intended 1

at least principally our Gospels, whether he recog-

nized all these, and whether they held a place in

his estimation which no other accounts of the

whole or a portion of the Lord’s Life and Teaching
j

shared. His use of the term itself just referred to i

affords no ground for doubting that he has the
j

Gospels which we acknowledge in his mind. It is
’

probable that the name k Gospels 1 was only be-
j

ginning in that generation to be applied to the 1

writings which contained the Gospel even among
j

Christians, and he was addressing those who were
j

not Christians. It would be natural for him to
j

employ some term which would be to them more
easy of comprehension and more expressive. The !

course he adopts in this case has an exact parallel
j

in his treatment of other Christian terms, e.g.
j

Baptism and the Eucharist ( First Apol. Ixi. and
j

Ixvi.). In First Apol. Ixvi., after using the word
j

4 Memoirs,’ he adds, ‘which are called Gospels.’
,

And this, it maybe observed in passing, is the

earliest instance of the application of the name
‘Gospels’ to the books. Justin himself commonly
writes of ‘the Gospel’ in the manner which we
have observed to be customary in the writings of

his predecessors and elder contemporaries. To pro-

ceed : in one place he characterizes ‘ the Memoirs ’

with special fulness as * composed by the Apostles

and those who followed them .’ The suitability of

this twofold description to our Gospels wii be
noticed, and it gains in point from the circum-

stance that in the context he preserves one trait

which is peculiar to St. Luke’s account of the

Agony in the Garden (Dial. ciii.). In another place

he refers to a fact, mentioned only by St. Mark, as

contained in Peter’s Memoirs (see, further, below).

Again, he speaks of the doctrine of the Person of

Christ, which he defines in part in terms peculiar

to Jn, as derived from ‘the Memoirs.’ Further,

in five of the cases in which Justin distinctly

quotes from evangelic writings, using the formula
ypypairrai, he agrees almost verbally with Mt or

Lk. (For these and for a discussion of the remain-

ing two, comp. Westcott, Canon , p. 130 ff., and
Sanday, Gospels in the Second Century, p. SB ff.).

For the most part, however, Justin does not

adhere closely to the words of any one evangelist

in his accounts of and references to the facts of the

Lord’s Life and His Teaching. He gives the sub-

stance of their narratives, and to a certain extent

combines what is found in different Gospels. In

doing this he acted in accordance with the very

natural tendency of which we have already seen

examples in early Christian writings. Moreover,

it is quite obviously his purpose in a considerable

portion of bis First Apology to give a summary of

the evangelic history and of some chief points in

Christ’s teaching for the enlightenment of heathen

readers. And not to obviously in a large part of

the Dialogue lie is rapidly reviewing the facts,

which was all that was required, in connexion with
an argument from the fulfilment of prupheev.
This being so, it was to be expected that lie should
avail himself now of one. now of another Gospel,
and should be satisfied with giving what lie con-
ceived to be their general meaning and purport.
“With the object he had in view, he would often rind

it sufficient to rely upon his memory of their narra-
tives. And, indeed, even his quotath ins fr< an the OT
are marked to a considerable extent by the same
characteristics of combination and compression,
and want of minute accuracy. Nevertheless, the

general character of the representation which
Justin gives of the evangelic history, and which
he derives, as he repeatedly indicates, fr. an records

which were acknowledged in the Church to have
apostolic authority—its contents, with compara-
tively slight exceptions, its main outline, the style

of the language, and many of the actual words

—

are those of our Gospels. The features of the

Synoptics are, indeed, more fully anti directly

reproduced than those of the Fourth Gospel,

though there are striking coincidences with special

points in it also; while it is most natural tu sup-

pose that the conception of Christ as the Logos,

which holds a prominent place in Justin’s works,

was derived by him from the same source, although

he develops it in part in his own way. in accord-

ance with philosophical ideas that were familiar

to him.
In his summaries of or allusions to the Gospel

history, Justin introduces a limited amount of

matter-—a certain number of touches and incidents

—not found in our Gospels. From the presence of

this element it has been argued that he did not use

our Gospels. But to reason thus is to defy every

principle of sound criticism. For there is no
evidence that any other work or works existed

which could have supplied him with the bulk of

his facts about the life and teaching of Christ,

together with the language in which he relates

them, besides our Gospels. Moreover, that these

were already in existence, and that he must have

had opportunities of becoming acquainted with

them, is certain, as will more clearly appear from
facts to be considered presently. It is now, indeed,

admitted by critics of more than one school that

the first three Gospels ranked among Justin’s

principal authorities, and that the fourth was
known to him. The chief questions still sub lite

are (a) to what extent he used other records in

addition to our canonical ones, and whether he
regarded any of them as possessed of apostolic

authority ;
and (b) whether there was a difference

between his attitude to the Fourth Gospel and the

Synoptics.

(a) The question of the source or sources whence
Justin drew what we may for convenience briefly

call the 4 apocryphal ’ matter in his accounts of the

Gospel history has received new and special interest

from the recovery, since 1892, of a fragment of the

so-called ‘ Gospel of Peter ’ (see The Akhmlm Frag-

ment, or the Apocryphal Gospel of St. Peter, by
H. B. Swete). In some points in which Justin

diverges from the canonical Gospels he is found to1

coincide with ‘Peter.’ The importance of the

inquiry whether Justin used ‘Peter’ is greatly

increased by the fact that, if he did, it must in all

probability have been the work which he describes

as ‘Peter’s Memoirs’ (Dial cvL), and he must
have given it an equal, if not a pre-eminent, place

among the authorities for the Gospel history. The
use of ‘ Peter ’ by Justin is maintained by Hamack
(Bruchstuck des Emngeliums mnd der Apokalypse

des Petrus, 2nd ed. p. 37 ff.), and is accepted by

Sanday (.Inspiration, pp. 306, 310) ;
but against 1%

;

see Swete, be. pp. xxxin-xxxv. Swete’s argument
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may also be greatly strengthened by observing the

contrasts between Justin and 1 Peter. 1 It is certain

that the former has been hut slightly influenced

by the latter on the whole, and it is difficult to

understand how, if he knew the book and regarded
it as the work of the chief of the apostles, -which

it claims to be, his use of it should have been so

limited.

In Justin’s age information concerning the

Gospel history was gleaned not only from tradi-

tion, but also from documents other than our

Gospels. less unsuspectingly than came to be the

case a generation or so later. We have seen an
example of this in the so-called Second Ep. of
Clement ; we learn also from Eusebius (HE iv. 22)
that Hegesippus, the contemporary of Justin, made
some quotations from the Gospel according to

the Hebrews. Justin s practice illustrates the same
attitude of mind. With the matter supplied by our

Gospels, he weaves in traits which he has probably
derived from such sources, though we are unable
to say from which of them he obtained most, or

whether indeed he made special use of any one.

There is, however, no reason to think that any
work of the nature of a Gospel, other than ours,

held practically the same position as they did for

Justin, or for the Church of his time.

( b ) Some critics who admit the cogency of the

evidence that Justin was acquainted with the
Fourth Gospel, yet maintain that he clearly did

not place it on the same level as the Synoptics (see

Keim, Jesus ofNaz. i. p, 186 ff.
;
Holtzmann, Einl.

p. 470). The only ground for supposing this is

that he makes more sparing use of it. But there

was good reason for this difference. In view of

the persons addressed both in the Apology and in

the Dialogue, and also the tenor of the arguments
in these works, it was natural that he should have
fewer quotations from and parallels with it than
the others.

Before leaving this quarter of the century we
must touch upon the question of the use of the
Gospels by Gnostic heretics. In discussing it we
shall be taken back even, to the earlier part of the
time. It has, however, been reserved till this

point, both on account of the different relation to

the Christian faith of the persons to be considered,
and because the evidence is of a more indirect
kind.

Basileides had begun to teach at Alexandria in
the reign of Hadrian. He was the author of a
work in 24 books entitled Expositions of the Gospel

,

from which we have a few extracts in extant
works of Clem. Alex. One of these seems like a
portion of a comment on a passage of Mt. There
are two others, which may be comments on sayings
of our Lord taken from Lk and Jn respectively
(Zahn, Kanon7 i. pp. 766, 767). The possibility of
coming to any fuller conclusion as to the use of
the Gospels by Basileides must depend on the
estimate formed of the account of Basileides
and his school given by Hippolytus, and of the
citations which it includes. Some have supposed
Hippolytus to have been misled when he took the
work from which he quotes as a product even of
the school of Basileides (e.g. Zahn, id. 765). But
the result of a comparison with the extracts in
Clem. Alex, is strongly In favour of the view that
the treatise used by Hippolytus gave a genuine
exposition of Basileidean doctrine (see HorPs art.
* Basileides’ in Diet, of Christian Biog.). Whether
it was the Exegetim or some other work is more
questionable. That the quotations are from Basil-
eides himself, at least in some cases, and those the
most Important for our present purpose, is the
most natural view of Hippolytus1 language (cf.

Westcott, Canon, p. 297 n., and Horfc, l.c.). The
theories expounded bear the marks of great meta-

physical power
;
and if the writer from whom they

]

are taken, partly in his own words, was not Basil-

j

eides himself, he may probably have been Isidore,

!
Basileides 1 eminent son and disciple, whom Hip-

I

polytus names along with his father. Even in this

case we should have to do here with a writing com-
posed not much later than, if so late as, the middle
of the 2nd cent. It undoubtedly appeals to the

Fourth Gospel as to an authority (Hippol. Ilcer.

vii. 22).

|

Valentinus,
who was a younger contemporary of

Basileides, need not now detain us. We know
nothing of the employment he made of books of

the NT, except as it may be inferred from the

practice of his school in the next generation.

On the other hand, of the treatment of the NT
Scriptures by Marcion, who flourished c. a.d 140,

we know much fromTertullian’s Contra Marcionem.
Beyond all reasonable doubt, the Gospel which he
made for himself and his sect was a mutilated form
of Lk. And it may be observed that in select-

ing it, even though he found it necessary thus to

adapt it to his own purpose, he did homage to the

authority which it had acquired. An examina-
tion of the peculiarities of the text used by Marcion
seems also to show that the text of the Gospel had
already in his generation a history (see Sanday,
Gospels in Second Cent. p. 231 ff.).

From a man and his writings we turn to a move-
ment. Montanism arose in Phrygia not long after

the middle, and it spread remarkably during the
remainder, of the 2nd cent.

;
it found tendencies

and needs favourable to it in various parts of the
Church. In the present connexion it is important
only from the fact that its insistence on the promise
of the coming of the Spirit, designated as the
Paraclete, is a sign of the influence of the Gospel
according to John.

(2) Other writings of NT.—A few points only
need be noticed. We learn from Tertullian’s-

treatise against Marcion that this heretic acknow-
ledged 10 Epp. of St. Paul. It was natural, and
yet important as a step in the formation of the*

Canon, that the Epp. of this great apostle should
be regarded collectively, and we have in Marcion’

s

case the first clear sign of such a view of them.
There is, it may be added, no reason to think that
Marcion in rejecting, as be did, the 3 Pastoral
Epp. was actuated by any other motive than a
dogmatic one.

In a pavssage of Justin we have a noteworthy
instance of another kind— the earliest reference by
name to a NT writing. The work so cited is the
Apocalypse, its authorship by John the Apostle
being mentioned (Dial. IxxxL).
Eor the rest, it will suffice under this head to

notice parallelisms which are striking, and which
prove the use of writings not otherwise abundantly
attested. Those in Hennas with Ep. of James are
specially remarkable (Hermas, Fts. II. ii. 7, IV. ii.

6 ; M. II. 3. 4, VI. 7, VIII. 10, IX. 4. 11, XII. 5. 2
vi. 3 ; Sim. VI. i. 1, vm. vi. 4). Again, those with
Acts in Justin seem clear (Apol. i. 40 ; Dial. xvi. and
lii.)* The statement, which we have already had
occasion to refer to, may also here he recalled, that
Papias 4 made use of testimonies from the former
Ep. of Jn, and likewise from that of Peter ’ (Eus.
HE iii. 39).

ill. Third Quarter of Second Centery.-
(1) Gospels.— Tatian.—Through a succession of
remarkable literary discoveries in recent years con-
troversy has practically been closed in respect to the
general character of Tatian’s Diatessaron. We may
not fully have recovered its original form, but It can
no longer be seriously doubted that substantially
it was a harmony of our Four Gospels (see Zahn,
Forsch. Pt 1, Kan. L pp. 387-422, ii 530-556 ;

Light!!., Essays on Sup. Bel., 1889, pp. 272-288

;
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S. Hemphill, The Diatessaron of Tatian
;
and Hill, 1

The Earliest Gospel Harmony). i

In more than one respect Tatian is a valuable
link between the middle and the last quarter of
the century, supplying evidence in regard to the :

history of the Canon for a period, the remains of 1

which are specially scanty. His Diatessaron , while !

it is an example of the working of that tendency
to dwell on the common result of the testimony of i

different witnesses, which we have seen to be
j

characteristic of the first two or three generations,
is also the first distinct indication of the fact, which
is so emphatically asserted a little later, that there
werefour records whose authority was unique.

(2) His Apology shows traces of acquaintance
with various ivritings of the XT\ but for the most
part there is in it the absence of express citation

which is commonly to be observed in works of the
same class. In one place, however, some words
from the prologue to Jn are introduced as 4 that
which has been said ’ (xiiL).

iv. The last Quarter of the Secoxd
Gextury axd beginning of the third.—
The point of transition to the last quarter of the
2nd cent, will be the most convenient opportunity
for considering the impugners of St. John’s writ-

ings, commonly called the Alogi. The evidence
which has so far come before us, if it is in any !

respects unfavourable to the authenticity of any
NT writings, is so by way of defect. Even such a
writer as Marcion appears mainly as a witness for

the Canon. We have now, however, to notice a
body of persons who are specially characterized by
their refusal to acknowledge one group of writings

j—those attributed to St. John.
Much attention has of late been directed to this

phenomenon. It has been discussed in particular

from opposite points of view by Zahn (Kan. i.

pp. 220-262) and Hamack (XT um d. J. 200, pp.

58-70* and ChronoL L pp. 670, 671) ;see also Light-

foot ( Clem. Bom. ii. p. 394) and Sanday(Inspiration,
p. 14 f.). The chief documents are Iren. in. xi. 12

(which refers only to the rejection of the Gospel) ; |

Epiph. Heer. li.
;
and Philaster, lx. The value of I

the last two is that in all probability they derive
j

their information from a lost work of Hippolytus.

It is not, however, altogether easy to distinguish

the conjectures of Epiphanius, and his disquisitions

on points that interested Mm, from the matter

which he took from his authority, while Philaster’s

notice is very brief.

The motive for these opinions was primarily

dogmatic, not critical, though those who held them
sought to strengthen their case by pointing out

differences between the Fourth Gospel and the

Synoptics, and by strictures upon the imagery of

the Apocalypse (see Epiph. lx.). It was 4 in order

to frustrate the gifts of the Spirit,’ Irenseus tells us,

that 4 some do not admit that form of the Gospel

which is according to John, in wMch the Lord
promised that He would send the Paraclete.’ One
kind of extravagance begets another. Because the

Montanists appealed to Jn 14-16 in urging their

wild views and preposterous claims, these others

were for denying the authority of that Gospel itself.

Again, the Montanists and many other Christians

in the 2nd cent, were miHenari&ns, and supported

their materialistic notions by a literal interpreta-

tion of the Apocalypse. Consequently, those who
j

were repelled by miEenarianism were tempted to

call the authenticity of that work in question.

The theory of the Alogi, feat Cermthus was the

author of fee Johannine writings, must have been

suggested first in fee case of fee Apocalypse, and

extended to fee Gospel; for while, according to

the best information which we possess, Cermthus

Was a milenarian, h® Christology had notMng
In 'Common with that of fee Fourth Gospel. Thus

the rejection of the mie work was In part at least,
J

associated with that of the other ; In part, however, f

the attack on the Apneahqve was inure widely
spread, and had more lasting effects (ef. Eus. HE
iii. 28 and vii. 2d).

The name Alogi seems to have been Epiph-
anius’ invention. He gave it both as a je>t and
to betoken their refusal to accept the Gospel which
contained the doctrine of the Logos. Whether
they in reality objected to tins doctrine, or this

was simply Epiphanius* inference, is nut clear.

But if they did, they might here again find a
common ground of opposition both to the Fourth
Gospel and the Apocalypse.

It should be observed that the Akgi, by their

association of the Gospel according to John and the

Apocalypse in a common condemnation, arid the

attribution of them b* till to Cerinthus, are witnesses

to the tradition, that both were by the same
author, and that, in assigning them to a heretic

who was contemporary with "St John, they axe

also witnesses to their "antiquity.

Harnack lays special stress on the fact that the

Alogi were not visibly separated from the Church,
and apparently did not intend to depart from the

Christian faith. AoKomt teal afoot, says Epiphanius,
ra lira ijp2v rnffreifetw ( lx. § 4). Vet the agreement
of which he speaks seems to l>e only relative. He
is comparing their position with that of more pro-

nounced heretics, such as the Gnostics. Further,

it is to be remembered that the machinery did

not exist in the 2nd cent., which there came to

be in the Church of after-times, for passing judg-

ment on erroneous opinions. And, moreover, there

is no reason to suppose that the number of those

who rejected the most important work at least,

the Gospel, was considerable, and it is certain that

they produced no Listing impression.

At the same time, the instance of the Aloci illus-

trates a stage in the reception of the NT Scriptures.

It shows that beliefs which this party opposed
had not yet obtained that firm hold upon the

minds of all which only clear definition and a .

prescription of many generations can give. But
that these beliefs were neither of recent growth
nor limited to a narrow area, we plainly see from
the works of the age we have now reached which
have come down to us.

Among the earliest is the treatise of Theophilus.

bishop of Antioch, which is in the form of a
vindication of the Christian faith, addressed to a

philosophic heathen friend. He dwells upon the

inspiration of the apostles. With the Holy Scrip-

tures, te. the OT, still best known by this title,

he couples 4 all the inspired men’ (vmviiaTt&opoi)

,

expressly mentioning John, He quotes Jn l 1 - 3

as from 4 the apostle’ (ad Autol. li. 22. and
cf. ib. ix. 10). In iii 12 he speaks of 4 the

Gospels’ in the plural, mid asserts that the con-

tents of the Prophets mid the Gospels are in
;

harmony with the law, ‘because all the inspired !

men spoke by one Spirit of God.’ Again (id. 13),

after citing a passage of OT he refers to 4 the still

more urgent injunction of the Evangelic Voice.*

and quotes Mt and he compares the Gospel

with Isaiah, quoting Mt S4* (f6. 14),

We may here suitably refer to the Ep. ad

|

Diogmfmn. a work of similar aim, the birthplace
i

and date of which cannot be fixed with certainty,

but wMch may with most probability be assigned
,

to about the same time. In c. xi. fee writer

enumerates * the fear of the law,’ 4 the grace of the
;

prophets,’ * the faith of fee Gospels, 1 4 the tradition

of the Apostles.’

It is, however, when we pa® to writings of a
different class, designed for the refutation of heresy

or the Instractton of fee faithful In the Christian

life and creed, to Irenseus (cicfr, Hmr., composed
j
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before ad. 190), and the works of Tertullian and
]

Clement of Alexandria, and Hippolytus, composed
j

near the end of the 2nd and beginning of the

3rd cent., that for the first time, in place of the

partial gleams afforded by the remains of former

generations, we have a Hood of light upon the

thought and practice of the Church. We must
review the evidence as to the position of the

writings of the NT in the generation we have now
reached, and consider what inferences may be

drawn therefrom as to their reception.

(1) Writings whose place in the Canon teas al-

ready at and from this time fully secured.—The
express statements of the eminent writers just

named, and their ordinary assumptions, leave no
doubt as to the inspired authority attributed to

by far the larger part of our XT in the important

Churches of which they were members, or with
which they were well acquainted and maintained
active relations. In common they recognize (a) our
four Gospels, and none besides

; (/3) 13 Epp. of

Paul, i.e. all which bear his name in our XT,
except that to Heb.

; (7) the Acts, 1 P, 1 Jn.

These form also the class called afterwards by
Eusebius L acknowledged writings.’

(a) Remarks as to the area from which this

evidence comes.-—It may have been observed that

hitherto we have been almost exclusively con-

cerned with the faith and usage of Greek-speaking
Christians, and that we are so'mamly still. By the

mention of Tertullian the fact is for the first time
brought before us of the hold that Christianity

had obtained, comparatively recently, at the epoch
of which we are speaking, among a Latin-speak-

ing people. In Home itself, alike in the 1st cent,

and throughout the 2nd, the Church was mainly
Greek. It may be well here to point out the

special advantages belonging to the Greek-speaking
Christians of the first few generations, as witnesses

in regard to the XT writings. Not only are we
best acquainted with the expansion of the Church
to the west, north, and north-west of Jerusalem,
through Greek-speaking cities, but to all appear-
ance that was by far the greatest expansion in

apostolic times. Here lay the scenes of St. Paul’s
labours, with which his Epistles and the Acts have
rendered us familiar. More dimly we see the
figures of several of the Twelve, including St. Peter
and St John, moving and working in these same
regions, when they voluntarily left or were driven
from their home. It was in consequence of the
spread of the gospel among populations whose
ordinary language was Greek, to meet the needs
of converts made from them, that all the writings
of the XT came into existence. This is true even of

the Eirst Gospel in the form in which we have it.

Here and there some other Christian writing
may in early days have won a position similar to
that of the books received as canonical. We
may have an example of this in the Gospel accord-
ing to the Egyptians. But special circumstances
of language and locality so well account for this

in an outlying district, that such an instance does
not detract from the force of the testimony of
other parts of the Church.

It seems strange, however, at first sight that the
Christians of Palestine and of the Aramaic-speak-
ing East should have received the XT writings
from the West, with one probable exception—the
Ep. of James. Yet such was the fact. The
Hebrew Christian community at Jerusalem was
virtually broken up by the siege and capture of the
city, A.D. 69-70. After the suppression of Bar-
cochba’s revolt (A.D. 135) a Greek Church arose
there. In other parts of Palestine the Hebrew
Christian Church had to contend, during the latter

part of the 1st and earlier part of the 2nd cent.,

with a strong Jewish reaction. What progress

the gospel made beyond Jordan to the east and
north-east, through the labours of any of the
Twelve, or the preaching and example of more
ordinary Christians who fled from Palestine when
Jerusalem fell, and to what extent the Christians
of those districts in the 2nd cent, may thus have
traced their lineage to the Church of apostolic

days, and have cherished its traditions, it may be
impossible to discover. But this at least may be
said : we hear of no work written in Hebrew or
Aramaic by an apostle, or immediate companion
and follower of the apostles, except the one
attributed to St. Matthew. The Gospel according
to the Hebrews may have embodied this work,
and doubtless contained traditions that had been
current among Hebrew Christians

;
but it would

seem not to have been preserved long in an un-
corrupted form, and it is noteworthy that it

obtained no enduring authority even in the East.
As regards the history of the Canon of the

Syrian Church, it may suffice here to allude to the
strange hold which Tatian’s Eiatessaron obtained
there. It was popularly used as a substitute for

the Gospels, to the neglect of the reading of them
in public worship— an abuse which had to be
dealt with by authority as late as the 5th cent.

But such a fact is of importance as throwing light

upon the history of that Church generally, not as
bearing on the authenticity of the Gospels. [The
subject of the history of the Canon in the Syrian
Church is a very obscure one : for discussions of it

see especially Zahn, Kan. i. c. 8, and Harnack’s
criticism thereupon in XT um 200, § 10.]

Primarily, then, in dealing with the history of

the Canon of XT, we have to fix our thoughts upon
Greek-speaking Christendom, though we may now
join thereto the Christians of the Roman province
of X. Africa, who were far more closely bound up
with it than the Christians of the East -were.

Tertullian is fully aware that he and the other
Christians of his portion of the Church, who were
but 4 of yesterday,’ had simply received the faith

and its documents from more ancient Churches.
It was probably here that a translation of the NT
into Latin was first made, and expressions used
by Tertullian have been commonly thought to
show that one already existed hi his time. But if,

as Zahn has argued {Kan. i. 48-60), the task was
not accomplished till later, though before the
middle of the 3rd cent., it was not for want of
recognizing the value and authority of the writings
held to be apostolic. Tertullian’s works certainly
prove this. It is not material, therefore, for our
present purpose to decide exactly when a Latin
version was first made.
Now, although there are some Churches of note

as to which we have no direct information for the
period in question, even within that portion of
Christendom the bounds of which we have indi-

cated, we are justified in assuming that throughout
the whole of it there was substantial agreement
as to the sacred writings of the New Dispensation,
to the extent to which it is found in the writers
whose works have come down to us from that
time. In view both of the eminence of those men
and their wide knowledge of the Church, and the
intercourse which existed between different parts
of it within the area described, there could hardly
have been any considerable divergences on serious
points which have remained concealed. It is to be
added that, even for those regions within the limits
defined—in particular the Greek Churches of Syria
and of the central and eastern parts of Asia
Alinor—as to which evidence is lacking at this
epoch, it is forthcoming shortly afterwards, and
there is not a trace of any doubts in regard to the
books above enumerated.
To the close of the 2nd cent, or first years of the
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3rd belongs most likely the earliest actual list of
the writings of NT which we possess. It is called
after Muratori, its discoverer. It has now been
rendered highly probable that it was tiie work of
Hippolytus. [On the Muratorian fragment see
esp. Zakn, Kan. ii. 1-143, and Lightfoot, Clem.

Bom. ii 405-413.] Though the earliest list of the
kind that has come down to us, it may not have
been the earliest made. Melito, bishop of Sardis
(c. A.D. 170), in a fragment which Eusebius has
preserved (HE iv. 26), gives a list of 4 the books of
the Old Covenant, 1 and the phrase seems naturally
to suggest by contrast the existence of a list of the
books of the New. Further, at the time we have
reached, the name of 4 Scriptures 1

is given to the
new sacred books equally with the old (see Iren.
adi\ Seer. ii. 58. 2). And a conception has been
formed of a NT, as a collection of books which
made a companion to the OT, and the name even
of 4 Testament 1

is so applied in Clem. Alex, and
Tertuliian [Clem. jStrom. v. 85 ;

Tertull. de Pitdic.

1]. Tertuliian also employs the word 4 instru-
nientum, 1 or in the pi. 4 instrumenta 1

(i.e. ‘the
document 1 or 4 the documents 1

), considering it

more expressive. It should be observed that such
a conception was found possible, although the
contents of the collection of writings had not been
in all respects certainly determined.
The usage of heretics confirms what is known as

,

to that of the Church. The Valentinians were but
the most numerous and widely spread Gnostic

j

sect. Valentinus, according to Tertuliian, used
j

4 a complete Instrument, 1 which must be taken
1

to mean all the books of Scripture which Tertul-
iian himself acknowledged

( Prvescr. Her. c. 38).
Whether the remark was true or not of the founder
of the school himself, it was so undoubtedly of the
Valentinians in the last quarter of the 2nd cent.,
as may be gathered from Irenseus' treatise, as well
as from Tertuliian. It answered their purpose best
to accept the NT Scriptures acknowledged in the
Church, and to make them the vehicle of their
own tenets by means of allegorical interpretation.

(h) The inferences that may he drawn as to the
previous history of the reception of these writings
in the Church .—In estimating the force of the
evidence in this respect, it will be desirable to
distinguish between the value of the personal
reminiscences of individual writers in regard to
traditions about the books of the NT, and the

j

significance of the general belief of the Church.
I

The testimony of individuals, founded on what
they themselves remembered, might be of great

j

weight. That of Irenabus is so in particular. Too
much stress may sometimes have been laid upon it.

Possibly his opportunities for knowing the mind
and teaching of Polycarp may have been rather
more restricted than they have been assumed to

be by some
;
and he may have known no other man,

besides, belonging to the generation which actually

overlapped that of the apostles. But he certainly
!

knew other Asiatic Christians older than himself,
j

who must have been acquainted as he was, or 1

better than he was, with the testimony both of
j

Polycarp and of contemporaries of Polycarp, who
j

had passed away before Mm, With such oppor-
j

tunities for correcting his own impressions, it is
j

hardly possible that he should have been at fault
j

as to simple facts which he believed that he re-
j

membered. It is therefore altogether unreason-
j

able to suppose, as Hamack does, that, in spite
j

of Ms very distinct statement as to Polycarp’s
j

reminiscences of John the Apostle, he is in his
j

own memory making a confusion with another
John. [Comp. Ham. ChronoL i p. 333 ff., with
Gwatkin’s answer in Contemp. Bmiew,

Peb. 1897,

and Lightfoot, Essays on Sup. Met pp. 96 f., 265.]

But the position wMch the greater part of the

j

writings of the NT held in the last two or three
decades of the 2nd cent, in The emnmuu view of
the chief Churches of CiirNn ink m, and approxi-
mately, at least, of the Church threughuut the
Roman Empire, i.e. of by far the larger part of
the Church, is a more remarkable fact than any
recollections, however coat, «»f particular m*m
could be. In certain re>pects there lias come a

;

change in the manner of re Lardkm the^e writ lugs
• since the middle, not to sa\ the htMium-ir, ot the
century. The line of di-tiiietmii i> mure sharply
drawn than before it was, between tie* writings
which could be rightly reckoned apo-h lie and all

others. Contrererey with Gnosticism had had its

effect. Writings of more or lts> decidedly heretical
tendencies had been put forth under the names
of apostles. The Church was com] idled to be
watchful. A certain vividne>s and emphasis may
also be noticed in the manner in which Iren his,
for instance, asserts the fourfold of
the evangelic testimony. The perception of the
uniqueness of the four records lias been rendered
more precise, and with this There has also come a
fuller sense of the distinct value of the contri-
bution made by each, and of the richness of their
harmony when combined. And as the notion of a
Canon of NT Scriptures Is becoming more definite
(the name is not used), the authority of those
books, which were beyond question and on all

hands allowed to have a right to a place in it, is

enhanced. But the amount of the change that
has taken place may easily be exaggerated. The
appearance of abruptness 'which itdias, when we
compare earlier documents u ith the works of this
time, is certainly due to our want of information.
The voice of the Church at the end of the 2nd
cent in respect to the writings of the NT is simply

. the full utterance of a conviction which has long
I been virtually held. Tremens so evidently believes

i

himself to be defending the immemorial faith and
;

tradition of the Church, that he could not have
!

been conscious of any alteration, within his own
experience, in such an important matter as the
apostolic authority attributed to the chief NT

i

writings. Moreover, such a hold as they had
manifestly obtained could not, in the nature of
things, have been acquired recently and at a bound
in that generation.
We have seen how large a measure of agreement

there was upon the subject on the part of a number
of eminent Churches. Putting aside that of N.
Africa, which was of later origin than the rest,

these were all founded In the Apostolic Age itself,

with the possible exception of Alexandria, which
must have arisen at least in the generation im-
mediately following. And though these Churches
are ah situated within the Graeco-Roman world,
they exhibit widely different characteristics and
thorough independence. No one of them could
dictate to the rest

;
no one of them exercised over

the rest an Influence so dominant that its example
would be silently followed. Rome would not have
readily yielded to Asia Minor, nor Asia Minor to
Rome, on such a matter as the Scriptures which
they had been accustomed to acknowledge] nor
would either of these have yielded to Antioch or
Alexandria. Nor was unanimity brought about
through discussions and conferences. Differences
on other subjects appear and are debated, but not
on this. It should be observed, also, that the
authority which the writings of the NT possessed
was not based, as we in our day might be Inclined
to imagine, on a judgment of the Church, either
formal or implied, as to their surpassing moral
and spiritual power, their inspiration. It rested
on the belief that the writings in question were
authentic embodiments of the witness and teaching
of the apostles. This was the point testified to by
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a number of independent and mutually confirma-
tory lines of tradition, maintained m communities
winch were bound by strong sanctions to be faithful

to that which they had received from the past.

These communities, too, had a continuous cor-

porate life that reached back to the first age of the

Church, or its confines; and at the time we are

considering they were still separated from it only

by two or three generations. It is difficult to

imagine that a belief thus guaranteed could have
been substantially erroneous, even though it does
not become apparent to us in its full strength for

a century after the death of most of the apostles.

And the more indirect indications from the inter-

vening generations, though they are, owing to

various causes, less distinct than we could wish,

make for the same conclusion.

(2) Writings whose position continued to be for a
time doubtful .—Before this epoch is left, a few
words must be said on the amount of recognition

then in divers quarters accorded to other writings,

besides those above mentioned, which (a) -were

eventually included in the NT, as well as to some
which (b) did not obtain a place there.

(a) And first as to the Apocalypse. So far as

the sources of evidence which come before us up
to the beginning of the 3rd cent, are concerned,
there would be no sufficient ground for placing it

in a different category from those whose position

was already fully" assured. Irenseus, Tertuliian,

Clement, Hippolytus, all regarded it as a genuine
work of the Apostle John, and Can. Mur. includes

it as such. It 'continued, moreover, always to be
recognized as Scripture in the Western Church,
and on the whole this seems to have been the view
throughout of the Church of Alexandria. We
know, however, that at a later time it was not
received as canonical in Syria and Asia Minor,
and this so generally as to point to a long-stand-
ing difference of usage in those regions, though
from what cause the difference arose we do not
know. In this respect chiefly the testimony to it

differs from that to the writings called ‘acknow-
ledged.’

Of two other of the writings which for a time
were not reckoned in this class, it may likewise

be said that they deserve to be so on the evidence
afforded at the period now' under review, considered
by itself—2 Jn and Ep. of Jude.

Irenseus twice cites words from the former as
John’s {ado. Her. i. 9. 3 ;

iii. 17. 8), though in one
case he seems to confuse the 2nd with the 1st Ep.
The Mur. Can. recognizes 2 Epps, of John, and
Clem, Al. (Strom. u. 66) speaks of John’s 4 greater
Ep.,’ plainly implying that he knows of at least one
other. It may seem strange to us that if the 2nd
Ep. was acknowledged, the 3rd, which bears marks
of the same authorship, should not have been so
with equal distinctness. But the address of the
former to ‘the Elect Lady, 1 which may have been
understood as a symbolical name for the Church,
may account for this. We may gather from the
language of Mur. Can. respecting the number of

the Churches to which St. Paul’s Epp. are written,
etc., that 6 catholicity 5 of address was a considera-
tion in determining the authority to be attributed
to writings by the Church, as well as apostolicity

of origin.

The Ep. of Jude is not quoted by Irensetis, but
this may be accidental. It is included in Can.
Mur., and Clement commented on it Tertuliian
also quote it as apostolic.

We turn now to the interesting subject of the
light in which the Ep. to the Hebrews was regarded.
The signs of its use in Clem. Rom. have been
referred to

;
but its position remained ambiguous

owing to uncertainty as to its authorship. This is

strikingly illustrated by Tertullian’s language (de

Pudicitia , 20). He attiibutes it to Barnabas, a

i companion of apostles, and one who had even
i borne in a certain sense the title of an apostle. ;

i Yet, evidently, even while Tertuliian sets a high
value upon the Epistle, he does not esteem it in >

the way that he would have done if he had believed

it to be by St. Paul himself. Similar considera-

tions, no doubt, influenced others. They read,

and were willing to profit by, the Epistle, but
shrank from claiming for it full apostolic authority.

Irenseus nowhere appeals to it as Scripture in any
writing of his which we possess, and it is not
included in the Muratorian list. On the other

hand, it would seem to have been very highly
appreciated at Alexandria, and Clement of Alex-
andria asserted its Pauline authorship, while he
explained the differences between its style and
that of his other Epp., and its similarity to that of

the Acts, by conjecturing that Luke translated it

’ (ap. Euseb/jli? vi. 14).

j

Of use of the Ep. of James—if we are to put
i aside, as it appears wre should (see Westcott, Canon ,

;
pp. 362, 363), a statement of Cassiodoras in regard

j

to Clem. Alex.’s lost Hypotyposes—there is no sign

i
till the next period, beyond those parallelisms in
Hermas which have been noticed. There are also

no clear traces of 2 Peter or S John. >

(b) We pass to wmitings which were for a time
candidates, so to speak, for admission, but which
were ultimately rejected. With the Apocalpyse of
John the Mur. Can. couples that of Peter, though

;

it adds in respect to the latter that some Christians
were against having it 4 read in church.’ In other
quarters it would seem the Ep. of Clem. Bom., the
Pastor of Hermas

,
and the Ep. of Barnabas were

read as works of special authority, on the ground,
which was true in the case of the first-named only,
that they were by companions or personal disciples

of the apostles. At some time, also, the 2nd Ep.
of Clem, (so called) was joined with the 1st in the
same honour.
But it is difficult to determine exactly the

relation of these writings to the Canon, from onr
want of knowledge as to the principles on which
the practice of public reading in the assemblies
was regulated. Undoubtedly, the selection of the
books which might be read publicly played a part
in the formation of the Canon, and in impressing f

the idea of the sacredness and authority of the
books so used upon the minds of Christians. But
it is not to be supposed that the significance of the '

public reading was the same, or that the rules for

it were conceived in the same spirit, everywhere t

and always (see art. Canon in vol. i. p. 349b).
From the mere fact, therefore, that a particular
work appeals to have been read in certain Churches,
it is not safe to Infer that even in these Churches
it was regarded as possessing the fullest inspired
authority'.

B. Second Peeiod, c. a.d. 220-323.—The most :

important fact of this period is the work and the
influence of Origen. Their results cannot be
measured with precision

;
but the effect of his

j

labours—alike as a thinker bent on the compre- ,

hensive ascertainment of Christian truth and as a
j

textual critic of, and commentator and homilist
upon, Holy Scripture, coupled as they were with a
wide knowledge of the practice of different parts
of the Church—must necessarily have been great
in promoting the settlement of the Canon of NT.
And his teaching was perpetuated and spread by
many scholars, e.g. by his successors in the school
of Alexandria, by Pamphilus, who preserved it at

Caesarea, and Gregory Thaumaturgus, who carried
it into the heart of Asia Minor.
The testimony of Origen confirms the evidence

of the preceding period—within which, indeed, half
Ms life fell (A.D. 186-253)—as to the writings about

j
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which there was practically universal agreement
in the Greek-speaking and Latin-speaking Church.
He accepts all that have been enumerated under
this head, on the authority of the Church’s tradi-
tion, and also the Apocalypse (Eus. HE vi. 25).

Passing to the remaining writings of NT, we
may first note as of special significance his position,
which resembles that of Clement, in regard to the
Ep. to the Hebrews. He points out the difference
of style between it and the unquestioned writ-
ings of St. Paul, but adds that ‘the thoughts
are wonderful and not second to the acknowledged
apostolic writings ’

;
and he gives it as his own

opinion that ‘ the thoughts are the apostle’s,

but the diction and composition that of some one
who recorded from memory the apostle's teaching,
and as it were illustrated with a brief commentary
the sayings of his master’ (ap. Eus. ib.). The
history of the reception of this great Epistle shows
•strikingly what were the conditions which—it was
held—must be satisfied in the case of a book in-

cluded among the NT Scriptoes. There must
be apostolic authorship, or dependence upon apos-
tolic teaching; and this was a point to be deter-
mined by tradition, which did not necessarily

involve the employment of tests difficult to apply,
such as that of inspiration. Nevertheless a test

of authenticity was also found, consciously or
unconsciously, in the harmony between the spirit

of the books received as apostolic and that of the
apostolic doctrine preserved in the Church. Doubts
as to the authorship of Ep. to Heb. stood in the
way for some time of the recognition of its inspira-

tion. And it may be that if it had not come to be
more closely associated with the name of St. Paul
than facts warranted, it would never have fully

ranked as Scripture. But, on the other hand, those
who seem to have done most to secure this result,

notably Clement and Origen, were profoundly
impressed with its spiritual power and general
agreement with St. Paul’s teaching.

In Origen’s writings we have the earliest refer-

ences by name to Ep. of James ( Comm . in Joan

.

t. xix. 6, etc.)
;
he also quotes from Ep. of Jude

(Comm, in Matt. x. 17, etc.) as if he himself
received it, but alludes to the doubts existing in

regard to both of them. It seems reasonable to sup-
pose that the former of these Epp. was brought to

the notice of Origen more particularly through his

residence in Palestine. The conjecture that it had
for long been treasured in Syria is confirmed by
the fact that it was recognized as authentic and
canonical at Antioch and in the Syriac-speaking
Church, where 2 and 3 Jn and Jude, as well as the
Apoc., were refused acknowledgment at the end
of the 4th cent. Origen appears to have known
the 2nd Ep. of Peter, but not to have regarded it

or the two lesser Epp. of John as genuine.

The position of the Apocalypse in the 3rd cent,

is illustrated by the attitude of one who belonged
to the same school as Origen, and outlived him
only by a few years, Dionysius

,
the eminent bishop

of Alexandria (d. 265). He discussed the question
of its authenticity, and declared himself unable to

believe that it was by the Apostle John, the author
of the Gospel, on account of its style

;
yet the

cautiousness and reverence of his tone in speaking
of the work is an indication of the high regard in

which it was commonly held (ap. Eus. HE vii, 25).
Lastly, Eusebius in his Ecclesiastical History,

when he has arrived nearly at the end of the

Apostolic Age, makes important statements as to

his own views and the views and practice of his

contemporaries in respect to the apostolic writings

(HE ii. 23. 25 ;
iii. 3 ;

24. 17, 18 ; 25). These bring

us to the close of our second period in the history

of the Canon. For this work of Eusebius—which
contains, indeed, most of the information that he

supplies on this subject, though he lived to A D
340—terminates with, and seems to have been com-
posed shortly after, the pacification of the empire
under Constantine. In spite of some want of clear-

ness in his language, he helps us greatly to realize

the state of things prevailing. The uncertainty
and disagreement which still continued concerning
certain books perhaps impress us most. It is from
Eusebius that we derive the familiar classification

into ‘ acknowledged ’ (0^0X070^6^) and 4 disputed ’

(avnXeyd/iepa.) and ‘spurious 7 (voda) hooks. Never-
theless it w'as a step towards the final decision
of the questions at issue, that they should be thus
definitely posed. And the notices hearing on the
Canon of NT, gleaned from waiters of generations
earlier than his own, which according to promise
he gives in the course of his history, are intended
to contribute to the attainment of this object.

Eusebius nowhere includes works winch have
ultimately been accounted apocryphal or unin-
spired in his class of ‘disputed’ writings. These
consist, according to his fullest passage on the
subject (iii. 25), of the Epp. of James and Jude,
2 and 3 Jn, and 2 P, which, as we gather from ii.

23. 25, were already regarded in many Churches as

forming together with 1 P and 1 Jn a collection of 7

Catholic Epistles. With the Apocalypse he deals
somewhat curiously. He first enumerates it among
the 4 acknowledged ’ books, adding, 4 if that should
appear to he the right view

’
(d <pa.vdy—ambiguous

like the Eng. trans. given), and then again refers

to it among the 4 spurious 7 with a similar saving
clause. The mode of treatment adopted by him
in this case is to be accounted for by the fact that
those who did not admit the Johannine authorship
for the most part desired its definite rejection on
doctrinal grounds

;
wffiereas the claims of the Epp.

above named to be regarded as apostolic were for

the most part questioned simply on the ground of

defect of evidence for their early and widespread
use. On the other hand, Eusebius cannot bring
himself to name the Ep. to Heb. anywhere except
among the 4 acknowledged ’ books, and as one of 14
Epp. of Paul. In so doing, he reflects, no doubt, the
belief of the greater part of the Greek-speaking
Church, in which he was most at home. At the

same time, he allows that 4
it is not fair to ignore

the fact that some have rejected the Ep. to Heb.,
asserting that it is disputed by the Church of

Home as not being Paul’s ’ (iii. 3).

With the exception of this statement, we know
nothing of the Canon of the Church of Rome and
the Churches dependent upon her, or of the Church
of N. Africa, during the period under considera-
tion.

C. Concluding Period.—In the age ushered in

by the victory of Constantine, many causes were
at work tending to fix the Canon. The Scriptures

were endeared, and the difference between them
and all other books was emphasized, by the recol-

lection of the last persecution, in which their

destruction had been made a principal aim
;
and

zeal for them found exercise In the multiplication

of fresh copies. Now, also, large volumes, com-
prising the entire Greek Bible, began probably to

be made, such as those fifty magnificent ones which
Constantine ordered Eusebius to have prepared at

the expense of the royal treasury (Eus. IIt Const.

iv. 36). The Scriptures were thus vividly pre-

sented as a distinct whole, and the question of their

limits was raised in a very practical manner.
Further, the definition of the Church’s creed led

naturally to a fuller settlement of her Canon of

Scripture. And thus, when the ties between the

Latin-speaking Church and Athanasius had first

been drawn closer through the conflict with Arian-
ism, and when afterwards the conservatives of the

East had embraced the Nicene faith, and East and
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West were united in common sympathies, the

same Canon came in course of time to be received.

Lists ut the XT Scriptures have come down to us
]

from various parts of the 4th cent. ; but, in spite of

the many Councils that were held during this

period, most of these lists rest on the authority of

individual Fathers, though representing, no doubt,

the faith and practice of the portions of the Church
to which they belonged. The earliest Synodical
decree on the subject which is of certain date and
authenticity belongs to the close, almost, of the

century. The Acts of the Synod of Laodicea,

according to some MSS, contain a catalogue of

the books of Scripture, but it is probably a later

addition. The date of this Synod has also been
matter of dispute, though it most likely took place

A.D. 863 (see Westcott, Canon, p. 43d f.).

The Canon of Cyril of Jerusalem in his Cate-

chetical lectures (c/a d. 34U) corresponds with our
own, with the single exception that he omits the

Apocalypse (Catech. iv. 33). In the Canon given

by Athanasius (F< *£. Ep. 3d, A.D. 307 ), wr
e meet for

the first time with one the same in every respect

as our own. So, too, is that of Epiplianius (43xer.

76). Turning to the West, the list known as the
Cheltenham Catalogue, which appears evidently

to be of the 4th cent, and to belong to X. Africa,

differs rrom Athanasius' in omitting the Ep. to

Heb., but in that point only. In A.D. 397, how-
ever, the 3rd Council of Carthage, in its Canon on
the subject of the Scriptures, includes this Ep.,
and thus gives the contents of XT as at present
received ; while Ambrose a little earlier is a
witness for the Church of Milan, and Rutinus for

that of Aquileia, to the same effect.

In Asia Minor, near the close of the 4th
cent., the Apocalypse was not received. So we
gather from the lists of the Council of Laodicea
(Gregory Xaz. Carm. i. § 1. 12, and Amphilochius,
ad XeleuaiM [_ap. Greg. Xaz. ii. §2. 8] ). The latter

appears, also, to allow the legitimacy of opposite

views on the subject of 2 and 3 Jn, 2 P, and Jude.
The great Greek teachers of Antioch—Chrysos-

tom, Theodore, and Theodoret—seem to have been
of the number who did not receive, or who had
doubts respecting, these Epp. as well as the
Apocalypse, while they accepted Ep. to Heb. and
Ep. of James. Their Canon would thus be the
same as that of the Peshitta. In process of time,

in spite of the influence which this version exer-
cised, the Canon in use even in the more distant

parts of the East appears to have become assimi-

lated to a considerable degree to that of the rest of
the Church (see, e.p., statements of Junilius in

Westcott, p. 451).

The Canon was synodicafly determined for the
Catholic Church of East and West by the Quini-
sext. Council, A.D. 001, which confirmed the decrees
of 3rd Council of Carthage.
The Reformation of the 16th cent, made no

change as to the books of XT received as Scripture,

opinions of individuals, such as that of Luther in
regard to Ep. of James, having met with no general
assent. But it tended to throw more stress on the
recognition of the inspiration of the sacred books,
by comparison with the tradition of apostolic
authority, which counted for most in their actual
collection by the early Church.

Literatueb.—J. S. Sender may be said to have given the first

Impulse to the free critical inquiries of modern times into the
history of the Canon of XT, both by his writings in general and
In particular by Ms Abhandlung vonfreier Cntenmchung dm
Kanons, 1771. Among writers who in the early part of the
present century sought to Investigate the subject systemati-
cally la this spirit, C. A. Credner holds the foremost place

; see
his EinUiiimg in dm Mem Testament, 1886, Beitrdge ziir

GmchichU d. Eemomf 1847, and Ms GescMcMe des MTEanons,
which was edited with notes by 0. Volkmar, and publishednafter Credner’s death. Of the Tubingen school, the rise

ch was contemporary with Credner’s later life, it would

not be too much to say that all their speculations and labours
had a bearing on the subject of the Canon of NT. Aiming as

they did at a complete reconstruction of Christian history,

they subjected the books of NT and the remains generally ol

early Christian literature to a criticism which was compre-
hensive and penetrating, though seriously biassed. At the same
time, their attack upon opinions commonly received stimulated
fi esh research on the part of those who w ere unable to accept
their theories. It would be unsuitable to attempt here to

enumerate even the principal writings in which during these
controversies particular documents, portions of the evidence
relating to the books of the NT, or the true conception of the
early history of the Church, were discussed. As an important
work, however, specifically on the Canon, we must not omit to
mention Ihe trench iehte der Heiligen Sehriffen Meuen Testa-
ments, by E. Iieuss, a writer holding a middle position (1st ed.

1*42, Eng. tr. from 5tn revised and enlarged German edition,

1*74, by E. L Houghton), The most eminent of the later mem-
bers of the Tubingen school, A, Hilgenfeld, modified in some
important rejects the Mews before put fox ward; see esp his

Huttorixeh-A'ntixehe Einleitung in das Meue Testament, 1S75.

The views of this school have been represented m England in a
comparatively moderate form by 8. Davidson in his Introduc-
tion to the Study of the Mr ir Testament of 1S6S (

218s2, 3 1894),

and in their most extreme form m the work entitled Super-
natural Religion (1st ed. Is74, complete ed. 1879). J. B.
Ligiitfoot examined the hitter work in a series of Essays (col-

lected and repub. 1889 b
Ihe chief recent advances m the subject have been due to

the eolo^al labours, of J. B. Ligiitfoot in his works on Ignatius
of Antioch (1**5) and Clement of Home (2nd ed

,
pub. 1890,

shortly after ins death), and of Th. Zahn in hi» Geschichte des
Meniest. All not) x (l*,*8b preceded by his Forschungen zur
Gesch tchti dts Meutt*i Kanons, and the brilliant review of the
actual state of knowledge m regard to early Christian docu-
ments by A. Harnack in his Chronologic der Altchrisilichen
Lift* ratnr (vol i. 1897b with which his brochure DasMTum das
Jahr JiJU (1*89 b a critique of the first part of Zahn's History of

the Canon, mav be compared. The kret-named wuitei has made
some important concessions to those who. like the two before
mentioned, have defended the orthodox position, though he
has approached the subject with diffei ent prepossessions from
theirs. This approximation to a common judgment, at least

on certain points, is a sign of solid progress. The weighing
of the differences which still remain, with a view to taking
account of whatever truth there is in the arguments urged on
each side, may be suggested to the student as a path which
promises further advance.
To turn to less voluminous works: "Westcott's General Surrey

of the History ofthe Canon oftheMeic Testament (1st ed. 1855,

7th ed. 1S9G) continues to be the most complete w’ork on the

subject, which is at the same time compendious. With it may
be read Sandav on Inspiration (1593). The various Introduc-
tions to the NT deal with the subject : the treatment of it in

B. Weiss’ Manual of Introduction (1S86. Eng. tr. 1SS7) may he
specially recommended. V. H. STANTON.

NEW TESTAMENT LANGUAGE. — See Lan-
guage of New Testament.

NEW TESTAMENT TEXT.— See TEXT OF NEW
Testament.

NEW TESTAMENT TIMES.— See Times
New Testament.

NEW YEARo— See Time.

NEZIAE (TP). — The name of a family of Ne-
thinim, Ezr254(B Ncuro?/?,A Is edie) —Meh 7&6(B 5

Acreid,

A Neuretd)
;

called in 1 Es 5s2 Nasi (B Namt) or

Has1th (so AY and RVm, following A Na<r/0).

NEZIB pPjBNaire/fr A Ne<ri/3, Luc. Meeeifi).—

A

town in the Shephelah of Judah, noticed next to

Keilah, Jos 1543 . It is the present Beit Nimb,
mentioned in the Onomasticon (Lagarde, 283. 142)
as 7 Roman miles from Eleutheropolis on the

road to Hebron. It lies to the south of Keilah.

Literature.—SWF vol. iii. sheet xxi. : Robinson, BRF 2 ii.

17, 54, 221 ; Buhl, GAP19S; Guerin, Judee
,

iii. 343 if. All
these accept of the above identification, against which, however,
Bilim. {Jos, ad loo,) argues. C- R. CONDEE.

NIRHAZ (mjj, also in some MSS 15?? and »JJ?|; B
’EjfJXa^p, A ’AjSaa@p teal NaqSds [a doublet], LtlC.

ESXaiiiep ) .—An idol of theAwites, which theywor-

shipped with Tartak, and introduced into Samaria,
whither they had been transported by the Assyrian

king Sargon (2 K 1731). To all appearance, the-
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Hebrew text is corrupt, Nibhaz being for some such
form as Abahaz or Abahazer. as the Greek variants
*A(3a.a££py Nat^ay, and ’Ep\a££p show (compare Nimrod
for Amarud.uk and Nisroch for Ahir or A&uraku),
and any identification of this deity under the cir-

cumstances is at present hopeless.

T. G. Pitches.

b
NIBSHAN ; B Na^AafcSj', A Neficrdv).—A

city in the desert ("op) of Judah, noticed next to

the City of Salt, Jos 1582. The name has not been
recovered. Wellhausen {Proleg. 344) proposes to

emend to Kibshan (]^pn 4 the kiln
5

; cf. Gn 1923
).

C. K. Colder.
NICANOR (Nucdvcop), the son of Patroclus (2 Mac

89
), a general of Antioclms Epiphanes, and one

of the king's 4 friends’ (1 Mac 3s8 ). In B.c. 166
Nicanor, together with Gorgias and Ptolemy the
son of Dorymenes, was sent by the chancellor
Lysias at the head of a large army to crush the
rebellion in Palestine. Nicanor, who occupies the
chief place in the narrative of 2 Mac, was probably
the commander-in-chief of the expedition, while
Gorgias, who appears more prominently in 1 Mac,
led the army in the field. The invading forces

took up their position at Emmaus, where they
were defeated by Judas Maccabaeus in a night
attack, during the absence of Gorgias, and the
Syrian commanders fled into the Philistine terri-

tory (1 Mac 338
'41 41*25

, 2 Mac 8 ). The statement
that Nicanor escaped to Antioch in disguise is

doubtless a rhetorical exaggeration (2 Mac S34
"36

).

After the death of Antiochus V. and Lysias,

Nicanor, who stood in high favour with Deme-
trius, and whose hatred for the Jews was well

known (1 Mac 726), was appointed governor of

Judaea (2 Mac 1412), and sent there with a large

army. At first he attempted to parley with Judas,

hoping to get possession of his person, but his

treacherous design was discovered, and a battle

took place at Capharsalama (site uncertain), in

which Nicanor lost 500 men (1 Mac 73H‘). The
result of the engagement was probably indecisive ;

Josephus, -who usually follows 1 Mac, asserts that

Judas was defeated [Ant* XIX. x. 4)._ A less prob-

able account of these events is given in 2 Mac
1412-30. There we are told that Simon, the brother

of Judas, received a check at the hands of the
invaders, but that afterwards Nicanor made friends

with Judas ;
Alcimus complained to the king, who

sent peremptory orders to his general to seize the
Jewish leader ;

but Judas, perceiving the alteration

in Nicanor’s attitude towards him, withdrew to a
place of safety. After the battle at Capharsalama,
Nicanor fell back on Jerusalem, and greeted the
Jewish priests (who came to meet him peaceably)

with threats of vengeance unless they delivered

Judas and his army into his hand (1 Mac T33"38
, 2

Mac 1431
*35

). He then returned to Beth-horon, where
he met with reinforcements, while Judas encamped
opposite to him at Adasa. The battle took place

on the 13th of Adar, B.C. 161, and ended in the
complete rout of the Syrians. Nicanor himself

was among the first to fall. His body -was found
on the battlefield, and his head and right arm ’were

cut off and exposed on the citadel of Jerusalem,
while the day of the victory was commemorated
annually as a festival under the name of 4 Nicanor5

s

day 5

(1 Mac 73950, 2 Mac 15, cf. Meg. Taan. xii. 30).

H. A. White.
NICANOR (Nt/ccb'up).—One of the 4 seven 7 chosen

to relieve the apostles of their more secular duties

(Ac 65
). The name is Greek, and not uncommon.

For later legends, which are valueless, see Baronius,

Annales, i. 34. eecxix. A. C. Headlam.

NICODEMUS (NiKo'5^as). — The ‘ruler of the

Jews’ who came to Jesus by night. The name
Nicodemus is found in Josephus {Ant. XIV. iii. 2)

as that of an ambassador from Aristobuius to

Pompey, and is plainly a Greek name which was
borrowed by the Jews. We have it in the form
psnpj in the Talmud (Taanith 20. 1 ), where the
name is derived from an incident in the life of one
Bunai, commonly called Nicodemus hen Gorion
(see Ligktfoot, Kor. Eeb. in Jn 31

). This person
has been identified with the Nicodemus of Jn 3.

But Bunai lived until the destruction of Jerusalem,
and it would seem from Jn 34 that the inquirer who
came to Jesus was then an old man (7epwv)9 so that
for this reason, as well as for others, it would he
precarious to identify the two.
Nicodemus is not mentioned by any evangelist

save St. John ; and attempts have been made to
represent him as a typical character invented to
serve a literary purpose by the author of the Fourth
Gospel. Again, it has been suggested (see Sehen-
kel’s Bib. -Lex. s.v.

4 Nikodemus 5

) that he is to be
identified with Joseph of Arimathsea, and that John
has drawn on Synoptic material for his description

of Nicodemus ; cf. Mt 2757
, Mk 1543

,
Lk 2350 with

the notices of Nicodemus in Jn 31”21 750 19s9 (see

Joseph of Ahimath^ea). It is not necessary to

suppose any such literary artifices ; there are, as

might he expected, many points of likeness be-

tween Nicodemus and Joseph, as men occupying
a somewhat similar position in society ; hut there

is no good reason for refusing to take the episodes

about Nicodemus recorded in Jn as historical.

Nicodemus is represented as a Pharisee (Jn 31 )

and member of the Sanhedrin {ib. 750
), probably a

rich man (1939), who came to Jesus at Jerusalem
secretly and by night. The various notices of him
suggest that although he became a faithful disciple

he was a timid man, who dreaded hostile criticism.

When the Pharisees would have arrested Jesus,

Nicodemus puts in the cautious plea, ‘Doth our
law judge a man except it first hear from himself \

what he doeth?’ (Jn 751)- He shelters Ms defence
J

behind a recognized principle of law, and, like most
|

half-hearted advocates, he is treated with scant !

respect. So again at Jn 1938 it is Joseph of Aiima-
tlisea who ventures to ask Pilate for the body of

Jesus, Nicodemus being ready to aid him in the

work of entombment, although he does not take
the initiative.

This timidity was characteristic, and seems to

have been intellectual no less than physical. All

through the conversation in Jn 31"21 (which we take

to be historical, although probably rehandled and
condensed by the evangelist) his questionings are

cautious, and he does not commit himself far. He
begins bv a half - patronizing recognition of the

claims of Jesus to a divine mission, as attested by
the signs of which he had heard. This is cut short

at once by the startling words, 4 Except a man be
bom anew, he cannot see the kingdom of God’
(cf. Mk 1017 for the question which was in the mind
of the inquirer). Nicodemus answers that such

new birth is inconceivable, and is hidden to re-

member that although ‘ that which is bom of the

flesh is flesh,’ yet also that 4 that which is bom of

the Spirit is spirit.’ A man is not the mere victim

of his pedigree and circumstances; the grace of

the Spirit is not distributed by the law of heredity

;

it is like the wind, though not in its caprice yet in 1

! its irreducibility to rules which can be foreseen (Jn
38 ). Nicodemus is dismayed by so bold a figure, and
asks ‘How can these things bet’ And then the

tone of the Christ seems t-o change to stem rebuke
: |

4 Art thou the teacher of Israel, and understandest

not these things ? ’ He who believes not the things

of earth, the everyday facts which are patent to

observation if he hut chooses to open his eyes to

them, is not likely to believe ‘heavenly things/

The last words of Jesus to Nicodemus may possibly

have a side reference to the secrecy of his visit
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‘ He that doeth the truth comefch to the light, that
his works may be made manifest that they have
been wrought in God 9 (Jn 331 ). Nicodemus dis-

appears from the NT at Jn 1940 ; but in an apocry-
phal narrative of the Passion and Resurrection of

Christ, which has come down to us from very early

times in different forms (Greek, Latin, Coptic, not
to speak of Irish and other secondary versions), and
variously entitled the Gospel of Nicodemus or the
Acts of Pilate, his history is carried further. See
next article.

Other legends represent Nicodemus as having
being baptized by Peter and John, and as being
deprived of his office and banished from Jerusalem
through the hostility of the Jews. Gamaliel is

described as burying him near St. Stephen, and a
later story tells of the finding of the bodies of

Stephen, Gamaliel, and Nicodemus in a common
tomb (3rd August 415, according to the Western
Martyrologies). Further Christian legends re-

garding Nicodemus, particularly his alleged acti-

vity as a sculptor, are discussed by von Dobschiitz
in Ms Christushilder (* Texte u. u ntersuch.’ 1899,

pp. 280**-292**). J. H. Bernard.

NICODEMUS, GOSPEL OF.-M NAME.

—

Evan-
gdium Nieodemi is a title which meets us for the
first time in the 13th cent. (Vincentius Bellova-
censis, Spec. hist. viii. 40 if. [c. 1264], Jacobus de
Voragine, Legenda aurea, 54, ed. Graesse, p. 241
[c. 1275]), and is in general use in manuscripts of

the 15th cent. It is there employed to designate
an apocryphal writing which m the older manu-
scripts is entitled hvogsiipara rod Kupiov 7]fi£v Trjaov

Xpurrov {irpaxBivra irl Uovriov HiX&rov, or the like),

Gesta Salvatoris {qurn invenit Theodosius Magnus
imperator in Jerusalem inprastorio Pontii Pilati in
codieibus pwhlicw). From Epiphanius (Peer. 1. 1)

we obtain, as an older abbreviation of this title,

the name *Ajcra UiMrov, and from Greg. Turon.
{Hist. Franc. 1. 21, 24) the name Gesta Pilati, which,
however, in the light of the texts that have come
down to ns, cannot be intended in the sense that
Pilate was the author. All that is attributed to
Pilate is the preservation of the work in the
archives of the proetorium. On the contrary, the
author of the alleged Hebrew original is named
from the first as Nicodemus, the translator as
Ananias (Aeneas) Protektor.

^

Besides the above, we find In the manuscripts numerous other
titles, such as tuAwmput, rm Kppmi 'lyerev Xftrr&y xeu us rzv

ot.Ts»A$fiXatinv etint evyysx^usrst uratpa rov k.yim 3I&xwev t»v

IhtsJytm; Pamo (et remrreetio) Jem Chrizti; Acta passionis;
Bistorm (relaiio) de passume ; as well as Evangelium Hazaras-
arum.

ii. Contents.

—

The writing gives a detailed
account of the trial of Jesus before Pilate (chs.

1-11, called below ia), and of the action of the
Sanhedrin subsequent to His death, which leads to

the certain proof of His Resurrection and Ascension
(chs. 12-16, called below ib). To this is added by
way of appendix an account by two men who had
been raised from the dead, Charinus and Leucius,
of the descensus ad inferos of Jesus (chs. 17-27,
called below 2).

t\ Alter an tafficaffim of the date, in the form of an expan-
sion of Lk 3*, the narrative opens with Christ being brought
before Pilate on the charges of claiming- the title of king,
breaking the Sabbath, and abrogating the ancestral law of
Israel. The reverence shown to the Lord by Pilate’s footman,
to which the Jews take exception, is supported by the miracle
of the standard lowering itself before Jesus (cb. 1). The pro-
ceedings tom, in the first instance, upon the reproach of
^legitimacy, which m refuted by twelve witnesses of the
marriage of Mary with Joseph (ch. 2). After a paraphrase of
Jn IS2®-®8 (chs. S. 4X Nicodemns (ch. 5 ; cf Jn 7&>) and various
persons heated by Jesus (ch. 6), among them Veronica, the
woman with the issue of blood (ch. 7), come forward on behalf
of Jesus. After all Pilate’s endeavours to deliver Jesus and to
change the sentiments of the Jews, including a fierce invective
against their ingratitude, have proved in vain (chs. 8. 9), Pilate

washes Ms hands in innocence and passes sentence of crudfiadon

between the two malefactors, Dysmas and Gestas (ch. 10). In
the account of the crucifixion, wMeh m the main follows Lk 23,

the only noteworthy points are Pilate’s contrition, when the

centurion makes his report, and the incorrigibility of the Jews,
who pronounce the darkening of the sun a naturalphenomenon
(ch. 11).

1*>. Joseph of Arimathsea’s care for the burial of Jesus consti-

tutes the transition to the second division : the Jews persecute

him and Nicodemus and the others who had given evidence in

favour of Jesus. Joseph is put in close custody, hut after the
Sabbath he is not to be found, in spite ofthe sealed door (ch. 12).

At the same time Pilate’s soldiers bring news of the empty
tomb, without, indeed, finding their story credited by the
Sanhedrin (ch. 13). Scarcely is this testimony silenced by
bribery, when three men of Galilee appear, the priest Phinehas,
the rabbi Addas, and the Levite Aggai, who had been witnPB^ea

of the ascension of Jesus on Mt, Maicch (Mamilch). With
injunctions of silence they are sent back with all speed to
Galilee (ch. 14). But upon the proposal of Nicodemus, and
after the example of Elisha, who allowed Elijah to be sought for

(2 K 2i5**8), a general search is instituted, which lasted for three
days, and, although abortive as far as Jesus was concerned, led
to the discovery of Joseph of Arimathsea, who, being then
brought in state to Jerusalem, relates in what wondrous wise
Jesus in person had freed him from prison (ch. 15k Rabbi
Levi recalls the words of the aged Symeon about the child
Jesus (Lk 2*4); the three men of Galilee, who are once more
introduced, confirm on oath their former statements ; Annas
and Oaiaphas seek in vain to set up a distinction between the
translation of Enoch, Moses, and Elijah, and the disappearance
of Jesus.

2. On Joseph's proposal there are now brought forward two
men, Charinus and Leucius, sons of that aged Symeon, who
had died but bad been raised again, and have their dwelling-
place at Arimathaea. Being adjured by the Sanhedrin to tell

their story, they describe, each for himself, the occurrences in
the underworld at the death of Jesus (ch. 17) : how a light
suddenly illuminating the darkness filled all the fathers with
exultation, Isaiah repeated Is 91, Symeon Lk John the
Baptist Mt 2i, Jn l®9 (ch. 18); Adam’s son Seth told of the
promise made to him at the gate of paradise (eh. 19) ; then
appeared Satan to announce to Hades (personified) the arrival
of a new august captive ; but Hades grew pale at the thought
that this is the same Jesus who had just wrested Lazarus from
her grasp (ch. 20) ; she sought to bar her doors while the fathers
recited Messianic passages (Ps 10618, Is 2819

,
Hos 1314) ; then

resounded twice over Ps 23®, and, without Hades being able to
prevent it, the Lord appeared in glory (ch. 21), and at her woeful
cries laid hold upon Satan and gavehim over to Hades, who then
vented her fury upon this deviser of mischief (ch. 23) ; mean-
while the Lord, who had been joyfully greeted by the fathers,
set up the cross as the symbol of triumph, and amid the songs
of the redeemed ascended with them from the underworld
(ch. 24); the archangel Michael then conducted them to
paradise, where they met first Enoch and Elijah (ch. 25), and
then rise penitent robber (ch. 26). Thus far the narrative of the
two risen ones, who make their deposition-—one of them to
Annas, Caiaphaa, and Gamaliel, the other to Nicodemus and
Joseph—and then suddenly vanish. The two statements as
written down agree word for word, theJews are shaken in their
convictions, Joseph and Nicodemus report everything to Pilate,
who causes the narrative to be incorporated in the Acts of his
prsetorium (ch. 27).

iii. Versions and Manuscripts.—The writing
is extant (a) in a Greek text (only chs. 1-16), repre-
sented by some 12 MSS of 12th-15th cent., of
which Par. gr. 770 (C) may be counted the best

;

some, like Par. gr. 929 (E) and still more Par. gr.

1021 (D), contain complete transformations and ex-
pansions, partly upon the lines of the canonical
Gospels, and partly upon those of other apocrypha.
Mon. gr. 192 (A), very much overrated by Tischen-
dorf, is re-touched as to style. The so-called Ana-
phora (et Paradosis) Pilati as well as the so-called
Narratio Josephi are frequently found appended to
the Evang. Nieodemi.

(b\ Nearest to the above text stands a Coptic
version, edited by Fr. Rossi after a Turin papyrus
manuscript, and made known by Tischendorf in a
Latin translation by Peyron. This version is sup-
posed to belong to the 5th cent.

(c, d) Then come two Armenian versions pub-
lished by Conybeare after 3 MSS, in a Greek
(Latin) rendering ; d being a revision of c with the
aid of Greek texts.
je) Of far more importance is a Latin versior

diffused in numerous MSS (in Bernard’s Bibl.
Anglim et Ribemim alone more than 50 may be
counted), and belonging perhaps to the 5th or 6th
cent The oldest MS is a palimpsest, Vind. pal.
1st. 565, from the 7th cent., completely deciphered
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and soon to be edited by Dr. Goldlin of Tiefenau

;

then come Mus. Brit. Royal 5 E xiii, belonging to
the 8th cent., and a large number of MSS from the
9th, 10th, and 11th cents. Of those hitherto used,
the purest text is exhibited by Einsiedl. 169 (called
Db by Tischendorf), of the 9th or 10th cent. Here,
too, we find many different recensions, the most
characteristic instance of which, extending back to
the 11th cent, and represented, inter al by the ed.
Lips, of 1516, has, in addition, a chronology from
Adam to Christ, based upon secret Jewish tradi-

tion (ch. 28). A very frequent appendage is the
letter of Pilate to the emperor Claudius (ch. 29).

In one class of MSS the work is continued by the
so-called Cura, sanitatis Tiberii, the oldest text
of the Veronica legend (von Dobschutz, Christus-
bilder, 157**-203**), in another by the so-called

Vindicta Scdvatoris, a narrative of the destruction
of Jerusalem (Tischendorf, Evang. apocrA 471-486).
This Latin text in course of time gained in the
West almost canonical authority, was co-ordinated
with the other Gospels as an equally valuable
source for the history of the Passion, and was thus
taken up, e.g., by Vincentius Bellovacensis almost
entire into his Speculum historiale. On it are
dependent all the numerous translations and re-

censions in prose and in verse which are met with
in Western languages (cf. R.Wdicker, Das Evangel.
Nicodemi in der abendldnd. Litteratur

, 1872). This
is true also, as it appears, of the Slavonic texts
(cf. M. Ssperanskij, 4 The Slav, apocr. Gospels

9
in

Proc. of the viii archceol. Congress at Moscow

,

1890, ii, Moscow, 1895 [Russ.]). Nay, even a late

Byzantine recension (cf. g) is probably influenced
by the above-named Latin text.

(/) Beside this Latin * Vulgate/ which, by the
way, does not show in its Bible text any influence
from the side of Jerome, stands a second Latin
version, represented by Tischendorfs manuscripts
ABC and some others, which Tischendorf in utterly
uncritical fashion has mixed up with the former
in chs. 1-16. It is distinguished from the first-

named Latin version both by the style of its

translation and by the underlying Greek text, to
which it adheres closely (most nearly allied are
codd. CGI). It sometimes utilizes the text of

Jerome. The form of the Descensus (see 2, above)
is here manifestly more recent than in e (above).

(g) The latest text, very improperly placed
alongside of a (above), is a Byzantine recension,

which, extant in numerous MSS of 15th-17th cent.,

still constitutes part of the religious literature of
the Gr. Church, and as such has sometimes been
printed, e.g., under the title : Acrropla aKpL^s irepi ruv
Kara rrrjv arratipwcriv teal avdaraav rod KvpLov kcll Xornjpos

iyiQv ’Iyorov Xpurrov reXecrdirrcav (pera eUdvuv) <rvyypa-

<j>etcr<i t6 arpOrrov virh ’lovdaLov rivbs Alvia, criryxpbvov

rod Kvplov, fjL€Ta<ppaar$€?cra pb eh ryv AanvlSa yXuxrcrav

(nrb JXucodijpov Toirdpxov rov iic 'Pcop^s, /terevexPeura,
5’ eh ttjv 'EXkrjvuefyjr virb 'Afiep/dov iepopovdxov 'Ayio-

petrov, Athens, 1889. The earlier editors, Thilo
and Tischendorf, were led to their overestimate
of tliis text by the circumstance that it is the only
one that contains the Descensus (chs. 17-27) in

Greek ; but the latter is in a form decidedly later

than either of the two Latin versions. The original

Greek text, answering to the Latin e (above),

emerges still from the Homilies of Eusebius of

Alexandria (6th cent.). Cf. Augusti, Eusebii
Erneseni grace supersunt opusc. Grceca, 1829 ; Thilo,

Ueber die Schrzften des Eusebius von Alexandrien,

1832 ; Migne, Patrol. Gr. lxxxvi. 1.

The Latin text was the first to be printed, and
that during the 15th and 16th cents, at various
presses, which only to a partial extent stood in

relation to one another (see Hain, Repert. bibl.9

Nos. 11749, 11750, 11751, Leipzig 1516, Venice
1522, Antwerp 1538; Herold’s and Grynseus’ Ortho-

vol. hi.

—
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doxographa, Basel 1555, 1569; J. A. Fabricius,
Cod. apocr. NT2

, 1719, i. 238-300 and oft.). Fre-
quently printed also is a German translation,
agreeing with the Leipzig edition of 1516 (Hain,
No. 11751 and oft., Marburg 1555, 1561, 1568), and
another German translation of the 17th cent., e.g

.

Hamburg [c. 1720]. An Anglo-Saxon text was
issued by Ed. Thwaites, Oxford, 1698.

The Greek text was first published by A. Birch,
Auctarium codicis apocr. L, Havniae 1804 ; better,
J. C. Thilo, Codex apocr. NT, L, 1832 (Gr.-Lat.,
with an extremely valuable and learned com-
mentary ; reproduced, without the latter, by
Giles, Codex apocr. NT, London 1852, i. ISO-
219). Fuller materials have been drawn from the
MSS bv Tischendorf (Evangelia apocr., 1 1853,
2
1876), out are so uncritically used that one does

better to adhere to Thilo
5

s text. A new critical

edition is in course of preparation by the present
writer.

iv. Date.

—

Relation to the ancient * Acta Pilatil
—All known texts of Evangel. Nicod if one may
trust the note as to its discovery, which is given in
the form of a prologue, go hack to a work dating
from the time of Theodosius n. (425).

Where the prologue is wanting, this is due to subsequent
rejection of it, as, for instance, in the majority of Latin MSS.
which have still preserved in the title tile reminiscence of Theo-
dosius.

This work must, however, have been only a
revision, for as early as 376 Epiphanius {Hcsr. 1.

1, cf. Pseudo-Chrysos. in Pascha horn. vii. 2, ed.

Montfaucon, viii. Spuria 277 d) presupposes the
existence of a text similar to what we possess.

According to Lipsius, the older recension differed from the
later in wanting not only the prologue but also chs. 17-27
(2 above), and perhaps also chs. 12-16 (V> above), but this
cannot be proved ; the omission of 2 in a b c d indicates merely
that their common archetype was shortened as compared with
the text of 425. That some MSS of g mark a section at ch. 12,

that from this point e and /more clearly part company, that la-

attaches itself more closely to the canonical tradition, whereas
l'o like 2 gives a freer rein to fancy,—all this finds its explana
tion in the nature of the subject.

Eusebius, when in the year 325 he wrote his

Hist. Ecclesice, was not yet acquainted with our
writing. He mentions a report of Pilate to the
emperor Tiberius (HE ii. 2, according to Tertull.

Apol. 21), heathen Acts of Pilate, which, in de-

rision of the Christians, were introduced by the
emperor Maximin into the schools (ib. L ix. 3,

IX. v. 1, vii. 1 : HtXdrou /cal rov Xarnjpos iip&v

vTrop.v'Qirara ; the so - called Leo source [Leo
Gramm., ed. Bonn. 83; Theod. Melit.

, ed. Tafel,

60 ; Ekloge Hist,, ed. Cramer, Anecdot. Par. ii

293; Georg. Mon,, ed. Muralt 378] names as the
forger a goeta, Theoteknos, in the time of Maxi-
minian ; cf. also Acta Probi, Tarachi et Andronid,

37, * Acta Sanctorum * 11th Oct. v. 579). Eusebius
knows nothing, however, of a Christian writing.

In face of this, stringent proof is demanded for

the existence of our writing prior to the time of

Eusebius, more especially as much of it cannot
have been composed in its present form before the

4th or 5th century.
This proof has been supposed to be found on one

side in the mention of *Akt<i IhXdrov in Justin,

Apol. i. 35, 48 (cf. 38), and of Acta Pilati in Tertull.

Apol. 21. Upon this evidence, Tischendorf does

not hesitate to attribute our texts to the first half

of the 2nd cent., and thinks that valuable supple-

ments to the canonical account of the trial of

Jesus may be derived from them. In opposition

to him, Scholten, Lipsius, Lightfoot (Apostolic

Fathers, i. 55), and Hamack have argued that the

existence attributed by Justin to such Acts of

Pilate is only a hypothetical one. Tertullian

either had before him a report of Pilate to the
emperor similar to the letter preserved in the Acta
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Petri et Pauli, ed. Lipsius, i. 135 if., 196 ff., and in

Evang. Nicod. ch. 29 (so Lipsius), or, if one prefers

to see in this letter an excerpt from Tertullian (so

Harnack), Tertullian derived the notion of Acts of
Pilate from the Apology of Justin, with which he
was acquainted. As yet it has not been possible

to prove the existence of any literary connexion
whatever between what Justin and Tertullian,

appealing to such Acts of Pilate
,
relate, and what

Is contained in the Gospel of Nicodemus.
The requisite proof appeared, on another side, to

be supplied by the discovery of the Evangel. Petri,

whose contents, in so far as they go beyond the
canonical tradition, some, notably H. v. Schubert,
would trace back to the ancient Acta Pilati, a
merely hypothetical Grundschrift of our Evangel.

Nicod.

;

whereas, on the other hand, Th. Zahn (Das
Evangelium des Petrus

, 1893) holds the later Pilate

literature to * be influenced by the Evangelium
Petri. As a matter of fact, the parallels cited

from the 4 Pilate literature
3 by no means suffice to

prove that the Evangel. Petri utilizes traditions

that had been committed to writing, and that these

coincided with the Grundschrift of our Evangel.
NicodemL The points of contact find their com-
plete explanation on the assumption that the
fashion of embellishing and interpreting the his-

tory of the Passion, as this comes out clearly in

Justin, was known both to the author of the
Evangel. Petri in the 2nd, and of the Evangel.
Nicod. in the 4th (5th) cent.

Finally, J. Rendel Harris has started the hypo-
thesis that the Gospel of Nicodemus, as we possess

it, is only the reproduction in prose of a version of

the Gospel in Homeric centones, and that it was
this last-named work, dating as early as the 2nd
cent., that Justin and Tertullian had in view—an
ingenious suggestion, which, however, is exposed
fco the serious objection that the existence of

such Christian Homeric centones cannot be proved
earlier than the 4th (5th) century.

v. Sources.—The author uses, first of all, our
four canonical Gospels, for the history of whose
text certain passages of the Evangel. Nicod. are
not without importance. The question as to the
source of the other matter has not yet been suffi-

ciently investigated. In details concerning the
trial of Jesus, such as the form of summons and
that used in pronouncing sentence behind the
velum, the usage of the 4th (5th) cent, is reflected

;

the scattered Hebrew words with their Greek
rendering appended we should be disposed to trace
back to Origen’s Hexapla. In the miracle of the
standard lowering itself before Jesus, Miinter has
seen a parallel to the mark of honour paid by
Pompey to the philosopher Posidonius. The de-
tails invented in chs. 12-17 (lb above) find their
explanation for the most part in the motives of the
Gospel narrative and the evidence of prophecy.
Only for 2 does the external garb, to speak of
nothing else, make it probable that we should
have recourse to a written source, current pre-

sumably under the name of Leucius Charinus, the
alleged author of various apocryphal Acts of the
Apostles, The Gnostic character which has been
claimed for the latter by Miinter, Lipsius, v.

Schubert, and others, is denied by Harnack. The
point requires fresh examination in connexion with
the ^whole history of the Descensus conceptions.

vi. Purpose.—The Gospel of Nicodemus in its

present form is plainly meant only for religious
edification. In this way wide currency was given
to two apologetic ideas, which already in the
canonical Gospels show themselves with increasing
clearness : (1) that the heathen Judge, being per-
fectly convinced, after examination, of the inno-
cence of Jesus, was compelled only by the obstinate
wickedness of the Jews to pass sentence of death

;

and (2) that the resurrection of Jesus was proved

on undeniable evidence even to His enemies. If we
may assume, with Lipsius, a polemical backward
allusion to the heathen Acts of Pilate spoken of

above, much is explained in the narrative of the

trial, which otherwise appears unintelligible : e.g.

how Pilate examines in full detail the reproach of

illegitimacy brought against Jesus (in answer to

which, not the miraculous birth but only the mar-
riage of Mary with Joseph is established !), as well

as the charge of Sabbath desecration, whereas the

accusation of inciting to rebellion hardly obtains a
hearing at all. Of Tendenz in the sense of any
special ecclesiastical or theological shade of opinion

one cannot speak ;
traces of Judaistic Christianity

{Braun, Miinter, Hofmann) are wanting equally

with echoes of Gnosticism. The writing is rather

an interesting document of a general-Christian

character, from which definite and sharply formu-
lated theological notions are absent. From the
point of view of the history of dogma it is an
anomaly, whether one assigns it to the 2nd, the
4th, or the 5th cent. As an offset to this, however,
it could be brought under the head of that species

of narrative literature, composed for purposes of

religious edification, which especially from the 4th
cent, onwards obtained favour in Christian circles.

The nearest parallel is supplied bv the Acta
Martyrum. As in these, so also in the Evangel.
Nicod., a description of the judicial process occu-

pies the foreground (l
a
) ; the usual account of the

tortures inflicted upon the martyrs is in this

instance, owing to the peculiarity of the subject,

replaced by the proofs of our Lord's resurrection

(i
b
) ; and, finally, the Descensus (2) corresponds to

the miracles wrought by the martyrs after their

death. An evangelical character in the sense of

an equal authority with the canonical Gospels is

certainly not claimed by the work itself ; such

a character was first imposed upon it by the un-
critical search for legends in the 13th century.

vii. Composition and Influence.—-The com-
position of the first part (1* and lb) is not par-

ticularly happy : the continual leading in and out
of the accused, the accumulated testimonies by
persons who had been healed, the twice-repeated

entrance of the three men from Galilee, all go to

show that the author lacked the art of moulding his

material aright. On the other hand, the second
part (2) is not only in itself well constructed, but
it contains here and there—for instance, in the de-

scription of the conflict between Satan and Hades—
passages of poetic value which have found their

parallels in Milton and Klopstock. Here, too, the
diction attains a higher level, whereas elsewhere

the style is that of dry, at times^ almost weari-

some, narrative, and the language, in imitation of

the canonical Gospels, flows on in a series of short

i sentences without any attempt at a periodic

structure. Yet, in spite of— or perhaps just

because of—this readily intelligible kind of nar-

ration, our Gospel exercised from an early period
onwards enormous influence. We have already
spoken of its wide diffusion in manuscripts and
the frequent use made of it in literature, especially

subsequent to the 13th cent. The Passion plays
of the 15th cent, show that the contents of the
Gospel of Nicodemus had passed into the popular
consciousness as an integral element of the Life of

Jesus. Plastic art also has found its motives here

:

not only are we acquainted with two miniature
series illustrating the Evangel. Nicod. in a Toledo
and a Milan MS of the 13th cent., but already upon
the sculptures (probably of the Gth cent.) of the
Ciborium of St. Mark’s at Venice, the so-called

columnm cocMeatee (Garrucei, Storia delV arte

crist . vi. tav. 4972), mere is found a scene which
formerly was wrongly taken to represent the
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scourging of Jesus, but is really nothing else than
His being led before Pilate, as described in Evangel.
Nicod., with the obeisance of the footman and the
miracle of the standard. The influence which
Ussoff alleges to have been exercised by our
Gospel upon the miniatures of the Codex Ros-
sannensis is certainly rightly questioned by Ease*
loff.

See, further, art. Pilate (adJin.).

Literature.—G. L. Bnmn, Disquisitio hist.-crit. de indole
,

estate, et urn libri apocr, vulgo inscripti Evangel. Nicod.,
Berlin, 1794; Munter, Wahrscheinliche Zusatze zu Ckristi
Leidemgeschichte nach Nicod. Evangel., 1816; Thilo, Codex
apocr. NT, i., 1832, cxviii-clx, 487-800 ; A Maury, Nouvelles
recherche* mr Vipoque d laquelle a etS compost Vouvrage
connu sous le litre d'ivangile Nicodtme

, 1850 ; R. Hofmann,
Eos Leben Jem nach dm Apocryphen, Leipzig:, 1851, pp. 334-
471 (an abstract in German, with commentary after Thilo), cf.

the same writer’s art. in Hauck’s PRE% i. (1896) 658 2. ; G.
Tischendorf, Pilati circa Christum judicio quid lucis afferatur
ex Actis Pilati, Lips. 1855 ; Scholten, De oudste getuigenissen
arigaande de Schriften des Nieuwm Testaments

, 1866 ;
R. A.

Lipsius, Die Pilatus-AUm kritisch untersucht, Kiel, 1871
[21886]; Fr. Huidekoper, Indirect testimony of history to the
genuineness of the Gospels (Works, 1887, ii. 105 ft), Acts of
Pilate from a transcript of the Codex designated by Thilo as
Paris D [the g of above article], 1887 (ib.) ; H. v. Schubert, Die
Compos, des pseudopetrin. Evangelien - Fragments, 1893 [has
also appeared in English], p, 1752.; Ad. Haraack, Gesch. d.
altckrist. Litt. i. 21-24, 865, 907, 922, n. L 603-612 ; G. Kruger,
Gesch. A. altchrist. Litt. 36 ; Ad. Graf zu Erbach-Furstenau, *1*

Evangelo di Nicodemo ’ in Archivio storico ddV arte , ii 3 (1896),
225-237 ; Haseloff, Codex Rossanenm, 1898, p. 9 ff. ; J. Rendel
Harris, The Homeric Centones and the Acts of Pilate, London,
1899 (reviewed by the present writer In Theol. Literaturzeitung,
1899, p. 333 ff.). VON DOBSCHTTTZ.

NIGOLIITANS (NucoXaifal).—Twice mentioned in
the NT (Rev 2s- 18

) as a sect whose works were hated
by the ascended Lord and by the Ephesian Church,
but whose teaching was upheld by some professed
Christians of Pergamum, and apparently tolerated

by the Church there. Nieolaitan doctrine is asso-

ciated with ‘ the teaching of Balaam, who taught
Balak to casta stumbling-block before the children

of Israel, (inducing them) to eat things sacrificed

to idols, and to commit fornication 5 (Rev 214
). As

Nieolaitan teaching is said to be held 4 similarly 5

(6/wltos), we may conclude that the Nicolaitans
were a kindred antinomian sect, who abused the
doctrine, emphasized by St. Paul, of Gentile liberty

from the Mosaic Law. In defiance of that apostles
warnings (I Co (P*"

30 89* 1C 10528)* as well as of the
decree of the Council of Jerusalem (Ac 1529), they
permitted participation in heathen feasts con-

nected with idolatry and in the fornication which
frequently accompanied such feasts. The Nicolai-

tans represent a more advanced and aggressive

stage ofantinomianism than that which was found
in the Corinthian Church. They are organized
into a sect, with a ‘ doctrine,

5 and stand in a nearer
relationship to the * false teachers

5
referred to in

Jnde 4*u*^ 2 P 21* 14- w
, who * turned the grace of

God into lasciviousness,’ 4 denied even the Master 5

(probably through countenancing idolatry), and
‘followed the way of Balaam, 5 * running riotously

in Ms error.
5

It has been doubted by some writers whether
any sect actually called Nicolaitans existed. The
Bk. of Rev, it is argued, is allegorical, and Nuc6-

Xaos, ‘ conqueror of the people,
5 may be regarded

as a symbolical name, the Greek equivalent of

Balaam (npVa), wMch is held to signify either
4 destroyer of the people 5 (from op and ]Aa) or

* The supposition that the reference in Rev to the Nicolaitans
embraces acovert attack on St. Paul or Paulinism (Baur, Renan,
Volkmar, and others) is foreclosed by the apostle’s own testi-

mony, although It is possible that certain Nicolaitans professed

to be his followers. St. Paul, while notcondemning those who
bought in the market, or partook of, at an ordinary friendly

meal, food which might have been previously sacrificed to idols,

is careful to disallow any such participation as would either

involve the countenance of idolatry, or ‘ cast a stumbling-block *

before any Christian brother (see Farrar, Early Days of
Christianity, ii. 243 fl.).

‘lord of the people
5
(cy and Vs, contr. from Vjn).*

But, apart from the fact that the two names are
not quite equivalent, and that the Balaamites and
Nicolaitans, although associated, are not identi-
fied, the numerous early references to the sect and
to its claim to have a real Nicolas as its founder
(see next article), indicate that the writer of Rev
describes heretics really so called. According to
Irensens, they lived ‘lives of unrestrained indul-
gence,

5 teaching that ‘adultery and eating things
sacrificed to idols

5
are a matter of 4 indifference 5

(adv. Seer. i. 26). Clement of Alex, speaks of
their souls as 4 buried in the mire of vice

5 (Strom.
ii. 20). Tertuffian stigmatizes them as destroying
the happiness of sanctity in their maintenance of
lust and luxury (adv, Marc. i. 29, cf. de- Pudic. 19).

In the Apost. Const, vi. 8, ‘those falsely-called
Nicolaitans 5

are characterized as ‘impudent in
uncleanness. 5 4 Ignatius

5

(longer recension) brands
them as 4 impure lovers of pleasure,

5 and as
‘addicted to calumnious + speeches

5

(Trail. II,

Phil. 6). So far, we have merely an echo of
what we read in Rev ; but other early references
indicate that, in addition to immorality, the
Nicolaitans were tainted withincipient Gnosticism.
Irenaeus states (adv. Seer. ill. 11) that the Cerin-
thian doctrines of a Demiurge distinct from the
Supreme God, and of a Doketie Incarnation, had
already, before Cerinthus, been disseminated by
the Nicolaitans, whom accordingly he describes as
a 4 fragment (aT6<nra<r/ML) of the Gnosis falsely so-

called. Tertullian (de Prces. Hxr, 33) writes of
the Cainite Gnostics of his time as modem Nicolai-
tans.£ Hippolytus also (Ref. Seer. viL 24) and
Philastrius (de Seer. 88) include the Nicolaitans
among Gnostics.

For the relation between the Nicolaitans and
Nicolas of Antioch, see art. Nicolas. There
appears to be no sufficient reason for rejecting the
traditionary explanation of the connexion as sup-
lied by Clem, of Alex, (without accepting all

etails). We know, from other instances, the
anxiety of early heretics (e.g. the Basilidians and
the Valentinians) to father their views upon some
apostle or associate of the apostles. At the same
time it is possible that a different Nicolas was the
real founder of the sect, and was confused after-

wards with the better-known ‘deacon. 5 Cassian
states (Colled, xviii. 16) that some in his time (A.x>.

420) held that the founder was some other Nicolas

;

and in the Lives of the Prophets, Apostles, etc.,

ascribed (erroneously) to Dorotheas, bishop of

Tyre, in the end of the 3rd cent., Nicolas of Antioch
is identified with a bishop Nicolas of Samaria who
is said to have become a heretic in company with

* This view, originally hinted at by Cocceius (Cogit. inApX
was first enunciated by Heumann (Acta Erud. for 1712, p. 179),

who adopts the interpretation * destroyer/and then byVitainga
(Anakr. Apoc.\ who interpret® Balaam a® ‘lord of the people.*

So also Mich&elis, Eichhom, Ewald, Hengstenberg, Stier. Trench
(Seven Churches; p, 78LX accepting Hie theory that the name
Nicolaitans in Rev is symbolical, suppose® that ‘one of the
innumerable branches of the Gnostic heresy, springing up at a
later day, assumed this name which they found ready-made for

them in the Apocalypse.’ The Gnosticism of the Nicolaitanshas
been recently used by Voelter, who associates them with the
Carpocr&tians, as an argumentm favour of assigning the seven
epistles in the Bk. of Rev to about a.d. 140 (Entst. d. Apok.
pp. 44 h 191) ; but the germs of Gnosticism existed admittedly
in the Apostolic Age; and it is quite natural for writers of

the 2nd and 3rd cents, to apply the name to heretics, who
flourished before ii® adoption a® a formal designation. The
incipient Gnosticism of the Nicolaitans can be denied (as by
McGiffert, Chr. in Ap. Age, p. 625) only on the assumption that
Iren. Tert. and Hipp. amply inferred its existence from the
immoral outcome of Nieolaitan doctrine.

f The Chronicon Paschale (01. 221) speaks of Simon, bishop
of Jerus., as Zs*j3&n6ve by Nicolaitans, in aj>. 107.

X
* Sunt et nunc alii Nicolaitae : Caiana hsaresis didtur/ This

suggests that by A.n. 200 the N. had ceased to exist as a separate

seek and had been absorbed by other sects of Gnostics. The
name was applied by the Synod of Piacenza (1095) to ‘inconti

nent* (including married) priests and deacons (Hefele, Con
ctlien&mh. v. 194).
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Simon Magus. Ps.-Doroth. (c. 6th cent.) is not a
trustworthy authority ; but the connexion with
the * father of Gnosticism 5

is suggestive ; and since

Nicolas >f Antioch is nowhere else referred to as

a bishop, or as associated with Samaria, the^ tradi-

tion may indicate the existence of another Nicolas,

with whom the pseudo - Dorotheus confounded
Nicolas of Antioch.*

Literature.—

J

anus, Dissert. de Nicolait. * Ittag, Dissert.
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Mosheim, Dissert. ; Vitringa, Anakrisis Apocal. ; Burton,
Heresies of the Apostolic Age ; Trench, Epistles to the Seven
Churches ; Boltzmann, Ecutest. Theol.

;

Yoelter, Entstehung
der Apoc. ; Weizsacker, Apost. Zeitalter

;

MeGiffert, Christi-
anity in Ap. Age

;

Farrar, Early Days of Christianity ; the
Commentaries of Alford, Lange, Volkmar, Kliefoth. Stem,
Wordsworth, Bousset, Zockler, etc. ;

Wohlenberg in Eeue kirch.

Zeiisthrift for 1S95. H. COWAN.

NICOLAS (Nut<5Aaoj, * conqueror of the people ’).—
A proselyte f (to Judaism) of Antioch ; one of the
seven men selected by the Christians of Jerusalem
and appointed by the apostles to look after the
‘daily ministration

1

to the poor (Ac 6®).£ He is

nowhere mentioned afterwards in the NT, and is

first referred to elsewhere by Irenasus (adv. Host. L
26), who states that the Nicolaitans of Rev 2 were
his followers. Hippolytus {Ref. Hcer. vii. 24)
declares more distinctly that Nicolas was a heretic,

who ‘ departed from correct doctrine * and inculcated
‘ indifference of life. * Pseudo-Tertnlllan {adv. omn.
Seer. 3, probably of 3rd cent.) charges him still

more strongly with immoral teaching. On the
other hand, in the longer Greek recension of the
Ignatian Epistles, mention is twice made of those
who are ‘falsely called Nicolaitans’ [Trail. 11,

Phil. 6 ; cf. Ap. Const, vi. 8) ; suggesting that the
Nicolaitans improperly claimed Nicolas as their

founder. Eusebius {HE iii. 29) refers to this pre-

tension in a connexion which implies that he re-

garded it as unfounded. Clement; of Alexandria
{Strom. iiL 4, quoted by Eus. l.c.) relates what
would readily explain at once the claim of the
Nicolaitans, the testimony of ‘Ignatius’ and
Eusebius, and a probable misconception by Iren-

aeus, Hippolytus, and other subsequent writers.

Clement states that Nicolas had a beautiful wife,
and that, on 4 being reproached by the apostles for

his jealousy, he conducted her into the midst of
them, and gave her over {irlrpcfev)

5—i.e. pre-
sumably, offered to do so—to any one who might
wish to marry her.§ To this anecdote is appended
a saying of Nicolas that ‘one ought to abuse 5

or ‘use hardly {xapaxpaa-dat) the flesh.’ Clement
is careful, however, to state his own interpretation
of that phrase as signifying not indulgence in
but abstinence from fleshly lusts ; and he adds that
Nicolas himself lived a virtuous married life, and
that his family also were chaste. The over-com-
placency of Nicolas regarding his wife is scarcely
credible, and is perhaps a misrepresentation of
some protest of N. against an imputation of self-

* In the Ada Apost. Apoc. of pseudo-Abdias (embodied in
Fabric. Cod. Apoc. vol. L p. 49Sff.), usually ascribed to the 6th
cent, there is an account of another Nicolas, who after a life

of profligacy is said to have been converted in old age by the
Apostle Andrew ; but, as he does not appear to have been a
teacher, he could hardly have founded a sect

f It does not follow (though it may be the case) that Nicolas
was the only one of the seven who was not a Jew by birth.
The designation, 4 proselyte of Antioch,* may have been inserted
owing to St. Luke’s personal acquaintance with Nicolas, both
being natives (If Bus., HE iii 4, can be trusted) of that city.

t Epiph. (Hcer. i. 20) and Ps.-Dorofch. include N. among the
* Seventy ' (Lk HP) : the latter adding that he became bishop of
Samaria (see preceding article).

| Epiph. (adv. Hcer. L 25), under the influence of monastidsm,
transfers to the Apostolic Age the later unscriptural disparage-
ment of married life, and twists the record of Clement into a
story of how Nicolas, * following the counsels of perfection,*
separated from his wife, but, ‘ being unable to persevere in his
tfeiolution, returned to her again, as a dog to his vomit,
and then justified his conduct by hcenMouis principles, which
occasioned the foundation of the sect of the Nicolaitans.*

indulgence; but the term irapaxpacda

i

may well
have been employed by him (although not very
happily, owing to the ambiguity) in the sense of

mortifying the flesh through rigid abstinence, and
yet have been taken up by others (inclined towards
Antinomianism) in the Gnostic sense of mortifica-

tion through inordinate gratification. If, however,
Nicolas became eventually a teacher of immoral
heresy, the apostasy of the last-named among the
Seven constitutes a striking parallel to that of the
last-named among the Twelve. For the Litei ature
see previous article. H. Cowan.

NICOPOLIS (NckStoXis) is mentioned by St.

Paul in writing to Titus as a place at which he
intended to spend the winter, Tit 312. Of the
various cities named Nicopolis, it is nearly certain

that Nicopolis in Epirus is meant. That was a
city on the promontory which shuts in the gulf of

Ambracia (now called Arta) on the north-west;
facing the Nicopolitan promontory was that of

Actium, shutting in the gulf on the south-west

;

about half a mile of sea separates the two. In
September B.C. 31 Augustus lay encamped on the
northern promontory, and Antony on the southern,
and the decisive battle was fought in the adjacent
waters. Augustus founded in honour of the
victory a city on the spot where his land army had
encamped on the night before the battle, and
called his new foundation ‘the city of victory.’

The site is now deserted ; and the mediaeval city

Prevesa has taken its place, about 5 miles south on
the extreme southern point of the promontory,
looking across to Actium. There was a temple
of Apollo at Actium, overlooking the scene of

the battle ; and the sudden storm, which struck
the faces of Antony’s sailors and contributed not
a little to his defeat, was attributed to the direct

intervention of the god on the side of his favoured
Augustus. Actium had been previously the more
important site; but the victor now resolved to
make a great city at Nicopolis. He concentrated
there the population of many decaying Greek
cities of Acamama and JEtolia, gave the new city

the rights and honours of a Roman colony, made it

a leading member of the Amphictyonic Council,
and instituted a quinquennial festival sacred to
Apollo, with musical and athletic sports, and com-
petition of ships and of chariots. This festival was
placed on the same rank as the four great Greek
games— the Olympian, Pythian, Isthmian, and
Nemean ; and must have attracted crowds to the
city every fourth year. The circumstances con-
nected with the foundation and peopling of Nico-
polis are very fully discussed by Kuhn, Entstehung
der Stddte der Alien.

Nicopolis was thus the great centre for the west
coast of Acamania and Epirus, and was on that
account selected by St. Paul for a residence of
some duration, in tne course of which he hoped to
evangelize the entire province of Epirus and Acar-
nania : it is indeed not quite certain that that
province, which existed in Trajan’s reign, had
been constituted in St. Paul’s time ; but the proba-
bility is that it had. The selection of Nicopolis
as a mission centre proves that the apostle had
arranged a methodical scheme of work in order
to fill np the gap in his evangelization of the
empire : he had founded churches on the eastern
or zEgean side of the Epirote-Macedonian penin-
sula, but the western side was still a blank, and
in this he now proposed to commence work.
The circumstances in which St. Paul formed that

resolution and communicated it to Titus can only
be guessed at It is even uncertain whether he
actually visited Nicopolis. According to the sub-
scription added to the letter, he wrote from Nico-
polis to Titus ; but that is a late and untrustworthy
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addition. The most natural (in fact, almost neces-
sary) interpretation is that he wrote from some
other place ; he mentions his resolve to spend the
winter ‘there,

5 not ‘here,
5 and the perfect tense

K€KpLKd shows that he is writing, not from the point
of view of the recipient of the Tetter, but simply as
he thinks and feels. A Journey, therefore, lay
before him to Nicopolis. Taking this in conjunc-
tion with the fact that some time later he, from
Rome, wrote to Timothy and indicated that he
had at no distant time passed through Miletus and
Corinth (2 Ti 420 ), the conjecture is at least a
tempting one that he had had in mind to go by
Cormth to Nicopolis. Moreover, as the words of
2 Ti 420 would hardly suggest that he had been
arrested in Corinth, the probability is that he
reached Nicopolis, and that he was arrested there
while prosecuting his work, and sent to Rome to

be tried there as a Roman citizen.

The reference to Nicopolis and to the supposed
journey are necessarily connected with the disputed
question of the authenticity and trustworthiness of

the Pastoral Epistles. Those who deny that those
Epistles can be accepted as a rational foundation
on which to construct the history of St. PauTs life,

will of course take no account of Nicopolis. But
those who accept them as recording trustworthy
historical statements must date them some years
after the first Roman captivity, and conclude that
St. Paul was acquitted on his first trial. Some of

those even who deny the authenticity of the
Pastoral Epistles, admit, like Hamack, that they
contain historical information. Then the earliest

possible time when St. Paul could have been ar-

rested for preaching Christianity would be after the
outbreak of the Neronian persecution. The winter
that he proposed to spend at Nicopolis, therefore,

saust be that of 64-65, or 65-66, or 66-67.

The later history of Nicopolis is short. After
falling into decay, it was restored by Julian about
362 ; and afterwards it was captured by the Goths
and destroyed, but again was restored by Justinian,

as Procopius, de Aedif. iv. 2, describes. It is men-
tioned as the metropolis of Old Epirus by Hierocles

about A.D. 530, and retained that position in the
ecclesiastical organization ; but a late mediaeval
list of cities that changed their names mentions
NucforoXis 7) vvv TLptfiefa, implying that Prevesa had
taken its place and dignity. There are many
remains of the ancient city, on which the guide-
books of Murray, Baedeker, etc., may be con-

sulted, W. M. Ramsay.

NIGER QMyep). — Among the prophets and
teachers that were at Antioch when Barnabas and
Panl were sent out on their first missionary jonmey,
was ‘Symeon, which is called Niger 5 (Ac 131

).

Niger was probably the Gentile name which he
had assumed. The name is found as a Roman
cognomen, and a certain Niger of Persea is men-
tioned in Jos. BJ n. xix. 2. Nothing further is

known about the Niger of Ac 131, and there do not
appear to be even any legends.

A. C. Headlam.
NIGHT (W, [the ending jtt~ being prob.

radical and not n loe.—Oxf Neb. Lex.], Aram.
vtj£).— Besides representing these properly

equivalent Heb. and Gr. words, ‘night* stands

in AY once for (‘darkness
5

). Job 2610 (RV
‘darkness’); thrice for (‘twilight

5

). Is 5U

(RV ‘night
5

), 214 5910 (RY ‘twilight 5

); and four

times for yjsi (‘evening 1

), Gn 49-7 (RY ‘even 5

),

Lv 620 (RV ‘evening 1

), Job 74 (RY ‘night’), Ps 30®

(RY ‘night,’ RVm ‘even 5

). rb^2 is tr* ‘night

season,
5 Job SO17, and mW ‘ night seasons,’ Ps 167 .

The Aram, mn (‘to pass the night 5

)
occurs Dn 618,

and in NT we have ucaovTlncriov (‘midnight 5

), Mk
13*5

, Lk IP, Ac 1625 207
; diavvKTcpefcu' (‘to con-

tinue all night 5

), Lk 612
; vvxd'qp.epov (‘a night and

a day 5

), 2 Co II-5. RY omits ‘night 5 on textual
grounds from four passages where the word appears
in AY, viz. Mt 27® Mk 1427, Jn 750

, 2 P 310
.

The simple conception of night as the period of
darkness alternating with daylight is embodied in
the first creation narrative (Gn l4* ®), which de-
scribes how the darkness (Tfn) was divided by God
from the light, and was called Night (nV*>). Dark-
ness and night are similarly identified in Ps 104s0,
and night is a synonym for darkness in Am 5s,
Mic 36

,
Wis 172* ®* 14* 21

. The regular succession of
days and nights represents the permanent order of
the universe (Gn B22, Jer 3320* 25

). As the daytime
was assigned to the sun, so the night was assigned
to the moon and the stars (Gn l14* 16* 18

, Ps 1369
,

Jer 3135
). Night as a part of the creation is

God’s (Ps 7418
), and hears witness to Hia glory

(Ps 192).
The following usages of ‘ night 5 in connexion

with ‘ day 1

are noteworthy, (a) Time is measured
in terms of both. Thus we find ‘ three days and
three nights,

1

1 S 3012
, Jon l17 Mt 1240 ; ‘seven

days and seven nights,
5 Job 213

; ‘forty days and
forty nights,

5 Gn 74* 12 (the flood), Ex 2418 etc.

(Moses on Mt. Sinai), 1 K 198 (Elijah at Horeb),
Mt 42 (Christ’s temptation). (b) ‘Day and night 5

or ‘night and day 5
expresses the continuousness of

an action or condition either during a definite
time (Lv 8s3, Est 41®, Ac 2031

) or indefinitely, as of
work (1 Th 2s , 2 Th 38) ; of grief and trouble (Ps
32* 42s, Jer 91 1417, La 218

); of prayer (Ps 881
,

2 Mac 1310
, Lk 2*? 1 Th 310

, 1 Ti 5®, 2 Ti P) ; of
meditation in the law (Jos l8

,
Ps l2); of God’s

service (Jth II17
, Ac 267). In Rev 2010 ‘day and

night 5

is followed by ‘for ever and ever.
5 In Mk

4P ‘ night and day 5 has the special sense of ‘ day
after day,

5 ‘ as time goes on.
5

(c) ‘ All day and all

night 5
is used of circumstances that are exception-

ally prolonged
,
as in Ex IQ13 (an east wind), Nn

ll32 (the gathering of quails), 1 S 1924 (Saul’s
ecstasy), 2

8

20 (Saul’s fast), 1 Mac 550 (the assault
on Ephron).
Night is the natural time for daily work to

cease (Jn 94 ), and for rest and sleep (Sir 40®, 1 Th
57 ). Wakefulness at night is abnormal (Est 6 1

),

and is usually due to sickness or to painful excite-
ment (Job 7s * 4 3017, Ec 2P 81

®). It is at night that
excessive grief finds vent (Ps 6® 30®, La I2, To 10T).
On the other hand, not only do wild beasts roam
at night (Ps 10420

), but some men are called to
night duties, as the priests in the temple (Ps 1341

),

the city watchmen (Is 218
), shepherds (Lk 2s

),

fishermen (Lk 5®, Jn 21s
). The diligence of the

virtuous woman is shown by her working at night

(Pr 31X8.18).

Night is also the season of dreams and divine
communications. Dreams are called ‘visions of
the night,

5 and appear in Scripture not only as
significant of the future (Gn 40® etc.), but also as
direct means of divine revelation. God speaks in
a dream by night to Abimelech (Gn 203), to Laban
(Gn 31s4

), to Solomon (1 K 3®, 2 Ch l7) ; and in
visions of the night to Jacob (Gn 462

), and to Panl
(Ac 189). Zechariah ‘saw by night’ the visions
described in his prophecies (Zee Is), and ‘night
visions

5
are repeatedly mentioned as the means of

divine revelation to Daniel (Dn 219 7s* 7* u
). Apart

from any special mention of dreams, God speaks
at night to Abraham (Gn 26s4), to Balaam (Nu
2220

), to Gideon (Jg 6s5), to Samuel (1 S 34£r* 15le ),
to Solomon (2 Ch 7

12
), to Paul (directly Ac 2311,

and by an angel Ac 2728
). The ‘ word ofthe Lord*

came by night to Nathan (2 S 74, 1 Ch 173).
The darkness of night is a hindrance to active

movement, causing men to stumble (Is 5910, Jn
ll 10

) and grope (Job 514). On the other hand, it is

favourable to secrecy. Hence night was chosen
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for secret visits (1 S 28s,
Jn 32 1939} and treacheries

(Jn 1330). Daring exploits were carried out by
night, such as Gideon’s destruction of the altar of
Baal (Jg S27), and his visit to the camp of Midian
{Jg 7®) ; David’s visit to the camp of Saul (1 S 267

)

;

the rescue of Saul’s remains (1 S 3

1

12
) ; Nehemiah’s

survey of Jerusalem (Neh 2123*) ; the murder of
Holofernes (Jtli 1314

). For the same reason in war
night was a favourite time for ambushes (Jos 8s,
jg Q32.S4 i$2, 2 K 6U), and surprises (Gn 1415, Jos
109

, Jg 1 S 1486
, 2 S 2s® 17% 2 K 8“ 2 Ch 21®,

Jer 65 1 Mac 41 * 5 o29 1228* 37 1322, 2 Mac 87 12®). It
was in the night that Sennacherib’s army was
destroyed (2 K 19s6}, and that panic fell on the
Syrians (2 K 7

12
). Night was consequently a time

when danger was to be apprehended (Ps 91s
, Ca 38),

and when death and sudden destruction might
come (Ex 1212* 30, Job 34s3 3620

, Hos 4s, Lk 1220 17 s4
).

Night was the safest time for flight and escape,
as in the cases of Zedekiah at the Captivity (2 K
254, Jer 394 S27

) ; Joseph and Mary (Mt 2i4
) ; Paul at

Damascus (Ac 9s5), at Thessalonica (Ac 1710
}, and at

Jerusalem (Ac 23s8). The great escape of Israel
from Egypt was remembered as having taken place
by night (Ex 1281* **, Dt I61

), and it was at night
that the apostles were repeatedly delivered from
prison (Ac 519 12s). Night was the opportunity of
the thief (Gn 31s®, Job 2414 Jer 499, Ob s

, 1 Th 52.

See also Mt 2818
). The quietness of night made

it a fitting time for prayer and communion with
God (1 S 15“ Ps W 17s 2S3 11955, Jth 621 ll17

,

Lk 612).
Night was the season of festive pleasure (Is 214

},

which might be innocent and holy (Job 3510
, Ps 42s

776
, Is 3CP), or might degenerate into drunkenness

and sensuality(Gn 19^, Jg 1925, Pr79
,
Is 5U, 1 Th57

).

Besides darkness, the physical features of night
include dew (Ca 52) and frost (Gn 3

1

40
, Jer 36s0

).

It was at night that the manna fell in the wilder-
ness (Nu IIs

).

^The night was divided into watches (Ps 904).
Under the Jewish system followed in OT these
were three in number. We have ‘the beginning
of the watches 5 (La 21

®}, ‘ the middle watch ’ (Jg 7 1
®),

and * the morning watch 5

(Ex 1424). In NT four
stages of the night are distinguished, viz. evening,
midnight, cock-crowing, and morning (Mk X335).
These may be taken as corresponding to the four
watches into which the night was divided by the
Romans. Mention is made of the second and third
watches (Lk 1238), and of the fourth watch (Mt 14s5).
Midnight is specified as the hour when certain

impressive incidents, historical or parabolic, took
plaee, such as the death of the firstborn in Egypt
(Ex ll4 1229

) ; the earthquake at Philippi (Ac ltrq

;

the summons to meet the bridegroom (Mt 256, cf.

Night is used as & figure for death, which ends
life’s work (Jn fl

4
). The present age, to be closed

by the coming of Christ, is described as the night
which precedes the day (Ro 1313

). By another
metaphor night represents the sin and ignorance
from which Christians have already escaped (1 Th
5s). One of the glories of the new Jerusalem will
be Hie absence of night (Rev 2125 22c).

v James Patrick.
NIGHT HAWK (opog tahmas, y noctua).

—

Tahmas occurs twice (Lv 11*» Dt 14w) in the list of
unclean birds. Our view of its meaning will
be influenced by that which we take of the
signification of the preceding word mevrn? hath-
hayyd&ndh. AV translates this in aS the eight
passages where it occurs ‘ owl,’ but in four (Job
SO29, Is im 34i® 43a>

} ^ has ‘ostrich’
In all of them RV gives ‘ ostrich.’ The LXX
generally renders it arpaMs, but sometimes
creifrfvos. As the latter is a fabulous bird, the

j

Weight of the LXX is with RV. Many have I

thought that tahmas refers to the ostrich, the root
hamas signifying 4 to he violent or unjust? and
that it corresponds to the Arab zalim

,
which also

signifies ‘the unjust bird ’= the ostrich. But if
‘ ostrich

5

is the proper rendering for bath-hayyd-

dindh
,
it is not likely that another word would he

used for the bird in the same context, especially
if the expression ‘ after his kind,’ at the end of the
passage, refers to all the four birds mentioned.
But even admitting, as is most probable, that this

expression is limited to the genus immediately
after which it occurs, still, if we agree with RV in
the rendering ‘ostrich’ for bath-hayyddndh, we
must seek for another bird to correspond with
tahmas. Unfortunately, this is difficult to find.

r\cu5|, for which we have the authority of the LXX,
and noctua that of the Vulg., signify some sort of
owl. But two other words in this context are tr1

respectively ‘ little owl ’ and ‘ great owl.’ ‘ Night
hawk ’ would seem to be a mere guess. Perhaps
it would be better with RVm to transliterate
tahmasv G. E. Post.

NIGHT MONSTER (n'^ Itltth
,

dvoK^yravpos,

lamia, Is 3414 AVm and RV ‘night monster,’
AV ‘screech owl,’ RVm ‘Lilith’ [wh. see]).—The
reference is to a nocturnal spectre, similar to the
ahul of the Arabs. All nations have, in their
legends, similar apparitions (cf. Wellh. Reste2,
148 ff.; W. R. Smith, RS 113 f.). The Heb. has
two other words of similar import, (see
Horse-leech) and (see Azazel, Satyr).
The mention of such fabulous monsters does not
commit Scripture to an endorsement of the fact
of their existence. See Owl, 5.

G. E. Post.
NILE.—The word NeIXos is of unknown origin.

It was the name by which the river was known to
the Greeks, Hesiod being the earliest writer to use
it; Homer has but one name, Atyvirros, for river
and land. It does not occur in MT or LXX.
Besides the possible connexion with nm, it has
been proposed to refer it to a Demotic form, ne-il-u

,

meaning ‘ the rivers.’ * The so-called canal. Shaft
en-NU

,
in Babylonia, is thought by some to have

an etymological connexion with the Egyptian
river,t Of the many native names, one of the
commonest and most ancient i was h'p, a word in
some way implying the idea of covering or hiding.
This name, however, is always employed in a
sense more or less mythological : that so frequent
later on, itrw,—the origin of the above Demotic
form,-—which became the everyday designation of
the river, did not grow into popularity until the
Middle Kingdom. §
The Semitic languages record no name for the

Nile till a comparatively late date ; none, at any
rate, appears to be met with before the 7th cent.
(Assurbampal), when the Assyrians were making
use of the native itrw in the modified pronuncia-
tion already current in Egypt, ianc’u, the last
letter here representing the Egyptian ‘c, ‘great,’
as it appears eventually in the Coptic iero, iaro.\\

This same word was as *niq, most usually
employed also by the Hebrews (e.g. Gn 411, Ex l22),
who for other large rivers used nrq (e.g, Gn 1518, 2K
512, Jer 218

). The plur. of in: generally indicates
the canals or subsidiary branches of the Nile,
Another name used by Hebrew writers is

imy, String Shihor (only Jos 13*. 1 Ch 135, Is 238,
Jer218

), of which the etymology is obscure j theword
* Groff in Butt. Inst tgypt. 1892, 165.

t Delitzsch, Parodies, 71. Y&kftt (iv. 861) attributes this
name merely to a supposed physical resemblance.

t In the Pyramid texts, t.g. Wnis 431, 545.
| Inscr. of Chnemothes at Beni-Hasan, Kahun Pap., e&

Griffith, ii. 81.

| Steindorff in Beitr. z. Assyr. L 612; Erman in ZDMG xlvi
108. Of. Ptolemy's i fdy&g rorafUg (Geogr, iv. 61

,

% Gloss in Cod. March. (Holmes, xii. ; Swete, QX Jer gw.'
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is said to refer to the dark hue of the water ;
but,

in fact, the Nile is anything but dark in colour.

No Egyptian derivation for the name has been
recognized. Though it may sometimes refer to the
Nile (Is 233

,
Jer 218

), 'imp elsewhere seems more
appropriate to the Wady el-'Arlsh,

c tbe Brook of
Egypt 5

(Jos 13s,
1 Ch 135). See Egypt (Riyer of).

Whether the Nile is to be recognized, as it was
by Josephus,* in one of the four rivers of Paradise
(Gn 21U

) is still debated. Of the two not yet
identified, Pishon and Gihon, the latter has, owing
to its connexion with the land of Cush, been often
held to represent the river which flows through
Ethiopia as well as Egypt. The LXX in Jer 218

seem, at any rate, to understand it so (cf. Streane,

Double Text of Jer. 38 f.). This Cush is, however,
nowlessgenerally held to be Ethiopia than formerly.
Delitzschf regards it as a Babylonian province;
Hommel X takes it for a district of central Arabia.
The Egyptians fully realized the debt they ’owed

to the river by whose agency their country had
been created and was maintained. The Nile was
a deity honoured, from the earliest to the latest

times, throughout the land,§ irrespective of local,

often antagonistic cults
;
yet he appears to have

had few temples of his own, and his priests are
seldom mentioned. ||

Several deities besides E'p'i,

the personification of its name, were regarded as

connected with the river in one or other of its

aspects. For instance, Ham-Chnubis, JMtf-Anukis,
£#-Satis were thought" to rule the Cataracts, the
point at which the Nile came within the knowledge
of the Egyptians; iS^-Souchos, again, was the
tutelary god of the Fayyhm lake. It is possible

that Osiris himself was originally a Nile deity. IT

The Nile god is represented as a man with
woman’s breasts, water-plants on his head, and, for

dress, the girdle of a sailor or fisherman. Some-
times he carries an offering of fish and water-fowl.

This representation appears to date from the 12th
Dynasty. Long hymns are extant in his praise,

enumerating his benefits to mankind;** he is

honoured, too, in many shorter inscriptions. The
festivals held in mediseval and modem times to

celebrate the Inundation are doubtless survivals

of ancient heathen ceremonies, one of which classical

authors call the Nei\£ja.++ The Copts have always
used special prayers for the river’s rise ; so, too, have
the Ethiopian Christians.^ A curious liturgy is

extant, containing a sort of harvest service in

connexion with the Inundation, which was in use

among the mediaeval Syriac-speaking community

TlfeTnundation (which is perhaps referred to in

Am 88 d5
) was never understood by the Egyptians

themselves, who attributed it to some mystic,

divine agency, the tears of Isis’ yearly sorrow for

Osiris being in one view its origin.i|{l Herodotus
(IL 22) rejects the one explanation, among those

he had heard,—and that from a Greek source,

—

which approximated to the truth. Subsequently
Ptolemy gave this same explanation—that the
river rose owing to melted snow. The Christian

Fathers 1HF had learned the true one, viz. the

annual rains in Ethiopia.

* Ant. i. i. 3. t Parodies, 71.

% AHT 814 ff. § Of. Lucian, Jup. Trag. 42.

| He was, however, specially honoured under the New King-
dom at Silsilis. Of. Lepsius, Derihm. iiL 175a, 200c, d, 218c,

etc.

If Cf. Maspero, Hist. anc. i. 98.
** The best known in Bap. Sallier, iL ; see Guiesse in Rec. de

Trav. xiil.

tf Heliodorus, ix. 9. For later times see Lumbroso, L'Egitto%
Iff., and Lane, Mod.'Eg. ii ch. xiiL

XI Tuki, Missale (S. Basil.), 71 ; Leyden, CataL 129 ; Brigbtman,
Liturgies

,
208. The river’s rise is thought to he due to the in-

tercession of St. Michael ; see Am&ineau, Contes, 1 17.

§§ G. Margoliouth in JRAS, 1898.

If Pauaaxuas, x. 32 ; cf. Bragsch, Thes. 293.

•#* Athanasius, Fife* Ant. {Pat. Gr. 26, 891).

The source of the river was equally mysterious,
One theory, with which the Odyssey seems
acquainted (iv. 477), regarded it as a branch of a
heavenly Nile, from which it separated to form
the earthly stream somewhere in the Cataract
district. Two deep springs (krti) in that region,
or two rocks (ef. Herod, ii. 28), were spoken of as
the point whence the waters flowed. *

The height of the river’s annnal rise—a matter
of vital importance to all dwellers on its banks

—

was officially registered from an early period (at

Semneh, 12th Dyn.),+ and recently similar in-

scriptions of a later age (22nd-26th Dyn.) have
been found at Thebes.£ The regulation of supplies
of water for irrigation was one of the functions
of the crown itself. Among the newly discovered
remains of the earliest monarchy (lst-2nd Dyn.)
at Hieraconpolis is a relief showing the king
opening (?) an artificial canal. § Of the numer-
ous Kilometers of more recent times, the oldest
extant—probably of Ptolemaic origin, and in its

modernized form still in use—is at Elephantine,
though tradition assigned to that which existed at
Memphis a much higher antiquity.il Abu §&lih
(quoting Ibn 'Abd el-Hakam) attributes it to

Joseph. IF

The story of the seven years’ famine in Gn 41, due
to an insufficient inundation, finds a parallel in a
text discovered in 1891, which, though written at
earliest under the Ptolemies, purports to give an
account of a drought of like duration under the
3rd Dynasty. **

A curious legend in the Targum describes the
burial of Joseph’s coffin in the Nile, and its re-

discovery by Moses, ft The Egyptians, of course,

never used the river in this way.
See, further, art. Egypt, in vol. i. p. 653.

W. E. Cbitm.
NIMRAH.—See Beth-nimkah and Nimrim.

NIMRIM, THE WATERS OF (rprpj rb ttwp

T7/s 2$efi(T])peLfi (Is 156), B Ne/Jpefr, A ’Eftpl/i (Jer 48

[Gr. 31] ; Aquae Nemrim).—Mentioned only in

Isaiah (156) ana Jeremiah (48s4). Gesenius (Lex.)

g
'ves the meaning (the same as of Nimrah or

sth-nimrah) ‘limpid or wholesome water,’ hut
the word is more probably held to indicate the
place of the nimr or leopard (Bochart, Hieroz.

ii. 107, ed. Rosenmiill. ).

Nimrim need not, however, he confounded with
Nimrah or Beth-nimrah (Nu 32s- Jos 1327), which
seem to have been located on the northern shore

of the Dead Sea. It is mentioned in connexion
with Zoar, Luhith, and Horonaim in such a
maimer as to indicate its location south of the

river Aruon at the south-eastern end of the Dead
Sea. The Zoar denounced here by the prophets

may be quite distinct from the refuge of Lot,

which is by many located on the northern shore

of the Dead Sea. Josephus, however, states that

Zoar (to which Lot fled) existed in his day, and
places it together with Sodom and Gomorrah south

of the Dead Sea (Ant. I. xi. 4, Xiv. i. 4; BJ rv.

viii. 4). Eusebius also places Zoar at the southern
end of the Dead Sea, and Jerome appears to en-

dorse this. In the Middle Ages Zoar was identi-

fied under the name of Segor in the same locality,

and it is now accepted by many as represented

by Dra’a at the mouth of the Wady Kerak on
the south-east shore of the Dead Sea. The posi-

* The most ignorant notionson this questionmayhe still found
among the natives ; see Luttke, Aegyptens new Z&L iL 868.

f Lepsius, DerJcm. iL 139, etc.

X Legrain in Mg. Z. xxxiv.

§ Egyp. Expl. Fund’s Report for 1897-98, p. 7.

| Diodorus, i. 36. 1 Ed. Evetts, 1 18a.
** Bragsch, Die bibl. 7 Jahre. Of. above, vol. iL p. 774%

note f.

ft Bondi, Lehnw&rter, 129.
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tion of Luhith can only be surmised. It appears
to have been in tbe neighbourhood of one of the
few passes leading down to the Dead Sea. In the
days of Eusebius it was known as Luith, and lay
between Areopolis (Rabbath Moab) and Zoar. It

may therefore have been the name of the pass
leading down the Wady Beni Hamid from Areo-
polis to Zoar ; while Horonaim, 4 the two caverns/
may have been the name of the fort or forts com-
manding the pass leading down from Kir of Moab
to Zoar (see Kir of Moab).
A name resembling Nimrim has been found by

de Saulcy, Seetzen, and Tristram in Borj Nemeirah
and Weedy N’meirah about eight miles south of

Dra’a (Zoar), in one of the richest and most
luxuriant spots in the country. The 4 "Waters of

Nimrim 5 were found by Klein at a spot higher
up, where were the ruins of an old town and irri-

§
ated garden bearing the name 4 the Springs of

Pmeirah 5

; in close proximity was also found the
‘brook of the willows,

5 spoken of in connexion
with Nimrim (Is I57 ).

These passages call attention to the abundance
begotten by those waters, the grass and herbage
and hay ; and Tristram relates that the greenness,

exuberant fertility, and plenteous fountains are
still as marked as ever {Bible Places, p. 353).

Literatcee.—

D

illmann, Jesaja, ad loc.
;
Cheyne, Proph. of

Isaiah^, ad loc. (accepts, while Dillm. rejects, identity with
Beth-nimrah of Nu)

;
Buhl, GAP 124, 272 ;

de Saulcy, i. 283 ff.,

ii. 52 ; Seetzen, ii. 354, ill. 18 ; Palmer, Desert of the Exodus,

465. C. WAKREN.

NIMROD (Tim, Neftw&d, Nemrod).—A son of

Cush, who ‘began to be a mighty one in the
earth,

5 and a great hunter, and who is described as
having had, as the beginning of his kingdom, the
cities Babel, Erech, Acead, and Calneh, in the
land of Shinar or Babylonia (Gn 108

'10
). There

have been many speculations as to the Identity of

this ancient hero and the meaning of his name.
To all appearance, his greatness rested asmuch upon
Ms prowess as a hunter as upon his success as a
ruler of men; but it is to be noted that the ex-

pression 4 a mighty hunter before the Lord 5

is, to
all appearance, merely another way of saying 4 a
very great hunter indeed,

5 and may perhaps be
ironically intended. That violence and insolence
are associated with the character of the hero (see

Josephus, Ant. l iv. 2) on account of the expres-
sion gibhSr, in no way affects the question of
his career and identity. With regard to this, it

may be noted that the derivation of Nimrod from
the root ryg marad

,
‘to rebel,

5
rests on a false

etymology; and there is also no real ground to
connect him with the building of the tower of
Babel, to which his name is attached by tradition
(see Mirkhond *), though we shall see further on
what connexion, if any, he may have had with
that erection.

Among the later attempts at identification, the
most important is that which made him to be one
with Izdubar or Gistubar, as the name was then
read, and it was confidently expected that the true
reading of this name when found would turn
out to be very similar to the Hebrew form Nimrod
—an expectation which seemed to be confirmed
by the reading of Namrasit as the Semitic form
or Gisdubarra, pointed out by HomraeL There
is hardly any Assyriologist who would not have
liked to welcome this explanation, for It had in it

much inherent probability. When, however, the
Babylonian pronunciation of the name read as
Izdubar or Gistubar appeared, it turned out to be
Gilgames, the Gilgamos of Aelian, as pointed out
by Oppert. The supposition that Nimrod was the
* Jtauzat-m-Safa, translated by E. Rebatsek (Oriental Trans-

lation Fund, voL L pt L p. 140).

same as the hero Gilgames therefore fell to the
ground.
There was then no alternative hut to ‘fall back

upon the suggestion, made by Josef Grivel (TSBA
iii. 136 ff.) in 1874, that Nimrod is none other than
the god Merodach. Little need exists to go
through all Grivel’s reasons for supposing that the
two were identical, many of these being untenable

;

but it may be noted that his view was based prima-
rily upon the likeness he had noticed between the

shorter form of the name of Merodach in Accadian
and the biblical Nimrod. Notwithstanding the
difference that appears to exist between these two
names, it is certain that they are very closely

related. The name Merodach is, as is weu known,
of Accadian origin, the full form being Amar-

utuk or Amar-uduk, and the meaning apparently
‘the brightness of day.

5 From this it will be
seen that he was a solar hero, and that his name
is compounded with that of the Sungod, one of

whose names, in Accadian, was Utuki—the same
word as the final element, utuk or uduk. As the
syllable -uk was, to all intents and purposes, a
termination or lengthening, we have in Amaruduk
a word containing all the consonants of Nimrod
except the initial n. The addition of tins con-

sonant is apparently due to the same cause as the
initial n in Nisroch and Nibhaz (see these articles),

namely, the desire to disfigure the name of a
heathen deity. The vowels of this newly formed
word have also been brought more or less into

conformity with that of Nisroch and of Nibhaz
(cf. JBAS, 1890, p. 459).

In Gn 10s the expression ‘Cush begat Nimrod 5

apparently means only that he was of Cushite
nationality (he is not mentioned among the sons of

Cush in v. 7
), and not a Semite. This would agree

with the evidence furnished by the name, for

Amaruduk is not Semitic, but Accadian, which Is

regarded by many as a Cushite language. Amar-
uduk or Merodach was son of Ea or Aa, whose
name is also Accadian.
The question whether Merodach ever was really

king of Babylon need not detain us here, as it is

of no importance. Suffice it to say that 4 the king 5

(Accad. lugala
,
Bab. iarru) par excellence was

one of his titles. This he apparently bore as 4 king
of the gods 5

; hut there is no reason to suppose, on
that account, that he was not king of men during
his life on earth. The second point in this parallm
refers to the cities over which he had dominion,
and in this connexion it is to be noted that,
whilst Gilgames (Gistubar) seems to have been
king of Erech only, Merodach was, first of all,

king of Babylon, and remained patron god of the
city practically to the last. Besides this, he seems
to he mentioned, in the bilingual story of the
Creation, as the builder of Niffer (identified by the
Rabbins with Calneh), together with its temple
E-kura, and of Erech, with its temple E-ana (cf.

11. 39 and 40 with 6 and 7, JBAS, 1891, pp. 394,

395). The building of Babylon is referred to in
1. 14 (l.c.)t and it may be supposed that he was also
regarded by the writer as its constructor. If the
statement of the Rabbins be correct, which makes
Niffer to he the same as Calneh, then we have
here Merodach mentioned in close connexion with
three of the four cities referred to in Gn 1010 as the
beginning of the kingdom of Nimrod, and it is not
by any means improbable that future discoveries
may reveal to us in the same connexion Aecad,
which would make the fourth.
In addition to this, however, Merodach was

regarded by the Babylonians (though they did not
look, to all appearance, upon that side of his char-
acter as the most important) as a mighty hunter,
for it was he who, when all the other gods held
back, attacked, and caught with his net, the great
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dragon of Chaos, as detailed in the Babylonian
story of the Creation :

—

* The lord

*

spread wide his net to enclose her.
The evil wind following; behind, he sent on before.
Tiamtu opened her mouth as wide as she could

—

He caused the evil wind to enter before she closed her lips.

The evil winds filled out her body.
Her consciousness was taken away, wide opened she her

mouth.
He seized the weapon, cut open her body.
Sundered her inner part, tore out her heart.
He enclosed her, put an end to her life,

Threw her body prone and stood thereon.
1

f

Merodach was indeed * a hero in hunting 5
{gibhdr

%ayid\ which, as we know from the Assyrian
sculptures, was often accomplished with a nefc,£ as
in the legend here quoted ; and this circumstance
seems to complete the list of parallels needed. A
large portion of the Semitic - Babylonian legend
of the Creation is devoted to this exploit of the
head, of the Babylonian pantheon, testifying to
the importance with which the early Babylonians
regarded it, and it is mentioned in the eulogies
pronounced upon him by his father Ea or Aa at
the end of the story.

The legends that have been preserved concerning
Nimrod would seem to show that his fame in the
country of his exploits rests more upon what was
known of him there than upon the somewhat
meagre account in Genesis, and it is probably for
the same reason that so many places there are
named after him.§ Thuswe have the Birs Nimroud,
the ancient Borsippa, near the ruins of Babylon,
Tel Nimroud, near Baghdad, the dam Suhr el-

Nimroud, across the Tigris near Mosul, and the
mound of Nimroud, the ancient Calah. To all

appearance, he was regarded in later times in his

native country as a great builder also. As has
been pointed out above, he seems to have been
looked upon by the Babylonians as the builder of

Babylon, and the bilingual Creation story appar-
ently attributes to him the completion of E-sagila,
the great temple-tower in that city, which was
certainly of the type of the Tower of Babel, even
if it were not that erection itself. This may
account for the connexion of Nimrod with the
catastrophe of the confusion of tongues, ascribed

to him in the East both in comparatively ancient
and in more recent times. T. G. Pinches.

NIMSHI (td:).—

T

he grandfather of king Jehu,
who is generally designated * ben-Nimshi,’ 1 K 1918

(B NapLetrdei, A om.}, 2K92 (B Na/xec-o-et, A 'Afiead)
14 (B Na/xeo-trri, A* ISafietrcrd)

20 (B Na/xecrcrefay, A
-£aj), 2Ch227 (B Safurtrd, A -£).

NINEYEH (.vim; LXX 3W^, NT [Text. Rec.]
ISivevt, Gr. and Rom. writers Nfros, Ninus}.

—

In Gn
10u it is stated (according to the better transla-

tion) that Nimrod (wh. see) or some other Baby-
lonian 'went forth* out of Chaldeea and founded
Nineveh and Rehoboth- Ir {Rebit-uri in Assyrian,
‘the streets or public places of the city*). A
similar tradition is indicated in Mie 5g

. ^
The

native monuments show that the tradition is

correct, and that Nineveh was once included
within the boundaries of the Babylonian empire
(cf. art. Assykia in vol. i. p. 180s,

and Driver in
Hogarth’s Authority and Archceologyy p. 29 f. ).

In fact it seems to have taken its name from the
Babylonian city of Nina on the Euphrates, which

* i.e. Merodach.
t Fried. Delitzsch, Weltschopfungsepos, pp. 106, 107, lines

06-104, revised by comparison with the original text.

t One of the meanings of the Heb. Ttx, the root of zayid, is

*to lay snares* or * nets.* Of. also the name of Zidon.

§ It is noteworthy that Babylonia is called * the land of Nim-
rod 1

in Mic 68,—whether because he was an early king of the
country, or because, as Merodach, he was the chief divinity, is

uncertain. If the latter, itwould be a parallel to the expression
people of CJhemosh 1 in Nu 21® and Jer 4S48.

is mentioned by Diodorus (ii. 3. 7), quoting prob-
ably from Ctesias.

The name of Nineveh is written Ninud and
Nind in the cuneiform inscriptions. A popular
etymology connected it with the Assyrian nunu,
‘fish,* at a very early date, since the name is ideo-
graphically represented by the picture of a fish

inside the enclosure of a city. But it seems really
to have been derived from the title of the Baby-
lonian goddess Ninfi, the daughter of Ea, who was
identified with the Semitic Istar. Nina is the
original of the Greek form Ninos.
The city lay on the eastern side of the Tigris,

northward of the Greater Zah, and opposite the
modem town of Mosul. As late as the 12th cent.
Benjamin of Tudela still knew its mins under the
name of Niniveh, although its site had been so
completely deserted before the 4th cent. B.C. that
when Xenophon passed the spot all recollection
of the place had disappeared. The rains consist
chiefly of two great mounds, Kouyunjik and Nehi
Yunus, and the remains of the ancient city walls.
The latter are of a rectangular shape, running
parallel to the river on the western side, and pro-
tected on the eastern side by a double earthwork,
between which and the walls was a deep ditch.
The walls themselves "were protected by towers and
pierced by gates, and rose to a vast" height, and
consisted of a basement of stone with a super-
structure of crude bricks. They enclosed about
1800 acres, or about half the space enclosed within
the Aurelian walls of Rome, and had a circumfer-
ence of 7£ miles. The moat between them and the
eastern outworks was 145 feet wide. It was filled

with water from the river Khusur, now called
Khoser, which flows in a southward direction from
Khorsabad, and, after passing through the centre
of the ancient Nineveh, falls into the Tigris on the
south side of the mound of Kouyunjik. The Tigris
must originally have washed the foot of the western
city wall, though at present a bank of silt has been
formed between it and the river.

The mound of Kouyunjik lies on the north side
of the Khoser, and covers the site of two palaces,
—that of Sennacherib to the south and of Assur-
bani-pa! to the north. Sennacherib levelled the
remains of an older palace which stood on the hank
of a stream called the Tebilti, and had been so
injured by the floods that the sarcophagi of his
royal predecessors who had been buried there were
exposed to view. In its place he erected a splendid
building, partly in the native Assyrian, partly in

the Syrian, style of architecture, with a park and
garden, stables and storehouses, and special forti-

fications of its own. Assur-bani-paTs palace was
chiefly distinguished by the extent of the harim
buildings and the establishment of a library.

The southern mound, which lies, like Kouyunjik,
against the inner side of the western city wall,

rises midway between the Khoser and the southern
portion of the city rampart. It is now known as
Nehi Yunus, from a supposed tomb of the prophet
Jonah, and also represents the site of two palaces,

one constructed by Sennacherib and the other by
Esarhaddon. Compared, however, with the palaces
at Kouyunjik, they were of inferior size and
splendour.
Southward of Nineveh, at the comer of land

formed by the junction of the Tigris and Greater
Zab, was Kalkhu or Calah, whose site is now
marked by the mound of NimrM. Between it

and Nineveh stood the Resen of Gn 1012, the Res-
eni or 1 Fountain-head 5

of the Ravian inscription

of Sennacherib. It is doubtless the Larissa [Al-

Besen or ‘City of Resen 5

) of Xenophon’s Anabasis
(iii. 4. 7), 6 parasangs from Mespila, the Assyrian
Muspcdu or ‘low ground* near the mound of Nebi
Yunus. To the north of Nineveh, close to the
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sources of the Khoser and on the hill-slopes of

Magganubba, is Khorsabad, still called SargMn
by the Mohammedan writer Ydhut in the 14th

cent. Khorsabad is the site of the palace and
city founded by Sargon in B.C. 707, the remains of

which were excavated by Botta.

The name of Nineveh is perhaps first met with
in the inscriptions of Gndea, the high priest of

Lagas or Telfo in Babylonia (B.c. 2700), who tells

us that he had built a temple of Istar at Nina,

though it is possible that the Nina referred to may
be the Nin& of Babylonia. The Assyrian Nineveh,
however, which seems to have been a colony from
the Babylonian city of the same name, was specially

dedicated to Istar, and up to the last 'Istar of

Nineveh’ continued to be invoked by the side of
* Istar of Arbela/ Gudea, it should be added,

calls himself ‘ the powerful minister of the goddess

Nind. 5 An inscription of Dungi of Ur, a contem-
porary of Gudea, which is now in the Louvre, is

said to have been discovered on the site of

Nineveh. If this were really the case, we should

have direct monumental evidence of Babylonian
work in the future Assyrian capital. A letter of

the Babylonian king Khammurabi (b.c. 2300) speaks

of Assyrian soldiers in the Babylonian army ; and
as late as B.C. 1400 Buma-buryas still regards the

Assyrians as his vassals. Before this latter date,

however, the high priests of Assur (the modern
KaVah Sherghat) had become kings, and claimed
to be independent of Babylonia. Dusratta of

Mitanni, the contemporary of Buma-buryas, sent

a golden image of ‘Istar of Nineveh 5
to Egypt,

and mentions another that had been already

sent there in the reign of his father. Winckler
infers from this that Nineveh was subject at

the time to Mitanni ; but the conclusion does not
necessarily follow. At all events, the Assyrian
king, Assur-yubaHidh writes to the Egyptian
Pharaoh as an independent sovereign; and an
inscription tells us that lie restored E-Masmas, the
temple of Istar at Nineveh, which had been built

by Samas-Hadad, the high priest of Assur, in B.C.

1820. Shalmaneser I. (B.c. 1300) again repaired

the temple, by the side of which his lather Hadad-
nirari L had erected a chapel to the Babylonian
deities Merodach and Nebo. Shalmaneser I.,

however, was the builder of Calah, and does not
seem to have lived in Nineveh itself. Indeed the
first king whom we know to have made it Ms
place of residence was Assur-bil-kala, the son of

Tiglath-pileser I. (B.C. 1100). From this time
onward Nineveh was probably a royal residence

until the" reign of Assur-na?ir-pal (B.C. 880), when
Calah was rebuilt and its palace restored. For
nearly two centuries Calah now remained the
capital, and it was only under Sennacherib that
Nineveh resumed its place as the cMef city of the
empire. All the spoils of Asia were lavished on
its adornment and. fortification; pure drinking-
water was introduced into it in place of the rain-

water on which the inhabitants had hitherto de-

E
ended ; and stately palaces rose in the neighbour-
ood of the Tigris. It was to Nineveh that captive

princes were brought and exposed in iron cages to
the gaze of the multitude ; here the head of Teum-
man, the conquered king of Elam, was hung up in

the garden of Assur-bani-pal’s palace ; and out of

its gates marched the armies that conquered the
Oriental world. Its markets were thronged with
merchant® and traders, and its library was stored
with thousands of day books.
Nineveh fell in B.c. 607-6, and with it fell also

the Assyrian kingdom and empire. According to
an inscription of Nabonidos, it was destroyed bv
the king of the Manda or Scythians, who had
settled in Ecbatana and gone to the assistance of
Nabopolassar, the Babylonian king. War had

broken out between the latter and his suzerain,

the king of Assyria, who was suppo* ted by several

of the Babylonian cities where the Assyrian rule

was still obeyed. According to Abydenos, the

last king of Assyria was Sarakos, who appears to

be the Sin-sar-iskun of the monuments. A tablet

dated in the seventh year of the latter king has

been found at Erech. But there was another
Assyrian king, Sin-sum-lisir, whose name is found

on a tablet dated at Nippur in the year of his

accession, and it is therefore possible that with
him rather than with Sin-sar-iskun Nineveh and
Assyria came to an end.

The fall of Nineveh is prophesied by Nahum and
Zephaniah (2

13‘15
), and in Nahum more especially

there are references to the topography of the

Assyrian capital (see Billerbeck and Jeremias, ‘ Der
Untergang Nineveh’s und die Weissagungschrift

des Nahum, 5

in the Beitragezur Assyriologie, iii. 1).

In 2 K 1938=Is 37s7, it is described as the residence

of Sennacherib, and the temple of ‘Nisroch his

god 5
is referred to. The name of Nisroch, how-

ever, is corrupt, and it is impossible to say what
was the original reading.

For the story of Jonah's preaching at Nineveh,
and our Lord’s application of this, see art. JONAH
in vol. ii., especially pp. 746-751.

In Jon 411 it is stated that Nineveh contained

‘more than sixscore thousand’ infants, which
would give a population of about 600,000. Cap-
tain Jones, who made a trigonometrical survey of

the site in 1853, estimates that, allowing 50 square
yards to each inhabitant, the population may have
amounted to about 174,000 souls. The statement,

however, in the Bk. of Jonah, that Nineveh was a
city of ‘ three days’ journey,

5 can be explained only
on the supposition that both Calah ana Khorsabad
(Dur-Sargon)were included in itsprecincts ; andeven
then Konig (see art. JONAH, vol. ii. p. 748a)thinks the
dimensions impossible. Nineveh is again brought
before us in the books of Tobit (l 10* 17 etc.) and
Judith (l 1

). Tobit is said to have lived there like

certain Israelites mentioned in the cuneiform con-

tract tablets, some of whom even held office under
the government.

Literature.

—

Rich, Narrative of a Residence in Kourdistan
and on the Site of Ancient Nineveh (1836); A. H. Layard,
Nineveh and Us Remains (1848), and Discoveries in the Ruins oj

Nineveh and Babylon (185$); F. Jones, 1 Topography of Nineveh,1

with maps, in JRAS (1856) ; J. Fergusson, Palaces of Nineveh
and Petrsepolis (1851) ; Botta and Flandin, Monument de Ninive
(1846-50); V. Place, Ninive et FAssyrie (1866-69); ct also the
Literature cited at the end of art. Assyria.

A. H. Saycb.
NINEYITES (NiM*)frcu).—The inhabitants of

Nineveh (which see), Lk II80 (only). In the paral-

lel passage, Mt 12^, both AY and BY have ‘men
of Nineveh 5

(iirdpes Nijs'eu(e)mu) as well a® in Lk
11s2 (TR &vSpes Nwevt, Lachm. Treg. WH fodpes

Ntvev{€)LTOL),

NIPHIS (B A <Wj, AY Nephis), 1 Es 521.— 4 The sons of N., 156,
5 correspond to ‘ the children

of Magbish, 156/ in Ezr 230. The corruption may
be due to reading rimo as ^sjd

(from Niphis).

NISAN (jsh Neh 21
, Est 37, 1 Es 5s, Ad. Est 11s).

—The first month in the later Jewish calendar.

See Time.

NISROCH (TO; in 2K 1937 B has ’Hit A
’Ec-dp&x, in Is 37s8 B Nauapdx, A ’A<rap&x, Vulg.
Nesrochj.—The Hebrew form of the name of a
deity of the Assyrians, in whose temple Sen-
nacherib was worshipping when slain by his sons
(see Hie passages quoted). There has been much
speculation as to the identity of this deity, and
many wild theories have been put forward con-
cerning him. Jarchi, for instance, explains the
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word as ‘a beam, or plank, of Noah’s ark,’ from an
analysis of the word given by Rabbinical exposi-
tors, by which "poa would be = xmn no:. A far
more reasonable suggestion was that of Gesenius,
who considered that Nisroch was a lengthened form
of the Arab nisr, ‘ an eagle,’ and this etymology
was supported by the fact that eagle-headed divine
figures actually occur in the Assyrian bas-reliefs.

A comparison of the Greek forms, however, shows
that the Hebrew writing of the name is corrupt, a
3 having been added [as in the case of Nibhaz and
Nimrod] and vocalic changes made so as to bring
the word practically into the same form as the two
words here cited. There is therefore no doubt
that, as suggested by Schrader [GOT ii. 13 f.),

Nisroch is a corruption of Atur, or of a possible

by-form ASuraku, to which the Greek variant
'Eaop&x is the nearest approach.* This identifica-

tion, it is to be noted, is not only the most
probable, but also the most satisfactory, for it is

m the temple of the national god of Ms country
that we should expect to find the king of Assyria
worshipping, especially if by any means he had
received information of his sons’ intention ; for to

his mind the national god of the land, who had, as

he believed, so often helped Mm to victory, would
naturally be the one most likely to save him from
his rebellious offspring. With regard to the form,

there are two posable explanations, Nisroch
{—Esorach) may he for A&uraku

,

a lengthened
form of Aiur by the addition of aha [the same
termination as appears in Amaruduk(u)], the
Marduku (a personal name) of the later contract-

tablets, in which case the presence of the ending
would seem to imply Accadian influence. On the
other hand, the name may be really a compound
one, i.e. the well-known appellation of the god
Asur with the Accadian name of the moon -god
Aku (compare Eri-Aku, ‘ servant of the moon-god 5

=Arioch) attached to it. In support of this second
etymology may be cited the fact that Sennacherib’s

name contains the element Sin, the common name
of the moon-god in Babylonia and Assyria, and
the expression * his god’ may refer to some such
compound deity as Asur-Aku, whom Sennacherib
specially worshipped. * T. G. Pinches.

NITRE (ini, vlrpcv) in its modern usage denotes

saltpetre, nitrate of potash, but the virpov or nitrum
of the ancients was a different substance, natron,

carbonate of soda. It occurs as an incrustation

on the ground in Egypt, Persia, and elsewhere, and
is also a constituent in the water of certain saline

lakes. The most famous of the latter are the

‘natron lakes’ in Egypt. They lie in the ‘ natron

valley’ about 60 miles W.N.W. of Cairo. The
deposit of these lakes includes an upper layer of

common salt and a lower one of natron (WilMnson,
Modem Egypt, i. 382 ff ). Strabo mentions these

Egyptian lakes [Geog. XVII. i. 23), and also a similar

lake in Armenia [w. XL xiv. 8). See also Pliny,

Nat. Hist. xxxL 10.

‘Nitre’ occurs twice in AY. In Pr 2520 f the

effect of songs on a heavy heart is compared to the

action of vinegar upon ‘ nitre ’ (RV * nitre,’ RVm
4 soda’). Vinegar has no effect upon saltpetre, hut
with carbonate of soda it produces effervescence.

In Jer 2s® ‘nitre’ (RY ‘lye’) is referred to as a
nlAnnsing agent. Here, again, natron rather than
modern nitre suits the connexion. Natron has

detergent properties, and is in fact the same sub-

stance as ‘ washing-soda,* while saltpetre is useless

for cleansing purposes. James Patrick.

NO (Mi Jer 46s5, Ezk W*- ** 1
*), NO-AMON (Mi

*CLJMASt im, p. 459.

t LXX appears here to have followed a different reading

from the MT.

ppM Nah SB).—These two names, the former asso-

ciated with Amon also in Jer (RY), represent
Egyptian Thebes. This city was the centre of

Amon-worship, and the capital of Egypt, not only
throughout the New Kingdom ( 17th-2Utk Dynasty),
but also again under the Ethiopian rulers of Egypt
in the 25th Dynasty, against whom Esarhaddon and
Assurbanipal brought their forties. Nahum refers

to the capture and sack of Thebes, probably in

Assurbanipal’s last invasion, B.C. 663, which seems
to have been the most destructive to the metropolis.
The instances in Jer and Ezk show that to the
outside world Thehes remained the great city of
Egypt for many years after it had fallen to the
second or third place in the country.

In the New Kingdom Thehes was commonly
called N.t rs.t ‘southern city,’ N.t Ymn * city of
Amon,’ or simply N.t ‘ city.’ In the 21st Dynasty
a single individual is named alternatively, N.t-
nekht and N. t-Amon-nelcht, each meaning ‘Thebes
is victorious’ (Spiegelberg, Eec. de trav. xxi. 53).

In Demotic Ne regularly stands for Thebes, and
after the destruction of the city itself by Ptolemy X.
the word still appears in the Egypt, name of the
Thebaid. The fern. ending t was early lost, and
the royal name 'ZrovrbvTjs gives approximately vrj

as the pronunciation of n.t. The Assyrian annals
name the city NT. The punctuation No* of the
Hebrew is evidently wrong, hut the Septuagint
(Ezk SO14* 18 Aids xokis, vd5 [implying a
reading *p], Jer 46 [Gr. 26]

25 top ’Ajjlji&p rbv vibv

avTjjs, Nah 3s yepioa, [implying a reading m&s con-
fused with n;D ‘ portion ’] ’A/xjju&v) gives no help in
correcting it.

* E. Ll. Griffith.

NOADIAH (n^yii ‘meeting with J"’; IXoadd).—1.

The son of Binnui, a Levite, one of the four persons
to whom were committed the silver and gold and
sacred vessels brought by Ezra from Babylonia (Ezr

8s3). In I Es S63 he is called ‘Moeth the son of
Sabannus’ ZaBdvvov, cf. N. and ’Efiavpcud, Ezr
Lc.).

2. A prophetess, who assisted Tobiah and San-
baUat at the time of the rebuilding of the walls

of Jerusalem. Nehemiah denounces her for at-

tempting to intimidate him, hut no particulars

regarding her are given in the narrative (Neh 614
).

H A "WHITE
NOAH (ni ‘rest,’ from nn; LXX and NT Nwe,

whence AY Noe ; Jos. Nt3%os \var. lec. Nitteos]. In

Gn 5s9
,
probably a fragment of J, the name is de-

rived from the root cm ‘ comfort,’ and is given to

Noah by Lamech in the belief that he would com-
fort* men for the toil of their hands ‘from the
ground wMch J" hath cursed’).—Gn 5s8- 29 6-9,

Up to 917 Noah appears as the hero of the Plood,

in 920
'39 as the first discoverer of the art of making

wine. That these two stories come from different

sources is probable, because in the earlier Accadian
history of the Flood that event is immediately
followed by the translation of Sitnapisti (Noah),
perhaps referred to in 69b, cf. 5s4,* which appears to

be a fragment of J misunderstood bv P in 5s2.
Amongst the Talmudists (e.g. Aboda Zara 64 b.

Sanhedrin 565) it was customary to speak of ‘ the
seven precepts of the sons of Noah,’ by which they
meant those precepts that were supposed to be
already binding upon mankind at large before
Abraham and outside of his family. Other enumer-
ations besides seven are also found. For details

see Schiirer, GJV* iii. 128 [SJP H. ii 218], or
Weber, Jvdische Theologie (Index, s. ‘ Gebote ’).

See art. Flood, voL ii 16.

F. H. Woods.
* In Haoptfs OT the MT (‘ he win comfort us*) ii

changed to WBVJ (*he will give us rest% In harmony with LXX
hevmirstveu AjzZs. See Ball's note, ad Soe. and Nestle in Expos
Timet. viiL 239
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NOAH (n$, Noud).—One of the daughters of
|

Zelophehad the Manassite, about whose rights of 1

inheritance a knotty point of law came up for

settlement, Nu S633 271 3611
, Jos 17s.

G. Harford-Battersby.
NOAH, BOOK OF.—In the use which was made

of this book in the final redaction of the Ethiopic
Book of Enoch we have an admirable example of

the methods pursued by Jewish editors. Though
the Book of Noah has not come down to us inde-

pendently, it has in large measure been incorpor-

ated in the Ethiopic Book of Enoch, and can in

part be reconstructed from that book. The Book
of Noah is mentioned in Jubilees 1013 and 2

1

10
.

That 60. 65-69
i25

106-107 belonged originally to it,

is obvious even on a cursory examination. Thus
in 6Q1

, which runs, 4 In the year five hundred, in

the seventh month, on the fourteenth day of the
month in the life of Enoch,’ it is clear that the
final editor simply changed the name ‘Noah’ in

the context before him into c Enoch/ but very
ignorantly ; for Enoch lived only 365 years, and
the statement in the context is based on Gn 532

.

Furthermore, the writer speaks of himself as the
grandson of Enoch in 65®. Again, 65-69'^ is allowed
to stand by the editor as a confessed constituent

of the Book of Noah ; for it contains Noah’s
interview with his grandfather Enoch, and Noah’s
version of the Deluge and of judgment. Finally,

in 106-107 there is an account of the marvellous
birth of Noah, in regard to whom Methuselah goes
to the ends of the earth to consult Enoch. But
besides these indisputable fragments of the hook, it

is most probable that 547-552 is borrowed from the
same source, and likewise Jubilees 728-39 101*15

. In
the earlier passage in Jubilees it is not only the
subject-matter, but also the carelessness of the
editor or author of Jubilees, which leads to this

identification ; for, after an account of the wicked-
ness preceding the Flood given by the angel of

God (7
20*25

), we come suddenly on a passage {T
26*^}

in which Noah is represented as speaking in the first

person, although throughout Jubilees it is the angel
that speaks. Finally, it is not improbable that 413'8

43-44. 59 belonged originally to the Book of Noah.
"We shall now attempt a short sketch of this

book. According to 106-107, a son was bom to

Lantech. * And his body was white as snow and
red as a blooming rose, and the hair of his head
and his long locks were white as wool, and his eyes
beautiful’ (1062). And his eyes lighted up the
house like a sun, and he opened his mouth and
blessed the Lord of righteousness.. And Lamech
In his fear consulted Methuselah, and Methuselah
went off to the ends of the earth to consult Enoch
(1064_12j. Thereupon Enoch foretells the coming
of the Flood in consequence of the wickedness
wrought by the angels with the daughters of men,
and the saving of this child Noah and his three
sons, the fresh growth of sin after the Deluge, and
the advent of the Messianic kingdom (lOd^-lOT).
And later, when Noah became a man, he had a

vision, and he saw the earth sinking down, and its

destruction drawing nigh (651
). And, as formerly

j

his grandfather Methuselah, so he too went to
consult Enoch at the ends of the earth, 652* 3

.

And Enoch tells him that all the dwellers on the
earth axe doomed because they had learnt the
secret® and sorceries of the angels, and the violence
and hidden power of the Satans, and the mysterious
arts of manufacturing metals, 65s* 7. Here and
elsewhere, in the Ethiopic Enoch as in Gn 2-4, the
knowledge of such arts is held to transcend the
limits of human nature. Civilization in its various
aspects is traced to the fallen angels. As man
goes forward in knowledge and culture he goes
backward in the fear of God, and becomes ever
more and more alienated from the highest good.

Thus it was one Satan that taught men to make
the weapons of war, and another that instructed

them to write with ink and paper (69
6'9

), and a
fallen angel that made known the arts of painting
the face and beautifying the eyebrows, and working
in metals and precious stones, 8K But to proceed :

Enoch declares Noah to be guiltless of reproach
concerning these secrets, and foretells his deliver-

ance from the Flood, and the descent of a righteous
race of men from him (6510'12

). After hearing some
further disclosures, Noah leaves the presence of

Enoch (66). ‘ And in those days the word of God
came unto me, and He said unto me : “ Noah, thy
lot has come up before me, a lot without blame, a
lot of love and uprightness.” 3 Thereupon God in-

forms Noah that the ark was being prepared by
angels, that he and his seed might be saved and
he established in the earth (67

1‘3
). But as for the

fallen angels, they should be imprisoned in the
burning valley amongst the metal mountains in

the West. From this place where the angels were
punished came the hot springs to which the kings
and the mighty resorted for the healing of the
body. But later these waters will become the
means of their punishment, even as they now are
used to torment the angels (67

4-18
). The severity

of this torment is set forth in a dialogue between
Michael and Raphael (68). Next, the names of the
twenty-one chiefs of the fallen angels are enumer-
ated, followed by those of five Satans (?). The
various evils wrought by the latter are then re-

counted. To G&dregl, the third, is attributed the
fall of Eve, and to the fourth, PenSmue, the
instruction of mankind in the art of writing (698-

®).

Knowledge's the source of perdition (6911). After
the mention of certain other Satans or angels, it

is told how Michael is the guardian of the mys-
terious oath or formula whereby heaven and earth
were founded and all creation upheld (69

14~25
).

At a still later date apparently (60) Noah had &
vision in the 500th year of his life, on the 14th
day of the seventh month, and he beheld the
heaven of heavens quake with a mighty quaking,
and all the heavenlyliosts greatly disquieted. And
the Head of Days sat on His throne, and all the
angels and the righteous stood round Him (601* 2

).

And Noah was filled with fear. Then Michael
sent an angel to raise him up, and told him of the
judgment to come, and of the monsters Leviathan
and Behemoth, which were placed respectively in
the sea and in the wilderness of D&na&in, on the
east of Eden ; hut refused to answer Noah’s further
questions regarding them (603

-10
). Then the angel

accompanying Noah informs him about the angels
or spirits which control the thunder and lightning,
and the sea, the hoar frost, hail, snow, mist, dew,
and rain (6011

'25
). We shall probably be right if

we assign to the same source 413-8, which treats
of the secrets of the lightning and thunder, of
the winds, the clouds, and dew, likewise of the
chambers of the winds and hail and mist. This
passage further mentions the chambers of the
sun and moon, and recounts with what regularity
they traverse their orbits, and give thanks to God,
and rest not by day or night; ‘for unto them
thanksgiving is rest.’ Of a kindred nature un-
doubtedly are 43-44, which have for their subject
the lightning and the stars of heaven, and the
mysterious relation of the latter to the righteous,
and 59, which treats of the judgments executed by
the lightnings, and the luminaries, and the secrets
of the thunder.

Heretofore frequent references have been made
to the Flood ; but in 547-552 there is a more exact
account of this judgment. Thus we are told that
the Flood came about through the joining of the
waters above the heavens—the male element

—

with the waters which are below the heavens—
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the female element. Thereby all who dwelt on the
earth were destroyed. Then after the Flood God
promised not to destroy the earth again, and as a
pledge thereof set a sign in the heavens.
For Noah’s address to his sons after the Flood

we must turn to Jubilees T25'39
. This passage is

either wholly or in part an excerpt from our book.
Noah warns his sons against the seductions of the
demons, against the shedding or eating of blood.
In Jubilees 101*15 the sons of Noah come to him
complaining that the demons are leading their

sons astray. Thereupon Noah prays to God for

them, and God commands all the "demons to be
bound and imprisoned, but at the request of Mas-
terna, their chief, God permits one-tenth of the
demons to remain at liberty for the trial and
temptation of man (101*11

).

The Book of Noah was, according to Jubilees
1014, committed to the care of Shem. This book is

described in Syneellus5 Chron. p. 83 (ed. Bonn) as

the Testament of Noah,
There is also a late Hebrew Book of Noah. This

is given in Jellinek’s Bet ha-Midrasch

,

iii. 155, 156.

It is based in part on the Book of Noah discussed

above. The portion of this Hebrew work which is

derived from the older work is reprinted on p. 179
of Charles’ Ethiopic Version of the Hebrew Booh of
Jubilees, where attention is drawn to the parallels

and verbal coincidences. A German translation of

the entire book will be found in Ronsch, Das Buck
der Jubilden, pp. 385-387.

It is impossible to assign any definite date to

the various fragments of the older book. We can
safely place them within the years B.c. 50 and
a.d. 80. R. H. Charles.

NO-AMON.—See No.

NOB (ai$ LXX B No/*£a, 1 S 2211 No/ijua. The
etym. of m is not clear ; the idea that it signifies a
‘high place’ has no philological foundation).

—

1. A locality a little N. of Jerusalem, and appar-
ently within sight of the Temple-hill, mentioned
in Is 1032 as the spot from which the Assyr. king
(Sennacherib), in his (ideal) inarch against the holy
city, should audaciously ‘swing his hand against

the mount of the daughter of Zion, the hill of

Jerusalem. 9 Nob, it is here implied, was nearer to

Jerusalem than'Anathoth, v. 30
,
now 'Andta, 2% miles

N.E. of Jerusalem. The precise site has not been
determined with certainty; but a spot on (or a
little S. of) the Has el-Mesharif about 1^ mile

S.W. of 'Anata, the ridge from the brow of which
the pilgrim along the N. road still catches his first

view of the holy city {BEFMein., Jerus., p. 411),

would suit the conditions admirably. The road
from the N. passes over this ridge : immediately
on the E. of tine road, just S. of the ridge, there is

a plateau, some 300 yds. from N. to S., and 800 yds.

from E. toW.; at the S. edge of this plateau there

is a lower ridge, after which the ground descends
rapidly into the Wady el-Joz, some 300 ft. below.

This plateau is identified plausibly by Conder
{PEFSt, 1874, p. Ill if. ; ef. Robinson, BB i. 276)

with the place called Scopus by Josephus (&rl rbv

Sjccwt&f KaXoTuixatQv), upon which Titus encamped,
when approaching Jerusalem from the N. ; Jos.

adds that it was 7 stadia from Jerusalem, and that

the city was visible from it {&dev re ttoXls rfor,

mre<pa&ero /cal rb rod vaov pAyeBos ^/cXa/txpoF, BJ V.

ii. 3, cf. n. xix. 4, and Ant. XL viii. 5, where a
place 2a0a [cf. nsy to look out], explained as mean-
ing <jK07rq,' is evidently the same). The ancient

Nob was in all probability on, or very near, the
same plateau (cf, Thomson, LandandBook, S. Pal.

4341 ; Del. or Dillm. on Is 10s2 ; Buhl, Geogr. 96).

According to the ZDMG xiL (1858) p. 1691, on
one of the ridges just mentioned, at a part now

called el-sadr, the breast, there are remains oi

ancient cisterns and rock-tombs.

El- IscLwiye, a village 1 mile S.W. of ‘Anata, which has been
proposed as the site of Kob, seems to be excluded by the fact

that it lies in a valley, and that Jerusalem is not visible from it.

Shapkat, 2 miles due N. of Jerusalem, which has also been
suggested, is not probable, as it is in just the same latitude as
‘Anata, and does not he between 'Anata and Jerusalem, as re-

quired by Is 1030. 32. tfebt Shamwil ‘ and Sir Neb&la ’ (Conder),
miles Uf.W. of Jerusalem, lie in a wrong direction altogether.

The same place is also pretty clearly meant in

Neh 1132
; it is mentioned there, together with

other towns in the same neighbourhood, in close
proximity to *Anathoth and Ramah

(2J
miles N.E.

and 5 miles N. of Jerus. respectively) just as in Is

(see vv. 2S - su
). 2. An ancient ‘city of the priests’

(1 S 2219
}, where David, fleeing from Saul, found

refuge with Ahimelech (1 S 211
) : Doeg, the Edomite,

was present at the time; and afterwaids, when
Saul’s other servants dreaded to fall upon the
priests of J", at the king’s instigation attacked
the city, and massacred the entire population (in-

cluding 85 priests), Abiathar alone escaping, 1 S
229* n. i8-22

# Unless a settlement of priests in im-
mediate proximity to the Jebusite stronghold of

Jerusalem should be deemed improbable, there is

no valid reason why this Nob should not be
identical with 1: the situation is suitable; to
judge from the narrative of 1 S 21, Nob was not
far from Gibeah (of Saul), v.4, which was only a
little N. of the Nob of Is 10s2 (see v.23

) ; and (as

H. P. Smith, on 1 S 212
,
points out) David, making

his way from Gibeah (the probable scene of 1 S 20lff
*)

to Bethlehem (1 S 208), would pass Nob, and might
naturally stop there, if he knew he had friends in

it. Jerome, however {Ep. ad Eustochium

,

No. 86
ed. BenecL, No. 108 ed. Migne, § 8 [p. 696]), speaks
of ‘ Nobe, urbem quondam sacerdotum,’ as in the
neighbourhood of Lydda (Diospolis) : this is no
doubt the modem Bet Nuba, about 10 m. S.E.
of Lydda, and 13 m. W.N.W. from Jerusalem,
very near to Aijalon (cf. Robinson, BB iii. 145,

and ii. 254 ; Buhl, p. 198) ; hut there does not seem
to be any sufficient ground for going so far to the
W. to find the Nob of 1 S 21. 22.

S. R. Driver.
NOBAH (nji, Nd£au, Nd^efl), as a personal name,

occurs only once (Nu 32^), in the older version

which relates the settlement of the country on
the E. of Jordan by the tribes of Reuben, Gad,
and half Manasseh. According to this, the clan

of that name belonged to the last-mentioned tribe,

and formed a settlement in Kenath (wh. see), on
which they succeeded in impressing for a time
their own clan name (1 Ch 223). See next article.

A. C. Welch.
NOBAH (n^j) is mentioned along with Jogbehah

(wh. see) as lying on the route which Gideon
followed (Jg 811

) in his pursuit of the routed
Midianites. This would place the site about mid-
way between Amman and es-Salt. It is again
mentioned (Nu 32^) as the name which a dan of

Machir gave to Kenath after they had con-

quered it.

The connexion between these two passages de-

pends entirely upon the place where we agree to

look for Kenath (wh. see). If Kenath be identified

(Merrill, E. of Jordanup. 36 ft ; Euseb. OS 269. 15)

with Kanaw&t on the W. edge of the IJauran range,

then we shall consider (Dillm. Nu-Dt-Jos, p. 201 f.)

that the Nobah of Judges was the original settle-

ment of the clan, which, when it took possession

of the new abode, for a time at least (1 Ch 2s3
)

succeeded in stamping its own name upon it. If, on
the other hand (Bertheau and Moore on Judges),

this identification be given up, we shall hold that

Nu S242 gives the account of how this clan came
into possession of its first and only settlement, the
town which lies near Jogbehah.
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It is possible that the name can be found also in

‘Nu 21s0 ‘ Nobah, which lies on the desert,
5

accord-
ing to the Peshitta ; but the text is too corrupt to
offer any sure help. A. G. Welch.

NOBAI Kethibh, Keriy and so AY and
RYm Nebai, B Boval, A Nw£a£).—One of those who
sealed the covenant, Nell 1019 [Heb. 30

]. See, further,
art. Nebq (Town).

NOBLEMAN.—This title (/ScunXi/cdy, ‘royal
5

or
‘ pertaining to a king 5

; so Ac 1220* n, Ja 2s
)
is given

(Jn 446* 43
1 AYm ‘ courtier 5 or 4 ruler

1

; RYm * king’s
officer,

5
cf. Yulg. regains) to the man who besought

Jesus in Cana to heal his son who was sick at Caper-
naum. Opinions have always differed as to the
meaning or the title (see Chryst. Horn. 35 on Joh.).

It has been taken to mean that he was of the royal
(Herodian) family (L. Bos, Exercit. Philolog. p. 41,
and others) ; or that he was of the Herodian party
(Lightfoot, Hot. Heb., Exercit. on St. J.)

;

or that
he was attached to the service of Antipas, who
was popularly called king, either in a military or
civil capacity (Meyer, Weiss, Godefc, and most).
The term was used both of royal persons themselves
and of those attached to them as officers, courtiers,

or soldiers (see exx. in Wetstein) ; but the usage
of Josephus (see Krebs, Observat. in NT e Flav.
Jos. p. 144} supports strongly the latter application
of it here. Tatian also (Diatessaron) translates
‘officer of the king.

5 This man therefore was
probably an officer of rank and wealth connected
with the court or service of Antipas. He has been
identified with Chuza, Herod’s steward (Lk 8s

), and
with Manaen, Herod’s foster-brother (Ac 131

).

These, of course, are mere conjectures. He was

E
resumablv a Jew, and is certainly not to be identi-

ed, as he has sometimes been, with the centurion
whose servant Jesus healed (Mt 85, Lk 71

}-

G. T. Pxtrves.

NODAB (ini:
; LXX pada[3aioi

;

Yulg. Nodab).—
Mentioned only 1 Cli 519 in connexion with a war
of the trans-Jordanic tribes against the Hagrites.
Because it is grouped with Jetur and Naphish, it

was supposed by 0. J. Ball to be a corruption of

Kedemah (Gn 25iS
), the last of the twelve tribes of

Ishmael. But Kedemah is rightly given in 1 Ch I
31

,

and it is hardly conceivable that the author, or
even a copyist, should so shortly after misread it

for a name which occurs nowhere else. Delitzsch
{New Com. on Gn 2515

) connects it with Nudebe in

the Wady el-butin of the Rauran. But it is

more likely that we have here a transcription of

Nabatean. It would be strange that a powerful
kingdom like Nabatea should not have proved a
formidable neighbour to the trans-Jordanic Israel-

ites. And since Nebaioth, which has been by Jos.

{Ant. 1. xii. 4), Jerome, and others identified with
Nabatea, has not played any important role in
the pre-exilic history of the Jews, we are left to
conjecture that mu should be read rm The
Nabateans called themselves ib2j. In the Talmud
and Midrash we have respectively 'am, 'am, 'mu,

nxrm;, 'ns;, "ns;, N"ns;, and n"ns; for a Nabatean.
The Nabateans were the Nabatu of the Assyrian

inscriptions, and Aramean in language, and distinct

from the Nabadti (‘Nebaioth 5

of the Bible) of

Central Arabia. Originally settled east of Assyria,
they migrated westward, and founded a kingdom
in Arabia Petrsea, with Petra for their capital

(Glaser, Shizze
,

ii. 418). For the history of the
Nabateans see Schiirer, HJP, Ap. ii., and Euting,

Nab. Inschriften

,

Berl. 1885, with historical notes
on p. 81 by Gutsckmid. A. E. Suffrin.

NOE.—gee Noah.

NOEBA (No^d), 1 Es = Nekoda Ezr S48,
Nekodan 1 Es S37.

NOD (-tf;
; Samar, m; LXX, Philo, Jos. Na?5).—

The land to which the fratricide Cain emigrated
after the Divine verdict was pronounced on him,
Gn 410 (J). It is a play on ‘wanderer 5

of v. 13

The subst. tJ ‘ wandering 5 occurs Ps 56s (regardless
of Duhin’s unnecessary emendation). But it is a
mistake to understand the word merely as an
allusion to Cain’s punishment. The writer seems
to have had a real land of that name in view. Its
situation, * eastward of Eden, 5

is given, and there
are not sufficient reasons to take this as a gloss of
the author or redactor (Dillmann and Stade), since
particular definitions of places are not unusual
with Hebrew writers (Gn 1010 12s 2518, Dt 11s0). It
is called a ‘ land 5

; and the passage is plain prose.

To dwell and build a city in ‘ wanderland 5
is a

contradiction in terms. Cain’s settlement in Nod
was not part of his punishment, but a voluntary
emigration, as already Philo {de Poster. Cain

.

3) re-
marks, ideXornis iiipxerat.

The ‘ orientation
5

of the land of Nod has been
matter of conjecture. Many (see DiXlm. ad loc.)

suggest China, from the similarity of sound be-
tween Cain and Chin, Zin, Sin, Tien. Yon Bohlen
identifies it with India. Sayce sees in it the
Manda of the cuneiform inscriptions (HCM 146).

To the Rabbis it was sufficient that it lay some-
where in the east, and away from Eden, whither
Adam hadbeen banished. ‘ In all parte

5
{sc. of Scrip-

ture), says Rashi, * the eastern quarter received the
murderer, as it is said (Dt 441), Then Moses severed
three cities, eta, toward the rising of the sun 5

(see

also Midrash Agaday p. 13, ed. Buber, 1894). It
most, however, beremembered that the same author
(J) knew of a universal cataclysm which obliterated
every geographical boundary. The topography of
Cain’s history was to him as antediluvian as the
history was prehistoria A. E, Suffrix.

NOGAH (rn: ‘splendour 5
).—One of David’s sons,

born at Jerusalem, 1 Ch 31 (B Ndycu, A Nd-ye) 14®

(BA Is dyed, K Ndyer). The name is wanting in

the parallel list in 2 S 5, and is viewed with sus-

picion by Wellhausen {Bucher Sam. p. 165) and
Kittel (on 1 Ch 37 in SPOT). The preceding name,
Eliphelet, is certainly due to a scribal error, and
Nogah may be a corruption from the following
Nepheg. It is apparently the same name, although
with a different application, that appears in the
genealogy of Lk 3~5 as Naggal (NayyaL).

NOHAH (ntfii; B Taxi, A Nwd, Lnc. Novad; Ynlg.
Nohaa).—Fourth ‘son’ or"clan of Benjamin (1 Ch
82

). If we read ‘ from Nohah 5

in Jg 2043, Nohah
was also a town, the seat of the clan. Cf.

Menuhah.

NOISE.—This subst. is no longer used of music
in a good or neutral sense, as we find it in Ps 33s

‘ Play skilfully with a loud noise.’ Cf. Bunyan,
PP, 206 :

* Mercy. Hark, don’t you hear a Noise t

Chris. Yes, ’tis as I believe, a Noise of Musick,
for joy that we are here 5

; Ps 475, Pr. Bk. ‘ God is

gone up with a merry noise
5

; and Milton, At a
Solemn Music, line 18—

-

‘That we on earth with undiscording voice
May rightly answer that melodious noise.’

The verb ‘to noise
5

is no longer in use. It

occurs five times in AY : Jos 6s7 ‘ His fame was
noised throughout all the country 5 (RY ‘his fame
was in all the land 5

) ; Jth 1018 ‘ Her coming was
noised among the tents 5

; Mk 21 ‘ It was noised
that he was in the house 5

; Lk I65 ‘ All these say-
ings were noised abroad 5

; Ac 2® ‘When this was
noised abroad 5 (RV ‘ when this sound was heard 5

).

Cf. Mt 928 TincL ‘And this was noysed through out



NOISOME

all that lande 3

; 2

8

15 Tind. ‘ And this sayInge is

noysed amonge the Jewes unto this daye 3
,* and

Hacket in Life ofAbp. Williams (referring to Dr.
Collins), ‘His works in print against Eudaemon
and Fitzherbert, sons of Anak among the Jesnits,
do noise him far and wide. 3

J. Hastings.

NOISOME is a shortened form of * annoy-some. 5

And ‘ annoy 3
is regarded by Skeat and Murray

(after Diez) as formed (through the Fr.) from the
Lat. in odio. The phrase est mihi in odio, *

it is

hateful to me/ became contracted to inodio, which
was regarded as a subst., ‘ hate/ £ annoyance. 5 In
AV the word is used of weeds (Job Si40

®), pestilence
(Ps913

), beasts (Ezk 1415* 21
), a smell (2 Mac 99 ), and

a sore (Rev 162), and the meaning is always trouble-
some, not as now loathsome.* Trench {On AV of
NT, p. 47) says that in the beginning of the 17th
cent, the word was acquiring its mod. meaning,
and on that account Tinaale’s rendering of i Ti 69

‘ They that wilbe ryche, faule into temptacion and
snares, and into many folysshe ana noysome
lustes/ which all the versions till 1611 (except the
Rhemish) accepted, was changed inAY into ‘ hurt-
ful lusts.

3 In the Act of Henry vm. prohibiting
the use of Tindale’s version (1543) it is stated to be
requisite that the land be purged ‘of all such
bookes, writinges, sennones, disputacions, argu-
mentes, balades, plaies, rimes, songs, teachinges
and instructions, as be pestiferous and noysome. 3

Tindale speaks of the flies in the Egyptian plague
as ‘ noysom 5 (Ex 8s4). Cranmer’s meaning is the
same when he writes to Henry Yin. [Works, i.

160), ‘ I was purposed this week according to mv
duties to have waited upon your Grace, but I

am so vexed with a catarrh and a rheum in

my head, that not only it should be dangerous
Mnto me, but also noisome unto your Grace, bv
reason of extreme coughing and excreations which
I cannot eschew. 3 Bnt Fuller [Holy State , 305)
is more modem : ‘When the soul (the best perfume
of the body) is departed from it, it becomes so

noysome a carcasse, that should I make a descrip-

tion of the lothsomnesse thereof, some dainty
dames would hold their noses in reading it.

3

J. Hastings.
NON.—1 Ch 7s7 AY and RVm. See Nun.

NOOIOL (A ISooixA, B *0opA, AV Ethma, probably
due to confusion of 00 and EG, 1 Es 9s®}.—The
name is a corruption of Nebo {to}, Na/Sctf) in the
parallel list of Ezr 1048.

NOPH {*]}, M4fi<f>iss Memphis) is named in Is 1913

with Zoan, in Jer 218 with Tahpanhes, 441 with
Migdol and Tahpanhes, cf. 4614* 19

, and in Ezk
gqis. i« with other cities as representative of Egypt.
Hos 9® gives Moph [rp

s Mtpupts, Memphis). It is

dear that as early as the LXX it was regarded as

the Hebrewname fox Memphis. The early Egyptian
name for this city was Mn-nfr, Stele of P’nhy, 87.

This would be heard as M&n-nufer, and later as

Men-nufe, thence M&nfL The Assyrians in the
time of Esarhaddon ana Assurbanipal already give
Mimpi, the Babylonian chronicle Membi (time of

Darius). The Coptic forms Memfi, Menfi, and the
Arabic Menfshow this pronunciation to have been
native. The Hebrew transformation may have
arisen from dropping the men, the nufe is well
preserved in Noph [for another explanation see

art. Memphis], and Moph only shows the same
change as in Memfi. That Memphis took such a
prominent position in Egypt is confirmed by Esar-
naddon, who calls it the capital of Tirhakah, and

* Trench {On AV ofNT, p. 47) distinguishes the earlier and
later meanings of the word by saying that a tiger would have
been noisome in OM English, a skunk or a polecat would be
noisome in modem.

NOSE, NOSTRILS

later speaks of it as the residence of Necho along
with Sals.

Plutarch5
s derivation of the name {de Isid. 20)

seems to rest on a confusion of the Egyptian mn
and mn’L On the other hand, an attempt to
identify Noph with Napata, Tirhakah3

s EthiopianSI, is hopeless. For the history of Noph see
BIS.

Literature.—

M

eyer, Gesch. J3gyp. p. 336 ; Steindorff, Beitr.
Assyr. L p. 594. C. H. W. JOHNS.

N0PHAH (nssl • Yulg. Ncphe), mentioned only in

Nu 21s0
, by some identified with Nobah of Jg 8n

[see Nobah], If this be allowed, the remainder of
the verse must be translated as Syr, ‘ which is

upon the desert
3

(midhbar), and the Medeba of
the MT, AY, RV disappears. Another suggested
translation is ‘ we have laid waste so that fire was
kindled unto Medeba. 3 The LXX [/cal al ywacrces

£ti Trpoo-eZifcavaap rrvp iirl MwdjS] translates neither
Nophah nor Medeba. But the text of the verse
is uncertain. See Dillmamx on the passage, and
G. A. Smith, HGHL p. 560 note. Cf. art.

Medeba. A. T. Chapman.

NORTH COUNTRY, THE tfsy ns)*“-An expres-
sion, occurring nine times in AV, and used vaguely
to denote the distant regions N. and N.E. of
Palestine, including at least the N. parts of
Babylonia, and sometimes almost idealized as the
home of Israel’s foes. In Jer 6s2 it is the quarter
from which Jer. expects the foe—whether Scythians
or Babylonians (see LOT231 f.)—to advance against
Judah ; 1022, as also Zee 6s- 8* 8

, the reference is

most probably to Babylonia; 238 31s it is the
quarter whence the exiled Israelites will be
restored ; 4610 Carcheraish (v.2), on the upper course
of the Euphrates, nearly N.N.E. of Palestine, is

alluded to as ‘ in the north country 3

; and 5G9 the foes
of Babylon are to assemble from the ‘north country.

3

In Jer 318 1615
, Zee 2® the Heb. is also the same(A V,

RV ‘ land of the north 3

). Naturally, the expression
cannot be dissociated from * the north 3

alone, which,
esp. in Jeremiah, is constantly spoken of as the
quarter whence evil or invasion arises (Jer l14* 15

46 gi 1320 1512 [prob.], 259 4620* 24 472 ; and against
Babylon, 503* 41 5148

: comp. Is 14s1
,
of the invading

Assyrians; and Ezk 267
,
where Neb. is brought

‘from the north’); Jer 3 18 (cf. 312
), 1615 23s 3I8

,

Zee 2®, just quoted, show also that it was regarded
as the region in which Israel was exiled, and from
which it was to be restored. In Zeph 21S the
‘north 3

includes Assyria and Nineveh (actually

N.E* ofJudah). In point of fact, Babylon is almost
in the same latitude as Samaria ; hut Assyr. and
Bab. invaders usually entered Palestine from the
north ; and hence even the latter were pictured as
having their home in that direction. That the foes

of Babylon should themselves also come from the
N. (Jer 50s* 9* 41 5148) was naturally no difficulty ; the
expression was a wide and vague one. In Ezk 38s* 15

39s the hosts of ‘ Gog 3 (whom the prophet imagines
as invading in vast numbers the restored Israel)

are brought up from ‘the recesses of the north 3

(psy 'ayp ; the same expression in Is 14IS, Ps 48a)

;

the thought may have been suggested to Ezekiel

by the irruptions of Scythian hordes into Asia,
which had recently taken place (Herod, i. 103 fil).

In Is 4

1

25 (spoken in Babylonia), Cyrus is spoken
of as ‘ stirred up from the north 3

; in Dn IP* 7 * 8* n*

13. 15. 40. 44 < Hug of the north 3
denotes the king

for the time being of Antioch (opp. to the ‘ king of

the South/ i.e. of Egypt). S. R. Dkiver.

NOSE, NOSTRILS 'aph, Arab, anf; nrra
Job 41 30 [Heb.^3] only ; -bm, ti4 in AY of Job 39s*

‘ nostrils/ is given correctly in RY ‘ snorting 3
).

—

The expansion of the nostrils and the forcible
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ejection of the breath expressed energy and
indignation. Job 3920

, Ps 1815. On the other hand,
the residence of the breath in so small a space
taught the insignificance of human life, Is 222

.

In Ezk 817 allusion is made to the custom in

sacrificial Baal-worship of putting the branch to
the nose. A somewhat similar practice prevails

at Jewish ceremonies of circumcision, where per-

haps, on account of the natural repugnance to
pain and the sight of blood, those present are
supplied with small slips of aromatic myrtle.
See, further, art. Branch.

In Lv 211S one of the deformities from which the
priest must be free was the blemish translated
‘flat-nosed

9
(m$). So EW following LXX (/coXo-

B6p[p€)w), Pesh., Vulg., and Jewish commentators.
Driver-White (‘Leviticus

9
in PB) tr. ‘mutilated

in the face,

9 and remark ‘ the word is more prob-
ably a general term, the cognate verb in Arabic
meaning to pierce or perforate

,

especially to
mutilate (by slitting) the nose, ear, or Up .

9

G. M. Macxie.
HOSE-JEWEL.—See Amulet, Jewel.

NOTABLE. — This word occurs with various
meanings in AY, some of which are out of use.

1.

Conspicuous
,
prominent

, Dn S5 ‘ the goat had a
notable horn between his eyes

9

{nvn j*id, lit., as
AYm, ‘a horn of sight

9
or ‘of conspicuousness .

9

So 8 s
, where, as well as in v.21

, it is called ‘the
great horn.

9

2. Clearly seen ,
illustrious (iTTKparrjs), used of a

temple in 2 Mac 1433
, and of the Day of the Lord

in Ac 220 (following the reading of the Sept.).

3. Excelling (euxpemfc), 2 Mac 3
‘23 ‘young men

. . . notable in strength.
9

4. Notorious (iwlcnytos), Mt 2716 ‘And they had
then a notable prisoner, called Barabbas.

9

Cf.

Shaks. AIVs Well, in. vi. 10, ‘A most notable
coward, an infinite and endless liar

9

; and South,
Sermons, ii. Ser. 1 ,

‘A notable leading sinner indeed,
to wit, the rebel.

9 In Ro 167 the Gr. word is used
in the sense of important , of mark

,

but is trans-
lated ‘of note 9

in EY. The adj. ‘notable
9 might

have been used, as in Bom . of Partenay, line
2741—

* Unto this feste cam barons full many,
Which notable were and ryght ful honeste.*

5. Unmistakable, well-known {yvwards), Ac 418

‘a notable miracle.

9

Cf. Chancer, Prioresses Tale,
233—

*0 yonge Hugh of Lincoln, slayn also
With cursed Jewes, as it is notable,
For it nis but a litel wbyle ago.®

6. Noble, Mghminded (yewdtos), 2 Mac 6s8 ‘a
notable example to such as be young to die
willingly.

9

In its only occurrence notably has the same
meaning as that last given for ‘ notable,

9
viz. nobly,

2 Mac 1431 ‘he was notably prevented by Judas9

policy
9

(yeppatws, BY ‘bravely
,

9 RYm ‘nobly 9

).

Cf. Berners, Froissart, eh. clii. ‘Wherefore they
sayd, they wold send and defye the Frenche kyng
notably : and so they did.

9 The meaning is nearly
the same in Shaks. Mids. Night's Bream, V. L 368
(his only example of the word)—‘a fine tragedy
. . . and very notably discharged.

9

J. Hastings.
NOTHING’ is sometimes used adverbially in AY,

like * no-way,

9 ‘naught,

9 and ‘not 9 (=‘no whit 9

).

We should now say ‘ as nothing 9
or ‘ in no respect,

9

for ‘nothing 9 has completely lost its adverbial
force. Thus 1 K 1021 ‘ it [silver] was nothing
accounted of in the days of Solomon 9 (sr^ 16)

;

Job 34* ‘ It profiteth a man nothing that he should
delight himself with God 9

*&) ; 2 Mac 712

‘ he nothing regarded the pains \iv ofdtvl
) ; 97 ‘he

nothing %t all ceased from his bragging 9
(o&dati&s.

BY ‘in no wise 9

) ; Jn 1219 ‘Perceive ye how ye
prevail nothing ?

9
(ouk dxfieXeire otidfr)

;

I Ti 44 ‘ For
every creature of God is good and nothing to he
refused

9

(oudiv aaro^X^rov, BY ‘nothing is to he
rejected

9

). Cf. Lk 4s5 Rhem. ‘And when the
Devil had throwen him into the middes, he went
out of him, and hurted him nothing 9

; also the
Annotation to Luke 198 in Rhem. NT, ‘ The poore
widowes brasse peny was very grateful, because it

was al or much of that she had: but the riche

man's pound of his snperfluitie, though it be good,
yet is nothing so grateful.

9 In Crusoe, p. 60,

Defoe uses the word almost as if it were ‘ not
9

:
‘ I

was nothing near so anxious about my own safety.
9

Abbott {Skate. Gram. p. 46) quotes Henry VIII.
V. i. 126, ‘ I fear nothing, what can be said against
me ,

9 and points out that ‘what 9
is not put for

* which 9

;
‘ nothing 9

is equivalent to ‘ not at all.
9

In the phrase ‘nothing worth 9
it is probable

that ‘ nothing 9

is again adverbial, though we have
but to transpose the words to find it a substantive.

It occurs in Job 242s ‘who will make me a liar,

and make my speech nothing worth ?
9

(^>);
Wis 2U ‘That which is feeble is found to be
nothing worth 9

{dxp'oarov, BY ‘ of no service
9

)

;

Bar 617* 26
. Cf. Jn S54 Tind. ‘Jesus answered, Yf

I honoure my selfe, myne honoure is nothinge
worth 9

{ovUv iariv, Wye. ‘is nought
,

9
other YSS

‘ is nothing ’). J. HASTINGS.

NOUGHT.—See Naught.

NOYIGE.—The word used in I Ti 36 to translate
the Greek vedfivros (neophyte). A bishop is to be
‘ not a novice, lest being lifted up with pride he
fall into the condemnation of the devil.

9 The
literal meaning of the word is ‘newly planted.

9

The word neophyte became later a technical term,
used to describe those who had been recently bap-
tized, when they wore during the Liturgy their
white baptismal robes, were placed near the altar,

and received each day. For other details see Diet,
Chr. Ant. ii. 1385. A C. HEADLAM.

NUMBER.—
1. Numbers and Textual Criticism {figures).
2. Numbers and Rhetoric (round numbers).
3. Numbers and Theology {holy numbers, symbolie

numbers, Gematna).

The interpreter of Scripture has to look at the
numbers which occur in the sacred texts from
other points of view besides those that are usually
taken account of in grammar (cf. Konig, Syntax,
pp. 310-338). He has to ask whether such num-
bers do not fall within the sphere of Textual
Criticism, of Rhetoric, or even of Philosophy and
Theology.

1 . Numbers and Textual Criticism.—[a) In
the only inscription which has been preserved to
us from the earlier times of the Hebrews, the
Siloam Inscription, which, notwithstanding the
objections of Pilcher, is to be dated in all proba-
bility from the days of Hezekiah (cf. Expos. Times,
1898, p. 292 f.), the numbers are written in full in
words : and ebm dvtnd (lines 2

, 5). One sees that
we have only a very slender basis for conclusions
as to the way in which the ancient Hebrews indi-

cated numbers in their writing. Certainly, the dog-
matic judgment must not be passed that the above
was the only mode. On the one hand, no doubt,
this view is supported by the circumstance that
upon the Moabite Stone also (cf. Socin, * zur Mesa-
Inschrift

9

in Verhandlungen der sachs. Gesellschaft
der Wissenschaften, 1897, ii) the numbers are
written in words : a?1

?*?, etc. (lines 2, 8, 16, 20, 28 f.).

But, on the other hand, it is to he noted that else-

where, even at periods whenfigures were employed,
numbers are notwithstanding indicatedfrequently
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by words. For instance, in the old Aramaic in-

scriptions of Zinjirli, we read the numbers
(Panammu, line 3) and ivhv (WZKM

, 1893, p. 119.

It may be noted that the inscription of Bar-Rekub,
published by Sachau in Sitzungsb. d. Berl. Akad.

1896, p. 1051 f., contains no numbers). But in the
same inscriptions we find also figures, and the same
combination of both methods of indicating numbers
recurs also ‘on the Assyro-Aramaic lion-weights,
where the numbers are expressed first in words
and then in symbols 3 (W. R. Smith, Academy,

1893, No. 1124, p. 444°). Again, in the S. Arabian
inscriptions the numbers are partly written in full

and partly indicated by figures, e.g. jw,
etc., in Halevy, No. 199 (Pratorius, ZD31G xxvi.
748). The Phoenicians also employed both words
fully written and figures, e.g. i ill/-* yamn idv in
the Eshmunazar inscription [CIS i. 14); 1 1 Djmt,

in an inscription of Citium (i. 36), and the same
dittography is found in an inscription of Idalium
(i. 102, cf. 151), Ii (p. 183), II !!I III xso, etc.

(pp. 109 f., 225). Nay, there are Phoenician inscrip-

tions in which the numbers are written only in
words : vhv (p. 203), Dmn vrm

9
etc. (in a Spanish

inscription, No. 166, p. 245), nan (twice in one in-

scription, p. 264). The Siloam Inscription may be

an instance of an inscription of this kind. This
possibility must be conceded all the more that S.

Reinach. also remarks, in his Traite d'ipigraphie
grecgue (1885, p. 219), ‘at all periods the inscrip-

tions furnish also instances, rather rare no donbt,
of figures [read ‘ numbers ’] expressed at length in
words ; e.g. Tafitaus ZcroSos fda ivevTjKCvra X/rpat, k.t.X.

(iCIG, No. 5640).
1

[b] If, then, it is possible that the pre - exilic

Hebrews also employed signs for numbers, what
kind of figures had they ? Of such signs four lead-

ing species are known to the present writer :

—

(a) In Assyrian 4 one 3

is represented by a vertical

wedge ( Y )> and the other units by combinations of

such wedges, but ‘ ten
3 by a sign which is quite

similar to the sign for ii (<£, cf. in Delitzseh’s
Assyr, Gramm. p. 18 with p. 40). The other
numbers are indicated by combinations of this sign
for ‘ten

3 with the vertical and the horizontal
wedge.

^

These Assyrian figures might be called
purely linear, were it not that the number ‘ sixty 3

is expressed by ‘1 §u&u, or soss
3

; cf. further, C.
Bezold, Oriental Diplomacy (London, 1893), p.

1201, and, above all, Th. Dangin, Becherches sur
kOrigine de Vecriture cuniiforme (Paris, 1898), pp.
82ff.

;
where the figures employed in the oldest

cuneiform inscriptions are collected with great
completeness.

(/3) In the hieroglyphic texts of the Egyptians
f one

3

is indicated by a vertical line, and the num-
bers from ‘ two 3

to * nine 3 by vertical strokes placed
side by side [e.g. Ill 111). ‘In dates the units are
indicated also 'by horizontal strokes etc.).

1

But the sign for ‘ ten 1
is f| >

‘ hundred 3

is repre-

sented by C, etc. (cl Erman, Aegypt. Gramm

.

1894, 1 140). Essentially identical is the Phoenician
system of figures : I to 111 III III; ‘ten

3
is indicated

by or by a similar obliquely drawn and curved
line which evidently arose from O, the earlier

form of v, with which the word Tpy 4 ten 3

begins.

Then follows a special sign for ‘ twenty 3 and for

‘hundred 3
(cf. Schroder, Die Phbn. Sprache, p,

186 ff., and CIS L 30, 40, 43, 50, 94, etc.). Only
the sign O for ‘ten 3 has been found up full now in

the Zinjirli inscriptions, namely 4 o£ = 30/ and

‘o^=70 3
(Sachau, Ausgrabungen in Sendschirli,

1893, p. 71). Upon the same principle the signs
for numbers are chosen in Minceo-Sabcsan, where
‘ *

‘ one 31
is expressed by a vertical stroke

3
(Pratorius,

ZDMG xxvi. p. 750), but 4 five
1 by 4* , the initial

letter of fj (i) op**), if the Minseo-Sahaean letters

vol. hi.

—

are transcribed in Ethiopia The number ‘ten’
is indicated by the sign O, an older form of SJ (y),

with which the word for ‘ten
3

begins which
answers to the Ethiopic [7LUCK- (For the other
figures see Pratorius, lx., and Hommel, Sudarab.

Chrestomathie, 1893, p. 8.). Only slightly modified
is the system of figures which one finds employed
in the Palmyrene inscriptions, namely I to IIII;
‘ five

3 = a sign which appears to the present writer
to be a simplification of the above S. Arabian 4? ;

‘ ten
3= a sign which may have arisen from O (v),

etc. (cf. Merx, Gramm . Syr. p. 17). This second
rinciple upon which numbers are indicated may
e called the lineo-acrostic.

[y) In India an older system of figures was dis-

placed by that which is adopted in the Sanskrit
texts : % 5, etc. (cf. e.g. Stenzler, Elementar-
buch der Sanskrit-Sprache

, § 7). This way of in-

dicating numbers is the pure acrostic. For the
sign ‘T represents the vowel with which the
word Y efi_ [eka, ‘ one ’) begins, etc. These figures

are employed also by the Arabs (cf. \, T, P", etc.),

who themselves call this method of indicating
numbers ar-rakmu-lhindijju (Caspari-Miiller, Arab.
Gramm.* § 33), while Europeans are accustomed
to call it the Arabic method.

[8) The fourth leading method of shortening the
expression of numbers is the alphabetic. The
following traces of it have been noted by the
present writer: the Greek inscriptions of older
date show the following figures, I, II, III, IIII, V
(S. Reinach, l.c. p. 217, recalls the II of HENTE),
ri, etc., A (cf. AEKA), etc. Similar signs are
found in inscriptions from Epidauros belonging to
the 4th cent. B.c. According to B. Keil (in Hermes,
xxv. p. 319), as the present writer’s colleague, G.
Korte, has pointed out to him, the latest specimens
of this system are found in Cl Attic, ii. 2, No
985 (written c. 90 B.C.). But somewhat earlier

than B.c. 50 the alphabetic system of figures

appears to have been introduced, according to B.
Keil (in above-cited art. p. 320), and it is found,
e.g., in Cl Attic, iii. 644 (the time of Augustus
or Claudius), etc. ‘In the oldest system of this

class, the letters possess the following values

:

A=l, B=2, r=3, A=4, E=5, 1=6, H= 7, 9= 8,

1 = 9, K = 10, etc.
3
(Reinach, l.c. p. 220). It is clear

from all this that Gow {‘The Greek Numeral
Alphabet, 3

in Journal of Philology

,

1884, p. 278)
has rightly rejected the hypothesis of a Phoenician
origin for this Greek method of indicating numbers.
The alphabetic method adopted for Greek figures

was copied in Coptic-Arabic and in Ethiopic writ-

ings (Pratorius, Aeth. Gramm. § 14). Further, in

many Syriac manuscripts (cf. the Codices Musei
Britannici enumerated by Land in his Anecdota
Syriaea, p. 94) one finds signs for numbers which
have a genetic connexion with the above-mentioned
figures of the Palmyrene inscriptions (cf. further,

on the notation of the Syrians, Gottheil, ZDMG,
1889, p. 121 ff.). But these figures, which occur
pretty frequently in the Codices of 5th-7th cent.,

afterwards fell into disuse (Merx, Gramm. Syr.

p. 16), and the alphabetic method of indicating

numbers was adopted [e.g. J4d= 10; Kaph
=20, etc.); cf. further, Noldeke, Syr. Gramm, p.

279. This alphabetic method was, and is still,

largely employed by the Arabs (Caspari-Miiller5
,

§ 33). It was also partially adopted by the
Nabatceans, in whose inscriptions one finds ‘a
mixed system 3

of figures (Sachau, ZDMG, 1884,

p. 541: ‘ten=Jod, and hundred=Koph 3

), and
the same method is not unexampled even in
New Persian (cf. Salemann-Shukowski, Newpers.

Gramm. p. 4f.).

The alphabetic method of abbreviating the ex-
pression of numbers is what is employed in the
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later Hebrew inscriptions and books. On those
coins which axe with the greatest probability

dated from the Maccabaean period we find fully

written numbers (e.g. sma or nnx) and also figures

(k, etc.) In the Mishna it is stated that three
chests, used in connexion with the cultus of the
second temple, were inscribed with r'z,

(iShekalim, lii. 2). This usage grew as time went
on, and instead of rf’ or one wrote Vb, to avoid
suggesting the name mrr. Traces of this practice
are found in Origen (cf. Strack, ZATW, 1884, p.

249; Nestle, ZDMG, 1886, p. 4291), in the Gam-
bridge MS of the Mishna (ed. Lowe), and in the
Jems. Talmud (Dalman, Jiid-Pal. Aram. 1894, p.

99). Other instances are read in inscriptions from
Aden, which are now in the British Museum (cf.

Chwolson, Cl Heb. col. 126 : bb rue? ; col. 129

:

nainK, i.e. 1628). But this alphabetic method of

indicating numbers need not ham been the only one
employed by the Hebrews in the course of centuries.

They may have in earlier days employed one of the
lineo-acrostic systems which were in use among
their eastern or western neighbours, and may have
passed from this to the alphabetic method, just as
the Greeks and the Syrians did. It is, indeed,
almost more probable that the Hebrews copied than
that they avoided the practice of their neighbours.

(c) From all this it results that the relation of

numbers to Textual Criticism is as follows: the
possibility is not excluded that the integrity of

the numbers of the Old Testament has suffered,

seeing that during an earlier or a later period a
species of figures was used in the MSS of the
biblical text. When, for instance, we read in 2 S
2418 * seven years,’ but in the parallel passage, 1 Ch
2122 4 three years,’ it is natural to suppose that a
confusion has taken place between ? and :. Again,
when ‘ 15,000 men ’ is the reading of MT in Jg 810

,

but * 18,000 ’ in Jos. Ant. V. vi. 5, there may be a
confusion between »t and n\ Cf. nh(')w, Gn 4910b

(Samar. with the Vulg. rendering ‘ qui mit-
tendus est,’ as if Jerome had found in his exemplar
a form of nW.
2. Numbers and Rhetoric.—

I

n the exegesis
of the Bible, numbers come, further, under various
view-points, which can be ranged under the wide
category of the stylistic or rhetorical.

(a) A species of synecdoche consists in individu-
alizing^ putting forward an example in place of the
whole class, e.g.

6 the tongue/ Ps 12*b [Eng. •>],

or |j Pr 121Cab. A cognate phenomenon is

specializing, i.e. the use of a definite number for a
total which, in the mind of the writer, approxi-
mates to that number. It is not enough to say
with Hirzel (l.c. p. 5) that 5 the concrete expression
is readily preferred to the abstract.’

(a) It may be said that this emplo;pnent of a
definite number is already present in the use of trot

or jwih ‘one’ for £ a’ or ‘some one’ ; in Gn 22®
in* is read by some Heb. MSS, and m supported

by Sam., LXX, Pesh. (^aa) ; see oth&r examples

from OT and NT, and from Arabic, etc., in Konig’s
Syntax, § 73, 291de. The same tendency to
specialize a total of objects led to the use of two
definite numbers instead of one indefinite expres-
sion. Thus we find ‘ one (and, or) two 5

in Dt
32s0, Jer 314

, Ps 6211
, Job 3314 40* ; cf. the coupling

of sing, with dual (Ec 2

1

21
, Jg 5® 151

®), or of sing,

with plural (Ec 28b<3) * * two (and, or) three ’ in 2 K
9s2, Is 17®® (‘ two or three berries ’), Am 4s (cf. Hos
6s), Job 33s®, Sir 2316 2619 50®, Mt IS25 ; Arab, jdmin
teldte, * two, three days’ (Spitta, Gramm. des Arab.
Vulgardialects in jEgypten, § I32b) ; Syr. 4 two,
three believers

* (Noldeke, Syr. Gramm. § 240 B)

;

'Ms terque’ in Cicero, et al.% cf. n V*ofi, ixdh
kclI rpknp Tjpdpav, Gn 31s* 5

, Ex 57** 14 21®*® Dt 4^
194-®; Jos 34 4P 20®, 1 S 47 etc., Ru 2“ 1 Ch 11s ;

f three (and, or) four 3
(cf. Ex 205 H Dt S9), Jer 36®,

Am X3-^, Pr 3015 * 1S * 21*

», Sir265 ; Arab, teldt arba'e
hawdgdt, ‘three, four merchants’ (Spitta, § 1325);
TpKjfL&Kapes Aavaol fcai rerp&ias (Odyss. V. 306) ;

‘ ter et
quater ’ (Hor. Carm. i. xxxi 13) ;

'0 terque qua-
terque beati ’ (Verg. Aen. i. 94) ;

‘four-five
3

Is 176b,
Arab, teldt arba hamas tdkdt

,
‘three, four, five

pieces’ (Spitta, l.c.) ;
(
five-six

3 2 K 1319, cf. * he sent
five and six times’ in the Tel el-Amama letters

(.Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek, Bd. v.), 2117* 20 [cf.

8T44
];

‘ six-seven
3 Pr 616

,
Job o19

;
* seven-eight

3

Mic 55
,
Ec ll2. In all these instances the addi-

tion of a second number calls attention to the fact
that the first number is not meant to he an exact
sum, but one that in the opinion of the writer i3

approximately correct. Note especially the re-

placement of Si5o in Mt 1819 by dtio ^ rpeis in v.20.

Hence such an arrangement of numbers was em-
ployed in the so-called, rniddah, a kind of riddle

:

pr Q16-19 30i5ir.
}
gjr 231S (duo etdij . . . /cal rb rpbrov,

k.t.X.) 25 (cf. v.Um )
1U (ivvta . . . /cal rb dtKarov,

k.t.X.) 265ff* 19 50251*

This employment of a definite number as the
approximate equivalent of an indefinite sum is

found also in the following instances :

—

(£)
4 Two ’ replaces the indefinite expression * a

few ’ (Germ. ‘ em paar ’= 4 einige ’), Nu 922
, Hos 6^,

Dt 32S0, 1 S Il1Xb (cf. the Arab, ‘not two were of a
different opinion ’), IK 1712

, Mt 1417 IS19
; cf. the

principle ‘the smallest number that can indicate
plurality is two 5

(A. Berliner, Beitrage zur Heb.

Gramm, aus Talmud u. Midrasch
, p. 42 : mm uiy'D

us?) ; and it is not altogether without ground that
Dathe says in Glassii Philologia Sacra

,
i. p. 1257,

‘ duplum stat (Is 402b 6I7,
Jer 1618

, Zee 912
, Rev 186)

pro multo, vel eo quod plus satis est.’

(7)
i Three’ is a still more frequent expression

for a small total, cf. Gn 3038 4010 * 12 4217, Ex 22 313

5s 8^ 1022 1522 (ef. ‘the third,’ 1911), Lv 1923, Jos 1»
216* ®, 2 S 2418

, 1 K 125, 2 K ll5f* 1318b (20
5
), Is 16M

20s
, Jon l17

,
Est 418

, Dn l5, 1 Ch 2112
, Sir 253f*. The

origin of this use of ‘three’ is not far to seek.
Observation of nature and history supplied not a
few examples of objects and events made up of
three main parts : e.g. root, trunk, and corona of a
tree; head, trunk, and legs of a body; source,
stream, and embouchure of a river ; the right, the
left, and the middle portion of an article ; heaven,
earth, and She’dl (Ex 204

|| Dt 58
, Ps 139e etc.)

;

morning, noon, and evening; the beginning, the
middle, and the end of a process.

(B) The number ‘seven’ is not infrequently
employed in an exact sense, as in the case of the
seven days of the week (Gn 2s Ex 209f*), or of a
wedding-feast (Jg 1412* 17

; To ll39 6 7dfios . . .

hrrk ijpdpas), for such a feast is called ‘the week’
(Gn 2927iu

m

) or ‘the king’s week’ (Wetzstein,
Zeitschr. f. Ethnologie, v. 287 ff.), and a 7dyos jj/iep&v

SIkcl Tec-c&puv (To 819
) is an exception. It is not to

be doubted that the exact number ‘ seven ’ is meant
also in the following passages : ‘ seven priests’ Jos
64 ;

‘ seven locks ’ Jg 1618* 1*; 1 S 10s 11s 138, 2 S 21®,

1 K 1843, Ezk 3lsf
*, Zee 39, Pr 91 (cf. 2 Ch 21“-)

; the
‘seven princes of Persia and Media’ Est l14 (con-
firmed by Justi, Gesch. des aZten Persiens, p. 61).
But elsewhere ‘ seven 3

is merely a round expression
for a moderately large number : Gn 415 74 3123 33*

(or are we to suppose that Jacob counted exactly
the number of times he bowed ? ; cf. ‘ seven and
seven times fell I at the feet of my lord the king ’

[Tel el-Amama letters in KIB v. 38^* S94
*6 40*

42® etc. 179s]), Ex 7®, Lv 2818
* (so taken also by

Dillmann-Ryssel, Ex-Lv, 1897, ad loc.) 34*®, Dt
2B7*®, Jg If, 1 S 2*, 2 S 24®, 2 K 4s* (‘tbe ctdld
sneezed until seven times’) 81, Is 41 (‘seven women
shall take hold of one man’) ll® 30®, Jer 159,
Ezk 399* 12

, Ps 12® 7912 1193®4, Pr 681® (cf. v«b
. Ex

21® 221-®) 24® 26®*®, Job 2® 5®, Ru 4®, Dn 8®*
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ICh 21M, Sir 7s 2011 [Eng. 12
] 3211

(= 351S ) 3714

(=v. 18
)
408, To 3s 613 7

11 1215
, 2 Mac 7

1
, 4 Mac 18

S

Mt 1245 1821 22s5
, Mk 16®, Lk 174,

Ac 1914 ;

4 the
seventh heaven 5

in Ascension of Isaiah ix. 1

;

4 seven visions
5 4 Ezr 3-14 ;

* seven days God spoke
with Moses in the thorn-bush 5

{Seder
'

olam rabba

,

ch. 5). This characteristic of the number 'seven 5

is shared by its half (Dn 9,27b 127b, Lk 4P5, Ja 517,

Rev 11s etc.) and its double (Gn 46“ [?], Lv 125
,

Nu 2913b, 1 K 885, To 819
, Mt l17), for, at least in

this last passage, SeKariaaapes is not used in its

exact sense. This employment of 4 seven
5

is pretty
accurately interpreted in the words of Adrianos
(WcrayoryT) els rets Belas ypeupas [cf. Konig’s Einleitung

,

L 620], § 85) :
4 rbv brra dpidpbv eVi 7r\eomcr/iou Xiyet

(tj ypa<prj) elr otv iirl reXeiov apidpovS Moreover, the
origin of this usage is not difficult to discover.

The regular recurrence of the seven days of the
week, which again was a reflexion of the phases
of the moon (cf. Philo, Leg. Allegor

.

i. 4 : tpairat
<re\'f)V7)s efiSopdcn ylvovrau), impressed ‘seven 5

so

deeply on the human mind that one fixed upon
this number almost involuntarily when one desired
to indicate a sum of moderate size. The use of
4 seven

5 lay all the readier to hand the more clearly

this number shone forth from the 4 seven
3

stars of

Arcturus (Job 99 3883 ‘with his sons
5

), which
frequently supplied the place of the compass to

the shepherd and the traveller. Further, an
acquaintance with the Pleiades (rc^Am 5s , Job 99

3831) and the planets (cf. Schrader, KAT 2 18 ff.)

may have favoured the use of the number ‘seven.
3

But there is no ground for the words of Augustine
(de Civitate Dei, xi. 31), ‘totus impar primus
numerus temarius est, totus par quatemarius ; ex
quibus duobus septenarius constat. Ideo pro
universe ssepe ponitur.

5

(*) The number ‘seventy 5
also bears not in-

frequently an approximate sense. The following
senes of passages appear to the present writer to

exhibit this characteristic of ‘seventy 5 upon an
ascending scale : Gn 4627

,
Ex l5, Dt 1022 ; Ex 241- 9

,

Nu ll1®- 34
*-, Ezk gn Lk 10*; Ex 1527

, Nu 339,

Jg l7 830 92* ls* 24* 56 1214, 2 S 2415
, 2 K 101

; Ps 9010

(Solon, op. Herod. L 32, says: is ipSopfiKovra Irea
odpov rrjs ipbrjs avBpdnup TTporLBryu), Is 2315

, Jer 2511

2910
, Zee l 12

7®, Dn 92- *«
; ipdopdjmr* (Jth l2), and

in the same way wTe must explain the reading 4 170

thousand 5

(7
2
) in opposition to 4 120 thousand 5

(2
5
)

;

‘and he slew seventy relations
5

(Zinjirli, Pan

.

1. 3)

;

cf. the seventy days of the Egyptian mourning
(Gn SO815

} or their embalming (Herod, ii. 86, 88).

The same round character belongs to the ex-

pressions ‘seventy and sevenfold
5 (Gn 424), and

4 seventy times seven 5 (Mt 1822) ; cf.
4 seven thou-

sand 5
(1 K 1918, Ro ll4

. Rev ll13, M£sha* inscr. 1. 16),

(fl
4 Twelve 5

is used in an approximate sense,

when exactly 4 twelve wells of water
5
are men-

tioned along with 4 seventy palm trees
5 (Ex 1527).

This employment of ‘twelve 5 might be readily

enough suggested by the number of the months
(1 K47

, 1 Ch 271
) and the twelve stations {mazzaldth

or mazzardth) of the zodiac, 2 K 235
, Job 38s2 (Arab.

al-mandsdlu,

4 stationes lunse
5
). Philo remarks on

the 4 twelve wells of Elim ’ (Ex 15s7): riXeios S'

dpidpbs 6 5w5e/ca, pdprvs Si b faSuxKbs iv ovpavip k&k\os,

tocfoutols Kwrrjarepurpivos (pojcrtpopoLS darpocs. Mdprvs

mi ifXlov ireplodos* firprl yap odSexa rbv iavrov irepa-

Tol kBkXov, laapiBjiovs re rots iviavrov pijcrl ras iyiepas

Kal rds vvicrbs &pas dyovaiv dvBpunroi {de Profug is, § 33).

Compare the twelve discharges of water (Apoc.

Bar chs. 63-68: 4 aqu© duodecimo lucid© quas
vidisti,

5
etc.) ; the twelve socles on the tombstone

of Cyras at Persepolis (Justi, Altpers. Gesch. p. 46)

;

the 4 duodecim tabulae legum 5

;

4 twelve men 5

(Tel

el-Amama letters, l.c. 81s) ; and the modern ‘dozen.
5

fa) That ‘forty 5 serves as a round number may
be gathered from such facts as the following:

Isaac and Esau marry at the age of forty (Gn 25s*

26s4
) ; according to Ex 211 4 Moses went ont unto

his brethren when he was yrora, 5 hut according to
Ac 7

23 4 when he was full forty years old
5

; Caleb
says (Jos 147), ‘forty years old was I when Moses
sent me, 5

etc., and Ish-bosheth wasforty years old
when he began to reign (2 S 210

). Again, we meet
with 3 times forty years in Gn 6s, and in the life

of Moses, Ex 77, Ac 7 jS* s0
, Dt 347

;
cf. irea is idKocri

Kal kKarbv robs xoXXoiis r&v *IxBvo<pdyo)v aTUKveeadai
(Herod, iii. 23). Further, reigns and other periods
offorty years present themselves in Jg 3U 58- 31 8s8

131
, 1 S 418

, 2 S 54,

1

K 211
1

1

42
(|| 1 Ch 29s7

, 2 Ch 930) 24
1

,

and a reign of forty years is attributed also to Saul
in Ac 1321 and Jos. Ant. YI. xiv. 9. Then we have
the ‘forty

5

years of the wilderness wanderings,
Ex 16s5, Nu 1433f* 3213

, Dt 27 8s 294
, Jos 5®, Am 210 5s5

,

Ps 95 10
, Neh 921. But in other instances than these

the number 4forty
5
is used with not less surprising

frequency, see Ex 2418 2619 34s8
(cf. Lv 12*~5

), Nu
13^, Dt 99- u. is. 25 10io 25s, Jg 1214

, 1 S 17 18 (in 2 S
157 4 forty

5

as a familiar number has certainly been

written in place of ‘four
5

; cf. the of the

Pesh. and the ricrcrapes of Jos. Ant. Til. ix. 1), 1 K
56 7s8 198

, 2 K 89, Ezk 4® 2911"18 413 46s2
, Jon 34,

Neh 515, 1 Ch 1236 ; recaepaKovra Mt 43, Ac Is 23IS* 21
,

Jth l4
,
Bel (LXX) 2

, Apoc. Bar 764, 2 Es 1423 ; &n*
‘forty years,

5 M§sha' inscrip. 1. 8; cf. the ‘forty
5

days of the Egyptian embalming (Gn SO3* ; Diod. Sic.

[ecL Bekker], i. 91 : icXeiovs tQv rptdfcovra)

;

Herod,
i. 202 (0 ’Apd£r}S arbjw.cn i^epevyerou reaaepdKorra), ii.

29 {odonropl7]v TTOLrjcrerai ijpepQv re(T<rep&KOvra)) iv. 73
(among the Scythians r\jiApas reaaepdKovTa ol WiQrai
irepidyovrai, iireira OdwrovraL). Many other in-

stances from Greek and Roman writers have been
collected by Hirzel {l.c. pp. 6ff., 57 f.). Further,
Bnxgseh {Steininschrift2, etc. p. 313) remarks that
‘forty years

5 means in the Persian language even
at the present day nothing more than 4many years. 5

‘The well-known animal which we call centipede
[Ger. Tausendfuss] hears amongst the Persians the
name Tschihil-pdi, i.e.

44 forty foot,
53 and the Turks

call the same creature Kyrk ajakly, i.e.
44 forty-

footed
55 3

(Hirzel, l.c. p. 41). Note, also, the ‘forty
thousand 5

in Jos

4

1S
, Jg 58

,
2 S 10 17f

*, 1K4S,1 Ch
12s®, 1 Mac 1241, 2 Mac 514

,
Jos. Ant

.

vn. xiiL 1.

The way to understand this use of the number
4forty

5
is indicated in the OT itself. A whole

f
eneration, with few exceptions, was doomed to

ie in the wilderness (Nu 14-2f* 26s4
), and this

sojourn in the wilderness of the Sinaitic Peninsula
lasted for (about) 4 forty

5 years (Nu 1438 2022flr
* 3213

33^, Dt 27 etc.). Consequentlyforty years is the
approximate expression for the duration of a
generation (called in Heb. in; Arab, ddrun, lit.

wepioSos). Besides, from the frequent notices that
such and such a one married at the age oiforty or
entered upon an office at that age (Gn 25s9 etc.) and
that a somewhat prolonged life consisted of three
times forty years, we gather that the notion pre-

vailed that the full development of human life

was reached about the fortieth year, the so-called

dKjjdj. In any case, this thought xs expressed in the
words 4

till he reached his full strength ^aiuddahu)
and attained the age of forty years 5 (Koran,
xivi. 14)—words which explain the tradition that
Mohammed received his call to be a prophet at the
age of forty, as well as account for the very fre-

quent employment of ‘forty
5 by the Arabs as a

round number (Hirzel, l.c. p. 39). The idea of the
dKpij of human life is the source from which Hirzel

{l.c. p. 62) derives the explanation of the remark-
able prevalence of ‘forty.

5 Perhaps, however, it

ought to be added that Lepsius (Ghronol. der
JEgypter, p. 15) assumes that the Heb. 'arbcctm

mayhave found favour on account of its assonance
with rabMm, ‘many. 5 But the view of Pott
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(Zahlmethode, p. 99), that ‘ forty ’ as the product of
20x2 obtained preference because of the earlier
predominance of ‘twenty/ cannot be established
at least for Semitic peoples. Too slender a basis
belongs also to the theory of J. Grimm (Reckts-
altertkumer

, p. 219), that ‘forty* arose from
3 x 13 + 1 (see, more fully, Hirzel, Lc. p. 61), and as
little are there clear grounds for the supposition
that ‘four, as the number of the square, of the
uarters of the globe, and of the four parts of the
ay (?), is the number of completeness 5

(Bahr,
Symbolik des mos. Cultus, i. 155 f.).

The approximate sense we have claimed for
‘forty* has recently been denied by J. C. A.
Kessler (Chronol. iudicumetprimorum regum, 1882,

p. 12) in the words, ‘fides historica nxuneri 40
annorum non dubia est ; nam ssepius huius spatii

partes commemorantur (Dt 214
, 2 S 55

, 1 K 211
, 1 Ch

29-7
) et in eo singuli anni vel menses numerantur

(Ex 191
, Nu 1011 2Q1

, Dt Is)/ But these data would
invalidate the approximate value of the number
‘forty* only if the portions of time enumerated
made up exactly a duration of forty years ; cf. the
retreepdfccvra erea of the reign of Battos of Gyrene,
which, according to Herod, iv. 157-159, were made
up of 2 + 6 + 32 years, and which are wrongly
regarded by Hirzel (Lc. p. 50) as a fictitious

number. Would the Hebrews and other peoples
have used the number ‘ forty

5
so frequently if it

had not been a round sum? Julius Oppert, again
[Salomon et ses succcsseurs, 1877, p. 11), has adduced
many historical parallels in defence of the exact-
ness of the ‘ 480 years * of 1 K 61

. He considers
that the Roman Republic lasted from 510-30 B.C.,

and the Parthian Empire from 256 B.C.-225 A.D.
Now, let us grant that both these calculations are
absolutely certain, although one may cast doubt
both on the year B.c. 30 as the last year of the
Republic of Rome and on the date assigned for the
beginning of the Parthian Empire ; nevertheless,
doubts are awakened when the statement is read
in the Hebrew Scriptures that two events were
separated by an exact space of 480 years, for, in
view of the series of passages we have cited, it

must be evident that ‘forty* in Hebrew usage
bore an approximate sense, and, besides, twelve
generations are counted in 1 Gh S29-34 [Eng. 63

's
]

from Moses to Solomon.
(0) The number ‘five* also has at times the

character of a familiar {Gn 43s4
, Jg 182, 1 S 1740 21s)

and approximate number : Lv 2214 268
, 1 S 175,

2 K 7 , Is 1918 (against Hitzig, ad loc.) 30 17
,

Mt X417* 21
(!| Mk 6s8* 44

, Lk 91S
, Jn 6s), 1 Co 1419,

2 Es 1424 Could the number of the fingers fail to
give rise to such a usage? (So, too, Hirzel, Lc.

p. 2, derives this employment of * five * from ‘ the
constant beholding of the fingers *). Cf. ‘ five * in
the Tel el-Amama letters (Lc.), 918 1012 16^ 269 So17.

It may be noted that analogies to the
-4
six * fingers

of 2 S 2120
(i| 1 Ch 2Q6

) and the ‘sedigiti* of Pliny
(Nat. Hut. xi. 43) have been collected, especially
by Zockler in Lange’s Bibelwerk (on 1 Ch 206).

(t) To the same source must be traced the
frequent use and the round sense of 4 ten,* which
one may note in Gn 317

,
Lv 2626

,
Nu 1422 (? Jg fi

27
),

1 S Is (IT17
,
2 S IS11, 1 K 14s, 2 K 5s), Is 613

, Am 5s

Zee Job 19s, Ec 719 (Neh o18
), Mt 251

,
Lk 15s

,

Rev 210
, To 4M, Enoch 93 ; and the ‘ ten tempta-

tions of Abraham* (Book of Jubilees, ch. xix.) set
in their proper light the ‘ ten * temptations of Nu
1422 (J. H. Kurtz, Gesch. d. Alien Bun des, ii. 398,
has rightly said, ‘the attempts to reckon exactly
ten historical temptations cannot be carried through
without* violence% Cf. the ‘ten persecutions * in
Augustine, de Civitate Dei, xviii. 52. It is interest-
ing to note that even in the book Jestrah the ‘ten*
spheres are deduced from the number of the fingers
(ch. L § 3, ed. Rittangel, p. 195 : "sdd m+sD

revizx) ; cf. for ‘ ten times * the Tel el-Amama letters,

1733 * 632022 21 (obverse) n*(reverse) S42232* 46* 562312 * 18 etc.

(/c) It was no less natural to employ ‘fifty*

(5 x 10) as a round number. Examples of its use

in this way are found in Gn 615 724 83 1824,
Ex 1821

etc. 265 etc., Lv 2316 2510 etc. 273
,
Nu 43ff

* 162
, 1)t 2229,

Jos 721
,

1 S 6 19
,
2 S 24s4

, .
1 K 184,

2 K l9
,
Is 33 etc.,

Ezr 86 etc.; iremQKovra in Jth l2 ;
3»Dn in M§sha*

inscrip. 1. 28.

(\) Such approximate quantities were naturally

also the numbers ‘hundred’ (e.g. in Lv 26s
, 1 S 243,

Pr 1710
,
Ec 6s 812

,
1 Ch 213

, Mt 1929 (TR), Mk 1039,
Lk S8

; Ikclt&v To 1411
(cf. v. 2 ), Jth 1017 ;

nxs M§sha
inscr. 1. 29) and ‘thousand* (Ex 206 347

,
Dt l 11 79

3230, 1 S 187 21u 29s, 2 S 1813, Is 3017 6022
, Jer 3218,

Am 53
,
Mic 67, Ps 5010 8410 904 9I7 1058 11972, Job 93

S323
,
Ec 6s

7
s8

, 1 Ch 1214 1615
), and r\hi< has also,

according to its etymology, the general sense of

‘union, association/ The remark of Hirzel (Lc.

p. 2) may, further, be noted : ‘ the numbers “ ten,”

“hundred,” “thousand/* each commence a series

which in a certain sense is dominated by them/
(b) At least the number ‘thousand’ has a

rhetorical use of a second kind. Numbers of this

kind are not infrequently due to the tendency to
hyperbole,

traces of which may be observed in the
comparison of Abraham’s seed to ‘ the dust of the
earth/ etc. (Gn 1316 etc.), as is admitted even by
Flacins (Clavis script, sacrce

, ii. 152, 383 ff.). To
the same department of rhetoric belong many
larger numbers, e.g. ‘ seven thousand * (lK1918 etc.),

‘ ten thousand * (Lv 268
, Dt 3230

, 1 S 187 21u 295 ,

Ezk 167, Hos 812, Mic 67, Ps 3« 6817 91 7
,
Ca 510,

fjivpifrrrjs Wis 1222), ‘ seventy thousand * (2 S 2415
),

‘ thousand thousand * (Dn 7 J0
, 1 Ch 216 2214

, 2 Ch
149 ), ‘thousand myriads* (Gn 2460

), ‘myriads of
thousands’ (Nu 1CP), ‘a myriad of myriads’ (Du
7
10

), and * myriads of myriads * (Enoch xxxix.). Cf.

7Tw? ou SeK&ias, yaWov <5£ yvpi&Kis oLkcuSs £<tt airo*

\u\evcu (quoted from Demosthenes by R. Yolk-
mann, Rhetorik der Griechen u. Romer, 1874,

L 374). Other analogies are presented by the
tin phrases ‘ sexcenti, sexcenties,’ etc., collected

especially by Hunziker, Die Figur der Hyperbel in
den Gedichten Vergils (1896), p. 37 ff. A measure
of truth lies also in the remark of Hirzel (Lc. p. 3),

that the general numbers give requisite scope to
the human imagination.

3. Numbers and Theology.—

A

special rela-

tion of biblical numbers to theology has yet to be
considered, in connexion with the question whether
many numbers do not possess either a certain
sacredness or a symbolical meaning.

(a) The reverence for, or sacredness attached to,

certain numbers. — The latter quality has its

natural sources and degrees. For instance, the
connexion of a number with an important element
either in the national fortunes or in the religious

conceptions, might procure for that number a lower
or a higher respect. Traces of this so-called
sacredness of numbers are not wholly wanting in
the Bible. Let ns follow these traces, in order
that we may use the possible sources and degrees
of this phenomenon as normative.

(a) An extremely important feature in the
national recollections of Israel was the number of
the tribes, which may have originated substantially
as is indicated in the Book of Genesis, in spite of
the opinion to the contrary held by many recent
commentators (cf. art. by the present writer on
‘ Israel’s Historical Recollections * in Expos. Times

,

1898, p. 349). Hence we might explain a certain
loftiness of character attaching to ‘ twelve * as well
as the frequent use of this number. The instances
we have in view are not those where ‘twelve*
manifestly stands in direct or indirect relation to
the tribes of Israel, as in Ex 244 2831 (‘twelve stones
in the breastplate of the high priest’), Lv 24s,
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Nu 73ff
*> Jos 4**, 1 K 1831

, Ezk 4831
, Ezr 617b 8s5

, Mt
1928

,
cf. the 24 classes of the priests (1 Ch 244) and

Levites (2581 ) and the 24 elders (Rev 44
) ; the 48

Levitical cities (Nu 357) ; the 72 men (Nu ll24* **)

;

the 144,000 sealed ones (Key 7
4
)

;

the twelve baskets
(Mt 1420

) ; the twelve legions of angels (26s3) ;
the

twelve gates of the heavenly Jerusalem (Rev
21 12ff

-)* Rather have we in view especially the
twelve generations that are enumerated from
Aaron to Ahimaaz in 1 Oh S29

'34 and 635-38 [Eng.
6s-8 and 50"53

]. Another important element in the
national consciousness of the Israelites was the
recollection of the [about] forty years of the
wilderness wanderings, as is proved by the frequent
allusions to these (see the passages cited above in

2, a, 7j)

;

and this recollection was of a very serious

and mournful character. Hence it is intelligible

that the round number 40 should be chosen just in

those passages where the duration of a serious

situation was to be indicated, as, for example, in

the 40 days of punishment, of fasting, and of

repentance, Gn 7ll2‘ 17 86, Ex 241S 34r* Dt 99* 11* 18

HP, 1 S 171€
, 1 K 19s

,
Jon 34 Mt 42.

(j3) A fundamental element in the religious ex-

perience of Israel was the receiving of the ‘ten 5

commandments (Ex 202‘17
(|
Dt 56

'18
), wrhich three

times are expressly called ‘ the ten wrords
3 (Ex 34^,

Dt 41S 104); cf. also the ten candlesticks in the
sanctuary (1 K 749). It would be no wonder, then,

if the sanctity of those fundamental command-
ments passed over to their number

,
a process wrhich

may have been favoured by the circumstance of

the ten times repeated ‘ana God said,
5 by which

the world was made (Gn l3
"29

), unless, indeed, the
ten repetitions of this formula were themselves
due to the significance of the number ‘ten.

5 The
present writer feels disposed^ to adopt this last

suggestion, because the combination of those ten
with the seven ‘and God saw that (it was)

good 3 (Gnl4* 10- 12* 18- 21- 25 ' 31
), and with the three

‘and God blessed
5

(1
22* 28 23 ), appears too striking

to allow the concurrence of those three numbers,
‘ten,

3

‘seven,
3 and ‘three,

3

to be set down as for-

tuitous. The same conclusion is specially favoured
by the fact that the formula of approval, xai loev 6

6eos 8tl koX&v, is repeated in the LNX eight times,

the additional instance being l 8b. It is more
likely that the number was reduced to seven from
an original eight than, conversely, that seven
occurrences of the formula were expanded to eight.

(7) If we are right in the above supposition, the

position is all the more established that 4 seven 5

had, in the estimation of the Hebrews, a certain

measure of sanctity attached to it. This position is,

however, very probable upon other grounds as well.

For instance, next to the ark with the ten com-
mandments, which of the fittings of the sanctuary

was counted more sacred than the ^eve^-branched

candlestick (Ex 25s2, 1 K *l\ Zee 411
} ? Was it not

this which symbolized the illumination bestowed
by the Spirit of God (cf. Is ll3)? And how the

reverence for the number ‘ seven
3 must have been

augmented by the circumstance that this number,
derived from the revolution of the moon, etc. (see

above, 2, a, 5), was connected with the Sabbath
and many of the festal seasons l Finally, what a

powerful contribution to the sacredness of ‘ seven 5

was supplied by the act of swearing, which,

through the ceremonies practised (Gn 2128ff
-) and

the name {nishba') applied to it, connected itself

with the number ‘ seven
5
{sheba), a number which

could be read off from the stars l Even if this con-

nexion of ‘ seven 5 with holy utensils, seasons, and
transactions was itself a secondary one, yet, once

it was established, it must have tended greatly to

promote the frequent use of the number ‘ seven,
5

and it is perhaps to the sacredness of ‘ seven 5 that

we must attribute its selection in the following

instances : the fitting up of the place of worship
(1 K 717

, Ezk 40--* 26 413
, cf. Pr 91

) ; the detailing of

acts of ritual (‘the priest shall sprinkle of the
blood seven times,

3
etc., Lv 4fu 17 81* 147ff* 16 14

, Nu
194

,
2 K 5i0

), or the specification of the objects
required in the cultus (‘seven 5 lambs, etc. Nu
2S Uff

', Ezk 4c23
, 2 Ch 2921 ) j cf. the seven sons of

Saulwho were ‘hanged before the Loed 3

(2 S 219
)

;

and the seven locks of the Nazirite Samson (Jg
1613* 19

) appear to the present writer to have a
necessary connexion with the act of swearing.

Besides, this connexion of ‘ seven 3 with re-
ligious conceptions was common to the Israelites
and those peoples in whose neighbourhood they
lived at different times. Note, in the Bab.-
Assyrian poem ‘ Die Hollenfahrt der Istar

3

(ed. A.
Jeremias, 1887), the seven gates through which
Ishtar descended to the ‘ land without return 1

(Ob-
verse 1. 63, Reverse 11. 14, 45). Further, note the
seven altars which Balaam, who was sent for from
Mesopotamia [Pitru on the Euphrates), caused to
be erected in Moab (Nu 233 * 4 * 14* 2®)

; the seven
sacrificial victims directed to be offered by the
three friends of Job ‘ in the land of Uz 5

(Job 42s
)

;

and the circumstance that ‘with the Egyptians
also “seven 53 was a holy number 3

(Ebers, JEgypten
und die Bucher Mosds, p. 339). The combination
of this number with the cultus was, therefore,
probably an inheritance which the Hebrews brought
with them when they migrated from their home
in the East. Now, we observe that this combining
of ‘ seven 3 with religious conceptions shows itself

in an augmented measure in the post-exilic period.
For instance, ‘ ox and failing 3

of 2 S 61J is replaced
in the parallel passage, 1 Ch 1526

, by ‘ seven bullocks
and seven rams,

3 and ‘ the seven holy angels 3 are
mentioned in To 1215. This may, of course, be the
product of a process of development unthinJudaism
itself. It is the Esoteric-Priestly source (P) of
the Pentateuch that has first to tell us that 70
descendants of Jacob went down to Egypt (Gn
4627

; cf. on the 70 or 72 names in Gn 10 Konig’s
Einleitung

, p. 231), and the Chronicler means to
enumerate 70 descendants of Noah (1 Ch l 5

"23
) and

of Abraham (w.29-42
) ; cf. the 70 disciples (Lk 10H*),

the seven spirits of God (Rev l4 etc.), the ‘seven
prophetesses 3

(Seder
%olam rabba

,

ch. 21). But if
a foreign source is to be sought for the growing
disposition to connect ‘seven 3 with religious
notions, the influence of Babylonia suggests itself

most readily, for we read * the names of the angels
came in their hand from Babylon 3

(Jerus. Bosh
hashshanah, i. 4

:
pra A3? D'aiAotr mos?). Hence,

if the notion of ‘ seven 3 angels is to be attributed
to foreign influence at all, the present writer
prefers to trace this influence to Babylonia rather
than to Persia, whose claims Riehm [HWB 1

p, 17796) sought to establish. Riehm 3

s view is all

the less certain because elsewhere only ‘four
3

supreme angels are mentioned (Enoch ix. 39, Apoc.
Bar 64), ana in considering the Persian origin of
the ‘ seven eyes

3

of Zee 3^ 410 one must not leave
out of account the language of Is 457

( ‘ I form the
light and create darkness, 3

etc.) and of Zee 8s3.

(5) Finally, the thrice repeated ‘and God blessed 3

(Gn l22* 28 2s) raises the question how far the num-
ber 4 three 5 comes into connexion with the religious
contents of the Bible. The answer can only be
that there are very few traces of ‘ three 5

in the
cultusand the religious conceptionsof the Israelites.

All that the OT offers on this point is the following

:

The sanctuary of Jahweh is composed of three main
divisions, the Court, the Holy Place, and the Holy
of Holies (Ex 26s3 279

, 1 K 61* etc.). In the bless-
ing formula of Nu G22

'24 the name Jahweh is thrice
repeated, and three pairs of actions are predicated
of Him. The threefold mention of the Divine name
occurs also in Jos 222a, Jer 74, and Nah l2. Fur ther.
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Jahweh Zebaoth is tlirice called holy in Is 8s. This
threefold* use of a word is a species of Epizeuxis

which is found in other instances as well (Gn
g25b.26o. 27b

? jer 2*229, £zk 2132
), and is a circumlocu-

tion for the superlative. (So also in Egyptian,
according to Brugsch, Steininschrift, etc. p. 310,

the use of ‘good, good, good 5
serves as a substitute

for the superlative, ‘the best
5

). This relative

rarity of a connexion between * three 5 and religious

notions, which prevails in the OT, should not be

made good from other sources. The thunder call,
4 Hear, O Israel, Jahweh is our God, Jahweh (the ?)

one 5
(X)t 64, cf. Is 414 44° 4S12), drowns the voice of

those who refer us to the triads of gods that were
adored by the Babylonians, Assyrians (Ann, Bel,

and Ea, etc. [Tide, Bab.-Assyr
.*
Gesch. pp. 517,

523]), and other nations of antiquity. It was only

in the course of the later development of Israel’s

religion that the Old Test. ‘ I am that I am 5

(Ex 314
) was parted into 6 &v seal 6 yjy teal 6 ipxbpevos

(Rev l4 4s
)

;

cf. the evolution of the tmg mi$
of Is 6s which meets us in the mysterious sentence
-ns'ai nsoi T£D3 wAsc w mip {Jesirah, ch. i.

§ 1). But the original meaning of the OT text

must not be modified to suit either heathen parallels

or later stages in its own development.
The question has still to be put why in one

series of passages it is ‘three
5 and in another

* seven
5

or some other of the round (holy) numbers
that is chosen. The proper answer appears to be
that sevt % was preferred to three (e.g. 2 K 1318b,
Sir 251L , Rev 9*J the 4 three woes 5

)
when it was

desired t > indicate a larger quantity. This seems
to be the principle at work, e.g., in the first seven
of the seventy 4 weeks 5 (Bn 924

}, or the 4 seven

churches of Asia Minor 5 (Rev l4 ), or the ‘ seven

golden vials, full of the wrath of God 5

(157).
~

(6) The question of the symbolical character of

many numbers.—The biblical numbers would be
of immense importance for the material side of

exegesis if it could be established that many of

those numbers are used to indicate certain ideas.

Now, to cast a glance first of all over the history

of this question, the Old Testament Itself has no
positive note as to a secret meaning of the
numbers It employs. Such an indication cannot
be discovered in the statement that the Tabernacle
was constructed after a heavenly pattern (Ex 2o9

}.

Nothing more than an inquiry into the meaning
of numbers is ascribed to Daniel (9

2
; cf. ‘the

prophets have inquired,
5
etc., 1 P 11W*). Josephus,

too, was content to write in the Tlpoolyiov to his

*Apxaio\oyla (§ 4) that Moses says some things in
an enigmatic way {cdvirreadai). " Yet he did not
interpret the numbers of Gn 1 in Ant. I. i. The
same is the case in Midrash Bereskith rabba

, and
a simple counting of the number of occurrences of

m Gn l3
”29 without an explanation of the

significance of the number is all that we find in

Misbna Aboth v. 1. But, among the Hellenistic

Jews,
^

Aristobulus had already, according to
Eusebius [Prcep. Evany, xiii. 12, 13 ff.), inter-

preted the number ‘seven, 5 and Philo followed
zealously in Ms footprints in his work Uepl rijs

Mwvcrim Koapcirodas. Further, the interpretation
of numbers was cultivated in the Haggadic portions
of the Talmud and other Jewish writings (cf. e.g.

Schegg, Bibl. Archdol. 1888, p. 419), and in Jesirah
and Zohar. Such a reference of biblical numbers
to the sphere of ideas might have its basis In

the primary or in the secondary origin of many
numbers. But

—

(a) The view that certain numbers, on account

of their factors or coefficients, came to he used to
express ideas, is not a plausible one. Yet Philo
(de Plantations, § 29) says, ifidopds 4k rpiQy kclI

rerr&fwv, while he derived bvka from ‘eight 5 and
4 one,

5 finding the ‘eight* frefyav# and the ‘one 5

b fiSan xal dipt, rotrrow yap pla cvyybeia, rpoirh* *oi

fierafidkks Tavrolas Sexopbw (de Congressu, § 19) ; cf.

b Kal Svo Kal rpla Kal rirrapa dim yevva {de Plant. %

29). Let the reader recall the sentences from Augus-
tine and Bahr quoted above (2, a, 6, y). But Philo

[de Profugis, § 33) did not attempt to derive

a symbolical sense of ‘twelve 5 from the possible

components of this number, and it is incompre-
hensible how a reference to the factors of twelve

could be found in the distribution of the precious

stones on the breastplate of the high priest (Ex
2S21fL 3930ff

*h or in the arrangement of the twelve
tribes of Israel, etc. (Nu 23a

,
1 K 7

s5
,
Ezk 4881-34,

Rev 2

1

13
). In any case, an analysis of numbers

has nothing to do with their original sense, and
such analyses reveal nothing regarding their con-

nexion with the ideas entertained by God and
embodied in the universe. Hence it is not clear

that certain numbers owe their connexion with the
sphere of ideas to the factors* of which they are

composed. But it may be said more readily that
the number 80 which occurs in Jg 330 and in Jos.

Ant. VUI. vii. 8 [XoXopbjv . . . fiao-Lheticras SySopKovra

err}) was chosen on account of its coefficient 4 40.*

In the same way we may explain the number 4 35 5

(5 x 7) which in the traditions about the life of

Pythagoras alternates with ‘ 40 5

(Hirzel, l.c

.

p. 47).

(£) Still less is it to be supposed that such a
simple number as ‘three

5 was constructed upon
the basis of an idea, for * three

5 and 4 seven 5

are

both members of the continuous series of numbers
which arose by the constant addition of ‘one.

5

But Philo [de Mundi Opifcio, § 3, 17f., 31, Leg

.

Alleyor. i. 4, ii. 1 : reraKrai 6 6ebs Kara rb b Kal ttjv

poy&da) describes the numbers 1-7 in such a way as
to give rise to the thought that the relevant ideas

were disclosed to man through the numbers, and
that the numbers are the archetypes, the first and
purest representations of the Divine ideas, nay,
the moving principles of the universe, as Aristo-

bulus said, Si €(3oop.&8cov iras 6 K&apos KVKXeirai (Euseb.
Prop. Evang. xm. xii. 16). On this path the
friends of Haggada and Kabbala advanced further.
4 The Kabbala attaches itself to the symbolical
seven years of Gn 4148.

5 Many Kabbalisfcs found
a connexion between the Heb. word saphar 4 count 5

(Gn 4149b) and the term sephira. ‘Seven 5
of the

Sephiroth were, in their view, analogous to the
seven years of plenty, so that Ensoph (qio pH),
4 the unending, 5 ceased to produce more Sephiroth.
But there wTere also ten wtsd, corresponding to the
ten words bv which God created the world (Gn
l3

'29
), and * these ten words are ten principles or

attributes of God 5

(Kolb, Die Offenbarung, etc.,

13, 16 ff.}. The right conclusion to draw appears
to be, that while it cannot be said with certainty
that the number 4 ten 5

in Gn l3
*29 is accidental, it

may be denied with certainty that this number is

meant to express ideas.

(c) There is yet another trace from which one
can clearly see the value attached to numbers
during the*later stages of Biblical Theology. We
refer to the so-called Gematria (khddu, a Hebraized
form of ysooperpLa used in the sense of dpidprjriKh),

i.e. the art of Indicating, by means of numbers,
words whose letters by their numerical value (see

above, 1, b, d ex.) give the sum named in any
passage.

(a) This can be best explained by examples ; and
we may begin with an instance which in all proba-
bility occurs in the OT itself, namely Gn I414,
where the number 318 is the equivalent of Ttsrb*,

if the numerical values of the different letters of

this name are added together: 1+30+ 10 +70 + 7
+ 200=318. It would be a strange coincidence if

the number of Abraham’s ‘trained servants
5
stood

in such a relation to ‘ Eliezer,’ the onlyname known
to us of a trained servant of Abraham. Hence
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Bashi (ad loc.) said long ago, t?p4k itdk Dvnm
her iptbd’3 po Kim mn, £.e. ‘Our fathers said,

Eliezer
t

it was, alone, and this (318) is the
Gematrical number of his name. 5

Again, the
author of the so-called Epistle of Barnabas (is. 8)
saw in the 318 of Gn 1414 an allusion to t+it], i.e.

the crucified Jesus
;

cf. Clem. Alex., Strom, vi. 11,

§ 84 : <f>a.ffiv tovtov rbv apiByhv elvai rod p£v kvpiatcov
mytelov rtnrov. This way of explaining a word
was already recognized in the 29th of the 32 her-
meneutical rules of R. Eliezer ben Jose (see Konig,
Einleitung

, p. 516). Further, on 5Athbash , etc., cf.

especially A. Berliner, Beitrdge zur Heb. Gram,
aus Talmud und Midrasch

, pp. 12-14.

(/3) A slight variation from this method consists
in the employment, not of a number but of a word
in order to indicate another word whose letters
have the same numerical value. This method is

several times attributed to the OT writers by later
exegetes. For instance, the numerical value of
the letters of nhvd am (Gn 4910b

) is 358, and the
same numerical value belongs to the letters of hto
‘Messiah

5

(Buxtorf, Lex. Heb. s.v. nh'v). What
follows from this? That the whole passage was
devised in order to furnish a test of Gematrical
skill? No; but it is possible that the above-
named equivalence was the source of the usual
spelling of the word ‘ Shiloh

5
in the OT (contrast

nW of the Samaritan Pentateuch). Further, the
surprising circumstance that Moses married an
Ethiopian woman (Nu 121) engaged the ingenuity
of exegetes till they discovered

^
that the numerical

value of rr*n3 (‘ Ethiopian 5
f.) is the same as that

of rwiD ns' ‘ a fair woman to look upon 5 (Gn 1211

etc.), namely 736, and hence r\'znj (‘Ethiopian 5

)

was replaced by On^elos by kftjw (‘the beautiful 5

).

Then, ac ain, npx (Zee 38
), in respect of the numerical

value oi its letters, is = ‘comforter 5 (La l 1®.

Sanhedrin 985). Other examples will be found in
Weber, System der altsynagog. Theol. p. 118 {Jud.
Tkeol. auf. Grand des Talmud

, etc. p. 121 f.], and
Dopke, Hermeneutik der neutest. Schriftsteller, pp.
135, 179 f.

(7) But the NT also shows a clear trace of this
use of the numerical value of letters. We refer to
the number of the Beast in Rev 132S,

where we
read rbv dpidjibv rod dgplov apid/ibs yap avdp&TOv
icrrlv /cal 6 apcOp-bs airrov X&'> i.e. 666. Long
ago Irenseus (adv. Hoer. v. 30) mentions the expla-
nation of this number as= AATEINOS, a word the
numerical value of whose letters is 30 + 1 + 300 + 5
+ 10 + 50 + 70 + 200 = 666. But the view is to be
preferred that the latter number is a veiled designa-
tion of NERQN KAI2AR, the numerical value of the
letters of top p*u being = 50 + 200 + 6 + 50 + 100 +
60 + 200 = 666. For fuller details regarding this
and other interpretations see art. Revelation.

(5) It is only an indirectanalogy to this mysterious
use of numbers that is presented to us in Egyptian
texts. According to Brugsch (Steininschrift, etc.

p. 3141), upon the wall of a temple at Edfu, a
notification that the length of the holy place (the
middle space in the temple) is 113 yards, is given
in the words, ‘Why? Because a child has gone
through the midst of the sanctuary.

5 That is to

say, the three words we have italicized contain the
same letters as are required for writing the number
113. Again, a length of 90 yards in this temple of
the sun-god is indicated by the words, ‘ because he,
like a sun, beaming shines.’

Literature.—

T

he art. ‘Zahlen* in Riehm’s HWB and in
Herzog’s PKEfr; Bredow, Untermchungen zwr alien, Gesch. 1.

108 ff. ; Lepsras, Chronol. der JEgypter, p. 15; Hirzel, 4 Ueber
Rnndmhlen * in Bericht. d. sacks. GeselUch. d. Wiss. 1885 (treats,

pp. 6-62 the number ‘forty*; p. 68 f. ‘four’
; p. 64 ff. ‘ thirty

thousand ’ ; but gives as biblical illustrations only ‘forty’ and
*a hundred and twenty*); Brugsch, Steinimchryl und Bibel-
toort2 (1891), p. 805 ff. ; Pram Kolb, Die Offenbarung betrachtet
oom Standjpunkt der Weltanschauung und des Gotteibegriffes der

Kabbala (Leipzig, 1889), p. 12 ff. ; S. Rubin, Heidenthum und
Kabbala (Wien, 1S93), p. 62 f.

On ‘ the number of the Beast * see Bousset (Die Offenbarung
Johannu

, 1806) on Rev 131S, and the Literature cited ad loc.
and in the Einleitung to his Commentary. Ed. KoNIG.

NUMBERING.—See David, in vol. i. p. 568b.

NUMBERS^ (so called from the title in the LXX,
’Apidf&ol, cf. Vulg. Numeric given to the book be-
cause of the repeated numberings in chapters I. 3 f.

26 ; Heb. 1:1795 ‘ in the wilderness, 5 from the fifth
word of l 1}*^ the ‘fourth Book of Moses, 5 and
forms one division of the composite work now
known as the Hexateuch (which see for justifica-
tion of this statement and for general description
of the constituent elements J, E, and P). It falls
readily into three main sections

: § 1. The Camp
at Sinai, 1-1010

; § 2. The Wanderings, 10n-19;
§ 3. The Plains of Moab, 20-36. But the material
included in these sections is often very loosely
strung on the main thread of narrative, and several
chapters are a mosaic made up out of fragments
from different sources. The analytical problems
are closely analogous to those encountered in
Exodus and Leviticus, and will be treated here on
the same lines as in those articles. Some remarks
will be added on the authorship and date (§ 4), the
historical significance (§ 5), ana the religions value
(§ 6) of the book. (The abbreviations and signs
employed are mostly familiar. They will he found
explained under Exodus and Leviticus).

§ i. The Camp at Sinai : 1-1

0

10
.

A. Summary.

pg P*

31-16 Command to number tbe adult males—
19b. 54 Execution of the command (fragments only).

1 117-53 Expanded account of the census

—

21-34 Order of tribes in camp and on the
march.

_j_4.6.8.9a
}
X1.13.15.16a

jt

19 21.23.24^26 28.30 3la
? census

notes on the four camps respectively.!
3M Aaron’s sons and what befell them—

35-10 The Levites to be set apart as assistants to
Aaron.

311*1* The Levites to be substitutes for the firstborn.
14-22. 27f.33f 39 Census of male Levites of all ages.

23-28. 29-32. 35-38 Duties and positions of the 8
Levitical clans.

40-43 Census of firstborn males ordered and
carried out.

**& The Levites and their cattle to be for the firstborn and
their cattle.

46*51 Redemption of the surplus of firstborn

41-s. 21-23. 29f. Census of adult Levitesby clans
ordered.

4.4-15. 24-28. 31-33 Duties repeated in fuller de-
tail.

+16 Particulars as to general duties of
Eleazar.

417-20 Caution as to distinction of priests and
Levites.

34-49 Census of adult Levites effected

—

o1-^ Lepers to be excluded (from the camp).
6-6 Special case of a guilt-offering.

Right of the priests to heave-offerings, etc.
11'S1 Composite ordinance as to marital jealousy.

61-21 The law of the Nazirifce and of his offerings.
e22--'? The formula of priestly benediction.

1
71-88 The dedication of the altar, and the gifts.

The Divine Voice from above the mercy-seat.
* 8I-4 The candlestick and it® seven lamps.

S-10. 22-i5a Moses to consecrate the Levites.
411. isb-22 Aaron to consecrate the Levites.
423-26 Alteration of period of Levitical service.

The Passover celebration in the 2nd year.
* 96-14 Supplementary Passover for special cases.

15*23 The cloud and its relations with the
camp.

XQt-8 The use of trumpet® on the march.
10** (P*») Use of trumpets in war, and for festivals.

78

9

91-8

* The book is also named by tbe Jews, from its opening word,
*1311 . We find in the Talmud the name crnj5$n Ebb=‘ book
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B. Analysis.

p«

Ps
ps

[
1-16

1 17-
19b 54

19a 20-47 48-53'
9 3
^1-34 *-4-4

11-13
5-10 14-22

S'*
Ps
P*

<

J 27f. 331 39 A
^23-26 * 29-32 *

35-38 40-43 46-51 ^
"l-15 16' 17-20'

P‘
PS 1

ps '^21-49

^1-31 ,-1-21

5 6 22~27 7 89
£* 1-88 ^
)

Vl011'12-15a

pT
PS
p»

'

J
15b-26'

9W „, 101-8
Pk 91

D. Nu 120-43 ps

Reuben . 46,500
Simeon . 69,300
Gad . . 45,650

Judah . 74,600
Issaehar . 54,400
Zebulun . 57,400

Ephraim . 40,500
Manasseh . 32,200
Benjamin . 35,400

Dan . . 62,700
Asher . 41,500
Naphtali . 53,400

603,550

F. Nu 261-51 ps

Reuben . 43,730
Simeon . 22,200
Gad . . 40,500

Judah . 76,500
Issaehar . 64,300
Zebulun . 60,500

Manasseh . 52,700
Ephraim . 32,500
Benjamin . 45,500

Dan . . 64,400
Asher. , 53,400
Naphtali . 45,400

601,730

— 2,770
—37,100
— 5,150

+ 1,900

+ 9,900

+ 3,100

+20,500
+ 8,000
+10,200

+ 1,700
+11,900— 8,000

— 1,820

C. Critical Notes.

1-4 : The tribes and their encampment .—These
opening chapters relate the numbering of the
secular tribes (ch. 1), with their relative positions
in the camp (ch. 2), and the numbering of the
Levitical clans with their respective duties (ch.

3 £.). All comes from P, but not all from the same
stratum. If the account of the ordering of the
census in l1

*16 he assigned to the great Law and
History Book Pg

, then the rest of the chapter re-

lating the execution of the order is most naturally
attributed to a later stage of the compilation, to
which ch. 2 may also belong. Probably Fs had
briefer accounts of the census and the camp, which
have been independently expanded in l17-53 and 2,

just as similar expanded accounts are found in
Ex 35-40 and Lv 8 Pfl of the fulfilment of commands
given in Ex 25-28 and 29 Pg The remains of Pg5s
narrative may perhaps be found in 19b * 46

- (]| «)
M

.

The main grounds for this analysis are as follow :

(1) The extreme elaboration of style, the same
formula being 12 times repeated, with slight varia-
tions only in f and s®, contrasted with the account
of the Levitical census in ch. 3, which may he
taken as a type of Pg

(2) In l17* 44 Aaron is associ-

ated with Moses, cf. 41
. But in 19b

(cf. S151- 40’42
)

it is Moses who conducts the census. In 3s9 Aaron
is a gloss, for numbered is sing. ; and l3b is probably
the same. (3) The order of tribes is varied, as one
writer would hardly have varied it. Six different
arrangements are given below for comparison.
A adopts the strict genealogical order, b takes
Rachel’s son after Leah’s children and puts Zilpah’s
last. C omits Levi, gives Joseph’s sons in the order
Ephraim, Manasseh, to make up 12, and places b’s
last three in reverse order, Asher, Gad, Naphtali.
D puts Gad into Levi’s place after Simeon, E moves
the group Judah, Issaehar, Zebulun to the head of
the list, while F sets Manasseh above Ephraim in
correspondence with their altered proportion of
numbers.

A.Gn 46s P8 B.Exl**Pg a Nil 15-15 Ps s.Nu2&7&
1013-38 ps

Reuben > Reuben
^

Reuben Judah
Simeon

j

Simeon l Simeon Issaehar
Levi

-L
Levi

|L Judah
Zebulun

Judah J Judah 1r Issaehar Reuben
Issaehar

j
Issaehar I

r Zebulun Simeon
Zebulun J Zebulun * Gad— — Ephraim ) ,
Gad 1

f*
t it> Manasseh) * Ephraim

Asher j Benjamin, Benjamin Manasseh

Joseph *

)

— — Benjamin

In
Dan -j

\
Dan

1 I B — Dan
Benjamin J Naphtali Jf

Asher

Ban )

——

—

Gad Asher

B Gad ) nr
-

Naphtali ) Asher > Naphtali Naphtali

L-Leah’s sons, R=Rachel’s, Z=Zilpah’s, B=RiIhah’s, J=
Joseph’s. * Manasseh, Ephraim, f Joseph’s place vacant, since
the fist is of those who came down to join Him in Egypt.

(lit ‘fifth’) of the numberings* (Sot

a

36b, Jama vii. 1 ; cf.
of Origen ap. Euseb. HE vi. 25).

148-53 j00]-s kke a late insertion. The phrase
‘Dwelling of the testimony’ is first found
in Ex 3S21 P8

.
52** seems to presuppose the descrip-

tion of the encampment in ch. 2. The prohibition

(

49
) to number Levi should precede and not follow

the general account of the numbering. Perhaps
this verse has been misplaced.

In ch. 2 we have a further variation of order in

the names of the tribes, and the amount of un-
necessary repetition is enormous. All the new
information, i.e. about the position of the tribes

in the camp and on the march, could have been
put in a single sentence. One or two points of

language confirm the assignment to Ps
. But the

curious series of parenthetical notes of the census
results (see conspectus above) may well have been
added later still.

Chapter 3 is made up of differing elements. 1-4

can only he P®, because it follows the late repre-

sentation of the anointing of other priests than the
high priest. Observe also the order Aaron and
Moses,

and the use of the formula These are the

generations , though the sons of Moses are not
named, and the particulars have all appeared
before (cf. Ex ff

23
,
Lv 101

).
5-10 on the choice of

the Levites for ministry, and the parts of 14-39 on
the Levitical census, contain nothing unsuitable to

P* ; and the three inserted paragraphs on the
position and duties of the Levites (cf. 14ff

* and 39
)

might he also Pg
, but that the reference to ‘altars’

in 31
,
whereas Fs knows only one altar, and the

mention of * cords ’ 2b* 91
, alluded to elsewhere only

in P3 Ex 3518 3940, indicate a later origin. u'13 and
ut- recall Ph in their use of ‘ I am J",’ and may rest

on an older basis, but do not fit on to Pg here. 40 '43

(observe that the introductory formula is not Pg’s,

cf. 5 * 14
) and

46-51 (containing several rare phrases)
rest on the idea of the Levites as substitutes for

the firstborn, and develop it in the style of P8
.

Chapter 4 combines an account of a fresh census
of adult Levites, with a statement as to their
duties. By its elaboration, its phraseology, and
its reference to the golden altar 11 (cf. Ex 30 Ps

),

this chapter is marked as secondary.
5-6 : Various ceremonial laws.—The first para-

graph C
1^) on the exclusion of the leper and the

unclean person seems to presuppose Lv 13-15, un-
less indeed, it refers to yet earlier codifications.

The phrase in the midst of which I dwell recalls
Lv 1531 26n, and suggests that, if this he not a
passage from an earlier source, at least the editoi
caught the spirit of his older modelswhen he added
this supplement to relate their provisions to the
camp or Nn 1-3.

—

5-8 supplements Lv 514-67 on the
guilt-offering by arranging that, where the injured
person is absent or dead and has no kinsman, the
compensation shall go to the priest.

—

9f
* mentions

other items of priestly revenue.
5n'si

, on marital jealousy, is marked asFt because
of its archaic flavour ana certain reminiscences of
Pb (as in 31

), with the absence of Pg,s terms (ex-
cept tabernacle 17

). But after the criticism of
Stade (ZATW, 1895 *) it is difficult to accept it as
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& unity. The view here adopted is that two laws,
A providing for a solemn curse on a defiled wife,
and B furnishing a test for a wife suspected of
defilement, have been woven together. In a
real alternative of guilt or innocence is contem-
plated. With this now a colophon, but, by
analogy 'with other cases, probably originally a
title, agrees, and the discriminating use of the
water in 19** 22 corresponds. On the other hand,
in the introduction

(

12f
-), to which answers a con-

clusion in 91 (observe absence of connexion with
®°), the guilt is assumed, and the water is only
the means of inflicting the curse. Similarly, A 5

s

jealousy-offering is B’s memorial-offering. The
analysis which follows rests on the above main
grounds, and is effected by aid of the parallels and
contrasts tabulated below.

is the chief actor, the former being the earlier view.—23-26 Alters 4s by making the Levites begin work
at the age of 25 instead of SO.—

9

1 '3
,
on the pass-

over of the second year, is followed by an ordin-
ance in 9-14 introduced by a narrative of an
illustrative case 6'8

,
a type elsewhere found in Ps

,

to which 1-14 may perhaps ail belong.

—

15-23
is identi-

fied as Ps by its relation to Ex 40.—101 "8 may well
be P&, and this ascription suits the view that P3

had a briefer account of the camp, now replaced
by 2.

—

9f
*, with its scene in your land (ten parallels

in Ph
) instead of on the march, is held to be an

inserted fragment of Ph
,
cf. Lv 175 2340 etc.

§2. The Wanderings: 1013-19.

A. Summary

.

A ll-13a 13c * 15r 18r 21r 23 2-ir 27b 25b-26a aUar 31

B 29 13b 30a 14b 30b 16f. 19f. 22 25a to J" 2bb 27ar 23

A. Parallels and Contrasts. B.

If any man’s wife 12

go aside 12

lie with her carnally 13

it be hid . . . no witness 13ac

the man shall bring his wife
unto the priest

meal-offering of memorial 15*

18. 26 ; cf. bringing iniquity
to remembrance 15

the priest shall set the woman
before J" 13

the offering-putonthewoman’s
palms (Heb.) 13

the^ater of bitterness 18* 23£.

*9r taken is ceremonially
used and administered 23£

the priest shall say unto the
woman, J" make thee

a curse 2n>
;
cf.2^, no alter-

native being given (cf. 12-

31 where her guilt is

assumed).
08d he shaU make the woman

drink the water of bitter-

ness 24

thigh falling away and belly

swelling 21

the offering brought to the

altar 2&kand the memorial
• burnt afc.

when a irife 23

beingunder her husband, goeth
aside 29- 19£

lien with thee 19f
- Q3- 19. 20 diff.

in Heb.)
it be kept dose (diff. gender) 13®

he shall set the woman before
J and the priest ... 30

meal-offering of jealousy 25-

I5r.i8r; cf. law ofjealousy
29, spirit ofjealousy 30 14a'

the priest shall bring her near,
and set her before J"

the offering is taken from the
woman’s hand 2®

the water that causeth the curse
19. 22. I8r. 24r prepared W
and administered 27

the priest shall cause her to

swear, and say unto the
woman 13

; cf. sir, an alter-

native being proposed, cf.

27f. and 29t.

and afterward shaU make the
woman drink the water
26b; cf.27a(OIn. LXX).

belly to swell and thigh to fall
away 22- 27

the offering waved before J”
25a.

61-21
: The, Law of the Nazirite.—As a whole this

ordinance conforms to the type of Lv 1-7, such
allusions as to the door of the tent of meeting readily

dropping out here as there. 2b-8 may be even earlier

than Pb as separation unto his God 7 and other
phrases recall rh

, cf. especially Lv 212* 7* n
.

—

22-27 The
formula of benediction is no doubt much older than
the setting in which P* presents it.

71’88
: The dedication of the altar.—It is agreed

that this is a late section. The date given by
comparing 1 with Ex 4Q2* 17 makes the transaction

prior to Nu 1, yet the order and position of tribes

in 1-4 is presupposed, and the language is more
overladen with repetitions than anywhere else,

the same formula being 12 times repeated, with
only the necessary change of 6 out 01 118 English
words in the translation.

—

89 Apparently an isolated

fragment of P&—

8

1-4
, like Lv 241-4 and Ex 27L>af

*,

relates to the candlestick, and seems to regulate
the position and lighting of the lamps. It is

probably the latest of the three passages.

—

5-22
,
pro-

viding for a consecration rite in the case of the
Levites, can hardly be other than secondary, as this

service if original would surely have been ordered
in ch. 3, when the selection of the tribe was com-
manded, just as the consecration in Lv 8 was com-
manded in Ex 29. Much of the earlier matter is

repeated here, and traces may be discerned of a
double representation, according as Moses or Aaron

* H includes only and she be not defied. is given to R,
who has inserted many harmonizing touches elsewhere. Obs.

its cumbrous Heb., and that spirit is masc. here, but fern, in

1011-28 PsThe march from Sinai begun, Psin due
order of camps, 29-36 Jwith Hobab as guide and the
ark in front; Jformula used at start and halt.

1 l 1-s EMurmurers burnt up at Taberah ;

4-35 Jmanna
and quails followed by a plague at Kibroth-
Hattaavah ;

Eseventy elders endowed with spirit of

prophecy in aid of Moses
;
jealousy of Joshua over

Eldad and Medad. 12 EMoses5

Cushite wife;
jealousy of Aaron and Miriam, and leprosy of
Miriam. 13 JEPThe mission of the spies; 14 JEP

the people turned back from Canaan in punish-
ment for murmuring and unbelief ; defeated by
Amalekites and Canaanites at Hormah. 151-31

^Ordinances as to drink-, dough-, and sin-offerings

;

32-36 pSa Sabbath-breaker stoned ;

37-41 Pha blue cord
to be worn as a memorial on the hem of the gar-
ments. 16 ^Rebellion Jof On, Eof Dathan and
Abiram, who are swallowed up ;

pKorah and his
company burnt up for sacrilege ;

pstheir censers
made into a memorial ;

p®a plague sent in punish-
ment of murmuring stopped by the atonement of
Aaron. 17 PgAaron 5

s rod that budded. 18 ^Duties
and revenue of priests and Levites. 19 pOrdin-
ances affecting those unclean by the dead.

B. Analysis.

J 20-33 351 4-13 15 18-24a
E 1A n 1 1-3 14° 16f.* 24b-30"

pilUnf: 11
P« 13-28 34

J 31-35 16 17b to South 18b to weak
E

-j -j
-1 q!-15° -j q ^

17c~18a to what it is 18c

Pell 1 Ai 1 t)l-17a Canaan
Pa

J 19 22 27a to honey 28 30f.

E 1 q 20-21a went up 231 26b** 27b 29

PijLO 21b 25^26a Parari
Pa

J

Pel832
P*

14

lc 3 8 9b
lb 4

:1a 2 5-7 9a against J" 10

11-24*

25

J

Ps1426^-30

Pa

31 41-45 J
39b-40 E

32-39a Pt"15i-3i P® 37-41
Ps 32-36

elBia

Id
lc le-2a 12

lb
2b-7

8-11

J 13-14a honey 15

E -1 p 14b 25

Pslb— 18-24 26a
P» 161

26b Depart 27c-31
27b to tents

27a to side

J 33a
E -j fi22& households 33b to them 34

Ps It)
35 4i-50

ps 32b 33c 36-40
17h•13

Pa Pa 1-13
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C. Critical Notes.

10llf* contains the first stage of Ps’s itinerary after

leaving Sinai. It is followed by an account of the
mode of marching, which can only be P8 from its

relation to 2,
84 being probably its close. With

29”3- the JE thread is resxmed from Ex with a
fragment of J, whose opening may partly survive
in Ex 18 J

, its close being omitted in favour of the
view of guidance given in 917ff- Both this para-
graph and 3S - '^L are linguistically connected with J.

The poetical refrains in may well have come
from the Book of the Wars of J". Contrast the
advance of the ark in J with its central place in P.

II 1"3 is hard to place, and is given to E, because
it does not fit the J context, and follows E in

speaking of Moses praying. DiHmann regards the
incident as part of E’s manna story, now displaced
by J and P; Bacon views it as a seqnel to the
perilous contest with Amalek Ex 178

'16
,
which

really comes in after the departure from Horeb.
In 4*33 is found a story of the people’s discontent
with the manna, their demand for flesh, the sending
of the quails, and the resulting plague. The
language (see below) connects this with J, and the
description of the manna as a natural thing, though
divinely provided, is agreeable to Ms general treat-

ment of such incidents. But the story is dislocated
by a double set of insertions. (1) There is a series

which tells of Moses1 burden of responsibility being
relieved by the inspiration of seventy prophet-
elders. (2) In 10b_12* 15 we find the language of J,

but matter incongruous with this context, fitting

in well, however, as Bacon suggests, between Ex 33s

and 12
,
a point in JE which must have been quite

close to this before P was inserted. Accordingly

(1) is ascribed to E, as the emphasis on prophecy
and the phraseological features require, but not to
its earliest stage. Rather it is a secondary (Es

)

parallel to the Jethro incident of Ex 18. (2) is

regarded as a misplaced portion of J. See Exodus,
ad loc. (1) and (2) were probably already united
in JE, and transferred hither together. Ch. 12 is

given as a whole to Es
. Bacon suggests that the

Cushite woman is Jethro’s daughter, who is name-
less in Ex 18 E.

Minor dues.—3—mixed multitude 4 cf. Ex 1233; 3thy servant
3/ound favour H-iS; Zconceived 12

; sanctify yourselves is Ex
1022 - against to-morrow is Ex S10- 23 ;

zamong you 20 (Heb.)

;

ZJlocks and herds 22
; went forth a windfrom J" Si cf. Ex !Ql3b

142ib ; Zyet, ere 88 (Heb.) ; diepeople journeyed . . . 35 1216
; for

say unto me** nee Ex 331*®.

’E—Zprayed 2
; bear . . . alone 14.17; Eelders i6.S4f. 30

; the
tent ofmeeting 124 Ex 33% which was outside the camp 23 12^
Ex 337-11 ct. its central position in P ; the cloud in connexion
with the tent 23 12® Ex 33» ct. Ex 1321 14*9

;
E-prophet, prophesy

25-29 126'
; Joshua as the minister of Moses 28 Ex 2413 3311

;

Miriam 121 Ex 15s® ; the man Moses 123 Ex 113 ; meek 123 cf.

1129
;
speak against 121*8 215- 7*; vision 126 Gn 15* 46% Edream

126 ; heal 1213 Gn 20*7 Ex 152®.

13-14 : The sending of the spies.—The numerous
duplicates and divergences in this section re-

quire explanation, and find it adequately in the
hypothesis that J E and P are all represented in
combination, while the very phenomena which dis-

prove unity furnish clues to the tracing of the
separate threads. The analysis given above is for
the most part covered by tne evidence collected
below.

Parallels and, Contrasts.—J—(a) Caleb 1434 and others sent
by Moses 1327 into the South 17b. 22 (ct. land of the South 29) to
see the land IS; (b) they come unto Hebron 22 cf. Gn 1318 * (c)

they report to Moses 27
; (d) that the people are strong 28. 31 cf.

13, children of Anak 22. 2» cf. Jos I514 Jg lio, ct sons ofA. S3r

;

(e) and that the land JJlmmth with milk and honey 27 148 ;

(f) the people weptl41« cf. II10- 18
; (g) in fear of falling by the

sword 143 cf. 43*, their Swives and little ones becoming a prey 143
cf. si Dt 139

; (h) Caleb stills the people so?. 148ft-despise (J")
1411-23 1680

; signs 14^ cf. Ex 430; khe Lord 1417; 1418* j9

dEx34&».
E—<a) ph Dt l22*, perh. founded on E, 12 unnamed men

are sent at the request of the people] into the mountains Wo
cL 29 1446. 44; (b) they come unto the valley of Eshcol ® and

j

return to Kadem 26b
; (c) they briny bad: word to them (the 1

people) 26b; (d) that 5 peoples occupy all the land 29 (ct.

geography of 14433-) cf. few or many 18c, including the (gigantic)

Nephilim 33
;
(e) and showed them, the fruit of the land 26b. 27b

cf. 20. 23 ; (f) the people cry out 14ib
; (g) plotting return to

Egypt 144—E because of (Heb.) 24; E one to another 144;
mourned 1439 Gn 3734 Ex 334.

P-—(a) Moses, by J"’s command, sends Hoshea (Joshua) and
Caleb with ten others to spy out the land of Canaan i-w (Pspy
out 1 . 16. 17a. 21 . 25 32ab 146. 7. 34. 36. 38) ;

(h) they spy out the land
from Zin unto Rehob

, i.e. from end to end 21
, and return . . .

at the end of 40 days (cf. 1434) . . . unto the wilderness of
Paran 26a

; (c) they report (an evil report 32 1437
) to Moses and

to Aaron
,
and to all the Pcongregation 26a Cf. 14° 26f.

; (d) that
all the people they saw in it are men of great stature 32b

;

(e) and that the land . . . eateth up the inhabitants thereof 32
;

(f) the Pcongregation . . . Pmurmur (1427-29) against Moses and
against Aaron 14la- 2- 5

; (g) Joshua (not named in JE) and
Caleb expostulate 146f- 9** 1%—Would Cod (oh that) 142 203 Gn
1718 ; pgtone with stones (Heb.) and Pthe glory of J" 1410

;
Pbear

iniquities 1434 ;
P1 the Lord 1435 ;

Eplague 1437.

15 : Sundry laws.

—

1-16 has received the customary
setting from RP, but, at least so far as 4

,
seems to

rest on a basis older than P* With 2b cf. Ph in
Lv 19-2 2310 253, and observe a burnt-offering or a
sacrifice s

,
cf. Lv 178 Ph

. Lv 2 regulates the in-

dependent meal - offering
; this prescribes it as

an adjunct to animal offerings.— in which
tlie person changes from 3rd to 2nd, supplements
the preceding by prescribing and regulating the
drink-offering ; it may he Ps

, as may 13-16
, which

provides for the case of strangers, as in*Lv 17, where
also this element may not be primary.

—

17_21
, whose

opening words in Heb. differ from 2b may also rest
on an early basis. For the usage cf. Ezk 4430.

—

22-81 in its present form must rank as P*, and its

place in the chronoloMcal series would seem to he
between Lv 51'13 and Lv 4 ;

but in places it recalls

Ph
, e.g. in 29"31

,
cf. Lv 20 (the penalties) and 24P.

—

S2*S3 is like the secondary element in Lv 2412ff
*, which

see. The closing formula, as J"commanded Moses,
is common only in Pa

.

16 : Korah
,
Dathan

, and Abiram.—Here we find
not only a double JE thread, whose strands are
separable on grounds mainly phraseological, but a
twofold priestly representation. In JE we have
to do with a civil disturbance, JOn and perhaps
Korah, or EDathan and Abiram, being the ring-
leaders, but in P with an assertion of ecclesiastical
rights.

_
By giving in the same order the connected

points in the four variations of the narrative as
much will be done as space allows to justify the
analysis, and at the same time the characteristics
of each will emerge.

Parallels and Contrasts.—J—(a) The leaders, Bacon suggests,
were Korah the son of Kenaz, a kinsman of Caleb, cf. 1 Ch S4®,
and On the son of Peleth id; (b) they charge Moses with
tyranny and failure as leader 13?.

; (c) Moses protests indignantly
13

; (d) isolates the offenders 268; (e) and prophesies an earth-
quake 27c-30 which forthwith takes place 31, and the ground
cleaves asunder

, and they and all that appertain to them go
down alive into Sheol ®0f. 33a.—zfaywing . . . honey i3f.

; to JciU
us 13 cf. Ex X4ii 17s ; Ztents 26b

; consumed 26b Gn 1823f. 1915. 17
;

zlittle ones 27c
; vindication of Moses* commission 28 cf. Ex 3*0 41&.

is $2—despised so 112a 1411. 23.

E—(a) The leaders are Dathan and Abiram, sons of Eliab, sons
of Reuben ; (b) they rise up before Moses 2a, refuse to come
when summoned 12- I4b

} complaining of harshness and failure
to enrich them i4t>

; (c) Moses ana the Eelders of Israel (his
judicial colleagues Ex 18) visit the offenders

; (d) who stand at
the door of their tents 27b, all Israel being round about them 34

;

(e) the earth opens her mouth and swallows up them and their
households (ct. 270 S3a

) and doses upon them 32a. 33b
; (f\ all

Israel flee at the cry of them 34—fields and vineyards 14b 2017
2122 Ex 225.

Pg—(a) The leader is Korah i», perhaps borrowed from J, and
his associates, who are not Levities, are the 250 princes of the
Pcongregation (cf. 273, where it is implied that a Manassite
might have been among them 2b. 6f. 18. 35) ; (b) they complain of
the sacerdotal pretensions of Moses ana Aaron, as against the
whole congregation 3

, ye take too much upon you, ye sons
of Levi 7b (transposed now from end of 3) ; (c) Moses Pfalls on
his face, and then announces an ordeal for the morrow by
offering incense 4-7

; (d) all the congregation are assembled by
Korah at the door of the tent of meeting, Moses and Aaron are
bidden to escape^ the coming general ruin, their intercession
procures permission to the congregation to depart from the
tabernacle, i.e. of J", the words ‘ of Korah, Dathan, andAbiram*
being a gloss, J2$D not being used of a human dwelling 18.24.

27
1 (e) fire then comes forth from J" (i.e. presumably from



the tabernacle) and consumes the 250 35
;
(f) on the outbreak

of murmuring at this a plague immediately visits the congre-
gation, until Aaron by atonement averts its spread -u-so.—The
language of the priestly writer is unmistakable.
pa—

(

a) The leader is Korak
, the son ... of Levi la

, who is

supported by his company (Heb. congregation, used by Ps only
of the entire assembly, the true reading in 5f. probably being
the congregation iov his company)

n. 16. 40
} x.g. all his brethren

the sons of Levi with him
; (b) they are gathered together

against J", and murmur against Aaron n, for they seek the
priesthood

; (c) the test is to be the burning of incense 17
;

(d) all that appertained unto Korak S2b perished from among
the assembly 32° (observe that PS’s fire has still to come 35, so
that this is distinct) ; (e) the censers of these sinners are beaten
outfor a covering of the altar, and as a memorial of the rights
of the priesthood 36-40.

17-18 : These chapters are by general agreement
assigned to Pg

. But Carpenter (Oxf. Hex. ad loc.)

gives reasons for considering this one of the earliest

portions of that work, with which it is not quite
uniform either in form {e.g. the address to Aaron
instead of Moses 181* 8* ®°) or in substance [e.g. the
ignorance of 36"10 in 182-7).—1825-22 on the tithe of
the tithe (observe the address to Moses 25

} appears
to include fresh material.

19, on uncleanness by the dead, fills a serious gap
noticeable in Lv 1 1-15. 1'18 prob. rests on old usage,
but bears marks of late codification (e.g. Eleazar
the priest 3

,
statute of the law 2 3121

). The opening
of 14-22 This is the law of At once suggests P£ (cf. on
Leviticus 1-7), and nothing seems to be incon-
sistent with this. Can this section have belonged
once to Lv 11-15 and been transferred here where
the water of separation®-, whose preparation and
nse are described in 17f

*, is more elaborately regu-
lated?

§ 3. The Plains of Moab : 20-36.

A. Analysis

.

J Sa to Moses 5 8b to water
Eaa lb 14-18

Ps/vUla to month 2 StMt <p8a to brother 8c-13

J 19-20 21b 1-3
E qa 21a to border 22a to Kadesh q-j 4b-9

?s&\)
* '

‘ 22b-29 ' 4L 4a to Ror
P*

J 16-20 24b-25 26' 32 33-35"

Eqi llb-15 J21-24a Japbok 27-31

P*

J 3b-7 11 17 1 22~36a Ammon
Eaa 2-Sa 8-10 12-16 18-21 36b-37a

PSrO/Ci
P»

J 37b 39 2T 28 29 30' 1-19 20-24' 25

122
S8 -- 40f

‘23
1'^r 24

I*

J lb-2 3b-4

^25^ ?». 2g
pa 16-18 1-7 g-ir 12-57 58' 59-65

*27—mi-28 29 - 30— 31 32 -
Pa 1-14 1-31 1-40 1-16 1-54 1-38

532 33 34- 35 36

—

P» 1-56 1-29 1-34 1-18

B. Summary.

201-18 ^Death of Miriam. ^Water from the rock.
/4-29 JE~Ffl.ilnrp. of the route through Edom ;

pdeath
of Aaron. 21 JPighting with the Canaanites ;

Ethe

brazen serpent; ^conquest of the Amorites and
occupation of their country. 22-24 ^Story of

Balaam. 25 Sin and punishment of Israel ^on the

matter of Baal-Peor, ^in going after the women Jof

Moab, pof Midian. 26-36 allP (except 32s9*42 JMan*

assite conquests beyond Jordan) : for contents see
below.

O. Critical Notes.

20-21 :
lb on Miriam’s death is given to E, cf. 121

Ex 1520 and Gn 35s. In Sa (the people strove—ct.the
congregation, the assembly, the children of Israel—
with Moses—ct. with J" ^ Moses and Aaron 2* s* 10

)
5 (cf. 1614 Ex 171 ”3

)

8b (speak unto the rock, ct. take
the rod, presumably to smite the rock 8a

, unless
Comill’s reconstruction be adopted, by which b is

transposed to form the first command in P, dis-
obedience to which constitutes the offence) there
are separated elements assigned to J’s Meribah
story, E’s having come in Ex 17. The rest of 1-13

(with its sequel in ^h-29
) is left for Pg

, though it
looks as if the editor had out of tenderness obscured
the account of the sin of Moses and Aaron (cf. the
stronger expression in 24 rebelled).—14“28 - 2U and
2

1-

1-24, are obviously from one hand, while 2U>

show marks of difference pointing to J, as the
other passages are reminiscent of E. Thus with
highway ct. king's way 17 2122

, and note that in J a
formidable military advance 20 causes a retreat nh

,

whereas E relates a mere refusal 21
*, which leaves

the people still at Kadesh to move at leisure m.

(Marks of J are :

—

^cattle, smuch people, strong hand Ex 31*
139 3211, turned away

, ct. turned aside 17 2122
; and of E

messengers 14 2122 , Kadesh lb. 14. 16. 22 1326, travail that hath
befallen us 14 Ex 188

,
went down into Eg. 15 Jos 24$, a long

time (Heb. many days) 15 Gn 2X3* Jos 247, evil entreated is

Jos 2420, an angel 16 Ex 1419, border I6f.21 2113.22, field . . .

vineyard 17 2122 1614
,
by the way to 21* 1425, spake against

215-7 121, sinned 217 1410, take away 217 Ex 2325, sprayed,
standard (or banner) 218 Ex l/i^mg-.X

211-s The fighting between the Canaanite (the

king of Arad being prob. a gloss) and Israel is

generally supposed to be told by J, but the
phenomena are conflicting, and th<5 ascription to
J must be left as doubtful.

21431 follows on 2G29, the death of Aaron, but 4fa*9

continues 2022a, the march from Kadesh, and the
story of the serpents is also given to E on the
ground of verbal parallels, see above.—io~iia. iims

and 15'20 consist of extracts from itineraries assigned
to P, E, and J. Each opens with a different for-

mula, P1°* llA 22\ 33, E20^ 21llb* 12- 13
, cf. Dt a

fragment prob. from E, J18* ^h’20
.

—

ub agrees with
Jg ll18 (prob. based on E) but not with Nu S344*
Observe that in 20 the people are not so far on as
in 1S

,
and that in 245 another J fragment begins

which has its sequel in 32 (Ammon is left out in
Jg 11 19-22 and 25

11

81
). J tells of conquest and occu-

pation of cities and towns 25
*

E

of the land 24* S1
.

Some J phrases may be added :—whereof Jn mid 16 1029,

gather . . . together ct, P207 xiiie Heb. form, cf. Ex 316 4®,
sang Isr. this song Ex 151

, field of Moab 20 Gn 36s5 cf. Gn 323
,

! looketh down upon 20 23s8.
s®-3S from its similarity of matter to

I Dt 3ist is regarded asa gloss, no mention of Og being now found
in JE.

22-24 : In the art Balaam will be found a com-
parison of the accounts in P and JE, and also of

the main reasons for the analysis of JE. It will

be enough here to subjoin some of the more striking
details on which the partition rests.

J—(a) Moab is distressed 8b Ex 113, (b) the elders of Moab 1

(and of Midian 7) are sent as messengers 2413 (servants of
Balak 18) unto Balaam, (c) to the land of the children of his
people (ammd, perk, read with good auth. of Ammon)

5«, (d)
with rewards 7 cf. 18 2418 and promise of promotion to honour
17.37b 94H

; (e) Balaam sets out innocently 34 accompanied only
by h is 2 servants 22 and is stopped and warned through the ass

22-

35a (35br)
} (f) the Jangel of J,f appearing 31 by day ^35 ; (g) ia

spite of his fame for magic 7 241 Balaam responds solely to the
Spirit of God 242, having promised not to go beyond the tcord of
J" 18 2418—ebless . . . Scurse 624s

, silver and gold is 2413 Gn 132
2435. ss

;
ride 22.30 Qn 24®, sword drawn in . . .

23- si Jos 5J3,

turn aside 23. 26 2021, these three times 28. sa 241% cf. 1432, aU
thy life long so Gn 4815f* ; *thy (his) place 2411- 23-

E—<a) Moab is sore afraid 8» * (b) the princes ofMoab are sent
for B. 8-la. 13-21. 40 236. 17

; (c) to Pethor, which is by the River (%.e.

Euphrates, in the far East, cf. Aram 237) * cf. Gn 31^1 Ex 2331

Jos 242f- 14£ ; (d) urgency being shown by a second more dis-
tinguished embassy 15 while B. Is welcomed with & feast 40

; (e)
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Balaam is first forbidden to 12
, then let go with a caution 2°,

(f) God speaking to him at mjht 8-12. 19f.
; (g) Balaam twice with

lavish sacrifices tries to win an acceptable message 23lf- 145 yet
will only speak what God speaks to him 20 or puts in his mouth
ss 035 ri lb—bring . . . word 8 1326, God came unto B. 9. 20 Gn 203

3124, saddled his ass 21 Gn 228, utmost part 86b 20*6, send 37

cf. Jos 249, offered 234 Gn 2213.

251'5 is almost the last piece of JE in Nu, and
contains both elements. J—(a) the people lb

, (b)

began to commit whoredom with the daughters of
Moab lb

, (c) who seduced them to worship their

gods 2 Ex 3414f
*

; (d) Jfr
is angry, and bids Moses take

all the chiefs and hang them up before the sun 4
.

E—(a) Isr. la
, (b) abode in Shittim** Jos 21

, (c)

and Isr. joined himself to the Baal of Peor 3
; (d)

Moses bids the judges (cf. Ex 18) slay every one his

men who had sinned 5
.

256-13 has lost its beginning, but it is clearly Pg
,

and may have ascribed the temptation "by Midian-
itish women to Balaam (cf. 31 lb P8

}. Kp seems to

have preferred 1-5 as a commencement, but the
plague raging in 8b does not answer either to 4 or 5

.

10-18 interrupts the connexion with 261 and is

assigned to Ps
,
preparing the way for 31.

26 relates the second census of the people after

the forty years. It is encumbered with interpola-

tions in 9-lo.n. sawn. Mf.
s ailc[ can hardly be Pg.

The order of tribes follows l
20"43 Pa (except Man-

asseh before Ephraim, see table above), and the
clans are dependent on Gn 46Sff* P8

. Moreover, the
order for the division of the land is given to Moses,
who was not to enter it, 2712ff

*, Dt 3249ff
*, and with-

out even naming the land or announcing its con-

quest (contrast 3351ff* 34,j£f*). The phrase as J" com-
manded Moses is also late. Thus 26 may he based
on P» but belongs now to P8

.

271'11
,
on the case of Zelophebad’s daughters,

follows on 2632
'56

, and the phraseology is of like

character with 26.

—

12-14 and Dt S248-52 can hardly
both be original. The suggestion of Dillmann is a
happy one, that the insertion of Dt in P required

the announcement of the death of Moses to be
placed later, and that this passage, which does not
open like Pg has been inserted by an editor to fill

the gap.

—

15-23 is then supposed to have been orig.

preceded by Dt 3248-52
;
probably an account of

Moses* death followed (cf. Nu 2023-29).
28 f., a detailed list of the offerings prescribed

for the full round of sacred seasons, is given to Ps
.

Its position among other supplements and away
from the calendar in Lv 23 dated forty years hack,
its uniform inclusion of the later elements of Lv 23
and addition of the New Moon festival, the elabora-

tion of 2912-38 on the Feast of Booths or Ingathering
(observe that both names are dropped), and the
phraseological indications, all converge towards the
same conclusion.

30, on Vows, may rest on an older, simpler basis,

but it is shown by its style to be itself late. It

does not attach itself to Lv 27 or Nu 6.

31, on the war with Midian, comes awkwardly
after the message about Moses* death. Some
hrases (go to meet u

, thy servants 4®) suggest a
ependence on J, or a borrowing of his language

which is foreign to Pg. The ignoring of Joshua
in favour of Phinehas 6

, and Eleazar’s unique
exercise of authority 21ff

-, point to P3
, and the

peculiar phraseology confirms this.

321’38
, on the settlement of the 24 tribes, has still

stronger indications of an underlying J element

;

but here, too, the whole must be given to Ps
. For

the complication of evidence see Oxf Hex.—39“42
,

in which the conquest of Gilead, assumed in 1-4
,

is assigned to a Manassxte elan, from its resem-
blance to Jg 1, is given to J, cf. 2123 ' **, but 40 is

ft harmonizing interruption. Cf. also Jg IQ4.

331-49 gives an itinerary, largely based on JE
(esp. J), with 40 stations in 40 years. Its position

in the book and its mixed contents lead to its

being ascribed like 31 f. to P8
.

—

50-56 seems derived

by Ps from 2 sources, (1) a command, belonging to

the school of Ph
(cf. Lv 26 1 - 30 2024

), to drive out the
Canaanites, destroy images, and possess the land
51b-00 . 55f.

. (2) an order to divide the land by lot 54

based (in part verbally) on 2652-56.—341-15 describes

minutely the future boundaries of the land W. of

Jordan which Moses had never seen, but only
alludes vaguely to the eastern regions he had
seen.

—

16-29 names the tribal agents for the de-

limitation. Comparison with analogous passages
in Pg and with the account in Jos of the actual

division, make it most unlikely that this can be Pg
,

though it may be an expansion of a briefer section,

cf. Jos 142 .

35 combines two orders, about 48 Levitical cities
1-8 (contrast 1820 * 24

,
where priests and Levites have

no property, only income), and about blood -re-

venge 9-34
. The latter has terms foreign to Pg (e.g.

high priest, holy oil 25* ,28

), and, after a full close 29
,

resumes the subject and closes with a verse 34

borrowed from an earlier source like Ph
, cf. 1913

,

Lv 153X 6 refers to the cities of refuge, and
both sections are best understood as not having
formed part of Pg.—36 supplements 271-u on the
rights of heiresses.

§ 4. Authorship and Date.—Onlj in a broad
sense do these questions arise. we can speak
of schools of writing and periods of composition,

but we cannot* name an individual or dogmatize
about a year. In the wider sense the results of

criticism as sketched above lead to some definite

conclusions. All the strata of literary deposit in

the Hex. seem to be laid bare in a section taken
through the Book of Numbers. (1) If the earliest

and latest elements in J were put in writing be-

tween B.c. 850 and 650, as the indications suggest,

then the hits of folk-song and the traditions of

national life and movement which are associated

with them in 20-21 must be dated amongst the
oldest. The stories of Hobab (ch. 10), of the manna
and quails (ch. 11), of Caleb and the spies (ch. 1322-24),
of the revolt of (Korah and) On (ch. 16), and the
episode of Balaam, take a middle place, while the
advanced conceptions and lofty tone of parts of

chs. 11 and 14 represent the last contributions of

this school. (2) Similarly, E has its archaic frag-

ments of verse, from the Book of the Wars of J" or

elsewhere, with brief notes of international rela-

tions in chs. 20-21, its middle period producing
the narratives of Caleb and the spies (ch. 13), of

Dathan and Abiram (ch. 16) and of Balaam
(ch. 22 £.), and its latest stage illustrated by the
account of the seventy elders (ch. 11), and the
complaint of Aaron ana Miriam (ch. 12), (3) Even
D has its echo in one paragraph, 21m\ (4) The
four stages of priestly legislation and historio-

graphy are met in turn. The peculiar notes of the
Law of Holiness Ph are detected twice, namely, in
10^* and 1537

"41
, and suspected elsewhere. The

careful codifying of priestly teaching (P*) is pre-

served in5f. 15. 19. The priestly groundwork of

law and history (Pg), though probably at many
points displaced in favour of an expanded version.,

is kept in parts of 1. 3. 9. 10, which are occupied
with the census of laity and clergy in the holy
congregation, the second Passover, and the first

moving of the Camp from Sinai; it recounts the
story of the spies (ch. 13), the sacrilege of Korah
and"the congregation (ch- 16), and the budding of

Aaron’s rod (eh. 17), provides for priests and
Levites (ch. 18), and tells of the death of Aaron
(ch. 20), the heroism of his grandson Phinehas (ch.

25), and the choice of Joshua (ch. 27).

The remainder, occupying more than half of the
whole book, though as far as possible from being
homogeneous, must come under the one heading of

priestly supplements P8
, some of them little latex
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in time than P&, others among the latest additions
to the Hex. Enough has been said above to enable
the student to form hisown conclusions about these.

§ 5. Historical Significance.—Again, the dis-

tinction must be drawn between the direct witness
to the past and the indirect evidence as to the
times of the writers. The whole book is abund-
antly significant in the latter sense, JE illustrating
for us how antiquity looked in the palmy days of
Israel’s national greatness, and P revealing the
effect of circumstances in changing the point of
view, and so transforming almost beyond recogni-
tion the picture of the past. But, except in places
where there is independent reason to suppose that
P rests on some part of JE which it has displaced,
it is impossible here, any more than elsewhere, to
accept its testimony as in the modern sense his-

torical. Even the earlier sources can be used only
with discrimination as supplying data for histori-

cal conclusions. But the general facts of the
delay in entering Canaan, the roundabout route,
and the conquest of the Amorites, being witnessed
by both lines of tradition, and agreeable to the
rest of our knowledge, emerge as well established.
See, further, separate arts, on Moses, etc.

§ 6. Religious Value. — What has been said
under this head in the arts, on Exodus and
Leviticus is largely applicable to the continuation
of those books in Numbers. But a word may be
added on that which is distinctive. (1) The fact
is well brought out that a nation as well as an
individual may have a moral and religious char-
acter, and be bound by its acts. Proved to be
unprepared for conquest and colonization, Israel

is subjected to the discipline of delay. (2) The
need of divine guidance is symbolized by the ad-
vance of the ark (JE) or the cloud (P). (3) Types
of character are presented whose lessons teach us
still : Moses with the meekness of a strong nature
under restraint, Miriam with the petty jealousy
which often disfigures even good women, Caleb
honest and whole-hearted, Balaam weak hut not
worthless

;
popular movements are described

which have their modern parallels—the fickleness
of the mob,—‘little Israelites’ to-day, Chauvinists
to-morrow,—their disposition to blame anybody but
themselves, the readiness of the laity to assert
their rights rather than fulfil their duties,—all

these are before us especially in JE. (4) Taking
the description of the camp and congregation
given in Ps and P3 as an ideal picture of the past
whose value is in its symbolism, even as the
picture of the future in the Apocalypse is in the
same wav precious, there is much to be gleaned:
—the order and particularity, the distribution of

duties, the equalization of burdens, the provisions
for unity by co-operation, the elaboration of a
stately ceremonial, nothing being left to the spur
of the moment, but confusion avoided by fulness
of rubrical direction,—in all this there is latent a
wealth of suggestion as to the nature, the worship,
and the organization, not to say the financial

management, of the Church of to-day. (5) Perhaps
the highest point is reached in the lofty and yet
broad view of prophetic inspiration found in E11 f.

:

Would God that all the Loras people were prophets /

Accordingly, it only needs that the Lord should
put His Spirit upon the modem readers of Num-
bers, and they will not fail to find fresh truth
breaking forth out of this portion of His word.

Literature.—

A

part from the works cited under Hexateuch
and the general commentaries, there is little to refer to. B. W.
Bacon, Exodusf 1804, is valuable for JE; the Oxf. Hex. 1900
(ed. by J. E. Carpenter and the present writer) has been used
largely, and may be consulted for fuller information ; the vol. in
the Expos. Bible is by R. A. Watson ; preachers may also refer
to Bp. Hall’s Cmtemplatums ; the forthcoming vol. by G. B.
Gray in the Intern, wit. Com. has a large gapto fill.

G. Harford-Battersby.

NUMENIUS (Sovftijvios), the son of Antiochu^
was one of the ambassadors sent by Jonathan,
about B.C. 144, to renew the treaty between the Jews
and Romans. He was also charged with letters

from the high priest and the Jewish people to the
Spartans and others, in order to establish friendly
relations with them (1 Mac 12 1 *18

}. The am-
bassadors were well received at Spaita (ib. 1420-23)

and at Rome [ib. 123**), and sent back to Judaea
with a safe -conduct. Subsequently, about the
time of the popular decree in favour of Simon (B.C

141), Numenius was sent with another embassy to
Rome, taking as a present a golden shield weigh-
ing a thousand minas. The Senate passed a decree
in favour of the Jews, guaranteeing them the un-
disturbed possession of their country, and gave to

the ambassadors letters to the neighbouring kings
and independent States, informing them of the
terms of this decree. The embassy returned to
Jerusalem in B.C. 139 (1 Mac lo

15r24
). See art.

Lucius, and cf. Schurer, HJP I. i. 266-268.

H. A. White.
NUN (3).—The fourteenth letter of the Hebrew

alphabet, and as such employed in the 119th Psalm
to designate the 14th part, each verse of which
begins with this letter. It is transliterated in this
Dictionary by n.

NUN (pi « fish/ in 1 Ch T27 jy Non, LXX Naui§
[possibly a primitive error in transcription, NATH
for NATN], hence Nave of Sir 461 AY).—The father
of Joshua, the successor of Moses, Ex 3311

, Nu ll28,
Jos l 1 etc. On the probability that Nun is a clan
rather than a personal name, and on its hearing on
totemism, see Gray, Heb. Prop. Names

, pp. 96, 102;
cf. also W. R. Smith, Kinship

, p. 221 f.

NURSE (jigi’9 menelcethy msk ’omeneth , rpo<f>6s).—4. The term mineketh (root [pa;] ‘ suck ’) desig-
nated a foster-mother. Deborah had been such
to Rebekah, and the maternal devotion was
maintained throughout her life, Gn 2459 35s. By
Miriam’s readiness of resource the mother of
Moses became his appointed nurse, Ex 27. The
same meaning of * nurse ’ occurs in 2K ll2

, Is 49s3
;

cf. the use of rpo<f>6s in 1 Th 27, and Tpo<po<popeiv in
Dt l

31
. In the East a child is usually nursed till

over two years of age. 2.
5Omeneth (root [p$]

4 con-
firm,’ ‘support’) is a more general term applying
to any female attendant in charge of children.
Thus Naomi became nurse to Obed (Ru 415), and
Mephibosheth was five years old when he fell from
the arms of his nurse {'omeneth) 2 S 44.

3. The ‘nursing-father’ (jpk Nu ll12
. Is 49as

)

would he found only in families of rank and
wealth. Among the Emirs or leading families of

the Lebanon, one of the dependants, usually a
poor relative, is appointed to this office. He
becomes the constant companion, playmate, and
guardian of the heir, carrying him when tired,

and giving him later his first lessons in horse-
manship and manly sports. In old age Ms re-

lationship to the family is not forgotten, and care
is taken that he shall not suffer want. In Pref.
to AY the translators (apparently regardless of

the difference between the nursing-father and the
nursing-mother) say :

‘ And lastly, that the Church
be sufficiently provided for, is so agreeable to good
reason and conscience, that those mothers are holder
to be lesse cruell, that kill their children as soone
as they are home, then those noursing fathers ana
mothers (wheresoever they be) that withdraw from
themwho hang upon their breasts (and upon whose
breasts againe themselves doe hange to receive the
spirituall and sincere milke of the word) livelyhood
and support fit for their estates.’ And Thomas
Fuller is yet bolder when he says : ‘ He set before
the King the hainousnesse of sacriledge ; how great
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a slnne it was when Princes, who should he nurs-

ing-fathers and suckle the Church, shall suck from
it * {Holy Warre, ii. 5, p. 49).

For tne ’omenim who acted as tutors (2 K 101* 3
,

cf. Est 27), see Education, 1. G. M. Mackie.

NURTURE.—The verb to nurture occurs occa-

sionally in Sirach as the translation of ircuSrfJw

(Sir 181S 2123 22s 3119 4029
). It is also found in

2 Es S12 * Thou . . . mirturedst it in thy law ’

(erudisti eum in lege tua). The subst. is found
in Wis 3n and Eph 64 as the tr. of waudela, as

well as in Sir 2210 ‘want of nurture,’ Gr. dxcu-

SevcLa. Now both in LXX and NT waideia and
xcuSeifo describe, not ‘nurture’ in the modern
use of that word, but training, especially such
training or discipline as involves restraint and
even chastisement. Chastise and chastening or

chastisement are often the best translation, as in

He 125* 7* 10
. In Lk 2316* 22 the verb is used of the

scourging of a malefactor : it is rendered ‘ chastise
5

inE v. In the 16th cent. ‘ nurture ’ was an excellent

equivalent for TraiSajw and iracdda, as it contained
the idea of training by means of chastisement or

tribulation. Thus Dt 85 Tind. ‘ As a man nurtereth
his sonne, even so the Lorde thy God nurtereth
the’ (AV and RY * ehasteneth ’) ; Dt 2118 Tind. ‘ Yf
any man have a sonne that is stuburne and dis-

obedient that he will not herken unto the voyce of

his father and voyce of his mother, and they have
taught him nurture’; He 1210 Tind. ‘And they
verely for a feaue dayes nurtred us after their

awne pleasure ’
; 1 K 1211 Cov. ‘ My father correcte

you with scourges, hut I wyl nourtoure you with
scorpions ’ ; Ps 9410 Cov. ‘He that nurtureth the
Heithen, and teacheth a man knowledge, shal not
he punysh ? ’ (see Driver’s note on this passage in

Pared. Psalter, p. 477). Rutherford is fond of the
word and illustrates its meaning in his day admir-
ably: thus, Letters, No. xcviil ‘I get my meat
from Christ with nurture, for seven times a-day I

am lifted up and casten down ’
; No. Ixx. ‘ You

have had your own large share of troubles, and a
double portion ; bnt it saith your Father counteth
you not a bastard; full-begotten bairns are nur-
tured.’

Shaks. uses the word twice, and in both places

in the sense of the result of training: Tempest,

IV. i» 189——
*A bom devil, on whose nature

Nurture can never stick *

;

As Tom Like It, n. vii. 97

—

* Yet am I inland bred
And know some nurture.'

This is the meaning in Sir 3119 and 40s®, where
AY has ‘ well-nurtured,’ RY ‘ well-mannered 1 and
‘well-instructed’ : the Gr. is weraiSevfdwos.

J. Hastings.
NUTS.—The equivalent of two Heb. words

—

4. botnim, repipivQoi, terebintki. The (unused)
sing., jnb boten, of this is perhaps the cognate of
the Arab, butm, the n being substituted for the m.
This word hi Arab, is generic for terebinth. Its
generic character seems to have been lost in Heb.,
in which are several words the signification of
which is uncertain as between the terebinth and
the oak. (See Oak). Doubtless the form botnim,

the plural of the assumed jes, refers, in the only-

passage in which it occurs (Gn 4311
), to pistachio

nuts. They are the fruit of Pistacia vera, L., a
tree of the Order Anacardiacece, 10-20 ft. high,
with 1-2 pair of odd pinnate leaflets 3-5 in. long,
or ample ovate leaves. The nut is oblong, apicu-
late, | in. long, £ in. broad, with green oily

cotyledons. It is doubtfully indigenous, but every-
where cultivated in the orchards near cities. The
tree and its fruit are known as fistitk. The nuts

are a favourite luxury of the Orientals. While
the Heb. on the one hand thus appropriated the
term pa to one species of the modem genus
Pistacia, the Arabs, on the other, have appro-
priated it to three other species of the same genus,
allied to each other, but differing from the pis-

tachio. They are P. Terebinthus, L., P. Pales-

tina, Ehr. (which should be regarded simply as
a variety of the foregoing), and P. mutica, F.
and M. These are the true terebinths, and prob-
ably the trees intended by n£x, and perhaps
other Heb. words. (See Oak). They attain a
height of 20-25 ft. and a diameter of 30-40. They
have pinnate leaves, and small lenticular inedible
fruits, from which an oil, used in tanning and
other arts, is expressed. Probably both the
Hebrews and the Arabs originally recognized the
generic connexion between the pistachio and the
terebinth. It is clear, from the LXX and Yulg.,
that those YSS recognized the analogy. Rvm
gives the gloss, ‘that is, pistachio nuts.’ It is

interesting to note that in Mardin a terebinth is

cultivated, under the name of JistuTf, which bears
fruit of the lenticular shape of the terebinth
nutlets, but as large as a cherry stone, and with
an edible kernel, resembling in taste pistachio
nuts. Some such terebinthme tree must have
been the wild stock of the pistachio. The city
Betonim in Gad, east of the Jordan (Jos 1326), was
doubtless named from trees, either of pistachio or
terebinth. It is now called Botneh

, a survival of
its Heb. form, but carrying to Arab minds the
meaning of the Arab. botn= ‘ belly.’

2. mi* egoz. This word also occurs bnt once
(Ca Qu), The exact similarity to the Arab. jauz=
‘walnut,’ and the universal cultivation of this

tree in the East, make it practically certain that
the walnut is intended. The LXX mpvov and the
Yulg. mix are generic, hut also are often used
specifically for the walnut. They are the seeds
of the fruit of Juglans regia, L., a noble tree,

growing in moist situations. It attains a height
of 20-30 ft. and a diameter of 50-60. It is par-
ticularly common around the village fountains,
and along the mountain torrents. Its foliage is

fragrant. The nuts are of excellent quality, and
very cheap. One variety measures 2 inches in its

long diameter. G. E. Post.

NYMPHA or NYMPHAS.—A prominent member
of the Church at Laodicea, at whose house a con-
gregation was accustomed to meet, Col 415

. The
question of reading is a difficult one, chiefly because
of the ambiguity of the evidence from the Latin
and Syriac versions. But the reading ‘ her house ’

in B 67** seems best to explain the origin of the
others. Lightfoot’s objection, that ‘ a Doric form
of the Greek name here seems in the highest degree
improbable,’ though endorsed by T. K. Abbott (Int.

Crit. Com. in loc. ), can hardly stand in face of the
evidence for similar forms in Jn 11®, Ac 9s8 (see
Hort, App. p. 163a; Jannaris, Historical Greek
Grammar

, § 270). If this reading be adopted, her
name must have been Nympha, and she must have
occupied in the Church a position similar to that
of Prisca at Rome (Ro 16s), and perhaps of Phoebe
at Cenehreee (Ro 161

), and Lydia at Philippi (Ac
1615). If the reading ‘ his house ’ be adopted from
DFGEX, etc., the name must he read Nymphas,
and is probably to be regarded as a contraction
for Nymphodorus. The reading ‘ their house’
(kACP, etc.) would leave the form of the name
uncertain. Nymphas and Entrains are commemo-
rated together as * Holy Apostles ’ on Feb. 28, in
the Greek Calendar. There is nothing in NT to
account either for the combination of the names oi
for the title. See Acta Sanct. Bolland. Feb. 28,

p. 719. J. O. F. Murray.
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0
OABDIUS —One of the sons of E1&

who had married a foreign wife, 1 Es 927=Abdi of
Ezr IQ26.

OAE.—Three of the words txd 'oak* in EV
are perhaps derived from the root Vn* or * to he
prominent/ They are (I) W, pi. ’Slim

;

(2)
n$>x ’eldh; (3) 'el6n. The following analysis
will show the renderings of LXX, Vulg., EV.

1. *?:x only in const. V'x 'el. EV transliterate
(Gn 14s) as part of the proper name El-paran,
LXX Tep4(3wdo$s Vnlg. Campestria. EV render
(Is l29) ‘oaks/ RVm 'terebinths,

5 LXX ddcaka,
Vnlg. idoli. AV tr. (Is 575

) ‘idols,
5 AVm ‘oaks,

5

EV ‘oaks, 5 RVm ‘idols,
5 LXX eZduXa, Vnlg. dii.

EV tr. (Is 613) 'trees,
5 LXX yeveai, Vulg. fortes.

EV tr. (Ezk 3114
) ‘height,

5 AVm ‘upon them-
selves,

5 LXX tiipos, Vnlg. sublimitas

.

2. nbx 'eldh, EV tr. (Gn 354 LXX reptpLvdos,

Vnlg. terebinthus ; Jg 611, 19 LXX rep4fitv6os, Vnlg.
quercus

;

2 S 189* 10* 14 LXX opvs, Vnlg. quercus ;

1 K 1314 LXX Spds, Vnlg. terebinthus ; Is Is0 LXX
rep£(3iv9o$, Vnlg. quercus ; Ezk 613 LXX omitted,
Vnlg. quercus) 'oak,

5 RVm ‘terebinth.
5 EV

transliterate (1 S 172 LXX om.; v. 19 Spvs, Vnlg. tere-

binthus ; 219 LXX 'HAS, Vnlg. terebinthus) ‘Elah, 5

EVm in both ‘the terebinth.
5 AV tr. (Is 618

)

‘teil tree,
5 EV ‘terebinth,

5 LXX repifhvdos, Vnlg.
terebinthus

.

AV tr. (Hos 413
) ‘elms 5

(see Elm),
KV ‘ terebinths,

5 LXX 8£p6pov <rwtu&£ov9 Vnlg. tere-

binthus.

3. pVx 'elon, AV tr. (Gn 12® LXX Spvs, Vnlg. con-

mllis; 1318 LXX Spvs, Vnlg. vallis

;

Dt ll80 LXX
Spvs, Vnlg. vallis ; Jg 4n LXX Spvs, Vnlg. vallis

;

9® LXX pakavos, Vnlg. quercus ; 1 S 10s LXX Spvs,

Vulg. quercus) ‘plain
5 or ‘plains,

5 EV ‘oak 5
or

‘oaks/ m. ‘terebinth 5 or ‘terebinths.
5 AV (Jos

19s3) transliterates Alton (many ed<L read pWt), EV
‘oak,

5 m. ‘terebinth,
5B MwAd, A M^Adj^Vnlg. Elon.

Thns it will be seen that the weight of the two
Eng. versions for the first two words is ‘ oak,

5 and
AV for the last ‘plain,

5 EV (certainly correctly)
‘ oak,

5 m. ‘ terebinth.
5 The great diversity in the

LXX and Vulg. in i is partly due to the resemblance
"between the word for ‘ oak 5 and that for ‘ god.

5

The other two words ti4 ‘ oak 5 are in appearance
derived from an unknown root bhx, though they
differ from 2 and 3 only in punctuation. They are
A.

3allah (Jos 2426), E v ‘oak,
5 LXX reptpuvffos,

Vulg. quercus. 5- pW? 'aUSn. This is always tr4

‘oak 5 m both Eng. versions. LXX give jSdActios,

8pvs, Vnlg. quercus. The Arab, affords no cine to
the meaning of any of the above terms, as there is

no derivative from the cognate roots which refers

to a tree. It is thought by many (e.g? Bilim., Del.

,

cf. EVm) that 1, 2, and 3 denote the terebinth and
4 and 5 the oak (Hos 413

, Is 6
13 show that nbx and pW

are distinct). See, further, articles Terebinth,
TORPEKTINE, and Dillmann’s note on Gn 12®.

There are nine species of oak in Pal. and Syria.

(1) Q. Sessiliflora, Sm., a tall tree of subaipine
Lebanon, with deciduous, smuate-pinn&te-lobed
leaves. (2) Q. Lnsitanica, Lam. (Arab. melMl and
balhit), a large tree, with deciduous, elliptical to

oblongand sublanceolate, dentate or crenate leaves.

It grows abundantly from the coast to the middle
mountain regions. It hears numerous sorts of
galls. (3) Q. Ilex, L. , alow tree of the Syrian coast.

(4) Q. Coccifera, L., the holm oak, Arab, sindidn,

the largest of the oaks of Palestine. It has a
flattened globular, very dense comns, often 40-50

ft in diameter, and 25-35 ft. high. It has ever
green, ovate to oblong, spiny toothed or entire;
glossy leaves, usually not over 1-2 in. long. It is

generally planted near Moslem, Braze, and Muta-
w&Iy welys. A specimen of this tree, with very
straggling branches, is the famous Abraham’s Oak,
a tree, however, which is not more than 300-400
years old. (See Holm Tree). (5) Q. Cerris, L.
(Arab. halMt or likk). This has an oblong comns,
often 50-60 ft. high, with deciduous, oblong, more
or less pinnate-lobed leaves. It grows very luxuri-
antly in the mountainous to subaipine regions, esp.
in Cassius and Amanus. (6) Q. Ehrenbergii, Ky.,
is a medium-sized tree, with deciduous, ovate,
pinnatisect or parted leaves. It is found only in
the middle zone of Lebanon and Antilebanon.
(7) Q. iEgiiops, L., the Valonia oak (Arab, melldl),
has a rounded comns, and deciduous, ovate to
oblong, unequallycoarse serrate leaves, often 2-3 in.

long. The acorn is the largest belonging to any
Syrian species, being often 1-2 in. in diameter. The
cupule contains much tannin, hence it is ex-
tensively used in tanning, and is a standard article

of commerce. This tree flourishes in the lower
and middle mountain zones. (8) Q. Look, Ky.
(Arab, likk), is a medium-sized tree or shrub,
with deciduous, oblong, wavy, crenate-dentate
leaves. It grows in forests in Lebanon and Anti-
lebanon and Jfaur&n. (9) Q. Libani, Oliv., is a
low tree or shrub, with lanceolate, glossy, coarsely
dentate leaves. It grows in the middle zones of
Lebanon, Cassius, Amanus, and northward.

It will thus be seen that the several species of
oak are among the most widely disseminated trees
of Syria and Palestine. The mountains of JSaurdn
(Bashan, Is 213

, Ezk 27®, Zee ll2) have many oak
trees still, mostly Q. Coccifera, Q. iEgilops, and
Q. Lnsitanica. Oak trees were planted by tombs
(Gn 358 ). Few objects in Pal. or Syria are more
striking than the immense oak trees, solitary or
grouped near the welys. Oak trees were places of
sacrifice (Hos 413

). From oak timber idols were
made (Is 4414

). The wood of the oak has always
been used for fuel, for roofing of houses, and fox
shipbuilding (Ezk 27®). G. E. POST.

OAR.—See Ships and Boats.

OATH.—The leading terms for ‘oath,5 1 swear,
5

etc., are 1. rhx noun and verb; ]£al— ‘ swear,5

Hiphil ‘put under oath.
5 This word has more

especially the sense of ‘curse,
5 LXX apa, Vulg.

malediction ef. the phrase rr.i ‘become an
execration,

5 Nu 5s7 (P), Jer 2918 4218 4412 (see below).
Cf. Ac 2312* 14

* where dvade/xarlfru’ is used of the
Jews who bound themselves under an oath (curse)

to kill St. Paul. 2. nj^ ‘oath,
5

(Niph.)
‘swear, 5 (Hiph.) ‘cause to swear, 5 ‘take an
oath of one,

5 ‘ adjure,
5 answering respectively to

the LXX SpKos, SfJwvfjLL or dpudfca, bptdkoj or iZoptdfo,
and the Vulg.juramentum orjusjurandum, jurare,
adjurare. The verb jntf is derived from V7$ ‘ seven.

5

Seven was regarded as a sacred number by the Sem-
ites, and so the verb would mean literally * to come
under the influence of seven things

5 (W. E. Smith,
US, p. 166; cf. above, p. 565). For example, seven
animals would be killed or seven witnesses called.

That we may understand the purpose and im-
portance of oaths among the Hebrews in primitive
times, the historical situation requires to be borne
in mind. Before there was a collective national
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life, with an accepted code of laws and a strong
executive, any convention formed among men had
to be of the nature of a mutual understanding ; and
when the agreement was one of much moment, it

was made as binding as the circumstances of the
time allowed, by the parties to it subjecting them-
selves with all due solemnity to an oath. Ex-
amples of oaths between men we have in Gn 26-8ff*

o<P, Jos 2I2ff
- 915* 1S

. In conformity with the entire
usage, and with the externalism wiiich wTas its

principal feature, strict attention was given to the
forms and technicalities employed ; a kind of
ritual was established in oath-taking. In par-
ticular, the custom prevailed of killing an animal
in the ceremonial, the symbolism in this case
having been both elaborate and impressive. The
practice is described in Gn 15 and Jer 3418f\ The
victim was divided into two pieces, and the per-
sons concerned walked between the pieces, in testi-

mony of their invocation of the like doom of
destruction upon themselves if they proved un-
faithful to their oath. The form of walking
pciween the pieces after eating of the sacrifice

is held by Robertson Smith to nave been further
indicative of the belief that the parties were taken
within the mystical life of the victim. Among the
simpler forms used there is the act of * putting the
hand under the thigh 5 (Gn 24-ff- 47s9

) : the under-
lying idea is discussed by Dillmann, in loc. (See
also art. Thigh). Or the hand is stretched out to
heaven (Gn 1422

;
cf. Dn 127

, Rev 105f
*), this gesture

by its naturalness explaining itself.

The language of adjuration varies greatly.
Among the commonest expressions axe the phrases,
4 The Lord do so to me, and more also,

5 and * As
the Lord liveth,

5

or there is the extended form,
8 As the Lord liveth, and as thy soul liveth/
Jacob svrears by the fear (ins, i.e.

4 the object of
his fear

5=God; cf. v.42) of his father Isaac (Gn
3158

), and Joseph swears by the life of Pharaoh
(Gn 4215

). In early times the tribal god and an
earthly ruler had not been sharply distinguished
from each other in men’s thoughts: thus the
practice of swearing by the prince or by the life

of the prince would he accounted for. On the
other hand, even when better things were to he
expected after the establishment of ethical mono-
theism, abuses were common among the scribes

;

there was a declension by easy transitions from
the invocation of the Deity to forms of adjuration
by some of the familiar objects of earth. Thus
one would swear by Heaven, by Jerusalem as the
Holy City, by the earth, by his own head (Mt

or again by the temple as the House of God,
by the gold of the temple, by the altar, or by the
gift on the altar (Mt 23*eff

-}.

As the Author of the world was invoked in
adjuration, the idea prevailed that the oath, once
uttered, had objective significance in the sense
that it affected the course of nature ; a conviction
that may he taken to indicate in one aspect of it

how even primeval man was feeling after the truth
,
which was afterwards to be revealed, that 4 out of
the heart are the issues of life.

5 To take an oath
was to come under a specified penalty in case of
violation of the oath, to expose one’s self to a
curse. Accordingly .-pk

=

4 oath or curse.
5 Thus

the princes of the congregation of Israel, having
sworn to the GIbeonites to be at peace with them
and to let them live, find that they must carry out
their undertaking, at least in form, even when it

was discovered that the Gibeonites had been de-
ceivers, 4

lest,
5 they said, 4 wrath be upon us be-

cause of the oath which we sware unto them 5

(Jos 9). And Saul resolved, in fulfilment of an
oath he had uttered, to kill his son Jonathan, who
was innocent (1 S 1424** ; cf. Mt 1#). In Nu 5
the oath of cursing, administered with the ritual

of the water of bitterness, entails the most terrible

consequences on the guilty; and in Zee 5lff
* the

flying roll of the prophetic vision represents a curse
4
like a bird of prey

5

pursuing the wicked person
over the face of the whole earth. In view of the
far-reaching consequences involved in oath-taking,
the law placed careful restrictions on the practice

in the case of members of a family other than the
head (Nu 30).

Perjury on the part of a witness wras punished
with the same penalty which his testimony, if

true, would have involved for the accused persoi

(Dt 1915£r
*).

Oaths as between God and men. At a period
when every important compact among men was
confirmed by an oath, and when there was no
other guarantee for the discharge of their lia-

bilities by each of the parties concerned, the con-
ception formed of God’s relation to His people was,
and could only be, the conception of His making a
promise to them under the sanction of an oath.
When God is represented as taking an oath to the
fathers, it is meant that those with whom He
entered into relation gained the assurance that His
fidelity to them and to His promise was unalter-
able (cf. He 613

). His nature w*as partly understood
through the thoughts aud practices of the best
men of the time ; whereas a presentation of His
wTays and character by means of ideas which were
entirely unconnected with the current life of the
age wTould have been meaningless and void of
effect. The oath wiiich God took to Abraham, and
wThich is so often referred to, is given in Gn 2215ff

-

:

4 By myself have I sworn, saith the Lord . . . that
in blessing I will bless thee, and in multiplying I
will multiply thy seed as the stars,’ etc.

When God is regarded as binding Himself by an
oath, a period has been reached in the history of
Revelation which is comparatively well defines
both in respect to the initial and the closing stage
of it. There has been an advance when the truth
is communicated to man, in such a way as to he
believed, that God makes and will without fail

keep a promise, that He is spiritual and moral, and
has an interest in man. On the other hand, the
peculiar externalism of such religions faith is

obvious; and it is apparent that only a very
limited knowledge of the divine nature is attain-
able, in the absence of practical proof of God’s
intervention for good in the exigencies of earthly
life. The experience and thought of the period in
question are accordingly transcended ; trust in
God comes to be based on other ground. When
the chosen people were formed into a nation, the
warrant ana motive for obedience, enforced again
and again to the better mind of the Israelites, was
the deliverance from Egyptian bondage

, and the
known goodness of Jehovah. Not merely because a
promise had once been made and confirmed by an
oath, but because God had saved the people, loved
them, and brought His goodness in the law near to
their heart, were they under obligation to serve
Him. The old oath is frequently adduced indeed,
but the spiritual and moral facts of the nation’s
history are mainly rehearsed in attestation of the
truth that God was faithful to His oath. In th*
New Covenant (Jer 31^*), and above all in it*
completion in Christ, men’s knowledge of the Lord,
their trust in Him, rests on His forgiveness of
their sin, and on His creation of a new and better
righteousness.

On the human side in OT religion man took
oath to God. An oath was 4 a peculiarly solemn
confession of faith

5

(Driver, D&ut. p. 95). Far from
being reprehensible from the religious or moral
point of view, the practice was incumbent on the
pious, and had the promise of blessing. (‘Every
one that sweareth by him shall glory,

5 Ps 6311).
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"But it is requisite that one shall swear by Jehovah
the true God, shall do so in truth and righteous-
ness of spirit, and shall faithfully perform the
oath (Jer 42 121S). It is sinful to swear by them
that are no gods, as Baal, and so to acknowledge
them, or by images or forms usurping the place of
God, as the 4 sin of Samaria 3

or the ‘ way 3
(under-

stood to be the 4 manner 5

or ‘ritual
3)* ox Beer-

sheba (Jer 121S
, Am 814

). Also the double-dealing
of those

_
who swear to the Lord and swear by

Maleam is severely condemned (Zeph l 5).

^

In
<

the time of Christ, minute arbitrary dis-

tinctions had been set up by the scribes and
Pharisees in adjuration, such as were plainly
destructive of the moral sense and amounted to
a profanation of the name of God ; and the abuse
called forth from Christ the severest denunciation

j

(Mt 2316ff
-). An oath which was to all appearance

most solemn and binding was evaded after all by
the methods of casuistry, by the tacit reservation
that it had no force, that ‘ it was nothing.

3 The
name of God was invoiced to cover deliberate
deceit. But our Lord goes further when He lays
down the principle in the Sermon on the Mount,
4 Swear not at all

5 (Mt o34 * 37
; so Ja 512

). Men’s
speech is to be 4 Yea, yea ; nay, nay. 3 All com-
munication between them is to be taken up to the
sphere of perfect truthfulness. The introduction
of oaths in particular cases implies a claim to
some licence in departing from the truth in other
cases. The practice which ostensibly promotes
morality is thus, in fact, injurious to it.

As the prohibition in Mt 5^ seems absolute, the
question arises whether Christ would have sanc-
tioned the judicial use of oaths. In this connexion
His own example may be pointed to when Caiaphas
the high priest adjured Him by the living God
that He should tell whether He was the Christ
(Mt 26^' ). Jesus answered affirmatively without
taking exception to the condition imposed. And
St. Paul sometimes calls God to witness for the
truth of his assertions (2 Co l23. Gal l20). The will
of Christ is the supreme and absolute standard of
conduct, but the will can be ascertained only
when regard is had to the conditions of time,
place, and circumstance. The new law in Mt S34

is understood in its context. As compared with
the old law which is mentioned in the previous
verse, it is a concise, pointed expression of a neces-

sary and enduring principle. But error is readily
incurred by generalizing or by exalting the letter

above the spirit, as in the case of the other injunc-
tion, 4 give to him that asketh thee, and from him
that would borrow of thee turn not thou away 3

(Mt S42). In determining whether and in what
cases the use of oaths is in accordance with the
mind of Christ, people have to ask what conduces
to the advancement of Christian righteousness in
the particular situations that are contemplated.

LiimATtriU!L--W. R. Smith, Religion of the Semites, on oafch-

t&king ami kindred practices in primitive Semitic times, esp.

pp. 164 ff., 461 £.; art. Covenant in voL L of the present work

;

the OT Theologies on the subject of Covenant ; Wendt, Teach-
ing ofJems (Eng. tr.), L p. 269 ff.; Smend, Alttest. Religionsge-
schickte* (see Index, s. ‘Bund ’ and ‘Schwur ’)

; Benzinger or
liow&ck, Meb. Archdologie, s. ‘Eid' ; Gore, Serm. on Mount.

G. Ferries.
OBADIAH and n;-py).—1. The ‘steward 3

or major-domo (n^rrW uste, oIkovouos) of Ahab, 1 K !

lSa (’A|S3eiotf). From his youth he had feared the
LORD, v,u

,
and, during a persecution of Jahwell’s

prophets by Jezebel, Obadiah is recorded to have
concealed 100 of them in eaves and fed them with
bread and water, v. 4

. While obeying the com-
mission of Ahab to search for pasture for the
perishing horses and mules, he was met by Elijah,

and after some hesitation agreed to hear the pro-

phet's message to the king, v.m . 2. A Levite,
* See, further, art. Mannee, p. 237a,

note.

vol in —37

descended from Jeduthun, 1 Ch 93S (B ’AfiSed, A
’0£dia)=Abda of Neh ll 17

. 3. A Jndahite, 1 Ch
321

(’Afioed). 4. A chief of the tribe of Issachar,

1 Ch 7
3 (B Meq35etd [prob. a scribal error], A

30fidd), 5. A descendant of Saul, 1 Ch S38=944

fA
4
do(e)td). 6. A Gadiie chief who joined David

at Ziklag, 1 Ch X29 (’Adqejid). 7. Father of the
Zebuluxrite chief Ishmaiah, 1 Cli 27 19

(

3
A^3(f-)toz5).

8. One of the princes who were sent by Jehosha-
phat to teach in the cities of Judah, 2 Ch 177 (B A/hd,
A ’A/3oid). 9. A Merarite Levite who was one of

the overseers of the workmen employed by Josiah
to repair the temple, 2 Ch 3412 (B

’

Aftoed,
A ’

Afidias).

40. The head of a family that returned with Ezra,
Ezr 89 (B *A8ecd, A ’Adadid), called in 1 Es 8’ :5 Aba-
dias. ii. One of those who sealed the covenant,

I

Neh 10s £’Aj3o(e}id). 12. The eponym of a family of

doorkeepers. Neb. 1225 ’Qd&'as, BAk* om.).
13. The prophet. See next article.

OBADIAH, BOOK OF.—
i. Name, and Place in tbe Canon.
ii. Contents.

iii. Unity and Date.
iv. Condition of Text, Literary Characteristics, etc.

Literature.

This, the shortest of all the prophetical writings,
consisting of only twenty-one verses, has an im-
portance out of all proportion to its length, be-

cause of the literary and exegetical questions it

raises, and the diversity of opinion which still

prevails as to the unity and the date of the book,
and the historical allusions it contains.

i. Name, and Place in the Canon.—The name
Obadiah is not uncommon in the OT (see pre-

ceding article), and has been read on an ancient
seal, inscribed 'Obadyahu 'ebked hammelekh (see

figure in Benzinger, Heb. Arch. p. 258). It occurs,

like similar names, in the two forms snypy and
of which the latter is used in the case of

the prophetical book which forms our subject.

The Massoretie pointing n;-py
9 which is supported

by LXX B 'OftStiov, implies, as is pointed out by
G. A. Smith (Twelve Prophets, ii. 164 el), the
meaning ‘worshipper of J" 3

(?ef. Qbed-edom ; see

the cautious note of Driver, Text of Sam. p. 206),

but the word might he vocalized nnny=ny* ‘ser-

vant of J"
3
(cf. Atf ’Ap5(e)io6; K;DS? of Nell 1117 H 1 Ch

916
;
and the name Abdiel in 1 Ch 515

). Of the
particular Obadiah whose name the prophecy bears
we know nothing, although Delitzseh conjectures
that he may have been the prince of that name
who, according to 2 Ch 177

, was sent by Jehosha-
phat to teach in the cities of Judah. It must,
indeed, remain uncertain whether the name is that
of the author of the early prophecy contained in
w.1'10 (see below), or of the writer who supple-

mented this and gave the book its present form,
or whether (which Konig suggests as a possibility)

both these authors bore the name Obadiah.*
In the Hebrew Bible the Bk. of Ob stands

fourth amongst the Twelve Minor Prophets, be-

tween Amos and Jonah. It has been suggested
by Konig (EinUit. 302) that this position may
have been given to it by the collectors of the

Canon in view of Am 912 (‘that they may possess

the remnant of Edom 3

), which finds its echo and
its supplement in Oh 19 (‘they . . . shall possess
the mount of Esau 3

), and of Ob 1 (‘a messenger
is sent among the nations ’), which might be sup-

posed to find an illustration in the story of Jonah
(cf. art. Jonah, in vol. ii. p. 74Sb

). In the LXX
Obadiah alone comes between JI and Jon, the
order being Hos, Am, Mic, Jl, Ob, Jon, instead of

the MT order Hos, Jl, Am, Ob, Jon, Mic.
* We assume that rnsp is a proper name and not merely an

appellative, as is probably the case with ‘ my messenger,
which usage ha.s converted into the familiar name MalachL
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0"badiah is one of the OT hooks that are not
quoted in the New Testament.

ii. Contents.—The prophecy is announced as
* concerning Edom.’ Jahweh has sent a messenger
(tx) among the nations to stir up a general rising
against her (v. 1

).

The words o’nx*> mrr 'fix l?x nb must have been penned
by the later writer (see below under ‘ Unity ’) to introduce the
quotation of the earlier oracle, beginning ‘We have heard,’
etc. ; for it is plain that the latter is a form of expression which
could hardly be put directly into the mouth of Jahweh.

Edom is to he brought low in spite of her trust

in her rocky fastnesses (vv. 2'4
}. The ruin is to

be complete, the spoiling beyond that of ordinary
thieves (vv.5

*8
). This destruction of Edom is to

he wrought by the treachery of her former friends

and allies (v.7). The wonted wisdom of Edom
shall fail her in this extremity (vv. 8 * 9

). The
reason for this chastisement is the unbrotherly
conduct of which Edom was guilty towards Judah
in the day of its calamity when Jerusalem was
sacked by foreigners, and lots cast over it (w. 10* n

).

Edom is emphatically charged to desist from such
conduct (w?2-14

).

The imperatives in n.M* appear to be due to the vivid
picture which the writer calls up to himself of the conduct of

Edom. He is really describing the past, but he speaks of what
the Edomites had actuallydone as of what they ought not to do.

The day of the Lord (on this conception see

Driver, Joel and Amos [Index]; A. B. Davidson
on Zeph l7 and in art. Eschatology of OT in

vol. i. of this Dictionary, p. 735 ff.) is near upon
all the nations

, in whose destruction Edom shall

share, being exterminated by the united ‘house
of Jacob* (including both Judah and Ephraim
(vv. 25-!8

)).

The idea of a reunion of Judah and Ephraim in the last days
appears elsewhere, e.g. in Jer 315- 27

, Zee 10s.—The ‘ye’ of v. 1®

cannot be the Edomites, who are addressed throughout in the
genuine passages by * thou.’ Moreover, Edom must be included
m ‘all the nations.’ The ‘ye’ can only be the Jerusalemites.
As Judah had once drunk the cup of Jahweh’s fury (for the
expression cl Ezk La 421, * Jer’ Hab 2*®, Ps 759
[Eng.®]; cf. also Jer l#12-14 {? Jehoiachin’s rime] for a closely
allied conception), so must the heathen now drink it.

The house of Jacob shall reinherit their ancient
possessions, Judah and Benjamin overflowing into
Ephraim and Gilead, which are compensated by
receiving the borderland of Phoenicia as far as
Zarephath, while the Negeb dispossesses Esau of
Mt. Seir, and the captives from Sepharad occupy
the cities of the Negeb. 4 Saviours’ (cf. Jg 216

39* 15)
shall defend Zion and ‘ judge ’ the mount of

Esau, and the rule of Jahweh shall be established

The summary given of this last section is what upon the
whole appears to us to be the most probable meaning, but
much uncertainty attaches to it. Wellhausen, followed by
Nowack, understands w.3** 20 quite differently. He pronounces
them to be an expansion of v.W, and declares that 33|n and

nj>5frr cannot possibly be subject® of (as AY and BY take

them). They must be in apposition with Yrnx and “nx

respectively (both of which Wellh. pronounces inter-

polated, because they have nx prefixed, while 3|:n and rfyfffs
want it). He remarks, further, that ‘ Benjamin,’ if genuine,
would reflect the late conception that Jems, was situated in
this tribe. But possibly it is a textual error, we expect rather

a verb, pros?, too, he suspects, for the ‘fields of Samaria’
would surely be included in the ‘ fields of Ephraim.’ See,
farther, below under * Date.’

iii. Unity and Date.—Three leading forms of

opinion have prevailed regarding these: (1) that
the Bk. of Ob is a unity and pre-exilic; (2) that
it consists of two portions both post-exilic; (3)

that it is made up of an early pre-exilic and a
late post-exilic passage. We shall presently ex-
amine each of these positions, but in the first

place it will be well to consider a question whose
answer will affect our final conclusion, namely

—

What is the relation between Ob !’9 and Jer 487'22 /

The resemblance between these two passages is

so close as to demand explanation. The facts are
as follows :

—

Ob 2=Jer 4914» except that in Jer the sing. is read

instead of the plur. the pass. ptep. Qal replaces

the perf. Pu'al nW’ for ‘is sent,’ and the expressions used
in summoning the nations have been modified and sliuhtly

expanded (Ob having npiftA Jer reupnn

: «»p] n'b$ sxhO.

Ob 2= Jer 4915
, except that in Jer an introductory ’D is pre-

fixed, that nnx after 'Up is wanting, and that for 1x9
‘greatly ’ of Ob we have in Jer 01x9 ‘amongmen’ paral-

lel to CPU? of the preceding clause.

Ob 3»= jer 4916a, except that Ob wants the * thy
terribleness’ of Jer, that for sjXVH of Ob we have in Jer

3tix X^n, that jAd is anarthrous in Ob, but has the

article in Jer, that Jer inserts '95b (‘holding’) before Ol“ID

(‘height’), and replaces irqi?? (*his dwelling*) by njpj
‘ hill.’ Ob 3b ‘ that saith in Ms heart * is wanting in Jer/

Ob 4= Jer 4916b, except that Jer substitutes '3 for ox, and
omits ‘ and though thou set [thy nest] among the stars.*

Ob 5 closely resembles Jer 499, but the order is reversed, Jer
commencing with ‘if grape-gatherers came,’ etc., and the

interrogative n is omitted before X 1

?, making of the words
an assertion instead of a question. The words ‘ if spoilers

*

and the exclamation ‘ How art thou destroyed 1
* are want

ing in Jer, and for icgr ‘ steal ’ we have m’riyn ‘ destroy.’

Ob ® resembles in thought, but only slightly in expression,
Jer 492®. Note how ‘search out* of Ob Is replaced

by in Jer.

Ob 8 slightly resembles Jer 497.

Ob 9* resembles Jer 4922b.

It is evident that either Jeremiah "borrowed from
Obadiah or Obadiah from Jeremiah, or that both
borrowed from a common source. The first and
the third of these have been the favourite positions
maintained, although Hitzig and Yatke have main-
tained thatJeremiah formed the model for Obadiah.
But an examination of the differences between
the texts of Obadiah and Jeremiah in the passages
common to both has satisfied the great majority of
scholars that the more original form of the pro-
phecy is in Obadiah. [Only in w. 9* 16

, the omis-
sion of ’the? nx, the reading disk? for nkp, and the
retaining of sjfuftsn, can the superiority he awarded
to Jeremiah]. The logical connexion, too, is better
in Obadiah. On the other hand, if Jeremiah is held
to have borrowed from Obadiah, the following diffi-

culties have to be faced. Not only has Jeremiah
occasionally the better text, but Jer 497-22, if it be
from the pen of Jeremiah, dates from the fourth
year (B.C. 604) of Jehoiakim’s reign, whereas
Ob 11’14

, as we shall presently find reason to con-
clude, presupposes the capture of Jerusalem by
the Chaldseans and the destruction of the Jewish
State. Hence the Bk. of Obadiah could not have
lain before Jeremiah in its present form—a con-
clusion which is strengthened when we note that
it is only from the first nine verses of Obadiah
that Jeremiah would thus have borrowed, although
much of what follows these would have suited his
purpose admirably. Wellh. and Nowack make
Obadiah the direct model for Jer 497

‘22
, hut do not

admit the genuineness of this passage, the former
holding (with Stade, Smend, Schwaily) that the
whole of Jer 46-51 is non-genuine and late, the
latter (with Giesebrecht, etc.) that many passages
in these chapters, including 497"22

, must be denied
to Jeremiah. Nowack would account for the
superiority of Jer 49s* 15 to Ob 5* 2 by supposing
that in Ob 2 we have probably a textual corrup-
tion and in v.

6 an interpolation both introduced
subsequent to the use of Obadiah by 4 Jeremiah. 5

The safest conclusion appears to he that Jeremiah
and Obadiah borrowed from a common source, and
that Obadiah incorporated this with less alteration
than Jeremiah.
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To return now to tlie three views noted above as
to the date of the book in its present form. What
we have said in comparing Jeremiah and Obadiah
would suffice to show the improbability, not to say
the impossibility, of <1) the view that the whole
of Obadiah is pre-exilic and that the book is a
unity (Caspari, v. Hofmann, Delitzsch, Nagelsbach,
Keil, v, Orelli, Kirkpatrick, Peters). The objec-
tions to the unity and an early date for the whole
book are mainly three

:
(a) the nations are in w. 1-7

God’s instruments of vengeance against Edom,
whereas in v. 15f- they are all alike (Edom included)
the object of Divine chastisement ; (£) w. 11*14 cannot
have a satisfactory sense assigned to them except
on the view that they refer to the capture of Jerus.
and the deportation of the Jews by Nebuchadrezzar
(cf. v. 20 c the captivity of Jerusalem ’) ; (c ) there is a
difference in style between the two halves of the
hook, the first bein^ terse, animated, and full of
striking figures, while the second is diffuse and
marked by poverty of ideas and trite figures. The
occasion to which thosewho make the hook a unity
generally ascribe it is the capture of Jerusalem by
the Philistines and Arabians in the time of Jehoram
(c. 850 B.C.). But while this occurrence, regarding
which, unfortunately, we have no information
apart from 2 Ch 2116

**, might account for w. 1"10
, it

is quite inadequate to explain w. 11*14
.

(2) Wellhausen holds that w. 10‘14 allude to the
attitude displayed by Edom at the taking of
Jerusalem by the Chaldseans, but he sees no reason
for making w. 1"7 [he considers vv. 8* 9 interpolations]
earlier. The attack upon Edom by treacherous
friends and allies he cannot refer to any action on
the part of Assyria, Babylon, or Persia, or of Moab
or Ammon, not to speak of Judah or Israel, hut
must have in view, he thinks, the small nomadic
neighbouring peoples.* The Edomites were, as a
matter of fact, expelled from their original settle-

ments by Arab tribes. This took place subsequent
to the capture of Jerusalem, so that the main
ground for separating w. 10'14 from w. 1 ’7 seems to
Wellh. to fall away.f The Arabs had begun to
press northwards in the beginning of the 6th
cent. (perh. Zeph 214

, cf. v.7 ; Ezk 254- 5* 10
), and at

length we find them in B.c. 312 settled in Petra
(Diodor. xix. 94) ; cf. the Arabic name Gebal for

Seir in Ps 83s
, dating perhaps from about the same

time. During the intermediate period we hear of

Geshem or Gashmu the Arabian in Neh 219 61 * 2- 6
,

and Wellh. thinks that Mai l
1”5 (first half of 5th

cent.) may refer to the same phase of the expulsion
of the Edomites by the Arabians as is represented
in Ob 1_14

. Of course he does not contend that all

the Edomites were driven into the Negeb (which,
he thinks, Ob 19 designates as the then dwelling-
place of Esan). Many may have remained in their
original homes, where under Arab rule they would
be the special representatives of Nabataean culture,
and this would account for the numerous Hebrew
proper names that occur among the Nabataeans.
Wellh. does not attempt to fix the date of vv. 15'21

,

hut simply remarks that v.21 might refer to the
conquest of Idumaea by John Hyxcanus.

Wellh. is closely followed in the above conclusions
by Nowack, who fixes as the terminus a quo for

w.1_14the date ofthe capture of Jerusalem (B. c. 586),
hut thinks it should probably be brought down to
a date shortly after that of Malachi. Vv.15*21 are
much later, belonging to a time when eschatological

hopes filled men’s minds, but we are not in a

* It may perhaps be not without interest, in view of the use
of the term ‘thieves’ in v.6, to compare the application to the
same (?) tribes of the word daikanu (in the Tel el-Amarna
tablets) which Winckler interprets * robbers

1
or e murderers.*

t G. A. Smith agrees with Wellh. that vJ (which is not found
in the parallel passage in Jer) probably refers to the expulsion
of the Edomites by the Arabs, but assigns n.W to an earlier

iate.

|

position to fix the date more precisely. Both
» Wellh. and Nowack insist strongly that w. 1 '14

describe what has actually happened, not what* is

going to happen, to Edom. It is different with
w. 15"24

, where, however, the punishment of Edom
is to he simply an episode in the larger scheme of

judgment upon all nations.*

Hitzig, who makes the whole book post-exilic,

seeks to fix the date of Obadiah from the words in

v. 20 rr?n hn nh, w’hich he renders 4 the captivity of

this fortress,’’ alluding to the fortress of Egypt to

which many Jews were carried captive by Ptolemy
Lagi (cf. Jos. Ant. XII. i. 1, c. Ay. ii. 4). In
B.C. 312 Antigonus ordered an expedition against
Petra, to -which Hitzig would refer the words of

Ob 1 4 We have heard a report,
5

etc. The chief

objection to this is that before 312 (see above)
Petra had ceased to belong to Edom and had
passed under the rule of the Arabians.

(3) As we have seen above, the view strongly
commends itself that w. 1*9

i
or I0

) are pre-exilic and
borrowed pretty faithfully from an older source,

whereas vv. 11'-1 presuppose the capture of Jeru-
salem and the Exile.

This was the view of Ewald, and is adopted substantially by
Kuenen, Cornill, Wildeboer, Driver, etc. According to Ewald
(so also G. A. Smith), the later prophet lived in the Captivity
(v,20, which Ewald renders ‘ of this coast ’). The occasion of the
earlier prophecy Ewald (improbably) supposed to have been
when Elath was restored by Rezin to the Edomites (2 K 16*

KerS and RVm), and its author to have been a contemporary of

Isaiah. Konig, who accepts the view that Obadiah consists
of a pre-exilic and an exilic or post-exilic portion, analyzes
thus: (a) w.l-10 [but vj, whose concluding words are pleo-

nastic alongside of v.S, is probably an expansion; perhaps
also v.fl on account of the late Vsp] ifc.is.i9* 20b; (&) vv.n-ra.

16b. 17. 19b. 20&. 21.

It appears, upon the whole, most probable that
not only the Exile but the Eetum belong to the
past. Note that there is no prediction of the re-

building and re-populating of the capital, Jeru-
salem. The expressions in the closing verses are
best satisfied by a date such as Nowack postulates
for w. 1'14

(c. 432 B.C.), or, perhaps preferably, later

still. It is unfortunate that the text and the
meaning of these verses are so doubtful.
Agood deal hasbeen built on the mention In v. 2^20

)

of Sepharad or (see Driver, LOT 6
p. 320) Sephdred,

for which the LXX has, AB Qa 2a^apdd,
Q* 20/>a0d. Tar^. Onk. gives i.e. Hispania

,

Spain ; hence the origin of the name Sephardun
for Spanish as distinguished from German {Ash-
kenazim) Jews. If theMT is correct, the reference
will be either to Cparda of the Persian inscriptions,

which lay in Bithynia or Galatia—a district con-

quered by Cyrus and organized into a satrapy by
Darius Hystaspis— or Shaparda in S.W. Media,
mentioned in inscriptions of Sargon (B.C. 721-705).

The latter reference is adopted by Schrader [KeiMn-
schrift u. Geschichtsforschung, 116 ff., KAT 2

, 446 f.

[COT ii. 145 f.]), and is pronounced 4 exceedingly
probable

5 by Frd. Delitzsch {Paradies, 249 ). Sayce
{HCM 482 ff.) and Cheyne (Founders of OT
Criticism

,
311 f.) contend for Qparda [G. A. Smith,

who believes the later part of Obadiah to have been
written during the Exile, would hold, if Qparda is

meant, that the reference to it is a late insertion].

While Sayce is content to postulate a 4 compara-
tively late date 5

for the prophecy, Cheyne would
definitely assign it to the period (c. 350 B.c.) when
Artaxerxes Ochus deported many Jews who had
taken part in the great revolt against the Persian
supremacy. J1 36 r the children also of Judah and
the children of Jerusalem have ye sold unto the
Grecians [J&vanim], that ye might remove them
far from their border 9

) may refer to this. It is

noteworthythat in the inscriptions Cparda is always
mentioned in immediate connexion with Jaund

,

* For this conception, cf. Zeph 38, Jer 2532f. Ezk 36-38
Is 4520 6616- ISf., * Ig> 341-8, Zee 123.4142.2. 1*15.
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i.e. * Iomans 5

or 4 Greeks.
9

See, further, art.

Sephabad.
Cornill cottiers that the late prophecies * Is

5

34. 35, in which, as in Obadiah, eschatological hopes
are connected with the downfall of Edom, were
certainly known to the author of Obadiah.
The following parallels between Obadiah and Joel

may be noted : Ob 30 and J1 4 [Eng. 3]
19 have D2na

in common
; Ob 13 and J1 4 [Eng. 3]

33 both contain
the expression Wu ‘the}' cast lots,* which is

found elsewhere only in Nah 310
; Ob 15 and J1 4

[Eng. 3]
4 * 14

; Ob 17 and J1 35 [Eng. 232
] 4 [Eng. 3]

17b
.

In all these instances the probability appears to be
that it is Joel who quotes from Obadiah and not
vice versa (see G. Buchanan Gray in Expositor,

Sept. 1893, p. 208 ff., and ef. Cheyne, Founders of
OT Criticism, 312, and Driver, Joel and Amos.

19 If.).

iv. Condition of Text,'Literary Character-
istics, etc.—The text of Obadiah is in several in-

stances corrupt, and in not a few' cases suspected of
being so. It may, indeed, be suggested that Well-

I hausen and Nowack are unduly suspicious of the
MT, and that the former is rather fond of dropping
sarcastic remarks such as that on v.7 : ‘von nrin px
in selber gilt—es ist kein Sinn darin.’ Still the
number of blanks which both these scholars leave
in their translation of Obadiah and the frequent
emendations they propose give a fairly correct
impression of the condition of the text. The
following may be noted as points connected with

i the vocabulary and the text that merit attention

—

]
v.2. CIX!2, the original reading, was probably corrupted into

t I&O first by the loss of its final Q and then by the change of the
* initial 2 Into D.

;

vA Irrn must be supplied from Jer 4916 before cftlD.

! v.4 ov must be changed into E'rn (LXX

;

w>7. The exclamation np’Dil and the whole of v.6 (in

which Edom is spoken of In the 3rd person instead of being di-
rect Iv addressed, as formerly, by ‘ thou ’) are regarded hr Wellh.
and Nowack as interpolated. There can be little doubt that

DX should be deleted.—Note in v.6 the «sr. xty.

his treasures.*—V.Tb is hopelessly corrupt. Tip, which in Hos
&A Is 1® means * miming sore,* cannot have the sense of ‘ snare*
established for it. The LXX, may rest upon a reading nsD
or rrfjsp ;

Chald. has *6pn, Syr. Aquila’s rendering

tar/Ssns (cf. his tr11 of "TSTD In Hos 613 by <rvvourjuu$) implies same
text as MT. *pn!?, which is wanting in LXX, and to which it

is very hard in the context to give a tolerable sense, has
probably arisen by dittography from the preceding yhv.
Hitzig and Graetz propose to supply nsqx before it (‘ the men
who ate thy bread ’). It may be noted that v.7a is in the ktndh
measure (see Lamextatiohs [Book of], p. 20&) ; cf. Jer 3g22b
whose relation to Obadiah is doubtful, but it is clear that one
of the two passages must have served as the model for the other
(Driver, LoDHjIq).

v. io. i?npp, if genuine, should be attached to the beginning
of v.io (so LXX, Syr. Vulg.), but it may have been originally

a marginal gloss to CQj$X Ewald, who gives it the same posi-
tron as MT, takes it as* *without battle.’

w.12-14 [i|i] in v.12 is a aar. Xty.

;

cf. Ill (also «sr.

xiy.) in Job 313. All these three verses are in the kindh measure.

j

It is possible that v.12, if it is genuine, should follow instead of
preceding v.13 (so Wellh., Nowack). For the thrice repeated qi*k

(
1TK) in V.J3 the LXX has aravw (zutSv, tkiSpm etbrm, ccsruXiatg

edvm (this last also in v.i* for Qi'K), which makes the correct-

ness of the monotonous MT all the more suspected. For rqn

in v.12 we ought certainly to read T (so Ewald, followed

by Nowack, Konig and others).—pis in vM is very doubtful
(LXX Symm. cvyxSsiecf). The only other occurrence
of the word is in Nah 31, where it means ‘ violence * (LXX SuSmlat

;

cf. the use of the verb pis in Ps 73 [Eng.2] as applied to a lion

tearing his prey in pieces). Graetz conjectures for Ob 14

‘the breach,* but, as Nowack points out, the fugitives are
thought of as already beyond the breach.
v.i». Wellh. and Nowack transpose the order of the clauses

of v.W and make 15b the appropriate conclusion of v.14 and 0I
*

the original prophecy, while uk introduces the later supplement
to this.

v.i®. ?j7?, If genuine, would describe the incoherent or mean-
ingle® utterances (cf. Job 0», Pr 2025) ox an intoxicated mar^

but we should probably emend (with Wellh. and Nowack) to
‘ reel or stagger.’

v.2Qf have suffered a good deal of corruption. A verb to Jl?|

may have dropped out, and (?nn is doubtful. LXX % ap^ must
have connected the word in some way with *?nn ‘begin.

Neither * host ’ nor ‘ fortress * seems to give an appropriate sense,

and Ewald’s ‘coast’ is purely conjectural. Possibly for ItfX

Cue'll we should read 'z fix ‘land of the Ganaanites,* i.e.

Phoenicia. In v.2l OUTBID ‘ saviours * is suspected by Wellhausen

and Nowack. Graetz (with LXX, Syr., Aq., Theod.) reads
‘ those who have been saved by Jahweh.* Perhaps he is right n
reading IHD for inz (LXX !£ opovs).

Like Joel, which is probably later still, Obadiah
is written in good Hebrew, and it cannot be said

that the diction of the post-exilic portion shows
any marked signs of lateness as compared with
yy.i-io. The only Aramaisxn in the book is of

v.9b, and, as we have seen above, this may have
been originally a marginal gloss.

The closest parallels to the spirit of Obadiah,
with its fierce hatred of Edom and its threatenings
against the goyim , are to he found in Ezk 251Jff*

35, Ps 137, La Is 34 f. (cf. especially Ob 15

and Is 342
) 63

1'6
.
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OBAL.—Gn 1028. See Ebal, No. 1.

OBDIA (A ‘0/35fa, B '0$3e<d), I Es 538
, the same

as Habaiah (‘O/Scud), Ezr 261
, or Hobaiah, Neh 7

s8
.

—The Yat. MS here preserves the more correct
form of the name.

OBDURACY.—See Hardening.

OBED (iziy).

—

1. The son of Boaz and Ruth
(Rn 417 ’Qj3iqd) of whom the women said to Naomi
at his birth : ‘ He shall be unto thee a restorer
of life and a nourisher of thine old age 9 (Ru 415

).

He was nursed in his infancy by Naomi, and grew
up to become the father of Jesse the father of
David, and an ancestor of our Lord (cf. Mt l

5
, Lk

3s2
). There seems no reason to doubt that David

was really the grandson of Obed. 2 . A descendant
of a daughter of Sheshan who was married to an
Egyptian servant (1 Ch S373

*, B ’Qfirjo, A ’Iw/3?)d).

Obed’s father’s name was Ephlal. His son’s name
was Jehu. 3. One of ‘the mighty men of the
armies’ of David (1 Ch ll47

, B K Tapty, A Tw/3i)d).
4. A son of Shemaiah and grandson of Obed-
edom, who belonged apparently to ‘the courses
of the doorkeepers 9

(1 Ch 261’7
, B '0/3t?5, A

Tw/3??d). 5. The father of Azariah, who was one
of ‘ the captains of hundreds 9 who combined with
Jehoiada for the deposition of Athaliah and the
setting up of Joash as king (2 Ch 231 , B ’OSria,

A To?/3t7$). H. A. Redpath.

OBED-EDOM (o’lg 13'y. The second part of the
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name is probably but not certainly that of a god.
Cf. the similar names 'Abd- Ashtart, 'Abd-Mel-
kart, etc., and see Driver, Heb. Text of Sam. p.
206 f.

; LXX B ’Afieddapd, ’AfieBdapajj,, ’A/eted/w,
t
Ap5ed6p

i

f

Af35od6fi,’Iapd€d6fi

;

A shows the additional
forms *Ape5daS6fij 'A(3e85apav, 'lafioodofi). — i. A
Philistine, a native of Gath, who lived in or near
Jerusalem. It was in his house that David de-
posited the ark after the death of Uzzah, and here
it remained three months, bringing a blessing by
its presence (2 S 610f

*). In the parallel narrative,
1 Ch 1314, the Chronicler characteristically writes,

‘the ark of God remained with thefamihj of Obed-
edom in his house.’ The last three words here
refer not to 0. but to the ark. This would have
been rendered evident if BY had changed ‘his

1

into ‘its.’ The Chronicler was unable to conceive
of the ark remaining in the house of an uneircum-
cised Philistine, so he constructs a house for it

within the house, or on the property, of Obed-
edom. (See Kittel’s note, ad loc., in Haupt’s OT,

and Bertholet, Stellung d. Isr. z. d. Fremden
,

p. 182 f.J. It is in all probability the same O. that
appears as 2. The eponym of a family of door-
keepers in the temple, 1 Ch 15 18- 24 16®8 264 * s* I5

,

2 Ch 2524
. It is easy to understand how the story

of O/s connexion with the ark might transform a
Gittite into a Levite (cf. the analogous cases of
Samuel, who in 1 S l 1 is an Ephraimite, hut in 1 Ch
628 a Levite ; and the temple-guard, which in 2 K 11

consists of the king’s foreign mercenaries, but is

converted in 2 Ch 23 into Levitical watchmen). 3.

The eponym of a post-exilic family of singers, 1 Ch
1521 165. J. A. Selbie.

OBEDIENCE, OBEY.—These terms are, with
two exceptions (BY Gn 4910, Pr 3017

, where they
render the rare word nnp:), the translation in

OT of the Hebrew word yzy shama\ to ‘ hear 5

(so BY Jer 11s, where AY has ‘obey’), to
‘hearken/ by which term it is rendered AY Gn
317

, Lv 2614
, Dt I819 etc., and often in BY,

where AY translates ‘obey’ {e.g. Ex 52, Dt 430,
Jos 56 etc.). In NT it has several Greek equiva-
lents. The most frequent is fora/ectfw, lit. to

‘hearken/ the LXX tr. of the Heb. vzy. Other
NT words for ‘obey 5

are irddofiai, lit. to ‘be
persuaded 5

(so Ac 5s8* 87
, Bo 2s, Gal o7 etc.

The use of the negative forms dTeidew, dxreitfifr,

aireldeia is frequent, to denote disobedience), and
Tretdapx^, a word expressing obedience to rulers

(so Ac 5s9* 82 ‘We ought to obey God rather than
men/ Tit 31). tfrorcWo/wu, which AY twice renders
‘obey/ means properly to ‘he subject/ a trn which
BY rightly substitutes in 1 Co 14s4, Tit 2s* 9

.

While occasionally used to express a relation

between man and man {e.g. the relation between
parents and children, Dt 2118* 19 ; the case of the
children of Jonathan the son of Bechab, Jer
3514. ib . cf# pr go37), or between subjects and
rulers (2 S 22^, 1 Ch 29", Is II14

, cf. Gn 4910
),

the characteristic use of obedience in the Bible
is to denote the right relation between man
and God. It may be called the fundamental OT
virtue. As such it is distinctly contrasted by
Samuel with sacrifice in the classical passage, 1 3
15", ‘Hath J" as great delight in burnt-offerings

and sacrifices as in obeying the voice of J"?
Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice, and to
hearken than the fat of rams. 5

It is the one
thing which God requires (Jer II’

7
), and which

from the first determines His attitude to His
creatures. It was the cause of the blessing of

Abraham (Gn 2218 265). It is the condition of
Israel’s receiving the covenant blessing (Ex 19®

‘ Now, therefore, if ye will obey my voice indeed,

and keep my covenant, then ye shall be a peculiar

Measure unto me among all peoples.
5

Cf. Ex 247
,

Dt l! 27* 28 SO 1’10
,
Jer II1'8

). As such it is made
prominent in all later renewals of the covenant
(Jos 24-4

, I 3 12X4. is
. cf# Xeh 916* 17* 2S

), and is in-

sisted upon by the prophets as the condition of

those future blessings to which they look forward
(Is l

19
, Zee 6iS

). Disobedience, on the other hand,
is threatened with the severest penalties (Dt ll28

2862
,
Lv 2614S Jer 9IS IS10

, Is 6512
), even to

utter destruction (Dt 820 ‘ As the nations which
J" maketh to perish before you, so shall ye perish ;

because ye would not obey the voice of J" your
God 5

; cf. Jer 12L7
). It is "the explanation of all

Israel’s misfortunes, whether in the past or the
present (Jos 56, the wanderings in the wilderness

;

Jg 22* 8
, the failure to conquer the inhabitants of

Canaan
;
2 K IS12

, the Captivity ; cf. Neh 917
,
Zeph

32, Is 42J4
,
Dn 910, n

, anti esp. Jer, who continually
emphasizes the disobedience of Israel, 7

s* 24 if8

I723 go-1 32s3 40s 44"). No matter how plausible
the prophet, if he urge to disobedience, his message
is to be disregarded (Dt 131'5

). No matter how
earnest the prayer, if contradicted by a disobedient
life, it can hope for no acceptance (Dt 2614* 1B

, Jer
313. i4)

# yet, on the other hand, no sin is so great
but if shall receive forgiveness, if penitence mani-
fest itself in the fruit of obedience (Dt 4s0 302- 8

,

Jer 2613
).

While the duty of obedience is specially associ-

ated in OT with the precepts 01 the Law iso

Dt 3Q10
, Ex 24T

, Jer A23
), it is not restricted

thereto. No commandment of J", however de-
livered, can safely be disregarded (cf. Ex o2, the
case of Pharaoh ; 1 S 1519* 20 28 1S

,
Saul, in the case

of Amalek ; 1 E 2G38, the prophet who disobeyed
J" ; Jer 3820 421S> 21 444* 7

, the matter of the Egyp-
tian alliance). Hence it is required, not merely in

the case of Himself (Job 3611 * 12
, cf. Ex 2320'22

,

the MaTak J

*

; Pr 57* the divine Wisdom), but
of His human representatives (Joshua, Nu 27",
Jos l17 ; the judges, Jg 217

; Samuel, I S 819
; the

future prophet, Dt 181S ; the servant of J", Is 5020
).

In many points the NT usage follows the OT
(cf. the references to Israel in Bo IQ16, Ac 7s9, He
22 ll8). In a few cases obedience is predicated of

inanimate objects (the wind and the sea, Mt S27,
Mk 441

, Lk 8" ; the mountains, Lk 17®), or of the
evil spirits in the presence of Christ (Mk l27).

With these exceptions, it is used of men, either in
their human relations (children to parents, Eph. 61

,

Col 320 ; wives to husbands, 1 P 36 ; servants to
masters, Eph 65

> Col 3"), or more frequently in
their relations to God (Ac S29 ), to Christ (2 Co 105),
or to their human representatives, as the apostles
(Paul, 2 Th 314, Ph 212

, 2 Co 2s, Philem 21
; Titus,

2 Co 715
). Characteristic of the Greek usage is

the impersonal use of the object. Men are said to
be servants of sin (Bo 612

), unrighteousness (Bo 2s
),

obedience (Bo 618
), the truth (Bo 2s, Gal 57), the

teaching (Bo 617
), the word (1 P 31

), the gospel

(2 Th lC 1 P 417), the heavenly vision (Ac 2619
).

The importance of obedience is no less empha-
sized in NT than in OT. It is at once the cause
and the condition of salvation. Through one act
.of obedience (Bo 519) Christ became to all His
followers the author of an eternal salvation (He 59).
But this salvation is only to be obtained on con-
dition that they also obey (He 59). In His fare-

well address to His disciples Christ makes obedi-
ence the supreme test of love (Jn 1415* **, cf. Dt
510

). Paul declares that the obedience of the
Christian should extend even to the very thoughts
(2 Co 105). On the other hand, disobedience is the
supreme evil. By Adam’s act of disobedience dn
entered the world (Bo 519

). Israel’s troubles in the
days of the old covenant were due to the same
cause. Still worse is the case of those who
disobey under the new covenant (He 2s). Such
shall receive dreadful punishment, even eternal
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OBLATION.—See Offering and Sacrifice.destruction at the Parousia of Christ (2 Th
Is * 9

).

Since the great duty which God requires under
the new covenant is faith in Christ, obedience for

the Christian takes the form of faith, as Ro l5

1626
,
where the two words are combined in the

expression * the obedience of faith ’ (cf. Ac 6% He
11s

,
the ease of Abraham). Hence obedience re-

ceives in the Epistles the technical meaning of
acceptance of the Christian religion. So without
qualifying words Ho 1518 1619

, 1 P l2 (cf. Ro 617

4 Ye became obedient from the heart to that form
of teaching whereunto ye were delivered’); Gal
57, Ro 2s

, obedient to the truth ; IP 31, the word ;

2 Th l8, 1 P 417, the gospel. The phrase 1 chil-

dren of obedience’ is used in 1 P l14 as equivalent to

Christians. On the other hand, the expression
‘sons of disobedience ’ is used by St. Paul to

denote those who belong to this world (Eph 2s

5'% Col 36}.
’ ' *

The great example of obedience is Christ, who
4 humbled himself, becoming obedient unto death,
even the death of the cross

5 (Ph 2s); who,
* though he was a Son, yet learned obedience by
the things which he suffered; and having been
made perfect, he became unto all them that obey
him the author of eternal salvation’ (He 5®, ex.

Ro 519
). Hence it should be the effort- of every

Christian to bring every thought into captivity
to the obedience of Christ (2 Co 1G5).

Literature.'—Cremer, Bib.-Theol. Lex, sub yimawwa, *rv8aum,
and cognates; Harless, Christian Ethics (Eng. tr.), 115-125;
Weiss, BibZ. Tneol. ofST, Index ; Chevne, Origin of the Psalter,

363-2®). The subject is treated homiletically by H. P. Liddon,
Some Words of Christ, 63; P. Brooks, Light of the World, 340

;

F. W. Robertson, Sermons.» ii. 94; H. K Manning, Sermons,
L 117, 129, 242, 287. W. ADAMS BROWN.

OBEISANCE.

—

4 Obeisant ’ and ‘obeisance,’ com-
ing through the French, .have been superseded by
‘obedient

5 and ‘obedience
3 which came directly

from the Lat. bbediens. Maundeville, Travels, 155,
says, ‘In that Lond chei have a Queen, that,

govemethe alle that Loud; and alle thei hen
obeyssant to hire.’ And Berners, Froissart

, p. 85
(Globe ed.}, has, ‘And when the month was ex-
pired that they of Segur should give up their
town, the earl sent thither, and they of the town
gave up and became under the obeisance of the
King of England.’ The form is already rare in
the sixteenth century. When found it is almost
always in the phrase ‘make obeisance’ or ‘do
obeisance.’ Shakespeare has the subst. once (the
adj. not at all) in the phrase ‘Call him “madam,”
do him obeisance’—Tam. Shrew, Ind. i. 108. But
AV has retained from Tindale, as the tr. of ngf
skdkak (in its HIthpael coni.), ‘make obeisance 3 in
Gn 3T7* ® 43s8, 2 Ch 2477

, and ‘ do obeisance ’ in Ex
187

, 2 S l3 144 1

5

s
, 1 K 1» To the examples of

‘do obeisance
3 BY makes some additions, viz., for

AV 4 do reverence 3
in 2 S 9s, 1 K l81 ; for AV ‘ bow

oneself’ in 1 S 24® 2814, 2 S 9s I423, 1 K Is3 ; and for
AV 4 humbly beseech 3

in 2 S 164. The Heb. verb
in the form so tr4 means to prostrate oneself in
reverence or worship, and is variously rendered
both in AV and BY, though its usual tr. is
4 worship.’ See Worship. J. Hastings.

OBELISK.—Hos 34 RVm. See Pillar.

OBETH (B Q&prp, A f

Q^6), I Es g^Ebed,
Ezr 8«

0B3L faiS*

;

B 'AfHas, A OtiQtas ; Luc. ’0
ftlk).

—

Th© overseer of David’s camels, 1 Ch 27s0
. The

$ X

name is probably Arabic (cf. Jjl ‘ able tomanage
/

camels see Oxj. Heb* Lex* av.).

OBJECT.—This verb occurs twice in AV : Wia
212 4 He upbraideth us with our offending the law,

and objecteth to our infamy the transgressings of

our education
3

(irntpr)fillet ijjjuv d/xaprrj/xara iratSelat

iifiQv, Vnlg. ‘diffamat in nos peccata discipline

nostrse/ Gen. 4 blameth us as transgressors of dis-

cipline
3

; RV 4 layefch to our charge sins against our
discipline ’) ; and Ac 2419 4 Who ought to have been
here before thee, and object, 'if they had ought
against me,’ where the verb so translated is /cary-

7opiw (/card and ayopeuio, to speak against one in

open court), which is rendered 4 accuse ’ in Ac 242
.

The verb was also used transitively in the same
sense of public accusation, as Mk 1480 Rhem.,
4 Answerest thou nothing to these things that are
objected to thee of theseV and Adams on 2P I4,
‘ The masters of the pythoness objected this against
Paul and Silas.’ J. Hastings.

OBOTH (nhx ; ’0^0, B has 2w/3d?0 in Nu 3S43* **).

—A station in the joumeyings of the children of

Israel, mentioned both in the itinerary of Nu 33
and in Nu 2

1

10 * 11 as preceding Xye-abarlm, and
therefore in the neighbourhood of Moab. Nothing
definite is known as to its position.

A. T. Chapman.
OBSCURITY.—After the Lat. ohscuritas and the

Fr. obscuriU
,

4 obscurity ’ is used literally in AV
for darkness, gloom. There is no difference recog-
nized between the two words 4 darkness ’ and
‘obscurity.’ Obscurity is the tr. of

’ophd,

in Is 2ff8
,
and of hoshek

,
in Is 58 10 59®.

When both words occur,’ RV translates 'oxthel

by ‘obscurity’ and hoshek by ‘darkness.’ The
use of ‘gloom’ (instead of AV ‘dimness’) for

muaph or mauph (Is S23 91
) probably prevented

the employment of that word. Obscurity also
occurs in Ad. Est ll8 (Gr. yvtxpos, RV ‘gloominess’).
This literal use of the word is rare in English. The
adj. occurs only in Pi 2020 ‘ his lamp shall be pnt
out in obscure darkness,’ Heb. y&n psto (Herd for

which means ‘ in the pupil [of the ‘eyel of
darkness’: cf. 7s ‘in the black and dark night/
lit. ‘in the pupil of the night and of darkness/
the pupil being the darkest part of the eye), RV
‘in the blackest darkness.’ See Apple of the
Eye. J. Hastings.

OBSERYE, OBSERVATION. — The verb to
observe is used throughout the AV in the sense
of/ give heed to.’ Thus Pr 23s6 ‘My son, give me
thine heart, and let thine eyes observe my ways ’

(RV ‘ delight in/ the translation of the Kethibh)

;

Gn 37n ‘ his father observed the saying ’ (RV * kept
the saving in mind ’) ; Hos 14s ‘ I have heard him,
and observed him’ (irpcw ^ ; RV ‘I have
answered and will regard Mm’ ; cf. Shaks. Hamlet,

m, i 162,
4 the observed of all observers’) ; Jon 2®

‘They that observe lying vanities forsake their
own mercy ’ (RV ‘regard/ as in Ps 318 AV and
RV) ; Sir 4s® ‘ Observe the opportunity and beware
of evil

5

(arwTijpTiaov tcaipcv)

;

Mk 620 ‘For Herod
feared John, knowing that he was a just man and
an holy, and observed him 9

(orwerjpei, AVm 4 kept
him,’ or ‘saved him’; RV ‘kept him safe’). In
the last passage ‘observed him f means ‘ga^e him
reverence/ which is the tr. of Tind. followed by
Cram, Gen., and the Bishops; cf. Shaks. II
Henry IV1 IV. iv. 30, ‘He is gracious, if he be
observed.’ But the Greek verb means either to
keep (laws, etc.) or else to preserve, and the latter
is plainly the meaning here. See Swete in loe*

Wyelif and the Rhem. Version have ‘kept him
after Vnlg. custodiebat eum.

4 Observation ’ in Lk 1720, ‘the kingdom of God
eometh not with observation,’ means attmtim
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watching (Gr. Tapa.T'fjpTio’is), as in Walton, Compleat illustrated, from Coverdale, as Is 2317* 3® ‘The
Angler, 99, ‘I told you Angling is an art, either Lorde shall viset the citie of Tims, and it shal
hy practice or a long observation or both.’ The come agayne to hyr Marchaundvse, and shal
vord also occurs in Neh 1314 AVm (text ‘ office,

5 occupie with al the Kingdomes that be in the
RV ‘observance 5

), where it means ‘ceremony, 5 worlde. But all his oceupiengje and wynnynge
‘rite,

5

or to use the modem word in RV‘observ- shalbe halowed unto the Lorde 5

; or from the
ance.

5 In this sense ‘ observation 5 was once com- Rhemish Version, as Mt 2516 ‘And he that had
nion. Thus, Bhem. NT on Ac IT 22

,
‘ Paul calleth received the five talents, went his way, and

not them superstitious for adoring the true and occupied with the same, and gained other five.
5

only God with much devotion ... or any other J. Hastings.
Christian observation.

5 OCCURRENT.—In IK 54 ^ the Heb. word
Observer of Times—See Divination, Sooth-

saying. J. Hastings.

OBSTINACY.—See Hardening.

OCCUPY,—The verb to occupy has become much
restricted in meaning since 1611. Following the
Lat. occupare (ob-capere ?) it expresses in AV
usually the idea of being ‘taken up with 5 any-
thing. (1) A good example, and not far removed
from mod. use, is He 13* ‘ meats which have not
profited them that have been occupied therein

5

(TR ol irepnrartfcravTes, edd. ol Trepnrarovvre^, RV
‘they that occupied themselves, 5 RVm ‘walked 5

).

Cf. Erasmus, Commune Crede, fol. 14, * The science
of physike . . . treateth and is occupied about
thynges which do helpe or hurte the helthe of the
body 5

; Bhem. NT on Mk 3,
c He so occupieth him

selfe for soules, that his kinne thinke him madde. 5

(2) Still nearer the mod. use is 1 Co 1416 ‘how
shall he that occupieth the room of the unlearned
say Amen at thy giving of thanks? 5

(6 avairKijpQv

tqv tottov rod loubrov, R v ‘ filleth the place
5

). Cf.

again Erasmus, Com. Crede, fol. 17, ‘ The mystycall
body therefore of Christe, occupieth the ihi. parte
of the symbole or crede.

5

(3) But the word some-
times means ‘use

5 or ‘employ,
5
as Ex 38s4 ‘All

the gold that was occupied for the work in all the
work of the holy place, even the gold of the offer-

ing, was twenty and nine talents 5 rmrr^r,

RV ‘that was used 5

); Jg 16u ‘If they bind me
fast with new ropes that never were occupied 5

(n^K/D or# lit. as AVm and RV ‘ where-
with no work"hath been done 5

). Cf. Gosson, Schoole

of Abuse, p. 72, * Iron with muche occupiying is

worae too naught, with little handeling gathereth
rust

5

; Hamilton, Catechism, fol. xvi. ‘ Thai lufe

nocht God with al thair strenth, quhassevir

occupyis yair strenth in doing evil deids
5

; Lv
724 Tmd. ‘ Neverbhelater the fatt of the beest
that dyeth alone and the fatt of that which is

tome with wilde beestes, maye be occupide in all

maner uses 5

; and Skelton in Skeat’s Specimens, p.
146—

*And of this poore vassall

He made a kynge royall.

And gave him a realm® to role.

That occupyed a showell,
A mattoke and a spade.*

(4) And, lastly, trade with, as Ezk 27® ‘all the
ships of the sea with their mariners were in thee
to occupy thy merchandise 5

; so 2727, where the
Heb. verb is the same (nu?) ; RV retains ‘ occupy, 5

but with ‘exchange 5 in margin. In 2716, 22

another verb (jdj) is translated ‘occupy 5

(‘they
occupied in thy fairs

5

) ; RV has ‘traded.
5 In 2721

‘they occupied with thee in lambs,5 the Heb.
expression (i}T nqo rrsn) is lit. as AVm and RV
‘they were the merchants of thy hand. 5 Another
example of the same meaning is Lk 1918 ‘ And he
called his ten servants, and delivered them ten

pounds, and said unto them. Occupy till I come 5

[wpay/xaTeOcrcurde ; RV ‘Trade ye herewith*). The
fcr. ‘ occupy 5 here is from Cranmer, the Bishops, and
fche Rheims ; Wye. has 1382 4 marchaundise ye,

5

1388 ‘ chaffare ye 5

; Tind. ‘by and sell,
5

followed

by Geneva. This meaning of ‘occupy 5 may be

jtfs pegcC (wThich is elsewhere found only in Ec 9 11

and is rendered in EV ‘chance 5

) is translated in

AV ‘ occurrent 5

; ‘there is neither adversary nor
evil occurrent 5

(jrj yas). RV retains ‘occurrent,
5

but Amer. RV prefers ‘ occurrence, 5 which is

the modern form. The LXX tr. is aydynj/ta

tTQv-qpov, the Vulg. (supposed to have suggested
the Eng.) occursus mains ; Wyclif (1382) has
‘yvel agencomynge, 5 1388 ‘ yvel asailyng 5

; Cov.
‘ evell nynderaunce 5

; Gen. ‘evil to resiste,
5

followed by the Bishops; Don. ‘ il rencounter.
The form ‘occurrent

5 was used both as an adj.

and as a subst. As an adj. we find it in Hooker,
Eccl. Pol. v. 78, ‘After gifts of education there
follow general abilities to work things above
nature, grace to cure men of bodily diseases,

supplies against occurrent defects and impedi-
ments. 5 As a subst. it is found in Shaks. {Hamlet,
V. ii. 341), who also twice uses ‘occurrence 5

{T.

Night, V. i. 264, Henry V. V. Prol. 40). Cf. also

Chapman, Widow's Tears, iii 1, ‘These are strange
oecurrents, brother, but pretty and patheticaf5

;

Bacon, Henry VII. (Pitt Press ed. p, 68), ‘He
paid the king large tribute of his gratitude in

diligent advertisement of the oecurrents of Italy.’

Beaumont and Fletcher, Beggar's Bush, i. 1

—

4 My five years’ absence hath kept me stranger
Somuch to all the oecurrents of country.’

J. Hastings.
OGHIELUS (B ’Ox^Aos, A ’OffyAos, AV Ochiel),

1 Es 19= Jeiel, 2 Ch 359.

OCHRAN ’Expdv).—Father of Pagiel, an
Asherite prince, Nu l13 227 772* 77 1028.

OCIDELUS (A ’G/cd&jAoy, B ’0xa&9&os), 1 Es 9^, a
corruption of Jozabad in Ezr 1022.

OCINA (’Oxeura) occurs only in Jth 2s®, where it

is grouped with Sidon, Tyre, etc., as terror-stricken

at the approach of Holofemes. The names of the
cities are given in order, proceeding southward
along the sea-coast. First come Sidon and Tyre,
then follow Sur,* Ocina, and Jemnaan. Sur has
been taken for Tyre (Smith's JOB, art. ‘Ocina 5

},

and this (Sur) is the modem name of that town.
But the name of Tyre is already given in its usual
form, and it is more natural to suppose that Sur
refers to another place. Tremelius and Junius
speak of it as locus maritimus inter Tyrum et

Ptolemaida, and identity it with Sandalium. (Scan-
dalium), themodemIshznderuna. A short distance

south of IshmderUna lie the very ancient ruins of

Umm el-Amud, the older name of which seems to

have been Turdn (Baedeker, PalA 272). This is

a more probable identification, and, if accepted,

we pass naturally to Acre as the next important
city to the south. The mediaeval name Aeon (see

art. Acco) may very well represent the older Ocina,
which Ptolemais had failed altogether to supplant.

If Jemnaan is found at Jabneel (which see) the
distance from Acco is very great ; this, however,
does not tell against the identification suggested.

W. Ewing.
ODED.—1. (vny) Thefather of the prophet Azariah

B ’Atrcrsuf), Bab Na? a.b, c.a, A 2«yp, X*
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who lived in the reign of Asa, 2 Ch 151 (B ’Qotjo, A
'ASdS). In v. 8 ‘ Oded 3

of MT and B (’Aod5) is a
mistake (through wrong marginal gloss or other-
wise) for

eAzariah 5

(so A and Pesh. ). See Azariah,
No. 3. 2, (*ny, ’iloTjo) A prophet wdio protested
against the proposal to enslave the Judahites who
were taken prisoners upon the occasion of Pekah’s
invasion of the Southern kingdom. Being supported
by certain of the heads of Ephraim, Oded succeeded
in obtaining for the captives kindly treatment and
release, 2 Ch 282ff* J. A. Selbie.

ODOLLAM.—2 Mac 12s8 AY and RVm. See
Adullam.

ODOMERA ^OSoyypd ’Qooappys B, 0dares).
—A nomad chief, or possibly a Syrian officer, slain
oy Jonathan during the war with Bacchides, about
B.C, 158 (1 Mac 9s6

). The form of the name in the
AY, Odonarkes, seems to have no authority to
support it.

OP.—This is the most frequent preposition in the
Eng. language. Probably (says Earle) it occurs as
often as all the^ other prepositions put together.
But frequent as it is, its occurrence now is moder-
ate when compared with the usage of the loth and
16th centuries. By the beginning of the 17th cent,
it was getting displaced by other prepositions in
some of its most common meanings, as by ‘by’
when expressing the agent. But the language
of AV, being so much older than the current
speech of 1611, is full of the word in meanings
which wera archaic even then, and are now quite
obsolete.

The reason of its frequent use is that 'of
5
repre-

sented not only the original Anglo-Saxon of hut
also the French de. The Anglo-Sax. of had the
meaning of ' from 1

or ' away from 1

(Goth, ofj Lat.
ah, Gr, d?w&, Sansk. apa), as ' Alys us of yfle’ =
‘ Deliver us from evil.

3 And this must be regarded
as the starting-point in any history of the word.
But it is impossible to work out the meanings
derivatively from this primitive idea, because
of the entrance of the Frenck de and the demand
for 'of

3

to render its various uses. This first got
mixed up with and then drove out the earlier word,
so that as now used 'of 3

is the translation of a
French word ; its form alone is English.
The following are its chief archaic or obsolete

meanings in AY :

—

L From or away from, especially in the phrase
4 forth of/ as Jth 221 4 They went forth of Xineve 3

{oLirqkdov 4k, RV 'departed out of 3

) ; 2 Mac 4M 'yet
persuaded he him to come forth of the sanctuary 3

(4k
tou asrvXov Trpoe\deiv)

;

Mk 11s ' Others cut down
branches of the trees’ (so 1611, mod. edd. 'off’

;

Gr. 4k, RV ‘ from 3

). Cf. Dt 4s7 Tind. 'And because
he loved thy fathers, therfore he chose their seed
after them and broughte the out with his presence
and with his mightye power of Egipte 3

; Ac 2

1

30

Rhem, 'And apprehending Paul, they drewTe him
forth of the temple.’ See Forth. This and
similar meanings are now generally expressed by
' off/ which is merely another (perhaps a stronger)
spelling of ' of

5
(as ' after

3
is its comparative). 4

Off’
now represents the original Anglo-Sax. ‘ of

3

better
than ‘of’ itself does. Coverdale scarcely distin-
guishes 'of

3 and 'off/ as Job 4119* 20 'Out of his
mouth go torches and fyre brandes, out of his
nostrels there goeth a smoke, like as out off an
hote seetingepott’ ; Zee 131* 2 * In that tyme shall
the house off David, and the citesyns off Jerusalem
have an open well, to wash of synne and unelen-
uesse. And then (sayeth the Lorde of hoostes) I
will destroye the names of Idols out off the londe. 3

2. The same meaning is found metaphorically
after verbs of delivering. Thus Jer SO17 'I will

heal thee of thy wounds/ So Shaks. K. John
III. iv. 56, ' I may be delivered of these woes. 3

3. Then ‘of
3

expresses generally the source oi

origin, as Gn 27 ' God formed man of the dust of

the ground’ (nci^n-p is#, lit. ‘formed man dust
from the ground 3

) ; Ex 363 ' They received of

Moses all the offering
3

(rrs*D lit. 'from before
Moses 3

); La 323 ‘(It is of) the Lord’s mercies
that we are not consumed 3 (mrr ncn). So in NT
often, as Mk l30 * sick of a fever

3

(
-n-vpiaaovera ) ; Jn

6 -18 ‘ save he which is of God 3

(irapd rod Beod, RV
‘from God 3

) ; Jn 1515 * all things that I have heard
of my Father 3

(irapd rod tarpbs yov, RY 'from my
Father 3

); 177 'All things, whatsoever thou hast
given me, are of thee

3

(Traps. crov, RV ‘ from thee ’)

;

Ac 17 9 ‘ When they had taken security of Jason 5

(irapa rod ’Idcroros, RY ‘from Jason 3

); Ph l 15

‘Some indeed preach Christ even of envy and
strife ; and some also of good-will

3

(Sea pBbvov
tcai 4piv, nvks Si jcai Su eddoKiar); IP 52 'of a ready
mind 3 (iKoimw ) ; especially as tr. of diro, as Mt 716

‘Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles?
3

1621 ‘ suffer many things of the elders
3

; 1725* 26 ‘ Of
whom do the kings of the earth take custom or
tribute? Of their own children or of strangers?
Peter saith unto him, Of strangers’ (RV always
‘from’) ; 1613 ‘ He shall not speak of himself 3

(cup'

iavrod, RY ‘from himself
3

); or as tr. of 4k or 4$, as Mt
2125 ‘The baptism of John whence was it, from
heaven or of men? 3

(e£ ovpavov, f) £% dvBpJnrwv, RY
‘ from heaven or from men ’) ; 1 Co I3t> ' But of him
are ye in Christ Jesus’ ; 2 Co 51 ‘We have a build-
ing of God 3

; Ja 41 ‘ come they not hence, even of
your lusts?’ There are many clear examples in
the older versions and early writers, as Jn 152d

Wyc. ‘A spirit of truthe, whiche cometh of the
fadir 3

;
1 P 4 19 Wyc. ‘ the feithful maker of nought ’

;

Gn 2s3 Tind. ‘ This shall be called woman, because
she was take of the man’; Gn 445 Tind. ‘Is that
not the cuppe of which my lorde drynketk ?

3

; He
10s8 Rhem. ‘my just liveth of faith

3

(4k morews)
;

Erasmus, Credc, fol. 59, ‘All thynges are, ex ipso
et per ipsum (id est) of bym, and by hym 3

; More,
Utopia, L 40 (Lumby’s ed.), ‘But if the thing be
loste or made away, then the value of it is paide of
the gooddes of such offenders.

3

4. From the last would easily arise the sense of
portion, something taken from among the whole,
as Lv 430 ‘And the priest that is anointed shall
bring of the bullock’s blood ’

; Dn 225 ' I have found
a man of the captives of Judah 3

; 241 ‘ There shall
he in it of the strength of the iron

3

; Mt 25s ‘ Give
us of your oil

3

; 2d27 ‘ Drink ye all of it
5

; To ll 11

‘He strake of the gall on his father’s eyes.
3

Cf.
Mt 23s4 Tind. ‘ I sende unto you prophetes, wyse
men, and scribes ; and of them ye shall kyll and
crueifie; and of them ye shall scourge in youre
synagoges/

5. From a point of time, as Mk 921 ‘ Of a child
3

{raiSioBep). Then throughout a certain time, as Lk
23s ‘ He was desirous to see him of a long season 3

(<r£

iKavov ; edd. ikhvCov RY ‘ of a long time ’)

;

Ac 8 11 ‘ of long time he had bewitched them 3
(Uavcp

Xpovip). Cf. Berners, Froissart, i. 10, ‘a tempest
took them in the sea, that put them so far out of
their course that they wist not of two days where
they were 3

; Knox, Works, iii. 241, ‘ They are not
permitted of any continuance to blaspheme. 3

6. As the link between an act or state and its

origin, 'of
3 was used with great freedom. Thus it

is equivalent to : (1) At in 2 S.1942 ‘ Have we eaten
at all of the king’s cost?

3
(tjVDrrp, lit. ‘from the

king 3

; LXX 4k rod \SactAiws, Vulg. a rege). (2)
Concerning

, Dn 7ia ‘ Then I would know the truth
of the fourth beast’ (RV ‘concerning’); 1 Es 39

* Of whose side the king . . . shall judge that his
sentence is the wisest, to him shall the victory be
given 3

{ftp hv Kplvy) ; Jn 1216 'Then remembered
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oi*ey that these things were written of him 5
(Jt*

atirq)) ; Ac 49 ‘ If we this day be examined of the
good deed’ (iiri euepyealg., RV ‘concerning 5

); 5~4
4 they doubted of them, whereunto this would
grow 5

(Siyiropow irepi abrQv, RY e were much per-
plexed concerning them 5

) ;
15s ‘came together for

to consider of this matter 5

(irepi tov Xoyou to&tov) ;
1 Co l 21 4

It hath been declared unto me of you 5

(irepi

bg&v, RY ‘ concerning you 5

). Cf. Gn 429 Tind.
4 Joseph remembered his dreams which he dreamed
of them 5

; Mt 2s Rhem. ‘ Goe, and inquire diligently
of the childe

5

; ll7 Rhem. ‘Jesus began to say to
the multitudes of John 5

; Knox, Works, ili. 301,
* That God was eyther impotente, ... or else, that
he was mutable and unjust of his promyses.

5

(3)
For

,

or on account of, as Job 13 heading:
« Job re-

proveth his friends of partiality
5

; Sir 425 ‘Be
abashed of the erior of thine ignorance 5

(irepi T?js

airaioevcrias crov, RY ‘for thine ignorance 5

) ;
43-2 ‘A

present remedy of all is a mist coming speedily
5

(ftum itclvtuv, RY ‘ A mist coming speedily is the
healing of all things 5

) ; Mt IS13 ‘ he rejoiceth more
of that sheep than of the ninety and nine 5

(iirl,

RV ‘ over 5

) ; Jn 217 ‘ The zeal of thine house 5

(6 ffiXos
rod olkov (tov

) ; 168 ‘ He will reprove the world of sin,
and of righteousness, and of judgment 5

(irepi) ; Ac
2P° £ They are all zealous of the law 5

(fyXwTal tov
vogov, RV ‘ for

5

) ; Ro IQ2 ‘ They have a zeal of God 5

(f
yjXov 9eov, RY ‘ for 5

) ; 2 Co 74
4 Great is my glory-

ing of you 5
(irpbs bgdsy RY ‘on your behalf

5

). Cf.
Ex 37 Tind. ‘ I have surely sene the trouble of my
people which are in Egipte, and have herde their
crye which they have of their taskmasters 5

; Jn 3-9

Tind. ‘But the frende of the brydegrome which
stondeth by and heareth him, rejoyseth greately of
the brydgrome’s voyce.

5 So Berners, Froissart

,

p.

8, ‘ Then the queen of England took leave of the
earl of Haixiault and of the countess, and thanked
them greatly of their honour, feast, and good cheer,
that they had made her

5

; and Milton, Areopag.
(Hales5

ed. p. 46), ‘What some lament of, we
rather should rejoice at.

5

(4) On or upon, as Ps
99a ‘Thou tookest vengeance of their inventions 5

;

Lk 183 ‘ Avenge me of mine adversary 5
(dird)

;

Wis
17 10 ‘which could of no side be avoided 5

(gr)§agddevt

RY ‘on no side
5

) ; He 10s4 ‘ye had compassion of
me in my bonds 5

(rots bevgois [edd. decrglocsj gov <rwe-
TraOrjcraTe, RY ‘ye had compassion on them that
were in bonds’). Cf. Is 141 Geneva, ‘For the Lord
wil have compassion of laakob. 5 In the Pr. Bk. of
1559 occurs the phrase ‘ if ye stand by as gazers
and lookers of them that do communicate 5

; in
1552 it was ‘lookers on,

5
to wMeh the ed. of 1604

returned. Hall has the same use of the word in
Works, iii. 440, ‘The wise and Almighty maker of
these earthen mines, esteems the best metals but
as thick clay ; and why should we set any other
price of them than then* Creator? 5

(5) Over, 1 Co
74 * The wife hath not power of her own body 5

(rou

l8lov crufiaros ovk egovtnafec, RY ‘hath not power
over ’). Cf. Job 422 Cov. ‘ I knowe that thou hast
power of all things.

5

(6) With, as 2 S 19s2 ‘ He had
provided the king of sustenance

5 (RY ‘with 5

) ; Ca
2s and 5s f I am sick of love.

5 * Wyclif (Select

Works, iii 84) says, ‘ Thou schuldisfc love thi God
of al thin herfce, of al thi soule, and of al thi
mynde. 5

Cf. Tindale, Expos, p. 109, ‘Though
they persecute thee from house to house a thou-
sand times, yet shall God provide thee of another 5

;

Rutherford, Letters, No. xlv. ‘I can be content of
shame in that work, if my Lord and Master be
honoured’ ; and Shaks. Macbeth, I. ii. 13—

* The merciless Macdonwald
. . . from the western isles

Of kerns and gallowglasses is supplied.’

* Moon (Bedes. English,^. 212)urgeswithsome reason that the
Bevisers should have adopted the modem idiom in Ca 25 and 58,

since to be sick ofa thing means now to he heartily tired of it.

7. But the most important of all the obsolete
uses of ‘ of

5

is its employment to introduce the
agent, especially after a passive verb. This fnne
tion was performed both by the Anglo-Sax. ‘of

5

and by the Fr. de ; it is therefore very common in
the

_
English of the 14th to 16th cent. By the

beginning of the 17th cent, it was dying out, ‘of
5

being replaced by ‘by, 5
so that (as has been

pointed out under By) we have to do, not only
with an idiom that is archaic to us, but also witli
one that is inconsistently applied. It further
increases the difficulty that 4 by 5 was used for the
instrument or intermediate agency. Thus Lever,
Sermons (Arber’s ed. p. 77), says, ‘We had never
feast gyven of hym by his apostles

5

; and in AV
we find, Mt l22 ‘ which was spoken of the Lord by
the prophet 5

(rb prjdev biro Kvpiov oca rod irpocprprvv),

RY ‘ by the Lord through the prophet ’).

The agent is usually expressed in Greek by tiro with the gen.,
and so v to with the gen. is m AV usually translated by * of.’ In
the following places, however, we find ‘ bv ’

: Mt 2i-l Mk 5-*

Lk 2*3 26 sly 1317 xfi22 211S 23s , Ac 1022 IS*- 45 156. *0 -14 2711
Eo 321 1524, 1 Co in, 2 Co 33 gw- 20, Eph 2U 513, Ph 12s, Col 218*

2Ti 226, He 23 34, 2 P 121 32. Of these the folk are due to
Tindale : Lk 1317 1622 23S, Ac 1Q22 153, Eo 1524, 1 Co in, 2 Co 33
819. 20, Eph 211, 2 P 121

; in the other cases AV has changed
Tindale’s * of ’ into ‘by.* EV has always retained * by * where it
is found in AV, and has changed AV ‘ of * into * by * in Mt l22
14S 1912 2712 Mk 831, Lk 221 97. 8 1720, Ac 1614 22^ 2310 27 262- 7,

1 Co 212 109-10 . 29 1424618, 2 Co 2® 8*9, Gal in 317, Eph 512
, Ph 312,

He 1123, Ja 114 29 34 -

s, Jude 12. 17,

The following passages deserve attention : 2 Es
1616 ‘ Like as an arrow which is shot of a mighty
archer 5

(a sagittario valido); 1630 ‘There are left

some clusters of them that diligently seek through
the vineyard 5

(ah his, RV ‘by them 5

); Wis 187

‘ So or thy people was accepted both the salvation
of the righteous and destruction of the enemies 5

(biro Xaou crov, RY ‘ by thy people ’) ; 1 Mac 51S

‘ their brethren that wTere in trouble, and assaulted
of them 5

(bid avr&v
) ; Mt 21S ‘ He was mocked of

the wise men 5
(bird tuv g&y&v)

;

ll27 * All things
are delivered unto me of my Father 5

(bird tov irarpoi

gov) ; Lk 97 * Now Herod the tetrarch heard of all

that was done by Mm (bir’avrov, edd. and RV om.)

:

and he was perplexed, because that it was said
of some (bird tlvwv, RV ‘ by some’) that John was
risen from the dead 5

; Ac 154 ‘ they were received
of the church and of the apostles and elders

5
(utto

ttjs iKtctojcrLas
) ; 1 Co 1424 4 he is convinced of all, he

is judged of all
5

(bird iravruv, RY * by all ’) ; 2 Co
819 4 who was also chosen of the churches 5

(x«porov^
dels bird tS>v iicKhrjGi&v, RY ‘appointed by the
churches

5

) ; Ph 312
4 1 am apprehended of Christ

Jesus 5
(bird [rod] Xpierrov ’Iijcrov, RV ‘by Christ

Jesus
5

). Examples in early writers are easily
found: take Ex 2231 Tind. ‘therfore shall ye
eate no flesh that is torne of beestes in the feld

5

;

and Booke of Freeedence (E.E.T.S.) i 76, ‘Stody
alwaies to be loved of good men, and seeke nat to
be hated of the Eve!!.’ The process of change may
he illustrated from the Mstory of the Pr. Bk.
Thus in 1552 and 1559 we read (* Communion, 5

Keeling, p. 191), ‘being so lovingly called and
bidden of God himself

5

; but in 1604 and 1662 this

is changed into 4 by God himself.
5

Cf. Lever,
Sermons, p. 26, ‘For as there is no power of
authorithy but of God, so is there none put in
subjeceion under theym but by God. Those
powers whiche be are ordeyned of God. 5

8. Occasionally ‘of’ is redundant, as Dn 2*®

‘Then Daniel requested of the king 5

; Sir 3124

‘The testimonies of his niggardness shall not be
doubted of

5

; Ac 156 4 The apostles and elders came
together for to consider of this matter 5

(IBeiv irepi).

Especially after gerunds, as 2 S 221 4 Asabel would
not turn aside from following of him 5

; S13 ‘He
returned from smiting of the Syrians 5

; Sir 2022

* There is that ... by accepting of persons over-
throweth himself

5

; Jn ll13 ‘They thought that he
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had spoken of taking of rest in sleep
3

; Ac 2132

‘They left beating of Paul.
3

It is also sometimes
omitted where we should use it, as Rev IS 1- ‘ all

manner vessels of ivory.
3

9. Notice finally the phrases; Of certainty. Bn
2® (RV ‘of a certainty

3

) ; offeree

,

He 9 17 (BeScuos)

;

ofpurpose, Rn 216
: cf. Bacon, Essays, p. S3, ‘Wise

men will rather doe sacrifice to Envy ; in suffering

themselves sometimes of purpose to be crost
3

; in

comparison of, Jg 82,
Hag2y

; and ofa truth, Dn 2*7
,

Lk 4s5 22M, Ac 4P 1034. J. Hastings.

OFFENCE.—The verb to ‘ offend
3
(Lat. ojfendere,

* to strike against 3

) means in AY either intransi-

tively ‘ to go astray,
3

or transitively ‘ to lead one
astray.

3 So ‘ offence
3

is either a ‘ trespass,
3

or the
canse of trespass, a ‘ stumbling-block.

3

Offend. The Heb. words are: (1) ’dskam or to
‘trespass* or ‘be guilty,’ Jer 23 50", Ezk 2512, Hos 415 IS1, Hab
l11. Thus Hos IS1 ‘ When he offended in Baal, he died * (RYm
‘ When, he became guilty in Baal ’

; Cheyne * But he became
guilty through the Baal*). In 2 Ch 281S the Heb. subst.

’arnamah, which is twice tr. ‘trespass* in the same verse, is

once rendered ‘offend* : * we hare offended against the Lord,*
RV 4 that which will bring upon us a trespass (RYm ‘guilt*)

' against the Lord.’ BY changes Jer 2® into ‘be held guilty,*

and Hab l11 into ‘ be guilty,* leaving the rest unchanged. (2)
hdtS ‘to miss’ (the way), ‘err,’ ‘ sin.* Gn 299 (‘What have I

offended thee?* ; BY ‘sinned against thee*), 401, 2 K IS14, Jer
3718 (‘What have I offended against thee?*; BY ‘sinned
against thee*). (Z) bagad to ‘act treacherously,’ only Ps 73*5

‘I should offend against the generation of thy children* (BY
‘ I had dealt treacherously with*). (4) habhal to ‘ act foolishly,*
* become vain,’ only Job 34®1 1

1 will not offend any more.’ (5)

pasha' to * rebel,* ‘ take offence,* Pr IS19 *A brother offended is

harder to be won than a strong city,* RYm ‘injured.’ In NT
the two interns, verbs are (1) »uMprkve», Ac 258 ‘Neither
against the temple, nor yet against Caesar, have I offended
anything at all’ (« xuaprav, RV ‘have I sinned at all’); and
(2) rv«J# to stumble, Ja 2® S2 (RV both ‘stumble’). The
transit, verb is jr*o6»$*X/£», occurring chiefly in Mt (529. so no
1321.87 1512 1727 186. a 9 2419 2631- S3) and Mk (4*7 & 042.43.45-47

1427.29); also in Lk 7® 172 and Jn 6®- 16* ; and. elsewhere only
' Ro 14®, 1 Co 813 bis, 2 Co 11®. AY always translates ‘ offend ’

;

RV always * cause to stumble,* except Mk 14® where ‘ All ye
shall be offended because of me’ is retained in text, with
‘ caused to stumble * in margin. BY omits the word in Ro 1421

with edd.
Offence rarely occurs in QT. The only Heb. words are : (1)

mikhshdl, 1 S 25®1 ‘That this shall be no grief unto thee, nor
offence of heart unto my lord’ (AYm ‘ stumbling *), and Is S14

i ‘a rock of offence*; also in Ps 119185 the same subst. is tr*
‘ offend,* * nothing shall offend them,’ AYm * they shall have no
stumbling-block,* RV ‘ they have none occasion of stumbling.’
(2) heV ‘ error,* ‘sin,* so tr. only Ec 104. The NT words are;
(1) «tpu*,pvtm ‘error/ ‘sin/ only 2 Co 117 (RV ‘sin*). £2) trap*-
•strmput a 4 transgression,’ Ro 4® 515 bis. 16. 17. la 20 (RV always
* trespass/ the usual tr. of the word elsewhere in AY). (3)
npurxaTx, lit. ‘a striking -against* rw), in its only
occurrence, 2 Co 6®, RY ‘ occasion of stumbling.* Notice also
the adj. mrpw*w in Ac 24*8 ‘to have always a conscience
void of offence ’ (mrpHrmxm mats&ti&iv)

;

1 Co 10s2 ‘give none
offence

’
(kstairmra* yUarBi, BV ‘give no occasion of stum-

bling*) ; and Ph lio ‘ That ye may be sincere and without
offence* («r/»vs»srsi, RV ‘ void of offence *). (4) *picrxe.uput, lit.
‘ a thing to strike against * (trpoTjekrrai), is tr® ‘ offence ’ only in
Bo 14^5 ‘It is evil for that man who eateih with offence

’
‘(ha,

vpAtrxsuptMros). (5) e-xeivSaiZjsv, the biblical form of the late word
rxac.v$tt.Xis8pey which signifies ‘the bait-slick in a trap.* In
LXX rxkviuXe* occurs as the tr. of ddphl in Ps 50® ; of kesel
in Ps 49*8; of mPkisk in Jos 23*8, Jg 23 8®, 1 S IB®, Ps 69®
1(P 1405 1419 ; and of mikhshdl in Lv 1914 1 s 2531, p3 119les.
In NT it is found in Mt IS® (*mrrm t« vxkycmXtz, AY * all things
that offend/ BY ‘all things that cause stumbling’), 16® ig7fer
(AY always * offence/ RV ‘stumbling-block * in 16®, ‘occasion
of stumbling’ in 1ST), Lk 171 (AV ‘ offences,’ RY * occasions
of stumbling*), Ro 9® (both ‘offence*), 11» (both ‘stumbling-
block*), 1413 (AV ‘occasion to fall/ BY ‘occ. of falling*),
BP7 (AY ‘ offences,’ RY ‘occasions of stumbling’), 1 Co 1®
(both ‘ stumbling-block *), Gal 5U (AY ‘ offence/ RY ‘stum-
bling-block*), 1 P 2« (bote ‘ offence *), 1 Jn 21® (bote ‘occasion
of stumbling*), Rev 2*4 (bote ‘ stumbling-block*).

It is mriortun&te that ‘offend
3 and ‘offence 3

have lost their early meanings. As the note
above shows* we have no good word to take their
place.*

*H we could have used ‘scandal’ and ‘scandalize’ as tee
Volf, and tee Rhern. Version do, much of the force which we
lose would have been retained. Thus in Rhem. NT, Mt lie
* Blessed is he teat shall not be scandalized in me *

;
1341 *The

Sonne of man shed send his Angels, and they tea! gather out
of his kingdom al scandals*; 187-8 ‘ Wo be to tee world for
scandals. F>r it is necessary teat scandals do come ; but

The following quotations from early writer®

illustrate the use 01 both words in AV. Barrow,
Sermons,

vol. i. Seim. 1 , ‘ To offend originally

signifies to infringe, that is, to stumble or hit

dangerously upon somewhat lying across our wav 3

;

Rutherford", Letters, No. lix. * He presumed that

much on your love that ye would not offend*

(= ‘ stumble 3

) ; Shaks. Meas. for Meas. in. ii. 16,
‘ He hath offended the law 3

,* Milton, PL iiL

410

—

* Regardless of the bliss wherein he sat
Second to thee, offered himself to die

For man’s offence/

And in Areopag. (Hales3

ed. p. 15) the meaning is

to lay a stumbling-block in the way, ‘A certain

Presbyter laid it scrupulously to his conscience,

how he durst venture himselfe among those de-

filing volumes. The worthy man loath to give

offence fell into a new debate with himselfe what
was to be thought.

3

For the theology see next article.

J. Hastings.
OFFENGE.—This term is the translation in AY

of several Heb. and Gr. words. These may he
classified in two categories; 1 . Sin (man Ec 104 5

afiapria, 2 Co ll7, RY * sin
3

) ; also the kindred idea
of a moral fall (xapdwrw/m. e.g. Ro 425 516, RY
‘ trespass

3

). 2. Stumbling (Stegp 1 S 25S1 ,
Is 814),

considered as an act, the word being used in a
metaphorical sense. Also a stumbling-block. In
this last sense the term is used as trn of Gr. words
with two different primary meanings

: (
1 ) ?rp6<r-

Kop-pja (Ro 14*), and irpocncoTrr} (2 Co 6 ,
RV ‘ occa-

sion of stumbling 3

), literally ‘ a stumbling-block,*
i.e. some impediment lying on the path, over
which one stumbles, and so morally anything
that hinders and tends to trip one up in the path
of life, or with regard to some particular course
of action. (2) aedvdakov, a purely biblical word,
with its corresponding causative verb (ncavdaXlfr,

of frequent occurrence both in LXX and in NT.
The classic form is <TKavdd\7]dpov. In LXX it stands
chiefly for Heb. tfjpn ‘bait

3
(fig. ‘snare 3

) and
‘ stumbling-block.

3 The Gr. word means primarily
the trigger of a trap; then the trap itself. In
a secondary sense it stands for anything that
ensnares or hinders morally. The idea of stum-
bling appears in the phrase ‘rock of offence

3
(irfrrpav

<rKav5d\ov
y Ro 9s3, a free quotation from Is 814

,

where LXX has verpas vrdfjmrt), i.e. a rock over
which people stumble. The word is used of
persons; as in our Lord’s rebuke of St. Peter,
‘Thou art an offence (aicdydaXov) unto me 3 (Mt
1623 AY). RV has ‘ stumbling-block 3

here, a need-
ful correction, the idea being, not that St. Peter
was ‘offensive

3

to Jesus, nor that Jesus was
‘ offended 3 with him, but that the disciple was a
snare to his Master, an adversary (Zaravas), one who
provoked to stumbling. The word is also used of
things, as when we read of casting a stumbling-
block before anybody (e.g. Ro 14s). Again, m
the expression ‘""Whoso shall offend one of these
little ones,

3
etc. (Mt 186 AY), the reference is not

to insulting and hurting the feelings, but to
tempting and hindering m the way of Christ.
Similarly, the directions about an offending mem-
ber of the body—the eye to be plucked out or the
hand to be cut off—refer to causes of stumbling,
of moral hindrance. Accordingly, RY substitutes
‘cause to stumble 3

for the misleading word
‘offend

3
in AY. The sin of leading one of

Christ's little ones to stumble is set forth as

neverthelesse wo to that man by whom tee scandall cometh-
And if thy hand or thy foote scandalize thee, cut it off, and
cast it from thee.’ We find also tee adj. ‘ scandalous * in tee
heading to Lk 9 ‘He forewamete againe of his scandalous
Passion.’ In tee notes to Mk 61 ‘offence* is g'ven as an
alternative to ‘ scandal,’—* His eountrie folkes ... did take
offence or scandal of him.*
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peculiarly heinous. St. Paul’s argument on the
question of casuistry concerning eating food that
has been offered to idols turns on this idea. The
apostle’s contention is not that the strong are to
surrender their liberty in deference to the super-
stitions of the weak, for fear of offending the latter
in the sense of giving them offence, i.e. angering
and alienating them. The duty we owe to Chris-
tian liberty may sometimes involve this painful
consequence, St, Paul’s position is that liberty
must not be so used as to hinder the spiritual life

of others, by confounding their consciences and
tempting them to imitate conduct the innocence
of which they are not sufficiently enlightened to
perceive, and which must therefore appear wrong
to them. Where the Jews are said to be 4 offended
at ’ Jesus (Mt IB57), and where 4 the offence of the
cross ’ is referred to (Gal 5U), the stumbling and
hindrance are in the way of accepting the claims
of Christ. Thus the prophetic description of the
stumbling-block is ascribed to Him because His
obscure origin and humble appearance, and the
method of His ministry, were regarded as reasons
for not accepting Him. When He spoke in the
synagogue at Nazareth, His trade as a carpenter
and His family relations were the stumbling-block
(Mk 63 ). Here, however, the idea seems to he
passing over to that of displeasure—we are in-

stinctively angry at whatever causes us to stumble.
This thought appears to he present in Mt 15U >

where the disciples say to Jesus, * Knowesf thtf 1

that the Pharisees were offended when thty
heard?’ etc. The more serious idea of being
hindered morally—as in the case of 4 offending

’

one of Christ’s little ones—is evidently out of
place here. All that is meant is that the Phari-
sees were turned against Jesus and His claims,

with the implied notion that this was coupled with
some irritation. It is the same with St. Paul’s
reference to ‘the offence of the cross’ (Gal ou ).

The fact that Jesus had suffered the indignity of

crucifixion hindered the Jews, with their secular
ideas of the Messiahship, from accepting Chris-
tianity, and at the same time roused their indigna-
tion against the preachers of the gospel.

W. F. Adeney.
OFFER, OFFERING, OBLATION.—These words

are used in the English Versions for very different

terms in the Hebrew and Greek ; and it will be the
aim of the present article to distinguish them, and
enable the student to understand the meaning and
application of the terms used in the original. For
the sake of clearness and simplicity, the usage of

RVonly(which is at least in some respects more con-

sistent than that of AV) will be taken as the basis

of the article.

Offering and oblation, it need hardlybe remarked,
are words substantially identical in origin, the only
difference between them being that one is formed
(through ‘offer’) from the present tense of the
Latin offero, and the other from the supine obla-

tum.
1. In burnt-offering (nby), peace-offering (c^,

D’pVf), thank-offering (rrfm), freewill-offering (nrn^ *),

meal-offering (rrrpp), sin-offering (rtNsrj), guilt-offering

drink-offering (^m), ‘ offering ’ corresponds
to no distinctive element of the Hebrew expres-

sion ; and the explanation of these terms will there-

2.
4 Offering (here^ancTthere in AV 4 sacrifice ’)

made by fire ’represents a single word in the Heb.,
n&x (‘firing,’ or ‘fire-offering’). It occurs very
frequently in P (as Lv P* 13* 17 2s* 3* 8* 10* 36

; elsewhere

* In AV occasionally, ‘willing, free, or voluntary offering* (as

Ex S529 36s, Lv

7

18
, Ezk 46*2); in RV ‘freewill offering,’ uni-

formly.

t In Is 63io rendered, unhappily, * offering for sin,* suggesting

confusion with the very different « sin-offering *
; see, however,

RVm.

only Dt IS1
, Jos 1314

, 1 S 228
) ; and is a term used

generallyof any sacrifice, or other offering (Lv 247* 9
),

consumed upon the altar.

3. |pj? korbdn (AV usually ‘offering,’ sometimes
(cf. oblatio, often in the Vulg. for jrnj?)

4 oblation,

5

once ‘ sacrifice ’
; RV uniformly 4 oblation,’ except

Ezk 2028 4 offering ’). This (from mp ‘to come near ’)

means properly something brought near (viz. to the
altar, or to God) ; it is the most general term for
offering or oblation, being used mostly, it is true,
of sacrifices of different lands, but also sometimes
of other sacred gifts (Lv 212, Nu 1 passim, 3130

}. It
is found exclusively in P, and Ezk 20-8 4043. The
occurrences in P are : Lv l

2* 2* s- 10 * 14 - 14 2s* x* 4* 5* 7* 12*

13. 13 gl. 2. 6. 7. 8 . 12. 14 423. 28. 32 511 020 (IS)
»J13.

14. IS. 18. 29. 38

97* 15 174 221S- 27 2314 27 fl* n
, Nu 513 614* 21 7 (28 times)

97. 13 lSL 25 1S9 28- 31°°. In a slightly different form
(kurban) it occurs in Neb IQ34 *

35
* 13Sl , of the wood-

offering (not mentioned elsewhere). It is, of course,
the familiar 4 eorban ’ of Mk 7H.

(a) The cognate verb hikrib, ‘to bring near’ (of

a secular gift Jg 317* 38
, Ps 7210b, Mai Is [‘present’]),

is used in a corresponding sense (RV 4 present,’
4
offer,’ ‘ bring near,’ 4 bringr) ; whether of the wor-

shipper bringing up the sacrifice, or of the priest
presenting it on the altar. The occurrences are
too numerous to quote in extenso ; for examples,
see (1) of the worshipper Lv 12. 2. 3. 3. 10.34 2i. 4. s

(

4 presen ted ’)
^ 12* 1S* 14*^4 31* 7. 7. 9. 12. 14 4s. 14 711 .

IsAs. 13. 24. 16. 18. 25. 29. 38. (2) Qf the priest Lv 1®’ 15

(
4 bring

1
*), 5s 614 0- 20 W- 21 64) 73. 8- 8. 9. 33 .^ ontaide

P (all), Ezk 4322** 24 447* 27 464
, Hag 234, Ezr 610* 17

717 8s3
, 1 Ch 161, 2 Ch 3512

. Like korl&n, hikrib, it

will he noticed, is essentially a priestlyword ; it de-
notes a formal ceremonial act, and is almost entirely
confined to P and Ezk. n^n, another verb also

commonly rendered ‘to offer ’"(see below), is a word
much more in ordinary use ; it is as exceptional in
P and Ezk as hikrib is constant.

(b ) The synon. riun also occurs in the same two
applications, but it is less technical, and also much
less frequent (RV 4 bring,’ ‘ bring hither,’

4 present,’

‘bring, near’) : Ex 32®, Jg 619 4 presented
5
(if RVm

of v *is right :f see 4), IS 13* 1434* * Am 5s
®, Lv 2s

(‘bring’), 814
, Mai l7* 8* 8 (‘offer’), v. 11 232 3s

, 2 Ch
29s3 ; cf. of secular gifts, I K 421 (5

1
), also Jg 619 (if

RV text of v. 18 is right).

In LXX yigtf is generally represented by srpotrpipm, and pip
(not by vrpotripopeL, but) by i&por (cf. Mk 7U , Mt 15s) ; Mt 523,

therefore, if translated consistently with RV of the OT, would
read, ‘If thou art offering thine oblation at the altar* (in

Belitzsch’s Heb. XT, sjp-ip nnpg ex); cf. Lv 2*- 4 174 2218

RV and LXX ; and observe the same combination of v/wnfip*
and ISpw m Mt S24 84, He 84.

A nrtp minhah. This does not express the
neutral idea of ‘gift’ (pp), but denotes a compli-

mentary present, or a present made to secure or

retain good-will, as Gn 3213* 21 (to Esau), 4311*

^ *• 28 (to Joseph), Jg 315* 17* 18 (to Eglon), 2K 88*

»,

Ps 4512,
offered, as something expected, bya political

subject, 2S 8s* 6
, 1 K 421

, 2K 178* 4 al ; then of a
tribute offered to God, both generally (including

animals) Gn 4s* 4* 6
, IS 2619, and specifically (as

always in P) of the meal- (or cereal) offering (Lv
2 : see Sacrifice). Where minhah appears to he
used in the more general sense of a tribute offered

to God, it is represented in RV by ‘offering
5
or

‘oblation.’ The passages are Gn 4s* 4* s
, Nu 1615

,

Jg 618 (marg.), 1 S 217-^ 29 314 2619
, 1 K 1828* 8

®, 2 K
Ezr B4* » Ps 2OS (

4>*406 (7)*968 1412 (maxg.), Is lu

1921 4S23* 57®* 66s** » Jer 1412* IT2®* 3319* 41®*, Bn
2^ (to Daniel), 921 * **, Am o23*, Zeph 310, Mai l10* »
212. 13 33.

4

(* with marg. 4 Or, meed-offering ’). How
ever, in several of these passages, esp, in 1 K 1829-®6

,

2 K 3'20
, Ps 1412

,
Ezr 9** 8

, Bn 921 [in all,
4 the evening

* But * bring ’ elsewhere in these chapters represents K'pn.

f For spun is used also of ‘bringing near* or ‘presenting

ordinary food, Gn 2723, 1 S 2825, 2 S 13U.
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m inhah 5

; see 2 K X615
], perhaps also in many of

those with the alternative marginal rendering, and
in Is 11S 19-1

, it is not improbable that c meal-offer-

ing 5 would be the better rendering.

5.

rcn^i terurndh (AY and RV ‘heave-offering,
5

‘ offering/ and £ oblation
5

). This word (from cnn
‘ to lift or take off

5

) denotes properly what is lifted

off a larger mass, or separated from it for sacred
purposes'(LXX in Pent, uses d^aipeya, in Ezk mostly
dirapxi; Targ. in both xrrxhrx ‘something separ-
ated") ; and is used in particular (cf. Driver on Dt
12®}

: (1) of gifts taken from the produce of the soil

(as tithe, firstfruits, and firstlings)
; (2) of contri-

butions of money, spoil, etc., offered for sacred
purposes, and in Ezk of land reserved for the
priests and Levites ; (3) in connexion with sacri-

fices, only of portions 4 taken off
5
' the rest, and

forming the priest’s due, esp. of the ‘ heave-thigh,
5

which, with the 4 wave-breast,
5
is (in P) the priest’s

share of the peace-offering, but also (as Nu 59 18s
)

of other priestly dues. The rendering ‘heave-
offering

5
implies a rite of ‘elevation,

5 which, how-
ever, is very doubtful, and is rejected by modern
scholars (e.g. Ges., Keil on Lv 2y

, Bilim, on Lv 7^
etc.). Omitting the passages (as Ex 2S27* 28

, Lv
732*

**) where tSramdh is used of the ‘heave-thigh,’

it occurs, in the other applications just noted. Ex
So2* 2* 3 30]S * I4 * 15 355 * 5 * - 1 * 24* 24 36s * 6

, Lv 7 14 22 1
-, Nu 59

251S. 20. 21 |§8. 11. 12. 24. 2S. £7 . 28. 28. 29 3}29. 41 * 02 Dt 126* 1! * 17

Ezk SO40 (‘offerings
5 *) 4430* 80 45 1 - ®* 7 * 7

*’13* 16 48s* 9* 30*

la. is. is. is. 20. 20. 2i. 21. 2i ^Ial 3s 2 Ch 31 10* 12* 14 Ezr S25

Neh 1037 i5 - * 39 f40t X244 135
; also 2 S l- 1 (if the reading

be correct), Is 402b
,
and (in a secular sense) Pr 294

(see RVm). (RY in Pent. 2 S, Ezr, Neb, Ezk 2040
,

Mai, ‘ heave-offering
5

or ‘ offering,
5
in 2 Ch, Is, and

other passages in Ezk, ‘ oblation ’). ‘ Contribution 5

is perhaps the English word which, though not
entirely satisfactory, nevertheless best suggests
the ideas expressed by the Heb. terumah.

{a) The use of the corresponding verb onn ‘ to lift or

take off
5

(often by the side of fine subst. Urwmah)
should he noted (LXX usually in Pent, dfaipeu, in

Ezk atfiopifa, in 2 Ch dirdpxoycu

;

Targ. EhiEN ‘to
separate

5

: RY ‘ heave up,
5

‘ offer,
5 ‘ take up,

5
‘ take

off,
5

‘ offer up,
5 4 heave, 5 ‘levy

5 Nu 3128
,

‘ give . . .

for offerings
5 2 Ch 3024

, ‘give 5

). This occurs, not
only of the ‘ heave-thigh 3 Ex 29s7

, but also in con-
nexion with various other sacred gifts or sacrifices

:

Ex S524,
Lv 29 (of the ‘ memorial 3 taken off the meal-

offering in order to be burnt on the altar), 4s* l0 * 19

(of the fat lifted or taken offs, sacrifice for con-
sumption on the altar), 615 *

8
} (as 2®), 221S

, Nu 1519*

». jgis, »• ss* 29* 32 312&. m 451. is 43s. 9. 20

2 Ch 30s4* 24 35s* 9
, Ezr 825

. Tiie remarkable incon-
sistency in the rendering of this word, even in RY,
and the confusion with other words occasioned
thereby, are much to be regretted ; if the instances
are examined in detail, the idea in each will be
seen to be, as explained above, that of lifting or
taking off from a larger mass for sacred purposes
(note esp. the use of both the verb and the subst.
in Ezk in connexion with land).

6. tinupkdk , a ‘wave-offering 5 (implying a
rite of ‘waving 5

; see Sacrifice), and usually so
rendered in AY, RY ; but represented by ‘ offering 5

alone in Ex 35“ 3S24* 29 (where the term is used
peculiarly of materials offered for the construction
of the sanctuary), and in Nu $n*m ls* 21 (changed
here in RV to 4 wave-offering 5

), where it is used of
the Levites.

(a) The cognate verb »pjn ‘to wave,* and usually so
rendered, issimilarlyrepresentedby ‘ offer

5

in Ex S522
,

Nu 831* 1S* 15* 21 (in Nu with the marg. ‘ Heb. wave 5

).

7. ‘Whole burnt-offering 5
(really a double

, and
tautologous, rendering of the Heb., adopted from
AY of Ps 51 19

) stands for the Heb. (lit. some-
thing whole) in RY Dt 1336

(
l7> marg., 3350

, IS T9

* For * oblations ” in this verse see below. No. 9.

(Heb. b'bz n^iy). Ps 51 19
(
2Ib The Heb. word is a

rare syn. of rqy (see Sacrifice, under ‘burnt-
offering

5

) ; it occurs besides, in a sacrif . sense, of

the priest’s minhah, which was to he ‘ wholly burnt
(lit. ‘ burnt (as) something whole 5

), Lv 622* 28
<
15 * lb

>.

8. ‘Passover offerings
5 stands for o^no?, only

2 Ch 357 * 8* 9
; see Passover.

9. ‘ Oblation
5
for mNbn (not a technical word \

lit. something borne along or brought

;

cf. the verb
in v. 31

,
and No. (11), below) in Ezk 2Q40

.

10. ‘Offerings’ for the obscure and uncertain
Q\?rprt Hos 813

,
generally taken to mean properly

‘gifts’ (from in;).

‘ Offering (up)
5

stands also, in RY of NT, for

—

11. Trpocr<f>opd (LXX for nnp Ps 406 ;
otherwise

very rare, except in Sir, viz. 1411 31(34)18* 19 32

(35)
1 * 6 3811 46 16 5013* 14

) : Ac 2126 2417
, Ro 1516 ,

Eph
52 , He 105* s

* (from Ps 406
: Heb. minhah)

10 * i4* 18 (in

all, except He 105* 8
, in the sense of the Heb. pip).

12. dvd&'ryjxL (a votive ofiering set up in a temple,
Herod, ii. 182, etc.) : Lk 21s ; so Jth 16™ (‘gift’},

2 Mac 918 (RY).

* Oblation ’ does not occur in NT (either AV or RV)* *n Pr*

Bk. version of the Psalms it occurs in 277 for c'rpT, and in 5119

for b'h'p. In the Apocr. it represents 'rpoercopd., 1 Es 552 (
31

), Sir

5013 (AV), Thr is, ZZpev Sir 79 (AV), biucc 1 Mac 153 (in a secular

sense), putwa (i.e. .ln;!3) Bar l10 RV.

The verb 1

to offer.’ besides the four usages noted
under 3 a b, 5 a, 6 a

,
stands also in RY for

—

(5) re] ‘to slaughter 5

(in sacrifice) : Gn 3154 46 1

,

Ex 2318
, Lv 195 * 5

, Dt IS3 S319 (elsewhere in the
Pent, nj? is rendered by ‘ to sacrifice

5

*), 1 S l21 213

etc., Ps 45 276 5014 (Heb. ‘ slaughter thanksgiving
5

;

so v. 23), 11617 (Heb. ‘slaughter the slaughtering
(sacrifice) of thanksgiving 5

; so 10722
,
Lv 2229

) ; and
elsewhere, esp. when the obj. is the cognate subst.
‘ sacrifice.

5

(6) nbpn ‘to cause to go up 5

(viz. on the altar),

—

very often, esp. with ‘ burnt-ofiering 5 (the Heb.
word for which, nb?

y is cognate with this verb, and
means properly that which goes up, viz. on the
altar) : in P and Ezk, only Ex 3Q9 4029

, Lv 1420 178
,

Ezk 4318* 24
; elsewhere, Gn 820 222* 18 (here, and

sometimes besides, ‘to offer up\ Ex 246 32®, Nu
232.4.14. 30

} Dt 121ft. u 27s, Jos 22s3 (first time), 1 K
34* 15 (first time), Am S22

, Is 576 663, Ps 51™W 6615a
,

and often besides, both in S, K, etc., and also

in Ch, Ezr (in the Pent, all the occurrences are
cited). So ‘the offering of

5
in IK is29* 36 and

‘ offering
5

in 2 K 320 are both lit. ‘ the going up of.
5

(7) nv? ‘to do or make 5

(an idiom, use—cf. ffieur

andfacere—prob. allied to, or developed from, that
of the same word in the sense of to make ready,

prepare, or dress as food, Gn 187* 8
, Lv 621 d4) 7®, Jg

6i95 is 251S, 2 S 124* 4 135* 7
, IK 1712 (of meal)

1823* 25* *•)
; in RY usually ‘ offer,

5 sometimes ‘ sacri-

fice,
5 and (esp. in Nu 15 and Ezk) ‘prepare 5

: Ex
I023 2938 * 38* 39 * 39' 41 Lv 510 6s2 d5)

97.7.10.23 1419. so

1515.S0 16 9. 24 179 22^ 24 (BVm) 2312* 19
, Nu 611* 16 * 17* 17

812 15s* 8 (prob. : RY ‘ make ’), w. 5* ®* 8* 12* 14- 24284* 4* 8*

15. so. 21. so. 24. si 292. Dt 1227, Jos 22s8 (second time),
Jg 1315

(?; notice insV), v. 16 (‘make ready, 5 not
‘ offer

5
[nVpn]), 1 K 31S (second time), 8s4 (2 Ch 77),

12s7,
2 K 517 IQ24* 25 1733,

Jer 33 18 (‘to do 5

), Ezk
4335. 25. 27 {C make 4517. 22. 23. 24 4g2.7. 12. 12. 13. 13. 14. 15

Ps 6615
^. The word is meant as a summary

description of the process of sacrifice : it is never
used where there is a detailed description of the
ritual, with reference to a particular act.

(8) 2-^ 6 to slay/ Ex 34^.

(9) ‘ to make into sweet smoke/ Am 4s, and
Tapn (id.) I Ch 649 C

34
). See INCENSE, SACRIFICE.

(10) to? ‘to pour (out)/ and usually so rendered
(as Hos 9* 2 K 1613

) : Ps I64, Dn 2*6 (Aram.).
(11) k^i ‘to bear along/ ‘bring 5

(not a special
sacrif. term) : Ezk 2031

[cf. 2 S 82* Ps 968, Heb.].
* Or, uaturally, in Dt 12i5* 21 (dig 2824) by ‘ to kilL’
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(12) p: ‘to give’ : Ezk 6 13 (exceptional ; cf. 2023

Heb. [AV and RV * presented]).

‘To offer for sin* stands for one word in the Heb., Kan, Lv S28
91s.

‘To offer willingly * stands for ininn, prop, to show oneself

liberal or forward : Jg 52 9 (in battle), elsewhere only in Ch,
Ezr, Neb, in giving gifts, etc., to the sanctuary, 1 Ch
293 6 9.

9

14, 17. 17, 2 Ch 17*6, Ezr 16 268 35 713 15 16 16, Xeh 11-.

(In Ps 1103 RV the Heb. is * are willingnesses ’).

‘ To offer incense * stands for lap Jer 11*7 3229.

In the RV of NT ‘ to offer (up)
5

stands for

—

(13) rrpo(r<fi£pu (in LXX nsn. for nnpr): Mt 211

5-3 S4 (
=Mk l44, Lk 514

), Jn 92 (XarpeM, Ac 742

(from Am 5~5
, LXX j>nn]), 21™, He 5 1 - 3* 7 S3- 3* 4

g7. 9. 14. 25. 28 |Q1. 2. 8. 11. 13 ||4. 17. 17^

In Mt2** irpmrhveyxctv uvrZ tiupos. would be in Heb. 1*?

rtniD (so Delitzsch) : see Jg 3*7-18 Heb. and LXX. On Mt 523

84 see above, under 3 b.

(14) amtpepu (LXX mostly for n^?n, also for Topn,

once or twice for : He T
27* 27 (cf. Westcott), 1315

,

Ja 22i
,
1 P 2s.*

(15) (nrev5o> (‘to pour out 5

; in LXX for Tan)

:

Ph 217
, 2 Ti 46 \cnr4v8ofjLCLL, fig. of St. Paul himself).

(16) 8i8wfu : Lk 224.

* Things offered to idols * (t^XoSvra) has been in RV changed
uniformly to ‘things sacrificed (un)to idols* (as in AV of Rev
214 20), Ac 1529 2125, 1 Co 81- 4- 7.10 xoi9 ;

* offered in sacrifice ’ in
1 Co 1023 represents hpcBv’rov*

From the preceding synopsis of passages, it will

be apparent what extremely different terms in the
original, esp. in OT, are represented by each of

the three English words, ‘offer,
5

‘offering,
5 and

‘ oblation
5

; and that though the Heb. (and Greek)
terms might, in particular cases, be interchange-
able, in others they are not. In Lv 21

, for example,
‘offer

5 could not be n;i or onn, nor ‘ oblation 5 nrup

or n,pnn • ‘ offer
5 in Dt 1227, though it is ni?y, might

fdao he n^n, but hardly (the writer not being

p, iestly) anpn, and ‘ oblation 5

In Is 1921 could not
(for the same reason) be pnp. Conversely, ‘offer

an oblation
5
in Ezk 451 represents two Heb. words

entirely different from those which it represents In

Lv l2 ; and ‘ offer
5 in Lv 7 is always nnpn, in Nu 18

it is alwaysf onn, while in Nu 28 it is rwy and mpn.
The words in the original are in most cases techni-

cal ; and the distinctions between them are of im-
portance for those who would properly understand
the sacrificial system of the Hebrews. The reader
who desires to obtain a practical view of Hebrew
or Greek usage is recommended to mark on the
margin of his RY the Hebrew or Greek word
corresponding in each case to the English. Unless
any passages have been accidentally overlooked,

the preceding article should enable him to do this for

the words here concerned in all their occurrences,

except those of nnpn in the Pent., and of ns? and
nbyn out of it. S. R. Driver.

OFFICER.—A word used both in AY and in

RY to translate some eight Heb. words in OT
and two Gr. words in NT. The Heb. words,
according to their derivation, represent five fami-

lies—(I) nizzdb, nSzib, ‘one set up 5

; the former in

1 K 47ff* of Solomon’s commissariat officers, the
latter in the same sense in 419 (as to its meaning in

1 S 105 see Driver, ad loc.). (2) poked, pgkuddah,
pciMd, ‘inspector.

5

(3) rah, ‘great one.
5

(4)

shoter— (a) ‘arranger,
5

(5) ‘scribe
5
(see Dillmann

on Ex 58). (5) saris, ‘eunuch. 5 (The 'os3 hamme-
Id'hah of Est 9s, AV, ‘officers,

5
is in RY now

rendered ‘ they that did the business ’). ‘ Officer
5

most frequently stands for shoter and saris (LXX
e&vovxos, EV in Est always ‘ chamberlain, 5 but only

* In He 928, 1 p 224 rendered ‘bear* ; see in LXX Is 5311 (for

v-12 (for Ntu).

t Except v.15 (nnpa ; cf. Lv 27s) : ’“ITT would not here he

mitable.

once besides, 2 K 23n ), and it seems very doubtful
whether the meaning of the latter was ever widened
into officer generally, Potiphars case being by most
critics regarded as no exact exception.

It is noticeable that the idea of subordination
which lies in the NT vmjperiqs (the original for
‘ officer

5

in all NT passages except Lk 123s rrpdKTcap)

does not show itself in the Heb. originals. It is

noticeable also that vir^pir^, tiie almost sole NT
original, is never in the LXX employed to render
any of the* Heb. words given above, and, though
occurring twenty times in NT, occurs but twice in

the Gr. canonical OT (Pr 1435,
Is 32b, and but twice

in the uncanonical (Wis 64
,
Three J3

;. It would seem
that, apart from saris and perhaps occasionally
shoter (comp. Dt ib18 with Mt o*

23 ‘judge .

officer'), the Heb. words rendered ‘officer
5 suggest

no distinctive function, whereas the NT vTnqpiTTjs

(which has lost aU reminiscence of its original
meaning of ‘under-oarsman 5—perhaps one of the
lower two out of the three assigned to an oar) in

some dozen passages out of the twenty means dis-

tinctly bailiffs or police officers of the Sanhedrin or
other court of justice, in accordance with one use
of the same word at Athens, where {nrypiTai were
the subordinates of those important police magis-
trates called the Eleven (Plato, Pkcedo

, 116 B), and
one use by Josephus (Ant xv. viii. 14), when, in his

account of Moses5

judicial arrangements, he gives
the same title to the two Levites who were at-

tached as clerks to each Jewish court constituted
out of the seven chief men of each city. An
apparently synonymous term for these clerks,

confined, as a translation of shoter, to Dt, Is the
curious and uncertain ypapL/juToatraywyem, perhaps
(as Driver suggests) the title of some law officer at
Alexandria.
The duties of ‘officers

5
(shoterim) as described

in OT were various: they made proclamations
(Dt 205 - 8 * 9

), they conveyed orders (Jos 110 32) to the
people in time of war

; in 1 and 2 Ch we find them
as subordinate officials, sometimes in a military

(1 Ch 271
), sometimes in a judicial capacity

(1 Ch 234
), and on one occasion superintending the

repairs of the temple (2 Ch 3413
), much as shoterim

were also Pharaoh’s ‘taskmasters,
5

superintending
the labour of the Israelites (Ex 56 etc.). See
Driver on Dt l15 .

In NT, innjpfrnjs, where it does not mean a servant
generally (‘of Christ,

5
I C041

, Ac 261S
;

‘of the
word, 5 Lk Is), or an assistant for a special purpose
(Ac 135

,
John Mark, possibly in the main for bap-

tizing), or an attendant (Lk 420, the attendant at

the synagogue service; see Minister),* is most
naturally explained in a sense similar to that of

shoter in Dt 161S (cf. Mt S23
), though perhaps in a

sense somewhat more confined, as a subordinate
official in connexion with a court of justice, whose
duty it was, as warder or sergeant, to carry into

effect the decisions or maintain the dignity and
authority of the judges. Thus the fonjp&cu of the
Sanhedrin were sent to arrest Jesus (Jn T32), did

finally seize Him in Gethsemane (Jn 18s), ‘ received
him with blows of their hands 5 (Mk 1468), one
vwpptrris striking Him for His answer to the high
priest (Jn 1822

) ; and similar wnjpkrat under com-
mand of a captain of the temple police (aTpanjyds,

cf. Jos. Ant XX. vL 2

;

Schurer, HJP 11. i. 258)
were commissioned to arrest Peter and John (Ac 47

534. 26)4 Probably, when Jesus said, ‘ If my king
dom were of this world, my {nnjpkrcu would now be
striving

5 (Jn 1836), He drew His analogy from this

temple usage. Luke’s jrpdtcrtep (1258), the avenger
of the Tragedians (iEsch. Eum. 319), the tax-

gatherer of Demosthenes (778. IS), the exactor of

* Of. art. Mark (John), p. 245b, where it Is suggested tha4
even the u<rr,pir%s of Ac 135 is used in this sense—-that is to say
John Mark may have been a fpazzan, or ‘ synagogue minister.*
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Isaiah (3
12 LXX), the public accountant of the

papyri (3 cent. B.C., see Deissmann, Beitrage, p.

152), has now become with him a synonym for the
vmjpirTj? of a court of justice. (See Minister, ad
fin.). %

J. Massie.

OG (fiy, *Qy).—The king of Bashan at the time of

the end of the wanderings of the Israelites in the
wilderness. He and his people were conquered at
Edrei. That city and Ashtaroth wTere his capitals

(Jos I31S). He was ‘of the remnant of the Bephaim 5

(loc. cit.) or giants, and had in all ‘threescore cities,

aU the region of Argob 5 * (Dt 34
). These were

‘ cities fenced with high walls, gates, and bars 5

(Dt 35
), so that his kingdom was a powerful one. His

territory became the possession of the half-tribe

of Manasseh (under Jair the son (i.e. descendant)
of Manasseh), wilieh remained in the trans-Jordanic
territory. The bedstead (? sarcophagus) of the
king was a famous one; it seems to have been
made of black basalt ; and it had found its way,
when the Book of Deuteronomy wTas written, to

Kabbah of the children of Ammon (Dt 3xl
).f Many

ancient sarcophagi of black basalt have been found
in the districts east of the Jordan. The conquest
of Og by Moses -was looked upon as one of the
great events of Jewish history ; we find it referred

to hv the Gibeonite ambassadors to Joshua (Jos 910
),

as also in the making of the covenant in Neb. 922

and in Ps 13511 X3620
. Many legends have gathered

about his name. Pope Gelasius, in the 5th cent.,

issued a decree condemning a book which at that
time was current under the name of Og.

LiTERATtTEE.—The latest authority on Og is Driver’s Deutero-
nomy, see esp. pp. 7 f., 63 f. ; cf. also Porter, Giant Cities of
Bmhan, 121., 94; Conder, Seth and Moab, 160 f.; G. A. Smith,
Hist. Geog. 575 f.; Wright, Palmyra and Zenooia, 234 ff.

H. A. Redpath.
0HAD (ink).—A son of Simeon, Gn 4810 (“A&o5),

Ex 615 (B T(6a5, A ’la&adl, F "Aw5). The name is

wanting in the parallel passage 1 Ch 4s4
,
as well as

in Nu 2614
.

OHEL (Vnk c tent
5

; B *0<rd, A 9

Ood

;

Luc. 'Add).

—

One of Zembbabel’s sons, 1 Ch 320
. The correctness

of the MT is open to suspicion.

OHOLAH (rfnx, B *Oo{X)Xa, A 'OXXa) and
OHOLIBAH (n^nx, B ’QdXtSa, A and once [Ezk 233r

j

WOAiSa) are symbolical names given in Ezk 23^*
in 22. ss. 44 £0 Samaria* and Jerusalem respectively.

In this passage the latter are represented as two
sisters, both wives of Jahweh (cf. the marriage of
Jacob to the sisters Leah and Rachel, a practice
afterwards forbidden, Lv IS18 [H]), and as having
been guilty of adultery, Samaria with Egypt and
Assyria, Jerusalem with Egypt, Assyria, and
Babylonia (cf. ch. 16). The reference is to those
intrigues and alliances with foreign peoples (Hos
711

, 2 K 167, Is 717
'28

}, which had the natural effect

of introducing foreign manners and worship (cf.

2 K 23llf
*, Am 5m% Is 214, Jer 1913), and which,

since the days of Hosea, had been represented
and censured by the prophets as infidelity to
Jahweh.£
The name rbr$$ may be=?Anx ‘she who has a

tent,
5 ‘tent-woman, 5 and (cf.

2K 21 1
, Is 62*} ‘tent in her 5

(so Smend [whose words
‘soli heissen 5 show, however, that the sense put
upon is unusual, not to say forced], followed

*Hii8 district was afterwards known as Trachonitis (Lk S1
),

and is now called el-Leja (but see art. Argob)
; though Oils

would not include all that is meant by Argob. There isa curious
notice of fins district in 1K 4*& 19

- fit is quite possible, however, that Bt$Uisa later insertion.
j Similarly, the alliances of the Hasmonsean princes with

Rome were condemned freon the Pharisaic standpoint as ‘a
going a whoring after strange gods * (Asmmp. Mos. y. 8, ed.
Fritzscfce, otherwise Charles, ad me.).

by Oxf. Neb. Lex., Bertholet, etc.), the reference

being to the tent-shrines which were found at the

bdmdth (Ezk 1616
,
Hos 96, 2 K 237 [?] ; cf. the name

Oholibamah ‘tent [?of the] high place,
5 Gn 36;),

just as the ark of Jahweh had from the first its

tent (2 S 7
6
), and as David pitched for it a tent

(2 S 617
) at Jerusalem (cf. Smend, Alttest. Religions-

gesch.
2
, 137). The two names have sometimes been

taken as= ‘ her tent,
5 and ‘My (sc. Jahweh’s) tent

in her,
5 and it has been supposed that in the first

name there is a covert reproach of Samaria’s illicit

worship at shrines of her own selection, and in the
other an implication that Jerusalem is Jahweh's
own sanctuary. But, apart from the improbability
of Ezekiel’s paying what might be taken as a

compliment to Jerusalem, the probability is that
the in is simply a ‘ binding vowel 5 with-
out either suffixal or construct force (cf. Gray’s
contention to the same effect in a numerous class

of compound personal names

—

Heb. Proper Names,

pp. 75 ff.). In this way the first part of the name
means simply ‘tent,

5 not ‘ mg tent,
5 and Oholah

and Oholibah are practically identical in sense.

The most suitable explanation of this similarity of

name and meaning appears to be that it was in-

tended to imply that Samaria and Jerusalem had
sinned in the same way and incurred the same
condemnation. The prophet’s purpose was facili-

tated by the circumstance that it was common in
the East to give almost identical names to brothers
or sisters (Ewald compares Hasan and Husein

,
the

names of the two sons of Ali the son-in-law of
Mohammed). There may he something, too, in
the fact noted by Skinner (Ezekiel, p. 191 n.) that
nbnx contains the same number of consonants as
jtds? (which, however, as Bertholet points ont, is

always written in OT jnssr), and nn^nx the same
number as Though the names’ in Ezk are
purely figurative, they have a resemblance to a
formation found in Phoenician (fcbix,
Himyaritic (nnny^nx, ViAjw), the above Edomite (?)

name and the Hebrew (?) name (cf.

Gray, op. cit., p. 246 n.). J. A. Selbie,

OHOLIAB (nx^nx ‘ father’s tent
5

;

5E\idfi

;

AY
Aholiab).—The chief assistant of Bezalel in the
construction of the tabernacle, Ex 316 35s4 361 * 2

3S23 (all P). It is possible (cf., for the name,
Phcen. Himyaritic nnntlnx, !?xWrx,

Edomite (?) noa’Vna Gn 362-

«) that be was of non-
Isr&elitish origin (see Gray, HPN 246 n.).

J. A. Selbie.
OHOLIBAH.—See Oholah.

OHOLIBAMAH (nsy^rjx ‘ tent of the high place ’).

—1. One of Esau’s wives, Gn 362* 5* 14- 1S- 25 (’OXijSe/cd,

’EXiSe/ia,
50\ifi4fia). All the passages where she

bears this name belong to R or to a late stratum
of P. Elsewhere (Gn 26s4 P) Esau’s wives have
quite different names, and the whole subject of
his marriages is wrapped in obscurity (see the
Comm, of Dillm. and Holzinger, ll.citt.). 2. An
Edomite ‘ duke, 5 Gn 3641 (’E\tfields).

J. A. Selbie.
OIL (usually pri shemen

; 23 1., when coupled with
other products of the field in their unmanufactured
state [see Driver on Dt 713

],
ins:

; in the Aramaic
part of Ezr n

; LXX and NT ikacov).—One of the
most important products of Palestine, mentioned
more than 200 times in the Bible. Sometimes it

is specifically called ‘olive oil,
5

lit. ‘oil of olive,
5

shemen zayith, to indicate its source, as Ex 2720

30'24
. Lv 242, or ‘ oil olive,

5

lit. ‘ olive of oil,
5 Dt 88

(zitk shemen), 2 K IS82 (zith yizhdr)

;

but, even
when not so expressed, the material referred to
is the product of the olive in all cases but one,
viz. Est 212, where oil of myrrh is specially men-
tioned. The olive tree and its fruit are elsewhere
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iescribed (see art;. Olive, and cf. ii. p. 31 ), and
the methods employed in extracting the oil from
its fleshy drupes are there given.

Several kinds of olives were cultivated in Pales-
tine. According to MenaMth, viii. 3, those of
Tekoa were the best, those of Ragab the second
best. Three other varieties—that of Netophath,
that called Saphconi, and that named Bisani—are
mentioned in Peak, vii. 1. The last is said to be so
called because it is so prolific that it makes all others
to be ashamed. Columella, who calls the olive the
first of all trees, mentions 10 varieties whose culture
he describes at length

(
de Re Rustica, v. 8, xii.

49-54, and de Arboribus, xvii.) ; and Pliny names
15 kinds, of which the Licinian was the best (xv. 4).

Cato
(
de Re Rustica , 64-69) gives the modes in use

for purifying the oil, and Palladius {de Re Rustica
,

i. 20; Mar. viii, Oct. viii, Nov. v) describes the
oil cellars and many particulars in olive culture.

For descriptions of the olive varieties now in culti-

vation see Barbe, Rttudes sur les oliviers
; and

details of ancient methods of expressing the oil are
given in Blumner’s Technologies L 3 IS. St. Paul
uses the figure of olive-grafting in Bo 1

1

17 in the
opposite sense to that referred to by Palladius {de

Insitione, xiv., 4 fecimdat sterilis pingues, oleaster

olivas ’). In Geoponica, ix. , there is also an account
of the culture of the olive, and of the experiments
made of grafting olives on vines ; this €\aLO(rrd.<pvXos

and the effect produced on the fruit of the graft is

mentioned in an epigram (Brunck, in. 231).

Different kinds of oil were known in Palestine.

Pure (RY) or beaten (AY) oil is specified in Ex
2720 2940, Lv 242

, Nu 285 (LXX fkaiov % £\aluv

drpvyov tcadapbv

;

Yulg. oleum purissimum joiloque

contusum). This is the oil now known m com-
merce as virgin oil, extracted by simple pressure
without heat. In Zee 412 it is called zahab or

golden. The inferior kinds are extracted by more
powerful pressure, and the coarse or gorgon oils by
the aid of boiling water. These contain fermentible
materials, the lees or Amurca, a watery bitter

liquid, whose use, when separated from the oil, as
a sheep-dip is mentioned by Virgil [Georg, iii. 448)

;

said by Yarro to be valuable for killing weeds, and
by Cato to be destructive to ants. The coarsest

oil is known now in the market as huile ctenfer ;

it is hitter, and soon becomes rancid. In the
present day the cheaper oils are largely adulterated
with or replaced by cotton-seed oil, which is, for

most purposes, illuminant or dietetic, inferior to

pure olive oil ; for the latter surpasses all others in

consisting, to amuch larger extent, of the glycerides
of unsaturated acids, and it can be recognized and
distinguished from its adulterations by the rapidity
with which it consolidates in the presence of

nitrous acid (Brannt, On Oils, i. 318). For the
different kinds of oils in Talmudic times see

MenaMth, viii 4, 5.

Oil is coupled with com and must as an element
of national wealth in Dt 713 ll14 1217 14s* 184 2861,
2 Ch 3228, Neh 5U, Hos 2s* 22

, J1 21£
>. With com,

must, and honey in 2 Ch 31® it formed part of the
tribute brought to Hezekiah on the restoration of

the priesthood. Raisins, figs, wine, and oil were
hronght by the northern tribes for the feast of

rejoicing when David was made king (1 Ch 1240).
Must and oil as the typical produce of the land
are mentioned in Neh 1087 13®*12

, Jer 3112
, J1 2s4

;

must and oil in Neh 1039, Hag lu ; wine, summer
fruits, and oil were gathered by the remnant
left in the land after the Captivity (Jer 4010

).

Sennacherib promised Israel that, if they would
submit, he would bring them to a land of oil-olive

and honey (2 K 18s
*2
), meaning probably some

region about Gordysea or S. Kurdistan ; it can-
not have been Babylonia, as the oil used there, ac-

cording to Strabo (xvi. 1. 14), is that of sesamum,

5ai

the gingili oil of commerce, exti acted from Sesa
mum orientals

,

a Bignoniaceous plant. Fine flour,

oil, and honey were the gifts wherewith God fed
His unfaithful people (Ezk 1619

) ; and wine, oil, and
fine flour were the types of the luxuries imported
by the mystic Babylon (Rev 1813

}. The priestly
stores of these commodities are mentioned in 1 Ch
929 and Ezr 69

; and a similar phrase, victuals, oil,

and wine, is used in 2 Ch !ln for the stores accumu-
lated by Rehoboam in his fortified cities. Prob-
ably the great system of underground storehouses,
such as those found at Tell Zakariyeh and else-

where {REFSt, 1899), were for this purpose. The
royal cellars of oil in David’s day were in charge
of'Joash (1 Ch 27s8

). There is a reference to these
secret stores of agricultural produce in the petition
of the suppliants to Ishmael (Jer 41s).

Oil, wine, and barley were supplied as food by
Solomon to Hiram’s workpeople (2 Ch 215

). The
quantity allowed is given in v.*° as 20,000 baths

=

about 165,000 gallons (see also Jos. Ant. viii. ii. 9)

;

but according to 1 K 5U the annual gift was 20
cors=about 1640 gallons.

Oil was an important Palestinian export. It

was sent to Tyre, as stated not only in the passages
cited above, hut in Ezk 2717

. In Ezr 37
, meat,

drink, and oil are said to have been given to the
Tyrian workers occupied in building the second
temple. There are allusions to this commerce in

Shebiithy vi. 5. The trickery of John of Gischala
in manipulating this trade is recited by Josephus
{BJ II. xxi. 2). Much of this oil sent to Tyre was
for the Egyptian market, but Israel sometimes
sent the oil directly to Egypt (Hos 121

). Though
oil was much used in Egypt, very little was pro-

duced there. In Strabo’s time the olive tree was
grown only in the Heracleote nome, but even there
the oil produced had a disagreeable smell. Else-

where in Egypt, he says, there are no olive trees

except near Alexandria, but these furnished no oil

(xvn. i. 35). In the Anastas! Papyrus (4. xv. 4)
4
oil from the harbour ’ is mentioned. The Egyp-

tians called the olive trees dgam (Copt. 2$ Q G )
7”

)

and olive oil bh or det, different varieties of which,
called pure oil, white, dry, and red, are mentioned
in Papyrus Ebers and the Medical Papyrus of

Berlin. In the earlier days of Ramses in. there
was a vigorous attempt to introduce olive culture
into Egypt. In the great Harris Papyrus (pi.

xxvii.) he says, 4 1 made to thee (Tmu) fields of

olives in thy town An ; I provided many culti-

vators to make pure, excellent oil of Egypt to

illuminate thy great house’ ; and in his inventory
(pL xvii.) there are enumerated 2743 jars of Egyp-
tian oil and 1810 of Syrian oil.

The uses ofoil were numerous. The most ancient
and widespread was that of external application

(see Anqixttng, in voL i. p. 101). All the Homeric
references to oil axe of this nature, and there are
none to the use of oil as food. The same is notice-

able in the earlier Egyptian literature, from which
we learn that the 4 offing of the limbs and hair was
as important; to them as their clothes’ (Erman,
Life in Anc. Egypt, 229). Most of the references

to the secular use of oil in the Bible are also in the
same sense of an external application. Such appli-

cations were of two kinds : {a) as a cosmetic or

part of the toilet, it impart® warmth to the body
and protect® it against the action of cold (Pliny,

xv. 4). And, as the inferior oils used for this

purpose are apt to become rancid, there was a
special advantage in fresh oil (Ps 9210}. (5) As a
medicinal agent. Off is an ingredient in a very
large number of the remedies prescribed in the
Papyrus Ebers for the most^ diverse diseases.

Pliny also speaks of its medicinal use (xv. 4. 7,

xxiii. 3. 4). Dion Cassius relates that off and wine
were employed both externally and internally
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for the unknown disease which attacked the army keren), 1 S I61"10
, IK F; Samuel also used a viai

of Aellus Gallus In Arabia (liii. 29), as we read (-? p«/.r) of oil for anointing Saul, 1 S 101
,
as did

of their being used in the parable of the Good the prophet who anointed Jehu, 2 K 91 (AY box).

Samaritan {Lk lu34} ; see also Vegetius, A rs Veter- The widow’s oil was in a cruse (nogs? zappahath),

inaria ,
v. 14, 23, and Columella, de Be Rustica , 1 K X712

. The widow of the prophet, whose oil

vL 30. 4. Herod the Great was bathed in oil when Elisha multiplied, held it in a pot (tdk ’astik),

suffering from the violent abdominal dropsical 2 K 4'2
. The virgins in the parable carried their

disease in which he was eaten of worms (Jos. Ant. oil in a djyeiov or vessel.

XVII. vi. 5, and BJ I. xxxiii. 5). Cf. Ja 514
,
and The word £

oil
5
is used metaphorically in many

! art. Anointing, 4. passages. The pouring of oil out of the rock of

*2. As part of a ceremony of consecration of dint in Dt 3218 and Job is a figure of abund-
kings, high priests (Ex 297

‘2A
,
Lv 21 lu

,
2s u 3S25

), or ance, the rock being either the stone press by
sacred things (see voi. i. p. 101). The effect of this winch the olives are squeezed, or more probably
anointing was the complete setting apart for the the rocky slopes upon which the olives wrere culti-

1 Uvlne service Lv 107 ,
called in Lv 2

1

1- the 8 crown rated. Fart of the blessing of Asher (Dt 3324) was
of the anointing oil.’ Talmudic writers say that that he should dip his foot in oil—a sign of favour
Saul, Jehu, and Joash were anointed with common and prosperity, a token that oil should be abundant
oil; but for this there is no authority. For the In his territory. Josephus says of Galilee, in which
sacred oil see Ointment. was the lot of Asher, ctayjs i\cu.o<p6pov pa\i<rra (BJ

3. As part of the ritual of the burial of the dead n. xxi. 2). The foolish use of oil is a token of
: oil was used. This is referred to by our Lord (Mt extravagance and cause of poverty (Pr 2117

), while
2612

, Mk 143
*8

, Lk 2338
, Jn 1940

}.
* In tlm Rhind the husbanding of it is a pT*oof of wisdom (Pr 2120

).

Papyrus the use of 200 hn of oil is prescribed for In Job 2411
, where the distressful case of the slaves

this purpose, and in the funeral Papyrus of H'tr of the oppressor is depicted, one of the labours
the anointing is said to renew’ the members and to to winch they are condemned is the making of oil

enlarge the heart. The olive tree is described as within the walls of the enclosed garden of their

springing from the eye of Horus, and the oil is said masters. The word used here (nw, Hiph. of a
to be 8 holy and separated for divine things.’ denominative verb from ins: 8

oil’) does not occur
4. Oil was also used as an illuminating agent in elsewhere, and w’as understood by LXX in a

lamps. Pure olive oil burns without soot, but has different sense, iv errerovs &SUws ev^opeverav 65bv

the disadvantage of being rapidly consumed. In 5t.ha.iujy ovk yoeurav, and the Vulg. renders it Inter
the usual Jewish lamps half a lujg= a little less acervos eorum meridietti sunt qui calcatis torculari-

than half a pint, was used in a night (MenaJwth, bm sithint.

ix. 3). For tabernacle and temple lamps pure oil The 8
oil of gladness’ of Ps 457 = He l9,

and
was used (Ex 27~u

,
Lv 24- ), and the charge of the oil the oil of joy of Is 61 s

, are marks of joy and
in the tabernacle wras given to Eleazar (Nu 41S

). festivity. The reproof of the righteous Is eom-
This lamp oil is also mentioned in Ex 256 35s* 14* 28 pared to oil on the head (Ps 1415

). AY calls it

SO87 . The wicks were of tiax, as alluded to in 8 an excellent oil which shall not break my head,’
Is 42s

. Flaxen wicks were also used in Egypt, but but it Is better given in. RY, 8
oil upon the head,

in recent times cotton twisted round straw’s is let not my head refuse itP Words of deceit are
often employed (Lane, Mod. Egyp. i. 201). For said to be softer than oil (Ps 552i

, Pr 5s). Cursing
the u^e of oil in NT for this purpose see Mt 25s * 4 * 8

.
permeates the life of the wicked even as oil soaks

For the Sabbath lamps, R. zarphon says that none into bone (Ps 10928
)- The destruction of the olive-

hut olive oil should be used ; but others allow’ oil yards in drought is called & languishing of the oil

of sesame, of
sanuzim (nuts), of radishes, fish oil, (J1

1

10
). A. Macalister.

etc. {Sabbath, iL 2).

5. As food, the use of oil is common in the East, OIL TREE ftps' fg 'ez-shemen, Kv-jrapurcros, lignum
and is referred to by almost all travellers from Ibn olives or olivarum

,
lignum pulcherrimum).—This

Batuta to Robinson and Burckhardt ; but references Heb. expression is tx81 (Is 4119
)
AV,RV text 8

oil tree,’

to its dietetic employment are not numerous in the RYm 8 oleaster’ ; (IK 6a- 31_83
) AY 8 olive trees,’ m.

Bible. Cakes made with oil supported the widow’ 8 trees of oil * or 8 oily trees,* RY 8
olive wood ’

;

(Neb
of Z&rephath’s household during the famine (IK 8U) AY 8 pine branches, 5 RY 8branches of wild olive.’

1733).
^
Oil formed part of the food of the unfaith- It is clear from Neh that the plant in question is

ful wife typical of Israel (Ezk 161
®). The tithe not the olive, as that is mentioned in the same

of oil was to be eaten before the Lord (Dt 1217
). sentence by its own name. The difference between

The taste of manna is compared to that of oil the latter and the wild olive is so small that it is

(Null8
).

^ ^
quite unlikely that it would have been mentioned

6. The employment of oil in the meal-offering by a separate name In so brief a list of trees
was a derivative of its use as food. It formed part used for the same purpose. A candidate for 'ez-

of the offering—(1) in the daily sacrifice, Ex 29 23
; shemen must fulfil the following conditions, sug-

(2) the meal-offering, Lv 710
; (3) the consecration- gested by the passages cited above. (1) It must

offering for the priests. Ex 292"23, Lv

6

15* 21
; (4) the be an oily or fat tree [shemen signifies 8 fat’ as

consecration-offering of the Levites, Nu 8s ; (5) the well as 8
oil’; its Arab, equivalent semen is the

offering at the expiry of the vow of the Nazirite, word for 8 clarified butter ’). This would apply to
Nu 615

; (6) the offering for the purification of the a tree producing a terebinthine oil ox resin, such
leper, Lv 14; and (7) the special offering at the as constitutes what is known in Eng. asfat wood,
erection of the tabernacle, Hu 7. No oil was to found in pitch pine and other similar trees. The
be used in the sin-offering (Lv 5U), or the jealousy- Arab, has the expression ZuJcsh for such fat wood,
offering (Nu 515

). Faggots of it are sold in the market for torches.
For these ceremonial purposes large quantities and much used at weddings and other festivities,

of oil were required. The allowance given to Ezra (2) It must be an emblem of fertility and pro-
was 100 baths of oil (about 820 gallons), Ezr 7>J2

; sperity, fitted to he associated with the myrtle,
the best of the oil was to be given to the priests, the acacia, the fir (eFrqt, see Em), the pine (i™,
Nu 1812. The amount thus offered is called ;ppn pn, see Pine), and the box see Box). (3) It
the ordinance (AY) or set portion (RY) of oil, must be a tree capable of furnishing a block of
Ezk 4514

. ... .
wood of the size, beauty., and hardness required

The vessels used for oU in Bible times were for carving an image 10 cubits high, to be placed
various. Samuel and Zadok used a horn (pg in the Holy of Holies, and for making doors and
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ioorposts. (4) Its foliage must be sufficiently

dense to be suitable for booths. (5) It must grow
in the mountains, and be easily accessible from
Jerusalem and the other cities of Palestine. The
wild olive has already been excluded. The oleaster,

Eheagnus hortensis, M.B., never grows large
enough to furnish such a block of wood as was
required for the image. It is also never used for

house carpentry. Its foliage is not dense, and its

branches are usually thorny, and would be unlikely
to be selected for a covering for booths. The
zrrkMm

, Balanites JEgyptiaca, Bel., grows only in

the torrid valley of the Lower Jordan, has a small
trunk, and very thorny branches, and a sparse
foliage. Its fruit yields a sort of balsam, which is

its only claim to be called a tree of oil or fatness.

The only trees which fulfil all these conditions are
the fatwood trees. The genus Pinus furnishes
three species, P. Pinea, L., the stone or maritime
pine, P. Halepensis, Milk, the Aleppo pine, and
P. Bruttia, Ten., which is perhaps only a variety
of the last. Any of these would furnish foliage

suitable for booths, and all are constantly used for

this purpose in the East. Their massive trunks
could easily furnish the log required for the
carved image, and the doors and doorposts. They
are constantly used in house carpentry. Their
heartwood is fat enough to entitle them to he
called ‘trees of fatness.

5 They are spontaneous,
growing in the wilderness [i.e. uncultivated places,

and so fit to be associated with the other trees

mentioned with them, Is lx.). We are inclined
with Celsius (Hierob. i. 309) to tr.

*

ez-shemen,
£ fat-

wood trees,

5 and to suppose that the reference is to
the pines.

In the articleAshwe have argued that 3
oren prob-

.ably stands for Pinns Pinea, L. This in no way
invalidates the inclusion of the same tree under
the general head of fatwood or resinous trees.

In one of the passages (Is 4119
) AY and RV tr.

tidhdr
,

4 pine/ RYm ‘ plane.
5 The same word

(Is 6013) is tr* AY and RV ‘pine/ RYm referring to
rormer passage. It is very doubtful whether tidhdr
refers to the pine (see Pine). G. E. Post.

OINTMENT (nrrjrp mirkahath, 1 Ch 930 ; in general
pc? shemen, sometimes coupled with nnyn miskhdh ,

as in Ex 3Q25 ; LXX fitpop Ex 30* Ps 1332, Ca l3 - 5‘, Pr
27®, Am 66 ; elsewhere iXcuov

;

Vulg. unguentum).

—

Oily, fragrant materials smeared on the surface of

the body to allay the irritation caused by the heat
in Eastern lands, and to conceal the odour of per-

spiration. The use of materials of this kind is

common in almost every country, and is of ancient
date. In Egypt unguents are mentioned even in

texts of the Ancient Empire, and in those of the
Middle and New Empire they are frequently re-

ferred to. There were nine sacred oils used for

the purposes of ceremonial anointing: mt (prob-

ably cedar oil), hit or hti (a Libyan product), hknnu
(an oil containing "many spices from Arabia’),
nelnem

, sfti, sgnn (rose oil), mrh (oil of myrrh),
s-ti hb, and tuau. Besides these there were other
sweet-scented salves and ointments in ordinary
use, aber, tpt, th-hennu, etc.

The holy anointing oil made by Bezalel for

Moses (Ex SO23*-} consisted of 1 bin of olive oil

(about 10 lb.), 500 shekels of flowing myrrh (about
15 lb.), 250 shekels of sweet cinnamon (about 7

4

lb.), 250 shekels of sweet calamus, and 500 shekels

of cassia (or costas). The Jewish authors who re-

gard the 4 shekel of the sanctuary 5 as twice the
ordinary shekel, double these weights. This was
to be compounded after the art of the perfumer
(see art. CONFECTION). Probably these scented
substances, or some of them, were brought into the
market in powder, as in Ca 3® these spices are

Railed * the powders of the merchant.

5 There are

vol. in.—38

different descriptions given by Rabbinical writers
of the process whereby the anointing oil was com-
pounded, but most probably it was simple pulveriza-
tion of the ingredients, and boiling them in the oil ;

for, as Pliny has remarked, the strength of the oint-

ment is greater when the ingredients are boiled
together (xiii. 2); but see Ofcho’s Lexicon

,
s.v.

4 Oleum.

5 The making of ointment in this way
was recognized by Hebrew writers [see Job 4131

).

~

As the passage in Ex 30 is assigned to P, the
date of the prescription cannot be determined, but
it may be late. Pliny says that unguents were
not known among the Greeks at the time of the
Trojan war ; but he has overlooked the podfcvr*

de xp*€v iXaLcp &jj.ppo<xlcp of II. xxiii. 1S6 and the
Xnrapoi /ce^aAa? kcll KaXa irpoacznra. of Od. XV. 332,
and the several references to Xbr

5
fXa.tov, H. x. 577,

xiv. 171 ; Od. iii. 966, vi. 96, etc. He assigns the
invention to the Persians, because a chest of per-
fumes was among the spoils taken by Alexander

;

but the Egyptians had unguents much earlier, and
probably also the Indians preceded the Persians in
this respect. There are references to anointings in
the ancient Indian poetry (see, for example, Hiio-
padesa

, i. 98. For Egyp. origin see P. Aegineta,
vii. 18).

Pliny gives a large number of formulae for sweet-
smelling unguents, including one which resembles
the holy anointing oil, containing myrrh, cinnamon,
cassia, nard, costus, laurel, lily, and fenugreek.
The myrrh, he says, gives consistency and sweet-
ness, the cinnamon strengthens the odour, and
the costus (or cassia) makes it more pungent. See
Cassia, Cinnamon, Myrrh. RVm substitutes
4 costus 5 for c cassia

5
in Ex 3024, and it is probable

that this is the material indicated by the word
kiddah. Costus is the dried root of a composite
plant Aplotaxis auriculata, imported like frank-
incense through Arabia from India, and is a much
esteemed ingredient in hair-unguents. It was
formerly supposed to he the root of Costus Arab-

icus, hut this is erroneous.
For the uses of these ointments see ANOINTING

in vol. L p. 100, and Oil, above, p. 591 f. For
further references to the classical use of toilet oils,

see Athenaeus, xii. 78. Unguents are said by Pliny
to keep best in boxes of alabaster (xiii. 3), and to
improve with age, becoming very precious when
old; hence Patroclus’s body was anointed with
ointment nine years old (II. xviii. 350). The very
precious alabaster box of ointment mentioned in
Mt 267

,
Mk 14s,

Lk 7s7 was thus the best of its kind;
and the odorous ingredient in this unguent, spike-
nard, the root of NardosiacJiysJatamcinm, imported
from India, was one of the costliest of perfumes.
This perfume is called in Mk 14s and Jn 123 vdpdos

7n<rTucTj, the latter word meaning either 4 genuine 5

or 4 liquid ,

5 or else it may he from an Indian name
of the plant pisit& (Houghton in FSBA x. 144).

The making of the holy oil by unauthorized
persons was forbidden, ana it has been supposed
that it was compounded once for all, on account
of the large quantity of ingredients specified, whose
weight amounted to about half a hundredweight
(see More Nebhochim,

iii. 45). It was used to anoint
the tabernacle, the table, the vessels, the candle-
stick, the altars, the laver and its base, and Aaron
and his sons (but the anointing of the priests was
not observed in the second temple; Saubert, de
Sacerd. Ebr. v.), also David and Solomon, possibly
Joash ; but the Talmudists say that he, Saul, and
Jehu were anointed with common oil.

The consistence of the oil may be inferred from
Ps 1333,

which says that it trickled down on
Aaron’s beard, where it lay on the collar (not
skirt) of his outer garment. It was therefore oi
a very thick treacly consistence, becoming prob-
ably more fluid when warmed. The act of anointing
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is figured in Lepsius, Denkmdler
,
iii. 765, 230, and

is described in Wilkinson, i. 426, In the Gizeh
Museum is the stele of a * keeper of the ointments
of the king/ cf. the royal store of Hezekiah, Is 39-.

The passage in Pr 27 1S where of the person who
tries to hide the contentious woman it is said,

‘Whoso hideth her hideth thewind, and the ointment

j

of his right hand, which bewrayeth itself/ is very

!
obscure. LXX, regarding it as connected rather

j

with the succeeding than with the preceding verse,
• renders it, ‘ The north wind is a harsh wind, but in

name it is called “auspicious.” ’ In the RV it is

translated, ‘ his right hand encountereth oil/ which
seems to be the literal rendering ; hut it is not much
more intelligible. The Vulgate gives oleum dexterce

mao vocabit. It seems to refer to the difficulty of

retaining a 'slippery, oily material in one’s hand.
For more fanciful interpretations see Rosenmiiller’s

Scholia, ix. 653 ; Maurers Comment, iii. 505, and esp.

Toy, Proverbs, p. 488 f.

For older literature see, on the whole subject,

Scheidius and Weymar in vol. xii. of Ugolini.
.A. Macausteb

OLAMUS I Es 9S0=Meshullam of the
sons of Bani, Ezr 1029.—The name appears else-

where as Mosollamus (1 Es S44 914).

OLD GATE.—See Jerusalem in vol. ii. p. 593a
.

OLD LATIN VERSIONS.—See Latin Versions
(The Old).

OLD MAN.—See Regeneration.

OLD PROPHET, THE (jpj som
; B Tpeap&njs

cZs TrpacprjTTjs, A irpo(p. ds irpeajS.
, Luc. irpocp. aXXos

wpterft.).—This prophet lived in Bethel at the com-
mencement of the reign of Jeroboam I. A single

incident in his life is narrated (1 K 1311-32 ; cf.
13°’10

and 2 K 2316-28
). He desired to entertain as his

guest a certain i man of God 9 from Judah, who had
appeared in Bethel to denounce the royal sanctuary
(? on the day of its inauguration). The stranger was
already

and oftei

ng when the prophet overtook him
his hospitality. It was refused on the

ground that J" had forbidden him to take food in

the city. The prophet then falsely declared that he
gave Ms invitation in accordance with a message
from J", and the stranger returned and partook of

a meal. He never readied his home again. News
came to Bethel that a lion had slain him a short
distance from the city. The old prophet recog-
nized this as J”s punishment, saddled his ass,

brought in the body, held lamentation over it, and
buried it in Ms own grave. By this he showed his
sympathy and respect.

The old prophet is really a secondary figure in
this narrative, a factor in the fate of the man of
God. His character and motives are not the centre
of interest and lack clearness. They appear more
vividly after the death of the man of God. What
is then prominent is the prophet's sympathy for
the stranger, not a sense of guilt or of responsi-
bility for his death (w.26-®2

; the LXX addition to
v.81 is taken from 2 K 2318

). This is consistent with
what seems to be the writers view, that the man
of God was himself to blame for his death (see

below). It might be accounted for by a lack of
interest in the situation of the prophet as compared
with the sad end of the stranger.
The old prophet of Bethel m this narrative is no

doubt represented as one of the time prophets of
J". Without taking account of w. 2®-^2

, we may
infer tins from the use of the name ‘prophet/
which is applied to Mm without qualification.
What then does the narrative contribute to a
conception of the prophetical character ? We may
Inferfrom v.M that it was not felt to be impossible

that one who had received the Divine call to be a
prophet should utter a pretended revelation. It is

not supposed that a man once a prophet is always
a prophet. W.20-22 go further. The prophet’s mis-

use of his position does not prevent his receiving an
actual revelation immediately after. Disobedience
is to be rebuked. The prophet had shared in it.

He had even prostituted his office to bring it

about. He had uttered a lie in the name of J",*

and now without rebuke for himself he is divine!

v

commissioned to rebuke the man he deceived.

The absence of rebuke for himself does not indeed
imply that he is considered blameless. It may be
accounted for by the lack of interest in the prophet
displayed by the narrator. It is only what con-

cerns the man of God that is related. Still the
prophet is not for a moment disqualified for Ms
office by his pretended revelation. Or, more accur-

ately, J" uses him again as the medium for con-

veying His message. The inference from w.80"22

seems then to be that prophets, truly inspired, may
sometimes be guilty of fabricating Divine messages.
But the verses contain elements of suspicion. Why
should J" not have spoken to the neart of the
stranger himself ? An utterance in the mouth of
the old prophet loses strength, for his own previous
statement contradicts it. The last words of v.26

almost imply a direct utterance to the stranger.
This may, originally, have been the purport of
vv. 20 '22

. The pronoun of the 3rd person in v.23

certainly refers to the man of God {see below),
whereas in the present text of the preceding verses

it does not. The verses as they stand are very
abrupt. Some further explanation from the prophet
to the man of God is required. It may he noted,
also, that the words ‘who came from Judah’ (v.21)

are superfluous, and that after the first clause ot

v.20 MT has an unusual blank.
The conception of Divine retribution in the

narrative offers nothing that is really peculiar to
it. The man of God is punished because of his

failure to pay strict obedience to J"’s command.
It was the same with Lot’s wife. The actual
significance of the command has no importance
attached to it. We are not justified in sup-
posing that he was unavoidably deceived, and
sinned in ignorance. The false statement of
the old prophet is probably regarded as a temp-
tation which he ought to have cast aside (comp,
above). He had been a direct recipient of revela-
tion, and the assertions

_
of another were not on

the same plane of certainty. Presumably, also,

he is regarded as one who might, if he pleased,
have ascertained for himself the Divine will, and
so was responsible for Ms ignorance. Jeremiah in
similar circumstances (Jer 28) recognized, indeed,
the possibility that another prophet had received a
message reversing Ms own (vS), but reserved Ms
judgment (v.®) until the word of J* came to him
(v.12). Retribution, therefore, in his case is not in-

operative (against Benzinger on 1 K 13) ; there was
no disobedience, and consequently no ground for
retribution. The treatment of the false prophet in
Jer 28 is more properly a contrast to the treatment
of the prophet of Bethel in 1 K. Hananiah dies
within a year because of his false prophecy in the
name of J* ; the prophet of Bethel continues to he
a medium of Divine revelation (1 K 1320

”22
). But

w,20-22 may not he in their original form, and it is

not certain that the narrative m Kings really con-
dones the offence of the prophet of Bethel (see
above). Besides, there is this difference between
the eases : the prophet of Bethel is not regarded as
a false prophet, Hananiah is represented as a

* The last words of v.w are so abrupt as to suggest interpola-
tion. But there is nothing to support a conjecture that the
prophet was simply mistaken, and the tenor of the narrative a
against the view that he was insoired by J" to tempt the nun
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simple impostor. If the difference be not pressed,
it remains true that the immunity of a false pro-
phet is not something peculiar to this narrative.
The fate of Hananiah was an exceptional one.

In estimating the historical value of this narra-
tive the whole chapter must be taken into account.
The real theme of the chapter is the message and
the death of the man of God from Judah. The
message announced the future desecration of the
royal altar by a ruler of the house of David,
Josiah. It was proclaimed in the king’s presence,
and only a miracle saved the man of God from the
consequences of his act. J" had commanded him
not to linger in the city, and he refused to he the
king’s guest. It was because he yielded to the
invitation of the old prophet that a lion met and
killed him on the way home.
The whole fabric of this narrative has been

j

challenged on the ground that it implies such
hostility to the worship at Bethel as is incon-
ceivable in the age of Jeroboam. It is supposed
to be a product of Deuteronomic opposition to

the local worship of J" (Stade, Benzinger). Such
criticism overlooks two further influences cap-
able of explaining contemporary hostility to the
sanctuary at Bethel. (1) The worship at this

sanctuary was image worship. Whatever the
attitude of the majority to such worship, there
was doubtless a party of purity strenuously op-

posed to it (article Bethel ; Kittel, Hist. Heb. xi.

2531). (2) The sanctuary at Bethel was being
made a royal sanctuary. It was the emblem of

a new nation, and as such calculated to stir feeling

in Judah. It is by no means improbable, in such
circumstances, that a prophet, particularly one
from Judah, should denounce Jeroboam’s double
schism on the day he inaugurated his royal sanc-

tuary. The grave of one who did so was shown, it

seems, in Bethel (2 K 2317
). The cause of his burial

there and the manner of his death cannot seriously

he pronounced unlikely. The report of his words
(1 K I32) contains no description of Jeroboam’s sin,

Deuteronomic or otherwise. The purport of his

message simply is that a king of the house of

David will undo Jeroboam’s work of that day. It

admirably fits the situation. The suggestion that
the story is pervaded by a confused memory of the
appearance of Amos in Bethel ignores too much
the fertility of history, and is a treatment of

scanty records as if they were complete. The
anonymity of the prophet and of the man of God
is not evidence of their unhistorical origin. It

points rather to a channel of oral transmission, in

which the names were lost. Josephus calls the
Jndsean man of God Tc£$wi> (Ant. VIII. viii. 5). The
name may come from 2 Ch 9s9 . The writer in the
Bk. of Kings avoids confusion by the use of the
titles ‘ prophet’ and 'man of God.’* There is no
distinction of office in these titles (v. 18).

The miraculous features of the story will be
estimated, of course, according as we judge all

miracle in these histories. The withering of

Jeroboam’s hand and its restoration (vv.4* 5
), and

the lion’s quietly remaining beside the ass and the
dead body (w.24* 28

), are not essentials in the

narrative. A prophet did not require miraculous
protection (comp. Am 710"13

). The sign of the altar

(w.s* 5
) gives the impression of being a later addi-

tion. It is not capable of historical proof that the
Jndsean king Josiah was named in the original

* In v.23, AV and RV, the word ‘prophet* denotes the man of

God. Rut this is due to mistranslation. *He saddled for him-
self the ass [which belonged] to the prophet who brought him
hack' is the correct rendering. Besides, the text is faulty.

Read as LXX B : ‘he saddled for himself his ass and departed

hack again.* The words omitted, [iTrin] Tf are a gloss

by a reader who observed that the ass of the man of God is

mentioned now for the first time, and from this concluded that

'fe had been lent or given him by the prophet of Bethel.

prophecy. 1 K IS2 and 2 K 2316 are not independ-
ent of each other.

Regarding the date of the narrative in its

present form, see article on Kings. Ewald con-
siders it to have been written down for the first

time after the desecration of the altar by Josiah.
If it were clear that 1333b* 34 is the original con-
tinuation of 1231"32, it might be concluded that
ch. 13 was not part of the original Bk. of Kings
compiled by RD, but an addition by RD2

. There
seems to be no other argument against its in-
clusion by RD

. The possible difference of date
scarcely affects the question of the general histor-
icity or the narrative.

Literature.— Ewald, History, iv. 30 ff. ; Welihausen, Com-
positio7i’>, 277 f,—Bleekt, 244; Stade, Geschichte

,
I. 349 f.; Reu-

zinger. ad loc. (‘ Konige * in Marti’s Kurzer Hdcora.). The possible
I motives of the old prophet recede special consideration m The
!
Speaker’s Commentaru , and the nature of the guilt of the rr>nn

of God ia The Expositor's Bible ^Farrar). See also Biihr in
Lange's Gommentanj Josephus (Ant viii. and ix.) expands
and adds extensively to the history of the prophet. He represents
him as ““a certain wicked old false prophet,' who sought to undo
the effect of the miracles and message of the man of God, and
pretended friendship and Divine inspiration m order to nun
and discredit him. The i e\ elation of vv.** * 22 1S addressed to the
man of God m this account (6 #*-bs i-irufratveTai TaSwt) But
Josephus may be judged capable of ignoring the pre.-ent text
because of prejudice against the * wicked old prophet.'

W. B. Stevenson.

OLD TESTAMENT.

—

Introduction.
i. Origin and growth of OT

—

1. The Law or Torah.
2. The Prophets
3. The Writings or Hagiographa.

ii. The OT m the Jewish Church—
1. Preservation and Transmission : (a) pre-Maseoretic

period
;
(b) Massoretic period, a.d. 600-800.

2. Use or regard and interpretation : (a) early Rabbinic
and Talmudic period, b.c. 400-a.d. 700 ; (b) later

Rabbinic period.
Hi. The OT in the Christian Church

—

1. Textual criticism.

2. Use and interpretation
:
(a) in the NT ; (6) in the

early Church,

—

a.d. 600 ; (c) in the Middle Ages,
600-1500

;
(d) period of the Reformation, 1500-

1600 ; (e) post-Reformation period, 1600-1750; if)
period of modern Criticism, 1750-1900.

iv. Permanent religious value of OT.
Literature.

The OT is that portion of the Canon of the Re-
formed Church which was received as sacred litera-

ture from the Jews. (On the name see art. Bible
in vol. i. p. 286b). While the Gr. Version of these
Scriptures included additional writings, nowknown
as the Apocrypha, and reckoned a part of the OT
by the Rom. Gath. Church (see art. Apocrypha
in vol. i. p. 12Ib), the only books recognized by
the Pal. Jews as holy, and admitted into their

Canon, were those of our present OT. They were
arranged as in the present Hebrew Bibles in three

groups : the Law (m> Tdrcth ), Gn, Ex, Lv, Nn,
Dt; the Prophets (o’srai N&bi'im), Jos, Jg, I and
2 S, I and 2 K, Is, Jer^ Ezk, and the 12 minor
prophets ; and the Writings, Hagiographa (d’butb

KethuUm), Ps, Pr, Job, Ca, Ru, La, Ec, Est, Dn,
Ezr, Neh, 1 and 2 Ch.*
The purpose of this article is to describe the

origin and growth of these groups as sacred

literature, and to give an account of their use

and method of interpretation when united into

the OT in the Jewish and Christian Churches.

L Origin and Growth.—I. The Law or Torah.

A torah in ancient Israel was any decision or

instruction on matters of law or conduct given by
a sacred authority (

OTJC2
, p. 299 ; cf. art. Law IN

OT, p. 64b). A body of such instruction went by
the same name, which was readily transferred to

* The order of the hooks in the first group was always the
same, and also of Idle Former Prophets, Jos, Jg, 1 and 2 S,

1 and 2 K, but for the Latter Prophets the Babylonian Talmud
(Baba Bathra lib) and some ancient MSS give Jer, Ezk, Is,

and minor prophets, and in the Writings place Ru before the
Ps (Ginsburg, Introd. to the Bible, pp. 1-8).
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the Scriptures containing this material as its lead-

ing element.* Thus arose the name of the first

five books of the OT.
The work of providing regulations for worship

naturally belonged to the priests, but in addition
m early Israel the administration of justice fell

partially, at least, likewise to them. They com-
municated the Divine will by means of the lot,

the ephod, and the Urim and Thummim (1 S 1418

[LXX] 239
, Dt 33*).

People repaired to the sanctuaries to have
judgments rendered (Ex 21® 227f* 1 S 225

}. Such
action was called ‘inquiring of God, 5 and the
decisions were, ‘the statutes and laws of God 5

(Ex 1815f* 19'“
; cf. Driver on Dt. 1618"20

). Thus the
priests became the natural guardians and teachers
of Divine instruction or law(Dt 3310

,
Jer IS18

,
Hos

4SL )„ They were members of the supreme tribunal

of the land (mentioned in 2 Oh 193
*11 as established

by Jehoshaphat), Dt 178£r* 1913ff\ Tracing evi-

dently their instruction or law to Moses, to pre-

serve its continuity they issued legislation in his

name, acting upon the principle that all law
emanated from Jehovah, and that Moses was the
medium of its communication. At first their

work as lawgivers was probably simply carried

on by oral decision and transmission. As Israel

advanced in culture, however, laws were naturally
reduced to writing. When this began, we have
no clear means of determining. Some meagre
written legislation may have existed as early as

the time of Moses. (See the small type on p.

597b
). No great stress was laid upon the

original legal form or words. They were modified
through change in time and circumstance. +
Codes remained open. The earliest written laws
v- hich have been preserved are those in Ex 20-23
(the Bk. of the Covenant) 3414-28. They probably
owe their preservation to their incorporation into
historical writings (E or J) of the 8th cent., but
the laws themselves may be much earlier. (The
lex talionis reveals a primitive state of society, yet
an agricultural people is presupposed, and hence a
later date than the settlement of Canaan). Other
codes more ancient may have existed in Israel in

a written form. The earliest written law or book
of Divine instruction of whose introduction or
enactment an authentic account is given, was
Deuteronomy or its main portion, represented as
found in the temple in the 18th year of king
Josiab (B.C. 621), and proclaimed by the king as
the law of the land (2 K 23) (see article Deutero-
nomy in voL L p. 602 f.). From that time forward
Israel had a written law which the pious believer
was commanded to ponder day and night (Jos I8

Ps Is) ; and thus the Torah, as sacred literature,
formally commenced in Israel. This law aimed at
a right application of original Mosaic principles.

The Mosaic period represented that of Israel’s faithful rela-
tionship to Jehovah (Hos 2*8 Hl

f Jer 2s). As the cry at present
is ‘Back to Christ,” so the cry then was ‘Back to Moses.” At
present in going back to Christ to apply His teaching to immedi-
ate needs, we re-formulate them indirectly, giving thus laws of
Christian conduct. But indirect re-formulation of ancient prin-
ciples is contrary to the genius of the Hebrew mind and
language. Intensity Is characteristic of Hebrew utterance, as
is well illustrated in Christ’s use of the words ‘hate’ (Lk 1428)
and ‘thank’ and ‘ hide * (Mt 1125). The Hebrew language

* Torah (rrvu=k) is used in the OT to denote—1. Instruction.:

(a) human : Pr 18 gso. 23 et al.

;

(6) Divine, Job 2222
,

3.99 et al. ;

(c) a body of prophetic teaching. Is 42*21- 24, jer gis et (,j)

instruction in Messianicage, Is 23 424 # al.
; (e) a body of priestly

direction or instruction, Hos 4®, Jer 28 et aL 2. law (prop.
direction) : (a) of special laws, Ex 139 16* et aL ; (by of codes of
law—

(

1) as written in the code of the covenant. Ex 2412
,
Jos

24s6 et al. i (2) the law of the Deuteronomic code, Dt 15 48-44

et aL ;(3) the law of the Priests’ Code, 2 Ch £8*3 301s & a£
(Oaf. J3d>. Lex. p. 436 f.).

t Cf. the two records of the ten commandments (Ex 208-W,
Dt 67-21) and the laws in the different OT codes (see art.
Hrxatecch in voL ii. 865b).

refuses also to lend itself readily to indirect speech. It show*
reluctance to give an address in substance, except in an
apparent reproduction of the ipsissima verba. Thus in the

OT historical books, whenever a writer wishes to report that

one person made a verbal communication to another, he almost
invariably says :

‘ So and so spoke to so and so, saying.' The
direct form is used. Hence if in the reign of Josiah the Mosaic
law and teaching were to be re-formulated to meet the ex-

igencies of the time, they were naturally placed directly in the
mouth of Moses. Indeed, practically no other method was
possible to produce the required effect.

Dt is also far more than a code of laws. It is a hortatory
exposition of law, appealing on the ground of Divine love ana
revelation for obedience in Israel. A religious experience formed
its real basis, and gave it a position of Divine authority.

The reformation under Josiah was a failure.

The good king fell at the battle of Megiddo. The
people lapsed into idolatry, and Judah soon
went into exile. Something more than Dt seemed
necessary for a religious constitution for Israel.

With this thought another re-formulation of the
laws began. The Bk. of Ezekiel exhibits this

movement. Under the form of a vision he drew
up a programme for the future (see art. Ezekiel).
He heightened the sanctity of the central sanctuary
by placing it within the domain of priests, that it

might not, like the old temple, he liable to de-

filement through proximity to royal residences

(437f*). He heightened the sanctity of the priest-

hood by restricting it to the sons of Zadok, the
Levites being degraded from office on account of

their ministration at the high places (4410
**4

). He
gave also an elaborate ritual for worship, and
described, with the measurements and detail of

an architect’s plan, a new temple, and apportioned
the land among the tribes of Israel with the
regularity of a military camp. In accordance
with this spirit, which saw no hope for Israel

without transforming the State into a church and
regulating the whole life of the people through
elaborate law and ordinance, supposed Mosaic
principles were again restated, and an ideal con-
stitution of Israel in the wilderness was given as
a new law for the Jewish people. This was issued
in the Priests

5 Code (see art. HEXATEUCH), and
solemnly presented by Ezra to the people, who
received it as the law of God (Neh 8-10, B.C. 444
or 443). The reception of the Priests

5 Code under
Ezra marks practically the appearance of the Law,
since shortly afterwards Dt, which had previously-

been united with the historical work JE (see art.

Hexateuch), and had never been abrogated as a
law of Divine authority, was joined with the
Priests

5

Code.

In all this legal literature the historical narrative occupied a
prominent place. Laws were thought of not only as expressing
abstract principles of justice and worship, but also as having
originated in connexion with Divine manifestations. Hence
narratives of a progressive revelation of God in the early ages
of mankind and Israel formed an integral part of the Priests’

Code. An example had already been set in Dt 1-4 and later
by combining Dt with the historical work JE.

The enlargement and combination of sacred
writings was performed by the sSpherim or scribes.

This class of scholars, of whom Ezra ‘ the ready
scribe in the Law of Moses 5 (Ezr 78

) was the
prototype, grew up during the Exile, or shortly
after, probably within priestly circles. The mem-
bership was not confined, however, to priests.

They became the guardians and students of the
Law, which they felt free to annotate and enlarge
with some additions. They separated from the
Hexateuch the Bk. of Joshua (see below). Thus
the Law did not reach its final form until the 3rd
cent. B.c. (For revision and gradual compilation
of P, see art. HEXATEUCH in vol. ii. p. 374a f.).

2. The Prophets.—This division of OT falling
into two parts, the Former Prophets Jos, Jg,
I and 2 S, and 1 and 2 K, and the Latter Pro-
phets Is, Jer, Ezk, and the Twelve, receives its

name from the prophetic authorship of these
books. The prophets represent the mystical
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teachers of religion who gain truth through the
emotions or intuitions (see art. Prophet).
Equally^ with the priests, the prophets unfolded
the ancient instruction or law, not, however, in
the form of statutes or codes, but as direct
revelations of Jehovah expressed in warnings and
exhortations. The prophets became thus the con-
science of the State and interpreters of history.
Handing down their instruction as a living word,
they seem not to have taken pains at first to pre-
serve it in writing. Not until the Sth cent, have
we indications of a systematic effort in that direc-

tion, illustrated in the discourses given in Amos,
Hosea, Isaiah, and Micah. Howt far these came
directly from the prophets themselves, or repre-

sent abstracts or reports furnished by scholars or
hearers, we have no means of determining. Isaiah
twice commanded that some of his instruction

should be preserved as a future testimony to the
truth of his doctrine (S1S 308). A century later

Jeremiah took pains, according to a command
from Jehovah, to have his discourses, covering a
period of some twenty-two years, carefully written
out (Jer 36 lff* 32

). At the time of the Exile, when
Ezekiel flourished, a written roll had become the
symbol of the prophetic word (Ezk 29-3s). He
probably himself carefully wrote and arranged his

prophecies, and from thence onward prophecy often
assumed doubtless in the first instance a written
as well as a spoken form. The anonymity of the
author (or authors) of Is 40-66 suggests that those
propheciesmay have been circulated in MS without
having been first orally delivered. The last of the
prophets, whose writings have been preserved,
according to Jewish tradition was Malachi (about
B c. 450), and this tradition is probably true as
concerning the writings of those who delivered in

the first instances oral messages.* Ob, Jl, Jon,
Zee 9-14 and Is 24-27 are assigned by many
scholars (see separate articles and Driver's LOT)
to the Greek period, representing an imitation of

the earlier prophetic word, and if we accept this

assignment they probably represent a literary

rather than an oratorical activity.

No record has been left of the manner or special

cause of the collection of the ‘Latter Prophets. 3

The sacred authority of most of them clearly

dated from the day of their utterance or com-
position, and they gained nothing in this respect

by collection and union with other writings, and
vet their value naturally became greater when
Jiving prophets no longer appeared, and then an
impulse must have arisen for their union and pre-

servation in a sacred canon. This work was prob-
ably formally accomplished by the scribes already
mentioned in connexion with the Law ; and here,

again, as in the case of the Law, liberty was
doubtless taken in editing old material to introduce

new reflections. (We may account in this wTay
partially for the imitations of ancient prophecy
already mentioned).
The historical books Jos, Jg, 1 and 2 S, and

1 and 2 K may have been originally classified as
1 Prophets 1 because they contained narratives con-

cerning inspired or prophetic men, or because they
were assigned for authorship to such men as Joshua,
Samuel, and Jeremiah, a view of Talmudic Judaism,*

yet the result was in a degree correct, since these
books in the main came from authors imbued with
the prophetic spirit. They reveal the will and
character of Jehovah by relating His dealings with
ancient Israel. Narratives of this sort began to

* No accredited prophets of Israel are mentioned in OT or
elsewhere later than the time of Ezra and Nehemiah, and
Josephus hela that their line of succession had then ceased
(c. Apion. i, 8). In Zee 133*6 the prophet is mentioned as

though the office had fallen into disrepute (this passage is, how-
ever, obscure), and in Ps 749 and 1 Mac 446 Q2? 1441 prophets are

mentioned as having ceased.

be composed quite early. The lost Book of tht

Wars ol Jehovah (Nu 21 14
} was probably one, and

the documents J and E of the Hexateuch and the
similar sources (perhaps a continuation of J and

! E) appearing in Jg, I and 2 S, 1 K 1-3, and the
prophetic stories of 1 and 2 K were others (see

articles Judges in vol. ii. p. 807 ffi, Samuel
(Books of), and Kings (Books of)). Next to lyric

songs, these narratives containing ancient myths
and legends illustrate the earliest literature of

Israel. They began, as we have them, to be
written not far from the reign of Solomon, and
passed probably through many hands, or were pre-

served in circles of scholars, who copied, edited, and
made such combinations of them as are seen in JE.

The subject of the development of literature In Israel is very
obscure. It is uncertain whether the art of reading and writing
was in vogue among the people before they entered the land of
Canaan. After they came in contact with Canaanitish civiliza-

tion it was clearly known among them. In Jg 814 writing by
a boy is mentioned. This, it is true, might be an anachronism
only revealing a widespread use of the art in the days of the
author of Jg. At the court of David a scribe is mentioned
(2 S 817), ana the knowledge of reading and writing from that
tune onward is assumed (2 S ll14

,
1 K 218, 2K55 IQ1 ,

Jer 291).
Hence schools for the cultivation of this art necessarily then
existed, and a literature of some sort must then have been
current. This in its earliest form probably consisted of songs
and stories, and possibly some laws. The Song of Deborah is

usually regarded as the earliest piece of literature preserved
in the Bible. (For a chronological list of the writings of the
OT, see article Bible in vol. i. p. 290 ; compare the dates there
given with those adopted in the articles on each OT book).

From these prophetic sources and from ancient
annals, such as were naturally kept in connexion
with the court and the temple (or from works
based upon these annals), were composed or com-
piled in the spirit of Dt, and hence ^ter than B.c.

621, the Deuteronomic parts of Joshua, the middle
sections of Jg, 1 and 2 S, and I and 2 K. Later,
these books suffered revision from priests an i

scribes, who gave them their present torm (separ-

ating Jos from the Hexateuch). The time of the
union of the Former Prophets with the Latter, or

•whether the books in either division were separately
collected before their final union together, cannot
be determined. The historical books from the first

clearly held a high and revered place in Israel, as
distinctly appears from the union of JE with D,
They were regarded as records of Divine revelations

given to the patriarchs and prophets and illus-

trating the principles of JehovalFs rule in the world
and care for His people. The earliest testimony to

their existence is their use in 1 and 2 Ch, written
about B.c. 300. In 2Mac 213'15

is preserved a tradi-

tion that Nehemiah, founding a library, gathered
together the things concerning the kings and pro-

phets, and the writings of David, and the letters

of the kings about sacred gifts. Although the list

of writings enumerated goes beyond the ‘Pro-
phets/ yet a true reminiscence of their collection

may be here given. The prophets formed a distinct

division of Sacred Scriptures at B.c. 130, when the
prologue to Sirach was written, and if the mention
of twelve prophets in Sir 49n is genuine, then as
early as B.c. 180 (see art. OT Canon).

3. The Writings or Hagiographa.—This third
division of the OT is composed of literature gener-

ally later than the Law and the Prophets, and this

fact alone is sufficient to account for its separate

existence. Dn in character belongs to the Latter
Prophets, hut was not written until the Maceabsean
period (see art. Daniel). Through the inspiring

character of its teachings and revelation it was
clearly received on its first appearance as of Divine
authority. 1 and 2 Ch, Ezr, Neh, and Est resemble
the Former Prophets, and appeared too late to be
joined with them. Ezr and Neh bring the history

of Israel from a point near that at which the narra-

tive ceases in 1 and 2K down to the canonization of

the Law or the founding of Judaism, and probably
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fcima gained a recognition as Holy Scripture. The
same probably is true of Ruth. It was felt to be
an integral part of OT history, and through this in-

fluence it was sometimes reckoned as a part of Jg
(see below). 1 and 2 Ch were originally joined with
Ezr and Neh, the four books being the work of one
author (see articles) ; but since 1 and 2 Ch were
principally a midrash on 1 and 2 S and I and 2 K,
they were separated from Ezr and Neh, and not so

early recognized as sacred. This supposition seems
necessary to explain their position after Ezr and
Neb, and last in the OT Canon. Esther was written

to explain the feast of Purim, and received at once,

doubtless, a sacred character from this fact and
from its inspiring patriotism. 'Wherever the feast

was regarded as a sacred festival, the story of its

origin acquired a similar character, and since it

commanded the feast, spoke with Divine authority.

From this point of view Esther resembles the

narratives of the Torah, which explain the origins

of religious laws and customs.
Ps, Job, Pr, Eg, Ca, and La represent a different

class of literature from the Law and the Prophets,

since their contents appear almost entirely as the
result of human observation, thought, and aspira-

tion rather than as the product or record of Divine
revelation. Hence, although partially of as early

a date as some of the prophets, they did not com-
mand such immediate attention or force so readily

the thought of Divine origin. The main cause
leading to their acceptance, clearly seen in Ps, La,

Pr, and Job, was their inspiring religious contents.

These books are directly akin in their teachings

to the Law and the Prophets. To the conscience

they spoke with similar authority ; they breathed
likewise the very spirit of faith and penitence

which the Law and the Prophets commanded, and
thus they obtained recognition as a Divine word.
With Canticles and Ecclesiastes snch inspiration is

less apparent. The former was probably originally

a collection of songs sung at wedding festivities

tsee, however, article Song of Songs). Highly
valued, nevertheless, as a beautiful specimen of

Hebrew poetry, and regarded also as a continuous
composition, this collection was interpreted as set-

ting forth the love of Jehovah for His people, and
thus gained a sacred character, and then probably
was assigned to Solomon as its author. Ec was
probably received principally on the ground of its

supposed Solomonic authorship. As in the case of

the prophets, no record has been left of the collec-

tion and formal canonization of the Hagiographa.
The earliest mention of them is in the Prologue to

Sirach (written B.C. 132), where reference is made
to ‘the law, the prophets, and the other books.

5

Owing to the indefiniteness of the expression 1 the
other books/ it is uncertain whether this division

was then complete, or whether some books or por-

tions of books were added later. A decision in this

regard must be determined by the date of the
separate writings.* In I Mac 716 (written about
B.C. 100) Ps 79“* is formally cited as Scripture.

In the NT the three divisions of the OT are recog-

nized, closing with 1 and 2 Ch (Mt 23s4, Lk 2444).
The second (fourth) Bk. of Esdras as well as
Josephus, probably near the close of the 1st cent.

A.D., recognize our present OT Canon.

In 2Es ninety-four divinely-revealed books are mentioned
(1444), of which seventy are esoteric (I44®). This leaves twenty-
four representing the present OT according to a usual Jewish
method of reckoning: the law. five; the prophets, eight; the
Hagiographa, eleven. All double books, Ezr and Neb, and the
minor prophets, are reckoned as one each. This standard way
e# reckoning the OT books gave rise to the name The Twenty-
four {see article Bible). Josephus (e. Apion. L 8) mentions

* Do b probably the latest of the Hagiographa. Some, how-
ever, place Hit and Ec later (see articles), and also certain
realms (see art. Psaims, and c£. Duhm, ‘Die Peatmen,’ in
Kwrzerudcomm. z.AT, p.xxi5.,and Cheyne, OP, 24fi., 60, etc.).

twenty-two: five belonging to Moses, thirteen covering the
interval from Moses to the reign of Artaxerxes, and four con-

taining hymns to God and precepts for the conduct of human
life. This number is obtained by uniting Ru with Jg, and La
with Jer, a method of reckoning also adopted by the Jews.
Jerome mentions it (Prologue Galeatus

,
passage quoted in

Wildeboer’s Origin of the Canon of the OT, p. 80 f.). It has
been questioned whether Josephus did not omit from his Canon
the Bks. of Ca and Ec (Briggs’ Introd. to the Study of Holy
Seripture

,
vi. 4, 1S09, p. 127 f.). The canonicity of these two books

was under discussion at the Assemblies of Jamnia (OT Jabnbh, a
Jewish seat of learning after the fall of Jerusalem) about a.d. 90
and a.d. 118, and a decision was rendered in their favour, and
this period is frequently given as marking the final close of the
OT Canon. This discussion concerning Ca and Ec was probably
in regard to their having been rightly received into the Canon,
and not their first reception (Buhl, Canon and Text of the OT

,

§ 8 ;
Ryle, Canon of the OT, p. 187). It is a noteworthy fact,

however, that these two books are nowhere quoted or directly

referred to in the NT.

The impulse which led to the special setting

apart of the -writings as Scripture was probably the
enhancing of sacred writings through the com-
mand of Antiochus Epiphanes for their destruction

(1 Mac l 56f
*), and the revival of Jewish patriotism

in the Maceabaean period.*

ii. The OT in the Jewish Church.—1. Pre-
servation and Transmission.—

{

a
)
Pre-Massoretic

period. The OT Scriptures were originally written
upon rolls (cf. Ps 4GhM, Jer 3614ff

* Ezk 29
,
Zee o1

) of

skin, or possibly in some instances of papyrus paper,

and were thus handed down with probably much the
same genexal care or lack of care with which they
were preserved before canonization ; for the varia-

tions of the Sam. and Greek Pentateuchs from the
later uniform Heb. consonantal text show that the
words and letters of the Scriptures were not at first

regarded as especially sacred. Later, however,
this idea was developed, and by the 1st cent. a.d.

had so far progressed that Philo said that the Jews
had never altered a word of what Moses wrote
(quoted in Eusebius, Prcep. ad Ev. viii. 6 fin.), and
Josephus, that no one had been so bold as to add
anything to them [the Scriptures], to take any-
thing from them, or to make any change in them
{c. Apion. i. 8) ; and in the Talmud, in the words of

a Rabbi held to have lived in the 1st cent., the
work of a copyist is called Divine, and a warning
is given against dropping or adding a letter

(Eruhin 13a, Sota [cf. Jewish Quarterly Review,
vol. i. p. 128]). Synchronous with this growth of

reverence for the letter was necessarily an en-
deavour to have a uniform text for use in the
synagogues and schools. Efforts in this direction

culminated not long after the fall of Jerusalem
(A.D. 70), -when in the refounding of Judaism a
single consonantal text of the OT under the influ-

ence of Rabbi Akiba and his associates at Jamnia
was adopted as authoritative, and all others dis-

appeared. The principle of its adoption is un-
known. A tradition relates that the text of the Law
witnessed by the largest number of MSS was chosen
(Jerus. Taanith, iv. 2). Probably the choice was de-
termined by the traditional age or genealogy of a
certain MS or school of MSS believed to represent
best the original archetype. This finally adopted
text cannot be regarded as entirely free from cor-

ruptions (slight in the Law but conspicuous, for

example, in 1 and 2 S and Ezk). These corruptions
arose from the inevitable mistakes of copyists,
especially before the words and letters were severely
reverenced ; from the gradual change of the old
Hebrew alphabet to the present square character
—a change brought about between the period of
Ezra and the 1st cent. B.C., and also from emenda-
tions made on dogmatic grounds.

* Budde Isolds that into the third Canon, that of the Hagio-
grapha, were received all books of a religious character, of which
the date was believed to go back as far as the prophetic period,
that is, to the time of Ezra (art *OT Canon,* JEncycL Bib.).

Josephus and Talmudic Judaism did believe that all the book*
received were of such an early date, but possibly the canonidtj
gave the date.
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The substitution of bosheth (nca) for bdal (^>jn) in proper

joames (see article Ishbosheth), and of bless Ops) for curse

&^P) in 1 K 2110- 13
, illustrate these dogmatic changes (few in

number) introduced to express an abhorrence of idolatry, or to
avoid impious expressions toward God. (Cf. Geiger’s Urschrift
der Bibet

, p. 257 if.; Ginsburg, op. ait. p. 363 ft; Siegfried (SBOT),
Budde (Hdkomm.), Duhm (KurzerHdcomm.), contra, on Job 15).

In line with these changes introduced into the text are probably
the nekudim (O'Tipu) or fifteen extraordinary points indicating
that some change should be made in the text (Ginsburg, op. ait.

p. 318 ft).

Within this period the Scriptures were divided
into sections for synagogue usage (the Law and
the Prophets, see, further, below), into paragraphs
(nms) and verses (?).*

(b) Massoretic period, A.D. 600-800. After the
canonization of the official consonantal test the
greatest care was taken that it should be trans-
mitted with complete accuracy; hence it was
studied in respect to all its peculiarities, and these
were noted down in a series of marginal notes
called Massorah (?mcD). These notes embraced
such particulars as calling attention to peculiar
letters, giving the number of words or letters in
each hook, and the middle word or letter, and
especially in noting variant readings (the KerS),
the latter being based upon the testimony of MSS,
or required for religious reasons, or demanded by
the connexion of the passage. All these features
were a continuation and preservation of the work
of the scribes. In addition to these notes, with
the same end in view, and especially to render the
OT readable to the people, vowel points fixing the
traditional pronunciation were aaded to the con-
sonantal text, and a system of punctuation (accents)

extending to each word, marking off the verses.
Thus finally appeared the present Massoretic text,
of which the oldest MSS are of the 9th and 10th
cents ,f (For a description of the most ancient MSS,
cf. Ginsburg, op. cit. pp. 469-778). All Hebrew MSS
represent essentially this Massoretic text, which
was first printed, the Psalms 1477, the Pentateuch
1482, both at Bologna, and the entire Heb. Bible
at Soncino 1488. The most important subsequent
printed Hebrew Bible is the edition of Jacob ben
Chayim, with the Massorah, at the Bomberg Press,
Venice, 1524-25. All subsequent editions, so far
as they are Massoretic, follow this standard edition
(Ginsburg, op. cit. p. 976) until we come to two
recent attempts to furnish an exact Massoretic
text, that of Baer and Delitzsch, Leipzig (not yet
complete), and that of Christian D. Ginsburg,
London, 1894. (For ancient versions of the OT see
articles Septuagint, Syriac Versions, Targum,
and Vulgate; for modem textual criticism see
below). [On printed editions of Hebrew text, cf.

Buhl, Canon and Text of the OT, § 25 ; Ginsburg,
op. cit. pp. 779-976 ; Weir, Short Hist, of the Heb.
Text,jo. 129 ff.].

2. Use or Regard and Interpretation.—(a) Early
Rabbinic and Talmudic period, B.C. 400-A.D. 700.

—The Law was always regarded in the Jewish
Church as of a higher inspiration than the rest of
the OT. It was believed to contain the original
revelation of the Divine will, while the Prophets
and the Writings only contained the same will

further delivered; yet these latter were equally
Holy Scriptures with the former, and were cited
with the same formula (in the NT they are quoted
as the Law, Ro 319,

1

Co 1421,
Jn 1034 1234 15'23

). The
early reverence for the Law is illustrated in Ps 1 .

197-14 119 (ps 1 may have been written in reference
to the Deuteronomic law). Both the Law and the

* On the point of verses authorities differ. They are men.
tioned In fee Talmud, but may be those of oral tradition (of.

JQB, voL L p. 224 f.; Briggs, op. cit p. 174 ; W. H. Green,
Gen. Introd. totheOT Text, N.Y., 1899, p. 148 f.).

t When a MS became old it was religiously destroyed, lest
through its mutilation fee sacred word might be violated.

This explains fee lack of earlier MSS.

Prophets at the time of Christ, and probably from
near the time of their canonization, were rea4
each Sabbath day in the synagogue ; the former in

lessons arranged to complete the Law once in three
years.* The lesson from the Prophets was not
prescribed. The Hagiographa were not read regu-
larly, except the five Megillbthi on the appropriate
feast days. Schools were established (as early
as the century before Christ) for the instruc-
tion of children in the Scriptures, especially the
Law ; and such study was finally held to precede
every other duty (Weber, Die Judische Thmlogie,
p. 30). The punctilious observance of the Law
became the evidence both of patriotism and piety,
and the constant endeavour was to apply the Law
to every exigency of life, and to justify eveiy
cherished institution or notion by some word of
the OT.
Such applications or interpretations or inquiries

into the meaning of the Scriptures were called
midrdshim (sing, midrash, ena from cm ‘ to seek 5

).

In them was sought not what a passage might
declare according to the natural tenor of its words
(although this method of interpretation was re-
cognized. called pesfuit but the inferences
that might be drawn by combination with other
passages, by suggestion, or by allegory. Thus arose
a great body o± midrdshim of two sorts, legal and
homiletical: the former called Haldhh&th (sing.

haldkhd

,

naSn from ‘ to go ’), the latter Haggd-

doth (sing, haggadd, rrun or rrna from 1:: Hiph. ‘ to
tell

3
). These midrashhn were handed down orally

and not compiled in writing until the 2nd cent.
A.D., when they appeared, especially the Hala-
khoth, in the Mishna (Talmud).£ This oral tradi-
tion or interpretation was held to be necessary for
an understanding and keeping of the Law, and
was assumed to have been given in great part by
Moses, and thus gradually, beginning as early as
the time of Christ, if not a century or two before,
it usurped the place of the Scriptures, becoming of
equal, and, according to some, of superior authority
(Weber, op. cit . §22, p. 88ff.).§ It is frequently
referred to in the NT (Mt 152* s- s

, Mk 78* 5. 8. 9. is

Cf. Mt 2316ff
-)j and its character is well illustrated

in the prohibited labours on the Sabbath. These,
which are particularized ouly in a few instances
in the OT, are amplified m the Mishna into
thirty-nine prohibited labours, each of which is

still further analyzed and discussed.

The prohibited labours were
: (1) sowing, (2) ploughing, <S)

reaping, (4) binding into sheaves, (5) threshing, (6) winnowing,
(7) truit cleaning, (8) grinding, (9) sifting, (10) kneading, (11) bak-
ing, (12) wool shearing, (13) bleaching, (14) combing, (15) dyeing,
(16) spinning, (17) warping, (18) making two spindle-tree®, (19)
weaving two threads, (20) separating two threads (in the warp),
(21) tying a knot, (22) untying a knot, (23) sewing on with two
stitches, (24) tearing to sew together wife two stitches, (25)
hunting a deer, (26) killing, (27) skinning, (28) and salting it,

(29) preparing its skin, (30) scraping off the hair, (SI) cutting up
fee flesh, (32) writing two letters (characters), (33) erasing to
write two letters, (34) building, (35) demolishing, (36) extinguish-
ing (fire), (37) kindling (fire), (33) hammering, (39) carrying from
one place to another (Tract Shabbath vii. 2). Each of these
prohibitions was still further explained. On (21), (22), knots of
camel-drivers and sailors are forbidden both to be tied and
untied; but knots which maybe untied with one hand were
lawful. A woman might tie up a slit in her chemise, the bands
of her hood, her girdle, her shoes and sandals ; also fee bands
of leather bottles of wine or oil, or of a pot wife meat. A rope
might be tied in front of cattle that they might not escape

;

a bucket over a well with a girdle but not a rope. Rabbi Judah
permits a rope also (Tract Shabbath xv. 2 ; cf. Schiirer, HJP
11. ii. p. 96 ff.). In the Geraara or Rabbinical comments on the
Mishna these refinements are still further refined.

* The Babylonian arrangement was for completion in one
year, and this, later, came into general use.

f Ca, Ru, La, Ec, Est read respectively at the seasons of fee
Passover, Pentecost, Destruction of Jerusalem, Tabernacles, and
Purim.

t Another view is that fee Talmud, though compiled in the
2nd cent., continued to be orally transmitted until the fife cent*
(see art. Talmud).

§ Its development and place is well compared wife that d
tradition in fee Roman Catholic Church.
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In the derivation of the Halakhoth were em-
ployed seven rules of interpretation laid down by
Rabbi Hillel (contemporary of Herod the Great),

and afterwards increased to thirteen by Rabbi
Ishmael (2nd cent. A.D.).

These rales are ; (1) That which is true of the easier or less

is true of the greater or more difficult. An example, Nu 121'*.

If from the sign of a human father’s displeasure Miriam should
he ashamed (shut up) seven days, then from leprosy, the sign

of the Lord’s displeasure, she should be shut out of the
camp seven days. (2) A parallel passage or word supplements
another : Lv 1629 enjoins on the Day of Atonement affliction

of souls (03WS3 layn ‘ye shall afflict your souls’). In Dt

S3 nay? (‘afflict
1

) is used in reference to suffering from hunger,
hence the affliction of the Day of Atonement is fasting. (3)

A special provision of Scripture is to be generalized or applied
in other analogous passages or cases. Dt 246 forbids the
mill or upper millstone to be taken as a pledge. This law is

generalized by the Rabbis so that everything which is used for

preparing food is forbidden to be taken as a pledge, (4-11)
• Eight rales with reference to the relation of genus to species
by inclusion, exclusion, contrast, and their relation to a third
term in the forms of Rabbinical logic.* (12) A word or passage
is to be explained by the context. (13) Conflicting passages are
to be reconciled by a third. Gn 1* ‘In the beginning God
created the heavens and the earth,* and 24 * In the day that the
Lord made the earth and the heavens.* The question now
arises, which did He make first? The answer, ‘ Both at once/
is found in Is 4813 ' Mine hand hath hud the foundations of the
earth, and my right hand hath spread out the heavens.* For a
full discussion and illustrations of these rules, see Mielziner’s
Introd. to the Talmud (1897), pp. 117-187. They are also given
in Barclay’s Talmud* 1878, pp. 40-44; Weber, Judiscke Theo~
logie, 1897, pp. 108-118 ; cf. also Briggs, Study ofHolyScripture,
1899, p.430fL

The fault of Rabbinical exegesis arose not somuch
from these rules, many of which represent valid
forms of reasoning, as from their application, and,
indeed, they were not always supposed to be
applied : the mere mention or suggestion of any-
thing under discussion was sufficient to constitute
a proof text. That a piece of earthenware large
enough to stir a fire might he carried on the
Sabbath day, was inferred from Is 3014b £ So that
there shall not be found among the pieces thereof
a sherd to take fire from the hearth. 3 And that to
anoint oneself on the Day of Atonement was equal
to drinking, was inferred from Ps 1G918 ‘And it

cometh like water on his body and oil into his

bones 5

(Tract Shabbath c. viii. and c. ix., Bab.
Talmud, Rodkinson, vol. i. pp. 157, 163).

The very language of Scripture was held to he
different from ordinary human language, and hence
particles of speech, such as adverbs and conjunc-
tions, special constructions of syntax, the position
of words, syllables, letters, and even forms of
letters, were regarded as capable of a hidden mean-
ing and of giving proof in support of tradition.

This method was advocated by the celebrated
Rabbi Akiba of the 2nd cent., and, although
opposed by some of his contemporaries, yet won a
place for itself in the Talmud.

Under this method such particles as *]R, JiR, D3 were held to

extend a law, and qr and p, pn to restrict it. UR before m.T
in Dt 10® extended the command to fear God, so that it

included also wise men (Pesackim 22*>). ~;r in Ex 3113 showed
that the rigorous precepts of the Sabbath did not apply to cases
where life was in danger (Toma S5k—Mielz&ner, op. eit. p. 124 f.).

Words were even interpreted according to the numerical value of
the letters (Gematrid). The ways of dying are inferred to be 903
from * issues of death * (ffiKXtri) mentioned in Fs 6821 (Berachoth
8*). Letters might also stand for words (Hotarihon). From
‘father of a multitude* (pan 2K Gn 375) was drawn : ‘ Father,

chosen, lovely, king, distinguished, faithful (2'nn *nrn 2R
p'JU ~7c). The words with which Shimei cursed David are

drawn from * grievous ’ (nsnoj 1 K 2S), ‘adulterer, Moabite,

murderer, oppressor, abomination* (mpin Tils nxn ’2R1D q*U)
(Shabbath xii . 5). Another device was change in the order of
letters (Temoorah). Thus in Fs 213 ‘The king shall rejoice/

refers to the Messiah, by transposing nLsr (‘he shall rejoice*)

Into Jtxts (‘ Messiah ’—Farrar, History ofInterpretation, p. 102).

A species of Temoorah called Atbask, the substitution of the
last letter of the alphabet for the first, and so on, appears in

Jer 25® ol41, where ‘ Sheshach* (*pg>) is written for ‘Babel*

C^33) ; cf. Jer 51L These and other similar methods of inter-

pretation were carried to a great excess during the Middle Age#
m the Kabbala, a Jewish system of Theosophy or sacred

mysteries.

The homiletical midrasMm or haggcidoth differed

from the HaldhhOth in not being so much inferences

from the text of Scripture as additions to the text.

Many of the additions in 1 and 2 Ch, compared
with the parallel narratives in 1 and 2 S and 1 and
2 K, illustrate their character, which is still further

seen in the Targums (see art. Targum), and abund-
antly exemplified in the Jewish legends concerning

the patriarchs and other OT worthies in the Talmud
and also in later Jewish treatises.* Examples of

Haggadoth appear in the NT in the names Jannes
and Jambres (2 Ti 38

), in the rock that followed
them (1 Go 104), in the law given through angels

(Ac T53, Gal 319
, He 22), in the three and a half years

of famine in the days of Elijah (Lk 4^, Ja 517
).

These are all additions to the OT narratives.
_

The
apocryphal hooks of Enoch, Judith, and Tobit are

all examples of Haggadoth. For Haggadic inter-

pretation were given 32 rules, and it shared in all

the fancifulness of Halakhic interpretation.

A species of Haggadic interpretation is the alle-

gorical, frequently called the Hellenistic from
its use among Greek-speaking Jews. Philo, the
Alexandrian philosopher, an early contemporary of

Christ, used this method. The OT Scriptures were
to him as a believing Jew not simply an authorita-

tive revelation of religious truth, but of all truth,

and hence by means of allegory he deduced from
them the doctrines of Greek philosophy, which he
also ardently held. He excluded the literal sense,

and developed his allegorical interpretation on
definite principles, regarding the former as the

body and the latter as the soul of Scripture.t (For

his principles, cf. Siegfried, Philo von Alexandria,

1875, pp. 160-197 ,* Briggs, op. cit. pp. 434-436).

Allegory appears essentially in many Rabbinical
interpretations. A New Test, example is Gal 422

*26
.

Jewish interpretation during the early Rabbinic
and Talmudic period, while not devoid of a certain

ethical and spiritual value, is thus seen to have
contributed really nothing to an understanding of

the historical meaning of the OT. That idea
appears almost, if not exclusively, foreign to its

purpose. Talmudic tradition claimed the interest

of scholars, and had taken in popular estimate the
place of the Scriptures.

(b) Later Babbinical period.—In the 8th cent,

arose a sect of Jews who rejected Talmudic tradi-

tion as a sacred authority, and held to the letter of

the OT. Hence their views were called Karaism,

or religion of the text. This movement, however,
did not supplant orthodox or Talmudic Judaism,
and yet it gave a great impulse to the study of the
OT, which resulted eventually in real grammatical
and exegetical works, and the period from 900-1500
has been called the golden age of Jewish inter-

pretation. Commentaries were written upon the
books of the OT. The pioneer in this movement
was Saadia (f 942), the Gaon or head of the Jewish
school in Babylonia, who, to render the Scriptures

* For a list of Haggadic literature, see art. * Midrash * by S. M.
Sehiller-Szinnessy in EncycL BritA

t Philo comments thus on Gn 2® : * Virtue is called a Paradise
metaphorically, and the appropriate place for Paradise is Eden

;

and this means luxury : and the most appropriate field for virtue
is peace, and ease, and joy, in which real luxury especially con-
sists. Moreover, the plantation of this Paradise is represented
as m the east ; for right reason never set®, and is never extin-
guished, but it is its nature to he always rising. And as I

imagine the rising sun fills the darkness of the air with light, so
also does virtue when it has arisen in the soul irradiate its mist
and dissipate its dense darkness. “And there/’ says Moses,
“ he placed themanwhomHe had formed” ; for God being good,
and having formed our race for virtue, as His work which w as
most akin to Himself, places the mind in virtue evidently in
order, feat it, like a good husband, may cultivate and attend to
nothing else except virtue’ (Allegories of the Sacred Laws, i. 4

t

C. D. Yonge’s transL).

I
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accessible to tbe people, translated them with notes
into Arabic, then widely spoken. He aimed to
Interpret the OT agreeably both to reason and
Talmudic tradition, which latter he held to be
equally of Divine origin with the Scriptures. In
carrying out this aim his interpretations became
arbitrary and forced. Followers of Saadia in the
Babylonian schools pursued his idea of applying
reason to OT interpretation, and one Samuel ben
Chofni (f 1034) went so far as to endeavour to
explain miraculous events of OT as if they were
natural (Gratz, Hist. Jews

,
iii. p. 259). Jewish

learning, however, fell into decay in the East and
became centred in Western Europe, especially in

Spain. Here the Hebrew language was cultivated,

and OT exegesis along with that of the Talmud.
Ibn Janach (t 1050) has been called the first

rational Biblical critic. Although convinced of the
divinity of Holy Writ, he held that it must be
interpreted according to the rules of human usage
(Gratz, iii. p. 269). Rashi (f 1105), whose commen-
taries, held to be almost as sacred as the text,

are printed in Rabbinical Bibles, explained the
Scriptures according to the natural meaning of

the words, but combined therewith Halakhic and
Haggadic fancies. Ibn Ezra (f 1167), while paying
attention to tradition for the exposition of OT
laws, cut loose both from Kabbalistic and Hag-
gadic interpretations and followed the natural
sense, and thereby raised OT exegesis to the dignity
of a science. (Maimonides (t 1204), the Jewish
Aristotle and codifier of Biblical and Talmudic
law, shows also the activity of the Jewish mind of
this period). David Kimchi (f 1255) and others
followed in the same directions, and Jewish inter-

pretation (save in representing the bias of a Jew
compared with a Christian) merges into that of the
common stream of Biblical scholarship, represented
now in the modern critical movement.*

iii. The OT in the Christian Church.—
Textual Criticism.—Corresponding to the trans-

mission and preservation of the OT in the Jewish
Church, is textual criticism in the Christian
Church. For early efforts in this direction, see
articles Septuagint and Vulgate. Beyond the
interest taken in such criticism by Ongen and
Jerome and by the Antiochene school, in their
indirect manner, none appears until after the
Reformation. The Reformers accepted the Mas-
soretic Text of the Jews as infallibly inspired, and
the Jewish tradition of its having been kept
singularly pure since its origin. This notion in

the post-Reformation period was intensified by
some on dogmatic grounds into the theory of the
Mosaic or Ezraic inspired origin of even the
Hebrew vowel points (a view maintained by the
elder Buxtorf (f 1629) and the younger (f 1669),

and appearing in the Helvetic Confession (1675).

This view was refuted by Cappellus (f 1658),

who, with Morinus (first a Protestant and then a
Roman Catholic, fl659), showed not only that
the Hebrew vowel points were of a relatively late

origin, but also that tbe present Massoretic text
is open to emendation by tbe use of the ancient
versions. This laid the foundation of modern
textual criticism. Helpful apparatus for such
work also then appeared in the polyglott Bibles
of the 17th cent., especially Walton’s London
Polyglott. In the next century Hebrew MSS
were collated by Kennicott (f 1783), and de Rossi

(t 1831), whose labours showed that all Heb. MSS
represent essentially the same text. Textual criti-

cism is now carried forward by a comparison of tbe
Heb. text with the ancient Versions, principally

the LXX, and by subjective emendation. In the
latter the parallelism of Heb. poetry discovered and
* The Kabbalistic interpretation of OT (see above) was wide-

spread during the Middle Ages.

thus applied by Lowth (f 1787) and the rhythm
or tones are of the greatest service. Along these
lines scholars have worked slowly and cautiously,

assisted by discoveries of the recensions of the
LXX text and the work in its revision by Lagarde
(f 1891) and others (see art. Septuagint), and in

some degree by further collation of Hebrew MSS
by Strack (see art. Text of OT).

Among the important contributions to OT textual criticism
may be mentioned Olshausen’s Emendationen z. AT, 1S26, Bei-
trage surKntih Gn. 1ST0; Wellhausen, Teat der BucherSam uel. t

1S71

;

Corn ill. Das Buck. Ezk. ISS6 (almost an epoch-making
work) ; Driver, Notes on Ed). Text ofSamuel. Of. also writings
of Baethgen (on Pa), Bickell (on Job, Pr), Beer (on Job), Kloster-
mann (on I and 2 S, 1 and 2 K), Weilh. (El. JProph.}, Cheyne
(Psalms ,

crit. notea), Ryssel (on Mie), and especially the SBOTt

Heb. Text, the most elaborate and far-reaching attempt hitherto
made m OT textual criticism. Cf. also recent OT commentaries
of the International Series, by Driver on Dt, Moore on Jg, Smith
on 1 and 2 S, Toy on Pr, and those of Nowack’s Edkomm. and
Marti’s Kurzer Hdcomm.

2. Use and Interpretation.—(a) In theNT.—
Both Christ and the apostles or writers of the NT
held the current Jewish notions respecting the
Divine authority and revelation of the OT. They
refer to it in the words used by tbe Jews, ‘the
Scriptures

9 (Mt 22s9
, Jn 5s9

),

4 the Holy Scriptures
9

(Ro l
2
), and speak of its authors being moved by

tbe Holy Ghost (2 P l
21

), and appeal constantly
to its statements as unquestioned authoritative
truth. But at the same time they regarded the
OT revelation as partial and incomplete. Christ
not only placed His own authority above that, of
Rabbinic tradition (Mt 521* 33* 43

), but likewise
speaks of the teaching of the Mosaic law as per-

mitted owing to the hardness of men’s hearts (Mt
19s) ; and St. Paul regards the dispensation of the
Law as decidedly inferior to that of the gospel

:

the Law was 4 rudiments 9
(Gal 4s ), serving to

establish a knowledge of sin. The writer of the
Epistle to the Hebrews found the OT dispensation
faulty and defective. But in all these views the
disparagement of the OT is only relative. Christ
never repudiates its revelation and authority. He
puts His emphatic seal upon tlie OT, saying
(according to Jn 1035, unless our Lord is here
arguing ad hominem) that its word cannot be
broken, and that not one jot or tittle of the law
shall pass away until all shall he fulfilled (Mt 518

).

St. Paul held likewise most strongly to its Divine
origin and its nature, holy, just, and good (Ro
712* 14

), worthy of all honour, serving to usher in
the gospel, a tutor to bring men to Christ (Gal
S24

). Likewise also the author of the Epistle to
the Hebrews recognized the full validity of the
OT covenant, bnt in Christ and in His gospel the
OT had a full and perfect realization. Thus the
OT had its chief value, since the Ceremonial Law
ceased to be binding, in foreshadowing Christ and
the gospel. This led to the conception of the OT
as a book of prophecy throughout. Wherever
words and incidents suggested events in the life of

Christ, or of the early Church, or where they
seemed to confirm Christian doctrine, they were
so applied. This application of the OT in the NT,
although it is in the line of Jewish methods of

interpretation, finds its justification in the pro-

phetic elements of the OT. These look forward
to a special manifestation of Jehovah, to a new
relationship established between Jehovah and
Israel and mankind, to a series of blessings—all

of which may be summed up in the word redemp-
tion, and which likewise were coupled with the
appearance of a royal person, an offspring of

David. These OT outlooks, according to apos-

tolic experience and observation, were realized

in and through Christ ; hence the NT view of

the OT is fully justified
;
in details (according to

historic exegesis) the applications of the OT in the
NT maysometimes beunsound, buttaken asa whole
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the NT method is right. The redemption ex-

perienced in Christ is a fulfilment of OT promises.

{b) In the Early Church, to A.D. 600.—The OT of

the early Church was the LXX, used also, though
not exclusively, by the NT writers. Hence some
of the Church Fathers refer to the apocryphal books
as though forming a part of the OT Scriptures, and
certain of them came to be canonized by the Council
of Trent (see art. Apocrypha in vol. i. p. 120 ff.).

The NT view and treatment of the OT (see above)
passed into the Christian Church.

An excess of disparagement of the OT appears in the Epistle
of Barnabas (who regarded certain Jewish institutions as of evil

origin) and in Gnostic heretical sects and that of Marcion (who
entirely rejected the OT): a failure to recognize sufficiently

the transient elements of the OT appeared in the views of the
Ebionite and other JudaMag Christians.

The restraint exhibited in the NT interpretation

of the OT was no longer continued. Jewish
methods, especially the allegorical, prevailed

^

to

extravagance (although a literal interpretation

along with an emphasis upon the authority of

tradition, according to the Jewish notion, "was
advocated by Irenseus [+ 202] and Tertullian

[+c. 220] against allegorizing Gnostics). The OT
was regarded not omv as a book of prophecy
foreshadowing Christ and the gospel, hut even
as a compendium of Christian doctrine, to. be
perceived through its spiritual or allegorical

meaning. This view and method of interpreta-

tion, appearing in the earliest Christian writers

(Justin Mart., + 148-165, and the Apost. Fathers
generally), prevailed especially through the influ-

ence of Origen (+ c. 254), who disparaged the literal

sense and held to a threefold meaning of Scripture,

corresponding to the body, soul, and spirit [de

Prin

.

IV. i. 11) : the literal or grammatical mean-
ing, the practical meaning or application, the mys-
tical or spiritual, i.e. allegorical (cf. S. Davidson’s
Hermeneutics, p. 98 ff.). by the last he resolved

all OT difficulties. Any statements, whether of

history or law, appearing absurd, were rejected in

their liteial meaning, and received only in their

spiritual or allegorical interpretation {de Prin.
IV. i. 15, 16). Even so gifted a scholar as Jerome
(+420), while he said in one instance that the alle-

gorical interpreter is insane [Comm. Jer. 27, from
Davidson), yet used this method, although not to

the extent of rejecting the OT history as literally

true. Augustine (t 430), in spite of the sound rules

of exegesis which he laid down in de Doc. Christ.,

expounded the OT allegorically, although not with-
out reference to the historical meaning, which he
defended, and whose difficulties he sought to re-

move (as, for example, the six days of Creation,
which he resolved mto seons, de Civ. Dei. xi. 6 f.).

He also, however, divided interpretation into four
kinds, historical, etiological, analogical, and alle-

gorical, Scriptural interpretation became after

him entirely dominated (as it had been in a large

degree before) by ecclesiastical tradition or doc-
trine. An exception to this allegorical treatment
of theOT appeared in the school of Antioch, where,
especially by Theodore of Mopsuestia (f *429), the
allegorizing of the OT was rejected, a difference

in degree of revelation between the OT and the
NT was recognized, and historical interpretations
were given. (He exhibited the tendencies of
modern Biblical criticism. All the Messianic
psalms except three he interpreted as referring to
Hezekiah and Zerubbabel. Canticles he rejected

#from the Canon. He found no Trinity in the OT).
Owing to the Nestorian heresy this school of inter-

preters died out (Basil, +379, also rejected the
allegorical method).

(c) Middle -Ages, 600-1500.—In this dark period
the allegorical interpretation continued, assuming

t a mystical exposition for inner spiritual growth

rather than instruction (cf. Bernhard of Clair-

vaux’s [f 1153] sermons on Canticles). Ecclesias-

tical usages w-ere found typified in the OT. But
little original work on the OT appeared. Scholars

contented themselves with copying the opinions a*

Church Fathers (‘ Catenae 5

). Vet the true char-

acter of the OT began to be appreciated. Nico-

laus de Lyra (+1340] in his Commentaries, from
his regard to the literal meaning, although he
insisted upon the fourfold meaning, made the
beginning in the Christian Church of a new epoch
in Bible study and of a school of natural exegesis.

He was influenced by the Jewish interpreters of

this period, especially Rashi.
(d) Period of the Deformation, 1500-1600.—The

Reformers made an advance (1) in recognizing the
Heb. OT as furnishing alone the authoritative in-

spired text, (2) in insisting upon the natural mean-
ing and discarding the allegorical method of inter-

pretation, and (3) in interpreting Scripture by
Scripture instead of by tradition or ecclesiastical

authority. They followed the NT writers in

recognizing the unity of the OT and the NT, and
also the difference between them. Here, however,
they failed (Calvin, + 1564, less than others) to do
justice to the OT stages of Divine revelation, and
the stage separating the OT from the NT. NT
beliefs were ascribed to OT persons. Calvin held
that the Israelites ‘ in the land of Canaan beheld
as in a mirror the future inheritance reserved for

them in heaven 5
{Inst. n. ii. 1). The notion was

common (expressed by Melanchthon, +1560) that
the doctrines of the Church began in Paradise,

and continued through all time.

(e) Post-Reformation Period, 1600-1750.—This
was the age of scholastic theology and of the
rigid doctrine of verbal inspiration, making the
OT infallible, not only in religious truth but in all

allusions to other matters, such as those of natural
science and history. In the Lutheran and Re-
formed Churches, also, the failure of the previous

period to grasp fully the progress of Divine revela-

tion was generally heightened. Proof texts of

Christian doctrine were drawn almost as readily

from the OT as the NT. The federal theology
of Cocceius {+ 1669), in which were distinguished

two covenants, one before the Fall and one after,

and three dispensations, one before the Law, one
under the Law, and one under the Gospel, marks
an advance, furnishing the germ of a Biblical

theology; yet the apprehension of the historic

process" of Divine revelation was so slight that
Witsius (+1677), a follower of Cocceius, held in

effect that the traditional exposition of the OT was
revealed to our first parents and transmitted by
them to their posterity ((Economia Foederum, iv.

1. 26). Such views extensively prevailed, and led

to typical interpretations, differing little from the
allegorical. An exception to this tendency, how-
ever, appeared in a few Arminian scholars, espe-

cially Grotius (+ 1645), who laid stress upon his-

torical exegesis. English Puritan divines excelled
also in the practical exposition of the OT during
this period, and gave principles leading to a historic

understanding of the OT, which unhappily were
repressed (see Briggs, op. cit. pp. 459-469).

{f) Period ofModern Criticism,
1750-1900.—The

Reformersreceiving the Hebrew Scriptures from the
Jews, accepted also their tradition concerning their

character and authorship. The Pentateuch was
written by Moses, the other books by the persona
whose names they hear, or when this was excluded
by their contents, as in 1 and 2 S, or the terminus
ad quern, then by other OT persons contemporary
with the events described (Jeremiah, for example,
was regarded as the author of 1 and 2 K, and Ezra
of 1 and 2 Ch). OT narratives were also regarded
as entirely historical and without error. Only a
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slight questioning was heard at this time. Carl-
stadt (+ 1541) held that Moses did not write the
Pentateuch ; and Luther, perhaps in reference to
the opinion of Carlstadt, said,

fWhat difference did
it make if Moses had not written the Pentateuch ?

3

.

Calvin in his refusal to accept Joshua as the author
of the Bk. of Joshua, and in his assignment of Ps
44 and 74 to the Maccahaean period, and the Bk.
of Malachi to Ezra, showed the same spirit. But
the inteiest of the Reformers was in other direc-

tions, in defending the authority; of the Bible
against that of ecclesiastical tradition, in framing
Christian doctrine, and in developing Christian life.

The post-Reformation period, with its high doctrine
of inspiration, repressed critical study and freedom
of thought within the Lutheran and Reformed
Churches. The critical movement commenced
among non-Protestant and unbelieving scholars.

Peyrere (t 1676} a French Catholic, Spinoza (+ 1677)
the Jewish philosopher, and Hobbes (+ 1679) the
English deist, all denied the Mosaic authorship of

the Pentateuch on the ground of passages showing
a later date (see art. Hexateuch). Masius (+ 1573),
a Roman Catholic, had also recognized these pas-
sages as non-Mosaic. Simon (+ 1712), a Roman
Catholic, sometimes called the father of OT In-
troduction, held to a diversity of authorship within
the Pentateuch. The influence of English deists,

who rejected the received Christian views respect-

ing the inspiration of the OT and its history,

morality, and prophecy, was also felt in Germany.
But modern OT study or criticism is really a phase
of the intellectual movement of the 18th cent.,

which has created modern science in all depart-
ments of learning. Under this movement the OT
began to he studied as literature. Herder {+ 1803)
was a pioneer in this direction, to which also the
discoveries of Bishop Lowth in regard to the struc-

ture of Hebrew poetry contributed (see above).

Semler (+ 1791) introduced historical interpretation,
and Astruc (+ 1766) in distinguishing the documents
m Genesis by their use of the Divine names made
a beginning of the scientific investigation of the
Pentateuch. But more than all others, Eichhorn
(+ 1827), who, independently of Astruc, discovered
the documents in Gn, exerted a wide influence in

favour of the literary study of the OT. His results

in analysis are remarkably near those received at
the present time. He introduced the term 4 Higher
Criticism,

3 saying— *

*1 am obliged to give the most pams to a fniheito entirely

unworked field, the investigation of the internal condition of

the particular writings of the OT by the help of the Higher
Criticism (a new name to no humanist).’—Eml. 2

, 17b7, Preface.

Geddes (+ 1802), a Scotchman and Rom. Catholic,

held that the Pentateuch was a compilation of
documents, pre-Mosaie, Mosaic, and post-Mosaic

—

the fragmentary hypothesis, yet a real advance

;

so also Yater (+ 1826) and Hartmann (+ 1838). The
Bk. of Joshua was recognized as a part of the
Pentateuch, hence the notion of the Hexateuch.
The fragmentary hypothesis contradicting the evi-

dent unity of the Hexateuch was shown by Ewald
(+1875) to be untenable, and the supplementary
took its place, presented in various forms by de
Wette (+1849), Bleek (+1859), Stahelin (+1875),
Knobel (+ 1863), and others. The general agree-

ment was that the Hexateuch was composed of the
Elohistic, the oldest document, written by a priest

of the 11th or 10th cent. B.C., containing also

enuine Mosaic legislation, supplemented by the
ehovistic writer and then again by the author of

Dt (of the 7th cent. B.C.), who possibly was the
compiler of the Hexateuch. Hupfeld (+ 1866)

showed that the Elohistic source was not a unity,

but made up of a priestly legal part P and a
narrative prophetic part JE (Hgen, + 1834, had
pointed this out, but his discovery had been dis-

regarded). Noldeke then showed that J and E
had existed independently, and had been united
later into JE, before their union with P and D.
Graf (+1S69), Kuenen (+1891), and Wellhausen
have especially contributed to the final solution of

this problem, showing that the earliest documents
of the Hexateuch are the prophetic ones J and E,
resembling in certain features the early prophets
Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Micah, and that D comes
next, belonging to the reign of Josiah, and P, the
great priestly document containing most of the
Mosaic legislation (Lv and related parts of Ex and
Nu), comes last in the exilic or post-exilic period
(for details see above, and art. Hexateuch). Thus
the conception of the order of the development of

Israel’s religion has been revolutionized : the com-
pleted Levitical code coming at the end instead of

the beginning of the period extending from Moses
to Ezra.

Conclusions, departing almost as widely from
previous Jewish and Christian views, have been
reached within this same period concerning other
books of the OT. The Bk. of Isaiah has been
resolved into an anthology of prophecies of various
dates (for history of this criticism see article

Isaiah, IV.), that of Daniel placed in the Mac-
eabsean period, Jg and 1 and 2 S shown to he
compilations of narratives not always harmonious
with each other (see articles on all these books).

The conception of the Canon also has very much
changed. The post-Reformation view was essenti-

ally that of Josephus : each book written by a
recognized inspired man, and all collected by Ezra
or at his time ( c. Apion. i. 8). For modern view
see above, and article OT Canon.
The conception of the OT history has also been

revolutionized. Until the period of modern criti-

cism, the narratives of the OT had generally been
received as records of real history. But according
to the new view they contain myths and legends,

and give a partially erroneous conception of the
growth of Israel’s religion, whose beginnings are

not found in direct Divine communications to

primitive mankind and the patriarchs, hut
_
in

the common primitive religion of the Semitic
peoples, whence by revelation through Moses
and the prophets, the legal or ecclesiastical stage,

represented in the middle books of the Penta-
teuch, was reached about the time of Ezra.

_

The
OT thus can no longer he regarded as an infal-

lible or, indeed, entirely trustworthy guide in

science and history. In these particulars it re-

flects the limitations of its times. (Historical

criticism showing the errors of the OT narratives

has kept pace with the higher criticism and formed
a part of it. Among noteworthy contributors to

this were de Wette and Colenso (+ 1883), and in

constructive work Kittel, Stade, and Wellhausen).
A similar limitation appears also in the moral

and religious teachings of the OT. (A certain limi-

tation is recognized in the NT, and has always
been more or less clearly discerned in the Christian

Church. Criticism emphasizes a Pauline conception
also in making prophetic religion antecedent to

the Law). The new science of OT theology, giving

a historical exhibition of the development of the

religion contained in the OT, has also arisen, being
first clearly presented in 1789 by Gabler (f 1826),

and carried forward by G. L. Bauer (+ 1806) ; de
Wette (+ 1849) ;

von Colin (+ 1833); Yatke (+ 1882),

who in a neglected work (1835) put the Prophets
and the Law in their true relation, thus anticipat-

ing more recent results ; Ewald (+ 1875), Schultz,

Smend, and others.

These critical conclusions were controverted from
the first by Carpzov (+ 1767), Michaelis (+ 1791),

Havemick (+ 1845), Hengstenberg {+ 1869), Keil

(+ 1888), and others in Germany, and they received
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little favour in Great Britain and America until
within recent years (especially through the influ-

ence of A, B. Davidson, W. B. Smith (+ 1894), S. B.
Driver, and C. A. Briggs).

iv. The Permanent Beligious Yalue of the
OT resides in the simplicity of its revelation and
the freshness of its expression of primary and
universal religious truths and experiences. ( 1 ) God
is revealed not as a philosophical abstraction but
as a concrete Personality, transcendent and yet
thoroughly approachable and ready to enter into
the closest fellowship and communion with men,
and in loving care, compassion, and forgiveness
meeting their deepest religious wants and needs.
The OT introduces God ‘ the Pather almighty,
maker of heaven and earth,

5
directly into human

life. (2) Man in his true experiential relation to
God is likewise described in the careers of the
patriarchs and other heroes and worthies of Israel,

and in the history of Israel itself. Bin is portrayed,
and also return and obedience. Moral precepts
and laws of condnct are abundantly given, especially
in reference to national and social life. (3) The OT
is also a hook of hope, containing the triumphant
note of redemption which is truly fulfilled in and
through Christ, and the NT believer always finds

Christ and His gospel organically and potentially
enshrined in the OT. Modern criticism has not im-
paired these permanent elernents. Their authority,
which is that of truth, still remains, and the OT
has been transmuted from a mechanical record of
doctrines and of forced Divine manifestations into
a book of genuine historic life, an epic of salva-
tion, showing the living process of God's revelation
through Israel.

Literature.—Introductions to the OT bv Bleek 6 (revised by
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Literature.

i. Definition of the term ‘Canon. 5—The
word * Canon 5 may be roughly defined as the list

of books authoritatively declared to be Holy
Scripture. Speaking a priori, the authority by
which they are so declared may differ in degree
and even in kind. It may be, for example, that of

a Church Council having power to lay down the
law for the whole Church, or it may be the
expression of an enlightened public opinion, or,

again, the opinion of a few leadmg scholars, whose
views have gradually found general acceptance.

For authoritatively declared it might therefore

be deemed sufficient to substitute universally
received

;

but it is preferable to start with a wider
definition, leaving the nature of the authority to

be decided in each case by the evidence. The
term Holy Scripture suggests—(1) in some peculiar
sense a Divine origin, (2) in connexion with this

a special sanctity distinguishing Scripture from all

other books, (3) reading for devotion or edification

in public -worship, (4) quotations for the purpose
of establishing doctrine or argument. But only
the first, or perhaps we should say the first two,
and even these with some necessary modification,

can be considered as belonging to the necessary con-
notation of the idea ; the second, third, and fourth
are obviously the result of the first, and all are to

some extent questions of degree. In the Jewish
Church several of the books which are unquestion-
ably canonical are not read even now, and have
never been read, in public worship, namely Chron-
icles, Job, Proverbs, Daniel, Ezra, and Nehemiah.
On the other hand, in the English Church, not to

mention the Protestant communities, parts of

several books are read in public worship, such as
Wisdom, Sirach, and Baruch, which are not
received as canonical ; whereas the canonical Song
of Songs is altogether omitted. Again, a difference

of degree, and even to some extent of kind, in the
inspiration of the various books has been generally
admitted ; while, on the other hand, many writers
have recognized that we have no right to deny
inspiration altogether to books outside the Canon.
This was admitted even by Jewish writers, as we
may see from the following quotation from the
Talmud : ‘ According to B. Judah, Samuel said,

“Esther does not defile the hands 55
[i.e. is not

canonical ; see below]. Could Samuel have meant
by this that the Bk. of Esther was not the work
ol the Holy Spirit ? No, he meant that it was pro-
duced by the Holy Spirit, but only for reading, not
as Holy Scripture

5

(Bab. Meg. 7a, quoted by Buhl,
Eng. tr. p. 31). Here we see that it might be sup-
posed that a Jewish Babbi regarded a book as
inspired in the highest sense, and yet as not a
part of Holy Scripture. The subject of Inspira-

tion goes far beyond our present inquiry ; it will

be enough here to state that from the earliest
times, among both Jews and Christians, it entered
quite as largely as it does now into the idea of
Holy Scripture ; whereas the holiness of Scripture
was felt even more keenly by the Jews of the
early Christian era than among the Christians of
the present day.
With the Jews, as we might have expected, the

thought of the holiness of Scripture took a very
material form. We see this in the jealousy with
which they regarded the slightest alteration in
the text, and in the highly fanciful symbolical
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meanings that came to he attached to what were
originally {many of them) the purely accidental
idiosyncrasies of a single Hebrew MS. The
formal establishment of this as the authorized
text is probably the work of the school of Jamnia
in^ the early part of the 2nd cent. A.D. But the
spirit which gave rise to it was certainly much
older, and is probably; referred to by our Lord in
Mt 518

. The words ‘one jot or one tittle* have
much more point if they express the spiritual
counterpart to the exact literalism of the Rabbis
of His day, which made the alteration of the
smallest letter or particle of a letter a sin. This
materialistic view of the sanctity of Scripture
appears even more curiously in the definition of
what we should call canonical books as those
which ‘defile the hands, 5 the idea being that the
desecration of a holy thing, as by touch, required
expiation much in the same manner as material
defilement. To avoid this

4 defilement 5 the books
which were read in the synagogue were covered.
Thus we hear that at a certain period, before the
canonicity of Esther was fairly established, wrap-
pings of the rolls of that book were declared by
certain teachers to be unnecessary (Bab. Sank.
100a, referred to by Buhl, p. 31).

ii. Scope of the Subject.—We have, then, to
consider what books belong or should belong to
the Canon of the OT in the sense already explained,
and if possible when and how they received ecclesi-

astical sanction. The plan proposed is first to
trace the evidence backwards, and afterwards to
reconstruct, as far as the evidence allows, a con-
nected history of the Canon.

iii. Canon of the Reformed Churches and
the Roman Catholic Church compared.—
There is at the outset this difficulty, that Chris-
tians are not at the present day agreed, at least

technically, as to the extent of the Canon. In
the Western Church we meet with this broad dis-

tinction, that, while all Reformed Churches accept
as strictly canonical only the hooks found in our
ordinary English Bibles, the Roman Catholic
Church includes in its Canon those also which are
commonly known as the Apocryphal Books. Hot
only so, but at the Council of Trent slie laid special

stress on the fact that all the canonical hooks, as
she considered them, were equally inspired : *'Sac-

rosancta Oecnmenica et Generalis Tridentina
Synodns . . . orthodoxorum Patrum exempla
secuta, omnes libros tarn veteris quam novi Tes-
tament!, cum utriusque unus Deus sit auctor . . .

pari pietatis afiectu ac reverenti& suscipit ac
venerator. 3 Then follows a list of hooks, includ-

ing the Apocrypha of OT, and, finally, an anathema
levelled against those who refuse to accept all

those hooks in their integrity as they were con-
tained in the Vulgate (ConciL Trident. Sess. iv.

Deer. 8). The Roman Catholic writers of the day
did, however, recognize some sort of difference in
fact between Apocryphal and other books, and
sometimes called the former deutero - canonical.

But this term has been understood as intended to

express the fact that the canonicity of these hooks
was fully accepted at a later time than the proto-

canonical in spite of some doubt and hesitation

about them, not to imply a smaller degree of

authority or inspiration (see authorities quoted
in Sanday, Inspiration, v. note B). The English
Church, m common with other of the Reformed
Churches, gives a sort of formal but limited
sanction to the Apocrypha, * and the other bookes
(as Hierome sayth) the Churche doth read for

example of life and instruction of manners ; hut
yet doth it not apply them to establish any doc-

trine’ (Art. vi). The Belgic Confession makes
a somewhat similar statement : ‘ Differentiam

porro constituimus inter libros istos sacros et eos
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quos Apocryphos vocant : utpote quod Apocryphi
legi quidem in Ecclesia possint, et fas sit ex fills

eatenus etiam sumere documenta, quatenus cum
libris canonicis consonant ; at nequaquam ea est
ipsorum auctoritas et firmitas ut ex illorum testi-

monio aliquod dogma de fide et religione Christian!!
certo constitui possit

5

[Art. vL, quoted in Harold
Browne, Expos. Artt., Art. vi. sec. iii. ; see also,

on the relation of the Reformed Churches to the
Apocrypha, Buhl, pp. 69, 70]. On the other hand,
the Westminster Confession, (i. 3) would have
none of the Apocrypha, but declared emphatically
that they were £ of no authority to the Church of
God, nor to he otherwise proved or made use of than
any other human writings.

5

The grounds upon which the Reformed Churches
differed from the Roman Catholic Church in the
value attached to the Apocrypha, were partly
historical and literary and partly doctrinal. It
seemed right to limit the books of the OT to those
which had been accepted by the Jews and formed
part of the Hebrew Bible, and had also been
accepted by some of the greatest of the Fathers,
notably Origen, Athanasius, and Jerome; whereas
the Apocrypha had been clearly distinguished by
them from the Canon, and placed upon a lower
level. The Reformers were also influenced un-
doubtedly by the fact that quotations from the
Apocrypha were frequently used by Roman
Catholic writers in support of the peculiar doc-
trines of their Church, such as Purgatory (Wis
35 - 6

), and the meritorious value of good works (To
410 129

,
Sir S3^11 * 22

).

We have, then, to take account of what may he
called a larger and a smaller Canon. The larger
included most of those hooks which were comprised
in the Greek LXX and afterwards the Latin Vul-
gate, and became the Bible of the Mediaeval Church

;

the latter was confined to the. Books of the Hebrew
Bible, and was equivalent to our Old Testament.
It is with the latter thatwe have directlymostto do.

iv. Jewish Origin of OT Canon.—The early
Christians derived their OT from the Jewish
Church. By this is not meant that when the
first Christians broke off from Judaism they took
with them a well-defined Bible, hut that questions
of canonicity were referred, as a mattex ox course,
to Jewish opinion. So little idea had the early
Christian Church of deciding for itself what books
were or were not canonical, that we actually find
a bishop (Melito of Sardis, e. 170 A.D.) unable to
specify the contents of the OT until he had
travelled to the country where the sacred books
had originated, and there made special inquiries
(see Euseb. HE iv. 26). Even so his list is not
absolutely complete, as it omits Esther. Whether
this is merely a slip on his own or his informer’s
part, or is intentional, it is difficult to say. It is

not, of course, to be supposed that Melito was un-
acquainted with theOT books which he enumerates.
They were all to be found in the LXX, and Melito
gives them their familiar Greek names as found in
that version. The important fact is, that among
the Bible books, in this wider sense of the Bible, he
considered those to be of special value, or as we
should say canonical, which he ascertained to be
received among the Jews. That the early Chris-
tian Church fully recognized that their OT Canon
was thus derived, is shown even more explicitly
by the language of Origen nearly a century later,

c. 250, in which he speaks of ‘the Books of the
Covenant, as the Hebrews have handed them
down 5

(vas frdiadTjtcovs fiLfiXovs ws 'Efipaioi vapaSidS-
atxiv)

;

and after giving the Canon, only accidentally
incomplete,* speaks of * the Maccabees 5

as outside

* The omission of the Minor Prophets is inconceivable on any
other hypothesis, and is, in fact, required to make up the given
number of 22.
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of them dk to&tq3v iarl ra Maic/caSaifrA. ar-ep bnye-
yparrai Sapffid ZaftavauiX, Euseb. HE vi. 25}. That
‘ the Maccabees 5

axe, like the other books, given
their Hebrew title, meaning probably ‘Prince of

the House of the Sons of God,’ * is important as
showing that the first book at least was still

extant in Hebrew, and that Origen did not accept
as canonical all sacred books in that language.
The word ivSiadhieow suggests that diad^KT}, 4 cove-
nant 5

(our ‘Testament 5

}, was already beginning
to be applied technically to the OT collection.

This testimony is all the more remarkable be-
cause Origen not only made use of the f external
books 5

himself, but defended the Greek additions
to Daniel against Julius Africanus. Similarly
Jerome speaks of the hooks recognized among the
Hebrews (

ajpud Hebrosos) and of those outside as
having their proper place among the Apocrypha

:

* lit scire valeamus quiequid extra hos est, inter

&t6kpv<Pa esse ponendum ’
(Prcefat. in lihr. Sam. et

MaL
,
quoted by Rvle, Canon, Exc. D. xiiL etc.).

v. Divisions of JIebrew Bible—their Signi-
ficance.—The inquiry therefore resolves itself

into that concerning the reception of the sacred
books by the Jewish Church. When and how
were certain of the sacred books of the Jews
received as canonical and the rest excluded

?

One
fact is of great importance if we would understand
aright the history of the Canon, that we have to
deal not with one, but with three groups of books.
These are not the result of a later subdivision of
the larger * Divine Library 5 for convenience5 sake
into three smaller parts, but, with the probable
exception of one book (Joshua), they were with
the Jews always distinct, and were regarded with
some difference of feeling. In Talmudic Literature
they are compared respectively, in point of sanctity,
with the Holy of Holies, the Holy Place, and the
Temple Court. The three divisions are—(1) The
Law (rrjsa Torah), comprising the Pentateuch or
so called ‘Five Books of Moses. 5

(2) The Pro-
phets (c\xu^), comprising both the historical books,
Joshua, Judges, 1 and 2 Samuel, and 1 and 2 Kings
—called ‘the Former Prophets

5

; and the pro-
phetical books, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and
the book of the twelve Minor Prophets—called
‘the Latter Prophets. + (3) The Writings (cunnf
Kithubhim = Gr. hyiSypafia, Hagiographa = Holy
Writings), by which is probably meant the rest of
the Scriptures, those which do not come under
either of the other heads. The Historical books
were included under the Prophets, probably not
under the belief that they were necessarily all

written by well-known prophets, Samuel, Nathan,
Isaiah, etc., hut as written under prophetic in-

spiration. In this article the groups will be
called the Law, the Prophets, and the Hagio-
grapha. It will be obvious at once that they are
not the result of a division according to subject-
matter. The Prophetico-historical books do not
include Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah. The
prophet Daniel (so^ expressly called in NT, Mt
2415

) is placed not in the second, but in the third
group. This last contains, in fact, books of the
most heterogeneous sorts, poetry, ethics, philo-
sophy, prophecy, etc., and its name is of the most
general character. It would, strictly speaking,
apply to all the groups, and its application to this
exclusively can be explained only by the history
of its inclusion in the Canon.

vi. Evidence for the Jewish Canon.—

A

t
what period was the Canon of OT completed ? or
can we indeed settle upon any exact date by
which we can say that it was absolutely fixed ?

^*8ev^ofeher interpretations are given by Ryle, Canon of

f T?hese phrases probably refer to theirposition in the Hebrew
Bible, notto a supposed priority or posteriority of date.

(a) The Baba Bathra.—The difficulty in answer*
ing this question is in part the difficulty of assign-

ing an exact date to a literary document, and in

part that of determining what degree of objection

or hesitation about a book should prevent our
considering it as at the time part of the Canon.
The facts are these: In the Talmudic treatise

called Baba Bathra there is an extract {bar*

aitha) from the Mishna which gives a virtually

complete list of the books of the OT as we
now know it.* The Mishna was committed to
writing, so it is believed, not long before A.D. 200.

On the other hand, Buhl (p. 25) refers to a Tal-

mudic passage to prove that even after this a
scholar was found to deny the canonicity of the
Bk. of Esther. Whether the omission of this

book, or doubts expressed about it by certain

Fathers, Melito, Athanasius, Gregory Nazianzen,
Cyril of Jerusalem, and Ainphilochius, were derived
from Jewish objectors, or were the result of an
independent judgment, cannot be positively deter-

mined. The omission by Melito may well be a
slip (see Buhl, p. 58).

(b) Talmudic extracts concerning disputed books,

mainly 2nd cent. The evidence so far shows that
by the end of the 2nd cent, at latest the Canon
was virtually settled, but that it was even then
no unheard of thing to doubt the canonicity of

a canonical book. As we go back through the
2nd cent., we find such doubts becoming more
frequent. There are several references in the
Talmud to rabbinical teachers who rejected or
disputed certain books. With the exception of
Ezekiel, and perhaps Jonah also (see Ryle, pp.
193, 194), what Ryle has happily called the avrCke-

yoiieva of OT seem to have been confined to the
Hagiographa, and included Proverbs, Ruth, Esther,
Ecclesiastes, and Song of Songs, but especially

the last two. The position taken up by these
early Biblical critics is in many respects very
interesting. They never appeal to an ancient
tradition either for or against a book; nor do
they, with probably a few exceptions, discuss the
question of authorship. And yet it is almost
certain that both these considerations must have
influenced the formation of the Canon. The ob-
jections raised suggest rather that the canonicity
of the books was generally admitted—but that in
the opinion of the Rabbis quoted it was liable to
objection. These objections were usually based on
the ground of some supposed defects in the books
themselves. They depended, in short, on internal,

never on external, evidence. Thus Ec 815 seemed
to contradict 22

, and 42 seemed to contradict 94.

Proverbs was by some withdrawn, in common with
the Song of Songs, because they spoke in parables,
—an interesting proof of the interpretation put
upon the latter, and, in point of fact, probably the
cause of its recognition as canonical. The far
more serious objection was raised to Ecclesiastes,

that it betrayed an Epicurean tinge, and tended
to favour the Sadducean scepticism. Thus la

seemed to suggest a denial of the future state;
2

1

7 encouraged worldly pleasure, and, moreover, it

contradicted the stern precepts of Nu 15s9. On
this book we leam that there was, or had been,
a difference of opinion between the rival schools
of Hiliel and Shammai, the former accepting, the
latter rejecting, the book. Even Ezekiel wTas at
one time objected to on the ground that some of
the provisions of the concluding chapters were
contrary to those of the Levitical law. Some of
these objections and discussions, interesting as
showing the extreme views of inspiration then

* Baba Bathra^ foL 145-15a, quoted in Ryle, Exc. B. The
separate books of the Pentateuch are not mentioned, nor more
than four of the Minor Prophets ; but the former are, of course,
implied by the * Torah* and the latter by ‘ the Twelve.*
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current, belong probably to an earlier date than
the 2nd cent. A.D., but we must discount to some
extent the common tendency of tradition to ascribe
stories and sayings to well-known men, especially
those of an earlier period. There is sufficient
evidence to show that such discussions were by
no means uncommon after the Council of Jamnia,
to which we must next refer. They show that
during the 2nd cent. A.D. several books, of the
Hagiographa especially, were still the subject
of free and frequent discussion. This was not
inconsistent with their being in a general way
recognized as canonical. But such a qualified
canonicity, if we may call it so, is hardly the
same conception as we find at a later date. It
was at this time neither irreverent nor disloyal
to dispute a canonical book (see Ryle, ch. x. ).

(c) Council ofJamnia.—It may be asked, When
was this qualified canonicity conferred? Both the
Midrash and the Talmud point very definitely to
the^ close of the 1st cent. A.D. In the former a
saying of R. Simeon ben-Azai is quoted :

4
1 have

heard from the 72 elders, on the day when they

5
ave R. Eleazar the presidency of the school (of

amnia), that the Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes
defile the hands. R. Akiba [Gratz, R. Jacob] said,
“ God forbid that any one in Israel should doubt
that the Song of Songs defiles the hands ; the
whole world does not outweigh the day in which
Israel received the Song of Songs. All the Kethu-
bhim are holy, hut the Song of Songs is the
holiest. If they have contested, it was with
reference to Ecclesiastes.” But R. Johanan ben-
Jeshua, R. Akiba’s brother-in-law, said, “As R
Simeon ben-Azai has laid it down, so they dis-

puted, and so they decided ” 5
(Meg. Jadaim iii. 5,

quoted in Buhl, p. 29). The same tradition with
some variety of detail is given also in Bah. Meg.
7a. These extracts refer to a council, or perhaps
we should call it a debate, at Jamnia, held, it is

said, about A.D. 90. As the discussion from which
the above quotation is taken is prefaced by the
statement, 'All holy scriptures defile the hands,
even Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes defile them, 5

we may naturally infer that all the disputed
books, either tacitly or expressly, received the
imprimatur of the council. Alter the fall of
Jerusalem, Jamnia became the centre of Pales-
tinian Judaism. The zeal and enthusiasm which
had been shown by the Jews in their sacrificial

system now seems to have found a new focus in
sacred literature (see Gratz, Mist. Jews, II. ch.

xiii.). The decisions of this school, if not con-

sidered absolutely binding, must at least have had
a very strong and far-reaching influence on Jewish
opinion. If it is an exaggeration to say that the
Canon of the OT was finally settled at tne Council
of Jamnia, it certainly goes a long way towards
the truth.

(d) The Second Book of Esdras. c. 90 A.D.—This
tradition, in itself so probable, is confirmed, as far

as it goes, by a passage in the Apocalyptic Fourth
Book of Esdras (2 Es 1444

'46
), in which, according

to the text of the Oriental versions, * of the 94 sacred

books miraculously written out at Ezra's quota-
tion, 70 were to be kept secret, the remaining 24
divulged. The number 24 corresponds to that of

the canonical books as ordinarily reckoned by the
Jews. The writer of this apocryphal work must
he understood, therefore, as claiming that all the

24 canonical books were written out at Ezra's

dictation. This book is, on internal evidence,

ascribed to the age of Domitian, and would there-

fore be about contemporary with the Council of
* The Latin MSS have 204, 84, 974. 904 being, according to

Ryle, the best attested reading, but the Oriental YSS agree in

94 (see Ryle, p. 285). This latter reading has also intrinsic

probability in its favour, yet not so obviously as to have been
% cause of corruption.

Jamnia. The writer’s object in setting down what
is probably a pure fiction of his own, is to give i

credit to Ms work, as one of the 70 secret books
; j

as far as the canonical books are concerned, it

may be regarded as merely the echo of received
opinion.

(e) Josephus
, c. 90 A.D.

—

Of still greater import-
ance is the practically contemporary evidence of
Josephus :

* For there are not with us myriads of
hooks discordant and discrepant, but only two
and twenty, comprising the history of all time,
wMeh are justly accredited (om. Bela, Hemichen in
Euseb. ill. x.). And of these, five are the books of
Moses, which comprise the laws and the tradition
of man’s origin up to the time of Moses5

death.
This period is little less than 300 years. From
the death of Moses until that of Artaxerxes, who
was king of the Persians after Xerxes, tM. prophets
who succeeded Moses wrote the events of their
times in 13 books. The remaining 4 hooks contain
hymns to God and counsels of life for men. From
tne time of Artaxerxes up to our own everything
has been recorded, but the records have not been
accounted equally worthy of credit with those
written before them, because the exact succession
of prophets ceased

5
(c. Ap. i. 8, quoted in Euseb.

HE in. x.). Here we find not only a description
of books, but a theory of canonicity. Those books
could alone be accounted Scripture which preceded
the death of Artaxerxes (i.e. Xerxes, see Ryle,

pp. 161, 162 n.), at wMch time -the prophetic gift

ceased. Later hooks were, therefore, of less

esteem, though they might, as, e.g. f 1 Mac, have
a historical value. The very existence of such a
theory seems to imply that the fact of canonicity
itself was regarded by Josephus as indisputable,
and this is confirmed by his further statement

:

c And we give plain proof of our attitude towards
our own Scriptures: for though so long a time
has passed, no one has dared either to addor change
anything, but all Jews are naturally disposed from
their very birth to consider them the decrees of

God, to abide by them, and gladly to die, if need
be, on their behalf’ (id.). This cannot, of course,

in the face of the literary criticism of the Bible,

be accepted as a historical statement of fact ; but
did it express the current opinion among the Jews
of the time of Josephus, and, if so, how is it to
he reconciled with the traditions of the Council of

Jamnia, and still more with the disputations ol

certain Rabbis mentioned above ?

But there are two other questions which it may
he well to answer first. How comes Josephus to

speak of 22 books instead of 24? and what are the
books which he means? Three explanations oi

the number 22 have been given. (1) That of Gratz,

that Josephus did not include Ecclesiastes and the
Song of Songs, the two books which, according tc

the account preserved in Jadaim , were the chief

subject of dispute at the Council of Jamnia. Gratz
maintains that both these hooks were accepted
by the school of Hillel, and rejected by that of

Shammai, and that the main object of the council

was to reconcile the two schools, so that the ques-

tion of the Canon was really a secondary con-

sideration. But, had this been the case, Josephus
as a Pharisee would almost certainly have followed

the school of Hillel and accepted these hooks. In
any case it is not easy to understand why he
should so unhesitatingly have rejected books which
were soon afterwards, if indeed it was afterwards,

accepted by the majority. (2) A more common
hypothesis is that Josephus included Ruth in the
Bk. of Judges, and Lamentations in that of Jere-
miah, with the express intention of making the
number of the books agree for symbolical reasons
with that of the Hebrew alphabet. The sym-
bolical treatment of the number is in fact common
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enough, but Josephus himself makes no such use
of it, and it seems, as far as we know, to be con-

fined to Christian writers. Conspicuous instances

are found in Origen (in Euseb. HE vi. 25) and
Jerome {Pros/. Sam. et Mai.). The latter, curi-

ously enough, finds alternative symbolisms for the
more ordinary number 24, and even for 27, the
latter number being got by dividing the o double
books— Samuel, Kings, Chronicles, Ezra-Nehe-
miah, Jeremiah-Lamentations—and comparing the
whole with the numbers of the alphabet plus the

5 final consonants. In this arrangement it is to

he noticed, as Kyle very justly points out {Canon,

p. 220), that Jerome conveniently ignores the fact

that Judges-Ruth was also a double book, and
follows the Greek arrangement in dividing the first

three books. Their division in the Hebrew Bible
is of much later date. It is clear, therefore, that
this, at any rate, was no traditional Jewish ex-

planation, but merely the play of Jerome’s own
fancy. (3) A third explanation is that Josephus
in including Ruth in Judges and Lamentations in

Jeremiah was so far following the arrangement
of the books in the LXX, as we know it. In
any case his arrangement of books appears to be
peculiar, and is based entirely upon the subject-

matter. Apart from any question arising from
the inclusion or exclusion of Ecclesiastes and Song
of Songs, it is evident that Daniel must he in-

cluded among the prophetico-historical books, an
arrangement quite at variance with Hebrew cus-

tom. The descriptions, too, are somewiiat vague.
Even if Song of Songs is not to be included among
4 hymns to God and counsels of life for men,’ it is

clear that the Bk. of Isaiah must be intended as
among the prophets who wrote the history of their

own times. What makes it impossible to decide

this question absolutely is that we really do not
know with any certainty what was the arrange-

ment of the LXX at this date, nor do we even
know whether the books were united as yet in

one complete collection. It is at least as probable
that it existed in the form of separate collections.

Again there is some reason to suppose that the
LXX did not stand alone in the combination of

Ruth with Judges and Lamentations with Jere-
miah. In this connexion hardly sufficient weight
seems to have been generally given to the express
statements of Origen. In his enumeration of
Scripture, he describes Judges as Kpiral, PovO, Trap’

avTots iv kvt, "Zatparei}!, and Jeremiah as Tepeglas

<rbv Qfrijvois Kal rvj bricrroXy ip ivLy 'lepepia (in Euseb.
vi. 25). This may possibly mean that in his Hebrew
copy of the Bible the name 4Judges’ included Ruth,
and the name 4 Jeremiah’ both Lamentations and
the Epistle {Bar 6).* Such a rearrangement of the
Hebrew books is of importance as showing that in
the view of Josephus, and those who followed the
same arrangement, the Hagiographa were quite as
definitely Scripture as the rest.

When we compare the strong statements made by
Josephus as to a Canon long and unalterably fixed

with the doubts concerning certain books prevalent
during the 1st and 2nd cents. A.D. , it seems that we
have before us utterly irreconcilable evidence, and
that we have no choice but to accept one alternative
and reject the other. And this is what writers upon
the Canon seem very frequently to have done.
Bnt studying the question quite impartially, it is

difficult to see what ground there should be for
absolute falsification on either side. In fact the
evidence of the Council of Jamnia, as far as it

* The mclttskm of this Epistle is certainly & difficulty; but in
the face of the definite reference throughout to the Hebrew
titles of the several boohs, it seems hardly satisfactory to say,
with Kyle (p. 107), that Origen is merely following the LXX
version. It appears more probable that at this date some
Hebrew MSS did actually contain this Epistle, which was re-
garded by some as a genuine part of Jeremiah.

goes, is too circumstantial to admit of suih a
supposition. On the other hand, when we examine
the language of Josephus critically, there are two
facts that we feel compelled to hear in mind : (I)

That he was fond of rhetorical statements, which
have an evident flavour of Oriental hyperbole. He

. could not resist the temptation to make the most
of what he thought would interest his readers.

We should hardly think, for instance, of treating

his account of the events connected with the last

siege of Jerusalem as the language of a scientific

historian. (2) His object in speaking of the Canon
afforded in this particular instance a special temp-
tation to make the most of it, hte intention being

to show the incomparable superiority of the select

Jewish writings to the ‘myriads’ (the word is

itself a gross exaggeration) of Greek books whose
accounts of their mythology differed so widely
from each other. In fact such an argument helps

us to understand why it was that the Jewish
doctors of that day were so sensitive about seem-
ing discrepancies in Bible books. A clever heathen
disputant might have turned the tables and said,

‘Why, your own sacred hooks often contain like

contradictions.
5 After all, the temptation to in-

accuracy and exaggeration is one which some of

our greatest historians, even in this scientific age,

—Macaulay, for example,—have not been wholly
free from. We may, however, reasonably enougn
accept the statement of Josephus as evidence of the
books commonly accepted by the most orthodox of

the Jews of his day, without binding ourselves to

believe that he was unacquainted with the ob-

jections raised in certain quarters. But that

statement can hardly be accepted as a positive

E
roof that the Canon had been fixed long before

is time. It has its value as making it probable

that at that period the objections to certain books
were confined to a few persons, whose opinions

Josephus felt justified in ignoring.

{/) The New Testament. — So considered, the
evidence of Josephus carries us a step further,

showing us that the decision of the Council of

Jamnia practically endorsed what may he regarded
as the public opinion of the time on the subject of

the Canon. Going farther hack, we come to the
evidence of the NT. From a Christian point of

view this is of very special importance. There is

a natural desire to prove that the OT Canon has
the imprimatur of our Lord. For this very reason

it is important to be on our guard against even the
suspicion of prejudice.

(1) The way in which the OT was regarded by our
Lord and His disciples.—This is perhaps the most
important feature of NT evidence for the OT
Canon. It shows unmistakably that the Chris-

tians inherited from the Jews the unquestioned
belief in a body of literature of a specially sacred
and Divine character. The expressions, ‘the Scrip-

ture,’
4 the Scriptures,’ h ypa^if, al ypafial, are used,

much as we use them now, as well-known terms
which required no further explanation, as, for

example, in Mt 2142, Mk 1448, Jn T42 209. The
phrase ‘ it has been written,’ yiypaTrrcu, Mt 44* 6* 10

,

Ro l 17
.
Gal 313 etc., is equivalent to saying ‘it is

found in Scripture.’ It is true that words signify-

ing ‘holy’ are only twice applied to Scripture

{ypa <pais hylais Ro l2, lepd ypajupura 2 Ti $15
), but

Divine influence is asserted even more emphatic-
ally in such phrases as va<ra ypacprj Oebirvewros (2 Ti
316

), AauelS ip irvevpuari Ktipiov a,irrbv xaXet (Mt 224S ;

cf. Ac 4s5
). Moreover, the authority of Scripture

is appealed to very frequently as sufficient evi-

dence of truth, as in Mt 2142
, Lk 24s7

,
Ro ll2 etc.

etc., and esp. Jn 10s5 {ou Zirvarai \v8rjvai ypcuptf,
unless out Lord is here arguing ad hominem). That
authority is equally implied in such expressions as
X^yet, cfpijxe, etc., used in introducing Scripture
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quotations. Sometimes, no doubt, the true subject
is God, not so much as speaking through the writer,
hut as the actual speaker in the passage quoted,
e.g. in Ac 1334

, He 135
. It is also possible to ex-

plain the verb as strictly impersonal, and as prac-
tically equivalent to a passive. This view is

supported by such a phrase as diefxaprbparo 54 ttov ns
\eyuv (He _2

b
) ; but the very indefiniteness is signifi-

cant. It is as though the writer were so impressed
with the Divine sanctity of the words that it was of
little moment to him through whom or how they
were first used. In fact, he conceived of them in
certain cases as being continued to be spoken, as
in He 37* 8

._
This use, though specially frequent in

Hebrews, is by no means confined to that book.
We have a remarkable example of it in Ac 216 tovt6
icrri rb eiprifxevov 8La r. Trpo<prjrov ’IarfjX, where Joel is

merely the channel of Divine communication. So,
too, ws /cal iv np 'Qarjk \4yei (Ro 9s5

). Indeed, phrases
of this kind occur so frequently, and with so much
variety, that it seems most probable that the
writers really thought of God or the Holy Spirit
as the true subject, even though grammatically,
perhaps, tls should be supplied. In He 37 1015 * 16 the
subject rb ILvevtaa. is actually given. See, further,
Expos. Times

, Sept. 1899, p. 533 f.

(2)

Boohs of Scripture quoted or referred to in NT.
—When we come to inquire what books were com-
prised in the connotation of 4 Scripture 5

as used in
NT, we may feel sure from Mt 517

, Lk 24s7* 44

Jn l43, Ac 1315 2414 2S23,
Ro 321

, that it included, at
least, the Pentateuch and the Prophetico-Historical
Books, as well as the Psalms.* Prom Ac 1315 we
learn that the first two groups were regularly read
in the synagogue. This is confirmed by quotations
in the NT from practically all these books.f
The evidence of Lk 2444 cannot be urged against

the books of the Hagiographa other than the
Psalms. Our Lord is referring to Scripture with
special reference to the prophecies of the Messiah.
A mention of books which contained no Messianic

nhecies could not have been expected. In point
ict, some of the Hagiographa are introduced

with what are most naturally understood as for-

mulae of Scripture quotation, e.g. Pr 3s4 with 8ib

'Kiyei in Ja 46 ; cf. also Ro 1219- 2°, where a quotation
from Pr 2

5

21* 22 is connected with another from
Dt 32s5, which is introduced with the words yeypair-

rat ydp. The same formula is used in 1 Co 319 to
introduce a quotation from Job 513

. More remark-
able is the mixture of Ec 720 with Ps 141 in Ro 310

prefaced by Kadws ytypairrai (see QUOTATIONS, F).

The reference in Mt 23s5 to 2 Ch 2420* 21 at least
proves that that book was a recognized source of
Jewish history. It can hardly prove its canonicity,
unless He ll34

'38 proves the canonicity of 1 Mac.t
But the absence of quotations in NT is not

enough to prove that the rest of the Hagiographa
were not at this time regarded as Scripture, when
we take into account that of the first two groups
there are no quotations from Judges, Obadiah,
Nahum, and Zephaniah, and very few from some
others (l from Nu, I from Jos, 2 from 1 and 2 S,

2 from 1 and 2 K, 1 from Job), and, above all, that
the contents of some of the books would not readily
lend themselves to quotation.

(3)

NT evidence to extra-canonical boohs.—On
the other hand, it may be questioned whether the
argument from the quotations in NT does not
prove too much. Attention has already been

* Curiously enough, the Psalms are quoted in St. John as the
Law in 103* and as the Prophets in e45.

f Judges, though not actually quoted, is referred to in He II32.

As the 12 Minor Prophets had long before formed one booh
(Sir 4010), it is sufficient to find quotations as we do from several
of them.

t The same objection might be urged against the reference to
Judges in He 1132, were it not practically certain that it was
included in * the Prophets/ so often referred to in NT.
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called to the use made of 1 Mac in He II34
*88

. The
quotation from the Book of Enoch in Jude 14

is

still more remarkable, showing that the writer
of the Epistle accepted as a genuine prophecy of

the patriaich an extract from a late book which
never had a claim to be considered part of the
Jewish Canon. To this we should add v. 9

, evi-

dently taken also from some such extra-canonical
source. It is almost certain that the author of the
Epistle to the Hebrews adapted the phrase aimt-
yacrpa r. dofys . . . airrov in Is from Wis 7-8

; but such
an adaptation, in view of the sacredness and im-

E
ortance of the subject—the Divine nature of the
on of God—would seem to imply a recognition of

the authority of this book. Taken in connexion
with the reference to 1 Mac in ch. 11, it suggests
that this Alexandrian writer accepted the whole
collection of the Alexandrian LXX as Scripture.
To these should perhaps be added the quotations
in Jn T38, Eph 514

, which, though not found in
their present form in any canonical books, are
definitely quoted as Scripture (see Quotations, G).

(4)

General estimate of NT evidence.—Speaking
generally, it may be said that while there was in
the early Church a very strong feeling of both the
sanctity and authority of Holy Scripture, and Holy
Scripture connoted at least the majority of the
books of OT, there was, on the other hand, by no
means a very definite universally^accepted idea of
the exact contents or limits of Holy Scripture, at
any rate among the Christians of the 1st century.
With the learned Jews of Palestine it may have
been, and probably was, different. This attitude
on the part of Christian writers towards so im-
portant a question may seem improbable and
illogical. It would be so in modem times. But
it is necessary to bear in mind the paucity of MSS
in that age, the 4 illiterateness

5

of c the masses, 5 and,
to some extent, of the writers themselves, and the
difference of literary methods and standards then
prevalent. Even the learned St Paul lamself
hardly ever quotes accurately except from the
Law and the Psalms, and mixes up quotations
from different books to a most extraordinary
extent (see Quotations, F). It has already been
noticed how at a later time a distinguished bishop
of the Church actually found it necessary to go ana
inquire among the Jews what the books of the OT
really were. Taking all this into account, it is

satisfactory to know that the early Church from
the very first accepted very nearly, if not quite, all

of the OT books as Scripture. Moreover, there is

no indication that the Hagiographa were looked
upon as inferior to the rest of Scripture.

(g) Philos c. 40 A.D.—Going back to the earlier

part of the 1st cent, we find the evidence of Philo
somewhat confusing. He appears to have been
influenced by four more or less conflicting prin-
ciples. (I) He recognized, above all, the supreme
inspiration of Moses, beside which all other inspira-
tion was comparatively insignificant. (2) He was
influenced in his allegorical treatment of Scripture
by the methods of the Palestinian Halakha, and
quoted the canonical books * as if of greater autho-
rity than the rest. (3) He acknowledged the in-

spiration of the LXX translators, and says tha*
the Hebrew and Greek Scriptures should be rever-
enced and admired £ as sisters, or rather as one and
the same both in the facts and in the words 5

( Vita
Mos. ii. 5-7). (4) He advanced the theory that
inspiration had a still wider sphere, and embraced
the great Greek philosophers, and it would seem
even himself (see Drummond, Philo, vol. i. 15, 16

;

Buhl, § 6. 12). We might perhaps best represent
and reconcile his different theories by supposing
concentric circles corresponding to different degrees

Excepting Ezekiel, Daniel, Both, Oantidea, Ecclesiastes,
Lamentations, and Esther.
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of inspiration, the innermost containing the Law
of Moses, the next the whole Palestinian Canon,
the third the LXX books, the fourth including all

inspired books in the very widest sense. But it

seems hardly probable that Philo himself ever con-

ceived so definite a system. All that his evidence
really seems to prove is that on the whole he was
inclined to regard the Palestinian Canon with
greater favour than the wider collection of the
LXX. In a general way it confirms what we know
from other sources, but hardly adds anything
definite.

(A) Prologue to Sirach, c. 130 B.c.—It is different

when we get back to the evidence provided by
the Prologue to the Bk. of Sirach :

‘ Whereas many
and great things have been delivered unto us
by the Law and the

_
Prophets , and by others that

have followed in their steps, for the which things
Israel ought to be commended for learning and
wisdom ; . . . my grandfather, Jesus, when
he had much given himself to the reading of the
Law and the Prophets and other books of our
Fathers, and had gotten therein good judgment,
was drawn on also himself to write something per-

taining to learning and wisdom. ’ Further on the
translator takes occasion once more to speak of
* the Law itself and the Prophets, and the rest of

|

the books, 5 as being superior in their original

Hebrew to the translation of them (LXX). We

f
ther from these statements that at this time the
sfc two groups, the Law and the Prophets, were

at least well-known collections of books of recog-
nized authority; that there were, besides these,

other books which were highly esteemed for their

wisdom and moral worth. Biit no very definite

distinction is drawn between the spirit of this third
group and the work of his grandfather, except that
one is the imitation of the other. Both were actu-

ated by iraideia and <ro<pia. Such language is clearly
inconsistent with the notion of a closed Canon, as
we find it in Josephus. The translator lived, it

appears, in an age of transition, when the canon-
ieity of the first twro groups was practically estab-
lished (-whether a theory or a term expressive of
canonic!ty had yet been formulated matters little),

and that of the third was still in the making. It
was natural to mention the third also in speaking
of the sacred literature of the Jews, but not quite in
the same spirit. Such language of commendation
would have been quite out of place, almost im-
pertinent, in speaking of the Law and the Prophets.
A writer of his own day, Thomas Ellwood, could
speak of Milton as ‘a gentleman of great note
for learning throughout the learned world for the
accurate pieces he had written on various subjects
and occasions.

5 Such language would be absurd
now.
We may be practically certain from other con-

siderations that this third group of books included
Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Ezra, Nehemiah, 1 and 2
Chronicles, and others, but we cannot use the
passage quoted as an independent argument for
the canonicity of any single disputed book, such as
the Song of Songs or Ecclesiastes.

(i) Sirach
,

c. 180 B.c. ; especially chs. 44-
50 (Praise of Famous Men).—Of even greater
importance is the praise of famous men in chs.
44-50 of the Bk. of Sirach itself. From these
chapters we get a very fair idea of the view of
sacred literature taken by a learned Jew of that
time. His descriptions are evidently taken from
the Law, the Prophets, and the historical books
of the Hagiographa (Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehe-
xniah). There are specific references to every one
of them. His conception of David is largely derived
from the Chronicler, the appointment of singers,
the use of psalms in the temple worship, and prob-
ably the Psalter itself being ascribed to him. * In

all his wTorks he praised the Holy One most high
with words of glory

; with his whole heart he sang
songs, and loved Him that made Mm. He set

singers also before the altar, that by their voices

they might make sweet melody, and daily sing
praises in their songs 5

(47
8, 9

, cl. 1 Ch 25 and Ps
1492

). A similar acquaintance with Ezra and
Nehemiah seems implied by what is said of Zerab-
babel, Joshua, and Nehemiah (49 11 ‘13

). What is

said of the first of these might possibly, however,
have been taken from Hag l

12-15 223
, and certainly

bears reference to the latter; and the absence of

all mention of Ezra is singular. This shows that
the author had no knowledge of those legends
which connected the Canon so closely with the
great founder of later Judaism (2 Es 14 ; see also
Ryle, Exc. D), and probably is to be explained on
the supposition that in his eyes Ezra was over-

shadowed by Nehemiah. It is not improbable that
at this time the Bks. of Ezra and Nehemiah were
still parts of Chronicles. The separation of these
books would have helped to bring out the per-

sonality of Ezra. Some of the other bucks of

the Hagiographa seem also recognized. Sir 47s,
already quoted, implies the existence of a psalm-
book ascribed to David ; not necessarily the whole
Psalter, but including apparently Ps 149 (see v. 2

),

or at least Ps 100 (see v.s), and therefore probably
the whole.* A similar passage, 4717

, speaks of the
admiration which Solomon elicited by his f songs,
and proverbs, and parables, and interpretations
[obviously a mistranslation of ms’te ‘figures

5

; cf.

Pr l6, where jrtVd has the sense of ‘ figure ’]. This
passage might be merely an adaptation of 1 K
43

-

- but it would receive a special point if Pro
verbs. Song of Songs, and perhaps even Ecclesiastes,

formed part of the writer’s religious library. That
Proverbs was well known to him is obvious from
many passages in the book, which were evidently
written in imitation of it ; cf. Sir 249 with Pr S3J

,

Sir l 14 with Pr l7 910 etc. etc. In 4824* 25 he makes
reference to Is 40-66. ‘ He saw by an excellent
spirit what should come to pass at the last, and
he comforted them that mourned in Zion 5

(cf.

esp. Is 401 - 2 61s). This shows that in his time
these last chapters had long formed part of Isaiah,
and implies that a thorough revision of the sacred
books had taken place. He would seem to have
lived at the end of a literary age, such as was
hardly possible in the troublous times of the
Maccabees. The absence of any reference in Sir

44-

50 to the Bk. of Job is best explained on the
supposition either that the latter was regarded
as an allegory, or that Job did not belong to the
type of those commemorated by Ben Sira, perhaps
as not being of the Jewish community. Neither
of these suppositions accounts for Daniel being
ignored. Had the writer known the book, he
could hardly have failed to include among his
famous men one who combined the wisdom of
Solomon with the courage of David.
Thus the evidence of the Bk. of Sirach points to

the general conclusion that at the beginning of
the 2nd cent. B.c. the whole of the Law and the
Prophets, and a considerable number of the Hagio-
grapha, were among the accepted components of
sacred literature. But how far the idea of a
definite list of sacred books, such as we find in
later times, had been formulated, or whether the
sacred character of such books was officially sanc-
tioned by any public authority

, are questions
which the evidence at present available seems
insufficient to determine ; and it appears some-
what rash to assume, as many writers on the
Canon have done, the existence of such an

* The feet that these psalms axe not separately ascribed to
David, and do not belong: to smaller Davidic groups, makes
this all the more likely.
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authority without more definite proof. It seems
most likely that official sanction, when given, con-
firmed rather than created public opinion.
Between the date of Sirach and the promulga-

tion of the Hexateuch in 444 there is a complete
dearth of evidence, and yet there is reason to
believe that this period was the most fruitful in
the literary activity to which the Canon of OT is

due.

(/} Ezra and Nehemiah.—fa) Promulgation of
the Hexateuch

,
B.c. 444.—When we go back to

the times of Ezra and Nehemiah we are upon
firmer ground. That the later or Priestly Code
was officially sanctioned is made evident by Nell
8. 9, where there are several references to what
criticism has proved to be exilic or post-exilic laws
[Hexateuch] as distinct from the ancient code
of Ex 20-23 and that of Deuteronomy. These
chapters of Nehemiah are also important as show-
ing the origin of the conception of a Canon. A
Divine law binding the people, and publicly read
before them that they might understand its pro-

visions, is a very intelligible idea. Had we only
the account of Nehemiah to go by, we should have
imagined that it was the Law proper that was so

sanctioned and publicly enforced. But the con-
struction of the Hexateuch, i.e. the Pentateuch
and Joshua, points indisputably to the conclusion
that the narratives are an integral part of the
book. Even supposing that at this time the
Priestly Code had not been actually joined to

the earlier strata of the Hexateuch (in Itself an
improbable assumption), yet in all these strata we
find law and history intimately associated. The
people had long been familiarized with the thought
of a Divine purpose in the lives of their ancient
fathers. Thus the authority of Ezra and Nehe-
miah would have sanctioned the conception of a
sacred book, giving the early history of man and
especially the Jews, associated especially with the
^reat names of Abraham and Moses, and contain-

ing in many different forms the rules of a religious

life. It would he hardly too much to say that the
Hexateuch was the Elide of the Jews of Ezra’s

time.

Q3) Influence of the Hexateuch on the formation

of the Canon.—That the same reverence should
have come to be felt for the books of the later

history and the works of the great teachers, as

they were collected and compiled, is only the
natural process of evolution. That in process of

time a harvest of more miscellaneous, hut all more
or less religious, literature of different ages should

have been gathered in and prized in its turn with
at least something like the same degree of rever-

ence, is equally natural. But, It may he asked,

Why did this Canon-making process stop? The
true answer seems to be that the literary ten-

dencies of the period following the fall of Jeru-

salem, though vigorous after their kind, were
intensely conservative. The learned of that day
aimed at reproducing and fixing what they already
had, whether written or oral, rather than at pro-

ducing. The same influences which caused the
publication, to use a modern phrase, of the Mishna,
closed the OT Canon. The reverence which the

Jews had felt for the sanctuary was now mono-
polized by the sacred writings. It was, even more
than, the preceding ages, an age of scribes, not

of authors. If a few did write such original works
as 4 Ezra (the 2 Es of the Eng. Apocrypha), no Jew,
in spite of the writer’s own transparent artifice,

dreamed of placing such a work with books long

sanctified by age. It is almost inconceivable that

Ecclesiastes would have been so soon after accepted

as canonical had it, as Gratz would have us be-

lieve, been written about this time.

Eor the part attributed by Elias Levita (d. 1549)

to 4 the Great Synagogue’ in the process of Canon'
forming, see art. SYNAGOGUE (The GREAT).

vii. Caxonicity of the different Divisions
of THE OT.—From what has already been said,
it will be seen that It is very nearly correct to say
that the OT was the result of a gradual process
which began with the sanction of the Hexateuch
by Ezra and Nehemiah, and practically closed
with the decisions of the Council of Jamnia. It is

now proposed to trace out as far as possible, for
the separate parts of the Bible, the history of this
process, partly by the help of the evidence already
given, and partly by the light of biblical criticism.
It may he premised that without a full apprecia-
tion of the latter a clear view of the history of the
Canon is unattainable. Though, properly speak-
ing^ the waiting of a book or any part of a book is

a distinct thing from its authoritative reception,
it will be seen that there is often, in fact, a close
connexion between the two.
And it should also be remarked that the scat-

tered pieces of evidence, though serving as con-
venient landmarks, must not be regarded as
necessarily marking distinct epochs in the history
of the Canon.

(a) Preparatory Stages culminating in the
Canonization of the Hexateuch by Ezra and
Nehemiah .—Even before the authorization of the
Hexateuch, the idea of a Canon wras not entirely
new. In the first place, the earlier strata of the
Hexateuch, JE and D, were probably well known,
and received with various degrees of reverence.
This was true also of some other parts of the
Bible, several of the psalms, most of the historical

books and of the prophets. But more important
than this, the various codes of the Law had been
from time to time formally enforced. The Deca-
logue had, according to E, been sanctioned directly
by God Himself (Ex 201

). At any rate, nothing
could exceed the awful reverence with which the
Ark and its contents were regarded. The ancient
codes preserved by JE, Ex 20-23 and 3410’26

, had
certainly been sanctioned at a very early date.
The former had, according to E, been inaugurated
by a solemn act of sacrifice. Ex 243'3,—a passage
of great importance as showing how what was
originally, as clearly seen from its contents, a
sort of common law, came to be sanctioned and
enforced by religious authority.* It Is well known
how, at obviously a much later date, the provisions
of D were enforced by the authority of Josiah
(2 K 23). What was really new in the promulga-
tion of the Hexateuch in the time of Ezra and
Nehemiah was that now we find, as It would ap-
pear, not merely a law, but a sacred hook
authoritatively put forward for the acceptance of

the people.

(b) The Prophetico-Historical Canon.—It is obvi-
ous that the canonization of Scripture Is not likely

to have stopped with the Hexateuch. The in-

creased or fresh awakened interest in their ancient
history must have supplied the Jews with a fresh
impulse to historical study. The feelings with
which the earlier history was regarded w’ould
have insensibly extended to the later history,

written in the same spirit and already bearing
the impress of a bygone age. In these writings,

as well as in those containing the teachings of the
Prophets, men realized that they heard the in-

spired voice of the true successors of Moses, the
first of prophets (Dt 1815

"19
). It is easy to see that

it would not have been long before the second
group of writings came to he regarded with much

* It is quit® impossible to fix with certainty tbe date of the
ceremonies described in this passage, but the laws themselves
refiect the state of society as we find it in 1 Samuel, which
probably continued long after in tbe north. The code itself is.
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I the same reverence as the first. This feeling was
certainly heightened by the cessation of the power
of prophecy. Ever since the Captivity the pro-
phetical office had been becoming "more and
more priestly in its character, as we see from
the Bks. of Haggai, Zechariah, and especially
Malachi, and was finally absorbed in the priest-

hood. It is to he noticed that the writer of Sirach
speaks of Aaron as vested with authority to teach
(Sir 4517

), and that according to the Chronicler it

was the Levites especially who taught the people
in the time of Jehoshaphat {2 Ch 17 s* 9

). But we
have to mark not only the growth of a certain
feeling towards.Holy Scripture, hut also a literary
process, which is likely to have taken some time.
This consisted of the collection of scattered books
and leaflets, and the revision of books, and cer-

tainly began long before the time of Ezra. The
editorial frame-work of the Bk. of Kings is the
work of the Deuteronomic school, and probably
belongs to the time of the Exile. But, on the
other hand, there are marks of a later revision,
and in certain passages, such as 1 K 81'11

, we are re-

,

minded of P, if not of the Chronicler. The last five

chapters of Judges in their presentform have close
affinities with P. The collections of prophecies
of different prophets and different dates under
the names of Isaiah and Zechariah, whatever their
original cause, would not have found acceptance
while the memories of Deutero-Isaiah and Zechariah
were still fresh. Wemay say then that the literary

|

process was probably completed not many years
! after the time of Ezra, say about B.c. 400,* and

|

that this second group had canonical acceptance, at

;

latest, before the time wThen Sirach was written,

|

and certainly long before that work was translated.

| ,

It we put the canonicity about B.C. 300-250, we
shall probably be not far wrong, provided that we
remember that there is no proof of official recogni-
tion by authority at such an early date . It should
be borne in mind that the Chronicler (c. 300) treated
the history in a way difficult to explain, had he
been possessed with our ideas of canonicity. On
the other hand, the separation of Joshua from the
Law, and its combination with the other historical
books of the second group, suggests that at the
time when made—long before B.c. 130 (Prologue
to Sirach)—there was no very marked difference of
estimation between the first and second groups.
But we must not, again, make the assumption
that all books of this second group were necessarily

' regarded with the same degree oNreverenee and
authority.

(c) The canonicity of the Hagiograpka.—This is

more difficult to trace, and more complicated. The
very name reminds us that we are dealing with
a heterogeneous collection, which could not, like
the two other groups, be classed under a really
descriptive name. It would be a great mistake to
take It for granted that their canonicity began to
be deliberately considered after the canonicity of
these other groups had been completely recognized.
In the case of Psalms and Proverbs this was almost
certainly not the case.

Psalms.—The composition of the Psalter shows
it to be evidently a compilation from several earlier
collections differing very much in character and
age. The order suggests that the Psalms were
generally placed in the same relative position in
the complete Psalter which they had already
occupied in these earlier collections. Thus we
find together the Psalms of ‘the sons of Korah ’ 42
( -f 43)-49. 84. 85. 87. 88, the Psalms of Asaph 73-
83, ‘ songs of decrees (? steps)

5
120-134, and other

cases where similarity of titles or refrains connects
consecutive Psalms, showing that such groups of
Psalms were taken en bloc from collections entitled
*The Psalm-book of Korah, 5 4The psalms, maschUs,

and songs of Asaph,’ ‘The songs of degrees, etc.

So far from critical were the compilers of the

Psalter that they did not venture in certain cases

to decide whether a poem was more correctly

described as a psalm or a song (see titles of 75. 76,

etc.). Still more curious is the leaving of the
note, ‘The prayers of David the son of Jesse are
ended,’ after the Doxology which closes Ps 72,

although, as the Psalter now stands, the preceding
Psalm is as a fact ascribed to Solomon, and several

later Psalms are ascribed to David. The arrange-

ment of Psalms £
to David ’ makes it likely that

at least two independent earlier collections were
originally so entitled. All this tends to show that
there was a vide interval of time between the
composition of the majority of the Psalms and
their final compilation in one complete Psalter.

The character of the Psalms themselves is very
various. Some are comparatively crude, both in

conception and language, and with sometimes a
corrupt text, and appear as though a wide interval

lay between their composition and the literary

tendencies of later Judaism, as, e.g,, Ps 10‘2’n 14. (cf.

53) 16, etc. There is a very fair probability that
these at least are pre-exilic. Some bear a striking

resemblance to Jeremiah*, and have been frequently
regarded as having been written either by him or
writers of his school (esp. 31. 35. 69. 79). Many
are of a personal character, as 4. 12. 13. 139, etc.;

others were obviously composed for public worship,
to which they have a distinct reference, as 95. 96.

98. 99. 100, etc. etc. Others, again, suggest that,

originally personal, they have afterwards been
adapted for liturgical use, as 69. 77. 102. This
leads many to suspect that in some cases a national

interpretation has been placed on Psalms origin-

ally designed to express the writer’s own feelings

and experience. In some Psalms, as in Ps 118,

the national interpretation of the 1st person is

obvious, and, of course, original.

Unfortunately it is impossible to fix a datfe for

the use of Psalms in religious worship with absolute
certainty. It appears almost certain that psalmody
did not form a regular part of the temple worship
before the Exile. The Bk. of Kings, at any rate,

says nothing of it. In the face of this, the constant
mention of psalm-singing by the Chronicler, as at
the Dedication of the temple, 2 Ch 512* 13

, is of no
historical value for the time of which it treats. It

is of a piece with the ascription to David of the
founding of the singing guilds, 1 Ch 25. The value
of the statements in Ezra and Nehemiah axe more
difficult to estimate. We certainly find singers

mentioned, not only in the editorial introduction
to the account of Ezra’s work (Ezr 77), hut, what
is far more important, in the letter of Artaxerxes
himself (7

24
). They are spoken of in a way which

implies that they are part of a definitely organized
system. But the question arises whether that
system was actually at work in Jerusalem, or had
been organized by Ezra and his school in Babylon.
What is known of the Priestly Code in relation to
the Hexatench makes it extremely probable that
a new and highly developed ritual had been so
formulated. It is also of some significance that
In P only we find the ritual use of trumpets (Lv
23s4, Nu 1010

). On the other hand we do find, in
the list preserved of those who came up from
Babylon, the mention of 148 (128, Ezr) singers,
* sons of Asaph ’ (ISeh 7U,

Ezr 241). It is not easy
to reconcile this statement with Neh 7s7

, Ezr 26®,

where singing men and singing women are men-
tioned apparently as among the slaves of the exiles.

Lit that these were menials who had no connexion
with the sacred guild, or that the guild itself was
a creation out of what had been a menial office ?

Singers are also mentioned bv Nehemiah as having
been appointed by himself, Neh 71. In his account
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of the dedication of the wall, 1227
’43

, the singers
and players of instruments take a very prominent
part, it is said that they had established them-
selves in villages, etc., round Jerusalem, whence
they were gathered by Nehemiah, 12J8 * 29

. The
statement in v. 46 that the singers had performed
their office ‘in the days of David and Asaph, 5

is

made, not by Nehemiah, but by the editor. The
account of the music and psalmody in the service
connected .with the foundation of the temple in
Ezr 310 - 11 is also editorial, and is too much like
the accounts of similar sendees given by the
Chronicler (1 Ch 16, 2 Ch 5. 20-1, 24 etc.) to be
free from suspicion. It is sufficiently evident
that on all such occasions he read into the narra-
tive the religions customs of his own day, wThich
were then believed to have originated with David.
But, on the other hand, it must be borne in mind
that in this case he was describing events much
nearer to his own day, and some time must be
allowed for such traditions to have grown up.

Puttiug all the facts together, it would probably
be near the truth to say that music was first in-

troduced into religious worship to some small
extent with the second temple, but was first

thoroughly organized and greatly developed under
the reforms of Ezra and Nehemiah. This use of
Psalms, under the control of the Priestly guilds,

would have given authority not only to those
specially composed for the purpose, but to those
adapted to liturgical use, and they would have
required no further sanction. See, further, artt.

Praise in OT, and Psalms.
Proverbs.— It was different with the Bk. of

Proverbs. It belongs to a class of literature the
sanction of which is by no means so obvious. If

required to place in order of time the Prophetic,
the Priestly, and the Ethical spirit among the
Jews, we should certainly give them in this order.

The last of the three is most closely connected
with modern Judaism. The destruction of Jeru-
salem and the abolition of its sacrificial system
must have gone far to give it strength and per-

manence, hut in its inception the ethical spirit is

of much earlier date, as we see from Sirach. But,
as we see from the Prologue, Sirach itself was an
imitation of earlier hooks, among which we must
obviously reckon Proverbs ; and these earlier books
are spoken of as already ancient, 4 the other books
of our fathers/ and yet are not so ancient as the
prophets, unless indeed the phrase ‘others that
have followed in their steps* points especially to

Chronicles, which was in a sense an imitation of

the prophetic Bk. of Kings. The fact, too, that
Solomon came to be looked upon as the fountain

of proverbial philosophy, is at once a proof of the
relative antiquity of the germ and the sanction of

what came to be ascribed to him. When once
Solomon had gained this reputation, it became
customary to ascribe proverbs to him. That many
of these were originally popular sayings, handed
down as ancient saws, hardly needs saying. That
they were gathered together into small collections

first, and that such collections were afterwards put
together so as to form our present Bk. of Proverbs,

is evident to any one who carefully studies the
book. See Proverbs.
With regard to the canonicity of this book, all

that we can positively say is, that it is extremely
unlikely that a specially sacred character should
have begun to be attached to such proverbs only
when the whole collection had been finally com-
pleted. The words at the beginning of Pr 251

‘ These also are Proverbs of Solomon, which the

men of Hezekiah, king of Judah, copied out/ make
it probable that, when what is believed to be the

earnest collection was made, the proverbs which
composed it were already believed to be Solomon's.

It proves at the least that, when the final compila-

tion was complete, this earlier collection was
headed by a title which the compilers did not
venture to disturb. The case is parallel to that
of Ps 7220. We may, then, safely say that the
canonicity of the whole Bk. of Proverbs was firmly
established long before B.c. ISO, and that of parts
of it, certainly chs. 25-29 were recognized long
before, possibly as early as the reign of Hezekiah,

Ecclesiastes.—In point of canonicity Ecclesiastes

stands on quite a different footmg from Proverbs.
It was neither a collection of sayings tradition-

ally ascribed to Solomon, nor was it a collection of

booklets which bore his name. Ecclesiastes was
apparently ascribed to Solomon neither by ancient
tradition nor by literary criticism. ; hut tfie person
of Solomon is assumed by the writer. As the
authorship of Solomon i& precluded on literary

t
rounds, there are no alternatives except either a
eliberate fraud or a mere literary derice designed

to give force to his subject. The latter alterna-

tive seems by far the most probable. It was
written in a literary age (see 1212), when a modern
book would not easily be mistaken for one of

ancient date, by a writer, probably an old sage,

who had observed much and studied much, and
felt that he had a right to speak (129

"12
}, and was

giving such advice as Solomon himself might have
given had he lived in his day. That in a less

critical age this literary device should have been
misunderstood, and that, if so, it should have done
much for the reception of this book, is not surpris-

ing. How soon this was so, or the exact date of

its composition, must he largely matter of con-

jecture. We cannot be certain that it was known
to the writer of Sirach. On the other hand, it

is said to have been quoted by one Simon, son of

Shetach, in the first half of the century before
Christ (see Buhl, pp. 15, 17). It probably belongs
to the literary age which terminated in the dis-

turbed period of the Maccabees, and was cer-

tainly authoritatively recognized by the Council
of Jamnia at the end of the 1st cent. a.d. See,

further, art. ECCLESIASTES.
Song of Songs.—The Song of Songs is so far

like Ecclesiastes that the subject of the poem is

connected with the person of Solomon, not obviously
as the assumed writer, hut as one of the principal

characters. The poem, or group of poems, is, how-
ever, probably ancient, ana originally, there can
he no serious doubt, quite secular m character.

According to 1 K 4s2 Solomon was traditionally

known a writer of poetry, and it is quite

possible that this work was ascribed to him at a
comparatively early date, before the Exile. The
allegorical interpretation of the book would have
naturally followed. He wrho was believed to have
drawn lessons of morality from plants and animals
(cf. 1K 433 with Pr 65‘* 26s* 3 etc.), might easily

be supposed to have intended some deep mystic
meaning in this simple story of pure ana natural

love. In this case the reception of the book was
probably slow and gradual, and naturally enough
met with considerable opposition. Had it not been
for its allegorical interpretation, it is unlikely that

it would have gained a place in the Canon. The
Christians accepted the book, but gave it a new
allegorical interpretation of their own.

Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah.—The Bks. of

I and 2 Chronicles, with Ezra and Nehemiah, the

four originally one book, were probably received

as a trustworthy record before the beginning of

the 2nd cent. B.C. As already shown, at least

Chronicles and Nehemiah are referred to in the
praise of famous men in Sir 44-50. Probably they
were not written much more than a century earlier,

about B.C. 330 (see Kent, Hist. Heb. People, ii. 8),

and their character suggests that they were com*
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piled by authority. If so, the dates of authorship
and canonicity are the same. In any case their

composition and reception belong to a time not
long after the final revision of the Bk. of Kings,
though possibly a much longer time after the
general recognition of an earlier edition, so to

speak, of that book. The two books present an
instructive contrast. The Chronicles are, unlike
Kings, not so much a compilation as a composition.

It is only exceptionally that fragments of ancient
documents appear in their original shape. For the
most part the whole has been recast in its relatively

modem form, with its characteristically modem
spirit. It shows the marks of a definitely literary

effort In a literary age. Its treatment of ancient
history may be compared in some respects with
that of the later Targums and Midrashim. In fact,

the word midrash already occurs in 2 Ch 1322 24s7

(AY ‘story
5

}, though hardly in its later technical

sense. The book was probably intended to pre-

serve in a permanent form the methods of teaching
common in the Jewish schools. That such a
literary school should spring into existence after

the period of Ezra and Nehemiah is highly prob-
able. It would have been the natural result of the
impulse given by them to the study of Scripture.

Job.—Of Job it is difficult to speak very posi-

tively. The allusion in Ezk 1414* 20 may prove
nothing more than that the story of Job, or some-
thing like it, was current in the prophet’s day.
The mention after Daniel (in this case certainly It
is the person, not the book, we have to think of)

may suggest that the story had only recently
become known. In any case the point of the
allusion does not make it necessary to suppose that
Ezekiel necessarily regarded Job as a historical

person. The hook bears traces of the kind of

religious feelings which were quickened by Deutero-
nomy, and betrays a still closer relationship to
Dentero-Isaiah. Indeed the suffering Servant of
J" forms a striking parallel to the leading thought
of the book. Yet the relation between the two
appears to be collateral rather than of direct

ancestry. This resemblance, taken with the allu-

sions to astronomy in Job 9® 2QU, suggest that Job
was written in Babylon about* the same period.

This would be ail but a certainty if we could be
sure thatJob’s sufferings are meant tobe an allegory
of those of the exiled ferae!
Ruth and Lamentations.—The Bks. of Ruth and

Lamentations, especially if the latter was believed
to be the work of Jeremiah, could hardly have
received general recognition when the historico-

prophetic group was completed, as they would
certainly have found a place in it, the former as a
historical, the latter as a prophetic work. Apart
from, a very possible reference in Sir 49® to La l

1-4

etc,, we have no evidence to show whether they
were known or not to the writer of Sirach, and the
internal evidence is too uncertain in this case to
give us any real help. All that we can positively
say is that both were thoroughly recognized by the
end of the 1st cent. A.D., as seen by the testimony
of Josephus and the Council of Jamnia, and no
doubt is expressed of their genuineness. They
must have been received long before ; but how long
we can only guess. This is, however, just one of
those cases in which the evidence of silence is of
very little value against a book. The Bk. of
Ruth would hardly have suited the purpose of the
writer of Sirach, who includes no women among
his worthies.
Daniel and Esther.—The Bks. of Daniel and

Esther stand on a very different footing. Had they
been known, Daniel and Mordecai would certainly
have found a place in Sir 44-50 among the 4 famous
men.’ It is true that Ezekiel (1414- 20

) knows of
Daniel as onewhose purity of lifemight be supposed

to have secured the land from Divine wrath, but
not necessarily as the great hero of the Babylonian
and Persian * courts. How could Sirach have
failed to commemorate him who combined all the
courage of a David with the wisdom of a Solomon?
The book bears obvious internal evidence in chs.

7-9 of a date subsequent to the Maccahsean era.

From the similarity of subject it seems not unlikely

that both Daniel and Esther were derived from the
same Eastern source. But it could hardly have
been earlier than the beginning of the 1st cent. B.C.

The history of the reception of the books forms
a rather marked contrast. The Bk. of Daniel,

as might have been expected from its contents,

appears to have gained favour without opposition,

and Daniel is spoken of in the NT as a prophet
(Mt 2415

). Esther, on the other hand, was received

with considerable hesitation, and whether on this

ground or otherwise there is less evidence in its

favour. It is not quoted in the NT, which may be
only accidental ; and it is at least possible that the
feast of Jn 51 is that of Purim, which would prove
the recognition of the book. Several Rabbis ob-
jected to the book abont the 1st and 2nd cents. A.D.,

and one at least in the 3rd (see Buhl, p. 25) ; several

Fathers, Melito (perhaps by error), Athanasius,
Gregory Nazianzen, omit it from their lists ; and
it was not regarded as canonical by Theodore of

Mopsuestia. Some objections or suspicions arose,

among the Jews at any rate, from its secular

character ; others, in the opinion of some writers,

merely from the fact that the fast of 13th Adar,
in connexion with Hainan's plot (ch. 91

), conflicted

with the feast of the same day commemorating
the victory of Judas Maccabaeus over Nicanor
(1 Mac 7^ ; see Ryle, p. 139).

viii. Summary of Results obtained.—

I

n the
foregoing inquiry the following facts seem clearly

established :

—

(1) Canonicity was, like the composition of the
hooks itself, a gradual process. The Council of
Jamnia, for example, gave a formal sanction to
what had already become, more or less definitely,

the public opinion of Jewish writers.

(2) Such sanction appears to have been, in fact,

accidental, that is to say, not by any means
essential to the idea of canonicity. All the OT
books, with a few possible exceptions, would have
won their way into the Canon had no such council
decided the matter, just as the NT became
canonical without the sanction of a general council.

(3) The history of canonicity cannot be com-
pletely separated from the history of the books
themselves. The separate parts of a book may
have been, and in some cases certainly were,
accepted authoritatively before the whole was
written. This was especially the case with the
Pentateuch, Psalms, and Proverbs.

(4) This consideration, among others, points to
the conclusion that canonicity was, in its earliest

stages, a question of degree, and even, to some
extent, of kind. One book, the Pentatench, for
example, was accepted because formally sanctioned
by authority ; another acquired its authority from
its long acceptance by students and writers; a
third, from itsliturgical use. Again, various factors
contributed to the idea of canonicity; among them,
certainly, real or supposed antiquity, and also, to
some extent, authorship by some famous person,
such as David or Solomon.

(5) Lastly, while the beginnings of canonicity
lie in the misty period of ancient Jewish history,
it may be said to have reached its final stage at
the Council of Jamnia, where all our OT books
were sanctioned; though, on the one hand, Hie
great bulk, at any rate, were practicallyrecognized
as canonical long before ; ana, on the other, some
hesitation in isolated cases was not uncommon
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even after the council. Since then, time, habit,
and experience have continued to give strength to
its decisions.

ix. Claims of the Apocrypha to Canonicity.
—So far, the investigation has concerned itself

almost exclusively with the Canon accepted by the
Jews and by the Reformed Churches of modem
times. A few words are necessary concerning the
claims of the Apocrypha to canonicity. In the
Roman Catholic Churcn it depends upon the sup-
posed inspiration of the Vulgate. There is, however,
some truth in the canonicity of the Apocrypha.
The LXX contained these books very nearly as we
have them now in our English Apocrypha. The
earliest extant LXX texts are certainly Christian,

but the references in Hebrews to Wisdom and
Maccabees, to which attention has been already
called, suggest the probability that the Greek
Bible of NT times was the LXX as we know it.

It would thus appear that the Alexandrian Jews
were accustomed to group together in their sacred
literature a larger collection of books than those
contained in the Palestinian Canon and sanctioned
at Jamnia. It is, then, a common practice to

speak of the Alexandrian Canon as distinct from
the Palestinian, and it is at least a significant fact

that the only book of the NT (if we make the
ossible exception of the Fourth Gospel) which has
istinct affinities with Alexandrian thought, con-

tains the two striking references just mentioned to
the Apocryphal books. The term is convenient,
no doubt, but it is misleading if it is intended to

imply that the Alexandrians placed all their sacred
books, whether belonging to the Palestinian Canon
or not, on the same footing. It is satisfactory

enough if merely intended to mean that they made
no definite distinction between the Canon and the
Apocrypha. The statement (see above) that Philo,

neverquotes theApocryphal books as canonical,

is to some extent outweighed, as already suggested,
by his peculiar views of inspiration. His theory
of an extended, if graduated, inspiration tended to

weaken the conception of a special Canon. The
fact that rather a large number of OT books * are
not quoted by Philo at all, perhaps points in the
same direction. Dr. Sunday sees in the distinction

between the so-called Palestinian and Alexandrian
Canons the difference between the more strictly

religious school and those who welcomed a wider,

if more secular, culture (Inspiration, p. 93). With
reference to the quotation of the Apocrypha by
Christian Fathers, it may he enough to observe

that even the ultra-Alexandrian Origen very
definitely recognized that the hooks of the Pales-

tinian Canon were in a special sense those of the
Covenant (testament).

The sporadic inclusion, so to speak, of altogether

uncanonical hooks as Scripture in the NT or else-

where, such as the quotation from the Bk. of

Enoch in Jude,f shows that, while a small body of

learned Jewish experts in Palestine had formulated
a fixed Canon, there were others whose critical

knowledge was less exact, and who therefore in-

cluded within their conception of Scripture a far

wider circle of books.
x. Some Peculiarities in the Evidence of

the NT and Fathers.—It is hardly necessary to

do more than mention the curious omission by
some Eastern Christian writers of well-established

OT books, such as the omission of Chronicles (with

Ezra and Nehemiah) and Job by Theodore of

Mopenestia and the Nestorian Canon (see Buhl,

p. 53). Such omissions must be regarded as eccen-

tricities outside the general current of canonical

* Ezekiel, Daniel, Ruth, Canticles, Ecclesiastes, Lamentations,
Esther (Buhl, tr. p. 15 ; cf. Ryle, Philo and Holy Scripture).

t Forquotations from or references to extra-canonical books in

NT, see Buhl, p. 14.

history. The omission of Esther stands on a differ-

footing, and is, moreover, more common.
xi. The influence of our present know-

ledge of OT Canon upon Religion.—Hitherto
the subject has been investigated on its purely
historical side. The question has been—What
books -were in point of fact received as Scripture at
different times? not—

W

That is the intrinsic value
of the books of Scripture, or of particular books of
Scripture, as sanctions for religious belief and
religious conduct? The latter question belongs
rather to the subject of inspiration than to that of
the Canon. But it comes within the limit of the
present inquiry in so far as the spiritual authority
and value of IJihle books depend upon canonicity.

Except for this, the history of the Canon has
nothing more than a purely literary and archaeo-

logical value. The question may be put thus—Does
the scientific method as applied to the history of
the Canon—and no other method is really per-

missible—increase or diminish the practical value
of the Bible as a whole or in part ? Theoretically,
it would appear that it diminishes it. It is one
thing to say that the OT was authoritatively fixed

by Ezra or a religions school founded by him;
another, that it was, as far as the evidence reaEy
proves, first officially sanctioned in its completeness
by the Council of Jamnia. Christians would far

rather believe that the Bks. of Esther and Canticles

formed part of the Bible of Christ and His apostles,

than that they were sanctioned by a Jewish council

held some 70 years after Christ’s ascension. A
devout Protestant may be somewhat shocked to
find that many of the earlier Christians practically

included several Apocryphal books in their Bible.

The modem study of the subject does certainly

tend in some measure to obscure the lines drawn
between canonical and Apocryphal books, and to

depreciate relatively some of the former and
appreciate some of the latter. It affects, in some
degree, both the conditions of canonicity and the
question to what extent certain hooks within or
without the recognized Canon fulfil those condi-

tions. But what practical hearing has aU this as
concerns the influence of the Bible upon faith and
life? We feel that the books of whose claim to

canonicity there is some degree of doubt are just

those which, from a purely religious point of view,

are the least- important. There are those who feel

that if Ecclesiastes, Esther, and Canticles had
never been included in the Canon, and Sirach and
Wisdom had been included, it would have made
little real difference. We might still in Ecclesiastes

have reverenced the outspoken honesty of a pious
Israelite struggling according to his limited light

with perhaps the greatest problems of life. We
should have been thankful that in Esther we had
illustrated for us a phase of character belonging to

the most interesting, and once the most religious,

nation of the world. We should have found in

Canticles at least a pretty love-lyric, and possibly a
good deal more. The old questionings and doubts
about these books make it easier for us to have
some such ideas about them now without shocking
our religious sense. We feel that the standard by
which all Bible or quasi-Bible books must eventu-

ally be appraised is not merely the ipse dixit of

an infallible Church, Jewish or Christian, which
rules all on one side of a line holy and all on the

other secular, but an enlightened intelligence which
sees in the sacred hooks, including even some not
generally accounted canonical, various degrees of

inspiration and spiritual power. By enlightened
intelligence is here meant, not the mere private

opinion of the individual, but the growing consent
of spiritually-minded, right-thinking, honest, and
devout Christians. In a word, the study of the
formation of the Canon makes it possible to think
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that the same influences which resulted in the
fixed Canon of OT in ancient times, may at a
future time lead to some more defined modification
in our conception of a sacred Canon.
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OLIVE (n:i zayith, i\ata, oliva, Arab, zeitun }.—

A

well-known tree, one of the most characteristic of
Syria and Palestine. It belongs to the order
Oleacece, which also includes the ash. It is a tree
with gnarled and, when large, usually hollow
trunk, and straggling branches. It loves rich soil,

but flourishes without irrigation. The small white
flowers form axillary clusters. When their function
is over, thev fall m showers to the ground (Job
1533 ), and their place is taken by small oblong
fruits, at first green, hut becoming almost black
when ripe. From these comes the fatness of the
olive, its rich nutritious oil. The leaves are
oblong to lanceolate, of the characteristic dull
olive-green at their upper surface, and a frosted
silver colour below. This arrangement of colours
makes an olive tree at a little distance appear as if

covered by a filmy veil of silver gauze, which
gives a soft dreamy sheen to the landscape.
There are groves of olives near all the cities and
villages of Pal. and Syria, and several of them are
very extensive. That near Beirflt is nearly 5 miles
square. That near Tripoli is about as large.
There are fine groves near Nabl&s, and on the
western slopes or Lebanon. The ground in which
olive trees grow is ploughed twice or more a
year, and enriched with inorganic and organic
fertilizers. A favourite dressing is a marl, known
as huvm&rah

, which is found everywhere in pockets
of the cretaceous rocks of Syria. The first olives
begin to fall in September. These are usually left
until the time when the owner or his agent, and
the lessee, can together pick them up and measure
them. In November comes the harvest. The
trees are beaten with a long pole (Dfc 2429

). The
‘shakings 1

(Is 241S
) of the olive tree refer to the

few olives left after the first beating. These were
to be left for the poor; see art. Gleaning. The
olive harvest is usually carried home in baskets,
on the backs of men or donkeys. ‘Olive berries 5

(Ja 312), in reality a kind of drupe, are used for
food in two^ stages. (1) When green they are
pickled in brine, until the bitter taste is somewhat
overcome, a result which is hastened by slightly
bruising the drupe, so that the brine may more
readily penetrate its pulp. They are eaten with
bread, and, especially during the fasts, constitute a
notable portion of the diet of the people. (2) When
quite ripe they are sometimes packed down in
salt, or immersed in brine, and at other times pre-

served in their own oil. The yield varies much
in difieient years. If it is large one year it ia

usually small the next. The drupes are often

i

beaten in a mortar, as in Bible times (Ex 272S

|

etc.). In this case the marc is placed in a vessel

filled with hot water. The oil floats to the surface,

and is skimmed oil. The more usual way of

obtaining the oil, however, is to bruise the ripe

berries in a shallow circular basin, excavated in a
stone shaped like the nether millstone, or in the
solid rock. The bruising is sometimes done with
the foot (Dt 3324

,
Mie 615

), but more commonly by
an upright millstone, with a long pole passed
through its centre. The short end of this pole is

fastened to an upright fixed in the centre of the
basin, and the other pushed or pulled round bya man
or animal, so that the stone revolves just within the
outer edge of the basin. This reduces the berries

to a pulp. Part of the oil flows out through a
spout in the rim of the basin into a vat (J1 224 313,
Hag 216). After the oil which flows of itself has
been drawn away, the marc is packed in soft reed
baskets. These are subjected to pressure by
piling them one over the other between two stone
pillars, with an upright groove at the inner face

of each. In these grooves slides a horizontal bar,

which is heavily weighted with stones or iron.

Under this primitive but powerful press the oil

flows down in streams, and is collected in a vat at

the foot of the pile. At first it has much ex-

traneous matter and water mixed with it. These
gradually separate, leaving the pure sweet oil.

This is kept in jars, or in large reservoirs hewn
out of the rock or built with great exactness, and
well pointed at the joints, or plastered within.

The oil is used extensively as food, and large
quantities of soap of most excellent quality are
made by boiling it with crude soda.

The Scripture allusions to the olive are very
numerous. It is the first tree, of those now
known, mentioned in the Bible (Gn 8 11

). Its

wealth of nourishment made it a natural candidate
for the position of king of trees (Jg 9s- 9

). It is an
emblem of peace and prosperity (Ps 52s 128s) and
beauty (Jer ll15, Hos I46). The two olive trees

in Zee 4s* 11-14 were emblems of fruitfulness. BY
well translates (v. 14

)
* two sons of oil,

5
instead of

AY ‘two anointed ones.
9 Standing by ‘the Lord

of the whole earth,
9 they denote His abundant,

overflowing provision for* the spiritual wants of
mankind. Oil is frequently alluded to as food
(2 Cli 21U

), medicine (Lk 1034
, Ja 5U ), unguent (Ps

235, Mt 6n), illuminator (Mt 253 etc.). The temple
oil was beaten (Ex 2720

). The name ‘Mount of

Olives 9

indicates the importance attached to this

tree, and associates it with many of the most;

interesting incidents in the life of our Lord.
G. E. Post.

OLIYES, MOUNT OF yj- LXX rh 8pos

tQp iKaiQv

;

Yulg. Mons Olimrum).—In the OT the
term ‘ Mount of Olives

9

occurs only in Zee 144. It

is described as the ‘ ascent of the Olives
9

("trt rri;:?)

in 2S 1530 (AY ‘ascent of Mount Olivet,
5 BY

‘ ascent of the Mount of Olives 9

), as * the mount 9

(Neh 815
}, ‘the mount that is before Jerusalem 9

(1 K ll7), ‘the mountain which is on the east side
of the city

9 (Ezk ll23), and as ‘the mount of

corruption (or destruction) 9

(2 K 2313
). In the NT

it is usually called ‘ the mount of Olives 9
{to opos tQv

ikcuQr), Mt 211 24s 2630
, Mk 133 1426, Lk 22& 1937,

Jn 81
, hut St. Luke twice uses the term ‘the

mount that is called [the mount] of Olives
9
{rb Spos

rh Ka\obyevov ikcuQv), Lk 1929 2137 ; and once the
term ‘ the mount called Olivet 7

(rut? Spam rod koX.
*E\atQpo$), Ac l12, cf. rb 8pos rb ’EiXaL&v Mk ll1 (B).
There is no doubt as to the identity of the

Mount of Olives.
^
The name is applied, to the

range of hills facing Jerusalem on the east and
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lying round about from north-east to south-east,
and separated from the Holy City by the Valley
of Jehoshaphat or Kidron. The only question
that may arise in this respect is as to the precise
extent of the range which may be included under
the expression ‘Mount of Olives/
The range detaches itself from the backbone of

the country about two miles north of Jerusalem,
south of the village of Shafat (2S24 ft.), and,
trending in a south-easterly direction, extends as
far as the f prospect

5

{Scopus), wheie it runs nearly
due south till opposite (or east of) the temple site ;

it then runs in a south-westerly direction until it

is over against the Pool of Siloam. The ridge of
the range is generally at a level of about 2600 ft.

above the Mediterranean, but it culminates in

four, or rather three (see below) somewhat pro-
nounced summits, to which modem tradition has
given the names of (1) Galilee, (2) the Ascension,

(3) the Prophets, (4) the Mount of Offence.

(1) * Galilee
5

{Scopus) is due north-east of the
temple site, and about a mile distant.

(2) ‘The Ascension 5
is the summit due east of

the temple site, and distant about § mile ; on it

stand the church of the Ascension and the village

and mosque of Jebel et-fur (the modem Arabic
name for the Mount of ORves).

(3) ‘The Prophets’ is south of and, properly
speaking, only a spur of No. 2, and derives its

name from some catacombs ascribed to the pro-

phets. It is not really a distinct summit.

(4)
‘ The Mount of Offence

5
is about f mile south-

east of Ophel, and is the terminating outlier of
the range to the south.

To the east this range falls rapidly towards the
Jordan Valley ; to the west and south it is bounded
by the valley called Kidron or Jehoshaphat, which,
commencing north of Jerusalem on a level with
the high ground of the Holy City, falls rapidly
until it becomes a deep ravine dividing the temple
site from Olivet, and near the Pool of Siloam is

400 ft. below the summit of Olivet. It is called

by the Arabs the Wddy en-N&r (valley of fire).

The summit of the Mount of Offence is on the
same level as the temple site (2440 ft.), but from
the church of the Ascension northward the range
is in few places less than 2600 ft. in height, and
thus commanded a view down upon the temple
courts, and stood round about the city to the east-

ward.
The ancient road leading np from Jericho by

Wddy Kelt bifurcates at about six miles from
Jerusalem (at level 654 ft.) ; the northern branch
running up Wddy Bawdbeh and over Scopus into

the city, the southern branch passing through
Bethany and crossing the Olivet range between
the church of the Ascension and the Mount of

Offence ; the southern branch appears to have been
the main road to Jericho since the Roman occu-

pation.

There are three roads or paths leading to the
summit of Olivet, where the church of the Ascen-
sion stands ; the central path leading straight up
the ascent, those to the north and south making
a detour to lessen the steepness. These roads all

join together near the bridge over the Kidron
dose to the Garden of Gethsemane, and go to St.

Stephen’s gate, immediately north of the temple
site. It is probable that over this bridge was the

road into Jerusalem from the east from the earliest

times, as the rocky sides of Olivet lower down the
valley are too steep and precipitous to admit of

anything more than a rugged footpath.

when Absalom’s rebellion broke out, David fled

from Jerusalem over the brook Kidron by way of

the Mount of Olives to the wilderness (2 S 1514* 30
).

Probably he crossed the Kidron by the road where
the bridge now spans the ravine, and went up the
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ascent by the north-easterly road already men-
tioned. There is no reason for supposing that he
went up to the summit where now stands the
church of the Ascension—this would not lie in his

route. He probably went up nearly due north-
east from the Kidron ravine, and ascended to the
top of the mountain, and thence he went down the
eastern slope till he arrived at the Wddy Raicdh:h
near Bahurim. If a line be drawn from the
Kidron bridge north-east it will he found to go
over Mount Scopus into Wddy Bawdbeh.
Bahurim is rendered in the Targum of Jonathan

(on 2 S 165) as Alimoth or Aimon, a city of Benja-
min given to the priests^ and is identified by
Schwarz, Furrer, and Robinson {BBP ill. 287) as
‘Almit ,

north, of
*Andta (Anathoth), about three

miles N.N.E. of Jerusalem. Barclay (p. 563) also

conjectures that Bahurim lay on the north side of

Wddy Bawdbeh, not far from *Andta, but south of

it, probably near el-Isdwiyeh. Lightfoot considers
Bahurim as close to Nob (Prospect, i. 42), and
Josephus [Ant. vn. ix. 7) mentions that it was oft

the main road from Jericho to Jerusalem. It

would appear, then, that king David took the
northern of the two roads to Jericho, went over
Scopus and down the Wddy Bawdbeh, south of

Bahurim, from whence Shimei issued, keeping
along the hillside above the road, and casting
down stones and dust at the king.
Modem tradition has fixed on the southern

summit or Mount of Offence as the locality of the
high places which Solomon dedicated to Cbemosh
and Molech, in the hill that is before (or east of)

Jerusalem (1 K ll7). There is no indication where
these high places are to be found except in the
account of their destruction by Joash (2 K 2318

),

where they are described as before (or east of)

Jerusalem, on the right hand of the nvr^n in
f mount of corruption {or destruction) ’

; and if the
latter may be accepted as the name of the summit
due east of the temple site, then the high places

on the right or south of the Mount of Corruption
would be on the Mount of Offence where modem
tradition locates them. The Arabic name of this

mountain is Baten el-Howa, ‘ the bag of wind/
There seems to have been considerable variety

of opinion as to the position of these high places in
early Christian times, hut the majority of authori-

ties, including the Jewish writers, do not mention
the subject. Burckhardt places them over Siloam
on the Mount of Offence, while Brocardus^ places
the altar of Ghemosh on the northern summit.
On the southern slope of the Mount of Offence

is the village of Siloam {Silwdn) clinging to the
steep hillside, and down below are the fertile fields

which are supposed to have formed the king’s

garden between the Pool of Siloam and the well

of Joab (Siloam). Somewhere here it was that,

in the days of Uzziah, about the time that the
leprosy fell upon him, an earthquake is said to have
rent a part of the mountain on the west at a place

called Eroge (En-rogel ?), and rolled it four furlongs

till it stood still at the east mountain (Olivet),

blocking up the roads and the king’s garden {Ant.

IX. x. 4 ; ei. Am l1. Zee 145
, 2 Ch 2616

).

Josephus does not add materially to our know-
ledge of the Mount of Olives. He relates that in

the time of the procurator Felix, in the reign of

Nero, the country was full of robbers and impostors
who deluded the people, and that among them was
one from Egypt who came to Jerusalem and called

himself a prophet, and advised the multitude of

the common people to go along with him to the
Mount of Olives, which lav over against the city,

and at the distance of 5 furlongs. He got together

30,000 men and led them round about by the
wilderness to the Mount of Olives, and was ready
to break into Jerusalem by force from that place
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I [Ant, XX. viii. 6, BJ II. xiii. 5; AcSl38
). Josephus

j

also states that at the investment of Jerusalem by
j

Titus two legions had. orders to encamp at the
j

distance of six furlongs from Jerusalem at the
;

Mount of Olives, which lies over against the city I

on the east side, and is parted from it by a deep
j

valley interposed between them, which is called
j

Cedron. He further mentions that during the !

siege of Jerusalem the Jews made an attack on the
j

Roman guard on the Mount of Olives, and that the
j

wall of circumvallation, built round the city to keep
\

the Jews in, began from the camp of the Assyrians,
j

where Titus’ camp was pitched, extended to the
J

lower part of Cenopolis, thence along the valley of
'

Cedron to the Mount of Olives, and then bent to-
j

wards the south and encompassed the mountain as

far as the rock called Pensterion (dovecote) and
that other hill w'hich lies next to it, and is over
the valley which reaches to Siloam (BJ V. ii. 3,

ill. 5, xiL 2 ; Yl. ii. 8). It was at this period that
the Mount of Olives became denuded of the olives,

pines, myrtles, and palms which formerly covered
its sides, as mentioned in Neii 813 ‘ Go forth unto

j

the mount, and fetch olive branches, and pine i

branches, and myrtle branches, and palm branches,

and branches of thick trees, to make booths, as it

is written. 1

The Mount of Olives was particularly connected
in the minds of the worshippers at the temple of

Jerusalem with many of the most important cere-

monies, such as the proclamation of the new
moons, the waters of purification and burning of

the red heifer, and the scapegoat. The Talmudical
writings are full of references to the Mount of

Olives in connexion with these matters.
The Mount of Olives was called the mountain of

Three Lights, on account of—(1) the fire from the
altar lighting it up at night; (2) from the first

beams of the sun lighting up the summit ; (3) from
the olive oil which it produced for lighting the
lamps of the temple.
The Mount of Olives was the starting-point for

the signals by means of fire beacons sent through-
out the land when the appearance of the new
moon was considered satisfactorily proved. On
the 30th day of certain months watchmen were
stationed on the commanding heights around
Jerusalem, and as soon as any one of them
detected the new moon he hastened before the
president of the Sanhedrin to apprise him of it.

When its appearance was finally approved, a
beacon fire was lighted on the Mount of Olives,

and torches -were moved to and fro in the night
until answered from Kurn Surtabek, a conical

mountain projecting into the Jordan Valley ; from
here the signal was carried to Gryphena, thence to

the IJaur&n, Beth Balten (Biram), and thence to the
far east, until the whole land of the Captivity was
waving in flames. It is related (RoshJmshshanah,

ii. 2) that the Cuthseans of Samaria spoiled this

system of signalling by putting up false lights,

and that it was found necessary to send mes-
sengers instead. See, further, art. New Moon.
The Mount of Olives has also a role to play in

the future (Targum upon Ca 81
). When the dead

shall live again, Mount Olivet is to be rent in

!

twain (Zee 144), and all the dead of Israel shall
come out thence; and those righteous persons
who died in captivity shall be rolled under ground
and shall come forth under the Mount of Olives.

The Jews also believe (Midrash, Tehillim) that the
Messiah will converse much on this mountain.

In connexion with the statement (Ezk IF8
) that

the glory of the Lord went np from the midst of
the city, and stood upon the mountain, which is

on the east side of the city. Rabbi Janna says
the Divine majesty (sheldnah) stood 34 years on
Olivet and preached, saying, * Seek ye the Lord

while He may be found ;
call upon Him while He

is near’ (Midrash, Tehillim ), and then, when all

was in vain, returned to its own place. Whether
or not this story has a direct allusion to the

ministrations of Christ, it is a true expression of

His relation respectively to Jerusalem and Ip

Olivet. It is useless to seek for traces of His
presence in the streets of the ten times since cap-

tured city. It is impossible not to find them in

the free space of the Mount of Olives (Stanley,

SP 189).

Stanley (op. citat. p. 189) truly points out with
regard to the Mount of Olives ‘that its lasting

glory belongs not to the Old Dispensation, but
to the New. Its very barrenness of interest in

earlier times sets forth the abundance of those

associations which it derives from the closing

scenes of the Sacred History. Nothing, perhaps,

brings before us more strikingly the contrast of

Jewish and Christian feeling, the abrupt and in-

harmonious termination of the Jewish dispensa-

tion,—if we exclude the culminating point of the

Gospel History,—than to contrast the blank which
Olivet presents to the Jewish pilgrims of the
Middle Ages, only dimaified by the sacrifice of
“ the red heifer ”

; and the vision, too great for

words, which it offers to the Christian traveller of

all times, as the most detailed and the most
authentic abiding-place of Jesus Christ.

5

‘No name in Scripture calls up associations at
once so sacred and so pleasing as that of Olivet.

The “ mount ” is so intimately connected with the

private life of our Lord, that we read of it and
look at it wfith feelings of deepest interest and
affection. Here He sat with His disciples, telling

them of the wondrous events yet to come ; of the
destruction of the Holy City, of the sufferings,

the persecutions, and the final triumph of His
followers’ (Porter’s Handbook to Pal.), Here He
was wont to retire for meditation and prayer.

Here He was met by a concourse of people from
Jerusalem when He made His triumphal entry
into the Holy City. Here He came on the night of

His betrayal, and past this mount He led His dis-

ciples on the day He ascended to heaven.
There are many traditional sites on the Mount

of Olives, but there are some that more particu-

larly claim our attention.

The Garden of Gethsemane is to he looked for

beyond the Kidron and at the foot of Olivet (Jn

18% Lk 22s9), and the modern traditional site

seems to be a likely locality, though both Robin-
son (i. 347) and Thomson (Land and Book

, p. 634)

.

suggest it was higher up the hill. This site is

probably the same as that alluded to by Eusebius,
Jerome, and the Bordeaux Pilgrim, but there is no
earlier tradition. The balance of opinion appears
to be in favour of its being near the true site. It
is situated on the Olivet bank of the Kidron, not
far from the bridge, and immediately south of the
road leading from the bridge to the summit of
Olivet. On the other side of the road are the
‘Grotto of the Agony’ and the ‘Tomb of the
Yirgin’ (el-Jesm&myeh of the Arabs, i.e. Geth-
semane). There are continuous links of tradition
uniting these chapels with the traditional spot
early in the 4th cent., where the site may possibly
have been fixed by the empress Helena, A.D. 326.

See, further, art. Gethsemane.
Theodoras (A.D. 530) states, ‘and there is the

Basilica of St. Mary the Lord’s Mother and her
sepulchre ’

;
and St. John of Damascus writing in

the 8th cent, states that it existed then. A church
was erected over it in the time of the empress Pul-
eheria (A.D. 390-450) ; since the 8th cent, there
has been an unbroken chain of tradition concern-
ing the tomb. Bernard (A.D. 867) found it in

rums ; it had been a round church. It was rebuilt
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bv Godfrey, and is described by Ssewulf and
William of Tyre as it now exists. The Moslems
handed it over to the Christians, A.D. 1363, but
they still visit it on a certain day in the year.
Eusebius (A.D. 833) states that Gethsemane was at
the Mount of Olives, and was then a place of
prayer for the faithful, and that the rock where
Judas betrayed Christ was in the valley of
Jehoshaphat

(Itin. Hieros). The Bordeaux Pil-

grim also places the same rock in the valley of
Jehoshaphat. St. Silvia (A.D. 379-3SS) describes
the service at Gethsemane. Jerome (A.D. 393)
says that Gethsemane was at the foot of the
mountain, and that a church had been built over
it. Eucherius (A.D. 427-448) alludes to the two
famous churches where our Lord is said to have
had discourse with His disciples, and that of the
Ascension. Theodoras (A.D. 530) speaks of a
Basilica on the spot where Christ taught His dis-

ciples. The presumption is, then, that the Grotto
of the Agony was the original site of Gethsemane.
The olive trees of Gethsemane are not mentioned
by any of the earlier pilgrims, and there is no
tradition connecting the very old trees now in the
garden with the past.
Modern tradition makes the triumphal entry of

our Lord into Jerusalem over the summit of the
Mount of Olives, and the scene of the lamentation
over Jerusalem about half-way down the hill ; but
Stanley has shown conclusively that His journey
lay by the southern road through Bethany—that
by which mounted travellers at the present day
approach Jerusalem, over the southern shoulder
of Olivet, between the summit which contains
the tombs of the Prophets and the Mount of
Offence. 4 There can he no doubt that this is the
route of the triumphal entry, not only because, as
just stated, it is and must always have been the
usual approach for horsemen and for large cara-
vans, such as then were concerned, but also
because this is the only one of the three ap-

proaches which meets the requirements of the
narrative 5

(Stanley, SF 191). The road on
leaving Bethany passes over a spur of Olivet
which runs out to the south-east; from here a
view is obtained of the southern part of the Holy
City, then the road descends into a hollow, ana
mounting again by a rugged ascent it reaches a
ledge of smooth rock from which the whole city

bursts into view. This point is opposite to the
south-east angle of the temple enclosure and con-
siderably above it.

4 Nowhere else on the Mount
of Olives is there a view like this. By the two
other approaches, one being over the summit and
one over the northern shoulder of the hill, the
city reveals itself gradually; there is no partial

glimpse, like that which has just been described
as agreeing so well with the first outbreak of
popular acclamation, still less is there any point
where, as here, the city and temple would sud-

denly burst into view, producing the sudden and
affecting impression described in the Gospel narra-
tive

1 (SP 193).

The last interview of our Lord with His dis-

ciples before He ascended into heaven is stated to
have taken place on the eastern slopes of Olivet,

for
4 He led them out as far as to Bethany 1 (Lk

2

4

W
) ; and it is further stated that *they returned to

Jerusalem from the mount called Olivet, which is

from Jerusalem a Sabbath day’s journey/ The
traditional site, however, from very early times,

has been the middle summit of Olivet, at the
church of the Ascension ; and there are those who
consider that this is quite in keeping with the
account in St. Luke’s Gospel (see report of Schick,

PEFSt, p. 317, 1896). The church of the Ascen-
sion is a small octagonal structure within an
enclosure of irregular polygonal form, measuring
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about 40 ft. north and south, by 30 ft. east and
west. It Is in possession of the Moslems, and a
minaret is close beside the west entrance, and is

a very conspicuous feature in the landscape. Chris-
tian sects are permitted on certain days to perform
mass in the chapel. The chapel was" built in 1834
on the plan of one built by the Moslems in 1617
on the ruins of the Crusading Church built 1130
and destroyed 1187. The latter was built on the
ruins of the Basilica of Constantine. Dr. Schick
(PEFSt p. 319, 1S96) has carefully traced the
indications of the original building from the ex-
isting remains, and has proposed a restoration of

the place, showing a round church open at the
centre to the sky, with the entrance to west and
altar to east. This church was built in the 4th
cent., and a plan is given by Arculf, A.D. 680, of

its restoration in the 7th cent, by the Patriarch
Modestus.
The footprints of Christ have experienced various

and strange vicissitudes. One is impressed on
the pavement of the courtyard; the other has
been transferred to the chapel at the south end
of the main aisle of the Aksa Mosque in the
temple enclosure (see Tobler, Silonkquelle u. 0el-

berg). Willibald (A.D. 922) and other writers speak
of two columns within the church in memory
of the two men who said,

4 Men of Galilee, why
stand ye gazing up into heaven ? ’ This site has
now been transferred to the northern hill of

Olivet, near Scopus, and is called 4 Galilee/
The Pater Noster Chapel, south of the church of

the Ascension, was erected in 1S65 by the Princess
de la Tour d’Auvergne, and is supposed to stand
on an old traditional site of the Middle Ages. The
intention of the Princess was to have within 24
small chambers, in which the 4 Lord’s Prayer’
should be written up in 24 different languages,
so that pilgrims of all nationalities and all creeds
might unite there in repeating the Lord’s Prayer.

Within recent years the Russians have erected
a high tower and church on the commanding spur
north-east of the church of the Ascension, over-
looking the eastern slopes of Olivet.

4 From the Temple Mount to the western base
of Olivet it w’as not more than 100 or 200 yards
straight across, though of course the distance to

the summit was much greater, say about half a
mile. By the nearest pathway it was only 918
yards from the city gate to the principal summit.
Olivet was always fresh and green, even in earliest

spring or during parched summer—the coolest, the
pleasantest, the most sheltered walk about Jeru-
salem. Far across this road the temple and its

mountain flung their broad shadows and luxu-
riant foliage, spreading a leafy canopy overhead.
They were not gardens in the ordinary Western
sense, through which one passed, far less orchards

;

hut something peculiar to those climes, where
Nature everywhere strews with lavish hand her
flowers, and makes her gardens—where the garden
bursts into orchard, ana the orchard stretches into
field, till, high up, olive and fig mingle with the
darker cypress and pine. The stony road up
Olivet wound along terraces covered with olives,

whose silver and dark-green leaves rustled in the
breeze. Here gigantic gnarled fig trees twisted
themselves out of rocky soil ; there clusters of

palms raised their knotty stems high up into
waving plumed tufts, or spread, bush like, from the
ground, the rich coloured fruit bursting in clusters

from the pod. Then there were groves of myrtles,
pines, tall stately cypresses, ana on the summit
itself the gigantic cedars. To these shady retreats
the inhabitants would often come from Jerusalem
to take pleasure or to meditate, and there one of

their most celebrated Rabbis (R. Jochanan ben
Saccai) was at one time wont in preference to
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teach. Thither, also, Jesus with His disciples
often resorted s (Edersheim, The Temple

, p. 8).

Literature.—J. Tobler, SUoahqueUe und Oelberg, 1882:
Stanley, SP 185 ff., 452 ff. ; Robinson, BRP i. 274 ff. ; SWP,
* Jerusalem ’ voi ; PEJPSt, 1889, p. 174 ff. ; Barela}", City of the
Great Kim, Index ; Porter, Handbook to Syria

, s.v. ; Thomson,
Land ana Book

, I. 415 ff. ;
and for the traditions, Quaresmius,

Eiucidatio Terrm Sanctce, ii. 277 ff. (with Robinson’s note,
BRP ii. 604 f.), together with the vols. of the Pal. Pilgrim Text
Society. See also under Jerusalem. 0, WARREN.

OLIYET (from Lat. olivetum

,

an oliveyard).

—

This form has been given to the name" of the
Mount of Olives in AY at 2 S 15s0 and Ac l

12
.

It was taken from the Yulg. at the latter passage

(
£ a Monte qui voeatur oliueti’) by Wyclif

,
who

has been followed by all the Eng. versions (in-

cluding RY) except the Geneva (‘the mount that
is called the Olive Ml ’). In 2 S 1530 the Yulg.
has * David aseendebat Cliuum oliuanim 3

; it is

Cov. who introduces c Olivet 5

here, and it is also

the form in the Douay version. RV changes into
Olives. Amer. RY prefers Olivet to AY and RY
1 the Mount of Olives

J
in Lk 1928 21s

7

. See Olives,
Mount of.

OLYMPUS (*0\u/i7ras).—The name of a member of
the Roman Church greeted by St. Paul in Ro Id15

.

It is an abbreviated form, like several others in the
chapter, being apparently shortened for Olympio-

dorus. He was commemorated Nov. 10.

OLYMPICS (OXtumos).—An epithet of Zens, de-
rived from Mt. Olympus in Thessaly, the abode of
the gods. Antioehus Epiphanes, who was occu-
pied in building the magnificent temple of Zeus
Olympias (whom he specially honoured, see art.

Jupiter) at Athens (Polyb. xxvi. 10, 12), caused
the temple at Jerusalem to be dedicated to the
same divinity in December, B.C. 168 (2 Mac 6s, cf.

1 Mae

OMAR (t$k, perhaps= ‘ eloquent A grandson
of Esau, Gn 38n (TfytdO ; one of the f dukes 3

of

Edom, v.M (’Ojxdp). CL the parallel passage 1 Ch
Is® (’Qa&p). The clan of which he is the eponym
has not “been identified.

OMEGA.—See Alpha and Omega.

OMER.—Bee Weights and Measures.

OHRI —1. A king of Israel. See following
article. 2. A descendant of Benjamin, 1 Ch 7s (B
3Apu-peid, A ’Apapid). 3. One of the ancestors of a
JudaMte family living at Jerusalem, 1 Ch 9* (B
7
Aap€L, A ’Apt.pl). 4. A prince of Issachar in the time
of David, 1 Ch 27iS (B ’ApSpei, A ’Apa.pl).

OMRI (td#, LXX ’Apfip(e)t, Assyr. Eumri or
Jfumria *) was the first king of a dynasty which
reigned nearly sixty years, and consisted of four
successive rulers (B.C. 900-842). Omri first appears
in biblical history as the general of Elah’s army,
at that time engaged in conducting siege opera-
tions against the Philistine town Gibbethon (1 K
1610tf

*). On the other hand, at this very moment
another military commander, ZImri, was carrying
on a plot against the besotted and helpless Israelite
king, Eiah, who suffered assassination in his royal
residence in Tirzah. This conspiracy, however,
was only partially successful, as it never succeeded
in gathering Israel under its standard. The nation
preferred to rally round the more powerful as well

* Hie equivalence of Hebrew-Canaanite y with Assyr. h m
Illustrated in Schrader, COT*h p. 179. Thus my is in Assyr.

Haziti, Tpy fahru, is Kina&hi (Tel el-Amama Inscr.),

nip probably*ffaMri, Amml-rabi (Amraphel)*Hammu-rahi

.

as more loyal military rival, Omri, at Gibbethon,
and made him king. Under that capable leader

Tirzah was besieged and captured, Zimri was com-
pelled to seek retuge in the fortress-citadel of the

royal palace, and perished amid the flames kindled

either by his own hands or by those of his foes

Omri, however, was not even now left without a

competitor for the vacant throne. Yet the opposi-

tion of Tibni was probably soon crushed, and Omri
commenced a reign not only longer but certainly

of far greater importance than the brief narrative

1 K 16^”28 would lead us to suppose. Even in

that short section the military character of the

monarch is clearly revealed to us by the reference

to his erection of the fortress - city Samaria as

a royal residence and capital of the Northern
kingdom, to take the place of the less defensible

town of Tirzah. The superior strategic position

of Samaria, a conical hill standing 400 ft. above
the base of the broad valley, is evidenced by the
long siege which it endured and the stout resist-

ance wffiich it offered to the armies of Sargon
(B.C. 722), as well as to the Syrian hosts in the
preceding century (1 K 20, 2 K 624ff

*). Its pictur-

esque appearance is described by Isaiah (2S 1
) as

* Ephraim’s proud crown on the summit of a fertile

valley.’ This place is said to have been purchased
by Omri from Shemer (so also LXX) for two silver

talents (or about £800).
Respecting the wars waged by Omri scarcely

anything is stated in the biblical narrative. Erom
1 K 2034 we derive a valuable hint. Syria, the
formidable foe of David, had remained quiescent
since that monarch had inflicted upon it a series

of overwhelming defeats. But in the days of the
divided kingdom Syria became aggressive, and
aggrandized itself at the expense of its weakened
Southern neighbour. From 1 K 2034 we leam that
Omri must have sustained some reverses in his war
with Syria, and was compelled to cede some streets

or quarters in Samaria to the Aramaean residents.

But these reverses may have been—probably were
—only temporary. In any case, they are wholly
insufficient to warrant us in following Wellhausen
in supposing that Israel became thereby reduced
to vassalage by Aram * (see art. Ahab). Kittel is

probably right in considering it fairly certain that
Omri made heroic efforts to rid himself of the
pressure of his Northern foe wMch he had inherited
from his predecessors, but without complete suc-
cess,f It is quite evident, however, that the
struggle did not leave him in the least degree
crippled. Otherwise he would not have been in
a position to conduct a war of conquest against his
South-eastern neighbour Chemosh-Melech, king of
Moab (see below).
Moab, which had been subjugated by David,

began to throw off its allegiance to Israel in the
troubled years wMch followed the disruption. But
the energetic military rule of Omri put an end to
this independence. These facts we leam from the
Stone of Dibcin, erected by Mesha‘, son of Chemosh-
Melech. W

e

quote (on next page) from the original,
which may be found in Smend and Socin’s copy,
with notes (.Inschrift des Konigs Mesa), in Driver’s
Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Boohs of Samuel,

Appendix to Introduction, p. Ixxxvi ff., and in the
art. Moab, above, p. 404.
From this passage we can infer the importance

of Omri’s military operations in Moab. He
acquired the district around Mehedeba ; and so
thoroughly was Moab subdued that it was com-
pelled to pay an enormous tribute of wool (2 K 34.
See Driver, l.c. p. lxxxix).
* Jahrb. fur deutsehe Theol. xx. p. 27, SMzzm u. Vorarb. L

p* SI. The view adopted above and also in the art, is alst
sustained by McCurdy, History, Prophecy, and the Monument$

t Gesch. der Hebraer, ii p. 223 [Eng. tap. ii 281].
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4 Omri was king of Israel and oppressed Moab a long time [lit, many days], for

Chemosh was wrotk with his land. And kis son succeeded him [i.e. Omri], and

ke too said
[
= tkougkt mbi iek] “I will oppress Moab.” In my time [i.e. of

Meska] ke said tku[s]. But I saw [my desire] on kim and kis kouse, and Israel

perisked witk an everlasting destruction.* So Omri obtained possession of tke land

of Mekedeha, and (one) dwelt tkerein during kis days and kalf tke days of kis

son, forty years ’
. . .

Tke inscription also sheds a valuable light on
the chronology of Omri’s reign, since it shows that
the period of his occupation of Moabite territory
and of the occupation by his son Ahab covered
the remainder of his own reign and half of kis

son Ahab’s reign, making 40 years in all. It is

of course not necessary to take ’sn in a strict

mathematical sense. On the other hand it is quite
clear that the biblical chronology is at fault, since

it ascribes to Omri a reign of only 12 years, and
to Ahab’s entire reign 22 years, making the total

length of both reigns only 34 years. From these
data of the Moabite Stone it is evident that we
must extend considerably the reign of Omri. In
the scheme set forth in Schrader’s COT2

ii. p.
322 ff., Omri’s reign is reckoned to be 25 years
(B.a 900-875), ten years being deducted from the
reign of Baasha. These dates harmonize better
with {a) the results of Assyriology, (5) with the deep

j

impression which Omri had produced in Western
Asia by his military prowess. This impression

jwas no fleeting one, but extended over a very long
period. We have clear indication of this m the
fact that Palestine was called {mdt) Bit Humri

,

or ‘land of the house of Omri,’ from the time of
Shalmaneser n. (860) to that of Sargon (722-705).

The usurper Jehu is called on Shalmaneser’s black
obeliskJ(Tua abal Hmnri

,
‘ Jehu son of Omri.

9 And
no less deep was the impression produced in Israel

and Judah. The reference to the ‘statutes of

Omri’ in Mic 616 is an indication of this, his name
being coupled with that of his son Ahab. What is

meant by this expression, and what forms of practice

it is intended to cover, we do not know. Combining
j

it with the phrase that 4 he did evil more than all
]

that were before him’ (1 K 1623), we are led to infer
not only that he is judged in an unfavourable light,

likeJeroboam and his successors, in accordance with
later and stricter canons of Deuteronomic legalism,

but also that in all probability the beginnings of

Phoenician influence in religion, for which Ahab’s
reign became notorious, were already infecting the
cultus of Israel in Samaria. To this the passage in

Micak seems to point.

Owen C. Whitehouse.
ON (j\x ; B Atfa, A Avvdv; Luc.

y

Awvdv).—

A

Reubenite associated with Dathan and Abiram in

a rebellion against Moses, Nu 161 (JE).f There is

* This implies that Ahab, son of Omri, was compelled to re-

lin.Toish his hold of Moab. This probably took place during* bis
wars with Syria. Nevertheless be did not lose all. To identify

the * son ’ Okies 6 and 8) with Jehoram, thus ignoring the two
intervening reigns of Ahab and Ahaziah (cf. Chronology, vol.

i. p, 408), is highly improbable. The campaign of 2 K 3 against
Moab was an attempt to retain the slight remnant of power
which Mesha now threw off. Comp. McCurdy, vol. i p. 282.

f B. W. Bacon, who seeks here, as in many other instances, to
break up JE into its constituents, suggests that, according to

reason to believe that the mention of On is due to
textual corruption, for no such personage appears
in the subsequent narrative, and the name is found
nowhere else in the Old Testament. For the prob-
able restoration of the text see Kokah, p. 12b.

ON (fix, jx, —A city in Lower Egypt, Gn
4143. so 4Q2o (Potiphera, priest of On). In Ezk 3017

it occurs again, but punctuated fix Aven (which
see). On is the hieroglyphic Anu, the name of

Heliopolis. In Jer 43^ the city is called Beth-
shemesh, ‘ House of the Sun,’ the hieroglyphic Per
Ra, its sacred name. The name On seems gradually
to have fallen into disuse ; the Greeks called the
place 'EAiovttoXis, from which the Coptic name is

also derived. In the Bible, however, both Gr.
and Copt. VSS retained the name On. LXX
gives in Jer 43 [Gr. 50] 13 rods cttvXovs 'IlXlov irSXem
robs iv and in Ex l11 curiously adds to Pithom
and Raamses f) 4<ttlv 'KXlov tt6Xi$ as another city

built bv the children of Israel. The ruins of
Heliopolis lie on the E. edge of the Delta, but out-

side the Delta proper, touching the edge of the
desert, not far below the forking of the Nile. The
city was built partly on the desert, partly on
alluvium. Its site is now marked by a considerable
mound surrounded by a massive crude brick wall.
In the area occupied anciently by the temple there
still stands an obelisk, erected by Usertesen I.

of the 12th Dynasty, the base hardly above the
level of the water that percolates from the canals ;

and though blocks from the ancient temple are still

lying in numbers under the soil, the rise of the
water-level makes it extremely difficult to recover
them. On the fall of paganism the site was
plundered of its building materials for the adorn-
ment of Alexandria, Cairo, and other towns in
Lower Egypt. Entire obelisks had previously been
removed to Alexandria (byAugustus), to Rome, and
to Constantinople, and, with the exception of some
monuments in museums and of the obelisk men-
tioned above as being still in situ, the chief monu-
ments of Heliopolis now existing are the obelisks of

;

Rome, Constantinople, London, and New York.
Anu was the capital of the 13th nome of Lower

Egypt (which nome was probably bounded by the
desert on the E., the Pelusiac branch of the Nile
on the N., the Memphitic nome on the S., and the
nome of Pkacusa [20th] on the N.E.), but its great
importance was sacerdotal, and due to its chief

temple of Ra, the centre of Sun worship in Egypt,
and the most important seat of learning in the

J, On the son of Peletb (v.id
) and Korah (not a descendant of

Levi, as P makes him in v.**, hut) a kinsman of Caleb (cf. 1 Oh
243), were the leaders of the lay revolt against Mosses, while
the leaders in E are Dathan and Abiram (v.lce). See, further
Numbers, p. 57Gb.
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country. Like other sacred centres, this city is

found mentioned in some of the earliest inscrip-
tions, dating from the 4th Dynasty. It is recorded
of Usertesen I. (about B.c. 2500) that he built, i.e.

rebuilt, the temple. Perhaps the greatest event in
its early history was the temporary suppression of

Ba worship and the substitution for it ofSet worship
by the Hyksos, as recorded in a papyrus of the
Ramesside period, now in the British Museum. A
contemporary papyrus (also in the British Museum),
known in science as the Mathematical papyrus,
and written in the reign of Apepa I., indicates"that
the Hyksos court sojourned sometimes at Helio-
polis, sometimes at Zara (Avaris V). These two
documents show the great importance of Heliopolis
at the time of the Hyksos, when Lower Egypt was
a separate kingdom. Memphis apparently was
less favoured by the Hyksos, though probably it

was completely in their power, while Upper Egypt
seems only to Lave acknowledged their suzerainty.
On the expulsion of the Hyksos by the first king
ofthe IStli Dynasty, Ra worship was restored, and
the temple of Ra at Heliopolis was rebuilt or re-

adomed long before any other temple in or near
the Delta. Monuments of Tahutmes in. have been
found here, while elsewhere in Lower Egypt outside
Memphis nothing is found of the New Kingdom
earlier than Amenhotep III., whose cartouche occurs
at Bubastis and Athribis. Like many of his prede-
cessors, Ramses in. made great gifts to this temple,
and the pious Ethiopian invader, Piankhi, in his

great inscription from Gebel Baikal, dwells on the
ceremonies that he performed here. In Roman
times it fell rapidly from its high estate ;

even
Strabo notes its partial desertion. It lay on the
road from Syria to Memphis, and thus was peculi-
arly exposed to attack from the most formidable
quarter : important battles have been fought on this
site again and again, and even in modem times.

It is difficult to say to what period the priest

Potiphera, the father-in-law of Joseph, belonged.
His name being compounded with that of Ra, shows
that it does not date from Hyksos times, 15-16th
Dynasties, when Set overshadowed everything.
But the form of the name was very common from
the 23rd Dynasty onward (c. B.c. 800), though
hardly known as early even as the 20th. Zaphe-
natk-paneah (Gn 4145

) is also a form of name be-
longing almost solely to the same late period (see
Pharaoh).
The Sun-god was worshipped at Heliopolis first

in the form of Ra ; secondly, as Turn, the setting
sun ; thirdly, as Harakhti, the hawk of the horizon,
called by the Greeks Harmakhis ; fourthly, as
Khepera, figured by a scarahseus, and symbolizing
the vivifying

^

and reproductive force of the sun.
Of sacred animals here the hull Mnevis was the
most important; and the heron, called bnw, was
the original of the famous phoenix. From the
earliest times obelisks were connected with the
Sun worship (cf. Jer 4313 [Befch-shemesh]). There
was also a sacred pool or spring, mentioned
especially by Piankhi, ‘in which Ra was wont
to wash his face

1

; hence the Arab, name for
this locality is 'Ain esh-shems, ‘spring of the
sun,’ In Christian story this is the spring in
which the Virgin washed her son while resting in
the shade of an acacia tree on her journey into
Egypfc.^ The latest successor to the tree is still

shown in an enclosure at Matartyeh,. See Aven,
Beth-shemesh. F. Ll. Griffith.

ONAM (opit).—4. The eponym of a Horite clan,
Gn Ch l4® (B A 'Grip). 2. A
son of Jerahmeel, 1 Ch 226* 28 (B A Qiwoya).
See Oman, footnote.

OMAN Advdv).—A son of Judah. Gn 3S4 4612
,

Nu 2S1S
, 1 Ch 2s. After the decease of Ms elder

brother, Er, he was instructed bv his father to

contract a levirate marriage with Tamar. The
device by which he evaded the object of tMs
marriage * was evil in the sight of the Lord, and
He slew’ him, 5 Gn 388' 10 (J).

.

It is impossible to

disentangle from this narrative what was the

action of certain individuals and what is tribal

history. Probably Er and Onan both stand for

Judahite clans which at an early period, from
what cause we know not, became extinct.*

^

The
present form of the narrative discloses a desire to

impress the duty of marriage with a deceased

brother’s wife (see Dillm. and Holzinger, ad loc. ).

J. A. Selbie.

ONESIMUS COv^cnyos) of Colossm (Col 49
), a

slave of Philemon (Pliilem 16
), probably a Phrygian

by race, but bearing a Greek name winch from its

signification ‘helpful
5 was often bestowTed upon

slaves (cf. Zahn, Einl. i. p. 324 ; Lightfoot, Phile-

mon, p. 376 note). ‘ Helpful
5

had, howrever, proved
unprofitable (axp^crros, Philem u ) ; he w’ronged his

master, perhaps misusing money intrusted to him
(cf. Lk 162), perhaps stealing from him, and ran
away from Colossse either to Csesarea or, more
probably, to Rome. There he gained access to

St. Paul in his imprisonment ; who ‘ begat 5 him
in Christ and made him profitable (etfxp^trro?,

Philem 11
) once more. With such goodwill, indeed,

did he do service that St. Paul would fain have
kept him to minister to himself ; hut, feeling it a
duty to return him to his master, he wrote the
Epistle to Philemon, appealing to him to receive

his slave, now become a brother worthy of love

and trust, and himself undertaking to refund any
money which Philemon bad lost through the action

of Onesimus (Philem 8-2
°). This letter was prob-

ably intrusted to Tychicus, who was hearing the
Colossian letter, and a special word of commenda-
tion of Onesimus was sent to the whole Church
(Col 49

).

The result of St. Paul’s appeal is unknown, hut
subsequent tradition treated Onesimus as a pro-
minent and active member of the Church. These
traditions are very various : he was identified with
a bishop of Bercea (Apost. Constit. vii. 46), with
the bishop of Ephesus in the time of Ignatius
[Eph. i.) ; he was said to have preached in Spain,
and the apocryphal Acts of the Spanish sisters

Xanthippe and Polyxena are written in his

name (c. 38 ; Texts and Studies

,

ii. 3, ‘ Apocrypha
Anecdota ’) : he was said to have been martyred
either at Pnteoli (Euthalius) or at Rome (‘Mart.
Ign.’ Roman Acts, c. 10b But the name was so
common, not only in classical * times for slaves, hut
also in later Christian use (Smith, Dictionary of
Christian Biography, s.v.), that various Onesimi
have probably been confused, and it is impossible
to extricate any certain fact. His memory was
observed by the Latin Church on Feb. 16, by the
Greek Church on Feb. 15, and also in conjunction
with Philemon, Appia, and Arehippus, on Nov. 22

:

the various traditions will be found in the Acta
Sanctorum (ii. 855-859) and the Greek Mencea (pp.
89-92) for those days. A most interesting modem
romance of his life will be found in Onesimus, by
the author of Philochristus (London, 1882).

W. Lock.
ONESIPHORUS (

5
Ojo?<rt0opos, ‘ profit-bringer ’).

—

A friend of St. Paul at Rome, mentioned twice
only in the NT, 2 Ti l16

*18 419
. From the former of

these passages it appears that Onesiphoras when
he arrived in Rome and learnt that St. Paul was
in captivity, sought him out diligently, and ‘re-
freshed’ him, not with bodily nourishment only,

* Or at least seriously weakened. Er appears ia 1 OTi 421 as a
sub-clan of Shelah, and Onan is perhaps-0nanl of 1 Oh 2s®, a
sub-clan of Jerahmeel.
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but with every token of friendship. Of this
friendship St. haul retained a very lively recol-
lection, the more so that others, the Asiatics
Phygelus and Hermogenes, had deserted him
(2 Ti l15) ; and in writing to Timothy recalled
further the many good offices which Onesiphorus
had performed at Ephesus, of which Timothy from
his residence there would know 4 better

5

than St. Paul or any one else could tell him. It
should be noted that these offices are not repre-
sented as extended specially to St. Paul himself, as
the AV, by the insertion of 4 unto me, 5

implies ; nor
is the use of the verb diaicovita sufficient warrant for
the belief that Onesiphorus occupied the office of a
deacon at Ephesus (see Wieseler, Chronol. p. 403).

It is not perfectly clear whether, at the time
when St. Paul wrote, Onesiphorus was alive or
dead ; but the references to his 4 house 5

rather
than to himself in 2 Ti l15 419, and still more the
words of the prayer in 2 Ti l18

4 The Lord grant
unto him to find mercy of the Lord in that day/
make it most probable that he was now dead (so

de Wette, Huther, Alford, Ellicott, Fairbaim,
v. Soden). If so, the passage gains an additional
interest from the use that has been made of it

in connexion with the argument for prayers for

the dead. Thus it is appealed to in support of
such a practice by Bishop Archibald Campbell in

his anonymously published book on The Inter-
mediate or Middle State of Departed Souls, 1713,

72 ; and amongst more recent writers by
umptre {The Spirits in Prison

, pp. 128, 266) and
Luckock (After Death, p. 77, The Intermediate
State

, p. 211). Others, as Barrett [The Inter-
mediate State, p. 113), find in the words no more
than 4 a pious wish.

5 On the whole question it

may be sufficient to quote the carefully weighed
words of Hammond [Paraphrase and Annot. on the

NT, in loco) ;
4 How far it may be fit to pray for

them that are departed this life, needs not to be
disputed here.

5Tis certain that some measure of

bliss, which shall at the day of judgment be vouch-
safed the Saints, when their bodies and souls shall

he reunited, is not till then enjoyed by them, and
therefore may safely and fitly be prayed for them
(in the same manner as Christ prays to his Father

,

to glorifie him with that glory which he had before
the world was). And this is a very distant thing
from that prayer wrhich is now used in the Romish
Church for deliverance from temporalpains, founded
in their doctrine of Purgatory

, which would no
way be conclusible from hence, though Onesiphorus

,

for whom Saint Paul here prays for mercy, had
been now dead/
Winer (PWB ii. 175) quotes a tradition from

Fabricius {Lux. Evang. p. 117) that Onesiphorus
became bishop of Corone in Messenia.

G. Milligan.
ONUSES.—I Mac 1219 (AV). See Abuts.

ONUS (’Ovias, of which Jastrow suggests a
correspondence with x’^x 4 a man of Oni’ [rix=
W* Neh 7

s7
], though he appears to prefer the

better derivation from Kjpn or rpn, Menach. xiii. 10,

an abbrev. of x^rq). 1* Onias I. was the son of

Jaddua (Jos. Ant. XL viiL 7), and father of Simon
the Just {ib. XXL ii. 4; Sir 501 ; see, however, Herz-
feld, Gesch. ii. 189 fl; Zunz, Vortrage 2

, 38). In
1 Mac I27 he is said to have received a friendly

letter from the Spartan king Arras (Apetos, more
correctly ’Apetis

;

see Corp. Inscript. Attic, ii. 352).

He must therefore have been a contemporary of

Areus I.,who reigned from B.C. 309 to 365 (Diod.

xx. 29). Areus IL died at the age of eight in

B.C. 255 (Pausanias, hi. 6. 6), and, as no other

Areus is known, the evidence is strongly against

Josephus, wno represents the communication as

having been made to Onias m. The alleged letter

is given in two forms in Jos. Ant. XU. iv. 10 and
in 1 Mac, 12-°-*.

2. Onias ii. was the son of Simon the Just (Jos.
Ant. XU. iv. 1). On the death of his father he
wTas disqualified by youth for immediate succession
to the high priesthood, which, however, he after-
wards held during the greater part of the reign of
Ptolemy Euergetes. He is not mentioned in the
Apoer., but Josephus (Ant. XU. iv. 1-5) describes
how advantage was taken of his imprudence by
his nephew’ to found a family whose civil influence
exceeded for a time that of the titular high priest.

3. Onias ill. was the son of Simon H. ( ib. xii.
iv. 10), whom he succeeded in B.c. 198 or 195. His
loyalty to the Syrian over-rule was such that
Seleucus Philopator bore the cost of 4 the services
of the sacrifices

5

(2 Mac 3s
). But he was soon

involved in a quarrel with Simon the Benjamite,
who held in the temple a high office, similar in
part to that of the aedileship. Simon became im-
patient of the priest’s control, and in despite
informed the Syrian military governor that the
temple was full of treasures, which lay at the
mercy of any despoiler. Seleucus quickly de-
spatched Heliodorus to seize this money, hut the
latter is said (2 Mac 324) to have been deterred by
an apparition, and to have returned to Antioch in
dismay. Simon ascribed the failure to the high
priest’s trickery (2 Mac 41

), and the quarrel became
so bitter that the latter decided at length to pro-
ceed in person to the king. Scarcely had he
reached Antioch when Seleucus was assassinated ;

and, in the confnsion that followed, the high priest-

hood was secured by purchase by Jason, the brother
of Onias, and Onias himself was detained at
Antioch. Jason proceeded at once to redeem his
promise to thoroughly Hellenize Judsea (2 Mac
49"15

) ; hut in B.c. 17 1 he was deposed by Antiochus,
whose favour had been won by the larger gifts of
Menelaus (2 Mac 4s4), the brother of Jason (Jos.

Ant. XII. v. 1), or more probably of Simon (2 Mac
4P). Menelaus wTas rebuked by Onias for sacrilege
in stealing some of the vessels of the temple (2 Mac
432f

*), and in revenge had him decoyed from his
refuge in the sanctuary at Daphne and put to death
(2 Mac 4s4

). The account of Onias'' murder is regarded
by some as apocryphal

; see Willrieh, Jude?) v. Grie-
chen mr d. makkab Erhebung

, 1895, p. 71 ff., Wellh.
GGA, 1895. p 9501, 1JG\ 1897, p. 244 ff., of.

Baethgen, ZAW

\

1886, p. 278 ff.; but see, on the
other side, Buchler, Die Tobiaden u. Oniaden

, 1899,

pp. 106 ff., 240 1, 2751, 353 ff. Josephus simply
states {Ant. xn. v. 1) that Jason succeeded to the
high priesthood on the death of Onias.

4. Onias, generally reckoned as iv. though it is

not likely that he ever acted as high priest in
Jerusalem. On the death of his father Onias HI.,

he was too young for the succession ; and, after-

wards finding no means of securing the rights of
his birth, he took refuge with Ptolemy Philometor
in Egypt (Jos. Ant. XII. ix. 7). About B.c. 154
(Gratz, iii. 34) he obtained from the king, who
wished to conciliate the Jews and use them in his

wars with Syria, the gift of a disused temple of
Bubastis Agria (the cat-headed goddess Bast or

Bastet ; see Herod, ii. 137, and Egypt. Exp. Fund,

Eighth Memoir, 31) in Leontopolis, and recon-
structed it after the model of the temple in Jems.
(Jos. Ant. XIII. iii. 1-3). The foundation was
defended as a fulfilment of the prophecy of Is 19lsf#

;

and a complete temple service was instituted,

which was continued until A.D. 73, when the
temple was dosed by the Romans (Jos. Wars

, vil.

x. 2-4). From Menaehoth xiii 10 it appears that
only partial sanction was given to the servicers vi

this temple by the Jewish authorities at home,
whilst in the opinion even of the Egyp. Jews it

never entirely superseded Hie temple at Jerusalem
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(Jos. c. Ap. i. 7 ; Phil. Opp. ed. Mang. ii. 646).

Onias was afterwards appointed civil governor of

the district in which his temple was situated, and
twTo of his sons received high commands in the
Egyp. army (Jos. Ant. xni. x. 4).

. R. W. Moss.
ONIAS, REGION OF (Jos. Ant. XIV. viii. 1;

BJ I. ix. 4, VII. x. 2), used loosely of the part
of Lower Egypt that contained Jewish settlements,
hut strictly of the district in which was the temple
built

^
by Onias IV. Its. position is variously

described by Josephus, as in the nome or province
of Heliopolis (Ant. XU. ix. 7 ; Ptol. rv. 5. 3) ;

as
at Leontopolis in the said nome (Jos. Ant. xin.
iii. 2) ; and as 180 stadia from Memphis (BJ VII.

x. 3), The reference consequently cannot be to the
nome of Leontopolis, but to a district of the same
name within that of Heliopolis, The name itself

was not uncommon, though there is no evidence of
its application to any site within the nome in
question. From Memphis to the city of Heliopolis
the distance approximates closely to that given by
Josephus ; but his language is vague, and allows
the assumption that he was not calculating the
distance to the temple of Onias, but to the chief
town of the province within which the latter was
situated. North-east of Heliopolis, at a distance
of 24 miles, is the town of Belbeis, wThich has been
suggested as the site of the temple, because it was
a place of the worship of the goddess Sekhet, wrho
has been identified with Bubastis Agria (Jos. Ant.
XIII. iii. 2 ; Egypt. Exp. Fund

, Seventh Memoir, p.

20) ; but Belbeis is both in another nome, and at
too great a distance from Memphis. Less than 10
miles north of Heliopolis, and within that province,
is a mound, Tell el-Yahudiyeh, in the neighbour-
hood of which the remains of a great Jewish
cemetery have been found (Egypt. Exp. Fund,
Seventh Memoir, 51-53, where, however, F. LI.

Griffith pronounces against the identification with
the site of the city of Onias on the ground of the
general character of the antiquities met with,
though on p. 19 Naville strongly supports it). The
district is full of traditions of a powerful Jewish
settlement; and within its limits, if not on this
articular mound, it is almost certain that Onias
uilt his temple. R. W. Moss.

ONIONS (D^y? Mzalim, Kp6y.ix.vov, ccepe, Arab.
basal).—This word occurs only once in the Bible
(Nu 11s) in connexion with fish, cucumbers, melons,
leeks, and garlic. The latter two are species of
the same genus, Allium. The onion is A. Cepa, L.
It is universally cultivated in the East, and enters
into many cooked dishes and salads. The onions
of Syria and Palestine have a very sweet taste,

and, when cooked, do not impart to the breath
the strong odour -which so often forbids the use
of the onion as an article of diet elsewhere.
Working men often make their midday meal
from a loaf or two of bread and a couple of raw
onions.

.
It is customary to skewer bits of meat

alternating with segments of onion and tomato,
and broil them over glowing coals. With fresh
native bread they make a most savoury and
appetizing meal to persons accustomed to them.

G. E. Post.
ONO (bix, once Neh 7s7 hx).—This city is said in

1 Ch 812 (B ’Qv&v, A *Qv(&) to have been built by the
sons of Benjamin at an early period, and the
Talmud (Mishna, Erakhin, ix. 6) states that it

was fortified by Joshua. There is no mention of
It, however, in the OT except in books written
after the Captivity, when it was inhabited by
Benjamites, Ezr 2s® (B ’Qvt&p, A *Qpd), Neh 62 (‘the
plain of Ono ’

'x nyps, B wedtov A rr. ’Qvd), T37

(B
y

Qvcb, A ’Qv&v), IIs5 (tf
c* ’Qvd>, BAjtf * om. ). It is

noticed with. Lod (which see), and in the Talmud

the two towns with their adjoining territory are

included In the designation D’ssnnn xu ‘ valley of the
craftsmen’ (Jems. Megillah, i. lj cf. 1 Ch 414, Neh
H35

). Ono is the modern Kefr 'And, north of Ludd
(the ancient Lod or Lydda). Its antiquity is shown
by its being noticed, along with the last-named

place, in the lists of Tahutmes ill. c. B.C. 1600.

Liteiutuse.—SWP vol. ii. sheet xiii. ; van de Velde, Mem.
337; Neubauer, Gdog. du Talm. 86; Guerin, Judie

,
i. 319 ff.

;

W. Max Muller, Asien u. Europa, 83 ; Buhl, GAP 196 f. ; G. A.
Smith, HGHL 160 f. C. R. CONDER.

ONUS (’Qvofc), the form in which the name Ono
(wh. see), a town of Benjamin, appears in 1 Es 522.

ONYCHA (n^rrc? sheheleth, onyx). — The
operculum of a shell-fish, called by the Gr. and
Lat. writers 6vv%, onyx, from its resemblance to a
nail. When burned it emits a pungent, aromatic
odour, from the combustion of the animal matter
which it contains. The name, doubtless, applied to
the opereula of many species of the shells of the
Strombus tribe in the Mediterranean and Red
Seas. Onycha* is mentioned as one of the com-
ponents of the sacred perfume (Ex 30s4).

G. E. Post.
ONYX.—This is the rendering of the Heb. on#

shoham
,
in AY and RY text (see below), but it is

impossible to be certain of its correctness. There
are no cognate words in Heb. literature to throw
light on the inquiry. The attempts to find an
etymology in other languages of the same family
fail absolutely or fall short at the critical point.

The Arab. ^; is, indeed, used in the sense ‘ to be

pale,
5 which would suit the onyx fairly well ; but

that meaning is only the secondary, not the radical

one. The district Socheim, in Yemen, pro-

duced a specially fine onyx ; hut there are two
weighty objections against the derivation thus
suggested, namely, the almost invariable use of

the article with the Heb. word (on^'n), and the

impossibility of n representing Schrader’s con-

jecture, so far as it goes, is decidedly the most
helpful. He proposes (COT 2

i. p. 30) to identify
the shoham with the Assyro-Babylonian sdmtu,

which means ‘ dark,’ and is used as the name of a
valuable stone from Melukhkha in Upper Baby-
lonia. Sayce (Expos. Times, vii [1896] p. 306)
accepts the connexion of the two words, ana boldly
adds, ‘a blue-green stone, probably the turquoise.’
In this last particular he is too hasty. Fried.
Delitzsch (Assyr. Handwb. p. 4886) holds that the
adj. sdmtu means ‘dark coloured’: it is used of
clouds, and of a fruit which is neither white nor
black. If this is so,—and Pinches agrees with
Schrader and Delitzsch,

—

sdmtu would not be the
right word for the turquoise.
The Yersions are distinctly unhelpful. The

Pesh. and Targ. have ‘beryl.’ The LXX is alto-
gether inconsistent with itself : Gn 212 Trpd<nvo$

;

Ex 2820 faptiKkiov * Ex 257 359 (rdpdios
; 289 35* 3913

(rydpaySos ; Ezk 2813 <rdw<f>upo$ ; Job 2816
; 1 Ch

29s <rooy. Aq. uses <rapSovv% at Gn 212 and 6vv£ in
Ex ; Josephus (Ant. in. vii. 5, and BJ v. v. 7) has
<rapdovv£ and 6vv£. Yulg. usually employs ony-
chinus, but at Ezk 281S beryl, and at Job 2818

sardonyx. OurAV adheres to onyx ; hut, curiously
enough, the RY, whilst retaining this in the text,
has placed ‘ or beryl ’ in the marg. of some of the
passages : cf. Ex 359 39®, Ezk 2813 with Gn 212

,

Ex 289, 20 3513* * Job 2816
, 1 Ch 292 The uncertainty

of the Yersions reappears in the writings of the
* The form * onycha* is the accus. of Gr. iwf, Lat. onyx, taken

by Wyclif and Tindale apparently as a nom., and adopted by
all the Eng. versions (except the Geneva, which has * clear*
gumme ’). Cf. Sir 24*5.
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expositors. ‘ Beryl,’ * carbuncle,’ c chalcedony, 3

* onyx, 5 and ‘turquoise 5 have all had their adher-
ents. So far as the Bible is concerned, two points
are clear. (1) The shoham stone was esteemed of
considerable value. Job 2816 calls it

e the precious
shoham

.

Ezk 2813 names it amongst the valuable
stones which bedecked the king of Tyre. It is the
one gem which finds mention when the offerings of
the Israelites are enumerated (Ex 359* ^)

i
and when

the Chronicler recounts the treasures prepared by
David for the temple (1 Ch 292

). (2) It was well
adapted for engraving. Two shoham stones were
to be engraven with the names of the twelve tribes,

six names on each, and were to be set on the
shoulder-pieces of the high priest’s ephod, Ex 289 - 12

(see art. Ephod). Again, the middle stone in the
fourth row of jewels on the high priest’s breast-

plate, hearing the name of one of the tribes,

possibly Asher or Manasseh, was a shoham (see

art. Breastplate of the High Priest).
Streeter appears to think {Free, Stones

, p. 214)
that the claims of the onyx are negatived oy the
fact that the shoham £ is classed with the ruby,
topaz, diamond, chrysolite, jasper, sapphire, and
chrysoprase. 5 But the argument is inconclusive.

Ana, seeing that the onyx satisfies the two con-
ditions named above,* we must be content in this

art. to describe it. Pliny {Hist. Hat. xxxvii. 24)
explains the name dvtixtov, from ‘the finger-

nail,
3 by quoting Sudines, ‘in gemma esse can-

dorem, unguis humani similitudinem,
5 and Theoph.

(de Lap. Ivii.) describes its appearance accurately:
rb S’ 6v&x,lov, fUKTTj \evK(p Kal <pcu<p Trap tiAXyKa. It

belongs to the stratified class of silicon stones.

It lends itself with great readiness to the gem-
cutter’s and engraver’s art, not only by reason of

its toughness, moderate hardness, and absence of

grain, but also because the design, cut in one
stratum, is thrown into relief by the background
of another colour. ‘ The best stones [for engraving]
are those with a white layer on a dark ground.
They are still better when there is a third layer
above, as white with a reddish or brownish tinge.’

In the Oriental onyx there are three layers : that
at the top, red, blue, or brown ; that in the middle,

white ; then a jet black or a deep brown. This
stone was much used for signets during the Roman
empire. But it must be admitted that an un-
stratified gem is really more suited for intaglio

work. No precious stone varies more in value.

King {Antique Gems
, p. 11) speaks of one the size

of a crown piece selling for £30. Every one is

familiar with the specimens that are worth only a
few pence.

Occult qualities were formerly ascribed to this,

as to other gems. Marbodus, master of the Cathe-
dral school of Anjou (1067-1081), and afterwards
bishop of Rennes, writes of the onyx as follows :

—

‘Galled by the onyx round the sleeper stand
Black dreams, and phantoms rise, a grisly band

:

Whoso on neck or hand this stone displays

Is plagued with lawsuits and with civil frays

;

Round infants’ necks if tied, so nurses shew,
Their tender mouths with slaver overflow.*

And the same good bishop’s Cives Ccelestis Patrice

sets forth the symbolism of the sardonyx, which
may properly be considered a mere variety of the

onyx

—

‘ Sardonyx, with its threefold hue,
Sets forth the inner man to view

;

Where dark humility is seen,

And chastity, with snow-white sheen,

And scarlet marks his joy to bleed

In Martyrdom, if faith shall need.*

Literature.—The books most worth consulting are King’s

Antique Gems ; Middleton’s EngravedGems ^Streeter’s Precious

Stones. Clapton’s Precious Stones of the Bible is not of much
use. J, Taylor.

* Flinders Petrie thinks shoham is the green felspar
;
see art.

Stokes (Precious).

VOL. 111.-40

OPEN.—This verb (like aperio and hvclyvvfu) is

occasionally used in AV (though the use was then
archaic) in the sense of ‘make known,’ ‘disclose.’

Thus Jer 2012 ‘Unto thee have I opened my
cause’ (’jv^i, LXX awe/caXu^a, Vulg. revelavi

,

"Wye. ‘ shewide,’ Cov. [wrongly] ‘committe,’ Gen.
‘opened,’ Douay and RV ‘revealed’*); 2 Es 1049

‘Of these things which have chanced, these are
to be opened unto thee 5

{hcec erant tibi aperienda);
1321 ‘The interpretation of the vision shall I shew
thee, and I will open unto thee the thing that thou
hast required ’ {adaperiam tibi) ; 2 Mae 1241 ‘ who
had opened the things that were hid 9

{<pavepk

ttolcov ; RV ‘who maketh manifest’); Lk 2432

‘ while he opened to us the Scriptures ’ {^voiyev)

;

Ac 17s ‘ Paul . . . reasoned with them out of the
scriptures, opening and alleging that Christ must
needs have suffered ’ (5iavoLycov)

;

He 413 ‘ All things
are naked and opened unto the eyes of him
with whom we have to do’ {rerpaxph^^va^ RV
‘laid open before’). Examples in contemporary
and earlier writers are frequent : Dt 2fl

29 Tind.
‘the secrettes perteyne unto the Lorde oure God
and the thinges that are opened perteyne unto us 5

;

Is 21 Cov. ‘Morover this is the worde that was
opened unto Esaye the sonne of Amos, upon Iuda
and Ierusalem Mt 102<J Tind. ‘There is no thing©
so close that shall not be openned ’ (Wyc. ‘ schewid,’
Gen. ‘disclosed,’ Rhem. ‘revealed’); 1617 Tind.
‘ fleshe and bloud hath not opened unto the that 9

(Rhem. ‘revealed it to thee’); so Lk235 1021,
Jn

1238 jo whom ys the arme of the Lorde opened ?’),

IPS1 [all ‘open 9 in Tind., ‘reveal’ in Rhem. and
AV] ; Jn 1515 ‘all things that I have heard of my
father I have opened to you 9 (Rhem. ‘notified,

9

Wyc. and AV ‘made knowTen’). Cf. Lk lq^eadmg

in Rhem. NT, ‘ In Iericho he lodgeth in the house
of Zachseus the Publicane, and against the mur-
muring lewes openeth the reasons of his so do-
ing 9

; Gosson, Schoole of Abuse (Arber’s ed. p.

27), ‘Chiron was ... a Reader of Phisicke, by
opening the natures of many simples 9

; Lever,

Sermons (Arber, p. 140), ‘By God’s ordinaunce the
scriptures and the preachers of God do open and
declare that ye be all synners. 9

We have the same use of the adj. in 1 Ti S24

‘ Some men’s sins are open beforehand, going before

to judgment 9
(irpddrjXoi ei<ri, Vulg. manifesta sunt).

The AV is from Tindale, the RV gives ‘ are evident. 9

Cf. Ac 220 Wyc. ‘ Befor that the greet and the opun
day of the lord come 9

[tTrupav?), Rhem. ‘manifest,’

AV and RV ‘notable’) ; He 714 Wyc. ‘It is opene
that oure lord is borun of iuda ’ {irpbfrjkov

;

Tind.

and others, includingAV and RV, ‘ evident,’ Rhem.
‘manifest’). J. Hastings.

OPEN PLACE.—1. In AV of Gn 3814 Tamar is

said to have taken her seat ‘ in an open place,’ but
undoubtedly the correct rendering of dot nns?

(LXX 7rpds racs tijXcus Abav) is that of RV, ‘in the

gate of Enaim ’
; so also read in v. 21 with RV ‘ at

* In Job 8817 the same Heb. verb is translated ‘opened,* and
RV gives * revealed ’ as here ; but it is probable, as the reference

is to gates (‘Have the gates of death been opened unto thee?’),

that it is rather a mistrans. than an archaism. The LXX has
ctwyovrat

;

Vulg. apertoe sunt ; both Wyc. and Cov. have
* opened.’

f The meaning of this word is known, but it is net easy to

see the exact metaphorical use here made of it. The verb

rpatxtfiJZa comes from rpci^Xos, the ‘ neck,* round which a mill-

stone might be hung (Mt 188, Mk 942
} Luke 17s), or a yoke placed

(Ac 1510
), or on which one may affectionately fall (Lk 1520

, Ac
2037), or which may be exposed to the executioner (Ro 16*).

The verb (which is not found in LXX, and here only in NT)
follows the last-named use of tp&%viX*s (possibly through
rpacxvXurpuff, a technical term for the grip of a wrestler on his

adversary’s neck). It is used by Philo freely in the sense of
‘ bringing to one’s feet,* ‘ having at one*s mercy’; and so in this

passage it is probably more than laid hare (as if the neck
were twisted back and exposed to view), rather as Rendall
(whose tr. is ‘downcast’) ‘bowed down with remorse and
shame/
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Enaim 5
for * openly 5

of AY. See art. Enaim.
2. In 1 K 2210=2 Ch IB9 Ahab and Jehoshaphat
have their thrones set up 4

in an open (AV 4 a
void 5

) place
5 (AVm 4 a floor,

5 RVm 4 a threshing-
floor’) at the entrance of the gate of Samaria.
The Heb. pun is certainly peculiar, and attempts
have been made to emend the text. Klostermann,
followed by Kittel (in SBOT), instead of MT
pji? would read cnna nun 'pbo (

4 clothed in their
robes of state ’)

;

Wellhausen (£n Bleek4
,
249 Anm.

2) thinks is a dittography of and would
simply omit it. This is perhaps favoured by the
LXX of 1 K 2210, which reads merely ivoirXot iv rats

vtiXcus (A TrbXecnv) 2afiapeLas, although in 2 Ch 18s

it has ivdedvfjLivoi croXas, Kady/aevoi iv rep etipvx&pcp

66pas t6Xtjs 2afiapdas, which is a verbatim rendering
of the present MT in the latter passage. The Syr.
YS seems to point to onja

(

4 variegated robes ’),

and this is adopted by Bertlieau, but the word
is used elsewhere (Gn 31 10* 12

, Zee 6s* 6
) only of

animals. Other conjectural emendations are na
‘purple robes

5 (Kamphausen), pvi ‘mili-

tary equipment 5
(Benzinger, founding upon LXX

gvoirXoi). With or without }“p|, the scene of
Micaiah’s interview with Ahab and Jehoshaphat
is clearly marked as the open space that -would be
found before the gate of Samaria (cf. Benzinger,
Heb. Arch. p. 132). J. A. Selbie.

OPHAI.—See Ephai.

OPHEL airways, except in Is 3214 and Mic
48, with def. art. ; LXX TtyaX, *Q0aX, "O^eX,

7

0fXa,
’OxXd, Jos. *0<pXas).—The name means 4 swelling

5

or 4 bulge.
5

It is used in Dt 28127 and 1 S 58 for
* emerods/ and in 2 K 5s4 of a hill probably in the
neighbourhood of Samaria. In the other places
where the article is used, it refers to a site south
of the temple of Jerusalem ; 2 Ch 273 4 On the
wall of Ophel he (Jotham) built much 5

; 2 Ch 3314

Manasseh ‘compassed about Ophel and raised it up
a very great height 5

; in Neb S26- 27 II21 it appears
as the dwelling-place of the Nethinim.

^
Josephus in the parallel passages does not men-

tion Ophel by name. He states that Jotham built
very great towers, such as were almost impregnable
{Ant. IX. xi. 2), and that Manasseh built very
lofty towers and strengthened the outlying forts.

One may search in vain for any pronounced
natural swelling of ground south of the temple
area at the present day to account for the term
Ophel

;

hut if this word may be applied to an
artificial mound, the spot where it should be found
can be at once indicated by pointing to the source
of the water supply at the Virgin’s Fountain and
tlm secret passage in the bowels of Ophel, through
which it was obtainable within the city.
Tim site of Ophel south of the temple enclosure

is indicated exactly by the accounts given in the
Book of Nahemiah. The Nethinim who dwelt in
Ophel repaired the city wall over against the
water-gate towards the east and the tower that
lieth out. 4 After them the Tekoites repaired an-
other piece over against the great tower that lieth
out, even unto the wall of Ophel 5 (Neh 328- *). At
the dedication of the walls tne company that came
along the southern walls to the temple, when at
the fountain gate, 4went up by the stairs of the city
of David, at^ the going up of the wall above the
house of David, even unto the water-gate eastward’
(Neh 1237). This places the water-gate close to the
southern end of the temple, and Ophel was close
to the water-gate.
Josephus in speaking of the southern wall of

Jerusalem, and moving from west to east, describes
its bending above the fountain of Siloam, where it
also bends again fronting the east at Solomon’s
pool, and reaches as far as a certain place called

the Ophlas, where it was joined to the eastern

cloister of the temple {BJ V. iv. 2). John held
the temple and the parts thereto adjoining for a

t
reat way, as also the Ophlas (v. vi. 1). The next
ay they set fire to the repository of the archives,

to Acra, to the council house, and to the place

called the Ophlas (VI. vi. 3).

It can thus be ascertained for certain that Ophel
was situated on the eastern hill on which Jerusalem
is built, somewhere between the southern end. of

the temple and Siloam. This is a spur which
becomes narrow to the south until above Siloam it

ends abruptly and precipitously. On this spur
also, according to the account in the Book of

Nehemiah, are the sepulchres of David, the house
of the mighty, the city of David, and the house of

David, so that this must he identical with Zion j

but there are other indications elsewhere in the

OT and in Josephus that the ancient Jerusalem
was identical with the Acra which is north-west of

the temple on the same hill as the traditional Holy
Sepulchre. The only solution appears to be in the
dual notion of the ancient Jerusalem, one portion

in Judah over the fountain of the Virgin, called

Zion, and one portion near the Hammam esh-Shefa

(a fountain) on the Acra, called Millo. Thus the
ancient strongholds of Jerusalem were both swell-

ing mounds, probably of stone and earth—Ophel
and Millo.

Stanley in his note on Ophel {Sin. and Pal. 498)

points out that the word in later times appears to

have acquired the meaning of ‘fort,
5
as in ’QfiXiafi,

4 bulwark of the people,
5

the name applied to St.

James the Just by Hegesippus (Eus, HE ii. 23).

According to the narrative of Hegesippus, James
the Just was cast down from the south-east angle
of the temple enclosure and was killed below by
the club of a fuller. He was thus killed close

to Ophel, and nigh to the spot where a fuller’s shop
cut in the rock was found during the PEF excava-
tions, 1867-9 (see Recovery of Jerusalem, p. 299).

See, further, under art. ZiON.
C. Warren.

OPHIR (TiriK, only in Gn 1029,
ten only in

1 K 1011
).—A proper name that occurs twelve times

in OT. 1. Gn 10"= 1 Ch l28 (LXX 06<f>etp) repre-

sents Ophir as the eleventh of the thirteen sons of

Joktan, and locates him in the list between Sheba
and Havilah. Gn 1030* 31 testifies that the name
designates a people (or land) ‘from Mesha as thon
goest towards Sephar, the mountain (m. ‘hill

country 5

) of the east.
5

2. 1 K 926
'28 (B Sw^pd, A Sa^apd), 1011 and

2 Ch 910 (LXX 2ov<petp), 1 K 22^ (A 5

G0e/p, B om.),

and 2 Ch 818 (B 2u(f>cipd, A 2o>0%>a), with 1 K 1022
,

designate a place to which the Tarshish ships of

Hiram and Solomon sailed from Ezion-geber, at
the head of the Gulf of Akabah, and after three
years returned with gold, silver, precious stones,

costly woods, ivory, apes, and peacocks. It is not
specified that Ophir was the source of all these
products, but simply that such articles were
brought back by the merchantmen at the end of a
three years5

cruise. It is quite possible that some
of these wares were purchased at regular ports to

which they had been brought by other traders.

So that Ophir needs not to be sought for at some
point where all these products were native (cf.

Cheyne in Expos. Times, July 1898, p. 472). Sub-
sequent references in the OT, however. Is I312

,

1 Ch 294 (LXX Zovfrlp), Job 22s4 (LXX 2w(f>dp) t 28
16

(B 2u<pdp, A ’Qfpdp), confirm the idea that Ophir
was at least a gold-producing region. Its product
in these references is synonymous with the finest

of that metal.
The definite location of Ophir is still in dispute.

Search for it has been made from ancient times.
Even the translations of theLXX and the remarks
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of Josephus {Ant. yiii. vi. 4) point to an opinion as
to its location. Ancient and current opinions may
be classified tinder three heads. Limits of space
will allow the merest outline of the arguments
urged for the acceptance of each place.

(1) On the East Coast of Africa.—For several
centuries travellers, writers, and scholars of several
nationalities have found the Solomonic Ophir at
some point along the eastern coast of Africa.
Most notable among these were Th. Lopez, J.
Bruce, Robertson, Montesquieu, d’Anville, Sehul-
tess, and Quatrembre. The location of Ophir in
East Africa, in Mashonaland, opposite the island
of Madagascar, has won new friends since the
German Mauch {Reisende in Ost. Afrikas) made
his now famous investigations of 1871. He found,
about 200 miles inland from Sofdla, at Zimbabye,
some remarkable ruins, already described in the
works of de Barros, a Portuguese traveller of the
16th cent. The majestic remains of once stately
buildings now cover one granite mound 400 ft.,

and another 300 ft. in height. The natives have
preserved among themselves a tradition that white
men once lived there and carried on extensive
manufactures. Traces of Phoenician pottery, and
even of mining operations, add to the evidence of

its former importance. Merensky, a superin-

tendent of the Berlin Mission {Beitrage zur
Kenntniss Sud- Afrikas, 1875), reported that
Arabian travellers regarded these ruins as the
Ophir of Solomon, and that as far back as A.D.
1500 the Arabs took gold from those districts.

Portuguese sailors found near Sofdla in 1506 two
Arabian ships laden with ^old. The Portuguese
colonists in this country found many ore mines,
and even down to the Transvaal may be found
remains of old ore-smelting ovens. A corollary of
this view is found in the position of those who find

Ophir farther north on the coast of Africa—even
as far as the Red Sea. The latest and most ardent
advocate of this newer view is Carl Peters {Das
goldene Ophir Salomos

, 1895). Among his array
of arguments is found this one on the linguistic

evidence. £ Chinese astronomy designates the east

by blue, the south by red, the north by black, and
the west by yellow.’ ‘The Black Sea is in the
north, the Red Sea in the south, the Turks call

the Mediterranean Sea the white, probably a
change from yellow.’ ‘In Arabic red is ahr, and
Africa is Afir, or the land of the south.’ ‘ In Latin
Afer is used to designate an African, accordingly
the terms Ophir and Africa are identical.’ Peters
agrees substantially with those Egyptologists who
would practically identify Ophir with Punt, the
great foreign mart of Egypt, especially during the
reign of queen Hatshepsu of the 18th dynasty (see

art. Put). W. Max Muller (Asien u. Europa nach
altdgyptischen Denkmalern, 1893, p. Ill and n. 1)

locates Punt on the Ethiopian coast of the Red
Sea, possibly including both sides. The location

of Ophir in the land of Punt, which is not as yet
a fixed quantity, introduces many of the same
questions as the location farther south on the east

coast. Muller says that the products of Ophir are
all African, and only at a later date were the
Indian articles inserted in the list. In the chief

passage (I K 1023) the LXX (B) does not mention
‘peacocks’ at all, and it ‘must be held to be an
interpolation.’ But while it is not at all improb-
able that the ubiquitous Phoenician sailors may
have touched ports on the east coast of Africa
in Solomon’s day, arguments based on the ethno-

graphical representation of Gn 10 positively make
against this view.

(2) In the far East.—Among the most notable
advocates of Ophir’s location at some point in

the far East we may name the LXX, Josephus,
Reland, Lassen, Ritter, Thenius, Murchison.

There are three general locations which deserve
mention : {a) Ophir is identified with Abhira, a
nomadic people settled on the east side of the delta
of the Indus. While gold is not found on the
coast-line, it could have come from N.W. India
near Kashmir. Precious stones are found in great
abundance in India. ‘Sandal-wood 5

(Heb.
var. Q'zpu^x) corresponds to the Sanscrit valgu or
valgum

i

‘peacocks’ (Heb. o^n) is the equivalent
of the Sanscrit gikhi

;

‘apes’ (Heb. Q*Dp) is the
Indian kapi. Largely, then, on the basis of philo-
logy and that of the products brought to Solomon,
Ophir was located near the mouth of the Indus.
(b) On the basis of the LXX (Sw^pd) of 1 K 926

“28
,

which indicates India on Coptic authority, Ophir
has been located (Karl E. v. Baer) on the coasts of
Malabar

,
or at Ceylon, whence nearly all of the

products brought by Solomon’s seamen could be
found. An old city, Supara or TJppara, in the
region of Goa, has been identified with Ophir.
(c) The Malay Peninsula has also had its advocates.
While von Baer admits that this peninsula yields
all the products required by the records, he sees an
insuperable objection in the great distance from
Ezion-geber. The U.S. Consul, General Wildman
of Hong Kong (Tales of the Malayan Coast, 1899,

p. 178 f.), spent about eight years in this region,
and examined with great care the evidence at
hand. There is a gold-producing Mt. Ophir near
Johore, and good evidence of other kinds. After
careful study of the subject, Wildman concludes
that Ophir is a comprehensive term, embracing the
entire East, the Malay Peninsula, Ceylon, India,
and even China—the name Ophir being taken
from this mountain because it marks a central
point of the region to which Solomon’s ships sailed.
‘ For all ages the gold of the Malay Peninsula has
been known; from the earliest times there has
been intercourse between the Arabians and the
Malays, while the Malayan was the very first of

the far eastern countries to adopt the Moham-
medan religion and customs. All the articles

mentioned in the biblical account of Ophir are
found in and about Malacca in abundance. . . .

Peacocks are found [native] only in India and
Malaya.’

(3)

In Arabia, Southern or South-Eastern.—Gn
1029.3° appears to imply that Ophir was either
between Sheba and Havilah or in proximity to
them. The fact that the Joktanites settled in
Arabia would seem to require that search be made
for Ophir within that territory. It is of course
assumed, because it cannot he absolutely proved,
that this Ophir is identical with the place from
which the Phoenician sailors brought their remark-
able wares to enrich the coffers of Solomon. This
territory has been the favourite location for Ophir
from a very ancient day. Among some of its chief

advocates we may mention Michaelis, Bochart,
Niebuhr, Gesenius, Vincent, Seetzen, and Rosen-
miiller. One of the most enthusiastic and experi-

enced advocates of our day is Ed. Glaser [Sfdzze

der Geschichte u. Geographic Arabiens

,

ii. 1890,

pp. 353-387). He arrays evidence at great length,
and with commendable skill, to show that all good
evidence from ancient times points to south-
eastern Arabia, in the region of the Persian Gulf,
as the proper location for the Ophir of Solomon’s
day. Southern and south-eastern Arabia were
famed in ancient times for their gold-producing
ualities, according to the testimony of Diodorus
iculus, Strabo, and Pliny. The gold of this

region was called apyron (dirvpop)-gold, because its

purity was so marked that it needed no smelting.
It is not improbable that the Greek name for the
gold of that region {apyron) was applied to the
product, since that name for the land had passed
out of use.
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The chief gold-producing lands of the OT were
found in Arabia, and, for the most part, apparently,
in the region of the Persian Gulf. We find be-

sides Ophir
:
(a) Havilah, Gn 2llf

- (and 1029
) ; (6)

Sir>ba, Ps 7215 (cf. 1 K 1010
), Ezk 27"

; (c) Parvaim
(see art. PARVAIM ), 2 Ch 36 ; and also {cl) Uphaz,
Jer 109

, Dn 105
. Of these, Sheba and Havilah at

least (and possibly Parvaim) appear to be located,
according to Gn 10-9

, in proximity to Ophir. And
again we should note that Ophir was not simply
a gold-producing land, but it was so located that
ships called at its port or ports (1 K SF* 28

). Glaser
(p. 368) maintains that the biblical Ophir in the
narrow sense is the Arabian coast of the Persian
Gulf, extending from the north to Has Musandum,
and that in a wider sense it extends to both sides
of the Gulf.
In the cuneiform records of Elam, dating from

prior to B.c. 1000, we find that the territory be-

tween Susa and the Persian Gulf was called Apirra
(Apir), and as late as the 8th cent. B.c. the Elamites
make mention of it as Apir (cf. Hommel, Gesch. Bab. -

Assyr. p. 720; also Del., Paradies, pp. 131, 231).

These regions of the Persian Gulf did not pro-
duce the full list of articles brought back by the
Phoenician and Jewish sailors, hut the importance
of this location both for land and sea trade would
account for the presence in the emporia of trade of
articles brought from and native in many and far-

distant lands.

The trip, too, from Ezion-geber to this region,
either in the Persian Gulf or the Gulf of Oman,
and return, in view of the periodical monsoons
which prevail on the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden,
and the Indian Ocean, would occupy just about the
required three years.

Taking into account, then, (1) the location of
Ophir as related to the other names mentioned in
Gn 10 ; (2) the gold-producing properties attributed
to it in the OT;/3) the testimony of ancient
authorities to its richness in the precious metal

;

(4) the time required to make the trip in view of
the annual

.

monsoons
; (5) the testimony of the

cuneiform inscriptions as to the name; (6) the
cumulative strength of these points,—it seems most
probable that Ophir was a territory situated in
south-eastern Arabia, in the region of the Gulfs
of Oman and Persia.

Literature.—In addition to the many works mentioned in
the article, see Ritter, Erdkunde, xiv. 348-431

; Commentaries
of Delitzsch and Dillmann on Gn 1029- si

} and of Benzinger (in
Kurzer Hdcom.) and Kitfcel (in Nowack's Hdkom.) on 1 K 9&>

;

Zockler, Eden, Ophir, Ephraim, 1893; Sprenger, Die alte
Geographic Arabiem

, 1874, p. 492. ; Goergens, SK, 1878,
pp. 458-475 ; Soetbeer, Das Goldland Ophir, 1880; Keil, Heb.
Archaolome, pp. 617-620 ; Nowack, Lehrb. d. Heb. Arch. I
p. 248 ; Benzmger, Heb. Arch. p. 219 ; E. Meyer, Ges. d.
Alterthums

,
i. §§ 185, 187, 304, 307 ; Herzfeld, Handeteeschichte

d. Juden d. Alterthums
, 1879 ; Lieblein, Handel u. Schijffahrt

avfdem rotken Meer in alien Zeiten, 1886, p. 1422.

Ira M Price
OPHNI pisi/n, lit. ‘the Ophnite’ ; BAom., Luc.

*A<pvrj ).—A town of Benjamin, Jos IS24
. The site is

unknown. It may be (but see Dillm. ad loc. } and
Buhl, GAP 173) the later Gophnah of Josephus {BJ
m. iii. 5), now Jufnah, 2£ miles N.W. of Bethel.
See SWF vol. ii. sheet xiv.

OPHRAH (rns# possibly * fawn/ feminine of—There are both place and personal names in the
OT which are derived from names of animals
[Journ. Philol. ix. 92 f.]. is# £ dust/ * soil/
suggests a derivation that agrees better with the
transliterations of LXX).

1* One of the Benjamite towns enumerated in
Jos 18 (A y

le(f>pa$&, B *A<pp&, Due. ’A<papa). It is

included (IS23) in what seems to he a north-eastern
group. This agrees with Jerome’s statement that
it was mens Ephrem {Ephraim) 5 Roman miles
from Bethel, eastward (Lag. Onom.

2
p. 129

;

Eusebius’ text is imperfect ; in it the name is kc&uij

'AcpprjX—Lag. p. 241). The locality so determined
is a few miles north of Michmash, and consequently
suits also the Ophrah of 1 S 1317 (LXX To<pepd}

Euseb., Jer. ’Ocppd). The Philistines are said to
have sent troops from their camp at Michmash in
the direction of Ophrah. There is even an indica-
tion that this direction was northward. Two other
bands went east and west respectively, it seems,
and Saul’s troops were on the south. The modern
ei-Taiyibe, about 5 miles north-east of Bethel, has
been suggested as the site of the ancient Ophrah
(Robinson1

,
ii. 121 ff., more at length in Biblioth.

Sac. 1845, ii. 398). The place is described as
strikingly situated on a conical hill, and part of
the argument is that such a site must certainly
have been occupied in ancient times. The distance
from Bethel corresponds with that given byJerome.
But nothing more decisive can be urged. The
suggested correspondence of the modem name
with the ancient is too hazardous to he assigned
any weight (Winer 3 sub voce). The assumption
that the jnsjg of Jos 159 is identical with Ophrah is

not well founded, for Ephron is plainly on the
north-western frontier of Judah. Eusebius’ state-

ment, therefore, that Ephron was 20 miles north of
Jerusalem (Lag.2 p. 260), does not help to determine
the site of^ Ophrah. Negatively it may he argued
that et-Taiyibe lies too far north to have been in-

cluded in Benjamite territory (Dillm. on Jos 1823).
Six place names, in addition to Ephron, have been

identified with Ophrah. They are (1) pay 2 Ch
139 {Kethibh jnsy); (2) ’Ecppdip Jn ll54 ; (3) ’E(ppdtfi

Jos. BJ IV. ix. 9 ; (4) Dnsx 2 S 1323 (Luc. To<ppdifi—
? ensy)

; (5)
y

A<f>alp<zfui 1 Mac ll84 ; (6) rrjDS? n'3 Mic
l10. Regarding all of them it should be observed
that the mere fact of their being situated on the
borders of Judah and Ephraim (or Judaea and
Samaria) leaves it open to identify them with
Ephron. The names also are as much equivalent
to pisy as to may, and the testimony of Eusebius is

that, later, Ephron actually became ’E<ppdifx (Lag.2

p. 260 ; Jerome calls it Efraea). A brief statement
may be made regarding each. (1) Presumably on
the borders of Judah and Israel, and possibly not
distant from Bethel, in which case it may be
Ophrah. (2) See Ephraim. Eusebius identifies
it with the Ephron of Jos 159 (Lag.2

p. 262), and
so is against an identification with Ophrah. (3)
Occupied by Vespasian on his march from Caesarea
to Jerusalem, ana named along with Bethel. But;
there is nothing to show that it was near Bethel.
If it can be assumed that Bethel was in the
toparchy of Gophna, which is mentioned on the
same occasion, it might be argued that Ephraim
was in the toparchy of Akrabatta, too far from
Bethel to be Ophrah. (4) From Jerusalem this
town lay in the direction of ’Qpwrjv (B, 2 S 1334,
Luc. ^up&Lfi). If that name represents Hebrew dwin

and stands for Beth-horon (Driver, Sam. ad loc.),

this Ephraim lay north-west of Jerusalem and
may he identical with Ephron. The direction is

the same, and Ephron was known to Eusebius
as ’E(ppaLfi. All that supports identification with
Ophrah is an uncertain resemblance of name
which might equally be claimed for Ephron. (5)
On the borders of Judsea and Samaria (’A<pepu/x& in
Jos. Ant. XIH. iv. 9). But there is nothing to
show at wThat point, whether to the east or west.
(6) See Beth-le-Aphrah. The direction of Ephron
is more suitable than that of Ophrah.—For further
references to literature see Ephraim.

2. A town in Manasseh (Jg 6U* 34 8s7* 32 9®) dis-
tinguished from the preceding as Ophrah (LXX
’E<ppadd

;

in 611 8s7 Luc. ’E<pp&, in S27 9s A *E0/>ch/i), of
the Abiezrites (see Abiezer). It was the home of
Gideon, and is mentioned only in his history and
in that of his son Abimelech. It was situated
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evidently on the western side of Jordan and within
easy reach of the plain of Jezreel (Jg fi

331*,* cf. also
818

). It is natural to suppose that the Abiezrites
were apprehensive of Midianite attack when they
took the offensive. Jg 9 does not imply the close

proximity of Shechem. Abimelech’s relations with
that town are expressly accounted for by his kin-
ship. The area within which the site may be
looked for is accordingly sufficiently wide. No
modern name closely resembling the ancient has
been pointed out. (Suggestions in Schwarz, Geog .

1850, p. 158 ; van de Yelde, Memoir
, p. 337 ;

PEFSt 1876, p. 197, by Oonder, who quotes an
Arabic translation of Samar. Chron. which gives
Ferata

, 6 miles west of Shechem, for Ophrah).
Some of the places already named because of their

identification with Ophrah of Benjamin have also

been identified with this Ophrah, The third of

them may have been as far north as to come
within the boundaries of Manasseh.

3, A family or clan (B Tofapd, A Totpopd, Luc.
TS<pp&9) in the tribe of Judah, according to the list

of the Chronicler (1 Ch 414). There are certainly

names of towns in this list, and this may be one,
the Judaean Ephron or even the Benjamite Ophrah.
Border towns may be counted at one time to
Benjamin, at another to Judah.

W. B. Stevenson.
OR.—There are obsolete uses of this word in

AY. i. For before ,
Ps 902 ‘ Before the mountains

were brought forth, or ever thou hadst formed the
earth 5

; Pr 823 ‘ or ever the earth was 5

; so Ec 12s
,

Ca 612
, Dn 6s4

, Sir 1819. All the examples are of

‘or ever,’ and all are retained in BY. The BY has
even introduced the phrase into Ec 121* 2

. The
Amer. BY allows it in Ps 902 but substitutes ‘ while’
in Ec 121,

2

- 6
. In other writers we find ‘ or

3
alone, as

Dn 826 Cov. ‘ It wylbe longe or it come to passe
3

;

Hos 85 Cov. ‘ How longe wil it be, or they can be
clensed ?

3

j Ex 10s Tind. ‘How longe shall it be, or
thou wilt submyt thy selfe to me? 5 As an ex-

ample of ‘ or ever 3 take Shaks. Hamlet, I. ii. 183

—

‘Would I had met my dearest foe In heaven,
Or ever I had seen that day, Horatio.*

The word in this sense is probably a corruption of

Anglo-Saxon aer, which is properly represented in

modern English by ‘ere,
3 but is found in early

English under various forms, as er, ear
,
yer.+ We

find also ‘ or ere,
3

as Milton, Nativity,
85

—

* The shepherds on the lawn,
Or ere the point of dawn,
Sate simply chatting in a rustick row/

And ‘ere ever
5

is found in Sir 2320 ‘He knew all

things ere ever they were created,
3 BY ‘or ever.

3

2. For either.—1 S 2610 ‘ Ox his day shall come
to die ; or he shall descend into battle, and perish.

5

Cf. Shaks. Henry V. I. ii. 12

—

*We pray you to proceed,
And justly and religiously unfold
Why the law Salique, that they have in France,
Or should, or should not, bar us in our claim.’

J. Hastings.
ORACLE.—A Divine utterance given for man’s

guidance (2 S 1623 w), or the place in which such
utterances were usually given. In OT the word
in EV is intended to have the latter meaning in

1 K 616, where Solomon, in building his temple,
makes a Most Holy Place for an oracle, and in 749

86' 8
, 2 Ch 316 420 5& 8s ; also Ps 282

,
where, however,

the correct meaning of the Heb. is given in RYm
* It may be argued that it is not the writer that mentions

Ophrah (Moore’s J) who localizes the battle in the plain of

Jezreel. That does not seem to matter, unless it he suggested
that Ophrah was not Gideon’s home in this other source.

Besides, the grounds for refusing 633 to J may he challenged, if

they are only that 84*21 is his and that 85 is inconsistent with
633.

+ This form is found in the 1611 ed. of AY, Nu 1133 * While the
flesh was yet betweene their teeth, yer it was chewed* ; 1411
*How long will it he yer they beleeve meV

629

‘the innermost place of thy sanctuary. 3 * In the
Apocr, (Sir 333) it is used in a wider sense of

any supernatural utterance, and (Sir 3614) of the
manifestation of the Divine Will in Sion. The
Israelites used to ask for Divine guidance in any
enterprise (1 S 286

) by means of Urim and Thum-
mim (which see). In NT ‘oracle

5
{\6yiov) stands

for a Divine utterance, and generally refers to OT
Scriptures, e.g. Ac 7s8 Moses is said to have re-

ceived living oracles in the wilderness, i.e. com-
mands from the living God. In Bo 32 the Jews
are the favoured nation, because to them were
entrusted the oracles of God. In He 512 the first

principles of the oracles of God are mentioned as
needing to be taught afresh to the Hebrews. St.

Peter says (1 P 411
), ‘If any man speak, let Mm

speak as the oracles of God. 5

Among the Greeks till the time of the Persian
war, oracles were in Mgh repute, that of Delphi
enjoying the pre-eminence. Answers were given
either orally, in which case they were usually in
hexameter verse and of ambiguous interpretation,
or by signs or dreams. They nad a most important
influence on Gr. colonization, since questions were
generally addressed to them about the place to be
colonized (Herod, v. 42). The Bomans as a nation
did not consult oracles for divine guidance
Prophesying by means of lots (sortes) was prac-
tised at Praeneste and other places. In imperial
times, however, the custom became prevalent, and
foreign as well as native deities were consulted.
Lucan (Phars. ix. 577) has expressed in noble
words the contempt felt by the Bomans for

divination : ‘Non vocibus ullis numen eget,
5

etc.

The emperor Theodosius at the end of the 4th cent,
forbade the publication of oracles. Sortes Ver-

giliance had a wide influence in the Middle Ages,
and recourse to them was forbidden by the Church.

C. H. Prichard.
ORATOR.—For AY Is 3s (BY ‘enchanter’) see

Divination. In Ac 241 we are told that ‘ the high
priest Ananias came down with certain elders, and
with an orator, one Tertullus ’

; and a short speech
delivered by Tertnllus is given. The orator (pyrup),

who differed from the professional lawyer (iuris-

consults or voyucos), was the skilled speaker who
was hired to present the case in court. His train-

ing was rhetorical not legal, so that he does not
quite correspond to our barrister. The need of his

employment arose partly, as was natural, from the
necessity of having the case well stated, partly
from the fact that the language of the courts was
Latin. So Yalerius Maximus (ii. 2. 2) quotes it as
an instance of the manner in which the magistrates
guarded the majesty of the Boman people, that
even in Greece and Asia they refused to give
responsa except in Latin. Many young Bomans
started their oratorical career by practising in the
provinces. A good illustration of the duties of the
pTjroop will be found in the lengthy Petition of
Dionysia to the Prefect (Grenfell and Hunt,
Oxyrhynchus Papyri, pt. ii. pp. 160, 162).

‘

^
A. C. Headlam.

ORCHARD (Dili pardes, 7rapd8eL<ros).—Pardes, a
loan-word from the Zend, is used in three places

:

Ec 25 where it is tr*
1 AY ‘ orchards,

3 BY ‘ parks, 3

Yulg. pomaria

;

Ca 413 AY and BY text ‘ orchard,
3

BYm ‘paradise,
3 Yulg. paradisus

;

Neh 2s AV and
BV text ‘ forest,

3 BYm ‘park, ’Yulg. saltus. Doubt-
less the term pardes (probably ‘enclosure’) had the
same genericmeaning asganndhy includinggardens,

* The EV trn * oracle * follows Aq. and Symnx. xP^fux-Tlc'
,T'<P,ov

(Vulg'. oraciilum) on the incorrect theory that the Heb. term
(which really means ‘the part behind*) was derived from
‘ speak ’ (see Oqf. Heb. Lex. a.®.). ‘ Oracle’ is also uniform

tr.in RVm of wn (AV Burden), e.g. 2 K 9*5, Is 13* 14® 151 etc.,

and in text of Pr 30* 3U (AV ‘prophecy*), where the same Heb
term occurs.
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orchards, and parks. Hence it is legitimate to tr.

it by different words according to the context. It
is applied by Diodorus Siculus (ii. 10) to the hang-
ing gardens of Babylon. Xenophon

(Anab . i. 287)
describes a park, belonging to Cyrus, like the game
preserves of Europe, under this name.

G. E. Post.
ORDER (like 4 ordain 5 from Lat. ordo, orclinis,

and through the French ordre, a form which arose
from the old Fr. ordene

,
ordine by changing n to

r, as in diacre from diaconus, and Londres from
Londinum—see Bracket, Fr. Etymol. Diet

.

§ 163

;

cf. also ‘coffer
5 and ‘coffin,

5 the same in origin
and formerly also in meaning).—The subst. ‘ order

5

has the following meanings in AV

—

1. Position or proper place
,
Ezk 41® ‘ One over

another, and thirty in order 5
(d’d^b); 1 Co 1523 ‘Every

man in his own order 5
[iv r« ISicp rdyimri)

;

Lk l8

‘ He executed the priests
5

office before God in the
order of his course 5

(iv rfj rd%ei)

;

1 Co 1440 ‘ Let all

things he done decently and in order
5

(/card rd^iv).

The phrase ‘in order
5
has this meaning. It

occurs frequently with the verbs ‘lav,
5

place,
5

‘ set,
5 always as the tr. of a simple verb, as 1 Co

ll84 ‘The rest will I set in order when I come 5

{aia.T&%o/j,cu). Once (Ps 405
) the Heb. verb to to

arrange, is tr. ‘ reckon up in order.
5

In Lk Is, Ac 114 is23 * xufo&s is translated * in order.’ The
meaning1

is in proper sequence ; but Blass, writing on Lk 1$,

disputes that meaning, and holds that the reference is not to
arrangement;, but to completeness. St. Luke promises not a
chronological arrangement of events, but a complete record so
far as he could gather it; St. Peter, in his narrative of the
reception of the Gentiles, did not omit any important fact. See
Philology of Gospels, p. ISf.

% Position in office, rank.—This is the meaning
of Ps I104 ‘Thou art a priest for ever after the
order of Melchizedek 5 (Heb. [rn:n] dibhrdh, found
also in Ec 318

7 14 83 in the phrase nizv-by. ‘ because
of’h which is so often quoted in the Ep. to
the Hebrews (5

6* 10 620 7n Us - 17* 21
), according to the

LXX rendering /card rV rd^iv. The Eng. phrase
comes from the Yulg. secundum ordinem. The
reference is to the position of Melchizedek as both
priest and king. Cf. Wyclif, Select Eng. Works

,

iii. 121, ‘Lucifer wiste that God moste he above
hym, hot he coveyted an ordir in servise of God
whiche that God wolde not.

5

3. Arrangement or orderly array
, Job 1022 ‘A

land of darkness . . . without any order 5 (oniD-x^)

;

Col 25 ‘joying and beholding your order 5 (vyQv Pt\v

rdl-ir, Lightfoot, ‘ your orderly array 5
: Ltft. thinks

it is a military metaphor, suggested by St. Paul's
enforced companionship with the soldiers of the
Prsetorian guard ; hut Abbott holds that the idea
of a well-ordered State lies much nearer than that
of an army—see Abbott in Intern. Grit. Com.)

;

1 Es l10 ‘ The priests and Levites . . . stood in
very comely order 5

(einrperrQs)

;

Wis I29 ‘ She [wis-
dom] is more beautiful than the sun, and above all

the order of the stars
5

(v7rip iracrav dcrrpuv 6i<nv

;

Yulg. super omnem dispositionem stellarum
,
BY

‘above all the constellations of the stars,
5 RYm

‘above every arrangement of stars
5

) ; 1 Mac 640

‘They marched on safely and in order 5

(
reray-

fdvm). In Jg 17 10 for ‘a suit of apparel 5 (Heb.

TO? TO) the margin has ‘an order of garments, 5

which is an attempt to translate the Heb. literally.

Here may be noticed the obsolete phrase ‘take
order for, which occurs in 2 Mac 4P ‘ As for the
money that he had promised unto the king, he
took no good order for it

5
[ovdiv efrra'/cret; Yulg.

nihil agebat; Wye. 1388 ‘he dide no thing 5

; Cov.
‘ he dyd nothinge therm 5

; Gen. ‘ he toke none
order for it

5

; BV ‘nothing was duly paid,
5 RYm

* The only remaining occurrences of tm&s&je are Lk S3 iv vS
AT * afterward,’ BY ‘ soon afterwards ’

; and Ac S24

. . * rah xecQt&is, AY ‘from . . . those that follow after,* BY
'from . « . them that followed after.’

‘was in due order
5

). The Eng. phrase means to

make proper arrangements to secure a particular

end. We find it in Rhem. NT, note to Jn 19s<

‘The marvelous respect that Christ had to his

mother, vouchsaving to speak to her, and to take

order for her even from the crosse in the middes of

his infinite anguishes and mysteries aworking for

mankind, 5

as well as in the note to Ac 1919
. Cf.

also Knox, Hist. 366, ‘He had there also taken
order for the home coming of the Earle of Lennox 5

;

and Rutherford, Letters
,
No. xviii. ‘I hope our

Lord, who sent His angel with a measuring line in

his hand to measure the length and breadth of

Jerusalem, in token he would not want a foot

length or inch of his own free heritage, shall take
order with those who have taken away many acres

of His own land from him. 5 A similar phrase is

found in 1 Mac 1614 ‘ Simon was visiting the cities

that were in the country, and taking care for the
good ordering of them 5

[<ppovrL£uv rys impeXeia,s

atirGv). For the general use of the word in this

sense of orderly arrangement,
cf. Forty-Two Articles

of 1553 (Gibson, i. 71), ‘profitable for an ordre and
comelinesse

5
(Lat. adordinem et decorum); Spenser,

FQ II. ix. 15

—

‘ But soone the knights with their bright-burning blades,

Broke their rude troupes, and orders did confound.*

4. Prescribed custom
,

1 Ch 682 1513 ‘we sought
him not after the due order,

5

2331
, 2. Ch 814 ‘He

appointed, according to the order of David his father,

the courses of the priests to their service
5 (Heh.

always mishpdt)

;

1 Es l6 ‘ Offer the passover in

order 5
[iv rd£ei). Cf. Rogers5 note on Lv 7 5 ‘ Tres-

pace after the order of the scrypture signifyeth

somtyme all the lyffe past which we have lyved in

infidelyte.
5 The modern meaning of ‘command 5

easily arose out of this. It is not found inAY, hut
the following passages approach it, 1 Es 810 ‘ I have
given order, that such of the nation of the Jews
... as are willing and desirous, should go with
thee

5
[TTpocrera^cL)

;

1 Mac 955 ‘He could no more
speak anything nor give order concerning his

house 5
(ivrdXcurdcu)

;

1 Co I61 ‘ As I have given
order to the churches of Galatia

5
(&<nrep diiraga, RV

‘as I gave order
5

).

The verb ‘to order 5
is always used in the obso-

lete sense of place properly, arrange , or direct.

Thus Lv244 ‘He shall order the lamps upon the
pure candlestick

5

; Jer 463 ‘Order ye the buckler
and shield, and draw near to battle

5

; Job 234 ‘I

would order my cause before him 5

; Ps 119183 ‘ Order
my steps in thy word 5

; Jg 626 ‘ Build an altar . . .

in the ordered place 5

; 1312 ‘ How shall we order
the child?

5

; Jth 216 ‘He ranged them, as a great
army is ordered for the war 5

; Wis 81 ‘ Sweetly
doth she [wisdom] order all things

5
[dioucei, Yulg.

disponit)

;

9s ‘ That he should . . . order the world
according to equity 5

[diiiry, Yulg. disponat)

;

1218

15 l
,
Sir 2s * Order thy way aright.

5
Cf. Ps 406 Pr.

Bk., and other passages (given in Driver’s Par.
Psalter

, p. 478) ; also Fuller, Holy Warre, 185,
* The Christians were ordering themselves in aray 5

;

More, Utopia
,
ii. 7 (Robinson's tr.), ‘They define

virtue to be life ordered according to nature 5

; and
Shaks. Rich. II. n. ii. 109—

‘ If I know how or which way to order these affairs,

Thus thrust disorderly into my hands,
Never believe me.*

Orderly, which is properly an adj., is used as
an adv. in Ac 2124 ‘thou thyself also walkest
orderly.

5
Cf. Jer 3211 Cov. ‘ it was orderly sealed 5

;

Golding, Calvin's Job, 571, ‘We know that in God’s
Church all things ought to he handled orderly and
comely, as Saint Paule savth

5

; and Pr. Bk. ‘ The
New Testament . . . shall he rsad over orderly
every year thrice.

5 RV introduces the word as an
adj. into Jg C26, 1 Ti J. Hastings.
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ORDAIN, ORDINANCE.—There are eleven Heb.
or Aram,words translated ‘ordain

9

in the OT of AY,
and in the Apocr. and NT no fewer than twenty-
one Greek words* are so translated. When we add
three Lat. words found in 2 Es we see that the
Eng. verb had a wide range of meaning. Its
meanings may, notwithstanding, be gathered
under four heads. 1. To put in its proper place
(the deriv. of the word is ordo, ordinis= ‘ order

9

),

make readyfor any purpose. Thus Lk 1416 Tind.
‘A certayne man ordened a greate supper, and
bade many 9

; Ac 613 Wyc. ‘Thei ordeyneden false
witnessis

9

; He 105 Tind. ‘A bodie hast thou
ordeyned me 9

; Berners, Froissart

,

IS, ‘ There was
ordained three great battles (= divisions) afoot

9

;

and Shaks. Bom. and Jul. rv. v. 84

—

4 All things that we ordained festival.

Turn from their office to black funeral.’

In AY this meaning is found in Ps 713 ‘He or-
daineth his arrows against the persecutors,

9 13217
,

1 Ck 179
,

Is 3033
, Hab I12, He 96. 2. To bring

into existence
, establish

, as Dt 32® Tind. ‘ Is not he
thy father and thyne owner? hath he not made
the and ordeyned the? 9

; Mk 718 Tind. ‘Making
the worde of God of none eflecte, through youre
awne tradicions which ye have ordeyned 9

; I21

Tind. ‘A certayne man planted a vineyarde . . .

and ordeyned a wyne presse
9

; He 34 Tind. ‘ He
that ordeyned all thinges is god 9

; Shaks. I Henry
VI. IV. i. 33—

4When first this order was ordained, my lords,
Knights of the garter were of noble birth.’

So m AY, Nu 286 ‘ It is a continual burnt offering,

which was ordained in Mount Sinai for a sweet
savour, 9

1 K 1232- 33
, Ps 82- 3

, Is 26 12
,
2 Es 649, Sir 7

15
.

3. To decree or enact : thus Irish Articles of
JReligion (1615), art. 11, ‘God from all eternity did
by his unchangeable counsel ordain whatever in
time should come to pass

9

; Milton, PL vtL 187

—

‘To Him
Glory and praise whose wisdom had. ordained
Good out of evil to create.’

In AY this meaning occurs in Est 9s7 ‘The Jews
ordained . . . that they would keep these two
days,

9

I Es 6s4 8s3
,
2 Es 7 17 814

,
To l

6 87, Ad. Est I49
,

1 Mac 459 749, 1 Co 27,
Eph 210

. 4. To destine, set

apart, appoint. This is the most frequent use of
the word in AY, but it must not be confounded
with the modem eccles. use, which does not occur.

It is found in 2 K 23s, 2 Ch II 15 ‘ He ordained him
priests for the high places,

9 Jer l5
,
Dn 2s4

,
1 Es S49

,

Ad. Est 136, Wis 92, Sir 48™, 1 Mac 355 1020
, Mk 3 14

,

Jn 1516, Ac l22 1042 134* 1423 164 1731
,

JEto 710 131
, 1 Ti

27, Tit Is, He 51 83,
Jude 4

. Cf. Gn 2414 Tind.
‘The same is she that thou hast ordened for thy
aervaunte Isaac

9

; Shaks. I Henry VI. I. i. 171

—

‘To Eltham will I, where the young king is,

Being ordained his special governor,
And for his safety there I’ll best devise.’

Ordinance.—'The translators of the Phemish
version comjplain of the ‘corrupt translation of

Heretikes 9

in rendering dtKcudjjmra in Lk l6 by
‘ordinances.

9 Their own word is ‘justifications,
9

and they say, ‘ This word is so usual in the Scrip-

tures (namely [= especially] in the Psal. 118) to

signifie the commaundements of God, because the

* The Heb. words are : nby Nu 286,

1

K 1232* 83 ; uj* 1 Oh 922
,

Ps 82 ; o'b or 01b 1 Oh 17®, Ps 816, Hab 112;
j
n3 2 K 28®, Jer 15

;

TDyn 2 Oh ill®
;
pan Ps 8s ; “py Ps 13217, is 8033 ; hys: Pa 713 ;

nsb Is 2012
; D'pn Est 927

; t«D or HID Dn 224. And the Greek
words : hvetlttxvvpu 1 Es 823

; yUo/xeu Ac l22 ; To 16

;

tii&T&trtru 1 Oo 71 7 914, Gal 319 ; tifovtu 1 Es 849 ; ZayuMTifyu 1 Es
6s4 ;

ixTJvtu Sir 71® : Wtrxffcru To 87
; JW*?pu 1 Mac 7^9

; xccftitr-

9*1jU4 1 Mac 8®5 1020, Tit 1®, He 61 8®
; xatrayputpu Sir 4816 • xz-ret-

Txsvo&ot Wis 92
, He 96; xptvoi Ac 164 ; iptZu Ad. Est 149 , Ac 1042

1731 • *ciicn Mk 3I4 ; 9poypettp* Jude 4
; trp6&rot/UM& Eph 216;

srpotpUfr 1 Oo 27 ; rccfera* Ad. Elst 136, Ac 1348, Ro 181 • tISti/m Jn
1616,

1

Ti 27 ; -xupvrnh* Ac 1423. The words in 2 Es are cmservo
ft49, ditpono 7«t orcUno

keeping of them is justification, and the Greeke is

alwaies so fully correspondent to the same, that
the Heretikes in this place (otherwise pretending
to esteeme much of the Greeke) blush not to say,

that they avoid this word of purpose, against tne
justification of the Papists. And therefore one
[Beza] useth Tullies word forsooth, in Latin con-

stituta
,
and his scholars in their English Bibles say

Ordinances.

9 The word is, however, used by the
‘Heretikes 9 for ducaiujuta only thrice, Lk Is,

He
91 * 10

. For other Heb. and Greek words it is fre-

quently employed, but the meaning is always
‘that which has been ordained or appointed. 9

‘ Ordnance (the appointed size or bore of a cannon,
thence transferred to the cannon itself) is the same
word, and was not distinguished in spelling in Old
English. Thus Erasmus, Commune Crede, fol. 31,
‘ This fayth doth arme us, and make us bolde
without ony feare, and invincible agaynst all the
engynes and all the ordinaunce of the world and of

the deville.
9

J. Hastings.

ORDINATION.—It is not easy to trace in NT
any precise form of ordination or consecration to
ecclesiastical office. When our Lord sent forth
the Ten (Jn 2022* 23

) He breathed on them, and
said, * Receive (a gift of the) Holy Spirit,

9

etc.

But this is a consecration rather of the whole
body than of the individuals present; and at all

events we do not find the symbolism repeated.
The Seven (Ac 63-6

) were chosen by the people and
set before the apostles, who prayed and laid their

hands on them. The consecration of Barnabas
and Saul (Ac 132* 3

} for their work was by direct

command of the Holy Spirit—there is no election
this time, but the prophets and teachers fast and
pray, and lay their hands on them, and so dismiss
them. In tne course of their journey (Ac 1423)
they appoint (xaporovycavres as 2 Co 819—mere
appointment, not laying on of hands) elders in
every church, and after prayer with fastings

commend them to the Lord. This is all that
we hear of the consecration of elders. Timothy
held a higher position. He is told (1 Ti 3) what
sort of men bishops ought to be, and (5) how to
deal with them. But (lay hands hastily on
no man) cannot refer to ordination, for the whole
current of thought 19-25 nms on offenders, not on
officials (Ellicott, Hort, etc.). But what of

Timothy’s own consecration ? In I Ti l18 the
apostle commits this deposit to him ‘according
to the prophecies which led the way to thee 9

(/card

t&s Trpoayovcras eiri ch Tpotpyrelas). He is also told

(4
14

) not to neglect ‘ the gift that is in thee, which
was given to thee through prophecy with the laying
on of the hands of the body of elders

9

(Sid Tpo^rdas
pLera imdhceufs r&v xeLP&v T°v irpecfBvreptov). And
he is further reminded (2Ti l6) to stir into flame
‘the gift of God which is in thee through the
laying on of my hands 3

(5th rijs bridhceus rQv pQv
ptov).

These passages fall into two sharply contrasted
groups, (a) The Seven are chosen by the people,

the elders in Ac 1423 seem nominated by the
apostles. After that, they are commended to
God with prayer, joined in one case to its cus-

tomary accessory of fasting, in the other to its

natural symbolism of the laying on of hands.
(b) Saul and Barnabas are nominated by the
Holy Spirit through prophecy, and also Timothy

;

for ‘the prophecies which led the way to thee’
must have been commands to separate Timothy
as Saul and Barnabas were separated before.

After that, hands are laid,—in the earlier case

by the prophets and teachers with prayer and
fasting ; m the later by St. Paul and the body of

elders, pretty certainly at Lystra. This dose
parallel seems to establish Hort’s contention, that
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Timothy’s consecration was not to a definite church
office, but to the work of an evangelist (2 Ti 45

), as
St. Paul’s companion in the place of Barnabas.
See, further, Hort, The Christian Ecclesia

, 1897,
and cf. art. Laying on of Hands.

H. M. Gwatkin.
OREB and ZEEB (znij?, nx] ‘raven,

5 * wolf,
5

’Qprjfi,

Z^3).—Two Midianite princes captured and slain

by the Ephraimites after Gideon’s victory, Jg T25

8s
,
Ps S311

, Is 1026
, cf. 94

. The places where they
fell were remembered by the Rock of Oreb and the
Wine-press of Zeeb, perhaps near the point where
the Wady F&r'ah in Ephraim falls into the Jordan
(Moore) ; Osh el-Ghurab in Judah (Conder) seems
too far south. It is noticeable that Oreb and Zeeb
are animal names, such as occur in the totem stage
of society. In times when totemism prevailed,

clans were often named after animals,* so it has
been suggested that Oreb and Zeeb were names of

Midianite clans (Stade, GVI i. 189): if they were
individuals, the names would belong to the stage
when the totem tribe was passing into a national
organization of society (Gray, Eeb. Prop. Names

,

114). According to Is 1026 the slaughter of Midian,
not of the chiefs alone, took place at the rock of

Oreb ; but this divergence from the narrative in
Jg is merely an inaccuracy of tradition, and need
not imply a different account. The narrative, Jg
724-83

, is assigned to E
;
parallel to this is another

account, Jg 84~2i J, in which the Midianite chiefs
are kings, and their names Zebah and Zalmunna
(wh. see). See art. Gideon and note ff.

G. A. Cooke.
OREN (pk * fir-tree

5

; B y

A.paih sal ’A/j.(3p&v, A
’Apav).

—

A son of Jerahmeel, 1 Ch 225
. The correct-

ness of the MT vocalization is doubtful
;
perhaps it

should be pTs= ‘wild goat’ (cf. Gn 36-8=l Ch l42,
and Stade, G VI i. 409).

ORGAN.—See Music.

ORION.—The common noun Jcesil is of frequent
occurrence in OT, especially in the Wisdom litera-

ture, and is regularly trd ‘fool
5

or ‘foolish.
5 At

Am 58, Job 99 3831 our Versions have correctly
treated it as a proper noun, and rendered it by
f Orion.

5 At Is 1310 the true trn of the same word
is ‘and the Orions thereof,

5

i.e. the great constella-
tions such as Orion. It has also been suggested
that at Job 1527 Jcesil (Orion) should be substituted
for Jcesel (flanks); but this is very doubtful. Sa'adya,
Abulwalid, and others have thought that Jcesil is

Canopus in Argo, the second brightest star in our
heavens [cf. Am 58]. The evidence of the ancient
VSS is strongly in favour of the identification
with Orion. The LXX has 6 'tiplwv at Is 1310

,

Job 3831 ; Jerome, ‘Orion 5 at Am 5s, Job 99 ; the
Targ. xh'si (giant) at Is 1310

, Job 99 3831
; the Pesh.

gabara (giant) at Am 5s, Job 9s 3S3i . The devia-
tions, such as "EoTrepos (LXX, Joh 99 ) and ‘ Arc-
turus 5

(Jerome, Job 3831), do but illustrate the
admitted fact that absolute certainty on these

S
dnts is unattainable. The literal meaning of the
eb. word falls in with the evidence just adduced,

if JcMl—" fleshy,
5

‘fat,
5 and, as overloaded with

fat, ‘foolish and arrogant.
5

It would therefore
easily become the name of a giant who was sup-
posed to have rebelled against God, and after his
death was punished by being chained in the
heavens. Job 3S31 seems to sanction this; the
word mosheJcoth having, indeed, been rendered
‘girdle 5 by Hitzig, but more probably meaning,
like the cognate Arabic word, ‘ bands 5

or ‘ fetters.
5

On this interpretation the stars which we call the
Belt are looked on as a chain which none but the
Almighty can unloose, and the poet’s thought was
that God alone can ‘release the earth from
Winter’s sterile bands. 5

It must, however, be

admitted that there is no other proof of the
Hebrew’s having conceived of this constellation as

a chained figure. The attempt to show that Onon
and Nimrod are identical must be pronounced a
failure. The Chron. Pasch. says that in Orion
the Persians saw Nimrod. Josephus {Ant. I. v. 2)

makes the latter a rebel against God [cf. Dante,
Inferno ,

xxxi. 41-81, Purg. xii. 33-35] ; the later

Arabic writers speak of him as chained in heaven
for haughtiness. But these witnesses are too late

to be of much value. The Bah. Talmud (.Bera-

choth 586) refers to the visibility of Orion during
the hot season,—our dog-days,—saying that but for

the heat of Orion the world could not stand the
cold of the Scorpion, and hut for the cold of the
Scorpion could not stand the heat of Orion. In
this connexion it should be remembered that in

Syria this constellation is visible during a greater
part of the year than with ns, and rises 17° higher
above the horizon.

The mythological fancy of many nations has
played around these brilliant stars. New Zea-
landers called the Belt the Elbow of Maui or the
Stem of Tamererete’s canoe. Norsemen saw in it

Frigga’s Spindle. To the Esquimaux these stars

were seal-hunters who lost their vTay home. In
classic legend Orion is a handsome Boeotian giant
and hunter. The Odyssey, xi. 309, 310, says of

Otus and Ephialtes

—

eSs Zvt fMjzetcrrovs Bpi^s Z^ztBupoS clpovpa

xccl jroXv xctXXia-rous ptfrcb yt xXvrov ’ilfitmot.

Again, xi. 572-575

—

Tov os jttST* ’Ctptuvcc. irzXupiov tierzvivitr*

6%px$ oluu StXzvvroc, xo&r' occrepo^eXov XZipccovet,

'robs eouTOS xcvrlztQvtv s» olo'ToXoitrtv opzenriv

%iptriv £%cjv potraXov 'xa.yyfe.Xztoy, cctiv ce.ce.yZS.

In the Iliad,
xviii. 486, the <rd4vos ’tiplwos forms

part of an enumeration of important star groups
The Egyptians recognized in Orion (wrhom they
called Sahu) the soul of Homs. The constellation

is represented in the round zodiac which wras dis-

covered at Denderah and in the astronomical
drawings in the Ramesseum at Thebes. The
most interesting mythology, so far as Orion is

concerned, is that of the Euphrates valley. In
the ancient star-maps of that land Orion is known
as Duwuzi

(
=Tammuz, Ezk 814

), and appears as a
hunter accompanied by his dogs. In the earliest

ages the sun wras the great heavenly hunter

;

afterwards Orion took his place. Hence the dogs
of the latter hunt the hare (the moon). Aratus,
in the Phcenomena, writes

—

* And ceaselessly beneath Orion’s feet
The hare is ever chased.’

With respect to the name, Brown remarks :
‘ His

name Uri6n - Aoridn - OariOn - Ori6n wTould = an
original Akkadian TJru-anna (“ Light of Heaven, 55

i.e . the sun), as the moon is Uru-Jci[ li Light of the
earth

55

).
5 Hommel says that the Sumerian name

was shu-gi.

Literature.—

S

ee Brown, ‘Celestial Equator of Aratus/ p. 457
of Trans, of Ninth Cong. of Orientalists

,
and literature referred

to in notes there; also, in same Trans., Hommel, ‘Bab. und
^Egyp. Gottergeneal./ p 234. J. TAYLOR.

ORNAMENT is in RV the trn of in every
instance except Pr 2512

,
where the Heb. is ^q. In

other instancesRV gives a more specialized render-
ing for ‘ ornament 5

of AV : as ‘ chaplet 5

(
livyah

,

Pr l9 49
) ; ‘garland 5

{p&ir, Is 6110
) ; ‘crescents 5

(saharontm, Jg 821 * 26
) ; ‘anklets 5

(dlchasim, Is

318
) ;

‘ ankle-chains
5 {zead6ths Is 320) ;

‘ plating 5

{’dphuddah, Is 3022). This last probably refers to
the richly embroidered cloth with which the image
wras partly covered. At the present day, in a
shrine-chamber there is such a cloth spread over
the ridge of the stone-tomb on which the devotee,
usually a woman interceding with regard to child*

L
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lessness, sits while making the petition and vow
to the saint. The same belief in the immanence of
power and personality in the clothing is seen in
Elisha’s taking of Elijah’s mantle (2 K 21S

), the
obtaining of St. Paul’s handkerchiefs (Ac 1912

),

and in the superstitious use of holy relics generally.
RV has * apparel 5

instead of c ornament 3

in 1 P 34.

a
The Bible abounds in references to the apprecia-

tion of ornament, and at the present day in the
East the love of decoration is deep-seated and
universal. The laying aside of ornaments appears
in Ex 334ff

* as a token of mourning. One of the
eminent services rendered by Assyrian and Egyp-
tian archaeology has been the revelation of the
wonderful proficiency to which these nations had
attained in the cutting and setting of gems, and
in the designing of gold and silver ornaments.
The investigation of the place and value of orna-

ment in the Bible does not necessarily imply that
the Oriental estimate is faultless because it is

interwrought with Scripture metaphor and teach-
ing. The Bible does not differ from other litera-

ture when referring to the customs and preferences
of those addressed, the one requirement being that
the statements should correspond with fact. The
same simple recognition of things as they are that
characterizes its references to natural and in-

dustrial surroundings and family relationships
also marks its allusions to the Oriental love of
ornament, and its illustrative use of articles of
beauty and decoration,

Oriental life is pervaded by the charm of the
picturesque and the attractiveness of whatever is

unique or magnificent. The reality of the gratifi-

cation afforded by it is evidenced by the presence
of ornament in little things, and its preservation
even when in conflict with comfort and activity.

Male costume has many embellishments that we
are accustomed to regara as feminine, and. the last

stage is often reached in which the man proclaims
the apparel. The day-labourer feels himself to be
on a higher level if he can wear a shirt with loose
pendant sleeves and a skirt long enough to reach
the ground. Until quite recent times the wearing
of soft woollen cloth was jealously restricted to
the patriarchal emirs and ruling families (cf. Lk
725). An Oriental cabman in arranging his coloured
head-napkin for protection from the sun crosses it

under the chin and throws the loose ends over his
shoulders to hang down the back and wave in the
wind. In the course of an hour he may have to re-

arrange it several times, but he never ties a knot
or fastens it with a pin, as that would destroy the
picturesqueness of the flowing form. A photo-
graph always shows the cheek that has a mole or
* beauty-spot.

9 The common water-jar, in addition
to its own oeauty of form, has usuallyawaved line of

etching or colour-stain around the neck. Camels
and donkeys have the hair cropped so as to show
ornamental patterns on the legs. The stonework
of the village fountain generally has some orna-
mental treatment. Doors of peasants5 houses have
intricate geometrical patterns. Houses are built

in alternate layers of dark and light coloured
stone. The arch abounds in the humblest archi-

tecture. The lattice - screen covering the lower
half of the window is ornamentally developed in
lemon and walnut wood into the beautiful and
intricate meshrabiyeh work. Infants in swaddling-
clothes have the edges of the eyelids blackened
with antimony from the paint-horn (cf. the name
Keren-happuch, Job 4214

), the finger-nails stained
with the raw-sienna brown of henna-dye (Ca l14

418), and the little wrist is adorned with a few
bangles of coloured glass. The appearance of

unusual beauty in a child, as in the case of Moses,
is such a source of gratification to the parents that
the fact must not be referred to without reverent

allusion to the Giver of all good. Such particulars
from the common life of the people indicate the
general attachment to ornament, and suggest that
any symbolical use of things outwardly ornamental
would receive easy and sympathetic recognition.
The chief materials of ornament are those which

Achan coveted (Jos 7), namely, gold and richly-

woven cloth. Ornaments of gold, silver, and
copper are still worn by women in the nose and
ears, on the neck, arms, and ankles, as alluded to
in the Bible.

FEMALE ORNAMENTS : HORN, BELT-BUCKLES, BRACELETS, AMULETS.

The attachment to iewellery (Jer 2s2 )
was

recently illustrated in the Lebanon in the case

of a young wife who, in a time of dangerous sick-

ness, had the picture of the Virgin brought from
the church, and tied to the frame her best pair of

ear-rings as a votive-prayer for recovery.
_
Shortly

afterwards, her husband found her weeping, and,

guessing the cause of her distress, assured her that
he meant to buy back the ear-rings from the priest

!

In the Arabian Nights there is constant allusion

to the beautiful clothes worn by the heroes and
heroines whose exploits are recorded. Lucian, in

his Dialogues of the Dead {‘The Pagan Olympus’),
contrasts the gorgeous appearance of the Oriental

divinities with the simple elegance of the Greek
images. The tendency to excess in ornament led

Milton to describe the" East as the home of * bar-

baric pearl and gold
3
[Par. Lost, ii. 4).

It is this devotion to outward ornament that the
Bible transfers to the inner graces of character

and the beauty of sainthood when it speaks of

‘the garments of salvation,
3 f the robe of right-

eousness’ (Is 6110
), ‘the apparel of a meek and

quiet spirit ’(IP 34), and the obligation to f put on
Christ’ (Bo 1314, Gal 8*1

). The moral pronounce-
ment on ornament, as in the case of wine, is one of

use and abuse. Thus the eloquent description in

Ezk 27 of ancient Tyre as Empress of the Seas,

and adorned with the riches of many lands, may
he compared with the indignant scorn expressed in

Is 3 with regard to the excesses in dress then pre-

vailing in Jerusalem.
See also Anklet, Crescent, Dress, Ear-ring,

Embroidery, Engraving, House, Jewel.
G. M. Mackie.

ORNAN to!*,
9

Ofnr&).—The form in 1 Ch 21^
2 Ch 31 of the name Araunah (wh. see). The
original form of the wTord cannot he recovered;
see Driver, Notes on Heb. Text of Sam. p. 2381,
and H. P. Smith on 2 S 2416

.

1 ORPAH (n|!J/; ’Opcpd), a Moabitess, sister of Ruth
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a.nd daughter-in-law of Naomi. When the latter

was returning to her own country, Orpah, follow-

ing Naomi’s advice, elected to go hack to her own
people and to her god (or gods), while her sister

went with her mother-in-law (Hu l4
*14

).

H. A. Redpath.
ORPHAN.—The Heb. subst. Din; ydthdm

,
which

occurs frequently throughout OT, is always ren-

dered. in LXX by <3p<pav6s, which is properly an
scdj,, ‘fatherless,

5 ‘ orphaned. 5 The meaning is not
h>ereft of both parents (of that there is not a single

unmistakable example), but of the father only.

The Heb. word is accordingly rendered * fatherless
5

in the Eng. versions, as in Ex 2224 ‘Your wives
shall be widows, and your children fatherless.

5

This was not, however, because the English word
6 orphan.

9 (formed from 6p<fiav6s through Old Fr.

orfttctne) denoted, as it now does, one bereft of both
parents. In the only case in OT in which ydthom
is translated £ orphan 5 (La 5s

)
the meaning is evi-

dently fatherless, ‘ We are orphans and fatherless,

our mothers are as widows 5 (LXX op<pavol iy^vTjdrj-

pcev, ovx vr&pxtL Trarrjp, gripes tj^Cov ws al x%>cu).

The adj. 6p4>avo

s

occurs occasionally in Apocr.,
a,nd is rendered ‘ orphan 5

in To l8
, 2 Mac S28 (also

2 Es 220, from Lat. orphanus). In NT there are
only two occurrences (though CodexD adds another
in MCk 1240

), viz. Jn 1418, Ja l27. In both places

the meaning is ‘fatherless,
5 and that is the tr. of

most of the Eng. versions in Ja l27 (Tind., however,
‘ frendlesse/ Rhem. ‘ pupilles

5

). But in Jn 1418 only
"Wye. has * fatherless.

5 Tind. introdnced ‘ comfort-
less,

y
an unfortunate rendering, as it gave support

to the widespread mistake that the Paraclete was
to he sent chiefly to comfort the disciples (see

PAR-ACLETE). Tind. was followed by Cranmer, the
Geneva, the Bishops, AV, and even RY (though
AY and HV give ‘orphans 5

in the marg., which is

the test of the Rhemish version).

J. Hastings.
ORTHOSIA COpducrias), 1 Mac 15s7.— Acc. to

Pliny this city was N. of Tripoli and S. of the
Eleutherus {mN v. 17). The Peutinger Tables
place it 12 Roman miles N. of Tripoli, and 30 S. of

Antaxadus. Coins of the city exist of the time of

Antoninus Pius. The name has not been dis-

covered.

OSAIAS (A ’Orafos, B om.), 1 Es S48 (LXX 47
)
=

J eshadah (B *Q<rala$, A ’Icraid), Ezr 819.

OSEA.—The form in which in 2 Es 1340 (both AY
and JRY) the name of Hoshea the last king of the
Northern Kingdom occurs.

OSEAS.—The form in which the name of the
jgopfaiet Hosea is given in 2 Es l39 (both AY and

OSNAPPAR (Aram. "15599 ;BMarevvaipdp, A ~Aa<pdp
;

Lagaxde, SaX/tamcrcrdp^s).—Only in Ezr 410
. The

Trord occurs in a letter written in Aramaic, and
sent by the chancellor and the scribe of the
Samaritans to Artaxerxes, king of Persia (B.C.

464-424), to urge him to stop the building of
tkae walls of Jerusalem by the Jews. Among the
Samaritans who inspired this letter were ‘the
Babylonians, the Shushanchites, the Dehaites, the
Elamites, and the rest of the nations whom the
great and noble Osnappar brought over, and set in
fixe city of Samaria, and in the rest (of the country)
beyond the river.

9 This name does not appear in
the inscriptions as the name either of any Assyrian
king or of any high official of any people. The
connexion seems to require that Osnappar was
invested with authority to transport peoples from
thoir homes to Samaria. Among these peoples we
see ‘ Shushanchites, 5 and we are well aware that

the only Assyrian king of the last period oi

Assyrian history who conquered Susa was Assur-
banipal (cf. WAI v. (Rassam Cyl.) col. v. 128-

vi. 76). This last great king (B.C. 668-626) wrought
frightful destruction upon this strong and rich

capital city, and carried large numbers of its popu
lation captives to Assyria. Following in the wake
of the policy already established by his predeces-

sors, Tiglath-pileser, Sargon (2K 17^4
a and Sargon’s

Annals, 95-97) and Esarhaddon (Ezr 42
), Assur-

banipal doubtless distributed many of his captives

in the provinces of the empire which were sparsely

populated.
The unlikeness of ‘ Osnappar 5

to ‘ Assurbanipal
5

has left room for doubt as to their identification.

Now, we must note that the letter in which this

name occurs originated about 200 years after the

occurrence mentioned ; and also that the name
now appears in a different language from that

in which it was native. Gelzer (‘Die Colonie

Osnappars/ in Zeits. f. d. JEgypt. Sprache

,

1875,

78-82) supposed that "isidk is a degeneration from
75’:[:n]DK. To represent this by a different division

we have By a change of the n of idk

into j (cf. the scribal error Nebuchadnezzar for

Nebuchadrezzar), an ellipsis of the middle' element
of the name, and the change of the final ‘ l

5

to ‘

r

5

(cf. ‘Porus 5

in the canon of Ptolemy, Smith,
Eponym Canon

, p. 102 f., where the Bab. Chron.
reads ‘ Pulu 5

), we arrive at the name is:dk. The
identification of Osnappar with Assurbanipal is

now conceded by most authorities (Schrader, COT
ii. 65 ; Delitzsch, Paradies

, p. 329
;
Hommel, Ges.

Bab.-Assyr. p. 740; E. Meyer, Ges. d. Alterthums,
p. 477, and Entst. d. Judenth. p. 29 f.). Halevy
{BEJ ix. 12), however, does not agree with the
above authorities. Taking into account (1) the
period in which Osnappar is said to have lived, (2)

the particular peoples he transported, (3) the prob-

able identification of the name with that of the last

great king of Assyria, we can scarcely escape the
conclusion that Osnappar was the Assurbanipal
of the last period of Assyrian history (so also

Driver in Hogarth’s Authority and Archceology,

p. 112). Ira M. Price.

0SPRAY (.Tip? 'ozmyyah, aXicderos, haliceetus).

—

The name of an unclean bird (Lv ll18
, Dt 1412

). It

is pretty certainly Pandion haliaeetus, L. It is

somewhat rare, and found along the coast and in

the 5tileh marshes. Its food is fish, which it

catches by poising above the. water until it fixes

an exact perpendicular over its victim, and then
dropping suddenly into the water, from which it

generally rises with the fish in its claws. Like
other fish-eating birds it is seldom used as food
for man, and would naturally he counted unclean.

• G. E. Post.
OSSIFRAGE (Die peres, ytip, gyps), RY ‘gier

eagle.
5—The etymology * breaker 5

(d-jb), correspond-
ing to ossifrage (‘hone-breaker/ from the Lat.),

strengthens the claim of the trn of AY. As the
bird is mentioned only twice (Lv ll13

, Dt 1412
), we

have no side-light from Scripture to help ns. The
ossifrage is the Ldmmergeier, Gypsetus barbatus, L.
It is one of the largest of the vultures, being 4 ft.

6 in. long. It is known in Arab, as bidj or nisr. It
is not numerous in Pal., but generally diffused.

Tristram says that there is a pair in nearly every
wady. Its name is derived from its habit of

canning tortoises and bones in its claws to a
height, and dropping them on to a rock to break
them, in order to get at their contents. It also
preys on lambs, kids, hares, and serpents. It

often catches its prey by pushing it off from a
cliff. It has been known to attack men in this

situation. The male has a black heard, pencilled

upper and tawny lower plumage, and blood-red
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eyes. It is diffused throughout the mountains of
northern Europe, Asia, and northern Africa. It
breeds on inaccessible cliffs. The female lays one
egg, which is hatched in February.

G. E. Post.
OSTRICH.—1. yam, mj^rrrq bath-hayya dnah.

The root jy; ya'an signifies in Syr. ‘ to be greedy
or voracious.

5 From this is derived yam — ‘the
voracious one ’= ‘ostrich.

1 This word occurs in
the masc, pi. d’jjp yeentm (La 48 ), trd AY and BY
s ostriches/ It occurs in the sing, in construction
with rq and nu3 in eight passages. In all of these
BY correctly gives 4

ostrich .
5 In Lv ll16

, Dt 1416

AY tr. it ‘owl,

5 Jer 5039 ‘owls/ Mic Is ‘owls ,

5 m.
‘daughters of the owl

,

5

Is 3413 4320 ‘owls
,

5 m.
‘daughters of the owl 5

or ‘ostriches
,

5 Job 3029

‘owls
,

5 m. ‘ostriches .

5 Bochart, arguing from the
prefix bath^* daughter

,

5 thought that the expres-
sion bath-hayya anah refers to the female ostrich,

while tahmds (Lv XI16
, Dt 1415

) refers to the male.
But bath, with the name of an animal in the
construct state, does not necessarily refer to the
female. In the Semitic languages the feminine
termination to the specific name often refers to an
individual, male or female. Ben&t-dwa in Arabic
is literally ‘the daughters of the jackal,' hut means
jackals. Numerous similar instances could be
adduced. (For the discussion of tahmds see Night
Hawk). The derivation of this name of the
ostrich from the idea of greed corresponds with its

traditional voracity, which leads it to swallow
pebbles, bits of glass, metal, bone, etc. This, how-
e ver, is the same instinct as that which leads
fowls to swallow small angular pebbles, to assist

in the trituration of their food. The large size of
the substances swallowed by the ostrich has given
him his special reputation. Some have attributed
to the root the meaning ‘ to cry out

,

5 and fortify

their etymology by referring to the voice of the
ostrich, which they say resembles that of the lion

(cf. Mic Is).

2 . oufi renanim. AV (Job 3913
) tr. this word

peacocks,

5 BY ‘ostrich .

5
It is derived from a

root signifying f
to give forth a sound ,

5

esp. a twang-
ing oi resonant sound (cf. Arab, ranna). While
this derivation would suit the peacock, there is a
special name for that bird, D'um tukMyytm (1 K
1022 ), or D ,9Dto (2 Ch 921

). It eminently suits the
cry of the female ostrich. The description (vv. 14~18

)

can apply to no other bird than the ostrich. AY
recognizes this by wrongly translating ndzdh=
‘feathers

5

at the end of v.
13 by ‘ostrich ,

5

The ostrich, Struthio camelus
,
L., is a bird of

Arabia and Africa. It has been found on the S.E.

confines of the Syrian desert. It is the largest of

existing birds. The Bible alludes to a number of

its characteristics. It is a desert bird. It is

several times (Is 3413 4320
)
mentioned in connexion

with tannim, which we believe to be the wolf (see

Dragon, 1 ). It is the swiftest of runners, sur-

passing in this respect even the warhorse when he
is urged on by his gallant rider. It is said (Job
3917

)
that ‘God hath deprived her of wisdom,

neither hath he imparted to her understanding.
5

This is said to explain her leaving her eggs in the
dust. The facts are that the ostrich lays her eggs
in a shallow excavation in the sand and then covers

them to the depth of a foot. They are left by day,
in tropical climates, to the heat of the sun, and
incubated at night.

.
A few eggs, supposed to be

reserved for the nourishment of the chicks, are laid

near the nest, and left exposed on the sand. This
mode of nesting and incubation is probably the
basis of the allusion in the above passage.

.

In any
case it must be regarded as the reflexion of a
popular opinion, founded on the external aspects

of the case. It is intended to heighten the contrast

of the opening verse of the passage, which describes

her beautiful plumage, and the closing which
praises her speed. It is true, however, that when
the ostrich is surprised with her brood she runs
away from, her chicks (v. 16). She is unable to defend
them, and cannot conceal them in the open desert.

The charge of stupidity is, however, borne out in
some other ways. For instance, the ostrich runs
usually toward the wind, contrary to the practice
of most wild animals. In this way it can some-
times be approached to within shooting distance.
Again, it runs in large circles, and does not swerve
from its course, which can thus be calculated, and
the bird awaited where it is pretty sure to pass.

The old allegation that it hides its head in the sand
to escape danger is not true. Although forbidden
in the law as food (Lv 1116

9 Dt 1415
), its flesh and

eggs are much prized by the Arabs.
The feathers of the ostrich, so well known for

their beauty, quite justify the eulogy of Job (39
13

)

RY ‘ The wing of the ostrich rejoiceth ; (hut) are
her pinions and feathers kindly ?

5 The feathers
of the male are white and black; of the female
and young dusky grey. G. E. Post.

OTHER.—4. Moon [Revisers' English

,

p. 120 ff.

)

contends that (following the AY) the BY has
omitted ‘other 5 where it should be, and inserted
it where it should not be. As an example of the
former he quotes Mk 431, S2

, where the mustard
seed is said to be ‘ less than all the seeds that are
upon the earth,

5

a sentence which strictly means
that it is less than itself. For the latter he quotes
Mk 1233 ‘ There is none other hut he.

5

2 . In Old English the plural of ‘other
5 was othre .

When this inflexion was dropped there was for a
time no distinction between the sing, and the pin.

of the word. After a time, however, a new plural
was formed by adding s. There are a few examples
in AY of the old plu. ‘other

,

5

viz. Jos 822 ‘The
other issued out of the city against them 5

; 2 Ch
3222 < From the hand of all other 5

; Job 24s4, 1 Mac
9^, 2 Mac 7s4, Lk 23s2

, Jn 1918
,
1 Co 1429, Ph 23 4s.

In OT the BY retains ‘ other
5

; in NT it is changed
into ‘ others

5 except Ph 23 which is retained, and
4s which is changed into ‘ the rest.

5 In 1 Mac O48

BY gives ‘ they, and omits the word in 2 Mac 7s4.

Examples are in Tindale, Mt 21 ® ‘ Other cut downe
braunches from the trees

5

,* 2742 ‘ He saved other,

him sylfe he can not save 5

;
and from the Rhem.

version He 7s3 ‘And the other in deede were made
priestes, being many, because that by death they
were prohibited to continue 5

; cf. Ps 7IB aZ. [Pr. Bk.j.

3. The phrase ‘other some,

5 formerly very com-
mon when ‘ some 5

preceded, is twice retained in AY,
2 Es 1318 ‘ Some were glad, some were sorry, some of
them were hound, and other some (so B v

)
brought

of them that were offered
5

(
guidam . . . quidam . . .

aliqui . . . aliqui)

;

Ac IV8 (teal rives fheyov . . . ol

d£, so RV). The archaism is not in ‘other
5 but in

‘ some,

5 which in the sing, was equivalent to ‘ one,

5

‘a certain ,

5 and so in the pin. meant ‘persons 5 or
* things

5

;
hence ‘ other some 5

is ‘ other persons 5 or
‘ things.

5
Cf. Mt 135 Rhem. ‘ Othersome also fell

upon rockie places, where they had notmuch earth 5

;

and Eph 411 Rhem. ‘And he gave, some Apostles,

and some Prophets, and othersome Evangelists, and
othersome pastors and doctors .

5 Also in Judgment
of Bort, p. 35, ‘ The cause of which his divers dis-

pensation is not to be imputed to the worthinesse
of one nation above another, or to the better using
of the light of nature by some then by other some?

J. Hastings.
OTHNI ftw; B Toovet, A IW).—A son of

Shemaiah, I Ch 267.

OTHNIEL ( ToSovi'/jX), described in Jg Vs
39 as jbj^r —It is not impossible from
the point of view of strict grammar to construe
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this Heb. phrase so as to make Kenaz the brother
and Othniel the nephew of Caleb (so B of LXX,
vlds Keref ddeXtpov XdXe/3

;

cf. art. JUDGES, 4 ( b),

vol. ii. p. 811a
). It is more probable, however,

that Caleb, who is elsewhere ealled the Kenizzite
(Nu 3212), was viewed as a son of Kenaz, and thus
a brother of Othniel (so A . . . doeX^bs, and Vulg.
films Cenex, frater Caleb). This conclusion is

strengthened by the expression cyounger brother,
5

which would have no relevancy as applied to Kenaz,
but is quite appropriate in reference to Othniel 4 as
indicating that the disparity in age between uncle
and niece (Jg l

13
) was not so great as might be

thought, or (in 39
) as explaining how Othniel so

long outlived Caleb 5 (Moore, Judges, 27). In
pre-critical times there can be little doubt that
apologetic reasons weighed heavily with many in-

terpreters. The uncle, it was imagined, must be
saved from the scandal of marrying his niece,

although marriages within closer degrees than
this were sanctioned by usage {e.g. Abraham and
Sarah, Gn 2012

; cf. 2 S 1313 Amnon and Tamar).
In one of the narratives (Jos 1517

, Jg l13) of the
conquest of Canaan it is related that Othniel smote
Kiriath-sepher and obtained as a reward the hand
of his niece Achsah the daughter of Caleb (see

Achsah), The story of the springs which the
bride obtained from her father (Jos 1518, Jg l

14
) is

introduced in all probability in order to account for

the possession by Achsah, a branch of Othniel, of

waters which would more naturally have belonged
to the Kalibbites, an older constituent of the
Kenizzite clan. In Jg 37

'11 Othniel is introduced by
D 2 as the first of the ‘Judges 5 and the deliverer

of Israel from Cushan-Rishathaim (wh. see).

His victory is said to have secured rest to the
land for forty years. Very serious difficulties lie

in the way of our accepting the historicity of this

latter narrative. These difficulties are not in the
least evaded by the purely hypothetical combina-
tions of Sayce in HCM 297 if. and EHH 286 f.

See Moore, Judges, p. 85.

Ethnologically and as an eponym Othniel has
much the same significance as Caleb (wh. see),

being a younger branch of the important clan
of the Kenizzites.

Literature.—

S

ee under Caleb, and cf. Dillmann, Nu-Dt-Jos
,

523 ; Kittel, Hist, of Heb. i. 267 f., ii. 77 f. ; Moore, Judges
, 29,

84 f. ; Wellhausen, Comp. 219 ; Budde, Richt. u. Sam. 4 ff., 94 ff.

J. A. Selbie.
OTHONIAS (’0doplas), 1 Es 9s®, a corruption of the

name Mattaniah, in Ezr 1027.

OUCHES.

—

Ouche, like adder, apron, etc., be-
longs to a group of words that in modem English
have lost an initial n through a mistaken division—‘a nouche 5

(cf. Chaucer, House of Fame , 1350,
‘They were set as thick as nouchis Fyne, of the
fynest stones fatre

5

) having become ‘an ouche. 5

The term was applied to g<3d ornaments, particu-
larly those of tne nature of a clasp or brooch,
set with jewels.

1. The two large jewels of shdham-stone (EV
‘onyx, 5 RVm ‘beryl 5

) on the shoulders of the
high priest’s ephod (see vol. i. p. 725b) were ‘set
in ouches of gold 5 (sm Ex 28llf

* 396f
*). The

word ndshbezCth seems to denote a setting of open
work in contradistinction to the method of setting
jewels in a solid capsule of gold, and since it

is derived from a root signifying ‘to weave or
wreathe 5

(see Dillm. on Ex 2811
), it may safely be

taken as the technical term for filigree work,
which was known to the Egyptian goldsmiths
from very early times. The gold, as we are
expressly informed in Ex 39s, was beaten out into
thin sheets, which were cut up into narrow strips.

These strips or wires, as we may call them, were
formed into elaborate gold filigree by means of a

most delicate process of soldering (see Bliimner,

Technologies etc., der Gewerbe und Kunste be

i

Griechern u. Romern, iv. 250 f., 316 f.), and used
as a setting to the jewels, the open nature of the
work facilitating the attachment of the whole,
presumably by the use of gold thread, to the fabrio

of the ephod. The same method of attachment by
means of a setting of gold filigree (Ex 3913

, Rv
‘ enclosed in ouches of gold in their settings

5

)
was

adopted for the twelve jewels of the breastplate.*

The statement of Josephus that the jewels on
the shoulder-straps of the ephod (termed by him
‘ sardonyx stones

5

) served as agraffes or clasps to

fasten the two ends of the straps (iropirovvi Sb rr\v

iTTUfiloa aapo&vvxes . . . 7rpb$ rb ra?s Trspovicuv

iicLTribeLovi k.t.X

A

nt. 3H. vii. 5 [Niese, § 165]), like

several other statements of his in this paragraph,
conflicts with P’s description of the ephod, and
of the purpose of these jewels ‘as a memorial
before JV

2. In the description of the high priest’s Breast-
plate (vol. i. p. 319b) it was pointed ont that the
gold chains, by which the breastplate was held in

position, ‘were passed over, or through, or other-

wise attached to a couple of gold ornaments (AV
‘ ouches,

5 Ex 2813* 14* 25 3916 - 1S
) which had previously

been fixed to the shoulder-pieces of the ephod in

front.
5 These ‘ouches’ (Heb. as before, 'Mish-

hezdth) were also of open filigree work, and, if we
can trust the Greek translators, had the shape
of rosettes (&c-tISl<tk(u ), one of the commonest
‘motives 5

in ancient art, including architecture

and embroidery. For these rosettes or ‘ daisy f
pattern 5

see Perrot and Chipiez, Hist, of Art in
Chaldcea and Assyria, vol. i. 260 ff. [note jewelled
bracelet, fig. 133, p. 305], and vol. ii. 332 ff., noting
figs. 244, 250. It is not improbable that the same
pattern was followed in the setting of the jewels
above described (under 1).J

A. R. S. Kennedy.
OUGHT.—1. ‘Aught 5 and ‘ ought 5

are different

forms of the same word. Aught is from a (
= ever)

and wiht (=thing, whit) as ought is from o (= ever)

and wiht. So the meaning is ‘ any thing whatever. 5

The early forms were numerous. AV has only the
form ‘ ought,

5 which RV everywhere changes into
‘ aught, 5 the modem form. See Naught.

2. In AV 1611 ‘ought 5
is found as the past tense

of ‘ owe 5

in Mt 1824 * Lk 741. This was originally

its use, but in time it was regarded as distinct from
‘owe,

5 from which another past tense, ‘owed, 5 was
formed, and looked upon as a present with another
meaning. Cf. Spenser, FQ hi. i. 44

—

• Now were they liegmen to this Ladie free,

And her knight’s service ought, to hold of her in fee.’

J. Hastings.

OUTLANDISH.—Neh I326 ‘Even him did out-

landish women cause to sin
5
(rrin^n o^in, LXX aJ

yvvcuices al dXXdrpicu). The Heb. word is usually tr

‘stranger
5

{i.e. ‘foreigner’) in AV, and RV gives
‘ strange women 5

here. ‘ Outlandish 5 (from Anglo-
Sax. utlendisc, an adj. fr. utland, foreign countries)
is Coverdale’s word. Cf. Milton, Hist. Eng. v. ‘ He
had taken with him Alfrid his youngest son to be
there inaugurated King, and broughthomewith him
an out landish Wife ; for which they endeavoured
to deprive him of his Kingdom 5

; ana Banyan, FF
p. 84 (Clar. Press ed.), ‘The Pilgrims were cloathed
with such kind of raiment as was diverse from the
raiment of any that traded in that fair. The

*Ace. to a very plausible textual emendation, Ps 4513*

(Heb. 14b) should read: nisn-fp (so Krochmal,
Graetz, Cheyne, Wellh.) ‘of pearls (set) in gold filigree (Cheyne.
‘in ouches of gold ’) is her raiment. *

f *A silver shield with boss of gold * (Wordsworth).
t Hie ounettiiffxcci of 1 Mac are best taken in the same

technical sense, as ornamental ‘rosettes* or ‘bosses,* rathe*
than literally as ‘ small shields.*
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people therefore of the fair made a great gazing
upon them. Some said they were Fools, some they
were Bedlams, and some they are Outlandish-men.’

J. Hastings.
OUTRAGE.—An outrage is that which goes be-

yond bounds (being formed by adding the common
suffix age to outre, Old Fr. oltre, from Lat. ultra,
beyond). It occurs in the heading to Ps 10, ‘ David
complaineth to God of the outrage of the wicked/
The adj. outrageous is found in Pr 274 ‘anger is

outrageous* (lit. as RVm * anger is a flood
’ ; Amer.

RV ‘overwhelming’). For the prim, sense of the
adj. cf. Guylforde, Pylgrymage

, p. 36, ‘There be
iiii. rowes or range of pylers thrughout ye church,
of ye fynest marble yt may be, not onely mervay-
lous for ye nombre, but for ye outragyous gretnes,
length, and fayrenes thereof.’ J. Hastings.

OUTROAD is now lost to the Eng. language,
though ‘inroad’ remains. It was never common,
and occurs in AY only at 1 Mac 1541 ‘ He set horse-
men there, and an host of footmen, to the end that
issuing out they might make outroads upon the
ways of Judah’ (iZodetioxn). RV retains the word
here, and even introduces it into 1 Es 4s3 ‘ A man
taketh his sword and goeth forth to make out-
roads’ (iZodefew

;

AY omits to translate). The
same Gr. verb occurs in 2 Mac 1219

, but AY gives
‘ went forth/ RY ‘sallied forth.’ J. Hastings.

OYEN (inn tannur, tcklpavos).—The Arab, name
is the same as the Heb., and the use of the tanntir
to-day indicates, no doubt, the kind of oven in use
formerly- It is commonly made by sinking a hole
in the ground, 3 or 3J ft. deep, and 2£ to 3 ft. in
diameter, somewhat in the form of a large jar

;
the

walls are plastered with cement that will resist the
action of hre, which is kindled in the oven when it

is to be heated for use. The fuel is grass, thorns, or
dry twigs (Mt 630), which heat the oven rapidly, and
of course blacken it with smoke and soot. This
explains the allusion in La 510. The inner surface
is wiped when it becomes sufficiently heated, and
the dough is moulded into broad thin loaves, hardly
thicker than parchment, and placed, one at a time,
on the wall of the oven by means of a large
cushion, with a convex surface to fit the concave
inner surface of the oven. The baking process is

over in a few seconds. See BREAD, FURNACE.
This form of oven is sometimes built above ground,
and in Arabia sometimes on a movable base
{Niebuhr, Descr

..
de VAr. pp. 45, 46). These ovens

are usually outside the house, as the smoke would
fill the dwelling if within. Often the same oven
serves for several families (Lv 2626

). This kind of
oven is doubtless referred to in Ex 83, though the
Egyptians had various kinds.

Large ovens, 6 to 8 ft square, are used in bakeries at the
present day, of brick or stone, raised 2 or 3 ft from the ground,
with an arched roof and chimney, to allow the escape of the
smoke. The bottom is paved,and the firebums at one side while
the bread is being baked on the other. The loaves are introduced
on a narrow wooden shovel, which will take several at a time,
and by which they are turned and removed when baked. A
kind of portable oven, called in Arabic sdj, is much used by the
nomads of Syria. It consists merely of a circular piece of sheet-
iron, hemispherical in form, and is used by raising it on stones,
concave side down, the fire being kindled under it, and the
thin loaf placed on the convex surface.

The oven is figuratively employed in Scripture
to indicate fierce heat and quick destruction, the
materials used in heating it being soon consumed
(cf. Ps 21”, Hos 77, Mai #). H. Porter.

OVERSEER.— See Melzar, Steward. Once
in AY (Ac 2028) 4ttI(tkotol is translated 4

overseers.’

It is the tr. of Tindale, who was followed by
Cranmer (Great Bible), Geneva, and even the
Bishops. RY has returned to Wyclif’s and the
Rhemish ‘ bishops/ See Bishop.

OWL.—Five Heb. words are translated ‘ owl ’ in

AY. 1. my.9n rn bath-hayya'tinah, RY ‘ostrich’
(see Night Hawk, Ostrich).

2. *\wi: yanshuph (Lv II 17
,
Dt 1425),

4 great ov ’

;

*psq: yanshdph (Is 3411
), ‘owl/ RYm ‘bittern/ In

all the LXX gives elpis and Vulg. ibis. The passage
in Isaiah gives a considerable list of creatures,

some fabulous, others uncertain, but all supposed
to suggest desolation and ruin. Yanshoph is one of
these. It is a strong objection to the ibis that it

is a swamp bird, hardly to be thought of in con-
nexion with an accursed and forsaken ruin. Yet
the same is true of the bittern, the cormorant, and
the pelican (RY text and AY margin) in the same
passage. We may therefore accept ibis, in spite of

this difficulty, or tr. the word ‘ twilight "bird/ in

allusion to its etymology,* leaving the question of

species unsettled. This tr11 would emphasize the
desolation and evil omen, which it is the object of
the writer to portray.

3. Dia Ms. Here again we have a word occurring
only in the lists of unclean birds (Lv 111T

,
Dt 1436,

A V and RY ‘little owl’), and in one other reference
(Ps 1026 AY and RV ‘owl’), where the psalmist
compares himself to ‘ an owl of the desert 9 (RY
‘waste places’). The owl is called by the Arabs
umm al-kharab, i.e. ‘mother of ruins/ from the fact
that it frequents such places. The LXX vvicnK6pa£

(Lv ll17
, Ps 1026)

confirms the trn ‘ owl/ which is

to he taken generically. Among the owls of

Pal. and Syria are Asio Otus, L., the long-eared
owl ; A. brachyotus, J. R. Forster, the short-eared
owl; and Bubo ascalaphus, Sav., the Egyptian
eagle owl. LXX ti Msm Dt 1416 by epwditv, Vulg.
herodium.

4. nap kippdz. This word occurs but once (Is

3415
). The LXX e-fivos implies the reading niap

kippodh, which AY tr. ‘ bittern/ RY ‘ porcupine 9

(see Bittern). As the bittern or porcupine has
already been mentioned in the list of creatures in
the ruins ofEdom (v.11) wemust reject this. Nor can
we accept the RY rendering arrowsnake (adopted
by Ges., Dillm., Siegfried -Stade, Chevne, etc.,

following Bochart, Hieroz. iii. 199), a kind of snake
that leaps from trees on passers-by (Gr. IkovtI&s),

from Arab. Tcafazd, ‘ to leap/ The description is

clearly that of a bird. No snake lays, incubates,
‘ hatches, and gathers its young under its shadow.’
The fact that some owls specially frequent ruins

makes it probable that, though there is no positive

authority in its favour, some species of owl is in-

tended. Scops gin. Scop., and Athene glaux
, Sav.,

are dwellers in caves, ruins, and desolate places, and
would suit the context.

5. rrVV Ulith, is also found in hut one passage
(Is 3414). AV tr. it ‘screech owl/ m. ‘night
monster’ ; RY ‘night monster/ m. ‘Lilith/ The
etymology points to a nocturnal creature. It is

probably fabulous. The unearthly bootings and
boomings of the nocturnal birds about ruins and
in ionUy wastes would easily suggest to the
imaginative Oriental mind sneh spectres. The
LXX dvoK&ravpos refers to some unknown ape, or

an apparition. The lamia of the Vulg. is a hag or

witch who does harm to children. See, further,

art. Lilith. The ghitt of the Arabs is a fabulous

spectre, which haunts graveyards, and lives on
human flesh (see Night Monster).

It will be seen from the above analysis that
three out of the five words trd ‘ owl ’ in AY prob-

ably do not refer to owls. The other two are

generic. The Arab. Mm expresses, as a tone word,
the cry of some of the owls. The Arabs are super-

stitious in regard to all the species, and look upon
them as emblems of evil. G. E. Post.

* From ‘ twilight* (so Bochart, Hieroz. ii. 28111.) Other*

derive from ‘ wheeze.*
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OX ('Of).—An ancestor of Judith, Jth 81
. (Is 721

). Heifer is the trn once of -r$ parah (Nu
192), usually of *egldh (Dt 21s

, Jg 1418 etc.). See
OX (nit? shdr).—The unit of the bovine species Heifer.

(iff? bakdr, as horse, ass, sheep) without reference There is no evidence that the buffalo, Bos
to age or sex. It includes bull

, bullock, cow , heifer, bubalus, L., was known in Bible times. It is now
and calf. Nevertheless, each of these has a special common in the marshy districts, where it can
name, as seen below. Shdr is sometimes trd ‘ ox,’ wallow in the mud, but always as a domestic, not
and sometimes ‘bull’ or ‘bullock.’ The Aramaic a wild animal. It is common in the IJfileh region,

form Tin tOr corresponds exactly with the Arab, in the plain of Esdraelon, the Jordan Valley, and
thaur, Gr. ravpos, and Lat. taurus. In those about Jems and Hama.
languages, however, it refers esp. to the bull. The Scripture allusions to oxen and their con-

Sometimes, for emphasis, shdr is coupled with 113$ geners are too numerous to be cited. They were
*ehad, meaning then a single ox (Nu 1511

, Neh 518
/. used for ploughing (1 K 1919), for draught, yoked in

Barely it is used collectively (Gn 325
, 1 S 2219 ‘ oxen,5 one or more pairs (Nu 7s), as beasts of burden (1 Ch

Dt 1519 ‘bullock,’ Jg Q25 •jwjps par-hash-shbr, lit. 1240 etc.), for treading out the com (Dt254 etc.),

* bull of the ox,’AV ‘young bullock,’ RV‘ bullock’), for food (Dt 144), sacrifices (Gn 159 etc.), dairy
Shdr is also used metaphorically 'its? to^ 4 the first* purposes (Dt 3214, Is T22, 2 S 1729). Herds were
ling of his bullock’ (Dt S31

’), to indicate the investments of wealth (Job Is 4212). The pasture
favoured position of Joseph. Tie? njpg AV ‘digged grounds of Palestine and Syria were extensive,

down a wall* (Gn 498 ), is more correctly tr4 RV Oxen were also kept and fattened in stalls (1K423
,

‘houghed an ox.
5 Another Heb. term for ‘oxen’ Pr 1517, Lk 1318

). In the winter they were fed on
is [only in plur.]. Its only occurrences are stubble and straw, tibn (Is ll7) and ‘ clean (AVm
Pr 144, Is 3024 (where oxen are spoken of as used in ‘leavened,’ RV ‘ savoury ’) provender 5

(30
24

). The
tillage), Ps 87 (oxen subject to man), Dt 713 284, 18* S1 Mosaic law provided for their protection (Ex 2212,
(their increase [*us?] a blessing). Dt 254). The ox is found only where water is

Bull, bullock, cow, kine.—1. par (fern. rr$ abundant and there is green pasture in spring-

pdrdh, the female of the bovine species). When time. Most of the cattle of the Holy Land at

intended to refer to a young bull there is often present are of inferior breeds. Probably this is

added (Ex 291
etc.) ; once in construct state but a part of the degeneracy of the country. The

with shdr, ‘bullock of the ox ’ (Jg 6-5
) ; once best races of animals would thrive there, and even

in apposition, n\sr= 4 ox-bullock, 5
i.e. ‘ bullock of now one sometimes sees fine specimens of homed

the oxen ’ (Ps 6931 ). Par and parah are usually cattle. See CATTLE. G. E. POST,
employed to designate bulls or heifers for sacrifice.

They are, however, occasionally used otherwise OX-GOAD.—See Goad, and Agriculture in

(Ps 2212 etc.). voL i. p. 49b where an ox-goad is figured.

2m T38 y
abbir. A metaphorical term, derived

from the idea of his strength and valour (Ps 2212 OZEM (nxk).—1. An elder brother of David, 1 Ch
5018, Is 347). In the same metaphorical sense it is 2“ ("A<rofi). The vocalization of MT is of doubtful
used to designate the horse (Jer 816 47s, AV ‘ strong correctness. Kittel thinks osx (cf. LXX) more
horses,

7 RV ‘ strong ones ’ 5011, AV ‘ bulls,’ m. probable than osk. Cf. the parallel case of Oren
‘steeds,

5 RV ‘strong horses’). (wh. see) and Aran. 2. A son of Jerahmeel, 1 Ch
3. ten t$d (Dt 145), AV ‘ wild ox,’ RV ‘ antelope’; 2s5 (B 'A<r&v, A ’Aab/i).

«te id (Is 5P°), AV ‘ wild buH,’ RV ‘ antelope.’ In
the absence of any certainty as to the species it is OZIAS (’Ofelas).—1. 1 Es 8* (B *0frtas, A ’E£fas),

better to adopt oryx, after the LXX (Dt 145 Spvg. 2 Es l2 {Ozias), one of the ancestors of Ezra (cf.

In Is 5120 LXX has <bs o-evrXlov hp^<p6ov, ‘like a half- Ezr 74). 2. 1 Es 581
, head of a family of temple

cooked beetroot’) and Vulg., and to suppose that the servants which returned with Zerubbabel, called

wild animal here intended is Oryx beatrix, formerly Uzza, Ezr 240, Neh 751. 3. The son of Micah, of

confounded with Antilope leucoryx, Pall. It is found the tribe of Simeon, one of the rulers of Bethulia
on the borders of the Syrian desert. The horns are in the history of Judith (Jth 615 7s8 810* *• 85 108).
sold in Damascus and Jerusalem ; they are over 3 ft.

long. The creature is between 3J and 4 ft. high. Its OZIEL (’Oj*a^\).—An ancestor of Judith, Jth 81
.

lower parts and a portion of the face are sandywhite, The name occurs frequently in OT under the form
and the rest of the face, back, and flanks tawny. Bzziel (Wfr;).

Calf, heifer.

—

'egel, is the young of the
bovine species, irrespective of sex. With the OZNI (U|x).—A son of Gad, Nn 2616

, called in Gn
feminine suffix, egldh

, either ‘ a single calf,
5 4618 Ezbon (J3?k). In the passage in Nn the same

irrespective of sex * (Dt 21s
), or ‘a young cow 5 word ujxrr is used also as a patronymic=the Oznites.

P

PAABAI.—In MT of 2 S 23s* ng$ * Paarai by Klostermann, and seems to be pointed to by
the Arbite ’ appears as one of David’s thirty heroes, the corrupt reading of B, Otyaioepxel, in 2 S
The parallel passage, 1 Ch ll37, has T23 S335

(cf. Driver, ad loc. ), as well as by that of

‘Naarai the son of Ezbai* (B Naapal vtds *A£<apa£9 A, Sapaei 6 ’Apaxeiels. See, further, ARBITE,
A Nooph vlbs ’A£ftL ; cf. the reading of some twenty Ezbai, Naarai, and cf. Kittel’s note on 1 Cb ll87

MSS of LXX in 2 S, rod Otipal (0dpk) mos tov in SBOT J. A. Selbie.
*Ao-pC). It is impossible to decide with any con-
fidence between the names Naarai and Paarai, or PADDAN, i.e. Paddan-aram, is found in Gn 481

the readings ‘son of Ezbai’ and ‘the Arbite ’ (cf. only. Perhaps has fallen ont of the Heb. text;
the name Arab in Jos 1522) or ‘the Archite ’ (cf. it is present in the Sam., as well as in the LXX
Jos 16*, 1 S 168* al.). This last reading is favoured (Meavirorapda rijs ’LvpLas).
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PADBAN-ARAM (Q7*f|!§, M.e<ro7rora/j.ia 2vpla$)*

—

See Aram, in vol. i. p. 138b . Padanu is used in
Bab. contracts of the age of Abraham as a measure
of land. It is the modern Arabicfedd&n, 4 acre.

5

A. H. Sayce..
PADDLE (id; ; w&<r(ra\os ;paxilliis) occurs only in

Dt 2313 AY and RY, but RVm ‘shovel 5 (which is

Coverdale’s word). The Heb. word is elsewhere
used of a tent-pin (Ex 2719

, Jg 421 et al,\ and of a
peg for hanging on (Ezr 98, Is 2223 * 24

, Ezk 153 ),
always of wood, so that the translation ‘nail

5

should be avoided. Once also it signifies the
batten or pin with which the woof is beaten up
into the web (Jg 1614 ; see Weaving). In Dt 23X3

it is used of a wooden tool for digging, a spade.
In earlier English a small spade used for cleaning
the plough-share was called a ‘paddle,

5 which
explains the choice of this word m the Geneva
Bible, whence it reached AY and RY.

- J. Hastings.
PADON (fn^, $a5d>v ),—The name of a family of

Nethinim who returned with Zerubbabel, Ezr 2^=
Neh 747 ; called in 1 Es 529 Phaleas (#aXatas).

PAGIEL (Wj^s).—Son of Ochran, mentioned by
P as chief of the tribe of Asher at the time of the
Exodus, Nu l13 2^ (^ayaL7}\)

} 7
72 (B A

QayarfX), 77 (B ^aye^A, A stayed), 1026 (iayai^A). The
Heb. name is probably of late origin and of artifi-

cial character (see Gray, EPN 200 f., 210).

PAHATH-MOAB (zmkrnus ‘governor of Moab 5

;

A &aadfjua&jS, B QaaOp.. , Qaap/x., 4>aao/4., <£aXa$u.,

$$aXetjx., MaaBp. ; Phahath-moabs and in 1 Es 8s4

ductoris Moab{ilionis) [the -ilionis represents the
Greek word after Moab]).—In the list of those who
returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel there are
included ‘ B6n& Pahath-moab of the B6n6 Jeshua
Jand) Joab 2812,

5 Ezr 26
,

1 Es 5U,

4 2818 5 Neh 7
11

;

In the list of those who returned with Ezra, 4 Of
the BSng Pahath-moab, Eliehoenai ben Zerahiah
and 200 males,

5 Ezr 84, 1 Es 881 ; in the list of the
husbands of foreign wives are named eight of the
B6n§ Pahath-moab, Ezr 1030 ; in the list of the
repairers of the wall of Jerusalem is named Has-
shub ben-Pahath-moab (Neh 3U); and amongst
those who signed the covenant, ‘the chiefs of

the people . . . Pahath-moab, 5 Neh 1014. Here
we must understand the chief of the clan Pahath-
moab, this being a Jewish clan, part of which
remained in Babylon, while part returned with
Zerubbabel and part with Ezra. The language
of Ezr 2s etc. shows that at the Return this clan

consisted of two branches, Jeshua and Joab. In
Ezr 89 the Beni Joab are enumerated as a
separate clan, which furnished Ezra with Obadiah
and 218 males.
Pahath-moab, as the name of a Jewish clan, is an

enigma of which we have no satisfactory solution.

It is commonly explained as ‘ governor of Moab. 5

The first part of the compound name would thus be
connected with the Assyrian pehah, which occurs so

frequently in the Inscriptions. Pahath-moab may
be a reminiscence of the Israelite dominion in

Moab, and may have some connexion with ‘the

dominion in Moab 5

of the Judahite B£n£ Shelah
mentioned in 1 Ch 4P. Or 4 Pahath 5 may have
replaced syllables of similar sound but different

meaning, a familiar phenomenon in the history

of proper names, e.g.
4 Cat and Wheel 5

for 4 Cathe-

rine Wheel. 5 In this case the clan Pahath-moab
may have been connected with some Israelite

settlement in Moab, or even with a settlement of

Moabite refugees in Judah. Or, again, 4 pahath 5

may be the word for 4 pit
5

; or the whole word
Pahath-moab may be a corruption of some name
which had no connexion in meaning with either

pehah or Moab. A process of corruption antecedent

to MT would be paralleled by Yulg. Phcemo in

1 Es 511, which no doubt goes back to the Pahath-
moab of MT. Cf. Meyer, Entstehwng des Juden-
thums

, pp. 146, 157. W. H. BENNETT.

PAI (T9).—The capital city of Hadad (1 Ch) or
Hadar (Gn), a king of Edom, 1 Ch l50. In the
parallel passage, Gn 36s9, the name occurs in the
form Pan The LXX has in both passages
3>oyc6p cf. Qaycbp in Jos 15e0a), and Ball
thinks nys 4

is probably right,
5 while Kittel pro-

nounces it ‘perhaps the more original.
5 The site

of the place referred to has not been identified,

althougn there is some plausibility in the com-
parison Seetzen (Eeisen, hi. 18) suggests with the
ruins of Phauara in Edom (cf. Ritter, Erdkunde,

xiv. 995 ; but see, against this identification.

Buhl, Edomiter
, p. 38 Anm. 3). Hommel {ART

264) suggests reading Pdtsh. J. A. Selbie.

PAINFUL, PAINFULNESS,— 4 Painful 5 was for-

merly used as we now use 4 painstaking, 5
i.e. care-

ful, industrious, laborious. We find three examples
in AY, Ps 7316 4 When I thought to know this, it

was too painful for me 5
{^’#2 [Keri «n] *rn hvy, i.e,

as AYmand RYm ‘it was labour in mine eyes
5

),

2 Es 712, 2 Mac 2s6
. So Elyot, The Govemour

, h. 275,
4 Suppose ye that the same Anniball . . . coulde haue
wonne from the Romagnes all Spayne ... if he
had not ben a man paynefull and of labour incom-
parable ?

5

; Livingstone in Select Biog
: i. 316,

4 Mr.
David Dickson—a man singularly gifted with an
edifying way of preaching, and whose painfull
labours were eminently blessed with suceesse.

5

4 Painfulness 5
also was used in the sense of care-

fulness, industry, but in its only occurrence in AY
the meaning is

4 toilsomeness,
5 2 Co 11s7, Gr. p6x<Qo$,

which is elsewhere (1 Th 29
, 2 Th 38

) rendered
4 travail,

5 and that is accordingly the rendering of
RY here also. Cf. Hooker, Reel. Pol. I. vii. 7,
4 The search of knowledge is a thing painful, and
the painfulness of knowledge is that which maketh
the will so hardly inclinable thereto.

5

J. Hastings.
PAINT.—Mention is made Jer 2214 of the paint-

ing (n^D mashah) of interiors with vermilion, prob-

ably after the manner of lacquer-work, which in

a somewhat debased form is still practised in

Damascus. The shields of the warriors of Nineveh
were painted red, Nah 2s

. The variegation by
colour was, however, chiefly by dyes in cloth, and
by inlaying in wood, stone, and metal.

The application of paint was especially an art
practised by the ancient Egyptians, some of whose
pigments were exceedingly beautiful, and have
retained their freshness through the centuries.

The other biblical references are to the painting
of the eyes, 2 K 9S0, Jer 4s0,

Ezk 2340
. The sub-

stance used for this purpose is antimony (=pb ptikhs

Arab. kuhl)9 and the act of applying it is

\lcahal). It is pounded to a powder of extreme
fineness, so that 4 as soft as kuhl 5 has passed into

a proverbial expression. The eyelids are held

between two fingers and drawn forward a little,

and then a fine rod covered with the black paste

is drawn along between the edges of the eyelids.

The powder does not irritate the delicate coating
of the eye with which it comes in contact, but
there is a collection of the powder under the eye-

lid so as to produce actual distension. The effect

is one of apparent enlargement of the eyes, and this

is further enhanced by a line of stain prolonging
the eyelashes. While the result is universally
acknowledged in the East to be ornamental, the
motive is too obviously ostentatious to meet with
approval among the more cultivated classes.

Among the Bedawin of the desert men as well

as women apply kuhl to the eyes. According to
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popular belief, it strengthens the eyes and protects

against ophthalmia. See Eye-paint.
G. M. Mackie.

PALACE is used to tr. the following words :

—

1* 'armon, Am 43 pcnn [very dub.]
; /3apis, (3acrL-

\eiov, ‘deyekiov, etc.
;
palatium, domus, etc.; properly

‘ citadel,
5 probably connected with the root un ‘to

be high 5

; chiefly used in Pss and Prophets, especi-

ally Amos. 2. byn hekhdl, (3aitLXslov, oIkos, etc.,

palatium,
etc., supposed to be derived, through the

Assyr. ekallu, from the Akkadian e-gal, ‘great
house.

5 The same word is used more frequently in

the sense of * temple 5 as the house of J". 3. nys
birdh, jSdpts, oTkos, etc., civitas, castrum,

etc., properly ‘castle
5

; only in late post-exilic

literature, Ch, Ezr, Neh, Est, Dn ; in 1 Ch 291* 19

of the temple at Jerusalem. 4. fisx
5

avpedhen

,

not
tr. in LXX and Vulg.; only in Dn ll^—Old Pers.

apaddna, ‘treasury,
5 * ‘armoury. 5

5. rQ bayith,

bithan, ‘house.
5

6. .*rya tirah, only in Ezk
254

, crKfoufjui, tentorium, RV ‘encampment, 5 and
Ca 8& 27raX£«, propugnaculum, RV ‘ turret,

5 RYm
‘battlements.

5

7. atrium, ‘ court'.
5

8. Trpat-

rtipLov, prcetorium, the ‘praetor’s court.
5 Of these,

Sand 6 are incorrectly translated ‘palace.
5 The

other words used remind us that a ‘ palace
5
differs

from other buildings only by the size and complexity
necessitated by the private life and public functions
of a ruler. Primarily, it is simply a large house

(2, 5) ; so the Egyptian royal title Pharaoh or
Palace (cf. Sublime Porte) means ‘ great house

5

;

and the ordinary OT term for ‘ palace, 5
in its strict

sense of ‘ royal residence,
5
is ‘ the king’s house,

5
or

‘ his house,
5 1K71 910

.

fArmOn indicates that in

troubled times a palace was a fortress ;
(’appedhen

and) prcetorium that, in early times, a palace in-

cluded government offices, law courts, and prisons,

Jer 322. See, further, PRiETORiUM.
The only royal residence of which we have any

details in the Bible is Solomon’s palace, 1 K 71'12
,

which took thirteen years to build. This included
the ‘ House of the Forest of Lebanon, 5 a great hall,

100 cubits long, 50 broad, 30 high, with four rows
of pillars; a ‘porch of pillars,

5

50 cubits by 30;
the ‘ porch of the throne 5

for a court of justice

;

a dwelling-house for himself, and another for

Pharaoh’s daughter. Round about the whole was
a great court of hewn stones and cedar beams.
The description was probably written while the
buildings were still standing; but it is very ob-
scure, and the text has suffered in transmission.
Moreover, the account is obviously incomplete ; the
writer does not profess to mention all the apart-
ments in the palace, and only gives the dimensions
of the ‘House of the Forest of Lebanon 5 and the
‘Porch of Pillars.

5 With these meagre data, the
various reproductions of the ground-plan are little

more than guesses which help us to imagine the
possible arrangement of the rooms and courts of an
Israelite palace. Cf. House ; see for Solomon’s
Palace, the Commentaries on 1 K, the Histories of
Isr. on Solomon, and the Archaeologies on ‘ Palace,

5

especially Benzinger, Arch. 233-243.
In Egypt the palace was not only the royal

residence, but also the seat of government. The
royal apartments were in an inner, the halls of
audience in an outer court. If we include all

the buildings required for courtiers and officials,

the ‘ palace 5 becomes not a house, but a royal city.

A characteristic feature was a balcony on which
the king would show himself to his people. See
Erman, Life in Ancient Egypt, 69 f., 182 f. ; Mas-
pero, Baum, etc, 275 f.

The Assyrian and Babylonian palaces were large

* So Schultz© (explaining- it as 11 Gr. but Dar-
mesteter (JSt. Iran. ii. 1. IBS) as ‘ bitiment 41ev6 sur une
hauteur.* In Syr. it certainly= ‘ palace, ’ cf. Sir 50? (Syr.),

.where it is used of the Temple.

and magnificent. In Babylonia the palaces, like

the temples, were built on the top of artificial

mounds of crude bricks ; and were groups of build-

ings forming a great fortress. For account, plans,

etc., of Gudea’s palace at Lagash, see Maspero,
Dawn, etc. 709 f. ; Hommel, Gesch. Bab. u. Assyr.

201. In Assyria a typical palace is that of Sargon
n. at Dursarrakin, a huge walled square, with
numerous buildings and inner courts, including a
ziggurat and other temples. Special features of

the Assyr. palaces were the sculptures on the walls,

and the winged human-headed bulls (specimens in

Brit. Mus.). See Maspero, Hist . Anc. Egyp.-Assyr.
ch. xi. ;

Hommel, op. cit . 682 ff. (both illustrated).

W. H. Bennett.
PALAL {bb$ ‘judge’), the son of Uzai, took part

in the rebuilding of the walls of Jerusalem in the
time of Nehemiah (Neh S25

; B 3>aXdX, A 4>aXd£).

PALANQUIN.—Ca 39 RV‘King Solomon made
himself a palanquin of the wood of Lebanon 5 (RVm
‘ car of state,

5 AY ‘ chariot,
5 AYin ‘ bed ’). The

Heb. word, jins#, occurs only in this place, and is

of unknown origin ; for possible affinity cf. Sanscrit

paryauka and Gr. <popetov (the LXX rendering) : if

it is a form of either of those words it becomes an
element in determining the date of Canticles, for

which see Driver, LOT ® 449, 450.

PALE.—Besides Is 29s2
,
where the verb *n? in its

single occurrence is translated ‘ wax pale
5 * (cf. un

‘white stuff,
5

i.e. cotton or linen, in Est 815
; ’7in

with the same meaning, Is 199 ; and nn ‘white
bread, 5 Gn 4016

), the adj. ‘ pale
5
is used in AY only

in Rev 68 to describe the horse whose rider was
Death (see Revelation [Book]). The Gr. is

xXapoj, which elsewhere in NT only describes grass,

and is translated ‘ green 5 (Mk 639, Rev 87 94
), but

is common in classical writers for the paleness or
lividness of the countenance. In this sense the
Eng. subst. ‘paleness

5 occurs in Jer 30® ‘all faces

are turned into paleness,
5 Heb. jipTj which else-

where (Dt 2S22
, 1 K 8s7, 2 Ch 6s8, Am 49, Hag 217) is

used of ‘mildew, 5 and which means, says Driver
(Am 49

),
‘ pale and unhealthy greenness,

5

The ‘pales’ of Sir 2218 ‘Pales set on an high
place will never stand against the wind, 5 are
stakes, palings, used for ornament or enclosure, as
in Shaks. Com. ofErr. n. i. 100

—

* Too unruly deer, he breaks the pale.

And feeds from home.*

The Gr. is xdpa/ces after B (confirmed, acc. to Eders-
heim, by Syr.), but AC give x^Xt/cey, ‘ pebbles.

5

J. Hastings.
PALESTINE PALESTINE.—AY in Ex 1514,

Is 1429- 31
, J1 44 (3

4
), where RY has ‘ Philistia.

5 See
Philistines, and next article.

PALESTINE ; Ex 1514 $i/Xi<me^, Is 1429- 81 ,

J1 3 [Heb. 4]
4

oi dXX6$uXot).

—

i. Geology.
ii. Natural Features.

iii. Climate and Natural Products.
iv. Races.
y. Geography.
vi. Antiquities.

The word as used in the OT is more correctly

rendered Philistia (so AY of Ps 608 874 1089, and
RY uniformly), which is mentioned (see COT L
86) with Canaan, Edom, and Moab, and as a coast

region attacked by the Assyrians in the 8th cent.

B.c. From an early Christian period it has, how-
ever, been nsed to mean the Holy Land, from Dan
to Beersheba and beyond Jordan. West of the
river it extends 143 miles north and south, with
an average breadth of 40, and an area of 600**

* RV has ‘wax pale* also in J1 2s Nah 210 for AV ‘ gatnei
blackness.*
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square miles. Eastern Palestine runs to the

X*an desert, and includes 4000 square miles.
item Palestine is thus about the size of Wales,

and the central mountains are about the same
height above the sea as in Wales. The country
thus possesses a less trying climate than that of

the regions to the south and east (Egypt and Meso-
potamia), and in character and products resembles
the hilly parts of Southern Italy,

i. Geology.—The underlying formation is the
Nubian sandstone (of the Greensand period), but
this never appears west of Jordan. In the north
it is found on the west slopes of Hermon and
Lebanon, and east of Jordan it appears at a con-

siderable elevation on the slopes of Moab and
Gilead. Above the sandstone are limestones
belonging to the Chalk period, and conformable
with the lower strata. There are two main
formations, the lower being a hard dolomitic
limestone, often metamorphie, the upper a soft

chalky stone with bands of chert, and containing
ammonites, belemnites, and many genera of shells

of the Cretaceous period. Where the hard lime-

stone occurs the country is very rugged, with
precipices, and with springs and streams on the
surface ; but in districts where the softer formation
prevails, the features (like those of the upper
chalk in England) are more rounded, and the
water sinks in, being only attainable in deep wells,

or in places where the lower strata are laid hare.

Highest of all, on the summits of Gerizim and
Carmel, a nnmmulitic limestone is occasionally

found.
The' present formation of the country is due to

convulsions, which took place in the early Tertiary
period. An immense fault was formed from
Hermon southwards, rending the strata and form-
ing the depression of the Jordan Valley and Dead
Sea. The western strata fall with a steep dip to

the valley, while the eastern are less contorted,

the sandstone cliffs having been sheared in two,

north and south. There are subsidiary parallel

faults west of the valley, where the upper strata

have fallen over into the great chasm. The fault

continues south of the Dead Sea, but is less con-

siderable, and a watershed 600 ft. above the
Mediterranean here dammed up the waters of the
Jordan Valley, forming a lake 1300 ft. deep, the
surface of which is now 1292 ft. below the Medi-
terranean. This convulsion was accompanied by
volcanic outbreaks in the north, covering the

plains of Bashan and of Lower Galilee with
floods of basaltic lava. Minor outbreaks of the

same are traceable also on the west slopes of

Carmel.
West of the main ridge of Western Palestine,

cretaceous sandstones were deposited, forming
foot hills, which, though dipping westwards, are
unconformable with the older strata of the central

ridge. Beyond these an alluvial plain was formed,

and is now banked in by sandy rocks and sand
dunes. In the Jordan Valley a great salt lake at
first occupied the whole length of the chasm.
Ancient sea-beaches are visible, especially at the

Meiddn el-Ahd, north of Jericho. The shells gener-

ally are lacustrine and not marine. The drying
up of these waters has now left only the smaller

sheets of the Sea of Galilee and the Dead Sea ; hut
south of the former the bed of the valley is still

strongly impregnated with salt, and salt springs

occur on the slopes to the west in Samaria. The
volcanic activity of this region is still not quite

exhausted. Earthquakes such as are mentioned
in earlier times (1 K 19u, Am l

1
, Mt 2754

) still

occur, like that which destroyed the towns of the

north in the twelfth century A.D., and ruined

S&fed in Galilee in 1846. Hot springs occur on
both sides of the valley, and the temperature of
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those at Tiberias rose considerably at the time of

the last-mentioned earthquake. This sketch of

geological structure enables us to understand the
physical features of Palestine ; and it is important
as showing that the destruction of the Cities of the
Plain cannot be explained as by Josephus (Wars,
IV. viii. 4), who believed them to be buried under
the Dead Sea (see Gn 14s), which was certainly in
existence before the appearance of man.

ii. Natural Features.—The hills of Western
Palestine are the continuation of the higher
Lebanon ridge to the north, of which Mount Her-
mon (9200 ft.) is an outlier on the east at the
springs of Jordan. In Upper Galilee, where the
hard limestone prevails, the highest elevation is

4000 ft. above the Mediterranean near Meirftn,
and the eastern slopes are very steep. On the
west the foot hills and long spurs from the water-
shed exhibit the softer chalk in parts. Lowei
Galilee includes the plateau of Tabor, 600 ft.

above the Mediterranean, and the western plain
of Asochis (Buttauf), separated from the shore of

the large shallow Bay of Acre by the low chalky
hills, which also rise on the south round Nazareth.
Mount Tabor (1800 ft.) is an outlier of these hills

on the south-east, with a rounded summit like an
immense molehill, and south of this again the
volcanic peak of Nebi Dhahy (called Little Hermon
in the twelfth century) rises from the plateau,
divided by the valley of Jezreel from Gilboa farther
south. At this point the Palestine watershed is

only about 200 ft. above the Mediterranean, at
the north-east comer of the large triangular plain

called Esdraelon. This plain has the range of

Gilboa (1600 ft.) on its east, and is bounded on
the west by the long spur which divides it from
the shore plain of Sharon, and which rises into the
ridge of Carmel, which, projecting north -west,
attains 1700 ft. above the sea, and, continuing 15
miles, falls to 500 ft. at the promontory which forms
the natural harbour of Haifa on the south side of

the Bay of Acre. A smaller plain lies west of

the main shed, and south of Esdraelonnear Dothan,
separated by lower hills from Sharon. Entering
the Samaritan region the watershed gradually
rises. Gilboa, which is capped with chalk, spreads

north, from the rounded watershed hills to the
south near Jenin; but round Shechem, and as
far south as Bethel, the dolomitic limestone
mountains form one of the highest and most
rugged districts in Palestine. The principal

features on this watershed are the summits of

Ebal (3077 ft.) and of Gerizim (2850 ft.) divided

by the deep pass of Shechem ; and, south of Shiloh,

Baal-hazor (3300 ft.). Long ridges ran ont west-

wards from this chain, sinking to the chalky foot

hills east of Sharon, and on the opposite side of

the watershed are ragged slopes and small plateaus

bounding the Jordan Valley. Approaching Jeru-

salem the watershed sinks to about 2500 ft., and
the chalk appears to the east on Olivet (2600 ft.);

but after passing Bethlehem the flatter plateau
rises again to the Hebron hills, which are in parts

as ragged as those of Samaria, rising to 3000 ft.

at Blmeh, north of Hebron. On the west the

spurs are here longer than in Samaria, with deep
ravines; and the chalky foot hills form a yet
more distinct district, called Shephelah in the
Bible (‘lowlands

9

), while the Plain of Sharon
widens into that of Philistia. On the east a
desert plateau extends below the Hebron moun-
tains, about 1000 ft. above the Mediterranean,
and is terminated in magnificent precipices of hard
limestone above the Dead Sea. The surface of

this plateau is cut up with ravines and sharp
chalky ridges, and this ‘desert of Judah 9

is the
wildest and most desolate region in Western
Palestine. South of Hebron the mountains are
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divided by a long open valley, which runs south to
Beersheba. The plateaus gradually sink towards
the southern plain, 800 ft. above the Mediter-
ranean, which reaches round the hills towards
that of Philistia, and sinks in steps and rounded
ridges towards the Sinaitic desert, and on the
east to the Arabah or broad valley south of the
Dead Sea.
The extremes of elevation between the summit

of Hermon (9200 ft.) and the bottom of the
Dead Sea (2600 ft. below the Mediterranean) mark
the depth of the great fault of the Jordan Valley,
which is at first wide and marshy, at about sea-

level near the Waters of Merom, flanked by the
Galileean mountains to the west, and by the
volcanic ridges and craters of the Jaul&n to the
east. A steep spur from the S&fed mountains
forms a narrower gorge north of the Sea of

Galilee, which is a natural basin, deepest on the
south and east, pear-shaped, and 12 miles north
and south by 8 at the widest, with precipices
2000 ft. high on the east, and others of less ele-

vation on the south-west. On the west and north
steep slopes strewn with basalt sink into the
lake. The surface is 680 ft. below the Mediter-
ranean, and the Jordan falls thence to the Dead
Sea, 1292 ft. below the same level. The Jordan
plain is about 10 miles wide, with high mountains
on either side. The Dead Sea is flanked by
mighty precipices on either side throughout its

stretch of 40 miles, and is 10 miles broad ; but
immediately to its north the foot hills recede,

forming the wider plains of Jericho and Shittim,
west and east of the river, about 1000 ft. below
the Mediterranean. Eastern Palestine includes
the plateau of Bashan, the hills of Gilead, and the
barren plains of Moab. The first of these regions
is a broad plain about 2000 ft. above the Mediter-
ranean, broken by the ridge of the Jaulan craters

east of the Upper Jordan, and seamed by precipi-

tous ravines with dolomitie cliffs, east of the Sea
of Galilee. The plateau is divided from the
Syrian desert by the isolated ridge of the Hill of

Bashan (Ps 6815 only), rising to 5700 ft. The
Gilead hills rise to about 3000 ft., and are only
some 500 above the eastern desert. Their western
slopes, of hard limestone and sandstone, are veiy
steep, and the plateau is from 3000 to 4000 ft.

above the Jordan Valley. Bugged ravines score
these slopes, and the region is divided by the
valley of the Jabbok into two districts, now
called Ajlun and Belka— north and south re-

spectively of the stream. The mountains sink
on the south to the general level of the plateau
east of the Dead Sea, and a lower terrace of barren
desert here answers to the desert of Judah west
of the sea. Among the ridges 'which run out west
from the plateau. Mount Nebo is one of the most
conspicuous (2643 ft.), but it is not as high as
Jebel Osh'a in Gilead (3597 ft.), and does not
command as extensive a view. It is, however, the
nearest high point to the plains of Shittim, and
projects farther west than the others. The tre-

mendous gorges which divide the precipices west
of the Moab plateau present some of the grandest
scenery in Palestine ; and among these the torrent
of Arnon is the most famous. The black basalt,
white chalk, junk and yellow sandstones of the
Zerka Main nse sheer above a narrow brook;
and into this flow the sulphur streams, bordered
with orange deposits, from the hot springs of
Callirrhoe, passing by a palm grove, and flowing in
a cataract to the Dead Sea. This wild gorge
mav be the Nahaliel or ‘ravine of God 5 (Nu
21^) mentioned in the Pentateuch. The Moab
plateau continues in the ridge of Edom, east of
the Arabah, rising to 4580 ft. at Mount Hor.
Its western ridges are called the 'Abarim, or

mountains ‘beyond 5 the Dead Sea, in the Bible
(Nu 2712

, Dt $2® 341
).

These various natural features are distinguished
in the OT by special terms ; Ear, ‘ mountain
country 5

;
Sddeh

,

‘ plain
5

(in Philistia)

;

and
Sharon, ‘plain’ farther north, and, according to

Jerome, near Tabor; Shephelah, ‘lowland, 5

for

the foot hills on the south-west; Mishdr for the
lateaus of Bashan and Moab ; Midbar for the
esert of Judsea ; and Negeb, or ‘ dry land,

5

for the
plains of Beersheba and the lower plateau south
of Hebron, where no surface water is found as a
rule. The various kinds of valleys include : Nahal
for a torrent-valley (the modem wady), 'EmeTc for a
broad flat valley flanked by mountains ;

'Arabah
for ‘ desert

5

valleys like that of Jordan and south
of the Dead Sea ; Shaveh for a smaller vale ; and
Gai for a waterless ravine. The term. Bik'ah
appears to signify a plain between mountains, and
is still so applied (Arab, Buk'ah and diminutive
Bukeiah) in many places, both to the plain of the
Orontes in Syria, and to the remarkable cup-
shaped depression on the Gilead plateau, south of

the Jabhok, which seems to be the ‘circle of

Mahanaim 5

(Ca 613). The terms Bithron (2 S 229
)

and Migron (1 S 142
) apply to rugged gorges ; and

Debir, or ‘the back 5

(Jos 157* 49
, cf. 1326

), in three
cases to ridges. None of these terms are now in

use except the one mentioned ; and the old names
of natural features in Palestine have, as a rule,

been lost.

The water supply of Palestine is fairly abund-
ant, except in the deserts and in the Negeb, and it

includes lakes, rivers, brooks, and springs. The
waters of the Dead Sea are intensely bitter, con-
taining 25 per cent, of chlorides washed down
from the valley ; but those of the Sea of Galilee
and of Merom are sweet. The most important
river is the Jordan, the geographical source of

which is on the west side of Hermon near Hasbeya,
1700 ft. above sea-level ; but its most important
supply issues as a foaming stream, 1000 ft. above
sea-level, from under the cave of Bani&s at the
foot of Hermon, by the snows of which it is fed.

Bushing down through a thick copse, by rows
of poplars, it joins several other streams, which
flow over the basalt slopes into the plain of Tell

el-Kadi (the site of Dan) from the north-west;
and the river is then lost in the papyrus marshes
of Merom, but gathers as the valley narrows, and
descends rapidly to the Sea of Galilee, where a
delta about a mile long has been formed, during
the last nineteen centuries, at its junction with
the lake. On issuing into the southern valley
the course becomes narrow and tortuous, a deep
channel about half a mile to a mile wide having
been worn in the valley bed. The stream is here
shallow, and crossed by abont twenty fords, of
which the most important on the main road is

called
*Abdrah

,
ana may he the Bethabara(?)

of the NT (Jn l28) : there is a cataract in the
stream farther south, but the slope of the river-

bed gradually becomes flatter after passing the
D&mieh ferry (Adam, Jos 316

), the river having,
however, acquired a rapid flow, which continues to
its mouth. Opposite Jericho it is fordable for
horses in the dry season, and is here about thirty
yards wide. In early spring, however (see Jos
315

), when the Hermon snows begin to melt, and
after the winter rains, the Jordan will sometimes
overflow its hanks, and fill the whole channel,
nearly a mile wide. The banks are formed by
hillocks of white soft marl, which are at times
undermined, and fall into the river. An Arab
writer asserts that the river was known to have
been thus blocked for a time (cf. Jos 318

) in A.D
1267. Sultan Beybars was then building a bridge
at the D&mieh ford, and the western bank of the
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river fell in on 8th December, damming the stream
for four hours (Nowairi, see Pal. Expl. Fund
Quarterly Statement, July 1895, p. 257). The
river is often quite hidden by groves of tamarisk
and cane brakes. The plains on either side are
much cut up by tributary channels, but are covered
in spring with rich grass ; towards the south, how-
ever, the bushes and acacia trees (shittim) cease,
and a muddy saline flat grows only the alkali
plant. The shores of the Dead Sea are strewn
with gravel and salt-covered tree trunks brought
down by the river in flood, and a swampy delta is

also formed where the Jordan enters this lake.
The name of the river Jordan (‘ the descender 5

) is

thought to be due to its rapid fall of 2000 ft. in
a course of 100 miles. There are several important
perennial affluents on both sides of the river. On
the west the streams of Wddy el-Hamctm flow by
the small plain of Gennesaret into the Sea of
Galilee. Farther south the perennial stream from
Jezreel, and the waters of many springs under the
Tabor plateau and Mount Gilboa, join the river.

In Samaria the brook of Wddy Farah (probably
the waters of iEnon, Jn o23 ) is an important
affluent north-east of Shechem, and near Jericho
the ravine of the Kelt is a winter torrent of great
velocity, identified without reason with the Brook
Cherith (1 K 17 3* 6

), which was ‘east
5
of Jordan,

probably in Gilead. East of the river several
perennial brooks flow in, and the most important
of these are the Yarmuk

,
south of the Sea of

Galilee, and the Jabbok
, which is fed by springs

at and north-east of Rabbath-ammon. It flows
north at first, and south of Gerasa turns to the west.
Its bed is fringed with canes in the lower part of its

course, and it is easily passable in summer. The
springs of Nimrah (Nu 323 ) also flow with other
perennial brooks through the Shittim plains, and
others which rise high up on the Moab plateau
flow direct into the Dead Sea.

In Western Palestine there are other perennial
streams flowing into the Mediterranean. The
Leontes (or Kasimiyeh), which rises in the southern
Lebanon, reaches the sea north of Tyre. The
Belust which gathers the waters of the low hills to
the east, is a swampy stream south of Acre, and
seems to be the Shihor-libnath, Jos 1926 (but see

Dillm. ad loc. ). It is fordable at its mouth. The
Kishon

,
which debouches on the south side of the

Bay of Acre, is more important, and is perennial,

though in a very dry summer its bed shows only a
chain of pools, and its mouth is choked by sand
dunes. It flows north-west under Carmel from a
narrow pass leading out of the Esdraelon plain,

where it is formed by two branches, of which the
eastern is the true Kishon of the OT (see Jg
46* 7

), springing from swampy pools west of Tabor.
The western stream is formed by springs from
the downs south of Carmel, and its chief source
is at Lejjfim (the Legio of Homan times) near
Taanaeh, west of the plain of Esdraelon. The
waters of the south slopes of Carmel drain into

the marshy Zerka or Crocodile River, remarkable
from the 2nd cent, downwards as the only place

where crocodiles were found in Palestine. They
still inhabit its swamps. Sharon, farther south,

is drained by several streams, unnoticed except
in the 12th century; and north of Jaffa is one
more important (the

'

Aujeh), which carries a
turbid sandy flood from the springs of Bds el 'Ain
(Antipatris) to the sea. It appears to be the
Me-jarkony or ‘yellow water, 5

of Jos 1946 (but see

Dillm. ad loc.). The only perennial stream in

Philistia is the Nahr Rubin, or ‘ river of Reuben, 5

named from a Moslem shrine, and flowing under
the cliff of el-Mughdr (probably Makkedah) to
the shore near Jamnia. A great valley, south of

Gaza, collects the waters of the Negeb hills, and

supplies the deep wells of Beersheba and the
shallow pits at Gerar (Gn 266* 15

) ,* but the water
is only found by digging in its pebbly bed. Its

modern name is the Wddy Ghuzzeh.
Many of the other great ravines, such as the

Brook Kanah (Jos lbb) in Samaria, flow with
water in winter

; and the most remarkable of these
is the stream which bursts out of the Bir Eyii.h at
Jerusalem in winter, flowing down the Kidron
gorge towards the Dead Sea.

Palestine is also well supplied with springs in

all parts where the hard limestone is near the sur-
face. The hills of Gilead run with small brooks.
There are minor streams in Galilee, and good
springs in the central region and on the western
slopes of the Hebron mountains. Near Jerusalem
there is less water, and the dry regions of the
Negeb and the deserts have been already noticed.
The springs mentioned in the Bible include the
fountain of Jezreel (1 S 291), one of several near
the city, two of which ('Ain Jaltid and 'Ain
Tub'adn

)

form large pools ; the pool of Samaria
(1 K 22s8

), which has a fine natural spring; the
pool of Gibeon (2 S 213

), which rises in a cavern
under the ancient site of the town ; the fountain
of Gihon (1 K l38, 2 Ck 3230

) east of Jeru-
salem, also now rising in a cavern—the probable
site of Bethesda (Jn 52

) ; and the well of Sirah
(2 S 326), a spring well near Hebron, which retains
its ancient name. To these we mnst add the well
of Jacob at Shechem, and the Beersheba wells,
which still contain natural waters. The towns
called 'En (with an affixed name) in the Bible still

present springs, as a rule, when the site is known.
The hot springs most famous in Palestine are those
near Tiberias, near Hammath (east of Jordan), and
at Callirrhoe (Ant. XVII. vi. 5) as already men-
tioned ; others occur at Gadara and in the valley
south-west of Beis&n.
The Palestine coast is very deficient in harbours.

The ports of Gaza, Ashkelon, Ashdod, Jamnia,
Joppa, Csesarea, Accho, Tyre, and Sidon, are all

formed only by reefs. The Haifa open roadstead
is protected by the bluff of Carmel, and is the only
one now visited in winter storms. Fleets, however,
found refuge at Tyre and Joppa as early as B.c.

1500, and the latter port was used by Solomon
(2 Ch 216

).

The natural highways of the country are equally
indicated by its formation and by history. The
great shore road has always been the mam route
of armies, and an important cross road led from
Sharon across the downs south of Carmel, and
from the Bay of Acre, to the Valley of Jezreel,

crossing the Jordan at Bethabara (?), and gaining
the Bashan plateau on the way to Damascus. The
mountain roads are difficult paths ; and until the
Romans in the 2nd cent, laid out roads, marked
with milestones, all over both Eastern and Western
Palestine, commerce appears to have been mainly
confined to the natural routes above indicated.

The pilgrim road from Damascus to Akabah on
the Red Sea leads over the eastern plateau, and
formed the route by which Israel appears to have
entered Moab and marched to Bashan.

iiL Climate and Natural Products.*—In the
short distance of a hundred miles the traveller

passes from an Alpine region on Sermon to the
tropical plains of the Dead Sea, and finds in Pales-
tine a fauna and flora ranging from that of
Northern Europe to that of Africa. In the Bible
we read of snow, hail, and ice, as well as of the
desert whirlwinds and the sunstroke. There is no
reason to suppose that the climate and productions
of the country now differ much from those of the
earliest times. Forests have, no doubt, been de-

stroyed in Sharon and in the Hebron mountains

;

but, on the other hand, copses now cover the sites of
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former vineyards, marked by towers, terraces, and
rock-cut winepresses, on Carmel and elsewhere.
With decrease of population the great tanks and
cisterns have fallen into mins, with the aqueducts
and rock-cut canals of Roman times. But in the
Gospels we read of the fevers of Gennesaret

; and
the swampy plains must always have been malari-
ous. The regions now desert or waterless are the
same so described in the OT. The palm culture
of the Jordan Valley has ceased, but it was mainly
an artificial product of Herodian times. The

S
lains are still as thickly covered with grass and
owers in spring as they ever were, and woods and

pastures by the waters still exist.

The climate of Palestine resembles that of Sicily,

and the seasons are the same as in other Mediter-
ranean lands. The average temperature in summer
rises to nearly 90° F. by day, the nights being
cool, with heavy dews. When the east wind blows
from the desert, and ozone is absent from the air,

the heat increases sometimes to 105° F., and the
nights are also very hot ; hut this usually only
lasts for three or four days at a time. In the
Jordan Valley in summer 118° F. in the shade may
be experienced. The extremes from 90° F. by day
to 40° F. by night in the bare deserts of Moab are
severely felt in autumn, but the prevalence of a
fresh breeze from the sea makes the summer heat
in the hills very moderate. In winter the hills of

Judaea, Samaria, and Galilee are often white with
snow for several days, and the Edomite chain may
be seen snow-covered from Jerusalem. The palm
will consequently not grow in the hills, and there
are but few groves even in the plains, where frost

is rarely felt. Lebanon and Hermon retain snow
patches till autumn every year. The whiter begins
usually in December or earlier, and in January
there are heavy gales and much rain. The ‘former
rains

3 (Dt ll14) fall at the time of the autumn
equinoctial gales, and the £ latter rains 3 about the
spring equinox ; hut in March the spring begins,
and April is the month of grass and flowers. In
May the east wind prevails, and dries up the herb-
age, but in June and July the west wind rises

about 10 a.m. daily. The heat increases in August
and September, and the country is entirely dried
up in October. The most unhealthy time is when
the autumn ploughing begins, after the first

thundershowers in November. Thunderstorms in
June during the harvest (1 S 121T

)
occasionally occur

suddenly. The dust whirlwinds (Job 379
), which

swirl along the plains in later summer—esp. in
Bashan—are a peculiar feature of the hot season.
The rainfall averages 25 to 30 in. in ordinary
years, and is quite sufficient ; but the storage of
water in dry districts is very imperfect. Years of
drought occur from time to time, as do earthquakes
and visitations of locusts ; and these are noticed in
every age from the earliest times. But in spite of
the deserts, and of the barrenness of the mountains,
Palestine lias^ a good soil, esp. in Bashan and
Sharon, and is a land of ‘com, must, and oil,’

answering to the descriptions of Deuteronomy
(8

7'9 ll10-̂ 3
), and capable of supporting a large

population if fully cultivated.

The natural growth is dependent on the moisture
brought by the sea-breeze, and thus in Lebanon and
in Palestine alike the slopes west of the watershed
are covered with copse, while those to the east—shut
outfrom themoisture—are bare. In Eastern Pales-
tine the woods of oak and pine covering Gilead are
more extensivethan in any other district. The slopes
here face the west, ana springs issue from the
surface of the dolomitic rocks, the water having
sunk through the chalky surface of the desert
plateaus farther east. The oak woods west of
Nazareth, and in Sharon, have been sadly thinned,
and a pine wood sonth of Bethlehem—noticed by

Arculphus about A.D. 670—is now represented
only by a few stunted trees. The words used for

forest in the OT (ydar and horesh) refer, how;
ever, to copse rather than to woods ;

and the
occurrence of single trees (oak and terebinth),

often noticed in the OT, is still a feature of

the scenery. The Aleppo pine (P. Ealeppensis),

which appears on Lebanon and Carmel, is probably
not native. It bears a name (sindbar

)

which ap-

pears to be Greek, and under this term is noticed

in the Mishna in the 2nd century A.D. The
native pine (P. Carica) found in Gilead is more
probably the ‘fir’ (IK 615* 34

,
Ezk 27s )

of the
OT. The copse, consisting of dwarf oak, mastic,

styrax (stacte. Ex 3034 nataph), hawthorn, and
other shrubs, is found chiefly on the harder lime-

stone, especially in Upper Galilee, on Carmel, in

Samaria, and on the Hebron mountains and the
spurs west of Jerusalem. Near the watershed the
hills are mostly bare, but covered with thyme,
mint, and the oelldn (or Poterium Spinosum), a
brown prickly rosaceous plant. The hyssop, and
other kinds of marjoram, are commonly found
growing on ruins. The carob occurs as a single

tree, like the sycomore fig, and the dilb or plane
(Gn 3037). The poplar is found in various localities

in Palestine (see Tristram, Nat. Eist. of Bible
,

290, and cf. Hos 413
, where, however, the rendering

should perhaps be ‘ styrax,’ see art. Poplar) ; but
the beech does not occur south of the Northern
Lebanon, though growing on chalky soils in Asia
Minor. The acacia and the tamarisk (Gn 2133,

1 S 226 3113
) are mainly found in the Jordan

Valley, and the white broom (1 K 194, Ps 1204,
Job 304 ) is common in the deserts of Moab and
Judah and in the Negeb. Among smaller plants

the eistus (lot, AY and RV ‘ myrrh 3 [which see],

RVm ‘ ladanum, 3 Gn 3T25 4311
)
is very common on

the chalk ; and the plains of Sharon and Jordan
are covered with many wild flowers, esp. the pink
phlox, the pheasant’s eye, and the narcissus (prob-

ably the Rose of Sharon) ; while the common lily

of the country, planted by Moslems in graveyards,
is the purple iris. A complete account of the fauna
and flora of Palestine occupies two volumes of the
Memoirs of the Survey, and only the more conspicu-
ous features noticed in the Bible are here mentioned.
Cultivated plants in Palestine, as corn (wheat and
barley), halm, and fruits, togetherwithwiue, oil, and
honey, are noticed in Egyptian records

(
Records of

Past, 1st series, ii. 17 f.) as early as B.C. 1600. The
almond (luz, Gn 43u) grows wild in Lebanon and
Moab, and the oil tree (1 K 6^) or oleaster is also

not uncommon on the hills. The* apple (tappuah)
is not common, but tbe Heb. word survives in the
Arabic tuffdh ; the ash (Is 4414) is the Fraxinus
Omus

,
the common ash being unknown. The box

(Is 4119 6013
)
grows in Lebanon ; the Syrian papyrus

differs from that of Egypt, and is found in Merom,
in the Sharon rivers, ana at Gebal, as well as the
Egyp. species. The chief fruit trees are the olive,

fig, pomegranate, and apricot, which last, however,
with the citron, prickly pear, walnut, and other
fruits, seems to have been introduced at a late

f
eriod. The vegetable products noticed in the
‘entateuch appear to he all of great antiquity. The

citron (introduced from Media by the Persians)
and the walnut (’egoz, Arab/<fe), said to bear a Per-
sian name, are umnentioned, as are cotton and silk,

though both are now known in the country. Flax
(Hos29

,
see Jos 2®), which was grown at Nazareth

in the 12th cent. A.D., and which is noticed in the
Mishna, is one of the oldest materials used by
man. It may be here noted that the only foreign

E
lants in the Pentateuch are calamus and cassia

_
:om Ionia (Ezk 2719

[? ; text dub.]), or from Uzal
in Arabia according to the LXX, with myrrh from
Arabia, and probably frankincense and cinnamon
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The sea trade with Asia Minor is, however, men-
tioned on monuments of the 15th cent. B.c.,
and that with Arabia goes hack ten centuries
earlier. Gum tragacanth and halm (Gn 37s5

),

pistachio nuts (Gn 43u), honey, and almonds, were
natural products of Palestine, as were stacte
(or styrax) and ladanum (Gn 37s5 43n ) or cistus.

Palestine has also always been very productive
of gourds, cucumbers, vetches, melons, pulse, and
other vegetables. The henna used as a dye (Ca
413) is native, as is saffron or crocus (Ca 414

}. The
kirsenneh

, which is a common crop, probably re-

piesents the Heb. kussemeth (Ezk 49
). The alkali

lant (Jer 222
, Mai 32)

grows esp. near the Dead
ea. Millet (Ezk 49) is also known by its Heb.

name; and the coriander (Ex 1631
, Nu ll7) is culti-

vated, with cummin (Is 28s7
) and anise (Mt 2323

)

;

the mustard (Mt 1381) grows to a tree in the
Jordan Valley, where the ‘Vine of Sodom 5 (Dt
3232) is found in the 'osMr tree {Calotropis Procera);
the mulberry, now grown extensively for silk-

worms, is noticed in the NT (Lk 176) but not
in the OT ; willows (Ezk 17s) occur along the
Jordan; and the ‘heath’ of the OT (Jer 17® 486

)

is the
*

ar'ar or stunted juniper of the Judsean
desert, from which more than one desert town
was named.

Palestine has never been remarkable for its

mineral products. Mines of copper and lead (Dt
89) occurred only in Lebanon. Flint (of which
knives were made, according to Jos 52 and the
LXX of 2480a ) is abundant, and is not only
noticed in the 16th cent. B.C. on monuments,
but is found worked into weapons in the city
mounds at a great depth (as, for instance, at
Lachish). The pitch or the Dead Sea is noticed
(Gn 1410, and perhaps Is 349), and was collected in
the time of Josephus. Precious metals were in
use, however, in the country long before the
Exodus.
The fauna of the country is almost unchanged

from the earliest historic times. The lion and the
wild ox have become extinct ; the former is noticed
by an Egyptian traveller in Lebanon in the 14th
cent. B.C., and is even said to have survived to
the 12th cent. A.D. ; its bones are found in caves
and in the Jordan gravels. The wild ox (r&em or
Bos Primigenius, the ‘unicorn’ [ptovbjcepws;] of the
LXX) was hunted in Lebanon by Tiglath-pileser

in B.C. 1120, and its bones have also been found.
Both these animals were still hunted in Assyria
in the 7th cent. B.C. On the other hand, the
buffalo, now found in the marshes, is said to have
been introduced by Mohammedan rulers in the
post-biblical times. With these exceptions, the
Palestinian animals are those of the OT. The
hear, which according to the OT (1 S 1734, 2 K
2s4) was found on the Palestine mountains, is now
known only on Hermon and Lebanon. The leopard
(in the Jordan Valley), the wolf, the hyaena, the
jackal, and the fox are all found in the wilder
districts ; the boar is common in the mountains as
well as in swamps. The wild ass is still to be
found in the Eastern desert. The cat and domestic
fowls, which were brought from Persia before the
Christian era, are not noticed in the OT ; nor are
mules (1 K 185) noticed in the Pentateuch, though
known by the Assyrians in the 8th cent. B.C. m
Palestine, and now common. The fishes of the
Jordan and Sea of Galilee are numerous, hut as a
rule coarse. The wild bee, Apis fasciata, the
cochineal insect (Is 718 ), which feeds on the Syrian
oak, and various species of locust (Lv ll22) and
of ant, are native. Scorpions are common in the
plains and deserts, where swarms of flies are also

very troublesome in summer. Snakes are less

numerous than in Africa, bnt many species are
found. The camel is monumentally noticed in

Palestine in the 14th century B.C. ; the coney
{Hyrnx) is common near Sinai; the hare is also

found in the desert as well as in Palestine ; the
fallow deer (AV hart) and roebuck (yahmilr) are
found in the woods of Tabor and Gilead respec-
tively, and the latter also in Lebanon and on
Carmel ; the gazelle (AV roe) and the wild goat
{Ibex) belong to the plains and southern desert

;

the wild ox [Bubate] is known only in the
desert ; the wild sheep (AV chamois) is found in
the Sinaitie desert—it is the hoi of the Mishna
(Turk, hoi

,
‘sheep’).*—Among birds the ostrich (A

V

owl) is distinctive of the desert, and the ‘ cuckoo ’

is believed to be a gull ; the pelican is found in the
Mediterranean and in the Waters of Merom, and
the cormorant {shdlak or ‘diver’) is a sea bird ; the
stork is found in the Jordan Valley in spring, and
both it and the heron (Assyr. anpatu) are common
in other parts of Palestine. The hoopoe (AV lap-
wing) also occurs in the Gilead woods, as well as mWestern Palestine. Among other animals noticed jq

the Bible the mole rat {Spalax TyphZus) is common
(Is 220

); the weasel is also found (Lv II29
). All kinus

of birds of prey, vultures, eagles, falcons, kites,

hawks, and ravens, are common, with small and

t
reat owls, partridges and pintails, quails, pigeons,
oves, sparrows, swallows, and cranes, even in the

Beersheba desert. With regard to two animals
described by Job (40. 41), leviathan is usually
supposed to be the crocodile, which, as above
noticed, is found in Palestine ; behemoth answers
best to the elephant [although taken by most
modem commentators to be the hippopotamus],
and the Asiatic elephant seems to have been known
as late as B.c. 1600 on the Euphrates near Nii
[BP, 1st series, iv. 6). Ivory was commonly used
in Palestine in the 15th and 14th cent. B.c., and
even apes were then sent from Syria to Egypt,
according to the records of Thothmes in., in which
also we find notice of asses, flocks and herds, goats
and horses, taken from the Canaanites (ib

.

17 f.).

The Hebrews did not use horses to any large extent
till Solomon’s time, but the Canaanites (cf. Jos ll6)
had horses and chariots long before the Exodus,
and in the 15th cent. B.c. they held the dog in as
little estimation as did the Hebrews. It is remark-
able that seals have been captured off the Palestine
coast, though rare in the Mediterranean. Some
writers think that the ‘badger 3

(tahash, Ex 2614)
should be rendered ‘ seal

3

; but others prefer ‘ por-
poise,

3 which is found all round the coast, and
was hunted by Tiglath-pileser I. in the Mediter-
ranean. The natural nistory of the Song of
Songs embraces that of all Palestine ; that of the
Book of Job is confined to the deserts round
Petra ; that of the Pentateuch may he said to
belong to the desert, the hills of Gilead, and the
Jordan Valley.

iv. The Races op Palestine.—Among the
earliest inhabitants are noticed the Zuzim or Zam-
znmmim, the Emim, and the Anakim. These words
seem to be non-Semitic, and the latter may mean
‘tall,’ as a Mongol word. The Canaanites are re-

garded by the author of Gn 106f as not Semitic,
and there is monumental evidence (Tel el-Amarna
Letters, No. 10 Berlin Collection) that the Syrian
Hittites spoke a non-Semitic language (perhaps
Mongolic) in the 15th cent. B.C. In this enumera-
tion, however, the Amorites (? ‘highlanders’) are
included; and from the same monumental source
it seems clear that they spoke an East Aramaic
language like Assyrian. They had driven out the
Moabites at the time of the Exodus, and covered
Eastern Palestine, as well as the Western moun-
* The fallow deer, roebuck, gazelle, wild goat, wild ox, wild

sheep are mentioned only in Dt 145 (see Driver’s note), and not
in the parallel passage, Lv II.

f Gn 10 is treated in this art. as an * ethnological table ’ (but
see Pillm. ad loc and Sayce, HCM 119 ff.).
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tains and tlie Lebanon.* The Hittites, according
to Gn 23, extended to Hebron in an early age, but
they were driven out of Central Palestine before the
Exodus by Thothmes in. (Brugsch, Hist. Egyp. i.

325). The Philistines, said to appear on monuments
B.C. 1200, and whose god Dagon was worshipped
at Ashkelon in the 15th cent. B.C., are thought to
have been of Cretan origin (Gn 1014 f), but the
remaining tribes bear Semitic names, such as
Canaanites (?

6 lowlanders’ of Sharon and the Jordan
Valley), Perizzites or 4 villagers

3

(?), Kenitesor ‘spear-
men 5

(?), Kenizzites or ‘ hunters’ (?), Kadmonites or
‘ easterns.

5 The same cannot be said, however, of
the Amalekites, who seem to have lived even in
Central Palestine (Jg 1215

, though they are usually
spoken of as a tribe in the desert S. of Pales-
tine), or of the Girgashites—perhaps near Gergesa.
The Hivites in Shechem and near Hermon (but see
art. Hivites) may be ‘villagers,

5 and the Rephaim
‘giants 5

little distinguished from the Anakim,
whose last survivors were found near Gath (2 S
2122

) in Philistia, whence the original Avvim, living
in enclosures, were expelled by the Philistines
(Dt 223

). The population thus seems originally
to have included three distinct stocks, though
many of the above names may be descriptive. The
Hittites and Amorites alone are monumentally
known—the first a hairless race with slanting eyes
and pigtails, apparently Mongols ; i and the latter
a darker people, bearded and black-haired, with
aquiline Sem. features. The Heb. groups, including
Ammonites, Moabites, and the half-breed Ishmael-
ites and Edomites, were distinguished by language
from the aborigines. Hebrew, Moabite, Phoenician,
and the Aram, of Syria (as known from B.C. 900 to
200) are kindred dialects, widely differing from the
Eastern Aram, of Assyria and the Babylonian of the
Tel el-Amama letters. The Can. glosses in the latter
show, however, thatthethen (c. 1450 B. c. )inhabitants
of Pal. spoke a language akin to Hebrew. See also
the many Sem. names quoted below (p. 647a). In the
3rd cent. B.C. the Phoenician power and language ex-
tended over Sharon as far as Joppa, and about the
same time the Greeks began to form anewelement of
population. The Romans were never numerous in
Palestine, but during their rule a newArab element
from Yemen entered Bashan, and after Omar’s con-
quest the old Aram, tribes (including Nabataeans
and Palmyrenes) became mingled with Arab tribes
from the Hej&z, whose names still denote districts
in the mountains of Western Palestine, while the
Bedawin nomads trace their descent also to Arabia
in the present day. European elements were
added before the crusades, and in the 12th cent,
colonists from all parts of Europe were numerous,
especially Italians and Franks.
New European and Jewish colonies are now still

arising ; ana further elements of population have
been due to the transplanting of Aramaean tribes
into Palestine by the Assyrians ; to the inroads of
the Turks, Mongols, and Turcomans, who have left
small tribes behind them in Sharon and Esdraelon ;

and to the recent importation of Circassians into
Bashan, and Bosnians into Sharon. The evidence
of language shows that the present peasantry are
* On the ‘Amorites* see also Driver in Hogarth’s Authority

and Archaeology (Index s. ‘Amorites*), and in Comm, on JDeut.
p. 11.

t The order of words in this verse is thought to have suffered
dislocation (see Bilim, ad loc or Sayce, HCM 136 ; and cf. for the
supposed Cretan origin of the Philistines, Am 97 and Dt 223).

J Jensen supposes that the Hittites were the ancestors of
the modern (Aryan) Armenians [cf. his Eittiter u. Armenier,
and a series of papers on ‘The Hittite Inscriptions* by him and
Hommel (who opposes Jensen) in the Expos. Times, 1898-99].

The recently discovered texts found by Chantre in Cappa-
docia (see translations in The Times of 10th and 24th October
1899) appear to the present writer to show that the Hittite
language was Mongolian. The whole subject is considered
in detail in Conderis The Hittites and their Language,

mainly of Aramaic extraction; they have beer
hardly touched by the European element except
at Nazareth and Bethlehem : there has, however,
been some Greek inffuence from an early period

;

and they use a few Persian and Turkish words

;

but their language is an Arabic dialect, though
differing considerably from that of the pure Arabs
or Bedawin nomads, found in the Jordan Valley,
the southern deserts, and the eastern plateau, and
preserving, in vocabulary, in pronunciation, and
in grammar, many archaic features of the older
Syriac and Aramaic. In the Philistine plain the
peasants approach the Egyptians in dress and in
appearance, hut the general type is very different
from that of the Arabs, and is similar to that of
the Assyrians on the monuments. A very ancient
Can. element may be suspected to have survived,
modified by a strong infusion of true Arab blood,
in the 7th and even as early as the 2nd cent.
a.d. The modem Jewish element, which is con-
stantly increasing, is entirely foreign, recruited
earliest from Spain and Africa, and recently from
Russia, Poland, and other European countries.
The Turks and Kurds are present only as a ruling
class, but Greek blood is no doubt found among the
native Christians of the Greek sects, and Italian
among Latin Christians. The tall, handsome
Drazes of Hermon and Bashan seem, by language,
to be partly of Persian origin ; and the Metdwileh
of Upper Galilee (among whom blue eyes are not
uncommon) are also Persian immigrants of the
Shi'ah or Persian Moslem creed. Some of the oldest
Jerasalem families, however, trace their descent to
the pure Arabs who came with Omar. There is

no known evidence of the survival of Norman blood
derived from crusaders ; and the language which
they used has not affected the speech of Syrians.
In the OT we have early reference to Aram,
speech (Gn 3147, Is 36u) as distinct from Heb.,
and to the later mixed language of the Jews in
Ashdod (Neh 1324). The evidence of inscriptions
seems to show that, about the Christian era, a very
strong Greek element existed in Bashan, where in
one casewe have an Aram.-Gr. bilingual of the time
of Herod the Great. The dialects spoken between
B.c. 900 and 200 are moreover attested, by texts
and coins, to have been cognate to ancient Heb. ;

and the Greek boundary-stone of Herod’s temple
attests the presence of Greeks, even in Jerusalem,
about the time of Christ.
As regards population, the evidence of ruins

shows that it was much larger in Roman and
Byzantine times—and probably in the 12th cent.—than it is now. The numbers stated on Assyr.
texts would indicate a population exceeding 200,000
souls in the southern mountains in B.c. 701

;

and the Syrian forces opposing the Assyrians in
b. c. 850 are said to have numbered 80,000, repre-
senting a population of at least 400,000 souls.
It cannot be said (but see Buhl, Die Soc. Verhaltn.

d. Isr. p. 52) that Palestine was incapable of
holding a population of 6,500,000 souls (cf. 2 S
249

), though the question of numbers is rendered
difficult by textual alterations.* At the present
time the population of Western Palestine is esti-
mated to be not more than about 600,000 ; but the
country fully cultivated would support ten times

vi uLicsc vttxiauujiH xu uuiuoers are not connnea to
the chronology of Gn 1110-26, which differs so greatly in the
Heb. Sam. and LXX VSS, or 1 K 61, where the T,yy differs by
forty years. In 1 S 135 the Peshitta reads 3000 for 30,000. In
2 S 84 the LXX has 7000 for 700, and in 1 K 5U 20,000 for 20.

JUl 031 H20.21 the Peshitta has 30 for 3; in 2Ch 34 theLXX A (agreeing more nearly with IK 62) reads 20 for 120 : andm Ezk 45* BA have 20,000 for 10,000 (Q) : to say nothing of minor
differences as to the regnal years. The numbers in some parts
of theOT have evidently been miscopied or altered, and some-
times largely increased. The difficulties as to numbers may
thus in some cases be due to the state of the text See, further.
Numbee, p. 562».

*
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that number. According to Ex 1237 3826
, Nu l40, the

Hebrews at the Exodus were about three millions.
v. Bible Geography.—The geography of Pales-

tine forms an important element in the OT, and
no book therein can be noticed on which this study
does not throw some light. The Bible geography
is to some extent illustrated by monumental in-

formation. The lists of Thothmes ill., about B.c.

1600, include 119 towns in Palestine ; others of
great importance are noticed in the Tel el-Amama
letters, about B.C. 1450 ; others in the time of
Bamses II., about B.c. 1330. Shishak gives a list of
133 towns in all parts of Palestine about B.c. 935
and Sennacherib mentions others in B.c. 701.
About 90 cities noticed in the Bible are thus
monumentally known, between B.c. 1600 and 700.

Those earliest noticed have Aram, rather than Heb.
names, and were named by the Canaanites before
the Exodus. The Hebrews seem very rarely to
have altered the name of any city, though alter-

native names sometimes occur. We may consider
generally the outline of the topography during the
various ages—the Patriarchal, that of the Con-
quest, that of the Kingdom, that following the
Captivity, and that of the Greek and Boman age
down to the 1st cent. A.D.—with a briefer refer-

ence to later topographical records.

Study of the topography is not seriously affected

by textual discrepancies between the Hebrew and
the Versions. The most important addition is in

Jos (15
59a

), where 11 cities are noticed by the LXX
and not in the Heb., viz. Tekoa, Ephratah,
Peor (Faghtir), Etam (Ain \Atdn), Kulon (Kolo-
nia), Tatam, Sores (Saris), Karem (Ain Kdrim),
Galem (Beit Jdla), Bether (Bittir), and Manocho
(Malhah), said to belong to Judah. The mention
of Kolonia seems to show that this is a very late

addition, and the cities lie, not in Judah but in

Benjamin, except Tekoa, Ephratah, and Etam.
There are other textual differences where the Heb.
text seems to be the less probable. Zoan (Pesh.
Gn 1310

) is better than Zoar, and the addition of

Seir (Pesh. Gn 366) supplies a gap: ‘at Jazer ’

(LXX Nu 2124
)

is better than ‘was strong.’ In
Sam. Beth-jashan for Shen (Pesh. 1 S 711) points
to Jeshanah (Ain Sinia) for this site, and Gibeah
(indicated by LXX) is apparently the meaning of

‘the high place’ (1 S 1013
). Gath (LXX B in 1 S

1752) is also preferable to ‘the valley.’ Ezel (1 S
2019

,
cf. v.41 in Pesh. and LXX) disappears as a

proper name, and Hareth (now Khards
)
becomes a

city instead of a * wood ’ (LXX of 1 S 22s). Maon
is also more probable than Paran (LXX of 1 S 251

),

and Bethzur than Bethel (LXX B of 1 S 3027
), as is

Carmel for Bacal (LXX B in v. 29
). Geshur for

Ashurites (Pesh. and Vulg. 2S 29 ) is probable;
and Tibhath for Betah (Luc. Mare/3a/c, 2 S 88

)

is certainly correct ; while Edom for Aram (after

same VSS in w. 12* 13
) agrees with the notice of the

Valley of Salt and with the succeeding verses.

Gath (Pesh. and LXX in 2 S 21 18
) is better than

the unknown Gob, and ‘the Hittites to Kadesh’
(Lucianic text) is an important improvement on
Tahtim-hodshi (2 S 246), as is Ai for Gaza (MSS
of 1 Ch 728

). Geshur for Asshur (Ps 838) is a prob-
able emendation (so Lagarde, but see Duhm ad
loc.), and Baai-hermon (Ca 8U) for Baal-hamon (so

Gratz, but see Budde, ad loc.). Gibeah (Pesh. Jer
3139) is better than the unknown Goath, and Accho
(indicated by LXX) takes the place (so Belaud et

al., but see Nowack, ad loc.) of ‘at all’ (Mic l 10
).

In the few remaining cases of textual differences

affecting topography, the Heb. text seems to be pre-

ferable.

The town names of Palestine are so ancient that
their occurrence does not, as a rule, affect critical

questions
;
yet the absence of the names of Jeru-

salem, Samaria, Tirzah, and Zereda in the Pent, is

notable. The permanence of the population has
preserved some three-fourths of the OT nomen-
clature to the present day, and these names are
equally traceable in the 4th and 12th centuries
A.D. in a large number of instances. The survey
of the country has brought to light some 150
biblical sites which were unknown, because, as
a rule, they do not appear on earlier maps. In
Genesis the Heb. ancestors are represented as
migrating from Ur on the Lower Euphrates to
Harran in the north, thus entering Canaan through
Syria ; and Phoenician tradition points to the same
line of immigration. The Amraphel and Arioeh,
with whom in Gn 14 Abraham is said to have
been contemporary, have been supposed (though
Jensen, Ball, and King [Letters and Inscriptiojis of
Khammurabi, 1899] dispute this) to be the Bab.
Khammurabi and Eriaku, whose date is fixed by
many at about B.c. 2376-2333 (see Sayce, EHE
281). The Hebrews naturally reachedBethel before
Hebron and Beersheba. Of the cities noticed in Gn,
those of Syria (Gn 1015"18) are known in B.c. 1700,

1600, and 1500 on monuments in the cases of
Sidon, Arka, Arvad, Zemar, and Hamath. Gerar
and Gaza in Palestine (v.19 ) are noticed in B.C. 1600
and 1500 respectively ; but Dan (if really a town
name in Gn 1414) does not seem to have been
so named till the time of the judges (Jg 1829).
Dothan (Gn 3717

) is noticed by Thothmes HI.
about B.C. 1600, and its site is equally certain
with those of the preceding cities. Damascus (Gn
152

) is noticed by Thothmes IH. in B.C. 1600, and
on the Tel el-Amama tablets a century later.*
These tablets also refer to the land of Hobah (Gn
1415) north of Damascus, and to the land of Ham
(Gn 145) in Basham. The topography of Exodus is

mainly confined to the desert, and unfortunately
contains many names of unknown localities.

That of Numbers refers largely to a region never
reached by the Egyptians, and only conquered
by the Assyrians in the 8th cent. B.C. The chief
sites in Moab and Gilead retain their ancient
names, and some are noticed on the Moabite
Stone about B.c. 850. The conquest^ of Eastern
Palestine in five months by the Israelites was less

arduous than many of the yearly campaigns of the
Egyptians and Assyrians, which extended over
much greater distances through hostile parts of
Palestine. The view of Palestine from Nebo (Dt
341'3

) accords with the actual view, excepting that
Dan and the * Western Sea’ are hidden by nearer
mountains.
The great geographical hook of the OT is,

however, that of Joshua. The description of the
boundaries of the land applies, in the judgment of
the writer of the present article, to a time previous
to that of the captivity of Gad in B.c. 734 (1 Ch
529

), and to that of the Moabite conquest in B.C. 850.

It also refers to a period not later than that of
David, according to the note (1 Ch 431

) concern-
ing the dispersion of Simeon. Ai (Jos S'

28
) was

apparently no longer in ruins in B.C. 701 (Is 1028),
ana was repeopled after the Captivity (Neh ll31

).

The curse of Joshua on Jericho (Jos 6s6) was ful-

filled (1 K 1634) in Ahab’s time, about B.c. 850

;

and the regions unconquered by Joshua (132
'6

)

were part of David’s kingdom. Jebus (Jos 1563)
was also taken by David ; and Nob, which is un-
noticed in Jos (21) as a priestly city, had its popu-
lation massacred by Saul (1 S 2219

), but apparently
was reoccupied by B.C. 701 (Is 1032). On the other
hand, the distinction of Israel and Judah seems to
be indicated geographically (Jos ll16* 21

), and it is

very remarkable that there is no account of the
conquest of Central Palestine, and that the descrip-

tion of the Samaritan region is much less com-
* On the names in these tablets see esp. Petrie’s Syria ana

Egypt from the TeU el-Amama Letters, pp. 144-187.



plete than that of Galilee and Judeea. There is an
important difference in the order of the passage
referring to the fulfilment of the law at Shechem
(Jos s30

-*5
) in the LXX, and it has been suspected

thwf the original book has lost portions referring
to Samaria. The geography, however, does not
represent that of the later period (Neh ll25"36

),

when Judah colonized the earlier possessions of

Simeon, and Benjamin settled in towns that had
belonged to Dan. The forty-eight Levitical cities

were assigned in obedience to the law (Nu 356
),

but the arrangement laid down in Ezk (45
4* 5

) is

quite different, and these cities are not so assigned
in Neh (ll36). The majority of the Levitical cities

are well-known sites, and the variations in the
imperfect parallel list (1 Ch 6) are few. Beth-
shemesh, Gezer, Beth -boron, Eltekeh, Aijalon,
Gath-rimmon, Taanach, Ashtaroth, Daberath, and
En-gannim are among the Levitical cities which
are noticed on Egyp. monuments, and in the Tel
el-Amarna letters, m the 16th and 15th cents.

B.C., excepting Beth-horon and Eltekeh—noticed
by Shishak (B.C. 935) and by Sennacherib (B.c. 701)
respectively.

n hen we compare the final arrangements of the
conquest — for at first Judah, Benjamin, and
Joseph occupied country (Jos 16. 17) out of which
portions were taken for Issachar, Dan, and Simeon
—•with the twelve provinces which existed in the
time of Solomon, the two accounts are found to
coincide very closely, but in subsequent ages the
boundaries mentioned differ considerably from
those of the Bk. of Joshua. Ephraim, Naphtali,
and Asher are noticed as provinces with Issachar
and Benjamin (1 Iv 48'18

) ; the second province in-

cluded towns of Dan ; the third appears to have
been in Judah ; and the fourth perhaps in Zebulun.
East of Jordan the northern provincehad its capital

at Ramoth-gilead (Beimun) and the southern at
Mahanaim (probably Makhneh), while the twelfth
province coincided with the lot of Reuben.
Simeon had already ceased to hold the Beersheba
plains.

The most completely described region in the
Bk. of Joshua is that south of Jerusalem.* The
north boundary of Judah ran south of Jericho by
Gilgal and Adummim

(
Tal'at ed-Dumm) to Enrogel

in the Kidron Valley ; and, leaving the capital in
Benjamin, it ran southward by Rachel’s Tomb
(1 S 103

,
Jer 31 16

) to Nephtoah (Jos 159
), which was

at Etam according to the Talmud of Jerusalem
(Ain *Atdn, south *of Bethlehem), whence it ran
west to Chesalon (Kesla) and to Kiriath-jearim.
(Erma), and south of the valley of Sorek, and to
Ekron and Jamnia and the sea. The cities within
this border are enumerated (Jos 15) in groups ac-
cording as they were in the Negeb or * diy land/
the Shephelah or western foot hills, the Ear or
‘mountain region/ and the Midbar or desert. Of
those in the Beersheba desert little is known, and
the total is given as twenty-nine, while the details

amount to thirty-four. Amam, Shema, Hazar-
gaddah, Heshmon, and Bethpelet are, however,
omitted in the parallel passage (Jos 192~8

). Of the
rest, onlyAdadah (Ad'adah), Kedesh ('.AinKades),

and Kerioth - hezron (at Jebel Hadhtreh) are
known, with Beersheba (Bir es-Seb'a), Rimmon
(Umm er-Bumdmin), and perhaps Ziklag (Asluj).
In the second list (Jos 196

) Sharuhen stands for
Shilhlm, and appears to be the present Tell esh-

Sheri'ah in the Philistine plains, which is noticed
as early as B.C. 1700, when the Egyptians were ad-
vancing on Canaan. The second group in the ‘ low-
* Throughout this article the identifications of towns, eta,

are those which were first proposed by or which commend
themselves to the present writer. Space forbids the reasons
for Ms conclusions Being stated. The reader may refer to the
separate articles, in some of which a different identification is

adopted, and where the authorities are cited.

lands * (Jos 1533'36
) is luuch more perfectly known,

as lying south-west of the Jerusalem mountains.
Of these, Zorah is noticed monumentally in the
fifteenth century B.C., and is now the village

Surah. Eshtaol [Eshua), Zanoah (Zantih), En-
gannim ( Umm Jina ), Enam {Ain Ainah), Jar-

muth (YarmHk), Adullam (Aid el-Mia), Soeoh
(iShmoeikeh ), and Gederoth (Jedireh) retain their

old names little changed. The third group is less

known, but seems to have included cities on the
edge of the plain of Philistia, among which Migdal-
gaa (

Mejdeleh ), Lachish (
Tell el-Hesy), Eglon

(Ajldn), Beth-dagon {Beit Dejan), Naamah (Na-
*

aneh), and Makkedah (probably el-Mughdr) are

fixed. Eglon is monumentally noticed in B.c.

1600, LacMsh and Makkedah about B.C. 1480-1440,

and Beth-dagon in B.c. 701. The fourth group
included towns nearer to the Hebron mountains,
of which Nezeb {Beit Nusib), Keilah (Kilah),

Achzib (Ain Kezbeh), and Mareshah (Merash )
are

all apparently noticed in the Tel el-Amarna
letters of the 15th cent. B.C., and the two latter

by Micah (l
14 * 13

) in the 8th cent. B.c. The three
Philistine cities which follow do not appear to

have been conquered till the time of Solomon.
Ekron (Akir), Ashdod (Esdud), and Gaza (Ghuz-

;zeh) were, no doubt, ancient sites, but only the
latter— an important city long held by Egypt
—is noticed in the 15th cent. B.C. The sixth

group in the mountains begins in the south,

including the Negeb hills. Among these cities

(w.48-59) Jattir (Attir), Socoh (Shuweikeh), Dannah
(Idhnah), Debir (Dhaheriyeh), Anab (Anab close

to the preceding), Eshtemoa (es-Semua), Anim
{Ghuwein ), and perhaps Holon {Beit Aula) and
Giloh (Jdla), are fixed; while in the seventh
group nearer Hebron occur Arab (er-Babiyeh),
Dumah (Ddmeh), Beth-tappuah (Tufftih), Hebron
itself (el-KhalU), and Zior (SHair). The eighth
group includes towns farther east in the Hebron
hills, such as Maon {Main), Carmel (Kurrmd ),

Ziph (.Zif), Juttah {Yuttah), Zanoah (Zanda), Ha-
Kain (

Yulcin) ; while Gibeah and Timnah {Jeb'a

and Tibneh) may be ruined sites north-west of

Hebron, though this is uncertain. The ninth group
is in the mountains north of Hebron, including
Halhul (HalMll), Bethzur {Beit Sdr), Maarath
{Beit Ummdr), Beth-anoth ( Beit Aintiri), and
Eltekon— perhaps Tekoa (Tekda). Two towns
forming a separate group (v.60) are Kiriath-jearim
{Erma), and Rabbah (Mubba) south-west of the
preceding. The six cities of the desert are less

known, but the ‘ City of Salt’ (v. 62) may be Tell el-

Milh east of Beersheba, and the last is En-gedi
(Ain Jidy) on the cliff above the Dead Sea.
Several of the towns in the southern mountains are
noticed in the lists of Thothmes m. about B.c. 1600,
such, for instance, as Carmel ; but the Egyptians
did not penetrate far into the mountains, though
they held Jerusalem before the Hebrew conquest,
and knew it by that name ( Urusalim ), which
occurs in the Bk. of Joshua (15

63
, cf. 101* 3* a

).

The north boundary of Benjamin ran from
Jordan north of Jericho (Jos 1811"20

) to Bethel
(Beitin) and to Ataroth-addar (ed-Ddrieh) on the
hill south of lower Beth-horon (Beit 'Ur et-Tahta,
i.e. ‘ the lower ’). The west border ran due south
to Kiriath-jearim (Erma), joining the border of

Judah. The cities included in this mountain
region (w. 21*38

) are not all known, but among them
were Bethel and Parah (Fdrah), Ophrah (probably
Taiyibeh), Chephar - ha -Ammom (Kefr Ana,,
Ophni (thought to be Jufna), and Geba (Jeb'a)*

with Gibeon (el-Jib), Ramah (er-Bdm), Beeroth
(Bireh), Mizpeh (perhaps Tell en-Nasbeh), Chephirah
(Keftrek), Irpeel (Bafdt), Eleph (Lifta), Jerusalem
itself, and Kiriath (el-Kurieh, called also Kuriei
el- Anab) : all these are within the border.
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The lot of Ban (Jos 1940 ”46
) was in the low hills nem {Sulem), Hapharaim {el-Ferrtyeh), Anaharath

ana plain west of Benjamin.
_
Its boundaries are {En JSTaiirah), Rabbith {Baba), Remeth {Bdmeh),

not stated, baton the south coincided with Judah, En-gannim {Jenin), and En-haddah (perhaps Kefr
from which tribe Zorah and Eshtaol on the border Addn). Of these, Anaharath, and perhaps others,
were taken. Near these was Ir-shemesh (Ain are noticed by Thothmes III. in his lists.
Skeins), and farther north Shaalabbin {SelbU) and The borders of Zebulun are more particularly
Aijalon {Yalo). Tirnnah and Ekron {Tibneh and described. The lot included the Nazareth hills
'Akir) were also on the Judah border. Eltekeh and the plain of Asochis with hills to its north,
(perhaps Beit LiJcia) and Gibbethon {Kibbieh) were The north and south limits seem to be fixed by
on the north-east, and Jehud {el-Yekudiyeh) with Dabbesheth {Dabsheh) and Jokneam {Tell Keimun)
Bene-berak {Ibn Ibrak) in the plain north of respectively (Jos 1910

). The south border was at
Joppa. Me-jarkon (‘yellow water’) may have Sarid ^or perh. Sadid, cf. LNX B in v.12 ), which may
been the boundary stream already noticed, and be Tell Shadud at the foot of the Nazareth hills.
Rakkon ( ‘ shore 5

) may be the present Tell er-Rahheit It ran east to Chesulloth and Daberath
(Deburieh),

on the shore north of Joppa ( Ydfab The territory where, at the western foot of Tabor, the three tribes,
was insufficient (v. 47), and the plain was held by Zebulun, Naphtali, and Issachar met (see 19-2).
the Canaanites (Jg l34* 35

), so that the Danites The south border of Zebulun also touched Japhia
were forced to migrate from their plain or ‘ camp 5

( Ydfa, west of Nazareth), and reached the Kishon at
{Mahaneh-dan, Jg 18 2- 12

) west of Kiriath-jearim Jokneam. The east border skirted theTabor plateau
(in the valley of Sorek, south of Zorah) to the on the west, running north on the hills to Gath-
extreme north under Hermon. hepher (now el-Mesh-hed) and to Rimmon {Rummd-
Of the cities of Dan, Joppa is noticed in the neh) east of the Asochis plain. The north border

Tel el-Amama tablets (15th cent. B.C.) as well started on the east at Hannathon [Kefr
cAndn) and

as by Sennacherib in B.C. 701, and the latter also passed along a deep valley to Dabbesheth. The
notices Beth-dagon (on the border of Judah), Bene- remainder of the line coincided with the south
berak, Eltekeh, and Tirnnah. border of Asher (Jos 1927), running north of Cabul
The children of Joseph appear at first to have {Kabul) to Beth-dagon (probably Tell Bath south

spread over all Samaria and Lower Galilee, as well of Acre) and to Skihor-libnath— apparently the
as over Bashan and half Gilead. Their original river Belus. The shores of the bay of Acre seem
boundary (Jos 161_s) coincided with that of Benja- to have belonged to Asher, perhaps as far as the
min, ana approached Judah at Gezer {Tell Jezer), Kishon (1926), but Zebulun would seem to have
which was, however, not taken (v. 10

)
?
though they had a ‘haven’ for ‘ships’ (Gn 4913

), probably at
claimed the plains subsequently given to Dan. Haifa under Carmel, in which name the Heb.
Out of their territory also Issachar received a word for ‘haven’ or ‘shore 3

survives. Of the
portion in the final division by lot. Ephraim had other cities of Zebulun, only Bethlehem {Beit
a small and rugged portion ; but Manasseh was a Lahm) is certainly known.
‘great people’ (Jos 1712

'18
), yet unable to drive the It appears to be quite clear that the Tabor

Canaanites out of the chariot cities in the plains, plateau, as well as the hills of Upper Galilee, be-
Manasseh held some of the best lands in Central longed to Naphtali. The towns included (1933 )

Palestine, and a wooded mountain, perhaps Car- those in the plain, Bezaanannim {Bessum) as well
mel (see Mic 714). The north border of Ephraim as Heleph (perhaps Beit Lif) in the north. Among
is briefly described (Jos 165-8), running on the those in the plain were Adami {ed-Ddmiek), Ham-
west from the north-west angle of Benjamin to math (south of Tiberias), Rakkath (believed by
Michmethah east of Shechem (177), apparently the the Rabbis to be the old name of Tiberias, meaning
Mukhnah plain, and thence east to Taanath -shiloh ‘ shore ’), and Adamah {Admah north of Beis&n)

;

(Tana) and Janoah ( Yantiri), and thus to the Hukkok ( Yakuk) formed with Tabor the border
Jordan Yalley near Jericho. The river Kanah on the south-west. In the upper mountains were
(Wddy Kanah) formed the border on the north- Hazor (near Jebel Hadhireh),Kedesh{Ked&s),E.QTem
west, running to the sea; but the plains north of {Htirah), Beth-anath (Ainatha), and others which
Dan were not occupied. The list of ‘ separate are doubtful.
cities

3

(16
9
) seems to have been lost. The bound- The tribe of Asher claimed the lower hills be-

aries of Manasseh are not stated, and only two tween Accho and Tyre (19
24-31

), but failed to drive
towns within the portion of this tribe west of the. Canaanites from many of the cities (Jg l31).
Jordan are noticed, namely, Shechem and Tappuah. Many of the towns of Asher are doubtful, though
The site of the latter is unknown, but it is perhaps all appear to have been north of Acre. Dor (Joe
the same as Yashubi *En Tappuah, which would 17n, cf. 1223 and 1 Ch 729) is quite unknown,
find a fitting site at Y&stif close to the Mukhnah though fixed by Eusebius at Tanturah south of

plain, the border of Ephraim (see Heb. Jos 177). Carmel. This, like many other assertions of his
Manasseh had originally ‘ touched upon 3 Asher Onomastieon, is unauthorized and confusing, espe-
and Issachar, and claimed cities in these tribes, of daily as Dor seems to have been on the ‘uplands.’
which in Issachar Bethshean (Beisdn), Ibleam Achshaph is probably el-Yasif near Acre. Ham-
( Yebla), Endor {Andur), Taanach {Tdnuk), and mon seems to have been an important site near
Megiddo (probably Mujedd'a) are well known. It the shore farther north, where Renan discovered
is remarkable that very few Samaritan towns inscriptions to Baal Hammon. Kanah isin thehills
are noticed, but in the Bk. of Joshua generally we east of Tyre, and Achzib (ez-Zib) is north of Acre
find Shiloh, Tirzah, and Shechem mentioned, in the plain. Among these cities Tyre and Accho
Monumental records are equally silent as to this are noticed in the 15th cent. B.C. in the Tel el-

very rugged mountain region. On the other hand, Amarna tablets and Achzib by Sennacherib in

Megiddo and Taanach are noticed by Thothmes B.C. 701.

m. (in B.C. 1600) and in the Tel el-Amama texts East of Jordan, Reuben held the plateau round
(a century later) ; and again, in the reign of Heshbon, and the lot seems to haveBeen hounded
Ramses u. (about B.C. 1330), Megiddo is noticed by the hills north of that city (Jos 1315-23), ex
as if near the Jordan. tending to Jordan in the valley of Shittim ; but
The boundaries of Issachar are also unnoticed in Ahab’s time several of the cities of Reuben are

(Jos 1917
"22

), but coincided with those of Manasseh, noticed on the Moabite Stone as having been held
Naphtali, and Zebulun, including the plain of by ‘men of Gad.’ The south border was Amon
Dothan and that of Esdraelon. The known cities (now Wddy Mojib) and Aroer (AYair) on the N.
include Jezreel {Zerin), Chesulloth {Iksdl), Shu- brink of its valley. The sites of Medeba [Mddebeh),
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Heshbon {Heshdn), Dibon {Dhibdn), and Beth-baal*
meon {Main) are those of considerable towns.
Kiriathaim (Keriut) and Beth-jeshimoth {Suweimeh
on the north-east shore of the Dead Sea) are
known, with probably Sibmah (Sumieh) near
Heskbon.
The boundary of Reuben and Gad was at Jazer

(probably Beit Zdra north of Heshbon), and the
latter tribe held the Jordan Valley east of the
river, and the western slopes of Gilead, bounded
on the east by Aroer near Rabbath-ammon
(Amman). On the north-east they held Ramath-
rnizpeh (probably Sicf, the Mizpeh of Jephthah,
Jg ll 34

) and Betonim, perhaps the district in
north Gilead now called el-Butein. Mahanaim
was on the border between Gad and Manasseh, the
latter tribe holding ‘half Gilead 5

(1331), which
appears to mean the eastern half, Gad extending
to the ‘border of the ridge 5

(Debir), and holding
in the Jordan Valley Betk-aram (Rdmeh), Beth-
nimrah {Nimriri), Succoth {Tell Derala), Zaphon
(supposed by the Rabbis to be 'Amatah), and the
lowlands to the Sea of Galilee. This agrees with
the notice of Mahanaim in Solomon’s south Gilead
province (1 K 411). The rest of the large portion
given to Manasseh east of Jordan included all

Bashan (v. 31
), with the towns of Ashtaroth {Tell

*Ashterah ) and Edrei {edh- Bhra'a), which are
noticed on monuments in B.C. 1600-1500.
This tribal distribution of Palestine was broken

up by the Assyrians. Tiglath-pileser HI. (B.C. 745-

72?) conquered Galilee (2 K 15% and took captive
the tribes east of Jordan (1 Ch 5-6

)
shortly before

Sargon took Samaria (B.C. 722). In 711 Ashdod
was besieged by Sargon, and when Hezekiah was
attacked by Sennacherib in B.c. 701, Beth-dagon,
Joppa, Bene-berak and Hazor (Yazur in the plain)

are said to have belonged to Ashkelon. Ammon,
Moab, Edom, Ekron, and Gaza were then all inde-
pendent, and Moab indeed had rebelled nearly two
centuries earlier. Thus the geography of the Book
of Joshua represents a condition which did not long
exist after the death of Solomon. The narrative
chapters show that the conquest resembled those
made by the Egyptians or Assyrians in their annual
campaigns: ‘the cities that stood still on their
mounds 5

(Jos ll13
) were not destroyed, unless taken

by stratagem. The invadingarmy attacked usually
the smaller places, but the fortresses with garrisons
of chariots remained in the hands of the Canaan-
ites, and subsequent attacks had to be made on
places burned by Joshua and re-fortified by their
inhabitants {e.g, Jg l11, Jos 1038). The first cam-
paign from Gilgal by Ai and Gibeon to Aijalon,
and thence to Makkedah, Libnah, Lachish, Eglon,
Hebron, and Debir, followed apparently the line of
the conquests of the Habiri noticed in the Tel el-

Amarna texts (B.c. 1480-1440) : for they also came
from Seir, and fought at Aijalon and Lachish, and
penetrated by Keilah up the valley towards
Hebron. The site of Debir was in the Negeb
(Jg l15) and near Anab (Jos 1549* 50

), so that there
is reason to place it at the important ancient site

DJmheHyeh (‘ the place on the back or ridge ’) near
Anab, at a village where rock-cut tombs and
other marks of antiquity are found. This was
the southernmost extent of Joshua’s original
conquest. The conquest of Shechem (only about
20 miles from Ai) is not described, but the law
was here fulfilled (Dt 274,Jos 830

) ; the next great
contest was in Upper Galilee, where Hazor looked
down on the Waters of Merom (Jos ll1* 5

), and
where allthe northernCanaanites gathered. Hazor
is also a place whence letters were sent asking
aid from Egypt in the 15th cent. B.C. The Book
of Joshua ends with his burial at Timnath-heres
(Jg 2s

) in Mount Ephraim (now Kefr Haris),
and that of Ele *iar in Gibeah of Phinehas, prob-

ably at the site now shown at 'Awertah east

of Gerizim. The hones of Joseph were buried at

Shechem, where his tomb is shown near Jacob’s

Well; and the altar on Ebal (Jos 830 ) and stone

monument in the plain of Shechem (Jos 2426
)

seemed to make this central city the capital of

Israel. There were, however, several successive

sanctuaries which were recognized before the
building of the temple, namely at Gilgal, Shiloh,

Nob, and Gibeon. The ark rested in Kiriath-

jearim, and an altar of Jehovah was built on
Carmel before Elijah’s famous visit (1 K 1830).
We have no notice, however, of contemporary local

sanctuaries till after the division of the kingdom.
The six cities of refuge were placed equidistant,

three on either side of the river, at Hebron,Shechem,
and Kedesh-naphtali, at Bezer {Buseirah in Moab),
Ramoth-gilead

(
BeimHn), and Golan (Sahem el-

Jauldn ), in the south, the centre, and the north of

the country (Jos 207* 8
).

A careful consideration of the geography of the
Pent, and Bk. of Joshua, by the aid of modem ex-

ploration, shows that the whole is easily under-
stood, and that in no case does there appear to be
any element suggesting that the descriptions were
penned after the Captivity. Towns appear in the
later books, such as Samaria, Zereaa {Surdah),

Lod {Lydda), Ananiah {Beit Hanina ), etc. (Neh
ll 32* 35

), not noticed in Joshua, just as the later

Heb. differs in the use of Persian and Gr. words, and
in syntax and vocabulary, from the older Heb. of the
Pentateuch. The geography of the Bk. of Joshua
is, however, so exhaustive, that little is added to it

in the OT books that follow. In Judges, Bezek
(X4) may he the southern Bezkah rather than the
Bezek of Saul (1 S ll8

), now Ibzik north-east of
Shechem. Conquests were pushed farther south
than Debir to Zephath (es-Sufa) in the Beersheba
plateau ; but Gaza, Ashkelon, and Ekron were not
taken (LXX Jg l18), or any chariot city in the
plains. Bethel fell, and' its inhabitants migrated
to Luz (Luweizeh)

under Hermon (v. 23
) ; but inter-

marriage with Canaanites (3
6
) destroyed the power

of the conquering race, and the king of Mesopotamia
is said (3

10
) to have overrun Palestine (cf. the words of

Burnaburias to Amenophis IV. in the Tel el-Amama
Collection). The episode of Sisera (Jg45

) is elu-

cidated by its geography. His chariot city was
Harosheth (‘the woods’), now el-IIaratMyeh by
the oak wood near the Kishon. The Kishon under
Mount Tabor (v.7

) is treacherous and swampy, and
after the battle near Endor (Ps 8310

) the chariots
were engulfed in the stream (Jg 521), while
Sisera fled east to Bezaanannim {Bessum), near the
Kedesh {Radish) of the Sea of Galilee. The episode
of Gideon’s victory is equally clear topographically.
He lived at Ophrah (probably Fer'ata) in Samaria
(Jg 6U), but encountered his eastern foes near the
spring of Harod (Jg 71), and pursued them down the
valley of Jezreel to Beth-shittah (Shutta), and to
Abel-meholah {'Ain Helweh) in the Jordan Valley,
and by Succoth {Tell Der'ala) to Jogbehah (8

11
),

now Jubeihah on the hills north of Rabbath-
ammon. The story of Jephthah belongs to Mount
Gilead, Tob (Jg 11s) being the present faiyibeh
south-east of the Sea of Galilee, and Mizpeh,
probably Suf, farther south on the Gilead upland.
The pursuit of the Ammonites extended to Aroer
on Arnon. The exploits of Samson were confined
to Philistia and the Shephelah near Zorah—the
valley of Sorek (Jg 164

) retaining its name at
Surik close to his home, while the ‘cleft’ of the
rock Etam (158* u) may be the curious cavern in
the cliff at Beit 'Atdb rather farther east. The
rock Rimmon (Jg 2113

) was not far south of
Shiloh at Bummdn, and vine cultivation (v. 21) still

continues south of Shiloh {SeUdn), the position of
which is specially described as east of the road t<s
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Shechem, and south, of Lebonah (Lubben} on that
road (v.19).

The first capital of the Heb. kingdom was at
Gibeah (Jeb'a ) in Benjamin (1 S 132 ), near Mich-
mash (3£ttkhmds)

) where the two great precipices
divide these villages (143) in the valley of SmaeinU—‘the little thorn trees’— which perhaps pre-
serves the name of Seneh, ‘ the thorn.’ The valley
of Elah ( Wddy e$-Sunt) is still remarkable for the
large terebinths whence its Heb. name was de-
rived, and its site is fixed by the notice of Socoh
(1 S 171

), now Shuweikeh, and of Gath (v. 62
) and

Ekron. Gath (Giti Bim/ana) is pretty clearly
fixed by a notice in the Tel el-Amama letters at
the site usually accepted—the cliff of Tell es-Sdfi—at the mouth of the valley of Elah. David’s
wanderings from this Philistine fortress extended
up the valley of Elah to Adullam (Aid el-Mia) on
its western side ; to Hareth (Khards) i in the hills

above it on the east ; and to Keilah (Kilah) farther
up its course towards Hebron (1 S 211 * 5 231

) ; and
thence to Ziph (Tell Zif) south-east of Hebron, and
Maon (Tell Mcl in) farther south. He was finally

driven to the deserts of En-gedi (Ain Jidy) s but
returned to Maon (LXX 1 S 251

) immediately south
of Carmel (Kurmul)—a region still rich in sheep
(1 S 2314* 25 241 252). Zildag (27) was south of
Beersheba not far from Arad (Tell 'Ardd)y where
the Kenites lived (cf. Jg l16 and 1 S 2710

), but
not more than three days’ journey from Jezreel

{30*). for men mounted on riding camels. The
Philistines, driven from the mountains, encamped
by a ‘stream’ (Aphek) in Shunem (291

, cf. 284
),

which still runs from the spring at Sulem. Saul’s
army being to the south, on the rugged and barren
slopes of Gilboa near Jezreel, his night journey to
Endor, north of the Philistine camp, was especi-

ally dangerous.
The second Heb. capital was at Hebron, Saul’s

adherents having their centre at Mahanaim in
Gilead. The well of Sirah (2 S 3s6) retains its

name (Ain Sdrah) north of Hebron. The con-
quests of David extended north of Hermon to
Tibhath (perhaps Kefr Dubbeh) in the Baalbek
plains, but not to Kadesh farther north (2 S 88

246
), now EadeSy on the Orontes. Damascus and

Edom were subdued, with Moab and Ammon. The
border towards Phoenicia extended to Dan-jaan
(Danidn) near Achzib south of Tyre (246), but the
region from near Accho to Cabul (Kabul) was ceded
later to Tyre by Solomon (1 K 913), whose king-
dom extended, however, north of Damascus to
Tadmor (1 K 918). Tadmor retained its native name
at Palmyra to the 1st cent. A.D., as attested by
a Palmyro-Gr. bilingual on the site. Tiphsah
(Thapsacus on the Euphrates south of Carchemish)
is stated (1 K 4s54

) to have been the limit of his

power, including the country of the Hittite princes
(v.a, cf. 920 1029) ; and Gezer, recently wasted by
the Egyptians, was ceded to Israel (1 K 916). We
thus reach the period of greatest prosperity, when
Joppa (2 Ch 216

) was a Heb. port as well as Elath
(1 K 926) on the Gulf of Akabah. The Phoe-
nicians and the Hittites (1 K 1028) in Syria
remained, however, as dependent allies. The
Cherethites and Pelethites (2 S 2023) may have
been guards from Philistia like the Gittites (1518),
for a town called Keratiya exists south-west of
Gath (but see art. Cherethites). Mahanaim is

described (2 S 1828) as situated in a ‘ round,’ not
far from a forest (v.9), and the remarkable basin
on the Gilead plateau in which the ruins of
Malchneh stand is not far from the southern oak
and fir woods, whence es-Salt (the Saltus of later
times) was named.
The third Heb. capital at Jerusalem had existed

from the 15th cent. B.C. as a city. It requires to
be separately treated (see Jerusalem), but was

chosen, probably in preference to the older centre
at Shechem, from military and political considera-
tions. The southern mountains have always been
the. last refuge from foreign invaders from the
plains. The gradual decay of the kingdom began,
even in Solomon’s age, with the loss of Damascus
(1 K ll24) ; and Zereda (Surdeh) in Ephraim be-
came a centre of revolt (v. 26, cf. LXX additions,
1 K 1224aff

*). Shishak’s conquests (14
25

), according
to his own record, extended over all Palestine
except Upper Galilee, which was conquered by the
Syrians (15

20
). The earlier boundary of Israel and

Judah seems to have been near the Michmash
Valley (v. 22

,
cf. 2 Ch 1319 161

*6
, Zee 1410, 2 K 238

);

and Tirzah, the. northern capital (IK 1533), was
probably at Teiasir

, an ancient site north-east
of Shechem. The site of Elijah’s sacrifice (1 K 18)
is supposed to have been at the southern peak of
Carmel, now called el-Mahrakah—' the place of
burning.’ The Aphek of the Syrian wars (1 K
2030

) is probably Fik
t
on the precipices east of the

Sea of Galilee. The vine cultivation of Jezreel
(1 K 211) is attested by the remains of rock-cut
winepresses east of the town, though no vines are
now grown.
A new capital at Samarianow appears in history

(1 K 1624) in a well-watered mountain region, at
Sebastieh west of Shechem, but much exposed to
invasion both from the western and the northern
plains. Tiphsah (2 K 1516), smitten by Menahem,
was probably not the distant Thapsacus on the
Euphrates, but the modem Tafsali (spelt with the
final guttural) south of Shechem ; for the Hittites
were still an independent people, unconquered by
Assyria till the time of Sargon (cf. 2 K 76), and
the conquests of Jeroboam H. in Syria (2 K 1428)
extended only to Hamath, half-way to the Hittite
capital at Carchemish (2 Ch 3520), now Jerdbis on
the Euphrates.

After the Captivity geographical indications are
less numerous, but many new towns are noticed
(Ezr 2), such as Netophah (Beit Netif in the
Shephelah), Azmaveth (.Hizmeh), Neballat (Bit
Nibdla), and Ono (Kefr "Ana) in Benjamin, Elam
(perhaps Beit 'Aldm west of Hebron) and others
already noticed :

‘ the other Nebo ’ (Neh 7s3) may
be Nuba in the same district ; the villages in the
Shephelah were colonized by men of Judah and
Benjamin, who spread as far as Ziklag, Lachish,
and Lod (Neh ll23

'35
). The topographical notices

of the poetical and prophetic books do not require
special consideration, but that of the Song of
Songs is remarkable as covering the whom of
Palestine east and west of Jordan, and as indicat-
ing the various natural features of the different

regions—the flowers of Sharon (2
1
), the mountains

of Bether (probably Bittir near Jerusalem, 217
),

the pastures of Gilead (4
1
), the wild summits of

Lebanon and Hermon (4
8
), the fertile plain round

Tirzah (6
4
), the hills above Damascus (7

4
), the

pools still found beneath Heshbon (7
4
), andperhaps

the copses of Carmel, and the ‘ circle ’ of Mahanaim
(6

13 75).
The geography of the Hasmonsean period, in

the First Book of Maccabees, is evidence of the
genuine character of that work. The revolt began
at Modin (Medieh) on the hills east of Lydda ; and
the three great passes at Bethhoron, Bethznr, and
Berzetho (Bir ez-Zeit), on the west, south, and north
of Jerusalem, were defended by Judas. Adasa, the
site of his last victory, was at Adasak near Gibeon.
Bethzacharias (Beit Skaria), where Eleazar was
killed under the elephant (1 Mac 6s2), was within
sight of Jerusalem on the south. The raids of
Judas were carried over the whole of Eastern
Palestine and into Philistia and Edom, but the
only parts securely held were in the mountains
roundJerusalem. After his death the surviving
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brothers found refuge in the desert of Judah and
in the Jordan jungle before establishing them-
selves at Michmash. Under Jonathan the Jewish
boundaries extended over all Western Palestine
and Syria, even to the river Eleutherus north of
Tripoli [Kahr el-Kebir

}, the port of Joppa and the
cities of Philistia having been also won. Gerasa
(Jerash) in Gilead is first noticed in the time of
Alexander Jannseus.
The NT topography is mainly confined to Lower

Galilee, hut the works of Josephus, the Mishna, and
other early Talmudic tracts enable us to trace the
boundaries of Samaria, while the village names of
Lower Galilee are noticed in great numbers in the
Life of Josephus, including many places not other-
wise mentioned, but which retain their ancient
names. The most important topographical ques-
tions in the Gospels, from a critical point of view, are
those concerning the sites of Bethabara, Emmaus,
and Sychar. Christian tradition from the fourth
century has placed Bethabara {on the reading in
Jn l28 see article Bethabaka) at the Jericho ford,
because John preached in the wilderness of Judaea
(Mt 31

) ; but this does not accord with the distance
from Cana of Galilee, a day’s journey (Jn l

43 21
),

and the Baptist preached in all parts of the Jordan
Valley (Lk 33

). The name of Bethabara (‘house
of the ferry ’) survives at only one of the Jordan
fords, Makhddet

c

Abdrah,

c the ford of the ferry,
5

and this is on"the confines of Galilee (Mt 313), and
a day’s journey from Cana. The site of Emmaus
is not known (possibly Khamasa south-west of
Jerusalem) ; the emendation of the Sinaitic MS
(Lk 2413 reading 160 for 60 furlongs), clearly in-
tended to point to Emmaus Nicopolis (*Amwds),

gives too great a distance from Jerusalem to agree
with the context (w.

13- 3S
). Sychar (Sam. Ischar

,

translated in the Arabic of the Sam. Chronicle
*Askar) is clearly the village *Askar close to Jacob’s
Well (Jn 45* 6

). Moon near Salim (Jn 323 ), where
there was ‘much water, 5

is probably to be found
at the perennial stream north-east of Shechem,
between the sites of 'Ainun and Sdlim, where
alone in Palestine the two names occur near each
other. The site of Chorazin (Mt ll21 ) is fixed at
Kerdzeh, north of the Sea of Galilee, but that of
Capernaum (Caphamaum in the earlier MSS)
is disputed. Christian tradition from the 4th
cent, has placed it at Tell Ritm, but the fountain
of Capernaum watered the plain of Gennesaret
(Jos. BJ in. x, 8), and Isaac Chelo (14th
cent. a.d.) identifies the town with a city of the
Minim, who, according to the Rabbis, were heretics
of Capernaum ; Jewish tradition seems thus to
point to the ruin of Minieh in the small plain of
Gennesaret. Bethsaida Julias (Jos. BJ in. x.

7) was at the mouth of the Jordan, east of the
river, where it entered the Sea of Galilee. It is
usually placed at et-Tell

,
a ruin now a mile from

the mouth. The swampy delta between this site
and the lake has probably been formed during the
last nineteen centuries. This city appears to be
the Bethsaida of the Gospels (Mk 8^) on the way
to Caesarea Philippi under Hermon (v. 27

), and
apparently east of Jordan (cf. Mt 1413- 22* 34 Lk
9to

), although two of the oldest MSS omit the
name in the last cited passage. This view is not
contradicted by the other passages in which
Bethsaida is noticed (Jn l44

,
Mt ll21 ). Magdala

(Mt 15s9), called Magadan in some early MSS, and
possibly identical with Dalmanutha (Mk 810

), is the
little hamlet Mejdel north of Tiberias. Gerasa (Mk
51

, Lk 826= Gadara of Mt 8s8) or Gergesa is usually
placed at the ruin Khersa, tinder the cliffs east of
the Sea of Galilee, a site which answers to the notice
of a £ steep place 5 (Mt 8s2). See, further, under the
articles Gadara, Gadarehes, and Gerasenes.
The site of Bethphage (Mk ll1) is unknown, but it

was near Bethany {&*Azeriyeh) on Olivet. Geth*
semane is only traditionally indicated, but it was
clearly at the foot of Olivet, east of the Kidron
Valley. Ephraim (Jn ll54

) is traditionally the

village Taiyibeh near Baal-hazor (cf. 2 Ch 1319

and 2 S 13-y). Antipatxis (Ac 23S1
), at Bets el-

'Ain
,
on the old road from Jerusalem to Caesarea,

was a city built by Herod the Great.
_

The boundaries of Samaria coincided roughly

with those of the old territory of Manasseh west
of Jordan, and extended to the Jordan Valley {cf.

Mk 101
) as well as to the sea—Caesarea Palestina

and Capharsaba (Kefr Sdba) being Sam. towns
according to the Rabbis. Samaritans also lived

in Bethshean and on Carmel, where Kefr es-Samir

represents the older Castrum Samaritorum. The
south boundary followed a great ravine eastwards

from Antipatris, having Beth Rima [Beit Rtma)
and Beth Laban (Lubberi) on the south, and pass-

ing by Anuatli* and Borceos [BerMt). Acrabbi
(AJcrabeh) and Sartaba [Kurn Sartabah) were in

Judaea; and the boundary, leaving Shecbem on
its west, thus seems to have followed the valley

of J£non. En-gannim [Jenin) was the border
town of Galilee in the plain of Esdraelon; but
Carmel, Gilboa, and all Sharon north of Antipatris

appear to have been in Samaria. Galilee was
bounded on the north (see Tosephta, Siphri, and
Talm. Jerus.) by Aehzib north of Aecho [ez-Zib)>

Gatin
(
Jathtin), Beth Zanita

(
Zuweinita ), Melloth

[Ma'lia), Gelil (JilU), and Kanah {JLanah), and
thence on the north the line ran along the Leontes,

and to Caesarea Philippi [Banids) under Hermon.
The ‘coasts of Tyre and Sidon* (Mt 1531) were
thus beyond the Holy Land. On the east, Bashan
was divided into the districts of Gaulanitis
(.Jauldrt), Traehonitis (the Lejja or ‘ basalt’ region),

Itursea,—usually supposed to he the Jedtir region

under Hermon,—Batansea and Auranitis [Haurdn).
See Bashan. Decapolis (Mt 4s5, Mk 520

, Pliny,

HN v. 18) was a confederation of ten cities in

Bashan, including Gadara (Umm Keis), Gerasa
(.Jerdsh ), Canatha {Kanawdt), Abila (Abil)} Susitha
[SUsieh), Dion [Adun), Capitolxas (probably Beit er-

Bds) s Pella [Fahil) y and Raphana, with Bethshean
(Beisdn) west of the Jordan.

Palestine was enriched by Herod the Great with
new cities, such as Caesarea, and by great buildings
at Jericho, Pbasaelis (Fusail in the Jordan Valley),

Samaria, Antipatris, Asbkelon, etc. He built the
desert fortress of Masada [Sebbeh] on the south-west
shores of the Dead Sea ; and his tomb was in the
circular fortress of Herodium, which still stands on
its conical hill south of Bethlehem [Jebel Fureidis ).

His successors added Tiberias, Caesarea Philippi,

Bethsaida, Archelais (probably Kerdwa in the
Jordan Valley), and othertowns ; but his dominions
were divided (Jos. Ant. xvn. xi. 4), Archelaus
ruling Edom, Judaea, and Samaria ; Philip ruling
Bashan and Abilene (north of Hermon); and
Antipas ruling Galilee, with Gilead and Moab
(Peraea) ; until under the Roman procurators
Palestine became a province subject to the legate
of Syria. During this period Danmscus and the
regions far east of the Jordan were subject to the
Nabataean princes of Petra from B.c. 95 to A.D. 106.

Bashan was incorporated in the province of Syria
in A.D. 34 after the death of Philip.
Later Geography.—Knowledge of the later topo-

graphy of Palestine is important for a right under-
standing of many questions, but the subject can-
not here be fully treated. The scattered notices
in Pliny, Strabo, and other Roman writers do
not add materially to our information, nor are
many places noticed in the Mishna; but in the
4th cent, the Jerusalem Talmud contains many
references. The conquests of Cornelius Palma
under Trajan in a.d. 105 gave to the Romans the
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whole of Gilead and Moab from Bostra (Busrah

)

to Petra and Akabah on the Red Sea. Bostra was
the capital of this new province of Arabia, and the
quarters of the. Third Legion (Cyrenaica). In
A.D. 295 Auranitis, Batanaea, and Traehonitis were
added to this province (which was ruled by a pro-
praetor and a procurator), these districts having
previously belonged to Syria, The Syrian province
continued to use the Seleucid era for dating tests,
but the Arabian cities dated from a.d. 106, the era
of Bostra. Hence (see Mr. A. G. Wright’s paper
in Pal. Expl. Fund Quarterly Statement, 1895,
p. 67) it becomes possible to draw the north
boundary of Arabia in A.D. 106 on the south side
of Bashan passing just north of Adraa, while
after A.D. 295 the border between Arabia and
Syria ran farther north by Neve {Nawa) and Aere
(es-Sunamein

) in the north part of Bashan. The
most important places historically in the 2nd
cent. A.D. were Bether (Bitttr near Jerusalem),
where the great revolt of the Jews from Hadrian
was suppressed, and Jamnia {Yebnah), the seat of
the Sanhedrin after a.d. 70 ; while after A.D. 135
it sat at Shafram {Shefa 'Amr), Oshah {Eiisheh),
Shaaraim (Sha'rah), and Tiberias in Lower Galilee.
The great Onomasticon of Eusebius, translated
from Gr. into Latin by Jerome, is very important
for a knowledge of the 4th cent, topography,
but the identification of Bible sites by these
writers, who were intimately acquainted with the
whole country, is as often wrong as right (as may
be shown in cases such as Aijalon, etc.), and it
has no authority, although upon it was founded
the Greek tradition which all pilgrim diaries
repeat down to the 12th cent., and which still

survives. The crusaders further confused the
topography by new and ignorant identifications,
often rejecting sites fixed by the consensus of
Jewish, Sam., and Gr. -Christian tradition. Before
the first crusade (a.d. 1099) the Greek Church
divided the country into three provinces, Palestina
Prima, Palestina Secunda (Galilee and East of
Jordan), and Palestina Tertia in the south, in-
cluding S.E. Palestine and the southern desert

—

all under the Greek Patriarch of Jerusalem. The
crusaders had four metropolitans (at Jerusalem,
Caesarea, Tyre, and Nazareth) under the Latin
Patriarch of Jerusalem until A.D. 1187. Under
the Romans and Byzantines the boundaries of
the country were guarded by Legions and native
auxiliaries, established at centres like Bostra
{Busrah)^ on the edge of the Syrian desert, and at
Sinai, with posts along the plains of Moab and
Damascus. The tombstones of Roman officers are
commonly found in these regions with Greek (and
sometimes Latin) inscriptions. The crusaders
divided all Palestine (except Bashan, which was
never conquered) into fifteen baronies and fiefs

under the king .of Jerusalem in the 12th cent.
The treaty of .Richard I, and Saladin (A.D. 1192)
left to the Christians all the plains of Philistia and
Sharon, with Galilee and Tyre, and many new
fortresses were built in these regions early in the
13th. century. The last region left to the Chris-
tians, after the conquest of Bibars, consisted,
about A.D. 1282, of Carmel, the plains of Acre, and
the hills east of Tyre, all finallylost in 1291 on the
fall of Acre. Moslem accounts of Palestine are
slight and, as a rule, late, excepting the geography
of El Mukaddasi, which throws light on the con-
dition of the country before the first crusade. A
considerable Christian population continued to
exist under the Moslems during the centuries
following Omar’s conquest, and was found in the
country Dy the crusaders. Soldiers from the west
of Europe had already been planted in Palestine
by the Romans in the 2nd cent., and a large
population of European settlers occupied the land
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in the 12th; but after the 13th this element was
represented till recently only by Italian traders
on the coast, and by monks at Nazareth, Carmel,
Jerusalem, and Bethlehem. During the last
twenty years the immigration of Circassians (in
Bashan), of Bosnians (at Caesarea on the coast),
and of Jews at Jerusalem, with colonies near
Jaffa, on Carmel, in Galilee, and in Bashan, are
the most remarkable changes in the population
of the country. Our knowledge of Palestine
under the Franks, in the 12th and 13th cents.,
is singularly minute, and the remains of their
churches and castles are among the most con-
spicuous ruins in the country ; but their influence
on the native race and language seems to have
been very small. Modem Palestine under the
Turks is divided into four provinces,—that of
Jerusalem, that of N&blus (Shechem), to which
the Belka or ‘ empty land ’ (in Moab and Gilead)
is attached, and that of Acre, Bashan is directly
under the ruler of the capital at Damascus. The
country still possesses fine comlands, especially in
Sharon, Lower Galilee, and Bashan; its hills are
covered with vines, especially on Hermon and
round Hebron; and large groves of olives cover
the lower foot hills. Most of its ancient towns
are now either villages of huts built of mud in
the plains and of stone in the hills, or they are
ruins. The only city is Damascus (250,000 in-
habitants), and the chief towns are Jerusalem (per-
haps 60,000), Hebron (10,000), Gaza (18,000), Jaffa
(7000), Bethlehem (5000), Nablus (15,000), Jenin
(3000), Nazareth (6000), Tiberias (2000), Aeeho
(Acre, 8000), and Tyre (3000) ; but these are only
estimates based on local information, and the
numbers constantly vary, the Moslem population
and the Samaritans at N&blus (140 souls) tending
to decrease, while the Jewish, Greek, German, and
Maronite-Christian elements tend to increase, in
numbers and in prosperity.

vi. Antiquities. — At a time approximately
dated B.C. 2800, the Akkadians from the lower
Tigris were sending ships to Sinai for granite (Tel-
loh inscriptions of Gudea), and cutting cedars in
Amanus [Amalum), and it is not improbable that
they entered Palestine as. did Amraphel {Kham-
murahi) and Arioch {Eriaku), who raided {Gn
148 ‘7

) through Bashan, Moab, and Edom to Kadesh-
bamea, returning by En-gedi up the Jordan Valley
to Dan, and to the land of Hobah north of Dam-
ascus. The date of the participators in this alleged
early Chaldasan raid may possibly be fixed by the
cuneiform tablets c. B.C. 2300 (see above, p. 647b ).

During the same period theMen orMinyans (Jer5127,
but see KAT2 ad loc.) were ruling in Lower Egypt,
and are said in Egyp. records (see Brugsch, i. 234)
to have come from Assyria and from east of Syria,
probably from near Lake Van, Their language,
like the Akkadian, appears (Tel el-Amama tablets.
No. 24, Berlin) to have been Mongolic, and they
adored Set, a deity worshipped by the Hittites,
to whom they were probably akin. It is not im-
possible, therefore (but see above, p. 646a), that at
this early period a Hittite tribe may have been
established among the Amorites in the south at
Hebron (Gn 23), though in the later times of the
Heb. conquest and in Solomon’s age (Jos l4, 1 K
4s9

) the Hittites are confined to North Syria. In
the lowest strata of the mound at Lochish pottery
as well as flint instruments occur, which may
belong to this period, and with these a signet
which appears to have on it both Egyptian and
Hittite hieroglyphics. To this early period may
also be attributed the rude stone monuments,
which are numerous in Moab, and which also
occur near the Jabbok, at Rabbath-ammon, and
near Sfif in Northern Gilead, as well as in the
Jaul&n. There are three or four examples in
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Upper Galilee, and a group west of Tell el-K&di
(Dan), but none are known in Western Palestine

south of the Sea of Galilee. These monuments
resemble those of our own islands, including
monumental pillars [mazzebdth of the Hebrew),
circles of village enclosure stones (Mzerim, Arab.
hadhr), and tables supported on upright or flat

stones, such as are called cromlechs or dolmens in

Britain. The Moabite examples of the latter class

of monuments cannot have been sepulchral, and
were never covered over with mounds like the
tomb-chambers of Europe. They can only (in

many instances) have served as tables, probably as

altars, and they have often ‘ cup hollows ;
in the

top stone, fitted for libations, snch as are still

g
mred into similar cup hollows in the north of

urope. The distribution of these monuments is

remarkable, since they have disappeared from the
regions in which Hezekiah and Josiah (2 K 184

23*-2
°) destroyed the Canaanite altars and pillars,

surviving only in regions beyond the influence of

the kings of Judah. They occur on Nebo (cf.

Nu 2314 ), and at Dan, both of which were centres

of idolatrous worship.
The monumental history of Palestine from Egyp.

sources begins about B.c. 1700 (Brugseh’s date),

before which time the foreign kings of the Delta
(Minyans or Hyksos) were in communication with
*the north.

5 Ahmes, first of the new native
dynasty from Thebes (the 18th), drove the Asiatics
from the Delta, and pursued them to Sharuhen
( Tell esh-Sheri'ah) on the borders of Palestine.

Thothmes I. marched into Palestine and Syria,

and beyond the Euphrates, about B.c. 1633; and
a generation later Thothmes in. won a great
victory at Megiddo in Central Palestine, defeating
a league of Canaanites and Hittites, and pursuing
his conquests through Phoenicia by Aradus and
Tunep, and beyond the Euphrates. The list of cities

conquered in Palestine, about B.c. 1600, includes
those of Philistia, Lower Galilee, and Bashau,
as far as Ashtaroth and Damascus; hut none
appear to be mentioned in Samaria or Upper
Judsea, or in Gilead or Moab. The Egyp. chariots

could not enter these rugged mountains. Among
the 119 towns in Palestine mentioned on this valu-

able list at Kamak (first published by Mariette) the
following cities noticed in the Bible are found in

the order here given :—Megiddo, Gaza, Dothan,
Babbith, Kartan, Damascus, Edrei, Abila (of

Bashan), Hammath, Madon, Lasharon, Ashtaroth,
Maachah, Laish, Hazor, Adami, Kishion, Shunem,
Misheal, Achshaph, Taanach, Ibleam, Anem,
Kadesh (of Issachar), Anaharath, Nekeb, Joppa,
Lod, Ono, Shochoh (near Adullam), Naamah,
Saphir, Bakkon, Gerar, Aroer (of Simeon), Lebaoth,
Behoboth, Adoraim, Anim, Gezer, Rabbath, Zorah,
Anem, En-gannim (of Judah), Gibeah (of Judah),
and Zephathah. These cities therefore all bore their
biblical names in B.C. 1600, before the Exodus,
and the list has the highest value for critical

purposes. The civilization of the Canaanites at
this period as described in the spoil lists of

Thothmes in. is most remarkable. All the precious
metals were in use ; art objects from Phoenicia and
Assyria were imported ; ivory was used for inlay-

ing ; chariots were plated with gold and silver, or
painted ; armour of bronze, and iron weapons are
noticed with flint axes. Thrones, footstools, and
sceptres, of precious wood, were adorned with gold
and ivory; tables were set with gems; and tents
had pillars of iron and of gold. The cities had
walls, and fine harvests of wheat and barley were
reaped, while horses and flocks were captured by
the Egyptians. Statues with heads of gold are
also mentioned. Wine, oil, honey, balm, and
fruits were presented. Even the ploughs seem to

have been adorned with gold ; ana cedar wood was

commonly used. Ships laden with timber and
com were sailing on the Mediterranean (cf. Gn
4913

, Nu 2424
), and often carried slaves from the

north. In the time of Thothmes IV. further ex-
editions were made against the Hittites, now
riven from Palestine to Jjfadesh on the Orontes.

These conquests were maintained during the
greater part of the long and prosperous reign of

Amenophis ill. (about B.C. 1500 to 1464).

The Egyptian monuments do not mention any
Exodus, though Thothmes IV. is said to have driven

out the Asiatics. The notices of the place Raineses
(Gn 47n, Ex l 11 *) do not serve to fix any date for

such an event, and our only sources of informa-
tion (see Jg ll26, IK 61

) point to the 15th cent.

B.c. as that during which the conquest of Palestine
by the Hebrews was effected. In the ruins of

Lachish the seal of Teie, the Armenian queen of

Amenophis m., is found, showing intercourse with
Egypt about B.C. 1500; and the Egyptians were
in constant intercourse with Babylon, Assyria, and
Armenia at this time, the royal houses being allied

by marriages from the time of Thothmes IV. A
curious cuneiform tablet, sealed with a Bab.
cylinder signet (Tel el-Amama), is addressed to
4
all the kings of Canaan, servants of my brother,

the king of Egypt, 5 and served as a passport for

an envoy. The great collections of 300 cuneiform
tablets, found in 1887 at Tel el-Amama (between
Memphis and Thebes), contain letters to Amenophis
III. and Amenophis IV. from the kings of Babylon,
Assyria, and Armenia, from princes in Asia Minor,
and (in about 200 instances) from chiefs of the
Hittites, Amorites, Phoenicians, and Philistines,

who ruled as subjects of the Pharaoh, assisted by
Egyp. residents in the chief towns of the Syrian
ana Palestine plains, and guarded by forces of
chariots. But towards the end of the reign of

Amenophis ill. revolutions occurred, which de-

stroyed the Egyp. domination. The Canaanites
sought alliance with Babylon, but this was refused.

The Hittites and Cassites attacked Damascus, and
overran Bashan. The Amorites made war on the
Phoenicians, and besieged Tyre. The Egyp. forces
were defeated and withdrawn from the north and
from Jerusalem, and the king of that city wrote
to Egypt to complain of the entire destruction of
4
all the rulers,

3 which followed, and which was
due to the conquests of a people called the Habiri
or 'Abiri. They are said to have come from Seii

to Jerusalem, and to have fought at Aijalon, and
subdued Gezer, Ashkelon, Zorah, Lachish, Keilah,
and other cities. The date coincides with that of

the Heb. conquest according to the OT notices,

and it appears probable that (as Zimmern has
proposed) the Habiri are to be identified with the
Hebrews.
In the reign of Amenophis iv. communication

with the north was (according to these tablets)
much interrupted, and about B.c. 1400 the 18th
dynasty was overthrown. Seti I., a generation
later, began to attempt the reconquest of the lost

empire when the 19th dynasty had arisen. He
penetrated to Kanana

(Kana'an

)

near Hebron, and
into the land of Zahi, famous for its wine and coma

and thought to have lain in the south of Pal.,
near which apparently lived the Anaugas (perhaps
Anakim). Seti also fought a battle at Inuamu,
perhaps Jamnia, and his famous successor, Ramses
IL, besieged and took Ashkelon, and the towns
of Shalama, Maroma [Meirun), Ain Anamim
CAinatha), Dapur {DebUrieh), and Kalopu (perhaps
Shalabtin), in Upper and Lower Galilee. He pur-
sued his conquests into Phoenicia, and, after taking
Kadesh, entered into treaty with the Hittites,
who had become independent, and marched to the
* These two statements were clearly written not earlier tbae

the time of the 19th dynasty.
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Euphrates and to Ephesus, This period of conquest
in Galilee seems to have coincided chronologically
with the oppression of Israel under Jabin n., king
of Hazor, whose f captain 5

(sar), with a force of

iron chariots (Jg 42), bears a name not apparently
Semitic, but easily explained as Egyp., viz. Sisera,

i.e. Ses-Ra, ‘the servant of Ra.’ The conquests of

Kamses II. were lost about B.c. 1300 by Merenptah,
who was attacked in Egypt by tribes from the
north, and after his time Arisu (Hareth), a
Phoenician, ruled in the Delta. The power of

Egypt steadily declined, and about B.c. 1200
Kamses in. was attacked by northern tribes,

coming both by sea and by land to Egypt. Among
those enumerated are the Danau or Greeks, and
the Pulesta, thought to he the Philistines.

Early Assyr. invasions occurred (see Aram) about
this period

;
and in B.C. 1150 Assur-risisi set up a

monument at Beirut, and about 1120 Tiglath-
pileser I. entered the Lebanon. An Assyr. long was
also buried at Abydos in the time of Kamses XIV.,

and may have passed through Palestine. But,
after the death of Solomon, Shishak (b.c. 966-933)

invaded Palestine, and took 133 cities, among
which Jerusalem is perhaps mentioned last

(Maspero). The only monument of this latex age
is the famous Moabite Stone, found at Dhibdn

,

which records the revolt of Moab in the 9th cent.

B.C., during the reign of Ahab (cf. 2 K 34-27).

But the power of the Assyrians in Palestine

was not severely felt until the time of Tiglath-

pileser III., who conquered Damascus in B.C. 732.

Prior to this event Menahem of Israel and Ahaz of

Judah brought tribute, as Jehu had done in the
9th cent. The fall of the Syrian power beyond
Jordan was followed by the capture of Samaria
in B.C. 722 by Sargon. The advance to Ashdod
followed eleven years later, and the attack on
Jerusalem by Sennacherib, in B.c. 701, failed in

consequence of the success of Tirhakah, the Ethi-
opian king of Egypt, after his defeat near Joppa.
Sennacherib ‘ dwelt at Nineveh 5

(2 K 19s6) till his

death twenty years later, and Judah was saved
for a century. The great inscription of Sennacherib
attests the wealth of Hezekiah, and mentions his

ivory throne. The Siloam inscription, belonging
to this age, not only gives us the characters then
in use,—closely like the Phoenician,—hut also

shows us that the language of Judah was the
pure Heb. in which the earlier hooks of the
OT are written. Sennacherib speaks of 30

talents of gold and 800 talents of silver given as

tribute by Hezekiah, with precious woods, gems,
eunuchs of the palace, horses, mules, asses, camels,

oxen, and sheep. Eorty-six fortresses were be-

sieged with battering-rams in Judaea. Manasseh
is again noticed as tributary to Esarhaddon, who
rebuilt Babylon (cf. 2 Ch 3311

) and conquered
Egypt. Very few Palestine antiquities are as yet
recovered previous to the time of Nebuchadnezzar
(B.C. 600), excepting those noticed above. At
Samaria a Heb. quarter-shekel weight * has been
found (about 40 grains), and in the ruins of Lachish
clay images, with pottery and seals. Certain in-

scribed seals from Jerusalem and Northern Pales-

tine hear Hebrew personal names compounded with
the sacred name Jah, which occurs on the Moabite
Stone, and also early in Assyria and Syria. The

* The old Jerusalem shekel, according* to Maimonides, weighed
about 320 grains, bnt the Galilsean shekel was half the weight of

the Jerusalem shekel. The weight has on it the words reba'

nezep, ‘quarter of half* (Olermont-Ganneau), and rebd she-l

for ‘quarter shekel* (Robertson Smith). See the discussion bj
the latter in the Academy, 18th Nov. 1893, p. 443 ff., or PEFSt,
July 1894, p. 225 ft. The weight agrees with that of the quarter
of a Galilsean shekel. After the Captivity the shekel weighed
only 220 grains (see also PEFSt, July and Oct. 1899 and Jan.

1900, for further papers on the metrology). A specimen, appar-

ently of the full nezep, weighing 156 grs., has recently been
found by Bliss at Tell Zakariya (PEFSt, July 1899, p. 207 f.).

Siloam aqueduct, and probably many rock - cut

tombs of the old Phoenician character, date from
this period.

After the Captivity we possess silver sheke,
coins (worth about 2s. Sd.), adorned with the pome*
granate, which appear to be earlier than the 2nd
or 3rd cent. B.c. ; and the great inscription
of Eshmunazar (probably of the 3rd cent. B.C.)

shows that Sharon was ruled by the Sidonian
kings under the Ptolemies, while dated texts of

the same period attest the worship of Baal near
Tyre. The Greek influence which began to affect

Palestine after the conquest by Alexander the
Great is witnessed by the ruins of Tyrus in Gilead,
where the palace of the priest Hyrcanus (built in
B.C. 176) is adorned with gigantic figures of lions,

and with semi-Gr. semi-Egyp. pillars and cornices.
To the 2nd cent. B.c. belong the coins of the
Hasmonsean kings, inscribed in the later Heb.
character, and also (from the time of Alexander
Jannseus) in Greek. The Gr. masonry (like that of
the Acropolis), with drafted margins to the stones,
is found at Tyrus and in Phoenicia, and continued
in use in the time of Herod the Great. About the
Christian era the Gr. tomb also began to supersede
the earlier Heb. tomb with kokim or tunnel
graves, and the adornment of the faqades was
executed in a peculiar native style, much influenced
by Greek ideas, the best examples of which occur
near Jerusalem.
The second century of the Christian era was a

S
eat building period in Palestine. Koman cities

ce Gadara and Gerasa sprang up, and the temple
of Baalbek was built. Numerous family mausolea
—towers containing sarcophagi—were erected, esp.

in Bashan and Gilead, and Gr. inscriptions prove
that they were built in the lifetime of the owner.
Bashan presents us with hundreds of Gr. texts of

this age, dating from the time of Herod onwards,
and witnessing to the existence of a mingled Arab-
Gr. population, adoring Arab and Gr. gods. The
synagogues of Upper Galilee (to which probably
others on Carmel and at Shiloh may be added) are
equally influenced by Gr. art, though in some cases
giving square Heb. inscriptions. The most notable
examples occur at Choxazin, Tell Hftm, Irbid, and
in the mountains of Naphtali. Roman roads, with
milestones inscribed in Gr. and in Latin, belong
to the same period (esp. under the Antonines,
A.D. 140 to 180) ; and at Gerasa we find a very
perfect example of a Koman city, with its streets

of columns, forum, theatres, naumachia basin,

triumphal arch, baths, judgment basilica, and
temples. To the 2nd and 3rd cents. A.D. belong
also the Jewish and Christian osteophagi (or

hone boxes) found on Olivet with Gr. and Heb.
texts, and the tombstones of the old Jewish
cemetery at Jaffa. The tomb of Eleazar bar
Zachariah (A.D. 135) bearing his name has perhaps
been found on Carmel, ana that of a descendant
of Kabbi Tarphon at Jaffa.

The Palestine ruins of the Byzantine period
(4th to 7th cent.) are extremely numerous, includ-

ing fortifications, churches, chapels, and monas-
teries in all parts of the country. Gr.-Christian

texts are commonly found. The Gr. tomb con-
tinued in general use, and copper coins of the
later emperors are found in great numbers. The
remains of the Arab period before the crusades
(especially the mosques at Jerusalem, Damascus,
and 'Ammk) are less numerous. A text from
Harr&n (south-east of Damascus) proves the use
of the Kufic character in Palestme before the
time of Omar. The Norman buildings of the
12th and 13th cents, represent a new and foreign
element in architecture, and to this age belong
many coins, seals, inscribed tombstones, glass
mosaics, and frescoes, with other art objects. The
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latest important architectural remains are found
in the mosques built by the great Egyp. rulers of

the 13th and 14th cents. Modem additions to

the architecture include the Latin monasteries
at Jerusalem, Nazareth, Bethlehem, Carmel, etc.,

with smaller Greek monasteries, and Protestant
churches and orphanages at Jerusalem, Nazareth,
etc. The real antiquities of Palestine are, however,
for the most part hidden in the great mounds which
maik the sites of ancient cities such as Ashkelon,
Megiddo, Laehish, Caesarea, etc., which require

further excavation.

Lnm^TTOB,—The Bibliography of Palestine occupies a stout
volume recently published by Herr Kohriebt, but the number
of standard works necessary for the student is not large.

Reland’s Pdleestvna Illustrata is still valuable, and Robinson’s
Biblical Researches form an invaluable storehouse of literary

notices. The results of exploration are found in the publications
of the Palestine Exploration Fund (1865-1900), ana esp. in the
Memoirs of the Survey, including seven quarto volumes illus-

trated. Three of these treat of Western Palestine, one of Moab,
one of Jerusalem, one contains Special Papers, and the last

gives the Arab nomenclature. Three volumes are added on
the Natural History, Botany, and Geology, and two more are
to follow on the Archaeological discoveries of M. Clermont-
Ganneau. To these must he added the maps (1 inch to the mile),

with those on a smaller scale which give the results as bearing
on ancient geography. The Egyp. records relating to Pales-
tine will be found in Brugsch’s History of Egypt ,

and in Chabas’
Voyage d’un Egyptian, see also W. M. Muller, Asien u. Europa ;

Maspero, Pawn of Civilization
, Struggle of the Nations

,

and parts of Hogarth’s Authority and Archaeology ; the
spelling of the names is given in hieroglyphic types in Pierret’s

Dictionary. The Tel el-Amama tablets are published in fac-

simile (Thontafelfund, von el Amama) by Winckler and tr<i by
him in vol. v. of KIB (see also Petrie’s Syria and Egypt from
the Tell el Amama Letters

,
and Gender’s TeU Amama Tablets

,

2nd ed.). The Assyr. records are tr. in RP} and (better) in
KIB i.-iii, and in Schrader’s valuable work on the Cuneif.
Inscript, and OT. The early Christian and Moslem accounts
are treated in the publications of the Palestine Pilgrim Texts
Society. The Greek inscriptions were collected by Waddington
and de Vogii6 {Inscriptions Grecques et Latines de la Syrie),
and to the latter we owe valuable works on Jerusalem and on
the churches of the crusaders. The history of the various
scripts is given by Isaac Taylor (The Alphabet), and the
coinage is treated by Madden (Coins of the Jews). The Talmudic
geography is detailed by Neub&uer (G&ographie du Talmud),

and the Arab geographies by Guy le Strange (Pal. under
the Moslems) ; while the most important works treating of the
crusaders include Bongars’ Gesta Dei, the History by William
of Tyre, the valuable Megesta Regni Hierosolymitani by Herr
Rohricht, and Bey’s Colonies Franques de la Syrie. Many
other publications might be added to this list of leading works,
such as the publications of the German Palestine Society, the
works of de Satilcy, Gu6rin, and others, and scattered papers,
given by the Biblical Archaeological Society and other anti-
quarian societies. Popular works on the country are not
included in this list. The features of the country may he best
understood from the large model by Mr. G. Armstrong pub-
lished by the Palestine Exploration Fund. The topographicalS'aons and antiquities are treated in G. A. Smith’s HGHL ;

eker, Pal. (last ed.) ; NoWack, Heb. Arch.
; Benzinger,

do. ;
see also Conderis Handbook to the Bible. Important

details may also be studied in the British Museum catalogues

;

and M. Maspero’s studies of the geographical lists of Thothmes
in. and Shishak have been published in the Transactions of the
Victoria Institute (tor Thothmes, 1886, p. 277 ff., 1888, p. 53H.

;

for Shishak, 1894, p. 63 ff.), which, together with those of tire
Royal Asiatic Society, contain other papers bearing on Palestine

;

cf. also parts of Sayce’s Patriarchal Palestine. The Mediaeval
Samaritan Topography is to be found in JuynboU’s Samaritan
BookofJoshua, and in Neubaueris Samaritan Chronicle

, to which
Nutt’s Samaritans may be added as of value. Recent researches
have so entirely changed the basis on which Palestine antiquities
are now studied, that the traditional Christian topography lias

ceased to be regarded as of primary importance, and many
works founded on this information have become obsolete. Out-
side the Bible the most important ancient work bearing on the
audition of the country, about the Christian era, continues to
j»e that of Josephus ; but his text is so corrupt, and Ms state-
ments of distance and area areso discordant, that it is impossible
to rely on his accuracy in these details.

C. R. CONDER.
PALLU ; <&aXXofo, &aWo6d).— One of the

sons of Reuben, Gn 469, Ex 614
, Nu 265 * ® 1 Ch 5s.

The patronymic Palluites (^gn, ^aXkovei) occurs
in Nu 265

. We should probably read Pallu for
Peleth (wh. see) in Nu 161

.

PALM (of the Hand).—

T

he Heb. word tp Itaph
(from *}9| to be bent, bowed), signifies the hand as
bent or hollow, the palm in readiness for holding

or grasping, and it is used with great freedom in

OT. Pharaoh’s cup is set upon the palm of 1

U

hand (Gn 40u * 21
) ;

the widow of Zarephath had
4 but a palmful of meal ’(IK 1712

) ; the palms are

clapped in applause (2 K ll12) or in derision (Nu
241®); men seize with the palm (Ezk 297), and
smite their palms together in hand-grasp (Pr 61

)

;

the palms are spread out in prayer (Ex 9
29* **)

; it

is by the toil of the palms that men earn their

bread (Gn 3142) ; and to be in one’s palm is the Heb.
expression for to be in one’s power. The Eng. idiom
uses 4 hand ’ in almost all these places. Indeed
4 palm 5 never occurs inAY except when followed by ,

4 of the hand ’ (Lv 1415, 1 S 54, 2K 9s6
, Is 49

16
, Bn 1010

).

In Bn 55 * 24 4 part ’ (AY and RV) should be * palm.’

In Sir 183 God is said to govern the world with
the palm of His hand (iv amda/iy xeLP^ a&rov, lit.
4with the span of his hand,’ cf. IS4012). The Geneva
and Bishops’ Bibles have 4 with the. power of his

hand other YSS, including RV, omit, following a
better text.

The palm of the hand is thrice mentioned in NT.
In Mt 26s7 it is said that 4 others smote him with
the palms of their hands ’

; the Gr. is simply ol 54

4pp&7ncav (edd. ip&Tncrav). The only other occurrence
of pcnrlfctv in NT is Mt 539 3crrt$ ere pavlfei els

dei-i&v aiay&va j>ou], ‘whosoever shall smite thee
(RY ‘smiteth thee’) on thy right cheek,’ where
the smiting is clearly with the palm of the hand.
And, as Swete (on Mk 1465

)
points out, in two at

least of the three LXX instances of parrl^eiv, the
reference is to a blow on the face by the hand of

another (Hos II4, I Es 430 ). Field (Otium Norv.
a

on Jn 1822
)
quotes, further, a clear example from

Josephus (Ant. vhi. xv. 4), who represents Zede-
kiah as saying, before he struck Micaiah on the
cheek, 4 If he be a true prophet, as soon as he is

struck by me, let him disable my hand’ (ev6bs

parriedels ibr’ ifiov fiXa-if/arco jaov ttji/ %eipa) ; and he
decides, after examining the use of the word in

classical writers, that pairi'feiv (though from pans,
a rod) is not used as equivalent to fiaBdlfav,

4 to

strike with a rod,’ later than Herodotus. RY
therefore need scarcely have repeated the AY
margin 4 or with rods In Mk 1465 (pairLapiacnp

airrov ZpaXkov [but edd. after best MSS ZXapov, on
which see Swete, in loc.]) and in Jn I822 (Zhooice

pdirurpa rep T7]orov) we have the subst. pdrurpa, of

which the meaning is determined by the meaning
of parLfa : it means a stroke with the palm of the
hand. RY has in Mk 4 received him with blows of

their hands,’ with marg. 4 or strokes of rods ’
; and

in Jn ‘struck Jesus with his hand,’ with marg. 4 or

with a rodJ The margins are to be rejected on the
ground of congruity as well as the use of the word.

J. Hastings.
PALM TREE (•)»$ tamdr, in Jg 4C and Jer 105 non*

$oLvi%, palma).—The palm is indigenous in tropical

and subtropical climates. It is the tree par
excellence of Egypt and Nubia. It flourishes,

however, in the maritime plain of Pal. and Syria,
as far north as Beirfit and Tripoli. Beyond this it

exists, even as far as Smyrna. It grew formerly
in abundance in the Jordan Valley, and would do
so now if planted. Although a few trees grow in
sunny places on the lower mountains, they do not
usually bear fruit at an altitude above 1000 ft.

The palm of Scripture is Phoenix dactylifera,
, L.,

of the Order Palmese. It is an endogenous tree

;

the trunk, composed of interlacing fibres, is very
light, but exceedingly flexible and strong. A
palm tree sways to and fro in the wind with
inexpressible gracefulness, but seldom breaks,
even m the fiercest gales. Its trunk grows by
additions from above, not increasing in thickness
after it has once become fairly established.
Indeed, by the wearing off of the stumps of the
leaves, it becomes more slender as it increases in
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height. This tall, slender, flexible trunk springs
from an immense tuber, a little below the surface
of the ground. From the lower surface of this
tuber descend cord-like white roots, which spread
laterally about as much as the diameter of the
head of leaves, and downward for 6-8 ft. or more.
These give off coarse fibres, which absorb the
moisture from the soil. From the upper aspect of
the tuber, and the lower part of the trunk, spring
ti ue branches. If not cut off, they will grow and
produce the effect of a clump of several trees.

8ucli clumps are the usual form of growth in the
desert, or in neglected places. But branches very
seldom grow at any considerable height above the
ground. The palm e branches ’ (called technically

in Lv 2340 [see Driver’s note in PB], e palms 9

[of the hand], from their shape [cf. Is 914 1915
,

Job lo32]) do not refer to these, but to the fronds,

which form a hemispherical or nearly spherical

dome, which waves and tosses often at a height of

50-100 ft. The fronds themselves are 6-12 ft. or
more in length, with a stiff midrib, and pinnae half

folded lengthwise, ending in a prickly tip. The
lowermost of these fronds are deflexed, the middle
horizontal, and the uppermost erect. From the
terminal bud arise the spathes, which enclose the
flowers. The staminate flowers are on one tree

and the pistillate on another. As soon as they
have shea their pollen, the staminate flowers
wither and drop off. But the clusters of dates on
the fertile tree grow more beautiful as they curve
more and more outward and downward on their
long yellow or red stalks, and the ripening dates
turn from green to yellow or red, and sometimes
to a rich maroon colour or almost black. The
fruit is gathered by a man who climbs the tall

slender trunk, cuts the great clusters, places them
in a basket, and lowers them to the ground.
The Scripture allusions to the palm tree are

numerous. Its evergreen foliage and wealth of

delicious fruit are compared with the righteous
(Ps 9212), its tall, graceful stature and mien with
the loveliest of women (Ca 77

). Immediately after

the latter allusion there is another to the mode of

gathering the fruit: ‘ I will go up to the palm
tree, I will take hold of the houghs thereof 9

(v. 8 }.

The boughs here are the graceful stalks of the date
clusters, often 4-6 ft. long, loaded with their

tempting fruit, under the dome of leaves. The
upright port of the palm is noticed (Jer 105 ). The
withering of this tree is mentioned with that of

the vine, fig, pomegranate, apple, and other trees,

as a sign of the desolation of the land (J1 l12
).

Sculptured and carved palm trees were used for

architectural decoration (IK 629 ,
Ezk 4119 etc.).

Fronds were used for booths (Lv 2340
). They were

also used in token of triumph (Jn 1213, Rev 79
).

The palm gave its name to Phoenicia and to

Phoenix in Crete. Jericho was the c city of palm
trees

9 (Dt 34s, Jg 11S 313
, 2 Ch 2815

). They existed
in great numbers there in the time of Christ.

A few wild ones exist now in the Jordan Valley.

Perhaps the fronds used in Christ’s triumphal
entry into Jerusalem came from that region.

Hazazon-tamar (Gn 147, 2 Ch 202
)
possibly means

•the felling of the palm tree.
9 Palms must have

been abundant in En-gedi (Sir 2414
), a fact con-

firmed by Josephus and Pliny. Baal-tamar (Jg
2033) and Deborah’s palm tree (Jg 4s), in the hill-

country of Benjamin, were probably isolated trees

—perhaps, according to Stanley, the same tree. As
above said, palms were never common in the upper
hills. This would make a single tree in such a
situation a landmark. There are still a few in the
hills of Pal. and Lebanon. Tamar in the south of

Judaea (Ezk 4719 48s8
) must have been within the

wilderness of the wanderings. Robinson (BRP 2

\L 198, 202) places it at el-Milh. Tadmor (2 Ch 84)
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is a corruption of (or a mistake for) Tamar. It

was noted for its palm trees. None now remain.
Bethany is derived by some from house of

[

dates, while others derive it from njjynrj

=

house of
sorrow. The improbability of dates being produced
in quantities sufficient to give their name to a
place, inclines us to think that the latter is the
more correct etymology. Three women are named
Tamar (Gn 386

,
2 S 131 1427 ). See Tamar.

Dates are a staple article of food among the
Bedawin of Sinai and elsewhere. A seedless palm
tree flourishes in the Convent of Mar Saba. Fine
groves of palm trees are found in all the oases.

The dates are dried separately, not compressed
into cakes. For their weight, they contain a very
large proportion of nutritious matter. A handful
of them lasts an Arab a day or two. Date brandy
is made in the Convent of St. Catherine in Sinai,
and elsewhere. Date honey, called dibs,' is also
made. Though there is no unmistakable allusion
to the use of dates as food in the Bible, there can
be no doubt that they were so employed. No
mention is made of the use of palm wood in

building. In modem times it is used only for gate-
posts and rafters. The midribs of the fronds are
used in making crates for fruit and coops for fowls.

G. E. Post.
PALMER-WORM (on gazam,

icd/amr), eruca).—In
the article on Locust, 6, we have pointed out the
uncertainty as to the identification of the creatures
referred to in J1 l4 225,

Am 49
. Bochart and his

followers suppose them to he stages in the growth
of the locust. The Oaf. Heb. Lex. agrees with him.
The root cm= Arab, jazam, signifies

£ to cut off.’

This would apply to any destroying larva. We
have further pointed out (LOCUST, 9) that the hasil

(AVand RV ‘caterpillar
9

)
is probably, as in RVm,

a stage of the locust. There are numerous larvae of
moths and butterflies which infest plants in Pal.

and Syria, hut none which amount to a pest, or do
any damage comparable to that inflicted by the
successive stages of the locust. The Eng. palmer-
worm is an old name for the caterpillar, which is

so called either from its wandering about like a
pilgrim, or (more probably) from its resemblance
to the palm

,
provincial Eng. for the catkin of a

willow. G. E. Post.

PALSY.—Prom Gr. irap£kwns {irapd and Xtfw ‘to
loosen

9

) came Lat. paralysis, whence Fr. paralysis.

In Old Fr. there were several forms, of which
paralasie and palasie are typical. In Middle Eng.
also the longer and shorter forms were in use with
a great variety of spelling, paralisie, parlesi,

palasie,* palasye,f palesie,* palsey, palsye, etc.

Thus c paralysis
9 ana c palsy

9

are doublets. The
former gradually dropped out of common use, and
does not occur in Av ; hut now it is supplanting
the latter, except in echoes of biblical language.
The subst. irapdXvats is used only once (Ezk 2110

(
15

>)

in LXX. It is not used in NT ; ‘ palsy 9

is the tr. of

either the adj. irapa\vrut6$ or the verb irapaXiJo/uu,

generally in the form ‘ sick of the palsy.
9 When

the Greek is the verb (Lk 518* 34
, Ac 87 9s3) RV

translates by the Old Eng. verb * to palsy,
9 which

is not used in AV, but occurs twice in Shaks.
Coriol. V. ii. 46, and Meas. for Meas. in. L 36

—

* All thy blessed youth
Becomes as aged, and doth beg the alms
O! palsied eld

"

;

and is still in poetic use. For palsy or paralysis

see under Medicine, p. 326. J. Hastings.

* These two forms are found in Wyclifs version,

f As in Chaucer, Rom. of Hose, A 1098

—

* The mordaunt, wought in noble wyse.
Was of a stoon ful precious.
That was so fyn and vertuous,
That hool a man it ooude make
Of palasye, and of tooth-ake.’
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PALTI (’^5, $aXr(€)0.—1. One of fche twelve men
sent by Moses to spy out the land, Nu 139. He
was the representative of the tribe of Benjamin.
2. The man to whom Michal, David’s wife, was
given by Saul, I S 25u See Mjchal, Marriage
p. 274b. In 2 S 3W he is called Paltiel. See follow-

ing article under No. 2* J. A. Selbxe.

PALTIEL ^a\r(e)t?5X).—1. The prince of

Issaehar, one of those appointed to divide the land,

Nu 34P6. 2. 2 S 315
, the same as Palti of 1 S 2S44.

It is uncertain which is the original form. Paltiel

is quite in place in P’s list of names in Nu 34, hut
is less so in 2 S 315, where moreover Palti has the
support of the Syr. and Arab, versions (see Gray,
Neb. Proper Names, 204, 310). Lohr, on the
other hand, takes Palti to be a shortened form of

Paltiel ‘ my refuge is EL* J. A. Selbie.

PALTITE, THE (^SD; B 6 Ke\w9d, A 6$e\\(wel;
Vulg. de Phalti ).—A native of Betli-pelet in the
Negeb of Judah (Jos 1527, Neh ll 26

). To this

town belonged Helez, one of David’s thirty heroes

(2 S 23s6
). In the parallel lists (1 Ch ll27 27w)

Helez is described as ‘the Pelonite’ (u^sn), a
variation which is supported by the reading of

the LXX (A) in 2 S. Probably, however, ‘ the
Pelonite’ of the Chronicler is due to a scribal

error, and * the Paltite
5
of the MT (cf. Pesh.

) is to be retained. See Pelonite.
J. F. Stenning.

PAMPHYLIA (TLajuL<f>u\ta) was a country on the
south coast of Asia, having Lycia to the west and
Cilicia Tracheia (called in later times Isauria) on
the east. In the earlier and classical usage, Pam-
phylm included only the narrow strip of fiat,

low-lying ground between the sea and the lofty
front ridge of the broad belt of mountains called
Taurus, which stretches from east to west along
the southern edge of the great central plateau of
Asia Minor. The Pamphylian coast-lands were
entirely dominated by Mount Taurus, which forms
a singularly grand and impressive feature as one
sails along the coast or approaches it from the sea.

On the west frontier and on the east, in the border-
lands of Lycia and Tracheiotic Cilicia, Taurus
approaches very close to the sea, and in some
places actually rises straight out of the water with
hardly room for a road to pas3 between the moun-
tain wall and the sea. But the Pamphylian strip

of land is in some places as much as 15 to 20 miles
broad, and its length from east to west was esti-

mated by Strabo at 640 stadia or 80 miles.
The Taurus ridge along almost its whole front

presents an exceedingly steep and lofty face
towards the south ; and hence the ascent from the
level plain of Pamphylia np the ridge of Taurus is

very steep. In one place the road that ascends
the precipitous face of Taurus was called Klimax,
the Ladder ; and it is still correctly described by
that name, for the road ascends literally by a series
of broad steps for more than 2000 ft. On reaching
the summit there is no corresponding descent on
the northern side ; but the traveller finds himself
on a high-lying ground, containing many large
open valleys as well as narrower glens, and many
mountains and hills. This high ground is distin-
guished in the most marked way from the low plain
by the sea ; and the classical nomenclature observed
the distinction, Pamphylia being the name of the
sea plain and Pisidia being the high country. In
later time the name Pamphylia was extended over
a considerable part of Pisidia owing to new political

conditions, for in A.D. 74 the Romans made an
enlarged province of Pamphylia, whose bounds
reached north to the frontier of Asia and the lake

Askania (see Pisidia). But in the NT times Pam-
phylia had the old and narrower limits.

Though many paths across Taurus connect the
Pamphylian cities with the country on the north
side of the mountains, they are all so long and
difficult that none of them has ever been an im-
portant route for trade. It was more convenient
to send the produce of the southern plateau lands
either westwards to the dEgean harbours (especially

Ephesus) or by the Cilician Gates to Tarsus. Thus
the Pamphylian harbours served as export and
import stations only for the Pamphylian strip of
coast-land and for the nearer Pisidian glens and
valleys ,* and the Pamphylian cities never became
especially important or wealthy, as they had a
comparatively small country behind them. Still

the land was rich enough to attract Greek colonies

at an early period ; the coinage of Side and
Aspendos snows that they were half-Greek cities

as early as the 5th cent. B.C. ; and Sillyon appears
as a partially Grseeized city about 300 B.C. But
the Greek language spoken in these Pamphylian
cities was much corrupted, and in Side is said to
have passed wholly out of use before the time of

Alexander the Great. The coin-legends and in-

scriptions in dialects of Greek are sometimes hardly
intelligible, owing to the peculiar character of the
alphabet and of the words.
These facts prove that the Greek colonizing

element in Pamphylia was not strong enough to
maintain itself and to dominate the native element.
It died out or melted into the native population.
Even after the victories of Alexander the Great
strengthened the Greek influence in Asia, Perga
in Pamphylia, a purely native priestly centre, rose
to importance, and struck a variety of coins. In
opposition to it arose the Greek city Attalia, a
Pergamenian foundation of the 2nd cent. Perhaps
Ptolemais during the 3rd cent, marks a similar

attempt to establish Greek influence under the
protection of the Ptolemies; but the attribution
of the coins IITOAEMAIEON to Pamphylia is far

from certain, though it is quite natural that in the
acme of Ptolemaic power the name may have been
temporarily applied to some Pamphylian city,

which was used as a centre of the authority of the
Grseco-Egyptian kings. But in the 2nd and 1st

cents. B.C. the greatest and wealthiest city of
Pamphylia was Side, whose rich coinage at this

period is attributed by numismatists to its serving
as the market where the pirates of Cilicia Tracheia
disposed of their booty.

In these circumstances it was inevitable that
the Greek, or rather Graeco-Roman, element should
be weak in Pamphylia in the period when Christi-

anity first entered the country. It wTas not one
of the more highly civilized regions, but rather
one where the native Anatolian and Oriental char-
acter had proved stronger than the Western influ-

ence. This fact determined its history in the
Christian period. In Pamphylia Christianity
played a very small part during the early cen-
turies. The new religion spread most in the more
civilized and educated regions, and not in lands
like Pamphylia.
Another feature of the country must have

exercised a strong determining influence on its

history. A flat plain little raised above sea-level,—
sheltered by the lofty wall of Taurus from the
cooling and invigorating northern breezes which
make the climate of the central Anatolian plateau
for the most part invigorating and temperate

—

with a soil always saturated with the waters that
flow down from Taurus or rise in great springs at

its feet, and therefore at once fertile and fever-

laden—with an atmosphere also heavy and satu
rated with the moisture from the soil and from the
sea, moved only by fitful breezes setting from and
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to the sea,—Pamphylia was not a country likely to
keep alive the vigour and energy of European
colonists. Though the soil, being more thoroughly
cultivated in ancient than in modem time, would
not give forth the same malaria that gives the
coast so infamous a reputation, yet the natural
circumstances make it necessarily and always an
enervating climate.

Christianity was brought to Pamphylia by Paul
and Barnabas on their first missionary journey.
This, was the country which naturally came next
within their sphere of work after Cyprus. Cilicia

had already heard the word ; and in their progress
from Cyprus they must next proceed to Pamphylia.
There seems no doubt that the plan of work for

the missionaries, probably sketched out even before
they started from Syrian Antioch (Ac 132), must
have contemplated the evangelization of Pamphylia
next after Cyprus. Thither, then, the missionaries

proceeded ; but after they had reached the country
there arose a difference of opinion, and John Mark
left his companions and returned to Jerusalem,
while the two apostles crossed Mount Taurus and
reached Pisidian Antioch. It appears that they
did not preach in Pamphylia at this time. The
only reasonable interpretation of these circum-
stances is that the first intention had been to

preach in Pamphylia (which, as we have seen, was
the natural older of evangelization)

;
and that all

three concurred in that purpose: but, when the
sphere of action was removed from Pamphylia to

Pisidian Antioch, John Mark refused to acquiesce
in the change of plan. Some time later, on their

return, the apostles preached in Perga (though
apparently with small success); and their action
on that occasion proves that Pamphylia was in-

cluded in their intended sphere of work. It seems
irrational to suppose either that the plan of pro-

ceeding to Antioch was formed at Paphos, or that
John acquiesced in that plan until he reached
Pamphylia, and then abandoned the work (Ac 13).

As to the reason why the sphere of work had
been changed from Pamphylia to Antioch, no
information is given in Acts; but a plausible

conjecture has been advanced that residence in

the moist and enervating atmosphere of Pam-
phylia, coming after the fatigue of missionary
travel and the intense effort of the scene in

Paphos, brought out a certain .weakness in St.

Paul’s constitution, causing the illness alluded to

in Gal 418
.

Christianity seems to have been slow and late in

acquiring a strong footing in Pamphylia. When
St. Peter wrote to the Churches in the provinces

of Asia Minor, he sent no message to Pamphylia
or to Lycia, which may fairly be taken as a proof

that there was no body or Christians in those
districts (his omission of Cilicia, where there was
a body of Christians, arose from that district

being classed along with Syria, and therefore being
outside the range of. the Epistle). On the extinc-

tion of Christianity in Pamphylia see PERGA.
A long succession of travellers have visited and

described the Pamphylian country: by far the
most elaborate study of some Pamphylian cities is

contained in the splendid folios of Lanckoronski’s

Stadte Pamphyliens. W. M. Ramsay.

PAN.—See Pood in vol. ii. p. 40, s. ‘Vessels.
9

PANNAG (3|§ pannag, maLa, balsamum).— One
of the articles of commerce of Judah and Israel

(Ezk 2717
). The LXX mala is defined as ‘ a shrub

similar to the laurel,
9 but there is no hint as to its

identity. Balsamum is alike indefinite. Acc. to

the book Zohar (13th cent.) m on$> lehem-pannag
jneans ‘ pastry work. 9 Dr. Van Dyck in his Arab.
VS ot the Bible gives haldwa. This is a well-known

confection, made of syrup, carob honey, dibs (grape

honey), or date honey, boiled with decoction of

soapwort roots and sesame oil. This sweet is very
extensively made and eaten by Orientals, and is. a
considerable article of commerce. It is known in

Turkish as pek-mes. We have not seen any de-

scription of it in ancient authors, and its etymology
bears no resemblance to that of pannag. In the
absence of decisive evidence, the Eng. versions
wisely transliterate the original, B.Vm gloss
‘ perhaps a kind of confection/ Comill (ad loc. )

and Hoffmann (Phon. Inschr. 15) emend to sfn

‘wax. 5
G. E. Post.

PAPER, PAPER REEDS, PAPYRUS. — See
Reed, Writing.

PAPHOS (Hd^os) is mentioned in Ac IS4
-18 as

the residence of the proconsul of Cyprus, Sergius
Paulus, who was visited and converted by St.

Paul on his first missionary journey.
The city here meant is New Paphos, the ad-

ministrative capital of the Roman province of

Cyprus, the ruins of which are to be seen at Baffo,

about a mile south of the modern town of Ktima,
on the west coast of the island. These remains,
which are all of Roman date, include a small
theatre and amphitheatre, traces of a temple,
numerous house foundations, parts of the city
wall, and the moles of the ancient harbour. Out-
side the wall are traces of another columnar edifice,

and on and near the site are the ruins of a Greek
cathedral and other mediaeval buildings. Several
groups of rock-tombs in the neighbourhood seem
to he of earlier than Roman date, but nothing is

known of the settlement to which they may have
belonged.

Old Paphos,
which was deserted in favour of the

site already described, lies at Kouklia, on the left

hank of the Di6rizo river (anc. Bocarus), about 10
miles W. S.W. of Baffo, and a little inland. Paphos
was one of the most notable cities of ancientCyprus,
and owed its celebrity to the temple and cult of

the ‘ Paphian goddess, whom the Greeks identified

with Aphrodite. Paphos is said to have been
founded by the legendary Kinyras, whose clan
retained royal privileges down to the Ptolemaic
conquest (B.c. 295), and the priesthood of the god-
dess until the annexation of the island to Rome
(B.c. 58). The goddess was worshipped under the
form of a conical stone, in an open-air sanctuary,
the general appearance of which is known from
numerous representations on Roman imperial
coins, and the ground plan from excavations
made in 1888 on behalf of the Cyprus Exploration
Fund. The temple is known to have suffered

severely from earthquakes, and to have been
rebuilt more than once. It consisted in Roman
times of an open court surrounded on three sides

by chambers and porticos, and was entered through
them from the east by a gateway. The position
of the sacred stone, ana the interpretation of many
details shown on the coins, remain uncertain. To
the south of the main court lie the remains of

what may he an earlier temple, or the traditional
tomb of Kinyras, almost wholly destroyed except
the western wall of gigantic stone slabs.

After the extinction of the native and Ptolemaic
dynasties, and the foundation of New Paphos, the
importance of the old town rapidly declined : the
place was ruined by earthquakes, and desolate
already in Jerome’s time ( Vita Eilarionis) ;

though
the Acts ofBarnabas mention a Christian resident,

formerly a Upodovkos.

Literature.—Meursius, Cyprus, s.v. ; Journal of Hellenic
Studies

,
ix. 15S-271 (esp. literary sources for history of Old

Paphos, 175-192 : excavations in the temple, 193-215).

J. L. Myres.
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PARABLE (IN OT).—
1. The psychological origin of the use of Parables.
2. Relation of Parables to other devices of style.

3. The Parables of the OT and their closest analogues.

L The Psychological Origin of the use of
Parables.—It is a necessity imposed by its very
nature upon the human spirit to illustrate with
the greatest possible clearness the objects and pro-

cesses belonging to the sphere of ideas. There are

two leading paths which literary style pursues in

order to satisfy this psychological want. The
first of these is chosen when one expressly points

to a parallel which the phenomenon in question
has in another sphere. The second method is

when two spheres of phenomena are as it were
looked at together, and -when in the description of

the one sphere those expressions are directly em-
ployed which properly designate the notions and
the phenomena of the other sphere.

2. Relation of Parables to other devices
of Style.—{a) When the first of the above-named
ways of illustrating spiritual phenomena is adopted,

this gives rise to the following stylistic devices :

—

(a.) The Simile, as in the expressions, * he shall be
like a tree planted by the rivers of water 1

(Ps l3),

or * thou shalt dash them in pieces like a potter’s

vessel ’ (2
s
), or in the Arabic * arrows blue like the

teeth of the Ghfils
5

lit. * the surprising one,
5

a species of demon), cf. A. F. Mehren, Die Rhetorik
der Araber

, p. 21. (jS) The Simile, however, not
infrequently expands into an independent descrip-

tion. Hence arise the following five devices of

style
:

(i.) The Fable is a narrative in which sub-
jects from the mineral, vegetable, or animal king-
doms are introduced as 3 they were capable of
thought and speech. The only instances of the
Fable in the OT are the story told by Jotham (Jg
98'13

; Kimchi, ad loc, car wr dpt O’syn Wd) and that
spoken by Jehoash to Amaziah (2 K 149 ). Ezk
173'10 is not a Fable (see below, 2 b). (ii.) The
Parable, again, is a narrative whose subject is

ersonal, and which is constructed in order to
epict something vividly. Along with its closest

analogues it will be dealt with more fully below
(see 3), and the question will be answered whether
the OT contains something similar, such as (iii.)

the Paramyth. These three kinds of fictitious

illustrative narrative have their opposite in (iv.)

the Trapddetyjm (exemplum) or Example, for the
latter is a narrative of a real occurrence, which
serves to illustrate the situation in view. Instances
of the rrapaaeiyiia are found in Ps 99® (Moses),
lOgsot. (Pbinehas), Neh 1326 (Solomon), 1 Mac 252'60

(Abraham and others), 2 Mac 617‘S1 (Eleazar), Jth
819f

* (Abraham and others), 4 Mac 36flf
- (David), etc.

To the same category belong the stories of Tobit
and Susanna in so far as these have a real his-
torical kernel.^ It is a narrative of the same kind
which has for its subject that emperor’s daughter
(Topi imn) who at the sight of Rabbi Joshua ex-
claimed, ‘ What a pity that such renowned wisdom
should be stored in so ugly a casket 5

; to which the
Rabbi replied, .

* In what does the emperor, your
father, store his wine? 5 ‘In earthen vessels,

5

said
she ; whereupon the Rabbi retorted that an emperor
should use more costly vessels. When this counsel
was followed, the wine deteriorated (Bab. Talm.
Tcianith 7* ; see, further, Fiirstenthal, p. 150). So,
too, the narrative of Ishtar’s descent to Hades {Die
HolUnfahrt der Iltar, ed. Alfred Jeremias, 1887)
is related as an ‘Example 5

(lx. p. 7). Finally, (v.)

the Parallel consists in placing side by side the
particular points which two sets of phenomena
have in common. It is altogether a rare product
of the rhetorical art, and as yet the present writer
has failed to discover it in the OT.

(5) When the material and the ideal spheres are

looked at as the two sides of a unity, and the ex-

pressions which properly belong to the description

of the concrete sphere are applied to the ideal

sphere, we have the Metaphor. One sees it in such
instances as the following :

‘ the light of thy
countenance 5 (Ps 47 [Eng. 6

]) ; ‘they that be wise
shall shine,

5
etc., i.e . be held, in honour (Dn 123),

cf. cLvakajjApovaLv (Wis 37
),

‘ super Stellas fulgebunt
facies eorum qui abstinentiam habuerunt 5

(4 Ezr
75s), ‘ye shall shine 5 (Enoch 1043 ), ol Ukclloi <hc\&/x-

ipovaiv (Mt 1343 ). When the metaphorical expres-

sions extend through a number of sentences, the
description is called Allegorical

;

cf. Cicero, de
Oratore, 27 :

‘ cum confluxerunt plures continue
translationes, alia plane fit oratioi itaque genus
hoe Grteci appellant aXkyjyoplavJ Certain instances

of allegorical language are found in Gn 499
, Hu

24Sb * 9 etc., Is l5b etc. Further, Ezk 173
’10 is not a

‘Fable
5

[against Bertholet, Kurzer Handcomm
1897, ad foe.], for the very expression ‘ the great
eagle,

5 with which the passage commences, is to be
understood not as if the author had in view a real

eagle, but as referring to the subject Nebuchad-
nezzar which was well known to his contem-
poraries (cf. Konig, Syntax, § 297a-c, 298a, b).

Consequently the phrase ‘the great eagle
5

is a
mark of the Allegory, which could not be better

characterized than in the following terms :
‘ When

an author does not describe that phenomenon of

which he really means to speak, but another^which
has more or fewer points of resemblance to it, and
yet carries out the description in such a way that
one easily perceives that it is not the latter but
the former phenomenon that he has in view, this

constitutes an Allegory 5 (Heinrich Kurz, Handbuch
der poetischen Nationalliteratur der Deidschen,

1840). Good instances of Allegories are Hans
Sachs’ Die Wittenberaisch Nachtigall,

or Schiller’s
‘ Das Madchen aus der Fremde, 5 not to speak of
Bunyan’s Pilgrim's Progress.

3. The Parables of the OT and their
closest Analogues. —(a) Parables in the ordi-

nary sense of this term (see above, 2 a) are found
in 2 S 121

-4 146f*, 1 K 2039f
*, Is 51"6 2824

"28
. An

interesting essay by P. Cersoy (of Lyons) on
Is 51

’6 appeared in the Revue Biblique (Jan. 1899 ;

summary in Expos. Times, April 1899, p. 325) under
the title ‘ l

5Apologue de la V igne. 5 He proposes
to render v.la ‘ I will sing to my beloved my love-

song touching his vineyard 5
{je vais chanter d mon

ami mon chant amical d propos de sa vigne). But
if the prophet had intended himself as the primary
author of this poem, it would have been unnatural
to introduce God as the speaker in w.3’6

. On the
other hand, the circumstance that at the beginning
of the parable (w. lb» 2

) the owner of the vineyard
is treated as a third person, is quite explicable.

By the selection of this third person a twofold
object is gamed. In the first place the commence-
ment of tne parable connects itself directly with
the exordium, and in the second place the appear-
ance is avoided of Isaiah himself being the owner
of the vineyard. Cersoy suggests, further, that in
v.lb Isaiah ‘ probably utilized a short popular song. 5

But this view finds no support either in the differ-

ence of structure between the clauses of w. lb* a and
vv.3-6

, or in the transition to the first person (w. 3-6

‘ I pray you, 5

etc.), for it is perfectly natural that
the outburst of the Divine anger should find its

expression in a direct address by God Himself.
Although none of the above-cited five passages

of the OT is actually called a (mdshdl), it is

not therefore to be inferred that this term could
not be appropriately applied to them. Its absence
may be sufficiently explained as simply due to the
fact that the particular writers did not take occa-
sion to add tne terminus technicus. Jerome was
quite right in his remark on Is 57 ‘Quae prius
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per metaphoram dicta sunt vel per pctrabclam
ostea exponuntur manifestos. 5 So Kimchi began
is exposition of 2 S 121'4 with nin toon, introduced

the passage 146f* with the words b&nn mpn x\n,

began his exposition of Is 5lff
* with nvnp K'nan nan

bm
3 and finally explained '21 wnarr of 2S2Jff

- by
b&D "pi on 1

? *idk
4 He spoke to them in the way of

a mashal. 3 The correctness of this last interpreta-
tion results from two considerations, namely the
original sense of mashal

,
and the later usage of

this word and its linguistic congeners.
This leads to the remark that the original sense

of mashal is very open to dispute. The now pre-
vailing theory was argued for by Fleischer in

an Excursus to Delitzsch’s Commentar iiber die

Proverbien
, p. 13 f., and it is maintained also

in Gesenius - Buhl, EWB 1Z
(‘ eigentlich wohl

:

als etwas stehen, reprasentiren etwas,
5

i.e. ‘lit.

perhaps: stand for something, represent some-
thing 5

). Essentially the same view is shared by
E, Meier, Wurzelivorterhuch, p. 503 f. It may be
stated thus: In Arabic matala= 4

stetit erectus,
5

etc. Hence matalun {—mashal) was originally

a 4 positio
5

kclt i&x'rjv. This might be looked at
from the point of view of security and then became— ‘affirmatio

5
(cf. 2 *?vd ‘impose on one,

5

i.e. rule
over one), or from the point of view of the formu-
lating of a thought, and then the ‘positio

5 became
the investiture or representation of an idea. But
this derivation of mashal requires some very bold
leaps in order to reach its goal, and hence we
venture to suggest another derivation. Our start-

ing-point shall be the fact that the sense of ‘ re-

semble,
5 ‘be like,

5

is the predominating one with
the verb and its Semitic cognates. This is the
only sense of the Assyr. maS&lu, the Eth, masala
(Dillmann :

‘ similis, consentaneus fuit
5

), the Aram.
metal, and it is the prevailing one also of the Arab.
matala. On this we would rest the thesis that
mashal originally had the sense of ‘likeness

5

or
* complex,

5 a view which is supported by the cir-

cumstance that the Assyr. mallu means 4 totality.
5

Now, what is the commonest form of an identifica-

tion or combination ? It is the judgment, and the
embodiment of this is the simple sentence. Accord-
ingly mashed might be the designation of a sentence,
but also of other kinds of combination of individual
conceptions and ofwhole sets of conceptions. From
mashal (‘judgment 5

) may come a denominative
verb (‘rule *) which meets us in Phoenician (cf.

Bloch, Phcen. Glossar
, p. 43) and in Hebrew. For

the activity of a ruler exhibited itself originally in

the pronouncing of judgments (cf. Solomon’s words,
‘ to judge thy people,

5
1 K 39 ). From the stability

which is a natural quality of such judgments may
be derived, further, the Arab. mata{u)la

,

4 stand
fast.

5 * With this agrees the circumstance that

* Fuerst (Heb.-ChaZd . Worterb* 1876, g.v.) co-ordinates bvn

‘rule* with the Arab.
vJ*uu.)

(basula), ‘strenuus fuit.* This is

not absolutely impossible. For the Aram. *?nD is not found
with the sense of * rule,’ and therefore there need not be found

an Arab. answering to the Heb. Wd * rule.* Further, a

correspondence between m and b is not altogether rare in
Semitic (cf. J. Barth, Mymolog. Studien, p. 32). But it is not
necessary to appeal to this basula. By the way, the connexion
between the two leading senses of 7»d is not explained by Abu
1-walid in his Kitabu ’l-usiili (ed. Ad. Neubauer), p. 395. He
contents himself with simply linking together the different

groups of words by the formula
f>-\

‘and another

sense * [appears, etc.]. David Kimchi, in his Booh of Boots, says

131 231 mm Kin b&Drt pin, i.e. * the sense conveyed by
the term mashal is the likeness of one thing to another.* Like-
wise the two latest commentators on the Book of Proverbs
(Wildeboer in the Kurzer Mdoormn. and Frankenberg in
Nowack’s Hdhomm., published in 1897 f.) have made no
attempt to solve the linguistic difficulty presented by the
word b&D.

the Arab, matalun is used both, for ‘sententia
5

and ‘parabola.
5 In like manner tbe Heb. mashal

has the sense of ‘general proposition
5

{yvd)jarh
sententia,

4 maxim 5

), as in 4 the proverb of the
ancients, Out of the wicked cometli forth wicked-
ness

5

(1 S 2413
). In the sense of ‘proverb 5

is

found also in Sir 47X7
. See, further, art. PROVERB.

But none the less has mashal the sense of 4 par-

able.
5 * This is clear from the later identification

of it and its cognates with ‘similitude
5 (Germ.

Gleichniss). ‘Three mesdle
5
are announced in

Eth. Enoch 375
, namely those contained in chs.

3S-44. 45-57. and 58-71. In these mesedydt or

mesCdeydt phenomena and processes of the supra-
mundane sphere are employed to illustrate the
earthly fortunes of the kingdom of God. These
three sections, then, contain essentially what we
call parables. The same purpose is the starting-
point of visions. This comes out clearly in the
avoids, ‘demonstra mihi et hoc, si plus quam
prseteritum sit babet venire

5

(4 Ezr 445
), for this

request is satisfied by a vision which is described
thus, ‘eccefornax ardens transiit coram me, 5

etc.

(v. 48
), and this vision is expressly called in v. 47 a

‘ similitudo.
5 We read of another 4 similitudo

5

in

82f
*, and again a vision is expressly called a 4 simili-

tudo 5

in the words ‘vidisti similitudinem eins,

quomodo filiuin lugeret 5

(10
49

). Likewise the
3amsdl

,
which make up the third part of the Shep-

herd of Hernias, are visions in which the vine,

etc., is shown (see the Ethiopic version published
by Antoine d’Ahbadie in Aohandlungen fur die

Kunde des Morgenlandes, ii. 1, p. 47111). In any

case tbe Syr. ]]ASd, which exactly corresponds to

the Heb. bwD, is used to render orapa^o\7] in Mt
1318 * 31. 33 etc. 2I

45
, Mk 42 etc., Lk 536 639 147 etc.

The post-biblical literature of the Jews exhibits
the same use of the word mashal. For instance,

the Talmud (Shabb . 1526) records how a certain

king distributed royal garments among his ser-

vants. The wise amongst these placed the
garments in a chest, but the foolish wore them
in going about their ordinary work. One day the
king asked for his garments. The wise gave them
back to him just as they had been when they
received them, but the garments returned by the
foolish were soiled. Then the king coimne*nded
the wise, but ordered the foolish to be cast into
prison, and their garments were banded over to

the fuller
(
0313 “?). This story is expressly called a

bwo 4 a parable of a king,
5 and is introduced

to illustrate the saying, 4 Give it (the soul) back to

Him (God) as He gave it to thee 5
(rqpj "isto ^

I
1

?). Tbe very same expression, bwn, is met
with in Shabb. 153a; and in 'Aboda Zara 54b one
finds hi b&D Vwdk, namely the parable of the
king who presented his son with a dog, etc. In
like manner the celebrated stories of ‘ the seven
sages

5 were called Mishld Sindbad (ed. P. Cassel,

3 Auflage, 1884), and in point of fact they are only
partially 4 Examples 5

(see above 2 a p (iv.)), namely
in so far as they are intended to describe real

occurrences. The most of them are parables, and
they contain such expressions as 4 the second par-

able of the empress,
5

etc. It may be added that
we hear of a Buddhist parable (ef. e.g. Edmund
Hardy, Der Buddhismus, 1890, p. 1241), and that
Herodotus (i. 141) records the parable of the flute-

player and the fishes which would not dance to his

playing. Yolkinann (p. 379), too, speaks of the
TrapaftoXrj which is clothed in the form of a narrative.

(b) How closely connected the expression mashal
was with the notion of a parable is evident from

*A combination of
4 sententia * and 4 similitudo

5 may be ob-

served in ipH of Job IS12, ‘sentences which are strewn as

lightly as ashes.’
*
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the circumstance that Veto is the title of the pas-

sage Ezk 243"5
. V.* reads jtieki 'n bvD ‘ Utter

a parable unto the rebellious house, and say 5

(= saying) ; and in w.
Sb'5 we read, ‘Set on a pot,

set it on, and also pour water into it
:
gather its

P
ieces (i.e. those which belong to the pot), etc.

’ake the choice of the flock, and burn also the
bones under it, and make it boil well, and let

them seethe the bones of it therein .

5 This last

passage furnishes a double proof of our position.

On the one hand, it contains a narrative which
corresponds with the above-cited stories in 2 S 121

"4

etc. Consequently these five passages also might
have been equally designated by the title applied

to Ezk 243b"5, namely mashdl (Arab. VS

Pesh. |]ASc, LXX Trapa{3o\7)v

;

while the Taxgiim

alone, from a supposed necessity to heighten the
dignity of the passage, rendered by rtttui

4 a pro-
phecy^). On the other hand, there is a formal
agreement between Ezk 243_s and 3

'24b‘26 41"12 51'4

etc. In all these passages, that is to say, there
is mention of a Divine command to perform some
action, and then it is added that this action illus-

trates some idea. Thus the five passages, 2 S 121*4

etc., and Ezk 324b_26 4lff* etc. 243’5
,
agree in then-

didactic aim ; and both sets of passages are para-
bolical. This conclusion is strengthened further
by the consideration that the passages in Ezk just
cited cannot he separated from Is 202"4

, Jer 25laff\
According to the last passage, the prophet received
the commission, ‘Take the wine-cup of this fury
at my hand, and cause all the nations to whom
I send thee, to drink it

5

; and the prophet adds,
* Then took I the enp at the Lord's hand, and made
all the nations to drink.

5 This action cannot
really have been performed. Hence the view is

recommended that also in Ezk 324b
"28 41-12 51’4 etc.

we have parabolical narratives. The same cate-
gory includes the Bk. of Jonah, as has been shown
in vol. ii. p. 746 ff., and we must add the story of
Judith, for the very name rmvr means ‘a Jewess,

5

and stamps the heroine of this hook as a personi-
fication of the Jewish nation. The Bk. of Jth
is, as Luther said, ‘ein geistlich schon Gedicht

5

(cf., further, Konig, Einleitung
, p. 479 f.).

(c) The ParamythSj which, according to J. G.
Herder, are to be*distinguished from the parables,
have also their analogues in the Hebrew literature
(cf. Trapa/xvdiov, which in Wis 318 is used for ‘con-
solation

5

[=?rapafivOLa of 1 Co 14s], and in Ph 21

for ‘comfort [of love]
5
). Herder understood by

Paramyths such narratives ‘ as serve for the cheer-
ing of the soul, and are based upon the ancient
Greek myths.

5 They are stories in which per-
sonifications of ideas or of natural processes are
introduced as living beings. Gne of Herder’s
paramythical narratives commences with ‘ Aurora
complained to the gods,

5 and another with ‘ Night
and Day contended with each other for the pre-
eminence,

5 and a third with ‘ Once beside a mur-
muring stream Care sat down and mused.

5 Now
wre find instances of personification in the OT as
well. For instance, we read ‘the light of the
righteous rejoiceth

5 (Pr 139), and ‘ foolishness (14lb)
hickcth that down which wisdom of women has
uilt

5
(v. la). The same foolishness is further de-

scribed in a whole narrative as a seductive woman
(
913-18 ) . an<j the same wisdom, with whose help
Jahweh Himself founded the earth (3

19f
-, cf. I20),

comes forward as the subject of a dramatically
worked action in ‘Doth not Wisdom cry,

5

etc,?

(8
3ff

-). A story of the same kind meets us in
Sir 248ff

*, for there, likewise, ‘wisdom 5
is an attri-

bute of God which was displayed in the creation
of the world and the guiding of Israel. This
appears with the greatest clearness from the words,
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teal ipplfacra iv Xacp dedo^acrpdv(p, ‘and I took root in

a people that was glorified
5

(v. 12
). It is only a

personification of wisdom that is found in Wis
615bff\ The words tva p-aO^rc cro<plav (v. 10b) show
this in the most decisive fashion. Likewise in

712a wisdom stands simply for the attribute of God
(cf. ‘ Thy wisdom 5

in 92
) which controls the world

and the course of history. For Solomon could

imbibe and reproduce this wisdom, cf. fyadov (7
13

),

els ipvx.h$ ocrlas pLerafiaivovaa. (v. 270), elcrrjXdev els 4/vXVp
Bepdirovros Kvplov (1016) ; and by wisdom nothing
else is meant than by d^poaivrj of 108b.

The post-biblical literature of the Jews also

contains narratives, in which personifications ap-

pear as subjects. One of these commences, ‘While
Noah lived in the ark, one day the Lie appeared
and begged to be admitted. Noah, who did not
know the Lie, was prepared to grant her request,

but he declared that he could not do this until

she should have procured a companion, because
only pairs could be admitted into the ark. The
Lie had thus to retire after a bootless errand.

But scarcely had she gone a few paces when she
met Injustice. Along with her the Lie was now
admitted into the ark, but the two over-reached

one another 5 (Midrash, YalkM, Gn 56; Fiirsten-

thal, op. cit.. No. 497). See, further, the following

article.

Literature.—A. F. Mehren, Die RhetorUc der Amber, 1853 ;

R. Voikmann, Die JUietoHk der Griechen und Romer, 2 Auflage,

1874 ; E. J. Furstenthal, Rabbinische Blumenlese

,

1835. Other
works are named in the body of the article.

Ed. Konig.

PARABLE (IN NT).—The subject will be treated

under five heads : Terminology, Christ’s Use of

Parables, their Distribution in the Gospels, their

Classification, and their Interpretation.

1. The Term irapapdMj (7rapa/3d\Aw) means ‘ a plac-

ing of one thing beside another 5 with a view to
comparison. Trench contends that ‘ this notion of

comparison is not necessarily included in the word. 5

But it appears as early as the word itself, and is

very frequent (Plato, Phil. 33 B ; Arist. Top. i. 10.

5 ; Polyb. L 2. 2). From the original idea of

‘ throwing beside 5 come the derived meanings of
‘ exposing,

5 represented by irapa/3o\os, and of ‘ com-
paring,

5 represented by Trapa^dXtj. Latin writers

use collatio (freq. in Cic.), imago (Cic. Sen. Hor.),

and similitudo (Cic. Quint. ). The Lat. VSS com-
monly have parabola (Mt 133* 10* 13 etc.), which
survives in the Pr. parole and through parabolare
in parler ; hut similitudo is fairly common, esp. in
Lk (4

s3 5s6 6s9 84 1216 136 2019 2129
). But in most

of these cases some representatives of the Old
Lat., esp. a and d, have parabola, Conversely,
many Old Lat. texts sometimes have similitudo

where the Vulg. has parabola (Lk 1241 15s 189 1911
).

In LXX TrapafioM} very commonly represents
the Heb. mashdl, which also implies comparison
(Nu 237- 18 243* 210 33 etc.). But mashdl is also

rendered irapoifila (Pr l1, Sir 6s5 88 etc.), and dprjvos

(Is 144), and Trpoolfuov (Job 271 291
). Like Bei-

spiel in German, it sometimes indicates an ex-
ample set up for edification or warning (Jer 249

,

Mic 24
, Wis 53

). When it means an utterance of
deeper meaning than appears on the surface, it is

sometimes joined with 7rp6/3A7?/xa (Ps 484 772, Hab
2s), or aXviyfj.cL (Dt 28s7

, Sir 39s 47 15
), or dirjy^juLa

(2 Ch 720
, Ezk 172), or aKoreivbs Xbyos (Pr l6). The

meaning of such dark utterances becomes clear

through the application or comparison which is

indicated ; and those who miss the application lose

the true meaning of the parable, which is often a
short saying, such as we should rather call a
proverb (1 S 1012 2418

, Ezk 1222- 23 182 - 3
, 1 K 4s2).

In NT vapafkiMj is freq. in the Synoptic Gospels ;

and, excepting He 99 ll19, is found nowhere else.

It is generally used of a longer utterance or narra-
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tive mtended to set forth a spiritual lesson (Mt
Igs. 18.24. 3i. so etc.) . sometimes of a short say-
ing or proverb (Mt 1515, Mk S23 717, Lk 423 639

). Of
the other. renderings of mashdl, neither dpijvos nor
TpooifjLLov is found in NT, while Trapocpia (to,pd,

oljjlos) occurs only Jn 106 1625*^ 2 P 222
. Originally

Trapoi/xi'a meant an out-of-the-way saying, or possibly
a wayside saying, and hence was used of any
didactic, symbolic, or figurative utterance. Like
Trapafiokrj, it is used both of longer utterances or
allegories (Jn 106

) and shorter ones or proverbs
(2 P 222

) ; comp, /caret tt]v Trapoipiav, Koiva rd t&v tpiXcov

(Philo, de Vita Mos. i. 28; de Abr. 40).. Most Lat.
VSS distinguish ttapoiyia by rendering it pro-
verbium, which is never used for Trapa[3oXri. Eng.
VSS render both words sometimes by ‘parable 5

(Mt 21 33
, Jn 10b

), sometimes by ‘ proverb 5 (Lk 4s3
,

Jn 1625
). Tindale and the Genevan use ‘simili-

tude 5

for both (Mt 1333
,
Jn 106

), and are capricious

in using both ‘ parable 5 and ‘ similitude
5

for 7rapa-

poX'rj
; so also is Coverdale. As St. John never

uses TrapafioX’/], and as there are no parables in the
strict sense in his Gospel, it is unfortunate that
BY retains * parable 5

in Jn 106.

Attempts at definitions of ‘parable,
5 taken from

Greek Fathers and others, are given in Suicer,

s.v. TrapapoX-f}. Trench quotes several Lat. defini-

tions from Jerome and later writers. However it

may be expressed, the main elements in a parable
are two : (1) a saying, commonly in the form of

a narrative, respecting earthly things, with (2)

a spiritual or heavenly meaning. A fable differs

from a parable in both these elements. It often
distorts the earthly things in using them as a
vehicle of instruction, making brutes and trees

talk, and the like. This a parable never does ; for

nature, as God5

s wisdom made it, is far better
adapted for teaching Divine truths than aature as
man’s fancy can imagine it. And a fable never
aims higher than human morality. At best it

teaches prudence, industry, caution ; and it often
inculcates mere shrewdness, selfishness, and cun-
ning. Hence the only fables found in Scripture
are used by men for their own ends ; by Jotham
(Jg 98) and by Jehoash (2 K 149). They are never
employed by God’s prophets in conveying His mes-
sage, nor by Christ in explaining His kingdom.
In the direct teaching of Scripture, nothing is

attributed to animals or plants which is not
found in nature. Moreover, it is their relation to

man that is made instructive (the sheep to the
shepherd or the owner, the fig-tree to the vine-

dresser or the owner), not that of sheep or trees to

one another. The mutual relations of brute to

brute or of tree to tree are less fitted to illustrate

the kingdom of God. Much the same holds good
of a myth, when it is the natural product of primi-
tive imagination, and not the artificial invention
of an ingenious teacher. The latter are parables
or fables rather than myths; e.g. the myths of

Plato. But the myth, while resembling the fable

in not being bound by the facts of nature and in

not teaching spiritual lessons, differs from both
fable and parable in that the myth mingles truth

and fiction, whereas the parable and the fable

keep them apart. Those who frame or hear
parables and fables know that the narrative is

nothing, and is not set forth as being historical,

although accidentally itmay be so. It is the lesson

indicated by the narrative which is of value. But
the uncritical age which spontaneously generates

and accepts myths makes no distinction between
fable and figure. The figurative narrative is re-

garded as actually true. In an allegory figure and
fact, or rather figure and interpretation, are not
mixed, but are parallel, and move simultaneously,

as in the allegory of the True Vine or of the Good
Shepherd.

As already indicated, the distinction which we
draw between a parable and a proverb is not found
in the Gospels. The evangelists call the short figura-

tive sayings of Christ, no less than the longer
narratives, parables (Mt 1515

, Mk S23 717
, Lk 639),

as also does Christ Himself (Lk 4^, Mt 2432)

;

partly because mashdl is used for both, but mainly
because both in parables and in proverbs there is

comparison, and the hearer has to catch the analogy
in order to be instructed. We may, if we like,

give the name of a parable to Christ’s sayings
about the salt of the earth, the lilies of the field,

building on the sand, whited sepulchres (Mt 513

626 7 25 2327
), fishers of men, light under the bushel

(Mk l 17 421 ), a reed shaken with the wind, the
green and the dry tree (Lk 7s4 2331

), living water,
fields white unto harvest, a woman in travail
(Jn 410 * 35 1621

), etc. etc. Not a few of these
might be expanded into a narrative without diffi-

culty.

2. The Use of Parables was familiar to the Jews,*
and ancient Babbinic writings are full of them;
but as illustrations of truths already set forth,

rather than as a means of conveying truths. In
the hands of Christ the use of parables as vehicles
of truth reached perfection. Just as His miracles
are parables,—factum Verhi verbum nobis est, as
Augustine says,—so His parables are miracles, both
of literary beauty and of instructive power. As
elements of His teaching they had several pur-
poses, some of which are obvious, while others He
explained to His disciples (Mt 1310

'15
, Mk 411* u

,

Lk 89* 10
). They served both to reveal and to veil

the truth; and the truths with which they are
specially concerned are the mysteries of ‘ the king-
dom of God. 5 They revealed these mysteries to
those who deserved to know them and were capable
of receiving them ; and they concealed them from
those who lacked these qualifications. And this

pcenalis ccecitas (Aug.) with regard to Divine truth
when it is clothed in parables is not merely a fact
(otl, Mt) in the impenitent ; it is designed {tva, Mk,
Lk) by God, in order to withhold the mysteries of
the kingdom from the unworthy. This withhold-
ing is therefore a. judgment; but a judgment
which is merciful in its operation. It saves un-
worthy hearers from the responsibility of knowing
the truth and rejecting it, for they are not allowed
to recognize it. It saves them also from the guilt

of profaning it, for herein Christ observes His own
maxim (Mt 76

). Nor does the mercy end here.

The parable puts the truth in a form which arrests

the attention at the time, and which is easily re-

membered afterwards. Longum est iter per pros-

cepta
,

breve et efficax per exempla (Sen. Ep. 6).

Those who are already receptive are caught at

once ; they get their lesson and do not forget it.

Those who are not, although they get no lesson,

yet hear something which they remember, and
which will convey the lesson to them, if ever they
become capable of receiving it. Moreover, the
vehicle of the lesson being taken from very familiar

objects, he who has once heard a parable of Christ

is likely to he often reminded of it. Christknew the
grander scenery of Palestine

;
yet His parables are

taken, not from mountains and forests, cedars and
palm-trees, hut from things which are common, not
only in Palestine, but almost throughout the world
(Stanley, Sin. and Pal. p. 432). Thus teaching

by parables is both educational and disciplinary.

It is a marked illustration of the law, that to him
who hath shall more he given, while from him who
hath not even that which he seems to have shall

be taken away. The unreceptive hearer seems to
have the opportunity of being instructed ; but
this is really withheld, because instruction is given
in a form which, through his own fault, he cannot

* Oomp. 2 S Is 51®*, and see preceding article.
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understand : ddaco awe-rots, Oupas 5’ iirldecrGe
j

8£(3t]\ol.*

It is quite in harmony with this principle that, at
the beginning of Christ’s ministry, His parables
were occasional and brief ; but, as opposition to
Him increased, they became His usual mode of

public instruction and were more.elaborate.
The chief purpose of parables is to instruct by

means of the exquisite analogies which exist

between things natural and things spiritual, and
which are the outcome of the Divine Wisdom that
fashioned both. In them Christ ‘utters things
which have been hidden from the foundation of

the wTorld’ (Mt 1385 ), for the whole universe is a
parable, which hides God from the unworthy,
while it reveals Him more and more to the devout.
Schelling says that nature and history are to one
another as parable and interpretation (Philos .

Schriften, ed. 1809, p. 457). Christ makes both
nature and history a parable, ofwhich the kingdom
of God is the interpretation ; and thus the whole
world becomes a ‘ picture-gospel ’ to those who can
understand it. In His synagogue-teaching Christ
expounded the book of the OT. In His parables
He expounded the book of nature and of human
life. In the one case the written letter, in the
other the experience of facts, -was used to reveal

the spirit which inspires both. By the facts of

everyday life the parable shows how the principles

of the higher life may be known
;
for the universe

is the outward expression of the laws of the king-
dom of God.

It is remarkable that the Epistles, although
they contain allegories and frequent similes, never
exhibit anything which corresponds to the parables
of our Lord. The attitude of the writers to this

element in His teaching is analogous to that of the
evangelists to the title ‘the Son of Man, 5 which
they record as often used by Jesus of Himself,
but which they never apply to Him themselves
(Nosgen, Gesch. Jesu, p. 346). Beverence of this

kind, whether conscious or not, renders the hypo-
thesis that some of Christ’s parables have been
altered by those who recorded them all the less

probable. It is more reasonable to believe that
the differences between parables which have
marked resemblances are the result of variations
made by Jesus Himself. He certainly sometimes
employed pairs of parables, in order the better to
impress the required lesson upon His hearers ; e.g.

the Treasure in the Eield and the Pearl of great
Price (Mt 1344"46

), the Ten Virgins and the Talents
(251'30

), the Garment and the Wine-skins (Lk S36-39 ),

the Mustard-seed and the Leaven (13
18-21

), the Bash
Builder and the Bash King(1428*32

), the Lost Sheep
and the Lost Coin (153

"10
). And it should be noted

how often the effect of Christ’s parables is in-

tensified by a contrast ; e.g. obedient and dis-

obedient sons (Mt 2128
), wise and foolish virgins

(251
), profitable and unprofitable servants (2514),

heartless clergyand charitable Samaritan (Lk 1030 ),

Dives and Lazarus (1619
), Pharisee and Publican

(IS9
), etc.

3. The Distribution of the Parables in the
Gospels is very unequal. In the narrower sense of
the term there are no parables in Jn. It is in
harmony with the respective characteristics of the
other three Gospels that Lk, who aims at com-
pleteness, gives us most, and that Mk, who
records events rather than discourses, gives us
fewest parables. Only one parable is peculiar to
Mk,—the Seed growing secretly (4

s6
) ; and he gives

three others, which are also in Mt and Lk,—the
Sower, Mustard-seed, and Wicked Husbandmen.
Two are common to Mt and Lk,—the Leaven
(Mt 13®, Lk I320) and the Lost Sheep (Mt 1812

,

fc. * See the anticipation of this principle in the symbolical
teaching of the Pythagoreans as given by Stobaeus, Serm. v. 72,

ed. Gafcford, L p. 164.

Lk 151
). Of the remainder, eighteen are peculiar

to Lk and ten to Mt. Lk’s eighteen include some
of the most beautiful. They are the Two Debtors,

Good Samaritan, Friend at Midnight, Bich Fool,

Watchful Servants, Barren Fig-tree, Chief Seats,

Great Supper, Bash Builder, Bash King, Lost
Coin, Lost Son, Unrighteous Steward, Dives
and Lazarus, Unprofitable Servants, Unrighteous
Judge, Pharisee and Publican, and the Pounds.
The ten peculiar to Mt are the Tares, Hid Trea-
sure, Pearl of great Price, Draw-net, Unmerciful
Servant, Labourers in the Vineyard, Two Sons,

Marriage of the King’s Son, Ten Virgins, and the
Talents.* Beasons have been given above why
the Marriage of the King’s Son in Mt should not
be identified with the Great Supper in Lk, nor the
Talents in Mt with the Pounds.
The number of Christ’s parables cannot be satis-

factorily determined, because of the difficulty of

deciding what is to he regarded as a parable.

Some, as Trench, omit one or two of those given
above, as the Watchful Servants (Lk 1236

)
and the

Chief Seats (Lk 147). But many would have to be
added, if all the short parabolic sayings of Christ
were included. The usual estimate is from thirty

to thirty-five, of -which about two-thirds are pre-

served by Lk, the majority of them being peculiar

to his Gospel.

It is one of the many signs of inferiority in the
apocryphal Gospels that they contain no parables.

While they degrade miracles into mere arbitrary

and unspiritual acts of power, they omit all that
teaches of the deep relations between the seen and
the unseen.

4, The Classification of the Parables is a problem
which perhaps does not admit of a satisfactory

solution. One of the simplest is that of Goebel in

Die Parabeln Jesu, Gotha, 1880, which is followed
by Edersheim in The Life and Teaching ofJesus the

Messiah, i. p. 579. He makes three groups, distin-

guished by the time and place of delivery
:
(i.) those

belonging to Christ’s ministry in and near Caper-
naum, collected in Mt 13 ; (ii.) those belonging to
the journeyings from Galilee to Jerusalem, re-

corded in Lk 10-18 ;
and (Hi.) those belonging to

the last days in Jerusalem. The first group
mainly has reference to the kingdom of God as a
whole, the second to the individual members of it,

and the third to the judgment of the members of
it. Godet, in SchafFs Herzog, suggests another
arrangement into three groups, which is more
elaborate. Out of thirty parables he regards six

as showing the preparatory existence of the King-
dom under the Jewish dispensation ; viz. the
Wicked Husbandmen, Marriage of the King’s Son,
Great Supper, Strait Gate, Barren Fig-tree, and
Two Sons. Six others show the realization of the

Kingdom in theform ofa Church ; viz. the Sower,
Tares, Mustard-seed, Leaven, Draw-net, and Un-
righteous Judge. The remaining eighteen refer to
the realization of the Kingdom in the life of indi-
vidual members. This group is subdivided ,* nine
being referred to those who are entering the King-
dom (Lost Sheep, Lost Coin, Lost Son, Pharisee
and Publican, Friend at Midnight, Hid Treasure,
Pearl of great Price, Bash Builder, and Bash
King), and nine to those who have already become
members (Chief Seats, Labourers in the Vineyard,
Unmerciful Servant, Good Samaritan, Unrighteous
Steward, Dives and Lazarus, Bich Fool, Talents,

v
and Ten Virgins). But to put the Unrighteous
Judge and the Friend at Midnight, which teach
much the same lesson, into different classes, does
not seem to he right. Nor does one see how the
sheep, coin, and son could be lost, unless they

* * St. Matthew’s are more theocratic, St. Luke’s more ethical

:

St. Matthew’s are more parables of judgment, St. Luke’s of
mercy ’ (Trench).
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were already members of the community. Lange,
in his Life of Christ, i. p. 484, and in Herzog 2

,
art.

* Gleiehnis,’ makes another threefold classification.

The first cycle treats of the Kingdom in its develop-
ment ; the second of its completion by acts of
mercy

;
the third of its completion by acts of judg-

ment. Somewhat similar is the division made by
Steinmeyer in Die Par. des Herrn

, Berlin, 1884,
into kerygmatic, pastoral, and judicial. A very
elaborate classification is drawn out by Westcott
in his Elements of the Gospel Harmony

,
App. D ;

and Int. to the Study of the Gospels, App. F. He
makes two main classes, of which the second has
three divisions

;
and each of these divisions has

three subdivisions, some of which are bisected or
trisected. The chief features are these. I. Parables
drawn from the material world ;

viz. the Sower,
Tares, Seed growing secretly, Mustard-seed, and
Leaven. II. Parables drawn from the relations of
man (i.) to the lower world ; viz. the Draw-net,
Fig-tree, Lost Sheep, and Lost Coin

:
(ii. ) to his

fellow-men, e.g. the Lost Son, Friend at Midnight,
and Unrighteous Steward, etc.

:
(iii.) to Provid-

ence ; viz. the Hid Treasure, Pearl of great Price,

and Rich Fool. Thus the parables drawn from
the relations of man to his fellows (which is not
one of the main classes) are the largest group,
being about two-thirds of the whole. Secondly,
those under the head of man’s relations to Provid-
ence might be assigned to man’s relations to the
lower world; for to the lower world treasure,

pearls, and crops belong. Thirdly, the Tares and
the Draw-net seem clearly to belong to the same
group; and, if this is admitted, then the two
groups to which they are respectively assigned
may be merged in one. These changes would give

ns two main divisions: (i.) Parables drawn from
man's relations to the lower worlds and (ii.

)
parables

drawn from man's relations to hisfellows. Nosgen
also, in his Gesch. Jesu, Mixnchen, 1891, p. 342,

makes two main classes, partly on the same lines

as Goebel and Godet
:

(i.) those which treat of the
development of the Kingdom as a whole

;
and (ii.)

those which treat of the lives of individual mem-
bers of it. And he regards this classification as
indicated by Christ Himself, according as He uses
or omits the formula ‘ The kingdom of heaven is

likened ’ (Mt 1324 1823 222 25 1

), or * the kingdom of

heaven is like ’ (Mt 1331 * 83* 44 * 45 - 47 201
), or ‘ so is the

kingdom of God 5 (Mk d26
). Comp. Mt ll 16

,
Lk 731 ,

Mk 430
,
Lk 1318 * 20

.

It is probable that the three parables which are

in all three Gospels are in some way typical : they
are taken from seed-time, growth, and harvest.

The Sower tells of the preparation for the kingdom
in the hearts of the recipients ; the Mustard-seed
of its powers of development; and the Wicked
Husbandmen of God’s long-suffering mercy and
stem judgment upon thosewho persist in opposing
it. But it does not follow from this that a basis

for classification is thus indicated.

5. In the Interpretation of Parables we have to

be on our guara against the opposite dangers of

ignoring important features, and attempting to

make all the details mean something. No general

rules can be given, for the amount of symbolical

detail differs greatly in different parables. This is

dear from those cases in which we have Christ’s

own interpretations. In the Sower nearly all the

features have meaning ; not only the seed and the

various soils, but the birds, the heat, and the

thorns. In the Tares several features are ex-

plained : the sower, the good seed, the enemy, the

tares, the field, the harvest, and the reapers.

And several are left unexplained : the people sleep-

ing, the enemy’s going away, the blade springing

up, the servants of the householder, and the bind-

ing of the bundles (Mt 1324
"30 - 37*43

). In the Un-
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righteous Steward the meaning of the parable as a
whole is indicated, viz. the wisdom of using present
opportunities as a provision for eternity (Lk 169

) ;

but none of the details are interpreted ; and it is

probable that they have no meaning. Most of the
difficulties respecting this parable have been pro-
duced by making the separate features of the
story mean something, especially the reduction
in the bills. Nevertheless, the interpretations of

the Sower and of the Tares forbid us to assert
that each parable has one main lesson, and that
when this is ascertained all the details may be
ignored as meaningless. Chrysostom seems to go
too far when he declares ovok xpv irdvra, ra ev rats

TrapafioXaLS Kara. Xd£w Tepiepy&fccrdcu, dXXa rbv GKoirbv

paQovTas, Sf bv avveredr}, rovrov 8p&Tre<j6ai, /cat pyjdev

TroXvirpaypoveiv Trepcurepu (in Mt. Horn. Ixiv. 3). But
the extravagant lengths to 'which some patristic

commentators go in the interpretation of minute
details, especially of numbers (e.g. on Mt 1333 2515

,

Lk 741 ll 5 137
), provoked strong protests, as from

Tertullian (de Pud. 9) and others, who sometimes
erred in this way themselves. The question is

well handled by Trench, whose third chapter is

one of the best in his admirable work, Notes on the

Parables, which for English readers is likely to
remain the chief guide on the whole subject.

Literature.—

I

n addition to works mentioned in the above
’

article, the following- may be consulted : Lisco, Die Parabeln
Jesu, 1832-40, Eng. tr. by Fairbaim, 1840 ; Buisson, Paraboles
de VEvangile, 1849 ; Guthrie, The Parables, 1806 ; Stier, Reden
d. Herrn

,

1865-74, Eng. tr. by Pope, 1869
; Amot, The Parables

of our Lord
, 1870 ; Beyschlag, Die Gleichnissreden d. Herrn, !

1875 ; Thiersch, Die Gleichnisse Christi nach ihrer moral. und
prophet. Bedeut. betrachtet, 1875 ; Bruce, The Parabolic Teach-
ing of Christ, 1882 ; Tamm, Der RealismusJem in seiner Gleich-

nissen
,
1886 ;

Julicher, Die Gleichnisreden Jesu, 18S8, 1899 [see

Sanday in Joum. Theol. Stud. Jan. 1900]; Freystedt, Die
Gleichnisse d. Herrn, Predigten, 1896 ; Heinrici, art. * Gleich-

nisse Jesu* in PRE 3
. Most Lives of Christ contain a discussion

of the subject. See also Danz, Ifniversalw&rterbuch, p. 727.

A. Plummer. !

PARACLETE.—This is the English form of the

Gr. Trap&K\7)Tos, parakletos,
which occurs only in

the writings of St. John. In Jn 1416- 26 152() 167 it

is used by Jesus to describe the Holy Spirit, pro-

mised to the disciples after His own departure

;

and in 1 Jn 21 it is applied by St. John to the
ascended Lord Himself. In AY the word is trans-

lated ‘Comforter’ in the Gospel and ‘Advocate 5

in the Epistle, without any marginal alternative.

In RY these translations are retained, but at each
occurrence in the Gospel there is found 'the marg.
note ‘ Or Advocate

,
or Helper,

Gr. Paraclete ’
; and

at 1 Jn 2l the note ‘ Or Comforter,
or Helper, Gr.

Paraclete These translations reflect the history

of the interpretation of the word in NT. In its

reference to Christ the meaning of ‘ Advocate 5

has

been generally acquiesced in ; but, in its references

to the Holy Spirit, it has all along been disputed

whether the meaning is Advocate (taken by most
in the largest sense, not only Pleader or Defender,

but Helper) or Comforter (in the sense of Con-
soler).

i. The Etymology and Use of the Word.
—The verb TapaicaXeiv is frequently used both
in LXX and in NT (though not found in St.

John’s writings) with the meaning to comfort or

console, a meaning which is rare in classical Greek.

Thus Gn 37s5 * And all his sons and all his daughters

rose up to comfort him ; but he refused to be com-
forted ’ (rfkdov wapamXtcrai avr6v‘ mi ouk jjdeXev irapa-

KaXeL<rdai ) ; Mt 54 ‘ Blessed are they that mourn

:

for they shall be comforted 5

(/mic&pioL ol irevQovvrer

6tl atWol TrapaKX7}drj(rovTaL). Moreover, the abstract

subst. 7rap&KXTjins, formed from wapaKaXelj/, often

means comfort or consolation, as 2 Co l8 * 4 ‘ Blessed
I

be God, even the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,

the Father of mercies, and the God of all comfort

;

who comforteth us in all our affliction, that we
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may be able to comfort them that are in any
affliction, through the comfort wherewith we
ourselves aie comforted of God* irdeijs irapa

KXfoe&s, 6 irapamXQv 7}jxas “Tracr# v# OXtyei. djfawv,

els rb bi’vaaQoA yyas irapamXetv robs kv ttaery dXhpei, did

ri]s irapcucXijcreass ijs irapamXoAyeda abrol birb rou

deov). But the oldest meaning of irapamXetv is

not to
4 comfort,’ hut to * send for,’ * summon to

one’s aid 5 (=Lat. advocare). Thus in Xenoph.
Anah. i. 6. 5, wapaKoXeiv rtva txijfiftovXov, ‘ to call

one in as adviser ’
;
* and this meaning is found in

NT, Ac 2820 BlA raijT7]v odp rfyv airlav irapeKdXecra

uficLs ioeip ml TrpotrXaXrjcrai, ‘ For this purpose, then,

have I called for you, to see and to speak with
you.

5 The question, then, is whether irapiieXTjros,

which is undoubtedly passive in form, signifies

‘one called in
5

(for aid of some kind), or has
assumed an active meaning (after wapatcaXeiy, to

console), ‘one who comforts or consoles.
^

The
question must be determined by an examination
of the use of the word elsewhere and of its con-

text in NT.
1 . The Classical Use.

—

In classical Greek irapd-

kXtjtos is a judicial word. It is the equivalent

in use as well as etymology of the Lat. advocatus.

Both are wider in meaning than our ‘ advocate,’

and approach nearer our ‘counsel.
5 Asconius (ad

Cie. in Q. Ccecil.) says, Qui defendit alteram in

judicio, aut patronus dieitur, si orator est ; aut
advocatus, si aut jus suggerit, aut presentiam
suam commodat amico. Our ‘ advocate

5

is the

Rom. patronus (qui orator est), the Gr. irapdicXijros

is the Rom. advocatus. Thus Demosth. de Falsa
Leg. p. 341, 10, at rQv irapaKXi}rtav Se-rjtreLs ml
cTTrovdal

,

‘the petitions and pains of the partisans.’

The occurrence of the word is rare, hut, where it

occurs, this, or something very near this, is its

meaning,f
2. The Evidence of the LXX.—The word irapd-

kXjjtos is not found in the LXX. The adj. irapa -

kXijtucAs occurs in Zee l13 ‘ And the Lord answered
the angel that talked with me with good words,

even comfortable words ’ (Xoyovs irapaKXyrLKobs).

Once also there occurs the snbst. irapaKXrirwp,

Job 163 ‘Miserable comforters are ye all
5

(irapa-

KXrjTopcs mmv irdvres). The use of this word,
which has a proper active form and meaning, is

on the whole to be regarded as evidence against

the sense of ‘ comforter * for irapAtcXyros. The one
being already in existence, taken directly from
irapaicaXeiv in the sense of ‘ console,’ it is improb-
able that the other would have come (against its

passive form) to he used for the same meaning.
It is true that Aq. and Theod. use irapdKXrjTos in

this passage ; but they may have felt the influence

of the word as used in St. John’s Gospel, which at
the time they wrote (c. 120-150 a.d.) was prob-
ably interpreted ‘ Comforter.’ Symm. uses vapyyo-
povvres.

3. The Use of the Word by Philo. — Philo
employs irapdKXrjros several times in the sense of

‘ intercessor ’ or ‘advocate’ (in its classical mean-
ing). In de Joseph, c. 40, Joseph, after discovering

himself to his brethren, is made to say, Apvyarlav
avdpreov Tapty® T&v weirpayyAvoav' fii)8evbs

eripov Secede irapakXrjrov, * I grant forgiveness for

all that you nave done against me; von need
no one else as intercessor. And in Vit. Mos.
iii. 14, the reason why the high priest on entering
the Holy of Holies should wear the symbol
of the Logos, is given in the words, Avaymtov
yap %v rbv lepoipdvov rep rod K&rpcov warpi irapatcX'/p-cp

Xpv<r8at reXeiorArcp rrjv dperijv vl<p wpbs re Apunjorelav

ajpapTTpadTwy ml xopijylav A<p6ovcardrwv AyadCiv, ‘It

* Of iEsch. c. Ctesiph . § 200 trt A rcepotxetXuv ;

f Of. Diog. Laert. Vita Bionis> iv. 60, -r® <re>i xct%<r<u
y iocv

wmft*zXr,roue [‘a deputatioi* Is Field’s trans.] * %m put

mirk iklhe.
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was indispensable that he who was consecrated

to the Father of the world should employ as Ms
Advocate the Son, most perfect in virtue, for

both the forgiveness of sins and the supply of

unlimited blessings.
5

It has been claimed that
Philo uses irapdfcXyros once in the direct active

sense of wapateaXeiv, to comfort, viz. in de Opif.

Mund. c. 6 ; but there also the meaning is passive

and general, ‘one called to help 5—obSevl ok wapa-

KXrj-np. rls yap fjv 'drepos, ybvtp ok eaurep

6 debs kyvea oeiv ebepyereiv . . . rrjv . . , <pd<nv,

‘ employing no helper (for who else was there ?)

but only Himself, did God think good to bless

the world.
5

4. In the Targums and Talmud.—The Gr. word
appears in the Targ. and Tahn. in the form
or and always in the sense of helper, inter-

cessor, or advocate, i.e. always as a passive. Thus
the Targ. at Job 1620 ‘ Myperaklits are my friends*

(AY and RY ‘ My friends scorn me 5

) ;
and at SS2*

the peraUit is placed in antithesis to lu’fcg, Gr.
mr^yopos (in Rev 1210 mrxjycop), ‘accuser.’ At
Job 162,

however, where the LXX has irapaKX'fprup

and the meaning is ‘comforter,’ the Targ. does
not use peraklit. The passages from the Talm.
have been collected by Buxtorf, s.v. Perhaps the
most pertinent example is found in Pirke Aboth,

iv. 15 (see Taylor, Sayings of the Jewish Fathers\
p. 69): ‘Rabbi Li'ezer ben Jacob said. He who
performs one precept has gotten to himself one
advocate (o^gis) ; and he who commits one trans-

gression has gotten to himself one accuser (*fmj?ip).’

5. The Earliest Christian Writers.—We find the
same passive sense—called to one’s side, as advo-

cate or intercessor—even in the early Christian

writers, when they are using the word independ-
ently and not interpreting the NT use. Take
II Ep. of Clement, vi. (Lightfoot, Apost. Fathers,

p. 46)

—

4 Who shall he our advocate, unless we he
found having holy and righteous works ? ’ {rls rpiQtv

irapd/cXyros karat., iav gij evped&yev kpya kxovres Sena

ml dtmia); and Ep. of Barnabas, xx. (Apost,

Fathers, p. 274)—‘advocates of the wealthy, un-
just judges of the poor, sinful in all things*
(irXov<rLuv irapdkXTjroL, irevijrojv Avoyoi Kpcral

, irevdafi-

dprrproi).

ii. The Interpretation of the NT Word.—
It seems, then, that wapdKXvjros, wherever it is

used outside and independently of the NT, agrees
with its etymology. A passive participle in form,
it follows the passive voice of the verb irapamXeip

in the meaning of ‘ called to one’s side * for help,

and especially against an accuser or judge. But
the interpretation of the word as found in St.

John’s Gospel has not followed its etymology and
usage. It has there been often understood to
mean ‘ comforter 5

or ‘ consoler ’
(
= 6 irapamX&v).

This is the prevailing interpretation in the Fathers
and in the Versions, and it is still upheld by some
modem expositors.

I. The Greek and Latin Fathers.—ORIGEN (as

quoted in Latin by Rnffinus, de Princ. H. vii 4)
says, ‘ The Holy Spirit is called Paracletus from,

consolation. For in Latin TapdKXrjcris is called con-
solatio. . . . But in 1 Jn paracletus is used of the
Saviour in the sense of intercessor. For in Greek
wapdicXirros signifies both intercessor and consoler
(deprecatorem et consolatorem).’ Thus Origen
gives to irapdieXijros a double meaning, ‘consoler*
in the Gospel, ‘ intercessor ’ in the Epistle. But
even ‘ intercessor ’ he takes from the active voice of

irapamXetv in the sense of ‘ request,’ ‘ plead * (as in
Mt 85 irpoarjXdev abrtp kmrbvrapxos wapamXQv abrbv,
‘ There came to Mm* a centurion beseeching him’),
for in his Com. on St. John, i. 33 [38] (Brooke’s ed.

1896, vol. i. p. 45), he says, 1 But none of the names
mentioned above expresses His representation of

us with the Father, as He intercedes for the nature
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of men and atones for it, as the intercessor and
propitiation and the atonement’ (irapaKaXovvtos
birkp Trjs avBp&iruv tplxrecas Kal IXatTKogbov, us 6 irapd-

kXtjtos Kal iXa<rp,b$ Kal rb IXacr^pLov). CHRYSOSTOM
in his Com. on Jn 1416 says, ‘ He calls the Spirit
TrapaicXrjTos because of the afflictions that then beset
them 9

; but in his Mom. in Joh. Ixxv., ‘Concern-
ing the. Spirit He said . . . irapdKXyTos in order that
they might not he disheartened in thinking there
would be none to be their patron and helper.

9

Cyril gives the meaning ‘consoler 9—Catech. xvi.

20, ‘The Holy Spirit is called icapdKXrjros because
He comforts and consoles and helps our infirmities

9

(did rb irap&KaXeiv ml TrapajavOetcrdai Kal avvavrCKa^
P&veaBai rtfs aadevdas hfiwv). With this the most of
the Gr. Fathers agree. On the other hand, the
Lat. Fathers (influenced probably by the early Lat.
versions) generally use Advocatus (esp. in 1 Jn,
very often Paraeletus in the Gospel) as the trans.,
and seem to interpret as Advocate or Helper. But,
as Pearson (On the Creed, p. 500, Bohns ed. ) has
pointed out, it is probable that the Lat. writers
when using advocatus mean consolator

,
‘ for in the

ancient Christian Latin, advocare signifieth “to
comfort,” and advocatio “consolation,” as being
the bare interpretations of vapamXeiv and 7rapd-
kXijo-ls.’ Cf. Konsch, It. u. Vulg. 348. Thus Tert,
translates TapamXiaai Trevdovvras (Is 61s) advocare
languentes (adv . Marc. iv. 14). And both Hilary
(Sumus nunc quidem consolati, quia Dominus ait,
‘Mittet nobis Pater et alium Consolatorem 9—Enar.
ihPs. 125) andAug. (Consolabuntur Spiritu Sancto,
qui maxime propterea Paraeletus nominatur, id est,

Consolator—de Serm. Bom. in Monte, i. 2) as well as
others, use consolator as the tr. of TrapdKXrpros.

2. Ancient and Modern Versions.—(1) The Old
Latin has Advocatus in the Ei>. in all copies ; in
the Gospel there is variation between Advocatus
(Pal. at 1

5

26 167 ; Pal. Verc. Colb. at ,14
16

) and
Paraeletus or Paraclitus * (Pal. Verc. Ver. Colb.
Oorb. in the other passages). (2) The Syriac ver-
sions seem to have retained the original word
‘ Paraclete

9 everywhere. So at least in all extant
assages (Curetonian in Jn 1418 ; Pesh. in all places

;

in. in the Gospel). (3) The Arabic, Ethiojpic,

and Memphitic versions also retain ‘Paraclete.
9

The Thebaic has ‘Paraclete 9

in the Gosp., but in

the Ep. ‘ One that prayeth for us 9

(Lightfoot,
Fresh Rev. 2

61). (4) The Vulg. has Paraeletus (or

Paraclitus) in the Gosp. and Advocatus in the Ep.

(5) Wyclif and Purvey translated the Vulg. Para-
clitus into ‘Comforter 9

in the Gosp., and retained
‘Advocate 9 from advocatus in the Ep. (1382 ‘we
han avoket anentis the fadir

9

; 1388 [Purvey]
‘we han an advocat anentis the fadir

9

). Luther
likewise has ‘ Troster

9

in Jn and ‘ Fiirsprecher
9

in

1 Jn. Then Tindale also adopted ‘Comforter 9
in

the Gosp. and ‘Advocate 9
in the Ep., and these

translations have come down through all the Eng.
versions, except the Rhemish, which in the Gosp.
has taken ‘ Paraclete

9 + directly from the Vulgate.

It must be remembered that in the language of the English
versions ‘to comfort’ is not always to console as it is in the
English of the present day, and ‘ comfort* is not always consola-

tion. Its first meaning, like the Latin con-fortare (from cent,

intensive prefix, and fortis ‘strong’), is to strengthen. Thus
Wyclifs translation (1382) of Is 417 is ‘be coumfortide hym with
uailes, that it shulde not he moued* (1388, ‘he fastenede hym
with nailis ’). Coverdale translates 2 S 27 * Let youre hande now
therefore be comforted, and be ye stronge ’ (Av ‘ let your hands
be strengthened, and he ye valiant’; RV ‘let your hands he
strong’). And AY gives m Job 1020- 21 ‘Let me alone, that I

may take comfort a little, before I go whence I shall not return,

* On the spelling paraclitus see Hare’s note in Mission qf
the Comforter, ii. 522, note Ja (in later ed. note K).

t The Rhem. version has the folL marg. note to Jn 1416,

• Paraclete by interpretation is either a comforter or an advo-
cate ; and therefore to translate it by any one of them only is

perhaps to abridge the sense of this place.’ There is no note
on the tr. at 1 Jn 21, where the Vulg. ‘advocatus’ is given as

advocate,' with the Or. in the margin.

a translation which RV retains, though the same Hebrew word
is translated ‘recover strength’ in Ps 3916 by both versions.
We next find the meaning exhort or exhortation, as Wyclifa
translation of He 125 ‘And ye han forgetethe comforte that
spekith to you as to sones.’ And then encouragement (not
necessarily to goodness), as in Wyclif’s Select Works, iii. 328,
‘ Not to coumforte hem. in here synne *

;
and in Cranmer’s Works

,

i. 209, ‘ By your comfort the vulgar people conceiveth hatred
towards such things as by the prince’s commandment are set
forth.’

But when Wyclif chose the word ‘Comforter’ to express the
Latin Paraeletus (he may have coined the word, since the
earliest examples of ‘comforter’ yet discovered are in bis
writings), it is probable that the sense he desired to convey
was ‘one who consoles.* His translation (13S2) of Job 162 is
* Alle yee ben hevye coumfortoures ’

; and this was the meaning
which was attached to the Greekword trtzpaxXv.To; and the Latin
paraeletus in the Church in his day. Any other sense, indeed,
is somewhat rare. Lord Berners’ Froissart (ch. ccci. Globe ed,
p. 229) may be quoted for the meaning ‘aider’ or ‘abettor’;
*Who durst begin such a riot as to enterprise to slay the earl’s
baily holding the earl’s banner in his hands, doing his office,

without some bolsterer or comforter in their deed ?
’

iii. How has it come to pass that 7rapdtcXr}Tos

,

which nowhere else has the meaning of ‘ consoler,
9

has been so generally taken in that sense in Si.

John's Gospel? The explanation must be found
in the context. Our Lord, in promising the
Paraclete, spoke of His own impending depar-
ture. The disciples’ hearts were filled with sorrow.
It is natural to understand that the Paraclete
the Holy Ghost was promised to the disciples to
console them for the loss of their Lord. And
when that meaning was found in the context, it

was easy to give it to the word itself. The same
thing happened to advocatus in Latin; the sense
of ‘consoler

9
is equally unknown to that word

outside ecclesiastical usage ; Tertullian must have
given it that meaning because he found it in his

version as the designation of Him who was sent
to console the disciples.

But the Paraclete was not sent to console the
disciples. They did not really need consolation.
If they had understood, no sorrow at Christ’s
departure would ever have filled their hearts.

As soon as they did understand, the sorrow left

them. Before the Paraclete came they ‘returned
to Jerusalem with great joy 9 (Lk 2452). As soon,
indeed, as they realized the fact of Christ’s resur-
rection their sorrow was turned into joy. Even
the women ‘ departed quickly from the tomb with
fear and great joy 9 (Mt 288

). But it was then
that the battle with unbelief had to begin—the
unbelief of their own hearts in part, but chiefly

the unbelief of the world. And the Paraclete was
sent to aid them in that strife.

La Jn 1416- 26 1526 the reference seems tohe to the
unbelief or half-belief of the disciples

9 own hearts.
The Paraclete as the Spirit of truth guides them into
all the truth. He brings to their remembrance the
things the Master had said to them ; in the light of

events He interprets these things ; they understand
that * all is of God that is and is to be, and all is

good.
9 He witnesses for Christ in their hearts

;

and then when they know that He is the Messiah,
the Son of God and Saviour of the world, they are
ready to be witnesses themselves (Jn 1526* 27).
In Jn I67 the Holy Spirit is the Paraclete of the

disciples in their witness before the world. Just
like the rrapdkX'gros and advocatus of the ancients
(but not quite as the advocate of our day). He
comes to the disciples. ‘I will send him unto
you 9

(Jn 167). He is their personal unofficial

Friend ; His services are at their disposal. In
their debate with the world He is at their right
hand that they may not be moved. Through
them He convicts the world concerning sin, con
ceming righteousness, and concerning judgment—
a conviction which means their acquittal and the
world’s condemnation.

In 1 Jn 21 it is Jesus Himself that is the Para-
clete: ‘If any man (i.e. here ‘any believer’) sin,

we have a Paraclete with the Father, Jesus Christ

'5
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the righteous. So the believer has a conflict in

heaven as well as on the earth. The conflict upon
the eauth is with the sin of the world ; the conflict

in heaven is with his own sin. Through faith he
wins the battle upon the earth, for ‘ this is the
victory that hath overcome the world, even our
faith

5

(1 Jn 54). Through repentance he wins the
victory in heaven. In both cases it is not he but
his Paraclete that wins. Both victories are of

gTace, lest any man should boast. But why two
Paracletes? Because the Holy Spirit has to do,

not with the sin of man, but with his holiness. In
so far as the believer does not sin, the Holy Spirit

is his Paraclete. When he sins it is Jesus Christ
that becomes his Paraclete. For Jesus has always
to do with his sin, and Jesns only.

iv. The question remains, Which is the best
translation ?

1. Comforter is false to the etymology of the
Greek word and to its usage, and it misses the
meaning. The arguments used in its favour are
these: (1) That it agrees with the Hellenistic

usage of rapcLKaXeiv ‘to comfort 5 and irapdKXy](ns

‘comfort.’ To which M‘Clellan replies that this

usage justifies the sense of ‘comforter 5

for irapa-

xXrjToop hut not for TrapaxXrjTos, which would rather
he one comforted. 4 It would be just as reasonable
to contend that in harmony with the use of KaXeiv

to “call,” the word kXtjtos “called” (Ro l 6* 7 etc.)

signifies a caller

;

or that in harmony with the use of

parere to “bring forth,” parens signifies “ a child.”
5

(2) That the Eng. 'word * comforter 5
really means

‘ strengthener
5

(so esp. Hare and Trench). It does
not mean so now, however; and it has been shown
that in the Eng. versions it probably never meant
so. (3) That it is better to retain ‘ Comforter 5

‘ on
the ground of prescription and Ion" familiarity.

5

So Field, who recalls SchafFs remark {Companion,
to Gr. Test, and Eng. Versions

, p. 446) that ‘ after
long deliberation the Revisers retained the dear
old word. 5

Field does not blame the Revisers;
but if it is to be retained he would derive it,

not from rrapaKaXelv ‘ to console,
5

but from Trapa-

KaXeiv ‘ to send for.
5

‘ We send for a confidential
friend on various occasions ; and according to the
particular service which we require from him he
is our Counsellor in difficulties, or Advocate in
danger, or our Comforter in distress.

5 But he
warns against the apparent countenance given to
the old favourite by the mistranslation of 6p<pavotis in
Jn 1418, AV ‘comfortless

5

; RVm rightly ‘ orphans.
5

2. Advocate. This is the word approved of by
most modern commentators. It has also no little

‘ prescription
5

in its favour. It is etymologically
identical with irapdKXrpros. And it accounts for the
passive form. The objection to 4 Advocate 5

is that
it does not in modem use correspond closely enough
with either the Lat. advoeatus or the Gr. irapd-

kX'tjtos. It answers fairly well to the Paraclete of
1 Jn, but in the Gosp. the Holy Spirit does not
plead for but in or through the disciples.

3. Intercessor. Pearson (On the Creed, pp.
499, 501) urges the adoption of ‘ Intercessor,

3 and
others agree. Its fitness to express the Paraclete
of 1 Jn is evident. And it is clear from certain
passages (cf. the words already quoted from
Demosth. , rQv TrapaicXrjTuv rolnwv Je7j<ms) that en-
treaty or intercession was at least part of the work
of the Paraclete in the ancient law courts. But
the word is somewhat restricted in meaning to cover
all that is said of the Holy Spirit as Paraclete.

4. Paraclete. It is perhaps best to transcribe
the word, as has been (lone in so many versions,
including the very oldest, and as the Eng. versions
have unanimously done with 4 Christ,

5

‘apostle,
5

4 deacon, 5 and other words. The objection to this
is, not that it empties the word of all meaning
(M'Clellan), for that is better than putting a

wrong meaning into it, and it would gather its

meaning for itself ;
* hut that it might come to be

applied as almost a proper name to the Holy
Spirit, who is after all only ‘another Paraclete

5

(Jn 1416). If this danger were avoided, it is the
best word, for there is no English word in existence

that covers the original both in the Gosp. and the

Ep. and covers it exactly; and Paraclete, says
Westeott (Lessons of RV, p. 94), ‘is now almost
naturalized among us.

5

Literature.—Besides the Comm. (esp. Meyer on Jn li16 and
Dusterdieck on 1 Jn 21), Buxtoif, Lex. Talm, p. 1843 (ed.

Fischer, p. 916) ; Grimm -Thayer, NT Lex., and Crenier,

Bibl.-Theol. Lex. s.v. Also Knapp, Scripta Var. Argum. p.

124 ff.
;
Pearson, On the Creed

, p. 499 ff. ; Hare, Mission of

the Comforter

,

u. 521ft, note Ja (in later ed. note K); Trench,
On the AV of NT, p. 23 f. ; Lightfoot, On a Fresh Revision*,

p. 55 ft ;
M'Clellan, The Four Gospels

, p. 337 (on Jn 14^), and
p. 733 ft ;

Westeott, Speaker's Com. (Add. Note on Jn 14h>)

p. 211 ff. ;
Watkins, Com. for Eng. Readers (Add. Note on Jn

1416
), p. 56 Iff. ; Hatch, Essays in Bibl. Greek

, p. 82 ; Field,

Notes on Trans, ofNT (Otwm Now. in. 2), on Jn 14*6, p. 102 f.;

Robson in Expos. Titnes
,
v. (1894) 320 ft, and The Holy Spirit

the Paraclete, p. Iff. J, HASTINGS.

PARADISE (dt>5, Trapao euros, Paradisus, Fx
Paradis,

Ital. Paradiso , Sp. Parayso ).—A word
used in different applications in Scripture, and
having an interesting history both before and
after its appearance in the Bible. In all proba-
bility it is ot Median or Persian origin.

Other explanations indeed have been given of it. Some
fanciful etymologies have been proposed for it

;
e.g. from m3

and kbh, as if the root idea was ‘ bringing forth herbs ’
;
from

froipK and oilu, as if ‘well watered
’ ; from notpet and a supposi-

titious Idea, with the sense of ‘plant’ or ‘plants,’ etc. (cf.

Suidas and Suicer, s.v.). It has been taken by some from an
Armenian source, pardez being Armenian for ‘ garden,’ It has
been held to ha\e Sanskrit connexions. But the term pcua-
dega , with which it is thought to be in affinity, or from which
it is supposed to come, means a ‘foreign country’ (from pam
^distant, and dega=country), and the likeness is only acci-

dental (cf. Benfey, s.v.). A Semitic origin has been claimed for

it by some scholars of repute. Fried. Delitzsch, e.g., suggests a

Babylono-Assyrian source (cf. Wo lag das Parodies ? pp. 95-97).

But" there is no evidence that the Assyrian people had the
thing which was called by this name among the Persians;
while, on the otherhand, they expressed the idea of * garden ’ or
‘wood’ by other words (cf. Schrader, COT ii. 71 f.). The
attempt to find for the term a Semito-Ass.vrian or an Akkado-
Sumerian etymology, therefore, is now generally given up, and
most scholars are of opinion that the word comes from the Zend
pairidaiza (cf. modern Persian and Arabic firdaus= i garden,’

‘paradise/ pl.faradis), meaning a wall enclosing something, and
then the space enclosed, a park, a pleasure-ground, or hunting-
ground (Ges. Thes. ii. 1124 ; Max Muller, Chips, iv. 22

;

Renan, Langues Simitiques, ii. i. 153 ; Justi, Zendsprache, 180 ;

Lagarde, Ges. Abh. p. 75 ; Haug in Ewald’s Jahrb . v. 162

;

Spiegel in Delitzsch’s Hoheslied under ch. 41J ; Noldeke, ZBMG
xxxvi. 182 ; Skeat, Etymol. Diet, of Eng. Lang. s.v.). The old
Greek etymologists also explained the word as of Persian
origin. So Pollux (Onom» ix. ch. 3) expresses himself thus : el

5s zrccpocdticroi, fixpfiapixoV' uvou rovvopM, rptst xm) petra <ruvnBvccv eh
Xpvjiriv ikkri?ixv\v, us xefi ciXKtx, jtcAA* tSv *tpcrtxaiv.

The word came very early into use in English, e.g. in Laya-
mon, 1. 24,122. It was adopted by Wyclif in his rendering of

Rev 27 :
* To hym that overcometh Y Sehal gyve to ete of the

tre of lijf that is in the paradis of my God.’ The different
forms in which it has appeared, and the different things for

which it has served as a name, make a curious story. It has
been used to designate the magnificent parks of Persian
monarchs, the original abode of man in his integrity and
happiness, the residence of righteous souls in the intermediate
state, and the heaven of the future. It has been employed as a
figure of the Word of God by some of the Fathers (e.g. Chrys.
Horn. I. ad pop: Antioch, t. vi. p. 448 ; Horn., Quod Scriptic-

rarum lectio utilis sit, t. viii. p. Ill)
;
and from these higher

uses it has descended to be the name of humbler things

—

courts, porches, altars, berths, etc. The word parvis, de-
noting the outer court of a great house or palace, and more
particularly the porch of a church, is supposed to be paradise
in the Low Latin form paravisus, a Neapolitan paraviso being

S
uoted as a variety of the Italian paradiso ([Skeat, Etym. Diet o}

Jng. Lang. s.v.). The church-porch is said to have been taken
to represent paradise when the old mystety-plays were enacted
in the yard. (Cf. Litfcre, s.v., and Tyrwhitt’s ed. Cant. Tales

t

v. 183). The word (paruis, parvis, parvys) occurs in Chaucer—
* There was no wight in all Parys
Before our ladie at parvys
That he ne mighte bye the book
To copy, if him talent took.’

—{Bom, of Bose, 7103).

* Cf. *demon * of BY for AY * devil ’ (leti/zincv).
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Among the Persians the term meant a royal
park, the enclosed pleasure-ground of king or of
noble, richly wooded, well watered, and amply
stocked with game, comprehending at once the
vivarium and the viridarium of the Romans.
Classical Latin did not possess the word, and
Roman writers of the classical period had to ex-
press the thing in a roundabout way (cf. Cicero,
de Senect. 17). From Persia it passed over into
later Hebrew and into Greek. It appears to have
been introduced into the latter by Xenophon, and
it occurs frequently in Greek writers from his
period onwards. In these it is applied mostly to
the great parks of the Persian kings. Numerous
references are made to these, and large descrip-
tions are given of them (cf. Xen. Anab. i. 2. 7,

iii. 4. 14, Cyr. i. 3. 14, viii. 1. 38, (Ec. iv. 13, 14,

Hell. iv. 1. 15 ; Biodor. Sic. xvi. 41 ; Plut. Artax. 25

;

Theophr. Hist. Plant, v. 8. 1 ;
Lucian, Ver. Hist.

ii. 23; ./Elian, Var. Hist. i. 33, etc.). The word
seems to have been used sometimes also of smaller
gardens or enclosures (Inscript. Car. in CIG 26946).
In the sense of ‘park 5

it occurs also in Josephus
and some of the Apocryphal books (Jos. Ant. vn.
xiv. 4, VIII. vii. 3, IX. x. 4, X. iii. 2, etc.. Bell.

Jud. VI. i. 1 ; Sus v.4 etc. ; Sir 2430). It is ex-
lained to the same effect ‘by Hesychius, Olympio-
orus

(
Eccles

.

ch. ii. p. 611), Greg. Nyss. [Horn.
IX. in Can tic. t. i. p. 611), etc.

It "was taken over into the OT in the Hebrew
form ops? (LXX 7rap&dei(ros ), and with the literal

sense. It occurs thus in Ca 413 (RV ‘orchard, 5

writh marginal note, ‘ or, a paradise 5

) ; Ec 25

(AY ‘gardens and orchards,

5 RY ‘gardens and
parks 3

); Neh 28 (‘keeper of the king’s forest
3

where the reference is explicitly to the royal
Persian park, in the primary sense. But the
OT occurrences (in the Greek form) are not con-
fined to these three cases. The word is exalted
to a higher use, the Seventy having adopted it as
their translation of the ja in which man was
placed at first by his Creator. The fjy is sometimes
left as a proper nameT^e/i ; sometimes it is repro-

duced in its etymological sense as rrjs rpv<f>?}s. So
in the LXX (and a similar form is used in the
Peshitta) TrapaSeioos, Trap&deicros rr)S rpv<f>7)s, is the
Garden of Eden (Gn 2s - 10 - 15 32- 3* 23*

‘24
). Outside

the record of man’s creation and fall it was also

used by the LXX where the Heb. has ‘garden,
5

especially in figurative passages, or when the
idea of the glory of man’s first abode was in any
vray in view. In Gn 1310, e.g.> the plain of Jordan
is said to be ‘ as the paradise of God 5

(<I>s 6 7rapd-

deiaos rov dead) ; Nu 246 Balaam describes the tents
of Jacob and the tabernacles of Israel (u>s vairai

cna&l’ovcrac ml w<rel waptideiaos iwl irorapcop). See also

Is l
30

, J1 2s, Jer 29s, and especially Ezk 31 8 - 9
,

where it is said of the Assyrian under the figure of

a great cedar tree in Lebanon that ‘ the cedars in

the garden of God could not hide him 3 ... ( nor
any tree in the garden of God [iv r<£ Trapadeicrtp rov

deov
)
was like unto him in his beauty,

5 and that he
was made so fair that ‘ all the trees of Eden that
were in the garden of God (ra rou rapa5el<rov

tt}$ rpvffyps rod deov) envied him. 5

In the NT it is raised to still higher uses. The
primeval Eden gives place to a ‘garden of God 5

that is not of earth, the thought of the Paradise of

the past is lost in the hope of a Paradise of the
future, and the word becomes a name for the scene
of rest and recompense for the righteous after

death. Only the most sparing use, however, is

made of it in the NT. While the idea which it

expresses appears more frequently, the word itself

occurs only in three passages—once in the Gospels
(Lk 2S43

), once in the Epp. (2 Co 124), and once in

the Apoc. (2
7
). The history of the term suggests

reasons for this remarkable abstention in the case

of the NT writings. To understand the place
which it has in these writings, and to define it?

precise meaning in these few passages, it is neces-
sary to look into the course which Hebrew thought
took on the subject of Sheol and a future existence
after the close of OT prophecy, and into the con-
dition of popular Jewish belief in the times of

Christ and the Apostles. It is of the greatest
importance to know the ideas which had become
connected with the term ‘ Paradise 5 and its cog-
nates in the various sections of Judaism.

In some cases ‘ Paradise, 5 the ‘garden of Eden, 5

and such terms, lost their objective meaning, and
were made symbols of spiritual things. The tend-
ency to idealize is seen, e.g.

t
in Sirach

, where the
rivers of Eden become symbols of the streams oi

true wisdom (Sir 2425'30
). It appears, too, in the

Psalms of Solomon, where we have the ‘ garden of
the Lord 5 and the ‘trees of life

5
introduced as

figures of the saints in their blessedness— 6 irapd-

aeuros tcvpiov, ra £v\a rijs forijs Sctiol avrov (142). It is

seen in its absoluteness in the philosophizing
Judaism of Alexandria. To Philo himself ‘Para-
dise

5 was a symbol of apen), or spiritual excellence.
The spiritualizing method of interpretation, how-
ever, was limited for the most part to that school,
and was not of a kind to affect popular Jewish
thought to any great extent. The prevailing
tendency was in the opposite direction. To what
extremes of literalism and curions circumstan-
tial definition it ran, and in what extravagant
and incongruous speculation it indulged, can be
gathered from the Rabbinical literature and from
the Apocryphal and Pseudepigraphical writings.
Fancy ran riot in the Rabbinical schools on the

subject of Paradise, its location, its extent, its

glories, etc. The Rabbinical theology as it has
come down to us exhibits an extraordinary medley
of ideas on these questions, and in the case of
many of them it is difficult to determine the dates
to which they should be assigned. In some Rab-
binical books OTp is used for Paradise ; which has,
however, the sense of ‘park 5

in the Mishna and
Targums. But the more frequent term is the OT
m 1

3

. The primeval garden of Eden was held by
some to exist still, and to lie in tbe distant east.

Paradise was regarded as created before the world.
In later Jewish theology it had seven names, and
copious rhetorical descriptions of its blessedness
abounded. Two gates of rubies were said to lead
into it. Beside them stand sixty myriads of holy
angels, with countenances shining like the light of

heaven. When a righteous man enters, the ves-

tures of death are taken off him ; he is clad in
eight robes of the clouds of glory ; two crowns axe
placed upon his head—one of pearls and precious
stones, another of gold of Parvaim ; eight myrtles
are put into his hand ; he is lauded and hailed
with words of welcome, etc. (Jalkut Schim., Beresch.

20). It was believed also that in Paradise there
are degrees of blessedness (Baba bathra 75a).

Seven ranks or orders of the righteous were said to

exist within it, and definitions were given both of
those to whom these different positions belonged
and of the glories belonging to each. Taking
the literature as it is, it might appear that
Paradise was regarded by some as on earth itself,

by others as forming part of Sheol, by others still

as neither on earth norunder earth, but in heaven

;

while some also held that there were two Paradises
—one in heaven, for those who are perfect in holi-

ness, and one on earth, for those who come short
of that. But there is some doubt as respects,

at least, part of this. These various conceptions
are found indeed in later Judaism. They appear
most precisely and most in detail in the mediaeval
Cabbalistic Judaism ; in which also extravagant
descriptions are given of the relations of the earthly
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Paradise and the heavenly, the latter being de-
clared to be sixty times as large as the lower earth
(Eisenmenger, Mntd. Jud, ii. 297). But it is uncer-
tain how far back these things can be carried.

The older Jewish theology at least, as it is repre-
sented in the Rabbinical literature, seems to give
little or no place to the idea of an intermediate
Paradise. It speaks of a Gehinnom for the wicked,
and. a Gan Eden, or garden of Eden, for the just.

It is questionable whether it goes beyond these
conceptions and affirms a Paradise in Sheol (cf.

Weber, Jud, Theol. 244, etc.).

Of more importance, however, is the witness of

the Apocryphal and Pseudepigraphical writings.
These books reflect a remarkable variety of

opinions, which it is impossible to harmonize, and
many of which were extremely fantastic. In the
later Jewish belief Sheol appears to be regarded as
a place of moral issues, with preliminary rewards
and punishments, and with different divisions in it

for different classes of the departed. The more
prevalent view seems to have been that the world
of the dead had two sections separated by a wall or
a chasm—one for the righteous, and one for the
unrighteous. But the opinion also was held that
Sheol had four divisions—one for the righteous
who on earth suffered death for their righteousness5

sake ; one for sinners who on earth suffered

penalty for their sins ; one for others of the just

;

and one for sinners who were not punished on
earth {Enoch 20, 1021S

). But in addition to these,

which were no doubt the prevalent beliefs and
were held especially by the Pharisees, there was
also the opinion, favoured especially by Jews
influenced by Alexandrian thought, that the
separation of the righteous from tne unrighteous
took place immediately after death, and that the
souls of the just were received by God into heaven
(Wisdom 314 410 55- 17

; cf. Jos. Ant, xvm. i. 3,

Bell, Jud, n. viii. 14). The Essenes, again, are
reported to have held the abode of the departed

J

’ust to be neither in the under -world nor in
Leaven, hut in a Paradise belonging to earth

itself ; and this idea also appears elsewhere
(e.g

,

Enoch 32s- 23 etc.). There is reason to say that
by our Lord’s time various ideas of Paradise had
become current among the Jewish people. So
that sometimes it was thought of as an earthly
place or scene, sometimes as a heavenly, sometimes
as a thing of the distant future. Sometimes it was
supposed to be hid in heaven and to be destined to
reveal itself on earth, and sometimes it was sup-
posed to he destined to realize itself in the perfected
theocracy, and to be transported to Sion.
This idea of a Paradise somewhere on earth

appears frequently in the Book of Enoch
,
in the

Book of Jubilees (ch. 4), and elsewhere. It per-
sisted into Christian times, and on even to the
Middle Ages (cf. Thilo, Cod. Apoc, etc.). In
4 Ezr we find also the idea that the Paradise which
formed the dwelling-place of man in his integ-
rity was made before the earth (I7). It is im-
plied in this that the original Paradise was not of
the earth, and so the hook speaks elsewhere of a
heavenly Paradise (6

51*76
). And this upper Para-

dise is practically a Paradise of the future. Select
souls, such as Enoch, Elijah, Moses, are indeed
received into it immediately, and Ezra himself was
to be so received* But it is not exhibited as the
present dwelling-place of the righteous generally.
These pass into preliminary abodes in the under-
world.

A special interest belongs here to the Boole ofEnoch, although
the composite nature of its contents and the different ideas
which are expressed in its different sections make it difficult to
define the precise force of it® testimony as a whole. In its more
recent parts and in the Noahio fragments the primeval Paradise
is in view, and it is described repeatedly as on earth Itself (20?),
among the more mysterious parts of earth (652 1068), in the east

of the earth. It is visited by Enoch in his journey (32). Enoch
and Elijah are taken up into it (6Q8 873-4 89s2), and other

righteous souls are understood to he included (60S* 23
). The

general idea of the under-world as the gathering place of all the

dead, with different sections in it for the evil and thegood, seems
at the same time to subsist (82. 102U 1037). In the older parts

of the book, again, the Messianic kingdom is represented as one
hid in heaven at present, and to be revealed on earth hereafter

;

and in these parts the dwellings of the righteous appear to be

heavenlyabodes (394 411. 248I 704 7114-17). The passages bearing

more directly op Paradise itself are these :—323-6, which speaks

of the * garden of justice/ with its varieties of trees, and refers

to the earthly Paradise ;
608- 23, which also speaks of the * garden

where the chosen and holy ones shall dwell*—‘ thegarden of the
just ’

; 6112, which refers to the * chosen who dwellm the garden
of li$e’ ; 70^4, in which the seer is said to have seen the ‘ place

for the chosen and the just/ and in it * the first fathers and the

just, who dwell in the place from the beginning*; and 77s ,

where the * fourth quarter called the north * is said to he divided

into three parts—one for the dwelling of men, one for the seas,

the valleys, the winds, and the streams, and the third for ‘ the

garden of justice.* The ideas which are expressed in these
passages, therefore, are far from consistent, ana the same is stilt

more obviously the case with the book as a whole. In 37-7

and in the Noahic fragments the garden is the abode of th

departed just ; but in 1-37 the righteous dead dwell in a special

division of SheoL The garden in view in 323 etc. is the earthly

Paradise; but in 37-70 it is the heavenly. The locality of

Paradise varies in different sections. In 322- 3 the garden lies in
the east ; in 702-4 between north and west ; in 77s in the north.

The accounts of those who people it also differ. In 323 it appears
to be empty ; in 60S* 23 6112 it is the abode of the righteous and
elect in Enoch and Noah’s time ; in 702-4 the fathers are found in

it ; in 89s2 it is described as receiving Enoch and Elijah. (See

the editions of the Book of Enoch by Dillmann, Schodde, and
Charles).
Among other writings of this class a special value belongs

also to the Apocalypse of Baruch. The idea that the earthly

tabernacle and its contents were copies of antitypes or originals

in heaven (Ex 25s 4°, He 85) is applied in this book to the holy
city. In B1 (ch. 69) 3erusalem, the centre of the new theocracy, is

described as destined to be restored and established forever ; in

which case it is the Jerusalem of earth that is in view. But else-

where (43 302-4) ig the heavenly Jerusalem that appears—the

city that is preserved in heavenand is to come from heaven. In
this connexion the book speaks also of Paradise, of the counsel
which the Lord took to make it, and of its preservation with the
Lord in heaven. In ch. 43-6 (in a passage, however, which is

suspected of being an interpolation) God is represented as

speaking of the city as that which * will be revealed’ with Him ;

which was ‘ prepared beforehand* from the time when He * took
counsel to make Paradise, and showed it to Adam before he
sinned’; which was removed from Adam, ‘as also Paradise/
when he transgressed ; which was shown afterwards to * Abra-
ham by night among the portions of the victims/ and again to

Moses on Mount Sinai ; of which also the Lord says, ‘ And now,
behold, it is preserved with me, as also Paradise.’ In ch. 69s, too,

we are told how the Lord showed to Moses ‘the height of the
air and the greatness of Paradise, and the consummation of the
ages, and the beginning of the day of judgment’; as in the
Book of Enoch (6I1-4 70s- 4

) the angels are said to take the
measures of Paradise for Enoch.

The ideas, therefore, which had become con-

nected with the terms ng ji, irap&deuros, and the
like, were of a very mixed kind—crude, fantastic,

and inconsistent. They impressed themselves in

their sensuousness, extravagance, and confusion
on the popular Jewish sentiment and belief. There
was much in the history and associations of the
word rrapadeicros that made it a doubtful vehicle

for the communication of spiritual truths, but a
very ready instrument of fanciful and overdriven
speculation. Much is made of it in the Apocry-
phal Gospels and Apocalypses. In the Gospel of

Nicodemus, in particular, a considerable place is

given it. In the section on the * Descent of Christ
into Hell

5

the story is told in large and swelling
terms of the Saviour’s victory over Satan—how
He sprang out of Hades and set ont to Paradise,
taking Adam and all the just and delivering them
to the archangel Michael; how, as they were
entering the door of Paradise, they were met by
Enoch and Elijah ; how there came to them also a
lowly man carrying a cross upon his shoulders,

who declared himself to be the thief who was
crucified with Christ and received the promise of

Paradise ; how the robber described himself to
have come to Paradise hearing his cross, and to

have been received by Michael ; how the flaming
sword, seeing the sign of the cross, opened to him,
so that he went in, and so forth (ch* ii. 25, 26,
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Greek form). In sharpest contrast with all this is

the NT way of dealing with the subject and with
the term. The general reticence of the NT writings
on the question of Paradise, and their extreme
sparingness in the use of the word, are remark-
able. Neither in Gospel nor in Epistle is the word
selected foj the purposes of direct instruction.

In speaking of the blessedness of the future, our
Lora makes use of figures of speech taken from
marriage feasts, the drinking of wine, and the
like. But He never employs the term 4 Paradise,’

so far as the Gospels show, either in His public
discourses or in words addressed more privately

to His disciples. Nor does St. Paul use it any-
where in the argument of his Epp. The one
occasion on which it occurs in his writings is in

his account of a singular experience of his own
belonging to the region of rapture or ecstasy, and
expressed in apocalyptic terms.

It has been asked what view of ‘Paradise* is

expressed by our Lord Himself in His words from
the cross (Lk 234a). Some have argued strongly
that His promise to the robber was a promise of

entrance with Himself into the happy side of

Sheol ; others that it meant that the penitent
thief would be taken with Himself, as it was
believed had been the case with Enoch, Elijah,

and Moses, immediately into heaven. It is certain

that the belief in a lower Paradise prevailed

among the Jews, as well as the belief in an upper
or heavenly Paradise. But it is not clear that the
lower Paradise was ever conceived to he in the
under-world, or that the happy side of Hades was
called by that name. The probability, looking at

the witness of the Jewish literature, is on the side

of the second interpretation, that Christ referred

to the Paradise ofneaven. But it is difficult to

say what sense the robber would attach to the
word. It would give him the solace which he
needed—the hope of rest and happiness associated

with the idea of Eden. It is questionable whether
it can be pressed beyond that large and general

idea. To bring it into the service of the dogma of

the Descensus ad inferos, in the Lutheran sense or

any other, seems to the present -writer to he beyond
the mark. Some have even identified it with the
<pv\atrfi of 1 P 319

{e.g. Horsley), and have drawn
remarkable inferences from itwith regard to Christ’s

preaching to the spirits in prison. But this is surely

in defiance of the Greek usage.

It has been held, too, that the ‘Paradise’ of

Lk 2Z43 is identical with the 4 Abraham’s bosom ’

of Lk 1622- 23
, both being designations of a par-

ticular division of the under-world. But in the
Parable it is only the rich man that is described

as in Hades, while of Lazarus it is said simply
that dying he was carried into 4 Abraham’s bosom.’
Even granting that the Parable is meant to repre-

sent the rich man and the beggar as both in

Hades, the one in the division of retribution and
the other in that of reward, it would not follow

that
4 Paradise ’ and 4 Abraham’s bosom ’ are

synonymous. The point would be, that being in

Paradise the "beggar is received into the fellowship

of Abraham (see Meyer on Lk 1622 ; also art.

Abraham’s Bosom).
In 2 Co 124 it is the heavenly Paradise, not the

lower or earthly, obviously, that is in view. It

is impossible to understand it, in this case of

rapture, of the intermediate state or any place

in Hades. Neither does it satisfy the terms to

say that irapddetcros here is nothing more than an
abstraction or a figure of speech for 4 the present

communion of the blessed dead with God as it is

on this side of the end of things ’ (Hofm. Schrift-

Veweis, n. i. p. 489). It denotes the heaven that

is the dwelling-place of God. The question of

the relation in which the 4 Paradise ’ of v.4 stands
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to the ‘third heaven’ of v. 2
, however, is much

debated. It has been supposed that St. Paul hap

the doctrine of a threefold heaven in view, here,

and identifies Paradise with the . third, or highest

heaven. There is abundant evidence indeed that

the belief in a plurality of heavens prevailed
among the Jews. But it is doubtful whether it

was a belief in a threefold heaven. The doctrine

of a threefold division of heaven, it is true, ob-

tained at one time a considerable place in the
Christian Church (Suieer, Thes. ii. p. 520, etc.)

and it has been asserted by some even to be the
doctrine of the Bible (Estius, le Clerc, etc.). But
the evidence is rather to the effect that the pre-

vailing, if not the only, conception among the
Jews of onr Lord’s time was that of a sevenfold
heaven. (See article on Heaved). It is improb-
able, therefore, that St. Paul speaks with reference
to a triple order of heavens. "The main reason for

questioning whether in this passage he identifies

‘Paradise’ with the ‘third heaven’ is that he
seems rather to be indicating distinct stages in his

rapture—up to the third heaven, and even to Para-
dise. The chief argument in favour of the identi-

fication is the fact that in the Pseudepigraphical
literature Paradise is sometimes placed in the
third heaven. In the Slavonic Enoch, e.y., it is

said that in the third heaven the seer beheld, in
the midst thereof, 4 the tree of life, in that place
on which God rests, when He comes into Paradise

’

(ch. 8)—a passage in which an attempt seems to

be made to reduce to one the older idea of an
earthly Paradise and the later idea of a heavenly
(cf. Morfill and Charles, Book of the Secrets of
Enochy p. xxxvii and. pp. 7, 8). The words of St.

Paul do not themselves define how the ‘third
heaven ’ and 4 Paradise 3 are related.

In Bev 27
, where the reading 4 in the Paradise

of God ’ is to he preferred, it is the heavenly
Paradise that is in view. The imagery is taken
again from the picture of Eden in Genesis. The
terms recall Ezk 281S

. In briefer form they ex-

press what is given with greater fulness of descrip-

tion in 221"6
. The promise being to him that

overcometh, is a promise of the final recompense
and blessedness under the figure of a restored

Eden. Some, however {e.g. Bleek), have taken it

to be founded on the idea that the primeval Para-
dise of Adam still exists somewhere.
The idea expressed by the word Paradise has

prevailed widely. Many different peoples have
had the conception of a Paradise in the sense of

a home of innocence and peace and blessedness on
earth or its confines. The Hindus have had their

visions of Mem, the mountain of the gods, whence
flow the great streams into all the world. The
Arabs have dreamt of the garden of bliss on the
summit of the hill of jacinth, in the East.

Iranian thought has dwelt upon the stream
Arvanda, that went out of the throne of Ahura-
mazda to water the earth, and on Airyanavaejo,
the land in the extreme East, among the sources

of the Oxus and Jaxarfces—in later Persian ideas a
fabulous land. The term Pardcsu is reported to

have been found on some Babylonian cuneiform
tablets, coupled with the land of Bit-Napsanu as

the name of a country, apparently mythological

;

and the resemblance to the word Paradise dtis is

noticed. (See art. Eden, vol. i. p. 644). The Chinese
and many rader races have also had the same idea,

and have clothed it in many strange forms.

Theologians have also given the rein to fancy
and speculation on the subject.

^
They have often

overlooked the restraint ot Scripture, and have
gone in the way of Rabbinical definition and refine

ments. The Patristic writings give much attention

to Paradise. Some of the Fathers spoke of it as a

resting-place or refrigerium, in which the righteous
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dead have visions of Christ and His saints and
angels (Just. Martyr, JResp . ad Orthod. 75, 85).

"Some distinguished between. Paradise and heaven.
iTenseus refers to what the presbyters said of a
distinction between awards,—how some shall go to

heaven, some to Paradise, and some to the splen-

dour of the city ; those who produce an hundred-
fold being taken up into the heavens, those who
roduce sixtyfold being destined to dwell in Para-
ise, and those who produce thirtyfold being to

inhabit the city (adv . Hcer. v. 1, 2). Some,
descending to more detail, taught that no one
enters at once into the presence of the Lord in
Paradise except by the prerogative of martyrdom,
but that all pass into Hades. Tertullian dwells at
length upon the Christian idea of Hades and the
blessedness of Paradise immediately after death.
He explains the Christian belief to be that Hades
is

4 a very deep space in the interior of the earth
5

;

that the souls of the faithful pass into it ; and
that heaven shall be opened only after earth has
passed away. ‘Shall we then have to sleep,

5 he
asks, ‘high up in ether, with the boy -loving
worthies of Plato

; or in the air with Arius

;

or around the moon with the Endymions of

the Stoics? No, but in Paradise, you tell me,
whither already the patriarchs and prophets
have removed from Hades in the retinue of
the Lord’s resurrection. How is it, then, that
the region of Paradise, which, as revealed to
John in the Spirit, lay under the altar, dis-

plays no other souls as in it besides the souls of
the martyred? 5

(de Anima, ch. xliii., and espec.
ch. lv.; Clark’s * Ante-Nicene Lib. 5

). Origen held
it to be somewhere on earth, and to be a kind of

schoolroom for souls. 4 1 think, therefore,
5 he

says, 4 that all the saints who depart from this life

will remain in some place situated on the earth,
which holy Scripture calls Paradise, as in some
place of instruction, and, so to speak, classroom
or school of souls, in which they are to be in-

structed regarding all the things which they had
seen on earth, and are to receive also some infor-

mation respecting things that are to follow in the
future.

5 And he adds that * if any one indeed be
pure in heart, and holy in mind, ana more practised
in perception, he will, by making more rapid pro-
gress, quickly ascend to a place in the air, and
reach the kingdom of heaven through these
mansions, so to speak, to the various places
which the Greeks have termed spheres, i.e. globes,
but which holy Scripture has called heavens 5

{de
Princ. bk. ii. ch. ix. 0 ; Clark’s 4 Ante - Nicene
Lib.

5

). Augustine, too, in his great treatise on the
City of God, discoursed of the primeval Paradise
as both physical and spiritual, and went into
curious discussions on the conditions of life in it.

The leading theologian of the Greek Church gave
a chapter to it in his great dogmatic work, de-
scribing the 4 divine Paradise 5

as planted in Eden
by the hands of God, on a site

4 higher in the East
than all the earth,

5

flooded with light and tran-
scending imagination 4 in sensuous freshness and
beauty 5 (John of Damase. de Fide Orth. ch. xi.).

Mediaeval Latin Theology and Roman Catholic
Dogmatics have dealt largely with it in connexion
with the doctrine of the Intermediate State. In
these systems Paradise has been identified with the
Limbus Patrum

,
and some notable divines of the

Roman Catholic Church have taught further that
Christ, in His Descent to Hell, preached to those in
Paradise on the fringe of Hades, as well as to the
souls in Purgatory (so Estius). And in some
modern theologies, Lutheran and Anglican no
less than Tridentine, much has been made of it in
connexion with the Doctrines of a Middle State,
the position of the righteous dead before Christ’s
Advent, and the like. But all this is in the most
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singular contrast with the silence and reserve oi

Scripture, and is of little profit.
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PARAH (rn§n ; B <f>apd, A ’A0d/>).—A city in Ben-
jamin, near Ophrah, Jos 1823. Now the ruin
Fdrah, near the head of the Valley of Michmash.
See SWP vol. ill. sheet xvii.; Guerin, Jud&e, Hi.

71 f.; ZJDPV iii. 7f.

PARALYSIS, PARALYTIC.—See Medicine, p.
326.

PARAN (n
t
N£, $apdv) occurs in Gn 146 2121

, Nn
1012 1216 133* 26

, Dt l1 332
, 1 S 251

, 1 K ll18
,
Hab 33.

Note the insertion in Nn 333fa by LXX after the
word 4 Zin,

5 4 and they removed from the wilder-

ness of Zin and pitched, in the wilderness of Paran. 5

Paran is here introduced into the itineraiy of Nn
33 and identified with Kadesh as in Nn 1326 (

4 and
they went and came to Moses and to Aaron . . .

unto the wilderness of Paran, to Kadesh ’). /ccmx-

o-dov dao-ios in LXX of Hab 33 should not he passed
by unnoticed.
Of these passages two are poetical, and contain

the expression 4 Mount Paran 5
or the mountains

of Paran (Dt 332, Hab 33). With these should he
compared the opening verses of the Song of De-
borah (Jg 5) and of Ps 68. The similarity of
thought in these passages is evident. Although
there is some variation in the use of proper names
(ie.g. Paran occurs only in the first two, and Sinai

is not found in Hab), yet one idea is prominent in
ail, that God conies forth from His holy habitation
as a deliverer of His people when in distress.

Around Him rages the thunderstorm, and at His
presence the hills melt. Sinai, Seir, the Field of
Edom, Teman are mentioned as the region whence
He 4 came 5

or 4 shined forth,’ and the mountains of
Paran form part of that region. If the emendation
of Dt 332 noticed in art. Mebibah he accepted,
Mt. Paran stands in parallelism with Kadesh, as
well as in close connexion with Sinai and Seir.

El-paran (? the terebinth of Paran) occurs in
the description of Chedorlaomer’s campaign in
Gn 146

. It appears to have been the southern
limit of the expedition which 4 smote the Hivites
in their mount Seir ’ and returned to 4 En-mishpat,
which is Kadesh.’ Here the indications of position
are similar to those in the poetical passages ; El-
paran is in the neighbourhood of Seir and Kadesh.
It is

4 by the wilderness,
5 with which may be com-

pared the expression 4 wilderness of Paran 5
occur-

ring elsewhere. El-paran is by many identified

with Elath at the head of the Gulf of Akabah.
In Dt l1 the connexion between the names men-
tioned and the context is so uncertain that no
inference can be drawn. The LXX of 1 S 251 has
NLafo in B, Qcipav in A. The MT may be ques-
tioned here ; hut if it be accepted, the wilderness
of Paran extended into the southern part of
Judah.
According to 1 K ll18 Hadad, with a company of

his father’s servants, fled from Edom to Midian,
and then passed through Paran on their way to
Egypt. The remaining passages all contain the
expression 4 the wilderness of Paran. 5 In Gn 2131
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It is Ishmael’s place of abode when he and his
mother Hagar are driven away at Sarah’s instiga-
tion. From the context it seems to be on the way
from Beersheba to Egypt. In the narrative of
Hagar’s flight, contained in Gn 16 (which is con-
sidered by many as another version of the same
tradition), the well where the angel of the Lord
appeared to her was between Kadesh and Bered.
The connexion between Kadesh and Paran is most
marked in the passages which have yet to be con-
sidered. They are all in Nn, and given above.
According to 1012

, when the children of Israel
moved put of the wilderness of Sinai the cloud
rested in the wilderness of Paran, so that the
wilderness of Paran is regarded as adjoining that
of Sinai. According to 1216 the people pitched in
the wilderness of Paran after the encampments at
Taberah, Kibroth-hattaavah, and Hazeroth. Ac-
cording to 13s- 26 the spies were sent from the
wilderness of Paran to search the land, and re-

turned to the same place after completing their
search. The account in Dt 1 gives Kadesh as the
place whence the spies were sent (cf. Nu 1326 ).

From these notices it appears that the wilderness
of Paran stretched from the wilderness of Sinai to
the border of the Promised Land, and the inference
from Nul326 as well as from comparison of the
accounts in Nu and Dt is that Kadesh was within
its border. The position is thus indicated as south
of Palestine and west of Edom, a position which
accords generally with the other passages in which
Paran is mentioned. The positions of Sinai,
Kadesh, and Hormah must be determined before
anything more definite can be stated as to the
boundaries of the wilderness of Paran, and the
articles on these names may be consulted. Some
remarks will be found in § iv. of art. Excmus
(vol. i. p. 8Q4b) on the connexion between Paran
and Zin, and it is there stated that Paran does not
occur in the itinerary of Nu 33. The attempt of
the LXX to supply this deficiency (referred to
above) adds to the difficulty by making Paran
follow Zin. See Zin. A. T. Chapman.

PARBAR (inis,—as pointed, with the art.).—

A

colonnade (it is supposed) on the W. side of the
outer temple-court, mentioned in 1 Ch 2618 as a
place at which six of the gatekeepers were
stationed, four apparently outside, at the ‘cause-
way 5

(v. 16
), and two in the ‘ Parbar ’ itself. The

account purports to be a description of the arrange-
ments made by David, but in reality it refers to
those of the Chronicler’s own time, as the word
Parbar alone is sufficient to show; for this is

certainly not a native Hebrew word, and to all

appearance it is Persian. As Ges. [This. ) observed,
‘parbar’ agrees closely with the Pers. parwdr
(acc. to Ges. from par ‘light,’ and -bar a termi-
nation meaning ‘possessing’), a summer-house or
open kiosk ; and so it is supposed to have found its

way into late Hebrew—like apad&na, for instance,

in Dn ll45—with the sense of a sun-lighted portico

or colonnade. What is generally explained as the
same word, in a form exactly corresponding to the
Persian, occurs in the plur. (onn§

; LXX <papovpeifx)

in 2 K 2311
, where the horses given by the kings of

Judah to the sun are said to have stood ‘by the
chamber (nai^) of Nethan - melech the eunuch,
which was in the colonnades.** In the Targums
(occasionally) and in the Mishna, etc., parwdr
occurs in the sense of the suburbs of a city {e.g. of

Jerusalem), probably (as Ges. observed) because in

Oriental cities, as with us, such suburbs would
consist largely of the open summer-houses of the
wealthy. This usage is the source of AV 4 suburbs ’

(cf. Targ. xnns) in 2 K 23u, and of RV ‘ precincts
*

* For a conjectural site, erf. Schick’s art. on ancient Jerus.,

XJDPV, 1894, p. IB, with the accompanying Plan.

vol. III.—43

(2 K 2313
, and ruarg. of 1 Ch 261S

) ; but the sense
thus obtained is not suitable in either passage.
By what means, however, a Persian word can
have reached Judah before the Exile (2 K 23), is

difficult to understand ; if this explanation of the
word in 2 K 2311 is correct, the text would seem to
have been adjusted to post-exilic usage.

S. R. Driver.
PARCEL.—Derived from Lat, particula (dim,

of pars a ‘part’) through Fr. parcelle
, a parcel

is ‘a small part’ of anything; and that is the
primitive sense in which it is used in AY. The
words so tr. are (1) helkdh (Gn 3319, Jos 24s2,

Ru 43
,
1 Ch 11 13< 14

), and (Jn 45
) ; and as both

words mean specifically a portion (or ‘plot,’ as
1 Ch ll 13 - 14 R V) of land, it is always to land (and
not, as now, to something that can be carried)
that the word is applied. It was, however, used
of ‘a part’ or *a small part’ of almost anything,
as Erasmus, Commune Crede,

fol. 18, ‘Sanctorum
communionem. The communion of saynctes.
This parcel certayne men do so understonde, that
it do by apposytion expounde the nexte parcel
goyng before, whiche is sanctam ecclesiam catho-
iicam, The holy catholike churche.’ So T. Adams,
Works

, i. p. xix— ‘ These Meditations, which before
were scattered abroad in parcels, are now presented
to thee in one entire volume.’ Shaks. has it

exactly as we now use ‘particle/ 1 Henru IV, HI.
ii. 159

—

‘ I will die a hundred thousand deaths
Ere break the smallest parcel of this vow.*

J. Hastings.
PARCHED CORN.—To parch is to scorch, as in

Mt 13s Rhem., ‘After the sun was up, they
parched,’ where it is used intransitively. The
trans. use is more common, as Sir 43s ‘ At noon it

[the sun] parcheth the country’ (aratypalvec, RY
‘ drieth ’)

; but it is rarely used except in the ptep.
‘ parched.’ Parched is used of the ground (Is 357,*

Jer 176
, Sir 43s) as we still use it. But it is also

used of com (Lv 2334, Jos 511, Ru 214
, 1 S 1717

2518
, 2S 1738 ) in the obsolete sense of ‘roasted.*

Cf. Haliburton, Sam Slick, Clockmaker, xxv

—

‘ Marm Porter moved about as brisk as a parched
pea.’ The process of parching corn is described by
Thomson, Land and Book, u. 40 f., ‘A quantity
of the best ears, not too ripe, are plucked with the
stalks attached. These are tied in small parcels,

a blazing fire is kindled with dry grass ana thorn
bushes, and the corn-heads are held in it until the
chaff is mostly burned off. When the grain is

sufficiently roasted, it is rubbed out in the hand
and eaten as there is occasion.’ See also Robinson,
BBP ii. 50 f., ‘In the season of harvest, the grains
of wheat, not yet fully dry and hard, are roasted
in a pan or on an iron plate, and constitute a very
palatable article of food. Indeed, the use of it is

so common at this season among the labouring
classes, that this parched wheat is sold in the
markets/ J. Hastings.

PARCHMENT.—Parchment is a writing material
prepared from the skin of the sheep or goat. ‘ The
skins are first soaked in lime to remove the hair,

* Is 357 1 The parched ground shall become a pool.* The word
rendered ‘parched ground* here is sTiardbh, which occurs

also in Is 491° and nowhere else. As the Arab, word for the
mirage is serab, and as the idea of the mirage suits the sense

here, it has generally been understood that the prophet's mean-
ing is that where there is only the mocking semblance of water
there will be found real pools. Of. Koran (Sura xxiv 39

—

quoted in Ges. and Skinner)

—

‘The works of the unbelievers are like the mirage in the
desert,

The thirsty takes it for water, tin he comes up to it and
finds that it is nothing.*

But this sense is less suitable to the other passage ; sc RV has
here ‘glowing sand’ and at 4910 ‘heat,* with ‘mirage* in the
marg. at both places (see, further, Oheyne, Intr. to is. 26
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and are then shaved, washed, dried, stretched,

and ground or smoothed with fine chalk or lime and
pumice-stone.

5 The finest kind is made from the
skins of calves or kids, and called vellum. The
Eng. word ‘ parchment 3

is a form of pergamina or
pergamena (Gr. Trepyafnjvifi), an adj. signifying ‘ of

JPergamum, 3

the city of Pergamum (now Bergamo)
in Asia Minor being the place where parchment
was invented, or at least brought into use. The
t is no proper part of the Eng. word which was
adopted from the Er. parchemin. Chaucer says
{Boethius, V. iv. 14, Skeat’s ed. p. 200), ‘Thiike
Stoieiens wenden that the sowle hadde ben naked
of it-self, as a mironr or a clene parchemin, so that
alle figures mosten first comen fro thinges fro

withoute-forth in-to sowles, and ben empreinted
in-to sowles.

3 The word occurs only in 2 Ti 413
,

where St. Paul asks Timothy to bring to him the
cloke which he left at Troas, ‘ana the books,
especially the parchments 3

(/cal rci pipkla, flakier*

ras fj.efipp6.vas). The Greek word is simply the Lat.
membrana (properly an adj. membrana cutis

,
from

membrwm , a limb, member of the body), the skin,

parchment. This is its only occurrence in bibl.

Greek. It is impossible to say what the parch-
ments were, or why they chiefly were wanted.
Perhaps they were more precious than the books be-

cause parchment and not paper (papyrus) ; they may
even nave been vellum.* Perhaps their value was
in their contents—the Old Test, in Greek (Kenyon),
his diploma of Roman citizenship (Farrar), his
‘commonplace books 3

(Bull), or even a copy of the
Grundschrift of the Gospels (Latham).

J. Hastings.
PARDON.—See Forgiveness in vol. ii. p. 56.

PARENT.—See Family in vol. i. p. 848.

PARLOUR occurs in AV as translation of three
different Heb. words. 1. used of the room in
which Eglon, king of Moab, was interviewed and
assassinated by Ehud, Jg 320 * 23* 24* 25 (LXX vvepcpov,

cf. Ac l13 9s7* 39 208). This was an upper storey
‘raised above the flat roof of the house at one
corner, or upon a tower-like annex to the building,

3

containing generally only a single apartment,
thoroughly ventilated by lattice windows on all

sides, and constituting the most comfortable part
of the house (see Moore, Judges, pp. 96, 98, ana cf.

also such passages as 1 K 17 i9 * ®, 2 K l
2 410 * n

, Jer
2213.14 Neh 331*32

). Moore’s rendering ‘roof-chamber 3

is much more suitable than ‘ parlour,
3 which is most

unfortunately retained by R v , although American
RV has ‘upper room. 3

2. nyyb (RV ‘guest-cham-
ber,

3 LXX tcardkvfia), 1 S 922. This was a room in
which the sacrificial meals at the bamah were held
(cf. the mention in 1 S l 18 [in the LXX, according
to which the MT ought to be restored—Wellh.,
Driver, etc.] of a lishhah also at Shiloh, near the
m-T Sg'n). A suitable rendering would be ‘sacri-
ficial dining-room. 3 In later times the Heb. word
was used for a chamber in a palace, Jer 3612, or for
the chambers in the Temple court in which the
priests lived, Jer 352, 4

,
Ezk 4017

, or for store-rooms
in the second Temple, Ezr*8", Neh 1038* *®. 3. Tin,

1 Ch 2811
, where AV tr. onpjsn '-nrr ‘ inner par-

lours,
3 but RV has ‘inner chambers.' 3 The most

suitable rendering for -nn is ‘ chamber. 3 The Heb.
word generally connotes the idea of privacy. The
LXX tr. in 1 Ch 2811 by duroBijiau.

In no case is the Eng. word ‘parlour 3
a very

suitable tr. of the Heb., and it was formerly less
suitable than now. Coming from parler, to speak
(Low Lat. parabolare

,
to talk; Gr. TrapapokJ), a

parable), it signified in early Eng. the public
reception - room, the drawing- {= with - drawing)

*On the earlyuse ofvellum see Kenyon, Palceog. ofGr. Papyr.
p> 112 and Sanday, Studia Biblica, lit 234 ff.

room being then what is now the parlour, the
private apartment of the family.

J. A. Selbie.
PARMASHTA (Kerens ; B Mapfiaeip.6., A Metpju.a-

eifivdy Phermesta).—The seventh of the ten sons of

Hainan, put to death by the Jews (Est 99
). The

name is perhaps the Sansk. chief (so

Benfey).

PARMENAS [TLapfievas).— One of the ‘Seven 3

appointed, Ac 65
. The name is Greek, a short-

ened form of Parmenides. Nothing further is

known of him. He is said by later tradition to
have been martyred at Philippi, and is commemor-
ated by the Latins on Jan. 23, by the Greeks on
July 28. A. C. Headlam.

PARNACH (?ifi§, $apv&x)>—The father of Eliza-

§
han, who as prince of Zebulun took part in the
ividing of the land, Nu 34s5-

PAROSH (2T]§ ‘flea
3

; $op6s, <£apts).—The name
of a post-exilic family, of which 2172 returned with
Zerabbabel, Ezr 23 (=Neh 78), and 150 with Ezra,
Ezr 83. Seven of the BSn6-Parosh had married
foreign wives, Ezr 1025

. The name appears also in
connexion with the repairing of the walls, Neh 32S

,

and the sealing of the covenant, 1014. The Gr.
form Phoros is adopted in 1 Es (5

9 8s0 926
).

PAROUSIA [rapowla, lit. ‘presence,
3

as opposed
to absence (2 Co 1010

, Ph l28 212
), hence the arrival

which introduces that presence (cf. Col l6 rod
evayyeklov rod irapbvros els vfias, ‘ the gospel which, is

come unto you 3

; 1 Co 1617 the coming of Ste-
phanas ; 2 Co 7 6* 7

; 2 Th 29 ; 2 P 312 the coming of
the Day of God)].—A technical term used in NT
to denote the coming of Christ in glory at the end
of the age. In this sense it is used Mt 24s- 27» 91• 89

1 Co 1529
, 1 Th 219 313 415 5s3

,
2 Th 21 - 8 (cf. v. 9 where

it is used of Antichrist), Ja 57* 8
, 2 P l16 34 ; cf.

v. 12, 1 Jn 2s8
. BothAV and RV translate ‘ coming, 3

although RV adds in the margin the alternative
rendering ‘ presence.

3 The expression Second
Coming, while it occurs in later ecclesiastical

Greek (Ev. Nicod. c. 22 end

;

Just. Apol. i. 52,
Trypho , cc. 40, 110, 121) in contrast to the first

coming
(Trypho, cc. 40, 110, 121), is not found in

Scripture. Synonymous expressions are the Apo-
calypse (aTOKdkvtpis ; so 2 Th l7 the revelation of
the Lord Jesus from heaven ; 1 Co l7, 1 P l7* 13 413

,

the revelation of His glory, cf. Lk 1730
) and the

Day (iffitpa) of Christ (1 Co l8, 2 Co l14, Ph l6 10

216
, 1 Th 52

, 2 P 310
, 2 Th 2s ; cf. Lk 1722 one of

the days of the Son of Man). The term Parousia
differs from these latter in that it emphasizes the
element of permanent presence which the coming
of Christ is to introduce. But it is incorrect, with
some modem interpreters (so Warren, Parousia,

p. 21), so to magnify this element as to reject
altogether the meaning ‘coming.

3 Both elements,
the coming and the presence, are united in the
word as in the doctrine.

Interpreters find reference to several distinct
comings of Christ in the NT. There is (1) a
physical Advent at His resurrection (so Jn 14lj

161®
; cf. Holtzmann, Edcomm. iv. 163) ; (2) &

spiritual Advent by the Paraclete, which is to
take place during the lifetime of the disciples,
and to result in a perpetual dwelling of Christ
and the Father in their hearts (Jn 14^

; cf. 167)

;

(3) an Advent to the disciples at death, when
Christ will come to receive them into the man-
sions which He has prepared for them above (Jn
143

, and comments of Holtzmann, l.c. iv. p. 160 ;

cf. also 2 Co 58) ; (4) a historical Advent for judg-
ment, taking place at different times in the his-
tory of the Church, but distinguished from the
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final Advent at the end of the age (Rev 23, 16 3s* 11
;

cf. also Mt 2G64 £ Henceforth [dir
3

tiprc] ye shall see
the Son of Man sitting at the right hand of power,
and coining on the clouds of heaven/ which Meyer
interprets in the sense of a continual historical
revelation of Christ’s power and triumph )

;

and,
finally, (5) an Advent at the end of the age (Mt 243

)

to judge the world, to destroy evil, to reward the
saints, and to establish the Kingdom of Glory.
While it is with the last of these that we are
primarily concerned in the doctrine of the Parousia,
it is impossible wholly to ignore the others. The
sharp line of distinction which later theology has
drawn between the final Advent and these pre-

liminary advents is not always observed in the
NT. There are passages, like Mt 26s4

,
where the

coming of Christ m glory is represented as a con-

tinuous process. There are others, like those in

the Fourth Gospel (e.g. Jn 1423 167ff
*), in which the

spiritual advent by the Paraclete takes the place
elsewhere filled by the final Advent. It is im-
portant, therefore, while clearly recognizing the
technical meaning of the phrase, not to interpret

our theme too narrowly.
The doctrine of the Parousia is a New Testa-

ment doctrine. It had its origin in Jesus’ prophecy
of His own return, and depends for its existence
upon the unique position which He holds in Chris-
tian faith. Nevertheless, it is not without pre-

paration in the past. It has its parallel within
the OT in the prophetic anticipation of the Day of
the Lord (e.g. Am 518

, Is 212 136, J1 lla 21
, Zeph 38 ),—that great crisis of human history when J" shall

be manifested as the Judge and Saviour of Israel,

and His Kingdom shall be set up among men (see

Eschatology in vol. i. p. 735 f.). Many features
in the NT doctrine are anticipated in OT. Thus
the warlike imagery of Rev 19llff* finds parallels in

Is 134 34°, Jer 4610 etc.
>

The connexion of the
resurrection of the dead with the deliverance and
judgment of the living is made in Dn 121’8

. The
great convulsions of 2 P 310 have their anticipation

m Is 344. The signs in the heavenpredicted in Mt
2429 and parallels are foretold in Is 1310ff

*, J1 315 - 16

etc. The renewal of nature prophesied in Is 6517

reappears in Rev 211 (cf. Ro 821
, 1 Co 7S1 ). Most

striking is the parallel in Dn 713ff
*, where the seer

has a vision of one like unto a Son of Man coming
with the clouds of heaven to receive * dominion
and glory, and a kingdom, that all the peoples,

nations, and languages should serve him.’

A further preparation for the doctrine of the
Parousia is to be found in the revived Messianic
expectation which characterized the period im-
mediately before Christ, and which has left its

traces in the contemporary Apocalyptic literature.

This literature prepared the way for our doctrine,

partly by intensifying the sense of an impending
crisis, partly by identifying that crisis, as was not
always the case in the OT, with the coming and
activity of the Messiah. It is true that in some of

the Apocalyptic books there is no mention of a per-

sonal Messiah. But in others, and these among the
most important {e.g. Ps.-Sol, Eth. Enoch, Baruch,
4 Ezra), the Messiah holds a prominent place.

The material is so fully presented by Charles in

the article on the Eschatology of the Apoc-
rypha and Apocalyptical Literature in vol.

i. p. 741 ff., that it is unnecessary to enter into

it nere. Suffice it to say that the climax is

reached in the great passage in the Eth. Enoch
(c. 48 ffi), in which the Son of Man is revealed

upon the throne of His glory as the righteous

judge both of the living and of the dead. This
passage, which in many ways reminds us of Dn
7M, is the closest parallel, outside the NT, to the
great judgment scene in Mt 2481 '45

.

The points of contact thus briefly indicated

suggest an interesting question. Are we to con-
ceive the doctrine of the Parousia as simply the
continuation on Christian soil of the contemporary
Jewish expectation? Or does it stand for some-
thing new and distinct? Did Jesus and the
apostles understand the OT prophecies in sub-
stantially the same sense in which they were
understood by the Jews of their day, with this
difference only, that the Messiah of whose identity
the latter were ignorant was known by them to be
Jesus? Or did they give to these prophecies, as
we know that our Lord gave to the law (Mt 5-7), a
deeper and more spiritual interpretation ? And if

the latter, was this equally true of them all, or
must we distinguish within the NT between the
teaching of the Master and the more or less im-
perfect apprehension of the disciples ? These are
questions of the highest importance, not merely for
the understanding of the teaching of Jesus, hut of
Christianity itself.

The answer to these questions is by no means
easy. No part of the biblical material is more
difficult to interpret than the eschatological pas-
sages. This is true not merely of the Bk. of
Revelation,—admittedly the most obscure portion
of the NT,—hut of the Apocalyptic portions of the
Synoptic Gospels as well. Scholars are not agreed
how far the language of these passages is to be
taken literally, how far symbolically. Moreover,
there are critical questions of great intricacy con-
nected with the present condition of the text.

There are some (like Haupt) who, while admitting
that all the eschatological discourses in the Synoptics
are composed of genuine sayings of Jesus, maintain
that these sayings are not always given by the
evangelists in their original connexion. There
are others (Wendt, Weiffenbach, etc.) who hold
that in their present form these discourses include
foreign elements, the teaching of Jesus having
been combined by the evangelists with materials
drawn either from Jewish or Jewish - Christian
sources. Under the circumstances, a thorough dis-

cussion of the critical question would seem to he a
necessary prerequisite to an adequate treatment
of the doctrine.

Such a discussion it is manifestly impossible to
give within the limits of the present article. Nor
is it necessary to our immediate purpose. Without
settling all the critical questions involved, it may
he possible to give a bird’s-eye view of the material
as it lies in our sources, to discover how far it

lends itself to a single consistent interpretation,

and to indicate what axe the chief problems which
it presents, and what are the most important
methods proposed for their solution. We shall

begin our survey with the Synoptics, partly be-
cause in them the eschatological teaching of Jesus
is most fully set forth, partly because they present
the difficulties connected witn our doctrine in. their

most acute form. We shall then offer a brief sur-

vey of the doctrine of the Parousia as it is found
in the other NT hooks, giving special attention to
the teaching of St. Paul. The Fourth Gospel, for

reasons presently to he explained, will he reserved
for separate treatment. In conclusion, we shall

briefly indicate the course of the later develop-
ment, and point out the chief lines which the
interpretation of the doctrine has followed. Thus
our discussion will cover the following four points

:

—(L) The Parousia in the Synoptics ; (ii.) the PaT-
ousia in Acts, Epistles, ana Revelation ; (iii.) the
Parousia in the Gospel of John ; (iv.) the Parousia
in the later Church.

i. The Parousia in the Synoptics.—

T

he
doctrine of the Parousia is set forth in the Synoptics
most fully in the so-called Apocalypse of Jesus
(Mk 13, and parallels Mt 24, ilk 21). A prophecy
of Jesus as to the destruction of the temple leads
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to a question by the disciples (so Mt ; Mk specifies

Peter, James, John, and Andrew; Lk leaves the
questioner indefinite), ‘ when these things shall he,

and what shall he the sign when these things are

all about to he accomplished 5 (Mk, Lk). In the
discourse which follows, Jesus not merely answers
this question, but passes on to give the signs of

His own Advent in glory, which He represents as

following immediately after that tribulation (Mt
2429

; cf. Mk 1324, otherwise Lk)— a connexion
for which Mt has already prepared the way in the
introductory question, ‘When shall these things
be, and what shall be the sign of thy Parousia,

and of the end of the age ?
5 After the prediction

of certain preliminary woes (the coming of false

Messiahs, wars and rumours of wars, the rising up
of nation against nation, famines, and earth-

quakes ; Lk adds signs from heaven) and a warn-
ing to the disciples to be firm under the persecutions
which are to come, not merely at the hands of the
civil and religious authorities (the synagogue, Mk,
Lk ; the Gentiles, Mt), but of their relatives and
friends,—persecutions incidental to that world-wide
preaching of the gospel (Mt 2414

,
Mk 1310 ; other-

wise Lk, who omits all reference to the preaching
of the gospel to the world) which must precede
the end (Mt 2418), but in which they will be sup-
ported by the Holy Ghost (Mk) and preserved from
all harm (Lk),—He goes on to predict the destruc-
tion of Jerusalem, and the miseries connected
therewith. The Abomination of Desolation
(wh. see) of Mt and Mk is replaced in Lk by the
Roman armies, hut the general situation is the
same in all three Gospels. Then follows in Mt and
Mk a renewed warning against the false Messiahs
who will arise at that time, working signs and
wonders, and seeking to deceive the very elect.

Many shall say ‘Lo here, or lo there,
5 but they

are not to he deceived. When the Christ comes
there will be no possibility of mistaking Him, for
His Parousia will he like the lightning which
‘ eometh forth from the east and is seen even unto
the west 5 (Mt 2427). This last saying, which Mk
omits, is given by Lk in another connexion (17

24
).

It is therefore probable that Mt 2427f* formed no
part of the original text, a suggestion which Weiss
(Marcusev. p. 424; cf. Briggs, Mess. Gosp. p. 151)
extends to the previous context omitted by Lk (Mt
24s3'26

, Mk 1321-23 ). After the destruction of Jeru-
salem follows the Parousia. Mt and Mk make
the connexion immediate. ‘But in those days,
after that tribulation, the sun shall he darkened, 5

etc. (Mk 1324 ; Mt is even stronger, introducing
the word ei5Qfas ; ‘immediately after those days 5

).

Lk, on the other hand, introduces between the
destruction and the Parousia certain ‘ times of the
Gentiles’ (2124), which seem to take the place of
the preaching of the gospel to the Gentiles in Mt
and Mk. All the evangelists represent the Par-
ousia as preceded by certain theophanic signs in the
heaven (cf. J1 3U* 18 21* 10

, Is 1310 ). Lk adds, ‘ npon
the earth distress of nations in perplexity for the
roaring of the sea and the billows ; men faint-
ing for fear and for expectation of the things
which are coming on the world 5

(2128* *). Peculiar
to Mt is a reference to ‘the sign of the Son of
Man in heaven 5 and the mourning of the tribes of
the earth (24s0 ; cf. Zee 1210

-14
). The Parousia

itself is described in language suggestive of Dn
718* 14 ‘And then shall they see the Son of Man
coming in clouds with great power and glory 5

(so
all three evangelists). ‘ And he shall send forth
his angels (Mt adds ‘with a great sound of a
trumpet 5

), and they shall gather together his elect
from the four winds, from one end of heaven to
the other 5

(Mt, Mk). As to what takes place after
this, we are not told in this place. The ‘ Apoca-
lypse 5 concludes with certain frrther indications

L

of time. By the parable of the fig-tree, Jesus
indicates the close connexion between the signs
and the Parousia, and ends with the explicit state-

ment given by all three evangelists, ‘ Verily, I say
unto you, this generation shall not pass away till

all these things be accomplished. Heaven and
earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass
away, 5

to which Mt and Mk add the qualifying
clause, ‘ But of that day or that hour knoweth no
one, not even the angels in heaven, neither the
Son, but the Father (only)

5
(cf. Ac l7 ‘ It is not

for you to know times or seasons which the Father
hath set within his own authority 5

).

The exegetical difficulties of this passage are
such as to render a consistent interpretation of
the present text difficult. On the one hand, the
account in Mt and Mk associates the Parousia
with the destruction of Jerusalem, and puts both
within the lifetime of the generation then living
(cf. Gould, Mark, 240 ff.). In Lk the connexion
between the destruction and the Parousia is not so
close, but the closing verses (Lk 2132f

-) agree with
the other evangelists in placing all the events
described within a single generation. On the
other hand, we have in Mt (2414) and Mk (1310 )

references to a world-wide preaching of the gospel
preceding, and in Lk (21

24
) a prophecy of certain

times of the Gentiles following the destruction of
Jerusalem. If it were not for Mt 2414

, Mk 1310, it

would be easy exegetically to bring the entire
prophecy of Mt and Mk within the limits of a
single generation. On the other hand, were it not
for Lk 2182, it would he natural to regard the
account in Lk as postponing the Parousia to a
distant future—a postponement natural in view of
the later date of the Gospel. Various attempts
are made to meet the difficulty. It is claimed
that yeved may mean an indefinite period of time
(Domer). But, apart from the linguistic objections
to this translation, it does not overcome the close
connexion between the destruction and the Par-
ousia. One of the most elaborate attempts to
solve the difficulty without recourse to interpola-
tion has been made by Briggs {Mess. Gosp. p. 156 ff.),

who distinguishes between the time and the signs.

To the first he finds reference in Mt 2414
, Mk 1310

,

Lk 2124
,
where the text points to an extended

period. On the other hand, only the signs are re-
ferred to in the ‘all these things’ which are to be
accomplished within the generation then living
(cf. Mt 24s4, Mk 1330, Lk 2132

). According to this
view, Jesus predicted His Parousia after an un-
known period, (eu^ws—the prophetic nhjj), but the
signs within a single generation, a position which
is certainly difficult to reconcile with the close
connexion between the signs and the Advent in
the parable of the fig-tree. Under the circum-
stances, many scholars believe that the difficulty
can be most easily solved by the hypothesis of
composite origin. E. Haupt (Die eschatologischen
Aussagen Jesu) argues that the evangelist has
brought together in this passage a number of
sayings originally spoken by Jesus on different
occasions.

^
Others hold to the interpolation either

of a Jewish (so Weizsacker, J. Weiss) or of a
Jewish-Christian Apocalypse (Colani, Pfleiderer,
Keim, et al.). As constructed by the most recent
and careful scholars (Weiffenbach, Der Wieder-
kunftsgedanke Jesu, p. l70f. ; Wendt, Die Lehre
Jesu, i. 10 ff. ), this consists of three sections : Mk
137'9 and parallels giving the beginning of tribula-
tion; w/4*20 giving its height (the destruction of
Jerusalem) ; and vv. 24'27 giving the Advent at the
conclusion of the tribulation. Vv. 80* 81

, which con-
clude the ‘ Apocalypse/ put the entire content of
the prophecy within the generation then living.
After these excisions, there remain in the original
text only the prophecy of the destruction of Jeru
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*alem, and the prediction by the Saviour of His
own return at an hour of which He knows not
(cf. the reconstruction in Weiffenbaeh, p. 182 ff.

;

Wendt, i. pp. 10, 11).

Apart from this ‘Apocalypse,’ the Parousia of
Jesus is predicted in the Synoptics in many
passages. Thus in Mt 1624’28

(cf. Mk S^-Q1
,
Lk

923‘27
) Jesus predicts His Advent in glory with His

angels to reward every man according to his
works, adding, 4 Verily I say unto you. There be
some of them that stand here, who shall in no
wise taste of death till they see the Son of Man
coming in his kingdom’ (so Mt; Mk ‘the king-
dom of God come with power,’ Lk * the kingdom
of God’). At His farewell over Jerusalem, He
declares that they shall not see Him again until

they shall say, 4 Blessed is he that cometh in the
name of the Lord’ (Mt 23s7

"39
, Lk 1335). When

declaring His Messiahship before the high priest.

He predicts that His judges shall 4 see the Son of

Man sitting at the right hand of power, and
coming on the clouds of heaven ’ (Mt 26s4

, Mk 1462 ).

So in interpreting the parable of the tares (Mt 1336)

He declares that at the end of the age 4 the Son of

Man shall send forth his angels, and they shall

gather out of his kingdom all things that cause
stumbling, and them that do iniquity, and shall

cast them into the furnace of fire : there shall be
weeping and gnashing of teeth,’ adding, ‘Then
shall the righteous shine forth as the sun in the
kingdom of their Father.’ Especially important is

the great judgment-scene, Mt 2531"45 4 When the Son
of Man shall come in his glory, and all the angels

with him, then shall he sit on the throne of his glory

:

and before him shall be gathered all the nations

;

and he shall separate them one from another, as

the shepherd separateth the sheep from the goats.’

As to the time, of the Advent we have conflict-

ing evidence. Mk 91 and parallels represent it

as within the lifetime of the disciples. There is

nothing in the context leading us to discriminate

two Advents, as has sometimes been done. The
same is true of Mt 1028. In referring to the terrible

persecutions which are to come upon the disciples

(cf. Lk 1722), He declares that they shall not make
the circuit of the cities of Israel in their flight

before the Son of Man come. On the other hand,
Ac l7, which seems to take the place in Lk of

Mt 24s6
,
Mk 1332, makes the time of the Advent

unknown. Lk represents the parable of the
pounds as spoken to those who supposed that the
kingdom would immediately appear (19

11
;

cf. 1245

4my Lord delayeth,’ etc.). In Mt 26w the coming,

which in Mk (14
82

) seems to be a single event, is

transformed after the analogy of the Fourth
Gospel into a continuous process, beginning im-
mediately after Christ’s death. The two points

continually emphasized are (I) the necessity of

watchfulness, since the hour of the Parousia is

uncertain (so the parables of the servants, Mk
1333

"87
, Mt 24*2, Lk 1237* 88 ; cf. Lk 2134

"86 the day
coming ‘suddenly as a snare’; of the goodman
taken unaware by the thief, Mt 2443- u

, Lk 1239* 40
;

of the virgins, Mt 251* 13, cf. Lk 1285 ; the reference

to the days of Lot and of Noah, Lk IT26-80). (2)

The necessity for faithfulness, since, though the
Lord seem to delay, He will surely come and reward
His servants according to their works (Mt 2445~S1

,

Lk 1241*4®, and the parable of the talents Mt 2514*80
,

and the pounds Lk 1911
'27

; cf. Lk 188 4When the Son
of Man cometh, shall he find faith on the earth ? ’).

It thus appears that the Synoptics represent

Jesus as predicting His own return, now within

His own generation, now after an indefinite future.

This return is to be preceded by great trials, which
none but the faithful shall be able to endure. The
return itself is pictured as a glorious coming on
the clouds to punish evil-doers, to reward the

saints, and to establish that kingdom predicted
from the foundation of the world. This coming is

by Christ Himself associated with the end of the
age and the day of final judgment, which is repre-

sented, now, after the fashion of OT, as a destruc-
tion of all the enemies of the Messiah before His
face ; now, as in the great judgment-scene in Mt,
as a formal process in a law court in which all the
nations are assembled to receive the sentence of
the judge. For the disciples it introduces the time
of their redemption (Lk 2128

), a period of joy and
glad communion with Christ, set forth now by the
figure of the marriage feast, in which the Master
Himself ministers to His faithful servants, now by
that of the kingdom in which the disciples enjoy
special honours, sitting upon thrones and judging
the twelve tribes of Israel.

Those interpreters like Wendt, Weiffenbaeh,
etc., who regard the Apocalypse of Jesus as of
Jewish-Christian origin, explain the other Apoca-
lyptic features in the Synoptic doctrine as due to a
similar source. Those who refuse to take this
view are obliged either (1) to explain away those
passages which predict an Advent within the
generation then living; or (2) preserving the con-
nexion to regard Jesus as actually predicting
during the lives of men then living a visible

advent in the clouds—a prediction which was not
fulfilled; or (3) to understand the language of

Jesus symbolically as the prediction, in language
taken partly from OT, partly from the Apocalypses
of the time, of an advent which, while seemingly
external and catastrophic, is really to be under-
stood after the analogy of Mt 26s4

, Rev 2B* 18 33* 11

and Jn 1428 as spiritual and continuous.
ii. The Parousia nr Acts, the Epistles, and

Revelation.—The expectation of a speedyAdvent
of Christ to establish the Messianic kingdom is

one of the most prominent features of the apostolic

hope. It is a part of the gospel of St. Paul no
less truly than of that of the Jewish Christians.

As in the Synoptics, it is ordinarily associated
with the judgment at the end of the age, the only
certain exception being Revelation, which distin-

guishes a preliminary from the final judgment,
associating the former, which, after OT analogy,
it conceives as a battle-scene, with the Advent
of Christ, and inserting between this and the final

judgment a millennial kingdom of 1000 years.

Cf. Millennium. Thus the first chapter or Acts
begins with the prediction of the angels to the
weeping disciples that ‘this Jesns . . . shall so

come in like manner as ye beheld him going into
heaven’ (lu). Accordingly we find St. Peter re-

garding the gift of the Spirit at Pentecost as a
sign of that impending Day of J" to which OT
prophecy looks forward (2

20
), and urging the Jews

to pray that God may send the Christ whom He
hath appointed, even Jesus, whom the heavens
must receive until the time of the restoration of
all things (3

19*21
). To Cornelius he preaches

Christ as the judge of quick and dead (1042) ; while
St. Paul warns the Athenians to repent, inasmuch
as God ‘hath appointed a day in the which he
will judge the world in righteousness by the man
whom he hath ordained’ (17s1 ; cf. 2415, the resur-

rection of just and unjust). Equally expHcit is

the testimony of the Epistles. St. James urges
patience until the coming of the Lord, and warns
Christians not to judge one another, since ‘the
judge standeth before the doors’ (5

7* 9
). St. Peter

regards the present tribulations of Christians as

the beginning of that judgment which is presently
to overtake ‘the ungodly and the sinner 5

(1 P
417* 18

), and the preceding context (v. ls
) shows that

reference is had to the Parousia. St. Paul, while
in certain passages associating the final judgment
directly with God (so Ro l18 22- ** 7

, and especially
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tv.5* 8 ‘ the day of wrath and of the revelation of

the righteous judgment of God, who will render to

everyman according to his works 5

; cf. He 1030 12‘23
,

Rev20n ), elsewhere explicitly connects the judg-
ment with Christ (so Ro 216 ‘the day when God
shall judge the secrets of men according to my
gospel, by Jesus Christ* ; 2 Co 510 ‘the judgment-
seat of Christ*; 2 Th l6

"8
,
2 Ti 41 ‘Christ Jesus,

who shall judge the quick and the dead *). At this

judgment not only must Christians themselves be
tested to see whetner their work shall abide (1 Co
313 ), but they themselves shall take part as judges
in the great world assize, which includes even the
angels (1 Co 63).
But although the Parousia is thus associated

with the judgment, it is not upon this aspect of

Christ’s return that the Epistles lay the most
stress. The Advent is to introduce that salvation
which is the end of their faith (1 P l7

"9
; cf. Ro

1311
, He 9s3 )

* that redemption for which they were
sealed (Eph 430 ; cf. I14, Ro S23

}. Then shall be
established * the eternal kingdom of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ ’ (2 P 1^ ; cf. 2 Th Is

, 2 Ti 418,
Ja 2s ). Then shall appear that heavenly Jerusalem
in which there shall be no more sin and sorrow
(Rev 212ff\ It is true that Revelation postpones the
appearance of the aeavenly Jerusalem till after

the Millennium, but the conception itself is found
in other books which show no trace of millen-

arianism, e.g. Gal 4s6
,
He 1223 ). Then shall be re-

vealed the glory of Christ (1 P 413
; cf. Tit213

) ; and
His followers, renewed in body (1 Th 523, Ph 320' 21

,

Ro S23), soul (1 Th S28
), and spirit (1 Th 5* 1 Co

53"8
), shall be manifested with Him in glory (Col 34,

2 Th l10), and rejoice in the vision ana likeness of
Christ (Ph 321

, 1 Jn 32
). Then shall they receive

that inheritance incorruptible and undefiled and
that fadeth not away, which, during this present
period of tribulation, is reserved for them in
heaven (1 P l4ir- ; cf. Eph l14) ; that rest for which
now they vainly long (2 Th l7) ; that crown of life

which the Lord has promised to all who love His
appearing (2 Ti 48

,
cf. I Co 925, Ja l12). This is the

Day of visitation (1 P 212), that consummation for
which the whole creation, now groaning in pain,

longs and cries, the revelation of the children of

Goa in the liberty of that glory when all sin shall
have ceased, and the bondage of corruption have
been done away (Ro 821* 22

).

To the emphasis which St. Paul lays upon the
Parousia as introducing the kingdom of glory is

doubtless to be attributed the fact that he speaks
only of a resurrection of believers (1 Th 416

,
Ph 311

,

1 Co 1523), From this fact many have concluded
that St. Paul was a chiliast, distinguishing, like
Revelation, between the first resurrection intro-

ducing the millennial kingdom and the final re-

surrection of all men before the last judgment.
In favour of this view is quoted 1 Co 1523* where
St. Paul distinguishes between the resurrection
of believers and the end when Christ shall deliver
up the kingdom to the Father. Cf. Millennium.
But, apart from possible exegetical objections
(Salmond, pp. 520 if., 561 ff.), tins view not only
ignores those passages in which St. Paul seems
to associate the final judgment with the Parousia
[e.g. Ro 216

; cf. Pfleiderer, Paulinismus?, p. 280 f.),

but also fails to account for the admitted fact
that St. Paul nowhere speaks of a higher glory
to follow that of the Messianic kingdom.
As to the manner of the Advent, with the ex-

ception of theApocalyptic passages, 2 Th 28, Rev 19,

which follow the warlike imagery of the OT, it is

represented, as in the Synoptic Gospels, as a coming
on the clouds of heaven (Rev l7, Ac l31

, 1 Th 416* 17
),

accompanied by hosts of angels, to gather His
saintsliving and dead into His heavenly kingdom.
The fullest account is I Th 418ff* ‘For the Lord

himself shall descend from heaven with a shout,

with the voice of the archangel, and with the
trump of God; and the deaa in Christ shall rise

first. Then we that are alive, that are left, shall

together with them be caught up in the clouds,

to meet the Lord in the air. Ana so shall we he
ever with the Lord’; cf. 1 Co 1552. This coming
is further associated with a renewal of nature
(Ro 821, 1 Co 7

31
;

cf. Ac 321, Rev 21 1
), after the

fashion of Is 6517
, a transformation which 2 P

represents as a great world conflagration in which
all the present elements shall he dissolved and
melt away in fervent heat (3

10
, cf. He 1226

).

As to the time of the Advent, it is near (Ja 5a,
1 P 47, He 1025

,
Rev 227

, Ro 1311
,

1 Co 7
29

).
‘ The

Lord is at hand’ (Ph 4B
). ‘Yet a little while, and

he that cometh will come, and will not tarry * (He
1037 ). St. Paul expects His arrival within his own
lifetime (1 Th 415, 1 Co 1553 * 52

). Yet the exact time
is unknown (1 Th 52,

1 Ti 615
). There are certain

preliminary signs which must be accomplished (the

destruction of Antichrist, 2 Th 28
; the conversion

of Israel, Ro ll25 * 28
; cf. Eph l10 ‘ a dispensation of

the fulness of the times’). It is with these pre-

liminary signs (the things shortly to come to pass,

l 1) that Revelation chiefly deals. The coming to

which the seer looks forward most vividly is not
the Advent of the Last Day, but the impending
judgment which awaits unfaithful Christians (Rev
25. i6 33. ii)

# When the day comes it will be as a
thief in the night (1 Th 52

, 2 P 310
). Hence there

is need of patience (Ja 57), and of watchfulness

(1 Th 56
). Even in St. Paul’s day there were those

who doubted the resurrection (1 Co 1512 ; cf. 2 Ti
217. i8). In the later books such doubt has become
common. 2 Peter speaks of mockers who ask
‘ Where is the promise of his coming ? For frora

the day the fathers fell asleep, all things continue a?

they were from the beginning of the creation,’ and
answers their objection by reminding them that
one day with the Lord is as a thousand years, and
a thousand years as one day. ‘The Lord is not
slack concerning his promise, as some count slack-

ness, hut is long-suffering to you-ward, not wishing
that any should perish * (3

s-9
).

From this brief survey the importance of the
Parousia in the apostolic thought has been made
manifest. Especially significant in this connexion
is the teaching of St. Paul. The Christian to St.

Paul is indeed already a spiritual man (Ro 89* 10
),

and as such a new creature (2 Co 517
). Even in

this life he rejoices in the peace of Christ (Ro 1513),
and sits with Him in heavenly places (Eph 2®, cf.

He 65 ). But his full salvation lies in the future,

in that completed kingdom to which his thought
continually turns (see SALVATION). Entrance to
this kingdom is the goal of all his endeavour (Ph
311-14

). Bv the hope of it he is sustained when all

seems darkest. Without it hewould be of all men
the most pitiable (1 Co 1519

). Thus the entire

thought of St. Paul is dominated by the expec-

tation of the speedy coming of Christ. This
expectation he finds expressed in the frequent cele-

bration of the Eucharist, which shows forth the
death of Christ * until he come ’ (1 Co ll26

). It gives
character to his ethics, leading him to desire for
himself and for his disciples freedom from tbo«e
family cares which may render their service less

efficient during that short time which remains
before the coming of the Lord (1 Co 7). It is ever
present in his prayers, whether, in his fear lest he
himself fail to reach the goal, he commit himself
to Him who is able to keep that which he has
entrusted to Him against that day (2 Ti l12), or, in
Ms fatherly anxiety for those converts who are to
be Ms glory and crown at the Parousia (2 Co l14),
he prays tnat the good work begun in them may
he perfected unto the day of Jesus Christ (Ph l8).
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This sense of the nearness of the time leads to
a passing over in St. Paul’s thought of the period
between death and the Advent. The middle state,

when referred to, is described as a sleep (1 Th 414
,

1 Co 1520* 61
), from which the disciples of Christ

shall awake to share the gladness and triumph of

the Parousia. This is not, indeed, always the case.

In certain important passages (2 Co 51'9
, Ph l21 * &)

we find St. Paul’s thought passing over into that
mysterious region, and expressing the hope of a
communion with Christ which nothing can disturb,

not even death before the Parousia. Especially
significant in this connexion is 2 Co 5lff,

} where St.

Paul associates this hope with the possession of a
new body to be put on at death. In this much-
discussed passage some interpreters find evidence
of a departure from St. Paurs earlier views of the
future—a departure to be accounted for only on the

f
round of experiences which have led him to revise

is former expectation of himself living to witness
the Parousia, and hence have brought into the
foreground of his thinking the life immediately
after death. Hence they attribute to it great
historic significance, as marking the transition

between St. Paul’s own earlier thinking and that
type of doctrine represented in the Fourth Gospel.

See especially Schmiedel, Hdcomm. ii. pt. i. pp.
200-202. Cf. also art. Resurrection.

iii. The Parousia in the Fourth Gospel.—
With the Fourth Gospel, we find ourselves trans-

ported into a different atmosphere. The Coming at
the Last Day is not, indeed, denied (cf. 5s9 640 2123

,

1 Jn 2s8, possibly also 14s ; cf. Stevens, Joh. Theol.

p. 333), but it is no longer the centre of interest.

The coining on which Jesus lays most stress in

His farewell words to His disciples is not His
judicial coming at the end of the age, but His
personal Advent to His disciples, whether physical
at His resurrection or spiritual in the gift of the
Paraclete (Jn 1418* ®). This fact is the more
significant, because these discourses take the
place in the Fourth Gospel of the ‘Apocalypse’
of the Synoptics with its prediction of the Parousia
and the destruction of Jerusalem. The Day to

which reference is repeatedly made in these dis-

courses (1420 1626) is not the ‘Last Day’ of the
judgment, but the gospel dispensation. So of the
allied conceptions, the resurrection and the. judg-

ment. The resurrection at the Last Day is not
denied, but R is not upon this that Jesus lays the
most stress, but rather upon that present resur-

rection which introduces a man here and now into

the life which shall never end. ‘I know,’ says
Martha, ‘ that [my brother] shall rise again in the
resurrection at the last day.’ Jesus answers, ‘I

am the resurrection and the life. He that be-

lieveth on me, though he die, yet shall he live : and
whosoever liveth and believeth on me shall never
die’ (ll24-26 ; cf. the passages which speak of

eternal life as a present possession, e.g. 6s4 1

7

s
).

So of the judgment of which Christ is the agent.

While its decisions are not finally disclosed till

the last day, they are being passed upon men here
and now. ‘ He that believeth not hath been judged
already ’ (3

18
). This emphasis on present spiritual

life is not, indeed, peculiar fco St. John. We have
found it already in St. Paul, who no less than St.

John has the doctrine of a spiritual resurrection.

But with St. Paul the chief stress falls on the

future, with St. John on the present. This change
of emphasis, while no doubt chiefly due to the

mystic tone which pervades the entire Gospel,

may be partly explained by the changed con-

ditions under which it was composed. St. Paul
and his generation have passed away. The period

between death and the last day looms ever larger,

as an increasing company of believers pass over

into the unseen world. The Church is firmly estab-

lished as an institution in the world, and looks
forward to a period of continued existence. The
Antichrist to be feared is no longer external but
internal ; not a hostile power to appear at the end
of the ages, but those false teachers who are
already working in the Church (1 Jn 218

). It is

natural, then, that chief stress should be laid on
present communion with Christ— a communion
not only real and precious here, hut continuing
unbroken in the life immediately after death. In
snch a theology the Parousia is no longer, as with
the Synoptics, the centre of interest. Instead of a
sudden catastrophe, introducing the disciples into
a new order of existence, we have a gradual pro-
cess, of which the ‘Last Day’ is only the final

consummation. Cf. Holtzmann, Hdcomm

.

:v. 177.

We have thus completed our survey of the NT
material, and we find that it presents us with, two
distinct types of thought. To the one, represented
most fully in the ‘ Apocalypse ’ of the Synoptics
and the earlier Epistles of St. Paul, hut present
also in most of the other books, the Parousia is

conceived after the analogy of the contemporary
Jewish Apocalypses as a great catastrophe, bring-
ing to a conclusion the present order of the
universe, and introducing the new age in which
alone the Kingdom of God can be realized. To the
other, represented most fully in the Fourth Gospel,
but having points of contact in Revelation, in
such Synoptic passages as Mt 26s4 1820

, and in the
Pauline doctrine of the present union of the be-

liever with Christ, the Parousia is rather the com-
pletion of an order of things which is already
existing, than the beginning of one which is new.
The question naturally presents itself as to which
of these two types most fairly represents the teach-

ing of our Lord? Axe we to think of Him (with

Holtzmann and others) as sharing the common
expectation of the early disciples of a visible

Advent in glory within the first generation ? And
does the Fourth Gospel represent the fading out
of this early expectation, in view of later experi-

ences ? Or is the very opposite the truth ? And
is it the fact (as E. Haupt contends) that the
Fourth Gospel presents ns with the true esehato-

logy of Jesus— a teaching "which, because of its

depth and originality, the disciples were able only
gradually to apprehend ? It is perhaps not pos-

sible to answer this question from a study of the

eschatological passages alone. The view taken
must be determined in part by considerations

drawn from Jesus’ teaching as a whole. Here,

as elsewhere, our Lord’s doctrine of the Kingdom
is fundamental. Those who give the phrase a
purely eschatological meaning, and minimize
Jesus’ teaching concerning the present Kingdom
{e.g. J. Weiss), will naturally interpret the passages

concerning the Parousia after the analogy of their

Jewish parallels. Those, on the other hand, who
see in Jesus’ doctrine of the Kingdom something
radically new, and who find this newness in His
assurance that the Messianic Kingdom is already

present in the little company of believers who
accept His gospel, will favour a spiritual inter-

pretation. Faced with a difficulty on either side,

it will seem to them easier to account for those

passages which are inconsistent with such an
interpretation as due to an imperfect apprehen-

sion by the disciples of the Master’s meaning,
than to believe that He, who in all other respects

possessed an insight so much clearer than His con-

temporaries, should, in the matter of eschatology

alone, have had nothing new to contribute.

iv. The Parousia in the later Church.—
No doctrine was more prominent in the early

Church than that of the Parousia. It was the

great hope by which the Christians were sup-

ported under the persecution and contempt which
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were so frequently their lot. It meets ns not only

among the Jewish Christians, with whose expecta-

tion of a conquering Messiah it was naturally in

accord, but among the Gentile Christians as well,

in many cases, as in the Canonical Apocalypse, it

is associated with the hope of a Millennial King-

Baldeusperger, Das Selbstbeumstsein Jem

,

p. 193 ff. ;
Wendt,

Die Lehre Jem, ii. p. 543 ff. [Eng. tr. ii. pp. 265-307] ;
Bruce,

The Kingdom of God

,

p. 273 ff. ;
Briggs, The Messiah of the

Gospels, esp. pp. 132-165 ;
Schwarzkopff, Wemagungen Jesu;

E. Haupt, Die eschatologischen Aussagen Jem{1895) ;
Punjer,

‘Die Wiederkunftsreden Jesu’ (ZwTh, 1878); J. Weiss, Die

Predigt Jem vom Reiche Gottes, also SK, 1892, p. 246 ff.;

Jiilicher, Die Gldchnisreden Jem; Gould, Comm, on Mark,

dom, preceding the final judgment—a Kingdom p. 240 ff’—For the teaching of St*. p*uk c
{

,

1
;Ffieiterer,

conceived now® carnally (p'apilsJ now Bpiritually ’•**£?
(Barnabas). See MILLENNIUM. In others, as in pavline Theology, p. 339 ff.—For the teaching of St. John,

most of the NT books, it is associated with cf. Stevens, The Johannine Theology, p. 329 ff.; Holtzmann,

the final judgment and regarded as introducing Neutestamentliche Theologie , ii. p. 511 ff. Much information
uue nnaj. luugiueiib, ^xiu ueu as o may be obtained also from the special notes on eschatology in
the world to come. By Marcion and the Gnostics ggft^nanni Edamm. (e.g. ii. p. 200 ff., iv. p. 177). See also the

it was rejected as part of the Jewish corrup-

tion of the gospel. The Montanists preached a
speedy Advent, and looked for the setting np of

a Millennial Kingdom at Pepuza. The extrava-

literature given under Millennium.
W. Adams Bkown.

PABSHANDATHA (wrusns ;
Qapadv, Qapaaveardy)

—The eldest of the sons of Haman, put to deatli

gances of their doctrine, together with the grow- by the Jews in Shushan (Est 97). For the ety*

mg strength and self-consciousness of the Church, mology Benfey suggests Pers. fragna-data= *
given

led to a gradual shifting of emphasis to other by prayer.’

doctrines. Tertullian, Irenaeus, and Hippolytus
<

still look for a speedy Advent ; but with the PABTHIANS {Udpdoi

;

Vulg. Parthi). — This

Alexandrine Fathers we enter a new circle of nationality is mentioned only in Ac 29
, in which

thought. As in the Fourth Gospel, the Parousia passage the descendants of Jews that had settled

is not denied, bnt another set of conceptions is in Parthia and afterwards returned to Jerusalein

placed in the foreground. With Augustine’s are clearly intended (see v.5). The Parthians in-

identification of the Millennium with the period habited a mountainous district, situated south of

of the Church militant, the Second Advent is post- the Caspian Sea, having on
.

its north Hyrcania,

poned to a distant future, and the way prepared on its south Carmania, on its west
#
Media, and

for that view of eschatology which has been on on its east Ariana. Justin (bk. xli.) describes

the whole controlling ever since. them as Scythian exiles, the word Parthian

identification of the Millennium with the period habited a mountainous district, situated south of

of the Church militant, the Second Advent is post- the Caspian Sea, having on its north Hyrcania,

poned to a distant future, and the way prepared on its south Carmania, on its west
#
Media, and

for that view of eschatology which has been on on its east Ariana. Justin (bk. xli.) describes

the whole controlling ever since.
.

them as Scythian exiles, the word Parthian

Into the history of modern interpretation we meaning * refugee ’ in their language. The tract

cannot enter. We may distinguish four different where they located themselves is a very fertile

positions, each of which has its advocates—(1) It one, and is watered by a number of small streams

is possible with Marcion and the Gnostics to re- that flow down from the mountains, liable to

gard the hope of the Parousia as a remnant of sudden and violent floods on the melting of the

Judaism, useful indeed in supporting the faith snow thereon, but of exceedingly small volume
of the disciples in the trying days of the begin- in summer-time. The principal mountains were

nings, but without foundation in fact, and so the Labus or Labutas (identified with the Sobod
destined to give place in time to a higher and Koh), the Parachoathras (Elburz), and the Masdor-

purer set of conceptions. But this involves the anus. It was divided into several districts, of

assumption of a mistake not onlyon the part of which Camisene on the north, Parthyene on the

the apostles, but on that of Jesus Himself, since it south-west of Camisene, Choarene on the west,

seems impossible to deny not only that Jesus pre- Apavarticene on the south, and Tabiene along the

dieted His own return, hut that this expectation borders of Carmania Deserta, were the principal,

was an important element in His Messianic con- Prom the second of these divisions, Parthyene, the
sciousness. (2) It is possible, with Augustine and country is regarded as having received its name,
the majority of theologians since his day, to regard In ancient times it was, to all appearance, much
the Parousia as a literal coming on the clouds to more densely populated than now, as, according
judgment, bnt to postpone this coming to an in- to Fraser (Khorassan, p. 245), the tract contains

definite future, concentrating attention in the
meantime upon the life immediately after death, cities ; and Ptolemy relates

the ruins of many large and apparently handsome
cities ; and Ptolemy relates that it had 25 large

But this does violence to those passages, both in towns. The capital of the district was Heca-
the apostolic teaching and in that of Jesus, which tompylos, and Darius Hystaspis (Behistun In-

predict the Parousia within the generation then scription

)

refers bo two other cities—Vispauzatis,

living. (3) It is possible, with Russell, to identify where a battle took place, and Patigrabana.
the Parousia with the destruction of Jerusalem, it is doubtful whether any credence can be
and so to regard it as past. But this is open to the given to the various stories of the origin of the
objection that the present condition of the Church Parthians. Moses of Chorene calls them descend-

does not correspond to that glorious state to which ants of Abraham by Keturah, and John of Malala
xrnn t j 1 a\ tj. ^< -1 ^ a : /t?_ i \the NT writers look forward. (4) It is possible,

finally, following the suggestion of the Fourth
Gospel, to regard the Parousia rather as a dispen-

i.1 * 1 _ L 1 I i „ -

agrees with Strabo (xi. 9, sec. 2), Arrian (Fr. 1),

and Justin (xli. 1-4), in regarding them as Scythians

brought by Sesostris from Scythia when he re-

sation than as a single event, beginning with the turned from that country and settled in a district

spiritual Advent by the risen Jesus, and con- of Persia. The first authentic information about
tinning on through all the intermediate experi- them, however, is given by Darius Hystaspis, who
ences of the Church until that ‘ Last Day 5 when speaks of them as inhabiting the tract with which
the work of salvation shall be fully accomplished, they are generally associated. However faithful

and the kingdoms of the world shall have become they may have been to their suzerain in the cen-

the kingdoms of the Lord and of His Christ. See tnries preceding the rule of the great Persian, on
alsoMan OF Sin, Millennium, and Paul, p. 729 f. the accession of Darius they evidently joined

LrrBiuruBB.—The art ‘Second Advent ’ in Kitto's Bill. Cycl. with the Hyrcanians in support of the pretender
I. p. 75, which gives references to the older Eng. literature ; Fravartis. Darius’ father, Hystaspes, went against
Warren, The Parousia ; Russell, The Parousia ; Salmond, The whn were, faithful to his son’s
Christian Doctrine of Immortality ; Beet, The Lott Thing,-,

ttlem™
,
Ul

,
0S®

Terry, BiblicalApocalyptics ; Diedonann, Die Parousie Chnsti cause, and defeated the allied army of the rebels
/I ono\ . tv. r.j.— j 4-I.a OOnH a+ fha mATiflr V vtro.Lr hnfl.
(1898) ; Schindler, Die Lehre vom Reiche Gottes in d. Schr.
des NT* (1891); and the appropriate sections in the Biblical

at Vispauzatis, on the 22nd of the month Viyakhna.
To all appearance, however, the Parthians and

Theologies of Weiss, Beyschlag, Holtzmann, and Stevens.—For fA hr Laincr 'haa.tPTi and
the doctrine of Jesus, consult Welffenbaoh, Der Wiederkunfts- Hyrcanians were far from being beate ,

gedanke Jesu, where the older critical literature is fully given ;
Hystaspes was in want of reinforcements. Darius
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therefore at once sent to him an army of Persians
from Raga. With these Hystaspes once more
took the field against the allies, and a second "battle

was fought at Patigrabana, on the 1st of Garina*
pada, the result being a second victory for the
Persians. 4 Thereafter,’ says Darius, 4 was the land
mine. This did I in Parthia.’
According to Herodotus (iii. 93), the Parthians

were in the 16th satrapy of the Persian empire as
divided by Darius, and they had along with them
the Chorasmians, the Sogdians, and the Areians.
This united province had to pay to the royal trea-
sury a sum of 300 talents of silver. In the war of
Xerxes against the Greeks, according to Herodotus
(vii. 66), the Parthians were in the same division
as the Bactrians, and had the same commander as
the Chorasmians. To all appearance they remained
faithful to the Persians to the end, serving with
them at Arbela against Alexander, to whom, how-
ever, they made but a feeble resistance when he
passed through their country on his way to Bactria
(Arr. Exp. Alex. iii. 8).

After the death of Alexander they formed part
of the domain of the Seleucidse, but revolted
about B.c. 256, under Arsaces, who founded the
native dynasty known as the Arsacidse. This
dynasty contained no fewer than thirty-one kings,
and lasted from about B.C. 248 until about A.D. 226,
when Sassan founded upon its ruins the dynasty of
the Sassanidse. The family of the Arsacidse,
however, continued to exist in Armenia as an inde-
pendent dynasty.
Having founded the empire of the Parthians,

which was to overshadow that of the Romans,
Arsaces devoted himself to the development of his
kingdom, and founded, in the mountain Zapaor-
tenon, the city of Dara. His son Tiridates is

supposed to have defeated Seleucus. Arsaces HL
(Artabanus I. ) came into conflict with Antiochus in.

Arsaces v. (Phraates I.) subdued the Mardi, and,
notwithstanding that he had many sons, following
an old Persian custom, he left Ms throne to his
brother Arsaces VI. (Mithridates I., B.C. 164-139).

This king is renowned as having greatly extended
the limits of his kingdom. Having subdued the
Medes, the Elymeans, the Persians, and the
Bactrians, he enlarged his dominions into India,

beyond the conquests of Alexander. He also over-
came the king of Syria, and added Babylonia and
Mesopotamia to his empire, which now had the
Ganges as its eastern and the Euphrates as its

western boundary. Other great rulers down to

the Christian era are the 7th, 9th, 12th, 13th, 14th,

and 15th of the name (Phraates II., Mithridates II.,

Phraates m., Mithridates in., Orodes i., and
Phraates rv.). Additional accounts of the earlier

rulers will probably be obtained from the astro-

nomical tablets of Babylonia, which often give
details of historical events, the material for dates,

and the names of distinguished personages with
their doings.

In the end the Parthians possessed the rule of

the greater part of Western Asia, from India to

the Tigris, and from Chorasmiato the shores of the
Indian Ocean. Their long wars with the Romans
are well known, and their peculiar method of

fighting enabled them to make a more successful

resistance to the advance of the Roman armies
than any other Eastern race. The greater and
more organized power at last gained the upper
hand, however, and Arsaces XV. (Phraates iv.),

who reigned from B.C. 37 to A.D. 13, delivered to

Augustus his five sons, with their wives and chil-

dren, who were all sent to Rome. Arsaces XIx.
(Artabanus in.), who began to reign in A.D. 16,

was the ruler of the country at the period referred

to in Ac 2s. He had a chequered career, and came
i\to conflict with the Romans, who set up other

members of bis family in opposition to him.
Though twice obliged to quit his kingdom, he was
twice recalled, and was succeeded, in A.D. 43, by
his son Gotarzes. The subjection of the country
was continued by Trajan, Antoninus, and Cara-
calla

; and the new Sassanian native dynasty of

Persia, under the command of Artaxerxes I., son of

its founder, put an end to Parthian rule A.D. 226.

Like the Boers in S. Africa, the Parthians early
learned the importance of accurate shooting, and
they became celebrated in the use of the bow,
which was apparently their chief weapon. It is

also noteworthy that they were good horsemen

;

and these two facts enabled them, like their more
modem imitators, to harass their opponents and
cause them loss. It was apparently on account of
this that they were enabled to retrieve, in the reign
of Hadrian, losses that they had suffered under
Trajan. The fact that they were all mounted
gave them an enormous advantage in the matter
of mobility, which is now recognized as an all-

important feature in operations in the field of

battle. Indeed, the Roman writers of the period of

the defeat and destruction of Crassus near Carrhee
(Haran), attribute to them great military prowess,
for which they became renowned. Even whilst
their horses were going at full speed, they shot
their arrows with wonderful precision, thus prevent-
ing an enemy from following them in their flight.

In art and civilization they were inferior to the
Persians and the Greeks, whose heirs, in a sense,

they were. Notwithstanding this, however, their

decorative designs sometimes possess a simple
excellence of their own that reminds one of simflai

designs of the Greeks, by whom, indeed, they
must have been greatly influenced, as is indicated

by the figures on the arch at Takht-i-Bostan, by
the designs on the reverses of their coins, and by
the fact that the inscriptions on the last are in the
Greek language. They would thus seem to have
adopted a gloss from that nation whom they con-
quered. That they were not a literary people
may be gathered from the circumstance that their

language is still practically unknown to us, the
Parthians having produced no literature that could
preserve it. Nevertheless, it is at least probable
that they were not so regardless of literature as

they have been thought, for Justin states that
Mithridates I., having conquered several nations,

gathered from every one of them whatsoever he
found best in its constitution, and framed from
the whole a body of most excellent laws for the
government of his empire. If this he true, he must
have been one of the wisest rulers of his time.

Among the cities founded by the Parthian dynasty,

Dara has already been mentioned, and the founda-
tion of Ctesiphon is also attributed to them
(Ammianus, xxiii. 6). This city is described by
Strabo as the winter residence of the Parthian
kings {Epit. xi. 32). Its ruins are even now the
wonder of the beholder. T. G. PINCHES.

PARTICULAR, PARTICULARLY,— 1 Co 12*
* Ye are the body of Christ, and members in

particular ’ fr f^povs, RV 4 severally members
thereof/ RVm * members each in his part ’) ; EpA
5s3 e Let every one of you in particular so love his

wife even as himself
5

(/cal fifieis ol tcad’ fra, fraaros

rfyr eavrov yvpcum o&rcos ayairdrca qjs £clvt6p
;
RV

4 Do ye also severally love each one his own wife
even as himself’). RV has given the mod. equiva-

lent of the phrase 1 in particular ’ which is found
in those places only. So Melvill, Diary

, p. 308,
4The King . . . calling the Magistrats and certean
of the ring-laders, ordeanit them to be tryed, in

particular, be the Barones, and gentilmen of the
countrey about St. Androis/ The subst. is used
in 2 Mac in the sense of detail, 280 4 To be curious
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in particulars belongeth to the first author of the

story
5

{iv rots Kara, fjipos)

;

lla0 * Of the particulars

... to commune with you * (inrip tovtojv kclto, pipos,

RV ‘in detail’). Cf. Shaks. I Henry IV. II. iv.

414

—

4 Examine me upon the particulars of my
life’ ; and II Henry IV. XV. ii. 36

—

4
1 sent your grace

The parcels and particulars of our grief.’

4 Particularly
5 has the same meaning as 4 in par-

ticular.’ It occurs in Ac 21 19 4 He declared par-

ticularly what things God had wrought ’ (i^yeiro

kcl6’ h Zkclo-tov Sjv iiroL^a-ev 6 debs
; RV 4 He rehearsed

one by one the things ’)
; and He 95

4 Of which we
cannot now speak particularly

5

(/card pipos, RY
‘severally’). So Knox, Hist. 115—‘This present
Writ is to make answer particularly to everie

Article.’

The adj. is used in the first Prol. to Sirach^ 4 It

[Siraeh] containeth . . . certain particular ancient
godly stories of men that pleased God’ (/JLtpuc&s

TLvas uraXatas Oeocpiheis lerroptas), wThere the meaning
is evidently ‘special’ (Vnlg. peculiares), as in

Bunyan, Holy Jrar, p. 142,
4 Then did Emmanuel

address himself in a particular Speech to the Towns-
men themselves.’ J. Hastings.

PARTRIDGE (tnj?, hove ).—This word occurs but
twice in OT, 1 S 2620' (where the LXX tr. it mktl-

Kbpa%) and Jer 17u (vipS^). In both the Yulg.
gives perdix. That kore

3

is not an owl (wtcrucopaZ)

is evident from the context of the passages in

which this Gr. word is tr4 ‘owl.’ On the other
hand, Caccabis chukar, C. R. Gray, the red-legged
partridge, or Ammoperdix Heyi

f
Temm., the sand

partridge, would suit exactly the comparison
which David makes between himself and the kore\
As regards the passage in Jeremiah, the best ex-
planation is to view the act of the partridge there
alluded to as founded upon a popular belief as to its

habits rather than upon strict fact. Bochart quotes
such a belief (ii. 85) from Damir, who says that 4

it

is of the nature of the partridge to come to the
nests of its congeners, and take their eggs and
incubate them ; but when the chicks come to fly

they return to the mothers which laid their eggs.’

There are numerous instances in the Bible of the
adoption of popular beliefs and their use to point
a moral. Such have been adduced in articles on
the ostrich, goat, owl, night-monster, leviathan,
satyr, horseleech, etc. The proper name *En-
hakkore ’ (Jg 1519) means

4 spring of the partridge.’
Caccabis chukar is a gallinaceous bird, the male

with a drab coat, beautifully mottled with cres-

centic markings of white and black beneath, red
legs, and a white throat. Ammoperdix Heyi is a
little smaller. The plumage of the male is sandy
buff*, washed with dark grey on the crown and
cheeks, pencilled and barred beneath with brown,
with a strip of white behind the eyes, an orange
beak, and olive-vellow legs. Both species inhabit
the most retired situations they can find, prefer-
ring rocky hillsides clothed with shrubs and tufted
grass. C. chukar is much more widely disseminated
than its relative. It is found most abundantly in
the middle and upper regions of Lebanon and
Antilebanon. It is also very abundant in the
mountains of the Syrian desert, often many miles
away from water.

^

The Arabs of that region say
that it does not drink. The sand partridge is found
only in the Dead Sea and Jordan Valleys. Both
species, but especially the latter, will run a con-
siderable distance rather than take to wing. A
hen with chicks will almost allow herself to be
caught in her anxiety to lead them out of danger.
The present writer once dismounted and caught
two chicks out of a brood which the hen was
luring away. She waited near by until he had
satisfied his curiosity by examining the fluffy

creatures, and, when he released them, ran to meet
them, and evinced the greatest satisfaction as she

led them to the rest of her brood, and got them
all out of sight as soon as possible. Red-legged
partridges are hunted by means of tame decoys

(Sir 1

1

30
), which call the wild birds. The

sportsman shoots them from an ambush. Some-
times wheat is scattered near the decoy, and
large numbers of wild birds settle down to eat it,

and numbers are killed by a single shot. This,

however, is considered quite unsportsmanlike
by the better class of natives. The partridge is

also hunted by falconry. The red-legged species

is easily tamed, and becomes very aflectionate and
confiding towards his owner. G. E. Post.

PARUAH (m"B ; B #oi/«wroi55, A 4>appoi/, Luc.

Bapaao&x).—Father or clan of Jehoshaphat, Solo-

mon’s prefect in IssachaT. Issachar stands tenth
(in the LXX twelfth) among the prefectures. In
Galilee these coincide with tribal districts. Out-
side Galilee only Benjamin is a prefecture in

itself.

PARVAIM (o?n§, LXX $apovdip).—Only in 2 Ch
36, where Solomon, in the ornamentation of his

temple, is said to have used ‘gold of Parvaim. 5

Gesenius (Thesaurus
, p. 1125) suggests after Wil-

ford its derivation from Sanscrit pttrva, 4 eastern,’

i.e . eastern regions. Sprenger (Alte Geog. Arabiens,

p. 54 f.) found a Farwa in Yemen. Glaser (Skizze

d. Ges. u. Geog. Arabiens, ii. p. 347) identifies

Parvaim with Sdk el-Farwaim, which lies about
one day from Dharyjja, and not far west of the two
Abdns, between which flows the Wady er-Rumma.

Ira M. Price.
PASACH (*ic$ ; B B<u<npxl> A QearjxL).—An Asher-

ite, 1 Ch 7s3
.

PAS-DAMMIM (DT£i db ; B $a<roffoju,i$, A Qacrodopl,

Luc. [iv] rots Se/5pdv).—The name of a place in the
west of Judah, between Socoh and Azekah, as

S
ven in 1 Ch ll13

. It is simply a variant of

phes-Dammim (\vh. see), the place where David
slew Goliath (1 S 171

).

PASEAH (np|). — i. A descendant of Judah,
I Ch 413 (B Beacrrje, A ^ecrci/). 2. The father of

Joiada, who repaired the old gate, Nek 36 (#a<jr<?/c). It

is possible, however, that 4 Paseah’ here has not an
individual but a family sense, as in—3. The eponym
of a family of Nethinim who returned with Zerub-
babel, Ezr S49 (B Qurbv, A $acnj)=Neh 751 (B 4>e(r^,

A <f>€<T<rtjy S $aun}). The name appears in 1 Es 581

as Phinoe.

PASHHUR ; IIa<rx&p, Qacrx&p, $a(<r)<roijp(a),

$d(Tcropos
t ^aurotip, $a<re(8)oijp ; Fosere [1 Es l)

22
],

Fha(s)sur, Pheshur. Etymology unknown; Ges.
Thes. suggests 4 safety on every side ’ [Arab, fsh
and *rinp] in contrast to Magor-missabib ; other’s
4
splitter,’ from ws).—1. The son of Malchiah, one

of the princes sent by Zedekiah to inquire of
Jeremiah concerning Nebuchadrezzar’s invasion,
Jer 211

. He is named also among the princes who
heard that Jeremiah was urging the people to
desert to the Chaldaeans. He joined in urging the
king to put Jeremiah to death, and in imprisoning
him in a muddy oubliette, from which he was
rescued by Ebed-melech, Jer 381'18

. This Pashhux
was perhaps the father of the Gedaliah ben Pashhux
also mentioned in 381 (but cf. 2) ; and probably the
Pashhur ben Malchiah mentioned in I Ch 913 Neh
ll12 as the ancestor of a certain Adaiah is the same
person.

2. The son of Immer, governor of the temple, and
riest. When Jeremiah announced the ruin of
udah, Pashhur had him beaten and placed in tb»
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Blocks, but released him the next day. Thereupon
Jeremiah repeated his threats, declaring that J"
had called Pashhur’s name not Pashhur but
Magor-missabib (wh. see),

4 terror on every side,
5

and added that Pashhur should die in exile at
Babylon, Jer 201*8

. V. 6 implies that Pashhur had
prophesied the deliverance of Judah from the
Clialdseans. Pashhur ben Immer was perhaps the
father of Gedaliah ben Pashhur mentioned in Jer
381

, but cf. 1.

3. Pashhur, the father of Gedaliah, Jer 381
, may

be identical with either 1 or 2 ; or may be a third
Pashhur.

4. B£n£ Pashhur, a priestly clan, mentioned in
Ezr 2s8 Neh 741 as contributing 1247 (1 Es S25 1047)
to those who returned with Ezra ; and six, men-
tioned by name (Ezr 1022, 1 Es 922

), to those who
divorced foreign wives. According to Neh 10s,

Pashhur, either the clan or its chief, sealed the
covenant referred to in that chapter. It is possible,
but very improbable, that the name of the clan
was derived from one of the above Pashhurs. Cf.
Meyer, Entstehung d. Judenthums,p. 169 f.

W. H. Bennett.
PASS, PASSAGE, PASSENGER.—The verb to

pass is both trans. and intransitive. Of its trans.
use in AY the only meaning demanding attention
is to exceed, surpass : 2 S l26

4 Thy love to me was
wonderful, passing the love of women 5

; 2 Ch 922

4 King Solomon passed all the kings of the earth
in riches and wisdom 5

(RY 4 exceeded 5

) ; Ezk 3219

4 Whom dost thou pass in beauty V

;

1 Es l49
4 The

governors . . . passed all the pollutions of all

nations 5

; Sir 25fl 4 The love of the Lord passeth
all things for illumination

5

; Eph 319 4 The love of
Christ, which passeth knowledge 5

; Ph 47 ‘The
peace of God, which passeth all understanding. 5

Cf. Gn 261 Tind. ‘There fell a derth in the lande,
passing© the first derth that fell in the dayes of
Abraham 5

; Dt 25s Tind. 4
xl. stripes he shall geve

him and not passe.
5 So the participle as adj. in

Rhem. NT, Eph l 19
4 That ye may know . . . what

is the passing greatness of his power.
5 A slight

difference

=

go beyond, is Pr 8s9 4 When he gave to
the sea his decree, that the waters should not pass
Ms commandment 5

(vs-msi *6, RY ‘should not
transgress his commandment 5

).

Intransitively ‘pass 5
is used in AY as we now

use 4 pass away 5

: Job 1420 4 Thou prevailest for
ever against him and he passeth 5

; Ps 1486 4 He
hath made a decree which shall not pass 5

; Mt 518

‘Till heaven and earth pass 5

; Mt 24s4
, Mk 1330,

Lk 1617 (RY always except Job 1420 ‘pass away, 5

which is the usual AY tr. for the verb used). So
Hamilton, Catechism, fol. xiv, ‘Hevin and erd
sail pas, hot my word sail nocht pas

5

; Ja l10

Rhem. 4As the floure of grasse shal he passe.
5

Cf.
also Chaucer, Squieres Tale,

494

—

* Whyl that I have a leyser and a space,
Myn harm I wol confessen, ere I pace

'

;

and Shaks. K. Lear, V. iii. 314

—

4 Vex not his ghost : O let him pass I he hates him much
That would upon the rack of this tough world
Stretch him out longer.*

A passage is in AV either a ford across a river
or a mountain pass, except that once the word is

used for 4 leave to pass,
5 Nu 2021 4 Edom refused to

give Israel passage through his border.
5 * The

Heb. is always some form from -g#
*

abhar
,

4 to cross.
5

The meaning isford in Jos 22u 4 at the passage of
the children of Israel

5
(V*p#: Rv 4 on the

side that pertaineth to the children of Israel
5

),f

* Of. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. (Selby's ed. p. 36),
* As if the multitude, or the wisest for the multitude’s sake,
were not ready to give passage rather to that which is popular
wad superficial, than to that which is substantial and profound.*

f The AV tr., which is from the Geneva Bible, refers to the
place where the Israelites crossed the Jordan. But the word

Jg 12s * 6 (RY ‘ford 5

), Jer £>1
32 (RYm ‘ford

5

) ; and
mountainpass in 1 S 1323 144, Is 1029 (all ‘pass

5

in
RY), Jer 2220 (RV ‘Abarim, 5 which see). Cf.

Coryat, Crudities

,

i. 210, ‘There are in Yenice
thirteen ferries or passages.

5 Passage occurs also
in Jth 67 77 of the approach to a city (avaficLcns, RY
4 ascent 5

), and in Wis 1917 of the way to the door
of a house (SLodos). Cf. Milton, PL x. 304

—

‘ From hence a passage broad,
Smooth, easy, inoffensive down to HelL*

Passenger in AY means ‘passer-by,
5

not, as
now, one ‘booked for a journey 5

: Pr 916 ‘She
sitteth at the door of his house ... to call pas
sengers who go right on their ways 5 (ipTniy*? tiipb,

RY 4 to call to them that pass by 5

) ; and Ezk 3911

14.15 (onnyn, RY ‘they that pass through 5
).* Cf.

Hall, Works

,

ii. 104, ‘Not as a passenger did Christ
walke this way, but as a visitor, not to punish,
but to heale 5

; Adams on 2 P l3
4 The passengers

in mockery bad Christ come down from the cross.
3

J. Hastings.
PASSION in AY has two meanings. 1. Suffer-

ing (the lit. sense of Lat.passio

;

cf.
4compassion 5

),f
applied to the suffering of our Lord in Ac l3 ‘To
wnom also he showed himself alive after his
passion 5

(perb rb 7radeiv avr6v). The word is a good
one (being etymol. connected with iradeiv), it was
taken by Wyclif from Yulg. post passionem suam,
goes right through the Eng. versions, and is re-
tained in RY. Cf. 4 Passion-week. 5 But it is the
only case in which ‘passion 5 was accepted by AY
from the earlier YSS : see He 29 Wyc. 4 Xhesus for
the passioun of deeth, crowned with glorie and
honour 5

(so Rhem., the rest ‘suffering
5

); IP lu
Wyc. ‘the passiouns that hen in Crist

5

(so Tind.,
Cran., Rhem., but Gen., AY ‘sufferings

5

); 413
Wyc. 4 Comyne ye with the passiouns of Crist,

5

Tind. ‘partetakers of Christes passions,
5

so all

until AV ‘partakers of Christ’s sufferings.
5 Also

in ref. to the believer’s sufferings (in the plu.) Ro
818 Wyc. ‘ I deme that the passiouns of this tyme
ben not worthi to the glori to comynge/so Rhem.,
but Tind. and the rest ‘afflictions,

5 AY ‘suffer-

ings 5

; He 1032 Wyc. ‘Ye suffriden greet striif of
passiouns,

5

Tind. 4 a greate fyght in adversities,
5

Rhem. ‘a great fight of passions,
5 AV ‘a great

fight of afflictions.
5

It is evident that ‘ passion
5
in

the sense of suffering was passing away when AV
was translated (the Rhem. version follows the
Yulg. too slavishly). Craik says that Shaks.
retains the word in this sense only in two or three
antique expressions. Indeed, except Hamlet, II. i.

105, ‘Any passion under heaven that does afflict

our natures,
5

the only use in this sense is in strong
scurrilous exclamations in reference to Christ’s
last sufferings. But it is of course found in writers
of the time and later ; cf. Hall, Works, ii. 150

—

‘Jewes and Samaritanes could not abide one
another, yet here in leprosie they accord, . . . com-
munity or passion hath made them friends, whom
even religion disjoyned. 5

2. Feeling, emotion
,
only twice in AV, and both

plural, Ac 1415 4We also are men of like passions
with you 5

(ojjioioTadeis iapev vjuv, RYm * of like
nature 5

) ; Ja 517
. Cf. Article i. (in Thirty-nine

Articles),
4 There is but one living and true God,

everlasting, without body, parts, or passions. 5

This is nearly the sense of 4 passions of sins
5

in Ro
76

, AVm and RV for AY ‘motions, 5 where it is a
literal tr. of the Gr. (t» rraQijpara rQv bpa.fm.Csv),

so tr. means usually ‘the other side,* as in 1 S 2613, whence
LXX b tu ortpccv vlah ’Itrpctfa, Vulg. contra JUios Israel.
* The Hebrew is difficult, probably corrupt. See Davidson,

in lac. Some (by changing Dnny into wnzyj translate ‘a valley

of Abarim.* This, however, is to enlarge the extent of that
geographical name on the basis ofan emendation.

f Andrewes, Works, ii. 123, ‘ Compassion is but passion at
rebound.

1
Cf. also ‘ passionless renown* in the well-known

hymn.
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though the approach is nearer to our modem use
of ‘passions.

9 In the mod. sense RV has intro-

duced the word also into Ro l26
,
Gal 5s4, Col 36,

1 Th 4®. J. Hastings.

PASSOYER.—Our knowledge of the origin and
early history of the Passover is derived from the
accounts of the OT, supplemented by the relevant
material thus far gained from the study of the early

customs of other Semitic and primitive peoples.

The most important passages are, of course, found
in the laws of the Pent., and for our present pur-

pose we shall accept the generally received con-

clusions as to the age and authorship of the various

strata of legislation (see Hexateuch). But even
so, our attempt to trace the history and develop-

ment of this feast will necessitate considerable
critical discussion.

I. Old Testament References.
A. In the Law and Ezekiel.

1. JE.
2. Deuteronomy.
3. EzekieL
4. P.

A In the Historical and Prophetical Writings.

3. The Chronicler.
C. Resume.

ii Origin and Primitive Significance.

1. Name.
2. Older Views.
8. The Offering of the Firstborn.
4. A Feast of Atonement.
5. A Blood Covenant.
6. Conclusion,

iii. The Post-exilic Passover.
1. Manner of Observance.
2. Number of Participant*.

8. Time.
Literature.

i. OT References.—The passages to he con-
sidered are—Ex 2318 S423 1221

"2* Dt 161”8
, Ezk 4

5

21ff
*,

Ex 12i-is. 4s-49
5 Lv 23s

, Nu 9lff* 2816, Jos 510
, Hos

2n 95 129 (
10

), Am 52L 810, Is 3029
, 2 K 2321

'23
, 2 Ch 8 13

30. 351"19
, Ezr 619f*.

A. In theLaw andEzk.—1. JE.—In the so-called

‘Second Decalogue 5 (Ex 3410“26) we have the com-
mand C

25
) ‘Thou shalt not offer the blood of my

sacrifice with leavened bread; neither shall the
sacrifice of the feast of the Passover (ncsn 10 TO]) be
left until the morning. 5 The same prohibition
appears Ex 2318 in the ‘Book of the Covenant 5

(Ex 20--23™}, hut instead of the phrase ‘ the sacri-

fice of the feast of the Passover 7 we there have
‘ neither shall the fat of my feast ('an a^n) remain
all night until the morning. 5 Many kave held
that this latter expression has precisely the same
content as the former, and have thus established
the entire agreement of the two verses. We should
then find our feast mentioned in the very oldest

E
ortions of the Law. That this is really the case,
owever, becomes somewhat doubtful upon closer

examination. In both sections we have mention
of the three great feasts of later legislation, which
are to be kept unto J"—the feast of Unleavened
Bread, ofWeeks, and of Ingathering. And accord-
ing to subsequent usage it is in connexion with the
first, the feast of Unleavened Bread, held in the
month of Abib, the month in which Israel came
out of Egypt (Ex 231® 3418), that we should expect
to find mention of the Passover. It might, indeed,
seem that this was intended in Ex 3419f

-, where,
breaking the parallelism to the account of Ex 23,
there is a command regarding the ottering of the
firstborn males of all the herds. One might
naturally conclude that this sacrifice came at the
time of the preceding feast. However this may
he, the ‘ Book of the Covenant 5

in its present form
knows nothing of such a connexion, for there the
firstborn is to he offered on the eighth day, after
being seven days with its dam (Ex 22^ t

30
* ; cf. Lv

22F, Nowack et al. make this a later insertion

see Arch. ii. 147, n. 3). Furthermore, there is in

the ‘ Book of the Covenant 5 nothing that can be
legitimately interpreted as a reference to the Pass-
over. This is certainly true of the expression in

2318
,
which one would naturally limit neither to

the Passover nor to the sacrifice of the firstborn,

but rather would understand as referring to
all bloody offerings and as including all feasts.

Possibly we should so vocalize as to read the
plural ‘ my sacrifices

5 and ‘ my feasts
5
('rat, '30 ; cf.

Dill.-Rys. Com. in loco. In Ex 34s5 LXX reads
dvjjuay&TbJv jjlov). As to Ex 3425, where the explicit

mention of the Passover is met with at present,

we need to note, first, that the term hagg (nosn :n)

is nowhere else in the Pent applied to the Pass-
over, but confined mainly, if not exclusively, to
the three great feasts mentioned above (cf. Driver,

Deut. p. 188 ; and on hagg, Wellh. Reste Arab.
Heidentums, 1897, pp. 68& and 79 ff.). Such a
usage (cf. Ezk 4521

) as we have here indicates the
blending of Passover and mazzdth (feast of Un-
leavened Bread) ; but in Dt, where this actually
occurs, we find no such designation for the Easter
festival as a whole. It may well he, as some
maintain (Wellh. Proleg. 4,

p. 84; Benzinger, Arch.
470 n.; W. R. Smith, Encyc. BritA xviii. 343 as
against RS 221 n.), that the expression is a later

insertion which makes specific application of the
more general principle stated in 2318

. If, however,
we think the passage should be retained and
assigned to J, as many do (Nowack, l.c. ii. 147,

n. 3 ; Bertholet, Deut. p. 50, et al.), then we may-
claim the early occurrence of the name Passover,
but can not affirm any connexion between it and
mazzdth. The point of the verse would he, that in
the case of the Passover, as in that of other animal
sacrifices, everything in the nature of putrefaction
must he avoided. It would thus stand as a pre-
cursor of the kindred Levitical ordinances of later

times. We find among other primitive peoples
injunctions of like nature in relation to sacrifice

(cf. RS p. 221 ; Smend, AT Relig.-Gesch. p. 140).

Ex 1221
'27 may be next considered. It states

how Moses summons the elders, and bids them go
and kill the Passover, as though such a command
needed no further explanation. With a bunch of
hyssop (cf. Lv 144ff

*) they are to stain the lintel

and the doorposts, and no one is to leave his home
until the morning. All this is to he done because
J" is to pass through and smite the Egyptians ; hut
where He sees the blood on the doorway He will
not allow the destroyer to enter. This same cere-

mony is to he observed hereafter as a lasting
memorial. In the Promised Land they are to
keep it, and explain its significance to their children.
They are to tell them it is the sacrifice of the Pass-
over to J" who passed over the houses ('ro Vy non)

of Israel, and delivered them, when He smote the
Egyptians. On hearing this the people how in
worship and proceed to do as commanded.

It is generally Tecognized that we have in this
section an account not originally belonging to the
present context, although it seems at first sight to
fit in admirably with the preceding narrative, and
to tell how Moses imparted the command to the
people which he had received from J". It is, how-
ever, a very different command in content and in
language. The essential details previously given
(v. 3®*) are not included, and, what is even more
important, new ones are introducedand emphasized.
There is no hint that it is the firstborn who are
slain, no allusion to the paschal meal, hut the
blood ceremonial* is the aU-important feature.
The conception is, that the blooa stained on the
doorway works exemption from destruction for alf

* On the translation threshold in v.® for basin (*]D), cf. below
ii. 5.
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within ; but there is no explanation as to how this
conies about. The resemblance to v. 7ff

* may ex-
plain why the section was inserted here. Whatever
the source from which it came, the simplicity of
detail as over against the former account (vv. 1*13

)

supports the view of its priority and independence.
In its essence it may go back to JE, even though,
as most agree, its present form is later than Dt
(cf. Wellh. Comp. d. Hex. p. 75 5 Dill.-Rys. Com.

pp. Ill, 126; Nowaek, Arch. ii. 148 n. 1).

These are the only passages where we can look
for explicit references in JE . But there are, besides,
the notices of Israel’s oft-repeated request for per-
mission to go forth and celebrate a feast in the
wilderness of Sinai (Ex 318 716 8^* 109 et passim).
These indicate the existence at this period of a
festival that may in some way be related to the
Passover. We return to this question later on (ii. 6).

2. Deuteronomy.—Here in 161'8 we have the
earliest undisputed explicit reference to our feast
and use of the word Passover (cf. above, and Wellh.
Proleg.

4 84 n.). Its observance, we are told, falls

in the month of Abib, the month of ears (cf. Ex
134 2315 3418

), which is the older name for Nisan
(Mar.-Apr.), because in this month J" brought
them out of Egypt at night. At this season they
are to sacrifice to J" the Passover, consisting of
sheep and cattle, at the place which He may choose
for His worship. With the sacrificial meal and
during seven days they are to eat only unleavened
bread. This is the bread of affliction, because of
the trepidation with which they came forth from
Egypt. So are they to be ever reminded of that
anxious day. During the seven days no leaven is

to be allowed to remain within Israels borders, and
of the offerings of the first day none of the flesh is

to be permitted to remain until the morning (cf.

Ex 23 18 3425). The Passover may not be sacrificed

at one’s dwelling-place, but only at that place
which J" shall choose for His worship. There at
the setting of the sun, at the time when they came
forth from Egypt, it shall be sacrificed. Six days
shall unleavened bread be eaten, and on the seventh
there shall be a festal gathering to J", and no work
shall be done.
As compared with other legislation, four points

are especially noteworthy, (a) Instead of merely
introducing mazzdth (P), the Passover here becomes
an integral part of it, i.e. the Passover day becomes
the first day ^of that feast. It is striking that so

much attention should be paid in these eight verses
to this one ordinance, and so little to the further
regulations. The explanation may be that the
centralization of all worship in one sanctuary,
which is the novel and most important feature of

Deuteronomic legislation, especially affected the
Passover, and so required more explicit formulation
(cf. Nowaek, Arch. ii. p. 153). But even then
other difficulties still remain, and it may be reason-
ably doubted whether the section stands at present
in its original form. Vv.ab

*4b seem an interpolation

into the connected account contained in w. 1* 2 and
B_7 (|iff*n$ dV* in v. 4 would then, of course, be a later

addition). V. 8
, which makes further mention of

mazzdth, seems incongruous in suddenly speaking
of six days when seven were named before (v.8).

The stated assembly (mxp) recalls the priestly

legislation, and contradicts the preceding command
to return home on the following morning. So it

seems probable that this apparent blending of the
two feasts comes from reconstruction by a writer
of later date than the Deuteronomist. * (6) It is

*Ci Steuemagel, 4 Dent.* in Handkom. He assigns the
Passover to J ana mazzdth to E, and considers all references to
mazzdth here as later additions after the union of J and E, £.e.

mates RJE later than 7> ; cf. Bertholet in Eurzer Eandcom.

;

Gomill, EvnMt. p. 25, regards w.8* 4 asan interpolation correct-

ing v.8 ; Stade, Gesch. i. 558, thinks w.1-4 and 6-8 are irrecon-

cilable doublets. In support of this, cf. Holzinger, Hex. p. 399.

expressly stated and strongly emphasized that the
Passover is not to be observed as a domestic rite
in the individual homes, but at the temple in Jeru-
salem (vv. 3, 6- 7

). But this does not mean, as we
see, that it is to take the form of a general offering
for all (so Ezk), hut that it is rather made up of
the private individual sacrifices (cf. Wellh. Proleg

,

4

p. 89). (c) The offering is not limited to a lamb
(Ex 12), but may be taken from the flock or the
herd (v. 2

). To explain this statement in the light
of later usage, i.e. as referring to the private sacri-
fices alluded to in 2 Ch (3022"24 357'9

), the later
hagigah (nmn), or peace-offerings, does violence to
the text. This would mean the mention of a detail,
and silence regarding the all-important feature.
Furthermore, the use of the sing, in vv. s* 7 shows
that the writer has in his mind the sacrifice on the
Passover evening.* (cl) Another point to be noted
is the manner of preparing the Passover sacrifice.
It is to be boiled (v. 7).f The OT allusions seem to
point to this as an early method of preparing sacri-
fice (Jg 619ff

*, 1 S 213‘ 18 . and cf. Ex 2319 3426
, Dt 1421),

and some think that this was gradually replaced by
the more refined mode of roasting (cf. Benzinger,
Arch. 435, 451 ; Wellh. Proleg. 4

p. 68). The pro-
hibition of the use of leavened bread is found in the
three great codes of the Pent., but nowhere else is

it called the bread of affliction (up on!?). We can
compare this with the account in Ex 1234* 39 (JE),
which is suggested by the expression c in trepida-
tion ’ (pisrn Ex 1211).

3. Ezk 4521
*24

.—Turning next to Ezk, we find the
Passover mentioned in a section discussing the
part of the prince in the feasts and sacrifices
(4517_4qi5^ it is assigned to the 14th day of the
first month, and spoken of as a feast of seven days,
during which unleavened bread is to he eaten. On
the first day the prince is to prepare a bullock as a
sin-offering for himself and the people of the land,
and otherwise daily a he-goat for this same pur-
pose. There shall he, besides, a daily burnt-offering
of seven bullocks and seven rams, with an accom-
panying daily offering of fourteen ephahs of meal
(509*6 lit.), and fourteen hins of oil (84*98 lit.).

This is such a large quantity that Cornill would
so correct as to make it indicate the amount for
the entire seven days ; bnt it is probably better
explained by Ezk’s conception of the fruitfulness
of the land in the new age. The sacred year is

here clearly divided into halves, and so the sug-
gestion (Smend, Bertholet) that v. 21 has been
corrected according to Ex 1218 (Lv 235, Nu 2816),
seems in place, especially as the text has been dis-

turbed (mp3^ for nyzv). The parallelism of the
feasts makes probable au original reading, ‘In
the first month, on the fifteenth day of the month,
ye shall have the Passover 9

(cf. Bertholet, Com. in
loco). The Passover appears with the atoning
significance which Ezk puts into all the cultus.
This is manifested especially in the sin-offering,

which is not elsewhere so connected with it. The
festival is to he celebrated throughout at the central
sanctuary, whereas Dt seems to demand this ex-
pressly for only the first part. The daily sacrifice

is accurately defined, and the record is otherwise
more explicit than Dt in naming not only the
month, bnt in giving further the exact day. As
in Dt, it is a seven-day festival, and mazzdth is so
blended with the Passover as almost to lose its

* Cf. Driver, Com. p. 191 ; Bertholet, Com. p. 50 ; Wellh.
ProlegA p. 99 ; Nowaek, Arch, ii p. 153, n. 1. J. Muller
(Kritwcher Versuch uber d. Ursprung u. d. gesch. Entwicklung
d. Pesach- u. Mazzothfestes, Bonn, 1884) makes this a later
custom than P. Against this see Dill.-Rys. Com.

f Wn, primarily £ to become ripe,* hut is the usual word (in

Piel) for boiling, so used in related dialects. The later (har-

monizing?) expression S??? (2 Ch 3518) cannot count

against this usage. The usual verb for roasting is nVs
;
cf.

Driver, in loco ; and Nowaek, Arch. ii 153, n. 3.
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identity. There is no mention of a Passover lamb
or of any private celebration whatever. It is

rather the sacrifice of the community offered by
the prince for himself and the people.

4. Lv 235, Ex 121"13
* Nu 91"14 2816

, Jos 510.—
As we pass to the body of law assigned to the
priestly stratum, we can begin with the ‘ Law of

Holiness’ (Lv 17-26), which, is supposed to embody
in a later modified form an earlier independent
body of law. A very close relationship clearly exists

between this section and Ezk, but as a whole it

is probably later (but see the discussion of this

point in Driver, LOT 9 147 ff., and the literature

there cited). All that bears on our subject is

confined to the simple statement that the Pass-
over, as the opening festival of the year, is to be
held on the evening of the 14th of the first month
(235

). Apparently it is mentioned only for the
sake of completeness in the enumeration of the
feasts, and presupposes the fuller legislation of

Ex 12.

Ex 121"13 explains the origin of the Passover,
and gives details not elsewhere mentioned. While
they are yet in Egypt, the Lord speaks to Moses
and Aaron, and directs that they reckon the current
month as the first month of the year. In antici-

pation of what is to come, they are to command
all the congregation to take, on the tenth day of

the month, lambs according to their families.

Where the family is too small to dispose of a lamb,
the head of the household is to unite with his

neighbour, and they together are to take one, the
number thus included and the capacity for con-
sumption of each member being taken into account.
A lamb or a kid may be taken, but it shall be a
perfect animal (so usually for sacrifices, cf. Lv 2219

),

a male (cf. Lv Is* 10
), ana one year old (cf. Lv2227

$

for all these points cf. Benzinger, Arch. 451 et

passim). It shall be kept until the 14th of

the month, and then all the congregation shall

slay it (i.e. each his lamb) at the evening hour.
With the blood they are to stain the lintel and
doorposts of the house in which the feast is held.

The flesh shall be eaten that night with unleavened
cakes and bitter herbs. It may not be eaten raw
or boiled, but roasted, the victim being kept intact
with head, legs, and inwards. All remnants shall
be burned that night, and no part left till morning.
The participants are to eat m haste, prepared for
a journey, with their flowing garments girt about
them, their sandals bound on, their staves in their
hands. For this is the feast of the Lord’s Pass-
over, who saith, ‘ I will pass through the land of
Egypt this night, and smite all the firstborn of man
and beast. And against all the gods of Egypt will

I execute judgment. I am the Lord.’ The blood
shall be a sign to mark the houses where Israel
dwells, and into these the destroying plague shall
not enter when the Lord smites Egypt. In
w.43-51 comes an added ordinance as to those who
may observe the Passover. The context implies that
this was given in Succoth, apparently because of
the presence of the mixed multitude (v. 88

) ; but all

the allusions show that the observance in the
Holy Land is especially intended. No foreigner,
sojourner, or hired servant may eat the Passover.
Only the circumcised are to he admitted under any
circumstances. If a stranger be circumcised with
all the males of his household, and thus becomes
identified with the Jewish nation, he may observe
it. So also circumcised servants are to be included,
for all Israel must observe it. In v. 48 we have
repeated, from the previous section, the particulars
which serve to lay emphasis on the idea of unity
which is here throughout made so prominent.
V.50 would seem to mean that ever after they
observed the Passover as here directed. Y.61 repeats
ab

, and is not in place at present.

In Nn 91
'14 another law is added. The date ol

this is given as the first month of the second year
after the Exodus. In obedience to the command
of J" given through Moses, they observe the Pass-

over. But some who were ceremonially unclean
by reason of contact with a dead body are excluded,

and they come to ask why they must be deprived
of their share in the sacrifice. Moses seeks in-

structions from J", and receives command that any
who are unclean at the Passover season, or who
are absent on a journey, shall observe it on the
14th day of the second month in the same manner
as the regular Passover is observed. Several

details are repeated (vv.n * n
) : unleavened bread

and bitter herbs are to be eaten with it ; nothing
shall remain until the morning, and no hone is to

be broken. If a manwho is not hindered in either

of the above ways fails to keep the Passover, he
is to be cut off from the nation. Strangers must
observe the same regulations that are binding for

the Jews.
Once more—and again apparently for the sake

of completeness—we find an allusion to the Pass-
over in Nu 2818. The section deals with regular
and special sacrifices ; hut since there are no temple
sacrifices in the case of the Passover, only the
mention of its occurrence on the 14th of the first

month was needed.
The same writer records in Jos 510 the first Pass-

over in Canaan. At the close of the wandering
in the wilderness, after the renewal of circum-
cision, it is celebrated on the 14th of the month
while they are encamped at Gilgal.

These accounts of P, which we have thus
brought into review, show certain divergences
from the ordinances of the previous writers, and
reveal a wealth of detail not elsewhere found. As
over against Dt (as it now stands) and Ezk, the
Passover is always carefully distinguished from
mazzdth, which begins on the following day. The
celebration is domestic, and not apparently at all

connected with the central sanctuary. In Dt we
found the time given simply as the month of Abib.
P does not use this name, but calls it the first

month, and gives the exact day; in both these
particulars agreeing with the present form of Ezk.
Why the lamb was chosen on the tenth day, so long
in advance, we are not told. Possibly it is because
of the significance attached to the decad among
ancient peoples (cf. Nowack, Arch. ii. p. 172, n. 3

;

Ideler, Chronol. L p. 279, on Attic month), or It

may be to fit into some scheme giving this day a
special significance like that of the corresponding
day of the seventh month celebrated as New Year’s
Day (Lv 25a, Ezk 401

), and then as the Day of
Atonement (Lv I629). The killing of the lamb and
the staining of the doorway was probably done
by the father of the house. This feature is made
of less importance than in 1221fl*, and there is no
mention of the hyssop. The significance of the
command to roast the lamb whole with all its

members, and to consume it before the morning,
may be made to consist either in the desire to keep
its parts from profanation, or to emphasize the idea
of its unity, t.e. as a single sacrifice valid for all

in the common groupwhich partake of it (cf. Bahr,
Symbolik

, p. 635). The command to roast might
be explained along these same lines, as also the
prohibition of the earlier mode of boiling. Eating
the flesh raw would mean the eating of the blood,
which was always forbidden {e.g. Lv 7s6). With
this and the other details noted above we can
compare the accounts of certain Arab sacrifices,

where a camel was killed and devoured—skin,
bones, entrails, and all—in wild haste, between
the appearance of the day-star and sunrise (cf. RS
p. 338 ff. ; WeU. Reste Arab. Heid.

a 119 ff.). In our
account, of course, all are dressed and eat in haste,
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that they may avail themselves of the opportunity
for flight which will follow the impending plague.
The bitter herbs (Ex 128

, Nu 911) are not explained.
They may have at first been used as relishes, apart
from any atoning significance or reference to ihe
suffering in Egypt which later rabbinical writers
gave .them.* In P the covenant idea is made
especially prominent. So at the first Passover,
and so also at each recurrence of the festival, when
this covenant is renewed. This explains why only
those who have entered into the unity of the nation
by circumcision can participate ; ana, on the other
hand, why any one who does not so participate is to
be cut off from the nation. To meet emergencies
which might work injustice,—such as necessary
absence on a journey, ceremonial impurity arising
from contact with the dead,—a second opportunity
is given on the 14th of the succeeding month.
B. In the Historical and Prophetical Books,—1.

The Prophetical Writings.—Outside the Hexateuch
there is no explicit mention of the observance of

a Passover until after the discovery of Dt(B.C. 621).

For the time of the earlier kings, indeed, none of
the feasts are explicitly mentioned except Taber-
nacles ; but others together with the Passover may
be included in such general statements regarding
feasts as we find, e,g. Hos 211 95, Am 521 810

,
and

Is 291 (‘add year to year: let the feasts come
round’). Some (Nowack, Arch. ii. p. 149) find an
almost certain reference in Hos 129 (

10
) ‘ I will yet

again make thee to dwell in tents, as in the days of

the solemn {i.e. fixed) feast/ And this is more
probable than that the reference is to Tabernacles
(Wellh. Die kl. Propheten2

, p. 126 f., excludes this

passage from Hosea. He does not think it suits the
threat there expressed ; cf. Nowack, Arch. ii. 155,

n. 2).

In Is 3O20 the allusion to the Passover was
formerly considered (Dill. Del. et al.) to be beyond
question, but at present it is thought by many
others to refer to the night preceding the New
Year’s feast (see art. Time; ef. Duhm, Com. p.

203 ; Budde, ZA W, 1891, p. 200).

2. The Historical Writings (pre-exilic).— Here
we find our first reference in 2 K 2321"23 ‘And the
king commanded all the people, saying. Keep the
Passover unto J" your God, as it is written in this

book of the covenant. Surely there was not kept
such a Passover from the days of the judges that
judged Israel, nor in all the days of the kings of

Israel, nor of the kings of Judah; but in the
eighteenth (cf. 22s

)
year of king Josiah was this

Passover kept to J" in Jerusalem. 5 There seems
little doubt that this celebration under Josiah was
novel, above all else, in following the law in Dt 16,

and thus being celebrated at the central sanctu-
ary. Such a fact would give ample reason for

the extraordinary character assigned to it. The
extreme brevity of the notice may be due to later

curtailment (cf. Benzinger, ‘ Konige,’ in Kurzer
Handcom. 194 ff.). This is the only explicit

reference to a Passover before the Exile. There
are, to be sure, notices in 2 Ch (8

1S
(?) 30. 35) of

Passovers during this time, but these very probably
reflect the usages of the writer’s own age, - and
cannot be classed along with the passage in 2 K.
The most that can be deduced from them is that
the Chronicler may have found in his sources

mention of Passovers on the occasions where he
gives his fuller descriptions.

3. The Historical Writings (post-exilic).—In Ezr
6m 20 (in Heb.) we have an account of how the
returned exiles celebrated the feast. The Levites
lolled the lambs at this time, not only for them-
* On meaning, herbs used, etc., cf. Dill.-Ryg. Com. Ex, p. 1171;

Nowack, Arch. ii. p. 173, n. 4 ;
and Tract Pesachim. Dr. W. M.

Patton, in conversation, expressed it as his opinion that the
herbs represented an original vegetable offering from the
pastures of the herds.

selves, but for the priests and the rest of the com-
munity as well. This is also made to he the case,
in part at least, in 2 Ch. There in ch. 30 is a de-
scription of a Passover in Hezekiah’s reign. For
this the king sends out an especial summons (v. 1

)

;

and since they could not arrange for it in the first

month it is held in the second (Nu 9U), as is also
the feast of mazzdth (v. 13

). It is explained that it

is because some were not purified according to the
law, that the Levites kill the lambs for them (v.

17
,

but cf. v. 18
). The priests receive the blood from

the Levites and sprinkle it on the altar. An
exception is made to the usual requirements, and
all present are allowed to eat the Passover,
although not purified according to the law. The
following feast of seven days is extended yet
another seven ; and we are told that since Solo-
mon’s time such a festival had not been held in
Jerusalem (v.-6). 2 Ch 351'19 gives an extended
description

.

of the same Passover under Josiah,
mentioned in 2 K 23. In this instance the impli-
cation seems to be that the Levites kill the lambs
for all (y.

6
). The priests receive the blood and

sprinkle it on the altar (v. 11
) as before, and as was

usual in the case of other sacrifices. The Levites
skinned the lambs, and apparently the other sacri-
ficial animals as well (w/1 * 12

). Here the writer
tells us that since the days of Samuel the prophet
no Passover like to this one had been kept. This
same account with modifications is reproduced in
the opening chapter of 1 Es. (For a comparison of
the text of 2 Ch with the Greek of 1 Es see ZA W,
1899, p. 234 ff.).

C. Resume.—We have thus in our OT Canon
notices that take us down to the Greek era, and
range back over documents falling within a period
of some six centuries. For the earlier ones there
are only the briefest notices, which do not justify
many deductions, even if accepted in their present
form. But it is extremely probable that our feast
continued to be observed during all this time in the
Southern, even if not so generally in the Northern
kingdom. Many of the rites mentioned by the
later writers were certainly of very ancient origin.

In Dt, in the last quarter of the 7th cent., we
get on undisputed ground. In this first extended
account, the strong emphasis on the historical
significance of the Passover is especially marked.
It commemorates the emancipation from Egypt,
the day of the nation’s birth. The domestic
character, which it probably possessed originally,

disappears, but not the individual idea, which is

so far retained that we still have separate sacri-

fices. There continues to he room for much of the
spontaneity and joyousness that belong to a volun-
tary celebration. At this time it would seem it

either stood by itself or introduced the mazzdth
feast as later.—We find our next notices after a
half century in the ideal portrayal of Ezekiel.
Here the memorial significance gives way to the
piacular conception which grows out of Ezekiel’s

exalted view of J"’s holiness. The individual
dement disappears in the collective idea of the
nation. Thus it comes that the Passover loses

its distinctive character, and is taken np and em-
bodied in the general class of sacrifices. It is

accurately dated so as to fit into his scheme of the
sacred year. All this falls within Ezekiel’s vision

of Israel’s future restoration, and so his notice
serves to emphasize the importance of the Passover
in the religious life of the people. From a his-

torical point of view, the account is not so much
valuable in itself as it is in marking the transition
from Dt to the priestly document.
During the Exile the Passover was probably

one of the few observances still possible to the
Jews, and must have greatly aided in keeping
alive religions faith and hope. The memory of
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the deeds once done for the fathers would become
the ground of assurance of that inevitable future
when J"’s promise to His chosen people would be
realized. The commemorative side would be thus
developed, the more so as any connexion with the
sacrificial cultus was, of course, impossible. Just as
in later days, after the destruction of the temple, so

now they would love to linger lon<*, on this night,
recalling the past and thinking of the future. The
fact that in P the Passover is seen to be in its

essential nature a sacrifice, and yet is so unlike all

other sacrifices, may be due in large measure to
the development ana strengthening of the domestic
and historical features during this period. We
might then understand in part the departure from
the view of the Deuteronomist. Undoubtedly, the
Passover assumes a new prominence in P. In
many points there is a close connexion with Ezekiel,
but there is greater amplification and much that
differs. Not only is the day definitely fixed, but
all the minute details of observance are added.
With this writer, further, it is not merely a
memorial, but it was instituted beforehand as a
means of accomplishing deliverance, and thus
gains a deeper historical meaning. It is in the
first instance the saving deed itself (cf. Wellh.
Prolog.* p. 100).—The Chronicler gives us our last

notices in the Canon. By him the priestly legis-

lation is usually followed, as it is throughout the
norm of post-exilic worship ; hut in the case of

the Passover a striking preference is given to the
ordinances of Dt. The sacrificial character again
comes into prominence, possibly under the growing
influence of worship in one sanctuary.

ii. Origin and Primitive Significance.—
Whatever differences there may he in our OT
records as to the manner of observing the Pass-
over, we have seen that it is uniformly associated
with and commemorative of the deliverance from
Egypt. Of its meaning to the Israel of historic

time there can be no question. But do we thus
arrive at the real explanation of its origin and primi-
tive significance? Our accounts in their present
form are, of course, an inadequate explanation for

the institution of an entirely new feast. So much
is mentioned as well understood that we see it

must have been firmly rooted in the national life

when the writers lived. In view of this fact ; in
view of the many features which seem to point to
something

#
behind the interpretation given to

them ; in view of what we find in the observances
of related peoples, so far as these are known to us ;

and in view or the development in the case of all

the other great feasts, ana the historical interpre-
tation which came to be given them,—it is probable
that we have here another instance in which Israel’s

religion takes np, transforms, and appropriates an
existing institution. We might expect to find some
starting-point for conjecture in the name Passover,

hut it proves of little aid. . 9

1.

Name.—np3, J.-Aram. Nrfps, Syr. and

hence irderxa. (2 Ch, Jer 38 (31)
8

<pacrtic

;

Jos. several
times (pdcica. Later derivatives waax&fa, ircurx&Kios,

imcxaXucot). The root nos* appears in what are
usually regarded as two distinct verbs

: (1) ‘to
pass over ’ in sense of sparing, with the prepos. Vjz

Ex 121** 2S* 27
, and without Is 31B

, cf. ngrri IK 54
;

(2) ‘to be lame/ ‘to limp* (cf. ^u=i), 1 K
18“ Pi 18* (‘ dance ’

!), Niph. 2 S 4‘. For the first,

from which the noun Passover is derived, there is

no means of gaining a primitive meaning (so

Wellh., Benzinger, et al.). It is undoubtedly an
7

old word. In Syriac means to be joyous
,

* Ewald would trace to root 03 Solvere, and from this
derive other meanings

which might give the idea of festal rejoicing, and
this would be the most we could infer as to a
primal conception. The name Passover is used in
a twofold way, (a) of the feast, (b ) of the sacrifice

at that time (in 2 Ch we meet the plural d'iids). It

is made the object of various verbs. So of ns?y

‘ to keep the feast of the Passover * [e.g. Ex 1248) ;

am? 4 to kill the Passover 5
(e.g. Ex 1221

) ; nm * to
sacrifice the Passover 5

(e.g. Dt 162) ; V? ®tO
roast the Passover

5

(2 Ch 3513
) ;

‘ to eat the
Passover 5

(e.g. Ex 1243). (On nosn an cf. above, i

A. 1).

2. Older Views.—From the many conjectures
regarding the pre - Mosaic Passover there are
several which do not commend themselves at
present sufficiently to warrant more than a brief
mention. George (Die Jud. Feste

, p. 239) starts

from the root nos and makes it a commemorative
feast of the passage of the Bed Sea. Redslob
(Hamburger Gymnasial Programm, 1856) regarded
it as a shepherd’s festival celebrated in the pas-
tures on the night before the Exodus (‘ Ein in der
Nacht vor dem Auszug der Hirten auf die Triften
gefeiertes Hutfest’). Von Bohlen (Gen. p. 140 ff.)

and Yatke (Bibl. Theol. i. p. 492ff.) make it the
celebration of the entrance of the sun into the zodi-

acal sign Aries, and so many others have connected
it with the spring. (See Kalisch, Ex, p. 184 ff.;

Dill.-Bys. Ex, p. 120 ff.). There have been from
time to time views connecting the early rite with
human sacrifice (cf. Kalisch, l.c. 186 ff.).

3. Offering of the Firstborn.—This is the view at
present most widely accepted, and perhaps best
set forth by Wellhausen in the chapter of his Pro-

legomena dealing with the whole question of the
feasts (4th ed. pp. 82-117; cf. also p. 358 f.).*

This holds that, in the main, the Passover was the
sacrifice of the firstborn. The simple and natural
meaning and occasion of the feasts is to be found
in the statement of Gn 43b

'4a ‘And Abel was a
keeper of sheep, hut Cain was a tiller of the
ground. And in the process of time it came to
pass, that Cain brought of the fruit of the ground
an offering unto the Lord. And Abel, he also
brought of the firstlings of his flock/ The Pass-
over is the shepherd’s offering, given in thankful
recognition that the fruitfulness of the herd is

from J". That the firstborn belong to J" is a
primitive ordinance, and it is pointed out that in
our present accounts such an offering is closely
connected with the Passover (Ex IS12®* ‘Thou
shalt set apart unto the Lord all that openeth the
womb . . . the males shall be the Lord’s/ Dt 1519flr#

16lff
*)* This custom, it is said, can alone explain

the remarkable choice made by the plague in
smiting the firstborn. Because Pharaoh prevents
the bringing of this offering which is due, J" takes
the firstborn of the Egyptians. The oft-repeated
demand is to let the people go to keep a feast
in the wilderness with cattle and sheep (Ex 318

71® S27 et passim). For this purpose they borrow
the ornaments from the Egyptians. Thus in
reality the feast was the occasion of the Exodus,
if only the ostensible one, and not the Exodus of
the - feast, as would appear from the accounts
in Dt and Ex 13. (For Ex 131

"16 is held by Well-
hausen to belong in its present form to a Deutero-
nomic editing). And he concludes that, while a
slight inclination to assign a historical motive to
the Passover may possibly be traced earlier, this
first actually occurs in Dt. This is apparently
due to the fact that in the older tradition the
feast explains the occasion and time of the Exodus.
Then comes the change that the slaying of the
Egyptians is the reason for offering the firstborn

;

„
* Cl also in this connexion J. Mtiller, Kritiecher Vermch

uber den Ursprung und die geschichtltche Entwicklung det
Pesaeh- und Mazzothfestes, Bonn, 1884.
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and the time is in the spring, because the Exodus
took place then. Then in P comes the further
change that the connexion of the Passover with the
sacrifice of the firstborn is lost to view. It is no
longer based on the fact that J" slew the firstborn
of the Egyptians, but it was instituted before the
Exodus, that He might spare the firstborn of Israel.

4. A Feast of Atonement.—Another line of con-
jecture starts from the piacular ritual appearing
m both the accounts of Ex 12. We have seen
that the second section there (vv. 21-27

) deals almost
exclusively with the blood ceremonial. F. C.
Baur (Timnger Ztschr. f. Theol. 1832, p. 40 ff.)

connects the feast with that celebrated in India,
Persia, Asia Minor, and Egypt at the time of the
vernal equinox. The Passover sacrifice is offered

in place of the firstborn of men, and is thus essen-

tially a sacrifice of atonement. Cf. Tapn in Ex 1312

(JE) with the use of the same word in connexion
with the rite of Molech in such passages as Lv 1821,
2 K 2310

,
Jer 32s5. Dillmann in his Com. on Ex

and Lv (p. 636 and cf. 121, ed. by Ryssel, Leipzig,

1897) regards the Passover as an offering of recon-
ciliation and purification, introducing the equi-

noctial festival. The connexion with the Exodus
came from the fact that Israel left Egypt at this

season. Contiguity in time also explains the later

association with mazzdth

.

In the same way Ewald (Antiquities of Israel,

p. 352 fif.) affirms—‘from the earliest times an
atonement offering was an Indispensable con-

stituent of every Spring festival/ It comes at a
time when there is serious reflexion and anxious
care for the unknown future, and so man felt

himself impelled to offer ‘ sacrifices of purification

and reconciliation, not alone on account of par-

ticular transgressions of which he knew himself

to be guilty, but also to secure the Divine ex-
emption and grace generally on the occasion of

this uncertain transition, so that, as it were, if,

during the new year, his god were to visit him
and call him to account, he might not slay him,
as he perhaps deserved, but might graciously pass
him over/ The lamb was accordingly ‘unmis-
takably an expiatory offering,’ and the streaking
of the doorway with blood was ‘to make atone-
ment for the whole house and all who were con-

tained therein celebrating the festival/

Schultz in his OT Theol. (Eng. tr. i. p. 364)

presents much the same view, although he admits
the possibility that it ‘may originally have been
the feast of the firstlings of the cattle/

5. A Blood Covenant. — In the OT Theol. of

Kayser-Marti we find a somewhat different pre-

sentation. Here (2nd ed., Stressburg, 1894, p.

37 f.) it is maintained that originally the Passover
was unconnected with the Spring or the First-

born, but was rather a celebration by means of

which one secured his house from all harm in

times of pestilence. This was effected by the
blood ceremonial which brought one into the
closest relations with his divinity, and so, as he
believed, secured him from all danger. The
application of blood to the doorway suggests that
the house divinities {Hausgotter) who dwelt there

are possibly the ones whose protection was sought.*

H. C. Trumbull (
The Threshold Covenant, p. 203 ff.)

holds that the Passover goes back to a rite, which
he seeks to trace among many peoples, of a cove-

nant welcome given to a guest, or to a bride or

bridegroom in marriage, ‘ by the outpouring^ of

blood on the threshold of the door, and by staining

the doorway itself with the blood of the covenant/
The Passover sacrifice was, then, the threshold
* One is reminded in this connexion of the presentation in Hie

Bk. of Jubilees (4915)—' And no plague shall come upon them
in this year (i.e. any year) to kill and destroy them, if they
observe the Passover at its season according to its ordinance

*

(cf. further, Ex 53b).
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cross-over sacrifice which maiked the welcome of

J" to the household. The idea was familiar, and
so needed no explanation when commanded for
the night of the deliverance (Ex 12). He would
translate ‘threshold’ (*]) rather than ‘basin’ in
Ex 1222

, as is done in the LXX and VuJg. (cf.

op. citat. p. 206 ff.). The sacrifice killed is one
of welcome,* and J" honours this by covenanting
with those who proffer it; where He is not so
welcomed, His executioner enters. The firstborn
of the Egyptians are taken, since it was a common
thought of primitive peoples ‘ that the first-fruits

of life in any sphere belonged of right to God or
the gods,’ and so His taking them is evidence that
the gods of Egypt could not protect them. The
Egyptian Passover was in the eyes of the people the
rite of marriage between J" and Israel. The ‘ stamp
of the red hand of the bridegroom is the certifica-

tion of the covenant union, at the doorway of the
family/ But since here Israel is the virgin, the
hyssop (Ex 1222

), i.e. the tree or bush as a feminine
symbol, is used for this purpose. In his earlier

work, The Blood Covenant, Trumbull suggests that
in the rite of circumcision it was Abraham and
his descendants who supplied the blood of the
covenant, while in the Passover sacrifice it was
the Lord who commanded the substitute blood in
token of His blood-covenanting (p. 351, cf. 230 ff.).

6.

Conclusion. — In the Passover we probably
have one of Israel’s oldest feasts. It is the only
one represented in the OT as established before
the Exodus. The only other occasion that could
at all he compared to it in the matter of age
would be the feast at sheep-shearing (1 S 252, 2 S
13^*

; cf. H. P. Smith’s Com. in loco). Both point
to the nomad stage of development, and may
well date from those early days. All expositors,
whatever their lines of conjecture, agree m recog-
nizing this. Many of the writers cited above do
not advance tbeir views to the exclusion of all

others, although that is true of some, but rather
as setting forth that which they think was of

central significance in the primitive Passover. In
valuing any of these theories we must always dis-

tinguish between the facts at the foundation and
the brilliant reconstruction that imagination has
built upon them, and by so doing we shall prob-
ably conclude that it is extremely hazardous to

attempt anything like a complete picture of the
primitive Passover. For the Passover of historic

times this result will doubtless he ultimately so

far attained that there will he general agreement

;

but for the earlier age we must he content to note
the separate features which the existing material
preserves to us, and to recognize them as such.
We shall probably in this way approximate more
nearly to the truth. For it would not be strange
if the Passover which we know, combined in itself

features belonging to an original feast of much
larger proportions, or rather if it had taken np
into itself in the course of time various features

from what were in reality different festivals. As
within the period covered by our records we find

modifications coming in from time to time, so it

undoubtedly was earlier, although not with the
same rapidity or to the same extent. In this

way it is quite possible that certain particulars,

which now receive little notice more than the
mere mention, at one time had a much greater
importance. Recalling what seem to be the
most important features of this primitive festival,

we may note— [a] the time or its celebration,

namely, the vernal equinox. This is not unim-
portant or accidental. It suggests a connexion
with the changing seasons, and affords a legitimate

* He cites the custom of modem Jews of opening' the outer
door at a certain stage of the feast, and placing an extra cup
and chair.
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basis for those hypotheses cited above, which give
especial recognition to this feature. The fact that
so many other peoples celebrate this occasion lends
credibility to such a view. Of course, however,
we cannot be certain that we do not have here a
feature of lesser antiquity than some one of the
others. The further observance at the middle of

the month and at night, indicates an almost
certain connexion with the full moon. Later on,

in Israel and outside, the new moon was apparently
much more regarded, but not to the entire exclusion
of the full moon (Dill.-Ryssel on Lv, p. 632 ff.).

(b) In the older days a feast seems always to
have meant a sacrifice. And we have found both
these conceptions embodied in the Passover,
the festal side being very evident, and the sacri-

ficial hardly less so. The fact that it does not
conform in its details to any one of the later
classes of Levitical sacrifices, cannot be made an
objection to such a view. For here we go back to
a time when all such requirements were as yet
undeveloped. All the later treatment of the
Passover, as well as most of the terms applied to
it (cf. above), indicate throughout such a concep-
tion of its significance.

(c) As a sacrifice, the piacular side stands out
in the present accounts with especial prominence.
For the blood ceremonial (cf. Ex 12) can hardly
have any other meaning. In it a practice from
the early tribal life seems to be preserved to ns.

We see that blood had much the same significance

in worship in the case of Israel as was given to
it by other peoples. Developments of this same
conception could then be found in the many later

rites of blood : the pouring, the sprinkling, and
the staining. Trumbull’s books greatly help one
to see how this could come about. At the same
time, as a sacrifice the Passover has another side,

no less important and no less primitive (cf. ES
p. 239 et passim). It ranks with the shUamim
or peace - offerings, where the common meal is

central, as the means of establishing or renewing
the covenant with God and with one another.
We have seen how P gave marked emphasis to

this sacramental side. And this cannot be made
to conflict with the previous aspect or to exclude
it. The fact that the sin-offering of later times
could not be used for such a meal, cannot be made
a norm for practice at this early stage. Rather
one could urge, as some do, the probability that
in the case of all sacrifices the blood then found
some such application. And in saying this we must
remember that it by no means implies that the
words atonement and reconciliation need to have
the same serious content that a later age gave to
them. Originally offered as all other sacrifices,

we should expect no other priest than the head of
the family.

(d) If we keep within the bounds of onr records,
it can hardly be denied that the sacrifices at this
feast were for the most part, if not entirely, the

firstborn. Such an offering is mentioned in the
oldest portions of the law, and is closely associated
with those passages dealing with the Passover.
In view of the previous discussion, we need at
present merely mention this aspect (cf. ii. 3).

(e) It seems, furthermore, to be an undoubted
part of the old tradition, that the Exodus wTas
closely connected with the observance of this
ancient feast. In the case of P there is, to be
sure, a demand for complete release, but otherwise
there is no indication that the Israelites gave any
hint of their intention not to return. The demand
which Moses and Aaron repeatedly urge upon
Pharaoh is

—
* Thus saith J" the God of Israel, Let

my people go, that they may hold a feast unto me
in the wilderness ... let us go, we pray thee,
three days’ journey into the wilderness, and sacri-

i

fice unto J" our God, lest he fall upon us with
pestilence or with sword 5 (Ex51-3

). With young
and old, with its sons and its daughters, with its

flocks and its herds, Israel seeks to go forth into the

Sinaitic peninsula to hold a feast unto the Lord
(Ex 109). That they should ask to do so, does not
apparently seem a strange or unintelligible demand
to the king. Possibly because such religious pil-

grimages, which were a frequent occurrence with
later Semitic peoples, were not unusual in those

earlier times (cf. Dillmann, Ex. p. 46 f.).

Such a feast as this need not, of course, he the

Passover; much less the prototype of the later

mazzdth (so Dill, in loc. p. 636). But that it stood

in ciose relation to the Passover and the sacrifice

of the firstborn, seems an almost necessary con-

clusion from the OT accounts.

Such are the features which the Passover, seems
to include within itself. But to give the name
Passover especial application to any particular one
of them in this early time does not seem warranted,
for we have no means of judging of its age or mean-
ing. It may have belonged originally to some
particular part, or may have been the designation

of the entire feast or series of feasts. In any case

i it has come to stand for a most important recur-

ring occasion in the early nomad life of Israel, one
that was possibly then what the feast of Taber-
nacles was for the early agricultural life

—

the Feast.

The very fact that it survived the many changes
attending the passing from this nomad to the
agricultural stage, as well as later changes hardly
less revolutionary, points to something deeply
rooted in the popular life and tradition. From
first to last it keeps this character of a people's

feast, and reforms which failed to recognize this

feature could not be ultimately successful. Such
a celebration could well be the occasion of the

Exodus, and this supposition affords adequate
explanation for the subsequent traditions. That
the old character should become merged in the
memorial significance, was to be expected in the
face of the new life and institutions. Contiguity
in time seems the best explanation for its associa-

tion with mazzoth, which always remains really

distinct.

iii. The Post-Exilic Passover.—1. Manner of
Observance.—The practice subsequent to the return
from captivity, as we have seen in 2 Ch and Ezra,
conformed more closely to Dt than to P. This is

home out by the extra-canonical sources (esp.

Tract Pesachim, Josephus, Bk. of Jubilees). Many
details in Ex 12 were interpreted as intended only
for the Egyptian Passover (d'tsd nos) as over
against the permanent Passover

,
which future

generations were to observe (nrr6 riD3 or pawn noa

as distinguished from the second or little Passover
nos). Such features were (a) the selection of

the lamb on the 10th day ; {b) the slaughter at the
home ; (

c

) the sprinkling of blood on the doorposts

;

(d) the admission of those who might he Levitieally
impure ; (e ) the haste indicated in dress and manner
of eating (

i.e. standing) ; (/) lodging where the
feast was held. These were assigned to the feast
ofpreparation, but not intended to be perpetuated
in the feast of commemoration. It is to be noted
that the priestly writer does not expressly enjoin
these features save for the first Passover, but the
whole tenor of his narrative indicates that they
were undoubtedly given for all time. The Samari-
tans so continue to understand them. It is only
among them that there is still an attempt to ob-
serve the Passover with actnal sacrifice as in earlier

days (cf. the account in Baedeker’s Palestine and
Syria ; Trumbull’s Studies in Oriental Social Life,

p. 371 ff.; Thomson in Expos. Times, xi. (1900) 377).

Preparation for the Passover really began at the
middle of the preceding month (Adar). Roads and
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bridges were repaired, sepulchres were whitened
anew, that they might be readily seen and avoided.
It was the season of ceremonial and all other kinds
of purifications. In the last days the household
utensils were all carefully cleaned. The Sabbath
preceding the 14th of Nisan came to be known in
the modern synagogue as the Great Sabbath {mw
Vvun), because it was held that the 10th, when the
lamb was selected in the first instance, fell on a
Sabbath. There seems to be no evidence, however,
that this view was in existence at the beginning of
the Christian era.

On the evening of the 13th the head of the family
searched the house with a lighted candle, that he
might seek out all the leaven. The hour on the
14th at which one must refrain from eating leavened
cakes was variously fixed. It was always before
noon, however, the precise time being indicated by
the disappearance of two cakes which were ex-
posed before the temple. When the signal was
thus given, all leaven must be burned or scattered
to the winds. Under the head of leaven the Mishna
(Pesach. 2-5) includes cakes made from wheat,
barley, spelt, oats, and rye. If bread be made
from any of these grains, it must be before the
dough ferments at all. Work ceased on the
morning, or at noon, of the 14th, save in a few
occupations (tailors, barbers, laundresses). All
able-bodied males, not ceremonially impure, within
a radius of 15 miles were required to appear this

day before the Lord at His sanctuary with an
offering. Women were not required to attend, but
apparently did so * (Jos. BJ VI. ix. 3 ; Pesach.

ix. 4).

The regular evening sacrifice was killed and
offered an hour earlier than usual (i.e. at 1.30 and
2.30 respectively) in order to give opportunity for

sacrificing the Passover. When the 14th fell on a
Sunday the evening sacrifice came two hours earlier

(12.30 and 1.30). The time of the Passover sacri-

fice is defined in the Law as ‘between the two
evenings 5

pa Ex 126, Lv 23s
, Hu 9s- s* 11

).

This was interpreted by the Pharisees and
Talmudists to mean from the hour of the sun’s

decline until its setting; and this was the later

temple’' practice (cf. Pesach. v. 1; Jubilees, 49; Jos.

BJ VI. ix. 3). The Samaritans, Karaites, and Sad-
ducees, on the other hand, held that the period
between sunset and dark was intended.
Companies, which could consist of from 10 to 20

persons,were organized indiscriminately, and not of

a man and his neighbour (Ex 124) ; the number in

each instance to be definitely fixed in advance. At
the appointed hour the representatives of these
various groups, each provided with a lamb not
less than eight days old nor more than a year,

were divided into three divisions. These were
admitted successively to the temple court. The
priests blew a threefold blast from the silver

trumpets, and thereupon each Israelite in the divi-

sion just admitted killed his lamb. The blood
was caught by the priests, who stood in two rows,
one row having gold and the other silver bowls.

These bowls were then passed along from hand to
hand, and the priest nearest the altar dashed the
contents on its base. The lambs were hung on
nails, or from staves resting upon the shoulders of

twomen (not allowed when the day was a Sabbath),
and dressed. The fat was removed,* and offered by
the priests on the altar. While all this was taking
place, the Levites sang the Hallel (Ps 113-118)

;

and this they repeated, or sang even a third time,

if the division had not meantime finished its sacri-

fice. This same order was followed in the case of

each division.

The lambs were then taken to the homes outside

and roasted whole on a wooden spit, pomegranate
* The Karaites do not admit them.

wood being used, that no sap exude. No bone was
allowed to be broken under penalty of scourging,
and the flesh must not come in contact with any
foreign substance : should this happen, the portion
must be cut away. Nothing was eaten after the
evening sacrifice until the Passover meal. This
must close at midnight. The participants^ were
clad in their best garments. Though not enjoined
in the Law, wine came to be regarded as an indis-

pensable part of the feast. Each one must be pro-
vided with at least four cups of red wine, even if

the money had to come from the fund for public
charity, or was raised by the pledging of one’s gar-
ments, or by his labour. Another dish, which later
seems to have been usual but which was not obliga-
tory, was the hardseth (norm). It consisted of bruised
fruits, such as dates and raisins, mingled with
vinegar (a symbol, it was said, of the clay from
which the bricks were made in Egypt). The real
meal, howeveT, had for its elements (a) the hitter
herbs, of which the Mishna specifies five varieties

;

(b) the unleavened cakes ; (c) the hagigah (ruun) or
free-will festal offering; \d) the* Passover lamb.
The supper was opened with the blessing, pro-
nounced by the head of the company over the first

cup of vine, which was then drunk. Then came
a hand-washing and an accompanying prayer.
Then the bitter herbs, dipped in the hardseth

,

were handed round. After the pouring of
’ the

second cup of wine came the question of the son,

or of one speaking for him, as to the significance
of the feast (Ex 1228). Following the father’s ex-
planation came the first part of the Hallel (Ps
113 and 114). After the third cup grace after
meals was said, and after the fourth followed the
completion of the Hallel (Ps 115-118). In earlier

times nothing was eaten after the paschal lamb,
but a later custom permitted a piece of unleavened
cake as dessert [apikdmen). There were slight modi-
fications for the observance of the second Passover
on the 14th of the following month.
With the destruction of the temple and the

cessation of the sacrificial cultus there naturally
came a considerable change in the mode of cele-

bration. This was partly in the direction of

amplification. The historical significance was em-
phasized, and an elaborate ritual took shape, cf.

the paschal Haggada, portions of which are as late

as the 15th cent. A.D. (Hamburger, Supplement to

Real-Encyc. p. 113). Much the same general order
was observed and much the same articles of food
were used, except that for the temple sacrifices the
roasted shankbone of a lamb ana a roasted egg
were employed.

2. Number of participants.—The number of

those who attended the feast at Jerusalem was
undoubtedly great, even if Josephus’ use of figures

makes us somewhat sceptical of his estimates. At
one time, under Nero, he makes the probable num-
ber over two and a half millions, and on another
occasion (A.D. 65) three millions [BJ VI. ix. 3, II.

xiv. 3). It was at such times that Rome took
especial measures to guard against insurrections

[Ant. XVII. ix. 3, XX. v. 3 ; cf. Mt 265
). It may be

that there were both executions and pardons on
these occasions ; both aimed at the restraint of the
multitude (cf. Mt 2715

). The city could not accom-
modate all the visitors, and so they camped outside

in tents or lodged in neighbouring villages. Guests
were freely entertained, but left the skins of the
lambs and the utensils used at the feast with their

respective hosts (Mishna, Yoma xii. 1).

3. The Date.—The day of the celebration was
determined by the condition of the harvest. If

this did not promise in the 12th month to he ready
to be gathered in four weeks, and the animals were
not yet grown sufficiently for sacrifice, then the
month was declared intercalary, and a thirteenth
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was added. This question was settled "by the
Sanhedrin, and there were certain regulations laid

down to guide their decision. The opening of the

month of Nisan was also proclaimed by them. This

took place when messengers came who had actually

seen the new moon (see art. New Moon). It was
not tiH about the time of Christ that there came
to be a fixed calendar. Fires on the hill-tops sent

the signal through the land that the Passover
month had begun. After the Samaritans made
use of such fires to mislead the Jews, it was
ordered that messengers should carry the news
throughout the country. The difficulty of fixing

this date, and of informing those who were remote
when it had been done, led to the doubling of

important festal days for those in the Diaspora.

(On question of date cf. Mishna, Bosh hctshshana

ii. 1 n
. ; Ideler, Chronol. pp. 491 ff. and 508 ff.

;

Schiirer, GJV i. 625 [E/P I. ii. 370 f.]).

The question of the number of passovers trace-

able during our Lord’s ministry, as well as that of

the relation of the Last Supper to the Passover,

are discussed in art. Chronology of NT, vol. i.

p. 406 if. ; ef. JESUS CHRIST, vol. ii. p. 633 f.
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den Ursprung und die geschichtliche Entwicklwng des Pesach-

uni Mazzothfestes (Inaugural dissertation, Bonn, 1884) ; Well-
hausen, Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israels

*

(Berlin, 1895);
Green, The Hebrew Feasts (New York, 1886) ; J. Robertson,
The Early Religion of Israel (London, Edinburgh, and New
York, 1892) ; Schultz, OT Theol. (Eng. tr.,Edin.,T. & T. Clark,

1892) ; Kayser, OT Theol. (ed. by Karl Marti, Strassburg, 1894).
4. General.—H. 0. Trumbull, The Threshold Covenant (N.Y.

1896), and The Blood Cor. (Phil. 1893) ; W. R. Smith, RS ;

Wellhausen, Reste Arab. Heidentums 2 (Berlin, 1897). For
older literature see citations in Winer’s Realworterbuch under
Passah/ and works given by DilL-Rys. Com. on Ex, p. 112 ff.

;

and at close of Orelli’s article 4 Passab,’ in Herzog’s RE 2
.

5. Literature for post-exilic period. —Various tracts of the
Mishna, esp. Pesachim, ; the Paschal Haggada (regarding this
cf. Hamburger, Supplement to RE) ; Book of Jubilees, ch. 49

;

Josephus (see Index) ; Philo, Vita Mos. ; Edersheim, The
Temple, its Ministry and Services as they were at the Time
of Jesus Christ (London, 1874).
See also artt. on the Passover by W. R. Smith in Enc. Brit.9

;

Ginsburg in Kitto’s Cyclop.

;

DeBtzsch in Riehm’s Handworter-

buch; Hamburger in RE (Jewish). ~W
T

. J. MOULTON,

PASTOR.—This word was at first used literally

(like its Lat. equivalent) of a keeper of sheep.
So in the OT, Jer 2s 318 1021 1210 1716 22s2 231- 2

.

Rut already in AY it has assumed a metaph.
meaning. In Eph 411 (the only NT occurrence)
EY retains ‘pastor’ ; but elsewhere (except Jer 28

,

EY ‘ruler’) changes ‘pastor’ into ‘shepherd,’
probably on account of the special modem use of
the word to designate the minister of a Christian
congregation. For the lit. use see Mt 25s3 Rhem.
‘As the pastor separateth the sheep from the
goates ’

; and for the transition Mt 2631 Ehem.
‘ I wil strike the Pastor, and the sheepe of the
fiocke shal be dispersed.’ Cf. also Knox, Hist. 266,
‘ Our Brother, our Pastour, aud great Bishop of our
soules’; and for the mod. sense see the quotation
from Calderwood’s Hist., under Minister.

PASTORAL EPISTLES.—See New Testament,
p. 527b, and arts. Timothy, Titus.

PATARA (?A Hdrapa) was a city on the Lycian
coast, about 60 stadia south-east from the mouth
of the river Xanthos, at the modern village
Gelemish. It served as the principal harbour for
the inland cities in the valley of that river, in-
cluding Xanthus the city, Tlos, Araxa, etc. It
was also a link in the chain of coasting trade,
which had been maintained for more than a

thousand years before Christ, and which steadily

grew and in the centuries immediately before and
after Christ attained vast proportions. Ships sail-

ing between the iEgean or Italian harbours and
the Levant (Cyprus, Pamphylia, Cilicia, Syria,

Egypt) touched at Rhodes and then at Patara,
making a straight run across the intervening sea.

That is well exemplified in the account of St.

Paul’s voyage (Ac 211
) from Miletus and Cos by

Rhodes and Patara to Syria. In Patara he
found a ship hound for Phoenicia by the direct sea
voyage ; and he transhipped into it with his com-
pany. The ship in which he had come to Patara
was not so suitable for his purposes, whether
because it was bound for the continuous coasting
voyage, hugging close the shore of Asia Minor, or

possibly because it was not going farther than the
Lycian harbours. Many ships engaged in the
Syrian or the Egyptian trade, especially those
which were larger and stronger, stood direct across
the Levant from the Lycian coast to their destina-

tion, keeping west and south of the island of

Cyprus, They could do this easily with the pre-

vailing westerly breezes of the Levant ; but the
return voyage outside (i.e. south and west) of

Cyprus was not easy $ it could be tried from
Egypt, but from Syria was hardly possible for the
ancient ships. Hence, when St. Paul was coming
back from Caesarea to Rome, he had to keep inside,

i.e. east and north, of Cyprus, on account of the
prevailing westerly breezes, Ac 272. See also Myra,
which was the next important link in the chain of

trade eastward.
This situation assured to Patara considerable

importance and wealth. Its coinage begins about
B.c. 440, sometimes as autonomous with Lycian
legends (name Pttara) or under dynasts about 430-
410. In the 4th and 3rd cents. B.c. it seems to
have struck no coins, being under foreign rule;
hut when the Lycian League was established (see

Lycia), Patarean coinage began again, B.c. 168-

81, and it continued in bronze under the Roman
empire until about A.D. 230-240. Alliance coins
with Myra, under Gordian HI., attest the close

relations of the two cities, as above mentioned.
The importance of Patara as a link in the con-

nexion between Egypt and the iEgean harbours is

shown by the fact that, when the Ptolemaic power
attained its acme in the 3rd cent., Ptolemy Phila-
delphus enlarged the city and re-named it Arsinoe
after his queen ; but the new name disappeared
with the Egyptian power.
The name of Patara in ancient times was closely

connected with the cultus and the oracle of Apollo j

and its later coins show Apolline types, though on
its earlier coinage Athena and Hermes (Greek
ideals of art and trade) are the prominent figures.

The Roman poets, and the later Greeks like
Lykophron, associate the epithet Patarean with
Apollo, just as they call the god Delphian. The
oracle spoke only during part of the year, viz. the
six winter months.

In the history of Christianity Patara was of
small consequence. Lycia, like Pamphylia, seems
to have been slow in adopting the new religion.
Patara was a bishopric, and is mentioned as such
in all the Notitice. There are still considerable
ruins of the city, on which see Beaufort, Texier,
Fellows, Spratt, and Forbes, and, above all, the
splendid work of Benndorf-Niemann on LyJcia.

W. M. Ramsay.
PATE (formed by loss of l from ‘plate,’ which

came to be applied to the crown of tne head, esp.
the bald crown, from its appearance : cf. Germ.
Platte

, ‘a plate,’ ‘bald head,’ and vulgarly ‘the
head ’) occurs once in AY (Ps 716 ‘ His mischiel
shall return upon his own head, and his violent
dealing shall come down upon his own pate’) and
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is retained in RY, because of the distinction thus
brought out Detween pjo ru'sh, the usual word for
‘head/ and npijj kodhkodh

, the ‘ crown of the head 5

(which elsewhere, however, is rendered ‘crown of
the head/ Gn 4928, Dt 3320

,
2 S 1425

,
Job 27

, Is 317
,

Jer 216 4S45, or ‘top of the head/ Dt 2S35 33 18
,
or

‘ scalp/ Ps 6821
). The AY tr. in Ps 716 comes from

Coverdale (Wyc. has ‘nol 5
in 1382, ‘necke’ in

1388) ; it is used by Knox in a tr. of the passage
( Works, iii. 90), ‘ The dolour whilk he intendit for
me sail fall upon his own pate ; and the violence
whairwith he wold haif oppressit me sail cast doun
his awn heid/ Shaks. uses the word freely, and
always in contempt or ridicule, which seems to
accompany its use everywhere, but this is not
pronounced in, e.g., Tymme, Calvin's Genesis on
Gn 3122

(p. 650), ‘It was a heavie and miserable
sight, that Jacob . . . should flee away as one
that had done amisse ; but this was more sharpe
and fearefull, that the destruction which Laban
intended against him, was readie to light on his
pate/ J. Hastings.

PATHEUS (Ilatfcuos), 1 Es 9s3, the same as
Pethahiah the Levite, Ezr 1023

.

PATHROS (tfnrts,LXX yy TLadovpys, B also QaOwpys,
Ezk 2914 3014

, Yulg. Phatures, also Phethros)

appears in the following passages :—Jer 441
, the

Jews fleeing before the Babylonians settled ‘ in the
land of Egypt, and at Migdol, and at Tahpanhes,
and at Noph {Le. Memphis, so far three cities of

Lower Egypt), and in the country of Pathros/
evidently a part of the land south of Memphis.
Y. 15

, all people that dwelt in the land of Egypt
[and] in ‘Pathros 5 answer Jeremiah’s accusation.

The ‘and 5
is wanting in the Heb. and already in

the text of the LXX, but it has evidently been
omitted by mistake, and must be inserted after the
analogy of the first verse. Pathros denotes, not a
part or (Lower) Egypt or Mizraim, but a region
arallel to it. Is IP1 * the remainder of Israel will

e brought home from Assyria, and from Egypt,
and from Pathros (LXX strangely ‘Babylonia’),
and Ethiopia (Cush), and Elam, etc. Ezk 3014, we
find again, in the prophecy against Egypt, this

country parallel to Pathros (the following cities

are not arranged in any geographic order).

We see, consequently, that the prophets did not
use Mizraim in the old sense ‘Egypt/ but in a
limited sense, distinguishing between Mizraim,
Egypt proper, i.e. Lower Egypt or the Delta of the
Nile, and Pathros or Upper Egypt (this definition

was correctly perceived already by S. Bochart in

his book Phaleg). Pathros denotes, therefore, the
same thing as the Thebais of the Greeks, the
country beginning a few miles S. of Memphis, at
a place called Acanthus by the Greeks and extend-
ing to Syene on the first cataract. The name is of

good Egyp. formation; P-to~ris, ‘the southern (res)

country/ an etymology given correctly already by
Quatrembre. Other etymologies have not main-
tained themselves ; e.g. the comparison with the
Pathyrite (vdfios Uadvpirys) of the Greeks, a small
county or nomos of Upper Egypt, which was very
tempting^ for former scholars (G. Ebers in 1867), is

inadmissible. (It would be in Heb. letters [D]nnnns

Pe-hathor-(res) or something similar). The Assyr.

king Esarhaddon calls himself in a cuneiform
inscription ‘king of the kings of Egypt (Muzur), of

Paturisi and Ethiopia 5

(Kusi!, £.e. Cush of the Heb-
rews). Possibly lie Heb. word should be read
onns Pathorts, in accordance with this testimony,

the versions, and the Egyp. etymology.
The reason why the prophets drew this line

of distinction between Egypt proper and the
‘ Southern country

5 was their old political division,

renewed about 800 B.C. At that time the Eth.

king of Napata extended his power beyond the
first cataract and seized Thebes. About 770 B.C.

the Ethiopian P[ifankhi (Piankhi) possessed Upper
Egypt down to Hermopolis. The rest of Egypt
was split up into ten small kingdoms perfectly
independent of the legal Pharaoh, Shoshenk IV.

Of these petty kings residing in Sais, Bubastis,
Hermopolis, etc., Tefnakht of Sais finally gained
the supremacy. He failed to subject Middle
Egypt owing to the interference of the Ethiopians.
Tefnakht’s defeat and nominal subjection under
P(i)'ankhi’s sovereignty did not prevent him and
his successor Bocchoris (Egyptian Bok-en-renefy the
famous founder of the Egyptian code of laws) from
gaining finally all Lower and Middle Egypt. In
728 the Eth. Shabako, interfering again, defeated
Bocchoris, burned him alive, and united Egypt
under his rule. But the political division of

Pathros under administration of the Eth. kings
and of Mizraim under native rulers, which had
lasted for some 70 years, was kept in memory by
the Hebrews during the 7th cent, and even by
Ezekiel (572 B.C.)

Ezk 2914 (after Egypt has been desolate for 40
ears and its inhabitants exiled), ‘I will bring
ack the captivity of Egvpt, and will cause them

to return into (LXX, ‘will cause them to dwTell in/
perhaps better) the land of Pathros, into the land
of their birth, and they shall be there a base king-
dom/ It is very remarkable to find in Ezekiel a
knowledge of the correct Egyp. tradition concern-
ing the priority of the Southern country over the
North. The earliest known dynasties of kings
resided in Memphis on the border of Upper and
Lower Egypt, but the first historical king, Menes,
came from This (Thinis) near Abydos in Upper
Egypt. Therefore the inscriptions always place the
South as the aboriginal country before the North.
The issue of that prophecy is not quite clear. The
downfall of Egypt’s power and the loss of her in-

dependence for ever in 525 B.C., brought about by
Cambyses, are a clear fulfilment. But we do not
know of an independent Egyp. kingdom limited to

Upper Egypt, except about 200 B.C.,when the Egyp-
tians, rebelling against the Greek kings (Ptolemy
IV. and Y.), held their own in the Thebaid for about
20 years. Ezekiel’s words apparently require some
less literal interpretation, which we cannot well
give in our present state of knowledge. From
Pathros the branch of the Egyptians came, called

Pathrusim (Gn 1014, LXX ol narporuvidju).

W. Max Muller.
PATMOS (Har/ios). — This island is once men-

tioned in the Bible, Rev l9 ‘I John . . . was in

the isle that is called Patmos, for the word of God
and for the testimony of Jesus Christ/ Patmos
lies off the coast of Asia Minor, in 37° 20' N. Lat.
and 26° 35' E. Long., and on the map has roughly
the shape of a horse’s head and neck, the nose
pointing eastwards. It is about 10 miles long by
N. and S., and 6 broad along its northern end.
Its much indented coastline is 37 miles round;
according to Pliny, 30 Roman miles. It consists of

three main masses of volcanic hills which, at their

highest point, Hagios Elias, rise to over 800 ft. In
the Middle Ages its palms won it the name of

Palmosa, but under Turkish rule its vegetation,
trade, and inhabitants have nearly disappeared.

The ancient capital occupied an isthmus connect-
ing what are now called the inlets of La Scala and
Merika. Its ruins are still visible, and the Cyclo-
pean work of the citadel denotes great antiquity.
The chief feature of the modem island is the
monastery of St. John, dominating with its battle-

ments the modem town, which lies a mile and a
half south of La Scala, the landing-place. This
monastery was founded in 1088 under Alexius
Comnenus by St. Christodulos. Whether the
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‘ cave of the apocalypse
5 halfway up the hillside,

now shown as the spot at which St. John received
his revelation, was already famous before that
date, is not known. The monastery contains a
poor remnant of the valuable library which was
once there. Mai, in his Nova Bibliotheca

,
VL ii.

p. 537, has published from a Vatican MS a list of

the books preserved there in the 13th cent. It was
here that the English traveller E. D. Clark pur-
chased of the monks, in Oct. 1814, the great 9th
cent, codex of Plato now in the Bodleian. It remains
to add that, according to an uncertain tradition

preserved in Irenaeus, v. 30 ; Eusebius, EE iii. 18

;

Hieronymus, deScr. El. c. 9, and others, St. John
was exiled to Patinos in the 14th year of the
emperor Domitian, and returned thence to Ephesus
A.D. 96 under Nerva. A modem traveller, Mr.
Theodore Bent, has suggested that the natural
scenery of the island determined some features of

the imagery of the
^
Apocalypse : a suggestion

which Dean Stanley in his Sermons in the East
had already made.

Literature.—H. F. Tozer, The. Islands of the JEgean, 1890,

pp. 178-195 ; Tournefort, Relation d'un Voyage

,

Lyon, 1717

;

Walpole, Turkey
,
London, 1820, vol. ii. 43; E. D. Clark,

Travelft, London, 1818, voL vi. ch. 2 ; Boss, Reisen, Stuttgart,

1840, vol. ii.; Gu&rin, Description de Vile de Patmos, Paris,

1856. Among ancient authorities Patinos is mentioned hy
Ihucyd. iiL 33 ; Pliny, JTat. But. iv. 23 ;

Strabo, bk. x. ch. 5.

F. C. COKYBEARE.
PATRIARCHS.—The discussion of this subject

falls naturally into two parts, viz., a few general
remarks, and a more detailed examination of the
immense age ascribed to the individual members
of this class.

i. General Remarlcs.—When the title
‘
patriarch

5

is applied to a biblical character, it is usually
understood to mean one of the earliest fathers of
the human race, or one of the three great progeni-
tors of Israel, namely, Abraham, Isaac, or Jacob.
In the NT it is extended so as to embrace the sons
of Jacob (Ac 78* fl

) and David (Ac 2s8
). The LXX,

from which the title comes, favours the less

restricted use. At 1 Ch 2431 acarpvxpxoa (Heb.
nteKn) are heads of the Levites ; at 1 Ch 2722 x. rQv
(pv\Qiv To-, ('f:

'gnj* nr) are the chief officials of the
kingdom ; at 2 Ch 19s tQv ir. Ter. ( V:^ nharr ^'tq) are
leading men, fit to serve as judges * at 2 Ch 23 20

rods-

x. (mm$ njp) are the captains of hundreds ; at 2 Ch
2613 x. r&v Swaruv {^j nun) nia^rr V*n) are officers

in Dmah’s army ; 4 Mac 71S speaks of ol x. ryi&v
5
A/S. T<r. *1cuc&fi, and 4 Mac 1625 of ’A/3. Kal T<r. Kal

'Icca:., Kal wavres ol x. In this article we shall not
need to say anything about the later patriarchs

:

for them the articles Abraham, etc., should be
consulted. We have to deal only with two classes

—the antediluvian patriarchs, and those who are
laced between the Flood and the birth of Abra-
am.
Of the former we possess two lists ; a Cainite, in

Gn 417
* ascribed to J

;
and a Sethite, Gn 5S

‘S1
, the

work of P. They cover the same ground, Lamech
being the terminus ad quern in both cases

; but the
former begins with Cain, the latter with Seth.
They run as follows ;

—

Gn 417.18 Gn 53-31

Gain Seth
Enoch Enosh
Irad Kenan
Mehujael Mahalalel
Methushael Jared
Lamech Enoch

Methuselah
Lamech

The editors to whom we owe the Book of Genesis
in its present form evidently understood the
Lamech of ch. 4 to be the same person as the
Lamech of ch. 5. Yet one and the same man
cannot have been the descendant in the direct line
of two individuals so sharply distinguished from

each other as Cain and Seth. And there is a
striking similarity between some of the names on
the one side and on the other, compelling us to

conclude that P altered Irad into Jared, Mehujael
into Mahalalel, Methushael into Methuselah. See,

further, the separate articles on these names.
The 11th chapter of Genesis carries us from the

Flood to the birth of Abraham. MT and Sam. have
here a list of nine names : LXX (followed by Lk 336),
obviously for the sake of reaching the number ten,

as in Gn 5, inserts Cainan between Arpachshad
and Shelah, and attributes to him precisely the
same age at the birth of his firstborn and at death
as to Snelah. Many of the names in this genealogy
have been identified (but see Dillm. ad loc.) as those
of localities in Mesopotamia.
There is much to be said for Ryle’s conclusion

respecting the patriarchs as a whole : ‘Perhaps we
should not he far wrong in regarding them as con-
stituting a group pf demigods or heroes, whose
names, in the earliest days of Hebrew tradition,

filled up the blank between the creation of man
and the age of the Israelite patriarchs. Such a
group would be in accordance with the analogy of
the primitive legends of other races. The removal
of every taint of polytheistic superstition, the
presentation of these names as the names of
ordinary human beings, would be the work of the
Israelite narrator 5

(Early Narratives of Gen.

p. 81). In such purification of derived material
we see inspiration at work.
For more particulars see articles ARPACHSHAD,

etc.

ii. Longevity ofthe Patriarchs.—A notable differ-

ence between J and P is, that the former (Gn 417- 18
),

if he furnishes anything beyond a name, connects
with it an interesting statement ; whilst the latter

(Gn 5. 11) gives the age at which each patriarch
begat his firstborn son, and that at which he died.

The figures mentioned for the second of these
events are so high that, if they had been found
anywhere but in the Bible, we should have dis-

missed them as inventions. We do not trouble to
inquire whether the first seven Egyptian kings
reigned in all 12,300 years, or whether any credence
is due to Ephorus and Nicolaus, who, as Josephus
[Ant. I. iii. 9) says, ‘relate that the ancients lived

a thousand years.
5 And the attempts hitherto

made to vindicate P5

s numbers are powerless to
carry conviction.

There is no sufficient historical evidence to show
that in earlier ages or under more favourable con-
ditions human life has been prolonged to anything
like 900 years. Delitzsch would have liked to
make a point of this, but it is nothing to the
purpose when he quotes [New Comm, on Gen.

p. 212) Becker’s statement that ‘a lifetime of 150
is not uncommon in the snow mountains of South
Dagestan. 5 Prichard {Nat. Hist, of Man

, p. 653)
is inclined to accept Easton’s tables, according to
which three Europeans have attained the age of
between 170 and 180, two between 160 and 170, and
so on. Yet, even if this were so, it falls far short
of the mark. The human frame, as men have
known it in historical times, is not calculated to
last 200 years, to sav nothing of 900. And there
is no more reason for believing that its vigour
gradually declined during and after the days of
the grey forefathers of the race, than there is for
accepting the Talmudic absurdity that the first

man reached from earth to heaven, but after his
sin the Holy One laid His hands upon him and
made him little (Chag. 12a). Gn 68b has been
adduced as marking a turning-point at which the
deterioration began. But this clause is either a
gloss, explanatory of the preceding words (Wellh. ),

or, more probably, it has been transposed from its

original position in the story of the Fall (Budde),
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In any case it will not serve the purpose for which
it is brought forward. It precedes the account of
the Blood. But Gn 11 does not limit the patri-
archs after the Flood to 120 years : Shem lives
600 years ; Arpachshad, 438, etc.

When it is said that 4 the numbers 930, 912, 905,
etc., designate epochs of antediluvian history,
which are named after their chief representatives

5

(Del. New Comm. on Gen. p. 213), it must he re-
membered, on the other hand, that this was not P’s
meaning. To him Methuselah and the^rest were
individual men who actually attained the age with
which he credits them. And under the same head-

I
ing of arbitrary attempts to vindicate the trust-
worthiness of the figures must he classed the sug-

f
estion that the year was not one of 12 months’
uration, but of 1 or2 or 3 or 4 or 6.

cyear,
5

in the
Bible, has only one signification, the ordinary one.
Are these desperate attempts necessary? Our

answer might conceivably have been in the affirma-
tive if there had been no uncertainty about the
numbers themselves. But the three authorities,
the MT, the Sam., and the LXX, are hopelessly
disagreed. To see this, it needs hut a glance at
the two following tables, which are reproduced
mainly from Hobzinger’a Gen. pp. 61, 115 :

—

TABLE L
Prom Gn 5*

1. Adam . 130 800 mum 180
2. Seth. . 105 807 912 105
3. Enosh . 90 815 90S 90
4. Kenan. 70 910 70
5. , 65 895 65
6. Jared . 162 962 62
7. Enoch. 65 365 65
8. Methuselah. 187 782 Hij'l 67

9. Lamech . 182 595 777 58

10. Noah . . (950) 500
To the Flood .

Year of the Flood
** 100

1807

TABLE H.

From Gn II.

The slightest inspection of Table I. shows that
the discrepancies are not due to accident. The
regularity with which the LXX advances the age
of the father at the birth of his first son by 100
years betrays purpose. The manipulation of MT
and Sam., so tnat, although they do not agree as
lo the year after the Creation in which Methuselah
died, they yet, both of them, date his death in the
year of the Flood, is equally significant. The date
of the Blood in MT, 1656, is obtained by adding
the remaining 349 years of Noah’s life to the 1307

of the Samaritan. Our documentary authorities,
therefore, did not pay blind respect to the numbers
which they found before them.
Budd& (Urgeschichtey ch. iv.), followed by more

recent writers, has endeavoured to show that the
Sam., by dating the death of Jared, Methuselah,
and Lamech in the same year as the Flood, meant
to imply that they perished in that catastrophe.
He also sees in the names of these patriarchs indi-
cations of sinfulness and degeneracy. Butt the
etymology is too uncertain to justify the latter
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inference (see the new Oxford Heb. Lexicon, and
also the name list in Bairs Lightfrom the East).
The list in ch. 11 is still more evidently artificial.

In all three authorities the purpose is to indicate a
gradual diminution of longevity from 600 to 200
years, thus preparing the way for the still shorter
lifetime of Abraham and his successors. The LXX,
by adding 100 to each of the earlier lives, after the
first, makes the slope more gradual. The Sam., by
adding 100 to the age at the birth of the firstborn,

avoids the startling transition from 100 in Shem’s
case to 35, 30, etc., in the succeeding ones. This
version also, to escape the apparent inconsistency
between the supposition that Abraham’s begetting
a son when 100 years old is a miracle, and the
statement that 130 was the ordinary age for this

in the preceding cases, has the 79 and 70 of the
LXX for Nahor and Terah. As an example of

the freedom with which the MT treated this

matter, the instance of Terah may be cited. The
Sam. gives him 145 years : this would make Abra-
ham leave Haran immediately on his father’s

death. But Gn 121 relates that Abraham was
called to leave his father’s house. Hence the 205
years ascribed to Terah in the MT : according to
it, Terah survived his son’s departure 60 years.

Finally, we must note the startling discrepancy
between the 290 years of MT, the 940 of Sam., and
the 1070 of LXX, as the length of the period from
the Flood to the Birth of Abraham.

In endeavouring to account for these extra-
ordinary figures we must never forget that we
owe them to P. The earlier documents, J and
E, show no trace of anything similar. It is P,
too, who attributes to Abraham 175 years, to Isaac

180, to Jacob 147 ; and, when compelled to limit
Moses to 120, seems to think his comparatively
early decease requires comment :

‘ his eye was not
dim, nor his natural force abated.’ The periods
determined by such landmarks as Creation, Flood,
Birth of Abraham, needed to be filled up. P was
especially attracted by names and numbers. The
names were supplied by tradition. We have no
evidence to prove that a definite number was
attached to each of these names. But we do know
that in ancient times the belief prevailed that
human life had formerly been prolonged far beyond
the limits which have since been familiar. Hesiod
asserts that in the Silver Age childhood lasted 130
years. A Hebrew prophet (Is 6520

), picturing the
Messianic future in colours drawn from popular
ideas respecting the far-distant past, predicts that
‘ the child shall die an hundred years old ’ (on this
passage see Expos. Times, Nov. 1899, p. 61).

Literature.— Besides the best Commentaries on Genesis,
Budde’s tTrgeschichte is helpful. See also Ryle’s Early Narra-
tives of Genesis, and the art. Chronology of the OT in the
first vol. of this Dictionary. J. TAYLOR.

PATROBAS (UaTpdfias).—The name of a member
of the Roman Church greeted by St. Paul in Eo
1614

. It is a shortened form of Patrobius. The
name was borne by a well-known freedman of
Nere, who was put to death by Galba (Tac. Hist.
i. 49, ii. 95), and occurs in inscriptions (Lightfoot,
Phihppians

, p. 175). Patrobas is commemor-
ated on Nov. 4, and all later legends about him
will he found in Acta Sanctorum, Nov., vol. ii. I,

p. 222. A. C. Headlam.

PATROCLUS (HdrpoicXos).—The father of the
Syrian general Nicanor (2 Mac 89

}.

PATTERN.—Various words are so rendered. 1.

nunn tablmUh [from banah, to build], the shape of
a thing, elsewhere tr. ‘example* or ‘ ensample,’
1 figure,’ * form,’ etc., is tr. ‘ pattern ’ in Ex. 259 ***• 49

Jos 22* 2 K 1610
, 1 Ch in reference to

the model or idea (lit. ‘ construction ’) of the taber-

nacle, etc. 2. nuDp tokhnith [fr. tdkhan, to regulate,

adjust, used in Job 2825
, Is 40

12* 13 of God’s work * in

ordering creation by weight or measure ’] occuis

only in Ezk 2S12 (of the symmetry or perfection of

the prince of Tyre [see Davidson, in loc.\ AY and
RY ‘sum,’ RYm ‘Or measure, or pattern’), and
4310 (of the idea of the temple before building, AY
and EY ‘ pattern,’ AVm ‘ Or sum or number,’ EYm
‘ Or sum ’). 3. nano mar'eh [fr. raiah, to see], a

sight, the appearance of something, is tr. * pattern ’

in Nu 84 ‘ According unto the pattern which the

Lord had showed Moses.’ 4. oyoLw/j,a [fr. 6/jlolos,

opu5s, similis
, same], something made like some

other thing, a copy, is in Sir 3838 tr. ‘pattern,’
‘ His eyes Took still upon the pattern of the thing
that he maketh,’ Gr. Karkvavn b^ocb^aros cncetiovs.

5. tiIttos, which is both the model and ‘ copy ’ (see

Figure, §3), is tr. ‘pattern’ in Tit 27 (EV ‘en-

sample’), He 85 (quofc. from Ex 2540). The meaning
is clearly image, an idea before one in the forma-

tion of character (Tit 27 ) or of the tabernacle

(He 85
}, not copy. Cf. Hall, Works

,

ii. 148, ‘ There
must he much caution used in our imitation of the

best patternes, (whether in respect of the persons

or things ;) else we shall make our selves apes, and
our acts sinful absurdities.’ 6. uToribrwts in 1 Ti

l16, AY ‘pattern,’ EY ‘ ensample,’ but in 2 Ti l 13

(its only other occurrence)AV ‘ form,’EY ‘ pattern.’

It is an outline or sketch under one’s eye. 7. ifir6-

Seiy/ia, like ttjttos, is used for both the model and
the copy, and in the only place where it is ren-

dered ‘ pattern,’ He 923 (as well as in 85
, where it is

tr. ‘ example,’ RV ‘ copy ’), the meaning is clearly

copy or representation : He 923 ‘ It was therefore

necessary that the patterns (EY ‘ copies ’) of thing i

in the heavens should be purified with these

hut the heavenly things themselves with bettei

sacrifices than these.’ But in 1611 this tr. was
quite legitimate, as ‘pattern’ then was used for

both the exemplar and its copy. Trench (On A V
of NT, p. 118 f.) denies this ;

but there are unmis-
takable examples in Sbaks. as well as elsewhere.

Thus I Henry VI. V. v. 65

—

• For what is wedlock forced but a hell.

An age of discord and continual strife?

Whereas the contrary bringeth bliss,

And is a pattern of celestial peace.*

So Othello, V. ii. 11

—

‘Thou cunning’st pattern of excelling nature.*

See also Henry V. II. iv. 61, Lucrece 1350, Lover's

Complaint, 170 ; and cf. Book of Homilies (1573),
‘ where most rebellions and rebels be, there is the
express similitude of hell ; and the rebels themselves
are the very figures of fiends and devils, and their

captain the ungracious pattern of Lucifer and
Satan, the prince of darkness.’ J, HASTINGS.

PAU.—See Pai.

PAUL the Apostle.—

L THE LIFE.
1. Birth and Training :

Autobiographical Notes; Personal Names; Jewish
nature, Greek environment, Roman citizenship

—

influence of Tarsus, of Jerusalem and Gamaliel.
2. Idiosyncrasy;

Mental gifts. Physical constitution, Emotional tem-
perament ; the » the trxDXc^ e-etpxi.

8. Conversion ;

The Root of Paul’s Doctrine ; Narratives of the Acts

;

Allusions of the Epp. ; Internal antecedents; Ac-
tual Appearance of Jesus ; Sequel of the Conversion.

4. Missionary Career,—dating from Conversion ; the
Vision in Jerusalem

:

(a) First Period, of Apprenticeship: Tarsus and
Cilicia.

(b) Second Period, of Co-operation with Barnabas
and First Missionary Tour: Syrian Antioch,
Relief of Famine in Judaea ; Cyprus (Sergius
Paulus, Elymas), Behaviour of John Mark;
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S. Galatian cities (Speeches at Pisidian Antioch
and Lystra); ‘ Door of Faith opened to the
Gentiles/ Growing Ascendency of Paul; Coun-
cil at Jerusalem.

fe) Third Period, ofEstablished Leadership; Second
Missionary Tour: Silas and Timothy; ‘The
Phrygian and Galatian Country’ ; Meeting with
Luke and crossing to Macedonia—Work at
Philippi, Thessalonica, Beraea; Preaching at
Athens

; Founding of Corinthian Church

;

Thessalonian Epistles.

m Fourth Period, o/Judaistie Controversy; Third
Missionary Tour

:

Collision with Peter at An-
tioch ; Anti-Pauline campaign of the Legalists

;

Journey to and Mission in Ephesus ; Communi-
cations with Corinth—the two Epp, ; the Col-
lection for Jerusalem ; Severe Illness

;
Journey

in Macedonia ; Epp. to Galatians and Romans

;

Sojourn at Corinth ; Reception at Jerusalem.

{*) Fifth Period
, of Imprisonment in Caesarea and

Rome: Assault of the Jews in the Temple;
Apprehension and Trials of Paul; Appeal to
CeBsar ; Voyage to Rome ; Probable Acquittal
and Release

;
Epistles of the First Captivity

;

Paul at Rome.
(f) Sixth Period

, of Last Joumeyings, Renewed
Imprisonment, and Martyrdom

:

Data for this
Period ; Revisitation of old Churches ; Voyage
to Spain ; Movements indicated in 1 and 2 Ti
and Titus; Character of Pastoral Epistles; Tra-
dition of Paul’s Death.

5. Chronology :

Fixed Datum of Ac 12 ; Gal 21,
and Ac 11. 12 or 15

;

Tear of Paul’s Conversion; Year of Voyage to
Jerusalem (Ac 20); Space for the Last Period;
Hamack’s Chronological Scheme.

ti THE DOCTRINE.
Introduction :

Nature of Paul’s Writings ; Modem Analyses—Baur,
Holtzmann, Pfleiderer, The Dutch School, Reuss
and A. Sabatier, Beyschlag, A. B. Bruce, Somer-
ville, G. B. Stevens ; OT Antecedents and Starting-
point.

L Doctrine of God :

() The Fatherhood of God

:

Basis of Paulinism in
'jhe Teaching of Jesus ; Supremacy of Grace.

() The Righteousness of God

:

its relations to Father-
hood and Grace.

(c) The Anger of God.
(a) The Law of God: Double sense of the term in

Paul.

& Doctrine of Man:
() The Constitution of Mankind

:

The Image of

God ; Solidarity of the Race ; Man and Woman.
() Spirit and Flesh

:

General and Specific Sense

;

Flesh and Sin ; Heredity of Sin
;
the First and

Second Man.
(c) Sin and Death.
(d) History of the Race

:

the Two Ages ; the Heathen
World; the Discipline of Israel; the Fulness of

the Times.
8. Doctrine of Christ and of Salvation :

(a) The Person of Christ

:

Recognized in Paul’s Con-
version; God’s ‘Own Son’; ‘the Lord’; Pre-
existence of Christ; Christ and the Human
Race ; Christ and the Curse of SiD.

(h) The Death of the Cross

:

central to Paul’s teaching

;

representative, justifying*, propitiatory, recon-
ciling, sanctifying; Juristic and Ethical The-
ories.

(c) The New Life of Faith

:

Nature and Implications
of Faith; the Resurrection of Christ and the
Unio Mystica ; Filial Adoption.

4. Doctrine of the Holy Spirit :

(a) God Immanent: the Teaching of Jesus and of
Paul ; the Spirit in the Heart.

0) The Spiritual Man

:

Progressive Sanctification

;

Holiness and the Ethical Life.

to) The Communion ofthe Spirit,

la) The Earnest of the Inheritance.

8. Doctrine of the Church :

(a) The Body of Christ: Expansion of Paul’s Idea of

the Ecclesia ; the Church no temporal Institute.

(h) The Brotherhood: Love, and the Works of Faith.

(o) The Charismata: Edification, Church-meetings,
and Administration.

(<f) Baptism and the Lords Supper: relative to
Christ, and to the Church ; Picture-signs, and
Covenant-signs.

<4> Church Organization

:

Development within the
Epistles ; Charismatic and Clerical, Missionary
and Local Ministries; the Apostolate; no
•Model’ of Church-government.

i Doctrine of the Kingdom of God :

Based on the Jewish conception, as spiritualized

by Jesus ; Eschatological in outlook.

() The Divine Sovereignty: Election and Fore-
knowledge ; the Call of Believers.

() The Enemies of God: Satan, Evil Spirits; the
Kingdom of Darkness ;

the Final Struggle.

(c) The Consummation : (a) The Moral Perfection of

Christians
; (/3) The Resurrection of the Body

;

(y) The Intermediate State
; (2) The Second

Coming of the Lord Jesus—the Dtnoument of

Human History.

i. The Life OF St. Paul.—1. Birth and Train-
ing. 4 1 am a Jewish, man, a Tarsian of Cilicia, a
citizen of no mean city (Ac 2

1

39
) . . . brought up

at the feet of Gamaliel in this city [Jerusalem],
trained in the strict way of the law of our fathers,

full from the first ({nrapxuv) of zeal for God 5

(22
s
);

4Whom I serve from my forefathers in a pure con-
science

5

(2 Ti l3 ) ;

4 Circumcised on the eighth day,
of the stock of Israel, the tribe of Benjamin, a
Hebrew sprung from Hebrews, in respect of the law
a Pharisee, in respect of zeal a persecutor of the
Church, in respect of legal righteousness showing
myself blameless

5 (Ph 35 - 6
, 2 Co ll22

, Ro 41 93 ll1
,

Ac 236
) ;

4 1 made proficiency in Judaism beyond
many of my contemporaries, being more extreme
than they in zeal for my ancestral traditions

5

(Gal l14
,
Ac 264* 5

) ; at the same time, a ‘Roman 5

and so
4 born 5 (Ac 2226‘28

,
16®7

). Thus much we learn
from St. Paul about himself. [On the genuine-
ness of the speeches see art. Acts of Apostles].
Jerome (de Vir. Ulustr. 5; ad Philem. 23), who
knew Palestine, has a tradition that St. Paul was
bom at Gischala in Galilee, ‘quo a Romanis capto
cum parentibus suis Tarsum Cilicise commigravit 5

;

Krenkel (Beitrage z. Aufhellung d. Geschichte u.

d. Briefe d. Ap. P. § 1) prefers this story to the
statement of PauTs Tarsian origin in the Acts,
insisting that a ‘Hebrew sprung from Hebrews 5

signifies one bom in Palestine. The above con-
dition was fulfilled, however, if St. Paul’s family
retained the native traditions ; and Jerome’s tale,

besides its gross anachronism, is too late and iso-

lated to weigh against that of St. Luke. A modi-
cum of truth there may be in it : Gischala may
have been the old domicile of the family (tradi-

tion is tenacious on this point), which in any case
had emigrated not many generations before Paul’s

birth, for it was still ‘Hebrew 5
in home -speech

and spirit. Hence Saul is sent in his boyhood
for education to Jerusalem ; in later years he
had a 4

sister’s son
5 residing there (Ac 2316_22

):
The

Cilician Jews kept up a close connexion with the
mother city, where they appear to have had a
synagogue of their own (Ac 69) ; they distinguished

themselves by patriotic bravery in the siege of

Jerusalem. The wealth of Paul’s father we may
fairly infer from the education given him (see

Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller, etc., pp. 31, 310,

312); his occupation as a tent-maker is no dis-

proof of this, for well-to-do Jews wisely taught
their sons some handicraft. His mother’s piety

is implied in Gal l14 ; comp, the sympathetic
allusions of 2 Ti l5- 315.

He was named Saul (SaCXoy in Acts where spoken
of, SaotfA where spoken to), presumably after the
hero-king of his tribe (Ac 91 etc., 131 etc.; cf. 1331

).

But his Hebrew name (SaOXos has, moreover, in

Greek, the ridiculous sense of ‘waddling’) is dis-

placed in Acts by the Roman cognomen Paul
(IlaCAos, Paulus,

4
little

5

) from the time the apostle

enters on his wider career and meets Roman
society. With the Heb.-Rom. Saul-Paul compare
John-Mark (Ac 1537), Jesus-Justus (Col 411 ), also

Flavius-Josephus. The change of name occurs in

Luke’s narrative on the occasion of the conversion
of Sergius Paulus, proconsul of Cyprus—a coinci-

dence suggesting to many, after Origen (Comment

.

ad Rom., prcefat.), Jerome (ad Philem. 1: ‘a
primo ecclesise spolio, proconsule Sergio Paulo,
victorias suae trophaea retulit erexitque vexillum
Augustine (Confess. viii. 4), that St. Paul took hia

apostolic name from this conquest—a proceeding
in bad taste, and on other accounts improbable.
If Paulus was a personal name, it might have been

j
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fine to the hearer’s littleness; Sanlos perhaps
suggested it by resemblance of sound (Renan) : so

Jesus-Jason, Joseph-Hegesippus, etc. (but these
combinations are Heb. -Greek, not Latin). Others
explain it as an epithet, self-assumed in humil-
ity (cf. 1 Co 159), or conferred by way of con-

trast with Elymas (Ac 138 * 9
) overcome by the

apostle as Goliath by little David (Lange) ; or as
derived from a Hebrew root

—

sc. wrought
(by God},’ or the like. But these conjectures are
needless. With his Roman citizenship Paul in-

herited a Latin name ; and Paulies was a cognomen
not uncommon in Roman families, borne, e.g., by
the great iEmilian gens. What his Roman gentile

name (ox nomen proper) and prsenomen were, never
appears. The low stature which, according to good
tradition {Acta Pauli et Theclas, 3 ; see Ramsay’s
Ch. in the Pom. Bmp. 5

p, 32 ; cf. 2 Co 101,

2

* *°),

distinguished Paul, may have been a family trait

suggesting the sobriquet, as in other instances.

The apostle was ‘Paulus’ to Romans, IlaOXos

amongst Greeks, while he was ‘ Saul ’ to his fellow
Jews and at Jerusalem. As ‘Saul, Saul,’ in his

mother-speech, the voice of Jesus addressed him
(Ac 2614

). See, further, Ramsay, St. Paul, etc.

p. 81 if.; and Deissmann, Bibelstudien
, p. 184 ff.

In this apostle, Jew, Greek, and Roman met.
The Jew in him was the foundation of everything
that Paul became. He was ‘Jew’ (Judaean in

nationality and education), ‘Israelite’ (in descent
and creed), ‘ Hebrew 5

(in language and tradition).

The current Hebrew [i.e. Aramaic) of Palestine
was spoken in his father’s house ; and his student
days gave him the mastery of it which enabled
him to address the multitude of Jerusalem in their

vernacular (Ac 222) and to make himself everywhere
‘ to the Jews as a Jew’ (1 Co 920

). His OT quotations,
though based on the LXX, occasionally indicate

the knowledge of the ancient Hebrew which the
pupil of Gamaliel must have possessed. No man
more highly prized the privileges of Israel, or more
fervently believed in its Divine election (Ro 31 * 2

94* 5 11. 158, Ph 37); no man more passionately
loved his Jewish kin (Ro 91

"5 ll 14
) ; none had drunk

more deeply at the springs of OT revelation. As
a Christian and a Gentile apostle Paul claimed to

be the truer Israelite, for he was carrying ont ‘ the
promise of God to the fathers ’ (Ac 1332- 83 2414

,
Gal

37
”14 616, 2 Co ll22

, Ro 416* 17 S4
'6 104 158"12) ; im-

prisoned in pursuance of his calling, he was ‘ wear-
ing this cham for the hope of Israel ’ (Ac 26s* 7 2820

).

Bearing in his Pharisaic youth all the weight of

its yoke, Saul had proved the impotence of the law
as a means of justification before God, and the
hopelessness of Israel’s attempts to win through
its observance the Messianic salvation (Ac 1333* 39

,

Ro 413"15 8s 981-104, Gal 216* 16 310*25 52* s
, 1 Co 1558

etc. ). This was the chief gain of Paul’s apprentice-
ship to Mosaism: ‘through law I died to law’;
the law acted as a relentless spur on Saul’s sensi-

tive conscience; it was his ircudayoyte els Xpiarbv,
driving him from itself to the gospel of Jesus even
while, in its fancied interests, he was His perse-
cutor (Ac 2614

). Thus Paul’s legalistic rearing was
an essential negative preparation for his conversion
and apostleship. But it contributed thereto in a
positive sense. At Rabban Gamaliel’s feet (see
art. Gamaliel) he learnt much that never left

him. Paul’s theological method and style, and
use of Scripture, are Rabbinical of the purest age.
The most fruitful recent expositions of his teach-
ing (such as Sanday-Headlam’s Romans, Pfleiderer’s
Paulinismus,

2 and Kabisch’s Eschatologie) draw
their best illustrations from Jewish theology. In
several of his doctrines, notably that of original
sin and of the resurrection (Ac 23®-9 2414* 16 268

), Paul
continued a Pharisee. As against the sceptical,
minimizing Sadducees, Ms sympatMes were always

with his early comrades (Ro 102 ). He had an
intimate knowledge, both practical and theoretical,

of the ground of the legalistic controversy, on
which he was to play a decisive part. He brought
with him to the Christian camp the resources of a
trained Jewish jurist, a skilled Rabbinical scholar

and disputant. He was the one man qualified to

effect the transition in doctrine and institutions

from the old faith to the new, to transplant
Christianity, without destroying any of its roots,

from the ancient soil of Judaism into the wide and
rich field ready for it in the Gentile world. This
transition had been virtually effected in his own
conversion to Christ. Hansrath questions the
account in Acts of his studentship under Gamaliel
at Jerusalem {Dor Ap . Paulus, i. 3), on the ground
of Gamaliel’s mildness and Paxil’s severity of

temper ; but Paul was a zealot, Gamaliel a moder-
ate, by temperament.

St. Paul’s education and native bent were strongly
Palestinian and Pharisaic. But he could not help
acquiring knowledge of the broader Hellenizing
theology that had spread from Alexandria amongst
the Greek Diaspora, with which Apollos (Ac 1824)
and the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews were
imbued. He used freely the Book of Wisdom,
which emanated from this school. In Col l12

'20

(written, however, after Paul had met with Apollos)
he shows his mastery of the theosopMc specula-

tions of the Alexandrian (and Essenic) Jewish
teachers; and his language appears to indicate

some literary contact with his elder contemporary*
Philo (see Lightfoot and Klopper on Col. ad loc.

and Jowett’s Essay on ‘St. Paul and Philo’ in

his Epp. of St Paul). Paul’s use of types and
allegory may have been learnt from his masters
at Jerusalem.

St. Paul’s Tarsian birth and Roman citizenship

secured to him an outfit for the Gentile apostleship

such as no mere Palestinian Jew could possess.

When Krenkel (as referred to above) contests the
former point, and Hausrath {op. cit. p. 19), with
Renan and others, the latter, they show undeserved
distrust of the Acts; and they deny to Paul the
status and equipment indispensable for his mission
to the Graeco-Romanworld (seeLightf. Bibl. Essays,
iv.). Of his Gentile connexions, along with his

Jewish antecedents, the apostle was thinking when
he spoke of God as ‘having marked me out [for

my life-mission] from my mother’s womb ’ (Gal l18).

The Rabbinical student of Jerusalem was first a
Jewish boy in the streets of a heathen city, and
his home continued to he there (he was certainly

absent from Jerusalem during the visits of Jesus).

St Paul’s insight into the moral working of idol-

atry, and his ready appreciation of Gentile senti-

ment, speak for this. He is everywhere at home
in the synagogues of the Dispersion. In the Graeco-

Asiatic Tarsus (see art. Tarsus) the products of

East and West met, ships of all countries lay at
its wharves—a place to stir in an impressionable
child thoughts and dreams of the wide world, and
to impart an instinctive aptitude for mixing with
all sorts of men. In Saul’s nature Greek versatility

was blended with Jewish tenacity.

Tarsus was the capital of Cilicia, then incor-

porated in the province of Syria. This city issued

fortunately from the troubles of the Roman civil

wars, receiving the title of metropolis and the
immunities of an urbs libera (Dio Chrys., Orat. 2 j

Pliny, HN v. 27 ; cf. Ac 2139
) ; it had therefore its

ecclesia, its elective magistrates and local jurisdic-

tion ; and Paul’s father doubtless held themunicipal
along with the imperial franchise. This environ-

ment made Saul a citizen of the world, while he was
a Jewish scholar and devotee. His mental imagery
is not gathered, like that of Jesus, from the fields

and the face of nature ; where not borrowed from
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the OT, we trace it to the Jewish household and
synagogue within doors, and out of doors to the
streets, the agora, the stadium, the temples, the
traffic of a Greek seaport town. Such cities Paul
sought by predilection; their society was his
native element. The contact of Jew and Gentile
gave the apostle his point of vantage; and he
found his main constituency in the large circle
of piously disposed men and women of Greek
culture attracted to the Hellenistic synagogues.
Tarsus was at this period a university town of the
highest repute (Strabo, xiv. 10. 13-15 ; Philos-
tratus, Apollonius

,
i. 7) ; it sent out distinguished

professors of the Stoic philosophy, and afterwards
of Homan law. Strict Jewish families held aloof
from the Greek schools, and Paul’s style bears
scarcely any trace of classical discipline

;
his Greek

is the kolpt) of the Levantine shores, enriched with
Hebraisms of the LXX and the Synagogue and
adapted to the new Christian ideas with creative
originality. The citations he makes from Greek
authors are of a popular, proverbial stamp (Ac
1728, 1 Co 1582, Tit P2

). Passages like 1 Co l 20 and
Col 28 indicate St. Paul’s contempt for the empty
sophistic and meretricious show into which philo-
sophy had degenerated. Tarsus was a conspicu-
ous arena for such display, and must often have
witnessed scenes resembling that in which Paul
himself took so ready a part in Athens (Ac 1717ff

*).

At the same time St. Paul could not but receive
intellectual stimulus, if only by way of aversion,
from such a theatre of mental activity. His master
Gamaliel is said to have encouraged Greek studies.

Especially when Saul returned home after his con-
version (Ac 930 ll25

, Gal l21), with his mission to
the heathen definitely in view, we cannot suppose
that he failed to use the facilities afforded by his
native city for studying the Gentile thought of the
day (see Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller

, p. 354).

His address to theAreopagus showsthat the apostle,

when he chose, could become a philosopher to the
philosophers. The parallels in thought between
St. Paul’s ethics and those of Seneca and the
Stoics (see the Essay ad rem in Lightfoot’s Philip -

plans) are, however, scarcely closer than may be
accounted for by the Stoical ideas in the air and
by the unconscious sympathy with the nascent
Christian faith existing in nigh-minded Gentile
thinkers of the age.

In regard toform and expression
, it is likely that

Paul learnt something from the schools of his

native town. ‘In general, the Epp. of St. Paul
stand much nearer to the forms of the Cynic and
Stoic diatribe, as regards their methods and the
complexion of their speech, than to the involved
Rabbinical dialectic. Recent investigations on the
subject (Wendland u. Kern, Beitrage z. Gesckkhte
d. griech. Philos. u. Pelig. pp. 3-75, Philo u. d.

Icynisch-stoische Diatribe) bring this relationship
increasingly into light’: so Heinrici, Vorrede to
1 Co in Krit.-exeg. Kommentar 8 (Meyer); also
Canon Hicks’ Paper on ‘St. Paul and Hellenism’
in Stud. Bibl. iv.

From Tarsus Paul carried off, if not a scholarly
Greek training, at least his trade of tent-making
(Ac 183

). Tarsus was a centre for the manu-
facture of cilicium, the coarse goats’ hair fabric

of the district, famed for its durability, of which
shoes, mats, and coverings of all kinds were made ;

and the boy Saul was taught this local handi-
craft. An industry everywhere in demand, this

craft supplied him in his wandering apostleship
with a means of livelihood, laborious and irksome
enough, but adequate for his scanty needs (1 Th
29, 2Th 38-10, 1 Co 98

'18 etc.). ‘These hands,’ as
Paul held them up, rough and black with stitching

at the hard canvas, told their tale of stem in-

dependence and self-denial (Ac 2038*S5 ).

Of Roman law Paul had the knowledge qualify-

ing him to exercise his valued rights as a citizen of

the Empire. This discipline contributed to his large
Christian apprehension of ‘law’ as a universal
Divine institute, which has its nearest analogue in
the Roman jus gentium. His prominent doctrine
of Adoption (vlodecla) is based upon Grseco-Roman,
not Jewish practice. His conception of the Church
borrowed something from the Roman State as
well as from the Israelite Theocracy (see Eph 219

,

Col 2 19
, Ph l 27 320). Not merely for his own

protection (Ac 16s7 22s5
)
and as a passport to his

message did the apostle pronounce the words
‘Civis Romanus sum’ and ‘ Caesarem appello,’
but with genuine loyalty and with a true sense
for the grandeur ana enduring power of the rule
of Rome. ‘We cannot fail to be struck with the
hold which Roman ideas had on the mind of St.
Paul. . . . He had conceived the great idea of
Christianity as the religion of the Roman world ;

and he thought of the various districts and
countries in which he preached as parts of the
grand unity ’ (Ramsay, - Ch. in the Rom. EmpA
pp. 147, 148, St. Paul the Trav. pp. 125-127, 135

;

also Sanday-Headlam, Romans
, p. xiv). He had

the Roman genius of the statesman and organizer.
He planted his churches, by preference, in Roman
colonies (Pisidian Antioch, Philippi, Corinth, etc.).

To Rome St. Paul addressed his most studied
and complete Epistle; toward this metropolis of
the world the advance of his mission from Jeru-
salem westwards, for many years previously, had
been directed (Ro l8

*15 1522
’25

, Ac 1921 23n). Only
when at last he had made his defence and
delivered his message before the Imperial Court,
could the ‘teacher of the Gentiles in faith and
truth ’ consider that his ‘ preaching was fulfilled

’

and his course finished (1 Ti 27
, 2 Ti 47- 17

). To
the Jewish student and the Greek cosmopolitan in
Paul there was added the Roman gentleman. His
courteous dignity of bearing enabled him worthily
to stand before magistrates and kings (Ac 9XS 26,
etc.). He commanded the respect of governors
like Sergius Paulus and Porcius Festus, and the
deference and goodwill of Julius the centurion
in whose charge he voyaged to Rome. There,
too, an * ambassador in chains,’ he gained a wide
influence, and his presence greatly stimulated the
Christian cause (Eph 620

, Ph l13 422, Ac 28s0* 81
).

Though his prison, Rome was his best vantage-
ground and his adoptive home. It was here that
the apostle arrived, as appears from the Epistles
of the First Captivity, at his loftiest conceptions
of the nature and destiny of the Universal Church.

2. St. Paul's Idiosyncrasy.—The ‘striking origin-

ality’ of Paul’s character is ‘due to the fruitful

combination in it of two spiritual forces, which
are seldom found united in this degree in one
personality— dialectical power and religious in-

spiration
,
or (to borrow Paul’s own language) the

activity of the vovs and that of the vvevjuut
3

(A.
Sabatier). Add to these attributes the apostle’s

heart of fire, the glow of passion and imagination
which fused his mystical intuitions and logical

apprehensions into one, his fine sensibility, his

resolute will, his manly sincerity and courage and
woman-like tenderness, his vivacity, subtlety, and
humour, his rich humanity and teen faculty of
moral observation, his adroitness and ready tact, his

genius for organization and inborn power of com-
mand, and the vigorous and creative, though not
facile, gift of expression that supplied the fitting

dress, as original as the thought behind it, with
which his doctrine clothed itself,—all these quali-

ties and powers went to the making of Jesus
Christ’s apostle to the nations, the master-builder
of the universal Church and of Christian theology.

St. Paul’s physical frame appears by no means tc
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have matched the greatness of his soul. With a
frankness that charms while it pains the reader, he
quotes the taunt of his Corinthian opponents, ‘His
bodily presence is weak, and his speech of no
account" ; he reproaches those who 4 counted of

’

him ‘as though walking according to flesh,
3 and

‘had an eye for matters of (bodily) presence,
5

judging the lowly apostle by his unimposing
exterior (2 Co 10 1*10

). The barbarians of Lystra
took Barnabas for Zeus, but Paul for Hermes,
comparing the dignified port of the one with the
lively speech of the other traveller. The disad-
vantages of his bodily presence were aggravated
by the effect of his occupation as a journeyman
tentmaker, and of the severe mishandling he had
suffered from time to time on the part of his

persecutors (Gal 617, 2 Co ll23-26). Yet these
physical disabilities and humiliations became,
through ‘the power of Christ overshadowing 3 him,
a new source of spiritual strength (2 Co ll30 129* 10

).

It was a constant feeling of Paul’s, only heightened
by recent illness, to which he gave expression
in 2 Co 47~5B

: ‘We have this treasure in frail

earthen vessels. ... In this tabernacle we groan,
being burdened 3

(cf. Gal 412‘14 617
). The Acta Pauli

et Theclce, as Bamsay has shown {Ch. in Rom.

JSnip. 5 xvi.), ‘goes back ultimately to a document
of the 1st cent.

5

; and it thus describes (§ 3) Paul’s
appearance as he first approaches Iconiuin : ‘ bald-
headed, bowlegged, strongly built, a man small in
size, with meeting eyebrows, -with a rather large
nose, full of grace, for at times he looked like a
man and at times he had the face of an angel.

5

‘This plain and unflattering account seems to
embody a very early tradition 5

(ojp. cit. pp. 31,

32). The lifelike and unconventional figure of
the Roman ivory diptych, ‘supposed to date not
later than the 4th cent.

5 (Levin’s Life and JEpp.

of St. Paul, Frontispiece, and vol. ii. p. 211),
partly confirms the above description.

St. Paul’s constitution, if somewhat stunted and
sickly, must have been nevertheless of a tough
and stout fibre. His arduous travels, attended for

many years with the double strain of manual
and intellectual labour, above all the catalogue of

his hardships in 2 Co 11, bespeak in him a man of
exceptional vitality and nervous energy. And, in
spite of his uncomeliness, he exerted a rare personal
fascination. ‘Rude in speech 3

as he was to a
fastidious Greek ear, his charm of manner and the
incisive force and sympathetic aptness of his
address commanded a hearing from all kinds of
assemblies. He could never be listened to with
indifference. His preaching excited warm assent
or contradiction. He set all minds astir and in
debate^ around him ; his presence and discourse
acted like an electric current that drives to opposite
poles the mingled elements through which it passes
(Ac 1342

-45 144
etc., 2 Co 2M6).

The emotional nature of the apostle counted
for as much in the effects of his eloquence as did
his intellectual powers. His temperament was
choleric and impetuous, his nervous organism
finely strung and quivering with sensibility. There
was nothing in him of the impassive Stoic. His
affections towards his converts were those of a
mother or a lover, rather than of a pastor. He
‘travailed a second time in birth over 3 the un-
toward Galatians, ‘till Christ should he formed
in

5 them (4P

;

cf. 2 Co ll29, 1 Th 27* 8
). ‘ Now we

live,
5 he writes to the Thess., ‘ if you stand fast

in the Lord ’ (1 Th 36*10). The attacks of sickness
and the anxieties and disappointments of his
calling threw him at times into paroxysms of
anguish. But his mental buoyancy and elasticity
were equally marked; his ‘consolation through
Christ

9 Drought him an exultancy proportioned to
the depth of grief in which he shared ‘ the suffer-

ings of Christ
5

(1 Co 2s 1531 * 32
, 2 Co ls

“11 47"11 74
“8

,

Col l
24

,
Eph 313

, Ph 217* 18
). His letters—esp. 2 Co,

Gal, Ph, 2 Ti—reflect the ardour and quick re-

sponsiveness of the apostle’s feelings, his sudden
alternations of mood, the conflicts of fear and
hope, of affection and indignation, by which his

soul could be torn and tossed. This lively play
of emotion, expressed by look and gesture (e.g.

Ac 139 1412
"14 2034 231'6 261

,
Gal 31, Ph 318

, etc.) but
held under the firm control of judgment, gave a
peculiar animation to Paul’s discourse, which, how*
ever abrupt and unpolished in phrase, was arrest-

ing and affecting in the highest degree. He spoke
from the heart and to the heart. The effectiveness

of his utterance he ascribed to the energy of the
Spirit of Christ possessing his mind ; he was con-

scious of ‘ Christ speaking
5

in him ; a Divine force

‘energized mightily’ through his ‘wrestling
5
of

spirit and of speech (2 Co 13s, Col l29, 1 Th l5, etc.).

Here was the true secret of St. Paul’s transcendent
power. Before everything else he was a ttv€V(jlcl-

tuc6s—a man of the largest spiritual capacity,

filled with the living Spirit of Jesus Christ. If we
must admit a fault, his vehemence was apt to
break out into a heat and haste of temper, mani-
fested occasionally in expressions which he was
disposed afterwards to regret (see Ac 1589 234* 5

;

and perhaps 2 Co 7
8,

9

, Gal 512
).

St. Paul shared eminently in the supernatural
experiences and xaP^PaTa special to the apostolic

age, as well as in the permanent and normal en-

dowments of the Church. He exercised miraculous
powers of healing and of discipline (Ac 139

'11 149 * 10
,

1 Co 419-21 54* 5
, 2 Co 131*10

), though he did not
regard these as the chief ‘signs of the apostle 3

(2 Co ll23*- 1212
‘14 31"3

). He ‘spoke with tongues
more than a11,

5 hut thought this an inferior gift

(1 Co 1418’20
). In ‘ visions and revelations of the

Lord 5 no one could rival him (2 Co 121'4
) ; he had

been once ‘caught up into paradise, and heard
unspeakable words.’ To Paul the living God, the
Lord Christ, the indwelling Spirit, the unseen
world, were immediate and overwhelming realities.

His thorn in the flesh (or rather, thorn for the

flesh, cnctihof T77 rapid) is connected by himself with
his uniqrue experiences of trance and vision (2 Co
121"9). The former served as a kind of counter-

poise to the latter : ‘ Because of the excess of the
revelations, that I might not be excessively lifted

up, there was given to me a thorn for my flesh, an
angel of Satan sent to buffet me,—that I might
not be excessively lifted up.

5 We gather that this

infliction was bodily in nature, acutely painful
and humiliating, prostrating in effect, and repeated
in occurrence (i/Tepaipapcu and KoXacpi^y are both
Greek presents of recurrent action) ; that it was
also mysterious in origin, and such as to he fitly

associated with the working of a malignant unseen
power. From the connexion of v. 7 with the fore-

going context, it appears probable that the out-

break of this malady attended Paul’s supreme
vision, ‘fourteen years’ previously to 2 Co (i.e.

about A.D. 43), when in a state of trance (w. 2* s
)

he was ‘seized and caught up into paradise and
heard unspeakable words. 5 The ‘thorn 5 attached
itself to this ‘ iireppoX'/j of the revelations 5

(cf. Gn
32*°* 31

), in which the apostle ‘ exults
5 as he writes,

and which, he feels, might otherwise have excited
him to an unholy pride ; this cruel affliction was
therefore used by God for a merciful end. Hence
the Lord, though thrice besought, did not remove
the evil; He allowed ‘Satan’s angel 5

‘to buffet
5

His servant ; but He promised grace sufficient for
endurance, and assured the sufferer that ‘ power is

perfected in weakness. 5 Thus Paul learnt to glory
in this as in other weaknesses and injuries, and
had indeed found himself strongest when nature
was most beaten down (vv. 9* 10

).
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Further light is thrown on St. Paul’s malady by
Gal 413"15

, for it is probably the same affliction that
we meet with here

:

4 In nought did you (Galatians)
wrong me. But you know it was due to an in-
firmity of the flesh that I preached to you at that
former time. And your temptation in my flesh
(my physical condition) you did not treat with
contempt nor loathing [lit. did not spit out], but
as an angel of God you received me,—as Christ
Jesus ! Where, then, is your self - gratulation ?

For I bear you witness that, if possible, you would
have dug out your eyes and given them me !

9

The ‘thorn,’ then, was disabling; it compelled
Paul unexpectedly to halt on his way, and so to
preach to these ‘ Galatians ’ (but see .Ramsay’s view
of the circumstances, stated below). Its effects

were such as to excite the scorn and aversion of

beholders, so that it supplied a severe test of the
candour and generosity of the Galatians who had
witnessed Paul’s abject condition under its inflic-

tion. It may also be inferred, though less certainly
(see Lightfoot, ad loc.)} that the complaint, at
least temporarily, affected the patient’s eyesight.
The diagnosis excludes—(1) the hypothesis of

spiritual temptations (to pride, blasphemy, etc.,

mjectiones Satance) made current by Luther ; and
(2) equally that of carnal incitements

,
favoured by

mediaeval and Roman Catholic interpreters in

accordance with the erroneous Latin rendering,
stimulus carnis. (3) Nor could the ‘thorn’ have
signified human opposers, such as the ‘ministers
of Satan’ of 2 Co ll16 ; nor the hindrances and
afflictions related in 2 Co ll23'33 (Chrysostom,
Erasmus, and others). (4) The evidence points to
physical disease of some distressing and disfiguring

Kind, recurrent at intervals, having its seat in St.

Paul’s nervous constitution and supervening upon
the ecstasy of his ‘ visions and revelations ’ (so

Ewald, Holsten, v. Hofmann, Klopper, Lightfoot, !

Sch niedel, Kremkel). Of known diseases, epilepsy,

or some obscure form of hysteria,
,
best answers to

*hese conditions. Krenkel has elaborately dis-

cussed the question in his Beitrage (pp. 47-125),
showing that epilepsy was regarded by the ancients
with peculiar horror as a supernatural visitation,

and often associated with lunacy (Mt 4P4 1715
),

with which also Paul was taxed (2 Co 513 1211
). He

observes, further, that spectators witnessing epi-

leptic attacks used to spit out in superstitious

dread and by way of averting the evil (the morbus
qui sputatur of Plautus’ Captivi, ill. iv. 18, and
the despui suetus of Pliny’s EN x. 23 [33])—

a

circumstance explaining the otiBh ^irrdcare of Gal
414

. Epileptic seizures taking place in mature life

and at distant intervals are not necessarily fatal

to activity and mental vigour : witness the cases

of Julius C*esar, Peter the Great, Napoleon I.;

the instance of king Alfred (Lightfoot, Galatians,

pp. 183-188) is strikingly parallel in some par-

ticulars to that of Paul. The hypothesis of oph-

thalmia (advanced in Farrar’s St. Paul, vol. i.

Excursus x.) has its starting-point in Gal 415 ;

it meets some but not all the conditions of the
case. This disease, in the severe form supposed,
damages the eyes to a degree inconsistent with
I’aul’s quick observation and powerful gaze. W.
M. Ramsay has recently suggested malarial fever
(comp. Conyb. and Hows. Life and Epp. of St
Paul

,

ch. viii), which (Ramsay conjectures) at-

tacked Paul in Pamphylia (Ac 1313* 14
), compelling

Barnabas and himself to seek relief in the bracing
air of the uplands of Asia Minor. To this necessity

Ramsay supposes Paul to refer in Gal 413, on the
theory that the ‘Galatians’ of the Ep. are the
South Galatians of Antioch, Iconium, etc. [Ch. in

Bom. Emp. 5
iii., St. Paul the Trav. v. 2, and more

recently in Hist. Com. on Gal. , 1899, p. 422 ff*.).

This hypothesis, again, agrees with some but not

all
_

the symptoms of the malady. A long and
perilous journey, like that from Perga to Pisidian
Antioch, would scarcely be undertaken in such
‘ weakness of the flesh.’ Nor is malarial fever
likely to have excited the aversion indicated In
Gal 414. And Mark’s desertion, under these cir-

cumstances, becomes almost incredibly base. The
references of Tertullian, and other early inter-
preters, to violent headache and similar complaints
are in the right direction, but inadequate. They
may be an echo of the earliest tradition. If the
apostle’s liability to nervous disorders supplies
unfriendly critics with a ground on which to dis-

credit his visions and his Divine inspiration, these
disparagements are but a repetition of those made
in his lifetime. The fact that his malady exposed
St. Paul’s apostleship to this reproach, gave a
cruel and piercing sharpness to the ‘thorn.’ So
much the more perfect was the triumph of Christ’s
grace in this deeply wounded man.

3. St. PauVs Conversion.—The interest of St.
Paul’s life centres in his conversion to the faith of
Jesus Christ. The root of his doctrine is also
here. This was the most pregnant event of
apostolic history ; it is more fully related in the
NT than any other outside of the Gospels. It was
one of those lightning strokes occurring at de-
cisive moments in the advance of revelation, which
precipitate the issue of a long course of previous
spiritual development, and liberate new forces for
operation in some new era of the kingdom of God.
The call of Saul of Tarsus to His service by the
risen Jesus, while it put a last seal, from the hand
of one hitherto His bitter enemy, to the testimony
concerning His resurrection and exaltation (1 Co
155"11

), supplied the starting-point for a fresh de-
parture in the dispensation of the gospel (Eph 27

,

1 Ti l 16
). In the soul of the converted Saul a

world-wide revolution lay germinally hidden. In
his mind the Christian principle, the \6yos rod
crravpov, first displayed its full significance

;
in him

Christ appropriated that ‘chosen vessel’ through
which His gospel was to work out its largest intel-

lectual and social results, the instrument whereby
the society of Jesus was to be expanded from a
Jewish Messianic sect into the Church of the
nations, coextensive with the Roman Empire and
set on its way to re-create the civilized world.

Saul’s conversion took place in a fashion be-
fitting its historical importance. The passionate
young Pharisee had witnessed with approval the
stoning of Stephen, whose radical and incisive

preaching recalled the tones of Jesus and re-

awakened the deadly fear and hatred of the
Pharisees toward His doctrine. The struggle be-

tween the followers of Jesus and the existing
Judaism, as Saul truly saw, was one of life

and death. The mild policy of his master
Gamaliel had allowed this monstrous imposture,
this proclamation of a crucified Messiah and
pretended Son of God, to make dangerous head-
way. The heresy must be trampled out at any
cost. In this conviction Saul was ‘breathing
threatening and slaughter against the disciples of

the Lord.’ He acted ‘ignorantly, in unbelief,’

out of a sincere and uncompromising zeal for God,
and doing violence therein to his kindlier feelings.

The Jewish ecclesiastical leaders found in Saul,
thus disposed, their fit agent in the attempt they
made after the murder of Stephen, and at a
moment when political circumstances gave them a
free hand, to suppress the sect of the Nazarenes.
Saul was travelling to Damascus, commissioned
by the high priest, to bring as prisoners to Jerus.
any that he should there find ‘ of that way ’

; he
was nearing the city about noonday, bent on
harrying its defenceless Christian flock, when he
was arrested by a burst of light ‘surpassing the
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brightness of the sun/ that encircled his troop.

Out of the blaze there appeared a glorious human
Form, who at his challenge declared Himself to he
* Jesus, whom thou persecutest !

’ The sequel of

the story we need not repeat. It is told three
times in the Acts : once by the historian on his

own account (9
1"16

), and twice as reported from
Paul’s speeches—to the people at Jerus. (224

‘16
),

and before king Herod Agrippa n. and Festus at
Caesarea (26

9’18
). The variation of the three nar-

ratives is interesting as showing how much dif-

ference in descriptive detail was deemed consistent
with identity of fact by a careful writer like St.

Luke. The only real discrepancy lies in St. Paul’s
omission in Ac 26 of the part of ^Ananias, on which
he naturally dwelt in addressing the Jews (22).

In the latex address, speaking more summarily,
he ascribes to Jesus directly, and as though com-
municated at the outset, the revelations consequent
upon ‘the heavenly vision.’ Vv. 10*21 of ch. 9 ap-
pear to embody Ananias’ account, which Luke
would be sure to obtain (comp. Lk Is) if within
his reach. The train of events is most vividly

reproduced in Paul’s unfinished speech at Jerus.

(ch. 22), the objectivity of the appearance of Jesus
and the overpowering compulsion that it exercised
upon Saul’s mind being asserted with strong
emphasis (esp. w.14* 15

). Here alone the two
questions addressed by Saul to Jesus are re-

orted. In Ms speech at Caesarea the apostle
rings out the startling and complete reversal

effected in his conduct ; to this account we owe
also the statement that Jesus spoke in ‘the
Hebrew language/ and the significant sentence,
* It is hard for thee to kick against the goad(s)

’

(words which do not belong to the true text of

Ac 95
)*

The Epp. furnish many instructive references to
Paul’s conversion. In 1 Co 91 his apostolic office

(resembling that of the Twelve, v.5) is grounded
on the fact that he ‘has seen Jesus our Lord.’
Indeed, Paul claims to he a witness of Christ’s

resurrection in the same sense as were those who
saw Him during the forty days, and the last of such
witnesses, his birth into faith and apostleship,
notwithstanding its abnormality and his unworthi-
ness, being therefore as valid in itself as it was
justified by its results (155

'9
). In the latter pas-

sage we see the humiliating aspect of St. Paul’s
conversion ; in 2 Co 44-6 and 51®"19

, its splendour.
God’s creative fiat hade * the illumination of the
knowledge of His glory’ shine through Saul’s
blinded eyes into his dark and bitter heart, ‘in
the face of Christ ’ disclosed amid ‘ the glory of that
light’ (Ac 2211

). There arose ‘a new creation’
resembling that which attended the word, * Let
there be light/ Paul was at the same instant
‘reconciled to God’ and received a ‘ministry of
reconciliation ’ for the world (2 Co 518* 19

). Gal
l11

’17 shows him intent on proving his independent
apostleship: his knowledge of Jesus Christ and
his commission to preach Him to the Gentiles
were derived, he asserts, at first hand from the
Lord Himself, and at a time when his relations
with the Church at Jerusalem had been only those
of the persecutor. To no human mediation or
indoctrination did he owe his * gospel ’ (comp. I

1
)

;

‘Jesus Christ’ personally ‘revealed’ it to him
(v.12). The sight of the risen Jesus, allowed to
Saul by the mercy of God, ‘ revealed in

1 him ‘ the
Son of God/ his own and the world’s Lord and
Redeemer (w.15* 16

). This vision gave Saul the
purport of his message to the Gentiles, impressing
upon this message a special Divine stamp and
authority that raised him above the need and the
wish to ‘ oonfer ’ in respect to it ‘ with flesh and
blood.’ Hence upon his conversion he did not
follow the natural course of repairing to Jerusalem

in order to seek the recognition and instruction of

the heads of the Church there, hut ‘ went off into

Arabia/ where he remained for some time in com-
parative solitude (w. 17* 18

). In tMs connexion Paul
speaks of the Twelve as ‘ the apostles before me/
since the manner of his call put him on an equality
with them as one commissioned by Jesus Christ
in person; for he had ‘seen Jesus our Lord’ in

His visible human form, and had ‘ heard ’—no mere
spiritual call such as every servant of Christ hears
—but ‘ a word from His mouth ’ (Ac 2214

). In this

sense he introduces himself to the Romans (l1
"6

)
as

‘ a bondman of Jesus Christ, a called apostle, one
separated [marked off from others by his call] to

proclaim God’s good news about His Son/ It is

noticeable that in the Address both of Romans
and Galatians, where Paul reminds himself of the
unique character of his apostleship, he speaks
with emphasis of the resurrection of Christ, lor it

was the risen Saviour the sight of whom had
changed everything for him. ‘ The gloiy of that
light ’ reflects itself in many passages of St. Paul’s
letters,—2Th l9

"11 28, 1 Co 1544
'49 (‘the image of the

Heavenly One’), Ro 818- 29
, 1 Ti 615 * 16

,
2 Ti l10- 11

;

and especially Ph 320* 21 (‘the body of His glory’).

Often, and more feelingly as time goes on, he
dilates on the astonishing grace of God that called

him, a violent enemy of the gospel, to be its bearer
to all nations,—Gal pa.14.23.2f x Co 159* 10

, Eph
37

'13
, 1 Ti l

11*17
, etc.

While miraculous in the means that effected it,

Paul’s conversion was no act of violence. There
was an inward preparation for the revelation of

Jesus, which brought to its issue a long struggle
in the nature of Saul, and opened the door of

escape from a moral situation that had become
miserable beyond endurance to the proud and
strict young Pharisee. The words of Jesus, ‘ Hard
is it for thee to kick against the goad(s)/ touched
the secret of the hearer’s heart. The ‘goad’ of
Ac 2614 is the pcedagogus and prison-keeper of
Gal 3, ‘the law’ of Ro 3. 4. 7 that ‘works out
wrath/ ‘the power of sin’ of 1 Co 1556

,—that,

good in itself, supplied to sin the instrument by
which it ‘ wrought out death ’ to Saul, setting Ma
reason and flesh at internecine war. Fiercely as
Saul attacked the name of the Nazarene, he carried
a more devouring strife within his breast. That
Judaic law wMch he strove to honour by extir-

pating its contemners, through its impracticable
vet most just demands was meanwhile driving
him, though he knew it not, into their ranks.*
Such was the irony of the situation revealed by this
illuminating word of Jesus. St. Paul’s subsequent
doctrine of the impotence of the moral law as a
means of salvation is the transcript of this experi-
ence. As he rode to Damascus, Saul was labouring
under the painfully suppressed conviction of his
powerlessness, and the powerlessness of Ms people,
to fulfil the legal righteousness and therefore to
attain the Messianic salvation wMch depended,
he believed, upon this one condition. This inward
rage made him a more furious persecutor. He
was ‘ kicking against ’ a ‘ goad ’ which wounded his
soul ; he was fighting down his secret misgivings
respecting Judaism. Until this moment, however,
Saul had no suspicion that the Nazarenes were
in the right. The crucifixion had falsified the

* The interpretation here given to the words irpos xivrfm
kctxTi'Cuvy reads more into the figure than is usual ; but this
fuller meaning appears to he forced upon us by the data of
the Epp., the main doctrines of which are a product and reflex
of the writers vital experience. Paul’s teaching on the Law and
Faith rehearses the process that turned him from a Pharisee
into a Christian. His soul had been pierced and lacerated by
his sense of moral impotence in face of the Law. Like a stupid
beast, Saul knew not whither this incessant goad was driving
him, nor whose was the hand that plied it ; he had struggled in
wild and vain resistance, till the appearance and words o

I

Jesus explained everything.
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Messianic claims of Jesus ; it proved Him a blas-
phemer in calling Himself ‘the Son of God. 5 To the
testimony for His resurrection Saul’s mind was as
completely closed, on a priori grounds, as that of
many able and sincere men to-day. He had never
met Jesus during His earthly life, or he would
have thought of Him differently. (The words of

2 Co 516 signify,
£We have known a carnal Messiah 5

).

Had Saul so heard or seen Him, this fact would
have aggravated the guilt of his persecution ; and
he. would surely have alluded to it in his later
poignant confessions. In the words of 1 Ti l13

,
‘not

knowing (Him),’ he ‘acted in unbelief.’ A ‘blas-

phemer, persecutor, injurer’ of his Lord, Saul was
an object of pity for this reason

;
pity, not anger,

spoke in the voice of Jesus. He had not sinned
against the light. He testifies before Agrippa, ‘ I
verily thought with myself that it was my duty
to do many things against the name of Jesus of

Nazareth’ (Ac 269
). The speech of Stephen and

the confessions and bearing of the persecuted
Christians, though raising many questions in
Saul’s mind, had not seriously shaken his conviction
of the falsity and banefulness of their doctrine.

Had Saul before his vision of Jesus, as Holsten
and others suppose, been so wrought upon by
contact with ms Christian prisoners that he was
half persuaded to join them ; had the predisposition

to faith in the Nazarene grown up within him be-

forehand and seized his heart so strongly, at the
time of his journey to Damascus, that it was ready
upon a nervous shock to project itself in the form
of an apparition,—had such an incipient reverence
for Jesus and a secret attraction to the persecuted
cause arisen in him, the persecutor would have
been disarmed. On the contrary, ‘ Saul was
breathing threatening and slaughter against the
disciples of the Lord* up to the moment of his

arrest; he acted throughout with a single mind.
The mental elements out of which a self-generated
vision of the glorified Jesus might conceivably have
been formed, the material for such a hallucination,

were wanting in him at that period. Instead of

being preoccupied by the reproachful image of

Jesus, Saul was confounded at His appearance, and
the current of his opinions and feelings toward Him
was reversed. He knew himself to be a sinful man

;

but that the crucified Nazarene would be his Saviour
was an idea altogether alien and repugnant to his

thoughts. The knowledge Saul had gained of

Christianity and Christians in the office of a per-

secutor explains the enthusiasm of his revulsion

and the readiness with which he fell into rank when
once he had changed sides, but it does not account
for the interior change itself\ which was unique in

its conditions and antecedents, differing from all

transformations of character brought about by
human influences and subjective reflexion. The
latter explanation the apostle formally repudiates
(Gal l11-*2). See McGiflert’s Hist, of Christianity

m the Apost. Age, p. 121 ff.

The conversion of Saul is a psychological and
ethical problem, the solution of which is to be
found only in the actual appearance of Jesus
Christ to his senses on the way to Damascus, as he
believed this to have taken place. Nothing but his

certainty of that appearance could have convinced
him that Jesus was raised from the dead, and was
therefore the Messiah and the Son of God. Nothing
but the fact itself can, under the circumstances,

fairly account for his certainty. This first vision

is put, by himself and by St. Luke, upon a footing

quite distinct from the other ‘ visions and revela-

tions of the Lord’ about which he glories in 2 Co
12. There was no question in this case as to

whether he was ‘ in the body or out of the body.’

The revelation took place in broad daylight, on the

highway, as Saul was journeying with limbs and

senses in full exercise, and his mind intent on a pur-

pose diametrically opposed to the obedience of faith

in Jesus
;
and some of the phenomena attending it

were sensible to others besides himself. The ablest

attempt to explain the vision of Saul on naturalistic

grounds still remains that made by Holsten in his

Essay entitled ‘ Die Christusvision des Paulus ’

[Zum Evangelium d. Paulus u. Petrus, 1868) ; see

also his Das Evang. d. Paulus dargestellt (1880).

For three days Saul remained at Damascus as

a man stunned by a sudden, heavy blow. His
world of thought was turned upside down by the
discovery that ‘ this Jesus

5

was, after all, ‘ the Son
of God.’ A silent and profound revolution was
going on in the persecutor’s breast; God was
‘revealing His Son within’ him. At the end of

this time the penitent was prepared to welcome
Ananias, who gave him the assurance of forgive-

ness and the right hand of Christian fellowship.

By the seal of baptism and the bestowinent of the
Holy Spirit he became a member of the Church ;

and Ananias’ prophecy opened to him the prospect
of his missionary calling. For ‘some days’ he
stayed ‘ with the disciples in Damascus,’ ana made
public his conversion by ‘ immediately proclaiming
in the synagogues that this Jesus is the Son of

God ’ (Ac 919 * 20
). Saul felt the need, however, of

retirement to collect his mina after so bewildering
a shock, to think out his new position and the
import of his strange experiences. It is thus we un-
derstand the retreat to Arabia, to which the apostle

refers in Gal l15
"18

. St. Luke may have omitted
this episode, because it belonged to St. Paul’s
private life ;

it falls between vv.21 * 22 of Ac 9. V. 20

relates the simple declaration of faith in Jesus that
followed ‘immediately’ on Paul’s conversion, while
v. 22 shows ns the apostle in possession of a de-

veloped faith and working out, in the manner to

which we become afterwards accustomed, a sus-

tained and effective proof of the Messiahship of

Jesus: ‘Saul grew the more strong, and con-
founded the Jews that dwelt in Damascus, proving
that this is the Christ.’ From his Arabian medi-
tations he had gathered this new force; and the
powerful arguments he now brings to hear upon
his old position were the fruit of a prolonged
reflexion.

4. St. PauFs Missionary Career.—Ac 91S* 16 and
2616'18 distinctly state that Saul’s vocation as

Gentile apostle was revealed at tbe epoch of his

conversion. Gal l15* 16 implies as much. Saul
went into Arabia with the knowledge that his

ultimate destination was to ‘preach the Son of

God amongst the Gentiles.’ Failure amongst his

fellow-countrymen quickened this conviction. His
Gentile ministry had its root in his first experience

of the grace of Christ. Yet he thought it his duty
to ‘begin from Jerusalem’ ; his witness, he ima-
gined, would be especially convincing amongst his

old comrades ; so mat on his escape from the plots

of the Jews against his life in Damascus (2 Co
ll32 * 83

) Saul returned to the Holy City, where ‘he
preached boldly in the name of the Lord ; and he
spake and disputed against the Hellenist Jews ; but
they went about to kill him ’ (Ac 929- ®°). It was
then, rather than at any later time, that the
trance befell him in the temple, when the Lord
bade him ‘Make haste, and get quickly out of

Jerusalem,’ since his testimony was rejected there

and his mission was to lie ‘ far hence among the
Gentiles’ (Ac 2217-21). This vision confirmed Saul’s

primary call, and overcame his reluctance to accept
defeat at Jerusalem. He stayed in the city, on
this first visit after his conversion, only ‘fifteen

days’ ; and now ‘ made the acquaintance of Cephas’
—of him only amongst the apostles—and of * James
the Lord’s brother ’ (Gal 1** 19

). Ac 926*80 relates

further that ‘Barnabas introduced him to tb*
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apostles
5

(the plural is inexact ; Peter and James
represented the Twelve), standing sponsor for him.
‘ The disciples

5 were shy of their old tormentor

;

his disappearance from Damascus and the delay
of his return had probably aggravated their sus-

picions. It did not take long for Saul’s preaching
to rouse the hatred of the murderers of Stephen,
who looked on him as a traitor. The urgency of
* the brethren 9 seconded the command of the Lord
in the temple vision, and Saul was ‘brought down
to Caesarea, and sent forth (by ship) to Tarsus.’
Saul had little opportunity during the fortnight to
make acquaintance amongst the Christian com-
munity in and around Jerus. ;

* and,’ he says, * I re-

mained unknown by face to the Churches of Judsea
that are in Christ. Only they heard from time to
time that our former persecutor is now preaching
the faith of which he once made havoc 9 (Gal l

22-24
).

(a) With his arrival at Tarsus, in the second or
third year after his conversion (‘after three years,’

Gal l18
, reckoning by years current), St. Paul’s

missionary activity properly begins,—when he
* came into the regions of Syria and Cilicia

9
(v. 21 :

Cilicia was a dependency of Syria ; and Paul here
includes his whole ministry up to the time of the
Jerusalem Council, 21). This first period, of more
retired and preparatory labour, extended from the
year 37 A.D., or thereabouts, to 44,* when Barnabas
summoned Saul to assist him at Antioch (Ac
1123. 26

^ Xt was a seven years’ apprenticeship for

the Gentile apostle. The language of Gal 1, and
the reference of Ac 1523 to ‘the brethren from
among the Gentiles throughout Cilicia,

9 as well as
‘Antioch and Syria,’ imply thatnumerous Churches
were formed during this period in Saul’s native
province. St. Paul’s work in his homeland, how-
ever, lay outside that main course of tb.e Church’s
development which Luke made it his business to
sketch ; and we have no letters from him to Cilicia.

But these apprentice years served important ends,
in ripening St. Paul’s convictions, maturing his
plans, and giving him mastery of the weapons of
spiritual warfare that he was to ply upon a larger
field. Independently, under no human master, he
learnt his business as a missionary to the heathen.
Over his relations to Ms family at Tarsus a veil is

drawn ; but it seems unlikely that Paul would have
stayed in this district so long had those relations
been altogether hostile (cf. Ac 2316

).

fib) The second stage of St. Paul’s ministry begins
with his removal to Antioch under the auspices of
Barnabas, who had been now for some years
superintending the Church of the Syrian capital,

to which he was despatched from Jerusalem under
the circumstances related in Ac ll19’24

. Shortly
before the summons to Antioch, Paul experienced
the extraordinary vision referred to in 2 Co 122-4.
By the side of Barnabas, Sanl took a commanding
position in this metropolitan Church, next in im-
portance to that of Jerusalem, planted in the third
city of the Empire, the place where ‘the disciples
were first called Christians. ’ Along with Barnabas
he was sent, a year after Ms arrival, to convey
the alms of the Antiochene Christians to their
needy brethren in Judaea, who were threatened by
famine (Ac 1

1

27"30
}. When this ‘ministry was

fulfilled,
9 which strengthened the ties binding the

Gentile to their Jewish brethren, the Holy Spirit
singled out ‘Barnabas and Saul 9 from amongst
the ‘prophets and teachers’ of Antioch to an
adventurous ‘ work, 9 which was, in fact, the setting
on foot of organized Gentile evangelism. With
tMs step the Church commences the second stage
of her history, that of her expansion through the
Roman Empire; and at ch. 131-3 begins the

* With these and other dates given in this article the reader
may compare art. Ghroxology op NT, in which in some in-
stances the figures adopted are slightly different.
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second half of the Acts of the Apostles, with St.

Paul for its hero, as St. Peter was the hero of

chs. 1-12. The pointed repetition of the definite

expression ‘ the work 9

at the beginning and at the
end. (1426) of the story of this mission, and again in

1538 relating to its middle and turning point,

—

when one considers St. Luke’s careful choice of lan-

guage, and the absence in 1313 - 14 of any explanation
such as he is accustomed to give of critical changes
in St. Paul’s line of movement (see 925, 30 166*10 1714* 18

203
),—leads one to think that the plan of campaign,

at least in its general outline (through Cyprus,
across to Pamphylia, and round by South Galatia
home again), was settled under the direction of the
Spirit before leaving Antioch. Mark deserted,
while his two leaders ‘ fulfilled, the work 9

to which
they were ‘ delivered by the grace of God. 9

On the First Missionary Journey Barnabas
and Saul, with John Mark, Barnabas9

cousin
(Col 410

), for their
_

assistant, set sail from Seleucia,
landed at Salamis, and traversed the island of
Cyprus from east to west, preaching wherever
Jewish synagogues gave opportunity. At Paphos
the missionaries were invited to speak before
Sergius Paulus the proconsul, a Roman governor
of unusual intelligence and interest in religious
matters. The conversion of tMs Roman nobleman
was a triumph for the new faith, and a happy
augury for the enterprise of the missionaries. But
it has importance in two further respects : as the
first collision of Christianity upon such an arena
(comp., however, the case of Simon Magus [wh.
see] at Samaria, Ac 8) with the great religious
force of Magianism and Oriental theosophy repre-
sented by Elymas (or Etoimas),— the type of
many such encounters; and secondly, as the
occasion when, before all eyes and in the field of
the Gentile mission, St. Paul’s ascendency of char-
acter and inspiration asserted itself and a signal
crisis called into exercise his Mdden powers. The
judgment npon Bar-Jesus was one of those em-
phatic ‘ signs of the apostle

9 by which God desig-
nated His chosen instrument. It is at this point,
‘ when Saul stands forth by himself and becomes
the principal actor

9

(Lewin), that Luke makes the
change in his name (v.9) ; when the missionary
band set sail from Paphos to Perga of Pamphylia,
the voyagers are described as ‘ those about Paul 9

(‘ Paul and his company, 9
v. 13

)—a phrase suggesting
that Paul took the initiative in the measures for
departure from Cyprus. This fact, together with
the hazard and uncertain duration of the tour now
extended to the mainland, may explain the with-
drawal of Barnabas’ kinsman and his return to
Jerusalem. When the matter was discussed at
Perga, it appeared that in South Galatia lay ‘ the
work 9 on which the apostles had been ‘ sent out
by the Holy Spirit.

9
It was not Paul’s ‘infirmity

of the flesh
5
(Gal 41S) that forced him and Barnabas

out of their way to visit South Galatia ; they
were prosecuting the main object of their journey

;

and Mark was deserting not a sick companion, hut
‘ the work ’ he was pledged to pursue. See, fur-
ther, for the reasons that may have prompted this
desertion, the art. Mark (John).
Hence the travellers made no stay at Perga, but

pushed on rapidly to Pisidian Antioch—* the centre
of military and civil administration in the southern
parts of the vast province called by the Romans
Galatia’ (Ramsay). If it was St. Barnabas’ predi-
lection that drew the missionaries first to Cyprus
(4.36. 37 1539^ Xn the occupation of Antioch we may
trace St. Paul’s strategic skill ; it was Ms habit to
strike at the centres of provincial life, wherever in
such cities a Jewish synagogue offered a foothold.
This city commanded the great Mghroad from
Syria to Ephesus and the west, and was central
for southern Asia Minor* On the journey of a
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hundred miles from Perga to Antioch, through
the wild ranges of thesaurus, Paul may well have
met some of those ‘ perils of rivers

5 and ‘ of robbers
5

which he associates in 2 Co ll26
. For the route

see Ramsay, Church in Rom. Emp. ii. 2 and map.
At Antioch, and onwards, Paul takes the lead in
speech and action (149* 11

). ‘Barnabas and Saul 5

set out on the expedition; ‘Paul and Barnabas 5

will return (Ac 131 152).
St. Paul5

s address in the Antioch synagogue
(Ac 1316

'41
) holds a place in Ac 13-28 corresponding

to that of St. Peter’s Pentecost sermon in Ac 1-12 ;

it is a typical specimen of his preaching to Jews of
the Dispersion. As on subsequent occasions, he is

listened to at first with attention, and ‘ many of

the Jews and devout proselytes
5

are favourably
affected, until ‘on the next Sabbath 5

the syna-
gogue is crowded with Gentile hearers, whose
presence excites Jewish rancour. The courage of

the apostles rises with the storm ; denied a
further hearing, they solemnly exclaim, ‘ Lo, we
turn to the Gentiles !

5 So the inevitable rupture
takes place. The Jewish leaders are enraged to
hear their Messianic hopes and the privileges of

the chosen race extended to heathen ‘ dogs,’ and
to see the Gentile frequenters of the synagogue
flocking to the preachers of this scandalous
‘ gospel 5 and admitted by baptism into their

schismatic ‘congregation.’ They cast about for

means, usually not far to seek, of exciting the city

magistrates, or the mob, against the missionaries,

who appear in the light of disturbers of the public
peace (Ac 176) and are, in one way or other, be-

fore long expelled, to pass on to the next city,

repeating this experience and finding themselves
not infrequently pursued thither by their previous
assailants. ‘ Perils from 5

their ‘ countrymen, perils

from the heathen, 5 followed immediately on those
* perils of rivers

5 and ‘ perils of robbers
5 through

which the missionaries had arrived at S. Galatia.

They were hunted in turn from Antioch to Iconium,
and from Iconium to Lystra and Derbe ; and this

was a foretaste of what became with St. Paul the
familiar order of things. Still he persisted in

appealing to ‘the Jew first,
5 and made the syna-

gogue in each new city his starting-point. Though
he might win only a handful of his compatriots,

he always found prepared hearers in the proselytes

and Gentile synagogue worshippers, amongst whom
were many pious Greek women of the educated
classes (Ac 174).
Driven from Antioch, the missionaries travelled

(some 80 miles E. by S.) to Iconium (mod. Konieh),

a flourishing commercial city, with a synagogue,
where, despite persecution, they preached for ‘a
considerable time 5

(‘the whole winter,
5

thinks Ram-
say) and with much success, till Jewish intrigues

compelled their flight ‘ to the cities of Lycaonia,
Lystra and Derbe 5

(14>7). The four towns
enumerated lav within the province of Galatia,

and were all places of importance in the Roman
administration,—Antioch and Icopium within
Phrygian, and Lystra and Derbe in Lycaonian
Galatia. Lystra (20 miles S. of Iconium) was,
like Antioch, a colonia, a link in the chain of

fortresses planted by Augustus to secure the
Pisidian and Isaurian frontier. Derbe (50 miles

S. E. of Iconium) was the border town of Galatia
in this direction. Here the Jewish persecution,

organized from Antioch, appears to have ceased.

At Lystra ‘ the multitudes,
5 who deified Barnabas

and Paul on the healing of the lame man, shouted
‘in the Lycaonian tongue 5

; but they gave the
visitors the names of Greek gods, and understood
Paul’s Greek speech (1415

"17
), in which we have an

example of his preaching to the simpler sort of

heathen audiences. Throughout the missionaries

kept to the track of Graeco-Roman civilization and
vol. hi .—45

rule, and Jewish settlement. It was the local magis-
trates, not the Roman officials, with whom they
came into conflict ; hence it was possible to escape
by moving on,—possible also after a lapse of time,
probably in the new year under new Inagistrates
(see Ramsay, Ch. in Rom. Emp .

5
pp. 70-72), to

return to the cities previously visited. The two
travellers retraced their steps from Derbe to
Antioch, ‘confirming the souls of the disciples’

and * appointing elders in every Church 5 (w. 22* **).

At Lystra Paul underwent the single stoning of his

experience (2 Co ll25
), which left on him probably

some of the ‘ stigmata of Jesus 5
referred to in

Gal 617. Although no synagogue is mentioned in

Lystra or Derbe, Jews certainly resided in the
former place, or the ‘Jews from Antioch and
Iconium 5 could not have stirred up the murder-
ous assault they did. The half-Jewish Timothy
sprang from Lysbra (Ac 161 * 2

). Returning home-
wards, Paul and Barnabas ‘spake the word in
Perga, 5 and then sailed from the neighbouring
ort of Attalia (1424f6

) to Syrian Antioch. They
ad been absent, as Ramsay calculates, above two

years, leaving Antioch in spring and returning in
the third summer or autumn following. Naviga-
tion, and travelling in the interior of Asia Minor,
were possible only from March to October. On
the topography, and the political and social con-
ditions of the regions traversed, Ramsay has
superseded all other authorities {Ch. in Rom.

Emp. ch. ii., and St. Paul the Trciv. chs. iv. v.).

Two things were made clear by this experi-
mental mission from Antioch. First, that the
heathen in the Graeco-Roman cities were prepared
in large numbers to receive the gospel—‘ God had
opened to the Gentiles a door of faith

5

(v.
27

).

Secondly (and though Luke does not say this, he
indicates it strongly), Paul was marked our as
chief of the Gentile mission. With the hour had
arrived the man. At Paphos, Antioch, Lystra

—

in speech, action, suffering—Paul had come to the
front by the force of events. God has now put a
broad public seal, known and read of all men,
upon the vocation of which His servant had
been conscious long before. ‘The signs of the
apostle

5

subsequently wrought among the Corin-
thians (2 Co 1211 * 12

), were plainly visible in St.

Paul through this journey. As they returned to
Antioch, Bamahas surely thought concerning his

companion, ‘ He must increase : I must decrease.
5

Accordingly, when after the lapse of ‘ no small
time 5

(a year or so) the Antiochene Church was
disturbed by circumcisionists from Jems , It is

‘Paul and Barnabas 5 (not ‘Barnabas and Paul 5

)

who debate with them ; and ‘ Paul and Barnabas
51

are sent to lay the matter before the mother
Church at Jerusalem (151* 2

). This latter Church,
however, gives Barnabas courteous precedence
(Ac 1512

*25
) ; he was the senior man, and its own

delegate.
The most striking evidence of St. Paul’s ascend-

ency is afforded by his own account of the Con-
ference at Jerus. in Gal 21'10

. (We assume, with
most scholars, that Gal 21”10 corresponds to Ac
151-33

: see art. Acts of Apostles ; also Lightfoot,

Galatians
, pp. 122-127 ; Lipsius in ‘ Handcomin.

z. NT, 5 Galat ad loc.; Hamack, Die Chronol. d.

altchristl. Litterateur, Bd. i. p. 237).* To Paul
comes the ‘revelation

5 directing the deputation
from Antioch. He adopts the bold step of taking
with the party Titus, representing the Gentile
Christians whose status was disputed. He 4 com-
municated to those of repute the gospel

5
that, he

says, ‘ I preach amongst the Gentiles,
5 putting it

to them as the substantial question for decision,

whether he had ‘run in vain.
5

If the Gentiles

* Add to these authorities McGiffert’s Christianity in the

Apostolic Age, p. 208 ff. ; and art. Chronology of NT.
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must be circumcised in order to be Christians, St.

Paul’s mission is stultified. The ‘Pillars ’ now
* see

5 that to Paul is * entrusted the gospel of the
uncircumcision, as that of the circumcision to

Peter 5

; they approve his work as being of God.
Barnabas is duly honoured, and was heartily with
Paul in his contention; but Paul unmistakably
plays the leading part in the negotiations, and the
controversy gathers round his person. He acted
throughout as the responsible head of the Gentile
mission, and was so acknowledged by the elder

chiefs of the Church. All this we can understand,
as taking place after the first missionary tour and
the events of Ac 13. 14, which brought Paul to the
forefront and displayed in him powers fully com-
parable to those manifested in Peter’s ministry.

In A.D. 44-46, when Antioch sent relief to the
famine of Jerus., there was no such evidence of

Paul’s supereminent gifts before the Church ; nor is

it likely that either Barnabas, or Peter and James,
then regarded him in the light in which he appears
in Gal 21"10

. The historical situation, the occasion

of dispute (viz. the attempt to impose circumcision
on Gentile Christians), and the chief persons con-

cerned in the discussions of Ac 151*35 and Gal 21’10
,

are the same. The contrast between the narra-

tives is fairly explained by the fact that St. Luke
gives the public and exterior view of the proceed-
ings as they concerned the Church at large ; St.

Paul, their personal aspect and bearing.

The Council of Ac 15 naturally had its inner
history; private conferences paved the way for

the public settlement. In complicated and deli-

cate affairs of this sort very different representa-

tions may be equally true. 4 The two accounts ad-
mirably complete each other. . . . The discrep-

ancies can, for the most part, be explained simply
from the difference of the standpoint of the
relaters

3
(Pfleiderer, Bibb. Led. 1885, on ‘The In-

fluence of the Apostle Paul, 3

p. 103) : see, however,
chs. iii. and vii. of Ramsay’s St. Paul the Trav.,

where the coincidence of the second visit of Paul in

Gal with the second in Ac (11. 12) is vigorously
but not convincingly maintained. Luke gives no
hint at the earlier juncture of the momentous con-
troversy of Gal 2, for which, indeed, the occasion
arose only after the joint mission of Barnabas and
Paul to S. Galatia, when mere Gentiles were
received in large bodies into the Church (see

Hort’s Jud. Christianity, pp. 64-67) : the Jerus.
Church was occupied in A.D. 44 - 46 with the
famine and the Herodian persecution ; for Paul to
have raised the question of his apostolic status
then would have been premature and officious.

Paul ignores in Galatians the second visit to Jerus.,

because it was devoted to the specific business
stated by Luke, and nothing arose out of it

affecting his relations with the first apostles or his
own apostleship (see Lightf. Gal., note appended
to ch. ii.). Returning from Jerus. at that time,
Saul resumed his place among the * prophets and
teachers 3

of the Church of Antioch (Ac 131
).

The second stage of Paul’s ministry culminates
with the Council at Jerus., which gave validity
to Gentile Christianity and St. Paul’s plenary
apostleship, now attested by God in the suc-
cesses of the first missionary journey.

(c) The third period of Paul’s ministry is signal-
ized by the extension of his mission to Europe,
and by the writing of his earliest apostolic letters

(1 ana 2 Th). The history of the Second Mis-
sionary JOURNEY is contained in Ac Ifl

36-^22
.

It begins with the rupture between Paul and
Barnabas, occasioned by Panl’s refusal of the com-
panionship of Mark (to whom in the end he was
reconciled: Philem 24

, Col 410
, 2 Ti 411

), but of
which a deeper cause lay in the changed relations
of the two leaders. Paul mustnow go his own way.
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He proceeds to the mission field in Asia Minor,

taking for his associate Silas (or Silvanus), one of

the two delegates sent from Jerus. to accompany
Barnabas and Paul on their return to Antioch
(Ac 1522* Tu 32

). Silas, like Paul, was a Hebrew
of Latin name and Roman citizenship (16

37),—

a

* prophet,’ moreover, and a ‘ leading man ’ in

the Jerus. Church. He accompanied Paul only for

this journey. Much later, we find him acting as

St. Peter’s secretary (1 P 512). Silas and Mark
were important linKs between the Apostles Paul
and Peter, and between the Judsean Church and
the Gentile mission. Paul and Silas journeyed by
road, through the Cilician Gates, to S. Galatia,

arriving first at Deibe, then at Lystra. At Lystra

Paul enlisted young Timotheus, possibly to fill

the place of Mark as assistant to himself and Silas.

He first, however, ‘ circumcised him,’ since he was
the son of a Jewess, to avoid scandalizing the

Jews (Ac 161*4
). At each place Paul and Silas de-

livered the resolutions of the Council of Jerus.

(15
23'29

), which were received everywhere (15
30 '33

164- s
) with lively satisfaction. They effected their

immediate purpose of composing the Judseo-Gentile

Churches and putting a stop to the legalistic

agitation. The circumcision of Timothy was
another conciliatory step on St. Paul’s part (see

Hort’s Jud. Christianity
, pp. 84-87). The line of

Churches between the two Antiochs were now
becoming ‘solidly established in the faith, and
they were increasing in number daily.’

Ac 166 brings us to the turning point of the

second missionary journey, and to a critical moment
in Paul’s career. St. Luke is pressing forward to

the Macedonian mission, and sketches intervening

movements less distinctly than his wont, in the
long and somewhat awkward sentence of vv. 6"8

.

We gather that St. Panl’s plan had been, after the
visitation of the S. Galatian Churches now com-
leted, to push on westwards along the great
ighway to Ephesus, the chief city of Asia Minor
and the stepping-stone to Greece and Rome. But
the travellers were ‘ forbidden by the Holy Spirit

to speak the word in Asia ’ (the Roman province of

that name, with Ephesus for its capital). When
afterwards, ‘having come over against Mysia,’
much farther north, ‘they were trying to entei

Bithynia,’ ‘the Spirit of Jesus suffered them not.’

They were thus compelled finally to make foi

Troas, where the vision appeared which sum-
moned Paul to the help of the Macedonians. This
was a great and pregnant movement in apostolic

history—the step which carried Paul and Silas

across the iEgean ; other events of the time were
of importance, in Luke’s view, only as leading np
to this. Three distinct Divine interpositions

occurred, forcing Paul and his companions upon a
venture quite unanticipated by themselves.
But how are we to construe the first clause of

v.6—according to the critical text its principal
and governing sentence, ‘ But they passed through
the Phrygian and Galatian country, having been
(i.e. since they were) forbidden* by the Holy Spirit
to speak the word in Asia ’

? {6irjk6ov 6k rijv Qpvylav
kclI VaXaTucty bpav, k(jSKv64vt€s /c.r.X.). Ramsay
(who has reinforced with powerful arguments the
theory held by Mynster, Perrot, Renan, Hausrath,
Weizsacker, that Paul never entered N. Galatia,
and that the Galatians of his Ep. are the people of
the Phrygian and Lycaonian Churches founded on

* Ramsay prefers the reading of the TB, IteXBovrts x.r.A., which
he interprets as resumptive of thus detaching xuXv
Q&rts from the foregoing clause. Even with the reading hvjkthv

it is maintained that %*>Xv8ivrt$ . . . 'Atria, conveys a distinct
predication, not explaining the hsX0t7v, but supplementing it

and stating the next occurrence (see, besides Ramsay as below,
Askwith’s Destination and Date of the Ep. to the Gal., ch. iii.).

With the given arrangement of words, this construction at tha
best is artificial.
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the first tour) argues that ‘the Phrygian and
Galatian region

5
of this passage is simply the

Phrygo-Galatian district extending from Ieonium
to Antioch traversed before, and that Paul and
Silas journeyed in a direct line, and with no con-
siderable delay, from this region to Troas. It
seems to be clear, on the other hand, that v. 6

concludes the account of St. Paul’s visitation of
S. Galatia, and that v. 6 relates his setting out on a
new campaign. Forbidden to preach in Asia, the
missionaries moved in another direction ; and 4 the
Phrygian and Galatian region ’ is Luke’s definition
of the fresh field upon which they now enter.

Here St. Luke first employs the word Galatian,
although the travellers have been within the
Roman province of that name since arriving at
Derbe, for the cities of Asia Minor evangelized
on the first tour all lay (as Ramsay has decisively

proved) within its bounds. We naturally look for

this new e Galatian region ’ in Galatia proper or
N. Galatia, the western part of which, with
Pessinus for its centre, marched with Phrygia
not far to the east of the direct way from Antioch
to Troas. The presumption from Greek usage is

that rrjv QpvyLav ical TaXariK^v %{6pav signifies two
adjoining, districts coupled together, rather than
one district known by two different names (comp.
Ac 27s, Lk 31, 1 Th l8), and that the co-ordinate
* Phrygian 5 and * Galatian 5

are used in the same
sense (the former ethnic, and so therefore the
latter). Emerging from N.W. Galatia, the travel-

lers would find themselves (v.7) close to Bithynia
on the north, and with Mysia presenting itself on
the west. V. 5 thus fills in the geographical space
between w.s and 7

,
and defines the tract, first

Phrygian in population then Galatian, which
separated Bithynia from St. Paul’s old mission
field.* (On the question of FT. v. S. Galatia see,

in addition to writers mentioned before, Lightf.

Galatians, Introd. ; Ramsay’s Oh. in Bom. Emp.
chs. iii.-vi., St. Paul the Trav. chs. v., vi., viii., ix.,

Studia Biblica, tv. ii., and art. Galatia in this

Dictionary; Chase in the Expositor
,
iy. viii. 401,

ix. 314, 331, with Ramsay’s replies ; Gifford, ib.

IV. x. 1 ; Zockler, SK, 1894, pp. 51-102 ; Schiirer,

Jahrb

.

/. prot. Theol., 1892, p. 471; Crit. Review,

III. [1893] 356 ; Lipsius, 4 Handcom., 5 Galat., Ein-

leitung). The verb foijkBov (16
s
) connotes a ‘mis-

sionary progress
5
(St. Paul the Trav. p. 384) ; and

when Paul revisits this district on his third journey

(1823), he ‘ travels through the Galatian region and

* The writer is now (1900) inclined to Ramsays construction
of rijy $puy. k. Taiktx,r. x^Pxv as denoting the Phrygo-Galatian
[he would prefer to say, Galatic-Phrygian] region ;

but unless

this phrase had an accepted political Imitation, of which there

is no evidence, it covered presumably the west of the province of
Galatia generally, the whole of which was (in the substratum
of its population) Phrygian ethnically and Galatian politically.

Even in the N.W., as Ramsay intimates, the Galat® were never
more than a ruling dan. On this modified view, it would appear
that Paul and Silas, when forbidden to preach ‘in Aria,’ moved
northwards from the field of the earliermission, confiningthem-
selves stillto Phrygia Galaticawhere they were allowedto * speak
the word/ and avoiding Phrygia Asiana which they had been
previously on the point of entering (t^ ’Aria. is thus seen to he
antithetical to rvv . . . YaeXoirtxhv %6'pce.v). Taking this course

and marching within the eastern side of the border-line separ-

ating the two provinces, which parted Phrygia between them,
the apostles arrived at the N.W. comer of Galatia, with
Bithynia fronting them, and Mysia flanking them at some
distance to the west. Here, once more, their course was
Bupematurally diverted—fromnorth towest, as previously from
west to north—and * passing over Mysia ’ (a part of Asia, where
they had been ‘forbidden to speak the word 9 they reached the

sea at Troas. Paul and Silas thus traversed, in west central

Galatia, a wild and desolate country ; but this route was forced

upon them, and Paul ‘would not he deterred by rough or un-
frequented paths * (Ltft.). There must have been at this time
regular communication between the S.W. and N. of the great

Galatian province. The view followed in this note gives a good
sense U> Ac 1823, £/«pv opuvoz . . . t. raXotmxfyv rapav x») ipvyiKv,

which means, in tmi light, ‘traversing the (above-mentioned)

Galatian region and Phrygia* at large—not the Galatianpart of

it alone, to which Paul’s travels had been specifically limited on

the Second Journey.

Phrygia in order, strengthening all the disciples,—the last clause implying that on the ground so

lightly passed over in 16® considerable time had
been spent and many souls won for Christ. To
this second journey the origin of the Galatian
Churches, addressed in Paurs great Ep. of that
name, has been generally referred, its interpreters
seeing in the recipients Galatians by race, 1" in-

habitants of the north (preferably the N.W.) of

the great Roman province of Galatia. Paul made
acquaintance with Ms ‘Galatians 5 unexpectedly,
when compelled by illness to seek their hospitality
and so to give them the gospel (Gal 412*20

). Twice
during this journey he was turned aside from his

purpose by the voice of the Holy Spirit; it ap-
pears that the hand of God was further laid on
him, in the shape of disabling sickness, obliging
him to halt in this out-of-the-way district, which
he had meant to traverse without lingering. God
was giving to His strong-willed servant a hard
schooling in submission. It may have been
Bithynia that Paul and Silas were making for

when thus checked ; or it may have been (accord-

ing to Paul’s wont) Ancyra, the capital of the Gal-
atian province, already evangelized in its southern
part. In any case, the Galatians, with whom he
now tarried, received the infirm apostle with
enthusiasm, and he made numerous and attached
converts amongst them, the objects of his warm
affection but anxious solicitude.

If other reasons besides the writer’s eagerness to

bring us to Macedonia are required to account for

the silence of Acts about the Galatians of the Ep.,

the fact that the N. Galatian mission was a paren-
thesis in Paul’s work and lay off the main line of

missionary progress may account for the slightness

of St. Luke’s references thereto ; and the defection

feared may have made the apostle’s work there, to

a large extent, a labour lost.

It was at Troas that St. Luke met St. Paul and
joined his company (Ramsay conjectures Luke him-
self to have been the ‘ Macedonian man 5

of Ac 16s :

St. Paul the Trav. ix. 3) ; and at Philippi Luke
stayed, being found there when Paul revisited that
town. (The ‘we 5

of the Acts continues from 1610 to

1617, to he resumed at 205* 5
). The ‘ vision

5 may have
prepared St. Paul for St. Luke’s invitation to Mace-
donia (Ramsay, as above), as St. Peter was prepared
at Joppa for the summons of Cornelius. Philippi

was an importantRomancolony,witha smallJewish
settlement worshipping at an open-air proseucM by
the river-side. Among ‘the women who assembled’

there Paul and Silas found their first hearers, and in

the proselyte Lydia their first European convert

and their hostess (w.13*15
). Women played a lead-

ing part in this Church from the outset (Ph 41*3
).

The missionaries had preached at th§proseucM for

some time, when their work was stopped by the

accusation brought against them by the masters of

a fortune - telling, ventriloquist slave -girl from
whom ‘in the name of Jesus Christ* they had
exorcized the evil spirit (w. 16'18

). This attack

was one of Paul’s many ‘ perils from the heathen.’

The gospel damaged the vested interests of

idolatry ; and those who saw ‘ the hope of their

gain’ endangered attacked its preachers through
the passions of the populace—at Ephesus subse-.

quently as despisers of ‘the great goddess,
5 at

Philippi as ‘Jews’ who brought in ‘customs
illegal for Romans’ and affronting their pride

(w. 20 * 21
). In this colonia Paul suffered one of the

three beatings with (Roman) rods that he recounts

in 2 Co ll25. The scenes attending his imprison-

* This assumption as to the race of Paul’s * Galatians’ is modi-
fied by the later note above. It is still maintained that in

locality and origin the Churches in question are distinct from
those of S. Galatia, which were founded upon the First Journey
and owed allegiance not to Paul alone, hut to Paul and Barnabas
jointly.
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ment here along with Silas, form one of the
most stirring and most graphic episodes in the
Acts.

St. Patti’s campaign in Macedonia was one of

severe conflict, but signal success. The mission-

aries entered Thessalonica (now Saloniki), the
capital of Macedonia, full of vigour and hope (1 Th
l5 21* 2

). Next to Syrian Antioch, this city was
the most important which Paul had so far reached,

being the chief emporium of the Thracian peninsula
and the seat of Roman administration, containing
also a large and influential synagogue. Once
planted at Thessalonica, ‘the word of the Lord
sounded out’ far and wide ; the gospel was adver-
tised through the whole of Macedonia and Achaia
(1 Th l6

'10
). St. Paul’s experience here resembled

that at Pisidian Antioch (Ac 17 1’10
). At this loyal

imperial capital, however, the attack on Chris-

tianity takes a new form, reminding us of the
charge against Jesus before Pilate. The preachers
are accused of sedition, of ‘setting up another
king, Jesus.’ The emphasis which Paul laid at
this time upon the doctrines of ‘the kingdom
of God’ and the parousia lent colour to this

dangerous impeachment. Paul left Thessalonica
for Bercea with his work unfinished, and firmly
resolved to return soon (1 Th 217* 18 310

) ; he had
a peculiar affection for his converts here (as at
Philippi), and a strong sense of the importance of

the position won in this city. But he had to be
content with sending Timothy from Athens in his

place ; and it was only on Timothy’s return (who
found the apostle removed to Corinth, Ac IB5

)

that his anxiety was relieved. St. Luke’s account
i throws at this point a further light on St. Paul’s

I
method of argument with Jews ;

‘ He discoursed
to them from the Scriptures, expounding and

|

explaining [1] that the Christ should suffer, and

j

[2] should rise from the dead, and [3] that this

is the Christ, this Jesus whom I proclaim to
1

on.’ Up to the last point (reached on the third
abbath?) the Jews listened with tolerance—to the

general doctrine of a suffering and rising Messiah;
the critical moment came when this Christ was
identified with the crucified Nazarene.
The synagogue of Bercea received the gospel

with rare candour ; a Church was quickly formed,
including ‘many’ Jews; everything went well,
until Jews from Thessalonica arrived to stir up
the heathen multitude against the apostles. The
danger to St. Paul’s life must have been great,
for he was sent by sea right out of the country
and escorted all the way to Athens (1710"15

). This
deadly persecution by the Thessalonian Jews justi-

fies the anger he expresses in 1 Th 214"16
.

At Athens, the city of philosophers but f
full of

idols,’ things take a different course. Paul is hailed
as a, wandering lecturer upon some curious form of
religious speculation, and is brought by 4 certain of
the Stoics and Epicureans’ before the court (not
up on the hill) of the Areopagus, which was charged
with the oversight of public teaching in the city.

The profound and earnest discourse reported in
Ac 1722

*31—which leads up from the general truth,
then widely accepted, of God’s spiritual nature
and fatherly relation to men, to the proclamation
of Christ’s coming in judgment and the resur-
rection of the dead—made no decided impression
on this audience. A single Areopagite accepted
the faith, with a few other persons (1734), but no
considerable Church eonld be gathered ; and Paul
went on to Corinth (on f Paul at Athens,’ see
especially Ramsay’s St. Paul the Trav. xi. 1-3).
Silas’ movements at this time cannot he traced
with certainty: probably he followed Paul to
Athens, along with Timothy (Ac 1715

), and was
separately, and a little later (1 Th 31 * 2

,

6we sent
Timothy \ despatched from that place

—

sc. to

Philippi or Bercea, journeying with Timothy back
from Macedonia to rejoin the apostle (Ac 186).
Paul reached Corinth alone, ‘in weakness, and in

fear, and in much trembling’ (1 Co 23
)—a condition

due partly to sickness, but partly, one thinks, te

his small success at Athens and his distress about
the Thessalonians. The elation of his Macedonian
mission was followed by a period of dejection.

He gained, however, at the outset a couple of fast

friends in Aquila and Priscilla, recently driven

from Rome through the emperor Claudius’^ decree

of expulsion against the Jews. Their acquaintance
turned his thoughts more definitely to that city,

which at Corinth came into Paul’s nearer view.

St. Paul’s opening addresses in this synagogue were
received with favour both by ‘Jews and Greeks’
(Ac 181'4

), until after some weeks, on the arrival of

Silas and Timothy with cheering news from Mace-
donia, he proclaimed in its full scope, and with
renewed energy, the Messiahship of Jesus and ‘ the
word of the cross’ (Ac 186

’8
,
1 Co 1 18-25 22

). At this

the Jews were scandalized, and an angry separation

ensued. Paul occupied the house of a converted
proselyte, Titius Justus—judging from Ms name,
a Roman citizen of the colonia—close to the syna-

gogue ; the ruler of the synagogue followed him
When he tells the Corinthian brethren that there

were ‘ not many wise, mighty, highborn 5 amongst
them, it is evident that some persons of distinction

and culture attached themselves to this Church
(cf. Ro 162S).
The Corinthian Church shone by its intellectual

gifts and variety of talent. Its constituency was
drawn from the lowest as well as the higher walks
of life. On this rank soil, in the metropolis of

Greek vice, a Christianity sprang up of abounding
vitality, hut rife with seeds of strife and corruption

(1 Co l5 fi
9'11

, 2 Co 1220* 21
, etc.). In Corinth the

Jews had no popular influence, and Paul was able

to stay for eighteen months. He was encouraged
by a vision assuring him of personal safety and
of a rich harvest of souls (Ac 189-11 ). Paul ex-

perienced at Corinth the full benefit of the pro-

tection of Roman law. The proconsul Gallio,

known through his brother Seneca as an amiable
and large-minded man, dismissed contemptuously
the charge of illegal action brought by the Jews
against Paul, and winked at the heating there-

upon given to the accuser by the Greek b> Zanders
(w. 12’17

). In no other great city, with the excep-

tion of Syrian Antioch, did the apostohc Church
experience so little persecution.

The date of the ElPST EPISTLE TO THE THESS.
is determined by comparison of 1 Th 3s and Ac 183

as falling within the first period of St. Paul’s so-

journ at Corinth, within six months probably of

his leaving Thessalonica, The SECOND EPISTLE
followed speedily after the First ; for it deals with
the same situation, aggravated in some particulars,

and corrects a misapprehension due in part to mis-
understanding or perversion of the First (2 Th 21* 2

).

These two Epp., with the Address at Athens and
the allusions of 1 Co, show the prominence of the
doctrine of the Last Things in St. Paul’s teaching
at this epoch. Though his specific doctrine of the
Cross is only once alluded to in the Thess. letters

(1 Th 59* 10
), the Epp. to Corinth and Galatia prove,

by their references to his preaching on the second
journey (1 Co 21* 2

,
Gal 31

,
etc.), that this was his

central theme throughout.
The course of the Second Journey, possibly,

throws some light upon the obscure figure of ‘ the
man of lawlessness ’ in 2 Tli 2. Many indications
point to the apostle’s interested study of the Roman
Empire and its relations to the kingdom of Christ.

The majesty and equity of Roman law, the ability

of Roman administration, the unity and peace
which Roman rule gave to the civilized world,
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Paul appreciated ; they had created the field for
his great work. He saw in the Roman magistrate
4 the restrainer ’ of evil forces that might have
crushed the Church in its infancy. But there was
one feature in the Roman system that must have
stirred his extreme abhorrence—the Ccesar-worship
then rapidly spreading in the provinces, which
was becoming, in fact, the religion of the Empire.
This development of imperial autocracy was, in

E
rinciple, quite distinct from the authority of the
tate, and could be regarded by Paul only as the

climax of lawlessness. The attempt of Caligula,
in the year 39, to place his statue in the temple at
Jerusalem had horrified the Jewish world; the
blasphemous freaks of this Caesar were probably in
the apostle’s mind when he wrote 2 Th 2*. In
their progress through Asia Minor the missionaries
were confronted with multiplied signs of the
imperial religion ; not improbably they passed, e.g.,

through Pergamum (marked out in Rev 218 as the
place ‘where Satan dwelleth’), where stood the
Augusteiumf in which the godhead of the Divus
Augustus was honoured by a splendid cultus re-

nowned through the peninsula. Such observations
gave a sharper edge to St. Paul’s conception of ‘the
kingdom ’

; and his reflexions upon this antithesis
may well have affected his language in such a way
as to lend colour to the charge made against him
at Thessalonica (Ac 177* 8

). On this subject he had
spoken more freely than he ventures to write (2 Th
2s

). The OT forecasts of Antichrist, combined
with the contemporary deification of the Caesars,

supply the material for the image of the avriKel^evos

of 2 Th. This same Caesar-worship inspired the
hatred of Rome which burns through the Apoca-
lypse. St. Paul and St. John, with profound
insight, discerned in this cult the true rival of
Christianity among the forces of the time; the
numen of Caesar, as the great martyrdoms proved,
was the crucial alternative to that of Jesus. Anti-
christ was latent in the world-god of the Palatine.

In his progress westwards Paul was increasingly
attracted, yet repelled, at each step by the gran-
deur of Rome. The second missionary tour was
the time of the apostle’s boldest enterprises, his

largest conquests. In a single march the gospel
was carried over more than half the breadth of the
eastern Roman Empire, and Corinth was brought
into fellowship with Jerusalem. But these rapid
successes in Galatia and Corinth prepared for the
apostle his greatest sorrows.

The second tour, occupying scarcely less than
three years, closed with Paul’s voyage to Caesarea
for Jerusalem. On the way he called at Ephesus,
where he left Priscilla and Aquila, promising to

return. This fourth visit to Jerusalem was of the
briefest. At Antioch he spent ‘some time’—an
expression probably covering the ensuing winter.

(d) The Third Missionary Journey com-
menced with the spring, when St. Paul set out for
4 the Galatian region and Phrygia,’ accompanied
by Timothy (Ac 1818

*28
). During the interval

between the second and third journeys we place
(with Neander, Wieseler, A. Sabatier) St. Peter’s
Yisit to Antioch and collision with St. Paul, re-

lated in Gal 211-21. The defeat of Ac 15 must have
arrested the Judaistic movement for the time ; nor
is St. Peter, to say nothing of St. Barnabas, likely

at once to have stultified his action at the Council.

The Epp. to the Thess. give no indication that St.

Paul’s mind was disturbed during his first mission
in Europe by controversy with the legalists, as it

could hardly fail to have been if the settlement
made at Jerus. had been already jeoparded by
‘the dissimulation’ of Peter and Barnabas and
the renewed activity of the ij/evd&5€\<poi irapdvcucToi.

The proceedings of the ‘ certain from James ’ at the
time of St. Peter’s visit to Antioch amounted to

‘a regular declaration of war,’ a renewal of the
struggle between the principle of Jewish privilege

and Christian universalism. This conflict, break-
ing out in Antioch, spread rapidly over the field

of St. Paul’s mission and raged bitterly in the
Galatian and Corinthian Churches, where emis-
saries from Jerus. appeared on the same errand as
those who had ‘earned away’ the Jewish Christians
of Antioch. 4 Evidently, the apostle had quitted
Jerus. (after the Council of Ac 15 and the under-
standing with the “Pillars”) and proceeded to his

second Missionary Journey full of satisfaction at
the victory he had gained and free from anxiety
for the future. The decisive moment of the crisis

necessarily falls between the Thess. and Gal. Epp.
What had happened meanwhile ? The violent dis-

cussion with St. Peter at Antioch, and all that the
recital of this incident reveals to us,—the arrival
of the emissaries from St. James in the Gentile
Christian circle, and the countermission organized
to rectify the work of St. Paul. A new situation
suddenly presents itself to the apostle on his return
from the second Missionary Journey’ (Sabatier,

The Apostle Paul, pp. 10, 11, also 124-136). The
Judaizers had recovered from the shock of their
former overthrow ; and the enormous accessions
to the Church from heathenism were threatening
to overwhelm them. They determined on a new
and more artful attempt to capture the Gentile
Churches. They did not now, as before, bluntly
insist that circumcision was necessary to salvation
(Ac 151

). But they maintained that the law of

God created an indelible distinction between the
circumcised Israelite and all others, and that this

separation was guarded by the Levitical ordinances
respecting meats. While the Messiah was the
Saviour of all men, there belonged to His own
people, with the apostles whom He chose from
amongst them, an inalienable primacy. Only
through circumcision and conformity to the sacred
ordinances could Gentile believers become the legiti-

mate heirs of faithful Abraham, and enter into all

the blessedness of the kingdom of God. Such was
the theory of the new Judaizers, as we gather it

from St. Paul’s polemic against them. They no
longer denied the Christian status of uncircumcised
believers in Christ, but they vindicated a higher
status for the circumcised. Thus Peter and Bar-
nabas, in withdrawing from the common Church
table at Antioch under the pressure of these men,
virtually ‘ compelled the Gentiles to Judaize 5

; for

only, it seemed, on this condition would the latter

be m communion with Jewish believers and be re-

cognized as Christians in the fullest sense. ‘ The
decrees’ of the Jerus. Council, though certainly

not designed for this purpose, and not correspond-
ing (as it has often been alleged) to the 4 Seven Com-
mandments of the Sons of Noah * imposed on the
ger tdshabh or sehomenos (Hort, Jud. Christianity

,

pp. 68-76), might with a little ingenuity be con-
strued in favour of the distinction now alleged,

as though they placed Gentile Christians on a
footing resembling that of proselytes to Judaism/
The law was brought in again to complete the
work of the gospel ; and those who had £ begun in

the spirit’ were to be ‘perfected by the flesh’

(Gal 3s
).

While the legalists sought in this way to foist

Judaism upon the Pauline Churches, they equally
strove to destroy the influence of the Apostle Paul.
They came forward as the authorized representa-
tives of the chiefs at Jerus., and showed * letters of

commendation’ to this effect (Gal 212
, 2 Co 31

) ; in

their name they assumed to correct the imperfect
doctrine of Paul, and to claim the allegiance of

* Such abuse of the Soy/CMsm. by the Judaizers best explains
St. Paul’s silence respecting them, and their disappearance: after
Ac 16^ (See, however, 2126).
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all believers for the mother Church. Paul, they
asserted, had no knowledge of Jesus Christ and
no authority to preach Him, beyond what he had
received from Peter and the Twelve. Amongst
other proofs of this, they even argued at Corinth
that his declining to receive a stipend betrayed
the consciousness of inferior right. With these un-
scrupulous opponents Paul was in conflict through-
out the third tour. At the outset he had warned
his Galatian converts against the seducers who
were following on his track (Gal l9 5s

; of. Ac 1823
).

His opponents anticipated his arrival at Corinth ;

from Corinth he writes to Rome, expecting that
they will carry the agitation there and may pre-

possess the Roman Church against him. If these
men were really supported, as they alleged, hy the
responsible heads of the Jewish Church, St. Paul’s
position was almost untenable ; but the studious
respect shown in the Epp. of this period for the
* Pillars

9
indicates his confidence in their loyalty

to the fellowship established between himself and
them (Gal 29* 10

). The failure of the attack on St.

Paul’s apostleship goes far to prove that there was
no schism between him and the Twelve.

This fourth 'period, therefore, of St. Paul’s
ministry is distinguished as the period of his
struggle with the Judaistic reaction in the Church,
and of the four great evangelical Epistles which
were its outcome. The evangelist becomes the
controversialist; the church-founder must defend
the churches of his foundation. The apologetic
and doctrinal interests now predominate in St.

Paul’s work ; he is employed in consolidating the
conquests already won.
Even his missionary activity hears at this time

somewhat of a supplementary character. After
* confirming ’ on his way ‘ all the disciples ’ gained
on his last tour (Ac 1823

, cf. 166 : for the expression
r. VdkarLK7}v x&fMv Qpvylav see note* on p. 707a),
‘when he had made a missionary progress through
the higher-lying quarters’ (this implies a fairly
complete evangelizing of central Asia Minor), Paul
‘came to Ephesus’ (I91). Ephesus, with its rich
and populous province of Asia, lay in the centre
of the fields already occupied. It was the ob-
jective point of St. Paul’s second journey; God’s
hand had then diverted Ms course (160), but only
for a while. Here, as at Corinth, Paul’s work
was under the shield of the Roman administration
(j

038-40)
. ajid. he won the friendsMp even of ‘some

of the Asiarchs ’ (v. 31
), who were the * high priests

of Asia, the heads of the imperial politico-religious
organization of the province ’ (St. Paul the Trav.

p. 281). ‘Many,’ therefore, as his ‘adversaries’
were, and though he had to ‘ fight with wild beasts
in Ephesus’ (1 Co 1532 I69

), Paul held his ground
in this city for three years, until ‘all those that
dwelt in Asia had heard the word of the Lord,
both Jews and Greeks ’ (Ac 1910- 17_2°- 26 2031 ). This
success led to a great destruction of the Ephesian
books of magic ; it so much diminished the sale of
the images of Artemis that the craftsmen took
alarm and stirred up a riot of the city multitude,
who were enraged at the disparagement of their
world-famed goddess. The tumult hastened Paul’s
departure ; but he had done an immense work at
Ephesus. This city, afterwards the home of the
Apostle John, was the most powerful centre of
Christianity in the later apostolic age. The Ep.
to Philemon and that to the Colossians, written to
an outlying town of the province which Paul had
not himself visited, and the general (provincial)
destination of the so-called Ep. to the Ephesians
(see art.), indicate how widely Paul’s mission per-
meated the province of Asia. With the establish-
ment of the gospel at Troas, evangelized hy Paul on
leaving Ephesus (2 Co 212* 18

; cf. Ac 206‘12
), and the

excursion into Elyria (Ro 1519*21) made apparently I
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during bis sojourn in Macedonia in the following

summer, two more links were added to the chain

of Churches, which by the end of the third tour

stretched £ from Jerusalem round about unto Illy-

ricum.’ The apostle felt that things were ripening

for his advance to Rome (Ac 1921
).

Besides the daily pressure of his mission, nevei

perhaps so great as at Ephesus, there lay on St.

Paul heavily at this time ‘the care of all the

Churches’ (2 Co ll28). Of this care the Corinthian
and Galatian Epistles are evidence. GALATIANS is

commonly referred to the Ephesian sojoum ;
‘ Light-

foot has given good reasons, though not all equally

ood’ (Hoxt’s Jud. Chr. p. 99), for placing it later,

etween 2 Co and Ro, as written from Macedonia
or Corinth (Comm, on Gal.

,
Introd. iii.). Ramsay,

in accordance with his S. Galatian theory, carries

the Epistle back to St. Paul’s stay at Antioch before

the third journey; while Clemen (Chronologic d.

Paulin. Briefe, li. A. I) makes it follow. Romans
because of its extreme controversial position.

In i and 2 Corinthians we see Paul closely

watching affairs at Corinth, during his residence

in Ephesus. But the exact course of his proceed-

ings is difficult to determine. Krenkel (in his

Beitrage) and Sehmiedel (in the ‘ Handcommenuar
z. NT, 5

Einleit. an Kor.) have lately examined
the data minutely, arriving at involved and con-

tradictory theories as to Paul’s communications
with Corinth during this period. From 2 Co I31* 3

it is almost certain that Paul had been at Corinth

a second time}
‘in sorrow ’ (2

1
) and humiliation

(1220* 21
). He found a number of his converts re-

lapsing into heathen vice; and he rebuked and
warned, hut forbore to strike. This forbearance
had compromised his authority and given an im-
pression of weakness on his part, of which his

opponents subsequently took an injurious advan-
tage, contrasting his imperious letters with his

feeble presence and challenging a ‘proof’ of his

apostolic powers (2 Co lO1
*14 13x"10

). This inter-

vening visit (an excursion hy sea from Ephesus,
unnoticed hy Luke) was made not long before 1 Co
(so Sehmiedel),—and, since this letter was written
in the spring (I Co 58 168 ),

probably in the pre-

vious autumn. In 1 Co 418-21 Paul meets the in-

sinuation, based on the result of this encounter,
that he is afraid to come to Corinth ; his seeming
vacillation between the 1st and 2nd Ep. gave addi-

tional colour to the imputation, afterwards repeated
(2 Co l 15'24

). This episode, not directly mentioned in
1 Co and which both parties might wish to forget,

Paul is compelled to recall in 2 Co by the taunts of

his opponents. On his return to Ephesus under
the painful impression of what he had just wit-
nessed at Corinth, the apostle wrote a sharp dis-

ciplinary Epistle, to which 1 Co 59”13 refers in
explanation and reinforcement. In spite of this

appeal, the Church of Corinth had permitted ‘ the
old leaven ’ to remain, until the monstrous case of
incest compelled the apostle to give the solemn
and peremptory directions of 1 Co 51

"8
.

Concurrently with the news of this outrage, Paul
hears of the factions dividing the Church, in which
the names of Cephas and of Apollos (much against
his will) figure in rivalry with his own,— even
the name of Christ being dragged into the com-
petition. The Apollos party, affecters of philo-

sophical breadth and culture, were conspicuous at
the moment

;
and Paul deals with them in chs. 1-4

of 1 Co, referring to Apollos with brotherly frank-
ness (3** 22 46). The Church had also addressed, to
the apostle at Ephesus a public letter, avoiding
the grave matters taken up in St. Paul’s first six
chapters, and writing with a self-complacency
sadly unbefitting (4

8 52- 8 ll2), but asking nis guid-
ance on a number of important practical questions,
with wMch he deals in chs. 7-14 : see the headings
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7
1 * 25 81 121 161

. Three leading Corinthian Chris-
tians brought this letter to Ephesus (16

15 '18
) ; and

Paul, in sending them back with his reply, warmly
commends them. In this Epistle we first hear of
4 the collection for the saints ’ at Jerusalem,
gathered by Paul on his third missionary tour, to
which he attached great importance (161

*4
, 2 Co

8. 9, Gal 210
). He had already given instructions

to the Churches of Galatia on the business, prob-
ably on his way through Asia Minor (Ac 1823

) ; and
Gal 66"10

, as well as tacitly refers to it. The
phrase introducing the topic in 1 Co 161 (cf. 71

etc.) suggests that the Corinthians were already
interested in this charity (see also 2 Co 810 92’5

).

This ministration to the poverty of the persecuted
Church in Jerus. (1 Th 214

), in which Paul had
been engaged from an early time (Ac ll30

), helped
to unite Jewish and Gentile Christians ; it was a
counteraction to the Judaistic propaganda, since it

exhibited to the mother Church the true grace of

God in the daughter Churches among the heathen.
When Paul despatched our 1st Ep. to Corinth,

he was expecting to travel thither soon, but not
immediately, and to make a considerable stay;
meanwhile he has sent Timothy, now in Macedonia
upon his way, who 4 will remind 5 the Corinthians
of Paul’s ‘ways in Christ,’ which they were in
danger of forgetting. He had some apprehension
that Timothy might not be well received (1 Co
417-ia i0io. c£t Ac 1921.22^ Although Timothy
shares in the greeting of 2 Co, and 2 Co 1-7 (quite

otherwise than 1 Co) is written mainly in the first

person plural, not a word is said about Timothy’s
visit to Corinth. This silence is significant, as
was St. Paul’s silence in 1 Co respecting his own,
then recent, visit. Had Timothy never arrived at
Corinth, some explanation would surely have been
given ; clearly, he is not forgotten (l1); Now, in

the same letter there is notable reference to some
one, unnamed, who had been grievously 4 wronged,’
and wronged in such a way that Paul felt the in-

jury as his own. About this wrong he has written
shortly before, ‘ out of much affliction and anguish
of heart, with many tears ’ (2

3* 4 78
*12

). In this pain-

ful letter, which had made the Corinthians 4 sorry
after a godly sort ’ and 4 to repentance,’ Paul must
have demanded the exemplary punishment of 4 him
that did the wrong’; and a ‘censure’ had been
accordingly inflicted upon him 4 by the majority’
of the Church, under which the offender was so

humbled that Paul forgives him and desires his

restoration (2 Co 25_li
).

Chs. 1-7 of the 2nd Ep. turn upon this incident.

Who were the sufferer and inflicter of wrong ? (1)

Thefather and son of 1 Cod1
} so it is often replied

(see e.g. Edwards and Beet on 1 Co, and Klopper
on 2 Co, ad loec.). But the language and feeling of

2 Co 23"11 76-16 are as unsuitable as those of 1 Co 5

are suitable to this infamous offence, and one hardly
thinks that even the Church of Corinth could
hesitate or be divided about so flagrant a crime
when solemnly brought up for judgment ; nor does
1 Co correspond to the description of 2 60 24. (2)

St. Paul himself and some insolent Corinthian
Christian, who had defied the apostle either when
present on the second visit (thus interjected be-

tween 1 and 2 Co), or in his absence ; so Sabatier
(The Ap. Paul, pp. 171-175), Schmiedel, and others.

This explanation sets us at the right point of view
for understanding 2 Co 2 and 7 ; but St. Paul’s

second visit to Corinth probably came about earlier

(see p. 710*) ; and St. Paul is not the man to have
retreated before a personal attack, shooting Par-
thian arrovs by letters from a distance; such a
defeat would have been irreparable. (3) Beyschlag
and Pfleiderer, with greater probability, suggest
Timothy as the dducydeis. Appearing at Corinth
on Paul’s hehaK about the time of the arrival of

the 1st Ep. (4
17"21 1610* n

), and perhaps taking the
initiative in the trial of the incestuous man,
Timothy received a gross insult from 4 some one *

of note in the Church, the injury thus inflicted

striking the apostle through his representative,
and, not improbably, involving an angry reflexion

upon him for sending a stripling in his place. This
attack on Timothy accounts for the emphatic and
continuous identification by the apostle in 2 Co
1-7 of his young helper with himself, and for the
subtle interchanges between the first person plural
and singular in the passages relative to the aSuctfarcLs

and a8uc7)deLS.

On Timothy’s return, soon after 1 Co, with this

grievous news, Paul wrote ‘out of anguish of

heart’ the lost epistle between 1 and 2 Co (not to
be identified with 2 Co 10-1310

, as by Hausrath and
Pfleiderer ; these chapters have nothing to do with
the affair of the a8iK7]0eLs), conveyed by Titus
(before this time employed at Corinth on the
business of the collection, 2 Co 86 92* 5 1216-18), in
which Paul called on the Church to condemn the
adtK7j(ras and thus 4 show itself clear in the matter.’

This the Corinthians did—at least ‘the majority’
of them (2

s
)—with earnest apologies to Paul and

Timothy (7
U* 12

). Paul had sent Titus in confidence
that such satisfaction would be given ; but Titus’

delay in returning awakened the most distressing

apprehensions (2^* 13
7
s* 6

). He was compelled to

leave Ephesus, and, after awaiting his messenger
for some time at Troas, passed on to Macedonia
still in painful suspense. At the moment when
he sent Titus from Ephesus, Paul was disposed to
come round by way of Corinth to Macedonia,

—

supposing, of course, that the Corinthians sub-

mitted (cf. 11S and 714
),—and Titus had intimated

that the apostle, contrary to the intention of 1 Co
165

*7
, might thus give them 4 a second joy.’ But

this was now impossible (Paul would not come
without better news from Corinth, 23* ?

), and the
apostle reverted to the earlier plan of travel. He
must have apprised Titus of this change, with
directions to meet him in Troas or Macedonia

;

and in this way the news of St. Paul’s illness

reached Corinth before Titus left (l11 77). The
Corinthians were full of sympathy; at the same
time, reflexions were made on the apostle’s seem-
ing fickleness, which touched him keenly (l15

”22
).

The illness from which Paul suffered between
1 and 2 Co was severe and all but fatal (2 Co l9 69

).

This affliction left a deep mark in his experience; It

overshadows 2 Co. Chs. 416-510 record his thoughts
as he then lay confronting the last enemy. Eor
the first time he realizes the likelihood that he
will die before the Lord’s return ; we do not find

him subsequently speaking of the wapovo-La in the
first person plural of 1 Th and 1 Co. The terrible

closing scenes at Ephesus, the revolt of Galatia and
Corinth, and this prostrating attack of sickness,

by their concurrent effect brought him into the
lowest depths of affliction (l

8-11 47-12 75* 6
) ; and God

is now to him, above all,
4 the Father of compas-

sions.’ It was the darkest hour that the apostle

had known. His life and his mission seemed both
to be ending in defeat.

The acute personal question raised by the &8ucfi<ra$

at Corinth is terminated ; but the larger contro-

versy remains, and has been exasperated through
the arrival of Judaean emissaries (3

l ll22* 2® 12u).

Of these men and their proceedings Titus, on his

return from Corinth, gave a full report. The
Church, while sincerely loyal to Paul, had received

the ‘false apostles’ and ‘deceitful workers’; it

was being imposed on and was too likely to be
seduced by them (ll2-4* 19* 20

). Their self-commen-
dations and disparagements of Paul, at whose ex-

pense they exalted the Twelve, were listened to

with unworthy tolerance. He is compelled in
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2 Co 3-6, aid more polemically in the concluding
chapters, to vindicate at length both his character
and apostleship. The contrast, in temper and
purport, between 2 Co 1-7 and 10-13, which leads
some able scholars {e.g. Hausrath, Schmiedel) to
regard these sections as distinct epistles, is due
to the peculiar situation at Corinth, to the fact
that, while the majority of the Church had rallied
to Paul (2

6
), there remained a minority all the

more embittered, in which the newly - arrived
agitators found the means for operating upon the
entire community. The four parties of 1 Co have
resolved themselves in a few months into two

;

and 2 Co is at once a message of peace to the
well-disposed, and a thunderbolt launched by the
apostle against the Judaizing promoters of * another
gospel

3 and his own malignant detractors.
This powerful Epistle appears to have subdued

the mutiny at Corinth, for Paul carried out his
purpose of spending the winter there before his
journey to Jerusalem (Ac 202 * 8

: cf. 2 Co 2l
), and

there he wrote the calm and deliberate Ep. to the
Romans

,
the tone of which reflects his softened

mood. This conciliatory temper befitted the apostle
addressing a strange Church, where Jewish be-
lievers are numerous hut, as he supposes, not un-
friendly to his gospel. Meanwhile Titus, attended
for this purpose by two companions (2 Co 810'23

),

is commissioned in conveying 2 Co to conclude the
business of * the collection/ which had doubtless
been hindered by strife ,* chs. 8 and 9 of 2 Co
are devoted to this matter. In 1 Co 163 Paul had
suggested the election of deputies to convey the
charity to Jeras.

; such election the Macedonians
had now made (2 Co 8 19

) : Ac 204 furnishes a list

of these deputies, as they gathered to accompany
St. Paul to Palestine. Prevented by a plot of the
Je>vs against his life from taking ship at Corinth
for Syria, Paul went round by way of Philippi
(where he spent Passover) and Troas (Ac 20^).
His voyage thence and arrival at Jerusalem are
fully described by St. Luke (Ac 20. 21), now St.
Paul’s companion once more. (On this journey
see Ramsay’s St. Paul the Trav

.

xiii.). St. Paul’s
reception by St. James and the Church of Jeru-
salem signalizes his victory over the legalists.
The Ep. TO THE Romans sums up the develop-

ment of St. PauTs work and thought at this
central epoch. The struggle with the Judaistic
reaction which he has just passed through, was
in effect a rehearsal of the internal conflict that
issued in the conversion of Saul the Pharisee and
his call to the apostleship of the Gentiles. He
saw his converts in Galatia and Corinth, and those
who £ had been delivered’ to the same 'form of
teaching 5

in Rome (6
17 1617* 1S

), in danger of being
reduced to the very bondage from which he had
himself been rescued by the signal intervention of
Jesus Christ (RoJ^-S4

, Gal 24* 6 431-54
}. The Ep.

to the Galatians is a vehement apologetic reasser-
tion, and the Ep. to the Romans a luminous and
methodical exposition, of 'the truth of the gospel’
in which Paul’s experience of twenty years, as a
converted Christian man and an evangelist to Jews
and Gentiles, was comprised. It is here unfolded
in its mature expression, the form into which it
was wrought by dint of use and conflict and
through profound and intense reflexion, embrac-
ing in its compass the whole course of sin and
redemption, and the relations of Israel and of man-
kind to God viewed in their largest aspects. Such
a treatise and manifesto it was fitting for the
apostle to send to Rome—addressing himself c

urbi
et orbi/ and with an eve probably to other readers
besides those of the lowly Christian Church he
expected to visit there. Fronting the imperial
city, Paul rises to a higher stature and assumes a
loftmr accent. The added stateliness of diction
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and amplitude of treatment betray an imagina-
tion, and a statesmanlike sense, touched by the

majesty of Rome. Standing at Corinth, with the
east behind him and a line of churches, now
securely established, studding the road to Jeru-
salem, and with new fields before his sight stretch-

ing westwards to Spain (Ro 1517“29
), the apostle

pauses to review his progress and to give account
of his mission and his doctrine that have been
subject to so fierce a challenge. At the same
time there is present to his mind the contingency
that his voyage to Jerus. may have a fatal end,
and that the Ep. he is now writing may prove
to be his legacy rather than his introduction to

the Roman Church (1530
"33

; see Hort, Prolegomena
to Romans and Ephesians

, pp. 42-50). Tlie situa-

tion, while it explains the critical importance
and representative character of the Ep. to the
Romans^ accounts also for its limitations. This
writing is retrospective

;

it is the consummation
of the legalistic controversy, and of Paul’s mission-
ary course ‘from Jerusalem round about unto
Illyricum 5

: it is no more than this. The apostle’s

life was to open into a new period fraught with
other conflicts ; changed surroundings and demands
will turn his thoughts in directions as yet unfore-
seen ; and the later groups of Epp. contain develop-
ments and applications of doctrine that are implicit,

rather than realized, in the series of writings which
concludes with the grand Ep. to the Romans.
The apostle to the Gentiles now stands at the

summit of his career. During the third missionary
tour he has founded the prosperous Asian Churches

;

he has written his four great Epp. and repelled
the Judaistic invasion of Gentile Christianity,
while he has preserved peace with the mother
Church in Judaea. Rut these hardly-won successes
engendered for the soldier of Christ new perils and
conflicts.

(e) Fifth Period.—Under many omens and fore-

bodings of danger St. Paul travelled to Jerusalem.
Though he was ‘ gladly received 5 by ‘the brethren ’

there, the language of Ac 2

1

201** shows that the
mass of Jewish believers were alienated from him.
At St. James5

suggestion he took the occasion of
publicly conforming to Mosaic practice, becoming
‘to the Jews as a Jew 5

in the same conciliatory
spirit in which he wrote the Ep. to the Romans.
But this did not propitiate Jewish hostility. The
Asian Jews at the feast, who would have murdered
Paul in the temple but for the Roman guard, de-
nounced him as the universal enemy of Judaism
(Ac 2127

”30
). Through all the regions where he had

laboured he was now a marked man in the eyes of
his compatriots, the apostate, the waster of Israel,

the profaner of its holy things.
To this furious hatred Paul owed his four years5

imprisonment and the long suspension of his
missionary work. His addresses of defence—(1)

before the people from the temple steps, Ac 22

;

(2) before the Sanhedrin, 23 ; (3) before the pro-
curator Felix, 24 ; (4) his appeal to Caesar before
the procurator Festus, 25 ; (5) his apology before
Herod Agrippa H. at the court of Festus, 26-
enable ns to follow the course of the proceedings
against him. The Roman judges saw that Paul
was innocent of civil crime, hut that the Jews,
whose fanatical violence they feared to provoke,
were bent on his destruction. As a Roman citizen,
he must not be sacrificed to the Jews ; his detention
seemed the safest course; and Felix in the first

instance had hoped that a bribe would be offered
for his release (2426) . A vision, on the first night
of his imprisonment (2311), encouraged Paul’s long-
cherished hope of ‘seeing Rome’ (1921 ) ; and when
the change of governors at Caesarea led to a re-
newal of the abortive local trials, Paul determined
to accomplish that purpose by the words AppdU
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Casarem. This course involved the appellant in jealousy to exertions which, since they served to
heavy expense

; it is unlikely that Paul taxed the spread the name of Christ, caused to Paul added joy
Churches for personal ends

; and Ramsay finds (

l

35*18
). From Col 410* 11 it appears that Paul could

here, and in other circumstances of his imprison- name only three Jewish Christians at Rome who
ment, reason to think that the apostle at this time were heartily on his side

; and two of these were
was in command

^

of considerable private means, helpers from a distance (cf. Ph 220* 21
). Notwith-

and had^entered into his patrimony (St. Paul the standing certain notes of depression and the sense
Trav, xiii. 8). ... of weariness and age (Ph l23, Philem 9—but seo
The voyage to Rome, with its shipwreck and Lightfoot, ad loc.)3 these Epp. breathe a tranqui

winter detention in Melita (Malta), related in and elevated joy. Compared with the letters oT
Ac 27 and 28 with vividness and accuracy, ex- the third journey, those of the Roman captivity
Mbits Paul’s practical and manly qualities to great are more inward and chastened in spirit. Soli-
advantage, his singular personal ascendency and tude, restraint, and advancing years have told
strong good sense. He was received cordially by on the heroic missionary. There is less passion,
the Church at Rome. The Jewish leaders profess less vivacity, less exuberant strength of thought

;

to know nothing of his case : his appeal must but more uniform tenderness, a richer fragrance
have taken the rulers at Jerus. by surprise, and of devotion, and a <£uiet insight that reaches to
they had failed during the winter to advertise their the depths' of the things of life and of God. The
brethren at Rome of the matter. Paul preaches to letter to Philemon, moreover, shows a genial and
them with the same result as at Pisidian Antioch, playful humour refreshing in a man of St. Paul’s
Thessalonica, and Corinth (28

17-28
). The narra- stern intensity. These are well styled the after

tive of Acts leaves him at ^ Rome, ‘remaining in noon Epp., as the writings of the Judaic contro-
his own hired lodging,’ in libera custodia , allowed versy are the noonday Epistles of Paul,
to * receive all that came to visit him, preaching COLOSSIANS signalizes the rise of a new antago-
the kingdom of God and teaching the things con- nism in the Church, of which Paul was to see but
cerning the Lord Jesus Christ with all freedom, the beginnings. His address to the Ephesian elders

unhindered.’ The government at Rome took the at Miletns (Ac 2017-35
) reveals his presentiment of

same view of Paul as Gallio and Festus : he was a the rise of heresy in the province of Asia, and
man politically harmless, but the cause of trouble- strikes the keynote of his later ministry. The
some ferments amongst the Jews, and therefore missionary and the controversialist now becomes
well out of the way. His trial was allowed to above all the pastor

,
devoting himself to 4 feed the

linger. King Agnppa may have joined with Church of God, which lie purchased through the
Festus in making favourable representations of blood [of] his own [Son] ’ (Ac 2028

; see critical note
the prisoner’s character ; and the report of the of WH). The greatness of the Church and the
centurion Julius probably helped him with the Divine glory of Christ fill Paul’s prison meditations,
military officer (the Princeps Peregrinorum, St. Epaphras reports to him the attempt of some
Paul the Trav. p. 348) in whose charge he was speculative teacher visiting Colossse to amalga-
placed. mate the gospel with Alexandrian theosophy, by
The fact that the account of St. Lnke, written a ranging Christ amongst angelic mediators, and by

considerable time after the events, concludes with prescribing Jewish ritual and ascetic regimen as

the words above quoted, raises a decided presump- means of salvation. This report elicits the great

tion against this trial having issued in the apostle’s Christologieal deliverance of Col l14
'23

. The larger

condemnation and death. The indications of Ac representation of the sovereignty of Christ here

21-28 (going to show that no capital charge was made gives completeness to St. Paul’s system of

forthcoming against Paul), and the expectations of thought, bringing the entire sum of things within

the Epp. of the captivity (Philem 22
,
Ph 124-26 2s4), its compass. The Lordship of the crucified and

point the other way. If Paul had remained in risen Saviour is based upon the universal Lord-

Rome till the summer of 64, he would doubtless sMp of the Son of God; our redemption springs

have fallen a victim to the Neronian persecution ; out of the ground of creation itself, and the

and this many critics have supposed. Chrono- new creation is evolved from the hidden root and
logical inquiry, however, makes it more and more rationale of the old. The Head of the Church is

certain that the 4 two years’ of Ac 2830 terminated the centre of the universe, the depositary of 4
all

before this epoch—in 63 A.D. at the latest. the fulness of the Godhead,’ who ‘fills all things,’

The two years (Ac 2423*27
) of Paul’s residence in above and beneath, with His plenitude and ‘gathers

Csesarea, but for the speeches of defence, are all things into one ’ (Eph l 30* 18-28 47-10
,
Col 29* 10

).

almost a blank for us. He was granted such In Galatians and Romans tbe thought of salvation

alleviations as a strict confinement allowed, and by Christ broke through Jewish limits and covered

private friends had access to him; hut public the field of humanity ; m Colossians and Ephesians

work was impossible. The apostle, doubtless, the idea of life in Christ overleaps time and human
communicated by messenger and letter with his existence, and subjects the entire cosmos to its

Churches ; and the extant Epp. to Philemon, the sway. Ph 26-11 puts the top-stone on the apostle’s

Colossians, and Ephesians are dated by some lead- doctrine of the person of Christ, and therefore upon
mg critics—even rhilippians (very improbably), by all his doctrine.

one or two—from the Caesarean captivity. The The movement of thought which completed

weight of opinion inclines to the Roman origin Paul’s Christologieal teaching gave a parallel ex-

of all four (see artt. on these Epp.). At Rome pansion to his idea of the Church, which attains

Paul enjoyed greater freedom, and exercised a not- at this epoch its full dimensions. The philosophical

able public influence. His misfortunes ‘have re- Judaism of Colossse, like the legal Judaism of

suited in the progress rather [than hindrance] of Galatia, bred caste-feeling and schism,—evils to be

tbe gospel’ (Ph l 12
). His trial has given him the corrected only by a right sense of the greatness of

opportunity of representing Christ before ‘the the Christian society and the sacredness of its

prsetorium’ (the emperor’s court of justice, v. 13
: fellowship, such as the apostle conveys in the

j

cf. 2 Ti 410* 17 ; and see St. Paul the Trav. p. 357), Epistles of this period.

and Christianity has penetrated the palace (4
22

). Rome was the very spot to stimulate thoughts

St. Paul’s courage under his trials has stimulated of tMs nature, and to bring to its final shape St.

the Roman Church generally to greater boldness ; Paul’s conception of Christ’s imperial dominion,

even the ill-disposed (legalist) minority, which The ampler prospect, both lx time and space, which

existed at Rome (cf. 32 * 3
), has been provoked by now opens ont for the Church under his eyes,
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accounts also for the attention given in the prison 1

Epistles to family and social relations, and for

their fuller and more balanced ethical teaching.

These years of martyrdom drew to the apostle

the 1 everence of the whole Church. He no longer

spends a word on his own defence. We mark in the
prison Epistles a calm sense of authority, a strong

assurance, blended with the deepest humility, of

the perpetuity of his work and its universal import,

such as are hut partially to be observed in the Ep.
to the Romans. As Nero’s prisoner at Rome and
Christ’s bondman for the Gentiles, St. Paul rose

to the full unassailable height of his doctrine and
his vocation.

(/) From the conclusion of the Acts we infer

that Paul was released, and his ministry extended
to a sixth period. The Pastoral Epp. require this

by their altered style and the changed doctrinal
and ecclesiastical situation they present, by their

references to person and place, and by the im-
possibility of inserting them within the scheme
furnished by the Acts. If genuine (see the Articles
on 1 and 2 Timothy and Titus), they are later

than Ac 28S1 ; and even if not from Paul’s hand,
they indicate the existence of a strong and detailed
post-apostolic tradition relating to a missionary
activity of Paul outside the scope of the Acts, and
recording an imprisonment in Rome quite distinct

from that disclosed in the third group of the
Epistles. Most scholars who reject the Pastorals
admit a Pauline nucleus in them, including the
personal and local references of 2 Ti and Tit

;

and these enable us to trace, though imperfectly,
Paul’s movements in the last years of his ministry.
To these slight but valuable datawe may add what
may he conjectured from the apostle’s intentions
signified in earlier letters.

Approaching the end of the first Roman imprison-
ment, Paul expected speedily to see his friends in
Colossi and Philippi (Philem 22 and Ph l26 2s4

).

His first business would be, especially after so
long separation, to revisit his Churches extending
from Greece to Syria—a duty demanding con-
siderable time. Paul had set his heart years ago
on evangelizing Spain. (Ro 1528) ; in the words of
Clement, written a generation later, we have

f
ood evidence that this wish was realized :

* Paul
aving been a herald both in the east and in the

west , received the high glory of his faith. When
he had taught righteousness to the whole world,
and had come to the limit of the west

, and home
witness before the rulers, he so departed from the
world and went to the holy place ’

( 1 Ep. 5).
f The

limit of the west,’ in a Roman writer, can hardly
mean Rome. The Muratorian Fragment

, repre-
senting the oldest Roman traditions, is explicit to
the same effect, and is supported by the oldest
Acta Apocrypha

;

and the 'Tird/JLvjjp.a. of Symeon
Metaphrastes, traced by Lipsius and others to a
2nd

^
cent, source, gives details of the Spanish

mission. [On the whole subject see the discussion
of Spitta, Urchristenthum

, Bd. i., Die zweimal.
rbm. Gefangenschaft d. FavXus\ The judgment
of Credner is borne out bv subsequent inquiry,
that ‘ there cannot he found during the first four
centuries a trace of the assumption that Paul did
not travel westwards beyond Rome, or that his life

ended at the point where the Acts of the Apostles
concludes.’ But this controversy is not likely to
be closed, unless further and decisive evidence
should present itself.

. The references of the Pastoral Epistles be-
long to Paul’s last jouraeyings in the East, ante-
cedent to his renewed imprisonment and subse-
quent to the (assumed) Spanish voyage. The three
letters touch at various points and are closely con-
secutive. He writes his last Ep. (2 Ti) from prison
with winter in prospect, when the first stage of his

trial is past and he has already pleaded once at

the bar of the emperor. It will he some time
before the trial ends, and he needs the cloak left

at Troas when he last passed through that poi t,

along with some valued books; hut he craves

above all the company of Timothy. His helpers

have been sent off, probably at the time of his

arrest, on various missions ; Luke is his single

companion ; at his public trial he was absolutely

alone (4
9 "21

). Quite otherwise than on his former
trial, he counts upon his condemnation and death
(w. 6 '8*i8

). He had been, as it seems,
_
at Troas

earlier in the year, and probably at Miletus and
Corinth (4

20
) upon the same round of visitation

(following upon his return from Spain ?).^ Now
I Ti dates, apparently, from Macedonia (Is),

whither Paul has journeyed after meeting with
Timothy, to whom in this Ep. he gives further

instructions for his charge at Ephesus. Miletus
and Troas lie along the line of travel terminating
at Corinth. Ac 2025 records a prediction of Paul
that he would not see the Ephesian Church again

;

and the language of 1 Ti F (see von Hofmann ad
loc.), in view, moreover, of the detailed directions

of this Ep. respecting Church affairs, indicates

that Paul had not himself been present in Ephesus,
but had held an interview with Timothy (say at
Miletus ; ef. Ac 2017

) in passing on his way north
(see Appendix to Eng. ea. of Sabatier’s Ap. Raul,

E
p. 366-368). Paul appears to have travelled on
rom Macedonia to Corinth, and to have written to

Titus (in Crete) about the time of his arrival there,

when he was expecting to spend the next winter
in the port of Nicopolis opposite to Italy (Tit 312

)

;

shortly after this he was arrested and carried as

a prisoner to Rome. On this construction, the
details of time and place given in the Pastorals

fit together and belong to a consistent whole.
Previously to the journey from Miletus to Corinth
just traced, Paul and Titus had made a tour in

Crete, the latter remaining behind to organize the
Cretan Churches (Tit l5). Paul had wished Titus
to join him at Nicopolis, purposing to send a sub-
stitute (3

12
). Possibly Paul had landed at Crete

in returning from Spain ; certainly the voyage of

Ac 27 gave no opportunity for evangelizing the
island.

The letters to Timothy and Titus are writings
of Paul’s old age. They hear a conservative stamp.
1 Guard the deposit ; hold fast the form of sound
words ’

: this is their predominant note. Sound
doctrine and practical piety are the interests in

which they centre. St. Paul’s great creative days
are over. His battles are fought, his course is run.
The completing touches remain to be added, and
his final seal set to the work and teaching of his

life : such is the purpose these letters serve. The
instructions respecting church order given in 1 Ti
are much fuller than anything of the kind in
previous letters; hut this was a time of rapid
development, and the Ephesian Church was now of
twelve years’ standing. His directions to Titus
at Crete are notably simpler. These are the only
pieces of this nature thatwe have fromPaul—letters

of instruction to his assistants on church manage-
ment ; they show the administrative wisdom, the
love of order, and the eye for practical detail, of

the great church-founder and pastor. Colossians
and Ephesians have prepared us for the emphasis
which Paul now throws on all that belongs to the
life of the Christian community. We pass from
the thought of the ‘great house 3

to that of its

Vessels’ of service, their qualities and uses (2 Ti
220

). The Pastorals carry on the combat com-
menced^ in those earlier Epp. against incipient
Gnosticism, with its false xntellectualism and
uncertain morality, its jumble of philosophy and
Jewish fables, its aestructive influence upon cb urcb
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life. St. Paul’s last cares are directed to guard
the gospel he had so amply set forth, and to fence
the fold into which he had led such a multitude
of souls. If these documents do not come, in their
integrity, from Paul’s own hand, they are written
by a disciple who has interpreted his mind and
caught his spirit and manner and applied his
ideas to a new situation (see v. Soden’s Einleitung
zu Pa^stt. vii., in ‘ Handcommentar z. NT, 5

III.),

with astonishing verisimilitude ; and the nearer to
Paul it is found necessary to place the Past. Epp.
in personal connexion and derivation of thought,
the more improbable—and the more superfluous

—

does the theory of personation become.
The words of 2 Ti 46*8 are exquisitely fitting as

St. Paul’s dying testimony. They are the final

pronouncement of Christ’s faithful servant on his
own career, crowned already in the witness of his

conscience with the earnest of the crown awaiting
him from the hand of his Lord. Paul died by be-
heading—so the credible Roman tradition relates

—at a spot 3 miles from Rome along the Ostian
Way, anciently called Aquae Salvise and now Tre
Fontane. Near to the place of execution stands
the splendid Basilica Pauli

,
first founded by the

emperor Constantine in his honour. But the uni-

versal Church is his monument.
5. Chronology of St PauVs Life.—Luke sup-

plies no such'point Pappui for the chronology of his

Second Book as that furnished in ch. 31 * - of his

Gospel. Only one of the many points of contact
with secular history in the Acts gives an indisput-

able datum, viz. the death of Herod Agrippa I.

at Caesarea (see Ac 121"4* 19"23
,
and Jos. Ant XIX.

viii.), which happened not long after Easter 44 A. D.,

and followed upon his persecution of the Church
at Jerusalem. The famine that occasioned the
visit of relief made by Barnabas and Paul from
Antioch, synchronized with Herod’s death (Ac
ll27-^1* 20- 25

) ; but it appears to have lasted several

years. If (with Ramsay) we could identify with
this mission of charity the visit of Paul to Jems,
reived in Gal 21 (see on this point p. 705b

,
above),

we snould then easily fix the chronology of his

earlier Christian course. Taking 45 or 46 (so

Ramsay, St Paul the Trav. ch. iii.) for the date of

the Judaean famine, the ‘ 14 years ’ of Gal 21
, upon

this calculation, bring us back to 33 (or 32) A.D.

as the year of Paul’s conversion, 33-35 being
the ‘3 years’ subsequent (included in the above-
mentioned 14) alluded to in Gal l18, 44 (or 45) the
year of his summons to help Barnabas at Antioch,
10 years being thus -assigned to Paul’s unrecorded
labours in Cilicia.

The above scheme is open to the following

amongst other objections :—(1) It throws back the
stoning of Stephen and the judicial proceedings of

the high priest against the Christians (Ac 81’4 91 * 2

ll 19)—events antecedent to St. Paul’s conversion

—

to the year 33 at the latest, when Pilate was still

in the vigour of his rule. We may infer from St.

Luke’s silence, since he carefully informs us on
such points in other places, that tne Judaean perse-

cution was unhindered by the Roman Government

:

this we can understand as happening in the interval

after Pilate’s deposition, which took place in the
autumn of A.D. 36 (when he was suspended by L.

Vitellius the prefect of Syria and sent for trial to

Rome), or in the period immediately preceding,

when, under fear of accusation, Pilate’s control

of the Jewish authorities was probably relaxed.

(2) If St. Paul’s conversion took place in 32 or

33, then Aretas must have been in peaceful

possession of Damascus so early as the year 35

(2 Co ll82- » Gal l18
,
Ac V2*-™). This is unlikely.

Aretas was at war with Herod Antipas (who had
divorced his daughter in favour of Herodias) for

some years before the deposition of the latter

in A.D. 37, and inflicted on him a severe defeat
(Jos. Ant. xvin. v. 1,2); but this success could
not give him possession of Damascus, in Roman
Syria. The emperor Tiberius took the side of
Antipas in the quarrel, and under his command
Vitellius was at Jerus. at the Pentecost of A.D. 37
on his way to attack Aretas in Petra, when the
campaign was arrested by tidings of Tiberius’
death. The new emperor Caius reversed much of
the policy of Tiberius in the East. Antipas fell

into disgrace and was deposed, his rival Agrippa
being released from prison and made king ; and
Aretas is found in possession of the coveted city
of Damascus after this time . In all probability, it

was ceded by Caius Caligula (see Lewin in Life
and Epp. of St. Paul 5

, i. 67, 68 ; also Schiirer,

HJP I. ii. 354, 357). The years 36-38 supply the
political situation at Jerus. and Damascus, under
which this train of events—including the execution
of Stephen, the overt and systematic attempt of
the Jewish rulers to crush the sect of the Nazar-
enes, and the circumstances attending the flight of
Saul from Damascus—is historically intelligible.

Eor the later period of St. Paul’s life Ramsay
finds a datum in the marks of time given in Ac
206- 7

: from these it is clear that Paul left Troas
on his last voyage to Jerus. on a Monday morning,
while he had left Philippi for Troas immediately
the Passover feast was ended ; and the number of
intervening days is continuouslystated. Given these
conditions, the problem is to find the year in which
the Jewish Passover so fell as to make them
possible. Lewin [Fasti Sacri, Nos. 1856, 1857) and
Ramsay (St. Paul the Trav. xiii. 3, Expositor

,
v.

iii. 336, v. 201) have separately worked out this

problem, Lewin giving 58 and Ramsay 57 A.D. as
the solution. Ramsay’s calculation appears to be
sound, granting that St. Luke’s data are precise.

Assuming 57 to be the year of St. Paul’s last

voyage to Jerus. and his consequent arrest and
imprisonment in Caesarea, we get the date 59 for

Felix’ removal and the succession of Festus to
the procuratorship, for Paul’s appeal to Csesar and
his autumn voyage to Melita, with 60-62 for the
term of his first imprisonment in Rome. Five
years then remain—a period none too long—for

the last stage of his life, including the revisitation

of his eastern Churches, the long-deferred mission
to Spain, the mission in Crete, and the subsequent
extended tour in Asia Minor, Macedonia, and
Achaia witnessed to by the Pastoral Epp., and for

the months of his second imprisonment and trial.

67 A.D., falling just within the reign of Nero, is the
date for St. Paul’s martyrdom which best accords

with Roman tradition and the Chronikon of Euse-
bius : here tradition should be at its strongest.

Counting backwards from A.D. 57, we get 53 as

the date of St. Paul’s arrival at Ephesus in the
early part of the third missionary tour, and 49-52

as the probable term of the tour of Paul and
Silas; the first journey (sc. of Barnabas and
Paul) lay between 46 ana 49 a.d. The Council at

Jerus. (Ac 15 and Gal 2) then falls in the year 49,

i.e. 13 years—in Luke’s inclusive reckoning (by

years current), 14 years—after Paul’s conversion

(Gal 21), assuming, as we have done provisionally,

36 as the date of his conversion. If the three years

of Gal l18 be not included in the 14 of 21
, we must

carry back Paul’s conversion to 33 or 34 A.D. ; but;

the difficulties previously noted seem to forbid this

supposition. Supposing him to have been 30 at the

time of Stephen’s stoning,
—‘a young man,’ but

competent, according to Jewish practice, for public

office,—then he was bom c. 6 A.D., and was not
much beyond 60 at the time of his death. He
may have been older, but scarcely younger than
this. He calls himself 4 such an one as Paul the
aged,’ when writing to Philemon (v 9

: according
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to the more probable interpretation of Tpeo-pvrris)

about the year 61.

A. Harnack in his great work, Chronologie d. alt-

christl. Litteratur bis Eusebius (Band 1,
4 Chrono-

logie d. Panins/ pp. 234-239), disposes Paul’s Chris-
tian career between 30 and 64 A.D. He thus finds
all the Epp. written (except the rejected Pastorals)
by the year 59, when Paul was acquitted at Rome.
In this way Harnack makes room for St. Paul’s
release from the first Roman captivity, and for the
mission to Spain, before the Neronian persecution.
He refers the Council of Ac 15 and Gal 2 (in his
view identical) to the year 47, so reckoned as 14 + 3
years (Gal 21and l18) after the conversion. The 4few
months 5 which Harnack allows at the beginning
for the progress of events sketched in Ac 1-9
will not easily be accepted as sufficient; at the
other end, Harnack rejects the authority of Euse-
bius’ ChroniJcon for the date of St. Paul’s death,
though he builds upon it confidently for the time
of Festus’ accession to the procuratorship (55-56),
which supplies the pivot of his scheme. Schiirer,
however, following Anger, Wieseler, and Wurm
amongst earlier investigators, shows strong reasons
(not shaken by Harnack) for abiding by the con-
clusion generally accepted hitherto, that Eusebius
was mistaken in this particular, and that Felix re-
mained governor for some years after the disgrace
of his brother Pallas at Rome in 55. Schiirer
prefers 60 a.d. for the date of Felix’ recall, but
admits (after Wurm) that the conditions of the
case allow of any year from 58 to 61 (see his
HJP I. ii. 174-187 ; also Ramsay v. Harnack in
Expositor, V. v. 201). On the calculation here
adopted, Festus succeeded Felix in the year 59, and
St. Paul appeared before the latter in A.D. 57. This
allows 7 years for Felix’ procuratorship, and 3 for
Festus’—periods adequate to the events assigned
to each by Josephus. The * many years ’ of rule
credited to Felix in Ac 2410 must surely have
meant more than the two (before Paul’s trial)

allowed in Hamack’s chronology. Felix became
procurator in A.D. 52 (Schiirer, as above, p. 174).
On the whole subject see art. Chronology of

NT, with which the conclusions here reached
largely agree.

ii. The Doctrine.—The Apostle Paul’s writings
(the Ep. to the Romans like the rest) are occasional
letters, pieces de cirConstance. He was a mission-
ary preacher, who brought everything to bear on
his work in the salvation of souls and the edification
of the Church. But from the make of his mind
St. Paul’s thinkings and teachings took a logical
mould; they grew spontaneously into a great
fabric of spiritual truth. There is unity, method,
rational coherence in the theology of the apostle,
notwithstanding its incidental and homiletic form,
the unity that belongs, not to a compendium drawn
up for abstract study, but to the conceptions of an
orderly mind possessed hy a single master-principle
of truth and striving incessantly to apprehend and
realize in life and action ‘that for which’ it ‘was
apprehended by Christ Jesus.’ We must ascertain
the point of departure, of Paul’s Christian logic,
and take account of the growth and advancement
evident in kisjsystem of thought as in every living
structure. We must allow for his rare versatility
and lively susceptibility of temperament, for the
love of paradox natural to his bold intellect, as
well as for the variety of topics in his letters, for
the discordant and variously blended elements with
whhh they deal and which coloured their composi-
tion.

.
Recognizing the 4 changes of voice ’ thus

occasioned, we discover harmony and correlation
throughout the 13 writings that bear Paul’s name.
The same accent is heard ; the stamp of the same
powerful idiosyncrasy is set on them all, though
not with equal emphasis of distinction. Em-

bedded in these discursive missionary letter 3, with
their abrupt transitions, their glancing allusions,
their shifting play of emotion and argument, there
is a body of solid principle, a theological system,

as large and original in conception as it has proved
enduring and fruitful in application.
The fertility of the apostle’s genius, and the

numerous and tempting points of view which the
documents afford, render the analysis of his teach-
ing difficult. Theologians differ widely, even
within the same school, as to the order and inter-
dependence of the Pauline ideas. The old mode
of analysis, which applied the ready-made cate-
gories of scholastic theology to the various hooks
of Scripture and catalogued their texts under these
headings, is discredited. The dogmatic point oi

view is exchanged for the historical and psycho-
logical. We have been taught to interpret St.

Paul’s teaching in the light of his times and under
the conditions of his life. The various types of

NT doctrine are distinguished, and the lines of
connexion, sympathetic or antipathetic, are traced
out by which Pauline theology is related to earlier
or contemporary thought. But here a new danger
arises. The prepossessions of historical theory
may he equally warping with those of dogmatic
system ; the focus of the picture may be displaced
and its colours falsified by philosophical no less
than by ecclesiastical spectacles.

Modem Analyses.—With F. C. Baur of Tubingen,
‘ Paul ’ stood for the antithesis to the Judaic legal-
ism in which it was supposed that the first dis-
ciples of Jesus were held fast. The Paulinism so
conceived Baur found in the four major Epp.,
rejecting, as the work of imitators touched by
other influences, everything that was not covered
by this formula. Baur set out from the true
Lutheran standpoint. St. Paul’s doctrine he con-
ceived as asystem of experimental religion, deducing
it from the apostle’s conversion, of which, however,
he took too narrow and cold a view. Saul of
Tarsus underwent a complete reaction from the
Pharisaism of his youth, and his subsequent career
Baur explained by that revulsion. Developing this
antithesis with subtlety and clearness, and with
unrivalled historical learning, Baur gave a power-
ful restatement in modern terms of the Pauline
principle of justification by faith and drew out its
doctrinal consequences. This master of historical
criticism has left ns in his great book on Paul, his

|

Life and Work, an invaluable testimony to the
I

historical truth and cardinal significance of St.
Paul’s 4 gospel of the grace of God.’
Later writers of Baur’s school, such as H. J.

Holtzmann and O. Pfleiderer, acknowledge the
genuineness of other Epp. besides the major four—
of 1 Thess.

, Phil. , and Philemon at least. They feel
the inadequacy of Baur’s negative explanation of
St. Paul’s line of thought. The Gentile mission
and its astonishing success involve other factors
than those of which their master took account.
Paul was something more than an inverted Jewish
Rabbi ; the uncontested Epp. contain ideas looking
beyond the anti-Judsean polemic. 4 To the Greeks 5

he became 4 as a Greek.’ Hellenism had its part in
moulding Saul of Tarsus along with Hebraism (see
Hicks, 4

St. Paul and Hellenism,’ Stud. Bill. iv.
i.) ; and certain prevalent Greek ideas, it is sug-
gested, had entered his mind and set up a hidden
ferment, so. that the Jewish zealot carried under
his Rabbinical cloak and orthodox straitness the
germs of the revolution he was destined to accom-
plish. Pfleiderer writes accordingly of 4 a double
root ’ of .Paulinism in 4 Pharisaic theology and
Hellenistic theosophy,’ of two sides presented by
the apostle’s teaching— 4a Christianized Pharisaism 5

embodied in the doctrine of justification by faith,
and 4 a Christianized Hellenism ’ in the doctrine o i
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salvation by the risen, celestial Christ and the
operation of the Holy Spirit (Urchristenthum,
Vorwort,

.
and pp. 174-178: in this work, and in

his Paulinismus 2
, 1890, Pfleiderer has recast the

exposition presented in the original Paulinism,

Eng. tr. 1878, and the Hibb. Led, of 1885). The
theories ascribing to Greek thought a radical
influence on Pauline theology do not, however,
commend themselves. ‘Notwithstanding Paul’s
Greek culture, his conception of Christianity is, in
its deepest ground, independent of Hellenism’

—

as Hamack rightly says, and again :
‘ The Pauline

theology, this theology of a converted Pharisee,
is the strongest proof of the self-complete and uni-
versal power of the influence of the person of Jesus. 5

_

The inconsistency disclosing itself in Baur’s posi-

tion has led to the division of his following into
two wings—right and left. The former, of which
Holtzmann (in the successive editions of his Ein-
leitung), Hamack, Lipsius, von Soden (in the
‘ Hanacommentar z. NT’), and Jiilicher (Einleit.

in d. NT), are representatives, have approximated
towards the conservative position in regard to the
Pauline documents. The ultra-Baurians,—consist-

ing of the Dutch school of radical critics, headed
by Loman, Pierson, Naber, and van Manen, with
the Germans Steck and Volter,—applying Baur’s
method with uncompromising rigour, find that
large parts of the ‘undisputed’ Epp. are post-

Pauline, and that mere morsels survive of the
genuine apostle. See a series of articles entitled
4 A Wave of Hyper-criticism,’ in which van Manen
states and defends his position, in the Expos.

Times, 1898, pp. 205 ffl, 257 if., 314 if.

The French theologians E. Reuss and A. Saba-
tier have better apprehended the personal stamp
of St. Paul’s theology, its vital relations to experi-

! ence and society. ‘The doctrine of Paul,’ says
Reuss, ‘is the natural corollary of his history.

The life of Paul is the key to his theology ; the life

of the Christian will be its demonstration ’ (Hist,

de la Thiol, au Sidle Apostol. 3 tome ii. p. 15, Eng.
tr. 1873 : a work far from superseded). Paul’s

Christianity was no combination of Jewish and
Greek elements imposed from without ; it was born
out of the inward travail by which Christ was
formed in him. Not that the Pauline gospel leaped

full-grown and armed from the author’s mind
at Christ’s lightning stroke. But it was born

at his conversion, in its essential elements and
features and with all its latent potencies. St.

! Paul’s OT knowledge and training, his striving

after legal righteousness and his poignant convic-

tions of sin, his Rabbinical culture, his large

acquaintance with the Gentile world, constituted

the material to which the revelation of the living

Jesus supplied the magnetic centre around which
that troubled world of thought and feeling crystal-

lized as in a moment. ‘From the moment that

Paul was arrested by the risen Lord on the way to
1 Damascus and surrendered himself to Him, his

whole soul was thrown wide open to His influence,

! to receive impressions that resulted in the com-

j
munication to him of what was most distinctive in

the personal life of his Master, and in the forming

within him of an experience with features of its

own, that in its turn shed light on the nature of

the Heavenly Being with whom he had been

brought into so intimate a fellowship ’ (Somerville,

St. PauVs Conception of Christ
, p. 33).

The revelation that generated the Pauline gospel

may be conceived, objectively, as a manifesting

of Christ to the soul of Paul ; or, subjectively, as

the imparting of salvation through Christ. Reuss
adopts the latter point of view, and finds the focus

of St. Paul’s doctrine, therefore, in Ro 321-24 and
the principle of righteousness through faith. The
topics of his digest of Paulinism run thus : Right-

eousness, Sin, the Law, the Gospel, God theAuthor of
Salvation, Christ—HisPerson andHis Work

, and so
forth. Sabatier puts himself at the former stand-
point :

‘ The Person of Christ is the principle of
the Christian consciousness’ (The Ap. Paul, pp.
280-285); and in the text, ‘It pleased God to
reveal his Son in me’ (Gal l15- 16

), he sees ‘the
germ of Paulinism’ (p. 71). Baur practically took
the former position, making the fundamental
question to be, not what Jesus Christ is, but what
He doesfor men. Sabatier’s analysis, however, is

scarcely true to its ‘generating principle,’ since
it relegates the Person of Christ to its third, meta-
physical, division. His synopsis does not observe
the original lines of cleavage and connexion as
marked in his historical analysis, nor lay bare the
real articulation of the system, but is rather a
modern philosophical digest of Paulinism, He
traces the unfolding of ‘the Principle of the
Christian Consciousness’ (1) in the sphere of
Psychology—the doctrine of Man, embracing Sin,
the Flesh, the Law, Death on the one hand, and
Righteousness, the Word of the Cross, Faith, Life
on the other ; (2) the Christian Principle in the
sphere of Society and History—the doctrine of the
Church, with the Two Covenants, the First and
Second Adam, the End of all Things, Faith,
Hope, and Love ; (3) the Christian Principle in
the sphere of Metaphysics, or Theology proper—the
doctrine of Grace, the Divine Purpose, the Nature
of Christ, the Trinity, the Conception of God (pp.
280, 281).

W. Beyschlag(NT Theology, Bk. iv.
)
pursues more

consistently the path adopted by Sabatier. The
chapters of his analysis of ‘ The Pauline System ’

are thus headed: Flesh and Spirit ; Adam and
Christ ; God and the World ; the Establishment of
Salvation; Life in the Spirit ; the Church; the Con-
summation of the Kingdom. Paulinism thus be-
comes a psychological evolution, with its generat-
ing point in the antithesis of Flesh and Spirit, and
with Adam and Christ for its representative ex-
ponents. In such texts as Ro 81"4 and o12"21 Bey-
schlag finds the essence of Paulinism; he brings
into prominence factors of importance too much
neglected by other interpreters. With his anthropo-
logical starting-point, Beyschlag arrives in the end,
however, at ‘ an anthropocentric Christology ’ (vol.

ii. p. 76, Eng. tr.). He sees in St. Paul’s Christ
the archetypal man, the representative of the
spiritual, as Adam of the natural, in humanity.
Pfleiderer’s analysis proceeds in a similar order:
he holds a somewhat higher Christology than
Beyschlag, regarding Paul’s pre-incamate Christ
as a real heavenly man with a crupa TrvevfmriKbv,

existing in a Dei-form mode of being (iv /xop<fnj

Beod virapx^v, Ph 25
), and the administrative Lord

of creation (
Paulinismus 3

, pp. 115-145) ; similarly

Weizsacker (Apost. Zeitalter
'J
, pp. 117-122).

A. B. Bruce in his masterly work, St. PauVs
Conception of Christianity, gathers the apostle’s

‘entire conception of Christianity’ from ‘the four
great Epistles of the Judaic controversy,’ and
contests any further advancement in his doctrinal
views. (B. Weiss, on the other hand, Bib. Theol.

of NT, Part iii. § 3, finds in the Epp. of the im-
prisonment Paul’s ‘ more developed doctrines ’

;

similarly Hort in Proleg. to Rom. and Ephes. p.
123 ff., and The Christian Ecdesia, pp. 138-152).

The Ep. to the Romans supplies Bruce with the
scheme of Paulinism ;

‘ in Gal 2I4“21 we have the
Pauline gospel in nuce ’ (p. 12). Hence his analysis
begins with Sin, the Righteousness of God, the

Death of Christ, and ends ^with chapters upon the

Person of Christ, the Christian Life, the Church,
the Last Things. He regards the apostle through-
out as a practical, in distinction from a meta-
physeal, theologian: ‘Jesus was for Paul the
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Lord, because He was the Saviour’ (p. 328)—

a

statement to be reversed with equal or greater
truth. Vital as the doctrines of salvation are to
St. Paul, his belief in the Lordship of Jesus was
anterior to them. What Christ did for men is

accounted for by what He is to God. The Ep. to
the Homans, the grand exposition of Paul’s Soteri-
ology, is the writing of one who was 4 separated
unto the gospel of God concerning his Son. 3 D.
Somerville (St. Paul's Conception of Christy or the
Doctrine of the Second Adam) pursues, on the
other hand, with much skill and persuasiveness,
the line of Sahatier^and Bevschlag, finding St.

Paul’s fundamental idea in Christ considered as
‘ the Archetype of Humanity, 5 but conserving His
Divine pre-existence and ‘Eternal Nature’ as
necessary deductions from, because presuppositions
of, His sovereign and creative relations to mankind.
With him, too, the Pauline system is anthropo-
centric ; and the fact that it was the product of
personal (human) experience, appears to him to
make this inevitable. In Paul’s ‘ Son of God ’ he
sees a title that slopes upward from the human to
the Divine.
OT Antecedents and Starting - Point . — The

apostle’s doctrine is theocentric, not in reality
anthropocentric. What is styled his ‘ meta-
physics ’ holds for Paul the immediate and sover-
eign fact of the universe ; God, as he conceives
Him, is all and in all to his reason and heart
alike. So far the dogmatic analysis was right,
in starting with the doctrine of God

, and dis-

posing under that the notions of law, righteous-
ness, sin, which form the basis of St. Paul’s
Soteriology. This path of exposition is resumed
in the very competent and judicious work of
G. B. Stevens of Yale, The Pauline Theology. The
vision of the glorified Jesus revealed to Saul the
Son of God as his Saviour; but the God whose
Son the crucified Jesus is seen to be, was now to
be known in a far nearer and happier relation than
before. No passage strikes more deeply into St.
Paul’s experience than 2 Co 44~6

:
‘ There beamed

forth the illumination of the glory of Christ, who is

theimage of God ... it is God who said, Out of dark-
ness light shall shine, that shined in our hearts to

S
've the light of the knowledge of his glory in the
ce of Christ.’ It was the God of Israel whose

moral splendour dawned upon Saul’s mind through
the dazzling form of the Lord Jesus; ‘God’ was
there ‘ in Christ, reconciling ’ Saul ‘ unto himself,’
and the old things became new to him from that
hour—‘ all things are of God ’ (2 Co 517"19

). A new
conception of God was imparted to Saul, a new re-
lationship to God established for him. Henceforth
his life is ‘ hid with Christ in God.’ St. Panl’s Soteri-
ology and Christology are rooted in his Theology.
A profound unity underlies the Judaic' and

Christian stages of St. Paul’s life. The convert
carried with him the Scriptures of his youth,
which he read now with the veil lifted from his
heart (2 Co 314

‘16
), finding in them everywhere

testimonies, preparations, adumbrations of the
things of the new covenant, the <m& tuv yeXkSvruv,
the Trcudaycayos XpurrSv (Ro 321 154, Gal S24

, Col
216* 17

, etc.). The Christian apostle blossomed out
of the Israelitish believer ana scholar. At times
he speaks as though there had been no break in
his career (2 Ti Is). Instead of ceasing to he a Jew
by becoming a Christian, Paul regarded himself
as now properly belonging jto the Israel of God
(Ph 3s). Instead of severing himself from the
stock of Abraham, he would graft the Gentiles into
that ‘good olive tree,’ in whose ‘root and fatness’
is nourishment for all races ; by their admission to
the covenant, Abraham becomes, according to the
promise, 'father of many nations’ (Bo 418- 17

11).
It was tor this reason that Paul laid stress on the

Davidic birth of Jesus (Ho l3 95
,
2 TL28

),—not as a
mere title to the Messianic throne, but as a link
between the past and present of revelation and a
symbol of the right of those who are ‘ in Christ
to serve themselves heirs of the spiritual wealth of
Israel.

1. St. Paul's Doctrine of God.—In systemat-
izing the Pauline teaching, we therefore ask first,

What was St. Paul’s earlier belief in God2 and
how was that belief enlarged and recast by his

conversion ? When he speaks of ‘ the righteousness
of God,’ of ‘ holiness’ and ‘ sin,’ when he repeats the
watchword ‘God is one,’ when he exclaims ‘0 the
depth of the riches and the wisdom and knowledge
of God !

’ we are sensible how large and powerfully
developed a doctrine of the Godhead the apostle
brought with him from the Synagogue. Such
terms as ‘the grace of God,’ ‘the love of God
which is in Christ Jesns our Lord,’ as ‘the Pather
of our Lord Jesus Christ,’ indicate the immense
change that supervened.

(a) The Fatherhood of God.—St. Panl’s theology,
like that of Jesus, is a doctrine of the Fatherhood
of God ,* this principle is its tacit presupposition and
basis throughout. A true disciple, Paul has assimi-
lated in this fundamental article the essential teach-
ing of our Lord. ’A/3/3& 6 Harrjp is the distinctive cry
of the new life, taken from the lips of Jesns (Ho
S15

, Gal 46* 7
,
Mk 1436), which marks the transition

from ‘Judaism to Christianity. St. Paul’s careful
discrimination between ‘the Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ’ and ‘God our Father,’ with the ex-
pression ‘firstborn amongst many brethren’ (Ro
S29

)
that links the two, reflects the personal atti-

tude of Jesus towards God and men respectively.
To the character of Father belong the attributes of
love , mercy, compassion

,
grace, the gifts of peace

,

consolation
,
hope, andjoy, of which Saul the Judaist

had known so little. The forensic term adoption
must not he so understood as though Paul by its

use implicitly denied man’s original sonship to-
wards God : see to the contrary Ac 1728* 29

; also
tva Tty vlodeatav diroka^yev, Gal 4s (Lightf. ad loc.

;

‘nec dixit accipiamtis sed recipiamus,’ Aug.), and
the a,7ro of droKaTaWdcra-ca (Col l21* 22

, Eph 210). ‘The
love of God,’ which precedes and determines onr
redemption (Ro 57* 8

, Eph 23ff>
), is love toward

those kindred to Himself and destined from their
creation to he His sons (Eph l4* 5

).

Grace is the regnant word of Paul’s theology.
In this aspect he habitually sees God’s face. The
entire Contents of the new revelation are included
in the phrase ra inro r. 6eov xapiaBhra 7}puv (1 Co 212

).

‘ Grace ’ signifies God’s favour to undeserving men
shown in Christ, His love at work for their salva-
tion. ‘The grace of God’ had made His Son’s
persecutor His apostle (Ho l6, 1 Co 159* 10

) ; its
light illuminated his whole course of action and of
thought ; his life and his theology were devoted to
‘the praise of the glory of God’s grace.’ The all-

controlling Divine power and providence, exercised
over men and nations, the apostle saw to be
directed to ends determined by God’s fatherly love,
even in dispensations the most severe (Ac 1724

”28
,

Ho 416 ll15* 32
, Gal 323-47

, Eph l4
*11 24‘7- 18*18 37

*12),—in
a word, * to the end that grace may reign through
righteousness unto life eternal’ (Ro 521

). See,
further, under art. Grace.

(h) The Righteousness of God is the special theme
of the Ep. to the Romans. St. Panl’s doctrine of
God’s righteousness shows the new faith rooting
itself in and transforming the old. The dimioativT)

6eoy of Ro l16
'18 should not he resolved into a

‘ righteousnessfrom God’ (Paul can write rj i/c deov
diKtuocn&vrj when he chooses, Ph 39

). Righteousness
is God’s property (see art. God, vol. ii. pp. 209-212),
the principle of His moral sovereignty, the ethical
ground and norm of His dealings with men, and
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therefore of the gospel in which those dealings
culminate. The Divine righteousness is now 4

re-
vealed 3 on a side hitherto veiled, as redeeming,
communicative (2 Co 521),—a righteousness that
elicits and appeals to human trust instead of fear

;

in this disclosure there resides 4 God’s power (an
instrument of sovereign moral efficacy) unto salva-
tion for every believer.’ The gospel righteousness
is that of 4 God our Father,’ the 4 one God of Jews
and Gentiles’ (Ro l4 * 7 321"30 425 and 64 58’11

, 2 Co
etc. ) ; not the abstract impersonal justice of a

Supreme Ruler, but that of the essential Father,
into whose relations with men there enter funda-
mentally the considerations attaching to father-
hood,—who is accordingly 4 just himself ’ (cf. 1 Jn
l9) when He 4

justifies him that is of faith in Jesus 3

—adjust God and a saviour’ (Is 4521
), just because

He is a saviour and a saviour because He is just.
The gospel is equally 4 the overflow of grace, and of
righteousness ’ (Ro 517

: omit 4 the gift
3

). Love and
law, however distinct, are not contradictory in God,
any more than in man (Rol39* 10

). Righteousness
takes grace into alliance ; it wins from the heart
4 the obedience of faith,’ where before it wrought
by mere command and in the ways of constraint.
It is seen at length in its fulness and majesty, a
4 stem lawgiver, 3

yet wearing 4 the Godhead’s most
benignant grace/ 4 The law ’ that breeds trans-
gression and 4 worketh wrath,’ made righteousness
the accuser of a world of hapless criminals ; under
the gospel righteousness becomes the arbiter and
reconciler of the moral universe, giving its due to
the sin of men but also to the love of God.
The Second Isaiah and the later Psalmists had

arrived at the thought that the rectitude of God’s
character guarantees Israel’s salvation, and must,
in some way, impress and bestow itself upon
Israel: thus ‘righteousness’ and ‘salvation’ be-

come synonymous terms (Is 4612* 13 514'8 56 1 5916-21

6110* u
, Ps 223L S916 983 143u). Paul seizes and builds

upon this identification, which was amply verified

oy the revelation of God made in Christ and the
cross. This eternal righteousness—God Himself in

moral action—swift to condemn its opposite, eager
to impart itself to those capable of it but without
it, ‘made him who knew no sin to be sin for us,

that we might become a righteousness of God in
him ’ (2 Co 521 ) ; in this righteousness the Father
4 spared not his own Son, but for us all gave him
up,’—purposing ‘that we should be conformed to

the image of his Son’—His own image humanly
expressed

—

4 to the end that he should be first-

born among many brethren.’ Manifestly, any
righteousness gained by this means is

4 God’s ’ and
not ‘ one’s own ’ (Ro 1(P, Ph 39 ) ; it comes only and
wholly through ‘believing on him that justifies

the ungodly’ (Ro 4a). Cf. Sanday and Headlam
on ‘The Righteousness of God,’ in Intern. Comm.,
Ro l16- 17

. See, further, the two articles on Right-
eousness.

(c) The anger of God is called forth wherever
righteousness comes into contact with sin, blazing

out against those who 4 hold down the truth in un-
righteousness ’ (Ro l18, 2 Th 210

’12
). Its effects are

seen in widespread moral degradation (Ro l18
*32

),

and in the ruin of particular men and nations

(Ro 917* 1 Th 216). Its final issue is
4 destruction

3

for those who will not ‘know God/ who persist in

that ‘carnal mind’ which is ‘enmity’ to Him (Ro
l28 25-9 8s* 7

, 1 Th 53* 9
, 2 Th l5-10). God loves the un-

f
odly as men (Ro 58

, Eph 24* 5
) ; as sinners they are

[is
4 enemies,’ and lie helplessly under 4 the law 3

that ‘works out wrath’ (Ro 7^-82). The know-
ledge of God’s grace in Christ deepened the apostle’s

sense of the imminence and terribleness of His
judicial anger (Ro I16

-18 216 ll22
, Ac 1780 - 31

, 2 Co
214-16). See, further, art. Anger.

(d) The Law of God.—Along with his conception
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of righteousness, St. Paul’s conception of the law
of God was greatly widened, and altered in several
respects, by his knowledge of Christ. Here the
Jewish and Christian stages of thought are dis-

tinctly marked ; but the larger, evangelical view of
Law is indicated rather than developed. Familiar
usage, emphasized by the legalistic controversy,
dictates the frequent and characteristic expressions
in which law and faith, law and grace, law and
promise, ‘ righteousness that is of law 5 and 4 right-
eousness that is of God through faith/ stand
opposed ; and we actually have the paradox that
4 apart from laio a righteousness of God is mani-
fested I ’ (Ro 321'31

). This last sentence, with its

context, gives clear evidence that Paul looked
beyond the polemical antithesis ; a righteousness
4 distinct from law 3 must he a righteousness positing
some higher, larger law than legalism had con-
ceived of.

The range of Divine law is extended, as in Ro
214. is. 26. 27 . the moral code is found written on the
conscience of mankind. When Paul writes, in
Ro 513 4 Sin is not imputed where there is no law/
he asserts law to he universal as sin and death,
whose very connexion is a first article thereof (8

2
).

At the bottom, ‘there is no distinction-all the
world has become guilty (virddLicos) in relation to
God’ (Ro S19"23

) ; the Jew, if first in privilege, is

first in condemnation (Ro 21-32
). Jew and Gentile

are equally lost if God’s law knows nothing more
than 4 the command ’ of Mosaism, if His normal
relation to men is that expressed in the covenant
of Sinai with its maxim, 4 He that doeth these
things shall live in them.’ In itself ‘holy and
righteous and good,’ the law in effect

4 was found to
issue in death for me/ by its very prohibitions
awakening and sharpeninglawless desire (Ro T7

’24
)

;

thus it proved to be 4 the power of sin’ (1 Co 1556),
whereas ‘the gospel’ is the ‘power of God unto
salvation.

3 Every man that is ‘under the law 3

is ‘under a curse 3—the curse that was consum-
mated on Calvary and is terminated for those
who are in Christ (Gal 310-14).

St. Paul’s experience and logic combined to work
out to this deadly and comprehensive issue the
juridical conception of law—true, of course, but
fatally incomplete and bearing fruit in moral im-
potence and death ; to it he had died in Christ (Ro
71

*6 104, Gal 219
). Paul had done with ‘law’ in the

old sense, but in a new sense he is more true to

law than ever :
4 The law of the Spirit of life has

in Christ Jesus freed’ him ‘from the law of sin

and death ’
; he is neither virb vbpov nor foo/ios, but

iwo/jios XptcTTov (Ro 614 82, 1 Co 921 ). Formerly the
expression of the normal relation of Israel to God
defined by the Mosaic covenant, law is now to be
conceived as the normal relation of man to God
determined by the new covenant in Christ, whose
basis lay deeper than the old, for it was contained
in the Abrahamie promise (Gal 314"22

).
4 The law

of Christ,’ embracing all the essentials of ethics,

operates from the heart, as an inward principle

not an external and alien ‘command’; love is its

fulfilment (Gal 514 62
). It embraces faith and the

action of the Holy Spirit as legitimate and decisive

factors in God’s dealings with His children ; and
the apostle speaks consistently of a 4 law of faith

’

and 4 the law of the Spirit of life/ These are no
strained or casual expressions ; the identification

is profoundly characteristic. Nothing was more
foreign to St. Paul’s nature than Antmomianism
A love at variance with righteousness, a faith

resting upon no settled principle of the Divine
government, neither his reason nor reverence

could have tolerated. ‘Do we make void law
through our faith (in Christ) ? Anything but that

;

nay, we establish law I ’ (Ro 380* 81). Paul combat*
I Jewish legalism in the interests of a larger legalitv.
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a juster righteousness, which lies deep in the heart
of Scripture and in the nature of God. The same
in its contents, the law takes quite another hold
upon the conscience now that the Lawgiver is

beheld as the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ. ‘Love’ becomes its ‘fulfilling’—‘faith
operative through love 5 (Ro 1310

, Gal 56
) : thus

‘the righteous demand of the law is fulfilled in

those that walk according to the Spirit,
5—those

1 in
5 whose * hearts

5
‘ God’s love has been poured

out through the Holy Spirit’ (Ro 55 84 ). See,

further, art. Law (in NT).
The manifestation of God in Christ makes

repentance imperative, and determines its nature
and direction. Of repentance {peravoux) Paul had
much to say in his missionary preaching (Ac 1324

1730 2021 2620
;
comp. Ro 24

) ; in the Epp. it is

implied in such terms as ‘ turning to God from
idols,

5
‘ coming to know God 5

; on the other hand, in
4 dying to sin,’ ‘ crucifying the flesh,

5
* putting off

the old man 5

(1 Th l9, Gal 49 5s4, Ro 62
* Eph 4^

5S“14
, etc.). It is tacitly assumed as a

^
condition

precedent to justification and sanctification, which
are inconceivable without the confession and
renunciation of sin ; it is indeed a constituent of

saving faith.

Christian prayer corresponds to the character of

the Christian God (Eph 314- 1B
), in its confidence

(irappyoria), intelligence, constancy, universal range,
its accompaniment of thanksgiving (Eph 312

,
1 Co

I415
,
Col 42, 1 Th 517* 18

, etc.), in its dependence on
the mediation of Christ and on the sympathetic aid
of the Holy Spirit (Eph 312

,
Ro 826* 27

) ; it is the
prayer of sons to a Father.

2. Doctrine of Man.—Over against the apostle’s

conception of God lies his conception of Man—the
individual and the race.

(a) The Constitution of Mankind.—The OT belief

is Paul’s, that man—the avijp more immediately

—

is the ‘ image and glory of God 5
(I Co ll 7

). The
Gentile consciousness is witness to the fact that
‘ we are his offspring

5 (Ac 1728* *). ‘ The Son of
his love

5
is God’s perfect image (Col l15 ) ; Chris-

tian men are such in so far as they axe renewed
‘after the Creator’s image’ and become His chil-

dren (Col 310
, Eph 424 51

). In all men the reason

0vovs), unless ‘reprobate,’ discerns God in creation
and is ‘ bondman to God’s law ’ (Ro l19* 20* 28 T25), so
that they are ‘ without excuse 5

for sin. With the
OT, Paul affirms the race-unity and moral solid-

arity of mankind—in Adam on the one hand, in
Christ on the other (Ro 512”21

) ; as against Judaism,
he repudiates any real difference between Jew and
Gentile, either in sin or solvability (Ro 3).

‘ The woman is the glory of the man, 5 who is her
‘head.’ She is relatively subordinate, and Paul
does not ‘ allow’ her ‘ to teach nor to have dominion ’

in church or house,—though intrinsically the man’s
equal, since * in Christ Jesus there can be no male
and female’ any more than ‘Jew and Greek’
(1 Co IP-15

, 1 Ti 2X2~15
, Gal 3s8). The prohibition

of l Co 14s4* 35 to exercise any spiritual gift in
public appears to have been due to circumstances

;

otherwise it would be in conflict with ll5
. The

two sexes are necessary to each other ‘ in the Lord ’

(1 Co ll 11 * 12
) ; both shared in the guilt of the Fall

—

uhe woman, as Paul seems to put it, ‘being de-
ceived’ (2 Co ll3

, I Ti 214
) and sinning through

weakness, whereas Adam’s sin was a deliberate
and responsible ‘ transgression 5 and ‘ disobedience ’

(Ro 5), culpable and decisive in the highest degree.
(b) Spirit and Flesh.—Paul’s doctrine of human

nature is that of the OT. Man is constituted
of flesh and spirit—allied by the former to the
perishable material creation, by the latter to God
and the world unseen. ‘ The body ’ is flesh in the
concrete, the man’s individual form ; ‘the soul’ with
Paul, as throughout Scripture, is not a tertium quid !

between spirit and flesh, hut rather their unity, the
living self behind the bodily form of each man.
(See, however, in favour of Trichotomy, Ellicott,

Destiny of the Creature, and on 1 Th 523 ; Heard,
Tripartite Nature of Man

;

Delitzsch, Bibl. Psy-
chology). ‘Soul* is a word relatively infrequent
in Paul

;
the ‘ heart 9 takes its place as the seat of

the manifold thoughts and feelings,—which Tvxh
concentrates into the self, the conscious Ego.
‘ ILvevya is the principle, the subject , and
KapSLa the organ of life ’ (Cremer). The vovs of Ro
l 20 723’25

,
etc., is the irvedfia operative as a faculty of

knowledge directed toward Divine things, while
the <xvveLdT)<ns of Ro 215

, etc., is the same power
introverted, the ethical self-consciousness.

‘Flesh 5 and ‘spirit 5 hold in Paulinism a more
specific religious sense based upon, but distinguish-

able from, their psychological meaning : the former
term regularly denotes the sinful nature of man,

the latter its opponent in the influence of God
operating in and through His Spirit (see e.g. Ro
81-17

,
Gal 516

’25
). This raises the question whether

Paul referred sin to man’s constitution, grounding
it in his physical system and in the (supposed) evu
intrinsic to matter, as Baur, Holsten, and others
argue, who make sin to he, in its essence, sensuous-

ness or sensuality. Pfleiderer sees in Paul’s
doctrine of <rhp£ proof of his Hellenism ; Sabatier
finds two discrepant Pauline theories of Sin—the
Rabbinical view of Ro 5, deriving it from the fall

of Adam; and the psychological view of Ro 7,

where it arises from the inevitable collision be-

tween physical desire and ethical law (‘L’origine

du Peeh6’ in Append, to L’Apdtre Paul 3
). But the

afcbs iyf of Ro 7 is a child of his race, one ‘sold

under sin ’ and compromised beforehand, in whom
sin ‘ revives ’ at the impact of the law, having been
therefore already latent. On the other hand, Paul’s
prominent doctrines of the sinlessness of Christ,

of the resurrection of the body and its sanctity as
the temple of the Holy Spirit, forbid the notion,

which in fact he combats in Col and the Past. Epp.,
of an inherent sinfulness attaching to physical
nature. In 2 Co 7

1 he speaks of ‘ defilement of

flesh and ofspirit ’ (and a possible cleansing of bothy.

Gal 519-21 enumerates non-physical sins among
‘ works of the flesh.’ The ne plus ultra of human
sin, described in 2 Th 24

,
is a self-deifying pride

—

atheism, or anti-theism, full-blown. The use of
‘ flesh ’ for ‘ sin ’ and ‘ carnal ’ for ‘ sinful ’ is a
synecdoche

;
the more conspicuous and prevalent

kind of sin stands for the whole.
But more than this:—(1) sin has occupied the

body and become a sort of ‘law in the members’ (Ro
714"25

), so that human flesh is ordinarily, though not
essentially, ‘ flesh of sin ’ (Ro 83, cf. 7

14 <rapKivo$).

The same disparagement is extended to the body

:

qua ‘body of sin’ it must be ‘nullified,’ that we
may no longer be ‘bondmen to sin,’—a deliverance
effected by the crucifixion of ‘ the old man ’ with
Christ (Ro 66 7s3,24 813

, Col 35
). In man’s proper

Christian state his spirit, aided by the Spirit of

God, roles his body and makes its ‘members
instruments of righteousness unto God ’ (Ro 612"19

,

1 Co 925 '27
) ; in his natural unrenewed state the

flesh preponderate*. (2) The heredity of sin is in-

volved in Ro 512 (comp. Jn 36
) ; its taint is asso-

ciated with fleshly descent, while the childien of
God are ‘ begotten kcltcl Trvevjm

5
(Gal 429

). As the
term ‘ spirit ’ rose in the NT vocabulary and came
to he appropriated for the Holy Spirit of God, so
‘ flesh

5 sank to its lowest significance as denoting
the antagonistic evil nature in man (Gal 516* 17

, ravra
aW'bXots avTbceiTcu). When Paul describes ‘ the first

man, Adam ’ as ‘ earthy ’ (x<hk6s), as a ‘ living soul
’

wearing a ‘ natural body 5
(<rwjm xpvxiK&v), in contrast

with ‘ the second man,’ the risen Christ who is

the ‘life-giving Spirit
5
already clothed with tbe
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4 spiritual body 5
[e&ya wvevyaTucbv), these former

terms do not signify a fallen condition but a gross
and undeveloped condition—the 4 natural

5

(sensu-
ous) as it precedes the 4

spiritual/ not the 4 carnal
5

as the negation of it.

(c) Sin and Death dominate man’s existence
(Eo 512“21

). They set at war his flesh and spirit,

and destroy both in turn. 4 Sin reigned in death/
is St. Paul’s epitome of human history :

4 Sin came
to life, and I died. . . . Wretched man that I am,
who will rescue me out of this body of death? 5—
his summary of personal experience out of Christ.
Sin (i) a/iaprta) is thus personified, in contrast with
God’s grace or righteousness, as the master prin-
ciple of unredeemed humanity. Its seat is the
flesh.

4 Ungodliness 5

(&<r£f3eia) and 4 unrighteous-
ness

5

(aduda, Eo l18) are its chief forms, as it is

related to God Himself or to His law for men s sin
is irreligion, or immorality, or both at once,

—

4 enmity against God 5 and insubordination to His
law (Eo 87). Moral corruptions have, in the
apostle’s view, a religious root; heathen vice is

the product of idolatry ; aduda is the nemesis of
aeipei

a

(Eo l18
*32

, Eph 417*19
), and wilful ignorance

of God the prime cause of moral disorder. Sin is

at the bottom a 4 disobedience/ to be rectified only
in the way of 4 reconciliation/ of 4 justification

5

through an adequate 4 obedience 5 (Eo 519* 6*n
). The

act of sin is transgression or trespass (ira/>dj8a<ny,

Trapdrrw/Aa, e.g. Eo 2s3
, Gal 61

), when it is a conscious
bieach of law or lapse from rectitude. 'A/mprta
includes whatever is ethically amiss in nature or
conduct, tendency or action. Sin is not defect or
weakness ; it is a positive and culpable depravation.
It has 4 passed along

5 from the progenitor of the
race 4 unto all men. 5

Negatively, it has robbed
‘all men 5

of /the glory of God/—that splendid
image in which man was formed; positively, it

makes 4
all the world guilty before God/—a conse-

quence dreadfully realized in the universality of

death (Ro 319* 28 512* » 1 Co 1522-
»). In 4 the ful-

ness of time 5
sin has reached its climax. ‘The

wisdom of the world 5 that 4 knew not God 5

is thus
proved by its fruits to be utter folly (1 Co l18-25 ;

comp. Eo l21
"25

). And 4 the [Mosaic] law 5 prohibiting

sin, has aggravated it to the utmost. This was, in

truth, its hidden purpose : it
4 came in by the way,

in order that the trespass might multiply/ that
4 sin might become exceeding sinful

5 (Eo 520 - 21 713
,

Gal 319
'23

),—that, in short, sin 4 might be shown to

be sin/ the ineffectual restraint stimulating sin’s

violence while it deepened the consciousness of

guilt, thus ripening the disease for the application

of the remedy.
Sin and death go hand in hand. 4 Death entered 5

at the door of Adam’s transgression :
4 Sin came to

reign in death/ Bodily death is the fruit and
penalty of sin in man, and evidences its universal

sway. Not that Paul supposes the termination of

our present bodily existence to be due to sin : ‘flesh

and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God 5

;

the ‘earthy man 5 must in any case have been
changed to

4 the image of the heavenly/ and 4 the
natural

5 was bound to give place to tne 4
spiritual

body 5

(1 Co IS44
*49

). But death, as known in this

‘body of humiliation
5 and ‘of death/ gets its

4 sting
5 from sin. Under this doom 4 the body

is
5

virtually 4 dead because of sin/ even when 4 the
spirit is life because of righteousness

5 (Eo 810
). Sin

brings death upon the entire man *. when 4 sin

came to life, I died
5 (Eo 79) ; till the life of the

risen Christ was theirs, Gentiles and Jews alike

were ‘dead by reason of their trespasses and sins/

since they lay under God’s ‘anger 5 and were
4 alienated from his life

5 (Eph 21'8 418
). This is no

figurative death,—a state of apathy and impotence,

—but a real death of the spirit, attended by moral
dissolution, since ‘life indeed 5

is found only in
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fellowship with God (Eo 610 85* 10
, Col 31

, 1 Ti 619
).

As it is through and with the dying Christ that
we enter into this ‘newness of life/ the change
itself is called, relatively, a death ;

4 our old man
was crucified with Christ 5 (Eo 68

, Gal 220
).

(d) The history of the race is but the story of the
4 wretched man ’ of Eo 7 writ large ; it is a history
of sin and redemption. There are with Paul, as in
Jewish theology, two ages—6 albv 6 ivearbs and 6 albp
6 fUWwp (1 Co 26 7S1, 2 Co 44

, Eo 122, Gal l4), two
worlds corresponding to the ‘new 5 and 4 old man 5

—one corrupt and perishing, the other newborn in
Jesus Christ. His cross marks the boundary
between them (Gal 614

). From the ascension of
Jesus dates the Messianic age, the reign of grace,
the dispensation of the Spirit, the new humanity,
the establishment of 4 the kingdom of the Son of
God’s love

5 on the territory of 4 the dominion of
darkness/
But the earlier times were never God-forsaken.

A fatherly and forbearing Providence directed the
nations ; in the bounties of nature God 4

left him-
self without witness 5

to none ; through His works
of creation His ‘eternal power and divinity

5

appealed to man’s intelligence (Ac 1415-17 1722
"81

, Ko
l 18*20

). The lives of the heathen, with no express
4 law/ disclose not infrequently the marks of His
working in the human conscience (Eo 214* 15,36' 27

).

The Gentile world, as a whole, had notwithstanding
sunk into desperate guilt. The more wanton or
monstrous a cult might be, so much the more it was

escribed as halMies, half devilry—4the Gentile's

sacrifice to demons and not to God 5 (Eo l18
"®2

, 1 Co
84 1019"21 122, Gal 4s). Under the sway of such re-

ligions, moral debasement went on apace ; the most
horrible vices throve rankly in the great cities where
the apostle taught. Satan was defacto 4 the god of
this world. 5 4 The law of sin and death/ operating
incessantly from Adam downwards, was working
out for society its last results. Here was at least a
negative preparation for Christ. Theworldwas lost,

and Paul proclaims to Eome a gospel that is the
‘power of God unto salvation 5

; to its ‘obedience
of faith 5 he proposes to reduce ‘all the nations/

In Israel a different, but concurrent, preparation
had taken place. The Mosaic law, fastening its

oke on the Jewish conscience, compelled it to the
opeless path of salvation by works. The Jew was

God’s 4 bondman 5 (Eo 815
,
Gal 41*7* ^-S1

), striving to

win 4 a righteousness of his own 5 and to secure by
merit the Messiah’s coming. The attempt was an
acknowledged failure. The law was not kept ; it

provoked rather than repressed transgression, and

P
roduced more hypocrites than saints (Eo 2). The
ew was no better than the Gentile whom he con-

demned,—nay, worse becanse of his boasted know-
ledge. The Divine anger burnt hotly against his

nation ; their spiritual privileges had bred, in them
a stubborn and inhuman pride (Eo 2s"9, 1 Th 215* 16

,

Ac 1340* 41
). The Messianic salvation, as they con-

ceived it, was farther off than ever. Gentile and
Jew alike—‘all the world 5—were ‘guilty before
God/ with no defence and no resource ‘shut up
unto the faith that was to he revealed

5 (Eo S*’
2*,

Gal S22,23). The former age extending, with the
Mosaic interlude, from Adam to Christ, had cul-

minated in a general moral bankruptcy.
At the same time, the apostle viewed the expiring

age in another and more favourable light. Both in

heathenism and Judaism an education of intellect

and conscience had all the while been goingym ; the
elementary truths of religion [rit orotxetd rod Kbcrpov,

i.e. not ‘the
5 physical ‘elements/—starry powers

or the like, identified with angels, as many inter-

preters suppose,—hut ‘the rudiments 5 belonging
to a childish, pupillary state : see Lgtft. on Gal. 4?

and Col 2s
; also Weiss, NT Tkeol. § 70) had been
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inculcated and widely understood, however ill

practised, and had disciplined the Kkypovdpos v^mos
for his emancipation in Christ, In and around the
Synagogue there was a people prepared for the Lord—

* a remnant according to the election of grace 5

;

and 5 the salvation of God,’ sent from unbelieving
Judaism to the Gentiles, found these in multitudes
ready to hear ; so that the present ‘ casting away 5

of Israel is proving a * reconciliation of the world,
5

which in turn was destined to end in Israel's full

‘reception 5 (Bo 11, Ac 282S
). On all accounts it

was clear that ‘the fulness of the times,
5

the
turning-point of human destiny, had come,—at
once the consummation of the shameful past and
the foundation of a glorious future. At tne crisis

where the apostle stands, ‘God has shut up all

together unto disobedience, that he might have
mercy upon all

5 (Bo ll32
. Gal 322).

3. Doctrine of Christ and of Salvation.—On
the basis of St. PauTs doctrines of God and of

righteousness, of man and of sin, stands his

doctrine respecting Christ and salvation,
— the

birth of ‘ the fulness of time 5 (Gal 44
).

(a) The Person of Christ.—The Pharisee Saul
persecuted Jesus of Nazareth after His death for
the reason for which He had been put to death,

—

His claim to he the Son of God. In a moment he
discovered his utter mistake, and reversed his

judgment of the Nazarene. Jesus was, after all,

the Messiah ;—and not a mere human ‘ Son of
David, 5 a XpLcrrbs /card capita, but as He was under-
stood to assert before the Sanhedrin and as His
apostles continually preached, the Lord of glory, the
Sop of the Highest. These convictions entered, with
alightning flash,themind of the stricken persecutor.
‘ Who art thou, Lord ?

5 was his question to the
Celestial One who appeared to him in the way.
The terms of Saul’s faith in the Person of Christ
were already present to his thought; he needed
hut to substitute ‘ Jesus Lord 5

for ‘ Jesus anathema 5

(1 Co 123), and to adore whom he had blasphemed.
‘ Immediately in the synagogues [of Damascus] he
preached that this Jesus is the Son of God 5 (Ac
919* 20^ . what ‘the Son of God 5 meant to Jewish ears,

the trial before the Sanhedrin and the record of
St. John’s Gospel show. The relationship of Christ
to_ God gave supreme worth in St. Paul’s eyes to
His sacrifice, and turned the shameful cross into
the glorious revelation of God’s love to mankind

:

‘God sent forth his own Son (eawov) to redeem
those under the law, that we might receive the
adoption of sons 5—‘He spared not his own Son
(rod IdLov

;

comp. Jn 518), hut delivered him up for
ns all

5

; it is thus that God is known to be ‘ for
us,

5 thus He ‘commends his own (iavrou) love
toward us 5

(Gal 44* 5
, Bo 58

"10 881* **).

Son of God is a name shared by the ‘ firstborn 5

with ‘many brethren.
5 Yet however much they

partake with Him, God’s ‘own Son 5

stands im-
measurably above both men and angels (Eph l

20-23
,

etc.). We receive the same impression from the
apostle’s phrases that the Jews received from what
Jesus said of Himself (Jn 520

) ; not least from the
solemn distinction and frequency with which God
is named ‘the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.

5

Paul styles Him habitually ‘ the Lord,
5

‘ the Lord
Jesus,5

‘the Lord Christ,5 ‘the Lord Jesus Christ.
5

To minds familiar with the Greek OT, these
names, in the formal manner in which they are
employed, carried irresistibly the connotation of
Godhead. Words of Scripture relating to ‘the
Lord 5

(Jehovah,
but read as Adonai

) are freely, as
a matter of course, appropriated for Christ. The
table ‘Lord 5 denotes Christ’s sovereignty in the
Church (e.g. 2 Co 4s), and through the universe
(Ph 29-11

) ; He is designated * Head 5
in Col and

Eph in the same twofold way. This Lordship is
so lofty and wide as to be inconceivable in one
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less than God (see esp. Col 2®* 10
, in connexion with

l
14-20

). ‘The kingdom of the Son of God’s love*

embraces ‘ all creation,
5

of which He is the ground,
means, and relative end (Col l15

"17
), while ‘ God the

Father 5

is the fountain and absolute end of ‘all

things
5
(1 Co 86

).
‘ They derived their being from

His agency, the Divine power that called them into

existence travelling to its goal through Him. .. . .

To believe in Him, to accept Him as our idea)

and find our life’s end in doing His will, is to be

true to a relation that lies in creation itself,

and that expresses the eternal law of our being 5

(Somerville, St. Pauls Conception of Christ
, pp.

192, 193). Though Lord in this unlimited sense,

Christ is always obedient as a Son, and ‘ delivers

up the kingdom to the Father 5 who sent Him,
when His task of redemption is complete (1 Co
1528, cf. Ph 211

). Such free subordination of Jove
implies no inequality of nature (cf. 1 Co 11s) ; it is

essential to the Divine unity. Despite his horror
of creature-worship, St. Paul addresses prayers to

the Lord Jesus side by side with the Father, and
this frequently in the two earliest letters ; he de-

fines Christians as those ‘ who call on the name of

our Lord Jesus Christ
5

(1 Co l2, Bo 1013, 2Ti 222).
To St. Paul’s imagination as to that of St. John,
the heavenly throne is that ‘of God and of the
Lamb. 5 There is nothing really surprising if, as

seems most probable in both instances, Paul has
actually in Ko 93 and Tit 213 given to Christ the
predicate ‘God 5

(cf. Jn l18, fiovoyevTjs 6e6$).

Christ’s Headship over the redeemed Church
rests upon His premundane Lordship (Col l15

”18
).

If His present rule is Divine, His prior state must
have been Divine ; He was not constituted Son of

God by His resurrection, but so ‘ marked out ’ (or

‘ instated,’ opicrdels
,
Bo I4). He who at the end of the

ages will be confessed as ‘Lord’ by every tongue,
subsisted originally ‘ in the form of God ’—kv ixoptpy

0€ov inr&pxw (the fiopcpv signifies that which con-

stitutes Godhead, Ph 24*11). Not of this ‘ form ’ did

Christ ‘ empty himself ’ in His humiliation, hut
of the external conditions described by the words
to alva 1 tea deep ; the Divine state was surrendered,

the Divine essence could not he (Ph 28 : see Gifibrd,

Incarnation

;

also Bruce, Humiliation of Christ,

and Lightfoot, Philvppians, ad loc.), Since He was
originally God, Christ’s renunciation of the Divine
condition in His incarnation and crucifixion showed
an infinite regard for ‘ others,

5 that must win un-
bounded adoration. The height of His previous

‘riches’ measures the depth of the ‘poverty 5 to
which He descended (2 Co 89

).

‘ The apostle nowhere establishes or teaches the
pre-existence of Christ, hut presupposes it as
familiar to his readers and disputed by no one'
(Beyschlag, NT Theology

,

ii. 78). Baur, Pfleiderer,

Beyschlag, Schmiedel, with other able scholars, see

in Paul’s pre-incamate Christ the ideal, celestial

man, the archetype and divinely constituted Head
of humanity, who in this capacity was primevally
(whether in esse or in posse) Lord of the human
creation. This explanation starts from 1 Co 1545

'47
,

interpreted according to the Philonian and later

Babbinical distinction between the two Adams of

Gn l27 and 27—the first, the ideal man after God’s
image, remaining with God as a heavenly pattern
(sometimes identified with the Messiah); the
second, the earthy, phenomenal man. But St. Paul
reverses this order, and writes in v.46 as though
he would contradict Philo (see Edwards, ad loc.) 5

the detrrepos dvOpuiros of 1 Co 15 is 5 /aiWcav of Bo 514.
When he distinguishes the two as ‘from earth,

5

‘from heaven, 5 he points to their respective source
of being, implying nothing as to previous state
of being. ‘The second man 5

is, in this context,
the risen (not the pre-incarnate) Christ, clothed
already, to our knowledge, with His ‘spiritual
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body/ the ‘house from heaven ’ of 2 Co 52 and
Ph 321 (see Meyer and Heinrici on 1 Co 1547).
The coexistence of the Divine and human in the

Lord Jesus is St. Paul’s constant wonder. He puts
the two natures in signal contrast (Ho l3* 4 95

,
Gal

44), hut nowhere attempts to define their relations
in the one person. ‘Jesus Christ is Lord’ in His
redeemed kingdom not as mere Son of God, but
under the name of Jesus, who was * found in fashion
as a man’ and held concealed beneath the iiop<pri

dotiXov His original f*op<p}) 8eov (Ph 25"11
). Now the

enthroned ‘mediator of God and men/ He remains
evermore ‘ man 5

(1 Ti 25). His connexion with the
race is pre-incamate ; Christ was the source of

S
piritual blessing to the Jewish fathers (1 Co 104).
e is, in truth, the fountain of life to mankind in

the spiritual, as Adam in the natural order,—a fact
implied in the unfinished parallel of Ro 512.

£ The
head of every man is Christ/ as ‘ the man is head of
woman 9

(1 Co 11s) ; thus family life and social order
rest on His prior authority. Marital love has its

model in that of Christ to the Church (Eph 522'31
,
dvrl

ro&rov ). If God has ‘ sent forth the Spirit of his
Son into our hearts

9 and we are to be 4 essentially
conformed (crvfip,6p4>ovs) to the image of his Son 9

(Gal 44, Ro 829), this implies an aboriginal kinship.
The Son of God is the mould in which our nature
was cast, the representative and root of our race in
the Godhead : so much truth there is in the Baurian
doctrine of the Urmenseh (see Edwards9 The God-
man). 4 We 9

especially are ‘through him 9 and
‘unto him 9—‘through whom are all things’ and
‘in whom all things consist’ (1 Co 86, Col I16-18).
St. Paul looks into the ground-plan of creation
when he says that God ‘chose us in him before
the foundation of the world/ and that we ‘ were
created in Christ Jesus unto good works, which
God prepared beforehand 9 (Eph l4 210

). The Incar-
nation and Atonement spring, therefore, out of the
fundamental relations of God and man in Christ.
In virtue of the primitive relationship of man-

kind to Him, the Son of God is concerned in the
curse that came upon us through transgression,

and becomes answerable on this account (see Dale,
Atonement

, Lect, x.). God ‘made him sin on our
behalf.

9 Yet His freedom was never compromised,
His purity remained unspotted ;

‘ in the likeness of

sinful flesh
9 He was ‘ sent forth/ not in its actual

carnality ; in fact, He ‘ knew no sin
9 (Ro 83

, 2 Co
521 : contrast Ro 77* 8

). This statement implies a
large acquaintance on St. Paul’s part with the per-

sonal life of Jesus, to which his references are few
but significant (Ro 15s, 2 Co 101, Eph 420

’24
, 1 Ti 618

,

Ac 20s5, 1 Co II28
). The^ miraculous conception,

which in a manner explains the unique character
of Jesus, the apostle never alludes to. His power-
ful manifestation as ‘ Son of God, 9 from the time
of the resurrection, was ‘in accordance with the
spirit of holiness

9 that marked His earthly course
(Ro l4 ).

The Messiahship of Jesus, expressed in His name
Christ—-the main topic of missionary preaching
to Jews (Ac 9s2 IS22®* etc.)—is taken for granted
in the Epp., like the Fatherhood of God, as
accepted to begin with by all Christians. Two
points Paul had to make out in proving Jesus to

be ‘ Christ
9

: (1) to show from Scripture that the
Christ was iradrfrbs, was destined to suffer in

order to reign—this general doctrine of a suffering

Messiah being an open question in the Jewish
schools; (2) to identify Jesus with the Christ so

defined (Ac 172* 8 184* 5
). On the abstract point of

doctrine he might carry his Jewish hearers with
him, but fail when he applied it to the crucified

Nazarene. That Christ was ‘of David’s seed

according to flesh/ that His Jewish birth was the

crown of Israelite privilege and glory, that ‘ Christ

had become minister of the circumcision/ and that

God had ‘thus fulfilled the promise made to the
fathers

9

; these were essential conditions of the
case, and sacred matters to the Gentile apostle
(Ro l3 9^ 5 158

'12
, Ac IS32- 83

). But the Messianic
kingship of the OT has expanded into the larger
royalty of ‘the Lord Jesus Christ 9

; and he who
had fervently expected a Xpiarov /card <rdpfca9 ‘now
no longer knows him 9

(2 Co 516
). See, further,

art. Messiah.
(h) The Death of the Cross.—The Christ so con-

stituted, David’s seed and God’s own Son, sin-curst
yet sinless, died the death of the cross—a victim
for human transgression. The Cross is the main
shaft of the superstructure resting on the basis
already described ; it is the trunk into which run
up all the roots of Paul’s Christian thought, and
that supports its branches and fruitage. ‘ Far be
it from me to glory/ he exclaims, ‘ save in the cross
of our Lord Jesus Christ

!

9 Everything that Paul
knows, exnlts in, builds upon, is poised there.
The apostle uses many terms to express the

meaning of the death of Christ, for it is a fact
of boundless significance. It is a vicarious, repre-
sentative death, as He who thus suffered is the
Leader of the race, the ‘ One 9 who ‘ died for all/
who alone had the right and power to do so
(2 Co 514* 16

). It is a legal expiation in the very
largest sense, coming under that awful law which
links death to sin as its universal human penalty
(Ro 512 82

, 1 Co 1523, Gal 44 - 5
) ; the pardon based

upon it is accordingly a ‘justification, an acquittal
and release in the court of the Divine justice, since

‘he that died hath been justified from sin/ and
* all died in him 9 (Ro d25 67, 2 Co 514

, Col 21S- 14
).

Christ’s death was an intrinsically ‘justifying act
9

{oucalujm), right in itself and rectifying in its scope,
that turned to ‘justification of life

9 the ‘condem-
nation 9 lying on ‘ all men 9 in consequence ofAdam’s
trespass ; it is ‘ the obedience of the One/ through
which ‘the disobedience of the one man 9

is counter-
vailed (Ro 518* 19

). It was a ‘propitiation/ since
He who thus shed ‘ his blood 9

in doing so realized
with sympathy and entire submission the holy
resentment that burns against sin through all the
miseries which it entails, and the endurance of this

undeserving voluntary Sufferer for His guilty
brethren was ‘an odour of sweet smell

9 (Ro 3 ,

Eph 5s
). In every fitting sense the death of Jesus

was a ‘ sacrifice,
9

offered upon man’s part, which
God in His righteousness accepts. In His grace
God first provided it ; for ‘ Christ is God’s 9 rather
than ours. The Father of Christ and of men * sent
his own Son, in likeness of sinful flesh and for sin

9

;

He ‘delivered him up for us all
9

; He ‘set him
forth a propitiation/ and so ‘commends his own
love toward us . . . sinners

9 (Ro 5s 8s* 32
). Thus

the sacrifice effects a ‘ reconciliation
9
(/caraAAcvy^),

proposed by God who through Christ admits into
favour those who could otherwise be treated only
as enemies, and accepted by men who endorse the
satisfaction which Christ renders on their behalf

(Ro 51"11
, 2 Co 518

’21
). On this ground God and man

meet in friendship. The Divine family is gathered
again round the Elder Brother, who restores to each
other those whom He reconciles to God, slaying

all enmity by the blood of His cross (Eph 213"18
).

On the basis of this atonement the entire sum of

blessings making up our salvation is bestowed

—

blessings collectively named ‘redemption 9
(axoAu-

rputTLs), as they are won for us at the cost of the
blood of Christ (1 Co Is0 620

, Eph l14, Ac 2028
).

But there is another side to the Pauline doctrine

of the cross. When it is said in Ro 81*4 that ‘ God
by sending his own Son in likeness of sinful flesh,

and (as a sacrifice) for sin, condemned sin in the
flesh, that the righteousness of the law might be
fulfilled in us/ the subjective moral effect of
Christ’s death comes into view. The mission of
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Curls fc lias so brought home the guilt of human
sin as to bring about a Ml reaction. While en-

during the penalty, Christ has broken the power
of sin, and dethroned it (cf. 521), even in that
* flesh

51 which was its seat ; so sanctification (Ho 6),

equally with justification (Ro 3—5), springs from the
death of the cross, the saving power of which is

certified and made efficacious by the resurrection

of the Sinbearer (Ro 4s4* 25 8s4 108
"10

, Ph 310
). As

4 condemnation 5
ceases for 4 those who are in Ghrist

Jesus,
5
there begins to operate upon them that

‘law of the Spirit of life in him ’ which ‘frees

from the law of sin and death,
5 substituting * the

mind of the Spirit
5
for ‘the mind of the flesh

5

and giving them victory over bodily death, whose
‘ sting

5
is gone for those who in Christ have ‘ died

to sin
5 (Ro 62 81*11

, 1 Co 1556* 57
). The change of

status and the change of character effected in

believers are, to PauTsmind, inseparable ; he blends
them in Ro 8, where those who ‘ died to sin

5

are
such as have in Christ at once expiated its curse
and renounced its dominion, to * walk 5 with their

risen Lord ‘in newness of life
5—living in Him,

and as He does, ‘to God. 5 In the pregnant words
* of v.7, they are ‘justified (so as to be free) from sin.

5

The so-called ‘juristic
5 and ‘ethical

5
theories of

the Atonement are complementary to each other

;

Paul passes from one to the other with no sense of

discrepancy (see Stevens’ Pauline TheoL , on ‘Justi-

fication
5

; Piieiderer’s Paulinismus 2
, ‘Der Tod

Christ!
5

; Sabatier’s Apostle Paul
, p. 297 ff.). See,

further, arts. Atonement, Propitiation.
(c) The new Life of Faith.—From the moment

that he dies with Christ, there begins for the be-
liever the new life offaith (Gal 219* *). The word
Faith on the human side is as characteristic of

I

Paulinism as Grace on the Divine. Faith is the

|

hand reached out to receive the gifts of grace;

j

it is the root by which the soul is planted into

j

Christ and draws its life from Him. It is ‘ prora
1 et puppis 5 to Christian experience (Ro l 16 - 17

), and
conditions all security and progress (Eph 618 1413}.

Faith is the characteristic function of the
‘heart 5 (Ro 1010, Eph 3X7

)—of the entire inward
man there centred. It includes the response of
the affections to the love of God and of Christ
(Ro 5B, Gal 220), self-surrendering submission to
the will and call of God (the ‘ obedience of faith,

5

Ro 1® 61®* 17 103- 16
, I Th 232* J*)

t and the grasp of the
understanding which apprehends ‘ the truth of the
gospel 5

(2 Th 210'13
). Especially in the later

Epistles, addressed to instructed Churches now
endangered by intellectual forms of error, stress
is laid on the mental element in faith; and ‘know-
ledge (of God, of truth,

5
etc. ; 4iriyvca<Tis

t
advanced

,

exact knowledge) is represented as the means of
growth and the condition of safety (Col l5

'11 22 31G

4s, Eph X17
*1® 430"34, Ph P-1

*, 1 Ti 2*, Tit l1
). St.

Paul’s My?wens is simply an educated faith. This
is one of the aspects of Christian perfection. The
revelation of the gospel assumes faith and depends
at every point on this condition (Ro 3~* 25 i24 51 * 2

,

1 Co 1* 2 Co l24, Gal 3s, Eph l
ls

*

1

Th 2*s
, Tit

3®, etc.), just as the legal covenant assumed for
its efficacy the performance of ‘ works. 5

Christian
men are briefly described as ‘believers

5
(ol iricrreti-

ovres, ol 7rurreiJcrauT€S
f
ol 4k Trio-revs). Faith is the one

subjective condition of justification,—that Divine
acquittal with which our salvation begins and in
which its whole process is virtually contained.
The ‘righteousness of faith,

5 the ‘gift of righteous-
ness,

5 supersedes that * righteousness of one’s own 5

which the legalist vainly sought by self-directed
efforts; failing to be ‘justified of works, 5 men are
freely ‘justified of faith 5 (Ro 3s2

'25 525'17 9S0—10s ).

The power of faith lies in the fact that it is man’s
reliance on God’s power and grace; it recognizes
and ‘ submits to God’s righteousness 5

; faith ac-

cepts His promise— in a word, it ‘gives glory

to God 5 without any thought of merit or claim
upon man’s part (Ro 4X‘5* 20-24 10s). On this account
Abraham’s faith,—the instantia probans for Israel-

ites,—notwithstanding the difference of its content,

is a pattern to Christians (Ro 4, Gal 3). Such
‘faith is reckoned for (to amount to) righteousness

5

;

this is, in fact, the normal attitude of the soul

toward God, the disposition which alone makes
a right understanding and right relations possible

between man and God. While faith appears to
supersede law, it is a principle profoundly just,

and supplies the true guarantee for the establish-

ment of Divine law in human life (Ro 330 - 81
: cf.

ii. 1 (d), above). Christian faith has for its specific

object the revelation of God’s grace and righteous-
ness in Christ, and for its primary result the re-

mission of sins grounded on His expiatory death.
While such faith sets the believer right with

God, it unites him personally to the risen Christ.

‘Faith in Christ* (sometimes ‘in Jesus,
5

‘in

Jesus Christ
5

) attaches itself to the resurrec-

tion alon<* with the death of the Redeemer (Ro
434. 25 gs2-&j—to His resurrection, in the first place,

as making valid the justification wrought in His
death, but further as the ground of an abiding
spiritual union {unio mystica ) with the living Lord.
Christ’s ascension completes His resurrection (Eph
l19

*28
) ; ‘having died in regard to sin once for all,

5

He ‘lives to God, 5—and we in Him (Ro 610* 11
);

God ‘ raised us up and seated ns in the heavenly
places in Christ Jesus’ (Ro 610* u

, Eph 24‘6
). By

virtue of this union one comes to be in Ghrist—St.

Paul’s normal designation for the Christian state.

Under the ‘ law of faith,
5 we thus appropriate and

assimilate Christ’s redemption ; what He has done
for us is reproduced in us. We ‘ coalesce with him
{cTjix<pvroi yeySpafiev) by the likeness of his death 5

and rising, which are rehearsed symbolically in
baptism, actually in the process of a sympathetic,
self-committing faith (Ro 65* 6

).
4 Thus the idea of

substitution receives its complement in the mys-
ticism of faith . . . and the idea of “one for all”
receives the stricter meaning of “all in and with
one” 5

(Pfleiderer). St. Paul’s doctrine of life to
God in the celestial Christ is the correlative to
that of death to sin through the crucified Christ.
‘ Tlie_ change from death to resurrection brought
to Him an accession of personal endowment that
qualified Him to exert His influence as a principle
of new life in man, and it meant also His investi-
ture with supreme power as the Lord of human
life and destiny 5

(Somerville),—TrpoororoKos 4k t&v
veicpvv, tva y&tjrcu iv waaiv abrbs Trpvreivv (Col l18).
While^through faith in Christ’s death the working
of sin is at each point undone, in the place of what
is thus, destroyed there is built up, through fellow-
ship with His life, the new man and the new world
(Ro 510 6s

;
23

,
1 Co I520

-28
). ‘To the Christ within

Paul attributed all that he did and experienced as
a Christian man. ... It was as if the very person-
ality of Christ had entered into the apostle, and used
him as the organ of its expression

5

(Somerville)

;

such is the Sfoapus rfls avaordcrevs atfrou, making Him
a medjm faorrolow to His race. St. Paul’s theory of
morals comes under this head ; it is the ethics of'the
‘ life hid with Christ in God 5

(Col 3). If the cross
is the main pillar of Paul’s theology, the objective
fact on and around which its fabric is built, the
consciousness of union with the living Christ is its
subjective centre and the heart from which its

movements proceed. See, further, art. Faith.
St. Paul’s doctrine of adoption (vlodecrta) supplies

the meeting-point of two cardinal principles—the
Fatherhood of God, and spiritual union with Christ.
The sonship of believers is matter of God’s eternal
counsel, and was provided for 4 in Christ before
the world’s foundation 5 (Eph l8* 4

). It is a status
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derived wholly through Christ, in which we par-
take with the Son of God, and are conformed 4 in
the spirit of our mind’ to Him who is God’s
complete image (Ho S29 *

®°, Eph 420
"24 * 32 52

, Col 38-13

l15, Ph 25
, Gal 419

, etc.). This resemblance of the
many brethren to the Firstborn is at present
spiritual, and therefore 4 hidden ’

; but we await,
along with ‘the creation’ which has shared our
‘bondage of corruption,’ ‘the unveiling of the sons
of God,’ 4 the redemption of our body,’ which will

be recovered from the grave and in its turn
‘conformed to his body of glory 5 (Eo 818

"25
, 1 Co

1543-57j Ph 320. a Eph l1* Col 33* 4
). Endowed with

this hope, which is vital to their salvation (Eo 824
,

1 Co 15*9
), Christians are consciously 4 heirs of God

and Christ’s fellow-heirs

—

if children
,
also heirs

5

(Eo 816 - 17
, Gal 46* 7

). See, further, art. Adoption.
4. Doctrine of the Holy Spirit .—In the develop-

ment of St. Paul’s Christology, or Christianity
proper, a further movement of thought is involved,
—that embracing the doctrine of the Holy Spirit.

{a) God Immanent.—The thought of the Holy
Spirit as the organ of the Divine in man is

inwoven into the whole tissue of Paulinism.
While the Son of God is the root and ground of
human relations to God, the Spirit is the living

energy forming and sustaining those relations, the
moral dynamic (€£ v\povs dtivafus, Lk S449 ; cf. 1 Th
Is, ICo 24

,
Eph 316 ). Christ is God manifest to

us; the Holy Spirit is God working in us
(
e.g.

Eo 151316
, 1 Co 12u,

Gal 525
). He is the ‘gift’

imparted in God’s grace to each believer by way
of witness to his adoption (Eo 815 * 16

, Gal 48), and
supplying the inward substantial counterpart of
this endowment—a new power corresponding to
the new status (Eo 55 82, Gal 32* 8

, Tit 34
'7

, etc.).

The positive gift of the Spirit, equally with the
negative gift of remission of sins, is procured
through the death of Christ.

Paul’s conception of ‘the Spirit,’ like that of
* the Father ’ and ‘ the Son,’ was drawn from the
teaching of Jesus. The OT ‘Spirit (breath) of
God’ is the Divine influence touching man’s in-

visible spirit, which is kindred to and was created
by it. In the doctrine of Jesus the Holy Spirit

assumes the distinctness of a jpersonal being, and
the permanence of a fixed indwelling in man.
The Spirit is associated with the person of Christ
in such a way that He ‘rests upon’ Him, is

concentrated in Him, given forth by Him, and
becomes the element of life-communion with Him.
These ideas supply the staple of St. Paul’s doctrine
upon this subject. They are found mainly in the
Fourth Gospel, whose tradition St. John did not
confine within his breast until that work was
published (see Knowling’s Witness of the Epp.,

pp. 329-347, which summarizes the full examina-
tion of this question made by P. Ewald in his

Hauptproblem der Evangelien

;

also Matheson’s
‘ Historical Christ of St. Paul,’ in Expositor, II. L
193-199, ii. 137-143).

On the one side, the Spirit is the organ of com-
munication from God through the exalted Christ,

whether in the way of knowledge or power (Eo
55 816 1519, *1 Co 210-&, Gal 46, Ph l 19

, 1 Th l5,
1 Ti

41, 2 Ti l7) ; on the other side. He prompts the
heart’s movements towards God and its activities

for God (Eo 84
'10, 26, 27 12* 1 Co 12™, Eph 218- 22

,

1 Th 519, Tit 3®). Above all, He gives the witness
of sonship, with its privilege of access to the Father
(Eo 814“16

, Eph 218) ; and He Is the element which
identifies us with Christ and constitutes us 4 mem-
bers of Ms body ’ (Eo 80

-17
, Gal 46* 7

, 1 Co 615-20
, Eph

316"19). He is thus the ‘Spirit of Christ,’ as ‘of

God.’ The body and spirit of man are His temple
—the spirit already redeemed from death by His
power, the body ultimately to be so (Eo 8U). All
the experiences and virtues of the new life are

accordingly His ‘fruit’ (Gal S22"*8). The glorified

Christ acts on men so entirely through the Spirit*

and the Holy Spirit so perfectly imparts Christ’s

influence and makes Him present, that the two
are practically identified :

4 The Lord is the Spirit
’

(2 Co 317* 1S
) ; Christ is, at the same time, 4 Lord of

the Spirit ’ (this seems the fitter rendering of Kvplov

Trveij/jLCLTos), since He rules in that realm which the
Spirit fills. (See Somerville, as above, pp. 116-118,
who, however, presses the identification too far).

Amongst the offices of the Spirit, the following are
conspicuous in Pauline teaching :

—

(b ) The Spiritual Man.—The Holy Spirit is the
sanctifier—being holy, He makes holy. Sanctifica-

tion accompanies justification (1 Co 611 714 : cf.

ii. 3 (6), last par.). St. Paul counts all his readers
4
saints,’ however faulty saints {e.g. 1 Co l2). The

children of God, those who possess Christ’s Spirit,

are pro tanto holy persons, being claimed by God
{kXtp-oI &ytot) and personally devoted to God. But
sanctification, unlike justification, is progressive
and variable. While complete in principle and
tendency (and possible realization) from the first,

in practice it admits of degrees, and is advancing
in the most obedient [ds ayiaapbv, Eo 616

). For
saints the apostle prays, ‘ Sanctify them unto full

perfection ’ (1 Th 523). Growth in holiness is the
fruit of the Spirit’s inner working ; to live a holy
life is to he kcltcl Trvevpa and to 4 walk TrvevjmTi ’

(Eo 84
"19

, Gal 516"25
). The residence of the Holy

Spirit in man is a powerful motive to holiness,

while it is the means to its attainment (1 Th 48-8,
1 Co 619* 20

). Sanctification is not ethical purity,
but connotes and requires tMs ; and the Spirit of

God is the purifier of heart and conduct (1 Co 6 11
,

Eo 813
, Gal 522

, etc.). This office of the Spirit comes
under St. Paul’s favourite antithesis of 4

flesh and
spirit.’ The Christian ethical life is at once the
ascendency of spirit over flesh in the man, and
the possession and assimilation of the man by the
Spirit. In many Pauline expressions the individual
and universal spirit are blended^ ‘the spiritual

man’ (a irvev/MZTiicbs, 6 Kara TrvevpLa) is he in whom,
through the operation of the Spirit of God upon
his nature, spirit (not flesh, nor even mere ‘ soul

’

—the individual selfhood) holds sway and deter-

mines character and bent (Eo S5'9
, I Co 214 - 15

).

While the Holy Spirit brings the soul into har-
mony with God, He establishes order and health,
true life, in the constitution of the man (Eo 86

).

(c) The Communion of the Spirit.—Peace is the
Spirit’s fruit ; the life of love in the Church is His
creation. The Holy Spirit is the unifier. As the
element which hinds believers to Christ, He hinds
them to each other in Christ. ‘There is one
body’ because, and so far as, ‘ there is one Spirit ’

;

all
4 were baptized in one Spirit into one body, all

were made to drink of one Spirit’ (1 Co 1212* 13, Eph
44).

4 Communion ’ is His note in the Trinitarian
benediction of 2 Co 1313 ; the grace of Christ, and
the love of the Father, are translated into fellow-
ship when subjectively realized by the indwelling
of the Spirit,—who is God immanent in the in-

dividual man, and in the community.
(d) The Earnest of the Inheritance.—The in-

dwelling Holy Spirit is the guarantor of final

salvation. ‘God gave the earnest {dopaptiv) of

the Spirit in our hearts ’ (2 Co l22 55
, Eph l14)—

‘the firstfruit’ {airapxfi, Eo S23), since the life

eternal will be of the same nature as the hidden
life of the Spirit already experienced by the child

of God. His presence is the pledge of God’s pur-

S
ose wholly to sanctify the abode where He thus
wells, and of His ulterior purpose to recreate our

physical and mortal frame as ‘a spiritual body*
conformed to that of Christ, and so to perfect

the redeemed in the integrity of their nature as

the image and habitation of God (Eo 810
'25

, Eph
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ps.14 S22). Till then salvation is incomplete: ©nr
redemption is exposed to hazard ; our sonship re-

mains half realized {Ro S23). The Holy Spirit is

the ‘seal’ of the future, as He is the witness of

the past and the energy of our present life in

God—a seal broken by relapse into sin (Eph 4s0,
2 Co l22). See, further, art. Holy Spirit.

5. Doctrine of the Church.—The Church is the
witness and counterpart of the Spirit of God on
earth (1 Co 316- 17 12^, Eph 2s2

) ; it is the specific

organ for the continued manifestation of God
through Christ to the world (1 Th Is, 1 Co 12s4*

2 Co 3s, Eph 321
,
Ph 52“-“ 1 Ti 315}.

(a) The Body of Christ.—As the Holy Spirit is

the Spirit of Christ amongst men, the Church is,

correspondingly. His body. It is constituted by
the common presence of the Spirit in many souls,

and is animated by His power (Eph 218 44* 12
, 1 Co

1233). It is ‘the church 5 (OT * congregation ’}—or
£ churches 5 in 1 Th 214 and 2 Th l4— 4 of God, 5 and,

as consisting of His children, the * house,
5
also the

‘habitation, of God,
5 tenanted by His Spirit,— 4 a

holy temple in the Lord 5 (Ac 2028, Eph 219'22
, 1 Ti

S8* ", 1 Co 316* 17
). Paul’s idea of the ecclesia grew

with the growth of his work (see Hort, EccL 107 ff. }.

In I and 2 Th the word denotes the local 4 assem-
bly/ or 4 assemblies/ of believers— * the Church of

Tnessalonians in God, 5
etc. ; the readers of 1 and

2 Co are 4 the Church of God that is in Corinth
5—

the one Christian society existing in many places.

In the letters of the third group the conception
of the Church Universal, as the spiritual union
of all who 4 hold the Head, 3

is completely formed.
In Col and Eph the fuller doctrine of the Church
and of the Person of Christ are unfolded pari
pcmu. The Church is the body of which He is

Head (Eph l22 523, Col l 18 219
}, new significance

thus accruing to the figure previously employed in

1 Co 12. The body is the organic complement of
the Head, supplying Him with limbs and instru-

ments, while the Head gives to it unity, impulse,
and direction. The reciprocal duties of the two,
and the fundamental nature of their union, are
shown in the analogy of Eph o22'33

. The Church
is the bride of Christ, who ‘loved her and gave
himself up for her,

5 who labours to ‘present her
to himself 5 at last in perfect spiritual beauty.
The Church is not a temporal institution sub-
serving mere present necessities. The collective

fellowship of believers with their Head will subsist
eternally ; and in Eph 321 4 the Church and Christ
Jesus 5—Bride and Bridegroom—are seen together
rendering praise to God, 4 unto all generations of
the age of the ages 5

(cf. Mt 1613
, Rev 21. 22).

(b) TheBrotherhood,—The first note of the Church
is brother-love (fn\a$e\<pla, 1 Th 49"12, Ro 129* 10

,

etc. ). Brethren is the name by which Paul oftenest
speaks to and of his fellow-believers,—or beloved.

The eompellation ‘brothers/ of Jewish kinship, is

die family of fxod, Love is to have its home and
hearth, from which its influence radiates to those
without (1 Th 515, Gal 514 610, Ro 1212*21). Since it

is God’s love and grace in Christ that call forth
our faith,^ faith in turn 4 works through love 5

; all

its activities pass along this channel and take this
colour (Gal 5®). The Church 4 builds up itself in
love 5 (Eph 416). Ho faith, no gift or power or
qualification of any kind, avails without love,

—

which finds in the brethren its chief object, in
Christ its pattern, and in the Holy Spirit its sus-
tamingpower. Love is greater than faith or hope,
as the Divine surpasses the human and auxiliary,
as the fruit the seed (I Co 13). In all this Paul
shows himself the pupil of Jesus.
The ‘good works7

of the Pastoral Epp. are
definite forms of ‘the work of faith and toil of
ore 5 commended in 1 Th,

—

e.g. the care of the

widows and the poor, and hospitality to strangers \

the Church charities regulated in the latest Epp.
flow from the brotherly love conspicuous in the
earliest.

(c) The Charismata.—The Panline Churches

—

eminently that of Corinth—were endowed by the
Spirit with a rich variety of gifts for edification

{xo.pLffp.ara). All social talents, natural or super-

natural, from apostleship down to the washing o*

feet, the apostle regards from this practical stand-

point. Everything must subserve the building up
of the Church after the measure of Christ (Eph 47

’1®,

1 Co 127-11 14, 2 Co 137
“10

). Hence 4 prophecy 5
is

rated amongst ‘the greater charistas,’ while the
gift of 4 tongues/ though more admired, is really

inferior. ‘The word of wisdom 5 and of ‘know-
ledge

5 mark the ordinary 4 teachers
5

(in Eph 4U
associated with the 4 pastors ’), in distinction from
the prophets and speakers with tongues, whose
utterances'eome by an incalculable inspiration, and
may need restraint where such gifts are widely dis-

tributed (1 Co 1427
’33

). The earliest Church meet-
ings, as described in 1 Co, were little bound by any
stated order, those present praying, prophesying,
singing, teaching in turn as the Spirit prompted
utterance. But this unchartered freedom bred
disorder; it was only possible in the first sim-
plicity of Christian fervour : Paul writes expressly
to chasten it, intending to take measures to this

effect (ll34); he declares that, along with the
other charisms, ‘God appointed in the Church
governments 5

(12
28

). In the interests of edification

Church proceedings were gradually reduced to rule

and precedent ; by the time of the Pastoral Epp.
signs appear of a fixed gradation of office and an
established usage in Divine service. It is assumed,
by way of fundamental principle, in Ro 124

'8 and
Eph 4*-16

, that the Church is, under Christ, self-

governing and self -edifying, that the manifold
functions of administration and instruction exer-

cised in it belong to and exist for the body as a
whole, however lodged in this member or that

;

the body, as such, must press the powers of every
limb into its service.

[d) Baptismand the Lord’s Supper.—The apostle
refers to the two sacraments incidentally, and
without bringing them into connexion with each
other, unless it be by allusion in 1 Co 101'4. Their
established observance is assumed, in accordance
with the story of their institution, — expressly
related for the Lord’s Supper in 1 Co ll23, where
there is no need to suppose that ‘received from
(cbr6) the Lord 5

signifies more than tradition from
the fountain-head. These rites mark respectively
the believer’s entrance upon, and continuance in,

the Christian life. They signalize, each of them,
his relation to the Church as well as to Christ
Himself, to the body with the Head (1 Co 12“
1017

). The 4 one baptism 5
is a visible token of the

‘ one Lord 5 and the ‘ one faith
5 (Eph 45) ; the

4 one loaf
5

of which 4 we all partake/ pictures the
‘one body 5

to which ‘the many 5

belong. The
‘blessing 7 and 4 thanksgiving 5 pronounced over
the elements at the Lord’s Table (1 Co 1016 ll24)
impress their character on the whole rite, which
is analogous to the post-sacrificial feasts of ancient
religion (1017ff

*), being a symbolic act of grateful
and joyful communion with men in the supreme
gifts of God.

#
These ordinances are no arbitrary signs of Chris-

tian faith and fellowship, having a value conferred
by the hare fact of their appointment ; they axe
parables of the spiritual acts which they accom-
pany. Baptism, in its most complete and pic-

turesqne form of immersion, is strikingly applied
in Ro 61"4 to set forth a Christian conversion : as
the baptized sinks into the water, remains there
for a moment, and emerges a new man, he re*
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hearses the death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus
—he dies to sin, is severed from the past, and
rises to live with Christ unto God. St. Paul’s
argument presumes that baptism is the expression
on the candidate’s part, and the recognition on the
Church’s part, of the faith that alone joins the
soul to Christ ; its efficacy lies in the uttered
f word 5

of faith attending the ceremonial act (Eph
526

, iv p-f/ficLTL

;

cf. Ro 108
*10

). A like interpretation
of the Lord’s Supper is indicated in 1 Co 10 and
11. The bread and the cup represent ‘the body
and the blood of the Lord’ (IF7

), so that he who
desecrates the former outrages the latter ; while the
sharing of each in the same cup and loaf exhibits
the ‘ fellowship ’ of Christians in the incarnate and
crucified Redeemer (1016* 17

), whose ‘death ’ is thus
evermore ‘proclaimed’ and kept in remembrance
(1124-26). Such public representations are, in the
nature of the case, binding professions of faith,

covenant transactions (see 1 Co 1018
'22

, and the
parallels there adduced). The expression ‘ seal of
faith,’ wThick Paul applies to Abraham’s sacra-

ment in Ro 4U
,
is equally appropriate to the new

ordinances. The parson by whom the rite is

administered (1 Co l13-17), matters but little ; every-
thing depends upon (a) the institution of Christ,
and (6) the intention and spirit of those engaged,
the faith and fellowship by which they are actu-
ated. Not as matters of official prerogative, but
of stated communion between Christ and His
people, did Paul exalt the sacraments. See, fur-

ther, arts. Baptism, Lord’s Supper, Sacrament.
(e) Church Organization.—In respect to Church

order and organization there is a contrast between
the first and last Epp., so extreme that it raises

grave difficulties in regard to the authenticity of

the latter. 1 Ti and Tit are devoted to matters
which occupy only a line in 1 Th. In the fifteen

years’ interval a great development had taken
place. On the first missionary tour in S. Galatia,
Paul and Barnabas ‘appointed elders in every
church’ (Ac 1428), resembling in their functions,

mutatis mutandis, the elders of Jewish communi-
ties. A like office probably belonged to ‘those
who preside’ in the Thessalonian Church (1 Th
5U ; cf. 1 Ti 517). In the letters to Corinth we
have no traces of local Church office; from the
silence of 1 Co 5 on this point, and from the scenes
indicated in ch. 14, we may infer that official elders

did not as yet preside here : ‘ helps, governments ’

—corresponding to deacons and bishops—are re-

ferred to in the abstract (1228 ; otherwise in Ro
127* 8

) ; ch ll34 intimates better regulation to come.
In the salutation of Philippians, four years later,

the ‘ bishops and deacons’ are distinctly addressed,

and these two orders figure conspicuously in the
Pastorals—the former as directing, the latter as
assistant officers. The apostle is anxious about
the character and true piety of these ministers,

wishing to fence out from office unworthy candi-

dates. The term 4 bishop ’ in Tit 1 is synonymous
with ‘elder’ (Lgtft. Christian Ministry ; but cf.

Hort, Eccl. 212), and is now preferred by Paul as it

denotes the work of the office (1 Ti 31
), while ‘ elder

’

suggests status and dignity. ‘ Bishop 5
{iirLcricoTros,

overseer, superintendent) appears first m Ac 2028*

where Paul tells the Ephesian * elders ’ that ‘ the
Holy Spirit made ’ them ‘ bishops, to shepherd the
Church’ (cf. Eph 411, ‘shepherds and teachers’;
also 1 P 2^ 51"5

). It is not unlikely that Paul then
introduced the term and gave it vogue. Hatch
{Organization of the Early Christian Churches)

traced the episcopate to a Greek, as the presby-

terate to a Jewish origin ; he supposed that these

were distinct institutions amalgamated in post-

apostolic times—a theory, in its extreme form,

contrary to Ac and I P as well as to the Pastoral
Epistles. The charities of the Church and the main-

tenance of its ministry (1 Co 97
"14

, Gal 66) required
business management (bishops and deacons are
alike to be puj aio-xpoKepdels

,

1 Ti 3s* s
) ; Hatch de-

rived the title Mo-kotos from this financial charge
(but see Cremer’s Bib.-TheoL Lexicon, s.v., and
Kiihl’s Gemeindeordnung

, p. 87ffi), whereas Ac 20
and 1 P make the bishop emphatically a pastor.

The elders are encouraged to take a leading part
‘in word and teaching’ (1 Ti

5

17
) ; some of them,

it appears, did not teach, and any competent
member of the Church might speak his word of
exhortation. By the date of I Ti 59, the older
‘ widows 5 were ‘ enrolled ’ for Church maintenance
and service, being included probably amongst the
deaconesses, of whose existence at this early time
Ro 161 * 2 affords the only, but sufficient, evidence.
See, further, artt. on Bishop, Elder, and Deacon ;

also, generally, on Church and Church Govern-
ment. The data furnished by the Ac and Epp.
for the reconstruction of the forms of apostolic
Church life and worship are comparatively slight,

and open to conflicting interpretations. It is

possible that the organization of the first Chris-
tian communities was more definite, and borrowed
more freely from contemporary social institutions
and usages than is shown by the incidental refer-

ences of our documents.
Two important distinctions in Church service

are to be observed: (1) between the clerical and
the charismatic ministry—the ministry of official

statu# and of personal gift, the former in some
degree presuming the latter, but the latter not of

necessity carrying with it the former ; (2) between
the local, congregational ministry and the itinerant,

missionary ministry— the bishops and deacons,
elected in the single community for its service,

belonging to the former ; to the latter, the apostles
and evangelists (Eph 4U, 2 Ti 45

, Ac 218
). Pro-

phets and teachers, such as Agabus and Apollos,
might labour in a single community or travel from
Church to Church, their gift not of itself carrying
with it local rule. Timothy is ‘ an evangelist ’

;

to this work he was ordained by the hands of Paul
and the local eldership at his setting out (1 Ti 414,
2 Ti l6). St. Paul’s other companions, presumably,
held the like travelling commission ; other powers
were conferred on them ad hoc, as in the case of
Titus when Paul’s delegate in Corinth or Crete.
As ‘ a called apostle of Christ Jesus,’ an equal of

the original Twelve, Paul claims the highest pre-

rogatives under the Lord Himself : he is ‘ father’
of his Churches, * master-builder ’ in the fabric of
Divine revelation, ‘ teacher of nations in faith and
truth’ (1 Co 310 414* 15

, 1 Ti 27, Ro l5* 6 1516~~°, Eph
37

"11
). The gospel of God he may therefore call

‘ my gospel,’ since its dispensation was committed
to him directly from the Lord. He does not
expect this claim to be admitted without proof,

but points to * the signs of the apostle ’ visible in
him, to the multitude of believers who were his
living ‘ letters of commendation,’ to the command-
ing inspiration of his word, to ‘the grace given*
to him and acknowledged by the Church leaders
at Jerusalem (2 Co 1212 13s 31-6, 1 Co 1437

, Eph 34,
Gal 27'9

). Yet he writes in the plural of the
‘ministers of Christ and stewards of God’s mys-
teries,’ including his fellow evangelists (1 Co 41,
2 Co l18, 19

) with himself. And ‘the fair deposit *

of his inspired word he commits, through those
who received it at his month, to the ‘ faithful men ’

whom they should choose, to the Church which is

the ‘ pillar and stay of the truth,’ above all to the
Lord who first gave the trust (1 Ti Vs 315 620

, 2 Ti
112-14 g2). In questions of doctrine, Paul claims
complete and incontestable authority ; in matters
of discipline, even the gravest, he requires the
free concurrence of the Church concerned (1 Co 5,

2 Co 2®, 2 Th 3®"1B
).
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CL further, for all the subjects discussed in this

(5) section, the art. Chuech.
6. Doctrine of the Kingdom of God.—The Jewish

idea of the kingdom of God (the perfect Divine
rule on earth to be established by the Messiah),
which was adopted and spiritualized by Jesus,
lies at the basis ot the Pauline system. St. Paul’s
4 kingdom of God and of Christ’ (known as Christ's

from His exaltation onwards : Eph l
20-22

, Ph 29
)

transcends all national, and even earthly bounds

;

its glory fills the horizon of faith, which stretches
indefinitely beyond death and the limits of sense.
The apostle’s doctrine of the Last Things comes

under this conception, which is both his alpha and
omega. As missionary of Christ, Paul 1 went along
heralding the kingdom 5 (Ac 2025 198 2S31

) ; his
hope in dying is that 4 the Lord will bring me safe
into his heavenly kingdom 9

(2 Ti 41S
). When a

Pharisee, he had sought legal righteousness not
to ensure his personal salvation so much as to
bring about for Israel’s sake, and for God’s glory,
the Messiah’s promised kingdom (Ac 267 etc.).

This goal the Christian apostle still pursues, see-

ing it in larger proportions and with a brighter
certainty. Tne Church never displaced the King-
dom in Paulinism (see eg. 1 Th 21

-). These are cor-
related, and not equivalent or rival terms. One
with its Head, the Church is the centre and mistress
of the Kingdom ; she furnishes it with citizens and
dignitaries (1 Co 6s

). But the Kingdom embraces
all orders of being (angels e.g., the mightiest of
them, no less than men, Col 210

),—the entire
system of things as subject to our Redeemer’s
sway [Tvh l

20-23
, Col l15

'20
, 1 Co IS24'28

,
Ph 29'n

).

As to tne seat of its power, the kingdom of the
Lord Christ is inward and spiritual. It is con-
cerned essentially with 4 righteousness and peace
and joy in the Holy Spirit

v (Ro 1417* 1S
, Col 216 - 20-

34. is
j pk 47^ its ways of rule are wholly opposite

to those associated with the Xpurrbs Kara (rdpica of
Judaism, to the external methods and perishing
glory of the Mosaic covenant. From this interior
world of the spirit, through the sanctified body, all

outward activity is to be dominated, and thus con-
formed to 4 the good and well-pleasing and perfect
will of God’ (Ro 12). See art. on Kingdom op
God,

{a) The Divine Sovereignty.—The doctrine of the
Kingdom rests on the presupposition of the absolute
sovereignty of God (see ii. 1, above)

—

4 the Creator,’
‘the blessed and only Potentate, King of those that
reign and Lord of those that have lordship, ’ 4 the
only God 5

(1 Ti1» 615* 16
, Ro l

25
). There is no appeal

against His judgments (e.g. in the reprobation of
Israel), no arresting of His decrees :

4 whom he
will he compassionates, whom he will he hardens’
(Ro 914

"21
). Faith adores this Potentate as 4 God

our Father 9

; despite appearances, 4 there is no
unrighteousness with God. 9

St. Paul chiefly con-
templates the Divine sovereignty in the aspect of
wisdom (Ro 3

1

33*38 1627
). God’s foreknowledge,

joined with His love, laid down the irpbQecns tQp
at&pw9 the plan unfolded in the successive periods
of human history (Eph 3U, Ro 8s8

,
2 Ti l9). This

purpose of the ages, centring in the mission of
Uhnst, is executed by Him 4 who worketh all
things after the counsel of his will’ (Eph l

11
, 1 Co

126). As a counsel of grace, the purpose is called
* good pleasure {ebdoida) of his will

9

; hidden
until Christ’s coming, it was 4 the mystery of his
will

9 (Eph l5* 9 3s* 9
, Ro 1623

’27
). As an orderly

disposing of men and things directed towards an
all-wise end, the counsel of grace becomes the
‘ dispensation {otKovoyla) of God 9 (Eph l 10 3s, 1 Ti l4)

;

in pursuance of this counsel, a special 4 dispen-
sation (or stewardship) of the grace of God’ is

committed to each of His ministers (I Co 917
,

Eph 3s, Col l25)—notably to St. Paul bimaAlf

—

its conditions, with those of every bestowment cl

grace, being determined by God’s sovereign good
pleasure in the interests of His kingdom (Ro I

s
,
Eph

24-7 32-11), Creation and redemption are parts of

one scheme, whose aim grows clearer as the ages

pass ; Christ is the point of unity to the mighty
movement (Col l 15'23

,
Eph l

10 310 - u
).

4 In the Christ

all things ’ must he 4 summed up.’

The 4
call ’ of God, both gracious and authorita-

tive—conveyed generally in the message of the
gospel, or particularly in some specific appoint-
ment---summons men to His service : the 4 called

saint
9
or 4 called apostle

5 (Ro l1* 6
, 1 Co l

2
)
is alike

the subject of a Divine vocation. Such calling

springs from an antecedent 4 choice ’
(election or

selection
,
&X077)), in which God’s wise foreknow-

ledge and gracious sovereignty are manifest (Ro
I S23* 29 * 33 9 11 ll 5

, 1 Th l4, 2 Th 213* 14
). The election

of believers Paul refers (Ro S28* 29
, Eph l4) to God’s

eternal counsel in Christ, since the future is known
to Him as the present, and His will attends His
knowledge :

4 whom he foreknew, he did also

foreordain.
9 4 Called ’ and 4 elect

9 are synonymous
expressions (I Co l 26* 27

)—not distinguished as in

Mt 2016
. St. Paul’s doctrine of election is not so

conceived as to negative freedom and the pre-

rogative of faith. By these God has sovereignly,

and eternally, conditioned His dealings with men.
See arts, on Election and Predestination.

(b) The Enemies of God.—In St. Paul’s view of

the kingdom of God its enemies are conspicuous.
Chief amongst them is Satan (the Adversary),
named in Eph and the Pastoral Epp. ‘the devil’

(calumniator) ; in 2 Co 614'16 4 Beliar/ as the
patron of heathen impurity and the antagonist
of Christ ; also 4 the god of this age 9

(2 Co 44 ),
4 the ruler of the dominion of the air

9 (Eph 22
),

4 the tempter 9

(1 Th 35
), ‘the evil one’ (2 Th 33,

Eph 616). Satanic powers, the Christian’s most
formidable enemies, are described in the plural

in Eph 612 as ‘the principalities, the dominions,
the world-rulers of this darkness, the spiritual

(forces) of wickedness. 9 In heathenism these
malignant forces have full sway; ‘demons 9

are
practically worshipped under the forms of the
idols (1 Co 1019

"21
). The lawlessness, uncleanness,

and moral darkness there prevailing constitute
Satan’s empire, which assumes the character of an
organized dominion— a ‘kingdom of darkness’
opposed to ‘the kingdom of the Son of God’s
love

3

(Col l28 ; comp. Jn 1430 etc.)—with a hierarchy
of powers under the direction of its chief, hearing
titles parallel to those assigned to the ranks of

God’s angels (Eph l21 , Col I16). (It seems likely that
Paul borrowed these distinctions in angelic rank
from popular speech, and employed them by way
of argumentum ad hominem). Paul’s conviction of

the existence of evil spirits is unmistakable, as was
that of Jesus. Satan first beguiled our race (2 Co
11s—‘the serpent’ ;

1 Ti 218* 14
), and is habitually

4 the tempter^ (I Th 35
,
2 Ti 226

). Paul’s 4 thorn in
the flesh' was 4 a messenger of Satan, 9

since it

hindered his work and provoked him to discontent
(2 Co 127, Gal 414

, 1 Th 2*8). Physical maladies and
death are, in some sense, under Satan’s jurisdiction

;

he is used as executor in Divine judgments of

this nature, which may turn notwithstanding to
the salvation of the sufferer (1 Co 5, 1 Ti l20 ; comp.
He 214

, 1 P 41
). The reign of death (Ro 514* 21

)
is

coextensive with the rule of ‘the god of this

wrorld
9

; only when ‘death, the last enemy, is

abolished, 9
shall God’s kingdom be consummated

(1 Co 1520*28- M
). St. Paul anticipates a last deadly

struggle in human history between these opposing
realms. ‘The mystery of lawlessness/ working
previously under restraint, will be allowed one day
a full manifestation (cf. Ro 713) ; and 4 the lawlesi
one/ Satan’s perfect embodiment (apparently, a
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self-deifying autocrat of universal power), * shall
be revealed, whom the Lord shall destroy

5 by His
coming (2Th 23’12

). Nowhere more decidedly than
in this field of thought does Paul show himself
the child of Judaism. See, further, art. Man
of Sin.

(c) The Consummation. — The Divine kingdom
embraces in its scope present mundane affairs ; the
* powers that be are ordained of God, 5

e.g. those of
Borne though heathen and corrupt ; the magistrate
is ‘God’s servant to thee for good,

5 enforcing His
laws in the civil state (Ro 131'7

}. Throughout the
perishing f fashion of this world 5 Paul recognizes
the will of Him ‘of whom and for whom are all

things,
5— the demands of duty, the exercise of

conscience; a realm where, despite ‘the god of

this world, 5 the true God leaves Himself at no
point without witness or without authority.
But the Kingdom belongs in its proper manifes-

tation and glory to the future. In ‘ this present
evil world

5

it is hidden and thwarted, realized at
best only ‘in part

5 and with ‘groanings 5

; its

bestowments are no more than an earnest and
firstfruit, the experience of a babe, in comparison
of ‘the glory that shall be revealed to us-ward 5

(Ro 818-25
, 1 Co 138

*12
, 2 Co 416-55

). It is ‘through
much tribulation

5 that we shall reach the goal and
‘enter into the kingdom of God. 5 Hope, there-
fore, plays a leading part in St. Paul’s teaching,
by the side of faith and love. The certainty of the

consummation of the kingdom of God crowns his
theology, and determines it throughout as the end
determines the way. The aims of Paul’s life, as
of the whole NT teaching, converge upon ‘ the
kingdom and glory

5

yet to come. The following
chief points may be noted in the apostle’s doctrine
of the Last Things :

—

(a) The moral perfection of each believer, and
the collective perfection of the Churchy are the
ends of the apostle’s ministry as of Christ’s own
sacrifice (Col l20

’22* 27* 28
, Bph S25"27

, Tit 34
‘7

, 1 Th
219. ao 312. 13 523

> Pk 215-18), This inner glory and true
wealth of God’s kingdom, now being acquired

(2 Co 318, Ro 8s0,
9s3), shall shine forth at ‘ the un-

veiling of the sons of God, 5 when state shall corre-

spond to character and the ‘ spiritual body 5

to the
worth and needs of the informing spirit. On the
other hand, it is well known that ‘ the unrighteous
shall not inherit the kingdom of God 5

(1 Co 69 etc.).

Their ‘ end shall be according to their works 5 (Ro
2®-9

, 2 Co ll15
, 2 Ti 414).

(/S) The resurrection of the body is necessary to

the realization of the life of the spirit. St. Paul
knows nothing of Hellenic or Oriental dualism.
The body is not the detachable envelope, but the
proper organ of the spirit. Its existing form of

flesh and blood perishes, but only to be reconstituted

in fitter fashion. It is true that in 1 Co 1512 etc.

Paul thinks only of ol tov Xpurrov ; but if the
wicked exist in the world to come, they too must
have an appropriate bodily form 5 there is nothing
in the Epp. inconsistent with the statement of Ac
2415

,
‘ that there shall be a resurrection both of just

and unjust’ (cf. Jn 5"). In the risen Christ Paul
sees ‘ the firstfruit of them that have fallen asleep

5

;

the certainty and the hind of the harvest are evi-

denced by tins first ripened sheaf (1 Co 1520). The
fact that ‘Jesus died and rose again 5 assures our
faith that the Christian dead shall return, with
Him (1 Th 413* 14). The saints found alive at the
irapovaia, shall be transformed, the natural body
giving place to the spiritual, and ‘ the mortal 5

in

them being ‘swallowed up of life
5

(1 Co 1549_5S,

2 Co 51"4).

(7) On the intermediate state Paul has no reve-

lation. ‘Sleep ,

5 Jesus5 name for death, implies

comparative quiescence (cf. Rev 141S), yet without
unconsciousness or torpor. The apostle expects * to

depart and be with Christ, which is very far better,
5

—in some communion nearer than the earthly;
hence ‘to die is gain’ (Ph l21-23, 2 Co 56

*8
; cf. Lk 2343

).

In his earliest Epp., up to 1 Co, the interval before
the Parousia appears inconsiderable ( ‘ the time is

short,
5

1 Co 7s9
) ; Paul includes himself with those

alive at the Lord’s return (I Th 47). Afterwards the
Advent receded in his view ; when writing 2 Co,
he anticipated a martyr’s death and was ‘ bearing
about the dying of the Lord Jesus 5

(4
7’18

). This ex-
perience effected ‘ a marked change in the Pauline
eschatology 5

(Sabatier, Ap. Pauly on 2 Co 4. 5)

;

St. Paul’s earlier, half-Judaistic idea of a visible
advent, a universal resurrection of the sleeping
dead and a great judgment-scene, gave place, it

is said, to the more spiritual theory of the soul’s

entrance through death into its perfected heavenly
state and full communion with Christ. Similarly,
Beyschlag {NT Theology, ii. pp. 268-272) ; and, with
limitations, Kabisch (Eschatologie d. Paulus, 296-
305) ; Pfleiderer thinks that the apostle held in
his mind the two conceptions, Judaic and Hellen-
istic, unassimilated (.Paulinismus 2

, pp. 274-289).
This interpretation is incorrectly deduced from
2 Co 51*9 (see Meyer and Klopper, ad loc.

;

Weiss,
NT Theol. § 96<tf). The apostle says (0

1
) that ‘ if

the earthly tabernacle should be dissolved, we
have an eternal house in the heavens, 5—not that we
enter it at once, hut it belongs to us (as ctvvkXtj-

povbyoL Xpurrou) and awaits us. He sighs for this

heavenly house ; without stripping off* the present
body, he longs to ‘put on over it

5
(iwepducracrQcu)

the other,—were it only possible for him to be
found ‘not naked 5

(bodiless), but still in the flesh

at the Lord’s coming (w.2-4
). Though weary of

the earthly tabernacle, Paul’s Jewish imagination
shuddered at the naked, houseless state of the
dead. But he has gathered a great comfort which
dispels the dread of dissolution ; he is now £ well-
pleased to leave home in departing from the body,’
for he will be ‘at home with the Lord 5

(vv. 5'9
).

‘The dead in Christ
5
are His guests in Paradise

(1 Th 414* 16
; cf. Lk 23^, 2 Co 124). Thus the sense

of indissoluble union with Christ delivered the
apostle from the pangs of Sheol, which came upon
him in the interval between 1 and 2 Co (2 Co P 5s

,

1 Th 510
, Col l28 3X“4 ; see p. 711b ). The Advent and

Judgment were as necessary to the consummation
of the kingdom of God, in St. Paul’s belief, after
he wrote 2 Co as before (see 510* 11

, also Col 34).
The chiliastie doctrine of a twofold resurrection

has no support from Paul ;
when he writes (1 Th 416

)

‘ the dead in Christ shall risefirst,' that means not,

before the other dead rise, but before ‘ the living
5

are ‘ caught up ’ to join them. In 2 Co 519 bad and
good appear side by side at Christ’s tribunal, as in
Ac 1730* 31 and in the scene of Mt 2581

"46
. There is

no reason to think that the apostle departed from
the doctrine of his Master concerning the general
resurrection and universal judgment.

(5) The second coming of the Lord Jesus closes

the horizon of St. Paul’s Christian thought, and
ushers in the end of all things. The Advent shines
vividlyin the first three and last three of his Epistles.

The 7Tapovata of 1 and 2 Th and I Co becomes the
frn<t>dv€ia of the Pastorals (also 2 Th 28)—a glorious
Divine manifestation, such as, indeed, the first

coming was in its kind (Tit 211
, 2 Ti l10). This

expectation rested on the explicit promise of Jesus,
and on the prophecies of the Messianic salvation
and ‘the day of the Lord 5

as yet unfulfilled (Ac
1781, Ro 25-16

, I Th 51'4
, 2 Th 28

, 1 Co 1554
), but

especially upon the sense of the glory due to Christ
Himself (Ph 25*11). The Parousia is ‘the mani-
festation of the glory of the great God and our
Saviour Christ Jesus r

; therefore it is ‘ the blessed
hope 5

(Tit 21S
,
2 Th 214). The great day of the

Lord, the goal of prophecy, becomes ‘ the day of
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Christ/ His resurrection began, the triumphal
advent of the Lord Jesus shall complete. His vin-

dication, He will descend from heaven in a visible
4 body of glory 5

(1 Th l10, Ph 320* 21
}, surrounded

by angels, and ‘in fixe of flame’ terrible and fatal

to His enemies (2 Th l7
*9 2s, 1 Th 416

, 1 Co 1552
).

At His word, uttered by the archangel’s trumpet,
the dead rise, the living saints are transformed
and lifted from the earth ; all assemble before Him
for judgment, and with body and spirit, reunited
‘each shall receive the things done in the body,
whether good or had,’ ‘reaping corruption’ or 4

life

eternal
5 according as he sowed to nesh or spirit

(2 Co 510
, Gal 6™). So ‘ we shall all be mani-

fested
5—

‘ the day shall disclose each man’s work,
the fire shall test’ its worth (1 Co 312

”15
, Eo 26'11).

It might seem—indeed it has been asserted-
that Paul thus reverts at the end to the principle

of salvation by works which he overthrew at the
beginning. But, as we have seeu (ii. 3 (c)), the
faith that justifies, operating through love, is the
spring of all worthy living, while * works of law,’

wrought under constraint and fear, are no ‘good
works.’ Faith justifies the believer now ; the
‘work of faith* shall commend him then. God,
who sees the fruit in the germ and ‘calls the
things that are not as things that are

5 (Eo 417
),

judges according to truth both first and last.

The judgment-seat of Christ is the proximate

f
oal of revelation. There the final settlement of

mnan affairs takes place, the dinoirment of the
drama of history,—of the successive dispensations
of God’s righteousness and grace to mankind.
When death has been abolished and all Christ’s

enemies, human or superhuman, have received
sentence from His mouth, ‘ then cometh the end ’

;

He ‘yields up the kingdom to God, even to the
Father 5

; and ‘the Son himself shall be subjected
to him that put all things under him, that God
may be all in all

5

(1 Co 1524
'28

). For the mission
on which the Father sent forth His Son is then
fulfilled: the Lordship of Jesus is acknowledged
throughout creation (Ph 210* u

) ; Christ lays at the
Father’s feet the homage of a reconciled universe
rendered to Himself, the love of a multitude
of obedient sons made perfect in Himself, the
praise and service of the Church of the redeemed
united with Himself for ever. His own subjection
as a Son to the Father displays the absolute one-
ness of the Godhead, whose glory streams through
all realms of being in unchecked and unbounded
plenitude. Thus God the Father is eternally
supreme, and 4 grace reigns through righteous-
ness unto eternal life.

5

See, further, under
Eschatology of NT.
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an excellent sketch ; A. limner, Theol. des NT; J. Bovon, Thfo
logie du NT CL’Enseignement d. Apdtres’) ; H. J. Holtzmann,
Lehrbuch d. NT Theologie ; W. F. Adeney, Theol. of the NT—
a good outline ; A. S. Peake in Guide to Biblical Study.
R. J. Knowling, in his Witness of the Epp., examines theit

relation to the teaching of Jesus Christ (defending incidentally
the authenticity of the Hauptbriefe). This subject has been
investigated earlier by O. Thenius, Das Evangelium ohm
Evangelism; H. Paret, Paulus u. Jesus

; J. H. Huraut, Paul,
a-t-il connu le Christ historique $ F. Roos, Die Briefe d Ap
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Paulus u. d. Reden d. JSerm Jem

;

it is touched, on by P.
Ewald in his Hauptproblem d. Evangelien,

I. Special Doctrinal Topics.—C. Holsten, * Die Bedeutung d.
Wortes a-a.pl bei P.’ (in Zum Evang. d. Paul. u. d. Petr.) ; H. H.
Wendt, Die Begrife Fleisch u. Geist ; W. P. Dickson, St.
PauPs me of the terms Flesh and Spirit ; H. Ludemann, Die
Anthropologic d. Ap. Paulus

; Th. Simon, Die Psychologic d.
Ap. Paulus

; H. F. T. L. Emesti, Vom Ursprwnge d. Sunde
naeh P., and Ethik d. Ap. Paulus

; E. M6n£goz, Le Pichi, et la
Redemption d’aprbs St. Paul ; A. Sabatier, L’Origine du
P&ch6 (Appendice to L'apOtre P.3) ; P. Wemle, Der Christ u.
d. Sunde bei Paulus

;

A. Zahn, Das Gesetz Gottes nach d.
Lehre u. d. Erfahrung d. Ap. P.2

;
R. A. Lipsius, Die paul.

Rechtfertigungslehre ; Th. Haring, dixcuoo-Ovv Qtov bei Paulus ;

W. Karl, Beitrage z. Verstandniss d. soteriol. Erfahrungen u.
Spekulationen a. Ap. P.; 0. Schader, Die Bedeutung d. leben-
digen Christus f. die Reehfertig. nach P.; J. F. Rabiger, de
Christologia Paulina ; R. Schmidt, Die paul. Christologie ; J.
Gloel, Der heil. Geist in d. Heilsverkundigung d. Paulus ; H.
Gunkel, Die Wirkungen d. heil. Geistes ; W. Beyscblag, Die
paul. Theodicie

; E. Kuhl, Zur paul. Theodicte ; K. Muller, Die
gdttl. Zuvorersehung u. Erwahlung nach d. Ev. Paulus ; J.
Dalmer, Die Erwahlung Israels nach Paulus ; R. Kabisch, Die
Eschatologie d. Paulus ; E. Teichmann, Die paul. Vorstel-
lungen von Auferstehung u. Gericht ; O. Everting, Die paul.
Angelologie u. Damonologie ; H. Vollmer, Die alttest. Citate
bei Paulus

; F. Zimmer, Das Gebet nach d. paul. Schriften.
K. Commentaries.—For works of exegesis on particular Epp.

see special articles. For the Epp. as a whole, or m considerable
sections : of Gr. Fathers, Origen (Fragg. in Epp. P.), Chrysostom
(followed by the rest), Theod. Mops., Theodoret, John of Damas-
cus, Theophylact, CEcumenius; of the Latins, Ambrosiaster,
Pelagius. In the Middle Ages, Thom. Aquinas, Expositio in
mines epp. S. Pauli. At the Revival of Learning, Laurentius
Valla, Collatio (bearing on text); Nicholas k Lyra. J. Oolet,
with his Lectures on St. Paul's Epp and Erasmus (In N'T
Annotationes) led the way in the Reformation period ; J. Calvin
towers above all others (In NT Commentarii), followed by
Th. Beza (Interpretatio and Annotationes in NT), with the
Rom. Oath. G. Estius (Commentt. in Epp.) for a worthy rival

;

Cornelius k Lapide and Beraardinus a Piconio (Epp. P. tri-

partita expositio : richly spiritual) are R.C. interpreters of the
17th cent., Hugo Grotius (Annott. in NT—humanistic and
Arminian) the chief Prot. exegete ; John Locke wrote a char-
acteristicParaphrase and Notes on Gal., 1 and 2 Cor., Ro., Eph.;
J. Pierce, ‘ after the manner of Mr. Locke,’ on Col., Phil., Eeb.
(of distinct value)

; J. J. Wetstein,NT Grcecum, rich in classical
and Jewish illustration. J. A, Bengel opens the modern period,
^'fch his inimitable Gnomon NT ; J. F. Flatt, early in this
cent., Commentar uberRomer . . . Titus, in 5 vols.; then fol-

lowed the standard critical works of W. M. L. de Wette, H. A.
W. Meyer (tr.; re-edited since his death in Germany by various
eading scholars). J. C. K. von Hofmann’s exposition, Die
hi. Schrift NT untersucht

,

and H. Ewald’s Die Sendschreiben
d. A p. Paulus, are of special value for Paul. The recent Kurzge-
fassUv Kommentar (ed. Zockler) and Handcommentar z. NT
(Schml“dyl, Lipsius, v. Soden) continue the task of scientific
exegesis m Germany—the former in a conservative, the latter
in a critical sense. In England, St. Paul has attracted our best
exegetical scholarship: H. Alford and 0. Wordsworth have
interpreted the whole Gr. Test.; J. B. Lightfoot, Gal., Phil.,
Col. and Philem., with posthumous Notes on Epp. of Paul

,

covering 1 and 2 Th, 1 Co 1-7, Ro 1-7, Eph 11*14
; 0. J.

Ellicott, all the Epp. except Ro and 2 Co (in 6 vols.) ; B. Jowett,
1 and 2 Thess Ro., Gal. (a continuous work) ; J. Eadie, Gal.-
2 Thess. (5 vols.); J. A. Beet, Ro.-Col. (4 vols.) ; M. F. Sadler, all
the Epp.; J. R. Boise, Notes, Critical and Explan., on the Gr.
Text of PauVs Epp. (New York); various writers, in the
Intemat. Crit. Comm., Speaker's Comm., Popular Comm., NT
Comm, for Eng. Readers, Pulpit Comm., Expositor's Bible and
Gr. Test., Carrib. Gr. Test, and Bible for Schools, etc. R.
Whately’s Essays on some Difficulties in the Writings of St.
Paul is worth consulting. In French, H. Oltramare has written

onRo. and 1 Co. (t? ; 4 vols.) ; L. Bonnet, Dpitres de Paul*.
0. Clemen, Einheitlichkeit d. paulin. Briefe (1894), digests

recent hypotheses of interpolation and compilation in the Epp.,
attempting a reconstruction on his own part.

G. G. Findlay.

PAULUS, SERGIUS (^pytos UavXos, Sergius
Paulus).— During what is generally called St.

Paul’s First Missionary Journey he visited
Paphos in the island of Cyprus. There he and
Barnabas were summoned to appear before Sergius
Paulus, the proconsul {AV deputy), a man of
understanding (awerbs), in whose train was one
Elymas or Bar-jesus, a Magics. The proconsul,
who ‘sought to hear the word of God,’ appears
to have Been at least impressed; and Elymas
is said to have attempted to turn him aside
from the faith. At St. Paul’s rebuke, Elymas
becomes blind for a season; and the proconsul,
we are told, ‘when he saw what was done, be-
lieved, being astonished at the teaching of the
Lord* (Ac IS6-12). It may he added that for

the first time we are told (v. 9) that the second
' name of Saul was Paul. That name is used

|

henceforth in the narrative, and from this time
Paul and not Barnabas seems to take the leading
place.

The Sergii were a Roman patrician gens (cf

Verg. Aen. v. 121 : ‘ Sergestusque domus tenet a quo
Sergia nomen ’) ; and Paulus was a cognomen in use
in this and other gentes. There was a L. Sergius
Paulus consul in A.D. 168, and another consul
suffectus at some date unknown. In the Index of
Authors to Pliny’s Natural History (bk. i.), a
Sergius Paulus is twice mentioned as an authority
for Books ii. and xviii.; and in both, as Lightfoot
shows, Pliny seems to give special information
about Cyprus. The suggestion of identity is in-

teresting, but of course very uncertain
; it accords

with the fact that the proconsul has a magus
, a

man of science, in his train. That Sergius Paulus
is rightly described as proconsul is undoubted. At
the original distribution of the provinces Cyprus was
under the emperor (B.C. 27), but in B.c. 22 it was
transferred with Gallia Narbonensis to the senate,
the emperor receiving Dalmatia in exchange (Dio
Cassius, Hii. 12, liv. 4). At a later date under
Hadrian it was again governed by a propraetor and
was imperial, probably owing to the Jewish insur-
rection. Inscriptions, two dating from the years
51, 52 (CIS 2631, 2632), and coins of the 1st cent.,
clearly mention the island as governed by pro-
consuls. Of these the most interesting is one dis-

covered by Cesnola (Cyprus, p. 425), ana accurately
published by Hogarth (Devia Cypria

, pp. 113, 115).
It runs as follows :

e Apollonius to his father . . .

son of . . . and his mother Artemidora, daughter
of . . . consecrated the enclosure and this monu-
ment according to your own (his parents) command,
. . . having filled the offices of clerk of the markets,
prefect, town clerk, high priest, and having been
in charge of the record office. Erected on the
25th of the month Demarchexnsius in the year 13.

He also revised the senate by means of assessors
in the time of the proconsul Paulus.’ The date of
the inscription is probably A.D. 55, and the re-

vision of the senate presumably took place nine
years previously. As Hogarth says (op. cit. p. 115),
‘there can be no good reason for doubting our
identification, which would unquestionably have
been proposed and hardly disputed had Sergius
Paulus been known from any other source than
the New Testament/
The question has been raised ; Is there any con-

nexion between the Gentile name of the apostle,
Paulus, and the name of the proconsul? The
answer must he in the negative. Paul, as a Roman
citizen by birth, wonld have his Roman nomen,
prcenomen, and cognomen, and the resemblance of
names, therefore, is only a coincidence. The
Gentile name is here used in the Acts for the first

time, because for the first time the apostle is in
contact with Gentiles. See, further, art. Paul,
p. 697 f.

Literature.—

L

ightfoot, Essays on Supernatural Religion,
pp. 292-297 ; Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller, pp. 73-88.

A. C. Headlam.
PAVEMENT (nsrjD, nsfj; Bacns, barpoorov,

irepLcrTvkov).

—

In early days the floors of houses no
doubt were simply of beaten earth, but gradually
people learned to make some kind of cement,
with which to harden the floor, from the admix-
ture of lime, bitumen, or oil. At the present day
a hard cement is used in cisterns and floors in
Palestine, made by mixing red earth with olive
oil ; and during the PEF excavations (1867-71)
ancient tanks were discovered in which this cement
had been used, which was of a very tenacious
description, breaking with a conchoidal fracture,
The floors of houses of the wealthy were seldom
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ooarded, but were paved with cement, stone, marble
and mosaics, bricks, tiles, etc. Many of tie floors

of the palaces in Chaldsea and Assyria were merely
beaten earth. In the recent PEF excavations
[Quarterly Statement, July 1899, 181) at Tell Zak-
arfya the floors of the houses are found to be of
mud and ashes, grouted with small pebbles, about
3 inches thick, with an uneven surface. During
the PEF excavations at Jerusalem (1887-71) a large
number of floors of houses of the poorer (?) classes
were examined, and found to consist of rough
cubes of marble laid in some kind of white cement.
In better houses those cubes were set in patterns.
In some of the houses large flags or paving
stones were used, and these were sometimes of

polished marble. The great street outside the
temple enclosure was found during the excavation
to be paved with white marble, as described by
Josephus [Ant XX. ix. 7) :

4 Herod Agrippa did
not obstruct the people when they desired that
Jerusalem might be paved with white stone.

5

* Solomon laid a causeway of black stones along
the roads that led to Jerusalem, both to render
them easy for travellers and to manifest his riches
and grandeur 5

(ib.m vii. 4). This no doubt was
basalt. In the ruins of Babylon the pavements
of roofs, courts, and chambers are composed of
two layers of burnt brick with a thick layer of
asphalt underneath (Perrot and Chipiez, i. 156).

Bassam tells us that he found at Abou Abba
(Sippara) in Chaldsea a chamber paved with
asphalt, much in the same fashion as a road or
street in London or Paris [ib. ii. 401).

There were three kinds of pavements or flooring
in the Assyrian palaces—beaten earth, brick pave-
ments, and limestone slabs (Place, Ninive, i. 295).
In the palace of Sargon nearly every chamber
except those of the harem had a floor of beaten
earth, like those in a modem fellah’s house. Even
in the most sumptuous hall there was no exception
to this rule. These floors were probably covered
with mats or cloth carpets. In the harem cham-
bers at Khorsabad, as well as in the open courts
and terraces, a very carefully laid pavement is

found, composed of two layers of large bricks with
a thick bed of sand between them, the lower course
of bricks being set in a bed of bitumen which
separates it from the earth and prevents any
dampness passing either np or down. In some of
the harem rooms, courts, and vestibules, before the
gates of the city, and in paths across wide open
spaces, a limestone pavement has been found.
Thus stones are often seen there 3 feet square
and 2 feet 6 inches thick ; but they are not cubical,
but rather of the shape of a reversed pyramid,
roughly hewn on all sides except the base, which
is uppermost. They are laid without mortar or
cement, and are singularly durable (Perrot and
Chipiez, i. 239).

As bitumen was obtainable at Jerusalem, it is

possible that it may have been used in the con-
struction of floors of palaces and large houses.
Josephus [BJ IY. viil. 4) tells us that the Dead Sea
casts up black clods of bitumen which float on the
water and are drawn into the ships, and then used
for caulking ships and for medicine. At the present
day bitumen is now and then cast up and brought
to Jerusalem.
In Egypt, where stone was plentiful, the temple

courts were usually paved with flagging. Strabo,
in describing the plans of temples of Egypt gener-
ally (XVII. i. 25), says that at the entrance into the
temenos is a paved floor, in breadth about a
plethrum or even less, its length three or four
times as great. In front of the Great Pyramid
of Gizeh is still a great pavement, which is thus
described by Petrie {Great Pyramid

, 14) ; * This
basalt pavement is a magnificent work, which

covered more than a third of an acre. The blocks
of basalt are all sawn and fitted together ! Round
the pyramid itself, and extending some distance,

about 500 feet on each side, was a limestone pave-
ment about 21 inches thick.

5

Wilkinson (Anc. Egypt, ii. 115) says that the
floors of houses in Egypt were sometimes made of

stone, or a composition of lime and other materials.

The references to pavements and floors in the
Bible are not numerous, and refer generally to the
temple. The floor of the temple of Solomon was
made of ‘boards of fir

5 or cypress (1 K 615 * 10 * 30
)

overlaid with gold. King Aliaz took down the
sea from off the brazen oxen, and put it on a pave-
ment (nsrjD) of stone, 2 K 1617

. At the dedication
of the temple at Jerusalem by king Solomon, * they
bowed themselves with their faces to the ground
upon the pavement (nsfi), and worshipped, 5 2 Ch 73.

The pavement (n|fi) in the bedroom of the palace
of the king of Persia was of red, white, yellow, and
black marble, Est l6. There was a pavement (nfri)

in the temple of Ezekiel (Ezk 4017 - 18 42s, and see
Davidson on 41s

).

The dust of the floor of the tabernacle is spoken
of as though the floor was of beaten earth (Nu 517).
The very beautiful pavements found all over Pales-
tine in recent years are nearly all of a compara-
tively late period, i.e. since the Roman occupation.
See also Gate, House, Roof, Walls.
For the ‘pavement 5

^kidbcrrporrov) of Jn 1913 see
Gabbatha. C. Waeeen.

PAVILION is formed (through Fr. pavilion) from
Lat. papilio, which meant a * butterfly,

5 and also
(from the resemblance to a butterfly's outspread
wings) a tent. Tindale, in his ‘ Prologe to Exodus, 5

explains Tabernacle as ‘ an house made tentwise,
or as a pavelion.

5 Pavilion is the tr. in AV of ijd

sok in Ps 27®, and of n|p sukkah in 2 S 2212
, 1 K

2013- 16
, Ps 18lx 3120 (to which RV adds Job 3629 and

Is 46 for AV ‘ tabernacle 5

). Elsewhere sok occurs
in Ps 109 (nsDp, AV and RV ‘in his den 5

), 762 (AV
and RV ‘tabernacle,

5 RVm ‘covert 5

), and Jer 253S

(AV and RV ‘ covert 5
). Sukkah is of frequent oc-

currence, and is rendered ‘booth
5
or ‘tabernacle, 5

once ‘ tent
5

(2 S 1

1

13
). Besides these, metf shaphrur

(l£er§ ties?) in its single occurrence, Jer 4310
, is tr.

‘ royal pavilion
5 (RVm ‘ glittering pavilion 5

). RV
has also given ‘ pavilion

5
in Nu 25s, with m. ‘ alcove 5

for AV ‘tent
5

(Heb. np$). See Booth, Tabee-
nacle. Tent. J. Hastings.

PE (2).—The seventeenth letter of the Hebrew
alphabet, and as such employed in the 119th Psalm
to designate the 17th part, each verse of which
begins with this letter. It is transliterated in this
Dictionary hyp orph.

PEACE, the tr11 in OT of the Heb. shaUm
(from the root ;$ ‘to be whole 5

)=‘ wholeness, 5

‘soundness, 5 hence health, wellbeing, prosperity;
more particularly, peace as opposed to war, con-
cord as opposed to strife ; in NT it is trn of the Gr.
elprjvT} (which in LXX ordinarily translates DiV),
‘peace,

5

‘quiet,
5
as opposed to war or strife, hence

security, safety, prosperity.
The fundamental meaning of is prosperity,

wellbeing, good of any kind (Ges. ), a meaning
which reappears in the Gr. elprjvT}. (So Ps 1227,
peace and prosperity ; Is 527, Jer 297 peace as
opposed to evil ; 1 Th 5s peace and safety ; Ac
24-).

_
In this sense it is used in the formulae of

greeting [Is it well—Heb. peace

—

with thee ? 2K 426
,

Gn 298, cf. Gn 3714
; Peace be unto you, Lk 24s6,

Jn 2019* 21' 35
) or of dismissal [Go in peace, 1 S l17

2042, 2 S 159, Mk 5s4, Lk S48
, Ac 15s® ; cf. tl e bless-

ing, Nu 628
). In a secondary sense it is used ci -

peace as opposed to war (Ec 38 ‘ a time for war and
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a time for peace,
9 Jg 417, 1 S 714, Lie 1432

, Ac 1220
,

Rev 64), of concord as opposed to strife (Ob 7
,

Ps 28s, Jer 98 ; cf. Mt 1034, 1 Co 715
,
Eph 43

).

Hence the expression 4man of one's peace
3

for an
intimate friend (Ps 419 ‘mine own familiar friend

9

;

Jer 2010
- SB22). In this sense God Himself is said to

he a God, not of confusion hut of peace (1 Co 14s3).
Hence He requires peace of men (Zee 816

, Ps 3414

3520
, Ro 1417, 1 Co 71{

C Eph 4s
, He 1214). Those who

practise it He rewards (Ja 318
,
cf, Mt 59), hut those

who disregard it are punished (Is 59s* 9
,
Ro 317).

In the primary sense of prosperity, peace is a
blessing oi which God alone is the author (Is 457

4

1, J", make peace and create evil
9

; cf. Job 252
,

Ps I4714), and which He bestows upon the right-

eous (Gn 1515 Abraham ; 2 K 2220 Josiah ; Ps 37s7

the perfect man ; Ps 119165 those who love God’s
law ; Pr 32 those who follow the divine Wisdom

;

cf. Ps 48
, Joh 524

, Is 32
17 4And the work of righteous-

ness shall he peace; and the effect of righteous-
ness, quietness, and confidence for ever.

9

Cf. also
Ja 318}. It is a gift which God desires to impart
to allJEtis people (Jer 2911), hut which He is often
unable to grant because of their sins (Is 4818

, Jer
410

;
cf. vJ4

). For there can he no peace to the
wicked (Is 4822 5721

). Those who hope for it, while
continuing in their iniquity, are self-deceived

(Jer 614 811
, Ezk 1310* w

).

Among the blessings to which Israel looks
forward in the Messiajiic time none Is more
emphasized than peace. "'7TEe .covenant which
God made with the fathers at the first (Nu 2513

,

Lv 266
, Mai 25- 6

), and for the fulfilment of which
the prophets confidently look, is a covenant of
eace (Is 5410

, Ezk 3425 3726
). The messenger who

rings tidings of the coming salvation is one who
publishes peace (Is 527, Nah l15 ). The Messiah
Himself is the Prince of Peace (Is 9®

; cf. Mic 55
,

Zee 613
). Of the increase of His government and

peace there shall he ho end (Is 97 ). In His days
the righteous shall flourish, and abundance of
peace till the moon he no more (Ps 72s* 7

). Psalmist
and prophet alike are full of pictures of the time
when J" shall bless His people with peace (Ps 2911

)

;

when the meek shall inherit the land and delight
themselves in the abundance of peace (Ps 37n );

when peace shall be within the walls of Jerusalem
(Ps 1227 ) ;

in the temple (Hag 29) ; when men shall

go in with joy and be led forth with peace (Is 5512
;

cf. 5413) ; when the very officers shall he peace and
the exactors righteousness (Is 6017

) ; when peace
shall extend to Jerusalem like a river and the
glory of the nations like an overflowing stream
(Is 6612

) ; nay, when God shall speak peace to the
very Gentiles (Zee 910

). Even Jeremiah, bitter in his
denunciations of those who cry peace when there
is no peace, and prophesy before the time (410 614
8ii i4« 2317 289

), is firm in his belief that a time is

coming when God will reveal to His people abund-
ance of peace and truth (336 ).

The NT shares with OT the view of peace as
a characteristic of the Messianic time (Lk l79 214

1938
, Ac 10s®). In this sense is probably to be

understood the greeting of the disciples on their

missionary journey (Mt 1012* 13
, Lk 10s* 6

). The
go^ndof the Messiah is expressly called a gospel
of peaceTETpE 6lg, Ac 1086). As such It is opposed
to alTstrife and confusion. Jesus Himself is the
great pegLce-maker, who, by preaching peace to

those who are near and to those who are afar off,

and reconciling both to God, has Himself become
-our peace (Eph 214f

*
; cf. Mic 55

, He Melchize-
dek, HMg of Peace, as a type of Christ). Hence,
while Goa is frequently called in NT the God of

peace (Ro 1533 16*>, 2 Co 13“ Ph 49
,
1 Th 5» 2 Th

316, He 1320 ), we have reference not merely to the
peace of God (Ph 47), but to the peace of Christ

(Col ; cf. the apostolic salutations. 4 Grace to

you, and peace from God our Father and from the
Lord Jesus Christ,

5 Ro l 7 and often). Thus in His
farewell words to His disciples Jesus represents
peace as a gift to them from Himself (Jn 1427 1633 :

4 My peace I give unto you. These things have I
spoken to you, that in me ye may have peace 9

).

Characteristic of NT is the view of peace as the
present possession of the Christian. In a single
case it is used by St. Saul of that future blessed-
ness which is to be expected by the righteous at
the Parousia (Ro 210

), but in general it denotes a
state of the Christian in this present life. It is so
used by Jesus in His farewell promise (Jn 1427

16s3
),

4 My peace I give unto you. It is regularly
so represented by St. Paul. Cf . Ro 86 4 The mind
of the Spirit is life and peace 9

; Ro 1513 4Now the
God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in
believing

9

; 2 Th 316 4 The Lord of peace give you
peace at all times in all ways 9

; Col 315 4 Let the
peace of Christ rule in your hearts

5

; Ro 51 4 We
have peace with God through our Lord Jesus
Christ

5

(so Lipsius, Hdcom. ii. pt. 2, 108 ; Cremer,
Lex. 364 et al who read fyopev hi place of the better
attested exwyev). In this connexion peace acquires
the technical meaning of 4 the tranquil state of a
soul assured of its salvation through Christ, and so
fearing nothing from God, and content with its

earthly lot, of whatever sort it be 9 (Thayer, Lex.

182). As such it is the direct result of the redemp-
tion of Christ (Eph 216* 17

), and consists primarily in
a state of conscious reconciliation with God (Ro 51

),

though often used in a broader sense to denote all

the blessings which accompany and flow from that
reconciliation (so 2 Th 313

, and in the apostolic
greetings, Ro l7, 1 Co Is, and often).

Literature. — Oremer, Bib. Theol. Lex. sub etpnvy

;

Weiss,
Bib. Theol. of NT, Index ; Wordsworth, The One Religion
(BL

,

1881), 217-336. See also H. Allon, Indwelling Christ, 106

;

R. W. Church, Cathedral and University Sermons, 144 ; J. B.
Lightfoot, Sermons in St. Paul's, 136 ;

F. W. Robertson,
Sermons, iii. 130, Human Race, 305; T. Binney, Sermons in
King'8 Weigh-house Chapel, ii. 79, 94, 106, 121.

W. Adams Brown.
PEACE-OFFERING.—See Sacrifice.

PEACOCKS (Q'gn and D'pin tukkiyyim).—Theword
4 peacocks 9

occurs in two passages, 1 K 1022 (where
LXX seems to have translated it by ireXeKTjrol

= 4 things [sc. \L8ol, stones] carved by an axe 9

)

and 2 Ch 921 (where LXX omits the word). The
Yulg. in both has pavi. A third place in which
AY gives ‘peacock 9

(Job 3913) has another Heb.
original (oun rendnim), which doubtless refers to
the ostrich, as in RV. As we have no reason to

doubt the correctness of the rendering 4 peacocks 9

for tukkiyyim, this stately bird, Pavo cristatm
,
L.,

was doubtless imported by Solomon either direct

from India (? Ophir=Abhira) or from some port
to which Hiram’s sailors had brought it from India
(see Chevne in Expos. Times, July 1898, p. 472).

Sir E. Tennant ( Ceylon, ii. 102) has shown that
the Tamil name of 4 peacocks 9

is tokei, apparently
a cognate of tukkiyyim. It is very abundant in

the forests of India, and in some of the native
states it is illegal to shoot it. We have no mention
of its introduction into Mediterranean regions
earlier than the time of Solomon. It is, however,
very frequently alluded to in the Gr. and Lat.

classics. G, E. Post.

PEARL.—There is no evidence in favour of the
AY ‘pearl

9

for gabhlsh (Job 281S
). The LXX

merely transliterates yafiets. It ’means far more
probably ‘crystal

9
(so RV, Oxf. Eeb. Lex., Sieg-

fried-Stade, Dillmann, A. B. Davidson, et al.).

Although this is not, and never has been, regarded
as a precious stone, yet fine pieces of rock crystal,

especially if large enough to be made into vases,

have always been highly valued. The word
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which occurs in the same passage, and in Pr 315

(]£er§) 811 2Q15 3110
, La 47, should perhaps be tr*

‘ pearls
5
(see Dillm. on Job 2818}. Both AV and

KV test have ‘rubies,’ RVm ‘or red coral or

pearls
3
(in La 47 c or corals ’). Pearls (napyapiTat)

are mentioned in the NT in several places. They
were and are much prized gems (1 Ti 29

, Rev 174).
They were chosen by Christ as a type of that
which was most precious, to be compared with the
kingdom of heaven (Mt 1345

}. The verb nazam in

Arab., coupled with lulu= ( pearl,
9

signifies ‘to
string pearls.

5 Coupled with shir= ‘ poetry,
5

it

means ‘to arrange verses.
5 Thus poetry is com-

pared with pearls. The Arab poets and authors
ring innumerable changes on the names for pearls

in characterizing their literary productions. Thus
a poem is called ‘ the Lone Pearl,

5
or ‘ The Precious

Pearl, 5 or ‘ The String of Pearls,
5
etc. Our Saviour

warns us against giving that which is holy unto
dogs, and casting our pearls before swine (Mt 76

).

The instinct of Christian consciousness has usually
interpreted pearls here as referring to the precious

words of Divine revelation. This would be in

strict accord with the Oriental usage above illus-

trated. The gates of pearl (Rev 2

1

2
*) are probably

to be understood as mother ofpearL Separate
pearls are the same in composition and origin as

the shell, being formed by the gradual deposition
of layers of the secretion of the oyster, Avicula
margoritifera,

L. They are usually deposited in

the most fleshy parts, particularly within and
around the adductor muscle. When the secretion

of the oyster is morbidly increased, not only are
separate pearls formed, but nodules and excres-

cences of the same sort are produced on the inner
surface of the shell. These are often detached and
sold as pearls, but at a lower price.

G. E. Post.
PECULIAR.—The Heb. word sZgullah (n^:p) is

used in Ex 19® of the people of Israel as (iod’s

special possession and care, and it is translated in

AV and RV ‘a peculiar treasure.
5

It is applied to

Israel in the same sense, but with
*am (d&), ‘ people,

5

prefixed in Dt 76 142 2618. Ex 19® is echoed in Ps
1354 ‘ For the Lord hath chosen Jacob unto himself,

and Israel for his peculiar treasure* ; and in Mai 317
,

where the reference is transferred to the Israel of

the future.* The origin of the word is unknown,
and no form of its root is elsewhere found in the
Bible, but its meaning is made clear by 1 Ch 29s

and Ec 2s. In the former passage David says that
in addition to the public money to be used in the
building of the temple, he has & private store which
he is ready to hand over for the same purpose.
‘We might say that it was the fiscus as distin-

guished from the cerarium, the privy purse as
opposed to the public treasury 5

(Lightfoot, Fresh
RevA p. 264). In Ec 2s the reference is also to
the ‘ peculiar treasure of kings. 5 The seguilah is

therefore that which is one’s own, that to which
no one else has a claim.
The LXX translators seem to have caught the

meaning, but found it difficult to express in Greek.
In 1 Ch 29s they use the verb Trepnroieto-dcu (6 irepi-

TretrolygMi, ‘ which I have saved up 5

) ; but that verb
is unsuitable in the other places, and they appear
to have coined an adj. xe/Hotf<rms,+ which (along
with Aa6s, ‘ people

5

) they use in Ex 19® 23“ (not in
the Heb. or Eng.), Dt 76 142 2618

, and a subst.
Trepiovcnao-fids, which they use in Ps 1354, Ec 2s

. In
Mil 317 they use the subst. TrepiTolrieris. The adj.
irepiovcnos occurs twice in NT, (1) Tit 214 Xads xept-

otxnos, a verbal quotation from Dt 142 ; (2) 1 P 29
,

* See Neubauer on * Expressions employed concerning Israel
as a Chosen Nation,’ in Expos. Times, vol. iiL (1891-92), p. 10.

t So also it is probable that hewmse* which is not found earlier
than in the Lord’s Prayer (Mt 611, Lk 11$), was coined by the
Evangelists, as similar compounds (irtpownot,

nmwnos) were formed by eccles. Or. writers.

in which, though a quotation from Ex 19s (where
the LXX is also Aads xepco&no?), the expression is

Acibs els TrepnroirjcLv (the same as in LXX of Mai 317).
Jerome {Op. vi. 725 f.) was puzzled with the xept-

otio-tos which he found in the LXX, and, discovering it

nowhere else, he concluded, from an examination
of the biblical passages and from the verb TrepLeivai,

to excel, that it expressed separation in the sense
of superiority. But finding that Symmachus, who
usually gives igaiperos for Tepioticrios, once used the
Latin adj. peculiaris, he perceived that the true
force of the Heb. and Gr. words is ‘ separation to

one’s self,
5 and chose the words peculium and

'peculiaris as the usual translation, thus replacing
the inadequate abundans of the Old Lat. by a
singularly felicitous word. Forpeculium * (whence
adj. peculiaris) is a word of special significance in

Roman society, being a person’s private purse, and
especially the private property possessed by a son
or daughter independently of their father, or by a
slave independently of his master.

Jerome did not always use this word. In Ex 195 he has in
peculium, in Dt 76 142 2Q18 populus peculiaris, in 1 Ch 29s

peculium meum, and in Mai 31? in peculium. But in Ps 1354 he
uses the more general in possessionem, and in Ec 28 simply
substantial. In Tit 214 he has populus acceptabilis, and in 1 P 28

populus acquisitionis. These unsatisfactory renderings in the
Vulg. NT are due, Lightfoot thinks, to the fact that the NT was
translated first, and that only after its translation had Jerome
recognized the value of the rendering suggested by Symmachus.

We have no subst in Eng. to correspond with
the Lat. peculium, and even the adj. ‘peculiar

5 seems
not to have been available for Wyclifs purpose,
for he never uses it, though translating directly

from the Vulgate. In Ex I95 he has ‘ my propre
tresour 5

(but in 1388 ‘a specialte
5

), while in Dt 7
6

14- 2618 he has (and so Purvey, 138S) ‘a special

people.
5

1 It was Tindale, in his NT of 1526, who
introduced ‘a peculiar people.

5 He was followed,
in Tit 214, by all the Eng. versions except the Rhem.
(‘ a people acceptable

5

), and in 1 P 29 by all except
Gran, (‘a people whych are wonne 5

)
and Rhem.

(‘a people of purchase 5

). It is greatly to be
regretted that the adj. ‘peculiar

5 has 'lost its

honourable meaning. Its earlier use may be illus-

trated from UdalPs Erasmus5 Paraphrase, i. fob
er and proper fruyte,
eclare the stock© 5

32, ‘ Every tree hath 3

which by the taste doeth
Synode at Dort} p. 6, ‘ The true cause of the free
Election is the good pleasure of God . . . consist-
ing herein, that out of the common multitude of
sinners he culled out to himselfe, for his owne
peculiar, some certaine persons, or men 5

; and
Knox, Works, iii. 13, ‘ Seeke God, who is a peculiar
Father to the faithfull, delivering them from all

tribulations, not for their worthynesse, but for his
own mercie. 5

The Revisers have been divided on the propriety
of retaining the word. In Tit 214, 1 P 29 ‘ a peculiar
people 5

is changed into ‘a people for his (God’s)
own possession.

5 But in Dt 76 ‘a special people 5
is

turned into ‘a peculiar people,
5 and that phrase

or ‘a peculiar treasure 5

is retained in the OT
wherever it occurs in AV. In 1 Ch 29s ‘ mine own
proper good 5 becomes ‘a treasure of mine own 5

;

and in Mai 317 the familiar ‘ in that day when I
make up my jewels 5

of AV is changed into ‘ in
the day that I do make, even a peculiar treasure

5

(see Jewel, vol. ii. p. 655b, § 5).

The adj. ‘ peculiar
5
occurs also in Wis 19® ‘ Serv-

* PecuMum is from perns, cattle, that being the chief part of
property in early Roman days.

t Wyclif’s and Purvey’s renderings in the other places are

:

1 Ch 293 ‘Myne owne tresor’ (1388 ‘my proper catel ’—which,
when we think of the origin of peciUium, and compare Eng.
* chattel/ the same word, brings us very near the true meaning);
Ps 1354 ‘ into possessioun

’ ; Ec 28 ‘suhstaunces’ (Purvey, ‘the
castels’—a various spelling of ‘ catels ’ or a slip. Purvey uses
‘ castels ’ for * tents * in Ex 1420, but it seems to be found nowhere
else in the sense of property); Mai 31? ‘into a special tresoure'j
Tit 214 * a peple acceptable *

; 1 P 2® * puple of purchaainge/
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ing [=observing] the peculiar commandments that
were given unto them 5

(vTvrjperodaa rats Idlais £iri-

rayats, BV ‘ministering to thy several command-
ments 5

) ; and BV introduces it into Wis 314 ‘ There
shall be given him for his faithfulness a peculiar
favour 5

(r>)s nla-reus x&PL$ iKkeicrlj, AY ‘the special
gift of faith

5

). This is the sense in which the
word is used by Udall (quoted above) ; by Adams
on 2 P l5 ‘Woe to them that engross faith, that
enclose God’s commons, that make that several
and peculiar, which the Lord hath laid open and
made common 5

; and by Herbert in the familiar
lines from The Temple (§ 158, ‘ Judgment’)—

* Almightie Judge, how shall poor wretches brook
Thy dreadful look,

Able a heart of iron to appall,
When Thou shalt call

For ev’ry man’s peculiar book?

'

J. Hastings.
PEDAHEL (^hts, §a8arjk).—The prince of Naph-

tali, one of those who took part in dividing the
land, Nu 3428 P. The name belongs to the late

and artificial class which has so many representa-
tives in P (cf. Gray, Heb. Proper Names, 198, 200,

210, 310, and in Expos. Sept. 1897, p. 179 ffi).

PEDAHZUB ("Bsnif, <3?aSa<r(<7)otfp).—The father of
Gamaliel, the prince of the tribe of Manasseh, at
the time of the Exodus, Nu l 10 220 7M* 69 1023

. The
question of the early or late character of such
compound names, and of the early use by the
Hebrews of Zur (—‘rock 5

) absolutely as a divine
name will be found fully discussed by Hommel
(.ART 300, 319 f.), who affirms such use, and G.
Buchanan Gray (Heb. Proper Names, 196, and
especially in his criticism of Hommel in Expos.
Sept. 1897, pp. 179 ffi), who denies it. See also art.

Rock. J. A. Selbie.

PEDAIAH (nns * J" has redeemed, 5
in I Ch

2720
; the Sept. MSS have a great variety of forms ;

4>aAcud, 4>aXaScud, etc., are probably corruptions of

3>a6aid in which A has been mistaken for A).—i.

Father of Joel, who was ruler under David over
western Manasseh (1 Ch 2720

, B 4>a\a&ud, A $aX8d,
Luc. Qadalas). So early an occurrence of a com-
pound name in which one of the elements is nis

can be paralleled from P only (Gray, Heb. Proper
Names, 198 f.). 2. Father of Zebidah, one of

the wives of king Josiah (2 K 2336
,
B

A Me85iM). Through his daughter he became
great-grandfather of king Jehoiachin, one of whose
sons has the same name (No. 3), accidentally it

may he supposed (cf. Gray, Heb. Proper Names
,

p. 6). It is stated that he was an inhabitant of

Rumah. 3, Third son of Jehoiachin (Jeconiah),

the captive (1 Ch 318 B QaXdalas, A $ada.las> Luc.
&a8cu&). Jehoiachin was probably still without
children when he was taken to Babylon (2 K
248 ; cf. his age given in v.15 ). Pedaiah’s birth
may therefore be dated after his father’s release

from prison in 561 (2 K 2527"30
). His name (see

meaning above) is appropriate to such circum-
stances. In 1 Ch 319 he is named Zerubbabel’s
father. Elsewhere Zemhhabel is his nephew, son
of his brother Shealtiel (Hag, Ezr, Neh, Mt, Lk

;

also A and B in 1 Ch). It is more probable that
there is an error in the text of 1 Ch than that
Zemhbabel was merely SheaJtiel’s legal son (Dt
256

), being actually Pedaiah’s son by his brother’s

widow. It is questionable if the child of a levirate

marriage could he called son of the levir. If he
were entered as such in family registers, the whole
purpose of the custom would be nullified. 4. One
of ftlose who repaired the wall of Jerusalem at the
instigation of Nehemiah (Neh 3s5 BA #a5atd, Luc.
4>a5cu). He belonged to the clan Parosh, which
was an important part of the post-exilic community
(Neh 78

, Ezr 8s). He is contemporary with two

others of the same name (5 and 6), and all, pre-
sumably, were resident in Jerusalem. Perhaps he
is identical with the next following. 5. One of

those who ‘stood beside’ Ezra when he read the
Law to the people (Neh 84 QaSalas, in lEs O44

B $a\a8aio$
t A 4>a\8auos, Phaldeus). His position

seems rather one of prominence in the community
than of association with Ezra. 6. One of a com-
mittee of four appointed by Nehemiah, on the
occasion of his second visit, to receive and distri-

bute the tithes and offerings of the people (Neh
1313 B <3?a\cu&} Luc. 4?a8aid). He was a Levite,
and evidently chosen to represent the interests of
his class. There is no proof that he is identical
with 5, Neither the priest nor the scribe who
were his colleagues appear elsewhere. 7# An
ancestor of Sallu, who was one of the Benjamite
inhabitants of Jerusalem after the Exile (Neh ll7

,

B 4>aAata, A Luc. data). He is put in the third
generation before Sallu. In the version of the
list contained in 1 Ch 9 Sallu’s ancestry is given
differently, and Pedaiah’s name does not occur (v.7).

W. B. Stevenson.
PEDIAS (B HeS£as, A Ilatdelas, AV Pelias), 1 Es

9s4, a corruption of Bedeiah, Ezr 1035
.

PEEL, PILL.— The origin of these verbs is

severally pellis, skin, and pilus, hair ; but they
cannot be traced directly back to these separate
sources, because the Old Fr. words peler and
piller, from which they come, were confused in
spelling before the Eng. words were formed. The
confusion was made greater when the (probably)
separate Lat. pilar

e

, to plunder, was adopted into
French and English, and spelt indifferently ‘pill

5

or * peel.’ Bracket says that piller, in the sense
of ‘rob,

5
‘plunder,

5 was introduced into the Fr,
language in the 16th cent, along with many other
military words. We find its derivative ‘pillage/
however, in Fabyan, Chron. i. 114.

Peel is the AY spelling in Is 182* 7 ‘a nation
scattered and peeled,

5 ‘a people scattered and
peeled

5 (irro yJcD, AVm 'outspread and polished/
BY ‘ tall and smooth/ RYm * dragged away and
peeled 5

). Here ‘peel
5

is probably taken in the
sense proper to ‘ pill,

5
i.e. pull off the hair, for

that is the primary meaning of the Heb. word.
But the reference is to the Ethiopians, and as the
Heb. verb comes usually to mean to polish (by
stripping off superfluous hair), 1W and most modem
exegetes take the expression in the sense of

‘polished/ ‘bronzed/ referring to the Ethiopians5

tawny skin. In Ezk 2918 ‘ Every head was made
bald, and every shoulder was peeled 5 (npnp

the meaning is more primary, ‘laid bare”
5 by the

chafing of a burden (Amer. BY ‘ worn 5

).

Pill is the spelling in Gn 3037- 38 (of the rods in
which Jacob ‘pilled white strakes

5

), where the
meaning is clearly to pull off the skin. BV spells

‘peeled.
5

Pill occurs also in To ll18 ‘When his

eyes began to smart, he mbbed them; and the
whiteness pilled away from the corners of his eyes 5

(ikeirLady, BY ‘scaled
5

), and 1 Mac l22 m. for AY
text ‘pulled off'

5
(£X£irLcre, BY ‘scaled’).

Shaks. uses ‘peel’ iu the sense of stripping off

the bark (‘ pill
5
of Gn 3087* 38

), as Mer. of Ven. I. ial*

85, ‘ The skilful shepherd peel’d me certain wands
and in the sense of plucking offthe hair, 1 Henry VI.
I. iii. 30, ‘ Peel’d priest.’ He uses ‘ pill

5 only in the
sense of rob : Timon, IV. i, 12

—

*Large-handed robbers your grave masters are,

And pill by law.*

J. Hastings.
PEEP.—To peep in Is 819 1014 (*]X£sd, Pilp. ptcp.

of *]ss
;
LXX KGvokoyeZv, dvrenreiv) is not to chirp

(as BV), but to cheep, i.e. it expresses not the
cheerful contented note of little birds, but the
feeble cry of nestlings. It is an imitative word,



and is used also of a mouse’s cry, as Purchas,
Pilgrimage , 357, ‘ Hee procuring such peace in the
East (saith Vopiscus) that a rebellious Mouse was
not heard to peepe.’ In Sir 2123 ‘peep’ is used in

its mod, sense, ‘A fool will peep in at the door into

the house’ {irapaKfarrei

:

cf. Jn 2G5, 1 P l12 ). So Jer
61 Gov. ‘A plage and a greate misery pepeth out
from the North/ J. Hastings.

PEKJLH (np5, LXX ^dtcee, Assyr. Pakahu) was
the son of Remaliah. The name in full form was
probably the same as that of his predecessor.

Following the current OT significations of the
verb npa, the name would signify either (a )
4 Jehovah hath beheld [lit. opened his eyes upon]
(me) *

; see 2K 4s5 1916
, Jer 32

19
,
Zee 124, Job 14s

,
and

cf. ntti* m.T and Assyr. proper name BiUmurani,
‘Bel hath beheld me’; or \b) far more probably
‘Jehovah hath opened (my eyes)’; cf. Gn 2

1

15
,

2 K 617- 20
. The omission of the Divine name as

subject is illustrated in the case of Ahaz
(=Ahaziah), Nathan (=Nethaniah, El-Nathan),
which stands for p mrr fo} ; cf. Marduk-apla~iddin{a

}

and other Assyrian parallels which further ex-

emplify the omission of the object in the ab-

breviated form of the proper name. See the illus-

trations which have been collected in Schrader,

COT ii. p. 326, by the present writer.

Pel^ah, son of Kemaliah, was of obscure parent-

age, to which Isaiah refers with a touch of satire

(7
4
). The story of his brief but important reign

is told in the short extract 2 K I517
"31

. Twenty
years are ascribed to him, but chronological con-

siderations based on the data of the Assyrian
annalistic inscriptions, and the Canon of Rulers,

can assign him a reign of only about three years

(736-733). Comp. Schrader, COT ii. p. 321 ff,, and
art. Chronology of the OT in vol. i. p. 401 f.

Pefeah was captain of Pefcahiah’s Gileadite body-
guard, and held the important confidential post of

Shalish * near the Mug’s person. This gave him
unusual opportunities, when with fifty chosen men
he compassed the destruction of king Pekahiah.
We are left in entire ignorance as to the circum-
stances which led to this violent act (2 K 1525

), and
the text is, moreover, far from certain,f All that
we definitely know is that it took place at Samaria,
probably in the stronghold of the royal palace,t

It is possible, however, in the light of subsequent
as well as preceding events, to frame an adequate
theory for the motives of state policy which under-
lav Pe^ah’s conspiracy.

The history of Israel and Judah from the days
of the disruption downwards was largely deter-

mined by the lines of foreign policy. While Syria
was the most formidable foe, and Egypt remained
quiescent, the problems of this policy were not
complex. Resistance or unwilling submission to

Syria was the keynote of Israel’s foreign policy

in the reigns of Baasha, Omri, and Ahab. But
in the reign of the last-mentioned monarch the
formidable power of Aram (Syria) was dwarfed
by the rising might of Assyria awakening from its

slumber of centuries (see art. Ahab). In the reign
of the Assyrian king Ramman-nir&ri in. the power
of Syria was broken, never more to recover its

former vitality. From this time forth the chief

menace to the security of all the Palestinian states

was the advancing (though occasionally quiescent)

power of Assyria. Now, just as Napoleon I. in

See art. ‘Chariot* in this Diet. and in Encycl. Biol., and
also * Army.*

f CL Stade, Gesch. i. p, 588, n. 1.

t We have no alternative but to follow the MT at this point

;

LXX fa&vTm cixcv is an obvious corruption of the text tie ivrpov

toxcv. Cf. the closely parallel 1 K 1618. Klostennann in place of

tn 33TK would read rj3l nkp P3TJK nK, evidently based

on the LXX ivro vSv Tvrpouu*rtm and of the Heb.
text in the latter part of the verse.

his career of conquest (like the kings of France
who preceded him) profited by a disunited Germany
and a disunited Italy, so the successive monarchs
who reigned in Nineveh reaped an abundant
harvest from the divided and too often mutually
hostile policies of the Palestinian states. Only
for a brief period near the close of his career did

Ahab pursue the only intelligent principle of self-

preservation against the peril (whichwas then some-
what distant from Israel), viz. alliance with Syria
against the Assyrian foe. This sound course, of

action was abandoned at the close of Ahab’s life,

as the result of a humiliating defeat at the hands
of Assyria ; and the fatal and short-sighted policy

of selfish isolation, and even of compliance by
means of tribute to the Assyrian power, was pur-

sued in succession by Jehu, in all probability by
Jeroboam II., and also, as we know definitely from
both Assyrian and Hebrew records, by Menahem.
Pekah and bis contemporary Rezin,* king of

Syria, had the intelligence to perceive that it was
only through a common policy pursued by the
allied Palestinian states that the formidable power
of Tiglath-pileser HI. could be checked. Accord-
ingly we may regard it as probable that the
insurrection against the son of Menahem was sus-

tained by the deep discontent aroused by his con-

tinuance of his father’s policy of subservience and
tributary vassalage to Assyria. Whether this

insurrection was fomented by an Egyptian party,

as Kittelf supposes, we consider very doubtful.

For Egypt at that time (viz. the close of the 23rd
and the brief 24th dynasty) was hardly in a position

to give any practical support to the patriotic op-

ponents of Assyria.^ Six years later, during the
strong rule of the Ethiopian Sabaco (Shabaka),
Egypt rose into a position of much greater strength,

and endeavoured to control the course of Western
Asian politics. Two parties then arose in Ephraim
as well as in Judah which favoured the claims re-

spectively of Assyria and of Egypt. See Hoshea.
Jotham was the monarch who reigned in Judah

at the time when the alliance was concluded
between Pe^ah king of Ephraim and Rezin of

Damascus against Assyria. We read nothing of

overtures made to Jotham to join this confederacy.
It is not improbable, however, that they were
made. Jotham, as we may certainly suppose,
declined to join the alliance, deeming the policy
of neutrality to be safest. Accordingly the armies
of Damascus and Samaria were united against
Judah in order to coerce the latter into compli-
ance. In the midst of the campaign Jotham died,

and was succeeded by the youthful Ahaz. By this

time, if not before, rhilistia had joined the coali-

tion. Pe^ah, during the reign oi Ahaz, assumed
the offensive, and moved with his army against the
capital of Judah itself. Meanwhile his ally, Rezin,
was carrying on operations in the east and south-
east of Judah, in the trans- Jordanic country.
Elath, the port in the Red Sea, a valuable outlet
for the commerce which passed into and from the
Red Sea, was wrested from Ahaz by the successful
arms of Re?in (2 K 166). See art. Elath.
Jerusalem was now closely invested by the

beleaguering force of the Ephraimites. 2 Ch 286"15

containing a beautiful episode in which the prophet
Oded plays a conspicuous part, but containing also
characteristic exaggerations of numerical detail,

must be placed in a secondary rank of historic
record. The graphic scene described in Is 7 need
not detain us, as it properly belongs to the reign of
Ahaz (see Ahaz). It was proposed by the hostile

LXX v and Assyr. Ra$unnu clearly indicate that
psn is the true and original form of the name (signifying * good
pleasure,’ 4 grace,* or ‘favour*),

t Gesch. der Hebraer. ii 286 [Eng. tr. iL 838],

t Comp. Meyer, Gesch. alten JEgyptens, p. 343 ; McOuidP
MJPM i. 387.
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coalition to place a son of Tab-el on the throne of
Judah. The parallelism with ben Remaliah would
lead ns to suppose (1) that Rezin (or perhaps his
brother) is meant, and (2) that Tab-el was an
obscure personage. Winckler {Alttest, XJnters,

pp. 73-76) considers that Tab-el (=T&b-Ramm&n)
reigned in Damascus c, 773-740. The Judsean king
in his extremity paid no heed to Isaiah’s inspirit-
ing counsels 4 not to fear nor let his heart be soft
because of the two stumps of smoking firebrands,
Re?in and the son of Remaliah,’ but despatched
envoys to Tiglath-pileser tendering abject sub-
mission, and conveying a rich tribute in money.
The Assyrian monarch soon turned his conquering
legions towards the Palestinian states (B.c. 734).

His heavy hand was first felt by Damascus. Rezin
was overpowered, and lost his life. For Israel the
results were overwhelming and disastrous. The
kingdom was shorn of its northern and trans-
Jordanic(?) provinces. Isaiah,with that marvellous
literary power of description,

* With hue like that when some great painter dips
His pencil in the gloom of earthquake and eclipse,’

portrays for ns in graphic and lurid touches the
onward march of those marshalled hosts of
Tiglath-pileser’s armyof invasion. 4 Behold, hastily,

swiftly lie cometh. There is none that is weary
or stumbleth. He stmnbleth not nor sleepeth. The

f
irdle of his loins is never loosed, nor the thong of

is sandals rent—whose arrows are sharp, and all

his bows bent ; whose horses’ hoofs are accounted
as flint, and his wheels like the whirlwind. His roar
is like that of the lioness

; he roareth like the young
lions, moaning and catching the prey and carrying
it off safe, and there is none to rescue. And at that
time there is moaning over it like the moaning of

the sea ; and if one looketh to the earth, behold,
oppressive darkness !’ (Is 526'30).*

In the annals of Tiglath-pileser we read the fol-

lowing brief details from a seriously mutilated in-

scription:+

—

4 The town Gil[ead] . . . Abel [Maacha]
which are above the land Beth Omri (Samaria)
. . . the broad, I smote in its entire extent into
the territory of Assyria, and placed my officers as
viceroys over them.X Hanno of Gaza, who had
taken to flight in fear of my weapons, fled into the
land of Egypt. Gaza I captured ; its possessions,

its gods I carried away captive . . . The land
Beth Omri (Samaria), the whole of its inhabitants,
together with their booty, I carried off to Assyria.
Pekah. their king, I slew. Hoshea (Ausi) I ap-
pointed as ruler over them.’
So perished 4 like a chip on the water’s surface

9

(Hos IQ7) another ill-fated king of Ephraim. The
Deuteronomic redactor paints him in the dark and
monotonous hues of the long line of Jeroboam ben
Nebat’s successors. This may be interpreted to

mean that he was tolerant of the religious condi-

tions which prevailed during the middle of the
8th cent. The numerous high places or bcimdth,

where Jehovah was worshipped, fostered modes of

cultus which closely approximated to those of the
Canaanite baalim. The oracles of the prophet
Hosea, which clearly belong to the Ephraimite
kingdom, vividly depict the disorders that pre-

* This was probably written by the prophet as a reminiscence
of what he had actually experienced by personal observation or
learned from eye-witnesses of the events of B.c. 734. The date
of the oracle is probably b.c. 726. See article Hoshea, and foot-

note t, p. 426 in vol. ii.

f Schrader, KIB ii. p. SO.

j The towns Iyyon, Abel-beth-Maacah, Kadesh, and Janoah
(2 K 1529, cf. 1K 1520 gll) appear to have all belonged to Galilee

and Naphtali. Janoah is evidently a different place from that
of the same name in Jos 166. Kittel identifies it with Jenoam
(Jenu’amu of the Egyptian records; see Muller, Asien u.

JSuropa, p. 394), an Israelite frontier town towards Tyre.
Benzinger would delete Gilead from the text (perhaps ditto-

graphy). HI Bawl. 10. 2, lines 17 foil. . . . ti (mahazu) Ga-al

, . . [A]-bi-il is all we have to guide us.
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vailed during the reign of Pekah. Chapters 4 and
also 6 and 7 present a lurid picture of the social

evils of the time. Gilead, we are told,
4
is a city

of them that work iniquity, it is tracked with
blood-stains. As robber bands lie in wait for a

I

man, so the company of priests murder on the way
to Shechem ’ (6

9 * 10
). In ch. 4 the prophet rebukes

the lying and stealing, the murder and bloodshed;
while among all classes of society the grossest
forms of sensuality and superstition prevailed
(vv. 12* 33

) ; see article Hosea.
Winckler (Gesch. Isr. pp. 92-95) would place the

latter part of the prophetic activity of Amos as
late as the reign of Pekah on account of the re-

ferences to the dismemberment of Israel in 312
.

Moreover, LXX read tmw* in place of insw in v9
.

Perhaps, however, it is not necessary to bring his
oracles down to a later date than B.c. 738.

Owen C. Whitehouse.
PEKAHIAH (n#p$ 4 J" has opened ’

; B <£amrtas, A
^cucdas, Luc. 4>a/cetd).—King of Israel for two years,
son and successor of Menahem (2 K 1522'26

), Two
dates fixed by Assyrian records determine with
unusual closeness the years of his reign. The
inscriptions of Tiglath-pileser IH. show that Mena-
hem was alive in 738, and that Pekatdah’s suc-
cessor, Pekah, was dethroned in 734-733. It follows
in all probability that the years 737 and 736 include
the whole or the greater part of Pe^ahiah’s reign.
The synchronism of 2K 1528 is improbable. It is

unlikely that Azariah of Judah was living in 737,
since Ahaz was king in 734 and the reign of

Jotham comes between.—The internal condition
of Israel in this reign has all its features in common
with Hosea’s general picture of the period (see

Hosea). Not can there be any doubt what the
critical question of foreign policy was,—whether
the attitude to Assyria should he one of sub-
mission, or one of resistance in co-operation with
other Syrian states. The absence of Tiglath-
pileser in the north allowed time for negotiation
and debate. Pekahiah’s assassination by his mili-

tary adjutant or attendant may have been planned
in consequence of his opposition to war withAssyria.
Possibly Rezin of Damascus was cognizant of the
plan, and sanctioned it as a means of bringing Israel
and Damascus into line. The text relating the event
is now corrupt (2K 1525

). The usurper seems to have
employed a force of Gileadites, which was probably
sufficient to secure Samaria and so accomplish the
revolution. It is not clear whether 4 Argob 5 and
4 Arieh 5 were defenders or assailants of the Mug.
The name Argob suggests that the words were
originally some statement about the Gileadites (cf.

Stade, Geschichte
, i. 588).

The Lucianic recension of the LXX assigns 10 years to Pekah-
iah’s reign. It has been observed that 2 K 171 implies the
same duration. From the 2nd year of Azariah to the 12th
of Ahaz is 30 years according to the Hebrew chronology, and
this demands 10 years of Pekahiah’s to be added to the 20 of
Pekah. KLostermann (Bucher Sam, u. Eon.) accepts 10 years
as the proper figure. But this cannot be harmonized with the
data of the Assyrian inscriptions. It originated in a system
which endeavoured to equalize the sum of the reigns of the
Israelite kings with the sum of the reigns of the Judaean
kings (Benzinger, Konige, p. xxf.). See preceding article.

W. B. Stevenson.
PEKOD ("rips

; Ezk 23s8 B <£a/co6x, A xal ;

Jer 50 [Gr. 27] 21 B iKdUyjaov, connecting with
verb nps).—The name of an important tribe and of

the place it occupied in Lower Babylonia. The
passage in Jer 5021 is called by Orelli {Com. on Jer,

adloc.) a symbolical name (cf. RVm 4 visitation ’)

of Chaldsean-Babylonia. But we find in the Assyr.
inscriptions, notably those of Sargon, a thrifty

people dwelling near the mouth of the IJknu river,

called PukUdu (cf. Sargon’s Annals, lines 233, 265,

269, etc.)*. Tiele {Bab.-Assyr. Gesch. 222, 236)
regards them as an Aram, people. They were at
times allies of the Elamites, ana gave the Assyrian
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kings great trouble in ruling Lower Babylonia
(cf. Delitzsch, Paradies, p. 240 ; Schrader, COT ii.

pp. 117, 120 ; Winckler, Gesch. Bab . u. Assyr. 223,

283; Maspero, Passing of Empires, 119, 191, 230,

256, 306, 416 ; and art. Koa). Ira M. Price.

PEL&I&H.—1. (n&; B Qapd, A $a\ai&) a son of

Elioenai, a descendant of David, 1 Ch 3s4. 2. (n;K?9)

,

a Levite who helped Ezra to expound the law to

t the people, Neh 87 {LXX om.). His name or that
of his family occurs also in the list of those who

t sealed the covenant, Neh 1010 (B om., A

j

PELALXAH (n;^3 ; Afc$°"
a 4>aXaXtc£, Lnc. 4>aXXa-

X/aj).—A priest in the time of Nehemiak, Neh 1

1

12
.

The Syr. has UXa i.e. Pelaiah

;

the other ver-

sions support the MT.

PELATIAH (n^$ and m#V$).—L (4>a\Was) one of

the princes of the people, mentioned by Ezekiel as
seen by him in vision standing at the east gate of

the Lord’s house, Ezk ll1. He died, as the pro-
phet delivered his message, v. 13

. It is difficult to

]

decide whether Pelatiah’s death is to be understood
; as actual or merely symbolical, and what relation,

j

if actual, it bears to the form in which Ezekiel’s

?

vision is narrated (see Davidson or Bertholet, ad
1 loc.). 2. (B 4»aXerrl, A 4?aXXert<£) a grandson of

Zerubbabel, 1 Ch 321. 3. (B <£aXaerr«£, A <£aXerrtc£)

one of the 500 Simeoniteswho smote the Amalekites
of Mt. Seir, 1 Ch 4431

. 4 (4»aXr«£) one of those who
sealed the covenant, Neh 1022.

PELEG (i^>b).—

O

ne of the two sons of Eber, the
other being JOKTAN (wh. see), Gn 1025 II16 (4>c£Xe*:)

=1 Ch l
ld (B om., A <M\e*) 28 {B 4>c£Xex, A $d\ex),

cl Lk 3s5 whence AY Phalec). In Gn 1028

a characteristic etymology is given for the name by
J,

4 Peleg, for in his days the earth was divided
{nipklegcth).’ ‘The earth’ here should probably be
taken to mean ‘ the population of the earth,’ as in

ll 1 (so Dillmann), atod the ‘ dividing
5
to refer to the

narrative in ll1*8 of the confusion of tongues and
the dispersion of men ‘over the face of all the
earth.’ In all probability the remark is due, not
to the original J, but to a redactor of tbe same
school (Rj, so Budde and Kuenen). The name
Peleg has been sought by some {e.g. Knobel) in
Phalga, a place at the junction of the Chaboras

i with the Euphrates, by Lagarde (Orientalia, ii. 50)
in al-Falj on the road between Basra and Yem&ma,
and by Sprenger {Geog. Arab. 233, 294) in el-Falaj
in Yemama. The common noun peleg in Heb.
means ‘a watercourse,’ and Peleg might appropri-
ately enough be the designation of a people dwell-
ing in a land furrowed by watercourses, whether in

Babylonia or N. Arabia. J. A. Selbie.

PELET —1. A son of Jahdai, 1 Ch 247 (B
4>dX«c, i.e. Peleg, A 4»dX«r). 2. A Benjamite chief
who joined David at Ziklag, 1 Ch 12s (B ’IuxpdXrrr,

A $&X\y}T).

FELETH (nVs).

—

i» A Reubenite, the father of
On, Nu 161

, JE ($>a\e6). The MT is certainly
corrupt; we should probably read Pallu instead
of Peleth. See art. Korah, p. 12b. 2. A Jerah-
meelite, 1 Ch 2s3 (B ©tiXefl, A 4>d\e0).

PELETHITES.—See Cherethites.

PELICAN.— The word nxj? IccCath is usually
derived from the root «Vp kff= 4 to vomit,’ corre-
sponding with the Arab. Mfa. The kWath is

4 the
vomiter? It was interdicted as food (Lv ll18

,

Dt 1417). It inhabited the wilderness (Ps 102®
! ss 1 uninhabited place ’)• It is one of the

creatures that were to be found in the ruins os

Edom (Is 3411
) and Nineveh (Zeph 214

). Unfortu
natelytheLXXgives ns no help, but on the contrary
confuses us by translating it at Lv ll 18

ttekeic&v,

Dt 1417 Ka.Ta.pdKTys (AY and RY in both ‘ pelican ’),

Is 3411 6pv€a, Zeph 214 xa/uuX^v (AV both ‘ cormor-
ant,’ AYm and RY ‘ pelican’), Ps 102s ireXeic&v (AY
and RY 4 pelican ’). The weight of scholarship is

in favour of 4
pelican,’ which suits the idea of an

unclean bird, and is a bird of uninhabited places

('wilderness). As to its being in ruins, it could
well inhabit the marshes near the site of Nineveh.
As regards Edom, where there is little water, this

bird typifies desolation, and the absence of man
(see Bittern).
The pelican belongs to the order Steganopodes,

family Pelicanidce, to which the cormorant also

belongs. Two species are found in Palestine and
Syria

—

Pelecanus onicrotalus, L., the roseate or

white pelican; and P. crispus,
Brush, the Dal-

matian pelican. Both have white plumage, the
former with a roseate tinge. The legs of the
former are greenish-black, the pouch yellow, and
irides crimson ; of the latter the legs and pouch
are flesh colour, and irides greyish-white. They
are 5-6 feet long from the tip of the bill to the
end of the tail. The bill is from 16-18 inches long.

Under the lower mandible is a pouch which will

hold several gallons. In this pouch it stores food
for itself and its young. Pelicans are abundant in

the swamps of the Jordan Yalley and the Orontes,

and seen frequently in other regions of Palestine

and Syria. Their breeding-places are in the
remotest parts of the swamps. The attitude of

the pelican when at rest is singularly listless and
melancholy. It leans its head against its breast
and stands motionless until hunger compels it to
activity. It then flies 30-40 feet above the sur-

face of the water, turns its head with one eve
downwards, and, when it sees a fish sufficiently

near the surface, swoops down upon it, and rarely

fails to seize it. It immediately stores it away
in its pouch, and proceeds to fish for more until

its receptacle is full. It often fishes as far as twenty
miles out at sea. It then not infrequently retires

inland to a lonely spot, and sits in the melancholy
attitude above described until it has digested its

enormous meal. This is the Psalmist’s sad 4 pelican
of the wilderness.’ The pelican is called by the
Arabs ’abu jerdb=* the father of a pouch,’ and
Juiusal— 4 a pouch,’ and in Egypt begcC .

G. E. Post.
PELISHTIM.—RYm of Gn 1014=Philistines

(which see).

PELONITE, THE (uV?$n ; in 1 Ch II27 B 6 <f*Xc^e£,

A 6 3?aXk(i}jrl
; in v.38 B 6 ^eSccvei, A 6 4>eXXwjJ

; in
1 Ch 2710 B A 6 iK <£aXXotfs).—Two of David’s heroes
are thus described (1 Ch ll27* 36

), viz. Helez and
Alii

j
ah. In 2 S 23s8 the former is called ‘ the Paltite,*

and, though the LXX A in that passage agrees
with the reading of the Chronicler, it is probable
that the MT has preserved the better text. This
view is confirmed by the fact that, in the case of
the second hero, the reading of 1 Ch ll36 (ttpisj

is clearly a mutilation of the fuller text
preserved in 2 S 23s4

('jfarj ^jrnx 4 Eliam
the son of Ahithophel the Gilonite ’). We must
therefore read 4 Helez the Paltite ’ in 1 Ch ll27 2710

:

the addition 4
of the children of Ephraim’ (q:ten

2710
) not improbably conceals the gentilic name.

J. F. Stenning.
PEN,—See Writing.

PENCIL occurs only once in the Bible, Is 4418

(RY). The first four clauses of this verse, which
describes the making of an idol, read in MT Bhg

niyxj3$3 irte ti&q vrygft ^ nw ; the
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LXX has itcXeg&fjLGvos t£ktwv Zaryffev atirb £v and covered with ancient ruins, rise to a height of
fiirpy, teal £v K6\\rj tptidfuvev aM, which, as Cheyne 250 ft. ‘ Whether approached from the west or
points out, implies a reading rnp vnan*

yy
Khn nnm the east, or looked down upon from the mountains

irnKji’ npxpoai
; RV 4 The carpenter streteneth out a above them, they form very striking objects. . . .

line (Av 4 hfe rule ’), he marketh it out with a On one side of the eastern hill a strong wall of
pencil (AY * line ’), he shapeth (AY * fitteth ’) it massive stones runs from the summit to the foot,
with planes, and he marketh it out with the com- . . . The platform of the “ tower ” or castle was
passes ’ (AV 4 compass ’). In the first clause RV supported by a wall, the remains of which are 15
4
line,’ i.e. measuring line, is decidedly to be pre- or 20 ft. high, which extends to a distance of over

ferred to AY 4 rule’ as the tr. of ip (cf. 2 K 2118
, Is 100 ft. These substantial structures, considering

2S17 34u, Jer 3139, Zee l16, and see art. Line). The the size of the stones employed, must have been
meaning of the word vjjp in the second clause is built at great expense. The stones are unhewn
quite uncertain. It is a air. \ey., and quite possibly blocks, and appear to date from a remote period’
a corrupt reading. Cheyne (SBOT, ‘Isaiah,’ p. (Merrill, East of the Jordan, pp. 390-392). That
137) thinks the final i is doubtful, and he suggests these desert invaders did not climb over mountains,
(comparing the Aram, root mD=lineavit) that we that they followed a valley route, that the easy
should read tsty (with the meaning 4 stylus ’), and main route to the East was through the
although he notes that this word in Lv 1928 means valley of the Jabbok, and that at a certain point
a cutting in the flesh. Gratz boldly reads tnn. on this road these ruin-crowned hills exist at no
P. Haupt, in an editorial note in SBOT, ad loc., great distance from Succoth,—all this seems to indi-

thinks that minaa 4 with the compass’ (he prefers cate them as the most probable site for Penuel.
the sing.) should be read after ywq, and taken as S. MERRILL,
an explanatory gloss of the latter. If sered= PENINNAH 4 pearl ’ or ‘ red coral

5

; §evvdva ;

‘compass,’ he suggests a connexion with the Assyr. Bhenenna ).—The second wife of Elkanah, the
sirdu

,

‘yoke.’ The Babylonian use of compasses father of Samuel. Despite the fact that Peninnah
is described by him in a note in 4 Ezekiel ’ {SBOT), had borne him children, while Hannah, her rival

* p. 100 f. Other explanations come nearer the RV or fellow-wife, was childless, the latter was the
4
pencil,’ e.g. ‘red chalk’ (Kimchi, Yitr. ; cf. RYm more favoured by Elkanah ; and this was doubtless

4 red ochre ’), Reissstift (Siegfried-Stade, Dillmann- the cause of the ill-will displayed by Peninnah
Battel, and V. Ryssel [in Kautzsch’s AT]), Rothel towards her (1 S l21*). J. E. Stenning.
(Nowack, Lehrb. der Heb. Arch. i. 246).

J. A. Selbie. PENKNIFE (nssn ijn ‘the knife of the scribe’;

^
PENDANT occurs twice in the Bible, but both LXX to £vpbv rov ypaggaricos [Symm. substitutes

times RV only. The first instance is Jg 828,
<rpi\rj for £u/>6z>]).—Mentioned only in Jer 36s3, where

where the word (Heb. ritenu, LXX B arpayyaXldes, king Jehoiakim cut up Baruch’s roll of Jeremiah’s
AV 4 collars ’) is used of one of the ornaments worn prophecies. Orientals use a reed pen in writing
by the Midianites who were conquered and spoiled (calamus

,

Arab. kalcLm), and always carry a knife
by Gideon ; the other is Is 319 (Heb. nism, LXX for the purpose of mending it. Penknives are
K&Befia, AV 4 chains’) in a list of articles of female made in Damascus and in many of the villages of

attire. In both passages the reference appears to Lebanon
;
they are without spring backs, and are

be to ear-drops (so Cheyne, ‘Isaiah,’ in PB), the like miniature razors. W. Carslaw.
Heb. ngtiphdth being, perhaps, equivalent to Arab.
natafat, a small clear pearl resembling a drop of PENNY.—See MONEY, p. 428a.
water, or a bead of gold or silver of a spherical or
elongated form, fastened to the lobe of the ear. PENSION,—Only 1 Es 4P6 4 He commanded to

See Moore, Judges
,
ad loc. J. A. Selbie. give all that kept the city pensions and wages’

{tcXiftpovs, AVm ‘portions of land,’ RV ‘lands’).

PENIEL (Vis only in Gn 3230
,
LXX Etdos deov), This is one of the ‘archaisms’ which Scrivener

elsewhere PENUEL (Vxu$). — This name appears {Par. Bible, p. lxv) blames the AY translators of

on three occasions only, in connexion respectively the Apocr. for retaining. It is first found in the
with Jacob, Gideon, and Jeroboam. The word Geneva version, and is used in the orig. sense of

means ‘face of God,’ and is traced in Gn 3230 to ‘payment’ (Lat. pensio). This wider sense of the
the fact that Jacob had there seen God ‘ face to word is seen in Robinson’s translation of More3

s

face.’ Perhaps a different derivation is alluded to Utopia (Lumby’s ed. i. p. 50, Lupton’s ed. p. 83),

in 3310 ("Wellh. JDTh, xxi. 435). It has been sug- ‘An other cummeth in wyth his v. egges, and
gested (see Merrill, East of the Jordan, p. 392) that advyseth ... to bringe to theyr parte certeyne
the name may have been originally given to some peers of hys courte for greate pensions ’ (Lat. certa

projecting rock in whose contour a face was seen, pensione). J. Hastings.
WemaycompareStrabo’s (xvi. 2. 15 f. ) 6eov irphcrwrov.

The place was east of the Jordan, and somewhere on PENTATEUCH.—See Hexateuch.
the line of the Jabbok. It was a city whose chief

feature was a strong tower or castle (Jg 88
*17

), PENTECOST. — This term, adopted from the
which at a much later period was rebuilt by Jero- Gr., means 4

fiftieth ’ {ij irevnjKo<rrj}, soil, ypdpa.), and
boam (1 K 1225). These facts show that Penuel was applied by Greek-speaking Jews, as onroq in

had considerable strategic importance. It was a nV was by the Rabbins, to the second of the three
great tribe from the eastern desert that invaded chief Heb. festivals, because it fell (Lv 239"21

) on
Palestine and were driven back to their homes by the fiftieth day after the offering of the barley-sheaf

Gideon {Jg 6 ff. ). These invaders always entered the during the feast of unleavened bread (To 21
, 2 Mac

lowlands, that is, the plain of Esdraelon, and there 1232 ; Jos. Ant. Hl.^ x. 6, XIH. viii. 4, XIY. xiiL 4,

was a main road from the Jordan Valley eastward xvn. X. 2, BJ n. iii. 1, VI. v. 3 ; Philo, de Septen.

by which they came and returned. On this road the § 21, see also de Decal. § 30 ; in NT Ac 21 2016
,

castle of Penuel was designed to be a protection. 1 Co 168). In OT it is called 4 the feast of harvest,
Succoth, now Tell Deir'AUa, was on this road, and the first-fruits of thy labours’ (Ex 2316 *r*j?D id

Penned was in the hills not far beyond it. Such yysp ’1^3, LXX iopr^v depio-gov wpuroy&'iipL&Ttov t&p
desert people never go over mountains when there fyycov crov)

;

4 the feast of weeks, of the first-fruits of

is a good valley route open to them. wheat harvest’ (Ex 342a utsn T?p njnv' :d, LXX
In the valley of the Jabbok, 4 miles from Sue- eoprrjv epdopAdw

; so also Dt 1610,2Ch 818), and ‘the
eoth, two sharp hills, called Tulul edh-Dhahab, day of the first-fruits ’ (Nn 28s6 dV, LXX rjj
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wipa t

Q

p yiojv)

;

while the later Jews also denom-
inated it "j-c\ Aram, (Jos. Ant. in. x. 6
(Gr. aaapdd)

; Mishna, Arach. ii. 3, Chag. ii. 4, Rosh
hash. i. 2 ; Tar", on Nn 2S26), a term meaning
4 solemn assembly’ (2 K It)

20
, Is 1G20, Jer 92 etc.),

but applied in OT to the closing day of the feasts
of unleavened bread and tabernacles (Lv 23s6

, Nu
29s5, Dt 168, 2 Ch 79

, Neh S18
; RVm ‘closing

festival,
5
not as AVm ‘restraint’), and hence

applied also to Pentecost as the closing festival of
the harvest season.

.
Jos. inaccurately says (Ant.

HI. x. 6) that n"j^£ signifies (cnjp&.lvei) Pentecost.
In the Heb. legislation, the titles 4 feast of har-

vest 5 and ‘ day of first-fruits
5
indicate that this

festival^ was fundamentally an agricultural one,
expressing gratitude to God for the returns from
the labours of the field. It celebrated specifically
the wheat harvest (Ex S422), the last of the cereals
to ripen in Palestine. It marked, therefore,
the closing of the grain harvest, as the feast of
tabernacles (or ingathering) celebrated especially
the return from oliveyards and vineyards as well as
the dose of the husbandman’s labours as a whole
(Dfc 1618). This of itself implies that the feast fell

in the late spring or early summer
; and, since the

Israelites became agricultural only after entering
Canaan, it could not have been pre-Mosaie, but was
established with a view to the settlement in the
promised land (Ex 3412 [JE], Lv 2310 [H] etc.). On
the other hand, the title ‘feast of weeks’ already
given it in Ex 3422 [JE], as well as the general
description of the time of its observance in Dt 169

(‘Seven weeks shalt thou number unto thee : from
the time thou beginnest to put the sickle to the

y 1-4- A ^ . -i- - ^ "L -

239'21
.

^
From the latter we leam (1) that the

beginning of the harvest season was celebrated
during the feast of unleavened bread by the cere-
mcny of waving before the Lord ‘ a sheaf (nsy) of
the first

:
fndts (nyin) of harvest,’* together" with

the waving of a he-lamb and the rendering of

of the new crop could be eaten until this had been
done. Since the barley ripened first, the sheaf
was understood to be of that grain (Philo, de
Septen. § 20 ; Jos. Ant. m. x. 5), though it is not
specified in OT. The ‘feast of weeks’ came on
the fiftieth day after the barley-sheaf was waved
(w.18* u

, i.e. the day after the completion of seven
weeks). Hence we read (Jer 5s4) or ‘ the appointed
weeks of harvest *

; and Philo (de Septen. § 21) says
that the sheaf-waving vpotoprbs 4<jtiv erepas ioprijs

ful^ovos.

(2)We learn also from Lv 23 that the barley-sheaf
was waved on ‘the morrow after the Sabbath’
(vv.ii. is mrtp). The meaning of this phrase,
on which the computation of Pentecost depends,
has been much disputed. The Jews of Christ’s time
understood it to designate Nisan 16th, without re-

m f ’ J ^— VJ. UXU.VU/ r Vli>VvL

bread (Nisan 15th) on the basis of v.7 [see Jos.
Ant. HL X. 5 5 LXX at Lv 23** (rrj iiraApiov ttjs

5-p&nfi) ; Targums (igp ny^n) • Mishna, Chag.
n. 4, Menach, x. 1-3]. There was dissent, however,
from this interpretation even at that time. The
( Baithusians *

(Sadducees) are said to have held
that ‘ the morrow after the Sabbath 5 meant the
aay^ following the weekly Sabbath which occurred
dTmngthe feast of unleavened bread (see Lightfoot,
Eor. Heb. on Lk 6l

; Adler, ‘Phar. u. Sad. n. ihre
* In the second temple, barley was cut the previous evening*

SJSSL5
nauat

i.!J “ ,
ephah C«> omers), brought to the temple,

thrashed, parched, and ground. Then one omer, mixed with
oil and frankincense, was ‘ waved * and a handful burned on the
altar (Jos. Ant. m. x. 5; Mishna, Menach. x. 4 ; Edersheim,

efc
?*. P* 224)* Kurtz (Sacr. Worship of OT, p. 374)

thinks the sheaf itself should have been waved according to Lv.

difierirende Ausleg. d. nasM mriDD,’ in Monatschr.f
Gesch. 2i. Wissensch. d. Judenth. 1878, p. 522 f?.,

50$ffi, 1879, p. 29 ff. ; Montet, Essai sur les orig.

des partis Sad. et Phar. 1883), and the Karaites
of the 8th cent. A.D. followed the same view (see

Trigland, Diatribe de secta Kar. 1703, ch. 4). There
are also traces in antiquity of the view that the
phrase in question designated the last, not the
first, day of the paschal festival (see Dillraann
in Schenkel’s Bib. -Lex. under ‘ Pfingsten ’). Some
modem scholars likewise contend that the tradi-

tional interpretation was wrong, chiefly because nr#
elsewThere means the weekly Sabbath, and because,
it is said, nirg^ $737 (Lv 2315

) can only mean weeks
which ended with Sabbaths. Hence George (Die
alter. Jiid. Feste, 1835) understood the ‘Sabbath 5

in question to be the weekly Sabbath which fell

immediately before harvest, holding the harvest
festivals to have had originally no connexion with
the Passover. Hitzig (Ostern u. Pfingsten, 1837,
Ost. u. Pf. im zweit. Dekalog

, 1838) went so far as
to maintain that in the Heb. Calendar Nisan 14 and
21 were always Sabbaths, so that the year must
always have begun (Nisan 1) with a Sunday

; and
that ‘ the morrow after the Sabbath ’ was the day
following the weekly Sabbath of the feast of un-
leavened bread, and therefore always fell on Sun-
day, Nisan 22. With him agreed Knobel (Com. on
Lev.) and Kurtz (Sacr. Worship of OT, Eng. tr.

p. 356), except that they identified the ‘ Sabbath 5

in question with Nisan 14, and the day of the
sheaf-waving with Nisan 15. Against this unsup-
ported conception of the calendar, however, is the
well-known custom of beginning each month by
the new moon, as well as the fact that in such a
calendar there would be an incomplete week at the
end of the year, which would conflict with the

!

sanctity of the seventh day. Hitzig’s theory, more-
over, would place the sheaf-waving after the feast
of unleavened bread had ended. Hence more
writers have followed the Sadducean interpretation,
although this also might, when Nis. 15 fell on Sun-
day, throw the ceremony of sheaf-waving outside
the feast of unleavened bread (Saalschiitz, Das Mos.
Recht2

, 1853, p. 418; Fiirst, Heb. u. Chald. Worterb .

1863, under rod
; Wellhausen, Jahrb.f. deutsch.

Theol. xxii. ; Proleg. p. 86 ; von Orelli in Herzog’s
RE2

, art. ‘ Pfingstfest ’). The traditional inter-
pretation, however, may be successfully defended.
There is no sufficient proof that the connexion of the
sheaf-waving with the feast of unleavened bread
was not original, nor can Lv 239-22 be separated
from the surrounding legislation, since otherwise
no directions concerning the feast of weeks would
be given in it at all. If, however, the two were thus
connected, the sheaf-waving may most naturally
be supposed to have occurred during, not after, the
feast. This is also made probable by Jos 510 * 11

,

where it is stated that, after having kept the Pass-
over on the 14th day of the month in Gilgal, ‘they
did eat of the produce (RVm, not ‘ old com’ as Av
and RV ; means simply produce) of the laud
on the morrow after the passover, unleavened cakes
and parched com in the self-same day. 5 The latter
clause shows that the feast of unleavened bread was
not over, and ‘the morrow after the passover,’ while
it may mean (as in Nu 333) Nis. 15, may also mean
Nis. 16, since the paschal meal was celebrated on Nis
15, in the evening following the 14th when the lamb
was slain ; but at any rate the phraseology shows
that the sheaf-waving, without which the new corn
could not be eaten, was regulated bv the date of
the Passover itself, not by any weekly Sabbath.
Finally, the application of nzy to the first day of
unleavened bread may be justified by the language
used (v. 32

) of the day of atonement (‘In the ninth
day of the month . . . shall ye keep your sabbath ’),

and by the application of the term to the sabbatical
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year (Ly 252,

4

* 6 26s4 * **)
; while the use of mrnir in

the general sense of weeks may he justified by the
analogy of the Aramaic and Syriac, the interpreta-
tion of the LXX (tw ipdojiad&p), and the use of
cdfifiarov and crdppara in NT, e.g. Mt 28 l

,
Lk 1812

[see Bahr, Symb. ii. 619 ; Dillm. in SchenkeFs Bib.-
Lex. (in his Com. also Dillm. regards this view
as exegetically defensible) ; Schurer, HJP n. ii.

37 ; W. H. Green, Heb. Feasts
, ch. vii.]. It is at

any rate certain that the Jews celebrated the sheaf-
waving on Nis. 16, and Pentecost on the fiftieth

day after (usually Sivan 6), without regard in
either case to the day of the week. Beland
(Antiq. Sacr. Vet. Heb. part iv. eh. iv.) states,

indeed, that they took care that Pentecost should
not fall on the third, fifth, or seventh day of the
week ; but this was probably only a later Rabbinical
rule (see Ideler, Handb. d. Chronol. i. p. 537 ff. ).

The feast of weeks or Pentecost, therefore, as it

appears in the Pent., was a joyful acknowledgment
of the completion of the harvest in the land which
God had given Israel. The whole harvest season was
in a sense sacred time. Hence Pentecost lasted but
one day. By its prelude, the sheaf-waving, it was
dependent on Passover, commemorative of Israel’s

redemption ; and by the interval of seven weeks
between it and Nis. 16, it was brought into the
sabbatical system in accordance with which the
Heb. feasts were arranged.
Those modern writers who maintain the post-

exilic origin of the Levitical code, consider Pente-
cost, like the other agricultural feasts, to have
been originally a nature-festival, which in the
development of the Heb. cultus was taken up into
an artificial ecclesiastical system. Wellhausen
(Proleg. Eng. tr. ch. iii.) points out that in the
early prophetical narrative of JE (Ex 2316 S422

) the
dates of the harvest festivals are vaguely de-
scribed ; that first in Dt {e.g. 126

‘14 14^“26 126* 16
)

is Pentecost, as well as the other feasts, connected
with a central sanctuary, and the freewill offer-

ings tend to appear as liturgical obligations,

though there is still no mention of a single com-
munal offering ; but that in the Levitical code (Lv
23, Nu 28, the former including, however, elements
from older sources ; see also Driver, LOT 6

p. 56 j

Dillmann, Comment.) the offerings have become
mere dues, the communal offering through the
priests outranks the freewill offerings of the
people, and the festival has been brought into an
arbitrary system of dates and relations quite
different from its primitive freedom.
The ceremonies for the celebration of Pentecost

are described in Lv 2315'21
. On it no servile work

could be done. Two loaves of bread, made from
two-tenths of an ephah (BY) of fine flour from the
new wheat (Ex 34^) harvest, were to be baked with
leaven and presented by the priest before the
Lord as a wave-offering. ‘Ye shall bring (the

loaves) out of your habitations’ (OD'ohfta?, LXX dird

rijs mrouclas vy&v) does not mean that each house-
hold was to present two loaves (as Yulg. and
Luther read, ‘out of all your dwellings’; so

Calvin, Osiander, George, et al.), hut that the
loaves were to be taken from the ordinary bread
made from wheat of the land for household pur-
poses. Hence also they were to be leavened,* and
therefore could not come upon the altar (Ex 2318

,

Lv 211
), hut were merely waved before the Lord

and consumed by the priests. With them two
lambs were to be also waved as peace-offerings,

significant of the fellowship between J" and his

people ;
while at the same time a burnt-offering

was to be made, consisting of seven yearling
* Edersheim(TAe Temple, etc. p. 2301 thinks the leaven repre-

sented the sense of sin which mingled with the thanksgiving.
The common explanation is that the loaves were intended to

represent the ordinary food of the people, and this explanation
appears sufficient.

lambs without blemish, one young bullock, and
two ranis, with the appropriate meal- and drink-

offerings, and also a he-goat as a sin-offering—these

latter expressing the need of redemption,
.

which
properly mingled with the people’s thanksgiving.

In Nu 2826"31 a slightly different set of offerings

is directed for ‘the day of first-fruits/ as Pentecost
is there called, to be made in addition to the daily
sacrifices. Many consider this list also to refer to

the offering accompanying the loaves, and either
pass over the differences as unimportant or explain
them as due to corruption of the text or to diverse
and unliarmonized sources. The later Jews, how-
ever, regarded the two lists as supplementary,

—

that inNu referring to the sacrifices for Pentecost
considered as a special feast-day ; that in Lv to the
sacrifices directly connected with the loaves; so
that on Pentecost three series of sacrifices were
made

: (1) the daily burnt - offerings ; (2) the
special offerings for a feast-day ; (3) the waving of
the loaves and lambs, and the sacrifices connected
therewith. This usage appears from Jos. Ant.
in. x. 6, where the offerings of both lists are
added together (except that he specifies two rams,
which is probably an error for three)

;

also from
the Mishna (see Menach. iv. 2, 5). Neither is

there any reasonable objection to thus combining
the lists, since Nu 28. 29 contain directions fox

sacrifices on special days without describing other
ceremonies which fell on those days. Finally,
besides these communal offerings, Pentecost was
celebrated by the freewill offerings of individuals
both to the sanctuary and to the poor (Dt I610* u

,

LV2322
).

These ceremonies emphasized the relation of
Pentecost, as the close of harvest, to the sheaf-
waving at its beginning. There a single sheaf of
barley, here two prepared loaves of wheat-bread

;

there one lamb, here two, together with accom-
panying burnt- and sin-offerings. That, there-
fore, was the prelude of this. The two included
the harvest period of seven weeks,* and expressed
in climacteric form the increased gratitude of the
people. No voluntary offerings of first-fruits could
he made before Pentecost (see Ex 2319 ). Of course
the harvest was not always finished in all the land
by Pentecost ; but the seven weeks covered the
normal period, and brought the festival into the
sabbatical system.

In the second temple these ceremonies were
fully observed. Multitudes attended the feast
(Jos. Ant. xvn. x. 2, BJ H. iii. 1 ; Ac 25

). In
anticipation of it, a portion of the best wheat,
previously selected, was cut, thrashed, brought to
the temple, ground, and passed through twelve
sieves to ensure its fineness. On the day before
Pentecost [unless it were a Sabbath, in which case
on the second day before] two omers of the flour

were baked into loaves. The size of the latter is

described in the Mishna as 4 handbreadths wide,
7 long, and 4 fingers high. Soon after midnight
the temple gates were opened that offerings for

the day might he examined by the priests. At
sunrise occurred the regular daily sacrifice, and
soon afterwards the festal offerings directed in

Nu 2S26'31
. Amid the singing of the ‘Hallel/ the

peculiar ceremonies of Pentecost began. ‘The
two lambs were first waved alive ; then, after their
sacrifice, the breast and shoulder were laid beside

* The phrase, 1 h erctfSfi&.<r<» iumpourp&ru? found in TR of Lk 61

(supported by many MSS), has been explained as meaning the
first Sab. after the second day of the feast of unleavened bread,
i.e. the first Sab. of the harvest period. (So, first, Scaliger, de
Emend. Temp. vi. 577, followed by many. See Idghtfoot, Rot.

Heb. on the passage). The word must have originated in
some known custom; and this explanation is not improbable,
since the Sabbaths between Nis. 16 and Pentecost were care-
fully noted. The adj., however, is probably a Western and
Syrian gloss intruded into Lk’s text, and is rejected by WH
after kBL and other weighty authorities.
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the loaves and “ waved” (generally toward the
East) forwards and backward, and up and down 5

(Edersheim, The Temple, p. 230). Then followed
the other appointed sacrifices, and the freewill

gifts ; and the rest of the day was spent in festive

gatherings, to which the poor and the stranger and
the Levite were invited. The attendant festivities

are said to have often continued several days.
The Jews of the post-biblical period held Pente-

cost to celebrate the giving of the law at Sinai,

which was calculated to have taken place on the
50th day after the Exodus (Ex 19 1

). No such view
of the day, however, is found in OT, Josephus, or
Philo. Philo, in fact, seems to regard the feast of

trumpets as commemorative of Sinai [de Septen.

§ 22). It was probably after the fall of Jerus. that
this view originated.* Thereafter it was generally
adopted by the Rabbins, and the day is described
in the later liturgy as 4 the day of the giving of

the law 5
(Saalschiitz, Das Mos. Recht

, p. 420).

The same view appears among the Christian
Fathers (see Jerome, Ep. ad Fabiolam ; Augustine,
contra Faustum, xxxiL 12). Maimonides {

More
neb. iii. 41) expressly says, 4 festum septimanarum
est dies ille, quo lex data fuit

5

; but Abarbanel,
while admitting the fact, denies that Pentecost
was a celebration of it (Babr, Symb. ii. 645).

Modem Jews accept the tradition, and spend the
previous night in reading the law and other ap-
propriate Scripture. The later Jews also observed
Pentecost for two days ; but this custom arose in

the Dispersion from the difficulty of determining
exactly the Palestinian month, which was fixed by
observation of the moon. See New Moon.
In the Christian Church the importance of

Pentecost was continued, and its significance

emphasized, by the outpouring of the Spirit on
that day (Ac 2).f The day of the week on that
occasion is traditionally represented as Sunday.
Its determination, however, depends on the date
assigned to Christ’s death. It is to be assumed
that He died on a Friday (see e.g. Mk 1542). If,

then, as many suppose the Fourth Gospel to
teach, He died on Nis. 14, Nis. 16 and Pentecost
fell on a Sunday ; but if, as the Synoptists seem
to state. He ate the passover with His disciples

at the regular time, He was crucified on Nis. 15,

and Nis. 16 and Pentecost fell on Saturday [see

CHRONOLOGY OF NT], Wieseler (Chron. d. Apost.
Zeitalter, p. 20) plausibly suggests that the fes-

tival was fixed on Sunday by the later Western
Church to correspond with Easter.
But, whatever the day of the week may have

been, the events of that Pentecost were of funda-
mental importance to the Church, and as appropri-
ate to that festival as Christ’s death had been to
the Passover season. They indicated the Divine
origin of Christianity on its subjective side, and
the Church was then endowed for its future work.
The suddenness of the manifestation indicated the
supematuralness of the endowment ; the 4 sound
as of the rushing of a mighty wind’ was the
natural emblem of the almighty Spirit; the
tongues c parting asunder 5 or 4 distributing them-
selves

5 on the disciples [not ‘cloven 5 as AV]

rbolized the universal gift of power to proclaim
gospel; the semblance of fire indicated the

purified zeal, bom of faith and love, which was

* Dt 16^2 gives a reason for observing the feast as directed,
not a statement of what the feast celebrated. See 5^, 15*®.

Vaihiuger In Herzog’s RE^t art. ‘ Pfingstfest,* appeals for this

view also to 2 Oh 151®, and even to Jn 6s® ; but nis arguments
axe not convincing.

t The language Of Ac 21 I* ffvfT^pwer&eu nptipetf rijs

*t*rm**rm nas been understood by some (as Olshausen and
Baumgarten, so also Blass) to mean that the Spirit came before
the day of Pentecost ; while Lightfoot in Hor. Heb. (Exerdt.
on Ac 2) Interprets it of the day after Pentecost. The vast
majority of critics interpret it of Pentecost itself. See Meyer’s
Com.

to characterize the proclamation ; while the poly*

glot (?) utterances of the believers were a sign of

the world-wide destination of the truth which filled

their lips with praise [see Tongues, Gift of].

The occurrence of these events on Pentecost was
also significant. The gift of the Spirit was the

first-fruit of the spiritual harvest (cf. Eo 8s3 ll lfl

Ja l
18

)
procured through the work of Christ ; and

the dependence of Pentecost on Passoverharmonized
with the dependence of the Spirit’s work on the

objective sacrifice of the Redeemer. The euchar-

istic character of Pentecost harmonized also with
the joy of the disciples over their spiritual blessings

;

while, providentially, the presence of multitudes

at the feast made it a fit opportunity for the first

public proclamation of the now completed gospel.

Among the early Jewish Christians observance

of the Heb. feasts continued, doubtless with fresh

significance derived from the new revelation.
.
So

it is noteworthy that St. Paul earnestly desired

to present the gifts of the Gentile Churches to the

saints in Judaea at Pentecost (Ac 2016
). There is

no evidence, however, that the Gentile Churches
of the apostolic age observed this feast ; but at

the close of the 2nd cent, it appears as one of

the established festal periods of the Church. The
name Pentecost was at first applied to the whole
time between Easter and the festival of the Holy
Ghost (Greg. Naz. Orat. 44 dePent.). This larger

meaning of the word is abundantly shown by
Tert. de Idololatria , 14, de Baptismo, 19; Grig.

c. Cels. viii. 22; Apost. Const. v. 20, etc. The
period was one of joyfulness. As on the Lord’s
day, no fasting or kneeling in prayer were
allowed (Tert. de. Cor. 3). Afterwards the term
was limited to the 50th day after Easter {Apost.

Const, lib. viii. cap. 33 ; Counc. Eliberis, Canon 43)

;

and, at a still later period, the following days, or
in some places the week, were included in the
festival. The Pentecost season was especially

used for baptisms. From the white robes worn
by the candidates, the English term 4 Whitsunday 5

is supposed to have arisen (see Riddle, Manual
of Chr. Ant, p. 681, and esp. Skeat, Etym. Diet.2,
tor various explanations of the origin of the
word).
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PENUEL.—See Peniel,

PEOPLE is the AY rendering of a great variety
of Heb. and Gr. terms, the most important of

which are% d)#7 or o’D^, djz, dp/ios, tdvos, \a6$, o%Xos.

The distinctive meanings of these are discussed
underGentiles. Whilem manyinstances no doubt
can exist as to the reference of the word people,

there are cases where the Eng. reader cannot out
feel uncertain whether he is to understand by it

the people of Israel or people in the sense of Gen-
tile nations. This ambiguity is avoided by RY,
which, for the latter sense, freely employs the
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plur. peoples, which in AY occurs only in Rev
1011 17 15

. The effect of this change in clearing
up the meaning is very evident in such passages
as Ps 674

, Is 554 602 etc. See Preface to RY of
°T.

Special notice is required of the phrase ‘people
of the land * (n$i?*QK), which occurs frequently in
the OT, especially in Jeremiah (I 18 3419 372 442i

526 - 25
), Ezekiel f?

27 1218 2229 332 3913 463 - 9
), and

2 Kings (ll 14* 1S- 19* 20 15s 1615 2124 2330* 35 2414 253 * lfl

),

with the parallel passages in 2 Chronicles (23
13 * 20 * 21

2

6

21 3325 361
). In most of these instances it means

the general, body of the people, as distinguished
from the king and the aristocracy. The fuller

phrase n^n-ay nVi is used in 2 K 2414 for 4 the
poorest sort of the people of the land ’ (cf. 2 K 2512

,

Jer 407 52 15 * 16
). In Gn 237* 12* 13 (P), Nu 149 (JE),

'

am-hcCarez is employed with reference to non-
Israelites. The title 'amm& ha'arez (or 'amm£
ha'drazuth) has a technical sense in "the hook of

Ezra-Nehemiah, being used of that half-heathen
half-Jewish population of Palestine with whom
less scrupulous Jews intermarried and maintained
friendly relations, but with whom the party repre-
sented by Ezra and Nehemiah refused all but the
most unavoidable intercourse (Ezr 91 * 2 102* u

, Neh
1029

'32
). The phrase 'am-ha?drez was used by the

Rabbins not only collectively but in an individual
sense (they spoke of an 'am-ha?arez) for the class

distinct from the strict observers of the law (cf.

Jn 749 ‘ this multitude [6 6x^0$ odros] which knoweth
not the law are accursed’). See, further, art.

Pharisees, p. 804 ; Schurer, GJV3
ii. 400 [.EJP

II. ii. 22 f.]
; Smend, Alttest. Beligionsgesch 2 (Index,

s. ‘Am ha&rez’). J. A. Selbie.

PEOR (ntysri * $071bp ; Phogor, and [Jos 2217] Beel-
phegor

, etc.).— 1. Nu 23™ only, a mountain in
Moab, the last point to which Balak took Balaam,
after he had sacrificed at Bamoth-baal and in the
field of Zophim, at the top of Pisgah. Peor is

described as looking down upon Jeshimon (RYm;
RY text / the desert ’). The unomasticon describes
the mountain as opposite Jericho, and as having
upon it a town, Danaba (Dinhabah, wh. see), 7
miles from Heshbon. Peor is not certainly identi-

fied. PEFSt (1882, p. 87) suggests the peak above
'Ain Minyeh overlooking the Dead Sea. Buhl (GAP
116) places Beth-peor at the mouth of the Wady
Ifesb&n

,
and is inclined to identify Peor with el-

Mutakkar, between Wady 'Ajiin M4sa and Wady
ffesb&n. For further details see Beth-peor.

2. A town in Judah, added by the LXX, Qay&p,
after Jos 155& ; for site see Beth-peor.

3. A divine name, Nu 2518 3118
, Jos 2217 ; see

Baal-peor.
4. The LXX reading, $>6ycop, for Paut Gn 36s9

, or
Pai9 1 Ch I50 ; see PAI. W. H. Bennett.

PERJEA (p UepaLa, Hepatos, Hepatr^s) is the name
given by Josephus bo the district which is spoken
of in Rabbinical literature as ‘the land beyond
Jordan.’ (In like manner the NT, which never
mentions Persea by name, uses the phrase nipav
rov’Iopddvov, Mt 41® 191

, Mk 38, Jn l28 3™ 61 * 17 1040

181
). He says (BJ m. iii. 3) that it stretches from

Machserus in the south to Pella in the north, while
its breadth is from Philadelphia ('Amm&n) to the
Jordan. In another place {BJ IV. viL 3, 6) he
makes Gadara the capital of Persea • and Schiirer

(EJP n. i. 113, note) infers that in the former case
the name is used in a political sense., i.e. with ex-
clusion of the towns of the Decapolis. In a geo-
graphical sense it must have reached farther north,
at any rate to the bank of the Yarmuk

,
while its

southern boundary was probably the Arnon. It

thus covered the districts of Jebel 'AjMn and
el-Belka. It may he roughly described as a high

tableland, tom in many parts by deep water
courses, mighty and picturesque ravines, breaking
down towards the

*Arabah, or, as it is now called,

el-Ghdr. Along the western edge the heights sink
abruptly into the Jordan Valley ; eastward they
fall away more gently into the desert. The great
gorge of the Yarmuk in the north and that of the
Arnon in the south form natural boundaries.
Josephus observes that, while larger in extent

than Galilee, it is inferior in fertility, and less

adapted for the growth of the finer fruits. The
Persean soil, however, is rich, and has always
yielded good returns to the husbandman. Much
land now used for pasture is well capable of culti-

vation ; and an excellent supply of water is pro-
vided by its streams and perennial springs. Great
reaches of these healthy uplands are covered with
a forest of oak. The olive flourishes in many of

the valleys, while the vine trails over the fruitful

slopes. Towards the eastern border the country
is treeless, and parts are barren and stony (Guy le

Strange in Schumacher’sA cross the Jordan, 292 ff.),

but the fellahin of the Arabs find space to grow
tolerable crops. Yakut (A.D. 1225) observes that
the region is noted for its wheat crops (Guy le

Strange, Pal. under the Moslems, 35). The raisins

most highly prized in the country, come from the
district capital es-Salt. Mufcaddasi (A.D. 985) says
that next to Baalbek it is the coldest place in Syria
[op. cit. 15). See arts. Gab, Gileab, Reuben.
In the earlier days of the Maccabees, Persea

was inhabited chiefly by Gentiles, among whom
was a ‘ dispersion ’ of Jews. Accordingly Judas,
after he had discomfited the heathen, conveyed all

the Israelites for safety into Judaea (I Mae 540 ).

The policy of Judaizing the province was not
introduced before the time of Hyrcanus

;
probably

by one of his successors (Schurer, EJP I. i. 192).

It shared in the reduction of taxes ordered by
Jonathan (Ant. XIH. ii. 3). Alexander Jannseus
waged war with varying fortune throughout Ms
reign, and before his death had the whole country,
from Merom to the Dead Sea, under his sway
(Schurer, l.c. pp. 297, 306). At Herod’s request it

was given as a tetrarchy to his brother Pheroras,
who in the end fled hither, to die, it was thought,
by poison (Ant. XV. x. 3, BJ I. xxiv. 5, xxx. 3, 4).

It was the scene of some of Herod’s building
enterprise (Ant. XV. viii 5). On Herod’s death,
Antipas was appointed tetraich of Galilee and
Persea (Ant. XVH. viii. 1). When Augustus con-
firmed Herod Antipas in the tetrarchy, Gadara
was cut off and added to Syria (BJ H. vi. 3). On
the site of the ancient Beth-haram (Jos 1327) the
tetrarch built a city and called it Julias in honour
of the emperor’s wife (Ant. xvni. ii. 1, BJ n.
ix. 1), which Nero afterwards gave to Agrippa,
with 14 villages about it (Ant. XX. viii. 4). It is

now represented by Tell er-Rameh (.EGHL1 488,
|

note). Persea was the scene of Simon’s rising,

so swiftly suppressed by Gratus (Ant. XVII. x. 6,

BJ n. iv. 2). Felix was appointed by Claudius
procurator of Galilee, Samaria, and Persea (BJ n.
xii 8). After the defeat of Cestius, Manasseh
was set over Persea (BJ n. xx. 4). The whole
region was finally subdued to the Romans by
Placidus, acting under Vespasian (BJ D7

. vii.

3-6). When the Moslems conquered the country,
the district, with its capital 'Amm&n, was attached
to the province of Damascus (Yakftbi, A.D. 874-
890). Later it was included in the kingdom of

Kerak [Dimashki (A.D. 1300); Guy le Strange,
Pal. under the Moslems, 34, 41].

In the beginning of our era the population was
]

prevailingly Jewish. Persea sent a multitude of
Jews to Jerusalem in the rising against Sabinus
(BJ H. iii. 1). When Gadara fell they were mostly
Jews who perished (BJ iv. vii 3, 6). They were
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strong enough to venture on armed strife with the
inhabitants of Philadelphia ('Ammdn) over the
boundaries of a certain village [Ant XX. i. 1), and
were reduced to order only by the iron hand of

Fadns. The Mishna constantly refers to Persea

—

* the land beyond Jordan 5—as a province of the
land of Israel, along with Judaea and Galilee.
Treating of the disposal of the seventh year’s
fruits it is said,

4 The land of Israel is divided into
three parts: Judaea, the land beyond Jordan, and
Galilee

5

(Shebiith ix
% 2). With regard to the

marriage law, it is in the same case with the
other two (Kethubtm xiii. 10) ; so also with regard
to possessions [Baba bathra iii. 2). Persea lay
between two Gentile provinces on the east, as did
Samaria between the two Jewish provinces on the
west of the Jordan. The fords below Beisdin and
opposite Jericho afforded communication with
Galilee and Judaea respectively. Persea thus
formed a link connecting the Jewish provinces,
so that the pilgrim from any part might go to
Jerusalem and return without setting foot on
Gentile soil ; and, what was at least of equal im-
portance, he could avoid peril of hurt and indignity,
which the Samaritans loved to inflict on those
passing through Samaria (Lk 952

; Jos. Ant XX.
vi. 1, Vita 52).

#
Jesus seems to have been baptized on the Persean

side of Jordan (Jn 1040). Farrar thinks He passed
that way after the Samaritans refused to receive
Him {Lk 932ff

*). From the Feast of the Dedication
He escaped to Persea (Jn 1040), whence He was
summoned by the sisters at Bethany (Jn . II8).
The visit, with incidents and teaching, described
in Mt 19, Mk IQ1’31

, Lk 1815"30
, is commonly re-

ferred to the period succeeding His retirement to
Ephraim (Jn ll64} ; and from Persea He made His
last journey to Jerusalem.

Niger, * a man of great valour in the war with
the Romans, 5 who belonged to this district, is

called 'the Persean 5
{UepairTjs, BJ n. xx. 4, xv.

vi. 1). One of the most awful incidents in the
siege of Jerusalem perpetuates the name of Mary,
a woman of Persea, from the village of Bethezob
[BJ VL iii. 4). In the nation’s crowning calamity,
when the Homans destroyed Jerusalem, and the
temple sank in flaming ruins, Josephus names
Persea for the last time, as if in sympathy * echo-
ing back 5

from afar the dolorous tumult and
uproar (BJ Yl. v. 1).

Literature.—Besides the authorities cited above, see Merrill,
East of the Jordan ; Oliphant, The Land of Gilead', Baedeker,
Fed. and Syria, 176-XSS ; Thomson, Land and Booh, iii. 547-
677 ; Buhl, GAP 120; Pliny, Nat. Mist. v. 18.

W. Ewixg.
PERAZIM {o'?i=rv!3 Boos &<ref3Qv).

—

Mt. Perazim of
Is 2S21 (‘ the Lord shall rise up as in mount Pera-
zim 5

) is probably to he identified with Baal-
perazim, the scene of one of David’s victories over
the Philistines, 2S 520=1 Ch 1411. It lay apparently
N.E. of Adullam, on the ridge above 'Am Fdris
(see PEFSt, Oct. 1899, p. 347). C. R. Conder.

PERDITION.—One of the renderings of av&Xeia
in NT (AY and RY), but not found at all in OT, in
either version. It occurs eight times both in AY
and in RY, but the latter has substituted 'perdition

5

for ‘ destruction 5
at Ph 319 (‘whose end is perdition ’),

and 'destruction 5
for 'perdition

5
at 2P 37 (' destruc-

tion of ungodly men 5

), apparently because in the
former passage the ‘ final perdition

5

(cf. riXos) of
the soul is the prominent sense, and in the latter
the OT Messianic destruction of the present bodily
mode of existence. It would seem as if the Re-
visers took this view of the eschatology of 2 P
generally, for they have translated dxc6Xe:a by
‘destruction 5

in ail the five passages containing
it, even in 21- 3 and 316. It is difficult, however.

to see why, if this distinction between destruction

and perdition is to hold (cf. Gwynn’s note in

Speaker's Commentary on Ph 319), the Revisers did

not carry it out more consistently.
_
At Ro 92S

(KaTTjpTuryeva els airdoXeiav) 'destruction 5 has no
doubt been allowed to remain as more suitable to

the figure of the potter and the clay ; but why is

it left at Mt 7
23 ' broad is the way that leadetli els

tt)v airdikeiCLv
5

? The more technical and complete
sense of dirNXeia as perdition (Ph 319

, Mt 102d
) in

comparison with the more general sense of oXedpos

as destruction (cf. 1 Co 55 ), comes out at 1 Ti 69,
where cbrwAaa serves as a definitive climax— ' hurt-

ful lusts, such as drown men in destruction and
perdition.

5

The question whether the word an-AXeia, with its

correlates, (a) involves annihilation, (b) admits of

unending existence and punishment, or (c) gives

room for restoration, has already been dealt with
in the article on Eschatology (see vol. i. esp. pp.
738-740, 752 f., and 756). It is a question which
(as it seems to ns) can never he absolutely decided

by the phraseology. An objection to the uncon-
ditional acceptance of [a) lies in the Jewish views
of Shed and Gehenna, and in such a moral use of

airoXXvfu and its correlates as in the phrase (Lk 1910
),

' The Son of Man came to seek and to save that
which was lost (rb aTroXuXos),’—a moral use which
can be illustrated from the Greek prose of Polybius
and Plutarch, and from the exegesis of Philo.* (b)

is rendered uncertain, notonlyby a priori considera-
tions as to the character of God, hut by the proved „

relativity in the sense of aluv and al&vios. It is

impossible to dogmatize in the direction of (c) in

face of the manifest efforts of our Lord and the
writers of the NT to depict a finality of destiny
for those wTho reject the truth. But when these

can he said finally to reject it we are not distinctly

informed. Without doubt, it is to men in the
present state of existence that the gospel makes
its urgent appeal. But nowhere in the NT are
unbelievers warned that after the cessation of the
present mode of existence all chance is gone. Of
two things only can we speak with any confidence

:

freewill will never be forced ; repentance will never
be spumed. J. Massie.

PERESH (ehs, B om., A $&pes).—A ‘son
5

of

Machir, 1 Ch 716. See MANASSEH, p. 232a.

PEREZ (n? 'rupture,
5
or 'breach 5

; cf. Perez-
uzzah, Baal-perazim, etc.).—In AY of OT this
name is, except in 1 Ch 273

, Neh ll4- 6
, spelt Fharez,

a modification of the LXX $&pes and Yulg. Phares.

This last form is found in AY of Mt l3, Lk 333
,

and is retained by RY in 1 Es 5s.
Perez was one of the twin sons of Judah by

Tamar his daughter-in-law, and received his name
from the manner of his birth, Gn 3S29

. Nothing
else is known of his personal history. In the

f
enealogies he takes precedence of his twin brother
erah, and to him the leading families of the tribe

of Judah traced their descent. According to Gn
4612

, Nu 2

6

20 - 21
, there were four Judahite clans,

two of which, Hezron and Hamul, represen ted
Perez; the others were descended from Shelah
and Zerah respectively.

Ewald (HI i. 365) has an ingenious theory, that
as in Levi, so in Judah there were twelve families,
and that the clan of Perez preponderated in the
latter tribe, as that of Kohath did in the former,
the Kohathite families being equal to the Ger-
shonite and Merarite combined. In support
of this he appeals to I Ch 2 and 41’23, which
he thinks represent two different genealogies of

* See an article by the present writer in the Expositor.
2nd series, voL ii. p. 64, ‘A Contribation to the History oi

cursXXypu.’
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Judah. In 1 Ch 2 six sons are assigned to Hezron,
equalling in number Shelah and the five sons of
Zerah. Ewald here, however, ignores Hamul } the
addition of whom increases the preponderance of
the Perez families. Indeed 1 Ch 2 deals almost
exclusively with them. But the account in I Ch
41-23 js qxLite different. Here there is explicit men-
tion of six ‘sons’ of Judah: (1) Perez { = Harmil
acc. to Ew.), (2) Hezron (elsewhere son of Perez),

(3) Carmi (grandson of Zerah, Jos 71, and his repre-
sentative here, acc. to Ew.), (4) Hur, (5) Shobal
(=Shobab, ch. 218

), (6) Shelah. Hur and Shobal
are in ch. 2 sons of Chelubai or Caleb, son of Hezron.
In order to make up the required number of 12
families, Ewald finds in this chapter six other
‘sons’ of Judah. His selection, however, seems
quite arbitrary

;
ch. 4 is merely a disjointed list of

names of persons and places, tne mutual relation-
ships of which are scarcely defined. Ewald is on
surer ground when he says that in both ‘gene-
alogies ’

* the proper family history of the tribe was
combined with the history of the country as a whole,
as well as of the possessions and residences of the
more powerful families.’ The blessing pronounced
on Boaz by the elders of Bethlehem, Hu 412 ‘ Let
thy house be like the house of Perez,’ indicates,

indeed, that the descendants of Perez were numer-
ous, hut is a natural expression in the mouths of
members of that family. In later times, the fact
that David and the royal line of Judah were de-
scended from Perez through Bam, son of Hezron,
naturally accounts for the prominence assigned to
the family; the precedence of Jashobeam among
the captains, 1 Ch 273

, was, however, due rather
to his personal prowess than to his descent ; and
it is to be noted that on comparing the mutually
complementary lists, 1 Ch 94, 1STeh ll4* 6

, we find

that in the time of Nehemiah the descendants of
Perez were not so numerous as those of Zerah.
Perez occurs, of course, in the genealogy of Christ,

Mt Is, Lk S33
. N. J. D. White.

PEREZITES (T^7, 6 $dpes).—The patronymic of
the name PEREZ, Nu 2620. See preceding article.

PEREZ-XJZZAH.—See Nacon and Uzzah.

PERFECTION.—We exclude from present con-
sideration the absolute perfection peculiar to God.
Wherever the term is applied in Scripture to the
Divine Being (Dt 32*, 2S 2231

, Ps 18s® 197, Mt S48
),

no limitation of its meaning is possible. It is

certainly significant that the Divine holiness itself

is proposed as a motive and pattern to man, Lv
ll44, 1 P l16**, I Jn 3s. Hence there is a close con-
nexion between man’s conception of the Divine
holiness and his conception of the holiness possible
to and obligatory on himself. The latter, however,
is our immediate subject.

The terms used in Scripture {chy, d'dfi, riXeios),

being general and abstract, tell us little until
defined by the context; and the context is the
Divine law as understood in a particular age. Their
connotation varies with man’s knowledge of moral
and religious truth. The same terms are used
throughout the OT, and indeed throughout Scrip-

ture ; but their meaning grows with the growth of
revelation. Even within the limits of the OT the
development is great. How much more does ‘ per-

fect’ mean to the later prophets than to the
patriarchs ! On NT ground the development is, of

course, greater still. The perfect man in a par-

ticular age is the man who realizes in himself the
Divine law, or the ideal (r£kos) of man as known in

that age. Thus, in order to give a complete view
of the growth of the term in meaning, it would be
necessary to trace step by step the growth of moral
and religious ideas in Scripture. It will be enough

here to indicate the chief stages in the develop-

ment.
Speaking broadly, we may say that the OT idea

of moral perfection is distinguished from the NT
one in three respects. It is negative rather than
positive, refers to outward act rather than to
inner disposition and spirit, and may be summed
up in righteousness rather than in love. It will be
obvious at once that such a statement is to be
taken with qualifications. There are beyond
question positive elements in OT ethics, rightness
of disposition as well as of act is required, love has
a place beside righteousness. Still, we think,
careful examination will show that the negative,
the outward act, righteousness, are the prominent,
emphatic elements in OT, as the other elements
are in NT. The higher, spiritual aspects are just
mentioned in OT, and tnen reserved for fuller

exposition till the fulness of time.

At the earliest stage the ‘ perfect ’ man is simply
the ‘upright’ man in contrast to the ‘wicked’ (Job
Xl. 8 2S g20 922} ps 37375 pr 221) ; in pS 3737 an<X €lse .

where d$ and ^ are used convertibly. The term
is probably applied to Noah, Abraham, Jacob, and
Job in tne same sense Gn 65 171 2S27

, Job l1,

although in Gn 171 ‘Walk before me’ suggests
higher thoughts, as also in Dt 1813 ‘ Perfect with
the Lord thy God ’ does the same. In Gn 171 LXX
has d^efjLTrros. In Dt 65 and Lv 1918 the two great
commandments are definitely formulated, but they
are nowhere expounded and worked out in detailed
application (see Lk 1027). In a similar way the
forbidding of sins of desire Ex 2017

, the requirement
of inner truthfulness Ps 152 51®, ‘circumcision of

the heart’ Dt 30® (cf. with Bo 229), preference of

moral to ceremonial purity Is l16, Mic 6s, J1 213
,

Jer 3183
, Ps 1715

, are germs of great developments ;

but they remain germs in OT days.
The growth in the meaning of perfection in the

NT is immense. The goal of the old economy is

the starting-point of the new. The positive side of

the law is everywhere foremost, Mt 71-* 21* 24 2545,

Jn 1317 1415>2S 1514, Ja l22* 25 and often. Insistence

on inward righteousness is just as marked a feature
of NT teaching. This is in great part the burden
of the Sermon on the Mount, Mt 522* 28

;
the

beatitudes are blessings on gracious disposition.

Outward obedience is too little, nothing but an
inner transformation is sufficient, the roots and
springs of man’s life must be made new, Mt 717

1518
, Jn 33*

®, Bo 8® 12s, 2 Co 517,
Gal 524, He 914 etc.

Above all, love, which is righteousness raised to
the highest power, appears everywhere as the
central law of life, Mt fi

44
, Lk lO27^* 87

,
Jn 1384

, Bo
1310

, 1 Co 13, Ja 2s
, 1 Jn 318* 23 47*^ *«• etc. This

substitution of love of God and man for righteous-
ness involves a complete transformation of the
Divine law. The two great commandments of the
law are applied in detail to the different relations

and duties of human life, Mt 5U, Bo 1210, He 131,
2 P I 7 . Such summaries of duty as are found in
Bo 12 and 13 are simply different applications of

the two chief commandments. The distance we
have travelled is seen in comparing the ‘perfect’

of the Lord’s words in Mt S4* with the ‘perfect’

of the OT. The qualifying clause ‘As your Father,’
the context with its command ‘ Love not merely
your neighbour but your enemies,’ and the entire

strain of precept in the discourse, forbid the fixing

„ of narrow limits. St. Paul’s teaching in Bo 1219'-1

is in the same spirit.

The proposal of Christ Himself as the example of

Christian life is very significant. Not merely His
teaching, He Himself is the law, the ideal of re-

newed man, Jn 1315
, Ph 2s

,
Eph 4s2 5lf

- (‘Be ye
imitators of God’). This suggests the further
fact that the new, the Christian type of character
is the one in which the mild virtues and graces
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prevail, Mt 52'9 ll29, Jn 1314, Gal 522f* 62,
Ph 23 45

,

Col 312
.

The apostolic prayers and wishes for Christian
Churches are full of instruction on this subject.

Passages like Eph l16
"19 314'19

, Col l
9-11

, 1 Th o23,

2 Co 139, are the final expositions of the law of love,

and show to what a height the idea of moral per-

fection has risen. Nothing has been or can be
added to the type of spiritual excellence there de-
scribed. The two remarkable words used in 1 Th o-3

may be taken as an inspired interpretation of t£\€los,

namely 6\6k\t]pos and oXoreX^y
; the former occurs

again in Ja l4 ,
the latter is a air. \eybyevov. The

former, Ellicott says, 4 serves to mark that which
is entire in all its" parts/ the latter indicates the
‘thoroughness and pervasive nature of holiness

5

(see also Trench, NT Synonyms, p. 71, and Light-
foot, ad loc.). These passages explain very fully

the. meaning or contents of the moral perfection,
which is to be the aspiration of every Christian
for himself, as it was the aspiration of the apostles
for the Christians of their day. The natural doubt
respecting the possibility of attainment is antici-

pated by St. Paul’s doxology, * Unto him that is

able to do exceeding abundantly above all that we
ask or think/ Eph 320

, a passage which reminds
us that the believer is kept absolutely dependent
on the grace and Spirit of God for the beginning
and perfecting of all that is good in him, Eph 210

,

Ph P 213
, Col 228, 1 P P.

'

Another line of phraseology, taken from human
growth, sheds much light on our subject. The
perfect (r^Xetot) are the mature, full-grown in con-
trast to babes and children vcu$Ut).

4 Every
one that partaketh of milk is a babe. Solid food
is for perfect

5

(men). He 513f* 4 Wherefore let us
go on to perfection 3

(reXa&n??), 61
.

4 Re not children
m mind : in malice be babes, in mind be perfect

5

{riXetoc), 1 Co 1420
, also 2s 31

. All this explains
4 unto a perfect (full-grown) man, unto the measure
of the stature of the fulness of Christ, thatwe maybe
no longer children/ Eph 413f\ St. John has ‘little

children, fathers, young men/ 1 Jn 213~15
.

4 The
riXeios is one who

^
has attained his moral end, that

for wTbich he was intended, namely to be a man in
Christ

5
(Trench, NT Syn. p. 74).

4 In this sense
St. Paul claimed to he rAeioy, even while almost in
the same breath he disclaimed the being rereXeio;-

p£vos, Ph S12* 15 ’
(ib.). The apostle’s disclaimer

intimates that there is no state of perfectness
which excludes the possibility of advance ; the
full-grown man is still in process of growth. St.
James also has the idea of perfection, l4 32.

It is encouraging to remember that this high
teaching of Scripture has always been kept before
the mind of the Church. Here again St. Paul is

our leader, 4 Forgetting the things which are be-
hind, I press on toward the goal/ Ph 313f\ The
question of the possibility of Christian perfection
in the present life was raised by Augustine and
answered in tlw affirmative. To doubt it, he said,
would be to limit the power of Divine grace. But
he doubts, pr

.
rather denies, that there have been

perfect Christians, assigning as reasons the weak-
ness of human nature, the danger of pride, the need
of discipline (see quotations in Pope, Compend. of
TheoL iri. p. 70). The mediaeval and Roman Catholic
Church holds not only the possibility but the fact
in the case of ‘saints/ canonization being the
Church’s. seal on the perfect life. The use of the
term 4 saints 5

to denote a special class of Christians
is extra-scriptural,^ as in Scripture the term is
applied to all Christians, Ro l7 and elsewhere.
The motive of the monastic system in its long
history and multitudinous forms has been to secure
favourable conditions for living a perfect Christian
life, supposed to be impossible in ordinary circum-
stances. 4 If thou wilt be perfect, sell all that

thou hast 5 (Mt 1921
), has been he. I to dictate thf

condition of such a life, as it was the voice evei

sounding in the ears of Francis of Assisi. What-
ever our judgment on the monastic system, the
nobility of its original aims must be acknowledged.
The great succession of mystics of the k Kempis
type in every Church and age has done much to

preserve the tradition of a deep spiritual life. The
passages of Sciipture which are their watchwords
(Jn 154, Gal 2J0

,
Col 31'4

) have been shown to

describe true experiences. John Wesley’s doctrine

on the subject merely follows in the wTake of many
teachers and communities whose aim has been the
romotion of the highest Christian life. It is a
octrine of relative perfection in a very strict

sense. His own favourite definition of its nature
is expressed in the terms of the two chief com-
mandments, which he insists are an ideal intended
to he realized in actual life. His doctrine differs

only in name from the teaching of all who desire

and seek the highest life of holiness. In any case

the perfect conformity to the image of the Son,
which is God’s eternal purpose (Ro S'

29
), must ever

remain the cherished hope of every believer in

Christ. J. S. Banks.

PERFORM, PERFORMANCE. — These words
have lost the idea of finishing, completing, which
once belonged to them. Tindale translates Lk
1428.29 ‘Which of you disposed to build a toure
sytteth not donne before and counteth the cost,

whether he have sufficient to performe it? lest

after he hath layde the foundacion, and is not
able to performe it, all that beholde it beginne to

mocke him.’ And Robinson in Move's Utopia, iL

(Lupton’s ed. p. 170), says, 4 The lacke of the one,

is performed and fylled up with the aboundaunce
of the other/ * This is often the meaning of 4 per-

form’ in AY. Thus Is I012 ‘When the Lord
hath performed his whole work upon Mount
Zion ’ lit.

4 when he hath cut off/ the figure

being taken from the cutting off of the finished

web from the loom ; LXX Bray avyreXia-r}

;

Vulg.
cum impleverit

;

Wyc. ‘shall fulfelle/ Purvey
4 hath fillid ’

; Cov. 4 As soone as I have per-

formed ’}. Lk 2s9 4 When they had performed all

things according to the law of the Lord’ is not
merely ‘when they had done all things/ but ‘when
they had completed’ or (RV) ‘accomplished’ (ws

erbXecav). To 4 perform the doing ’ of a thing (as in

2 Co 811 ) is now tautology, whence RV 4 complete
the doing’ (rb Troirj<rai iirireXicraTe). The change in
the meaning of 4 perform ’ is dne to the supposition
that it is made up of per and form, and to form
is to do, to make. It has no connexion with form,
being derived from Fr. parfoumir, to furnish com-
pletely, accomplish. Its original and proper mean-
ing is well expressed by Manndeville (Travels

,

p.

265), ‘But whan he saughe thet he myghte not dou
it, ne Fringe it to an ende, he preyed to God of
Nature that he wolde parforme that that he had
begonne/ Cf. Ps 20® 21u 572 (Pr. Bk.).
Performance is used in AY only in the sense of

bringing to an end, completing, viz. Lk l45 (reXeU

ajo-is, RV 4 fulfilment ’), 2 Co 81A (rb exireX&rat, RV
4 the completion ’). J. Hastings.

PERFUME, in the sense of a fragrant material,
is trD of rntsp ketoreth, in Ex 3088, and of [njr), only
in plur.] riklcuMm, in Is 579. In the verbal form to
sprinkle scents, in Pr 717, it is qu nuph. Frag-
rance, a word which does not occur in AY, has been
introduced by RY in Ca l8* 12 713 in place of 4 savour

’

or ‘smell/ and is the rendering of on. The’ same
word occurs in Gn 2T27, Hos 1#, Ca 410 7®.

The use of odorous or strongly-smelling materials
has been alluded to under Ointment and In-
cense, as well as under me specific names of the
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various scents. Most of these Scripture perfumes
are pungent rather than sweetly-smelling, and
would not please the present taste ; hut, as Pliny
has said, there have been fashions in odours as
in clothes. The raw materials are gums, resins,
roots, barks, or leaves, and these were variously
combined, according to the skill and fancy of the
perfumer. These o'rtph are called 4 apothecaries

5 m
Ex 3025'35 372a

, 2 Ch 1614, Neh 38 (nvijn), Ec 1U1
, Sir

388 491 (LXX in both jxvpe^Ss), and 4 confectionaries 3

in 1 S 813 (mnpi). RV substitutes 4 perfumers 3

ex-
cept in 2 Ch, Neh, and Sir ; but these texts also
refer to perfumers, not apothecaries in the modern
sense of the word. These perfumers constituted a
guild among the Jews ; see Apothecary, i. 126 ;

Confection, i. 464 ; Medicine, above, p. 332.

These odorous compounds were either for per-
sonal or for ritual use. Those used for the former
usually took the form of ointments (which see),

and were (1) for the purpose of masking the odour
of the body, which is apt to be strong and disagree-
able in a hot country. This is especially the case
with the feet, hence the Greeks and Romans re-

garded it as a great luxury to have their feet
anointed with sweet-smelling ointment. Athenasus
quotes a number of authorities in reference to this
practice (xii. 78). It was in accordance with this
mode of showing honour to guests *hat the woman
anointed the feet of our Lord (Lk i

33
, cf. Jn 123

).

For other cases of the cosmetic use of ointments
or perfumes see Anointing. The use of these was
looked upon as an effeminate luxury by Pliny, who
deprecates the lavish use of them in Rome (xiii. 1).

_
(2) Perfumes, such as frankincense, were some-

times chewed to give to the breath a sweet scent
(Ca 7

s
). For modern instances see Lane, Mod.

Egyp. i. 238.

(3) Ladies among the Jews sometimes carried per-
fume boxes at their girdles (Is 320 ) ; these were
called *83, and this is translated ‘tablets

3

(i.e.

lockets) in AV. They were most probably metallic
boxes containing ointment or frankincense. Such
boxes have been found in Egypt.

(4) Perfumes were sprinkled on garments or
placed in boxes with clothing to give them a
pleasant odour (Ps 458, Ca 411

). This is still done
m the East as in the West (see Lane, ib. i. 256).

(5) Perfume was sprinkled on couches or beds as
in Pr 717

.

(6) In the Persian harem, perfumes were the chief

means of purification in use : six months unction
with oil or myrrh, and six months with spices and
the ‘ointment of the women, 3 LXX (rpArYimai r&v
ywatK&v (Est 212). At the present day rosewater is

used for such purificatory washing (Burckhardt,
Arabia

,

i. 68).

(7) Odours and spices were used at funerals,

applied as antiseptics to the body. Asa was laid

in a bed filled witn sweet odours and divers kinds
of spices prepared by the perfumers (2 Ch 1614) ; and
Nicodemus provided about 100 lbs. of myrrh and
aloes for the burial of our Lord. They were also

burned at funerals; probably the burnings of

2 Ch 1614 2119 were made of them. At Poppaea’s
funeral Nero burned more perfumes than Arabia
could produce within a year (Pliny, xii. 18).

Of the ritual or ceremonial uses of perfumes,
usually in the form of incense, mention is made in

many places in the OT. Sometimes it was burned
before a king when making a state procession. To
this there is an allusion in the pillar of smoke which
preceded the king in Ca 36. Quintus Curtius speaks
of a similar ceremonial in the case of Indian princes

(viii, 38). See INCENSE in vol. ii. p. 468a
.

The period ^t which incense was introduced into

the Jewish worship is unknown, but it was per-

haps used in very early times (see, however, In-

pENSE, ib. p. 467A). The Egyptians used it as far

back as the 4th dynasty, and on almost every stele

of the period which covers the whole of the Israelite

sojourn in Egypt there is specific mention of ntr
sntr or incense. Odorous fumigations are used in
all ceremonial religions, and the sweet smell is

supposed to propitiate the god. Oedipus says that
Thebes 4 reeks with incense and rings with prayers 5

(Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus

,

4), and Herodotus
records that Datis, the Median, burnt 30 talents of
frankincense on the altar at Rhensea (vi. 97). Simi-
lar references might be multiplied for other places,

and for cults the most dissimilar. To this idea
Amos alludes, when speaking for the offended Deity
he says that 4 He will not smell

3

in their solemn
assemblies (5

21
). RY renders it

4 will take no de-
light,

3 which is a paraphrase, the AV being the
literal rendering. In the NT there Is no account of
the use of perfumes in Christian worship, but the
idea is spiritualized like the other typical observ-
ances of the old worship : thus St. Paul calls the self-

sacrifice of Christ 4 a sacrifice to God for a sweet-
smelling savour 3 (Eph 52) ;

and he also calls the
gifts which the Philippians had sent to him by
Epaphroditus 4 an odour of a sweet smell

3 (Ph 418
).

In the apocalyptic vision the four living creatures
and the 24 elders before the throne of God are said
to offer incense, which is the type of the prayers of

saints, Rev 5s
.

The perfumes mentioned in the Bible will be
found under their specific names. They are Aloes,
Apples (said to yield a fragrance, but scarcely a
perfume in the strict sense), Balm, Bdellium
(probably derived from a species of AmyrU and
allied to myrrh, see Jos. Ant , ill. i. 6), Calamus
(probably one of the lemon-grasses, such as Andro-
pogon pachnodes, or schcenanthus. The former
yields the sweet-scented Turkish grass-oil of com-
merce. It might, however, be the Acorus calamus
or sweet-cane, but this is unlikely), Gamphire
(henna), Cassia, Cinnamon, Costus (see Oint-
ment), Frankincense, Galbanum, Ladanum (the
vh of Gn 37^ 43u translated 4 myrrh, 3 but much more
probably the odorous gum exuded by a Cistus, either

€. Ledon or C. laurifolius, perhaps Creticus), Man-
drakes (mentioned as fragrant, but not a perfumer’s
material, Ca 713

), Mastic (<rfivos, the Pistacia
lentiscus

,
mentioned only in the Apocr. Sus w

),

Myrrh (yielded by Balsamodendron myrrha ),

Onycha (the of Ex 3034
,
either ladanum, as

in the Arabic Version, or the sweet-smelling oper-

culum of a Strombus. Its smell is alluded to in

Sir 2415
), Saffron, Spikenard, Stacte (probably

storax, the resin of Styrax officinale), Tragacanth
(nrisj of Gn 37s5 43u, the gum exuded by Astragalus
tragacantha).
The proper names Keturah, Basemath, and

Euodia seem to he derived from the words for
4 incense

5 or * fragrance.
3 A. Macalister.

PERGA {Ulprpj

;

the form Ulpya, which might
have been expected, seems not to occur :

* in Latin
commonly Perga, hut Pliny has Perm) was one of

the two greatest cities of Pamphylia in ancient
times (Side being the other). Strabo describes it

as being on the Cestrus, 60 stadia, 7 to 8 miles,

from its mouth ; and he speaks of the river

as navigable. There is some inaccuracy in this

statement, as Perga is fully 5 miles west from the
Cestrus ; but it is true that the nearest point on
the river is about 60 stadia above the mouth.
Mela more correctly says that Perga was situated

between the rivers Cestrus and Cataractes, but
nearer the former (which he too describes as navi-

gable). The earliest known memorials of Perga

* A coin in the British Museum Catalogue, No. 27, read*

TTepfA; hut this may be an abbreviation of the adjective

On No. 48 the city name is indubitably TTepCflH*



PEBGA

are its coins, which begin early in the 2nd cent.
B.C. Bnt its walls are of Seleueid, not Pergamenian
style, and, therefore, probably were built in the
3rd cent. ; and Perga began to strike coins when
set free from the rule of the Seleueid kings of
Syria in B.c. 189. Its coins last in a fairly rich
series till about A.D. 276 ; and it was the only
Greek city

5
except Alexandria that struck coins of

the emperor Tacitus. Side and Perga both ranked
as metropolitan cities of Pamphylia : on coins
Perga is styled metropolis under the emperor
Tacitus, but certainly had that rank earlier (as

Side also must have ranked as metropolis, though
its coins do not mention the title).

Perga was evidently the stronghold of native
Pamphylian feeling in opposition to the Greek
colony Attalia, which was founded during the
2nd cent. B.C.. Its coinage is invariably associated
with the native goddess, wdio was identified with
the Greek Artemis, but evidently was more like
the Ephesian than the true Hellenic deity. Some-
times she is called on coins the Queen of Perga
(F&va<r<m written in Pamphylian alphabet), but
commonly Artemis of Perga. She is represented
either as the Greek short-clad huntress Artemis,
sometimes with a sphinx beside her, sometimes
with a stag, or as the Greek goddess, wearing a
long tunic, but still carrying the bow ; but far
more characteristic is the type common in imperial
times, in which she is symbolized by a quaint
simulacrum, probably representing a large stone
with a rounded top : the top is sometimes modified
to resemble a female head with long veil and
kalathos, while the stone in its lower part then
seems like a rude and massive human body. On
the stone sometimes there appear to be zones of
dancing figures. The sphinx or the eagle are fre-

quent accompaniments of the simulacrum. This

f
oddess may safely be described as similar to the
Iphesian (see Diana). The name Leto seems

probably to belong to her, whether it be a modifi-
cation of the Lvcian word lada (the lady), or of the
old Semitic Al-lat or Alilat.*
The site of Perga is now called Murtana, and is

about 12 miles north-east of Attalia. The temple
is described by Strabo as standing on a higher
ground beside the city. This higher ground was
the site of the older city, and constituted the acro-
polis. It is not an isolated hill, but part of that
steep-edged plateau which occupies much of the
country between Oestrus and Cataractes. In the
time of Strabo the city seems to have been on
the low ground south of the acropolis. All the
ruins—walls, gates, theatre, stadium, churches,
etc.—are in that part, while few remains are now
visible on the acropolis ; but the platform with the
lower part of six granite columns near the south-
east of the acropolis (which G. Hirschfeld and
other travellers took for the temple of Artemis) is

considered by Petersen too rude for that doubtless
splendid building,f The greatness of the city was
bound up with that of the goddess : compare the
speech of Demetrius about the Ephesian Artemis
in Ac 19. The right of asylum, doubtless, be-
longed to her temple and precinct (see Arch. Epi-
graph. Mittheil. aus Oesterreich, 1897, p. 65).
Paul and Barnabas, with John Mark, on their

first missionary journey, sailed from Paphos and
came to Perga m Pamphylia (Ac 918

) ; and the
expression reminds us of Strabo’s opinion that
Perga was on the navigable river. It would
appear from all the passages taken together that
there was a port-town on the river, ranking not as
a separate city, but as part of Perga. The apostles
seem not to have stayed long in Perga, and they
are not said to have preached there. The failure
* See Citiesamd Bishoprics ofPhrygia (Ramsay), pt. i. p. 90 f.

t In Lanckoronsld, Stadte Pamphyliens, L p. 36.

of any allusion to preaching may safely he taken
as a proof that they did not preach, but for some
reason changed their plan, ana thus lost the com-
pany of John (see Pamphylia). The form of

expression, 4 Perga of Pamphylia,’ Ac 1313
, does not

imply distinction from any other Perga (for there

was no other city of that name) : it means only
‘to the province Pamphylia, and specially the
capital Perga.

3 But on their return, perhaps
two years later, Paul and Barnabas preached in

Perga, though apparently with no marked success.

Thereafter they went to Attalia, on the coast,

to get a ship for the Syrian coast: many ships

would pass to and fro between Syria, and the

west, touching at Attalia, hut not going up to

Perga.
The early history of Christianity in Perga is

very obscure, and probably its progress was slow
(see Pamphylia). Some martyrs— Tbeodorus,
Philippa, Socrates, and Dionysius— at Perga
{Acta Sanct. s 20 Sept., p. 137) are mentioned
under one of the many emperors called Antoninus,
perhaps Elagabalus. But Perga is never mentioned
in the oldest Martyrologies, the Syriac and the
Hieronymian ; nor is Side.

Under the Christian empire, Perga and Side,

as being metropolitan bishoprics, each exercised

authority over a part of the whole province ; Perga
being head of Secunda Pamphylia, the western
division. It is by no means certain that this

division affected the civil administration ; it may
have been only ecclesiastical ; but the point is not
determined as yet. Hierocles, about A.D. 530,

S
'ves onlv one province Pamphylia, yet he gives

*st all tfie Pergaian cities, and thereafter all the
Sidetan, apparently implying both a knowledge of

the distinction and a refusal to recognize it as m
real fact of government.
Perga fell into decay in later Byzantine time.

It had not sufficient military strength for that
disturbed period. Between A.D. 787 and 812 it

was amalgamated in the ecclesiastical system with
the neighbouring city of Sillyon as a joint metro-
politan bishopric ; Sillyon had been an independent
autokephalos bishopric for about a century pre-

viously. Evidently, these two inland cities were
both decaying in the 8th century. The ruin of
Perga proceeded steadily. In a.d. 1084 Attaleia *

wTas made a metropolis. The official lists, Notiticz

Episcopatuum, represent this as if Attaleia were
made then an independent archbishopric, and
Perga remained metropolis of Pamphylia Secunda.
But in reality Perga was now a mere ecclesiastical

title, and Attaleia was the residence of the real
head of all the Pamphylian Church that remained

:

in truth, most of Pamphylia provincia was now in
partibus infidelium, having been conceded to the
Turks by the feeble competitorswhowere struggling
with one another for the throne of the Byzantine
empire after the min of the imperial power at the
battle of Manzikert in 1071.
The. true state of matters is quite frankly recog-

nized in the (late) Fourth Notitia, where the entry
reads : 6 SuXalou 5y /cal IL^pyqs X^yerai, &v6>

od hi vvv

6*Arra\las. So, too, a MS (Tischendorf, Nov. Test.
iii. Proleg. p. 629, No. 99), dated A.D. 1345 or 1445,
was written by the hand of Theognostus, pnjrpoiroXi-

tou Uepyy? real ArrakeLas, 4%&pxov ttjs Kevrjs {i.e. Kaivijs)

devrepas Uapfivklas. To complete this acconnt of
the decay of Christian organization in Pamphylia,
it may be added that Side was degraded (1283-
1321) from tenth to thirteenth in the order of
rank of the metropoleis (its place being given to
Philadelphia, which was then so important a city
to the narrowed Christian empire) ; and in 132S-
1341 Side, disappeared entirely from the list of
metropoleis, Monemvasia as head of the wholo

* Note on Tenth Notitia (Parthey, p. 214, No. 622).
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Peloponnesus taking its place.* Thus we reach
the modern^ state of things, in which there is

in Pamphylia only the single Christian dignitary
at Attalia. It would appear perhaps, that, when
Perga was at last definitely recognized as being in
partibus infidelium, the new bishopric of Pyrgion,
m the Cayster valley, was identified with it, so
that

_
the .titular bishop of Perga officiated at

Pyrgion with his old order of precedence according
to the official lists (which never formally accepted
the real historical facts): this seems implied in
the entry in a late document printed in Parthey’s
Notitim JEpiscop. p. 314, No. 60, Htpyrj rb yvv Uvpylv
(i.e. ILvpyLov). The elevation of Pyrgion took place
between 1193 and 1199. Similarly, Proconnesos
was put in the place of Mokisos-Justinianopolis t
(head of Cappadocia Tertia), and Monemvasia in
that of Side. But in almost all such cases the
official lists continued to preserve the old situation,

and rarely recognized the facts of the time when
they were written.
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LanckoronsM, Stadte Pamphyliens
; Hill, Cat.

of Coins,
Brit. Mus. t Pamphylia, etc. On the ecclesiastical facts

several articles by Gelzer in Jahrbiich. fur protestant. Theologie
,

xii.; and Ramsay, Hist. Geogr. of Asia Minor (see Index, s.w.).

W. M. Ramsay.
PERGAMUS or PERGAMUM (rj Uipya/xos or rb

Uepyapov
; the word occurs in NT only in dat. and

accus., leaving the nom. uncertain ; in other
authorities both forms occur ; Ptolemy, Dion
Cassius (lix. 28. 1), and Stephanus Byz. have ILp-
yajuos,t while almost all other writers and inscrip-

tions have Utpyapov) was a great and famous city
of Mysia, adjoining the district called Teuthrania,
about 15 miles up the Caicus valley from the sea,

and about 3 miles north of the river, which was
navigable for the small ancient ships. Two small
streams joined the Caicus near Pergamum, the
Selinus actually flowing through the city and the
Keteios washing its walls on the east. Between
these two streams was a well-marked hill, which
was the site of the earliest city and of the Acro-
polis of the later city (with many of its most
magnificent buildings, agora, gymnasium, Greek
theatre, temples of Dionysos, Athena, Faustina,
Trajan, etc., and the great altar of Zeus). The
enlarged later city extended across the Selinus to
the south-west ; and here were amphitheatre, circus,

Roman theatre, probably the temple of Augustus,
and farther west the sacred precinct and temple of
Asklepios.
Pergamum was an ancient city, which struck

coins as early as 420-400. But its greatness began
early in the 3rd cent., when Philetserus managed
to appropriate a great treasure deposited there
under his charge by king Lysimachus ; and by the
support of Seleucus, the Syrian king, he gradually
made himself independent and powerful (B.C. 284-
263). He was succeeded by his nephew, Eumenes
(263-241) ; thereafter succeeded Attains I., who took
the title of king (241-197) ; Eumenes II. (197-159)

;

Attalus H. (159-138) ; and Attalus ni. (138-133),
who bequeathed Ms kingdom to the Romans.
The military glory of the Attalid kings and of

Pergamum lay in the wars with the Gauls or
Galatians (wMch see), who invaded Asia Minor in
B.c. 278. Eumenes I. paid tribute to the Gauls ;

but Attalus I. refused to continue this humiliating

* Notitia, iv. 00, xii. 14, 35 (Parthey, pp. 136, 237, 238) : the
stubborn xmwilhnjpess of the official Notitiae to recognize the
real facts appears m the Fourth Notitia, which still continues
to mention Side (iv. 11) in its old place as head of Pamphylia,
besides recording its new situation. But xii mentions the
new situation twice, under each name.

t Known only from Georgius Pachymeres, L p. 286 (Hist.

Geogr. As. Mm. p. 300).

X Steph. Thes.y quotes Xen. Hell. iii. 1. 6, Paus. vii. 16. 1, x. 25.

, 10, etc. (where the fern, gender proves the nom., unless «oXts is to
be understood), but does not mention the above instances. The
true text in Polyb., Strab., Appian, Philostr. etc., is to Uipyct/Miv.

custom; and when war followed he won a great
victory at the sources of the Caicus, about B.C. 241-
240. It was in the flush of this victory that Attalus
assumed the title of king. The success was cele-

brated in art and literature as a triumph of Hellenic
civilization over barbarism. This and other vic-

tories gave Attains supremacy over great part of
western Asia Minor (Asia cis Taurum)

;

but about
222 the Seleucid dominion over this country was re-

stored, and Pergamenian power shrank once more
to its previous narrow bounds, what was called the
irurpiba dpxv immediatelyround Pergamum. Attalus
slowly reconquered his lost empire, and, taking ad-
vantage of the Roman enmity against the Seleucid
kings, he threw all his strength on the side of the

S
*eat republic* About 205 he actively aided the
omans to get from Pessinus the sacred image of

the Phrygian mother of the gods, which the Sibyl-
line books directed them to bring to Rome as a
condition of success in the war against Hannibal.
Eumenes II. continued the policy of alliance with
Rome. He actively co-operated in the war of 190,
and at the peace of 189 the whole Seleucid do-
minions on this side of Taurus were given to him.
Thus once more Pergamum became the capital of

western Asia Minor, and in the following 18 years
Eumenes carried on vigorous operations in central
Asia Minor, and won several successes over the
Gauls (who had been settled in the part of ancient
Phrygia and Cappadocia which was henceforth
called Galatia). But the Romans were not in-

clined to allow Eumenes to become too strong,
and their steady though carefully veiled support
maintained the Galatians in independence, when
they seemed on the point of falling into subjection
to Pergamum.

In the spring of the year 133 Attalus m. died,
leaving a wall in which, while he ordered that
Pergamum and the other towns should he admini-
stered as constitutional, self-governing cities, he
bequeathed his entire kingdom to the Romans.*
At this point the coinage of Pergamum again begins
to illuminate the city, whereas from 284 to 133 the
coins were exclusively royal. The most famous
class of Pergamene coins, the cistophori, struck
first by the kings, were continued after the royal
rule ended. Cistophori were struck, not only at
Pergamum but also at many other of the great
cities of Asia (including Mysia, Lydia, Phrygia,
and Caria), and they were the commonest current
silver coin in the JEgean lands. The type was
composite, uniting the cista mystica and other
accompaniments of Dionysiac worship. The coin-

age of Pergamum continues in an unbroken and
very rich series down to the reign of Gallienus, in

the latter part of the 3rd cent, after Christ.

In 133 the Pergamenian realm, bequeathed to
the Romans, was formed into a Roman province

;

but the province was much smaller than the king-
dom, for Phrygia Magna was given away to
Mithridates, Mag of Pontus. Phrygia was re-

claimed by the Senate after B.c. 120, when Mith-
ridates died ; hut, though loosely attached to the
province, itwas not properlyorganized anddefinitely
incorporated in Asia (as the new provincewas called)

until the year B.c. 85-84 under the government of

Sulla. From that time onwards the province had
much the same extent as the old Pergamenian
realm. The name Asia as applied to the province
was apparently a Roman invention, hut it was
taken up by the Greek population, and is used
freely in the inscriptions of the great cities to
indicate the Roman provincial unity with all the
countries embraced in it (see Lydia, Asia).

* See Frankel, Inschriften von Pergamon, i. No. 249, an
inscription which confirms the real existence of this will
against the ’scepticism of several modem historians. See
also Mommsen in Aiken. MittheU. des Inst. 1899, p. 193.
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The four chief gods of Pergamum are mentioned
in an oracle of about A.D. 167, which ordered the
Pergamenians to seek relief from the great pesti-

lence by appealing to Zeus, Dionysos, Athena, and
Asklepios.* AH appear frequently as types on the
coins of the city. Zeus Soter and Athena Nike-
phoros were especially honoured as having given
victory over the Gauls in the olden time. The
whole strength and skill of Pergamenian art was
directed to glorify them as the patrons of Greek
genius triumphing over barbarism. Asklepios was
introduced from Epidauros, probably in a compara-
tively ascent historical period (perhaps in the 5th
cent. B.C.). Dionysos was apparently a native
Anatolian deity, worshipped with mysteries and
rites of a peculiar society called Boukoloi or
Ox-herds, who were the attendants of the &£ios

raupos, a mystic name of Dionysos. All these
gods had splendid places of worship. Zeus and
Athena were more of Hellenic and artistic con-
ceptions, Dionysos Kathegemon more purely re-

ligious. Under the Roman empire, Asklepios the
Saviour (Soter) became the most fashionable deity
of Pergamum ; but he appears on coins as early as
159-138 and often in the 1st cent. B.c. As"the
god of the healing art, he had a temple and a
sacred precinct to which flocked many invalids for

medical treatment, 'which they received partly
directly from the god (who revealed the method
of cure in dreams when the sufferers slept in his
sacred place), partly from the priests and physicians
in attendance on the temple. As this worship
and medical treatment brought many wealthy
visitors to Pergamum, the god was naturally
highly popular in the city. Hence, in the 2nd and
3rd cents, after Christ, Asklepios wras the repre-
sentative deity of Pergamum, standing for it as
type on most of the symbolical alliance coins.

The view has been often maintained that the
richness of the accessories with which the worship
of these and other deities was conducted in Per-
gamum suggested the words in Rev 218

, describing
the city as the place £ where the throne of Satan
is/ and as the place ‘where Satan dwelleth/ Ac-
cording to that view, Pergamum is pictured as a
religious centre, and contrasted with purely com-
mercial cities like Smyrna and Ephesus and
Corinth. But this picture is hardly true to the
facts as they existed -when the Apocalypse was
written. It was not the case that commercial
cities were less given to religion in ancient times
than those which, like Pergamum, lay apart from
the great lines of commerce and intercourse.
Writers who take that view are misled by modern
ideas, natural in modem time when religion has
become a moral force, resisting and seeking to
withdraw men from many of the practices con-
ducive to commercial success. But in ancient
times religion was rather the glorification of suc-
cess, commercial and otherwise : the gods were the
patrons of every side of common fife; and the
great commercial city was most likely to he the
great religious city. If the greatest centre of
pagan ritual in the province Asia is the place
where the throne of Satan is, then Ephesus is the
city that beyond all others merits that description.
The words of Rev 21S must refer to some other

attribute which can be truly attached to Per-
gamum. Pliny sets us in the right path by his
remark, Nat. Hist. v. 30, that Pergamum was far
the most distinguished city of Asia [longs claris-

simum Asics, Le. provincice). These words show
clearly that Pliny regarded Pergamum as the
capital of the province. The province Asia had
come into existence as an enfranchised f kingdom,

* Frankel, l.c. iL p. 239.

t When kings ceased to govern it the change was a declara-
tion oi freedom.

with a universally recognized capital : Pergamum
was the germ out of which the kingdom had
slowly grown to maturity and strength. Occupy-
ing this historical pre-eminence, Pergamum was
naturally recognized as the capital of the new
province Asia ; and it retained this position for

over two centuries. By the middle of the second
century after Christ, on the contrary, there can
he no aoubt that Ephesus was recognized generally
as the capital of the province. It is uncertain at

what time the change was made. It is even un-
certain whether the change was formally made at
some definite time by imperial order, or gradually
came about in practice without any authoritative
imperial recognition. It is, however, certain that,

under Augustus, Pergamum was still the capital,

for the provincial council (called the Koivbv ’Aeias) *

built there the temple dedicated to Rome and
Augustus to serve as its meeting-place, while
Ephesus then was not officially regarded as lead-

ing city. The provincial council built a temple at
Smyrna to Tiberius, and it was perhaps not until

a.d. 41-54 that it built at Ephesus a temple and
dedicated it to Claudius,f Down to this time it

seems reasonably certain that Ephesus had not
been recognized, either by general consent or by
imperial act, as capital of the province. The pro-
vincial council necessarily made its temple and
meeting-place first in the provincial capital ; and
by degrees the modification was introduced that
temples and meetings were arranged also in other

t
reat cities of the province. Asia was peculiar in

aving so many meeting-places of the provincial
council; in many provinces there was one single
unvarying place of meeting for the council.

Ephesus had built a temple of Augustus before
B.C. 5;£ hut this seems to have been only a
dedication by the city, and not arranged and
sanctioned by the provincial council ; § and it stood
in the sacred precinct of Artemis, not in a separate
precinct of its own.
Even in the beginning of the 2nd cent. Per-

gamum probably still ranked officially as the
capital, for it had got a second temple of the
Emperors, and the title ‘twice Neokoros/ before
A.D. 123 (and probably already in the time of
Trajan), whereas Ephesus acquired these honours
only late in the reign of Hadrian, between the
proconsulate of Peducams Priscinus, A.D. 127, and
that of Aurelius Fulvua Antoninus about A.D.
130 or 135.(1

Should we not, then, explain by this primacy in
the worship of the Emperors the statement in Rev
213

,
that 4 the throne of Satan ’ is at Pergamum ?

The city was still officially the capital of the
province, and, especially, it was recognized as the
chief centre of the imperial worship, in which the
unity and loyalty of the province was expressed.
In this latter jpoint lay the peculiar aggravation
and abomination. It was the worship of the
Emperors that was recognized, when the Apoc. was
written^ as the special foe of Christianity, as
Antichrist, as Satan. It was the refusal of the
Christians to pay the proper respect to the em-
peror by performing^ the prescribed acts of ritual
and worship in the imperial religion that formed
the test by which they could be detected, and the
reason why they were outlawed: their refusal

* See Asiarch.
t This, though regarded as practically certain by Buchner, cU

Neocoria, p. 38, is far from being so well established as he repre-
sents. It is not at all certain that there was a temple oi
Claudius at Ephesus. The temple built by the council at
Ephesus is called * temple of the Emperors’ in Inscr. Brit. Mus.
No. 481, and Smym. Mom. ixi. p. 180.

t See Hicks, Inscrip, of Brit. Mus. No. 522 (where date B.c. C
should be corrected to 5).

§ Buchner (loc. cit.) seems to have failed to observe the exist
ence of this temple at Ephesus : he never refers to it.

8 Buchner, de Neocona
, p. 50; CIG 2965, 2966, 29876.

1
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was interpreted as a proof of disloyalty and
treason, for it was a refusal to acquiesce in, and to
be members of, the imperial unity.* Pergamum,
as the chief centre of that imperial worship for the
province, was the seat and ‘the throne of Satan.

5

We are too ignorant of the details regarding the
imperial worship in Asia to be able to say exactly
what was implied in that primacy. The Council
of Asia met also at other places, as Ephesus (hence
the presence of the Asiarchs there, Ac 19), Smyrna,
Sardis ; but some sort of pre-eminence belonged to
Pergamum at least as late as a.d. 127 (as has been
stated above). Now Hadrian visited Pergamum
probably in a.d. 123.t He was again in Asia in

129, when he visited Laodicea in the Lycus valley,

and presumably Ephesus and Tralleis. His in-

terest in and knowledge of the province, the free-

dom with which he changed old institutions to

suit the circumstances of the day, and the fact

that he not merely permitted Ephesus to attain a
second Neokorate (like Pergamum), but also struck
imperial silver coins bearing the type and name
of DIANA EPHESIA (thereby recognizing her as a
Roman deity),!: all combine to prove that it was
he who recognized the overwhelming practical im-
portance of Ephesus, and transferred the primacy
of the province from Pergamum to Ephesus about
A.D. 129. If this be so (and it seems practically

certain), then we have an important piece of evi-

dence about Rev 218 : that passage was written
before A.D. 129.

But the order of enumeration of the Seven
Churches of Asia, beginning with Ephesus, seems
to start from the capital, and then to go round the
important cities in geographical order—Smyrna,
Pergamum, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia, Lao-
dicea. The explanation probably is that a con-

flict existed between the official view and the
popular view ; the former still regarded Per-
gamum as the capital, while the latter had regard
to the practical fact that Ephesus was the greatest

and most important city of Asia, on the main
route of communication, whereas Pergamum lay
on a bypath, and had only a historical title to the
primacy in Asia. In this case the ecclesiastical

organization accepted the facts of the situation

from the time of Paul onwards; so also did the
emperor Caligula in a decree quoted by Dion
Cassius, lix. 28. 1 (unless he was following chrono-

logical order).

Even after it lost the pre-eminence in the pro-

vince, Pergamum continued to be a great and
specially honourable city. It was granted a third

Neokorate by Caracalla; and no Asian city ever
attained more. This title has often been mis-
apprehended by the older writers : when a city

styles itself Neokoros on coins and in inscriptions,

this always implies * warden of a temple dedicated
to the imperial worship, 5 When a city has the
title ‘ thrice Neokoros,

5

this implies three separate
temples of Emperors, each with its separate priest-

hood and services and staff of attendant ministers.

Ephesus, by a solitary exception to the rule,

sometimes boasts itself ‘four times Neokoros, 5

where the fourth Neokorate refers to the worship
of Diana the Ephesian, recognized as a Roman
deity by Hadrian (see above). Pergamum on its

coins boasts itself as ;he first city honoured with
triple Neokorate ; but no stress can be laid on this

boast, for the three citks, Pergamum, Ephesus,
Smyrna, vied with one another in titles, inventing

or appropriating them, and all three claimed the
primacy of Asia on different grounds.

§

* See The Church in the Rom. Errijp. before 170, p. 275.

t Frankel, Inschriften Pergam. ii. p. 258 ; Durr, Reisen dee

Kaisers Hadrian, p. 49 f.

t See vol. i. p. 724.

§ Ephesus acquired triple Neokorate in the latter part of

SeveruB* reign, as Head says in Catalogue Brit. Mus. Ionia,

The allusion to the martyr Antipas at Perga-
mum (Rev 218

) is remarkable. No martyr from
any other of the Seven Churches is alluded to.

Yet it is not to be doubted, in view of the rest ol

the book, that there had been martyrs in them all,

and that their sufferings, which are mentioned,
imply fully developed persecution by the Roman
state. The prominent mention of Antipas is

probably to be explained by his being the earliest
martyr put to death by the Roman state policy

;

and, according to a common principle, the name of
the first is given as in a sense representative of the
whole list. While Pergamum was the capital of
the province, the governor, before whom the trials

would be held, was there more frequently than in
any other city (though of course ne made occa-
sional progresses through his province) ; and many
Christians from other cities would be condemned
and would suffer there, so that Pergamum would
be peculiarly associated with the death of the
martyrs from Antipas onwards. There is there-
fore no proof that Antipas belonged to Pergamum,
though he is mentioned as having suffered there.*
This position of Pergamum as the place of

martyrs did not continue after it ceased to be ‘the
place where the throne of Satan is.

5 After the
time of Hadrian, doubtless, the proconsul of Asia
spent much more of his time at Ephesus than at
Pergamum ; and we observe in the earliest Mar-
tyrologies, the old Syrian and the Hieronymian,
that more martyrs are associated with Ephesus,
Smyrna, Laodicea, and Synnada than with Perga-
mum ; for very few names of the 1st cent, martyrs
at Pergamum were preserved,f The allusion to the
new name given to each Christian, secret, written
on a white stone (Rev217

), is perhaps an allusion to
the custom of taking secret and new baptismal
names: this custom perhaps arose in the stress
of persecution, and was intended to ensure greater
secrecy during the ages when it was dangerous to
be known as a Christian. The secret name is

mentioned only in the letter to Pergamum, the
place of martyrs, and does not occur in the letters

to the other churches. The question also occurs
whether the allusion to writing on a white stone is

made with reference to the writing material manu-
factured at Pergamum and deriving its name from
the city, chctrta Pergamena or parchment. In the
letter to Philadelphia occurs an allusion to wanting

:

‘ I will write upon him the name of my God, and
the name of the city of my God 5

: the difference

between this expression and the secret name
written on the white stone at Pergamum suggests
that the language is chosen with reference to the
special circumstance of the city: ‘the name is

written, not on your lasting white parchment, but
on an imperishable white tessera

5

; cf. Laodicea.
The ‘ white stone

5

is not an allusion to the wiiite

stone (Xevjcds XlOo s), i.e. marble, so abundant in the
buildings of Pergamum and other great cities : it is

called a ‘ white ^fi^os,
5 a sort of tessera, a small cube

or tablet, on which brief titles or watchwords or
signs were engraved, and which was often employed
for similar purposes to a ticket in modem times.
That there were Jews in Pergamum may be

regarded as certain. In B.C. 139 the Romans
wrote to Attalus II, in favour of the Jews, which
proves that there were Jews in his dominions (as

is of course well known from other sources),

t

and
there is a reasonable certainty that some would

p. 78 ; see the inscription in Le Bas-Waddington, No. 1476

;

Buchner, de Neocoria, p. 107 f.

* No independent tradition about Antipas has come down to
us : the references to him seem all to depend on Rev 2^3. The
details of almost all events in the earliest persecutions perished
from the memory of history.

t See the preceding note.

X Cf. poc-mv Tupccwcu 'Iov'Seufit at Magnesia Sip., Ath. Mitt}
Inst. 1899, p. 239.
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settle in the capital of the kingdom as the centre
for financial operations. About B.C. 130 the
Pergamenlans, now an autonomous state (as we
have seen above), passed a decree (in accordance
with the resolution of the Homan Senate) in favour
of the Jews and the high priest Hyrcanus.*
While this decree does not actually mention
Jewish residents in the city, there would be little

reason for it unless Pergamum were in close re-

lations with the Jews. Under the Romans, Per-
gamurn was no longer the commercial centre of the
province, for it lay far from any of the great trade
routes between the East and Rome ; and it may
he regarded as probable that the Jewish settlers in

Pergamum would not increase but rather diminish
in numbers. Hence in B.C. 62, when Flaccus,
ovemor of Asia, confiscated the money which the
ews of the provinces were on the point of sending

to Jerusalem as their annual contribution, he
seized at Apameia of Phrygia nearly 100 lbs.

weight of gold,t at Laodicea of Phrygia over 20
lbs. weight, at Adramyttium an amount which
has been obliterated in the manuscripts, and at
Pergamum a small amount. Adramyttium, as a
seaport, was apparently at that time a more im-
portant Jewish centre than Pergamum. The
inscriptions hitherto discovered in the city never
allude to Jews; but, inasmuch as the Jews used
pure Greek names (even the envoys mentioned
in the Pergamenian decree about 130 have Greek
names, and would be unrecognizable as Jews),
some of the persons alluded to in the inscriptions
may possibly be Jews. On the whole, the failure

of the term ‘Jew’ in the numerous inscriptions
points to the very thorough assimilation of Greek
manners by the Pergamenian Jews, -who had thus
become almost undistinguishable from the general
population of the city. It is probable that this

adoption of Greek manners by the Jews in Perga-
mum is the cause of the allusion to Balaam and
the Nicolaitans in Rev 214

* Some of them had
become Christians ; and their freedom in following
Greek ways of life, and in complying with idola-

trous usages in society, had begun to have some
effect on the Christian community in the city.

Little is known as to the later history of Chris-
tianity in Pergamum, or as to the fortunes of the
city. It was a bishopric throughout the Byzantine
period, being part of the later and smaller Byzan-
tine Asia, under Ephesus ; and it has continued
to be a place of some consequence, preserving the
ancient name Bergama, down to the present day.
Much more light will be thrown on the city when
the splendid and costly excavations conducted for
years at Pergamum by the German Government
are completed and their results fully published.
Up to the present time the volumes (i.) on the
inscriptions (with supplement in Aiken. Mittheil.
Inst. 1899), (ii.) on the sanctuary of Athena Polias
Nikephoros, (iv.) on the theatre-terrace, and (v.) on
the temple of Trajan, are the only ones published.

W. M. Ramsay.
PERIDA (*nn$, $>adovpa). — The eponym of a

family of ‘Solomon's servants,' Neh 7
s7

. In the
parallel passage, Ezr 2s5

, the name appears in the
form Peruda (sons ; B &epeid&, A ^apetSd), and in
I Es 5s8 as Pharida (B QapeiSd, A $api6d, Luc.
$a8ovpd).

PEKIZZITE —The name of one of the
‘peoples' which were settled In Palestine before and
at the period of the Isr. immigration. When the
writers of the OT would characterize the country
as it was at that period in respect to population,

* Josephus, Ant. nv. x. 22.

t Reckoned by Th. Reinach, Textes Relatifs au Judaisms,
p. 240, %s 75,000 drachm© (equivalent in weight to £3000
sterling) each individual paid two drachm© per annum.

they frequently enumerate a list of six 6 peoples,'

—

the Amorite, the Hittite, the Canaanite, the

Perizzite, the Hivite, and the Jebusite (Ex 3s * 17 *

23s3 * 332 * 3411 *, Dt 2017 *, Jos 91 * ll3 12s
, Jg 35),

to which is sometimes added the Girgashite [Dt 71,

Jos 310 24n, Neh 98 (where the Hivite is omitted)].

At a later date it is stated that Solomon reduced
to slavery all the people in his kingdom who re-

mained of the Amorite, the Hittite, the Perizzite,

the Hivite, and the Jebusite (1 K 920=2 Ch 87 ). A
yet longer list is given (Gn 1520) in which, while
the Hivite is omitted, the Kenite, the Kenizzite,

the Kadmonite, and the Rephaim are added. A
very late tradition, on the other hand, speaks of

the land as originally inhabited only^ by the
Canaanite, the Perizzite, and the Philistines (2 Es
I21 ). The Book of Ezra (9

1
)
represents the Perizzite

as still remaining in the country, a snare and
danger to the returned exiles, with all these

writers, however, the Perizzite is nothing but a
shadowy name, accepted by tradition as one of the
tribes in pre-Israelite Palestine.

In contrast with this, three passages (Gn 137 34s0,
Jg l41

*), all of which come from the South King-
dom historian (J), connect the Perizzites closely

with the Canaanites, and represent them as settled

more particularly in the district about Bethel and
Sheehem. When Abraham is parting from Lot at
Bethel, it is added that the Canaanite and the
Perizzite were then in the land ; after the scandal
at Sheehem, Jacob complains that his sons have
made him obnoxious to the same two tribes ; and,
when Judah marches with Simeon to enter upon
its conquest, those clans have to do battle in the
neighbourhood of Jems, with these tribes, t
Some have argued from this collocation that

the tribe was one of the aboriginal tribes of
Central and South Palestine, which had been dis-

possessed of its strongholds by the invading Canaan-
ites before Israel appeared upon the scene, and had
been reduced to a peasant condition resembling
that of the Egyp. fellahin, dependent on the domi-
nant warlike people (cf. Diilmann on Gn IQ15

;

Riehm, HWB1
p. 1193). The fact that the name

does not occur in Gn 10, where the list of the
descendants of Canaan is given, is taken to support
the suggestion ; while the other fact, that in Gn 1520

and Jos 1715 the clan is coupled with the prehistoric
Rephaim, may show what, at the period when
those passages were written, was the opinion
among the Jews. On the other hand, Moore (Comm,
on Judges, at l5) questions whether they were &
distinct people at all, and were not rather, as the
derivation of the word suggests, a class among the
Canaanites, i. e. the inhabitants of unwalled villages,

devoted to agriculture. It is noteworthy that

'H? —perazt is used in Dt 35
1 S 618 for such dwellers

in open villages, while Jiin$ occurs Ezk 38n Zee 24

for an undefended place. And it is further note-
worthy that in the two former quotations the
LXX translates ms by <£epe£cuot (which is its custom-
ary translation of Perizzite), while the later Gr.
translators render it drelxtcrroL—a fact which makes
it possible that, at the time when the early tr. was
made, no difference of pronunciation yet existed
between the two Hebrew words. It is an old sugges-
tion of Redslob (Alttest. Namen des Isr. Staats

, p.

103), that hawdth (whence Hivites) designated the
villages of those who kept cattle, while perazdth
was employed for villages inhabited by an agri-
cultural class. The question cannot at present be
regarded as settled. A. C. welch.
* In the quotations which are marked with an * the LXX (at

Dt 201? only some MSS) adds the Girgashite to the list of six in
the Heb. text.

t It is true that the Perizzite is coupled (Jos 1715) with the
Rephaim, and placed somewhere in the district of Mt. Ephraim,
hut this clause (which the LXX omits) must be regarded ai
either a gloss or a late interpolation.
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PERJURY.—See Oath.

PERSECUTE, PERSECUTOR.—Persecute (from
Low Lat. persecutare, Lat. persequi) and pursue
(fr. Lat. prosequi, through Old Fr. porsuir—pour-

suivre) are now kept distinct, hut were formerly-

used almost interchangeably. Thus ‘ pursue 5 has
the mod. meaning of £ persecute

5

in the Homilies
,

‘ to pray for them that pursue him 5

; and in AY
‘persecute

5

is often equivalent to mod. ‘pursue,
5

as Jer 291S ‘ And I will persecute them with the
sword 5

(crrnnN visyri, RY 4 And I will pursue after

them 5

); Wis ll20
‘ Being persecuted of vengeance 5

{inrb rijs SUys dicaxOivres, RV ‘Being pursued by
Justice 5

). Of. Jos 817 Cov. ‘There remayned not
one man in Hai and Bethel, which wente not out
to folowe upon Israel, and they lefte the cite

stondinge open, that they mighte persecute Israel.
5

So Persecutor means pursuer in Neh 9U ‘And
thou didst divide the sea before them . . . and
their persecutors thou threwest into the deeps 5

(RY ‘their pursuers
5

); La 419 ‘Our persecutors
are swifter than the eagles of the heaven ; they
pursued us upon the mountains’ (RY ‘Our pur-
suers . . . they chased us 5

). As with the verbs,

so with ‘ persecutor
5 and ‘ pursuer,

5 they are used
in AY with none of the present sharp distinction

between them. J. HASTINGS.

PERSECUTION (verbs SkJoku, iicdi&KUj, subst.

dicayfids, 6\l\pis).—Our Lord spoke of persecutions
(e.g. Mt510-12 1021)to come from both Jews (Mt 23s4

,

Mk 139, Lk 2112, Jn 1520 )
and Gentiles (Mt 1018, Mk

139, Lk 2112 [£tl paaiXeis koX ijyepdvasJ), The first

attacks came from the Sadducees (Ac 41* 8 517
),

while the people were favourable (Ac 2^ 514
}, and

the Pharisees moderate (Gamaliel) and sometimes
willing (Ac 238ff

j to defend Christians on the
doctrine of a resurrection.

Serious persecution began when St. Stephen
alienated the Pharisees and the people by preach-
ing (Ac 614

) the transitoriness of the law. His
Lawless execution was followed (Ac 81

) by a great
persecution in Jerusalem (Saul strove to extend it

to Damascus), which involved bonds and probably
further executions (Ac 224 26u). At all events in

A. id. 44 we find James the brother of John slain

with the sword by Herod Agrippa, and Peter
delivered only by an angel. Henceforth the Jews
were St. Paul’s most active enemies, as at Antioch
in Pisidia (Ac 1345 * 50

), Iconium and Lystra (142* 19
),

Thessalonica (17
5, 13

)> Corinth (1812). The growth of

national antagonism is marked by the change in the
description of our Lord’s enemies from the ‘ scribes,

5

‘ Pharisees,
5 and ‘lawyers

5
of the Synoptists to the

* Jews 5
of St. John’s Gospel (not Apoc. )

and Mt 2815
.

The Church was not much troubled by purely
Gentile persecution within the period of the Acts.

The only cases not stirred up by the Jews were
due to trade jealousy at Philippi and Ephesus
(Ac 16. 19). The Roman government protected
Christianity as a Jewish sect, though Hebrew
Christians may have had much violence to suffer

(He 1034 124). The Jews might punish offenders

according to their own law, though not with death
(Jn 1831, 2 Co ll24 ; so in Jos. Ant. XX. ix. 1 the
younger Amanus is removed from the priesthood

for the murder of James the Lord’s brother in A.D.

62). Pilate (supra) and Gallio (Ac 1814) refuse to

hear charges of heterodoxy. The only effectual

plan was to lay a charge of treason or unlawful
worship, and back it up with mob violence. Thus
Pilate crucified our Lord foT treason in spite of his

own decision (Ac 314
), and the praetors at Philippi

scourged Paul and Silas unheard for unlawful
worship (Ac 1622* 37

) ; but the politarchs of Thessa-

lonica were content to take security from Jason
and others (Ac 179

) on a charge of treason, and the
vol. in.—48

recorder at Ephesus warns the crowd (Ac 1935
‘40

)

that a riot against Christians may be punished.
The charge against St. Paul as shaped by Tertullus
(Ac 245 * 6

) was a mixed one :
‘We found him a man

of Belial—this is only preface

—

(a) a mover of

insurrections among all the Jews throughout the
world, (b) a ringleader of the sect of the Nazarenes,
(c) who also essayed to profane the temple.

5 Festu*
was puzzled (Ac 25y* 2U

) ; but Agrippa’s decision

(Ac 2632
) must imply that (a) and (c), which were

punishable, were not proved, while (b), which was
avowed, was not punishable. And this would
seem to have been the final sentence at Rome. In
any case, the Pastoral Epp. (except 2 Ti) seem to
imply (1 Ti 6 1

,
Tit 25

) that Christians were in no
danger yet of anything worse than slander. Indeed
they were unpopular enough, and needed to walk
warily. Ac 2SJJ may be diplomatic; but the ex-
pression of Tac. Ann. xv. 44. per flagitia invisos
(before the fire) is confirmed, e.g., by 1 P 212 &s
kclkottolCov3 and 414-17, which seem clearly aimed
at the scandalous charges against them ; and
apparently by 2 Ti 29 <bs mKovpyos, and repeated
exhortations not to be ashamed.
Roman toleration was thrown away by the

decision of the apostolic conference ; for if Chris-
tians needed not to become Jews by circumcision,
they were not a Jewish sect. Persecution was
certain, as soon as the authorities found this out.
Mob hatred (Tac. supra) and perhaps false brethren
(£t)\os five times in Clem. v. 6) made the Christians
the scapegoats Nero needed after the fire at Rome
in July 64. Three books of NT bear the marks of
the Neronian persecution. In 2 Ti 45 St. Paul is

already being offered, and in 312 he expects per-
secution for all that will live a godly Christian
life; the terror of the persecution pervades his

letter as in 4ia
. 1 P—may be some years later

—

comforts the Christians from Asia to Pontus in
their fiery trial (4

12
,
and constant exhortations

to patience). In the Apocalypse St. John is in

Patmos (relegated) and persecution is rampant in

Asia, with (2
2
)
patience at Ephesus (2

10
), tribula-

tion at Smyrna (2
13

), and Antipas a martyr at
Pergamum. The saints are slain (6

9
), and that

with the axe (204), and Rome is drunk with their

blood (166 176 1824 192
) ; and the abiding impression

of the scene is shown by St. John’s defiance of the
world in his First Epistle, as 217 519. St. Paul’s
martyrdom is implied in 2Ti throughout, St.

Peter’s by Jn 2119 and by 2 P l14 (good evidence,
whether genuine or not), but the only other
martyr named is Antipas (supra).

See, further, art. NERO ;
and, for the persecu-

tion of the Jews by Antiochus Epiphanes, art.

Maccabees. H. M. Gwatkin.

PERSEPOLIS (Uepcr^TroXis).

—

The capital of Persia
proper, the temples of which Antiochus Epiphanes
attempted to destroy (2 Mac 92 }. The city itself

and the royal palace had already been burned to
the ground by Alexander the Great. The ruins
of its two palaces, the one built by Darius Hystas-
pis, the other by Xerxes, still exist at Chehl
Minar, ‘the Forty Columns, 5

near Istakhr. The
city seems to have lain at the foot of the rock
on which they stand. [Ker Porter, Travels, i.

p. 576 ; Curzon, Persia and the Persian Question,

1892.] A. H. Sayce.

PERSEUS (IIep<retfs).—Among the achievements
of the Romans narrated to Judas Maccabseus was
the conquest of Perseus, king of Chittim (1 Mac 85

).

Chittim, properly denoting Cyprus, was applied
more widely to the islands and coasts of Greece,
and here (as in 1 Mac l1) is used of Macedonia.
The person here referred to is the son of Philip v.,

and the last king of Macedonia. Perseus came to
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the throne in B.C. 179. The Romans declared war
upon him in 171, and three years later he was com-
pletely defeated by Q. iEmuius Paullus at Pydna
(B.C. 168). Shortly afterwards he surrendered to

his conquerors, and was taken as a captive to

Rome, but through the influence of Paullus he
was permitted to Eve in retirement at Alba.

H. A. White.
PERSEYERANGE.—This subject resolves itself

into two branches, viz. (a) the doctrine that God's
power intervenes to preserve believers in a state

of grace to the end, and (b) the virtue of persever-

ance, which is exhibited on the human side in

fighting the fight of faith, and running the Chris-

tian race for righteousness till death.
(a) As in general, so in regard to this matter.

Scripture is practical and hortatory, uttering the
language of faith in reference to particular indi-

viduals or groups, and looking to their concrete

situations. It refrains from putting the general
questions whichwereafterwards suggested to specu-

lative theology, and from drawing the universal

theoretical conclusions which theology formulated.
Or the doctrine given forth by the

^
Scripture

writers extends no further than the immediate
practical needs of faith require. In respect to

perseverance, believers, according to the NT, are
not alone and unaided in their faith and religious

life, but obtain God’s effectual support. They are

not merely assisted by the works and order of

nature and the laws of morality, which God has
appointed once for all for their edification and
guidance. There is, besides, the present spiritual

power of God acting in and upon them (Mt 1029ff
*,

Jn 1416ff-, 1 Co 316 etc.). And as often as faith

realizes vividly that this power is almighty as

well as wise and pood, that God and not man rules

upon the earth, it gains the firm conviction that
God will succeed in His designs in spite of every
adverse agency, and that He will not allow His
purposes of grace to be frustrated even by the
conceivable wilfulness of believers themselves
(Jn 10-Sf-, Ro 8s1*®9

, Ph l6, 2 Ti l
12

). That the latter

remain free is always understood ; God deals with
men as with sons—they are treated as moral and
responsible (Ph 212f

*). But the abstract question
of the relation of human freedom to unfailing
perseverance is neither solved nor proposed.
Further, believers even continue to sin, and in

them especially all sin is dangerous— in one
view increasingly so, as more is ever required of

them (Lk 1248). For their good the precise level of

attainment, above which there is safety, is hidden
in all particular cases, just as one on the edge of a
precipice knows the exact line between the posi-

tions of safely and ruin only when he begins to
fall, or by paying for the knowledge with his life.

In either kind of situation, ignorance, not know-
ledge,—here too nearly related to hurtful curiosity

ana leading to overweening confidence,— is the
stimulus to men to turn their faces in the right
way and persevere in it (1 Co 9s7, Ph 3m'). This
divinely appointed arrangement, together with the
faith that God will at all hazards bring His pur-
poses to pass, and that His absolute power is put
forth for the believer’s support, most effectually
guarantees perseverance m the latter. Along
with Divine, Le. the greatest, comfort (see the
foregoing references) God administers the helps
of warning and wholesome fear (He 64ff

* 10261*,

2 P 2m ).

(&) The virtue of perseverance is rendered in-

cumbent by the fact that God works together with
men for the restoration of the latter to the ful-

ness of Christ’s holiness. They have therefore a
lifelong work and duty, and scope for the most
strenuous endeavour, m putting on Christ. The
Spirit is the Teacher of the whole truth of Christ,

and is a Divine Comforter (Jn 1426 16ISff
-). Because

the source of help and the object aimed at are

alike divinely perfect, man is called to an endless

advance in respect to his spiritual life and moral
character (2 Co 318). The consideration of the

great cloud of witnesses who, amid sorest hard-

ships, persevered in faith and integrity, should

constrain ns also to pursue the Christian course

without intermission. Especially should the recol-

lection of Christ’s endurance banish the sense of

weariness and faintness (He 12lff
*). The inspiring

motives of love and hope come to the support of

the sense of duty as bearing on perseverance. We
are now the sons of God, greatly beloved by Him,
and are designed for the highest things, even
complete likeness to Christ. Both because of our

present standing and the hope of what we shall he,

we should strive to be pure as Christ was pure (He
129

'13
,
1 Jn 31"3

). Again, what alternative is there

to Christian perseverance which would be prefer-

able? At best, there is only a return to the

position of those who are under the law, i.e . who
are in bondage and under a curse (Gal 3. 5). Or
if one throws off all restraint and goes headlong
into sin, the last state of the man is worse than
the first. He has sinned against light, and is

without excuse (He 64ff* etc.).

The line to be followed with perseverance leads,

|

therefore, from the law to Christ, and from obedi-

ence to love. There is a common goal for all

Christians, hut the means to be used for the

attainment of it are peculiar to the several

individuals. All have to win Christ, and to

grow into His perfect image (Ro 829
, 2 Co 318)

;

all have to seek that love which is the fulfilling of

the law (Ro 13s* 10 etc.), and which is the greatest

of the graces, without which, indeed, all other

attainments are as nothing (1 Co 13). But for this

end each has to run the race specially prescribed

for him (He 121
), to fight his personal battle

against the temptations which are felt to be
such (Mk Q43^) ; to be transformed by the re-

newing of his mind, so as to prove what is tne
good and acceptable and perfect will of God (Ro
122) ; to attend to his distinctive calling in the
world, applying the particular gifts and gra^e
bestowed upon him while acting with others as

those who, being many, are one body in Christ,

and every one members one of another (Ro 124ff
*).

In such lines of activity the Christian perseveres
to the end. He will not be weary in well-doing

(Gal 69
), having comfort from fighting a good

fight, and exulting with hope as he anticipates

a complete victory, having the earnest of the
Spirit now (2 Co 55), and the promise of eternal
salvation and a crown of life (Rev 21£>

).

G. Ferries.
PERSIA (oi|, UepcrLs, Persis).—Persia proper, the

modern Fars, lay on the E. side of the Persian
Gulf, and was bounded on the N. by Media, on
the S. by the Persian Gulf, on the W. by Elam,
and on the E. by Karmania (now Kerman), Its

earlier capital Pasargada was afterwards super-
seded by Persepolis. After the conquests of Cyrus
and the establishment of the rule of Darius
Hystaspis, Persia came to be synonymous with
the Persian empire, which extended from the
Mediterranean to India. It is in this sense that
the name IL4p<rcu is used in such passages as Est Is.

In Ezk 385 the reading seems to be corrupt, since
Persia, in the time of Ezekiel, had nothing to do
with the northern nations on the one hand, or
with Ethiopia on the other. See, further, art.

Persians. A H. Sayce.

PERSIAN RELIGION.—See Zoroastrianism.

PERSIANS ('pis, TUpcal, Persee

;

in old Persian
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Pdrsa).—The Peisians were Aryans, speaking a
language closely allied to Sanskrit, and were thus
kinsmen of the Medes. They boasted of their
admiration of the truth, but the ‘lie,

5 which is

reprobated by Darius Hystaspis in his inscriptions,

seem 3 chiefly to mean revolt against himself*
They wore a tunic and trouser?, cap, shoes, and
upper robe, practised polygamy, and were ex-
ceedingly intemperate in drinking. They were
followers of Zoroaster (see Zoroastrianism), and
believed in a supreme god of good called Ahura-
mazda (Ormazd), against whom there was ranged
a spirit or principle of evil. By the side of Ahura-
mazda were a number of inferior deities, chief

among whom was the sun-god Mithra. According
to Herodotus (i. 125) they were divided into 10

tribes, of which 3 were noble, 3 agricultural, and
4 nomadic. One of the nomadic was the tribe of

the Dahi, supposed to be the Dehavites of Ezr 4s .

The royal clan of the AeMemenides belonged to
the noble tribe of Pasargada.
In the time of Sennacherib the Persians were

already settled in Parsuas or Persia, and sent help
to the king of Elam against the Assyrians. This
Parsnas must be distinguished from another
northern Parsuas or Barsuas, on the shores of

Lake Urumiyek, with which the Parthians have
been connected by some scholars. The first

Persian leader known to us was Hakhdmanish or

Achsemenes. His son Chaishpish or Teispes
{Teuspa in Assyrian) conquered Anzan in Elam in

the closing days of the Assyr. empire. His daughter
Atossa is said to have married Pharnakes, king of

Cappadocia (Diod. ap. Phot. Bibliot. p. 1158).

After the death of Teispes his kingdom seems
to have been divided—Ariardmna (Ariaramnes),
Arshdma (Arsammes), and Visht&spa (Hystaspes)
ruling in Persia, while Cyrus I. (Kuras), Cambyses I.

(Kamhuziya), and Cyrus n. ruled in Anzan. Cyrus
IJ. conquered Astyages of Ecbatana, his suzerain,

in B.c. 549 and the Sab. empire in 538. The rest

of W. Asia fell before his arms, and when he died
his empire extended from Lydia in the west to the
borders of India in the east. His son Cambyses H.

(B.c. 529-521) added Egypt to his dominions.
Then came the usurpation of the pseudo-Smerdis,
Gaumata (Gomates), for 7 months, followed by
his murder and the accession of Darius, the son of

Hystaspes, who slowly won hack the provinces of

the empire which had revolted under various pre-

tenders, and who may he regarded as the real

founder of the Persian empire. In B.C. 486 Darius
was succeeded by his son Xerxes, the Ahasuerus
of the OT, who vainly tried to conquer Greece ,*

then came Artaxerxes Longimanus (B.C. 466-425),

Xerxes H. for 2 months, Sogdianos his half-

brother for 7 months, and Darius H. Nothos (B.c.

424-405). The last four kings were Artaxerxes
Mnemon, who succeeded his father Darius n.,

B.C. 405, and against whom his brother Cyrus the
younger revolted in B.C. 401 ; Artaxerxes Ochus,
called Uvasu in the cuneiform texts, B.C. 362 ; his

son Arses, B.C. 339; and Darius m. Codomannus,
B.C. 336 (see Neh 1222 ), who was conquered by
Alexander the Great, B.c. 333. A. H. Sayce,

PERSIC VERSIONS.—See Versions.

PERSIS (TLepHs). — The name of a Christian

saluted by St. Paul in Ro 1612, and described as
‘the beloved Persis, which laboured much in the
Lord.

9 The name appears as that of a freedwoman

(GIL vi 23,959), hut does not occur apparently
among the inscriptions of the imperial house-

hold. A. C. Headlam.

PERSON OF CHRIST.— See Christology, In-
carnation, and Jesus Christ.

PERSUADE.—To persuade in AV is not always
to ‘convince,

3 sometimes only to ‘argue with,
3
‘try

to persuade,
5

as may be seen from 1 K 2222 ‘ Thou
skalt persuade him, and prevail also

3 (EV ‘ Thou
shalt entice Him 3

), and Gai l
10 ‘ Do I now persuade

men, or God? 3

See also Ac 19s ‘Disputing and
persuading the things concerning the kingdom of

God,
3 and 2S23 ‘ persuading them concerning Jesus. 3

Neither the Heb. nor the Gr. words so tr. have
the full force of ‘persuade 3

in mod. English.

That force is, however, contained in the verb
Tr\?)po<pop<-tv, which is twice (Eo 421 145) rendered
‘fully persuade.

3 Eor the Eng. word cf. Knox,
Hist. 149, ‘ The Earle of Argyle and Lord James
did earnestly perswade the agreement, to the
which all men were willing : but some did smell
the craft of the adversary 5

; and Puller, Pisgah
Sight

,

v. iv. 2, ‘ Should these quotations be
severally examined, many would be found lather
to perswade than prove, rather to intimate than
perswade the matter in hand.

5

The old adj. persuasible is found in 1 Co 24m *

for text ‘enticing,
3

Gr. reidds (WH mQbs), RY ‘per-

suasive,
3 The term, -idle is properly passive, but was

often treated as active : so -ive, which is properly
active, is often passive, as Shaks. As You Like It,

m. ii. 10, ‘ The fair, the chaste and unexpressive
she.

3 ‘Persuasible
3

here is the Rhemish word.
Persuasions, meaning * efforts

^
to persuade,

3

occurs in 1 Es 573 (cruo-raa-eis). Cf. Tindale, Exposi-
tions, p. 73, ‘When they could not drive the
people from Mm with these persuasions, they
accused him to Pilate.

3 In Gal 5s {Treia-pLovr)) ‘ per-

suasion
3

is usually taken to be passive, that which
the false teachers have persuaded.

J. Hastings.
PERUBA.—See Perida.

PESHITTA.—See Syriac Versions.

PESTILENCE (nnn cteher).—A general term used
for fatal sickness sent as a Divine judgment, but
apparently not employed as the name of a spe-

cific disease. It occurs 28 times in Jeremiah and
Ezekiel ; in all hut one instance (Jer 21 8

)
coupled

with other calamities, usually famine and sword,
or evil beasts. It is employed in Ex 53 9 15

,
Lv 2625

,

Nu I412, Dt 2821 in the same sense, as also in

Solomon's dedication prayer (1 K S37, 2 Ch 628), in

response to which God promised to hear and answer
prayers for the removal of His judgments if offered

with repentance in the place in which ^His name
was worshipped (see 2 Ch 71S 209 ). It is used foi

the epidemic which followed David's numbering
the people, 2 S 2415M5 ([! 1 Ch 2112*44

), here being s,

synonym of ‘ plague. 3 Habakkuk speaks of pesti-

lence as preceding the march of God when He visits

the earth in judgment (3
5
), and inAm 430 it is used for

the plagues, or diseases, of Egypt. The pestilences

from which God's people are protected are called

‘noisome 3 and ‘walking in darkness 3

(Ps 91s- 6
).

Heber is the word which is translated ‘ murrain
in the Egyptian plague (Ex 9s) ; and probably itris

in this sense that the word is used inPs7850
, where

the context favours the marginal reading ‘gave
their beasts to the murrain, 3

rather than that of

the text ‘ gave their life to the pestilence.
3

In NT ‘ pestilences
3
occurs twice in AV as the

tr. of hotpot in the parallel passages Mt 247, Lk 2111
,

in both of which it is coupled with ‘ famine.
3 TMs

paxomoiosis of htpol ml hotpot is used by classical

authors as in Hesiod, Op. et Di. i. 241 (a line which
may be an ancient interpolation, as iEsehines

omits it in Ctesiph . 137) ; also in Herodotus, vii.

171, viii. 115 ;
Plutarch, CoHol. xiii. ; Clement of

Alexandria quotes this phrase as it occurs in the
Sibylline verses. See "Wakefield, Silva Critica, v.

39 ;
Field, ad loc. The fulfilment of the prophecy
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is recorded in Jos. BJ Yi. ix. 3, KV (following

Lach., Treg., \VH) omits ‘ pestilence ’ in Mt. See,

further. Medicine, p. 324. A. Macaustee.

PETER (SIMON).

—

I. History of St. Peter till th* Ascension.
1. Names of St. Peter.

2. Family, home, education.
3. The call of Christ to (i.) friendship

; (ii.) disciple-

ship ; (lii.) apostleship.

4. St. Peter as the Lord’s companion (the Confession
and the Promise).

5. The week before the Passion.
6. The Resurrection.

II, History of St, Peter after the Ascension, in the NT.
1. The Church at Jerusalem (Ac Ii-Si).

2. The Church of Palestine (Ac 8MM1
).

3. The Church of the world (Ac and onwards, with
other notices in NT).

4. Theology of St. Peter's speeches in the Acts.
III. St. Peter in Christian Tradition.

1. St. Peter’s early life.

2. Sfc. Peter in connexion with the Syrian Antioch.
3. Sfc. Peter in connexion with Asia Minor (Pontus,

etc.).

4. Sfc. Peter in connexion with Babylon.
&. St. Peter in connexion with Rome.
6. Chronological notices in (i.) the Chronicon of Euse-

bius ; (lL) the Liber Pontijicalu.

7. The burial-places of St. Peter, and memorial days,

8. The ‘Acts of Peter’ (Gnostic, Catholic). The Quo
vadis legend.

9. The Clementine literature.

10.

Non-canonical writings bearing St. Peter’s name:
(i.) the Gospel; (ii.) the Preaching; (iii.) the
Apocalypse

;
(iv.) the Judgment

;
(v.) the Letter

to James.
IY. Reconstruction of the later History of St. Peter.

1. St. Peter’s visit to Rome, and martyrdom there.
2. The Simonian legend.
3. The period between the ‘Council’ at Jerusalem and

St Peter’s arrival at Rome.

I. History of St. Peter till the Ascen-
sion.—1. Names.—The apostle bears the names
'ZvfjA&v or ’EljjutiP, Krjcpds or Herpes ; sometimes the
names are combined—'Zip.uv Uerpos. (a) 'Lvyetbv,

Stjxcor. "When the Jews were brought into con-
nexion with Greek life, for the old Hebrew name
of the patriarch (Gn 29s3 )—pj?D#, Svye&v (LXX)

—

the true Greek name Zipuav was frequently sub-
stituted (Sir 5G1

). In I Mac the ancestor of the
Maccabees is 'Zvyecov (2

1
, cf. Jos. Ant. XII. vi. 1 )

;

Simon Maec. himself is once called Xvyedjv {2
s5

).

Su/teJjy is found in Jos, BJ IV. iii 9, and in the NT
(of persons other than the apostle) Lk 225ff

-, Ac
131. Zlywv is often transliterated into Aramaic
as jto’p (see JDalman, Die Worte Jes-u p. 41, Gram.
Aram. p. 143 ; cf. Deissmann, Bibelstudien p. 184 ;

it should, however, he noticed, that in the Syriac

versions of the NT the old form m alone is

used). The apostle then bore the Hebrew name
Symeon, but was much more often {see below)
called by the Greek name Simon, which had be-
come its common equivalent, (b) K-^as, TUrpos.
The plural of the Hebrew substantive (d ,

$2=
‘rocks*) is found in Job 306, Jer 4s9 (LNX -n-erpai

in both passages). ‘In the Targums (Buxtorf,
Lexicon Ohaldaicum 1032) [the word] occurs as

for a rock or a stone (e.a. gems, hail-
stones, thunderbolts), or a shore. The same senses
recur in the Talmud and Midrashim (Levy-
Fleischer, Neuheb. u. Chald. Wdrterb. ii 321 f.),

where the word has also the meaning “ring’*;
apparently the sense “rock” is rare* (Hort, First
Ep. of St Peter p. 152). There seems to be no
evidence that the word was in any other case used
as a name ; it has no connexion with the name
Caiaphas (Nestle in Expos. Times x. p. 185).
Similarly, with regard to the Greek equivalent
Herpos, there is little orno evidence of its occurrence
as a projper name. Keim {History of Jesus of
Namra xy. p. 265, Eng. tr.) refers to Jos. Ant.
XVIII. vi 3, where a freedman of Berenice, mother
of Agrippa I., is in some texts named Uerpos

;

hut <

according to a better supported reading the name
is npuJTos (see Niese). From Rabbinic literature a
very few instances of the occurrence of the nam e

Peter are adduced (see Edersheim, Life and Times

of Jesus the Messiah i p. 475 n. ; Dalman, Gram
Aram. p. 147).

The usage of XT.—{a) ~S.vu.imv. In 2 P the reading 2vpct»*

XUrpos (nAKLP and the mass of MSS) is perhaps better sup-

ported than its rival Sfuav II. (B curs. circ- 2°, verss. pier.), and
certainly, as a combination which occurs nowhere else in the
NT, it is not likely to be due to copyists. In one passage
of the NT the name stands above suspicion. St. James begins
his speech in Ac IS14 with the words ”Av^pts a$tkq>oj, ec.x0va-ce.7i
you. S.vu.i6jv i^y-itrecTo Here the Hebrew name SupuAiv

completely harmonizes with the intentional antiqueness of the
opening appeal (cf. e.g. 2 Oh 2020 2S11). (5) The Greek Siptcuv

(apart from the combination 2. Uerpoi) is not found in the
narrative of the Gospels alter the apostle’s call except in
connexion with the lists of the apostles (Mt 418 102,

Mk I16 - 29f* 33

31®, Lk 43s 53ff- 12 614, Jn l>i). On the other hand, Simon is the
nameby which our Lord addresses him (Mt 1725, Mk 1437, Lk 2231,

and, with his father’s name added, Mt 161?, Jn l42 21i5ff.), the
exceptions (see below) being Mt 1618,

Lk 2234
;
and by which

the apostles are introduced as speaking of him (Lk 24s4 ; but
see Mk 167). Thus it would seem that during the months of

discipleship the apostle was still commonly known by his

name Simon ; and this was the case even in much later days
among those who, being outside the Church, could not under-
stand the strange Thrpc$ as in itself a sufficient designation
(Ac 1Q5.18.82 iii3), (c) After St. Peter had taken Ms place
as leader in the earhest stages of the Church’s history, that
name

—

KxqZs, Hirpos—which Ms Master had given him as pro-
phetic of ids special functions, superseded, at least in Chris-

tian circles, his original name Simon. So late as the timewhen
St. Paul wrote to the Galatians and to the Corinthians, the
great Apostle of the Circumcision was recognized among distant

Gentile Churches under his Aramaic name Cephas (Gal l18 2& n.
14,* ICo l12 3s2 95 15s)—a fact which suggests that at Jeru-
salem, where St. Paul first knew Mm, and whence emissaries
came to Corinth and to the Churches of Galatia, the name
Cephas at least most frequently was used. At the same time,
at any rate in Galatia, the Greek equivalent Tlirpos was not
unknown (Gal 27f-). At all events, before the time when 1 Peter,

the Synoptic Gospels, and the Acts were written, the Greek
name IUrpos was that one by which the apostle was known
throughout the Christian Church. As to details, the name
Ilirpos predominates in the Synoptic Gospels (narrative)—Mt
19 times, Mk 18 times, Lk 16 times ; it is common in Jn (15
times) ; it is exclusively used in the narrative of the Acts,
51 times- As to the use of Uirpos in speeches in place of the
usual Siuuv (see above)—in Mk 167 the evangelist extends his own
usage into his report of the angel’s message ; in Lk 2234 IUrpt
seems designedly used to bring out the tragic contrast
between the typical position of the apostle and his destined
failure ; in Ac 1013 qi7 (the voice from heaven), though it may
at first sight seem simplest to suppose that the name was usedby
whichhe was then commonly known, yet itmust be remembered
that this first opening of the door of faith to the Gentiles was
one of the occasions in view of which our Lord gave him the
name Peter, (d) The combination Slym Uhpos never occurs in
Mk. It is found once in Mt (1616), once in Lk (5s)—both passages
recording a turning-point of the apostle’s life ; in St. John it is

used no fewer than 17 times ; it is at least a well-supported
variant in 2 P 1L The combination then appears to he one
which naturally suggested itself to two evangelists in con-
nexion with two events closely hearing on St. Peter’s life-work,

and which, partly perhaps as uniting current Christian usage
with a distant past, was a favourite with St. John. In one part
of the Church, as might have been expected, the name Cephas
survived. In the Syriac versions of the Gospels and of the
Acts the common name for the apostle is Simon Cephas.

2. Family, home
, education.—(a) The name of

the apostle's father appears as Tcwas in Mt 1617
, as

Tudvtjs in Jn 142 21 15 * i7
. It is generally supposed

that Tcavas is a contraction of Twelves. It is,How-
ever, possible that we have here an instance of a
double name, Jona-Jochanan or Jonas-Johannes,
see art. John (Father of Simon Peter), (b) The
brother of Simon Peter, like his fellow-townsman
Philip, hears a true Greek name— Avdptas. It is,

perhaps, to be noticed that Andrew, with Philip,
appears in connexion with certain "EXA^es (the
word may mean Gentiles, or, in the stricter sense,
Greeks) in Jn 1220ff

*. It is certainly significant
that both brothers were known by Greek names,
(c) That the apostle was married in the earliest
days of the gospel history appears from Mt 814,
Mk l30, Lk 4^. His wife in later years was the
companion of his missionary journeys (1 Co 9s).

In each of the four passages in Gal the name Peter is

substituted by some inferior authorities.
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(d) The Syioptists clearly place e the house of

Simon’ (in which it appears that his wife, his
brother, and his mother-in-law lived) at Capernaum
(Mt 85* 14

, Mk l31 - 29
, Lk 431 * 38

). With this state-

ment that of St John (l44 %v 8b 6 4>i'\wrTros airb

B?70crcuM, £k ttjs TrbXeoos ’Avdpiov /cal TUrpov) is often
thought to be at variance. We may, however,

Sose that the brothers originally came from
saida, but were now living at Capernaum (so

Swete on Mk l16).

It may be questioned, however, whether St. John does not
intend to distinguish Bethsaida from ‘ the city of Andrew and
Peter,’ the former being the present home (£?<> ; so 1221), the
latter the birthplace (lx), of Philip. A similar question arises as
to Jn ll1 Aoi&pos xiro Brt (Jtxv/ctf ix rijf xapwis Motpsoti x. MotpQcts.

Here it is to be noticed that (1) if the xa/xvi was Bethany, there
seems to be little reason why it should be mentioned at all

;

(2) Lk 1038 says that the xupotj where Mary and Martha lived was
visited by our Lord ‘as they were journeying* (lv ru voptCsrBect

civrous), a notice which appears to distinguish it from Bethany.
According to this view Lazarus lived at Bethany (cf. Jn 124),
but was a native of the village where his sisters lived, at some
distance from Jerusalem. St. John, it may be added, is fond
of using lx and ajro side by side ; but a study of the passages
where they so stand shows that each preposition retains its

proper meaning— see Jn l43** 633* 38- 41 717>41f* 1628 - 30 (cf.

Rev 212).

(e) St. Peter is described as ‘ a fisherman 9 in Mt
418

||
Mk l16 (cf. Lk 52

), and the same thing is ini-

E
lied in Jn 21s

. He owned ‘ a boat 3 (Lk 53
), which

e worked with his brother. The sons of Zebedee
were his partners (Lk 510

) ; and thus the four
apostles were friends before—probably long before
—they followed Jesus. It is not necessary to draw
out at length the traits—vigour, courage, resource-

fulness—which the life of a fisherman on the lake
would necessarily develop in a naturally healthy
character. It is more important to ask what was
the apostle’s relation to the culture of his time
and country. Probably the traditional view of

him as a rough, uneducated peasant is a consider-
able exaggeration of one side of the truth. He was,
of course, without such a formal training as fell to
the lot of St. Paul. But, on the other hand, the
influence of a religious home and of the synagogue
must have had a foremost place in forming the
apostle. A significant phrase of St. Andrew’s (Jn
l
41

) suggests that both brothers had felt the spell

of the Messianic hope. In these early days St.

Peter must have.gained his close knowledge of the
OT, and it is very far from improbable that he was
acquainted with the LXX (see art. on I Peter). It

has been already pointed out as a significant fact

that the apostle, like his brother, was commonly
known by a Greek name. His home was on the
thickly populated shore of the lake, where trade
brought together representatives of many nation-
alities, and where (to say the least) Greek must
have been to some extent a medium of communi-
cation (see e.g. T. K. Abbott, Essays p. 129 ff. ;

Zahn, EM. i. p. 28 f. ). But whatever Greek St.

Peter learned in Galilee must have been rather of

a conversational than of a literary kind ; it was
nevertheless an important foundation. Two, and
{as it would seem) only two, notices are preserved
in the Gospels and Acts bearing on this subject

:

(1) St. Peter was recognized in Jerusalem as a
Galilsean by the accent and perhaps the idiom of

his Aramaic (see Swete’s note on Mk 1470 with
references). (2) The members of

^
the Sanhedrin

regarded St. Peter and his companion St. John as,

from their point of view, illiterate men (Ac 418
).

The words are xccncXx/Sopuyot on uvBpmroi xypce.fjuujx.To'i itertv xeot

. The term otypaufMtros looks hack to the facts of a man’s
past early life. To a Greek it meant one who was an apuviros (e.g.

Plato, Tim. 23 B), onewho has had no part in either side of Greek
education ; to * Jew it meant One who had had no training in
the Rahbimc study of Scripture (cf. Jn 715). The term SStfow
rather regarded a man’s present position. With a Greek it was
the antithesis to troXmxcf ; in the mouth of a Jew (who trans-

UteratoI it B'vjn) it expressed the contrast between the man who
oould understand and take part in religion as conceived of by

the scribes and one of the o%Xo$ (Jn 749), an 'am hd~drez (see

especially Weber, Bie Lehrendes Talmud, § 11, ‘Der esofcerische

Character der jud. Religiositafc ’). Compare the saying of the
Fathers : * No boor is a sin-fearer, nor is the vulgar(am ha-’arez)
pious’ (Pirqe Aboth, ed. Taylor, p. 30). Thus the words are
strictly relative to the point of view of the high priests. They
were probably (see below) specially called forth by the apostle’s

boldness in expounding a passage of Scripture in the presence of,

and in application to, the rulers.

3. The calls of St. Peter.—(i.) The apostle’s first

meeting with the Lord, and the call to friendship .

—

The history is recorded only in St. John (I
s®-42

).

Andrew and John (for he clearly is the unnamed
actor in the scene)—one of each of the two pairs of

brothers who together were in partnership—are
expressly spoken of as belonging to the number
(ex) of the Baptist’s disciples (w.85* 37

). Since St.

Peter and, as the language {irpurov, rbv tdiov, v.41
)

seems to imply, St. James were close at hand, it is

a natural inference that St. Peter had become a
disciple of the Baptist, and through the gate of
this discipleship passed into friendship with Jesus
of Nazareth. It is more than probable, then, that
St. Peter had been a witness of the Lord’s baptism
(Ac l22 1037f

*). On this day— which Edersheim
(i. p. 344 f.) gives some reason for supposing to
have been a Sabbath—after Andrew had heard the
Baptist’s witness (v. 36**) and had followed Jesus, he
went in quest of Simon, and, felling him that he
had found the Messiah, brought him to Jesus.
Jesus fixes upon him that piercing, scrutinizing
gaze (typXtyas) which was to rest upon him at a
later crisis of ids life (Lk 2261

), and greets him—it

does not appear from the narrative whether Jesus
had known Simon before or not (cf. v. 48)—2i> el

'Zijluv o vlbs ’Iojdvovj <ri> kX^Stjctt} Ktj^cLs (for the use of

the patronymic on solemn occasions cf. Mt 1617
,

Jn 2115ff
*). Thus the Lord receives him as being

just what he was in himself, as the product and
heir of a past over which he had had no control, as
destined to a peculiar office. In the last clause the
Lord does not bestow a new name (see Mt 1618

)

;

He rather reveals a character which He already
claims for future service. As yet no permanent
bond united Jesus and the men whom He had
gathered round Him. For, after beincj His com-
panions in His journey to Galilee ana again in

His visit to Jerusalem at the Passover, St. Peter
and the rest resumed, as they did on a much
later occasion (Jn 21), their wort as fishermen.

(ii.) The call to discipleship.—This call must be
placed some time after, as the earlier call some
time before, the first Passover of the ministry. It

is not possible to decide what is the precise relation

of the history of the call as related in Mt 418-22

Mk 116-20 (clearly based on a common source) to

that given in Lk 51-11
. The essential points com-

mon to the two accounts are that Jesus calls St.

Peter while he is at work (see Plummer on Lk 51-11
),

that he makes the apostle’s present work a parable
of his future work, and that the apostle’s obedience
is immediate. As to points of difference, Mt and
Mk record the Lord’s summons 8evre birlaia jjlov ; Lk
puts the call in another setting— a miracle of

blessing leads up to the act of obedience.

It is possible that Mt and Mk on the one hand, and on the
other Lk, give the history of two occasions—one when the
apostle followed the Lord then and there, but did not finally

leave his occupation; the other when the decisive step of

renunciation was taken. In support of this view it may be
urged (X) that the two narratives seriously differ

; (2) that the
Lord certainly did repeat on a later occasion the call xxoXoudv
uxt, when added experiences would interpret its deeper mean-
ing (Jn 2119- 22). But it is much more probable that Mt and Mk
follow a document or a tradition which brought together in a
summarized narrative the calling of the four chief apostles, and
that thus the story of St. Peter’s call is the same as that which
Lk, on the strength of fuller information (cf. 4l®ff*), narrates in
detail. In either case, it is important to notice the vividness of

Lk’s narrative as itself a witness to its truthfulness-—especially

the two sayings of St. Peter
: (a) v.6 (cf. Jn 25) ; (6) v.8

x.T.x. (an undesigned contrast to Jn 668, and an impulsive cry
which has parallels in St. Peter’s later history).
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In dose connexion with this call (assuming that
there was but one) to discipleship, on a Sabbath
either just before it (Lk 438

)
or just after it (Mk

]2i.29)
5
* ATe must place the miracle which the Lord

wrought in His disciple’s home—the healing of

Peter s mother-in-law. From the phrase 8lt)k6v€c

aiV£ (a&rocs) in each of the three accounts we may
infer that our Lord ate there that day ; and it is

likely enough that the disciple’s home was ‘the
house ’ where He regularly stayed when at Caper-
naum (Mt 1724**, Mk Q33).

(iii.) The call to apostleship. — If the call to

discipleship must have been somewhat later than
the first Passover of the ministry (Jn 21S

), the call

to apostleship must be placed somewhat earlier

than the (presumably) second Passover (see Mk
Q3o. s

j

n 04p The mterval therefore separating
the two calls cannot have been much more than six

months. The history is given in Mt Mk S13^,

Lk 612ff\ The details must he passed over here.

It must suffice to note that the Twelve were chosen
from the whole body, and that the Lord’s choice

constituted them (1) in an especial sense His com-
panions—tva &<riv per* airrov (Mk 314

; cf. Lk 22^, J

n

1527) ; (2) His envoys, when the occasion came, to

Israel, with authority to preach and heal. The
primary place in our Lord’s purpose was their

education for future work. The lists of the Twelve
given by the Synoptists vary in many ways, but
m each of them St. Peter holds the first place

(Mt TTp&ros Ttlptav 6 Xeydpevos II. ; cf. Jn 212
, Ac l

13
).

Some time after this selection had been made, the
Lord sent out the Twelve to execute their double
office as heralds of the kingdom and healers of the
sick, two by two, marking as the scope of their

mission 4 the lost sheep of the house of Israel ’ (Mt
10U5*42, Mk 67

“13
,
Lk 9

1*6
; it is clear that Matthew

places the mission immediately after the appoint-

ment of the Twelve from a characteristic desire to
bring together the notices of the selection, the
instruction, and the dismissal of the Twelve). As
tc the use of the name dTr&rroXos in reference to

the Twelve in the Gospels (except Lk 17fi 2214 2410
)

only in connexion with this mission, see Hort,
Ecclesia, p. 22 if.

We cannot but ask. Who was St. Peter’s companion? The
answer is almost certainly St. John. For (1) the Lord sent
them together on a peculiarly solemn commission at a later

time, Lk 228
; (2) they appear as companions in the gospel

histoiy, Jn IS15®1 203®-, and in the apostolic history, Ac S1-^19

(mission to Samaria), Gal 29 ; (3) they were closely associated

in the upper room (Jn 1323f.), and on the occasion of the Lord’s
appearance by the Lake (Jn 2120®), and together formed part of

an inner circle of the apostles in Jairns’ house (Mk 537), on the
Mt. of Transfiguration (Mk 92), on the Mt. of Olives (Mk 133), in
Gethsemane (Mk Id33) ; and in this connexion the order in Lk
851 928 (Hirpov xeci ’I&xvYjV sea.) Taxmfiov) and Ac l13 is to be
specially noticed.

It is impossible at this point to refrain from re-

marking that a mere notice of the occasions when
St. Peter’s name is mentioned in the Gospels is apt
to make us forget the all-important fact that it

was in daily fellowship with the Lord, in the daily
contemplation of His acts and words, public and
private, that the real significance and power of

this period lay. Without some intimation of this

obvious truth, a brief review of the specific evidence
of the Gospels as to St. Peter’s life during this time
may become positively misleading.

It has been convenient to consider the mission
of the Twelve in close connexion with tlieir selec-

tion. But between the two occasions we must, as it

appears, place a miracle with which St. Peter was
brought into close relation—the raising of Jairus’
daughter (Mt 918*26, Mk 5M, Lk 841

-56
). It is the

first of three occasions when ‘Peter and James
* Mt 814 introduces the account without any indication of

time. It would appear that at this point he is bringing
together typical works of healing (S1-*?), just as he has brought
into a single discourse (fr-7 ; cf. 13) typical utterances of tide

Lord.

and John’ were chosen from among the Twelve
as witnesses of a pwrypiov—here of a revelation

of Christ the Life. It may have beei? designed

as a special preparation for some crisu in their

mission soon to follow (Mt 10s vetepobs iyeLpere).

It is difficult not to trace the vividness of the

narrative in Mk to the influence of St. Peter.

4. St. Peter as the Lord's companion during
the (iapparently ) last year of the ministry.—The
Twelve returned to Christ about the time when
He received news of the Baptist’s murder. The re-

tirement across the Lake and the Feeding of the

Five Thousand immediately followed. This whole
series of events prepared the way for a period the

general character of which is expressed by the

words ‘ the proving of faith ’(IP l7 ).

(i.) The storm on the Lake (Mt 1422ff
*, Mk 645ff*,

Jn 616ff*)-—It is remarkable that Matthew alone

preserves the record of St. Peter’s boastful chal-

lenge (behind which there lay a deep love for His
Master, and impatience of separation from Him),
his sudden fear and piteous appeal for help. Christ

Himself sums up the meaning of the apostle’s

failure in the word SXiyoTTKrre, It would he quite

in accordance with the character of St. Peter if,

when the boat came to land, he was the spokesman
of * those who were in the ship ’ in their confession,

aXydus deov vibs el (Mt).

(ii.) The Lords hard sayings at Capernaum.—
St. John records (6

60ff
-) that the sequel of the

Lord’s teaching at Capernaum about the bread of

life was that many of His disciples left Him.
Jesus turns to the Twelve and asks them if they
too are intending to go away. Simon Peter at

once answers for the rest. His reply brings out

the apostle’s belief in the Lord (I) as superior to

all other teachers (irpos rba aireX.

;

cf. Jn 3-) ,* (2)

as the source of a life-giving revelation (cf. v. 63)

;

(3) as the embodiment of Divine holiness.

This, the last element in the confession, is introduced with
the emphatic v/xiis cstaritmvzaiji.tv xa) lyvuxoc.fjt.iv. The apostles

(vt/usls) with their sure conviction are placed in contrast to the

faithless seceders. Their present assured belief is the out-

come of past experience deliberately interpreted. What is the
meaning of the title b SLytos rov hov ? In a wholly independent
context it is put into the mouth of the demoniac (Mk l24). It

would therefore appear to be a recognized title, probably a
title of the Messiah. This is confirmed when we turn to Ac
344 (rov biyiov x. dtxcaov *ipvvl tr<x,cr8i), where it is placed beside -m
. . . llxcaov (which is certainly used of Messiah

; see below, on
Theology of St. Peter’s Speeches). In this (apparently) Mes-
sianic title two lines of thought, as it would seem, converge.
(a) Jehovah is ‘the Holy One of Israel’ (e.q. Is l4). (b) The
messengers of Jehovah, the typical priest (tov *Aapsjv <rov kym
xupiou, Ps 105 (106) 17

) and the prophet (2 K 49) are holy
;
the

whole theocratic nation is holy(e.p. Ex 196, Nul63 ; note in this

connexion the mysterious phrase ‘ the Saints ’ apparently of the

members of the nation, Zee 145, Dn 71& 22. 25. 2?). This holiness

is conceived of by current Jewish expectation as actually
realized in the Messianic people, Ps-Sol 1736 («« frkvrts kywt> x.

fixcriXeix alruv zptrrbs xvpios). The Messiah Himself, then, who
was regarded at once as the special messenger of Jehovah, and
also as the flower and crown of the Messianic nation, was
naturally described as * the Holy One,’ ‘ the Holy One of God.’
But just as the Messianic title b llxcaos was raised to a higher
and more absolute meaning by later NT writers (e,g. 1 Jn 21),
so it was in the case of b ayto$ (Rev 37, 1 Jn 220). To return to
St. Peter’s use of the phrase at Capernaum, though the words
are an official title, yet their ethical and spiritual meaning is

not lost here or in Mk l24. Messiah’s sinlessness and purity
were a magnet to faithful disciples (cf. 1 P 222). And the
avowed realization of this, as contrasted with Lk 58, marks
a stage in the apostle’s spiritual education.

(iii.) The questions at Ccesarea Philippi.—There
are three stages in the history—(A) The Confes-
sion (Mt 1613-2ii

,
Mk S27

'38
,
Lk 918"-7

).—The account in

Mt is the fullest ; on the omission of the promise
to St. Peter in Mk see Swete on 8s9. The Gali-

laean ministry was drawing to a close (see Swete,
p. 166). Our Lord was farther from Jerusalem
than at any other time of His ministry, and on
the borders of the purely Gentile world. The
time and place, then, of themselves suggest the
question whether Israel, generally and as repre-

sented by His immediate disciples, accepted Him
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whether the foundation for the great work of the
future was being solidly laid. The occasion was
felt by the Lord to be a great crisis, and He
prepared for it as such by prayer (Lk 918}. The
confession of St. Peter at Capernaum was the
impulsive response of the disciple to the Master’s
anxious, foreboding question. But now the stage
in the education of the Twelve had been reached
when it was well that they should deliberately
and definitely face the question of the Lord’s
Person. In the outskirts (Mk 827 ), therefore, of
Caesarea the Lord put two questions to the Twelve—(a) What were men generally saying of Him ?

Here they all contributed something to the
answer. They had seen different sides of Jewish
opinion, (b) What was the thought of the Twelve
themselves about Him ? Here the answer of one
is the answer of all, and St. Peter is their natural

S
okesman. The Twelve regarded Him as the
[vine Messiah.
The Gospels varyas to the^ words— sT b rpitrvbs (Mk), rov

gpttrrh rov Osov (Lk), 2y si b %p. o vlof rov Bsov rov cjuvros (Mt) The
important question arises, Was St. Peter commended for con-
fessing the Divinity of Jesus or His Messiahship ? It is probably
true that ‘the Son of God* was not a common designation of
the Messiah, but (1) the language of 2 Es 7s8 29 (‘ My Son
Messiah’) 1332 37.52 149 ; comp. Enoch 1052

; (2) the language
which the evangelists put into the mouths of persons who can
hardly be conceived of as one and all rising to the absolute
meaning of the title ‘ Son of God,’ but who would naturally
use Messianic language (Mt S29

[|
Mk Lk, Mt 1433 see above, Mt

2740.43 [2754
|| Mk], Mk 311, Lk 2270, Jn 134. 491127 197) ; (3) the

language Of Lk 4^i (trv si b vtos rov 6iov . . . ypsitreov rb'j xpierrby
oovrov s%ou)

;

(4) the language of
#
St. Matthew in the immediate

Context, V.20 Lot porfiiyi unoxriv on eovrbs serrtv o %pisvoS, seem to
make it clear that the title * Son of God’ was used as bearing a
Messianic meaning in our Lord’s day. Hence it matters little

whether we consider 0 vies rov Osov rov Zsbyrog as part of the
original confession, or as an addition of St. Matthew. In either
case it is as Messiah that St. Peter confesses Jesus. See especi-
ally Dalman, Die Worte Jesu pp. 219-226. Thus the revelation
of suffering which follows in each Gospel is the earliest insistence
on that side of the true Messiah’s work which became the
greatest stumbling-block to the Jew.

(B) Our Lord’s welcome of the Confession (Mt
1017-19 only).—It is clear that our Lord regarded
the deliberate confession of His Messiahship as
marking a crisis in His relations with the Twelve,
and as a pledge of the growth of the kingdom.
He answers it with a solemn beatitude addressed
to St. Peter

(
ftaicdpios et—the only occasion when

the Lord pronounces a beatitude on an individual),

and by a declaration that his confession had no
lower source than a revelation from the Father
Himself (cf. Gal lm ). And then speaking, as it

wonld appear, as King Messiah (myth S£— ‘ The
Father has revealed Me as Messiah to the dis-

ciple
; I in turn reveal My disciples’ place in the

kingdom’), He opens out the future under four
metaphors

—

(a) St. Peter as the foundation of the new
Israel.—Taking the Syriac versions as our guide,

we may conclude that our Lord’s words, spoken in

Aramaic, run thus :
£ Thou art Cepha, and upon

this Cepha I will build my congregation.’ Here
there are three points to be briefly considered—(a)

T7}v iKKXrjjrlav pov. The word is used in its ancient
theocratic sense, and the meaning is best repre-

sented by the paraphrase, £ I will build my Israel.’

It must be sufficient to refer to Hort’s The Chris-

tian Ecclesia pp. 3-18, esp. p. 10 f. (jS) ot*o$o/wJ<r«.

The metaphor of building, to express the idea of

creating and giving unity and permanence to a
society of men, is not uncommon in the OT {e.g.

Ps 28®, Jer 189). It is important to notice that
the Lord reserves to Himself the prerogative

of activity. He alone is the builder. Compare
the Messianic parable in Sibyll Orac. v. 420 ff.

(7) In what sense is Cepha the foundation ? Does
the word point to the first stone of the building,

the foundation-stone, or to the soil, the rock on
which the first stones are laid ? We may say, in

view of our Lord’s earlier saying (Mt 724f
*, Lk 648

),

that almost certainly the latter is the true inter-
pretation.* Thus the Rock is, so far as the scope
of the parable is concerned, separated from the
stones reared thereon. This last point helps us to
answer the

.
question as to the interpretation of the

Rock.
_

It is the apostle who has just made the
confession that Jesus of Nazareth is the Messiah.
The parable itself limits its application. When
the foundation has been laid, the apostle’s function
as described by the metaphor will have ceased.
He will support the first stones of the ecclesia.
The true comment on the Lord’s promise is Ac
1-10.

Other interpretations of these famous words can he only
briefly noted. (1) The Bock is Christ. This interpretation is
excluded by the fact that in the Aramaic there is no variation
(Cepha . . . Cepha) as in the Greek (trsreog . . . trirpoo), and
that Christ Himself speaks^ of Himself as the builder. (2) The
Bock is St. Peter's confession. This interpretation is excluded
by the fact that the confession considered m itself was wholly
inadequate. It does not include either the Besurrection or the
Divinity of the Lord. Its value was strictly relative to the
time when it was made. The same consideration excludes the
modification of the above view which explains the Bock of St.
Peter’sfaith. That faith was a quality which varied from time
to time. (3) St. Peter as the type of, or in combination with,
the other apostles, is the Bock. So Hort (.Ecclesia p. 16 L,
e.g. ‘In virtue of this personal faith vivifying their disciple-
ship, the Apostles became themselves the first little Ecclesia,
constituting a living rock upon which,’ etc.). But our Lord’s
words, as reported by St. Matthew, could not be more per-
sonal. To suppose that the Lord addresses St. Peter here as a
type of his fellow-apostles, is in effect to imply that no words
could be personal unless a typical reference were explicitly
excluded. See also ‘Additional Note’ on p. 795b.

_
A clear statement as to the exposition of the words and the

lines of patristic interpretation is to be found m Lightfoot,
Clement li. pp. 481-490.

(5) Thenew Israel as the conqueror.—The
is an aggressive power. Death— the adversary
of Christ—is in possession of his stronghold. But
6
his’gates

5

(cf. Ps 913 10718
,
Job 3817

, Is 3810
) cannot

withstand the attack. The new Israel is victorious
against £ walled cities ’ like the first Israel (cf. e.g.

Dt 3^*). Such appears to be the meaning. The
clause, however, lias no special hearing on St.

Peter’s functions.
(c) St. Peter as the steward of the kingdom.f

—

SiSco) <701 ras JcXeTdas rijs ^acrcXelas r&v ovpavCov. The
words seem to he an intentional reminiscence of
the message of Jehovah as to Eliakim (Is 22s2)

:

£ The key of the house of David will I lay upon his
shoulder.

5 The words are paraphrased in the LXX
text represented by B (ml 5c6<r(a rfy $6%av Aaveld

but K* has mi 3ocatc ml axmp ttjv khtdav oIkov A.,
and A has a conflate reading.

(d) St. Peter as the scribe who c binds 9 and
£
looses — teal 3 £hv dtferys k.t.X. In this use of

£ binding 5 and £ loosing
5

there cannot he but a close

reference to the current technical use of these
words to express the authoritative decision of a
scribe on a matter of obligation (cf. Mt 519

; cf.

Edersheim, Life and Times ii. p. 84 f.). Such de-
cisions on St. Peter’s part in the new kingdom
shall be the echoes of decisions already promul-
gated in heaven. On these two verses see especially
Dalman, Die Worte Jesu pp. 174-178.

In regard to the essential meaning this series

of metaphors as applied to St. Peter, the following
points should be noted

: (1) They seem to be all

conditioned by the scope of the first of them, the

* It is true that the word cepha is not used by the Syriac
versions in these two passages. But that the word cepha does
mean * a rook ’ as well as ‘a stone* is clear from the fact that it

is used to render *rirpoo in Mt 27<>o (Pesh.) 275l (Syr»n Pesh.)
; it

may therefore have been used by our Lord in the saying in
question. See additional note on the Rabbinical use of Rock in
reference to Abraham at end of art. 1 Peter.

f Compare the remarkable legend preserved in Apoc. Baruch
1018 and (in a somewhat different form) in the Rest of the
Words ofBaruch 4, ‘Jeremiah took the keys of the sanctuary
of God and went out of the city and cast them away before the
sun, saying, “ To thee I say, O sun, take the keys of the sanctuary
of God . . . forasmuch as we were not found worthy to keejr
them, because we were false stewards.”*
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rock-foundation, i.e. our Lord is dealing with the
first stage of the history of the new ecclesia.

The relation of St. Peter to the new Israel is in
some sense to correspond to the relation of Moses
and Joshua to the ancient Israel. (2) The promise
as to 4 binding 5 and 4 loosing 5 given here to St.
Peter is in Mt IS18 given to the disciples. It would
seem, therefore, if the words in the two places are
to be understood in precisely the same sense, that
St. Peter is, on the former occasion, singled out
from the other disciples because he would be the
first to exercise, or would be the leader in the
exercise of, a power common to all. At the same
time it must he noted that (a) the context in ch. 18
(viz. w. 15-17 * 21ff

*) deals with the forgiveness of sins

;

(j8) Dalman (p. 177) shows that in Jewish Aramaic
the word 4 to loose

5

(*qtf), at any rate, is used meta-
phorically in various senses. It does not then seem
certain that the terms must bear the same meaning
in both passages. (3) The Bk. of the Acts records
the historical fulfilment of the promises to St.

Peter. But it must be remembered that in that
Book we have not a complete history of the earliest

days of the Church, and that the writer is himself
familiar rather with somewhat later developments.
There may w’ell have been occasions, unnoticed by
the author of the Acts, wThich contributed to the
complete fulfilment of the Lord’s promises to St.

Peter.

(C) The Lord's rebuke of St. Peter.—The con-
fession of St. Peter and our Lord’s announcement
that He Himself would be the founder of a new
Israel form the turning-point in the education of
the Twelve. Mt marks the transition by the phrase
dirb t6ts llpt-aro (v. 21 ), which in 417 stands at the
beginning of the ministry, and occurs nowhere else.

Henceforth the Lord reveals to the apostles the
mystery of the Divine purpose {dec) as to the Messiah
—His humiliation in His rejection by the repre-
sentatives of Israel at Jerusalem (the centre of
Israel’s life) and His death, His exaltation in the
Resurrection. The idea of a suffering Messiah
was alien to current Jewish expectations (cf.

Schiirer, HJP n. ii. p. 184 ff'.). St. Peter at once
protests against his Master’s appropriation of it to
Himself. His action {TrpoerXapdyevos) and his wrnrds *

alike imply a position of kindly patronage towards
the Lora.

_
The Lord turns immediately upon him,

and the sight of the other disciples {Mk) necessi-
tates a public and severe rebuke—a reversal for the
time of the words of commendation just pro-
nounced ;—a sentence of rebuff', pronounced as upon
an enemy, takes the place of the beatitude ; the
rock-foundation of Messiah’s Israel lias become
Messiah’s stumbling-stone; a temper of mind
capable of receiving the revelation of the Father
has been succeeded by a temper of mind wholly
earthly.

A week after these events at Caesarea (Mk 923-,

Mt 1713*, Lk 9283*), the three disciples, who had been
witnesses of a previous revelation of Christ as the
Life, are allowed, on the Mount of Transfiguration,
to learn the 4 mystery! of Christ as the Glory of
God. The impulsive and inopportune request of
St. Peter sprang from a dread of the withdrawal of
the outward signs of revelation (cf. 2 Co 37* 13

) ; it

was theprayer of a consciously weak and earthly
faith. The revelation on the mountain confirmed
both elements in the disclosure of the issues of
Messiah’s life on earth which the Lord gave at
Caesarea. The uniqueness of His Person was
brought home to the Three by (a ) the glory of the
Lord Himself ; (b) His mysterious converse with
the Founder and the Reformer of Israel’s polity,

* Syr*111 in Mk S22 reads, ‘ But Simon Cepha, as if sparing'
Him, said to Him, (God) spares Thee. ’ The last words, a formula
*f deprecation (cf. e.g. Ac 1014 118), render the 7ks6s trot of
Mt 16*2 in Syrcut Pesh. Prom this formula the remarkable
paraphrase, * as If sparing Him/ is derived.

in winch He is seen to be the mediator between
the living and the departed

;
(c) the voice from

heaven attesting His Sonship.

In the period between the Transfiguration and
the Entry into Jerusalem St. Peter is mentioned
on four occasions. At Capernaum, his home, the

collectors of the temple dues put to him the ques-

tion whether his Master did not pay the half-

shekel, and St. Peter is made by his Master the

means of its payment. The Lord uses the incident

to lead up His disciple’s mind to the conception of

His Divine Sonship (Mt 17243*). On the three re-

maining occasions St. Peter is represented as ques-

tioning the Lord as to the practical and immediate
hearing of His wmrds,—asking as to the scope of

the parables of the faithful slaves and the sudden
coming of the thief (Lk 1241 , cf. Mk 1337

) ; asking
as to the number of times a brother should be for-

given (Mt IS21 ) ; asking as to the reward in store

for the Twelve in view of their absolute self-

renunciation, as contrasted with the refusal of the
young ruler to surrender his wealth and follow

Christ (Mt 1927
,
Mk 1028, Lk 1828

). These questions

reveal the apostle’s impulsiveness, the practical

bent of his character, something perhaps of a lack

of reverence towards his Master ; while the last

of them shows an undue sense of the deserts of

himself and his fellow-apostles.

5. The week before the Passion.—Nothing is told

us of St. Peter in connexion with the Triumphal
Entry. Mk preserves twTo words of his addressed

to Christ on the Tuesday. To St. Peter the sight

of the withered fig-tree recalls (dvayvvjirdels) the

incident of the previous day, and he points his

Master to the effect of His prophecy (Mk ll21
, cf.

Mt 2120
). Again, after the Lord that same day

had left the temple and crossed the Kidron on His
way to Bethany, He sat down on the Mt. of Olives.

The main body of the apostles apparently continued

their wTay. Four of their number—Peter, James,
John, and Andrew—possibly deputed by the rest,

asked Him privately a question as to the time

wdien His prophecy just spoken should have its

fulfilment, and as to the events wThich should herald

it (Mk 133 ; cf. Mt 24s
, Lk 217). The form of the

sentence [emjpdoTa adrbv . . . Hirpos ml Tarcupos

k.t.X.) suggests that St. Peter was the spokesman.
Luke preserves the detail that on the Thursday it

wTas St. Peter and St. John whom the Lord sent to
4 prepare the passover ’ (22s ; cf. Mt 2618

, Mk 1418
).

In the UpperRoom and in the events which followed

St. Peter took a prominent part. It appears that

at the Paschal meal the Lord took the place of host,

St. Peter the second place, reclining on Christ’s

left, St. John the third, on the Lord’s right hand
(Westeott on Jn 1323

). "When, then, Christ washed
the disciples’ feet (Jn 1343*), St. Peter must have
been either the first or the last to whom He came.
The former alternative is the more probable, Jn’s

favourite odv here (v.
6
) as elsewhere simply de-

noting immediate sequence. In the dialogue which
follows, different traits of the apostle’s character
are vividly brought out in his question express-

ing startled humility (v. 6 Ktipie, ai> yov in
his emphatic refusal {oti yh . . . eh rbv alQva) to
allow Christ to wash his feet, in his sudden change
of mind and the eager prayer in which, giving a
material meaning to Christ’s words, he asks for

wrhat he considers a larger blessing. Later on in

the meal, when the Lora speaks of the presence of

the traitor (v. 21), St. Peter, assuming that He had
whispered the secret to St. John, abruptly asks the
latter to tell it openly to the rest. Later still,

when the traitor had gone out, St. Peter, taking
up Christ’s words (v. 33) about His ‘going,’ inquires
with his old literalness whither He is going ; and
again, asserting his absolute devotion, why he
cannot at once follow his Master in His mysterious
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journey (v. 86®). At this point Jn inserts the pro-
phecy of the three denials. Lk (2228ff

*) also puts the
warning at this time, though liis version of the
Lord’s words is different from that in Jn. In Lk
Christ solemnly addresses Peter and unveils the
world of spiritual conflict. Satan had demanded
the surrender to himself of all the apostles, as he
had demanded Job (Job l12 2s

), that he might
sift them all—the metaphor bringing out their
weakness and their separation (cf. e.g. Ps l4 ). But
Peter had been the subject of urgent supplication
on his Master’s part that his faith might not wholly
and finally fail (<kXhn?). It is implied that the
apostle would not pass through the trial unscathed.
But beyond the trial a return to former spiritual

relationships is promised—a return which would
bring with it the duty of ‘ stablishing his brethren.’
In answer to Peter’s protestation of absolute fidelity,

Christ explicitly foretells that before the cock
crowed (twice, Mk) the next morning, Peter would
thrice deny Him.* It is remarkable that in Jn,
though three other of the Twelve (145- 8 - 22

)
inter-

rupt the Lord’s words with questions, St. Peter
remains silent, perplexed and saddened, it would
seem, by his Master’s unexpected doubt of his
loyalty. At length Christ and the Eleven go out
into the Mount of Olives. It is at this point that,

according to Mt (2

6

s1®) and Mk (1427®), the Lord
warned them that they all would ‘be made to

stumble,’ and foretold in detail Peter’s faithless-

ness—a prophecy prefaced and followed by passion-

ate protestations on the apostle’s part. Thus it

appears that we have three different accounts

—

Mt ||
Mk, Lk, Jn—of Christ’s words to Peter as

to the denial. A not improbable solution of the
difficulty is that Christ warned His followers several

times that night that their loyalty towards Him-
self would be sorely tested ; that He only once
explicitly foretold Peter’s fall

;
but that the several

evangelists connected that prophecy with different

word! of warning. When the Lord and His
apostles reached Gethsemane (Mt 2636ff

*, Mk 1432ff
*),

He took Peter and James and John aside from
the rest and admitted them to a knowledge of

the ixv<TT'f)piov of His human sorrow and perfected
obedience, the last of the three revelations which
were crises in their spiritual education. On His
return to them the first time, finding them sleeping,

He singles out Peter for rebuke, tacitly contrast-

ing his inability to ‘watch one hour’ with his

earlier boast. One other detail is preserved as to

Peter’s conduct in the garden, at the moment of

the Lord’s arrest (Mt 26”®-, Mk 1447®, Lk 22*°®, Jn
I810f

*). Not waiting for an answer to the question,

‘Lord, shall we smite with the sword?’ (Lk, cf.

22s8), and going near to frustrate the Lord’s care

for His followers’ safety (Jn 188
), he snatches his

sword out of its sheath and, striking at the head
of a slave of the high priest who had, as we may
suppose, taken hold of Christ, he wounds him.
Christ’s last miracle secures the safety of the
apostles by undoing the misdoing of His impetuous
follower. Jn, when all reasons for reticence were
over, gives us the names, ‘ Simon Peter,’ ‘ Malchus ’

;

Lk alone records the healing. When Christ was
led away to the high priest’s official residence, St.

Peter, striking a balance between his fears for

himself and his love for his Master, ‘followed afar

off’ (Mt, Mk, Lk). Apparently, as he drew near
the high priest’s palace, he overtook St. John (Jn

18“), and was by him brought into the court.
^
The

latter, it would seem, passed on into the audience-

chamber. Then follow the three denials, the whole
group of incidents taking up about an hour (Lk
22s9). On the relation to each other of the narra-

* For the Fayum fragment see Harnack in Texte u. Untersuch.

v. 4, p. 483 ff., and especially Hort’s letters to the Times (June
25, Juty 16, 1885).

tives in the four Gospels see Westcott, Additional
Notes to Jn 18. The second cock-crow (Mk) and the
sudden piercing gaze of the Lord (eve(3\e^ev, Lk)
recalled to Peter’s mind the prophecy of Christ,
‘ and he went out and wept bitterly ’ (Mt, Lk ; on
Mk’s iirifiaktiov see Field’s interesting note in Notes
on the Translation of the NT p. 41). There is no
further reference to St. Peter in the history of the
Passion.

6. The period between the Resurrection and the

Ascension. — In the accounts of the day of the
Resurrection St. Peter is twice mentioned. From
these notices it appears that after his fall he did
not separate himself from the other apostles,

and that he was still regarded as their natural
leader, (i.

)
Early on that morning Mary Magdalene

hurried from the garden to Simon Peter and to
John, to tell them that the tomb was empty. The
two apostles went together to the tomb, as they
had gone together to the high priest’s court three
days before. They both ran, but St. Peter, the
older man, fell behind. St. John came first to the
sepulchre, but did not enter. St. Peter, practical
and impetuous, went into the sepulchre, and took
note (Oeapec) of the orderly arrangement of the
cloths and the napkin. Then they returned, still

(it would seem*) perplexed, to their own homes
(Jn 201*10

). (ii.) Later in the day, some time before
the evening, the Lord appeared to St. Peter—alone
—to seal his repentance with forgiveness (Lk 24s4 ;

cf. 1 Co lo5
,
where the appearance to Cephas has

the first place), (iii.) In the third appearance of
Christ to the apostles as a body (Jn 21 ; cf. 2019* 26

),

at the Lake of Tiberias, Peter takes a conspicuous
part. The quick intuition of faith is characteristic

of John (v.7 ; cf. 208
). But when another has dis-

cerned the Lord, the rapid act of preparation, the
leap into the sea that he may reach his Master the
quicker, then, when all have landed, the return to
the ship that he may begin the necessary work of
bringing the net to land,—all these acts"belong to
a lifelike portrait of St. Peter. After the meal,
provided by Christ, there follows St. Peter’s public
restoration, corresponding to the private assurance
of forgiveness given him on the day of the Resur-
rection,t To the thrice - repeated denial there
answers the thrice-repeated question as to his love
towards Christ and the thrice-repeated charge,
covering the whole sphere of pastoral activity.

So far the official and the personal have been
blended together. Now in a solemn ‘oracle’ (d/ijjp,

dp/qv) the Lord deals with the personal issue of the
apostle’s life of service—the helplessness and the
devotion of a martyr’s death. The last recorded
word of St. Peter addressed to Christ is an im-
pulsive, unselfish question (v. 21

). The last word of
Christ to St. Peter is an echo of the earliest call

interpreted in the light of the cross—cucohoudei poi

. . . <r6 jjx)l &Ko\oti0ei (w.
19 * 2Q

).

II. History of St. Peter after the Ascen-
sion, IN THE NT.—The three periods of the growth
of the Church, treated of in the Acts,£ are clearly

* To one who hesitates to accept Hort's theory of 1 Western
non-interpolations’ (see the writer’s Syro-Latin Text p. 130 n.)
the external evidence against the authenticity of Lk 2412 must
seem of very little weight. On the other hand, the linguistic

similarity to Ju is curious, and cannot he accidental. It

would be rash to assert that we have not here a sign of cross-
currents of apostolic tradition, which the available evidence
will perhaps never enable us to follow out.

f On the subtle variation of words in Jn 2110-17 gee Westcott’s
notes.

I The theory of Blass, that the common and the ‘Western’
texts of the Lucan Books represent two editions by St. Luke,
is well known. The present writer has criticised it in The
Syro-Latin Text of the Gospels p. 133 n. In that book and in
The Old, Syriac Element in Coa. Bezce he has given reasons
for his belief that the ‘Western* text is largely due to (1)
assimilation to scriptural passages; (2) the influence of Ola
Syriac texts. ‘ Western ’ readings of exceptional interest in parts
of the Acts dealing with St. Peter are to be found in 1023 ll2 (a
mosaic of phrases used in Ac and Epistles about St. Paul) 1210
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described in l8— the Church of Jerusalem, the
Church of Palestine, the Church of the World.

1. The Church of Jerusalem (IMS1
).—During this

period St. Peter stands alone as the leader and
spokesman of the disciples.

(a) In the days which passed between the Ascen-
sion and the day of Pentecost, St. Peter in the
first apostolic speech urged the appointment of a
disciple to fill tne apostolate of Judas. Into the
problems suggested by Lk’s record of the speech
(including the insertion, v. 18f<

) it is unnecessary to

enter. It is sufficient to notice (i.) that St. Peter
bases his argument on an appeal to the OT, i.e.

1,0 two passages of the Psalms (6S (69)
26 108 (109)

8

LXX), prefiguring respectively the vacancy of the
traitor’s pastoral office and the duty of appointing
a successor ; (ii.) that St. Peter defines the essential

function of an apostle as being 4 a witness of the
Resurrection [of the Lord Jesus].’

(5) On the early morning of Pentecost the dis-

ciples were all gathered together in one of the
many chambers (oIkol

)

of the temple (v. 2 ; for this

sense of oT/eoy cf. e.g. Jer 42 (35)
4 43 (36)

10 - 12
; Jos.

Ant. Till. iii. 2). The chambers and courts of the
temple were crowded with worshippers from among
4 the dwellers at Jerusalem’ (v. 6 to 7t\t}6os ; cf. 21 34

,

Lk l 10
), to whom 4 immediately after midnight the

Temple gates [had been] thrown open’ (Edersheim,
The Temple p. 228). Such in all probability was
the place* and such the audience of St. Peter’s

speech, after the Spirit had been given and His
presence attested by the gift of tongues. A
strong case can be made out for the opinion that
St. Peter spoke in Greek (T. K. Abbott, Essays
p. 129 ff. ; Salmon, Introduction 6

p. 172 f. ; on the
other side see Neubauer in Studia Biblica i.

p. 62ff.).+ The speech begins as an apologia

(v.
ls

) ; it ends with a proclamation of the crucified

Jesus of Nazareth as the Sovereign Messiah (v. 36).

Ac 214-36. Jesus, the enthroned Messiah.

(1) Yv.14-21. The charge of drunkenness is disproved (a) by the
circumstances, 4 the third hour of the day’ ; (b) by the fact that
the phenomena correspond to Joel’s prophecy (J1 228-32 (31-5)).

(2) Vv.23-24. Jesus of Nazareth was accredited as God’s mes-
senger to Israel by Divine miracles ; according to God’s eternal
counsel He was surrendered to the Jews, murdered by them
through the instrumentality of Gentiles, raised from death by
God Himself—the necessary issue.

The Divine purpose and action are throughout emphasized.

(3) y7.25-32. This necessity was foreshadowed in David’s pro-
phecy (Ps 15 (16)3-u). His words could not apply to himself.

Therefore, as a prophet, in view of thepromised dynasty (Ps 131

(132) u, 2 S 712), he foresaw and spoke of
4 the raising up of the

anointed one —a prophecy finally fulfilled in the Resurrection.

(4) Yy.33-35. The Resurrection involved the exaltation through
the Divine action. The exalted Messiah receives from the
Father, and gives, the promised Spirit.

It is impossible that the exaltation should be interpreted of
David ; for David spoke of

4 his lord,’ seated at God’s right hand
(Psio&mo) 1

).

(5) V.36. The duty, therefore, of all Israel (the
4 Dispersion *

and the dwellers at Jerusalem alike) is to acknowledge God’s
action in constituting the victim of their malice the Anointed
One and the Sovereign King—Kvptas ’lyo-ovs Xpia-ros.

The result of St. Peter’s speech was the convic-
tion of his hearers. In answer to their question,
4 What shall we do?’ (cf. Lk 310*m

)> he urges—(I)

(the ‘seven steps* due to assimilation to Ezk 406- 22). See also
* Western ’ readings in 3H- 14 414. 24 529 §24 101a 15. 19. 26.S9.4i 1117
125. 7. 17 157. 12.

* The supposition that the events described in Ac 2 took place
in the temple is in itself natural

;
it explains several details of

the history ; and it is in complete harmony, it is believed, with
Lie’s language.

f The internal evidence of the speeches in the Acts (see below,
p. 766) appears to the present writer a complete refutation of
the theory which regards them as the simple invention of the
author of the book, and a proof that with varying accuracy
they represent what was said on the several occasions. That
the author of the Acts, however, is responsible for their
present literary form and for much of their language is a view
quite consistent with a belief in their substantial fidelity.

It is quite possible that St. Peter and St. Luke met at Rome
—an important point for the criticism of the Gospel and the
Acts.
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that they should repent, i.e. of the great national

sin of rejecting the Messiah ; (2) that each should

be baptized in the name of Jesus Messiah ; (3)

such baptism having as its result forgiveness, (4)

and leading on to the bestowal of the special gift

of the Spirit.

With the day of Pentecost the life of the ChuTeh
as a society, quickened and endowed with the gifts

of the Spirit, began.
(c) How long a time elapsed between the day of

Pentecost and the evening when St. Peter worked
the 4 notable sign ’ on the cripple at the Beautiful

Gate there is no evidence. The miracle was
wrought 4 in the name of Jesus Messiah, the
Nazarene.’ The man healed was a well-known
object of pity, and his restoration at once drew
4
all the people ’ round him and Peter and John in

the great eastern portico of the temple. To them
St. Peter proclaims Jesus as the Restorer.

Ac 312-26
. Jesus, the glorified Servant, the Restorer.

(1) Vv. 12-16
. The miracle was not the work of the apostles

;

it was an incident in the unbroken history of Redemption. For
the name of Jesus, the Servant of the God of the Fathers,

rejected and slain by Israel, raised and glorified by God, was
the source of restoration.

(2) Vv. 1
"-22

. Israel’s present position, duty, and hope, (a) The
‘sufferings of the Messiah’ were due, on the human side, to the
crime of Israel’s ignorance, on the Divine side to the action of

God in fulfilment of His utterances through the prophets.

(6)

Consequently (ev v) there is a present call to national repent-
ance, such repentance issuing in (1) forgiveness

; (2) the advent
of 4 seasons of refreshing ’

; (3) the final mission of the Messiah
as the Restorer of all things, (c) Israel’s present opportunity
was foretold by Moses and all the prophets. Of this prophetic
line and of the first covenant those present are the heirs. To
them belongs a priority in the blessings which spring from
God’s act in raising up and sending His Servant, whose work
reaches to the conversion of each Israelite.

The action and the words of St. Peter were a
double challenge. The officials in charge of the
temple resented the assumption of the position of
4 teachers ’ on the part of men whom they despised
as *am ha-arez. The Saddueees were provoked
by the proclamation of the Resurrection. The
two apostles were therefore put in prison, and the
next morning brought before the Sanhedrin. In
answer to the formal question as to their authority
or commission, St. Peter answered that the cripple

was healed 4 by the name of Jesus Messiah, the
Nazarene,’ whom the rulers to whom he speaks
had crucified, whom God had raised. He then
brings together the three thoughts — Messiah’s
rejection, the apparent triumph of the rulers, the
reversal of their judgment and the exaltation of the
rejected One—in the words of Ps 117 (US)22

, and
declares that in this Name only is there salvation.

It is to be noticed that, the first time that St.

Peter appears before the high priests, he appeals
to that verse of the Psalms by a reference to which
(after the parable of the Wicked Husbandmen) oui
Lord a few weeks before had roused their vain
resentment (Mt 2142ff

*
||
Mk, Lk). It was this,

doubtless, which led them to recognize the apostles
as the companions of Jesus. At length, in spite of
their refusal to be silent as to the facts of their
experience (4

20
; cf. 1 Jn l11

*), the apostles are set at
liberty by the chief priests.

(d

)

In the next subsection (4
82-516

) the Acts turns
from the external dangers and triumphs to the
inner life of the Church. Two contrasted cases of
the action of the members of the brotherhood in
regard to property are narrated—the case of Bar-
nabas, and the case of Ananias and Sapphira. In
dealing with Ananias, St. Peter exercises the
xdpurpa. of 4 discernment of spirits.’ When the
guilt of Ananias has been proved by his fate, and
Sapphira comes before him, St. Peter is repre-
sented as foretelling her doom. The apostle is the
Joshua of the new Israel (Jos 716ff

* ,* cf. 2 K 525ffm
),

With this history the words of St. Paul (I Co 5®

1 Ti l20 ) should be compared.



Shortly afterwards there ensued among the
apostles a fresh activity of the ‘gift of healing.

1

In particular, St. Peter became an object of almost
superstitious regard to the populace at Jerusalem.
And the fame of these miracles spread through the
neighbouring districts.

(<e) This outburst of popular feeling awoke the
envy of the Sadduesean faction (5

17-42
). They now,

in order to ensure the destruction of this new
insurrection against their materializing views,
imprison all the apostles. The latter, delivered
from prison, resume in the temple their work of
public teaching. Brought by the chief officer of
the temple before the Sanhedrin, the apostles by
the. mouth of St. Peter (1) affirm that they are
acting according tu a Divine command, which they
have no choice but to obey. (2) They affirm the
continuity of national redemption. God, who had
‘raised up’ judges (cf. e.g. Jg 216* 18

- 39
), had ‘raised

up Jesus.’ The action of the rulers in putting
Him to a cruel death, which seemed to mark Him
out as cursed of God (cf. Dt 21 28

), had been reversed
by God’s action in exalting Him both to rule and
to deliver, in order that Israel might receive the
gifts of national repentance and national forgive-
ness. (3) They affirm that their witness to this
message was inspired by the Spirit, a Divine gift

bestowed, not on Israel’s worldly rulers, but on
faithful Israelites who obeyed God’s revelation.
By these words the Sadduesean party was kindled
to a frenzy of murderous hatred. But in a private
conference the Pharisee Gamaliel persuaded them
to follow a more prudent policy. They recall the
apostles, scourge them, and dismiss them with a
command that they should no more ‘ speak in the
name of Jesus.’

St. Peter’s name does not occur in the history
either of the appointment of the Seven or of the
trial of Stephen. When, after the murder of the
latter, ‘ a great persecution ’ arose and the brethren
‘ were scattered,’ St. Peter, with the other apostles,

remained in Jerusalem.
Thus, during the earliest period of the Church’s

life at Jerusalem, St. Peter vindicates the primacy
with which the Lord entrusted him. He is never,
indeed, represented as independent of the other
apostles. But he is throughout the history the
leader and spokesman of the rest—within the
society of the brethren (l 15flr

* 5lff
*) itself, before the

crowds of listening and inquiring Jews (214ff* 237ff*

3I2ff
*

;

cf. 515), before the Sanhedrin (4
8ff

* 529ff
*).

2. The Church of Palestine (SM)31
).—

(

a

)

After
the outbreak of the persecution, the new, like the
old, Israel became a diaa-iropd

(
dLecnrdpTjcav, Stacrxap-

4yres9 8
1* 4 llls

). The story of what seems to have
been the most important of these enforced evan-
gelistic journeys is given in detail. Philip, one of

the Seven, instructs and baptizes many converts in
‘ the city of Samaria.’ The step was an important
one. It involved the admission that pure Israel-

itish blood was not a necessary qualification for

admission to the Christian society. The apostles,

acting together (8
14

), sent the two most prominent
members of their body, Peter and John, to review
and to confirm the work of the evangelist. An
outpouring of the Holy Spirit in this second stage

of the Church’s history answers to the day of

Pentecost in the first period. But the gift is not
spontaneous. It is the Divine response to the
prayer of the two apostles, and it is bestowed
through their act of ministry. In the sequel St.

Peter appears as the sole actor. Simon Magus
regards the whole transaction as an exhibition

of magical dexterity, and offers to pay liberally

for the impartment to himself of the apostles’

secret power. He stands out thus early in the
history of the Church as the type of the de-

grading influence on Christianity of paganizing

associations. Peter pronounces him to be at
present an alien from the gospel, but holds out
hope of the purifying influence of repentance and
prayer for forgiveness. The apostles, after some
further work, returned to Jerusalem, and on their
way 4 evangelized many villages of the Samaritans.’
Thus, in this first effort to extend the gospel beyond
its earliest limits, the initiation does not rest with
St. Peter. The function which belongs to him, as
one of the delegates of the apostolic college, is to

set upon the work the seal of authoritative approval,
and to deal decisively with a new danger inseparable
from the contact of the Church with outside habits
of thought and life.

In the earlier chapters of the Acts there is not one clear
indication of date. But it is possible to ascertain approximately
the time which elapsed between the Ascension and the visit of
Peter and John to Samaria. It appears tolerably certain that
Damascus was not included in the kingdom of Aretas before the
beginning of the reign of Gaius (Schurer, HJP i. ii. p. 357 f.

;

Turner, art. Chronology of NT in vol. i. pp. 41G, 424), and
that therefore St. Paul’s flight from Damascus (2 Co 11^2)

cannot have been earlier than a.d. 37, nor his conversion earlier
than 35 (Gal l18 ; cf. Ac 923). Some weeks, perhaps months, must
have elapsed between the conversion of St. Paul and the martyr-
dom of St. Stephen (Ac 83 913 22^ sis vcLs e$q/ troXsis, Gal
l13). Hence the apostles’ visit to Samaria must have taken place
about five years after the Ascension (a.d. 29).

3. The Church of“ the World (9
S2-end).—After hia

return from Samaria, it seems that St. Peter con-
tinued at Jerusalem during the remainder of the
persecution. But the conversion of Saul of Tarsus
and the consequent peace of the Church were the
signal for an important change in the apostolic
policy. St. Peter starts alone on a journey of

visitation and evangelization—vaguely described in
Ac 932 by the words dtepxofievov oca Trdvrwv. It is

followed by a more or less protracted sojourn at
Lydda and Joppa, where Christian communities
had already been founded, and later at Caesarea.

The significance of this notice is appreciated only
when it is observed that throughout the earlier

period of the history Luke has been at pains to

emphasize the solidarity of the apostolic body
at Jerusalem (8

1* 14 62 5la* 40ff
-)- We are therefore

led to the conclusion that this is the time when
the apostolie college at Jerusalem, with St. Peter as
its natural leader and spokesman, separated, and
when James became the acknowledged head of the
Church there. Luke sketches the history only of

St. Peter at this important crisis, partly because of

his primacy among the apostles, partly because his

divinely guided action had an important hearing
on the extension of the Church to the Gentiles.

The apostle’s journey ended at Lydda, where the
miraculous restoration of the cripple iEneas had a
wide influence through Lydda and * the Sharon.’
From Lydda St. Peter is summoned to Joppa, and
there restores Tabitha to life. Lk in his account
of the miracle seems desirous of suggesting that
with one significant exception— 4 he kneeled down
and prayed’—St. Peter in action and in words
imitated the example of the Lord in the house of
Jairus. The miracle was the means of the con-

version of many in Joppa. There Peter prolonged
his sojourn, in the house of a certain Simon,
a tanner, near the shore (10®). The place was
doubly significant. On the one hand, since the
trade of a tanner was considered among the Jews
as almost unclean (see Schoettgen and Wetstein
on Ac 943 ), the choice of this house as a lodging
may indicate that the apostle’s Jewish prejudices
were becoming weaker. On the other hand, Joppa,
looking out over the waters of the Mediterranean,
was to a Jew 4 an entrance for the isles of the sea

’

(1 Mac I45), and by its very position suggested the
problem of those ‘afar off. Thus the apostle’s

mind was in a sense prepared for the thrice-

repeated vision, and for the divinely given inter-

pretation of it— 4 What God hath cleansed, make
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not thou common 5— overruling scruples which,
held him back from ‘ killing and eating 3 what to
him as a Jew was 4 common and unclean 5 *

; and in
turn this ‘voice from heaven 5 prepared him to

receive the monition of the Spirit that he should
go with the messengers of the Roman centurion,
‘nothing doubting/ In regard, then, to the
evangelization of a Gentile, distinct supernatural
direction was given to the Hebrew apostle as it

had earlier been vouchsafed to the Hellenistic
evangelist (S29 ). St. Peter at once with six brethren
(IP3

), whose devotion to Judaism was beyond sus-

picion (1045 ), went with Cornelius
5 messengers to

Caesarea. The entrance of the leader of the
apostles into the Roman capital of Judaea, the
noted seaport, predominantly Gentile in charac-
ter, was m itself a crisis in the progress of the
gospel. The sequel increased the significance of
the visit. On his first meeting with Cornelius
the apostle refuses the Roman’s unexpected act of

reverence, and entering the house begins with an
emphatic statement as to the position of a religious

Jew towards Gentiles, and as to the way in which
God had Himself taught him to regard no human
being as ‘ common or unclean/ This was the only
explanation of his ready response to Cornelius’
invitation. Then, in answer to Cornelius’ story of
the Divine direction granted to him, St. Peter
begins his solemn address to his Gentile hearers.

It is clear that in 1034-43 we have a summary of a speech which
was early interrupted (ll15

; cf. 41 754 2222).

(1) V.&fc. The apostle declares that now he grasps the truth
that God is the moral ruler (not of Israel only, but) of men
belonging to every nation.

(2) Vv.36-41. There follows a historical statement as to the
Divine message through Christ, the sovereign of all men,
primarily addressed to Israel, His unction by the Holy Spirit,

His ministry of miracles attested by witnesses, His shameful
death, His Resurrection and manifestation through God’s
direct action to witnesses chosen by God, who by clear proofs
were convinced that He was alive.

(3) Yv.42- 43. He Himself commanded the apostles to proclaim
to Israel His appointment by God as Judge of living and dead.
The prophets’ universal witness to Him implies the truth that
every man (Gentile as well as Jew) may have through faith in
Him the gift of forgiveness.
Doubtless, the prophets’ witness was meant to be the preface

to a statement of our Lord’s commands as to ‘ all the nations.’

Throughout the speech we notice two contrasted lines of
thought—(I) the wider scope of revelation : tv srasvri 18m v.35}

sr'xwatt xuptof v.86, <r«m tov irumvmrm v.43
; (2) the insistence on

Israel’s being the primary destination of the gospel (w.*& ss. 42).

It is significant that in regard to the universality of the Divine
gifts an appeal is made to the witness of the prophets (v.43).
The reference to Israel’s priority in blessing and to the prophets
is very natural in the Jewish apostle, towhom the reconciliation
of the old revelation and this new manifestation of God’s pur-
poses was a fresh problem. It probably had also an apologetic
meaning in reference to the Jewish companions of St. Peter (v.45).

As the apostle was speaking, the Holy Spirit fell

upon his hearers, His presence being attested by
the gift of tongues. The apostle at once inter-

prets this miraculous endowment as a Divine sign
of their admission within the Christian body, and
directs their baptism.
Thus the Spirit at Caesarea, as at Jerusalem at

the first, was bestowed apart from any act of
human ministry. The occasion is marked as the
Gentile Pentecost. + It will be noticed that the
three outpourings of the Spirit signalize the com-
mencement of the three stages of the progress of
the gospel— Jerusalem, Samaria, the Gentile
world— and that with each of them St. Peter is

intimately connected.
News of the events at Caesarea soon reached

Jerusalem, and the circumcised Christians com-

* The apostle’s remonstrance is probably a conscious remini-
scence of Ezk 4W; cf. also Dn 18&, iMac 162f-, 2 Mac fiiSff. 71 .

The description of the animals in the ‘vessel’ is taken from Gn
l24* 26

, and carries the mind back to the Divine act of creation
(1 Ti 43, cf. Mk 713). The command Bvtrov x. a><xyt is an echo of
Dtishf.

f Note the use of the Pentecostal keyword i**!^*/ (v.43),

cf. we;ti5 217, 2s3 (Tit 36) ; and the phrase % foots, rov
TitSpucrm toS dyW, cf. 2s8 (ll17, He (J4).

plained of St. Peter’s conduct in eating with
uncircumcised Gentiles. Apparently a formal
assembly of those in authority was held, and
the apostle answered the charge brought against
him by a simple narrative of what had taken
place. The gainsayers were convinced. They con-

fessed that ‘ God had granted to the Gentiles also

repentance unto life’ (ll 18
)
— a confession clearly

falling very far short of an acknowledgment of the

equal standing of Jew and Gentile in the Christian
society.

These events took place in the months succeed-

ing St. Paul’s conversion. At the end of three years

( i.e. A.D. 37 or 38 probably), St. Paul went up to

Jerusalem (Gal lla, cf. Ac 9->6ff* 2217* 2620
). His

special object was ‘ to visit Cephas,’ whose guest
he was for fifteen days. His reference to this visit

seems to show that St. Peter alone of the Twelve
was at Jerusalem at this time.

Of St. Peter’s life during the next six or seven
years no notice is preserved. Shortly, however,
before the death of Herod Agrippa, in the spring of

44, that king, whose policy it was to conciliate the
Pharisaic party (Jos. Ant. XIX. vii. 3), made an
attack on the Church. It would appear that the
growth of the Christian body had excited the envy
of the Jews (123* n

), and the enthusiasm with which
they welcomed the execution of one of the apostles

encouraged the king to throw St. Peter into prison.

On the night before the great popular spectacle of

which the apostle’s trial was to be the occasion, he
was miraculously freed from his chains and led by
an angel out of the prison. At length, roused com-
pletely from sleep and conscious of the situation,

he goes to the house of Mary, the mother of John
Mark. With difficulty gaining admission, he tells

those who had gathered there to intercede for him
of his wonderful escape, and bidding them inform
‘ James and the brethren of these things ’

‘ he went
to another place.’

In this narrative three points call for a brief

notice. (1) The fact that St. Peter so immedi-
ately and naturally hastens to ‘the house of

Mary/ coupled with the fact that he was obvi-
ously well knovm there, and that it was the place
wrhere many met together to pray for him, suggests
that this house was his home when he was in

Jerusalem. The guest had become in a sense the
head of the household, and hence his expression
of fatherly regard towards John Mark (I P 518).

(2) The reference to James confirms the conjecture
(see above) that he was already in a position of

official leadership. (3) There is no word added to
define the Zrepos rtnros to which the apostle retired.

Conjecture has been busy : Antioch, Caesarea, Rome
have all been named. W:ith the last guess we may
connect the belief that St. Peter went to Rome in
the reign of Claudius (e.g. Eus. HE II. xiv. 6 ; see
below).
About two years later St. Paul, with Barnabas,

visited Jerusalem in connexion with the famine.
His stay there was, from the nature of his mission,
a short one. The historian’s mention simply of
‘the elders’ (Ac ll30 ) at Jerusalem and St. Paul’s
silence as to this visit in Gal 1. 2 appear to show
that neither St. Peter nor any other of the Twelve
was then at Jerusalem.
At the end of the decade—probably A.D. 49

—

Paul and Barnabas, as the envoys of the Antio
chene Church, went np to Jerusalem about the
question of the circumcision of Gentile converts
(Ac 15^*). James, the President of the Church
there, and (of the Twelve) Peter and John were at
Jerusalem. Whether the two latter had been speci-
ally summoned, or whether they were for a time
living in the Holy City, there is no evidence to show.
Even in the calm narrative of the Acts, much
more in the broken sentences of the Epistle to the
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Galatians, there are signs that the controversy
was not without its bitter and painful side. St.
Paul appears to imply, though he does not state,

that the older apostles favoured some kind of com-
promise (cf. Ac 2r-0ff*)—the circumcision, perhaps,
of Titus, as a qualification for his position as
teacher and as the companion of an apostle. In a
private conference between the three ‘Apostles of
the Circumcision 5 and St. Paul, it was agreed that
they should all follow the general lines of their
earlier work, the latter aiming primarily at the
evangelization of the Gentiles, the three former
continuing towork among those of the circumcision.
The subsequent history of St. Paul shows how far
he was from regarding this understanding as laying
down rigid and cramping limits for his activity.

As he felt free to teach the Jews at Thessalonica,
Athens, Corinth, and Ephesus, so, we may be sure,
St. Peter would not consider that he was precluded
from teaching Gentiles,whetherbyword orby letter.

Neither side could alter or could wish to alter the
terms in which the commission from the Lord had
severally come to them. St. Paul had been sent to
Israel as well as to the Gentiles (Ac 915 2617

), the
older apostles to the Gentiles as well as to Israel
(Mt 28™ [Mk] 1615, Lk 2447, Ac l8 ). At the same
time, St. Paul’s language in Gal 2s

,
drawing a com-

parison between his own activity in the Gentile
world and St. Peter’s among the Jews, implies that
the years of St. Peter’s life, of which the Acts
preserves no record, were marked by successful
work among his own people. The private con-
ference prepared the way for the assembly of 4 the
apostles and the elders,

5
of which the Acts gives an

account. After long discussion, St. Peter addressed
those gathered together.

<1) Vv.7-9. (a) Those present remembered that, in the early

Cty* of the gospel, Peter, a staunch Jew, was fixed upon, not
by any human arrangement, but by a Divine choice, as the
means whereby the Gentiles should hear and believe. (6) And,
further, God confirmed the step itself, taken under His guid-
ance, by giving His Spirit to these Gentiles as He bad given it

at Pentecost to Jews ; and, purifying (not their flesh by circum-
cision but) their hearts by the gift of faith. He put Jew and
Gentile on a level. (2) Vv.io* u. The history of the past points
to the duty of the present (vvv ouv). Those present had no right
to tempt God by putting a yoke on the neck of Gentile dis-

ciples, the hopeless weight of which was proved by the experi-
ence of generations of Jews. On the contrary, so fai from
bearing this burden, and so having any justification for im-
posing it on others, Jewish disciples had put themselves on a
level with Gentile disciples by their belief that (not circum-
cision but) the ‘ grace of the Lord Jesus ’ was the means of
salvation for Jew and Gentile alike.

St. Peter’s words, it appears, calmed the excite-

ment of the whole assembly {icxiyrjorev 8k ttoLv rb

t\?)0os), which had been aroused in the 4 long dis-

cussion,
5 so that they listened quietly to the state-

ment of 4 Barnabas and Paul.
5 The reference of St.

James’ speech to 4 Symeon’s 5
narrative, and to the

agreement of its driftwiththewords of the prophets,
is the last mention of St. Peter in the Acts.

The Church at Jerusalem decided to send to

Antioch with Barnabas and Paul two delegates,

viz. Judas Barsabbas and Silas. They in due time
returned to Jerusalem, while Paul and Barnabas
remained behind. It was natural that the official

messengers of the mother Church should in time be
followed, by the chief of the apostles. St. Paul,
under the stress of a later controversy, raises for a
moment the veil which hid the history of St.

Peter’s sojourn at Antioch (Gal 211).* At first, he

* On St. Paul’s journeys to Jerusalem as given in the Acts and
in Galatians see art on Chronology or NT in vol. L p. 423 f.

The present writer, however, is quite unable to accept the inter-

pretation of Gal 2mc suggested on p. 424, viz. that that passage
precedes in time Gal 2i*l0. In plain narrative the simple c-rt Si

(with aor.) must surely express sequence ; cf. Gal l15 2*2 44. The
paraphrase given to justify the interpretation alters the setting

of 2u and supplies just the word which must have been ex-

pressed in Greek had the passage borne the suggested meaning—
* So far from simply submitting to them, I once [sic] publicly

rebuked their chief.
1

tells us, St. Peter ate with the Gentile disciples,

treating them as on an equality with their Jewish
brethren. Afterwards certain members of the
Church at Jerusalem came from James. These
men had been for the moment silenced by the
decision of the conference, but they had not been
satisfied with its spirit. Perhaps in Jerusalem
under the strong rule of St. James they had
hidden their discontent. Perhaps also in Jeru-
salem it was not necessary for them to be often
brought into contact with Gentile Christians. At
Antioch they saw what a predominantly Gentile
Church was. How far they went in practical
disloyalty to the decision of the 4 Council 5 we are
not told. But the spirit of these malcontents had
a disastrous effect on the conduct of St. Peter.*
Under their influence he withdrew from the society
of, perhaps even from full fellowship in worship
with, the Gentile Christians, not probably receding
from his former doctrinal position, but practically
treating these Gentiles as on a lower level than
Jewish believers. He was guilty, not of false
doctrine, but (as once before) of moral cowardice.
But the effect of his example was disastrous. All
the Jewish Christians at Antioch acted the same
part as he did (see art. Mark). St. Paul saw
that no less an issue was at stake than the real
unity of the Church. He felt it his duty publicly
to rebuke St. Peter.

St. Paul, in writing to the Corinthians (prob.
A.D. 55), mentions the existence at Corinth of a
party who called themselves by the name of
Cephas (1 Co l12 S22

). There is not the least
reason, however, why St. Peter should be made
responsible for their 4 heresy 5 any more than St.

Paul for the folly of those who assumed his name.
Nor does the existence of a Cephas party at
Corinth imply that St. Peter ever visited Corinth.
The statement of Dionysius of Corinth [c. A.D. 170,
ap. Eus. HE H. xxv. 8), that St. Peter and St.

Paul together planted the Church at Corinth and
taught there, seems to be simply a mistaken infer-

ence from St. Paul’s language in 1 Corinthians.
There does not appear to be any other trace of a
tradition that St. Peter worked in Greece.
The evidence supplied by 1 Peter as to the history

of the apostle will be examined in the art. on that
Epistle.

The invitation in Rev 1820 to
4 the saints and the

apostles and the prophets ’ to rejoice over the judg-
ment of Babylon, i.e. Rome, tin kiepivev 6 debs rb Kpipa

vft&v £% avTTjs (cf. 192
), may not unreasonably be

considered as an allusion to the martyrdom of

St. Peter and St. Paul under Nero. If it is urged
that the juxtaposition of 4 the apostles ’ and 4 the
prophets

5

points to a wider use of the former term,
such as we find in the DidacM, it may be answered
that the word 4 apostle ’ is used in its strictest sense
in Rev 2114

.

* Hort, Judaistic Christianity p. 80 f., supposes that ‘James
may have thought it most prudent to send cautions to Peter’
(i.e. as to the offending of Jewish susceptibilities), and that the
persons mentioned in Gal 2*2 were the bearers of this message.
The present writer would hazard the conjecture that these

messengers of James were the hearers of his Epistle. We have
in this supposition an adequate explanation of their mission.
The date of St. James’ Epistle is commonly placed about this
time (Mayor, p. cxxiv, gives A.D. 40-50 ; Zahn, Binl. i. p. 92,
gives c. a.d. 50). It wouldbe very natural that, after the Council
at Jerusalem, the President of the Church there should ad-
dress a letter to the Jewish convertsm the Dispersion, to whom
recent events must have been a trial of faith ; not less natural
that he should not directly allude to those events. But at least
in two points the Epistle may he thought to have an indirect
hearing on the temptations and anxieties of the time. (1) It
deals especially with sins of temper and of speech—sins which
would inevitably characterize a crisis of keen controversy.

(2) It condemns a perversion of St. Paul’s doctrine of faith.

It might he well for St. James (without touching on personal
matters) to reassure Jewish converts hy showing them that the
acceptance of St. Paul’s position in regard to the Gentiles did
not involve the acceptance of doctrines which they, however
mistakenly, were accustomed to associate with St. Paul’s name.
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4. The doctrinal position of the Petrine speeches

in the Acts.—(i.) The historical witness.—[a) The
Lord’s ministry fills only a little space in St.

Peter’s speeches at Jerusalem (222 ). It was well
known to his hearers, and it was overshadowed by
more recent events. Its significance, however, is

briefly indicated. The Lord’s miracles were works
of God wrought through Him {e.g. Jn 1410). They
therefore not only answered to the general Messi-
anic expectation (cf. Jn 731 ), but were proofs of His
mission as God’s messenger to Israel (dicodeUiyiiivov

dirb rod deov els vpas). At Jerusalem, St- Peter
appeals to the knowledge of his hearers; at
Caesarea, speaking before Gentiles, to the witness
of himself and his Jewish companions (10

s9
). (b)

The crucifixion had its assured place in the Divine
counsels (2

s3 318 ; cf. 4s8
), and was not therefore the

chance triumph of the Lord’s foes. But on the
human side it was the act of Israel (2s3* 56 B17 411

530), though done in ignorance (3
17

). It involved
absolute humiliation (e.g. 223 i/cdorov . . . irpotnrrj-

fcvres), scornful rejection by Israel [e.g. 314 4U ),

and to Jewish eyes the curse of God (5
30 Kpeydravres

eirl guXov

;

cf. Dt 21 23
). The last point is important.

It suggests that in the earliest as in later times
the Jews urged the words of Dt as a final proof of

the Divine rejection of Jesus the Nazarene (hence
probably the blasphemous creed dvadejia ’hjoovs,

1 Co 12s), and that St. Peter directly met the
Jewish position, (c) The Eesurrectiom was the
immediate act of God the Father (2

s4* 82 315 410 531

1040). It was the Divine refutation of Israel’s

blasphemy, because It was the Divine reversal of

Israel’s act of rejection. But a revelation of the
risen Messiah had not been given to all (10

41
). It

was therefore the primary duty of the apostles to
bear witness to the things which * they saw and
heard ’ (4

20 1041 ; cf. 1 Jn lm) as proof of the fact of

the Resurrection (2
s2 315 4s® 5s2 1041

). Further, the
Resurrection involved the Exaltation—the session

of c Jesus Messiah’ at God’s right hand as Kvpios

(233- sc 313.21 531^ Thus the confession KiJptos ’Itjfovs

Xpiarbs (2
s6

; cf. 1 Co 12s
,
Ro 109

, Ph 211
) is the

direct antithesis of the Jewish blasphemy dvdSepa
’lyarovs, and an appeal to Israel to make it their

own is the solemn conclusion of St. Peter’s first

address to the Jews. The activity of the ex-
alted Jesus is manifested in the gift of the Holy
Spirit (2

s3
) and in miracles of healing (3

15 410
;

cf. 430).
(ii.) The continuity of revelation and redemp-

tion.—The doctrine of a Messiah who had suffered,

and who hy definite acts of God had been raised

from the dead and exalted to supreme sovereignty,

was new. Bnt in various ways St. Peter insists

that these facts of redemption were the develop-
ment of the whole history of the people. He who
thus worked out His purpose is * the God of our
fathers ’ (3

13 530 ; cf. Shemoneh Esreh 1,*‘ Blessed art
Thou, Jehovah, our God and the God of our fathers

. . . our shield and the shield of our fathers’).

This consummation of the Divine action was the
harden of all prophecy (318* 24 1043 ; cf. 4 Es 94 and
see Weber, Pie Lehren des Talmud p. 355). Those
to whom St. Peter spoke were ‘the sons of the
prophets and of the covenant

5
(S25 ; cf. viol rfi?

dia&ijKTis, Ps-Sol 1717 ;
* a son of the law,’ Apoc, Bar

464 ; and see Wetstein in loc.). It should be
noticed that Lk, who records St. Peter’s applica-

tions of prophecy, tells us the source whence he
learned them (Lk 2d44 ; cf. v.27).

(hi.) The doctrine of the Messiah.—‘Jesus the
Nazarene ’ was declared by God to be Messiah
(2®®). The person of the Lord is here presented

* The Benedictions (in the original) are given in the Palestinian
and Babylonian recensions in Dalman, Die Worte Jem p. 299 ff.

An English rendering will he found in Schurer, RJ£ n. ii.

p. 83 ft ; see also Westcott, Hebrews p. 206 ff.

from the point of view of His Messiahship.

(a) Messianic titles.—[a) The Messiah (6 xpiorfo,

Xol(tt6s). The anointing is specially referred to in

427 1038 . cf. Is 611 (Lk 418
), Ps 44 (45)

8
. With 1038

(£XfiL<T€V &drbv 0 dyicp ml dvvdfj.eC) cf. Ps-Sol

1742 (6 0eos KCLT7]pyd(raTO atrbv dvvarbv iv wedpan ayUp),

(p) The Servant (irdis), 313- 28
,
comp, (the prayer of

the apostles) 427* 30
. The phrase is derived from a

series of passages in Deutero-Isaiah. Its current

Messianic application is certified by Apoc. Bar 70*
fMy servant Messiah.’ On the Rabbinic interpre-

tation of the passages in Isaiah see Edersheim,

Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah ii. p. 726.

When, through the influence of the controversy

with the Ebionites, the meaning of Christological

phrases was more keenly analyzed by the Church,

it became customary, when the ancient phrase

was used of our Lord, to indicate, e.g., by the

addition of ijyaTyfdvos, that rrais was to be taken as

an equivalent of vlbs (e.g. Clem. *59 (thrice), Ep.
ad Piog. 8, Mart . Polyc. *14, Acta Theclce *24;

cf. Wis 213 * 18
). The phrase, however, is used in its

original meaning in Did. *ix. 2 (evxap^rodfiev . . .

drip rijs aylas dpnriXov A aveld rod iraidbs gov, fjs

iyvupiGas i}fuv did ’Itjgov rod ttaid

6

s gov), *ix. 3,

*x. 2. The simple use, therefore, of this pre-

Christian Messianic title, which in sub-apostolic

times was avoided or guarded, is very primitive.!

It should further be noticed that most of the earliest

Christian passages where the phrase occurs (marked
above with *) are liturgical, and that it twice occurs

in the apostles’ prayer (Ac 4). Hence it seems
probable that it was characteristic of Jewish
prayers, that thence it passed into the primitive

vocabulary of the Church, and that, having litur-

gical associations, it long maintained its place in

Christian prayers, though now it received a higher
doctrinal connotation. Comp. Lock in Expositor,

series iv. vol. iv. p. 178 ff. ; Dalman, Die Worte
Jesu p. 226 ff. (7) 6 dyios ical dhcaios, 314 ; cf. 4s7* 30

752 2214
. Righteousness and holiness are the char-

acteristics of Messiah’s time ; see e.g. Ps-Sol 1736,
Enoch 382 ‘when the righteous One shall appear
before the eyes of the elect righteous,’ where, as in

536 (cf. 46s), * the righteous One 5

is a designation
of the Messiah (cf. Weber, Die Lehren d. T. p. 344).

For the holiness of Messiah cf. e.g. Ps-Sol 1728ff\

(5) There is a group of expressions which may be
called archaic, being derived from the record of the
earliest period of Israel’s history. Such expres-

sions are dvaar^Gas (3
26

; cf. v. 22
) and ijyeipe

v

(5
30

)
in

the sense of ‘God raised up, brought upon the
scene,’ dpxrjybv ml GiorTjpa iiipcoGev (5

31
; cf. 1323),

comp. e.g. Jg 39* 16
. Bnt phraseology of this kind

was not simply archaic. It had been adopted into

the devotional and liturgical language of the
Messianic hope; cf. e.g. Ps-Sol 1723* 47

, Apoc. Bar
397 403

,
Shemoneh Esreh 11.

- (5) The issues of Messiah!s advent.—The horizon
is bounded by the limits of the national hope.
‘The promise’ (2

s9
, cf. Ps-Sol 128) is primarily

for Israel. There are in the speeches at Jeru-
salem but three hints of a wider blessing— iwl

Trdcrav Gdprn (2
17

,
from J1 2s8

), ml ttclgi rots els fiaupdv

6govs dv TrpoG/caXiGTjrai Ktipios 6 debs fjfiQv (2
s9

, from
Is 5719

, J1

2

s2
),

vjuv Trp&rov (3
26

, cf. Mk 7s7). But how
through the agency of a restored Israel this ex-
tension of Messianic redemption is to be brought
about is in no way defined. Thus the forecast,

while it insists upon, does not go beyond, the more
generous Jewish expectation as to the nations, such
as finds expression in, e.g., Ps-Sol 1738 {iXeijaei

irdvra rd £6v)7 ev&iriov airrov iv <p6ficp). It will be

t It should he remembered that the LXX often represents

in Isaiah and elsewhere hy ZovXos (e.g. Is 42*9 4820 49s 5
). It is

therefore not improbable that St. Paul’s words fMpqkv SotXov

Xct&av in Ph 2? allude to the prophecies in Deutero-Isaiah.
But in Ph 2 the preceding and the succeeding’ context alike

guard against any misconception
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noted that in these speeches the phrase rh 46vr) is

conspicuously absent.
To Israel three blessings are offered through the

work of Jesus Messiah
: (1) national repentance and

forgiveness (2
s8 319 531 ; cf. 3s6 1338, Lk l 77

), chiefly in
reference to the great national sin of rejecting
'the Lord’s Anointed’; cf. e.g. Ps-Sol 185f

*, Shemonm
Esreh 5, 6 (especially in the Babylonian recension,
which must he of Palestinian origin, Dalman, Die
Wcrte p. 301 n.) ; (2) national rest and peace ( tccupol

avaipv%eus
3 319

) ; cf. e.g. Enoch 501
,
Ps-Sol 106f* 4v

€u<ppo<rtJV7] T(TpaJj\, 146 1750 187 ; (3) the mission of
Messiah from heaven, and the coming of * times
of the restoration of all things (dTroKarcLO-rdcrecos

7ravruv, 321)’; cf. the Rabbinic passages quoted in

. Weber (p. 333 f.) as to the necessity of repentance
for the coming of Messiah and its attendant bless-

ings ; for 'the restoration’ see, e.g., Enoch 45^*,

Apoc. Bar 73 f.*

It must be observed that in 42 the Sadducees are
represented as ' sore troubled ’ because the apostles
'proclaimed in Jesus the resurrection from among
the dead ’ {rfy 4k veKpuv), i.e. a resurrection of the
righteous. The reference may be to some words of

the apostles unrecorded in Lk’s brief summary, or
to an interpretation which the Sadducees put on
their teaching about the Resurrection of Jesus.
On the Jewish doctrine of the Resurrection see

e.g. Ps-Sol 316
, Shemoneh Esreh 2; see also

Charles, Eschatology p. 302 f.

In reviewing the doctrine of St. Peter’s early
speeches we note that the new facts of the
ministry of Jesus, His death, His Resurrection
and Exaltation, are stated with absolute precision

and emphasis. But the theological interpretation

of these facts is inchoate. The predestination of

the Messiah is spoken of (2
s3 318

, cf. 428
), but His

pre-existence is not affirmed, nor is anything said

of His unique relation to the Father. The death
of Christ is not contemplated in a sacrificial

aspect, nor is it brought into connexion with the
problem of justification. There is no allusion to
the moral and spiritual power of the Resurrection
through the union of the believer with the Risen
Lord, nor to the sanctifying influence of the Holy

(

Spirit. The convictions and hopes created or
' quickened in the apostle’s mind are expressed in
terms of the religion of a devout Israelite. If we
compare St.

^
Peter’s speeches with any one of the

apostolic Epistles (except that of St. James, which
deals almost wholly with questions of conduct), we
see the difference between an immediate interpre-

tation of the Christian facts in their bearing on
Israel, and a matured apprehension and exposition
of these facts in their universal and absolute signi-

ficance.

III. St. Peter in Christian Tradition.—1.

St. Peter's early life,—Epiphanius, amonk of Jeru-
salem of the 9th cent., in his 'Acts and end of

. . . Andrew,’ relates (ed. Dressel p. 45 f. ) that ' in

the days of Hyrcanus, the priest and king of the
Hebrews, there was a certain Jonas of the tribe of

Symeon. He was a poor man, and at his death
left his two sons, Simon and Andrew, in great
poverty. They hired themselves out. Andrew
devoted himself to a life of absolute continence.
Simon married the daughter of Aristobulus, brother
of the Apostle Barnabas, and, as it is said, had a
son and a daughter. . . . After the death of his

* Dalman (Die Worte Jem p. 145 f.), with whom Charles
(EsChatology p. 374 n.) agTees, maintains that the words knoxu.-

vccrrcuns irayrm have nothing to do with the ‘renewal of the
world.,’ but refer to the fulfilment of the predictions of the
Prophets. He bases bis opinion upon the Peshitta—‘until

the completion of the times of those things which God spoke by
the mouth of His holy prophets.’ But this is merely a para-
phrastic abbreviation characteristic of the Peshitta. The word
%*ox*rK<rraccrts cannot refer to the fulfilment of prophecy (cf.

t.g. Mt 1218 1711, Ac 16), and when taken in its natural sense is

ta harmony with Jewish ideas.

mother-in-law he committed his wife to th«
Theotokos ’ (cf. for other authorities Lipsius * p. 7).

In the Book of the Bee of Solomon, a writer oi
the first half of the 13th cent., who, according to
Lipsius (Die Apokr. Ap., Erganzungsheft p. 19),

constantly depends on older sources, the apostle
belonged to the tribe of Naphtali (Oxford Semitic
Series

,
I. pt. ii. p. 104). Clement {Strom. Hi. 6, p.

535 ed. Potter, quoted in Eus. HE HI. xxx.) says
that the apostles Peter and Philip had children ;f
and Jerome

(
adv. Jovinian. i. 26) states that the

ireptoooi mentions a son and a daughter of St. Peter ;

while he himself, arguing apparently from the
silence of Scripture (Mk l-9ff-), supposes that his
wife had died before his call to follow Christ.
Clement in the passage jnst quoted asserts that
the apostles travelled with their wives oi)% <b$ yaji-

eras dW &$ aoe\<pas, and employed them in mini-
strations to women (cf. Clem. Recog. ii. 1, vii. 25,
36 ; Rom. xiii. 1, II). Clement further preserves
a tradition [Strom, vii. 11, p. 868 ed. Potter,
quoted in Eus. HE m. xxx.), to which, it seems,
no independent writer alludes, that St. Peter’s
wife suffered a martyr’s death, and that the apostle,
when he saw her led away, encouraged her with
the words piiavgao, & avrrj, rov Kvpiov (as Eus. gives
the phrase),—words which may imply that she too
had known the Lord. There is nothing improbable
in the supposition that she was one of the women
who suffered in the Neronian persecution (Clem.
Rom. vi.).

The story of Petronilla, the supposed daughter
of St. Peter, is given in Acta Nerei et Achillei 15
(ed. Achelis p. 14 f.), and in Acta Philippi

,
in

Tischendorf, Apocal. Apocr. pp. 149, 155. Augustine
[contr. Adimant. 17 ; Migne, Pat. Lat. 42, 161) also
mentions the fact that the story had a place in the
apocryphal hooks in use among the Manichseans.
The beauty of the daughter, so the story runs, was
a trouble to the apostle, who therefore prayed that
she might be paralyzed. He afterwards, in answer
to the challenge of Titus, bade her rise and minister
to them. After her restoration she was sought in
marriage by ' Flaccus the Count.’ She puts him
off for three days, and on the third day dies after
receiving the Eucharist. The Encratite element
in the story connects it with the Gnostic Updfas
Uerpov (see below), from which it was doubtless
originally derived (see Lipsius pp. 81, 203 ff). The
saint’s memorial day is May 31. Over her tomb in
the ArdeatineWay pope Siricius, about 390, erected
a basilica. The inscription on the tomb wasAVR *

PETRONILLA * EILIA * HVLCISSIMA. The
name Petronilla is to be connected, not with Peter
hut with Petronius. The founder of the Flavian
house bore the name of Petro. The catacomb in
which Petronilla was buried was closely connected
with the Flavian gens, being the 'Cemetery of
Domitilla,’ the wife of Flavius Clemens. Doubt-
less the story arose from a mistaken ‘etymology.
Petronilla, an early convert to Christianity ana a
member of the Flavian family, was in later days
assumed to he a daughter of the Apostle Peter (see
Lightfoot, Clement L p. 37 ff, who gives references
to de Rossi’s articles ; Lanciani, Pagan and
Christian Rome p. 340 ff. ).

As to (late) traditions respecting the personal
appearance of the apostle, it must suffice to refer
to Lipsius p. 213. As the tonsure was supposed
to he due to St. Peter’s example, it is of interest to
notice that Jerome {Comm, in Gal. L 18) refers to
a statement of the Periodi that he was bald.
For information in regard to early pictures and

representations of the apostle, see art. m Diet. Chr.

* References to Lipsius (unless it is otherwise stated) are to
Die Apofcryphen Apostelgeschichten wnd Apostdlegenden, il i.

t Of. Orig-en in Evang. Matth. xvi. 21 (Lomm. iii. p. 371) *

Epiph. Ecer. xxx. 22 (ed. Petav. p. 147)
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Ant. ii. p. 1621 ; Lanciani, Pagan and Christian

Borne p. 210 ff.

Among the sayings of our Lord preserved in

extra-canonical authorities a few are addressed
to St. Peter. (1) Ignatius, Smyr

.

3,
4 "When

[after the Resurrection] He came to Peter and
his company, He said to them, Lay hold and handle
Me, and see that I am not a demon without
body.’ Cf. Lk 2436f\ On the question whether this

saying had a place in ‘ the Gospel according to the
Hebrews,’ see Lightfoot in loco. (2)

4 2 Clem.
5

5,

‘The Lord saith, Ye shall be as lambs in the midst
of wolves. But Peter answered and said unto
Him, What then if the wolves should tear the
lambs? Jesus said unto Peter, Let not the lambs
fear the wolves after they are dead,’ etc. Cf.

Mt 1028
,
Lk 124f\ See Lightfoot’s note. (3) ‘The

Gospel according to the Hebrews’ (ap. Jerome,
adv. Pelag. iii. 2), ‘Si peceauerit, inquit, fra-

ter tuus in uerbo et satis tibi fecerit, septies in die

suscipe eum. Dixit illi Simon diseipulus eius,

Septies in die? Respondit Dominus et dixit ei,

Etiam ego dico tibi. Usque septuagies septies.’

Cf. Mt 1822
, Lk 174. See Westcott, Introduction

p. 456 ; Hilgenfeld, NT extra Canon, iv. pp. 16,

23. (4) ‘ The Gospel according to the Hebrews *

{ap. Origen in Matth. tom. xv. 14), ‘ Conuersus
dixit Simoni discipulo suo sedenti apud se, Simon
fili Johanne, facilius est camelum intrare per fora-

men acus, quam diuitem in regnum cselorum.’ Cf.

Mt 19 16
. See Westcott p. 463 ; Hilgenfeld p. 16.

(5) ‘The Gospel of the Ebionites’ {ap. Epiph. Ecer.

xxx. 13), ‘ And when He came to Capernaum, He
entered into the house of Simon, sumamed Peter

;

and He opened His mouth and said, As I passed
along the Lake of Tiberias I chose John and James,
sons of Zebedee, and Simon and Andrew . . . you
then I wish to be twelve apostles for a testimony
to Israel.’ See Westcott p. 466 ; Hilgenfeld pp.
33, 36. On the Gospel and the Apocalypse of

Peter see below, p. 776 f.

2. St. Peter m connexion with the Syrian
Antioch.—According to a very widespread tradi-

tion, St. Peter was the founder and organizer of

the Church in Antioch. The Clementine Romance,
which must date back at least to the beginning of

the 3rd cent., makes the apostle’s entry into An-
tioch and his success there the happy conclusion of

the story (ITom. xx. 23 ; Becog. x. 68 ff.). Baseless
as most of its details are, in such a matter as this

it would be likely to reflect current tradition,

especially as it probably originated in Syria (see

below), Origen {Horn. m. in Luc., ed. Lomm. v.

p, 104) calls Ignatius ‘ the second Bishop ofAntioch
after the blessed Peter.’ This statement was not
improbably derived from an earlier list of Antio-
chene bishops. Such a list Lipsius (p. 25, cf.

Lightfoot, Clement i. p. 333 f. ) thinks can be assigned
to the time of Victor of Rome. Other important
notices of St. Peter’s connexion with the Church of
Antioch preserved in Christian literature are: (1)

Greek

:

(a) Apost. Const. vii. 46 ; (5) Euseb. HE nr.

xxxvi. 2, Chron. (see below) ; (c) Chrys. Horn, in
Ign. Mart. (Migne, Pat. Gr. 1. 591) ; (d) Theodoret,
Dial. Immut. (Migne, Pat. Gr. lxxxiii. 81); (e)

Chron. Paschale (Migne, Pat. Gr. xcii. 557). In the
last document we are told that in the fourth year
after the Ascension Peter went to Antioch, that at
the request of the Jewish Christians he enthroned
himseli as bishop, that he did not receive or regard
any Gentile Christians, and that so leaving them
to themselves he departed thence—a story which
must be derived from some early Ebionite romance
cognate to the Letter of Peter to James prefixed to
the Clem. Homilies. (2) Latin; (a) Jerome, de
Virr. Illustr. 1 ; (b) Leo, Epp. 106, 119 (Migne, Pat

.

Lat. Iiv. 1007, 1042) ; (c) Liber Pontificalis (in all

the several forms, ed. Duchesne pp. 50 f., 118), see

below ; (d) Gregory the Great, Ep. vii. 40 (Migne,
Pat. Lat. Ixxvii. 899), ‘ipse firmauit sedem [inAntio-
chia] in qua septem annis

,
qnamuis discessurus,

sedit.’ The festival of ‘ Cathedra Petri in Antiochia*
was on Feb. 22 (see below, p. 773). (3) Syriac .

Doctr. Apost. (Cureton,Awc. Syr. Documents
, p. 33).

To pass to the date and length of Peter’s sojourn

at Antioch. The Lib. Pontificalis, both in the
original form as restored by Duchesne (p. 51), and
in the later recension (p. 118), gives seven years (so

Greg.) as the length of Peter’s Antiochene episco-

pate. This evidence probably represents the Roman
tradition of the earlier years of the 6th century.

The Felician abridgment (c. A.D. 530), however,
has ‘ annos x.’ (p. 50). It would not be difficult in a
reconstruction of St. Peter’s life to find a place for an
Antiochene ministry of seven or ten years’ duration.

But the evidence is too late to claim serious atten-

tion. The dates given in the two chief versions of

Eusebius’ Chronicon are conflicting (ed. Schoene,

p. 150 ff.). The Armenian version places the
apostle’s departure for Rome, ‘when he had first

founded the Church of Antioch,’ in the third year
of Gains (39-40), and the appointment of Euodius
in the second year of Claudius (42-43). Jerome (so

also Syriac epitome, ed. Schoene p. 211) gives the
departure for Rome in the second year of Claudius,

and the appointment of Euodius two years later.

The arrangement in Jerome seems artificial, for he
places in three consecutive years three important
events connected with rhe three great Churches

—

Rome, Alexandria, Antioch. Moreover, the Petrine
dates in the Chronicon are connected with what
appears to be the impossible assumption of a 25
years’ episcopate at Rome. The simple tradition,

however, which associates St. Peter with the early
period of the Church at Antioch, seems to go back
to the 2nd cent., and is intrinsically probable.

3. St. Peter in connexion with Pontus and the

provinces of Asia Minor.—Origen {ap. Ens. HE
III. 1) is the earliest authority

—

Itirpos 5k iv Hbvrcp

Kal YaXarLg. Kal BidvvLq, Kairiradoidg. re Kal ’Acrlg,

KeK'QpxrxivdL rots ifc dtacnropas TouSaiots koucev. The
last word shows that the statement is an inference ;

the enumeration of provinces and the reference to
the dLacnropa make it plain that the source of the
inference is the salutation of 1 P. Epiphanius
[Hcer. XXVII. vi. p. 107 ed. Petav.) goes a step
further, and states that the apostle often visitea

Pontus and Bithynia.
_
Jerome {de Virr. Illustr. 1)

episcopate at Antioch"and his journey to Itome in
the second year of Claudius. The Syriac Doctrine

of the Apostles (Cureton, Ancient Syriac Documents
p. 33) informs us that ‘Antioch and Syria and
Cilicia and Galatia, even to Pontus, received the
apostles’ hand of priesthood from Simon Cephas,
who himself laid the foundation of the Church
there, and was priest and ministered there up to

the time when he went from thence to Rome.’
In this missionary journey Andrew was tradition-

ally associated with Peter. Thus, in the catholic

Acts of Andrew as given by Epiphanius (ed.

Dressel pp. 45-82), a monk or Jerusalem of the
9th cent., the story is told how the two brothers
journey from the Syrian Antioch to Tyana in
Cappadocia, and from thence to Sinope in Pontus.
Epiphanius himself visited Sinope, and found there
traditions of the apostles’ visit. The inhabitants
pointed out a spot on a desert island some six miles
from the city where the apostles dwelt;, and the
chairs on which they sat to teach (pp. 47, 50j.

There are, however, indications that in this tradi-

tion there has been a confusion between the obscure
Simon Zelotes and his well-known brother-apostle
Simon Peter (Lipsius, Apohr. Apostelg. I. p. 612,
U. i. p. 6). Photius {Cod. cxiv. ; Migne, Pat. Gr.
ciii. 389) among the Leucian Acts mentions Acts
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of Andrew. We may infer, therefore, that the
kernel of the later Acts ofAndrew was supplied
by this 2nd cent, romance. On the Acts ofAndrew
in their different forms see Lipsius, Apokr. Apos-

telg. l. 543-622 ; James, Apocr. Anecdota ii. p.
xxixff. ; Bonnet, Passio Andrew {Acta Ap. Apoc .

ii.). On the tradition as to St. Peter’s work in
Pontns, etc., see Lipsius, Apokr. Apostelg. H. i. p. 4 ff.

There is no reason to regard it as anything but an
inference from the salutation of the Epistle.

4. St. Peter in connexion with Babylon.—Lipsius
adduces two pieces of evidence to show that St,

Peter visited Babylon. (1) He refers to two Nes-
torian writers (Assemani, Bibl. Orient, iii. 2, p. vi)

who make this assertion. But, apart from the
lateness of their date, their statement is avowedly
based on a literal interpretation of 1 P 5 13

. And,
again, the earlier Syriac tradition as given in the
Doctrine of Addai (p. 44 ed. Phillips) and in the
Doctrine ofSimon Cephas (Cureton, Ancient Syriac
Documents p. 35) knows nothing of Babylon, and
makes the apostle visit Rome. (2) Lipsius argues
that, when the Acts of Simon and Jude (Fabricius,

Cod. Apocf. NT ii p. 608 ff.) make Simon the
Canansean go to Babylon, the obscure Simon has
taken the place of his famous namesake, and that
therefore these Acts supply an argument for Simon
Peter’s visit to Babylon. It can only be said that
such a conclusion rests on an inversion of proba-
bility. In short, there is no evidence for the
theory that St. Peter worked at Babylon (see

Lipsius, Die Apokr. Apostelg. II. ii. pp. 145 f., 175,

Ergdnzungsheft p. 32; and, on the other side,

Zahn, Bint. ii. p. 21).

5. St. Peter in connexion until Rome. — The
chief points at issue are, whether St. Peter
visited Rome ; if he did, how long he worked
there ; whether he suffered martyrdom there

;

and if so, at what date. It will be most con-
venient to arrange the evidence under the several
Churches.

(1) Rome.—{a) Clement (c

.

A.D. 96) v. vi. In the
previous chapters Clement has spoken of the evils

which have sprung from f jealousy and envy.’ He
has taken examples from Scripture in chronological
order, ending with David. 4 Let us,’ he continues,
4 come to the athletes who lived hut lately (rods

gyyicrra yevojuhovs, i.e. as compared with the OT
heroes), the noble examples of our own generation.
Because of envy the great and righteous pillars (of

the Church) were persecuted and contended unto
death. Let us set before our eyes the good apostles
—Peter, who endured many labours and, having
borne his witness (paprvprjo-asjjVfent to the appointed
place of glory; Paul (who suffered much and jour-

neyed far and), having borne his witness before
the rulers, departed thus from the world and went
to the holy place. ... To these men . . . there was
gathered a great company of the elect, who, being
the victims of jealousy, by reason of many outrages
and tortures became a noble example among us.

9

The main points are these : (i.) The most reasonable
explanation of the fact that the examples of the
other apostles are passed over and Peter and Paul
alone mentioned, is that Clement points to those
two apostles whose examples of heroism were best
known to the Church in whose name he writes (cf.

Ignatius, below), (ii.) That St. Paul suffered at
Rome is universally allowed. The language is

carefully chosen to emphasize the likeness between
the experiences of the two apostles, (iii.) If the
passage, when naturally interpreted, discloses the
ulace of St. Peter’s martyrdom, what of the time ?

\Ve have seen that in the preceding context
Clement followed the order of time. It is unlikely
that he would desert that order in regard to
events within his own knowledge and that of his

readers. Since, then, * the great company of the
vol. in.—49

elect ’ who suffered were plainly Nero’s victims, it

seems to follow that the two apostles perished
either before or during the Neronian persecu-

tion. The former alternative may be put aside as

unsupported by any evidence. Further, a close

association of the apostles and 4 the great com-
pany ’ seems implied in the phrase to&tqls . . . <rvvy-

dpcLaByj. Indeed, a strict interpretation of these

words appears to justify us in going a step further.

They mean 4
to these ’ rather than 4 with these

5

4 there was gathered,’* and thus seem to imply
that the apostles were among those 4 who were
seized first

5

(Tac. Ann. xv. 44), the first-fruits of a
too abundant harvest. Thus the obvious interpre-

tation of Clement’s words is that St. Peter and St.

Paul were martyred in the Neronian persecution ;

while the language is not explicit enough to have
created the tradition, (b) Cains, a Roman pres-

byter, a contemporary of Zephyrinus and Hippolv-
tus. Eus. HE H. xxv. quotes the following words
from the treatise of Caius against Proclus the
Montanist : £ycb 5£ rd, Tpbiraia t&v cwroot6\cw
oei£cu * iav yap deXrjerrjs direkdeiv iirl rbv BaTimvbv

$! iwl T7]v bdbv tt}v ’QcttIclv, evp'qcreis rd TpoTaia tCov

Tatrr^v ibpvaafi&uv ryv iKtcXycrlav. The words of

Cains are an explicit statement (I) that both the
apostles worked for some time at Rome ; (2) that
they died a martyr’s death at Rome. But the
question remains—Did rd rp&irata mark the place
of execution (so Lipsius) or of burial (so Zahn) ?

There are strong reasons for choosing the latter

alternative. The £y& d£ of Caius suggests that he
at Rome claims to eclipse what Proclus appealed
to in Asia Minor, i.e. the tombs of Philip and his
daughters at Hierapolis (Eus. HE III. xxxi 4).

This clearly was the meaning which Eusebius
himself put upon the words (cf. ill. xxxi. 1). Thus
we can draw another inference from Caius’ words,
viz. that at the beginning of the 3rd cent, the
Roman Church thought that it possessed the bodies
of the two apostles. No certain answer can be
given to the further question—Of what did these
Tphirata consist ? The word may imply the erection
on the spot of a building of some kind, a memoria
such as the Liber Pontiftcalis (ed. Duchesne
pp. 55, 125) says that Anencletus built. Or it

may point to some natural or other object which
identified the spot, such as the catholic Acts\
speak of (see below, p. 772). (c) Hippolytus. In
the Rpfutatio (vi. 20) this writer speaks of the
conflict between Simon Magus and 4 the apostles

’

at Rome, and in particular of Peter’s opposition to
him. It appears, however, that Hippolytus used
the apocryphal Acts (Bonwetsch, Studien zu den
Komm. Hippolyts p. 27), and we cannot be sure,

therefore, that his statement is independent evi-

dence. Yet the end of Simon as described by him
differs from his end according to the extant Acts,

[d) The Muratorian Canon. The fragment speaks
of the 4 passion of Peter ’ in dose connexion with
St. Pauls journey to Spain. As these two events
are mentioned together in the Acts of Peter

, it is

probable that the writer (very probably Hippolytus)
has these Acts in his mind (James, Apocr. Anecdote,
ii. p. xf.), and we are not entitled to infer more
than that he does not question the truthfulness of

the Acts in these matters, (e) The notice in the
Depositio Martyrum (see below, p. 772) as to the
translation of the apostles’ bodies in 258 confirms
the evidence of Caius.

(2) Syria.—[a) Ignatius of Antioch [c. 115). He
writes to the Romans (c. iv.) thus : ou% TLirpos

koX IlauXos diaracr<ropLcu vpuv. Contrast the similar

but studiously general language addressed to the
* Compare Eur. Rhesus 613, o£’ \yyvt xtrrou xou ffwxdpoiirrou

e-rpoe-rS, and ([with Zahn, Einl. i. p. 447) X Kll24 (Cod. A) uV otvrov,

lMac l52 1rpoff avTous.

f Ed. Lipsius pp. 172, 216
: >

Wxjmcv rZptM xvrev} vro ****

'npifitvQav zrXxiricv tov vacupuixtov tl$ rixov xmXoupuvav Hoinxccvoy.
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Trallians (c. ill.) : tva &v kclt&kpitos d.irbffTdkos

v/juv oiardo&wfLaL. Ill the letter to the Romans St.

Peter and St. Paul are mentioned—such is the
natural explanation—because they had actually
given commandments to the Roman Church (see

Lightfoofc in loc. ). (b ) Clementine literature (.Recog.

,

Horn*). The Grundschrift had its origin prob-
ably in Syria before the close of the 2nd cent.

In the documents now extant there are a few
allusions to Peter’s visit to Rome. But it is not
certain that they axe not due to later editing (see

below, p. 775). (c) Documents of the Syriac-

speaking Church : The Doctrine of Addai, ‘in its

present shape a work of the latter half of the 4th
cent.’ (Wright, Short Hist. of Syriac Literature

p. 9), speaks of ‘the Epistles or Paul, which Simon
reter sent us from the city of Rome * (ed. Phillips

p. 44) ; so Doctr. of the Apostles (Cuieton, Ancient
Syriac Documents p. 33).

(3) Corinth.— Dionysius, bishop of Corinth (c.

170), addressed a letter to Soter, bishop of Rome,
a fragment of which is preserved in Eus. HE II.

xxv. 8. After speaking of the common work of St.

Peter and St. Paul at Corinth, he continues : opolas

8k iml els T7jv TraXlap 6jjJxre 8t86£aPT€S ijmprtipyaav /card

rbv atrrbv kcuoqv. The reference to the common work
of the two apostles in Corinth is probably a mere
inference from 1 Co. But there is nothing in the
NT which can account for the assertion of their
common activity in Italy. Dionysius must there-
for© here refer to a tradition, which may have
come to him through the medium of the Petrine
Acts, but which, however it reached him, he
accepted. It matters little whether bpitxre is taken
loosely to mean ‘ together,’ or more strictly ‘ (going
to) the same place,’ i. e. in Italy. Dionysius can
nave only Rome in his mind. The last words of
the extract imply that the apostles suffered, not
necessarily on the same day, but during the same
persecution.

(4) Asia Minor.—(a) Papias {c. 130). It is a
reasonable inference from the language of Eusebius
(HE ii. xv. 2, HI. xxxix. 15, 16) that Papias inter-

preted Babylon in 1 P 513 of Rome, and is therefore
a witness for the Roman visit, (b) The Gnostic
Acts of Deter were probably the work of Leueius
Charinus in the second half of the 2nd cent. As
Leueius lived in Asia Minor, it is clear that he did

' not place the scene of Peter’s conflict with Simon
i
Magus at Rome from motives of ecclesiastical

j

patriotism. It is natural to suppose that he built

i

up the romance on a current tradition of Peter’s

!

visit to Rome (see below, p. 774).

(5) South Gaul. — Irenseus (c. 190) gained his
knowledge of earlier times from many sources.

!
As the pupil of Polycarp in Asia, he was acquainted

|

with the traditions of ‘ the school of St. John.’ He
i himself visited Rome, probably on more than one
i

occasion, and, it would appear, he resided there

|

for some time (Lightfoot, jEssays on 4 Supernatural
* Religion* p. 267). His list of Roman bishops makes
1 it probable that he had had access to the records

j

preserved in the Roman Church. He writes thus
1 (m. L 1): ‘Matthew . . . published his Gospel

(

while Peter and Paul were preaching at Rome and
I

founding the Church there. And after their
. departure (££odw} Mark, the disciple and inter-

!
prefer of Peter, he too handed on to us in writ-
ing^ what Peter preached.’ Irenseus, it will be
noticed, speaks of the joint work of the apostles
at Rome as belonging to a period so well known
that it supplies a means of dating another event.
Further, it is natural to take the word k£o8os

as referring to the apostles’ death; for (inde-
pendently of other notices) this interpretation is

favoured by (1) the use of the word, cf. Wis 32 76,
Lk 9s1, 2Plu r Clem. Alex. pp. 570, 882, ed. Potter,
and the frequent use of exitus in Tertullian (Oehler

on Scorp. 9) ; (2) the context—to say that Mark
recorded the substance of Peter’s preaching after

his death defines not only the date but the reason
of the composition of the Gospel.

(6) Alexandria

.

—(a) Clement (c. 200), in a frag-

ment of the Hypotyposeis, preserved by Eusebius
(HE VI. xiv.), and in the commentary on 1 Peter
contained in the same treatise and now extant
in a Latin translation (ed. Potter p. 997), in

connexion with the composition of St. Mark’s
Gospel speaks of St. Peter’s preaching at Rome.
(6) Origen (c . 250). In the passage quoted above

(p. 768), Origen, after speaking of St. Peter’s

journeys in Asia Minor, adds that 4 at last, having
arrived in Rome, he was crucified head downwards,
having himself requested that he might so suffer.’

(c) Peter of Alexandria. The date of the Epistola
Canonica is apparently A.D. 306 (Diet. Chr. Biog.
iv. p. 331). In it (Can. 9, Routh, Eel. Sacr. iv.

p. 34) mention is made of St. Peter’s crucifixion at
Rome.

(7) North Africa.—(a) Tertullian (c. 200). The
passages in Tertullian’s writings are

—

Scorp. 15:
‘ Orientem fidem Romse primus Nerd cruentauit.
Tunc Petrus ab altero eingitur, cum cruci adstrin-

gitur ’
; de Bapt. 4 : ‘ quos P. in Tiberi tinxit ’

; de
Prcescr. Hceret. 32: ‘Romanorum [ecclesia refeTt]

Clementem a Petro ordinatum ’
; ib. 36 :

4 Ista

quam felix ecclesia [sc. Romse] . . . ubi Petrus
passioni dominicse adsequatur.’ Thus Tertullian is

the earliest writer who (1) speaks of the manner of

St. Peter’s death—by crucifixion ; (21 and explicitly

states that it took place in Nero’s reign, (o)

Commodian. This earliest Christian poet, prob-
ably of African extraction, writing about A.D. 250
(see Diet. Chr. Biog. i. p. 610), speaks in the Car-
men Apologeticum 820 f. of Peter and Paul suffer-

ing in Rome under Nero.

(8) This Catena will best be ended with a
reference to the two historians of the first part
of the 4th cent., Lactantius and Eusebius. Lac-
tantius in Instit. Div. iv. 21 speaks of Peter and
Paul preaching in Rome, adding, 4 ea prsedicatio in

memoriam scripta permansit’—which Zahn (Ges.

Kan. ii. p. 884) considers to be a reference to the
Pauli prcedicatio (cf. pseudo-Cyprian, de Eebapt.

17) ; and in de Mort. Persec. 2 he says of Nero

:

‘Petrum cruci affixit et Paulum interfecit.’ The
following passages from Eusebius are to the point

:

—HE II. xiv. (Peter’s conflict at Rome with Simon
Magus in Claudius’ reign), xv. (Peter and the com-
position of Mark’s Gospel at Rome), xvii. (in the
reign of Claudius, Philo became acquainted with
Peter at Rome; cf. Jerome, de Virr. Illustr. xi.;

Photius, Cod. 105), xxv. (Paul beheaded, Peter cruci-

fied at Rome), in. xxi. (Clement third in succession
4 after Peter and Paul ’), xxxi. 1 ; Demons. Evang.

iii. 5. 65 (St. Peter crucified at Rome head down-
wards) ; Theophania iv. 7 (ed. Lee p. 221 ;

Peter’s ‘honourable sepulchre in the very front
of their city,’ i.e. Rome), v. 31 (ed. Lee p. 315;
Peter crucified at Rome). See just below on the
Chronicon. Passages from later writers are col-

lected by Lipsius p. 236 ff. For a summing up of
this evidence see below, p. 777.

6. Chronological notices in the Chronicon of
Eusebius and in the Liber Pontificalis.—(i.) The
Chronicon.—(a) St. Peter’s arrival in Rome. The
Armenian version assigns St. Peter’s arrival at
Rome, after founding the Church at Antioch, to the
3rd year of Caius, i.e. 39-40, adding, 4 commoratur
illic antistes eeelesiiB annis viginti The appoint-
ment of Euodius as bishop of Antioch is placed
in the 2nd year of Claudius, i.e. 42-43. Jerome
puts the appointment of Euodius in the 4th year
of Claudius, i.e. 44-45, and the arrival of St. Peter
at Rome, after founding the Antiochene Church, in
the 2nd year of Claudius, i.e. 42-43. He adds :
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8 xxv arniis eiusdem urbis episeopus perseuerat.’*

(5) St. Peter’s death. The Armenian version puts
the Neronian persecution, ‘ when the apostles
Peter and Paul suffered martyrdom at Rome, 5

in
the 13th year of Nero, i.e. 67-68, and perhaps by
a pure mistake the beginning of Linus5^ episcopate
*post Petrum 5

is assigned to the previous year.f
Jerome places the persecution, the martyrdom of
the two apostles, and the accession of Linus to the
episcopate in the last—the 14th—year of Nero.
It may be noticed that the date in the Armenian
version for Peter’s arrival at Rome seems to be
a revision of the Eusebian date, and was perhaps
attained thus. It is said in this version that
Peter continued at Rome 20 years : this brings
us to 59-60— an absurd date for the apostle’s

death. But if we suppose that in the processes
of translation and revision ‘twenty 5 was substi-
tuted for ‘ twenty - five,

5 then we get a date
assigned to Peter’s death very shortly after the
fire in July 64. It seems likely, then, that the
Armenian version, assuming 25 years’ episcopate,
worked back from the summer or autumn of 64,
and so gave the early date for Peter’s arrival in
Rome. If this be so, we have here indirect evi-

dence of the survival of the tradition that Peter’s
martyrdom took place in 64. The date, however,
of the apostle’s death is unrevised, and retains
its Eusebian position at the end of Nero’s reign.
Two other passages dealing with the date of St.
Peter’s arrival at Rome must be quoted

: (1) Eus.
HE II. xiv., where, after an account of Simon’s
mischievous doings at Rome, Eusebius adds that
Providence brought Peter also thither 4-rrl rijs avrijs

KXavdlov {3a<n\eia$. (2) Jerome (de Virr. Illustr. 1)

:

* Romam pergit ibique viginti quinque annis
cathedram sacerdotalem tenuit usque ad ultimum
annum Neronis, id est, quartum decimum 3

(cf.

v.). Hamack {Die ChronoL p. 124 n.) points out
that Eusebius in the History does not refer to a
25 years’ episcopate, and puts Peter’s arrival at
Rome simply in the reign of Claudius, and that it

is therefore possible that the reference to the 25
years and the location of the commencement of
that period in the 2nd year of Claudius may be
due to Jerome. This may be so ; but the fact that
both the versions of the Chronicon, the Armenian
and Jerome, mention the length of Peter’s stay at
Rome (the original number of years in the Arm.
as in Jerome having probably been 25), and that
they both place his martyrdom there near the end
of Nero’s reign, points to the dates and the 25
years’ episcopate having been derived from the
original statement of the Eusebian Chronicon. It
is probable (Lightfoot, Clement i. p. 339 ,* Harnack,
ChronoL p. 123) that Eusebius derived his early
papal chronology from Julius Africanus ; and the
latter may in his turn have used earlier documents,
e.g. the lists of Hegesippus. But (assuming that
it had a place in the Chronicon of Eusebius) there
is no evidence to show whether the 25 years’
episcopate was the invention of Eusebius or whether
he inherited it from one of his predecessors. It
will appear in a moment that it is probably the
result of an artificial arrangement of dates. We
turn to the date of the martyrdom, which is put in
the last year of Nero’s reign. It is to be noticed
that the catholicActs ofDeter (ed. Lipsius p. 172 f.)

connect -with the apostle’s death a prophecy that
‘Nero should be destroyed not many days hence’
* The Syriac Epitome (Schoene p. 211) puts the foundation of

the Church at Antioch and St. Peter’s arrival at Rome (* et
prafuit ecclesiae illi annos xxv 1

) in Anno Abr. 2058 (=a. d. 42-

43), the appointment of Euodius two years later; hut under
An. Abr. 2064 (=a.d. 48-49) it has the entry, ‘ Petrus apostolus
moderator eccl. Roman® factus est.’

f It is, however, possible that we should connect this appoint-
ment of Linus with what there are some reasons for thinking
to he the fact that Peter left Rome for a time about a year
before his martyrdom there (see below, p. 778).

and relate its speedy fulfilment. Eusebius’ words,
preserved by Syncellus, are : M r-dtri airrov rocs

doucrj/xacn [cfrvxnpacH Codd.] Kal rbv rrpGirov Karh
HLpurrtav&v tveoei^aro diojyjj,6vf yylKa Utrpos Kal U&vXos
k.t.X. It does not appear that Eusebius was
acquainted with Tacitus, and, if he did not con-
nect the persecution with the great fire, it was
very natural that, -whether he followed the catho-
lic Acts or no, he should regard the attack on the
Church as the filling up of Nero’s iniquities (cf.

Ac 121
"23

). On the other hand, the evidence of

Tacitus is decisive that the persecution followed
immediately upon the fire ; and the Chronicon re-

cords under the year 63-64 ‘many conflagrations
at Rome.’ We have still to account for the legend

of the 25 years’ episcopate at Rome. If the
terminus ad quern of Peter’s sojourn at Rome
was determined as suggested above, we may con-
jecture that (the ministry at Antioch being re-

garded as a mere offshoot of the ministry at Jeru-
salem) Peter’s departure for Rome wTas placed at the
expiration of the 12 years, after which, according
to the tradition which had a place in the Ktfpvypa
Utrpov (ap. Clement, Strom. vi. 5) and the Gnostic
Acts of Peter (ed. Lipsius p. 49 ; for other refer-

ences see Hamack, Die ChronoL p. 243), the Lord
commanded the apostles to go forth into the world
(cf. Ac 1217). If the Passion was placed in the year

30, then the sojourn of Peter at Rome would be
considered to commence about the year 42, and
just about a quarter of a century would elapse
between that date and the martyrdom at the end
of Nero’s reign.*

(ii.) The Liber Pontifcalis.—We turn now to
the later catalogues of Roman bishops. (1) The
Liberian catalogue (Duchesne p. 2) has the notice,
‘ Petrus ann. xxv mens, uno a. viiiif Fuit tera-

poribus Tiberii Csesaris et Gai et Tiberi Claudi et

Neronis, a cons. Minuci {lege Vinici] et Longini
usque Nerine et Vero [lege Vetere], Passus autem
cum Paulo die iii kl. iulias, cons, ss., imperanfce
Nerone.’ The date of this catalogue is 354. It

gives the date of Peter’s 25 years’ Roman episco-

pate as A.D. 30-55. The notice immediately pre-

ceding puts the date of the crucifixion as A.D. 29
(‘duobus Geminis cons.’), and then adds : ‘ et post
ascensum eius beatissimus Petrus episcopatum
suscepit.’ The singular date of Peter’s episcopate,

therefore, seemsbased on the assumption that Christ
made the apostle a bishop, and that his see must
have been Rome. (2) The Liber Pontifcalis in

the earlier form (as restored from the Eelician and
Cononian abridgments) puts side by side the follow-

ing statements :

—

{a) * Primum sedit cathedra epis-

copates inAntiochia ann. vii.’ [b) ‘ Ingressus in

urbe Roma Nerone Cesare ibique sedit cathedra
episcopates ann. xxv mens, ii dies iii.’ (c) ‘Fuit
temporibus Tiberii Cesaris et Gaii et Tiberii

Claudi et Neronis.’ To these statements (Duchesne
p. 50 f. ) the later recension (Duchesne p. 118) adds
another, * martyrio cum Paulo eoronatur, post pas-

sionem Domini anno xxxviii.’ According to this

statement the date of the martyrdom is 67 (cf. Jer.

de Virr. Illustr.). It is unnecessary to examine
the different parts of the above mosaic. But how-
ever the chronological context varies, the xxv
years’ episcopate is preserved.

7. The burial-places of St. Peter. — The Am-
brosian hymn connects the festival of St. Peter
and St. Paul with three spots in Rome—‘Trims
celebratur uiis Festum sacroram martyrum ’

(Daniel, Thes. Hymn. I. xc.). These vice are the

* In the Eastern and Oriental lists given in Duchesne, Lib
Pontif. p. 84 ff., there are variations from 25 yearsh—<i.) The
Short Chronogmphy of 853 gives 22 years; (ii.) Nieephorua
2 years; (iii.) Syncellus leaves a blank; (iv.) Eutychius 22
years ;

(v.) Elias of Nisibis 28 years.

t For a possible explanation of the variations of the number
of months and days see Duchesne, Lib. Pontif. p.mu
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Ostian, the place of St. Paul’s death and burial

;

the Aurelian, the resting-place of St. Peter ; and
the Appian, where the bodies of both apostles were
laid fev a time. The facts are briefly these

:

(1) 1 he Vatican.—The belief that the apostle
was buried on the Vatican goes back to the time of
Cains (see above) ; so Jerome, de Virr. Illustr. 1:

‘Sepultus Romae in Vaticano iuxta uiam trium-
phalem 3

(this via runs N.E. of the Vatican) ; Acta
Petri et Pauli

, 84 (ed. Lipsius p. 216, cf. p. 172), idrjKap
a&rb virb rfy repifiivdov [cf. Pliny, Hist. Nat. xvi.

44] wkycrtov rod vavpaxlov [cf. Martyr, a Lino conscr.

x., ed. Lipsius p. 11 ; see above] els tottov KaXodpevov
Banmvbv; Lib. Pontif. (ed. Duchesne pp. 52 £.,

118 ff.) : ‘ Sepultus est uia Aurelia, in templum
Apollonis, iuxta locum ubi cmciflxus est, iuxta
palatium Neronianum in Vaticanum, in territurium
Triumphal©, xda Aurelia, iii K. iuL’ In the last
notice the temple of Apollo probably refers to a
temple of Gybele (Duchesne p. 120 ; Lipsius p.
401) on this site ; by the palatium Neronmnum is

meant either Eero’s gardens or the Circus (prob-
ably to be identified with the Naumachia). It was
apparently on this spot that Anencletus, accord-
ing to the Liber Pontificalia (ed. Duchesne pp. 55,
125), built a memoria beati Petri, where tradi-
tion said that all the Roman bishops till the time
of Zephyrinus (except Clement and Alexander)
were buried. The Church of San Pietro in MOn-
tario is the outcome of another and later tradition
that the apostle suffered on the Janieulum—a tradi-
tion which possibly arose from a confusion between
the via Aurelia on the Vatican and the older via
Aurelia with the porta Aurelia on the Janieulum.*

(2) The Ad Catacumbas.—In the Depositio Mar-
tyrum, one of the tracts which form the collection
called by the general name of the Liberian Cata-
logue, and which were possibly edited in 354 by
Furius Filoealus, who certainly illuminated them
and who executed the inscriptions of Damasus in
the catacombs (Lightfoot, Clement i. p. 249), we
find the notice : ‘ iii KaL iul. Petri in Catacumbas
et Pauli Ostense Tusco et Basso cons.

3 There can
be no doubt that this is a blundering revision of an
original notice running thus :

‘ iii KaL iul. Petri
et Pauli in Catacumbas Tusco et Basso cons.,

3

the
reviser, whoever he may have been, interpreting
the statement as referring to the martyrdom of the
apostle®. This misinterpretation of the original
notice is still more flagrant in the Martyr. Hierony-
mianum

:

‘iiiKl. iul. Romas natale apostolorum
Petri et Pauli: Petri in Vaticano uia Aurelia:
Pauli uero in nia Ostensi : utrumque in Catacumbas

;

passi sub Eerone, Basso et Tusco consulibus. 3 In
reality the year indicated is A.D. 258, and the re-
ference is to the transference of the apostles

3

remains from their respective resting-places on the
Ostian and Aurelian roads to the Catacumbas on
the Appian road, i.e. the Church of St. Sebastian,
during the Valerian persecution, a few weeks before
the martyrdom of pope Xystus in August. Da-
masus, aswe learn from the Lib. Pontif. (ed. Duch-
esne pp. 84 f., 212; cf. p. civ), decorated the chamber,
and placed over the locus bisomus the inscription

—

* Hie habitasse prius sanctos cognoscere debes,
Nomina quisque Petri pariter Paulique requiria.
Discipulos onens misit, quod sponte fatemur. . . .Roma silos pofcius meruit defendere ciues/

A misunderstanding of the common memorial day
of the two apostle®, which finds definite expression
in the blundering notice of the Depositio

, gave rise,
it appears, to the legend that the two apostles
suffered on the same day—a statement which first
occurs in Jerome, de Virr. Illustr. 5: [Paulus]

* Lanciani {Pagan and Christian Rome p. 127 f.) supposes
mat the erection of this church on the Janieulum to com-
memorate the martyrdom is due to a misinterpretation of the
tradition tha* St. Peter suffered inter duas rnetas.

‘ quarto decimo Eeronis anno eodem die quo Petrus
Bunue pro Christo capite truncatur, sepultusque
est in uia Ostiensi.

3 The historical fact that the
apostles

3 remains were supposed to have lain at one
time near the place of their death and again in th<

Catacumbas
,
and then (see below) to have been re-

stored to their original resting-places, gave rise to

two stories, (a) The reference to the East in the
verses of Damasus suggested the legend found in the
Acta Petri et Pauli (ed. Lipsius p. 220) of Eastern
Christians attempting to steal the bodies. These
Acts assert that the bodies rested in the Catacum-
bas a year and seven months ; a later tradition,

found in the Salzburg Itinerary, makes the period

40 years (Duchesne p. cv; Benson, Cyprian p.
482 f.). (5) According to the Liber Pontificalis (ed.

Duchesne pp. 65 A'., 150 ff.), Cornelius, bishop of

Rome 251-253, at the request of a certain matron
named Lucina, removed the bodies of the apostles

by night from the Catacumbas. The body of Paul
Lucina buried in her own grounds on the Ostian
road. ‘ Beati Petri accepit corpus beatus Cornelius
episcopus et posuit iuxta locum ubi crucifixus est,

inter corpora sanctorum episeoporum, in templum
Apollonis, in monte Aureo, in Vaticanum palatii

Eeroniani, iii KaL iul.
3 The epithet aureus has

probably arisen from the word Aurelius.

(3) The Vatican.—The Liber Pontificalis (ed.

Duchesne pp. 78 f., 176 ; cf. the addition in oneMS
of the Passio Sanctorum App., ed. Lipsius p. 176)

gives the legend, derived originally from the Acta
Silvestri

,
extant only in later recensions, that Con-

stantine was baptized by Silvester, and thereby
cured of leprosy; that at the request of the
bishop he built a basilica in honour of St. Peter
on the site of a temple of Apollo ; that he placed
the apostle’s body there in a tomb of bronze sur-

mounted by a golden cross. It is likely enough
that the basilica was begun at the end. of Con-
stantine’s reign. But the body of the apostle
cannot have been removed there before 354, since
that is the date of the Liberian Depositio, where
it is implied that the body still rested ad Cata-
cumbas. The translation therefore must have
taken place between 354 and the time when Da-
masus (366-384) placed in the Catacumbas the
inscription quoted above. On the whole subject
see Duchesne, Lib. Pontificalis pp. civff., 119 f.,

125, 152, 193 ff., 214 ; Lipsius, Die Apohr. Apostelg.

n. i. p. 391 A', (with reff. to his earlier works)

;

Lightfoot, Clement ii. p. 499 f. ; Benson, Cyprian

S
. 481 ff. ; Erbes, ‘ Das Alter der Graber u. Kirchen
es Paulus u. Petrus in Rom, 3

in Brieger’s Zeitschr.

f. Kirchengesch. vii. p. Iff. (1885); Lanciani, Pagan
and Christian Home pp. 122 ff., 345 ff. (1892) ; de
Waal, Die Apostelgruft ad Catacumbas (1894);
Erbes, ‘Die Todestage der Apostel Paulus u.
Petrus,

3

1899 {Texte u. Untersuch. NF iv. 1).

__

There are five memorial days which claim notice,
(i.) June 29. The origin of the observance of this
day as a festival of St. Peter and St. Paul has been
pointed out above, and it has been shown that
probably as early as Jerome, certainly before the
Mart. Hieronymianum, compiled early in the 7th
cent., the day was regarded as the anniversary of
the death of the apostles. In the Gelasian Sacra-
mentary there are three sets of ‘Orationes et
Preces 3

for the festival: ‘In natali S. Petri pro-
prie,

3

‘In natali apostolorum Petri et Pauli,* ‘In
natali S. Pauli proprie.

3 When in the Gregorian
Sacramentary a further step was taken, and the
‘ natalis S. Pauli 3 was transferred to the next day,
June 29 became the memorial day of St. Peter
alone. This common festival of the two apostles
passed into the Greek Church, though it is un-
certain at what date, and has a place also in the
Coptic, Ethiopic, Syrian, and Armenian calendars.
A Syriac Martyrology of the year 412, published
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by Wright in the Journal of Sacred Literature the Linus-Martyrium and the Patmos MS begin],
for Oct. 1865, Jan. 1866, places this festival on The prefect Agrippa [note that the minister of
Dec. 28. (ii.) Feb. 22. In the Liberian Depositio Augustus is transferred to Nero’s reign] has four
Martyrum there is the entry :

4
viii Kal. Mart, concubines, who are persuaded by Peter to refuse

natale Petri de catedra.’ In the Martyr. Hierony- Agrippa any further intercourse. Xanthippe simi-
mianum the corresponding notice is

4
viii KL Mart, larly withdraws from her husband Albinus, a friend

cathedra Petri in Antiochian (iii.) Jan. 18. In of the emperor’s [in the Acta Xanthippce (James,
the same Martyrologium we have £ xv Kal. Feb. Apocr. Anecdota p. 5Sff.) the husband’s name is

dedicatio cathedrae S. Petri apostoli qui [qua] Probus]. Albinus, therefore, and Agrippa make
primo Komse sedit.’ (iv.) Aug. 1. The Roman common cause against Peter, (e) At the request
Martyrologium has 4 Kal. Aug. Romae ad uincula of Xanthippe and the brethren, Peter consents to
catenas S. Petri osculandas,’ or, according to some leave Rome. As he is passing through the gate of
MSS, 4 Kal. Aug. Romae dedicatio primse ecclesise the city lie sees Christ enteiing. The well-known
a b. Petro constructs [et consecratse].’ Since the conversation between the Lord and the apostle
church S. Petri ad uincula was probably built takes place (see below), and he returns to the
under Sixtus in. (432-440), the origin of the festi- city knowing that the Lord would suffer in him.

val may he as early as the time of this pope. The St. Peter is brought before Agrippa, wTho con-
original reference of the festival was to the miracle demns him to be crucified. Wrhen he is brought
recorded in Ac !27. The corresponding festival in near the cross he addresses it in mystic language
the Greek Church was on Jan. 16, in the Armenian —& 6vofia cravpod, /jlvctttjplov dirhKpvcpov He
Church on Jan. 22, For further information see asks that he may he fixed to it head down-
Sinker’s article in Diet. Chr. Antiq. ii. p. 1623 ff.; wards, and in mystical language he explains
Lipsius, Die. ApoJcr. Apostelg. II. i. p. 404 ff. the significance of that position.* At the burial,

8. The Acts of Peter.—These Acts are collected Marcellus acts the part of Joseph of Arimathsea.
and edited by Lipsius (1891) in the first vol. of the Peter, however, appears to him in a vision and
Acta Apost. Apocrypha

,
edited by himself and reminds him of the Lord’s saying, c Let the dead

Bonnet. be buried by tbeir own dead.’ So Marcellus awaits
(1) Tbe Gnostic Acts. — (i.) The documents. Paul’s return to Rome. The romance ends with

These are : (a) Martyrium b. Petri Ap. a Lino a notice of Nero first determining to persecute the
ep. conscriptum. This martyrium is contained in converts of Peter and afterwards being restrained
several MSS. The name of Linus is found only by a vision (one text says 4 of Peter,’ another 4 of
in the title. (b) Actus Petri cum Simone. The an angel,’ another of 4 a certain one’) of one who
sole authority for this text is the Codex Vercel- chastised him, and warned him to 4 refrain his hands
lensis, a 7th cent. MS. (c) imprtipiov rod aylov rocr- from the servants of Christ.’

t6\ov JLirpov. This document corresponds with the (iii. ) History and date. At the end of the 4th cent,
closing portion of the Actus (xxx-end). The and onwards apocryphal Acts of Peter are spoken
authorities for this text are a 9th cent. MS at of as being in authoritative use among heretics,
Patmos, and a MS of later date at Mt. Athos. especially the Manichaeans; cf. Augustine, c.

There exist also a Slavonic and an riSthiopic ver- Faust, xxx. 4, adv. Adimant. Manich. 17 ; and
sion (the latter is translated in Malan’s Conflicts (somewhat earlier) Philaster, Afer. 88. At the same
of the Holy Apostles), and some fragments of a time these Acts were not infrequently alluded to
Sahidic version. It appears certain that the two without note of suspicion, and occasionally even
first-named Latin texts are independent, and rest definitely cited, by catholic writers. Thus Isidore
ultimately on a common Greek text. The compli- of Pelusium {Ep. ii. 99 ; Migne, Pat. Gr. Ixxviii.

cated problem of the relation of these texts is dis- 544) adduces a saying taken from the discourse of
cussed by lipsius, Apokr. Apostelg. H. L p. 109 ff.

;

Peter in the house of Marcellus (Actus Petri cum
Zahn, Ges. Kan. ii p. 834 ff. Simone xx., ed. Lipsius p. 67 )—icadws ILirpos 6

(ii.) Substance. The following is a brief sum- Kopvcpcuos rod %6/jou 4p tcus eavrou irp&£e<n cra<pu$ dire-

mazy of the story, (a) Paul in obedience to a (pfyaro iypd^afieu. The earliest writer
vision departs from Rome on his journey to who refers to these Acts by name is Eusebius, HE
Spain. (6) Simon Magus arrives in Rome and UL iii.

^
2. Classing them with the Gospel, the

f
ains adherents. The brethren are distressed that Preaching, and the Apocalypse of Peter, he says 4we
’aul has left them, and that they have no leader do not own these writings as handed down among

to help them against Simon. Just at this time, the catholic (books), because no Church writer,

however, the twelve years after the Ascension either among the ancients or among our own con-
being past, Christ appears to Peter in a vision temporaries, has ever used the testimonies to he
and bids him go to Rome, (c) Peter arrives derived from them’ (cf. Jerome, de Virr. Hlustr.

in Rome. After preaching to the brethren, at i.). The earliest writer who certainly refers to

their request he goes from the synagogue to the these Acts—he does not quote them by name—is

house of Marcellus (formerly a disciple of St. Paul), the African poet Ccmmodian, about a.d. 250, who,
where Simon is. At this point there ensues the in Carmen Apologeticum 615 ff, writes :

4Et canem
episode of the speaking dog which takes Peter’s [fecit] ut Simoni diceret : clamaris a Petro . . .

message to Simon. Marcellus, who had been so Infantem fecit quinto
<

mense proloqui uolgo.’

much under Simon’s influence that he had erected Commodian, then, supplies a terminus ad guem for

in his honour a statue with the inscription Simoni the composition of these Petrine Acts. Harnack, in-

iuueni deo, repents. In course of time it is arranged deed (Chronologie p. 552 ff. }, argues that they were
that there should be a public encounter between actually written about the middle of the 3rd

Peter and Simon in the Forum. Peter’s power of century. He lays special stress on the fact that
truly raising the dead proves him to he superior Hippolytus {Befut. Hcer. vi. 20) gives an account
to Simon. [At this stage in the story the Athos of Peter’s triumph over Simon, and of the latter’s

MS begins]. Simon undertakes to fly to heaven, death, quite different from that contained in the

This he attempts to do before a great crowd in A cts, and he concludes that Hippolytus didnot know
the Via Sacra.* Under the influence, however, of our Acts, and that therefore they could not have
Peter’s prayers he falls and breaks his thigh. He been then written. To this line of argument it

is stoned by the crowd, leaves Rome, and shortly

afterwards dies at Terracina. (d) [At this point f ** * xvptes y putm^ptu ’E«.v t* $£&<* &s
x rot etpitrnpet stoti ret ec.pttrrspet a>S ret o£%ict xatt rot covet ate «

* The origin of thia tradition is probably to be found, in tbe xu.ru cut) ret ortret its ret tpurpotrQiv, oh far, irtyvurt $x<n> f «>

Hwry told by Suetonius {Nero 12). (c. ix.).
; /
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may be replied :
(a) that Hippolytus’ ignorance of

them would not prove their non-existence ; (b) that
ignorance of them on Ms part cannot be deduced
from the fact that he follows quite another story

;

for Hippolytus, a malleus hcereticorum

,

would
naturally avoid a story which he found in a
heretical book. Harnack further insists that
allusions in these Acts to, e.g., the emperor and
to details of Church life point to the 3rd cent.,

while, in opposition to Lipsius and Zahn, he alto-

gether denies that the Acts bear a Gnostic char-

acter. It isquite possible that some of the allusions
to wMch Harnack appeals as proving the later

date of the Acts as a whole point to interpolations
on the part of an editor or a translator. But
there are strong reasons for assigning the Grund-
sckrift to the 2nd cent. Lipsius (p. 266) and Zahn
(Ges. Kan. ii. p. 861) have both noted the re-

semblance in ideas and modes of expression be-
tween the Acts of Peter and the Leucian Acts of
John. The fragment of the last-named Acts
printed for the first time in James’ Apocr. Anec-

dota ii. brings to light still further points of like-

ness. James (p. xxivff.) has collected a number
of parallels between the fragment of the Johannine
Acts and the Actus Petri cum Simone, and is

justified in concluding ‘ that they show as clearly
as any evidence of this kind could, that whoever
wrote the Acts of John wrote the Acts of Peter 5

(p. xxiv). ‘ Acts of Peter 5 were among £ the Acts’
which, according to Photius [Biblioth. Cod. cxiv. ),

were contained in ai \ey6ftevai tQv cnroa-rokm ireplodoi

—the work of Leucius Charinus. This Leucius
(see Lipsius, Apokr. Apostelg. i. p. 83 ff.), a some-
what shadowy personage, seems to have belonged
ro Asia Minor, and to have written during the
2nd cent., about 160 as Zahn thinks {ib . p. 864).
Thus the original Gnostic Acts were a 2nd cent,
romance, and had their origin in Asia Minor.

(2) From the Gnostic we turn to the catholic
Acts. These axe often distinguished by the name
Marcellus, who in some Latin MSS appears (in

a superscription) as the author. (L) Documents.
These Acts are found in two chief forms, which
Tischendorf (Acta Apost. Apocr. pp. 1—39) has
somewhat disastrously endeavoured to weave into
a single whole. The one, which may be designated
as A, is found in Latin MSS, and in one Venice
Greek MS (wMch Lipsius represents by the symbol
E) ; the other, wMch may he designated as B, is

found in the majority of Greek MSS. The most
important difference between the two forms is that
B begins with a long account (§§ 1-21) of the feax
caused by Paul’s appeal to Caesar among the Jews
at Rome (who had already had trouble enough
through Peter’s presence there), and of the closing
stages of Paul’s journey to the city. This section
seems to be quite late, and is attributed by
Lipsius (Prolegom. p. hd) * insipido cuidam saecuii

ix monacho qui Sicilke uel Magnae Grsecke nescio
quod monasterium incolebat.’ Of the common
Greek text there exists a Slavonic version.

(ii.) Substance. The outline of the story is as
follows

: (a) Paul arrives inRome (Cod. E alone adds
dxorww Sxomw). The two apostles meet with great
joy. Paul stills a dispute between Gentile and
Jewish Christians. The preaching of the apostles
converts multitudes, and in particular ‘ Livia the
wife of Nero and Agrippina the wife of Agrippa’
[note the confusion] leave their husbands, while
not a few soldiers withdraw from military service.
(b) Simon Magus now begins to traduce Peter, and
performs magical tricks. He is summoned before
Nero, and claims to be the Son of God. The two
great apostles and Simon hold a disputation and a
trial of strength in miracles before Nero. At
length Simon requests that a wooden tower may
be erected, from which he undertakes to throw him-

self, that his angels may bear him to heaven.
When the day arrives, Simon begins to fly, to tne
great distress of Paul. Peter, however, adjures
the angels of Satan to help him no longer. Simon
falls in the Via Sacra and dies, (e) Nero there-

upon commands that the apostles should be thrown
into prison. At Agrippa’s suggestion Paul is be-

headed in the Yia Ost-iensis. Peter, when he is

brought to the cross, asks that, being unworthy to

hang as his Lord hung, he may be crucified head
downwards. He then relates to the people the
Quo vadis story, and, after having, prayed to the
Good Shepherd, he gives up the spirit, {d) Three
legends follow; (a) The legend of Perpetua, the
three executioners, and Potentiana—in part closely

akin to the Veronica legend—is rather Pauline
than Petrine (comp, the Plautilla story in the

Passio S. Pauli
, ed. Lipsius p. 38 ff.). (j8) Certain

holy men appear, saying that they have come
from Jerusalem ; they, with Marcellus, bury the
apostle’s body ‘under the terebinth near the
Naumachia, at the place called the Vatican.’

(7) Certain men from the East carried off the
bodies of the two apostles. They were overtaken
at a place called Catacumbas at the third mile-

stone along the Appian Way. There the saints’

bodies were kept for a year and a half. Then the
body of Peter was transferred to a tomb on the
Vatican near the Naumachia, that of Paul to the
Ostian Way. At their tombs great benefits were
granted to the faithful through their prayers.

The day of their martyrdom was June 29.

(iii.) History and date. The story of the men
from the East who endeavoured to carry off the
apostles’ bodies arose, as is now generally agreed
(see, e.g. Lipsius, Apokr. Apostelg. p. 312 ; Light-

foot, Clement ii. p. 500), from a misunderstanding
of the inscription of pope Damasus (366-384)

;

see

above, p. 772. Thus we must allow time for the
circumstances which Damasus commemorates to

have been forgotten, and for the meaning of his

lines to have become obscure. The Acts

,

there-

fore, in their present form can hardly be much
earlier than the middle of the 5th cent. On the
other hand, many indications {e.g. the relics of

early confessions of faith embedded in the Acts,

chs. 58. 69) point to the conclusion that the
Grundschrift

,

on which interpolations from other
sources have been engrafted, was a document
similar to the Prcedicatio Petri, and, with it, is to

he assigned to the middle of the 2nd cent. (Lipsius

p. 333 if.). The further problem as to the relation

of the Grundschrift of the catholic Acts to the
Grundschrift of the Gnostic Acts appears to elude
criticism.

A Latin Passio Apostolorum Petri et Pauli
(Lipsius, Acta pp. 223-234) need not he discussed at
any length, ft gives an account of the conflict

between the apostles and Simon Magus, dealing
rather with miracles than with theology. Clement
(not Agrippa) appears as the prcefectus urbis. The
date, according to Lipsius, is the end of the 6th
or the beginning of the 7th century.

The Quo vadis legend. The story is found in the Gnostic
Acts—in the Linus-text (ri) and in the ptMpr&pdc

v

(vi) ; there is a
lacuna here in the God. Vercellensis. It runs thus in the
Linus-text, the important words in the Greek text being added

;

‘Ut autem portam ciuitatis uoluit egredi, uidit sibi Christum
occurrere. Et adorans eum ait: Domine quo uadis? (Kvptt, mu
£5s;). Bespondit ei Christus: Romam uenio iterum crucifigi

Cump^rfipuu tie T*j*
rP&pta)v ffretvpuQyvau). Et ait ad eum Petrus:

Domine, iterum cruciflgeris? (Kvpi1, <r<*X/v trratvpivo-ou ;). Et
dixit ad eum dominus : Etiam iterum crucifigar. Petrus autem
dixit : Domine, reuertar et sequar te. Et his dictia dominus
aseendit in caelum.* In the catholic Acts Peter relates the
story after he has been nailed to the cross. The Latin (61) is

:

‘Dixi : Domine, quo uadis? Et dixit mihi: Sequere me, quia
uado Romam iterum crucifigi. Et dum sequerer eum, redii

Romam. Et dixit mihi : Noli timers, quia ego tecum sum,
quousque introducam te in domum patris met* In pseudo-
Ambrose (Serrn. contr. Aux. ii 887, ed. Bened.) the words
are : ‘Domine, quo uadis?* ‘Venio iterum cracifigi.

,
It seems
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probable that the story had its origin in a reminiscence of the
conversation recorded in Jn 1336-^ (Kvpts, trov u*a.yus ; Latt.

Domine, quo uadis’) and an agraphon preserved by Origen (in

Joan xx. 12, ed. Brooke ii. p. 51)— * If anyone will accept the
saying recorded in the Acts ofPaul as spoken by the Saviour,
limdsv fAtXku trravpove-QcuJ The Acts of Paul is apparently an
early 2nd cent, document of orthodox origin, and belongs
to a different group of writings from the Gnostic Acts of Peter

g
Sahn, Ges. Kan. il ii. p. 865 ff.). It is plain from the context in

rigen that in the Acts of Paul the saying had no application

to St. Peter. Origen quotes in the context He 65**, Gal 219.

Possibly the Acts of Peter and the Acts of Paid alike derived
the saying from *an earlier document, probably the Preaching
of Peter * (Zahn, E'ini. ii. p. 25). It seems probable, then, that
the conversation of our Lord and St. Peter in Jn 13 suggested
a scene in which this saying was dramatized. Further, Zahn
(iJ.) is inclined to think that the ambiguous word ZLvufov

(=denuo , demper) suggested the story that Peter was crucified

head downwards. The explanation does not seem a natural

one. It is far more likely that the mode of death was one of

the ‘ addita ludibria ’ of which Tacitus speaks.

9. The Clementine Literature.—(i.) Documents.
These are three in number. {a

)

The Homilies in

Greek. Two MSS only are known to exist—the
one at Paris, the other at the Vatican, (b) The
Recognitions. The Greek original has perished.

The Latin rendering by Eufinus, preserved in a
large number of MSS, a Syriac translation of part
of the work, and an Arabic abridgment printed in

Studio, Sinaitica v., form the extant authorities for

the text. Eufinus, in the preface to his transla-

tion, notes incidentally that the Greek original

was extant in two forms. He further tells us
that, while he had deliberately omitted some pas-

sages as obscure, he had aimed at a close, if bald,

rendering. It may he added that a comparison
between his version and the Syriac version gener-
ally confirms his statement, (c) Of far less import-
ance than the two documents just mentioned is

the Epitome—a late abridgment of the Homilies.

The three Clementine works may be conveniently
studied in Migne’s Patrologia Graeco, vols. i., ii.

(ii.) Substance. The romance of Clement’s life

-his early separation from his family and his

ultimate discovery of them—need not detain us.

Peter is the great opponent of Simon Magus,
and long discourses addressed to his own disciples

or to inquirers, or directed against Simon, are put
into his mouth. The story in regard to Peter is, in

outline, as follows. In the seventh year after the
Passion, Clement finds Peter at Csesarea, where the
latter, having been sent thither by James, is about
to hold a disputation with Simon Magus. After
three days’ discussion Simon is driven away by the
populace. Peter follows Simon to Tripolis, accord-

ing to the Recognitions ; according to the Homilies,
to Tyre, and thence to Sidon, Berytus, Byblus,
and so to Tripolis. At Antioch Simon meets with
great success, but is at length driven thence by a
report that Cornelius the centurion had arrived

armed with an imperial commission to destroy all

sorcerers. Simon flies to the neighbouring town
of Laodicea, where in the Homilies the scene of

the great disputation between Peter and Simon is

laid. In the Homilies the story ends with Peter’s

departure for Antioch ; in the Recognitions, with
his enthusiastic reception by the people there after

the expulsion of Simon.
(iii.) Date and character. The documents which

we possess exhibit different forms of a religious

romance, written in the interests of a philo-

sophical Ebionitism, The anti-Pauline element is

strong in the Homilies. Under the character of

Simon Magus, St. Paul is attacked {e.g. xvii. 19).

The same Sine of hostility to the work and teach-

ing of St. Paul dominates the letter of Peter to

James, § 2, which is prefixed to the Homilies. In
the Recognitions this controversial element is

omitted or softened down, the invective dealing

only with St. Paul’s action before Ms conversion

(L 70 f.). The doctrine of the Homilies is akin to

that of the Elchasaite sect, which, according to

Hippolytus {Ref. Hcer. ix. 13), established itself at

Eome during the episcopate of Callistus. The
Recognitions is quoted by Origen {Comm, in

Genesim ap

.

Philoc. xxiii. 21, and Comm, in Matih.
xxvi. 6f., ed. Lommatzsch iv. p. 401). The evi-

dence, though slight, points to the first quarter of

the 3rd cent, as the period to which the Clemen-
tine literature as we possess it should probably
be assigned. From what place did it emanate?
The claim of Eome is negatived by the almost
entire absence of any reference to a visit of Simon
to the city, and his conflict with the apostle there.

The allusions to Eome as the Anal scene of the
controversy {Recog. i. 13, 74, iii. 64 ; Horn. i. 16)

are so incidental in character that they may well
be the interpolation of a later editor, the writer,
for example, who composed the Epistle of Clement
to James

,
prefixed to the Homilies

,
in which an

account of Clement’s ordination at Eome as bishop
by Peter is given. The scene of the story is

confined within the boundaries of Syria, and it is

therefore antecedently probable that Syria was
the region in which the Clementine literature had
its first home. This conclusion is confirmed by the
character of the NT quotations, which appear to
be derived from a Semitic document, whether an
Aramaic Gospel or a Syriac version of the Gospels.
One point, however, seems clear, viz. that the Recog-
nitions and the Homilies are independent recastings
of a common original, or of (closely related) common
original documents. The relation of this document
or these documents to the Periodi Clementis, to
which Jerome {adv. Jovin. i. 26; in Gal. i. 18)

refers for details about Peter which are not found
in our Clementines, and to the Kripvy/xa. Uerpov (see

below), must remain with our present evidence an
unsolved problem. The question of primary interest
is: What did the original story or document on
which the Clementines are based include? Was
its subject the conflict between Peter and Simon
in Syria only ? Or did it relate an earlier conflict

in Syria and. a final conflict at Eome ? In other
words, do the Clementines and the Petrine Acts
respectively depend on independent documents,
the one narrating the conflict between Peter and
Simon in the East, the other dealing with their

final meeting in the West? or do they severally
elaborate two parts of one common history ? The
former is the opinion of Salmon {Diet. Chr. Biog.

iv. p. 685), the latter that to wMch Lipsins in-

clines (ApoJcr. Apostelg. II. i. p. 38 f.). It may he
noticed that, while there are in the Clementines
(see above) a few references to the Eoman episode,

on the other hand allusions are to he found m the
Petrine Acts (Actus Petr, cum Simone v., Martyr.
Petri et Pauli 17) to the Syrian conflict ; but all

these allusions are too slight to bear the weight of

any conclusions. The Apostolic Constitutions (vi.

8, 9) contains the whole story of Peter and Simon,
—the story of a conflict in Syria with points of

contact with the Clementine history, and the story

of a conflict in Eome with points of contact with
that of the Acts. It seems less unlikely that here
we come upon a relic of a complete story than that
we have here a piecing together of two stories,

wMeh were originally independent. Of the precise

doctrinal position or the original document it is

vain to speculate. If the original story did follow

St. Peter to Eome, there is a doctrinal reason why
the Ehionite Clementine writers should refuse to

acquiesce in the tradition that St. Paul and St.

Peterworked at Eome together. That the original

romance was early, there can be no doubt. Bishop
Lightfoot held (Clement L 361) that it ‘ cannot well

be placed later than the middle of the 2nd century.’

10. Non-Canonical writings ascribed to St. Peter.

—Eusebius (HE ill. iii.), after mentioning the two
Epistles which have a place in tie Canon (see
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separate articles), proceeds to speak of other
writings connected with Peter’s name— the Acts
of Peter (see above), the Gospel according to

Peter,
the Preaching of Peter

,

and the Apocalypse

.

These, he adds, * we do not acknowledge as handed
down to ns among the Catholic writings, for no
Church writer, either in ancient times or in our
own, ever made use of the testimonies they supply’
(cf. m. xxv.). To this list Jerome (de Virr. Hlustr

.

1) adds the Judicium.
(1) The Gospel of Peter.—A portion of what is

universally agreed to have been the Petrine Gospel
mentioned by Eusebius was found among the
Akhmlm fragments, and published by M. Bouriant
in Nov. 1892. The fragment begins with a reference
to our Lord’s trial before Pilate and Herod, and then
gives an account of the mockery, the crucifixion,

the burial, and the resurrection. The author
writes in the first person (cc. vii. xii.}, and identi-

fies himself with Peter : ‘ But I Simon Peter and
Andrew my brother’ (c. xiv. }. The Gospel is the
subject of a letter written by Serapion, who
was bishop of Antioch during the last decade of

the 2nd cent., and preserved by Eusebius {HE
vi. 12). Serapion had found the Gospel at Rhosus
on the Bay of Issus, and had at first approved it.

Further knowledge, however, led him to condemn
it on the double ground that it owed its origin to
the Doeetse, and that it contained additions to ‘the
true teaching about the Saviour.’ The fact that
Serapion, a man of literary and controversial
activity, did not know of the Gospel before his

accidental discovery of it, that no other 2nd cent,

writer is proved to have used it, and that few
later writers were acquainted with it, and these
only men in some way connected with Syria, shows
that its circulation and influence were confined
within narrow limits. As to its date, Hamack
holds that in the fragment the four Gospels are
not placed on the same level, Mt probably not
being used at all/ and that the Petrine Gospel
was used by Justin. These considerations seem
to him to point to the beginning of the 2nd cent,
(cf. Sanday, Inspiration (1893) p. 310, ‘hardly
later than the end of the first quarter of the 2nd
cent.’). On the other hand, it is by no means
certain that Justin used the Gospel

;

their un-
doubted connexion can be explained in other ways.
And, further, the text of the Gospels had already
had a history before it was used by the author of
the Petrine Gospel ; indeed there is strong reason
to think that he used a harmony of the Gospels,
that of Tatian or some earlier harmony, at least
for the portion of the history covered by the ex-
tant fragment.* The implied text, then, of the
Gospels suggests that the date can hardly be
much before 150 (so Swete : Zahn 130), while a
limit in the other direction is supplied by the
fact that the Gospel had been in existence some
time before Serapion discovered it. See the
editions of Bouriant, Lods, Robinson (1892), Har-
nack, Zahn, Swete (1893) ; also von Schnbert, Die
Composition des psmdopetHrdschen Evangelien-
fragments, 1893 ; Salmon, Introduction

,
Appendix

(1894) p. 581 fL

(2) The Preaching of Peter {ic/jpvyfia IL4rpov).—It
is probable that this document is quoted by Origen
{de Princ. Prcef. 8) tinder the title ‘Petri doc-
trina 9

f ; it is passible that it is to be identified
with the ‘ Prsedicatio Petri et Pauli,’ quoted by
L&ct. Instil. Div. iv. 21, comp. pseudo-Cyprian

* The present writer has elsewhere (The Old Syriac Element
in the Text of Ood. Bezos p. 121 ff.) given reasons for thinking
that 4 behind those parts of the fragment which are based on the
Canonical Gospels there lie the corresponding sentences of the
Syriac Diatessaron.*

t This is to be distinguished from the Tlirpco re-
ferred to by later Greek Fathers. Von Dobschutz (p. 107) identi-
fies this Peter with Peter of Alexandria.

de Bebapt. 17. The extant fragments of the

Preaching are collected in Hilgenfeld’s NT extra
Cctnonem (1884) iv. p. 5 Iff., and in von Dobschutz,
‘Das Kerygma Petri kritisch untersucht’ (1893

;

Texte u. Unters. xi. 1).* It is clear from vThat
has come down to us that the book gave—not a
single discourse, but—the substance of discourses

by one speaking in the name of the apostles (tiie

first person plural is always used +}. It deals v ith

the TpLrov yivos among Jews and Gentiles, insisting

on a pure monotheism as opposed to the errors of

Judaism and of heathenism alike, and incorporat-

ing directions of our Lord in reference to the
evangelization of the Gentiles. Clement of Alex-
andria (cf. Heracleon ap . Origen, in Ev. Joh. Tom.
xiii. 17) regards the spokesman of the apostles

throughout as Peter; and further, having the
whole book before him, he implies that it claimed
to be written by Peter—6 II£rpos ypdfai {Strom.
vi. 7, p. 769 ed. Potter ; comp. Origen’s question
in the passage just referred to—irbropov 7rore yv^adv
ianv 7} vhQov % iuktov). The Preaching exercised a
wide influence. It was apparently used among
others by Apollonius of Asia Minor {ap. Eus. HE
V. xviii. 14) at the end of the 2nd cent., Heracleon,
the author of the Epistle to Diognetus, Justin,
Aristides (Robinson in Texts and Studies i. 1, p.
86 ff.). Its date must therefore be very early.

Hamack, holding that Egypt was the birthplace
of the book, gives its date as 110-130 (140) ; Zahn
as 90-100. Yon Dobschutz suggests that in the first

decade of the 2nd cent, a Christian at Alexandria
felt that St. Mark’s Gospel (ending at 16s

) needed
a supplement, and wrote the Preaching as a oefrrepos

\6yos, and further that from it the ‘shorter ending’
of Cod. L (Swete, St. Mark p. xcviiffi) is derived.

For further information see von Dobschutz, * Das
Kerygma Petri’ {Texte u. XJntersuch. xi. 1, 1893)

;

Hamack, Die Chronologic, 1897, pp. 472-474 ; Zahn,
Geschichte des NT Kanons, 1892, II. ii. pp. 820-832

;

Salmon, art. ‘Preaching of Peter,’ in Diet. Chr.
Biog. (vol. iv. 1887); mlgenfeld, NT extra Can

.

Bee., ed. altera, 1884, iv. pp. 50-65.

(3)

The Apocalypse of Peter.—A considerable
fragment of the Apocalypse of Peter was dis-

covered and published with the fragment of the
Gospel. Before 1892only some half dozen small frag-
ments were known to exist (see, e.g., Zahn, Ges. Kan.

n. ii. p. 818). The Akhmlm fragment begins in the
middle of a sentence containing apocalyptic words
put into our Lord’s mouth. The apostles—‘we,
the twelve disciples

5—then go into the ‘ mountain ’

with the Lord to pray, and ask to see one of the
righteous who had ‘departed from the world,’
‘in order that . . . being encouraged we may
encourage also the men who hear us.’ In answer
to Peters questions the Lord reveals the place of

happiness and the place of torment, in which
punishments are meted out to various classes of

sinners. It appears from the reference to the
apostles’ hearers that they had received a com-
mand to teach; but a time during the Lord’s
ministry is perhaps less in harmony with the sup-
posed situation than a time after the resurrection.
The Apocalypse of Peter is mentioned in the Mura-
torian fragment (unless the passage is corrupt;
see p. 780). Clement of Alexandria quotes it three
or four times, once as Scripture {Eel. ex Scrip.
Proph. xli.)

; and, according to Eusebius, he com-
mented on it. Thus there is good ground for
regarding the Apocalypse as a 2nd cent, document,
especially if it is allowed that it was used in the

* The 4 Preaching of Peter* in an Arabic MS, published by
Mrs. Gibson in Stuaia Sinaitica No. v., has no connexion vith
the Preaching under discussion.

f The first person singular is used in one fragment (Hilgen
feld p. 57, 3. 23) ; but this fragment is derived lx rns 'htheuntoe.xias

Ilirpou (von Dobschutz p. 118 : cf. HolL Fragments vomican
Kirchenvater (1899) p. 234).



Acts of Thomas (ed. Bonnet, p. 39) and in the workers. The Simonian legend answers to the
Passion of St. Perpetua (James, p. 60 f.). Zahn, Jewish conception, according to which St. Paul is

writing before the publication of the Akhmirn ‘the enemy.’ Now the latter view is historically
fragment, lays stress on the fact that Grigen shows prior to the former. It follows, therefore, that the
no sign of having known the Apocalypse, that Simonian legend is the earlier, and that it is the
Clement may have derived his knowledge of it parent of the Petro-Pauline tradition. The one
from his Hebrew teacher, that several notices of it historical basis of the whole structure of romance
seem to connect it with Palestine, and he there- is the visit of St. Paul to Home. On this is built
fore thinks that Palestine was its birthplace. On up the fabric of St. Peter’s visit to Pome ;

and,
the other hand, the coincidences with the Pistis since the first builders were Ebionites, St. Paul
Sophia

, both in vocabulary and matter, seem to becomes Simon Magus. This anti-Pauline legend
make an Egyptian origin more probable. The is alone responsible for the tradition that Smion
text has been edited by Bouriant, James, Lods Magus taught in Rome, and further fixed the date
(1892), Harnaek (1893 )

;

see Zahn, Ges. Kan. n. ii. of his arrival there under Claudius. For St.

p. 810 fi’. ; Salmon, Introduction to NT, Appendix Peter went there after the twelve years’ of preach-

(1894) p. 589 f. mg at Jerusalem were over, and with his arrival

(4) Jerome in de Virr. Elustr. i. 5 mentions that of his opponent was made to coincide. Such
the Judicium among the apocryphal books which is the theory. It is open to attack from many
bear St. Peter’s name. Rufinus, in Symb. Apost. quarters. It is blind to the many-sidedness and
38, gives the Libri Ecclesiastici which belong to the unanimity of early testimony, and in particular it

NT as ‘ libellus qui dicitur Pastoris sine Hermes, is driven to explain away the evidence of Clement,
qui appellatur Puce Vice uel Judicium Petri.’ while it rejects the authenticity of 1 Peter. On the
It seems probable that Jerome and Rufinus have other hand, it accounts for this general concurrence
the same document in mind. Further, the whole of witnesses by the hypothesis of a romance whose
list of books in Rufinus appears to be based upon genesis was a complex and highly artificial process,

the list given in the Festal Epistle of Athanasius, But, in fact, Lipsius’ theory is really an offshoot of

who couples together ‘the so-called Teaching of the Tubingen theory of the apostolic age. The
the Apostles and the Shepherd.’ It is probable main trunk is now seen to be lifeless. The branch
that the Judicium Petri was a Latin document, cannot but share its decay.

in which Peter alone was represented as the The strength of the case for St. Peter’s visit

speaker, corresponding to the Greek document al to, and martyrdom at, Rome lies not only in the
Siarayal al dca KK^fievros seal icavoves iKKXrjo-iacrrLKol absence of any rival tradition, but also in the fact

tQv ayiwv awofTToXcov. See Hilgenfeld, NT extra that many streams of evidence converge to this

Can. Bee. iv. p. Ill ff. ; Salmon, Introduction p. result. We have the evidence of official lists and
554 ; Hamack, Pie Lehre der zwblf Apostel p. documents of the Roman Church, which prove the
193 ff. strength of the tradition in later times, and which,

(5) An ‘Epistle of Peter to James’ is prefixed at least in some cases, must rest on earlier docu-

to the Clementine Homilies, and is thoroughly ments. The notice of the transference of the

Ebionite in its teaching. apostle’s body to a new resting-place in 258, and
IY. Reconstruction of the later History of the words of Caius, show that the tradition was

St. Peter.—Except the testimony of 1 Peter, we definite and unquestioned at Rome in the first

have in the NT no clear evidence as to the apostle’s half of the 3rd cent. The fact that Caius in the

movements after St. Paul’s notice in Gal 2. What passage referred to is arguing with an Asiatic

evidence the NT supplies as to later times is opponent, the evidence of the (Gnostic) Acts of

negative. But the tradition of the Church and Peter, the passages quoted from Origen, Clement
the statements of early writers, together with the of Alexandria, and Tertullian, show that at the same
evidence of 1 Peter, give a basis for conclusions period the tradition was accepted in the Churches of

which reach a very nigh degree of probability. Asia, of Alexandria, and of Carthage. The passage

An endeavour will now be made to interpret the of Irenaeus carries the evidence backward well

evidence as to the three following points—(1) St. within the 2nd cent., and is of special importance

Peter’s visit to Rome ; (2) the Simonian legend ; as coming from one who had visited Rome, whose

(3) the period which succeeded the ‘ Council ’ at list of Roman bishops suggests that he had had
Jerusalem. access to official documents, and who, through

1. St. PetePs visit to Rome.—Of those who deny Polycarp, was in contact with the personal know-
that St. Peter visited Rome, Lipsius may be taken ledge or St. John and his companions. The testi-

as the type. His interpretation of the evidence mony of Clement of Rome seems clear when his

is givenm his great work, Die ApoTcr. Apostelges- words are examined, while at the same time it

chtchten n. ii pp. 1-69 (1887), where he embodies is not definite and circumstantial enough to have
the results of his previous investigations

—

Quellen created a legendary history. This concurrence of

der romischen Petrussage

,

arts, in Schenkel’s apparently independent testimony becomes much
Bibellexikon, arts, in Jarhrb. /. protest. Theologie more impressive when it is remembered that the

(1876). His theory is briefly as follows. The NT supplies nothing which could give rise to a
tradition of St. Peter’s presence at Rome takes legend that St. Peter visited Rome. On the con-

two forms. The one brings St. Peter and St. trary, the narrative of the Acts and the notices in

Paul together at Rome ; together they found the St. Paul’s later Epistles seem to make such a visit

Church there, and together they suffer. The other improbable. Moreover, tbe one clear statement

represents St. Peter as the opponent of the false as to place in 1 P literally interpreted becomes a

apostle, Simon Magus, who is St. Paul under a conclusive argument that the apostle’s work in his

thin disguise ; as pursuing him from land to land later years lay in a region far from Rome. It is

and finally in Rome triumphing over him, and only when the words of 1 P 513 receive the less

then dying a martyr’s death. The first form of obvious, but in reality more natural, interpretation

the legend maybe called the Petro-Pauline legend, that they are seen to be a strong confirmation of

the second the Simonian. Since the two agree in tbe evidence of early writers. Thus the main
bringing the apstle to Rome, they cannot he in- pieces of evidence are independent and consistent,

dependent; ana the question at once arises—Which When combined they form a solid body of proof

is the original form ? The Petro-Pauline legend which is practically irresistible,

corresponds to the Gentile view of the relation of But if St. Peter was martyred at Rome (apart

the two apostles : they are friends and fellow- from the indications of date in 1 P, on which see
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following art. }, there is no reason to question the
belief that he suffered during the Neronian perse-

cution. This is distinctly asserted by Tertullian ;

it is presupposed in all forms of the Petrine Acts ;

it is implied in C&ius’ notice of the tomb on the

Vatican ; it is the almost necessary inference from
Clement’s words.
Again, what was the length of his sojourn at

Rome? The tradition of a 25 years’ episcopate is

unhisforical. Rut that legend crystallized, while
it exaggerated, the widespread belief that the
apostle spent time enough at Rome to leave his

mark upon the Church there. Such a tradition

finds early expression in the language of Irenceus,

of Dionysius of Corinth, probably also in the words
of Ignatius. It is implied in the early accounts of

the composition of St. Mark’s Gospel.
To what reconstruction of the history does the

evidence point? It seems impossible to suppose
that St. Peter had already worked in Rome when
St. Paul wrote the Ep. to the Romans Id222*)*

or when at a lateT time he expressed Ms desire * to

see Rome 5 (Ac 1921
)- Moreover, the account of St.

Paul’s arrival in Rome (Ac 28i4ff
*) seems to exclude

the possibility of St. Peter’s having been in the
city at that time. Thus it seems certain St. Peter
had not visited Rome when St. Paul’s captivity

there began. The evidence of the Epistles of both
the Pauline captivities is also negative. If St.

Peter had been m the city when St. Paul wrote to

the Philippians, and again to the Colossians and
Philemon, his description in the one case of the
fortunes of the gospel at Rome, and in the other
of his own environment, could hardly have been un-
influenced by the fact. We turn to the one Epistle
of the second captivity. If wTe accept the constant
tradition of the Church that St. Paul suffered in the
Neronian persecution {i.e. shortly after July 64), 2Ti
can hardly be placed in the year 64 ; for the apostle
seems to look forward to a winter not far distant
(rax^tos, irpb xet/uSpos, 49* 21), It appears, therefore,

that 2 Ti was written some two or three months
before the winter of 63 closed the seas. The lan-

guage of this Epistle (4
10ff

*) shows that St. Peter was
not inRome when it was written. The supposition
that he arrived in Rome for the first time after

2 Ti was written hardly allows the time which the
early patristic notices of his work there (see above)
postulate. We are led, therefore, to the conclu-
sion that St. Peter’s arrival at Rome must in all

probability be placed after the last of the Epistles

of St. Paul’s first captivity, and long enough before
2 Ti to allow St. Peter to have left the city when
that Epistle was written, after having worked
there some considerable time. Early tradition,

however, gives us one further clue to the time.
The two apostles worked together, Row it is

almost impossible to suppose that, after St. Paul
had once taken the apostolic oversight of the
Church’s work in Rome, St. Peter could, apart from
St. Paul, have planned to visit there. But did the
suggestion that he should come to Rome reach St.

Peter from St. Paul himself V It is abundantly
dear (1) that St. Paul’s mind was set on avert-
ing any rupture between Jewish and Gentile
Christians, and on welding them together in the one
Church (Hort, Ecclesia p. 281 ff.) ; (2) that in his
view Rome was the key to the evangelization of
the empire ; (3) that he was keenly alive in his
own case to the importance of one who was the
unique representative of one side of the Church’s
work visiting now the Mother Church at Jeru-
salem, now the Church in the capital of the
empire; (4) that the problem of reconciling the
two great elements in the Church presented itself

in a concrete form in Rome (Ph l152*), and that in
Rome he grasped, as even he had never done
before, the greatness of the issues involved (Eph

2n-415). His evangelistic policy could find no
truer or more practical expression than a request

to St. Peter to visit Rome while he himself was
i
still there. Such an invitation would be a fitting

corollary of the Ep. to the Ephesians. If the

I

Churches saw the Apostle of the Gentiles and the
leader of the Apostles of the Circumcision taking
counsel together and working together at Rome,
they would learn the le>&on of the unity of the

Church as they could learn it in no other way.
Moreover, St. Paul looked forward to his cap-

tivity soon ending. Even if lie were set at liberty,

he was pledged to undertake distant journeys.

Whatever, therefore, the issue might be, the

Church in Rome would be deprived of his im-

mediate guidance ; and as the far-reaching needs
and opportunities of that Church pressed on
him, he might well realize how manifold would
be the gain resulting from the presence there of

St. Peter. It is therefore a conjecture, but a con-

jecture supported by no inconsiderable amount of

indirect evidence, that St. Paul summoned St.

Peter to Rome. It is possible that St. Mark,
whom we know to have been the companion of

St. Peter, was with St. Paul when he wrote to the
Colossians as the messenger and the forerunner of

St. Peter. If this account of St. Peter’svisit to Rome
is correct, it will follow that he arrived there

towards the end of St. Paul’s first captivity, per-

haps in the spring of 61. His absence from Rome
when St. Paul wrote 2 Ti we may perhaps explain

on the supposition that he had been summoned to

Jerusalem in connexion with the death of St.

James and the appointment of his successor,* He
must have returned to Rome before July 64.

2. The Simonian legend. — The most probable
account of its genesis is that it grew out of a
mistaken identity (Salmon, art. 4 Simon Magus,’
in Diet. Chr. Biog. iv. p. 682 ff.). With the Simon
of Ac 8 another Simon of Samaria was confused.

This latter Simon was a Gnostic teacher, who prob-
ably lived at the end of the 1st cent. The confusion
meets us as early as Justin Martyr, who, express-

ing probably a general opinion, gave the latter

Simon a kind of primacy among heretics. He
either himself visited Rome or gained a reputation
there through his followers The strange blunder
about the statue can liardly have been a private
aberration of Justin's* since it is found in the
Gnostic Acts of Peter\—a document which seems to
be quite independent of Justin’s influence. But
when once Simon Magus had been promoted to

the first place among heretics, it was natural that
the conflict between him and the chief of the
apostles, related in the Acts, should be prolonged
into a drama of controversy, the earlier scenes of

which were laid in the towns of Syria, while the
final denouement was reserved for Rome, which
both combatants were believed to have visited.

In the development of the story considerations of
time were boldly disregarded. On the one hand,
the last scenes of the drama had to be enacted in
the reign of Nero in order to connect them with
the fact that St. Peter suffered under that emperor.
On the other hand, it was natural to bring Simon
to Rome not so very long- after the events recorded
in the Acts—in the reign of Claudius (Justin,
Apol. L 26) ; and it seemed fitting that St. Peter

* Eus. BE EEL 3d. : pwr* Tijv ’Ixxwfiav jUMjnvpfobv acci rijv AVTtxct

yttef&svtpf aXa/rtv rijf 'lipouirccXr,^, Xoyos r£v oe.xotrroXm x.
Tiuv rov xuphv pucIfairSv reitf utrin ru fitat XuncoptAvavg |jr} returs

&eutTe&x*8w tnivikdstv x,r.x. Eusebius places the death of St.
James immediately before the siege of Jerusalem, according to
the statement of Hegesippus (ap. BE n. xxiii. 18). Josephus
(AM. xx. ix. 1), however, puts it between the death of Festus
and the arrival of Albums. It seems that the latest date which
can be assigned to Albums’ entrance on bis office is the summer
of 62 (Schurer, BJP i. ii. p. 188 m).

t Actus Petri x.

:

[Simon] me tantum suasit ut statuam 1111

ponerem, suscrihtioni tali :
4 Simoni iuueni deo.*
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should go to Borne when the expiration of the
twelve appointed years set him free to leave Jeru-
salem {Actus Petri v. ed. Lipsius p. 49). Some-
what thus does it seem probable that the legend
grew, and, as was natural, assumed somewhat
different forms

—

e.g. Simon in the Clementines is

rather the heretic, in the Petrine Acts the magi-
cian. The final stage in the evolution of the story
was reached when Simon was utilized by the
Ebionites for a covert attack on St. Paul.

3. The period which succeeded the Council at
Jerusalem,—Setting aside, then, the Simonian
legend as historically worthless, we are brought
to the question—What is the probable account of

St. Peter’s life after the events at Antioch related
by St. Paul in Gal 2 (

i.e. probably A.D. 50) and St.

Peter’s arrival in Home (i.e. probably A.D. 61).

The absence of any trace of personal knowledge
of the Churches in Asia Minor in the letter which
the apostle addressed to them is a strong argu-
ment that he had not visited those districts.

Though the tradition which connects St. Peter
with the Syrian Antioch, and makes him the
organizer of the Church there, does not (apart
from the Clementine literature) meet us before
the time of Origen, yet in itself it is probable.

St. Paul’s narrative in Gal 2 is too incidental and
too little to St. Peter’s credit to have originated a
legend. On the other hand, it is natural to sup-

pose that the Clementine literature, especially if

its birthplace was Syria, located the aposne’s con-
flict with Simon in towns in which a still living

tradition preserved the memory of St. Peter’s

activity. We are most faithful to the suggestions
of the somewhat scanty evidence if we suppose
that, after he ceased to make Jerusalem his home,
St Peter laboured in the towns of Syria, and not
improbably made the Syrian Antioch the centre of

his work.
It may be useful to state probable results in a

tabular form

—

A.D.

29-35 Ministry at Jerusalem : towards the close of

the period a visit to Samaria (Ac 814a ).

35-44 Close of the ministry at Jerusalem : a mis-
sionary journey in which periods of some-
what protracted residence at Lydda, Joppa,
Caesarea, and probably other Syrian towns,
had a place : somewhat frequent visits to
Jerusalem (Ac ll2. Gal l18, Ac 123ff

*).

44-61 Work in Syrian towns with Antioch as Its

centre : at least one visit to Jerusalem in

49 (Ac 157), but such visits few.
‘51-64 Work at Rome, interrupted probably by a

visit to Jerusalem (Eus. EE m. xi);
martyrdom shortly after the fire at Rome
in July 64.

Literature.—S«e at the end of the article on 2 Peter.

F. H. Chase.

PETER, FIRST EPISTLE OF.—

I. Transmission of the Text
II. Reception in the Church.

III. Use of the LXX, vocabulary, literary style.

IV. The readers to whom the Epistle was primarily ad-
dressed, and their circumstances.

V. Authorship and date.

VI. Occasion of Composition, the journey of Silvanus.
VII. Summary of the Epistle.

VIII. Doctrine of the Epistle.

I. Transmission op the Text.—Little need be
said on this subject. For the authorities—MSS
and Versions—see art. Jude (Epistle op) in vol.

ii. p. 799. Two statements, however, with special

reference to 1 P must be added. (1) The Epistle

is contained in the Syriac Vulgate (Peshitta) ; but
there does not seem to be evidence as to any Old
Syriac text. (2) Fragments of the Epistle are
contained in the following Old Latin MSS— the

Fleury palimpsest=h (IP 417-514
) ; the Munich

fragments edited by Ziegler=q (l
8 ’19 220-37 410-514

) ;

Cod. Bobiensis= s (l1
*12 24-10 ; see Old Latin Biblical

Texts, No. iv. pp. xx f., 46 ff. ). As to Patristic

evidence, citations from the Epistle are abundant,
in Greek writers from the time of Polycarp on-

wards ; in Latin writers from that of Tertullian.

No serious critical problems are presented by the
text.

II. Reception in the Church.—

I

t will he con-

venient to trace the stream of evidence backwards.
In all those catalogues ot Canonical Books which
belong to the 4th cent, and onwards, whether put
forth by conciliar authority or found in the works
of individual theologians, 1 P has a place. The
only writer as to the favourableness of whose
verdict there is any doubt is Theodore of Mop-
suestia. In reference to him, Leontius of Byzan-
tium (Migne, Pat, Gr, lxxxvi. 1365) states—avrriv

re rod fieydXov Tcue&(3ov rrjp iirurroXt)v mi ras rQv
&XXaw friroicripfriTei kclSqXlkcLs, It seems probable (see

Kihn, Theodor von Mopsuestia pp. 65 ff., 374 f.)

that the language of Leontius is loose, and that
nothing more is meant than that Theodore rejected
James as well as the four Catholic Epistles—2 P,
Jude, 1 and 2 Jn—which were not accepted by
the Antiochene and the Syrian Churches. Of the
grounds for this conclusion two may be mentioned.
If Theodore had really rejected 1 P and I Jn,
the general Council of Constantinople (553) would
not have failed to reckon this among the reasons
for their condemnation of him. On the other hand,
Junilius

(
Instit . regularia i. 6, 7), whose state-

ments as to the Canon reflect the views of Theodore
(Kihn, p. 358 ff.), reckons beati Petri ad gentes
prima among the hooks perfectce auctoritatis. In
the earlier half of the 4th cent. Eusebius includes
this Epistle among the hooks generally received’

(iv ojioXoyovfiivots,EE in. xxv. 2). In the earlier pas-

sage of the History (m. iii. 1) which deals with the
Canon he makes the important statement— ‘ this

epistle the Fathers also of former days (ol r&Xai vrpea-

fttirepoi) have quoted in their writings as indisput-

ably authentic.’ The evidence of Eusebius as to

the general acceptance of the Epistle is carried

hack something like a century in a passage from
Origen’s Commentary on St. John, quoted by
Eusebius (HE VT. xxv. 8)

—

Uirpos . . . fdav iTioroX^v

ofiokoyovfiivTjp KaT(t\i\oLTT€p» So far there has been
no sign of divergence.

We are now brought to the writers who repre-

sent the great Churches of Christendom at the
beginning of the 3rd and at the close of the 2nd cent,

(1) Alexandria, Clement again and again quotes
words from the Epistle as those of St. Peter.

Thus Strom. iii p. 562 ed. Potter, ml 6 Uirpos iv

ry ivurroXi rh 8flow Xiyei *Gore ttjv wlmv vp&v /cai

iXirlda etvai els 6ebv ; ib, iv. p. 622, 6 II. iv ttJ irrur-

roXy <pr)olv ’OXlyov &pri, el 8iov, Xirjnjdivres ; so with
other formulae of citation. Peed, i, p. 124, iii. pp.
296, 303 ; Strom, iii. p. 544, iv. p. 584 f. Moreover,
Clement’s Hypotyposeis contained ‘short exposi-

tions’ of this as well as of the other Catholic Epistles
and of the Epistle of Barnabas and the Apocalypse
of Peter (Ens. EE VL xiv. 1 ; Photius, BibUoth. 109)

;

and some at any rate of his comments on 1 P re-

main translated and possibly edited by Cassiodorus
(cf. Zahn, Forschungen iii 133 ff.). (2) Carthage

,

Tertullian quotes and refers to the Epistle as the
work of St. Peter. Thus de Oral, xx., ‘De modestia
quidem cultus et ornatus aperta prsescriptio est

etiam Petri, cohibentis eodem ore, quia eodem
spiritu, quo Paulus ’ (1 P 3®, 1 Ti 29 ) ; Scorpiace,

xii, ‘Petrus quidem ad Ponticos, Quanta enim,
inqnifc, gloria,’ etc. For other quotations and re-

ferences see Eonsch, Das NT Tertullian'

s

pp.
556-563. (3) South Caul, Irenscus, a witness to
the traditions of Asia Minor, Rome, and South
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Gaul, quotes the Epistle by name, iv. 9. 2 (ed.

Massuet), ‘Et Petrus ait in epistola sua Quern non
uidentes

9
. . . ; iv. 16. 4f., ‘Propter hoc ait Do-

minus (Mt 1236 528* '^) . . . Et propter hoc Petrus
ait Non uelamentran ’ . . v. 7. 2 [after 1 Co
139* 12 has been quoted, Iren, continues], * Hoc est

quod et a Petro dictum est Quem cum non uideritis

diligitis.’ For anonymous references see Zahn,
Gesck. des NT Kanons i. 1, p. 303 f. (4) Rome.
When we turn to the Church of Rome we find the
evidence very slight. Hippolytus on Dan

.

iv. 59
(p. 336 ed. Bonwetsch) uses language derived from
1 Co 29 and 1 P lu {els & /cal iiriduyovcnv Tore dyyeXoi
Tapatoj\pai). The reference is clear, and the juxta-
position with Pauline words shows that the phrase
is regarded as scriptural. But It is not a case of

definite quotation. In the Muratorian Canon there
is no mention of 1 P. It seems, however, inconceiv-
able that a document in which, e.g., the Epistle of

Jude and a (supposed) letter of St. Paul to the
Laodiceans find a place, should know nothing of

an Epistle so widely accepted as 1 P, especially if

Zahn’s view is correct that the African Church
received its NT from Rome {Ges. Kan

.

i. 1, p. 25 f.).

The character of the fragment makes it quite
possible that the apparent omission is due to the
carelessness of a translator or of a scribe. But two
other suggestions deserve consideration, (a) There
is no formal mention of 1 Jn ; but the opening
words of the Epistle are cited in the passage of

the fragment which deals with St. John’s Gospel.
It is probable, therefore, that the author of the
Canon considered it unnecessary separately to

mention an Epistle to which he had already in-

cidentally referred. It is likely enough that 1 P
51S was quoted in connexion with St. Mark’s Gos-
pel and its relation to St. Peter’s preaching, with
which the first sentence of the extant fragment
appears to deal (see art. Mark). (b

)

Zahn {Ges.

Kan

.

ii. 1, p. 110 n.) conjectures that a word and a
line have fallen out in a later passage of the frag-

ment, which he would restore thus : ‘Apocalvpsi (n)

etiarn Johannis et Petri [imam] tantnm recipimus
[epistulam. ; fertur etiam altera,] quam quidam ex
nostris legi in ecclesia nolunt.’ In any case, the
Muratorian fragment being what it is, it is un-
reasonable to deduce rejection or ignorance of 1 P
from its apparent silence.

The remains of the literature of the 2nd cent,
supply abundant evidence of the influence of the
language of the Epistle on persons widely separ-
ated from each other. (L) Martyrdoms

.

In the
Acts

^

of the Scillitan Martyrs {Robinson, The
Passion of St. Perpetua p. 106 ff.) who suffered
at Carthage in A.D. 180, we find the words, * Do-
nata dixit: Honorem Csesari quasi Csesari ; timorem
autem Deo,’—words which are closer to 1 P 217 than
to Ro 137. Again, in the Letter of the Churches of
Lyons and Vienne (A.D. 177), preserved in Eus. HE
v. i. f., there is an echo of 1 P 56 in the words irairelv-

ow eavrovs inrb rr\v Kparaiav xei/>a, v(f> $js IkclvQs vvv
eleriv fap&yevoi (ii. 5) ; of IP 58 in ijSr} Sok&v 6 Sid-

fioXos KarcLTreTrutcevat (i. 25), and in o0s Trpbrepav dero
[6 8hp] KaraTeTUK&aL (ii. 6). (ii.) Apologists. The
language of Theophilus, ad Autolycum ii. 34, rbv
Si 7roi7/T7jp . . . tQv oXojv ... dderovciv, ireiBbyeva

t

Sbyyatrur fiarcdois did vXdvjjs rrarpoirapaSorov ...
ot [oZ wpOipyTcuJ feat iSlSaJ-ap airheadat dwb rijs d0e~

yirov eldotXoXarpelas, recalls 1 P 211 l18 4s. When
Justin Martyr, Dial

.

103, dealing with Ps 2213
,

suggests the alternative interpretation— ij Xeovra
rbv &pv6yevov 4tt’ ainrbv fkeye rbv StdfSoXov—he prob-
ably has in mind 1 P 5s. (iii.) Heretics. There
is some evidence that the Gnostic sects, who early
broke away from the Catholic Church, were
familiar with the Epistle—(a) the Marcosians (re-

presentatives of the Western school of the Valen-
tinians), whose actual words Irenseus (I. 18. 3)

seems to be reproducing, rty rijs ki(3utou Si oiko

voyiav . . . iv y dicrd dvdpanroi Siead>6r}<jav, (pavepdrarb

(pacrL ttjp (r&rrjpLOP SyoodSa yrpruetv (1 P 32u
) ; (/3) the

Eastern Valentinians, according to Clem. Alex.,

Excerpta exScriptis Theodoti Ixxxvi., oi) (rweurijXdov

els rd i]TOiyaayeva dyadd, els & iTridvyoucnv dyyeXoi

irapatcinpai ( 1 P l12); (7) Basilides, according to Clem.
Alex. Strom, iv. p. 600, y7)Si Xoioopobyevoi <bs 6 yoixos

ij 0 (pavebs, aXXd Sri XPICttulvoI vredutcbres (1 P 414**).

(iv.) Ep. to Diognetus ix., avrbs ras hy^Hpas ayap-

tlcls aveoi^aro, airrbs rbv tSiov viov airiSoro Xvrpov inrep

7}yicv ... rbv Sltcaiov inrip rdv doiic&v
;
cf. 1 P 224 3lb

.

(v.
) Hernias, Vis. IV. iii. 4, dcrTep yap rbxpvcriov SoKiyd-

ferai did rod irvpos k. evxp^rov ylverat, auras teal iiyds

K.r.X. ; cf. 1 P l7, but see also Pr 173,
Sir 25. Again,

Vis. III. xi. 3, IV. ii. 4, 5 [impipare ras yeplyvas vydv
iirl rbp idrpiov ) ; cf. 1 P 57, but more probably Ps 54

(55)
22 is the source. Thus the references to 1 P in

Hennas are very doubtful, (vi.) Barnabas, 10,

rovrb icrnv rrvevyarucbs pabs olKoSoyodyevos rtp KvpUp

;

cf. 1 P 2*. (vii.) DidacM L 4, dTrixov T&? capKifcuv

Kal acoyariKtop iTndvyiQp
;

cf. 1 P 2U. (viii.) Papias.
Eusebius, HE in. xxxix. 16, tells us of Papias

—

scixpyTai airrbs yaprvpiais atto rijs ’Xoodvpov rrporipas

iTTLo-roXijs Kal anb rijs Ilerpou ayoiws. Since Eusebius
{HE IV. xiv. 9) uses similar language as to Polycarp
(see below), we cannot infer from this notice that
Papias did more than silently adopt Petrine ex-

pressions. It must, however, be remembered that
the character of Papias’ Expositions differed widely
from that of Polycarp’s Epistle. The latter is

hortatory. The former dealt largely with matters
of history and tradition. Thus Papias’ use of I P
is likely to have been of such a kind as to necessi-

tate an explicit reference to the Epistle. These a
priori considerations are confirmed by an examina-
tion of Eusebius’ words elsewLere. InHE II. xv. 2,

Eusebius, giving an account of the composition of
St. Mark’s Gospel, mentions a story {<pacrt) that St.

Peter approved of the evangelist’s action, and gave
his authority to the Gospel. He then parentheti-
cally gives his authorities—‘ Clement in the sixth
hook of the Hypotyposeis has recorded the story

;

and, further, the bishop of Hierapolis, by name
Papias, confirms his testimony ’—and at once pro-
ceeds (in the oratio ohliyua): rod SiMdpKov yvnyoveieiv
rbv Uirpov iv rrj irporipq. imcrroXy, i)v Kal crvvrd^ai <pa<rlv

iir airrijs *P&yt)S, arymlveiv re rovr avrbv Eqv irbXiv rpo-

TriK&repov 'BafivXuva Trpoaenrbvra Sid roxrrwv
1

Acrird^erai

K.r.X. (1 P 513
). From this somewhat confused pas-

sage we learn that Eusebius found three points
noted in the writings either of Clement or of
Papias or of both—(1) the reference to Mark in
IP; (2) the composition of 1 P at Rome

; (3)

the allegorical use of the name Babylon in 1 P.
Now, when we turn to the extant fragments of
Clement’s Hypotyposeis (ed. Potter p. 1007), we
find that of these three points Clement mentions
the former two and is silent as to the last. It
appears, therefore, to be a just inference that in
regard to this last Papias was Eusebius’ authority.
Moreover, that Papias’ Expositions did contain a
passage in which IP 5^ would naturally be
appealed to, is certain from the words of Papias
himself {ap. Eus. RE in. xxxix. 15)—-otfre yap
ijKovae rod Kvplov [Ma/j/cos] otire TapTjKoXaiidTjcrev aura,
tiorepov Si, ws §<p7j v3

Uirpcp—a passage which makes
it clear that in the now lost portion of his wTork
Papias gave a detailed account of Mark’s connexion
with St. Peter. If, then, 1 P 51S was referred
to in that earlier section of the Expositions in
regard to Mark’s presence with St. Peter at Rome,
it follows that Papias must have appealed to
the Epistle, and therefore have recognized it, aa
the work of Sfc. Peter, (ix.) Polycarp (c. A.D. 115).
There is a long series of coincidences between
Polycarp’s Epistle and I P—Ep. Polyc

.

i. els ov ovk
ISbvres Trurrevere xaP? dveKXaX'fjrtp Kal SeSo^aa/jJvjf els
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fjv ToWol imdvpQWiv el<re\6eiv
(J

1 P l8, 12
; ii. did

avafacrapLivoi rds otKpvas
||

l13 ; ii. mcrrei'icravres els rbv
iyeipavra rbv kvpiov rpxQv ’lycrovv Xpicrov iic vetzpQv ml
86vra a\jrcp 861;av H l21 ; ii. jjw] diroStdovres kclkqv dvri

Kafcov $ \oi8oplav dvri 'koidoplas
|j 39

;
v. urdcra eiridvjj.la

Kark tov TTvei/jaaros arpareHerai
|| 211

(cf. Gal 517) ; vii.

vi\<povres irpbs rds eb^ds
||
47 ; viii. 5s dvfyeyKev rjpGsv

rds d/juzprias rep Idlcp crihjMTi iirl rb i-tiXov, 8% dpapriav
odfc iTolr)crev

f oii8b ebpidr) 86Xos £v rip (rrbp.ari aiirov . . .

rovrov yap tjjjZv rbv v'Koypajxpbv [.sc. ttjs inropov'/js] edrjKe

di eavrov
||
224- 22* 21

; x. fraternicatis amatores dili-

gentes innicem . . . omnes uobis inuicem subiecti
estote, connersationein uestram irreprehensibilem
habentes in gentibns, nt ex bonis operibus uestris,

etc. || 217 l22 55 212
. That Polycarp was thoroughly

familiar with 1 P cannot be doubted. He does
not, however, preface any of its words and phrases
which he weaves into his letter with any formula
of citation, nor does he ever mention St. Peter’s
name. Harnack (Die Chronologies p. 463) therefore
concludes that Polycarp did not regard the Epistle
as the work of St. Peter, alleging that this Eather
deals differently with St. Paul, to whom he several
times refers by name, and more than one of whose
sayings he introduces with an el86res 6rt, clearly
marking it thereby as a quotation. But, on the
other hand, itmay beurged—(1) that Polycarp uses,

without any note of quotation, phrases derived
from Clement’s Epistle and from the Epistles of
his master St. John (ch. vii., cf. 1 Jn 42ff

*, 2 Jn 7
), as

Harnack admits, and we must add phrases from
the OT, the Acts, and from the Gospels ; (2) that
the phrase eWdres 8n in each case (chs. i. iv. v. ;

cf, cn. vi. el86res &ri nrdvres 6<pei\£rai £<rpbv djxaprLas)

introduces an epigrammatic, axiomatic statement
(cf. Bo 53 69, 1 Go 1558, 2 Co l7 414 5«, Gal 216

,
Eph

68f>
, Ph l16, Col S24 41

), while the phrases quoted
from 1 P are rather of a hortatory type ; (3) that
Polycarp is writing to a Church which St. Paul
founded and to which he addressed an Epistle, and
that it is in reference to these facts that he men-
tions St. Paul’s name (chs. iii. ix. xi. ) ; that on the
one occasion when he appeals directly to the
authority of St. Paul’s writings (ch. xi.,

4 sicut

Paulus doeet’), it is for a statement which is of

the nature of a revelation

—

Sancti mundum iudi-

cabunt (1 Co 62). Further, Polycarp’s love for and
familiarity with 1 P are a proof that he regarded
the Epistle as a document of supreme interest and
authority— a document which he had by heart;
they must be interpreted in the light of the fact

that Irenseus, his spiritual son, habitually refers to

it as the letter of St. Peter, (x.
)
Clement of Borne,

vii. dreviaufiev els rb atjxa rod Xpicrrov ml yvQjiev

ws goriv rlfiLov rip irarpl airrov
|j

1 P l19 ; xxxvi.

dvaddWei els rb davjmirrbv airrov 0<2s [so Codd. A C
(om. airrov), rb <pQs Syr., Clem. Alex.] ; lix. 8l oS

ihcdXeirev hjxds d/irb ertebrovs els <pQs, dirb dyvcocrias els

irrlyviamv k.t.X.
||
1 P 29* 16

. Again, Clement uses

the Petrine word inroypajxjxbs in reference to vtto-

Ilovt) (v.) and, after quoting Is 53, Ps 22, to Christ’s

humility (xvi.), cf. 1 P 221. Further, in 1 P 48 we
have Pr 1012 quoted in the form dydnij KukOirrei

rrXrjdos djj.apri.Qv, a form approximating to the

Hebrew but widely different from the LXX. The
Petrine rendering is found in Clem. xlix. and in 4 the

Ancient Homily’ (2 Clem. ) xvi. Again, Pr S34 (ivjpios

irw€p7](pdvois dvrirdurerai LXX, Heb. * He 5

)
is quoted

in Ja 48, 1 P 55, in the form 6 debs vTeprjcpavois k.t.X.

In this latter form the words are cited in Clem. xxx.

(Oebs), Ign. Eph. v. (vTeprjcp. 6 debs dvnrdairerai).

To sum up : 1 P is, with the single exception of

1 Jn, the only one among the Catholic Epistles
* of whose authority was never any

^

doubt in the

Church.’ Ho sooner did a theological literature

(properly so called) spring up in the Church than

this Epistle is quoted by name as the work of St.

Peter. In the earliest Christian literature outside
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j

the NT (i.e. a.d. 90-190) it is second only to the

|

Gospels and the Pauline Epistles in the extent of

j

the influence which it exercised on the language

|

and thoughts of writers widely separated from each

j

other in place and in circumstances. The testi-

i mony which these writers hear to the Epistle is

indirect, with one probable exception. There is

good reason for thinking that Papias referred to it

explicitly as the Epistle of St. Peter. The only
natural interpretation of the facts—the early and
vide influence of the Epistle on the one hand, on
the other the consistent and unwavering attribu-
tion of it to St. Peter on the part of all writers
from Irenaens’ time onward—is that from the first

it was regarded as the work of that apostle.

III. Use of the LXX, Vocabulary, Literary
Style.—(i.) The thought and language of 1 P are
deeply influenced by the OT, and the writer uses
the OT in the LXX version. It is not possible to
draw an absolute line between direct quotations
and instances of mere appropriation of LXX
language. In the former category the following
passages may he conveniently classed—

l

16 (Lv II44

192 207
), l24 (Is 406ff

*), 26-8 (Is 2816
, Ps 117 [118]“, Is

814), 2s*- (Is 4320£*, Ex 195f
*

|| 23
22

[cf. Mai 3«], Hos l6* 8f*

2i (3). 23 (25)^ q22-^ (Is 539, 12* 5
), 3

10ff
* (Ps 33 [34] “*), 48

(Pr 1012
), 418 (Pr ll31), 55 (Pr 3s4). When these

quotations are examined textually, it appears that
(1) the writer quotes from memory, this conclusion
being suggested by the number of small variations

and adaptations (see especially 310ff
*) ; (2) in one

passage (2
6
) Ms reminiscence of the LXX is influ-

enced by his remembrance of Bo 93J ; (3) there is

some slight evidence for the conclusion that the
LXX text familiar to him resembled that found in

KAQ rather than that given by B (cf. yon Soden,
ffand-Comm. p. 113); see 2s

( + £w’ airnp ; but the
addition may be due to Bo 9s3), S22

(evpbdri 86Xos)

;

but note, on the other hand, 312
( + 8n ) ; (4) that in

one passage (4
s
) he either himself formulates, or

(in view of Ja 520
) more probably adopts, a revised

translation of the Hebrew.
Apart from quotations, however, the writer con-

tinually weaves into his own language words and
phrases which are (possibly unconscious) remini-

scences of the LXX.
Most phrases of this kind are indicated by the use of uncial

type in WH. To these may "be added—

l

2 tipwq trkviduvhtvs (Dn 3^8),
113 oc.vo&Ze»<rci/u.£voi ... t!ks bcr^CaS (Pr 2935), 119 aijxvbi icpcafAos (fi.g.

Ex 203S), 24 srpotrepxopuvoi (Ps 33 [34] 8
, see Hort’s note), Tp>

crupuzn cevrou s*n to %CXov (Dt 2128), rtS b j&axucrw (Is 509), 5®

TotTtivuBviTi . . . vxb xparcuav ^ttpa (Gn 169 and e.g. Job 3G21),
xhiv upvbjxtvos (e.g. Ezk 2225). Moreover, the following- words are

probably derived from the LXX—dvrihixog, yvvaixua$> IvIXoixos,

updriupca, xaraxupilvtiv, xaraTtveiv, xXijpoj, trotpoixta, {jreraf, aupaierts,

pavTitrpcos, pCvog, truvTpi%&iv (Ps 49 [50] IS).
^
Again, not a_ few

expressions suggest that the writer of the Epistle was acquainted
with some books of the Apocrypha

—

a.liX<pbr>t$ (1 Mac twice,

4 Mac four times, in abstract sense), aQipuros, (2 Mac thrice,

3 Mac once), l-zitrxo-xos \pv%oJv (cf. Wis 1® 318)» xr/<rrsj? (Jtb once,

Sir once, 2 Mac thrice, 4 Mac twice), srpbyvao-i^ (Jth twice),

viroypapc.pc.os (2 Mac once). The three epithets aqdapros, apu
avros, apwepavros (1*) occur in Wisdom ; the combination ixKnru*
x. i£ipu.vvoLv (110) in 1 Mac 9s8.

(ii.) A rough analysis of the vocabulary of the
Epistle seems to reveal four main elements—

(

a

)

With one of these, that derived from the LXX, we
have already dealt, (b) There is the obvious
Christian element, examples of which are <piha-

8e\<pLa (cpiKd8e\<pos) 3 %a/)ur/4a. It is important to

remember that, though St. Paul’s Epistles are the
earliest evidence for the use of such words as these

in a specifically Christian sense, it does not follow

that their currency was due to him, or that a writer

who so uses them is proved thereby to be a literary

debtor to him. (c) There is a considerable number
of words and expressions in the Epistle which do
not occur elsewhere in the NT, ana which may be
briefly described as classical *

* For instances of verbal affinity with Philo see Salmon,
Introduction^ p. 505 f.
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They are—avxyxxirraSs (Plato), ccvadvene (Philo, Pint., Strabo),

IctriXoihcpiiv (Lcian., Plut.), ac7ri%s(rBa.i lxt6>j/xi£v (Plato), kuroytv-

ie-Bcci (Herod.), kiroBterts (Plato, Arist.= ‘ laying up ’), /3;cyy (Horn.),

ifjurXtxYi (Strabo), ixixd'kufi.fjue, (Menand.), olvetpXvyiet. (Xen., Arist.

;

verb LXX twice), (Horn., Hes., Pind.), otrxl&v (Herod.,

Thnc.), 6 xcCrptXyXvous %povo$, xx.Tpc'rapa.horof (Dion H., Diod.,

Inscriptions ; cf. Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien p. 94), xpoBC/jws

(Herod., Aesch.); cf. also ivvotec. (Plato, Arist., Polyb.) also in

LXX, He 412
, Umpa&fat (Xen., Hem., Arist.) found also in Lk 628.

(d) We notice in this Epistle a remarkable series

of "words for which there seems to be no earlier or

contemporary authority

—

dWorpLoeTrlcrKoiros, dp.apdv-

tlvos
,
avayevvav, aveKXakrjros, dwpoo’UTroX'fyinrTws, dpn-

yivvyres (found, however, in Lucian), apx^oL/arjy

(found, however, in 4 K 34 (Symm.) Test xii. Patri

.

Jud. 8), iyicofifiovaBcu., vep^%et iv ypa<f>y, irepldeais,

wpofuifffijpecrdaL, crBevovv,
crvvirp€<rj3vTepos, {/TroXifnr&veLV

(but in Dion. H. = * to fail ’).

The vocabulary, then, of the writer is a full

one, including as it does words representing the
several strata of the language. The proportion of

I

classical words is large ; so, too, is the list of words
of which there is little or no independent attesta-

tion. None, however, of those which come under
the last head strikes the reader as affected or odd.

Each is correctly formed. The meaning of all but
a very few words (e.tf. iTrepdrrpa. dAAormocxkr/coros)

is at once dear.
(iii. ) The general style, like the vocabulary, shows

that the writer within certain limits had a very
considerable appreciation of, and power over, the
characteristic usages of Greek.

The sentences are naturally linked to each other, and are

impeded, as a rule, by no special difficulties of construction.

They rise at times into a simple grandeur (e.g. I3*9- 17-21 221-25

5®-1®). Passing to matters of detail, we note a keen sense of the
significance of order, rhythm, and balance in the arrangement of

words

—

e.g. 3.

17*21 2ik* 2*1 (weip vflv) 42. 12 5**. Again, the
letter is marked by a fulness and deliberateness of expression

shown in (1) the writer's lore of putting a fact or a duty first

negatively and then positively, see 114. 18 23 2*6 3s. 9. 21 4^ 52c. •

(2) the skilful use of epithets and adverbial expressions, e.g.

I3.ia.22 22; (3) the expansion of a single idea by means of

synonyms—

I

4* 1W* 19 2s* u* 25 34. 8. 15. 22 41s 58. 10, Passages where
the use of allied but contrasted words adds force or delicacy to
the language are Is (rtrv.pr.u.ivr? . . . tppcvpovuivovi), 2* 37 (cw&t-

mmvrts . . - ffVvxXvipoviptAi), 4®-1® (ixvr§v? . . aXXnXov

s

. . . iccvToCi),

57 (<rijtr pdptttvttv uu.m ... arirrsa juuXti). The tenses are used with
marked exactness, and their force is often brought out by
contrast, 1® <pjxhvpcufjUyevs\ 1® ipSyrss), im-
(j&ftXsv, k‘Ttxa.Xvpb%)i

113 (e&vet^ue-kptiy^ vxfavrss'), (^XUjU.ivM,

fXtn&hvts\ 217 (r<u4r«Ti (the abstract rule), u.yxirS.Ts, <pofit~tr$t,

v*ju£n (the detailed fulfilment)), so also 213 (tirera-y^ri), 21® 31

(vxr*reurirefM*»t% 4i0 (sXetf&ov, otxzcvavvrss), 413 (x»ipin, xxpijn).
Again, the use of contrasted prepositions is often full of meaning,
l*(xxvkt hr, ik), 1® (xetret, tie, ho), Is (i», 11V ; iv, S*«), 121 (S/«, til),

S4 na.pk\ 318 (mft, v*ip). The meaning of the opening
mra^raph—the fulfilment of the Divine purpose in relation to
Messiah and the Gentiles—largely depends on the pregnant use
of the preposition tk (‘ reserved for,’ * destined for’) in l6* i°- n.

Again, it will be felt how much is involved in the double
contrast between the plural and the singular in 42 xvdpkrm
tmfhtMMSy BtXf.pwrt &sm (cf. Heracleon ap. Origen in Joan.
tom. xx. 24, viv hkptXfiv uij iru* biXv-ux xXX’ hrtBvpuas ; cf. also 6®

(vSv xXxpw . . . vm oFM/Ltnev)).

It is interesting to contrast this Epistle with the
Pauline Epistles in regard to the imagery used.
The figures are drawn from the associations of
birth, childhood

,
and family life (Is* 14* 17. 221. 22

),

nomadic life (l1* 17 211
), temple and worship (2

5 315
),

building (2*), the fields andpastoral life (1
4

(
24

) 52* 8
),

military life (l5 211 41
), paintbig (2

21
), working of

metals (l7 412
). The writer differs from St. Paul in

the lack of originality which his imagery shows

—

it is almost entirely derived from the OT : in the
narrowness of its range : in its simplicity and
brevity ; no metaphor is expanded or permitted to
lead on to side issues.

To sum up : the writer of the Epistle must have
been a diligent student of the LXX, and was satu-
rated with its language. In particular, it may he
noted that his mind is constantly recurring to the
Bk. of Proverbs. There is also reason for think-
ing that he was acquainted with some books of the
Apocrypha. The nature and range of his vocabu-
lary shows that he had considerable knowledge of,
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and power over, the resources of the Greek lan*

guage ; and this conclusion is confirmed when jve

note the delicacy and accuracy of his perception in

regard to the rhythmical arrangement of words, the
use of synonyms, and the management of tenses
prepositions, etc. At the same time, there is nc
sign of any conscious effort after effect. We do
not find here the trained rhetoric of the writer to
the Hebrews, the impetuous, unstudied, eloquence
of St. Paul, or the epigrammatic conciseness of St.

James. Viewing the Epistle from a purely literary-

standpoint, we find its merit in the exact correspond-
ence between its spirit and its form. The simple
impressive language is the spontaneous expression
of the writer’s tender persuasiveness and calm logic.

IV. The Readers to whom the Epistle was
PRIMARILY ADDRESSED, AND THEIR CIRCUM-
STANCES.—The Epistle is addressed to the Chris-
tians in the four Roman provinces which together
coincided with the region which hears the modem
name of Asia Minor. It has, indeed, been lately
urged (Deissmann, Bibelstudien p. 244) that no
letter, properly so called, could he addressed to
communities scattered over so vast a district ; the
circulation of such an Epistle, it is said, would have
taken up many years of the life of the messenger.
Such a position, however, leaves out of sight the
wonderful facilities for travel which Rome had
created throughout the empire, as well as the fact

that in St. Paul we have an instance of a Christian
missionary who did plan and execute rapid tours
of visitation over large districts (cf. e.g. Ac 1541-
165 1822*- (cf. 191

) 1921). Moreover, since the letter

does not deal, as many of St. Paul’s Epistles do,

with controversy or business, or with matters of

pressing local or personal importance, there would
be no need for the messenger to deliver it immedi-
ately to all those to whom it was addressed. It

would be sufficient if he communicated it to the
several Churches in the provinces, as in the course
of time he reached them. See also below, § 6.

From the question of their home we turn to the
problem of their past. Is the letter addressed to
those who had been converted to Christ from
Judaism or from heathenism? The opinion that
its readers were Jews by birth was held (as we
infer from his language about St. Peter’s travels)

by Origen (quoted by Eus. HE III. i.), by Didymus
of Alexandria, by Eusebius {HE in. iv. 2), and by
the Greek Fathers generally. This consensus of
ancient opinion was followed by many scholars
between the Revival of Learning and the present
century—Erasmus, Calvin, Grotius, and Bengel.
Among critics of the last half century it has won
the constant and earnest support of B. Weiss {e.g.

Der petrinische Lehrbegriff, 1855, p. 99 ff. ; Introd.
to NT, 1888, vol. ii. p. 137 ff., Eng. tr.), and recently
of Kiihl in his commentary in the Weiss-Meyer
series. The two last mentioned scholars, it should
he added, maintain their view as to the readers of
the Epistle in close connexion with their conclusion
as to the early date of the Epistle (see below).
On the other hand, in ancient times Augustine (c.

Faust, xxii. 89; Enarr. in Ps. 140 (147) 9) and
Jerome (adv. Jovinian. I30) held that the Epistle
was addressed to Gentile Christians, though m de
Virr. Illust. 1 the latter follows Origen in speak-
ing of the apostle’s 4 prsedicationem dispersionis
eorum qui de eireumcisione crediderant in Ponto ’

;

and for this view recent critics of all schools have
given a practically unanimous vote.

A brief examination of Kfihl’s arguments will serve to bring
into prominence some important points. (1) The word S<a-
trvopxs in the salutation, it is said, is decisive ; it must point to
‘Jewish settlements ’ (cf. Ja l1)—an argument which com inced
ancient opinion. As against this interpretation no stress can
be laid on the absence of the article before hxmeopxs ; for in
such a formula as a salutation prefixed to a letter the article it
frequently omitted. The following considerations, however.
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seem to have decisive force on the other side, (a) In the clause
itself the words xapixfo/ipei and haa-xopa, are kindred to each
other, both dealing primarily with the manner of man’s life on
earth. Smce the former is here used in a metaphorical sense
(cf. I1? 2*1

), it would be harsh to take the latter literally.

(b) The opening and the close of the Epistle cannot be inter-
preted independently of each other. There is an intentional
correspondence between them. The phrase ixXtx-roU <*a,p-

tmbyptcts &/<* a
- ini1answers to v «v Bos&v\Sju ffovtxhixrv

in 513. The word hxcxopx and the name Bcc&v>.m (=Rome, see
art. Babylon in NT and, both published since that art. was
written, Hort, 1 Peter pp. 6, 167 ££., and Zahn, Einl. ii. p. 19 ff.) are
both expressions taken from the vocabulary created by Jewish
history and afterwards transferred to the Christian Church.
(c) Elsewhere in the Epistle language primarily applied to
Israel is used of the Christian Church, see especially 29. (d) The
Epistle itself^supplies a comment on 'hux.xxtpd. used metaphori-
cally in 59 iy tw xctr/xu yti&Jv otJhtXipoT^'u

; compare Jn ll52,

DidacM x. 6." These considerations further exclude Salmon’s
suggestion (Introdfi p. 442), that ‘the Epistle was written to
members of the Roman Church whom Nero’s persecution bad
dispersed to seek safety in the provinces ’—a suggestion which
is also open to the objection that, while it is natural and
intelligible to use a recognized term in a metaphorical sense, it

cannot he said to be either natural or intelligible to give it a
special application unless that application is explained or in
some way indicated by the context. (2) The use of the OT
without note of quotation in cases where the force of the words
as proof depends on their recognition as derived from the OT,
presupposes a familiarity with the OT which converts from
heathenism would not possess. To this it may be replied

—

(a) that the Epistle containsno argumentative passage, and that
a writer might well enforce an exhortation by an appeal to OT
language which his readers would not fully appreciate ; more-
over, it is not denied that in the Churches of Asia Minor there
was an element of Jewish converts ; (b) that the force of Kuhl’s
argument depends almost entirely on his further supposition
that the Epistle is addressed to recent converts (see below).

(3) Kiihl adduces certain passages as proving the Jewish descent
of those addressed. The words of Hosea quoted in 219 were
originally spoken to Jews; it is natural, therefore, it is said,

that St. Peter should re-apply them to the Jews. In 2s5 Kiihl
pleads that the correlative terms V,n jrXecv^puvoi and txurrpoc.$vi*t

imply that those addressed had lapsed—an assertion not true
of Gentiles. But Kuhl’s interpretation of both these passages
assumes a general apostasy on the part of the Jews of file

Dispersion, for which, in fact, we have not the slightest evi-

dence. In regard to 2s5
,
even if the idea of a return is pressed

(but see Ac life 15®- 19
,
1 Th l9), the original relation of man to

God may well have been in the apostle’s mind here as in 4*9

(mtrra xrferry
; cf. e.g. Ac l?26*’, Coll29 a,x

o

xxu,Ta)>.Xu,%a.i). Again,
In reference to 36, Kuhl argues that Gentile women would
become Sarah’s childrenby conversion to Christ, and that there-
fore of none but Jewish women could it be said that they
became so * by well-doing.* But, even if the common punctua-
tion of the passage is adopted, the words may very’ -well mean,
4 whose children you (Gentile) women proved yourselves by well-

doing’ (see Hort on ife, p. 71). There is, however, much to be
said for making the clause ak ~2xppce, . . . rixva a parenthesis,
and taking »yce,6oxciovcrcu x.r.K as co-ordinate with uxoTcarro-

fMvea.

On the other hand, there are passages of two kinds which
only by repeated acts of exegetical violence can be construed
as applicable to Jews. (1) Passages scattered throughout the
Epistle dealing with the past moral condition of those addressed,
lfe (cf. Ac 1730, Gal 48, Eph 418), 118 (cf. Ro l^Eph 41?

;
on

xccTpoxotpctSoTov see Hort’s note), l2*4 (for t« 18vv in an ethical
sense see 1 Th 45, Eph 211 i17 ; note also Zevt&vroti—-heathen
neighbours would not wonder if Jews did not join in their
idolatrous immoralities). (2) The opening paragraph (l3-12),
where the contrast between ‘us ’(writer and readers alike, l3)
and * you * (cf. Eph l12f-), and still more the emphatic and remark-
able language used about ‘you * as persons for whom the bless-

ings of the gospel were destined in God’s purpose, and whom
they had at length reached (l6* 19* 12, cf. I25), seem to imply
the fundamental conception of the admission into the family of
God of the long-excluded Gentiles (see Hort’s notes on 13-12).

Further, the negative argument in this case is of considerable
weight. The writer is silent on many topics on which almost
inevitably be would have dwelt had he been speaking as a Jew
to Jews. Then he does not, like St. James, draw out the moral
teaching of the Law ; nor, like the writer to the Hebrews, does
he concern himself with the spiritual interpretation of the
ancient histories, and of the ritual of the old covenant. He
ever takes occasion by a reference to ‘ the Fathers ’ to allude to
the gl Dries of Israelitish ancestry and its manifold significance

for a Christian Jew (see Ac 313.25 530 72. 38 1317.32 2214, He 11,

cf. Ro 93fc). In short, the contrast between our Epistle (both in

matter and manner) and those apostolic speeches and Epistles

which are addressed to Jews, and, we may add, those parts of

St. Paul’s Epistles in which he turns to the Jewish element in
the Churches to which he writes, is by itself a cogent reason for

rejecting the theory that the Epistle was primarily addressed to
Jewish Christians.

To sum up : the Acts supplies evidence that in

many churches within the provinces enumerated
in 1 P l1 there was a considerable Jewish element,

and there is no reason for supposing that the other

churches comprehended in the salutation differed

from these in character. Such converts from
Judaism would be especially alive to the meaning
of the allusions to OT language so frequent in the
Epistle. All considerations, however, point de-
cisively to the conclusion that St. Peter had in his

mind predominantly, though probably not exclu-
sively, Gentile readers.

We pass to the evidence supplied by the Epistle
as to the more recent history and the present condi-
tion of its readers. They owed their conversion to
more than one evangelist (l 12

). That they were
newly-made converts is certainly not implied by
the injunction ws dprLyivvTjra. fipi<pr) rb \ojlkov adokov
ydXa iirnrodric-are (2

2
; cf. 1 Co 14-20

; Hermas, Sim.
ix. 29) ; the habit of responding to their true
spiritual instincts was a lifelong duty. And, on
the contrary, there are indications that they had
been Christians for some considerable time. St.

Peter assumes that there were Christian presbyters
in the communities addressed, and, moreover, that
these elders were exposed to temptations arising
from official routine, and from motives of sordid
greed and of ambition—temptations which would
hardly assail men watching over the first stages of

the growth of infant churches. Further, the apostle
implies that sufficient time has elapsed since his
readers became Christians for them to have become
a marked body among their heathen neighbours,
and to have had experience of the difficulties and
dangers inseparable from such a position.

What was the nature of these perils ? On our
answer to this question depends our view as to the
date of the Epistle, and consequently, to a large
extent, as to its general character and meaning.
Does the letter presuppose that its readers were
the victims of a persecution organized or authorized
by the State ? And, if so, is there evidence that
this persecution was of a kind unknown in the ?

year A.D. 64?
It will be convenient to consider the second of

these two questions first. The passage on which
the answer depends is 415f

*, and three points in
regard to it claim attention, (a) In view of the
evidence now available, it seems unreasonable to
question St. Luke’s statement that 4 the disciples

were first called Christians at Antioch’ shortly
before the year A.D. 44, still more unreasonable to

doubt its currency at Rome at least some little

time before the Neronian persecution* (see Lighfc-

foot, Ignatius i. p. 400 S’.
; Zahn, Einl. ii. p. 40 ff.;

also art. Christian in vol. i. p. 384 ffi). The name
Christian, then, does not in itself suggest a date
later than 64. (6) But ‘ the Epistle seems to refer

directly to the edict of Trajan, which has a place
in Pliny’s correspondence, if the difficult word
dWoTpioeiri<ncoTros points to the delator 9

(Jiilicher,

Einl. p. 135 ; cf. Holtzmann, Einl. p. 494). But,
even if the essential idea of delator were not absent
from the word dXXoTpioeiriffKovos, the passage itself

refutes this view. For, since the first three
offences are mentioned in the inverse order of

their heinousness—murder, theft, ill-doing (on the
last see Hort, p. 135 f.)—the fourth place in the
series could not be assigned to so vile an offence as

that of the delator . Moreover, the if chy before
aXhorpioETrlcTKOTros, contrasted with the previous

if . . . if, marks the transition to a different kind of

offence. All the requirements of the passage are
satisfied if we suppose that three legal offences are

* Two possibilities must be borne in mind, (a) Luke does
not say that the name Christian was first invented at this time,
but that it was now first used of ‘ the disciples.' It may have
been applied to the Jews at Antioch earlier, and thus it may be
a part of the inheritance which passed to Christianity from
Judaism. (6) It may have been used of ‘the disciples’ inde-

ndently at different places, especially if it was already appueii
Jews. There is, however, nothing strange in a speedy im-

portation of the nickname from the Syrian Antioch to Rome
(cf. Juv. Hi. 62).
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spoken of, then a social fault. The word itself,

when examined, confirms this view. It is best
illustrated by Epictetus, Encheir. iii. 22 (quoted
by Zahn, Einl. ii. p. 39), oi5 ykp rk dXXSrpca 7roXu-

TTpayfiove? [i.e. the Cynic] 6rav rk avOpumva iirLcr-

koitt}, dXXk rk I'dia, and lior. Sat. ii. 3. 19, ‘aliena
negotia euro Excussus propriis’—the former pas-

sage being a protest against, the latter a playful
pleading guilty to, the charge often brought
against the philosophers of busying themselves with
their neighbours’ concerns. The Christians, in their
first zeal for the Divine law of purity and love,

would be apt to be betrayed into an exasperating
officiousness, into making a vain attempt to set

the world around them to rights. Such a social

indiscretion would not bring them within the law,
but it would most surely involve them in much
suffering—hence such apostolic precepts as Col 46

,

Eph 515 (cf. I Th 4U
,
2 Th 311

). The word dXXorpLo-

ento-KOTof, then, appears to show that the word
Traurx&r<a has a wider reference than to punishments
inflicted by a magistrate (cf. 219f

-). (c) A distinction
is drawn between the proceedings against Chris-
tians under Nero in A.D. 64 and those which took
place at a later time. In the earlier period, it is

said, Christians suffered not as Christians but as
those who were proved guilty of crime. In the
later period the name Christian itself ensured con-
demnation. No evidence, it is allowed, is extant
as to the time when the earlier procedure gave
place to the later. The transition had taken
place before the correspondence of Trajan and
Pliny ; it possibly took place as early as Vespasian’s
reign. The language of 1 P 415f

-, it is urged, pre-

supposes the circumstances of the later period,
when a Christian suffered as a Christian. But
surely this conclusion is due to a confusion of

thought. It is obviously true that such language
could be used by a Christian teacher after, but it

by no means follows that it could not be used
before, the alleged change in the attitude of the
State towards the Church. For even if it be
granted that in the eyes of the law each Christian
who suffered in Nero’s gardens suffered as a con-
victed incendiary, yet in the eyes of his fellow-
believers he suffered for Christ ; and when once the
nickname Christian had become a current term,
the phrase * to suffer as a Christian ’ would become
a natural synonym of the older phrases c to suffer for

Christ ’ or ‘ for the name of Christ 9 (Mt 249
, Lk 2112

,

Ac 541 916 1526 2113
, Ph l29).

It is, moreover, open to serious question whether
the evidence implies any essential difference be-
tween the proceedings under Nero and those under,
e.g., Trajan. All that we know of the Neronian
persecution is derived from the somewhat rhetorical
account in Tacitus (Ann. xv. 44), one brief sentence
of Suetonius (Eero 16), and the allusion in Clement’s
Epistle. To the present writer, the evidence seems
to point clearly to the conclusion that in A.D. 64 at
Rome the Christians suffered legally for their re-

ligion. The reasons for this view are briefly these

:

(1) It would have ill-suited Nero’s position to
throw the blame of the great fire on persons who
would have to be proved guilty of incendiarism
before they were punished. We must surely con-
clude that he adopted the simple and sensible
plan of slaking the public thirst for vengeance by
the dramatic punishment of an unpopular class of
people on whom he could shift the odium of being
the authors of the fire, but who could be legally
condemned without more ado as the votaries of a
religio illicita. ‘The legal grounds for inter-

ference were in existence from the first, and no
special edict was needful’ (Harnack, Die Chronol.

p. 454 n. ; cf. Lightfoot, Ignatius i. p. 11; West-
cott’s Essay on ‘ The Church and the World ’ (in

Epistles of St. John)). (2) The language of Tacitus

is quite consistent with, even if it does not require,

this interpretation of the situation. Thus, in re-

gard to the clause ‘ Primuin correpti qui fatebantur,’

the whole context refutes the idea that the con-

fession was of incendiarism. The meaning can

only he ‘fatebantur se esse Christianos.’ The
admission of Christianity was the turning-point

of their case. Again, in the following
.

clause

(‘ Multitude ingens baud perinde in crimine in-

cendii quam odio humani generis conuicti sunt’)

the word conuicti ,
which appears to imply judicial

investigation of detailed criminal
^
charges, is a

conjecture for the MB reading coniuncti—a word
which may justly be thought to be more in

Tacitus’ manner than the prosaic conuicti. Nor
can the phrase ‘ odium humani generis ’ be taken

as naturally pointing to illegal actions or conduct.

It has a close parallel in the phrase which Tacitus

uses in his description of the Jews (Hist, v, 5),

aduersus omnes alios hostile odium. Jews and
Christians would alike hold aloof from the social

life of pagans ; they would alike rebuke by their

conduct, if not by their words, the idolatries and
the profligacies of their neighbours. If the Roman
Christians used such words as we find in St. Paul’s

Roman Epistle (e.g. Ro l18 29f
-), they might easily

he represented as ‘haters of the human race.*

(3) The words of Suetonius (‘affiicti suppliciis

Christian!, genus hominum superstitionis nouse ac
malefic®’) are most naturally interpreted as

asserting that Christians suffered as Christians .

Moreover, if Nero was the first to act on the
essential illegality of their position, and so stamped
Christianity as illegal, the historian had a good
reason for placing his notice of the fact among
various police regulations. If, on the other hand,
they were condemned not for their Christianity

hut for their criminal actions (real or supposed),

there would be nothing new about the procedure

—

nothing to differentiate their case from that of

criminals generally. (4) It is difficult to suppose
that the ingens multitudo (cf. toXt> irXydos, Clem.),

including, according to Clement, matrons and girls

and slaves, were one and all convicted of criminal

actions. Their condemnation as votaries of an
illegal religion, especially in a time of excitement
and panic, would be an easy and expeditious

matter (cf. Tac. Ann. ii. 85 ; Suet. Claud. 25).

So far, then, it appears (a) that the somewhat
scanty evidence as to the Neronian persecution
does not support the theory, that it differed

essentially from later persecutions in regard to

the method of procedure against the Christians;
(b) that, if such a difference were proved to exist,

the language of 1 P would be as natural from the
pen of a Christian teacher in the earlier as in the
later period.

We are thus brought to the question—What was
the nature of the sufferings to which those to
whom the Epistle was addressed, like their fellow-

Christians throughout the world (5
9
), were exposed!

Were they the victims of a persecution directed by
the State ? ‘The clearest point,’ writes Dr. Rcrt
(p. 1), ‘is that [the Epistle] was written during a
time of rising persecution to men suffering under
it’; and he suggests that this was either ‘the
persecution begun by Nero, or a secondary per-
secution arising from that,’ or a persecution
eculiar to Asia Minor, ‘ independent of any
nown persecution bearing an emperor’s name,

and perhaps even a little earlier than Nero’s
persecution’ (p. 3 f. ), adding that the language
about the emperor and his officers (2

18ff
*) is in

favour of the second of these two alternatives.
‘ The Christian congregations,’ says Julicher
(Einl. p. 135 ;

cf. Harnack, Die Chronol. p. 453),
‘ and that throughout the whole world, have now
to endure bitter suffering, to bear the fie ry proving
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of tlieir faith (4
12

)

—

a trial so bitter that now the
end of all things cannot be far off (4

7 17
) . . . The

period of systematic persecutions has begun.’ On
the other hand, Zahn (Einl. ii. p. 34) finds it hard
to comprehend how a * persecution of the Christian
confession, regulated by the imperial power or by
the magistracy, can be discovered in the Epistle.’

A decision between views so diametrically opposed
can be arrived at only by an examination of the
Epistle itself. The passages bearing on the ques-
tion may be conveniently considered under the
following heads :

—

(1) 47 (‘the end of all things is at hand'). This phrase is a
commonplace with those (e.g. Julicher, Harnack) who insist

that the Christians of Asia Minor were enduring the extreme
bitterness of persecution. The context, however, gives no
countenance at all to the supposition that the expectation of

the end was connected in the wnter’s mind with the cruelty of

the Church's sufferings. He draws from the expectation the
lesson, not of patience hut of devout sobriety—a duty dealt
with also in the preceding context.

(2) l6f- 412f- (two very kindred passages speaking of ‘the

proving of faith ’) The language in the former of these passages,
an echo of Ja l2f., is quite general («» votxiXois vupu.irfjt.mi). In

the other passage the word srCpa><rtey derived from Pr 2721 (where
it is parallel to hxipuov), emphasizes, not the intensity of the
suffering but its testing and proving nature, and thus the
English equivalent 'the fiery trial’ (AV, RV), as commonly
understood, suggests misleading associations.* It should be
remembered that the locus classicus on vuthuu in the NT (He
127fr.) i8 addressed to men who had ‘ not yet resisted unto
blood.’ The words which follow about participation in ‘the

sufferings of the Christ,’ while they imply the idea of trials

endured for His sake, do not go beyond such passages as 2 Co
is 410, Ph 129 Col 124 (cf. Ro 818, 2 Co 417). With these two
passages may be associated 68f., where the devil is regarded as

the author of suffering to the faithful, but where the point of

the reference lies, not in the greatness of those sufferings but in

the possibilities of spiritual declension which they involve.

(3) 2*9f- 814. 17 415. 19 glO. in this group of passages ‘ suffering*

for Christ’s sake is undoubtedly spoken of. But vaurvuv (ct.

1 Th 214, 2 Th 1», Gal 34) is an inclusive word ; in 22® it is a
synonym of xoXx^eerOoa.

(4)
212 39.10 44.14 Prom these passages it appears that

slanders and insults had a prominent place among these

‘sufferings.’

(6) 3101 . 17. The form of these hypothetical sentences (r<s 0

xotxixrm . . . J
otXX' u xou tratryeirt [not si vottr%sr$], and u diXoi

[not OsXsi]
; cf. si Itov 16) makes it clear that the writer regards

suffering for Christ as no more than a possibility for at least

some of those whom he is addressing. Such language is incon-

sistent with the hypothesis that a general persecution, organized

by the government, was raging fiercely.

(0) 315 4l5f.. Both these passages are very frequently supposed

to deal with the relation of Christians and Roman magistrates.

But in neither case can this reference he sustained.^ On 4i5f see

above. In 31® (hotpool he) vpbs &.troXoytaov voovr) tS xWovvti x.t.X.)

1 the word vatvr) as well as the expression cu™ vpatiryros

tpbfiov show that the injunction deals with the general inter-

course of the Christians with their pagan neighbours (cf. Col

4® vms Ss7 uums hi Ixhtrrm ctvoxplvstrQoti).

(7)
2iaff‘ The passage is an echo of St. Paul’s words in Ro

131k. But in place of the general language of Ro (i%ov<rloc,t

vvtpi%6vcraLi ... eel outran l^ovtrtxt ... of c&pxovrti) we have in 1 P
a clear and detailed reference to the imperial government—‘the

emperor (putnXtOs),’ * provincial governors sent by him (yyspeovts

h' acurou vepovoptevot).’ Moreover, St. Peter’s description of the

purpose of the existing central government as being (on one side)

the ‘commendation' of ‘well-doers’ goes considerably beyond

the earlier dictum of St. Paul (ro hyocObv vow, xui tgi/s Ivuivov

{£ etlrrijs)

;

and this description he still further emphasizes by the

explanation—1 thus (i.e. in accordance with His xr/e-ts— the

Divine institution of civil government) it is the will of God,

that by well-doing men silence the ignorance of those who are

senseless.' To this passage must be added the other passages

in the Epistle where the writer speaks in a tone of unwavering

hopefulness as to the effect of ityetOovouot on the heathen world

(212 81.16). St. Paul wrote Ro 13 when he still regarded the

Roman State as ‘the restraining power,’ and still looked to the

Empire as the protector of the Church. That a Christian

teacher, wrinng from Rome after Nero's attack on the Church

to fellow-Ohristians in the provinces, should adopt St. Paul s

language, only making it more explicit and emphasizing its

hopefulness, seems inconceivable. How impossible such a

position at that time would have been, is clear when with the

paragraph in 1 P we compare the symbolism of the Apocalypse

—the beast and the harlot seated on the seven hills, ‘drunken

with the blood of the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs

of JesuB ’ (Rev 176- 9
).

To sura up s the passage last considered affords

strong reason for thinking that the storm of the

* Of. Didachdxvl 6, r&r V xrttris &v9p&vuvsis rh vvpumv

<rijf iax/uour/oiS, xot) <rxot>vi&Xjr0$rovrett voXXoix.r.X. The previous

^ontexespeaks of the advent of the ‘world-deceiver.
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Neronian persecution had not as yet swept over

the Church at Home, and that no persecuting
policy against the Church had been adopted by
the Homan magistrates in Asia Minor. Not a
word is found in the Epistle about men shedding
their blood or laying down their lives for the
gospel. None of the passages in any of the above
groups, as we have seen, contains any reference to,

or hint of, an organized persecution. But it needs
only a little reflexion in the light of actual history
to convince us how much of the keenest suffering

the confession of Christ must have cost these

Asiatic Christians, though the State had not as

yet become tlieir enemy. They were called upon
to face violence, slander, the severance of social

and family ties, worldly ruin. In the earliest

days of their missionary activity St. Paul and
Barnabas frankly told their converts—did. ttoXX&p

dXltyeow dec rjjuds elo’eXdect' els riju fiaacXetav rov 6eov

(Ac 1422 ). Such tribulations were not confined to

the Churches of Asia Minor. It was well that St.

Peter, out of his wider experience at Home * and
elsewhere, should remind them that these suffer-

ings were the lot of the Christian brotherhood
everywhere (5

9
).

Y. Authorship and Date.—It will be con-

venient to preface the discussion of these questions

with a tabular statement (founded on that given

by Holtzmann, Einl. p. 318 ff.) of the different

views held by representative critics.

I. On the Assumption of the Authenticity of the Epistle; (1)

c. 54 a.d. (before St. Paul’s sojourn at Ephesus)—B. Weiss,

Kuhl. (2) During the later period of St. Paul’s activity before his

imprisonment—B. Bruckner. (3) 59 or 60—Gloag. (4) c. 62

(during St. Paul’s imprisonment at Rome)—Steiger, Guericke,
Bleek, Wieseler. (5) Shortly before the Neronian persecution—
Hofmann, Renan, F. 0. Cook, Zahn. (6) c. 65 (or a little later)—
e.g. Eichhorn, de Wette, Neander, Grimm, Huther, Sieffert,

Ewald, Wiesinger, Usteri; probably the majority of English

scholars, e.g. Plumptre, Salmon, Farrar, Sanday (apparently;

Expositor
,
June 1893, p. 411), Hort (not earlier than 62, prob-

ably after Neronian persecution), Lightfoot (‘ probably written

not earlier than the summer of 64, Clement ii. p. 499). (7)

70-80, Ramsay (who would assign 80 as the probable date.

The Ch. and the Empire p. 279 ff.), Swete (preferring apparently

the first half of the decade, St. Mark p. xviif.).

II. On the Assumption of the Spuriousness of the Epistle : (1)

Under Domitian (81-96)—Scholten, von Soden (92-96), Harnack
(83-93, but possibly one or even two decades earlier than 83,

Die Chronol. p. 454), McGiffert (about 90) (2) Under Trajan

(98-117)—Schwegler, Baur, Keim, Lipsius, Pfleiderer, Hausrath,

W. Bruckner, Hilgenfeld, S. Davidson, Julicher (about 100).

(3) Under Hadrian (117-138)—Zeller. (4) 140-147—Volkmar.

The difficulties involved in the theory that the

Epistle is spurious may be conveniently considered

first. They are many, and of various kinds. A close

study of the document itself reveals no motive,

theological, controversial, or historical, which ex-

plains it as a forgery (cf. Harnack, Di& Chronol.

p. 456 f.). It denounces no heresy. It supports no

special system of doctrine. It contains no rules as

to Church life or organization. Its references to

the words and the life of Christ are unobtrusive.

It presents no picture of any scene in St. Peter’s

earlier life, and does not connect itself with any
of the stories current in the early Church about

his later years. Why, moreover, should a forger,

with all the world to choose from, select so strangely

wide a district, four provinces, as the supposed des-

tination of the letter, and why should he mention

them in an order (on this supposition) so chaotic

and so inexplicable? Why should he represent

Silvanus as the amanuensis or the bearer of St.

Peter’s letter, though in the Acts he nowhere

appears as in any way connected with that

apostle, but both in the Acts and in three Epistles

* When St. Paul first arrived at Rome, the Jews at Rome tell

him that they know that ‘everywhere this sect is spoken

against’ (Ac 2822). The language of Tacitus (Ann. xv. 44)

cfearly implies that before the Neronian persecution Christians

were regarded at Rome with feelings of hatred and horror—

‘quos per flagitia inuisos uolgus Ohristianos appellabat . .

* aduersus sontes et nouissima exempla meritos.’
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(1 and 2 Th, 2 Co) as the companion of St. Paul ?

Why, above all, should a forger give to Pauline
thoughts and to Pauline language a prominent place

in an Epistle bearing the name of St. Peter?
These difficulties do not appear less formidable
when we review the theories of those critics who
have attempted to meet them. The Tubingen
school, indeed, had a clear and concise answer to

the question why a Pauline element is found in a
Petrine Epistle. The letter, in their view, is a
Unionsschrift (see Holtzmann, JEinl. p. 316),

celebrating the agreement of the two parties in

the Church which bore the names of the two

f
eat apostles. ‘But that theory/ to quote
arnack’s verdict {Die Chronol. p. 456, cf. p.

vii ff. ), ‘is admittedly profoundly shaken in general,

and in particular it is refuted in its application to

1 Peter/ We turn at once to three recent theories.

(a) Von Soden {Hand-Commentar zum NT iii. 2,

B
117), putting the letter in the last four years of

omitian’s reign, suggests that Silvanus was the
author of the Epistle (5

12
) : that, however, instead

of speaking in his o\Vn name, he makes St. Peter,

the glorious martyr (5
1
), utter words of encourage-

ment to Churches among which the apostle had
himself once worked ; that, conscious what judg-

ment the apostle had formed of him, he ventures
to add the testimony to himself mcrrov &8e\(f>ov

a>s \oytfopuu ; that he perhaps derived his right to

speak in the apostle’s name from his own position

as an dirSaroXos (1 Th 2s
) and a prophet (Ac X532 ).

A theory burdened with such complicated improba-
bilities hardly merits serious discussion.

{b) Jiilicher {Einl. p. 134 ff.) holds that the letter

was written about the year 100. In view of 518

and of the author’s familiarity with St. Paul’s
Epistle to the Romans, he conjectures that he
was a Roman Christian. In spite of its obvious
* catholic ’ character, the letter is addressed to the
five provinces of Asia Minor; and Jiilicher finds

an explanation of this fact in the supposition that
the writer was a native of Asia Minor, and thus
had a natural interest in the brethren of that
region. He had, it is clear, an intimate knowledge
of St. Paul’s writings; but, when he wanted to give
an apostolic authority to his own words, he refrained
from using the name of that apostle, partly from
motives of reverence and partly that he might not
tear open again wounds which were now half
healed. It is clear that this special view of the
composition of the Epistle is open to all, or to
nearly all, the objections mentioned above as

generally valid against the supposition of its

spuriousness.
(c) Harnack {Chronol. p. 457 ff.) draws a distinc-

tion between the opening and closing sentences (l lf-

512ff
*) and, on the other hand, the main body of the

Epistle (l8-5n). The latter—whether originally a
letter or not, there is no evidence to determine—is

the work of ‘ some prominent teacher and confessor,

who, possibly writing from Rome, and, it may be,

a prisoner there, was certainly so familiar with
Pauline Christianity that he could move about
within its area with perfect freedom/ * The date of

this document, which to us is a fragment, lies be-

tween 83-93, but may conceivably he some 20 years
earlier. The opening and closing sentences, on the
other hand, Harnack, modifying a suggestion first

put forward by him in his edition of the Didache
(p. 106 n.), considers to have been added between
A.D. 150 and 175. He further discovers resem-
blances in style between these sentences and
2 Peter, the earliest document in which our Epistle
is quoted as the work of St. Peter, and indulges
the suspicion that the clauses which now begin and

* McGiffert (History of Christianity in the Apost. Age p. 699)
conjectures that the writer of the Epistle was Barnabas. He I

accepts HamaoVa theory of interpolation. I
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end 1 Peter are the work of the same author as

2 Peter.

Harnack (p. 458 ft.) urges that his view as to lif 512ff* Is con-

firmed by four arguments. (1) These sentences can without

loss be removed from the document. But , on this principle, all

Epistles might profitably be curtailed at both ends. (2) Thes*.

sentences are poor in style, and present various difficulties. But
it is only natural that the beginning and the close of a letter

should be simple and plain in style, and Harm ck’s objection to

the phrase els utrocxoviv %«.) px.v<ucrpt.ov dly.ot.ras ’lycrou X.pttrrov (l2)

is due to a want of appreciation of the words (see below, p. 791).

Further, the existence of ambiguities in those parts of a letter

which deal with personal matters is often a strong proof ot

its authenticity. The writer of a letter assumes on the part

of his correspondents a knowledge of personal facts, obvious

enough at the tune, but soon forgotten. Moreover, any gaps

in such knowledge the bearer of a letter would be trusted

to fill up. (3) The motive of such additions lay in a sense

of the instructiveness of the document, and the feeling that

words so full of edification must be apostolic. Phenomena
not wholly dissimilar are found in connexion with other docu-

ments— ‘ Ephesians,’ Ep. Barnabas, the so-called Second Ep. of

Clement. But the first assertion suggests no answer to the

question why the fragment
v
should be assigned to St. Peter and

not rather to St. Paul, withwhose writings it has obvious points

of contact. In regard to the second assertion, the reply is

obvious. The documents adduced fail as parallels, both in other

respects and especially just in the crucial point, viz. the addi-

tion to a document of sentences containing details geographical

and personal, which are, as they stand, obscure, and are alto-

gether lacking in picturesque precision. (4) Tradition favours

the hypothesis. No writer before Irenseus quotes the letter as

that of St. Peter. On the reception of the Epistle in the

Church see above.
Harnack’s hypothesis is open to serious objections, based

on the internal evidence of the document itself and on exter-

nal evidence. In the first place, what was the character of

the document (i.e. 13-510)? It was not a treatise
,

for it is

hortatory throughout. Was it, then, like the so-called Second
Epistle of Clement, a homily ? This is in the highest degree

improbable, partly because of its close resemblances to St. Paul’s

Epistles
,
especially of the opening paragraph—suXeyvros o Otoe

XU4 zccrvip X.r. A. (I3)—to the opening paragraph of 2 Co and
‘Ephesians’; partly because of the great variety of topics dealt

with—a procedure natural in a letter, but ill-suited to a sermon

;

partly because the language is general, and there is an absolute

lack of any such reference to the immediate surroundings or the
special circumstances of his hearers as we should expect in the
words of a preacher; partly because the whole tone of the
document produces the impression that the teacher is not face

to face with those whom he is addressing—note especially the
phrase xpicrfivrtpovs ovv £v vffiv iru.ptx.xa.Xu (5*). If, then, the docu-
ment was neither a treatise nor a homily, it must have been a
letter ;

and, if a letter, it must originally have included, if not
some personal message, at least some form of salutation. We
must therefore suppose either that the interpolator deliberately

excised the original beginning or ending* or both, or that the
document came into his hands in a mutilated form. This last

hypothesis, so far as the initial salutation is concerned, is highly
improbable; for the first leaf of the MS must have contained
much more of the letter than the customary brief words of

salutation, and the paragraph which must have immediately
followed the salutation (1*= ) is extant. In the second place, the
difficulties arising from the consideration of internal evidence
are increased when external evidence is taken into account.
The main body of the Epistle, as Harnack admits (p. 461 f.), was
known to Clement (probably), Polycarp, and Papias. The Epistle

therefore must have been widely circulated before the time of

the supposed interpolator. How are we to account, then, fos

these widely- circulated (uninterpolated) copies having disap-

peared, leaving no posterity ; while all known MSS and versions,

all MSS used by Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, Irenseus, and
all other early writers who quote the Epistle as the work of St.

Peter, must have descended from a single ancestor—the copy,
that is, in which the additions at the beginning and the end
were made about the middle of the 2nd cent. ?* The improba-
bilities involved in Harnack’s hypothesis are many and great.

It is important, because it essentially belongs to a period of

transition. It is the product, on the one hand, of the linger'
ing influence of an older criticism, too thoroughly bent upon
negative results to retain much delicacy of perception ; and, on
the other hand, of a keen literary and spiritual sense of the
significance of a writer’s matter and manner. His own words
(p. 464 „f.) are remarkable, and appropriately conclude this
section :

* If the hypothesis here brought forward should prove
erroneous, I should more readily prevail upon myself to regard
the improbable as possible and to claim the Epistle for Peter
himself, than to suppose that a Pseudo-Petrus wrote our frag-

ment as it now stands, from the first Verse to the last, soon
after a.d. 90, or even from ten to thirty years earlier. Such an

* Harnack supposes interpolations not only in 1 P, but also in
Jude, the Pastoral Epistles, Mt, Jn (Die Chronologie pp. 468,
485, 700, 679). The improbability ot such a hypothesis in the
case of a single document, as pointed out above, is very great.
The improbability of the same improbable series of events having
taken place in the case of six separate documents is infinite.

The argument is well put by Dom Butler in the Dublin Remivs
for Jan. 1899, p. 13 ff.
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Maumgtion Is, in my opinion, weighed down by insuperable

We proceed, then, to examine the objections
urged against the view that the salutation is

original and veracious, and that the Epistle was
written by St. Peter. The chief of these are five
in number

—

(1) The references to persecution are of such a
kind as to imply a date which lies outside the prob-
able, if not the possible, limits of St. Peter’s life.

This objection has bpen (p. 783 fF. ) considered.

(2) St. Peter was a Jew of lowly origin, and
Papias speaks of Mark as his ip/iTjvevrijs. The
Epistle, on the other hand, is written in good Greek,
and the writer was thoroughly familiar with the
LXX (so, e.g.y Jiilicher, Einl

. p. 132 f.). The facts
alleged as to the Epistle are undisputed (see above,
p. 781 f.). Are they incompatible with St. Peter’s
authorship ? In Galilee, with its Greek towns such
as Gadara (Jos. Ant. XVII. xi. 4, BJ n. vi. 3), there
was so considerable an element of Greek life that,
even when St. Peter became a follower of Christ,
it is unlikely (to say the least) that he was wholly
ignorant of colloquial Greek (Mayor, St. James

f
. xli, ccix ; Abbott, Essays on the Original Texts
the Old and New Testaments p. 162 ff. ; Zahn,
nl. i. p. 28 f.). We may reverently suppose that

our Lora, when He chose the apostle as ‘ the rock
on which He would build His Church,’ discerned
in him intellectual as well as spiritual gifts which
fitted him for his destined work. In Jerusalem,
after the Ascension, St. Peter had much intercourse
with Hellenistic Jews. His departure from Pales-
tine can have been no sudden step ; and it would
be strange if he did not prepare himself for the
work which lay before him by using opportunities,
which certainly were within his reach, of increasing
whatever knowledge he already had of the lingua
franca of the Roman world. Mark was known in
the early Church as ‘the interpreter of Peter,’

probably because he assisted the apostle in his first

attempts to address Greek-speaking people. Greek
must have been the vehicle of communication with
Cornelius, and not improbably with the Jews of

the Dispersion on the Day of Pentecost. We may
conjecture that Mark was one of ‘the brethren’
who accompanied St. Peter from Joppa (Ac 1028

),

and that he helped him in speaking to the Roman
centurion and his household. It may well be that
Mark * the interpreter ’ read with the apostle some
Greek literature, and especially the LXX, of which
it is not impossible that he had gained some know-
ledge in his home at Bethsaida. At any rate the
years which St. Peter spent in missionary work
outside the borders of the Holy Land, specially,

we may add with great probability, in the Syrian
Antioch and its neighbourhood (see above), cannot
but have given him a familiarity with Greek
sufficient to enable him to write a letter in Greek,
even if he still had to trust Mark ‘the inter-

E
reter ’ to prune away in it any solecism of which
e might still be guilty. The Epistle of St. Peter,

it must be remembered, is no isolated phenomenon
in the apostolic age. One who accepts the Epistles

of St. James and St. Jude as genuine is entitled

to point to them as a proof that even Jews who, so

far as it appears, did not extend their labours be-

yond Jerusalem, could acquire a good Greek style.

(3)

If the Epistle was written from Rome, its

silence about the death of St. Paul, if his martyr-
dom was recent, or, if St. Paul was then at Rome,
the absence of any message from him or news
about him, is said to be inexplicable (cf. von Soden
p. 115). The subject will come before us again.

For the present;, it is sufficient to say that the

bearer of the letter—such as Silvanus appears to

have been—might well be entrusted with personal

news (Hort p. 6).

(4)

It is alleged that we do not find in the
Epistle much which we should expect to find in a
letter of St. Peter, the chief of the Lord’s personal
followers; that it shows no sign of a vivid re-
membrance either of Christ’s life or of His teaching
(von Soden p. 115 ; Jiilicher p. 134 ; Harnack p.
451 ).^ We cannot, then, place the Epistle after St.
Paul’s Epistles and suppose it to be the work of
St. Peter, unless we admit, according to Jiilicher’s
view, that ‘ Paul had exercised on Peter a greater
influence than Jesus.’ The discussion of this ob-
jection falls under two heads, {a) The Lord's life.

Silence as to the facts of the Lord’s life and
ministry, strange to us in the case of one who re-

membered details the knowledge of which would
have been of priceless value to later generations, is

not a phenomenon peculiar to 1 Peter. From the
Books of the NT other than the Gospels hardly a
hint as to the events of our Lord’s earthly life

can be gathered. In the speeches recorded in the
Acts, if we may assume that they represent with
substantial accuracy the apostle’s earlier teaching,
St. Peter refers once to the Lord’s baptism (1038,
cf. I22 427) and twice to His miracles (2

32 1038), but to
nothing else before the Passion. The facts of the
NT then point to the conclusion that in their public
teaching, whether oral or written, the apostles con-
centrated attention on the great momenta of the
Lord’s ‘ manifestation ’—His sufferings and death.
His resurrection and exaltation. While, however,
there is in the Epistle nothing biographical or
autobiographical, there are unobtrusive indications
that its author was an eye-witness of the Lord’s
life. In l8 [tv ol)K I86vre$ ayaircLre) a return to the
first person plural (v. 3

) would have been quite
natural had the writer been one who had not seen
the Lord. The words gain greatly in force and
tenderness if they are the words of a disciple whc
loved One whom he had seen (Jn 2116f

-), and who
welcomes to a fellowship in his love for Christ those
who had not seen. Again, when in 51 the writer
speaks of himself as 6 (rvvTpeo-pfrrepQs k. p&pTvs tQv
rov Xpicrrov Tra6v)ji&Twv, the description is almost
pointless unless it implies that he bears witness to

what he himself had seen (contrast 41S ). The whole
clause is clearly intended to justify the authority
with which the writer addresses ‘the elders.’ He
shared their position as elders, and therefore knows
their difficulties. He is a witness to the very
events which form their Gospel, and therefore has
a unique claim to be heard. The full significance

of the clause is seen only when it is compared with
(i.) the commands addressed to the eleven, Jn 1526

,

Lk 2447, Ac l8
; (ii.) St. John’s words in Jn 1935 (cf.

2124
), 1 Jn llff

* 414
;

(iii.) St. Peter’s words as re-

corded in Ac l
21f

- 232 315 420 533 1089 ; and when, on the
other hand, we mark the entire absence in St.

Paul’s Epistles of any similar expression, and that
in passages where he is insisting on his apostolic

authority (e.g. 2 Co 101-I218
, Gal 1). The nearest

parallels in St. Paul—1 Co 91 158 - 15
,

cf. Ac 2215 2616

—serve to bring out into sharper relief the dis-

tinctiveness of the Petrine phrase (cf. Ac 1331f*)-

An instance of this gaprvpla is found in 223—

a

reminiscence of the arrest, and of what St. Peter

saw as he lingered in the high priest’s vestibule.

In this connexion the force of the imperfects is not

to be overlooked. They give not the summary
statement of the historian, but the vivid remem-
brance of the eye-witness. Again, in the phrase
aWifjXoLS tt]V TOLTreLVocppocnjv'riv lyKog^wcacrde (5®), the
picturesque word ^yKo^daaade gathers up the de-

tails of the scene related in Jn 134ff
- and its lessons.

(b) The Lord's teaching. The following are the

chief coincidences between 1 P and sayings of our

Lord : (a) recorded in the Synoptic Gospels—1 P l4

||
Mt 55 2584 620 ; l6 - 8 418 1| Mt 512 ; l10 II Lk 1024

; l11

||
Lk 2426 * 44

; l18
II
Lk 1285 2134 ; l17

1|
Mt 69 Lk 11*?
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22
II Mt IS21* 1914 Lk 1817 ; & (irpoaepx-)

II
Mt ll28 (cf.

Jr 687 737) ; 26
II
Mt 1618

; 27 (Ps 11822
) ||
Mt 2X42

; 212

(cf. 315) H Mt 516 j 218* 17
||
Mt 2221

;
221 (<Wo\.)

||
e.g.

Mt XO88 *; 228 (cf. 419
) H Lk 2346 ; 225

1|
e.g. Mt 98S Lk

154 ; 39 II Lk 6s®

;

318
|| Lk 1019 2118

; 314
||
Mt 510

; 314

|| Mt 1026fl
*

; 316
||
Lk 628 ; 47 (cf. 58) ||

Mt2442 2518 2641

Lk 1287 21s4 ; 414 1| Mt 511 ; 419
(tt. ktLcttV) ||

Mt 625ff
*

; 5 1

II Lk 2447 (Ac l8) Mt 1928 Lk 2228ff
-
; 58

1|
Mt 2025f

;

6®
|| Mt 23la ; (jS) recorded in St. John—1 P l

3 - 23
||

Jn 3s
; l8 || 20

29
; l19 224

||
l
29- 88

; l22
|| IS34*- 1512

; 29

|| S
12 1246 ; 2s5 (Gentiles)

|| 10
11 * 14‘ 18

; 52 - 4
||
21 16 * 17 (note

dpvia ixov). It has been already noticed that St.

Peter’s imagery differs from that of St. Paul (see

above, p. 782). It may further be remarked that
all his metaphors (except those of painting and
working in metals) find parallels in the Lord’s
sayings. In estimating the force of the list of

parallels given above, two points must be borne in

mind: (1) We are not here dealing with a question
of literary indebtedness. For us the sayings of

Christ are preserved in the literature of the Greek
Gospels. One who heard them uttered in the
original

^
Aramaic would reproduce them, when

writing in Greek, in a form peculiar to himself.

Hence verbal similarity to the Gospels is not a
measure of real coincidence. (2) The Gospels do
not give us an exhaustive collection of our Lord’s
sayings. Hence, in the case of a document which
claims to he the work of an apostle, the Gospels
are an imperfect criterion of indebtedness to the
Lord’s teaching. Yet, judging the influence of our
Lord’s sayings on the writer of 1 P by the admittedly
imperfect standard of the written Gospels, it is

not too much to say that his mind is saturated
with the words of Christ, and that, in dealing with
questions and circumstances very different from
those which called forth the Lord’s teaching, he in-

stinctively turns to the substance and to the words
of that teaching as bearing upon the actual needs
of the present. St. Paul was certainly acquainted
with the Lord’s teaching (see, e.g., 1 Co 710

), whether
in an oral or in some written form ; hut the whole
literature of his Epistles supplies a list of coin-
cidences with the Gospels fewer in number and
far less close than this one Epistle. Apart from
the Johannine Epistles, the only parallel in this
respect to 1 P is the Epistle of James.

(5) The objection against the Petrine authorship
of onr Epistle on which recent critics have laid
most stress is its affinity in doctrine, thought,
and language with the Pauline Epistles. Jtilicher

(p. 133) brings out three points as to the relation
of 1 P to the Pauline literature, (i.) There is

nothing un-Pauline in it. (ii.) In regard to his
conception of Christ, of the saving efficacy of His
death, of faith and regeneration, the writer of 1 P
breathes the Pauline spirit even as he uses the
Pauline formulas (e.g. iv Xpiarq 3

16 510* 14
,
fyoiroielv

318, arcotc&kvxpis and dTroKaktiTTecrOcu six times, his
favourite word dvaa-rpo^). (iii.) There are many
similarities between 1 P and the Pauline Epistles,
especially Ro and Eph, which cannot be acci-
dental j the ascription of Eph and 1 P to the same
author is a proposition which has been seriously
maintained,t This whole position has the ap-
proval of Harnack (Die Chronol. p. 451 ff.). But
the words of the latter in maintaining it give
expression to significant admissions. * The author, ’

he writes (p. 452),/ is completely determined by
the spirit of Pauline Christianity. But this de-
termination is united with such independence and
freedom in regard to religious thought and teach-
ing within the limits of this Paulinism, that the
assumption is an obvious one that Paul himself is

* Outside the Gospels, Rev 144 is the only passage in N'T,
except 1 P 221, where * to follow* is used in this connexion.

t This is the conclusion of Sieffert (Zevtachrift f. wissensch.
Theol. 1881, pp. 178 ff., 332 ff.).

the author of the document.’ And again (p. 364 n.),

£ Were it not for the dependence [of 1 P] on the

Pauline Epistles, I might perhaps allow myself to

maintain its genuineness : that dependence, how-

ever, is not accidental, hut is of the essence of the

Epistle.’

It will be best to clear the ground by indicating

the affinities^ between 1 P and the Epistles of the

2 Ti 4®
; l

21f
-

1|
the Pauline trilogy, e.g. 1 Co 1318 ;

216 [I Gal 518 (different sense) ; 48
||
2 Ti 41 (but cf.

Ac XO42 ) ; 49
||
Ph 214

; 418 ||
2 Co l5

* 7
-, Ph 310

; 58 |J

1 Th 5Q
. Note also 225 52 1|

Ac 2028 (Pauline speech),

(iv.) James,
1 P l

1
||

l1 (diacnropd)

;

l6f*
||
l
2f* 12 (but

see Mt 511
**) ; l

28
1|
l18 ; 21

1| l
21

; 211
1|
41

; 56
1|
47- 10

; 59

||
47. It should further he noted that (a) a phrase

from Pr 1012 is introduced in 1 P 48 and apparently

alluded to in Ja 520, both Epistles using a render-

ing other than that of LXX ;
(b) Is 40® is alluded

to in Ja l 1011, and quoted in 1 P l24 ; (c) Pr 3s4 is

quoted in Ja 48, 1 P 55—both having 5 6e6s, LXX
Ktfpio?.*

To take first the case of James, the coincidences

in this Ep. with 1 Peter can hardly be accounted for

on the ground of personal intercourse between the

two writers. They seem to imply literary in-

debtedness. The relative dates of the two docu-

ments (apart from other considerations) supply a

decisive argument that the borrowing is on the

side of 1 P (see, e.g., Zahn, Einl. i. p. 95). Mayor
(p. cxxiv) gives 40 as the earliest, 50 as the latest,

ear in which James can have been written.

ahn (Einl. i. p. 92) gives 50 as its approximate
date. The Epistle would therefore be well known
among the Jewish Christians in the Syrian towns,

and certainly among those in the Syrian Antioch,
in the sixth decade a.d. (see above, note on p. 765).

There are reasons for thinking that in this decade
St. Peter was working in this district, and that he
made Antioch his headquarters (p. 779). It is,

then, a natural conclusion that St. Peter studied the
Epistle of James soon after it was written, and that

some 12 years later many of its graphic phrases

were fresh in his memory. In any case, the fact

that 1 P is influenced in thought and language by
James is an important indication that the mind
of the writer was one which received and retained

such impressions.
The coincidences between 1 P and the Pauline

Epp. other than Romans and Ephesians are not very
close, and are to he accounted for as the outcome
of a common evolution of Christian phrases and
conceptions rather than as instances of direct bor-

rowing. The most striking of them, iv dyiao-fiQ

Tvedfiaros (2 Th 21S
, 1 P l2), would, in fact, naturally

suggest itself when the practical meaning of the
term irved^a ftyiov became realized in the Church.
The case of Romans is widely different. There

is no doubt that the author of 1 P was acquainted
with this Epistle. Nor is this surprising, if the
writer is St. Peter. For as St. Paul was familiar

with James, so Romans could hardly escape the
notice of the Apostles of the Circumcision. Though
* The supposed coincidences between 1 P and (a) Hebrews

(see, e.g., von Soden, Hand-Commentar iii. 2, p. 2), (p) Apoca-
lypse (see Spitta, Apokal. p. 511 ff.) will be found in either case
to be such as would naturally appear in independent Christian
writers of the same period who were well acquainted witl
the LXX.
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addressed to a particular Church, it dealt with
fundamental questions respecting both Judaistic
Christianityand the relation of ‘ all Israel’ to the
gospel. It is not therefore an extravagant sup-
position that, giving as it did the apostle’s mature
views on matters about which he must on more
than one occasion have conferred with them (cf.

Gal 22
), he himself communicated it to the leaders

of the Jewish Churches. At any rate it could
hardly fail to become known, soon after it was
written, at the Syrian Antioch, the great meeting-
point of Jewish and Gentile Christianity in the
East as Rome was in the West, and so to be
brought under St. Peter’s notice.

In regard to the relation of Ephesians to 1 P the
case is less simple. Critics of different schools agree
in holding that 1 P is profoundly influenced by
Ephesians. The nature of some of the coincidences
noted above seems to put it beyond doubt that the
writer of 1 P was familiar with the language of

Ephesians. A list of coincidences, however, in-

adequately represents the indebtedness of 1 P to
that Epistle. ‘ The connexion, though very close,

does not lie on the surface. It is shown more by
identities of thought and similarity in the structure
of the two Epistles as wholes than by identities

of phrase * (Hurt p. 5). Salmon (Introd. pp. 443,

445), noting independently the same facts, sug-

gests two interpretations of them, (a) ‘We might
conjecturally explain this difference by supposing
the Epistle to the Romans to have been so long
known to St. Peter that he had had time to
become familiar with its language, while his

acquaintance with the Ephesian Epistle was more
recent.’ (b) ‘Peter may have arrived at Rome
before Paul quitted it, in which case there would
be a good deal of viva voce intercourse between
the apostles, as there had been in former times.

The doctrines taught by Paul in his Epistle to the
Ephesians would also naturally he the subject of

his discourses to the Christians at Rome; and
these discourses may have been heard by Peter.*

Looking only, however, at the broad facts of the
ease, we may say that, if Ephesians was written

by St. Paul during his first captivity, and if St.

Peter visited Rome not long afterwards, the ac-

quaintance of the writer of 1 P with Ephesians
need cause no difficulty on the supposition that

that writer was St. Peter.

From the question of literary we pass to that
of doctrinal indebtedness. The writer of 1 P, it

is urged (see above), in his theology takes St.

Paul as his master. There is nothing, it is added,

un-Pauline in the Epistle. The inference drawn is

that St. Peter cannot be the author of the Epistle.

Two observations coyer a large part of the ground
occupied by such criticisms. (1) Behind the argu-

ment there lies the tacit assumption that the two
apostles stood in regard to each other in a position

analogous to that taken by the leaders of two
factions—a progressive and a reactionary party

—leaders who alike by essential differences of

principle and by the necessities of party-strife are

prevented from learning from each other. Such a
view of the mutual relation of the apostles is, it is

believed, wholly unsupported by the evidence of

the NT and of early Christian literature. (2) The
Epistles of St. Paul form for us so large a part of

the apostolic literature of the first age, t.e. the

period prior to the destruction of Jerusalem, that

insensibly we assume that ideas and doctrines

emphasized in these Epistles must be of Pauline

origin. That St, Paul had a predominant share in

the moulding of Christian theology, there can be

no doubt. But a body of Christian doctrine was
growing up apart from the immediate sphere of

his influence. St. Paul must have been a re-

cipient as well as a source of spiritual intuitions.
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Estimating early writings by our imperfect criteria,

we are probably in danger of exaggerating the
Pauline element. Thus, to take as an example the
crucial phrase & XpLcrrcp, which Jiilicher regards as
borrowed by St. Peter (3

16 5 10 * 14
) from the Pauline

Epistles, there is no question that St. Paul dwelt
upon the phrase and placed it in many different

lights. But did he create it ? The evidence points
to a negative answer. For (a) the phrase is in
fact the echo of OT phrases—‘in God, e.g., Ps 564

6012 627
,

‘ in Jehovah,* e.g Is 4517* 25
, the Christian

adaptation of these OT expressions being natural
as the hearing of the Incarnation upon the doctrine
of God was fully realized ; (6) the idea is implied
in Mt IS20, and less distinctly in such references
to * the name ’ of Christ as Mk 937ff

-
; (c) the con-

ception finds repeated and emphatic expression in

St. John’s record of our Lord’s sayings
(
e.g

.

65G IS4®*);

and if we accept these reports, which are clearly

independent of rauline influence, as in any degree
historical, we can hardly doubt that the use of the
phrase 4v Xpurry must be traced back to Christ’s

own teaching. At any rate, an argument can
hardly be founded on the assumption that the
hrase was originated by St. Paul. On the other
and, the ideas expressed in IP 224 4H * may

reasonably he considered to bear the stamp of an
individual mind, and to have been learned from St.

Paul’s writings or from Ms spoken words. Further,
when the doctrine of the Epistle comes to be ex-

amined, it will appear that it differs both nega-
tively and positively from that of St. Paul’s
Epistles (cf. Hort p. 4).

To sum up : all that we learn of St. Peter from
the NT gives us the picture of a man prompt and
enthusiastic in action rather than fertile in ideas.

His borrowing from St. James’ Epistle shows
that his mind was receptive and retentive of the
thoughts of others. The Epistle undoubtedly owes
much to St. Paul. But it is only when the Pauline
element is isolated and exaggerated that it be-

comes a serious argument against the Petrine
authorship of the Epistle.

Jiilicher (p. 132) implies that, had not the name
Peter been prefixed to the Epistle, no one would
have supposed that St. Peter was the author. This
position is so far true that, had the Epistle been
anonymous, to assign the Epistle to St. Peter would
have been an unverifiable hypothesis. We do not
possess any document sufficiently authenticated as

the work of St. Peter to be a standard by which the
Petrine claims of such an Epistle could have been
judged. The evidence of the speeches in the Acts,

though worth consideration as confirmatory, is too

indirect, and their date (assuming that they are

substantially historical) too far removed from any
date which can with any probability be given to

the Epistle, for a reliable criterion to be supplied

by them. But these considerations have a double
application. If, on the one hand, they forbid the
rash assertion that an anonymous document is

Petrine, so, on the other hand, they are a warning
against the hasty rejection of a document which
bears St. Peter’s name on the ground of its alleged

un-Petrine character. The arguments urged to

prove that 1 P is un-Petrine have been examined,
and they have been shown to he unsubstantial,

resting largely on unsupported presumptions. On
the other hand, the serious difficulties

^
involved

in the hypothesis that the name Peter is a later

addition have been pointed out, and it has been
shown that the acceptance by the Church of the
Epistle as the work of St. Peter was early in date,

wide in extent, and unvarying.

But is the Petrine authorship to be accepted

indeed, but accepted with certain qualifications?

Zahn, following out the suggestions of earliei

writers (Ewald, Grimm, Spitta), maintains (Eml.
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IL pp. 10, 16) that, while the Epistle originally

bore the name of Peter, the apostle entrusted the
actual composition of it to Silvanus, as one
peculiarly fitted, certainly more fitted than him-
self, to put his thoughts into such a form as would
appeal to the Gentile Christians of Asia Minor,
—one, moreover, who was known to many of the
readers of the letter, and whom they would there-
fore credit with accurately reproducing for them
St. Peter’s ideas. The question turns on the
interpretation of 512 did Si\ovavov vjuv rod irurrov

cbs \oyl£ofjicus Si
9
fihlywv £ypcvj/a. The words

tow Ticrrov dd., Zahn argues, imply that the part
taken hy Silvanus was a responsible one, and
therefore cannot have been that of a mere amanu-
ensis. He must therefore have been either a messen-
ger who conveyed the letter, or a friend who put
St. Peter’s thoughts into the form of a letter. The
former alternative, it is argued, is excluded, because
in that case the commendation would have been
meaningless—painfully useless, if Silvanus proved
untrue and the Epistle never came into the hands
of its intended recipients ; superfluous, if he de-

livered the letter to them. Against this theory the
following considerations together seem decisive :

—

(1) If Silvanus were the real writer of the Epistle,

especially if he is to be identified (see below) with
the Silas of the Acts and the Silvanus of St.

Paul’s Epistles to the Thessalonians and Corin-
thians (2 Co), we should expect some salutation
from him to his readers. In Ro 1622 Tertius, who
was simply the scribe, sends a greeting in the first

person (a<nr&£o/icu i/xas iyCo Tiprios 6 ypdipas rrjv

imerokty iv tcvpUp). (2) Such a divided authorship
—the main ideas being supplied by one man, their

manipulation and expression being the work of
another—could not result in a letter so natural and
so easy in its passage from thought to thought, the
transition to a fresh and important idea (e.g. I

10
)

being sometimes due to an incidental phrase.

(3) The tone of authority in 51, where the address
is strictly personal, is explicable only on a theory
either of deliberate personation or of real apos-
tolic authorship. (4) The language of 512 is abso-
lutely natural if Silvanus was, what his position
in the early Church (see below) fitted him to he,

m apostolic delegate, who could, out of his own
knowledge, speak of all personal matters and of the
progress of the Church in Rome, and whose experi-
ence and special gifts (Ac 15K) qualified him to
give direction and mstmction in questions of faith
and of conduct. Compare especially Ac 1527, Col
47fr

*, Eph 6211*. The language in the context con-
firms this view :

(a) the order of the words did 2.

v/iiv rod *r. dd. is remarkable, and seems designed to
picture St. Peter’s messenger and his friends face
to face ; (b) Si 6\lyw iypapa implies that the

Stie’s written words were few, because he knew
they would he enforced and supplemented by

the living voice of Silvanus.

For hd of the bearer of a letter compare hh /3i0fo*<pop»v, Est
810 ; the subscriptions added in many MSS to the Pauline

Epistles, e.g. Romans—iypaqri dro Kopfadou ha cursPi*

;

impuptoj ha
, 133 ; the ‘ verso ’ of a letter in the Berlin

Papyr. 385—dircbos ’laxpunp 'IxiqS, dteo Si/^v/AXa dvyarpos heis

JUpatrauftMtcs a&iXipou avvys. Further, ypaipuv (ypoc^pai) ha nvtf
is used In reference to the bearer. In Ac 1522 the deter-
mination of the Church at Jerusalem to send delegates to
Antioch is mentioned, in v.23 the additional fact that the dele-
gates convened a letter. To the phrase in v.23 (ypd^otvrts hoi
ptpif aurSv) there corresponds the phrase in v.»> 1* vyv
mrrakyv. So Polyc. ad Phil. xiv. *Hsec uobis scripsi per
Crescentem, quem in praasenti commendaui uohis et nunc com-
mendo.’ Three passages in the Ignatian Epistles are, at first

sight, ambiguous, and may refer either to the scribes or to the
bearers of the letters, (a) From Smyrna Ignatius wrote to
three Churches near at hand (Ephesus, Magnesia, Tralles) and
to the distant Church of Rome. In ch. 10 of the Epistle to the
last named Church he says, yp&$m upt7v rdvra xzro UpoCpwis h *

rSh ofyofjLoxap'icrrmv. Several reasons make it probable
that the Ephesians were the bearers and not the amanuenses of
ths ietter-Rl) The plural : it would be natural to dictate a short
letter to one person ; (2) the context : after a parenthetical

sentence Ign continues : xifi rSv xpotxUvrm p,t dxl 'lupias §

k

'Tu/xm, the probability being that the mention of those who had
gone before him from Syria to Rome is suggested, hy the

mention of those who are even now going before him from
Smyrna, to Rome ; (3) the sequel : at the. next stage of the

journey (Troas) only one of the Ephesians was still with
Ignatius, viz. Burrhus. (6) From Troas Ignatius writes to the

Philadelphians, the Smyrnseans, and to Polycarp. In the

closing salutations of the two former Epistles the words occur—
tv Tpaj&tSr oBtv xoCi <yptx.<po) vpuv hta "Bouppov. Here the context

gives no help towards the interpretation of ha. But other
considerations seem decisive. If hd points to the scribe, then
there seems to be no reason why the amanuensis should be

mentioned in three letters (Rom., Philad., Smyr,), but passed

over in silence in the remaining four letters. If, however, in

each case hd designates the bearer, then the facts admit of an
easy explanation. There would be no need to mention the

messenger in the case of the letter to Polycarp
;
for the same

person would be in charge of it who was entrusted with the

letter to the Smvmseans. Again, the distance from Smyrna to

Ephesus, Magnesia, and Tralles was small, and there must have
been constant means of communication, of which Ignatius

would naturally avail himself. In the case of all the letters

which had to travel far, the name of the bearer (or bearers) is

consistently given. Further, the elaborate care bestowed by
Ignatius (Smyr. xi., Polyc. vii. f.) and by Polvcarp (ad Phil.

xiii.) on the appointment of delegates to the Church of Syria,

and the conve)rance of letters by their means, is important as

confirming the interpretation of the Ignatian phrase ypdqm hd
nvos given above, and also as illustrating the employment in

apostolic and sub-apostolic times of men of recognized position

in communications between Churches.

VI. The Circumstances of Composition.—
The restoration of a history must he conjectural.

The test of probability in such a case is the extent
to which the scheme as a whole offers a natural
explanation of the details which have a claim
to be taken into account. In the preceding art.

it was pointed out that a good deal of indirect

evidence points to the supposition that St. Paul
during his imprisonment himself summoned St.

Peter to Rome, chiefly in order that the sight of

the two apostles—the one commonly regarded as
the Apostle of the Gentiles, the other as the Apostle
of the Circumcision—planning and working to-

gether might bring home to the Roman Christians

the great lesson of unity. St. Peter, we may
suppose, arrived in Rome shortly before St. Paurs
release. St. Paul had not very long before written
the Epistle to the Ephesians, setting forth in it his

mature views on fundamental questions, many of
which could not hut engage St. Peter’s attention
in Rome. It would therefore he almost inevitable
that St. Peter should study, or, if he had read it

before, should study afresh, that Epistle. More-
over—what is of more importance—he would be
brought into close and unrestrained intercourse
with the mind of the writer. Such intercourse
might well recall to his memory the thoughts and
words of the Epistle to the Romans, and perhaps
suggest its re-perusal. It makes no great demand
on the imagination to see how an Epistle written
hy St. Peter under such circumstances would be
full of Pauline thought and Pauline language, and,
in particular, would be likely not seldom to echo
the words of the Epistles to the Romans and to
the Ephesians.

Is it possible to arrive at any probable conclusion
as to the point of time when the Ejfistle was
written ? (i.) The language of that important
section of the Epistle which deals with obedience
to the civil power (2

13-17
), gains greatly in point and

reality if it was used in view of St. Paul’s ajppeal
to the emperor having recently issued in his ac-
quittal. It would he natural for one writing at
such a time to recall what St. Paul had himself
said on this subject (Ro 13lff,

)> and, while using his
expressions, to sharpen them and give them greater
definiteness. Then it might well seem that ‘ the
praise of them that do well’ was an end of the
magistrate’s functions. If the decision of the
Imperial Court had lately frustrated the endeavour
of the Jews to secure the condemnation of the
apostle of the true Messiah, the event would
appear as a revelation of 'the will of God* in
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respect to His use of the power of the civil

magistrate

—

d^adoiroLovvTCLs (pipolv rrjv r&v &<pp6vtov

foepilnruv dyvajirtav. (ii.) Critics from many points

of view have laid stress on the absence in the
Epistle of any reference to St. Paul. It is one of

the problems of the Epistle. But does not the
difficulty vanish at once if we suppose that St. Peter
wrote while St. Paul was still in Rome, and that
Silvanus was undertaking as St Paul's messenger
a journey to the Churches of Asia Minor ? In that
case it would have been unnatural for the Epistle to

convey a messagefrom St. Paul ;
while news about

St. Paul would be needless, since Silvanus would
himself explain the position of affairs at Rome.

It is commonly taken for granted that the Silvanus of 1 P is

the same person as the Silas of Acts and the Silvanus of St.

Paul’s Epistles. This is an assumption, though a highly probable
one. Four persons bearing the name in the shortened form
(Silas) meet us in the pages of Josephus. The name Silvanus is

found in the form 2iA/3«v«- in ClG 1816, 7266, in the form
2/Aovocvos in CIG 4039, 4071. The name, then, is not so common
as to make it very likely that more than one Silvanus was closely

connected with the apostles. And, further, what we know of

the Silvanus of the earlier apostolic history corresponds so

strikingly with the facts and probabilities involved in the
mention of Silvanus in 1 P, that the identification is advanced
many stages of probability. The points important for our
present purpose are as follows. Silvanus appears suddenly
at the time of the ‘ Council* at Jerusalem as an otvyp yiyoO/xtvts

U role uhxaole (Ac 1522). He is chosen by the Church at

Jerusalem io undertake a mission of extreme delicacy as

delegate to the Church of Antioch. There his prophetic gifts

made a deep impression. After a time he returned to Jeru*

salem. That he had left Antioch before the painful controversy
alluded to in Gal 2, and that he was not therefore one of xot*o)
Tm/3«mj who proved faithless to St. Paul’s teaching, seems clear

from the fact that St. Paul deliberately selected him as his

companion after the rupture with Barnabas and Mark (see art.

Mark). As St. Paul’s companion, he visited Derbe, Lystra,

and Iconium. With him he traversed ^puylxv xxl tocXxnxw

S
mipotv, and, having shared his journey along the borders of

lysia, with him entered Europe. When St. Paul was con-

strained by ‘the brethren’ to hasten from Bercea, he left behind
him Silas and Timothy—Silas, doubtless, as his representative,

and Timothy as Silas’ companion and assistant—to carry out

the important work of building up the recently planted Church.
When the apostle arrived at Athens, he seems to have felt

keenly the need of the support of Silas’ and Timothy’s presence

(Ac Iv 10). It seems probable that Timothy joined St. Paul at

Athens, and was sentback byhim thence toThessalonica (1 Th 3*),

and that Silas remained in Macedonia and continued the work
in other cities besides Beroea, till he at length, with Timothy,
left Macedonia, and met St. Paul at Corinth (Ac 185). It is

important to notice that, whatever the exact details of the

history may have been, Silas was entrusted by St. Paul with
the task of developing his own initial work in the Churches of

Macedonia, to which the apostle himself, as time went on,

became bound with unusually strong and tender ties of affec-

tion. After his arrival at Corinth, Silvanus disappears from the

narrative of the Acts (cf 2 Co l19). Some ten years elapse, and
we find a Silvanus at Pome, probably, as we have seen, while

St. Paul was still in the city, (a) It would have been very

natural for St. Paul’s old companion to join him at Borne,

where others among the apostle's former fellow-workers had
gathered round him (Ool 47-14

,
Philem 23f

). St. Paul clearly

had special need of the sympathy and faithful co-operation of
4 those who were of the circumcision * (Col 411). (b) On the other

hand, the fact that Silvanus is not mentioned in any of the

Epistles of the Captivity, and that he appears in the city,

apparently not long after the last of these was written, in

oonnexion with St. Peter, suggests the probability that he came
to Bome with St. Peter. Silvanus was in early days closely

connected with the Churches of Jerusalem and Antioch (Ac
1522. 32. 33), and it may well be that after he ceased to travel

with St. Paul he resumed work in Syria. St. Peter, as we saw,

probably came to Bome from Syria, possibly from Antioch.

The two men may thus have been much thrown together in

later as in earlier years. If St. Peter was summoned to Borne

by St. Paul himself with the eroress purpose of deepening the

unity of the Church, he would naturally choose as the com-
panion of his journey to the capital one of St. Paul’s old

associates. For such a mission Silvanus was peculiarly fitted.

He was a Jewish Christian who had long possessed the confi-

dence of the leaders of the Church at Jerusalem (Ac 1622ff*)*

He had been closely associated with St. Paul. He was a

Boman citizen (Ac 1637). St. Paul was in the habit of sending

his most trusted friends as his delegates to distant places to

consolidate or to extend his work. It would be very natural

that he should send Silvanus on such a mission to districts in

some of which were Churches in planting which theyhadworked
together, while in others were Christian communities which

must have been to some extent the indirect outcome of their

common work. On the assumption, then, that we have to deal

with only one Silvanus in the apostolic history, we are able to

weave the probabilities into a natural and consistent narrative J

and, so far as ispossible in such cases, the assumption is justified.

But why does St. Peter seize the opportunity
of Silvanus’ journey to write an Epistle to the
Churches of Asia Minor ? There is no indication

that he had any personal knowledge of his readers

in any of the districts to which he writes. It does
not appear that he wished to bring before them
and the Church generally any characteristic con-

victions of his as to the interpretation of the
Christian faith, as St. Paul desired to do in the
Epistles to the Romans and to the ‘Ephesians.’

No controversy is touched upon by him. The
Epistle hears no trace of having been called forth

by the difficulties or needs of any particular

Church. Is not the motive which led St. Peter
to write a letter to the Christians scattered over
the vast districts of Asia Minor the same which
we saw reason for thinking brought him to
Rome? It is plain that if Silvanus, who long
before had been known to some of these Churches
as a companion of St. Paul, and who now was
travelling as St. Paul’s delegate, brought with him
a letter from St. Peter, the effect on the minds of

the Asiatic Christians would be only less powerful
than that produced on the Roman Christians

by the .sight of the two apostles working and
planning together in the Capital. The fact that

the letter was written and received under such
circumstances, would be the strongest enforcement
of the lesson of the Church’s unity. The Epistle

may even have been written at St. Paul’s request.

But however that may be, the motive suggested

seems adequate and simple. It harmonizes with
the phenomena of the Epistle, and indeed throws
fresh light on some of them. Thus it is no longer

surprising that there is no great thought or purpose,

doctrinal or personal, which dominates the whole
Epistle. Its scope is truly summed up in the very-

general words — gypaxf'a irapaKaXCov koX iTn/Juiprrvpuop

Ta&ryv elvau 6X7)6?} x&PLV T°v &e°v (5
12

)« Again, the

Pauline tone of the Epistle te seen to correspond

with all the circumstances of its composition. If

these were what we have found reason to think
them to have been, the letter could not but be

Pauline. Once more, have we not here a final

explanation of the fact that, though the mind, of

St. Peter constantly recurs to the words of Christ,

he makes only indirect allusions to the privilege

which he once had of watching the life of the

Incarnate Lord? To have dwelt on this would
have been to appear to disparage the apostolate

of St. Paul.
To sum up: all the conditions of the problem

seem to he satisfied if we assign the Epistle to a

time shortly after St. Paul’s trial had ended in his

acquittal. The power of the Roman State seemed
to be on the side of the Church. But the hatred

of the Jews was an enemy ‘ scotched, not killed,’

nay, perhaps it was intensified because deprived of

its expected prey. Nor would the social trials of

the Christians among their heathen neighbours be

lessened by the Imperial decision. The daily ex-

perience of a Christian at Rome might well suggest

serious warnings as to the proving of faith through

suffering. The situation was as follows. St. Paul

had himself summoned St. Peter to Rome, with

the supreme object of showing to the Christians at

Rome and to ‘ the brotherhood in the world ’ the

unity of the Body and of the Spirit. St. Peter had
arrived in Rome, and with him St. Paul’s old com-
panion Silvanus. After St. Paul’s release Silvanus

consents to become his delegate, as he had been
years before, and on bis behalf to undertake a long

journey in Asia Minor. Silvanus would explain

to these Churches the situation at Rome. He
would enforce the spiritual and doctrinal lessons

which were uppermost in St. Paul’s mind. But the

work of consolidating the Churches, and in them
the Church, would be greatly advanced if Silvanus,
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the messenger of St. Paul, brought -with him a
letter from St. Peter. The letter itself might deal
with general topics, as indeed was inevitable when
it was addressed to readers spread over so vast an
area. But the fact that it was written by St. Peter,
now a fellow-worker with St. Paul at Rome, and
transmitted by the common friend of both apostles,
now executing St. Paul’s commission, was itself

the revelation of the mind of the apostles, and a
call to deepen the common life of ‘the brother-
hood, 5 the significance of which cannot be exagger-
ated.

It is right to notice two other recent reconstructions of the
apostolic history in connexion with the composition of 1 P.
The points in whioh they are open to criticism have been
sufficiently indicated in the preceding sections and in art.

Peter. (1) Zahn’s theory (Mini. ii. p. IS f.) is as follows :

—

It is almost impossible to explain the silence of the Epistle as
to St. Paul if St. Peter wrote either at a time when the two
apostles were together in Rome or after St. Paul’s death. It

is probable that Mark went from Rome to Asia Minor (Col 410)
in the autumn of 62, or early in 63, and afterwards visited

Jerusalem. Prom him St. Peter learned the difficulties whioh
the Jewish Christian teachers had created for St. Paul, and also

the intention of the latter after his expected release to under-
take a journey to the far West. St. Peter felt these tidings to
be a call to himself to visit Rome. Such a visit was no violation

of the compact recorded in Gal 29, since the Roman Church had
not been founded, by St. Paul, and was composed of Jewish
Christians, many of*whom were Palestinian Jews. St. Peter
arrived in Rome in the autumn of 63 or early in 64. St. Paul
had already left the city. Since the duration of St. Paul’s
missionary journey to Spain could not be foreseen, it was
natural that St. Peter should tread in St. Paul’s footsteps in

other ways, and in particular in caring for the Churches of

Asia. The fact that Silvanus assisted him in writing the Epistle,

enabled him to strike a note in the letter which would find an
echo in the hearts of men who directly or indirectly owed their
Christianity to St. Paul. As nothing m the Epistle implies that
he had recently arrived in Rome, and as his correspondents
appear to he already aware of the fact that he was in the city,

St. Peter probably wrote the Epistle in the course of the year
64, a few months before his martyrdom. (2) Swete (St. Mark
p. xviif.) follows Lightfoot in dissociating the martyrdom of St.

Peter from that of St. Paul, hut argues that ‘ it is open to con-
sideration whether St. Paul’s was not the earlier.’ He thinks
that ‘ an examination of 1 Peter supplies more than one reason
for believing the Epistle to have been written subsequently to
St. Paul’s death.’ Over and above the references to persecution
which, he thinks, point to 70-76 as the limit of date, he notices
that the letter is addressed to Christian communities some of
which were Pauline Churches ; that its bearer is ‘a well-known
colleague of St. Paul’ ; that it contains reminiscences of two of
St. Paul’s writings (Eph, Ro). * The conclusion can scarcely he
avoided that at the time when it was written St. Paul had
finished his course. The care of the Churches had devolved on
St. Peter ; the two oldest associates of St. Paul had transferred
their services to the surviving Apostle

;
both had originally been

members of the Church at Jerusalem, and, when the attraction
of the stronger personality had been withdrawn, both had
returned to their earlier leader. St. Peter on his part is careful
to show by the character of his letter and by his selection of

colleagues that he has no other end than to take up and carry
on the work of St. Paul.*

It remains to notice the evidence supplied by the
Epistle as^ to the intended journey of Silvanus. On
the questions suggested by IP p see especially
Hort’s dissertation, ‘ The Provinces of Asia Minor
included in St. Peter’s address ’ (1 Peter pp. 157-
184; cf. p. 17). Hort shows that (1) the position
of Asia neither first nor last in the list, (2) the fact
‘ that Pontus and Bithynia stand at opposite ends
of the list, though they together formed but a
single province, the title of which combined both
names, 5

indicate that in that list we have presented
the projected course of the journey. Silvanus *was
to enter Asia Minor by a seaport of Pontus, and
thence to make a circuit till [he] reached the neigh-
bourhood of the Euxine once more.’ Why he
purposed to land in Pontus it is vain to conjec-
ture. The condition of the Christian communities,
or some special call to evangelistic work in that
district or in the districts to which he would thus
best gain access, may have been the determining
motive. It is probable that Silvanus was to land
at Sinope, the most important of the towns on the
seaboard of Pontus. Thence he would visit the
northern portion of the vast province of Galatia,
probably making its capital Ancyra his head-

quarters. At Ancyra he would nnd more
one road by which he could reach Caesarea, the one

town of considerable importance in Cappadocia.

Taking at this point the great road running west-

ward to Ephesus, he would be able to visit the

Churches in South Galatia, and so to enter the

province of Asia. Northwards there lay Christian

communities through which he would pass on his

way to Bithynia, where it seems to have been the

intention that he should again take ship.
4 In thus

following by natural and simple routes the order

of provinces which stands in the first sentence of

the Epistle, Silvanus would be brought into con-

tact with every considerable district north of the

Taurus in which there is reason to suppose that

Christian communities would be found 5 (Hort p.

184).

VII. Summary of the Epistle.—-The opening

of a new section in the Epistle is marked in 2n 4^

by the appeal conveyed by the word 0,70.7njrol. Thus
the letter has three main divisions of which the

several topics may be thus approximately repre-

sented— (I.) l 1-^10 the privileges belonging to the

redeemed family of God ; (II.) 2n-4n the duties of

* the brethren
5

; (III.) 412-514 the trials of ‘the

brethren.

5 The different sections, however, over-

lap in regard to their subjects, and the thought
of the Epistle is too spontaneous and (in a literary

sense) too unpremeditated to admit of any formal

analysis. The following paraphrase is an attempt
to bring out the sequence and general treatment © a

ideas :

—

X. 11—210. The privileges belonging to the redeemed family

of God.—(1) llf-. Salutation. (2) 18-12
. The joy of trurnp/x. (aj

Vv>5. Benediction of the Father for the new birth and the

heavenly inheritance. (b) Vv.8-®. This joy in Ohnst is main-

tained by you in the midst of present sorrows, the issue of

which will be seen at ‘ the revelation of Jesus Christ.’ Faith in

an unseen Lord is the spring whence comes this joy of o-uvvipm.

(c) Vv.10-12 This truT-npioe. was the subject of the prophets’

search, as they foretold the facts which evangelists proclaimed
to you, and which angels desire to discern. (3) 113-210. The
fruits of this rairtiptcc in life. (d)Yv. 13-21. Seriousness. Such
being your position, do you, with minds alert and passions in

control, set your hope on the Divine grace ever supplied to

you, as Jesus Christ is gradually revealed to you. Hot your
sinful past, but the holiness of God must be the standard of

your life. You must be solemnized by («) the remembrance
that your ‘Father in heaven’ is a strict Judge ; (/3) the thought
of the greatness of the price paid for your redemption from an
inheritance of vanity. (6) Vv.22-25. Love towards the members
of the spiritual family. The self-purification involved in re-

demption leads on to the cultivation of love towards the members
of the spiritual family—genuine, deep, active. This is a duty
which flows from the fact of Kvecymytr/ $. (c) Growth. If

(on the negative side) you have stripped off from yourselves
malice and such unchildlike vices, you must (on the positive

side) surrender yourselves to your true spiritual instincts and
live by the spiritual milk, the spiritual sustenance which is the
direct gift of God. So you will grow up unto <ra>rypiu. (d) 24

-10
.

Privilege. Christ is the living stone, rejected by the act of men
but in God’s sight tvri/%af. He is the foundation on which you
are being built up as a spiritual house for spiritual acts of wor-
ship. This view of Christ (i.e. as the foundation stone) finds

expression in the very letter of Scripture (Is 281®), It has a
double aspect. On the one hand, it is for you who believe that
He is fanpcof. On the other hand, for those who disbelieve, the
Psalmist’s words about the stone of stumbling are true, their
very stumbling being within the limits of the Divine purpose.
But you are the true Israel, with all the privileges of the
6tov.

II. 2U-4H. The brotherhood which is in the world
,
and its

duties.—(1) General introductory counsels. Be like mere
sojourners in the world. Let the moral beauty of /our con-
duct make your very detractors watch you. so that in the day
of decision they may glorify God. (2) 213-312, Duty of sub-

mission to every Divine institution among men. (a) 21<H7.

Subjects and civil magistrates. For Christian freedom must
not be a cloak for (social or political) disaffection.

* Honour
the king* is one practical application of the universal rule
* Honour all men.’ (b) 218~25

. Slaves and masters. Obey even
unreasonable masters. He who does right and patiently suffers
wrong, pleases God. To nothing less than this were you called.
For Christ suffered for us ; and m all His sufferings left us the
pattern-sketch of a life of sinless endurance and constant trust
(c) 31-s. Wives and husbands. To watch the wife’s serious and
pure life may win the husband who has been deaf to the spoken
message. Her adornment must be within—a spirit placid in
itself, gentle towards others. Such is the example of the wives
of ancient story, (d) 37. Husbands. Husbands have a corre-
sponding duty—to pay their wives the reverence due to the ii
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weakness. Those who share an earthly home (trvmxovvre$)
must behave to each other as those who share (c-wxXvipovo^ot)
the heavenly inheritance, (e) 38*12

. A summary of mutual
duties (cf. 5&). In a word, let kindness rule. Do not return
evil for_ evil, but bless your revilers

;
for the inheritance

of blessing is the end of the Christian calling (Ps 3412-16
).

(/) 318*22
. Suffering and its reward. I spoke of evil. Who

shall do you evil, if you be champions of good? But even
should you suffer for righteousness’ sake, you are happy. Do
not fear, but make your hearts a sanctuary for the Christ.
Towards others, be always ready to explain' and defend your
faith to any questioner. In yourselves, maintain a good con-
science, that your conduct may shame your detractors. For,
should this be God’s will, it is better that you, like Christ,
should suffer for well-doing than for evil-doing. For Christ once
for all, i.e. dealing decisively with sins, died, the just on behalf
of the unjust, that He might bring you (then afar off) to
God. But these sufferings had (as yours will have) their
issue in blessing, (i.) On the one hand, His being put to
death in regard to His flesh was His quickening in regard
to His (human) spirit. Clothed in that human spirit He
extended(**/) His sphere of ministry. He journeyed and made
proclamation to the spirits in prison, spirits who slighted God’s
long-suffering in the days when the ark was being built. In the
ark only eight souls were saved, the water (which to others was
the instrument of judgment) bearing up the ark and so becom-
ing an instrument of c-arryptec. The reality, of which the water
of the Flood was a type, even baptism, saves you ;

not the
external cleansing of the flesh, but the inquiry of a good con-
science after God/ the final source of its efficacy being the
resurrection of Jesus Christ, (ii.) The patient suffering of
Christ had a second issue—His triumph. He journeyed (as

before into Hades 3*9, so now) into heaven and is at God’s
right hand, the victorious sovereign over all spiritual powers.

(g) 41*®. The ideal of Christian life. Christ then suffered m
relation to the flesh. Hence the true conception of life. Let
It he your armour. To have suffered in regard to the flesh
means to have ceased to exist in regard to sins. Realize your
spiritual position by living no longer by the rule of the manifold
lusts of men, but by the one will of God. It is enough to have
given the past to the heathen vices of debauchery, drunken-
ness, idolatry. The heathen wonder that you hold aloof from
their vile riot, and traduce your motives. But the injustice is

not for ever. They will have to give an account to Him with
whom the judgment of living and dead is * as a very little

thing’ (iroi/Mus). Such judgment of the dead is just. For the
proclamation of the gospel to the dead had this for its object,

that, while the dead must he judged after the pattern of men in
reference to the flesh (the earthly life), they may nevertheless
be enabled to live after the pattern of God (cf. llS) in reference
to the spirit, (h) 47-n. Christian life in view of the approaching
end. The end of all things is near. Therefore he serious and
devout. Most of all, cultivate mutual love. Let each man
use his peculiar endowment for the good of the whole body
—his gift of utterance, relying on Divine inspiration; his

gift of ministry, resting on Divine strength. So God will be
glorified.

III. 412-614. The trials of the brethren.—(1) H2 -19. Trust in
the midst of suffering. Let not God’s process of testing and
refining you seem to you strange, as if some strange chance
were befallirg you. Rather rejoice at your participation in

the Bufferings of the Christ, that when His glory is revealed
your jov may be intensified. To bear Chrisrs reproach is an
outward sign of a spiritual grace resting on you. I say Christ's

reproach, for I would not have any of you suffer for any
criminal act or for any social indiscretion. But to suffer as a
Christian is a reason not for shame hut for thanksgiving. You
must expect suffering. For the set time has come for the
judgment to begin with God’s household. What, then, shall be
the end of those who wilfully reject the gospel ? Hence let

those who have even to suffer in fulfilment of the Divine pur-

pose do right and commend themselves to a Creator who will

not * forsake the work of his own hands.* (2) 61*6
. Pastors and

people. I who share their office (and so can sympathize with
them), and am a witness to the sufferings of the Christ (and so

speak with authority), charge your elders to shepherd God’s
flock, not in the spirit of slaves or hirelings or tyrants. Then
when the Chief Shepherd is manifested they will have their

reward. You younger men have a corresponding duty, to be
subject to elders. All of you—your duty is humility and
mutual service. (8) 5®-11. Final counsels. Humble yourselves

under God’s dealings that He may exalt you. Cast your
anxiety on Him, knowing His providential care for you.
Watch : for the devil ravins for you as a prey. Firm through
your faith resist him, conscious that for your brethren through-
out the world the same sufferings are being fulfilled. God who
calledyou, He. after your brief space of suffering, will strengthen

you. (4) 51^*4. Commendation of the bearer of the letter

.

Salutations.

VIII. Doctrine of the Epistle.—In this sec-

tion an attempt will be made to indicate in outline

the doctrinal teaching contained in the Epistle.

The letter is a \670s irapa/cX'jjo’ews, and contains no
systematic exposition of any part of the Christian

faith. But in the mind of the writer there is a

The history of Cornelius (Ac io22- 31- 47
) is the best com-

mentary on the phrase imptnvpiM tie 0iov in this connexion.

7 !

consistent and comprehensive theology which finds
incidental and instinctive expression.

The Petrine speeches m the Acts were called forth by special
circumstances, and (except the speeches recorded in Ac 1030-42

157-11) were all addressed to non-Christian Jews at Jerusalem.
We have no right, therefore, to look to them for the full cycle of
Christian doctrine which even * in the beginning of the Gospel *

St. Peter had apprehended. The following coincidences, how-
ever, between 1 P and the Petrine speeches recorded in the
Acts are noteworthy 1 P lio (vpoeptrett)

||
Ac 318* 21- 24 1043, cf.

21bff. 25ff 322 25
;
111. 21

||
2^ 32f. 313fF 4IO 530f. 1040

; J21
||
310 ;

27

||
411 (Ps)

;
224 QtXav)

||
530 1039

;
45

||
1042

(see also 2 Tl 41) ;
51

|{

1222323151039 41
.^

of these coincidences, the parallel between
1 P l21 (robs ttvrov xitrrovi) and Ac 316 (v mcrnS y otbrol7) is

very remarkable. It is the kind of coincidence which suggests
direct connexion of some kind. Mere literary dependence on
the one side or the other is not supported by coincidences
between 1 P and portions of the Acts other than the Petrine
speeches. The suggestion made on other grounds (see above,
p. 762 n.), that St. Peter and St. Luke may well have met in
Rome, should in this connexion be kept in mind.

(1) The doctrine of God.—(a) The Holy Trinity .

—As elsewhere in the NT (2 Th 213
, 1 Co 12^*,

2 Co 1314
,
Epk 314ff

* 43ff
*, Jude 20f

*, cf. Bev l4), the
Three Persons are revealed in their several rela-

tions to the complete redemption of man (l 2
). The

fact that the Three Names are not given in the order
of historical manifestation is an indication tha.t the
Persons are regarded as ‘coequal’ (cf. 2 Co 1314).
The mystery of the essential relation of the Three
Persons is not otherwise touched upon. In regard
to their relation kut olKovoylav

, the Father is spoken
of as * the God and Father 5

of the incarnate Lord
(‘Jesus Christ,’ Is), and as the object of His un-
failing trust in the extremity of humiliation (2

23
),

while the temporal mission of the Spirit is referred
to (l12). ( b ) The Father. The unique phrase Trurrbs

Krlarrjs (4
19

)
implies that the relation of God to man

as Creator is the final basis of trust (cf. Mt 625ff
*,

He 129
). The spiritual Fatherhood of God, i.e.

the regeneration of men through the revelation in

Christ and the Divine act of the resurrection, is a
root-thought in the Epistle (l8*

**), and from it

springs the social teaching as to <pL\aSe\<pla.
(c )

The Mon. Is the pre-existence of Christ asserted
or postulated in the Epistle ? In the phrase rb tv

ai/TOis [sc. rols rrpocpTjTcus] wvev/ia Xpurrou (l11), the
reference in Xpiarov is not primarily personal ; the
word rather alludes to the conception of the
Messiah progressively revealed and apprehended
(see Horns note). Again, in l20 (pavepudtvros is

laced in antithesis to mrpoeyvucr/atvov, and therefore
oes not necessarily imply personal pre-existence.

The words, however, in 3lsf* appear to be decisive.

The personality of Him whose actions are de-

scribed resided neither in the <rdp£ (cf. 4l
) nor in

the irvevy,a. Clothed in that human spirit (tv $),
when the llesh had been laid aside in death, He
carried out His ministry among the dead. Thus
the passage distinctly implies that He who worked
on earth and in Hades was a superhuman Person,
assuming all the elements of human nature, and
therefore existing before the beginning of the
human life. (d) The Spirit. The Spirit is men-
tioned in l2* llf' 414. In 414 the words, an echo of

Is ll 2
,
are a Christian adaptation of the thought

and language of the OT. The Spirit of God which
rested on Messiah is the porticn of those also who
suffer for Messiah’s sake. The earlier passage
(l11) is, as was seen above, closely connected with
the ancient Messianic hope. ‘ The Spirit of Mes-
siah ’ was ‘ in the Prophets.’ But the mention of

the Spirit in v.n cannot be disconnected from the
mention of the Spirit in v.12. The Spirit was the
power through which the witness of the ancient
prophets and the witness of Christian evangelists

were rendered. Thus the two verses together
emphasize the continuity of revelation (cf. the
‘ Constantinopolitan ’ Creed). For in v. 12 (Bih r&v

evayy. vpas irveiifiari ayl(p diro(rra\tvrL dir’ ovpavov) the

reference is definite, not to a hut to the Holy
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Spirit. The absence of the article simply brings
out the character of the power—‘ through no less a
power than the Holy Spirit’; compare, e.g., Eo
814

*1® and the anarthrous but definite use of 6e6s,

Xptards, sclpios, vlbs (He l2). The addition of a7roar,

dr’ otipavov can hardly be taken otherwise than as
an allusion to the historical gift of the Spirit at
Pentecost.

(2) Redemption.—Everything in regard both to

the Redeemer (l20, of. Ac 223
) and the redeemed

(l
lf

*) is conditioned by the wpbyvians of the Father.
Even disobedience to the gospel does not lie out-

side the sphere of His purpose (2
8
). The prepara-

tion is dwelt on in l10
"12

. The prophetic witness
was twofold

—

[a) to the sufferings destined for

Messiah (els Xp.) and the different elements in His
subsequent glory * (b) to the Divine grace destined
for the Gentiles (els bpds, cf. Ac 10*). It should
be noted that in this Epistle there is no allusion to

the Law either in its ceremonial or in its moral
aspect, nor again (except the passing reference to
the ‘holy women, 5

36f*) to the ancient story of

Israel ; contrast St. Paul’s Epistles. The Divine
Person took human nature in its completeness

—

crdp£ and irvevpa (3
18

) ; in 2s4 the Lord’s erapa is

spoken of, but St. Peter has no occasion to refer

to the Lord’s ^pvxn, in St. Paul’s psychology the
owpa and the ipvxv together making up the <r&p£.

Christ was sinless (2
22f

*, the language being derived
from Is 539

; cf. I19). He endured the last issue of

the life of sinfulman in the separation of ‘ flesh
5 and

‘ spirit,’ and ‘ in His spirit ’ passed into the unseen
world of waiting human spirits (3

19
, cf. Ac 2F- 81

).

His death is presented in a twofold aspect. On
the one hand, it consummated the example of the
typical human life (2

21
). On the other hand, in

His death He met the needs of sinful men. He
‘ died ’ to help them—SUaios xnrkp ddUcov (3

18
). And

His help to them consisted in this, that He finally

and effectually dealt with sins (&ra£ irepl apapnCov,

318). The mode in which He dealt with sins is

developed in 224. Adopting the language of Is

5312,
the apostle says that the Sinless One * took

our sins
5
(not sin as a principle, but the concrete

sins of men) to Himself, i.e. by virtue of His
representativehumanity. His human ‘body’ was,
as it were, the vessel in which the sins of men
were gathered (iv rip adopan avrov) and borne to the
last extreme of humiliation—the %ti\ov involving to

the mind of Jews the Divine curse (Dt 21 28
). By

His death (so the context implies) His relation to
the flesh and to sins finally ended (2

24 41, cf. Eo
610), so that the true life of humanity is henceforth
ideally set free from the dominion of sin. This
freedom the redeemed have to work out in their
several lives. In l18f* a different line of thought is

followed. Gentiles (for it is to Gentile Christians
that the Epistle is addressed, see above) were
ransomed (ikvrpddrjre—the word is taken from Is

52® ; cf. especially Mt 2028
,

1 Ti 26
)
from bondage

to an inheritance of vanity, and the ransom was
no less a price than the ‘ precious blood ’ (cf. Ps
72M Heb., 115 (116) 'W LXX) of Christ. Christ
Himself is likened to a lamb free from intrinsic

blemish and from accidental stain (dpdopov <al

dawlXov). The whole cycle of ideas is probably
derived from the history of the first Passover and
of Israel’s redemption from Egypt. The reserve
of the passage is remarkable. Nothing is said in

regard to the question to whom the Xvrpov was
paid. The sacrificial language is metaphorical {cos

apvov)

;

it is simple and is not developed. The aim
of the Lord’s sufferings is twofold. It has a
heavenly and an earthly side. On the one hand,
dvdOavev , . . tva vpds irpoaaydyg rip Beip (3

18
).

There is a slight emphasis on iipas—
‘
you Gentiles

who were afar off’ (Eph 213). Christ dealt with
the sins of men, and remained Himself 8Uaios. His

!

work and His abiding character fitted Him to

bring those whom He had freed from sin into the

presence of God. The ideas of mediatorship and
reconciliation lie in the background. On the other

hand, Christ bore our sins tva rats dpaprlcus &7royev6-

pevoi rrj SiKaiocnjvr) fijroope

v

(2
24

). Here and in 41**

Christ’s death is described as involving the Chris-

tian’s death to sin (cf. St. Paul, e.g., Eo 62ff*)*

The correlative idea of ‘the life to righteous-

ness’ leads naturally to the teaching of the

Epistle in regard to the resurrection. The resur-

rection in regard to Christ Himself is described

as the reversal (l 11 322
;

cf. 413 51
)
through the act of

the Father (l21
)
of the humiliation involved in

suffering and death—a conception which is promi-
nent in the Petrine speeches in the Acts (see

above, p. 766), but which in the Epistle falls into

the background. In regard to men, it is 8i
9

dvaardaeias *It)crov Xpiarov (a) that the Father ‘ begat
anew ’ (dvayewrjcras) all Christian men (i)pas, l3, cf.

I28) ; (b) that Baptism becomes in the gospel dis-

pensation (vvv) the crisis of salvation to each (vpas

. . . awfa, 3
21

; cf. Tit 35 4acoaev). Further, the
effect of redemption is not limited to the initiation

of the Christian life. If ‘sanctification by the
Spirit’ is represented (l2

) as the influence which
surrounds (4v) the working out of the Divine pur-

pose in the case of the itcXeicrol, that iicXoyifj has for

its immediate end (els) the twofold issue £ira/co^ ical

pavnapbs atparos Tijaov Xpiarov— a life lived in

accordance with the Divine will and pattern (l14* 22
,

cf. e.g. I 16 2lft

), and continually cleansed from the
defilement of sin by the application of the quicken-
ing blood of Christ. The thought and the language
are derived from the OT. The phrase pavnapbs
atparos recalls at once the tiSaop favruxpov of Nu
199 * 1S * 20f

* (cf. He 1224
, Barn. v. 1 4v rip atpan rod

pavrlaparos avrov). In ancient Israel provision was
made whereby the faithful Israelite, defiled by
contact with the dead, should be sprinkled with
‘the water of separation.’ In the true Israel not
water poured on the ashes of the victim, but the
blood of Jesus Christ (cf. He 9m ), is ever ready for

the cleansing of those who are obedient, hut who
from time to time are defiled through contact with
evil. Thus the sequence of thought is precisely

that in 1 Jn l7 (idv 4v rep ipoorl irepiTtarCopev . . . rb

aXpa ’Irjcrov /c.r.X.). * The end of the divinely
sustained growth (2

2
)
and of the discipline of the

Christian man (l5 ) is ‘salvation’ (els aoorrjplav)—
that ‘perfect soundness’ which answers to God’s
purpose in creation.

(3) The Church.—The two aspects in which the
Christian Church is prominently presented in this

Epistle are closely related to OT language and
Jewish thought, (a) The Church is regarded ‘ as
first and foremost the true Israel of God, the one
legitimate heir of the promises made to Israel*

(Hort p. 7). Hence in 29f* the remarkable trans-
ference to Christians in their corporate aspect of

the prerogatives which belonged to Israel. The
Christian Society is represented as a priestly body
(2

9
) chosen to do priestly service (2

5
), but the

spiritual character of this worship (as opposed to the
material and merely ceremonial worship of ancient
Israel) is insisted on (trvevpariKds Bvalas, 25

; cf.

Eo 121
, Jn 4s8). The idea of the new Israel is not

foreign to St. Paul (e.g. Gal 61
®) or other writers

of the NT, but nowhere is it insisted on with such
emphasis as here, (b) The Church is a universal
brotherhood (2

17 59
). In the OT Israelites are con-

stantly described as ‘brethren’ (e.g. Ex 418
,
Dt

* Hort, basing the interpretation of the phrase on Ex 24®**

concludes that the reference is to an initial pledge of obedience
and an initial ‘ sprinkling with blood ’—the admission to the
Christian covenant. The preposition tk (emphasized by juxta*
position with «v), pointing to a goal, and the position ofthe danse
seem to the present writer strong arguments against this
interpretation.
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181B, Neh 58 ) ; for the usage of later times comp.
e.ff. 2 Mac l1, Ac 225 2821 . In the true Israel the
tie is not natural, but spiritual. It grows out of
the fundamental fact of the Divine dvayivvrjcns (l2

).

The duties involved in this brotherhood are dis-

tinctly described as flowing from the spiritual
relation of Christians to God as their Father

—

dXXrfXovs dyaTrjaare . . . avayeyevvrgibvoi (l23). Hence
the repeated insistence on dydirr} and <piXa8eX(pia

(p2 2^ 48
). If the very term d5e\06r^s (2

17 59
)

emphasizes the notion of unity, the qualifying
words if iv rep /t6<r/xy (5

9
; cf. dia<nropa$

,
1*) suggest

the idea of universality : the 1 brotherhood 5

is

catholic. Little is said of the organization of
the Church. The spirit in which elders are to
work is enforced in 5lff*. In 410f * there is an allu-

sion to the due exercise of xaplaywtra. in the Chris-
tian Society, and particular reference is made to
those who teach and those who minister. The
term iKkXyjcrla, however, does not occur in the
Epistle. The allusions to the Church suggest
that, while the writer had a deep realization of the
broad facts, he had not been led specially to ponder
on their inner significance and promise, as the
‘ Ephesians * shows that St. Paul had done.

(4) Eschatology .—The Epistle holds an import-
ant position in the NT in respect to eschatological
teaching. St. Peter (47) regards the ‘end of all

things/ i,e. the great consummation, when the
present order will pass away, as near at hand. In
this point there is an important contrast between
the teaching of this Epistle and that of the later

Epistles of St. Paul (Hort, Romans and Ephesians
p. 141 f. ). The time of the end is regarded under
two chief aspects. ( 1 ) It will be a time of diroicd-

Xvipts. Then the progressive ‘revelation of Jesus
Christ’ (l 18) will culminate in a final ‘revelation

of Jesus Christ’ (1
7 54 ; cf. Lk I7S0 ), a ‘revelation

of his glory’ (4
18

; cf. I11* 21
). Then will be the

Kcupbs i&x&Tos when the ‘inheritance’ of Christians
will be ‘revealed/* their participation in the
glory * which shall be revealed ’ (5

1
), God’s atwvios

86%

a

which was the goal of their ‘calling’ (5
10

).

(2) It will be a time of judgment. God, indeed, is

essentially 6 Kpiviov—d7rpo<rwTroX^7rrws (negatively,

without partiality; l17 ),
SlkclIojs (positively, with

absolute justice ; 223
), irolpLws (with the unerring

precision of perfect knowledge; 45
). His judg-

ment is individual, and is determined by each
man’s action (l17). It will then comprehend ‘ quick
and dead ’ (4® ; cf. Ac 1042, 2 Ti 41

). It will be ob-

served that, throughout, the j’udgment is ascribed

to the final authority of the Father (cf. e.g. Ro
1410), and that nothing is said in the Epistle of

the mediatorship of the Son in the judgment (Ro
216

, 2 Co 510
; cf. JnS22* 27

).

But the question inevitably arises, How will

perfect justice in judging the dead deal with
those who died before the proclamation of the

gospel? To this question St. Peter gives an
answer in 4®, in close connexion with which we
must take 318£*. The difficulty of the two passages

lies not so much in any obscurity of language as

in the mysterious nature both of the subject with
which thev deal and of the problems which they
suggest, the earlier of the two passages (3

19f
-) is

limited in scope, dealing only with the case of

those who, being disobedient, perished in the

great typical judgment of the ancient world.

The interpretations which explain the words as

* Hort takes the words Iraf/aw &,*oxa,Xv<p9%voti (1®) to refer to
.. S ond infflWirofa <11 t

alone) comp, the same phrase in 2* ; (3) iro/p^v et*ox*Xv<p8yvou

(cf. 6*) is correlative to it* »i>p*po~s.

referring either (1) to an antediluvian mission of

Christ, or (2) to an evangelization of the angels
who fell (Jude 6

, 2P 24
), appear (in view of' the

context, the grammatical construction, and the
parallel in 46

) to be quite untenable. What
appears to be the simple and natural view of the
passages is given in the paraphrase above. It

may further be observed (
a ) that the apostle

necessarily uses the language of human experience
(7Topevdels ; cf. v. 22

), though narrating events tran-
scending^human experience ; {h) that the phrase rots

4v <pv\cLKT) TrvetijjLCLaLv in reference to Hades is quite
natural language for a Jew; comp. Apoc. Bar
xxiii. 4 ‘a place was prepared where the living

might dwell and the dead might be guarded/
2 Es 785 * 95

; (c) that it is not impossible that the
apostle’s language (iK^pvt-e . . . <pu\cucrj) was sug-
gested by Is 61u* 427 499

. The emphasis of the
passage rests on the Person of the K7?pu|. The
later passage (4

6
) differs from the earlier in three

important respects : (a) the reference is not
limited to the dead belonging to one generation.
The anarthrous koX Petcpois is not in itself necessarily
universal in scope, but here it must be interpreted
in the light of the preceding words (rip . . . Kptvovn

£&vra$ teal yeicpofc)

;

(/3) the main point here (accord-

ing to the requirements of the context) is the
simple fact that the gospel was preached to the
dead, not (as in 319) the agent in its proclamation

;

hence the difference of wording (4icifipv£ev, eiyyye-

XLcrdTj) is no argument that the two passages have
not a common reference to a single occasion

; (7)

while in 319 nothing is said as to the aim *or effect

of the proclamation, here its object is distinctly

stated. It is important to notice that this sentence,
in which the purpose is described, is one in which
‘ piiv and 84 oppose two clauses, whereof one is

really subordinate to the other ’ (Liddell and Scott
sub voce pdv ii. 5). The purpose of the preaching
was not that the dead should be judged, but that
though judged . . . they yet might live. . . . The
aorist (tepidurn) points to the one season of the
judgment; the contrasted present (£3c<.), to the
continuous life Kara debv (cf. I15

). The two pas-

sages taken together appear unquestionably to

assert that at the supreme crisis of redemption
the Redeemer Himself proclaimed the gospel to

the dead, those who perished in the Flood being
particularly specified, and that therefore such
blessings of the gospel as are not confined to this

earthly order were offered to them.
Apart from possible allusions to the subject in

three passages of St. Paul (Ro 107 149
,
Eph 49), no

writer in the NT refers to the descensus ad inferos,

with the significant exception of St. Peter (cf. Ac
227, 31

), who may well have learned the mysterious
facts of which he speaks from the lips of the Risen
Lord Himself. The simplicity and reticence of St.

Peter’s disclosure are remarkable. On references

to the descensus in early Christian literature see

Lightfoot on Ign. Magn. ix. (add to the passages

collected Gospel of Peter ix.). It appears certain

that these early references are not based upon the

passages in 1 P. ‘No direct appeal is made to St.

Peter in any of the numerous references to the
Descent ; the earliest quotation of 1 P 4® we have
been able to find is in Cyprian’s Testimonial (Swete,

Apostles’ Creed p. 58). Hence in these passages we
have expansions of a primitive Christian tradition,

independent of St. Peter’s written words.
Additional note on the name * Peter/— Dr.

Schechter, in the Jewish Quarterly Review for

April 1900, p. 428 f., writes thus

‘

Besides the
epithets “the God-fearing” Abraham or Abraham
“the friend of God,” Abraham also bears in Rab-
binic literature the title of “ the Rock.” . . . The
Rabbinic passage forms an illustration of Nu 239

“ For from the top of the rocks I see him,” and runs
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thus : There was a king who desired to "build, and
to lay foundations ; he dug constantly deeper, but
found only a swamp. At last he dug and found a
petra (this is the very word the Rabbi uses). He
said, “On this spot I shall build and lay the
foundations.” So the Holy One, blessed be he,

desired to create the world, but meditating upon
the generations of Enoch and the Deluge, he said,
“ How shall I create the world whilst those wicked
men will only provoke me ? ” But as soon as God
perceived that there would rise an Abraham, he
said, “ Behold I have found the petra upon which
to build and to lay foundations.” Therefore he
called Abraham Rock [-wx], as it is said, “Look
unto the rock whence ye are hewn. Look unto
Abraham your father ” (Is 511* 2

). Yalkut i. 766.

See Dr. Taylor’s Sayings of the Jewish Fathers,

ed. 2, p. 160.
5

Literature.—See at the end of the article on 2 Peter.

F. H. Gbase.
PETER, SEGOND EPISTLE OF.—

I. The Epistle considered apart from the question of its

genuineness.
1. Transmission of the Text.
2. Summary of the Epistle.

8, Doctrine of the Epistle.

4. The writer of the Epistle, its readers, the circum-
stances of its composition.

II. The question of the genuineness of the Epistle.

1. The integrity of the Epistle.

2. Reception in the Church.
8. Vocabulary and style.

4. Internalevidence—(a) references to the gospel history

;

(b) absence of personal messages and greetings

;

(c) alleged anachronisms
;
(d) doctrine.

6. Relation to 1 P.

6. Literary affinities—(a) Jude ; (&) Josephus ; (c) Apoca-
lypse of Peter.

7. Conclusion.

I. The Epistle considered apart from the
Question of its Genuineness. — I. Trans-
missionOF TEXT. For the authorities—MSS and
Versions—see art. Jude (Epistle of) in vol. ii.

p. 799. Some further points must be noted. (1) 2 P
is not contained in the Peshitta. The text given
in the printed editions of tliat version is, it ap-
pears, part of the Philoxenian version of the NT
made in the early years of the 6th cent, (see

below, p. 805). (2) Portions of pre-Hieronvmic
texts are found in the Fleury palimpsest=h (edited
by Berger, 1889), in the Munich fragments edited
by Ziegler=q (only l1

'4
), and in the Speculum

commonly known by the symbol m (ed. Weihrich).
The text represented in h q, according to Berger,
is one based, on a late ‘Italian’ text, kindred to
that revised by Jerome, transplanted to Africa
and there greatly altered—‘an African text of a
late period.’ Some remarkable fragments of an
old Latin text are contained in Priscillian (ed.

Schepss)—

l

20 (omnis profetia uel scribtura inter-
prsetationem indiget, p. 87), 23- 10

(p. 29), 2® (p. 46).

Ambrose (de Fide iii. 12) quotes P°. (3) Patristic
evidence for the text is found chiefly in (a) Greek
writers—Didymus, Ephraem (not Syriac works),
Cyril Alex., John of Damascus, the commentators
GEcumenius and Theophylact, the fragments in
Cramer’s Catena (some being ascribed to Athan-
asius, Eusebius of Emesa, and Chrysostom

; on the
last see below, p. 805 n.) ; (b) Latin writers—Am-
brose, Priscillian, Jerome, Augustine, Fulgentius,
Vigilius, Bede. Difficulties of interpretation give
a sense of insecurity in regard to the text (e.g.

2U’ 14
). Hort supposes that there are primitive

errors in 310* 12
. On 32, see below p. 811 ; and on

310 see Vansittart in the Journal of Philology iii.

p. 357 ff., where he suggests that the ‘existence’
of this Epistle, as of that to the Hebrews, ‘de-
pended for many years on a single copy.’

2. SUMMARY OF THE EPISTLE.—]The Epistle
(after the salutation) seems to fall into three

sections— (1) l3
"11

; (2) l 12-222
; (3) 31'18

. Each of

the two latter sections begins with a reference to

the writer’s personal relation to those whom he

addresses, and in both cases he goes on to speak of

the dangers which will soon overtake them from
false teachers.

(1) (i.) lif* Salutation ; (ii.) 12f* Divine gifts.—The Divine

power has given us all needful endowments, endowments
through which He has given us * His promises, that through
these promises you, having escaped from the world’s corrup-

tion, may become sharers m the Divine nature, (m.) I5-7 The
duty of diligence. Such gifts imply duties. Use diligence on
your part that one excellence in you may grow out of another,
(iv.) I8-11 The hope of diligence. Such excellences, where they
exist, cause fruitfulness. For he who has them not is blind,

and forgets that he was cleansed from the sins of his old life.

Therefore with the greater diligence see that you make God’s
calling and choice of you an abiding blessing. For so acting,

you will not stumble ; and the gift of entrance into the eternal

kingdom will without stint be yours.

(2) (i.) 112-15 The writer's carefor hisfriends.—Hence, though
ye know these truths, I will ever keep them fresh in your
memory, so long as I am in this tabernacle, for I know from
the Lord’s disclosure of the future to me that my putting it off

will come suddenly. Further, I will take diligent care that,

as during my life so also after ^my departure, you shall be
reminded of these truths, (ii.) llfe *21 The teachers' warrant.
For we did not follow fables skilfully elaborated when we told
you of the power of the Lord and His coming (i.e. in the flesh).

Our warrant was that we had been initiated into the mystery
of His majesty. We beheld the glory which He received
from the Father, when the voice of God addressed Him as My
Son, when we were His companions m the Holy Mount. Ana
what is more abiding than a fleeting voice we possess in the
prophetic word. Give heed to it as a lamp shining in a foul

place till the perfect dawn comes. But remember that the
interpretation of a prophecy in Scripture does not lie within
a man’s unaided power f ; for prophecy came not by the will

of man, but men spake from God as they were controlled by
the Spirit, (iii.) 21-U False teachers ; their sure punishment.
As there were false prophets in Israel, so there will he false

teachers among you, denying even the Master who purchased
them. Many will follow them, their life and their teaching
being marked by lasciviousness, greed, insincerity. But their
judgment has long been actively working. For God ever
punishes the evil. He punished angels when they sinned,
committing them to dens of darkness to be kept for judgment

;

the ancient world, while He delivered Noah ; the Cities of the
Plain, their overthrow being an example of what shall happen
to ungodly men, while He delivered Lot, ever wearied out by
the lascivious life of the lawless. Yes, the Lord can deliver
the godly from temptation, and keep the unrighteous in pun-
ishment for the day of judgment. And this is chiefly so with
those whose sins are uncleanness, proud insubordination, and
slandering ; whereas angels, greater in power than they, bring
no slanderous accusation against them (i.e. these sinners) before
the Lord, (iv.) 212-22 Marks of such false teachers. Such men
may be easily discerned. In their sins, and therefore in then
punishment, they are like irrational animals. They blazon
their profligacy in broad daylight. They are spots and flaws
in your company. Their glances are ceaselessly unchaste.
They entice restless souls. They sin from motives of covetous-
ness like Balaam, who was miraculously rebuked for his mad-
ness. They are as purposeless as waterless springs or tempest-
driven mists : their end will be thick darkness. With empty
vauntings they entice into lusts those who are just escaping
from evil companionship. Themselves the slaves of corruption,
they promise a spurious liberty. They are indeed slaves. For
if they were rescued from the defilements of the world and are
now again ensnared therein, their last state has become worse
than their first. For ignorance of righteousness is better than
deliberate rebellion against the holy commandment. Their
degradation is set forth in common proverbs.

(3) (i.) 3lf* The writer's Epistles.—In this, as in my formei
letter, I remind yon of the words spoken long ago by the
prophets, and of the Lord’s commandment brought to you by
those of the apostles who were your teachers, (ii.) 38-7 Mockers
at the promise of the Return. Remember before ail else that
in the last days mockers will come, men of lustful life, scorn-
fully asking what has become of the promise of His return.
For the Fathers passed away, and the world’s course is un-
changed. Such mockers are self-condemned. For they wilfully
forget that by the word of God the heavens were made and
the earth compacted of water and by means of water, waters
which became the instrument of judgment. And by the same
word the heavens and the earth are being kept for the fire
of the final judgment, (iii.) 38-i3 The Lord's delay and His
coming. Forget not that God reckons not time as men reckon.
His seeming slowness in fulfilling His promise is in truth Hia
long-suffering towards you, that all may come to repentance,
Howbeit the day of the Lord will come suddenly, the day when
the vault of heaven shall pass away, and the stars shall melt

* Spitta (Der zweite Brief des Petrus p. 41 ff.) would read
ifliv in v.4 with A 36, 38 syr-bod syr-hl-mg, and would take the

of v.s and the 5/* S» of v.4 to refer to the apostles,
t Spitta (p. 116) takes the words to mean, * Keine Prophezei

ung der Schrift ist der Art dass sie vernichtet werden konnte.*
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with heat, and the earth and men’s works therein shall be
discovered. The certainty of this dissolution of material things
is a call to holiness of life and to an earnest expectation of His
coming. Then—because the day of God has come—the whole
fabric of the universe shall be burned up. But we expect,
according to His promise, new heavens and a new earth—the
home of righteousness, (iv.) 3*4'i8 The steadfastness of believers
in the strength of this hope. Wherefore having these hopes, be
diligent that you may be found of the Lord at His coming
blameless. And regard the Lord’s long-suffering as salvation,
as Paul said to you, and as he says in all his letters, dealing in
them with these matters—letters in which are many difficult

sayings which those who lack learning and stability twist and
wrench, as they do all the other Scriptures. But do you be
on your guard against the evil influence of the lawless, and
grow in grace and knowledge.

3. Doctrine ofthe Epistle.—( l ) The doctrine,

of God. (a) The Father. The term Tar-tip is used
only in relation to the Incarnate Son (l17 ). God
by His word (command) was the Creator and is

the Sustainer of the universe (3
5 * 7

). He is above
the limitations of time (3

8
). He inflicts punish-

ment on angels and men (2
4ff

*), and thus the ij/dpa

Kplerew (3
7
) is described as h rov Beov p/atpa (3

12
).

But He is long-suffering, and delays iudgment (3
9
,

cf. 315
). He gave His witness to the Incarnate

Son (l17). Men can know God (l2 ) and can partake
of the Divine nature (l4). The phrase dela (pfois

(l4) refers rather to what God essentially is

;

the

phrase h pLeyaXoTpeir^s 86%a (l17) to God as revealing
Himself bv outward signs. (5) The Son. Nothing
is said ox the pre-existence of the Lord. The
term Beds is, however, applied to Him in l 1 rod

Beov iyiQv k. awrrjpos T'ljo'ou Xp. ; contrast the
order in l2 rod Beov k. T^crou rod Kvplov rj/xaiv, and
compare lu 318 rod Kvplov lyx&v k. (rcvrrjpos ’Irjaov

XpKrrov. Compare the phrase rj dela 86vafus airov

(I
s
), and note how He is closely joined with the

Father as the object of man’s knowledge (l2 ). In
it seems the preferable, if not the necessary,

interpretation to take rrapovala of the First rather

than of the Second Coming, for (a) the context
speaks of history and not prophecy ; (j8) the word
itself, though as a fact elsewhere in the NT and in

this Epistle (3
4* 12

) it is used of the Second Coming,
naturally bears this meaning* (cf. ZXevcns, Ac 752

).

If this interpretation of I16 be the true one, then
the message of the Incarnation is described as

dealing with rr)v rov Kvplov igaQv T17<rou Xpcarov dtvajuv

ml irapovcrlav—the Lord’s essential power and His
coming to the world. His fxeya\eibrrq$ was revealed

on the Mount of Transfiguration. He purchased

men (i.e. by His blood, cf. Rev 59
), and so became

their absolute Master {Seairbrijs, 21
; cf. 8ovXos . . .

T. Xp., I1 ). The term o-wr^p, as applied to Him, is

characteristic of this Epistle (I1* 41 220 32 * 18
). His

kingdom is described in the words of Daniel (3
10

[48] 72^ cf# 1 ]y[ac 257
) as an al&vios fiacnXela (cf.

Lk l88, Rev ll15
). He will fulfil His promise^ to

return (3
4
). (c) The Holy Spirit. The only mention

of the Holy Spirit is in reference to His controlling

inspiration of the ancient prophets (l 21 ).

(2)

Redemption.—In regard to our Lord, it was
wrought out by Him in His act whereby He pur-

chased men (2
4
); in regard to Christians, it is

brought into contact with each one in the m0a-

puryds which parts the new from the old life (l 9).

The Divine * calling ’ and * choice ’ of men are re-

garded as closely related (ttjv KXrjcnv k. hXoyfiv, l10 ;

note the vinculum of the common article). Human
effort is needed to give them an^abiding validity

(pepalav). In l8 (row KaXbaavros hp.as) it is uncertain

(a) whether the ijpas refers to Christians generally

or to the apostles in particular; (/3) whether the

b KahJcras refers to the Father or to Christ. Much
stress is laid on conduct and on the cultivation of

Christian virtues (l
Cff

*)« Knowledge (
Myvw<ns, l2* 8 - 8

220 ; yvQ<r«, X5 318
) has a pre-eminent position assigned

* Compare, e.g., Ign. Philad. 9, trctpavo-totv rev rurfyos .

.

.

iroiBor cturatj, rviv uvourrwiv ; Apol. Aristidis, 15 ;
Justm, Apoh

L 52 ;
see Lightfoot on Ign. he.

to it. The object of knowledge is the Father
(12. 3 <?)) and Christ (I s 220 318

) ; in l5 yvGxns appears
without further definition. The knowledge of

God and of Christ is the means whereby men
escape the evil of the world (2

20
)
and receive grace

and peace (l 2) and spiritual endowments (l3). The
cultivation of Christian excellences leads to fruit-

fulness in regard to this knowledge (I s ), which is

not a final but a progressive knowledge (3
18

).

Since it is closely allied to %dpis (3
18

), it is clearly

a spiritual and not an intellectual attainment.
On the other hand, the yv&<fL$ of l 5 (without a
definition of its object) is apparently ‘knowledge’
generally ; it is described as the link between dperf
and iyKpireta. The end of the Divine promises is

that men should become Belas kolvuvqI (ptiaecos (l4).

The goal of Christian diligence is the entrance
into the Lord’s ‘ eternal kingdom’ (l 11 ).

(3) Creation.—The cause of creation was ‘the
word (command) of God’ (3

5
). But at least in

regard to the earth further (physical) details are
given—yrj £% iidaros Kal 8l vdaros avvearCcaa. Prob-
ably the interpretation given by GEcumenius
(quoted by Field, Notes on Translation of the NT
p. 242) is the true one— yrj £% tidatosjjAv, cis e%

tiXiKod alrlov' 81 GSaros o£, tos 8lcl reXiKov (sic lege pro
StareXifcov)’ Vocop yap rb <rvv£xov TV 7VV> °^ov KbXXa ns
iT&pxov atirfj. In v.10 the universe is described as

consisting of ‘ the heavens ’ (the vault of heaven),

the stars (aroixeia), the earth.

(4) Angelology.— It is clearly laid down that
there once was ‘ a fall ’ of certain angels (ayydXcov

afjLaprycr&vTidv, 24
), and that their sin was followed

by Divine vengeance. God committed them to

‘pits of darkness,’ there to he kept for (final)

judgment. In a later passage of the Epistle (2
11

)

there is an obscure reference to the ministry of

angels. The false teachers (it is there said) 86%as

01) rp£
t
aovcTLv

i
pXaa<prjpLOvvTes

9
Sttov dyyeXot layfi k.

8wafJL€i jxel^oves 6vres oh <p£povcriv tear* avr&v irapd Kvpltp

ftX&o-(p7}/uLov Kplcriv. It must remain doubtful if Kar

avr&v refers to the false teachers or (as the parallel

in Jude 81* suggests) to the 86%ai just mentioned.
In either case, angels appear to he represented a3

bringing before the Lora tidings as to the conduct
of created beings, whether angels or men.

(5) Eschatology.—Fallen angels and unrighteous

men alike undergo temporary punishment until

the time of their final doom (2
4- 9

).
- The day, when

‘ the promise of his coming 5

is fulfilled, variously

described as Kptcrews (2
9 37), ijfitpa Kvplov (3

10
),

i] rod Beov rjfi6pa (3
12

), has three aspects—(a) In

regard to the sinful : To the ungodly it will he a

riptpa . . . diruXelas (3
7

,
cf. 21 316

) ; and of this

‘destruction’ the overthrow of the Cities of the

Plain is the type (2
5
). The disclosure as to the

angels who sinned does not go beyond the simple

idea of Kplais C2
4
) ; (£) In regard to the universe

:

‘ Dissolution
5 (rodrwv . . . ir&vnav Avophuv, 3U) is

the destiny of all parts of the mateiial universe.

The means of this dissolution will be fire (irvpl

TTipotpevoi 37,
Kavcrotpera 310

,
TvpotipLevoi, KavaoOiieva

312
). (y) In regard to the righteous : The dis-

solution of ‘ the heavens and earth that now are ’

will usher in the fulfilment of the Divine promise

of * new heavens and a new earth.’ The spiritual

character of the new universe is insisted on— b
oh SiKaioafor) Karoikcl (3

13
). In an earlier passage

of the Epistle (l 19
), where the meaning and the

construction are doubtful, it seems to be implied

that that day will be the dawn of such full

daylight ‘ in the hearts ’ of the faithful that the
‘ lamp ’ of prophecy will be no more needed.

4. Tee Writer of teeEpistle, itsReaders,
the Circumstances of its Composition, as
represented in tee Epistle itself.—(l) The
Writer. The writer speaks as ‘Simon (Symeon)

I Peter, bond-servant and apostle of Jesus Christ.*
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He refers to two, possibly to three, occasions

in his discipleship

—

{a) his presence on the Mount
of Transfiguration (l16ff*) ; (ft) the Lord’s revela-

tion to him in regard to his death (l14 ) ;
(c)

the Lord’s call of himself and of other disciples

(Is). The last reference is doubtful (see above,

. 809). The Epistle does not assert that he
ad visited those to whom he writes; though

it is not unnatural to suppose that this is im-
plied in l12ff

- 33. But he had written to them
one earlier letter (3

1
), the object of which had

been, what the object of the present letter was,
viz. to kindle their minds to remember the teach-

ings of the ancient prophets and of the apostles

who had instructed them. He calls St. Paul 4 our
beloved brother,’ and he was acquainted with
several of his Epistles, and especially with one
which that apostle had written to those whom he
is now addressing. He himself now writes under
a sense that his death is imminent (l14); and he
promises that, so long as he lives, he will still

remind them of his teaching, and that he will make
rovision that after his decease they should always
e able to call it to mind. Nothing in the letter,

it should be added, reveals the place where he
writes, his companions, or his plans. (2) The re-

cipients of the letter. Unless we assume that the
former Epistle referred to in 31 is 1 P, nothing is

said in the Epistle to show where its intended
recipients dwelt. The two phrases, rots ta-brifiov

fjfuv \axovatv ttLgtiv (l1, cf. Jude 3
), and airocfrvybvTes

rrjs iv rip k6(t[u# tV tmdvfilq. <j>$opas (l
4
), make it prob-

able that they were Gentile rather than Jewish
converts. But the language is too general to

warrant a certain inference. Some at least of the
apostles had been among their teachers (3

2
), and it

appears from l12 that they were not recent con-

verts. From their past we turn to their future.

The Epistle warns them of the advent among them
of certain false teachers. It is an assumption

—

though it is a probable assumption—that the three
passages of the Epistle which speak of false

teachers—

2

1-32
, 3

3"7
, 3

16—refer to the same persons.

Taking this identification for granted, we note the
following points in the description of these enemies
of the truth ; (1) Their life and teaching are such
that in effect they deny the rule of Christ and His
law (2

1
) ; (2) they are themselves immoral, and by

life and teaching they infect others (2
2* 10, 12ff* 18f

* );

(3) they are insubordinate to authority (2
10
); (4)

they are influenced as teachers by greed of gain
(23.ia.i4).

(g) as teachers they are plausible and
crafty (2

3* 14* 19
) ; (6) their teaching is empty rhetoric

(2
18

) ; (7) they ridicule the idea of Christ’s return

(3
3ff<

) ; (8) they support their false teaching by an
unscrupulous appeal to Scripture (3

16
). Such are

the notes of the false teaching which will arise

itr’ icrxdTcav t&v ijfxepuv (3
s
).

To this statement of the details as to the writer
and recipients of the Epistle, which seem to be
implied in the document itself, it will be well to

append the views as to the occasion of the Epistle

ana the circumstances of its composition, which
have been put forward of late years by two critics

who have defended its authenticity.

(i.) The chief points which Spitta emphasizes in

his elaborate work, Der zweite Brief des Petrus und
der Briefdes Judas, 1885, are as follows :—St. Peter
wrote the Epistle late in his life to Jewish Chris-

tians, to whom both he (3
1
) and St. Paul (3

li5

)
had

addressed letters which have not been preserved.
He promises to make provision that after his death
his friends shall he reminded of his teaching. The
Epistle of Jude was accordingly written at a later

time for the express purpose of carrying out St.

Peter’s intention ; and in that Epistle there are
several direct references (w> 5* 12

) to 2 P, while in

Jn 17 f. we find words from 2 P 38 quoted as apos-

tolic words. The destination of the Epistl e explains

its subsequent history. The ‘paulinische Ein-

seitigkeiV of our NT Canon is one of many proofs

that the early Church was not wont to welcome
documents which had Jewish associations.

(ii.) Zaira, Einleitung ii. 42-110, 1899, takes the

same general line as Spitta, but is somewhat more
precise and circumstantial in his reconstruction of

the history. St. Peter addressed the Epistle to

Churches, mainly Jewish, in Palestine and in the

adjacent districts, but not N. or N.W. of the Syrian
Antioch. The apostle had long before taken a

leading part in their evangelization, and had sub-

sequently written to them a letter now lost. St.

Paul also, not improbably during his imprisonment
at Caesarea, had sent them a letter; but this

letter, like the letter of St. Peter just mentioned,
has not been preserved. One of the chief reasons

why St. Peter wrote them this second letter was
to warn them against false teachers, whose evil

influence he had himself seen at work in Gentile

Churches. He feared lest the plague should spread

to Jewish converts. The apostle then, over and
above the exhortations and warnings of the Epistle

itself, promises that he will, as long as he lives,

remind them of the truths on which he insists,

and further, that he will write for them an instruc-

tion in doctrine
(
Lehrschrift ), that after his death

they may have these things ever brought to mind.
The time of the Epistle must be placed late in St.

Peter’s life ; for (a) he writes as one now growing
old

; (/3 )
many letters of St. Paul are in existence

;

(7) there is a feeling of disappointment abroad
that the promise of the Return is unfulfilled

;

(<$) the first generation of Christians is now dying
off. As to th&place where the Epistle was written,
it contains no indication that St. Peter had as yet
been in Rome. On the other hand, it is natural
to suppose that, when he wrote to them, he was
not living in the immediate neighbourhood of his

correspondents. Thus it is an obvious conjecture
{a) that the place where the Epistle was written
was Antioch

; (b

)

that the time of its composition
was shortly before St. Peter left the East fo>

Rome, where he probably arrived in the autumn
of 63 ; i.e. the date falls within the years 60-63.

About a dozen years later
(
circ. 75) St. Jude wrote

to the same Churches, and (vv.4* 17
) formally quoted

2 P as an apostolic document. As to the later

history of 2 P, it is important to emphasize the
fact that 1 P and 2 P were written to wholly
different groups of Churches. It is quite natural,
therefore, that their fate should be different. For
a long time Gentile Christians would trouble
themselves but little as to an Epistle addressed
to Jewish Christians. Hence the comparative
obscurity into which 2 P fell.

There is little room for difference of opinion as
to the date of 2 P among critics who maintain the
genuineness of the Epistle, and hold the almost
universal opinion that it was written as a sequel to
1 P, the latter Epistle being placed near the end of

St. Peter’s life. The case, however, is somewhat
altered for any who follow B. Weiss and Kiihl (see

above, p. 782 f.) in their view that 1 P was written
about the year 54. Yet these critics do not diverge
from the conclusion as to the date of 2 P mentioned
just above. On the one hand, Kiihl urges that the
silence of the Epistle as to the destruction of

Jerusalem is a proof that it was written before
the year 70. On the other, the fact that St.

Peter holds himself henceforth alone responsible
for the instruction of those to whom he writes,
though he is aware that St. Paul had written
to them, points to a time after the death of the
latter apostle. The most probable date, there-
fore, is (according to Kiihl) about the middle of

the 6th decade.
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II. The Question op the Genuineness of
the Epistle.—i. Integrity of the Epistle.
Before discussing the problem of the genuineness
of the Epistle we must clear out of the way the
question of its integrity. Are we bound to con-
sider the Epistle as a whole ? May not some of

the difficulties in regard to its genuineness arise

from the fact that the Epistle as it stands has
been interpolated? In this matter Kill'll has in-

herited the suspicions of two earlier critics

—

Bertholdt and Lange. It will be sufficient to

examine the case as stated by Kuhl. He sup-

poses (I) that the whole of ch. 2 is an inter-

polation ; (2) that in 3lf* words have been
inserted to facilitate the dovetailing of the inter-

polated passage into the original letter. In this

oiiginal document, according to Kuhl’s theory,

the passage about prophecy was succeeded im-
mediately by an exhortation—bpels 84, dyairyrol,

uvrjcrdyre tQv TrpoeiprjpAvcav frrjpdrtov vxb tGsv ayluv

rpOipTjTuv, touto irpQrop yipibcncovres K.r.X. He is

thus enabled to maintain that the Epistle in its

original form is older, in its present interpolated

form more recant, than Jude. It should be added
that the reference in 31 to an earlier Epistle,

addressed by the same writer to the same readers,

likewise disappears. Suspicions as to the in-

tegrity of a document, when they are in-

terested, are themselves suspicious. In this case

they claim no external support. And the internal

evidence of the Epistle is against them. The
transition from l

21 to 21£
* is natural. The thought

of ancient prophecy leads to a reference to its

parody in the raise prophets of old days. If the

writer goes on to draw a parallel between the

dangers of the past and the dangers which he
foresees in the future, the sequence of his thought
m quite simple. Again, there cannot be said to

be any difference in style between ch. 2 and the

rest of the Epistle. Again, if affinities with Jude
are most conspicuous in ch. 2, they are not con-

fined to that chapter, and, when examined,, they
appear to be borrowingsfrom Jude as clearly in ch.

1 as in ch. 2 (see art. on JUDE, § 4). Lastly, it will

be shown later that the coincidences between 2 P
and the Apocalypse of Peter are found both in ch. 1

and in ch. 2 of 2 P. Their diffusion cannot but be
a weighty argument for the integrity of the Epistle.

The suspicions; then, of Kuhl and his predecessors

in this view must be dismissed as arbitrary and un-

supported by external or internal evidence.

2. Reception in the Church.—

T

he investiga-

tion falls under three heads—(1) the alleged use of

the language and characteristic thoughts of 2 P in

documents (other than Books of NT) belonging to

1st and 2nd centuries ; (2) such alleged use of, and
references to, 2 P in documents belonging to the

period between the beginning of the 3rd century and
the time of Eusebius ; (3) the evidence of Eusebius

and of other writers of the 4th and 5th centuries

;

the reception of 2 P in the Canon of the Eastern

(Greek) and Western Churches, and its rejection in

the Syrian Church.
(I) Some of the alleged coincidences will be

examined in detail. The rest are dealt with in

the general remarks at the end of this section.

(a) Clement of Rome.—(i.)
4We have Noah and

Lot adduced in vii. 5 and xi. 1 similarly to what is

done in 2 Peter ii. 5-9’ (Warfield in the January

number of the Southern Presbyterian Review, 1882,

p. 53). But in Clement the examples of Noah and

Lot do not stand side by side as in 2 P, but are

widely separated in a whole series of OT worthies,

(ii.) Clem. vii. ravra, dyeiirrjrol, ob pbvov vpas vovde-

rovvres imariWopev, dXXd k . iavrobs biroppifcKovres
(|

2 P lu 31
. Beyond the fact that the common

Greek word meaning ‘remind* occurs in both

passages in reference to a letter, there is no re

semblance in phraseology or idea. (iff. ) Clem, vii,

Nwe 4td\pv%ev perdvocav
||
2 P 2s

. Lightfoot, how-
j

ever, shows that Clement probably derive i this

conception of Noah from the Sibylline Oracles.

(iv.) Clem. ix. robs reXelrn Xeirovpyrjcravras ry peyaXo-
'irpeirc'L oo^rj abrov

||
2 P l 17

. It must, however, be
observed that in the LXX the noun {peyaXo7rp4veia)

is (especially in the Psalms) a very favourite
word, and that the adjective occurs in reference
to God,, e.g. 2 Mac 815 {rb p. 8vopa). The special
phrase in question is an echo of the language of

the Psalms—20 (21)
6 85%av k. peyaXoTp4xeiav, 144

(145) 6 * 12 rijv peyaXoTrpbireiav rijs db^srijs dyua<rbvrs uov
. . . T7iv 86£av rijs peyaXoirpexeLas rijs {BacrtXelas <tov.

In Clement the adj. is common, being used in
reference to the Divine will, gifts, worship,
strength, name (ix. xix. xlv. lxi. Ixiv.). The im-
pression that in Clement the phrase in question
and similar expressions have a liturgical origin

(i.e . that they are derived from [Greek] synagogue
prayers) is confirmed by a reference to the Greek
Liturgies, e.g. Liturgy of St. Chrysostom

,
ayios el

koX rravdyios
,
Kal peyaXaTTpeirfy t) Soj-a <rov (Swainson

p. 129), Liturgy of St. James (Swainson p. 268).
(v. ) Clem, xxiii. A passage is quoted as Scripture
containing the words, 1 These things we did hear
in the days of our fathers also ; and behold we
have grown old, and none of these things hath
befallen us.’ The thought is not dissimilar to
2 P 34

,
but there is no coincidence of expression.

Clement probably took the quotation (cf.
4 2 Clem/

xi.) ‘from some spurious prophetic hook’; see
Lightfoot, in loc. (vi.) Clem. xxxv. aKoXovdijcrupev

rrj od$ rijs a\r\delas
jj
2 P 22

. But it must be remem-
bered tliat the use of rj bS6s {e.g. rijs fays, 8i8axijs,

see Harnack on Did. I1) and the use of \ aXiidaa

{e.g. b kavlbv rijs dXrjdelas) are very common ; the
combination of the two words therefore is in no
way remarkable, (vii.) Clem, xxxiv. els rb perdxovs
ypas yev4aQai rQ>v peydXuv k. ivdb^cvv iirayyeXiwv

abrov
|!
2 P l4. But it must he noticed that the

phrase has a parallel in an earlier chapter (xix.),

pey&Xwv Kal iv86i;(av pereiXyfpbres irpd£ecavt Compare
also xxvi. rb peyaXecov rijs ixayyeXlas abrov.

(b) The Ancient Homily
(

4 2 Clement’) xvi. kpxerai

fj8r} i] i}p4pa rijs Kplaecas ws KXi(3avos mibpevos ml tclkt}-

orovral rives \lege al 8vvdpeis] r&v obpav&v, Kal iracra 7]

yij cljy p6Xif$o$ ixl xvpl ryKbpevos, Kal rbre ipavijcrerai rd
Kpbtpia Kal <pavepb kpya ruv dv6p(ax<av

||
2 P 37i 10* 1S

.

The language of the earlier part of the extract is

largely derived from Mai 41
, Is 344. The idea of

the conflagration of the world at the judgment
was somewhat widely current in the 2nd cent.

In the last clause there is in language, idea, and
context a certain coincidence with 2P 310

{yij Kal

rh iv abry kpya ebpfidyverai), where, however, the
reading (see above, p. 796) is very doubtful. The
notion, however, of a disclosure of secret things

is inseparable from the notion of the judgment
j

and the language and thought of the Homily are

in reality nearer to Bo 21® 1 Co 31S 45 than to

2 P 31C)
. Spitta, Der Zweite Brief p. 534 n., notices

some other coincidences, of which the most striking

are Horn. v. {ij 8k ixayyeXia rod Xpicrrov peydXrj Kal

davpaarij icrriv)
||
2 P l4 ; Horn. ix. {4% elXiKpivovs

KapSlas)
||
2 P 31 (butcf. Is383

,
He 1022 *) ; Horn. xiv.

(ix* icrxdrojv rcav ypeptiv)
||
2 P 33 (a phrase unique in

NT but not uncommon in LXX).
(c) DidachL— 4 The passage 3, 6-8/ writes Spitta I

(p. 534 n. ),
4 shows a very remarkable kinship with

Jude and 2 Peter. We notice the rare expression

y&yyvcros (cf. Jude 18
), and especially the twice

repeated pXao-<pypla, abQ&dys and rpiptav, and we
compare 2 P 210/ In Did., however, the rpipuv ia

part of a phrase which clearly comes from Is 662.

For abdddrjs cf. Pr 2134
, Tit l7. When the whole

* Comp. Theoph. ad Autol. ii. 85, «* xctpbtax

ll}jzpivs7 yvupyj.
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chapter of the DidacM is read, the idea that we
have here a literary lmk with 2 P vanishes.

(d) Ignatius.—Spitta points out coincidences be-

tween Ignatius ana 2 P

—

Eph xi. 1, xii. 2 |J
2 P 315

;

xiv. 1 |j
2 P I15 ; Trail xiii. 3 (iv (p ehpedelvipev &jampot.)

||
2 P 314

. The last is the only one in the series

which deserves consideration, and about it Spitta
himself allows that the phrase of Ign. may very
well be ‘ stereotyp gewordene Wunschformel.’

(e) Barnabas xv. crvveriXe<Tev tv i}pipais. tovto

Xtya oVt tv ifaKurxiXlois trecnv cwTeXtcrei Kbpios ret

fftivTavra. h yap rjptpa nap* avnp [o-ypalvei] x^Xia try.

avrbs 8i /iol paprypet Xtyuv* T5oj> ijptpa Kvplov terrai cos

x£\ia try
||
2P 38. In connexion with this passage of

Barnabas it will he convenient to bring together
and to discuss the whole group of passages which
are alleged to he reminiscences of 2 P 3s

.

(i.) Justin, Dial. 81, rb odv dpijpivov tv rots Xbyois

rotirois, t<p7jv“ /caret yap rds ijpipas rod gtiXov al ypipai

rod Xaov pov kcrovrai, ret kpya tQv tt6vwv avrQv 7raXacc6-

aov<n' (Is 65s2) vevo'f)mpev 8n %£\ia ’try tv pvarrjplip

pr\vdei. tbs ydp rip ’Adap dprjro, 8tc rj 5
9
dv ijptpg. <pdyy

<X7t6 tov £ij\ou, tv ttcelvr} dirodavelrai, tyveopev ai’rrbv p^j

dvaifkrjpibcavTa %£Xia try. crvv'fjKapev teal rb eiprjptvov

tin *Hyutpa Kvplov tbs %/Xca ’try els rovro crvvdyeiv.

There then follows a reference to Rev 204ff\
(ii.) Iren. v. 23. 2 (Iren, has given one interpreta-

tion of Gn 217 and then proceeds), ‘Quidam autem
rursus in millesimum annum reuocant mortem
Adse

:
quoniam enim dies Domini sicut mille anni

,

non superposuit autem mille annos sed intra eos

mortuus est.’

(iii,) In v. 28. 3 Irenseus is discussing Gn 2lf-—‘a
narrative of the past and a prophecy of the future 9

—i] ydp Tjpipa 'Kvplov cos %£Xca tr7j‘ tv ovv yjptpais

avvrertXecrTaL rd yeyovbra.

(iv.) In Hipp. in Dan. 23. 24 the words

—

riptpa 8k

(ydp) Kvplov (tbs) %IXta Irij—are adduced in reference

to creation.*

There is no doubt that the final source of the
saying is Ps 89 (90)

4
. But the question remains

whether the writers just cited take the phrase
directly from 2 P or whether they borrow it from
some source independent of 2 P, to which indeed
2 P may well itself be a debtor for it. Three
points must be noticed. (1) In all the writers

cited above (except 2 P) the form of the phrase
consistently is yptpa Kvplov. (2) In all of them
the saying is used in regard to the mystical in-

terpretation of a passage in Gn 2—in Barn. , Iren,

(v. 28. 3), Hipp. in reference to Gn 2lf
*

; in Justin,

Iren. (v. 23. 2) in reference to Gn 217
. Thus the

context in all these passages is very similar and
quite alien from the context in 2 P. (3) That
speculations similar to the idea expressed in this

saying were current in Rabbinical literature is

clear from Schottgen and Wetstein on 2 P 3s
,
and

from Schottgen, Eorce Heb. ii. p. 497. And this

evidence as to Jewish thought on the matter is

carried back into the 1st cent. A.D. (Schurer, EJP
n. iii. p. 138 f.) by a passage in the Book of Jubilees
(sometimes called the ‘Little Genesis 9

), referred

to by Hilgenfeld on Bam. xv., which (see Jahrb

.

f. bibl. W%ss. ii. p. 241) runs as follows: ‘And
[Adam] lived 70 years less than 1000 years ; for

a thousand years are as one day' according to the
heavenly testimony. Therefore it is written con-
cerning the tree of knowledge, “ On the day when
ye eat thereof, ye shall die.

99 Wherefore he fulfilled

not the years of that day, but died therein.
9 The

subject, it will be observed, is the same as that in

relation to which Justin and Iren. (v. 23. 2) adduce
the saying. The evidence, then, seems clearly to

point to the conclusion that the source of the in-

* Compare Hippolyfcus, ‘Heads against Cams/ in Hermathena
vii. p. 403 f. (cf. pp. 406, 418), ‘The number of the years is not
the number of days, but it represents the space of one day . .

.

according to the saying. One day in the world of the righteous
ia as a thousand years/

terpretation of a thousand years as ‘ a day of the

Lord ’ was Jewish, probably a Haggada concerned

with Gn 2. The saying became something of a
commonplace in the Christian literature of the

2nd cent., and was used by the Fathers, cited above,

in a sense more cognate to its Jewish origin than

that in which it is found in 2 Peter.

(/) The Testaments of the XII. Patriarchs .

—

The parallels in this book ‘render it probable,
9

says Warfield p. 52, ‘that the author had and
used 2 Peter.’ ‘They are such,

9 he continues,

‘as the very rare phrase piaapdis [Oxford MS

—

pidapaai] rrjs ytjs in Benj. 8, cf. 2 P 220— a phrase

found in 2 Peter only in the NT, and in the Test.

XII. Patt. only in its age; the rare phrase to$

TrXdrrecv Xbyovs m Reuben 3, which seems to have
been suggested by 2 P 23

; the use of rripeiv in

Reuben 5, just as it is used in 2 P 29.
9 As to the

first of these alleged coincidences it must be
noticed (1) that the word piacrpbs is found in Wis
1426

, 1 Mac 443, and occurs elsewhere in the Testa-

ments, viz. in Levi 17 ; (2) that jt has been already
used in the immediately preceding context (ob ydp
txeL p. iv tcapdiq.) ; (3) that the special phrase (rrjs

yfis) is suggested by the metaphor of the sentence
(tienrep ydp 6 tjXlos ofi pialverai Tpo<rtx<*>v trrl Kbwpov

. . . otreo Kal 6 Kadapos vovs iv tols piatrpoLs tt)s yrji

avvexbpevos k.t.X.). The phrase irXdrTeiv X6yovs is

used in Demosthenes and other classical writers.

In regard to the last of the three coincidences it

must be sufficient to refer to Jude 6
, Book of the

Secrets of Enoch 71 184 ; similar phrases are com-
mon in the Enochian literature (see art. on JUDE,
vol. ii. p. 801).

(g) The Shepherd of Eermas.

—

Zahn (derllirt des

Hermas p. 431) and Warfield (p. 51) have collected

a number of passages in the Shepherd which they
suppose to contain reminiscences of 2 P. It must he
sufficient to examine three of the passages on which
special stress is laid, (i.) Vis. i. 3. 4, Tip laxvfip

popart ir^as rbv oitpavbv Kal BepeXubcras t^v ytjv JttI

bddrcvv
[|
2 P 35 . In reality, however, the passage is

an echo of passages in the OT, Ps 23 (24)
2 103 (104)

cf-

135 (136) 6
(Kc* a AT), Is 4022

, and has no points of

contact with the language of 2P. (ii.) Sim. viiL

11, 6 Ktipios ’tirep^t pe (nrXayxvicrSels irdai bovvai r^jv

perdvoiav Kalirep tiv&v pij 6vtlov d^lcov 8id rd tpya
airu>v‘ dXXd paKp66vpos &v 6 Ktipios dtXei k.t.X. ||2P
39. Zahn urges that of the many passages in
Hermas which deal with repentance, this alone
connects it with the Divine paKpodvpla and em-
hasizes the universality of the gift. But it must
e observed (a) that the Trdcnv is taken up from the

immediately preceding context, inraye Kal irdo-i Xtye
tva p€ravo7]<roxrL ; (ft) that the passage has quite as
much affinity with Ac 1730f* Ro 24 as with 2 P 39.

(iii.) Sim. vi. 4. 4, rrjs Tpv<f>r)s Kal dirdrys b %p6^os tbpa

tcrrl pla . . . tdv o?iv plav rjptpav rpvcprjcrri ns Kal

dTraTridrj k.t.X.
||
2 P 21S

. But it will be noticed (a)

that the plav ijptpav of Hermas points to the riot aa
shortlived, the tv ijptpg. of 2P points to it as shame-
less— ‘ in broad daylight 9

; (ft) that both rpvtpij and
dTrdrT) are favourite words with Hermas. As to
the former, the desire ttolkIXqov rpvtpQv is a sign of

the presence of ‘the angel of evil
9

in a man
(Mand. vi. 2. 5). Again, dirdryj in Mand. viii, 5
has a place among the ‘evil works 9 from which
‘the bondservant of God must abstain.

9 Having
been thus spoken of separately

, they are joined
together in a long description of ‘the man who
thinks that he has the* spirit’ (Mand. xi. 12), and
they reappear separately and side by side through-
out the Sixth Parable. Their occurrence, therefore,
in Hennas appears to be quite independent of 2 P.
Other coincidences are Vis. iii. 7. 1

1|
2 P 215

;
Vis.

iv. 3. 4 1|
2 P 220

; Sim. v. 6. 8, 7. 1 viii. 11. 1, ix. 13.

9 || 2 P l
20 (hut the use of MXvois in regard to the

parables is quite obvious) ; Sim. vi. 2. 2 II 2 P 2M

i
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(but KCLTa(pdopa is common in the LXX) ; Sim. vi. 2.

6 1|
2 P 220 (but in Hermas is the natural

word to use of sheep entangled in thorns, etc. )

;

Sim. ix. 17. 5, 18. 1 1|
2 P 221 (but cf. Gal 48t ). When,

then, the passages in Hermas are examined, the
conclusion is that they are interesting as illustra-

tions of the passages in 2 P, but give no probability
to a theory. of literary dependence.

(h) Justin, Dial. 82, ‘For with us even until
now are there prophetic gifts, whereby you also

yourselves [ i.e . you Jews] should know that
the things which of old belonged to your nation
have now been transferred to us. But as there
were withal false prophets in the time of the
holy prophets who arose among you, so also in the
present day are there many false teachers (^evdodt-

Sda-KaXoL) also, of whom our Lord forewarned, us to

beware. * ‘ But where,’ Warfield asks (p. 51 f.), * can
this forewarning be found ? Does it exist anywhere
but in 2P 21 (cf. I

21
). . . • It is exceedingly difficult

to see how there can be any reasonable doubt but
that these passages are drawn from 2 Peter. And
if so, it isnoticeable thatJustin refers to 2 Peterwith
respect, as Scripture, as, practically, the words of

our Lord—in a word, as an authoritative hook
giving the Lord’s teaching.’ ToWarfield’s question
as to the source of this warning Justin himself
supplies a decisive answer. After a few words on
our Lord’s foreknowledge, Justin continues, * For
He said that we should be murdered and hated for

His name’s sake, and that many false prophets and
false Christs should come (irapeXeticrovTcu) in His
name and lead many astray ,* and this is the case.’

The reference, therefore, plainly is to Mt 245 * 9* 1L24
.

There are apparently only two reasons which can
be pleaded as grounds for hesitation. (1) The word
if/ev8o5i8dcnax\os does not occur in the report of our
Lord’s words in Mt, or indeed anywhere in the NT
except in 2 P. But in Christian circles, where the
words iJ/ev8&8eX<f>o$, \pev8air6<rT6kos

)
\pev8o\6yo$, \f/ev-

dopL&pTvs, if/ev8<nrpQ(p7jT7)5
J
xf/evddxpurTos were all current

(all occurring in NT), and where a Siddv/caXos was
closely allied to a ir^o<f>tjrrjst the word \

pev8o8t.8d<r-

icaXos was sure to arise, and its occurrence in two
writers cannot be taken to imply literary obliga-

tion. In Ep. Polyc. 7 we find ras yf/evdodiSao-mXlas,

and in Didachi 13** 2 8i8d<TKa\os aXrjOcpbs appears as

well as Trpocp^Tris dXrjOipds—a phrase which implies

ipevSotiiSdcneaXos. (2) A parallel is drawn in Justin,

as in 2 P, between the false teachers in the Chris-

tian Church and the false prophets in Israel. But
it will be observed (a) that the comparison is very-

natural in a discussion of the presence of prophetic

gifts in the Church ; (/3) that Justin does not speak

of it as part of the warning for which he quotes the

Lord’s authority. There is a similarity between
the passage in 2 P and that in Justin, but it justi-

fies no other conclusion in the case of Justin than
that which we reached in the case of Hennas.

(i) Melito.—A passage is quoted from a fragment
of Melito’s Apology, which has been preserved in a

Syriac translation (Cureton, Spicilegium Syriacum
,

p. 5Uf.), of which the principal clauses are as

follows :
‘ There was once a flood and wind, and

the chosen men were destroyed by a mighty north

wind . . , but, again, at another time there was
a flood cf waters, and all men and living crea-

tures were destroyed by the multitude of waters,

and the just were preserved in an ark of wood, by
the ordinance of God. So also it will be at the

last time; there shall be a flood of fire, and the

earth shall be burnt up together with its moun-
tains, and men shall be burnt up together with the

idols which they have made . . . and the sea,

together with its isles, shall be burnt ; and the just

shall be delivered from the fury, like their fellows

in the ark from the waters of the Deluge.’ It

should be noticed that earlier in the fragment
vol. ill.—-51
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(p. 50) there had been an allusion to the judgment
of fire :

‘ Fear Him who shaleeth the earth . . .

and removeth the mountains from their place;
Him who can make Himself like fire, and burn up
everything.’ Further, it will be observed (a) that
Melito refers not only to the Flood and the. great
judgment by fire, but also to the destruction of
the Tower of Babel ; and (/3) that the destruction
of the Tower has a place in the Sibylline Oracles
iii. 97 ff. , while in the immediately preceding con-
text (iii. 82 ff. )

there is a prophecy of the destruc-

tion of the world by fire. In line 109 there is an
incidental allusion to the Flood, a subject which is

treated at length in bk. i., the early date, how-
ever, of this book not being so fully established as
that of bk. iii. (Schiirer, HdP II. iii. p. 287). There
are no links of phraseology or of characteristic

ideas which connect Melito with 2 P. The verdict,

therefore, of Westcott (Canon p. 223 n.
)
seems to be

the only reasonable one ;
‘ It is impossible therefore

to affirm that the reference in Melito is to 2 Peter,
and not rather to the Sibyllines or to the wide-
spread tradition on which they rested.*

(k) Theophilus of Antioch.---Two passages have
been pointed out in Theophilus ad Autolychum,

which, it is urged, have all the appearance of

being reminiscences of 2 P. (i.) ii. 9, ol 68 rod Oeov

tivOpteTroL, irvevjxa.TO<p6pOL * Tveti/xcLTos aylov ical ttpo^yrat
yevdfievoi k.t.X. Compare 2 P l21 iWb irpetiparos

aylov (pepdyevoi iXdXrjoap airb Oeov dvOpwiroi (ol dyiot

Oeov avdpuiroi, A, etc.). But it must he noticed
that the key-word of the passage (irvevp.aro<p6pos

)

is

derived from the LXX of Hos 97 (6 TTpotp^T^s . . .

6 TrvevfjLaTo<p6po?)s Zeph 34 ; that Theophilus uses the
word in the sense or * an inspired speaker ’ in ii. 22
(ai dyiai. ypacpal ml irdpres ol 'irvevpuiTO<p6poi)

i iii. 12
(8id t6 toOs irdvras 'irvev/iaTo<p6povs £vl irvetijaaTi Oeov

XeXaXTjKivat)

;

that language similar to that under
discussion is habitual in Theophilus ; see ii. 33, 35,

iii. 17, cf. Justin, Apol. i. 33 ; and, lastly, that the
phrase * man of God ’ is very common in the OT
(occurring some 50 times) in reference to a prophet.

Thus a reference to other passages in Theophilus
shows that here he is using LXX language in

reference to the Prophets, (ii.) ii. 13. In his treat-

ment of the Divine command, ‘ Let there be light,’

Theophilus observes, ij didra&s o8v rod Oeov, tovt6

4artp 6 X6yos aftrov, <palvwv &<nrep X&xyos 4v oIk^ixotl

crvpexoja£p(p, 4<pd)Turev rijp xjt
7

ovpavbv. The metaphor
is thought to be derived from 2 P l lfl

. But the

word ottcTjya is suggested by the previous context

—

dpOpwiros yap k&to) &v dpxercu 4k ttjs yrjs ottcodayeip—
the human building is contrasted with the Divine.

The metaphor of the Xtyvos is obviously suggested

by the subject under discussion—the light kindled

by man is contrasted with the light Kindled by
God. If it is thought necessary to find a ‘ source’

for a metaphor so obvious in the context, 2 Ei
12^2 (< Xu enim nobis superasti ex omnibus pro-

phetis, sicut lucernei in loco obscuro ’) is as near to

Theoph. as is 2 P.

(l) Irenceus.—We have already dealt with two
passages in this writer (p. 800). In two. other

passages he has been supposed to be relying, on
2 P. (i.) iii. 1. 1, /aera 84 rtyv toilit<ov [$C. Petri et

Pauli] 4%o8ov
||
2 P 11S . But that #£o5os (exitus)

was not an uncommon word in this sense in early

Christian literature has been pointed out on p.

770. (ii.) ‘We come in the fourth book’ (xxxvi.

4), Warfield writes (p. 49), ‘to another passage

in which [Iremeus] adduces Noah, then Sodom and
Gomorrah, and Lot, to show that God will punish

the wicked and save the holy. Our minds go im-

mediately to 2 Peter ii. 4-7, whence the framing

* The word is printed here as it appears in Otto’s ed. of

Theophilus and in the Cambridge LXX. But it is possible that

it should he accented as a passive, wtufMtradopts

.

See Light-

foot’s note on Ignatius Eph.\
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of this passage seems to have heen derived.’

Here, too, it is important to look at the previous
context. The object of the chapter is to show
that Chiist came from the Father, who had sent

the prophets in earlier days. Irenaeus proves,

therefore, from Christ’s sayings the unity of God’s
character in the old and in the new dispensation.

In the course of the argument he quotes Lk 2134f*

1238f* 1726
*31 (Noah, Lot, Sodom), Mt 2443. He then

draws the inference, ‘ Unum et eundexn annun-
tians Dominum, qui in temporibus Noe propter

inobedientiam hominum superduxit diluuium, et

in temporibus Lot propter multitudinem pecca-

torum Sodomitaram pluit ignem a ccelo ; et in

nouissimo . . . superaucet diem iudicii.’ There
then follows the passage to which Warfield refers,

the * framing ’ and the ideas of which are clearly

drawn from the passage just quoted from the
Gospels.

(m) There are one or two passages from heretical

documents belonging (in their original form) prob-
ably to the 2nd cent, which must be examined.
The first of these is a phrase of Ptolemseus, a
follower of Yalentinus, still living when Irenseus

wrote. Zahn ( Gesch. Kan. i. p. 759) compares a
phrase of this writer’s, preserved by Epiphanius
(Rear, xxxiii. 6 )—Trapovrys 5k rys akyBelas, with 2 P
lu. But the context in Ptolemseus (i. ) shows that
the word ak'/jBeia is used in different senses in the
two passages, and (ii.) itself naturally accounts for

the use of the phrase. It runs thus : al ydp eUdves

• . . KakQs iylvovro jakxp1M Trapyv akiiBeia. irapotxrys

5k rys akyBdas ra rys akyBelas 5eT iroieiv.

(n) The Clementine Literature.—(i.) Recog. v. 12,
4 Unusquisque illius fit seruus cui se ipse sub-

jecerit’
||
2 P 219

. Salmon (Introd. p. 488) com-
pares Origen, In Exod. Horn. 12, ‘Unusquisque
a qvio uincitur kuic et seruus addicitur.’ Both
passages occur in a translation by Rufinus, and
may therefore be interpolations. Salmon, how-
ever, points out that ‘ the difference of the Latin
makes it likely that in both cases Rufinus is

translating, not interpolating.’ But it is equally
ossible that Rufinus, translating two different

ooks at two different times, interpolated different

free renderings of 2 P 219
. The question whether

Rufinus did interpolate when he was translating
will come before us again in connexion with
Origen. (ii. ) Horn. xvi. 20. Salmon (p. 488 n.

)

calls attention to the words akka rodvavrlov fiaicpo-

Bvfie?, els fierdvoiav icakeT. In these words, ‘ taken in

connexion with the whole context, there is very
probably a use of 2 Pet. iii. 9.’ In the context
Peter speaks of the blasphemies of Simon Magus
and of ‘the boundless long-suffering of God.’ The
earth had not opened; fire had not come down
from heaven ; rain was not poured out ; beasts
were not sent forth from the thicket to avenge
this spiritual adultery. ‘ But, on the contrary, He
is long-suffering ; He calls to repentance.’ It is

difficult to see what there is in the context which
specially recalls 2 P, while the particular phrase is

nearer to Ro 24 (rys fiaicpodvpias Karacppoveis . . . rb
ypyarbv rod Beov ets fxer&voidv <re dyei) than to 2 P 39

,

though, in fact, it is too natural and obvious to
require any literary source.

(o) Actus Petri cum Simone xx. (ed. Lipsius p.

67) ‘Unusquisque enim nostrum sicut capiebat
uidere, prout poterat uidebat. Nunc quod uobis
lectum est iam uobis exponam. Dominus noster
nolens me maiestatem suam uidere in monte
8ancto ,

uidens autem luminis splendorem eius cum
filiis Zebedei, csecidi tamquam mortuus et oculos
meos conclusi et uocem eius audiui talem qualem
referre non possum, qui me putaui exorbatum ab
splendore eius . . . et exurgens iterum talem eum
nidi qualem capere potui.’ A phrase in the next
chapter (ed. Lipsius pp. 68, 32) must be compared,

‘tale lumen . . . quod enarrare nemo hominum
ossit.’ The Gnostic Acts of Peter, of which this

ocument forms part, belong in all probability

to the 2nd cent, (see above, p. 774). The only

authority, however, for this particular document
is a 7th cent. MS, presenting a Latin version

of the original Greek. Can we be certain, then,

that the whole passage quoted above is not inter-

polated by some editor or translator? It was
shown above (p. 774) that the Gnostic Acts of Peter
probably formed part of the series of Leucian Acts,

to which the Acts of John also belong. Now in

the Acts of John (James, Apocr. Anecdota ii. p. 7)

there is a long account of the Transfiguration, and
this account contains a phrase (as James, p. xxvi,

notes) of the same type as phrases which occur
several times in the Petrine Acts at this point

—

<pu>s TOLOVTOV OTTCdOV ol)K iffrljf Swardv dvdpd)TT<p XP&fJ‘*vov

(ilege xpuP'&v) h6yq) (pOaprf 4ic<pkpeiv dtov $}v. It

seems to be a legitimate inference that there is

every probability that the Leucian Acts of Peter

,

like the Leucian Acts of John, contained {i.e. in

their original form) a reference to the Transfigura-

tion, and that the Latin version reproduces char-

acteristic phrases of the original. Now there are

three coincidences with 2 P in the Latin passage of

the Petrine Acts quoted above—(i.) ‘maiestatem
suam uidere’ ; (ii.) * in monte sancto ’

; (iii.) ‘ uocem
eius talem.’ Of these the last has strong claims
to be considered a phrase of the original Leucian
Acts

;

it seems at first sight a complete parallel to

the (pcavys roiaade of 2 P l 17
; but in 2 P the ‘ voice

’

is the Father’s ‘voice,’ in the Acts it is the utter-

ance of the Son ;
and again, in 2 P the roiacrSe

introduces the actual words, while in the Acts the
‘talem’ is followed by a ‘qualem.’ Thus the
parallel, when examined, is less striking than on
the surface it appears. Of (i.) (ii.) it can. only
be said, that if we could be certain that these
phrases represented corresponding expressions in

the original Leucian Acts, the conclusion would
be irresistible that there is some direct connexion
between the Petrine Acts and 2 P. But we have
no right to assume that these phrases are not due
to an editor or translator, and consequently it

would be lost labour to speculate on the kind of

connexion between the two documents which, if

original, they would imply. Clearly this is an
important point in relation to the problem of 2 P
on which fresh light would be very welcome.
We have now reviewed the passages in the sub-

Apostolic writings and in the Christian literature

of the 2nd century, which, it is alleged, contain
reminiscences of 2 P. If we put aside the passage
from the Clementine Recognitions and that from
the Acts of Peter as open to the suspicion of not
accurately representing the original texts, there

does not remain, it is believed, a single passage in

which the coincidence with 2 P can with anything
approaching confidence be said to imply literary

obligation to that Epistle. The resemblances in

thought or phrase are such as are constantly found
in quite independent specimens of literature, when
they belong to the same general period and deal
with the same general subject.

(2) It will be convenient to range the authorities
which claim discussion in the next period under the
several Churches.

(i.) Alexandria. — (a) Clement. Did Clement
in the Rypotyposeis comment on 2 P ? The state-

ment of Eusebius, RE VI. xiv. 1, runs thus:
‘In the Rypotyposeis

,
to speak briefly, he has

composed concise expositions of all Canonical
(4v5taB^kov) Scripture, not omitting even the dis-

puted (Epistles), I mean that of Jude and the re-

maining Catholic Epistles, as well as (re) Barnabas
and the so-called Apocalypse of Peter.’ This evi-

dence is confirmed by that of Photius (BibUoth.
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109)» who speaks of the Hypotyposeis as ‘giving
Interpretations of Genesis, Exodus, the Psalms,
the Epistles of St. Paul, the Catholic Epistles, and
Ecclesiasticus (rov iKKXrjcnacrTLKo u).

3 The last phrase
is probably a scribe’s blunder for rCov iKKXycriacr-
rtKwp

;

compare Rufinus, in Symb. Apost

.

38, * alii
libri sunt, qui non canonici sed ecclesiastici a
maioribus appellati sunt.’ If this be so, Photius
has in mind the non-Canonical books mentioned
by Eusebius.

_
On the other side must be set two

pieces of evidence, (a) Cassiodorus (de Instit.
Div.) in

.
a passage of the Preface asserts that

‘it is said (ferunt

)

that Clement expounded the
Divine Scriptures of the Old and of the New Testa-
ment from the beginning to the end. 5 But in a
later passage (c. 8) of the same book he limits
the scope of Clement’s work, ‘In epistolis autem
canonicis Clemens Alexandrinus ... id est in
epistola S. Petri prima, S. Joannis prima et secunda,
et Jacobi, quseaam Attico sermone declarauit.’

(j8) Cassiodorus goes on to speak of a translation
which he had made of Clement’s expositions, but
in which he omitted doctrinal statements which
offended him. It is probable, on the whole, that
the Latin version of Clement’s expositions which
we now possess is that of Cassiodorus. This Latin
version includes expositions of 1 P, Jude, 1 Jn,
2 Jn. It will be seen that this series of Epistles
corresponds with the list given by Cassiodorus,
if in the latter we suppose that James was sub-
stituted by a mistake for Jude. We have, then,
two conflicting views—one (based on the evidence
of Eus., Photius, and the Preface of Cassiodorus)
to the effect that Clement commented on all

the Catholic Epistles; the other (supported by
Cassiodorus’ statement in the body of his work,
and by the extant Latin version of Clement’s
commentaries) to. the effect that Clement com-
mented on four of the Catholic Epistles, 2 P not
having a, place among those four. The reconcilia-

tion of these two contradictory conclusions, so
far as 2 P at least is concerned, may be found
in the supposition that Clement did comment on
2 P, but that iu his work it had a place by the
side, not of 1 P hut of the Apocalypse of Peter *

which Clement quotes as the work of Peter and
as_ Scripture (Eclogce ex Scriptt. Proph. xli. xlviii.

xlix. ). In that case Cassiodorus might well exclude
Clement’s comments on 2 P from his avowedly
eclectic version; or they may have had no place
in his copy of Clement. It is an important fact that
no passage can be adduced from Clement’s works in
which 2 P is referred to, still less any in which it is

quoted by name. Thus the evidence, which cannot
be considered as altogether free from doubt, points
to the conclusion that Clement regarded 2 P as
a book hovering, like the Apocalypse of Peter,

on
the borders of the number of the books definitely

recognized as Apostolic, but that he did not place
it on a level with 1 P. (b ) Origen. The first

absolutely incontrovertible reference in Christian
literature to 2 P is found in the words of Origen
reported by Eus. HE vi. xxv. 8, Hirpos S4 . . .

fiiav imaroXtyv d/xoXoyovfzivriv KaraXiXoiTrev, Zara ml
SevripaV &{i<pt(36XkeTcu ydp. No other passage is

quoted from any of Origen’s works now extant
m the original Greek in which he quotes from,
or alludes to, 2 P. There are, however, several

passages in Rufinus* translation of certain works
of Origen, not extant in Greek, where 2 P is used.

They are as follows. In Ep
:
ad Rom

.

iv. 9 (ed.

Lomm. vi. p. 302), ‘ ad participationem capiendam
diuinse naturae, sicut Petrus Apostolus edocuit’

(2 P l4) ;
ib. viii. 6 (vii. p. 234), ‘ Petrus in

<

epis-

tola sua dicit Gratia uobis et pax multiplicetur

* Zahn (Forsch. iii. p. 154) suggests that in view of its

prophetic contents Olement connected 2 P with the Petrine

Apocalypse.

in recognitione Dei
; et iterum alibi Ut boni dis-

pensatores multiplicis gratia* Dei ’ (2 P Is, 1 P 410
)

;

m Exod. xii. 4 (ix. p. 149), ‘Scio enim scriptum
esse, quia unusquisque a quo uincitur huic et seruus
addicitur ’ (2 P 219) ; in Levit. iv. 4 (ix. p. 221),
‘Et iterum Petrus dicit Consortes, inquit, facti

estis divines naturae ’ (2 P l4) ; in Num. xiii. 8
(x. p. 157), ‘Et ut ait quodam in loco Seriptura
Mutum animal humana voce respondens arguit
prophetee dementiam’ (2 P 216

) ; in Lib. Jesu Nome
vii. 1 (xi. p. 63), ‘ Petrus etiam duabus epistolarum
suarum personat tubis.’ Compare the allusions
in the two following passages—in Num. xviii. 4
(x. p. 228), ‘ Consuetudinem propheticam . . . de
qua dicitur Omnis prophetia non potest propria
absolntione constare * (2 P l20 ) ; in Ezech. v. 3
(xiv. p. 74), ‘Multo nobis utilius fuerat diuino
non credidisse sermoni, quam post credulitatem
adhuc rursum ad peccata conuerti, quae ante com-
misimus’ (2 P 221

). The question remains— Are
these references to, and quotations from, 2 P part
of the original text of Origen, or insertions by
Rufinus ? (1) It is a fact worth noticing, that while
it would have been consonant with Eusebius’ plan
(HE III. iii. rives ru>v Kara XP^V0VS iiCKXrjcnacrrtKCbv

<rvyypa<fi£u>v oirolais k£xPWtcli r&v avrCKeyofievoov) to
record the use which Origen made of the Epistle,
had he found in the Greek text of Origen the
passages given above from the Latin translation, he
does not notice their existence. (2) It would not
have been against the probabilities of the case if

no reference to 2 P had occurred in the extant
Greek works of Origen, and yet a single allusion
or so had been made to that Epistle in a work
which chanced to survive only in a Latin trans-
lation. But it is certainly strange that not one
reference is to be found in the works of Origen
extant in Greek, hut that half a dozen present
themselves in those works of Origen which exist
only in Rufinus’ Latin. The idea of Oeoirobjcris

,
for

example, is a characteristic thought with Origen
(as indeed it is with Clement). Ive are surprised
that twice in the works which are preserved to
us in Rufinus’ translation Origen illustrates the
idea from 2 P, while in his other works he never
does so. Thus the number of references to 2 P in
Rufinus’ translation creates a suspicion as to their
genuineness. (3) Each of these references to, ox
quotations from, 2 P can, it is believed, he cut out
without injury to the context.* But whatever he
the truth as to the references to 2 P found in

those works of Origen which have reached us only
through the medium of Rufinus’ translation, the
deliberate statement of Origen as to 2 P remains.
The phrase dja^dXXerac yap clearly conveys, not
an opinion of Origen’s, but information as to the
division of opinion in his time ; it may further be
thought to suggest that 2 P had already secured
a position

,
which was assailed. The words of the

previous clause—£<rroj ml devr£pav—leave us in

little doubt that Origen’s judgment was unfavour-
able to the Epistle.

(ii.) Egypt.—The two great Egyptian versions,

the Sahidic and the Bohairic, contain all the seven
Catholic Epistles. The date of these versions,

however, has not been put beyond doubt. Light-
foot placed ‘the completion or codification of the
Memphitic [i.e. BohairicJ version’ at the middle of

the 3rd cent. (Scrivener, Plain Introduction 2
p. 343).

Headlam, in his completion of Lightfoot’s article

* In one passage referred to above

—

1 Petrus in epistola sua
dicit Gratia uobis et pax multiplicetur in recognitione Dei:
et iterum alibi Ut boni dispensatores multiplicis gratias Dei*
(Lomm. vii. p. 234)—there seems to be some positive evidence for

the theory of interpolation. It would be most unnatural for

Origen to refer to 2 P with the words in epistola sua ; to quote
the salutation of 2 P, which only differs from that of 1 P by an
immaterial addition (in recognitione Dei); and then to add a
quotation from 1 P, introducing it with the phrase et iterum
alibi.
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(in the fourth edition of Scrivener, ii. p. 104 f.),

holds that ‘it has been sufficiently proved that

translations into Coptic existed in the 3rd cent.,

very probably in the 2nd.’ F. Bobinson (art. on

Egyptian versions in vol. i, p. 670 ff.) urges

that such conclusions are in danger of outrunning

the evidences and that ‘historical evidence, on
the whole, points to the 3rd cent, as the period

when the first Coptic translation was made.’ The
investigation desiderated by Westcott (Canon p.

370), i.e. ‘how far an older work underlies the

printed text, and whether that can be attributed

to one author,’ has not. yet been accomplished.

We must therefore acquiesce in his verdict as to

the Bohairic version, a verdict which is even more
applicable to the Sahidic~‘ till this has been deter-

mined, no stress can be laid upon the evidence which
the version affords for the disputed Cath. Epp.’

(Hi.) Carthage .—There is no evidence that Ter-

tullian or Cyprian was acquainted with 2 P.

(iv.) Asia Minor.

—

(a) In a letter to Cyprian
(Cyprian, Ep. Ixxv. 6), Firmilian, bp. of Caesarea in

Cappadocia, writes :
‘ Stephanus . . . adhnc etiam

infamans Petrum et Paulum beatos apostolos . . .

qui in epistolis suis hsereticos execrati sunt et

ut eos euitemus monuerunt.’ The reference,, it

would seem, must be to 2 P, since 1 P contains

no indictment of heretics. (b) Methodius, bp. of

Olympus and afterwards of Patara, who appears
to have suffered in the Diocletian persecution.

Zahn (Gesch. Kan

.

I. i. p. 313) points out some
passages in the treatise de Resurrectione, in which
he thinks that this writer alludes to 2 P 310

”18
.

They are as follows:

—

iKirvpwd^crerai pbv ydp irpbs

xddapcriv ical dvaxamapbv xarafiaalcp irds KaraxXv^bpevos

6 xbapos Tvpt9 ob pyv ris dmbXetav iXebcrerai iravreXy

xal <p9opdv . . . 8tb dvdyxy 6t] xal ryv yyv adOis xal rbv

obpavbv perd ri)V ix<f>Xbyo)aLV tiaecrdai. irdvruv xal rbv

ppacrpbv (ed. Jahn p. 78) ; and again, tva yivdampev
ebdyXbrepov tin itdvruiv irvpl xarapacrlep xaropppovpbwv
rd iv dyvelq. ad)para xal dtxauxrbvy dunrpcipavra md-
direp tyvxp$ bdan rep irvpl

,
ov8bv dkyvvbpeva irpbs abrov,

impiiaovTCLi (p. 94). But the words of Methodius do
not contain anyphrases borrowed from 2 P, andmay
well be speculations on the iiarbpwcris independent
of that Epistle. There is, however, a fragment
from the same treatise (Pitra, Anal. Sacra iii. p.

611) which explicitly quotes 2 P 3a—%iXta 8k &nj

rys pcunXdas (bvbpaaev rbv airipavrov alwva 8id rys

XiXidSos dvjXQv yeypafav yap 6 dirbaroXos TLirpos tin

pia ypipa irapd KvpLep <&s xlXia tiry xal by
ypdpa pda. In this connexion the evidence of the
Dialogue which passes under the name of Adam-
antins should be noticed. In this work, which
was probably written in the later years of Con-
stantine, large use is made of the works of
Methodius (Sort in Diet. Christ. Biog. i. p. 39 £.),

and 2 P is quoted in it. In one passage (§ 2, p. 58
ed. Wetstein) the orthodox interlocutor helps his
Marcionite opponent out of a difficulty as to St.

Paul’s authority by adducing Ac 915f
* and 2 P 316

(iry 8b birb VLirpov rov diro<rrbXov yeypappivov). In
another passage (§ 1, p. 41), it should be added,
words (&ccurros <p fjrryrai robnp xal deSobXarrai) very
near to those of 2 P 219 are appealed to as ‘ the
common proverb’ (b ifadev Xbyos).

(v.) Rome.—

(

a) Murat. Canon. 2 P is not men-
tioned in the text of the fragment as it stands. Zahn
(Gesch. Kan. H. L p. 110 n.), however, conjectures
that in one passage some words have slipped out,
and he would restore it thus ;

‘ Apoealypsin
etiam Johannis et Petri [unam] tantum recipimus
[epistulam ; fertur etiam altera], quam quidam
ex nostris legi in ecclesia nolunt.’ For the lan-
guage cf. Eus. HE m. iii. 4. The suggestion
appears a probable one, but without further
evidence it must remain a conjecture. (b) Hip-

polytus. The following passages claim attention : I

—Refut. Hccr. ix. 7, ol irpbs pb &pav aWobpevoi xal birb

rrjs akydeias crvvaybpevoi ebpoXbyovv per' ob iroXb ok iiri

rbv abrbv p6pj3opov avexvXlovro (2 P 222
); in Dan. iii. 22,

$ yap tiv ns birorayy robnp xal dedobXoorat (2 P 2 1U
);

ib. iv. 10, el yap xai vvv (3padbva irpb xaipov
,
pi} OiXcav

ri]v xplcriv rep teberpep iireveymiv (2 P 38 2B
) ; ib. iv. 10,

p^irore . . . dirovvdrdfavres ol dvdpWToi ixiriaounv rys

iirovpavlov fays ; ib. iv. 60, tva py . . . dirovwr&favnzs

iicricrcopev rys al8iov fays (2 P 317
). These coinci-

dences are not such as to produce conviction,* The
first two, which are not the least striking of the

series, are of the nature of proverbs, and it is rash

to infer literary indebtedness from the common
use of such expressions. The use of exireaeiv in the
last two passages is not in itself specially remark-
able (cf. e.g. Gal 54, Epist. ap. Eus. I1E VII.

xxx. 13; Can. Petri Alex. 8, 10, 11 (Bouth, Rel.

Sacr. iv. p. 31 ff.)). Taken together, however,
these passages in Hippolytus give the impression

that he was acquainted with 2 P.

(vi.) The division of sections in Codex B.—In this

MS there are two divisions of sections, one older

than the other. This double division is carried on
through the Catholic Epistles with the exception

of one Epistle. In 2 P (standing between 1 I
5 and

1 Jn) the older divisions are wanting (Gregory,
Proleg. i. pp. 156, 359). The conclusion is inevitable

that the ancestor of Codex B, to which these
divisions were first attached, did not contain 2 P.

(vii. ) Old Latin Texts. — That there were pre-

Hieronymian Latin translations of 2 P (see above,

p. 796) is clear. But the fragments which re-

main indicate that these translations belonged to
the later ‘ Italian ’ type of text ; nor is there any
evidence that others of earlier date ever existed.
This view, in regard to the absence of 2 P from
older Latin translations of the Catholic Epistles, is

confirmed by the fact to which. Westcott (Canon
p.263ff.) calls attention, ‘It appears that the Latin
text of the Epistle [in the Vulgate] not only ex-
hibits constant and remarkable differences from
the text of other parts of the Vulgate, but also
differs from the first Epistle in the rendering of
words common to both; ... it further appears
that it differs not less clearly from the Epistle of
St. Jude (which was received in the African
Church) in those parts which are almost identical
in the Greek.’ ‘ The supposition,’ he adds, * that
it was admitted into the Canon at the same time
with them becomes at once unnatural.’
To sum up the evidence of the 3rd cent. : 2 P was

probably commented on by Clement, but regarded
as the companion, nob of 1 P but of the Apocalypse
of Peter

;

it is not, however, quoted in his extant
works. Origen certainly knew of the Epistle as
accepted by some, but rejected by others ; it is

probable that he himself did not use it. It was
received into the Canon by the Egyptian Churches,
hut the time of its reception we do not know. It
was accepted in Asia Minor by Firmilian and Meth-
odius, the latter of whom regards the Apocalypse
of Peter as ‘inspired’ (Conviv. Virg. ii. 6). It
is probable, but not certain, that it was known
at Borne in the time of Hippolytus. Neither
Tertullian nor Cyprian refers to it, and it does
not appear to have been included among the
Catholic Epistles in any but the late pre-IIiero-
nymian Latin texts. There is no Western attesta-
tion of the Epistle during this period.

(3) We now pass to the 4th cent., when the
place which, as will appear, 2P had already secured
among the Apostolic books became assured every-
where except m the Syrian Church, (a) Eusebius.
It appears fromHE II. xxiii. 25 (rys Xeyopevys ’Xob8a

}
* Zahn (Gesch . Kan. i. i. p. 316 n.) also compares with 2 P 1^0

Hipp. de Antichr.' 2, ov yxp t£ ISlets duvoi/xitus &<piHyyovra . . . oQsv
x»i fasts rxjnp ecvrSy irpoupypivoe, xxXSs /u&QvirtvtiivriS \t<yo(xiv otm

Hias vjpcMv Imveiots. But there is no close resemblance in
language.
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fuas kclI a$T7}$ oUcrys rCov eirrh Xeyoyivtov k<x6q\uc&v)

that the phrase ‘ Catholic Epistles
5

(cf. VI. xiv. 1)

was already a recognized term, and that they
were already commonly regarded as seven in

number. We turn to the two great passages in

which Ens. deals with the books of the NT. In
HE III. iii., after mentioning IP as s certainly

genuine,’ he continues, r^v 8k cpepoykvyv devrkpap o8k

evdt&dTjKov ykp dvcu 7rapeL\7)<pafj,€P' 8poos 5k ttoXXqls

XP^tl/uos (pavetcra, yerd tlov QXkwv ecnrovddcrdrj ypa<p&v.

He then refers to the Acts of Peter
,
the Gospel

,

the Preaching, and the Apocalypse
,
and, after

stating the plan and purpose of his references to

the books of the NT, he gives his own judgment
in regard to 2 P— rd ykv 8voya£6yeva lUrpov

,
&v

ybpyp ytap yPTjcrtap £yvoov eVicrvo\7p /cal irapd rots

wdXat wpeerfivrkpots <hyo\oyriyev7)v, rocravra. In the
later passage (ill. xxv.) Eus. divides the books
into two main classes—the accepted books {oyo\o-

yotiyepa) and the disputed boolcs {avriXeybyepa).

The latter class is again subdivided. There are

within it (a) * disputed books which are yet recog-

nized by most (yp&piya rots TroXXoZs),’ and (j3)
e
dis-

puted books which are spurious {v6da).’ To the
latter subdivision belongs (among other books) the
Apocalypse of Peter ; to the former, ‘ the so-called

Epistle of James, that of Jude, the Second Epistle

of Peter, and the so-named Second and Third of

John.’ From these passages of Eus. we learn

some important points about 2 P. (i. ) The Catholic

Epistles were, at the time Eus. wrote, regarded (at

least in some quarters) as seven in number’*;
(ii.) the judgment of the past, as Eus. had received

it, was against 2 P—otic ipSiddytcop ykv etvai napeix-p-

<f>afm>. (iii.) The reason why 2 P had been ' studied

{i<nrov8&<rdj)) in company with the other Scriptures
’

was, according to Eus., that it was regarded very
commonly as answering the purposes of practical

edification {woWots xpiayos rpavetcra). (iv. ) Eus. did

nob himself receive 2 P as ypyola ixioroX^. When
he speaks of 1 P, which he accepted without a
doubt, as wapd rots 7rd\a,i ttpeer§vr£pots CoyoXoyrjykvy

(cf. § 1), he clearly implies that 2 P was deficient

in such recognition. The opinion of Eus. is sig-

nificant. His knowledge of early Christian litera-

ture was wide. He was acquainted with many
works which are lost to us. When, then, the

modem critic fails to discover in early writings

any certain trace of 2 P, his experience is only a
repetition of that of Eusehins. And further, the

evidence of Eus. indicates that the recovery of

such lost books as those of Papias and Hegesippus,

which were known to him, would in all probability

supply us with no fresh evidence as to 2 P.

We turn now to the great Churches of the East,

and to the great writers whose influence domi-

nated Western Christendom in the 4th century and
onwards.

(i.) The Churches of Syria.—(a) The Syriac-speak-

ing Churches. The Syriac Vulgate (Peshitta) con-

tained only three of the Catholic Epistles, viz.

James, 1 P, 1 Jn. There do not appear to be

any quotations from or references to 2 P in

Aphraat or in the Syriac works of Ephraem.t At
a much later time (i.e. the 13th cent.) Ebed Jesu,

a Nestorian bishop of Nisibis, writes, ‘ Tres autem

*The fact that seven Gatholio Epistles appear for the first

time, so far as the present writer knows, in Eusehins of Ccesarea,

confirms the suggestion of Sanday (StucHa Bibl. et Ecoles. iii.

pp. 268, 269), that ‘it is possible that the collection of seven

Epistles may have originated [at Jerusalem] ; or if brought in

the first instance from Egypt, it would seem to have been at

Jerusalem that it first became established.’

f F. H. Woods in Studio, Btblica et Ecclesiastica in. p. 188.

In v. 842 B. Eph. has the words ‘ the day of the Lord is a thief.*

The phrase has been thought to be derived from 2 P 3W, for,

when it is compared with the Pesh. of 1 Th 6^, it will be noticed

that (1) ‘ in the night * is omitted. (2) ‘ the Lord * takes the place

of 1 our Lord.* But such slight differences and coincidences are

hardly worth considerationIn the case of a common proverbial

expression.

EpistolfB quae inscribuntur Apostolis in omni
codice et lingua, Jacobo scilicet et Petro et Joanni;
et Catholiese nuncupantur’ (Assemani, Bibl. Or.

iii. Pars i. p. 9 f. ). On the other hand, the dis-

coveries and investigations of Dr. Gwynn of Dublin
{Royal Irish Acad. Transactions, xxvii. p. 269 ff.,

xxx. p. 347 fF.) show that the Harklensian version
of 2 P, Jude, and 2, 3 Jn is a revision of the text
of these Epistles published by Pococke m 1630,
which is given in the printed editions of the
Peshitta ; and further, that the Pococke text of
these Epistles was a part of the Philoxenian
version made by Polycarp for Xenaias or Philo-
xenus, the Monophysite bishop of Mabug about
the year a.d. 500. It appears, therefore, that 2 P
was rejected by the early Syrian Church, but
that early in the 6th cent, it was accepted at
least in the Monophysite branch of that Church.
(j8) The Greek School of Antioch. Among the
innumerable quotations from and allusions to
Scripture found in the writings of Chrysostom,*
Theodore, and Theodoret, there does not appear
to be one reference to 2 P. In the Synopsis com-
monly ascribed to Chrysostom (Migne, Pat. Gr. lvi.

314 fi.) the phrase used

—

rwv KCLdokuc&v iTicrroXal

Tpets—implies not only the acceptance of three
Epistles, but the rejection of others. The views
of Theodore are preserved (see arts, on Jude and
1 Peter) in Junilius’ treatise, Instituta Regularia.
Of the Catholic Epistles only 1 P and 1 Jn are
accepted. *Adiungunt quam plurimi quinque alias,

quae apostolorum canonicse nuncupantur.’ These
five Epistles, among which is 2 P, are described as
being medice auctoritatis (Kihn, Theodore p. 478 ff.).

Thus 2 P had no place in the Syriac NT. The
great Antiochene school of exegetes joined their

Syriac-speaking neighbours in its rejection. More-
over, since Chrysostom’s expositions at any rate
were addressed to popular audiences, the rejection
of the Epistle by the great teachers in question
must have reflected the usage of the Antiochene
Church generally in the matter, (ii.) Asia Minor.
2 P has a place in the list of Gregory Nazianzen ;

yet neither he nor Gregory of Nyssa nor Basil
appears to quote or to refer to the Epistle (West-
cott, Canon p. 446). An expression of doubt is

found in the list of Amphilochius, bishop of Iconium
(c. 380 A.D.)—KadoXucQp imcrroXGiv

|
rtvks ykv £ttt&

<f>a<nv, ol 8k rpeis ybvas
|

d^xeotfai. (iii. ) Jeru-
salem. Cyril includes 2 P in his list of books, as

does his contemporary and fellow-countryman
Epiphanius (cf. Zahn, Gesch, Kan. n. i p. 226 n.).

(iv.) Alexandria. The list of NT books given by
Athanasius in one of his Festal Epistles includes

2 P. Towards the end of the century, however,
the doubt as to 2 P finds expression m the com-
mentary on the Epistle by Didymus. His words,

as they are preserved in the Latin translation, are

as follows : 'Non est igitur ignorandum preesen-

tern epistolam esse falsatam
,
quae licet publicetur

non tamen in canone est ’ (Migne, Pat. Gr. xxxix.

1774). The Latin phrase printed above in italics

probably represents the Greek words voBefercu

uvtt) ij evLOTokr}. If this be so, the passage conveys
not the writer’s own view, hut a report of the
opinion of others. Zahn {Gesch. Kan. 1. i. p. 312)

urges that Didymus is here recording a judgment
which is a relic of the 2nd or 3rd cent., though
expressed in the language of later times. The
similarity of the terms used to those employed by
Eusebius in reference to James (Eus. II. xxiii. 25)

suggests rather that Didymus here preserves an
opinion more or less contemporary with himself,—
the view probably of scholars who conceded a

* Some of the comments on 2P In Cramer’s Catena, are there
ascribed to Chrysostom. The present writer (Chrysostom p.

79 n.) has pointed out that these fragments hear some resem-
blance to Chrysostom's work. They are, however, too brief to

warrant a positive opinion.
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public use of the hook—*it seemed useful to
many’ (Eus. HE III. iii. 1),—but protested against
its being placed on the same level as books whose
authenticity was not questioned, (v.) Constan-
tinople* The Church in New Borne was in many
respects the daughter of the Church at Antioch.
But she did not inherit any doubts as to the full

Canon of the NT. Constantinople was the centre
and the type of Imperial influence on matters
ecclesiastical and religious. The preparation,
which Constantine entrusted to Eusebius, of ‘ fifty

copies of the Divine Scriptures’ for use in the
new capital, had important results. It was natural
that these copies should contain all the books of
the NT which had gained general recognition.
A quasi-official standard was thus set up ; and the
distinction between ‘acknowledged ’ and ‘ disputed’
books soon became little more than a matter of
antiquarian interest (Westcott, Canon p. 427).
"We turn to the West. There appears to be no

ante-Nicene evidence for 2 P in the West. It is

quoted in the last quarter of the 4th century by
Ambrose of Milan (de Fide iii. 12, ‘ Petrus sanetus
adsemit dicens Quapropter satagite,’ etc. (I 10

)), and
by Priscillian in Spain (see above, p. 796). It has a
place in the list of Philastrius of Brescia (c. 385),
and later in that of Rufinus (c. 410). On the other
hand, in the Canon Mommsenianus, which appears
to be an African list of the middle of the 4th cent.,
it as inserted, but inserted with a protest

—

eplae lohannis in ur CCCCL
una sola

eplae Petri H uer CCC
una sola.

The author of the list, transcribing an older cata-
logue, added an expression of his own doubt.*
The_ decisive influences, however, in Western
Christendom were those of Jerome and Augustine.
The latter, though not insensible to the effect on
the authority of a book caused by its rejection in
some quarters (de Doctr. Chr. ii. 12, 13), yet in
practice appealed without distinction to all the
books of our NT. Jerome was acquainted with the
widespread doubts as to the genuineness of 2 P.
In the section in the de Virr. Illustr. which deals
with St. Peter, he says, c

Scripsit duas epistolas
quae catholic® nominantur; quamm secunda a
plerisque eius esse negatur propter stili cum priore
dissonantiam.’ The kind of objection which they
are alleged to have urged limits the reference of
aplerisque : Jerome has in mind the doubts of the
learned. This dissonantia he thus accounts for
(Quasst. ad Hedib., Migne, Pat. Lat. xxii. 1002),
* Duse epistolae quse feruntur Petri stilo inter se et
charactere discrepant structuraque uerborum. Ex
quo inteUigimus pro necessitate rerum diuersis
eum usum interpretibus.’ These doubts, however,
Jerome himself puts on one side, and in his letter
to Paulinus (Migne, Patr. Lat. xxii. 548) he speaks
of thebooks whichmakeupourNTwithout anysign
of differentiating between them— ‘ Paulus Apos-
tolus ad septem ecclesias scribit . . . Iacobus Petrus
Joannes Judas^Apostoli septem epistolas ediderunt. 5

This view, which doubtless represents that of the
Church of Rome, found expression in the Canon of
the Vulgate. The recognition in this version of
the Seven Catholic Epistles practically closed the
question in the West. Thus during the course of
the 4th cent, the Epistle was finally received into
the NT of Greek -speaking and Latin - speaking
Christendom, though the Syriac-speaking Churches
still refused to it entrance into their Canon.
To sum up : The evidence as to the reception of

2 P in the Church has now been given and sifted.
•Haroack (Theol.Ltzg. 1886, col. 173) suggests that in the

repeated una sola there is in one case a reference to James, in
the other a reference to Jude. The word sola, however, wouldnnmMned fsee gahn, Qesch. Kan. is. L p. 155 n.

;

Sandaj in Studia BiM. et Modes. iii. p. 243ff.)L

It becomes necessary to interpret it as a whole.
We do not find any certain trace of 2 P in the
extant literature of the 2nd cent. Coincidences,
which have been adduced to prove literary in-

debtedness, turn out on examination to be nothing
more than illustrations, literary or doctrinal.
Further, the words of Eusebius, as was pointed
out above, seem to exclude the possibility that
books now lost contained clear references to 2 P.
Spitta and Zahn (see above, p. 798) agree in find-

ing an explanation of the obscurity in which the
Epistle remained in the supposition that it was
addressed by St. Peter to Jewish Christians, and
that Gentile Christians would not be likely to take
much interest in a document written for Jewish
fellow-believers.

<

The theory is open to criticism
in several directions, (i.) It cannot be said that
there is anything in the Epistle itself which sug-
gests that it was addressed by a Jew to Jews.
The negative argument urged against the sup-
position that 1 P was sent to Jewish Churches is

valid here; see above, p. 783. (ii.) But let it be
granted that internal evidence favours the sup-
position that it was addressed to Jewish converts.
Would such a destination he likely to be a bar to
its recognition in other Churches ? The Epistle of
St. James and that to the Hebrews were both
addressed to Jewish communities ; and though
they were by no means universally accepted in
ancient times, yet their history stands in marked
contrast to that of 2 P. (iii.) The argument for the
authenticity of 2 P, as urged by these critics,

depends largely on the witness of the Ep. of St.
Jude, which in their view was sent to the same
Church or Churches as 2 P. Why, then, was
the brief Epistle of one who was not an apostle
circulated widely, while a longer Epistle of the
chief of the Lord’s personal followers was per-
mitted to remain in absolute obscurity!?
The want of allusions to the Ep. and of reminis-

cences of its language is more significant when two
further considerations are taken into account. In
the first place, the style of the Epistle is so remark-
able that its phrases, if known, could hardly fail to
he remembered, and, if regarded as apostolic, to be
appealed to ;

and it must be added that, if appealed
to, they could not but be reproduced in a form
which would make recognition easy and obvious.
In the second place, the Epistle would have been
a controversial armoury for the assailants of the
Gnostics. Had it been known and looked on as
authoritative, it could not but have been used, as
1 John and 2 John are used by Irenseus (i. 16. 3,
iii. 16. 5, 8). The first piece of certain evidence
is the passage from Origen quoted by Eusebius,
though it hardly admits of doubt that the Epistle
was known to Clement of Alexandria. It is certain
that during the 3rd cent, the Epistle gained accept-
ance in certain Churches, though the evidence is
too scanty and (e.g

%
as to the date of the Egyptian

and of the Old Latin texts) too uncertain for us to
define with any exactness what those Churches
were. It is clear also that by the time of Eusebius
the recognition of Seven Catholic Epistles had (at
least in Churches which he knew best) become
usual.

^
On the other hand, the evidence of Origen,

Eusebius, Didymus, and Jerome shows that those
teachers whose knowledge of Christian literature
prior to their own days was widest, were conscious
of the doubt which attached to 2 P.
How, then, was 2 P received into the Canon ? The

history is very obscure, but the evidence suggests
that there were three stages, {a) The information
which we possess as to the Hypotyposeis of Clement
leads ns to think (see above, p. 803) that at Alex-
andria, at the beginning of the 3rd cent., 2P was
regarded as the companion of the Apocalypse of
Peter rather than of IP. This is to some extent
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confirmed by the position of Methodius, who used
2 P (see above, p. 804), but who also counted the
Apocalypse of Peter among ‘divinely inspired
writings 5

( Conviv. Virg. ii. 6; Migne, Pat. Gr.
xviii. 57). (6) If this be so, yet before the time of

Eusebius the two documents had parted company.
Eusebius, who did not himself accept 2 P, gives us
his view of the way in which before his time 2 P
had secured a place among the Catholic Epistles

—

ToXkois xp'/jcnjixos (paveicra pera tQv &Xku)v eCTrovodadv}

ypafi&v. When once it was ‘ studied with the other
Scriptures/ it could not fail to attach itself to 1 P,
for it proclaimed itself as a ‘ second Epistle

J

of that
apostle (3

1
). This juxtaposition would necessarily

confirm the respect already paid to it, and would,
for most readers, decide at once its apostolic author-
ship. Further, we may conjecture that, when
other Epistles besides the three—1 P, 1 Jn, Ja

—

were reckoned as Catholic Epistles, there would be
a natural tendency to make that group seven in

number. So the collection would seem to have a
sacred completeness, and also to be brought into

relation with the Pauline collection. For St. Paul
wrote to Seven Churches (Canon Murat. ; Jerome,
ad Paul. Ep. liii. 8, Migne, Pat. Lat. xxii. 548), and
his Epistles were regarded as fourteen in number.
Again, the Apocalypse was addressed to Seven
Churches, (c) We have already seen how, not-

withstanding the doubts of the learned, the fuller

Canon of the Catholic Epistles gained final recogni-

tion in the Greek Churches of the East and in the
Western Churches. Reviewing the whole history,

we remark that the case of 2 P is unlike that of

Jude. We find no trace of the Epistle in the period
when the tradition of ajpostolic days was still living.

This lack of early evidence, even when taken in

conjunction with the paucity of 3rd cent, evidence,

the doubts expressed by, e.g., Origen and Eusebius,
and the absence of the Epistle from the NT of the
Syriac-speaking Church, does not prove its spurious-

ness. But the absolute insufficiency of external

evidence creates a presumption against its genuine-
ness, and throws the whole burden of proof on the
internal evidence of the Epistle itself.

3. Vocabulary and Style.—

{

a) Vocabulary .

A full examination of the remarkable vocabulary
of 2 P is beyond the limits of this article. The
following are the main points :

—

(!.) The influence of the LXX.—The Epistle contains no
formal quotation from the OT. WH use uncial type only

in five places—22 (Is 525) 222 (pr 2011) 38 (ps 90 (89) 4
)
312 (Is 844)

813 (is 6517 6022). But in none of these passages is the resem-

blance of language so close as to make the reference to the LXX
certain. In 22 (<5i* ove . . . fikxcrtpiiptiQriertreu) the miter perhaps
does hut adopt a type of phrase common in early Christian

literature ; see Lightfoot on Clement, 1. The only word common
to 222 and Pr 20U is xtm, and we may have a current proverb
based on the words of Proverbs. Much the samemaybe said of 38

(see above, p. 800). In 3i2f. the writer is perhaps adopting the

phraseology of Christian apocalyptic writings based on Is (cf.

Rev 211, Apoc. Petr, apud Macarius Magn. iv. 7 ; see Lightfoot

on *2 Clem.’ xvi.). Other LXX phrases are tlpkv *\n9uvBth 12

(Dn 828, but see 1 P l2, Jude 2), ^ xluvtos fiottriku* in jDn 3100),
MXToejcXvtrpu v beotyuv 2® (Gn 017), isr* icr%a.rotv vuv yptpuv 38 (e.g.

Jos 2427). For lv r£ Spu (118) compare Ps 28, Is ll9 2713

6318, Ezk 2814 (where, however, ‘ my,’ * thy,’ or the like, is always

added). The phrase vtptpxv eg itpepxf 28 (LXX 8
) is also classical

(Eur. Rhesus 445). Words used in this Epistle which are

characteristic of the LXX are tktylts (Job 2), ivrpvtpxy (LXX 5),

xcttiapifffAos (common in LXX), xxronxkCXvv (LXX®, Wis 2
), xccra-

xavutrBeu (2 Mac 1
, 3 Mac2

), xxrxcrrpo^ii (Gn 1929), p&yxkuorns

(LXX 4), fjuyu.k**pi*4is <p1 1, 2 Mac 2
, 3 Mac 1 ; see above, p. 799),

utSuos /common in LXX), (LXX H), trxvmpae. (common in

LXX), ixo&ym(common in LXX= ‘ ass ’). Some of these words,

however, such as xxQxpttfpk, pSpcs, were at an early period

adopted into the vocabulary of the Church, and so, without

any borrowing from the LXX, would naturally he used by a
Christian writer. That the author of 2 P derived some of his

words and phrases from the LXX is clear. But it is no less

clear that he was not steeped in its language. It was not a

book which he was wont ‘noctuma uersare manu, uersare

diurna.’
(ii.) Classical words.—

A

large element in the vocabulary

consists of what may be roughly described as classical words.

Care, however,must be taken not to set up a delusive standard.

In his articles on 2 P in Expos. (Ser* n. voL iiL) E. A. Abbott

writes thus (p. 206) :
* In order to appreciate the resemblance

between this Indian-English [i.e. a passage quoted from the
Madras Mail] and the style of the Second Epistle, we must
bear in mind that some of the words employed by the author
of the latter are very rare in Greek literature; and others,
though good classical Greek in themselves, are rare or non-
existent in the New Testament.’ A modem scholar, with his
apparatus of NT lexicons and concordances, is apt unconsciously
to isolate the vocabulary of the NT writers or of a certain
section of them, and, forgetting that the limits of this voca-
bulary are accidental, to make it something of an absolute rule
by which to judge a document whose authenticity is doubtful.
With this caution the following list of words is given which do
not occur in the NT except in 2P *—oidterpos (3 Mac 2

,
Piod.,

Philo, Joseph., Plut.), (v.l. in 2 14
; Polyb., Piod.,

Joseph., Plut.), cikueris (LXX 7; Pind., Herod., ASsch.), apu&Qns
(Symra. (Ps) ; Herod, and onwards), apupyros (Horn., inscr.; adv.
Herod.; v.L inPh21

5), axotptuysiv (common Herod, and onwards;
Sir 1), oipyttv (Soph., Eur., and onwards

; LXX 6), ourr-fiptxTOf

(Anthol., Longin.), otbxp^pk (Eur., Plato, etc. ; Apoc. Petri),

fikippx. (ASsch. and onwards ; on meaning see below), fiopfiopex

(LXX 1
;
JEsch. and onwards ; comp, tv fiopfiopu xvkUerBxi Epict.

Diss. 4. II. 29), fip&ZvTns (Horn, and onwards), ^«uy«$w»(Polyby
Plut., Aq. (Job)), 'hvcrvoYiTo? (Lucian, Diog. Laert.), iyxocTctxttt

jJHerod., Eur., Polyb.), U<x,c"tot$ (Herod, and onwards common),
ixtectkcci (Philo, Joseph., Plut., Arrian), \\«.xokw9uv (LXX 6;
Polyb., Joseph., Plut., Dion. Hal., Epict.), itruyyskpec. (Dem.,
Isocr., Anstot.), hrtkverts (Aq. (Gn), Sym. (Hos) ; Hernias, Iren.,

Clem., Sext. Emp., Heliod. ; verb Mk), (A)sch.. Dem.
‘spectator’; Plut., Inscr. in reference to mysteries), terirepa
(Philo, Joseph., Plut., Lucian, A£l.), xyByv kxfiuv (Jos. Ant. n.
ix. 1), puxtrpx (LXX 8

; Tragg. and onwards common), pcoe.trpk
(Wis 1

, 1 Mac 1
;
Aq. (Dt), Symm. (K). Plut., Test. xii. Pair.,

Hermas), Ikcyus (Aq. (Is); Anthol.), opt%k*i (LXX 10
;
Horn. (II.),

iEsch., Ar., Xen., Aristot.), xupctvopJx (LXX 9
; Thuc., Plato,

Polyb., Dion. Hal.), xoe.pucrx.yuv (Isocr., Polyb., Plut., Diod.),
xxpueriptpuv (Dem. ‘ to bring m a law ’), erkurrk (Herod.

,
Eur.,

Xen., Lucian), erryptypos (Anstot., Diod., Plut.), crrptfixovv (LXX 1
,

3 Mac 1
, 4 Mac 4

;
Herod, and onwards common in literal sense),

raxtvk (LXX°; Theocr., Callim., Aratus), ntppovv (Theophr.,
Lycophro, Philo, Dion. Cass., Antonin., Anthol.), vototrSt (LXX 8

;

Horn, and onwards common), vckpnrvx (Thuc., Philo., Joseph.,
Plut., Lucian), Zt (LXX 7 ;

Horn, and onwards common), tpemrQopet

(Tim. Locr., Philo).

(in.) Very rare or unique words.—They are u.xxru.Tourr6s (v.l.

in 214 ; on the possible origin and meaning of the word see
Hort’s Introduction [Notes p. 170}), ipcrxiypovti (KL and other
authorities omit b iptr. in 33), i^ipxpex., xvknrpk (so BC* curs 4 *

xukitrpoe. NAKLP, etc.), xxpxtppov'ix, foifahov, rotpTxpovv. Of these,

two (slipex.fj.oe. and xvkierpk) occur in the two proverbs cited in
222

,
and we cannot he sure therefore that they are due to the

writer himself. In the case of three of the words the matter
is one of form. The word iporxtyptov^ does not seem to occur
elsewhere; but Ipxxcypos, which does not occur in profane
writers, is found in LXX 6, in Theodot. 1

, in an anonymous Greek
version 2, and in He ll8®. Again, there does not seem to be any-
thing to choose in point of rarity between xvkurpk and xuknrpx.
For both, a reference is given in the lexicons to a work on
farriery (Bippiatrica) of late date. The former is found in

Theod. (Pr 218), the latter in Symm. (Ezk 1018). The former ex-

presses the act of rolling, the kindred Aristotelian word xukurn
being inadmissible since it has a technical athletic sense ; the
latter properly the thing rolled, and so perhaps the place of

rolling—the word xvkirrpx, which is used in Xen. Eq. 5. 3, is

apparently a technical term in the training of horses. Again,
if xctpoupporvwi is found in Plato and Hippocrates, the ttrxpcuppovce*

of 2 P shares the opprobrium of being a Asyiptvov with
ffotpottppovwis, which is used by the LXX in Zee 124. Again, for

poit^ov (as for poi&Sx) Nicander, a poetwhowrote about 150 B.c.,

is quoted, the verb (poc^uv) and the noun both being
recognized Greek words. Again, the verb lltpoLv is used of

vomiting (metaphorically) in classical Greek (Aristoph.) and in

Aquila (Lv 1828
), and ‘vomit* is a natural meaning of i%ipce,pcc.

Lastly, though rxprxpovv is found apparently onlym 2 P and in

a scholium on Homer, the compound xxrxrotp^xpovv is used by
Apollodorus and Sextus Empiricus. The words which have
been examined are, it cannot be denied, strange and unusual
terms ; but something can be said in defence of each of them.
The papyri which have been discovered of late years have
brought home to us our ignorance of colloquial Greek, and
suggest caution in peremptorily condemning a word found only
in a particular writer as the barbarism of an individual,

(iv.) Solecisms.—There are certain expressions in the Epistle

which, so far as our knowledge of the language goes, appear to

be contrary to usage. They are as follows :

—

() /3aeppa. (fikippctrt xut ooxoy, 2s). Field (Notes on Trans, of

NT p. 241) writes thus : *In seeing and hearing. This seems
to be the only admissible interpretation, though quite at
variance with the use of fiktppx in good writers. . . . St. Peter
should have written either opxem xxi &xo% or Bkmm xa) xxc&m.*

() xecvcovtrdou (310- 12). It is pointed out that Dioscorides

(c. 100 a.d.) and Galen (c. 160 a.d.), both medical writers, use
the word in the sense of ‘ to suffer from xxvtroe, i.e. a remittent

fever.’ The word does not appear to occur elsewhere. On the

other hand, it must be noticed that Athenseus (see Sophocles.

Lexicon) uses the cognate noun xotverof of * burnt soil,’ and that
Hesychius assigns to it the meaning of * a volcanic country.’

* In this list the LXX includes the Apocrypha. Word* aw
not included which are given under the next (iii.) section.
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t (
c) (MXkfuru (112; go &ABGP curs 4 iEgyptt (boh sah), ovx

oifAtX^ttu KL, etc., Syr-hkl). Field (ib. p. 240) writes thus : * RV
renders [usXX'tcru] “I shall he ready,” and Alford “I will be
sure ”

; but no example of any such use of paxxtera) is forthcom-
ing‘s ... I think it not improbable that St. Peter wrote 3/a
fA£AY,<rejy

“1 will take care,” a rare but not unexampled con-
struction for 3/o pczX'teru

(d) MivifMiv iromerdea (115). The phrase is used from Herodotus
onwards with the sense * to make mention of. * In the passage
quoted from Thucydides ii. 54 (xpas & IxcAeryoy rijv {Artpom
vroiovvroX the expression signifies * they shaped their recollec-
tions

^
(cf. 1 140, frpog Tots crvfjupopkt xoct rots yvuptots rpzfre>ptzve>vs).

In Anst. Rhet. iii. 12. 4, povvipow sr«sroiijxsv means ‘ he has made
him famous ’ (see Cope’s note). But no instance of the phrase in
the sense of ‘ to remember * is forthcoming.

(e) pcvatra^uv (rv<pXo$ itmv pcvura&v, 19). The passage quoted
the verb from Arist. Probl. 31. 16. 25 (uvurci\ztv Xzyovrou

ot tx yWJnjff t« puv iyyvs Xzvrovrzs, t« 3k u.xov'TccGZtoS ab%
cpuvrte) is not found in Bekker’s text. The adjective p,
however, occurs several times in the passage, as in Rhet. iii.

11. 12, in the technical sense ‘ shortsighted/ nor is it found with
any other meaning. There seems to he no justification at all
from usage for the opinion of those who, like Spitta (p. 73 fit.),

take puwyci^iov in 2 P to imply * wilful blindness/ and so explain
its position after vvepxt? iernv ; nor is such a meaning natural.
There can be little doubt that the writer of 2 P is here guilty of
a rhetorical bathos.

CO vccptitrepzpztv (erxovSyv xZcerxv To&puenvzyxeovTts, 1®). Wetstein
quotes Jos. and Diod. for the phrase afravS^y xSerecv zltreptpvv, It
must, however, be confessed that the RV 4 adding on your part*
is rather a benevolent paraphrase than a translation (sra/ja* in
xnpocdouvott and similar words having the idea of transmission),
and that it is difficult to assign any meaning which can be justi-
fied by usage to the double compound. In 21 the similarly
formed verb trupeterxyuv is correctly and. pertinently used (cf.
Gal 24, Jude 4).

(g) erupts (orupcts &<pov, 24 ; so KABO Aug. al, erupxls KL, etc.,
boh Syr-hkl). Field (ib. p. 241) writes thus: 'erupts, ffipts, or
cipp as, a pit, or 4

1

excavation,” properly for the storage of grain,
as Demosth. p. 100, 28. . . . Philo, de Tel Constr. p. 86. . . .

And J. Pollux joins xoordyztoi olxYierus, xtti crzipoi, xexa cppiavoe,, xoe.1

XuxxeH. Alford wrongly translates “ dens,” and says : “The word
is used for a wolfs den by Longus L 11 ”

; but he can never have
read the passage, in which the method of trapping a she-wolf is
thus described : rw«kQoyrts oSv cl xo/pMjTou vvxTtup, erippols opurToucri
vo tjSpcs opyvtS-s. .

._
.* Here too, then, it seems probable that the

author of 2P has in the midst of a somewhat magnificent phrase
interpolated a word with which a technical sense was commonly,
if not exclusively, associated.*

(v.) We pass on to note a remarkable characteristic of the
vocabulary of 2P, viz. its iteration. There are some words
which must be repeated, whenever it is necessary to express dis-
tinctly and briefly the idea which they connote (e.g. Thru?) ; and
to this class some of the words in the following list may justly
be thought to belong. But it is obvious that in the majority of
cases there is no such justification. And it is best to give the
list in full that this peculiarity of the Epistle may be clearly
seen. It will be remarked (1) that some of the words and
phrases repeated are in themselves unusual; (2) that they
sometimes occur more than once within a very short space.
Words (or kindred words) and phrases repeated are—oiBurtxos

27 313 ; aroQtCyUv 14 218-20 - ^Xux 3 37. 16 ; tcerzXyux 27,
&*&*** 110* i9

; 2bZ*>pvu.swS 13, dsUnveu 14; HeXU-
Jttv 21* I®

; fxratXta 23 3® ; l^xxoXovdsiv 116 22. 15 ;
zxayys?Jx 34. 9

trxyyzXXtirfcu 2^ tiretyytXp&a, 14 313; isrciyuv 21 - 5
; itrtyopyysiv

15. 11
; tverzficm 13. 6. 7 311, ti>enp*is 29, ienMs 2P 37 ; Ziaos 24 17 •

nrrccerQeu 2*9£
;

18. 20 216-22 33.16.17; xxveroverQxi 310. 12
’

Xmv8o,vuv 3«-8; XuzerQeu 310.11.12; puerBo? khxtx? 21S. 15
; pricieru£

2-0, fxicterjxts 216,* xupterrt* 119, xenpoverr, 112 *
. . . Toiz'ierOou'

vauvcoyccp xctovvns 110
; vpoertoxxv 3!2- 13. 14 ; axovlthtm 110. 15. 314

crews
j 18 ; errypiyfzts 817, iermpiy/xivous 112, aerr-tpixTo? 214 3!6

•

rexzivos 1M 21
; pm (for future judgment) 24. 9. 17 37 • ToZro

Tpccvcy yiv&rxcvrts 120 38
; txopcu^erxuy 112 hzyupzev h VTopcvvieru

118 31
; ovx z?uerccro 2*

;Jtoyl, snx6z7er* 117. 18,
121, Qspopuvot 121 ; (pBu'puv 212, ^Bopoc 14 212 (W«) - epBiyyZerBxi 216. 18.

(vi.) There are some interesting pairs ofsynonyms found in the
JEpistie. (a) *y«sr>7, <ptXecisXfm (17), the thought apparently being
that love of the brethren * must lead on to * love ’ in the wdest
sense (contrast IP 122*, 48; see Westcott on 1 John 210). (b)
xomXci xec) ccum^toi (314), cf. enreXoe xot) pcSpexi (213). In 1 P 119
we have ccerrixov. The word pwpcos (=blame, dis-
grace, in classical Greek) is common in the LXX as repre-
senting In sound and approximately in sense the Hebr. Qqa
<* blemish/ in the case of sacrificial victims) ; hence also fre-
quent.ym the LXX the word kpuapM? (of a victim * without
blemish ). Thus the two words xpuapoos and aerveXos can with
propriety stand side by side. The writer of 2 P, however,
connects together xernXo? and wpc^pA^ns (cf. v.*. in Ph 2 1 ®')

apparently transferring to the latter word the special sense
become attached to kpuapos, though it should be

noticed that ptAipe^rt? is once used in the LXX (Dt 325) in

•
howe™r> not improbable that we have here a

^Theymterof 2 P almost certainly had in
fur!^ <?**!*#* Ztipov nrvipyxtv). If he wished

fasteadof thecommon word iserp^Tsto substitute the much rarerword ffetpecis,—which, however, means * cords or ropes *
rather

chains/—it would be very likely that, with thesound of the twice-repeated -as (^tcrpccis ScWms) in his mind, hewould, write erupot? for erupcus.

translating DID. (c) xXycnv zou IxXoynv (11C), see Lightfoot on
O0I312. (d) Xoyo?, (part (li8f ). There is ‘a recognized distinc-

tion between xtyos and qmn, as denoting respectively “ an
intelligible utterance” ana an “irrational cry”’ (Lighttoot on
Ignatius, Rom . 2) ; cf. Jn l1 - 14

- Here the distinction

between the two words lies in the transitoriness of the q>wh
(cf. Lk 936) and the permanence of ‘the prophetic Xtyos.* But
it is remarkable that the term of inferior dignity is here
used of the direct utterance of God Himself, (e) rvtpXos term
fMuxa^cov (see above).

The vocabulary ,
then, of the Epistle is a singular

one. The writer affects unusual, striking, poetical

words. He is apt to amplify or decorate a current
phrase in a way which makes its appropriateness
at least questionable {e.g. <ttov5tiv irdaav irapeur-

(pSpeLP, dcnrtKoi, Kal dpubp^rot). Briefly, his vocabu-
lary is to a remarkable degree an ambitious one.

On the other hand, the extraordinary list of repeti-

tions stamps it as poor and inadequate. The reader
is constantly tempted to think that the author
intentionally dwells upon a sonorous word, which
pleases his fancy, unconscious that the unnecessary
recurrence of a word spoils the literary effect.

Further, the writer can hardly he defended against
the charge of using words and phrases incorrectly
There is little doubt that this indictment has been
exaggerated, and that onr ignorance of colloquial

Greek is apt to betray us into condemning words
which with fuller knowledge we should accept
without question. But, as a matter of fact, we ao
not find that good Greek writers hit upon ex-
pressions which seem to us uncouth in themselves,
and which lack authority, with anything like the
same frequency as the writer of 2 Peter.

(6) From the Vocabulary we turn to more general
characteristics of Style. The writer, fond as he is

of unusual words, has hut a poor supply of con-
necting particles {e.g. p.h ... 5^ is not found in
the Epistle). Thus it is remarkable how sentence
after sentence is linked to the preceding words by
means of 7dp—

l

8-11
(4 times), 218*21

(4 times) ; and
how relatives (sometimes involving an awkward
ambiguity) are employed for the same purpose-
14 22- 8 31. e. 12. Closely connected with this poverty
of connecting particles is the fact that we have in
the Epistle involved and cumbrous sentences, e.g.

I3*- (where, if the reading Std 56^s be adopted,
81& is used four times), 212*18

. The following points
claim notice under this general heading—In 24f* we
have the phrase oik 4<pet<xaro dWd twice used, and
the repetition is made the more unpleasing by the
fact that the first dXXd introduces a contrast differing
in kind from that introduced by the second (dXXd
. . . 7rape5wKep,'dXkd ... 4(pti\a%€P). In 218 there
is an awkward involution of one participial clause
iu another {robs . . . airocpebyovTas robs 4v irXdv'Q

dvaarpecpofxivovs), while in v. 20 dTocpvydvTcs is used of
a set of persons other than those referred to in the
robs dTro<pebyopTas of v. 18

. Again, the piled-up geni-
tives of 32 are very cumbrous, and not free from
ambiguity (but on the possibility of a ‘primitive 5

error see below, p. 811). Again, the double dird

and the ovrcos of 34 {d(f> rfs ol irartpes 4Koifjtf)Qv}(rav
i

7rdvra otirws biapAvei. air’ dpxys Krlcrews) confuse the
meaning. Again, while in Jude 10 the <fnhhkQs {Baa
db (pvcrLKcbs &s rd dXoya ftpa birLexTavrai) is natural and
forcible,^ the corresponding phrase in 2 P 212

{<bs

dXoya
^
fcpa yeyevvTjfjdva <pvented els dXoocnp) wants both

simplicity and. clearness. In the sentences which
follow, the artificial elaboration of the writer’s style
is ver^ conspicuous,—v. 12

yeyevvrifxbva ... els epdopdp
... ip rrj (pdopq. avr&p Kal (pdaprjcroPTaL, dbiKob^evot,
fiL<rdbp aSudas, — while in the next verse we have
the strained and eccentric phrase 6<p0a\nobs Bxovres
jxearobS' ^ot^aX/do^ There are, indeed, passages in
the Epistle in which an earnestness of exhortation
or of hope moulds the language, and in which we
recognize a certain grandeur and power of dijtion,
e.g. l 10f* 19-21 311"13- 17f\ But this is not the impression
which we gain from the Epistle as a whole. The
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student probably has to confess that not seldom in
reading the Epistle he has paused in perplexity-
over some startling or strange phrase. The ex-
perience which he has gained from time spent on
the writings of St. Paul or St. John encourages
him to hope that if he patiently ponders on the
words they will at length reveal their meaning

;

that the reason why an unusual expression was
chosen will in time become plain to him. But
his hope is disappointed. The sense of the arti-

ficiality of the expression does not wear off, and,
as he dwells on it, he cannot honestly say that its

significance grows upon him. This Epistle is the
one book of the NT which, it may be thought,
gains by translation. The reader of the dignified

and sober English of the AY, in which the am-
biguities and eccentricities of the original are to a
great extent obliterated, has probably a far higher
idea of the literary style of the Epistle than the
student of the Greek.
The question has still to be faced how far the

style and diction of 2 P assist us in arriving at a
verdict as to its gennineness. We have no right
to assume that an Epistle of St. Peter would he
written in good Greek, or even that it would be
free from offences against literary propriety and
good taste. But style i» an index of character.
The Epistle does produce the impression of being a
somewhat artificial piece of rhetoric. It shows
throughout signs of self-conscious effort. The
author appears to be ambitious of writing in a
style which is beyond his literary power. We
may hesitate to affirm that the literary style

of the Epistle in itself absolutely disproves the
Petrine authorship. But it must be allowed that
it is hard to reconcile the literary character of

the Epistle with the supposition that St. Peter
wrote it.

4. Internal Evidence.—(a) References to the

Gomel history. (i.) Spitta (p. 37 ff.) and Zahn (p.

©Of.) take the words rod KdX&avros (l 8) to refer

to the Lord’s call of the apostles (cf. Jjfjuv l1).

This interpretation of the passage would be less

improbable if the reading vpuv in place of (l4 )

had satisfactory critical support. The natural, if

not necessary, view of the whole context is to take
the whole series (l2), hv-w, hf*** (l8), ij/uv (l4

)
as

referring to the writer and the readers alike,

joined together in their common faith. In that

case I8 speaks of the fact that those addressed had
been ‘ called,* while l10 takes up the thought and
emphasizes the duty involved in that ‘ call.’ There
is therefore in all probability no reference to the
Gospel history in 1®.

(ii.) In there is the reference to the Trans-

figuration. Spitta (pp. 101 ff. 493 ff.) and Zahn (p.

58) urge that this reference is independent of the
accounts of that event in the Synoptic Gospels.

Thus the former lays stress on the fact that in

2 P it is said that the Lord * received honour and
glory* from the Father. This points, he thinks,

to what the parallel in the history of Moses (Ex
348Mf; , 2 Co 3™*) would lead us to expect, viz. that

the glory of Jesus was the reflexion of the glory of

God—a communication of glory which preceded

the attestation of the heavenly voice. This

account of the glorification of Jesus on the

Mountain is different from, and (as being more
natural) earlier in date than, that given by the

Synoptists. But, on the other hand, it must be

noted (a) that the phrase is \afNbv tljx^v koX 86%av

(not \ap<bv . . . 86^av), and that rifih points rather

to an attesting voice than to a reflected glory

;

(j3) the obvious and almost necessary interpreta-

tion of the two participles XajScbi' . . . ivexOelrys is

that the latter defines and explains the former

—

* He received honour and glory when there came to

Him,’ etc. Omission of details of the history (e.g.

the presence of Moses and Elias) in an allusion

contained in a letter cannot reasonably be taken
to show that the writer is giving an account in-

dependent of, or more primitive than, that of the
Synoptists. To pass to another point, the form of

the words spoken by the heavenly voice in 2 P is

nearer to that in Mt than to that in either of the
two other Synoptists. The words as read in Cod.
B (followed by WH)—6 vlbs y»ov o dyair^rds jiov odrds

4<ttlv3 els dv efidoicr}era—differ from those in Mt in

(a) order ; ((3) insertion of the second /iov (cf. Mt
1218 (Is 421

)) ; (7) substitution of els ov (a con-
struction not found elsewhere in LXX and NT *)

for ev $ ; (d) omission of dwtere atiroO. The bulk
of authorities (tfACKL, etc.), however, give the
words in a form which differs from that of Mt in

two points only, (7) (5). Again, it is often sug-
gested that the words rod ffK^v(&fiar6s fiov (v. 14) and
tt]v ipdjv 4£o8ov (v. 16

), occurring in the immediately
preceding context, contain references to the his-

tory of the Transfiguration (Mt 174 il
Lk 9S1 ). If

this is so, then, since the term 4%o8o$ is used by
Luke, not in words which he reports, hut in his

own brief summary of the conversation between
the Lord and Moses and Elias, it follows that the
writer of 2 P was acquainted with Lk. The word
££080s, however, is not uncommon in such a con-
nexion (see p. 770).

(iii.) In 2a0 {yiyovev afirois rd &r%ara x€^Pova r&v
irpdjrwv) there is a clear reminiscence of the saying
recorded in Mt 1243

||
Lk II26 {ylverai Icr^ara rou

dvdp&irov iicelvov %etpopa rw rrp&TOJv).

(iv.) In l14 (raxwy eanv r) dvdOecns . . , kadds /cal

& KtipLos 7]p.Cjv T. X. 48ij\o)(r4v julol) we have a reference

to a disclosure made to St. Peter by our Lord as to

his death. Spitta (pp. 88 ff., 491 f.) lays it down
eremptorily that ‘ there is absolutely no connexion
etween 2 Jr 1 and Jn 21 9

; that the allusion is to

some other prophecy of Jesus not recorded in the
Gospels, hut on which the Quo Vadis story is based.

It is true that the words used in 2 P do not
necessarily imply that the writer is indebted to the
Gospel of St. John : they are quite compatible with
the supposition that St. Peter is (independently of

any written document) recalling and reproducing in
his own words the substance of the Lord’s revelation

to him. But it is unreasonable to postulate an
occasion other than that recorded in Jn 21, when
the Lord revealed something of the circumstances
of the apostle’s death. The Lord’s prophecy as

given in Jn 2118 contains all that is required in

2 P. If the word rax^h be taken to mean ‘ coming
soon * (as Spitta interprets it), then the reference

is rather to the 8rav yrjpdo-ys

;

if it is understood to

mean * sudden,’ then the allusion is to the violence

plainly foreshadowed in the Lord’s words.
The alleged references to the Gospel history con-

tained in the Epistle have now been examined.
The first of them has been put aside. The remain-
ing three, when taken together, will probably
produce on many minds the impression that the
writer of 2 P was acquainted with Mt and Jn and
(if the allusion which some have found in ££o5os be

E
ressed) with Lk also. But such an impression,

owever strong it may be, does not amount to a
well-founded conviction. The verdict on the non-
genuineness of the Epistle, as far as this piece of

evidence goes, is a non liquet.

The case, however, is different when we turn to

another aspect of the reference to the Transfigura-

tion and to the Lord’s prophecy as to St. Peter’s

death. Do these allusions reveal a too keen anxiety

on the writer’s part to identify himself with St.

Peter? Have we here some one personating the
apostle, and therefore, in order to support his

assumed character, unduly emphasizing two scenes

* This construction, however, occurs in the version oi th*

heavenly words given in Clem . Horn. iii. 53.
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in the Lord’s life, each of which was closely con-

nected with St. Peter ?

The answer to the question, when so put, is, it

is believed, that in themselves these allusions do
not supply any valid argument against the
genuineness of the Epistle. It cannot he con-
sidered strange or unnatural that the writer, if he
were indeed the great apostle, should recall either
of these incidents.

But there is a characteristic of the Epistle on
the negative side which must be taken into account,
(a) We should have expected that a personal fol-

lower of the Lord, who had heard our Lord’s dis-

courses, would instinctively reproduce much of his

Master’s teaching. It is true that, as was pointed
out above (p. 788), our knowledge of our Lord’s
sayings is imperfect. The Gospels do not record
all our Lord’s words. But they certainly preserve
a wide representative cycle of His teaching. And
we should expect a letter of St. Peter to contain
some reminiscences of Christ’s words, which, with
the Gospels in our hands, we could identify as
such. 2 P does not fulfil that expectation. There
is but one of the sayings of the Lord recorded in
the Gospels alluded to in 2 P (2

20
[|
Mt 1245,

Lk
ll26). 0) Again, the Epistle does not refer to the
great momenta of the Lord’s life on earth—the
Passion, the Resurrection, and the Exaltation.
Here then we have, as it appears to the present
writer, two weighty arguments against the genuine-
ness of the Epistle—a negative argument and a
ositive argument. On the one hand, the Epistle
oes not contain what we should have confidently

expected an Epistle of St. Peter to contain—
allusions to the Lord’s sayings and allusions to the
great events of the Lord’s life. The force of this

argument is greatly increased when with 2 P we
compare 1 P. On the other hand, the fact that the
only allusions to incidents in the Lord’s life found
in the Epistle are such as would support the char-
acter of one writing as St. Peter, does become, in
view of the silence of the Epistle as to the Passion,
the Resurrection, the Ascension, and of the absence
from it of allusions to the Lord’s teaching as
recorded in the Gospels, a serious ground for ques-
tioning the Petrine authorship of the Epistle.

(b) Absence ofpersonal messages and greetings,

—

No companion of the apostle is mentioned. The
apostle himself sends no personal message or
greeting. On the former of these two points no
stress can be laid. The latter has some weight as
against the theory of Spitta and Zahn, that the
Epistle was addressed by St. Peter to a Palestinian
Church (or Palestinian Churches) with which the
apostle had had personal dealings ; it has none as
against the common view that St. Peter sends a
second letter to Churches throughout the provinces
of Asia Minor, which he had never visited. Apart
from these two special points there is, it must be
allowed, a certain indefmifceness in the Epistle as
to the circumstances and surroundings of those to
whom the letter was sent, and more especially of the
writer. Nothing is said, for example, of the place
whence the letter was written. But it would be
easy to draw on the imagination for reasons which
might naturally and fully explain the reticence of
the letter on personal matters. The result there-
fore is a purely negative one. The genuineness of
the Epistle does not receive the support which it

wouldhave gained, had it contained personal mes-
sages and personal news which harmonized with
known facte. On the other hand, no substantial
argument adverse to its genuineness can fairly be
deduced from their absence.

(c) Anachronisms,—(i.) 31M* Does the passage
imply that in the writer’s time a collection of St.
Paurs .Epistles existed, and that they were regarded
as Scripture ? The first point to be considered is

the meaning of the phrase rds Xonr&s ypa<pds. Spitta

(p. 294) holds that 4 only writings of St. Paul’s

associates can he intended, addressed to the Gentile

Christians who belonged to the sphere of his

apostolic work.’ According to this view, it would
appear that the term al ypacpal is used not in the

sense of ‘Scriptures,’ but with a general non-

technical meaning. Zahn {EM. pp. 98 f., 108)

follows the same general line of interpretation,

but enters more into detail. In his opinion, the

reference is to ‘ writings of a religions character

—

writings which could claim respect in Christian

circles either because of the persons who composed
them, or because the Christian congregations made
use of them in public worship.’ ‘We do not

know,’ he adds, ‘how much Christian literature

already existed in the years 60-64.’* He urges

that, as the allusion to these writings is alto-

gether incidental, and as no distinguishing epithet,

e,g, ‘holy,’ ‘prophetic,’ is added, the special sense

of a
l
ypacpal, as applied to a collection of the Holy

Scriptures, is here excluded. He further points

out that, as the technical sense of the term d'isdh

did not prevent the Jews from using the word nso

of any book whatever, so the narrower use of al

ypacpal and ra ypdja^ara did not as a matter of fact

debar Greek-speaking Christians from employing
the words ypacph, ypapal, and ypdggara in a wide
and general sense ; if no instance of this sense of

7pa.fp'f) is found in the NT, that is a mere matter of

chance. To substantiate his position as regards
ypacpp he refers to 2 Ch 211 {eTirev Xeipdpi , , . 4v

ypacprj), Neh 7 s4 {iffiryaav ypapty airCov rrjs avvoUas),

Dn 55 (rrjp yp. 4Kelpyv, i.e. the writing on the wall),

1 Mac 1427, 48 (the writing on tables of brass), Iren,

iii. 6. 4, xvii. 4, v. Prol. (in each case hcec scriptura

of Irenasus’ own work), Clem. Strom. vi. 3 (p. 755,

ed. Potter; TcpoXotays rys ypacpyjs, i.e. the treatise

|

itself), Eus. HE II. xi. 1 {rfy irepl rotrov . . . rod

Tw<7t)7tou tpa<f>7]v). Similar uses of the word might
be quoted from classical Greek (where it commonly
has a formal sense [‘document’], often a legal

sense [‘indictment’]), e.g. Thuc. i. 129, rocravra ph
7) ypapy id'rfkov, EipZys df rjcOy re rfj inncrroXjj /c.r.X.

In all these passages, it will he noticed, it is clear,

either from the phrase itself or from the context,
what the ypacpp in question is. They present no
parallel to the absolute use of the word in the
plural. The phrase al ypapal used absolutely
points to a definite and recognized collection of

‘writings/ i.e, the Scriptures. If any further
assurance of this is needed, it is given (a) by the
context—the word <rrpep\ov<riv shows that the writ-

ings were authoritative, and that their support had
at all costs to he secured, and (/?) by the added word
Xoiwds—rlis \onrds ypacpds

;

compare Sir. Prol. 6 v6/jlos

Kal al 7rpocpyreiai teal ret \ourd tQv (3i{3\la)v

;

Iren. ii.

28. 7, ‘ Dominus manifeste dixit et religuce de-
monstrant Scripturse.’ From the Kal and the rds

\onrds—eta Kal rds \017rds ypacpds—we are obliged to
infer that the Epistles of St. Paul are regarded
as Scripture. Again, the fact that St. Paul’s
Epistles are regarded as Scripture, together with
the phrase ev rrda-ats imcrToXacs, leads to the further
conclusion that the writer of 2 P possessed not
merely isolated letters of St. Paul, hut a collection
of his Epistles, to which, as authoritative docu-
ments of the faith, appeal was made.f It is im-
possible to suppose that a collection of St, Paul’s
Epistles had been made and that they were treated
as Scripture during the lifetime of St. Peter.

* Zahn's theory as to 2 P, it should he observed, leads him to
assume an (earlier) Ep. of 8t. Peter now lost (31), an Ep. of St.
Paul now lost (315), the promise on St. Peter's part of a Lehr-

schrift otherwise unknown to us (118), ‘other writings * now
lost (316).

t Compare the Acts of the Sdllitan Martyrs
, Libri et epis<

tulae Pauli uiri iusti (Robinson, The Passion of S. Perpetual
p. 114, in * Texts and Studies’ 1. ii.).
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(ii.) 33 nvyffdjjvcu tQv wpoeip7)fi4v(0V \npxdrm wrb rQv
iylcav irpo<p7)ru)v ml ttjs tup diroardXwp vpuv 4ptoXt)s

rod Kvplov ml aorrypos. It is possible that there is

a primitive error in the text, and that did should
be inserted after rys— ‘ the commandment of the
Lord and Saviour given through your apostles

5 *

(cf. the title of the Didachd—didax^ K vplov olcl twp
8d>8em diro<rr6Xoop tois Zdveaiv, and also 2‘21 tt)s irapa-

dodelfft}s atirols aytas kvroXyjs). But this suggestion
does not affect the matter with which we are at
present concerned. It is true that the phrase
‘ your apostles

5 admits of the explanation that the
writer is referring to those apostles who had
taught the readers of the Epistle, and that, so
interpreted, the phrase cannot be said to be an
impossible one in a letter written by St. Peter.
But, on the supposition that St. Peter is writing
to Christians whom he had himself taught, it

must be admitted that it is strange that he should
use an expression so cold and so general. Two
other considerations must be taken into account.
In the first place, it seems certain (see art. Jude,
Epistle of, vol. ii. p. 802 f.) that the whole phrase
is an expansion or the corresponding words in
Jude 17

, where there is a simple and natural refer-
ence to the oral teaching of the apostles {tiXeyop).

Secondly, the addition of a reference to the pro-
phets changes the kind of remembrance. The idea
of keeping in mind the teaching of Scripture is

introduced. Now in the 2nd cent, it was customary
to speak of Scripture either under the two divisions— the Prophets and the Apostles— (e.g . Murat .

Canon
,

‘ neque inter prophetas completum numero
neque inter apostolos

5

), or under the three divisions
—the Prophets, the Lord (the Gospel), and the
Apostles -- (e.g. Iren. i. 8. 1, p [virddecnv] otire

irpo<pyrai Mpv^av otire 6 Ktipios 4818a%ep otire airbcroXoi

wap48wmp) ; see Lightfoot on Ign. Philad. v. The
impression produced by 2 P 32 is that we have here
a post - apostolic writer elaborating the simple
phrase of Jude 17 and instinctively reproducing
phraseology current in his own days, while the
v/xwv is introduced as being in character with the
style of a letter. This impression is strengthened
when the passage under discussion is taken in
connexion with 318 (see just above).

(iii). Closely connected with the points just
dealt with is the problem suggested by the con-
troversial element m the Epistle.

It has often been noticed that the writer speaks
o! the rise of certain false teachers as future (2

lf*

38), and then, using the present tense (2
11 - 12* 17f- 20

3®, cf. 316
), describes them as already active. It

might be argued that he projects himself into the
future, and then, from the point of view of a
spectator, regards future events as actually hap-
pening. But it must be remarked that (1) this

change from the future to the present takes place
twice (2

10ff* 38) ; (2) in ch. 2 perfects are used
(yiyopev 220, <rvfip4pi)Kev 222

). The most natural
interpretation of these phenomena is that the
writer first speaks in his assumed character of

a prophet, ana that then, forgetting that assumed
character, he depicts the false teaching actually
rife around him.
Does the language used betray any sign of being

aimed against the Gnostics? It is clear that
those against whom the writer warns his readers
not only practised, but taught, immorality. Their
error was not only a matter of life (as appears
to be the case with the libertines of St. Jude’s
Epistle), but also of doctrine. They are fevSodi-

8dcrmXoi (2
1
). In this connexion the language of

1“* is remarkable

—

4TLXopr)yti<rcLT€ . . . 4v ry apery

rfyp ypwcnp, 4p 8k rjj ypdxrei ryv iyicpdretap. Here
yvQxns is used absolutely, and it is linked with

So the Syriac (Harklean) version, ‘the commandment of

our Lord and Saviour which (was) by the hand of the apostles.'

dperrj and iyicpdreia. It would seem as if the
writer emphasizes the bearing of a true ypCoens on
conduct because he has in mind those whim a
false 7vQo-ls betrayed into diepa crla. It will be
remembered that the name ‘Gnostic’ was, as
far as our knowledge goes, first claimed by sects
whose teaching justified profligacy of life (Iren,

i. 25. 6 ; Hippolytus, Hcer. v. 6). Again, it may
be thought that the words iXevdepiap atirois iiray*

yeKkbjxevoi atirol SovXoi virdpxopres rys (pdopds (2
19

)

exactly express the theory of certain Gnostic
teachers as to the ‘ spiritual ’ man’s independence
or matter, and the practical results of that doctrine
(cf. e.g. Iren. i. 25. 4). Again, the writer of 2 P
charges the false teachers with perverting Scrip-
ture (3

16
). It is clear that, when St. Pam wrote

the Epistle to the Komans, there were those who
depraved the doctrine of grace (Ro 61 * 16

; cf. Jude 4
).

But there is no trace in apostolic times of false
teachers supporting their views bv a reckless or
dishonest interpretation of the Old Testament,
which alone could then he known under the name
of Scripture. Nor, indeed, is it easy to see how the
controversies of that age could give occasion to a
forced exegesis of the OT ; the arguments which
the Judaistic opponents of St. Paul may well have
drawn from the OT would he of a different kind.
But such violent wresting of Scripture (i.e. the
OT and the NT) as is described by the word crrpe-

pXovcnv was the characteristic method by which
the Gnostics of the 2nd century endeavoured to
support their doctrines. Irenseus charges them
with such a dishonest procedure again and again
(i. Prcef.

;

3. 6, iraparpbiropres rds epfiypelas ml pq.di-

ovpyovpres rds et-yypeis

;

8. 1 ; 9. 1, KaraxpycrdfievoL

rols dvbjaaenv els rp 18cap vwbdeenp jxer'rjveyKav). This
indictment, then, of the false teachers does not
appear to harmonize with what we know, or with
what we can with reasonable probability conjec-

ture, of the apostolic age. It does fit in with the
characteristics of a later time.

(iv.) 38f' iXevcroprai . . . ifnraiKrai . . . Xbyovres

IIoO 4arlp i) iirayyeXla tt}s irapovcrlas atirov ; d(p
* p yap

ol irarkpes iKOipdidycrav, irdpra otircas 8lap,4pei dir’ dpxv$
Krlceus. It is sometimes urged that the question
of the scoffers points to a time later than the days
of the apostles ; and even more stress is laid on
the reply—not an assurance of the nearness of the
advent, but an explanation of delay (v. 8 /ala y/aipa

irapd Kvpiip k.t.X.). It is, however, difficult to feel

the force of these arguments considered in them-
selves. The fact that f the immediate imminence
of the coming of the Lord . . . faded out of view 5

in St, Paul’s mind, as the Epistle to the Ephesians
seems to indicate, * when year after year passed
away, and still there was no sign of the Lord’s
coming 5

(Hort, Pom. and Eph. p. 141 f.), is a
sufficient proof that towards the end of St. Peter’s

life men would not be unlikely to ask the question
put into 'the mockers’ mouths, nor a Christian

teacher unlikely to give some such answer as we
find in 2 P 38

. The passage will come before us
again when we come to compare 2 P with 1 P.

But the phrase dtp’ tfs ol irarbpes eKoijaydycrap gives

rise to much more serious misgivings. Who are

‘the fathers’? They are, says Spitta (p. 234 ff.),

the actual fathers or those wno are introduced as

speaking.* This interpretation is open to several

grave objections, (a) Since to St. Peter the phrase
ol irardpes would have a quasi-technical sense (cf.

e.g. Jn 688
,
Ac 719

, Ko 95, He l1), the meaning

Spitta gets over the difficulty that %s implies a con-
siderable interval by supposing that the relative %e refers hack
to TVjS *u,povtria.s u.v'rov. He takes dvro in a pregnant sense with
bcoi(jiABvi<roe,v—

1 Die Vater sind entschlafen von der Parusie weg,
ihr Tod hat sie der ParuBie entzogen.’ For this use of **ro' he
compares Ro 9s, Ool 220,

2 Co 11*. It is strange that he does
not see that the yip fc yip) makes such an interpretation

absolutely impossible
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suggested would require the addition of fa&v.*

(/3) The words ‘since our fathers died,
5 put into

the mouth of a number of persons, fix no definite

limit of time. (7) The context seems to imply
that ‘the fathers’ had embraced the Christian

hope, and so early in the history of the Church
as St. Peter’s lifetime it would be quite unnatural
to introduce a group of persons speaking of their

fathers as Christians (see Zahn, Einl. ii. p. 72).

Zahn (ib. pp. 67, 73) urges that the term ol iraripes

could be used of the first generation of Christians
— the apxaioL fxaQ'rpral (Ac 2116

)
— before it had

died off to the last man, and that, in fact, a
whole generation separated the years 60-63, in

which he places the Epistle, from the day when the

E
romise to return was given. But, on the other
and, it must be remembered that the use of the

term ol 1raripe? in itself implies a considerable lapse
of time. The founders of a movement are not
called ‘the fathers’ till a later age looks back
upon their work. Further, the clause as a whole
implies a distant retrospect ; the words d<f> . . .

itcoLy.Jj&Tjcrav irdvra oUtws dtaptivet could not have been
used unless a considerable interval had elapsed
since the passing away of ‘the fathers.’ The
words might conceivably be justified on the hypo-
thesis that St. Peter is here foretelling the future,

and that he dramatically puts into the mouth of

the mockers, who should ‘come in the last days,’
words appropriate only from their supposed point
of view. But such an interpretation is too arti-

ficial. And it must he confessed that here again
we seem to he carried far beyond the limits of
the apostolic age.

(d) Doctrine.—The doctrine of the Epistle is

chiefly remarkable, so far at least as our present
purpose is concerned, on the negative side. We
should not, indeed, have expected St. Peter to dwell
with such detail (3

10ff
*) on the physical accompani-

ments of ‘ the day of the Lord.’ and on its relation
to the several parts of the material universe, as
contrasted with its human and spiritual issues.

We might feel it strange that what we should
elsewhere describe as physical speculations on the
process of creation, should find a place in a letter
written by St. Peter (3

5
). But these are matters

of taste and feeling, or at least of opinion ; and on
such considerations no decisive judgment can be
based. But it is otherwise with the silence of the
Epistle as to doctrines of primary importance.
St. Peter was an eye-witness of the human life of
the Incarnate Word, of His sufferings, of the
manifestations of the Kisen Lord, and of His
Ascension. He heard Christ’s words about the
Paraclete, and partook of the outpouring of the
Spirit at Pentecost. But the Epistle says nothing
of the example of Christ, or of His sufferings ana
death, or, except the allusion in 21 (rbv ayopaeapra
avrotis 5e<nr5TT}v)3 of Kedemption. It is silent as to
the Resurrection and the Ascension. It makes
no reference to the Holy Spirit except as the
source of inspiration to the ancient prophets (l21 ).

It does not allude to prayer. We have no right,
it may he urged most truly, to expect an apostolic
Epistle to treat of every Christian doctrine, even
the most vital. But is it conceivable that St. Peter,
with his history and his experience, would pass
oyer all these matters, essential to the Christian
faith, as though they were not ? The silence as
to the Resurrection is the crucial point. The
apostles were essentially witnesses to the Resur-
rection. The Resurrection was the final proof of
the Divine^mission of the Lord, the foundation of
the Christian faith. As such it holds a unique
place in the writings of the apostles, and in their

* Cursives-*, iEgyptt(boh sail), Syr-hkl add wpuiv. But, in the
ease of an addition of this nature, the evidence of versions is
of little value.

teaching as reported in the Acts. But in this

Epistle, when the writer (l 16
) has occasion to

appeal to the guarantee of the truth of bis teach-

ing as to ‘ the power and coming of our Lord Jesus
Christ,’ the Resurrection is ignored, and the apos-

tolic witness to Christ is made to rest on the

Transfiguration. The Transfiguration was doubt-

less an event of deep meaning; but its meaning
was relative to the time when it took place, and to

the circumstances of those who were present on
the mountain. Its glory was in the days of the

Lord’s humiliation a transitory anticipation of the
Resurrection. It belongs to an order of events

different from that to which the Resurrection be-

longs. It would he difficult to exaggerate the

significance of the fact that in the Epistle gener-

ally, and especially at this particular point in it,

the Resurrection is unnoticed. A subordinate hut
not unimportant matter is the language used by
the writer of 2 P in this reference to the Trans-

figuration—4irbirrat 7evqdivTes ttjs itcdvov peyaXeib-

Tyros (l16). The word iirbirr^ is borrowed from the
Greek mysteries, where it denoted one who was ad-

mitted to the third and highest stage. For the word
itself cf. Plut. Alcib. 22, rots &\\ov$ iraipovs ^terras

irpoaayopebovra ml iirbirras; CIG 71 b, 2158 (in both
of which places it is closely associated with ptbcrrris)

;

Clement of Alexandria is fond of using words ol

this group in reference to the spiritual vision of

God (e.g. Peed, i. 6 (p. 113), 7 (p. 129); Strom, i. 28

(p. 424), ii. 2 (p. 431). The metaphor is not one
which we should have expected St. Peter to use.

It is artificial, and savours of a later time when
the Church borrowed such terms, often probably
through the medium, of the Gnostics, from the
language of the Greek mysteries.*

5. Delation to 1 Petek— Under this head
little more has to he done than to bring together
results which have been already reached as to the
two Epistles separately.

(a) Vocabulary and literary style. — As to the
former point, Warfield (p. 67) writes thus; ‘These
resemblances are seen not only in peculiar phrases,
such as the form of salutation, “ Grace and peace
be multiplied,” found in these two Epistles and
nowhere else, hut also in the recurrence in both of

rare combinations, such as djucfywu ml a<nrL\ov} 1 P
l19 repeated 2 P 218 and 314 and nowhere else, and
also the common possession of a very peculiar
vocabulary such as is represented by the occurrence
in both of e7ro7rrei5<raj're$ (IP 212

, 2 P l16), IcrbripLos

(1 P l7- 19
, 2P l 1 * 4

), reinforced by the like com-
munity in such as <pi\a5e\<pla (IP l23, 2 P I7

)

;

Xoprpfdiv (1 P 411
, 2 P l

5* n
) ; dirbOecrts (1 P 321, 2 P

l14) ; dptr-f) (1 P 29
,
2 P l8) ; dvacrrpo

^

(1 P 1 1S
, 2 P

27) ; dXydeia in a peculiar sense (IP l23, 2 P l12 )

;

Kop.lfr<r6ai (IP l9
,
2 P 21S

), etc., all of which are
rare words in the New Testament.’ It seemed
best to quote this passage at length. A glance
reveals how this list needs careful sifting. Thus
Warfield’s mode of statement is confusing; the
word l<r6np,os) for example, does not occur in 1 P,
but 7roX&nyos (l7) and rljcuos (l19). Again, the plural
al aperal in 1 P 29 (a reminiscence of Is 4321

) is clearly
far from being a parallel to the singular dpertf,

2 P l
3
,
though in both passages the reference is to

God. But in fact verbal coincidences, however
abundant, between 2 P on the one hand and on
the other 1 P and the Petrine speeches in the Acts
(Speaker’s Com, iv. p. 226), would he of hut little

weight in support of the genuineness of 2 P ; for if

that Epistle is not genuine, but was written in the
2nd cent., it is clear that both 1 P and the Acts
must have been accessible to its author, and that
therefore he may have derived words or phrases

* The habit of using language derived from the mysteries,
in reference to communications supposed to be made bv oui
Lord to His disciples, runs riot in the Gnostic Fistis Sophia.
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from them. The real question is whether a com-
parison of the two Epistles reveals that kind of
similarity which suggests that they are the pro-
duct of the same mind. It must be said briefly
that the two documents are in complete contrast in
reference to literary style. This contrast is obvious
whether we regard smaller points of expression
{e.g. the connexion of sentences and clauses) or
the broader literary characteristics of the two
Epistles. The style of 1 P is simple and natural,
without a trace of self-conscious effort. The style
of 2 P is rhetorical and laboured, marked by a love
for striking and startling expressions.

(b) Use of the OT.—The writer of 1 P formally
quotes the OT ; he deliberately adopts its language
{e.g. 29f* 22

); he instinctively, and apparently un-
consciously, falls into its phraseology. The writer
of 2 P, on the other hand, as we have seen, never
formally quotes the OT, and uses but few dis-

tinctively OT expressions. This is precisely the
reverse of what we should have expected to be the
case if the theory of Spitta and Zahn were true,

namely, that St. Peter wrote the First Epistle to
Gentile, the Second Epistle to Jewish, Christians.

(c) Reminiscences of the Lord's teaching.— The
writer of 1 P constantly shows that he has the
Lord’s sayings in his mind. It is doubtful if the
writer of 2 P refers to more than two of them.

(d) Use ofSt. Paul's Epistles.—The writer of 1 P is

deeply influenced, both in thought and in language,
by two of St. Paul’s Epistles (Ro, Eph). The writer
or 2 P, while he mentions St. Paul’s Epistles gener-
ally, owes no debt, literary or doctrinal, to them.
This argument, however, cannot be said to carry
so much weight as it appears to do at first sight.

For we saw cause to believe that there were special

reasons why the words and thoughts of these two
Epistles of St. Paul should be in St. Peter’s mind
when he wrote the First Epistle.

(c) Doctrine.—It has often been remarked that
while in 1 P 4 the end ’ is regarded as near (4

7
), the

writer of 2 P seems to contemplate delay as part of

the Divine counsel. It might be a not unfair reply
that in the one case the writer sets forth his own
personal hope, in the other case he has to meet the
jibes of enemies of the truth, and to account for the
unquestionable fact of delay which gave point to

their mocking question. But, indeed, the difference

between the two Epistles in regard to doctrine is

deeper and more far-reaching than a contrast of

view as to the hope of the Lord’s speedy return.

Any one who has endeavoured to draw out the
doctrinal teaching of the two Epistles must feel

that they are widely separated from each other.

There is a richness of devout thought, a vital

apprehension of the great facts and truths which
are characteristic of Christianity, in 1 P, for which
we search in vain in 2 P. The thought of Christ’s

Bufferings, considered as the supreme example and
as redeeming acts dealing with all the needs of

men, the thought of Christ raised and exalted by
the Father, the thought of the present personal

relation of Christians to Christ’s work and to

Christ Himself, dominate the one Epistle ; they are,

as we have seen (see above, p. 812), passed over in

the other.
Such are the differences between the two Epistles.

It remains to examine certain considerations which
have been suggested with a view to explain or to

mitigate the difficulty.

(1 ) Difference of date.— If St. Peter wrote the

two Epistles, they could not he widely separated in

point of time. The examination of all the evi-

dence points to the year 61 as the probable date of

1 P (see above, p. 791 f.). 2 P, if the work of St.

Peter, could not be placed more than a year or two
later, or, if we accept the view of Spitta and Zahn
that the former Epistle alluded to m 2 P 31 is not

1 P, a year or two earlier. Even if we put aside
ancient evidence, and, accepting the theory which
finds in 1 P indications of a later date (see above,
p. 783 f.), suppose that St. Peter’s life was pro-
longed beyond the year 70, the interval between
the two documents cannot have been much more
than ten years. It may well be doubted whether
ten years at the end of a long life can reasonably
be supposed to have so completely changed a
man’s literary style and the tone and range of his
thoughts.

(2) Difference of subject.—The obj‘eet of 1 P, it is

urged, was to comfort and encourage the suffering

;

that of 2 P to warn against a shameful perversion
of the truth. It must, however, be remembered
that ch. 1 of 2 P is not denunciatory. Such a
difference of subject might well account for a
difference of tone, and a difference in the relative
position and emphasis given to Christian doctrines.
It would modify ; it would hardly revolutionize.

(3) Difference of circumstances.—The strongest
presentation of the case in this respect is probably
the theory of Zahn (EM. ii. p. 96). * So long,’ he
says, £ as men started with the assumption that 1 P
is a document actually composed by the apostle
(‘ein eigenhandiges Schreiben des Apostels’), and
that 2 P purports to be intended for a circle of
readers similar to that addressed in 1 P, then the
great diversity of the two Epistles in thought and
language could not bnt he strong evidence against
the genuineness of 2 P. But this evidence is

destroyed, since both the above-mentioned assump-
tions have been shown to be erroneous. It is obvi-
ously intelligible that Peter, in a letter addressed
to the Gentile Churches of Asia Minor, which
Silvanus wrote by his commission and in his name,
should speak in a way different from that in which
he speaks in a letter of his own composition (

f in
einem eigenhandigen Brief ’) addressed to Churches
of Jewish Christians, who owed their Christianity
to him and his associates.’

In this position three points must he noticed.
{a) It is remarkable that both Spitta (p. 530 ff. )

*

and Zahn, in defending the Petrine authorship of
2 P, are obliged to give up the real Petrine author-
ship of 1 P. It has, however, been shown in the
article on 1 Peteb (p. 789 f.) that (a) the language
about Silvanus iu 1 P 512, though it does not
exclude, yet certainly does not support, the hypo-
thesis that the composition of the letter was left

to him ; (p) the phenomena of the Epistle itself are
decisive against this theory, (b) It has been
pointed out (see above, pp. 798, 806) that 2 P con-
tains no indication of being addressed to Jewish
Christians, and that the internal evidence, both
negative and positive, points decisively in the
opposite direction, (c) But if these two points are
conceded, it is clear that everything depends on
the sense given to ‘ speaking in a different way 5—
* anders redet.’ The supposed variation of circum-
stances would account for a difference, perhaps a
great difference, between the two letters. But, on
the one hand, it must he observed that the charac-
teristic of tender and sympathetic affection is

conspicuous in the letter which was addressed to

those with whom St. Peter had had no personal
dealings, while it is absent from the letter which
(in Spitta’s and Zahn’s view) was sent to persons
who owed their Christianity to the apostle—-a
reversal of what would have been naturally antici-

pated. And, on the other, the differences between
the two Epistles in literary style and tone and
teaching are, as it appears to the present writer,

so numerous and so fundamental that no difference

* * Dass die beiden kanonischen Petms-Briefe nicht; aus der*
selben Feder stammen konnen, muss ich mit manchen altkiich*

lichen und den meisten neueren Forschem unbedingt be*

haupten ’ (p. 530).
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of amanuenses or ‘interpreters’ can account for

tliem unless we are prepared to admit that, in the
case of either one or Doth of these letters, the sub-

stance and the language alike were left absolutely
in the hands of the apostle’s companion.

6. Literary Affinities.*—(a) The Epistle of
Jude. That there is a close literary connexion
between Jude and 2 P is certain. Which of the
two writers is the borrower? It must be here
sufficient to refer to the article on the Epistle of
Jude (vol. ii. p. 802 f. ), where the question is dis-

cussed. Further study confirms the present writer

in the conclusion there reached, that the £ various
lines of argument converge, and, as far as demon-
stration is possible in literary questions, demon-
strate the priority of Jude.’ f What is the bearing
of this result on the question of the genuineness
of 2 P ? It is obvious that the fact that 2 P
borrows from Jude is no more prejudicial to the
genuineness of the former than the fact that 1 P
borrows from Ro and Eph tells against the authen-
ticity of 1 P. The difficulties in regard to date, if

we prolong the apostle’s life beyond 64, are not
insuperable. The result is therefore a negative
one. 2 P is deprived of a witness on whose evi-

dence recent defenders of the apostolic authorship
of 2 P (Spitta and Zahn) have greatly relied.

(b) Josephus.— In an article in the Expositor
(2nd series, vol. iii. p. 49 ff.

) E. A. Abbott main-
tained that there is a remarkable series of coin-

cidences in language between 2 P and the An-
tiquities of Josephus [Prcef. 3, 4 ; IV. viii. 2 [the last

words of Moses]). ‘Taken as a whole/ Abbott
concludes (p. 62), ‘ the evidence in favour of the
theory that the author of the Second Epistle
imitated Josephus can hardly fail to appear strik-

ing, if not convincing/ The theory was examined
by Salmon in his Introduction

, p. 638 ff. (ed. 1 ; the
discussion is curtailed in later editions). He
points out (1) that ‘ the alleged coincidences relate
entirely to words, and not at all to thoughts’;

(2) that ‘ they do not occur in passages of [what he
himself would call] “brief compass’”; (3) that
‘ they are not in the same sequence and connexion ’;

(4) that ‘the words common are not “unusual or
startling,” or such as can fairly be called hapax
legomenal It will probably be now generally
admitted that the theory broached by Abbott has
broken down on examination. There is a curious
series of coincidences between the Preface of St.

Luke’s Gospel and Josephus Contra Apionem
i. 10. The same account is probably to be given
of the resemblances between Josephus and Lk
and of those between Josephus ana 2 P. They
are most likely due to the diffusion of ‘ common-
places ’ of rhetorical study, set prefatory phrases,
and the like.

(c) The Apocalypse of Peter.—When the frag-

ment of this Apocalypse was published, it was at
once noticed (e.g. by James, A Lecture on the
Apocalypse of Peter p. 52) that between it and 2 P
there is a remarkable series of coincidences. The
following table includes one or two coincidences
between 2 P and fragments of the Apocalypse

* An inscription from Stratonicea in Caria, given by Deiss-
mann (BibelstudienL 277 f.), contains the phrases, r£v
*"2toput,im euaviov apygfi} trctrav ertrov8i]V hrcpspscrdozi is ryv rpbs [act*robs

tvffs(3]tjxv, rife Qeiots owapcws kpsrks ; cf. 2 P l11 15 lA But these
coincidences do not, as Deissmann thinks, indicate any con-
nexion between the inscription and the Epistle.

t‘The Assumption of Moses* was used by Jude (see art.
Epistle op Jude, vol. ii. p. 802). But the question arises whether
2 P does not show an acquaintance with the Assumption inde-
pendent of the knowledge of it which he might have gained
from tiie passage of Jude. The apparent resemblance alluded to
is between 2 P 2*3 fiyaupunci r^v Iv ypcspec rpixpjv, and the
Assumption vii. 4, * omni hora diei amantes conuiuia deuoratores
guise.’ But the resemblance is seen to be a merely superficial
one, when the force of omni hora is noticed. The Assumption
rebukes gluttons who would feast at any hour of the day

; the
Epistle, shameless profligates who riot in broad daylight. J

preserved by Patristic writers (the numbering ol

these fragments being that given by James, p. 94 L,

who, on p, 52, pointed out most of these resem-

blances) :

—

Apocalypse of Peter.

1 7roXXol i£ adredv kerovrai

\pev8o7rpoeprjrai, ml o8obs ml
Sbyjuara iroud'ka rrjs arrcoXelas

ol8d£ovffiv * iKetvoi 8k viol rrjs

airuXelas yevijerovrai. ml rbre

iXedererai 6 debs ... ml Kpivei

rods viods rrjs dvoylas*

rods mcrrods pov rods . . • iv

rodnp rep fttep ras ^pvxds kavreav

doiapL&fovTas.

2 6 Kdpios *Ayo3fA€v els rb

6pos . . . airepxdyevoi 5k per*

abrod rj/ieis ol 8ib8em jaadrjrai.

In § 3 ‘two men suddenly
appear,’ as on the Mount of

Transfiguration. The descrip-

tion of their glory recalls

Mtm
\rQ)v\ 8iKaLcov reav i£eX96vr<av

drrb rod k6<tjuov.

worarroL elan rrjv gopeptiv.

6 rbrrov . . . abxprjpbv irdvv

• . . (TKOTLvbv eTxov abr&v rb

kvdvfia Kara rbv depa rod rbirov.

Cf. 12 iv rbrrep erKonvep.

ol KoXa^byevoi iKeZ Cf. 7 rrdp

. . . KoXdfov adrods, 10 iv ry
KoXdcrei iKelvy . . . rr\v KbXaenv

iKelvcov, 11 reav KoXa'fojjibvojv,

13, 15 KoXa^bpevoi, 17 radrrjs rrjs

KoXderecos
,
19 rqs roiadrrjs KoXd-

erecos.

7 ol pXaereprjfiovvres rr]v 66bv

rrjs Simioirdvrjs. Cf. 13 ol

pXao‘<pr)p.odvre$ Kal KaK&s eirrbv-

res rrjv o8bv rrjs bimiocruvrjs.

8 tLvdpomol rives arroerrpi-

<f>ovres rty SiKaiocrdvriv. Cf. 20
ol d<pivres rrjv 68bv rod dead.

8 Xlfivr) ns . . . rrerrXrjpcopiivTj

f3op(36pov. Cf. 9 rds KeepaXds

eTxov iv rep popj3bpep. 15 ifo/-

Xlovro . Cf. Acta Thomce 53,

eTdov (36p(3opov . . . ml ^u%as
iKei KvXiofibvas.

9 ol eTvp.fjulxOkvres'] abr&v rep

puderpiarL rrjs poixdas. Cf. 17 ol

pudvavres rd adpara eavrebv

yvvaiKes avacrrpeepbjaevoi.

15 dfi€Xrj<ravT€s rrjs ivroXrjs rod
6eodm

Fragments 1, 2 (from Mac-
arius, Apocritica

,
iv. 6 f. ).

Heaven and earth will he

2 Peter.

21£
* iyivovro 5k /cal

\pev8orrpoeprjrai iv rep

Xaep t
ds ml iv dpuv

kerovrat \l/evdo8l8ae~

KaXoi
,

otnves irapei*

adroveriv alpiereis air-

GiiXetas . . * irrdyov-

res eaxrroTs raxwty
drrebXeiav .

23 ots rb Kplya &>
iraXai otljk dpyei.

37 i][JLkpav . . . drr-

uiXelas ru)v dcrefi&v

dvQpehrreav.

312 rr\v rrapoverlap

rrjs rod 6eod ijfikpas.

28 dlmios . . •

rf/vx^v 5imlav dv6-

pots epyoTs ifiaerdvi*

l18 ryjLeTs rjKodexapiep

. . . obv adrep 6vres

iv rep ayiep 6pet,.

I15 yerd rfyv ififyp

i%o5ov.

3n rrorarrobs 8ei

vrrapxew dyas.

I 19 iv adxprjpep

rbirep.

29 KoXafoyivovs rrj

pelv.

22 5C otis i] o5b$ rrjs

dXrjdelas ^Xaa^rjfJLrj-

dtjcrerai.

221
rijv 68bv rrjs

dimiocrbvrjs.

215 KaraXelirovres

edOeTav 68bv.

222 KvXierjibv pop*
§bpov.

210 rods 6rtera> crap-

k6s iv irnQvfJilq, puaer-

fiov wopevopiivovs,

220 diroepvybvres rd
fudex/aara rod Kbcryov.

221 dToerrpixj/ai in

rrjs 7rapa8odeier7)S ad-

rots aylas ivroXrjs.

32
rrjs redv drroer-

r&Xwv vjul&v irf9\ijs

rod Kvplov xal <ro>-

rrjpos.

310, u
.
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Apocalypse op Peteb. 2 Petes.
judged—tf ytf irapaartfaet ir&v-

Tas r§ 6e(£ b Kpicrem ml
airrtf fi£Xkov<ra KphecrOai abv ml
rtp Trepifyovn ovpavtp . . . raxtf-

<rerat Tracra dtivapus otipavov, ml
i\LxO^<rerai 6 obpavbs <bs ptfiXiov,

ml TT&VT& rd darpa ireacirca (Is
344).

56 (from. Methodius Con- l4 6eLas koivuvoI
viv. Virg. ii. 6) rbv Becr/xbu rtfs 0&re«9.

fiaKCLplas ifcelvys <pbaem rov Beov,

ib . Karasppovtfaravres rtfs (rtfs 221 32.

ivroXtfs,

James (p. 63 ff.) draws attention to several documents which
appear to borrow from the Apocalypse of Peter. It is worth
while to note coincidences between 2 P and some of these
documents.
() ‘ The First Book of Clement, which is called the Testament

of our Lord Jesus Christ : the words which He spake to His holy
apostles after He had risen from the dead/ The book seems to
have been originally written in Greek. Lagarde (Reliquiae Juris
Ecclesiastici Antiqwissimi Greece p. 80 ff.) has retranslated the
extant Syriac version into Greek. James (p. 64) holds that at
least the first fourteen sections of this document ‘ give us a very
fair idea of the lost first part of the Apocalypse of Peter/

Testament. 2 Peter.

§ 8 There shall rise up shepherds, 21® 10* 14. 18. a.
lawless men, unjust, despisers, covet-
ous, lovers of pleasure, lovers of gain,
lovers of money, chatterers, exalting
themselves . , . opposing the ways
of the gospel . . . dishonouring all

the way of piety. . * . They shall
lay commandments upon men not
according to the Scripture and the
commandment as the Father willed.

[The faithful] shall teach men that, 28 iu. 8.

if they prove their spirit, they are
upright and fit lor the kingdom, and
they shall tell them of knowledge
acd virtue and prudence [yvScnv xot)

iptriiv xot) rvvunv, Lagarde].
() ‘ The Apocalypse of Paul/ ‘ This book we have in a rather

«ihortened text of the original Greek [Tischendorf, Apocalypses
Apocryphce pp. 34-69], in a fuller Syriac version, and in a Latin
version which is the fullest of all [Tenets and Studies ii. 3,

pp. 11-42] ’ (James p. 66). It is ‘ to a large extent a compilation
from earlier works ’ (see Texts and Studies ii. 2, p. 21).

Apocalypse op Paul. 2 Peter.

18 jfSe t%tpxovTM.i lx rev xoerptov, jp’ 'foov upt) ii> rovra

14 rots rfiv 'Btxot'tm xot) rm otputpruketiv rS crxqv tijpt»n . . . vj ctro-

t£ei'ovSj tro/u ryflUotri igep%ovrou lx rov Berts rov erxviv&ycotros [aov

ttofffJtov. l6 rqv rov otrefiovS rfo ... ptirot rtjv iptfo i$obov.

igiDX'irxi ex rov erxvsv&jxotros otvrijs, 47
arptv igsXBiiv <n ex rov xotrutov.

18 tfctpxSoBfotu V ^v%y oturv) rotproofb 24 ffeipols &{pev raprotp-

ou%ai btyytXu xec) qvXatTrierQoi tent; ms Perots tratpeSovxiv Sts xptertv

fMyotkrfi vi/ufyots rijs xpt<rsu$.
* _

rnpovpcevovs.

26 cents sXvXYitn rijv forov, 28.

fjt#l iratfoots ro BeXr
tl
um otvrijs titoc rov Beov. ~

33 coytos yotp Siv J Bebs pttrxvooSv ex) 39 ptotxpoQvptu sis vptots,

ro7s foBpfoots foee/xMt otvrSv rijv ixter- pty (3ov\optivos rivets foe-
rpotpVjV xot) pttrfootocv. XiffBcct otkXot irforots its /40-

In the earlier part of the Apocar rfoctav jtrou.

lypse (4 ff.) there is a striking passage,

in which the Sun asks from God per-

mission to burn up men because of

their sins ;
xot) iyinro xpis etMs

fH pteexpoBvptiot pcov irforotv rovruv foi-

X*T0U> o{ra>* pterotvofoetariv. The same
answer is given to similar petitions

made by the Moon and Stars and by
the Sea. Compare a similar passage
in another document,which seems to

he connected with the Apocalypse of

Paul, The Testament ofAbraham x.

(ed. James p. 871).

39 yvvotixoos . . . otxetyofjtlvcts iv roxtp 118 jv otv^fM)poi ro*a>,

trxortvu, 42 ro fyseep txeivo rxirovs xot

)

24 cetpols {ctpov.

faipoos xixfopuptivov.

43 o! tv roots xoXohrsftv xpivopotvot, 44 2® i npoepotv^ xptrtois

itforts ol tv reus xoXottntnv. xoAot^optivovs rv>pttv.

60 ttpu NSit . . . xot) ovx Ixooverfo 25.

ua)v rots fodp&xois mpfocrw lAtrotvours'

iHob yotp xotrotxXvtrpioS tpyjtrett.

(c) ‘The Apocalypse of Esdras*
(Tischendorf, w. pp. 24-33).

Apocalypse of Esdras. 2 Peter.

14, 59 iIs *pmv jmpfotMos. 24 xctpslmxev tis nptsrtv

mpoufovovs.

Apocalypse op Esdras. 2 Peter.

43 BeXoo, hierxorot, t$i7v xoti rot xotrfo 24 ratpratptuffats,*

rspot ptepv) rov rotpretpov, 53 xetrfootyiv

put xotr&rtpov tv rotprapots.

Towhat conclusion does a studyofthe coincidences
“between 2 P and the Apocalypse of Peter lead us ?

There are five possible views which may he taken.

( 1 )
The coincidences may be boldly put aside as mere

chance resemblances without significance. This
view hardly needs discussion. It can scarcely be
held by a serious critic, who considers the coinci-

dences as a series, and appreciates the nature of the
most striking of them. Few will hesitate as to the
correctness of Salmon’s view, that ‘ the agreements
of our fragment [%.e. the Apocalypse of Peter] with
the second Epistle of Peter . . . are more than
accidental’ (.Appendix to Introduction p. 591). So
Sanday

(
Inspiration p, 347),

c The resemblances
are so marked as I think to prove that the two
writings are nearly connected.’ (2 ) Did the writer
of the Apocalypse borrow from 2 P ? This view
seems to be impossible in view of (a) the natural-
ness of the words and phrases as they stand in
their several contexts in the Apocalypse

;

(/3) the
fact that some of them are repeated in the Apoc.
(sometimes with the form varied), and are found
also in kindred documents ; (7 ) the fact that we
find in the Apocalypse none of the strange and
remarkable phrases of 2 P which would fix them-
selves in the mind of a reader who remembered
enough constantly to borrow. (3) Did the writer
of 2 P borrow from the Apocalypse ? This view
appears to be a quite possible one. (4) Are the
two documents the work of one writer ? This is

the view to which Sanday [Inspiration p. 347)
seems to incline. f It is no doubt possible,’ he
writes, ‘that the writer of the Apocalypse may
have imitated the Epistle, or that both may have
been affected by some common influence. If there
had been on the whole better reason than not for
believing the Epistle to be the genuine work of St.

Peter, it would be natural to fall back upon some
such assumption. But, as the balance of argument
is really the other way, the question is forced upon
us whether it is not on the whole more probable
that the two writings are both by the same hand.
This is at least the simplest of the different hypo-
theses which are open to us.’ The present writer
ventures to think that this explanation is excluded
by a consideration of the literary style of the two
documents. The Apocalypse is simple and natural
in style. There is nothing remarkable in its voca-
bulary. It is, in a word, wholly free from the
literary peculiarities which are so strongly marked
in 2 P. (5) Are the two documents the work of
two writers who belonged to the same school,

whose thoughts moved in the same directions, and

* The word roeprotpos occurs in three passages of the LXX
(in none of which is there anything answering to it in the
Hebrew)—Job 4015(20) 4122 (23)

?
Pr 24&1 (3018) ; also in Enoch 202

OvptijA. ... 6 lx) rov xfofMv xot) rov rotpratpov. Thus the word is

found in Jewish writings, which it is quite possible that St.

Peter may have read. On the other hand, we should not have
expected that the apostle would have applied to the judgment
of God a derivative of a word so characteristic of heathen
mythology. Further, the use of the derived verb roopratpovv

implies that the word rotprxpos was a recognized term, in con-
nexion with a Christian representation of Divine punishments,
with the writer of 2 P and those for whom he wrote. We find

the ideas essentially connected with the conception of Tartarus,
emphasized in the Apocalypse of Peter

;

we find the word
Tartarus itself in one kindred document (Apoc. of Esdras) and
the derivative ratprotpovxos in another (Apoc. of Paul). It is

exceedingly probable that Hippolytus knew, and borrowed
from, the Apoc. of Peter (James p. 67 !.). Now in Hippolytus’
JRefutatio (x. 34) we read, £/ %s ixtyvfoteus ixtptl%i<rQe . . . retprotpt*

Zofepov 0fjtu.ee ot<pfottrrov ... xot) rotprcepov%aiv otyyi’km xoXotrroiv

bpoptot x.r.K. ; and in a fragment of the same writer on the Song
of ‘ the three Children,’ preserved by Theodoret (jVIigne, Pat. Gr.
X. 868), the words occur, ixurot roe, xxruxBoviot meptoteatv xvtvptotr*

rotprxp ovX euv otyyiXuv. The US6 then Of the word ratprotpov* if

in itself a distinct argument for the view which regards 2 P at
a document closely connected with the Apocalypse of PeU»
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to whom the same expressions and words had
grown familiar? Among these five possible ex-

planations the choice seems to lie between (3) and
(5). The fact that there is a similarity between the

two writings, not only in words or in definitely

marked ideas, but also in general conceptions—e.g.
in both there is the picture drawn of Christ on a
mountain with His apostles, the latter being ad-

mitted to a secret revelation which they should
afterwards use for the confirmation of their dis-

ciples—seems to be an argument of some strength
in favour of the view that the two documents are
the product of the same school.

7. CONCLUSION. — The task remains of inter-

preting, as a whole, the evidence hearing on the
question of the genuineness of 2 Peter. The ex-

ternal evidence is, as was pointed out, wholly
Insufficient. No evidence exists at all till the time
of Clement of Alexandria, or (if we would speak
with absolute certainty) till the time of Origen.
Thus the burden of proof is thrown on the Epistle
itself. It is conceivable that, through some accident
or series of accidents, a genuine Epistle of St. Peter
might lie hid till the end of the 2nd or the be-
ginning of the 3rd cent, and then suddenly come
to light. But an Epistle claiming to be such must
bear unmistakable testimony to its own genuine-
ness. The internal evidence of 2 P has been
examined. The literary style of the Epistle is

artificial ; it shows little command over or appre-
ciation of the language, and yet it is extra-
ordinarily ambitious. It is not easy to think that
St. Peter can have cultivated such a style, and
the Epistle itself gives no support whatever to
the idea that an amanuensis was employed in
its composition. Again, the only events in the
gospel history to which allusion is made are
incidents which had a conspicuous place in St.

Peter’s life. About all other events in the Lord’s
life, even the most momentous, the Epistle is

absolutely silent. It hardly alludes to any of
the Lord’s sayings which are recorded in the Gos-
pels. The suspicion, therefore, cannot fail to arise,

that the references which are made to the gospel
history are selected as being in harmony with the
supposed authorship. Prom history we turn to
doctrine. Nothing is said in the Epistle of the
Passion or the Resurrection or the exaltation of
Christ, or of the Holy Spirit in the Christian
Church, or of Prayer. Not only is the Resurrec-
tion passed over, but the Transfiguration takes its

place as the guarantee of the truth of the gospel.
The difficulties, therefore, in the way of holding
that the Epistle is the work of a personal disciple
of Christ, called to he a witness of the Resurrection,
which a study of the Epistle itself reveals, are very
Berious. They become much more serious when it

is compared with what we have every reason to
believe to be the genuine words of St. Peter. The
First Epistle is wholly different from the Second in
literary style, in its use of OT language, in its

allusions to the Lord’s life and teaching. It dwells
with reiterated emphasis on those primary Chris-
tian facts and doctrines which have no place in the
Second Epistle. The internal evidence, then, re-

viewed so far, is adverse to the Petrine authorship.
But there is another element in the internal
evidence, of which, at this poirft, account must be
;aken.

^
There are in the Epistle what appear to he

dear signs of a date much later than the apostolic
jtge. It is only by unnatural interpretations that
3* and 315f* can be made to harmonize with a time
within the possible limits of St. Peter’s life. The
anachronisms of the Epistle seem clearly to point to
the 2nd cent, as the time of its composition. This
conclusion, based on internal evidence, is confirmed
when external evidence is taken into account. On
fche one hand, it is in accordance with the absence

of any trace of the Epistle till the beginning of the

3rd cent. On the other hand, it is at one with
vliat is the natural, if not necessary, inference

from the resemblances between the Epistle and
the Apocalypse of Peter

,

viz. that these two docu-
ments are the work of the same school and belong
(approximately) to the same date.

The evidence is obviously cumulative. Different

minds will vary in the interpretation of this or

that piece of evidence, and in the weight which
they allow to evidence the interpretation of which
is unquestioned. To the present writer it appears

that too many independent lines of evidence con-

verge towards one result to allow of hesitation.

The only conclusion, it is believed, which is in

accordance with the evidence, external and in-

ternal, is that 2 P is not the work of the apostle,

but is a document which must be assigned to the
2nd century.
Two subjects lemain for consideration

—

(1) Is it possible to ascertain with any degree of

probability the place where, and the time when,
the Epistle was written ? It has been shown to be
probable on literary grounds that the Apocalypse

of Peter and the Second Epistle of Peter belong
to the same school. This conclusion is confirmed
by what seems to be the natural interpretation of

the evidence as to Clement of Alexandria. It

appears likely that he, in his Hypotyposeis, placed
the two documents side by side, and commented on
them as closely related writings. It seems prob-

able that the birthplace of the Apocalypse was
Egypt (see above, p. 777), and we therefore infer

that it is also probable that 2 P was written in
Egypt (cf. Jiilicher, Einl. p. 151 ; Harnack, Die
Chronologic p. 469). This conclusion is further
supported by the fact that the Epistle has pcints of
contact in language and thought with two great
writers of Alexandria—Philo and Clement.

(1) Philo. Salmon (Introduction p. 502 ff.) notes that * there
is a whole host of 2 Peter’s rare words in Philo.’ Thus, to take
a single example, the word ieronyos (2P 1*) occurs in Philo, Leg.
Alleg. ii. 6 (ed. Manley i. 70, uronfMv xvro viynrx/utvoe 4,y%*j)

»

de Sacr. Abelis et Cairn 3 (i. 165, rov cropov hronpcov xo<rycn *) ; and
Icrorifjuec. is found in de Cherub. 34 (i. 160), Vita Mom 7 (ii, 86).
But more important than resemblance in mere vocabulary is

kinship in modes of thought. Thus, if 2 P speaks of God’s xotrvi,

in Philo we have the phrases r^v aptriiv xxt <ro<plxv rod Btod {Leg.
Alleg. ii. 14, i. 75), roc np) 6sod xxt rSv ctpsrm xvrod (Quis llenim
Div. Her. 22, L 488), tJJ? Buxs xptrZjs (ib. 23, i. 489), rys ccoirye rod
trxvrx /utyakov Bsou (de Somniis i. 16, i. 635). Again, Philo
supplies parallels to the phrase Qua* xotvaivot <ph<no/st 2 P l^—e.g.
Vita Mosis ii. 11 (ii. 143), ydu yxp ryv <pucnv rod Btod Jatat ; de Spec.
Leg. iv. 8 [(Ii. 343), rys /uxxxpt'ets xxt tvdx'tfuovos dead <ph<rms ; de
Abram. 28 (ii. 22), «/ pupcoCpcsvoi ri)v Bttacv*aCertv ; de Somniis i. 2?
(i. 647), curoi Xuytxnjs xvcoivmvixoccri (pinna*. Again, with the phrase
r'ov frpmpvirtxov Xoyov in 2 P l19 and with the words of the
Epistle as to prophecy, l20 (trx<rx vrpopirux ypeufis Idtxs farAv-
tne* oh ytvtrxt, oh yocp Bskvt/uxrt xvQpairov x.r.k.), we compare
the use of the same phrase o npotpvjnxbs kayos in, e.g., Leg.

Alleg. iii. 14 (i. 95), de Plant. Noe 28 (i. 347) ; and similar
expressions, such as <5 trpopnms koyos (de Congr. Erud. Grat.
30, i. 543), arbjuxri trpojpTjrixS (de Mut. Nom. 24, i. 599), fa irpo-

<p*)rtxcc7$ fvurscriv (ib. 31, i. 604), o itpbs koyos (Leg. Alleg. iii. 4, i. 89;
ib. 56, i. 119) ;

and Philo’s language about prophecy in, e.g t

Quis Rer. JDiv. Heres 52 (i. 510, rpop^rns yxp utov ju.lv audio
cioropQiyysrxi, ockkorptx 2s jroivrx hrv)%odvros iripou) ; Vita Mosis 1

51 f. (ii. 125 f., kiyoo yocp oudfa tdtov aAX’ Sir ocv vrrv\yynrn rb Bitov .

,

f dtiopoptlroti) ; de Monarch, i. 9 (ii. 222, irpopjfms Biopbptjrot

Qstnrtu xoc) troopyrtCvu, ktyuv /ufajtxitov cudfa . . , ipjuvjviis yap item
oi rpotpyjrxi Btod xxrocvpatfufaov rots ixitvmv opyotvois trpbs dvjXua'i" *v &*
iQ&X.vnnp) ; de Spec. Leg. iv. 8 (ii. 343, trjiotpvirvis n /ufa yxp ohbiv tdio*

xropxfatrxt rb trxpxcrxv uXX* tertv ip/uv)viiis urrofiaXXovras Inpoo
trxvB’ otroc srpotpipu . . . iietirvpoirvixbros 2s xxt faxxtjxoroS rod Bttou

rvtu/uxros x.r.k.).

(2) Clement. 2 P 222 ($$ Xov/rxjufavi xvkurpeov fiopfiopov) has a
close parallel in the proverb quoted by Clement, Zss *1sovrou fiopfiopu
juotXXov % xocBctpZ Sian (Cohort. 10, p. 75, ed. Potter

; Strom, i. 1, p.
317), in the earlier passage a saying of Democritus being added,
fart <popvr£> pcMpyxlvovcri. With the phrase rod xotdecpurjuod ruv vtccXm
echrou ecpcetpnSv (2P l9) compare Quis JDives salv. 40 (p. 957), rat
/ufa oov rpoyeyivvj/uivoiv Bibs di'bucrtvftpttriv, r£v 2i fanovraiv aurbs ixot***4

iocurqI; Strom, iv. 24 (p. 633), octphvroci yodv xpbs t«u KupUv eel rpb v*o
ricrriots. Again, with 2 P 2*9 (tXsvdtpim cchrois farxyysXXopuvot,
cthret dodXot vtrocpxovrts rvjs tplkpoLs) compare Strom, iv. 6 (p. 53C\

* The words Which follow—raJ othrS X.oyt» xaii -rb xeiv ipyoi(6fUivoi

x.r.X.—illustrate 2 P 37 (r$ OthrS key# r&Bvirxvpur/ufaoi ilcriv x. r.X.)
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in u.'hioc.Qbpus fiiaiTSov obot ccvtxfbviv hovXevTiov rots cc.rifJMTa.rois

uiptcrtv viptcSvi yotrrpi xa.) etldoiois, &* hnBufJoicov xoXMXivovrm rov

ipdnpav vtxpov.— The similarity of two other passages in
2 Peter to characteristic passages in Clement is much more
important, (i.) In Clement’s system faith is the foundation;
on this is built a superstructure of good living; ‘knowledge/
with the higher virtues which spring from it (ottrxBeia, taking a
prominent place among them), is a later stage of growth. See,
e.g., the passage at the beginning of Strom, vi. where he refers
to the purpose Of his PcedagogilS—b ro.iha.yoyk . .

.

<njv ix na.'i'hm

ocyoynv rt xctt rpcq^v ra,pi<rr%tnv
y rovriernv, kx xartixfureu? evvav^ova-av

r vj n'urru troXtrsiotv xai rpcmx.pcurxiva,Z,ovsrccv ro7s & ocvhpots tyypocqo-

uivois \ v a. pi ro v rvjv •tyvxfo, tk intrrvifjL,ns yvurnxYiS vtccpaiho^iv. He
bitterly complains of those who divorce faith from conduct, e.g.

Strom, i. 9 (p. 841), /abvviv xct) *4nXvtv r$v mtrrtv orotirovcnv. The
ascending series of virtues in 2 P l5f* (srforis, ocpsTvi, yvons,
syxpoiruct, wropcovvi, tur'sfiucc., <piXeibiX<pioi, ayarvi) is seen at once to
have points of contact with that type of Alexandrian thought
which finds expression in Clement’s writings. With the words
of 2 P compare especially Clement, Strom, ii. 6 (p. 445), n rrporn

arpas troTnpiav vsverts % rirrris nylv ccvcapccivircu, puQ’ jjv <pb(2o$ ti xocj

iXrc)s xoe/ ^.travosa,, trtiv rs lyxpocrsitf, xoci vropccvy rpoxcrrovcroti,

ocyovertv npucs ire rt ce.ya.rnv \rt rt yvoenv ; Strom. Vii, 10 (p. 865),
t« t%ovn rpcc-rtQyiertrati' rvj ft.lv r'urru n yvStrt?* vry rs yv&erti n
ce.yoe.rvs’ ry ocyanry hi vs xXypovopcect. (il.) It WOUld be easy to adduce
a very large number of passages from Clement illustrating the
essential idea of the phrase Qtixs xoivmo) <p6<rws (2 P 14). In the
first place, he constantly dwells on man’s relation to God by
creation (e.g. Cohort. 10, p. 78); man cannot be kyootpas duets

ivvoice? (Strom, v. 18, p. 698). In the second place, he raises to
the highest place of Christian hope the Platonic idea that
‘the end of happiness is iputt/nt BsS xa.ro. rb hwocrov’ (Strom.
ii. 19, p. 482 ; cf. e.g. Strom, vii. 8,' p. 835). Lastly, he finds
the consummation of man’s being in Steenhms (e.g. Cohort. 11,

p. 89 ; Strom. Vi. 14, p. 797, hCvayuv Xotfioura. xvpixxvjv n 4^%^
puXsrw shou 6soe ; ib. 15, p. 803). Clement was a debtor to those
who had gone before for much of his characteristic teaching.
It is a reasonable conclusion from the parallels with Philo and
Clement that the writer of 2 P was influenced in some of his
conceptions and in his phraseology by the Christian school of
Alexandria as it existed before Clement’s time.

In regard to date, the superior limit is approxi-
mately fixed by the fact that the Epistle was
known to Origen, probably to Clement, and that
it was already accepted by some in the time of the
latter as the work of St. Peter. It can hardly,
therefore, have been composed quite recently m
Clement’s, certainly not quite recently in Origen’s,

time. The latest possible date, therefore, would be
about the year A.D. 175. As to the inferior limit,

the following considerations are pertinent. (1) A
literature is growing up, connecting itself with the
name of St. Peter. (2) The immoral Gnostic sects

are active. (3) St. Paul’s Epistles have been col-

lected : they are regarded as Scripture, and, with
other Scriptures, they are violently misinterpreted
by the heretics. These indications point to a date
later than the first quarter of the 2nd cent. We
may conclude provisionally that the Epistle was
written a few years before, or a few years after,

the middle of the 2nd cent., in Egypt, perhaps in

Alexandria.
It must be added that a first rate commen-

tary on 2 P is a great want of English theo-

logical literature. Such a commentary would
have for its primary object the examination in

detail of the relation of the language and ideas of

2 P to early Christian literature, and especially to

pseudepigraphic and apocryphal documents. Till

this work has been accomplished, conclusions as

to the place of writing ana as to the exact date
within the 2nd cent, to which 2 P is to be assigned,

must be regarded as tentative.

(2) In what sense is 2 P to be viewed as aforgeiy?
When we regard the Epistle from the point of view
of those who possess in the NT a fixed and definite

collection of apostolic writings, our natural im-
pulse, when we find ourselves unable to maintain
its genuineness, is to condemn it as a shameless
forgery, composed with the express purpose of

gaining, by means of false statements, a place by
the side of the genuine Epistle of St.. Peter. But
it may well be doubted if this verdict is not wholly
vitiated by our ignorance of the circumstances

of its composition, and by our natural transference

of the ideas of a later time to an earlier and
different age. The Epistle is closely related to the

vol. m.—52

Apocalypse of Peter. It seems itself to refer (l15 )

to some other related document or documents. If,

then, it was part of a literature which connected
itself with the name of St. Peter, the Epistle with
similar writings may well have been put forward
without any sinister motive. The very numbei
of such documents may well have been at the
time a sufficient bar to misconception. Their
real character may have been perfectly well known
to the readers for whom they were primarily in-

tended. In other words, the personation of the
apostle, which, appears so wicked when 2 P is

viewed as an isolated document, may well have
been an obvious literary device rather than a
religious or controversial fraud.
The religious and theological aspect of the con-

clusion that the genuineness of the Epistle cannot
be maintained, lies outside the scope of this article.

The present writer, however, may be allowed to
say, that in his opinion the adoption of such a
critical verdict can cause perplexity only when
the Lord’s promise of guidance to His Church is

regarded as a charter of infallibility.
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Schenkel (1 P, Holtzmann ; 2 P, Schenkel) ; also the follow-
ing books and articles:—E. A. Abbott, articles on 2 P in Ex-
positor, Jan. Feb. March 1882; Cludius, Uransichten des
Christenthums, 1808 (pp. 296-311

; said to he the first critic to
question the authenticity of 1 P); Deissmann, Bibelstudien, 1895,
p. 244 f. (IP), p. 277 fit. (2P); Ewald, Sieben Sendschreiben,
1870 ; Farrar, art. on 2 P in Expositor, June 1882, The Early
Days of Christianity, 1882 (i. pp. 121-219 on both Epistles)

;

Gloag, Introduction to Cath. Epistles, 1887; Grimm in SK,
1872, pp. 657-694 (‘Das problem des ersten Petrus- briefes ’);
Grosch, Die Echtheit des zweiten Briefes Petri, 1889 (dates
1 P a.d. 55, 2 P 66-67, and maintains genuineness of latter)

;

Hamack, Die Lehre der zwolf Apostel (‘Texte u. Untersuch.’
iL 1, 2), 1884 (p. 105), Die Chronologie, 1897 (pp. 450-475, ‘Die
unter dem Namen des Petrus fiinf Scbriften’); Link in SK,
1896 (pp. 405-436, ‘Der Dolmetscher des Petrus’); Mayerhoff,
Die petrinischen Schriften, 1835 ; McGiffert, Nistory of Chris-
tianity in the Apostolic Age, 1897 (pp. 482 ff. 596 ff. on 1 P;
p. 600 ff. on 2 P) ; Ramsay, The Church in the Roman Empire,
1893 (pp. 279-295 on date of 1 P)

;
Sanday in Expositor

, series
4, vol. vii. 1893 (pp. 406-413 on date of 1 P), Inspiration, 1893
(especially pp. 346 ff. 382 ff. on 2 P) ; E. Scharfe, Die petrinische
Strdmung der neutestamentlichen Literatur, 1893 (expansion of
art. in SK, 1889, pp. 633-670, * Die schriftstellerische Origmalitat
des ersten^ Petrusbriefs ’) ; Spitta, Der zweite Brief des Petrus
U. der Brief des Judas, 1885 ; Swete, in Commentary on the
Gospel according to St. Mark, 1898 (pp. xvi-xviii)

; Warfield,
articles on the canonicity and genuineness of 2 Peter in the
Southern Presbyterian Review, Jan. 1882, April 1883 ; B. Weiss,
In SK, 1866 (p. 256 ff., ‘Die petrinische Frage, Das verhaltniss
zum Judashrief*)

; Sohulze in Zockler’s Nandb. d. theol.
Wi8sensch. 1883 (i. p. 529 f.). JT. H. CHASE.

PETHAHIAH (rrnri$).—1, The head of the nine-
teenth [LXX eighteenth] priestly course, 1 Ch 2416

(B ^eraid, A ’A0e<r<r?j). 2. A Levite who had mar-
ried a foreign wife, Ezr 1028 (B #a&u<£, A $edeid)

;

introduced by a later hand in Neh 93 (LXX om.).
3. A Judahite officer, who ‘ was at the king’s hand
in all matters concerning the people/ In eh ll24

(B IIaOatdy A &a6aid).

PETHOR (I'm? ; B $a6ovp<*>, A Badovpa). — The
home of Balaam (Nu 225

, Dt 234 W), said (Nu) to
be 'on the River ’ [i.e. the Euphrates), and (Dt)
to belong to Aram-naharaim (cf. Nu 237

), i.e. the

region between the Euphrates in its upper course

(by and below Carchemish) and the Khabour,
some 400 miles N.N.E. of Palestine. It is no

doubt the Pitru ,
mentioned by Shalmaneser ii.

(B.c. 860-825) : ‘I crossed the Euphrates, and took

the city Ana-Asur-utir-a?bat on the other side of

the Euphrates, on the Sagur, which the Hittites

call Pitru'
(
KIB i. 133, 1. 37-40; cf. 163, 1. 36;

173, 1. 85-6) ;
and the Pedru, named long before

among his conquests by Thothmes III. (W. M.
Muller, As. u. Eur. 291 ;

BP2
, v. 38, No. 280).

The Sagur is the modern Sajur, which flows into

the Euphrates from the N.W. at a point about

60 miles N.E. of Aleppo: Pitru or Pethor, if

‘on’ both the Euphrates (Nu 225
) and the Sajur,

must thus have been on the W. bank of the

former river at its junction with the Sajur, and
therefore, speaking strictly, just beyond the W.
border of Aram-naharaim (Dt 234). It was, of

course, much more nearly N. of Moab than * east
*

(Nu 237); but it must be remembered that th*
term * east

5

is used broadly (see Gn 291
,
of IJaran,

in the same neighbourhood). For 4 mountains 5

(ib.

)

between the Sajur and the Euphrates, Dillm. refers

pertinently to Sachau, Boise in Syr. u. Mesop. 1883,

pp. 159 ff., 165 ff. (cf. also the map). See, further,

Schrader, KAT2 155 f., Keilinschr. u. Geschichts-

forsch. 220 f. ;
Dillm. on Nu 225

; Sayce, HCM 274.

S. R. Driver.
PETHUEL (^wns

;
perhaps, by a copyist’s slip,

for Bethuel, so LXX [Bc^ot^A] and other VSS,
but Vulg. Phatuel).— The father of the prophet
Joel, Jll1

.

PETITION.— 1. from W to ask, is tr.
4 petition

5

in 1 S l17
- 27

, 1 K 216 - 20
, Est 56- 7- 8 7

2 * 8 912
.

In Jg 824 we find the subst. and vb. together, liter-

ally c ask an asking/ EY ‘desire a request.
5 So

1 K 216 (EV 4 ask a petition ’), 220 (EY 4 desire a peti-

tion
5

). In Est 57 ‘petition
5 and ‘request

5 appear
as synonyms (Heb. nbxy and 2. n^D from
the same vb., Ps 205

.
*3. The Aram, wp, from kj#

4 to inquire into/ Dn 67- 13
: in v. 12 the subst. is not

expressed in Heb. 4. Styo-Ls, 1 Mac 787
4 a house of

prayer and petition
5

[olkos ttpocrevxijs ical Serf(reus ;

RV ‘ prayer and supplication
5

). 5. airryaa, 1 Jn 518

4 We have the petitions which we desired
5

(rot,

alr'/jfiara & yr^Kapev, RV 4 which we have asked 5

).

6. Oratio, 2 Es 824.

PETRA.—See Sela.

PEULLETHAI (vj^, B ’lacfdocrXaadl, A ®o\\aQt).

—The eighth son of Obed-edom, 1 Ch 265
.

PHAATH MOAB {$ahd MeodB), 1 Es 511 (B
$6a\eifjuo&(3), 831 (B Maad/x., AY Paliath M.) =
Pahath-Moab.

PHACARETH (Saxa/xtf), 1 Es 5s4 = Pochereth-
hazzebaim, Ezr 257. — The succeeding word be-
longs to this name as in Cod. B <t>. and is

not a separate name as it is taken by Cod. A and
RV ‘ the sons of Sabie/

PHAISUR (B Qaurotip, AQatcoti), 1 Es 922= Pashhur,
the head of a priestly house, elsewhere called
Phassurus, 1 Es 525

.

PHALDEUS (B aXadatos, A 4>aA5atoj, AV
Phaldaius, 1 Es 944=Pedaiah, Neh 84

.

PHALEAS (4>a\alas), ] Es 529 =Padon, Ezr 2^.

PHALIAS (B $d\Las, A §i&9a$, AV Biatas), 1 Es
948=Pelaiah, Neh 87

.

* See the excellent map of ‘ Syria, Assyria, and Babylonia,’ in
the Encyclopaedia Biblica, i. in the art. Assyria.
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PHALTIEL (Phalthiel, i.e. cf. 2 S 315 ; D
ScUatiel, Syr. Psaltiel). — The 4 captain of the
people/ who had an interview with Esdras at the
close of his first vision, 2 Es 516.

PHANUEL (^avovijXy i.e. Penuel). — The
mother of Anna, Lk 236.

PHARAKIM (B ^apaK^fx, A -Kelp., AV Pharacim),
1 Es 5S1

.—His sons were among the temple ser-

vants who returned with Zerubbabel. The name
is omitted in the parallel lists of Ezr and Neh.

PHARAOH (njr>§, $apat&).—The term does not
occur in the Tel el-Amarna letters, nor perhaps
anywhere else in cuneiform literature. In fact,

so far as we know, in ancient times it was
the Hebrews alone who adopted the term; from
Hebrew it passed into Greek, and from Greek into
Arabic. In face of these facts it is almost super-
fluous to mention that Renouf has noted that nsn$
can, if necessary, be connected with an Arabic and
even with a Hebrew root (PSBA xv. 421). The
word existed in full use in Egyptian, with a purely
Egyptian etymology, and there is no need to seek
it further. The earliest instance of the title in
Hebrew is probably in Ex 154

,
generally assigned

by critics to about B.C. 950.

In inscriptions of the Old Kingdom an expression
Pr-o, ‘ great house/ is found, and signifies the royal
house or estate, especially in titles such as ‘ super-
intendent of the gardens of Pr-o but there is

nothing to show that it was then applied to the
erson of Pharaoh. In the Middle Kingdom, from
ynasty 12-16 it still designated strictly the palace

and royal establishment rather than the king, yet
it is already often followed in writing by the
Vimt ! ‘Life, Prosperity, Health/ In the New
Kingdom it became at once personal, and was soon
a common term for the king : e.g. a letter is ad-
dressed to Amenhotep IV. (18th dynasty) as
‘Pharaoh the Lord/ In the 19th dynasty it is

the usual expression for the king in unarchaistic
narrative and in the stories, and is followed by the
royal personal determinative. Certain hieratic

documents show that in the 22nd dynasty it pre-

ceded the personal name of the kmg in dates,

thus: ‘the Stn (king) Pr-o (Pharaoh), Shashaqa.’
In formal inscriptions the older royal titles per-

sisted to the end, but in demotic the new style

alone was used (at least from the 25th dynasty,
the period of the Assyrian invasion), ana docu-
ments exist naming the Pr-o Nk'w, the exact
equivalent of ‘ Pharaoh-Necho/ At the same time
the king is always referred to in narrative as Pr-o.
Probably not much later than this the 'Agin was
lost. In Old Coptic (of the 2nd cent, a.d.) the
descendant of Pr-o is simply TTepo, ‘ the king/ and
the tt being misinterpreted as the def. article, left

only epo as the word for king in Coptic. bv,

given as the name of an Egyptian king in Hdt. n.
cxi., is evidently only the royal title Pr-o.
The phrase ‘ Pharaoh king of Egypt/ so common

in the OT, is not taken from the Egyptian. In
Assyrian, * Pir’u king of Musri/ named in an in-

scription of Sargon, seems at first the precise

equivalent to it, but Winekler (Mitth . d. vorderas

.

Ges. 1898, i. 3) distinguishes Musri, a north-Arabian
land, from Misri, Egypt ; so this equation is at least

very doubtful.

Snishak is the first king of Egypt whom the
Bible definitely names

;
ana it is a guarantee of

comparatively early date and a non-Egyptian
source for the record in 1 K 14®*-, that his name
is not there preceded by the title ‘ Pharaoh/ The
Saite kings JPharaoh-Necho and Pharaoh-Hophra
are accurately entitled as in contemporary Egyp-
tian. The Ethiopian conqueror Tirhakah is regu-

larly called ‘ Pharaoh Tirhakah ’ in Egyptian docu-
ments, but in the Hebrew (2 K 199

) his true position
is more accurately defined as ‘ king of Cush/

1. The first appearance of the title according to
the canonical scheme of the biblical books is in

Gn 1210-20
. As Abram is to be placed long before

the 18th dynasty, the title here seems an ana-
chronism such as is met with in the late Egyptian
stories. Another difficulty in the narrative is

the mention of Abram’s having camels in Egypt.
Herodotus refers to camels on the borders of Egypt
in the time of Cambyses, which at least testifies

to their presence in the writer’s own day (5th cent.
b.c.), and this, except for the passage in Genesis,
is the earliest mention of the animal in connexion
with Egypt ; it would, however, be easy to believe
that camels were known throughout the Persian
period and as far back at least as the Assyrian
invasions in the 7th cent. (25th dynasty). As the
narrative presents no clear feature—famines being
frequent — by which Abram’s Pharaoh may be
distinguished from others, and since Egyptian, as
well as Hebrew, chronology is at present exceed-
ingly obscure for the earlier periods, it is obviously
useless to attempt bis identification.

2. The Pharaoh of Joseph. The long and elabor-
ate story of Joseph presents some very interesting
data for consideration, but they are not favourable
to the view that it is historically true. Its use
of the title ‘Pharaoh/ and of Ye'or, the late
Egyptian name of the Nile, which is derived from
the old form Ytr, alike preclude an early date fox

its redaction. Far weightier is the evidence of the
names Potiphera (.P-ti-p-R\ ‘the gift of the Sun’),
Asenath ([N']e$-Neith, ‘ belonging to Neitb 5

), Zaphe-
nath-pa'aneah (.Zt-p-ntr-e-f-n7di ,

‘ Saith the god,
“he liveth” !’), which are of forms common after

the 21st dynasty, and not occurring at all before
it. The name Asenath strongly suggests the times
of the Saite dynasties, when tne worship of Neitb
was prominent and all these types of names were
in full currency. A genuine Egyptian name of

the type of Zaphenath-pa'aneah would have in-

cluded the name of a specific deity, but at any
rate the Hebrew author was so familiar with the
formation of Egyptian names that he could intro-

duce appropriately into the formula a new element
p-ntr,

‘ the god/ instead of a god’s name, without
committing a solecism. The relations of Egypt
with Palestine from the 10th cent. B.c. onward, and
especially in and after the period of the Assyrian
invasions, may explain this.

In a priestly inscription of the latest period, at
the Cataracts, there is a record, that can scarcely
be historical, of a 7 years’ famine under one of

the earliest kings, perhaps B.c. 3000, but we have
no other record of any famine of like duration
until Arab times. Our knowledge of Egypt is still

very limited. Of the tenure of land in Egypt we
know little ; of the buying up of the peonle and
their land, and the ultimate arrangement for pay-
ing }th of the produce as a tax to Pharaoh, nothing
is known. To seek the prototype of the Pharaoh
of Joseph seems a rather thankless task. The
chariot may or may not be an anachronism ; its

employment probably began under the Hyksos.
It is usually conjectured that the Pharaoh who
raised Joseph to the highest place in the realm
and treated his shepherd brethren so well was a
Hyksos, ‘Shepherd/ king of the^ 15th or 16th
dynasty. But of the Hyksos kings we know
practically nothing except that some of them ruled
the whole of Egypt, that they worshipped par-

ticularly or exclusively the god Set, and that their

principal residences were On (Heliopolis) and
Avaris (most likely Zaru) in the N.E. of Lower
Egypt. Probably other events than those re-

counted in Genesis brought about the disappear.
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ance of the feudal system of the Middle Empire
before the New Kingdom. See, further, article

Joseph.
3. 4. The Pharaohs of the Oppression and the

Exodus. On the supposition that these events took
place in the 18th or 19th dynasty, ‘ Pharaoh ’ is a

term which might well he employed by a contem-
porary historian of them. But Ye?dr for the Nile

seems to lower the date, and, had the great occur-

rences been still fresh in the remembrance of the

emigrants or of their immediate descendants
.

at

the time of writing down the story, the distinctive

names of the Egyptian kings concerned, and other

definite information, would hardly have been
omitted from the narrative. If the account is

literally true, or almost so, it presents us with a

considerable historical sequence to fit into the

Egyptian history of the New Kingdom, a period

for which our information is much fuller than
usual. Rainses II. of the 19th dynasty is generally

(see Driver’s discussion in Hogarth’s Authority and
Archaeology, 52 ff.) accounted the Pharaoh of the
Oppression, and his son and successor, Merenptah, is

considered to be the Pharaoh of the Exodus, which
some, however {e.g. Lieblein, PSBA, 1899, 66), would
place in the reign of Amenhotep III. or iv. of the
18th dynasty, supporting their argument by the
movements of the ‘ Qabiri ’ (Hebrews ?) in Palestine

as disclosed by the Tel el-Amarna letters. The
name of Raamses given (Ex lu ) to a store city built

by the Hebrews clearly refers to some city built

for one of the kings named Ramses. Or these
Ramses H. was the greatest ; he was also pre-

eminent as a builder. Several cities were called

after his name, and one in the Eastern Delta, in

the region of Goshen, retained it till a late date.

He was also active at Pithom, as is shown by
M. NaviHe’s excavation there; but it is by no
means clear that he was the founder of it

:
prob-

ably the site was already ancient in his day.
The Oppression evidently lasted many years.

Ramses H. reigned 67 years, and thus the Exodus
may have taken place in the short reign of

Merenptah, the son and successor of that aged
king. The remarkable fact that the Israelites are
named on a monument of Merenptah (see Petrie,

Six Temples, pis. xiii., xiv.) as destroyed or harried
by him, apparently in Palestine, does not disprove
this theory, as detachments from the main body
might have left Egypt from time to time, and
settled and multiplied at Hebron, round the tombs
of the patriarchs. Nor is it disproved by the
recent discovery of the mummy of Merenptah in
the tomb of Amenhotep II., for the biblical narra-
tive does not distinctly state that Pharaoh himself
was drowned in the Red Sea. The Israelites are
said to have passed through the desert of Sinai,
and wandered 40 years in its neighbourhood

; and
it happens that there are no records extant of
Egyptian expeditions to the quarries of Sinai
during the reigns of Merenptah and his successor.
On the other hand, there is no trace in the Hebrew
records, of any Egyptian invasion of Palestine be-
fore Shishak of the 22nd dynasty ; unless indeed, as
some think, ‘the hornet* of Jos 2412

, Ex 2327* 28
,

Dt 7
20 refers to the inroad of Ramses in. This king

of the 20th dynasty certainly harried the country,
and, had the Israelites previously entered it m
force, it is hardly probable that his invasion would
not be.mentioned in the Book of Judges. But it

is. possible to reconcile the chronology of Judges
with a theory that would make the entry of the
Israelites into Palestine subsequent to the last
campaign of Ramses hi. (Petrie, PSBA, 1896,
p. 243). Also, even on the usual theory, the
passage of the Egyptian armies along the coast
roads into Syria would leave untouched the high-
lands of Palestine and the Valley of the Jordan,

from which the spread of the Hebrews must, as a

matter of fact, have been only gradual. To sum
up, the monuments of Egypt give us no record

either of the Oppression or ot the Exodus. As the

stoiy stands, there are passages in it which are

difficult to credit, but some modifications would
enable us to place it in the time of Ramses II. and
Merenptah. See, further, art. Moses.

5. In 1 Ch 418 there is mention of a ‘ daughter of

Pharaoh’ in a genealogy; but not only is her
chronological position doubtful, it is even un-

certain whether a royal title or a personal name is

intended by the expression.

6. In David’s lifetime Hadad the Edomite fled

to Egypt and was well received by Pharaoh, who
gave him the sister of his queen Tahpenes to wife

(1 K ll 14ff
*). Here the queen’s name offers a clue,

but at present no such name has been recognized

from Egypt. At the end of the 11th cent. b.c.

Egypt was ruled by two contemporaneousdynasties,
one ruling at Thebes and the other at Tanis (Zoan)

in the Eastern Delta, the latter, however, having
the suzerainty over the whole country. The power
of Egypt must have been small, and no large

monuments were raised in that period,

7. Solomon’s Egyptian father-in-law (1 K 2" 81 )

should likewise be a Tanite king (21st dynasty);
according to 1 K 916 he took Gezer and gave it to

Solomon.
It is noticeable that Shishak king of Egypt (the

founder of the 22nd dynasty) is never callec

Pharaoh. This is the first occasion in the Bible
on which a distinctive name is given to an Egyptian
king. It seems as if the vague traditions in the
earlier stories were now succeeded by more positive

knowledge as to later events. As noted above,
Shishak was called by the Egyptians ‘Pharaoh
Shishak ’ {Bee. de Trav. xxi. 13, 1. 1), but the fashion
was a new one, and would be little known to
foreigners.

8. ‘Pharaoh king of Egypt’ of the time of

Sennacherib and Hezekiah. In both versions (2 K
1821 and Is 366

) the Rabshakeh addresses Hezekiah
with the words, ‘ Behold thou trustest on the staff

of this bruised. reed, even upon Egypt; whereon
if a man lean, it will go into his hand, and pierce

it : so is Pharaoh king of Egypt to all that trust

on him.’ Here ‘Pharaoh king of Egypt’ is a
vague way of designating the king, who appears
at that time to have been Tirhakah, in 2 K 199

rightly called ‘king of Ethiopia.’ In Egyptian
documents this conqueror of Egypt is regularly
designated ‘Pharaoh Tahraqa.’ It may be ques-
tioned whether there is not in the biblical account
a confusion between two distinct campaigns of

Sennacherib, and whether ‘ Pharaoh king of

Egypt’ does not refer to another king reigning
in b.c. 701 ; cf. art. Hezekiah in vol. ii. p. 378b.

Tirhakah probably did not begin to reign before
B.c. 685. E. Ll. Geiffith.

PHARAOH-HOPHRA.—See Hophra.

PHARA0H-NEG(H)0.—See Neco.

PHARAOH’S DAUGHTER.—See Pharaoh, and
Moses, p. 447b.

PHARATHON ($apa$dr). —A place in Judaea,
fortified by Bacchides against Jonathan, 1 Mac 950.

The EV separate Pharathon from the preceding
name, reading ‘ Timnath, Pharathon,’ whereasLXX
seems to combine the two—rty Qajuivdda &apad(bv. G.
A. Smith agrees with the latter, holding that * evi-

dently one place ’ is referred to (but see Buhl, GAP
206 f.). Pharathon is probably the village Fei*on
in the low hills west of Shechem, guarding the
approach to the main route on the Plain of Sharon,
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and Timnath may be Timnatli-heres. See SWP
vol. ii. sheet xi. Cf. also art. PlRATHON.

C. R. Conder.
PHARES.—1 Es 55

. See Perez, ad init.

PHARIDA 1 Es 5s8 = Perida of Neh 757 or
Peruda of Ezr 255

. See Perida.

PHARISEES.—

h Origin and History; of the Pharisees and the Sadducees.
ii Leading Characteristics of the Pharisees.

0.) Their scrupulous observance of the Law.
(2) Their belief in the immortality of the soul, the resur-

rection of the body, and future retribution.

(3) Messianic expectations.
(4) Belief in angels and spirits.

(5) Doctrine of Divine Providence and freedom of man’s
will.

OS) Their separation from the mass of the people.

(7) The Pharisees and the supremacy of the Gentiles,
iii. The Pharisees and Jesus.

(1) Their opposition to our Lord.
(2) Our Lord’s criticism of the Pharisees.

Literature.

L Origin and History of the Pharisees and
the Sadducees.—Though the Pharisees and the
Sadducees make their first appearance as distinct
parties during the latter half of the 2nd cent. B.C.,

they represent tendencies which can he traced much
further back in Jewish history. When Ezra
returned from Babylon (B.C. 458), he found the
Jews living in and around Jerusalem divided into
two parties on the question of intercourse with
foreigners. Those who returned first from exile

(B.C. 537) had been more scrupulous in this matter.
They seem to have held aloof at first not only from
the heathen inhabitants of the land, hut also from
the descendants of those Jews that had been left

in Palestine by Nebuchadnezzar, and to have
admitted into the new community only those whose
ancestors had been in exile, or who were otherwise
able to prove that they were of pure stock (Ezr 2,

Neh 7*’*). Gradually, however, they fell away
from this strictness; they received into their
fellowship their Palestinian brethren and such of
the heathen as acknowledged J" and His command-
ments ; and many of them even entered into
alliances of various kinds with those of their

heathen neighbours who remained heathen.
That such was the case we learn especially from

the Books of Ezra and Nehexniah. Immediately
upon his arrival in Jerusalem, Ezra was informed
that many of the people had intermarried with
the people of the land, the chiefs of the people
being most guilty (9

11-).* A commission appointed
to inquire into the matter took three months to
perform its task (10

16f
*). The number of those who

had contracted such marriages was very great

;

the list that was drawn up (1018
’44

) contains the
names of four members of the high priest’s family
(v.18). Ezra perceived that a grave crisis had
arisen in the history of the Jewish community in

Palestine ; the holy seed was being profaned (9
2
)

;

the heathen element might soon become dominant

;

the danger could he averted only by the adoption
of measures that would secure that only such
could belong to the community as were of pure
Jewish blood. He accordingly demanded that
they put away their foreign wives and children,

without giving them the opportunity of becoming
Jews (KP"6* 11

). Though they pledged themselves
to do so (108* 19

), this measure was not, at least

permanently, carried out.+ Eor when Nehemiah
first visited Jerusalem (B.C. 444) he found matters
exactly as Ezra had found them. The ‘nobles of

Judah’ were in close alliance with the foreign

* We learn from Mai 2^f. that some of the Jews had put away
their Jewish wives in order to marry foreign women.

f According to the LXX of 10^ they put away their foreign

wives along with their children.

element (Neh 617
'19 35

) ; the Sabbath was not
strictly kept (1031, cf. 1315ft

*)J and mixed mar-
riages were exceedingly common. After taking
the precautionary measure of building the wall of

Jerusalem, he held an assembly of the people,
at which they resolved to separate themselves
entirely from all foreigners, and to observe all the
Lord’s commandments (9

3 1028ff#
). He did not,

however, compel them to put away their foreign
wives and children, but only to pledge themselves
to abstain from all mixed marriages in future
(1030 ). But he had not yet gained a complete
victory. When he revisited Jerusalem in 432, he
found that the high priest Eliashib had renewed
his close fellowship with Tobiah (IS

431
*), that the

and that a grandson of the high priest was son-in-
law to Sanballat (v.28). Against these abuses he
took active measures. He cast out all Tobiah’s
household stuff, and had the chambers of the temple
purified (v. 8f

) ; he renewed his injunctions against
Sabbath desecration and the contracting of fresh
mixed marriages, and expelled the high priest’s

grandson from the Jewish community (v. 28).*
4 Thus,’ he adds, 4 cleansed I them from all

strangers’ (v. 30
). Complete separation from all

foreign elements became henceforth the principle
of Judaism.
In connexion with these proceedings it is import-

ant to notice that the natural leaders of the people,
including the members of the high priest’s family,
who had become a sort of temple nobility, were
among the chief offenders, and that it was from
them that Nehemiah experienced the greatest
active opposition. Backed up by the authority of
the Persian king, he was able to crush-their opposi-
tion, and to establish in Judeea the strict separa-
tion which from the first had ruled among the
pious exiles in Babylonia. 4 The aftertime shows
plainly that he accomplished the went of his life.

He impressed the stamp cf his spirit upon Judaism
for all time, and fciced it to follow the course he
had marked out’ (Comill, History of the People of
Israel

, p. 168 ; see also Wellhausen, Isr. und Jua.
Geschichte3, p. 173). We must not, however, make
Nehemiah a Pharisee and Eliashib a Sadducee.
In them and their respective adherents we have
only, at the most, a preparation for the parties that
formed much later. The victory of Nehemiah was
the victory of Judaism generally, not of Judaism
in its specific Pharisaic form.
Regarding the latter half of the Persian period

we have hardly any authentic information. The
high priest was probably, under the Persian

g
overnor of Syria, the civil as well as religious

ead of the Jewish community ; he and his priestly

brethren of higher office along with their families
would doubtless form a kind of aristocracy, even
as compared with the rest of the priests. Judging
from tne conduct of some of their successors
towards the close of the Greek period, it is very
unlikely that their influence was always of an
ideal character (cf. the story of Johanan and
Bagoses, Ant. XI. vii 1). In spite of the triumph
of the exclusive party under Ezra and Nehemiah,
there still remained an Israel after the flesh, and a
deep gulf between it and the Israel after the spirit,t

* According to Josephus (Ant. xi. viii. 2ff.) this expelled
priest was Manasseh, for whom Sanballat built the Samaritan
temple on Mt. Gerizim. i

t For detailed proof drawn from the Psalms see Bertholet,
Die Stellung der IsraeHten und der Judm zu den Fremden,
p. 184 ff. We need not suppose that only wicked people
were opposed to the rigorism of Ezra. Oheyne (Jmish Me-
ligiom Life after the Exile, p, 220) makes the Book of Ruth Aan
idyllic story to justify admitting into the community any foreign
women who heartily adopted the nationality and religion of
their Jewish husbands. ... It shows that Ezra did not gain an
at all complete victory over the friends of mixed marriages.’, v
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The conquest of Persia by Alexander the Great
and the setting up of the Greek kingdoms of Egypt
and Syria under nis successors brought the Jews
into close contact with anew and highly developed
civilization. During the first half of the Greek
period Judsea belonged to Egypt, and the Pales-
tinian Jews, with whom we are mainly concerned,
though surrounded by Greek cities, with which
they had constant intercourse, do not seem to have
been much harmed by such intercourse. It was
otherwise when Syria (B.C. 198) became the para-
mount power. Antiochus III., it is true, favoured
the Jews in many ways, and allowed them the
enjoyment of unconditional religious freedom {Ant.
XU. iii, 3. 4). A crisis came, however, when
Antiochus Epiphanes ascended the throne (b.c.

175). He resolved to suppress the Jewish religion,

and he found a party among the Jews themselves
ready to play into his hands. This party contained
leading members of the priesthood, several of whom
had adopted Greek names, and who, in order to

further their own ambitious designs, were prepared
to go almost any length in Hellenizing the people.

During the reign of Seleueus IV., one Simon, who
was ‘guardian’ of the temple, and who was
evidently one of the chiefs of this Hellenizing
party, had caused serious trouble to the high
priest Onias Hi. (2 Mac 3-46). On the accession
of Antiochus Epiphanes to the throne, Jason,
whose name was originally Jesus {Ant. XII. v. 1),

supplanted his brother Onias in the high priest-

hood (B.C. 17*5) by promising the king a large sum
of money; in return for another large sum he
also received permission to erect a gymnasium in

Jerusalem and to register its inhabitants as
citizens of Antioch (2 Mac 47-9). And now the
work of Hellenization began. Jason ‘forthwith
brought over them of his own race to the Greek
fashion. . . . Seeking to overthrow the lawful
modes of life, he brought in new customs forbidden
by the law ; he established a Greek place of exer-
cise under the citadel itself, and caused the noblest
of the yonng men to wear the Greek cap. And thus
there was an extreme of Greek fashions, and an
advance of an alien religion . . . ; the priests had
no more any zeal for the services of the altar ; but
despising the sanctuary, and neglecting the sacri-

fices, they hastened to enjoy that which was un-
lawfully provided in the palaestra, after the
summons of the discus ; making of no account the
honours of their fathers, and thinking the glories
of the Greeks best of all’ (2 Mac 410’22

; cf. 1 Mac
114L ). He even sent money to Tyre to provide a
sacrifice for Hercules. After three years Jason
was supplanted in the high priesthood by Mene-
laus, brother of the above-mentioned Simon,* who
is described in 2 Mac 4s5 as ‘ bringing nothing
worthy the high priesthood, but having the passion
of a cruel tyrant and the rage of a savage beast.’
In order to secure his position with the king by
means of bribery, Menelaus spoiled the temple of
its vessels of gold (482) ; the aged high priest Onias,
who protested against this sacrilege, was treach-
erously murdered (4

88ff
*), and a deputation from

Jerusalem, which appeared before Amtiochus to
accuse Menelaus of these and other outrages, was
ut to death (4

S9'C0
). On a false rumour of the

eath of Antiochus, Jason endeavoured to recover
the high priesthood. Thinking that Judaea was in
revolt, Antiochus returned from Egypt (b.c. 170),
took Jerusalem by storm and gave it up to pillage
for three days. He also entered ‘the most holy
temple of all the earth/ having Menelaus for his
guide ; he took the holy vessels with his ‘ polluted
hands* and spoiled the temple treasury (5

tl_al
; cf.

"According to Josephus (Ant. xn. v. 1), Menelaus, whose
name was originally Onias, was the brother of Jason. Accord-
ing to Wellhausen his Hebrewname was Mraahem or Manasseh.

1 Mac l 20ff
*). Two years afterwards an even worse

fate befell Jerusalem. Returning from a campaign
in Egypt, Amtiochus sent an officer with a large

army to Jerusalem, with orders to slay all that
were of full age, and to sell the women and the
younger men. These orders were executed most
relentlessly. The city was plundered and set on
fire ; its walls were torn down

;
such of its inhabit-

ants as had not been put to the sword or made
captive fled

;
only apostates and heathen strangers

remained
;
and tlie city of David was rebuilt into

a strong citadel, the Akra, which was held by a
Syrian garrison till B.C. 142 (2 Mac 522ff

*
; cf. 1 Mac

l 29flf
*). Soon thereafter a decree was issued by

Antiochus suppressing the Jewish religion. The
sacrifices in the sanctuary at Jerusalem were for-

bidden ; the Sabbaths and feasts were to be pro-

faned and the sanctuary polluted ; their sons were
no longer to be circumcised

;
the sacred books had

to he delivered up
;
altars and temples and shrines

for idols were to be built in the cities of Judah,
and swine’s flesh and unclean beasts were to be
offered in sacrifice. These injunctions were rigidly

carried out by overseers appointed for the purpose.
On the 15th of Chislev (i.e . December) B.C. 168 an
altar was erected to Zeus Olympius on the altar of

J", and on the 25th a sacrifice was offered on it to

the heathen deity. Whether Menelaus officiated

as high priest, we cannot tell. Such of the Jews
as remained loyal to the law were barbarously put
to death, no respect being paid to age or sex
(1 Mac 1^-).

Hellenism had evidently made considerable pro-
gress not only among the priestly aristocracy and
the inferior priests (2 Mac 414f-), but also among
the people generally (1 Mac lllfl

-)> more especi-
ally in Jerusalem and among the young men (cf.

Ant. XH. v. 1 with 1 Mac l15
). At first there was

probably no intention, even on the part of the
leading Hellenizers, to apostatize from the national
religion ; what they desired was to remove from
Judaism its narrowness and exclusiveness, to give
up the intolerable and, as it seemed to them, bar-
barous customs of the fathers, so that they might
freely participate in the advantages of Greek
culture and in the joys of Greek life. But even
after Antiochus had taken his extreme measures,
many of the Hellenizing party still adhered to
him.* ‘ Many of Israel consented to his worship,
and sacrificed to the idols, and profaned the Sab-
bath ’ (1 Mae l48 ; cf. what is said of the ‘ lawless

’

and ‘ungodly 5

35 - 8 621 928 1014
;
also Dn 8s8 ll80 - 82

).

After the outbreak of the Maccabsean rising we
find them among the ‘Macedonian’ garrison of
the citadel (Ant. xn. v. 4, ix. 3) and in the armies
of Seron, Ptolemsens, Mcanor, and Gorgias (xn.
vii. 1. 3). But, as the Maccabasan rising proves,
these measures of Antiochus had shown the mass
of the people to what Hellenism was tending and
had awakened a powerful reaction.
Apart, however, from this national reaction, the

radical Hellenism of the priestly aristocracy had
called forth another extreme party, the Hasidseans
(see art. Hashleaxs). This party is, in principle,
as ancient as Judaism, but it was opposition to
extreme Hellenization that brought them close
together into a separate company (o-vvaywy'f), 1 Mac
2^), shortly before the Maccabsean rising, and made
them allthe more resolved to stand bythe threatened
law. They were the party of those who had laid
most to heart the teaching of the scribes (cf. I Mao
7
12 - 18

) ; they were so devoted to the law (2
42

) as not
even to defend themselves when attacked by the
Syrians on the Sabbath (v. 82fr

*) ; they observed
strictly the laws as to purification (1 Mac l0af*,

"According to Josephus (Ant. xn. ix. 7) it was MeneUul
that persuaded him to compel the Jews to renounce their re*
ligion ; of. 2 Mac 6*8.
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2 Mac 618fl;
), and insisted upon complete separation

from the Gentiles (2 Mac 14s8 ). Though they were
not the first to raise the standard of revolt against
the Syrians, they soon associated themselves with
Mattathias and his friends in the common cause
(1 Mac 242

) ; but they withdrew from the struggle,
when religious freedom was granted and Alcimus,
a descendant of Aaron, was made high priest instead
of Menelaus (7

12ff
*), and do not seem, at least as a

party, to have taken any further share in the
war, in spite of the perfidy of Alcimus in putting
many of them to death. They were an exclusively
religious party, supremely interested, not in the
political independence of the nation, but in the
strict observance in every respect of the laws and
customs handed down from the fathers.

"We have dwelt at considerable length on the
Hellenizers and the Hasidseans, because these were
the progenitors respectively of the Sadducean and
Pharisaic parties.

It is during the reign of John Hyrcanus (B.c.

135-105) that we first hear of these as two opposed
parties.* According to Josephus (Ant. xiil. x. 5.

6), Hyrcanus on one occasion invited the Pharisees
to a least, and having entertained them well and
put them in good humour, reminded them that
they knew he was desirous to be a righteous man
and to do all things whereby he might please God,
after their manner. If they observed"him erring
in any way, he requested them to correct him.
They all expressed entire satisfaction with him*
except one, Eleazar by name, who informed him
that, if he would be really righteous, he must lay
down the high priesthood and be content with the
civil government of the people, and stated, as the
reason for making this demand, that they had
heard from old men that his mother had been a
captive in the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes. Not
only Hyrcanus, but also all the rest of the Phari-
sees were indignant at Eleazar for repeating this

story, which or course insinuated a suspicion as to

the purity of Hyrcanus* descent. But one, Jona-
than, a Sadducee, and a great friend of Hyrcanus,
assured the latter that Eleazar had simply expressed
the sentiments common to all the Pharisees, and
advised him to test them by putting to them the
question, what punishment Eleazar deserved. On
their answering that he deserved stripes and bonds,
Hyrcanus was very angry, and concluded that
Eleazar had reproached him with their approbation.

He accordingly left the party of the Pharisees,

abolished the decrees they had imposed upon the
people, and punished those that observed them
with death.
Though the form of the story as told by Josephus

is certainly unhistorical,f there is every reason to
believe that in the time of Hyrcanus the Pharisees
had become a well-defined party and broke de-

cisively with the Hasmonsean princes. The Mac-
cabaean rising, which was originally in defence of

religion (1 Mac 2s7* 80
), had developed in a way that

was little to the mind of ‘ the pious,* who, as we
have seen, had withdrawn from the contest, when
religious freedom was granted in the year 163, It

gradually became a war, not for the law, but
against the ancient aristocracy for the ethnarchy
under the Syrians, and ended in the founding of a
worldly dynasty. In the course of their struggles,

Judas and his brothers were compelled by the
necessity of their position to make use of * profane *

means; they entered into alliances with Gentile

nations (1 Mac 817 12lff- 1424), and took the side,

now of one, now of another pretender to the
Syrian throne ; they accepted from the kings of

* According- to Ant. xm. v. 9, they existed as parties as early

as the time of Jonathan.

f Montet, Essai sur les originee des partis saducSen et

pharisien, 206 ff. ;
Wellhausen, op. tit. 290.

Syria military titles and commands and even the
office of high priest (1026ff-

65 ll27f* 57fl
- 1438), and acted

generally in accordance with the dictates of worldly
prudence. The result was the establishment
under Simon of a thoroughly secular State, the
civil ruler being at the same time high priest

(1441-47) ^ Hyrcanus, whom Josephus calls a dis-

ciple of the Pharisees, walked in the footsteps of

his predecessors. He renewed the alliance with
Rome (Ant. XIII. ix. 2, XIV. x. 22) and kept a
standing army of foreign troops, with which he
accompanied Antiochus Sidetes against the Par-
thians (xm. viii. 4). It is true, he destroyed the
Samaritan sanctuary upon Mt. Gerizim,and forcibly

converted the Idumseans and razed Samaria to the
ground ; but these were purely political measures,
undertaken for the purpose of extending his do-
minion beyond the narrow limits of Judaea. His
high priesthood was a secondary matter. ‘For
Hyrcanus the tiara had fallen to the rank of a
mere decoration

;
he was a secular prince like the

neighbouring heathen kings ; his State was a purely
secular realm, which was no longer able to pursue
spiritual aims, no longer had spiritual concerns 9

(Cornill, p. 212).

The majority of the people were meanwhile
satisfied with this turn of affairs. They were
proud not only to enjoy religious freedom, but also

to be once more an independent nation,andhonoured
the valiant princes who had led them to victory

(1 Mac 1326 144 * n* 40ff
-). The ancient aristocracy also,

the extreme Hellenizers of the Time of Epiphanes,
who at first had held out against Judas and his

brothers, had either been swept away or had re-

cognized the futility of carrying on the struggle,

and along with their adherents came over to the
new rulers, to whom they were able, from their

birth and attainments, to render considerable ser-

vice. Taught by experience, they had given up
all thought of overthrowing the national religion,

and accommodated themselves to the new order of

things, which imposed upon them no harsh restric-

tions, and allowed them the full enjoyment of the
good things of this life (cf. 1 Mac 1532 ). Along with
the leading men of the new regime* they became
the chief supporters of the Maccabsean princes,

with whose political aims they were in full sym-
pathy. It is this party, consisting of members of

the ancient and the new aristocracy and their

adherents, that went by tbe name or Sadducees.
They were primarily a purely political party, They
were supremely interested in the maintenance ana
prosperity of the State as a secular State ; religion

was with them an altogether secondary concern

;

and they held very lax views on the subject of

exclusiveness.
To ‘ the pious,* on the other hand, the Hasmonsean

rule must nave become ever more and more obnox-
ious. Since tbe outbreak of the Maccabsean rising

they bad doubtless grown both in numbers ana
exclusiveness, and were now known by the name,
Pharisees. These were essentially a purely re-

ligious party, althoughwe shall find them occasion-

ally using political means for the attainment of

their religious ends. Their fundamental principle

was complete separation from, everything non-
Jewish. In order to secure this separation the law
must be scrupulously kept; there must be no
adoption of foreign ideas or ways of living ; there

* The frequent occurrence of foreign names at this time
among the Jews shows the progress that Hellenism had made
among them. The Hasmonsean princes themselves bore foreign,

in addition to their Hebrew names: Hyrcanus, Antigonus,
Aristobulus, Alexander, Alexandra. For other Greek names at
t.hifl time see 1 Mac 1422- 24 1513 Ant. xm. ix. 2.

^

‘ That
which was surprising in the case of the first Hellenizing high
priests, had, it would seem, become the fashion in the national

party, at least among those of higher rank. They had learned
to do what the foreigners did, and did not scruple to heal
foreign names '

(Berthoiet, op. tit. 230 f.).
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must be no alliances with other nations ; Israel, as

the chosen people of J", must live an altogether

separated life. The whole tendency of the new
dynasty was against this exclusiveness. Hence
the opposition to it of the Pharisees. Josephus

may be right in making the ostensible ground of

their quarrel with Hyrcanus the possession by him
of the high priesthood. But the real ground of

their opposition to him was much deeper. The
Hasmonseans were orthodox worshippers of J", and
even compelled neighbouring peoples to become
Jews. But the dynasty they had founded was a
worldly dynasty ;

and the Pharisees felt instinct-

ively that in a national State with national politics

their ideal was less likely to he realized than even

under the rule of the Gentiles. The success of the

Maccabsean rising had thus led to the formation of

the two parties which played so important a part

in the after history of the Jews.*
Under Alexander Jannseus (B.C. 104-78) the

opposition between the Hasmonseans and the

Pharisees broke out into open conflict. Jannseus

was a man of such an utterly worthless character

that he very soon alienated the people from him
and made them sympathize with the Pharisees.

On one occasion, when, at a Feast of Tabernacles,

he was officiating as high priest, the people pelted

Mm with the lemons they were carrying for the

celebration, and reviled him as the son of a cap-

tive and as being therefore unworthy of his priestly

office. At his command his troops cut down 6000

of the people {Ant. XIH. xiii. 5). When he returned

to Jerusalem from his war with ObMas, defeated

and without an army, there broke out an open
rebellion, which lasted for six years, during which
50,000 Jews perished. When, wearied of the con-

test, he asked the conditions of peace, they de-

manded his death and called in the aid of the
Syrian king, Demetrius m. (Eucairus). Jannseus
was totally defeated and fled to the mountains.
Moved by sympathy with him in Ms sore need,

and perhaps dreading lest their country should
once more become subject to Syria, many of the
Jews deserted to him; Demetrius was compelled
to retire, and Jannseus took fearful revenge upon
his adversaries :—upon his return in triumph to

Jemsalem he caused 800 of their chiefs to be crucified

{Ant. xua. xiii. 5, xiv. 1. 2). That the leaders in

this rebellion were Pharisees, is evident from the
fact that they afterwards avenged the execution of

the 800 {Ant. XIII. xvi. 2), and that Jannseus, when
dying, counselled hiswifeAlexandraSalome tomake
peace with them and he guided by them (xiii. xv. 5).

Alexandra Salome (B.C. 78-69), during whose
reign Hyrcanus U., her eldest son, was high priest,

followed entirely her dying husband’s advice. She
recalled the exiled Pharisees, admitted them to
a large share in the government, and reintroduced
the Pharisaic practices which John Hyrcanus is

said to have abolished {Ant. xin. xvi. 1 ff. ; BJ
I. v. Iff.). She also gave to the heads of the
scribes a seat in the Sanhedrin along with the
priestly aristocracy and the elders. According
to later tradition, this was the golden age of
Judaism,t But the Pharisees, who, according to
Josephus, governed the queen, made a bad use

* See Bousset, Jem Predigt in ihrem Gegensatz zum Juden-
thum, p. 29 ft. The Psalms of Solomon complain bitterly of

the Hasmonseans having assumed the office of high priest and
the title of king ; see Ryle and James, Pi. ofSol. on 812 i75ff..

Hyrcanus, however, did not call himself king, but * high priest
and head of the commonwealth of the Judeans.*

f Montet, op. cto. 277 ff. * Under Simon ben Shatach [a leading
Pharisee and brother of the queen] and queen Salome, rain fell

on the eve of the Sabbath, so that the corns of wheat were
large as Mdneys, the barley corns as large as olives, and the
lentils like golden denarii ; the scribes gathered such corns and
preserved specimens of them in order to show future genera-
tions what sin entails ’ (Talm. Bab. Ta'&rdth 23a, in Streane,
The Age of the Maccabees, p. 72). i

of their authority. They took such fearful ven-

geance upon the Sadducees that a deputation of

the latter, led by Aristobulus, Salome’s younger

son, presented themselves before her, protesting

against the cruel treatment to which they were

subjected. They reminded her of the assistance

they had rendered her husband, hinted at the

readiness with which neighbouring monarchs would

receive them into their service, and insisted upon
being at least placed m her fortresses. They not

only succeeded in having an end put to the reign

of terror, but also obtained command of all the

fortresses, except three, where, along with Aristo-

bulus, who soon joined them, they awaited the

death of the queen to snatch the power out of

the hands of the Pharisees {Ant. XIII. xvi. 2. 3. 5 ;

BJ l. v. 3. 4).

On the death of Alexandra, Aristobulus (B.C.

69-63) soon dispossessed Hyreanns n. of both the

kingship and the high priesthood [Ant. xiv. i. 2,

XV. vi. 4, XX. x.). He befriended the Sadducees,

who were Ms chief supporters. In the course of the

struggle that ensued, both the brothers appealed

to the Romans, and presented themselves before

Pompey in Damascus, in order to plead their cause.

A third party (whom most take to have been
Pharisees) also appeared before him, desiring the
abolition of the sovereignty altogether, and the
restoration of the old sacerdotal constitution (Ant.

XIV. iii. 2). When at last he was compelled to

take the temple-mount by storm (B.C. 63), Pompey
entered the Holy of Holies, hut left the treasures

of the temple untouched. Many of the leaders

of the Sadducees were executed ; Aristobulus and
his children were taken to Rome ; and Hyrcanus
was restored to his much-curtailed inheritance,

not as king, hut as high priest and ethnarch, with
the nominal control of the civil administration of

the country. How the Pharisees regarded this

terrible catastrophe we learn from the Psalms of

Solomon. * They looked upon it as a Divine punish-

ment of the Saddncean aristocracy and priests,

who had called the Romans into the land (8
12‘19

),

but were at the same time bitterly enraged against

the heathen, who had so impiously defiled the
temple and the holy city (Ps-Sol 1, 2, 8, and 17,

which seem to refer to Pompey’s capture of Jeru-
salem ; cf. Ryle and James, op. cit. xliii).

After the loss of national independence, the
opposition between the Pharisees and the Sad-
ducees naturally soon lost its political character,

and became more and more distinctly religious.

The Sadducees, who still formed the majority of

the Sanhedrin, attempted, during the ethnarchy of

Hyrcanus, to call Herod to account for his law-
less proceedings in Galilee, but this attempt only
proved their powerlessness (Ant. xiv. ix. Iff.).

When Herod captured Jerusalem (B.C. 37), he put
to death 45 of these Sadducean Sanhedrists (Ant.

XV. i. 2 calls them leaders of the party of Anti-
gonus, cl BJ i. xviii. 4 ; Ant. xiv. ix. 4 says ‘ all

the members of the Sanhedrin’ except Sameas);
and he still further diminished their power by
deposing and appointing high priests according
to his own pleasure, and by introducing among
the high priestly families his own relations and
creatures. When he purged the Sanhedrin in the
manner just described, he spared the leaders of

the Pharisees, who had advised the citizens to

throw open the gates of the city to him (Ant.
xiv. ix. 4, XV. i. 1) ; and although they refused
to take the oath of allegiance, he merely punished
them with a fine (XV. x. 4 ; XVII. ii. 4). Recog-
nizing their influence with the people, he at first

would fain have gained them over to his side, and

* These are of Pharisaic origin, and date, according to Ryle
and James, from between b.o. 70 and 40, according to Ohey» i

between 63 and 45.
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therefore took pains in several ways to respect
their religious reelings (cf. XV. xi. 5. 6) ; but they
simply acquiesced in his rule, as being a Divine
judgment upon the people for their sins. Towards
the end of his reign, their attitude towards him
became one of hostility. They conspired with
members of his household to secure his overthrow
(XVII. ii. 4), and (B.c. 4) instigated their pupils to

cut down the golden eagle, which he had placed
over the chief entrance to the temple as a sign
of Roman sovereignty. Eor this offence he caused
a number of them to be burned alive (XVil. vi. 2-4 ;

BJ I. xxxiii. 1-4).

When, after the deposition of Archelaus, Judsea
passed under the direct rule of the Romans, the
latter left internal matters largely in the hands
of the Sanhedrin, under the presidency of the
high priest, who belonged to the Sadducean party
{Ant, XX. ix. 1 ; Ac 517

). The Sadducean aristo-

crats, with whom the new families raised by Herod
to the high priestly dignity had soon mixed, thus
regained a considerable measure of power ; but in
order to stand well with the people, they were
compelled to act in respect of all legal questions
in accordance with the principles of the Pharisees
(Ant, XVIII. i. 4). The latter, many of whom sat

in the Sanhedrin (Ac S84 236
), were the real leaders

of the people. Under Agrippa I. (A.D. 41-44),

who>, at least within Palestine, lived the life of

a pious Jew, observing strictly the ancient laws
and offering daily sacrifices, they had matters very
much after their own mind. To please them,
Agrippa persecuted the Christians, put James, the
brother of John, to death, and cast Peter into
prison (Ac 12). When Judsea passed again under
the direct rule of the Romans, the Sadducees once
more became the nominal possessors of authority.
But their doom was sealed. With the destruction
of Jerusalem, the high priesthood and the San-
hedrin vanished, and the Sadducees, as a party,

disappeared from history.

It was otherwise with the Pharisees.* They
survived the Temple and the State. They had
not, strictly speaking, been a political party within
the old commonwealth, and for that very reason,
when the latter perished, their influence was not
lessened. Their leading Rabbis formed a body,
which regarded itself as a continuation of the
ancient Sanhedrin. At first it had its seat at
Jamnia ; it afterwards removed to Galilee, and
remained for a long time at Tiberias. The office

of president was hereditary in the family of Hillel.

The president’s authority grew rapidly. He bore
the title of the old high priests, Nasi or Ethnarch,

and, later. Patriarch

;

in course of time he was
recognized by the imperial government as the head
of the Palestinian Jews; from Jews in foreign
lands he received gifts of money, which were
collected annually by his representatives. These
Rabbis separated themselves more and more com-
pletely from the Gentiles. The LXX, which had
become the Christian’s Bible, was supplanted by
a more literal translation, that of Aquila. They
also became more strict among themselves; the
old tendency of the scribes to regulate the whole
of life by the law was accentuated. The result

was a spiritual slavery such as had never before

existed. The communities voluntarily submitted
to the new hierarchy; they willed the end, viz.

the maintenance of Judaism, and therefore accom-
modated themselves to the means. As result we
have the preservation of Judaism as an inter-

national fellowship even after the downfall of the
theocracy.

ii. Leading Characteristics of the Phari-
sees.—(1) Their scrupulous observance of the law.

According to Josephus they were noted, for their
* See Wellhausen, op. cit. 871 ff.

accuracy in interpreting the laws (BJ I. v. 2,

II. viii. 14, Vita 38, Ant. XVII. ii. 4), and for the
scruj)ulousness with which they kept them (Ant.
xvin. i. 3). They held as binding not only the
written, but the oral law, the traditions of the
fathers’ (XIII. x. 6, xvi. 2). Like their progeni-
tors, the Hasidseans, they were, speaking gener-
ally, the party of the scribes, whose precepts
they carried into practice, and whose leaders,
latterly, proceeded from their ranks (xv. i. I,

x. 4). The account given of them in the NT is

substantially the same as that of Josephus. In
the Gospels the Pharisees and the scribes are con-
stantly mentioned in the same connexion, and in

such a way as to imply that they practically
formed the same party, e.g. Mt 52(> 1238 151

,
Mk 216

71
* 6

, Lk 517. 21. 30 67 730 ns3 14s 152 jn 8s* The
great discourse in Mt 23 (cf. Lk ll87-62

)
is directed

against both the Pharisees and the scribes. Gama-
liel is both a Pharisee and a doctor of the law
(Ac 534

) ; the Pharisees form the straitest sect of
the Jewish religion (265

), and Sanl, a Pharisee
(Ph 36

), had been brought up according to the
strict manner of the law of the fathers (Ac 223

).

Attention is called to their holding the traditions
of the elders, especially in regard to the washing
of hands and vessels ('Mk 7

1"®=Mt 152
, Mt 2325S

Lk ll88f
*), to their tithing (Lk 1812, etc.), fasting

(Mk 218=Mt 914
, etc.), and strict observance of

the Sabbath (Mk 228ff*=Mt 121*, Lk 1310ff* 14lff
-,

Jn 51 ’18 914ff‘). The traditions of the elders were
even more binding than the commandments of the
written law (Mk 78). In later Jewish writings we
find similar statements. The written law had to
be explained in accordance with tradition. 4 The
sword comes upon the world for suppression of

judgment ; and for perversion of judgment ; and
for explaining Torah not according to canon (tra-

dition).’ t ‘Words of Soferim are akin to words
of Torah and more beloved than words of Torah,
for (Ca l2

) Thy Love is better than Wine.’ It is

added that whereas the Torah contains both light

and weighty precepts, the words of the Soferim are
all of the latter class (Rabbi Jochanan in Taylor,
op. cit. 105). ‘ It is a greater crime to teach con-
trary to the precepts of the scribes than contrary
to tne Torah itself’ (Sanhedrin xi. 3 in Schurer,
GJV 3

ii. 390 [HJP II. ii. 12]). No contradiction
was allowed to anything that had once been
introduced and laid down by the fathers (Ant.
XVIII. i. 3).

The Pharisees were thus the strictly legal party
among the Jews. Their piety was strictly legal

;

the essence of religion consisted in the accurate
knowledge and scrupulous observance of the law
and tradition, which were the norm of all life,

national, social, and individual. The Sadducees,
while they had a tradition of their own, utterly
rejected the traditions to which the Pharisees were
so much attached.

(2) Immortality of the soul, resurrection of
the body> and future retribution. According to
Josephus, the Pharisees taught that every soul

is incorruptible, but that only those of good men
pass over into another body, while those of the
wicked are punished with eternal suffering (BJ
II. viii. 14). They held that there is an immortal
vigour in souls, and that finder the earth there
are rewards and punishments for those that have
lived virtuously or viciously in this life ; that for

the latter there has been appointed an everlasting
prison, hut the former have the power to return
to life (Ant. XVTII. i. 3f.). In the above passages
Josephus does not represent the Pharisees as

* Such expressions as ‘the scribes of the Pharisees' (Mk 216),
1 the Pharisees and their scribes ’ (Lk 530), ‘ the scribes of the
Pharisees’ part’ (Ac 239), show that there were also non-Phari-
saic scribes.

f PirJce Aboth v. 13 ;
see Taylor, Sayings oftheJeioish Fathers
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believing in the transmigration of souls, hut as
bolding the doctrines, common to Judaism since

I>n 122
, of a resurrection of the body and of a

future retribution. The Psalms of Solomon also

speak only of a resurrection of the righteous. The
sinner 4 falleth ; verily grievous is his fall, and he
shall not rise again ; the destruction of the sinner
is for ever. But they that fear the Lord shall

rise again unto life eternal, and their life shall

be in the light of the Lord, and it shall fail no
more’ (3

13 * 16
). ‘The life of the righteous is for

ever. But sinners shall be taken away unto
destruction

5

(139f*). ‘Therefore is their inherit-

ance hell and darkness and destruction. . . . But
the saints of the LORD shall inherit life in glad-

ness
5

(146f*; ci IS11
*1®). The Sadducees denied the

immortality of the soul and the resurrection of the
body.

(3) Messianic expectations. The doctrine of the
resurrection was a cardinal doctrine with the
Pharisees, because of its close connexion with their

Messianic hopes. They looked for a literal reign
of God upon earth, when the power, of which they
were meanwhile deprived, would be in their hands

;

for the Messianic kingdom was to be the kingdom
of the saints, and they were the saints. In the
Psalms of Solomon we have a good account of

these hopes as cherished by them shortly before
our Saviour’s birth. The Messiah, who is not
Divine, is the son of David, and is raised up by
God, whose vicegerent he is upon earth. He de-

livers Israel from the supremacy of the Gentiles
(i.e. the Romans), whom he destroys with the word
of his mouth, and thrusts out the sinners (i.e. the
Sadducees) from the inheritance of God. He reigns
over Israel, evidently in Jerusalem, which he purges
and makes holy as in the days of old ; the Gentiles
also become subject to him. Pure from sin him-
self, there is no iniquity in his day in the people’s
midst ; they are all holy and the sons of their
God. Though his kingdom is really an earthly
kingdom, nothing is said of material blessings.*
But that their hopes were occasionally of a very
materialistic nature, is evident from the prospect
which, according to Josephus, they hern out to
Bagoas, the eunuch (Ant. xvrr. ii. 4). Naturally
the Sadducees were wholly indifferent to such
Messianic expectations.

(4) Angels and Spirits. The Sadducees denied
that there was either angel or spirit; the Pharisees
confessed both (Ac 23s).

(5) Divineprovidence and freedom of man’s will.

According to Josephus, the Pharisees, while
making everything dependent on fate and God,
taught that the doing of what is right or wrong is

for the most part in man’s own power, but that
fate also co-operates in every action (BJu. viii. 14).

They maintained that all things are done by fate,
and yet admitted a measure of freedom to man, so
that he contributes to the divinely willed result
(Ant. XVIH. i. 3) ; or, as it is put in another
passage (xm. v. 9), they taught that some things,
but not all, are the work of fate ; with regard to
some events, it is in man’s power whether they
happen or not. It is altogether improbable that
the Pharisees spoke of * fate

5

; but the Psalms of
Solomon bear witness to the substantial accuracy
of Josephus’ statements. ‘Verily as for man

—

his portion is laid in the balance before Thee—
he addeth not thereto nor increaseth contrary to
ThyJudgment^ 0 God’ (5

6
). ‘O God, our works

are in our choice, yea, in the power of our own
soul : to do either righteousness or iniquity in the
works of our hands. Whoso doeth righteousness
layeth up for himself life at the Lord’s hand : and
whoso doeth wickedness is guilty of his own soul

(

*See Rvle and James, op. dt. lii. ff. ; Hiihn, Die messian-
itchen WexsBagungen dee israditisch-jiidischen Volkes, 91 S.

to destroy it ’ (9
7* 9

). * The Pharisees believed in the

omnipotence and providence of God, and therefore

held that in human actions, good or bad, a co

operation of God must be assumed. At the same
time they insisted upon the freedom of

_

man’s
power of choice, and upon man’s responsibility.

The Sadducees denied ‘ fate
5

altogether, and made
man the absolute master of his own destiny.

(6)

Their separationfrom the mass of the people,

their distinctive 1Pharisaism.’ On all the above-

mentioned points the Pharisees simply held what
was common to later orthodox Judaism. But all

our sources present them to us as a distinct party

within the people, an ecclesiola in ecclesia.f This
is implied also in the name that they bore. The
name, 4>apuratoi, is derived from the Aramaic ptfH*?,

stat. emphat. Kjtfns, and denotes ‘the separated
ones.’ Whether this name was given them by
their adversaries (Schiirer, Montet, Edersheiin)^ or

adopted by themselves, $ it connoted something
more specific than the separation from the Gentiles,

which, since the time of Epzra and Nehemiah, was
characteristic of all who would be genuine Jewa
It referred to their separation from the great mass
of even their orthodox fellow-countrymen. The
latter, however willing, were unable to observe
strictly the minute prescriptions of the law as to
foods and levitical purity; they were consequently
unclean in the eyes of the Pharisees, who, in order
to avoid all risk of being defiled, held aloof, as far

as possible, from all intercourse with them.
* Parush is one who separates himself from all

uncleanness and from unclean food and from the
people of the land, who are not scrupulous in the
matter of food’ (Nathan ben Jechiel). The Phari-
sees were thus the Separatists or Purists. The
name, however, that they gave themselves was
htiberim (DH3Q ‘associates’), a name which also

shows that they formed among themselves a close

fellowship. A haber is one who, whether learned
or unlearned, scrupulously observes the law, written
and oral, more especially in respect of levitical

purity, tithes, and all other religious dues. Ac-
cording to the OT view each Israelite was the
haber (jn) of the other; the Pharisee acknowledged
as his haber only him who scrupulously observed
the law. These scrupulous observers of the law,
and these alone, were the htiberim, the genuine
Israelites. The rest of the people were simply
the 'am ha-arez, the people or the land, common
persons, the vulgar herd. In the Books of Ezr
(9
U* 102 * u

) and Neh (10
28*81

) this name was given to
the heathen and half-heathen inhabitants of Pales-
tine as distinguished from the Jews; as used by
the Pharisees, it designated the mass of the people
as distinguished from themselves, the real Israelites,

the Israel according to the spirit. §
They were naturally unable to separate them-

selves entirely from ‘ the people of the land,’ and
had therefore to draw up precise rules regulating
their intercourse with them. ‘The full haber

* See Sir 1114 : * Good things and evil, life and death, poverty
and riches are from the Lord * (cf. 33?-iS)

;
lfiUff* :

‘ Say not
thou, It is through the Lord that I fell . , it is He that
caused me to err . . . (The Lord) left man in the hand of his
own counsel. If thou wilt, thou shalt keep the commandments

;

and to perform faithfulness is of thine own good pleasure. He
hath set fire and water before thee

; thou shalt stretch forth
thy hand unto whichsoever thou wilt. Before man is life and
death

; and whichsoever he liketh, it shall be given him,*
f According to Josephus (Ant. xvn.ii. 4) they numbered above

6000 in the time of Herod.
t Wellhausen (op. dt, 289) says it was a title of honour and

called attention, not so much to their separation, as to their
eminent piety.

§ The above paragraph summarizes Schiirer, GJV% ii. 890-408,
a very full and lucid account of the matter ;

cf. also Weber,
Jiidische Theologie

, etc., 42-46; Edersheim, i. 811 f. Schiirei
remarks that the question, Who is my neighbour? (Lk 1022). was
a very important question to a Jew. The haMr of a Rabbi was
a Rabbi

;
the haber of a priest was a priest ; the MbSr an

Israelite was an Israelite.
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undertook not to sell to an
'am ha-arez any

fluid or dry substance (nutriment or fruit), not to
buy from him any such fluid, nor to entertain him
as a guest in his own clothes (on account of their
possible impurity)’ (Edersheim, i. 312). Hillel
‘used to say, No boor is a sinfearer ; nor is the
vulgar [an 'am ha-arez\ pious

5

{Aboth, ii. 6) ; cf. Jn
749 : ‘this multitude which knoweth not the law
are

(

accursed 5

; also the fault found with our
Saviour on account of His free intercourse with
jpublicans and ‘ sinners,

5 Mt 99’13
,
Mk 214’17

,
Lk 527’32

Notwithstanding the fact that they thus separ-
ated themselves from the mass of the people, they
were not a religious * sect

5 (Ac 155 265
) in the strict

sense of the term. Neither in worship nor doctrine
did they separate themselves from the Jewish com-
munity at large. * Hillel said, Separate not thy-
self from the congregation 5 {Aboth, ii. 5). They
worshipped in the temple and the synagogue along
with their fellow-countrymen, and the views they
held as to the law, the resurrection of the body,
etc. , were by no means peculiar to themselves. They
were, indeed, in all respects ‘the classical repre-
sentatives of post-exilic Judaism, (Schuxer, GJV*
ii. 403 [.EJP II. ii. 25]).

While their separation from the *am ha-arez
shows that the Pharisees were far from being
democrats, they were nevertheless, at least ulti-

mately, the popular and most influential party.
They had more influence with the multitude than
even the king and the high priest (xill. x. 5, xvn.
ii. 4) ; they had the multitude on their side (XIII.

x. 6), so that the Sadducee officials had to act
according to their principles (XVIII. i. 4). Even in
Roman times, when the high priest was still the
head of the Sanhedrin, and the Sadducees had
probably the most votes, the Pharisees were the
real rulers in respect of legal matters. They had
influence especially with women, e.g. Alexandra
Salome and the female members of Herod’s house-
hold (XVII. ii. 4). They were also, according to
the Gospels, the real leaders of the opposition
to our Lord. Several reasons contributed to
their popularity. They had more regard to the
public than the Sadducees (BJ H. viii. 14) ; they
were milder as judges {Ant. xm. X. 6, xx. ix. 1)

;

they shared, and indeed nourished, the national
hatred against the Romans; the doctrines they
held and taught, their scrupulous observance of

the law, and their outwardly strict and severe

manner of life caused them to be revered as

pattern Israelites (XVIII. i. 3). That they courted

this popularity, we learn, not only from the
Gospels, but also from suclr sayings in the Pirke
Aboth as ‘Let thy house be opened wide ; and let

the needy be thy household 5
(i. 5) ;

‘ Receive every
man with a pleasant expression of countenance

5

(i. 16) ; and Hiilel’s saying (quoted above), ‘ Separate
not thyself from the congregation 5

(ii. 5).

(7) The Pharisees and the supremacy of the Gen-
tiles. Though the Pharisees were not a political

party, it is unjust to represent them as unpatriotic.

Then* patriotism, however, was ‘ religious patriot-

ism* (Cheyne). Their ideal was the kingdom of

David. What they desired was not the setting up
of a merely independent secular kingdom of Israel,

but an Israel reconstituted by means of the law,

an Israel over which God reigned in the person of

His \ icegerent, and from which all ‘ sinners
5 were

excluded. For the setting up of this Jewish nation-
ality they looked, not to the adoption of political

methods, but to a direct interposition of God ; the
great means whereby they could prepare the way
for this Divine interposition was the strict carry-

ing out of the law. So long as this was permitted,

they could tolerate even a foreign yoke, as being
a Divine punishment for the people’s sins ; only

when this was not permitted, or when their prin-

ciples were flagrantly outraged, did they resist

with force, as in the time of Alexander Jannseus
and towards the close of Herod’s reign (cf. the
Hasidseans in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes).
Their use of political means to further their
religious ends during the reign of Alexandra
Salome

^

shows that they were by no means con-
sistent in the application of their religious prin-
ciple.

A fairly correct idea of their attitude to the
foreign domination may be formed from the Psalms
of Solomon. The Loud, who is ‘King over the
heavens and judgeth kings and rulers ’ (2

34 * 3S
), is

‘ our King ’ (5
22

), He is ‘ our King henceforth and
even for evermore 5

(17
1* 61

) ; He is the King of the
expected Messiah (v. 38

). Because of the people’s
sins, He has meanwhile given them up to a foreign
yoke. In 175 * 8 (‘Thou, 0 Lord, didst choose
David to be king over Israel, and didst swear unto
him touching his seed for ever, that his kingdom
should not fail before Thee. But when we sinned,
sinners rose up against us

;
they fell upon us and

thrust us out : even they, to whom Thou madest
no promise, took away our place with violence ’),

the allusion is probably tc che usurpation of the
high priesthood and kingship by the Hasmoneeans

;

but the psalmist writes in the same strain of the
overthrow of Jerusalem by the Romans. God not
only did not prevent Pompey from casting down
fenced walls with a battering-ram (2

1
), but it was

He that brought the Gentiles upon Jerusalem (

2

24

816
). God’s righteousness wras manifest in these

judgments (2
48 87* 81

); they were a judging of
Israel with chastening (8

32
; 184 ‘Thy chastening

is upon us as upon a firstborn son only-begotten 5

).

Still the psalmist does not conceive this foreign
domination as lasting. He looks forward with
confidence to a restoration of Israel under the
divinely raised up, hut human, Messiah (1735f*),

who puts no confidence in any carnal weapon
(v. 37 ), suffers no wicked person or stranger to dwell
any more among the people (vv. 29 * 31

), nor any
iniquity to be in their midst (vv. 29 - 86

), and judges
the nations and the peoples with the wisdom of
his righteousness (v.8*). ‘Blessed are they that
shall be bom in those days’ (17

60 187
); but the

present generation must wait God’s appointed
time (7

9
) ; they must pray for its speedy advent

(
1723-25. 6i)

? an(j ke prepared for it by a Divine
cleansing (18® : ‘The LORD cleanse Israel for the
day, when He shall have mercy upon them and
shall bless them ; even for the day of His appoint-
ing, when He shall bring back His anointea ’).

This was undoubtedly the attitude of the
Pharisee^ generally to the Gentile rule. Such
rule was meanwhile to be tolerated, as being a
Divine chastisement (the standpoint of Pollio and
Sameas, Ant. xiv. ix.4, XV. i. 1) ; but it was never-
theless a violation of God’s sovereignty over the
elect people. God alone was king of Israel

; there
could be no lawful king of Israel, save God’s
vicegerent, the ‘son of David.’ In accordance
with this principle they were opposed to the
Hasmonsean princes (who were neither descend-
ants of David nor of the legitimate high priestly
family) and abhorred the rule of Herod and the
Romans. To the former the majority of them
refused the oath of allegiance (Ant. xv. x. 4, XVII.
ii. 4) ; and they questioned the lawfulness of

paying taxes to the latter (Mt 2217ff
*, Mk 1214ff*,

Lk 2022ff
*). They thus by their teaching and

practice fanned the flame of national hostility to
the Romans, and were indirectly responsible for
the rebellion against Rome. Josephus is anxious
to separate the Zealots entirely from the Pharisees
(in Ant. XVIH. i. 1. 6 he calls them a fourth philo-
sophic sect), and draws attention to the fact that
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some leading Pharisees did not approve of their
excesses {BJ XV. iii. 9) ; but ha is forced to admit
that it was a Pharisee, named Zadok, who along
with Judas Galilseus formed that party, and that
the notions they held were those of the Pharisees
{Ant. XVIH. i. 1. 6, cf. BJ II. viii. 1). The .Zealots
were the party of political action, and simply
carried out the Pharisaic principles to their logical
conclusion.

iii. The Phaeisees and Jesus. — (1) Their
opposition to our Lord. The Pharisees and scribes
were the first to assume an attitude of hostility

and criticism to Jesus. They maintained this

attitude all through His public ministry down to
the very close

;
for although in the last days of

His life the Sadducees were most prominent, the
Pharisaic scribes also took part in His trial and
condemnation. They had many reasons to find
fault with Him. He claimed authority to for-

g
've sins (Mt 93, Mk 26f

*, Lk 521
), and associated

eely with publicans and * sinners ’ (Mt 911
, Mk

2lfl
, Lk 580 78a 1511* 197) ; He and His disciples were

indifferent to ascetic practices (Mt 914
, Mk 218

,

Lk 5s8 ), and to levitieal purity (Mt 15^*, Mk 7 lff*,

Lk ll371
*), and were not careful to observe the

Sabbath in the orthodox fashion (Mt 121
'8*

Mk 2“ Lk 613* 6ff* 1314 14lff
*, Jn 510*- 913ff

*).

They accused Him of being in league with Beelze-
bub (Mt 1224fl

*, Mk 3“ Lk ll14ff
-, cf. Mt 934 ll 19

),

demanded a sign from Him (Mt 12s8** 161
, Mk 811

),

and attempted to frighten Him from Galilee into
Judaaa, where He would be more in the power of
the Sanhedrin (Lk 13s1, cf. Plummer, St. Luke,

348). They put testing questions to Him, e.g. as
to the way of inheriting eternal life (Lk 1025ff

-), as
to the greatest commandment (Mt 2234ff

*, Mk 1228ff
-),

and as to the law of divorce (Mt 193
, Mk 102

).

These were leading questions meant to test His
orthodoxy, and to discredit Him, if possible, with
the people (see Swete, The Gospel according to St.
Mark, p. 202 on Mk 102 : ‘probably their intention
was simply to place Him in apparent opposition to
Moses, who had permitted divorce ’). Their most
skilful testing question was that as to the lawful-
ness of paying tribute to Caesar (Mt 2216ff

*, Mk
1213ff

-, Lk 2019®*) : whatever answer He gave. He
could hardly avoid offending either the Homan
authorities or the people. For their alliance with
the Herodians in this matter (Mt 2216, Mk 1213

),

cf. Mk 3®. From their standpoint their opposition
to Him was inevitable. They felt instinctively
that the whole spirit of His life was in flat contra-
diction with their most cherished convictions.

(2) Our Lord’s criticism of the Pharisees. Jesns
recognized that the opposition between Himself
and the Pharisees was essential, and not only
defended Himself against their attacks, hut also
criticised them keenly. He frequently denounced
them as hypocrites {e.g. Mt 62, 5* 16 157 2313- ia - 23*

26. a7. Mk 76^ whited sepulchres (Mt 2327
, cf. Lk

ll44), the offspring of vipers and serpents (Mt 1284

2338),. an evil and adulterous generation (Mt 1289

164), and blind guides (Mt 1514 2316 * 19 - 24 * 26
) 5 He

warned His disciples against their leaven (Mt
16®* im

, Mk 81S, Lk 121), denied that their right-
eousness qualified for admission into the kingdom
of heaven (Mt 520

), and declared that, while the
publicans and harlots were entering the kingdom,
they were remaining outside (Mt 2131f

-). He
recognized their official character, and the duty of
the people towards them as authorized teachers,
but He warned against following their example
(Mt 232f

*).
>
He also charged them with a great

many specific vices, most of which were inherent
in Pharisaic Judaism.
The fundamental principle of Pharisaic Judaism

was complete separation from everything non-
Jewish ; hence their separation from the mass of

their fellow-countrymen ;
hence also their devotion

to the minute study and scrupulous fulfilment of

the law. The law was God’s great gift to Israel

;

their possession of the law was the most signal

proof that they were God’s chosen people ; it

separated Israel as a ‘holy’ people from all other

peoples. It was also the only, and the absolutely

perfect, means of attaining the Messianic salvation

both for the individual and the nation. Life had
therefore no other aim and meaning than the
study and fulfilment of the law. One evil conse-

quence of this ‘ idolatry of the law ’ was the exter-

nalizing of religion. God was conceived of mainly
as Lawgiver and Judge. The religious relation

between God and Israel was purely legal ;it was
founded on a purely legal compact. Beligion was
not a fellowship with God, but a strictly legal walk
before God. Their zeal for the law was conse-

quently a serving of God for the sake of reward ;

more especially for the supreme reward of sharing

in the glory and bliss of the Messianic age. It was
possible to satisfy God’s demands perfectly in a
legal way ; and by doing so they hoped to enjoy
the commanding God, whom they obeyed, as a
a gracious God. This doctrine of merit led almost
of necessity to a great multiplication of precepts,

to a hedging or fencing of the law, so as to make
its violation almost impossible. They also sought
to acquire merit by doing more than was com-
manded. Moreover, in their keeping of the law,
they considered mainly whether aparticular action
was commanded or forbidden. Their attitude to
their almost deified law was external, formal,
mechanical. They laid stress not upon the right-

ness of an action, or upon the disposition from
which it was done, but upon its being commanded
and upon its formal correctness. They applied
this principle even to such matters as fasting
and prayer. They attached excessive importance
to the precepts relating to foods and levitieal

purity, because the strict observance of these
precepts kept them from defilement. They made
the law ‘ only a manual of religious etiquette.’

Their righteousness was thus mere formalism;
their righteous man was one who kept the law,
written and oral, in an external, but formally
correct manner.
Our Lord’s whole teaching regarding God as the

Father was a criticism of Pharisaic legalism. God
is not primarily Lawgiver and Judge, but the
heavenly Father. Religion is fellowship with God.
The religious bond uniting God and man is grace
on God’s part, trust and love and heartfelt obedi-
ence on the part of man. In the relation^ be-
tween God and man there is no room for the idea
of merit (Lk 177*10

). God cares for individual
sinners qud sinners, and throws the kingdom of

heaven wide open to all who are willing to enter
in. He sends His Son to seek and to save the lost,

and rejoices greatly when any lost one comes hack.
He rewards men, not according to the quantity of

work they have done, but in accordance with His
own sovereign grace (Mt 201"16

). Our Lord ex-
plicitly criticises the externalism of the Pharisees.
According to Him, the basis of the ethical life is

not an external authority, hut the personal rela-

tion of an individual to God (cf. Mt 545* 48 1832f
*,

Lk 747). What He demands is not outward correct-

ness, hut inner moral life (Mt 2325"28
, Lk ll39"41

),

the surrender of the whole personality (Mt 2237~40
),

not the mere performance of a number of exter-
nally good deeds. That which ‘ defiles ’ a man is

the evil condition of his own heart (Mt 15llff
*, Mk

714ff
*). No action is of any moral worth, unless it

is the expression of the inward disposition (cf.

what is said of almsgiving, prayer, and fasting
Mt 62* 5 * 16 914f

*).
>
The righteousness of the king-

dom of heaven is inward and spiiitual ; it is the
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fruit of a renewed heart and of a filial relation to
God.
The purely formal ethics of the Pharisees led to

a great many other evils. They paid no attention
to the ethical content of a law. Ethically in-

different precepts were as important as those bear-
ing on really moral duties, simply because they
were contained in the law or tradition. They
accordingly busied themselves with minute trifles,

to which they even attached greater importance
than to the discharge of duties to their fellow-
men. They divorced morality and religion (Mt
15lff

*, Mk 7lff
*, Mt 2328f

*, Lk ll 42 1812, cf. Mt 523f* 913

1210ff
-: justice and mercy, etc., are opposed by our

Lord to a false way of serving God ; mercy is

better than sacrifice ; duty to parents takes pre-

cedence of so-called religious duty; to be recon-
ciled to one’s brother is more necessary than
coming to the altar ; the Sabbath is * sanctified

’

by doing good; ‘the programme of genuine re-

ligion ’
:

4 genuinely ethical deeds are more im-
portant than the observance of ceremonial pre-
scriptions’—Jiilicher). Their externalism did not
deliver them from the impulses of the natural man,
such as covetousness and rapacity (Mt 23 2{5

, Mk
1240

, Lk 2047
, cf. 1614) and the desire of receiving

honour from men (Mt 236fr
% Mk 12S8ff

-, Lk ll43 147*
2048

) ; while it led inevitably to casuistry (e.g. in
respect of the Sabbath ;

* oaths, Mt 23 lt)*22
; duty

to God outweighing duty to man, Mt 153ff
*, Mk

79ff
* ; inventing statutes virtually cancelling more

irksome ones, Mt 234, Lk ll46
), ostentation and

self-righteousness (Mt 61
"18 235

, Mk 1240
,
Lk 1615

189ff* 2Q47
), censoriousness (Lk 189ff,

) 5
and hypocrisy

(Mt 2325'28
, Mk 1240, Lk ll 39 - 44 161B 2047

). They
aid external homage to the great men of the past,

ut were altogether void of their spirit (Mt 2329fr>
,

Lk ll47ff
*). By means of their false interpretations

of scripture and their legal conception of religion

they shut the kingdom of heaven both against
themselves and others (Mt 2313, Lk 11B2) ; while by
means of their fencing of the law, they turned the
commandments of God {e.g. as to the Sabbath),
which were given to help men to live a true life

(Mk 227), into heavy burdens, grievous to be borne
(Mt 234, Lk ll48). There were doubtless in our
Lord’s time many good men among the Pharisees,

but the tendency of the whole system was to pro-

duce hypocrisy (cf. what is said of proselytes Mt
2315

), or, in the case of earnest and sincere souls,

self-torture and a sense of estrangement from God
(cf. Mt ll28ff

-; see Weber, 320 f.).
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PHARPAH (1$19, B ’A<£ap0a, A $ap<f>ap&) is named
by Naaman, along with the Abanah (2 K 512

), as

one of the rivers of Damascus. Much has been
written on the subject, but its identity is still in

doubt. The Arab.Version gives Taurd for Pharpar,
* See Schurer, ii. 470 ff., 491 f.; Edersheim, ii. 774 ff.

but the modern Beirftt revision simply transliter-

ates Farfar. There is a local belief, for which
some antiquity is claimed, that Abanah and Pliar*

par are represented by Nahr Banids or Abctnids,

and Nahr Taurd, respectively. In favour of this.

Dr. Win. Wright argues in Nelson’s Bible Treasury
(p. 250), quoting the late Dr. Meshaka, one of the
most learned of modern Damascenes. The old

Arab geographers, however, are unaware of the
pre-eminent charms of any two rivers of Damascus.
Dimashki (c . A.D. 1300) speaks of seven streams
into which the waters of el-Barada are divided,

and mentions among the others, with no special

commendation, Nahr Thaurah and Nahr Balniyas
(or Bands). So also Idrisi (A.D. 1154). But even
these names are unknown to Istakhri and Ibn
Haukal (A.D. 951-978), who refer to only three
canals as branching off from the main stream. It

is hard to see why Naaman should have ignored
the river itself, flowing towards the city with full

refreshing current, to extol two of the canals sup-
plied by its waters.
The identity of Pharpar with el-A'waj is main-

tained by Thomson
(
Land and Booh, iii. 359, 398,

429). The two main sources of this stream rise

on the eastern slopes of Hermon, just under Kasr
*Antdr ; the 'Amy to the north, and the Jenndny
to the south. Below Sa'sa' the latter takes the
name Sabirdny, which it retains after conflu-

ence with the 'Amy, as far as el-Kisweh, on the
great hajj road. Thence to the lake it is called el-

A'waj (‘the crooked’). In the season of melting
snows the volume of water it carries is very great;
but later in the year the stream is much attenu-
ated. Escaping from the valley, el-A'waj waters
the south-eastern part of the plain of Damascus,
and, splitting up into several streams, falls at last

into Bahret el-JBijdn&h. In the Wddy Barbar it

is natural to detect an echo of the ancient ‘Phar-
par’; but Thomson errs in making this Wddy
tributary to the Sabirdny. Such waters as it

supplies are carried into the plain north of Jebel

el-Aswad,
while the Sabirdny flows to the south.

The proposed identification, therefore, loses what
support might be derived from similarity of name.
It is, however, adopted by G. A. Smith as probable

(.HG-HL1 642), and by Baedeker as certain {Pal. 3

268, 312). Dr. Wright quotes Dr. Meshaka to the
effect that el-A'waj ‘ is not a river of Damascus at

all. It is distant a ride of 3 hours from the city

at the nearest point.’ Against this we have the
statement of Dimashki (c. 1300), ‘another river

(of Damascus) is called el-A'waj

j

and the distance

from Bawwabet JJUah to the nearest point is only
6 miles.

It is futile to seek for the Pharpar in the short

stream from
*Ain Fijeh.

Beside el-Barada, with its copious and never-

failing supplies, el-A'waj may seem hardly worthy
of mention. But during the greater part of the
year it carries down no mean volume of water

;

and there is no other stream near the city at all

deserving the name of river. It should also be
remembered that whatever ministered to the fruit-

fulness and beauty of any part of the famous

?
lain would be an object of grateful pride to the
)amascene soldier.

Literature.—'Thomson,Land and Book,iii. 429-432 ; Baedeker,
PaZ.3 268 , 312 ; Nelson’s Bible Treasury, 250 ; Guy le Strange,

PaL under the Moslems

,

235, 238, 265, 266. W. EWING.

PH8.SELIS ($<£<nj\w)*.—A city on the eastern ex-

tremity of the coast of Lycia near the Pamphylian
frontier, standing apart, not only geographically,

* wrongly in edd. of 1 Mac 1623, and in some classical

authors ;
hut is right, and is now printed in Strabo,

S
, 666, Paus. iii. 3. 8 (where older edd. have oxytone), etc.

otnpJi was the name of a kind of vase or utensil in Alexandria,
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but generally even politically, from the rest of the

country. Pliny {Nat. Hist. v. 36) and Stephanus
Byz. actually assign it to Pamphylia ;

hut this is

erroneous. It was said to he a Dorian colony ;
and

it became a city of great importance at a very
early time, being one of those which shared in the

trade with Egypt under Amasis, B.c. 570-526. It

struck a series of coins in the 6th and early 5th

cent, with a variety of types, among which the

most noteworthy are the prow and the stern of a
war galley.

These coins, which were struck on the Persian
standard, cease about B.c. 466, when the Athenian
confederacy became powerful on these coasts;

but Thucydides (ii. 69) mentions that Phaselis

was a place of consequence in the Athenian trade

with Phoenicia and the Levant coasts generally.

Its coinage began again about B.c. 400, and
during the 4th and 3rd cents, the same types

were characteristic. During that period it was a
more or less independent city ; but while Lycia
was under the power of the Ptolemies, B.C. 276-

204, Phaselis was probably under the same in-

fluence ; and at the end of that time a radiated

head, which is conjeeturally taken as represent-

ing Ptolemy IY., appears on the prow in the reverse

*^When Seleucid power ended in b.c. 190, Phaselis

commenced to use the type of Pallas. About B.c.

168 it began to strike coins with the types of the
Lycian confederacy (Kowbv Avdtav), founded in that
year (see Lycia) ; and in the 1st cent, it also struck
coins whi<$L are of a different style. There can
therefore be no doubt that at least in the period
later than B.C. 77 (when it was captured by Ser-

vilius Isauricus), it ceased to be a member of

the Lycian confederacy’ ; and Strabo mentions that
it was not a member m his time (B.C. 64-A.D. 19).

But Mr. G. F. Hill, in his Catalogue, of Coins in the,

Brit. Museum
,
Lycia

, p. lxvii, thinks there is no
reason to deny its membership during the period
before B.c. 77. But the mention of Phaselis among
the States to which the Roman consul sent letters

in B.c. 139 in favour of the Jews (1 Mac 15‘23
), proves

that it was at that time a free city, distinct from
the Lycian confederacy (which is also mentioned
as a recipient of similar letters)

;
and Mr. Hill

admits that there is some reason to think that it

was not a member of the confederacy about B.c.

100, for it must have been one of the greatest cities

of Lycia, yet Artemidorus does not mention it

when enumerating the six members of the first

class at that period. Now, even its coins with
confederacy types do not mention the name
ATKIQN, as is the case with those of most cities

;

there are, however, occasional examples of the
same omission on the coins of other Lycian cities,

even during the early period of the confederacy.
But, on the whole, it would appear that Phaselis
either never belonged to the confederacy (but
merely from alliance and common interest adopted
the types), or ceased before 138 to belong to it

;

and the words of Cicero
(
Verr. ii. 4. 10, 21) suggest

that it had originally been a Lycian city, but that
it soon allied itself with the Cilician pirates (which
led to its capture by Servilius) and separated from
the Lycians.

Phaselis stood on a promontory with a very con-
spicuous mountain behind it. Livy (xxxvii. 23)
describes this in vague and hardly accurate
terms. He is evidently alluding to the vast ridge
of Taurus, which rises from the coast all along
the eastern part of Lycia, and is seen by sailors

for a great distance out at sea ; but he is hardly
correct in saying that Phaselis is the first land
descried by sailors on the voyage from Cilicia to
Rhodes.
No coins of Phaselis are known with certainty

under the Roman empire except in the time oi

Gordian in. (others are probably forged), which
shows that it hardly maintained its ancient im-

portance in the post-Christian period. It was a

bishopric in the Byzantine time.
W. M. Ramsay.

PHASIRON (A §a<np&v, $>a<reipt&z', Y $apur(&v ).

—

Name of a Nabatsean tribe (1 Mac 966
). Since

most Nabataean names find easy etymologies in

Arabic, it ought to be possible to explain this from
that language; the roots, however, which this

name recalls, seem rarely used for forming proper

names, except, indeed,fazara, which gives Fazdrah,

a well-known tribal name. The form Pashiron of

the Peshitta version makes it no easier. The
name may be corrupt. D. S. MABGOLIOUTH.

PHASSURUS (B $&<T<ropos, A Macrovpos, AY
Phassaron), 1 Es 525=Pashhur.

PHEREZITE occurs in AY and RY of 2 Es 1»

and in AY of Jth 516 for the more usual Perizzite,

which is the reading of RY in the latter passage.

PHICOL (*?b's, $i/c6\).—'The captain of the host of

Abimelech, who accompanied his master upon the

occasion of the latter’s entering into treaty with
Abraham, Gn 2122,32 (E), or Isaac, 2626

(J). See
Abimelech, No. 1.

PHILADELPHIA ($<\aftX0«a, WH 4a).—A city

in the E. part of Lydia, in the valley of the Cogamis *

(an important tributary of the Hermus), on the
extreme outermost slopes of Mount Tmolus. It

is now a station on the railway, 28J miles from
Sardis, 64 from Magnesia, 105 from Smyrna (by the
detour which the railway makes round Mount
Sipylos). It is situated only 650 feet above the
sea near the upper end of the low coast valley

which runs up from the gulf of Smyrna; and
around it on all sides, except the road to Sardis,

rise the mountains which form the rim of the
great central plateau, or extend out from it to-

wards the sea like fingers. Thus the Cogamis
valley is a sort of funnel (like the Lycus valley,

with its cities, see LAOJDICEA) in the flank of the
lofty main plateau of Asia Minor. A few miles
farther up the course of the river was the old city

of Kallatebos, mentioned by Herodotus on the
march of Xerxes, whose rank and power were
probably transferred to Philadelphia, when it was
founded. The name Philadelphia shows that it

commemorates Attalus II. Philadelphus (so named
from his affectionate and loyal conduct to his

elder brother and predecessor, Eumenes n. ) ; and
it must have been founded between B.c. 189 (when
Eumenes came into possession of this country) and
Attalus’s death in 138.

The importance of the new city lay in its re-

lation to the cities of the upper plateau. The
direct waggon and carriage road from the cities

of northern Phrygia to the JEgean ran past Phila-
delphia to Smyrna ; and a considerable part of the
fertile district called the Katakekaumene, or Burnt
Land, also sent its abundant vintages, fine wines,
and other produce by Philadelphia to the same
port (though the western Katakekaumene would
send direct by Sardis to Smyrna). Strabo seems
perhaps to describe Philadelphia as part of the
Katakekaumene, but this is hardly accurate geo-
graphically

; and his expression, on p. 579, that it

was on the side of that district, must be taken
strictly as denoting the outer side. That district

was a broken, irregular country forming part of
the great plateau, but on a lower level, like a step
leading up to it. The Katakekaumene lay north
and north-east from Philadelphia. It derived ita

* So spelt on a coin. Pliny has Oogamus.
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——
name from the extraordinarily fresh and impressive
traces of volcanic action which appear in it

:
great

streams of lava, and vast heaps of cinders, looking
as if they had just cooled yesterday, surround the
three ‘funnels 5

(as Strabo calls them, Devitt, or
Ink-pots/ as the Turks now call them), which are
the craters of volcanoes that were active down to
a comparatively recent time. These blackened
and bare rocks and cinder heaps encroach in irregu-
lar outline on the rich, green, fertile glens and
slopes of .the.luxuriant country, with its ten cities,
from which it derived its other name, Deeapolis.
Strabo (xiii. p. 628) describes Philadelphia as being
constantly subject to earthquakes, so that the
walls and houses could hardly stand firm; but
modern experience tends to show that there is

considerable exaggeration in his picture. He also
says that few people lived in the city, but that
most lived in the open country, and were engaged
in cultivating the very fertile land. This account
would suggest a somewhat simple and rustic settle-
ment ; but that is hardly the impression that one
gets from other facts. Philadelphia was evidently
a place of importance in the imperial organization
of the province of Asia. It took the name Neo-
kaisareia for a time in the 1st cent., being so
styled on coins of Tiberius, Caligula, and Claudius,
and the name was evidently given to it under
Tiberius, who aided it to recover from a great
earthquake in a.d, 17. Under Vespasian it was
honoured with the title Flavia. In the reign of
Caracalla it received the honour of the Neokorate
(see PergAMITM

)

.t Meetings of the Council of the
province Asia, with the games called Kolvcl ’Aortas,

were held in it, at least in later time.
Philadelphia was the seat of one of the seven

Churches to which were sent special messages
through the mouth of John, in the opening of the
Apocalypse. In all probability each of the seven
is to be understood as the centre and head of a
district ; and it would be quite a mistake to under-
stand that there were only these seven Churches
in the province. Laodicea is certainly to be taken
as representative at least of the whole Lycus
valley (where the Churches of Colossse and Hier-
apolis had long existed), and probably also of
southern Phrygia (see Laodicea). Similarly Phila-
delphia stands as representative of a district;
and there can be no doubt that its district con-
sisted of the neighbouring regions of the plateau,
including parts of eastern Lydia and western
Phrygia. None of the valley west of it could be
in its district, for the Ilermus cities would fall

either under Sardis or under Thyatira.
These facts, and its abundant coinage, reveal

to us rather a rich and powerful city, connected
by trade with a large district towards the east and
north, for which it formed a centre, and thus well
suited to be one of the central Churches of Chris-
tianized Asia. It is said that there has been
‘set before it a door opened 5 (Rev 38

), and the
‘ open door 5 doubtless refers to its position on the
threshold of the eastern country, and to the
rapidity with which the new religion was spreading
to the plateau through the cities connected with
Philadelphia. On this sense of the ‘open door 5

aompare 2 Co 212
.

But it is hardly possible, in our almost com-
plete ignorance of the inner history and circum-
stances of Philadelphia, to find an intimate con-

nexion between them and the language of the
address to the Church. It may, however, be

* Wrongly called, by almost all travellers and guide-books,
Devlifc.

f See Buresch, Aits Lydien
, p. 10S ff. Marquardt (Bdm.

Staatsverw. i. p. 841) is mistaken in saying that it was the seat
of a conventus ; but it was one of the places in the conventus
Sardianus where the court of the conventus might be held by
the i voconsul.

noticed that in the seven letters to these Churches,
it is chiefly the faults which are associated with
the local circumstances, and which derive light
therefrom. In so far as a Church attained Chris-
tian purity, its character rises to a higher plane

;

in so far as it degenerates from that high level, it

becomes affected by its earthly surroundings.
Now the two Churches which are addressed in
terms of almost unmingled praise are Smyrna and
Philadelphia

; and in those two addresses we find
least reference to local history and situation.
Philadelphia had kept the word, and not denied
the name of God. It is described in Rev 38 as
having ‘ a little power 5

; and this is considered by
some commentators to be explained and illustrated
by Strabo’s description of the actual city as being
small. But the allusion to its ‘ little power 5 seems
rather to point to the Church being a recent
foundation, which had not yet acquired great
strength in the city, though there is a brilliant
opening before it. As a newly founded and small
Church it was more likely to escape notice and
persecution ; and hence it is to he ‘ kept from the
hour of trial,

5

310
. It is stated in 39 that there was

a synagogue in Philadelphia. The Jews of this
synagogue had degenerated greatly from the
strictness of Hebrew morality and religion, had
complied with the pagan customs and -ways of
living, and had become ‘the synagogue of Satan.’
Yet this synagogue was to recognize the love
that God had bestowed on this Church, and to
bow down before it. This apparently implies
that the Jews of Philadelphia were m process of
rallying to the Christian side. The Church on the
whole is rebuked for no faults or weakness

; but
is exhorted to continue strong and energetic, as it

has hitherto been; and to ‘hold fast what it
has.

5 * Great rewards are promised to those who
are steadfast and win the victory. The name of
God, and the name of His city, the new Jerusalem,
and the new name of the writer who addresses
them, are to be written on all who overcome (on
this see Pergamtjm).

Philadelphia was a bishopric under the metro-
politan see. of Sardis, in the Byzantine period,
mentioned in all the lists immediately after Sardis.
It grew steadily as the iEgean coast cities tended
to dwindle, and the central regions of Asia Minor
to grow more important in the Byzantine period.
In the last centuries of the empire it rose to a
lofty pitch of heroism. It was long the bulwark
of the Christians against the encroachments of the
Turkish power, whose centre was at Konia or
Iconium. Frederick Barbarossa was permitted to
enter the city alone by its inhabitants, though
they fought for two days against his army, as he
was marching across Asia Minor on the fourth
crusade in 1190. Andronicus Palseologus (1283-
1328) recognized its importance by raising it to the
rank of a metropolitan archbishopric, and making
it tenth in ‘ the order of dignity. 5

+ This probably
implies that it now became practically the Christian
centre of Lydia (in place of Sardis), although the
official lists (Notitice Episcopatuum), with their
usual conservatism (seePerga), continue to mention
it, as before, in the list of bishoprics subject to
Sardis (sometimes with the added note, ‘which
was promoted to the rank of a metropolis,

5
as in

Not, xiii.). In 1306 it stood a long siege by the
Seljuk Turks; but, after suffering terribly from
hunger, it was relieved by Roger de Flor with his
Catalan troops. Again in 1324 it suffered a
similar siege, and even greater extreme of hunger

;

hut again was relieved oy the Byzantine general,
Alexius Philanthropenus. As the Turkish power

* On the Jews in Phrygia and Lydia see Cities and Bishoprics
of Phrygia , ch. xv.

t See Parthey, Afotitice Bpiscop. xi. No. 11, p. 226.
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spreadwestward, Philadelphia was entirely isolated,

hut still maintained its proud independence as a

free Christian city in a Turkish land, until it

was conquered by a combined army of Ottoman
Turks and Byzantine imperial troops sent by the

submissive emperor, in a year which is given

variously between 1379 and 1390.* In 1403 it is

said to have been captured by Tamerlane^ who
built a wall with corpses (the situation of which is

still pointed out).

It is remarkable that the city whose noble

Christian career is intimated in the message Rev
38"14 should have had the most glorious history of

all the cities of Asia Minor in the long struggle

against the Turks. Perhaps the only city that

could vie with it was Smyrna (also highly praised

in Rev) ; but the resistance of Smyrna was due in

part to European aid, while Philadelphia main-

tained itself with native steadfastness and vigour.

It is still to a large extent Christian. ‘ He that

overcometh, I will make him a pillar in the sanc-

tuary of my God, and he shall go out thence no
more, 5 Rev 312.

The modern name of Philadelphia is Ala-Sheher,

the * reddish city
5

(or rather parti-coloured, with a
reddish-brown tinge), so called from the colour of

the hillside that slopes away backwards and up-

wards behind the city. It was by a mere error,

due to a smattering of Turkish, that older travellers

reported its name as Allah-Sheher, the City of

God, which has led to a good deal of mistaken
moralizing. W. M. Ramsay.

PHILEMON —The correspondent to

whom St. Paul addressed the charming letter which
bears his name (see the following article). The
name occurs with considerable frequency in in-

scriptions, and is found twice in literature in con-

nexion with Phrygia, viz. in the beautiful legend
of Philemon and Baucis (Ovid, Metam. viii. 631),

and in Aristoph. Aves, 762. St. Paul’s corre-

spondent was most probably a native of Colossse

(cf. Philem 1 with Col 417); and in Theodoret’s
time his house was pointed out in that city. Tra-
dition speaks of him as bishop of Colossse (Ajpost.

Const, vii. 46), and the Mencea of Nov. 22 record

his martyrdom there, by stoning, in company with
Apphia, Archippus, and Onesimus, in the reign of

Nero. In the case of such facts as these, local

tradition may generally he regarded as trust-

worthy, and here it falls in with the documentary
evidence, for the idea that Philemon was of

Laodicea is a mere guess.

Philemon was a dear and intimate friend of St.

Paul (w. 1* 22
), and probably one of his converts

(v- 19
). Of the circumstances of his conversion to

the Christian faith we have no record, but it may
well have taken place during St. Paul’s stay at
Ephesus (Ac 1926 ; but cf. also Ac 166). Prom the
facts that he owned slaves (see Onesimus), and that
he was noted for his hospitality and charity to his
fellow-Christians (w. 2* 5*7

), it is plain that he was a
rich man. St. Pan! speaks of ‘the church in his

house 5
(v.

2
), and does not scruple to bid him

prepare a lodging for him against the time he
should arrive in Colossse (v. 22J. It only remains to
he added that Philemon was so earnest in his
work for the gospel, that St. Paul can call him a
ewepyds (was this at Ephesus ?), and that the tone
of the apostle’s appeal on behalf of Onesimus
would lead us to conclude that he was a man of
high and generous character, who might be ex-
ected to rise superior to the prejudices of heathen-
om as to the relations between master and slave.

Ajpphia may have been his wife, and Archippus
his son. J. H. Bernard.
* 1379 in Muralt, Chronographie Byzantine, from whom we

take the preceding dates. 1306 and 1324.

PHILEMON, EPISTLE TO.—

i. External tradition.

ii. Transmission of text.

iii. Purport and analysis of the Epistle.

iv. Its internal evidence and genuineness.

v. Its place in St. Paul’s life.

vi. Its attitude to slavery.

i. The earliest certain quotations from this

Epistle are found in Origen (cf. Horn. xix. in

Jer. 2, Comm. Series in Matt. §§ 66, 72), who
expressly ascribes it to St. Paul. That Marcion
accepted it is explained by Tertullian (adv. Marc .

v. 21) as due to its extreme brevity. The Mura-
torian Canon names among the Pauline Epp. c ad
filemonem unarm 5 Eusebius counts it among the

djaoXoyotifjLeva (HE iii. 25). It must have been
included, if we are to^ judge from the extant

documentary evidence, in the earliest collection

of Pauline letters. The play upon words (etfxp^crros

. . . dxprja-ros) of v. 11 is found again in Theophilus

(ad Autol. i. 1), and Ignatius (Eph. ii., Magn. ii.)

uses dval/Mrjv as it is used in Philem 20
; but these

last coincidences do not necessarily betray literary

connexion, though they suggest it.

ii. The text of the Epistle is attested by the

uncials K A C D L P 1 (this last unpublished)

and F G (these omit v. 21-end) ; and by the Egyp-
tian, Syriac, and Latin VSS (of the OL we have
d e f g m). Of the cursives it is sufficient to

mention 17, 47, 67**, 137 as specially valuable.

iii. This Epistle differs from all the other Pauline
Epp. which have reached ns, in that it is a strictly

private letter written to an individual friend. It

is possible, though not certain, that the words 4y<b

UavXos 4ypa\J/a rrj 4ju,rj %6LP^ (v. 19
) apply to the whole

letter, which would thus have been an autograph,

and not written by an amanuensis, as was St.

Paul’s usual habit. The Pastoral Epp., although
addressed to individuals, are semi-official in char-

acter, and deal with the affairs of the whole Chris-

tian society ; the nearest parallel in the NT to

Philemon is 3 Jn, addressed to ‘Gaius the beloved.*

This characteristic of Philemon provoked prejudice

against it in early times, and Jerome, Chrysostom,
and Theodore of Mopsuestia found it necessary

to defend the Epistle against the charge of secular

triviality, unworthy of St. Paul, and unbefitting,

as was argued, a work to be included in the sacred

Canon of the NT. But modern critics from Luther
to Renan have shown a keener insight, and have
found in the contents of the Epistle matter foi

admiration rather than for depreciation.

The body of the letter is an appeal made by
St. Paul to Philemon, a citizen of Colossse, on
behalf of Onesimus, a runaway slave who had
come under the apostle’s influence and had em-
braced the Christian faith. Onesimus seems (v. 18

)

to have been a thief, and would iu the ordinary
course of things have been subjected to very severe

punishment had he come again into the power of

his former master Philemon. The apostle, with
rare tact and delicacy, which only bring his strong
sense of justice into fuller relief, asks pardon for

the offender, not only as a personal favour to

himself (w. 9 * 11* 14
), but on the ground of the

brotherhood in Christ of master and slave (v.w).

He does not ask directly that Onesimus shall be
freed, although he indirectly suggests it (v. 21

)

;

‘ the word emancipation seems to be trembling on
his lips

5
(Lightfoot).

An analysis of the letter may be drawn up as
follows:— Salutation (vv. 1 ’3

) ;
thanksgiving for

Philemon’s love and faith (vv. 4*7
) ;

reguest that he
will receive Onesimus, the bearer of the letter,

with kindness (w. 8”17
) ; adding the assurance that,

so doing, he will gratify the writer, who hop**
soon to visit Colossse (vv. 18"22

) ;
salutations and

final benediction (w. 28*25
).
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The whole Epistle has frequently been compared
to a beautiful letter written by the younger Pliny
on a similar occasion (Pirn. Ep. ix. 21), of which
a translation is given by Lightfoot (Col. and
Philem. p. 316).

iw Considerable as is the external testimony
(see i.) to the Pauline authorship of this Ep., the
strongest argument for its genuineness is based
on its internal evidence of truth, its witness to
itself. * Peu de pages/ says Renan, * out un accent
de sinc6rit6 aussi prononcA Paul seul a pu 4crire
ce petit chef d’oeuvre.’ The vocabulary of the
Ep. has indeed been challenged in refutation of
this general impression which it leaves upon the
mind, and has been described, e.g. by Baur, as
un-Pauline. As a matter of fact, the only words
which do not occur again in St. Paul are avcnrfy-
vreiv, airoHv€Lv

f &xpy<rTO$s iwirdo-aeiv, t-evla, 6vlva<r6cu,

and Trpoao^dXeLv

;

and of these all but the last
occur elsewhere in the NT or in the LXX.* No
serious argument can be based on such a meagre
list; and, on the other hand, many phrases in
the letter are unmistakably Pauline. Not to lay
overmuch stress on the form of salutation (v. 8),
and farewell (v. 28), and the opening thanksgiving
(w. 4flr

-), which are in St. Paul’s undoubted style,

for these might be imitated by a falsarius, the
diction all through is that with which we are
familiar in the Pauline Epistles. We have the
metaphor 6v iyfrvrjcra 4v rots 5eo>*ots which recalls

1 Co 415 ; we have words like iirlyvaxns, Tafifacrla,

wapdKXrjaris ; we have rd%a which only occurs again
Ro 57

; and we have quite a number of coin-

cidences with Eph, Col, Ph ; e.g. cf. Siapuos Xpurrov
*17}<rov (w. 1 and 8

) with Eph 31, crvvepybs and owrpa-
rul)T7js (w. 1 * 3

) with Ph 22
®, avrjtcov (v. 8

) with Eph 54

Col 318
, <rvvcuxfx&Xo>Tos (v.28

) with Col 410
, and dde\<f>bs

byairr)r6s (v.16) with Eph 621 Col 47. On the whole,
not only does the artless style of the letter power-
fully support its claim to be genuine, but the
phraseology is strikingly like that of the other
Pauline Epp., and especially Eph, Col, Ph, the
Epp. of the first Roman captivity.

v. An obvious link connecting the letter with
Colossians is supplied by the proper names which
occur in both Epistles. Both purport to come
from ‘Paul and Timothy’; while writing both
Paul is in captivity ; in both Archippus is greeted
(v.1, Col 417

) ; Aristarchus, Mark, Epaphras, Luke,
Demas join in the salutations with which the
letters conclude; Onesimus a ‘beloved brother’ is

to be the bearer of both letters, accompanied as
it would seem by Tychicus (v. 16

, Col 47 ). With
this agrees the fact that no greeting to Philemon
is found in Colossians, because to him a separate
letter had been addressed. And as Ephesians and
Colossians were intrusted to the same messenger,
viz. Tychicus (Eph 6*; Col 47), we are led to the con-
clusion that the three Epistles, Eph, Col, Philem,
were written at the same time and under the same
circumstances. (See Ephesians, Epistle to).

A determination of the jplace of writing will

help us to determine the time. As St. Paul was
in captivity, the letter must have been written
dither from Caesarea (Ac 24-26) or from Borne
(Ac 2830). Tradition is all in favour of Rome, and
the a priori arguments which have been alleged

on the side of Caesarea are untrustworthy.

Thus (a) it has been urged that Caesarea being nearer to
Oolossae than Borne, it would be more natural that Onesimus
Should fly there. But, on the contrary, a fugitive could more
easily hide himself in the great metropolis. (6) If Eph, Col,

Philem were carried by the same messenger from Borne, he
would arrive first at Ephesus, and yet in Eph we find no
commendation of Onesimus. This is explicable only, it has
been supposed, on the hypothesis that Onesimus was no longer
with Tychicus, having arrived at his destination (Oolossae) be-

fore the messengers reached Ephesus. But this would involve

* ix\cy£* (WH) occurs again In Ro 51* (TR in both l**eynJV)*

vol. hi.—53

an approach from Caesarea rather than Rome. It is a sufficient

answer to this that arguments e silentia are very untrust-
worthy, and that no reason has been assigned why a slave
like Onesimus should be singled out for mention in a letter

to a Church where he was not known, (c) Philem 22 suggests
that St. Paul intended to go direct to Colossse, while Ph 224 speaks
of his intention of going to Macedonia. This would suggest a
starting-point south of Coloss©, so that that place might be
visited en route to Macedonia.
But we do not know how far the apostle’s plans were modi-

fied in the interval between the composition of Philemon and
Philippians, nor is there any reason why he should not have
proceeded from Rome to Colossse vid Philippi.

The positive arguments, independent of tradi-

tion, in favour of Rome are slight. E.g. from
Eph 619 it appears that St. Paul had a certain
amount of freedom while in captivity, which is

hardly consistent with what we know of his im-

E
risonment at Caesarea and of the dangers to which
e was there exposed (Ac 2321

; but cf. 24s8
). But

leaving that aside, there is at least nothing to
forbid us to acquiesce in the traditional belief that
it was in Rome that the apostle wrote the three
letters Eph, Col, Philem, as it is evidently the
place from which he wrote the kindred Epistle to
the Philippians (Ph l18 422 ; cf. Philippians,
Epistle to).

The question as to the priority of Philippians
to the group Eph, Col, Philem, is difficult, and
there is not a great deal of evidence available.
Lightfoot, Sanday (see Smith’s DB i

i. 627), and
Hort (Bom. and Eph. p. 102) support the view
that Philippians was written earlier than Eph,
Col, Philem ; but the opposite opinion, that it is

the latest of the Epp. of the first Roman captivity,
has also many defenders, e.g. Zahn (Einleit. i.

386, 392), Gwynn (Speaker's Comm.), and Ramsay
(St. Paul the Traveller, p. 358), and on the whole
it seems to the present writer the more probable.

The reasons for this opinion are the following : (a.) It seems
from a comparison of Eph with Ph that the conditions of the
apostle’s imprisonment are represented as more rigorous in
the latter Ep. than in the former, which contemplates a state
of things like that portrayed in Ac 2830* 81

. On the other
hand, when Ph was written, he has been put on his trial, and
forced to make his ooTcoXoyiec (cf. Ph l16f- 2*7. 2»). (/3) Again, a
comparison of Philem 22 (*xjt/£a# yccp on rSp xpotrmx^ vpcm
%otpscrQv!oro

l

u.oii vfjuv) with Ph 224 (jrs$r oideo iv xvptep on xoct covrot

rcoxius iXiCtropoott) taken in connexion with the ’joyful tone of
Ph, despite the trials which the writer has endured, points to
the fact that he was much more confident of his release when
Ph was written than at the period of writing Philem, and
this would naturally arise from the fact that his trial, which
had not come on before the group of letters Eph, Ool, Philem
was despatched, was in progress and was already so far ad-
vanced that he could predict the issue with some confidence.

(y) Too much has been made of the fact that Luke and Aris-
tarchus who join in the salutation to the Colossians and to
Philemon are not named in Ph, for they are not named in

Eph either. Yet still it falls in with the hypothesis that they
had departed before Ph was written ; and indeed Ph 220 (‘ I

have no man likeminded [sc. with Timothy] who will care truly
for your state *) seems to make it certain that when Ph was
despatched the companions who are named in Col, Eph, Philem
had departed from the side of the apostle. The only positive
argument of any weight which has been uiged on the other
side is that the similarities between Ro and Ph are much closer
than between Ro and Eph, Col, Philemon. Lightfoot, in par-
ticular, urges that Philippians resembles the earlier rather
than the later group of Pauline letters, and that therefore it

must be placed before Eph, Col, Philemon. Snch an argument
has little force, for on any hypothesis the interval which separ-
ates Eph, Col, Philem from Ph is too brief to account for any
marked change in style, supposing such to exist. And, on
the other side, the undoubted parallels between Ph and the
Pastoral Epp. may be brought forward (cf. e.g

.

I23 and 2** with
2 Ti 48, 48 with 1 Ti 38, 121 with Tit in, 1x2. 26 with 1 Ti 4X5).

We thus are inclined to place Philemon before
Philippians, and therefore it will fall not as

late in St. Paul’s first captivity as thau Epistie.

The determination of the year of writing will

depend on the system of Pauline chronology which
is adopted (see Chronology, vol. i. p. 420). It is

perhaps most probable that it was written in the
year A.D. 61.

vi. The conditions of social life which form the
background of the Ep. are deeply interesting to
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the student of history, and the letter derives a the first to take measures against Judas Maccahseus
peculiar importance from the light which it throws (ib. 88

), and is often identified with—3. A 4 fmend 5

on the attitude of the early preachers of the gospel and foster-brother (<njvrpo<f>os) of Antiochus Epi-
to the institution of slavery. It is not condemned,
nor (as has been said already, § iii.) does St. Paul
nirnn « 4-a - * _ -L* __ .. (* *

phanes (2 Mac 82a ). This view is supported by
Zockler, but the grounds of the identification are
somewhat precarious (cf. Rawlinson in Speaker'seven advocate directly the emancipation of Onesi- somewhat precarious (cf. Rawlinson in Speaker's

mus. Christianity did not attempt all at once Comm.). Epiphanes on his deathbed gave his ring
to abolish an institution which was so deep rooted to Philip, and appointed him chancellor and
in Roman social life, however inconsistent it was guardian of his son, Antiochus v. (1 Mac 614L ).

with the religion of the Incarnation. Indeed the Lysias, however, gained possession of the young
revelation of the brotherhood of men in Christ king, and seized the supreme power. Philip, re-
made it especially necessary to emphasize (as the turning with the army from Persia, occupied
apostles did) the fact that social differences were Antioch, whereupon Lysias, who with Antiochus

E' ZJZ / 1_* • J "1_ JL T7i i V • t .
*

not thereby obliterated. Even if (which is doubt-
ful) St. Paul was so much in advance of his age

Eupator was prosecuting the war in Palestine,
hastily made terms with Judas Maccabseus and

as to have grasped the idea that no man has a returned to Syria [ib. 655“63
). Lysias took Antioch,

right. to own another, to have
.
proclaimed the and according to Josephus (Ant. XII. ix. 7) put

iniquity of slavery to a world which was not pre- Philip to death. The statement that, on the
jpared for it would have exposed society to the death of Antiochus Epiphanes, Philip took refuge
frightful dangers of a helium servile, on the one in Egypt with Ptolemy Philometor (2 Mac 929 ),

hand, and would, on the other, have done more cannot be reconciled with our other authorities

;

to arouse the hostility of the Roman imperial and 2 Mac alludes elsewhere (13
23

) to Philip’s
authorities than any other proclamation could have attempt to establish his authority as regent. 4.authorities than any other proclamation could havt
effected. Christians had to show at the very out-

4.U.4. m * • • J j" • 1 1

Philip V., king of Macedonia, B.C. 220-179. His
set that Christianity was not inconsistent with overthrow in battle is mentioned as one of the
good citizenship, and that the reforms which if great achievements of the Romans (1 Mac 86). An
hoped to promote in social life would not be im-
posed violently from without, but that they would

able and energetic monarch, he extended his power
in Greece and Epirus, and in B.C. 215 made an
~n: : xi- tt mi. _ •n. -r»be the outcome of the development of the national alliance with Hannibal. The war with Rome,

conscience, in which the seed of the gospel was however, was not carried on with much energy,
to grow and fructify, secretly but surely, as the and after some years a hollow peace was made,
leaven spreads in the meal. And the event has In the year 200 the Romans again declared war,
justified the policy. Slowly and steadily, as Chris- but gained little advantage till the supreme com-
tianity spread, did the condition of the slave im- mand was entrusted to T. Quinctius Flaminius,
prove in imperial Rome ; until at last the time by whom Philip was completely defeated at
came when it was possible for the Church, with (jynoscephalse in Thessaly (B.C. 197), and forced to
a fuller recognition of the implications of the

Cynoscephalm in Thessaly (B.c. 197), and forced to
accept humiliating terms. During the remaining

creed, and without danger to her own corporate years of his life he attempted to recover something
Pr

.
eaca emancipation. And the. letter to of his former power, but his cruel and suspicious

Philemon is the first indication In Christian litera- conduct alienated his subjects, while he was cou-
ture that the problem of the relation of master to tinually troubled by disputes between his two sons,
slave must be seriously affected by the new con- He was at last induced to pub his younger son
ception of the brotherhood of man, which Christ’s Demetrius to death, and dying shortly afterwards
apostles had set themselves to proclaim. was succeeded by Perseus (which see).
jostles Had set themselves to proclaim. was succeeded by Perseus (which see).

LiterATiras.—Lightfoot on Colossians and Philemon is the t>i -t ,

H. A. WHITE,
best; von Soden (Hand-Commentar) and Vincent (Intemat. PHILIP (<Pl\L7r7ros, Jrhlllppus).—1. iHE APOSTLE.
Grit. Comm.) are also valuable ; and Abp. Alexander’s comm, in One of the Twelve, belonging to Bethsaida of Gali-
the Speaker's Comm, is picturesque and full of matter. lee (Jn 1221), the fourth of those who attached

ntrirumiro /Jt/A , . .

H. BERNARD. themselves to Christ as followers, and the first
PHILETUS (fMros) is mentioned along with whom our Lord directly called (l43). He had prob-
ymensens m 2 Ti 21 as sharing in the same ably been, like his fellow-townsmen Andrew andHymenseus in 2 Ti 217 as sharing in the same ably been, like his fellow-townsmen Andrew and

heresy regarding the resurrection. The nature of Peter, a disciple of John the Baptist ; for his call
that ^ heresy has been already explained in the took place near ‘Bethany beyond Jordan, where
article on Hymenseus (which see), and it is sufficient John was baptizing,’ on the day after Christ’s in-
to state here that it consisted in doing away with terview with Simon Peter, when Jesus purposed
anything in the nature of a bodily resurrection, (iBiKrjcrev) to leave the district for Galilee (l 28 * 43

).and resolving all Scripture references to such a Himself ‘mastexfast,’ Philip, either at Bethanv
state into figure or metaphor. For full particulars or on his arrival, along with Jesus, at Cana, com-
regardmg the men and their heresy, reference may municates his discovery of the Messiah foretold in
be made to J. 6. Walch, Mtscell. Sacra

, 5. 81 ff. ; the OT to his friend Nathanael, describing Jesus
and to r*_H. Which, Hist, der Ketzereien, i. 125 ff. (in accordance with his defective information at
bee also Ellicotton The Pastoral Epp. inloc., and the time) as the son of Joseph (l46). Unable toBampton Beet.,^Note 59, p. 428. meet, directly Nathanael’s objection to an alleged

Ihe names of Philetus and Hymenseus occur Messiah sprung from Nazareth (see NATHANAEL),
separa e y among those of. Caesars household Philip wisely falls back on experimental evidence,whose relics have been found in the Columbaria at invites Nathanael to ‘ come and see,’ and is the
‘H'ome, Gr. Milligan. means of his friend’s coming, not only into the

twtt tt> \ a v , , .
Master’s presence, but under His saving power

at
°f Macedonia, B.c. (l46fr*). When the Twelve are chosen, Philip be-

Si father of Alexander the Great (1 Mac comes one of the second quartette, at whose head,
I b ). 2. A Phrygian, who was left by Antiochus in each list, his name stands (Mt 10* Mk 318 Lk
SLfe? f>,f°L

e
™°ii ^„he

f-h He appears thrice otherwise in the Gospel

PHILIP ($/Xwnroj).—1. King of Macedonia, B.C.
359-336, and father of Alexander the Great (1 Mac

r - j .
, . ~

. , .
» — —-—- b1

*). He appears thrice otherwise in the GosDel

IhUhf^^^riT^ai
0Wn B

’fi
17
2

(2 ¥ac
?
ist0lr 5 and a11 th-e references to him (except thePhilip is described asbemg ‘in character more bare statement that he was one of the Twelve) are

,tt0W.^ h
Ti.

that
-
SCt^ ^5!’- an

T
d he madehyhis fellow-townsman ^^0, writfn|

wJty
ft
7 bur?“g certain fugitiveJews, probably after all his fellow-apostles were dead*who had taken refuge m caves, and scrupled to appears anxious, in the case of Philip and Andrew

iel-end themselves on the Sabbath {ib. 6U). He was to rescue from oblivion or obscurity, through a few
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significant reminiscences, some characteristics of
those two friends of his youth.

Philip’s prompt reply to our Lord’s inquiry in
Jn6B£

- suggests that he had anticipated his Master’s
compassionate desire to feed the multitude in the
wilderness, and had reckoned up (privately, but
not unobserved by Jesus) the minimum sum re-

quired for the purpose,* without any thought,
seemingly, of miraculous intervention. Philip’s
Greek name, given to him, perhaps, in honour of
Philip the tctrarch (Lk 31

), led probably to the
‘Greeks who came up to worship at the feast’
selecting him as a medium of introduction to
Christ ; but it was an appropriate coincidence that
those who wished to 4 see J esus ’ should have applied
to one who had said to Nathanael, 4 Come and see.

5

Philip’s application to Andrew (who also bore a
Greek name, and, like Philip, had brought another
into Christ’s presence), to take part, as principal

(Jn 1222 RV), in the desired introduction, arose
probably not from any doubt as to our Lord’s
willingness (Jn 1016 ), but from modesty and a sense
of the importance of the occasion. The request
of Philip, on the occasion of Christ’s address on
the night before the Passion (148 ), for some such
revelation, presumably, of God the Father as Moses
had enjoyed (Ex 33^*

), indicates the union of

earnest religious aspiration with somewhat dull

spiritual apprehension. He was seeking after the
shadow of a theophany, when the substance of the
incarnation was already given to him

;
just as he

had formerly concerned himself about the need of

200 pence, when the riches of Christ’s miraculous
ower were available. Philip’s motto appears to
ave been 4 Seeing is Believing,’ both in the signi-

fication of undue dependence upon testimony
addressed to the senses, and in the worthier
meaning of an appreciation of the value of ex-

perimental evidence. The main lesson to be
learned from the incidents of Philip’s history as
related in the Gospel is this, that while a sincere

believer needs to be thoroughly ‘proved’ (Jn 66)

and instructed before he is fit to 4 go forth ’ as a
leader and pastor of the Church ; on the other hand,
if the portion of truth already apprehended be
faithfully held, he may, amid defective knowledge
(Jn l46 ‘son of Joseph’) and imperfect spiritual

insight, possess the genuinely missionary spirit,

be instrumental in leading others to Christ, and
advance the kingdom of heaven,t

Philip’s life and work after the Ascension are

obscured by the widely prevalent confusion in

early times between this apostle and the evan-

gelist Philip, who was one of the * Seven.’ X The
confusion arose, doubtless, from the wider use,

after Pentecost, of the word * apostle,’ as including

others besides the Twelve (see Apostle). It seems
best to accept as reliable the earliest distinct testi-

mony regarding Philip’s later career furnished by
Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus in the latter part of

the 2nd cent., who was likely to have been well-

informed. Polycrates (quoted by Eusebius, iii. 31)

states that Philip, ‘one of the Twelve,’ lived as

* A denarius or ‘penny* (about 9Jd.) purchased 12 wheat or

86 barley 4 loaves * (Mishna. Jredh,viii. 7 and Rev 68)—round cakes
an inch thick and a span in diameter. 200 * pence * would thus

procure a scant meal (Jer 8781, Lk 11®) for 6000 men and 2200

women and children.

f Clement of Alex. (Strom, Hi. 4) records a tradition that

Philip was the disciple referred to m Mt 821 as asking Christ

for permission 4
first to go and bury my father.* If so, the

incident belongs to Philip's call, not to discipleship, but to

apostleship, when permanent departure from home was in-

volved.
1 Thus Terfcullian (de Bapt. 18) speaks of the Apostle Philip

being ‘ snatched away from the eunuch* ; the Philip of Ac 6 is

referred to in the Apost. Const, vi. 7 as rwourceroXt# ; and in

Calendars of the Coptic and Armenian Churches there is a

commemoration of Philip as 4 Deacon and Apostle ’ (Assem. Bibl.

Or. iii. 646 ; cf. Wright, Apoc. Acts of Ap. ii. p. 69 fl., where the

history is given of Philip, ‘Apostle and Evangelist*). Even
Eusebius shares in the confusion (EE iii. 81).

one of the ‘great lights of Asia,’ and is
4 buried at

Hierapolis along with liis two aged virgin daugh-
ters

5

; and he adds that another daughter, who
‘lived in (fellowship with) the Holy Spirit,’ was
buried at Ephesus.* The statement of rolycrates
is supported by the apocryphal Journeymgs of
Philip the Apostle (3rd cent.), which represent
Hierapolis as the chief scene of his labours, and
associate him significantly with Bartholomew (who
is described, however, as one of the Seventy)

;
by

Tlieodoret, the historian, who records in his Com-
mentary on Ps 116 [Eng. 117] that ‘the apostle
Philip controverted the error of the Phrygians’
(to whose country Hierapolis belonged)

; by pseudo-
Dorotheus, who states in his Synopsis that Philip
of Bethsaida preached in Phrygia, and is buried
with his daughters in Hierapolis

; and by pseudo-
Epiphanius, who makes a similar declaration (Lip-
sius, Apokr. Apost . i. pp. 211-213, iii. 25, 26).t In
substantial harmony, so far, with Polycrates is his
contemporary Clement of Alexandria, who states
(Strom, iii. 6) that the ‘apostles Peter and Philip
begat children,’ and that the latter apostle ‘gave
his daughters in marriage ’ (which would account
for the burial of one daughter in Ephesus and not
in Hierapolis). The fact of Philip the Evangelist
having had four virgin daughters who prophesied,
does not invalidate the early testimony to Philip
the Apostle having also had notable daughters,
although it may have led to confusion on the part
of later or less well-informed* writers ; and the
apostle’s settlement and labours in Asia Minor
harmonize with the introduction of his name on
three occasions into the Gospel written at Ephesus
by St. John.t
Regarding Philip’s labours prior to his settle-

ment in Hierapolis, the traditions are divergent.
The Journeying

s

represent him as travelling
through Lvdia and Asia ; in the apocryphal Acts
ofPhilip, Upper Hellas, particularly Athens (where
he is said to have abode for two years, and to have
founded a Church, appointing presbyters and dea-
cons), and afterwards Parthia, are the scenes of his

ministry ; while later Latin documents attribute to

him the evangelization of the Gauls (Galatians?)
and Scythians (Lipsius, iii. 26, 50, E. 19; Fabricius,

Cod. Apoc. ii. 736). Similarly conflicting are the
traditions regarding the manner of Philip’s death.
A natural decease appears to be indicated by
Clement of Alex. (Strom, iv. 9), pseudo-Doroth.,
pseudo-Epiphan., and the Latin Passio Philippi
(according to the last-mentioned, at the age of

* Eus. (HE iii. 39) refers to a still earlier testimony in the
same direction by Papias, bishop of Hierapolis (first half of

2nd cent.), to the effect that the daughters of Philip the
apostle had. told him (Papias) about a man raised from the
dead in their father’s time. As Eus., however, does not quote
the exact words of Papias, and as the historian himself con-
fused the two Philips, this reference must be regarded as
uncertain.

f In a recently discovered ancient Christian inscription at
Hierapolis reference is made to aChurch vov ivtic%ou kvcorrlxav xot)

dtokoyov $i\tr*ov (Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics ofPhrygia, p.
662). Although Philip the Evangelist is sometimes called ociratr-

roXos in the wide sense (see above), so formal an ascription of

apostleship is not likely to have been made except to one of

the Twelve.

% The earliest and strongest testimony in favour of the Philip

who settled in Hierapolis being the evangelist, is the statement
in Eusebius (HE iii. 31), that in a dialogue held at Rome early in

the 3rd cent, between Caius and Proclus a Montanist, the latter

is represented as referring to ‘ four prophetesses, daughters of

Philip, whose tomb, as well as that of their father, was at Hier
apolis.* It is, of course, not absolutely impossible that both
Philips were buried with their respective daughters in the same
city ; but, assuming the improbability of such a coincidence, it

is a tenable supposition that either Eus. (through his own ideas

being confused) misunderstood, so far, Proclus, or that Proclus
himself, knowing about * daughters of Philip * buried at Hier-
apolis, assumed mistakenly that these belonged to Philip the
Evangelist. The tradition, moreover, which identifies the Philip

of Hierapolis with the evangelist is neutralized by the counter-
tradition, according to which the latter became bishop of Tralles

(see next article).
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87). Other ancient authorities ascribe martyrdom
to the apostle. Pseudo-Hippol., the Journeying

s

,

and the ^Ethiopian Acts represent him as crucified
head downwards (according to the first document,
under Domitian

; according to the second, in the
reign of Trajan) ; while several Latin martyrologies
ana an ancient Irish Passio relate that he was first
stoned, then crucified (Lipsius, iii. 25, 26, 48, 50, E.
73 ; Atkinson, Passions andHomiliesfrom Leabhar
Breac

, pp. 112, 358).

Literature (in addition to works referred to).—Acta Sane-
tommy vol. xiv. p. 7 If.; Lightfoot, Cotomans, p. 45 f. ;

Expositor,
Jan. 1875, Dec. 1877; A. Maclaren, A Year’s Ministry

,
2nd

series ; A. B. Bruce, Training of the Twelve.

2. Philip the Evangelist.—One of the Seven
chosen hy the primitive Church at Jerusalem, and
ordained hy the apostles (Ac 6) to take charge of
the daily ministration of charity to the Christian
widows and other poor (see Deacon). If not a
Hellenist Jew, he was a Hebrew with conspicuously
liberal sympathies. After the outbreak of perse-
cution, inaugurated with the martyrdom of his
colleague Stephen, Philip, hindered in the fulfil-

ment of one office, straightway entered on the
work of another. He was one of those who de-
parted from Jerusalem for missionary ministry
(S4- 6

). As Stephen was the forerunner of Paul in
unfolding the relation of Christianity to Judaism
and in repudiating the Jewish claim to a monopoly
of Divine favour, so Philip was the precursor of the
Apostle of the Gentiles in missionary zeal, and
particularly in opening the door of the Church’s
fellowship to non-Jewish believers. { 1 ) He selected
as his. first missionary field the (chief) city of
Samaria (Ac 85 RV"), i.e. either Sebaste (Samaria)
or Neapolis (Sychem). The Samaritans, notwith-
standing their partial Hebrew descent and partial
acceptance of Judaism (including circumcision),were
rigidly excluded from the Jewish Church, and were
denied even the privilege, accorded to heathens, of
becoming proselytes. To this people Philip, mind-
ful doubtless of our Lord’s own Samaritan minis-
try (Jn 4), proclaimed the Gospel and administered
baptism. The inhabitants or the city had long
been under the influence of SIMON Magus (which
see),whom his sorceries had induced them to regard
as ‘the Power of God which is called Great’ (Ac
810

).
^
Philip’s preaching, supported by miracles of

healing and of dispossession, was successful in
transferring Samaritan allegiance from Simon to
Christ. The population as a whole were baptized ;

and Simon himself (although with divided heart,
as the issue proved) believed and received baptism.
Philip’s success in Samaria led to the despatch
thither of Peter and John, who completed the work
which the evangelist had begun. The first stage
was thus reached in the development of the Chris-
tian Brotherhood out of a Jewish sect into the
Catholic Church. (2)A further service in the same
direction was rendered by Philip through his bap-
tism of the Ethiopian eunuch, whom he met, by
Divine suggestion and providential arrangement,
on the road between Jerusalem and Gaza(Ac 828ff*).*
This eunuch, whoheld the high office of treasurer to
Candace (which see), queen of the Ethiopians,
had apparently become, in his native land, a
‘proselyte of the gate’f to Judaism, and was
* According to Jerome (JBpist, 103) and a Roman martyrology

(quoted by Lipsius, iii 3), the baptism took place at Bethsoron,
near Hebron.
t word tbvovx*f is sometimes applied to a high court-

official, without implying castration (Gn 391 LXX)
; but this

treasurer, owing to ms employment in a confidential capacity
under a queen, would most probably be a eunuch literally (see
Ethiopian Eunuch). Such a condition would prevent him from
becoming a ‘proselyte of righteousness, * but was not incom-
patible with his admission to worship in the temple as a
‘proselyte of the gate ’ (Is 664. 8). The supposition that he was
a Jew, bom m Ethiopia, is hardly consistent with the natural
interpretation of the passage. The one argument in its favour,

returning home, after worship in the temple, on
the occasion, presumably, of one of the greafr

animal festivals. Philip’s conduct in relation to

the eunuch notably exemplifies trustful obedience
to Divine leadings (Ac S’"), alertness in availing
himself of missionary opportunity (8®°), and broad-
minded disregard of national and religious preju-
dice (8

38
). The Ethiopian, as a descendant of Ham,

belonged to a despised race (Nu 121
, Am 97}, and,

if literally a eunuch, was inadmissible into the full

membership of the Jewish Church (Dt 231
). Philip

by the reception of this man into the Christian
Church, virtually declared that disabilities of race
and outward condition have no place there, but
that all who believe in Christ are eligible for mem-
bership and baptism.* It was probably Philip’s
signal service to the cause of Church extension on
these two occasions which led, at least in part, to
the designation of him as the evangelist (Ac 21s

).

After the baptism of the Ethiopian, Philip
evangelized the country between Azotus (Ashdod)
and Caesarea, which, according to tradition, was
his birthplace (see documents quoted by Lipsius,
Apokr. Apos. iii. 2, 40), and where eventually he
took up his abode (Ac 21s

). There, along with four
virgin daughters who were prophetesses,f he was
found residing, more than 20 years later, by St.
Paul and his friends, who remained for some days
as guests in his house, on their way to Jerusalem.
During the apostle’s protracted imprisonment at
Caesarea we may assume there would be much inter-
course (Ac 24^) between Philip and one with whose
missionary zeal and broad ecclesiastical views the
evangelist would be in full sympathy. Among
those who were in Csesarea along with St. Pam
(at least during part of the time) was St. Luke
,(Ac 272) ; and the details of Philip’s early evangel-
istic ministry, recorded in Ac, were doubtless, at
this time, communicated to Luke by Philip himself.
The historical credibility, therefore, of the narrative
in Ac 8 can be questioned only by those who dog-
matically reject all records of what is supernatural
(Ac 87* 26* 39)4
In 65 A.D. the revolt which developed into the

great Jewish warbroke out at Caesarea ; and Bhilip,
like other Jewish Christians, would probably leave
Palestine before the fatal issue. We are prepared,
accordingly, for traditions which indicate his ulti-
mate settlement *elsewhere. These traditions are
divergent. (1) The earlier connects the evangel-
ist and his daughters with Hierapolis (see note
t on p. 835b), but is rendered doubtful by the
manifest confusion which existed as to the two
Philips. It appears to the present writer much
less worthy of acceptance than (2) the tradition
which represents Philip, with Ms daughters, as
settling at Tralles § in Asia Minor, as performing

viz. that no such objection seems to have been raised to Philip’s
procedure as was made in the case of Peter and Cornelius
(Stokes, Acts of the Apostles, i. p. 412), is met by the fact that
the baptism of Cornelius and his household was notorious,
having: been, in a manner, publicly administered (Ac 1024 S3);
whereas the Ethiopian was baptized without witnesses and the
circumstances would probably, at the time, become known only
to a limited and sympathetic circle.
* According to an old Ethiopic tradition, the eunuch is repre-

sented as having evangelized the subjects of Candace or
Hendake (Ludolf, Hist. JBthiop. iii. X, 2 ; Niceph. Callist. Hist.
Ece. n. 6).

t Jerome (.Epist 108) states that the chambers of the four
daughters were still shown at Csesarea in his day. An ancient
Greek rmnologium (quoted by Lipsius, iii. 3) records their
names as Hermione, Ohantine, Trais, and Eutychiane. Her-
mione is stated by the same authority to have practised medi-
cine, and to have been thrown, without injury, into a caldron
of boiling water in the reign of Hadrian.

J It is open for us, however, although not necessary, to re-
gard the interventions referred to in 826.89 as made through
natural means ; in the former case through a dream, in the
latter through a divinely produced impulse of Philip’s own
mind (Stokes and Holtzmann, in locis).

§ This city is usually understood to be the more celebrated
Tralles in Oaria

; but, il we suppose it to be tlu> "*her Tralles
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there many miracles, and as becoming Mo-kotos
or Mrpoiros of the Church which he was mainly
instrumental in building up in that city (pseudo-
Doroth. Synopsis

; Martyr. BasiUi

;

Joseph. Hymno-
graphus; and other authorities quoted in Acta
Sanctorum, xxi. p. 608 ff, and by Lips. iii. 2, 3).

In favour of the latter tradition is the fact of its

being associated, not like the former, with both
Philips, but with the evangelist alone. According
to most forms of the tradition, he died a natural
death at Tralles; but one authority (a Greek
menologium, quoted by Lips, lx.) represents him
as suffering martyrdom there.

Literature.—Ewald, Hist, of Apostolic Age ; Goulburn, Acts
of the Deacons', Lipsius, Apokr. Apostgesch. vol. iii. ; Acta
Sanctorum., June 6 ; Stokes, Acts of Apostles, vol. i. chs. xvii.

H. Cowan.

PHILIP (HEROD) .—See Herod in vol. ii. pp. 358b

and 359a.

PHILIPPI ($£kiwrroi).—Philippi, in Turkish Felib-
edjih or Little Philippi, to distinguish it from
Philippopolis in Bulgaria, was founded (or rather
re-founded, for an earlier town had existed on the
site) hy Philip of Macedon in the middle of the 4th
cent, and called after his name. It was situated
in eastern Macedonia—so near Thrace that it is

sometimes spoken of as Thracian-on a steep hill

rising at the edge of a great plain which stretches
far inland to the north and north-west. In the
opposite direction stood its port of Neapolis (the
modern Kavala), 8 or 9 miles distant, at the
nearest point of the coast : the road connecting the
two, part of the great Egnatian road which ran
across from the riEgean to the Adriatic, passed
through a depression in a line of hills which stretch
east and south-east of Philippi and cut it off from
the sea. An immense marsh lay directly south of
the town, fed by the springs which gave it its older
name of Crenides. At the present time two
streams pass one on each side of Philippi, but at
some short distance from it,—the larger rising on
the east and flowing to the south of the town,—and
fall into this lake or marsh, which in turn is itself

a source, though not the main one, of the river

Dramenica, a tributary of the Strymon. If ancient
authorities, however, are to he trusted, this river,

known as Angitas or Gangites or Gangas, derived
its name from the Philippi branch. Where the
country is so marshy, the configuration of the
streams may have altered since St. Paul’s day.

Philippi, with the rest of the dominions of Per-
seus, king of Macedonia, fell under Roman do-

mination hy the victory of the consul iEmilius
Paullus in 168 B.C., whose reorganization of the
conquered territory, while it preserved municipal
freedom and self-government and diminished taxes,

aimed at destroying the political unity of Mace-
donia by a division into four regions ; a division so

strictly carried out that an inhabitant of one region
could neither intermarry with nor hold property in

another. Of these regions the first, which had
Amphipolis for its capital, included the whole dis-

trict east of the Strymon, and therewith Philippi.

It is, however, doubtful to what extent this system
of tetrarchies survived the formal establishment of

Macedonia as a province (A.D. 146).

The event which differentiated the fate of

Philippi from that of Macedonia at large was of

much later date. In the autumn of B.C. 42 the
party which had brought about Caesar’s death in

the hope of restoring the republic was finally ex-

tinguished in the defeat of Brutus and Cassius by
in Lydia, which was also the seat of a bishopric (Hierocles,

Notice Episc. p. 168). and was distant from Hierapolis only
fifteen miles, the proximity of the two cities would account
the more easily for Philip the Evangelist, as well as Philip the
Apostle, being associated with Hierapolis.

Antony and Octavian (afterwards Augustus) out-

side the walls of Philippi. The colony of Plnlippi,

Colonia Augusta Julia [ Victrix] * Philippensium.
was founded, as the name Julia implies, in honoui
of the victory of the cause of Julius Caesar (cf.

Strabo, vii. fr. 41, tcaroiKla piKpd, 8k pierct rfy
rrepl Bpovrov teal Kacrcriov ^rrav) : and the first Citizens,

if we may judge from the phrase cohors praet. Phil.
upon the coins, were soldiers of the bodyguard of
Antony and Octavian. A second foundation by
Augustus after the battle of Actium eleven years
later, when many of the dispossessed partisans of
Antony in Italy were transplanted to Dyrrhaehium
and Philippi (Dio, li. 4, §6), is commemorated by the
other title Augusta. The territory of the colony
included Neapolis.
Each Roman colony was a fresh representation

of the Roman people in miniature. The magistrates,
elected by the citizens, or rather by the senate of
the colony, fulfilled on a small scale the functions
of their prototypes in Rome, and like them were
attended by lictors bearing fasces or bundles of
rods : their authority, within their district and
over its inhabitants, excluded even that of the
governor of the province. And Philippi, besides
the normal privileges of all colonies, possessed as
well the ius Italicum

,
or exemption for its terri-

tory from the rent ordinarily reserved for the
Roman state over conquered countries.

About a hundred Latin inscriptions survive from
Philippi : the most interesting, GIL ill. i. 633, re-

cords the names of a collegium or burial guild
recruited from the lower classes (including out of

a total of 69, 4 slaves of the colonia and 3 of private
persons), and entitled cultores or sodales Silvani ,

The guild had its sacerdos, its junior [sacerdos], and
its aedilis

,
and had erected a temple (the gifts fci

which are recorded) to its tutelary deity.

Christianity first made its way to Philippi, aa
r as we know, in the person of St. Paul. Sox
Christianity hrst made its way to rhilippi, a«

far as we know, in the person of St. Paul. Some-
where about A.D. 50, perhaps most probably in the
spring of that year (see Chronology of New
Testament, vol. i. p. 422), the apostle in the
course of his second missionary journey crossed
for the first time from Asia, and having set foot
on European ground at the seaport of Neapolis,
pushed on without delay to the mother city of

Philippi, where sufficient stay was made to preach
and found a Church. His companions were, from
Antioch Silas (Ac 1540), from Lystra Timothy (16

1
),

from Troas Luke (I610
, where the first person plural

commences in the narrative).

St. Luke describes Philippi as *p&r*i tvs fitpfoas 'Kotxt&ovUs

trcXis xoXoivjcc, a phrase which, as it stands, must mean either

‘the first city in rank,’ or ‘the first city they came to/ in

(that) district of Macedonia. The objections to either inter-

pretation are serious. (1) Philippi was not the first city in

rank, for Thessaloniua was the capital of Macedonia as a whole,
while in S.E. Macedonia, Amphipolis, distant only 30 miles from
Philippi, was not only the capital of the region in the original

Roman tetrarchy (see above), but was still in St. Luke’s day
much more than its equal in importance : Amphipolis had a
separate issue of coins for the reign of each of the emperors
from Augustus to Nero, while for the same period Philippj

was apparently content with two, one under Augustus and
one under Claudius. (2) Nor is the translation ‘first city to

come to * any more satisfactory. As a matter of fact the apostle
first set foot in Neapolis ; and in so far as Neapolis was Thracian
(so Bp. Lightfoot, Philippians 4, p. 50, n. 1), Philippi must have
been the same, since Neapolis was in the territory of Philippi

(OIL m. i. p. 120). And if the geography of this interpretation

is doubtful, its grammar is impossible : *p&rv is never used in
this sense without qualifying words (Field, Notes on the Trans-
lation of the New Test. ad loc., quoting *p&r% /*«*•& tv* r*A«-
Tiotv, *p&r*i . . . tepee fiter*] pi&v, trp&rv . . . Uvrt ottV ’A •£«/»}?).

Moreover, in either translation the rfr before fitpftf is intoler-

ably awkward, and so the older scribes felt ; B drops the article,

and the Bezan reviser (D) substitutes for trp&rv tvs pupfeos the
single word xupctXvi.

* Ramsay, Journal of Theological Studies
,
Oct. 1899, p. 116,

follows Head, Historia Numorum. p. 192, in adding Victrix

:

but Mommsen, C1L m. i. 660, denies the title ; and it does not
seem to be sufficiently proved from the coins.
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Hort(New Testament in Greek

,

Appendix, ad loc.) attempted to
escape these difficultiesbyreading Ihspfoos for utp'fios, ‘ a chief city
of Pierian Macedonia/ But ifwe are to emend, it is better to read
xpfavie for rijr, * a city of the first region of Macedonia and
a colony.* This simple emendation—it may have arisen either
by the accidental reduplication of the letters ry, or from a mis-
understanding of the correction if by mistake xpury was written
originally, and -r*)f written over it to correct it—-occurred first

to Joannes Olericus (according to Blass, Philology of the Gospels

,

p. 68, but we have not been able to verify the statement) and to
the unnamed friend of an English divine, James Peirce (see

Peirce’s Paraphrase and Notes on the Epistle of St. Paul to the
Philippians, ed. 1, A.D. 1725, ed. 2, A.D. 1733, p. 3, and L. M.
Artemonius, Initium Evangelii S. Johannis, a.d. 1726, pt. i.

p. 211) ;
and in ourown day has occurred independently to Field,

op. cit. p. 124, Blass, loc. cit. and Acta Apostolorum
, ad loc., and

to thepresent writer. The only possible objections appear to be

0.) that [Mp'is does not mean a district or region (Hort, loc. cit.)

;

and (ii.) that though Philippi had belonged to the ‘ first region,*

the whole division into tetrarchies had fallen out of memory
long before. But as to (i.) fxtp'a is in fact found as a term for
subdivisions of the Egyptian ‘nomes* (Ramsay, Church in the
Roman Empire, p. 158, note) ; as to (ii.) there is nothing in our
present knowledge to justify so sweeping an assertion (Ramsay,

St. Paul was always accustomed to commence
Ms mission within the sphere of the religious or-

ganization of Judaism. But Philippi—unlike the
Cypriot towns, Pisidian Antioch, Xconium, Thessa-
lonica, Bercea, Athens, Corinth, Ephesus (Ac 135 * 14

141 171 * 10‘ 17 184 198)—possessed apparently no syn-
agogue, so small was the numher and importance of
the Jews there, and on the Sahbath St. Paul found
the few Jewish worshippers at prayers beyond the
gates of the city hy the riverside. If we ask our-
selves why under such circumstances St. Paul
stopped at Philippi, the most probable answer is

that what attracted him was exactly the feature
which accounted for the paucity of Jews, namely,
that it was “not an ordinary Greek town but a Ro-
man colony : Rome and things Roman were upper-
most in the mind of St. Paul.

The reading of the Textus Receptus is tl hejuf^trs xpoo-wx*)
Avon, ‘where there was accustomed to be prayer*; and Blass’s
conjecture, ad loc., ivojxt&v tv vpoc-tvyy Avon, gives a similar sense.
The Western authorities, however (tioxu vpotnvxv Avon, D ; oratio
esse uidebatur, latt.), as well as Westcott ana Hort (ivopu^apuv
xpaowxviv Avon, but no single uncial gives exactly this reading),
say nothing about the habitual character of the worship there

;

and it would be possible, if St. Paul’s visit could coincide with
one of the great Jewish fasts (those of the 4th, 5th, 7th, and
10th months, Zee 819), to suppose that the riverside worship
was due onlyto the solemnities of the day. Compare Tertullian,
de ieiunio 16, ‘ ludaicum certe ieiunium ubique celebratur, cum
omissis templis per omne littus quocumque in aperto aliqnando
iam precem ad caelum mittunt* ; by which we ought perhaps to
interpret the more general words of the Decree of the Halicar-
nassians^ (Josephus, Antiquities, xiv. x. 23), -rat a-a/3/Sacra eiyuv
xon ta itpct avvnXtiv . . . noii rets xpotrivyaif xoitlerdxi xpos t»)

SxXxrry xxrx ro xxrpiov Was. Where no seashore was available,
any open place, quocumque in aperto, appears to have answered
the purpose. It will be noted that both authorities specially
mention ‘prayer’ or ‘prayers* as the distinguishing mark of
this open-air service, just as St. Luke does for Philippi.*
On the whole it is more probable that we are to understand
that the open space by the river was the normal scene of what
Jewish worship there was at Philippi.

That St. Paul ‘sat
5 and so spoke ‘to the women

who had gathered 5
there, appears to imply both a

contrast to the more formal procedure of a syna-
gogue (St. Paul stands to preach at Pisidian
Antioch, Ac 1316, yet see Lk 420* 21

), and also the
non-existence of many worshippers beyond the
(Gentile) women who here as elsewhere, especially
in Macedonia (Ac

^
1350 174* 12

), were attracted to
Jndaism. From this class, at any rate, was drawn
the first convert, Lydia the purple seller of Thya-
tira, who was followed by the whole familia of
which she was the mistress ; her house became the
home of the apostle and the centre of the Philip-
pian Church (see Lydia, and cf. Ramsay, St. Paul
the Roman Traveller

, p. 214).

Among the women influenced by St. Paul, either
as an attendant at the preaching by the riverside,

* There appears to be little or no evidence for any technical
use of srpatrwx% in the sense of an informal ‘ place of prayer ’ as
opposed to * synagogue.* See art. Synagogue.

or simply from the general spread of interest in

the strangers and in the novel faith they were pro-

pagating in Philippi, was a slave girl, who per

formed in a small way the functions of an oracle,

and gave answers like one under inspiration to

whatever questions might be asked of her, her

owners, of course, reaping the benefit of the fees

paid for the privilege of inquiry.

As the pagan prophetess (like the prophetesses of the Mon-
tanists) was conceived of as the passive instrument of the spirit

which inspired her, she would speak with its voice, not with her
own, and so might he called (as Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 215)

ventriloqua or iyyxtrrpipwQo; (thus the Witch of Endor in the
Fathers is called both ?rvOmiera-x and iyyonrrpipivQos). For several

points in the story, compare the description of a false prophet
in the Shepherd of Hermas, Mand. xi. § 12, pua-QoU Xxpifixvu
<r»js vrpooviruets otvrov, \xv Si [Aa Xxfiy ov xpotpwrivu I § 2^ &>S iiri

umvtjv ipxtvron xeti impairoctriv xvtov art xpx ttrrou xvroif I 6,

0X005 ov XxXtTixv
ptfV} txspoiTVjdvi : § 13, xxrx ymixv oivtoTc xpaQyrtuU

Daily as St. Paul passed to ‘ the (place of) prayei /
the girl, perhaps from some fixed station at a
street corner, annoyed him by following and crying

out that he and his companions were, like herself,

‘ slaves of (the) God, 1

divinely inspired to preach to

the Philippians a ‘way of salvation/—a form of

recommendation not at all after the mind of St.

Paul,—till at last one day he turned and made use

of those powers of exorcism which the early Chris-

tians never for a moment doubted that they could

wield, ‘in the name of Jesus Christ/ over the
spirits that ‘ possessed

5 such pagan devotees. The
girl, whose belief in him was no doubt very real,

lost from that day forward her supposed gift ; and
her owners (the injury to their gains making
them keenly susceptible to the injury to their

religion) seized Paul and his chief companion,
Silas, dragged them to the forum,—the great open
space in a Roman city on to which the law-courts
would look,—and brought them before the magis-
trates on the double charge of violating public
order (4Krapdaaovcriv tt]v tt6\iv) and of preaching
rites which for Romans at least, whatever might
be the case with others, it would be illegal to

accept or carry out (KarayytWovo-iv Wt] A ovk Z&cttiv

7)fuv 7rapa5^xecr0cu oi>54 iroteiv 'Poj/iaioLS odcruf).

The magistrates are called xpzovres in Ac I619,
*rpxrv\yA in

1620. 22. 35.36.38; and Prof. Ramsay (St. Paul, p. 217, Journal
of Theological Studies, Oct. 1899, p. 115) sees in St. Luke’s
employment of the two terms in 1619- 20 a proof that the book
never received its finishing touches, xpxovrte was the normal
Greek word for a supreme board of magistrates. <rrpxTnyos was,
in later times at least, used interchangeably with &px»v

5 but
it was also the technical rendering of the Latin preetor (so
uvrnrrpofniye;=proprcetor); and in some colonies the highest
grade of magistrates were actually called after the Roman
model preetores, so that it has been questioned whether this
may not have been the case at Philippi. But it would seem
that this usage was confined to the period B.c. and to the oldest
group of Roman colonies outside Italy, those in Gallia Narbon-
ensis. It must he taken, then, as fairly certain that the official

title of the superior magistrates was not preetor but as in other
colonies duumvir. [The inscription OIL in. Suppl. No. 7339,
which speaks of one who was Quaestor in Bithynia-Pontus,
Cerial ZEdile, Praetor-designate, Decurion or Senator, at
Philippi and in Thrace, refers to the Roman Praetorship],
Duumvir, Duoviri

, can be represented literally in Greek by
dvavdpixo;, Uo etv’bpts ; but it is beyond question that a writer
like St. Luke would avoid, if possible, such awkward literalism.
He could only fall back on the rough equivalent trrpxrviyos

:

and
his use of this Greek phrase in no way proves either that the
magistrates at Philippi were preetores, or even that they were
called so hy courtesy.

The trial was never carried to an end (axara-
Kpbovs, Ac 1637 ) ;

popular feeling had been roused,
and the magistrates, in the exercise of their general
power to detain and punish suspicious characters
(Mommsen, Romisches Strafrecht, 1899, p. 309,
n. 1), summarily ordered their lictors to scourge
the prisoners. A Roman citizen was by law ex-
empt from a form of punishment which was looked
upon as degrading {bppurdivTes 4v 1 Th
22

)
,* and since on one other occasion at least St.

Paul claimed his rights (Ac 2225
), it is possible that

at Philippi too he made a protest which passed un*
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heard or unheeded ; but as he suffered scourging
altogether not less than three times

(
rpls 4paj38L<r&7iv9

2 Co ll 25
), it is also possible that for the moment he

was silent of set purpose about his citizenship.
[If it could be supposed, in face of 1687 - 88

,
that

Silas was not a citizen, the motive of his silence
would be obvious]. The prisoners were then re-

manded with special instructions as to their safe
custody; and the gaoler, no doubt rightly inter-
preting this as a warning against too lenient a
treatment, threw them into the inner prison and
made their feet fast in the stocks.

The 'vrur'ipa. qvXetxfj was surrounded entirely by the outer
prison, and appears to have had no light and no air except
through the door : for illustrations of the inner prison and
stocks, cf. (1) Epistle of the Churches of Lyons and Vienne
(A.D. 177 : Eusebius^ HE V. 1), rote xxrx rh tlpur^v iv rf trxoru xet)

rep ewyxXiitrUf xas recg h rS. %v\cp 'Biarkerut vuv
•xohm ifri sripe.trrov Snzruvopt.ivaiv rpv*%put

; (2) Acts Of Perpetua (a.D.

202) § 3, post paucos dies recipimur in carcerem et expaui quia
numquam experta eram tales tenebras, ib. paucis horis emissi in
meliorem locum careens ; § 8, die quo in neruo mansimus

: (3)
Acts Of Pionius (A.D. 250) § 11, §1 SurptixpvXxxtf . . . ificeXov ccuroiif

us ri IcArtpot, but afterwards they were allowed out tk to

tjMtporQni, (4) JEus. HE vi. 39, cf. Origen (c. a.d. 250). raj rg

ixi erii>Y,pap xXotu xai ilpxvne rifjuopdxs xxi di( . . . rous trc’hu.f

vsri rterocpac rov xcXcamipiou \v\ou trotpotrctBtis ^ixerrYipcarx xotrett-

v&iauoc x.T.A
; (5) Cyprian, Ep. xxxvii. 3, squalorem careens ac

receptaculi poenalis horrorem ; xxxix. 2, per decern nouem
dies custodia carceris saeptus In neruo ac ferro fuit. Of.
Mommsen, Rtimi&ches Strajfrecht, p. 302.

At midnight Paul and Silas were singing at
their prayers (‘irpovevxbfiwoi VpLvovv : Jewisn litur-

giology is too obscure a subject for us to say
whether it formally included prayers for mid-
night, but Ps 11962* 16* should not be overlooked ; in
any case, the ‘hymns’ may probably have been
from the Psalter), when an earthquake shook the
prison so violently that the bars of all the doors
and the fetters of the prisoners gave way. The
gaoler, supposing naturally that his prisoners had
taken the opportunity to escape, and knowing that
he would be neld responsible for them, would have
committed suicide if St. Paul had not been able to
reassure him, and so turn him from his purpose.
Prom that moment, if not before, it is clear that
he attributed the convulsion of nature to the
prayers and powers of his two prisoners ; and he at
once professed himself their convert. From the
inner prison he removed them to his own house,—

a

violation of the spirit rather than of the letter of
the magistrates’ injunctions,—ministered to their
temporal wants, ana received from them spiritual

instruction and baptism. As in Lydia’s case, the
whole household came over to Christianity with
its head.
As soon as day broke, the duoviri

, doubtless
thinking to avoid all further complications by
seeing that the objects of the riot left Philippi

before the excitement should hurst out afresh, sent
their lictors to the prison with an order terminating
all further proceedings, which, as Roman prisons

were used only as places of detention before or
during trial, was equivalent to a direct order of

release. St. Paul refused to leave in this undigni-
fied fashion; he advertised the fact that he and
Silas were citizens

;
and he demanded a personal

acknowledgment of their error by the magistrates.
This was willingly accorded as the price of the
departure of the unwelcome strangers, whose
citizenship not only rendered illegal the previous
proceedings, hut would complicate any future pro-

ceedings that the owners or the populace might
choose to press against them. St. Paul, though he
would not forego a formal farewell to his hostess

and his converts, did not further contest the
demand that he should leave Philippi, where,
indeed, his presence might for the moment hinder
rather than further the work of the gospel. But
the foundations of a flourishing Church had been
laid; and Luke, the writer of the Acts, was (to

judge from the dropping of the first person plural

between 1617 and 205
) left in charge of it.

Five years later (perhaps in A.D. 55) St Paulson
his way to Corinth in the course of the third

missionary journey, passed again through Mace-
donia and exhorted at length the Christians of
‘ those parts ’ (irapaKakicras avroijs \6y<p TroXkcp, Ac
202

). We maybe certain that a visit to Philippi
was included, for the time occupied in travelling
from Ephesus to Corinth was apparently as much
as six months (cf. 1 Co 168 with Ac 202 - °). On his

return from Corinth in the early spring he paid
another and unintended visit (Ac 20\ the last of
which we have a definite record; and though it

delayed the journey to Jerusalem, which he was
so anxious to accomplish by Pentecost (Ac 2016

),

he spent with the Philippian Church the last
pascha which he was to enjoy in freedom for
many years, while his (mostly Gentile?) com-
panions went on and awaited him at Troas. At
Philippi the ‘ we-passages ’ commence again (20s)

:

St. Luke appears to have joined St. Paul again at
this point, and probably stayed by him during the
rest of the period of the Acts.
The bonds of peculiar affection which united St.

Paul to his Philippian converts are impressed on
every line of the letter (see Ppiilippians, Epistle
TO THE) which he wrote to them from Rome, prob-
ably at the beginning of his first captivity there
(c. A.D. 59-60).

That St. Paul again visited Philippi during the
eastern travels implied in the Pastoral Epistles, is

not recorded, but may almost he assumed. The
apostle journeyed to Macedonia from Ephesus
(1 Ti Is), and the journey would naturally be made
vid Troas and Philippi. And if the recorded visit

to Troas (2 Ti 413
) belongs, as is probable, to a

different and later occasion, the indications of the
Pastoral Epistles suggest two visits to Philippi

rather than one.

At the beginning of the 2nd cent, the Church of

Philippi emerges once more for a moment into the
light of history, when it received a visit from one
apostolic father and a letter from another. Some
time in the reign of Trajan (i.e. before A.D. 117),

Ignatius, bishop of Antioch, was condemned to
death as a Christian, and sent in charge of a guard
of soldiers to he thrown to the beasts at Rome.
His route, as we know from his Epistles, lay

through Philadelphia, Smyrna, and Troas. Thence,
like St. Paul, he must have crossed to Neapolis
and so reached Philippi (his guards were probably
making for one of the Adriatic ports by way of the
Egnatian road), since the Church of Philippi
‘ welcomed 5 and ‘ escorted ’ him, and on his depar-
ture wrote two letters, one to the Church at
Antioch consoling them for the loss of their

bishop, and one to Polycarp of Smyrna asking for

copies of as many as possible of the letters which
Ignatius had written m Asia Minor.* St. Poly-
carp’s answer is his 'Epistle to the Philippians

f
the

sole source of our knowledge of this episode of

Philippian history. We learn from it, further,

that scandal had been caused at Philippi by the
conduct of the presbyter Yalens (the^ name is

singularly frequent in Philippian inscriptions), and
his wife, who had apparently, like Ananias and
Sapphira, combined to carry out some dishonest
financial transaction. Avarice would seem specially

reprehensible to a Church which had distinguished

itself for liberality as the Philippian Church had
done in St. Paul’s day (Ph 410"18

; and of Macedonia
generally, 2 Co ll8* 9 81'5

).

Of the subsequent history of the Philippian
Church nothing seems to be known till we meet

* It is not impossible that this request of the Philippians was
the origin of the collection of a corpus of the Ignatian letters,

and therewith of their preservation for later ages.
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the names of a few of its bishops among the sub-

scriptions to 4th and 5th cent, councils :
4 Por-

phyrins a Macedonia de Philippis ’ at Sardica in

a.d. 344 (the Church of Philippi was therefore

Athanasian, not Arian) ;
4 Flaviano Philippensinm

qui Rufi quoque reuerendissimi Thessalonicensinm
episcopi locum gerebat 5

(he signed next after the
bishops of Alexandria, Jerusalem, and Ephesus)
at the (Ecumenical Council of Ephesus in A.D. 431 ;
s Sozon Philippi ’ at the Latrocinium of Ephesus in

A.D. 449, and the same bishop, * Sozon Philippensis/

at the Council of Chalcedon, which undid the work
of the Latrocinium, in A.D. 451.

Literature.—Forthetopography—Leake, Travelsin Northern
Greece, iii. (1835), esp. pp. 214-225 ; and the Austrian and Bul-

garian staff maps of Macedonia. For the secular history—
Livy, xlv. 29 ; Diodorus ; Strabo, vii. fr. 41 ;

Dio, li. 4, § 6, and the
Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum, in. i. 633-707, iii. Supple-

mentum, 7337-7358. For the history of the Philippian Church
generally—Llghtfoot, St. PauVs Epistle to the Philippians\
pp. 47-65, S. Ignatius and S. Polycarpi, n. ii.pp. 897-934 ;

Gams, Series Episcoporum, p. 429; Le Quien, Oriens Chris-

tianus, ii. pp. 66-70. For further discussion and illustration

of points m St. Luke’s account (Ac 1612-40) see, e.g., the
commentaries of Wetstein (1752) and Blass (Acta apostolorum,

1895), ad loc. ; Oonybeare and Howson, Life and Epistles of St.
Paul, ch. ix. ;

Karasay, The Church in the Roman Empire
(1893), esp. pp. 156-158, and St. Paul the Traveller and the
Roman Citizen (1895), pp. 213-226. C. H. TURNER.

PHILIPPIANS, EPISTLE TO THE.—
l The Church of Philippi.

il Time, Place, and Circumstances of Writing.
iii. Contents of the Epistle.

iv. Characteristics of the Epistle.

Note 1. On Ph IL
„ 2. „ „ 25-H.

„ 3. „ „ 3lb-20.

v. Genuineness and Integrity of the Epistle.

Literature.

I The Church of Philippi.—On the town see

preceding article. The Church of Philippi was
founded by St. Paul during his Second Missionary
Journey, about the year A.D. 52 [Turner, 50] ; it was
the first Church which he founded on the soil of

Europe (Ac 1612fr
*). On his arrival in the city, accord-

ing to bis custom, he sought out the Jews, who do
not appear to have been numerous, for they had no
synagogue within the city, only a ‘place of prayer 5

(wpoaevxh) outside the gates, on the banks of the
river Gangites. Paul, accompanied by Silas and
Timothy, and possibly by Luke (the use of 4 we’ in
Ac 1613, and the graphic character of the whole
narrative, betray the hand of an eye-witness), re-

paired to this place on the Sabbath day and spoke
to some women whom they found there. A certain
God-fearing proselyte named Lydia [or this may he
simply an ethnic name— 4 the Lydian* ; see above,
p. 177b], from the city of Thyatira, received the
word, and was baptized with her household. Paul
and his companions remained for some time in
Philippi, continuing to frequent the Jewish place
of prayer; there does not appear to have taken
place any breach between him and the Jews on
this occasion. The incident of the maid with the
‘spirit of divination/ and the subsequent arrest of
Paul and Silas, led to their abrupt departure, hut
not until the nucleus of a Christian Church had
been formed. The author of the Book of Acts
says (1640) that before leaving Philippi, Paul and
Silas entered the house of Lydia and comforted
‘the brethren/
Two features in the narrative deserve special

notice, for they were not without influence on the
subsequent history of the Philippian Church. The
first is that the Jews were few in number; the
second, that the earliest converts were women. To
the firstwe may ascribe the failure of the Judaizers
to gain a footing within this Church ; and perhaps
the second explains the specially kindly interest
taken by the Philippian Church in the personal
comfort of the apostle. It may also account for

the circumstance that the disputes in the Philip,

pian Church were about personal rather than
doctrinal questions. It has been said that the

narratives in Ac 1618 174 * 12 indicate—there is some
corroborative evidence in the inscriptions—that in

Macedonia women held a higher position than
elsewhere. Female influence certainly continued !

strong in the Church of Philippi, for Paul regarded

a personal quarrel between two of his female con-
!

verts as a serious danger to the Church (Ph 42 - s
).

The Church founded by Paul and his companions .

continued to prosper. It suffered persecution

(2 Co 82 ), hut remained conspicuously faithful to the !

gospel of Paul and to Paul himself. If we are to
'

understand 4 bishops/ 4 deacons * (Ph l
1
) as names of

ecclesiastical officers, it appears to have made more ,

rapid progress in organization than other Churches
(see on this point below, iv. n. 2). The Churches of

Macedonia, and we may he sure Philippi was not
an exception, manifested their attachment to Paul
by the alacrity with which they collected money
for the poor saints of Jerusalem, although they :

were themselves in deep poverty (2 Co 88). The
Philippians also sent repeated personal gifts to
Paul when he was in Thessalonica and in Corinth
(2 Co 89

,
Ph 415 * 16

) ; and, lastly, when he was in ;

Rome their care for him again revived, and they sent

a gift through Epaphroditus, who was instructed i

to remain in Rome and minister to the apostle

(Ph 418
).

;

It is probable that the friendship between Paul
and the Philippians was cemented by more fre-

quent intercourse than we know of. Polycarp
(Philip, iii. 2) speaks of the ‘letters* written by

j

Paul to the Philippians ; and, although this may be 1

a mere inaccuracy on the part of Polycaxp, or even
if the plur. imarohal may he used to denote a single

letter (see Lightfoot, aa loc.), it is most improbable
that Paul made no written acknowledgment of

the repeated gifts. As Philippi lay on the Via
Egnatia, he must have frequently received tidings
of its Church from friends and messengers (Ac 192

-).

In the year 57 [Turner, 55] Philippi had two visits

from the apostle in person ; and it was in Mace-
donia, and almost certainly in Philippi, that he
spent the anxious days of waiting for Titus (2 Co
213 75. 6

^ There also he wrote, in all probability, the
Second Epistle to the Corinthians (2 Co 218 75 8* 92* 4

).

If that was the case, Paul passed one of the most
critical seasons in his life, when his entire life-work
seemed in danger, among the Philippians ; and at
such seasons friendships are deepened. A second
visit was paid to Philippi when Paul kept the
Paschal feast with his converts before leaving for
Jerusalem; and the language in Acts suggests
that it was with difficulty that he tore himself
away from them (Ac 20s* 6

).

In his Epistle, Paul expresses a hope that he
would again visit the Philippians after his release
from his Roman captivity (Ph 224

). Whether this
hope was fulfilled we cannot say. If he was re-
leased,—as seems more probable,—and the Pastoral
Epistles are to be accepted as a genuine record of his
subsequent labours, he certainly paid one visit to
Philippi after his release (1 Ti Is), and probably
more than one.

ii. The Time, Place, and Circumstances of
Writing.

—

When St. Paul wrote thb Epistle to
the Philippians, he was a prisoner (Ph l 7 * 1S* 14* 17

),

and the mace of his captivity was almost certainly
Rome. He sends greetings from those of Caesars
household (4

22
). A large and active Christian

Church is in his neighbourhood, of whose doings
he is fully cognizant (l 14

"17
). A number of friends,

old and new, are beside him, and appear to have
free access to him (4

21 * 22
) ; he sends letters and

messengers to distant Churches, and messengers
come from other lands to visit him (4

18
). All
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this is in harmony with his Roman life as de-
scribed in Acts (2830): it is improbable that he
enjoyed the same liberty in Caesarea, where, more-
over, as far as we know, there was no Christian
Church. One expression only in the Epistle
suggests Caesarea. In l 13 the apostle writes that
his bonds had become manifest in Christ iv 5\<p

rep irpcuTwply. When in Caesarea, Paul was con-
fined in the prsetorium of Herod (Ac 2385 ). Usage
forbids us to understand prcetorium as the imperial
palace on the Palatine ; nor does it seem to have
been used (as is held by Ellicott, Mever, etc.) as
a name for the barracks of the imperial guard (see

Lightfoot, Philip
. p. 99). It is a designation, how-

ever, frequently given by Latin writers (e.g. Tac.
Mist ii. 11) and by Josephus (Ant XIX. iii. 1) to
the praetorian or imperial guard; and in this

sense most modem commentators understand it

here. Mommsen (Berlin. Akadem. Sitzungsberichte

,

1895, p. 495 ff. ), who is followed by Ramsay (St.

Paul the Traveller, p. 357), maintains that it is here
a name for the supreme imperial court, before which
Paul appeared. This explanation relieves Paul’s
words ofthat note of exaggeration which they con-
tain according to the former interpretation ; for it is

not possible that the knowledge of Paul as a bonds-
man of Christ should have pervaded the ranks of
the immense imperial guard. See, further, art.

Pr^torium.
If Paul wrote the Epistle in Rome, it was written

between 62 and 64 [Turner, 59 and 61] ; or if Har-
nack’s chronology be adopted, between 57 and 59.

The probability is that it is the last of the Epistles

of the captivity, and that it belongs to its closing

period. (Bleek, Lightfoot, Sanday, Hort,<?£ al.would
place it 6 rat among the Epistles of the captivity; the
view adv seated in this art. is that of Zahn, Gwynn,
Ramsay, et al.). A good deal had happened in

Rome since Paul’s arrival. If we accept Mommsen’s
view (see above), he had already appeared before
Ms judges ; and he was looking forward to a
speedy settlement of his case (2

24
). The assump-

tion of Zahn (Einl. in d. NT), that when the apostle

wrote, the period of libera custodia had ended, and
that he was in strict durance, rests upon a slender
foundation, and is hardly consistent with the free

intercourse with his friends implied in 219
.

St. Paul’s Roman life, as mirrored in the Epistle

to the Philippians, presents that blending of joy
and sorrow, of unexpected triumphs and baffled

hopes so familiar to the reader of the Book of Acts
ana of the Pauline Epistles. For years he had
longed to see Rome that he might preach the gospel

in that great gathering-place of the nations, and
communicate some spiritual gift to the Church of

the metropolis of the world. He entered Rome,
however, m a guise that seemed to mock all his

hopes of fruitful apostolic labour ; but he was able

to assure the Philippians that the frustration was
only in appearance ; for his bonds in Christ had
become manifest in a manner which had spread

to wide* circles the knowledge of Christ (l 18
) ;

and
his presence as a captive for Christ’s sake had
quickened evangelistic zeal within the Roman
Church (lw ). But an element of personal bitter-

ness mingled with his joy at the success of the

preaching of the gospel. Some of the preachers

whom his inspiring presence had sent forth to

preach were animated by feelings of animosity

towards himself, and preached Christ ‘of faction,’

hoping, as the apostle expresses it, to add afflic-

tion to his bonds (l17). This can hardly mean
that they hoped to increase the rigour of his cap-

tivity, for if they had irritated the authorities by
their preaching, they would themselves have been
the first sufferers ; they rather wished to make
him feel more acutely the limitations of his cap-

tive condition as compared with the unfettered

freedom enjoyed by his rivals. It is the opinion
of some critics (e.g. E. Haupt) that the cause
of the hostility of those preachers was simply
jealousy of the masterful alien who had become
the leader of the Christian community in Rome.
Had they been Judaizers, it is urged, Paul could
not have rejoiced in their preaching, after his
emphatic condemnation of different gospels in the
Ep. to the Galatians (l

6 52
). It is true that there

do not seem to have been in Rome, when Paul
wrote, to the Romans, Judaizers of the extreme
Galatian type. The Roman Church appears to have
contained a majority of Gentile Christians, but
there must have been in it a considerable minority
of Jewish Christians, some of whom were anxious
to preserve certain Jewish rites and customs. These
may have taken alarm at the immense accession
to the strength of the other party by the arrival
in their midst of the great representative of anti-
legal Christianity. It seems therefore not improb-
able, and it is certainly more charitable to assume
it, that those who preached Christ ‘of faction*
were under the influence of a more respectable
motive than personal jealousy of the apostle. St.
Paul might rejoice in their preaching, because
through it men heard of Christ who would other-
wise not have heard the gospel at all. It was
otherwise when, as in the case of the Galatian
Judaizers, an attempt was made to substitute a
gospel trammelled by legal conditions for the free
gospel of the grace of God, which the Galatians
haa already received.
During his Roman captivity St. Paul was solaced

by the society of a number of friends. Timothy,
Luke, Epaphroditus, Aristarchus, Epaphras, Tychi-
cus, John Mark, Demas, Jesus Justus, and Onesi-
mus [see separate articles on these names] were all

more or less frequent visitors in the hired house
(fxlcrdaga, Ac 2S30

) in Rome, and not improbably
often lodged under its roof. To a man like Paul,
who possessed a genius for friendship, the pre-
sence of his friends must have been a source of

unfailing joy and comfort ; and he owed to their
ministrations not only the personal comfort which
he enjoyed, but his opportunities of missionary
effort in Rome and elsewhere

;
for he frequently

sent them out on apostolic missions. But one ex-
pression in the Ep. to the Philippians shows that
the element of disappointment was not altogether
absent even when lie was in the society of his

chosen friends, and that they did not always come
up to the apostle’s high standard of self-forgetful-

ness in the service of Christ. He writes (2
19* 20

),

‘ I hope in the Lord Jesus to send Timothy shortly.

For I have no man likeminded who will care
genuinely for vour state. For they all seek their

own, not the things of Jesus Christ.’ It has been
said that if these words are to be taken seriously,

they show that Paul, like Luther in his old age,
fell into a mood of morose complaining, which
made him unjust towards his fellow-workers. But
we need not apply them to all the friends of whom
mention has been made above, only to those, and
perhaps few, who happened to be present with him
at the time he was writing ; some of these appeal
to have pleaded private business, and to have ex-

cited Paul’s easily roused indignation by their

apparent indifference to a mission which was dear
to his heart. * “ All,” ’ writes Jiilicher (Einl. in d.

NT), ‘ is without doubt hyperbolical. Paul was a
man ; and he had a right to give expression in his

letters to his passing moods.’
It is generally supposed that Epaphroditus was

the bearer of the letter to Philippi, and that he
was also the amanuensis. Lightfoot’s judgment
is that ‘on the whole it seems most probable’
that 4® is an appeal to Epaphroditus, who was by
Paul’s side ana writing down his words, to use
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his best endeavour to heal the grievous quarrel

between Euodia and Syntyche. Others consider

this unnatural, and prefer to take Si^ivyos as a
proper name, and to explain yvrjo-Los as ‘ truly

called.’ The return of Epaphroditus and the fit-

ness of sending thanks for the gifts received,

through the person who had brought them, was
probably the immediate occasion of the Epistle.

iii. the Contents of the Epistle.— The
Epistle begins in St. Paul’s usual manner, with
this exception, that the bishops and deacons are

singled out for special greeting (l1- 2
). The apostle

goes on to say that the remembrance of the Philip-

pians always awakens in his heart thankfulness to

God, and that his prayers for them are accom-
panied with joy, because of their fellowship in the
furtherance of the gospel from the day they first

heard it (w.*8
). A prayer follows, that their love

may abound more and more, and that it may he
accompanied with knowledge and discernment so

that they shall he able to prove things that differ,

and he found free of offence unto the day of Christ
(vv.H1).

The apostle then turns to his own affairs, which
are likewise those of the gospel. His captivity,

instead of proving a calamity to the cause of

Christ, as might have been feared, had contributed
to the spread of the glad tidings, his bonds having
become manifest in Christ throughout the whole
prsetorium and to the rest. His captivity had
likewise emboldened many brethren to speak the
word of God without fear ; and although some of
the preachers had been animated by unworthy
feelings towards himself, he was able to re-

joice that they had proclaimed Christ. For him-
self, he cherished the confident expectation and
hope that Christ would be magnified in him,
whether by his life or by his death. Death was
to him a more attractive prospect than life, for
after death he should he with Christ ; hut his life

was more needful for the Philippians and his other
converts, and he felt confident that he would be
spared for their sakes. Only one thing could
damp the joyful confidence of the apostle, evil

tidings of his converts, and he therefore exhorts
them to live in a manner worthy of the gospel,
and not to be intimidated by adversaries (w. 12-*0

).

An appeal to the Philippians follows, to fulfil

the apostle’s joy by living fives of brotherly love.

They are warned to shun the spirit of faction
and vainglory, and to cultivate lowliness of mind.
In their Lord Christ, who exchanged the form of
God for the form of a servant (Bruce, Humil. of
Christ, p. 28; see Gifford, Incarnation

, p. 22 ff,

and below, iv. n. 2), they had before them an ex-
ample of lowliness of mind, and in His subsequent
exaltation, a proof of God’s approval of the lowly
mind (2

1-11
).

The apostle then repeats certain warnings al-

ready given against disputings and murmurings,
and entreats the Philippians to five as children of
God. His absence ought to act as an additional
incentive to more strenuous efforts on their part
to work out their own salvation with fear and
trembling (w.12“18

).

The apostle intimates his intention to send
Timothy to visit Philippi, that he may comfort
them, and bring tidings of them to himself.
Timothy is one who will truly care for their wel-
fare ; and such men were at the time rare among
the apostle’s companions, for they all seek their
own, pot the things of Jesus Christ. The apostle
explains that he has sent back Epaphroditus whom
the Philippians had sent to minister to him, be-
cause Epaphroditus, after a dangerous illness, had
been seized with a longing for his home. He had,
however, done noble service to the apostle, and
deserved the best reception from his fellow-Chris-

tians in Philippi on his home-coming. The pas<

sage ends with the words, ‘ Finally, my brethren
rejoice in the Lord’ (2

19-3la
).

The last words of the former paragraph seemed
to indicate that the apostle was about to close

his letter. But a new paragraph begins with 3lb
,

in which he goes on to state that he does not
hesitate to repeat warnings formerly given, as he
knows that they are a means of safety for his con-
verts. An impassioned invective follows against
the 4 dogs ’ of the concision who were always hark-
ing at him. Their worship, which they were so
eager to introduce among all Christians, was a
worship in the flesh, and not by the Spirit of God.
Paul had himself possessed, in all their fulness, the
fleshly privileges of which the Judaizers boasted,
and had renounced them that he might gain
Christ in their stead, and experience the power
of His resurrection, and that fellowship in Christ’s
sufferings through which lies the path to a joyful
resurrection. The apostle adds that he is aware
that his own apprehension of the blessings of the
Christian calling is as yet incomplete, hut he de-
scribes himself as one who is forgetting the things
that are behind, and stretching forward to the
things which are before. A warning reference
follows to some who are spoken of as the enemies
of the cross of Christ, not apparently because
of their opposition to the gospel, but because of
their worldly and licentious lives. These men
mind earthly things; but the citizenship of the
Christian is in heaven. The passage concludes
with a general exhortation to Christian steadfast-
ness (3

lb—

4

1
). An entreaty follows to two women,

Euodia and Syntyche, who had been formerly
fellow-labourers with Paul, to be of one mind in
the Lord ; and an unnamed true yoke-fellow (or
perhaps [see above] a friend named Synzygus) is

exhorted to labour to bring about the desired
reconciliation. All are exhorted to rejoice in the
Lord, and to show by their gentle and forbearing
behaviour towards all men that they believed their
Lord to be at hand. Their needs should he laid
before the Lord in prayer, and the peace of God

—

a better defence than all the devices of men

—

would stand sentinel over their hearts and thoughts.
After another ‘finally,’ a passage follows which
seems to breathe the spirit of the philosophic
moralist rather than of the Christian apostle. Let
them open their minds and hearts to the con-
templation of all true and beautiful thoughts, of
all fair deeds wherever they are to be seen (4

2“9
).

St. Paul then gives thanks for the gift the
Philippians had sent through Epaphroditus, which
he valued because of the spirit of which it was
the manifestation, rather than for itself, for he
was not in need. The Epistle closes with saluta-
tions and the Pauline benediction (vv. 10*end

) #

iv. The Characteristics of the Epistle.

—

In the Ep. to the Philippians and in the Second Ep.
to the Corinthians, St. Paul’s personal character
is more clearly revealed than in any of his other
writings. But the two Epistles disclose different
sides of his character. In 2 Co he is writing to
adversaries and to lukewarm or suspicious friends,
and we mark liow acutely he felt personal sligli ts
and

^
unworthy accusations. He pleads his own

merits and services in a manner which shows that
self-esteem was by no means dead within him, and
he verges on what appears to the modern reader
boastfulness. In writing to the Philippians, he is

addressing some of the most trusted friends he had
in the world. This trust in his readers gives a
pleasing sense of repose to the Epistle. It accounts
for the epistolary undress of the language, for the
want of plan, for the repetitions, and for the
obvious reluctance to leave off. There were some
things amiss even in Philippi, and Paul had to
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administer certain reproofs, but he is less fearful
than on other occasions, having a full conviction
that God would perfect His good work among them,
and reveal His will to them in those matters which
were as yet obscure to them. Chapter 3 forms an
exception to the general restfulness of tone observ-
able in the Epistle (see Note 3 below). Critics,

however, have discovered that there existed a sore-

ness in the mind of the Philippians about Paul’s
reception of their pecuniary gifts. Zahn

(
Einl . in

d. JyT) maintains that they had written a remon-
strance to him complaining that he had not suitably
acknowledged it. Another critic (Holsten) finds in

St. Paul’s words 410'1& 4 thankless thanks.’ A third
(E. Haupt), however, regards his acknowledgment
as a veritable masterpiece of delicate and con-
siderate courtesy. The practice of lauding the
courtesy of the apostle has been somewhat over-

done. St. Paul could be very courteous, but his

courtesy was always kept in strict subordination
to his duties as a counsellor and as a reprover.

To sav not only that he did not desire, but that
he did not require the gift, was not precisely

the courtesy of the courtier; and was likely

enough to bring a shade of disappointment to the
countenances of the poor people who had sent it.

But the apostle evidently recognized that they
were in some danger of exaggerating the value of

the money gift. He said, therefore, with all plain-

ness of speech, that to him its value consisted

solely in the evidence it gave of their personal

affection, and of their willingness to make sacri-

fices for the cause of God.

Noth 1.

—

Ph It crvv ivttrxovots xcc) hiotxovoti. This is the first

(unless we take into account the words attributed to Paul in

Ac 2028) mention in the NT of bishops. Its presence in a
letter purporting to be written by St. Paul has excited sus-

picion of the genuineness of the letter, as the episcopal office

(at least in its monarchical form) is generally admitted to

have originated at a later period. It is very doubtful, how-
ever, if St. Paul here refers to the holders of a definite ecclesi-

astical ofiice. When writing to the Thessalonians, he spoke
of their leaders as ol vpourru.fjt.im (1 Th 612). In the Ep. to the
Ephesians those exercising episcopal functions are named xocpdns

mm) itdoiffMaXoi (Eph 41*). In the Ep. to the Hebrews they are
termed tiyotptiveu (He 1317). The apostle here names those
‘ bishops * who were elsewhere called by other names, but who
exercised the same functions. Whether this was the first occa-

sion on which the word was uttered in the Christian Church, we
cannot say ; probably it had been already given by Paul or by
others to Philippian Church rulers ; but it was a name, once
given, that was likely soon to supersede all others on the prin-

ciple of the survival of the fittest. It was well known and
understood by Greeks ; and not less so by the Jews, for it is

common in the Septuagint ; and it expresses by a single word at

once the dignity and the duties of the rulers of the Church.
E. Haupt suggests that the bishops and deacons are here

selected for special greeting because they had taken a leading

art in arranging for and collecting the gift sent by Epaphro-
itus. With regard to the two classes of persons named, Haupt

writes: ‘It is possible that there is no reference here to the

offices. In 1 Th 5*2 the same persons are certainly designated

by the expressions olxovemns and ol vpourrbcpuvoi ; and it is at least

prcbable that the same is the case with regard to the votptms

and iMo-xocXoi of Eph 4*1. Clement (1 xlii. 5) ascribes

presidency to ivfrxovoj and iikxovoi alike. It is, therefore, pos-

sible that here ivlrxavet and iioixnm are to be understood as

applying to the same persons ;
and that here as in the other

Pauline TSpistles, there was as yet no fixed terminology for the

office of president’ (Die Gefangenschaftsbriefe, p. 3). See,

further, on the subject of this note, Hort, EccleHa,
111 f.

Noth' 2.—Ph 26-H. This passage has been pressed into the

service of speculative theology, and many attempts have been
made to extract from it an apostolic doctrine of the relations of

the Divine and human natures of our Lord. It is very doubtful,

however, if the apostle had any intention of formulating, or

even of hinting at the meaning which his words are supposed

to bear. In v.4 he had uttered a warning against factiousness

and vain glory, and a counsel follows to cultivate lowliness of

mind. Of this voluntary choice of lowliness, Christ was their

great example, for He had exchanged His heavenly glory for

the life of nuinruoity,—for a life which ended in a death of

ihame.
According to some commentators the words os b pufxpy t/iov

vvaprcuv ov% itpvetyptbv v\y%erce.ro to Cvou foot refer to the

lowliness ofspirit exhibited by the Son during His pre-existent

life. Although in the form of God, He did not ambitiously

snatch at equality with the Father. If this be the meaning,

It is a thought strangely foreign to the ordinary thought
of St. Paul to hint even at a possible rivalry between the

Father and the Son. Nor do the words force us to adopt
this interpretation. The word pcopetf as distinguished from
cvYipuA denotes that which is essential to the subject, that
which properly belongs to its nature ; and the words ro sTveu

'itret dice need not express a different, but the same idea.
Christ being in the form of God, therefore possessed equality
with God. The only word which creates difficulty is cc.pva.ypc.6s,

which, according to its termination, signifies ‘ a snatching,* not
‘the thing snatched.’ But substantives in ~ju.os are frequently
used to describe the concrete thing (e.g. vscpa.o-pc.6s, vopterpUs,

h&o-f/tos), ' Apvcc.ypc.6s occurs only once m classical writers in a
passage in Plutarch (Mor

.

p. 12 A). So we cannot say with
certainty whether or not it was ever employed in the passive
sense. It was certainly so used by the Greek Fathers, who were
writing m their native tongue. In a number of passages the
Fathers employ the expression a-pvayptov n voiucrdou as synonym-
ous with the more ordinary expression Mpvctypc.cc. rt veiiurOoti. If

we may so translate kpvccypt.es here, the meaning is that Christ
did not regard the equality with God which He possessed, as
a prize to be eagerly grasped and retained, but of His own will
surrendered it for the condition of lowliness. The verb xsvovv

(Ro 4*4, i Qo 117 Q15) refers to this surrender by Christ of
His heavenly glory and dignity, and the manner of surrender
is explained in the expression that follows—ptoptpbjv SovXov pet0uv.

To answer the questions of speculative theology as to the exact
relation which continued to exist between the * two natures ’

of Christ, was entirely foreign to the purpose of St. Paul’s
exhortation. ‘It contains,’ writes Z&hn (Einl. in d. NT),
* hardly more dogmatical teaching than the sentence in 2 Co 89.’

Note 3.—Ph 3it>-20
. This passage does not harmonize either

in substance or in tone, with the rest of the Epistle. It almost
looks as if it had been torn out of its connexion in the Ep.
to the Galatians, or in the 2nd Ep. to the Corinthians. It

has certainly more kinship with those Epistles than with the
Epistle in which it stands. It consists of a passionate invective
against the Judaizers, reminding us of Galatians, followed by a
vindication of St. Paul’s own position as the possessor of all the
privileges of which the Judaizers were fond of boasting.

It is extremely difficult to discover a fitting connexion be-
tween it and the preceding paragraph, which concludes with
the words, ‘ Finally, my brethren, rejoice in the Lord.’ Some
commentators (e.g. Bengal, B. Weiss, Klopper) have seen a link oi

connexion in the circumstance that Christian joywas obscured by
the practice of Judaic rites which diverted the gaze from Christ

:

‘ Gaudium spirituale optimam affert certitudinem contra errores,

Judaicos prsesertim’ (Bengel). But a connexion so delicately

hinted, when the Judaizers were in question, is unlike St. Paul.
Lightfoot gives up the attempt to establish an inner connexion of

the passage with what goes before. He conjectures that the
apostle was interrupted when writing the letter. In the inter-

val something occurred in Rome which reminded him of the
restless propagandism of the Judairing missionaries. * What if

they should interfere at Philippi as they were doing at Rome,
and tamper with the faith and loyalty of his converts ? With
this thought weighing upon his spirit he resumes his letter.’

But a device of this character rather suggests the interpreter in

despair. We prefer the explanation of E. Haupt, who remarks
that the fragmentary character of Paul’s closing exhortations
makes it unnecessary to look for a connexion with the foregoing
passage, if a possible danger to the Philippians from the Juda-
izers was present to his mind. That he is speaking of the
Judaizers sufficiently explains the sudden change of tone to
severity and solemn warning ; for the mention of those plotters

against the peace of his Churches always excited the indigna-
tion of the apostle. It also accounts for the introduction of

the vindication of his own ancestral privileges as a Hebrew of

the Hebrews, and as one who had always been found blameless
as touching the righteousness which is of the law ; for the
apostle was aware that it was the invariable practice of the
Judaizers to indulge in detraction of himself, whom they re-

garded as the chief obstacle to their designs upon the freedom
of the Church.

y. The Genuineness and Integrity of the
Epistle.

—

The genuineness of Philippians was de-

nied by Baur ana his scholars Schwegler, Volkmar,
etc., and by Hitzig. The mention of bishops and
deacons in the greeting betrayed, they main-
tained, a later date than the lifetime of St. Paul.
They found in it, moreover, evident traces of the
Gnosticism of the 2nd century. Its teaching regard-
ing the Kenosis of Christ (2

6
) was a reflexion of

the Valentinian myth of the fall of Sophia from
the Pleroma to the Kenoma. In 28 they found
the Gnostic Docetic teaching about the body of

Christ ; and in 210 Marcion’s doctrine of a Descensus
ad Inferos. In Clement, who is mentioned in 43,
they perceived a reference to the Clement of the
Clementine Romances. The design of the Epistle,

according to Baur, was to repel Ebionite assaults,

and to promote unity between the two sections of

the Church. The views of Baur with regard to

this Epistle possess at present only a historical

interest. The Epistle to the Philippians is accepted,

if not by all, at least by a great majority of NT
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critics. Many who reject Ephesians and are
doubtful of Colossians (e.g . Juiicher, Hilgenfeld,
Pfleiderer, Lipsius), accept Philippians as the
genuine work of the apostle. Holsten in his latest

work (PauUnische Theologie, 1898), although he
continued to place it among the Epistles wrongly
ascribed to Paul, admitted that its teaching is wholly
Pauline. A theorywas broached recently byYoelter
(ThT, 1892) that the Epistle is in part the work of

Paul, in part by another hand. The genuine parts
are, according to Yoelter, l

1-7* 12~14* 18’25 217*29 410'21 - 2S
.

The remaining parts are not genuine. Spitta (Zur
Geschichte u. Lit . d. Urchristenthums

, 1893) also

denies the integrity of the Epistle. C. Clemen
{DieEinheit d. paulin. Briefe, 1894), while rejecting
the theory of Yoelter and defending the genuineness
of thewhole of the Epistle, maintains that it consists

of two letters of the apostle, written at different

times, and made into one by an editor. 219-24 32-43

48* 9 he holds to belong to the second letter. The
expression of Polycarp, that Paul wrote 4 letters

’

to the Philippians, is relied upon as giving a certain

traditional authority to this theory. Did the
portions which are considered as belonging to
different letters follow one another consecutively,

the theory might deserve some consideration ; for

two letters by the same author might easily have
got fastened together, and would in time have been
regarded as one letter. But it is hard to see what
motives could have induced an editor to transform
two connected letters into a document of artificial

piecework. Chapter 3 alone gives some colour to

the idea that foreign matter may have found its

way into the Epistle, hut is not sufficient to lead
us to accept Clemen’s theory.
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PHILISTIA.—See next article, and Palestine.

PHILISTINES in Am 97 and 1 Ch 1410

[KetMbh] ; LXX <f>v\urri€Lfi in the Hexa-
teuch, and d\\6<pv\oi elsewhere ; in Josephus and
other Greek writers ^v\kttivol or UaXaurrwot ).

—

f Philistines 5
is the gentilic plural of in AY

4
Palestina,’ ‘Palestine,’ ‘the Philistines,’ but

in RV always ‘ Philistia ’
; in Assyr. * Palastu 9

* Pilistu’; in Gr. UaXaurrLvi}, but in LXX always
transmuted into the word for ‘Philistines’ (Ex
1514, Is 1429**1, Ps 60s 837 874 108®, J1 34). The
Hebrew name as well as the Greek has been
explained, though with very doubtful warrant,
as oy derivation denoting ‘ immigrants.’

1. The Name.—It is probably Semitic. It has a
peculiar grammatical use. The Hebrew has two
usual ways of designating a people as such. One
way is by the

#
use of the primitive noun without

modification, just as proper names of persons are
used. For example, ‘Asshur,’ ‘Assyrian,’ ‘the
Assyrian,’ ‘ the Assyrians ’ are in Hebrew all alike
Asshur, this noun denoting either the founder,
the country, the nation, or the people, and in

PHILISTINES

each meaning used in the masculine singular, a id

without the article. But no such use is ever mude
of any primitive from which Pelishtim might be

derived. The other way is by the use of the

gentilic adjective in the masculine singular, with

the article. We have, for example, ‘the Moabite/
‘the Jebusite/ ‘the Ekronite/ .

‘ the Gittite/ in

the singular, alike for an individual and for the

people as a whole, though the English versions

pluralize words of this class when they denote

peoples. In contrast with this, the word Pelishti

is used in the singular only of individuals, the

instances being Goliath (1 S 178, 10 and often) and
the Philistine of 2 S 2117

, and is always plural

when it denotes the Philistine people. Further,

it is regularly used without the article, though
there are some exceptions, e.g. Jos 132

, 1 S 47 7 13

1320 175if.
5 2 S 518b 21 12 (Keth.), 1 Ch ll18a, 2 Ch 2116

.

These facts differentiate this name, in a very
marked way, from most other biblical names of

peoples.

This differentiation becomes the more marked
when we note that it serves to affiliate the Philis-

tine name in certain directions, as well as to sever

it in other directions. Perhaps the name Caphtdrim
and the six other unusual names mentioned
with Pelishtim in Gn 1013* 14 follow completely
the same usage, though the number of instances

is too small to be decisive. The word Pephdtm,
when used as a gentilic name, follows the
same usage ; and the other proper names of the
giant peoples follow it in that they are used in

the plural (see Giant, etc.). The name n^D,

denoting the Egyptian people, is plural except
in Ezr 91

. The words to, ‘Ethiopian/
‘ Lybian,’ ‘ Chaldsean/ denoting peoples, are
always plural, and are regularly definite without
the article. All this is certainly significant of

facts in Philistine history. Whether the facts

thus signified are recoverable is another question.
2. Characteristics of the Philistines in the times

when they are best known.—The usage attending
the name is not more remarkable than are many
of the facts concerning the Philistines themselves,
as they appear in the 0T.
Their territory extended ‘from the Phihor

*

which is before Egypt, even unto the border of

Ekron northward’ (Jos 132* 3
). Its eastern limit

was at Beth-shemesh (1 S 618
). It included pos-

sibly 2000 square miles of land, much of it re-

markably fertile. Within this territory there
were, according to the biblical writers, in the
times when the Philistines were prominent, four
kinds of inhabitants. First, there were the
Philistines proper. Second, there were remnants
of the Anakim and the Avvim in Gaza, Gath,
Ashdod, etc. (Jos ll33 13s, Dt 223

). These were
politically Philistine, as the Anakim at Hebron
were politically Amorite. Third, the accounts
of the conquest under Joshua and of the subse-
quent events seem to imply that there were
Canaanites living among the Philistines, some of
whom were conquered and superseded by Israel
(see 3 below). Fourth, some of the southern
Geshurites (Jos 132

, 1 S 27s
), and perhaps other

like tribes, lived within the Philistine territory,
near the Egyptian border. It is noteworthy that
the Philistines seem to have confined themselves
to their own narrow region, even when for decade
after decade they held dominion over the wider
territories of Israel. It is recorded as an excep-
tional fact that, after the overthrow of Saul at
Gilboa, some of them became resident among
the Israelites in the regions beyond Jezreel and
Jordan (1 S 317, 1 Ch 107

).

The Philistines were proficient in agriculture
* That is, either an arm of the Nile (Dillm.) or the WAdy el

f
Arish, « river (7QJ) of Egypt.*
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(Jg 154* fi

, 1 S 6, 2 K 8a
etc.). They were skilful

in architecture, in sculpture, in the working of
iron and of the precious metals, and in other
arts {e.g. Jg 1625'30

, 1 S 5. 1319 - 20 17 B* 6 etc.). At a
relatively early date they seem to have had
monetary usages peculiar to themselves, witness
the * eleven hundred of silver * (Jg 165, 18

; cf.

17 s
). In fine, they are presented to us as re-

latively a wealthy, and highly civilized people.
So far as appears, it was only in later times that
they engaged largely in commerce and maritime
pursuits.

Politically, they had five principal centres, the
cities of Ashdod, Gaza, Ashkelon, Gath, and
Ekron (wh. see, severalty, and see also 1 S 617

,

Jos 1^*, Zeph 24"7 etc.). It has been inferred that
Ashdod possessed a right of hegemony over the
others ; hut the order of mention differs in dif-

ferent places ; and, judging by the history, the
claim oi Gath to the hegemony is much stronger
than that of Ashdod. Besides the five, the Philis-

tines had many other cities, the following (which
see) being familiar examples : Gerar, Gezer,
Timnah, Ziklag, Gob, Gibbethon, Jabneh (2 Ch
26®) ; and many of them dwelt in unwalled towns
(1 S 618, Dt 223

) ; but the five principal centres
representatively included them all (1 S 613

).

Their political organization was unique. The
people of each centre are currently spoken of in
the ordinary way in which other nationalities are
mentioned, as ‘the Ashdodite,’ ‘ the Ashkelonite,’
etc. But the centres themselves and their political

heads are alike designated by the altogether pecu-
liar word DT 1

#, §$ranim
y tr. ‘ lords ’ in AY ana BY

<Jos 13s, Jg 165 etc.). This word is used only in
the plural. It is doubtless the native term, and
has no near cognates in the Hebrew, save that a
word of the same spelling is used (1 K 780

)
of some

accessory to the wheels of the laver- bases of
Solomon’s temple. Here the BV, following Yulg.
and many lexicons, tr. by ‘axles,’ though the
word is different from the one rendered ‘axle-
trees’ in the same context. Half a dozen op-
posing derivations have been conjectured for

$8ran$m, none of them more plausible than the
natural suggestion that these five cities and their
chiefs were, regarded as the centres or representa-

tives of national power ; or that seven is the Greek
rtipavvos.

The s&rdntm, • lords,’ are distinguished from the
sarim, cn^, * captains’ (1 S 1880 292"9

, where AY
and BY misleadingly translate ‘princes’ instead
of ‘captains’). The former are the depositaries

of national authority, and the latter the men in

actual military command. In particular cases,

both offices may or may not have been combined
in one person. The LXX prevailingly tr. seven
by crarpdwris or trarpaTrla, ‘satrap’ or ‘satrapy,’

and sar by <rrpa*nry6s, ‘captain/ but sometimes
interchange the two, and sometimes tr. serantm
by dpxovres, ‘ rulers.’

The functions of the qbr&ntm were both civil and
military. We have no account of any one seven

acting by himself, but only of acts in which the
whole body of §Mntm participated. The accounts
speak sometimes of the ‘ armies’ and sometimes of

the ‘army’ of the Philistines (1 S 23® .28/ 29).

Apparently each of the five centres had its inde-

pendent force, but all were combined, in time of

war, under one command. In David’s time Gath
was especially prominent, and perhaps held the
hegemony (1 Ch 20«, BV of 2 S 81

; cf. 1 Ch 181
).

King Achish of Gath may have been the Philistine

commander-in-chief, though the narrative does not
explicitly say so (1 S 29).

We have no information as to whether the office

of qeven was hereditary or elective or perpetuated

in some other way, nor as to the relation between

4ft

this office and that of king. None of the Philistine
kings who are mentioned reigned over all Phihstia
(Gn 202 261 * 8

,
Jer 25 J0

, Zee 95) ; they were all local.

We are not told whether the sevdnim existed from
the earliest times, or whether the}' continued to
exist after the conquest by David. But in the one
instance we have of a Philistine king in relations
with the seranim, the instance of Achish (1 S 28. 29),
the king is compelled to submit to the sevdnim,
Achish may himself have been seven of Gath, as
well as king of Gath.
The religion of the Philistines was in some

respects unique (see Dagon and Baal-.zebtjb).
They were a very religious people. Their priests
and diviners (IS 62) had great influence. Their
cloud-observing (?) soothsayers (Is 2®) were famous.
Their being an uncircumdsed people is much
emphasized in the biblical records (Jg 14s 1518

, 1 S
14® 1726* 86 314, 2 S l20, Jer 925 ‘ 26

).

They were distinguished especially for military
prowess. Pretty full details of their system might
be gathered from various parts of the Bible, in-
cluding mention of their archers, their equipment
for heavy armed infantry, their organization into
hundreds and thousands, etc. (IS 318

, 1 Ch 10s
,

1 S 292
). The accounts make the impression that

they usually fought as infantry, though chariots
and cavalry are mentioned (1 S 135

, 2 S 1®, and
perhaps Jg l 19

). We have descriptions of their
savage treatment of the bodies of their fallen
enemies (1 S 31, 1 Ch 10), and of the honours with
which their women welcomed their warriors re-

turning from victory. But more significant than
all matters of detail is the fact that this little

nation, with its few hundred square miles of terri-

tory, was able again and again to conquer Israel,
and to hold Israel in subjection for generations.

In their military operations they seem to have
pursued a very definite policy. In the earlier
stages of any movement of conquest they prac-
tised effective and systematic pillage, as, for
instance, in the case of Keilah (1 S 231

), or earlier,

after their first great defeat of Saul (1 S 1317* 18
).

The indications are, however, that the Israelites

increased in population and wealth during the
long periods of Philistine oppression, provided they
were submissive. From this we may infer that it

was the policy of the conquerors, whenever resist-

ance ceased, to abstain from pillage, doubtless
exacting tribute instead, and finding it for their
own interest to have the tributary people as pros-

perous as possible.

To secure submission, the Philistines practised
the disarmament of the subj ected people. We have
an instance in the time of Saul (1 S 1319

'23
), and

what seems to be an allusion to an earlier instance
of the time of Shamgar (Jg 381 58

). According to
the LXX in the first of these passages, the Philis-

tines used this as a method of exacting tribute,

suppressing the working of metals in Israel, and
then compelling the Israelites to pay an exorbitant
price for their tools.

It was the Philistine policy to prevent the exist-

ence of a united Israel. As long as David is king
of Judah, and has a rival king farther north, they
seem to be content. When Israel is divided, the
Philistine supremacy is not imperilled. But when
it is proposed that David reign over all the twelve
tribes, the Philistine armies march at once (2 S 517

).

A similar situation had arisen previously, when
Samuel became judge (1 S 77).
Presumably, the Philistines did not achieve all

their successes single-handed. It is a familiar fact

that in cases of Egyptian invasion, in earlier times,
or, later, of Assyrian invasion, it was the custom
of the multitudinous little peoples between the
Euphrates and the Mediterranean to band to-

gether against the common foe. Judging by the
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numbers of the Israelites, as mentioned in the
Hexateuch, the invasion under Joshua was suffi-

ciently formidable to call for similar confederations
of the threatened peoples. As a matter of fact,

the Bible represents the resistance made to Joshua
and, later, to David as being of this character.

We shall presently find evidence that in some of

the wars of subjugation the Philistine success was
due in part to the ability to array many allies

against Israel.

3. The History of the Philistines.—Beyond dis-

pute, they were immigrants into Palestine. The
passages presently to be cited affirm this explicitly.

It has been thought to be implied in the etymology
of the Hebrew name PelishUm as well as of the
Greek r

AX\6<pv\ot. So far, the problem is easy.

But the questions whence they migrated, and
when and how the migrating stock was modi-
fied in its new seats, are questions not so readily
answered.
The Philistine language was probably Semitic,

although the data whence this conclusion is drawn
are restricted. So were certain important elements
in their religion and their civilization. This proves
either that the Philistines were originally Semitic,
or that they changed their language, and to some
extent their institutions, under the influence of

the Semitic region to which they came.
We are tola that they came* from Caphtor, as

Israel from Egypt, or Aram from ]£ir (Am 97, Dt
228); that they were Caphtorim (Dt 2s3). They
are called * the remnant of the coast of Caphtor 5

{Jer 474,

5

). The Caphtorim are said to be one of
the seven nationalities begotten by Mizraim
(Egypt), and the Philistines are said to have
* come out ’ from the locality where one or more of
the other six were (Gn 1G13- 14

). The text has the
adverb of place ‘from where,’ not the pronoun
* from whom,’ and the two expressions are not in
Hebrew convertible. It is not said that the
Philistines are descendants of the Casluhim and
the others, and there is no need to transpose the
clauses or otherwise change the text (but see Dillm.
ad loc.). The net result from this part of the
testimony is that the nucleus of the Philistine
people consisted of Caphtorim, who migrated,
within known historic times, from regions in-

habited by Caphtorim and kindred peoples.

^
But where was Caphtor ? The LXX uniformly

either transliterate the name or make it Cappa-
docia. Some have identified Caphtor with Cyprus.
This finds some support in the fact that the Egyp-
tian monuments associate the Philistines with the
Zakkal, a people from Cyprus, and portray the
two as scarcely distinguishable. Ebers, Halevy,
and others have strongly held that Caphtor was a
region in or near the Egyptian Delta. There is

a strong recent trend toward the opinion that
Caphtor was Crete. See Caphtor, Carites,
Cherethites and Pelethites, Crete.
The argument for identifying Caphtor with

Crete connects itself closely with the phenomena
presented by another biblical name, in two rela-
tively late places (Zepli 25

, Ezk 2515 * 15
) the Philis-

tines are identified, wholly or in part, with the
Ch&rethim, whom the LXX, in these places, make
to be the Cretans.^ In both passages the word
ChSrethim is used in a punning way, effecting a
play on words. The name does not occur else-
where in the plural, but, in the singular, ‘the
Cherethite 5

is once mentioned (I S 3014
) as living

in or near the Philistine country, and six or seven
times in connexion with ‘ the Pelethite,’ as forming
a part of king David’s military force (1 Ch 1817

,

2 S 818 1518 20* and gerS of *, 1 K Is* “). On the
basis of these facts it is affirmed that Cherethite is

another and earlier name for the Philistines, that
they were Cretans, that Pelethite is merely a

variant form of Philistine
,
and that David’s suc-

cesses were largely due to his having Philistine

troops. These conclusions are plausible, though
they lack something of being sufficiently proved.

The evidence, however, amounts to a strong

probability in favour of the more general fact that

the Philistines were originally Aryan pirates,

whether from Crete or Cyprus or elsewhere, who
forced a settlement for themselves among the

Semites and Bephaim of the Mediterranean low-

land, and adopted the language, and in part the
religion and civilization, of the Semites whom they
conquered. Of this we shall find many confirma-

tions as we proceed to consider the evidence as to

the date when the migration took place.

Bamses in. of Egypt, contemporary, in part,

with Joshua, says that in his eighth year he
repulsed an invasion made by six or seven hostile

nations. Most or all of these nations have Greek
names. They are kin to other Greek peoples,

settled on the African coast west of the Delta,

who made trouble for Bamses in his fifth and
his eleventh years, and who had previously made
trouble for his predecessors. The invaders who
came in his eighth year came by land and by
sea. Those who came by land plundered the
Syrian regions, ‘beginning with the people of

Kheta, of Kadi (Galilee), and Carchemish, Aradus,
and Alus,’ established a rendezvous 4 in the land
of the Amorites, 5 and were defeated by Bamses on
the frontier between Egypt and the land of Zahi,
that is, the region that we know as the land of the
Philistines (Insc. in the Bamesseum at Luxor, as
cited by Brugsch, Egypt under the Pharaohs,
p. 329). Those who came by sea entered the
mouths of the Nile, and were there defeated, large
numbers of them being captured.
Of these six or seven peoples, two are many

times mentioned together, to the extent of being
somewhat distinguished from the others. In the
sculptures they closely resemble one another.
They are, of course, Greek in features and equip-
ment. These two are the Zakkal and the Pulu-
sata, Pulsata, Pulista, Purusata, Purosatha, as
the name is variously transliterated. Scholars
seem to agree that the Zakkal came from Cyprus.
The Pulsata have been identified with the Pelasgi,

with the Prosoditse of Cyprus, and with the
Philistines. Some of those who believe that they
were the Philistines hold that they came at this

time from Crete or Cyprus, and were settled by
Bamses, after

.
their defeat, in the cities of

Zahi. But it is more in accord with the whole
of the evidence to hold that the Pulsata and the
Zakkal had then been on this coast for some
generations, keeping in communication with their
kindred in the various Greek regions, and now
making themselves leaders in the movement of the
hordes that sought the spoils of Egypt. If the
Pulsata of Bamses had then just come from Crete,
he would surely have designated them by their
Greek name, and not by a Semitic descriptive
word. If they bad just come from Crete, it is

difficult to account for the resemblance which the
Egyptians found between them and the Cypriote
Zakkal, while this is easily accounted for if the
two had long been dwelling among Semitic neigh-
bours on the coast. Other Greek invaders Bamses
describes as * kings,’ or as ‘peoples of the sea,’ but
he speaks of the ‘ leaders of the hostile bands ’ of
the Pulsata and the Zakkal, just as he does in the
case of the Edomites (‘Effigies at Medlnet-abu,’ as
cited in Brugsch, Egypt under the Pharaohs

,

p. 332). Sayce (EHH p. 291) cites Hommel as
having found a mention of the Zakkal on the coast
near Dor, in a Babylonian document ( WAI iv. 34,
No. 2, lines 2, 6) of the 15th cent. B.C. The writers
of the history in the OT certainly thought of the
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Philistines as well established in their country
before the Exodus (Ex 1317 1514 2381

,
Jos 132- 8 etc.).

Whether they believed that the Philistines were
in the land in the time of Abraham and Isaac is

not so certain. They designate as Philistine both
the land and the people of that date (Gn 2132* 34

2gi. 8. 14. is. 18^ font it is easy to understand this as a
mere geographical use of the term, or as proleptical.

On the other hand, however, these Philistines are
described as a military people (Gn 2122 * 82 2626

), and
as having other resemblances to the Philistines of
later times; and the proofs that the Philistine
migration had not begun as early as the time of
Abraham are not so decisive as many imagine.
Whenever the Philistine settlements began,

they probably began on a relatively small scale.

The immigrants came in successive expeditions,
and not all at once. In certain matters they
accepted the conditions of life which they found
on the soil. They became owners of cattle if the
people whom they conquered were owners of cattle,

and raisers of crops if the conquered were agricul-

tural people. If they conquered Egyptian tribu-

taries, they accepted the suzerainty without which
Egypt would have forthwith expelled them. They
seem to have accepted the Semitic names of the
cities they conquered. At all events, Gaza, Gath,
Ashkelon, and several other cities of the region
were known by the names still familiar to us, as
early as the time of Amenhotep III. of Egypt (Tel
el-Amarna letters). There were of them more
men than women, and the marrying of native
wives began at once. Their peculiar political

organization, that of the §8rdntm, presumably grew
up upon the soil. From the time of Ramses hi.

they were probably driven from the sea, isolated

from their Greek kindred, and compelled to become
a non-maritime people. Through these various
changes of blood, institutions, government, and
external relations, they became at length differ-

entiated as a people by themselves.

The accounts of the conquest by Joshua make
the impression that the Philistines were then in

their five central cities, but that there were also in

the region several independent petty Canaanitish
kingdoms ; that Israel at that time conquered
most of the Canaanite kingdoms, although it

failed to permanently hold some of them (Jos

1088.41 U2.ii« 1212 158S-47 16s. io etc.) ; but did not
conquer the Philistine cities (Jos 132* 8 ), though
Ekron, Ashdod, and Gaza are by the tenure of

promise included in the inheritance of Judah (Jos
1540-47 136). Jt is said that Judah, after Joshua’s

death, conquered Gaza, Ashkelon, and Ekron
(Jg I18), but that the Philistine cities were inde-

pendent when the struggle of the conquest came
to an end (Jg 3*).
The biblical records signalize four periods of

oppression of Israel by the Philistines. The first

is that in which Shamgar was the deliverer (Jg 381

1011). This was in the time of the twenty years’

oppression by Jabin and Sisera (Jg 42-4 56 * 7
).

Presumably, a generation or two of prosperity had
raised Israel to a position where he was formidable

to his neighbours, and so a coalition was formed
against him by the Philistines and the many
peoples of the north. The Philistine pressure

was mainly felt by Judah and Simeon, and it

may account for the absence of these two from
Deborah’s roll-call of the tribes that marched
against Jabin. We have no details of the Phil-

istine operations, hut there is a suggestion of a

disarmament of their enemies, like that which was
practised afterwards in the time of Saul (Jg 381 58).*

The second Philistine oppression of Israel is that

mentioned in Jg 10®- 7 as occurring before the

* Moore (
Judges, pp. 80, 106) argues that Shamgar appears too

early as a champion against the Philistines.

eighteen years of oppression by the Ammonites.
Contrary to common opinion, the writer of this

article holds that this was the oppression in which
Samson distinguished himself (Jg 132~1G). It began,
apparently, before Samson’s birth (Jg 13s), while
Tola was judge. In the time of Samson’s wild
youth it was so thoroughly a recognized fact (144

1511
) that it did not prevent relations between

Israelite and Philistine families. It ceased when
Samson was made judge, after the battle of Lehi
(1514'20). During the twenty years of his public
life, the Philistines kept on their own side of the
border (16), even when plotting against him.
The third Philistine oppression was the one that

lasted through the forty years that Eli was judge
(1 S 418,

here regarded as corresponding to Jg 13 1
)

and the twenty years that followed (IS 72
).

After the first horrors of conquest were over, the
Israelites seem to have prospered under the yoke,
if we may judge of the population by the size

of the armies (1 S 42 * 10 IP 154
). This oppression

ceased after Samuel became judge (1 S 77~ i4
). He

defeated the Philistines in a decisive battle. He
compelled them to surrender the cities in their
country that belonged to Israel, that is, apparently,
those that had formerly been Canaanite, and had
been conquered by Israel. ‘And the Philistines

were subdued, and they came no more into the
coasts of Israel ; and the hand of the Lord was
against the Philistines ’ as long as Samuel remained
chief magistrate of Israel, a statement not incon-

sistent with IO5 133* 19ff\
The fourth oppression was that of the time of

Saul. It began when Saul had been long enough
on the throne for his son Jonathan to have grown to

military age (I S 13s). The account says that they
invaded Israel with an army extraordinarily large

(1 S 135
). Deal as we may with the numbers

given, it appears that they had at that time great
respect for the strength of Israel, and had gathered
an immense body of allies to assist them. It

turned out that their precaution was needless.

Saul quarrelled with Samuel. His army melted
away from him. With no resistance worthy of

the name, the Philistines became masters, and

E
hindered and disarmed Israel at will. Later,

owever, Israel rallied. During the remainder of

his reign Saul waged a series of fierce battles

with the oppressors. He perished in the battle

of Gilboa, and the Philistine power over Israel

became supreme (1 S 31).

Presumably both David and his northern com-
petitor paid tribute to Philistia during the seven

and a half years that he reigned over Judah (2 S
5®). Naturally, they interfered to prevent his

becoming king over a united Israel. He defeated

them in two desperate defensive campaigns (2 S
517

"2
®), and then, in four or more aggressive expedi-

tions (2 S 81 21 18’22
), reduced them to subjection.

In consequence of the disruption of the kingdom
after the death of Solomon, the Philistines became
independent, but they never re-established their

earlier glory. We hear no more of their s&ranim.

Later, in the Assyrian times, they have a king foi

each of their cities (Zee 95 , Jer 2520
, and many pas

sages in the records of Sargon and his successors).

In the same later times they seem to be engaged
in commerce, dealing especially in Israelitish spoils

and slaves (Am l
6"8

, J1 34"8
, cf. Oh 18* 14- 19

, depend-
ing, however, on the date one assigns to Joel and
Obadiah). Perhapsthere are signs of aGreek revival

among them (J1 36, and the Yavan of Sargon).

However their institutions changed, we have
frequent mention of the Philistines themselves.

Among the cities fortified by Rehoboam were Gath
and Mareshah, etc. (2 Ch IIs). The Philistines

warred with Israel for Gibbethon (1 K I527 I615
).

They were celebrated for their oracles (2 K l2 ) an^
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their soothsayers (Is 2®), Some of them paid
tribute to Jehoshaphat (2 Ch 1711

), after whose
death they raided Judah (2116* 17

). Philistia was
a refuge for fugitives when the invasions of

Shalmaneser XX., warring with Benhadad and
his allies, caused famine in northern Israel

(2 K 82* 8
). Hazael of Damascus captured Gath

(2 K 1217). Ramman-nir&ri in. of Assyria con-Si Damascus and took tribute from the
tines. At this point there is a wide gap in

the Assyrian records. When they again become
available, the Philistines, with a multitude of

other nations between the Euphrates and the
Mediterranean, have become independent of the
Assyrian, and are again being reduced to subjec-

tion. Uzziah of Judah is especially prominent
among the rebel kings. Later, by intrigue and by
arms, Tiglath-pileser, to whom Ahaz of Judah was
tributary, reduced Gaza and Ashkelon to tribute

(B.C. 734). Under Sargon and Sennacherib there

were two parties in the Philistine cities, the
one favouring Assyria and the other favouring
Hezekiah of Judah, and the latter was crushed.

Prom Sargon to Assurbanipal the Assyrians have
much to say concerning their Philistine conquests
and subjects. The Philistine military operations

of Uzziah and Hezekiah were doubtless connected
with Assyrian politics (2 Ch 266* 7

, 2K 187 * 8
). Their

mutual relations to the Assyrians account for the
fact that the Israelite historians and prophets,

from Amos to Ezekiel, speak of the Philistines

sometimes with denunciation, as enemies, hut also

often as having a common interest (2 Ch 2818
, Is 912

ll14
, Am l 6’8

, Mic I10
'15

, Zeph 24“7
, Jer 474

'7
, Ezk

1627* 07 2515* 1S
, Am 39 62 97, Zee 95-8

, Jer 2518 '20
).

Gath vanishes from the biblical records (except
Mic l10) from the time of its capture bv Uzziah
(2 Ch 26®), and is similarly absent from the
Assyrian monuments.
The Philistines suffered greatly in the struggle

between Egypt and Assyria, in the decades when
the Assyrian power went down. Herodotus says
that Psammitichus I. of Egypt, the contemporary
of Manasseh and Josiah of Judah, took Ashdod
after a siege of 29 years (ii. 157) ; that in the later

part of his reign Scythian hordes plundered the
temple of Yenus at Ashkelon (i. 105); that his

successor Necho, returning from the battle of

Megiddo(when Josiah was slain, B.c. 608), captured
Gaza (ii. 159) ; that when Cambyses invaded Egypt,
about B.C. 625, Gaza and the whole coast belonged
to the king of the Arabians (iii. 5).

This is practically the close of Philistine history,

though the cities and some of the institutions long
survived, and the region has been the scene of
many interesting events. The Ashdodites came
into collision with Nehemiah (Neh 47 1323

). Alex-
ander the Great took Gaza from the Persians.
Ptolemy Lagi did notable fighting there. In the
Greek accounts of the Maccabsean times the Alio-
phuloi and the land of the Allophuloi figure pro-
minently, and the land thus described is the
Philistine country; but the persons called Allo-
phuloi are any heathen in arms against Israel (e.g.

1 Mac 3-4). Sketches of the later history are
given under the names of the respective cities.
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PHILOLOGUS (<£1X6X070$).—The name of a Chris-

tian greeted by St. Paul in Ro 1615 along with

Julia, Nereus, Olympas, and others. The nanm is

common among slaves and freedmen, and in inscrip-

tions of the Imperial household (CIL vi. 4116).

Philologus was commemorated with Patrobas

(which see) on Nov. 4. Later legends about him
will be found in Acta Sanctorum

,
Nov., ii. 1, p.

222 .
A. C. Headlam.

PHILOMETOR.—See Ptolemy yi.

PHILOSOPHY.

—

Introduction : the place and function of philosophy ; the re-

lations between religion and philosophy ; the periods ol

contact between them.
s. The Problem of Greek Philosophy.—1. First Stage : early

Greek thinkers. 2. Second stage: the Sophists; Socrates,

Plato, and Aristotle. 3. Third Stage: Stoics and Epicur-

eans ;
Scepticism ; Neoplatonism.

n. The Contact of Christianity with Greek Philosophy.—1.
The Christian Unity : Christianity and Neoplatonism con-

trasted. 2. Christianity and the Greek dualism
:

(i.) the

speculative problem; (ii.) the ethical problem. 3. The
relation of Christian experience to Greek forms of thought.

Reference to the conclusions of the * historical* school.

The Place and Function of Philosophy,—Man
lives, and man thinks about the life he lives. This

is the essence of his constitution as man. He is

under the constraint of his nature to re-think the

life he lives. This is his distinction from the

lower animals, who live, hut do not think of their

life. Admit that man is an animal, and has been
produced by evolution. Admit even that there are

traces of several mental faculties in the lower
animals. Yet the fact remains that for man alone
does life present itself as an object of reflexion.

For man alone is experience a problem. Philo-

sophy, speaking broadly, is the activity of thought
brought to hear on experience as a whole. It is,

in Schwegler’s phrase, * the thinking consideration

of things.’ It is implied in the very fact of ex-

perience being a problem that, throughout its

manifold and diverse elements, there is a unity of

thought, reason, or spirit. If it were not so, ex-

perience would not he a problem, for it would never
have arisen as a whole out of the succession of

separate sensations. It is the task of Philosophy
to make explicit this unity which is implicit in

human experience. We can see, therefore, in

broad outline, the course which the history of

Philosophy must take. It is a progress towards
unity, towards a synthesis of elements, towards a
view of human experience, with its varied contents,
from one central standpoint.

The stages of this progress will he marked by
the unifying principles which they severally em-
ploy. Such a principle, let us suppose, is reached.
It serves to explain a number of the particular
elements of experience, and to bring them into
a harmony which shall he for the time satisfactory
to thought and stimulating to action. Soon, how-
ever, it is found that this synthetic principle is not
adequate to the complexity of life. Elements of

experience come into view which refuse to be ex-
plained by the alleged universal principle. The
harmony which was temporarily reached is broken.
Tragic discord appears. The quest for ^nity has
to be resumed with a deeper, sadder, insight, and
a larger, more patient wisdom. As we review the
history of Philosophy, accordingly, we see that no
speculative system is final. Each system, in turn,
has failed. We see, moreover, that Philosophy, if

we choose to speak paradoxically, must always end
in failure. It is the last result of thought to raise
questions which thought alone cannot answer, to
penetrate to discords which the energy of thought
alone cannot reconcile. This very failure of Philo-
sophy, however, is, in the highest sense, its

success. Want of finality in Philosophy, inability
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to comprehend the variety of experience in one
formula, is not a mark of weakness, but of strength.
It means that thought is not content with ab-
stractions, but is resolute to face the facts of life

in their fulness and their mystery. It is essenti-
ally the quest for a synthesis of life. The success
of the quest consists in so deepening the problem
that it is seen that no merely intellectual synthesis
is possible. The problem of Philosophy merges
into the problem of Religion; and Philosophy
points beyond itself.

Religion and Philosophy thus present many
j

features of resemblance and contrast, and have
,

close and intricate mutual relations. Religion
provides the solution which Philosophy seeks. That
which is the quest of Philosophy is the realized
experience of Religion, a unity in which the pro-
foundest differences in life are actually reconciled,

which leaves nothing beyond itself to confound
the human spirit, but brings all elements of ex-
perience into a perfect spiritual harmony.
Towards religious experience, Philosophy renders

a service which is ao once apologetic and critical,

and is in both aspects helpful and indeed indis-

pensable. Philosophy vindicates the validity and
reasonableness of religion. In the words of the
Master of Balliol, it provides £ a vindication of the
religious consciousness—the consciousness of the
infinite—as presupposed in that very consciousness

, of the finite which at present often claims to

exclude it altogether, or to reduce it to an empty
apotheosis of the unknown and unknowable’ (E.

Caird, Essays on Literature and Philosophy, vol. i.

p. 224). Philosophy at the same time has to con-

sider the form in wfiich this religious experience at
any particular epoch clothes itself. And if it shall

apjiear that the form contradicts the universality

and comprehensiveness of the experience of which
it is the expression, and is, therefore, falsifying and

> imperilling that experience, Philosophy must ruth-

lessly assail that form, and break it up, in name of
; that principle of reconciliation which is the inspira-

tion and the goal both of thought and action.

Religion holds an analogous position toward Philo-

sophy, and has a work to do in its behalf, both
constructive and critical. Religion discovers the

!

principle for which Philosophy has been seek-

i mg, and exhibits it, not as a' theory, but as a

,
power, in the freshness and originality of actual

j

life, transforming character and inspiring service,

j

Philosophy, sinking into exhaustion through the

inadequacy of the synthesis which it has reached,

is rejuvenated at the fountain of religious experi-

ence, and is enabled to meet the deepening com-
plexity of its problem with a more comprehensive

|

and more detailed explanation. Religion at the

same time has to consider the intellectual synthesis

to which its own inspiration has given birth. And
if it shall appear that this synthesis has omitted

some element in the problem, and has obtained an

i

appearance of harmony by neglecting some source

of discord, and is thus stopping the progress of

thought short of its goal, Religion must resist the
1 claim of this Philosophy to be absolute, must
! emphasize the neglected elements of the problem,

.
and must proclaim again the harmony which

;
triumphs over the discords of life,— a harmony

i found not in Intellectual formulae, but in the ven-

, liable realities of spiritual experience. It follows

that Philosophy and Religion can never in their

inner meaning be opposed to one another. They
are both necessities of the human spirit. Both
alike presuppose the spiritual unity which pervades

experience, and makes possible both thought and

life. Each has its special function in apprehending

and realizing this unity ; and in their respective

functions each is essential to the other. Those

periods in which they come into close and con-

vol. hi .—SA

spicuous contact are peculiarly interesting in the
history of each. The most important of these
occurred in the beginning of the Christian era.

In that period, Greek philosophy reached the
goal of its long development. In this article we
desire to show what that goal was, and how, in

reaching it, Greek philosophy asked a question
to which Christianity brought the only adequate
answer.

i. The Problem of Greek Philosophy.

—

The movement of Greek thought falls into three
well-marked stages. In the first of these, the
principle of explanation is sought beyond conscious-
ness. In the second, a spiritual principle has been
won, and is used for the comprehension of all

existence, and the erection of a system of encyclo-
pedic knowledge. In the third, thought retreats
to the standpoint of the individual ; the problem
of knowledge is raised in its acutest form ; the
exhaustion of Philosophy overtakes it, and an in-

tense demand is made for a religious solution.

1. First Stage .—The early Greek thinker looks
out upon nature with joyous curiosity, and asks,
‘ What is the principle which underlies these
multitudinous phenomena?’ The earliest philo-

sophies contain brief dogmatic answers to this

question. They are not valuable in themselves;
but they are interesting as stating the problem
of Philosophy, and indicating the goal of thought.
They are divided into four schools. The Ionic
School identified the explanation of all things
with one element in nature, saying with Thales
(B.c. 640-550), £

all is water 5

j
or with Anaxi-

mander (B.C. 611-547),
£
all is matter,’ rb frireipov

;

or with Anaximenes (B.C. 588-524), £
all is air.’

The Pythagorean School passed from substance
to the proportion which all things bear to one
another, and taught that ‘all is number.’ The
Eleatic School passed still further on the path of

abstraction, from ‘substance’ and ‘number 5

Us

‘being,’ saying with Xenophanes (B.C. 576-480),
‘ all is one.’ The Physicists

, in reaction from this

abstractness, sought to analyze existence into
its material elements. This period closes with
Anaxagoras (B.C. 500-428). His great distinction

as a thinker is that he relies on the principle
of reason, rods, as the principle of explanation.
NoOy is a world-forming intelligence, acting on the
primitive constituents of matter. Thus the first

stage in the great movement of Greek philosophy
has brought us to a spiritual principle. This is

its great achievement, the splendid heritage it

hands on to succeeding generations of thinkers.
But along with this it also hands on another and
less satisfactory heritage, viz. dualism, the opposi-

tion of the spiritual and the material. Thought
and Extension.

2. Second Stage .—At the period of Greek history

at which we have now arrived, about the middle
of the 5th cent. B.C., we notice that the interest

of thought is turning from the outer world of
nature to the inner world of the human spirit.

Thought, accordingly, becomes anthropological,
and seeks the ultimate principles of truth, not
beyond, but within man’s consciousness of himself.

(a) The Sophists .—By these men this new de-
parture in the development of Philosophy is

inaugurated. One of the most famous of them is

Protagoras of Abdera(c. 440 B.C.), a pure subjectiv-

ist, who taught that there is no absolute standard
either of trutli or right. Nothing is good or bad
by nature (^ucrei), hut merely by statute {vofup).

Another is Gorgias (c. 427 B.C.), who taught a
rigorous individualism, summed up in a series of
paradoxes. N othing exists ; or, if something exists,

it cannot he known; or, if it can be known, it

cannot he communicated. The work of the Sophists
was destructive, and often ethically mischievous.
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"but it was necessary, as a preparation for the great
forward movement which Greek philosophy was
now to take. Their merit is that they have claimed
on behalf of man that the principle which is to

explain experience must he in harmony with his

self-consciousness. Their defect is that they have
construed man too poorly, and have regarded self-

consciousness as little more than individual opinion
or feeling.

(b) Socrates (b.c. 469-399).—In one sense Soc-

rates is a Sophist. He occupies the position of

subjectivity, and is a keen critic of conventional
customs, institutions, and dogmas. His aim, how-
ever, is always positive. He desires to break
through mere opinion in order that he may reach
universal principles of thought and action. His
method accordingly has a double aspect. It is

destructive, an ‘irony* by which he destroys the
conceit of knowledge ana convinces of ignorance,
which is the ‘original’ sin of the Socratic theology

;

but it is also constructive, an obstetric process,

whereby universal truth is brought to the birth,

and instinct is raised to the rank of clear self-

consciousness. In a word, his method is induc-
tion, the process whereby is discerned in a mass of

particulars what is universal, and therefore funda-
mental and true. The last result of this method
is condensed into the famous Socratic phrase,
‘Virtue is knowledge,’ knowledge of universal
principles of thought and action. In Socrates the
problem of Greek philosophy has deepened so as to
mclude the element of man’s conscious life. It

has become a moral, even a religious problem, how
to live life whole, and reach a complete synthesis
of experience. Socrates finds the answer in Thought
or the Universal. His gospel is ‘Salvation by
Wisdom.’ Defective as it was, the teaching of
Socrates declared the supreme worth of man as a
spiritual being. It gave direction to the whole
subsequent course of Greek thought, till at length
the problem became too complex for the Socratic
solution.

(c) Plato (B.C. 427-347) and Aristotle (B.c. 385-
322).—Socrates attempted no systematization of
thought. He was content with enunciating and
illustrating a principle. It was the work of
Plato and Aristotle to take the Socratic primacy
of thought, and from this standpoint to frame
systems of knowledge. Their systems have been
called ‘splendid digressions.’ This would be in-

correct ii it meant that they were not in the main
current of Greek thought. It is true, however,
that one element prominent in Socrates is lost in
them, to reappear with yet stronger emphasis in
the post -Aristotelian thinkers, viz. subjectivity.
They treat thought as a universal organ. Man as
an individual falls into the background. Their
problem is that of all Philosophy, to find a unity
that shall reconcile all differences

; but among
these the self-assertion of the individual and the
claim of the particular have not found their place.
The Socratic universal principles are in Plato

* ideas,* which are reached by £
reminiscence,’ and

fonn the archetypes of all things. Supreme among
the ideas is the Good, the ultimate reality, the
common ground of all thought and being. The
Good is God ; but for Plato the question of the
personality of God has not arisen. He is moving
in the pure ether of speculation, high above the
strife and tragedy which make men so eagerly
demand or so passionately deny a personal God.
Aristotle occupies the same ground as Plato in
holding that the universal is the real. But he has
a deeper interest than Plato in the phenomenal
and tne particular. His aim is to bring the uni-
versal and particular together, and to exhibit them
in their true relations. The formula he uses is

that of Form and Matter, etdos and V\rj. Form

acts as a plastic artist, taking up the ruue amor,

phous matter, and transforming or rather burning
it into actuality. Not only so, but this rt lation

has stages : that which is Form to what is beneath
it, being Matter to what is above it. Thus there

is a chain of being with mere Matter at one end
and pure Form at the other. Pure Form originates

the whole movement of existence, but is itself un-
moved. It is Thought, in its pure activity, having
no obj ect but itself, V ery Thought ofVery Thought,
vorjo-LS vorfo-eus. Thus the high level of Greek specu-
lation is theism, not that of the Hebrews with its

ethical content, but a theism of thought, in which
God abides by Himself in the bliss of perfect know-
ledge.

Both in Plato and in Aristotle the Unity is

magnificent, but it is incomplete. The dualism of

Anaxagoras is not yet exorcized. The phenomenal
and the individual still fall apart from this sublime
transcendental Thought. They must receive their

proper place before a true unity can be reached,
and when it is, it will not be merely intellectual.

3. Third Stage .—In this, the closing period of

Greek philosophy, a great change has come over
the ancient world. It is the age of world-wide
empire, crushing out the earlier civic life. It is

therefore also the age of individualism.
In Plato and Aristotle we are aware of an aloof-

ness from the problems that most interest us ; but
in the post-Aristotelian philosophies we find an
affinity with our modes of thought and our general
attitude toward life which make them interesting
and valuable, though speculatively they are be-

neath the level of the great encyclopaedic systems
which immediately preceded them. The Philosophy
of this period is intensely and increasingly occupied
with the needs of man. To begin with, it is essen-

tially Ethic, and this Ethic is meant to suffice man
for religion. As it advances, it becomes more and
more religious, till in the end, in Neoplatonism it is

avowedly Religion. The systems of this period all

logically connect themselves with elements to be
found in Aristotle. In Aristotle we have still the
Greek dualism unreconciled. Form and Matter,
Reason and Sense, are still in opposition. Accord-
ingly we find

:
(a) one system which makes Reason

its ruling principle
; (b) another which chooses

Sense for its keynote; (c) a third which chooses
either element to contradict and destroy the other

;

(d) finally, a system which strives to rise above the
antagonism of elements, and makes a leap for unity.

(a) The first is Stoicism
, which regards the soul

of the universe as rational, and gives to it the
significant title of the Logos. Of this rational
whole of things, man is part. He finds salvation,
accordingly, in living according to nature, taking
his place at the standpoint of all governing Reason.
Thus all things work together for his good. Stoi-
cism, to its eternal honour, lays hold of human per-
sonality, and attributes to it absolute independence
and infinite worth. In this aspect it approximates
to Christianity, and formed a mental and morajf
discipline which prepared the Roman world for
the preaching of the gospel. At the same time,
Stoicism failed as a redemptive power in the fast-
growing corruption of the Roman world. It is
‘ Salvation by Wisdom,’ limited, therefore, to the
few, and precarious even in them. Reason fails

as a reconciling, unifying principle. See STOICS.
(b) The second is Epicureanism, which frankly

makes matter the ground of all things, sense the
ultimate principle of knowledge and action. The
Epicurean, like the Stoic, said, ‘ Live according to
nature’; but nature, as he conceived it, was
material only, and the end of a life within its
limits is no more than pleasure. Such a principle
does not necessarily lead to vice ; but it may lead
to this as well as to virtue ; and in any case it fails
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to organize life into a whole, or quicken it with
sustained energy. Epicureanism is the intellectual
expression of the decay of moral life in the Roman
world. See EPICUREANS.

(c )
The third s Scepticism, which, hy keeping

rigidly to the individualism which was common
alike to Stoicism and Epicureanism, showed that
no absolute truth of knowledge, no authoritative
rule of action, is possible. Thought and life are
reduced to the mere play of opinion and impulse.
The only possible attitude toward reality is mere
suspense of judgment.

.

Such a position is paralysis
both mental and spiritual. Scepticism makes
articulate the despair which was brooding over the
hearts of men. It is the last utterance of Philo-
sophy, and it is the demand for Religion.

\d) The fourth is Neoplatonism. The life of man
had become hopeless. The demand of the age,
therefore, is not now Wisdom for the conduct ol

life, but Salvation, (rurrypla, escape from the dis-

satisfaction of this life, emergence into a higher
sphere. To this demand Neoplatonism makes
response. It is at once the climax and the destruc-
tion of Greek philosophy. In it Thought, the
mighty force which had led the human spirit in its

quest for unity, breaks down, and gives up the
reins of government. After Neoplatonism bar-

barism followed, and would have followed more
disastrously than it did, had not Christianity suc-

ceeded to the place vacated by Greek philosophy.

The real advance of Neoplatonism on all preceding
systems consists in its conception of the speculative

and practical problem. The old Greek dualism of

Form and Matter is deepened, and is transformed
into that of God and the World, the Infinite and
the Finite, Good and Evil. It is thus specifically a
religious problem ; and Neoplatonism is avowedly
a religious solution, a Philosophy which takes
up all religions into itself, and claims to be the
Absolute Religion. The great precursor of Neo-

f
latonism is Philo Judaeus. Its chief exponent is

lotinus (A.D. 204-270).

It is impossible here to give any adequate account
of the systems of these men, or of the many systems
elaborated through the opening centuries of the
Christian era. They all occupy the same stand-

point, and exhibit many resemblances in their

treatment of the problem which they all alike are

designed to solve.

It is important, however, to note the three great
doctrines into which all Neoplatonic systems may
be condensed.

(i.) The Doctrine of God.—God is transcendent,

the Absolute, the Original (rb rpurov), the Un-
limited (&TT6Lpov). To Him no finite predicates are

applicable. He is beyond all determination by
human thought. If we attribute to Him power
or goodness, it must be remembered that these

designations cannot express His real nature.

(ii.) The Doctrine of the World.—Between God
and the World, the Infinite and the Finite, there

is a great gulf, which Neojjlatonism proceeds to

fill up with variously conceived schemes of emana-
tion. From the Infinite height there is a descent

through less and less perfect beings, till at length

crass matter is reached. Only by some such

machinery would Neoplatonism allow that God
could possibly he the source of material existence.

(iii.) The Doctrine ofMan.—Man has in him a

spark of the divine. He lies, however, immersed
in the sensuous sphere. Salvation for him, there-

fore, consists in escaping from this sphere and
rising into that supersensuous sphere to which he
truly belongs. This escape is accomplished in a
process of purification {K&dapo-is) by means of ascetic

discipline.

To such a system had the long evolution of

txreek thought arrived, when Christianity went

forth on its mission. With this system Chris-

tianity was confronted as its chief antagonist.
ii. The Contact of Christianity with Greek

Philosophy.— l. Tee Christian Unity. Into
the Hellenic world, torn as it was with divisions,

hysterically eager for intellectual and moral satis-

faction, Christianity entered with the claim to be
the unity which men of Hellenic crriture, and
human hearts everywhere, required and sought
for. It differed profoundly, however, from Neo-
platonism or any such system, both in the inter-

pretation which it put on the problem and in the
nature of the solution it proposed.

{a) The Christian interpretation of the intellectual
problem and of the moral need of men. Beneath
the opposition of elements, Form and Matter,
Infinite and Finite, which was the deepest concep-
tion Greek thought had formed of the problem of
life, Christianity pierces to antagonism of wills,

the personal will of man in revolt from, and out of
harmony with, the personal will of God. This is

the hurt of the human soul ; this is the secret also

of the world’s pain and unrest. Greek thought
never did justice to personality. Pantheism drew
the Hellenic mind like a magnet. Its goal was
ever absorption of personal life in the wide sea
of impersonal being. The hindrance to such a
consummation always lay outside the constitution
of man, in the material environment of his soul.

Christianity boldly grasped the fact of personality ;

had for its goal the fulness of personal life in

communion with a personal God ; and saw the
hindrance to this consummation within the per-
sonal life itself. Evil, the barrier to unity of God
and man, is not outside of man, in the material
framework in which he finds himself, but within
man, in the determination of Ms will against the
divine will.

(b) The nature of the Christian solution. In one
word, it was Christ. Christianity, whose keynote,
like that of Neoplatonism, is unity, whose phrase-
ology often resembles that of Neoplatonism, differs

from it by the whole diameter of mental culture
and spiritual experience. It approaches the human
spirit, not with a theory, scheme, or process, but
with a gospel, a declaration whose sum and sub-
stance is Christ Jesus, incarnate, crucified, risen.

Holding stedfastly before the eyes of men, as the
ultimate problem of life, the reconciliation of wills,

human and divine, it proclaims the problem solved,

the reconciliation achieved through Christ. Christ

is God Incarnate , not a man who has reached the
highest point in a process of K&Ba.p<nst hut God,
who, in order to effect the reconciliation of man,
has entered into humanity, and taken it into union
with Himself. The long quest of man for God
had ended on the verge of an impassable gulf,

across which he vainly sought to cast a rainbow
bridge of fair images. In the Incarnation, God of

His own proper motion crosses the gulf, and by
His own act annihilates the distance. Christ has
died for men . That which holds God and man
apart is not the frailty of man, as thongh that
could be any real hindrance to spiritual and per-

sonal fellowship, or as though the removal of it

could secure that fellowship. On this rock Neo-
platonism wrecked itself as a redemptive power.
The root and secret of man’s inability to reach
God is sin. He does not need to make himself
divine in order to hold communion with God. He
does need to be delivered from the burden of guilt.

This deliverance has come through the sacrificial

death of Christ. Guilt is not a feeling of uneasi-

ness at the division man finds in his own nature.
It is the consciousness of alienation from God. Sin
is not an element in man’s subjectivity, a moment
in the process whereby he rises out of individualism.
It is an objective reality of the spiritual world.



which must he taken out of the way before the

human spirit can be at one with God. Christ has
done this in the deed of sin-bearing. Christ is risen.

His life, while lifted above time and space, is con-

tinued in organic union with those who occupy
time and space. He raises them through personal

union with Himself into union with God. He in

them is the source of a life whose spirit is sonsliip,

whose privilege is communion, whose goal is like-

ness. The occasional ecstasy, which was the

highest privilege possible under
^

Neoplatonism, is

replaced by a daily fellowship, without ecstasy but
with true and abiding intimacy, open not to a few-

accomplished spirits, but to all who come to God
through Christ.

With this the Christian solution is complete.

The problem, constituted by antagonism of the

human will to the divine, is solved at length.

2. Christianity and the Greek Dualism.
— GreekPhilosophy, aswehave seen in the foregoing

sketch, was haunted by a dualism which it sought
in vain to overcome. The secret of the failure lay

in not conceiving the dualism profoundly enough.
Christianity penetrates beneath the dualism of

elements to antagonism of wills. The Greek
problem lies within the Christian problem. The
Christian solution is at the same time also the
solution of the Greek problem. This does not
mean that Christianity is a philosophy, or has its

truth bound up with any special metaphysical
system. It is a Religion. But it is a religion

-which provides the unity sought for by Philo-

sophy.* It contains, therefore, implicitly the
answer to the question raised by Philosophy.

(i.) The speculative problem. The Greek mind
presupposed the irreconcilability of form and
matter. The utmost effort in the direction of

reconciliation was that made by Neoplatonism, the
filling up of the gulf by a series of emanations.
The Christian teachers, surveying the long toil

of the Greeks after wisdom, said in effect, ‘ The
ultimate dualism is not that of form and matter

;

it is that of the divine and human wills. What
hinders man from reaching God is not his material
environment, but his sin. Christ has taken away
the sin of man. The Incarnate Christ may be
reached by any human soul, immediately, at a step,

a touch, a look. And when Christ is reached, God
is reached.’ They found, however, that the Greek
mind was hag-ridden by phrases and formulae,
Pleroma, Logos, and what not, all implying the
impossibility of getting to God except by a clumsy
machinery of emanations. They therefore boldly
adopted this nomenclature ana baptized it into
Christ.

What was supposed to be done by emanations,
etc., and never really was done, has been done by
Christ. He that hath seen Him hath seen the
Father. Do they speak of the Pleroma ? He is the
Pleroma (so in Colossians). Do they speak of the
Logos ? He is the Logos (so in the Fourth Gospel).
These Greek philosophic terms do not indicate that
the Christian leaders who use them are sitting at
the feet of Greek metaphysicians. The NT con-
veys a thought which had another origin than
the speculations of a Philo; but, entering the
Greek world at the time it did, it uses the terms
which expressed the endeavour of the Greek mind,

* The reference in Col 28 is not to be regarded as a con-
demnation by the apostle of Philosophy in itself. It has in
view a definite form of teaching, easily recognizable by the
first readers of the Epistle, though affording matter of inquiry
and discussion in later times. This teaching was probably of
a theosophic Jewish Christian character, not without relation,
as Lightfoot and others have shown, to the Gnostic Judaism
of the Essenes (see art. Colossians). Bengel’s remark is appo-
site. ‘ Philosophia in se est medium, quiddam : sed tamen facilior
abusus ad fraudem, in ea prsesertim philosophia Judaica,
quam turn iactabant et puritati fidei attemuerare conabantur’
{Gnomon N.T. in loo.}.

to carry the truth which the Greek mind despaired

of reaching. In other words, Christianity, not by
emanations or by hypostatized abstractions, but

by the living Christ, lifts men to a central stand-

point, and enables them to look out on experience

as a unity, and to see even in its most material

elements no remote antithesis to God, but the

manifestation of His mind, the instrument of His
purpose. God is self-revealing Spirit. The uni-

verse is spiritual to its core. Christ has abolished

dualism. Christianity, it cannot be too much
insisted on, is not a philosophy; but it is the

inspiration and the goal of all philosophy.

(ii.
)
The practical problem . The Greek dualism

haunts Greek ethic, and sets Reason and Sense in

eternal opposition. The senses, seated in man’s
material frame, form the great hindrance to virtue.

Greek ethic, accordingly, resolves itself very much
into various plans for the disposal of the sensual ele-

ment in man’s nature. Neoplatonism preaches the

elimination of sense by an ascetic discipline, which
shall gradually set the spiritual nature of man free

from all perturbation by the senses. Stoicism

proclaims the dominion of reason over the passions.

Man is to he a despot in the domain of his nature,

crushing every uprising of sense with the proud
might of reason. Aristotelianism, breathing the
classic spirit of Hellenism, teaches that reason is

to use sense as an artist uses the material with
which he works, and by means of which he elabor-

ates an artistic product.
Tracing evil to the senses as a given element

in man’s constitution, Greek ethic never deepens
toward conviction of sin, has no need or room for

redemption, and remains always proud and self-

sufficient. Christianity by a deeper analysis traces

evil, not to sense as an element in man’s constitu-

tion, but to will, i.e. to the man himself in revolt,

from God. It therefore accumulates upon man
responsibility for moral evil, and deeply humbles
him before God. Christian morality, accordingly
has the note of humility and contrition which is

absent from Greek ethic. It also exalts man, and
holds out to him hope of an attainment far higher
than was possible under Greek ethic. Let his will

he yielded to God and made one with the divine
will. He is then at once placed in a position which
is central and supreme. His whole nature, includ-

ing his material frame, is now a domain wherein
the will of God is being progressively realized.

The painful and precarious treatment of sense as
an alien element is replaced by a process by which
every element in man’s complex nature is brought
into harmony. This process has its human side,

requiring strength of will and strenuousness of

purpose. It is conducted, however, in the might
of a divine energy, and its product, the Christian
character, is not a manufactured article in which
man may pride himself, but a creation, the work
of the Divine Spirit operating immediately upon
the surrendered spirit of man.

3. The Relation of Christian Experi-
ence to Greek Forms of Tho ught.—The after-
relations of Christian faith to Greek forms of
thought have been made a subject of close and pro-
longed investigation by the modern school of
historical criticism of which Harnack is the great
representative, and of which Hatch and McGiffert
are leading English examples. The work of this
school is of priceless value in respect of its pure
historical research. But in so far as it is dom-
inated by certain presuppositions, and is deter-
mined by a certain preconceived idea, it seems
to the present writer to he mistaken in its results.
That dogma is ‘in its conception and develop-
ment a product of the Greek spirit on the soil

of the gospel’ (Harnack) may in a sense he ad-
mitted. At the same time, care must be taken
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in the application of such a principle to do
justice to the original content of the gospel with
which later reflections had to deal. In the hands
of certain members of the school it may be
doubted whether this is secured. In the Hibbert
Lecture of the late Dr. Hatch, the problem, as
conceived by these writers, is expressed with a
clearness which leaves nothing to be desired, viz.
‘ Why an ethical sermon stood in the forefront of
the teaching of Jesus, and a metaphysical creed in
the forefront of the Christianity of the 4th cent. ?

?

The conclusion to which the brilliant ability and
ripe scholarship of the author are devoted is, that
this change, being ‘coincident with the trans-
ference of Christianity from a Semitic to a Greek
soil/ is

c the result of Greek influence/ In plain
words, primitive Christianity was simple ethical
teaching regarding God and duty, undisturbed by
intellectual problems, and absolutely free from
speculative elements. Theology, as embodied in
the great creeds, is a superstructure of mischievous
metaphysic reared by the fruitless subtlety of the
Greek intellect, which must he swept away before

f
enuine Christianity can be revealed in pristine
eaut^ and power.
Obviously, then, the question is as to the nature

of primitive Christianity. Is it true that it was
ethical merely? Is it true that its essence is

summed up in the Sermon on the Mount? Is it

permissible to lay aside every element in the NT
that is not rigidly and exclusively c

ethical
5

? Is

it fair to state the' problem as being the transition
from the Sermon on the Mount to the Nieene
Creed? If the problem he misleading, the con-
clusions cannot fail to be erroneous. In order to

reduce the problem to the simplicity and narrow-
ness of the above statement, the following positions

must he maintained. (I) Jesus Christ cannot have
been more than a unique religious personality, with
deep and true moral instincts, and a high degree
of spiritual-mindedness. Ho cannot have made
Himself the centre of His message. His declara-

tions regarding His second coming must have been
an afterthought, due to the discovery on His part
that His mission was to end in His being rejected

and put to death. Here we have to ask : (a) Is

this a fair account of the Jesus of the Gospels ?

Can the personality of Christ as presented in those
narratives be reduced to the outlines of such a
sketch ? Take the picture of Jesus drawn by the
historical school and place it beside that given in

the Gospels, and say if they are duplicates. If

that of the historical school be correct, then that
of the Gospels is not merely incorrect in certain

features, but is a sheer monstrosity, which invali-

dates the whole Gospel narrative, and makes it

valueless for purposes of sober history. (6) Is it

fair to ignore the self-consciousness of Jesus as

gathered into His most pregnant sayings? On
what principles of historic research is it permissible

to discount the self-assertion of Jesus? Has the
Self of Jesus not such a place even in that very
Sermbn on the Mount as to give an entirely

different view of the sermon itself, and an entirely

different reading of the problem ‘ from the Sermon
on the Mount to the Nieene Creed 5

? (2) The
religion of the primitive disciples must have been
simply Jewish tj nitarianism and Jewish Legalism,

modified in some of their elements by the teach-

ing of Jesus regarding God and duty. Here
again the question is as to matter of fact. Is this

the whole truth regarding the first generation

of Christians? Is this account a fair interpreta-,

tion of the narrative in the Acts? Can the life

and work of the early Church, its worship, its

preaching, its missionary impulse, its labours and
martyrdoms, be made intelligible on such a sup-

position ? In particular, is it fair to discount the

place which the Risen Christ had in the faith of

the early Church? Why was He worshipped,
prayed to, trusted, served, and that long before
Hellenic influence had touched the Churches creed ?

Give due weight to the self-consciousness of Jesus,
estimate aright the place of the Risen Christ in
the life of the early Christians

;
and the positions

of Hatch and MeGiffert must he profoundly modi-
fied. (3) The conceptions of Christ to be found
in the NT writings must he due to peculiarities in
the intellectual history of their authors, and cannot
express anything in the general belief of Christians.
On the face of it, such a proposition is utterly im-
robable. The NT writings are chiefly letters

etween correspondents. Whatever may have
been the intellectual idiosyncrasies of the writers,
it is inconceivable that they do not express a
consciousness common to writers and recipients.
Indeed, this is expressly claimed by the writers,
and Paul insists that his teaching is simply the
faith of Christian people as such. The existence
of a Pauline or Johannine Christianity which was
not that of the Church at large, and, in particular,
was not the Christianity of Christ, is an unproved
hypothesis, not warranted by the known facts of
the NT period, and not required for their inter-

pretation.

If, then, the NT as a whole is substantially
correct, both in its narratives of events and in its

interpretation of them, the problem for the his-

torian is not £ from the Sermon on the Mount to
the Nieene Creed,

5 but * from the NT as a whole to
the Nieene Creed.

5 The question at issue is, * Is

there anything in the Nieene Creed which, in
respect oi the truth sought to he expressed, is not
already in the New Testament? 5

Go hack now to the moral and intellectual situa-
tion of the age in which Christianity appeared.
Greek philosophy has led men to a fundamental
dualism, and has uttered the demand of the human
spirit for union with God. Neoplatonism, the last
despairing effort of Greek thought, fails to meet
the demand. Christianity enters the Hellenic
world with the proclamation of that for which
Hellenic thought had sought in vain, union with
God. This, accomplished in Christ, is its message
to the Hellenic world, and to the heart of man as
such. A mere amended Judaism would have had
no point of contact with the Greek mind, or with
the spirit of man anywhere. The personal Christ,

Son of God and Son of Man, is the centre of the
primitive gospel.

Conceive now Christianity entering the Hellenic
world ; it will hear a twofold relation to Hellenic
culture and to Greek forms of thought, (a) It

will be influenced by them. It is implicitly the
solution of the problem of Greek philosophy. It

will thus naturally use the terminology of Greek
philosophy, and fill the formulae of unsuccessful
thought with the meanings of a divine revelation.

(b) It will stiffly refuse to he coerced by them.
The Christian idea of union with God, viz. recon-
ciliation through a Person, utterly transcended
Greek thought. Again and again, in the centuries
preceding Niceea, the attempt was made to reduce
Christianity to a phase of Greek Philosophy.
Sabellianism on the one hand, Arianism on the
other, were more logically consistent as specula-
tive systems than the fulness of the gospel. Yet
Christianity declined to surrender its independ-
ence. In the end the Christian experience was
gathered into the Nieene Creed, which, in effect, is

this: Christianity, stating, in terms borrowed
from Greek Philosophy, that which is too great
for any system of philosophy, a truth distinctive,

unique, a revelation, not a discovery.

Literature,—On the nature and function of Philosophy, E.
Oaird, Essays, 2 vols. 1892. On the relation between Philo.
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sophy and Religion, E. Caird, Evolution of Religion, 2 vols.

1893; and discussions in T. H. Green’s Collected Works (1888),

vol. lii. On the development of Greek Philosophy, the Histories

of Philosophy by Schwegler (1847, Eng. tr. 1867), Zeller (1883,

Eng. tr. 1886), TJeberweg (7th ed. 1883-86, Eng. tr. from 4th ed.

1872-74), Wmdelband (Gesch. der alien Philosophic, 1888, Eng.

tr. 1900 ;
Gesch, der Phil. 1892). On Neoplatonism and its rela-

tion to Christianity, Hamack, Dogmengeschichte, 1886-90 (Eng
tr. 1894-99). On the relation of Christianity to Greek Philosophy,

Hatch, Hibbert Lectures, 1888. T. B. KILPATRICK.

PHINEES ($ive4s, Finees).~±. Phinehas, the son

of Eleazar and grandson of Aaron. 1 Es 56 89* 29

(B $o/)6s, A Civets), 2 Es l2b. 2. The son of Heli

and father of Achias. These three names are

mentioned among the progenitors of Ezra only in

2 Es l2* (cf. the lists in JEzr 7, X Es 8) : their inser-

tion here is probably an error, since Ezra belonged
to the line of Eleazar, and Phinehas son of Eli to

the younger branch of the line of Ithamar. 3. A
priest of the time of Ezra, and father of Eleazar,

1 Es S63 (LXX

®

2
). H. St. J. Thackeray.

PHINEHAS (Dip'?, LXX 4Ws).— 1. Son of

Eleazar, and his successor in the high priesthood,

Ex 6» 1 Ch 64, ®°, Ezr 75, 1 Es 82
,
2 Es l2. The

circumstance by which Phinehas is chiefly re-

membered (Nil 25) hears a striking analogy to

the most decisive crisis in the life of St. Peter.

The great confession at Caesarea - Philippi was
scarcely more significant and epoch-making in the
growth of Christian discipleship than was that act
of fiery zeal at Shittim m the history of the Old
Covenant, when for the first time the Mosaic
religion came into collision with Baal worship,
its future rival. In both cases we have, ‘ in the
fulness of the time/ a great moral decision to be
made of world importance, ‘Jehovah or Baal,

5

*
"but whom say ye that I am ?

5 Alike at Shittim
and at Caesarea, amidst a general hesitancy and
failure to grasp the situation, there is a prompt
response on the part of one alone, followed by the
pronouncement on that one of a signal blessing of

far-reaching import. When ‘Israel joined himself
unto Baal-peor *

it was no ordinary revolt or mur-
muring. Something more was needed ‘to make
atonement 5 than the official execution by man of

'all the chiefs of the people,
5 or even than the

visitation of a plague by God. The Divine want
was satisfied hv the personal devotion of the young
priest who, while others wept helplessly, identi-

fied himself with ‘the Lord whose name is Jealous 5

(‘ He was jealous with my jealousy among them 5

),

and determined for ever the rightful attitude of
a whole-hea-rted servant of J" towards any en-
croachments of the abominable idolatries of the
heathen. Accordingly we find that the slaying
of Zimri and Cozbi was ever after one of the proud
and stimulating memories of Israel’s past history.
La the psalmist’s retrospect (Ps 10630 * 31

) Phinehas,
it is implied, was a second Abraham. His deed
of faith * was counted unto him for righteousness,
unto all generations for evermore.’ The son of
Sirach in his ‘praise of famous men 5 stamps
Phinehas as ‘ the third in glory

5
after Moses and

Aaron, ‘in that he was zealous in the fear of the
Lord, and stood fast in the good forwardness of his
soul when the people turned away, and lie made
reconciliation for Israel

5

(Sir 4523'26
). The slaughter

of the apostate Jew and of the king’s commissioner
at the hands of Mattathlas, which initiated the
Maccabsean revolt, recalls to the historian the
example of Phinehas, and, in his dying exhortation
to his sons, Mattathias reminds them how ‘Phinehas
our father, for that he was zealous exceedingly,
obtained the covenant of an everlasting priest-
hood 5

(1 Mac 2s6* 64
). With respect to this cove-

nant, reasons have been given under the article
Abiathar for believing that the promise to
Phinehas of an everlasting priesthood was con-

ditional, as are all the promises of God, and that,

in fact, Abiathar was his last direct representative.

The other notices of Phinehas in the Bible history

are of lesser importance. Nu 31® (P) states that

he accompanied the punitive expedition against

Midian, not as commander (Jos. Ant. IV. vii. 1),

but in his priestly capacity, ‘with the vessels of

the sanctuary and the trumpets for the alarm in

his hand, 5
in accordance with the law (Nn 10s * 9

;

cf. 2 Ch 1332
). He was leader and spokesman of

the deputation from the western tribes to the
eastern concerning the erection of the altar Ed
(Jos 2213 - 30-S2

)

;

and in Jg 2028 the civil war be-

tween Benjamin and the other tribes is incidentally

stated to have occurred during his high priesthood,

and that the ark was then at Bethel (so also Jos.

Ant. V. ii. 10), not at Shiloh as previously and
subsequently (Jos 181

, 1 S 43). Ewald (El ii. 313)

notes that the estate given to Eleazar (Jos 2433
),

being called Gibeath-pninehas, is ‘ a proof that in

popular estimation he ranked even higher than
his father.

5 For this place see art. Gibeah, 3.

According to 1 Ch 920 Phinehas at one time had
been superintendent of the Korahite gate-keepers.
‘The sons of Phinehas 5 (Ezr 82

,
1 Es 829

, 1 Es 55
)

seems to mean the clan of priests who elsewhere
are called sons of Eleazar.

It remains that a brief mention should be made
of the legends that gather round Phinehas in

Kabbinical literature. His grandfather Putiel
(Ex 625 ) was identified with Jethro by an absurd
etymology, and Phinehas, before his great exploit,

had been constantly reproached with his Midianite
origin

(Sota, Gemara, viii. 6, ed. Wagenseil and
Targ. of Jonathan). In the Targ. of Jonathan on
Nu 25, twelve signs testify to a Divine interposi-

tion in the death of Zimri and Cozbi, and the
promise of God receives this remarkable addition

:

‘ I will make him the angel of the covenant, that
he may live for ever to proclaim redemption at
the end of the days. 5 A combination of this legend
with Mai 45 is the probable origin of the wide-
spread belief in the identity of Phinehas with
Elijah (Fabricius, Cod. pseuaepig. Vet. Test. ch.

170 ; Seder Olam, ed. Meyer, pp. 261, 845). He
was also identified with the anonymous prophet
of Jg 68

(Seder Olam, ch. xx.) and with the prophet
who denounced Eli (Jerome, Qu. Eeb. on IS 227

).

Eusebius
( Chron . An. 860) blunderingly identifies

Phinehas with Eli. Phinehas was also said to
have been the author of the last verse of the Book
of Joshua, and of an explanation of sacred names
(Fabricius, l.c.).

2. Younger son. of Eli, 1 S Is. Jos. (Ant. v.
xi. 2) says that his father had resigned the office

of high priesthood to him on account of his old
age. It is true that the biblical narrative implies
throughout that Hophni and Phinehas performed
the active functions of the priesthood, out there
seems no other ground for this supposed abdication
in favour of the younger son than the fact that
the succeeding high priests were descended from
him. Hophni was probably childless. Two sons
of Phinehas are mentioned, Ahitub (1 S 14s

)
and

Ichabod (1 S 421
). On the other hand, it is almost

certain that in 2 Es l2 this Phinehas is reckoned
among the high priests. That list alone inserts
Heli, .Phinees, and Achias (i.e, Ahijah) between
Amariah and Ahitub. This is evidently an at-
tempt to make a complete list by adding Eli and
his successors, who are ignored m Ch, Ezr, and
1 Es. This is not the place to moralize on the
excesses of Phinehas and his brother, or on their
indulgent father’s dignified but feeble remon-
strances, or on their miserable death. Their ritual
irregularity, however, demands an explanation.
They committed two distinct breaches of the law.
(a) It seems clear that ‘the memorial/ which in

L
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animal peace-offerings was the inner fat (Lv 3),

was always burnt on the altar first ; that is, the
Lord received His portion before either priest or
offerer took theirs, (b) The portion of the animal
due to the priest was strictly defined, although
neither the law of Lv 734 (‘the wave breast and
the heave thigh have I taken . . . and given unto
Aaron the priest and unto his sons as a due for

ever from the children of Israel
5

) nor that of Dt
IS-

3
(‘ they shall give unto the priest the shoulder

and the two cheeks and the maw 5

) may have
been then in force. The worshippers, however,
seem to have resented the impiety more than
the greed of the priests. The sin of the young
men is graphically summed up in the statement
that ‘they contemned (raw) tne offering of tire

Lord 5

(I S 217
, on which see Driver or H. P.

Smith).
3. Ezr 8s8, 1 Es 8®. Father of Eleazar, one of

the two priests who received at Jerusalem the
offerings brought by Ezra from Babylon.

N. J: D. White.
PHINOE ($w6e, AY Phinees), I Es 5sl=Paseah

($kt6v), Ezr 249
, Neh751

.

PHLEGON ($\<?7c^).~-The name of a Christian
greeted with others by St. Paul in Ro 1614

. He is

commemorated with Herodion and Asyncritus
(which see) on April 8 (Acta Sanctorum, April, i.

p. 741). The name was borne by a Greek writer

of the 2nd cent, who is stated by Origen to have
given some information concerning Christ.

A. C. Headlam.
PHCEBE ($o£/9q).—In Ro 161 St. Paul commends

Phoebe to the Roman Christians. He describes her
as (1)

4 our sister,
5

(2) ‘a servant (SlAkovos) of the
Church that is at Cenchreae ’—the port of Corinth.

(3) He asks that they ‘receive her in the Lord,

worthily of the saints, and ‘ assist her in whatso-
ever matter she may have need of them. 5

(4) He
says that she has been * a succourer (irpoordns) of

many, 5 and of himself in particular. It is generally

assumed that Phoebe was the bearer of the Epistle,

and the words by which she is introduced {awLcrrrjfu

vfuv) imply a formal introduction to the Roman
community.
Two points demand a short discussion : (1) How

far is di&Kovos technical ? This is the only place

where the office is referred to by name in the

NT (for I Ti 3U 5Sff* cannot he quoted), but. the

younger Pliny (Ep. X. xevi. 8) speaks of ministry

in the Christian Church, and there are constant

references to them under the names of hirovos

(ii. 26) and diaic&vurcra (viii. 19, 20, 18) in the Apos-

tolic Constitutions. Moreover, the circumstances

of Oriental life must have made it necessary that

there should he female attendants to perform for

women what the deacons did for men, m baptism,

in visiting the women's part of the house, and in

introducing women to the bishop or deacons (Apost.

Const, iii. 15, etc.). There is no occasion, there-

fore, for thinking that the word has not, at any
rate to a certain extent, a technical meaning, but

we have not sufficient grounds for assuming an

order of deaconesses in the later sense. The
translation ‘servant/ however, is inadequate.

(2) The description of her as irpoardns suggests

that she was a person of some wealth and position.

This word again is probably technical. It implies

the legal representative or wealthy ‘patroness.

Her residence at Cenchreae — the port towards

Ephesus—would enable her to exercise the duties

of hospitality, and to give other forms of assist-

ance to Christians on their first landing in the

country, and to help what must have been a small

and struggling Church. She is commemorated on

Sept. 3. See Acta Sanctorum, Sept., vol. i. p. 602.

A. C. Headlam.

PHOENICIA.—

L Sources.
II. The Country

—

(a) Its extent and natural feature®.

(b) Its history.
(c) Greater Phoenicia.

iii. The People.
iv. The Alphabet and Language.
v. Constitution and Government.
vi. Civilization and Commerce.
vii. Religion—

() The deities.

() Sacred objects and cultus.

i. Sources.

—

The sources of our knowledge of

Phoenician history and civilization are contained
in

—

(a) Inscriptions in the Phoenician language.

These are very numerous, amounting to some
thousands. They have been found in Phoenicia
itself and in Cyprus, Egypt, Greece, the islands of

Melita, Gaulos, Sicily, Cossura, Sardinia, and
Corsica, as well as in Africa, Italy, France, and
Spain. Whilst these are invaluable for the restora-

tion of the language (especially such as have Greek
transliterations and translations appended), unfor-

tunately very few are of historical interest, few are

of any length, few have been found in Phoenicia
itself, and, with one exception, none are earlier

than the Persian period. The oldest known is

CIS No. 5. This is on the fragments of a howl
discovered in Cyprus (‘in insula Cypro, casu [ut

putamus] reperta
5

) but belonging to a temple of

Baal not far from Sidon, and on palseographical

grounds is assigned to the 9th cent. B.C. It

mentions a ‘ Hiram, king of the Sidonians/ hut it

remains uncertain to which of the kings of this

name it refers. The remaining inscriptions consist

mostly of dedications and memorials on tombs,
with two or three pertaining to sacrifices. Their
chief value lies in the names of kings they con-

tain, and in the proper names containing names
of gods.*

(0 ) The Egyptian hieroglyphic and Babylono-

Assyrian cuneiform inscriptions contain many
references to the land of Phoenicia, and give some
idea of its relation to foreign powers from the

16th cent. B.C. to the Persian period. The Tel

el-Amarna tablets give a glimpse into contem-

porary history which is valuable and probably
characteristic. Much, however, remains to be

done in the classification and identification of the

f
eographical names in the cuneiform inscriptions.

or the Egyptian much has been done By W.
Max Muller, t

(c) References to the Phoenicians,
and especially

to Tyre and Sidon with their dependencies
,
in the

Old Testament.—These occur in writings extend-

ing over a period of about four centuries (9th to

5th cent. B.C.). They consist partly of short notes

ethnographical (more properly geographical) as in

Gn 10 : archaeological or geographical, as in Dt

relating to religion, as in 1 K lle. In addition to

these the longer passages in the books of Isaiah

(ch. 23), Jeremiah (chs. 25. 27. 47), and Ezekiel

(chs. 26-32) give a striking picture of the com-

merce and civilization of the chief Phoenician

*The Phoenician inscriptions are collected in the Corpus
Inscriptimum Semiticarum, pt. i. vols. i. and ii., Paris, 1881-99.

Further details as to some of them, and two or three new and
recently discovered inscriptions, will be found in the Oriental

Journals of Germany, Vienna, Paris ; in the Revue d’Assyrio-

logie
,
vol. v. Ho. 1, and other journals.

t The references to Phoenicia in the Egyptian inscriptions

will be best found in Flinders Petrie’s History of Egypt,

Brugsch’s Egypt under the Pharaohs, and W. Max Muller’s

Asien und Europa. The Tel el-Amarna tablets are edited by
Winckler, The Tell el-Amarna Letters. A very useful com-
pendium with much valuable comment is contained in Flinders

Petrie’s Syria and Egypt from the Tell el-Amarna Letters,

London. 1898. The best collection of Babylonian and Assyrian

inscriptions is in Schrader’s KeUinsehriftliohe Bxbliothek vols.

i.—iv.
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cities at the time when these prophecies were
written.*

(d) Greek writings.—For fragments of two of the

most important writings on Phoenician history we
are indebted to Josephus, Eusebius, and others

whose writings we have, who may have taken
them from the encyclopaedic writer Alexander
Polyhistor. Menandros of Ephesus, who seems
to have flourished about the 2nd cent. B.C., wrote
a history or chronicle of some at least of the

Phoenician cities. The first fragment (in Josephus,
c. Ap. i. 18 and in part also in Ant. VIII. v. 3) con-

tains Tyrian annals, with a list of kings from the

early part of the 10th cent. B.c. to the founding of

Carthage at the close of the 9th century. A second
fragment {Ant. ix. xiv. 2) tells of a siege of Tyre
under Shalmaneser, and a third (c. Ap. i. 21),

usually ascribed to Menandros, though he is not
explicitly mentioned as the author, gives further

chronology and list of kings from a siege of Tyre
under Nebuchadnezzar to the accession of Cyrus to

the throne of Persia. Three other smaller pieces

are of minor importance.
Bios, an otherwise unknown writer, is quoted in

Jos. c. Ap. i. 17 as having written an accurate
history of Phoenicia. The extract given tells of

Hiram the contemporary of Solomon. Two or

three other authors are mentioned in Greek litera-

ture as writers on Phoenician history, but their

works have perished.—Quite different in character
from the vTorks mentioned seems to have been the
Phoenician history of Philo Byhlios, a writer of

the end of the 1st cent. a.d. His vrork professed
to be a translation of the writing of a Phoenician
named Sanchuniathon who lived in the period be-

fore the Trojan war. The portions of his work
reserved for us by Eusebius show him to have
een a euhemerist, who in his description of the gods

and his cosmogony has used Phoenician material,
but has so adapted it to suit his own views that
his work can be used only after most searching
criticism. — Besides the above works, there are
references in Greek writings too numerous to be
mentioned here. The Iliad mentions 4 Sidon,

5

‘Sidonians,
5 and 4 Phoenicians,

5 and the Odijssey
the same, with the addition of 4 Phoenicia.

5 Hero-
dotus tells of Phoenician legends and commerce,
and many writers after him have incidental notices
of, this land and people.—Of Roman writers, one
deserves mention. In the prologue to the 18th
book of Justin’s epitome of the history of Pompeius
Trogus (about the beginning of the Christian era)
occur the words, 4 Inde (continentur) origines
Plxcenicum et Sidonis et Yelise Carthaginisque
res gesfcse in excessu dictse.’ The only section
that remains is in Justin, xviii. 3ff., and was prob-
ably taken from, a work of Timagenes (1st cent.

B.c.J.t

(e) Archaeological remains.—Underground Phoe-
* For a complete list of OT passages referring to Phoenicia,

see the Concordances s. ‘Sidon,’ ‘Sidonians,’ ‘Tyre,’ ‘Arvad,’
* Gebal,’ and consult the table in Gn 10 ; see also Canaan in vol.
i. p. 347. Tyre and Sidon are mentioned in the NT by the
Synoptists, Mt 1121- 22 1521, Mk 38 724. 3i

} Lk 426 617 1013- 14 and in
Ac 1220 213. 7 2T3. In Mk 726 the adjective hvpoqoivtxitrtru occurs.

t The fragments of Menandros are collected in Muller’s Frag-

menta Historicorum Grcecorum, vol. iv. p. 445 ff., but to Muller’s
list must be added the paragraph contained in Jos. Ant. ix.
xiv. 2, and it should be noticed that a part of the first piece is
repeated in Ant. vm. v. 3. It will be observed that Josephus
says that Menandros wrote of the ‘ kings of the Greeks and the
Barbarians.’ The fragment of Dios is contained in the same
volume (Frag. Hist. Gr. iv. 398), where the author is identified
with Ailios Dios ; but; this is very doubtful. The remains of
Philo Byblios are collected, ib. iii. 560 ff. The value of his work
has been much discussed by scholars. A good essay on the
subject is that of W. Baudissin in his Studien zwr semitischen
Retigionsgeschichte

,
vol. i. pp. 1-46. His conclusion is that

Philo has taken his material from various sources— some
Semitic—and given to it the name of a man of antiquity.
Sanchuniathon is a genuine Phoenician name. In any case the
work as a whole represents Phoenician religion in its decline

,

not in its origin.

nicia is still almost entirely unexplored, though a

beginning has now been made at Sidon. Scattered

about, however, on the surface of the ancient

Phoenician land are remains of walls, fortifications,

temples, and tombs, which help to tell the story of

bygone days. Of the colonies, Cyprus and Car-

thage have yielded a large number of articles

(vases, statuettes, etc. etc. ),
which throw light on

the arts and daily life of the people. Coins also,

and seals, though not in large numbers, are now
to be found in museums (see below under 4 Civiliza

tion and Commerce 5

).

ii. The Country.— (a) Extent and
\
natural

features. Although the Phoenicians inhabited

cities as far north as Myriandos (in the Gulf of

Alexandretta) and as far south as Jaffa (see below)
in the Persian period, the earlier Phoenician terri-

tory may be said roughly to have been bounded on
the north by the river Orontes or Mt. Casius, and
on the south by Mt. Carmel. On the east the

limits are entirely unknown, hut the Bargylos
and Lebanon ranges seem to form natural bound-
aries on that side. Colonists from Sidon, however,
appear to have pushed their way as far inland as

the neighbourhood of the sources of the Jordan
(Jg 18). The land thus consisted of two distinct

regions: (1) The hill-country, i.e. the slopes of

Bargylos (Nusaireyah) and Lebanon. Both these
ranges extend from N. to S. : the former from
Antioch to the river Eleutheros, the latter from
this point to the mountains of N. Galilee and
Hermon. They are of limestone, with many other
formations, and in some parts reach a height of

over 10,000 ft. The scenery is magnificent, espe-

cially in the great gorges wrhere the rivers pass
down into the plains. The vegetation is luxuriant
for a long distance up the slopes, and the many
flourishing villages on the side of the Lebanon
facing the sea to-day, tell us of one part of

Phoenician life which has vanished almost entirely

from its history. The chief rivers are the Eleu-
theros, which separates Bargylos from Lebanon

;

the Adonis, famous in history ;
and the Lycos, at

the mouth of which still remain the well-known
Egyptian and Assyrian inscriptions. But besides
these there are many small streams which pour
down from every mountain slope, full in the rainy
season, empty in the dry, and for this very reason
affecting both commercial and military movements.
(2) The plains are best known as containing nearly
all the cities that have left their mark in Phoenician
history. The extreme north is a mere strip of land
between the mountains and the sea, and the first

great plain is that extending for about 60 miles
south from Gabala, with a width varying from 2
to 10 miles, and containing the cities of Arvad
and Simyra. The next piece of open country is

that from the Lycos river to a few miles below
Beyrfit, then follow the plains of Sidon, about
10 miles long and 2 broad, Tyre about 20 miles
long and from 1 mile to 5 miles broad, and Acre
about 8 miles long and 6 broad. These plains
as well as the hilly slopes were famous for
their cultivation, and there are traces to-day, in
the remains that are found, of the industries
that were carried on in them. But they owe
their fame mostly to the fact that they are the
highways along which the trade of the East
came to the West. The inscriptions at the mouth
of the Lycos, the annals of Egypt and Assyria, and
the descriptions of the OT prophets, all bear
witness to the constant traffic and frequent in-
vasions that were made possible by this low-lying
coast-land of Phoenicia.*

* A description of the old Phoenician territory at the present
time may be read in Renan, Mission de PMnicie ; Walpole, Tht
Ansayrii; R£clu.s, VAsie Ant&rieure

;
and Baede keris Paiestim

and Svria.
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(b) History of the country.—The earliest histor-

ical mention of the Phoenician land is in the older
Egyptian inscriptions, where it appears under the
name of Dahe (or Zahi)* Between B.C. 1587 and
1562 Aahmes reached it in his northern conquests.
He also mentions a people called the Fenkhu as

workers in his quarries. Thothmes I. (1541-16)
overran the whole length of Syria as far as the
Euphrates. Thothmes III. (1503-1449) in his 23rd
year records a victory over the Fenkhu and other
Syrians; in his 29th year another campaign to
fietennu, Tunep, Arvad, and Zahi, with much
Phoenician spoil; in his 30th year a campaign to

Kede&h, Simyra, and Arvad ; and in his 34th year
a campaign which brought tribute from Zahi,
Retennu, and Asi (Cyprus). In the reign of

Amenophis III. (1414-1379) Egyptian power seems
to have been at its highest, and Phoenicia, with
the rest of Syria, was entirely subject to it. The
next reign, that of Amenophis IV. (or Akhenaten,
1379-66), is one of decay. The discovery of the
Tel el-Amarna tablets has given us a rather fuller

insight into the relation of Phoenicia to Egypt than
we have had hitherto, for some of the letters con-

tained in these tablets are from or to Egyptian
governors and others in Phoenician cities. Thus
we have mention of Abimilld of Tyre, Amunira of

Beyrftt, Khaib, commissioner of Simyra, Ribaddi
of Gubla, Shutatna of Akko, Zimrida of Zidon,

etc. Nearly all the letters tell the same story of

attacks from without and rebellion within, and
prove that whether Phoenicia now made a stand
for independence or became a prey to other rising

empires, it was at this time passing from Egyptian
dominion. The Egyptians still made raids into

Phoenician territory or marched through it (cf. the

inscription of Ramses II. at the mouth of the river

Lycos) to attack other enemies, and Phoenicians

probably still paid tribute from time to time to

Egypt. We have no details of the history of the

land at this time. We know, however, that it

never formed one united kingdom. Its history is

the history of its cities. Of these, Arvad seems to

have enjoyed a pre-eminence in the earliest times,

and more certainly Sidon a little later. The whole
people was sometimes known to foreigners as the

Sidonians. The era of Tyre began about B.C. 1197

(according to Jos. Ant. Till. iii. 1) ; but Arvad and
Sidon were still independent cities in the 9th cent.

:

in the 8th Tyre seems to bear rule over Sidon,

Akko, and other cities. Later, Diodorus Siculus

(xvi. 41) mentions a united council of. men of

Arvad, Tyre, and Sidon at Tripolis (native name
unknown). This development of the government

* W. Max Muller suggests that this name may he connected

with the root libj ‘ to be beautiful,’ lail ‘to act well' ;
cf. rrns

‘ to shine ’ {Asien und Europa, p. 176). This name begins to go
into the background in the 12th cent., and is almost forgotten m
the Ptolemaic period. Kaft or Keft (in the inscription of

Thothmes in. etc.) is frequently taken to indicate the Phoenician

coast (of. Sayce in article Canaan), but Muller (p. 337 fif.) argues

strongly for its representing Cilicia. Canaan is a geographical

term denoting the low land, and seems to have been used by the

Phoenicians themselves at one time to denote their land (see

Canaan). The name given by the Greeks (it occurs in

Odyss. iv. 83) has given rise to much discussion. It seems to

have been used (like 'ExW) for the land where Phoenicians

dwelt, whether at home or abroad ; thus Euripides (Tro

.

221)

uses it for Carthage. The older derivations of the name #*/*/#«

Sioaniciansj from <peiWf, the bird (‘phoenix’), or a ‘palm,’ are

oiful ana secondary. Some derive the word from <patvo$,

‘ brownish-red,’ as denoting the colour of the skin (Pietschmann,

Gesch. d. PhOnizier, p. 13), a root which reappears in the Latin

Po&n/us (‘ Punic * of Carthaginians). Some (of. Canaan and Ed.

Meyer, Gesch. d. Atterthums, §§ 180, 190, etc.) refer both these

names hack to the word * Fenkhu,’ which appears in the inscrip-

tion of Thothmes in. at Kamak. To this Muller objects

(p. 208 fl.), that this word was originally only an Egyptian term

used in a general sense for the northern barbarians. Finally,

Ed. Glaser {Punt und die siidarabischen JReiche, 1899) has

revived the view that the name is connected with the ‘ Punt ’

(or Powen-at= Poen-at) of the Egyptian inscriptions, a part of

South Arabia and East Africa.

of cities was not without foreign intervention.
The Egyptians had scarcely ceased troubling them
when they were brought face to face with danger
from a new quarter. It is possible that as early as

1140 Nebuchadnezzar I. of Babylonia invaded their
country (cf. Winckler, Geschichte Babyloniens und
Assyriens, p. 95 and note 18). Tiglath-pileser I.

(c. 1100) also seems to have reached the Mediter-
ranean coast near Arvad. In the 9th cent. Assur-
nazirpal raided the country, as did his successor,

Shalmaneser II., who received tribute from Tyre
and Sidon and Byblos (Gebal), as well as from
Jehu king of Israel ; and Mattanbaal king of

Arvad fought with Ahab at the battle of Karkar
(854). In the 8th cent, the cuneiform inscriptions

record tribute received by Tiglath-pileser III. from
Arvad, Tyre, and Gebal ; and Menander tells of a
siege of iyre by Shalmaneser IV. which lasted for

five years. In the following century Sargon, Sen-
nacherib, and Esarhaddon all sent their armies
to Phoenicia, and the last named even to Idalion
in Cyprus; and in the 6th cent, the new Baby-
lonian empire continued the work of Assyria in the
famous siege of Tyre by Nebuchadnezzar. With
the rise of the Persian empire came a change which
greatly benefited the Phoenicians. Cyrus seems to

have left them alone, and about this time they
again supplied the Jews with materials for building
their temple (Ezr 37). Cambyses enrolled them in

a satrapy with Cyprus, Syria, and Palestine, and
thus received from them their share of tribute

;

but was friendly to them, and depended on them
entirely for his navy (cf. Herod, iii. 19) ; nor did

he attempt force against them even when they
refused to give him ships wherewith to attack
Carthage. The Phoenician fleet continued to do

good service for the Persians, especially against the
Greeks, until 351, when Sidon, under Tahnit, re-

volted; but Ochus soon brought Phoenicia back
to obedience, and its cities continued to flourish

under their native kings until after the battle of

Issus they fell into the hands of Alexander the

Great, Tyre only after suffering a long siege and
a cruel punishment. After Alexander’s death,

Phoenicia fell with Syria to Laomedon, then in 320

to Ptolemy Lagi, and in 314 to Antigonus. In

287 it again passed to the Ptolemies, who held it

until 198, when it became part of the Seleucid*

empire. During all this period Greek manners
and customs and language were largely introduced

into the country. Finally, after it had shaied

with Syria in the many vicissitudes of the Seleucid

power, in 65 Rome took possession, and Phoenicia

was included in the province of Syria under a pro-

consul or pro-prmtor, though Tyre, Sidon, and
Tripolis remained free cities with their own elected

magistrates and council (cf. Ac 1220f
*). In Mk 724

"30

a woman of this country is called a Syro-phcenician

;

in Mt 1521
’28 the older name f Canaanitish 5

is used.

For this section, see, further, the Literature cited

in the notes to e Sources,
5 above.

(c) Greater Phoenicia .—Asketch of the history of

Phoenicia would be incomplete without a notice of

the many ports, especially in the Mediterranean,

where its people settled, and from which came
many of those articles of commerce which made
them renowned. Some of these settlements can be

traced back to the 15tli cent. B.C. There may
have been some before that time ; but records fail

us. In some of these places the Phoenicians seem
to have had real colonies, in others merely * fac-

tories,
5 where their traders received the wares of

the neighbouring country to export them to their

own land. Cyprus was very early settled by them,
and although the Greeks afterwards took^ much of

the island, the towns of Kition and Idalion flour-

ished up to Roman times (see CypeusL The
islands of the iEgean Sea (including Crete, Rhodos,
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Kythsra, and many others) were occupied by them
—as many scholars hold—even in pre-Homeric
times (cf. Berard, 4 Les Pheniciens et les poemes
HomAriques,’ in jRevue de Fhistoire des Religions

,

xxxix. 173-228 and 419-460). The advance of the
Greeks, and consequent expulsion of the Phoenicians

from these islands, seems to have led to an in-

creased interest in the settlements in the "West
Mediterranean, some of which, at least, had been
founded long before. Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica,

Malta, Gaulos, Tarshish, and Gades in Spain,
various places in N. Africa, including the famous
Carthage, were settled by them, and were in con-

stant communication with the home country.
Many of these settlements have been assigned by
history and tradition to certain Phoenician cities,

e.g. Utica and Carthage to Tyre, and Carthage
itself seems to have established new trading ports
on the opposite coast of the Mediterranean. (For
settlements outside the Mediterranean, see para-
graph in small type helow).

iii. The People.—The origin of the Phoenician
people is wrapped in mystery. According to their

own traditions of the 5th cent. B.C., they dwelt
formerly by the Erythraean Sea (Herod, vii. 89 ; cf.

i. 1), i.e. the Indian Ocean, including the Persian
Gulf. This tradition is repeated by other classical

authors—Strabo, Justin, Pliny, et al. Justin en-

larges the story by a statement that an earthquake
was the cause of their movement, and that they
dwelt then near the ‘ Assyrian lake

5

(XVIII. iii. 2)

;

and Strabo (who in I. ii. 35 regards the story of the
migration as untrustworthy) says (in XVI. iii. 4)

that in the Persian Gulf are two islands—Turos
and Arados—whose temples resemble those of the
Phoenicians, and that the inhabitants of these
islands say that the Phoenician islands are named
after them, and their towns are settlements from
themselves. Sayce (note to Herod, i. 1) suggests
that the similarity of names gave rise to the whole
legend, and points out that the names are really
different, as according to Ptolemy and Pliny the
real name of the island in the Persian Gulf was
Tylos, while the Phoenician city Tyre was "ws, and
the Phoenician Arados was properly Arvad. Fail-
ing historical evidence, we are led to such testimony
as we can get from language, anthropology, and
religion.

_
This is avowedly incomplete at the

present time; but the material available shows
the Phoenicians of the Syrian coast to have been
a Semitic people, who took part in the great
migration to the West which at different times
sent also the Aramaeans to Syria and the Hebrews
and their kin to Palestine.

It has long been known that the activity of the Phoenicians
was not confined to the islands and coasts of the Mediterranean,
and it has been suspected that the Phoenicians of the Syrian
coast were perhaps only one branch of a race which had settle-
ments in other parts of the Semitic world. A work entitled,
Punt und die mdarabischen Peiche, by Eduard Glaser, the
famous traveller in South Arabia, appeared in the end of 1899,
in which evidence has been gathered from the records of Egypt
and the South Arabian inscriptions to show that these conjec-
tures are supported hy history. According to Glaser, the land
of Punt, so often mentioned in Egyptian inscriptions, was a
large part of the coasts of East Africa and South Arabia. Thence
the Egyptians obtained incense, gold, etc. From this land were
established several colonies, including Mashonaland and Socotra.
Put the remains in the former place are evidently Pho&nician,
various signs indicate the identity of the races inhabiting the
land of Punt, and the name itself is identical with ‘ Phoenician.’
Thus we must in future speak of two branches of the Phoenician
people, a Northern on the coasts of Syria, and a Southern (of
the same race, language, and origin as the Northern) which
left the Erythraean Gulf at a very early period, and ceased
from that time to influence the other members of the race.
The confirmation or otherwise of this theory must depend
on the further evidence of the Babylonian and S. Arabian
inscriptions.

iy. Alphabet and Language.—(a) The Phoe-
nician alphabet is purely consonantal, and consists
cf 22 characters, written from right to left. Tra-

dition says that this was the first alphabet in**

vented

—

* Phoenices primi, famaj si creditor, ansi

Mansuram rudibus vocem signare figuris. ’—(Lucan).

It is, however, generally recognized that the in-

vention consists in the taking over of signs used
originally by other peoples to denote syllables, and
the adaptation of these to denote simple sounds,
together with the simplification of what were
originally pictorial or hieroglyphic characters.
Together with this we must recognize that some
letters were not taken over directly, but were
formed by slight modifications of those thus re-

ceived (thus the sign for the rough aspirate h is

formed from that of the simple h by the addition
of a stroke to the left). Various opinions are held
as to the original source. Until lately the favourite
view has been that the Phoenicians borrowed their

characters from the Egyptian. This was also held
in ancient times, and is mentioned in Tacitus—
‘Primi per figuras animalium ACgyptii sensus
mentis emngebant . . et literarum semet inven-
tores perhibent; inde Phoenicas, quia mari prse-

pollebant, intulisse Grsecise gloriamque adeptos,
tamquam reppererint quae acceperant 5 {Ann. xi. 14).

Supporters of this opinion are divided as to whether
the Phoenician characters were derived directly
from the hieroglyphs or from the hieratic writing.
Much has been written of late to show that the
Babylono-Assyrian cuneiform is the real source
of the Phoenician alphabet. This opinion was also
held in early times. Pliny says, ‘ Litteras semper
arbitror Assyriis fuisse, sed alii apud ACgyptios a
Mercurio, ut Gellius, alii apud Syros repertas
volant ’ {Nat. Hist. vii. § 37). The widespread
use of the cuneiform characters about the time to
which is assigned the invention of the Phoenician
alphabet, is used to support this hypothesis. A
third view held by some corresponds in some degree
with the last mentioned by Pliny, and derives the
Phoenician characters from the Cypriote, which are
connected with the so-called Hittite characters.
This opinion is altogether too undeveloped at
present to be judged properly. Nor is it easy to
decide as to the Egyptian and Assyrian theories.
The selection of the characters to which the
Phoenician are referred seems arbitrary, and a
succession of intermediate forms is wanting. Either
view seems to be historically possible, neither
proved. The Phoenician alphabet, like most others,
seems to have only incompletely represented the
sounds of the language. Two words beginning in
Phoenician with the same letter are represented in
Greek hy different letters, ms= Tiipos, px=2Mv.
These characters are identical with those found on
the Siloam inscription in Judaea and the Moabite
Stone, and on early Jewish coins, and may thus be
called Canaanitish (in the large sense) as well as
Phoenician. The early Greek alphabet was also
derived from the Phcenieian (cf. Herod, v. 58),
though soon altered in many ways to suit the
needs of the Greek language.

(d) The language of Phoenicia is pure Semitic,
and belongs to the same branch of that family as
the Hebrew, the Moabitish, and the Semitic glosses
in the Tel el-Amama letters, forming with these
(and probably other dialects of which we have no
remains) the so-called Canaanitish group. The
materials for an exact comparison with Hebrew
are wanting. The inscriptions (with the single
exception of CIS i. 5, see above under ‘Sources’)
are later than the 6th cent., and mostly of the 4th
and later, when the language had probably
suffered a certain amount of decay. The Punic
passages in Plautus are of the end of the 3rd cent.,
and can be used only with care (cf. Nbldeke, Die
semitischen Sjpraehen

, p. 25 f.), and the vowel
letters in the inscriptions are rare. The consonant*
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are the same as in Hebrew, but many words were
probably pronounced with different vowel sounds
from those used in the same words in Hebrew.
The wau conversive with the imperfect, so familiar
in Hebrew, is wanting in the Phoenician, which,
on the other hand, seems to have formed a kind of

pluperfect with lean (CIS 93). Words, too, that
became rare or poetical in Hebrew were in common
use in Phoenician. The later language shows the
same weakening and confusion of gutturals that
marks late Hebrew.
Literature.—On the Phoenician alphabet see de Roug-6,

Memoires sur I'origine igyptienne de Valphabet pMnicien, 1874 ;

Deecke, “ Ursprung d. altsemitischen Alphabets aus d. neu-
assyrischen Keilschrift/ inZDMG- xxxi. 10211.; andcf. Zimmern,
ib. 1. 667 ff. ;

Isaac Taylor’s, The Alphabet 2
,
where the Egyptian

origin is accepted ; Ball, * Origin of the Phoenician Alphabet,’ in

PSJSA, 1898, 392-408; Berger, L’&criture dans VantiquiU.
Oonder, in The Bible and the East, p. 74 fE,

,
supports the Cypriote

origin.

The inscriptions are collected in the French Corpus
;
the words

in them are collected in Bloch’s Phmnidsches Glossar (Berlin,

1891) ;
and esp. by Lidzbarski, Mandbuch d. nordsemitischen

Epigraphik (Weimar, 1898). The words in Plautus are discussed
by Gildemeister in RilscnTs edition of Plautus, vol. ii. fasc. 5

(Leipzig, 1884). A fuller discussion of these by Prof. D. S
Margoliouth will appear in a forthcoming number of the Classical

lie view. The only grammar of Phoenician is Schroder’s Phoeni-

zische Crammatik (Halle, 1869). Of., further, article on
Language op OT.

v. Constitution and Government.—The Phoe-
nicians never appear in history as one united people
under one government. Their political history

resolves itself into the history of their chief cities.

Naturally a quiet and unwarlike people (Jg 187),
the country folk were probably content with the
simpler forms of local or patriarchal government
usual among Eastern peoples, depending for help
in time of need upon trie city that was nearest to

them or which they had originally left as settlers.

In the cities the government was more conven-

tional. Kings of Sidon, Tyre, Gebal, Kition, and
Idalion are mentioned in the OT, in foreign

records, and on the Phoenician inscriptions. Prom
Menander’s list of the kings of Tyre we can see

that the monarchic power remained in the same
family, except when revolutions broke the order of

succession. As to the constitution of the court

circle, we can only gather from our knowledge of

Carthage, and of the Semitic states bordering on
Phoenicia, that there existed an aristocracy which
probably owed its existence in early times to pro-

minent position in the tribes. In some of the

cities a body of ten chiefs (Justin, xvii. 6. 1) seems

to have been prominent in international business.

This seems to have been part of a larger council

of a hundred men. Of the organization of the

traders, the most important part of the population,

we know nothing. A tradition in Justin (xviii. 3)

seems to indicate the presence of a large slave

population. Among the different cities it was
inevitable that one or another should gain some
pre-eminence over the others. This is historically

proved by the fact that at one time Sidon gave its

name to the Phoenician people as a whole, while

in OT times Tyre evidently had some kind of supre-

macy. For the Persian period Diodorus Siculus

(xvi. 41) mentions a federal government with head-

quarters at Tripolis, where Arvad, Sidon, and Tyre
held a common council. Even when under the

sway of foreign powers, the chief Phoenician cities

seem to have always maintained a large amount of

self-government in internal affairs j and under the

Homans we know that Sidon, Tyre, and Tripolis

retained the rank of 4 free cities/ with the right to

appoint their own councils and magistrates.

vi. Civilization and Commerce.—The people

were originally, in all probability, largely agri-

cultural. The inscription of Thothmes m. men-

tions among the spoil of Phoenicia, 4 good bread and

various bread, com in grain, flour . . . and all

good fruits of the land/ But though the agri-

cultural class doubtless existed throughout its

history, it soon yielded in importance to those of

the manufacturers, merchants, and seamen, who
received raw material from various parts of the
known world, and sent it forth again m new and
more useful or more beautiful forms, or contented
themselves with simply acting as intermediaries
with profit to themselves. Their navigation, origin-
ally taken up for business purposes, became later a

great source of influence and probably of wealth to
them, when they provided a navy for their Persian
rulers. Phoenicia was essentially mercantile, and
was warlike only when commercial life was
threatened. Situated on the only part of the
Syrian coast that had any pretence to natural
harbours, and hemmed in by lofty mountains on
the north and east, its people naturally turned to
the sea. And so the sea soon carried their ships

;

its shells gave them their valuable dyes, and its

sand the material for their glass. The meeting of

the land trade-routes from Asia and Africa, and
of the sea-routes from all parts of the Medi-
terranean, made alike the history and the civiliza-

tion of Phoenicia. The land-routes existed for
natural reasons

; the sea-routes were due to the
skill and enterprise of the sailors who pushed their
way from island to island, and cape to cape, until
they reached the southern capes of Spain, and
passed through the Straits of Gibraltar. Yet the
people do not seem to have been very original or
inventive, and their chief merit seems to have
been rather the power of adapting and fitting for
commercial purposes the arts they learned from
others. They had, too, the advantage of being
able to collect in one place the products of many
lands, and thus of producing an effect on the
imagination of peoples which gave them a glory
not all their own. Glass was one of the manu-
factured articles for which they gained much
credit, and tradition came to ascribe its invention
to them (Pliny, Nat. Hist. xxxvi. 65) ; hut it had
been made 4 from time immemorial 5

in Egypt, and
the art of making it was probably taken by the
Phoenicians from that country. The dyed wares
of Phoenicia were renowned throughout the ancient
world, and the abundance of the murex on their

coasts (see Colours in vol. i. p. 457) gave full

opportunity for the production of the most brilliant

colours then known ; but the art of dyeing prob-
ably came from Babylonia. Their weaving and
embroidery were alike famous and sought after

;

but we are still ignorant as to how much progress
in these arts was due to native workers. Gold,
silver, iron, tin, and lead were imported by them
long before the days of Ezekiel, and were wrought
into forms of beauty that were known to the
Homeric poems (H. xxiii. 740 ff.

;
Odyss. iv. 618)

;

but their artistic forms show undoubted marks of

large foreign influence. Amber, it is now known,
was dug in Phoenicia itself, but was also probably
received by the ordinary trade-routes from the
Baltic, and objects made of it have been found in

the ruins of Mycenae.
The artistic side of Phoenician life (with a rather

large commercial appearance in it) is well repre-

sented in the various objects which have been dug
up or discovered in Phoenicia itself, but more ex-

tensively in Cyprus and Carthage and a few more
of the old Phoenician colonies. The pottery dis-

covered belongs mostly to the Graeco-Roman times,

and most of its excellences seem to he due to
foreign influence. Earlier specimens, supposed to

be Phoenician, are both of the painted and incised

varieties, hut are not at all remarkable. The
metal-work is more interesting, and the statuettes

of bronze are curious if not particularly beautiful.

The bronze bowls of Cyprus and the celebrated
cup (discovered at Praeneste) of silver, overlaid
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with gold, with figures in low-relief, alike hear
witness to the influence of Egyptian and Assyrian

art. The same applies to the seals and cylinders,

which do not usually show a very fine finish, and
are generally of serpentine, sometimes of glass,

etc. The chief feature of this sculpture was the

application of colour to give emphasis to certain

parts of the figure. Their architecture is only

partially known to us from very imperfect remains.
A marked feature in their building is the employ-
ment of the natural solid rock, as far as possible.

This is the case with the old walls of Sidon, much
of the funeral architecture, and the famous mono-
lith house of Amrith. There seems to have been

no vault in Phoenician architecture, the roof being

terraced, as in Syria at the present day. The
columns, cornices, and other decorations are almost

entirely foreign, largely Egyptian. The tombs
were in caves, and sarcophagi were used, and
sometimes massive monuments like tlm so-called
4 Hiram’s tomb 3 towered above the burying-place.

The architecture of their temples was probably

Egyptian. That in all these arts the Phoenicians

were reputed to be skilful workmen we know from
the OT account of the relations between Solomon
and Hiram of Tyre. A namesake of the Phoenician

king made for the temple at Jerusalem tiie two
great pillars of bronze, the molten sea, and other

objects of beauty and utility {1 K 7 if.). To recon-

struct these from the descriptions given has been
a desire of many writers on ancient art, but there

is and must be much uncertainty as to the details

of the work. See art. Pillar.
The only metal found in Phoenicia itself was iron,

but the abundance of minerals in some of their

colonies soon made the Phoenicians expert miners.

Cyprus contained large quantities of copper, and
the island gave its name to this metal. The Sar-

dinian settlements were apparently due to the

search after copper and lead. The mines of Thasos
were known to Herodotus (vi. 47), and the Spanish
colonies were perfect storehouses of gold, silver,

copper, tin, iron, and lead.

The attention given to navigation naturally gave
rise to a large industry in the art of shipbuilding,

and it is possible to trace on the Assyrian sculptures

and Phoenician vases and coins the development
from the rude and small boats first used to the
large and well-fitted vessels used in later times,

and so warmly eulogized by Xenophon in the
(Economica (§ 8). The art or navigation, too, as

distinct from the usual hugging of the shore and
sailing in the daytime only, seems to have been
developed if not invented by these people, to whom
the Polar star was known. f The ships of the sea,

with their mariners,’ occupy the first place in

Ezekiel’s description of the pride of Tyre (ch. 27).

From this description by Ezekiel we can easily

understand that the private life of the Phoenician
traders was one of great luxury. Many of the
articles of commerce, in which they traded, found
their way into the homes of the people. Little is

known of their private life, but there are indica-

tions that behind the outward show of wealth and
civilization lay a selfish and even cruel spirit. The
traffic in slaves was no unimportant part of their
commerce, and for the sake of it they would forget
4 the covenant of brethren ’ (Am l9 * 19

). Commerce
was the life and soul of the people, and the faults

as well as the virtues of a purely commercial
people marked the Phoenician race (cr. Is 23, etc.).

Literature.
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The remains of Phoenician industry and art
may best be studied in Renan, Mission de Phinicle ; Perrot et
Ohipiez, Histoire de l*art dam VantiquitS, tom. ill.

4
Ph^nicie-

Cypre *
; L. P. di Cesnola, Cyprus, its Cities

, Tombs, and
Temples

;

A. P. di Cesnola, Salaminia ; Ohnefalsch-Richter,
Kupros, die Bibel und Homer

;

Davis, Carthage and her lie-

mains. For fragments of the Phoenician calendar, cf. Conder
in PEPSt, 1889, p. 22 f.

PHOENICIA

vii. Religion.—The religion of the Phoenicians

was polytheistic, nor so far as we can go back do

we find any traces of its ever having been mono-

theistic. In the Tel el-Amarna tablets the PIice

nician names contain the names of several of the

gods; in the OT, too, the ba'alim (plur.) are men-

tioned. The origins of the gods are unknown. The
statements of Philo Byblios in this matter are

useless, for everything is made to serve his own
euhemerism. The view that Ba'al was the name
of an originally one and only god—and that the

sun-god—has been shown to be more than doubtful

(see art. Baal). Even the later identification by

the Greeks of certain Phoenician gods with theirown
tells us nothing of their origin and previous his-

tory. As Ed. Meyer says
(
Gesch . d. Alt. § 192, note),

4 It should never be forgotten that of the Phoe-

nician religion we know very little (recht wcnig),

of the Phoenician mythology proper, nothing

at all.’ It is a striking fact that one goddess
4 Tanith,’ is mentioned about 2000 times in Cartha-

ginian inscriptions, and we know nothing either as

to the meaning of the name or the nature of her

being. Without attempting to explain the nature

of each individual god, it seems clear, however,

that some at least took their origin in the worship

of the powers of nature (cf. the 4 Ba'al of heavens,’

the worship of Eshmun and Adonis,
.

the feasts of

the seasons of the year, the veneration of objects

of nature, etc. [see below]).
.

In this respect they
fall in line with other Semitic peoples. Another
determining feature in their worship seems to have
been their social organization. The existence of

various tribes among the Phoenicians has often

been asserted, and is in itself very probable, but
there is no evidence for it. On the other hand, the
city has played a part, larger than in the history

of any country, except perhaps the history of Italy

in the Middle Ages. That each city had a god of

its own is evident. Sometimes he was simply
called the Ba'al of that city (see Baal), some-
times he had a name of his own (as Melkarth

,

the Ba'al of Tyre). Beyond the actuating power
of these two factors—reverence for the powers of

nature, and the bond of city life—it is difficult, if

not impossible, to go in the present state of our
knowledge of the early gods of Phoenicia. A strik-

ing feature in the names of the gods is the presence
of so many appellatives in the names of the best-

known (thus BcCalj 4 possessor ’
; *A don

,

4 lord
5

;

Milk3

4 king,’ etc.). Another characteristic is the
recognition of female as well as male deities. By
the side of Ba'al is Ba'alat (as early as the Tel el-

Amarna tablets 4 Ba'alat sa Gubla’), with Milk is

Milkat, with El is Elat (see CIS 243, 244) ; but it

does not follow that because the masculine and
feminine forms of the same words are used, that
there is necessarily any special relation between
the god and goddess represented by them. A closer

relation between two gods seems to be indicated by
the compounding of two divine names, as in Milk-
‘ashtart, Ba'almelk&rt, Zadmelkarth, Zadtanith,
etc.

;
hut whether this has any political or doctrinal

significance is uncertain.
In later times Phoenician cities, like other peoples

of the ancient world, introduced foreign gods into
their temples. Egypt especially furnished its share,
and Babylonian deities are not wanting ; while in
regard to the other nations around them (other
Canaanites, Aramaeans, etc.), it is often difficult to
say whether one has borrowed from the others, or
all have received them from a common stock. In
Greek times the identification of their own gods
with Greek deities did much to change the nature
and worship of both.
The relation of the individual (we have no evi-

dence of the tribal relation prominent in Arabia,
and undoubtedly present among the early Israelite^
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cf. Tribe) to the god is expressed by the various
words expressing dependence on or relation to,
prefixed to names of gods to form names of per-
sons, e.g. “nay ‘ servant of

5

(which occurs with the
name of nearly every Phoenician god known)

;

c nian of
’

;

-12 ‘ branch, member of
5

(see Bloch,
Phwn. Gloss, p. 19, note) ; ~'n (form) ‘brother of’

;

"*u
c client of’

; and once or twice m and
‘father, or my father is’ . . . Women’s names
are also formed by prefixing the following and
similar words to tne divine names "na ‘daughter
of ’

;

-nnx and *nn ‘ sister of ’
;
"hdn e handmaid of ’

;

win ‘ bride of/
[a) The deities,—Altogether about 50names 01 gods

,

are known from the Phoen. inscriptions (see Lidz-
barski, 152 ft'.). Of many of these we know nothing
but the name. Among the most important are the

,

following (in the order of the Plicen. alphabet)

'•yTK (Or. "Adams, cf. Heb. ^ng), originally an
appellative. A god in Byblos, then in Cyprus,
where he was also joined with Eshmun. Origen
and Jerome identify him with Tammuz (Ezk 814

),

who was really a Babylonian god. In some places
he is joined with Osiris. Eor the probable mean-
ing of the Adonis feast, see Baudissin, Studierl zur
semitisehen Beligionsgeschichte

,
ii. 188, note.

^ (cf. Heb. Vx) occurs in several proper names,
but it is still doubtful whether it stands for a par-
ticular god. Philo of Byblos says that he was the
chief god of Byblos, but had neither temple nor
cultus.

.

The feminine form nVx occurs on two
Carthaginian inscriptions as the name of a goddess
with priests of her own.

(called by the Greeks
’

Ao-kX^ttlos
) is not

mentioned in the OT, but was worshipped in
Sidon, Berytos, Carthage, Cyprus, etc. ; and his

name occurs frequently in proper names, and
compounded with Melkarth (cf. Ed. Meyer in
Boscher’s Lexikon d, Griechischen u. Rbmischen
Mythologie, i. 13851).

(Gr. BdttX, B9j\os, B^X, and in proper names
BdX) was worshipped also by the Israelites, Philis-

tines, and probably by Moabites. He appears in

Palmyrene inscriptions as Via and Va. He was prob-
ably also indigenous in Arabia (Noldeke in ZDMG
xl. 174), and is evidently connected with the Baby-
lonian Bel. See Baal. The feminine form nVya
(Gr. Badhrls, B occurs in the Tel el-Amarna
tablets as Bdalat Sa Guhla. It is as goddess of the
same place that she is mentioned four times in CIS 1.

It «eems also to be present in the OT place-names
n^3 ,

nx? rqyj, and riVy?.

U appears in Phoenician inscriptions only in
proper names, hut occurs as a god in Is 6511

,
in the

*u V“ud of Jos 1537, and in Ezr 212
,
also in Aramaic

{ZDMG xlii. 474), in Arabia (Wellhausen, Beste

d. Arab. Heiderdums 2
, 146), and probably in Pal-

myrene, hut is unknown to the Babylonians. He
was a god of Fortune (see art. Gad) ; but the city-

god Ti'jxv of Greek inscriptions and coins from
Syria, with whom he has been generally identified,

is regarded by Baudissin (Herzog-Hauck, vi. 334 f.)

as referring more probably to Atergatis.

originally an appellative,—cf. Molech and
Milcom of the Ammonites (see Molech),—is men-
tioned in the Tel el-Amama tablets in the names
Ahi-milki, Ili-milki, 'Abd-milki, etc., and in many
names in the Phoenician inscriptions. A goddess
nz^D is also found in Carthage, Hadrumet, and
Sardinia.

mpta (=mp-|VjD ‘ city-king’) is not mentioned in

the OT, but was the Ba'al of Tyre, and was iden-

tified by the Greeks with 'Hpa/cX??? (so in CIS 122,

c, 180 B.C.). His temple, according to a tradition

in Herodotus (ii. 44), was founded about B.c. 2740.

His name is also found in Cyprus, Malta, and

Carthage, and in such proper names as Hamilkar,
and is preserved in the Greek MeAudprys. In com-
pound names of deities he occurs with Eshmun,
Zad, and Besheph (see Ed. Meyer in Boseher’s
Lexikon, ii. 2650 if. ).

pD occurs in the proper names pom, pDiij/, and
jnupo, which last is also the name Xayxowuiduv of
Philo’s fictitious authority.

r\:y (in the Greek part of CIS 95 represented by
’Adrjvi) is met with in the OT in the place-names
Beth-anoth (Jos 1559

), Beth-anath (Jos 1938
, Jg l33),

and Anathoth (Jer 1, etc.). As a goddess of war
she was known and honoured by the Egyptians in
the 17th and 18th dynasties, having, according to
Meyer {ZDMG xxxi. 718 f.), been taken over fiom
the Hittites. A connexion with the Babylonian
Anatu is not proved.

(Gr.
’

Ao-raprr
) ), identified by the Greeks

with ’A<ppodLT7j. See Ashtoreth.
IX* seems to be connected with the Heb. yx ‘ to

hunt, fish,’ but occurs only in names of men and of

compound deities.

cjtJH occurs in proper names of Cyprus, and meets
us in Egypt as Bashpu, and is ascribed by Meyer,
like Anuth (see above), to the Hittites. It seems,
however, more natural to connect the name with
the Hebrew word for ‘flame,’ and to look upon
the deity as a god of storms or lightning. This
seems, too, to be confirmed by the combination qen
pn in CIS 10 (cf. Driver, Deut. 68, with references).

run was the great goddess of Carthage ; hut
though her name occurs some 2000 times in in-

scriptions, we are ignorant of her nature and origin.

Except in two or three inscriptions she is always
entitled Vjn fa ‘face of Baal. A compound deity
mmx occurs in some inscriptions.

As has been noticed in the case of *Anat and
Besheph, it is possible that some of the gods already
mentioned were taken from other peoples. In the

later period this borrowing certainly took place,

and in the inscriptions we find the Babylonian
Nergal, the Egyptian Isis, Osiris, Absit (e.g. Bastu,
cf. Bubastis, Ezk 3017

), Horus, and Ptah. In some
cases a Phoenician god was joined with a foreign

one, as in Melekosir (so Jeremias), but the first

part of the name may he only appellative.

(b) Sacred objects and cultus.—As in other Sem-
itic religions 01 Western Asia, the most prominent
objects of nature had an idea of sanctity attached
to them. Whether as themselves containing

spirits, who had power over men, or simply as the
greatest gifts 01 the gods, they were regarded
with feelings of awe. High places (ividzj) were
chosen for their temples and altars as being especi-

ally near the deity ; and it was on Carmel (which
was known to be sacred in the time of Tacitus, *cf.

Hist. ii. 78) that the priests of Ba'al offered with
Elijah (1 K 18). In Greek and Boman writers

there are many memories of the earlier sanctity of

various Phoenician mountains, from Mt. Casius to

Carmel. Waters, too, were regarded with venera-
tion, and some were particularly associated with
certain gods, and even named after them (as the
Adonis). Springs and rivers, two sources of life in

the East, were regarded with peculiar reverence.

Trees, too, we find sacred, especially to certain

goddesses. , The cypress, myrtle, and palm were
closely associated with Astarte. This specializa-

tion is, however, probably only a development from
an earlier form of nature-worship.
The ordinary worship of the Phoenician might

he offered in any place in the open air, hut was
most natural on high places, with trees, and often
with a sacred stream. Among these surroundings
was built an altar with an ashera beside it, and on

|

it the sacrifice was offered. But there is mention
I in history of temples (e.g. the temple of Melkarth
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at Tyre) ; and one would naturally expect that recognized as being the proper place to winter in,

those who did so much tor the temple of Jerusalem if one of the many ships engaged in that trade had
should have had great sanctuaries of their own. to spend the stormy season on that part of their

Yet it is very doubtful whether the temple ever long voyage (as must have been often the case),

played a very important part in the worship of On the other hand, Paul dreaded the voyage to
Phoenicia, or was ever much more than a prominent Phcenix, which therefore must have been some
adornment of a city. Sacrifices were usual, and distance away. Winds from the north strike with
human life was offered in the fire and human blood terrific force on the sea a little south from Crete
on the altars, but apparently only on important
occrsions. Various animals, both tame and wild,

(though the waters immediately on the coast are
protected by the lofty mountains). The danger,

were offered, and products of the field as well as then, would be greatest in crossing the great open-
flesh. Sacred prostitution was also a form of ing of the gulf of Messaria, which begins a few
offering common to many acts of Phoenician wor- miles west of Fair Havens. It is obvious, there-
ship. Vows were made in time of difficulty or fore, that Phoenix is to he looked for somewhere
danger, and votive offerings (statuettes, tablets,

etc.) were common. Feasts, too, were often associ-

ated with religious rites. Priests and priestesses

on the other, or western, side of that gulf.

The centurion, as was right and almost obli-

gatory in his situation,* took the advice of the
officiated, and the king himself was sometimes (if experts ; and, when the opportunity of a mild
not always) a priest. south wind was given, they set sail; but in at-

Literature.

—

The articles Tyre, Sidon, Tarshish, etc., in this tempting to run across the gulf of Messaria, they
Dictionary, as well as articles on several of the gods by Ed. were caught by a tremendous north-easterly gale,
Meyer in Roscher’s Lexilcon, by Baudissin in Herzog’s Meal- which swooped down on them from Mount Ida,
encyclopceaie*, and by various writers in this Dictionary, and in ori j A
the Encyclopedia Biblica ; Baethgen, Beitrage zur semitischen

ana narrowly escaped after a terrible voyage of

Beligionsgeschichte, especially pp. 16-65, with Noldeke’s review many days across the open sea.
in ZDMG xlii. 470 ff.; Baudissin, Studien zur semitischen Phoenix is described by Strabo (p. 475) as being

a settlement (*«««£«, denoting a large flourishing

Beligionsgeschichte ; Tiele, Geschiedenis van den Godsdienst in village,? originally a settlement of colonists or
de Oudheid (Amsterdam, 1893), i. 245 ff. ; Ed. Meyer, ‘Ueber kcLtolkol) on an isthmus. The passage is very
einige semitische Gotter,’ in ZJDMG xxxi. 716ff.; Hoffmann, obscure owino- to n Ijwmitia •

Ueb&reinigephoniMsckelnschriftm (Gottingen, 1889); Hommel J I
’ DUt aPParently

Die altisraelitische Ueberlie/erung, p. 219 ff. [AHT p. 219 ff.];
Strabo describes as the isthmus was a narrow part

and the following :

—

General Literature.

—

In addition to the works mentioned
and quoted in the different sections of this article, the following
are the most important general writings on the subject : Movers,

of the island of Crete, between the northern and
the southern sea, with a small town, Amphimalla,
on the northern coast, and Phoenix on the southern.

Die Phocnizier (a new edition has long been promised, and Apparently he considered Phoenix as a settlement
should become the standard work) ; Pietschmann, Geschichte in the territory of Lampa or Lappa, a Cretan city

rns (,l,obi

\
a^ Aa^w"

)
-

of the Nations ’ series) : the sections dealing with the Phoenicians .

the Situation of Lappa is practically certain ;

in the Histories of antiquity of Duncker, Ed. Meyer, and Maspero: it was situated in the inner country, where Crete
ff doar'hnr'hto rlov TTnvt'Snnon. £ - _ _ £ T £ 1 1 ,cf. Meltzer, Geschichte der Karthager

.

G. W. Thatcher.
is narrow for a space, before it broadens out again
to its western end, at a site called P61is. On the

PHCENIX (<£oh/t£, AV Phenice) was a good har- southern coast of this narrower part of Crete,
hour on the south coast of Crete. When the com- Phoenix must be sought. Nearly due south from
ship from Alexandria, hound for either Puteoli or Lappa there is a village, Loutrb, with a harbour,
the Portus Augustus beside Ostia at the mouth of described as the safest harbour on the south coast
the Tiber,* on which St. Paul was sailing from Myra of Crete. Captain Sprat, an experienced surveyor
towards Italy, had been detained so long on the and sailor, was fully convinced, after an explora-
voyage that it was considered too late in the season tion of the south, coast, that Loutr6 must be
to risk the passage across the open sea from Crete Phoenix, ‘because it is the only harbour west of
to the southern coast of Italy, it was resolved to Fair Havens in which a vessel of any sizej could
winter in Crete. When the resolution was come find any shelter during the winter months.’ James

f
i?
was ki Fair Havens, near the Smith, who defends this view by very convincing

middle of the south coast. The question then arose, arguments, quotes several even stronger assertions
where should the ship lie up? The centurion, of the superiority of Lontrd to all other harbours

•jjt
was lyb1^ m Fair Havens, near the Smith, who defends this view by very convincing

middle of the south coast. The question then arose, arguments, quotes several even stronger assertions
where should the ship lie up? The centurion, of the superiority of Lontrd to all other harbourswho evidently had the supreme authority,! called on the south coast. There is some evidence that
a council to advise him on this question ; and the the tradition of the ancient name remains among
opmion of both captain and sailing-master was the Greeks of the place (Smith’s Voyage and Shw-
that they should seek an opportunity and make wreck of St. Paul

,
ed. 3, p. 250 ff., Ann. I. and II •

for the harbour of Phcenix. Paul, whose opinion also p. 86 ff.).
’

was also asked (as, though a prisoner, he was Ptolemy (iii. 17. 3) describes both a harbour

opinion of both eaptam and sailing-master was the Greeks of the place (Smith’s Voyage and Shhf-
that they should seek an opportunity and make wreck of St. Paul, ed. 3, p. 250 ff. , App. I. and II •

for the harbour of Phcenix. Paul, whose opinion also p. 86 ft'.).

’

was also asked (as, though a prisoner, he was Ptolemy (iii. 17. 3) describes both a harbour
treated with much consideration, being a Roman Phcenikous and a town near the south coastwhose appeal to the emperor had been allowed by called Phcenix. His frequent vagueness and wantthe procurator governing Palestine, and being also of accuracy make him an unreliable authority •

an experienced and practised traveller), strongly hut he places, the town and harbour evidently inurged that they should stay where they were, this part of Crete (see further, below)
Y

There must have been good reasons on both sides. Phoenice (i.e. Phcenix) is mentioned as a bishop-1he experienced sailors had some ground for their ric in the earlier Notitice, viii. and ix. •« andopinion
:
presumably Phcenix was a better and Hieroeles gives it in his list of Cretan cities! Allsafer harbour, and quite probably also it was three authorities speak of it as beside a place

* At that period more probably the former. Aradena (or Ariadne, Not. ix.) : the phrase <poivil;
t That this was so, and that the centurion had authority even tfT0L ’Apad&a denotes that two distinct places were

over the captain, results from the character of the imperial united as a single bishopric Xnw A re p-n a cfillservice (the ship belonged, of course, to one of the imperial com
OW Aradena Still

fleets), in which the military service ranked higher thanthe
re^ams 1^s R^Cient name as Aradhena, a place

iKSassssssL P „

fleets), in which the military service ranked higher thanthe
ALS ailcienP name as Araanena, a

]

naval, and yet was not strictly divided from it. But the cen- * See the preceding- notetunon exercised his authority with the penalty of severe t See BurescKS lldim p 2f

t- . * V — - — — ” V VMV VWWW**A* CWAU UliQ
sailing-master free in their own departments. See Ramsay, St.
Paul the Traveller

>

p. 3241.

cargo of com from Alexandria for Rome.
*

§ rii., which is the oldest known, there is a lacuna of
about 200 names, among which were the 7retan bishoprics. >
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which is not much more than a mile from Loutrd.
Again, Stephanus Byz. mentions Aradena CApad-fjv)

as a city of Crete which is also called Anopolis

;

and about two miles north of Loutr6 there is a
village on high ground with ruins which is called
still Anapolis. This is probably to be identified
witJn die’ Phoenix which Ptolemy distinguishes
from the harbour, while Aradhena and Loutrd
together constitute his harbour Plicenikous, and
all three were united in a single bishopric.

Again, Hierocles (whose order in enumeration is

commonly a very good guide) mentions the island
of Cauda or Clauda (he uses the form KXaddos)
next to Phoenix. Now that island is only a few
miles due south of Loutrd.

Finally, an inscription placed here in the reign
of Trajan shows that an imperial ship was spending
so long a time at this point of its course between
Alexandria and Italy that there was time to erect
some considerable work, whose nature is not
specified. There can hardly be any doubt that
the ship was lying up for the winter, and the
imperial freedman who was in authority on the
ship employed the crew at some useful work on
shore. The sailing-master, gubernator (compare
KvpepvJjrTis, Ac 27n ), and the ship’s sign, jparasemum
(compare irapdcrrip.ojr, Ac 2811

), are both mentioned.
See Smith, Voyage and Shipwreck

,
261.

Thus we see that Loutro was beside a harbour
where at least occasionally the large ships of that
Egyptian corn service wintered.
The identification of Loutrd as the harbour

called Phoenix in Ac 2712 seems beyond dispute, if

these accounts of travellers and explorers rest on a
sufficiently minute examination of the coast. But
the identification is encumbered by one serious

difficulty. The harbour of Phoenix is described in

Acts as looking towards the south-west and the
north-west, i.e. apparently as opening towards the

west, with a mouth just so wide that the entrance

extends up towards north-west and down towards
south-west. But the harbour of Loutr6 opens
towards the east, looking between north-east and
south-east.

In this difficulty there seem to be only three

alternatives open, 1. The harbour of Loutrd is

formed by a very narrow isthmus connecting a
broader peninsula with the mainland ; and there is

a harbour on each side of the isthmus. As the

isthmus runs out south from the mainland, one of

these harbours looks east, viz. Loutrd, while the

other looks west. Bishop Wordsworth has sug-

gested that the western harbour may be the

ancient Phoenix, and has pointed out that on the

Admiralty chart the name Phinika is given to it.

Obviously, most of the arguments for identifying

Loutrb as Phoenix would apply equally well to this

western harbour, which is separated from the other

only by a narrow isthmus, and is almost equally

near Aradhena and Anapolis. The only difficulty

lies in the very positive assertions that Loutr6 is

the only well-sheltered harbour ; and certainly the

chart represents the western harbour as more
widely open. Still it is distinctly desirable that

the western harbour should be more closely and
critically examined. Sprat, indeed, can hardly

have failed to do so, and his weighty authority is

almost conclusive (though not quite) ; but the rest

of the evidence depends much on the statements of

residents in Loutrd; and every traveller knows
how prone the Greeks are to empnasize too strongly

the arguments which support the identification of

their own town with an ancient place of fame

;

their very love and respect for antiquities lead

them to exaggerate the claims of their home.

The conclusion must be that Wordsworth’s sug-

gestion is not absolutely disproved, though the

evidence accessible at present is against it. Among

other things one desiderates careful examination
as to whether the coast-line has been modified
during eighteen centuries, and wdiether there are
any traces pi the western harbour having been
used in ancient times.

2. James Smith suggests that the words of Ac
2712 fiX^Trovra /card At(3a kcll Kara X.Qipov

i
do not mean,

as is commonly thought, ‘looking towards south-
west and north-west, 5 but ‘looking in the direction
in which the south-west and north-west wind?
blow’ {i.e. towards north-east and south-east).
His rendering is distinctly against the analogy of

Greek literary expression ; but, considering how
little is known of Greek technical sailor language,
one cannot feel quite certain that the rendering is

absolutely impossible.
3. It has been pointed out * that Luke did not

actually visit Phoenix (for th& ship never went
there), but merely speaks on report : his authority
was the argument used by the captain and the
sailing-master of the vessel in the council which
the centurion called. Naturally these arguments
were reported to him by Paul ; and, even if Luke
were wrong, his mistake would prove, not want of
observation of a place which he had seen, but
misapprehension of the description of a place
strange to him, after that description has passed
through an intermediate channel. If (as was
often the case) the expression of sailors differed

from that of literary Greek and of the ordinary
landsman, an error might have thus been produced
without any one being conscious of it.

The case, therefore, must he pronounced unde-
cided until Sprat’s statement (weighty as it is) is

confirmed by new and careful examination ; but
the balance* of evidence is strong that Loutrd is

Phoenix ; and in that case the third alternative is

perhaps least improbable, though the second is not
proved to be impossible. W. M. Ramsay.

PHOROS ($op6s)= Parosh; 1 Es 59 830 (B $aph,
AY Pharez), 9-6

.

PHRURAI.—In Ad. Est ll 1 the Book of Esther is

called ‘the epistle of Phrurai ’ (iirLaroAfy twv Qpovpal,

A . . . Qpovpaid)

;

cf. Est 92
®, and see Esther, and

Purim (Feast of).

PHRYGIA.—

1.

Geographical and Historical.

II. Pauline Geography.
III. Phrygia m Acts 2i°.

IV. Christianity in Phrygia.
V. The Jews in Phrygia.

Phrygia ($pvyla) was the name of a very large

country in Asia Minor. On the view which will

he here set forth, the noun Phrygia never occurs

in the Bible, hut only the term ‘the Phrygian
region ’ (Ac 16® 1828

) ; f and in 2 Mac 522 the ethnic
‘ Phrygian ’ is applied to Philip, who was left as

governor of Jerusalem by kin« Antiochus Epi-

phanes about B.C. 170. In addition to this, a

journey right across Phrygia is implied tacitly in

Ac 167'9
,
and another is briefly described in Ac 191

(according to the view to be here explained). But
in spite of the very small appearance made by
the Phrygian name in the Bible, there are such

difficult questions connected with the passages

where it occurs that a somewhat long discussion

is needed. Moreover, Phrygia had unusual
importance in early Christian history, and the

monuments of Christianity before the time of

Constantine that remain in the country are of

unique number, interest, and importance. It can
* Ramsay, St. Paul the Trav. p. 326.

f Many scholars regard $pvytot.v as a noun, not an adjective, in

both these passages ;
others take it as an adjective in 168, and a

noun in 1823. These opinions will he very fully treated in

sequel.
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be truly said that the first Christian city was a

city of Phrygia.
It will be convenient to classify the following

remarks under headings.

I. Geographical and Historical.—The vast

country of Phrygia presents so great a variety in

natural character that it cannot be described

except at too great length. The level of the cities

varies from the frontier town Karoura in the coast-

valley of the Mseander, 500 ft. above sea-level, to

the ancient city, among the monuments of the early

kings beside the tomb of Midas, about 4000 ft.

Great mountains, plains, and lakes are found in it.

The two chief cities of Phrygia in the time of Paul
were Laodicea and Apamea (Strabo, p. 576).

Phrygia means the land of the Phryges ; and
there is a general agreement that (as Herodotus,

vii. 73, says) the Phryges were a tribe, or union of

tribes, from Macedonia or Western Thrace, who
crossed the Hellespont into Asia Minor, and

f
cadually spread their conquests first over the

road, and then farther east and south over the

plateau. In the eastern direction they penetrated

at their extremest range of power through the

Sangarius valley and up to the banks of the Halys.

On the south-east they reached Iconium, which

was the last Phrygian city on that side. On the

south they were stopped by the Pisidian moun-
tains, the northern ridges of the Taurus range,

into which they seem never to have penetrated.

On the west the boundaries vary most ;
but on all

sides they vary to an extraordinary degree.

Hence, in trying to define what any ancient

author means by the name ‘Phrygia/ we must
begin by inquiring what period is referred to, and
what was the usage of the name in that period.

That the country of the Phrygians at an early

period was bounded on the north-west only by the
waters of the Aegean and the Hellespont is beyond
doubt. They were the masters of the sea, according

to Diodorus ( vii. 11), for 25 years about B.C. 900.

Troy is frequently called Phrygian, and there was
a large, vaguely defined region along the Hellespont
and the Sea of Marmora, called Hellespontine

Phrygia. The country beside Mount Sipylos,

north of Smyrna, the realm of Tantalos and Pelops,

is often called Phrygia by the poets, who repro-

duce ancient semi-historical myths ; and this shows
that considerable part of western Lydia once bore

the name of Phrygia.
At an early time the irruption of Thracian

tribes, such as Thynoi, Bithynoi, Mysoi, across

the Bosporus drove a wedge through the country
of Phrygia, and separated Hellespontine Phrygia
from the inner country, which was henceforth
termed Great (Meyd\v, Magna) Phrygia. The
Phrygian element and name died out in Lydia
also at an early period. The Troad ceased to be
called Phrygia; and though the name of Helle-
spontine Phrygia * lingered on for several centuries,

the land lost the Phrygian character,f and after

the time of Alexander the Great it seems to have
no longer possessed any claim to be called a dis-

tinct and separate country. Strabo still uses the
name in a.d. 19. The north-eastern regions of
Phrygia Magna were transformed into Galatia
during the 3rd cent., first through gradual drifting

of the Gauls into that district as the one where
there was least resistance to contend with, and
finally, about B.c. 232, by general agreement of the
surrounding rulers, and especially Attalus I., king
of Pergamum, who penned them into this place
and acknowledged their right to it, but set limits

* Also called Little Phrygia in distinction from Great Phrygia
(Strabo, p. 571).

f The Phrygian character was probably bound up with the
use of the Phrygian language. Iconium called itself Phrygian,
because Hie language was used there (see Ramsay, Historical

\

Conurientary on Galatians, p. 210). I
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to their wide-ranging forays. About B.C. 2(V!«

a new name, Phrygia Epictetus, i.e. Acquired

Phrygia, came into existence. It was applied to

a region in the north which seems to have been

acquired by Attalus I. from Bithynia. According

to Strabo (p. 576) it contained six. cities at least,

Azanoi, Nakolia, Kotiaion, Mid&ion, Dorylaion,

Kadoi. Another name for a special district was
Paroreios Phrygia,* the great valley in the east

between Sultan -Dagli and Emir-Dagh (whose

ancient names are unknown), with the cities Ipsos

or Julia, Philomelion, Tliymbrion or Hadrian-

opolis, Tyriaion, and many small towns and
villages.

A third district was Pisidic Phrygia, or Phrygia
towards Pisidia, or Phrygia the Pisidian. t The
city of Antioch towards Pisidia is the only one
assigned to this district by Strabo ; hut Ptolemy,

and probably Polybius, extend it more widely to

include Apollonia and other cities in the valleys

underneath the northern flanks of Taurus. Strabo

clearly says that Paroreios and Pisidian Phrygia
were only parts of Great Phrygia, whereas he
distinguishes Epictetus as a separate and added
country.
Under the Romans, the whole country of Cibyra

and most of the valley of the Lysis were reckoned
to Phrygia, though previously they had been
counted either to Pisidia or to Kabalis or to

Milyas. It would also appear that the lower part

of the Lycus valley was divided at an earlier

time between Lydia (viz. Hierapolis and Hydro! a)

and Caria (viz. Laodicea and Trapezopolis and
Attoudda) ; X but in the Roman period all these
cities came to be classed to Phrygia. On the
other hand, Iconium was then classed to Lycaonia
(except in the estimation of its inhabitants, see

Iconium and Lycaonia), as were also Laodicea
Katakekaumene and even perhaps Tyriaion.

In the Roman time Phrygia was divided between
two provinces, Asia and Galatia, with thorough
Roman indifference to national frontiers in mapping
out their province—an indifference which resulted
in the final failure of those provincial divisions to
attain permanence. These two parts were called

Phrygia Asiana and Phrygia Galatica : for the
former name, see Galen,, 7r. rpo<p. 8vv. iv. p. 312
(Kuhn, vi. p. 515) ; for the latter, see a notice in a
Byzantine Menologion (taken from a good and
ancient source) quoted in Acta Sanctorum

, Sept.

28, p. 563.

That part of Phrygia was included in the province
Galatia, though often ignored, is no longer denied
by any scholar. A number of inscriptions, enum-
erating the parts of the province Galatia, mention
among them Phrygia ; e.g. OIL iii. 6818, mention*
the parts as Galatia, Pisidia, Phrygia, Lycaonia,
Isauria, Paphlagonia, Pontus Galaticus, Pontus
Polemoniacus ; compare OIL iii. 6819 ; Frankel,
Inschr. Pergam. No. 451 (the lists vary at different
periods as districts were added to or taken from
the province). See also Galatia, vol. ii. p. 90 f.

Moreover, several cities which Strabo and
Ptolemy assign to Phrygia, e.g. Apollonia and
Antioch, are shown by their coins and by other
means to belong to the province Galatia

, and
Ptolemy gives the region which he calls Pisidian
Phrygia as a part of the province Galatia.

Galatic Phrygia, or the Phrygian region of the
province Galatia, was not a very large country.
It was a strip of territory extending in considerable
length along the front of the Pisidian mountains

;

and it included the cities of Iconium (in the native
* It is often wrongly said that Paroreios denoted the country

west and south from Sultan-Dagh, with the city of Pisidian
Antioch. That was Pisidic Phrygia (see following note).

t Pisidic Phrygia, Polybius, xxii. 5 14 ; Phrygi- rpk ThmSip,
Strabo, pp. 557, 500, 5797 ; Phrygia Hurthle, Ptolemy, V, v. 4.

t Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia^ i. pp. 0, 18ft

A
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Tisane), Antioch the Colonia, Apollonia, and, as
Ptolemy says, several others. Asian Phrygia was
immensely larger, including all Paroreios and
Epictetus and far the larger part of Great Phrygia.
In process of time the Pisidian connexion became
stronger, and the name Pisidian Phrygia was gradu-
ally disused. Antioch ceased to be considered a
city of Phrygia and was called 4 of Pisidia.

5 Some
of the epigraphic lists of the regions making up the
province Galatia omit Phrygia and mention only
Pisidia. At last a distinct Roman province Pisidia

was constituted about A.D. 295, with the metropolis
Antioch and a secondary metropolis Iconium. But
in the time of St. Paul, and long after, the view
was dominant among the people that Antioch and
Iconium were cities of the Phrygian region.*

A distinction between High Phrygia and Low
Phrygia can be traced in the Roman time from
Strabo, A.D. 20, onwards. Low Phrygia was a
name that included Hierapolis (Philostratus,

Imagines, i. 12) and Lake Anava (Strabo, i. p. 49)

and the Sangarios (Steph. Byz. s.v.), i.e, it included

those districts that were less elevated above sea-

level, while High Phrygia (b &vu $pvyla) was the
elevated region of central Phrygia lying between
the Sangarios on the north-east and the great
road passing close to Hierapolis in the Lycus valley

and along the edge of Lake Anava. Aristides

speaks or a certain city (probably Akmonia,
possibly Synnada) as in High Phrygia. The pair

of terms rarely occur in literature; but they
clearly were in current local use.

We have seen how Phrygia steadily diminished,

losing parts on the west, north-west, north-east,

south-east, and south. About A.D. 295 or soon after-

wards, when the great province Asia was broken
up, two new provinces were formed,f Phrygia
Prima and Secunda, called also Great and Small,!

or Pacatiana and Salutaris : the last pair of names
came into use in the latter part of the 4th cent.,

and soon established themselves in almost universal

usage. The name Salutaris is explained by the

Byzantine writers as caused by the fact that St.

Paul had preached the gospel of salvation there.

This is a curious statement : it implies that St.

Paul had preached much more in Phrygia Secunda
than in Phrygia Prima (which was the western

half under the primacy of Laodicea). Now that

may he either a belief founded on old authority,

or a mere groundless fabrication of the Byzantine

time, to explain a curious name. In the former

case it would afford valuable evidence bearing on

the history of St. Paul, for there was good author-

ity underlying the really old tradition in Asia

Minor. In the latter case it would be absolutely

valueless. Unfortunately, the latter alternative is

pretty certainly true. The name is Latin (Sahc-

taris) transformed into a Greek word; hut if it

had rested on a genuine popular tradition or belief,

it would have been Greek, for Greek was the

language of the country, and very few can have

known Latin in Phrygia. The name Salutaris

has probably nothing to do with St. Paul or with

religion.

The name Phrygia henceforth was restricted

within the limits of those two provinces. The

district of Cibyra, on the south-west, was given
over to Caria, Apamea and Metropolis to Pisidia,

and (between 3S6 and 395) Amorion, Orldstos, and
other north-eastern cities to Galatia. In the 8th
cent, part of Paroreios was transferred to Galatia,

and placed under Amorion as metropolis : it is,

however, very doubtful whether this transference

affected more than the ecclesiastical organization,

for the civil division into provinces (though always
retained in the ecclesiastical system) disappeared
politically in the 8th cent., and was replaced by
the military system of Themes. In the later

Byzantine authors much confusion and ignorance
is shown in regard to the divisions of Phrygia.
Constantine Porphyrogenitus, in his treatise de
Thematibus, defines the extent of Salutaris in a
thoroughly erroneous way. Cinnamus (p. 198)

speaks of Laodicea ad Lyeum as on the border of

Little Phrygia. Ducas gives the name Great
Phrygia to part of the region of Hellespontus
(from Assos to the Hellespont), calling it also Low
Phrygia : he does not speak of Little Phrygia or

of High Phrygia, but apparently he must have
treated those names as equivalent, and including
both Pacatiana and Salutaris (as Cinnamus evi-

dently does), which he sums up as ‘ all Phrygia’
(see pp. 13, 72). Cedrenus (ii. p. 69), and Nicetas
Chon. (p. 68) speak of High Phrygia as evidently
including both Pacatiana and Salutaris. In those
writers the names are prompted rather by inac-

curate antiquarian memory than by real survival

of the names in popular usage (see Ramsay, His-
torical Geography of Asia Minor, pp. 150-153).

II. Phrygia in Pauline Geography. —This
long enumeration of vicissitudes and changes
shows how slow one must be in making asser-

tions as to the meaning of the name Phrygia
in any ancient writer, and how carefully the
situation and the context must be studied.

Accordingly, when in a writer of the 1st cent,

we find the statement that a traveller crossed

Phrygia, we must not assume forthwith that

a journey across Phrygia Asiana is meant. The
term Phrygia is employed freely in inscriptions

of that period, found in the country outside of it,

in the sense of Phrygia Galatica ; and a writer

who follows as a rule local expression may have
used this term Phrygia in the same way as local

inscriptions do. In such a case we must examine
the context to see which division of Phrygia is to

be understood. Now in Ac 166 Paul is stated to

have traversed the region of Phrvgia.* What
part of Phrygia did he traverse? The situation

makes this clear. Paul in his
j
oumey had reached

Lystra. t He now went on through Pb rygia. It is

beyond doubt that the part of Phrygia through

which he must go immediately on leaving Lystra

was Galatic Phrygia, which began only a very

few miles north of Lystra. Moreover, Paul had
started on this journey with the deliberate inten-

tion of visiting two cities of Galatic Phrygia,

Iconium and Antioch ; and as we now see, geo-

graphy makes it clear that he could not possibly

proceed onwards from Lystra without going

through Iconium and through part of Galatic

Phrygia.!

* In Antioch the memory of its Phrygian character remained

as late as the 8rd cent, (see evidence in Ramsay, Histor.

Comment, on Galatian*, §§ 19, 20): but outsiders called it ‘of

Pisidia’ in the 2nd cent. Similarly in Iconium.
'

f Malagas says that Constantine divided Phrygia into two

provinces, implying that in 295 only one province, Phrygia, was
constituted. If so,

~ ' “ * ooc
, Constantine’s action is older than a.d. 825,

as is shown in Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia,
pt. ip. 81;

Halalas. in fact, mentions Constantine s act before the Council

Of Nicaaa (a.d. 826), xiii. p. 828.

% Small Phrygia (M/*/4 t) occurs in a few 4th cent,

authorities: the name Great Phrygia in this new sense does

not occur (our authorities say ‘Phrygia’ and Small Phrygia ),

but seems necessarily to follow from the other term.

VOL. III.
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* It is immaterial to the geogr. import whether fpvymv in

that passage is to be taken as a noun or (what we think right)

as an adjective connected with the following x<ty***

f Some say Iconium ;
but we cannot consider that Ac 16a

implies that Paul has reached Iconium, for he is still in Lystra

in 16s. Ac 161 and 168 give the successive stages of travel. This,

too, hardly touches the geogr. import.

1 Thfa is even clearer on the North-Galatian than on the

South-Galatian theory. If Paul were going from Lystra to

North Galatia, he must proceed first to Iconium m Galatic

Phrygia ; and if he were in Iconium, he must go on through part

of that country. It may, on that theory, he maintained that

Paul went on through Asian Phrygia afterwards ; but it must
be admitted that he first went through Galatic Phrygia.
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Moreover, if a writer of that period desired to

be thoroughly clear, he ought to add some ex-

E
ression or epithet to show which part of Phrygia
e meant. But this is exactly what Luke does

in Ac 16®. He adds the adjective ‘ Galatic
5 to

show that he means ‘Galatic Phrygia.’ It is

unfortunate that both AY and RY confuse the

expression, and render the Greek adjective by the
noun ‘ Galatia.* Luke never speaks of ‘ Galatia *

;

because, like most Greeks, he disliked calling the

province by that name, and preferred the expression
* Galatic province or region ’ (as used in CIG 3991).

If Luke had used the noun Phrygia in this place,

he would have simply appended the adjective and
called the country traversed by Paul ‘Galatic

Phrygia,’ the term quoted above. But he desired

to be minutely and pragmatically accurate ;
and

(as is sometimes the case in ancient writers *) in

his desire to exclude all possibility of mistake he
employed a more cumbrous expression, which be-

comes obscure to us through our ignorance of the
nomenclature of that little known region.

^
A

custom existed of designating the various districts

included in the vast province Galatia f as xwpctt

or regions; e.g. the Isaurican region (Strabo, p.

568 f. ), the Antiochian region (at this time a
kingdom governed by Antiochus, but afterwards
incorporated, see Ptolemy, v. 6. 17). Luke follows

this custom : he thinks of * the Phrygian region,*

and adds the adjective ‘ Galatic,* calling it ‘ the
region (which is at once) Phrygian and Galatic,’!:

i.e. the country which ethnologically and accord-

ing to native Greek expression is Phrygian, while
politically and according to Roman provincial

classification it is Galatic (tt)p Qpvylav kclI ToXcltiktiv

X&pav). Lightfoot was the first to see and to state

clearly the right and necessary construction of
this expression, and subsequent discussion has
failed to shake his decisive argument ; but, while
he correctly translated it, he failed (owing to the
obscurity in which central Asia Minor was then
enveloped) to see the right geographical applica-
tion.

The interpretation of Ac 16® affects that of 1823
;

and on that account Luke expresses his meaning
more briefly in the second passage. In that pas-
sage, as Dr. Hort says {Lectures on Colossians
and Ephesians, p. 82), ‘ he followed his old course
(i.e. as in ch. 16) through southern Asia Minor,
and this time was allowed to follow it right on to
Ephesus,’ instead of being stopped ana turned
away north, as in 16®. He passed now through ‘ the
region of Galatia and Phrygia,* as it is rendered
in RY (ttjp VaXariK^v x&Pav Ka ^ $pvylav). These
words are applied to a more extended journey
than those of 16®, for in 1823 the journey through
Derbe and Lystra is included, whereas 16s begins
from Lystra, and includes only the subsequent
journey. The difference of order of the words is

important : in 16® two epithets are attached to one
noun which follows them, whereas in 1823 an epithet
with its noun is connected by kclI with a following
epithet (or noun), § and the second epithet (with
the preceding noun repeated in thought) indicates
a second region (this order in enumerating a list is

common in Greek).
||

Two interpretations of the
words have been suggested

—

I. $pvylav is to be interpreted as a noun, and
* An instructive example is mentioned by Mommsen {Res

Gestce D. Aug. p. 38), ‘prcecipuam curam ducens sensum
cmimt quarn apertissime exprimere nec dubitam gratice aliquid
detrahere ut vitaret obscuntatem (Sueton. Aug. 86), ut fit, ipso
nimio ambiguitatis vitand® studio incidit in ambiguitatem !

*

f See above, p. 864, and vol. ii. p. 87.

t The idiomatic English is ‘the Phrygian or Galatic Region,’
see ii. p. 90, and Classical Review

, 1898, p. 337.
§ Epithet or noun, according as we take $pvy'iecv as adjective

or as noun : see next sentence.
II Examples are given in vol. ii. p. 90, x6pa.s **)

I«vtp«W *«m Mtm&wbrt ksu ’Apipurfif, etc.

indicates the country Phrygia, both Asian and
Galatic ; Luke may he supposed to use <bpvyla %cbpa

in 16® to indicate Phrygia as a region of the

Galatic province, and $pvyla, the noun in IS23 to

indicate the country Phrygia as a single concep-

tion independent of Roman provincial divisions.

Then ri]pVdkaTLK7]p would indicate ‘the Galatic

region * in the sense of the province like TaXariKT}

hr&pxeia m the Iconian inscription of A.D. 54-55,

CIG 3991. Luke would, on this theory, say that

Paul traversed the Galatic province and Phrygia
(the country). There is a certain simplicity in

this view which recommends it; yet tor many
reasons we are obliged to reject it. The following

arrangement seems conclusive.
_

St. Paul, as he
traversed the region of Galatia and Phrygia in

order, stablished all the disciples: there were
disciples in both the region or Galatia and in

Phrygia, so that throughout both regions he
passed from Church to Church. Now we know
positively that he had as yet no Churches in any
part of Phrygia except Galatic Phrygia. More-
over, the remarkable reading of the Bezan text

Ac 191 shows clearly that its originator (whether
Luke himself, as Prof. Blass and his supporters

hold, or a 2nd cent, reviser, as seems more prob-

able) considered Patfl to have arrived at the

borders of Asia in IS28
, and then, after completing

his survey of his Churches, to have begun to return
to Jerusalem, when the Spirit bade him turnback
again into Asia (i.e. the province Asia), the higher
parts of which he traversed, and so, finally, came
to Ephesus.
We must therefore adopt the following inter-

pretation :

—

2. Qpvylav is an adjective, being the briefer de-

scription of the same region which in 16® is called

with pragmatical minuteness rpv Qpvylav ical PaXa-
tikt]v xupav. Luke would on this theory say, ‘ Paul
traversed the Galatic region and the Phrygian.’
Now, in truth, Paul did traverse two regions of

the vast Galatian province, one Lycaonia con-
taining the cities Derbe and Lystra, the other
Phrygia with the cities Iconium and Antioch.*
The one real difficulty is this: could Roman
Lycaonia he called simply ‘the Galatic region’?
The phrase can he explained and defended only
on the supposition that the speaker conceives
himself standing or travelling in Lycaonia

:

Lycaonia consisted of two parts, Roman or Galatic
and non-Roman or Antiochian (under king Anti-
ochus) : Ptolemy tells us that the latter was called
*

Avrioxt-wt] (x<£pa), and the corresponding term for

the other part necessarily would be TaXariK

X&pa : the inhabitants of Lycaonia would describe
the two divisions of his country by those terms.
This explanation may seem rather complicated,
but the complexity is due to the real complexity
of the divisions at the time. As we see, it is the
expression of one who feels himself standing in the
country, i.e. it must he regarded as the expression
used by St. Paul the actual traveller, and caught
from his mouth by the listener Luke.
The system of dividing Phrygia into High and

Low is probably referred to in Ac 191
, though the

name of the country is not actually mentioned.
The journey described in 1828

, as we have just
seen, carried St. Paul over ground which he had
previously traversed and cities where there were
already disciples ; but there still remained a long
stretch of country between him and his goal in
Ephesus, viz. the whole breadth of the large
province Asia. The journey is resumed in 191

,

where St. Paul is said to have traversed the
higher parts (ret, dpcorepud, ptpvj). The term dpot

is often used in Greek to indicate simply the
* Compare the precise and clear definition of 1823 by Asteriui

about a.d. 400, quoted in vol. ii. p. 91.
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inner country as distinguished from the coast ;

*

but this distinction seems not in harmony with
Luke’s narrative : it is of no consequence to him
to distinguish coast and interior : moreover, most
of the previous part of the journey was over the
high ground of the interior. Here we want some
expression suitable specially to describe the part
of Asia which he traversed. The word avorrepcteds

is a rare one, and seems chosen in order to suggest
a contrast with certain lower parts ; f in other
words, the meaning is that St. Paul avoided the
route through Lower Phrygia, and traversed Higher
Phrygia (according to the distinction mentioned
above, § I.). This distinction was important:
Luke had a definite purpose in defining the part
of Phrygia which St. Paul traversed. He makes
it clear that the apostle did not follow the longer
and easier trade-route by Apamea, Lake Anava,
Colossoe, and Laodicea (which led through Lower
Phrygia, see above, p. 864), but took the other more
direct road (less suitable for wheeled traffic, but
better for walking travellers) across High Phrygia,
keeping very near a straight line from Metropolis
to Ephesus. £ That was a point of some importance,
for Paul mentions that he had never seen the
Churches of Colossae or Laodicea, which therefore
must have been founded by some of his coadjutors
(perhaps Timothy).

III. Phrygia in Acts 210
.—Phrygia is also

mentioned in Ac 210 in the list of places whence
came the Jews and proselytes who were pre-
sent in Jerusalem at the Feast of Pentecost
shortly after the Crucifixion—* dwellers in Meso-

f
otamia, and in Judoea§ and Cappadocia, in
‘ontus and Asia, Phrygia and Pamphylia, in

Egypt, 5

etc. This remarkable list is an insoluble
puzzle. It is made on no discoverable principle,

either as regards the order of enumeration or as
regards the districts mentioned and omitted. The

certain fact about it is that it is quite
different in style from the original work of the
author of Acts, and must have been derived by him
from the earlier authority, or authorities, to whom
he owed the narrative of the events described
in ch. 2. Some districts where Jews were numer-
ous, and which are certain to have had represen-
tatives at Jerusalem, such as Cilicia, are omitted.
The names, as a rule, are those of countries, not of

Roman provinces; yet Asia is mentioned; this

name must denote either the Roman province or

a much larger region (see Lydia) ; in the former
case it would include Plirygia Asiana, in the latter

case it would include all Phrygia, both Asiana
and Galatica, together with Pamphylia.

||

The most probable view is that Asia in this

passage means the province (a Roman province
being named in this one case, because the name
had already established itself in popular Greek
nomenclature)

;
and Phrygia is named in addition,

partly because it was inhabited by such large
numbers of Jews (see below, § V.), partly because
Phrygia Galatica, which contained very many
* am is used always in that sense, not kmnpixos.
f hainpixoft (except in passages dependent on Ac 191) is used

only by medical writers, Hippocrates and Galen (if we may
depend on Steph. Thescwms on this matter). Hobart (Medical
Language of St. Luke, p, 148) does not fail to observe the oon-
jftrmation which this word gives to his views.

t The Church in the Soman Empire before 170, second or
later editions, p. 94, note.

§ The name Judaea is suspected by Blass, who would sub-
stitute on Jerome's authority Syria. It is, of course, not in

harmony with the context : but, in a list which is as a whole
incomprehensible, it is vain to carp at one incomprehensible

S Pontus and Cappadocia may be regarded as the external
boundaries of 'Asia/ taking that term in the sense described
In a very difficult passage, Pliny (Nat. Hist. v. 28), where it is

•aid that ‘ Asia/ if its two parts are taken together, extended
from the .dEgean and Egyptian and Pamphylian Seas to Paphla-
gonia and Pontus: on the meaning, see Studia Biblica

,
iv.

p. 40.

Jews, was not included in the province Asia,
Similarly, the Lugdunensian Christians wrote
to rois €7r’ ’Aortas leal QpuyLas aoe\<po?s3 for they
desired to include in their address the important
Churches of Iconium, Antioch, and probably
several in Galatic Phrygia of later foundation
(which were not in Asia). On this address, prob-
ably, Tertullian models his expression (adv. Prax.

1) ‘pacem ecclesiis Asice et Phrygim inferentemf
There can be no doubt that the Churches of
Phrygia Galatica were as important in the 2nd
cent. Christianity, as its Jews were in the Jewish
world.

IY. Christianity in Phrygia.— Christianity
was introduced into Phrygia Galatica by Paul and
Barnabas on their first missionary journey (Ac 13.

14). Paul revisited, confirmed, and strengthened
them (Ac 161"6 1823). Considering how much space
the author of Acts assigns to the account of the
formation of these Churches (along with the two
Lycaonian Churches), and considering how often
Paul visited and consolidated them, we must see
that they were regarded as being highly important
in the early Church.
Phrygia Asiana was traversed at least twice by

St. Paul. On his second journey, accompanied
by Silas and Timothy, he went from Pisidian
Antioch northwards through the country to near
the Bithynian frontier (probably to about Dory-
laion, over against Mysia), and then westwards
into Mysia and the Troad.* Paul was on that
journey forbidden to preach in [the province] Asia,
so that he cannot have founded any Churches in
Asian Phrygia (though, perhaps, we need not
interpret the prohibition so strictly as to suppose
that he was bound to keep silence absolutely about
the gospel on the journey to the Troad : probably
the command only implied that he was not to make
Asia his sphere of work). On the third journey
St. Paul traversed Phrygia Asiana from east to
west on a line between Antioch and Ephesus (see

above). He probably preached on the journey ; but
there is no sign of any success; and he was evi-

dently eager to go to Ephesus, and make it the
centre for the whole province. Thus in all prob-
ability the earliest Churches in Phrygia Asiana
were those of the Lycus valley, Colossae, Laodicea,
Hierapolis, founded through the work of his assist-

ants and subordinates (probably Timothy in par-
ticular), while he was in Ephesus.
According to tradition of somewhat uncertain

value, the Lycus valley was afterwards the scene
of missionary work by St. John the apostle and
by St. Philip (probably the apostle, though several

authorities, especially the later, say he was the
deacon). Archippus of Colossse, the * fellow-soldier

5

of St. Paul (Philem 2
), was said to have been the

first bishop of Laodicea (probably a recollection

of his * ministry, SianovLa, in the Lord, 7 Col 417 ),

and to have been martyred at Chonse {i.e. the
later Byzantine representative of Colossae); and
Nymphas or Nympna Laodicensis is coupled as an
apostle with Eubulus of Rome in the Greek
Mensea, and commemorated on 28th February

:

cf. Col 415
. Heros is said to have been appointed

bishop of Hierapolis by St. Philip, Epaphras of

Colossse by St. Paul. These traditions, hardly
trustworthy in themselves, are at least evidence

that the Lycus valley was the scene of steady and
progressive work in the second half of the 1st

century. That work was certainly not confined

to the valley, but spread up, doubtless, east and
north into Phrygia, and perhaps sonth towards
Cibyra, so that LAODICEA must be taken as the

centre and representative of a number of young

* The North-Galatian theory would lengthen the westward
journey across Phrygia Asiana, and shorten the northward
journey by diverting the route from that country into Galatia.
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Churches (as well as those in Colossae and Hier-
apolis ; see above, p. 831a). Papias and Apol-
Imaris, the great bishops of Hierapolis, Sagaris

the bishop and martyr of Laodicea, are evidence
of the importance of the Lycus valley in Christian
history during the 2nd century.

If Laodicea was such a centre of Christian in-

fluence, so also we may be sure were Pisidian

Antioch and Iconium. A trace of this work may
be observed in the tradition that Bartholomew was
the apostle of the Lycaones. It has been pointed

out* that this must mean, not the people of

Lycaonia, whose apostles were Paul and Barnabas,
but the tribe of the Lycaones in central Phrygia,
west and north-west of Synnada. But far more
important and trustworthy evidence is furnished

by the Christian inscriptions of Phrygia, which
are collected for the central and south-western
districts in Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia) pt.

ii. chs. xii. xviLf The earliest is the famous
epitaph of Avircius Mareellus, presbyter or bishop Z
of the less famous Hieropolis or Hierapolis in the

i

Glaukos valley about A.D. 192. This document

I

mentions St. Paul in such a way as to suggest

,

that he was regarded with special respect in that

l

district, probably owing to its having been first

evangelized by Ms immediate followers and

!

ministers.

The inscriptions fall into three local groups,

j

differing widely in character. One has its chief

,

centre in Eumenea and Apamea, and probably
resulted from the influence of the Lycns valley

! Churches ; one is strong in the extreme south-east

j

of Phrygia (and in the adjoining northern part of

j

Lycaonia), and evidently sprang from the influence

j

of Iconium and Antioch ; the third is seen in the

j

north of Phrygia in the valley of the Tembris or

i

Tembrogius, and seems connected with the Chris-

i

tianity of the Troad (2 Co 212
),§ spreading up

1

through Mysia and the province Bithynia. All
* three therefore seem traceable to a Pauline source.

The inscriptions of the third group are more akin

|

to the Montanist type, and those of the first to

j

the Orthodox type,|| while those of the second are

I

mostly indifferent, but contain occasional examples

i
like both other classes. The inscriptions of

i the first two groups throw considerable light on

j

the Christians of the 3rd cent. Already during
the 2nd cent., in the Montanist controversy,

|

Phrygia stands out rather as a country where
Christians are contending with Christians, than
one where missionaries are trying to convert
pagans; and the inscriptions of the 3rd cent, set
before us Eumenea as a city which was mainly
Christian in the period 250-300, in fact as the
first Christian city (one may say with great con-
fidence); and, further, they show probably that
the prosperity of Eumenea died about the be-
ginning of the 4th cent. Now Eusebius and
Lactantius mentioned that a city of Phrygia,
whose population was wholly Christian, was de-
stroyed by fire in the persecution of Diocletian,
A.D. 301-312 ; and, though there are some slight
discrepancies in details between their statements

* OUies and Bishoprics of Phrygia, pt. ii. p. 709. See also
Poutus, and Lipsias, Apocr. Apost. ii. 2, 55 ff.

f The other districts will he treated in pt. iii. See Cumont’s
very imperfect list (Mil. d’Arch. et d’Eist . 1895).

t He is addressed by a friend as co-preshyter (evpurpurpvrtpoe),
which may be used of a bishop.

§ Perhaps also with Ac 168, according to a tradition that
can be traced in the interior of Mysia during- the 4th or 5th
cent, (see Acta S. Philetceri, 19th May ; and Expositor

, Oct.
1888, p. 264). This tradition perhaps led to the Bezan text
In Ac 167 tiiVdBoyrte for iretptkdZvra ; and, if so, the tradition
must be as old as the 2nd cent, (implying that the statement
that Mysia was ‘neglected,* or ‘passed by,’ was regarded at
that early date as incorrect in the quarters where the Bezan
text originated).

If But one case at least of the most marked northern type
occurs. Cities and Bishoprics, ii. No. 393.

PHEYGIA

and probably some exaggeration in the sweeping
conclusion, yet the general truth cannot reasonably

he doubted ; and the coincidence with Eumenian
history is so striking that the statements may
with the highest probability be applied to it.

Apamea, its neighbour and fellow in Christian

history, also seems to have sunk in importance

to an extraordinary degree about the same time,.

On the very remarkable type of Christianity de-

veloped in those cities, see the full discussion in

Cities and Bishoprics ofPhrygia, ch. xii.

Christianity did not spread uniformly over

Phrygia. The three local groups of inscriptions

are separated by a large district, where the new
religion seems not to have grown so strong until

the time of Constantine.* The Phrygian martyrs
who are known by name almost all belong to the

period before A.D. 184 (see Neumann’s list in der

rom. Staat und die allgemeine Kirche, p. 283).

When Christianity was so strong, the Roman
theoretical principle, that Christians should be
treated as outlaws, was difficult to carry out ; for

a formal accusation by an overt prosecutor was
ordinarily required, and it would be difficult to

find private persons ready to incur the hatred of

a united and energetic body like the Christians.

But in Diocletian’s persecution the government
hunted down the Christians, and employed soldiers

and officials for that special purpose ;
and in such

a time the cities where Christians were most
numerous would suffer most. Even in Diocletian’s

time individual Phrygian martyrs were little re-

membered, but only the general facts that whole
communities and one entire city were destroyed.
Considering at how early a date Christianity

was diffused over large parts of Phrygia, it may
seem strange that the ecclesiastical system was
so backward there during the 4th cent., except
in Galatic Phrygia, where the list of bishoprics

can be traced almost complete during that cen-
tury,f The reason lies in two noteworthy facta
In the first place, Phrygia was the country where
above all others, heresy was strongest ; but tin
ecclesiastical lists are of the Orthodox Church.
Thus, for example, Kotiaion was a great seat of

Christianity in the 3rd cent., and so was the
country of the Praipenisseis. Yet neither can he
traced in the lists earlier than the 5th cent. The
reason is, undoubtedly, that the Orthodox Church
had little hold there. We know of either bishops
or presbyters at Otrous and Hierapolis in the 2nd
cent.

;
but in the ecclesiastical lists those two

cities appear only in the 5th cent. In the second
place, Phrygia was regarded by the orthodox
writers as rude and uneducated,$ because the
organization and equipment of the Orthodox
Church were in a backward state there. Chris-
tianity was so strong in certain parts of Phrygia
that the persecution of Diocletian raged there on
a vast scale, and almost annihilated people and
civilization and organization.
Y. The Jews in Phrygia.—The position and

history of the Jews in Phrygia is another large sub-
ject, which throws much light on the narrative of
Acts and on the rapid spread of Christianity in the
country. The Jews were much favoured by the
Seleucid kings, as trustworthy colonists in themany
cities which they founded to maintain their empire
in Asia Minor, especially along the routes leading
from their capital at Syrian Antioch through Cilicia
and Lycaonia into Southern Phrygia § and Lydia.

* On the evidence, Cities <md Bishoprics ofPhrygia, ii. p. 716 j

also p. 501.

t Galatic Phrygia is part of Pisidia in the lists. Those
Pisidian bishoprics which can first he traced in the 6th cent
or later were in the mountainous and backward districts.

t See, for example, Acta S. Hypatii, 17 June, iv. 249.
§ Northern Phrygia and Galatia, which were little or not at

all under Seleucid power, shared very little in these settle'
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Seleucus Nikator (B.c. 301-2S0) granted them the
highest class of rights, equal to those of Mace-
donian and Greek settlers, in all his colonies ; and
his successors maintained the privileges of the
Jews. Various privileges were conceded to their
religious scruples : the entire body of regulations

f
uaranteeing their rights and privileges seems to
ave remained permanently in force in the cities,

and is appealed to as ‘the law of the Jews’ in an
inscription of Apamea as late as the 3rd cent,
after Christ.* By one single act Antiochus the
Great ordered 2000 Jewish families to he brought
from Babylonia and settled in the strong places
of Lydia and Phrygia about B.c. 200. When such
a course of action lasted for fully a century, it is

plain what large numbers of Jews must have been
settled in Phrygia, Lycaonia, etc.

These considerations explain how Flaccns, the
Roman governor of Asia in B.c. 62, could seize

100 pounds weight of gold at Apamea, and 20 at
Laoaicea, being contributions from the Jews of
Phrygia on the point of being sent up to Jeru-
salem. These large sums, of course, represented
the contributions of great districts, and not simply
of the two cities. They are calculated by M. Th.
Reinach as together equivalent to 100,000 drachmae,
being the contributions of 50,000 people paying
two drachmae annually.!
According to Dr. Neubauer (Gtographie du

Talmud
, p. 315), these Jews had to a considerable

extent lost connexion with their country and for-

gotten their language; the baths and wines of
Phrygia had separated the Ten Tribes from their
brethren, as the Talmud expresses it ; they were
readily converted to Christianity ; and the Talmud
alludes to the numerous converts. These opinions
have been strongly confirmed by epigraphie dis-

covery. The Phrygian Jews were strongly affected

by their surroundings, and were ready to comply,
at least outwardly, with many pagan customs,
and especially with the forms of the imperial
religion, regarded as the test of loyalty to the
Roman empire. They probably were often in-

clined to magic and forbidden arts (see Thyatira
and Ac 191S

). Their frequent tendency to amal-
gamate Jewish and pagan ideas in an eclectic

philosophical system is illustrated at Colossae (see

the Epistle), A Jewess married to a Greek and
having an nncircumcised son is mentioned at

Lystra (Ac 162* 8
). At the same time there can

be no doubt that the Phrygian Jews as a body
preserved much of the old Jewish character, and
presented in society a much higher and purer
moral tone than the pagans; and it was this

character that gave them great influence and
attracted numerous proselytes. On the whole
their existence was not hostile, but favourable,

to Christianity. Luke emphasizes every instance
of their opposition, but he snows clearly that there
was another side to the question: tne Jews of

Pisidian Antioch were opposed to Paul’s placing

the Gentiles on an equality with themselves (Ac
1345), but not so much to his doctrines : a great

multitude of Jews at Iconium believed. The
Jewish and the Christian inscriptions melt into

one another in Phrygia, so that it is often diffi-

cult to draw a line of distinction. The Phrygian
Christians were strongly inclined to Judaism.
Every heresy in Phrygia tended to become Juda-
istic. Novatianism, which seems to have been

ments. The Jews of North Galatia were probably all late

Immigrants from Phrygia, etc.
* Cities and Bishopries of Phrygia, pt. ii. No. 399 his

;
see

also ch. xv. on * The Jews in Phrygia.'

t Textss Relalifsm Judaisms, p, 240. He thinks they must
represent several years’ contribution: but as the two cities

stand for all Asian Phrygia and great part of Lydia, it seems
not at all impossible that they are the contribution of one year.

Adramyttium and Pergamum aTe the only other two places

where Flaccns is said to have seized Jewish money.

quite free from any Judaizing character in the
West, became strongly tinged with it in Phrygia.
The Phrygians regarded the 14th day of Nisan as
the great religious day, and seem to have called

the festival Azyma, the Unleavened. There is

every appearance that the reconciliation between
Christians and Jews, which was one great aim of
St, Paul’s work, was attained far more thoroughly
in Phrygia than elsewhere.
Early Phrygian Judaic Christianity thus pre-

sents a very remarkable character, which stands
in the closest relation with the Pauline Epistles.
Its development was arrested by the terrible per-
secution of Diocletian, which seems to have raged
with special fury in that most thoroughly Chris-
tianized of countries. As Eumenea was the most
thoroughly Christian city, so Apamea was the
most strongly Jewish; and they (so far as we
can judge) were the greatest sufferers (certainly
very severe sufferers) under Diocletian.

W. M. Ramsay.
PHYGELUS (<£dye\\o$, WH<£i5ye\os).—Mentioned

in 2 Ti l 15 along with Hermogenes (wh. see) as
among those in Asia who turned away from St.

Paul during his last imprisonment in Rome. The
phrase ‘all they which are in Asia,’ proconsular
Asia that is, must be qualified in some way, known
doubtless to Timothy, and may perhaps be best
taken to mean, ‘All whose help I asked’ (cf.

2 Ti 4lfi
). We cannot tell what Phygelus refused

to do, nor can we affirm with certainty that
apostasy or declension from the faith is implied.
Possibly he was asked to go to Rome to use some
influence he had on the apostle’s behalf, and re:

fused to admit that St. Paul had any such claims
on him. The forcible language used makes it

probable, however, that Phygelus was guilty of

something worse than merely neglecting to visit

the apostle in his imprisonment. W. Muir.

PHYLACTERIES, FRONTLETS.

—

Phylactery—
so first in the Genevan Bible, 1557, in earlier versions

filateris (Wyclif) and philateries (Tindale, etc.)

—

comes to us through the Vulgate from the Greek
(pvXcucrripiov. In the Greek of the 1st cent. a.d. this
word signified an amulet or charm, which possessed
the property of protecting [<pvX&o-<reiv) * the wearer
against evil spirits and similar malign influences.

Among favourite charms were slips of parchment,
written over with a magical spell and placed in a
case which was hung round the neck, hence also

called rreplcnrrov, ireplafi/za, synonyms of <pvXaKTf}ptov.

In His great anti-Pharisaic discourse (Mt 23^*
),

our Lord charges the scribes and Pharisees with
ostentation in the discharge of their religious and
social duties, * for they make broad their phylac-
teries (TrXariJVQvcri ydip rd <f>v\atcNjput afrr&v), ana en-
large the borders of their garments (for which see

Fringes in vol. ii. 68 ff.), and love the chief places

at feasts,’ etc. (Mt 238f* RV). Now there has never
been any doubt that the author of the first Gospel
here uses fivXcLKnfjpia,, which is not found elsewhere
in the NT, as the equivalent of the contemporary
Hebrew word tephillin (plur. of ‘a
prayer’), the name then, and by the Jews still,

given to two small cases of leather, to be described

in the sequel, which were worn by the more ardent
legalists of the time, one upon the forehead and
the other upon the left arm. This practice, veyy
considerably curtailed, however, is still regarded
as oue of the most sacred of religious duties by
orthodox Jews of the present day (cf. opening
paragraph of art. Fringes).

,
,

In this article it is proposed to investigate thf>

origin, history, and significance of the phylacteries,

* The perverted derivation still met with in some. quarters
from avKtitnrsiv (rh vo/mov), as if <pv).Mxr*iptoc.==ob8erva>toiria

) is now
entirely abandoned by scholars.
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1

and for this purpose, on the principle of proceed-

ing from the more familiar to the less, we shall

examine

—

L The practice o! modern orthodox Judaism

;

ii. The alleged Scripture warrant for this practice

;

ill. The date of the mtroduction of the phylacteries

;

iv. The manner and extent of the practice in NT times.

i. The Practice of modern orthodox Juda-
ism.—Every male Israelite above the age of

thirteen years is required to ‘lay Mishna,
Shebu. iii. 8, 11, etc.) the tephillin ’—to use the
technical expression— at daily morning prayer.

To this extent the use of the phylacteries has
been curtailed since NT times (see § iv. below).

The tephillin or phylacteries are two in number,
known since the earliest times as the head-
phylactery (i?th bv n^2Fi) and the hand-phylactery
(i; b# "pi), and consist of two cubical leather boxes
or cases, varying in size from \ to 1£ in. in the side.

The material is the prepared skin of a clean

animal which has been thoroughly soaked in pure
water- A cube-shaped wooden block (Dteia [rtfros]

Mishna, Kel. vi. 7) is employed to give the desired

shape and size. To form the head-phylactery,
three deep incisions (nip’sp) are made in the block,

and the moist parchment spread over it and in-

serted into the incisions. When the material has
dried and hardened the block is removed, and a
leather case of four compartments, technically

‘houses’ (avn), is the result. Before this, how-
ever, two shins (£>) have been impressed on the

soft leather, one with the ordinary three prongs
on the outer wall of the bdyith, which, when the
phylactery is complete, will be to the right of the
wearer, and another with four prongs on the
outer wall to the left. This fourfold case is now
fitted with a leather brim, and into each * house 5

is inserted a slip of specially prepared parchment
(t]b% Shabb. viii. 3), having written on it, in a
special caligraphy, one of the Scripture passages
to he cited presently, and each bound round with
a few white hairs oi a calf or cow. A firm base is

supplied by a square piece of thick leather, con-
nected by a flap with the brim, and sewed to the
latter by means of twelve stitches (representing
the twelve tribes) of clean gut. The four passages
of Scripture above mentioned are those which the
Jews have always regarded as constituting their

warrant for the use of the phylacteries (see ii.

below), viz. Ex 131
'10 1311

”16
, Dt 64

'9 ll13
’21

. They
are inserted in the four compartments in the order
represented by the diagram

—

g>i
a
%
r-4

a

&
rH l

a

A £
-a

ft

The hand-phylactery is shaped on a similar
block without incisions, and consists of a single
compartment (n:3 bdyith) with plain walls, fitted

with brim, base, and flap as before. The same
four passages are written in four parallel columns
on a single piece of parchment, ana inserted in the
bdyith

,

Both phylacteries, coloured a deep black,
axe kept in position by leather straps (nijfliri Yad.
iii 3), which are passed through the flaps. Both
straps are of considerable length, and blackened on
the upperside. The head-phylactery is fitted to the
wearers head by having its strap tied at the back
of the head into a knot ($£), of the shape of a
daleth (*i). One end of the other strap, after

being passed through the flap of its phylactery.

is formed into a noose by means of a knot of the

shape of a yod {'). The shin of the head-phylactery

together with these knots thus make up the letters

of the sacred name Shaddai ‘Almighty 5

), to

which a mystical significance is attached.

The phylacteries, as has been said, are now worn
daily at morning prayer, except on Sabbaths and
festival days, which, being themselves ‘signs,’

render the phylacteries unnecessary on those days.

After assuming the tallith (see Fringes), the

worshipper proceeds ‘to lay the tephillin The
hand-phylactery is laid first. Its position is the

inner side of the left arm, which mast be bare,

just above the elbow, so that, when the arm is

bent the phylactery may rest ‘upon the lieai
t’

(as commanded Dt ll8 ). The long strap, which
passes through the noose, is drawn tight, and
wound three times round the arm above the

elbow, the worshipper pronouncing the following

benediction in Hebrew: ‘Blessed art Thou, 0
Lord our God, King of the universe, who hast

sanctified us by Thy commandments, and hast

commanded us to lay the tephillin The strap is

thereafter wound four times, then three times,

round the arm below the elbow, in such a manner
as to form a four-pronged and a three-pronged

shin respectively. At this point the head-phy-

lactery is placed in position, so that the case lies

in the middle of the forehead just touching the
hair, the two ends of the strap hanging down over

the shoulders in front, the following benediction

being meanwhile repeated: ‘Blessed art Tliou,

0 Lord our God, King of the universe, who hast
sanctified us by Thy commandments, and hast
given us command concerning the precept of the
tephillin To this is added, when the adjust-

ment is completed :
‘ Blessed be His name, whose

glorious kingdom is for ever and ever.
5

Finally,

the remainder of the strap of the hand-phylactery
is wound three times round the middle finger, and
the following is said: ‘And I will betroth thee
unto Me for ever; yea, I will betroth thee unto
Me in righteousness, and in judgment, and in

loving-kindness, and in mercy : I will even betroth
thee unto Me in faithfulness ; and thou shalt

know the Lord 5 (Hos 219 ). Prayers over, the
phylacteries are taken off in the reverse order,

the head-phylactery first, then the hand-phylac-
tery. We cannot here attempt to give even a
summary of the exceedingly numerous and minute
precepts which have been elaborated and codified

by the Jewish authorities regarding the prepara-
tion of the materials, the manner of writing, the
preservation and inspection, etc., of the t&phillin

(see authorities named in the bibliography at end
of article).

ii. The alleged scriptural Authority for
the Phylacteries.—The command to ‘lay the
tephillin

5

is contained, the Jews maintain, in four
passages of the Pentateuch, viz. : Ex 139 * 18

, Dt 68

ll18
. It is of the utmost importance for our in-

vestigation to obtain an accurate and unprejudiced
exposition of these cardinal passages, which we
proceed to examine in their order.

(a) The bulk of Ex 13 is made up of injunctions
regarding the perpetual observance of the Feast
of Unleavened Cakes or Ma?zoth (vv. 8“10

), and of
the Dedication of the Firstborn (w. l1’16

). The
former, we read, ‘ shall be for a sign (jVik ’6th) unto
thee upon thine hand, and for a memorial (jrijT

zikkdrdn) between thine eyes, that the law of J*
may he in thy mouth : for with a strong hand hath
the Lord brought thee out of Egypt 5

(v. 9
). Simi-

* On the slight variation in the form of these and similai
benedictions see Friedlander, The Jewish Religion

, 1891, note,
p. 329 f. ; to this excellent work the student is referred for an
exposition of the * sign ’ of tephillin from the orthodox Jewish
standpoint. The renderings given above are from Singer’*
edition of The Authorized Daily Prayer-Book, 1802, p. 16.
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larly with regard to the dedication of the first-

born, ‘it shall be for a sign {'6th, EY ‘token’)
upon thine hand, and for frontlets (nbipte tdtaphCth)
between thine eyes,’ etc. (v. 16

). Now these two
verses are so similar in their phraseology that no
sane expositor would hesitate to declare them to
be, in the writer’s intention, completely identical.
The feast of Ma??oth and the dedication of the
firstborn shall alike serve as perpetual reminders
to the Hebrews of the Egyptian deliverance, and
of J"’s resulting claim upon them.

(&) In Dt 66ff
* we read : ‘And these words, which

I command thee this day (the exact reference of
‘ these words ’ will be considered presently), shall
be in thine heart; and thou shalt teach (|3^)*
them diligently unto thy children. . . . And thou
shalt bind them for a sign upon thine hand, and
they shall be for frontlets between thine eyes. And
thou shalt write them upon the door-posts of thy
house, and upon thy gates.’ In the second passage
frrnn Dt (lll8

"8
°) this injunction is repeated with

omy slight verbal changes (cf. ll18a ‘ye shall lay
these words upon your heart and upon your soul,’

with 6^). We have now before us the cardinal
assages on which has been based the ancient
©wish custom of the phylacteries. Do they, we

must now ask, or do they not command and
sanction this custom ? The answer is by no means
bo easy as may at first sight appear, for it is not
an affair of exegesis alone, but mvolves questions
of criticism and lexicology.
Thus we note that the language of the passage

Ex 138"16 presents a strong Deuteronomic colouring,
which has prevented our foremost critics f from
assigning it exclusively to J, with which source it

has also undoubted affinities. Only two alter-

natives are possible (cf. Wellh. Comp. d. Hexat*
74). Either we have here a section composed in

1 whole or in part by an editor of the Deuteronomic
school (so Ilautzsch, Cornill, Bacon), or we have
one of several examples of the literary activity of

the writer (RJB) who united J and E into a single
' work, and who must have belonged to ‘ the circles

whence Deuteronomy issued ’ (Kuenen, Hexat. § 9

n. 4, § 13 n. 29)4 In either case the important
result follows, that we have to deal not with two

;
enactments, separated by a couple of centuries,

the earlier of which may possibly be understood in

a figurative and the later in a literal sense, but
! with enactments of approximately the same age

and reflecting the same religious standpoint.

With regard, further, to the Deuteronomic pas-

}

sages (Dt 66
"9 ll18"21

), various critical difficulties

suggest themselves. Whence this unwonted and
almost verbatim repetition in the course of the
same address ? Must we hold that in some of the

early copies of Dt the verses repeated stood in

ch. 6, in others with some variations in ch. 11, and
that our present text has inserted a harmonized
version or them in both places (so Steuernagel
in Nowack’s Handkommentar, 1898, p. 40) ? Or

i
shall we, with the latest commentator (Bertholet

j

in Marti’s Kurzer Hand-Commentar, 1899, p. 36),

regard II18"21 as an insertion which interrupts the

j

connexion between v. X7 and v. 22
? The strong adver-

1 sative with which v.22 opens in the original (ox

;
= <

but,’ not as EV ‘for’) certainly follows awk-
wardly on w.18’21

, which so far makes for the
latter view. The present writer, however, doubts

]
whether either passage is in its original place,

j

Dt 62
, for example, which is parallel to ll21

,
looks

as if originally intended to form the continuation

j
* fatf, only here in OT, appears to mean ‘to prick with a

sharp-pointed instrument,* hence probably= tattoo (see below).

f Except Dillmann ; hut see his latest editor’s view in Dill-

mann-Ryssel, Exodus, pp. Ill, 141.

. t For a conspectus of modern critical opinion regarding
< Ex 18**1® see HoMnger, Eirleit. in <2. Hexat. 4551, and the

‘ Tabellen * accompanying tha'v work.

of vv. 6"9
; this would give the following corre-

spondences : 66,8= 11 18
, 67= 11 19

, 69= 11 20
, 62=1121

.

Assuming that both passages are genuine, we
should thus have an impressive call to the con-
tinued observance of the provisions of the Deutero-
nomic code placed both at the beginning and the
close of the hortatory introduction in chs. 6-11.
In any case the characteristic Deuteronomic phrase,
* these words which I command thee this day 5

(f*6
),

must have here, as it has everywhere else m chs.
5-11, a prospective reference to all the provisions of
thefollowing code, and not merely to the two pie-
ceding verses, as the commentators suppose. The
two pairs of passages, then, we have seen, are
alike in tone and intention, and that intention is

to impress upon those addressed the duty of per-
petual observance, in the one case (in Dt) of the
whole Torah, in the other (in Ex) of two particular
ordinances thereof. The whole and its parts should
be continually in their thoughts and on their lips,

and should form a never-failing subject for tne
instruction of their youth.
When we proceed to a closer examination of the

special verses, Ex 139 * 16
, Dt 6 8 ll18

, it is very
evident, if our contention as to their authors’
motive is correct, that the language of these verses
is figurative throughout

, as, indeed, is usually ad-
mitted for Exodus, but denied, or at least ques-
tioned, for Deuteronomy. But all figures of speech
in Hebrew, as in other tongues, are borrowed from
the common objects and processes of nature, or
from the familiar facts of human life. So it must
be in the case before ns. Thus, as regards the
‘ sign ’ upon the hand, we have only to recall the
widespread practice, among all primitive races, of
tattooing or branding various parts of the body
with the name or symbol of the deity to whom one
wishes to dedicate one’s self, and whose protection
it is desired to secure (see Cuttings in the Flesh
in vol. i. 53Sb ). Such, doubtless, is the underlying
idea of the mark (m«) * of Cain, by which he was
placed under the special protection of J" (see esp.

Stade’sbrilliant essay,
cDas Kainzeichen,’inZATW

,

1894, p. 250 ff. In this essay Stade has further*

shown [p. 310 ff.] that |Vi$t of Ex 139 is a synonym
of iviN in this sense).f The forehead,—for such is

the meaning of ‘between the eyes’ in all our
passages,—even more than the hands and wrists,

was specially adapted for the reception of these
religious tokens, and is so used by the most widely
scattered savage and semi-savage races at the
present day. But even in the canonical and extra-
canonical literature of the Hebrews we find un-
doubted references to this practice. Thus we have
the young man who bore on his forehead some
mark or token that he belonged to the prophets of

J" (1 K 2041 ; see Stade, loc. cit. 3141; and Kittel,

Handkom. in loc.), Ezekiel’s cross (v? 94* 3
) on the

foreheads of the faithful (cf. Rev 7s I41), the
‘ token of destruction ’ {<n)jjLetov rfs dirukelas) on
the forehead of the wicked (Ps-Sol 1510, cl v. 8

),

while * the mark of the beast on hand or forehead ’

(Rev 1316 I49 etc. ) is familiar to all. These instances

more than suffice to give us a glimpse of the circle

of ideas which supplied the metaphors of the pas
sages we are considering. The ordinances of the
Torah were to serve the same purpose as these
arLypara of the ancient cults ; tney were to he
outward and visible tokens of the Hebrews’ allegi-

ance to J" their God, and of J"’s special propriety
in them.

In three of the cardinal passages, however (Ex
1318, Dt 68 ll18

), for the zikhardn of Ex 139 there is

* These marks were called trrty{*&*<* by the Greeks (see Stade.
ut mp. f

and Deissmann, Bibelstudien, 266 ff.); cf. LXX Lv IQWi
ypotft'jMtrn rd.

t Of. Nu 1688- 40 ( Heb. 17s- 8
), where fftK and |n$t are used

interchangeably.
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substituted a word of uncertain signification,

tdtdphdth, EY ‘ frontlets.*

The singular of this word appears as nstfin in post-biblical

Hebrew, and the nstaiB of the MT should in all probability be

so pointed.* In form it resembles D;)*© for 3D??, by reduplica-

tion from a root which must he either f]DK> or *]3D (see Konig,
Lehrgeb. n. i. § 60, 6a). The latter form is generally preferred
on the strength of the Arab, tdfa, ‘ to encircle,’ but the sense
‘fillet, head-hand’ (so Ges. Thes., Dillm., Driver, etc.) suits
neither the descriptive expression ‘ between thine eyes * nor the
circle of ideas from which, we are convinced, the figure in the
text is borrowed. The rendering t&phillin of the Targums is

merely a reflexion of the interpretation which had long been
current among the Jews (see below). The root is therefore

to he preferred, hut its significance can only be conjectured.
Several modem scholars favour a conjecture, first proposed by
Knobel, viz. ‘to strike,’ then ‘to make an incision,’ so that
tCtdpMth would thus also denote ffriyfjMTot, (Klein, * Die Tota-
photh nach Bibel und Tradition,* in Jahrb. f. protest. Theologie,

vii. (1881) p. 673 ; Siegfried-Stade, Lex. s.v.

;

Nowack, Heb.
Arch

.

i. 134). This conjecture, it may here be added, has the
support of the Peshitta in Dt 6s ll18

, where tttaphOth is ren-
dered by rdshmd, ‘a mark,’? which is also used to render
Ezekiel’s mark and the mark of the beast in Revelation.
In the absence, however, of all trace of the above signification

in the extant literature, it is more probable that we have in *]Stt

a root akin to ‘ to drop,’ and actually found in this sense in

the Talmudic ‘to drip or drop’ (used of wine, oil, blood,

etc.) ; cf. the series non, Din, d.tj, and Arab, hamhama, Ges.-
Kautzsch, JSCeb. Grammar

, § 30A

ns$ia is thus akin to ms’9) ‘ [ear-]drops * (Jg 826,
Is 319

), as is further confirmed by the rendering of
tbe Samaritan Targum pso, which must be the
Aram, nsc?

4 a drop 3
(of blood, etc.; see Levy, s.v.).

It prob. denoted a c dropj bead
,
oxjewel worn as an

amulet,J i.e. as a true <f>v\atcTT]piov. In the Mishna,
Shahb. vi. 1, 5, t6Upheth clearly signifies a jewel
worn by Jewish women, attached to their head-
dress.§ The Deuteronomic authors, then, do not
shrink from the use of another bold metaphor to
express the thought that the commands of J"
shall be as constantly present to the thoughts
of His people, and as highly prized as the most
precious of jewels by their superstitious contem-
poraries.

The results of our investigations may now be
summed up. The passages in Ex and Dt on which
the institution of the phylacteries is based cannot
be kept apart in such a way that the expressions
of Ex are to be taken jiguratively but those of Dt
literally. The figurative interpretation of both
passages, further, is confirmed by such additional
considerations. as the following

: (a) numerous
other expressions in the contexts are plainly
figures of speech ; such are the references to the
words of J" being in tbe mouth (Ex 139

,
cf. Schoett-

gen’s remarks, HorceHeb. et Talmud 194 f.) and in
the heart (Dt 66), to the duty of impressing (j^ ‘ to
prick with a sharp instrument 3

) them upon the
children (6

7
), and of layingthem upon the heart and

the souljll18
, but see above, § i., for an attempt to

do this literally) ; (5) similar expressions elsewhere
have never been taken otherwise than figuratively,
e.g. Dt 3014, Pr 33 (‘ bind them [kindness and truth]
upon thy neck, write them upon the tablet of thine
heart 3

), I9.6
31 7s, Jer 171 31®^etc. ; (c) there is the

impossibility of carrying out the injunctions in
the literal sense when these refer to the whole
Deuteronomic code, as we saw to he the case even
in Dt 68,—a consideration, it may be added, which
* It should be noted that the Hebrew text hag twice JiSDI

and once nflDCS, never, as in the Samaritan Pentateuch, nifltM
with express plural termination,
f Which favours the singular pointing, as suggested above.
t It is well known that the practice of wearing jewellery i

the ears, nose, etc., had its origin in the desire to guard tb
onflces of the body against the entrance of evil spirits (c
W. R. Smith, MS 1 4S3f.). As rings could not be inserted

1

i
the eyelids as through the ear-lobes and nostrils, the same en
was secured by hanging a Jewel ‘ between the eyes.’

I Of. the explanation or the Jerus. Gemara in Levy sv
•something worn in the place of the tSphiUtn %.e. on the fo‘r<
head.

effectually disposes of the strictly literal interpre-

tation of 610 (
= 11 20

).

iii. The Rise of the literal Interpretation
OF Ex 1316 ETC., AND THE DATE OF THE INTRO-
DUCTION of the Phylacteries.—We have now
to inquire at what period of Jewish history the

literal interpretation of the four passages in ques

tion took its rise. A strong presumption against

a date in the Exile, or even early in the post-

exilic period, is furnished by the fact that the

phylacteries are unknown to the Samaritan com
munity (see Klein, loo. cit. 686 f. ; Hamburger,
Realencycl. d. Judenthurns, ii. 1065). The Aramaic
form of the name tephillin points unmistakably in

the same direction. An evident terminus a quo,

however, is supplied by the figurative passages

from Proverbs just cited. These are admittedly
echoes of the Deuteronomic teaching (see Driver,

LOT 8 396), and it is incredible that a Jewish
writer would have so expressed himself, if the

literal interpretation of Dt 66 etc. already held

the field. Now the passages in question are all

contained in the later section of the book (Pr 1-9),

which, if the earlier section (10 ff.) date from the
late Persian period, can hardly be earlier than
B.c. 300.* Even half a century later, c. 250 B.C.,

—

the provisional date generally accepted for the
beginnings of the Alexandrian translation (LXX),
—the figurative interpretation was still accepted,

at least in Egypt. This we see from the LXX
rendering of the crucial hsbisj (/cal dfpdxj/eis atirb els

ffrjfjLeLOv ini rrjs X€LP^ ^ov, xai £crrat dordXevrov rrrph

6<pda\fjLu>v arov
f Dt 68 ) as something ‘immovably

fixed ’
(
acrdXevrov ; + cf. Ac 2741

, He 1228 ) before one’s

eyesfthe unchanging subject of one’s thoughts.
The terminus ad quern is suggested by the

famous letter of the pseudo-Aristeas, who repre-

sents himself as having been instructed by Eleazar,
the then high priest at Jerusalem, in the institu-

tions of Moses. The latter, says Eleazar, in

addition to ‘the token of remembrance on our
garments (see Fringes) and the texts (rd \6yca)

on doors and gates, commanded us expressly to
bind the sign on the hands also

3
(/cal 4wl rcov x€LP&v

t6 (T7)ij,€lov wepir)4>6cu—Hody, ‘Aristese Historia,
3
in

JDe Bibliorum Textibus, p. xviii ; Kautzsch, Fseud-
epigraphen,

* Der Brief d. Aristeas,
3

v. 159
), an un-

mistakable reference to the hand-phylactery, but
to that only.% Unfortunately the date of Aristeas
is still s'ltbjudice. For various reasons we decline
to accept the early date, c. 200 B.C., advocated by
Schiirer (HJP II. iii. 310), and incline to a date
early in the 1st cent. B. c. (cf.Wendland in Kautzsch,
op. cit.). We thus obtain a period of one hundred
and fifty years (B.c. 250-100), to which the intro-
duction of the phylacteries may confidently be
ascribed. Now it is more than a coincidence that
this is the period which witnessed the growth of
that more strict and literal observance of the
requirements of the Torah, which is associated
with the rise to power and influence of the sect of
the Hasid^sans (wh. see) and of their successors,
the Pharisees. The latter, we know, acquired
great influence under John Hyrcanus (B.C. 135-105),

*Toy in the International Critical Comm, says a. 260 B.c.

(‘Proverbs,* Introd. xxx); so, too, Wildeboer in Marti’s Hand-
comm.

f For this term and the variant ira.xivro» (of which Philo gives
an ingenious explanation, Opp. ii, 358), as also for the render-
ings of the later Greek versions, see Field, Origenis Hexapla, at
Ex 1316 and Dt 63.

t Have we here an indication that the head-phylactery was
of later introduction than the hand-phylactery? The female
diviners of Ezekiel's day were in the habit of binding amulets
(n'lhpp, EV ‘pillows,* but understood in the former sense by
Ephraem Syrus, and the anonymous * Hebrew ’ who rendered tha
word by <pvXct»7vtpii&, see ap. Field’s Hexapla, in Iqc.) on their
wrists, a practice which Hitzig regarded as the precursor of tha
phylacteries (see the comm, on Ezk ISiSffi, and art. Kerchief).
The late W. R. Smith seems to have shared this view (Jour, oj
Philology , xiii. 286).
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imposing npon the people their views regarding
sacrifice, prayer, and worship generally (Jos. Ant.
xvni. i, 3), and it may well be that among the
observances which the Pharisees then introduced
(see ib

.

XIII. xvi. 2), and which were successively
abrogated by Hyrcanus and reintroduced by
Alexandra (B.c. 78), the practice of ‘laying the
Uphillin ’ had a place. Our conclusion, then, is

that the introduction of the phylacteries may with
certainty be assigned to the period between B.c.
250 and 100, and conjecturally to the generation
embraced by the reigns of Simon the Hasmonsean
and his son John Hyrcanus, viz. B.C. 140-105.

iv. The Phylacteries in the early Cen-
turies A.D,—By the NT writers, as by Josephus
{Ant. iv. viii. 3) and by their contemporaries
generally, the phylacteries, like the use of the
SMma ($/©$) in the daily prayers (Schiirer, HJP
II. ii. 77, 84 f.),—for both practices doubtless had
their rise in the same period and in the same
circles,—were regarded as dating from the days of
Moses. The practice was, of course, regarded as
having scriptural authority, but even the details

of the construction of the phylacteries were
ascribed to a special revelation to Moses (techni-

cally T9P nyoj? nr^n, for which see Hamburger,
Bealencycl. 2nd Suppl. p. 162fF.}. The following
details, gleaned from the Mishna,—which may be
taken as authoritative for the century ending A.D.

135, although in its present form of somewhat
later date,—may be given as illustrating the prac-
tice of orthodox Jewish circles in NT times, and
as showing, when compared with the details

already given in § i., how little change has been
introduced since the 1st cent. A.D. In the Mishna,
then, we find the same terms applied to the phy-
lacteries as at the present day, Uphilld shel rtfsh

and t. shel yadh (for the latter also, more correctly,

izrij V "* £ Uphilla of the arm,’

—

Mihw. x. 3, 4).

The material was the same (Kel. xxiii. 1) ; the
shape square, not round (Megil. iv. 8). The head-
phylactery, sometimes spoken of as the phylactery
par excellence (Kel. xviii. 8, etc. ),was already divided

Into four compartments (Kel. ib.), but not more
(Sanhed. xi. 3), each with its parchment slip (Shabb.

viii. 3 ; cf. Justin Martyr, the first Christian writer

outside the NT to refer to the phylacteries by
name, Dial. c. Tryphone, 46, ed. Otto 1

, ii. 148,

<f>v\aicrf)f>L0v iv b/xi(n XerrordroLS yeypafifiivojv %apa/c-

Tifipwv nvoov) containing in all probability the same
passages as in modem times. Thus the third of

the passages in question (Dt 64
“9

) is expressly

described as ‘ the smallest section (njap n^n^in the

Uphillin, which is, Hear, O Israel’ (Sanhed. viii. 3).*

The writing had to he in the square Hebrew char-

acter (rrr)i% lit. Assyrian, i.e. Syrian or Aramaean).

Women, slaves, and minors ('$$&) were exempt
from the obligation of wearing the phylacteries

(Berakoth, iii. 3), also all males in the presence of

their dead (ib. iii. 1), and on Sabbaths and festi-

vals, the latter as greater ‘signs’ rendering super-

fluous the observance of the lesser sign of the

phylacteries. When not in use the phylacteries

were kept in a case (p$, ft}icq, Shabb. vi. 2). From
various indications it may be inferred that they

were worn during the whole day, the justification

for which was found in a mistaken interpretation

of Ex 1310. There the Hebrews are enjoined to

keep the feast of Unleavened Cakes np'p;

not from day to day, every day, but—as the phrase

elsewhere signifies and as the context requires

—

from year to year (so correctly Onkelos ; also

Aauila dir& xpbvov els xpbvw). The Jews, however,

referring the command to the phylacteries (v.8),

* Jerome (Comment, in Matth. ad S3®) was evidently mis-

taken in thinMnjr that the orthodox phylacteries contained the

Decalogue. He seems to have confused them with similar

fuXatxrfytx. used exclusively as amulets (see below).

interpret the words as enjoining their use ‘from
day to day.’ This interpretation is most clearly

expressed in the Targum (pseudo-)Jonathan to Ex
13®* . After the direction that the hand-phylactery
shall lie on the upper part of the left arm, and
the head-phylactery in the middle of the upper
part of the forehead, we read :

* Thou shalt ob-
serve this commandment of the phylacteries in

the appointed time, on working days but not on
Sabbaths and feast days, and in the day time not
in the night time 5

(ap. Walton’s Polyglot ,
vol. iv.).

The later limitation of their use to the time of the
daily prayers was no doubt due to the same causes
as brought about a similar curtailment in the
wearing of the zizith (see Fringes in vol. ii. 69a).

It is difficult to say with certainty to what
extent this habitual wearing of the phylacteries

prevailed among the Jewish people as a whole.
That it was the invariable practice of the Pharisees
and of the scribes, who belonged almost exclusively
to that sect, we may take for granted. On the
other hand, the balance of probability is against its

adoption by the Sadducees, who may possibly be
referred to in the Mishna sentence (Sanhed. xi. 3)

as saying, ‘there is no such thing as Uphillin
(j’Win pK).’ Certainly the Karaite Jews, who claim
to be the religious successors of the Sadducees,
maintain the figurative interpretation of the in-

junctions in Ex and Dt (Hamburger, op. cit. ii.

1204 ;
Klein, loc. cit. 688). The great mass of the

people also,—6 6%Xos 6 /ri? yiv&g-kwv rbv vb^ov (Jn 749),
—engrossed in the hard routine of daily toil, paid
no heed to this enactment of the scribes (with
Jn j49 cf. Talm. Bah. Berakoth, 476 : ‘Who is an
'am-hcCarezI R. Jehoshua says: Every one who
does not lay the Uphillin ’ ["n rran nw Va]). Hence
we may infer that neither onr Lord nor His dis-

ciples followed, in this respect, the lead of the
Pharisees (cf. Jn 7 15

). In Has denunciation of the
latter (ir\aTtjvov<ri ydp rot, (pvX&KnfjpLa avr&v, Mt 236

)

our Lord is generally understood to refer to the
ostentatious breadth of the straps (myin Yad. iii.

3, etc.) by which the phylacteries were firmly

secured on head and arm, as is expressly stated by
the earliest Syriac translators (see loc. cit. in the
codices of Lewis [Sinaiticus] and Cureton :

‘ for

they make broad the straps of their Uphillin [NjTU?

p.T^Dm]).’ It is probable, however, that this in-

crease in the width of the straps was accompanied
by a corresponding increase in the size of the phy-
lacteries proper, and that both are included in the

denunciation.
In addition to the Talmud (Mishna and Gemara),

we have in the Targums ample evidence of the
Jewish belief in the antiquity of the phylacteries,

resulting in several cases in amusing anachronisms.
Thus Saul’s bracelet or armlet (2 S l

10
) is converted

into ‘the phylactery* (K^aia) which was upon his

arm.’ The turbans (in?) of Ezekiel and his fellow-

exiles are changed to phylacteries (Targ. Ezk
2417* 28

), while Mordecai is represented as recog-

nizable as a Jew by his phylacteries (Targ. Est 81S
).

While we believe that the introduction of- the
phylacteries was not due to a superstitious belief

m their magical virtues as ‘ appurtenances to make
prayer more powerful’ (so W. R. Smith, Jour, of
Phil. xiii. 286, and others), hut, as we have shown
above, to a mistaken obedience to the letter on the

part of over-zealous students of the Torah, it

cannot be denied that by the rank and file of the

people—from whom, no doubt, the name ^uAa/cr^pta

proceeded—and even by some of the more educated,

the phylacteries were regarded as possessing

magical properties. This appears from the repeated

mention, in the Mishna, of the Uphillin alongside

of the hernia' (srPi?), which was an amulet also

* This is a preferable rendering1 to 4 bracelet,* which is eased

on the precarious etymology referred to above (§ ii.).
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written on parchment by a professional exorcist

(see Shabb. vi. 2), and worn on the person, from the
rendering ofCa 8s in the Targum,* and from various
references in the Midrash and Gemara (for which
see Klein, 679 f.; Hamburger, art- ‘Tephillin’).

On the other hand, the Talmud abounds in ex-

travagant eulogy of the religious value of the
phvladfceries.t in the Middle Ages, from the 8th,

ana especially from the 10th cent. (Hamburger),
they were less esteemed; and, in some parts at
least, the practice almost became extinct (see

Rodkinssohn, rwvh nSsn, Ursprung u. Entwickelung
d. Phylaeterien-Pitus

,

1883 (Hebrew), to be used
with caution, cf. REJ vi. 288). The fact that
several Jewish scholars of note, beginning with
Samuel ben Meir (Rashbam, 1080-c. 1150), in their
commentaries maintained the figurative interpreta-

tion of the cardinal passages, no doubt contributed
to the growing disuse of the phylacteries. A return
to the earlier practice, however, was gradually
effected, and their use is now universal among the
orthodox Jews, both of the Polish and Spanish
rites. At the age of thirteen years and a day the
Jewish boy attains his religious majority, becomes
responsible for his actions, and a ‘ Bar-Mizvah 5

(nujD -D, for the history and significance of which
see Low, Die, Lebensalter in d.jud. Literatur,

210 ff. ).

Among the duties and privileges of the Bar-
Mizvah not the least important is that of ‘ laying 5

the tephillin*

Literature.— The commentaries, esp. Dillmann - Ryssel,
Exodus, etc. ;

Dillmann, Driver on Deuteronomy ; Kalisch,
Exodus (special dissertation, pp. 223-227). The numerous
minute Rabbinical prescriptions will be found in the authorita-
tive works of Maimonides (Tad Ha-hazaka EUkoth Tephillin)
and Joseph Caro (ShuZhan 'Aruk). Extensive excerpts from
Maimonides in Ugolinus, Thes. Antiquitatum Sacrarum

,

xxi.,

containing treatise ‘de Phylacteriis Hebraaorum. 5 Of the older
discussions the most valuable are those by Buxtorf, Synagoga
Judaica, pp. 170-186; Spencer, de Legibus Hebrceorum

, etc.,

Cambridge, 1727, lib. iv. capp. 1-7 (‘de natura et origine Phy-
lacteriorum’) ; Bodenschatz, Kirchliche Verfasmng der heutigen
Juden

, iv. 14-19 (with illustrations). Lightfoot, Schoettgen, and
similar works on Mt 235

. M. Margoliouth, The Fundamental
Principles of Mod. Judaism

, pp. 1-49. Of the articles in Bible
Dictionaries perhaps the most important are those by Delitzsch
in. Riehm’s Handwbrterbuch, etc. (art. ‘ Denkzettel’), by Gins-
burg in Kitto-Alexander’s Biblical Cyclopaedia (art. ‘Phylac-
tery’), both illustrated, and by Hamburger, Mealencyclopcedie
d. Bibel u. Talmud, vol. ii. (art.

4 Tephillin ’). The only critical

investigation of the subject hitherto has been by Klein, ‘Die
Totaphoth nach Bibel u. Tradition,’ in the Jahrbucherfur pro-
test. Theologie, 1881, pp. 666-689 (useful collection of material,
but critically and exegetically weak). The varying usage of the

Middle Ages is given by Rodkinssohn, n&n 1

? Ursprung
u. Entwickelung des Phylacterien-Ritus bei den Juden (in
Hebrew), 1883 [not seen]. A short exposition of modern Jewish
teaching in Friedlander, The Jewish Religion, 331-338.

A. R. S. Kennedy.
PHYLABCH [rbv 4>vh&px*)v, 2 Mac 882).—There

can be but little doubt that this word is not a
proper name (as in AV ; cf. RVm), hut a military
title. In Athens the ‘ phvlarchs * had command of
the cavalry ; and here either a cavalry officer or a
commander of auxiliary forces seems to he intended.
Zockler still supports the proper name.

PHYSICIAN.—See Medicine, p. 321.

PI-BESETH Botiftaaros).

—

Ezk 3017, a city
in Lower Egypt, the hieroglyphic Per-Bastet,
‘House of Bastet,* in Copt. Pubasti, Buasti

, etc.

The city was named Bast ; the goddess who dwelt
in it was hence called Bastet, ‘ the Bastite,’ and
thence again was formed the sacred name of the
city, viz. Per-Bastet, lit. ‘the house of the Bastite.’
The sacred name was that adopted by the Greeks
and Romans; the modem name of the site, Tell
* It is maintained by some, however, that the power of pro-

tecting from evil spirits here affirmed is confined to the mfetiza,
t It is unfair, however, to use for polemical purposes such

purely academic statements as BeraJcoth, Qa, that the Almighty
Himself ‘lays the tephillin ’ I (a curious inference from the
tallowing passages : Is 628, Dt 833, p8 2911).

Basteh, ‘ the hill of Basteh,’ may be derived from
the original form.

Bubastis was probably a wealthy and important
city from the earliest times. Its mounds are very

extensive, and its temple, recently excavated, by
Naville for the Egyp. Expl. Fund, contained
monuments of every period from the 4th Dynasty
down to Roman times. It is now entirely deserted,

but lies close to the large town of Zagazig, which
owes its importance to the railway. Bubastis was
capital of the 18th nome of Lower Egypt, the
boundaries of which are very uncertain. In history

it does not appear until the time of the 22nd
Dynasty, founded by Shishak about B.C. 1000, and
known as the Bnbastite Dynasty, under which
Bubastis was the second city of Egypt, Thebes
still remaining the first. When that dynasty ex-

pired, and Egypt was divided, Bubastis was still

the capital of a royal family, which was after-

wards considered to be the legitimate 23rd Dynasty.
The city was visited by Herodotus, who greatly
admired the situation and beauty of its granite
temple, and has recorded the existence of a popular
and somewhat licentious annual festival held in
honour of the goddess Bastet (Hdt. ii. 59 f.). The
goddess was figured with the head of a lioness, or
later almost invariably of a cat. She was held to
be a mild form of Sekhemt, the goddess of destruc-

tion. Cats were sacred to her. Her son was
named Mahes, ‘ fierce-eyed lion

9

;
but Nefer-Atum

was commonly worshipped as the third member of

the Bubastite triad. Mummied cats, sometimes in

bronze cases, were very abundant, the cat cemeteiy
having extended over many acres ; but antiquity
dealers have now plundered what the damp atmo-
sphere of the Delta had spared.

F. Ll. Griffith.
PICTURE is AV tr» of 1. n’tyQ Nn 33s2 (LXX rds

cr/comds), Pr 2511
(opjalrtcos). In the former of these

JEWISH ENGRAVESG OF THE TEMPLE AND MOUNT OF OLIVES.

passages RV has ‘figured stones’ (cf. Lv 26l
).

These may have been stones erected for worship
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or with a hand or other amulet sign marked upon
them for the preservation of fields and vineyards
from evil influences. Tor * pictures of silver ’ in

Pr 25u RV gives ‘baskets (m. filigree work) of

silver/ See Lag&rde, Anmerk. z. Gr. Uebersetz. d.

Proverb. 80. 2. np'^. Tor rnDnn “?32 of MT
the LXX has iirl nacrav 6£av ttXoIojv k&XXovs, AV
‘ upon all pleasant pictures/ RV ‘ upon all pleasant
imagery’ (m. ‘watch-towers’). Siegfried-Stade
propose to read nh**stp (cf. Jon l5 ), ‘ships/ for nvay.

Figures were represented either by an image
completely separated from its surrounding material,
or by a surface in partial relief, or by a line of

stain or etching (npno) on the surface.

At the present day, when a pious Syrian Jew
wishes to have a picture of the temple and the
Mount of Olives in his house, he falls upon the
device of having a line engraving made up of

Scripture quotations, thus avoiding the formal
infringement of the second commandment. See
engraving on previous page. G. M. Mackie.

PIECE.—1. A measure : 1 Es 820 * an hundred
pieces of wine’ (Gr, fierpyrijs, RV ‘firkin/ as the
same word is translated in Jn 2® AV and RV).
See Weights and Measures. 2. An instrument
of war ; 1 Mac 651 ‘ pieces to cast darts and slings

5

(Gr. (ncopTLSiov
,
dim. of o-fcopTrlos, a scorpion). In

this sense the word is scarcely obsolete. Shaks.
I Henry VI. I. iv. 15, has

—

*A piece of ordnance 'gainst it I have placed.’

In Selden’s day the word was beginning to be
replaced by gun. He says

(
Table Talk

, p. 65),
‘ Sometimes we put a new signification to an old

word, as when we call a piece a Gun/

PIETY.—In Lat. pietas signified duteous regard

(1) to the gods, (2) to one’s parents [cf. the familiar

‘pius Aeneas’ of Vergil, Aen. i. 220, etc.] and in-

feriors, (3) to one’s country ; and the Eng. word
‘piety’ retained all these meanings. We use it

now of devotion to God only, although we can
prefix an adj. and speak of ‘filial piety/ We
cannot say with Milton, Samson Agon. 993—

‘The public marks of honour and reward
Conferred upon me for the piety
Which to my country I was judged to have shown.*

In AV the only occurrence is 1 Ti 54 ‘ If any widow
have children or nephews, let them learn first to

show piety at home/ where e£<re/3«v is rendered

‘to show piety/ and the tr. is retained in RV.
An example of the meaning ‘devotion to God’ is

found in the Preface to AV, ‘ Piety towards God
was the weapon, and the onely weapon that both

E
reserved Constantines person, and avenged him of

is enemies.’ J. Hastings.

PIGEON.—See Dom
PI-HAHIROTH (nYtfri When the Israelites

turned back from Etham, ‘in the edge of the

wilderness/ they encamped ‘before (b?? Ex 142 )

or beside v. 9
)

Pi-hahiroth, between Migdol
and the sea, before Baal-zephon/ The name
occurs again in the itinerary of Xu 337 * 8

. In v, 8

RV has ‘from before Hahiroth/ instead of ‘from

before Pi-hahiroth/ following in this the MT
'no, which, however, may be a copyist’s error for

*nn or'nti ’9 *399. All the passages in which Pi-

hahiroth is mentioned belong to P. Unfortu-

nately, the above definition of its position is

insufficient to fix its site, for Migdol and Baal-

zephon, like most of the places named at the

initial stages of the Exodus, are themselves un-

known. Even Raamses has not been identified,

although we know the site of PlTHOM. See,

further, ar£ Exodus in vol. i. p. 803.

The etymology and the meaning of the name
Pi - hahiroth are likewise uncertain, although
attempts have been made to explain it from the
side both of Egyptian and of Hebrew. The LXX,
which finds a proper name in Nu 337 (B ini crrbpa.

’E7rtpd)9t AF . . . Ebt&0) 3 (BA dnivavtl El/x£>0), treats
nTnn 'a in Ex 142* 9 as an appellative, anivavTi rrjs

iTratiXeas. The ‘ farmstead 5

of this last rendering
reminds Sayce [EHH 181) of the ahu or ‘estate’

of Pharaoh in the district of Thukut, on which,
according to a letter dating from the 8th year of

Merenptali, the Edomite herdsmen were allowed
to settle. Naville has proposed to make Px-

hahiroth —Pi-Qerhet, ‘the house of the goddess
Qerhet/ the name of a sanctuary in or near
Pithom, hut to this there are philological ob-
jections. The Pesh., Targ., and Sa'adya take '3

as the construct of ns ‘ mouth/ while flTrr, accord-
ing to the first, means ‘ trenches or canals/ accord-
ing to the other two, ‘mountains or rocks/ For
modern conjectures see Dillm. -Ryssel on Ex 143

,

which, along with Sayce (HCM 252 ff. ) and
Driver (in Hogarth’s Authority and Archaeology ,

57, 61), may be consulted on the question of the
site. J. A. Selbie.

PILATE.—Pontius Pilatus (I^nos VeiXoLros) was
the fifth* Roman procurator of Judaea. After
the deposition (A.D. 6) of Archelaus, his territory,

which included Judaea, Samaria^ and Idumaea,

f

was erected into an imperial province in charge of

an officer of the equestrian order with the title of

procurator. In the Gospels, Pilate is called simply
governor (yyepubv)

;

but Josephus specifically calls

the ruler procurator (iTtrpoTros ; Ant. XX. vi. 2,

BJ II. viii. 1, ix. 2, etc. ),£ as also does Tacitus
(Ann. xv. 44). His official residence was in the
palace of Herod in Caesarea (cf. Ac 2335

) ; but at

the time of the feasts he usually went up to Jerus.,

probably occupying there also the palace of Herod.

§

The military force under him consisted of about
three thousand men at Caesarea, besides small
garrisons scattered throughout the country, and a
cohort (500 men?) stationed in Jerusalem.il His
judicial authority was supreme, except in the cases

of Roman citizens, where appeal lay to the emperor,
while his chief duty concerned the financial ad-

ministration and the collection of taxes for the
imperial treasury. The Judaean procurators thus
exercised much higher authority than officers of

the same name in most Roman provinces, where
they presided merely over the finances. Similar

administrative functions, however, were entrusted

to the eparchs of Egypt and the procurators of

Noricum, Rsetia, and a few other exceptional

peoples. IT

But while Judaea was thus directly governed by
Rome, a large measure of local self-government

was allowed, especially to urban communities. In
Jems, the Sanhedrin was the supreme court of the

nation, and as many judicial functions as possible

were retained by it. Death sentences, however,
required the governor’s confirmation, and were
executed by him (cf. Jos. Ant. XX. ix. 1, BJ II.

viii. 1). The tolerant Roman rule showed much
respect for the customs and prejudices of the Jewish

* Some count him the sixth procurator, reckoning as the first

Sahinus who took charge during the absence of Archelaus (Jos.

Ant xvn. ix. 3, x. 1) ; but Sahinus, as procurator in Syria under
Varus, merely acted to secure Caesar’s mterests after the death
of Herod, ana while the cause of Archelaus was yet in doubt.

f Except the towns of Gaza, Gadara, and Hippos (Schurer,

HJP i. ii. 89).

t Jos. also calls the governor Wctp^c; (Ant. xrx. ix. 2, etc.),

Kpornvrofx.svos (A?lt. XX. vii. 1), &vipt.$XvirviS (Ant. xvin. iv. 2), as

well as ^ysfjcAy (Ant. xxvin. iii. 1).

§ See Brjetorium.

[|
See Schurer, HJP l ii. 49-57

;
cf. Ac 2131, jn lgia.

«|[ Oomp. authorities cited by Schurer, HJP l ii. 45 ; also

Mommsen, Provinces of the Rom. Bmp. ii. 201.
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people. It aimed at as large liberty as was con-
sistent with order and tribute. Most of the diffi-

culties in Judeea arose from the religious zeal and
intractable disposition of the Jews themselves.
On the other hand* their liberties were liable at
any moment to be overruled, if necessity seemed
to require it ; and the procurators were generally
men who grievously abused their authority. The
nation itself also was divided, and in an almost
constant state of tumult. The recollection of these
facts is necessary in order to appreciate the position

of Pilate when Christ was brought before his bar.

Of Pilate’s origin we know nothing,* though it

has been inferred, from his nomen Pontius, that
he belonged to an ancient Samnite family whose
name frequently appears in Eoman history, f His
cognomen has, however, been derived immpileatus,
—one who wore the pileus, the cap of manumitted
slaves,—and the inference has been drawn that he
was a freedman, or descended from one. But his

appointment as procurator makes this improbable,
since such officers were uniformly of equestrian

rank.J Hence others derived Pilatus from pilum,
a javelin. His prmnomen is unknown, nor does his

name appear in history apart from his residence in

Judaea. He was preceded in office by Coponius
(A.D. 6-9?), Marcus Ambivius (A.D. 9-12?), Annius
Rufus (A.D. 12-15?), and Valerius Gratus (A.D.

15-26), and was appointed (Eus. HE i. 9) in the
twelfth year of Tiberius (A.D. 26), and continued
in office ten years (Jos. Ant. XVIH. iv. 2).§ The
unusual length of time during which he and Gratus
held office was, in accordance with the policy of

Tiberius, based on the opinion that governors who
had already enriched themselves, would be better
for the people than new ones whose avarice was yet
unsatisfied (Jos. Ant. xvni. vi. 5). Tacitus (Ann.
i. 80, iv. 6) also notices the long governorships under
Tiberius. Pilate came therefore to Judaea con-
temporaneously with the appearance of John the
Baptist, and his rule covered the period of Jesus’
ministry and of the first establishment of Chris-
tianity in Judaea.

Pilate’s administration was marked by events
which show both the difficulties of his task and the
small effort which he made to understand the Jews
or accommodate himself to their prejudices. The
first disturbance (Jos. Ant. xvni. iii. 1, BJ n.
ix. 2, 3) probably occurred soon after his entrance
on office. To satisfy the Jews, the Romans had
directed their soldiers not to carry to Jerus. upon
their standards the usual image of the emperor

;

but Pilate sent the army to Jerus. to winter, and
directed that the standards, with the images upon
them, should be taken by night into the sacred
city. This seemed to the Jews a direct violation
of their religious laws. Forthwith multitudes
hastened to Caesarea to implore the governor to
remove the images. For five days he refused to
heed them, and on the sixth he admitted them to
his presence, but suddenly ordered his soldiers to
surround them, and threatened them with instant
death if they persisted in their request. To his
* The Germanic legends mention several towns as the birth-

place of Pilate. One of the most widespread locates his birth in
Mayence, as the illegitimate child of a king (variously styled
Cyrus, Tyrus, and Atus), who sent him, because of a murder, to
Borne, whence, because of another murder, he was sent to
Ponfcus, from which place he derived his name. There he
served the emperor by conquering the wild tribes of that region

;

whereupon Herod made him his co-regent, and was in turn
overcome by him. See G. A. Muller, Pont. Pit, p. 48 ft.

f See Pauly'sMB under ‘ Pontii.’

f The case of Felix, who was a freedman, is remarked upon
by Tacitus as if quite unusual
§ He must have been removed early in a.d. 88, since Vitellius,

after sending Pilate to Rome, attended a passover in Jerus. (Jos.
Ant. xvm. iv. 3), and shortly after began the expedition against
Aretas, king of the Nabataeans, which, however, was prevented
Uint. xvm.vi 4) by the news of Tiberius' death (earlym a. d. 37),
Pilate’s appointment therefore is to be dated jld. 26, since
Josephus states that he ruled ten yeas*

astonishment the Jews threw themselves on th*

ground, and declared that they would rather die

than endure the violation of their laws. Pilate, of

course, had not intended so great a massacre, and
was forced to direct the removal of the images.

Another disturbance arose from Pilate’s use of the

money contributed to the temple treasury, to build

aqueducts to Jerusalem. It has been suggested that

his real object was to provide water for an army
besieging the city (cf. Muller, Pont. Pil. p. 16). At
any rate the project aroused violent opposition, and
when Pilate came to Jerus. the people clamoured
against his design. On this occasion, however, he
silenced the tumult by introducing disguised

soldiers into the crowd, who, at a signal, drew
their clubs and scattered the multitude (Jos. Ant.
xvm. iii. 2). The incident, referred to in Lk 13\
of the ‘ Galileeans whose blood Pilate mingled with
their sacrifices,’ is not mentioned by other authori-

ties. Doubtless Pilate ordered them to be slain in

the outer court of the temple, perhaps on account
of some riot, while they were celebrating one of

the feasts. This appeared to some an unusual
judgment of Providence upon these men ; and the
incident illustrates the disturbed state of the
country, the frequent severity of Pilate’s measures,
and the odium in which the governor was held.

The sedition in which Barabbas took part (Mk 157,
Lk 2319

)
is another example of the turbulent state

of the community ; while still another incident,

characteristic of Pilate’s rule, is described by Philo
(ad Gaium, 38). Philo makes Agrippa relate to

Caligula that Pilate once hung gilt shields in the
palace of Herod in Jerus., on each of which was
inscribed the name of the donor and of him in
whose honour the shield was dedicated. But even
this aroused the fury of the Jews. Their chief
men, including four sons of Herod, besought him
to remove the objects of offence; and, when he
refused, they wrote to Tiberius, who ordered the
procurator to take the shields to Caesarea. Philo
makes Agrippa describe Pilate as ‘inflexible, merci-
less, and obstinate.’ He says that the Jews’ threat
to communicate with Tiberius * exasperated Pilate
in the greatest possible degree, as he feared lest

they might go on an embassy to the emperor, and
might impeach him with respect to other particulars
of his government— his corruptions, his acts of
insolence, his rapine, and his habit of insulting
people, his cruelty, and his continual murders of

people untried and uncondemned, and his never-
ending, gratuitous, and most grievous inhumanity.’
This is doubtless a one-sided representation. In
the Gospels Pilate manifests a strong desire to do
justice, and he was not more arbitrary or cruel
than many other Roman officials. But he also
appears in the Gospels, as in Philo, passionate and
fierce, uniting obstinacy with weakness, seeking
his ends by unworthy devices, and restrained in
his desire to do justice by dread both of his
turbulent subjects and of the effect of an appeal
from them to the emperor. All accounts agree
in testifying to the hearty dislike which existed
between him and the Jews.

Pilate’s share in the trial of Jesus is related briefly
in Mt and Mk, but somewhat more fully in Lk

;

while Jn records further details which explain and
confirm the Synoptic accounts. The governor evi-
dently had some previous knowledge of Jesus, as
his wife also probably had (Mt 271&

). The Lord’s
ministry indeed had been mainly in Galilee, so
that probably He had only within a short period
before his arrest come under Pilate’s notice. But
it is incredible, in view of the interest lately aroused
by Jesus in Judaea, and the necessary watchful-
ness of the government, that His presence had not
been reported to the procurator ; and at the trial it

is expressly stated that Pilate ‘ knew bifat for envy
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they had delivered him unto him ’ (Mt 2718
). But

when, early in the morning, the representatives of
the Sanhedrin, which had already condemned
Jesus to death for blasphemy,brought Him to Pilate
for permission to have Him put to death, and re-

fused to enter the governor’s residence lest they
should be defiled (Jn 1828), Pilate went out * to them
and demanded what charge they brought against
the prisoner.. They seem to have expected him to
confirm their sentence without inquiry, a fact
which illustrates the large authority conceded by
the Romans to the native court. But Pilate refused
to act without reasons. When they suddenly
cried, * If this man were not an evil-doer, we should
not have delivered him up unto thee 5

(Jn 1880 ), he
contemptuously remarked, 4 Take him yourselves,
and judge him according to your law,’ thus forcing
them to admit that they could not secure their

purpose except through him. His position fully
warranted this haughty expression of authority;
hut he was probably actuated in this instance by
the desire to .do justice, or at least to prevent the
injustice which they intended (Mt 2718

). The
Jews therefore, being forced to present charges,

and knowing the uselessness of bringing the
charge of blasphemy, made three accusations, viz.

perverting the nation, forbidding to give tribute

to Csesar, and claiming to he Christ, a king
(Lk 23a ). The latter two, and perhaps the first,

were matters with which the civil authority would
naturally deal. Pilate therefore asked Jesus, 4 Art
thou the king of the Jews V Jesus replied in the
affirmative, but to the accusing cries of the Jews
He was silent. The governor was impressed by
His demeanour, though acknowledging so grave a
charge, as that of no ordinary prisoner. So he
led Jesus within the palace, and privately ex-

amined Him (Jn 1838
“38

).t In this interview the dis-

position and character of Pilate specially appear.

Jesus freely answered his questions, and explained

the entirely unworldly nature of His kingdom.
He dealt with the Roman throughout as with one
notactuated by malice, but placed in circumstances

where he could escape guilt only by courageously
obeying the truth (of. also Jn 19“). For this, how-
ever, Pilate was not prepared. His ejaculation,

‘What is truth?’ (Jn 1888) was the utterance of a

worldly mind, entirely sceptical of the worth of

real religious and moral principles. But he was
convinced that Jesus was politically harmless,

and ought not to he sacrificed to Jewish malice

and fanaticism. So he resolved to save Him. Yet
he was afraid peremptorily to release Him : a fear

which is perfectly intelligible in view of the

evident determination of the chief priests, the

well as ot the suspicious character ot iioenus ana
the excellent grounds of complaint which the Jews
already had against the governor. Therefore

Pilate began the series of feeble devices, which the

Synoptists record,.to secure the release of Jesus

by a popular verdict, or at least to free himself

from participation in His death. He first brought

Him forth, and declared that he found no fault in

Him (Jn IS,88). But this unexpected announcementHim (Jn 18Me). Hut this unexpected announcement
evoked from the priests ana bystanders the cry,
4 He stirreth up the people, teaching throughout
all Judaea, and beginning from Galilee even unto

this place ’ (Lk 23°). Hearing that Jesus was from

Galilee, and impressed by the fuiy of their desire,

Pilate thought to rid himself of the case by trans-

ferring it to Herod Antipas, who was then in

JerusSem. He was the more willing to do this

* Bring1 only a procurator, Pilate had no quaestor, and there-

fore conducted the trial himself.

t This narrative of John's is absolutely necessary to explain

the Synoptic account of Pilate’s conduct.

because the relations between him and Herod had
been strained, and he desired to show his friendli-

ness. But Herod, perhaps out of compliment to

Pilate, refused to accept jurisdiction, only indi-

cating by his mockery of Jesus Ms contempt for

the prisoner’s claims (Lk 237ff
*)* Pilate thus found

himself compelled to adjudicate. He again declared
his conviction of the prisoner’s innocence, and
appealed to Herod’s refusal to pass sentence in

confirmation of his own judgment. He proposed
therefore to please the Jews by chastising Jesus,
but his own conscience by releasing Him (Lk 2314ff

*b
It was a weak compromise, and certain to satisfy

no one. Meanwhile the multitude, doubtless in-

creased by new arrivals, some of whom hardly
understood the purpose of the assemblage, began
to clamour (Mk 158

) that Pilate should, according
to his custom at the feast,* set free some notable

E
risoner. Knowing the popularity of Jesus, Pilate
oped through this custom to prevent the purpose

of the chief priests, and asked if he should release
Jesus. But he was foiled by the priests per-
suading the people to demand the release of a
certain Barabbas, who was probably popular as a
leader of sedition against the government (Mt2720

).

It was apparently at this point that Pilate, having
taken his seat on the chair of judgment (see

GABBATHA),t received the message from his wife

4

which doubtless added a superstitious feeling to

the force of his conviction that Jesus ought to be
released (Mt 2719

). But he had already yielded
his true ground and could not recover it. When
again he asked whom they would choose for re-

lease, they unitedly cried 4 Barabbas.’ When lie

next inquired what they wanted him to do with
Jesus, the cry arose, at the instigation of the
priests, ‘Crucify him.’ Shocked by their fierce-

ness, the governor protested against so extreme a

E
enalty. ‘Why? What evil hath lie done? 1

ave found no cause of death in him. I will

chastise and release him’ (Lk 23s2
). But they

clamoured for crucifixion. Pilate appears to have
been simply overborne by their fierceness and the
threatening aspect of affairs. His fault was moral
Weakness. Yet the peculiar character of his

government and the known tolerance of Rome
toward Jewish prejudices make it quite intelligible

that unwillingness to anger the Sanhedrin should
outweigh with such a man the feeble sense of

duty. His handwashing (Mt 2724
, cf. Dt 21 6”8

though the act was a natural symbol) was hut the
weak device of a superficial mind, as he sought to

* The origin of this custom is unknown. Schiirer (JSCJP i. li.

60) states that it ‘ was grounded on a special authorization of

the emperor, for the right of remitting a sentence was not
otherwise given to the governors/ He cites Hirschfeld,

Sitzungsb. a. Berl. AJcad. 1889, p. 439 ; and Merkel, Abhandl. am
d. GeUete des. rdm. Bechts, 1 Heft, 1881. Friedlieb (Archaol.

110) thinks it was done at every feast, hut St. John (1830) limits

it to the passover. Some suppose it was a Jewish custom re-

tained by the Romans, and Pilate’s language in Jn (‘Ye have a
custom,’ etc.) seems to confirm this view. Others think it was
of Roman origin, and connect it with Livy’s statement (v.i®)

that, at the feast of the gods called Lectistemium, prisoners were
freed.

t The $[(**, (Mt 2719), which had been put on ‘a place called

the Pavement, but, in the Hebrew, Gabbatha* (Jn 1913), Those
who identify Pilate’s residence with the fortress Antonia suppose
this place to have been the elevated, paved ground between the
fortress and the temple (see Pk^toeium). Those who identify

Pilate’s residence with Herod’s palace suppose the /3*5p* to have
been placed on a mosaic floor (Xjdotrrpairov, ‘ spread with stones ’),

which was called in Aram. Gabbatha (xrqn ‘ elevation ’) from

the elevated position which it, with perhaps the 0%/um upon it,

occupied. Csesar (Suet. Jul. 46) is said to have carried a port-

able pavement on which to place his judgment-seat ; and St.

John’s mention of the pavement with the /3ijpu» seems to imply
that it had some connexion with the delivery of a judicial

sentence, and gave formality to Pilate’s final decision. See
Gabbatha.

t Originally magistrates were not allowed to take their wives

to the provinces, but the rule had ceased to he observed, as is

shown by the failure of an effort to enforce it mentioned by
Tacitus (Ann. iii. 33, 34).
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calm, his conscience by throwing the guilt of the
transaction upon others.

But, though Pilate yielded to their request, and
delivered Jesus to his soldiers to he scourged
preparatory to crucifixion, St. John’s narrative
(191"16

)
shows that the governor’s conscience was

not yet silenced. Once again he sought to satisfy

the Jews by the spectacle of Jesus bleeding and
mocked, declaring that even yet he had discovered
in the prisoner, though under torture, no cause of

death. When they still cried * Crucify him,’ Pilate
became sullen and angry. In bitter satire, and
as though about to dismiss the whole case, he
bade them do the foul deed themselves. Then
first they brought forward a religious charge,

apparently reeling that now they needed only to

work on the governor’s sentiments and make him
realize how serious the case appeared to them.
‘ We have a law, and according to our law he
ought to die, because he made himself the Son of

God.’ But thewords roused afresh Pilate’s super-

stition. Again, and now with evident anxiety and
fear (Jn 198

), he privately examined Jesus, this time
concerning His origin. The silence of Jesus to

these inquiries further wrought on Pilate’s mind,
and, though he tried to induce Jesus to speak by
boasting of his own power, he again made an
effort to release Him. But the Jews, now fully

realizing that they must conquer the impression
which Jesus had made on Pilate by bringing to bear
a stronger motive, taunted the governor with infi-

delity tothe emperor in favouring a pretended king ;

and this appeal to Pilate’s political ambitions
proved decisive. He resolved to silence his con-
victions. Resuming his seat on the Bema

,
he

satirically and sullenly presented Jesus to them
as their king. Thereupon he had at least the
grim satisfaction of hearing his turbulent subjects
vigorously forswear their political freedom and
profess their allegiance to the emperor (Jn 1915

).

Then he finally delivered Jesus to crucifixion;
but it was quite in keeping with Pilate’s character
and with the violence which he had done to his
own convictions, that he obstinately refused fo
change the title on the cross, its very offensiveness
to the Jews being a merit in his eyes (Jn 1922).

Thus Pilate appears a typical specimen of a
worldly man. The good in him was unsupported
by moral principle, and overborne by personal and
political considerations. Compelled to take the
leading part in a transaction where high moral
qualities were supremely demanded, he proved
himself to be without them, and made a great
crime possible by his feebleness of character. This
is quite consistent with his bravado and reckless-
ness on other occasions. Christ’s judgment upon
Pilate (Jn 19u) is also the verdict of history.

Pilate’s rule was brought to its close by an ill-

judged attempt to suppress a harmless movement
m Samaria (Jos. Ant. xvili. iv. 1). A certain
impostor summoned the Samaritans to Mount
Gerizim by promising to show them the sacred
vessels which Moses was alleged to have hidden
there. They came armed, and collected in a village
called Tirabatha. But Pilate fell upon them, and
caused many, both then and subsequently, to
be slain. Thereupon the Samaritans appealed for
redress to Yitellius, the legate in Syria, pleading
that no political sedition had been intended. Yit-
ellius ordered Pilate to repair to Rome to answer
the complaints against him ; but before the pro-
curator reached the capital, Tiberius had died.
ThereafterPilate disappears from authentic history.
Traditions, however, concerning him existed in
the Church, and finally took the shape of fantastic
legends. Eusebius (HE ii. 7 and Chron.) relates,
on the authority of certain unnamed earlier writers,
that Pilate fell into such misfortunes under Calig-

ula that he committed suicide ; and later author!*

ties repeat the statement. The Apocr. literature

elaborated, the story (see Tischendorf, Evang.
Apoc., Ante-Nicene Fathers, vol. viii.). Accord-

ing to one version (‘ nap^^ocrts ILAdrot/’), Tiberius

summoned Pilate to Rome to answer the charge of

crucifying Christ. When, at the examination
before the Senate, Tiberius uttered Christ’s name,
the statues of the gods fell to the ground ; where-
upon Tiberius ordered war to be made against the
Jews, and Pilate to he beheaded. The latter, how-
ever, with his wife, died a penitent, and was
assured by a voice from heaven of his forgiveness.

According to another and probably later account
(Mors Pilati), Pilate appeared before Tiberius in

the Saviour’s tunic, which protected him from the
emperor’s fury. When he was stripped of it,

Tiberius condemned him to death, but Pilate killed

himself. His body was cast into the Tiber, hut
the evil spirits so disturbed the waters that the
Romans carried the body to Yienne and sank it in

the Rhone.* Thence, for the same reason, it was
removed to the territory of Losania (Lansanne),
hut was finally sunk in a pit surrounded by moun-
tains. Thus the legend cpnnected itself with the
mountain opposite Lucerne (supposed to have been
named originally Pileatus, because surmounted
often by a hat-shaped cloud, but corrupted by
connexion with the legend into Pilatm ; see
Buskin, Mod. Painters

,
v. 128 ; Muller, Pont. .

Pit. pp. 52, 53) where the body of Pilate is said
to lie in a lake on the mountain, and at times
emerge and go through the motion of washing
the hands. The legend exists in various forms,
however (see Muller, ib.), and attached itself to
several localities. In one of the later accounts
Pilate is said to have been executed by Nero (see

Schiirer, HJP I. ii. 88 n.). The * tendency ’ of the
earlier legends was to represent the Roman Govern-
ment in its treatment of Pilate as vindicating the
Christians and Christ; while the disposition to
represent Pilate as becoming himself a Christian +
explains, perhaps, the belief of the Coptic Church
that he died a saint and martyr.£

Pilate’s wife is said to have*been named Claudia
Procula or Procla. Christian tradition made her a
proselyte to Judaism (Gosp. of Nic. 2). That she
became a Christian is also a very old tradition
(Orig. Horn, on Mt . 35). In the Gr. Church she
became a saint, honoured on Oct. 27th. Some
have even identified her with the Claudia of 2 Ti
421

. Her dream may be assumed to indicate that
she had heard of Jesus and His beneficent life and
deeds.

That Pilate made a report to Tiberius concerning
Jesus is affirmed by Justin (1 Ap. 35) and Ter-
tullian (Ap. 21), as well as by later writers (e.g.

Eus. HE ii. 2), and Apocr. literature. Some re-
port from the governor to the emperor is prob-
able ; hut it is doubtful if the early Fathers rested
their appeal to it on any certain knowledge of its
existence, or of its preservation in the archives.
Certainly the extant Acta Pilati are spurious.
Eusebius relates (HE ix. 5) that in the great
persecution under Maximin, Acts of Pilate dero-
gatory to Christ were forged and circulated by
the pagans ; but none of these have survived.

Literature.—G. A. Muller, Pontius Pilatus der filnfte Pro*
kurator von Judaa (Stuttgart, 1888), gives a table of earlier
literature, enumerating 110 treatises and articles. The 17th

* * Pilate’s tomb,’ a curious monument, 52 ft. high, is still

shown at Vienne.
t Tertullian (Ap. 21) says Pilate at or immediately after Ohrist’s

death was ‘ already a Christian in his own convictions ’ (jam
pro sua conscientia Christianus), and in the first Qr. form of
the Gosp. of Nicod. (Acts of Pilate) he is described as * uncir-
cumcised in flesh but circumcised in heart.’

t He and his wife are honoured by the Oopts on June 25th
(Stanley, East. Ch. p. 13 ; Muller, Pont. Ptt. p. 7).
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and 18th. cents, were especially rich in literature about Pilate
(see Muller). Note, besides Muller, P. J. de Mounier, De
Pont. Pil. in causa servatoris agendi ratione (1825); G.
Warneck, P. P. der Richter Jem Christi, ein Gemalde aus
der Leidensgesch. (1858) ; R. Rosi&res, Ponce Pilate (1883)

;

Arnold, Pie neron. Christenverfolg. pp. 116-120, on Tacitus’
reference to P. (1888); Schurer, HJP i. ii. 39-87 ; Keim, Jesus
of JSfaz Eng1

, tr. i. p. 229 f., vi. p. 79 ff.; Leyrer in Herzog’s
RE%, art. ‘ Pilatus’ ; Waltjer, P. P. eene Studie (Amsterdam,
1888) ; Edersheim, Life and Times of Jems the Mess, bk v ch.
xiv. and App. vi.

; Ollivier, ‘ P. P. et les Pontii’ (Rev. Bib. v.

pp. 694-600); Lange, Life oj Lord Jems Christ , Eng. tr. 1864,
vi. 414 ff.; Weiss, Life of Christy Eng. tr. in. 343 ff.; Farrar,
Life of Christ, Pop. ed, 1894, p. 588 ff., and Life of Lives, 1900,

p. 494 ff.; Stalker, Trial and Death of Jesus Christ

,

1894,

p. 48 ff. ; Andrews, Life of Our Lord upon the Earth , new ed.

1892, p. 528 ff. ; Gilbert, Student’s Life of Jems, 1898, pp. 363 ff.,

867 ff. ; Cox, ‘A Day in Pilate’s Life,’ in Expos, ser. u. vol. viii.

(1884) 107 ff.; Macgregor, ‘Christ’s Three Judges—Pilate,* in

Expos, ser. yi. vol. i. (1900) p. 59 ff.
;
Taylor Innes, Trial of

Jesus Christ ,
a legal Monograph, 1899 ;

Carpenter, Son of Man
among the Sons of Men, 1893, p. 33 ff.

;
Quandt in Voice from

the Cross, Eng. tr. by Macintosh, 1888, p. 99 ff.
;
Simcox,

Cessation of Prophecy, 1891, 287 ff.
;
Maclaren, Wearied Christ

,

1893, p. 222 ff.; Macmillan, Mystery of Grace, 1893, p. 217 ff.

See also R. A. Lipsius, Die Pilatus - Akten, kntisch unter-

sucht (1871) ;
Tischendorf, Pilati circum Christum judicio quid

lucis afferatur ex Actis Pilati (1855); Creizenach, Pilatus-

Legenden (1874); Harnack, Die Chronol. d. altchnst. Lit. i.

603 ff. G. T. PURVES.

PILATE, ACTS OF.—See last paragraph of pre-

ceding art. and Nicodemus (Gospel of).

PILDASH $akd&s). — One of the sons of

Nahor, Gn 2222
(J). The personal name has

been read in the Nabataean inscriptions (ZDMG
xiv. 440). The proposal of Knobel to connect
Pildash with the Pnr&Xdas of Procopius (de JEdi-

ficiis, ii. 4) is rejected by Dillmann.

PILHA (NCf/’S>, B tf?ada,el$y A #aXael).—One of those

who sealed the covenant, Neh 1024.

PILL.—See Peel.

PILLAR.—i. Arab. nu§ub or nusb, plur.

an$db ,
from the Semitic root asu, meaning ‘ to set

upright.
5

2. ar^, from the same root, employed in

Gn 19‘i6 to describe the pillar of salt into which

Lot's wife was transformed. 3. toh, rendered in

Greek by arfKp (also employed by LXX in Gn
192C

). This Hebrew word occurs in Jer 27 19 in the

sense of ‘column,
5 which is probably its only

signification, whereas n^D means any upright

stone. More frequently -wbh is rendered by the

Greek crrtfXos (Ex 1321
,
Jg 2040

, Job 2711
), or by the

word kLojv, Jg 1620- 28
. A f£D (used in plur.), pillar

dedicated to sun-worship. Cf. the Carthaginian

pn Baethgen, Beitrdge zur sem. Bel. p. 25 if. (cf.

‘ sunglow 5= snn in Job 3028
). On j™ see

Gesen.28
§ 85 n. The plur. occurs in Ezk 64 - 8

,
Is 17 8

279
,
Lv 2680, 2 Ch 144, *. It may have been a later

equivalent of (so Kittel). LXX did not under-

stand the term, variously rendering by &\tva

XcipoTTolpTa, rep^vrj, ftdeXfryjaaTa, and etStaKa.

The term is nearly always used in associa-

tion with religious coitus, and signifies the upright

stone which, in the pre-exilian and pre-Deutero-

nomic worship of Israel, was the never failing

accompaniment of the Heb. sanctuary or bdmdh.

It consisted of rough unhewn stone, and was the

symbol of the Divine presence or numen,
which

was considered in some sense to reside in or be

attached to it (see Jos 2428* 27
). Upon it the blood

of the sacrificed victim or the oil of the vegetable

offering was poured or smeared (cf. Gn 2818 ).

There is clear evidence that in the primitive

sanctuary of the early Semites the upright stone

served as altar and Divine symbol in one ; but m
* The exception la 61* is far from certain. The last clause of

the verse is omitted in LXX BA* though supplied in Luc. text

and by a later .hand in A. The preceding relative clause, with

its &*. Xty. row and the unique use of rouD, appears to the

present writer to have been mutilated at some early date.

the later and more developed form of the cultua
both among Semites and other races, the altar and
stone-symbol came to be separated the one from
the other. This probably arose from the fact that
it was found convenient to have a separate place
for the reception and slaughter of the victim, and
to this another motive came to be superadded in
connexion with the larger and more important
sanctuaries, viz. the need of having an erection
which should be conspicuous to a large concourse
of beholders who witnessed in silence the solemn
act of slaughter. The further need to provide for

the reception and disposal of the blood gave rise to
special arrangements in this particular apparatus
of worship. That the distinction between altar
and stone-symbol arose very early in the history
of primitive Israel is clearly revealed by the facts

of language, since it is quite evident that osp
‘ altar

5

or place of slaughter, belongs to early as
well as late Hebrew. These views are established
by archaeological evidence. Primitive dolmens
have been discovered provided with hollows formed
for drink-offerings, and intended to serve as altars.

Stones were also used by the ancient Palestinian
inhabitants for the worship of ancestral manes as
well as to mark the place of burial. See Nowack
in Heb. Archaol. i. p. 92, who cites from the
researches of Noetling and Schumacher in ZDPV
ix. 268, and Zeitsch. fur Ethnol. xix. 37 ff.

;
and

Conder, Heth and Moab, pp. 238, 266 ff. The Rev.
James Sibree has informed the present writer that
many similar stones have been found in Mada-
gascar.

Much obscurity hangs over the origin of the
unhewn stone representation of deity. It has
been generally held that that origin is to be found
in the primitive fetish worship of which many
illustrations have been collected by Prof. Tylor *

and other writers from Africa, India, and ancient
Hellas. Theophrastus (4th cent. B.c.) describes

the superstitious Greek as passing the anointed
stones in the street, taking out his oil-phial and
pouring its contents on them, and then, after falling

on his knees to worship, going on his way (Char.

xvi.). Survivals of stone-worship were to be found
even in quite recent times among the remote
mountain peasants of Norway (Tylor, ib. p. 167).

Accordingly the employment of the stone-symbol

among the primitive Semites may be regarded as

part of a well-nigh universal tradition of antiquity.

In ancient Arabic polytheism we find the stone

nusb or the group of ansCtb. The blood of the

sacrificial victim was smeared upon the stone.

The idea involved in this act was evidently, as

Robertson Smith suggests, that of bringing ‘the

offering into direct contact with the deity, and in

like manner the practice of stroking the sacred stone

(e.g. that of the Kaaba) with the hand is identical

* Primitive Culture

,

vol. ii. p. 161 ff. It is by no means easy

to define the meaning of ‘ fetish.* Usually it is explained as

meaning the material thing, as a stone, which is made the

object of worship. Others deny this, treating the fetish as

a magical ‘ medium whereby one is placed in closer connexion

with the deity, and in which divine powers reside.’ See Ohan-

tepie de la Saussaye, Lehrbuch der Religionsgeseh. 2 i. p. 14.

This writer remarks with much truth that it is not any or every

object of sense-perception to which the term can be applied,

‘but only the individual, one might say, accidental object

which attracts the attention of the savage.* There is no
essential distinction between the fetish and the idol. The
distinction is merely one of external form. The former is a

rude natural object accidentally found, the latter is carved or

painted by human hands. In both cases the spirit, which is

the object of worship and whose help is sought, is supposed to

be in some way incorporate in the material. Siebeck, Lehr-

buch der Religionsphilosophie, p. 64, contrasts this view with

the more advanced conception which regards the idol as the

symbol and not the seat of deity. It may here be remarked, in

order to prevent misunderstanding, that the expression ‘stone-

rbol* is not used in this exclusive sense in this article.
#
The

e among the early Semites not only represented but incor

porated the numen of the deity. See Robertson Smith, RS*
p. 204 ff.
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with the practice of touching or stroking the gar-
ments or heard of a man in acts of supplication
before him. 3

The stone might represent a male or female deity,

but it must not be inferred that the plurality of

stones represented always a plurality of deities.

Probably it represented as a rule a single object of

worship, just as the twelve stones erected by Joshua
at Gilgal (Jos 420

), and the same number by Moses
(on the occasion of the covenant sacrifice at Sinai,

Ex 244
), for the twelve tribes of Israel, represented

the one God, Jehovah. According to Wellliausen
(Beste ctrab. Heid 2

p. 102) it was customary in

oaths to swear ‘ by the ansdb which stand around
such and such a god.

5 In ’an interesting passage
in which Herodotus describes the mode in which
the ancient Arabs ratify a solemn covenant (iii. 8),

he speaks of seven stones on which the sacrificial

blood was smeared in honour of Dionysus and the
heavenly (goddess), probably meaning the sun
and moon (so Abicht). In the interesting narra-
tive of Nilus quoted by Eobertson Smith (i2£ 2

p.

338), the camel chosen as a victim is bound upon a
rude altar of stones piled together. Probably this

may be regarded as the most primitive type of
Arabian or Semitic sacrifice.

The sacred stone (or stones) was not conveyed
by the nomadic clan from place to place in its

wanderings, like an ark or some movable Simula-

crum, but remained stationary, since the stone may
be considered to have focussed the presence and
personal power of the deity that owned and occu-
pied the Temenos, Kodesh (or Earam)3 as the hal-

lowed spot was named by Greek or Semite respec-
tively. Such a spot was frequently one of special
fertility accompanied by a sacred spring and tree.

Frequently the mazzebd consisted ox a large
natural upright rock of irregular shape. The two
pillars of Heracles (the Greek equivalent of Baal)
consisted probably of enormous cliff- like rocks
situated by the Straits of Gibraltar. Numerous
examples of such natural blocks of stone in situ

are given in jRS 2
p. 110 (see especially the foot-

note). Among these is the notable stone-symbol
of the goddess al Zdt (see Kinship and Marriage,
p. 292 ff.). Doughty gives a description of his visit

to et~Tdif3 where he saw this and two other sacred
stones (Arabia Deserta, ii. p. 515 ff.). The inter-

esting fact that goddesses were also worshipped
under these stone - symbols clearly proves that
Movers is wrong in ascribing to them a phallic
origin and character.* They can only be explained
as one of the many forms of fetishism out of which
polytheistic cultus grew.
Any stone of this character would mark a

BUh-eL Hence such stones came to he called
by the Greeks fialrvXoi or j8am$\ia.f In Is 576 we
have an interesting reference to the wide pre-
valence of this worship of sacred stones, on which
drink-offerings were poured and to which meal-
offerings were offered. In the wadis, the winter-
torrents made these boulders smooth and round.
See Cheyne’s note, ad loc., in SBOT.

It was not at every spot that such sacred pillars

were erected. There must be a special manifesta-
tion of the Divine presence in order to render the
worship valid, because the place had thus become
invested with special sanctity. Not simply fertile

oases with trees and flowing spring coming from
the depths of the soil, hut also special events, as
battles, signal ' deliverances and visions, were
tokens of God’s presence. Thus after the battle of
Michmash, Saul ordered a great stone to be rolled

* Oomp. MS*, p. 456 ff. (additional Note D).

t On these b&tyls as wonder-working stones endowed with
magic powers, see Pietschmarm, Gesch. der Phbnizier

, p. 206,
and Francois Lenormant, Revue de I’histoire des religim83 iii.

(1 S 1488
)
which served as an altar (v.

85
) ; Bethel,

according to JE, became a consecrated spot through
the vision of Jacob, who in consequence set up the
stone pillar and poured oil upon it (Gn 2S18

).

These passages sufficiently illustrate the primi-

tive character of the pre-exilian Hebrew mazzebd
which formed the indispensable accompaniment of

every sanctuary (Hos 34 ). The early pre-exilian

code of legislation preserved in Ex 20-6 sought to

keep intact the stone’s primitive condition. It

was to remain unhewn and no iron instrument was
to desecrate it, either because the stone itself was
sacrosanct like the sacred enclosure in which it

stood, or perhaps, as Nowack suggests {Heb.

Archdol. ii. p. 17), because the profaning hand of

man drove the numen out of the stone. If we are

to believe the statement of the Mishna tract

Middoth (iii. 1), the altar of burnt-offering in

Herod’s temple was formed of unhewn stones.

Throughout the earlier portion of OT narrative

we constantly meet with allusions to the stone

pillars of the local sanctuaries, e.g. Shechem (Jos

2426
), Kamoth-gilead (Gn 3148

), Gilgal (Jos 4°),

Mizpeh (1 S 712
), Gibeon (2 S 208

), En-rogel (1 K l9).

Sometimes the stone gave the name to thespot,
as Eben-'ezer (1 S 712

, cf. 41
). Here again, as in the

case of 1 S 1433 (already mentioned), the erection of

the stone at a particular spot follows the manifesta-
tion of Divine power in His people’s signal victory.

That the rough stone (mazzebd), as the symbol of

Jehovah, differed in no respect from that which
was erected to represent Baal, is quite certain.

Baal worship and Jehovah worship at the local

bdmSth were inextricably blended in the pre-

Deuteronomic period, as the oracles of Hosea
clearly testify (Hos 218 the genuineness of which
Wellhausen and Nowack unnecessarily surrender).
The mazzebdth of Baal were destroyed in Samaria
by the reforming zeal of Jehu (2 K 1026* 27

).

BRAZEN PILLAR.

Whether there is any reference to the stone-
symbol in the designation of Jehovah by the name
4 rock ’ in many poetical passages in the OT (Pa
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1832, 1 S 22
, Dt 324ff

-, Is 3029
), it is not easy to

determine. The name for rock here is -vis, which
also enters into proper names which have their
parallels in Assyrian (Schrader, GOT ii. p. 326).
The balance of evidence is on the whole against
this attractive supposition. In the first place, the
occurrence of such names in Hebrew is late (Buch-
anan Gray observes that they occur only in P and
never in JE or Judges*). In the second place, to
is not the term associated with the sacred symbol
by the Hebrews, but

;
but px is never employed

in personal proper names. Probably, therefore, we
should regard the use of to in the personal names
and in the poetical passages as figurative only,
Jehovah being regarded as a safe and strong place
of refuge (Ps 276 61s), or as affording shadow from
oppressive heat, cf. Is 322

. See, further, art.

Rock.
In Phoenician cultus we frequently notice the

presence of twin pillars. Thus we find twin
pillars erected in Solomon’s templet by Hiram
the Tyrian artificer (I K 7

15-21
). Similar twin

pillars are exhibited on coins which portray the
temple at Paphos, and also they represented the

IfWIK PILLARS IN TEMPLE OP APHRODITE AT PAPHO*.

his own name, and it is called Absalom’s monu-
ment (i;) unto this day ’). It may have been rather

deity Melfearth at Tyre. The latter are specially

described by Herodotus (ii. 44), who paid a personal

visit of inspection to this famous Tyrian shrine of

Hercules (Mell^arth). According to Herodotus,
this temple was sumptuously wrought and fur-

nished. One of the pillars was of refined gold,

and the other of emerald (or more probably, as

Abicht suggests, of green glass), the latter emitting

a bright light at night-time, perhaps for the

mariners at sea. To the same category belong

the bronze pillars of the temple of Hercules at

Gades (*ti$), another Phoenician settlement, de-

scribed by Strabo.
Respecting Phoanician stones, sometimes called

3'M, see Pietschmann’s Gesch. der Phonizier, pp.
204-213, Among the varied forms of these Phoeni-

cian stela, some of which were worked into a square

shape tapering at the top (see illustration below),

special mention should he made of the votive stelce,

erected by individuals as the result of a vow to

the deity in order to secure some desired object.

Many of them have no inscription. Others bear

a legend which would nearly always be somewhat
of the following character :

‘ To the Rabbat, the

Tanit-P’n6-Baal and the Adon, the Baal-Hammon,
as N.N. son of N.N. has vowed, since they have

heard his voice; may they bless him.’ It is

possible that this may liave been the real character

of the memorial stone erected by Absalom (2 S
1818

,
* Now Absalom in his life time had reared up

for himself the maz?6beth which is in the king's

dale
;
for he said, I have no son to keep my name

in remembrance ; and he called the mazz&beth after

* Hebrew JProper Homes, p. 194, cf. also 195

1

j On the difficulties of the text of 1 K 715-22 dealing with the

two pillars in the portico of Solomon’s temple, Jachin and

Boaz, see Klostennann, Kitfcel (cf. Jer 6221-23), and Benzinger,

ad loo. The last is especially useful on the archeological

details and religious significance. See also the figured repre-

sentations in his, Commentary* P* 44, apd in his Heb. Archaol.

pp. 246, 249 f. The Babylonian parallels to the names of the

iwo pillars may be found hi Schrader, COT i, p. 174.
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a votive stone than merely memorial, erected in

anticipation of his attempt to seize the throne.

There is no necessity, with Lohr, to suppose that
this mazzeba was originally the mark of an old

Canaanite sanctuary, and that its significance as

a Divine symbol has been transformed into some-
thing else 'by the writer ; see Smend, Alttest. Re-
ligionsgesch .

2
p. 132 and footnote.

The erection of the mazzeba as a stone-symbol
was forbidden in the Deuteronomic code (Dt 1622

,

* Neither shalt thou set thee up a mazzeba, which
the Lord thy God hateth’), which belongs to

about the year B.C. 621 in Josiah’s reign. Here-
after it became illegitimate. The reference to

the pillar to Jehovah at the border of Egypt in

Is 1919
,
‘there shall be a mazzeba at the border

[of Egypt] to the Lord,* must be regarded as

pre-exiiian and pre-Deuteronomic, though it is

E
robable that the chapter in which it occurs

as been affected by later influences. See art.

Altar.

Literature.— Besides the literature referred to, consult

Wellhausen, Reste or. Heid. 2 pp. 101, 141 ; Dillmann on Gn 2838,

Dt 1621
;
Driver on Dt 1621 ;

Smith on 1 S 614 ; Oonder, Syrian

Stone Lore, new ed. 1896, p. 86.

Owen C. Whitehouse.

PILLAR, PLAIN OF THE.—In Jg 96 we read

that the men of Shechem and all the house of

Millo made Abimelech king ‘by the plain (AV

;

RV ‘oak,’ RVm ‘terebinth’) of the pillar that

was in Shechem ’

(

d^ ; LXX B rrpbs

rfi poXdvip ry evpery rys ordoews rys iv Scxfytois [A om.
ry ei)pery and the second rrjs] ; Aq. M ireUovcTy\(b-

/jLGLTos

;

Vulg. juxta guercum guce stabat in Sichem).

The correct rendering is undoubtedly ‘the tere-

binth of the pillar’ (see Oak No. 3 and Plain
No. 2), although it is doubtful whether this can

be obtained from the MT nyn. The latter word is

held by some (e.g . Studer) to be a noun synonym-
ous with but even so the absence of the
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article has to he accounted for. It is possible that,

inserting the article, and punctuating differently,

we should read (cf. 1 S 1323 14*“*, 2 S 2314
)

;

but, upon the whole, the best course appears to be
to emend, with Moore (followed by Budde), to
rnson ‘the mazzeba terebinth.

5
Abimelecli, as

Moore appositeiy points out, was thus acclaimed
at the sanctuary of Shechexn, as Saul was at that
of Gilgal (1 S ll16). The name was in all prob-

ability purposely obscured by the Massoretic
reading and punctuation usd. The mazzeba men-
tioned in Jg 96 is perhaps the same as is called in

Jos 2425 ‘ a great stone j3$).

J. A. Selbie.
PILLOW,—1. T25 1 S 1913* 16 [only]. Michal, ac-

cording to AY and'BV, put a pillow of goats
5

hair

at the head of the teraphim which she had laid in

David’s bed. The LXX (ifrap) reads as -132

(constr. of 132 ‘liver’) ; and this is adopted by Jos.

(Ant. Yl. xi. 4), who describes, somewhat fanci-

fully, how the palpitation of the goat’s liver under
the bed-clothes conveyed to Saul’s messengers the
impression that David was gasping for breath.
The root nan, from which Y33 is derived, probably
means to ‘intertwine or net,’ so that vn?
would signify something woven or netted from
goats’ hair. Hence one or other of the two render-
ings proposed in BVm (‘ quilt or network’) should
probably be adopted in preference to the text. A
number of commentators (e.g. Sebastian Schmidt,
Ewald, Keil) think the reference is to a mosquito-
net (jciovanreiov) spread over the face of a person
sleeping. But, as Driver points out, in Jth 1021 139,

where this Greek term is used of the Canopy (wh.
see) of Holofemes’ bed, the tcuvuireiov is fixed upon
the (frijkoL or bedposts. In favour of the render-
ing c quilt ’ we have the employment of a cognate
Heb. term 1320 in 2 K 8 16 for the coverlet which
Hazael used to smother Benhadad. But it must
be confessed that the description of Michal’s action
in 1 S 1913 is not clear enough to determine the
sense of Y35. The following term vpefarp (AY ‘ for

Ms bolster,’’ KY ‘at the head thereof’) does not
define the position in which the Y33 was placed
with reference to the head, whether over, or under,
or around it ; it simply implies proximity (see,

further, Driver, Lohr, and H. P. Smith, ad loc.).

2. It is this word nitfinD which is rendered by AY
‘ pillow’ in Gn 28n - 18

j but EY gives more correctly
‘ under his head ’ (LXX vpbs jcecpdXfjs atirov). The
other occurrences of the Heb. expression in the
same sense are 1 S 267* 11 * 16

, in all of which AY has
‘at Ms bolster,’ EY ‘at Ms head’ (in v.12 read
lyifefclSO for *0^83® 5 AV ‘from Saul’s bolster,’

EY ‘ from Saul’s Head ’
; LXX dirb irpbs KecpdXrjs

avrov)

;

1 K 19s, where both AY and EY render
vpb'snp hy ‘ at his (Elijah’s) head’ (AYm ‘ bolster’

;

LXX 7rpb$ /eetpaXrjs afrrov). 3. ninps (LXX tpocr-

Ke<j>&\aia) Ezk 1318 (AY, EY ‘pillows’). The mean-
ing appears to be/ffilets ’ or ‘ hands, ’ used as amulets
or charms, for instance in the process of divina-
tion. See art. Kerchief, also Phylacteries, p.
872b, and cf, the Comm, of Davidson or Bertholet,
ad loc. 4. ttpo<TK€(pd\cuov, ‘ Pillow ’ is the correct
tr. of this word in 1 Es 38, where we are told that
the three pages of Darius each wrote his sentence,
sealed it up, and put it under the king’s pillow.
The only other Biblical occurrence of this Gr.
term (in addition to the LXX of Ezk 1318* 20 above)
is Mk 4s8, where we read that Jesus was in the
stem asleep ‘on a pillow’ (so AY, but EY ‘on
the cushion,’ Gr. iirl rb irpo<rKe<pd\atoy). The refer-
ence appears to be to the cushion used hy rowers
(Cratin. Hor* 18, Hermipp. Strat. v.) ; see the
Comm, ad loc. J. A. Selbie.

PILTAI (’£&$, B om., A <£e\yre/).—The head of
the priestly house of Moadiah in the time of Joi-

akim, Neh 1217. It is possible that we should
emend to Pcdti ; cf. Xu 139

, 1 S 2544
,
2 S 2326

.

PIN.—Jg 421, 22 EY for AY ‘nail.’ The Heb. ia

in; (LXX irda-a-aXos). In 526
, by an unaccountable

inconsistency, EY retains ‘nail,’ although the
Heb. is the same, and relegates £ tent-pin 5

to the
margin. On the other uses of the word in; see art.

Paddle. The tent-pins, to which the ropes of the
tent were fastened (Is 3320

), were not of metal but
of wood, as among the Bedawin at the present

day (see Moore, ad loc. ). For the question whether
the description of Jael’s action in 421 * 22 is not due
to a prosaic misunderstanding of 526 (Wellh. Comp.

p. 222; W. E. Smith, 0TJC% p. 132; Stade,GF/9

1. p. 178 n.), see artt. Jael and Sisera.

PINE TREE.—The trn in AY of two Heb. ex-

pressions—!.
*

ez-shemen (Neh 81C
), EY * wild

olive.
5 We incline to the rendering ‘fatwood

trees
5

for this expression in this and the other
passages in which it occurs. This would include

all the resinous trees of Palestine and Syria,

especially the pines. See Oil Tree.
2. inin tidhhar (Is 4119 6018 BYm ‘ plane’). There

is nothing in the etymology to indicate the tree

intended. Darddr in the Arab., which is used for

both the elm and the ash, is cited by the Oxf. Heb.
Lex.

;

but this is from a different root, ddrddr, not
ddhdr, and really sheds no light on the question.
Thcodotion (Q™s) transliterated imn by dadddp

,

while Symmachus rendered itTrrdXaiav, i.e. irrekiav,

‘elm.’ In the LXX there are five trees named
where there are three in MT

;
possibly two of the

names are doublets. The reading of EYm (and
Cheyne) ‘ plane’ does not seem to have any founda-
tion, The same is true of Gesenius’ rendering
‘oak.

5 This he obtains from the radical signifi-

cation of dahr (Arab. )
= ‘ age ’ or ‘duration’; but

the Heb. [irn] ddhar
, has not, so far as we know,

any such meaning. Perhaps the best refuge for

our ignorance would be a textual or marginal
transliteration tidhhar, as suggested in the case
of te’ashsMr in the same passage (see Box TREE),
and ’algummim (see Algum). G. E. Post.

PINNACLE (irreptyLov, diminutive of vripv^
‘ wing ’

; so lit. ‘ little wing ’
;
Ynlg. pinnaculum

and pinna respectively in Mt 45 and Lk 49
, the

only two places where the Gr. word occurs in XT).
—That part of the temple enclosure (rb lepbv, not
6 vabs) to which the devil took our Lord for the
purpose of tempting Him.

7TT€pijyLov is used in the LXX to translate the
following Heb. words:— !. ^5 Mndph, wing or
border, as of a garment, Xu 1548

,
1 S 1527 244.

2. t^d senappir, fin of a fish, Lv ll9. Aristotle
in Trepl ipvxfjs, i. 5. 14, has the word in this sense.
3. hazah, Ex 2826 (AY ‘border,

5 BV ‘edge* of
breastplate).

In XT it stands for some part of the roof of the
sanctuary or of the temple proper, perhaps the
S.E. corner, from which the widest and most im-
pressive view was obtained. The part meant wa
well known, as the use of the article rb (rrrepdyiov)

shows, but the word is used in this connexion only,
and we have no. means of definitely fixing its

connotation. Opinions, which differ widely, may
be arranged in two main classes.

(a) Those which make the pinnacle a part of
the sanctuary or temple proper (6 mbs). Meyer
(on Mt 46

) argues that the use of rod lepod
,
not

rod vclov, shows that the temple proper cannot be
meant ; but he forgets in this criticism that Upbv
is a general word which embraces the sanctuary
and also the adjoining buildings; it therefore
covers vabs, though it includes more. It has this
more extensive meaning in Mt 128 241

, Mk 138f
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Lk 21° 2252, though in some other passages it seems
to denote the buildings around, to the exclusion of
the temple proper, as in Mt 2112* 14 2655

, Mk 1449,

Lk 1947 2187 2253 2453 etc. In Mt 45 and Lk 49 it

may be used in the broad or in the narrow
sense—the word itself proves nothing. The sense
here must accordingly be ascertained from the
context, or the

.

probabilities of the case. Those
who seek the pinnacle somewhere in the sanctu-
ary differ as to its exact situation. (1) Luther,
Bern, and Grotius place it on the parapet sur-

rounding the roof ; such a fence had by law (Dt 228
)

to be placed on the roof of all buildings, to pre-

vent accident by falling. (2) The ridge or the
highest point of the roof, say Fritzsche and
Winer. (3) According to Paulus, it is the gable
or pediment of the roof, and it gets its name from
its shape A* (4) Krebs, Keim, and generally the
older expositors identify the so-called pinnacle

with the roof. (5) Lightfoot [Hor. Heb. on Mt 45
)

holds that the summit of the nbm {’ulam) or porch,

which extended on both sides of the sanctuary on
the east, is what we are to understand. This
porch was, he says, like a wing of the temple,

and the top of it was like its wing.
(b) Others hold that a part of some out-building

is what is meant. Here again, as before, there

are differences as to the details. (1) Wetstein
and Michaelis think that Solomon’s porch on the
east of the temple (see Jos. Ant. xxi. ix. 7) is

what is meant. (2) The 2ro& fiaaiXiK'ti on the south
side of the temple area (see Jos. Ant. XV. xi. 9)

is what B.-Crusius, Arnoldi, and Meyer take the
word to stand for. From this portico, according

to the account of Josephus (see above), the view
below is a deep and giddy one. This is the opinion

to which Ligntfoot is most inclined next to his

own.
When, however, we remember that the sanctu-

ary was on the highest of a series of terraces, so

that its roof would command valleys and moun-
tains around Jerus., and even beyond Jordan, it

is much more natural and impressive to make
the sanctuary roof the scene of this temptation.

Meyer objects that, on account of its being covered

with pointed spikes, put there to keep the birds

away, Christ could not have been placed there

;

but the priests are known to have ascended to

this roof (Middoth, ch. 4; Tannith, Talm. Bab.

fol. 29). T. W. Davies.

PINON (p'9).—An Edomite ‘duke,
9 Gn 3641 (A

D Qeivtbv, E $ivtbv)= 1 Ch l 52 (B Qeivtiv, A
$ivd)p). It is the same name which appears in

Nu 3342 as Punon (pis), one of the stations of the

Israelites. See Punon.

PIPE, in the sense of a tube, occurs in AV and

BY of Zee 42 (n'lpyiD), and in AY (RV has ‘spouts’)

of v. 12 (nVyijj?) in connexion with the golden candle-

stick which the prophet saw in a vision, and which

had a bowl at the top filled with oil for supply-

ing its seven lamps by means of pipes leading to

them. For ‘ pipe ’ in the sense of a musical instru-

ment see Music. J* Wortabet.

PIRAM (D*n$ ‘ wild ass
9
?).—The king of Jarmuth

who joined other four kings against Gibeon, but

was defeated by Joshua at Beth-horon and after-

wards put to death at Makkedah along with his

allies (Jos I0m ). According to Hommel (Anc. Heb.

Trad. 223 n.), Pvr’am is identical with Pir'u, the

name of an Arabian king in the time of Sargon.

Sayce {EHH 225 n.) compares the Egyp. Pi-Bomi.

PIRATHON, PIRATHONITE (wp,<> Zapadwetrys,

Luc. ’B<t>paa6wlrw), Jg 1218- 15.— Abdon, a minor

judge, was a Pirathonite, i.e. a native of Pirathon

‘ in the land of Ephraim, in the hill-country of the
Amalekites,’ a district either anciently held by
the Amalekites, or seized by them on one of their
invasions from the south. Benaiah, one of David’s
mighty men, belonged to the same town, 2 S 23^,
1 Ch ll 31 6 Qapadwel, 2714 6 l/c 4?apadibv. It is

generally identified with Fer'ata, 6 miles S.W. of

Samaria (a site also proposed for Ophrah) ; some
prefer Fer'on , due W. of Samaria. Smith suggests
that Pirathon was a fortress at the head of the
Wady Far'ah, HGHL 355, cf. 350 f.; Moore is in

dined to look for it in Benjamin, as Abdon is a
Benjamite family in 1 Ch 823 * 30 936. Pirathon
was one of the places fortified by Bacchides,
I Mac 950 koX rqv Qap,va6cL <&apa66i'. It appears that
Kcd rip> has fallen out of the text before <£. here.

The other fortresses in this verse are all iv ry
Tovdalq., so that 4>. can hardly be the same as
Pirathon above

;
unless the author made the mis-

take of introducing a Samaritan town into his list

of Judsean forts. See also Jos. Ant. xin. i. 3.

G. A. Cooke.
PISGAH.—This word (which always has the def.

art. nao?n) is not found by itself, but in the expres-
sions mpsrr and ruosn rnpi*. The first of these

occurs "in four passages, two of which refer to

Moses (Dt 327 341
). In art. Nebo (Mount) it is

pointed out that ‘ the top (head) of Pisgah ’ and
‘Mt. Nebo 9

are alternative designations (in D
and P respectively) of the same spot, and the
situation is described. The two other passages are

Nu 21 20 2314 . In Nu 2120 a station in the journey-
ings of the children of Israel is described as ‘ the
top of Pisgah which looketh down upon the desert

9

(AV ‘toward Jeshimon,’ cf. RVm) ; and according

to Nu 2314 Balak brought Balaam, after sacrificing

on the high places of Baal, or at Bamoth-baai
(2241 ), ‘into the field of Zophim, to the top of

Pisgah.
9

The second expression is found Dt 317 449,
Jos 123

1320 . RV renders ‘ slopes of Pisgah,’ with ‘ springs’

in the margin ; AY has ‘ Ashdoth-pisgah,’ except

in Dt 449,
where it has ‘the springs of Pisgah.

9 In

Jos 1040 12s occurs by itself, and is rendered

RV ‘slopes,
9 AY" ‘springs’; and -wn is the first

word of Nu 2115—RY ‘ slope of the valleys,’ AY
‘stream of the brooks.’ From these versions it

will be seen that the unnsnal word from the root

im has been variously interpreted. In Aramaic
im means ‘to pour’ [it is the Targ. rendering of

ysxf in MT], ana hence and rfni?x are interpreted

as places where water is poured down, i.e. the

sloping sides of hills, or as pourings forth, i.e .

streams or springs.

The AY, in treating it as a proper name, follows

the LXX, which renders uniformly 'A<nj56$ {MydtiQ

is a variant in B of Jos 128 and A of 1320 ). The
hesitation of AV is like that of the Vulgate, which
renders radices montis Phasga in Dt, and Asedoth

in Joshua. The Onomasticon takes it as thename of

a city in the tribe of Reuben, and adds ‘ adpellatur

autem addito cognomento Asedoth Fasga, quod in

lingua nostra resonat abseisum.’ (Cf. Eus. [Lag.

206] : Xkyercu 8k ’Avyd&O 4><xcf7& 5 iern Xcc^eim).) It

also asserts (s.v

.

‘ Abarim ’) that a district was still

called QacryA, Fasga (
Onom . Lag. ed. pp. 124, 125,

237). No trace of such a district has been found on

the eastern side of the Dead Sea, but a very similar

name is applied to a promontory on the western

shore [Has Fesh/cah) ; and in its neighbourhood is

the Neby Musa of Moslem tradition.

The renderings of LXX for Pisgah call for some
comment. In the second group (those containing
’AshdCth-happisgah

)

we find <£acryd or #a<rxd three

times, and rfy \a in Dt 449
. In the first

group (those containing ‘top of Pisgah 9

) we find

4><x<ryd once (Dt 341
), but Nu 2120 rod \e\a^€Vfikvovt

and Nu 2314
, Dt 3s7 (both B) A t\a%evfjdvov.
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The root ids occurs only once in the Massoretic

text of OT (Ps 4814) in Targ. Jerus. as a verb e to

divide 5 (MT nmand the \ey. inn of Gnl510
), and

KJD3 denotes 4 a portion.* The word (which

is used of hewing and dressing stone) is the LXX
rendering of the MT Vos in the command to hew
the second tables of stone (Ex 341* 4

, Dt 10). In

the Onomasticon it is regarded as a translation of

Pisgah, and the S abscisum
s
of Jerome (see the pas-

sages given above) seems to indicate a mountain
with precipitous sides. Pisgah as seen from the

heights of the Moabite plateau would not suggest

the idea of a mountain cut off from its fellows, but

as seen from the Dead Sea and Jordan Valley its

steep sides justify the epithet * abscisumf which
may be taken as an interpretation of Xa^evrrju and
Pisgah. There is another alternative suggested

by the similarity between and nios, viz. that

the LXX translation is due to a confusion of con-

sonants. It may furtherbe noted that the different

renderings of the LXX are not found in different

books, but that in both Numbers and Deut. Pisgah
is translated in one place as a proper noun, and. in

others explained by the Greek verb
A. T. Chapman.

PISHON Qeicr&v, Phison).—See Eden. In
Assyrian pisannu means ‘water-channel.

5

PISIDIA (Hurtdia) was a country in the southern

part of Asia Minor, bounded by Lycia on the west,

Phrygia on the north, and Pamphylia on the south,

while on the east it passed in a vague, indefinite

way into the land of the Isaurian or Tracheiotic

tribes. Its greatest length, east to west, was
about 120 miles, and its greatest breadth about
50. On the north and south Pisidia was originally

well defined by its relation to the Taurus moun-
tains : in this part Taurus is a broad tract of many
lofty ridges intersected by valleys, some of large

size along the course of considerable rivers or the
margin of lakes, others mere glens among the
hills. Where the mountains are merged definitely

in the great plateau on the north, or sink to the
level coast -land on the south, Pisidia ended.
Several of those large valleys bore special names,
such as Kabalis, Milyas the land of the Milyes or
Milyai, the country of the Etenneis (more strictly

Hetenneis, transformed in Greek into two separate
names attached to two parts of the country,
Etenneis and Katenneis), the country of the
Orondeis, the country of the Homonades: some-
times those districts were called by their special

names, but often they were summed up as parts of
Pisidia.

In the course of Roman history the name Pisidia
was changed from a strictly geographical to a
political term. Pisidia was merely a part of the

S
eat province Galatia in the 1st cent, after Christ.

A.D. 74 the larger half of Pisidia was taken
from the province Galatia and attached to the new
double province of Lycia-Pamphylia. It was then
reckoned part of Pamphylia ; and that name now
gradually came to be used as including many cities

which previously were purely Pisidian ; while the
name Pisidia was more especially applied to the
part of that country which was still in the pro-
vince Galatia, and Pisidia steadily encroached on
Phrygia until in practice the whole of Galatic
Phrygia was called Pisidia. Antioch and Apollonia,
originally cities of Phrygia, then came to be called
cities of Pisidia. Still later, probably under Dio-
cletian, the whole of southern Galatia was formed
into a province Pisidia, to which were attached
western Lycaonia and another slice of Phrygia
with the cities of Apamea and Metropolis. Thus
we find Iconium called a city of Pisidia in the 4th
cent, by Ammianus Mareellinus. About 372
another new province Lycaonia was constituted

out of parts of the provinces Isauria, Pisidia, and
Galatia (eastern Lycaonia and Isauropolis from the

first, western Lycaonia and parts of eastern Pisidia

from the second, Glavama or Egdaumana from the

third) ; and henceforth the name Pisidia was used

to denote the diminished province with Antioch as

capital.

In the time of St, Paul, Pisidia was still used in

its old and strict sense to indicate the whole great

group of mountain valleys in the Taurus, which
politically formed part of the province Galatia.

Paul traversed Pisidia on his way from Perga to

Antioch (Ac 1314
), and again on his return journey

from Antioch to Perga (Ac 1424
). On the former

occasion Pisidia is not named, probably for the

reason that Paul and Barnabas were going straight

to Antioch and did not preach by the way.
_

On
the second occasion * they passed through Pisidia

and came to Pamphylia* ;
the two names are here

used as political terms, one being a region of the
province Galatia (see vol. ii. pp. 87, 90 f.), the other

the small procuratorial province on the coast.

In Ac 1314 the true text is * Pisidian Antioch * *

(not Antioch of Pisidia), that being a way of dis-

tinguishing it from the many other Antiochs,
abbreviated from the fuller description ‘ a Phrygian
city towards Pisidia

5

: the region (of the province)

of which Antioch was metropolis is mentioned
Ac 1349 : it was (Galatic) PHRYGIA.

If Paul preached in Pisidia, the brevity of the
reference rather suggests that the work was un-
important and unsuccessful. He found there no
‘ door opened unto him 5

(2 Co 212
). A rude, little-

educated, rustic population was not favourable to

his teaching ; ana there is no reason to think that
Pisidia was early Christianized. The only part
where there are any pre-Consta~uinian Chrii bian

inscriptions, is that which lies closest to Apamea
and the new religion is likely to have spread 1 here
from that great seat of early Christianity (see

Phrygia).
Yet a Pauline tradition seems either to have re-

mained alive from the first or to have grown up
later in Pisidia. The modern name of the impos-
ing but wholly desolate and unpopulated ruins of
Adada is Kara Bavlo. The word Kara (literally

‘black,
5 metaphorically in common usage ‘terrible

5

or ‘ strong 5

) is often applied to ancient sites. The
name Bavlo is now applied to the modern town
5 or 6 miles south of Kara Bavlo, which has re-

placed it as the seat of government. Plainly the
name was carried with the population from the old
site to the new ; and the old city was henceforward
distinguished as Kara Bavlo. Now it is evident
and certain that Bavlo is merely the modern pro-
nunciation of the apostle’s name na£\o* ; and
clearly this name was the popular local designation
of Adada, derived from the patron saint. And
it is highly probable that this local identification
of Adada with the apostle’s name is to be con-
nected with the fact that Adada is the one im-
portant city in Pisidia on the direct road from
Perga to Antioch

; and that the name attests a
local legend that St. Paul passed that way and
taught in the city. A remarkable and very early
ruined church stands near the road leading to the
south about a mile or two from the city.

One other trace of Pisidia has l*een left on the
NT. When St. Paul speaks of the ‘perils of
rivers * and ‘ perils of robbers 5 which he had been
exposed to, no locality is likely to have been so
rominent in his mind as Pisidia. It was still

arely conquered when he traversed it. Augustus
hadfound it necessary to plant in it several colonies,
Cremna, Comama, Olbasa, Parlais, to keep down
* ’Avr/c^g/** rijv IL«v$/«v, NABC, Tisch., Westcott and Hort

etc.

f Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia^ pt. ii, p. 498.
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its unruly tribes. Its mountain fastnesses were
the natural haunt and refuge of robbers ; and the
inscriptions bear testimony to this. Some examples
are quoted in the Church in the Boman Empire
before 170

, p. 23 f. ; see also Conybeare and How-
son’s scholarly work on St. Paul (though it indi-

cates a different route across Pisidia).

Literature.—

A

s to Pisidian ethnology and language hardly
anything is known; Bamsay, ‘Inscriptions en Langue Pisi-

dienne,’ in Revue, dee University du Midi, 1895, p, 353, has
published the only known monuments of the language ; but
they contain hardly anything more than proper names, reveal-
ing a few grammatical forms. The proper names, G-recized in
form, which occur in Greek inscriptions, are of remarkable and
peculiar character : many Greek inscriptions of Pisidian cities

are given by Sterrett in his Wolfe Expedition and his JSpigm•

phio Journey in Asia Minor \ by Lanckoronski, Stadte Pam-
phyliem und Pisidiens (containing also splendid accounts and
photographs of sites and monuments).

W. M. Ramsay.
PISPAH (rrppp, B <ka<r<f>al, A $au0d).—An Ashe-

rite, 1 Ch 7s8.

PIT in OT represents twelve Heb., and in NT
two Gr. words. 1, 2. From the root *W3, only in

Piel, ‘make distinct or plain’ :

—

(a) *i>$ (possibly

from idea of coming to light or appearing ), com-
monly rendered ‘well,’ indicating a deep shaft
containing water. It corresponds with Arab. Mr.

It is once used of the pits whence bitumen was
taken, (Gn 1410 ). The dark, cold depths,
from which, if one fell in, escape would be so diffi-

cult, doubtless suggested the figures ‘pit of destruc-

tion’ (PsfiS28 ), ‘pit’ (Pa 6915
), ‘narrow pit’(Pi2327

).

(6) nta the usual word for ‘cistern,’ which should
take the place of ‘pit’ (RVm) in Lv ll86

, 1 S 136
,

2 K 1014. When empty, the bor was frequently
used as a place of confinement (Gn 3722ff

-, Zee 9n ).

It is rendered ‘dungeon’ in Gn 40lsff
% Is 2422 RVm,

La 3M* 05
; so also Jer 38® (RVm ‘pit’), which may

explain the figure in Ps 402. *fon n**$ (Ex 1229
, Jer

87*) is a prison cell. Thus it comes to be used
for the universal prison of the tomb (Pr l12,

Ps 281

30s, Is 1410 3818
, Ezk 2620 etc.). The pit in which

Benaiah slew the lion (2 S 2320
, 1 Ch ll22) and the

pit, prepared against the necessities of a dreaded
siege, into which Ishmael cast his slaughtered
victims (Jer 417* 9

), were probably large empty
reservoirs. The hole out of which stones have been
quarried (Is 511

) is often used as a cistern.

3.

aa (from a« ‘to dig’) corresponds with the

Arab, jubb, a deep well or cistern or ditch. The
word occurs in 2 K 31

®, where the most likely sense

is ‘trenches’ (RV), and in Jer 148, where ‘pits’

should surely be * cisterns ’ (possibly also in same
sense [so Klost.] in Jer 39* 52*11 2 K 2512

).

4 iqg (from ? ‘ to gather together ’) a cistern,

as in Is 30l4RV; but in Ezk 4711 probably a marsh
or pool.

8. (an Aram, loan-word) occurs only in Ec I08

'He that diggeth a pit shall fall into it’ ; cf. the

parallel in Pr 2037, where the word used is nn$

;

root pa Syr. and Aram. = ‘ to dig.’

6. (from an unused root nap ‘ to excavate ’),

probably an excavation, or deep cleft with gloomy
recesses in which one might hide (2 S 179). It is

rendered ‘hole’ in Jer 48% and doubtless because

of its forbidding aspect it is associated with those

things which inspire terror (Is 2417, Jer 4848
,
La

347Rv, etc.). Into some such opening the body of

Absalom was thrown (2 S 1817
).

7. lb each of the three cases where AV
renders ‘pit’ (Nu 1680 * 88

, Job 1718) ‘Sheol’ is pre-

ferable (see art. Hades).
8* 0* 10. From the root owP ‘ to sink or subside

(a) nmtf, in Jer 2® of the pits which enhanced the

perils of the desert march; fig. in Pr 2214 23s7

fAV and RV ‘ditch’), Jer 1820*

(

b

)

notf, the pit

in which snares are set to take wild beasts, and so

metaph. the cunning designs of a man’s foes to

compass his undoing (Ps 715 (ditch) 915 3

5

7 9413
, Pr

2627
, Ezk 194 - 8

). It is also used as equivalent to
the gram, which is destined to entrap all living

(Job 3318ff
-, Ps 309 5

5

23
). ‘Pit’ (RVm) should take

the place of ‘corruption’ in Job 1714
, Ps 16 10 49y

,

and Jon 2s (RVm) ; of ‘ destruction ’ Ps 1034
,
and of

‘grave’ Job 3322
. In Job 9S1

it seems to indicate
a receptacle of filth, while in Is 5114 it clearly
denotes a dungeon, (c) occurs thrice (Ps 57®

I1985
, Jer 1822

), fig. in each case, of the subtle and
malevolent schemes of enemies.

11. 12. From the root nn^ ‘to bow down’:

—

(a)

mm?? only once, fig. (Pr 2810
). (b

)

nytp (Ps 10720
,
La

420
). In the former case, instead of ‘ destructions/

we may read with Delitzsch (in toe.) ‘pits/ refer-

ring to the sufferings into which they had sunk.
In the latter it again refers to the successful
designs of the enemy.

In the NT the terms used are— 1. f}69vvo$

(=fi66pos, any hole or hollow in the ground, as, e.g

the trench in which a tree is planted), Mt 1211
. In

Mt 1514
,
Lk 639 , AV renders ‘ ditch RV uniformly

‘pit.’

2. <pptap, an artificial well, cistern, reservoir, or,

generally, pit. In Lk 14® (RV), where the empty
well is doubtless intended, and Jn 411 * 12 it is

rendered ‘ well.’ In Rev 9lflr* it is used figuratively

of the pit of the abyss. Empty wells are often
left uncovered and unguarded near the villages,

and especially around deserted sites in Palestine,
and form a serious danger to the traveller, par-
ticularly in the dark. See, further, the following
article. W. EWING.

PIT (metaphorical).—As might be expected, the
metaphorical use of this word is most frequent in

the poetical and prophetical books of the Bible,

and in passages where an elevated style is natural.

It stands in the EV (see the preceding article) fox

a number of ,Heb. words, and the utter lack of con-

sistency in the translation is well exemplified in

Pr 22, in the 14th verse of which ‘pit’ is the
rendering of nrnts?, whilst in 23s7 is represented
by ‘ pit/ and by ‘ ditch.’ The shades of mean-
ing may be classified as follows :

—

1. In a solitary instance. Is 51l
,

‘ the hole of the
pit ("via)’ refers to Sarah, the ancestress of the
nation, the quarry from which it was digged.

2. Very frequently the pit is a stratagem or

device by which an enemy is injured. Ezk 194* 8

justifies the conclusion that the figure was sug-

gested by the pits in which wild animals are

captured. The Heb. words used in this sense

are—in?, no9, mtf, rwift nytf. See
Ps 915 357 11988

, Pr 2214 2327 2810* 17 etc.

3. From this sense the transition is easy to that

of the miserable condition or the ruin into which
one falls—the roaring pit (jtetf nto) of Ps 402

, the
watery pits (nVrfoqp) of JPs 14010, the jS66pos of Sir

1216, the fi60pos $5ov of Sir 2110
.

4. A wretched underground dungeon thoroughly
deserves this name. It is found at Is 2422 (iui), Zee

911 (*fa), Wis 10* (\&kkos, here used, is the LXX
rendering of -te, Joseph’s dungeon, Gn 4114

).

5. The grave is often entitled ' the pit/ Here,

again, a variety of Heb. words are employed—
no$ “to, nctf, notf. Such passages as

Ezk 32s* call up the picture of a huge columbarium
with graves in the sides. But here and elsewhere

it is not easy to distinguish between this significa-

tion and the one mentioned under No. 6.

6. Hades, the realm of shades, situated beneath

the earth, and tenanted by thin, unsubstantial

ghosts, bears this name. At Is 1415 the pit (fa) is

obviously the same as ‘ hell/ i.e. Hades (Vin^).

7. In the Apocalypse the abode of the devil and
his angels is conceived of as a vast underground

i abyss, communicating with the surface of the earth
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by a great shaft, which is opened or closed from
above by God’s angels sent forth for the purpose.

For this
j
pit, or bottomless pit ,

<pp£ap, (pptap t?)s

dftti<r<rov, 17 a(3v<rcro$, see Rev IF 2 * 11 ll7 178 201 - 8
,
and

of. art. .Ajbyss. J. Taylor.

PITCH (nar, n|a, Trlcrca) may denote either mineral

E
itch (bitumen), or the vegetable pitch obtained
com resinous trees. Pliny {Nat. Hist. xiv. 25,

xvi, 23) reserves the word pix for the latter, while
the former is called pissasphaltus. The words
rendered ‘pitch* in Scripture apparently refer to

mineral pitch, an inflammable, viscous substance,

composed of a mixture of hydro-carbons, and found
now in a more liquid, now in a more solid state

(see Bitumen).
133 occurs in Gn 614 as the name of the substance

with which the ark was covered both within and
without. The word has a variety of meanings
elsewhere in OT, and its usage here is connected
with the simple sense of the verb nsa (‘ to cover ’),

which appears in the same verse as the cognate of

the noun, and is trd ‘to pitch.* LXX has ao-fiaX-

rtb<reis ry da<pdXnp, and &cr<fia\ros is elsewhere the

rendering of non (‘bitumen*),
D3T in Ex 23 is one of the substances with which

the ark of bulrushes was daubed, the other being
“spn. It might seem from the Hebrew as if two
distinct substances were referred to, but LXX
combines both in the translation d<r<pa,\Toirl<r<ra .

The distinction between ns? and "isrr is probably
that between the more liquid and the more solid

varieties of bitumen.
In Is 34® riDt (LXX rlacra) occurs twice in the pre-

diction of the desolation of Edom. ‘ The streams
thereof shall be turned into pitch, . . . and the land
thereof shall become burning pitch.* The mention
of * brimstone * in the same verse, and the fact that
bitumen occurs along with sulphur near the Dead
Sea, suggest that here also bitumen is meant.
In Apocr. nlao-a occurs thrice. Sir 131 refers to

the defilement caused by touching pitch. In Three 23

pitch is mentioned among the substances used in

kindling Nebuchadrezzars fiery furnace. Bel 27

describes how Daniel slew the dragon by putting
into its mouth lumps of pitch, fat, and hair, that
had been boiled together. James Patrick.

PITCHER (ns lead, LXX vSpla, ; in La 4® LXX
Kepdfuov, as in NT).—A vessel for holding water
(Gn 2414ff

*), carried by girls on their shoulders (v. 35).

These vessels were made of earthenware (Jg 719 * 20
),

and sufficiently wide-mouthed to admit a torch
(Jg 716* 19* It was in a had that the widow of
Zarephath kept her meal (1 K 1712 ), although the
word is translated ‘barrel* in AV and RV; and
the vessels of water (also called ‘barrels*) which
Elijah caused to he poured over his sacrifice at
Carmel were kaddtm. In the figurative descrip-
tion of death in Ec 12® the pitcher is said to be
broken at the fountain. The nebel of Jeremiah
was an earthen vessel in shape resembling a skin
bottle, and probably had a narrower neck than
the had. As both vessels were made to be carried,
they had usually a pair of handles. The pitcher
borne by the man who led the apostles to the
place where the Passover was to be prepared was
a xepdfuov (Mk 1418, Lk 2210

). The Samaritan
woman’s waterpot was a hydria of earthenware
(Jn 425

), smaller than the stone hydrice of Cana
(Jn 26

), which do not seem to have been equally
portable. In Is 510 Kepd/juoy of LXX represents
Heb. rn (EY ‘ bath ’) ; in Jer 355 it represents
nebel (RY ‘pots,* AY ‘bowls*).
The Egyptian gad or gai (Copt. KeAcoA) was an

earthenware vessel resembling the had, with side
handles, and sufficiently wide-mouthed to serve a3
a receptacle for fruit or other solids {Papyrus

Anastas. iv. 14), while commonly used for water ox

beer, as in the story of Anpu and Bata. Pitchers

of this kind have been figured by Bliss (A Mound
of Many Cities, pp. 118, 120), and by Petrie in his

sketches of Palestinian pottery ; see Tell el Hdsy,

p. 40, pi. vii. figs. 123, 125, ix. fig. 190. See art.

Pottery.
The English word ‘ pitcher ’ is derived from the

French. The vessel is called pickier in the Lan-
guedoc, and this has its root in the Latin picanum
or bicarium, from which we also have got the
word * beaker.* The word does not occur in Middle
English to the writer’s knowledge, the water vessel

being an euwere or ewer ; see Boke of Curtasye
, 641.

It had, however, become common in Elizabethan
English, as in the familiar Shakspearean phrase
in Taming of Shrew, IY. iv. 52, and jRickard III.

n. iv. 37. A. Macalister.

PITHOM (Dhs ; B UtM, A IL0C&/*).—In Ex l11 it

is said that the Israelites built for the Pharaoh of

the Oppression the cities of ‘ Pithom and Raamses,*
to which the LXX adds, ‘ and On, which is Helio-
polis.’ They are called ny, usually rendered
‘ treasure (AV) or store (RY) cities,* but the exact
signification of the term is doubtful, and the LXX
makes it iroXeis dxvpaL, ‘strong or fortified cities*

(see also 1 K 919, 2 Ch 84, where the same Heb, is

tr., in the first passage ir. r&v cnc'qvuixdTuv, and in
the second ir. dxvp^l). The site of Pithom has been
the subject of much controversy, which, however,
has been finally set at rest by the excavations of Dr.
Naville for the Egypt Exploration Fund in 1883.

Herodotus (ii. 158) describes the canal made by
Neeho to connect the Red Sea with the Nile as
starting ‘a little above Bubastis* (now Zagazig),
and passing ‘Patumos, a city in the Arabian
nome’ {U&tovjjlov ryv ’ApapLyv ‘Arabia,* oi

the Arabian nome, was the 20th nome of Lower
Egypt, called Sopd-Qemhes in Egyptian, whose
capital was Qosem or Goshen, now Baft el-Henna.
Patumos is evidently the Pa-Tum or Pi-Tum, ‘ the
house of Turn ’—the ancient sun-god of Heliopolis
—of the Egyptian texts. At Dendera the city of
Pi-Tum is described as in the land of Ro*Abt, * the
entrance to the East,’ a name which Dr. Naville
suggests may be the origin of the Greek ‘ Arabia,’
when used to denote the 20th nome (see Mariette’s
Denderak

, iv. 75. 12). The name Pi-Tum is

first found in monuments of the age of the 19th
dynasty; thus a letter dated in the 8th year of
Meneptah n. the son and successor of Ramses II.

,

and translated by Brugsch (History of Egypt, Eng.
tr. 2nd ed. ii. p. 133), speaks of Edomite nomads
being allowed to pass the Khetam or * fortress of
Meneptah in the land of Thuket* (Succotli),

which protected the eastern frontier of Egypt, and
to feed their flocks near ‘the lakes (birhata) of
Pi-Tum of Meneptah in the land of Thuket*
{Select Papyri in the Hieratic character from the
Collections m the British Museum

,
pi. cxxv.-vi,).

Chabas had already, in 1864, pointed out that
the Pithom of the OT must correspond with an
Egyptian Pi-Tum, and suggested that its site
should be sought at Abu-K£sh6d or Tel el-Mas-
khfita in the Wady Tumildt, 17 kilometres south
west of Ismailiya {Melanges, p. 162), a suggestion
which he afterwards withdrew in favour of Tmui
el-Emdid, the ancient Thmuis. So far as the form
of the name was concerned, however, the con-
clusion of Chabas was soon afterwards confirmed
by the publication of various geographical texts by
Brugsch, Diimichen, Mariette, and others, from
which it appeared that the capital of the 8th nome
of Lower Egypt, Nefer-Abt, had the civil name
Thuket and the sacred name Pi-Tum. Tam,
the setting sun, was worshipped there under the
form of a serpent, and its chief temple was accord*
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ingly termed Pi-Qereht, * the house of the snake.’
According to Brugsch (Zeitschrift fur JSgypt.
Bprache, 1876, p. 127), the sacred lake or canal bore
the name of ‘Crocodile Lake’

(Kharmu), the
domain-land being Annu or On.
Brugsch first showed that Thuket is the biblical

SUCCOTH, the Egyptian th being, as elsewhere,
represented by the Hebrew d, and the vocalization
of the name having been assimilated to that of the
word which means ‘ booths 5

in Hebrew (Zeitschr.

fitr JEgypt. Sprache
, 1875, p. 7). Succotli was the

first stage of the Israelites in their flight from
Egypt before they encamped at Etham, the
Egyptian Khetam or ‘fortress/ which commanded
the approach to ‘the wilderness

5 (Ex 1237 1320
).

Pitliom, accordingly, must have been in or adjoin-

ing the land of Goshen.
When the Fresh-water Canal was made almost

on the lines of the old canal of Seti I. and Necho, it

passed through the Wady Tumil&t, and skirted

the ruins of Tel el-Maskhhta (‘the mound of

the Image’). Various monuments of the age of

Ramses ii. were discovered in the Tel, including

the one from which it derived its name, and were
removed to Ismailiya. Lepsius had already pro-

posed to see in the Tel the site of the city of

Raamses (Chronologic, p. 348) ; and Maspero, who
published some of the inscriptions in 1877 (Revue
arcMologique

,
nouv. s6r. xxxiv. p. 320), arrived at

the same conclusion. But the study of the monu-
ments at Ismailiya, all of which were dedicated

to Turn by Ramses II., led Dr. Naville to suspect

that the Tel really represented Pithom, and not
Raamses, and accordingly he commenced excava-
tions on the spot. The result was the discovery of

a temple, as well as of storehouses, private habita-

tions, the walls of the city, and various inscrip-

tions. The city and temple proved to have been
built by Ramses II. of the 19th dynasty, and to

have lasted down to the Roman era. They proved
also to be the Pi-Tum or Thuket of the hiero-

glyphic texts.

The discovery was important, as it not only

settled the site of Pithom, and so threw light on
the route of the Israelites, but it also showed that

Ramses II., the builder of Pi-Tum, must have
been the Pharaoh of the Oppression. Unless we
deny the historical character of Ex l11, the date

of the Exodus is definitely fixed.

Dr. Naville’s discoveries further showed that

Pithom changed its name in the Greek age. It

became Heroopolis, which the Romans abbreviated

into Ero, as is proved by inscriptions, which
confirm the statement of Stephanus Byzantinus

(s.v.) that the Heroonpolis of Strabo was also

known as H6rd. An explanation is thus afforded

of the reading of the LXX in Gn 4628 ‘he sent

Judah before him unto Joseph to meet him at

Heroonpolis in the land of Harnesses,’ where, it is

noticeable, the Coptic version substitutes ‘ Pithom
the city’ for Heroonpolis. D’Anville (MSmoires

nvr VEgypte, p. 121 ff.) long ago suggested that

Heroopolis was to be sought at Tel el-Maskhfita,

and the suggestion was adopted by Quatrem&re,

Champollion, and others. In the inscription of

the obelisk of Hermapion, quoted by Ammianus
Marcellinus (Champollion, Grammaire tgyptienne,

p. 361), ‘the son of Turn’ is translated ‘son of

H6r6n’ (or *H6r6’). Pi-Tum or Heroopolis was
the capital of the 8th nome of Lower Egypt;
consequently Herodotus was mistaken in placing

Patumos in ‘Arabia.’ It adjoined the Arabian

nome, but was not actually in it. The high priest

of its temple had the title of Eerti-sonti.

The city was in the form of a square, contain-

ing about 55,000 square yards. The temple of

Turn occupied a small fpace in the south-western

angle of the enclosure, and seems never to have

been finished. To the north was a series of brick
buildings, in which Dr. Naville sees storehouses in
which the provisions were gathered ‘ necessary for

armies about to cross the desert, or even for

caravans and travellers which were on the road to
Syria.

5 The chambers composing them had thick
walls, and were without communication with one
another, the access to them being from the top.

The whole city was ruthlessly levelled when the
Romans formed a camp on the site of it, and
founded the later Heroopolis on the north-eastern
edge of the camp immediately to the south of the
present Fresh-water Canal.

Literature.—Naville, The Store-City of Pithom and the

Route of the Exodus
, first memoir o! the Egypt Exploration

Fund, 1£85; Jacques de RougC, GSographie aneienne de la
Basse -Egypte, 1891; Sayce, MOM, 1894, pp. 239 ff., 250 S.;
H. Brugsch, Bictionnaire g^ographique de Vaneienne Egypte»

1879 ; see also Driver in Hogarth’s Authority and Archeology,
1899, pp. 54 f., 61, 68; Ball, Light from the East, p. 109 f.;

Dillm.-Ryssel on Ex in. A. H. SAYCE.

PITHON (pjwp).—One of the sons of Mieah, the
son of Merib-baal, I Ch 835 (BA $t.9d>v)

||
941 (fh\s,

B Qcuduv, A QiBIv).

PITIFUL.—Pity is the same word as piety, the
Eng. having followed the Old Fr. in separating the
one word pietas into piiU ‘ piety,

5 and pitU pity.

The adj. * pitiful
5 was formed after the separation,

and is simply ‘full of pity.’ But pity may be
given or received, and ‘pitiful’ is used about 1611given or received, and ‘ pitiful ’ is used about 1611

in three ways: (1) showing pity, compassionate;

(2) exciting or deserving * pity, miserable ; (3) con-

temptible, despicable, the modern use of the word.
Shaks. has all three

—

(1) Rich. III. I. iii. 141—
* I would to God my heart were flint, like Edward's ;

Or Edward’s soft and pitiful, like mine.'

(2) Othello,
I. iii. 161

—

* 'Twas passing strange,

'Twas pitiful, ’twas wondrous pitiful.*

(3) Hamlet, HI. ii. 49—‘That’s villainous; and
shows a most pitiful ambition in the fool that
uses it.’ In Av ‘ pitiful’ is used only in the first

sense, compassionate ; La 410 ‘ The hands of the

pitiful women have sodden their own children’

(n'lUiDni D'¥^, LXX yvvcuK&v oiKreippbvwv
) ;

Sir 211

< THiA T.rvr/l i<a Tvififnl 5
• iP1 ‘ TViPi T,/Yrd

‘ The Lord is . . . very pitiful’ ; Ja 5n ‘The Lord
is very pitiful’ (7rdXticnrXayxvos, RV ‘full of pity’)

;

IP 38 ‘Be pitiful’ (eti<nr\ayxvoi, RV ‘tender-

hearted’).

The subst. ‘pitifulness’ occurs in Job 16 headin?

in the sense of misery. J. Hastings.

PITY.— See Compassion. In Ezk 2421 ‘that

which your soul pitieth (marg. ‘pity of your
soul ’) is equivalent to ‘ object of affection ’ (cf. v.-5).

There is a play upon words in the Heb. (malimad
'Bnekhem umahmal naphshekhem).

PLACE OF TOLL.—See Toll (Place of).

PLAGUE (i.e. irXrrff) ‘blow,’ ‘stroke’).—A gen-

eral term for a penalty inflicted by God. It is often

used as a synonym of ‘ pestilence,’ but is usually

more comprehensive and used of other punishments
as well as diseases. It is employed to indicate the

last of the Egyptian plagues (Ex ll1
), and is here

the tr. of P3J negcC, literally ‘ a stroke.’ In Lv 13

and 14 this word occurs 59 times as descriptive of

leprosy, as also in Dt 248. It is used (in the verbal

form) of Divine chastisement in general in Ps 735 * 14
,

as a synonym of ‘ pestilence ’ in I K 887
"88 and Ps

9110
, and it denotes the punishment inflicted on

Pharaoh in the matter of Sarah in Gn I217.

The word qy is six times translated ‘plague.*

* Of. Fuller, Holy Warre, 4, ‘We leave them in a state most
pitifull, and little pitied.*
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It is used in Jos 2217 of the plague of Baal-peor ; in

Nu 1646
"47 [Heb. 1711'12

] of that following the re-

bellion of Korah. Elsewhere its meaning is more
general, as in Ex 1213 3013

,
Nu 819

. The verb qn
(AY ‘plague 5

) in Ps 89s3 is trd bv BY ‘ smite/
In Nu II33 the judgment at Kibroth-hattaavah

is called n;o makkdh, a word usually translated

•wound,’ ‘smiting,
5

‘chastisement,
5

etc. In Dt
2861 it is employed for any disease inflicted as a
penalty, as in Lv 2621

, Dt 2859 2922
. In 1 S 48 it

refers to the plagues of Egypt, and in Jer 4917 5013

is used of the plagues to be inflicted on Babylon
and Edom, over which the enemies of these

countries are to hiss in derision and astonishment.
In 22 other passages ‘plague

5

is the rendering
of rtBJD maggephdh

,
used of the Egyptian plagues

in Ex 914 ,* of the disease that slew the spies, Nu
1487 ; or that which slew the rebels who followed

Korah, Nu 1648* 49'50 [Heb. 1713* 14* 15
] ; of Baal-peor,

Nu 258* 9* 18 261 3116
, Ps 10629”30

; of the infliction on
the Philistines, 1 S 64 ; and of that which followed

David’s census, 2 S 2421-25, 1 Ch 2

1

17"22
. It is also

prophetically employed of the punishment of those

that neglect the ceremonial law, Lv 1412* 1£S* 1S
.

* Plague ’ in Hos 1314 is deher,
*
usually tr.

‘pestilence/ In 1 Co 1555 Khrpov, ‘sting,’ appears
to be the rendering of *03 ; the LXX in Hosea
uses Karpov as the translation of sap, and BLki

7 as

that of deber.

In NT the issue of blood is called a ‘ plague 5
in

Mk S29*34
, where the Greek term is literally

a ‘scourge/ This word is used of other diseases

in general in Mk 310
, Lk 721 . In BY the word

Tkiryr) is 12 times rendered ‘ plague 5
(AV wants it

in 918
). See, further, Medicine, p. 324.

A. Macalister
PLAGUES OF EGYPT.—The judgments inflicted

upon the Egyptians by God on account of their

oppression 01 the Israelites and refusal to release

them. They are detailed in Ex 78~1231
, and given

in epitome in Ps 7842"51 10527’38
. In the longer

narrative ten successive plagues are enumerated

:

(1) the turning the river into blood, (2) frogs, (3)

lice, (4) flies, (5) murrain, (6) boils, (7) hail, (8)

locusts, (9) darkness, (10) the slaying of the first-

born. In Ps 78 the list consists of 1, 3, 2, 8, 7, 5,

10 ; that m P® 105 includes 9, 1, 2, 4, 3, 7, 8, 10.

Philo give» them in the following order : 1, 2, 3, 7,

8, 9, 4, 5, 10, but that is to suit an obviously arti-

ficial classification ( Vit. Mos. i. 17). The Jewish
teachers use as a mnemonic the words inttD any qm,
the initials of the plagues in the order given in the
text.

Egyptian history is silent concerning these as
well as the other incidents of the Exodus ; but that
is not surprising. There were, however, evidently
several ancient versions of the story, which have
been collated and combined by those to whom we
owe the text in its present form. It is probable
that the groundwork of the narrative (J) was a
document giving an account of seven plagues, viz.

I, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10. The infliction of each of these
is preceded by an interview of Moses with Pharaoh
at which its onset is threatened ; and the sign is

brought to pass byJahweh directly (see art. M!oses,
p. 439b). With this is combined another version
(E), whose record embraced four, possibly six
plagues, viz. I (Ex 715b* 17b* 20b

), 7 (S22
'23

), 8 (1012
“14

),

9 (lO20-23) ; there are also traces of its influence in
the account of 10, and perhaps in that of 3. Moses
in these is the thaumaturgist, and works by stretch-
ing forth his hand or his rod (see art. Moses,
p. 441a), The third component document (P)
couples Aaron with Moses ; and, in general, attri-

butes the carrying out of the miracle to him and
his rod. The accounts of six plagues 1, 2, 3, 5, 6,

10 seem to be taken in whole or in part from this
(see art. Moses, p. 443*). It will he seen from

this analysis that 3 and 6 are peculiar to P, 4 to J,

and 9 to E. 1, and possibly 10 are found in all

three, 2 and 5 in P and J, and 7 and 8 in J and E.

This list suggests the possibility that the list set

forth in the Massoretic text may contain redupli-

cated narratives.

The district affected by the plagues is called in

Ps 7812 * 43 ‘the Field of Zoan’ (jgrrny). This may
be either a limitation to the eastern part of Lower
Egypt, or, more probably, a poetical synecdoche.
J and P in several places refer the influence of

these visitations to all the land of Egypt, meaning
probably Lower Egypt. In 4, 5, 7, 9, 10 the
immunity of the land of Goshen is specially men-
tioned. The interval between the first plague and
the Exodus is not stated. The actual duration of

the 1st and 9th plagues is given, but not of the
others. It has been supposed that the first was
connected with the early stages of the Nile over-
flow, possibly the end of June, and that the others
occurred at intervals between that time and the
following Passover, which was the definite ter-

minus in point of time. The presumption in the
narrative is that of a fairly regular and quick
succession of stroke upon stroke.

The plagues have been variously classified.

Philo divides them into four groups : 1st, those in
which God asserts His power over the grosser
elements, earth and water, intrusting the bringing
of the plagues to Aaron (=1, 2, 3) ; 2nd, plagues of
air and fire inflicted by Moses (=7, 8, 9) ; 3rd, one
plague hurtful to mankind inflicted by both
together (=5) ; 4th, those inflicted directly by the
hand of God (=4, 6, 10). The first three were
admonitory, characterized by uncleanness and
discomfort; those following were more or less

destructive to property and injurious to man, lead-
ing up to the overwhelming catastrophe of 10.

The story of the plagues is preceded by the
account of a series of signs which Moses was
instructed to perform: these were twofold: (I)

two were for the purpose of attesting the reality of
his Divine mission to his own countrymen

; (2) the
other was for the purpose of influencing Pharaoh.
With the former pair, the conversion of his own
rod into a serpent, and the leprous hand, we are
not at present concerned. The last, the conversion
of Aaron's rod into a serpent, is a part of the same
group of signs as the plagues. This sign Moses
caused to be performed in the presence of the
advisers of Pharaoh, who are called o'ppq hdkdmim
‘ learned men, 5

crsifbD mekashshephim or ‘ sorcerers,*
and Q'&ssqn hartummtm or ‘sacred scribes.

5 While
the first two names are undoubtedly Semitic, the
last may possibly be the name or an order of
Egyptian priests, a derivative of the native name
hrdot, hut this is unlikely. In the Gr. these are
called iiraoidol [in Dn I

20
cro(pi<rraL] ; see, further, in

vol. ii. p. 773a note **. There is a tradition that
two of these were chosen to confront the two
wonder-working Israelites, namely, Jannes and
Jambres (see vol. ii. p. 548). These last two names
occur in very many forms both in Jewish and Gen-
tile literature. When these variants are compared,
the constant elements are Ane or Ani ana Mrt
or Mri, which are two of the commonest names
found on the monuments of the 19th and of the
immediately succeeding dynasties. In Lieblein

5

s
list, Ani or some allied form of the name occurs 24
times, and Mri 23 times. The Gospel of Nicodemus
calls them tivdpes OeptiTrovres. It is * suggestive that
Arribres was the name of an Egyptian medical
book known to Numenius and Clement (see Hora-
pollo, i. 38).

The first sign, that of changing a rod into a
serpent, was the converse of the common magical
trick of rendering snakes rigid like rods. The
African Psyllce

, who had control over serpents
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either by natural power or artificially by the nse
of herbs (Ludolf, Hist, of Ethiopia

, Gent’s tr. ix.

p. 49), are mentioned by many classical writers

:

Herodotus (iv. 173), Dio Cassius (li. 14), Lucan
(Phars. ix. 890, 925), iElian (de Nat. Anim. xvi.

27), Vergil (Mn. vii. 753), Solinus Polyhistor
(Memor. xL), Aulus Gellius (xvi. 2), Silius Italicus
(i. 411, iii. 302, v. 354, viii. 498), Pliny (vii. 2), and
several others. The same form of serpent-charming
is still practised in Egypt and North Africa, and
has been described by several travellers, for ex-
ample, von Schubert (ii. 116), Trotter (p. 174),
Antes (p. 15), etc. For other observations on the
snake as symbol and wand, see Bottiger’s Kleine
Schriften, 1837, p. 112. The writer has seen both
a snake and a crocodile thrown by hypnotism into
the condition of rigidity in which they could be
held as rods by the tip of the tail.

(1) The First Plague, the defilement of the river,
was a severe blow to Egyptian prejudices. The
river was a god to whom offerings were made
(Stem, Zeitschr. Mgypt. Spr. 1873, 129) and adora-
tions addressed (Maspero, Hymne au Nil, 1868).

According to the narrative in J and E, the trans-
formation was confined to the water of the river,

killing its fish (7
17‘18* 23U 34* 2fi

), but P states that it

extended to the canals, pools, ponds, and cisterns
of wood and stone (v. ld). It is noteworthy that
vessels of earthenware are not mentioned, and
perhaps this may be connected with the statements
of Alpinus (Med. Mg. i. 165), Norden(i. 52), Sonnini
(i. 124), Troilo (472), and Volney (i. 20), that it is

only in earthenware vessels that the discoloured
waters of the Nile-flood become clear and can be
kept clear. See also Galen, de Simpl. Med. Facult.

i. 3, § 2. The former narrative (JE) says that
the people dug beside the river for supplies, and
although it says nothing of the kind of water in

these wells, it do§s not say that it was blood ; the
latter (P) declares that the water in these also

was changed into blood, and Philo paraphrases
this by comparing these wells to blood-vessels,

from which the blood was flowing, as in a haemor-
rhage. Volney says that the water found by
digging wells is brackish and unfit for use (i. 16).

Such a change was plainly miraculous, and this is

also shown by its definite duration of seven days
and its sudden disappearance.
In the normal condition of the river, as its

waters rise in the third week of June, they become
discoloured. This has often been described by
travellers. Abd-al-latif says that the water be-

comes green from the fragments of vegetable

matter suspended in it, and remains discoloured

until August (de Sacy’s tr., p. 333), and Makrizi
refers to this alteration in colour and to the offen-

sive exhalations from the water at a later stage

(quoted by de Sacy, p. 345). Vansleb adds that in

prooess of time the water changes in colour from
green to a dull ochreous red (1677, p. 53). Many
other travellers confirm this observation. See
Maillet, p. 57 ; Tourtechot, 14 ; Hartmann, 128 ;

Pococke, i. 199 ; Savary, 1786, ii. 179. The last

author speaks of the unwholesomeness of the

waters in this stage, and this is confirmed by
Pruner (p. 21). These changes in colour are prob-

ably due to the wasting down of some great

accumulation of vegetable matter high up in the

river, like the Sudd or great Nile dam described

bv Sir S. Baker (Lake Albert Nyanza, ii. p. 329).

Ehrenberg attributes the red coloration to a

minute organism, Sphceroplea annulina Agardh,

which multiplies in the Water after the inundation,

and he has described a large number of cases of

red discoloration of water in Poggendorf’s Annals
for 1830, p. 477. This reddening of ponds by
minute organisms is not uncommon. Swammer-
dam tells ns that he saw a pool in the Bois de

Vincennes made crimson by minute crustaceans.
Schuyl describes the same at Leyden, and Hjaerna
at Dalecarlia (Bybel der Natuure, 1737, pp. 89, 90).
The present writer has seen a similar discoloration
in a pool in the Phoenix Park, Dublin, on account
of enormous quantities of a species of Peridinium.

The example in 2 K 323 may be quoted here. It
has recently been shown that in many of these
coloured animals the pigment is contained in
parasitic bacteria.
Changes in the water of the Nile were not un-

known in the legendary history of Egypt. Manetho
states that in the days of Nephercheres (about B.c.

4000) the Nile for eleven days flowed with honey.
Eusebius mentions the same change as occurring
in the reign of a nameless king 200 years earlier.
The plague must have been a serious calamity to

the whole population, not only on account of the
lack of water, but also because of the killing of the
fish, as these formed an important element in the
diet of the Egyptian. There is a little obscurity
in the description, arising probably from the
different standpoints of the original authors of the
narratives. In v. 17 Moses was instructed to say to
Pharaoh that he would cause the plague by smiting
with his rod on the waters (E), while in v. 18 (P)
Aaron is instructed to bring the plague by stretch-
ing forth his rod.

The plague lasted seven days and was appar-
ently then suddenly removed. It was imitated by
the magicians, which seems to imply that not all

the water of the land was transformed. As to the
time of year of its occurrence, if the phenomenon
had any relation to the natural discoloration, it

probably took place about the height of the flood
m the month of Epiphi (beginning June 25), or, if

Ehrenberg’s hypothesis be adopted, probably in
the month of Thoth, beginning about the 29th
August.

(2) The Second Plague, that of the frogs (Ex
8\ J, P), was preceded by an interview with
Pharaoh, at which Moses announced the visita-

tion. This was afc once brought upon the land
by the agency of Aaron stretching forth his hand.
Frogs are in most years plentiful in the Nile,
and the ponds and canals connected with it, but
do not usually wander far from the water; but
now they suddenly swarmed on the land, invad-
ing the houses, even the bed-chambers, ovens,
and kneading-troughs. In Ps 7S45 they are said
to have destroyed the Egyptians, hence some
Rabbinical authorities suppose these were other
than ordinary frogs, but the word used, z^phardecC
(LXX fiarpaxos), is the name of the ordinary
amphibian. It was noticed by some Hebrew
writers that while the word is used in the plural
in general, it is singular in v. 6

, literally, ‘and
the frog ascended/ hence Akiba says in Semoth
Babbah that there was but one frog, so rapidly
prolific that it filled the whole land. The word
is obviously used as a collective, as it occasionally

is in Arabic. The magicians imitated the miracle,

but, as more than one commentator remarks,
when the land was full of frogs, who could tell

those brought by the Israelites from those of

their Egyptian imitators? The plague must have
been one of great irritation, not only from the
discomfort, but from the croaking noise which at
times frogs utter continually. The Nile frogs
make a sharp sound like two pieces of wood
striking together (Hasselquist, pp. 68, 254, 304).

The frog* was not reckoned unclean by the
Egyptians, nor was it specially venerated in
Lower Egypt as far as is known. In the Egyptian
language the figure of a frog was used as a
numerical symbol for 100,000 with the phonetic
value hfnit. In Upper Egypt there was an obscure
goddess represented with a frog’s head and named
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Ekt, but we know little of her, except that in the
Middle Empire the superintendents of nomes in

Upper Egypt are called her priests, especially

about the 12th dynasty. Horapollo says that the
frog was the symbol of Ptah because it is the
representative of man in embryo (Hierogl . i. 25),

but there is no native confirmation of this. A
frog-headed figure, called ‘ Ka, the father of

waters, 5
is figured by Wilkinson and thought by

him to be a form of Ptah (iii. 15). In Papyrus
Ehers lii. a frog boiled in oil is recommended as an
external application for swelling of the abdomen.

Several species of frog inhabit the Nile, the
commonest being Bana esculenta

,
R. Nilotica, and

B. Mosaica. They are called in Egyptian 'benh and
in Coptic *•'

. The sagacity of the Egyp-
tian frog is said to exceed that of all others. See
JElian, Varies Histories, i. 3.

Plagues of frogs were known in ancient times.

Pliny (viii. 43), Orosius (iii. 23), -Elian {de Nat .

Anim. ii. 36), Diodorus (iii. 29) give instances of

these. Athenseus quotes from Heraclides Limbus
an account of an invasion of frogs in Pseonia and
Dardania, which drove out the inhabitants; and
Justinus, in his epitome of Trogus Pompeius (xv. 2),

speaks of a similar occurrence in Thracia Abderitis.

Showers of frogs are often referred to by the old

writers. Julian tells us that he experienced on
his way to Dicsearchia a fall of rain mixed with
tadpoles and mud {Hist. Anim. ii. 56). Several
such occurrences are referred to in Beyerlinck’s
Theatrum, under the head of Pluvice extraordi-

narice. See also Valentinus Albertus, de Pluvia
Prodigiosa. Similar occurrences are reported in

recent times, one in London, in the Mirror for

4th Aug. 1838. Several others are collected in

Andrews5 Book of Oddities, 1892, and some well-

authenticated Scottish instances are given in the
Glasgow Herald for 19th July 1894 and several

succeeding issues. A plague of toads in the upper
Nile Valley is reported by Haggard ( Under Ores-

cent and Star, 1895, p. 279). For Egyptian frogs
see Seetzen [Reisen durch Syrien

,

etc., 1854, iii.

pp. 245, 350, 364, 490, 501); see also Cameron,
Across Africa, i. 267.

At Moses5

entreaty the frogs were removed, and
their dead bodies were gathered in heaps which
made the land to stink, and probably gave rise to
plagues. Appius tells us that when the people of
Antareia had offended Apollo, he sent, among
other plagues, an immense host of frogs, which,
when they decomposed, poisoned the waters and
caused a pestilence which drove them from their
homes {de rebus Illyricis, 4). See also -Elian, de
Nat. Anim. xvii. 41.

(3) (4) The Third and Fourth Plagues consisted
of insect pests, the former of d\?3 kinnim, or
op Jcinnam, tr. lice AV and BV, 4 sand flies or fleas

5

BVm ; the latter of T\%'ardbh, tr. flies AV and BV.
The account of the Third Plague is derived from
P (Ex^ 816

"19
), that of the Fourth from J (v. 21-31).

The Jdnnah was probably a stinging fly, mosquito
or gnat, such as was, and still is, common in
Egypt (Herodotus, ii. 95). A cognate word is

applied^ in Peak to a grain-fly. This plague was
sent without any warning to Pharaoh, and was
brought about by Aaron smiting the dust with his
rod, as God commanded him. The insects attacked
man and beast (v. 17

), devouring them (Ps 7S45).
The interpretation in AV and BV, ‘lice/ is an
ancient one, as it is found in Jos. Ant. n. xiv. 3,
and in many other Jewish writings. LXX renders
the Heb. words by cncv'icpes, <tkvit€s, or Kvlires, the
name given to small insects found in figs and other
fruits (Theophrastus, Hist. Plant

, ii. 9, iv. 17),
and the Vulgate calls them ciniphes. K'Hires and
ifjpes are mentioned by Aristophanes as fig-para-
sites (Aves, 590). Philo ( Vita Mosis, i. if) says

that they were small insects which not only pierced

the skin, hut set up intolerable itching and pene-

trated the eyes and nose. Origen describes them
as little flying insects {Horn, in Ex. iv. 6). That
they were not lice in the ordinary sense of the

word is shown by their attacking beasts as well as

men, for none of the three species of human pedi-

culi will live and multiply freely on animals. It

has been argued in favour of the ordinary interpre-

tation that they came out of the dust, but while
lice are not generated naturally in dust, the eggs
of some species of the common small stinging

flies are found in dried pools. Most travellers in

Egypt speak of these gnats as one of the most
troublesome of pests (see Tboilo, 774; Prosper
Alpinus, Hist. Nat. Mgypti

, i. 4. 3 ; Wittman,
ii. 135 ; Scholz, 93 ; Lepsius, 93 ; Bussegger, iii. 13 ;

Lane, i. 4, and others). Such flies are always
worst after the recession of the inundation in Octo-
ber (Hartmann, i. 250), the larvae living in pools

and the perfect insects emerging as these dry
up.

The magicians were unable to cope with these
insects or to produce them, as they themselves
were attacked by them, so they called them the
‘finger of God.

5 In Egyptian ad ntru=th.e phrase
in the text, is found in several papyri (see Papyrus
438 Boulaq), and is used of anything sent by the
divinity. The magicians meant thereby that the
plague was sent by their own gods, not by Moses.
The account of the plague is imperfect, as there

is no mention of Pharaoh’s entreaty for its removal,
or of Moses5

intervention for this purpose ; but in
the case of the Fourth Plague, that of the 'ardbh
or ‘swarms 5

(8
20flS P), these lacunee are supplied.

There Moses is recorded to have threatened the
infliction, and the Lord is said to have brought up
the swarms, and at Pharaoh’s entreaty they were
afterwards removed. The nature of these pests is

not mentioned, nor is there any reference to the
magicians. These insects are called by LXX and
Symmachus Kwbjxvux, ‘dog-flies/ interpreted by
Jerome in the last paragraph of his epistle to
Sunnia and Fretela ‘ omne genus muscarum/ as if

it were Koivbfxvia. Aquila in Ps 78 calls them ttA/j,-

fweros, ‘ a mixed multitude/ a word used of crowds
of men by -Eschylus, Persee, 53, ‘ a motley host.

5

Josephus (Ant. II. xiv. 3), Jerus. Targums, Saadya,
and other Hebrew authorities call them different
kinds of pestilent animals, but, as Knobel remarks,
some particular creature must be meant.

Flies of many kinds abound in Egypt and are
common pests, as testified by Sonnim (ii. 320),
Carne (i. 77), Buppell (73), etc. Such swarms are
often brought up by the south wind, filling the
houses and appearing in clouds. Comparison of
the descriptions of these two plagues given in the
passage renders it probable that 3 and 4 are both
accounts of the one plague given by different
writers. Ps 105 groups them together, while Ps
78 makes no mention of the kinnim. With this
plague began the sundering of the land of Goshen
from the rest of Egypt.

(5) (6) In like manner there is a probable con-
nexion between the Fifth Plague (Ex 9lff

*, J), the
murrain, and the Sixth (9

8
, P), the boils. Neither

of these is explicitly mentioned in Ps 78 or 106,
unless they are the ‘evil angels 5 mentioned be-
tween the hail and the tenth plague in the
former; and, considering the connexion between
disease and demonology in the Jewish mind, this
is probable. Plague 5 was heralded by an announce-
ment to Pharaoh, while there was no such for 6.
The Fifth was sent directly from the hand of the
Lord, while Moses and Aaron are the instruments
in the Sixth. It is also explicitly stated that 6 was
upon beast as well as man (v. 10

). All these con-
siderations strengthen the probability that these
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are respectively the Jahwistic and Priestly records
of the -one plague.
The nature of the murrain is not given ; it was

ifcD 15? ‘ a very grievous pestilence ’ (see
Pestilence and Plague, pp. 755, 865), but the
word deber is too general to give a definite idea of
its species. Leyrer has conjectured that it might be
anthrax or milzbrand (Herzog, EE, viii. p. 251).
It was a disease affecting flocks, herds, camels,
horses, and asses, evidently very fatal (though v. 26

shows that ‘ all
5

is not literally intended). Severe
cattle plagues have been recorded in Egypt by
many writers. Pruner says that splenic fever,

anthrax, and rinderpest occasionally prevail, and
speaks of an epidemic of the last in March 1842,
which lasted nine months, and was very destruc-
tive, but it did not affect camels or horses.
Camels are not very liable to epizootic diseases,

but suffer sometimes from tuberculosis, and often
from itch (102 IF.). They were, however, at the
time of Moses not plentiful in Egypt, if they
were found there at all (see Chabas, Etudes sur
VAntiguiU Historiyue, 1873, p. 398 ff. ; and Dillm.
on Gn 1218). Lepsius mentions the same outbreak
of cattle-plague m 1842, which had been fatal to
40,000 oxen (p. 14) ; and it is also graphically
described by Mrs. Poole {The Englishwoman in
Egypt, i. 59, 114 ; ii. 32).

We have no mention of the removal of this

plague, which probably worked itself out; but
immediately succeeding it, if not a part of the
same infiiction, was the outbreak of the pn^ sMMn
or ‘boils’ on mankind and beast. This came
without warning, Moses and Aaron being in-

structed to sprinkle handfuls of the ashes of a
furnace towards heaven. Although probably for

the most part derived from P, there are signs of

the influence of E in v. 8. This plague affected all

classes, but we do not read that it was very fatal.

Its nature has been discussed already in Medicine,
p. 324, and references to similar diseases in Egypt
will be found in Niebuhr (Descr. d’Arabie, i. 133).

Little blister-like swellings on the skin are de-

scribed by Dobel (
Wanderungen, ii. 184) ; a more

severe form is recorded by Berggren
(
Beisen in

TEg. ii. 121). Similar diseases are described by
Yansleb ( Voyage en Egypte, 1677, p. 58), Yolney
(Travels,

Eng. tr. i. 248), Wittman (who notices

the pestilential effects produced by the putrid

carcases of camels, horses, etc., around the Otto-

man camp, leading to malignant fever, etc., and
whose ‘ Medical Journal * is most valuable), Travels

with the Turkish Army, 1803; Russegger (i. 247);
Seetzen (

Beisen
,

iii. 204, 209, 377), etc. In view of

the recently discovered capacity of mosquitos and
gnats to carry contagion, it is striking to note
that disease or man and beast so quickly followed

the swarms of flies. Josephus puts the distemper
of animals as a supplement to the plagues of the

swarms.
(7) (8) Egypt was essentially an agricultural

country, as we can gather from the monuments,
especially from the tomb-pictures; therefore the

two plagues which followed affected the material

prosperity of the country in its most vital point.

The Plague of the hail was foretold to Pharaoh by
Moses at his next interview (9

18
, J), and by the

warning he gave the Egyptians the opportunity of

saving their cattle. On the day following, Moses,

by God’s command, stretched forth his hand to

heaven (v. 22, E), and the storm of lightning and hail

burst over the land, beating down the crops, break-

ing the trees, and killing the cattle left by the

murrain (v. 20). Visitations of this kind, though not

unexampled, are exceedingly rare in Egypt (see

Hail, vol. ii. p, 282). Pruner saw hail showers only

three times in twelve years, and these were slight,

while he knew of only one fatal case of lightning

stroke in that time (p. 36). Sonnini describes a
thunderstorm accompanied by snow (hail?) in
January (ii. 133), Niebuhr in December (i. 497), as
also Thevenot (i. 344). Wittman says that on
20th November 1801 ‘we had a tremendous storm
of rain, thunder, and lightning, which began at two
o’clock and continued near two hours’ (p. 577).
Another storm occurred in March. Lepsius relates
that in December 1843 there was a sudden storm
growing into a hurricane ‘ such as I had never
seen in Europe,’ and a hail which made the day
dark as night (p. 26). Monconys also describes a
lightning storm in January (p. 180) ; Pococke notes
lightning and rain in the Fayyum in February
(p. 92). Seetzen experienced it also in March (iii.

98) ; Yansleb heard thunder only twice in Egypt,
in January and May 1673 (p. 39).

The destruction of the cattle was due to their
being in the field in spite of the warning. Niebuhr
says that the herds are put out in the field from
January to April (i. 142), and Hartmann that they
are generally kept in their stalls from May to the
end of November (i. 232). See also Diodorus
Siculus, i. 36). The date of this plague is fixed by
v. 81 * 82 (E), which say that it happened when the
barley was in the ear and the flax in bud (‘ boiled,’

AY), but the wheat and spelt were not yet in ear,
or sufficiently forward to be destroyed. Flax is

sown usually in mid-November or December, rarely
as late as in January (Russegger, i. 231), and
flowers in February (v. Schubert, ii. 137 ; Forskal,
Flora

, p. xliii) or March (Russegger) ; it is usually
pulled in April (Seetzen, iii. 241), according to
Wilkinson about 110 days after sowing. Knobel
quotes Sicard for its flowering as early as Decem-
ber, but this must have been exceptional. Denon
found the barley in flower in December (p. 143).

Sonnini says that the barley is nearly a month
earlier than the wheat (ii. p. 20), and Brown, that
the wheat is beginning to bud at the end of
January (ii. p. 138). Vmeat, spelt, and barley are
generally sown in November. The barley harvest
is early m March, sometimes 90 days after sowing.
In Olivier’s journey to the Pyramids in April, he
found the barley already cut, the flax mostly
pulled, but the wheat was ripening (iii. 125). Von
Schubert (ii. 175) and Forskal confirm these ob-
servations, and state that the barley is ripe by the
end of February or beginning of March, while the
wheat is not ripe until April {Flora, p. xliii). The
spelt (AY ‘ rye ’) ripens at the same time as the
wheat (Forskal, p. xxvi). The deduction from
these data is that the plague took place probably
about the middle of January. Confirmatory ob-
servations as to the ripening of crops in Egypt will

be found in Radziwill {Eierosolymita Feregrmatio
,

Brunsberg, 1601, 159), Nordmeyer (Comment. Calen-

dar Afigypt., Gottingen, 1792, 23-29), Shaw (ii. 171).

The Eighth Plague, that of locusts (Ex 104
'6* 12“15

,

J, E) followed while yet the devastation of the last

plagues was fresh in the memories of the people,
who said to Pharaoh, ‘ Knowest thou not that
Egypt is destroyed?’ (v.7). Pharaoh was warned
of its imminence, but Moses and Aaron were driven
from his presence (v. 11). The plague followed the
stretching forth of Moses’ hand (v.12) or rod (v.18

)

over the land, and the locusts were brought from
the Arabian side by an east wind. The coming
of locusts from the East has been mentioned
by Shaw, as it was in olden time by Agathar-
chides (

MareBubrum, ch. v.) and Diodorus (iii. 29).

Strabo likewise speaks of the locust-eaters of the
Galla country, to whom the west wind drives the
great clouds of these insects on which they live,

and the unwholesome nature of that food (xvi.

p. 772).

The species of locust was the na-jX
’

arbth, or
common migratory locust (see above, p. 130*),
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The peculiarity of the plague was their coming in

such immense numbers, for Egypt is by no means
so liable to devastation by locusts as Syria; and
they swept clean all the remnants of vegetation
that the hail had left, including the wheat and the

spelt. The ground was darkened, that is, concealed
by the multitude of the locusts. Burckhardt has
described such a locust - plague in the 5au-ran
{Syria, p. 381). Lepsius also, in March 1843, while
engaged in opening a sarcophagus in a mummy
pit, was suddenly overshadowed by a cloud of

locusts from the south-west, which darkened the
heavens (p. 45). Denon saw in May an immense
mass of locusts flying from east to west a little

over the ground (p. 286). Volney’s description of

the locust-plague in Syria is well known (i. 305).

At Pharaoh's entreaty Moses prayed for their

removal, which was accomplished by a strong
wind from the Mediterranean, which swept them
into the Red Sea, for, destructive as they are, they
are the sport of the winds so much that ‘ tossed

like a locust
5

is a proverbial expression (Ps 10923
).

For other references to locusts in Egypt see

Tischendorfs Raise, im Orient, i. 252 ; Shaw, 165

;

Hasselquist, 254 ; Niebuhr, 168 ; Forskal, 81.

(9) The Plague of darkness was sent without
warning, and was brought on by Moses stretching

forth his hand (10
21'23

, E). For three days the land
was covered with a palpable cloud which shut out
all light from sun, moon, and stars. This condition
is described in the words =i^'n trp;i ‘that one may
feel (the) darkness 5 (LXX <jk6tos). Of
this plague there is a graphic account in Wis 17.

It has been supposed that the author of J did
not know of this plague, from the words 6 only this

once 5

in v.17, but it may have been immediately
after the locusts, as if a part of the same visita-

tion. The condition of darkness referred to is

strikingly like that brought about by the severer
form of the electrical wind hamsin. This is a S.

or S.W. wind that is so named because it is liable

to blow during the 25 days before and the 25 days
after the vernal equinox {hamsin=50). It is often
not so much a storm or violent wind as an oppres-
sive hot blast charged with so much sand and fine

dust that the air is darkened. It causes a black-
ness equal to the worst of London fogs, while the
air is so hot and full of dust that respiration is

impeded. There are excellent accounts of these
storms of darkness in Prosper Alpinus, Medic.
Mgyyt. i. 7 ; Savary, ii. 229 ; Nieouhr, L 468 ;

Legh, 48 ; v. Schubert, ii. 409; Ruppell, 270;
Sonnini, ii. 166 ; Pruner, 35 ; Wittman, ii. 54

;

Volney, i. 47 ; Pococke, i. 306. Denon says that
it sometimes travels as a narrow stream, so that
one part of the land is light while the rest is dark
(p. 286). In such a way the Land of Goshen was
left unclouded while the rest of Egypt was dark.
As the first plague showed God’s power over the
river, so did this over the light of the sun, who as
Ra was one of Egypt’s chief deities. At Pharaoh’s
request this plague was also removed. Three days
is not an uncommon duration for the hamsin.

(10) The Death of the Firstborn.—In his last
interview with Pharaoh, Moses was dismissed
from Ms presence with the threat of death if he
again appeared on behalf of Israel, whereupon he
announced God’s last judgment (ll4). The plague
followed at midnight on that day. God claimed
all the firstborn of humanity as His own, and
ordained that in Israel they were to be redeemed
by sacrifice (1313). In this plague the unredeemed
firstborn of Egypt were sacrificed in one great
slaughter. It affected all classes from Pharaoh on
the throne to the maid at the mill (11s

, J), to the
captive in the prison (12;

9
, J, P) as well as the

domestic cattle. By this final catastrophe the
obstinacy of Pharaoh was overcome, and, as Moses

had foretold, the Egyptians not only freed Israel,

but commanded their exodus.
There are many traditional and historical records

of sudden outbreaks of plague. See Syncellua

(i. 101-103), Diodorus (40), Thucydides (ii. 48),

Procopius (ii. 22), etc. Modem outbreaks in

the month of April, or a little after the vernal
equinox, are reported by Bruce (iii. 715), Sonnini
(i. 277), Tobler {Lustreise, i. 137), Legh (113). It

is worthy of note that many authorities say that
the plague often is worst at the time of the hamsin
wind (Prosper Alpin. i. 7 ; Thevenot, i. 375 ;

v.

Schubert, ii. 138 ; Lane, i. 3 ; and Pruner, p. 419).

The coexistence of cattle disease with the plague
is mentioned by Dobel {Wanderungen, ii. 205).

The account of this plague bears internal evi-

dence that it is compiled from materials from all

three sources.

This catastrophe has been regarded by some as

a sudden outbreak of pestis siderans
,
but accord-

ing to the narrative it cannot have been a natural
plague, but on account of the peculiarities in its

course and incidence it was evidently a direct

interposition, and one the memory of which was
meant to have a lasting effect on the conduct of

Israel (1314 - 15
).

In reviewing the narratives of these Divine
judgments, we have seen not only that there are
reasons to believe that they consisted of eight
episodes, 1, 2, 3 (4), 5 (6), 7, 8, 9, 10, but that
there is a certain thread of connexion running
through the series. If the first took place towards
the end of the period of high Nile in August, it

is probable that the second occurred in September,
which is still the month when frogs are most
abundant. The insect plagues may coniecturally
be supposed to follow m October or ^November,
and the disease plagues in December. The notes
of time of the hail-plague give us surer ground
to refer it to January. The locusts and the dark-
ness intervened between this and the 14th of Abib
(the date of the Exodus).
In some of the series, and possibly in all, it

is to be noted that the Divine power used the
ordinaiy seasonal phenomena in a miraculously
intensified form as the instrument of judgment.
If the narrative of J, which confines the blood-
change to the Nile, be taken as the oldest account,
it is possible that it may have been due to some
special detachment of a clam of vegetable matter
like the Sudd above referred to. This, with the
organisms which must exist in myriads in it,

might well have caused the discoloration and fcetor
of the waters. Such a mass of organic matter with
its concomitant animal life would be the condition
under which frogs would multiply rapidly, and
may have been the antecedent used to bring about
the condition of the Second Plague. The decom-
posing masses of frogs could not fail to have been
the best possible breeding grounds of very many
kinds of insects, a veritable ‘motley multitude’
fulfilling the name of the Fourth Plague. The
results of recent bacteriological observations show
how great a factor in the spread of disease these
insects are, and so 5 and 6 would follow as the
sequences of 3 and 4. The Seventh inaugurates
a new series, and is followed by the two other
plagues, depending on atmospheric conditions. The
onset of the east wind brought the locusts, and the
shift to the west removed them, while the drop-
ping of the wind to the south-west brought up the
dreaded hamsin, carrying the plague in its train.

^
In the Apocalyptic visions of the trumpets and

vials (Rev 8 if.) much of the imagery is taken from
the story of the Plagues in Egypt.
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A. Macalister.
PLAIN.—This word (as a subst. ) stands in AY,

in some cases inaccurately, for several very different

terms in the Heb., which it has been the aim of

RV, though with only partial success, to express
and distinguish correctly. The following are the
words which are trd

4 plain ’ in AY :

—

1. ‘meadow 1
in Jg ll83 (‘the plain of the

vineyards,’ RY ‘ Abel-clieramim’).
2. ‘oak’ (in accordance with an old Jewish

interpretation), in ‘plain(s) of Moreh,’ Gn 128
,
Dt

ll30
, and ‘of Mamre/ Gn 1318 1413 IS 1

,
RY in each

case ‘oak(s)/ marg. ‘terebinth(s)
5

; also in Jg 4U
9®* 87

, 1 S 103 (RV as before). See Moreh.
3. njfljs (from pp? ‘to cleave’), a broad plain

between hills (‘a surrounding of hills seems
necessary to the name Bik&h, as if land laid open
in the midst of hills,’ EGEL 655, where mention
is also made of a small upland plain, surrounded
by mountains, on the E. of Jordan, called the
Bek"a, or [dimin.] the Bukeia ; see also Stanley,

SB, App. § 5). In AY billah is rendered ‘ plain ’

in Gn ll2
,
Neh 62 (‘the plain of Ono’), Ezk

Am l5 (RV ‘valley’), l)n 3 1 (Aram. —‘the

plain of Dura 9

)• Elsewhere inAV and R

Y

4 valley,

’

by which, however, must then be understood not
a ravine ta), but a broad vale. The Bik'dKs

mentioned ‘by name in the OT are those of

Jericho, Dt 34s (‘the Kikkar [see below], (even)

the plain of Jericho’) ; of Mizpeh, Jos ll8 (prob.

the Merj *Ayun

,

N.W. of Dan, between the Litani

and the Pasbani) ;
of Lebanon, Jos ll 17 127 (prob-

ably the broad flat plain between Lebanon and
Hermon, even now called in Arabic by a nearly

corresponding word, el-Bejcaa)

;

of Megiddo, 2 Ch
3522, Zee 1211 (the plain of Esdraelon, girt by
hills on all sides; see HGEL 385 f

. ) ;
of Ono,

Neh 62 (7 m. S.E. of Joppa) ; of Aven, Am l5 (the

broad plain between Lebanon and Hermon ; see

Aven); and of Dura, Dn 31 (near Babylon).

BiJcdhs without names are referred to in Gn ll3,

Ezk 322* 33 84 Si 1 ' 2 (in the vision of the dry bones :

prob. the same as the bik'ah of 322 etc.) ; the word
occurs also, without reference to specific localities,

in Dt 87 ll11
,
Ps 104®, Is 40* (see RVm), 41 18 6314

(all). The retention of the two renderings ‘ plain
5

and ‘ valley * in RY is to be regretted; hut it is

no doubt due, at least in part, to the fact that

there is no exactly corresponding English term.

Plain* is, on the whole, preferable to ‘valley.’

4. (properly a round, e.g. of metal, i.e. a
‘talent,’ or of bread, i.e. a loaf or round cake),
used specifically of the ‘round,’ or as we should
probably say, the ‘ oval,’ of Jordan, the (approxi-
mately) oval or oblong basin into which the
depression (eUGMr) through which the Jordan
flows expands, as it approaches the N. end of the
Dead Sea : it must also, if the ‘ cities of the
kikkar 5

are rightly placed at the S. end of the
Dead Sea, have included the Dead Sea itself.**

The expressions used are ‘the kikkar of Jordan,’
Gn 1310- 11

, 1 K 7
46

(
= 2 Ch 417

), and ‘the kikkar'
alone, Gn 1312 1917* 25, 28# 29

, Dt 34s (cited above), 2 S
1823

. The word occurs also, perhaps in the same
sense, in Neh 322

; bnt probably in a more general
sense in 1228 (see Comm. : AY ‘ the plain country’).
In RV always ‘ Plain ’ (usually with a capital P).
Cf. SB 284, 287, 488; HGEL 505 f. No doubt
this is the region meant by ij Teptxapos rod ’lopbivov
in Mt 35 ; for LXX renders n|o by y nepix^pos in Gn
and 2 Ch (rjpr. to

0

’lopddvov in Gn 1310* 11
), and by

rd ireplxupa in Dt.
5. “W'Q a smooth and level tract of country (from

1?; ‘to be level’): the general meaning of the
word appears well from Ts 2612 2711 (‘a path of
evenness 14310 (RVm), also from I K 2023* 25

(where it is opposed to the ‘hills’), Is 404 RVm
(‘level’ ; || frjflw), Zee 47. With the art., this word
is used specifically of the elevated plateau, or
table-land, of Reuben or Moab, E. of the Dead
Sea, Dt 310 4^, Jos 139- 18 - 17 * 21 208, Jer 488* 21 (in

the prophecy on Moab), 2 Ch 2610
. AY and RY in

all tliese passages render ‘plain,’ except Dt d43
,
Jer

4821 ‘plain country,’ and 2 Ch 2610 AY ‘plains.’

RY has sometimes the marg. ‘ Or, table land.’

6. steppe (in poetry, Is 351 - 8 403
, Jer 17® al.),

with the art., as a proper name, nyjyr, the 'Arabah,
the name given to the gravelly, sandy, and gener-
ally unfertile floor of the valley through which the
Jordan runs, and which extends southwards to the
Gulf of Alcabah (see ARABAH ; and EGHL 483 f.),

now called el-GMr (the Hollow, or Depression),
in AY nearly always ‘the plain,’ in RV ‘the
Ardbah,’ Dt l1* 7 28 (here of the same valley, S. of

the Dead Sea, now el-Ardbah), 317- 17 + 449 - 49 II30

(AY ‘the champaign’), Jos 316 814 (see Dillm.)
U2.i6 12i.s.8.8 1818.U (AY ‘Arabah,’ RV ‘the
Arabah’), 1 S 2324

,
2 S 229 47 1528

,
2 K I425 254

(
= Jer 394==527), Ezk 478 (AV ‘the desert’), Am 614

(AV ‘the wilderness’). Zee 1410, RV (fig. of a
level

;

MT, however, as Baer shows, points both
here and in Is 339 without the art., i.e . ‘like a
steppe’) ; see also Is 339 RVm.
The same word, in the plural, occurs also in the

two expressions, ‘the plains— better steppes, or

desert parts—of Moab,’ Nu 221 26s* 63 3112 3348- 49- 59

351 361J
,
Dt 341 (see Driver), v. 8

, Jos 1332
,
and ‘ of

Jericho,’ Jos 413 510
, 2 K 25® (Jer 39® 528

),
of the

parts of the same depression, on the opposite sides

of the Jordan, in the latitude of Jericho. In the
case of the plur.

,
RY retains the rendering ‘ plains ’

:

in 2 S 1528 1718 (‘plains of the wilderness’), how-
ever, it follows the Kethibh (n'ray for nbny), and
renders ‘ fords * (with marg. ‘ plains ’). There may
not he a precise English equivalent ; but * plains/

it should be remembered, does not at all express
the distinctive idea of the Hebrew word (bare,

desolate, and unfertile soil ; cf. EGEL 483, 485).

7. njsfo (from to be low), the lowland
,
the

technical designation of the low hills and flat

valley land stretching down towards the Mediter-
ranean Sea in the W. and S.W. of Judah. This
term is in AV rendered ‘plain’ only in Jer 1728

,

Ob 19
,
Zee 77

; ‘low plains’ in 1 Ch 2728
, 2 Ch 9s7

;

‘vale’ in Dt l7, Jos 1040, 1 K 1027
, 2 Ch l1®, Jer

* Cf. under Lot, pp. 150, 151.

t Here, as also 4^b
,
Jos 316 128

2

K 14®, the 1 Sea of th
Arabah,’ i.e. the Dead Sea

;
cf. Ezk 47®, Am 6H
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S318
5

‘ valley(s) ’ in Jos 91 ll2* 16- 16 12s 1533, Jg l9, Jer

S244 ;
* low country ’ in 2 Ch 2610 281S : in EY it is

rendered uniformly ‘lowland.’ The reference in

all these passages is the same, except in Jos ll3 * 16b
,

where the context shows that a locality further to

the N. musthe intended, probably a group of similar

low hills, between Carmel and the high central

range of Samaria (HGHL 49 and 203 n.). The
LXX represents r&s»n mostly by rj iredtvi) (cf. 1 Mac
340 ), but by v Xe<pv\a in Jer 3S44

, 33
1S

, Ob 19
, 2 Ch

2610
,
which also occurs in 1 Mac 1238 (AY ‘ Sephela,’

EY ‘the plain country’}.

The region commonly known as ‘ the Shephelah
’

must have been a fairiy definite one : in Jos 1588
'44

it forms a distinct district of Judah (side by side

with the ‘Negeb,’ v. 21ff
-, the ‘hill country,’ v. 48ff

*,

and the ‘wilderness,’ v. 61f
*), and 39 (40) Judahite

cities contained in it are enumerated, those at

present identified being (beginning at the N.)
Gimzo (a little S.E. of Lydda), Aijalon, Gederah,
Eshtaol, Zorah, Beth-shemesh, 'En-gannim, Za-
noah, Jarmuth, Socoh, 'Adullam, Mareshah, ‘Eglon
and Lachish (W.S.W. of Mareshah), and Beth-
tappuah (a little W. of Hebron) : Adida (included

in it in 1 Mac 1238 ) is a little N. of Gimzo (IJad-

itheh); Emmaus {ib. 340
) is very near Aijalon ; and

Timnah (2 Ch 2S18
) is close to ‘En-gannim. All

these cities are between the high central range of

Judah on the E. and the Philistine plain on the
W. The W. limit of the ‘ Shephelah ’ has, however,
been disputed. It has generally (e.g . by Dillm.
on Jos 1538

) been held to include the Philistine

plain, and the Phil, cities are certainly enumer-
ated after those of Judah in Jos 1545

**
47

; on the
other hand, Ob 19

, Zee 77, and 2 Ch 2818 imply
|

that it was outside the Phil, territory. Hence
G. A. Smith insists strongly that though the term
may sometimes have been used more widely, it was
limited more properly to the intermediate region
indicated above, consisting of a mass of ‘low hills,’

varied often by stretches of ‘flat valley land,*

which, as viewed from the Phil, plain and the sea,

appear ‘ buttressing the central range all the way
along,’ but which are separated from it in fact by
a well-defined series of valleys, running from
Aijalon to near Beer-sheba’ (HGHL 49, 211 ff. ; cf.

Buhl’s, criticism, Geogr. 104, with Smith’s reply,
Expositor

, Dec. 1896, pp. 404r-406). This ‘ maze ’ of
hills ‘ curves round the Phil, plain from Jaffa to
Gaza like an amphitheatre ’

: it is pierced by five

important valleys running up from the plain into
the heart of Judah : viz. (1) the road from Joppa
and Lydda, through the hollow Yale (peg) of
Aijalon, and then up through the hills, past the
two Beth-horons, to Gibe'on and Michmash

; (2) the
Wady es-Surar, or valley (bey) of Sorek, up past
Beth-shemesh and 3£iriath-je'arim, to Jerusalem
(the course taken by the modern railway from
Jaffa)

;

(3) the Wady e§-Sunt, leading up from Tell
es-Safi, through the Yale (p^y) of Elah, past Socoh,
ana then either up the Wady el-Jindy to Beth-
lehem, or (turning S.) along the Wady es-Sur, past
'AduUam, to ^e’ilah ; (4) the Wady el-Afranj lead-
ing up from Ashdod, past Eleutheropolis, to Beth-
tappuah and Hebron ; and (5) the Wady el-Hesy,
starting a little N. of Gaza, passing Lachish, and
leading up to a point 6 miles S.W. of Hebron.
The historical and strategical importance of these
valleys is well drawn out in HGHL 209-236 : the
first, especially, is a route along which have passed
many times the hosts of both invading and de-
feated foes.

8. rbiros Tredtpbs, Lk 617 ; EY ‘a level place.’

Of the words rendered ‘plain,’ even in EY (Nos.
3, 4, 5, 6), each, it will now be seen, has a definite
and distinctive meaning of its own : the environs
of Jericho are indeed described (from different points
of view) as a kikkar

,

a bik'ah, and 'ardboth

;

hut

the mishor, for instance, could never have been
called a bile ah, nor could a bile ah, speaking
generally, have been called an 'arabah

;

and the
‘plain’ (mishor )

inhabited by the Moabites (Jer

488
)
was geographically quite distinct from the

‘ plains ’ {'tiraboth) of Moab. The only term which
really corresponds completely to our ‘plain’ is

mishor. S. E. Driver.

PLAIN.—The only unfamiliar occurrence of the
adj. is in Gn 2527 ‘Jacob was a plain man, dwelling
in tents.’ As EYm (‘or quiet or harmless

,
Heb.

perfect ’) shows, the Heb. (do) is the epithet so

frequently applied to Job and trd ‘perfect’ (Job
Xi-8 23 920 * 2i

; cf. 9-2
,
Ps 3737 644). The idea ex-

pressed by the word is completeness or flawless-

ness. * In the present context,’ says Dillmann, ‘ it

can neither mean morally blameless nor dirXao-Tos,

attXovs, simplex, simple, unsophisticated ; for Jacob,
in what follows, appears always, on the contrary,

as sly and cunning.’ He compares the German
fromm (pious), and considers the meaning to he
tffj.epos, ‘quiet’ or ‘peaceful,’ in antithesis to ‘wild.’

The tr. ‘plain’ is from the Geneva Bible, which
has the marg. alternative ‘simple and innocent.’
‘ Simple ’ is Tindale’s word, and the marg. note in

Matthew’s Bible reads, ‘ He is simple that is with-
out craft and decept and contynueth in belevyng
and executynge of godes wyll.’ J. Hastings.

PLANE TREE.—Gn 3037
, Ezk 318

, AY ‘chest-
nut,’ Sir 2414

. See Chestnut.

PLANT, PLANTS.—-See Natural History.

PLAY.— The verb to play had a wider use
formerly than now. Tindale has : Ex l 10 ‘ Come

in the londe, and ye make them playe and let
their worke stonde

5

; Ex 102 ‘ the pagiantes which
I have played in Egipte, and the miracles which
I have done amonge them.’ And in AY to ‘play’
is used in the sense of to ‘sport,’ not only of
‘hoys and girls’ (Zee 85) or a ‘sucking child’
(Is 1 Is), but of men and women in worship. Thus
Ex 328 ‘ The people sat down to eat and to drink,
and rose up to play’ (pn^,* quoted in 1 Co 108

Taifav)

;

1 S 187 ‘ The women answered one another
as they played ’ (mpn^orijt BY ‘ in their play ’)

;

2 S 65 * And David and all the house of Israel
played before the Lord on all manner of instru-
ments made of fir wood [or, better, ‘ with all their
might, even with songs,’ reading, with parallel
passage in 1 Ch, tjr^? instead of
o’Sh-q], even on harps,’ etc. (the playing here knot
playing on the instruments as AY, hut sporting
and dancing to the accompaniment of the music
on the instruments, as shown in 1 Ch 138

; EV
‘ with all manner of instruments ’). See Games.
The phrase ‘play the man’ occurs in 2 S 1012

‘ Be of good courage, and let us play the men for
our people’ (pj0?n pin, LXX dvdptfov kolI Kparcuu-
dQpev), a phrase which comes from the Douay
Bible, where, however, it is the tr. of the first

* This verb pns in its Qal conjug. is the usual verb in Gn
(where alone it is found) meaning to laugh (Gn 1717 1812 13, id bis
216) ; in its Piel conjug. it occurs Gn 1914 219 (RVm * play ’) 3914. 17

(followed by ?) where it is tr. ‘ mock’
;
268 ‘ sport ’

; and Jg I<52fi

‘make sport.*

f This, a later form of pmf, is the verb translated ‘play * (in
the sense of sport) throughout the rest of OT (except Is 118 ‘ the
sucking child shall play on the hole of the asp,’ ypyp). 1 S 187,
2 S 214 65. 21

, 1 Oh 138 1529, Job 4020 416 (here and in the follow
ing passage with ia=‘ play with.’ Followed by b, pn& means
‘mock at,* e.g. Ps 3713 598, Pr 3125, j0b 622. Margoliouttt
surely forgets this when [p. 17 of The Origin of the ‘ Original
Hebrew 1

of Hcelesiasticus] he renders b pn bp ‘played with’).
Ps 10426, Zee 85.
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Heb. word, * Play the man, and let ns fight for
our people/ after Vulg. ‘Esto vir fortis et pugne-
mus? The phrase is not uncommon, especially in
echoes of this passage, as Foxe, Martyrs, vii. 550,
*At the stake Latimer exhorted his fellow-sufferer,
Be of good comfort, Master Ridley, and play the
man 5

; Herbert, * The Church Porch/ Ixxvii.

—

‘ In brief, acquit thee bravely, play the man

:

Look not on pleasures as they come, but go

;

Deferre not the least virtue : life’s poore span
Make not an ell by trifling in thy wo.’

J. Hastings.
PLEAD.—To plead in AV never means to pray

or beseech, but always to argue for or against a
cause. Thus Job 1621 *0 that one might plead
for a man with God/ and I95 ‘If indeed ye will
magnify yourselves against me, and plead against
me my reproach.’ The verb most frequently tr.

‘plead’ is un, which is also rendered ‘contend/
‘strive with’ or ‘strive against/ etc. It is the
verb used in Job X319 ‘ Who is he that will plead
with me’ (RV ‘contend with me’); Is l17 * Plead
for the widow’; 313 ‘The Lord standeth up to
plead’; Jer 29 ‘I will yet plead with you, saith
the Lord ’

; 229 ‘ Wherefore will ye plead with
me?’; Hos 22 ‘Plead with your mother, plead.’
Amer. RV usually prefers ‘contend.’
The subst. ‘ pleading ’ has the same meaning in

Job 13° ‘Hearken to the pleadings of my lips’

Plead is to be traced back to Lat. plaeitum
,
an opinion (fr.

placere
, to please) ; in Low Lat. a writ summoning a court of

justice, in the form quia tale est nostrum plaeitum, ‘ for such is

our pleasure.’ Then plaeitum came to mean the court so con-
vened, and also the pleading or business done at it. Plaeitum
became plait in Fr., whence Eng. * plea’ and ‘plead.’ An older
spelling of plead is ‘ pleate,* found in Ps S51

,
Pr. Bk. (in mod.

editions printed * plead ’). J. HASTINGS.

PLEASURE as a verb is found in 2 Mac 2s7 * for

the pleasuring of many* (did rfy r&v ttoWujv eu%a-

purrtav
,
AVm ‘to deserve well of many/ RV ‘for

the sake of the gratitude of the many’) ; and I2U
* promising both to give him cattle, and to pleasure
him otherwise’ (cb^eX'/jo-eiv airotis, RV ‘to help his

people’). The Rhemish translators speak (on Lk
169 ) of ‘ the farmers whom the il steward pleasured.’

Cf. Shaks. Tim,on, in. ii. 63—‘I count it one of

my greatest afflictions that I cannot pleasure such
an honourable gentleman.’ J. Hastings.

PLEDGE.—4. Shq (once Ezk 187 nj?hq) noun, Vsp
verb (LXX -y6s, &exvp&fa). The prim-

ameaning of this root is ‘to bind/ hence ‘to

one by a pledge.’ The taking of a pledge for

the repayment of a loan was sanctioned by the
Law (Ex 2226 [Book of the Covenant], cf. Dt 246* 10flf,

3

where, however, in v. 10ff* the term for ‘ pledge ’ is

tbjk see below) ; but it was enacted that when this

pledge consisted of the large square outergarmentor
cloak called simlah or salmah, it must be returned

before nightfall, since this garment often formed
the only covering of the poor at night (cf. the
reproaches uttered in Am 28

, Job 22s 249, and see

Ezk 186* ia> 16 3315
). In Pr 2016 we read, ‘ Take his

garment that is surety for a stranger, and hold
niir> in pledge (AV and RVm ‘ take a pledge of

him’) that is surety for strangers’ (m. ‘a strange

woman’ [following liter3], so AV, omitting ‘that is

surety’). The same saying recurs in 27*8
, where

both A v and RV have ‘ a strange woman/ The
Heb. reads (ma) U aTT* **?rnp(7)

;

LXX of 2713
(20

16 is wanting) dfaXov to lydnov

atrrodf irap7)\dev ydp* d^ptarijs flerrts tcc dXXdrpia Xvpulv-

erai. This appears to be a reflection on the folly

(cf. Pr 2227
) of becoming responsible for another

man’s debt (see Toy, ad cog., who would read, ‘ for

a stranger or strangers’ [masc. sing, or plur., not

fern, sing.] in both passages). It was forbidden to

‘ take the mill or the upper millstone to pledge/ as
this was tantamount to taking ‘a man’s life to
pledge,’ Dt 246 (see Driver’s note). A similar pro-
vision is found in v. 17

, which forbids taking the
widow’s garment (in) in pledge ; cf. Job 243

, where
the taking of the widow’s ox is condemned.

2. an# occurs four times, Dt 2410- u - i2 * 13 (LXX
iptyupov). In w. 10 * 11 it is prescribed that when an
Israelite lends to his neighbour on the security of
a pledge, he is not to go into the house for the
purpose of fetching his pledge, hut the borrower is

to have the right of selecting the article. Vv. 12 * 1}

contain the same provision as Ex 2226f
* (see above).

The primary sense of the root uiy (Qal ‘ borrow or
pledge/ LXX davdfoycu; Hiph. ‘lend on pledge/
LXX davelfa) is doubtful.
The word ‘ pledge ’ is also introduced by RV in

Hab 26 as tr. of in the phrase o’en# ‘Wgi
(LXX Kal fiaptivoov rhv k\oibv avrov GTifiap&s) : RV
‘ and that ladeth himself with pledges 5

(sc. which
he has taken from the nations, and whose restitu-
tion is at last compelled [cf. Job 2010 * 18 * 20

]). AV
‘ thick clay * and Vulg. lutum denseum are due to
understanding tj'my as two words, in (constr.

) and
‘ clay/ cf. Ex 199 pirn 2^ ‘ in a thick cloud.’

3. my, Qal and Hithp., ‘ to be surety/ ‘ to give a
pledge/ ‘to make a wager.’ Thus in 2 K 182S=
Is 368 the Rabshakeh says in his message to Heze-
kiah, ‘Now, therefore, I pray thee, give pledges
(AVm ‘hostages’) to my master the king of
Assyria’ (a-iynrr, ylxd^re). The correct sense is

undoubtedly that given in RVm ‘ make a wager/
by handing over a pledge to he forfeited in case of
failure to furnish men to mount the 2000 horses
offered by the Assyrian king. The noun nmy

t
is

tr, ‘ pledge ’ in I S 1718 ‘ Look how thy brethren
fare and take their pledge’ (npo crimyfnx, A 6<xa dv

Xiprffacnv yuibcrp, Luc. Kal elaolcreis fioi rfy ayyeXtav
atirwv), i.e

;
‘bring hack some. token of their wel-

fare’ (Driver), which had probably been agreed
upon beforehand. This yields an excellent sense,
and there appears to be no sufficient reason (with
many scholars, including H. P. Smith) to doubt
the correctness of the MT. The cognate form pm

fy
(LXX dppap&v, cf. the NT use of this word for the
‘ earnest

5

of the Spirit in 2 Co l22 55 ,
Eph l

14
; see

art. Earnest) is used in Gn 3817- 18* 20 of the pledge
(consisting of his staff and signet ring) which Judah
gave to Tamar as security for the fulfilment of his
promise to send her a kid. J. A. Selbie.

PLEIADES.—The three passages (Am 58
, Job 9s

3831
) which contain the proper noun (Kesil,

Orion) also mention nip’:? (.Ktmd), and the Eng.
Versions have in each case taken the latter to be
the Pleiades, their rendering, ‘the seven stars/ in
the first of these passages, obviously pointing to
the asterism which they call Pleiades in the other
two.* The Pleiades are a group of stars, seven
larger and some smaller, in the constellation of

the Bull, near the ecliptic, belonging to the
northern hemisphere. To the ancients the rising

and setting of this group announced respectively
the beginning and end of the season of navigation.
Hence their name is usually derived from the
Greek wXtw, ‘ to sail/ though others would connect
it with irXios, * full/ and understand the reference to
be to their being apparentlycloselypacked together.
Josephus, in one of his rare references to astro-

nomical phenomena, employs ‘the setting of the
Pleiades ’ to mark a date (Ant. xiii. viii. 2). The
common Arabic name for these stars is ehnegm,

i.e. the star group par excellence, because they serve
* Lockyer, The Dawn of Astronomy

,

p. 134, remarks :
1 The

seven stars are held by many to mean the Pleiades, and not the
Great Bear

;
but this, I think, is very improbable.’ Yet Lockyer

has admitted, p. 133, that the Pleiades are mentioned in Job
3831, and there is no good reason why the original word should
have diverse senses in the two passages.
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the nomads and peasants as calendar and time-
measurer, especially by their monthly conjunctions
with the moon, ft has been shown recently that
in Egypt the rising of the Pleiades was watched
for astronomical purposes * even in pyramid times,

5

and that three Greek temples—the archaic temple
to Minerva at Athens (B.c. 1530), the Hecatompe-
don (B.c. 1150), on whose site the Parthenon was
subsequently built, and the temple of Minerva at
Suninm (B.C. 845)—were orientated, the first two
to the rising and the third to the setting of tj

Tauri in the Pleiades [see Lockyer, pp. 418, 419].

The verbMm, from whichKimd must be derived,

is not found in biblical Hebrew. In Syriac the
cognate verb is frequently employed in the sense
of ‘ heaping up.* In Arabic kumat— ‘ a heap.

5 In
Assyrian kimtu = 1 a family. 5 The name Kimd
would thus seem peculiarly appropriate to the
Pleiades. The ancient VSS of the Bible, though
somewhat wavering, are on the whole in favour of

the identification. The LXX at Job 99 has ’Apx-

rovpov, at Job 3831 HXeidda, at Am 58 it follows a
corrupt text. The Pesh. and the Targ. retain the
Hebrew word. Aq., Symm., and Theod. all use
JLXeidda at Am 58. Jerome varies between Hyades
(Job 99), Pleiades (Job 3831), and Arcturus (Am
58). An attempt has been made by Hoffmann
(‘ Versuche zu Amos, 9 ZATW, 1883) to prove that
Kimd is Sirius. The chief arguments are that
Sirius, Orion, the Hyades, and the Pleiades—
the order which, on this interpretation, is followed
at Job 3831 * 82—are ranged in the sky in this order,

almost in a straight line ; and, moreover, that an
accurate picture of natural phenomena is thus
obtained. * Dost thon keep hound the refreshing
influences of Sirius, and dost thou let loose the
outpourings of Orion ?

5 The reference would then
be to the rise and overflow of the Nile, which was
heralded each year by the heliacal rising of Sirius

on the day of the summer solstice. But this in-

terpretation depends partly on the conjectural
alteration of the word atafio into josod, which we
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have felt constrained to reject [see art. Orion],
and partly on a mistaken derivation and explana-
tion of (LXX Secryfo), which does not mean
outpourings, but ‘bands,

5

‘links ,

5 ‘knots .

5

As might have been expected, this conspicuous
group of stars arrested the attention and exercised

the imagination of many peoples. The Australian
saw in them a group of girls playing the corroboree.

The North American Indian thought of them as

dancers. There is some reason for believing that
at one time in Egypt they were connected with
Isis. The Greeks represented them as sisters flying

before Orion : the maidens prayed for deliverance
from the giant hunter, and were heard by the gods,
who changed them into doves, and placed them
amongst the stars. In this mythology their names
are Electra, Maia, Taygete, Alcyone, Celseno,

Sterope, and Merope. The Arabs pictured them
as a group of riders mounted on camels ; and Wetz-
stein (in App. to Delitzsch’s Book of Job) points
out that they named the star immediately in front
of the cluster hadi, i.e. the singer who rides in
front of a troop of camels and stimulates them to
swift movement by his song. The Persians com-
pare them to a cluster of jewels or a necklace.
Their mention in the Bible has no mythological
tinge. At Am 58, Job 99

, the constellations are
adduced as forming part of that wonderful com-
plex of creation the existence of which bears
testimony to the Maker’s almightiness. At
Job 3831 they are signs of the seasons, and the
recurrence of these seasons year by year is alto-

gether beyond the control of man. He cannot tie

the bands which hold this group together—another
proof of that impotence which should lead him
willingly to submit to God.

Literature.—Hoffmann’s article quoted above ; Oheyne, Job
and Solomon, 1887, p. 290 ; Cox, Book of Job

, 1885, p. 518
,

Dehtzsch, Book of Job , Eng. tr. 1866 ; Oom. on Job by A. B.
Davidson (1884), or E. 0. S. Gibson (1S99). Dulim, Das Buoh
Eiob , 1897, follows Gustav Bickell, Das Buck Job, 1894, in
omitting the verse Job 99 from the text.

J. Taylor.
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